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ENCYCLOPEDIA BEITANNICA.

CANON
CANON. The Greek word xavtiv means originally a

straight rod or pole, and metaphorically what serves

to keep a thing upright or straight, a rule. In the New
Testament it occurs in Gal. vi. 16 and 2 Cor. x. 13, 15, 16,

signifying in the former passage a measure, in the latter,

what ia measured, a district. There are tliree opinions as

to the origin, of its application to the writings used by
the church. According to Semler, Baur, and others, the

jvord. had originally the sense of list or catalogue—the

booliU publicly read in Christian assemblies. Others, ai*

Stelner, suppose that since the Alexandrian grammarians
applied it to collections of old Greek authors as models of

excellence or classics, it meant classical (canonical) writing.s.

According to a third opinion, the term included fv(.'m the

first the idea of a regulating iirinciple. This is the more
probabla, because the same idea lies in the NB\i- Testa-

ment use of the noun, and pervades its ajiplicafions in the

language of the early Fathers down to the time of Con-
Btautine, as Oredner has shown.' The " KaviLv of the

church" in the Clementine homilies,- the " ecclesiastical

KaviLv"^ and "the koi'o)!' of the truth" in Clement and
Irenceus,* the Kavwv of tlie faitli in Poljcrates,' the rer/v.la

fidei of TertuUian," and the libri re'julares of Origen

'

imply a nortnulive principle. Credner's view of Kavuiu as

an abbreviation of yparfial Kavovo^, equivalent to Scriptures

legis in Diocletian's Act,^ is too artificial, and is unsanc-

tioned by usage.

ThotruLnijiiiifications of the word are— a rule or funda-

m«'.ntal principle, and a collection or list of books that

form or contain the rule.

The earliest example of its application to a catalogue of

the Old or New Testament books occurs in the Latin trans-

lation of Oiigcn's homily on Joshua, where the original

aeoms to have been Ktwiov. The word itself is certainly in

* Zur OcschichU dcs Kanons, pp. 3-68.
' Cle7nent. Horn., ap. '^'ololer., vol. i. p. 608.
*Slromala, vi. 15, p. 803, ed. Potter.
* Adv. Uteres., \. 95.
» Eu«i>b. //. E., V. 24
* he irrtxscripi. lltETdicorum, chs. ]2, 13.

' Cmnvient. m .\f<tl. iii. p 916 ; cd. Dclnrue.
" \fnnvmmUi Vetera ad iJoiiaUstarum historiam jjCTiincntia, cd.

Dupin, p. 16S.

5—1

Amphilochius,' as well as in Jerome" and Eufinus." As
tlie Latin translation of Origen has caAoriiciis and canoni-

zatus, we infer that he used KavoviKo<;, opposed as it is to
apocryphvs or sccreius. The first occurrence of KavoviKoi

is in the 59th canon of the Council of Laodicea, where it

is contrasted with iSiuthcos and a.Kavovi(TTo<;. Kavoi'ifd/icro,

"canonized books," is first used in Athanasius's festal

epistle.'^ The kind of rule which the earliest fathers

thought the Scriptures to be can only be conjectured ; it

is certain that they believed the Old Testament books to

be a divine and infallible guide. But the New Testament
was not so considered till towards the close of the 2d
century, when the conception of a Catholic Church was
realize(l. The collection of writings was not called Scrip-

ture, or put on a par with the Old Testament as sacred

and insi>ired, till the time of Theophilus of Antioch (about

ISO x.V).) Hence Irenceus applies the epithets divine and
perfect to the Scriptures; and Clement of Alexandria calls

them inspired.

Whin distinctions Were made among the Biblical writ-

ings other words were employed, synonymous with Kavof.-

t,t')ixiva or KCKai'orio'jLtcVa, such as evSta^i^Ka, wpio-ficva. The
canon was thus a catalogue of writings, forming a rule of

truth, sacred, divine, revealed by God for the instruction

of men. The rule was perfect for its purpose.

The Old Testament Canon.

The individual who first gave public sanction to a por-

tion of the national Jewish literature was Ezra, who laid

the foundation of a canon. He was the lender in restoring

the theocracy after the exile, " a ready scribe in the law of

Moses, who had prepared his heart to seek the law of tl.o

Lord and to teach in Israel statutes and judgments." The
question how far Ezra was also the redactor of the Penta-

teuch, or made additions to it, will be discjfsed in its

• At tlio end of tlia Imnhi ad Selettcum, on the books of the New
Testament, ho adds, etroj ii^fvS/irraTot Katur i» tXn Tie furrvticn.*
ypa(pwv.

'*• Pivlogus gaUal\ui in W. liefi.

" Kxi>os. in Symb. AposL, 37, p. 37 i, od Micni'.

" After tho wortl is r.ddcd nai irapa8uOi'*To, it.otiu^Icito -i( 6*7,-

tlyai. 0pp., vol. i. p. 96], «d, Benedict

V. — I



CANON
proper place (sea PENTATEtJon). Here it is sufficient to

observe that the public authority he conferred on the Law
is the first stop in the formation of the canon.

After the Grst collection was made attention was directed

to other national documents. Of these the prophetic books

were the most conspicuous ; and the order of men from
whom they came, or whose names they bore, stood out in a

favourable light, when looked back at from the restored

theocracy, because many of their predictions had been

fulfilled. Exhortations and warnings, which had often

fallen upon listless ears, bad been verified by experience.

A desire to gither together the earlier prophetic writings

would naturally accompany or follow the zeal displayed in

bringing forth the Pentateuch to public view. Hence the

historical books of the nation which described the divine

guidance of the people, as well as the kings under whom
the earliest prophets lived (Joshua—Kings), were first

adopted.

This second canon originated with Neheciiah, of whom
it is said in the second book of Maccabees, that, when found-

ing a library, "ho gathered together the acts of the kings, and
the prophets, and the (Psalms) of David, and the epistles of

the kings concerning the holy gifts."' These words, though

somewhat ambiguous, and admitting diiTerent explanations,

present an historical statement which should not bo sum-

marily rejected, as it is by Graetz. " The Acts of the Kings"

contained the two books of Kings (including those now
called after Samuel), with Joshua and Judges, of which last

Euth was the concluding part ; for Joshua was now separate

from the Mosaic books, with which it was closely connected

at first. This historical portion was the proper continuation

of Ezra's canon. The " Prophets " comprehended the four

greater and twelve minor ones. Not all tho latter, how-

over; for Jonah is of subsequent date. Lamentations were

united to Jeremiah as one book. The " Psalms of David "

also belong to this canon, and may have been almost coes-

tensive with the first three divisions of the present book.

The epi3t4e3 of the kings concerning the holy gifts are not

extant. They appear to havo been the documents of

heathen (Persian for the most part) kings favourable to

the rebuilding of Jerusalem and its temple. Nehemiah's

canon was identical to some extent with the second divi-

Bion of tho Biblical books. It wanted Jonah, perhaps

Malachi, but it had " the Epistles of the kings." It was

larger than the second Hebrew division of the Old Testa-

ment, and had probably been preceded by smaller collec-

tions of prophetic productions before the captivity. Wo
know that in the captivity itself, and immediately after,

older prophecies were edited.

Whether Nehemiah himself collected the books, or

whether he merely set the thing on foot and saw that it was
carried out by the learned men of the time, can only be

conjectured. As he was not a priest or a scribe like Ezra,

but a statesman, the latter supposition is the more prob-

able. This collection was highly esteemed ; though it did

not take equal rank with the first. It was not completed

before the close of the 4th century B.C., because the book of

Jonah was prol bly not written till that time. The close

of the prophenc canon could not have taken place till some
period had elapsed after Malachi,—a period sufficient for

the growth of a general consciousness that the prophetic

function had ceased with the youngest of the prophets.

Besides the historical books whiph preceded, there were in

it four prophetic ones—Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah, the

twelve minor prophets. Ruth belonged to the book of

Judges, and Lamentations to Jeremiah ; but they were
afterwards detached and put into the third division or

canon. Definite allusions to this prophetic collection do

Chko. ii. 13.

not occui till the 2d century B.C. Daniel speaks of a
passage in Jeremiah being in "the books" or "writings;"^
and Sirach, both in the prologue and the 49th chapter,

presupposes its completion. Such was the second or

Nehemiah canon, partly gradual in its formation.

The third canon, in which the other bojks of the Old
Testament were included, was not made at unce. Its con-

tents were multifarious, differing widely from one another
in age and character—poetical, prophetic, didactic, his-

torical. Such as seemed worthy of preservation, though
they had not been included in the second canon, were
gathered together during the space of a hundred and fifty

years. The oldest part consisted of psalms supposed to

belong to David, which were a supplement to those in

Nehemiah's collection,—perhaps the last two divisions, with

somo exceptions (books fourth and fifth). Next to the

Psalms were Proverbs, Job, Canticles, which, though non-

prophetic, and probably excluded on that account from the

sacred canon, must have existed before the exile. En-
riched with the latest additions, they survived the national

disasters, and claimed a place next to the Psalms. They
were but a portion of the literature current in and after

the 5th century B.C., as may be inferred from the epilogue

to Ecclesiastes and tho Wisdom of Sirach. The historical

work compiled by the chronicle-writer was separated, Ezra

being put first as the most important part and referring

also to the church bf the 6th and 5 th centuries, whose
history had not been written. The Chronicles themselves

were placed last, being cohsidered ' of less value than the

first part, as they contained the summary of a period

already described, though with numerous adaptations to

post-exile times. The youngest portion consisted of the

book of Daniel, not written till the Maccabean period

(between 170 and 160 B.C.); and. probably of several

psalms which were inserted in different places of the col-

lection so as to make the whole number 160. The list

continued open, and no stringent principle guided selection.

The character of the coUection was somewhat indefinite.

It was called c'tubim, i.e., writings,^—a general epithet

suited to the contents.

The earliest attestation of this third canon is that of the

prologue to Jesus Sirach, where not only the law and tha

prophets are specified, but " the other books of the fathers,"

or " the rest of the books."* No information is given as

to its extent, or the particular books included. They may
have been for the most part the same as the present ones.

The passage do_es not show that the third list was closed.

The better writings of the fathers, such as tended to learn-

ing and wisdom, are not excluded by the definite article.

In like manner, neither Plulo nor the New Testament gives

exact information as to the contents of the division in ques-

tion. Indeed, several books (Canticles, Esther, Ecclesi-

astes), are unnoticed in the latter. The argument drawn

from Matthew xxiii. 35, that the Chronicles were then the

last book of the canon, is inconclusive, as the Zechariah

there named was probably difi'erent from the Zechariah in

2 Chronicles xxiv. The third canon is not proved to be

closed by any of these witnesses, much less by a passage

of 2 Maccabees ii. 14, which is sometimes adduced for the

purpose.

A more definite testimony respecting the canon is given

by Josephus towards the end of the first century a.d. " For

we have not an innumerable multitude of books among
us, ... . but only twenty-two books, which contain the

records of all the past times ; which are justly believed t«

be divine. And of them five belong to Moses Bal

' 2'?5n5, translated by the GTft*)lt ayioypaip^ bagiographa.

• -ri eAXi raroi'a BiB\\a ; to Xoiir^ riv Bt&Ktmi'.



CANON
as to the time from the death of Moses till the reign of

Artaxerxes king of Persia, the prophets who were after

Moses wrote down what was done in their times in thirteen

books. The remaining four books contain hymns to God

and precepts for the conduct of human life. It is true our

history has been written since Artaxerxes very particularly,

but has not been esteemed of the like authority with the

former by our forefathers, because there has not been an

exact succession of prophets since that time : atid how

firmly we have given credit to these books of our own

nation is evident by what wo do ; for during so many ages

as have already passed, no one has been so bold as either

to add anything to them, to take anything from them,

or to make any change in them; but it has become natural

to all Jews immediately and from their very birth, to esteem

these books to contain divine doctrines, and to persist in

them, and, if occasion be, willingly to die for them."' This

list agrecis with our present canon, showing that the Pales-

tinian Jews were tolerably unanimous as to the extent of

the collection. The thirteen prophets include Job ; the

four lyric and moral books are Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesi-

astes, and Canticles.

The canon, however, was not considered to be closed

in the 1st century before and the 1st after Christ. There

were doubts about some portions. The book of Ezekiel

gave offence, because some of its statements seemed to

contradict the law. Doubts about others were of a more

serious nature,— about Ecclesiastes, the Canticles, Esther,

and the Proverbs. The first was impugned because it had

contradictory passages and a heretical tendency; the second,

because of its worldly and sensual tone ; Esther for its

want of religiousness ; and Proverbs on account of incon-

sistencies. This scepticism went far to procure the exclu-

sion of the suspected works from the canon, and their rele-

gation to the class of the genuzim."^ But it did not prevail.

Hananiah, son of Hezekiah, son of Garon, about 32 B.C.,

is said to have reconciled the contradictions and allayed

the doubts.^ But these traces of resistance to the fixity

of the canon were not the last. They reappeared about

63 A.D., as we learn from the Talmud,* when the contro-

versy turned mainly upon the canonicity of Ecclesiastes,

which the school of Shammai, who had the majority, op-

posed ; so that the book was probably excluded.' The
question emerged again at a later synod at Jabneh or Jam-
nia, when R. Eleaser ben Asaria was chosen patriarch, and
Gamaliel the second deposed. Here it was decided, not

tinanimously, however, but by a majority of Hillelites, that

Ecclesiastes and the Song of Songs "pollute the hand.s,"

i.e., belong properly to the liagiographa. This was about

90 A-D." Thu? the question of the canonicity of certain

books was discussed at two synods. The canon was vir-

tually settled at Jamnia, where was confirmed what R. Akiba
said of the Canticles in his usual extravagant way: "No
day in the whole history of the world is of so much worth
as the one in which the Song of Songs was given to Israel

;

for all the Scriptures are holy ; but the Song of Songs is

most holy."' As the liagiographa were not read in public,

with the exception of Esther, opinions of the Jewish rab-

bins might still differ about Canticles and Ecclesiastes,

even after the synod at Jamnia.

Jewish literature began to degenerate after the captivity,

^ Contra Apion, 1. 8.

* D*T13^ literally concealed, withdrawn jrom pubho use.

See FUrat'a Dcr Kanon det alten Testaments, u.j.w. pp. 147,
148.

* Tract. Sabbat., ch. i.

' Adoyrtlh^ V. 3.

* See OrMlz's ICoholet, pp. 162, 163.
' One who said, " Whoever reade guch writings oa 8lrach and tbo

loltT booite loaea all prirt in everlasting life." can have no weight

and it continued to do so. It leant upon the past more
and more, 'having an external and formal character with

little of the living soul. The independence of their reli-

giou.s literature disappeared with the national independence

of the Jews ; and the genius of the people was too exclu-

sive to receive much expansion from the spirit of nations

with whom they came in contact. In such circumstances,

amid the general consciousness of present misfortune, which

the hope of a brighter future could not dispel, and regretful

retrospects of the past^ tinged with ideal splendour, the

exact time of drawing a line between books that might be

included in the third division of the canon must have been

arbitrary. In the absence of a normal principle to deter-

mine selection, the productions were arbitrarily separ-

ated. Not that they were badly adjusted. On the con-

trary, the canon as a whole was wisely settled. Yet the

critical spirit of learned Jews in the future could not be

extinguished by anticipation. The canon was not really

settled for all time by a synodical gathering at Jamnia

;

for Sirach was added to the Hagiographa by some rabbins

about the beginning of the 4th century f while Baruch

circulated long in Hebrew, and was publicly read on the

day of atonement in the 3d century according to the

apostolic constitutions.^ These two books were in high re-

pute for a considerable time, po.'^sessing a kind of canonical

credit even among the learned Jews of Palestine. Rab,

Jochanan, Elasar, Rabba bar Sfare, occasionally refer to

Sirach in the way in which the c'ltibim were quoted ; the

writer of Daniel used Baruch ; and the translator of Jere-

miah put it into Greek.

With the formation of the canon we may now connect

the labours of the Great Synagogue, so far as Jewish autho-

.rities present credible information regarding it. The Tal-

mudic and other accounts are legendary in part, and also in-

correct. Little as is known of its members or doings, some
idea may be gathered from scattered notices about it as

well as from* analogy.

The oldest notice of the Great Synagogue is that in the

Pirke Aboth, about 200 A.D., where it is said that " Moses

received the law from Mount Sinai and delivered it to

Joshua, Joshua to the elders, the elders to the prophets,

and the prophets delivered it to the men of the Great Syna-

gogue. These last spake three words : Be cautious in pro-

nouncing judgment ; make many disciples
;
put a hedge

about the law."" In Baba Bathra their Biblical labours are

somewhat minutely described :
" Jloses wrote his book,

and the section of Balaam, and Job. Joshua wrote his

book and eight verses in the law. Samuel wrote his book

and Judges and Ruth. David wrote the psalms of the ten

elders, etc., &C. Jeremiah wrote his book. Kings, and

Lamentations. Hezekiah and his colleagues wrote Isaiah,

Proverbs, Canticles, and Coheleth. The men of the Great

Synagogue wrote Ezekiel, the twelve prophets, Daniel, and

Ezra. Ezra wrote his book and the genealogy in Chro-

nicles down to himself."" It is not clear what is meant

by "writing" (303) in the latter part of the statement.

It means composition in the first part, as the context un-

doubtedly shows ; and that is Rashi's explanation of the

verb throughout.'^ Perhaps, however, when used of the

Great Synagogue it means no more than eJit. That body

put into their present form oiid received into the national

library the works specified. Late writers, such as Abar-

banel, Abraham ben David, ben Maimun, <tc., record that

Ezra was president, and that it consisted of 120 member*,

including Haggai, Zcchariah, Malachi, <tc. ; but the name*

• Zuni'i Die fottesdientlliclien Vortrige, pp. 101, 102.

• V 20, p. 124, lM. Ucllzon. '" Chapter I.

" Foi. 15, :

" See Herzfeld'« Oetchiehlt its VMa Ttnul, vol. IL p. »4.
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and number r.re evidently conjectural and incorrect.* These

late notices deserve little credit.^

As Ezra ia called " a ready scribe," and his labours in

connection with the law were important, he may have

organized a body of scribes who should work in harmony,

attending, among ether concerQS, to the preservation and

correction of the national literature. It must be admitted,

however, that the priests enumerated in Nehemiah x. 1,

&c.,and the "company of scribes"^ in 1 Maccabees vii 12

(comp. ii. 42), afford no basis for such a college. Still,

there is nothing improbable in the hypothesis. A succes-

sion of scribes and priests, if not conjointly, at least in

harmony, continued to labour tUl the corporation ceased to

exist with Simon the Just, who is mentioned as the last

belonging "to it, i.e., from 444 b.c. till about 200. What
they did can only be inferred from the proceedings of Ezra

himself, ami from the prevailing views as well as wants of

the times they lived in. Those who began with Ezra, see-

ing what he did, would naturally follow his example, and
would not scruple, if it seemed best, to revise the text in

substance ; but their chief work related to the form of the

text. After the last canon was made, about a ceutury or

more anterior to the Christian era, the text was not con-

sidered inviolate by the learned Jews ; it received modi-

fications and interpolations long after. The process of

redaction had not ceased before the time of Christ. This

was owing, among other causes, to the state of parties

among the Jews, as well as the intrusion of Greek litera-

ture and culture, whose influence the Palestinian Jews
themselves were not able to withstand altogether.

The canon did not include all the national literature

;

and if it be asked on what principle books were admitted,

it is not easy to answer. The higher the value of the writ-

ings, the more conducive to the religious life and advance-

ment of the people, they were the more readily accepted.

Keal or apparent importance determined their adoption.

In judging of their value different co^siderations weighed.

Some were regulative in the department of the legal and
ethical ; the prophetic claimed a divine origin ; the lyric

or poetic touched and elevated the ideal faculty on which

religion acts. The nation, early imbued with the theo-

cratic spirit, and believing itself the chosen of God,

was favourably inclined toward documents in which that

stand-point was assumed. The names of men renowned for

their piety, wisdom, or knowledge of divine things, which

some books bore, ensured their admission. A variety of

considerations contributed to the gradual formation of the

canon ; and the best part of the national literature was
incorporated.

Of the three divisions, " The Law " or Pentateuch was
most higlily venerated by the Jews. It was the first trans-

lated into Greek, and in Philo's view was inspired in a way
peculiar to itself. " The Prophets," or second division, occu-

pied a somewhat lower place in their estimation, but were

read in the public services as the law had been before. The
"C'thuhim," or third division, was not looked upon as equal

to the Prophets in importance ; only the five Megiloth were

publicly read. The three parts of the collection present

the three gradations of sanctity which the books assumed
successively in Israelite estimation. A certain reverence

was attached to all as soon as they were made canonical

;

but the reverence was not of equal height, and the supposed

authority was proportionately varied.* The consciousness

of prophetism being extinct soon after the return from
Babylon was a genuine instinct. With the extinction of

> See Burtorf's Tihfnas. chapter x. p. 88, &c.
' Herrfeld's Geschkhte da Koikes Ismt,vo). i. p. 389, kt.

' Swuyayy^ ypaf^fxarfoiv, without the article.

DiUmann, in the Jahrbiichcr /ir cUutscht Tkeologit, Bd. tli.

p. 422.

the Jewish stats the religious spirit almost evaporated.
The idealism which the old prophets proclaimed in contrast
with the symbolic reUgion of the state gave place to forms
and an attachment to the written law. Religion came to

be a thing of the understanding, the subject of learned
treatment ; and its essence was reduced to dogmas or pre-
cept.^. Thus it ceased to be spiritual, or a thing in which
the heart had free scope for its highest aspirations. The
narrow prophetism that appeared after the restoration was
little more than an echo of the past, falling in with an ex-
ternal and written legalism. The literature of the people
deteriorated in quality, and prophecy became apocalypse.

When the three divisions were united, the ecclesiastical

respect which had gathered round the law and the prophets
from ancient times began to be transferred to the c'thuhim.

A belief in their sanctity increased apace in the 1st century
before the Christian era, so that sacredness and canoniciiy

were almost identical. The doubts of individuals, it is

true, were still expressed respecting certain books of the

c'thuhim, but they had no perceptibla effect upon the cur-

rent opinion. The sanctity attaching to the last division

as well as the others did not permit the total displacement

of any part.

The origin of the threefold division of the canon is not,

as Oehler supposes,^ a reflection of the different stages of

religious development through which the nation passed, as

if the foundation were the Law, the ulterior tendency in its

objective aspect the Prophets, and its subjective aspect

the Eagiographa. The books of Chronicles and others

refute this arbitrary conception. The triplicity lies in the

manner in which the books were collected. Men who be-

longed to different periods and possessed different degrees

of culture worked successively in the formation of the

canon. It resulted out of the circumstances in which it

was made, and the subjective ideas of those who made it

The places qf the separate books within the first divi-

sion or Torah were determined by the succession of the

historical events narrated. The second division naturally

begins with Moses's successor, Joshua. Judges, Samuel,

and Kings follow according to the regular chronology. To
the former prophets, as Joshua to Kings were called, the latter

were attached, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel,—succeeded

by the twelve minor prophets, arranged for the most part

according to their times, though the length of individual

prophecies also influenced their position, together with

similarity of contents. The arrangement of books in the

third division depended on their age, character, and authors.

The Psalms were put first, because David was supposed to

be the author of many, and on account of their intrinsic

value in promoting the religious life of the people. After

the Psalms came the three poetical works attributed to

Solomon, with the book of Job among them,—Proverbs,

Job, Canticles, Ecclesiastes. The book of Esther followed,

since it was intended to further the observance of the

Purim feast ; with the late book of Daniel, which had some

atfinity to Esther in its relation to heathem'sm and to Greek

life. To Ezra and Nehemiah, which were adopted before

the other part of the chronicle-book and separated from

it, were added the so-called Chronicles. Such was the

original succession of the third division or c'thuhim; but

it did not remain unaltered. For the use of the syna-

gogue the five Megiloth were put together, so that Euth
(originally the last part of Judges), and the Lamentations

(appended at first to Jeremiah's prophecies) were taken out

of the second and put into the third canon. This caused

a separation of Canticles and Ecclesiastes.

The Samaritan canon consists of the Pentateucn alone.

' Article " Kanon " ia Herzog's Bneyklojxrdii, vol. vii. p. 25S ; aad

the same author's Proltgomer.a mr Theologie da alt. Tat., pp. 91,

»2.
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This rcstric;«d collection is owing to the fact that, when the

Samaritans separated from the Jsws and began their wor-

ship on Gerizim, no more than the Mosaic writings had

been invested by Ezra with canonical dignity. The hostile

feeling between the rivals hindered the reception of boots

subsequently canonized. The idea of their having the

oldest and most sacred part in its entirety satisfied their

spiritual wants. Some have thought that the Sadducees,

who already existed as a party before the Maccabean period,

agreed with the Samaritans in rejecting all but the Penta-

teuch
;
yet this is doubtful. It is true that the Samarilano

themselves say so;^ and that some of the church fathers,

Origen, Jerome, and others agree ; but little reliance can

be put on the statement. The latter, perhaps, confounded

the Samaritans and Sadducees. It is also noteworthy that

Christ, in refuting the Sadducees, appeals to the Penta-

teuch alone ; but the conclusion that he did so because of

their admitting no more than that portion does not follow

The Alexandrian can>.-i differed from the Palestinian.

The Greek translation commonly called the Septuagint

contains some later productions which the Palestinian Jews
did not adopt, not only from their aversion to Greek litera-

ture generally, but also from the recent origin of the books,

and perhaps their want of prophetic sanction. The closing

line of the thiid part in the Alexandrian canon was more or

less fluctuating—capable of admitting recent v,-ritings ap-

pearing under the garb of old names and histories, or em-

bracing religious subjects ; while the Palestinian collection

was pretty well determined, and all but finally settled.

The judgment of the Alexandrians was freer than that of

their brethren in the mother country. They had even

separated in a measure from the latter, by erecting a temple

at Leontopolis; and their enlargement of the canon was
another step of divergence. The influence of Greek learn

ing and philosophy led to a more liberal treatment of

Jewish books. Nor had they the (^nterion of language for

the separation of canonical and nncanonical ; both classes

were before them in the same tongue. The enlarged canon

was not formally sanctioned ; it had not the approval of

the Sanhedrim
;
yet it was to the Alexandrians what the

Palestinian one was to the Palestinians. If Jews who were

not well acquainted with Hebrew used the apocryphal and

canonical books alike, it was a matter of feeling and cus-

tom ; and if those who knew the old language better ad-

hered to the canonical one more closely, it was a matter

of tradition and language. The former set little value on

the prevalent consciousness of the race that the spirit of

prophecy was extinct ; their view of the Spirit's operation

was larger. The latter clung to the past with all the more
tenacity that the old life of the nation hid degenerated.

The identity of the Palestinian and Alexandrian canons

must bo abandoned. It is said, indeed, that Philo neither

mentions nor quotes the Greek additions ; but neither does

he quote several canonical books. According to Eichhorn,

no fewer than eight of the latter are unnoticed by him.^

Bcijides, he had peculiar views of inspiration, and quoted

loosely from memory. Believing as ho did in the inspira-

tion of the Greek version as a whole, it is difficult to think

that he made a distinction between the different parts of it.

The argument for the identity of the two canons deduced
from 4 Esdras xiv. 44, <fcc., as if the twonty-foOr open
books were distinguished from the other writings dictated

to Ezra, is of no force, both because the reading is uncertain

and, even if seventy be distinguished from twenty-four in the

passage, verisimilitude required that an Egyptian Jew him-
eelf must make Ezra conform to the old Palestinian canon.

It is also alleged that the grandson of Jesus Sirach, who
translated his grandfather's work during Lis abode in Egypt,

' Seo Abulfoth's Annat. Sarmr., p. 102, 0, &c
* JCiiileitung in d(a alte Talameni, vol. i. p. 133.

knew no difference between the Hebrew and Greek canon,

though he speaka of the Creek version; he speaks as

a Palestinian, without having occasion to allude to the

difference between the canonical boolts of the Palestinian

and Egyptian Jews. Tlio hitter may have reckoned the

.apocrypha! writings in the third division ; and there'ora

the translator of Jesus Sirach could recognize them in the

ordinary classification. The mention of three classes is not

opposed to their presence in the third. The general use

of an enlarged canon in Egypt cannot be denied, though
it was somewhat loose, v.-as not regarded as a completod

collection, and wanted express rabbinical sanetion. The
very way in which apocryphal are inserted among canonical,

books in the Alexandrian canon, shows the equal rank

assigned to both. Esdras first and second succeed tho

Chronicles ; Tobit and Judith are between Nehemiah and
Esther ; tho Wisdom of Solomon and Sirach follow Can-

ticles ; Baruch succeeds Jeremiah ; Daniel is followed by
Susanna and other productions of tho same class ; and the

whole closes with the three books of Maccabees. Such ia

the order in the Vatican ilS.

The threefold division of the canon, indicating three

stages in its formation, has continued. Josephus, indeed,

gives another, based on the nature of the separate books,

•not on MSS. We learn nothing from him of its his-

tory, which is somewhat remarkable, considering that he

did not live two centuries after the last work had been

added. The account of the canon's final arrangement was
unknown to him. The number of the books was variously

estimated. Josephus gives twenty-two, which was the usual

number among Christian writers in the 2d, 3d, and 4th cen-

turies, having been derived from the letters of the Hebrew
alphabet. Origen, Jeronie, and others have it. It con-

tinued longest among the teachers of the Greek Church,

and is even in Nicephorus'.i stichomotry,' The enumeration

in question has Euth with Judges, and Lamentations with

Jeremiah. InEpiphanius* the number twenty-seven is found,

made by taking the alphabet enlarged with tho live final

letters, and dividing Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles into two
books each. The Talmud has twenty-four,^ which originated

in the Greek alphabet, and probably proceeded from Alex-

andria. After the Pentateuch and tho former prophets,

which are in the usual order, it gives Jeremiah as the first

of the later, succeeded by Ezekiel and Isaiah with the

twelve minor prophets. The Talmud knows no other rea-

son for such an order than that it was made according to

the contents of the prophetic books, not according tc the

times of the writers. This solution is unsatisfactory. It is

more probable that chronology had to do with tho arrange-

ment.* The Talmudic order of tho Hagiographa is Ruth,

Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles, Lamenta-

tions, Daniel, Esther, Ezta, Chronicles. Hero Ruth pre-

cedes the Psalter, coming as near the former prophets oa

possible ; for it properly belongs to them, tho contents

associating it with the Judges' time. Tho Talmudic order

is that usually adopted in German MSS.
The Masoretic arrangement difl'ers from the Tslmudio

in putting Isaiah before Jeremiah and Ezekiel. The Hagio-

grapha are—Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Canticles, Ruth, Lamen-
tations, Ecclesiastes, Esther, Daniel, Ezra (with Nehemiah),

Chronicles.'' MSS. often differ arbitrarily, because tran-

scribers did not consider themselves bound to aiiy one

orrangement.' According to some, a very old testimony to

' Soo Crcdncr'a Zur OeschtcMc da Kanons, n 124.

* Dt ITICTU. etpond., chaplcre 22, 23, vol. lU p. 180, ad. Pe<«».
• Baba BaUira, M. 14, 2.

• Sco Fhrst, Der Kanon, u.s.v. p. 14, &c
^ Ilcvly, Dt A'Wiorum Uxtib-is oriyinalibus, p. 644,
* Hody gives lists of tlo crdor in which tho books stsnd in eoms

early printed editions siid in a few MSS., i>. C45.
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the commencing and concluding books of the third division

ia given hy the New Testament (Luke xxiv. 44 ;
Matthew

xxiii. 35), agreeably to which the Psalms were first and

the Chronicles last ; but this is inconclusive.

The Alexandrian translators, as we hare seen already,

placed the books differently from the Palestinian Jews

In their; version Daniel comes after Ezekiel, so that it is

put beside the greater prophets. Was this done by Jews

or Christians 1 Perhaps by the latter, who put it between

the gi-eater and lesser prophets, or, in other words, out of

the third into the second division, because of dogttiatic

grounds, and so effaced a trace of the correct chronology.

Little importance, however, can be attached to the order

of the books in the Septuagint, because the work was done

at different times by different persons. But whatever may
have been the arrangement of the parts when the whole

was complete, we know that it was disturbed by Protestants

separating the apocryphal writings and putting them all

together.

The writings of the New Testament show their authors'

acquaintance with the apocryphal bpoks. They have ex-

pressions and ideas derived from them. Stier collected

102 passages which bear some resemblance to others in

the Apocrypha ;> but they needed sifting^ and were cut

down to a much smaller number by Bleek. They are James

L 19, from Sirach v. 11 -and iv. 29 ; 1 Peter i. 6, 7, from

Wisdom 'iii. 3-7; Hebrews xi. 34, 35, from 2 Maccabees

vi 18-vLL 42 ; Hebrews i. 3, from Wisdom viL 26, &c. ;

Romans i. 20-32, from Wisdom xiii.-xv. ; Romans ii 21,

from Wisdom xv. 7; Eph. vL 13-17, from Wisdom v.

18-20; 1 Cor. ii. 10, &c., from Judith viiL 14. Others

are less probable.- When Bishop Cosin says that "in all

the New Testament we find not any one passage of the

apocryphal books to have been alleged either by Christ or

his apostles for the confirmation of their doctrine,"' ^ the

argument, though based ou a fact, is scarcely conclusive

;

else Esther, Canticles, Ecclesiastes, and other works might

be equally discredited. Yet it is probable that the New
Testament writers, though quoting the Septuagint much

more than the original, were disinclined to the additional

parts of the Alexandrian canon. They were Palestinian

themselves, or had in view Judaizers of a narrow creed.

The apostle Paul, at least, and probably the other writers

6f the New Testament, believed in the literal inspiration

of the Biblical books, for he usls an argument in the Gala-

tian epistle which turns upon the singular or plural of a

noun.* And as the inspiration of the Septuagint trans-

lators was commonly held by the Christians of the early

centuries, it may be that the apostles and evangelists made
no distinction between its parts. Jude quotes Enoch, an

apocryphal work not in the Alexandrian canon ; so that

he at least had no rigid notions about the difference of

canonical and uncanonical writings. Still we know that

the compass of the Old Testament canon was somewhat

unsettled to the Christians of the 1st century, as it was to

the Hellenist Jews themselves. It is true that the Law,

the Prophets, and the Psalms were univei-sally recognized

as authoritative ; but the extent of the third division was

indefinite, so that the non-citation of the three books re-

specting which there was a difference of opinion among the

Jews may not have been accidental. Inasmuch, however,

as the Greek-speaking Jews received more books than their

Palestinian brethren, the apostles and their immediate suc-

cessors were not disinclined to the use of the apocryphal

productions. The undefined boimdary of the canon facUi-

' Li£ ApokryjJien, u.s.w., p. 14, kc.
' Stviien und Kriliken for 1853", p. 267, &C
* A h-holasiical History of ihi Canon^ p. 22,

« See ioUie, "Ztu- Dogmatik," in Studim u. Kritikm, 1860, p.

67, tc

tated the recognition of other 'acred writings, such us thu
primitive records of the new rcvtlation.

The early fathers used the Greek Bible, aa almost all

of them were ignorant of Hebrew. Thus restricted, they

naturally considered its parts auke, citing apocryphal

and canonical in the same way. Accordingly, Irenseus

(+ 202) quotes Bar^ch under the name of "Jeremiah the

prophet;"^ and the additions to Daniel as "Daniel the

prophet."" Clement of Alexandria (t 220) uses the apo-

cryphal books like the canonical ones, for explanation and
proof indiscriminately. He is fond of referring to Baruch,

which he cites upwards of twenty-four times in the second

book of his Pcedagoyus, and in a manner to show that he

esteemed it as highly as many other parts of the Old Tes-

tament. A passage from Baruch is introduced by the

phrase'^ "the divine Scripture says ;" and another from

Tobit by ^ " Scripture has briefly signified this, saying."

TertuUian (t 220) qgotes the Wisdom of Solomon ex-

pressly as Solomon's,^ and introduces Sirach by " as it ia

written." '" He cites Baruch as Jeremiah." Ke also be-

lieved in the authenticity of the book of Enoch, and de-

fends it at some length.'^ Cyprian often cites the Greek

additions to the Palestinian canon. He introduces Tobit

with the words "as it is written," '^ or " divine Scripture

teaches, saying ;" " and Wisdom with " the Holy Spirit

shows by Solomon." '^ The African fathers followed the

Alexandrian canon without scruple.

Melito of Sardis (t after 171) made it his special business

to inquire among the Palestinian Jews about the number

and names of their canonical books ; and the result was

the following list :—the five books of Moses, Joshua,

Judges, Ruth, four books of Kings, two of Chronicles, the

Psalms of David, the Proverbs of Solomon, Ecclesiastes,

the Song of Songs, Job, Isaiah, Jeremiah, the twelve in

one book, Daniel, Ezeloel, Ezra.^'' Here Ezra includes

Nehemiah ; and Esther is absent, because the Jews whom
he consulted did not consider it canonical.

Origen's (t 254) list does not differ much from the

Palestinian one. After the Pentateuch, Joshua, Judges,

Ruth, Kings first and second, Samuel, Chronicles, come
Ezra first and second. Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Can-

ticles, Isaiah, Jeremiah with Lamentations and the epistle,

Daniel, Ezekiel, Job, Esther. Besides these there are the

Maccabees, which are inscribed Sarbeth sarbane eiy^ The
twelve prophets are omitted in the Greek , but the mistake

is rectified in Bufiuus's Latin version, where they follow

Canticles, as in Hilary and Cyril of Jerusalem. It is re-

markable that Baruch is given, and why } Because Origen

took it from the MSS. of the Septuagint he had before him,

in which the epistle is attributed to Jeremiah. But the

catalogue had no influence upon his practice. He followed

the prevailing view of the extended canon. Sirach is intro-

duced by " for this also is written ; " ^^ the book of Wis-

dom is cited as "a divine word,"^- "Tobit as "Scripture."*"

His view of the additions to the book of Daniel and Esther,

as well as his opinion about Tobit, are sufficiently expressed

in the epistle to Africanus, so that scattered quotations

from these parts of Scripture can be properly estimated.

' Advers. Hara., T. 35, referring to Baruch iv. 36, and v., p. 335,

ed. Massuet.
' Hid., iv. 26, referring to Daniel liii. 20 in the Septuagint.

' Padagog., ii. 3. * Slromata, iL 23.

^ Advers. Valeittinianos, ch. 2.

" De Exhortatione CastibUis, ch. 2.

1' Contra Onoslicos, ch. 8. " £>' Eabitu MiciUbri, ch. 3.

" Epist. 55, p. 110, ed. Fea " l>e OraL Lomin., p. 153.

" D« Exhortal. Martyrii, ch. 12, p. 182.

" Fuseh. E. E., Kh. iv. ch. 26. " Euseh. H. E., lib. vi. p. 25,

^^ CoinmenL in Joann., torn, iixii. ch. 14, ed. Huet. p. 409.

" Conlra Cels. iii. 72 ; vol. i. p. 494, eJ. Delarue.

" De Oratione, iL p. 215.
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Of the histoiy of Susanna he ventures to say that the Jews

withdrew it on purpose from the people.' He seems to

argue in favour of books used and read in the churches,

though they may be put out of the canon by the Jews.

As divine Providence had preserved the sacred Scriptures,

no alteration should be made in the ecclesiastical tradition

respecting books sanctioned by the churches though they

be external to the Hebrev/ canon.

The New TeslameiU Canon in the first three Cen'unes.

The first Christians relied on the Old Testament as their

chief religious book. To them it was of divine origin and
authority The New Testament writings came into gra-

dual use by the side of the older Jewish documents, accord-

ing to the times in which they appeared and the reputed

names of the authors.

When Marcion came from Pontus to Rome (144 A.D.),

he brought with him a Scripture-collection consisting of

ten Pauline epistles. Those addressed to Timothy and
Titus, with the epistle to the Hebrews, were not in it. The
gospel of Marcion was Luke's in an altered state. From
this and other facts we conclude that external parties were
the first who carried out the idea ot collecting Christian

writings, and of putting them either beside or over against

the sacred books of the Old Testament, in support of their

systems. As to Basilides (125 a.d.), his supposed quota-

tions from the New Ttstatnent in Hippolytus are too pre-

carious to bo trusted." It is inferred from statements in

Origen and Jerome that he had a gospel of his own some-
what like Luke's, but extra-canonical. His son Isidore

and succeeding disciples used Matthew's gospel. Jerome
says tliat Marcion and Basilides denied the Pauline author-

ship of the epistlo to the Hebrews and the pastoral ones."

It is also doubtful whether Valentinus's (140^166) alleged

citations from the New Testament can be relied upon.
The passages of this kind ascribed to him by the fathers

belong in a great measure to his disciples ; and Henrici has
not proved his fiosition th-it he used John's gcspel. But
h;s followers, including Ptolemy (180 a.d.) and Heracleon
(186-200), quote the gospels and other portions of
the New Testament. From Hippolytus's account of the
Ophites, Perata;, and Sothians, wo infer that the Christian
writings were much employed by them. An apocryphal
work they rarely cite. More than 160 citations from the
New Testament have been gathered out of their writings.^

We may admit that these Ophites and Peratie were of
early origin, the former being the oldest known of the
Gnostic parties ; but there is po proof that the acquaint-
ance with the New Testament which Hippolytus attributes
to them belongs to the first rather than the second half of
the 2d century. The early existence of tho sect docs not
show an early' citation of tho Christian books by it, especi-
ally of John's gospel ; unless its primary were its last stage.

Later and earlier Ophites are not distinguished in the
P/iilosoph::mena. Hence there is a presumption that tho
author had tho former in view, which is favoured by no
mention of them occurring in the " Adversus omncs Hx-
reses"^ usually appended to TertuUian's Prascriptioncs
Hmreticorum, and by Irenffius's derivation of their heresy
from that of Valentinus. The latter father does not even
speak of the Perat;c. Clement of Alexandria is tho first

who alludes to them. Tho early heretics were desirous of
confirming their peculiar opinions by tho writings current
among catholic Christians, so that the formation of a canon

' 0pp., cd. Dolarue, vol. i. p. 12.
• Davidson"! Introduction to tht Study of the X. Talam vol U

p 3SR.

' Kxptnnatib in Bpist. nrl Tilum, vol. !v. p. 407, ed. Bcnodlct.
beo tho InJcies to Diujckcr nud Schnoidcw-ic'c edition.

by them began soon after the commencement of the 2d
century, and continued till the end of it,—contemporane-
ously r.ith the development of a catholic church and its

necessary adjunct a catholic canon.

No New "Testament canon, except a partial and unautho-
ritative one, existed till the latter half of the 2d century,
that is, till the idea of a catholic church began to be enter-

tained. The Ebionites or Jewish Chiistians had their

favourite gospels and Acts. The gospel of Matthew was
highly prized by them, exbting as it did in various recen-

sions. Other documents, such as the Revelation of John,
and the Preaching of Peter, (a Jewish-Christian history sub-
sequently re-written and employed in the Clementine Re-
cognitions and Homilies) were also in esteem. Even so

"Ia,te as 170-175, Hegesippus, a Jewish Christian, used
the gospel according to the Hebrews and despised Paul's

wrijings, in conformity with the leading principle of the

party to which ho belonged, viz., the identity of Jesus's

words with the Old Testament. The Clementine Homilies

(161-180) used the four canonical gospels, even the

fourth, which they assign to the apostle John. The
gospel according to the Egyptians was also employed.
Paul's epistles were rejected, of course, as well as the Acts ;

since the apostle of the Gentiles was pointed at in Simon
Magus, whom Peter refutes. It is, therefore, obvious that

a collection of the New Testament writings could make
little progress among the Ebionites of the 2d century.

Their reverence for the Law and tho Prophets hindered
another canon. Among the Gentile Christians the forma-

tion of a canon took place more rapidly, though Judaic
influences retarded it eveij there. After Paul's epistles

were interchanged between churches a few of thera would
soon be put together. A collection of this kind is implied

in 2 Peter iii. 16.

The apostolic fatl^ers quota from the Old Testament, to them an
inspired and sacicd thing. They havo scarcely any espresa cita-

tions from tlie New Testament. All'^sions occur, especially to the
epistles. The letter of Clement to tho Corinthians (about 120)
does not use wiitten gospels, though it presupposes an acquaintanco
with the epistles to the Romans, Corinthians, and Hebrews. Where
" Scripture " is cited, or tho expression " it is written" occurs, the
Old Testament is meant.
Hermas (about 130) seems to have used the epistles to the

Ephcsians and Hebrews, those of James and 1 Peter, perhaps, too,

the Acts; but there is great uncertainty about the matter, and he
has no express quotation from any part of tho New Testament. Tho
writer often alludes to vrords of .Tcsus found ia Matthew's gospel, so

that he may have been acquainted with it.

Barnabas ''about IID) has but one quotation from tho New
Testament, if, indeed, it bo such. Apparently, Matthew ii. 16 is

introduced by "it is written," showing that the gospel was con-
sidered Scripture. This is tho earliest trace of canonical authority
being ti-ansfcrrcd from tho Old Testament to Christian writings.

As far as we can judge from Eusebius's account of Papias*
(+ 163), that writer knew nothing of a New Testament canon." Ho
speaks of JIatthcw and Mark ; but v.-hether ho had their present
gospels ia uncertain. According to Andreas of Cssarea he was
acquainted with tho Apocalypse of John, while Eusebius testifies to
his knowledge of 1 Peter and 1 John. But he seems to have bad
no conception of canonical authority attaching to any part of tho
New Testament.

Traces of later ideas about tho canonicity of tho Now Testamei t

appear in tho shorter Greek recension of tho seven Ignatian epistles

(about 175). There "tho Gospel" and "tho Epistlea" are recog-
nized as tho constituents of tho book.' Tho writer also used the
Gospel according to tho Hebrews, for there is a quotation from it

in tno epistlo to tho Smyrnians.' Tho second part of tho collection

seems to havo wanted tho epistlo to tho Ephesians.'
Justin Martyr (150 A.D.) knew aomo of the synoptic gospels

—

tho first and third. Tho cWdenco of his acquaintance with Mark's
is but small. His knowledge of tho fourth is denied by many, uid
zealously defended by others. Thoma finds proof that Justin used

» Hist. Eccles., Iii. S9.
• Epiit. ad Phitadclp/i., eh. 6. Sco Hefelo'e noto on the psa'*u«;e-

Tlio other well-known pasaogi) in chapter vilL is too uncart&in Ln read-

iag and moaning to bo adduced here.
' (Chapter lU. Tc tlic Ephituim, chaptar xil.
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' 63 a text-book of gnesb, without recognizing it as tie his-

iTork of an apoatle.' It is pretty certaiB that he employed
it freely

torical work ^ . , , -. -
<

an extra-canonical gospel, perhaps the so-called gospel of the

Hebrews. He hid also the older Acts of Pil-te. Paul's epistles

are never mentioned, thoagh ho doubtless knew them. Having

littU sympathy with Paulinism he atiached his belief to the primi-

tive apostles. The' Apocalypse, 1 Peter, and 1 John he esteemed

highly ; the epistlo to the Hebrews and the Acts he treated in the

same way as the Pauline writings. Justin's canon, as far as divine

acthority and inspiration are concerned, was the Old Testament.

He was merely on the threshcM of a divine canon made np of

primitive Christian writings, attaching no exclusive sanctity to

those he used, because they were not to him t"ne only source of doc-

trine. Even of the Apocalypse he says, " A man among us named
John, &c., wrote it."= In his time none of the gospels hid been

canonized, not even the synoptists, n, indeed, ho Imew them aU.

Oral tradition was the chief fountain of Christian knowledge, as it

had been for a century. In his opinion this tradition was embodied

in writing ; but the documents in which he loo'^ed for all that

ralated to'Christ were not the gospels alone. Others he used freely,

not looking upon aay as inspired. Though lessons out of tlie

gospels (some of our present ones and others), as also out of the

prophets, were read in assemblies on the first day of the wcek,^ the

act of converting the Christian writings into Scripture was posterior;

for the mero reading of a gospel in churches on Sunday does net

prove that it was considered divinely authoritative ; and the use of

the epistles, which formed the second and less valued part of the

coUcotion, must cli'll have been limited.

Justin's discipb, Tatian (160-lSO), who wrote an address to

the Grec'iis, quotes the beginning of Jchn's gospel ; and his

IHatessaron or Earmon-j prob.-ibly included selections from the four

canonical ones : but too little b known of ii to enable us to_ speak

with certainty. Doubtlccs ho was aoriuainted with Paul's writings,

es he quotes stitements 'contained in them. Ho seems, however,

to have rejected several of his epistles, proba'oly 1 and 2 Timothy.*

In Polycarp's epistle (ISO-IGG) there are reminiscences of the

synoptic gospels ; and mc:t of Paul's epistles as well as 1 Peter

were used by'the writer. But the idea of canonical authority, or a

peculiar inspiration belonging to these writings, is absent.

Athenagoras of Athens wiote an apology addressed to Marcus

Aurelins (17G). In it he uses written and unwritten tradition,

testing all by the Old Testarp.ent, w'iiich was his only authorita-

tive canon. He makes no reference to the Christian documents,

but adduces words of Jesus with the verb " ho says." His treatise

on the resurrection appeals to a passago in one of Paul's epistles.'
^

The author of the epistle to Diognetus (about 200) shows his

acquaintance with the gospels and Paul's epistles ; but he never

cites the New Testament by way of proof. V.'ords are introduced

into his discourse in passing, and from memoir.
Dionysius of Corinth (170) compkias of the falsification of

his writings, but consoles himself T.-ith the fact that the same is

done to th'o "Scriptures of the Lord," i.e., the gospels containing

the Lord's words ; or rather the two parts of the early collection,

"the gospel" and "the apostle" together ; which agrees best with

the age and tenor of his l;ttcrs.° If such be the meaning, the col-

lection is put on a par- with the Old Testament, and regarded as

inspired. But Hegesippus still made a distinction between "the

divine writings" (the Old Testament) and "the words of the

Lord ;"
' showing that Holy Scripture was nothing eke, in his

opinion, than the Jewish boolis. Ho ako used the gospel of the

Hebrews end Jewish tradition.'

The letter cf the churches at Ticnne and -Lyons (177) has

quotations from the epistles to the Eomans, Philippians, 1 Timothy,

1 Peter, Acts, the gospels of Luke and John, the Apocalj'pse. The

last is espressiy called " Scriptui-c." ^ This shows a fusion of the

two original tendencies—the Petrine and Pauline, and the formation

of a cathoUc church with a common canon of authority. Accord-

ingly, tho two apostles, Peter and Paul, are mentioned together.

Theophilus of Antioch (180) was familiar with the gospels

tnd most of Paul's epistles, as ako the Apocalypse. He puts the

p.-ophetio and apostolic Scriptures on the same level, beca'ase they

proceeded from men v>to had the samo spirit. Passages are cited

fcom Paul as " the divine word." "

The conception of a. catholic canon was realized about the

same time as that of a cathoUc church. One hundred and

eeventy years from tho coming cf Christ elapsed before the

' See Zeitschrift fiir wissensc'ia/ilicfu: Theologi:, 1S75, p. 400, ct ceq.

' Dialor/ia, part il. p. 315, cd. Tbitlby. Comp. oa Justin, Tjeenk-

Willink's Justinus Martyr in r.ij-iic Vcrhouding tot Pauha
• Apolog. i. f. 97, ed. Thirlby.
• Hieronymi Proem, in E^ist. ad Tilum. ' Chapter xviii.

• Euseb. n.E., jv. 23. ' Ibid. . iv. 22.

» Photii Biilietheca, cod. 232.
• Eiiseb. H.r., v. 1, p. 144, ed. Engh..
" 6t7os \i-f05. Ad Autol-jcum, iii. 14, p. 1141, ed. Migne.

collection assumed a form that carried ndth it the idea of

holy and inspired.^^ The way in which it was done was

by raising the apostolic writings higher and higher till they

were of etjual authority with the Old Testament, so that

tho church might have a rule of appeaL The Old Testa^

ment was not brought down to the New ; the New was

raised to the Old. It is clear that the earliest church

fathers did not use the books of the New Testament as

sacred documents clothed v,-ith divine authority, but fol-

lowed for the most part, at least till the middle of the

second century, apostolic tradition orally transmitted. They
were not solicitous about a canon circmnscribed within

certain limits.

la the second half, then, of the second century there

w.13 a canon of Iho New Testament consisting of two parts

called the gospel (to cvayyiXioy) and the apostle (o aTroo^

To,\os). The first was complete, containing the four gospels

alone ; the second, which was incomplete, contained the

Acts of the Apostles and epistles, i.e., thirteen letters of

Paul, one of Peter, one of John, and the Revelation. How
and where this canon originated is uncertain. Its birth-

place may have been Asia Minor, like Marcion's ; but it

may have grown about the same time in Asia Minor, Alex-

andria, and Western Africa. At all events, Irenseus, Cle-

ment of Alexandria, and Tertullian speak of its two parts

;

and the three agree in recognizing its existence.

Ireneeus had a canon which he adopted as apostolic In his view

it was of binding force and authoritative. This contained the foui

gospels, the Acts, thirteen epistles of Paul, the first epistle cf John,

and the Revelation. He had ako a sort of appendix or deutero-

canon (which he highly esteemed, without putting it on a par with

the received collection), consisting of John's second epistle, the first

of Peter, and the Shepherd of Hermas. The last he calk a " Scrip-

ture " because it was prophetic.'' The epistle to the Hebrews, that

of Jude, James's, 2 Peter, and 3 John he ignored.

Clement's collection was more extended than Irensens's. His

appendix or deutero-canon included the epistle to the Hebrews,

2 John, Jude, the Apocalypse of Peter, the Shepherd of Hermas,

the epistles cf Clement and Barnabas. He recognizes no distinc-

tion between the New Testament writings except by the more fre-

quent use of those generally received, and the degree of importance

attached to them. Yet Barnabas is cited as an apostle." So is the

Roman Clement." The Shepherd of Hermas is spoken of as divine."

Thus the line cf the Homologoumena is not marked off even to the

Sams extent as in Irenasus, and is seen but obscurely.

TertuUian's canon consisted of the gospels. Acts, thirteen epistles

of Paul, the Apocalypse, and 1 John. As an appendix he had the

epistle to the Hebrews, that of Jude, the Shepherd of Hermas,

2 John probablj', and 1 Peter. This deutero-canon was not regarded

as authoritative. Ko trace occurs in his works of James's epktle,

2 Peter, and 3 John. He used the Shepherd, but thought little of

it, mth the Montankts in general.'"

These three fathers did not fix the canon absolutely. Its limits

were still unsettled. But they sanctioned most of the books now
accepted as divine, putting some extra-canonical productions almost

on the same level with the rest, at least in practice.

The canon of Muratori is a fragmentary Hst which was naade

towards the end of the 2d century (170). its birthplace is un-

certain, though there are traces of Roman origin. Its translation

from the Greek is assumed; but that is uncertain. It begins with

the four gospels in the usual order, and proceeds to the Acts,

thirteen epistles of Paul, the epistles of John, that of Jude, and the

Apocalypse. The epistle to the Hebrews, 1 and 2 Peter, and James

are not named. Tho epistle " to the Laodiceans " is probably that

to the Ephesians, which had this superscription in Murcion'a

canon ; and that "to the Alexandrians" seems to be the epistle to

the Hebrews. According to the usual punctuation, both are said

to have been forged in Paul's name, an opinion which may have

been entertained among Roman Christians about 170 A.D. The

epistle to the Hebrews was rejected in the Vest, and may have

been thought a supposititious work in the interests of Paulism with

some reason, because of its internal character. The story about

the origin of the fourth gospel, with its apostolic and episcopal

attestation, evinces a desire to establkh the authenticity of a work

which had not obtained universal acceptance at the time. It is

" See Davidson's Introductfon to the Study o/ the -Vcw TcstaTnaU,

vol. ii. p. 508, &.C. " Advirs. Hi^es., iv. 20, 2.

13 SirMTwta, ii. 6, p. 065, ed. Migue. ^' Ibid., iy. 17, p. 1312.

" Ihid., i. 29, p. 928. ' De Pudiciiia, cap. 10.
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difficult to make out tho meaning in various places ; and there 13

considerable diversity of opiuiou among the expositors of the docu-

IXJCDt,^

The stichomctrical list of the Old and New Testamt-ut Scriptures

in the Latin of the Clermont MS. {D/ was that read in the African

Church in the 3d century. It is peculiar. After the Pentateuch,

Joshua. Judges, Ruth, and the historical books, follow Psalms,

Proverbs, liccicsiastes. Canticles, AVisdqni, Sirach, the twelve minor

proiJiots, tho four greater, three books of tlio Maccabees, Judith,

ksdius, Esther, Job, and Tobit. lu the New Testament, the four

gn<'.])i'l3, Matthew, John, Mark, Luke, are bucceedcd by ten epistles

of Paul, Iwu of Peter, the epistle of James, three of John, and that

of Jude. Tho cpiatle to tlie Hebrews (characterized as tliat of

Barnabas), the Revelation ofJohn, the Acts of the Apostles, the Shep-

herd of Hcrmas, the Acts of Paul, the Revelation of Peter, follow,

'fhero arc thua tlirco New Testament works, afterwards reckoned

apociyiihal. It is possible that ch« carelessness of a transcriber

may have caused some of tho bingularitics observable in this list,

—

huch as tho omission of the epistles to the Philippians and Thcssa-

lonians ; but the end sliows a freer idea of books fitted for reading

than what was usual even at that early time in tho African Church.''

In Syria a V(;r:;ion of the New Testament for tho use of tho chureii

was ]uobabIy mnde early iu the 3dci.'ntury. This work, contnifnly

called tho Peshito, wants 2 Peter, 1 ajid 3 John, Jviile, and tho

Apocalypse. It has, lioweViT, ull tJio other liooks, including tho

epistlo of James and that to the Hebrews. Tho lust two were re-

ceived as apootolic.

Towards tho middle of tho 3d century Origcn'a tcstimop" respect-

ing the Canon (t 254) is of great value. He aeems to have dis-

tinguished three classes of boolis—authentic ones, whoso apostolic

origin was generally admitted, those not authentic, and a niiddlo

class not generally recognized, or iu regard to wliich his own opinion

wavered. The first contained those already adopted at the beginning
of tho century both in tha East and West, with tho Apocalypce, and
the epistle to tho Hebrews so far an it contains Paulino ideas;-' to

the second belongs tho Shepherd of Hcrnu.?> though he hesitated a

little about it, tho epistle of Barnabas, the nets of Paul, the gospel

according to tho Hebrews, the gospol of tho Egyptinns, and tho

preaching of- Peter;* to the tliird, tho epistlo of James, that of

Jude, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John."* The separation of tlio vaiious v/iit-

ings is not formally made, nor doesOiigcn give a list of them. Ills

classification is gathered from his v/orks ; and though itn application

admitted of considerable latitude, he is cautious enough, ajipealing

to the tradition of tlio churcli, and throwing in qualifying ex-

pressions.*

The Canon of Eusebius (t 340) is given at lengtJi in his Ecclesiastic

cat History.'' Ho divides the books into three classes, containing
those writings generally received,^ those controverted,^ and iho
hcrctical^^ (iii. 31). The first has the four gospels, the A.-ts, thirteen

epistles of Paul, 1 John, 1 Peter, the Apocalypsc.^^ The second
class is subdivided into two, the' first corresponding to Origen's
mixed or intermediate writings," tho second to his spurious oncs.'^

The former subdivision contains the epistles of James, 2 Peter,

Jude, 2 and 3 John ; the latter, tho Acts of Paul, tho Shepherd,
tho Revelation of Peter, tho epistle of Bainabas, tho Doctrines of
tho Apostles, the Apocalypso ol John, the gospel according to tho
Hebrev;3. The third class has tho gospels of I'etcr and of Thomas,
thotraditionsof Matthias, tho Acts of Petfir, Andrew, and John. The
subdivisions of the aecond class ore indefinite. Tho only distinction
which Eusebius put between them was that of ecclesiastical use.

Though ho classes as epurious tho Acts of Paul, tho Shephcrtl, tho
Revelation of Petor, tho epistlo of Barnabas, tho doctrines of the
Apostles, tho Apocalypso of John, tlio gospol according to tho
Hebrews, and docs not ajiply tho epithet to tho epistlo of James,
tho 2 of Peter, 2 and 3 John, lie uses of James's in ono place tho

* It is printed and copiously con.mcntcd on by Crcdner in his
OesrJiichtc de.i nettiesiamentUchcn Kanon, edited by Volkmar, p. 141,
fcc, and by 'Wcstcott On the Canon, Appendix C, p. 466, 2d edition.
Many others have explained it ; last of all Hilgcnfeld,

Tischendorf edited tho Paulino epistles from this MS. 1852
Til ^c tt; iiaO-fjKy $i&\la, iy^idO-niia, b^oKoyov^tva,

* p60a.
* hfTiX^ySntvet. Euseb., Jlist. Eccha., vi. 25, iii. 25.
* Soo Comment, in Matth.-\ iii. p. 403 ; Ibid., p. 814 ; Com^n^xt in

fp. ad Roman., iv. p. 683 ; m Maith., iii. p. G44 ; Jlomil. viii. in
A'Mm6., ii. p. 294 ; Contra Cils., i. 63, p. 378 ; JJe Princiinia pro-/.,
i. p. 49. 0pp., cd. Dclarue. See ah-io Eusob., JI. E., vi. 25.

* Hist. EccUs., lit. 25; also 31, 39 ; vi. 13, 14.

buoKoyovtitva, ivZiiOrfKa, ava^^lKtKra^ avavrl^}>-QTa
* tiin-i\fy6^%va, yyvptfia 5< Toir voWoU, iu TAd'tfTaij iHK\riaiais

6€Si)fio(rievfitfa, y60a.
" &TOwa irdvrrj Ka\ SvffcriBri, wayTi\<l)t y60a.
" This last with tho qualification tiyt tpav/^lr}. In another pliro ho

fltfttOT that it was rejected by Eome, and thoroforo it ii also along with
4he itrn\ty6n«va or v6$a. " uiKrd. " yoOj..

verb foSevuftai.'* In like liianiier he speaks of tho y\pocalypse 01

Pinter and the epistle of Baniabas as controverted.'" The mi.xed or

spurious of Origen are vaguciy separated by Eusebius ; both como
under the general head of the controverted ; for after specifying
them separately he sums up, -"all these will belong to the class of
the controverted," the very class already described as containing
"books \vell known and recognized by most," implying also thai
they were read in the churches.'* About 332 the Emperor
Coustantine entrusted Eiisebius witn the commission to make out a
complete collection of the B.-icred Christian writings for the use of

the Catholic Ch'Uch. How this order was executed we arc not
told. But Crcdner 1:1 probably correct in e.Tying that the code con
sisted of all that is now in tho New Testament except the Kuveln-
tion. The fifty copies which were made must have supplied Con
stantinoplo and tho Greek Church for a considerable time with an
authoritative canon.

Eu^cbius's catalogue agreca in substance with that of Onger
Tho histoiian fullowed ecclesiastical tradition. Ho inquired dib
gently into the prevailing opinions of the Christian churches and
writers, the views held by others beforu and rontemporaiicously
with himb:elf, but could not attain to a decided result. His hcsita-

tion stood in the way of a clear, firm vicv/ of tho question. The
tiadition respecting certa.in bonks was still wavering, and ho was
llu^ble to fix it. Authority fettered his inrh'iicndeiit judgment
That he was inconsistent and confuted does not mud to bo shown.

Tho exact principles that guided the formouon of a

canon in tho earliest ccntuncs cannot bo discovered.

Definite grounds for the reception or rejection of l)ook.s

were not very clearly apprehended. Tho choice was de-

termiued by various circumstanees, of which apostolic origin

was the chief, though this itself v/as insufliciently attested,

for, if it be asked whether all the New Testament writings

proceeded from the authors whoso names they bear, criticism

cannot reply in tho affirmative. The example and influenco

of churches to v/hich tho writings had been first addressed

must have acted upon tho reception of books. Above all,

individual teachers hero and there saw the necessity of

meeting heretics with their own weapons, .in their owu
way, with apostolic records instead of oral tradition. Tho
circumstances in which tlie orthodox were placed led tu

this step, efl'ecting a bond of union whoso need must havo
been felt while each church was isolated under its own
bishop and tho collectivo body could not take measures in

common. Writings of more recent origin would be received

with greater facility than such aa had been in circulation

for many years, especially if thoy professed to como from
a.prominent apostle. A code of apostolic writings, divine

and perfect like tho Old Testament, had to bo presented as

soon as possible against Gnostic and Manichaan heretics,

whoso doctrines were injurious to objective Christianity;

while the multiplication of apocryphal works threatened to

overwhelm genuine tradition with a heap of superstition.

When it is asked, to whom do wo owe the canon? tho

usual answer is, to tlio Church, which is hardly correct,

Tho Church Catholic did not exist till after tho middle of

tho second century. Tho preservation of tho early Chris-

tian writings was owing, in tho first instance, to the con-

gregations to whom they were sent, and tho neighbouring

ones with whom such congregations had friendly connec-

tion. Tho care of thera devolved on tho most influential

teachers,—on thoso who occupied leading positions in tho

chief cities, or were most interested in apostolic writings as

a source of instruction. -Tho Christian books were mostly

in the hands of tho bishops. In process of time tho canon

was tho caro of assemblies or councils. But it had been

made beforo tho first general council by a few leading

fathers towards tho end of tho second century in different

countries. Tho formation of a Catholic Church and of a

** Jfist. EccUs., il. 23, Christophoraon, Schroid, and Hug tliink that

Kur.obius gave tho opintou >f otliera in this word ; but it li mor»
likely that ho g.ivo his own, as Vnlcsiut think.<i. Sec tho cote is

Bchmid'a J/istoria antiqua et vindicatio Canonis, d-c, p. 308.

»»/6irf., vi. H.
'* Soo Wobcr's Diitr&ge cur GckKicKU dt* no'teilamentUchtn Kanont,

V — 2
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cauou was simultaneous. The circumstances in vzhicli the

collection originated were unfavourable to the authenticity

of it3 materials, for tradition had been busy over them and
their authors. Instead of attributing the formation of the

canon to the Church, it vrould be more correct to say that

the important stage in it was due to three teachers, each

working separately and in his own way, who were intent

upon the creatioli of a Christian society which did not

appear in the apostolic age,—a visible organisation united

iu faith,—where the discordant opinions of apostolic and

sub-apostolic times should be finally merged. The canon

was not the work of the Christian Church so much as of

the men who were striving to form that Church, and could

not get beyond the mould received by primitive Christian

literature. The first mention of a " Catholic Church'' occurs

in The Martyrdom of Folycarp, an epistle that cannot be

dated earlier than 160 A.D., and may perhaps bo ten years

later. But though the idea be there and in the Ignatian

epistles, it3 established use is due to Irenseus, TertuUian,

and Cyprian.

Origen was the first who took a somewhat scientific

view of the relative value belonging to the different parts

of the biblical collection. His examination of the canon

was critical. Before him the leading books had been

regarded as divine and sacred, the source of doctrinal and

historic truth ; and from this stand-point he did not depart.

With him ecclesiastical tradition was a prevailing principle

in the recognition of books belonging of right to the New
Testament collection. 'He was also guided by the inspiration

of the authors,—a criterion arbitrary in its application, as his

own statement] show. In his time, however, the collection

was being gradually enlarged,—his third class, i.e., the mixed,

approaching reception into the first. But amid all the

fluctuations of opinion to which certain portions of the New
Testament wem subject, and the unscientific procedure

both of fathers and churches in the matter, though councils

had not met to discuss it, and vague tradition had
strengthened with time, a certain spiritual consciousness

manifested itself throughout the East and West in the

matter of the canon. Tolerable unanimity ensued. The
result was a remarkable one, and calls for our gratitude.

Though the development was pervaded by no critical or

definite principle, it ended in a canon which has maintained

its validity for centuries.

It is sometimes said that the history of the canon should

be sought from definite catalogues, not from isolated

quotations. The latter are supposed to be of slight value,

the former to be the result of deliberate judgment. This

remark is more specious than solid. In relation to the

Old Testament, the catalogues given by the fathers, as by
Melito and Origen, rest solely on the tradition of the Jews,

apart from which they have no independent authority.

As none except Jeromo and Origen knew Hebrew, their

lists of the Old Testament books are simply a reflection of

what they learned from others. If they deviate in practice

from their masters by quoting as Scripture other than the

canonical books, they show their judgment over-riding an

external theory. The very men who give a list of the

Jewish books evince ^n inclination to the Cliristian and

enlarged canon. So- Origen says, in his Epistle to A/ri-

canus, that "the churches use Tobit." In explaining the

prophet Isaiah, Jerome employs Sirach vi 6, in proof of

bis view, remarking that the apocryphal work is in the

Christian catalogue. In like manner Epiphanius, in a pas-

sage against Aetius, after referring to the books of Scrip-

ture, adds, "as well as the books of Wisdom, i.e., the

Wisdom of Solomon and of Jesus son of Sirach ; finally,

all the other books of Scripture." In another place he

gives the ca:;on of the Jews historically, and excludes the

apocryphal Greek books ; hut here he includes some of the

latter. We also learn from Jerome that Judith was in the

number of the books reckoned up by the Nicene Council.

Thus the fathers who give catalogues of tliS Old Testament
show the existence of a Jewish and a Christian canon in

relation to the Old Testament;—the latter wider than the

former, their private opinion more favourable to the one,

though the other was historically transmitted. In relation

to the New Testament, the synods which drew up lists of

the sacred books show the opinion of some leading father

like Augustine, along with what custom had sanctioned.

In this departsaent no member of the synod exercised his

critical faculty ; a number together wculd decide such

questions summarily. Bishops proceed in the track of

tradition or authority.

The Canon from the Fourth Century.

It wiU now be convenient to treat of the two Testaments

together, i.e., the canon of the Bible. The canons of both
have been considered separately to the end of the third

century ; they may be henceforward discussed together.

Vi'e proceed, therefore, to the Bible-canon of the fourth

century, first in the Greek Church and then in the Latin.

The Coxmcil of Laodicea, at which there was a predominant
semi-Arian inliuenc*, forbade the reading of all non-canonical books.
Tho 59th canon enacts, that " private p3alm3 mnst not be read in

tbo Charch, nor uncanoaized books ; out only the canonical ones
of the New and Old Testament." The COth canon proceeds to give

a list of such. All tho books of tho Old Testament are enumerated,
but in a peculiar order, comcwhat liko the Septuagint one. "With
Jeremiah is specified Earuch, then tho Lamentations and Epistle.

The prophets are last ; first the minor, next tho major and Daniel.

In the New Testament list aro tho usual Ecrcn catholic epistles,

and fourteen of Paul, including that to tho Hebrews. The Apoca-
lypse alone is wanting. Credncr has proved that this GOth canon
is not original. It is of much later date.* The CouncQ was held

in the year 303 A. n. Tho Apostolic Constitutions give a kind of
canon like that in the 69th of Laodicea. After speaking of the

books of Moses, Joshua, Judges, Kings, Chronicles, those belonging

to tho return from the captivity, those of Job, Solomon, the sixteen

prophets, and tho Psalms of David, our Acts, tho epistles of Paul,

and the four gospals are mentioned. It is remarkable that the

catholic epistles are not mentioned. That they are indicated under
Acts is altogether improbable. The Antiochian Church of that

time doubted or denied tho apostolicity cf thcsa letters, as is seen

from Theodore, Cosmas, and others. Hence their absence from

these Constitutions, which are a collection belonging to different

times, the oldest portion rot earlier perhaps than the third centT*ry.'

Cyril of Jerusalem, who took part in the Council of Laodicea,

and died SS6 A.D., gives a list of "the divine Scriptures." The
booka of the Old Testament are twcnty-t^To, and the arrangement is

usually that which is in t'.io English Bible. With Jeremiah are

associated " Baruch and tho Epistle." Ail the New Testament

books are given except the Apocalypse. The list agrees very nearly

with that of Eusebius, by taking tho latter's " controverted" writ-

ings into the class of the " genci-ally received. " ^ The writer insists

on the necessity of unity in the Church upon the subject, and
forbids tho reading of writings not generally received. Yet he refers

to Baruch (iii. 36-38) as "the prophet" ; and in adducing the tes-

timonies of the prophets for tho existence of the Holy Spirit, the

last is Daniel xiii. 41, 45.

In Athanasius'S festal epistlo (365) the Alexandrian arch-

bishop undertakes " to set forth in order tho books that are cano-

nical and handed down and beUeved to be divine." His Hst of the

Old Testament nearly agrees with Cyril's, except that Esther is

omitted, and Ruth counted separately, to make out tho twenty-two

books. He adds, " there are other books not canonical, designed

by the fathers to be read by those just joining us, and wishing to

be instructed in the doctrino of piety ;" i.e., tho Wisdom cf Solo-

mon and the Wisdom of Sirach, and Esther and Judith and Tobit,

and tho Doctrine of the Apostles (so-called), and the Shepherd

;

"those being cancnicat, and these being read, let there be no men-
tion of apocryphal writings," &c. Tho New Testament list is the

same as Cyril's, with tho addition of the Apocalypse.* He quotes

several of the apocryphal books in the same way as he does ths

* Geschichle des neutcst. Ecnon, p. 217, Jcc.
^ See Constit, Apostoi, p. 67, ed. Ueltien.
' Calech., iv. 22, pp. GO, C7, ed. Milles.
' Atlianasii 0pp. ed. Benedict, i. 2, pp. 952, 963
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caDODiooL Thu3 lio cite3 Tobit x»L 7 with "as it iswnilea,"^
and Siruch ixi. 4 with "as Eacred Scripture somewhere says."'

Elsewhere he applies to the latter (ii. 30) "the divine Spirit Eays;"'
and Daniel ziiL 45 is cited nnder the name of "the Scripture,''*

Canonical and apDcryphal are mentioned together, and similar

l&ngoagd applied to th^m.
Gregory of Nazianzus (+ 389) puts his list into a poetical form.

In the Old Testament it agrees with Athanasius's exactly, only he
mentions' none but the canonical books ; in the iTew, ha leaves out

tho Apocalypse, and so deviates from Athanasius.^

Amphilcchius of Iconium (f3S5) gives a long catalogue of the

Biblical books in verse. The canon of the Old Testament is the

usual one, except that he says of Esther at the end, " Some judge
that Esther should be iidded to the foregoing." He notices none of

the apocryphal books. Hia New Testament canon agrees with the

present, only he excludes the Aoocalypse as spurious, which i? gi^en

as the judgment of the majority. Hs alludes to the doubts that

existed as to tho epistlo'to the Hebrews, and to the number of the

catholic epistlc3 (seven or three)^' The concluding words show
that no list WC3 universally received at that time.

Epiphenius (-1*403) follows Athanasius in his canon. As to the
number of the Old Testament books, he hesitates between twenty-
two and twenty-ceven ; but the contents are tho same. At the end
of the twenty-seven books of tha New Testanient, Wisdom and
Sirach ara mentioned as "divine writings ;" elsewhere they are

characterized as doubtfuL"' His practice shows his sentiments
clearly enough, when he refers to the Book of Wisdom in Buch
}>hra8e3 as " Scripture," "as Solomon the most blessed of the pro-

phets says
;

" ® and cites Sirach (yii- 1) cj well as Baruch as " Scrip-

ture."* He mentions the fact that the epistles o£ Clemens Ro-
manus were read in the churches.**

Didymus of Alexandria (f 3923i speaks Bgainst 2 Peter that it is

not in the canons.**

Chrysostom (f 407) does not apeak of the canon ; but in the New
Testament he neyer quotes tha four last catholic epistles or tha
Apocalypse. All the other parts he uses throughout hia numerous
works."

Theodore of Mopsuestia (t* 428) was - much freer than his con-
temporaries in dealing with the books of Scrinture. It seems that
he rejected Job, Canticles, Chronicles, ani the Peaim-inscrip-
tions in the New Testament, the epistle of James, and others of the
catholic one?. But Leontius's account of his opinions cannot ba
adopted without suspicion."

Tho catalogues of the Old Testament contained in tha manu-
•cripls B, C, and t^ need not be given, as tbey are merely codices

of tho Septuagint, and have or had the books canonical and
apocryphal belonging to that version. Tho list of the New Testa-

ment books in B is like that of Athanaaius. Imperfect at the end,
it must have had at first tho Epistles to Timothy, Titus, Philemon,
and the Apocalypse.* C (cod. Ephvaemi rescriptus) has fiagmcnts
of tho- New Testament, which show that it had originally all the
present books in the same order as Athanasius's. tt or the Sinaitic

manuscript has in addition to the New Testament tho Epistlo of

Barnabas and tho Shepherd of Hermas. The progress made by tho

Greek Church of the fourth and former part of the fifth centurj', in

ita conception of the canon, seems to be that tho idea of ecclesi-

astical settlement, or public, legal, definitive establishment, was
attached to the original one. A writing was congidered canonical

when a well-attested tradition put it among those composed by
inspired men, apostles or others; and it had on that account a
determining authority in maltora of faith. Books which served as

a rule of laith and wefe definitively set forth by tho Church as

divinely authoritative, were now termed canonical. Tlio canon con-
eisted of writings settled or determined by ecclesiastical law.** Such
was tho idea added to tlio original ccceptition of canon. To
canonical were opposed apocryphal writing:, i.e., heretical and/a6n-
ecUed ones ; while an intermediate class consisted of those read in

the churches, which were useful, but not decisive in matters of

belief. Another advance in the matter of tho canon at this period
was the general adoption of the Hebrew canon, v.ith a relegation of

tho Greek additions in tho Septuagint to. the class "publicly

» IL 1. p. 305. » i. 1, p. 183. » il. p. «83. * il. p. 9.
• Gregorii Nailanzenl 0pp. ed. Mi^^e, toL iii, pp. 473, 474.
• Iambi ad ScUucum, in Greg. Nar. 0pp. ii. p. 194.
' &>i<^tA/KTa. Adj. Jlcn-c.'.^.u p. 19. Sea Jlccrcf., iiL torn. L p.

941. Do poTtder. et mcnsv.r. 23.
• Tom. L pp. 673, 607, 713, cd. Pctav. <> pp. 481, 755.
" HtBres.xxx. 15.
" Eriarrat. in Ep. S. Petri Secundam, p. 1774, cd. Migne.
*' Seo Montfaucon in bis edition of ChryKcstoci'a "Works, vol. vl.

pp. 36!, 365, «d. Paris, 1835. i

*' 8e9 Leontius Byzantinus contrA Ncstorianos et Eulychtanos, lib.

Ul- in Cfallandi Biblioth^ca, xii. p. 690. Comp. Fritzscho D3
Thtcdori JJoptuat. vita ct scriptis, HaUe, ISSu.

read.**^' Yet dccbts about the reception of Esther into the number
of the canonical hooka were still entertained, though it was one
of the Jewish canon. And the catholic epistles which had been
doubted before—Jude, James, Second Peter—were now generally
received- But there was a division of opinion about the Apocalypse.

"We come to the period of tho Latin corresponding to that of the
Greek Church which has just been noticed. Augustine (f IZO)
gave great attention to the subject, labouring to este^lish a com-
plete canon, the necessity of which was generally felt. According
to him the Scriptures which were received and acknowled^-ed by
all the churches of the day should be canonicaL Of those not
universally adopted, such as are received by tho majority of the
churches and the weightier should be preferred to those received
by the fewer and less important churches.*^ In his enumeration of
the forty-four books of tho Old Tcstement, he givesj after Chro-
nicles, other histories " v;hich are neither connected with the order*'
BpcciUcd in the preceding content **norwith one another," i.e..

Job, Tobit, Esther, Judith, the two books of the Maccabees, end
Esdras. Y/isdom end Ecclcsicsticus, ho thinks, chould be numbered
among the prophets, -es dcscrring of authority and having a certain
likeness to Solomon's T-Titings. He says of the Maccabees that this-
" Scripture has been received by the Church not uselessly, if it be
read or heard soberly."^ Th^ femous passago in the treatise on
Christian doctrine, where Augustirae enumerates the whole canon,
is qualified by no other; for though he knew the distinctioE? be-
tv/cen the canonical. books of the Palestinian Jews and the co-called

apocrj'phal ones, as well as the fact of some New Testament writ'ngs^

not being received universally, he considered church reception a
suGcient warrant for cs.nonical cuthority. Hence he considered
the beoks of the Maccabees canonical, because so received by the
Church ; whiJe he says of "WisdAm and Sirach that they merited
authoritativo reception and numbering among the prophetic Gcrip-
tures. He raises, not lowers, the jiuthority ot the so-called

apocryphal books.which he mentions. He enumerates all the New
Te^Jtameat bsoks, specifying the Pauline epistles as fourteen, and se

reckoning that to the Hebrews as the apostle's ; but he speaks of it

elsewhere as an epistle about which some were uncertain, professing

that he was influenced to admit it as canonical by the authority of

the Oriental churches. ^^ He speaks hesitatingly in various pla\:c9

about its Pauline authorship.

In 393 the African bishops held a council at Hippo, where tho

canon was discussed. The list of the canonical Scriptures given
includes, besides the Palestinian one, "Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, Tobit,

Judith, and the two books of Maccabees. The New Testament
canon seems to have agreed exactly with our present one." Tho
Council of Carthage (397) repeated the statute of its predecessor,

enumerating the same books of tho Bible as canonical.-' Augustine
was tho animating spirit of both councib, so that they may be taken
as expressing his views on tho subject.

Jciorae( V iZO) gives alistof tho twenty-two canonical books of th*
Old Testament, the same as that of the Palestinian Jews, remarking
that some put Ruth and Lamentations among tho Hcgicgrapha, so

making twenty-four bool;3. All besides should bs put f^mong the

Apocrypha. Wisdom, Sirach, Judith, Tobit, tho Shepherd aro not

^in the canon. Tho two boolca of Maccabees ho regarded in the same
'light.-* But though Jerome's words imply the cpocrj'phal posi-

tion of these <;ztra-canonical books, he allows of their being

read in public for the edification of the people, not to confinn the

autbcTTity of doctrines; t.c., they belong to "the ecclesiastical

book'? " of Athanasius. Hia idea of "apocryphal" is wider and
milder than that of come others in the Latin Church. It has

been conjectured by V/'eltc," tliat the conclusions of tlie African

councils in C93 and G97 influenced Jerome's views of the canon, so

that his later v.*riting3 allude to Iho apocrj-phal works in a more
favourable manner than that of the Frologus gaUaiua or the prefar*

to Solomon's books. One thing is clear, that ho quotes t!iirercnt

passages from tho Apocrypha along with others from thp Hebrew
canon. In his letter to EusLochius, Sirach iiL 33 comes between cita-

tions from MalthewGndLukov,iththephra£0"a3it is written;*' and
xi. 30 has "holy Scripture" applied toit. Ruth, Esther, and Jmlith

aro spoken of as " holy volumes." The practice of Jerome dilfered

from his theory ; or rather he became less positive and altered his

views somewhat with tho progress of time and knowledge. As to

tho New Testament, he gives a catalocuo of all that now belong to

it, remarking of tho epistlo to tho Hebrews and of tho Apocalypse

that ho adopts both on the authority of ancient ttiittTs, not of pro-

sent custom. His opinion about them was not decided." In another

work ho gives tho Lpistlo of Barnabas at tho end of the canonical

" B^$\U iiVAytvvKontva. " Da Doztrina Cf^ristiar.a^-W. 6.

" Contra (Jaudcnt. L 38; Opp, Paris, 1£37, toL U. p ICOC.

" Da peccaL merit t 50 ; Opp, vol x. p. 1:^7, cd. Mignc.

" MansI, torn. lU. p. 924. -^ Ibid. p. Wl.
" Prcioym gaXcatut in Libros Rejum; SpisL ad Pauliiium

" In Hcrbfit'o EipUit, crstcr Thcil, p. 07.

" Lj>. ad Dardan.; Opp. vol. L p. 1103, cd. Mlffn*
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lUt. He also slates tlic doabts of many respecting t!ie ipistle to
Philemon, and about 2 Peter, JnJe, 2 and 3 John. According to

Iiim the iirst epistle of Clemens Komauus was publicly read in some
churchea.^^

Hilary of Poitiers (+ 563) seems to have followed Origen's -cata-

logue. He gires twenty-two books, specifying " the epistle " of
Jeremiah, and remarks thai: some added Tobit and Judith, making
twenty-four, after the Icttero of the Greek alphabet. Wisdom and
Sirach he cites as "prophets."^ * In the New Testament he never
quotes James, Jude, 2 and 3 D'ohn, nor 2 Peter.

- Rufin'ij (t 410) enumerates the books of the Old and Now Testa-

ments which "are believed to bo inspired by the Holy Spirit itself,

according to the tradition of our ancestors, and have been- handed
down by the Churches of Christ.'' All the books of tho "Hebrov
canon and of the New Testament are. specified. After the list he
says, "these are they v.'hich tho fathers include in the canon, by
which they wished to establish the assertion of our faith," Ho add^
that there are other boolts not canonical^ but ecclesiastical—the
Wisdom of Solonjon, Sirach, Tobit. Judith, and the boolis of the

Maccabees. Besides the usual Kew Testament works, he speaks of

the Shepherd of Herraas and "the Judgment of Peter" as read in

the churches, but not as authoritative in matters of faith.-*

Phiiastrir.s (t about 387) gives some account of the Scriptures and
their coirtents in his time. The canonical Scripturc~, which alone

should he read in the C-ifholic Church, are said to be tbe Law and
the Prophets, the gospels. Acts, thirteen-epistlcs of Paul, and seven

others. He speaks of heredcs who reject John's gospel and the

Apocalj-yse,—remarking also that some do not read the epistle to the

Hebrews, not thinking it to be Paul's.-* -The influence of the East

upon the Vf'cst appears in the statements of this father upon the

subject. He had several canonical lists before him ; one at least

from an Oriental-Ariaa source, which explains some assertions in

his book.
InnocsT'^ I. of Rome \vTot3 to ^.xsuperius (-505), bishop of

Toulo-use, giving a list of the canonical books. Besides the Hebrew
canon, ho has Wisdom and Sirach, Tobit, Judith, the 2 Maccabees.

The Now Testament list is identical with the present. He eX^.o

refers to pseudepigiaphical writings which .ought not only to he re-

jected but condemned.^
,,. A canonical list appears in three dilierent forms hearing the

names of Damasus (366-334), Gelasius I. (492-496), and Hormisdas
(514—523). According to the first, the books of the Old Testament
are arranged in three orders. In the first are the Pentateuch,

Joshua, Judges, Ruth, four Kings, two Chronicles, Psalms, Pro-

verbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles, Wisdom-, and Ecclesiasticr.s ; in the

eecond, all the Prophets, including Baruch ; in the third. Job,

Tobit, Judith, Esther, Esdr?.3, two Maccabees. The New Tcsta-

.ment books are the four gospels, fourteen epistles of Paul, the

Apocalypse, and Acts, with seven catholic epistles.

That which is called the Decree of Gelasius is almost identical

with the preceding. It wants Baruch and Lamentations. It htis

also two-Esdras instead of one. in the New Testament the epistle

to the Hebrews is absent.

The Horraisdas-form h.as the Lamentations of Jeremiah, and in

the New Testament the epistle to the Hebrews.
The MSS. of these lists present soma diversity; and Credncr

supposes the Damasus-list a -fiction. But TMel has -vindicated its

eutnenticity. It is possible tliat some interpolations may exist in

the last two ; but the fint, -which is the shortest, may well belong
to the tiine of Damasus.^
In 419 A.D. another council at Carthage, at which Augustine was

present, repeated the former list of books with a single alteration,

viz., fourteen epistles of Paul (instead of thirteen).^

The preceding notices and catalogues show a general

desire in .the Western Church to settle the canon. The
two most influential inen of the period were Augustine and
Jerome, who did not entirely agree. Both were unfitted for

the critical examination of such a topic. The former was a

pfted spiritual man, lacking learning and independence.

Tradition_ dominated all his ideas about the difficult or

•disputed books,—a tradition arbitrarily assumed. He did

not enter upon the' question scientifically, on the b?.sis of

certain principles, but was content to take refuge in

authority—the prevailing authority cf leadiiig churchi;^.

^ See Oncmastica Sacra; Cc:ntnent. in Ep. ad Puilcm. ; Dc Virij

UlvsiT.
* Prolog, in Psahn. ; 0pp. ed. Migne, vol. i. p. 241.
" Expos, in S)pnhol. Apostol.^ pp. 373, 374, ed. Migne.
« Dc BcSres. chs. 60 and 61, in Gallandi. viL pp. 424, 425.
° i!.-msi, iii. pp. 1040, 1041.
' Crcdner's Zur OeschiehU dcs Kanans, p. 151, tc, and'Thiel's

J^ristoloe Mo-irjanonm,- Punlifiilim Ocniiina, torn. i.

' Mansi, iv. p. 430.

His judgment was weak, his sagacity moderate, and the

absence of many-sidedness hindered a critical result.

Jerome, again, was learned but timid, lacking the couragu

to face the q'uestion fairly or fundamentally, and the in-

dependence necessary to its right investigation. Belong-
ing as he did to both churches, he recommended the

practice of the one to the other. He, too, was chic-fly

influenced by tradition,—by Jewish teachers in respect to

the Old Testament, and by. general custom as to the
I\ ew. Compared with the Eastern Church, the Western
accepted a wider canon of the Old Testament, taking some
books into the class ot the canonical which the former put
among those " to be rcid," In regard t-o the Xew Testament,

all the Catholic epistles and even the Apocalypse w-era

received. The African churches and councib genei-ally

adopted this larger canorf; which resulted from the fact of

the old Latin versions of the Bible cnrrent in Africa being
daughters of the Septuagint. If the Latins apparently

looked upon the Greek as the original itself, the apocryphal

books would soon get rank with the canonical. Still the

more learned fathers, Jerome, Rufinus, and others, favoured

the Hebrew canon in distinguishing between" canonical and
ecclesiastical books. The influence of the Eastern upon the

Western Church is still visible, though it could not

extinguish the prevaUing desire to include the disputed

books. The Greek view was to receive nothing which had
not apparently a good attestation of divine origin and
apostolic authority ; the Latin was to exclude nothing

hallowed by descent and proved by custom. The former

Ch'drch looked more to the sources of doctrine ; the latter

to those of edification. The one desired to contract those

sources, so' as not to be too rich ; the other to enlarge the

springs of edification, not to be too poor. Neither had the
proper reso-jrces for the work, nor a right perception of the

way in which it should be set about ; and therefore they

were not fortunate in their conclusions, differing in regard

to -points which affect the foundation of a satisfactory

solution.

Kolwithstanding the numerous endeavours both in the

Eust and West to settle the canon during tbe 4th atid 5th
centuries, it was not finally closed. The doubts of indi-

viduals Were still expressed, and succeeding ages tc;;iiiy to

the. want of universal agreement respecting several books.

The question, however, was practically determined. Iso

material change occurred again in the absolute rejection or

admission of. books; With some fluctuations, the Kinon

remained very much as it was in the 4th and oth centuries.

Tradition had shaped and established its condition.

General usage gave it a permanency v.-hich it was not easy

to disturb. The history is mainly an objective one. Un-
critical at its commencement, it was equally so in the two
centuries which have just been considered.

The history of the canon in the Syrian church cahnot

bo traced with much exactness. The Pcshito version had
only the Hebrew canonical books at first ; the apocry-

phal were added afterwards. In the New Testament it

wanted i^our of the catholic epistles and the Apocalypse.

Ephrem (378) uses all the books in our canon, the apocry-

phal as well as the canonical. The former are cited by
him in the same way as the latter. The Syrian version

made by Polycarp at the request of Phiioxenus of Mabug,
had the four catholic epistles wanting in the Feshito; and

the Charkiean recension of it probably had the. Apocalypse

also, if that which was publihed by De Dieu at Leyden
belongs to it. Junilius, though an African bishop (about

550), says that he go,t his knowledge from a Persian of the

name of Paulus, who received his education in the school

of Niaibis. He may, therefore, be considered -a witness of

the opinroDS of the Syrian church at the beginning of the

Cth centui-y. Dividing the biblical books into those of
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perfect, those of intermediate, and those of no anthorit}',

he makes the first the canonical ; the second, those added

to them by many (plures) ; the third, all the rest. In the

first list he puts Ecclesiasticus. .Among the second he puts

1 and 2 Chronicles, Job, Ezra and Nehemiah, Judith,

Esther, 1 and 2 Maccabees ; and in the New Testament,

James, 2 Peter, Jnde, 2 and 3 John. He also says that

the Apocalypse of John is much cloubted by the Orientals.

In the .third list, i.e., books of no authority added by some
(quidam) to the canonical, are put Wisdom and Canticles.'

The catalogue is confused, and erroneous at least in the

one respect, that Jerome is referred to as sanctioning the

division given of the Old Testament books ; for neither he

nor tho Jews agree with it.

The canon of the old Abyssinian church seems to have

had all the books in tho Septuagint, canonical and apocry-

phal together,-little distinction being made between them.
• The New Testament agrees with the present Greek one.

At a later period a list was made and constituted the legal

tne for the liso of the church, having been derived from
the Jacobite canons of the apostles. This gives in the Old
Testament the Pentateuch, Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Judith,

Kings, Chronicles, Ezra and Nehemiah, Esther, Tobit, two
books of Alaccabees, Job, Psalms, five books of Solomon,
minor and greater prophets. External are the ^Yisdom of

Sira'jh (for teaching chiJdren) and the book of Joseph ben
Gorion, i.e., that of the Maccabees. The New Testament
has four gospels. Acts, seven apostolic epistles, fourteen of

Paul, and the Revelation of John. Later catalogues vary
much, and are often enlarged with the book of Enoch,
4 Esdras, the Apocalypse_of Isaiah, ic. The canon of the

Ethiopic church was fluctuating.-

The Armenian canon, if we may judge from printed

editions, follows the Septuagint ; but the books are put in

a peculiar position. The three books of Maccabees follow

the historical ones. In the New Testament the epistle to

the Hebrews precedes those to Timothy and Titus ; while
Sirach, a second recension of Daniel, Manasseh, 3 Corin-

thians, with the account of John's death, are relegated to

an appendix behind the New Testament.

The Bible canon of the Eastern Church in the JLiddle

Ages shows no material change. Endeavours were made to

remove the uncertainty arising from tho existence of nume-
rous lists ; but former decisions and decrees of councils were
repeated instead of a new, independent canon. Here
belongs tho catalogue in the Alexandrian JIS. of the 5th
century, which is pecuUar. After the prophets come
Esther, Tobit, Judith, Ezra and Nehemiah, 4 Maccabees,
Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles, the all-virtu-

ous Wisdom, tho Wisdom of Jesus of Sirach. In the
New Testament, tho Apocalypse is followed by two epistles

of Clement. The list was probably made in Egypt.
That of Anastasius Sinaita (+ 599) needs no reinark. The
apostolic canons (canon 76) give a list both of the Old
end New Testament books, in which the usual canonical
ones are supplemented by .Judith, 3 Maccabees, and in
tho New Testament, by two epistles of Clement, and the
Clementines in eight books. The Apocalypse is wanting.
But thewholo is a patchwork, borrowed from the Apostolic
Constitutions, Athanasius's festal epistle, and other sources.
It cannot' bo put earlier than the 5th century ; i>,nd it is

pretty certain that Judith and Maccabees are later inser-

tions.' Wo have also Nicephorus's Stichometry (806-815) ;••

Cosmas Indicopleustes (535), who never mentions tho seven
eatholic epistles of the New Testament or tho Apocalypse

;

the Council of Constantinople commonly called the Trutlan

' Oallnndi, xii. p. 79, &c.
Sco DUlmaon in Ewald's JahrbUcnfr, v. p. 1 1-1, ic.

• Seo Credner, GachichU da neutcst. Kanori, pp. 235, 238.
* Seo CroJncr's Zur. Oesch. da Kanont,'^. 07, tc

(092), Johannes Damascenas (+ 7-54),-the second Nicene
council (787), the Synopsis divi;i(E ,Scripiur,i! Vet. et-^'ovi
Test, (about 1000), Zonaras (about 1 1 20),' Alexin s.Aris-
trnus (ab.outllGO), atid Nicephonis Callistus (1330).

In the Western church of the iliddle Ages, diversity of

opinion respecting certain books continued. Though the
views of Augustine were generally followed, tho stricter

ones of Jerome found many adherents. The canon was
fluctuating, and the practice of the churches in regard to it

somewhat lax. Here belong Cassiodorus (about 550) ; the
list in the Codex Amiatinus (about 550) ; and Iddore of

Seville (t636), who, after enumerating three classes of Old
Testament books gives a fourth, not in the Hebrew canon.
Here he specifies Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, Tobit, Judith,
I and 2 Maccabees, saying that the Church of Christ puts
them among the divine books, honours and highly esteems
them.* There are also the fourth council of Toledo (632),
Gregory the Great (t 604), Notker Labeo (t912), Ivo
(about 1092), Bede (t735), Alcuin (+804), Rabanus
Maurus (+856), Hugo de St Victor (+ 1141), Peter of

Clugny (tlloO), John of Salisbury (+1182), Thomas
Aquinas (+1270), Hugo de St Caro (+1203), WycMe
(+1384), Nicolaus of Lyra (+1340), A-c. Several of

these, as Hugo de St Victor, John of Salisbury, .Hugo de
St Caro, and Nicolaus of Lyra, followed Jerome in separat-

ing the canonical and apocryphal books of the Old Testa-

ment,''

As to the arrangement of the New Testament books, the
gospels stand thus in several JISS. of the old Latin version,

in a, b, c, /, f, q, cod. B (Latin),—Matthew, John, Luke,
Mark. In the Acts of the council at Ephesus (431), Cyril

of Alexandria, Theodoret, and several Latin translations,

they are Matthew, John, Mark, Luke. The Curetonian
Syriac has Matthew, Mark, John, Luke ; while a very old
fragment of the gospels in Turin has ilark and Matthew.
The oldest order of the books, and that which h'es at the

basis of the current ono given by Tcrtullian, is Gospels,

Acts, Pauline epistles, Apocalypse, epistle of johii. This
was varied by putting the Catholic epistles before the
Apocalypse, as in the Muratorian fragment. This ordei

became tho prevailing one in the West, with a few varia-

tions here and there, such as the placing of tho Acts after

the Pauline epistles by the Peshito, Jerome, and Epiphanius;
or after the Catholic epistles, immediately before the
Ipocalypse, by Augustine and the Spanish church ; while
xi the Stichometry of the Clermont ilS. they follow tba

Apocalypse as the last canonical book.

In the ancient Greek Church the order was different

There the usual one was Gospels, Acts, the Catholic epistles,

tho Paulino epistles, and the Apocalypse. This exists in

Cyril of Jerusalem, Athanasius. and the MSS. B and A.
But the Sinaitic has Gospels, Pauline epistles, Acts, Catholic
epistles. Apocalypse.

The Pauline epistles seem to have been arranged accord-

ing to their length ; tho Catholic ones have that of James
first, bgcause the author was the bishop of the church at

Jerusalem, then tho epistles of Peter, the chief of the
apostles.'

The Reformers generally returned to tho Hebrew canon,
dividing off the additional books of the Septuagint as well

,as those attached to the Vulgate. These they called

apocryphal, after Jerome's example. The latter, though
considered of no authority in mutters of doctrine, were
still pronounced useful and edifying. Tho principal reason
that weighed with them was, that Christ and the apostles

testified to none of the Septuagint additions.

ISosides the canonical books of the Old Testament,

» Klymolog., i\.\. • S« Hody, p. 613, tt\
' .Sm Crtdiler't QackiiSlt, p. 3M, tl seq.
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Luther translated Juditli, Wisdom, Tobit, Sirach, Baruch,

1 and 2 Maccabees, the Greek additions to Esther and

Daniel, with the Prayer of Manassek His judgment respect-

ing several of these is expressed in the prefaces to them.

With regard to 1 Maccabees he thinks it almost equal to

the other books of Holy Scripture, and not unworthy to be

reckoned among them. Of Wisdom, he says, he was long

in doubt whether it should be numbered among the canoni-

cal books ; and of Sirach, that it is a right good book pro-

ceeding from a wise man. But he speaks unfavourably of

several other apocryphal productions, as of Baruch and

2 Maccabees. It is evident, however, that he considered

all he translated of some use to the Christian Church. He
thought that the book of Esther should not belong to the

canon.

Luther's judgment respecting some of the Kew Testa-

ment books was freer than most Protestants now are dis-

posed to approve. He thought the epistle to the Hebrews

was neither Paul's nor an apostle's, but proceeded from an

excellent and learned man who may have been the disciple

of apostles. He did not put it on an equality with the

epistles written by apostles themselves. The Apocalypse

he considered neither apostolic nor prophetic, but put it

almost on the same level with the 4th book of Esdras,

which he spoke elsewhere of tossing into the Elbe. This

judgment was afterwards modified, not retracted. James's

epistle he pronounced unapostolic. It was quite an epistle

of straw. In like manner, he did not believe that Jude's

epistle proceeded from an apostle. Considering it to have

been taken from 2 Peter, and not well extracted either, he

put it lower than the supposed original. The Reformer, as

also his successors, made a distinction between the books

of the New Testament similar to that of the Old,—the

gentrally received (homologoumena) and controverted books

(antilegomena) ; but the Calvinists afterwards obliterated

it, as the Roman Catholics at the Council of Tr^nt did

with the Old Testament. The epistle to the Hebrews,

those of Jude and James, with the Apocalypse, belong to

the latter class. Luther assigned a greater or less value to

the separate writings of the New Testament, and left every

one to do the same. He relied on their internal value

more than tradition,—taking the " Word of God " in a
deeper and wider sense than its coincidence with the Bible.

Budenstein of Carlstadt examined the question of canon-

icity more thoroughly than any of his contemporaries, and
followed out the principle of private judgment in regard to

it. He divides the biblical books into three classes

—

1. Books of the highest dignity, viz., the Pentateuch and
the Gospels ; 2. Books of the second dignity, i.e., the

works termed prophetic by the Jews, and tlie fifteen epistles

universally received ; 3. Books of the third and lowest

authority, i.e., the Jewish Hagiographa apd the seven

antilegomena epistles of the New Testament. Among the

Apocryphi he makes two classes—such as are out of the

canon of the Hebrews yet hagiographical (Wisdom, Ecclesi-

asticus, Judith, Tobit, the two Maccabees), and those that

are clearly apocryphal and to be rejected (third and fourth

Esdras, Baruch, Prayer of Manasseh, a good part of the third

chapter of Daniel, and the last two chapters of Daniel).'

Zwingli asserts that the Apocalypse is not a biblical

book.'

CEcolampadius says—" We do not despise Judith, Tobit,

Ecclesiasticus, Baruch, the last two Esdras, the three

Maccabees, the last two chapters of Daniel, but we do not

attribute to them divine authority with those others."'

* CarUtadt's treatise Is reprinted in Credner's Zur Geschichte des
Kanons.

* Wn-ke, edited b7 Scbuler and Schulthess, voL ii. p. 169.
' " Ep. ad Valdeoses " 1630, apud ScoJtet. Annal. evang. pp.

313, 314.

As to tlie books of the New Testament he would not com-
pare ihe Apocalypse, James, Jude, 2 Peter 2 and 3 John
with the rest.*

Calvin did not think Paul to be the author of the epistle

to the Hebrews, nor 2 Peter to have been written by
Peter ; but both in his opinion are canonical.

The later Helvetic Confession speaks of the Apocryphal
books as read in the churches, but not used as authorita-

tive in matters of faith.'

The Gallic Confession makes a distinction between canoni-

cal and other books, the former being the rule and norm
of faith, not only by the consent of the Church, but much
more by the testimony and intrinsic persuasion of the
Spirit, by whose suggestions we are taught to distinguish

them from other ecclesiastical books which, though use-

ful, are not of the kind that any article of faith can be
constituted by them.''

The Belgic Confession makes a distinction between the

sacred and apocryphal books. The former may be read by
the Church, but no doctrine can be derived from them.

In the list of New Testament books given there are four-

teen epistles of Paul.^

The Waldensian canon, in which the canonical are care-

fully separated from the apocryphal books, is not of the

date 1120, but is a later document derived from or made
by a Protestant after 1532. It is not genuine.

The canon of the Anglican Church (1562), given in the

sixth Article of Religion, defines holy Scripture to be "those

canonical books of the Old and New Testament, of whose
authority was never any doubt in the Church." After

giving the names and number of the canonical books, the

article prefaces the apocryphal ones with, " And the other

books (as Hierome saith) the Church doth read for example
of life, and instruction of manners; but yet doth it not

apply them to establish any doctrine. Such are these

following," &c., &c. At the.end it is stated that "all the

books of the New Testament, as they are commonly re-

ceived, we do receive and account them canonical" The
Article is ambiguous. If the canonical books enumerated

are those meant in the phrase " of whose authority was
never any doubt in the Church," the statement is incorrect

If a distinction is implied between the canonical books

and such canonical ones as have never been doubted in

the Church, the meaning is obscure. In either case the

language is not explicit.

The Westminster Confession of Faith gives a list of

all the books of the Old and New Testameirts as the

Word of God written,—adding that those called the

Apocrypha are not of divine inspiration, and no part of

the canon, of no authority in the Church, nor to be

approved or made use of otherwise than human writings.

The Roman Catholic canon was finally determined at

the Council of Trent (1546), which adopted all the books

in the Vulgate as sacred and canonical without distinction.

But 3 and 4 Esdras, 3 Maccabees, and the Prayer of

Manasseh were not included,—though the first and last

appeared in the original Clementine edition of 1592, not

however in the preceding one of Sixtus-(1590). A council

at Florence in 1441 had set the example, which was

followed at Trent. But this stringent decree did not pre-

vent individual Catholics from making a distinction be-

tween the books, in assuming a first and second canon,

or proto-canonical and deutero-canonical books,—as did

Sixtus Senensis, B. Lamy, Anton a matre Dei, Jahn, and

others,—though it is hardly consistent with orthodox

Catholicism or the view of those who passed the decree.

» nid.
^ Niemejer, CoUectio Ctm/essionuTtu p. 468.

« Ibid., p. 330. ' Hid., pp. 361, ^9i.
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When tbe wrliiiigs are said to ba of different authority

—some more, others less—the intent of the council is

violated. The Vatican council (1870) confirmed the Tri-

dentine decree respecting the canon.

The Greek Church, after several ineffectual attempts to

uphold the old distinction betweeil the canonical and

ecclesiastical books by Metrophanes Critopulus, patriarch

of Alexandria in 1625, and Cyril Lucaris, patriarch of

Constantinople (+ 1G3S),' came to the same decision with

the Romish, and canonized aU the Apocrypha. This was

done at a Jerusalem synod under Dositheus in 1672.

Semler (tl791) was the first scholar after the Re-

formation who set himself to correct the prevailing ideas

respecting the canon. He had no definite principles to

guide him, but judged books chiefly by their Christian

value and use to the Church. Though his views are some-

times one-sided, and his essays ill-digested, he placed the

subject in new lights, and his labours bore abundant fruit

in after years.^ He was followed by his disciple Corrodi, by

G. L. Oeder, Michaelis, Heider, Lessing, and Eichhorn,

—

most of whom recommended their views by a freshness of

style which Semler did not command. In more recent

times the whole question has been subjected to very

thorough discussion.

We observe in conclusion that the canonical authority of

Scripture does not depend oo the church or its councils.

The primitive church may be cited as a witness for it ; that

is all. Canonical authority lies in the Scripture itself; it

is inherent in the books so far as they contain a revelation

or declaration of the divine will. Hence there is truth in

the statement of old theologians that the authority of

Scripture is from God alone. The canonicity of the books
is a distinct question from that of their authenticity. The
latter is a thing of historio criticism, the former of doctrinal

belief.

See De "Wctte'a BinUiiung it das alU Testament^ by Schrader,
8th edition ; Bleek's Einlciiung in das all. Tcst.^ edited by Kamp-
hauscn ; the 6ame author's Einlcit. in das ncue 3'cstamcitt, edited
by Mangold ; Dillmann in the Jahrhiichcr fUr dculschc Thcologie,

vol. iii. ; Oehler and Landerer in Herzog'.s Enajklopccdii, vol. ra. ;

Steiner and Holtzmanu in Schenkel's Bibct-L^xicon, vol. iir. ; Reuss's
Die Gcschichte dcr hciligcn Schriftcn ncucn Testaments ; Credner's
Geschichte des ^leulcst. Kanon, by Volkmar ; ^\fSLttV^Geschickte dcs
Volk&s Israel, vol. vii. ; 'Dicstel's Gcschiehle dcs alien Testamentes
in der ChristlicJt^Kirehc ; Hilgenfeld's Der Kanon iind die Kritik
des N. XesL; the same a.uthofa Historisch-Kritische £inleitung in
das n€ue Testament; Holtzroann's Kanon und Tradition; Herz-
feld'g Geschichte desVolkes Israel, vol. ii. ; Gxa.iz*a Kohclct, Anhangi.;
Fiirst'.s Der Kanon dcs alien Testaments, u.s.w.; Versach einer
Bclcuchtung der Geschichte des judiscJicn und christliclien BihcU
kanons (by Corrodi) ; Weber's Beitrdge zitr Geschichte des luutesta-

mentliehen Kanons; Jones's New and full method of settling the

cnnonical authority of the New Tcstwrnent ; V/estcott, On the Canon
of the Ncic Testament ; Stuart's Critical History and Defence of (he

Old Testament, ed. Davidson. (S. D.

)

CANON, a person who possesses a prebend, or revenue

allotted for the performance of divine service in a cathedral

or collegiate church.

Canons are of no great ahtiquity. Gregory of Tours

mentions a college of canons instituted by Baldwin, arch-

bishop of that city, in the 6th century. The common
opinion attributes the institution of this order to Chrode-

gangus, bishop of Metz, about the middle of the 8th cen-

tury. When the term Canonici is met with at an earlier

date, it is employed in a more vagus and generic sense,

either as equivalent to the clerus or clergy at large, or as

tomprehending all who held any ecclesiastical office what-
ever, even of the humblest character, as that of a chanter,

porter, <tc.

Originally canons were only priests, or inferior ecclesi-

astics, who lived in community, residing by the cathedral

church to assist th» bishop, depending entirely on his will,

supported by the revenues of the bishopric, and living in

the same house as his domestics or counsellors. They even
inherited his movables till the year 817. when this was
prohibited by the council of Aix-la-Chapelle, and a new rule

substituted in the place of that which had been appointed
by Chrodegangus, and which was observed for the most
part in the West till the 12th century. By degrees these

communities of priests, shaking off their dependence, formed
separata bodies, of which the bishops, however, were still

heads. In the 10th century there were communities or

congregations of the same kind establi.shed even in cities

where there were no bishops; and these were called

coUegiates, as they used the terms congregation and college

indifferently,—the name chapter, now given to these bodies,

being much more modern. Under the second race of the
French kings, the canonical or collegiate life bad spread
itself all over the country, and' each cathedral had its

chapter distinct from the rest of the clergy. They had the
name canon from the Greek kww, w^iich signifies three
different things—a rule, a pennion of filed revenue to live

^ Klranwl's Monujnenta fidei ccclei. oritnl. part 1. p. 467.
'• Abhandlung t>o» freier Uniertuehung da Canon, 4 narta. Halli,

.:n-177£.

on, and a catalogue or matricula, all which are applicable

to them. ,

In time, the canons freed themselves from their rules,

the observance relaxed, and at length they ceased to live in

community
;
yet they still formed bodies, which through

increase of wealth and the power naturally accruing to

corporate societies claimed other functions besides the

celebration of the common office in the church, assuming
the rights of the rest of the clergy, making themselves

necessary as a council of the bishop, taking upon them the

administration of a see during ^ vacancy, and the election

of a bishop to supply it. There are even some chapters

exempt from the jurisdiction of the bishop, and owning no
head but their dean. From the example of cathedral

chapters, collegiate ones also r;ontinued to form bodies after

they had abandoned living in community.

For details see Du Cangc, Qlossarinm Medicc et Infimix Ldtini-
talis (cd. 1812, Paris, Didot), s. t>. Canonicus, and the references

there given to MabiUon, Muratori, &c. ; Walcott, Sacred Archaeo-
logy (London, Reeve, 1868); Ch(5niel, Dictionnaire Historiqus
(Paris, Hachette, J855), art. Chanoine ; and Dictionary of Chris-
tian Antiqtiities, by Smith and Chcetham (London, Murray, 1876),
art. Canonici, whcro further references to Thomassini, Martigny,
and others may be found. A recent French writer, M. de Coulanges,
calls attention to the great amount of state interference in the
arrangement of canons imder Chrodegang, and again under Charle-

magne {Ecv, des Deux Mondes for 1st January 1876). But tho

interference was mutual, as the French bishops of that date were
much intermixed with state affairs. The relations ^f canons to

monks, parochial clergy, bishops, and popes, may be gathered from
tho above named sources, and from both secular and ecclesiastical

historians, as Linganl, Freeman, Canon Robertson, and othcm.

CANON LAW. The law that is embodied in the

Corpus Juris Canonici is termed the Canon Law. Tho
rules enacted by the early church for its relations with tho

secular power, its own internal administration, or the con-

duct of its members, were called canons (KayoVes, rrgulez), in

contradistinction on tho one hand to its articles of doctrine

(So'y/mra), and on the other to the enactments of tho civil

lawgiver (vo'/joi, leges). Though at first applied only to tho

ordinances of an assembly of the church, tho term canon

came to bo extended to include opinions of the fathers »nd

decretals of tho, popes. .\uy collection of such laws wiv«
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BtylcJ Jt'.s Cancv.icum, a namo wliicli ultimately camo to be

confined to tho collection kot' i^o^v, tlio Corpus Juris

Canonici. Canon law must not be confounded with ecclesi-

astical law {J)is Hcclcsiasdcum). The former has the

church for its source ; the latter has the church for its

subject. During the growth of tho canon law the church

extended her influence into all departments of life.

Churchmen filled high offices of state and performed the

duties of practical lawyers, while prelates often exercised

civil jurisdiction over a considerable tract of country.

Hence the legislation of the church embraced many
subjects which propsrly belonged to the domain of muni-

cipal law. Ecclesiastical law on tho other baud derives its

binding authority solely from the state, and treats of the

church as a religious institution, put its principles cannot

be properly understood without a knowledge of the canon
law, on which it is largely based.

I. Early History.—The earliest body known to us of

purely church law is tho spurious work called the Apostolic

Constitutions {oi&aa-KoXia ruv a-n-cc-roXtiv, Consiitutioncs

Apostolorum), which originated in Syria. Its eight,books,

of which the first six date from the end of tho 3d century,

and tho two remaining ones from the first quarter of the

ith century, contain a variety of moral and liturgical pre-

cepts, end regulations on ecclesiastical discipline, bearing to

proceed from the apostles themselves. As a supplement

to the eighth book there appeared also in I?yiia, about the

beginning of tho 6th century, a collection of eighty-five

disciplinary regulations under tho name of tho Apostolic

Canons (acqit^vcs twv aTroo-ToAair, Cano:i€s Apostoloritrii).

The Council in TruUo (692) sanctioned tho Constitutions

as law for the Greek Church, but rejected the Canons.

The Latin Church adopted neither, but subsequently fifty

of tho Canons found their way into the Western collec-

tions. Though not what they profess to be, these writ-

ings are instructive on early ecclesiastical usages and dis-

cipline.

Editions :

—

The Ay^cstoUcal Constftuti(ms, edited by Dr James
Dona!dDo-j fop Ch'-ik'u Ante-Niccne CJiristian Library, Kdinr. 1S70;
Ueltzen, CcnstituUoncs Apostolica: (Greek text), Suerini, 1853; The
Aposlolicdl Carions, in Greek, Latin, and English, with notes, edited

and translated by tho Kev. Thos. Jle.cNally, London, 18G7; Bunsen,
Aiialccta Aiitcnicmia, London, 1854, vol. ii.;.

In the 4th and 5th centuries collections which have not
come down to us were made of the canons of the Eastern
councUa of Antioch, Ancyra, Neocsesarea, Kicsea, Sardica,

Oangra, Laodica:a, Ephesus, Constantinople, and Chalce-

don. (Sea the Code:: Canonum Ecchsics Universes of

JusteUus, Paris, KJlO.J Joannes Scholasticus, patriarch

of Constantinople in the reign of Justinian (564), reduced
these and other canons into a systematic work divided into

fifty books. A little later this was digested with corre-

sponding fragments of the civil law relating to ecclesiastical

atSiirs into a code called, from its combination of civil and
ecclesiastical enactments, a Nomocanon. Of later compila-

tions of tho same description the most widely-known was
the Nomocanon of the patriarch Photius ^883). A most
important consolidation of Greek canon law was eflected

in the year 693 by the labours of tho Council ia TruUo
(Concili'.irii Trv.llanum, from Trallus, the hall in the
imperial palace at Constantinople in which they sat, also

called Concilium Qninisextum, from its being considered

supplementary to the 5th and Gth general councfls). They
drew up an authoritative list of tho subsisting laws of the

church, comprising the Apostolic Canons, the canons of

the ten councils mentioned above, those of several synods
held at Carthage, and one at Constantinople (394), and the
decisions of twelve Eastern patriarchs and prelates from
the 3d to the 5th century. They added 102 canons of

their own, and this code, with the addition of 22 canons of

the Seventh CEcumenical Council held at Nicnea in 787,
v.-as the leading authority in tho Greek Church till tho
middle of the 9th century. (I'or the later ecclesiastical

literature of the East see ZachE.-i:e, Uislorce Juris Gra:co-

liomani Delincatio Heidelberg, 1839; and Mortreuil,
Uistoire du Droit £y:antin, Paris, 1843-46).

Translations from the Greek collections gradually came
into circulation among the Western clergy. Tho best
known are two that date from the 5th century,—the

Versio Isidoriana, originating in fpain, and the so-called

Prisca (sc. Canonum I'ranslatio), ^/hich cane from Italj".

The Latin Church was thus enabled to add to the canons
of African, Italian, French, and Spanish provincial councils

those of the oecumenical councils of Nice, Constantinople,

and Chalcedon, and of numerous Oriental synods. About
tho same time a new source of church law rose into import-

ance in the letters addressed by the popes to the bishops of

the various dioceses in answer to requests for advice on
points of ecclesiastical management. Such letters were
called epislolce dccretales, or shortly decretalcs, sometimes
consiituta dccrelalia or dccrctalia. Being communicated by
the bishops to whom they were Addressed to the neighbour-

ing dioceses they ruled similar cases occurring there. They
were regarded as of equal authority with tho canons of

councils, and soon proved tho most prolific source of canon
law.

Both classes of material contributed to the collection

formed (in two sep.arate parts afterwards conjoined) about

tho beginning of the 6th century by a learned Scythian

monk Dionysius, surnamed Exiguus from tho epithet he
modestly applies to himself in the preface. The first part

contains a translation of the Apostolic Canons, and of the

canons of the councils of Nice, Ancyra, Neoci£sarea, Gangra,

Antioch, Laodic^a, and Constantinople, those of Chalcedon
and Sardica in the original Latin, and the acts of the synod
of Carthage (419) and other African synods. The second

part is made up of papal decretals from Pope Siricius (385)
to Anastasius II. (498), arranged in chronological order.

Though never formally authorized, this collection, from its

clear arrangement, the fidelity of its translations from the

Greek, and the general authenticity of its contents, obtained

speedy acceptance, and long maintained its ground against

later compilations.

It is printed in the Codex Canonum Vdits Ecclcsics Romance of

Franc. PithcEUS, Paris, 1GS7, foL A copy of it, containing some
additional matter, and known as the Collcctio Dionyso-Hadriana^
was presented to Charlemagne during his first visit to Rome in 774
by Pope Hadrian L, and was sanctioned by the synod of .\ix-la-

Chapelle (802) as the codex can07ium for the Trankish empire. A
collection of 232 African Canons may also be mentioned, called the

Brcviatio CaTWiiutn, published by the Carthaginian deacon, Fulgen-
tius Ferrandus, about the year 547. It formed the basis of the Con-

cordia Canonum, a more complete work, by the African bishop Cr.is-

conius (690). A similar collection had been made about 580 by Ihs

Spanish bishop llartin of Braga {Martinus Bracarensis).

In Spain a large body of law had accumulated in the

canons of the numerous councils which followed that of

Elvira (305), the earliest known to us. A collection of

native and foreign «inons was in circulation there in the

6th century, and after being added to at various times was
generally received towards the close of the next century.

It was called the lUspana (sc Collectio) from the country

of its origin, and being erroneously attributed to Bishop

Isidore of Seville, who died in 636, also acquired the name
•if" Collectio Isidoriana. Like the Dionyso-Ha^driana it is

divided into two parts,—the first containing a classified series

of Greek, African, French, and Spanish canons, and the

second the decretals from Pope Damasus (366) to Gregory

the Great (604).

The Fraukish clergy used, besides the Dionyso-Hadri-

ana, tho original work of Dionysius Exiguus, as well

as a collection of Greek and African canons. Papal

Western
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decretals, imperial constitutions, &c., which was pro-

duced in Gaul about the beginning of the 6th century,

and is known to us as Quesnel's Codex Canomim from the

name of its first editor (Paris, 1675). The different

ecclesiastical provinces possessed in addition the canons

of their own particular synods, and Papal decretals

addressed to the bishops within their bounds ; and many
Frankish prelates were in the habit of drawing up fortheir

subordinate clergy short compendiums of canon law, in

vhich they inserted any particular regulations the local

circumstances demanded. These so-called Capitula Episco-

porum are printed in vols. xiii.-xv. of Mansi's Sacrorum
Conciiiorum Cuilectio.

The Hispana got into circulation among tho Franks in

a more or less corrupt form. One edition, which appeared

about the middle of the 9th century, has become celebrated

in church history as the CoUedio Pseudolsidoriana or

False Decretuls, Everything connected with this collection.

its date, its author, its subject-matter, its purpose, has

formed the subject of controversy, giving rise to a con

siderable literature. We must here confine ourselves to the

results of the latest criticism.

The following particulars seem to be settled. The
work, which is divided into three parts, was compiled by a

pingle author, a Frankish ecclesiastic, between the years

840 and 860. From his styling himself in the preface

hidorus Mercalor, Bishop Isidore of Seville was mistakenly

supposed to be the author, and hence the name Pseudo
Isidore, After the preface, and some minor apocryphal

documents, the first part contains fifty of the Apostolic

Canons extracted from the Hispana, and sixty spurious

decretals of the popes from Clement I (101) to Melchiades.

(31-1), chronologically arranged. The second part consists

chiefly of canons taken from l\\a Hispana. The author has
also used the latter as the substratum of the third part, but
has interpolated thirty five fictitious decretals. A supple-

ment is appended to some of the manuscripts containing,

with a few unimportant pieces, a series of brief regulations

regarding processes against bishops. These are the so-

called Capitula Anffilramni (a bishop of Metz), which are

now thought to be older than the main collection.

No suspicion attached to the Pseudo Isidore at the time

of its appearance. On the contrary, it was everywhere
accepted without question till Cardinal Nicolas of Cusa, in

the 15th century, expressed doubts of the genuineness of

Bome of its contents. During tho next hundred years the

untrustworthy nature of the book (printed by Merlin in his

Concilia Generalia, Paris, 1523) was irrefragably demon.
Btratcd by the labours of Erasmus, tho Magdeburg
Centuriators, and especially tho Calvinistic pastor, David
Blonde!. It was subjected to tho fierce attacks of the

Protestant Reformers, who approached the question less in

n scientific spirit than with a desire to reveal the iniquities

of tho Church of Rome They maintained with much
acrimony that tho work was a deliberate forgery, under-
taken by command, or at least with the connivance, of tho
Popo, to exalt hh temporal and spiritual power. In modern
times the controversy has been carried on chiefly by
lawyers, and, tho theological dust having subsided, it has
become easier to define the limits within which lie the only
probable views as to tho sources and object of th,e work.
It is to be regretted that some symptoms have recently
appeared of a revival of tho former bitter feeling in con-
nection with the Old Catholic movement in Germany.
(?'Ae Pdpe and tho Council, by Janus, 3d. cd., London,
1870).

The idea is exploded that the False Decretals wero tho
li>.Tention of theix author's brain, fabricated for purposes
of Papal aggrandizement. Many of tho apocryphal por-
tiocjj (the Apostolic Canons, itc.) had been for centuries in

r.--2

circulation as genuine. Of the decretals a considerable
number are authentic, though antedated and ascribed to
early popes to give them the authority of antiquity, while
others embody the traditional contents of actual but lost

decretals. The sources from which' the compiler prin-
cipally borrowed his materials 'were the Bible, the fathers,

genuine canons and decretals, Roman law from the West
Gothic Breviary of Alaric, the works of Rufinus and
Cassiodorus on ecclesiastical history, and the biographies
of popes in the Liber PonVficaUs. It is now admitted by
Protestant writers that the compilation was-produced in
the interest not of the Pope but of the bishops, in order, by
protecting them from the oppression of temporal princes
on tho one hand and ecclesiastical councils on the other, to
correct some abuses prevailing among the Franks. The
tendency of the authorities collected was to support a right

of appeal to the Pope in every cansa major, i.e., procc'!3

where a bishop v/as concerned, and to make the permission
of tho Pope a necessary preliminary to the assembling of a
provincial council. This arrangement did not really secure
the independence of the episcopate. It merely shifted the
supreme control from a body of meu to a single individual,

in accordance with the constitutional ideas of the M'ddio
Ages.

It is still a matter of controversy how far the course of

ecclesiastical history has been iftflu^nced by the False
Decrelais. On the one hand it is maintained, chiefiy by
Roman Catholic writers, that they etTected no essential

alteration on the previous constitution or discipline of the
church, that they merely gave the form of enactment to

the prevailing ideas of the time on church government, and
that the latter would have developed in the same direction

had no such compilation ever appeared. It is argiied

reasonably enough that if any great innovation had been
introduced the genuineness of the work would not have
remained so long unchallenged. Some Protestant writers

on tho other hand assert that the Papal claim to absolute

supremacy, over councils and hierarchy within the church
and the laity without, was a preteision unknown till the

9th century, and entirely based upon the False Decretals.

The truth probably lies between the two views. The
influence of the Pseudo-Isidore has been greatly overrated.

But it cannot be denied that the embodiment in a definite

shape of tho indistinct but yet perceptible tendency of

church development in the 9th century was of considerable

.service to tho popes during tho struggle of the Hilde-

brandino era. (The latest and best edition of tho False

Decretals is Decretales Pseudo-IsidoriancB et Capitida

Angilramni, by Hinschius, Leipsic, 1863.)

Other sources of church law prior to the Decretum of

Gratian may be mentioned. Many laws on the rights arid

duties of the clergy were contained in the different com-

pilations of Roman law (Theodosian and Justinian codes,

Julian's Epitome ' of tho Novels, and the Breviary of

Alaric) and the Leges Barbarorum (especially the Lex
liipuaria Bajuvariorum and Alamannorum). Of a similar

character were some of tho capitularies of tho Frankish

kings, a collection of which in four books was made by tho

Abbot Anscgisus of FontaneUa in 827, and officially pro-

mulgated. A more important collection from an eccla-

siastical point of view was that of Benedict, a deacon of

Mainz (Boncdictus Levita), who, by order of Bishop Otgar Benedictoa

of Mainz compiled a supplement to Anscgisus in three Levita.

books about tho year 850. In addition to capitularies tho

work comprises extracts from the above-named Roman and
German sources, from tho Bible, penitential-books, tho

fathers, and other ecclesiastical writers, aa well a« canons

copied apparently from the Hispana and Dicnyso-Hadriar.a

It resembles tho Pseudo-Isidore in cohtaining much apo-

cryphal matter in tho form of false capitularies directed to

V. -3
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the removal of certain giievauces of the Frankish episcopate.

Being circulated as a supplement to Ansegisus it gained

a considerable reputation, but was never officially recog-

nized.' The lih-i poenitentiales, or manuals of penance, are

of importance as the foundation of. the criminal branch of

the canon law. The earliest ones of any note in the

Western Church originated in England and Ireland, as for

instance the Liber Davidis (Irish) of the 4th century, the

penitential of Theodore, archbishop of Canterbury, in the

7th century, and in the 8th those of the Venerable Bede

and of Egbert, archbishop of York. The Irish church-

discipline was introduced among the Franks, by whom the

Pocnitentiale Columbani and the Canones and Judicia

Cummeani (two- Irish missionaries) were extensively used."

(Consult Jacobson in Herzog's Real - Encydoptidie, art.

" Bussbiicher.") The development of church-law was
further influenced by the Ordines Romani, or books of

ritual, the Ordines Judiciortim, or rules of procedure in

the ecclesiastical courts, and the collections oi fonnula: or

precedents used in the preparation of formal or olficial

documents, notably the Liber Diurnus, a pontifical collec-

tion of the 8th century.

The Pseudo-Isidore continued to be the chief repertory of

canon law till the time of Gratian ; but many other

collections more or less corrupt, differing from the earlier

ones in their arrangement according to systematic instead

of chronological order, were made during these three

centuries. It will be sufficient to name the following, as

they seem to have been used by Gratian in compiling his

great work :—1. A collection qf the 9th century, dedicated

to Archbishop Anselm (II.) of Milan {Collectio Anselmo

Dedicala), based mostly on the Hispmid, and interesting

as the first work of authority containing extracts from the

Psntdo-Isidore ; 2. The Libri Duo de Synodalibus Causis

el Disciplinis Hcdcsiasticis of the 10th century, by Eegino,

abbot of the monastery of Priim in the Eifi'el, drawn from

Frankish and German sources ;' 3. The CoUectarium or

Decretum of Bishop Burchard of Worms, in twenty books,

compiled in the 11th century; 4. The Pcmnormia of

Bishop Ivo of Chartres, dating from the 12th century,^

and another work by the same author known as the

Decretum ;^ 5. The Liber de Misericordia et Justitia of

Algerus of Li^ge, composed between 1120 and 1128.''

II. The Corpus Juris Canonici.—The manuals of

church law above referred to had not only become
embarrassing by their number but laboured under defects

that seriously impaired their practical utility. They con-

tained much that was obsolete and much that was con-

tradictory, many of them mixed up civil with church law,

and their arrangement was unmethodical and cumbrous.

These faults were to some extent remedied in the great

collection that was formed between the middle of the 12th

and the end of the 16th centuries, and became the

recognized canon law code. The Corpus Juris Canonici,

as it was called, consists of six portions, which may be

classed under two heads, the Decretum and the Decretals.

I. The Decretum Gratiani, Up to this time canon law

^ It ia printed in vol.- i. pp. 801-1232, of Baluze's Capitularia

-Rcjum FTanco-nim, Paris, 1677.
' These aro all printed by Wassersehleben in Die B&issordnungen

der Abc'iidl&ndischen Kirche mil einer Rechisgeschichtlichcji Einleitung,
Halle, 1851.

^ Edition by Wasserschleben, Leipsie, 1840.
* D. Burcfiardi Wormaciensis Dccretorum, libn X3., Cologne, 1543,

and otber editions.

° Edition by Melch. a Vosmediano, Louvain, 1557.
• Edited by Moliuseus, Louvain, 1661.
' Printed by Martene in Novus Tkcsauras Anecdotorum, vol. v. On

these collections see Petr. et Hieron. Ballerinii, De Ayitiquis Collec-

tionif/iis et CollectoribiL'i Canonum ad Oratianum usque Tractatus, p.
iv. c. dO-18, Venice, 17f>7: and "Wasserschleben, Reitrdge zwr (?e-
aJtichte der Vorgraiianischen KvrchenrixhtsjiielUii, Leipiiic, 183S.

was regarded as a branch of theology, and was studied only
in the seminaries attached to cathedrals or monasteries.

Gratian, a Camaldolensian monk of Bologna, first taught itGratLaj"

as a separate science towards the middle of the 12th
century. The school of Roman law founded in that city

thirty or forty years before by Irnerius was then flourishing,

and Gratian, living within the sphere of the new movement,
became ambitious of introducing a similar scientific cultiva-

tion of canon law. He selected the whole subsisting law
of the church from among the mass of canons, decretals,

writings of the fathers, and ecclesiastical historians, Ac,
and digested it into the systematic work since called after

him the Decretum Gratiani, which soon superseded all

preceding compilations. It was early known by the name
of the CoTKordia Discordantium Canonum, from an expres-

sion in one of the author's notes (" auciorilatum dissonantia

ad concordiam revocari") ; but whether Gratian himself

made use of either name is uncertain. The work consists

of three parts (partes). The first, treating of the sources of

canon, lav? and of ecclesiastical persons and offices, is divided

according to the method of Paucapalea, Gratian's pupil,

into 101 distiiictiones, which are subdivided into canones.

The second part consists of 36 causoe (cases proposed for

solution), subdivided into qucestiones (the several questions

raised by the case), under each of which are arranged the

various canones (canons, decretals, (fcc.) bearing on the

question. But catisa srxiii. qucestio 3, headed Tractatua

de Pcenitentia, is divided like the main part into seven

distinctiones, containing each several canones. The third

part, which is entitled De Consccratiojie, gives, in five

distinctiones, the law bearing on church ritual and tho

sacraments. The following is the method of citation. A MoJo al

reference to the first part indicates the initial words or ''£»*'»<

number of the canon and the number of the distinctio, e.g.,

can. , Propter ecclcsiasticas, dist. xviii. or c. 15, d. xviiL

The second part is cited by the canon, ca«sa, and qucestio,

e.g., can. Si quis suadente, C. 1 7, qu. 4, or c. 29, C. xvii, qu. 4.

The treatise De Pcenitentia, forming the 3d qucestio of tha

33d causa of the second part, is referred to as if it were a

separate work, e.g.,c. Principimn, D. ii. de poenit. ore. 45,

D. ii. de pcenit. In quoting a passage from the third part

the' canon and distinctio are given, e.g., c. Missar. solenn.

D. I. de consecrat., or c. 12, D. I. do consecr.

The original notes appended by Gratian to many of

the canons (Dicta Gratiani), though not entitled to the Dicta -

same weight as the test, are of great authority as emanat- Gratisni

ing from the " father of canon law." The passages headed
" Palea " (about fifty in number) are supposed to be Paka,

additions made by Gratian's pupil Paucapalea, and are of

equal credit with the rest of the work. The notes in tha

modern editions with the prefix " corr. Rom." are by tha

Correctores Romani, who published a revised text under
the sanction of Pope Gregory XIII.

Gratian had included in the Decretum the Papal decretals

down to the year 1139. During the following century,

owing to the struggles of the popes and emperors, and the

general extension of ecclesiastical jurisdictions, the pontifical

coastitutions increased greatly in frequency. Innocent

III. alone (pater juris) is said to have pubb'shed 4000 laws.

These constitutions went by the name of dccretales extrava

gantes (i.e., extra decretumGraiiani vagantcs). Of the fifteen

known collections of them, five especially, which in contrast

to that of Gregory IX. are called the Compilationes Antiquce, Compit*.

attained a high reputation in the schools and the courts. Uones

The Compilatio Prima, or oldest of them, is the Breviarium '^'"*

Extravagantium of Bishop Bernard of Pavia,^ which is

tioteworthy as the model,of arrangement for all subsequent

coUeetions. It is divided into five books treating of—(1)

^ Printed in Labb^, .iiUiqiUB ColkUwlles DccrtUUiuin, Paiia, 1600.
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ecclesiastical officials and judges
; (2) procedure in ecclesi-

astical courts
; (3) rights, duties, and property of the

clergy; (4) law of marriage; (5) criminal law and

ecclesiastical discipline. This order is briefly Bummed up

in the following hexameter :

—

Judex, Judicium, Clerus, Connubia, Crimed.

''The comp. tertia and comp. quinta are the only two that

received the Papal sanction.

2. The second part of the Corpus Juris Canonici ia made

up of the following four collections of decretals :

—

(a.) Decretals of Gregory IX.—The same causes that

occasioned the compilation of the Decretum induced Pope

Gregory IX. to commission his chaplain, Raymond of Penna-

forte (near Barcelona), formerly a professor of canon law in

Bologna university (and since canonized), to digest into a

code the decretals since the time of Gratian. The usual

arrangement in five books was observed, and these were

subdivided into titnli, consisting of capita in chronological

order. It was completed in four years, and officially

promulgated in 1234. Its original name was Libri extra

(sc. Decretum) which was abbreviated to X. for convenience

in citation, e.g., cap. 9, X. de eo qui cognovit (iv. 13),

or c. 9, X. 4, 13 refers to the 4th book, title 13, chap. 9.

The laws are in the form of decisions pronounced in cases

submitted to the Pope from all parts of Christemiom.

Among these are several cases from England and Scotland.

(For a list of the latter see &clesia Scnticancs Statuta, ii.

232). Raymond, in accordance with the Pope's instruc-

tions, omitted such facts and other matter as be considered

ir.-Dlevant to the case in hand. These so-called partes

dccis(e (generally indicated in the text by the words
" et infra " or shortly " et j.") have been restored in modern
editions, since without them the law is often to us unintel-

ligible.

(b.) The Liber Sexius was published by Pope Boniface

<iVIII. in 1298. It contains the decretals down to that

/date from the time of Gregory's collection, and acquired its

name from being intended as a supplement to Gregory's

.five books. In one important respect it differs from the

•latter. Instead of a case being stated with the Papal
decision thereon, abstract rules of law are laid down,
extracted originally, no doubt, from actual judgments. A
series of eighty-eight Eegidw Juris, chiefly borrowed from
Roman law, are appended to the work, having been added,
it is said, by the civilian Dinus to procure its accept-

ance among the legistae of Bologna.. In citing from the
Liber Sextus it is usual to give tlio number of the chapter,

with the abbreviation " in vi'° " or " in 6," the number
of the book, and the number and rubric of the title, e.g.,

c. 1. in vi'° do const. I., 2, or c. 1. do const, in 6, I. 2.

('.) The Clementina;.—By direction of Pope Clement V.
the canons of the Council of Vienne in 1311 (at which he
presided, the Papal court having been transferred to
Avignon), and his own decretals before and after that date,

were collected and published in 1313. They were almost
immediately withdrawn again for revision, and were pro-
mulgated in their present form by his successor Pope John
XXII. in 1317, under the name of Cojislitvtiones dementis
Papa: V. or Clcmenttnce. The mode of citation is cither
by the chapter, the title-rubric, the words "in Clementinis,"
and the number of book and title (e.g., c. 1. do summa trin.

in Clem. I. 1.), or by calling tho chapter itself the Cle-
mentina, and adding its number, with the title-rubric, and
numbers of book and title U.a., Clem. 1., do summa trin.

I. 1).

(rf.) Tho- Sxtravagantes.—Tho ClomontinoB wore the last

of the collections formally promulgated by the popes. In
tho 15th century tho term Corpus Juris Canonici was
uppliod to tho body of law composed c{ the Dccrdnm and

of 73 decretals issued in the (,n„tjj

to Sixtus V. (1298-1484), Coinmuno

the collections of Gregory, Boniface, and Clemeljt, as

appears from the canons of the councils of Constance and
BaseL The more important of the decretals omitted from

the Clementinae or issued subsequently (distinguished from
those in the Corpus Juris Canonici by the name " Extra-

vagantes ") were circulated or added in the manuscripts a.3

a supplement to the Corpus Juris, and studied along with

it at the universities. Two collections of them were printed

by Jean Chappuis in his edition of the Corpus Juris

Canonici, published at Paris in 1500. The first, which
was entitled Extravagantes Joannis XXJI., comprised Exlrava

twenty constitutions of that pope, arranged in fourteen gantcs of

titles. The second collection was called Extravafiantesi^}^^^^^^-

Communes, and consisted

period from Boniface VIII.

systematically arranged according to the traditional scheme
of five books ("sed vacat liber quartus," devoted in pre-

vious compilations to the law of marriage), divided into

titles and chapters. The following examples wiU explain

the method of citing the first and second collections Moiio ni

respectively:—c. un. Xvag. lo. xxii. 12, or (mentioning "='l'''''°"'

the rubric of the title) c. un. de poenis in Extrav. lo. xxii.

(12),andc. 2, Xvag. comm. III. 2, or (giving the title-rubric)

c. 2, de pra;b. et dig. in Extrav. comm. III. 2. Neither

collection was sanctioned as such ; each decretal is inde-

pendent, and authoritative proprio vigore. The two sets of

Extravagantes being retained in subsequent editions have

become by use and wont part of tho Corpus Juris Canonici.

They received a semi-official approval by being included in

the edition revised by the Correctores Romani (a learned Correctorei

commission appointed by Pius IV. in 1563), and published 'ioffi^»>-

as the authorized text by Pope Gregory XIII. in 1082.

Tho different portions of the Corpus Juris Canonici Corpus

stand to each other in the relation of lex prior and lex '"V' ^"^
postei-ior, so that in cases of contradiction the latest in date '^"^^^

*

is preferred. The aame rule is applied to the single capita

or laws of the private collections (the Decretum and the

Extravagantes), but not to those of the other books, which

were published as official codes, and the different capita of

which are all regarded as bearing the date of promulgation

of the whole. A distinction is also mado respecting the

authority of the rubrics of tho titles. Those found in ItuIiriM.

the Decretum, irrespective of the fact that tbey are not the

work of Gratian, have no sanction except that of usage
;

while in the decretals of Gregory, Boniface, and Clement

the rubric (rubrum) has as much authority as the text

(nigrum), both having been issued together. The su7n- Siimm<iri»«

maria, or summce, prefixed to the canons and chapters

emanate from tho glossators, and have no legislative

authority. Bat they generally state tho substance of the

law correctly, and are useful for purposes of interpretation.

The Superscriptiones Capitulorum, giving the source and Sopcrecrip-

date of a law, and in the caso of each decretal, the person ''"""^^ •^P'

to whom it was addressed, ai.^, so far as we know, in their

original state, but are not ti- do depended upon in all cases,

A few of Gregory's decretals, for instance, boar thd date'

1235 and 1236, whereas vo know they must have beei

pronounced prior to the promulgation of the collection ii

1234. No decretal anterior to 1298 is of authority unles

found in the Decretum or tlie collections of Gregory o

Boniface, 'fho Clementina; and Extravagantes, on the cor

trary, are not exhaustive for the period they cover, am
omission from them docs not affect the credit of an othei

wise genuine constitution. Andri (Cours de Droit Canon
3"" «5d., 1860, vol. iii. p. 151) gives a list of tho apo-

cryphal laws in tho Decretum and Gregory's Decretals,

They nro u)oro numerous in tho former, owing toGratian'>

having selected his materials from tho older compilatiout

in.-itcnd of the original sources, many of which were iost,

and are of no authority except en far rm ndontcJ I'v snU
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sequent church usage. But the few spurious decretala in

Gregory's collection are of equal authority with the others,

the whole having received the papal imprimatur. The
constitutions in the Liber Sextits, Clementince, and Extra-

.vagants are all genuine.

The Liber Septimus Decretalium, which appears in a

supplement to some editions of the Corpus Juris, is a mere

]irivate collection formed by Peter Matthasus, a lawyer of

Lyons, in 1590. The Iiistitutiones Juris Catiouici of J. P.

Lancelottus of Perugia are of the same character, but they

form a useful and trustworthy compendium and are of

considerable authority. They were written, as the author

tells us in his preface, to complete the parallel between the

two Corpora Juris, civil and canon. Tho Decretum of the

canonists corresponded to the Pajidects of the civilians ; the

Decretals of Gregory to the Code ; the Liher Sertus, Cle-

mentiiiis, smA. Extravagants to the Novels. At the Pope's

suggestion Lancelot undertook to supply a text-book cor-

responding to the Institutes of Justinian. He completed

and published it in 1563, but official confirmation never

followed.

Tho latest and moat correct edition of the Corpus Juris Caiwnici is

by Jimilius L, Richter {2 vols. 4to, Leipsic, 1839), of which a
Fecond edition is in the press. But it has not superseded that of J.

Jl. Boehmer (2 vols. 4to, Halle, 1747), which is rendered valuable
by bis notes and copious indices, and contains much useful supple-
mentary matter, including the Liber Septimus and Lancelot's Insti-

tutions.

III. JIedi.evai History.—From the 12th century

Bologna university possessed two faculties of law—a civil

and a canon. Tho members of the latter were called doctores

decretorum (a degree which required six years' previous

study) corresponding to the doctores legum of the "civil law.

Those who graduated in both faculties were doctors utriusque

juris. The students were classed as canonistce or decrefista

and civilislce or legistce. The system of tuition was oral

(lecturce) with minute study of the original authorities.

Explanatory notes (glosses) were added by many of the

professors (hence caDed glossatores) to their copies of the

text, written either on the margin or between tho lines.

These were transcribed along with the text in the manu-
scripts circulating among the students. Gradually the

glosses took the shape of a consecutive commentary {appa-
7-otus) in which the author incorporated what was most
valuable in the notes of his predecessors. One of these
always catne to be accepted as of more authority than the
rest, and on that account was entitled in the manuscripts
Glossa Ordinaria, or simply Glossa. Such are the gloss on
the Decretumhj Joannes Teutonicus (1212), revised and
supplemented by Bartholomasus Brixensis (of Brescia) in

1258, and that on Gregory's Decretals by Bernardus
Parmensis (1266). The ordinary glo.ss of the Liber Sextus
and Clementines is by Joannes Andrere (1348), the author
of the Arbor Consanguinifatis et Afflnitatis since inserted

in the Decretum. (The last edition of the Corpus Juris
Canonici, with the gloss, was published in 1671, 3 vols,

fol., Lyons, sumpt. Huguetan et Barbier.) Abridgments
of tho text, giving briefly the substance of the titles in their

order, with cross references, were composed under the name
of Summa: or Distinctiones. The more intricate doctrines
wore explained in writings called Repetitiones at greater
length than was suitable to the lecture-room. The law was
also expounded by means of real or fictitious cases^ of which
digests were compiled (casus) for use by those who took
part in the disputations or moots, which were regularly
held (qucEstiones). These were conducted by different
professors on different days, and hence were often named
from the days of the week Dominicales, Mercuriales,
Venenales, &.C. Collections were made of unsettled and
controverted points (Disseruiiones Dominorum) and of rules

I
dictiuD.

or maxims of law (Brotarda, Brocardica, Paroemia, or Bro'tKl&

liegulce Juris). In both faculties law was at this time
cultivated in a thoroughly practical spirit, and their friendly

rivalry and mutual influence were beneficial to both. The
mode of study was similar in the other European schools,

which were all modelled after those of Bologna or Paris.

The church was thus supplied by the universities with

a well-educated class of lawyers for administering the

business of the ecclesiastical courts—those institutions

which contributed so much to the growth and renown of

the canon law. Their development was gradual but
steady. The primitive ChriBtians, in pursuance of apostolic EccIesU*

precept (1 Cor. vi. 1-6), submitted their disputes to the*'5*!J"™

decision of their bishops, and it was enacted by several
"

early councils that questions between churchmen should be

settled by a spiritual tribunal. The episcopal jurisdiction

was extended by Constantine to all matters which the con-

tending parties agreed to submit to it. This so-callud

Audientia Episcopalis was confirmed by several later AudienlU

emperors, and the bishop's sentence was enforceable by the Episco-

civil magistrate. By a law of Justinian, actions against ^ ^
the clergy were directed to be brought before the bishop

in the first instance. In course of time the church- courts

absorbed many departments of civil jurisdiction. All

matters connected in the most distant way with the church

or religious duties were deemed proper subjects for disposal

by her tribunals. The clergy dispensed the sacraments;

and their assistance was required on the occasion of

baptisms, marriages, and deaths. Hence tlia curies

christianitatis took cognizance of questions relating to

legitimacy, marriage, and succession. They assumed juris-

diction over not only the clergy, but all who were under
the obligation of religious vows (e.g., Crusaders\ as well

as widows and orphans (piersonce miserabiles) and minora.

In the department of criminal law they were particularly

active, punishing both ecclesiastical and religious offences,

such as heresy, simony, blasphemy, sacrilege, and violation

of personal and social morality (adultery, bigamy, fraud,

perjury). For the administration of this extended judicial

system the church had to enact her own rules of procedure,

which were generally a great improvement on those

prevailing in the civil courts. In fact it was by no means
an evil at that period of European history tliat the

administration of the law should fall into the hands of the

clergy, who were the best educated men of their time, and

had many of them been trained as lawyers in the schools of

Bologna and Paris. The Teutonic and Gothic codes were

very imperfect in most branches of the law, and the civil

and criminal procedure of the native tribunals was far from

settled. Their criminal law was httle more than an

elaborate system of fines, graduated according to the race

or rank of the victim or the criminal. Evidence in our

sense of the word was unknown, and innocence could only

rely for protection oa compurgation, ordeal, or judicial

combat. Hence the people were, during several centuries,

well content to resort to the church courts. The exemption

of the clergy from civil jurisdiction was in accordance with

the Teutonic principle that a man should be tried by his

peers. And 'the laity were thankful to take shelter behind

the church from the fines and exactions of the feudal courts,

which were inflicted less in the interests of justice than for

the profit of the overlord.

In the domain of public law the influence of the church

was conspicuous. She may be said to have originated

modern international law. The ancient Romans regarded intem*-

all foreigners as hosles. Christianity inculcated the tionil la»

principle of the brotherhood of nations. The popes acted

as arbitrators between prince and prince, and between

prince and people. They protected the weak against the

strong, and right against might. The principle grew up
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that international questionn should be decided according to

law and Christian morality, and that war, when inevitable,

should be conducted according to recognized rules laid

down in the interests o( humanity. The system of church

administration served as a model for that of the state,

which in medifeval times was frequently controlled by

ecclesiastics. The constitutional duties of a sovereign to

his people v/ere boldly asserted by the church. Kings were

taught that there were obligations for discharging which

tbcy were responsible to God, and that if these were

neglected their subjects might be absolved from their

allegi'inoe. In after times the enemies of the church

borrowed some of their most effective weapons from her

oi/n armoury. The writers on the law of nature and of

nc.tions, who headed the rebellion against the encroachments

of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, adopted many principles which

ar 1 to be found in the Corpus Juris Canonici, where we
may also trace the germs of some leading doctrines of the

French Bcvolution.

The canon law suited the civilization of the Middle

Ages. It was natural that a system, claiming to regulate

the most important concerns of practical life, administered

by courts which, though belonging to dififerent nations,

were under the control of one central authority, and
developed under the direction of a succession of able

legislators, such as Hildebrand and Innocent III., should

take the lead in forming the character and reconciling the

conflicting interests of the rising nationalities. The canon

law was not so much an independent system of law as a

method of selecting what was best from the existing systems,

and transforming it, by the help of Christian morality and

feeling, into one homogeneous, eclectic whole. Much of

tho Koman element in the common laws of Europe at the

present day has descended indirectly through the canon

jaw, though modern jurists are too apt to ignore this and

express their obligations to the ancient sources alone.

Tho decline of the canon lav/ kept pace with that of the

church from which it sprang. The strife of popes and
antipopes, the increased strength of national feeling prompt-

ing the prelates to take their sovereign's part in his quarrels

with the papacy, the arrogance of the ecclesiastical courts,

tho Reformation, the French Revolution, in short, all those

cf.uses that weakened the church's power and influence,

were prejudicial to the authority of the canon law. And
now that every country in Europe possesses, if not a code,

at all events a matured system of national law, the Corpus
Juris Canonici possesses little more than an historical and
scientific interest.

IV. Present Authority.—Germany.—The Canon Law
is still the common law of both sections of the Christian

church of Germany, and in purely religious and eccle-

siastical questions affecting their internal affairs it is

applicable, so far as not altered by modern church standards.

Such are, for the Roman Catholics, the canons of the

Tridentine (1545-1563) and Vatican (1869) councils,

and the various concordats with tho temporal power ; for

the Protestants, the evangelical confessions (Augsburg, <tc.)

and tho Conchtsa Corporis Evangelir.oriim (1653-1806).
Tile relations of tho different churches with tho state arc

regulated exclusively by the law of the land. In a ques-

tion of private law the canon law has no validity as an
independent source. Till the end of last century both
the civil and canon laws were by custom received as

authoritative in Germany. They were applied universally

in the civil courts, and the canon law as the lex posterior

was preferred in case of conflict. These two systems, along
with the feudal customs, were the three constituent eloincnts

of the common law or Gemeines Recht. The jurisdiction

of tho latter is now confined by the provisions of the

modern codes to about one-tUird of Germany. Within that

area the Corpus Juris Canonici may be quoted to aid in

interpreting a doubtful point of common law. In other

words, it is of historical but not of legislative autuority.

France.—The Constituent Assembly, after abolishing France,

tithes and religious orders and secularizing church properly,

superseded the canon and all other laws for the government

of the church by the Constitution Civile du Clerge, enacted

in 171)0. Finally, in 1793 tho Convention suppressed

altogether the Christian religion and its institutions. Since

the restoration of the Church in the beginning of this

century, both its internal government and external relations

have been regulated exclusively by civil enactment, based

on the concordat between Napoleon I. and Pope Pius VIL
(1801), aud the Articles Organiques which followed in

1802.

England.—The Canon Law is of no intrinsic obligation Knglaad.

in England. The English people have in all ages shown a

firm determination that neither He national church nor

the national law should bs subject to the Papal legislation

or jurisdiction. As early as 1138 Archbishop Theobald of

Canterbury brought over Vacarius and other learned

ecclesiastics from Italy to introduce the study of civil and

canon law into England. The bishops and clergy vigor-

ously supported the new system so favourable to their

order ; but the nobility and laity generally adhered to the

old common law with great pertinacity. The contest wa.s

practically decided when in the 13th century the Court of

Common Pleas was fixed at Westminster. This brought

together the practitioners in municipal law who had been,

while the court was ambulatory, dispersed throughout tho

kingdom, and shortly afterwards the victory of common
law was made secure by the establishment of the Inns of

Court and Chancery for tho education of youth in muni-

cipal law.

The system administered in tho spiritual courts is

known as " the king's ecclesiastical law." It is based on

the canon law, a knowledge of which is highly useful to-

the English ecclesiastical lawyer. But only such portions

of the canon law have been adopted as have been sanc-

tioned by the national legatine aud provincial constitutions,

tho statutes of the realm, and immemorial church usage.

The canon law, though not bir.ding propria vigore, is one

of the sources of the common law of England. The rules

for the descent of land, for instance, are borrowed wholly

from that system. But England assimilated less of it than

otlier countries, or than might have been adopted by
herself with advantage. It was not that the English

people considered the provisions of the canon law inferior to

their own customs ; they were as a rale entirely ignorant

of it. But their struggles against appeals to Rome and
other claims of ecclesiastical jurisdiction roused the feeling

of the nation. They stoutly stood up for their common
law, cumbrous and even barbarous in some respects as it

was, not because they thought it perfect, but because they

were resolved to manage their own concerns after their

own fashion. At the parliament of Merton (1236) when
the bishops proposed that legitimation by subspquent

marriage should be legalized, alleging that holy church

(that is, tho canon law) sanctioned such legitimation, all

the earls and barons, wo are told, with one voice answered,
" Nolumus leges Anglioe mutari." This incident shows
that even at that early date canon law was of no authority

unless ."sanctioned by tho law of the land, for the decretal

(c. 6, X. qui filii sint legitinii, iv. 17) alluded to by tho

bishops was addressed by Pope Alexander III. to the

bishop of Exeter in 1172, and was incorporated in the

Decretals of Gregory promulgated in 1234,. two years

before tho parliament of Morton.

Scotland.—Several causes conduced to tho provisions of ScotUnt

tho canon law beinc extensively adopted by tho law of.
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Scotland During the ICth and 17th centuries canon law

was publicly taught in the Scottish universities ; and from

a very early period it was the custom of the Scottish youth

to resort for purposes of study to foreign countries, whence

many of them returned doctors i7i -utroque Jure. A wide

jurisdiction was exercised by the consistorial courts, from

i.jvliich for many centuries an appeal to Rome was competent,

iind at one time half of the senators of the College of

Justice were necessarily clerical, while all were learned in

Ibokh civil and canon law. Conveyancing, moreover, was

in the hands of clerical notaries, who, till 1469, were, like

those of Europe generally, appointed exclusively by the

emperor and the Pope. But though one of the fo7ites juris

Scotue, canon law never was of itself authoritative in

Scotland. In the canons of her national provincial

councils (at whose yearly meetings representatives attended

on behalf of the king) that country possessed a canon law

of her own, which was recognized by the parliament and

the popes, and enforced in the courts of law. Much of it,

Sio doubt, was borrowed from tho Corpus Juris Canonici,

ihe Tridentine standards, and the Eaglish provincial

lianons. But the portions so adopted derived their

ttuthority from the Scottish Church. The general canon

la^, unless where it has been acknowledged by Act of

Parliament, or a decision of the courts, or sanctioned by
the canons of a provincial council, is only received in

Scotland according to equity and expediency.

AdPITIOXAL AUTHOTIITIES.— HiSTOHY AND LiTERAnjRE :
—

Douiat, Histoire du Droit Cano7iiqiic, Paris, 3 677 ; Bickeli,

Oeschichte des Kirchenreckts, vol. i. ^nevcr completed), Giesscn, 1843;
Hosshirt, Gcschichte dcs Rechts im, Mittdalter, vol. i. Kanonischcs

Mcckt, Mainz, 1846. The best bibliographical history wRen com-
pleted will be—Miiasgen. Gcschichte dcr Qucllen und dcr Litcraiur des

Hanonischen Rechts im A bcndlande his zum Ausgange dcs Mittclahcrs^

ol. i. 1870. The Vienna Academy of Sciences have voted funds

from the Sarigny foundation to enable the author to visit foreign

libraries for the purposes of his work, which contains in gonsequcnce

the best account of the various MSS. The first volume comes down
to, without including, the False Decretals. Four additional volumes
are expected. The ^lossatora and the medisBval universities are

treated of in Saviguy, Gcschichte dcs RomiscTicn Rechts im Mittdalter^

vol. iii, 2d ed. 1834. The history and system of the constitution

of the church is handled with great learning and acumen by

Thomassin, Ancicnne et Nouvclle Discipline de I'Eglise^ Lyons, 1678,

(same work in Latin, but differently arranged, Vetus ct Nova, Eccl.

Disc, Parifl, 1638, 3 vols. fob). Consult also "Waaserschleben's

articles in Hefzog's Real-EncyclopHdic en KaTwncnund Dccrctahn-

samTnlungen^ KaTwnisches Recht^ Glosscn und Glossaioren, and the

text-books mentioned below. Text Books:— 1. By Roman Catholic

authors—Doviitius (Doujat), Prcenotion^iTn Canonicarum Lihri

Qui-nque, Paris, 1687, modem ed. by Schott, Mitar. et Lips, 1776,

2 vols. 8vo ; Van Espen, Jus Ecclesiasticum Univcrsitm, last cd.

Mogunt. 1791, 3 vols. 4to ; Git-ert, Corpus Juris Canonici per Regit-

las Natiirali Ordins Digestas Expositi, Col. Allobr., 1725, 3 vols.

foL ; Lancelottus, Jjistitittior^s Juris Canonici, last cd. cum adnot.

Ziegleri et Tbomasii, Hal. 1716, 4 vols, ^to (the firnt ed. having
been published in 1 563, a few months before the dissolution of tho

Coiincil of Trent, contains the law of the Corpusjuris canonici with-

out the niodifications introduced by that council); Devoti, Institu-

tionum Canonicarum, libri iv., first ed. Rom. 1781, 4 vols, last ed.

Leodii, 1860. 2 vols.; Phillips, Kirchcnrecht (ecclesiastical la\T),

Regensburg, 7 vols. 8vo, 1845-72 (not yet completed) ; ScbuUc,
Das Katholische Kirchcnrecht, Giessen, 1656-60, 2 vols. Svo ; Ross-

hirt, Canonischcs Rccht, Schaffhausen, 1S57 ; Walter, Lchrbuch dcs

Kirchenrechts allcr christUchcn Confcssioncn, 14th ed. Bonn, 1871.

2- By Protestant authors—Gisbertus Voetius, Politxca Ecdcsiasiica,

Amsterdam, 1663-66, 4 vols. 4to ; J. H. Boehmer, Jus Ecclesiasti'

cum ProtestajUi^cTn (in the form of a commentary on Gregory's

Decretals), 5th cd. Hal. 1756-63, 5 vols. 4to, and the same author's

InstitiUlones Juris Canonici, 5th ed. Hal, 1770 ; Mejer, Lehrhuch
des Deutschcn Kirchenrechts, 3d ed. Gbttingen,. 1869 ; Richter,

Lehrhuch des t-athoUsch-cn ttnd exangcUschen K'ircTienrechts, 7th
ed. by Dove, Leipsic, 1874. Dictionaries :—Durand de Maillane,

Dictionnaire Canonique, last ed. 178^, 6 vols. Svo ;^ Ferraris,

Prompta Bibliothcca Canonica, Juridtcn, kc. Abbe Migne's ed. 8

vols. 1866 ; Andre, Cours AlphabHique ct Methodique de Droit

* The authority of this and most other French writers on canon law
;3 to be received with caution on matters having any connection with

thg Gallican Liberties.

Canon, 3d ed. 6 vols. 8ro, Paris, 1860. Excellent articles on
subjects relating to canon law are contained in AVetzer und Welte,
Kirchenlexicon odcrEncydopddic der katkoli^chcn TfteologiffTveihurg,

1847-56, 13 vols. Svo, and Herzog, Rcal-Enci/dopctdie filr pro-
tcstantische Theologie und Kirche, 1854-68, 22 vols. Svo. False
Decretals :—The latest criticism is by Hinschius, Commentatio dt
Collcctione Isidori Mercatoris (prefixed to his ed. of the work,
Lipsiae, 1863), and art. Pseudo • Isidor by Wasserschleben in

Herzog's Real -Encgdop&die (xii. 337j, 1860, and by Hefele in

Wetzer und Welte's Kirchenlcxicon (viii. *849), 1852. The text-

books of Phillips, Schulte, Walter, Richter, &c., give a risumi of tho
different views. The older authorities are

—

Ecclesiastiea Hisloria,

kc. (known as the Magdeburg Centuries, 13 vols, fob), Basil. 1559-
74, vol. ii. c. 7, and vol. iii. c. 7 ; F. Turrianus, Advcrsus Magde-
burgcnses Centuriatorcs, &c., Florent. 1572 ; Blondellus, Pccudo-
isidorus ct Turrianus Vapulantcs, Gonev. 1628 ; Gallandiua, D$
Vetustis Canonum Collcctionibus Sylloge (2 vols. 4to), filogunt.1790,
vol. i. p. 628, and vol. ii. p. 1 (dissertations by the brothers- Bal-
lerini and Car. Blascns); Knust, De Fontibus et Consllio Pseudoisi-
doriancc Collcctionis, Gbtting. 1832 ; Rosshirt, Zu den kirchcnrecht-

lichen Qudlen dcj ersten Jahrtausends und zu den Pscudcieidor-
ischcn Dccrctalen, Heidelb. 1849. Canon Law i.v England :— Sir

Matthew Hale's ^w(i?ry o///i£f Common Law, chap. 2 (6th ed. by
Runnington, 1820); Reeve's JTist. of the English Law, chaps. 25 and
26 (new ed. by Finlason, 1869, 3 ivols.); Introductions to Black-
stone's Commentaries; Burn's Ecclesiastical Law (0th ed. by
Phillimore, 4 vols. 1842), and Phillimore's Ecclesiastical Law of the

Church of England (2 vols. 1873) ; Bowj-cr'a Readings before the

Sccicti/ of the Middle Temple, 1851, lectures 12 to 15 ; The Queen
V, Millis, 1844, 10 Clark and Finnelly's House of Lords ReportB,

534 ; Martin v. Mackonoch-^'e and Elamnnk v. Sin'pson, 1S68, Law
Reports, 2 Admiralty and, Ecclesiastical, 116 ; 'fhe Queen v. t/ie

Archbishop of Canterbury, 1848, 11 Adolphus and Ellis's Queen's
Bench Reports, new series, 483 ; Marsliall v. the Bishop of Exeter,

1860, 29 Law Journal, new series. Common Pleas, 354. Canon
Law in Scotland :—Lord Stair's Institutions, bk. i. tit. i. sees. 14
and 16 ; Fergusson's Consistorial Law, 1829, p. 2 ; Riddell's Scot-

tish Peerage and Consistorial Law, 1842, vol. i, p. 449 ; Introduc-

tion to Eraser's Law of Husband and TVife, 2 vols. 1876 ; Mr
Joseph Robertson's preface to Ecdcsicc Scoticance Statuta, 2 vols.

4to., 1866 (Bannatyne Club) ; Bell's Report of a Case of Legiiimact/

under a Putative Marriage, -1825 ; Lord Medwyn's opinion in the
IVIarnoch case {Cruickshank v. Gordon), 10th March, 1843-45

;

Dunlop's Court of Session Reports, 941. (W. F, H).

CANONICAL, as an adjective, is found associated with

many substantives, and alv-^ays implies dependence, real or
supposed, upon the canons of the church. Thus we read

of " canqnical obedience," as signifying the obedience recog-

nized as due to a superior officer of the church from an
inferior, as that due to a bishop from a presbyter. Per-

haps the best known and most widely spread use of the

term occurs in the case of Canoiiico.l Hours^ otherwiso

called Hours of Prayer, which arc cerLain stated times of

the day, consigned in the East, and in tho West before the

Reformation, more especially by the Church of Rome, to

offices of prayer and devotion. These were at first three

only, and were supposed to be inherited from the Jewish

Church (see Psalm Iv. 17, Dan. vi. ]0, and-Aots iii. 1),

—

namely, the third, sixth, and ninth hours, corresponding to

9 A.M., noon, and 3 p.m. with us. They were increased

to five, and subsequently to seven (see Psalm c.xix. 164),

and in time made obligatory on mona-stic and clerical

bodies. The full list, recognized almost universally through-

out Europe. before 700 a.d., stands thus :—Matins (caUed

also Matin Lauds, or simply Lauds), Prime, Terce, Sest,

Nones, Evensong, Compline ; in the Saxon canons of

.iElfric, Uhtsang, Primsangy XJndersang, Middaysang, Non-
sang, ^fensang, Nihtsang. (See Du Cange, GlossariuTJi,

s. V. "Horse Canonics;" Durandus, i)e Off, Divin., lib. v.j

Smith and Cheetham's Dictionary of Christian Antiquities,

art. " Hours of Prayer.") Bishop Cosin, in the reign of

Charles L, put forth an edition of the Hours (as books of

devotion for the canonical hours are often called) for the

use of such individuals or bodies of the English Church aa

might like to use them.

CANONIZATION, a ceremony in the Church of Rome,
by which persons deceased are ranked in the catalogue of

the saints. This act is nreceded by beatification* and
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after the merits of the individual have been duly tested

and approved, the Pope decrees the canonization.

The term was not introduced till the 12th ceitury. The

first person who avaUed himself of it was Udalric, bishop

of Constance, in his letter to Pope Calixtos II. relative to the

canonization of Bishop Conrad. The ' act, however, dates

from a much more remote antiquity. The ceremony was

originaUy only a commemoration of the martyrs, rrbose

assistance was invoked in the name of the church militant

to which they had belonged. Originally bishops decided

whether or not the candidate had fairly vindicated his

claim to the honour ; but they only acted as the organ of

public opinion. Orthodoxy was certainly considered of

great importance, as may bo seen from the fact of tho ex-

clusion of Origen and Tertullian, those great though erratic

geniases of the early church, from the title. As soon as

the power of Rome was once more upon the ascendant in

Europe, the popes naturally appropriated to themselves the

important privilege of canonization. None but martyrs

were at first admitted into the category of saints, but in

course of time the privilege was extended to some of those

pious men who, without having sealed their testimony

with their blood, had evinced tho sincerity of their belief

by the purity of their practice. In later times, however,

the Pope assumed the right of admitting into the sacred

catalogue potentates whose claim seems to have largely

consisted in their support of his temporal interests. Not-
able instances of this are tho names of the emperor Henry
I., canonized by Eugenius III., and Edward the Confessor

of England, canonized by Alexander III.

So long as the right of according the honours of canoni-

zation was vested in the bishops, there was no public

guarantee that it had been exercised with rigour or discre-

tion. But when it passed into the hands of the popes,

means were taken to prevent any but really meritorious
persons from being enrolled in the hcly category. Even
then, however, a very simple ordeal sufHccd. A few
miracles reported to have happened at a tomb vere enough
to give its inmate a claim to have his name inscribed in

the canon of tho mass among the niimber of the happy.
A Roman Catholic writer, the editor of Cutler's Lives of
the Saints (ed. 1866) states that "the proceedings of a
beatification or canonization are long, rigorous, and ex-

pensive." It has been asserted that tho discovery of the
last-named feature of tho process prevented the somewhat
parsimonio\i3 Henry VII. of England from carrying out his
desire for the canonization of King Henry YI. ; Bacon,
however (History of Ueunj VII.), inclines rather to
the belief that the obstacle hero was the pope's fear it

would "diminish the estimation of that kind of honour"
to give it to such " a simple man." At a later period, when
the ceremony was. only performed after a considerable lapse
of time, reasons were always hard to be found why tho
saintly candidate should be rejected. In modern times
the court of Rome has shown itself extremely averse to
promiscuous canonization ; and since the days of Benedict
XIV., the promoter of tlie faith, popularly known as the
advocaius diaboli, or devil's advocate, has exercised extreme
severity in sifting the claims of aspirants. It is further
necessary that a period of a hundred years should el.i]3so

between the death of tho saint and his admission into the
calendar. But tho more pious men of evciy country in
Europe have of late evinced so little ambition to secure
this posthumous compliment, that it may now bo considered
to have gone fairly out of fashion. It is also probable that
tho far more stringent mles of ovidenco and the growth of
physical science have tended to render proof of tbo
8uperuat\iral nmch more difficult than it seemed to be to
our mcdiajval forefathers. It may bo observed that tho
Liitherau divines of tlio century after tlie Reformer's

decease frequently refer to him as B. {i.e., Beatut)

Lutherus.

On the day of canonization the Pope and cardinals

officiate in white ; while St Peter's church is iUuminated
and hung with rich tapestry, upon which the arms of the

Pope, and of the prince or state requiring the canonizafioilj

aro embroidered in gold and SUver.

Beatification, which frequently precedes canonization,

gives an inferior «totes to the deceased person, and appears

rather to recommend hinj as a fit object for the culiua of

his co-rebgionists than to -enjoin it.

See Du Cange Glossarium, s. v. " Canonizare," and the
referencss there given to St Augustine on St John, the

Bull of Pope John XV., and (for the ceremonies) to the

Ccremoniale Eomanum, lib. i. sect. 16. Compare Milman,
Lat. Christianity, bk. xiv. chap ii., and preface to Forbes'a

Kalendar of Scottish Saints, 1872. For the Roman Catholio

statement of tho case see AJban Butler's Lives cf the Saints,

preface to edition of 1806, and an Essay on, Bcatificaticn,

Canonization, d-c, by F. W. Faber (London, ISiS). But
the great authorities on the subject to which all Roman
Catholics refer are tho decrees of Pope Urban VIII., and
a treatise on the entire subject by Pope Benedict XIV.
CANOPUS, or Canobbs, in ancient geography, a town

of Lower E^pt, on the Mediterranean, a hundred and
twenty stadia, or fifteen miles, to the east of Alexandria.
It contained a very popular shrine of the god Serapisj
and was the seat of the manufacture of henna, the scarlet

dye with which women in the East colour their nails.

The town was notorious for its dissoluteness ; and as

Alexandria rose into eminence, it gradually declined. All
that remains is a heap of ruins. Canopus, the pilot of

Menebus, is said to have died iu Egypt and to have given
his name to tho town.

CANOSA, or Canusium, a city of Italy, in the province
of Terra di Bari, and district of Barlctta, situated on the
slope of an eminence on the right bank of the Aufidus or
Ofanto, about 15 miles from the sea, and C miles from
tho battlefield of Canns. Its most interesting buildings

of modern date are a feudal castle on tho top of the hill,

and tho church of St Sabinus the patron saint of the city,

^yith its mosque-like cupolas and ancient pulpit. In the

neighbourhood of the latter stands the tomb cf Bohemond
of Antioch, who died in 1102. Tho ruins of the old

Pioman city extend for a considerable distance beyond the
modern town; large portions of its walls can still bo traced;

and there are extensive remains of an amphitheatre which
was larger than that of Pompeii, and a gateway, frequently

described as a triumphal arch, dedicated to Trajan.

Various explorations have brought to light great numbers
of vases, iu3crii>tions, and miscellaneous antiquities, among
which is a complete list of the members of the municipal
senate. Tho vases, which have been principally derived

from the sepulihrcs excavated inthe tufa rock which were
discovered about 1803, aro largo in size and somewhat
coarse in workmanship. (Sco Jlillin, Description dea

tombeanx de Canosa, Paris, 1813.) Like several of tho
more important cities in this part of Italy, Canusium is

said to have been founded by the Grecian hero Dioraede

;

the origin of tho city, however, can be traced with tolerable

certainly to tho PelasgL Canusium is first mentioned in

history as assisting tho Samnites in their wars against tho

Romans, by whom it was subdued for the first time 318
B.C. In the second Punic war the inhabitants gave shelter

within their walls to tho remnant of tho Roman army,
which retreated thither after the rout at Cannie. In the
second year of tho social war, in which Canusium joined
tho revolted allies, it was besieged unsuccessfully by the
Romans. In tho civil wars it suiTorod severely, but always
contrived to preserve its municijjul privileges, and uaa iievur
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colonized from Rome till the days of MareVia Anrelius, In

the Iter ad Brundusium of Horace, ita bread is described

C3 gritty, and its water as extremely scanty. This last

flefect was remedied by Herodes Atticus, who constructed

en aqneduct, of v.hich the remains are still visible. In

the tenth satire of the first book of Horace, the inhabitants

ere called hilingv.es, j^robably from their speaking Latin

or Greek indifferently. TLU a late period Ln the Middle

Ages Canusium continued an important and flourishing

city; but it suffered severely at the hands of Lombards
and Saracens. In 1694 it was laid in ruins by an earth-

quake, and in 1851 it was considerably injured by a similar

disturbr.nce. The title of prince of Canosa was bestowed

in 1712 on Tiberio Capece. Population, 14,900.

CANOVA, Anto:;io (1757-1822), one of the leading

sculptors of modern times, was born on tbe 1st of November
1757, at Passagno, an obscure, village situated amid the

recesses of the hills of Asolo, where these form the last

undulations of the Venetian Alps, as they subside into the

plains of Treviso. At three years of age Canova was
deprived of both parents, his father dying and his mother
remarrying. Their loss, however, was compensated by the

tender solicitude and care of his paternal grandfather and
grandmother, the latter of whom lived to experience in her

turn the kindest personal attention from her grandson,

who, when he had the means, gave her an asylum in his

house at Eome. The father and grandfather of cur artist

followed the occupation of stone-cutters or minor statuaries
;

and it is said that their family had for several ages supplied

Passagno with members of that calling. As soon as

Canova'a hand could hold a pencil, he was initiated into

the principles of drawing by his affectionate grandfather

Pasino. The latter possessed some knowledge both of

drawing and of architecture, designed well, and showed
considerable taste in the execution of ornamental works.

To his art he was greatly attached ; and upon his young
charge he looked as one who was to jierpetuate, not only
the family name, but also the family profession.

The early years of Canova were passed in study. The
bias of his mind was to sculpture, and the facilities

afforded for the grati6cation of this predilection in the

workshop of his grandfather were eagerly improved. In
his ninth year ho e^iecuted two small shrines of Carrara

marble, which are still extant. Soon after this period he
appears to have been constantly employed under his grand-

father. Amongst those who patronized the old man W'os

the patrician family Falier of Venice, and by this means
young Canova was first introduced to' the senator of that

name, who afterwards became his most zealous iiatron.

Between the younger son, Giuseppe Falier, and the artist

a friendship commencsd which terminated only with life.

From tho interest which v^as excited in this family for

Canova, the senator Falier was induced to receive him
under his immediate protection. It has been related by an
Italian writer, and since repeated by several biographers,
that Canova was indebted to a trivial fortuitous circum-
Etance,—the moulding of a lion in butter,—for tho warm
interest which Falier took in his welfare. The anecdoto
may or may not be true. By his kind patron Canova was
l»laced under Ecmardi, or, as he is generally called by
filiation, Torretto, a sculptor of considerable eminence, who
had taken up a temporaiy residence at Pagnano, a vil-

lage in the vicinity of the senator's mansion. This took
place whilst Canova was in his thirteenth year; and with
Torretto he continued about two years, making in many
respects considerable progress. This master returned to
Venice, where he soon afterwards died ; but by the high
terms in which he spoke of his pupil to Falier, the latter
was induced to bring the young artist to Venice, whither
ie accordingly wont, and was placed under a nephew of

Torrctta With this instructor he continued about a year,

studying with the utmost assiduity. After the tennina-
tion of this engagement he began to work on his own
account, and received from his patron an order for a group
on the subject of Orpheus and Eurydice. The first figure,

which represents Eurydice in flames and smoke, in the act
of leaving the infernal realms, was completed towards the
close of his sixteenth year. It was highly esteemed by his
patron and friends, and the artist was now considersd
quaUfied to appear before a public tribunal. The kindn;?a
of some monks supplied him with his first workshop, which
was the vacant cell of a monastery. Here for nearly four
years he laboured with the greatest perseverance and
industry. He was also regular in his attendance at the
academy, where he carried off several prizes. But he relied

far more on the study and imitation of nature. From his

contemporaries he could learn nothing; for their style was
vicious. From their works, therefore, ho reverted to living

models, as exhibited in every variety of situation. A large

portion of his time was also devoted to anatomy, which
science was regarded by him as "the secret of the art."

He likewise frequented places of public amusement, where
he carefuDy studied the expressions and attitudes of the

performers. Not a day was allowed to pass without his

making some visible advances in his profession. He formed
a resolution, which was faithfully adhered to for several

years, never to close his eyes at night without having pro-

duced some design. Whatever was likely to forward his

advancement in sculpture he studied with ardour. On
archaiological pursuits he bestowed considerable attention.

With ancient and modern history he rendered himself wcU
acquainted, and ho also began to acquire some of the
Continental languages.

Three years had now elapsed without any production
coming from his chisel. He began, however, to complete
the group for his patron, and the Orpheus which followed
evinced the grCat advance he had made. The work was
universaiJy applauded, and laid the foundation of his fame.
Several groups succeeded this performance, amongst which
was that of Dcedalus and Icarus, the most celebrated work
of his noviciate. The simplicity of style and the faithful

imitation of nature which characterized them called forth

the warmest admiration. His merits and reputation being
now generally recognized, his thoughts began to turn
from the shores of the Adriatic to the banks of the Tiber.

for which he set out at the commencement of his twenty-
fourth year.

Before his departure for Eome, his friends had applied
to the Venetian senate for a pension, to enable him to

pursue his studies without embarrassment. The applica-

tion was ultimately succcssfuL The stipend amounted to

three hundred ducats (about j£60 per annum), and was
limited to three years. Canova had obtained letters of

introduction to the Venetian ambassador, the Cavaliere

Zulian, an enlightened and generous protector of the arts,

and was received in the most hospitable manner. His
arrival in Eome, 2Sth December 1 780, marks a new era in

his life. It was here hs was to perfect himself by a study
of the most splendid relics of antiquity, and to put his

talents to the severest test by a competition with the living

masters of the art The result was equal to the highest

hopes cherished either by himself or by his friends. The
work which first established his fame at Rome was Theseus
vanquishing the Minotaur. The figures are of the heroic

size. The victorious Theseus is represented as seated on
the lifeless body of the monster. The exhaustion which
visibly pervades his whole frame proves tho terrible nature

of the conflict in which he has been engaged. Simplicity

and natural expression had hitherto cluracterized Canova'e
style; with these were now united more exalted concep-
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tions of grandeur and of truth. The Theseus was regarded

with rapturous admiration.

CaDova'a next undertaking was a monument in honour

i)f-^lement XIV. ; but before he proceeded with it he

deemed it necessary to request permission from the

Venetian senate, whose servant he considered himself to

be, in consideration of the pension. This he solicited in

person,- and it was granted. He returned immediately to

Rome, and opened his celebrated studio in the Via del

Babuino. He spent about two years of unremitting toil

in arranging the design and composing the models for the

tomb of the pontiff. After these v/ere completed, other

two years were employed iu finishing the monument, and

it was finally opened to public inspection in 1787. The
work, in the opinion of enthusiastic dilettanti, stamped the

author as the first artist of modern times. After five years

of incessant labour, he completed another cenotaph to the

memory of Clement XIII., which raised his fame .still

higher. Works liow carao rapidly from his chisel.

Amongst those which belong to the period in question is

Psycue, with a butterfly, which is placed on the left hand,

and held by the wings with the right. This figure, which

is intended as a personification of 'man's immaterial part,

is considered as in almost every respect the most faultless

and classical of Canova's works. In two different groups,

and with opposite expression, the sculptor has represented

Cupid with his bride ; in the one they are standing, in

the other recumbent. These and other works raised his

reputation so high that t''.o most flattering offers were sent

him from the Russian coart to induce him to remove to St

J'etersburg, but these were declined. " Italy," says he, in

writing of the occurrence to a friend, " Italy is my country

—is the country and naitive soil of the arts. I cannot

leave her ; my infancy was nurtured here. If my poor

talents can be useful iu any other land, they must be of

some utility to Italy; and ought not her claim to be
preferred to all others ?

"

Numerous works were produced in the years 1795-97,

of which several were repetitions of previous produc-

tions. It is only necessary to notice the celebrated group
representing the Parting of Venus and Adonis. This

famous production was sent to Naples. The French
Revolution was now extending its shocks over Italy

;

and Cauova sought obscurity and repose in his native

Pa.ssagno. Thither ho retired in 1798, and there ho con-

tinued for about a year, principally employed in painting,

of which art also ho had some knowledge. He executed

upwards of twenty paintings about this time. One of his

productions is a picture representing the dead body of the
Saviour just removed from the cross, surrounded by the

three llarys, the beloved disciple, Joseph of Arimathea,
and, somewhat in the background, Nicodemus. Above
appears the Father, with the mystic dove in the centre of a
glory, and surrounded by a circle of cherubs. This com-
position, which was greatly apnlauded, he presented to the
parochial chnrch of his native place. Events in the
)>olitical world having come to a temporary lull, he returned
to Rome ; but his health having been impaired from
arduous appliaalion, ho tonk a journey through a part of

Germany, in company with his friend Prince Rezzonico.
Ho returned from his travels much improved, and again
commenced his laboiirs with renewed vigour and enthusiasm.

Canova's sculptures have boon distributed under three

licads :—(1) Heroic compositions; (2) Compositions of

grace and elegance ; and (3) Sepulchral monuments and
riliovos. In noticing the works which fall under each of

these divisions, it will be impossible to maintain a strict

clnonological order, but perhaps a better idea of his

productions may tluis be obtained. Tlieir vast number,
hon-over, piovohLi their being all ouumcratoU.

Soon after his return appeared his Perseus with the Head
of Medusa. The moment of representation is when the

hero, flushed with conquest, displays the head of the

"snaky Gorgon," whilst the right hand grasps a sword of

singular device. By a public decree, this work was placed

in one of the stanse of the Vatican hitherto reserved for

the most precious works of antiquity ; but it would be a
mistake to say that it s\istains this comparison, or that it

rivals the earlier reah'zation of the same subject in Italian

art, that by Cellini. In 1802, at the personal request of

Napoleon, Canova repaired to Paris to model a bust of the

First Consul. The artist was entertained with munificence,

and various honours v/ere conferred upon him. The statue,

which is colossal, was not finished till six years after. On
the fall of the great Napoleon, Louis XVIII. presented this

statue to the British Government, by whom it was after-

wards given to the duke of Wellington. P-ilamcdes,

Creugas and Damoxenus, the Combat of Theseus and the

Centaur, and Hercules and Lichas may close the class of

heroic compositions, although the catalogue might be
swelled by the enumeration of various others, such as

Hector and Ajax, and the statues of Washington, King
Ferdinand of Naples, and others. The group of Hercules

and Lichas is considered as the most terrible conception

of Oanova's mind, and in its peculiar style as scarcely to

be excelled.

Under the second head, namely, compositions of grace

and elegance, the statue of Hebe takes the fii'st place in

point of date. Four times has the artist embodied in

stone the goddess of youth,- and each time with some
variation. The only material improvement, however, is

the substitution of a support more suitable to the simplicity

of tho art. Each of the statues is, in all its details, in

expression, attitude, and delicacy of finish, strikingly

elegant. The Dancing Nymphs maintain a character

similar to that of the Hebe. Tho Graces and tho Venus
are more elevated. Tho Awakened Nymph is another

work of uncommon beauty. The Mother of Napoleon, liis

consort Maria Louisa (as Concord), to model whom the

author made a further journey to Paris in 1810, tho Prin-

cess Esterhaz}', and tho muse Polymnia (Elisa Bonoparte)

take their place in this class, as do the ideal heads, com-
prising Corinna, Saijpho, Laiu'a, Beatrice, and Helen of

Troy.

Tho cenotaphs and funeral monuments fall next to be
noticed. Of these tho most splendid is the monument to

tho Archduchess Maria Christina of Austria, consisting of

nine figures. Besides tho two for the Uomau ponliffs

already mentioned, there is one for Alfieri, annlher for

Emo, a Venetian admiral, and a small model of a cenotaph

for Nelson, besides a great variety of monumental rilievos.

The events which marked the life of the artist, during

the first fifteen years of the period in which he was engaged

on the above-mentioned works, are of so little importance

as .'(carcely to merit notice. His mind was entirely absorbed

in the labours of his studio, and, with the exception of his

journeys to Paris, one to Vienna, and a few short intervals

of absence in Florence and other parts of Italy, ho never

quitted Rome. In his own words, " his statues were tho

sole proofs of his civil existence." Thero was. liovvsvcr,

another proof, which modesty forbade him to mention, an
ever-active benevolence, especially towards nrtisU. In 1815
ho was commissioned by the Popo to superintend tho trans-

mission from Paris of those works of art which had formerly

been convoyed thither under the direction of Napoleon.

By Iiis zeal and cvcrimn?, for thero were many conflicting

interests to reconcile, he adjusted tho affair in a manner at

once crcditaOlo to his judgment and fortunate for his

country. In tho uutMmn of this year ho gratified a wish

La had long cuicrtaincd of visiiing London, whore ho
V. _ 4
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received the highest tokens of esteem. The artist for

whom he showed particular sympathy and regard in Lon-

don vras Haydon, who might at the time be counted

the sole representative of historical paintmg there, and

whom he especially honoured for his championship of the

Elgin marbles, then recently transported to England, and

ignorantly depreciated by polite connoisseurs. Canova

returned to Eome in the beginning of 1816, with the

ransomed spoils of his country's .genius. Immediately

after, ho received several marks of distinction,—by ths

hand of the Pope himself his name was inscribed in " the

Golden Volume of the Capitol," and ho received the title

of marquis of Isohia, ^J^ith an annual pension of 3000
crowns, about £625.
He now contemplated a great work, a colossal statue of

Religion. The model filled Italy with admiration ; the

marble was procured, and the chisel of the sculptor ready

to be applied to it, when the jealousy of churchmen as to

the site, or some ether cause, deprived the country of the

projected work. The mind of Canova was inspired with

the v/armest sense of devotion, and though foiled in this

instance he resolved to consecrate a shrine to the cause.

In his native village he began to make preparations for

erecting a temple which was to contain, not only the above

Btatue, but other works of his own ; within its precincts

were to repose also the ashes of the founder. Accordingly,

in prosecution of this design, he repaired to Passagno in

1819. At a sumptuous entertainment which he gave to his

workmen, there occurred an incident which marks the

kindliness of his character. When the festivities of the

day had terminated, he requested the shepherdesses and
peasant-girls of the adjacent hamlets to pass in review

before him, and to each he made a present, expending on
the occasion about £400. We need not therefore ' be

surprised that a few years afterwards, when the remains of

the donor came to be deposited in their last asylum, the

grief which the surrounding peasantry evinced was in

natural expression so intense and irrepressible as to eclipse

the studied solemnity of more pompous mourning.
After the foundation-stone of this edifice had been laid,

Canova returned to Eome ; but every succeeding autumn
he continued to visit Passagno, in order to direct the

workmen, and encourage them with pecuniary rewards and
medals. In the meantime the vast expenditure exhausted
his resources, and compelled him to labour with unceasing

assiduity when age and disease had set their seal upon his

frame. During the period which intervened between
commencing operations at Passagno and his decease, he
executed or finished some of his most striking works.

Amongst these were the group Mars and Venus, the

colossal figure of Pius VI., the Pieta; the St John, the

recumbent ilagdalen. The last performance which issued

from his hand was a colossal bust of his friend the Count
Cicognara. In May 1822 he paid a visit to Naples, to

superintend the construction of was moulds for an
equestrian statue of the perjured Bourbon king Ferdinand.
This journey materially injured his health, but he rallied

again on his return to Rome. Towards the latter end of

the year he paid his annual visit to the place of his birth,

when he experienced a relapse. He proceeded to Venice,

and expired there on the 13th of October 1822, at the age
of nearly sixty-five. His disease was one which had aflfected

him from an early age, caused by the continual use of

carving-tools, producing a depression of the ribs. The
most distinguished funeral honours were paid to his

remains, which were deposited in the temple at Passagno
on the 25th of the same month.

Canova, in a certain sense, renovated the art of sculpture

in Italy, and brought it back to that standard from which
it had declined when the sense both of classical beauty

and moderation, and of Titanic invention and human or
superhuman energy as embodied by the unexampled genius
of .Michelangelo, had succumbed to the overloaded and
flabby mannerisms of the 17th and 18th centuries. His
finishing was refined, and he had a special method of giving
a mellow and soft appearance to the marble. He formed
his models of the same si^e as the work he designed was
intended to be. Tha prominent defect of Canova'a attrac-

tive and highly trained art is that which may be summed
u p in the word artificiality,—that quality, so characteristic

of the modem mind, which seizes upon certain properties

of conception and execution in the art of the past, and upon
certain typos of beauty or emotion in life, and makc3 a
cqmpound of the two—regulating both by the standard of

taste prevalent ia contemporary " high society," a standard
v/hich, referring to cultivation and refinement as its higher
term, declines towards fashion as thty lower. Of his moral
character a generous and unwearied benevolence formed
the most prominent feature. The greater part of the vast

fortune realized by Ids works vi^ distributed in acts of

this description. He established prizes for artists and
endowed all the academies of Eome. The aged and un-
fortunate wera also the objects of hb peculiar solicitude.

His titles were numerous. He was enrolled amongst the

nobility of several states, decorated with various orders

of knighthood, and associated in the highest professional

honours. (See the Life of Canova by Memes, one voL
;

that by Missinini, four vols. ; the Biografia, by the Count
Cicognara ; and Opcre Scelte di Antonio Canova, by
Anzelmi, Naples, 1842.) (w. M. e.)

CANSTATT, Caknstadt, or Kanstatt, a » town of

Wiirtemberg, in the circle of the Neckar, about 2^ miles

N.E. of Stuttgart, in 48' 48' 22' N. lat. and 9' 12' 48'

E. long. It is situated in the most fertile and populous
part of the countay, at a point where the high roads of the

circle converge, and now forms one of the most flourish-

ing towns in Germany. Its public buildings comprise a
cathedral of the 15th century, dedicated to Uffo, a
beautiful town-hall, the royal theatre, the market-house,

and various educational institutions. The Wilhelma
palace, built in 1842-51 as a summer residence for the

late king William, is an elaborate example of the

Saracenic style, and is surrounded by extensive and beauti-

ful gardens. A very considerable industry is carried on in

the town,'—the most important branches being wool-

spinning, dyeing, cotton-weaving, and the manufacture of

steel and machines. The transit trade is still more im-

portant and various. A large temporary population is

attracted to the town by the fame of its mineral springs.

These are about forty in number, for the most part of tepid

water, which is used both for drinking and bathing, and is

said to be highly beneficial in dyspepsia and weakness of

the nervous system. Besides the usual bathing establish-

ments, there are several medical institutions for the

treatment of special diseases. Sielberg, a hiU in the

neighbourhood, upwards of 600 feet in height, is interest-

ing for its caverns and the numerous fossils which it has

preserved. Not far distant is the princely seat of

Rosenstein (previously known as Kahlenstein), which was
built in 1824-30; and on the neighbouring height of the

Rothenberg was formerly the ancestral castle of the house

of Wiirtemberg. Canstatt is mentioned as early as tho 8th

century, under the name of Condistat, as the seat of a great

court held by Charlemagne for the trial of the rebellious

dukes of Alemaunia and Bavaria. From Louis the

Bavarian it received the same imperial rights and privileges

as were enjoyed by the town of Esshngen. Down to the

middle of the 15th century it remained the capital of

Wiirtemberg ; ,ind as an important place of transport it

has been frequently the object of mUitary operations. In
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1 785, at the time of the great earthquake at Lisbon, part

of the towD-houae subsided 3 feet. Population in 1871,

11,804.

CANSTEm, Kael Hildebeand, Coukt of (1667-

1719), was born at Lindonberg, in 1667. He studied law

at Frankfort, travelled in Italy and England, and served

in one campaign ; but his health failing, he was obliged to

retire into private life. At BerUu he became acquainted

with Spener and Francke, whose influence determined him
to devote his energies and time to further the circulation

of the Bible. For this he obtained a large amount
of money by subscription, and established at Halle the

Bible Society which is named after him. In 1712, with

the aid of Francke, he issued a stereotype edition of the

New Testament at about fourpenco a copy, and next

year a similar edition of the whole Bible. In 1722
editions in Polish and Bohemian appeared. Canstein is

the author of a Life of Spener, a Harmony of the Gospels,

and several theological works. He is, besides, one of those

to whom the introduction of stereotype printing has been

ascribed.

CANTABRIA, a district of Hispania Tarraconensis,

lying on the south coast of the Bay of Biscay. By the

more ancient geographers the name was applied to the

entire country now occupied by the provinces of Asturias,

Santander, Biscay, and Gaipuzcoa. After the conquest of

Spain by the Romans, the name of Cantabria was restricted

to what is now the province of Santander and the eastern

portion of Asturias.

The Cantabri were not improbably the remains of an
ancient Iberian population, and were, according to some,

the ancestors of the modern Basques. They were the most
warlike of all the native Spanish tribes that the Romans
had to encounter, and were never completely subdued.

Together with the Astures, they offered for many ages a

Buccessful resistance to the Roman arms, and were only at

lost compelled to acknowledge the supremacy of Rome by

Augustus. They revolted a few years after, but were

defeated with great slaughter by Agrippa, 19 B.C. When,
however, their losses had been somewhat repaired, they again

declared war ; and they were only kept in check by the

most vigorous exertions of the Emperor Tiberius. Their

indomitable spirit is frequently alluded to in the ancient

classics; among others Horace aUudcs to the " Caniabrum
indoctum juga ferre nostra." Cantabria under the Roman
empire comprehended five principal tribes,—the Pleutauri,

the Yarduli, the Autrigones, the Conisci or Concani (who

fed otr the blood of their horses,
—" Icelum equina sanguine

Concanum "), and the TuisL There were numerous towns

and villages distributed throughout the country, of which

the most important was Juliobriga.

CANTACUZENUS, Johannes, omperor of tne East,

celebrated as a statesman, general, and historian, was
bom at Constantinople, of on ancient and opulent family,

and under the reign of the elder Andronicus held the

high oEBceof Great Domestic. In the disputes that ensued

between that emperor and hb grandson, Cantacuzenus

espoused the cause of the latter ; and when Andronicus II.,

on the abdication of his grandfather, ascended the throne

(1328) ho was entrusted with the supremo administra-

tion of affairs, in which capacity ho displayed considerable

vigour and ability. On the death of the emperor in 1341,

Cantacuzenus v/as left regent, and guardian of his son John

Pala;ologu8, who was but nine years of age. Whether ho

would have continued faithful to hia trust is imccrtain

;

but being ouspetlcd by the empress, and the object of the

hostility of a powerful {)arty at court, ho rebelled, and got

himself crowned emperor in one of the provincial towns,

while his opponents, with the yonng emperor John,

uiomtained themuulves at Constantinople. The civil war

which ensued lasted six years ; and as the rival parties

were obliged to call in the aid of tbe Servians and
Turks, and to engage mercenaries of every description,

the empire was reduced to a state of incredible confusion,

and nearly ruined. At the outset Cantacuzenus was so

hard pressed that he was obliged to flee into Servia. An
alliance with Servia enabled him to make head against

his enemies for some time ; but his inconstant allies soon

left him to join the other side, or to pursue their own
private ends. It was with the help of the Turks that he

brought the war to a termination. He formed an alliance

with Orchan, the Ottoman Sultan of Broussa, on the dis-

graceful conditions of sending his daughter to the harem
of the Turk, and of allowing his army to make slaves of

the Greek subjects. In 1346 he entered Constantinople in

triumph, and forced his opponents to an arrangement by
which he became joint emperor with 'John Palaologus,

retaining the administrative powerm his own hands during

the minority of his colleague. It is impossible to give a

connected view of the government of Cantacuzenus. The
empire, already broken up into disconnected fragments,

and reduced to the narrowest limits, was assailed on every

side by open enemies or treacherous friends. There were

wars with the Genoese, who had a colony at Galata and

had money transactions with the court, and with the

Servians, who were at that time establishing an extensive

empiroon the north-western frontiers,—carried on in every

case without energy and without happy result ; and there

was a hazardous alliance with the Turks, who made their

first permanent 'settlement in Europe, at Callipolis, in

Thrace, towards the end of the reign of Cantacuzenus

(1351). It would be wrong to blame him, however, for

introducing those enemies of Christendom into Europe,

as they had been in the habit of interposing in the

unhappy struggles of the Greek empire. No individual

energy could havo saved a moribund state from destruction

at the hands of its more vigorous neighbours. Yet Can-

tacuzenus was far too ready to employ them in hia European

quarrels ; and as he had not money to pay them, this gave

them a ready pretext for seizing upon a European town.

The financial burdens imposed by Cantacuzenus had long

been displeasing to his subjects, and there had always been

a strong faction in favour of John Palaeologua Hence,

when the latter entered Constantinople in the end of 1354,

his success was easy. Cantacuzenus retired to a monastery,

where he occupied himself in literary labours. He wrote

a history of his own life and times, which has been incor-

porated in the series of Byzantine historians. Cantacuzenus

was not without ability, and had some literary merit and

even eloquence, but with a considerable share of the

Byzantine vices,—timidity, duplicity, and falsity.

CANTAGALLO, a town of Br.izil, in the province of

Rio de Janeiro, about 80 miles N.E. of the city of that'

name, on a small tributary of the Parahyba, with a station

on the railway from Kio de Janeiro to Campos. It was

formerly the seat of important gold mines ; but, since

these were worked out, it has depended almost wholly on

agriculture. Population about 4200.

CANTAL, a department in centra! France, lying between

44° 37' and 45° 26' N. lat., and between 2° 3' and 3° 18'

E. long., bounded N. by the department of Puy-dc-Dome,

and K by Haute-Loiro and Loziro, S. by Aveyron and

Lozere, and W. hj Correzo and Lot. Its area is 2203

square miles; and its population in 1872 was 231,867;

It is formed of the ancient province of Upper Auvergne,

and received its name from the Plomb-du-Cantal, the

central peak of a bare and rugged chain which traverses

the whole department Near tbo Plomb, which attains o

height of above 6090 feet, are the Col-dc-Cabre and

other peaks belonging to the same system, evidently of
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volcanic origin.

Bleep end bare. The more elevated valby3 are thinly

peopled, and in summer afford pasture for 'the flocks and

lieids which migrate thither from the low countries. Most

of the streams of the department have their sources in this

central ridge, and fall by a short and rapid course into the

rivers which traverse the extensive valleys on either side.

The principal rivers are the Alagnon, which is a tributary

of the AUier ; the Celle and Truyere, which are tributaries

of the Lot;, and the Cere and Kue, which are tributaries of

the Dordogne. The climate of the department varies con-

siderably in tha different localities. In the alluvial plain

between Murat and Saint Flour, and in the S.W., in the

arrondissemont of Aarillac, it is generally mild and dry;

but in the northern and central portions the winters are

long and severe, and the hurricanes peculiarly violent.

The internal resources of the department are considerable
;

but the difiBcdlty of land-carriage prevents them being

sufficiently developed. The hills and valleys abound with

game, and the streams with fish. Cantal produces a vast

variety of aromatic and medicinal plants ; and its mineral

products Include coal, copper, lead, iron, antimony, granite,

and slate. Several mines of coal and one of antimony are

worked, bat generally these natural sources of wealth -are

neglected. The cold and damp of the climate, which are

great obstacles io the cultivation of corn, favour the growth

of the pastures. Cattle and horses are accordingly reared

with profit, while butter and cheese (including the famous

Eoquefort chjese) are made in large quantities. The wool

of .the district also is of a superior quality. The inhabitants

are rude ai.d uncult'vated, accustomed to live on the

scantiest fare, and plying the meanest handicrafts for a

considerable part of ihe year in their migrations to Paris

and through the provinces. The principal articles of food

are 'rye, buckwheat, ai.d chestnuts. Cantal is divided into

four arrondissements,—Aurillac, Mauriac, Murat, and Saint

Flour. Its capital is Aurillac.

CANTABINI, SiMONE {1G12-1G4S), called Sisione da

PESAno, a painter and eicher, was born at Oropezza near

Pesaro in 1612. He was a disciple of Guide, and a feUow-

Etudent of Domenichino and AlLano. The irritability of

his temper and his vinity were extreme ; and it is said

that his death, w'dcL took place at Verona in 1648, was

occasioned by chagrin at his failure in a portrait of the

duke of Mantua. Others relate that he was poisoned by a

Mantuan painter whom he had injured. His pictures,

though masterly and spirited, are deficient in originality.

Some of his woiks Lave been mistaken for example: of

Guido, to whom, indeed, he is considered superior in the

extremities of the figures. Among his principal paintings

are St Antl ony, at Cagli , the Slagdalene, at Pesaro ; the

Transfiguration, in the Brera Gallery, Milan ; the Portrait of

Guido, in the Bologna Gallery ; and St Romuald in the Casa

Paolucci. His most celebrated etching is Jupiter, Neptune,

and Pluto, 1 onouring the arms of Cardinal Borghese.

CANTEMIR, Aktiochus (1700-1744), the father of

Eussian poetry, was the youngest son of Demetrius Cante-

niir, noticed below. Under the ablest professors, whom
Peter the Great )iad invited to St Petersburg, he studied

mathematics, physics, history, moral philosophy, and polite

literature. Wl en quite young he was elected a member of

the Academy of St Petersburg ; and he wrote some satires

at twenty, which helped greatly to fix Russian versifica-

, tion and develop Eussian poetry. At thirty years of

age ho was nominated minister to the court of Great

Britain ; and there, as well as in France, whither he went

in 1736 as minister-plenipotentiary, he was equally admired

as 1 statesman and as a man of letters.. His conduct in

relation to the different revolutions which agitated Russia

during his absence procured him the confidence and

esteem of three successive princes. He died at Paris in

1744. Besides a Russian translation of Anacreon and the
epistles of Horace, he wrote original satires, odes, and
fables, and translated Fontenelle's Plurality of Worlds
and Algarotti's Dialogues on Lijht and Colours. The
Abbii Guasco wrote his life in French, and translated his

satires into that language.

CANTEMIR, Demetrius, son of a prince of Moldavia,
was born in 1 673, and died in 1723. On his father's death,

though not permitted to succeed to the throne of MoId.avia,

he continued faithfully to serve the Turks, distinguishir.g

himself in many campaigns, and acquiring the Oriental as

well as the European languages, of ivhich he became a great

master. In 1710 he was at last appointed prince of

Moldavia, in order to aid in resisting the threatened

invasion of Peter the Great. Convinced of the approaching

ruin of the Turks, Cantemir joined the Czar, and shared

in the campaign of 1711 on ^he Prnth, which proved so

humiliating to Russia. On the conclusion of peace, Peter,

who had refused to give up nis ally to the victorious

Turks, took him with him to Russia, where he lived till

his death, assisting the Czar in his wars, and in great favour

with him. He wrote several works, the most important being

a history of the growth and decay of the Ottoman empire.

CANTERBURY, a city and borough in the county of

Kent, distant from London 55 miles E.S.E., and situated

in 51° 17' N. lat., 1° 15' E. long. It is approached from

London by the South-Eastern and the London-Chatham-
and-Dover railways ; and a line, six miles 'u length, con-

nects it with MTiitstable, a small harbour on the north coast

Plan of Canterbury.

of Kent, which is its port for trade purposes. The corpora-

tion (from which the mayor is chosen) is elected from three

wards, the Dane-John, Westgate, and Korthgate wards,

and consists of eighteen councillors and six aldermen.

Here are held the quarter sessions for East Kent, the

petty sessions for the Home Division of St Augustine,

beside those of the city itself, and the county court of the

surrounding district. The High Court of Justice has also
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district registries at Canterbury for the probate and

bankruptcy divisions.

Canterbury contains a cathedral church, the seat of an
archbishop, ' who is primate of aU England and metro-

politan, and provincial of the dioceses south of Trent,—Ins

own diocese comprising the greater part of Kent and a

small piece of Surrey. The cathedral staff consists of a

dean', siz canons, twenty-four honorary canons, an auditor,

six preachers, four minor canons, and subordinate officers
;

and attached to it is a school founded by Henry VIII.,

and called the king's school, comprising a foundation for

two masters and fifty scholars, with a few exhibitions also.

The cathedral library contains about 9000 volumes, and is

rich in ancient charters and registers of the monastery.

Besides the cathedral there are fifteen parish churches, and
places of worship for Roman Catholics, Jews, Unitarians,

ladependents, Baptists, Wesleyans, Lady Huntingdon's

congregation, and the Society of Friends. In the crypt of

the cathedral there is also a church founded by Queen
Elizabeth for French Protestant refugees, and still used

by a small French congregation. A college for the

education of missionary clergy of the Church of England
was founded by Royal Charter in 1848 on the ruins of St

Augustine's abbey ; and on St Thomas Hill in the suburbs

is the boys' school of the Clergy Orphan Corporation. The
principal public buildings are the Guild Hall, the Corn
Exchange with market-place below, the Museum, the Kent
and Canterbury Hospital, an institution for upwards of

100 patients, and the gaol, which is for the eastern divi-

sion of the county, with the county court-hall adjoining.

The city contains barracks for horse, foot, and artillery,

—

that for cavalry being used for depSts of regiments on

foreign service, and that for infantry as the brigade depot

of the 3rd regiment (Buffs) and the East Kent regiment, and
as the headquarters of the East Kent militia. The trade of

Canterbury comprises good markets for hops and corn, but

has no other speciality. There are some pleasant public

gardens known as the Dane-John Walks. The suburbs
and neighbourhood are favourite spots for residence.

Canterbury returns two members to Parliament, the con-

stituency being 2794 (revision 1875). The populatios

in 1871 was 20,962, and the number of houses 4102.
Canterbury occupies the site of the Roman Durovermim,

a city established upon that ford of the Rivei- Stour at

which roads from the three Kentish harbour-fortresses,

Rutupia, Dubrce, and Lemance (now Richborough, Dover,
and Lymne) became united into the one great military

way through Britain, known in later days as Watling
Street. From this ford the city apparently derived its

name, the first syllable of which is the Celtic dwr, " water."

The Romans do not seem, at least towards the cud of their

occupation, to have made it a military centre, or given it

a permanent garrison ; but, as a halting-place for troops

on the march, and commercially, as lying in the direct

path of all the Continental traffic of Britain, its importance
at this date must have been considerable. The city re-

appears, under its new name of Cantwarabyrig (since

shortened to the present word), as the capital of Ethelbert,

the fourth Saxon king of Kent, during the latter part of

wlioso reign it became in a manner the metropolis of

England,—the office of Bretwalda, or overlord, of the island

to the Humber being held by Ethelbert. It was in this reign

(in 596) and under these circumstances that Augustine
and his fellow-missionaries ' arrived from Rome, and
their settlement by Ethelbert in hie capital became the
origin of its position, held ever since, as the metropolis of

the English Church. Its history from this time becomes
chiefly ecclesiastical. Here lived and ruled Augustiuo and
iho succeeding archbishops, and hero under their auspices,

from the time of Ethelbert and Augustine downwards,

arose two of the principal monasteries of England, tho

abbey of St Augustine and the priory of Christ Church;

—the latter ruled by a prior only, as acknowledging

the archbishop for its abbot. These were long rivals in

importance and wealth, in which the abbey'held for several

centuries the advantage, as possessing the shrines of the

earlier archbishops, the chief saints of tlip English Church,

till the pre-eminence of the priory in turn became decidedly

established by the murder of Archbishop Becket (1170) in

its cathedral church, his canonization as St Thomas of

Canterbury, and the resort of tho Christian world on
pilgrimage to his shrine. Miracles were almost immediately

said to be worked at his grave in the crypt, and at the well

in which his garments had been washed ; and from the

time when Henry II. did his penance for the murder in

the church, and the battle of Alnwick was gained over the

Scots a few days afterwards—it was supposed as a result

—

the fame of the mart3'r'3 power and the popularity of his

worship became an established tiling in England. On the

rebuilding of the cathedral after a fire, in 1175, a mag-
nificent shrine was erected for him in a new chapel built

for the purpose, which became thronged for three centuries

by pOgrims and worshippers of all classes, from kings

and emperors downwards. Henceforward the iuttrests of

the city became bound up in those of the cathedral, and
were shown in the large number of hostels for the accom-
modation of the pilgrims, and of shops containing wares
especially suited to their tastes. A pilgrimage to Canter-

bury became no^ only a pious exercise, but a fashionable

summer excursion ; 4nd the poet Chaucer, writing in Ihe

14th century, has given us an admirable picture of such

pilgrimages, with the manners and behaviour of a party

of pilgrims, leisurely enjoying the journey, and telling

stories to each other on the road. Our very language still

contain^ two words originating in these customs,—

a

" canterbury," or a " canterbury iale," a phrase used 'for a

fiction,—and a " canter," which is a short form for a
" canterbury gallop," an allusion to the easy pace at whitli

these pilgrimages were performed. The largely ecclesi-

astical character of the city may still be seen iu the

numerous remains of buildings connected with the church
with which its streets abound to the present day. Tho
shrine with its vast collected wealth was destroyed, and
every reminiscence connected with it as far as possible

effaced, by King Heniy VIII. 's commissioners in 1038.

In secular history Canterbury has been less remarkable.

The castle was taken by Louis, son of Philip Augustus of

France, during his incursion into England in 1215. Here,

in the cathedral, Edward I. was married in 1299 to his

second queen, Margaret of France, and Charles I. to

Henrietta Maria in 1620. Hence started the Kentish
rebels under Wat Tyler on their march to London in 1381,

taking with them as prisoner Archbishop Sudbury, whom
they beheaded later on Tower Hill,—in thin point curiously

repeating the action of tho Danes during their invasion of

1011, who seized Archbishop Elphege from this cathedral,

and shortly afterwards put him to death at Blackheath. The
"Canterbury Christmas," that of 1647, is known for tho

resistance offered hero to the attempt to carry out tho

decree of Parliament against the observance of the day.

Out of the rising that ensued grew tho " Kentish Petition "

for the release of Charles I., supported, in tho following

summer, by an armed gathering of tho gentry and yeomanry
of tho county, which was scattered by General Fairfax ia

the battle of Maidstone.

Tlio cathedral stands on the site of a Roman church
given by King Ethelbert, together with his own palacu

adjoining, to Augustine and his monks. This eorly church

and its adjacsnt buildings were destroyed and entirely

rebuilt b; Afcbbishop Laufrauc iu 1070, and the choir
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was again rebuilt on a larger scale by hia successor Arch-
bishop Anselm, whose work, in turn, on being restored

after the fire of 1172, was then considerably enlarged,

especially by the addition of a chapel and corona, both
dedicated to St Thomas, at its eastern end. In this state

substantially the choir remains to the present day.

Lanfranc's nave survived till the 14th century, when it

was rebuilt, with the exception of one western tower, tahen
down in 1834. The central tower was not completed till

about 1500. The most interesting parts remaining in the

present church are—(1) the site of the murder of Becket
in the north-west transept, which still shows the mark of

the altar erected in its commemoration, though a prevalent

Btocy of a stone in the pavement from which his blood-
stain has been cut out, is a modern fiction

; (2) the site

of the shrine itself, shown by the rough flooring in the
centre of its chapel. King Henry's commissioners having
destroyed the very pavement on which it stood

; (3) a few
remaining windows of rich 12th century glass, unique in

^England and scarcely equalled on the Continent
; (4)

monuments of the Black Prince, of Henry IV. and his

queen, and of several of the archbishops from Peckham to

Pole
; (5) fine remains of Norman fresco-painting in the

apse of St Gabriel in the crypt ; and (6) the clioir itself,

built through the ten years succeeding 1174, an interest-

ing specimen of the gradual transition from the Norman
style progressing in England at the latter end of the 12th
century, and showing especially the first introduction of

that Southern-French variety of detail which gained a
place in the new style now known as Early English. Many
of the monastic buildings still remain, as the cloisters, the
chapter-house, the treasury, the two entrance gateways,
and the lavatory tower now used as a baptistery ; and
scattered in the precincts are relics of the infirmary, the

dormitory, the prior's house, and three sets of buildings for

hospitality to three different grades of pilgrims—all show-
ing great beauty of architecture. The chapter buildings,

added in the last few years, are not so praiseworthy.

Of St Augustine's Abbey the remains are fewer ; but a

beautiful gateway of the 14th century, the abbot's hdl,

and some remains of the great church, attest its former
magnificence. Of the other religious foundations of the

city, no remains exist of St Gregory's priory or St Sepul-

chre's nunnery, but interesting parts are left of the Grey
or Franciscan Friars, the White or Augustinian, and the

Black or Dominican Friars (the latter the first friary of

this order established in England) ; also of the hospitals

of St John, Northgate ; St Nicholas, Harbledown ; St
Thomas, Eastbridge ; St Lawrence ; and that of the Poor
Priests,—of which the first three still remain in use as

almshouses. Of the fifteen paris'n churches which exist the

most remarkable is St Martin's, the church frequented by
Bertha the queen of Ethelbert before Augustine's arrival

and thus the earliest seat of English Christianity. In this

church Ethelbert must have been baptised, and the exist-

ing font has been supposed of that age ; rude and archaic,

however, as it is, it is not earlier than a Norman date,

though Saxon masonry still exists in the church walls.

Among the secular remains there are large portions of

the city walls, mostly of the 15th century, but connected in

parts with an earthen bank of a very much earlier date,

and in one spot with a conical mound called the Dane-John
or Donjon, probably of Celtic origin. The Norman keep
of the castle, one of Bishop Gundulph's works, still exists,

but in a very mutilated condition, as well as a fine

gateway tower, the west gate of the city, built about the

jear 1380 by Archbishop Sudbury. The Guild Hall is of

old work, but has been refaced with modern brick ; and
part remains of the Chequers Inn for pilgrims, built by
Prior ChiUenden about the year 1400, and mentioned by

Chaucer in his Canterhury Tales , but mach of this was
burnt down in 18C5.

There are slight remains also of the archbishop's palace,
buUt on the very ground originally given by King Ethel-
bert before his conversion, and then known as Staplegate;
but the archbishops have ceased to reside in Canterbury
since the 17th century.

The following is a list of archbishops of Canterbury to
the present day :

—

1. Augustine, 597 to 605. 54.

2. Laurcutius, 605 to 619. 55.

3. Mellitus, 619 to 624. 56.

4. Justus, 624 to 630. 67.

5. Houorius, 631 to 653.

6. Deusdedit, 655 to 664. 58.

7. Theodore, 668 to 690.

8. Rcrhtuald, 693 to 731. 69.

9. Taitwine, 731 to 734.

10. Nothelm, 735 to 741. 60.

11. Cuthbert, 741 to 758.

12. Breogwlne, 759 to 762. 61.

13. Jajnberlit, 763 to 790.

14. iEtlielhcard, 790 to 803. 62.

15. Wulfred, 803 to 829.

I a. Fleogild, 829 to 830. 63.

17. Ccolnotli, 830 to 870. 64,

18. ^thclred, 870 to 889. 65.

19. Plegemund, 891 to 923.

20. /Ethelm, 923 to 925. 66.

21. Wulfelm, 928 to 941. 67.

22. Odo, 941 to 958. 03.

23. Alsine, 958 to 959.

24. Dunstan, 959 to 983 69.

25. /Ethclgar, 938 to 989.

26. Sigeric, 990 to 995. 70.

27. iElfiic, 995 to 1006. 71.

23. .*;ifeah, or Elphege, 1006 to

1012. 72.

29. Lyang, 1013 to 1020.

30. .Sthelnoth, 1020 to 1038. 73.

31. Eadsige, 1038 to 1050.

32. Robert, 1050 to 1052. 74.

33. Stigand, 1052 to 1070.

34. Lanfianc, 1070 to 1089. 75.

35. Anselm, 1093 to 1109. 76.

36. Ralph de Turbine, 1114 to 77.

1122.

37. William do Curbellio, 1123 78.

to 1136.

38. Theobald, 1139 to 1161. 79.

89. Thomas BecUct, 1102 to

1170. 89.

40. Eich.ird, 1174 to 1184.

41. Baldwin, 1185 to 1190. 81.

42. licginald Fitz-Joeeline, 1191.

43. Hubert Waltor,1193 to 1205. 82.

44. Stephen Langton, 1207 to

1223. 83.

45. Richard Wetliershed, 1229 84.

to 1231.

40. Edmund deAbbendon, 1233 85.

to 1240.

47. Eonifnco of Savoy, 1245 to, 86.

1270.

48. Robert Kilwardly, 1272 to 87.

1278.

49. John Peokham, 1279 to 83.

1292. 89.

50. Robert Wmchelsey, 1293 to

1313. 90.

51. Walter Reynolds, 1313 to

1327. 91.

52. Simon de Meopham, 1327 to

1333.
,
92.

53. John Stratford, 1333 to 93.

1348. I

John de tJfford, 1348 to 184D.
Tliomas Bradwardin, 1349.
Simon Islip, 1349 to 1866.
Simon Laugham, 1366 to

1368.

William Wittlesey, 1368 to

1374.

Sim'on Sudbury, 1376 to

1381.

William Conrtcnny, 1381 to

1396.

Thomas Arundel, 1396 to

1414.

Henry Chicheloy, 1414 to
1443.

John Stafford, 1443 to 1452.
John Kemp, 1462 to 1454.

Thomas Bourchier, 1454 to

1486.

John Morton, 1486 to 1600.
Henry Dene, 1601 to 1603.
William Warham, 1503 to

1532.

Thom.as Cranmcr, 1533 to

1556.

Regin.ild Pole, 1556 to 1658.
Matthew Parker, 1659 to

1575.

Edmund Grindal, 1575 to

1583.

Johii Whitgift, 1583 to

1004.

Richaid Bancroft, 1604 to

llilO.

George Abbot, 1611 to 1633.

William Laud, 1033 to 1645
William Juxon, 1060 to

1603.

Gilbert Sheldon, 1663 to

1677.

William Sancroft, 1677 to

16S1.

John TUlotson, 1691 to

1G94.

Thornrts Tenison, 1694 to

1715.

William Wake, 1715 to

1737.

John Potter, 1737 to 1747.

Thomas Herring, 1747 to

1757.

Matthew Hutton, 1757 to

1758.

Thomas Seeker, 1758 to

1703.
Frederick Comwallis, 1768

to 1783.

John Moore, 1783 to 180.';

Charles planners Sutton,

1805 to 1828.

William Howley, 1828 to

1S48.

John Bii'd Sumner, 1848 to

1802.

C. T. LonglcT, 1862 to 1868.

Archibald Campbell Tait,

1868. (T. G. G. F.)

CANTERBURY, a province of New Zealand, occupying

the central portion of the Middle Island on the eastern side

of the great dividing range of the Southern Alps. It is

bounded on the E. by the sea, and on the N., W., and S.

by the provinces of Nelson, Westland, and Otago respec-

tively. The area of Canterbury is about 8,693,000 acres.
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PhyBically, the proTrnce may be divided into two longi-

tudinal sections, from north to south. Of these the more
westerly, which is considerably the larger, is mountainous,

eloping eastward into downis, while the other consists of a

plain, covering an area of 2,500,000 acres. To these two

main divisions must bo added Banks Peninsula, an isolated

hilly district on the eastern edge of the plain, jutting into

the sea, and with an area of 250,000 acres. Thus the

Burface of the province is of the most diversified character,

varying from the snow-clad peaks of the So\ithern Alps,

which culminate in Mount Cook (13,200 feet), the highest

mountain in New Zealand, to the dead level of the plain

on which Christchurch stands, only a few feet above the

sea. In lakes Canterbury gives place to Otago and
Auckland, though Lakes Ohau and Coleridge are large

Bheets of water, situated amid scenery of the most beautiful

description. The rivers of Canterbury are short and rapid,

running with a direct course to the sea, and quite useless

for purposes of navigation. Apart from the Hurunui and

Waitangi, which divide Canterbury on the north-east and
south-east from Nelson and Otago respectively, and hence

belong equally to those provinces, the principal livers of

Canterbury are tho Ashley, V/aimakariri, Rikaia, Ash-
burton, and Rangitata. They are all very liable to sudden
ond disastrous floods. The coast is poorly supplied with

good harbours, that of Akaroa, in Banks Peninsula, being

the only one safe in all kinds of weather. The harbour of

Lyttelton is spacious, but exposed to easterly winds. Tho
capital of Canterbury is Christchurch, and tho other

principal settlements are Lyttelton and Akaroa already

mentioned, Kaiapoi a few miles north of Christchurch,' and
Timara, 110 miles south of the latter place.

The downs and great plain of Canterbury are devoid of

forests, but tho mountain regions and Banks Peninsula

yield abundance of excellent timber. Tho principal trees

are tho totara (Podocarpxia Totara), rimu or red pine

!Dacrydium aipressinum.), and kahikatea or white pino

Podocarpui dacrydioides). Coal well adapted for house-

hold and industrial purposes, though not of the first

quality, is found in tho Malvern Hills, to tho west of

Christchurch, and beds of clay ironstone exist in various

localities, but are not yet worked. Gold is found in

tho south-western angle of the proi-ince, near the Otago
border, though not in sufRcient quantity to tempt many to

search for it. • The wealth of Canterbury consists in its

flocks and its yield of agricultural produce. In 1874 the

province contained 2,905,000 sheep and 79,000 cattle.

The number of agricultural holdings waa 09 G9, and tho

total area of land under crops of all kinds, including

cultivated grass, was about 390,000 acres, of which
112,000 acres were under cereals. Tho imports of Canter-
bury in 1874 amounted to £1,568,820, and tho exports
to £1,100,531,—by far tho greater proportion of the latter

conaiBting of wool, wheat, and oats. The export of

phormium fibre (New Zealand fla^x), from which much was
at ono time expected, has greatly declined, but on the
other hand the export of preserved meats is rapidly rising

in importance. The population of tho province on 31st
December 1874 was 71,310. Besides possessing many
good roads, Canterbury is fast being opened up by railways.
Tho first of these, from Lyttelton to Christchurch, a dis-

tance of eight miles, was tunnelled at great expense through
tho hills at tho back of tho former town. Tho lino has
since been continued on both sides of Christchurch—aa far
aouth as tho Tliver Rangitata, and as far north as tho.
River Ashley, while branch lines have been, or aro being,
constructed to the settlements of Southbridgo, Malvern,
and Oxford. Tho first railway having been of the 5-feet
3-iuch gauge, tho main lino is for tho most part of that
width, while the branches are -of tho narrow gauge of 3

feet 6 inches, which is almost nnivereolly adopted in other

parts of the colony.

The educational system of Canterbury is comprehensive

and efficient. In addition to the New Zealand University

(an eiamining institution, supported by the colony as a

whole, but having its headquarters at Christchurch), thera

are in the capital several educational institutions of high

standing. Spread over the province there are also, in

addition to schools maintained by private enterprise, many
Government schools. The number of these on 31st March
1875 was 93. They were conducted iy 288 teachers and
attended by 12,000 scholars.

Canterbury was founded in December 1850 by an asso-

ciation headed by men of influential position in England,
and connected with the national church. It was indeed

sought for a time to prevent persons not members of the

Church of England from settling in Canterbury, but the

attempt was a faQure. In 1867 the portion of the pro-

vince v/cst of the Southern Alps was formed into a separate

province, under the name of VVestland. Further particulars

regarding the history of Canterbury will be found under
the beading New ZeaXaND.
CiVNTHARIDES, or Spanish Fljes, are the common

blister-beetles (Canlliaris vesicatoria or Lylta vesicatoria)

of European pharmacy. They are bright iridescent golden-

green or bluish-coloured insects, with the breast finely

punctured and pubescent, head and thorax with a bngi
tudinal channel, and elytra with two shghtly elevated

lines. Tho insect is from half-an-inch to an inch in

length, and from one to tv.'o lines bioad, the female being
broader in the abdomen and altogether larger than the

male. ' It is a native of the South of Europe, being found
in Spain, France, Germany, Italy, Hungary, and the
South of Russia, and it b also obtained in Siberia. Tho
Spanish fly is also occasionally found in the South of

England. The insects feed upon ash, Ulac, privet, and
jasmine leaves, and aro found more rarely on elder, rose,

apple, and poplar trees. Their presence ia made known by
a powerful disagreeable odour, which penetrates to a con-

siderable distance ; and people sitting under trees on
which tho insects were feeding have been known to bo
injuriously afl'ectcd by their presence. They are collected

for use at bte evening or early morning, while in a dull

bedewed condition, by shaking them off' tho trees or shrubs
into cloths spread on tho giound; and they aro killed by
dipping them into hot water or vinegar, orly exposing them
for some time over the vapour of vinegar. They are then

dried and put up for preservation in glass-stoppered

bottles; and they require to bo very carefully guarded
against mites and various other minute insects to the

attacks of which they are peculiarly liable. Mr H. Pock-

lington has discovered by means of epectroacopie observa-

tions that the green colour of tho elytra, itc, ia due to

tho presence of chlorophyll ; and he has demonstrated

that tho variations of the spectral bands are sufficient,

after tho lapse of many years, to indicate with somo
certainly tho kind of leaves on which the insects were

feeding shortly before they were killed. Cantharidcs owo
their value to the presence of a peculiar chemical principle,

to which tho name cantharidiu has been given. It is

most abundant in largo full-grown insects, while in

very young specimens no cantharidin at all has beeu

found. From about one-fourth to rather more than one-

half per cent, of cantharidin has been obtained from
different samples ; and it has been ascertained that the

hard parts of the insect contain about six times more of

tho activa principle than tho soft parts. Cantharidin

crystallizes in colourless four-sided prisms ; in solution or

prepared with lard it prodnces very powerful vesication,

and takeu internally it is a violent irritant poiaoa
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Spanish flies are most largely used as an external applica-

tion, being but rarely taken internally. They are applied

as a topical stimulant for indolent filcers, as rubefacients,

and especially for blistering in inflammatory diseases.

Taken internally in the form of tincture, they have been

used in dropsy, in paralysis of the bladder, and for pro-

ducing aphrodisiacal effects. They have also been employed

in lepra and other skin diseases ; and they have had a re-

putation In hydrophobia and other nervous disorders which

they do not deserve.

A very large niimber of other insects belonging to the

family Cantharidce possess bUstering properties owing to

their containing cantharidin. Of these the most remark-

able is the Teilni fly of India {Mylahris cichorii), the range

of which extends from Italy and Greece through Egypt
and Central Asia as far as China. It is very rich in

cantharidin, yielding^ fully twice as much as ordinary

cantharides. Several greeu-coloured beetles are, on account

of their colour, used as adulterants to cantharides, but

they are very easily detected by examination with the eye,

or, if powdered, with the microscope.

CANTICLES. The book of Canticles, or the Song of

Solomon, is called in Hebrew TUe Song of Songs (that is

the choicest of songs), or, according to the full title which
stands as the first verse of the book. The choicest of the

songs of Solomon. In the Western versions the book holds

the third place among the so-called Solomonic writings,

following Proverbs and Ecclesiastes. In Hebrew Bibles

it stands among the Megillot, the five books of the

Hagiographa which have a prominent place, in the Syna-

gogue service. In printed Bibles and in German MSS. it

is the first of these because it is read at the Passover,

which is the first great feast of the sacred year of the

Jews. Spanish JISS., however, place it second among
the Megillot, giving the precedence to Ruth.

No part of the Bible has called forth a greater diversity

of opinions than the Song of Solomon, and that for two

reasons. In the first place, the book holds so unique a

position in the Old Testament, that the general analogy

of Hebrew literature is a very inadequate key to the

verbal difliculties, the artistic structure, and the general

conception and purpose of the poem. In point of language

it is most nearly akin to parts of the Bible which, like the

song of Deborah, belong to Northern Israel, agreeing with

these not only m individual traits but in the general

characteristic that the departures from ordinary Hebrew
are almost always in the direction of Aramaic. Many
forms unique in Biblical Hebrew are at once explained by
the Aramaic dialects, but not a few are still obscure. The
lihilological dilBculties of the book are, however, less

fundamental than those which lie in the unique character

of the Song of Solomon in point of artistic form, and in the

whole atmosphere of thought and feeling in which it

moves. Even in these respects it is not absolutely isolated.

Parallels to the peculiar imagery may be found in the

book of Hosea, in a few passages of the earlier chap-

ters of Proverbs, and above all in the 45th Psalm ; but

such links of union to the general mass of the Old Testa

ment literature are too slight to be of material assistance

in the solution of the literary problem of the book. Here,

again, as in the lexical diificulties already referred to, we
are tempted or compelled to argue from the distant and
insecure analogy of other Eastern literatures, or are thrown
back upon traditions of uncertain origin and ambiguous
authority.

The power of tradition has been the second great source

of confusion of opinion about the Song of Solomon. To
tradition we owe the title, which apparently indicates

Solomon as the author and not merely as the subject of

the book. The authority of t'tles in the Old Testament

(see Bible) is often questionable, and in the present casa

it is certain on linguistic grounds that the title is not from
the hand that wrote the poem ; while to admit that it

gives a correct account ci the authorship is to cut away at

one stroke all the most certaiii threads of connection

between the book and our historical knowledge of the Old
Testament people and literature. We have already noted
that, when judged by comparison with other parts of the

Bible and by its Aramaic texture, the dialect points to a
northern origin of the poem. It is to Northern Israel,

moreover, that the whole local coloui-ing and scenery belong ;

so that even those commentators who still make Solomon
the hero and author of the book are compelled to represent

him as laying aside his kingly pomp to wander with a
peasant girl through the gardens and forests of Galilee.

The untenableness of this last attempt to rescue the

authority of the title will appear as we proceed.

To tradition, again, wo owe the still powerful prejudice

in favour of an allegorical interpretation, that is, of the view

that from verse to verse the Song sets forth the history of

a spiritual and not merely of an earthly love. To apply

such an exegesis to Canticles is to violate one of the first

principles of reasonable interpretation. True allegories are

never without internal marks of their allegorical design.

The language of symbol is not so perfect that a long chain

of spiritual ideas can be developed without the use of a

single spiritual word or phrase ; and even were this possible

it would be false art in the allegorist to hide away his sacred

thoughts behind a screen of sensuous and erotic imagery,

so complete and beautiful in itself as to give no suggestion

that it is only the vehicle of a deeper sense. Apart from
tradition no one, in tho present state of exegesis, would
dream of allegorizing poetry which in its natural sense is

so full of purpose and meaning, so apt in sentiment, and bo

perfect in imagery as the lyrics of Canticles. We are not

at liberty to seek for allegory except where the natural

sense is incomplete. This is not the case in the Song of

Solomon. On the contrary, every form of the allegorical

inte-rpretation which has been devised carries its own con-

demnation in the fact that it takes away from the artisti:

unity of the poem and breaks natural sequences of thought.'

The allegorical interpretation of the Song of Solomon had
its rise in the very same conditions which forced, a deeper

sense, now universally discarded, upon so many other parts

of scripture. Yet strangely enough there is no evidence

that the Jews of Alexandria extended to the book their

favourite methods of interpretation. The arguments which

have been adduced to prove that the LXX. translation

implies an allegorical exegesis are inadequate ; and Philo

does not mention the book at all. Nor is there any allusion

to Canticles in the New Testament. The first trace of an

allegorical view identifying Israel with the spouse appears

to be in the Fourth Book of Ezra, near the close of the 1st

Christian century (v. 24, 2G; vii. 26), Up to .this time

the canonicity of the Canticles was not unquestioned; and

the final decision as to the sanctity of the book, so

energetically carried through by R. Akiba, when ha

declared that " the whole world is not worth the day on

which the Song of Songs was given to Israel ; for all the

scriptures (or Hagiographa) are holy, but the Canticjes

most holy," must be understood as being at the same

timB a victory of the allegorical interpretation over the

* An .argument for the aliegoricat interpretation has been often drawn

from Mahometan nij'sticisra,—fi'ora the poems of Hafiz, and the songs

still sung by dervishes. See Jones, Po^seos Asiaticce Com., pt. iii. cap.

9; Rosenni tiller's remarlcs on Lowih'sPrcElectio xxxi., antl Lane's Modern
E-jyptiATis, ch. s.xiv. But there is no true analogy between the OiJ

Testament and the pantheistic mysticism of Islam, and there is every

reason to believe that, where the allegory takes a form really an^ogoufi

to Canticles, the original sense of these songs was purely erotic.
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last remain? of a view which regaided the poem as simply

erotic'

The form in which the allegorical theory became fixed

in the synagogue is contained in the Midrash Chazita and

in the Targum, which is a commentary rather thaa a

translation. The spouse is Israel, her royal lover the

divine king, and the poem is explained as tracing the

great events of the people's history from the Exodus to

the Messianic glory and final restoration.'

The authority of Origen, who, according to Jerome,

surpassed himself in his commentary of ten volumes on

this book, established the allegorical theory in the

Christian church in the two main forms in which it has

since prevailed. The bridegroom is Christ, the bride

either the church or the believing souL The latter con-

ception is, of course, that which lends itself most readily

to purposes of mystical edification, and which has made
Canticles the manual in all ages of a wide-spread type of

religious contemplation. But the other view, which
identifies the bride with the church, must be regarded as

the standard of orthodox exegesis. Of course the alle-

gorical principle admitted of very various modifications,

and readily adapted itself to new religious developments,

such as the rise of Mariolatry. Within the limits of the

orthodox traditions the allegory took various colours, accord-

ing as its mystical or its prophetical aspect was insisted

on. Among medijeval commentators of the former class

S. Bernard holds a pre-eminent place ; while the second

class is represented by Nicolaus de Lyra who, himself a

converted 3avi, modified the Jewish interpretation so as

to find in the book an account of the processus ecdesue

under the Old and New Testaments. The prophetic

exegesis reached its culminating point in the post-Refor-

mation period, when Cocceiua found in the Canticles a

complete conspectus of church history. But the relaxa-

tion of traditional authority opened the door to still

stranger vagaries of interpretation. Luther was tempted

to understand the book of the political relations of

Solomon and his people. Others detected the loves of

Solomon and Wisdom—a view which found a supporter

in Kosenmiiller even iu the present century; alchemists

thought of Solomon's researches in their art ; and Pufl'en-

dorf, by the aid of Egyptian hieroglyphics, referred the

whole to the grave of Christ.

The history of the literal interpretation begins with the

great " commentator " of the Syrian Church, Theodorus of

Mopsuestia (died 429), who condemned equally the attempt
to find in the book a prophecy of the blessings given to the

church, and the idea even at that time expressed in some
quarters that the book is immoral Theodorus regarded

the Canticles as a poem written by Solomon in answer to

the complaints of his people about his Egyptian marriage
;

and this was one of the heresies charged U|>on him after his

death, which led to his condemnation at the second council

of Constantinople (553 a.d.) A literal interpretation was
not again attempted till in 1544 Chateillon (Castellio or

Castalion) lost his regency at Geneva for proposing to expel
the book from the canon as impure. Grotius (^Aniiot. in

V. T., 1644) took up a more moderate position. Without
denying the possibility of a secondary reference designed
by Solomon to give his poem a more permanent value, ho
regards the Canticles as primarily an oapwmis (conjugal

' The chief passages of Jewish writings referring to this disiinte ore
Mifihna Jaitaim iii. 5 aid Tor.ifta Sanhtdrin x\\. Forother pasnagos
SCO Griitz's (;ommenlary, p. 115, and in control of., his criKciara the
introil«ction to the commentary of Delitzsch.

" The text of tlie Targum in the Polyglotts and in Bnilorf's Rabbinic
Bible is not complete. The complete text is given in the Venice
•ditiorts, and in Lagirdu's /ftu/ioffrajiha ChaUaiee, Lipsin, 1873. The
I'olyglotts e>ll a Latin voraiou.
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prattle) between Solomon and Pharaoh's daughter. The
distinction of a primary and' secondary sensp gradually
became current not only among the Remonstrants, but in

England (Lightfoot, Lowth) and even in Catholic circles

(Bossuet, 1693). in the actual understanding of the book
in its literal sense no. great progress was made. Solomon
was still viewed as the author, and for the most part' tte
idea that the poem is a dramatic epithalamium was
borrowed from Origen and the alkgorists, and applied to
the marriage of Pharaoh's daughtei. To reconcile this idea
with the fact that the Song is full of peasant life, a most
artificial style of composition had to be assumed. In
Bossuet's once celebrated theory, to which Lowth also

inclined, the epithalamium is made to extend over seven
days, and each morning the bridegroom, who is fictitiously

represented as a shepherd, rises early to pursue his rustic

toil, leaving his bride alone till the evening. The seventh
day is the Sabbath, when the bride and bridegroom appear
together (ch. viii.). From Grotius to Lowth the idea of a
typical reference designed by Solomon himself appears as

a mere excrescence on the natural interpretation, but as an
excrescence which could not be removed without perilling

the place of Canticles in the canon, which, indeed, was
again assailed by Whiston in 1723. But in his notes on
Lowth's lectures, J. D. ilichaelis, who regarded the poem
as a description of the enduring happiness of true wedded
love long after marriage, proposed to drop the allegory

altogether, and to rest the canonicity of the book, as of those
parts of Proverbs which treat of conjugal afi'ection, on the
moral picture it presents (1758); The hints which
Michaelis ofifered for the interpretation of the book on this

principle showed a singular want of delicacy ; but tho
moralizing rationalism of the period was not to be shocked
by any impropriety which was atoned for by, tho
" important moral tendency " of the book as a whole ; and
the principle laid down by the critic of Gottingen was
carried out in a variety of hypotheses, each, as Herder com-
plained, more improper than the other, tf'real step,

however, was made in 1771 by J. T. Jacobi, who distin-

guished the husband of the Shulamite from Solomon, and
representing the latter as a baffled tempter, prepared the

way for the theory now most current among critics.

Then came Herder's exquisite little treatise on Solomon's
Songs of Love, the Oldest and Sweetest of the East (1778).*

Herder possessed that delicacy of taste and sympathetic
poetical genius which the school of Michaelis altogether

lacked. Delighting in the Canticles as tho transparently
natural expression of innocent and tender love, he was
indignant at an exegesis which, in a supposed apologetical

interest, was content to establish a didactic object for the

book by tho aid of hypotheses which sullied the purity

and profaned the sanctity of tho utterances of genuino
human afTection. If the songs of Cauticles were allowed
to speak for themselves, they would need no theory to

explain their meaning, no apology to justify their morality,

no fiction of a typical or didactic purpose to commend thei.i

as pure, lovely, and worthy of d place in a holy book.
Is not true love itself holy? for lovo is. tho fountain of

all man's bliss, and all love, like goodncjs and truth, la at

root one. Herder justifies these views in il sort of .Tsthctical

commentary, which triumphantly vindicates the naive

innocence and geuuino delicacy of the lovo which the book
di.splays. But his sympathy with tho sentiment of the

Canticles was truer than his eye. for details; and the idea

that tho poem is simply a sequence of independent songs

without inner unity, grouped so as to display various phases

and atagoo of love in a natural order, culminating in tho

placid, joys of wedded life, was in some respects a retrogiade

step.

Since Herder there' has been no attempt of any intriusic

Y — 3
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value to rehabilitate the allegorical theory, or the theory of

a second sense consciously followed by the author. Even

those commentators who, like Delitzsch (1851 and 1875)

or hia followers Zockler (1868) and Kingsbury (in the

Speaker's Commentary, 1873), assume that Canticles owes

its place in the canon to the typical importance of Solomon

in the history of salvation do not venture to make^thi8 idea

an element in the exegesis.

In determining the literal sense recent scholars have

followed three main courses. The theory of Herder, which

refuses to acknowledge any continuity in the book, was

accepted by Eichhorn OQ the part of scholars, and with

some hesitation by Goethe on the part of the poets.

Commentaries based on this view are those of Dopko

(1829), Magnus (1842), Noyes (1846); and it has also

•enjoyed the critical authority of De Wette and Diestel. A
second view which is at present dominant recognizes in the

poem a more or less pronounced dramatic character, and

following Jacobi distinguishes the shepherd, the true love

of the Shulamite, from King Solomon, who is made to play

an ignominious part. Propounded in last century by

Staudlin (1792) and Ammon (1795), this view was

energetically carried out by Umbreit (1820), and above all

by Ewald, whose acutenes? gave the theory a new develop-

ment, while his commanding influence among Hebrew

scholars acquired for it general recognition. Ewald assumed

a very simple dramatic structure, and did not in his first

publication (1826) venture to suppose that the poem had

ever been' acted on a stage. His less cautious followers

have been generally tempted to dispose of difficulties by

introducing more complicated action and additional inter-

locutors (so, for example, Hitzig, 1855 ; Ginsburg, 1857
;

Renan, 1860); while Bottcher (1850) did his best to

reduce the dramatic exposition to absurdity by introducing

the complexities and stage effects of a modern operetta

into a drama of the 10th century before Christ. The third

view is that of Delitzsch and his followers, who also plead

for a dramatic form—though without supposing that the

piece was ever acted— but adhere to the traditional notion

that Solomon is the author, who celebrates his love to a

peasant maiden, whom he made his wife, and in whose

company the proud monarch learned to appreciate the

sweetness of a true affection and a simple rustic life.

In comparing these various views with what is found in

the book itself, the unity of the poem has first to be con-

eidered. A certain external unity, not merely in the general

tone and colour of the language and in the repetition of

similar sentences by way of refrain, but also in the order

•of the matter, is not denied by the followers of Herder,

who, however, maintain that the constituent lyrics were

originally distinct poems, and that they owe all appearance

•of continuity to the arrangement and interpolations of an

editor. The correctness of this view would be positively

•demonstrated if its adherents were able, without arbitrary

treatment of the text, to digest the Canticles into a series

of lyrics, each complete^ in itself and independent of the

rest. But no commentator has hitherto done this in a

satisfactory way, and the most ingenious attempts—espe-

cially that of Magnus—involve the assumption that the

editor often displaced 'part of a song, sacrificing the unity

of the original lyrics to an artificial composition of the

whole. It is plain that, if assumptions of this kind are to

be made at all, they may also be used in favour of a theory

of original unity, marred by subsequent misconception.

Have, then, the supporters of the continuity of the poem

come nearer to a positive proof of their position 1 Our

starting-point, in looking at this question, is the fact that

the composition takes for the most part the form of

dialogue. Even if the book is to be broken up into dis-

tinct lyrics, it must be granted that several of these pieces

have an amcebean structure. Is it possible to sbow that

throughout the book the same persons reappear in these

lyrical dialogues ? And, again, since the scene of the

dialogue certainly varies in different parts of the book

between the city of Jerusalem and the open country of

Northern Israel, is it possible to find in the poem itself a

thread of narrative sufficient to account for the change of

place ! The centre of attraction is throughout a female

figure, and the unity of this figure is the chief test of the

unity of the book. In the long canto, L 1-ii. 7, the

heroine appears in a royal palace (L 4) among the

daughters of Jerusalem, who are thus presumably ladies

of the court of Zion. At i. 9, an additional interlocutor

is introduced, who is plainly a king, and apparently

Solomon (i. 9, 12). He has just risen from table, and

praises the charms of the heroine with the air of a judge

of beauty, but without warmth. He addresses her simply

as " my friend " (not as English version, " my love ").

The heroine on the contrary is passionately in love, but

nothing can be plainer than that the object of her affection

is not the king. She is not at home in the palace, for she

explains (i. 6) that she has spent her life as a peasant girl

in the care of vineyards. Her beloved, whom she knows

not where to find (i. 7), but who lies constantly on her

heart and is cherished in her bosom like a spray of the

sweet henna flowers which Oriental ladies delight to wear

(i. 13, 14), is like herself a peasant—a shepherd lad (L 7)

—with whom she was wont to sit in the fresh greenwood

under the mighty boughs of the cedars (i. 16, 17). Even'

before the king's entrance the ladies of the court are

impatient at so silly an afi'ection, and advise her, "if she a
really so witless," to begone and rejoin her plebeian lover

(i. 8). The idea that from L 12 onwards the heroine

exchanges compliments with the king is inconsistent with

what precedes, and psychologically impossible in view of iL

5, 6, where her self-control, strung to the highest pitch as

she meets the compliments of the king with reminiscences

of her absent lover, breaks down in a fit of half delirious

sickness. The only words directed to the king are those

of i. 12, which, if past tenses are substituted for the pre-

sents .of the English version, contain a pointed rebuff.

Finally, ii. 7 is, on the plainest translation, a charge not to

arouse love till it please. The moral of the scene is the

spontaneity of true affection.'

Nothing can be plainer than that the motive of this

pie»e is dramatical and not lyrical Ifis a complete scene,

but not a complete poem, and if it is not a fragment, we

must expect to find the denouement at the close of the

book. Now, at viiL B, a female figure advances leaning

upon her beloved, with whom she claims inseparable union,

—" for love is strong as death, its passion inflexible as tho

grave, its fire a divine flame which no waters can quench

or floods drown. Yea, if a man would give all his wealth

for love he would only be contemned." This is obviously

the sentiment of ii. 7, and the suitor, whose wealth is

despised, must almost of necessity be identified with the

king of chapter i., if, as seems reasonable, we place viii. 11,

12 in the mouth of the same speaker—"King Solomon

has vineyards which bring him a princely revenue, and

enrich even the farmers. Let him and them keep their

wealth ; my vineyard is before me " (i.e., I possess it in

present fruition). The last expression is plainly to be con-

.nected with i. 6. But this happiness has not been reached

without a struggle. The speaker has proved herself an

* In comparing these remarks with the teit, the English reader mast

remember that the authoriied version is inilaenced in il« renderings by

> theory of the book. The ti-anslation of II. 7 is quite filae. The

second half of I. 13 li Bi.nply " which rests spon my heart ;" L 4

should probably run, " Draw me tfler thee, let us See; ' 1. 9 " to my
horses.'
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impreguable fortress (ver. 10), and, armed only with her

own beauty and innocence, has been in his eyes as one that

found peace. The English version is quite arbitrary in

rendering /a»o«r for peace. The sense is that, like a virgin

fortress, she has compelled her assailant to leave her in

peace. To these marks of identity with the heroine of ch.

i. are to be added that she appears here as dwelling in

gardens, there as a keeper of vineyards (i. 6, and viiL 13),

and that as there it was her brethren that prescribed her

duties, BO here she apparently quotes words in which her

brothers, while she was stQl a child, speculated as to her

future conduct and its reward (viii. 8, 9).

If this analysis of the commencement and close of the

book is correct, it is certain that the poem is in a sense

dramatic, that is, that it uses dialogue and monologue to

develop a story. The heroine appears in the opening scene

in a difficult and painful situation, from which in the last

chapter she is happily extricated. But the dramatic

progress which the poem exhibits scarcely involves a plot

in the usual sense of that word. The words of viii. 9, 10

clearly indicate that the deliverance of the heroine is due

to no combination of favouring circumstances, but to her

own inflexible fidelity and virtue. In accordance with this

her r6le throughout the poem is simply a steadfast

adherence to the position which she takes up in the opening

Bcene, whore she is represented as concentrating her

thoughts on her absent lover with all that stubborn force

of will which is characteristic of the Hebrews, and as

frustrating the advances of the king by the mere naive

intensity of pre-occupied affection. This conception of the

principal part in the poem implies a very elementary

amount of dramatic skill. But it is just the conception

which the analogy of Hebrew poetry in general, and
especially of the book of Job, leads us to expect. The
characters of Job and his friends are carefully dis-

criminated. But there is no action and reaction between
the speakers. Each adheres to his own vein of thought
almost untouched by what the others say, and the skill of

the author appears only in the variety of poetical develop-

ments in which the fundamental idea of each character

expresses itself. The reader who, with this analogy to

guide him, runs through the parts of Canticles which must
be assigned to a female speaker, cannot fail to see that the

rfde indicated at the beginning and close of the book is

carried out with perfect consistency.

The constant direction of the- maiden's mind to her true

love is partly expressed in dialogue with the ladies of the

court (the daughters of Jerusalem), who have no dramatic
individuality, and whose only function In the economy of

the piece is to give the heroine opportunity for a more
varied expression of her feelings. In i. 8 we found them
contemptuous. In chapter iti. they appear to be still

indifferent ; for when the heroine relates a dream in which
the dull pain of separation and the uneasy consciousness
of confinement and danger in the unsympathetic city

disappear for a moment in imagined reunion with her
lover, they are either altogether silent or reply only by
taking up a festal part song describing the marriage pro-

cession of King Solomon (iii. 6-11), which stands in

jarring contrast to the feelings of the maiden.' A second
dream {v. 2-8), more weird and melancholy, and con-
structed with that singular psychological felicity which
characterizes the dreams of the Old Testament, gains
more sjmipathy, and the heroine is encouraged to describe
her beloved at large (v. 10-vi. 3). The structure of these

' Kwald uid othera niaki) tliin song a distinct accno in tlie action of
lb* poem, iiupposing*tbat the author here oxhibit* tbo honourable form
of eopoaaal by which Solomon thought to vanqui«h tlie ecruplcs of the
damdel. Thia view, however, seeras to introduce a complication foreign
to the plan of the book.

dialogues is so simple, and their purpose is so strictly

limited to the exhibition of the character and affection of

the maiden, that it is only natural to find them supple-

meuted by a free use of pure monologue, in which the

heroine recalls the happiness of past days, or expresses

her rising hope of reunion with her shepherd, and restora-

tion to the simple joys of her rustic life. The vivid

reminiscence of ii. 8-17 takes the form of a dialogue

within the main dialogue of the poem, a picture within a

picture—the picture of her beloved as he stood at her

window in the early spring time, and of her own merry
heart as she laughingly' answered him in the song with

which watchers of the vineyards frighten away the foxes.

It is, of course, a fault of perspective that this reminiscence

is as sharp in outline and as strong in colour as the main
action. But no one can expect perspective in such early

art, and recollection of the past is clearly enough separated

from present reality by ii. 16, 17.^ The last monologue
(vii. 10-viii. 3), in which the hope of immediate return

with her lover is tempered by maidenly shame, and a

maiden's desire for her mother's counsel, is of special value

for a right appreciation of the psychology of the lova

which the poem celebrates, and completes a picture of this

flower of the northern valleys,^ which is not only firm in

outline but delicate in touch. The subordinate action

which supports the portraiture of the maiden of Galilee is

by no means easy to understand. It may be regarded as

certain that, in iv. 1-7, the king is again introduced, and
describes the personal charms of the heroine. His
language is still that of cold admiration, suitable enough
to the character of Solomon, and strongly contrasted with

the beautiful and passionate outburst which follows (iv. 8-
V. 1), and which suits no lips but those of the true

lover. The latter passage ofi'ers great difficulties on any
theory which finds a strict drama in Canticles. To sup-

pose that the shepherd appears in Jerusalem at so early a

point in the action is not plausible, and it seems equally

violent to assume with Ewald that the whole passage is to

be put in the mouth of the heroine rehearsing words of hgr

beloved. Perhaps the plan of the poem did not forbid

the author to place a song of the absent shepherd in

juxtaposition with the words of Solomon so as to bring out

the contrast between mere sensual admiration and genuine

passion. But the passage presents on any theory diffi-

culties of detail which no critic has satisfactorily removed.

We come next to chapter vi., which again sings the

praises of the heroine, and takes occasion in tliis connection

to introduce, with the same ^yant of perspective as we
observed in ch. ii., a dialogue descriptive of Solomon's

first meeting with the maiden. We learn that she was an
inhabitant of Shulem or Shunem in Issachar, whom the

king and his train surprised in a garden on the occasion

of a royal progress tV-rough the north. Her beauty dren

from the ladies of the court a cry of admiration. The
maiden shrinks back with the reply—" I was gone down
into my garden to see its growth I know not

how my soul hath brought me among the chariots of

princes;" but she is commanded to turn and let herself

be seen in spite of her bashful protest,
—" liVTiy do

ye gaze on the Shulamite as at a dance of Mahanaim
(a spectacle)."' Now the person in whose mouth this

relation is placed must be an eyewitness of the Rceue,

and so none other than the king. But in spite of the

verbal repetition of several of the figures of ch. iv., which,

• " My bclivcd is mine, and I am his, who fcedetb his flock among
lilies. Before the day cool and the shadows fly, haste thee hither, my
love, . . . over the mountiiius of separation."

• The rose (narcissus) of Sharon (ii. 1) must bo placed in the north-

ern Sharon Initwecn Tabor and the Lake of Tiberias.

—

Onom. Scxra, ed.

LnRardc, pp. 164,296.
• Tbo 'purport of these verses was divined by Ewald.
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if not due to corruption of the text, is probably a mere

artifice to ezpress the identity of the speaker in the two

passages, the tone in which the king now addresses the

Shulamite is quite changed. She is not only beautiful but

terrible, her eyes trouble him, and he cannot endure their

gaze. She is unique among women, the choice and only

one of her mother. In this change of language Ewald aud

others recognize only a greater intensity of sensuous

admiration, and accordingly asoume that the king continues,

in vii. 1-9, to describe the charms of the maiden, and to

express his sensual desires in the shameless language of

a voluptuary. But how can the king hold such language

to a woman whose eyes he hi afraid to face, and whom he

addresses in chapter vL with unmistakably respectful

admiration ? Moreover, the figure described in chapter viL

appears to be displayed in the dance ; and, like the daughter

of Herodias in the gospels, she is a lady of princely lineage.

Again, if the last words of the king are a fresh attack

expressed in language which under the circumstances is

positively brutal, the maiden's immediate outburst of joyful

hope (viL 10) is singularly out of place, and the turning-

point of the story is left an absolute blank. The unity of

action can only be maintained by ignoring vii. 1-9, and

taking the words of Solomon in chapter vi. in their obvious

sense as implying that the king at length recognizes in the

maiden qualities of soul unknown in the harem, a character

which compels respect, as well as a beauty that inflames

desire. The change of feeling which was wrought in the

daughters of Jerusalem in the previous scene now extends

to Solomon himself, and thus the glad utterances of vii.

10, seq., have a suflicient motive, and the denouement is

no longer violent and unprepared.

It is remarkable that the only passage which can hardly

be freed fcom a charge of sensuality .hangs so entirely

loose from the proper action of the poem. Some critics

(especially Hitzig) have seen similar phenomena in other

parts of the book, and have thought themselves able to

show that a sort of byplay exhibiting the sensual love of

the harem runs through the whole action of the piece. The

various hypotheses by which this idea has been carried

out are aU far too arbitrary to carry conviction, and an

unprejudiced analysis justiiSes the persuasion that the

dramatic structure of the book is of the very simplest kind,

hardly rising above amcebean lyric, and affording no room

for elaborate by-play or other complications. The nodus

of the action is fully given in chapter i., the final issue in

chapter viiL The solution lies entirely in the character

and constancy of the heroine, which prevail, in the simplest

possible way, first over the ladies of the court and then

over the king. There is nothing extravagant in the progress

•of the action ; for though the king has never before conceived

the idea that any woman could refuse a place in his harem,

his admiration does not reach the pitch of passion, and his sen-

Buousness nowhere degenerates into grossness, except in the

imagination of commentators, who have been apt to detect

a double entendre in every passage they did not understand.

A more legitimate explanation of difficulties eeems, at

least in some cases, to lie in the state of the text. When
even Ewald finds a voluptuous idea in iv. 6, it ought to be

observed that the words in question, which seriously inter-

rupt the sense, were no part of the original LXX., or of the

text of Theodotion, but were subsequently added from the

version of Aquila, which substantially represents the Mas-

soretic text. Yet the false reading has established itself

so firmly in MSS.of the LXX. that our knowledge of the

interpolation is almost accidental, and we have no certainty

that other interpolations of the same kind have not been

made without our knowledge. In these circumstances the

argument drawn from the versions for the purity of the

Hebrew test has no great value. On the other hand the

a priori probability of interpolations and corruptions is

very great in a poem like Canticles, passages from which
were used among the Jews as amatory songs at least till

the close of the Ist Christian century.' Of course the
supremacy of the allegorical exegesis fixed the text, but
naturally tended to fix it in its longest and presumably
most interi^olated form.

_
Thus it is not inconceivable that

the sensual passage in chapter vii., which, if genuine, can
only be an interlude of some unexplained kind, is nothing
more than the insertion of an early reader d, propos of the
mention of the dance of Mahanaim.

Whatever difHculties stiU remain in the Canticles, it is

at least no arbitrary construction which has convinced the
majority of critics that an internal dramatic unity runs
through the book, and that Solomon is not the true love

of the Shulamite. The assertion of Delitzsch that the

shepherd is a mere imaginary Doppelganger of Solomon is

even more violent than the opposite attempt of Gratz to

eliminate the king altogether and reduce the dramatic
action to a narrative of idyUic love told by the Shulamite
(Das Salomonische Sohelied, Vienna, 1871). And it is a
special merit of the current theory that it at once places

the authorship and purpose of the book in a strong his-

torical light. A poem in the northern dialect, with a
northern heroine and scenery, contrasting the pure sim-

plicity of Galilee with the corrupt splendour of the court

of Solomon, is clearly the embodiment of one phase of the

feeling which separated the ten tribes from the house of

David. The kingdom of Solomon was an innovation on
old traditions partly for good and partly for evih But
novelties of progress and novelties of corruption were alike

distasteful to the north, which had long been proud of its

loyalty to the principles of the good old times.- The
conservative revolution of Jeroboam was in great measure
the work of the prophets, and must therefore have carried

with it the religious and moral convictions of the people.

An important element in these convictions, which " still

claims our fullest sympathy, is powerfully set forth in the

Canticles, and the deletion of the book from the canon,

providentially averted by the allegorical theory, would
leave us without a most necessary complement to the

Judean view of the conduct of the ten tribes which jre get

in the historical books. Written in a spirit of protest

against the court of Zion, and probably based on recollection

of an actual occurrence, the poem cannot be dated long

after the death of Solomon. The mention of Tirzah in vi.

i points to the brief period when that city was the capital

of the dynasty of Baasha, for Tirzah seems never to have

recovered the siege and conflagration in which Zimri

perished. Thus the book must have been written about

the middle of the 10th century B.a The attempt of

Gratz to bring down the date to the Grecian period (about

230 B.C.) is ingenious but nothing more.

LitcrcUure. ITie leading commentators have been already men-
tioned. A copious Elenckus interpretum is given in Roseumiiller's

Scholia, More recent works are enumerated by Gratz and Zdckler,

and Green's translation of Zockler adds a list of English and .Ameri-

can expositors. Specimens of the exegesis of various periods are

given in the elaborate introduction to Dr Ginsburg's commentary.

While the thoroughly perverse theory of Delitzsch and Zockler ia

represented in English by translations, and by Mr Kings'aury In the

Speaker's Commentary, the admirable exposition of £wald in his

DicMer des Alien Bundes (2d ed. 1867) remains untranslated. This

is the more to be regretted, that Kenan's French translation and

Elude, and Dr Ginsburg's English commentary, represent extreme

forms of the modem theory. K^ville's sketch of the book, of which

an English translation appeared in 1873, is slight, but less artificial.

The student of the original cannot dispense with Ewald, Hitzig,

Delitzsch, and Magnus. (W. K 8.)

' The analogy of Arabic literature is instmctive. C/. N6ldeke'»

BeitrUge air Kmnlniss der Poesieder Araier (1864), pp. vi. sqq.

" Cf. Wellhausen on 2 Sam. iz. 18, 19, where the Hebrew text

must be corrected by the LXX.
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CANTON, or more corre^^tly Kwano-chow Foo, is a

Targe and populous commercial city of China, in the pro-

vince of Kwang-tung, situated on the eastern bank of the

Pearl River, which at Canton is somewhat broader than

the Thames at London Bridge, and is navigable 300 miles

farther into the interior. The Pearl Eiver has an addi-

tional course of 80 miles to the sea, the first part of which

lies through a rich alluvial plain. Beyond this rises a

range of hills terminating in abrupt escarpments along

the course of the river. - The bold shore thus formed com-

presses the stream at this point into a narrow pass, to

which the Chinese have given the name of Hu-mun, or

Tiger's mouth. This the Portuguese translated into Boca

Tigre, whence the designation of " the Boque," by which

it is commonly known among Europeans. When viewed

from the hills on the north. Canton appears to be little

Plan of Canton.
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more than an txpanse of reddish roofs relieved by a

few large trees,-—two pagodas shooting up within the

Walls, and a five-storied tower near the northern gate,

being the most conspicuous objects. These hills rise

1200 feet above the river. Little or no vegetation is seen

on them ; and their acclivities, covered for miles with

graves and tombs, serve as the necropolis of this vast city.

Three or four forts are built on the points nearest the

northern walls. Facing the city on the opposite side

of the river is the suburb and island of Honan. The part

of Canton enclosed by walls is about six miles in circum-

ference, and has a partition wall, running east and west,

and di fiding the city into two unequal parts. The northern

and larger division is called the old. and the southern the

now city. Including the suburbs, the city has a circuit of

nefirly ten miles. The houses stretch along the river for

four miles, and the banks are almost entirely concealed

by boats and rafts. The walls of the city are of brick,

on a foundation of sandstone and granite, are 20 feet thick,

and rise to an average height of 25 feet. On the north

side the wall rises to include a hill which it there meets

with, and on tJie other three sides the city is surrounded

by a ditch, which is filled by the rising tide, when, for a

time, the revolting mass of filth that lies in its bed is

concealed from view. There arc twelve outer gates

—

four of which are in the partition wall, and two water

gates, through which boats pass from east to v.cst across

the new city. The gates are all shut at uight, and iu

the day time a guard is stationed at them to preserva

order. The streets, amounting in all to upwards of 600,
are long, straight, and very narrow. They are mostly paved
and are not as dirty as those of some of the other citiea in

the empire ; in fact, considering the habits of the people and
the inattention of Government to these matters, Canton
may be said to be a well-governed and comparatively cleanly

city. The houses are in general small, seldom consisting

of more than two stories, the ground floor serving as a shop
in which goods are exhibited for sale, and the rest of the

house, with the court behind, being used as a warehouse.

Here are to be found the productions of every quarter of

the globe ; and the merchants are in general extremely
attentive and civil. The Chinese are remarkably expert

men of business, and are generally of the most assiduous

habits.

The temples and public buildings of Canton are

numerous, but none of them present features worthy of

special remark. There are two pagodas near the west

gate of the old city, and 121 temples, pavilions, halls,

and other religious edifices within the city. One of the

pagodas called the Kxiiangtah, or Plain Pagoda, is a Maho-
metan mosque, which was erected by the Arabian voyagers

who were in the habit of visiting Canton about ten centuries

ago. It rises in an angular tapering tower to the height

of 160 feet The other is an octagonal pagoda of niaa

stories, 170 feet in height, and was first erected more than

thirteen centuries ago. A Buddhist temple at Honan,
opposite the foreign factories, and named in Chinese

Haiychwang-sze, or the Temple of the Ocean Banner, is

one of the largest in Canton. Its grounds, which cover

about seven acres, are surround'ed by a wall, and are divided

into courts, gardens, and a burial-ground, where are de-

posited the ashes of priests, whose bodies are burned.

There are about 175 priests connected with this establish-

ment. Besides the Hai<hwang-S2e the most noteworthy

temples in and about the city are thoso of the Five

Hundred Gods, and of Longevity, both in the western

suburbs; the Tartar City Temple, and the Temple of

the Five Genii The number of priests and suus in

Canton is not exactly known, but they probably exceed

2000, nine-tenths of whom are Buddhists. The temples

are gloomy-looking edifices. The areas in front of them
are usually occupied by hucksters, beggars, and idlers,

who are occasionally driven off to make room for the mat-

sheds, in which the theatrical performances got u^ by the

wealthy inhabitants are acted. The principal hall, where

the idol sits enshrined, is lighted only in front, and the

inner apartments are inhabited by a class of men almost

as senseless as the idols they serve.

The residences of the high officers of government are all

within the walls of the old city. The residence of the

governor-general used to be in the south-west corner of the

new city, but it was utterly destroyed by the bombard-

ment iu 1856. The site remained desolate until 1860,

when it was taken possession of by the French authorities,

who h.ave erected a Roman Catholic Cathedral upon it.

The residence of the commander-in-chief is in the old city,

and is said to be one of the best houses in Canton. Thera

'are four prisons in the city, all large edifices. For the

space of four or five miles opposite Canton boats and vessels

are ranged parallel to each other in such close order that it

resembles a floating city; and these marine dwellings are

occupied by numerous families, who reside almost constantly

on the water. In the middle of the river lie the Chinese

junks, some of them of from 600 to 1000 tons burden,

which trade to the north and to the Strait Settlements.

The various guilds an<l as-'ocintions among the people and
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the merchants from other provinces have public halls each

for its own particular use. The number of these build-

ings is not less than 160. Canton was long the only seat

of British trade with China, and was no doubt fixed upon

by the Chinese Government for the European trade, as

being the most distant from the capital Peking.

Formerly only a limited number of merchants, called the

hong or security merchants, were allowed to trade with

foreigners. They were commonly men of large property,

and were famed for integrity in tboir transactions. All

foreign cargoes passed through the hands of these merchants,

and by them also the return cargoes were furnished. They
became security for the payment of customs duties, and

it was criminal for any other merchant to engage in the

trade with foreigners.

Accounts are kept at Canton, in common with the rest

of China, in taels, mace, caridarines, and cash,—ten cash

being one candarine, ten candarines one mace, ten mace

one tael, which last is converted into English money at

about 6s. 8d. The coin called cash is of base metal, cast,

not coined, and very brittle. It is of small value, and varies

in the market from 750 to 1000 cash for a tael. Its chief

use is in making small payments among the lower classes.

Spanish and other_silver coins are current, and are esti-

mated by their weight,—every merchant carrying scales

and weights with him. All -the dollars that pass through

the hands of the hong merchants bear their stamp ; and

when they lose their weight in the course of circulation

they are cut in pieces for small change. The duties are

paid to Government in sycee, or pure silver, which is

taken by weight. In delivering a cargo, English weights

ftnd scales are used, which are afterwards reduced to

Chinese catties and peculs. A pecul weighs 133^ lb

avoirdupois, and a catty \\ lb. Gold and silver are also

weighed by the tael and catty, 100 taels being reckcfned

equal to 120 oz. 16 dwt. troy.

The foreign trade at Canton was materially damaged
by the opening of Shanghai and the ports on the Yang-
tsze, but it is yet of very considerable importance, as the

subjoined table of the total value of the foreign trade ivith

Canton between the years 1861 and 1874 inclusive is

BufBcient to show:

—

Year.
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otlier improper acta of the Chinese Government, war was

again declared in 1856, the immediate cause of wliich was

an insult offered to the British flag by the capture of

certain Chinese on board the " Arrow," a small craft trading

under English colours. The outbreak of hostilities was

followed by the pillage and destruction of the foreign

"factories," in December 1856, by a Chinese mob, and

twelve months later Canton was taken by assault by a force

under Sir Charles Straubenzee, which had been sent out

from England for the purpose. From this time until

October 1861, the city was occupied by an English and

French garrison, and the administration of affairs was

entrusted to an allied commission, consisting of two English

officers and one French oflScer, acting under the English

general. Since the withdrawal of this garrison, the city of

Canton has been freely open to foreigners of ail nationalities,

and the English consul at the present time has his

residence in the Yamun formerly occupied by the allied

commissioners, within the city walls.

On the conclusion of peace it became necessary to provide

a foreign settlement for the merchants whose " factories
"

had been destroyed, and after some consultation it was

determined to fill in and appropiate as the British settlement

an extensive mud flat lying to the westward of the old

factory site, and known as Sha-mien, or " The Sand Flats.''

This site having been leased, it was converted into an

artificial island by building a massive embankment of

granite in an irregular oval form. Between the northern

face of the site and the Chinese suburb, a canal of 100 feet

in width was constructed, thus forming an island of about

2850 feet in length and 950 feet in greatest breadth. The
expense of making this settlement was 325,000 Mexican

dollars, four-fifths of which were defrayed by the British

Government, and one-fifth by the French Government.

The British portion of the new settlement was laid out in

eighty-two lots ; and so bright appeared the prospect of

trade at the time of their sale that 9000 dollars and upwards

was paid in mors than one instance for a lot, with a river

frontage, measuring 12,645 square feet. The depression

in trade, however, which soon followed acted as a bar to

building, and it was not until the British consulate was

erected iu 1865 that the merchants began to occupy the

settlement in any numbers. The British consulate occupies

six lots, with an area of 75,870 square feet in the centre

of the site, overlooking the river, and is enclosed with a

substantial wall A ground-rent of 15,000 cash (about

X3) per mow (a third of an aero) is annually paid by the

owners of lots to the Chinese Government.

The Sha-mien settlement possesses many advantages. It

is close to the western suburb of Canton, where reside all

the wholesale dealers as well as the principal mei chants and
V'fokers ; it faces the broad channel known as the Macao
I'assage, up which the cool breezes in summer are wafted

almost uninterruptedly, and the river opposite to it affords

a safe and commodious anchorage for steamers up to 1000
tons burden. Steamers only are allowed to come up to

Canton, sailing vessels being restricted to the anchorage at

Whampoa. See China. (r. k. d.)

CANTON, a city of the United States, in Stark co«nty,

Ohio, about 118 miles north-east of Columbus, on the

Nimishillen Creek. It forms the centre of a large agricul-

tural district, and carries on a thriving trade. Coal and
limestone are abundant in the neighbourhood, and the creek

affords a good supply of water-power. There are several

iron foundries and woollen factories in the town, as well

as establishments for the manufacture of reaping-machines.

Besides daily papers, two monthly periodicals are published.

Population in 1870 8660.

CANTON, John (1718-1772). an able natural philo-

sopher, was born at Stroud, Gloucestershire, in 1718. At

the age of nineteen, he was articled for five years as clerk

to the master of an academy in Spital Square, London, with

whom at the end of that time he entered into partnership.

In 1746 the science of electricity, which seems early

to have engaged Canton's attention, gained a very im-

portant addition by the discovery of the principle of the

Leydeu jar. This event turned the thoughts of most of

the philosophers of Europe to that branch of natural

philosophy ; and Canton, who was one of the first to

repeat and pursue the experiment by which the discover}'

had been made, found his labour rewarded by manj

valuable discoveries. In 1700 he read a paper before the

Royal Society on a method of making artificial magnets,

which procured him election as a member of the Society,

and the award of its gold medal. The same year he was

complimented with the degree of M.A. by the university

of Aberdeen ; and in 1751 he was chosen one of the council

of the Royal Society. Canton was the first in England to

verify Franklin's hypothesis of the identity of lightning

and electricity, having in 1752 succeeded in attracting the

electric fire from the clouds during a thunderstorm. In

consequence he prepared a paper, which was read the next

year before the Royal Society, on Electrical Experiments,

with an Attempt to Account for their several Phenomena, iu

which, among other things, he mentions that he had dis-

covered that some clouds are in a positive and some in

a negative state of electricity. About the same time

Franklin made a similar discovery in America ; and these

circumstances gave rise to a lasting friendship between the

two philosophers. In 1762 and 1764 he published experi-

ments in refutation of the decision ot the Florentine academy,

at that time generally accepted, that water is incom-

pressible. These and many other investigations were

carried on without any intermission of his work as a

schoolmaster, and his too sedentary life brought on dropsy,

of which he died on March 22, 1772.

CANTU or Canturio, a town of Italy, in the province

of Como, about five miles south of the city of that name,

in 45" 44 24" N. lat. and 9° 7' 49" E. long. It is sui^-

lounded with walls, and possesses a parish church with

a very fine tower, a town hall, a hospital, and a theatre.

In the neighbourhood are iron mines that were wrought in

the 10th century. Population, 7429.

CANUSIUM. See Canosa.

CANUTE, or Cnut (.\bout 995-1035), was the son of

Sweyn or Swend, king of Denmark and England. Though

only nineteen years of age at his father's death, he was

elected by the Danish armament to the English throne

(1014). But the English, only recently subdued by Sweyn,

did not acquiesce in this disposal of the crown, recalled their

old king Ethelred from Normandy, and obliged Canute to

withdraw from the country. In the summer of 1015 Canute

returned at the head of a vast Danish armament, and had

compelled the submission of most of England when Ethelred

died, and his son Edmund Ironside became the representa-

tive of the old English royal line. In the double election

which ensued, Edmund was supported almost solely by

London ; the Witan of the rest of England decided upon

Canute, who had proved himself too formidable a candidate

to be set aside. Nevertheless, in five pitched battles iougbt

during the year 1016, Canute found in Edmund mora

than an equal rival,— a rival, too, that grew more dangerous,

as he was recognized to bo the champion of the pure English

nationality. At length, in the sixth battle, at Assanduu in the

same ycor, the English army, weakened and disconcerted

by the desertion of Edric, the traitorous carl of Mercia, was

completely overthrown. A division of the kingdom waa

arrangtd between the two competitors, but Edmund dying

soon after, not without suspicion of treachery, even on

Canute's part, the latter became jsule ruler of England.
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His first care on attaining to unJiviJed power was to

remove all who might disturb its tranquillity. The sons

of Edmund Ironside were sent out of the kingdom, and
Edwy his brother was put to death ; while Edric of Mercia

soon met the fate he deserved, and many other leading men
were banished or slain. The sternness of Canute's early

measures was, however, more the effect of policy than of a

cruel disposition, for in a little time he showed himself a

just and beneficent ruler. After exacting a danegeld for the

payment of his Danish host, he sent it home, with the

exception of forty ships and of the household troops that

attended on himself. Henceforward he put off the character

of conqueror, and governed England like a native English-

man, enforcing the old English laws or enacting wise new
ones, repressing disorder, and in every way attending to the

interests of his subjects. He was careful of the interests of

the church, though it had always been one of the great centres

of resistance to Danish invasions, and was not afraid to raise

Englishmen, such as Earl Godwin, to the highest posts in

his government. A letter written to his English subjects

from Rome, to which he had made a pilgrimage, is the best

commentary on the motives which directed his reign ; he

Is determined to make amends for the faults of his early

years, to persevere in a just and pious government, to

repress extortion, and in every way to promote the welfare

of his subjects. The internal state of the .kingdom was
one of unprecedented peace and order, during which it

recovered from the ravages and misgovernment of the

generation preceding ; and he left a happy memory of him-

self among the people. The well-known story of tlie rebuke

he gave to his flattering courtiers, which rests on excellent

authority, is a proof of this; and the well known song he

composed, when rowing near the monastery of Ely, is not

only an example of his genial popular sympathies, but

entitles him to a place among the creators of English poetry.

He was far more than king of England, however ; he
was the ruler of a vast northern empire, composed of five

or six monarchies though the old historians differ in the

enumeration of them. He succeeded to the usual over-

lordship over Wales and Scotland, asserting it in the latter

case by force of arms. Shortly after his secure installation

on the English throne, he superseded his brother Harold
on that of Denmark ; he repelled an attack of the Wends
on his dominions there, and in those early times obtained a

rectification of the Danish frontier from the emperor of

Germany. Though at first unsuccessful in an invasion of

N'orway, he added that kingdom to his empire in 1028.

He was now one of the most powerful and respected rulers

ot Christendom. He died at Shaftesbury in 1035, in the

fortieth year of his age, and the twentieth of his reign.

The best proof of his energy and ability is that the hetero-

geneous and geographically disconnected empire, which
he governed so well, fell to pieces immediately after his

death. (Freeman's History of the Jforman Conquest, vol.

i. ; TaXgrave'a Histor)/ of the Anfflo-iSaxo)is ; Green's Short
llislorij of the En'jlish People.

)

CANVAS, a name applied to several kinds of stout

cloth, made of hemp or linen fibres, and used for the sails

of vessels, the ground of oil paintings, and various other
purposes. Originally canvas was made solely from hemp,
whence the name, which is corrupted from Cannabis, the
classical and scientific name for the hemp plant. Being
most extensively employed a,s sail-cloth, the term came to

designate the sails of a ship generally, for which, however,
although hempen canvas is still used, linen or mixed fibres

are now more generally preferred.

CAOUTCHOUC. See India-Rubbek.
CAPE BRETON, an island of British America, to the

north-east of Nova Scotia, from which it is separated by a

Etrait about fifteen miles long and a mile wide, known as the

Gui of Canceau or Canso. It lies between 45' 27' and 47°
3' N. lat., and between 59' 47' and Cl° o2' W. long. ; its

length from north to south is about 110 miles, its width
about 87 miles, and its area 2,650,000 acre.?. E.tcept on
the north-west, the coast is much broken ; and the island

is nearly divided into two by the large irregular lakes of

Bras d'Or, which communicate with the sea by two channels
on the northeast. The most important bays are Aspee,
St Anne's, Sydney, Mira, Louisbourg, Gabarus, St Peter's,

and Jlabou ; and the principal rivers are the Denys, the

Margarie, the Baddeck, the Wagamatcook, the Mabou, and
the Grand. There are several fresh-water lakes, of which
Lake Ainslie in the west is the most extensive. The
surface of the island is broken in several places by ranges

of hills of moderate elevation, and the northern promontory
consists of a plateau, which in some parts has a height abov«
the sea of 1200 feet. The prevailing rocks belong to the
carboniferous formations, interrupted here and there by
igneous or metamorphic upheavals. About the half of the

surface is said to be capable of cultivation ; but in 1861
there were only 198,550 acres cleared and under tillage.

In winter the thermometer sometimes falls to 32° and
generally to 20° below zero ; while in summer it rises to
96° in the shade, and the mean temperature is about 60°.

The commercial resources of the island consist chiefly in its

timber, its agricultural productions, its minerals, and its

fisheries. Nearly covered with forest at the time of its

discovery, it still exports pine, oak, beech, maple, birch,

and ash. Oats, wheat, turnips, and potatoes are extensively

cultivated ; horses, cattle and sheep are reared in consider-

able numbers ; and cheese and butter form important items

in Its produce. Coal, limestone, and gypsum are worked,

and excellent iron ore and slate are also to be found. Salt-

springs of some value exist in different parts. The coal

mines, which are chiefly situated towards the south-east,

have been worked from an early period. The Bras d'Or
Lakes and the neighbouring seas supply an abundance of

salmon, cod, mackerel, herring, shad, and white-fish, and
the fisheries employ about 3000 men. The number of

schools in 1861 was 212 ; and in the same year there were

104 churches. The principal sects are the Roman Catholic

Church, which had then 33,386 adherents, and the Presby-

terians of the Lower Provinces with 19,982. The in-

habitants are now mainly of Scottish descent, with a certain

pioportion of Acadiansand Irish. A few hundred llicmac

Indians, who are principally employed in making fish-

barrels and butter-firkins, are still to be found. By the

census of 1871 the total population amounted to 75;483,

of whom 5264 were inhabitants of Sydney. In 1861 and

1851 the numbers were respectively 63,083 and 27,580.

Cape Bretoa was probably discovered by Sebastian Cabot, and ita

name is understood to have been bestowed iu remembrance of Cap
Breton, near Bayonne, by the Basque sailoi-s who early began to

frequent the coast. In 1629 James Stewart, fourth Lord Ochiltree,

settled a small colony at Baleine, on the east side of the island ; but

he was soon after taken prisoner with all his party by Captain

Daniell of the French Company, who caused a fort to be erected at

Great Cibou (now St Anne's Harbour). By the peace of St Germain

in 1632, Cape Breton was formally assigned to France ; and in 1654 it

formed part of the territory granted by patent to M. Denys, who
made several small settlements on the island, which, however, had

only a very temporary success. When by the treaty of [ItreL-ht (1713)

the French were deprived of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, they

were still left in possession of Cape Breton, and their right to erect

fortifications for its defence was formally acknowledged. They

accordingly transferred the inhabitants of Plaisance in NewfounC

land to the settlement of Havre i I'Anglois, which soon after, under

the name of Louisbourg, became not only the capital of Cape

Breton (or lie Eoyale, as it was then called), but also the most im-

portant military post in that district of French America. TiVhcn

war broke out in 1744 between France and England, the New
England colonists determined to attack the island ; and in the fol-

lowing year they succeeded in capturing Louisbourg. By the treaty

of Ai.v.la-Chapelle, the town was restored to France ; but in the
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war thc.t was declared ia ITS'), it again yielded to t'aa issaii!': ri a

British force, this time commaiided by Admiral Boacawen. On tiro

conclusion of hostilitiea the island was ceded to England by the

treaty of Paris ; and oa October 7, 1763, it was nnited by royal

proclamation to the govemraent of Nova Scotia. All the troops

were withdrawn from Lomsbourg in 1768 ; and when the island

was separated from Nova Scotia in 1784, a new capital was founded

at the mouth of the Spanish River by Governor Desbarres, and

received its name Sydney in honour of Lord Sydney (Sir Thomas
Townshend), then secretary of state for the colonies. There was

immediately a considerable influx of settlers to the island, which

received another important accession by the immigration of Scotch

Highlanders from 1800 to 1828. In 1 8'20, in spite of strong opposi-

tion, it was again annexed to Nova Scotia. It now senda five

members to ilie Canadian House of Commons.
See Denys, Descrtpii&n o^ogr. et hist, dcs C6lcs de I'^lmSrique

septentritf/'ale, 1672 ; Pichon, LeUres et Mimoires du Cap Brtlon,

1760; Richard Brown, A History of the Island of Cape Breton, 1869,

and The Coal Fields of Cape Breton, 1873.

CAPE COAST CASTLE, or Cabo Coeso, a town of

Western Africa, (lie capital of the British settlements on

the Gold Coast, is situated iu Upper (iuinea, about 70 miles

to the W. of Acta, iu 5" 5' 24" N. lat. and 1° 13' 38" W.
long. It occupies a low bank of gneiss and micaceous

5b.t3, "77a!ch n.-in rat into the sea and protect* the harbour

from the violence of tht aurf. Re ides the principal for-

tress there aru jwo outposts,—Fort Victoria on the west

and Fort William on the east. With the exception of the

European residences and the houses of the wealthier

natives, which are built of brick, the whole of the town ia

composed of "swish" or mud huts, thatched with rushes,

and having the walls whitewashed. The population con-

sists mainly of negroes of the Fanti tribe, but there are also

a number of mulattoes and a colony of Kroomen. The
earliest European settlement on the spot was that of the

Portuguese in 1610. In 1652 the Swedes erected the fort

of Karlsborg which was captured by the Danes in 1658,

by the Dutch in 1659, and by the English in 1664. Sinca

the last date the post has remained in English possession,

in spite of the French attack in 1757 and various assaults

by the native tribes. In 1827 the public establishments

were withdrawn, and the forts were handed over to the

mercantile companies; but in 1844 the Government re-

sumed its pos.session. The population is estimated at

about 10,000.

CAPE COLONY
Plata I. /^APE COLONY is a large tract of country which forms

V^ the most southern part of the continent of Africa,

a colony of Great Britain since 1806, named from the

Cape of Good Hope, a small promontory on its south west

coast, from the neighbonrhood of which the Dutch settlers

of 1652 spread out over the land. It lies for the mo.st

part between 28° and 34° 50' S. lat., and IG' 30' and 29°

CO' E. long. West and south are the Atlantic and

tiimita. Indian Oceans ; the Orange River forms the boundary of

the colony proper on the north, separating it from Great

Kamaaua Land, the Kalahari desert, and the Orange River

free State; eastward its limit runs from the Tees River,

a hoadstream of the Orange, along the Storm Berg and

down the Kei River from its most easterly source-stream

t-j its mouth, which line separates the colony from Free

Kaffre Land, and includes within it the divisions of British

Kaffraria added to the colony in 1865. Besides this

chief area the colony includes various recently added

irregular provinces ; these are—the agency of Basulo iMnd,

annexed in 1871, consisting of the high valleys of the

source-streams of the Orange River, sloping down inward

from the Drakenberg mountains, which separate this

territory from the colony of Natal ; Ilerschcl, a native

district immediately south of Basuto Land ; the magistracy

of Nomajisland, including Qriqua Land East, a native

territory of northern Kaflraria on the seaward slope of the

Drakenberg south-west of Natal ; St John's Territory, or

the upper basin of the St John's or Umzimvubo River on

the slopes of the Drakenberg in central KaiTraria; Fingo

Land and the Idulywa Eeserve, or the Transkeian territories

of Bouthorn Kaflrana, bounded by the Bashce River ; and
Tamhoo'lcie Land, between the Basheo and the Umtata.

These latter districts were incorporated with the colony in

1875. It is certain that in a few years the whole of what is

now Free KafTro Land will become British territory, when
the Cape Colony will bo conterminous throughout with Natal

on the north-ea.st ; and preliminary steps have already been

taken for the extension of the western boundary of the

colony to includo the immeuso but thinly inhabited region

of Qtoat Namaqua Land, which stretches north of the

lower Orange River to Walfisch Bay in 23° S.

The lieutenant-governorship of Griqua Land West, better

known as the district of the South African diamond fields,

which Ilea north 6f the Orange River and west of the

Free State, annexed tu the BrilisL ompiro iu 1871, is

strictly a separate dependency of the Crown, but is so

intimately connected with the Cape Colony as to be neces-

sarily described along with it.

The extreme breadth of the colony from north to south

is about 500 miles, and it3 length from east to west about

800,'its area comprising 230,000 square miles.

The country rises from the sea by a series of terraces, of

which the supporting walls are nearly parallel chains of

rugged mountains, intersected by deep ravines, rising to a

central and highest range, which divides the drainage of

the coastal streams from that of the inner tributaries of

the Orange River in the north. This central range follows

a curve almost identical with that of the coast, at a general

distance of about 100 miles from the ocean; from the

borders of Natal westward it is known in different portions

83 the Kahlamba or Drakenberg, the Storm Berg, Zuur
Berg, Sueeuw Berg, Winter Berg, Nieuweveld, and
\Roggeveld. In height its summits appear to average

nearly 6000 feet, the highest points being Cathkin peak,

10,300 feet, in the extreme north-east corner of the colony;

Compass Berg, in the Sneeuw Berg, 8300 feet ; and Bulb-

houders Bank, in the Nieuweveld Range, which is 7300
feet above the sea. North of this dividing range the

inner country slopes gradually to the Orange River,

central Bushmanland being a plateau of from 3000 to

4000 feet above the sea. The numerous outer ranges,

which form the margins of the terraces that fall towards

the ocean, are separated from the central range throughout

the greater part of the colony by the arid plateau known
as the Great Karroo, nearly 300 miles in length and 60
miles in width north to south, and at an elevation of about

3000 feet above the sea; their general direction is always

that of the coast, and they are cut across at intervals by

rugged gorges or " kloofs " through which the periodical

torrents of the coastal watershed escape to the sea. Two
chief ranges may bo distinguished, an inner and an outer,

—the former having the names of Zwarto Berg, Witta

Berg, and Cedar Berg, along a great part of its length,

the latter being most prominent in the Outeniquo, Zon-

dereinde, Drakenstein, and Olifant Bergen, rising from the

south and west coasts. Some points of tho inner coast

range exceed 7000 feet in altitude, and the outer lino

appears to average about 4000 feet. In Namaqua Land,

in the north-west of the colony, the central and outer

ranges, approaching one anothor end dicrear.'-i;;; considcr-

V. — 6
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ably in height, continue in an irregular series of-, chains to

the lower Orange River. Within the central range, in

Bushmanland, the most remarkable elevations are the

chains of isolated flat-topped hills which rise directly from

the plains of the Fraserburg and Victoria west districts,

known as the Karree and Praam Bergen. The Tafel Berg

or Table Mountain, the well-known landmark of the coast,

and the nucleus of the peninsula of the Cape of Good Hope,

rises to 3582 feet. Though the mountains of the colony and
the plateaus between them present bold and picturesque

outlines of sharply-defined ranges and vast level plains, the

landscape, excepting in the coastal districts, is bare and
uninviting, and deficient in water and tree-growth.'

goa. Nearly two-thirds .of the surface of Cape Colony consists

of vast arid plains, covered, however, with shallow beds of

the richest soil, which only requires the fertilizing power
of water to render it available for pasture or agriculture.

After the periodical rains, the plateau of the " Karroo

"

and the great plains of Bushmanland present the appear-

ance of vast fields of grass, but the summer suu reduces

them again to a barren and burnt-up aspect. The pastoral

lands or ' velds," which extend chiefly around the outer

Elopes and in the east, are distinguished according to the

nature of the grass or sedge which they produce as " sweet "

or "sour." Shallow sheets of water termed " vleis

"

accumulate at many places in the flat lands of ihe interior

after rains ; and in the dry seasons these spots, wheje the

Boil is not excessively saUne, are covered with rich grass

and aS'ord favourite grazing land for cattle. Only in the

extreme southern coastland of the colony is there a soil and
moisture supply suited to forest growth, and the first

requisite of every settlement in the interior is the formation

iif a • dam " or reservoir for the collection and saving of a

water supply. Out of an area of upwards of 40 millions

of acres of occupied lands, according to the census returns

of 1865, only 460,000 acres were then under cultivation.

Geologj Geological knowledge of the vast territory of the colony
aod is as yet imperfect, though suflacient data have been
minerals,

collected to enable the general features of the structure of

the land to be mapped (A. G. Bain, Memoirs on the Geology

of the Cape ; Dunn's Geological Map of the Cape

;

Griesbach and Stow in the Quarterly Journal of the

Geological Society, itc). The following are some of the

more striking general features. The whole basis formation

of the western province is considered to be granite, lower

but more recent than the clay-slate, which rests upon it.

A remarkable band of porphyritic rock has been traced

along the whole of the countrj' between British Kaifraria

and the Bokkeveld Mountains in the west, a distance of

more than 600 miles. A series of sandstone rocks form the

chains of the Zwarte and Lange Bergen. The " Karroo

beds," the name given to formations which cover that

plateau and the country northward to beyond the Orange
River, are believed from the abundance of fossil wood and
fresh-water shelb to be of lacustrine origin, and contain

reptile remains of most remarkable character, unknown
elsewhere. In the eastern province, one of the most
interesting features of the geology is that of the beds of

water-worn pebbles, many hundreds of feet above the

present sea-level ; indeed there appears to be no doubt

that a process of upheaval is still in progress along the

whole South African coast, where modern raised beaches,

coral reefs, and oyster banks may everywhere be seen.

Slight shocks of earthquake have been experienced at

various times in the south-western region of the colony.

There are records of these in 1739, 1766, 1809, 1811, and
1844. Namaqua Land, north as well as south of the

Orange River, is a region composed of the older rocks,

gneiss and schists, and is famcis for its copper deposits.

These appear to have been ko^wn as early as 1683. and

have attracted attention at various subsequent periods, but
it was not till 1863 that any well-directed efforts were made
for the extraction of the copper ; at the present time the
famous mine of Ookeip in the district of Springbokfontein
yields an average of 7000 tons of ore each year. Copper
is also known to exist in the Amapondo country of

Kaffraria. Silver has also been discovered in Namaqua
Land, but has not yet been successfully worked. Coal
seams are known both in the Storm Berg in the extreme
east and in the central district of Beaufort, but not in

easily workable situations.

The discovery of diamonds north of the Orange River,

an event which gave great impetus to all affairs of the
colony, was made in 1867, and in the following years
people from all parts of the world flocked to the fields.

These lie in the eastern portion of the territory known as

Griqua Land West, which, as a consequence of the dis-

covery, was annexed to the British empire in 1871. The'
mining has now become a settled industry, with its accom
paniment of a fixed population and rapidly-growing towns.

The fields extend between the lower Vaal River and its

tributary the Modaer; in this region the diamond-producing
rock is found in fragments mingled with the detritus of

other rocks, occupying various depressions known as
" pans," or in the deep torrent beds of the rivers. The
diggings are thus distinguished as the -wet, which lie chiefly

along the lower Vaal river, and h^ve been almost abandoned,
and the dry mines, about Kimberley, Du Toits pan, and
Bulfontein, farther south. One of the largest diamonds at

first discovered in this region weighed 83 carats, and
realized £11,000; several much larger ones have since

been found, one of more than 200 carats. Iron ores,

hematite, and magnetite abound also in this region, the

deficiency of fuel alone prevents the working of mines of

great richness.

We have seen that the great water-parting mountain Rivers,

chain of the colony passes through the centre of the

country in a curve parallel to the coast line, from the

inner border of Natal ,to near the western Atlantic coast,

forming an outward watershed to the sea of about 100
miles in width, and an inner shed to the Orange River.

The streams of the outer shed are constant only in the

extreme east of the country ; towards the south-west and
on the Atlantic coast land their supply is irregular. Al
partake of the character of mountain torrents,—having
numerous falls, flowing in deeply-cut channels, and being
low and feeble (in some cases dry) for the greater part of

the year, but swollen and rapid in rainy weather. From
east round to west the chief are the Kei, Great Fish,

Zondag, Gamtoos, Gauritz, Breede, Berg, and Olifant ; of

these only two are navigable for a short distance,—the

Breede for small vessels for 30 or 40 miles from its mouth,
and the Berg for a few miles from St Helena Bay, on the

Atlantic coast. The Orange River, or Gariep, to which the

inner shed of the colony drains, rises in the Drakenberg
on the border of Natal in the extreme north-east of the

colony, and flows westward for about 900 miles to the

Atlantic. Its basin includes an area of upwards of

400,000 square miles, but the greater portion of this.

belongs to the arid deserts of the Kalahari and of Bushman-
land. Below its confluence (in about 24° E. long.) with ita

chief affluent, the Vaal, from the north-east, it has no perma-
nently flowing tributary, receiving only the occasional sup-

plies of the torrent channels which are cut deep in the

plateaus and filled only after thunder showers,—so that its

volume decreases very much in its passage westward. Its

upperTalleys are very rugged and have been little explored
;

the region about the confluence of the Vaal is low and
alluvial ; but from this to the sea the river is hemmed in by
steep and precipitous cliffc, and broken hy i.Tiaierise walls
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of rock which cause formidable cataracts : of these the fall

named Aukurabies (in 20° 40' E. long.), 150 feet in height,

is the greatest. The Orange is not navigable excepting

for boats for a few miles above its mouth, which is barred.

Lakes are unknown in Cape Colony. Springs are freq^uent,

and in sandstone districts afford excellent water, but in the

Karroo country they are generally brackish. Hot or mineral

springs occur in several districts.

Cwists and The southern coastland of the colony is generally bold

hmboiirs. and rocky, the mountains often approaching the shore ; the

Ik Atlantic coast, on the other hand, is for the most part
*

low and sandy. The great ocean currents—viz., the

Mozambique current which sweeps down round the south

of the Cape Colony, and is deflected there over the great

bank of Agulhas, the submarine apex of the continent, and

the South Atlantic current flowing northward past the Cape

peninsula,—give rise to many local and minor currents in

opposing directions close to the coast, forming great

obstacles to navigation.

The coast is indented by various bays and inlets; few

of these, however, afl"ord convenient harbours, and the only

one which is naturally safe in all winds is that of Saldanha

Bay on the Atlantic. From eastward round to west, the

chief points at which commerce reaches the coast are—the

port of East London, at the mouth of the Buffalo River in

British KaS'raria, in which extensive harbour works are

being constructed ; Port Alfred, or the Kowie mouth,
which estuary has also been rendered more commodious by
engineering operations , Port Elizabeth, in Algoa Bay, the

second port of the colony in point of trade, but with many
natural disadvantages ; Plettenberg Bay, of importance in

coasting trade , the Knysna, a land-locked estuary in 23"

E. ; llossel Bay; False Bay, a wide gulf formed by the

peninsula of the Cape of Good Hope, and containing within

it the well-sheltered naval station of Simon's Bay ; Table

Bay, the harbour of Cape Town, which has been rendered

safe by the construction of a great breakwater and docks

;

Saldanha Bay, little visited, but one of the finest natural

harbours in the world ; and Port Nolloth, the copper .port

of Namaqua Land, and the terminus of a railway from the

mines. Angra Pequeiia Bay, in 26° 40' S., a British pos-

session on the barren Atlantic coast north of Cape Colony,

was formerly visited in obtaining cattle, while the now
nearly exhausted guano deposits of Ichaboe and Possession

Islands, north and south of it, were being worked. Walfisch

Bay, in 22° 50' S., up to which point it is anticipated that the

colonial territory will shortly be extended, is an inlet on a

I desolate waterless coast, afl'ording secure anchorage, and for-
'' merlymuchvisited byAmerican whaling ships. Lighthouses

are maintained at various ports and headlands on the coast.

CUmat* In general character the climate of the Cape Colony is

•»' me- dry, highly salubrious, and milder than that of England
;

teKolopj.
^jjg atmosphere is clear and buoyant. So extensive, how-
ever, is the country, and so diversified in aspect and eleva-

tion, that there are naturally many varieties of climate

within its limits. As far as moisture is concerned there is

a gradual diminution from east to west across the country

;

the prevailing winds in the interior are from eastward, and
the moisture they draw from the Indian Ocean being
expended in great part on the eastern slopes and mountain
ranges, the western interior districts are left almost rainlei^s.

In the eastern divisions heavy rains and thunderstorms
moderate the intense heat of summer, and keep the face of

the country fresh and green. The winters are cold, but
the air is then clear and agreeable. At Graham's 'Town
the average annual temperature is 63°, ranging from upwards
of 100° to a minimum of 35°, and the annual rainfall is

about 33 inches. The south-western margin of the country
outside the edge of the great Karroo plateau is for eight

iDonths of the year supplied with rain showers by westerly

ocean winds. In summer (December, January, February)

the dry south-east trade winds blow with great violence.

The mean temperature of the year at the Cape of Good
Hope is about 62° attaining a maximum of 100° and a.

minimum of 34°, the average annual rainfall being 24
inches. At Worcester, on the inner border of this region,

the yearly rainfall decreases to 12 inches.

The low coast region in the extreme west is subject to

great droughts and extreme range of daUy temperature

;

though it seldom rains there, dense fogs arise at dawn. The
climate of the great Karroo plateau, which is about 3000
feet above the sea, is also characterized by severe droughts,

by excessive heats during the day in summer, by cold nights,

and by sharp cold in winter. Within the water-parting

mountains the plains stretching to the Orange River,

though also subject to long periods of drought, have a salu-

brious climate, which is clear and bracing in winter ; while

in summer the violent thunderstorms, which occur on an
average every three or four days along the mountain ranges,

render the air cool and pleasant, filling the water-channels

and "vleis," and reviving vegetation. ' Hot, dry winds

from the northern deserts sometimes prevail for two or

three days at a time in the central and eastern districts of

the interior Snow seldom falls in the coast region, but in

the higher mountain tracts it lies for three or four months
in the year. The summit of Table Mountain is occasionally

sprinkled with snow for a day or two. Hail-storms are

rare, but are of great violence after long droughts. The
phenomenon of the mirage is common, both on the coast

and in the heated plams of the interior.

Ophthalmia and rheumatism are perhaps the only diseases

of the colony which are at all prevalent; low fevers are

common on the flat western coastlands.

Though much of the land of the colony is dry and Vegeta-

barren, the flora of the more fertile portions is remarkable tion.

and varied. We have seen that the forests are confined to

the outward slopes of the extreme margins of the colony,

—

the only patches of wood deserving the name being found in

the Cedar Berg in the west, on two sides of Table Mountain,
on the Outeniqua mountains facing the south coast, on the

Olifants Hoek near Port Elizabeth, in the vicinity of King
William's Town in British Kaffraria, and in the district of

the Katberg or Stockenstroom farther inland. The inner
slopes of Griqua Land East are also wooded. These
patches of forest contain a great variety of useful woods,
affording escelleiit timber; among the commonest trees are

the yellow wood, which is also one of the largest, belonging
to the yew species ; black iron wood ; heavy, close-grained,

and durable stiiikhout ; melkhout, a white wood used for

wheelwork ; nieshout ; and the assegai or Cape lancewood.
In no other countrj' do bulbous plants and heaths exhibit

so many beautiful varieties ; of the latter several hundred
varieties are described. Of pod-bearing plants there are

upwards of eighty genera : Cape "everlasting" flowers (gene-

rally species of Helichrysum) are in great numbers. Several

species of aloe are indigenous to the Cape, and form a con-

siderable article of export The so-called American aloe has
also been naturalized. The castor-oil plant and many other

plants of great value in medicine are indigenous in great
abundance. Among Cape plants which are remarkable in

their appearance and structure may be noted the cactus-

like Euphorbije or spurge plants, the Sta/xlia or carrion

flower, and the elephant's foot or Hottentots' bread, a plant
of the same order as the yam. Hooks, thorns, and prickles

arc characteristic of ninny South African plants. There
are few indigenoiLS fruits ; the kei apple is the fniit of a
small tree or shrub found in Kaffraria and the eastern

district', where also the wild and Kaffre plums are common ;

hard pears, gourds, water melons, and species of almond,
chestnut, and lemon an- also native. Almost' all the fruiti
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of northern and southern Europe Lave been introduced, and I

grow in abundance. It is doubtful whether or not a species

of vine is indigenous to the Cape, but the cuttings of

French vines introduced by the Huguenots who emigrated

to the colony on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes,

between 1685 and 1688, have given rise to an extensive

culture in the south-western divisions of the colony, the

grapes being among the finest in the world. The Cape wines,

the export of which has revived of late years, are chiefly

those known as Constantia, Pontac, Steen, and Hanepoot.

Of the cereals, wheat is grown throughout the colony,

but chiefly in the low marginal division ef the south-west

and in the eastern midland districts ; barley and oats are

general Rye gives its name to the Eoggeveld in the

west, and is chiefly grovrn there and in the lower hills

of Namaqua Land : mai^e and mOlet are cultivated in all

moist situations of the north-east of the colony. Rice
might be extensively cultivated, and flourishes on the

inundated banks of the Olifauts River in the west ; the

growth of potatoes has been much extended ; melons,

cucumbers, beans,' and pease are grown universally where
there is water. Cotton has been introduced experimentally

in some districts ; the cultivation of tobacco is wide spread,

that of the division of George, grown in the valley of the

eastern OUfants River, being most reputed.

The larger and more important of the wUd animals

which once gave the Cape Colony the character of the great

hunting ground of the v,-orld have retreated before
Animals, advancing civilization, and few are now found within the

frontier. The lion is only to be met with now in the

northern districts of Bushmanland and in the extreme
north-eastern portion of the colony, and rarely in British

Kaft'raria. The elephant, which also abounded at the tune
of the first Dutch settlement, ;s now almost extinct in the

colony, a few only existii:;; in the forests between K.iysna

and the Zondag River i;i the extreme south. The rhino-

ceros and giraffe have been drivsn far outside the fron-

tier. Hippopotami are only found in the coast rivers of

British Kaffraria and in the lower Orange River. The
buffalo remains only perhaps in the Knysna forests and in

the thickets of Great Fish River. The Cape leopard, the

hyena, the aard wolf or Pro'.eles, and the jackal alone

keep their ground, and are still common in the colony.

Quaggas and zebras are met with in large herds in the

plains of the Vaal, and sometimes extend into the colony

as far as the divisions of Cradock and Graaf Reinet, where
the gnu, harteheeste, and brindled gnu are also seen. Of
the many varieties of South African antelope the larger

kinds—the eland, koodoo, and sable and roan antelopes

—

are now banished from the colony, though the smaller

varieties are found along the coast region, and migratory
herds of springbok invade the plains of Bushmanland and
Little Xamaqua Land at certain seasons. Ostriches, once
numerous, are still thinly scattered over the colony, though
the supply of feathei's is now mainly derived from regions

north of the Orange River. Ostrich farming and artificial

incubation, carried on in the northern, western, and eastern

divisions, have, however, become of late years one of the

most profitable industries of the Cape,—the feathers being
worth from .£30 to £60 per ib.

Birds of prey, including the bearded vulture, aasvogel,

and Several varieties of eagles, hawks, and falcons, are nume-
rous ; cranes, stocks, flamingoes, and pelicans are in large

variety
; partridges and pheasants, guinea fowl, and quails

abound. The bustard is found in several kinds, as well

as ducks, wild geese, and plovers.

Upwards of forty varieties of edible fishes are caught in

the se.as surrounding the Cape Colony, the waters of which
also teem with whales, seals, and sharks. Reptiles are

exceedingly ri'uuero is ; among the venomous snakes are the

cobra di capello and the puff adder ; lar^e t^ads and frogs

are abo common, as are scorpions, tarauiuia spiders,

hornets, and stinging anta.

Sheep, cattle, and dogs of an inferior breed wera
possessed by the natives on the discovery of the country.

Horses, asses, goats, and cattle, introduced by the earlier

colonists, were found to thrive well. The merino breed of

sheep is now rapidly taking the place of the big-tailed

sheep of the Dutch settlers ; and some of the central

divisions have immense sheep farms, producing the wool
which is the great staple of the country's export trade. The
angora goat is now extensively farmed, the hair being largely

exported. Cows of the finest breeds have also beenimported

;

the introduction of the English horse does not, however,
appear to have been successful, the older, heavier Spanish
breed being better adapted to the wants of the country.

The numbers of Uve stock in the Cape Colony and its

native districts are estimated thus for 1875 :
—

Sheep 11,500,000
Draught Oxen 500,000
Other homed Cattle 900,000
Horses 257,000
Mules and Asses 29,500
Angora Goata 1,000,000
Common Goata 2,300,000
Pigs 120,000
Ostriches 22,250

The Cape of Good Hope was discovered by Bartholomew History,

Diaz, the Portuguese navigator, in 1486. He first landed
at Algoa Bay, having, after exploring the west coast, been
driven out to sea by a storm. Thus accidentally doubling

the Cape, he saw it on his way back, and gave it the nama
of the Cape of Storms i^Cabo Tormentoso).

The king of Portugal, however, gave it the more
auspicious name it now bears, as its discovery afforded a
hops of a new and easier way of reaching India, the great

object of all the maritime expeditions of that ags.

The great navigator Vasco de Gama doubled the Cape
in 1497, and carried the Portuguese flag into the Indian

seas. His countrymen, however, attracted by the riches

of the East, made no permanent settlement at the Cape,

although they frequently touched there on the voyage to

India. But the Dutch, who, on the decline of the Portu-

guese power, established themselves in the East, early saw
the importance of the place as a station where their vessels

might take in water aud provisions. They did not, how-
ever, colonize it till 1652, when the Dutch East India

Company directed Jan Van Riebeeck, with a smalT party

of colonists, to form a settlement there. The country was

at that time inhabited by a people called Qusquae, but

to whom the Dutch seem to have given the name of

Hottentots. The Riebeeck settlers had at first great

difficulties and hardships to endu'-e, and their territory did

not extend beyond a few miles round the site of the

present Cape Town, where they first fixed their abode.

They gradually, however, extended their limits, by driving

the natives back or reducing them to serfdom. Thesa

colonists, although under Dutch authority, were- not wholly

of that nation, but consisted partly of persons of various

nations, especially Germans and Flemings, with a few

Poles and Portuguese. They were for the most part

people of low station or indifferent character ; there was,

however, a smaU number of a higher class, from whom was

selected a council to assist the governor. About the year

16S6 the European population was increased by a number of

the French refugees who left their country on the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes. Our limits forbid our attempting to

trace the history of the Cape Colony during the lengthened

period it remained under the Dutch Government. We may,

however, mention some of its prominent incidents, the

effects of which are visible in the colony to this hour.
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1st, Tn-? utch, partly by so-called contracts, partly by

force, gradually depnved the Hottentots of their country.

2d, They reduced to slavery a large part of that unfor-

tunate people whom they did not destroy. Zd, They intro-

duced a number of llalays and negroes as slaves, ith,

They established that narrow and tyrannical system of

policy which they adopted in other colonies, prescrib-

ing to the farmers the nature of the crops they were to

"row, demanding from them a large part of their produce,

and harassing them with other exactions tending to dis-

courao-e industry and enterprize. There is no doubt that

to this mischievous policy is due the origin of those un-

B«ltled habits, that dislike to orderly government, and that

desire to escape from its control, which characterize a

considerable part of the so-called Dutch boers of the present

day,—qualities utterly at variance with the character of

the Dutch in their native country, which were strongly

manifested at the Cape, long before they came under British

rule and under those influences to which some exclusively

attribute the insubordination of those men. The attempts

of the boers to escape from the Dutch power, and so form

an independent government beyond the borders of the

colony, especially in the district since called Graaf-Reinet,

are strikingly similar to their proceedings at a later date

under the British Government. 5l/i, The Gamtoos River

formed the boundary between the Hottentot and KafTre

races, and was early adopted by the Dutch as their eastern

limit; but about the year 1740 they began to pass this

river, and came into colL'sion with the Kaffres, and in 1780

they extended their frontier to the Great Fish River.

In 1795 the colonists, having imbibed the revolutionary

principles then pievailing in Europe, attempted to throw

off the yoke of the Dutch, upon which the British sent a

fleet to support the authority of the Prince of Orange, and

took possession of the country in his name As, however,

it ivas evident that Holland would not be able to hold it,

and that at a general peace it would be made over to

England, it was ruled by British governors till the year

1802, when, at the peace of Amiens, it was again restored to

Holland. In 1806, on the renewal of the war. it saw again

taken by the British under Sir David Baird, and has since

remained in their possession, having been finally ceded by

the king of the Netherlands at the peace of 1815. At

this time the limit of the colony was formed by the Great

Fish River and the line of the mountains south of Bush-

manland to the Buffels River and the Atlantic, the area

being about 120,000 square miles, and the population little

over 60,000. A summary may be given of the chief

events which have taken place since 1806

Isl, The Kaffre IVars.—The first of theso wars took place in 1811-

12, and tho second in 1819, when the boundary of the colony was

extended to the Keiskamma. The third occurred in 1835, under Sir

Benjamin D'Urban, when the boundary was- advanced to tho Kei

;

but on the recall of that o'Ticer the country between the Kei and
Keiskamma rivers was restored to the Kaffres. The fourth Kaffre war
t^'ok place in 1846, and after being conducted by governors ^faitlond

and Pottinger, it was terminatedby Sir Harry Smith in 1848. Tho
6fth war broke out at the end of 1850, and after being for some time

carried on by Governor Sir H. Smith, it was conducted in 1852 by

Governor Cathcart, and brought to a conclusion only in Slarch 1853.

During its progress an armed police had been organized for th» pro-

tection of the frontier, and British KafTraria was subsequently formed

into a Crown colony, reserved at first for occupation by KaJTrcs. A
somewhat more detailed account of these wars will be found under
the heading KAFrRABiA.

24, In 1820, British emigrants, to tho number of 5000, orrived

at Algoa Bay, and laid the foundation of the settlementa on the

eastern frontier which have since become tho most thriving part of

the colony, including the important towns of Graham^s Town and
Port Elizabeth.

3</, In 1834 the great measure of slave-emancipation took effect

in the Capo Colony. It has been of immense service in robing tho

character and condition of the Hottentots and other races before

held in bondnge, though many of the vices begotten bj tho state of

slavery still adhere to thc-n Tliis measure gave great offence to the

Dutch boers of the colony, and completed their already existing dis-

affection to the British rule.

In 1835-6 a large number of thc'se people resolved to free them-

selves from the British Government by removing with their families

beyond the limits of the colony. With this object they sold their

farms, mostly at a great sacrifice, and crossed the Orange River into

territories inhabited chiefly by tribes of the Kaffre race. After

meeting with great hardships and varied 8uc".ess in their contests

with the natives, a part of their number, under one Peter Eetief,

crossed the Drakenberg Mountains and took possession of the dis-

trict of Natal, where they estabhshed a republican government, and

maintained their ground against powerful nations of Zulu Kaffres till

1842, when tuey were forced to jield to the authority of the British

Government, which look possession of Natal.

The boers beyond the Orange River and west of the Drakeuherg

still, however, retained a sort of independence till 1848, when, in

consequence of the lawless state of the country, and the solicitation

of part of the inhabitants, the governor. Sir Ifarry Smith, declared

the supremacy of the Crown over the territory, which was thenceforth

called the Orange River Sovereignty. Shortly after this, in conse-

quence, it was alleged, of certain acts of tho British Government in

Natal, Andrew Fretorius, an intelligent boer of that district, crossed

the Drakenberg Jtountains with his followers, and after being joined

on the western side by large numbers of disaffected boers, raised

the standard of rebellion. Upon this the governor. Sir H. Smith,

crossed the Orange River at the head of a detachment of troops, and

encountered and defeated the rebels in a short but brilliant skirmish

at Boem Plaats. After fius Pretorius and the most dis-iffccted part

of the Iwers retreated to beyond the Vaal River (tho northern limit

of the sovereignty), where they established a government of their

own. They were subsequently, in 1852, absolved from their allegi-

ance to the British Crown by treaty with the governors and her

Majesty's commissioners for settling frontier affairs.

In 1853-54, in consequence of the troubled state of the Orange

River Sovereignty, and the difficulty of maintaining with becoming

dignity the authority of her Majesty there, it was resolved to aban-

don the country to the settlers, mostly Dutch boers. This was

carried into eflect by a special commissioner. Sir George Clerk,

sent from England for the purpose ; and the countrj', under the

name of the Orange Free State, is constituted a republic, with a

president at its head, assisted or controlled by an assembly called the

Volksraad (people's council), elected by nearly universal suflrage.

Uh, The Cfinvici Jgitation.—After the British Government had

felt itself compelled to discontinue the sending of convicts to New
South Wales and Van Diemen's Land, the subject of transportation

became one of great difficulty, the more so that an unusually large

number of prisoners was then on its hands in consequence of the pro-

secutions arising out of the disturbed state of Ireland. Under these cir-

cumstances an Order in Council was passed in 1848, under authority

of the Act of 5 Geo. IV., authorizing the secretary of state to send

certain convicts to such colonies as he might think proper. A cir-

cular was sent by Earl Grey, then colonial secretary, to the governor

of the Cape (among other colonial governors), requesting him to

ascertain the feelings of the colonists regarding the reception of- a

certain class of convicts. UnfortunateK*, owing to some misunder-

standing, a vessel, the "Neptune," was despatched to the Cajie before

the opinion of the colonists had been received, having on board 289

convicts, among whom were John Mitchell, tho Irish rebel, and his

colleagues. When the news reached the Cape that tliis vessel was

on her way, the people of the colony became violently excited ; and

goaded to fury by the inflammatory articles in the local newspapers,

and guided by a few demagogues, they established what was called

the Anti-Ccmvicl Associalion, by which they bound themselves by a

pledge to cease from all intercourse of every kind with persons in

any way connected "with the landing, supplying, or employihc

convicts." On the 19th of September 1849, the "Neptune" arrived

in Simon's Bay ; and when the intelligence reached Capo Town,

tho people assembled in masses, and their behaviour was violent

and outrageous in the extreme. The governor, after adopting several

resolutions, and again abandoning them under the pressure of popu-

lar agitation, agreed not to land the convicts, but to keep them on

board ship In Simon's Bay till he received orjers to send them else-

where. Even this concession did not satisfy any but a small num-
ber of more moderate men. Tho masa of the population, under the

guidance or domination of a few agitators, continued to do all in

their power to prevent the convicts and all the officers of the Govern-

ment from obtaining supplies. When the Home Government be-

came aware of the state of affairs it immediately >ent order* direct-

ing the "Neptune" to proceed to Van Diemen's Land, and the

agitation ceaaod. This agitation did not, however, pass away with-

out important results, since it led to another movement, tho object

of which was to obtain a free representative government for the

colony. This concession, which had been previously promised' by
Lord Grey, was granted by bor ifaiesty's Government, and. in 1858,

a constitution woi established of almost unexampled lib«nJity.

ilh, la 1S57 an slmott incredible delusion arose in tho Amaxora
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tribe of Britiah Kaffraria. !t was predicted amone them that, on

condition of a complete sacrifice of their lives and property, a re-

surrection would take place on a certain day, in which all the dead

warriors and great men of the nation would arise in new strength
;

and acting upon this faith nearly a third of the tribe, or about 50,000,

perishtd in a national suicide. The tractd thus depopulated were

afterwards peopled by European settlers, among whom were many
of the German legion which had served with the English army in

the Crimea, and a body of upwards of 2000 industrious North Ger-

man emigrants, who proved to be a valuable acquisition to the colony.

6/A, Public works in tlie colony marked an era in the opening,

in November 1863, of the railway from Cape Town to Wellington,

begun in 1859^ and, in 1860, of the great breakwater in Table Bay,

long needed on that perilous coast, in 1 8G5 the province of British

Kanraria was incorporated with the colony, under the title of the

Electoral Divisions of King Willidm's Town and Eayt London. In

the same year several important modifications of the constitution

were adopted.

7th, The discovery of diamonds in the districts north of the

Orange River in 1807 drew the attention of the whole world to the

colony, and gave new life and impetus to every branch of industry,

leading to the annexation of the large territor}' of Griqua Land West
to the British Crown. The Basutos, a division of the Bechwana
Kaffres, occupying the upper valleys of the Orange River, had sub-

sisted under a semi- protectorate of the British GovenAnent from

1848 to 1854 ; but having been left to their own resources on the

abandonment of the Orange Sovereignty, they fell into a long exhaus-

tive warfare with the boers of the Free State. On the urgent petition

of their chief Moshesh, they were proclaimed British subjects in 1868,

and their territory became part ol the colony by Act of Government
of 1871.

St.h, More recently, in 1874 and 1875, large areas of southern and

northern Kaffraria, the Transkei territories of the Fingo and Tam-
bookie tribes, and the tenitory of Griqua Land East on the southern

border of Natal, have also come under British rule by the free con-

sent of their 'inhabitants. At the present moment attention is

strongly directed towards the consolidation of the European states

of South Africa, and the introduction of greater unity in their

hitherto conflicting systems of government, with a view to the more
complete development of their great natural resources.

A sum of five millions sterling voted by the Government is now
(1876) being expended in the construction of four trunk lines of

railway:—one extending the already existing line from Cape Town,
two from Port Elizabeth, and one from East London. The tele-

graphic wire now connects Cape Town with Port Elizabeth, Grahams-
town, King William's Town, East London, Queenstown, Beaufort

West, Graaf Reinet, Cradock, Colesberg, and Kimberley in the

diamond fields. Five steamers now run between England and the

Gape each mo-nth.

Until the year 1873, the colony was divided for the purposes of

adTuinistration and election of members for the Legislative Council

into two provinces, a western and an eastern ; but with the growth
of the colony these were found to be inconveniently large, and by
aa Act of Government, which became law in 1874, the country wis
portioned out into seven provinces ; at about the same time some
new (itvisioris were formed mthin them by the reduction of those

already existing. Space does not admit of a special description of

each of these divisions ; the following table, howler, shows their

approximate area and the increase of their population from the date

of the first census in 1865 to that of 1875. The native districts

recently added to the eastern side of the colony are governed by
Government agents and resident magistrates, who are under the

direction of the secretary for native affairs in Cape Town.

Provinces. Divisions, and
Native Districts
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are in a majority in the east; and, in smaller proportions, of

Germans, desceudants of Frencli emigrauts, and Portuguese.

English, which is the language of the legislation, is used

in the seaports and eastern border towns, but Dutch is still

commonly used In mauy parts of the western and midland

provinces. Of thirty newspapers published in the colony

twenty-five are English.

The major part of the population of the colony, how-

ever, consists of Hottentots, Malays, Negroes, and Kaffres.

The aborigines with whom the tirst settlers at the Cape
came in contact had originally the generic name of

QuaequEe, and received the name of Hottentots from the

Dutch. Owing to intermarriages with Malays, Negroes,

and others, and illicit intercourse with the whites during

the period of slavery, the race has lost much of its dis-

tinctive character. In 1865 the number of people distin-

guished as Hottentots was 82,000, nearly two-thirds of

whom were found in the western division. The Malays
were introduced by the Dutch as slaves; their descendants

still retain the Mahometan religion, and most of the dis-

tinctive habits and customs of their race. We have no
means of ascertaining their number, but it cannot be large.

They are found chiefly resident in the seaports. The
negroes are mostly from the eastern coasts of Africa.

Griquas or Baastards are a mixed race sprung from the

intercourse of the Dutch boers or farmers with their

Hottentot slaves. A great number of them migrated from
the colony in the early part of this century with the boers,

and settled between tho Orauge River and the Vaal under
the chiefs Waterboer and Adam Kok, in part of the territory

now known as Griqua Land West. In 1852 Kok's people

(about 15,000 in number) separated from the others, and
migrated to the district called Nomansland south of

Natal, which had been depopulated by the strifes of the

Amapondo and Amabaca KaflVes, forming there the settle-

ment called Griqua Land East or New Griqua Land.
The line of division between the native Hottentot (or

Bushman) and Kaffre races of South Africa passes south
through the Cape Colony in about 26° E. long. • The Kafi'res

now resident within the colony proper are chiefly of the

tribe of th6 Amaxosa, with whom the colonists first came
iu contact at the line of the Great Fish River in 1778, and
the Fingoes, who originally came from Natal and its vici-

nity; driven thence early in the present century by Chaka,
a warlike chief of the Zulu Kaffres, they took refuge

with the tribes on the border of Cape Colony. There they
were reduced to a state of serfdom, from which they were
liberated by Sir Benjamin D' Urban after the third Kaffre
war of 1835, when a body of 16,000 of them came into

tho colony and settled in what is now the division of

Peddic. From this, again, the greater part of the Fingoes
have moved to tho district now called Fiugo Land, cast of

tho River Kei, recently joined to the colony. In 1865 tho
number of Kafi'res within tho limits of the colony was not
less than 164,500. The Kaflires of the native districts

which have come under British rule during the last three
yoara are

—

(1.) The BasutoEt, soractimes called Mountain Bechwanaa, the frag-
ments of sovoral broken tiibcaof tlio Bcchwana Kalfroa which became
united under tho rule of Chief Moaheeh. Besides the inhabited dw-
tricta of Basuto Land, thejr now occupy tho portion of Nomanaland
which lies between Griqua Land East and tho range of tlio Drakeu-
bcrg. (2.) Tho Ama-baca, who appear to bo divided,—ono portion
of tho tribe inhal>iting the eoittern third of Nomansland on tho
borders of Natal; the other, under Chief Makaula, tho north-eastern
portion of St John's Territory. (3.) Tho Ama-xesibi, under Chief
Jojo, in the country Immediately south of Orinna Land East. (4.)
The Pondomisi, under the chiefs Umhlonhloand Umditchwa, occupy-
ing the southei-n portion of St Johns Territory. (5.) Tho Lohono,
Zloi, and Lobenya, email mountain tribes along tlio north-ffost side
01' St Jjhu'a Territory. (1.) The Ttmbookies, one of the most nuraor-

• ou* and powerful of the Katfro trtbai, located in part wiihm ue

colony proper, in the south-east of the division of "Wodehoiiso and
the north-east of Queonstown, and in part oceupyii»g the adjoininji

basin of the Tsomo, a tributai7 of the Kei River, in the districts ..i

thoir chiefs Gecelo, Stockwe, Matanziina, and Daralo. The Tani-
bookios under Gangelizwe occupy the ti'act between the 6aahc«
and the Umtata.

All those are now directly nnder British rule. The following tribes

of KafTraria, enclosed by British territory, etill retain their iBdepen-
dence. (1.) The Ama-pondo, the largest tribe between the Cape
Colony and Natal. These were also formerly driven from a more
northerly region by the Zulu Kaffres, and now occupy the country on
each side of the lower St John's River, under their paramount ciiief

Umquikfcia Faku, his brother Damas ruling a smaller eouthera
division of tho tribe; their numbers are estimated by missionaries
resident among them at not less than 160,000. (2. ) The GValecas
and Bom-Vanas (Ama-bomvane), on the coast-land between the Kei
and the Umtata Rivers, of whom Kreli is paramount chief, Moni the
chief of the bom-Vaiias acknowledging his supremacy.

Prior to 1827 there existed in the several districts of OovefB.

the colony an institution established by the Dutch called the men'-

Board of Landrost and Heemraaden. Tha landrost was the
chief magistrate of the district, appointed and paid by tha
Government. The heemraaden was a council to assist him,
composed of respectable inhabitants appointed by the
governor, on the recommendation of the landrost. These
boards not only had the administration of the local affairs

usually entrusted to municipal bodies, but they also

possessed extensive judicial authority. In consequence of

abuses, more especially in the exercise of the latter func-

tions, these institutions were abolished in 1827.

Prior to 1837 the whole authority of the general Govern-
ment was vested in the governor, assisted by a small
council of ofHcials. In that year a legislative council was
established, consisting of certain Government officials, and
five persons nominated by the Crown. An executive

council was also established to assist the governor in

executive matters, consisting of certain high officers of

Government. Such was the form of government till 1853,
when the legislative council as thus established was
abolished, and a new constitution introduced. Dnder this

the legislature consists of the governor, appointed by the
colonial office for a term of six years, and two chambers,
called the legislative council and the house of assembly,
both elected by the people. Tho former body was latterly

composed of eleven members for the western and ten for

tbe eastern province, chosen by the whole body of electors.

But in 1873 a bill was introduced for dividing the country
into seven electoral provinces, to give a more equable distri-

bution of political influence, and to do away with the separa-

tion of tho colony into two parts; and by this arrangement
each of the new divisions is to return three members to the

upper chamber. This bill became law in 1874, but does

not come into execution until tho dissolution of the existing

council by expiration of tho time of its session To qualify

a man to be elected for this chamber, he must possess

property in land worth X2000, clear of charges, or ^4000
in landed and personal property together ; he must be
thirty years of age, and must have been invited to become
a candidate by written requisition, signed by not less thor

twenty-five electors. Tho voting in this election ia cumu-
lative,—that is, any elector may give all his votes (as

many as there are members to bo chosen^ to one candidate,

or he may distribute them among the candidsUes as he
pleases. Tho council ia elected for ten years, but so that

half its number, os near as may be, go out every five years.

The legislative assembly is chosen by the electors of the
towns and other electoral districts into which the colony is

divided. The candidates have to bo proposed and seconded
at the hustings. There ia no property qualification required
of the candidates. The assembly consists of sLxty-cight

members, and la elected for five years.

Tho qualification of eleclnni of both hoiues is tho same,
name!}', the ocoupatioo of fixed property worth X25, or tli"
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receipt of o-agea of not les5 than £50 a year. The ministry

under the governor includes a colonial secretary or premier,

a commissioner of crown lands and public works, an
attorney-general, a treasurer-general, and a secretary for

native affairs. Since 1872 the ministry holds office, like

the English cabinet, at the pleasure, of the Parliament.

The governor may dissolve both houses, or he may
dissolve the house of assembly without dissolving the

council. He may give or refuse his assent to bills in the
Queen's name, or he may reserve them for the decision of

her Majesty. The Queen may disallow any bill assented

to by the governor at any time within two years of its

receipt. It is further provided, that all bills appropriating

any part of the revenues must be recommended to the
house of assembly by the governor.

The administration of justice is presided over by a supreme
court of five judges—a chief justice and four puisne judges.

The chief justice with two judges holds the supreme
court in Cape Town ; two other judges of the supreme
court form the " court of the eastern districts " held at

Graham's Town. The jurisdiction of the court of Cape
Town extends over the whole colony ; that of Graham's
Town has a concurrent jurisdiction over the eastern
divisions. Circuit courts are held throughout the Colony
twice yearly. Each division has a salaried magistrate who
is also civil commissioner, and the magisterial couits have
a limited jurisdiction in civil and criminal ca.ses. The
civil commissioner presides over the "divisional council"
of his district, an elected body charged with the super-
intendenca of roads, boundaries, and other interests of the
division. The Roman or civil law, as received in Holland
before the introduction of the Code Napoleon there in 1811,
was in force in Cape Colony at the time of its cession to

Britain, and lemains authoritative, though a few modifica-
tions have been sanctioned by Parliament.

The Cape Colony possesses important British military and
naval stations, and the establishment maintained by the
Home Government has always been very considerable.
This was especially the case during the Kaffre wars. In
recent years, however, a gradual reduction of the number
of imperial troops in the colony has taken place. In 1873
two British infantry regiments, with detachments of the
Royal Artillery and Eugineers, were quartered in the colony

;

but these are kept at the Cape rather for the purposes of the
Homo Government than for the domestic defence of the
colony. A force named the Frontier Armed and Mounted
Police was organized for the latter purpose in 1853, and
has been specially serviceable in quelling disturbances on
the interior borders of the country. This force is divided
into seven troops, and numbers 750 men. Small volunteer
corps of rifles and cavalry have been organized at various
points of the eastern and western divisions.

The greater number of the Protestant denominations of
the United Kingdom, as well as the Roman Catholic
Church, are represented in Cape Colony. The Dutch
llefornied Church, as might be anticipated from the early
history of the countiy, is by far the most numerous com-
munity. In form of government and in order of service
it closely resembles the Church of Scotland, to which
country a considerable number of its ministers belong.
The Church of England has, jierhaps, the ne.\t smaller
number of adhcreuts. In 1847 a bishop of Cape Town
was a))pointed to preside over thi» church, whose diocese
extended not only over Cape Colony and Natal, but also
over the island of St Helena. Later, however, separate
bi-sliop^ were appointed for the eastern province (with the
Boat at Gmham's Town) and for Natal. Wesleyan Metho-
di.'^ts nearly e^ual the Anglicans in number, and have a
larger proportion of coloured people in their body than any
Other sect. ThoCuDgregationalists, including Independents

and Baptists, are an important bod}-. Lutherans, Presby-
terians, and other Protestant communities, such as the
Moravians, are in smaller numbers. The Roman Catholica

have bishops in Cape Town and Graham's Town, but are

comparatively few. Government provides an annual grant
for ecclesiastical purposes, which is distributed among tho
various religious bodies, the Congregationalists alone declin-

ing to receive aid from the state. According, however, ta

the provisions of the " Voluntary Act," recently passed,

the grants in aid are to be continued only to present
incumbents. There are besides several foreign missions in

the colony, the most important being the Moravian, London,
and Rhenish missionary societies. The Moravians have been
established there since 1732, and have laboured hard to

convert the native races.

As early as 1839 a scheme of public schools, drawn up Education,

by Sir John Herschel, came into operation, which was well

adapted to the condition and circumstances of the colony

at that time. The Education Act of 1865, now in operation,

is an advance on this system, and provides three orders of

schools adapted to the wants of the main grades of the

population, the European.?, mixed races, and pure natives.

These orders comprise— (1) Undenominational public
schools in each division of the colony in three classes,

subject to the inspection of a superintendent-general of

education, and having teachers whose salaries are guaran-

teed; (2) Schools established by missionary societies

to which Government aid is granted under certain con-

ditions for secular education; (3) Day schools and industrial

institutions for the civilization of the aborigines on the

frontiers of tiie colony. For higher education there

are several colleges. The South African college in Cape
Town was founded in 1829, and in its higher classes

prepares for the European universities and for colonial

examinations ; the college has a grant of X400 annually
from Government. Graaf Reinet College, on the same
plan, has a similar subsidy. The Grey Institute, in Port
Elizabeth ; Gill College, in Somerset East ; the Diocesan
College, under the bishop of Cape Town, the first of the

institutions of a purely denominational character ; the

Theological Seminary of the Dutch Reformed Church at

Stellenbosch ; and four educational institutions of the

Roman Catholic Church, are the other schools of higher

education which are chiefly worthy of note. A pubb'c

university, founded on the plan of that of London, arose

out of and superseded the Board of Public Examiners
(which had been constituted in 1858),and stands at -the head
of the educational system of the colony ; it was established

by Act of Parliament in 1872. Liberal bursaries and
scholarships have since been attached to it, enabling

students to continue their studies in Britain. The hospital

of Cape Town is so far recognized as a medical school by
the Colleges of Surgeons and Physicians, that students

are allowed to spend two years of their course there in

qualifying for their degrees.

The leading public institutions of the Cape Colony— Public Id-

the Royal Observatory, the South African Public Library stitationB.

and Museum, and the Botanic Garden and Government
Herbarium—are noticed under Cape To'Wtj below. The
Albany or Graham's Town iluseum, the chief of the

provincial institutions of this kind, perhaps surpasses that

of the capital in its collections and classification of the

natural products of Southern Africa, A colonial medical

committee, appointed by Government and presided over
by a Government inspector of hospitals, is at the head of

the curative institutions of the colony, the chief of which
are the hospitals of Cape Town, the infirmary at Robben
Island, and those of Port Elizabeth, Graham's Town, and
King William's Town, with the numerous eaol hospitals

throughout the country.
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Tlie first newspaper of tne colony, written in Dutch

and English, was published in 1824, and its appearance

marked on era not only ia the literary but in the political

history of the colony, since it drew to a crisis the dis-

putes which had ar'/en between the colonists and the

somewhat arrogant governor, Lord Charles Somerset, who
had issued a tyrannical decree prohibiting all persons from

convening or attending public meetings. Its criticisms

on public affairs soon led to its suppression by the

governor, and a memorial from the colonists to the king

petitioning- for a free press was the result. This boon

was secured to the colony in 1828, and tho press soon

became a powerful agent, characterized in an especial

manner by public spirit and literary ability. There are

now about fifty newspapers and periodicals in English and

Dutch, published in the Cape Colony and Natal.

The following table, giving the value of imports and
exports and the tonnage of shipping in several years, taken

at intervals, exhibits the progress of the commerce of the

colony :

—

ri'di'.
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retains the features giyea to it by the earlier settlers, the

houses being of brick faced with stucco, with fiat roofs

and cornices and raised platforms called " stoeps " in front

;

but these are rapidly giving place to edifices of more

modern design. Be-

sides the castle,which

is now useless in a

military point of

view, being com-

manded by the sur-

rounding heights, the

public buildings in-

clude the Govern-

ment House (a mod-
ernized Dutch build-

ing), the supreme

courts, the art gal-

lery, the exchange,

the post-office, and
the public library

( with upwards of

40,000 volumes) and
museum, inaugur-

ated in 1 860, perhaps

the finest edifice in

the city. New par-

liament houses are

being built on a
magnificent scale, the

legislature having
voted a large sum
for this purpose.

Cape Town is the

seat of bishops of

the Anglican and
Koman churches.

Among its ecclesias- „ .^,t^
tical buildings the

Cape of Good Hope.

Roman Catholic cathedral a Gothic structure, is the most
conspicuous. A university has been erected, and there

are several educational institutions. The botanical gardens,
in the centre of the town, serve the purposes of a park.
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It is most probable that tlie islands were uninhabited at

the period of. the Portuguese discovery. The new settlers,

however, imported negroes from the African coast. The

population now amounts to upwards of 70,000, and would

have been much greater if famine, caused by droughts and

epidemics, had not frequently diminished it. The blacks

and mulattoes far outnumber the whites, whose constitution

is less suited to the climate. Slavery existed in the islands

in full force- until the Portuguese Government set free the

public slaves in 1854, and modified the condition of those

who belonged to private individuals. At that time the

number of persons subjected to " involuntary servitude
"

amounted to about 6000, but at the census of 1860 they

had been reduced to 3979. Criminals are transported

thither from the mother country, and the punishment is

mBch dreaded. AU the towns are poor, dirty places ; even

the besj; have few tolerable houses. The people are mild

and hospitable, but indolent and uncleanly. In religion

they are Roman Catholics. They are extremely ignorant and

superstitious, and many heathen notions and practices pre-

vail among them, brou^t from the African coast. All the

inhabited islands have churches, except S. Luzia. The

language is a bastard Portuguese, known to the people of

the mother country as lingua creoula.

The archipelago forms one of the foreign provinces of

Portugal, and is under the command of a governor-in-chief

appointed by the Crown. There are two principal judges,

one for the windward and another for the leeward group,

the former with his residence at S. Nicolao, and the latter

at Praia ; and each island has a military commandant, a

few soldiers, and a number of salaried officials, such as

police, magistrates, and customhouse directors. There is

also an ecclesiastical establishment, with a bishop, dean,

and canons. lu every island there is a primary Govern-

ment school conducted by the priests, but the attendance

is very small, and the children of the wealthier inhabitants

are sent to Lisbon for their education. There are no

roads in the islands, and ponies and donkeys are the

beasts of burden.

CUmale and Meteorology.—The atmosphere in the vicinity

of the.se i-slands is generally hazy, especially in the direction

of the continent. With occasional exceptions during

B-.immer and autumn, the north-east trade is the prevailing

wind, blowing most strongly from Kovember to May. The
rainy sea-son is during the months of August, September,

and October, when there is thunder and a light variable

wind from south-east or south-wast, which is princip.illy

due to the close approach of the inner margin of the north-

cast trade winds, and the in-draught to the neighbouring

continent, occasioned by the rarification of the air over

the Sahara. The Harmattan, a very dry east wind from

tho African continent, occasionally makes itself felt. The
heat of summer is high, the thermometer ranging from 80"

to 00° Fahr. near the sea. The unhealthy season is the

period during and following the rains, when vegetation

springs up with surprising rapidity, and there is much
stagnant water, poisoning the air on the lower grounds.

Remittent fevers are then common. The people of all the

inlands are aUo subject in May to an endemic of a bilious

v.ature called locally levadias, but the cases rarely assume
a dangerous form, and recovery is usually attained in three

or four days without medical aid. The droughts already

epoken of are sometimes general, sometimes partial. On
some of the islands rain has occasionally not fallen for

three years. The immediate consequence is a failure of

the crops, and this is followed by the death of great

numbers from sheer starvation. To add to these hoorore,

epidemics usually break out afterwards. Those disastrous

occurroucos have greatly obstructed the progress of the

colonies. In the general famine of 1730-3, about two-

thirds of the population perished, and in that which began

in 1831-3, 30,000 persons are supposed to have perished.

The years 1855 and 1856 were also marked by great

distress in several of the islands.

Prodticiions, Agriculture, dc.—The chief occupation of

the islanders is cattle-feeding. In some of the islands the

making of salt from sea-water employs a considerable

number of persons. Orchil is gathered, and the indiga

and castor-oil plants, as well as the physic-nut plant

{Curcas purgans), are cultivated. The fruit of the last is

exported in large quantities to Portugal, where the oil is

expressed and consumed in lamps. Maize, sugar-cane, and
the manioc plant are also much cultivated, as well asi

cotton and tobacco to a limited extent. Coffee was iutrri-

duced in 1 790, and grows well Though the soil and climate

are fitted to produce many tropical fruits, these receive

little attention. Cocoa-nut trees, date-palms, tamarinds,

and bananas are seen on most of the islands. Pumpkins,

sweet potatoes, and the iato are generally cultivated.

Wood, except in the interior of S. Antao, is entirely want-

ing, and the people are often reduced to great straits for

firing.

Quails are found in all the islands ; rabbits in Boa
Vista, and iu San Thiago and Fogo. Goats and asses

are reared, and the skins of the former are exported. The
neighbouring sea abounds with fish, and the coral animal

b at work building up dangerous reefs on submerged
rocks. Turtles come from the African coast to lay their

eggs on the sandy shores.

The exports consist chiefly of coral, salt, physic nuts,

hides, coffee, maize, kidney-beans, sugar-cane spirit, and

coarse sugar. The imports are cotton cloths, timber,

hardware, crockery, glass, and wine. There is a con

siderable intercourse in the way of exchange between tne

islands one with another. There is a British consul

etationed at Porto Grande in S. Vicente, and a vice-consul

at Porto Sal Key in B5a Vista. Ou none of the islands

have any lighthouses as yet been erected

Botany.—The flora of these islands has been described

by Mr P. Barker Webb in his Spicilegia Gorgonea, a

catalogue of all the plants then discovered in the Cape
Verd Islands, which forms part of Hooker's JViger FUra,
London, 1849 ; also by Dr J. A. Schmidt in his Deilrdge

tur Flora dtr Cap-Verdiachen Inseh, Heidelberg, 1852.

From these works it appears that the total number of

wild flowering plants amounted to 424, of which r7 are

monocotyledonous, and 347 dicotyledonous. Of the former

an asparagus and 14 grasses are peculiar ; and of the latter,

50 are peculiar. There are besides 14 ferns, two of which

are peculiar The flora is closely related in the main to

that of the neighbouringcontinont.and is strongly impressed

with a tropical character. Doubtless a largo proportion of

the plants have been introduced.

Geology.—The whole archipelago is of volcanic origin,

but little is known of its geological structure. Mr Darwin's

examination of San Thiago (St Jago) appears to bo the

fullest that has been made of any of the islands,, and that

was only partial. Marino shells are found embedded in

tufa at I3iJa Vista (os we learn from Bowdich, who visited

that island in 1823), showing an upheaval to some extent.

In Fogo is a still active volcano several thousand feet

high, which merits the investigation of geologists ; and
indeed all the islands would, doubtless, repay the student

of volcanic phenomena for the time and Libour bestowed

oo tboir examinaliou. For instance, an inquiry into the

circumstances under wQich calcareous sand is thrown
upon the island of Boa Vista, and hc.iped up by the

winds into hills 30 foot high, would probably tend to

explain the origin of the superficial layer of similar sand

in part of Madeira and Porto Santo.
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S. Antao, the most noitli-vcsterly of tho group, has an aiea of

240 square geographical miles, and a populatiou of about 29,000.

Its surface is very rugged, and the interior lofty. The Sugar Loaf,

its highest mountain, is thought to reach the altitude of 8000 feet.

This island is reputed to be at once the most picturesque, tho

healthiest, the best watered, and the most fertile of the archipelago.

On the other hand, the difficulty of passing from one part to another
is very great. There are three inditferent landing-places, of which
the most frequented is Ponta do Sol, where the custom-house stands,

distant more than a league from the chief town, Ribeira Grande,
eituateclin the north-west of the island, a place of about 7000 inhabi-

tants. Tarrafal Bay is spacious, and is bhclteied from the prevalent

winds. The island produces good coffee and sugar, and abundance of

fruit; but the people are reputed to be indolent and inattentive to

the advantages which soil and water afford them. Lend is said to

be obtained, and there is a current opinion that other metals exist.

Somewhere on the island is an extinct crater, from which thepeople

declare that a wind occasionally issues so strong as to Hing back
any object that may be cast into the hollow.

S. Vicente (St Vincents) lies adjacent to S. Antao on the cast.

It has a superficies of 70 square miles, and a population of about
1700. At Porto Grande, oii the north-west coast, is an extensive

and' excellent harbour, with a coaling station for British steamers
;

and barracks end municipal buildings arc in course of erection. The
i:iland is so exposed to the fury of the north-east winds that not a
tree will flourish. Its soil yields very little, and the inhabitants are

supplied with grain and fruit from S. Antao. The distance from
S. Vicente to S. Antao is about 8 miles> to S. Luzia about 4 miles.

Santa Luzia is a small island between S. Vicente and S. Nicolao,

with an area of about 18 square miles. The inhabitants, who are

vhoUy occupied in attending to their cattle, do not exceed a dozen.
Much orchil was formerly gatbcrc<l, A little to the south are the
two uninhabited islets of Branca and Rasa.

S. Nicolao is a long narrow island of a cresccntic shape, with an
area of about 115 square geographical miles, and a population of
about 6000 persons. Th3 climate is not very healthy. Maize,
kidney-beans,' manioc, sugar-cane, and vines are cultivated ; and.
in or(^inary years grain is efxported to the other islands. The interior

is mountainous, and has two remarkable hills which can bo seen for

many leagues ; one has the shape of a sugar-loaf, and is near the
middle of the island ; the other, Monte Gordo, is near the west
end, and has a height of 4280 feet. All the other islands of the
group can bo seen from S. Nicolao in clear weather. Vessels fre-

quently enter Freshwater Bay, near the soutli-east extremity of

the island, for water and fresh provisions ; and the custom-house
is here. The bishop of the archipelago has his headquarters in
the island, and there ia also a seminary for priests. The distance
from S. Nicolao to S. Vicente is over 20 miles, to Sal, nearly GO miles.

Sal^ a narrow island, through.whose centre passes the meridian.cf
23*, has a length of 20 miles, an area of 70 square geographical miles,

and a population of about 750 persons, one-third of whom are em-
ployed in the manufacture of salt, of which about 15,000 tons arc

m.inufactured in favourable years. The name is derived from a
natural salt-spring, at which tho trade commenced ; but tliis has
now been abandoned for artificial salinas more conveniently situated.

A space of nearly 20 miles intervenes betv.een Sal and Boa Vista.
Boa Visia, the most easterly island of the group, lies in lat. 16° C

N. and long. 22° 55' W. Its length from cast to west is about
17 miles, and its breadth from north to south is about 16 miles.'

Its coast is indented by numerous shallow bays, the largest of which,
situated on the western side, serves as a road for shipping. A chain
of heights traverses the middle of the island, and there are inferior
hilly ranges on each side ; the loftiest peak attains the altitude of

1260 feet. All the hills have basaltic summits. The plateau from
which tho hills rise has a height of about 60 feet above the sea, and
is composed chielly of calcareous sandstone. Near Porta Sal Bey
are tufas containing abundance of marine remains ; and near the
same place is a raised beach containing shells, &c. The superficial

calcareous sandstone also abounds in shells. In the north-western
angle of the island there is a lov^ tract covered with loose sand,
which is blown about by the winds, to the great annoyance of the
inhabitants. This part is inundated with water during the rainy
season

; and hero are some extensive snlt-jinns, where the sea-water
is evaporated by the heat of the sun. The inhabitants number about
5000, and tin- island is in great part uncultivated. Horned cnttlo
ami goats are tolerably numerous. Salt and orchil are exported.
With the exception of a few cocoa-nut trees, there is no wood ; and
in the dry season the island offers to the eye nothing but an arid
waste. The little vegetation that then exists is in the bottom of
ravines, where corn, beans, and cotton are cultivated. The springs
of good water are few. Porto Sal Key, on the western side of the
island, is the chief Xovax (population about 1000) ; and there are
(several villages scattered about the island. Remittent fevers are
common during and after the rainy season, and dianhaa, pectoral
complaints, and ophthalmia occasionally occur. A good deal of fish
is taken on the coast, and supplies the impoverished islands with

•much of their food. Towards the end of 1845 yellow fever broke out

in the island, and earned o(l' about a fourteenth of the population.
About the beginning of the centurj' there resided on this island e-

certain Senhor Manoel Martins, who had great influence and power.
He it was who constructed the salt-works in Sal, and laid down
there the fii-st iron railway that the Portuguese dominions pos-
sessed, for the purpose of conveying the salt from the salinas to th&
shore.

Maio has a length of 15 miles, and its area ia about 50 square
geographical miles. The inhabitants, who number 773, derive their
support chiefly from their cattle and from the exportation of salt.

Fish is abundant. This island is a barren treeless waste, surrounded
by dangerous rock.^. ITie best landing-place is at English Road, on
the west side. Maio is 35 miles from Boa Vista, and is separated
from San Thi.igo by a channel 7 miles wide.
San Thiago (St Jago), tho largest but also the moat unhealtljy

island-of the archipelago, has a length of 37 miles, an area of 360
square geographical miles, and a population of 32,000 persons, its
geological structure is volcanic, and part of it has been minutely
dcGcribed by Mr Darwin in his Observations on Volainic Islands,
18'J4, Its interior is very hilly, the highest point being a pointed
conical mountain called Pico de Antonio, which attains the altitude

of 4500 ftet. There are numerous ravines which bring down per-

ennial streams, and in these ravines there is a good deal of cultivated

ground, where crops of sugar-cane, maize, kidney-beans, rice, and
manioc arc laised. Some of the produce is expoited to the other
itilands. Spirit is distilled from the juice of the sugar-cane, and a

coarse sugar is also made,' The purgerra or physic-nut tree is largely

grown, and in 1869 the crop amounted to no less than 15,750 tons'.

Pine specimens of the baobab may also be seen. The chief poit
is at Villa da Praia, a town at the southern extremity of the island,

with 2000 inhabitants. At this place, called Porta Praya by the
English, the governor-general usually resides. Before the establish-

ment of the coal depot for British steamers at S. Vicente, it was
better known to voyagern than any other town in tho group, it

stands on a basaltic plateau overhanging the bay, and presents a not
unpleasing appearance, with its numerous cocoa-nut trees, and the
lolty peak of Antonio rising from behind saccessive steps of table-
land in the background. The streets are wide and well laid out, and
there is a large square in the heart of the town. The neighbourhooil
hns a desolate aspect from its utter sterility. On the west coast on
inlet penetrates several miles into the interior, but does not afforii

secure anchorage. In the ravine, at its head, is the town of Ribeira
Grande, the former capital of the island, which, with its ruined fort

and cathedral, hac a picturesque appearance.
Fogo.—This island is 30 miles distant from San Thiago, and lies

between the parallels of 14° 42' and 15° 1' N. lat, and 24^ 8' and
24° 32' "W. long. It measures about 12 leagues from N. to S., and
about 14 leagues from E. to W. Its area is estimated at 144 square
geographical miles. Through the middle runs a mountain ridge

of a semicircular form, the concavity being tov.ards tho east, anil

about the centre there rises a volcanic cone to the height of 9150
feet. This volcano produced fire uninterruptedly from 1680 to 1713.
It has been active several times since then, the last eruptions having^

taken place in 1847, when a current of lava flowed to the sea ; the

summit still emits vapour. In one part of tho island there arc a
number of extinct craters where much sulphur could be collected.

The only anchorage for vessels of burden is in Luz Bay, on the west
side. l)eep ravines add to the inequalities of the island, and carry
ofi' the raiji as soon as it fallc. The inhabitants, with great want of
foresight, have been in tho habit of felling trees, without replanting,

so that very fev/ trees are nov/ to be found. The water is good but
not abundant. The population amounts to about 8400. Sao Felip]»e,.

the largest town, and the only place with any commerce,has a popula-

tion of about 1000. The chief articles of produce are sugar-cane,

ground nuts, sweet potatoes, and cassava. There are fewgoat-T and
swine, but horned cuttle are abundant. This island is reputed to be

one of tho healthiest of tho group ; but in addition to the usual

endemic, remittent and intermittent fevers manifest themselves in

October and November, the intensity of which is in proportion to the

abundance of tho rains. In July 1855 there was an outbreak of

cholera, which attacked upwards of a fourth of the entire population,

and carried off nearly 650 persons.

Brava, the most southerly of the group, has an area of 36 square

geographical miles, and its population amounts to nearly 7500, so

that it is the most densely populated of all. Its distance from Eogo
is about 12 miles. The interior is mountainous, but near tho coast

the soil is comparatively fertile ; its agricultural productions are

numerous, and much maize is exported. AVh.ilcrs resort to this

island for supplies, and by their means the scanty resources of

the population are eked out. This island is usually covered with
dense clouds, otherwise its high land would be seen from a great

distance.

C. de Chelmicki and T. A. de Varnhagen, Corografa Caho-Verdi-
ana, Lisbon, 1S41-2 ; Charles Darwin, Geological OhscrvcUions on
Volcanic Is!amis, London, 1844 ; J. J. Lima, J^nsaios sobre a
Estatistica da j^ossessoss Portugxicsas na Africa occidental e orieTUaly

Lii>bon. 1S44.
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CAPEFIGUE, liAPTisTE Honors Raymoxp (1801-

1872), a French historian and biographer, was born at

Karseilles in 1801, At the age of twenty he left his

native town in order to study law at Paris ; but he soon

deserted law for journalism. He became editor of the

Qiwtidlennff and was afterwards connected, either as

editor or leading contributor, with the Temps, the Messager

-1m Chambres, the Revolution de 1848, and other papers.

During the ascendency of the Bourbons he held a post

iu the Foreign Office, for which he was indebted to the

royalism of some of his newspaper articles. Indeed all

Capefigue's works receive their colour from his legitimist

politics ; he preaches divine right and non-resistance, and
tinds polite words for even the profligacy of Louis XV.
and the worthlessness of his mistresses. His style bears

evident marks of haste, and although he had access to an
exceptionally large number of sources of information,

including the state papers, inaccuracies are not infrequent.

This is not surprising when we consider the astonishing

number of his biographies and histories. The former

include the lives of Catherine and Maria de' Medici, Anno
and Maria Theresa of Austria, Catherine II. of Russia,

Elizabeth of England, Diana of Poitiers, aud Agnes Sorol.

The latter, besides histories of the Jews from the fall of the

Miccabees to the author's time, of the first four centuries

of the Christian church, and of European diplomatists,

extend over the whole range of French history. As among
the most important, and as illustrative of the exteut of the

field which he traversed, mention may be made of his

histories of the Korman invasions, of the kings from Hugh
Capet to Philip Augustus, of the constitution from Louis
\ III. to Louis XI., of the Reformation and the League, of

Louis XIV. and 'XV., of the restoration of the Bourbons, of

the consulate and the empire, and of Louis XVI. He died

at Paris in December 1872.

CAPEL; Arthur, Lord (c. lCOO-1649), was the sou of

Sir Henry Capel. His birth year is not accurately known
;

but it was about 1600. In 16-tO he was chosen to

represent the county of Hertford, and sat as a member of

the Long Parliament, which was convened that year. He
was elevated to the peerage by Charles I.; and on the break-

ing out of the revolutionary war he raised and maintained a

troop in the royal interest, till the final triumph of the

Parliamentarians compelled him to make jieaco with thcin.

During the war he acted, togeiher with Edward Hyde and
Lord Colchester, aa general in the west, and was concerned
in important engagements at Bristol, Exeter, and Taunton.
Having with noble devotion reassembled his troop in order

to efi'ect the rescue of Charles, he was forced by famine and
sedition to surrender at Colchester to Genera! Fairfax, and
was condemned by the Commons to be banished ; but on
the authority of some of the Parliamentary leaders he was
immediately committed to the Tower. He contrived to

effect bis escape from prison, but was apprehended at

Lambeth, and again committed to stand his trial at

V/'estiniiistcr for treason. He was condemned to death, and
was executed on the 9th of March 1649, exhibiting on the
.scaffold the greatest calmness and dignity. Ho was the
author of Daily Observations or Meditations, a ))osthumou3
publication, which was afterwards reprinted under a difer-

cnt title, with an account of his life.

CAPELL, Edward (1713-1781), a woll-knowa critic

and annotator of Shakespeare, was born at Tioston in

Suffolk in 1713. Through the influence of the duko of

Grafton ha was early appointed to tho oflice of deputy-
inspector of plays, with a salary of .£200 per annum.
Kht-'ckcd at tho inaccuracies which had crept into Sir

Thomas Hanmer's edition of Shakespeare, he i)rojcctcd an
entirely now edition, to bo carefully collated with tho

oriidnal copicb. After spending three years in collecting

and comparing a vast uumuer of scarce fobo aud quarto
editions, he published his own edition in 10 vols. 8vo, with
an introduction, written in a style of extraordinary quaint-
ness, which was afterwards appended to the prolegomen i

of Johnson's and Steevens's editions. The work was
published at the expense of the principal booksellers of

London, who gave him £300 for his labour. Three other
volumes of Notes and Various Readings of Sluilcespearf,

which he had announced io his introduction, under the title

of The School of Shakespeare, were published under llio

editorial superintendence of Mr Collins, in 1783, two years

after Capell's death. They contiiin the results of his

unremitting labour for thirty years in collating the ancient

MSS., and though utterly wanting in literary taste, throw
considerable light on the history of the times of Shakespeare,
as well as on the sources from which he derived his plots.

Besides the works already specified, he published a volume
of aucient poems called Prolusions, and an edition of

Antony and Cleopatra adapted for the stage.

CAPELLA, Martianus Mi.veus Felix, author of a

curious encyclopeedic work on the libeial arts, was born in

the north of Africa, and flourished probably towards the
beginning of the 5th century A.D., or at least during the

4th century. There is, however, no direct evidence as to

the exact epoch at which he lived, and the few references

to the author contained in tho work itself are nut

sufficiently definite to admit of any certain conclusion being
drawn. He appears to have been a solicitor by profession

and in easy circumstances. His work, entitled Satyra de
Nuptiis Fhilologice ct Mercurii, is an elaborate allegory in

nine books, written iu a mixture of prose and verse. The
style is heavy and involved, loaded with metaphor and
bizarre expressions, and verbose to excess. The first two
books contaiu the allegory proper,—the marriage <if

Mercury to a nymph named Philologia. It is wrought out
in great detail, but the oiigiual conception is not a happy
one, and the execution is tasteless. The remaining seven

books contain expositions of the seven liberal arts, which
then comprehended all human knowledge. Book iii. treats

of grammar, iv. of dialectics, v. of rhetoric, vi. of geometry,

vii. of arithmetic, viii. of astronomy, ix. of music. These
abstract ditcussions are linked on to the original allegory by
the device of personifying each science as a courtiei iil

Mercury and Philologia. The work was a complete eucyc
lop.-Edia of the liberal culture of tho time, and it was in

high repute during tho Middle Ages. There is much in-

teresting matter iu it, and much erudition is displayed by
'-ho author, but the whole is executed in a clumsy, pedantic,

and tasteless fashion.

A passage in book viiL has always attracted the attention

of commentators, for it contains a very clear statement ol

tho heliocentric system of astronomy. Many have supposed

that Copernicus, who quotes Capclla, may have received

from this work some bints towards his own new system.

Tho cdi'.io jirinccps of Capclla is th.it by Bodi.-niu.s 1449; the best

of the oMlt editions is that by Grotius, 1591); iiioilci-n cditioDS aio

thoso of Kopp, 163G, find KyE>-cnhardt, 18CC. EyKsenli,-\rdt, in vin-
ous contiibiuiom I > till) lihcinischcs Museum, I'aa done much for ttia

text and explanation of Capclla.

CAPERCALLY, or Caperkallt,—to use the spelling

of tho old law-books', 03 gi\ en by Pennant, the zoologist,

who, on something more than mere report, first included

this bird among tho British Faun.a,'—a word commonly
derived from the Gaelic Capult, a borso (or, more properly,

a marc), and Cottle, a vood, but with groatrr likelihood,

according to tho opinion of Dr M'Lauclilau, from Callier

' The only one of tbo " Beds Arts," liowcver, in which the writer

linn been able to ascertain tli.it thn bii>I is iiainr,! ta No, 30 of J.-uiitH

Vl. (1021), which wai j>.-.--.cd to protci't "jinuiiis,
| aTtril.e.s, mooi-c

foullcfl, blakcok-s, giay btnmi, levni'g.-Mili:., tjujiUica, c<j; c/kh/ji«," 4ta
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en old man (and, by metaphor, an old bird), and Coille,

the name of Tetrao urogallus. the largest of the grouse

family (Tetraonidce), and a species which was formerly

indigenous to Scotland and Ireland. The word is fre-

quently sp^lt otherwise, as Capercalzo, Capercailzie (the s,

a. letter nuknown in Gaelic, being pronounced like y), and
Capercaillie, and the English name of \Vood-Grouse or

Cock-of-the-wood has boon often applied to the same bird.

The earliest notice of it as an inhabitant of North Britain

seems to bo by Hector Boothius, whoso worla were

published in 15i!3, and it can then be traced through

various Scottish writers, to whom however it was evidently

but little known, for about 200 years, or muy be more,

and by one of them only, Bishop Lesly in 1578, was a

definite habitat assigned to it :
—" In Eossia quoque

Louguhabria [Lochabcr], atque aliis montanis locis' {De

iffine Moribus de rebus gestis Scotorum. Romae : ed. 1678

p. 24). Pennant, during one of his toura in Scotland,

found that it was then (17C9) still to ba met with in Qleu
Moriston and m the Chisholm's country, whence he saw a

cock-bird. We may infer that it became extinct about

that time, since Mr Gray (Birds cf the West of Scotland, p.

229) quotes tho Rev. John Grant as writing in 1794 :

—

" The last scon in Scotland was in the woods of Strathglass

about thirty-two years ago." Of its existence in Ireland

we have scarcely more details. If we may credit tho

Pavones sylvestres of Giraldus Cambrensis with being of

this species "it was once abundant there, and Willughby

(1678) Was told that it was known in that kingdom as the
" Cock-of-the-wood." A. few other writers mention it by

the same name, and Eutty, in 1772, says {Nat. Hist.

Dublin, L p. 302) that "one was seen in the county of

Lei- rim about the year 1710, but they have entirely disap-

peared of late, by reason of the destruction of our v.oods."

Pennant also states that about 1760 a few were to be found

about Thomasfown in Tipperary, but no later evidence is

forthcoming, and thns it would seem that the species was

exterminated at nearly the sanio period both in Ireland

and Scotland.

When tho practice of planting was introduced, the

restoration of this fine bird to both countries was

attempted. In Ireland the trial, of which some particulars

are given by Thompson {Birds of Ireland, ii. p. 32), was

made at GlengarifT, but it seems to have utterly failed,

whereas in Scotland where it was begun at Taymouth, it

finally succeeded, and the species is now not only firmly

established, but is increr.sing in numbers and range. The
late ]\Ir Lloyd, author of several e.xcellent wotks on the

wild sports and natural history of Scandinavia, supplied

the stock from Sweden, but it must be always borne in

mind that the original British race was wholly extinct, and

no remains of it are known to exist in any museum.
This species is widely, though intermittently, distributed

on the continent of Europe, from Lapland to the northern

parts of Spain, Italy and Greece, but is always restricted

to pine-forests, which alone afford it food in wintef. Its

bones have been found in the kitchen-middens of Denmark,
proving that country to havo once been clothed with woods
of that kind. Jlore lately its remains have been recog-

nized from the caves of Aquitaine. Its eastern or

southern limits in Asia cannot be precisely given, but it

certainly inhabits the forests of a great part of Siberia.

On the Stannovoi Jtountains, however, it is replaced by a

distinct though nearly allied species, the T. urogalloides of

Dr von Jtiddendorff^ which is smaller with a slenderer

bill but longer tail.

The Cock-of-the-wood is remarkable for his large size and

* Not to be confounded with the bird so named previously by Prof.
NUs&uu, which 13 ."-n hybrid.

giossy-black plumage. He is polygamous, and in spnng
mounts to the topmost bough of a tall tree, whence he
challenges all comers by extraordinary sounds and gestures

;

while the hens, which are much smaller and mottled in

colour, timidly abide below the result of tho frequent duels,

patiently submitting themselves to tho victor. While this

is going on it ia the practice m mzmy countries, thou-h
generally in defiance of the law for the so-called sportsman
stealthily to draw nigh, and with well-aimed rifle to

murder tho principal performer in tho scene. The hen
makes an artless nest on tho ground, and lays therein from
seven to nine or even more egga. The young aro abio to

fly soon after they aio hatched, and towards tho end of

summer and beginning of autumn, from feeding on the fruit

and leaves of tho bilberries and other similar plants, which
form the undercovert of the forests, got into excellent

condition and become good eating. With the first heavy
falls of enow they betake tnemselves to the trees, and
then, feeding on tho pine-leaves, their flesh Epeedily

acquires so strong a flavour of turpentine as to bo distaste-

ful to most palates. The usual method of pursuing this

species ou the Continent is by encouraging d trained dog
to range the forest and spring the birds, which then perch

ou the trees ; while he is baying at the foot theii attention

is so much attracted by him that they permit the near

approach of -his master, who thus obtains a more or less

easy shot. A considerable number, however, are also

snared. Hybrids are very frequently produced between
the Capcrcally and the Black Grouse {T. letrix), ar.d the

ofi'spiing has been described by some authors under the

name of T. medius, as though a distinct species, (a. ^.)

CAPERNAUM (Kan-cpi-aoO/^, that is, probably, the

village of Nachum), an ancient city of Palestine, on the

western shore of the Lake of Gennesareth, on the borders

of the tribes of Zebulun and Naphtali. It was, more than

any other place, the residence of Jesus after He' commenced
His mission, and thus became the scene of many cf His
most important miracles ; but the infidelity of the inhabi-

tants brought down upon them the heavy denunciation :

—

" And thou, Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven,

shalt be brought dov.-n to hell." The site of the city

is a matter of much dispute,—one party, headed by Dr
Robinson, maintaining an identification with Khan lilinyeh,

and another, represented by Wilson, Eitter, and Thomson,
supporting the claims of Tell Hum. Khan Jliuyeh is

bituated in a "fertile plain formed by the retreat of the

mountains about the middle of the western shore." The
ruins, according to J. L. Porter, extend over a space of

several acres ; and in the neighbourhood is a water-source,

Ain et-Tin, " the fountain of the fig-tree," which may corre-

spond with the fountain of Capernaum mentioned by
Josephus. Tell Hum lies about three miles north of

Khan Minyeh, and its ruins, covering an area of " half a
mile long by a quarter wide," prove it to have been the

site of no small town. The satisfactory decision of the ques-

tion can only be arrived at by more elaborate researches.

CAPERS, the une.xpatded flower-buds of Capparis

tpinooa, prepared with vinegar for use as a pickle, which is

much esteemed. Tho caper plant is a trailing shrub, be-

longing to the Jlediterranean region, resembling in habit

the common bramble, and having handsome flowers of a

pinkish white, with four petals, and numerous long tassel-

like stamens. The leaves are simple and ovate, with spiny

stipules. The plant is cultivated in Sicily and the South

of France ; and in commerce, capers are valued according

to the period at which the buds are gathered and preserved

The finest are the young tender buds called " nonpareil,"

after which, gradually increasing in size and lessening in

value, come " superfine,'' " fine," " capucin," and " capot."

They possess valuable stimulant, acrid, and anti-scorbutie
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properties similar to the Cruciferoe. Other species of

Capparia are similarly employed in vanoua localities, and

in some cases the fruit is pickled.

CAPET, the name of a family, to which, for nearly nine

centuries, belonged the kings of France and many of the

rulers of the most powerful fiefs in that country, and which

mingled with several of the other royal races of Europe.

The first of the Capets known in history was Robert

the Strong, a Saxon who received from Charles the

Bald the county of Anjou, and, later, in 8G1, the duchy

of the He de France, and who gained popularity by his

repulse of the marauding Normans. The most distin-

guished of his successors were Eudes, Robert, Rudolph,

who succeeded to the dukedom of Burgundy in 888, 922,

and 923 respectively, and Hugh the Great, count of

Pans and Orleans, duko of France and Burgundy, who
held vast domains from tho Loire to the frontiers of

Picardy. His son, Hugh Capet (087-99C), being sup-

ported by the Normans and by his brother, the duke of

Burgundy, was, in 987, elected king by acclamation, and
crowned at Rheims, in place of the Carlovingians, who
were hated for their German manners and their desire to

reconstruct the empire. The Capets, on the contrary, for

some time avoided all such pretensions, and carefully

maintained friendship with the church and the nobles,

among whom they claimed to bo no more than primi inter

pares, and over whom they scarcely attempted to exert the

slightest authority. By following this policy, they firmly

established themselves on the throne, the influence of

which they greatly extended by marriages, treaties, and
conquests, and which the family continued to hold, after

the failure of the direct royal line, at the death of Charles

IV. in 1322, by the accession of the indirect hncs of

Valois, which reigned from 1322 to 1589, and of Bourbon,
the last monarchical dynasty of France (see France).
The royal house of Valois was founded by Philip VI.,

eon of Charles do Valois, second son of Philip III. (see

Valois) ; and tho house of Bourbon (whose family

name was Capet) was connected with the Capets by the

marriage, in 1272, of Robert, the sixth son of Louis IX.,

to Beatrice, the sole heiress of Agnes of Bourbon and the

duke of Burgundy (see Bourbon).
Scarcely second in importance to the royal house is tho

branch to which belonged tho dukes of Burgundy. In
the 10th century Burgundy fell into tho hands of Hugh
the Great, father of Hugh Capet, who gave it, in 9.5G, to

his son Otho, and in 9G5 to his son Henry. In 1032 the

second son of Robert the Pious, and grandson of Hugh
Capet, founded the first ducal house, which ruled till 1361.
For two years the duchy was in the hands of tho Crown,
but in 1363, tho second ducal house, also Capetiau, was
founded by Philip tho Bold, son of king John (see

BuRQUNDy). Tliis branch of the Capets is also distin-

guished by its union with tho royal house of Austria,
through the marriage of Mary, daughter of Charles the
Bold of Burgundy, to Maximilian, the archduke.
Of great importance also was the house of Anjou,

which was founded by Charles, brother of Louis IX.,
Anjou having been ceded, with other provinces, by John
of England to Philip Augustus, tho grandfather of Charles.
For an account of tho counts. and dukes of Anjou see
Anjou. Members of this family sat upon the thrones of
three kingdoms. Tho counts of Anjou wore also kings of
Naples from 122G to 1382; in 1309 Charles Robert of
Anjou was elected king of Ilungory, his claim being based
upon the marriage of his aucestor with the daugiiter of
Stephen IV. of Hungary; and, in 1445, Margaret, daughter
of Duko Rend, married Henry VI. of England.
A third branch formed tho houso of Artois, which

Was founded, in 122G, by Robert the Illustrious, grandson

of Philip Augustus, who gained possession of Artois by his
marriage with Isabella of Hainault. This, house merged in
that of Valois, in 1383, by the marriage of Margaret of
Artois with Philip the Hardy.

The throne of N'avarre was also filled by the Capets.
In 1284 its heiress, Jane, became the wife of Philip the
Fair of France, and the two kingdoms were united tdl
Philip of Valois ascended the French throne, when its

queen, Jane, daughter of Louis X., married 1328' into the
house of Evroux (see Navarre)

In the 13th century the throne of Constantinople was
occupied by a branch of the Capets,—Pierre, eighth sou
of Louis VI., having obtained that dignity as brother-in-

law of Baldwin count of Flanders fwho was appointed
emperor by the Crusaders iu 1204) and of his successor
Henry. Pierre was succeeded by his two sons, Robert and
Baldwin de Courtenai, from the latter of whom Constan
tinople was recovered by the Greeks in 1261

The counts of Dreux, for two centuries and a half

(1132-1377), and the counts of Evreux, from 1307 to

1425, also belonged to the family of the Capets,—other
members of which worthy of mention are the Dunois and
the Longuevilles, illegitimate branches of the liouso of

Valois, which produced many famous warriors and cour-

tiers.

CAPGRAVE, John (1393-1464), an English historian,

was born at Lynn in Norfulk, 21st April 1393. At an early

age he was sent to one of the English universities,—most
probably Cambridge,—and at a later period of his life he
was connected with both. In his twenty-fourth year ho
entered the priesthood, and subsequently he prosecuted his

studies in London, where he was residing at the time of the
birth of King Henry VL At Oxford he graduated D.D.,
taught theology publicly in the schools, and lectured on
the Old and New Testaments. Having become an Augua-
tinian friar he settled down in the house belonging to that

order in his native town, where, to quote Lehmd's expres-

sion, he " stuck to his books like a limpet to its rock."

The friary at Lynn was then a flourishing establishment.

It possessed a large and valuable library, and afforded a
home to no fewer than thirty priests, besides subdeaconr.

and novices to the number of sixteen. It is highly pro-

bable that Capgrave became prior of this house, and it i.»

certain that he was chosen provincial of his order in

England. Most of his life was spent in the retirement of

the cloister at Lynn, l)ut ho occasionally visited other

Augustinian friaries, and once, at least, went to Rome.
He died at Lynn 12th August 1464. Cajjgvave was justly

regarded as one of the most learned men of his age. Hb
\york3 are chiefly theological, consisting of commentaries,
sermons, and biographies of saints. To the last class be-

longs the Xova Ltyenda Angli<w, printed in London by
Wynkyn de Worde in 1516. Of his historical works the

most important is The Chronicle of England, published ia

1858 under the editorial supervision of the Rev. F. C.

Hingeston, and forming one' of the series of Chi'onides atid

ihmorials of Great Britain and Ireland. This " Chronicle,"

written in English, extends to the year 1417,—the accounts

of tho reigns of tho later kings being very full und valu-

able, and containing many original notices. Mr Hingestou
also edited in the same year and for tho same series Cap-
grave's Liber de Illustribus Ilenricis, in the original

Latin, accompanying it with an English translation in r.

separate volume. This curious work contains lives of

King Henry VI. and other men of eminence who bore thj

name of Henry. Many other works by Capgrave are pre-

served in MS., including a Life of St Katlierine in quainti

English verse ; but it is believed that his life of his patron

and friend, Humphrey, duke of Gloucester, is irrecoverably

lost.
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A TUBE, tbo bore of which is so small that it will only

admit a hair (capilla), is called a capillary tube.

When such a tube of glass, open at both ends, is placed

vertically with its lower end immersed in water, the water
is observed to rise in the tube, and to stand within the

tube at a higher level than the water outside. The action

between the capillary tube and the water has been called

Capillary Action, and the name has been extended to

many other phenomena which have been found to depend
'on properties of liquids and solids similar to those which
cause water to rise in capillary tubes.

The forces which are concerned in these phenomena are

those which act between neighbouring parts of the same
substance, and which are called forces of cohesion, and
those which act between portions of matter of different

kinds, which are called forces of adhesion. These forces are

quite insensible between two portions of matter separated by
any distance which we can directly measure. It is only
when the distance becomes exceedingly small that these

forces become perceptible. Quincke' has made experiments
to determine the greatest distance at which the effect of

these forces is sensible, and he finds for various substances

distances about the twenty-thousandth part of a milli-

metre.

Poggendorff' tells us that Leonardo da Vinci' must be
considered as the discoverer of capillary phenomena.

The first accurate observations of the capillary action of

tubes and glass plates were made by Hauksbee.* He
ascribes the action to an attraction between the glass and
the liquid. He observed that the effect was the same in

thick tubes as in thin, and concluded that only those
particles of the glass which are very near the surface have
any influence on the phenomenon.

Dr Jurin ' showed that the height at which the liquid is

suspended depends on the section of the tube at the
surface of the liquid, and is independent of the form of the
lower part of the tube. He considered that the suspen-
sion of the liquid is due to " the attraction of the periphery
or section of the surface of the tube to which the upper
surface of the water is contiguous and coheres." From
this he shows that the rise of the liquid in tubes of the
same substance is inversely proportional to their radii.-

Newton devotes the 31st query in the last edition of

his Optich to molecular forces, and instances several
examples of the cohesion of liquids, such as the suspension
of mercury in a barometer tube at more than double the
height at which it usually stands. This arises from its

adhesion to the tube, and -the upper part of the mercury
sustains a considerable tension, or negative pressure, with-
out the separation of its parts. He considers the capillary

phenomena to be of the same kind, but his explanation
is not sufficiently explicit with respect to the nature and
the limits of the action of the attractive force.

It is to be observed that, while these early speculators
ascribe the phenomena to attraction, they do not distinctly

assert that this attraction is sensible only at insensible
distances, and that for all distances which we can directly
measure the force is altogether insensible. The idea of
such forces, however, had been distinctly formed by
Nev--i,on, who gave the first example of the calculation of
the effect of such forces in his theorem on the alteration of

' Pogg. Ann., cxixvii. p. 402.
' Pogg. Ann., ci. p. bbl. "^ Died 1519.
' Phy:ico-Mec/ianical Mxperiments, London, 1709, pp. 139-169 ; and

ri'il. Trans., 1711 and 1712.
' Phil. Trans., 1718, No. 355, p. 739, and 1719. No. 363, p. 1083

the path of a light-corpusoule when it enters or leaves a'

dense body.

Clairaut " apjiears to have been the first to show the
necessity of taking account of the attraction between the
parts of the fluid itself in order to explain the phenomena.
He does not, however, recognize the fact that the dis-

tance at which the attraction is sensible is not only small
but altogether insensible.

Segner' introduced the very important idea of the
surface-tension of liquids, which he ascribed to attractive

forces, the sphere of whose action is so small "ut nuUo
adhuc sensu percipi potuerit." In attempting to calculate

the effect of this surface-tension in determining the form
of a drop of the liquid, Segner took account of the curva-

ture of a meridian section of the drop, but neglected the

effect of the curvature in a plane at right angles to this

section.

But the idea of surface-tension introduced by Segner had
a most important effect on the subsequent development of

the theory. We may regard it as a physical fact estab'

lished by experiment in the same way as the laws of the

elasticity of solid bodies. We may investigate the forces

which act between finite portions of a liquid in the same
way as we investigate the forces which act between finite'

portions of a solid. The experiments on solids lead to

certain laws of elasticity expressed in terms of coefficients,

the values of which can be determined only by experiments
on each particular substance. Various attempts have
also been made to deduce these laws from particular

hypotheses as to the action between the molecules of the

elastic substance. -We may therefore regard the theory of

elasticity as consisting of two parts. The first part estab-

lishes the laws of the elasticity of a finite portion of the solid

subjected to a homogeneous strain, and deduces from these

laws the equations of the equihbrium and motion of a body
subjected to any forces and displacements. The second part

endeavours to deduce the facts of the elasticity of a finite

portion of the substance from hypotheses as to the motion
of its constituent molecules and the forces acting between
them.

In like manner we may by experiment ascertain the

general fact that the surface of a liquid is in a state of

tension similar to that of a membrane stretched equally in

aU directions, and prove that this tension depends only on
the nature and temperature of the liquid and not on its

form, and from this as a secondary physical principle we
may deduce all the phenomena of capillary action. This

is one step of the investigation. The next step is to deduce

this surface-tension from an hypothesis as to the molecular

constitution of the liquid and of the bodies that surround it

The scientific importance of this step is to be measured by
the degree of insight which it affords or promises into the

molecular constitution of real bodies by the suggestion of

experiments by which we may discriminate between rival

molecular theories.

In 1756 Leidenfrosfc ^ showed that a soap-bubble iiuas

to contract, so that if the tube with which it was blown
is left open the bubble will diminish in size and will expel

through the tube the air which it contains. He attributed

this force, however, not to any general property of the

surfaces of liquids, but to the fatty part of the soap which

he supposed to separate itself from the other constituents

" Clairaut, TMorie de la Figure de la Terre, Paris, 1808, pp- 105,

128.
" Segner, Comment. Soc. Reg. OOlting., i. (1751), p. 301.
^ De aqua communis nonnuUis qualitatihiis tracUiius, Duisbtirg,
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of the solution, and to form £ tLin skin on the outer face

of the bubble.

In 1787 Monge ' asserted that " by supposing the adher-

ence of the particles of a fluid to have a sensible effect only

at the surface itself and in the direction of the surface it

would be easy to determine the curvature of the surfaces

of fluids in the neighbourhood of the solid boundaries

which contain them ; that these surfaces would be llnteariae

of which the tension, constant in all directions, would be
everywhere equal to the adherence of two particles, and
the phenomena of capillary tubes would then present

nothing which could not he determined by analysis." He
applied this principle of surface-tension to the explanation

of the apparent attractions and repulsions between bodies

floating on a liquid.

In 1802 Leslie -gave the first correct explanation of the

rise of a liquid in a tube by considering the effect of the

attraction of the solid on the very thin stratum of the liquid

in contact with it. lie does not, like the earlier specu-

lators, suppose this attraction to act in an upward direction

so as to support the fluid directly. He shows that the

attraction is everywhere normal to the surface of the solid.

The direct effect of the attraction is to increase the pres-

sure- of the stratum of the fluid in contact with the solid,

80 as to make it greater than the pressure in the interior

of the fluid. The result of this pressure if unopposed is

to cause this stratum to spread itself over the surface of

the solid as a drop of water is observed to do when placed

on a clean horizontal glass plate, and this even when gravity

opposes the action, as when the drop is placed on theunder
surface of the plate. Hence a glass tube plunged into

water would become wet all over were it not that the

ascending liquid film carries up a quantity of other liquid

which coheres to it, so that when it has ascended to a cer-

tain height the weight of the column balances the force by
which the film spreads itself over the glass. This explana-

tion of the action of the solid is eqTiivalent to that by
which Gauss afterwards supplied the defect of the theory

of Laplace, except that, not being expressed in terras of

mathematical symbols, it does not indicate the mathe-
matical relation between the attraction of individual par-

ticles and the final result. Leshe's theory was afterwards

treated according to Laplace's mathematical methods by
James Ivory in the article on capillary action, under the

heading " Fluids, Elevation of," in the supplement to the

fourth edition of the Encydopaidia Briiannica, published

in 1819.

In 1804 Thomas Young ' founded the theory of capillary

phenomena on the principle of surface-tension. Ho also

observed the constancy of the angle of contact of a liquid

surface with a solid, and showed how from these two prin-

ciples to deduce the phenomena of capillar)' action. His
essay contains the solution of a great number of cases,

including most of those afterwards solved by Laplace, but
his methods of demonstration, though always correct, and
often extremely elegant, are sometimes rendered obscure

by his scrupulous avoidance of mathematical symbols.

Having applied the secondary principle of surface-tension

to the various particular cases of capillary action, Young
proceeds to deduce this surface-tension from ulterior prin-

ciples. He svipposes the particles to act on one another

withtwo different kinds of forces, one of which, the attrac-

tive force of cohesion, extends to particles at a greater

distance than those to which the repulsive force is confined.

Ho further supposes that the attractive force is constant

throughout the minute distance to which it extends, but

' Mfmoircs de I'Acad, des R-icnces, 1787, p. 506.
* Philosophical Ma^azin^t 1802, vol. xiv. p. 193.
' Essay on the " Cohesion of Fluids," Philosophical Tratuactionr,

1805, p. 65.

that the repulsive force increases rapidly as the distance

diminishes. He thus shows that at a curved part of the
surface, a superficial particle would be urged towards the

centre of curvature of the surface, and he gives reasons for

concluding that this force is proportional to the sum of the

curvatures of. the surface in two normal planes at right

angles to each other.

The subject was next taken up by Laplace.* His results

are in many respects identical with those of Young, but his

methods of arriving at them are very different, being con-

ducted entirely by mathematical calculations. The form
into which he has thrown his investigation seems to have
deterred many able physicists from the inquiry into the

ulterior cause of capQlary phenomena, and induced them
to rest content with deriving them from the fact of surface-

tension. But for those who wish to study the molecular
constitution of bodies it is necessary to study the effect of

forces which are sensible only at inssnsible distances

;

and Laplace has furnished us with an example of the

method of this study which has never been surpassed.

Laplace investigates the force acting on the fluid contained
in an infinitely slender canal normal to the surface of the

fluid arising from the attraction of the parts of the fluid

outside the canal. He thus finds for the pressure at a
point in the interior of the fluid an expression of the form

p=k+^h(^+^,).

where JC is a constant pressure, probably very large, which,'

however, does not influence capillary phenomena, and
therefore cannot be determined from observation of such
phenomena ; H is another constant on which all capillary

phenomena depend ; and R andK are the radii of curvature

of any two normal sections of the surface at right angles

to each other.

In the first part of our own investigation we shall adhere

to the symbols used by Laplace, as we shall fiud that an

accurate knowledge of the physical interpretation of these

symbols is necessary for the further investigation of the

subject. In the Supplement to the Theory of Capillary

Action, Laplace deduces the equation of the surface of the

fluid from the condition that the resultant force on a particle

at the surface must be normal to the surface. His explana-

tion, however, of the rise of a liquid in a tube is based on
the assumption of the constancy of the angle of contact for

the same solid and fluid, and of this he has nowhere given

a satisfactory proof. In this supplement Laplace gives

many important applications of the theory, and compares

the results with the experiments of Gay-Lussac.

Tho next great step in the treatment of the subject was-

made by Gauss.^ The principle which he adopts is that

of virtual velocities, a principle which under his hands was.

gradually transforming itself into what is now known ass

the principio of tho conservation of energy. Instead ofi

calculatiiig the direction and magnitude of the resultant!

force on each particle arising from the action of neighbour-i

ing particles, he forms a single expression which is the*

aggregate of all the potentials arising from the mutual

action between pairs of particles. This expression has been

called the force function. With its sign reversed it is now
called tho potential energy of tho system. It consists of

three parts, tho first depending on the action of gravity,

the .second on the mutual action between the particles of

tho fluid, and tho third on tho action between the particlci

of the fluid and tho particles of a solid or fluid in contar.

with it.

* Mrcaniq»e Celeste, supplement to tho tenth booV. puhllabed Id

1806.
* l*rincipia generalia Ttteorite Figxtra Fluidontni in statu J^quUibni

((itittingen, 1830), or iPcrke, v. 29 (Q6ttin<~" 1867).

V. — S
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The condition of cquiLibrium is that this expression

(which we may fortha sake of distinctness call the potential

energy) shall be a minimum. This condition when worked

out gives not only the equation of the free surface in the

form already established by Laplace, but the conditions of

the an^le of contact of this surface with the surface of a

solid.

Gauss thus supplied the principal defect in the great

work of Laplace. He also pointed out more distinctly the

nature of the assumptions which we must make with

respect to the law of action of the particles in order to be

consistent with observed phenomena. He did not, however,

enter into the explanation of particular phenomena, as this

had been done already by Laplace. He points out, however,

to physicists the advantages of the method of Segner and

<](ay-Lussac, afterwards carried out by Quincke, of measur-

ing the dimensions of large drops of mercury on a horizontal

or slightly concave surface, and those of large bubbles ef

air in transparent liquids resting against the under side of

a horizontal plate of a substance wetted by the liquid.

In 1831 Poisson published his Nouvelle Theorie de

VAction Capillaire. He maintains that there is a rapid

variation of density near the surface of a liquid, and he

gives very strong reasons, which have been only strength-

ished by subsequent discoveries, for believing that this is

the case. He then proceeds to an investigation of the

equilibrium of a fluid on the hypothesis of uniform density,

and he arrives at the conclusion that on this hypothesis

none of the observed capillary phenomena woald take place,

and that, therefore, Laplace's theory, in which the density

is supposed uniform, is not only insufficient but erroneous.

In particular he maintains that the constant pressure K,

which occurs in Laplace's theory, and which on that theory

is very large, must be in point of fact very small, but the

equation of equilibrium from which he concludes this is

itself defective. Laplace assumes that the liquid has

uniform density, and that the attraction of its molecules

extends to a finite though insensible distance. On these

assumptions his results are certainly right, and are confirmed

by the independent method of Gauss, so that the objections

raised against them by Poisson fall to the ground. But
•whether the assumption of uniform density be physically

correct is a very different question, and Poisson has done
good service to science in showing how to carry on the

investigation on the hypothesis that the density very near

the surface is different from that in the interior of the fluid.

The result, however, of Poisson's investigation is practi-

cally equivalent to that already obtained by Laplace. In

both theories the equation of the liquid surface is the same,

involving a constant H, which can be determined only by
experiment. The only difference is in the manner in which
this quantity H depends on the law of the molecular forces

and the law of density near the surface of the fluid, and as

these laws are unknown to us we cannot obtain any test to

discriminate between the two theories.

We have now described the principal forms of the theory

of capUlary action during its earlier development. In 'more

recent times the method of Gauss has been modified so as

to take account of the variation of density near the surface,

and its language has been translated in terms of the modern
Jdootrine of the conservation of energy.'

M. Plateau,2 who has himself made the most elaborate

study of the phenomena of surface-tension, has adopted the

' See Prof. Betti, Teoria detta Capillaritd : Ifuovo Cimmto, 1867 ;

a memoir hy M. Stahl, " Deber einige Ponckte m der Theorie der
Oapillareracheinttngen," Pogg. Ann., cjnix. p. 239 (1870) ; and M.
Van der Waal's 0-jer de ConlimuiUU van den Oas- en Vloeiilo/toe-

atand. The student will find a good account of the subject from a
jiathematioal point of view in Professor ChaUis's " Keport on the
Theory of >CapilIary Attraction, Brit. An. Report, Iv. p. 253 (1831.)

* M Plateau, Stulique experimentala ct thtorigue des liqwides.

following method of getting nd of the effects of gravity

:

He forms a mixture of alcohol and water of the same
density as olive oil. He then introduces a quantity of oil

into the mixture. It assumes the form of a sphere under

the action of surface-tension alone. He then, by means

of rings of iron-wire, disks, and other contrivances, alters

the form of certain parts of the surface of the oil The
free portions of the surface then assume new forms depend-

ing on the equilibrium of surface-tension. In this way he

has produced a great many of the forms of equilibrium of

a liquid under the action of surface-tension alone, and com-

pared them with the results of mathematical investigation.

He has also greatly facilitated the study of liquid films by

showing how to form a liquid, the films of which will last

for twelve or oven for twenty-four hours. The debt which

science owes to M. Plateau is not diminished by the fact

that, while investigating these beautiful phenomena, he has

never himself seen them, He lost his sight long ago in tho

pursuit of science, and has ever since been obliged to depend

on the eyes and the hands of others.

M. Van der Mensbrugghe' has also devised a great number
of beautiful illustrations of the phenomena of surface-

tension, and has shown their connection with the experi-

ments ofMr Tomlinson on the figures formed by oils dropped

on the clean surface of water.

M. Dupr^ in his 5th, 6th, and 7th Memoirs on the

Mechanical Theory of Heat {A7tn. de Chimie el de Physique,

1866 to 1868) has done much towards applying the prin-

ciples of thermodynamics to capillary phenomena, and
the experiments of his son are exceedingly ingenious and
well devised, tracing the influence of surface-tension in a

great number of very different circumstances, and deducing

from independent methods the numerical value of the sur-

face-tension. The experimental evidence which M Dupri!

has obtained bearing on the molecular structure of liquids

must be very valuable, even if many of our present opinions

on this subject should turn out to be erroneous.

M. Quincke* has made a most elaborate series of experi-

ments on the tension of the surfaces separating one liquid

from another and from air.

M. Liidtge^ has experimented on liquid films, and has

shown how a film of a liquid of high surface-tension is re-

placed by a film of lower surface-tension. He has also ex-

perimented on the effects of the thickness of the film, and

has come to the conclusion that the thinner a film is, the

greater is its tension. This result, however, has been tested

by M. Van der Mensbrugghe, who finds that the tension is

the same for the same liquid whatever be the thickness, as

long as the film does not burst. The phenomena of very

thin liquid films deserve the most careful study, for it is in

this way that we are most likely to obtain evidence by

which we may test the theories of the molecular structure

of liquids.

Sir W. Thomson' has investigated the effect of the cur-

vature of the surface of a liquid on the thermal equilibrium

between the liquid and the vapour in contact with it. He
has also calculated the effect of surface-tension on the pro

pagation of waves on the surface of a liquid, and has deter-

mined the minimum velocity of a wave, and the velocity of

the wind when it is just sufficient to disturb the surface

of still water.'

ThEOKY of CAPrLLAEY A.CT10N.

When two different fluids are placed in contact, tbey

may either diffuse into each other or remain separate. In

» Mim. de tAtad. Ray. de Bdgiqae, iixvii. (1873).
* Pogg. Ann., cxxxix. (1870), p. 1.

» Pogg. Ann., cxxxix. (1870), p. 620.
» Proceedings R. S., Edinburgh, February 7, ISTCi

Philofnphical HagozcM, November, 1871.
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some cases diffusion takes place to a limited extent, after

which the resulting mixtures do not mix with each other.

The same substance may be able to exist in two different

states at the same temperature and pressure, as when water

and its saturated vapour are contained in the same vessel.

The conditions under which the thermal and mechanical

equilibrium of two fluids, two mixtures, or the same sub-

stance m two physical states iu contact with each other, is

possible belong to thermodynamics. All that we have to

observe at present is that, in the cases in which the fluids

do not mix of themselves, the potential energy of the system

must be greater when the fluids are mixed than when they

are separate

Jt is found by experiment that it is only very close to the

bounding surface of a liquid that the forces arising from

the mutual action of its parts have any resultant efiect on

one of its particles. The experiments of Quincke and

others seem to show that the extreme range of the forces

which produce capillary action lies between a thousandth

and a twenty thousandth part of a millimetre

Wo shall use the symbol c to denote this extreme range,

beyond which the action of these forces may be regarded

as insensible. If x denotes the potential energy of unit

of mass of the substance, we may treat x ^ sensibly con-

stant except within a distance « of the bounding surface of

the fluid. In the interior of the fluid it has the uniform

value xo- ^'^ li^^s manner the density, p, is sensibly equal

to the constant quantity dj, which is its value in the interior

of the liquid, except within a distance e of the bounding

surface. Hence if V is the volume of a mass M (jf liquid

boanded by a surface whose area is S, the integral

N. ^jfjjfpdxdydz (1),

where the integration is to be extended throughout the

volume V, may be divided into two parts by considering

separately the thin shell or skin extending from the outer

surface to a depth t, within which the density and other

properties of the liquid vary with the depth, and the

interior portion of the liquid within which its properties

are constant.

Since « is a line of insensible magnitude compared with

the dimensions of the mass of liquid and the principal

radii of curvature of its surface, the volume of the shell

whose surface is S and thickness « will be Sf, and that of

the interior space will be V - S«.

If wa suppose a' normal v less than « to be drawn from the sur-

face S into the liquid, we may divide the shell into elementary shells

whose thickness is dp^ in each of which the density and other pro-

perties of the liquid will be constant.

The volume of one of these shells will be Sdr. Its mass will be

Spdt. The mass of the whole shell will therefore be Sj'cdr, and

tha^, of the Interior part of the liquid (V - StVo- We thus find for

the whole mass oE toe liquid

M = Vp„-S/'((>(,-py> (2 1.

7o find the potential energy wo have to integrate

1.=Jffxsdzdyaz • (3).

SInbstituting xf for
f>
in the process we have just gone through,

wc find

E = Vx„Po-Sy^(X«Po-XpK'. • • • («•

Multiplying equation (2°) by xo. and subtracting it from (4),

E-Mx„= XoS//(x-XoW-'- • • . (6)-

In this expression M and xo *™ both constant, so that the varia*

lions of the right hand side of the equation is the same as that 0/

thu energy E, and expresses that part of the energy which depends
on the area of the bounding surface of the liquid. \V'e may call this

Ibe surface energy.

The s}Tnbol x expresses the energy of unit of moss of tho liquid

at a depth ¥ within the bounding surface. AVhen the liquid in in

contact with a rare medium, such as its own vapour or any other

R^t X is greater than xo» ^°^ ^he eurface energy is positire. By
the principle of the conservation of energy, any lUsplacement of the

liquid by which its energy is diminishea will tend to take place of

itself. Hence if the energy is the greater, the greater the area "of

the exposed surface, the liquid will tend to move in such a way as

to diminish the area of the exposed surface, or in other words, the

exposed surface will tend to diminish if it can do so consistently

with the other conditions. This tendency of the surface to contract

itself is called the surface-tension of liquids.

JI. Dupre has described an arrangement hy which the eurface-

tension of a liquid film may bo illustrated.

A piece of sheet metal is cut out in the form AA(fig. 1). A very

fine slip of metal ia laid on it in the position BB, and the whole la

dipped into a solution of soap,

or M. Plateau's glycerine mix-
ture. When it is taken out

the rectangle AACC is filled

up by a liquid film- This film,

however, tends to contract on
itself, and the loose strip of

metal BB will, if it is let go,

be drauTi op towards A A,

kiJC CET
Fig. 1.

provided it is sufficiently light and smooth.
Let T be the surface energy per unit of aiea ; then tJie energy of

a surface of area S will be ST. If, in the rectangle AACC, AA -a,
and CC = 6, its area is S=a6, and its eucigy Taft, Hence if F
is the force by which the slip BB is pulled towards AA\

F=7T Ta6 = Ta
do (6),

or the force arising from the surface-tension acring on a length a of

the atrip is Ta, so that T represents the surface-tension actine

transversely on every uiiit of length of the periphery of the liquid

surface. Hence if we write

•^
(7).

we may define T either a? the surface-energ>' per unit of area, or as

the surface-tension per Unit of contour, for the numerical values of

these two quantities are equal.

If the liquid is bounded by a dense substance, whether liquid or

solid, the value of x niay be different from its value when the liquid

has a free surface. If the liquid is in contact with another Uquid,

let as distinguish quantities belonging to the two liquids by sufiixes.

We ehail then have

Ei-Mjfo. = Sr'(x.-X..)pAi • • (8),

•'

Adding these expressions, and dividing the second member by S,

ne obtain for the tension of the surface of contact of the two liquids

Tp, =/*» (Xi - X«,)o.rf»'i +/*nx, - Xm)pA, . (10).

If this quantity is posttive. the surface of contact will tend to

contract, and the liquids will remain distinct. If, however, it were

negative, the displacement of the liquids which tends to enlarge the

surface of contact would be aided by the molecular forces, so that

the liquids, if not kept separate hy gravity, WDuld at length become
thoroughly mixed. No instance, however, oft phenomenon of this

kind has been discovered, for those liquids which mi;c of themselves

do so by the process of diffusion, which is a molecular motion, and

not by tho spontaneous puckering and replication of the bounding

surface as would be the case if T were negative.

Jt is probable, however, that there are many cases in which t)ie

integral belonging to the less dense fluid is negative. If the denser

body be solid we can often demonstrate this ; for the liquid lends to

spread itself over the surface of the solid, so as to increase the area

of tho surface of contact, even, although in so doing it is obliged to

increase the free surface in opposition to the surface-tension. Thus
water spreads itself out on a clean surface of glass. This allows

that /"* (x - XflWr must he negative for water in contact with glass.
-'0

On the Tension of Liquid Films.

The method already given for the investigation of the

surface-tension of a liquid, all whose dimenaione are

sensible, fails in the case of a liquid film such as a soap-

bubble. In such a film it is possible that no part of the

liquid may be so far from tho surface as to have the

potential and density corrcspondinc; to what we have called

the interior of a liquid mass, and measurements of the
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tension of tho film when drawn out to different degrees

of thinness may possibly lead to an estimate of the range

of the molecular forces, or at least of the depth -(vithin a

liquid maas, at which its properties become sensibly uni-

fonn. We shall therefore indicate a method of investigat-

ing the tension of such films.

Let S be the area of the film, M its mass, and E its energy ; <t the

muss, and e the energy of unit of area ; then

M = S<r (U),

E = S« (12).

Let us now suppose that by some change in the form of the

boundary of the film its area is changed from S to S + dSi. If its

tension is T the work required to eflect this increase of surface will

be TdS, and the energy ol the film will be increased by this amount.

Ilcnco
TrfS=iE

= Sde + erfS (13).

But since SI is constaut,

dJI = S<;,7 + (TrfS= (14).

Eliminating dS &om eijuations (13) and (14), and dividiug by S,

we find

T=.-,^ (15).

In this expression <r denotes the mass of unit of area of the film,

and c the energy of unit of area.

If we take the axis of z normal to either surface of the film, the

radius of curvature of which we suppose to be very great compared

with its thickness c, and if p is the density, and x the energy of unit

of mass at depth z, then

ff =/V: (16),
•^ n

aud

J
(17).

Both p and x are functions of z, the value of which remains the

same when j - c is substituted for 2. If the thickness of the film is

greater than 2c, there will be a stratum of thickness c - 2e in the

middle of the fdm, within which the values of p and x will be po and

Xo- In the tivo strata on either side of this the law, according to

which p and x; depend on the depth, will be the same as in a liquid

> »f laree dimensions. Hence in this case

.... (18),_

.... (19).

o = (0 - 2e)p(| + 2/'?^"
•

«= (c-2.)xoPo+ 2/^XP''>'.' (t

da

T=2/'xp'?''-2x./V''.

(20).

Henco the tension of a thick film is equal to the sum of the ten-

flious of its two surfaces as already calculated (equation 7)., On
iha hypothesis of uniform density we shall find that this is true

for filins whose thickness exceeds e.

The symbol % i^ defined as the energy of unit of mass of the sub-

stance. A knowledge of the absolute value of this energy is not

required, since in every expression in which it occurs it is under.the

form X~Xo' ^^^^ ^^ ^^ s^y» *^^ difference between the energy in two
different states. The only Cases, however, in which we have experi-

mental values of this quantity are when the substance is either liquid

and surrounded by similar liquid, or gaseous and surrounded by
similar gas. It is impossible to make direct measurements of the

properties of particles of the substance within the insensible distance

c of the bounding surface.

"When a liquid is in thermal and dynamical equilibrium with its

vapour, then if p' and x' ^^e the values of p and x for tlie vapour,

and pj and xa those for the liquid,

(21),

where J' is the dynamical equivalent of heat, L is the latent heat
of irnit of mass of the vapour, and p is the pressure. At points in

the liquid very near its surface it is probable that x is greater than

Xo. and at points in the gas very near tho surface oT the liquid it

is probable that x is less than x'. hut this has not as yet been as-

certained expenmentally. We shall therefore endeavour to apply
to this subject the methods used in Thermodynamics, and where
these fail us we shall have recourse to the hypotheses of molecular
physics.

We have nc.\,t to determine the value of x iii terms of the action

X'-X,=JW(7-^). .

between one particle and another. Let as suppose that the force

between two particles m and m' at the distance /is

F-mm' (?.(/) +^) . . (22).

being reckoned positive when the force is attractive. The actual

force between the particles arises in part from their mutual gravita-

tion, which is inversely as the square of the distance. This force is

Q
expressed by mm' ^. It is easy to show that a force subject t<^

this law would not account for capillary action. We shall, therefore,

in what follows, consider only that part of the force which depends

on «fi(/), where <p{/) is a function of / which is insensible for all

sensible values of/, but which becomes sensible and even enormousl v

great when /is exceedingly small.

If we next intioduce a r.cw fiinct'on of/ and write

^ <pi/)d/^n{/) (23),

then m m' Uif) will represent—1. The work done by the attractive

force on the particle m, while it is brought from an infinite distance

from m to the distance / from m' ; or 2. The attraction of a particle

m on a narrow straight rod resolved in the direction of the lengtli

of the rod, one extremity of the rod being at a distance /from m,
and the other at an infinite distance, the mass of unit of length ol

the rod being m'. The function n(/) is also insensible for sensible

values of/, but for insensible values of/ it may become sensible and
even very great.

If we next write

f^fn{f)af^y^{z\ (24).

then 2Trmo-i(3) will represent— 1. The work done by the attractive

force while a particle m is brought from an infinite distance to a

distance z from an infiiiitely thin stratum of the substance whose
mass per unit of area is o- ; 2. The attraction of a particle m placed

at a distance z from the plane surface of an infinite solid whose
density is tr.

Let us examine the case in which
the particle m is placed at a distance

z from a curved stratum of the sub-

stance, whose principal radii of cur-

vature are R, and E^j. Let P (fig. 2)

be the particle and PB a normal to

the surface. Let the plane of the

paper be a normal section of the

surface of the stratum at the point

B, making an angle u with the sec-

tion whose radius of curvature is R,.

Then if is the centre of curvature

in the plane of the paper, and BO = u,

1 C03.-CU sin.'u

w^ "jrT
"*" "^

"

Let POQ = fl , PO = r , PQ=/ , BP=:2,

/2=M=t?^-£"rcos. e (26).

The element of the stratum at Q may be expressed by

a-a^ %m.6dBd(a ,

or expressing dQ in terms oi d/hy (26),

ff -^fdfdm

.

Multiplying this by wi and by n/, we obtain for the work done
by the attraction of this element when m is brought from an infinite

distance to Pj,

?»o- - fT\{f)dfdw,

Integrating with respect to/from /=5 tof=a, where a is a iiue

very great compared with the extreme range of the molecular force,

but very small compared v.-ith cither of the radii of curvature, wc
obtain for the work

(25;.

/*;. r''^{^i=}~^ia)yo>.

and since i('(a) is an insensible quantity we may omit it. We may
also write

^=1+|+&C..

since s is very small compared with a, and expressing u in terms oi

u by (25), we find
-!ir ,,(. /cos.-ai sin.'<o\

) ,

r m^(=)ji+=(-g^+-Kr)r"

= 2™^(=)jl + |.-(i + g-)|.

This then expresses the work done by the attractive forces when
A particle m is brought from an infinite distance to the point P at 3
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distance 2 from a stratTim whose surface-density is <r, and whose
principal radii of curvatur are Rj and Rj.

To find the work done when vi is brought to the point P in the

neighbourhood of a solid body, the density of which is a function

of the depth v below the surface, we have only to write instead of a
pdz, and to integrate

where, in general, we must suppose p a function of z. 'J'his expres-

sion, when integrated, gives (1) the work done on a particle m
while it is brought from an infinite distance to the point P, or (2)

the attraction on a long slender column normal to liie surface and
terminating at P, the mass of unit of length of the column being m.

In the form of the theory given by Laplace, the density of the liquid

was supposed to be uniform. Hence if we write

If we write

*/o -'0

Jluid itself tcT]

(44.)|.
lactive forces \

id fiom an infij

the pressure of a column of t7u fluid iUdf terminating at the sur-

face will bo

p'
j
K + i H I

and the work done by the attractive forces when a particle m is

brought to tlie auifuco of the fluid fiom an infinite disUure will bu

/'^{z)dz=e{z).

then 2irOT(>S(»)will express tlie work done by the attractive forces,

while a particle m is brought from an infinite distance to a distance

z from the plane surface of a mass of tlie substance of density p and
infinitely ttick. The function e(:) is insensible for all sensible

values of ;:. For insensible values it may become sensible, but it

nmst remain finite even when 2= 0, in which case OiO)~K.
If x' is the potential energy of unit of mass of the substance in

vapour, then at a distance z from the plane surface of the licjuiJ

At the surface

X=x'-2t(j9(0).

At a diiitance : within the surface

X=x'-4,rpe(0) + 2irp«(»).

If the liquid forms a sti-atum of thickness c, then

X = x' - i'pSW + 2tp9(j) + 2irpe(,t - c)

.

The surface-density of this stratum is a=ep. , The e&ergy per
unit of area is

= cpix" - irrpOiO) ) -^ 2irp'y^' «(=)''' + ^^f'/^ *(" " =V» •

Since the two eidcs of the stratum are similar the'last two terms
are equal, and

«=c/>(x'-4"'(>9(0))-(-liT()*y" e[z)dz.

Differentiating with respect to c, we find

do _
dc-P'

^=p{x'-i^po{o)) + i'p'e{'=)-

Hence the surfaccitension

dg
T = e-

'rf<r

Integrating the first term within brackets by parts, it becomes

ceio-om-fJ^^aT^'.
de

Remembering that fl(0) is a finite Quantity, and that jT = - iH'),

ne find

T = 4V/o° «*(.-)&.

When c ia greater than r this is equivalent to 2H in the rqnation of

Laplace. Hunco tho tension is the same for nil films thicker than
f, tho range of tho molcculox forces. For thinuvi iUuis

Hence if t^(c) is positive, the tension and the thickness will increase

together. Now 27rmpi//{c) represents the attraction between a particle

m and the plane surface of an infinite mass of the liquid, when tho
distance of the particle outsi'iy the surface is c. Now, the force

between the particle and the liquid is certainly, on the whole,
attractive ; bilt if between any two small values of c it should be
repulsive, then for films whose thickness lies between these valueM
the tension will increase as the thickness diminislie*, but for all

other cases the tension will diminish as the thickness diminishes.
We have given several examples in which the density is assumed

to be uniform, because Poisson has asserted that capillary pheno-
mena would not take place unless the density vaned rapidly near
the surface. In this assertion we think ho was mathematically
wrong, though in his own Iiypothesis that the density does actually
vary, he was probably right. In fact, the quantity i-rrp-K, which
we may call with Van der Waals the molecular pressure, is so great
for most liquids (5000 atmospheres for water), that in the pai-ts near
the surface, where the molecular pressure varies rapidly, we may
expect considerable variation jf density, even when we take into
account the smallness of the compressibility of liquids.

The pressure at any point of the liquid arises from two causes,

the external pressure P to which the liquid is subjected, and the
pressure arising from the mutual attraction of its molecules. If we
suppose that the number of molecules within the range of the attrac-
tion of a given molecule is very large, the part of the pressure aris-

ing from attraction will be proportional to tnc square of the number
of molecules in unit of volume, tliat is, to the square of the density,

llenca we may write

p=P + Ap> ...... (1),

where A is a constant. But by the equations of equilibrium of the

liq^uid

<^P=~pdx '(2).

Hence

-p,!x = iApdp (3),

and
x'-X--2Ap-2U (4).

where B is another constant.

Near the plane surface of a liquid we may assume p a function of

2. "We have then for the value of x at tlie point wlicre z — c^

x'-X^^'/J^Jpi'H^' -')''' <5),

where e is the range beyond which the attraction of a mass of liquiil

bounded by a plane surface becomes insensible. The value of x
depends, therefore, on those values only of p which correspond to

strata for which z is nearly equal to c. We may, therefore, expand
p in tenns of s - c, or writing a; for 2 - c,

where the suffix (c) denotes that in the quantity to which it is

applied after dill'crentiation, z is to be made e^ual to c. "Wo may
now write

X -X=2'Pm/-' -K*)"^ ^ 2» (g ),o/_^' «mdx +

The function if'(a:) has equal vaIucs for + x aud - z. Hence

I 'ic'^[x)dx vanishes if n is odd.

But if wo writo

K=-^/*^'P{x)dx, L=-|T/+V*M4e,

M= . „ „ . T /"_ ' ie''Kx)dx , Jsc

x'-X=2Kp-^2Lgf2M0-^&c

This is t!ic expression for x on tho hypothesis that tho value of

p can bo expanded in a aL*ric3 of imwers of s-c within the limits

i- t and s+«. It is only when tlio point P ia within tho distonco

t of tho surface of tho liquid that this ceases to bo possible.

If wo now substitute fur x ^ts a nluu from equation 4, wo obtun

2Ap-2B=2K/. + 2L^-l-2M^-h&c,

a liuoor diiTcrcntial equation in p, tho solution of which ia

p=X^li + C^t ' + C,, " + C,t ' +C^t' .

where n„ n„ n,, n^ ore tho roots of the equation

Mn«-fLi»«-fK-A = 0.

The cocllicicnt M is lesn than •'!., where f it tJio range of tjio
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attractive force. Hence we may consider M very small compared
with L. If we neglect M altogether,

/aTk /
L

If we assume a quantity a such that a'K = 2L, we may call a the

average range of the inolcciUar forces. If we also take &, so that

Jn = l, we may call b the modulus of the variation of the density near

the surface.

Our calculation hitherto hna been made on the hypothesis that

a is small when compared with J, and in that case we have found

thata^ :6^ :: A- K : K.
But it appears from experimenta on liquids that A - K is in

general large when compared with K, and sometimes very large.

Hence we conclude, first, that the hypothesis of our calculation is

incoiTect, and, secondly, that the plienomena of capillary action do

not in any very great degree depend on the variation of density

near the surface, but that the principal part of the force depends on

the finite range of the molecular action.

In the following table, Ap is half the cubical elasticity of the

liquid, and Kp the molecular pressure, both expressed in atmo-
Bpheres (the absolute value of an atmosphere being one million in

centimetre-gramme-second measure, see below, p. 70). p ia the

density', T the surface-tension, and a the average range of the

molecular action, as calculated by Von der Waals from the values

of T and K.

The unit in which a is expressed is 1 cm x 10""
; a is therefore

the twenty-millionth part of a centimetre for mercury, the thirty

millionth for water, and the forty-millionth part for alcohol.

Quincke, however, found by direct experiment that certain molecu-
lar actions were sensible at a distance of a two-hundred-thousandtli
part of a centimetre, so that we cannot regard any of these num-
bers as accurate.
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and. air, and between A and B. li no one of these ten-

sions 13 greater than the sum of tLe other two, the drop

will assume the form of a lens, the angles which the upper

and lower surfaces of the lens make with the free surface

of A and with each other being equal to the external

angles of the triangle of forces. Such lenses are often

seen formed by drops of fat floating on the surface of hot

water, soup, or gravy. But when the surface-tension of A
exceeds the sum of the tensions of the surfaces of contact

of B with air and with A, it is impossible to construct the

triangle of forces, so that equilibrium becomes impossible.

The edge of the drop is drawn out by the surface-tension

of A with a force greater than the sum of the tensions of

the two surfaces of the drop. The drop, therefore, spreads

itself out, with great velocity, over the surface of A till it

covers an enormous area, and is reduced to such extreme

tenuity that it is not probable that it retains the same, pro-

perties of surface-tension which it has in a large mass.

Thus a drop of train oO will spread itself over the surface

of the sea till it shows the colours of thin plates. These
rapidly descend in Newton's scale and at last disappear,

showing that the thickness of the film is less than the tenth

part of the length of a wave of light. But even when
thus attenuated, the film may be proved to be present,

since the surface-tension of the liquid is considerably less

than that of pure water. This may bo shewn by placing

another drop of oil on the surface. This drop will not

spread out like the first drop, but wiU take the form of a

flat lens with a distinct circular edge, showing that the

surface-tension of what is still apparently pure water is

now less than the sum of the tensions of the surfaces

separating oil from air and water.

The spreading of drops on the surface of a liquid has

formed the subject of a very extensive series of experiments
by Mr Tomlinson. M. Van der Mensbrugghe has also

written a very complete memoir on this subject.'

When a solid body is in contact with two fluids, the
surface of the solid cannot alter its form, but
the angle at which the surface of contact of

the two fluids meets the surface of the solid

depends on the values of the three surface- 1°

tensions. If a and b are the two fluids and
c the solid then the equilibrium of the ten-

sions at the point O depends only on that of

thin components parallel to the surface, be-

cause the surface-tensions normal to the sur- Q

face are balanced by the resistance of the solid. ^'S- ^

Hence if the angle ROQ (fig. 4) at which the surface of

contact OP meets the sohd is denoted by a,

Tjo - Tco - Toil COS. a= ,

whence

COS. a~—Fp .

As an e'xperiment on the angle of contact only gives us
the difference of the surface-tensions at the solid surface,

we cannot determine their actual value. It is theoretically

probable that they are often negative, and may be called
surface-pressures.

The constancy of the angle of contact between the
surface of a fluid and a solid was first pointed out by Dr
Young, who states that the angle of contact between
mercury and glass is about 140°. Quincke makes it 1 28° 52'.

If the tension of the surface between the solid and one
of the fluids exceeds the sum of the other two tensions, the
point of contact will not be in equilibrium, but will bo
dragged towards the side on which the tension is greatest.
If the quantity of the first fluid is small it will stand in a

' Sur 2a rmmot Su/xr/uMU da Li^uUt, Bnu«ll«a, 1873.

drop on the surface of the solid without wetting it. If

the quantity of the second fluid is small it will spread

itself over the surface and wet the solid. The angle of

contact of the first fluid is 180° and that of the second is

zero.

If a drop of alcohol be made to touch one side of a drop
of oii on a glass plate, the alcohol will appear to chase the

oil over the plate, and if a drop of water and a drop of
bisulphide of carbon be placed in contact in a horizontal

capillary tube, the bisulphide of carbon will chase the
water along the tube. In both cases the liquids move in

the direction in which the surface-pressure at the solid ia

least.

On the bise op a Liquid in a Tube.

Let a tube (fig. 5) wiose internal radius is r, made of B
solid substance c, be dipped into a liquid a. Let us suppose-
that the angle of

contact for this \A_ b S^
liquid with the ~fegfl_^
solid c is an acute

angle. This im-

plies that the ten-

sion of the free

surface of the solid

c is greater than

that of the sur-

face of contact of

the solid with the

liquid a. Now
consider the ten-

sion of the free

surface of the liquid a. All round its edge there is a tension

T acting at an angle a with the vertical The circumference

of the edge is l^rr, so that the resultant of this tension is a
force 2irrT cos. a. acting vertically upwards on the liquid.

Hence the liquid will rise in the tube till the weight of the
vertical column between the free surface and the level of the

liquid in the vessel balances the resultant of the surface-

tension. The upper surface of this column is not level, so
that the heightof the column cannot bedirectlymeasured,but
let us assume that h is the mean height of the column, that

is to say, the height of a column of equal weight, but with
a flat top. Then if r is the radius of the tube at the top
of the column, the volume of the suspended column is

7rr-A, and its weight is vpgr-h, when p is its density and y
the intensity of gravity. Equating this force, with the
resultant of the tension

ir(>jr'A= 2TrT cos. a,

Fig. 6.

A=
2T COS. g

w
Hence the mean height to which the fluid rises is inversely

.IS the radius of the tube. For water in a clean glass tube
the angle of contact is zero, and

A=
2T

For mercury in a glass tube the angle of contact is 128"
52', the cosine of which is negative. Hence when a
glass tube is dipped into a vessel of mercury, the mercury
within the tube stands at a lower level than outside it.

Rise op a Liquid bet^veen Two Plates.

^Vhen two parallel plates are placed vertically in a liquid

the liquid rises between them. If we now suppose fig. .'>

to represent a vertical section perpendicular to the platen,

we may calculate the rise of the liquid. Let / be tlia

breadth of the plates measured perpendicularly to the
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plane of the paper, then the length of the line which
hounds the wet and the dry parts of the plates inside is I

for each surface, and on this the tension T acts at an an^le
a to the vertical. Hence the resultant of the surface-tension
is 2/T cos. a. If the distance between the inner surfaces
of the plat"6s is n, rind if the mean height of the film of
fluid which rises between them is h, the weight of fluid
raised is pghln. Equ.iting the forces

—

p^Ii!a = 2n COS. a,
whence

, 2Tuos. o
/» =

uga

This expression is the same as that for the rise of a liquid
in a tube, except that instead of ;, the radius of the tube,
we have a the distance of the plates.

Form of the C.^pill.vrv Surf.\ce

The form of the surface of a liquid acted on by gravity
is easily determined if we assume that near the part con-
sidered the line of contact of the surface of the liquid with
that of the solid bounding it is straight and horizontal, as
it is when the solids which constrain the liquid are bounded
Ijy surfaces formed by horizontal and parallel generatin"
lines. This will be the case, for instance, near a flat plate

dipped, into the liquid. If we suppose these generating
lines to be normal to the plane of the paper then all

sections of the solids parallel to this plane will be equal and
similar to each other, and the section of the surface of the
liquid will be of the same form for all such sections

Let us consider the portion of the liquid between two
parallel sections distant

one unit of length. Let
P,,Pj,(fig. 6) be two points

of the surface; 6,, $„, the

inclination of the surface

to the horizon at P] and Pj,:

.Vj, J/-,
the heights of Pj and

Pj above the level of the

liquid at a distance from
all solid bodies. Thepre.s- 1*

sure at any point of the

liquid which is above this ' '= "'

level is negative unless another fluid as, for instance, the
air, presses on the upper surface, but it is only the diff'erence

of pressures with which we have to do, because two equal
pressures on opposite sides of the surface produce no effect.

TVe may, therefore, write for the pressure at a height y
}'=-p9'J,

where p is the density of the liquid, or if there are two
fluids the excess of the density of the lower fluid over that

of the upjier one.

The forces acting on the portion of liquid PjPjA^Aj are

—

first, the horizontal pressures, -^pgy\ and ipg;/l ; second,

the surface-tension T acting at Pj and F^ in directions in-

clined 6| and 6n to the horizon. Resolving horizontally we
find—

0,

Aj

whence

T (cos. e, - COS. $,) + 2 gpiyJ
- 3/,») = ,

COS. e5=co3. e,-^(7Wi»+2?r ys'.

or if wo suppose Pj fixed and P, variable, we may write

COS. 6 = 5 -,f-
+ constant

This equation gives a relation between the inclination of

the curve to the horizon and the-height above the level of

the liquid.

Resolving vertically we find that the weight of the liquid

raised above the level must be equal to T (sia 0^ - sin. 0^),

and this is therefore equal to the area P,r,.\.,A, multi-
plied hy gp. The form of the capillary surface is identical
with that of the "elastic cur\e," or the curve formed
by a uniform spring originally straight, when its ends
are acted on by equal and opposite forces applied either
to the ends themselves or to solid pieces attached t<i

them. Drawings of

the different forms of

the curve may be
found in Thomson and
Tait's Natural Philo-

sophy, vol. i. p. 455.

We shall next con-

sider the rise of a liquid

between two plates of '^ '*'

different materials for ^''^- ''

which the angles of contact are a, and a,, the distance
between the plates being a, a small quantity. Since the
[lates are very near one another we may use the following
equation of the surface as an approximatiim :

—

y =7i,-!-A,r + Ri»

"s'-py
1

(v 1

.W+31U').T icos. a, )- COS.

whence we obtain

"l ^ — (cos. a, + COS. a,) + g (2 cot. 0| - cot. !u)

T
,

a

Let X be the foic3 which must be applied in a horizontal

direction to either plate to keep it from approaching the
other, then the fc^-ces acting on the first plate are T-)-X
in the negative direction, and T sin. a^ + lgph^ in the
positive direction. Hence

For the second plate

x=j»v T(l -sill, a,) .

X = 9 w''a'- T(I - sin. ajl

Hence

X = jjrMV + V)-T(l-l (Sin. a, -1-sin o-;l I

or, substituting the values of /jj and /<.,

,

SOS. o. -hCOS. O;)^
lpO„-

- T
j 1-^ (sin.a,-^sill.a-J)- - (i;os.a, + cos.a,)irot.o, + cot.aj) [,

the remaining terms being negligible when a is small. The
force, therefore, with which the two plates are drawn together

consists first of a positive part, or in other words an attrac-

tion, varying inversely as the square of the distance, and
second, of a negative part or repulsion independent of the

distance. Hence in all cases except that in which the

angles a, and a., are supplementary to each other, the force

is attractive when a is small enough, but when cos. a, and

cos. a„ are of different signs, as when the liquid is raised

by one plate, and depressed by the other, the first term

may be so small that the repulsion indicated by the second

term comes into play. The fact that a pair of plates

which repel one another at a certain distance may attract

one another at a smaller distance was deduced by Laplace

from theory, and verified by the observations of the

Abbi Haiiy.

A Drop between Two Plates.

If a small quantity of a liquid which wets glass be intro-

duced between two glass plates slightly inclined to each

k \
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other, it will run towards that part where the glass plates

ere nearest together. When the liquid is in equilibrium

it forms a thin film, the outer edge of which is all of the

same thickness. If d is the distance between the plates at

the edge of the film and 11 the atmospheric pressure, the

2T COB. a
pressure of the liquid in the film is 11 3— > and if

A is the area of the film between the plates and B its cir-

c'.iicference, the plates will be pressed together with a force

SAT COS. a

2
+ BTsin. o,

and this, whether the atmosphere exerts any pressure or not.

'ilia force thus produced by the introduction of a drop of

water between two plates is enormous, and is often sufficient

to press certain parts of the plates together so powerfully

as to bruise them or break them. When two blocks of ice

are placed loo.sely together so that the superfluous water

which melts from them may drain away, the remaining

water draws the blocks together with a force sufficient to

cause the blocks to adhere by the process called Regelation.

In many experiments bodies are floated on the surface

of water in order that they may be free to move under the

action of slight horizontal forces. Thus Newton placed

a magnet in a floating vessel and a piece of iron in another

in order to observe their mutual action, and Ampfere

Halted a voltaic battery with a coil of wire in its circuit

iu order to observe the efi'ecta of the earth's magnetism
on the electric circuit. When such floating bodies come
near the edge of the vessel they ar3 drawn up to it, and
are apt to stick fast to it. There are two ways of avoiding

this inconvenience. One is to grease the float round its

w.iterline so that the water is depressed round it. This,

however, often produces a worse disturbiug eff'ect, because

a thin film of grease spreads over the water and increases

its surface-viscosity. The other method is to fill the vessel

with water till the level of the water stands a little higher

than the rim of the vessel The float will then be repelled

from the edge of the vessel. Such floats, however, should
ilways be made so that the section taken at the level of

the water is as small as possible.

Phenomena *risino from the Variation of the
Surface-tension.

Pure water has a higher surface-tension than that ot any
other substance liquid at ordinary temperatures except
mercury. Hence any other liquid if mixed with water
diminishes its surface-tension. For example, if a drop of

alcohol be placed on the surface of water, the surface

tension will be diminished from 80, the value for pure
water, to 2.5, the value for pure alcohol. The surface of

the liquid will therefore no longer be in equilibrium, and
a current will be formed at and near the surface from the
alcohil to the surrounding water, and this current will go
on as long as there is more alcohol at one part of the
surface than at another. P the vessel is deep, these cur-

rents will be balanced by counter currents below them, but
L' the depth of the water is only two or three millimetres,

the surface-current will sweep away the whole of the
water, leaving a dry spot where the alcohol was dropped
in. This phenon'enon was first described and explained
by Professor James Thomson, who also explained a pheno-
menon, the convene of this, called the " teais of strong wine "

If a wine ^\:\%» be half-filled with port wine the liquid
rises a little up the <iide of the plass as other liquids do.

The wine, h.iwover, contains alcohol and water, both of
which evap)ratc, but the alchol faster than the water, so
that the suporficiil layer becomes more watery. In the
middle of the vessel the superficial layer recovers its

utreiigth bj diffusion from below, but the film adhering to
1")—

B

the side of the glass becomes more watery, and there-

fore has a higher surface-tension than the surface of the

stronger wine. It therefore creeps up the side of the glass

dragging the strong wine after it, and this goes ou till

the quantity of fluid dragged up collects into a drop and

runs down the side of the glass.

The motion of small pieces of camphor floating on water

arises from the gradual solution of the camphor. If this

takes place more rapidly on one side of the piece of camphor

than on the other side, the surface-tension becomes weaker

where there is most camphor in solution, and the lump,

being pulled unequally by the surface tensions, moves o£f

in the direction of the strongest tension, namely, towards

the side on which least camphor is dissolved.

If a drop of ether is held near the surface of water the

vapour of ether condenses on the surface of the water, and
surface-jcurrcnts are formed flowing in every direction away
from under the drop of ether.

If we place a small floating body in a shallow vessel of

water and wet one side of it with alcohol or ether, it will

move off with great velocity and skim about on the surface

of the water, the part wet with alcohol being always the

stern.

The surface-tension of mercury is greatly altered by slight

changes in the state of the surface. The surface-tension

of pure mercury is so great that it is very difficult to keep

it clean, for every kind of oil or g»-ease spreads over it at

once.

But the most remarkable effects of change of surface-

tension are those produced by what is called the electric

polarization of the surface. The tension of the surface

of contact of mercury and dilute sulphuric acid depends
on the electromotive force acting between the mercury

and the acid. If the electromotive force is from the

acid to the mercury the surface-tension increases ; if it

is from the mercury to the acid, it diminishes. Faraday

observed that a large drop of mercury, resting on the flat

bottom of a vessel containing dilute acid, changes its form

in a remarkable way when connected with one of the

electrodes of a battery, the other electrode being placed in

the acid. When the mercury is made positive it becomes
dull and spreads itself out ; when it is made negative it

gathers itself together and becomes bright again. M.
Lippmann, who has made a careful investigation of the

subject, finds that exceedingly small variations of the

electromotive force produce sensible changes in the surface-

tension. The effect of one of a Daniell's cell is to increase

the tension from SO'i to 406. He has constructed a capil-

lary electrometer by which differences of electric potential

le.ss than 001 of that of a Daniell's cell can be detected

by the difference of the pressure required to force the
mercury to a given point of a fine capillary tube. He has
also constructed an apparatus in which this variation in the
surface-tension is made to do work and drive a machine.
He has also found 'hat this action is reversible, for when
the area of the surface of contact of the acid and mercury
is made to increase, an electric current passes from the

mercury to the acid, the amount of electricity which passes
while the surface increases by one square centimetre being
sufficient to decompose '000013 grammes of water.

On the forms of LiQum Films which are FionREs
OF Kevolution.

A spherical Soap-bubble.

A soapbubblo is simply a small quantity of soap-sudo
spread out so as to expose a largo surface to the air. The
bubble, in fact, has two surfaces, an outer and an inner
surface, both exposed to air. It has, therefore, a certain

amount of surface-energy depending oa the area of thme
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two surfaces. Since in the case of thin films the outer

and inner surfaces are approximately equal, we shall con-

sider the area of the film as representing either of them,

and shall use the symbol T to denote the energy of unit

of area of the film, both surfaces being taken together. If

T' is the energy of a single surface of the liquid, T the

energy of the tilm is 2T'. When by means of a tube we
blow air into the inside of the bubble we increase its

volume and therefore its surface, and at the same time we
do work in forcing air into it, and thus increase the energy

of the bubble.

That the bubble has energy may be shown by leaving

the end of the tube open. The bubble will contract,

forcing the air out, and the current of air blown through
the tube may be made to deflect the flame of a candle. If

the bubble is in the form of a sphere of radius > this

material surface will have an area

S = iTr' (1).

If T be the energy corresponding to unit of area of the

film the surface-energy of the whole bubble will be

ST = 4n-r=T (8).

The increment of this energy corresponding to an
increase of the radius from r to r + dr is therefore

Td3 = 8irrTi£r (3).

Now this increase of energy was obtained by forcing in

air at a pressure greater than the atmospheric pressure, and
thus increasing the volume of the bubble.

Let n be the atmospheric pressure .and 11+ p the

pressure of the air within the bubble. The volume of the

sphere is

V=^»r» (4),

and the increment of volume is

<iV = 4irrMr (5).

Now if we suppose a quantity of air already at the

pressui^ H + p, the work done in forcing it into the

bubble is pdV. Hence the equation of work and energy is

pdV = Tds (6),

01

iirpr'dr = SirrdrT (7),

or

P = 2T; (8).

This, therefore, is the excess of the pressure of the air

within the bubble over that of the external air, and it is

due to the action of the inner and outer surfaces of the

bubble. We may conceive this pressure to arise from the

tendency which the bubble has to contract, or in other

words from the surface-tension of the bubble.

If to increase the area of the surface requires the

expenditure of work, the surface must resist extension, and
if the bubble in contracting can do work, the surface

must tend to contract. The surface must therefore act like

a sheet of india-rubber when extended both in length and
breadth, that is, it must exert surface-tension. The
tension of the sheet of india-rubber, however, depends on
the extent to which it is stretched, and may be dift'erent in

different directions, whereas the tension of the surface of a

liquid remains the same however much the iilm is

extended, and the tension at any point is the same in all

directions.

The intensity of this surface-tension is measured by the

stress which it exerts across a line of unit length. Let
us measure it in the case of the spherical soap-bubble by con-

sidering the stress exerted by one hemisphere of the bubble
on the other, across the circumference of a great circle.

This stress is balanced by the pressure p acting over the

area of the same great circle : it is therefore equal to vr-p.

Y ACTION
To determine the intensity of the surface-tension we
have to divide this quantity by the length of the line

across which it acts, which is in this case the circumference

of a great circle 2jr)-. Dividing wr'p by this length

wo obtain ^pr as the value of the intensity of the surface-

tension^ and it is plain from equation 8 that this is equal

to T. Hence the numerical value of the intensity of the

surface-tension is equal to the numerical value of the

surface-energy per unit of surface. We must remember
that since the film has two surfaces the surface-tension of

the film is double the tension of the surface of the liquid

of which it is formed.

To determine the relation between the surface-tension

and the pressure which balances it when the form of the

surface is not spherical, let ua consider the following,

case :

—

Let fig. 8. represent a section through

the axis Cc of a soap-bubble in the form

of a figure of revolution bounded by two

circular disks AB and ab, and having

the meridian section APa. Let PQ be

an imaginary section normal to the axis.

Let the radius of this section PR be y,

and let PT, the tangent at P, make an

angle a with the axis.

Let ua consider the stresses which are

exerted across this imaginary section by

the lower part on the upper part. If the

internal pressure exceeds the external

pressure by p, theie is in the first plate

a force wyp acting upwards arising from

the pressure p over the area of the sec-

tion. In the next place, there is the sur-

face-tension acting dov/nwards, but at

an angle a with the vertical, across the

circular section of the bubble itself,

whose circumference is 27ry, and the downward force is

therefore ^-n-i/T cos. a.

Now these forces are balanced by the external force

which acts on the disk ACB, which we may call F.

Hence equating the forces which act on the portion

included between ACB and PRQ
^y-p - 2wyT COS. a= - F ^9).

If we make CE = «, and suppose z to vary, the shape of

the bubble of course remaining the same, the values of y
and of a will change, but the other quantities will be con-

stant. In studying these variations we may if we please

take as our independent variable the length s of the

meridian section AP reckoned from A. Differentiating

equation 9 with respect to s we obtain, after dividing by

Stt as a common factor

da

Fig. 8.

Now

'dl/ „ du
. — .

dii

as

(10).

(11).

The radius of curvature of the meridian section is

ds
(12).

The radius of curvature of a normal section of the surface

at right angles to the meridian section is equal to the part

of the normal cut off by the axis, which is

E, = PN = - (13).

Hence dividing equation 10 by y sin. a, we find

'=^"(ii4> ••• 0"-

This equation, which n'^'cs tli'' pressure in terms of the
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principal radii of curvature, though here proved only in the

case of a surface of revolution, must be true of all surfaces.

For the curvature of any surface at a given point may be

completely defined in terms of the positions of its principal

normal sections and their radii of curvature.

Before going further we may deduce from equation 9

the nature of all the figures of revolution which a liquid

film can assume. Let us first determine the nature of a

curve, such that if it is rolled on the axis its origin will

trace out the meridian section of the bubble. Since at any

instant the rolling curve is rotating about the point of

contact with the axis, the line drawn from this point of

contact to the tracing point must be normal to the direction

of motion of the tracing point. Hence if N is the point

of contact, NP must be normal to the traced curve. Also,

since the axis is a tangent to the rolling curve, the ordinate

PR is the perpendicular from the tracing point P on the

tangent. Hence the relation between the radius vector

and the perpendicular on the tangent of the rolling curve

must be identical with the relation between the normal PN
and the ordinate PR of the traced curve. If we write r

lax PN, then y = r cos. a, and equation 9 becomes

' \ pr J rp

This relation between y and r is identical with the

jelation between the perpendicular from the focus of a

conic section on the tangent at a given point and the focal

distance of that poimt, provided the transverse and con-

jugate axes of the conic are 2a and 26 respectively, where

a~ — , and o^= — .

P '?

Hence the meridian section of the film may be traced by

the focus of such a conic, if the conic is made to roll on

the axis.

On the different Forms of the Meridian Line.

(1.) When the conic is an ellipse the meridian line is in

the form of a series of waves, and the film itself has a series

of alternate swellings and contractions as represented in

figs. 8 and 9. This form of the film is called the un-

duloid.

(la.) When the ellipse becomes a circle, the meridian line

becomes a straight line parallel to the axis, and the film

passes into the form of a cylinder of revolution.

(16.) As the ellipse degenerates into the straight line

joining its foci, the contracted parts of the unduloid become
narrower, till at last the figure becomes a series of spheres

in contact.

In all these cases the internal pressure exceeds the

2T
external by — where a is the eemitransverse axis of the

a
conic. The resultant of the internal pressure and the

surface-tension is equivalent to a tension along the axis,

and the nun>erical value of this tension is equal to the

force due to the action of this pressure on a circle whose
diameter is eqiuil to the conjugate axis of the ellipse.

(2.) When the conic is a parabola the meridian lino is a

catenary (fig. 10), the internal pressure is equal to the

external pressure, and the tension along the axis is equal

to 27rT7« where m is the distance of the vertex from the

focns.

(3.) When the conic is a hyperbola the meridian line is

in the form of a looped curve (llg. 11). The corresponding

figure of the film is called the nodoid. The resultant of

the internal pressure and the surface-tension is equivalent

to a pre.'isuro along the axis equal to that due to a pressure

p acting on a circle whose diameter is the conjugate axis of

the hyperbola.

When the conjugate axis of ^e hyperbola is made

smaller and smaller, the nodoid approximates more and

more to the series of spheres touching each other along the

a.xis. When the conjugate axis of the hyperbola increases

without limit, the loops of the nodoid are crowded on one

another, and each becomes more nearly a ring of circular

section, without, however, ever reaching this form. The
only closed surface belonging to the series is the sphere.

These figures of revolution have been studied mathe-

matically by Poisson,^ Goldschmidt,* Lindelof and Jloigno,"

Delaunay,' Lamarle,^ Beer," and Mannheim," and have been

produced experimentally by Plateau' in the two different

ways already described.

^033^
Fio. 9.—Unduloid. Fro. 10.—Catenoid. Fig. 11.—Nodoid.

The limiting conditions of the stability of these figures

have been studied both mathematically and experimentally.

We shall notice only two of them, the cylinder and the

catenoid.

Stability of the Cyxindek.

The cylinder is the limiting form of the unduloid when
the rolling ellipse becomes a circle. When the ellipse

differs infinitely little from a circle, the equation o( the

meridian line becomes approximately y = a'-\- c sin. -

where c is small. This is a simple harmonic wave-line,

whose mean distance from the axis is a, whose wave-length

is 27ra, and whose amplitude is c. The internal pressure

T
correspondmg to this unduloid is as before p = — . Now

consider a portion of a cylindric film of length x terminated
by two equal disks

of radius r and con-

taining a certain

volume of air. Let
one of these disks

be made to approach

the other by a small

quantity dx. The

A A, c, c C, 62 B

Fig 12.

film will swell out into the convex part of an unduloid, having

its largest section midway between the disks, and we have

to determine whetlier the internal pressure will be greater or

less than before. If A and C (fig. 12) are the disks, and if

X the distance between the disks is equal tg nr half the

wave-length of the harmonic curve, the disks will be at

the points where the curve is at its mean distance from the

T
axis, and the pressure will therefore be — as before. If Aj,

Cj are the disks, so that the distance between them is

less than wr, the curve must bo produced beyond the

disks before it is at its mean distance from the axis.

Hence in this case the mean distance is less than r, and
T

the pressure will be greater than —. If, on the other hand,

the disks are at Ao and C,, so that the distance between
them is greater than irr, the curve will reach its mean dis-

^ Nwivella Ihiorie d^ faction capillaire (1831).
* Dcterminatio superjicici minimm rotatione cunxB data duo puncta

jungr^ntis circa dalum axon orUz (G6ttingen, 1831),
* Le(<ma de ccUchI da vaiiaCioru (Paris, 1661).
* " Sur la stirfnco do revolution dont la courbur« moyenna exX

constante," LioumlWs Joumai, vi.

* " Tiu'orio gponiptdquo dc« rayons et centres de ccurbure," BtdUL dt
CAcad. dt Btlgiqyie. 1857.

* Trf(^tntua de Thetyria MixOiematica Pfumomenonttn in Liqaidit
actioni gravitatis dctraetis obarrvawrum (Bonn, 1867).

' Journal t/tulilut. No. 1260.
' Suuii/iu txpenmnUaU el OUonjue det lufkdm.
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tance from the axis before it reaches the dL^ks. The

mean distance will therefore be greater than r. and the

T
pressure will be less than— . Hence if one of the disks be

made to approach the other, the internal pressure will be

increased if the distance between the dislcs is less than

half the circumference of either, and the pressure will be

diminished if the distance is greater than this quantity.

In the same way we may show that if the distance between

the disks is increased, the pressure will be diminished or

increased according as the distance is less or more than

half the circumference of either.

Now let us consider a cylindric film contained between

two equal fixed disks A and B, and let a third disk, C,

be placed midway between. Let C be slightly displaced

towards A. If AC and CB are each less than half the

circumference of a disk the pressure on C will increase

on the side of A and diminish on the side of B. The
resultant force on C will therefore tend to oppose the dis-

placement and to bring C back to its original position.

The equilibrium of C is therefore stable. It is easy to

show that if C had been placed in any other position than

the middle, its equilibrium would have been stable. Hence
the film is stable as regards longitudinal displacements. It

is also stable as regards displacements transverse to the

axis, for the film is in a state of tension, and any lateral

displacement of its middle parts would produce a resultant

force tending to restore the film to its original position.

Hence if the length of the cylindric film is less than its

circumference, it is in stable equilibrium. But if the

length of the cylindric film is greater than its circumference,

and if we suppose the disk C to be placed midway between

A and B. and to be moved towards A, the pressure on the

side next A will diminish, and that on the side next B will

increase, so that the resultant force n-ill tend to increase

the displacement, and the equiUbrium of the disk C is

therefore unstable. Hence the equilibrium of a cylindric

film whose length is greater than its circumference is

unstable. Such a film, if ever so little disturbed, will

begin to contract at one section and to expand at another.

tiU its form ceases to resemble a cylinder, if it does not

break up into two parts which become ultimately portions

of spheres.

Instability of a Jet or Liquid

When a liquid flows out of a vessel through a circular

opening in the bottom of the vessel, the form of the stream

is at first nearly cylindrical though its diameter gradu-

ally diminishes from the orifice downwards on account

of the increasing velocity of the liquid. But the liquid

after it leaves the vessel is subject to no forces except

gravity, the pressure of the air, and its owu surface-tension.

Of these gravity has no effect on the form of the stream

except in drawing asunder its parts in a vertical direction,

because the lower parts are moving faster thau the upper
parts. The resistance of the air produces little disturbance

until the velocity becomes very great. But the surface-

tension, acting on a cylindric column of liquid whose length

exceeds the limit of stability, begins to produce enlarge-

ments and contractions in the stream as soon as the liquid

has left the orifice, and these inequalities in the figure of

the column go on increasing till it is broken up into

elongated fragments. These fragments as they are fall-

ing through the air continue to be acted on by surface-

tension. They therefore shorten themselves, and after a
series of oscillations in which they become alternately

elongated and flattened, settle down into the form of

spherical drops.

This process, which we have followed as it takes place on
an individual portion of tha falling liquid, goes through its

several phases at different distances from the orifice, so

that if we examine different portions of the stream as it

descends, we shall 'find next the orifice the unbroken

column, then a series of contractions and enlargements,

then elongated drops, then flattened drops, and bo on tiU

the drops become spherical

Stability of the CATENon).

UTien the internal pressure is equal to the external, the

film forms a surface of which the mean curvature at every

point is zero. The only surface of revolution having this

property is the catcnoid formed by the revolution of a

catenary about its directrix. This catenoid, however, is in

stable equilibrium only when the portion considered is

such that the tangents to the catenary at its extremities

intersect before they reach the directrix.

To prove this, let us consider the catenary as the form of

equilibrium of a chain suspended between two fixed points

A and B. Suppose the chain hanging between A and B
to be of very great length, then the tension at A or B will

be very great. Let the chain be hauled in over a peg at

A. At first the tension will diminish, but if the process

be continued the tension will reach a minimum value and

will afterwards increase to infinity as the chain between A
and B approaches to the form of a straight line. Hence
for every tension. greater than the minimum tension there

are two catenaries passing through A and B. Since the

tension is measured by the height above the directrix these

two catenaries have the same directrix. Every catenary

lying between them has its directrix higher, and every

catenary lying beyond them has its directrix lower than

that of the two catenaries.

Now let us consider the surfaces of revolution formed by
this system of catenaries revolving about the direcirix of

the two catenaries of equal tension. We know that the

radius of curvature of a surface of revolution in the plane

normal to the meridan plane is the portion of the normal

intercepted by the axis of revolution.

The radius of curvature of a catenary is equal and oppo-

site to the portion of the normal intercepted by the direc-

trix of the catenary. Hence a catenoid whose directrix

coincides with the axis of revolution has at every point its

principal radii of curvature equal and opposite, so that the

mean curvature of the surface is zero.

The catenaries which lie between the two whoso direc-

tion coincides with the axis of revolution generate sur-

faces whcse radius of curvature convex towards the a-xis

in the meridian plane is less thau the radiirs of concave

curvature. The mean curvature of these surfaces is there-

fore convex towards the axis. The catenaries which lie

beyond the two generate surfaces whose radius of curvature

convex towards the axis in the meridian plane is greater

than the radius of concave curvature. Tie mean curvature

of these surfaces is, therefore, concave towards the axis.

Now if the pressure is equal on both sides of a liquid

film, if its mean curvature is zero, it will be in equihbrium.

This is the case with the two catenoids. If the mean
curvature b convex towards the axis the film will move
from the axis. Hence if a film in the form of the catenoid

which is nearest the axis is ever so slightly displaced from

the axis it will move further from the axis till it reaches

the other catenoid.

If the mean curvature is concave towards the axis the

film will tend to approach the axis. Hence if a film in the

form of the catenoid which is nearest the axis be displaced

towards the axis, it wUl tend to move further towards the

axis and will collapse. Hence the film in the form of the

catenoid which is nearest the axis is in unstable equilibrium

under the condition that it is exposed to equal pressures

within and without. If, however, the circular ends of the
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catenoid are closed with solid disks, so that the volume

of air contained between these disks and the film is deter-

minate, the film -will be in stable equilibrium however

large a portion of the catenary it may consist of.

The criterion as to whether any given catenoid ls stable

or not may be obtained as follows.

Let PABQ and Apq^ (fig. 13) be two catenaries having

the same directrix and intersecting in A andB. Draw Pp and

Qj touching both catejiaries, Vp and Q7 will intersect at T
a point in the directrix; for since any catenary with its

d;rectn'>: is a similar figure to any other catenary with its

directrix, if Uio directri.t of the one coincides with that of

the other the centre of similitude must lie on ihe common
directri.'C. Also, since the curves a^ P and p are equally

inclined to the directrix, P and p are corresponding points

and the line P p mu«t -pass tlirough the centre of similitude.

Similarly Q7 must pasa through the centre of similitude.

Hence T, the point

of intersection of

Pp and Q7, must
be the centre of

similitude and
must, be on the

common directrix.

Hence the tan-

gents at A and B
to the upper caten-

ary must intersect

above the direc-

trijf, and the tan-

gents at A and B ^'«- "•

to the lower catenary must intersect below the directrix.

The condition of stability of a catenoid is therefore that the

tangents at the extremities of its generating catenary must

intersect before they reach the directrix.

Stability of a Plane Siikface.

We shall next consider the limiting conditions of

stability of the horizontal surface which separates a heavier

fluid above from a lighter fluid below. Thus, in an experi-

ment of M. Duprcz,^ a vessel containing olive oil is placed

with its mouth downwards in a vessel containing a mixture

of alcohol and water, the mixture being denser than the oil.

The surface of separation is in this case horizontal and

stable, so that the equilibrium is established of itself.

Alcohol is then added very gradually to the mixture till it

becomes lighter than the oil. The equilibrium of the fluids

would new be unstable if it were not for the tension of the

surface which separates them, and which, when the orifice

of the vessel is not too large, continues to preserve the

stability of the equilibrium.

When the equilibrium at last becomes unstable, the

destruction of equilibrium takes place by the lighter fluid

ascending in one part of the orifice and the heavier

descending in the other. Uouco the displacement of the

surface to which we must direct our attention is one which
does not alter the volume of the liquid in the vessel, and
which therefore is upward in one part of the surface and
downward in another. The simplest case is that of a

rectangular orifice in a horizontal plane, the sides being a

and b.

let tho Burfaco of sonnratlon bo oripinally In tho plnno of tlio

orifice, and let tho co-ortlinnti's x and y bo inciiiurctl from ono corner
par.illcl U> tbo EJdcj* a and b respcctivoly, and let ; bo measured up-
war'ls. Then if p ho the density of tho upper liquid, and a that of

tho lower liquid, antl V tho original pronsuro at tlle surfaco of eepara-
tion, then when the surfaco receives on upward displacement s, tho
pressure above it will be I' - py;, and that below it will be P - irg:,

so thot tito surfaco will bo acted on by an upward pressure (p - <r);/s.

* •* Sur un ca-i partloulior do Vequllibro c»os liquides. par F. Du-
prci, h'ouxcaux Mint. lUCAcaJ. <U liclgiquc, 1661 ul lOii.

Now if tha dlsplacomont i bo cvorywlifro very 8ni«Il, tlio curvuturo

iu tho pianos parallol to xz oiid yz will ba ^ and jp ro«[«ctivelj ^

and if T 18 the surface tension the whole upward force will be

„ / d"z rr-'i V

If this quantity is of tho Kimo Eigji as z, the dlsp ooenionr will l>«

incrnast'd, and the eqnUibjium will be unstably. If it is of ihe

oppoiiie sign from r, tlie eqiiilibnum will bo stable The limiting

condition may be found by parting 11 equal to zoro. Ono fonn of

tho solution of tho equ.ition, and that which is applicaUo to the

case of a rectangular orifice, ia

z=C sin. px sm. qy

.

Substituting in the eqnatiou we find the condition

!+" Eiable.

neutral
-" uublable

That the surfoco may coincide with tho edge of the orifice, whii-b

13 a rectangle, whose sides are a and b, wo must have

pa — mv , gb=nvf

when m and n are integral numbers. Also, if m and n arc both

unity, the displacement will be I'ntir.-Iy positive, nn.l tlie volunio of

the iiquid will not bo constant. That iho volume umy \« consumt,

either M or m must be an even number. We hinc, therefore, to

cousidor the conditions under which

cannot bo made negative Under Ihcso couditiuns Ihr equilibrium

is stablo for all Email displ.iccnients of tho surface. Tho «nioIktt

73*^ «'' 4 1 , .11 -J »

admissible value of tt -j;} is ~j + ^jj,
where a is tht longer sido 'it

the rectangle. Hence the condition of stability is that

'(^ + ^)T-(p-a>J

r"T
is a positive quantity. When tho breadth b ialoss than ^ -

the length a may bo unlimited.

Wbin the orihco is circular of radius a, tho limiting value of

a is »/ — : , where j is tho least root of tho eqtiotion^ no

-hic.,-0

VP

1-
! + .>:2-4^ 2-4' B 2 4»(j-6^

The least root of tlus c<iuation ia

c=.3-S3in.

If li H the height io winch tho li((nid vvill rise in capillaij tube

of unit radius, then the diumetor of tho lurgiot orifice is

2a = 3 -831 7 ^'SA

= 5-4188 'v'X^.

M. Dnproz found frnm lri» expenmcnta

2rt = 6-485»i'A.

Effect of Surface-tension «n the Velocity of Wavhs.'

When a series of waves are jiroiiagatcd on the surface

of a liquid, the surfaco-teiision has tho clfcct of increasing

the pressure at the crests of the waves and diminishing it

in the troughs. It tho wave-length is X, tho equation of

tho surface is

r
y«»6 Bin. 2ir .

The pressure duo to the surface-icnsioii 1 u

This pressure must bo added to the pressure duo to gravity

apt/ Hcnco tho waves will bo propagated aa if the

intensity of gravity had been

4r> 1

instead of ^r. Now it is shown in hydrodynamics that the

• Sco Sir W. Tlioinioo. " UyUrokinotlo Solutions and Obscnati^in,"

JHktl. Moj., Kov. 18(1.
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velocity of propagation of waves in deep water is that

acquired by a heavy body falling through half the radius

of the circle whose circumference is the wave-length, or

This velocity is a luiuiuium when

-v;
and the miuimum value is

7: Ty

For waves whose length from crest to crest is greater

than X, the principal force cnocerned in the motion is that

cf gravitation. For waves whose length is less than \ the

principal force concerned is that of surface-tension. Sir

William Thomson proposes to distinguish the latter kind

of v.-aves by the name of ripples.

When a small body is partly immersed in a liquid origin-

ally at rest, and moves horizontally with constant velocity

V, waves are propagated through the liquid with various

velocities according to their respective wave-lengths. In

front of the body the relative velocity of the fluid and the

body varies from V where the fluid is at rest, to zero

at the cutwater on the front surface of the body. The

v/aves produced by the body will travel forwards faster

than the body till they reach a distance from it at which

the relative velocity of the body and the fluid is equal to

the velocity of propagation corresponding to the wave-

length. The waves then travel along with the body at a

cc.-istant distance in front of it. Hence at a certain

distance in front of the body there is a series of waves

which are stationary with respect to the body. Of these,

the waves of minimum velocity form a stationary wave

nearest to the front of the body. Between the body and

this first wave the surface is comparatively smooth. Then
comes the stationary wave of minimum velocity, which is

the most marked of the series. In front of this is a

double series of stationary waves, the gravitation waves

forming a ssries increasing in wave length with their

distairce in front of the body, and the surface-tension waves

or ripples diminishing in wave-length with their distance

from the body, and both sets of waves rapidly diminishing

in amplitude with their distance from the body.

If the current-function of the water referred to the body
considered as origin is <\i, then the equation of the form of

the crest of a wave of velocity w, the crest of which travels

along with the body, is

where ds is an element of the length of the crest. To inte-

grate this equation for a solid of given form is probably diffi-

ouit, but it is easy to see that at some distance on either side

of the body, where the liquid is sensibly at rest, the crest of

tho wave will approximate to an asymptote inclined to the

w
t'.ath of the body at an angle whose sine is — , where v] is the

velocity of the wave and V is that of the body.

The crests of the different kinds of waves will therefore

appear to diverge as they get further fi-om the body, and
the waves themselves will he less and less perceptible.

But those whose wave-length is near to that of the wave
of mininum velocity will diverge less than any of the

others, so that the mo.'^t marked feature at a distance from

thq- body will be the two long lines of ripples of minimum
velocity, i- If the angle between these i's 10, the velocitv of

the body is w sec. 6, where w for water is about 23 centi-

metres per second.

Tables of Surface Tension.

In the following tables the units of length, mass, and
time are the centimetre, the gramme, and the second, and
the unit of force is that which if it acted on one gramme
for one second would communicate to it a velocity of one
centimetre per second :

—

TahU of Surface-Tension at 20° C. {Qniiuke).
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a specific cohesion nearly equal to -that of mercury, ^^'ate^,

the carbonates and sulphates, and probably phosphates,

and the metals, platinum, gold, silver, cadmium, tin, and

copper ha\'e a specific cohesion double that of mercury.

Zinc, iron, and palladium, three times that of mercury, and

sodium, six times that of mercury.

Relation op Surface-tension to Tempekatuee.

It appears from the experiments of Brunuer and of

Wolff on the ascent of water in tubes that at the tempera-

true f centigrade

T = 75-20 (1-0-001870 (Bninncr)
;

= 76'08 (1 -0-002( + 00000415«''), for a tube -02346 cm. dia-

meter (WoIH) ;

= 77-34 (1 - 0-001810, for a tubu -03098 cm. diameter (Wolff).

Sir W. Thomson has applied the principles of Thermody-

namics to determine the thermal effects of increasing or

diminishing the area of the free surface of a liquid, and

has shown that in order to keep the temperature constant

while the area of the surface increases by unity, an amount
of heit must be supplied to the liiiuid which is dynamically

equivalent to the product of the absolute temperature into

the decrement of the surface-tension per degree of temperar

ture. We may call this the latent heat of surface-exten-

sion.

It appears from the experiments of Brunner and Wolff

that at ordinary temperatures the latent heat of extension

of the surface of water is dynamically equivalent to about

half the mechanical work done in producing the surface-

extension. (J. c. M.)

CAPIS, or Capiz, a town of the Philippine Islands, in a

province of the same name, on the north coast of Panay, at

the mouth of the rivers Panay, Panitan, and Ivisan, which

are subject to inundations during the rainy season. It is

the seat of a Spanish alcalde, and is defended by a small

fort. Moat of its buUdings are light erections of nii)a palm.

Its exports are mainly rice, dyewood, gold-dust, and cattle.

Population, 11,470. Lat. 11° 25' N., long. 122° 45' E.

CAPISTRANO, Giovanni di (1386-145G), was born at

the little town of Capistrano in the AbruzzL He was

educated for the profession of law, and till about his

thirtieth year was engaged in practice as an advocate. He
then entered the Franciscan order, and became one of its

most rigid and devoted adherents. At the same time be

manifested very remarkable powers as a popular preacher,

and was consequently employed on various missions by the

popes. In 1450 he was sent by Nicholas V. to Germany
to preach against the Hussite heresy, and at the same time

to excite the Germans to a crusade against the Turks who,

under their great leader, Mahomet II., were threatening to

overrun Europe. Gapistrano did much to repress the

Hussite movement, and though he failed to excite a crusade

against the Turks, his religious enthusiasm sustained the

inhabitants of Belgrade when that town was besieged by
the Turkish forces in 1456. He accompanied them with

the cross in his hand in their successful sortie, a few mouths
before his death. He was canonized in 1G90.

CAPIT.AL, in social discussions sometimes treated as

antithetical to Labour, is in reality the accumulated savings

of labour and of the profits accruing from the savings of

labour. ' It is that portion of the annual produce reserved

from consumption to supply future wants, to extend the

epliere of production, to improve industrial instruments and
processes, to carry out works of public utility, and, in short,

to secure and enlarge the various means of progress

necessary to an increasing community. It is the increment

of wealth or means of subsistence analogous to the increment

of population and of the wants of civilized man. Hence Mr
Mill and other economists, when seeking a graphic expres-

sion of the service of capital, have called it " abstinence."

The labourer serves by giving phy.sical and mental effort

in order to supply his means of consumption. The
capitalist, or labourer capitalist, serves by abstaining from
consumption, by denying himself the present enjoyment of

more or less of his means of consumption, in the prospect

of a, future profit. This quality, apparent enough in the

beginnings of capital, applies equally to all its forms and
stages ; because whether a capitalist stocks his warehouse
•.vilh goods and produce, improves land, lends on mortgage
or other security, builds a factory, opens a mine, or orders

the construction of machines or ships, there is the clement
Of SL'lf-deprival for the present, with the risk of ultimate

loss of what is his own, and what, instead cf saviug and
embodying in Mmo productive form, he migbt choose to

consume. On this ground rests the justification of the

claims of capital to its industrial rewards, whether in the

form of rent, interest, or profits of trade and investment.

To any advance in the arts of industry or the comforts

of life, a rate of production exceeding the rate of consump-

tion, with consequent accumulation of resources, or in other

words, the formation of capital, is indispensable. The
primitive cultivators of the soU, whether those of ancient

times or the modern pioneers who have formed settlements

in the forests of the New World, soon discovered that their

labour would bo rendered more effective by implements

and au.xiliary powers of various kinds, and that until the

produce from existing means of cultivation exceeded what
was necessary for their subsistence, there could be neither

labour on their part to produce such implements and
auxiliaries, nor means to purchase them. Every branch of.

industry has thus had a demand for capital within its own
circles from the earliest times. The flint arrow-heads, the

stone and bronze utensils of fossiliferous origin, and the

rude implements of agriculture, war, and navigation, of

which we read in Homer, were the forerunners of that rich

and wonderfiJ display of tools, machines, engines, furnaces,

and countless ingenious and costly appliances, which
represent so large a portion of the capital of civilized

countries, and without the pre-existing capital could not

have been developed. Nor in the cultivation of land, or

the production simply of food, is the need of implements,

and of other auxiliary power, whether animal or mechanical,

the only need immediately experienced. Tuc demands on
the surplus of i>ryduce over consumption are various and
incessant. Near the space of reclaimed ground, from
which the cultivator derives but a bare livelihood, are some
mai-shy acres that, if drained and enclosed, would add con-

siderably jn two or three years to the produce ; the forest

and other natural obstructions might also be driven farther

back with the result, iit a few more years, of profit ; fences

are necessary to allow of p-isture and field crops, roads havo

to bo made and farm buildings to be erected ; as the work
proceeds more artificial investments follow, and by these

successive outlays of past savings in improvements, renewed
and enhanced from generation to generation, the land, of

little value in its natur.-il state cither to the owner and
cultivator or the community, is at length brought into a
highly productive condition. The history of capital in the

Soil is substantially the history of capital in all other spheres.

No progress can bo made in any sphere, small or large,

without reserved fundu posscs.sed by few or more persons,

in small or largo amounts, and the progress in all cases is

adventured under self-deprival in the me;inwliilo of acquired

value, and more or less risk a.n t«- the fin.-il re»ult.
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Capital ia necessarily to be distinpiished from money,

with which in ordinary nomenclature it is almost identical.

It is impossible to draw any line where capital may not

operate actively without the intervention of money. A
farmer, manufacturer, or artisan, who has saved from his

consumption and expenses of the past year an amount of

product-value, may in tho following year either employ
more labour to direct production or divert a portion of the

labour hitherto employed to an improvement of his process,

which in either case would be an investment of capital.

Money, strictly speaking, Ls the gold and silver coins in

circulation and banking reserve, and its sum in the United
Kingdom may amount to over 100 millions sterling. But
when the bank deposits of the kingdom are taken into

account, they are found to bo fives of hundreds of millions

sterling, all active as money, and forming what is palled

the "floating capital " of tho country. The explanation is

that the farmer, manufacturer, and artisan already supposed,
having a surplus produce to dispose of, sell it at what they
deem the proper time for their advantage and put the pro-

ceeds in bank ; or the domestic servant or labouring man
having a surplus from his wages, or the investor or

speculator in stocks and shares hjving realized a profit,

or tho owner of a thousand acres, or the millionaire

embarrassed with tho returns of a capital so large that he
can only add to it year after year, do the same thing—the

money employed in these multiplied transactions being
merely the vehicle of their notation in money-value, and
after accomplishing one series of transactions being
available for another series following. The deposits thus
made to the banks may be recalled soon or late, in whole or

in part, or may go on increasing under the same names for

a generation ; but, in any case, they are the realized money-
values of commodities, wages, rents, interest, and profits, of

which the owners had no present need, and which they
placed at the service of tho public in this social form at

some rate of interest until such time as they might choose
or need to recall them. This is capital in its most vitalized

form, because it is offered through the banks to all who
want capital and can give the requisite securities of

document or character for its repayment. In proportion

as this fund increases a country may be safely deemed richer

in resource for the extended employment of labour in all

profitable branches of industry, and for coping with every
exigency in its industrial and commercial condition. It is

a necessary element of all great enterprises, such as railways,

telegraphs, lines of ocean steamers, and the like, as well as

of operations in foreign commerce where there is a long

train of outlays in materials, wages, and charges before

there can be any return. Still the idea of capital cannot
be confined to money and bank deposits of money. The
indefinite extent to which, in the practical conduct of trades

end industries, the capital is insensibly increased out of the
resources of the business itself, without loans or contribu-

tion of new capital shares, and the facility with which
property and commodities command the energy of free and
active capital, forbid any narrow definition. The capital of

a country can scarce be said to be less than the whole sum
of its investments in a productive form, and possessing a
recognized productive value.

The distinction of "fixed" and "circulating" capital

by the author of the Wealth of Nations (hook ii. c. i.)

cannot fail to bo always useful in exhibiting the various
forms and conditions under which capital is employed. Yet
the principal phenomena of capital are found to be the
same, whether the form of investment be more or less

permanent or -circulable. The machinery in which capital

is " fix£d," and which yields a profit without apparently
changing^ hands, is in reality passing away day by day,
UPtil 't is worn out, and has to be replaced. Bo also of

drainage and other land improvements. When the natural

forests have been consumed and the landowners begin
to plant trees on tho bare places, the plantations while
growing are a source of health, shelter, and embellish-

ment—they are not without a material profit throughout
their various stages to maturity—and when, at the lapse

of twenty or more years, they are ready to be cut down,
'and the timber is sold for useful purposes, there is a

harvest of the original capital expended as essentially

as in the case of the more rapid yearly crops of wheat' or

oats. The chief distinction would appear to rest in the

element of timj: elapsmg between the outlay of capital and
its return. Capital may be employed in short loans or bills

of exchange at two or three months, in paying wages of

labour for which there may be return in a day or not in

less than a year or more, or in operations involving

within themselves every form of capital expenditure, and
requiring a few years or ninety-nine years for the

promised fructification on which they proceed. But tho

common characteristic of capital is that of a fund yielding

a return and reproducing itself . whether the time to this

end be long or short. The division of expenditure or

labour (all expenditure having a destination to labour of

one kind or another) into " productive ' and " unproductive "

by the same distinguished authority (book ii. c. 3) is

also apposite both for purposes of political economy and
practical guidance, though economists have found it

difficult to define where " productive expenditure " ends

and " unproductive expenditure " begins. Adam Smith
includes in his enumeration of the " fixed capital " of a.

country "the acquired and useful abilities of all the

inhabitants ; " and in this sense expenditure on education,

arts, and sciences might be deemed expenditure of tho

most productive value, and yet be wanting in strict com-
mercial account of the profit and loss. It must be

admitted that there is a personal expenditure among all

ranks of society, which, though not in any sense a capital

expenditure, may become capital and receive a productive

application, always to be preferred to the grossly unpro-

ductive form in the interest both of the possessors and of
the community.

These remarks have probably indicated with .sufiicient-

clearness the origin, nature, and uses of capital. Tho subject-

in its details is fuU of controversies, on which it would be

out of place here to enter. It may be enough to indi-

cate simply some conclusions which appear to be fully-

established. 1. Capital is not a prerogative or monopoly

of any class, but embraces both in its actual form and
its future possibilities all classes of men from the humblest

labourer to the millionaire. 2. In proportion as capital

increases the rate of profit falls, the competition of capital

with capital being fully more close aud active than that

of labour with labour (J. S. MiO's Principles of Political

Economy, book iv. c. i). 3. The amount of the annual

produce falling to capital is necessarily larger in proportion

to the amount falling to labour in countries where the

capital is large than in those where it is relatively small,

in. old than in new countries, though the rate of profit

may be lower in the former than in the latter. The rate

of profit may fall over the wholo capital of a country, and

yet from the increase of capital employed the aggregate pre fit

be undiminished or even increased, il. Bastiat puts this

conclusion in tho following formula:— "In proportion to

the iucrease of capital the absolute share of the total product

falling to the capitalist is augmented and his relative share

is diminished ; while, on the contrary, the labourer's share

is increased both absolutely and relatively" {Harmo'iies of

Political Economy, vii.) 4. Capital, so far from being the

antagonist, is the ally of labour, the indispensable means

of all extended employment and reward of labour, as welL
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as of all increase of population and civilized well-being

{Some Leading Principles of Political Economy, by Professor

Cairnes, part ii. c. 3).

CAPITANATA, or Foggia, a province of Southern

Italy, formerly belonging to the kingdom of Naples. It

has an area of 2955 square miles, .and is bounded on the

N. and E. by the Adriatic .Sea, on the S.E. by the province

cf Bari, on the S. by Basilicata and Principato Ulteriore,

on the W. by Benevento and JloUse. The south-west of

the province is occupied by the slopes and underfalls of the

Apennines, and on the north-east the mountain mass of

Gargano covers an extent of more than 800 square miles.

The central district, however, is very level, and is known
as the Tavogliere di Puglie, or Chess-board of Apulia

;

while the mountainous parts also enclose many fertile

valleys. Except at the promontory of Gargano the coast is

low, and is in many parts covered with lagoons, of which the

princioal are the Lago di LesLna, the Lago di Verana, and

'he Lago di Salpi. The harbours are few and unimportant.

Tho Fortore, the Candelaro, and the Cervajo are the chief

rivers, to which must be added the Ofanto, which forms the

boundary towards the south. The products are wheat,

maize, pulse, fruits, hemp, flax, oil, and wine; the breeding

of horses and cattle is pursued to a considerable extent, and
vast herds of sheep are pastured throughout the province.

The manufactures are few and of no great importance; and
the commerce consists mainly in the coasting trade. The
province is divided into the three districts of Foggia, San
Severe, and Jlanfredonia ; its capital is Foggia, and the

other principal towns, besides those which give name to

the districts, are Lucera, Bovino, Cerignola, Ascoli di

Satriano, and Vieste. Population in 1871,-322,758.

CAPITO, or KoEPFLi.v, Wolfgang Fabricius (1478-
1541), a Reformed divine, was born of humble parentage at

Hagenau in Alsace. He was educated for the medical pro-

fession, and he also devoted some time to the study of law, in

which he gained the degree of doctor. At the same time he
applied himself so earnestly to theology that he received the

doctorate in that faculty also, and taught for some time at

Freiburg. He acted for three years as pastor in Bruchsal,

and was then called to the cathedral church of Basel. lu
1520 he removed to Mainz, at tho request of Albrecht,

archbishop of that city. In 1523 he settled at Stnisburg,

where he remained till his death. Ho took a prominent
part in the earlier ecclesiastical transactions of the 16th
century, was present at the second conference of Zurich
end at the conference of Marburg, and along with Bucer
was appointed to present to the emperor the confession of

Augsburg. From his endeavours to conciliate the Lutheran
and Zwinglian parties in regard to the sacraments, he
seems to have incurred tho suspicions of his own friends

;

while from his intimacy with several divines of the Socinian
school ho drew on himself the charge of Arianism. His
principal works were,

—

InstiltUionum Hchraicarum lihri

duo ; EiMrrattoiies in llahacuc et Iloseam Proplietas; and
Explicatio doctissima in Ilcxaemeron.

CAPITOL, the great temple of Jupiter on the Tarpeian
or Capitoline Hill at Rome. See Rome.
CAPITOLINUS, Julius, one of a number of historical

writers who lived about tluJ end of the 3d century. See
Auou.sTAN History, vol. iii. p. 73.

CAPITULARIES are certain laws enacted under tho
auspices of kings of the Prankish race. They are called

Capilularia, a name of no classical authority, but derived
irom capilulmn, the diminutive of caput ; and they are
so described from tho circumstance of their being enacted
or digested capilulatim, by heads or chapters. Tho tonu
is very frequently used in a general sense, but in other
instances capitularies are distinguished frora lav.-3.

The laws of tho Franks were enacted " couiieusu populi

et constitutione regis." Liberty was the chief inheritance

of the ancient people of Germany ; nor were they governed

by laws which they had no share in enacting. It has been

remarked by Dr Stuart, that " the short but comprehensive

and sentimental work of Tacitus, on the maimers cf

Germany, is the key to the institutions, the Capitularies,

and the code of the barbarians." But the national

assemblies of those who were capable and worthy of bearing

arms appear to have been gradually superseded by a

select council, composed of the two orders of the clergy and
nobOity ; and if the great body of the people attended

their deliberations, it seems to have been more in the

capacity • of spectators than of actual legislators. The
initiative in promulgating any resolution was always takeu
by the king or emperor, and the final adoption seems also

to have been very rnuch in his hands, the assembled
magnates merely giving their advice on the circumstances

of the case. This was the form of the constitution in the

time of Charlemagne, in whose name a great proportion of

the Capitularies are promulgated, though some of them
belong to a more recent, and others to a much more early

period, the collection commencing with an enactment of

King Cldldebert, dated in the year 554. The Capitularies

are written in the Latin language, and were doubtless

drawn up by the ecclesiastics. The Latin copies were de-

posited among the national archives, but the laws were
divulged to the people in their mother tongue.

Savigny gives the following summary of what
is now • knov.-n with regard to the Capitularies :

—" The
imperial ordinances of the Fraiiks (Capilularia), which,

after the extension of their empire,were distinguished from
the national laws [Leges), arose from the enlargement of

the same principle. All royal enactments, particularly in

later times, were called Capilularia, or Capitula. The
king had a double character,—the one, as chief of each
individual tribe, and the other as head of the whole
nation. Hence the Capitularies also are of two classes,

—

those defining the law of a particular race, e.jr., 'Capi-

tula addita ad Legem Salicam,' and those of general

application over the whole Frank territory. In the kingdom
of the Franks, with which so many diiferent nations were
incorporated, the Capitularies are so frequently general

under the Carlovingian dynasty, that when their character

is not specially fixed they may be understood as belonging

to that class. In Lombai-dic Italy, on the contrary, wiere
the Lombards and Romans were the only distinct peoples,

most of the ordinances of Charles a£.d Ws successors must
be understood as constituting exclusively Lombardic law.

For this reason probably they have been inserted in all

the early collections of that law, and were consequently
never obligatory on the Romans. It is, however, of great

importance to determine accurately the limits of the
general Capitularies. Tho laws of the race of Charlemagne
have been erroneously supposed to apply to all the subjects

of their extensive empire. These princes reigned over
three distinct kingdoms, the Frankish, the Lombardic, aud
that which under the name of Rome and the Exarchate
had recently constituted part of the Greek empire. No
Capitulary, however general, could overstep the boundaries
of that state in which it had originated. The only excep-
tions to this rule were some clerical laws; aud their

universal validity arose from the unity of tho church,. and
from the common old ecclesiastical authorities, on which
they were founded. No example of a similarly general
application is found in any of the temporal ordinances."

Tlic first colloctiou of the Capitularies was made in tho 9tli centtirv
by Aiigcsisc, abbot of FoDtciiclli', one of the (oimcillors of C'harlJ.
niaRiie. He coUnctml tlin Onpitu'a of Charlemagno and Louis lo

111 812 liiiiicSct, iT.acoii of Mainz,
• tho nuinlwr of Copiluhi to li'lT.

UlJ, whicJi iucff^ucd tlic QUmbur to

V. — 10

nd'oniiaiic into f

n.Uii'ii three book
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21 00. The history of the later editions will be found in the preface of

Balu^e, who has himself surpassed all preceding and all subsequent

editors. His great collection appeared under the following title :

Capiiularia Rcgum Francorum ; odditis suTit Marculji monachi ct

alionnn /oDiiulce vctercs, et notes doctissiiiwrum virorurn : Stcjjhamts

Baluzjas Tutclcnsis in nutim coUegit, ad vctrustissimos codices manu-
tcriptos ciaendavit, magnam partem nuitc primum cdidit, notisilh^-

travit, Paris, 1C77, 2 torn. fol. Tills valuable work was long after

wards reprinted iu Italy (Tcnetils, 1771, 2 torn, fol.) Another edi-

tion, for which Baluze had himself made preparations, is that of De
Chiuiac, which appeared at Paris, 1780, 2 torn. fol. This edition

U splendidly printed, but is somewhat disfigured by a French trans-

lation of the preface, exhibited column ^or column. The Capitu^

lanes are also to be found in Georgisch's Corpus Juris Qermanici

arUiqui, Haiffi JIagd. 173S, 4to ; in Canciani's Leges Sarbarorum
antiquce, Vonetiis, 1781-91, 5 torn. fol. ; in Walter, Corpus Juris

German, antij., 1823-4 ; and in Pertz, Monumenta Germanica.

An admirable analysis of the contents of the Capitularies ^»ill be

found in Guizot, .£^13. de la CiviUzitiioUf Lee. xxi. and xxv. See

also Michelet, Ori^nas du Droit Francis.

CAPITULATION' (the Pactum dediltoms of Grotius) is

aa agreement in time of war for the surrender to a hostile

armed force of a particular body of troops, a town", or a

territory. It is an ordinary incident of war, and therefore

no previous instructions from the captor's Government are

required before finally settling the conditions of capitula-

tion. The most usual of such conditions are freedom of

religion, and security of private property on the one hand,

and a promise not to bear arms within a certain period on

the other. Such agreements may be rashly concluded with

an inferior ofScer, on whose authority the enemy are not in

the actual position of the war entitled to place reliance.

The Roman consuls sometimes introduced the condition

—

" Ita ratum sit, si populus Romaniis ceiisuissct.' Saturninus

Burrendered tho Capitol on the promise of Marius ; but

Cicero asks (pro C. Sab., c. x.), " Fides qui potuit sine

Bonatusconsulto dari
!
" Caesar evidently thought that

responsibility in such matters should rest in the com-

mander-in-chief :
" Alter agere ad prsscriptum, alter libere

ad summam rerum consulere debet" {de B. C, iii 51). In.

modern times the question has been raised whether a

capitulation can ever amount to ar conveyance of the

sovereignty, or a perpetual cession of political allegiance.

Such matters are fixed by the terms of peace ; but before

then Questions may rise as to rights in the property

passed by capitulation. Although private ransoms are

theoretically allowed by EngUsh admiralty law in cases of

necessity, the Prize A.ct (27 and 2b Vict. c. 25, § 45) con-

fers a right onlj' to ships and goods afloat. Hence part of

the consideiatios of a capitulation may be condemned to

the Crowu. Again, as in the case of Thorshaven and its

dependencies fIslDiui of Stromoe), which capitulated to

Captain Baugh in 1808, public property passed by the

capitulation, if not taken possession of by the private

enemy, may afterwards be seized by privateers and for-

feited to the Crown. In two great capitulations of modern
history, Great Britain has made a not very creditable

appearance. That of Closter Seven, between the duke

of Cumbeiland and Marshal Eichelieu for a suspension of

arms iu N. Germany, King George, as elector of Hanover,

refused to ratify, and ordered the Hanoverian troops,

which ought to have been disbanded, to resume service as

British troops. In the capitulation of El Arish (1800),

which related to the evacuation of Egypt by the French,

the British Government, so long as it seemed more ad-

vantageous to fight, pleaded a defect in the authority of

Sir Sidney Smith : but v,'hen Kleber's brilliant movement
to Heli.'ipolis had changed matters, they clamoured for the

faithful execution of the agreement. The most important

case on the subject of capitulation is, however, that of the

luerchaats of Genoa, particulars of which may be got in

Hansard, vol. xxx., and 4 Robinson, 388.

Capitulation is also the PMne given to an arrangement

by which a body of foreigners enjoy certain privilege*

within the state making the capitulation ; e.g., the Swisa
Guards at the Tuileries, or the consular jurisdictiona in

the Levant. It is also applied by French writers to the

oath which on his election the emperor of the Romans
used to make to the college of electors ; this related chiefly

to such matters a^ regalian rights, appeals from local juris-

dictions, the rights of the Pope, ic
CAPMANY, A_\To.vio de Mo.vtpal.4.-v y (1743-1813),

a Spanish historian and philosoplier, was bora at Barcelona.

He spent the early part of his life in military service, and.

after his retirement in 1770 removed to Madrid, where
he was elected secretary of the Royal Academy of

History. His principal works are,

—

Memorias historicas

sobre la I/aritia, Commercio, y Aries de Cantigua ciudadde
.Sarcefcjia, 4to, Madrid, 1779-1792; Teairo historico-critico

de la Eioquencia Espanola, 4to, Madrid, 1786 ; Diclionario

Frances-Espanol, 4to, Madrid, 1 805 ; Filosofia de I'Elo-

cuencia, 1776 ; and Questionea criticaa eohre vanos puittoi

de liistoria economica, politica, y militar, 8vo, 1807.

CAPO D'lSTRl-^, a fortified seaport town of Austria, ia

the government of Trieste and circle of Istria. It stands

on a small island in the Gulf of Trieste, 8 miles south

of that city, in 45° 32' 20" N. lat. and 13° 42' 29" E.

long., and is connected with the mainland by a causeway
half a mile in length. It is the seat of a bishopric, and
has a cathedral and about thirty other churches, a citadel,

a gymnasium, a prison, and a theatre. It manufactures-

salt, sugar, leather, and soap ; it also exports nine, oil, and
fish. The harbour is large, bnt is little frequented except

by fishing-boats. Population iu 18G9, 9169. Capo d'Istria

is usually identified with the town of jEgida, mentioned

by Pliny, which appears by an inscription to have after-

wards received the name of Justinopolis from Justin IL

At a later period it formed a free commonwealth, v.hich

was subjugated by the Venetians in the 10th century, fell

into the hands of the Genoese in 1380, and was recaptured

by the Venetians in 1487. As capital of Istria it passed

into -Austrian possession in 1797.

CAPO D'ISTRLl, John, Count (1780-1831), was

born at Corfu, where his father was a physiciaVi, in 1780.

At first he devoted himself to the study of medicine in the

academies of Padua and Venice, but joined the liussiaa

diplomatic service when at the treaty of Tilsit the Ionian

Islands were ceded to the Frenck He held the ofiice of

secretary for foreign aflfairs under the Emperor Alexander,

and- was president of the Greek republic after the battle of

Navarino. Halving been suspected of treachery to the

republican cause, he was assassinated when entering a

church at Nauplia, October 9, 1831. See Geeece.

CAPPADOCTA, an extensive province of Asia Minor

that for a considerable period constituted an independent

kingdom. It was originally a country of much greater

extent ; in the time of Herodotus, the Cappadocians

occupied the whole region from the chain of Mount
Taurus on the south to the shores of the Euxine. That

author tells us that the name of Cappadocians was that

applied to them by the Persians, while they were termed

by the Greeks Syrians, or White Syrians (Leucosyri). The

fact that they were a branch of the same race with the

Syrians appears indeed to admit of no doubt. Under the

Persian empire they were divided into two separate satrapies

or governments, the one comprising the central and inland

portion of the country, to which the name of Cappadocia

continued to be applied, while the other was called Cap-

padocia ad Pontum, and gradually came to be known simply

as Pontus. As after the fall of the Persian government

the two provinces continued to be subject to separate

rulers, this distinction was perpetuated, and the name of

Cappadocia came to be restricted to the inland province
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(sometimes called Great Cappadocia), wlieh alone will be

considered in the present article. The history and

geography of the region bordering on the Euxine will be

found under Pontus.
Cappadocia, in this sense, was bounded on the S. by the

chain of Mount Taurus, on the E. by the prolongation of

that ridge and the Euphrates, on the N. by Pontus, and

ou the W. by Galatia and Lycaonia. But rt had no natural

boundaries except on the south and east, so that it is

impossible to define its limits with accuracy on the other

sides. Strabo is the only ancient author who gives any

circumstantial account of the country, but he has greatly

exaggerated its dimensions ; it was in reality about 250
miles in length by less than 150 in breadth. With the

exception of a narrow strip of the district called Melitene,

on the east, which forms part of the valley of the

Euphrates, the whole of this extensive region is a high
upland tract, attaining to the level of more than 3000 feet

above the sea, and constituting thfe central and most
elevated portion of the great table-land of Asia Minor.
(See Asia Minor.) The western parts of the province,

where it adjoins Lycaonia, and extending thence to the foot

of Slount Taurus, are open treeless plains, affording pasture

in modern as well as ancient times to numerous flocks of

sheep, but almost wholly desolate and uncultivated. But
out of the midst of this great upland level rise detached
groups or masses of mountains, mostly of volcanic origin,

of which the loftiest is Mount Argseus (stUl called by the
Turks Erdjish Dagh), which attains to a height of 13,000
feet above the sea, while that of Hassan Dagh to the south-
west of it rises to about 8000 feet.

The eastern portion of the province is of a more varied
and broken character, being traversed by the mountain-
chain called by the Greeks Anti-Taurus, as well as by
several subordinate ridges, some of them parallel with it,

others extending eastwards from thence towards the
Euphrates. Between these mountains and the southern
chain of Taurus properly so called lies the region called in

ancient times Cataonia, occupying an upland plain in a
basin surrounded on all sides by mountains. This district

in the time of Strabo formed a portion of Cappadocia, and
though several ancient writers had regarded the Cataonians
as a distinct people from the Cappadocians, Strabo, who
had himself visited the country, could find no distinction
between them either in language or manners.
The River Pyramus (now called the Jihun) rises in the

table-land of Cataonia, and forces its way through narrow
and rocky defiles across the chain of Taurus to the plains
of Cilicia. The Sarus, or Sihun, rises much farther north,
in the Arjti-Taurus, near the frontiers of Pontus, and flows
through a deep and narrow valley between two parallel
ridges of mfnintains, for a distance of more than 150 miles,
till it in like manner forces its way through the main
range of the Taurus, and emerges into the plains of Cilicia.

Tho Halys, or Kizil Irmak, which has its sources within
the confines of Pontus, traverses tho northern part of
Cappadocia throughout its whole extent, parsing within
about 20 miles of tho capital city of KaLsariyeL '''he

other rivers of Cappadocia are of little importance.
The kingdom of Cappadocia, which was still in existence

doxk-n to the time of Strabo. as a nominnlly independent
state, was divided, according to that geographer, into ten
districU, viz., Melitene, Cataonia, Cilicia, Tyanitis, and
Garsauritis in tho south, or adjoining Mount Taurus; and
five others, Laviniasene, Sargarausene, Saravcne, Cha-
mnneno, and Morimcne, on the side of Pontus. The posi-
tion and limits of these northern subdivisions cannot be
determined with any certainty, but tho others are better
known. Cataonia has been already described, and the
adjoining district of Melitene which did not originally

form part of Cappadocia at all, bnt was annexed to it by
Ariarathes I., was a fertile tract adjoining the Euphrates,

the chief town of which still retains the name of Malatiyeh.

Cilicia was the name given to the district in which Caesarea,

the capital of the whole country, was situated, and in

which rose the lofty and conspicuous mass of Mount
Argasus. Tyanitis, as its nama shows, was the region of

which Tyana was the capital,—a level tract in the extreme
south of the province, extending quite to the foot of Mount
Taurus. Garsauritis appears to have comprised the western

or south-western districts adjoining Lycaonia ; its chief

town was Archelals, now Ak SeraL

The only two cities of Cappadocia in the days of Strabo
which were considered by the geographer to deserve that

appellation were—Mazaca, the capital of the kingdom
under its native monarchs, but which, after it had passed

under the Homau government, obtained the name of

Caesarea, which it has ever since retained under the scarcely

altered form of Kaisariyeh ; and Tyana, not far from the

foot of the Taurus, the site of which is marked by some
ruins at a place called Kiz Hissar, about 12 miles south-west

of Nigdeh. Archelais/founded by Archelaus, the last king
of the country, subsequently became a Roman colony, and
a place of some importance. At the present day the only

considerable town in this part of Asia Jlinor is Kaisariyeh,

which has a population of about 25,000 souls, and
is an important centre of trade, and the resort of mer-
chants from all parts of Asia Minor, as well as Syria and
Armenia.

The ancient Cappadocians were much devoted to ihe

practice of religious and superstitious rites, and several

localities in their country were the sites of temples that

enjoyed a great reputation for sanctity. Among these the
most celebrated was that of Comana, dedicated to the

goddess M,i, whom the Greeks identified witk Enyo, the

BeUona of the Romans, and the same deity who was
worshipped at the Pontic Comana. Tlie high priest enjoyed
consideration second only to tho king, and exercised rule

over the greater part of Cataonia, of which CSjmana was
the chief place. It v.-as situated on the river Sarus, but
the site has not been identified. Next to him ranked the

high-priest of Zeus at Venasa, in Morimene, which had not

less than 3000 slaves. The temple of Artemis Perasia at

Castabala also enjoyed a great reputation of sanctity.

Cappadocia was remarkable for the number of slaves,

which constituted indeed the principal wealth of its

monarchs. They were sent in largo numbers to Rome,
but did not enjoy a good reputation. The province was
also cclcbi-ated for the number and excellence of its horses,

as well as for its vast flocks of sheep; but from its eleva-

tion above the sea, and the coldness of its climate, it could

never have been a rich and fertile country.

History.—Nothing is known of the history of Cappadocia
before it became subject to tho Persian empire. It was
included in the third satrapy of that empire in tho division

established by Dariu.i, but continued to be governed by
satraps or rulers of its own, who apparently retained the

title of kings. These derived their dcsceht from a Persian

named An.aphas, who was one of tho seven conspirators

that slew the fal^se Smcrdis. The first ruler who succeeded

in establishing himself in a position of virtual independence
was Ariarathes (henco called Ariarathes I.), who was a
contemporary of Alexander tho Gre.nt, and maintained
himself on the throne of Cappadocia after the fall of the

Persian monarchy.

After the death of Alexander, Perdiccas, marching into

Cappadocia with a powerful and well-disciplined arm^,
succeeded in taking Ariarathes prisoner, and crucified hita

and all those of the royal blood who fell into bis h.aos.

Hia eon Ariarathae PI. however, having escaped '^^^ "'' -"J
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Blaiighter, fled into Armenia, where he lay concealed till the

civil dissensions which arose among the Macedonians aftfir

the death of Eumenes (to whom Perdiccas had surrendered

the kingdom) gave him a favourable opportunity of

recovering the throne. Having defeated Amyntas in a
pitched battle, he compelled the Macedonians to abandon
all the strongholds, and after a long and undisturbed reign,

left his kingdom to his son Ariamnes II., under whose
I>caceful administration, as well as that of his successor

Ariarathes [II., Cappadocia made great progress.

He was succeeded by Ariarathes IV., who joined

Antiochus the Great against the Romans, and, after his

di.:feat was obliged to atone for taking up arms against the

people of Rome by paying a fine of two hundred talents.

Ho afterwards assisted the republic with men and money
against Perseus king of Macedon, and was honoured by the

senate with the title of the friend and ally of the Roman
people. He left the kingdom to his son Mithridates, who
took the name of Ariarathes V.

During the reign of this prince, sumamed Philopaior,

the Cappadocians remained in close alliance with Rome.
Notwithstanding this, he was for a time expelled from his

kingdom by Orophernes, who had been set up against him
by Demetrius Soter. king of Syria, as a rival claimant to the

throne of Cappadocia; but Ariarathes succeeded in expelling

Orophernes, and afterwards united his arms with those of

Alexander Batas against Demetrius, who was defeated and
killed in battle. Some years afterwards Ariarathes, having
espoused the cause of the Romans in their contest with

Aristonicus, a claimant of the throne of Pergamus, was
elain in the same battle in which Crassus, pro-consul of

A;:ia, was taken, and the Roman army cut to pieces

(130 B.C.) He left six sons by his wife Laodice, on whom
th 3.Romans bestowed Lycaonia and Cilicia. But Laodice,

fearing lest her children when they came of age should take

the government out of her bands, poisoned five of them,

—

the youngest only having escaped her cruelty by being

conveyed out of the kingdom. She was soon, however, put

to death by her subjects, who rose in rebellion against her

tyrannical government.

Laodice was succeeded by Ariarathes VI., who soon after

his accession married Laodice, daughter of Mithridates the

Great, wishing to gain the alliance of that powerful prince

in his contest with Nicomcdes king of Bithynia, who laid

claim to part of his kingdom. Mithridates, however, instead

of assisting, procured the death of Ariarathes by poison,

and under pretence of maintaining the rights of the

Cappadocians against Nicomedes, proclaimed himself regent

till the children of Ariarathes should be competent to

govern the kingdom. The Cappadocians at first acquiesced

;

but finding him unwilling to resign the regency in favour

of the lawful king, they rose in arms, expelled the foreign

garrisons, and placed Ariarathes VII., eldest son of the late

king, on the thron'e.

The new prince found himself immediately engaged in a

war with Nicomedes ; but, being assisted by Mithridates,

be not only drove him out of Cappadocia, but stripped him
of a great part of his hereditary dominions. On the con-

clusion of the peace, the refusal of Ariarathes to recall

Gordius, the murderer of his father, led to a war with

Mithridates. When the two armies met on the frontiers

of Cappadocia, Mithridates invited Ariarathes to a confer-

ence, and openly stabbed him with a dagger which he had
concealed in his dress. The terror-stricken Cappadocians

immediately dispersed, and submitted to the yoke -of

Mithridates; but, unable to endure the tyranny of his

prefects, they quickly rose in rebellion, and recalling the

exiled brother of the late king they placed him on the

throne. He had scarcely ascended the throne when
Milhridates invaded the kingdom at the head of a numerous

army, defeated the army of the Cappadocians with great
slaughter, and compelled Ariarathes VIII. to abandon the
kingdom. The unhappy prince soon after died of grief,

and Mithridates bestowed the kingdom on his own son, a
youth only eight years old, giving him also the name of

Ariarathes.. But Nicomedes Philopator, king of Bithynia,
dreading the increase of power in a rival already so formid-
able, claimed the throne for a youth who pretended to bo
the third son of Ariarathes, and whom he sent with Laodice
to Rome to advocate his cause. Having received the
declaration of Laodice that the petitioner was one of three

sons which she had borne to Ariaratlies, and whom she had
kept concealed lest he should share the fate of his brothers,

the senate assured him that they would reinstate him
in his kingdom. Mithridates, receiving notice of these

transactions, despatched Gordius to Rome to advocate his

cause, and to persuade the senate that the youth to whom
he had resigned the kingdom of Cappadocia was the lawful

son of the late king, and grandson to Ariarathes, who had
lost his life in the service of the Romans against Aristonicus.

On receiving this embassy, the senate inquired more
narrowly into the matter, discovered the whole plot, and
ordered Mithridates to resign Cappadocia. The Cappado-
cians enjoyed their freedom for a short time, but soon sent

ambassadors to Rome, requesting the senate to appoint a
king. Leave was given them to elect a king of their own
nation ; and as the old royal family was now extinct,

they chose Ariobarzanes, who received the sanction of the

senate, and continued steadily attached to the Roman interest

(93 B.C.)

Ariobarzanes had scarcely taken possession of his kingdom
when he was driven out by Tigranes, king of Armenia, who
resigned Cappadocia to the son of Mithridates, in terms of

an alliance previously concluded between them. Ario-

barzanes fled to Rome, and by the assistance of Sulla, w-ho

routed Gordius the general of Mithridates, he was quickly

reinstated in his kingdom. On the return of Sulla, however,

Ariobarzanes was again driven out by Ariarathes, the son

of Mithridates, whom Tigranes had set np as king. By the

intervention of Sulla, Ariobarzanes was again placed on
the throne ; and immediately after Sulla's death he was a

third time forced to abandon his kingdom, when Pompey.i

after defeating Mithridates near Mount Stella, restored the

unfortunate monarch, and rewarded him for his services

during the war with the provinces of Sophene, Gordyene,

and a great part of Cilicia. Wearied with such a succession

of disasters, soon after his restoration he resigned the

crown to his son Ariobarzanes (G3 B.C.), and spent the rest

of his life in retirement.

Ariobarzanes II. proved no less faithful to the Romans
than his father had been. On the breaking out of the

civil war between C^sar and Pompey he sided with the

latter ; but after the death of Pompey he was received into

favour by C^sar, who bestowed upon him a great part of

Armenia. While the dictator was engaged in war with

the Egyptians, Pharnaces, king of Pontus, invaded Cap-

padocia and stripped Ariobarzanes of all his dominions

;

but Caesar, after defeating Pharnaces, restored the king of

Cappadocia, and honoured him with new titles of friendship.

After the murder of Csesar, Ariobarzanes, refusing to join

Brutus and Cassius, was declared an enemy to the republic,

and was soon afterwards taken prisoner and put to death

(42 B.C.) His brother, Ariarathes IX. was then fer a few

years raised to the throne, but was in his turn put to death

by Antony, and with him the royal family became extinct.

Archelaus, the grandson of the general of the same name
who commanded against Sulla in the Mithridatic war, owed

his elevation to the throne of Cappadocia solely to the

intrigues of his mother Glaphyra with Mark Antony, to

whom he remained faithful in the contests with Augiistus.
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On the defeat of Antony, ne wag pardoned by the emperor

at the intercession of the C'appadocians, and received

Armenia Minor and Cilicia Trachea as a reward for having

assisted the Romans in clearing the seas of pirates who

infested the coast of Asia. He contracted a strict friend-

ship with Herod the Great, king of Judea, and married

bis daughter Glaphyra to Alexander, Herod's son. On the

accession of Tiberius (who entertained a secret hostility

to Archelaus on account of his previous neglect of his

merits during the lifetime of Caius Ca;sar), he was decoyed

to Rome by the fair promises of Livia, the emperor's mother;

but being accused before the senate, and loaded with

reproaches at the court, he died of grief, after a reign of

fifty years.

On the death of Archelaus (17 a.d.) the kingdom of

Cappadocia was reduced to a Roman province, and governed

by men of the equestrian order. It continued under the

Roman empire to enjoy a high state of prosperity, and its

capital, Csosarea, became a great and flourishing city. But

in the reign of Valerian, it was overrun by the Persian king

Sapor, who took Gesarca after a long siege, and put most

of the inhabitants to the sword. Cappadocia, howevei,

continued to form part of the Byzantine empire, till it was

conquered by the Seljukian Turks in 1074. It has ever

Bince remained incorporated with the Turkish empire.

During the Roman period Cappadocia assumes rather a

prominent part in ecclesiastical history. Its capital,

(tesarea, was the birthplace of St Basil, who long occupied

its episcopal see, while that of Nyssa was held by his

brother Gregory ; and the small town of Nazianzus, in the

south-west of the province, was at once the birthj^lace and

the residence of the more celebrated Gregory, commonly
known from thence as St Gregory Nazianzen. (e. h. b.)

CAPPEL, the name of a family of distinguished theo-

logians, scholai's, and jurisconsults, of whom the following

are the most important. Guillaume Cappel, in 1491, as

rector of the university of Paris, had the boldness to forbid

the payment of the tithe demanded by Pope Innocent

VIII. His son Jacques, jurisconsult and councillor of

stato under Francia I., is famous for the speech which he

delivered in' l.')37 before the king and nobility of France

against Charles V. and the counts of Flanders, Artoir., and
C'harolais. His son, Louis Cappel, sieur do Moniambcrt
(1534-158C), who began life as professor of Greek at

Bordeaux, and ended his days as professor of theology

at Sedan, is remarkable for his devotion to the cause of

Protestantism, for the sake of which he risked his life on

more than one occasion. It was ho who. in 1.5G0, pre-

sented to Charles IX. the Confession of Faith which had
been drawn up by tho Parisian I'rotcstants. Another son,

Jacques Cappel (1.'>70-1G24), was a distinguished juris-

con.sult. Ho was the father of Jacques Cappel, author of

a number of works of considerable celebrity on theology,

history, philology, and antiquities, and of Louis Cappel,

noticed below.

C.\PPEIj, Louis, tho most celebrated member of tho

above family, a learned Protestant theologian and scholar,

was born at St Klien in l.'iS.'), and died at Saumurin 10.08.

Mo studied theology at Sedan, Oxford, and Saumiir. At
tho ago of twenty-eight ho accepted tho chair of Hebrew at

Sanmnr, and twenty years after that of theology. As a

Hebrew scholar, his greatest achievement is his demonstra-

tion, against tho Buxtorfs, that tho vowel points and accents

are not an essential part of tho Hebrew language, but
were inserted by tlio Masorete .Tews of Tiberias, not earlier

than the Sth century a.d., and that the primitive Hebrew
characters dro those now known as the Samaritan, while

tho square characters are Chaldean, substituted for tho more
ancient at the time of tho Captivity. As a theologian, ho

advocated liberal views with regard to the verbal insijira-

tiou of Scripture and the history of the Bible. Thtse
doctrines of Cappel were generally distasteful to his co-

religionists. Their protest against the Church of Rome
being founded upon Scripture, to allow the possibility of

the slightest inaccuracy in its text seemed to them to be

striking at the very rout of their position. They, there-

fore, made strenuous efforts to prevent the publication of

his views. The Swiss clergy were compelled to sign a

paper condemning them, and Cappel found great difficulty

in printing some of his works. His Critica .)>acra, a collec

tion of various readings in the Old Testament and of

canons of textual criticism, lay in MS. for ten years, and
he was only able to print it at Paris, in 1G50, by aid of a

son who had turned Catholic. Cappel is also the author of

Annotaliones et Commetttorii in Vitus Teslamentttm, Cliron-

oloffia Saa'a. and other theological woiks, as well as of

several treatises on Hebrew besides the Crilica Sacra,

among which are the Arcanum Pnnctiiatioiiis revclalum

(1624), and the Dialriba de veris et antiqnis Ehrrjorum
lileris (1645). His Commentariiis de Vitjullorum t/ente,

giving an account of the distinguished family to which
he belonged, was published by his nephew James Cappel
(1039-1722), who, at the age of nineteen, became professor

of Hebrew at Saumur, but, on the revocation of the edict

of Nantes, fled to England, where he died in 1622.

CAPPERONIER, Claude (I C7 1-1744), a classical

scholar, was the son of a tanner at Montdidier. He studied

at Amiens and Paris, and took orders in the Church of

Rome, but devoted himself almo.St entirely to classical

studies. He declined a professorship in the university of

Basel, and was afterwards appointed to the Greek chair in

the College de France. He published an edition of Quin-
tilian, and left behind him at his death an edition of tho
ancient Latin Rhetoricians, which was published in 1756.
His nephew, Jean Capperonier, was also a famous linguist.

CAPREUA, or Cabrera, a small island of Italy, in tho
.Mediterranean, two miles otf the northeast coast of Sar-

dinia, in 41" 12' 47" N. lat. and 9° 29' 14" E. long. It

forms one of the Buccinarian group, and belongs to tho
province of Sassari. The most of its surface of 6700 acrea
is rocky and unfertile; and till the present century it was
only occasionally visited. In 1854 Garibaldi acquired pos-
session of a part of the island, and built himself a house,
which has been his princi[ial place of residence since that

date. See Vccchj, Garibaldi at Caprcra, 1862.
CAPRI, the ancient Caprece, a small island of Italy ori

the south side of the Bay of Naples, in 40° 32' N. lat. and
14" 11' E. long., and separated by a space of SJ miles
from the promontory of Sorrento. It is a mass of limestone
rock, with an area of about 20 square miles, rising into
two distinct peaks or plateaus, with a little valley of great
fertility between. The coast consists for the most part of
precipitous cliffs, and there are only two laiiding-pl.ice.' in
the whole circuit. The scenery throughout the island is

of unusual beauty, and some of the sea-caves are un-
rivalled for the splendid colours reflected on tho rock.
Tho two most famous are called respectively tho Blue
and tho Green Grotto; tho former, though it has only
become a popular resort in the present century, seems to

have been known in tho l7th. Tho inhabitants still

retain distinct traces of tho Greek typo of countenanco
and figure. They are industrious, religions, and simple,
and, in general, poor. Besides the cultivation of the
narrow surface that; can bo reclaimed from the rock, thoy
chiefly depend on tho capture of tho quails which visit

tho island in May and December ; and about 200 of the
young men take part annually in tho coral fishery off tho
Const of Africa. The chief towns are Capri in the ca.sf, with
2332 inhabitants, and a beautiful cathedral and n semi-
nary ; and Anocapri in tho west, situated on the summit of
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Munfce Solara, and accessible by a stair of 552 steps cut in

the rock.

First inhabited, according to Virgil ar.d Tacitus, by the Telebose,
Capri afterwards became a naral station of the Etruscans ; and in

tbo 5th century B.C. passed under the power of the Greeks of
Neapolis. From that city it was purchased by Augustus, who
occasionally retired to ita grateful seclusion in the latter part of his

life. U is chiefly celebrated, however, as the retreat of Tiberius,
where he spent the last ten years of his reign. He erected twelve
villas in dilfcrent parts of the island, the most famous of which was
the Villa Jovis, built on the summit of the eastern clilfs 1500 feet

above the sea. Large parts of the building, which combined tlie

strength of a fortres-t \vith the luxury of a palace, still remain to
bear witness to the power and wealth of the empire. The whole
island, indeed, is full of Roman remains, and has yielded to the
archreologist a rich harvest of mosaics, bas-reliefs, coins, and inscrip-

tions. Of the last one of the most remarkable is the strange
lamentation of Hypatus, which was discovered in the MJthraio
temple at Metromania. On the fall of the Roman empire, Capri
parsed to tlic see of Rome, and it formed part of the bisliopnc of
Sorrento till the 10th century, when it received a bishop of its own.
Of its raediceval history the principal remains are the castles of
Castiglione and Anacapri. In 1803 it was captured by Sir Sidney
Smith, and defended hy new fortifications ; but in 180S, while Sir

Hudson Lowe wan in command, it was recaptured by Murat.
See Hftdrava, Lcttcre sulV isoJa di Capri, Dresden, 1794; Hans

Andersen» Imjrrovisatore ; and three articles (reprinted from the
Safiirdaif Rcficw, 1873) in J. R. Green's SlraTf Studies^ 1876.

CAPSTCUM See Cayexne Pepper.
CAPSTAN, ao appliance used on board ship and else-

where for heaving up the anchor or any heavy weight.

Fig. 1 represents one of Harfield &, Co.'s patent wrought-

k'lo. 1.— Vertical Section of Capstan.

iron capstans as used in the Eoyal Navy. It has a ver-

tical spindle D, pissing through socket."! firmly securer! in

the deck, a drumhead E being keyed on to the spindle,

and the capstan is turned round by means of bars inserted

in holes made to receive them all round the edge of the

drumhead. A capstan of the kind shown would have about

twenty holes for bars, and each bar would be about 15 feet

in length. The capstan bars are made of tough wood,

•iuch as American ash or rock elm. Threo or four men
can stand to each bar, so that when the capst.in is fully

manned at least sixty men are employed. AVhen a hempen
cable or a hawser is brought to the capstan, three turns

are taken round the barrel GG, and men are Stationed to

haul on the end of the rope to prevent it from slipping,

and to coil it up as it comes in. When a chain cable is

brought to the capstan it is passed round the "whelps'" at

H. and ii kept upon them by the rollers a, a, a, a, as shown
in the plnn (fig. 2). so that the cable assumes the position

sho-rt-n at ABO, A being towards its outer and C towards

its inner end.

Capstans in their primitive form were merely blocks of

wood wrought to the required shape and made to traverse

on an iron spindle, and improvements have been gradually

effected m them, some important ones being introduced by
Captain Phillips, R.N. In all these capstans the cable

was brought in by means of a " messenger " (see article

Ffo. •>. - Plan of Cap«tnii

Cable) ; but in 1857 ilr Thomas Brown lookout a patent

for dispensing with the messenger, and working the cable

itself on the capstan by fitting a grooved pulley with

guide rollers for securing the requisite ajiiount of turn of

tha chain, as before described, at ABC. Subsequently

important improvements were introduced into the detnils

of this invention, particularly in making the stops or

whelps 6, b which hold the links movable, so that they may
be adjusted to fit the links of the cable exactly, and also

admitting of their renewal when worn.

The capstan shown in figs. 1, 2, and 3 is constructed of

wrought iron, no cast-iron or

wood being used. It is fitted

with treble purchase gear,

which is a simplification of

Captain Phillips's original

power capstan, and has the

idvantage of the toothed

gearingremainingat rest with

respect to the capstan, when
the single purchase only is

required. The treble power
F[o_ 3._Stction eUowirig Pimont

is obtained by withdrawing

the connecting bolts c, c from the capstan barrel, and

locking the plate d, which carries the intermediate pinions

^, e to a fixed point in the deck, by sliding the horizontal

paul / into one of the recesses g, <j provided for the pur-

pose. The action then is as follows :—The driimhead

E, which is keyed to the spindle D, drives the centre pinion

I ; this drives the intermediate pinions e, ?, which rotate

around their centres, as the pinion plate d is fixed to the

dock by the paul/; these pinions in their turn drive the

annular wheel I, which forms part of the capstan proper.

In large ships the spindle D is frequently continued

down to the fleck below, and another capstan i.'. worked on

it. In such cases the two capstans are so arranged that

they may bo worked either separately or together; thus, if

required, the power applied by the men on both capstans

may be bro\ight to bear on a chain or hawser attached to

either. In large ships of the navy and in many merchant

vessels steam power is employed to drive the forward

capstan, -which is the one most used. Small engines

specially constructed for this purpose, and secured to the

under side of the deck beams at K are generally used. All

capstans are provided with pauls. to prevent them from

running back.

Fig.Cl and 4 show a new form of "cable-holder," which

ha:! been recently introduced by MrW. H. Harfield of Log-
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ion, and is in use in a few shipa of British ana foreign navies.

The oable-Uolder is placed on the fore side of the deck pipe,

and is fitted with a grooved puUey M fur the cable to pas3

Fio. 4.—Cable-holden

over, similar to the whelpe of the capstan shown in fig. 1.

It revolves on a horizontal spindio fixed to the deck by

brackets. The interior is made hollow, and contains a

double series of disks, which can be screwed together by

means of a hand-lever I, thereby causing euflicieut friction

to let the cable run out slowly, or to stop it entirely, aad

also to hold the ship when riding at anchor. Means have

been devised, and are now being fitted in one of the ships

of the British navy for connecting those "cable-holders"

with the capstan, so that the cable may be hove up by

them without taking it to the capstan. (T, M.)

CAPUA, a large and important city of ancient Italy,

capital of Campania, was situated in the midst of a very

fertile and valuable territory, two miles from the bank of

the Vulturnus, and about half that distance from the

mountain Tifata. Much diversity of opinion has prevailed

as to the date of its foundation, and the people by whom
it was originally inhabited. It is now generally agreed

that Capua was one of the twelve cities which the Tuscans

were said to have founded in the south of Italy at the

beginning of the 9th century B.C. The city soon rose in

importance, and its inhabitants became renowned through-

out the whole peninsula for their wealth, and the luxurious

magnificence of their lives. In course of time, as was
natural, they degenerated so far that, from having been

originally a brave and warUke people, they could uo longer

resist the encroachments of the Samnites, who in 424 B.C.

made themselves masters of the city, and put the inhabi-

tants to the sword. The material prosperity of the city

remained undiminished under the rule of the Samnites,

who in less than a century became as effeminate and
degenerate as the Capuans had been. When they in turn

were attacked by the mountaineer.s, they were compelled

to apply to Rome for assistance, which was immediately

granted. At the close of the Latin war, in which the

Capuans had assisted the allies, they were deprived of the

Campamia Ager, the most valuable district in Italy, but

were admitted to take rank as citizens of Rome. They still

continued, however, to select their own rulers. When the

Becond Punic war broke out, the Capuans, elated with the

prospect of retrieving their high position, opened their gates

to Hannibal, who spent an entire winter with his army in

the city. To the enervating contagion of Capuan
effeminacy historians have always attributed the want of

success which subsequently attended the Carthaginian
commander in his Italian compaigns. When the Romans
at length made themselves masters of the city, in the

seventh year of the war, they took a terrible revenge, and
only forbore to raze the city to the ground in consideration

of the great natural advantages of its site. For its fidelity

in the social war, the Romans restored to Capua all its

municipal privileges, and the city recovered all its com-
mercial, though it never regained its political importance.
Under Julius Cajsar, the Campanus Ager was distributed

among 20,000 citizens of Rome, and Capua became o
Roman colony. Tinder the emperors it continued to

prosper commercially, and it seems to have been as rich

and populous at the downfall of the Western cm|)iio as

during the time of ita political independence. Ita wealth

marked it out as a special. object of attack to the Vandals,
who look and nearly destroyed it under Geiiseric 456 a.d.

What was left undone by the Vandals was completed by
the Saracens, who burnt the city to the grouud in 840.
The inhabitants, who had fled for shelter to the neighbour-
ing mountains, returned on the departure of their eastern
invader-s, and established themselves at Casdinum, a
stronghold on the Vulturnus two miles distant from their

ancient home. Casilinum is the modern Capua, formerly
one of the strongest forts in the kingdom of the Two
Sicilies. The site of the ancient Capua is now occupied by
Santa Maria, a thriving town of 16,000 inhabitants, the
seat of the tribunals of the southern division of the
province of Terra di Lavoro. Outside Santa Maria, on the
north-west, are the extensive remains of the old Capuan
amphitheatre, second only to the Flavian amphitheatre in

size and magnificence, near which are the remains of a
triumphal arch ; and other ruins may still be traced
within the town and in its immediate neighbourhood, but
they are not of much interest.

Granata, Storia civile della feddissima cittd di Capua^ 3 vols.,
Najiles, 1752-56 ; Eiiialdo, Siamorie istor della cittd di Capua,
1755; Rucca, Capua fcicre, 182S ; Daniole. Monde antiche di
Capua, 1S02.

CAPUCHINS. The Capuchin friars are one branch of
the great Franciscan order, and their rule is in all essen-
tials the same as that of the other friars minor, or
Jlinorites. It was in the first decade of the 13th century
that St Francis established his order; but it was not till

1528 that a bull of Clement VII. erected into a separata
order the disciples of a cenain minorite friar, who had
conceived that he was inspired to reform the practices of
his order in some respects. This man's name was Mathew
da Bassi, a Franciscan of the March of Ancona. The
legend of the order states that, having seen a representation
of St Francis wearing a square-cut pyramidal hood, he
made a similar one for himself, sewed it on to his monastic
habit and began to wear it. This was in 1525. This
audacious innovation drew down on the author of it much
blame, and some persecution on the part of his superiors;
but as usual in similar cases, that did not prevent others from
following his e.\aniple. Specially two brothers Ludovico
and Kaif.aelle of Fossombrone, the first a priest and the
second a lay brother of thg Franciscan order, joined them-
selves to Mathew, and underwent punishment from their

superiors for so doing. They, however, obtained the
countenance and patronage of the Duchess Cibo, a connec-
tion of the then reigning Pope Clement VII. (Giulio de'

Medici), and the wife of Giorgio Varauo, duke of

Camerino. That lady gave her proteg& a letter of recom-
mendation to the pope, armed with which they went to

Rome, and, despite the fact that they Were disobedient to

their superiors and therefore had broken their monastic
vows, obtained from the pope the bull known as Rdigionis
Zdiis, by which they were permitted to impart their

hooded habit to any disciples who might be willing to

join them, to live as hermits in wild and desolate places,

to go barefoot, to wear beards, and to call themselves
" Hermit Friars Minor." The populace, however, gave
them a nickname which has supplanted the more formal

one. " Cappuccio " is a hood in Italian ; and the

diminutive " Cappuccino," formed half affectionately, half

contemptuously, as is the Italian wont, means " little

hooded fellow." When this bull had been obtained, a

place for the first congregation of the new order was soon
found in an abandoned convent at Colmenzone, near

Camerino, given to them by the duchess. Disciples

thronged to the " new religion," nud three other convents

wera shortly built. Mathew, the disobedient jnouk who
had rubellcd against his superiors and abandoned liixcoi.-
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vent, had fully succeeded in the objects, to which his

ambition had prompted him. He had been made, of

couree, superior of the first convent, and, subsequently,

when the " families " of his new congregation had
multiplied, he became vicar-general, subject only to the

general of all the Franciscans.

Ill 153j, ill a ch.iptcT of Iho new congregation convoked iit

Floiencc—so rapidly liad the order of Capuchins spread itself— tlie

celebrated Bernardino Ocliino of Siena was elected vicar general,
and a second time in 1541. But having shortly afterwards fallen
into heresy, and taken refuge in Switzerland, the society to which
he had belonged, aud on which Ids celebrity had thrown a lustre
whicii has never since belonged to it, fell under grave suspicions of
heterodoxy. Tile recently established congregation ran great risk
of being dissolved, and its leading uiembers were cited by Paul
111. to iJome to give an account of llieir opinions. .The Capuchins
were forbidden to preach, and would have been abolished, but for a
warm and elonuent defence pronounced in Consistory by the
Neapolitan Cardinal .Antonio Sanseverino, which warned the Pope
of the danger of " pluckuig up tares and wheat together I" This
privilege was restored to the society m l.'i45 ; and the congrega-
tion multiplied it-elf largely in Italy. Paul 111. had forbidden
them to extend themselves beyond the Alps; but Gregory Xlli.,
attlierecjuestof KingCIi.arles IX., revoked this decree, and permitted
them to establish convents in any p.art of the world. Gregory XIV.
in l.'i91 forbade the Capuchins by bull to hear confessiens anil grant
absolution

; but these functions were restored to them by Clement
VIII. in 1602. Paul V. in 1(319 gave the congregation the rank
and status of a distinct order, gave their vicar the title of Jljiii»ler

General, relieved him from the necessity (which heretofore liail

marked the 17 iiayi subjection of the society to that of the parent Fiau-
ciscau obscr'-antivc ov conventual friars) of asking the confinnatioii
of his elcvtion from the gener.al of the Conventuals, exempted the
Capuchin convents from the right of visitation previously exercised
by thesuperiol'softhe elder branch, and conferred on them the much-
valued privilege of carrying a cross of their own in all processions,
instead of being obliged to walk after that of the elder branch. It

is stated that at this time the Capuchins numbered 15,000 members.
Ulban VIII. was a notable protector of the order, and created his
brother, who was a member of it, cardinal. It was mainly by
hlui that the convent in the Piazza Barberini,—which has been
from that day to the recent one when the generals of all the orders
were removed from their convents, tjio residence of the Ca])uchin
gener.als,—was founded. Benedict .\1 V. gave the order the privilege
that the preacher of the Sacred Apostolic Palace should always be" a
member of their society.

The Capuchins have from a very early period of their separate
existence h.ad the reputitioii of being great convertris of heretics
and inlidels. It is related that they converted ."thousand Calvinists
in Poitou alone to the orthodox faith. From an early period they
specially dedicated themselves to the work of missiouaiies. Up to

the year 1641 the Capuchins, thoiigh sending missionaries to all

parts of the world, had never had a missionary college. In that
year their general, Eugenio di Kumilly of Savoy, loimded a college

in Rome for the express education of their members for the work of
missions. In the hist" eighteen months after the foundation of this

college thirty-six Italian Capuchins were sent to Hindustan and
Brazil, and eighty Sjiauiards of the order to Venezuela.
The order at present u'laintains eighty-two niissions, served {ac-

cording to the latest accounts) by a few more than two hundred
missionaries. They have twenty-thlee suitions in Switzerland ; in
the north of Italy, nine ; in the Levant, eleven. In Asia also they
have stations at Beyioiit, Gazir, Saida, Damascus, Jlonnt Lebanon,
and Alejipo In Georgia there are five stations, and four in

Mesopotamia In the East hnlies they have fourteen missions,

sevii in Africa, and four in South America. It is n result which
might bo e.vpectcd from surli a field of labour, that the Capuchin
jMartyroIogy is a specially extensive one.

The saints and martyrs of the order have been recorded by Father
Charles of Brussels in two volnnies, under the title of Florcs
Scraphiccc. A BibUotcca dcc/U scriUnri Cr.i'piicini was printed in

Venice in 1747. The history of the order has been written by
Zaebariah Boverins in Latin, Lyon.e, 1632-39, 2 vols, folio. A
decree of the Congregation of the Index in 1651 ordered the sup-
pression of this work on account of the absurd talcs with which it

abounds. A subseqaient decre» of the following year, however, per-
mitted the publication of it on condition of certain emendations.
Tlie work h.as been tr.mslated into French, Italian, .and Spanish.
-\ continuation of the Hislortj of Boverius, by Father M.arco of Pisa,
•v.is published in folio at Lyons, 1676. The curious reader may
al.^o consult the vork of Giuseppe .Zarlino. On the Origin of tlie Con-
rtrrriation of the Capiidu'ns. Venice, 1579 ; also the Annals of

^Vaddins ; ''^'^ Helvot's Uistonj of the Monastk Orders, torn. vii.

th.2t

CAPYBARA [Hydrockcerus capyhara), the largest of

e.\isting Rodents, measuring about i feet in length and 3 in

girth, and weighing usually over 100 lb. It is also known
as the water-hog from the resemblance which it bears when
walking to a pig, although when sitting on its haunches it

reassumes the characteristic appearance of the Cavy family,

to which it belongs. In the coarseness and scantiness of

its fuc, in the numerous enamel plates, embedded in

cement, which stretch entirely across its molar teeth, like

those of the elephant, and in the habit, when swimming, of

carrying its young on its back like the hippopotamus, the

capybara has been supposed to form a connecting link

between the rodents and pachyderms, and in the Linmeau
system of classification it was placed among the Suidus.

Its scanty fur is of a dark brown colour, its tail forms a

small horny protuberance, and its feet are webbed, though
not to the extremities of the toes. This pachydermatous

rodent, as it has been called, is confined to South America,

where it extends from Guiana southward to the Rio de la

Plata, and westward to the eastern slopes of the Andes.

It is a nocturnal animal, feeding on fruits and herbs,

inhabiting the banks of rivers and fresh water lakes, and
occasionally frequenting, according to Darwin, the mouths
of such rivers as the Rio Plata where the water is entirely

salt. Capybaras congregate in considerable numbers,

browsing by night among aquatic plants, and in districts

whei'e they are not liable to the attacks of the jaguar, ivre

sufficiently tame to allow themselves to be approached

within a few feet ; while, under domestication, they are

said to be capable of considerable attachment. When
disturbed they utter a low abrupt grunt, " resembling,"

says Darwin, " the first hoarse bark of a large dog,"

apparently produced by a sudden expulsion of air ; then,

rushing at full speed into the water, they dive out of sight,

remaining submerged for seven or eight minutes, and

reappearing only to show the upper surface of their heads.

They are readily killed, seldom attempting to defend

-

themselves, although when driven to extremity they have

been known to tear the flesh from the paw of a jaguar or

the leg of a hoi-se. Their skin is of little value, and their

flesh, which is made into hnms, is of indifferent quality.

The missionary monks of Brazil were wont to eat it during

Lent, along with their turtle, in virtue of the capybara's

amphibious habits. On land it is a favourite food of the

jaguar, as it is of the alligator in the water. Fossil re-

mains of this and of another species of capybara have

been found in the caves of Brazil.

C.\.RACAL, The {Felis caracal), belongs to a group of

Lynxes characterized by comparative slenderness of body
and length of tail and ears. It is somewhat larger than a

fox, of a uniform reddish brown colour above, and whitish

beneath, with two white spots above each of the eyes, and

with a long black tuft of hair at the tip of the ears, the

latter, according to Sir W. Jardine, being only present in

spring, or at the commencement of the breeding season.

It is to the ear-tufts that it owes its name, which is-

derived from two Turkish words signifying " black-ear."

The caracal is widely distributed, being found throughotit

Africa and Sauth-western Asia. It feeds on the smaller

quadrupeds aud birds, hunting the former in packs after-

the manner of wolves, aud climbing trees in pursuit of the

latter. It is said also to resemble the jackal in following

in the wake of the lion and other large carnivora, in order

to feed on what those lords of the lower creation may
leave, and on this account has received the name of the

" lion's provider." Like the cheetah, it was fo. .nerly trained

by Eastern princes to hunt the smaller quadrupeds, and

such birds as the crane and pelican ; btit from its fietceness,

and the extreme irritability which it displays in confine-

ment, it does not seem well-fitted for domesticatioB.
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Frequent reference is made in Greek and Roman liter.iture

to the lynx, and from such descriptions as are given of it

there is little doubt that the caracal, and not the more
northerly species now known as the b'nx, was referred to.

In South Africa, where the caracal abounds^ its hide is made
by the Kaffres into skin-cloaks, known as karosscs.

CARACALLA, JIarcus Aukelius Antoninus (188-
219 A. D.), a Roman emperor, son of the Emperor Septimius

Severus, was born at Lyons in 188. His original name,
Bassianus, has been entirely dropped in favour, either of

the nickname Caracalla (taken from the long hooded tunic

which he wore, and introduced into the army), or of the.

imperial title of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, which he
received at the time when his father declared himself the

adopted son of M. Aurelius. Diou Cassius regularly calls

him Tarantus, from his resemblance to a certain coarse and
bloodthirsty gladiator. The heartless cruelty of his dis-

position was early displayed in an attempt to assassinate his

father ; and when, on his father's death, he mounted the

throne (211) as colleague of his brother Geta, he did not

shrink from murdering him in the presence of his mother,

to seize the supreme power, nor from making himself secure

by butchering 20,000 persons whom he suspected. It is

said that he was, however, unable to rid himself of remorse,

and that it was the torment of conscience which drove him
to spend the rest of his life in the maddest acts of destruc-

tion and bloodshed. He visited Gaul, Germany, France,

Egypt, and various parts of Asia, plundering everywhere,

and committing the most atrocious crimes. la Alexan-

dria he took vengeance for the sarcasms of the people by a

general massacre ; and he laid Mesopotamia waste becaus"

Artabanus, the Parthian king, refused to give him his

daughter in marriage. In 217 he was killed at the in-

stigation of Macrinus, who succeeded him See Roman
HlSTOEV.

CARACAS, a large city of South America, capital of the

United States of Venezuela and of the federal district, is

situated on the declivity of a mountain 2SS0 feet above the

level of the sea, 16 miles south south-east of La Guayra, its

port on the Caribbean Sea, in 10' 30' N. lat., 67° i' W. long.

Population in 1873, 48,897. The city is finely-situated,

and has a temperate and healthy though variable climate.

The mean temperature of the year is about 72° Fahr., being

in the hot season 75', and in the cold season 60°. The
thermometer, however, sometimes rises to 84° or 85°, and
at other times descends as low as 51° or 52°. Rain is

abundant during the months of April, May, and June, but

not so incessant as in other tropical countries ; the rest of

the year is rather dry. The city is much subject to earth-

quakes, from which it has frequently suffered ; in that of

1812, 12,000 persons are said to have perished. Caracas is

separated from the sea-coast, and from its port of Guayra by
the high ridge of the Cerro de Avila, and lies on the western

skirt of the plain of Chacao, which has a steep slope from
north-northwest to south-south-east. The Guayra, a

tributary of the River Tuy, which falls into the ocean

thirty-six miles east of Cape Codera, flows past the soirthcrn

side of the city, and is joined by the strfiams called the

Anauco, Catuche, and Caroata passing through the town
from the north. Two miles east the great double-peaked
mountain knawn as the Silla de Caricaa rises to 8G00 feet.

The Calvario hill, west of the city, was the scene of a battle

between the Spaniards and patriots in Juno 1821. The
town is well and regularly built ; the streets are wide and
well paved, crossing each other at right angles. There arc

several squares, of which the Plaza Mayor, or great square,

is the most worthy of totice. Its east side is princ'pally

occupied by the cathedral, the south by the college, and the

west by the public prison. This square is a great market
tor provisions, fruit, and other articles, and contains a sort

5—(,

of inner square in which are ranges of shops. A reservoir

in the ravine of the Catuche to the north furnishes the city

with water, which is supplied to the inhabitants by public

fountains as well as in pipes. The chief public bnilcUng is

the cathedral, which is 250 feet in length by 75 in breadth,

and is supported by twenty-four pillars, withouf beauty or

proportion. It contains the tomb of Bolivar. The
university of Cardcas, which, with the House of Assembly,
the Kational Library (of 10,000 volumes), and a church,

forms one block 'of the town, was originally a convent
of Carmelite friars, and has faculties of divinitj', chemistry,

and medicine. The Municipal Hall, close to the Grand
Plaza, is a plain buUdingj one of the oldest in Cardcas.

There are several parish churches, three monasteries for

friars, two nunneries, three hospitals (one of which is

for lepers alone), and a theatre. The city is very inacces-

sible from the north, in which direction three rough
mountain tracks unite it with La Guayra. A railroad

is projected to unite Cardcas and its port. A railway

to the eastward from the city was partly constructed

at one time, but was not completed. Cardcas was founded
by Diego Losada in 1567.

CARACCI, LoDovico, Agostino, and Ajtnibale, three

celebrated Italian painters, were bom at Bologna in 1555,
1558, and 1560 respectively. Lodovico, the eldest, son' of

a butcher, was cousin to the two younger, Agostino and
Annibale, sons of a tailor, and had nearly finished his

professional studies before the others had begun their

education. From being a reputed dunce while studying
under Tintoretto in Venice, he gradually rose, by an
attentive observation of nature and a careful examination

of the works of the great masters preserved at Bologna,

Venice, Florence, and Parma, to measure himself with the

tc.chers of his day, and ultimately projected the opening
of a rival school in his native place. Finding himself

unable to accomplish his design without assistance, he
sent for his two cousins, and induced them to abandon
their handicrafts (Agostino being a goldsmith, and Annibale

a tailor) for the profession of painting. Agostino he first

placed under the care of Fontana, retaining Annibale ia

his own studio ; but he afterwards sent both to Venice

and Parma, to copy the works of Titian, Tintoretto, and
Correggio, on which his own taste had been formed. On
their return, the three relatives, assisted by an eminent
anatomist, Anthony de la Tour, opened, in 1589, aa
academy of painting under the name of the Incamminati

(or, as we might paraphrase it, the Right Road), provided

with numerous casts, books, and baasi-rilievi,which Lodovico

had collected in his travels. From the affability and kind-

ness of the Caracci, and their zeal for the scientific edu-

cation of the students, their academy rose rapidly in

popular estimation, and soon every other school of art

in Bologna was deserted and closed. They continued

together till, at the invitation of Cardinal Farnesc, Annibale

and Agostino went to Rome in 1 600 to paiflt the gallery

of the cardinal's palace. The superior praises awarded to

Agostino inflamed the jealousy of Anfiibale, already kindled

by the brilliant reception given by the pupils of the

Incamminati to Agostino's still highly celebrated picture

of the Communion of St Jerome, and the latter was dis-

missed to Parma to paint the greit saloon of the Casino.

Here he died in 1601, when on the eve of finishing his

renowned painting of Celestial, Terrestrial, and Venal

Love. Annibale continued to work alone at the Farnese

gallery till the designs were- completed; but, disappointed

at the miserable remuneration offered by the cardinal, be

retired to Nai)Ies, where an unsuccessful contest for a great

work in tbe church of the Jesuits threw him into a fever,

of which he died in 1 609, Lodovico always remained at

his acodemy in Bulogua (excepting for a short \'isit to his

V. — TI
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cousin ot Rnmo>, though invited to execute paintings in all

parts o( the country. He died in 1C19, and was interred in

the church uf St Mary Magdalene. The works of Lodovico

are numeruijs in the chapels of Bologna. The most famous
are—The Madonna standing on the moon, with St t'rancia

and St Jerome beside her, attended by a ret:nuo of angels
;

John the Baptist, St Jerome, St Benedict, and St Cecilia
;

and liie Limbo of the Fathers. He was by far the most

amiable of the three cousins, rising superior to all feelings

of jealousy towards his rivals , and though he received

large sums fur his productions, yet, from his almost un-

paralleled liberality to the students of the academy, he

died poor. With skill in painting Agostino combined the

greatest proficiency in engraving (which ho had studied

nnder Cornelius de Cort) aud high accomplishments as a
scholar. He died not untroubled by remorse for the i

indecencies which, in accordance with the corruption of

the time, he had introduced into some of his engravings.

The works of Annibala are more diversified in style than

those of the others, and comprise specimens of painting

after the manner of Correggio, Titian, Paolo Veronese,

Raphael, and Michelangelo. The most distinguished are

the Dead Christ in the lap of the Madonna , the Infant

and St John ; St Catherine ; St Roch distributing alms (now

in the Dresden Gallery) ; and the Saviour wailed over by

the Maries, at present in possession of the earl of Carlisle

He frequently gave great importance to the landscape in

his compositions. The reputation of Annibale is tarnished

by his jealousy and vindictiveness towards his brother,

and the licentiousness of his disjjosition, which contributed

to bring him to a comparatively early grave.

The three Caracci were the founders of the so-called

Eclectic School of painting,— the principle of which was to

study in the works of the great masters the several excel-

lencies for which they had been respectively pre-eminent,

and to combine these in the productions of the school itself

;

for instance, there was to be the design of Raphael, the power
of Michelangelo, the colour of Titian, and so on. The
dullest or mildest connoisseur will at once perceive that a

picture uniting these various kinds of greatness would be a

glorious and indeed an unparagoned work of art ; but it

does not follow that the attempt to transfer the several

qualities, by study and practice, from the works of various

men to those of one man, is fruitful of goocL It is, in

fact, far the reverse ; and at the present day perhaps few

axioms in art have won a wider acceptance than that which

pronounces eclecticism to be at once a result and a symptom
of decadence. Eclecticism indicates that the creative

impulse, the vital energy and fertility, of ait have departed
;

that the practitioners of the day can no longer do what
their forerunners did—produce admirable works, because

in themselves spontaneously capable of doing so. They
have on the contrary to investigate what has been achieved,

and labour not for a new achievement resembling those

which preceded in so far as all are the product of some
personal gift, special and unforestalled, but rather for an

achievement recombining and re-applying old successes,

and qualifying, or indeed neutralizing, the strength of one

quality by that of another. This is, in effect, an att^ippt

to produce works of art upon the principles which govern

the criticism of those works,—an attempt predestined to

sterilitj', for no two things are more antagonistic than the

producing power and the criticizing power. They may, no
doubt, be united in the same person, but cannot work out
their results the one through the medium of the other.

CARACTACUS, a chief of the Silures in ancient Britain,

See Bkit.\nnia, vol iv. p. 353.

CARAMAN, or Kakaman, a town of Asiatic Turkey,
in the vilayet of Konia in Asia Minor. 61 miles south-east

of the city of Konia ( Iconiuni^ on the border of an extensive

plain at the foot of Mount Tanrus, in 37° 13' N. lat. iad
33° 28' E. long. It now contains about 1000 h&„.ses,

three or four mosques, and an American church, and atrong

other traces of its former importance are the ruins of a

castle, the outer wall of which la of compass enough to

contain about 100 houses. Jt trades with Smyrna and

the other towns of Asia Minor, aud manufactures coarse

cloth from the wool of the neighbouring highlands. By
the Greeks it is still called by its ancient name of Laranda,

which was changed by the Turks fpr its present desig-

nation in honour of Karaman, the founder of the Kara^

manian kingdom. Little la known of its ancient history

except that it was destroyed by Perdiccas about 322 D.c,

and afterwards became a seat of Isaurian pirates. It

was taken possessiun of by Frederick Barbarossa in 1190
,

in 14C6 it was captured by Mahomet II.. and in 1486 by

Bajazet II.

CARAM ANIA, or Kaeamania, is a name that has been

frequently given by moderu geographera to the south coast

of Asia Minor, including the whole of the districts between

Mount Tanrus and the Mediterranean, known in ancient

times as Lycia, Pamphylia, and Cilicia, It is in this

sense that the terra is used by Captain Beaufort, who, by
the publication of his work {Karamnit a : a Description of

the South Eaat Coast of Asia Minor, 8vo, 1816), which

contained the first detailed account of the countries in

question, did much to perpetuate the usage. But he him-

self admits that there is no authority for the apiplication

of the term in this sense. The only foundation for it was

the existence, after the break up of the monarchy of the

Seljukian Turks, of an independent Turkish kingdom,

comprising a portion of the interior, north of the Taurus,

to which for a short time the adjacent maritime provinces

were annexed. This state bore the name of Karaman-ili.

derived from that of its founder, and after it was finally

subdued by the Ottoman Turks in 1486 it still continued

to exist as a pashalic or government, the seat of which

was fixed at Karaman, a considerable town on the north

side of the Taurus, occupying the site of the ancient Laranda.

But the pashalic thus uanied was situated wholly in the

interior, north of the great chain of Mount Taurus, and

comprised no part of the maritime districts, to which the

name of Karamania was applied by European geographers.

This erroneous use of the term may be considered as now
obsolete, and the name of Karaman is cc longer found among
the territorial divisions of Turkey. The regions comprised

under this appellation us employed by Captain Beaufort

and Colonel Leake will be described under the headings

Lycia, Pamphylia, and Cilicia.

C.-VRAVACA, a town of Spam, iu the province of Murcia,

near a stream of the san.e Banie, which is tributary to the

Segur'a, iu 33° 6' N. iat., 2° 2' W. long. It is commanded
by -the ancient castle of Santa Cruz, and has an old parish

church, with several convents, hospitals, and schools. The
hills in the neighbourhood yield various kinds of marble,

and in a mountain on the west is the stalactite cavern oi

Barquilla The miraculous cross of Caravaca is famous fur

its healing powers, and a great festival is held in its honour

on the 3d of May. Population, 6840.

CARAVAGGIO. JIichelangelo Ameeighi (orMEEici^

Da (1569-1609), a celebrated painter, born in the village of

Caravaggio, in Lombardy, from which he received his name.

He was originally a mason's labourer, but his powerful

genius directed him to painting, at which he worked with

immitigable energy and amazing force. He despised every

sort of idealism whether noble or emasculate, became the

head of the \aturaKsti (unmodified imitators of ordinary

nature) in painting, and adopted a style of potent contrasts

of light and shadow, laid on with a sort of fury, emblemitic

of that fierce temper whicti led the artist to commit a
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homicide in a gambling quarrel at Eome. To avoid the

consequences of his crime he flea to Naples and to Malta,

where he was imprisoned for another attempt to avenge a

quarrel. Escaping to Sicily, he was attacked by a party

sent in pursuit of him, and severely wounded. Being

pardoned, ho set out for Rome ; but having been arrested

by mistake before his arrival, and afterwards released, and
left to shift for himself in excessive beat, and still suffering

from wounds and hardships, he expired of fever on the beach

at Pontercole in 1609. His best pictures are the Entomb-
ment cf Christ, now in the Vatican ; St Sebastian, in the

Roman Capitol ; a magnificent whole-length portrait of a

grand-master of the Knights of Malta, Alof de Vignacourt,

aud his page, in the Louvre ; and the Supper at Emmaus,
in the Borghese Palace.

CAR.WAGGIO, PoLiDORO Caldaka da (U95-1543),
a celebrated painter of frieze and other decorations in the

Vatican, whose merits were such that, while a mere mortar-

carrier, to the artists engaged in that work, he attracted

the admiration of Raphael, then employed on his great

pictures in the Loggie of the palace. Polidoro's works,

as well as those of his master, Maturino of Florence,

have mostly perished, but are well known by the fine

etchings of P. S. Bartoli, Alberti, ic. On the .sack of Rome
by the army of the Constable Bourbon in 1527, Polidoro

8ed to Naples. Thence he went to Messina, where he was
much employed, and gained a considerable fortune, with
which he was about to return to the mainland of Italy

when be was robbed and murdered by an assistant, Tonno
C^labrese, in 15-13. Two of his principal paintings are a
Crucifixion, painted in Messina, and Christ bearing the

Cross, in the Naples gallery.

CARAVAN, or to write it more correctly, Karawan,
is a Persian word, adopted into the later Arabic vocabulary,

but rarely employed in speech and never in writing within

the limits of Arabia proper, where other designations of

strictly .Arabic origin such as " Rikb" (assembled riders)

or " Kafilah" (wayfaring band) are in ordinary use.

In common acceptance, then, throughout Syria, Meso-
potamia, and Asiatic Turkey generally, besides Persia, a
caravan dencites a body of peaceable citizens, merchants,

salesmen, and the like, travelling together on business for

some considerable distance. The principal reasons which
in the Asiatic region induce people of this class thus to

unite for their journeys, and that in as large numbers as

practicable, are, firstly, the greater security thus insured,
or at least expected, against robbers, and in particular

against marauding parties of Bedouins, Kurds, Tartara,

and the like, whose grazing-grounds the proposed route
may traverse ; and, secondly, mutual assistance in the
matter of provisions, water, and so forth. Bad government,
or not rarely the absence of any government whatever,
necessitates the first precaution ; want of inns, baiting-
places, and perhaps of habitations altogether, the second.
It should also be remembered that no roads, in the
European 6en.se of the word, but merely tracks, and those
difficult and often interrupted, exist throughout Asiatic
Turkey and Persia generally,—a fact that speaks badly for

the " Public Works Department" in both empires. These
conditions having existed more or less from time imme-
morial in the major part of Western Asia, and still existing,

caravans always have been in that part of the world, and
still are the principal means for conveying merchandize
from one commercial centre to another.

In these companies camels are most gcnorally employed
for the transport of heavy goods, especially wheVo the
track, like that between Damascus and Baghdad, for

example, lies across level, sandy, and arid districts. The
camels are harnessed in strings of fifty and more at a time,
a hiiir-rope connccliug the rear of one bcxst with ths

head of another ; the leader is gaily decorated with party-

coloured trappings, tassels, and bells ; an unladen ass

precedes the file, for luck, say some, for guidance, say

others—a not inappropriate allusion to human aS'airs in

general. Where the route is rocky and steep, as that

between Damascus and Aleppo, mules, or even asses, are

used for burdens. The wealthier individuals of the party

accompany it, where possible, on horseback. Every man
carries arms ; but these are in truth more fur show than

for use, and are commonly flung away in the presence of

any serious robber-attack ; of wild beasts there is little

danger, none of formidable size or disposition existing io

the Levantine East. Should greater peril than ordinary

be anticipated from Badouins or the like, the protection of

a company of soldiers is habitually pre-engaged,—an expen-

sive, and ordinarily a useless adjunct. A leader or director,

called " Karawan-Bashi " (headman), or, out of com-
pliment, " Karawan-Seraskier " (general), both terms of

Perso-Turkish composition, but most often simply desig-

nated as "Reis" (chief), is before starting appointed by
common consent. His duties are those of general manager,

spokesman, arbitrator, and so forth ; his remuneration

indefinite. But in the matter of sales or purchases, either

on the way or at destination, each member of the caravan

manages as best he can for himself.

The number of camels or mules in a single caravan

varies from forty or so up to six hundred and more

;

sometimes, as on the reopening of a long-closed route, it

reaches a thousand. The movements of caravans are

chiefly regulated by the seasons,—the summer and early

autumn, v.-hen the heat is at its fiercest and water scarce;

being, when possible, avoided, as also, though for opposite

reasons, the brief" but severe cold of a Levantine winter.

Hence the ordinary caravan-seasons are the months of

spring, early summer, and later autumn. Friday, in ac-

cordance with a recommendation made in the Koran itself,

is the favourite day for setting out, the most auspicious

hour being that immediately following noonday prayer.

The first day's march never does more than just clear the

starting-point by a couple of miles, or thereabouts. Sub-

sequently each day's route is divided into two stages,— the

first being from 3 or 4 a.m. to about 10 in the forenoon

;

a halt follows, then travelling is resumed between 2 and 3
P.M. and continued till 6, or even 8 in the evening. Thus
the time passed daily on the road averages from ten to

twelve hours, and, as the ordinary pace of a laden camel

does not exceed 2 miles an hour, that of a mule being 2|,

it follows that a distance varying from 23 to 28 miles is

gone over every marching day. But prolonged halts of

two, three, four, and even more days are often interpolated,

as business, fatigue, or fear of danger may suggest.

The hours of halt, start, and movement, the precise

lines of route, and the selection or avoidanca of particular

localities are determined by common consent, and the

necessity of acting in concert, influences to which the
" Reis " himself, apart from his personal recommendations,

is indebted for whatever authority he may possess. But
if, as sometimes happens, the services of a professional

guide, or those of a military oflicer have been engaged,

their will has to be deferred to in such matters. Indeed

many a caravan has been plundered, or even totally

destroyed, through the treachery of a hired guide. Part-

nership may unite interests in the East, but paid hire more
certainly disunites them,—a hint worth a traveller's re

membrance. While the caravan is on its way, the five

stated daily prayers are, within certain limits, anticipated,

deferred, or oven curtailed, so ns the better to coincide

with the regulor and necessary halts,—a practice authorized

by the most orthodox Mahometan custom and tradition.

Two caruv;iiiH, the ou.' ^f I.ihmecIitc.H, probuMy " Musi"
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arebs," or eemi-Syro-Arabs of early times, to •whom also

Joseph was sold, the other of Midianites, or natives of the

Hawran district, are mentioned in Genesis ch. xxxvii.
;

the route ou which they were passing seems to have coin-

cided with that nowadays travelled by Syrian caravans on

their way to Egypt. Other allusions to caravans may be

found in the Hebrew records, e.g., in the book of Job, in

Isaiah, and in the Psalms. Eastern literature is, of course,

full of mention of them.

The yearly pilgrim-bands, bound from various quarters

of the Mahometan world to their common destination

Mecca, are Bomefciraes, but inaccurately, styled by European

writers caravans ; their proper designation is " Hajj," a

collective word for pilgrimages and pilgrims. Some
description of them may However not unsuitably find a

place here.

The two principal pilgrim caiixvans, or "Hajj," start

yearly, the one from Damascus, or, to speak more exactly,

from Mozareeb, a village station three days' journey to the

south of the Syrian capital, the other from Cairo in Egypt.

This latter is joined ou its route, near A,kabah of the Red
Sea, by the Moghrebee, or North African " Hajj," collected

from Tripoli, Marocco, and Tunis ; the former gathers up

bands from Anatolia, Kurdistan, Mesopotamia, and Syria.

Besides these a third, but smaller " Hajj " of Persians,

chiefly sets out from Sook-esh-Sheyoukh, in the neighbour-

hood of Meshed Alee, on the lower Euphrates ; a fourth of

Negroes, Nubians, Darfurees, &c., unites at Yembo on

the Hejaz coast, vrhither they have crossed from Koseyr in

Upper Egypt ; a fifth of Indians and Malays, centres at

Jiddah ; a sixth and seventh, of southern or eastern Arabs

arrive, the former from Yemen, the latter from Nejd.

The Syrian " Hajj " is headed by the fasha of Damascus,

either in person or by a vicarious official of high rank,

and is further accompanied by the " Sorrah Ameer," or
" Guardian of the Purse," a Turkish officer from Constanti-

nople, charged rnth the imperial contribution to the expense

of the route, but chiefly with presents, or, to put it more
truly, bittck mail, for the benefit of the independent Arab
tribes, through whoso lands the wayfarers must pass.

The Egyptian company is commanded by an "Ameer,"
or ruler, appointed by the Cairene Government, and is

accompanied by the fanious " Mahmal," or sacred pavilion.

The other bands above mentioned have each their own
" Ameer," besides their " Mekowwams " or agents, whose
business it is to see after provisions, water, and the like,

and are not seldom encumbered with a numerous retinue

of servants and other attendants. Lastly, a considsrable

force of soldiery, one, two, or more regiments strong,

accompanies both the Syrian and the Egyptian "Hajj."

No guides properly SD called attend these pilgrim-caravans,

the routes followed being invariably the same, and well

known. But Bedouin bands generally offer themselves by
way of escort, and not seldom designedly lead their clients

into the identical dangers froin which they bargained to

keep them safe. This they are the readier to do that, in

addition to the personal luxuries with which many of the
pilgrims provide themselves for the journey, a large amount
of wealth, both in merchandize and coins, is habitually to

be found amoug the travellers, who, in accordance with
Mahometan tradition, consider it not merely lawful but
praiseworthy to unite mercantile speculation with religious

duty. Nor has any one, the Pasha himself or the Ameer
and the military, when present, excepted, any acknowledged
authority or general control in the pilgrim-caravans ; nor
is there any orderly subdivision of management of service.

The pUgrima do, indeed, often coalesce in companies among
themselves for mutual help, but necessity, circumstance,

or caprice governs all details, and thus it happens that

juimbers, sometimes as many as a third of the entire

"Hajj," yearly perish by their own negligence or by mis-

fortune,—dying, some of thirst, others of fatigue and sick-

ness, others by robbers on the way. In fact the principal

routes are iu many places lined for miles together with the

bones of camels and men.

The numbers which comixiso these pilgrim-caravans are

much exaggerated by popular rumour
;
yet it is certain that

the Syrian and Egyptian sometimes amount to 5000 each,

with twenty-five or thirty thousand camels in train. Large

supplies of food and water have to be carried , the more so

at times that the pilgrim season, following as it does the

Mahometan calendar, which is lunar, falls for years together

in the very hottest season, though, indeed, the Hejaz

portion of the route is always hot enough even in winter.

Hence, too, the journey is usua'.ly accomplished by night

marches, the hours being from 3 to 4 p.m. to 6 or 7 a.m.

of the foUov/ing day. Torches are lighted on the road

;

the pace is slower than that of an ordinary caravan, and

does not exceed two miles an hour.

For the ceremonial and religious peculiarities of these

pilgrim-caravans, or " Hajj," see Burckhardt's Travels in

Arabia, and Lane's Modern, Egyptians, cc. xxiv. and xxv.

In other respects the " Hajj " does not differ materially

from an ordinary caravan, and it is from this point of view

that it finds place in the present notice. (w. G. p.)

CARAVANSERAI, a public building, for the shelter of

caravans and of wayfarers generally. It is commonly
constructed in the neighbourhood, but not within the walls,

of some town or village, and bears the form of a quad-

rangle, with a dead wall outside, onlj' pierced below by

a few narrow air-holes, but with small windows higher up.

Within, a cloister-like arcade, surrounded by cellular store-

rooms, forms the ground-floor ; and a somewhat lighter

arcade, giving access to little dwelling-rooms, runs round

it above. Broad, open flights of stone steps connect the

stories. The central court is open to the sky, and generally

has in its centre a. well with a fountain-basin beside it;

but sometimes the well is outside the building, A spacious

portal, high and wide enough to admit the passage of a

loaded camel, forms the sole entrance, which is furnished

with heavy iron-plated folding doors, and is further guarded

within by massive iron chains, drawn across at night.

Each side of the entry is also provided with stone seats,

and the entry paved with flagstones. The court itself is

most often paved also, and large enough to admit of three

or four hundred crouching camels or tethered mules ; the

bales of merchandize are piled away under the lower

arcade, or stored up in the cellars behind it ; the upstairs

apartments are for human lodging ;
but cooking is usually

carried on in one or more corners of the quadrangle below.

Should the caravanserai be a small one, the merchants

and their goods alone find place within, the beasts of

burden being left outside. A porter, appointed by the

municipal authority of the place, is always present, lodged

just within the gate, and sometimes one or more assistauts.

These form a guard of the building and of the goods and

persons in it, and have the right to maintain order and;

within certain limits, decorum ; but they have no further

control over the temporary occupants of the place, which

is always kept open from prayer-time at early dawn tiU

late in the evening for all arrivals. A small gratuity is

expected by, and is generally given by the guests to, the

porter; but he has no legal claim for payment from

travellers, his maintenance being provided for out of the

funds of the institution. Neither food nor provender is

supplied in a caravanserai, water and shelter only ; the

rest the caravan has to find for itself. Many caravanserais

in Syria, Mesopotamia, and Anatolia are possessed of con-

siderable architectural merit ; their style of construction is

in general that known as Saracenic ; their walls are massive,
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and of hewn stone ; their proportions apt and grand.

The portals especially are often decorated with intricate

carving ; so also is the prayer-niche within, that indicates

the direction of the Meccan Kibleh. These buildings, with

their belongings, are works of charity, and are supported,

repaired, and so forth, out of funds derived from pious

legacies, most often of land or rentals Sometimes a

taunicipality takes on itself to construct and maintain a

caravanserai; but in any case the institution is registered

as cax-free, and its revenues as inalienable. When, as

sometimes happens, those revenues have been dissipated

by peculation, neglect, or change of times, the caravanserai

passes through downward stages of dilapidation to total

ruin (of which only too many examples may be seen by

the Eastern traveller), unless some new charity inter\'ene

to repair and renew it. In the ganeral decline of wealth,

public spirit, and prosperity actually prevailing throughout

the Jfahoraetan Levant, such better fortune is, however,

rare. " Khans," or places more analogous to our own

town-inns and hotels, where not lodging only, but often

food and other necessaries or comforts may be had for

payment, are sometimes by maccurate writers confounded

ttTth caravanserais, though ha^-ing really nothing in com-

mon with them, except that they are also for the use of

travellers. These " Khans " are generally to be found

within the town or village precincts, and are of much
smaller dimensions than caravanserais. The "Khan"
called that of Asaad Pasha at Damascus is a model of con-

structive skill and architectual beauty. (w. G. p.)

CARAVELLAS, a seaport town of Brazil, in the

province of Espiritu Santo, on a river, and not far from a

bay, to which it gives its name, in 17° 49' S. lat. and 39°

26' W. long. It is the principal port of the neighbouring

country, and serves as the headquarters of the whale fishery

of the Abrolhos Islands which lie off the coast Population,

about 5000.

CARAWAY, the fruit, or so-called seed, of Carimi

carui, an umbelliferous plant growing throughout the

northern and central parts of Europe and 4-sia. The
plant has finely-cut leaves and compound umbels, and fruits

laterally compressed and ovate,—the mericarpa being

subcylindrical, slightly arched, and marked with five

distinct pale ridges. Caraways evolve a pleasant aromatic

odour when bruised, and they have an agreeable spicy

taste. Tbey yield from 3 to 6 per cent, of a volatile oil,

which is a compound of carvol (a mobile liquid isomeric

with the menthol of spearmint) and carvene. The plant

is cultivated in the northern parts of Norway, in Finland,

Russia, Germany, Ilclland, and in Marocco, as well as in

the south of England, the produce of more northerly

latitudes being richer in essential oil than that grown in

southern regions. The essential oil is largely obtained by
distillation for use in medicine_a3 an aromatic stimulant

and carminative, and as a flavouring material m cookery

and in liqueurs for drinking. Caraways are, however, more
extensively consumed entire in certain kinds of cheese,

cakes, and bread, and they form the basis of a popular

article of confectionery known as caraway comfits.

CARBOLIC ACID, or Phexol (CoH^O), an acid

sul stance forming one of the numerous constituents of

coal-tar, was first described by Runge in 1834. Its con-

stitution was mvestigated by Laui'ent in 1841, who, regard-

ing it as a hydrated oxide of the compound radical phenyl,

termed it the hydrate of phenyl Among other names it

has received are phenic acid, phenyl alcohol, and creosote
;

but though the latter is popularly applied to an impure
mixtare of carbolic acid and the allied cresylic acid, it

properly belongs to an altogether distinct substance. In

addition to being an abundant coustituent of coal-tar.

Ciitbalic acid is formed by the action of lie,it upon salicylic i

acid ; it can be obtained by the dry distillation of gum-
benzoin and other resinous substances ; traces of it are

found in the urine of the horse, the ox, and man ; and to

it castoreum owes its peculiar odour.

Commercial carbolic acid is prepared solely from coal-

tar by a method of which the following is an outline. When
coal-tar is distilled the most volatile products—benzol,

toluol, cumol, kc, first come away, after which when the

tenipeiature rises from 150° C. to 200° C. crude carbolic

acid distils over. This distillate is mixed with a strong

solution of caustic potash, and the resulting carbolate of

potash is in its turn treated with sulphuric acid, which

decomposes the carbolate, liberating carbolic acid, which

rises to the surface as an oily layer, and is removed by a

syphon. The product is purified by washing and repeated

rectification, and finally cooled down to 10'' C, when it

forms whitish acicular crystals, from v.-hich the unsolidified

acid is drained away. Crystallized carbolic acid of com-

merce retains a strong naphthalic odour, from which it may
be freed for medicinal or other purposes by a method recom-

mended by Professor Church. Into 1 lb of the crystal-

lized acid ha pours 20 R) of cold distilled water, care being

taken that the whole ot the acid shall not be dissolved.

The mixture is repeatedly shaken till from 5 to 3 ounces

of the acid only remains undissolved, iu which residua

the whole of the impurities are retained. From this, the

aqueous solution is syphoned off, and if necessary, filtered,

and then pure powdered common salt is added to it till

the salt will no longer dissolve. After standing some

time the whole of the carbolic acid rises to the surface, and

floats as a yellow oily layer, which as it contains 5 per

cenL of water will not crystallize. It may be crystallized

by distilling from a little lime, and the product collected

up to 185° C. will possess only a fdint pleasant aromatic

odour. Pure carbolic acid crystallizes iu long colourless

needles; it melts at 35° C, and boils about 187° C. It

13 soluble in all proportions in alcohol, ether, and strong

acetic acid, but dissolves only sparingly in water. It does

not redden litmus paper; it exerts a powerful corrosive

action on the skin ; its aqueous solution coagulates albumen
;

and it unites with- anima! substances, preserving them from

decomposition, and removing the offensive odour from

putrefying matter.

The extensive manufacture and emjiloynient of carbolic

acid are, in a largo degree, owing to the exertions of the

late Professor Grace Calvert, who was the first to manufac-

ture it in the crystalline form. The development of ths

aniline colour industry also communicated an impetus to

the manufacture of carbolic acid, as the one is, in a sense,

a secondary product of the other. A great many useful

applications have opened up for the employment of the acid

in addition to its extensive medicinal and antiseptic uses

(see Antiseptics). For domestic, sanitary, and medicinal

use, carbolic acid is prepared in various states of purity

and strength. Toilet and medicated soops, tooth powder,

disinfecting powder, itc., are all prepared containing

definite proportions of the acid. A large quantity of

crude carbolic acid is employed under the name of creosote

for impregnating wood for railway sleepers and piles,

and for engineering purposes generally,—a method of

preserving wood discovered and patented by Mr John
Cethell.

Carbolic acid is, however, most iorgcly consumed in the

preparation of several dyeing materials, which are second

only in importance to the colours derived from aniline.

Picric or carbazotic acid is a brilliant yellow dye-atuff, much
used for wool and silk dyeing, p'-cparcd by very cautiouslj

adding in snioll quantities nitric acid to crystallized carbolic

acid, or to a mixture of carbolic acid with sulphuric acid.

Fioiu picric acid in its turn' two dcrivativi.'a are obtained,
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iBopurpuric acid and picramic acid, but these have only a

limited application in dyeing. Coralline, a dye in extensive

use, yielding a variety of fine red shades, is obtained by
heating together two parts of oxalic acid, three of carbolic

acid, and four of sulphuric acid to a temperature of from
140° C. to 150° C. Peonine, or red coralline, is a product

of coralline obtained by acting on it at a temperature of

about 130° C. with a concentrated solution of ammonia.
It yields on wool and silk a very rich durable Turkey-red-

like shade. Aurine, or yellow coralline, is made by mi.\ing

together o.xalic acid, carbolic acid and svilphuric acid, .the

same as fur ordinary coralline, but the mixture i* submitted
to a less elevated temperature. It dyes fine yellow and
orange shades on animal fibres. Phenicienne, or rothine,

is a dye producing shades varying from a deep garnet red

to a chamois colour, made by adding to carbolic acid a
mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids. Fol's yellow is

manufactured by heating to 100° C. a mixture of five parts

of carbolic acid and three of powdered arsenic acid. Besides

these various other dyes having carbolic acid for their basis

tave been introduced and some of them are commerciaDy
established.

CARBON (symbol, C; atomic weight,\2) is one of the most
important of the chemical elements. It occurs pure in the

diamond, and nearly pure as graphite or plumbago ; it is a

constituent of all animal and vegetable tissues and of coal

;

and it also enters into the composition of many minerals,

such as chalk and dolomite,

Carbon is a solid substance, destitute of taste and odour

;

but it occurs in several modifications which exiibit very
diverse physical properties. Thus, it is met with in the

form of the diamond in transparent crystals belonging to

the regular or cubical system, which conduct electricity but
slowly ; and in the form of graphiie in opaque crystals

belonging to the hexagonal system, which conduct electricity

nearly as well as the metal-3. The diamond is the hardest

substance known, and hag a relatively high specific gravity

(3'33 to 3'55), but graphite is comiaratively soft, producing
a black shining streak when rubbed upon paper, and has a

much lower specific gravity (2-15 to 2-35). In addition

to these two crystalline modifications of carbon there are a
number of varieties of non-crystalline or amorphous carbon,

which, however, exhibit the greatest differences in physical

properties.

By heating to the high temperature afforded by a
powerful galvanic battery, both the diamond and amorphous
carbon are converted into graphite. In the electric arc

carbon appears to be converted into vapour ; but the
temperature which is required to volatilize it is extremely
high ; iu fact, it has been calculated' that the boiling-

point of carbon is not less than about 7000° on the

centigrade scale.

Although the various allotropic modifications of carbon
cannot always be satisfactorily distinguished by their

physical properties, they may readily be distinguished, as

Berthelot has shown, by their behaviour on treatment with
certain oxidizing agents. The diamond is not affected

thereby even after prolonged and reiterated treatment. The
different varieties of amorphous carbon, however, are more
or less readily entirely converted into humus-like substances,

or "humio, acids," solnble in water, whereas the different

varieties of graphite furnish "graphitic oxides," which are

insoluble in water, and especially characterized by the
property of undergoing decomposition with deflagration

when heated. The method of treatment adopted by
Berthelot is as follows. The carbon in the form of a a
impalpable powder is mixed with the aid of a card with
five times its weight of pulverized potassic chlorate, and

' Dewar Fha. A(aj.(4.). iliv. p. i61. 1«2.

this mixture is then formed little by little into a paste with
fuming nitric acid. In performing these operations great
care is necessary in order to avoid explosions, and at most
five grams of carbon should be taken. The mixture, con-

tained in a small open flask, is allowed to stand several

hours, and is then heated for three or four days without
interruption to a temperature not higher than 60° or 60° C.

;

the ma.ss is then diluted with water and washed by decanta-

tiun with tepid water. It is necessary as a rule to repeat

this series of operations several times in order entirely to

dissolve the amorphous carbons, or to convert- the graphites

into graphitic oxides.

Berthelot has examined a very large number of varieties

of carbon in this m.anner with the following results. The
carbon of wood charcoal, animal charcoal, coke, the so-called

metallic carbon obtained by decomposing hydrocarbons
by passmg their vapours through a red-hot tube, gas-retort

carbon, and various specimens of anthracite from different

sources, all dissolved entirely with more or less readiness

when treated iu the above manner; lamp black, however,
furnished a small amount of graphitic oxide. The
amorphous carbon of the meteorite of Cranbourne (Australia)

furnished a graphitic oxide identical with that obtained by
similarly treating graphite from cast-iron, but the carbon
of the Orgueil meteorite was entirely soluble. The carbon
of the Greenland meteoric rock discovered by Nordenskiold
also dissolved entirely with the exception of a very in-

significant residue.

Berthelot also examined the action of various agents on
carbon, and finds that heat alone is without influence ; that

is to say, the graphites are not changed into amorphous
carbon, or the amorphous carbons into graphite, when
heated to whiteness in an atmosphere of hydrogen or of

chlorine. When, however, a pencil of gas-retort carbon is

inflamed in an atmosphere of oxygen, and then as soon as

the point is fully incandescent plunged into water, the part

which has been heated contains a small quantity of graphite.

On examining thep3ncils of carbon employed in producing

the electric light it was found that the spongy mass of

carbon collected on the negative pole contained a large

proportion of graphite, but that only traces were present in

the pencil employed as positive pole, which appears to

indicate that it is necessary for the carbon to undergo

volatilization in order that it may be converted into

graphite. The graphite thus produced is not identical with

that contained in cast-iron, nor with natural plumbago

;

the same variety of graphite is produced, however, when
the diamond is heated in the electric arc. The carbon

separated from the various hydrocarbons by heat alone

consists entirely of amorphous carbon, but that obtained on

decomposing marsh gas by the electric spark contains a

small quantity of graphite, and the carbon resulting from

the decomposition of perchloride of carbon and bisulphide

of carbon at a red heat contains a considerable proportion

of graphite ; that resulting from the decomposition of

cyanogen by the electric spark contains only traces of

graphite.

The specific heata of the several modifications of carbon

also differ considerably ; that is to say, the amounts of heat

required to raise equal weights through, the same number
of degrees of temperature are different. The diamond has

the lowest, and amorphous carbon the highest specific

heat; or to raise the temperature of a given weight of tb".

diamond from the temperature a to the temperature b will

require less heat than to raise the temperature of the same

weight of amorphous carbon from the temperature a to 6.

Graphite.—Graphite is found native near Travancote in

Ceylon, and near Moretou Bay in Australia, in several parts

of the United States, in South Siberia, and in Germany,

principally at Gfiessbach near Passau, always in rocks
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belonging to Che earliest formations. It occnrs in two

distinct modiBcaiions, one of which, like the Borrowdale

graphite, is fine-gained and amorphoiB ; the other, like

the Ceylon variety, is composed of small flat plates. Native

graphite contains from 95 to nearly 100 per cent, of carbon,

the impurity being usually 'small quantities of silicates.

Graphite, also called plumbago or black lead, is used for

making so-called lead pencils, for polishing iron work, for

lubricating machinery, for making crucibles, and in the

electrotype process for coating the surfaces of wood, plaster-

of-paris, gutta-percha, and other non-conducting materials,

Bo as to render them conductire.

The behaviour of graphite on treatment with a mixture

of potassic chlorate and nitric acid ha^ been carefully

studied by Brodie ; but our knowledge of its oxidation

li.'oducts is still very incomplete. He has shown that it is

converted into a body to which he attributes the composi-

tion indicated by the formula CjiHjOj ; rraphilic acid,

as this compound is termed, forms yellow silky plates,

insoluble in water and acids. It does not form salts,

and Berthelot therefore prefers to call it graphitic oxide.

When this substance is heated it decomposes almost with

explosive violence, leaving a residue which still contains

hydrogen and oxyj^en, but which is not distinguishable from

finely divided graphite. "Wlien the graphite which crystal-

lizes from cast-iron and that obtained by heating amorphous
carbon in the electric arc are similarly treated, graphitic

oxides are produced which differ from each other, and from
the oxide formed from native graphite ; it is therefore

supposed that these graphites are distinct substances

(Berthelot, Ann. Ch. I'kys. [-t] six. 399).

Amorphous Carbon.—Pure amorphous carbon is only

obtained with great difficulty. That produced by heating

pure organic substances, such as sugar and starch, still

contains traces of hydrogen and oxygen, from which it can

only be freed by long-continued ignition at a white-heat in

an atmosphere of chlorine. The purest amorphous carbon

ordinarily met with is lamp black, which is prepared by the

imperfect combustion' of highly carbonized bodies, such

03 resin. An amorphous carbon of considerable purity,

known as gas-retort carbon, is obtained in the manufacture

of coal-gas. The parts of the retort which are exposed to

the highest temperature partially decompose the gas as it

escapes, and by degrees a layer of very dense carbon is

deposited in the upper parts of the retorts. It is a good

conductor of heat and electricity, and bums with difficulty,

and is therefore employed in producing the electric light,

and to form the negative element in Bun.sen's voltaic

battery. Wood charcoal and coke are very impure forms of

amorphous carbon, containing in addition to small quantities

of hydrogen and oxygen a considerable proportion of

mineral matters, which remain as ashes when the charcoal

ot coke is burnt. Animal charcoal is a still more impure
form of aniorphous carbon.

Oiides of Carbon.—When carbon is burnt in oxgyen
carbonic diocide or carbonic anhydride, or, as it is commonly
termed, carbonic acid, COj, is formed ; if the supply of

oxygen is deficient the lower oxide, carbonic oxide, CO, is

also produced, and the latter may be obtained in a pure

elate by passing the dioxide over red-hot carbon. Both

ore colourless, odourless gases. The union of carbon with

oxygon gives rise to the evolution of a very large amount
of boat, but much less heat is produced by the union of the

flrst half of tho oxygen than by the union of the second

half. Thus tho combination of 12 grams of carbon with

16 grams of oxygon to form 28 grams of carbonic oxide

gives rise to tho evolution of about 2.'>,000 units of heat,

but no less than 09,000 units are produced by the addition

of a second I G grams of oxygen to form carbonic dioxide.

It is supposed that iu the firat instance very much less heat

is evolved because energy, which otherwise would appear in

the form of heat, is expended iu converting the soUd carbon

into the state in which it exists in gaseous carbonic oxide

and dioxide, since it is observed that in those cases in

which two oxides are formed, both of which ere solid,

sensibly equal quantities of heat are evolved iii the fixation

of each successive 16 grams of oxygen.

In the conversion, however, of the different vaiieties

of carbon into carbonic dioxide, COj, by combustion in

oxygen different amounts of heat are produced. The
following table represents the number of units of heat (the

unit of heat being the amount required to raise ti;e

temperature of 1 gram- of water from 0° to 1° C) evolved in

the conversion of 12 grams of each of the varieties of carboa

into 44 grams of carbonic dioxide :

—

'CnV.%.

Diamoud 93,210
Iron graphite ..

„

93,144
Natural graphite 93,5G4
Gf>s. retort carbon 96,564
Wood charcoal

'. 96,0e0

Carbonic oxide burns in the air or oxygen with a blue

flame, forming carbonic dioxide.' It is an extremely

poisonous gas, being capable of displacing the oxygen in

blood, owing to the formation of a compound with the

hasmoglobin with which the oxygen is ordinarily combined.

It is very sparingly soluble in water, which dissolves only

about -j^jth of its bulk at 1 5° C. When a mixture of equ;d

volumes of carbonic oxide and chlorine gas is exposed to

sunlight, the two gases combine, forming ehloro-carbonic

oxide or phosgene gas, COCl.^.

Carbonic dioxide w'iU not burn, neither does it Support

combustion. Under the pressure of 36 atmospheres at 0°

C. it is converted into a colourless mobile liquid. WTien
the liquid is suddenly relieved from the pressure under

which alone it can exist, part of it at once passes back into

the state of gas. and heat is abstracted so rapidly that the

remaining portion of the liquid solidifies. By allowing a

jet of the liquid dio.xide to pass into a cylindrical metal

box, having within it an inclined metal tongue against

which the jet of liquid impinges, a considerable quantity of

the solid may be collected in the form of a white flocculent

mass like snow. Like all flocculent substances, it conducts

heat but slowly, and may be preserved for a considerable

time. By mixing it with ether its heat-conducting power

is greatly increased ; it therefore evaporates much more

quickly, and a much lower temperature is obtained than

with the solid alone, and by placing the mixture under the

receiver of an air-pump and exhausting, a still greater

degree pf Cold is produced. According to Faraday, an
alcohol thermometer plunged into a bath of the solid

carbonic dioxide and ether in air indicates a temperature of

— 76° C, and in the same bath under a receiver exhausted

to within 12 inches of the atmospheric pressure it fell to

- 1 1
0" C. ; at the latter temperature alcohol assumes the

consistence of a thick oiL

Recent experiments of Sir B. Brodie (Royal Society Pro-

ceedings, xxi. p. 483, 1873) show that carbonic oxide and
dioxide are not the only oxides of carbon which are capable

of existing. When a current of pure and dry carbonic

oxide is circulated through a Siemen's induction-tube, and

thoro submitted to the action of electricity, a decomposi-

tion of tho gas occurs. Carbonic dioxide is formed, and
simultaneously with its formation a solid deposit may be

observed in tho induction-tube; this deposit appears as a

trans[)arent film of a redbrown colour. It is entirely

soluble in water, which is strongly coloured by it, and the

solution has an intensely acid reaction. In tho dry cohi'

dition, before it has been in contact with water, it is ao

oxide of carbon. Samples, however, made in different

experimeatsdonot present precisely tho same composition
;
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2H,0.

but nefertheless they appear to belong to a certain limited

number of forms, whicli repeatedly occur and may iu-

variably be referred to the same general order or system.

This system is, or appears to be, what may be termed an

homologous series of " oxycarbons," of which the imit of

carbon with the weight 12 may be regarded as the first

term, and of which the adjacent terms differ by an incre-

ment of carbonic o;ade, CO, weighing 2S, precisely as

homologous series of hydrocarbons di£fer by the increment

CKj. Two at least of these substances have been identified

by analysis, namely, the adjacent terms Cfi^ ^'^^ C5O4.

Carbonic Acid.—Carbonic dioxide dissolves in about its

own volume of water at ordinary temperatures, forming

carlonis acid, HjCOg ; the solution has a sharp and
slightly acid taste, and turns the blue colour of litmixs to

wine-red. The volume of carbonic dioxide dissolved by
water dinii:;it;hes as the temperature rises, and at the boil-

ing heat the whole is expelled from solution : the volume
dissolved by water at a given temperature is nearly the

same, however, under all pressures, so that the weight of

gas absorbed increases in nearly the same proportion as the

pressure. On removing the pressure the gas i.s given off

with' effervcjBcence. Ordinary soda-water consists merelj'

of water impregnated with carbonic'dioxide by mechanical

pressure. When lime water is added to a solution of

carbonic acid, or carbonic dioxide is passed into lime

water, a white precipitate of calcic carbonate or carbonate

of lime, the chief constituent of ordinsry chalk, is pro-

duced :—

•

CaOoH, + HjCO, = CaCO,
Culcic hydrate. CarSor.ic acSci. Calcic carbonate. Water.

On continuing to pass the gas the precipitate becomes
dissolved owing to the foraiation of an acid carbonate or

bicarbonate, which is fairly soluble in water, the carbonate

being almost insoluble :

—

CaCOj + HoCOj - H2Ca(C03)„
Calcic carbonate. Cai boulc ncid. Calcic blcaibonate.

If the solution of the bicarbonate be heated, carbonic

dioxide is given off and the calcic carbonate is precipitated,

the bicarbona'te being decomposed. The lime salt may
also be removed from the solution, with the exception of

the small amount of calcic carbonate which the water is

capable of dissolving, by carefully adding lime water or a

solution of ordinary washing soda as long as a precipitate

is produced. The action of lime water in this case is to

convert the soluble bicarbonate into the insoluble carbonate
;

thus :

—

H2Ca(C05). + CaH„0.^ = 2CaC03 + ^B.jd.
Calcic bicarbonate. Calcic hydrate. Calcic carbonate.

These facts serve to explain the "hardness," as it is

termed, of many natural waters, and the methods employed
to render such waters soft. A water which, like rain

water, readily produces a lather with soap is said to be a

soft water, whereas one which does not readily yield a

latlisr, but forms a large amount of curd, is said to be a

hard water. The hardness of most natural spring waters

is chiefly due to dissolved calcic bicarbonate, ii'hich is

for.med by the action of the carbonic acid dissolved iu rain

upon the calcareous materials with which the water comes
in contact during its passage through the earth. Ordinary
soap consists of the sodic salts of certain fatty acids, and
is soluble in water ; hut the lime salts of these acids are

insoluble, so that wheii the soap is used with the hard
water a double decomposition takes place, the calcic bicar-

bonate being converted into sodic bicarbonate and the soda-
soap into a hme soap or curd. Such waters may be rendered
soft, that is to say, the calcic bicarbonate may be removed
in a Vfsriety of ways, viz., by heating the water, which
cau.'':^ the decomposition of the bicarbonate and the precipi-

tation of the carbonate, and it 33 in this way that the fur

is produced in our kettles and boilers ; by adding washing

soda a .sodic carbonate, a comicon practice in all households

where hard water is used ; and lastly, by adding lime

water. (h. e. a.)

CARBONARI, The (from the Italian cariouaro, charcoal

maker), were certain secret societies of a liberal and even

revolutionary tendency that took' an active part in some
events of Italian and French history during the first three

decades of this ceutmy. Secret societies, calling themselves

by this or a similar name, had indeed previously existed in

various parts of Europe ; but it was in Italy, towards the

close of the Napoleonic wars, that these first began to

assume r.n historic importance. In 1808 many republi-

cans, discontented aUke with the Bourbon and the Eona-
partist government in Naples, had retired to the mountain
recesses of the Abruzzi and Calabria. At first engaged only

in an isolated resistance to tiie auihorities, they began to

organize themselves. They took the name of Carbonari, a

name suggested by the trade of charcoal-burning extensively

pursued in those regions, in which many of them were
engaged. From this trade, too, but especially from the

Christian religion, and above all from the crucifixion of

Christ, they adopted a system of mystic rites and a symbolic
phraseology, by which they concealed from the uninitiated,

but all the more vividly expressed to the initiated, the real

political aims of the society, while it? apparently religious

chp.racter served to attract many whom its revolutionary

secrecy might have repelled. A lodge of Carbonari was
baracca (a hut); an ordinary meeting, vendila (a sale) ; a

meeting of importance, alia vendita

;

—these terms being

borrowed from the trade of charcoal-burniug. But for

words to express the inner purpose of the society they

borrowed from religion. Christ, as the highest victim of

tyranny, was the lamb that had been put to death by the

wolf ; they were s^-'orn to avenge his death ; and so the

destruction of the wolf to avenge the slaughter of the lamb
became the symbolic watchword of the society. There

were four grades in the society ; and the ceremonies of

initiation were characterized by many mystic rites, through

which the real meaning began only gradually to appear.

Many efforts were made to bring about a complete organ-

ization of the Carbonari in Italy, by the institution of a

central power which should control the separate societies

of the various provinces, but they failed. Politicians soon

discovered how easily capital could be.made of such societies,

and negotiations were entered into by the Bourbons to

unite the Carbonari in an effort to overthrow the French

Government in Naples. Accordingly, for two years they

carried on a desultory warfare with King Murat. who at

last, taking the matter thoroughly in hand, drove them into

the mountains, from which they had emerged, and sup-

pressed them for a time. Capobianco, their leader, was

treacherously arrested and put to death. Ers long, the

Carbonari reappeared and helped towards the final Over-

throw of the French power in Naples. But Ferdinand, who
had courted them during his misfortunes, proved false to them

on his return to power, though they were moderate enough

in their political aims, being ready to content themselves

with the establishment in Naples of the constitution that

had been enjoyed in Sicily under English supremacy.

Henceforward they began to conspire against the Bourbon

Government, and indeed soon spread over the whole of Italy,

being more and more regarded as the champions of the

liberal and national cause. They were the principal authors

of the Neapolitan revolution of 1820, of the disturbances

in the Papal States of the same year, and of the Picdmontese

revolution of 1821. Previously recruited chiefly from the

loivtr clsiises, the Carbonari now counted in theii' ranks

almost all the intelligent and patriotic population of Italy,
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efjjechlJy the middle classes, tlie officers of the army, tbe

students at the universities, the artists, and even the

priests,—to the number, it is said, of nearly 700,000.
Unable, however, to resist the military power of Austria,

backed by a European congress, the revolution and the

Carbonari along with it were crushed, aud many, such as

Silvio Pellico, implicated or supposed to be implicated in

their conspiracies, perished or languished in Austrian

dungeons. They never quite revived in Italy ; though
active again in 1830 and 1831, they were forthwith super-

seded by the more energetic and more extreme "young
Italy " of JIazzini.

It was about 1820 that Carbonarism began to take root

in France. There the organization was more perfect, as

in addition to what had been attained in Italy, there was

a supreme board, presided over by the veteran Lafayette,

p.nd a complete hierarchy of societies, by which the v.ill of

the chief was communicated, from higher to lower, to the

smallest lodges in the extremities of France; these were

ventes particuUeres, ventes centrales, hautes ventes, rentes

svprSmes. It made great progress in France, especially

among the students and sub-officers of the army. Tbe
example of Spain and Italy having incited the French
Carbonari to immediate action, attempts to raise an insur-

rection were made in 1821 at Belfort, Thouars, La Eochelle,

and other towns. They were all immediately suppressed,

but not without revealing to what extent th-e Carbonari

had spread over France. It was at the trial of Bories, one

of those concerned in the rising at La.Rochelle, that the

nature and organization of the Carbonari in France became
publicly known, and attention was drawn to the mutual fide-

lity prevalent among them, as none but those immediately

concerned in the insurrection could be brought to trial.

Though completely defeated in 1821, French Carbonarism

did not die out, but continued to be an active centre of

revolutionary discontent till 1830, when, after contributing

to the July revolution, most of the members adhered to

the government of Louis Philippe For several years after,

traces of it existed in some French towns, but these are of

no importance.

Hecketliom's Secret Societies ; Botta*3 History of Itahj, vol. ii.
;

Alison's History of Europe, vol. ii. ; Annuaire Historique,

CARBONDALE, a city of the United States, in the

county of Luzerne in Pennsylvania, near the source of the

Lackawanna River, on the Delaware and Hudson Bailv.-ay,

about 110 miles N.N.W. of Philadelphia. Its incorpora-

tion only dates from 1851, and (as its name implies) its

principal importance consists in the fact that it is the

centre of an extensive coal-held. About 900,000 tons are

obtained annually from the neighbouring mines. Popula-

tion in 1850, 4915; in 1870, 6393.

CARBUNCLE is a name applied in modem times to the

T.irious kinds of garnet employed by jewellers when cut en

cahorhon, that is, vrith a smooth convex surface, and the

back either flat or hollowed out. On account of the deep
red colour of most garnets it is neces.sary to adopt this

kind of cutting, especially when the stones are of any
considerable size, in order to exhibit their rich hues by the

light passing through a comparatively thin stratum of the

material. The carbuncle is frequently mentioned in the

Bible, although it is impossible to define the precise stone
referred to under that name in the Authorized Version
of the Scriptures. The stono in the breastplate of the
High Prie.st. which is translated carbuncle (Exodus xxviii.

17), is in tho original called Barekcth, literally meaning
flashing, while again, in Isaiah liv. 12, the terui Kadkod,
equivalent to the glowing of fire, is also rendered by
carbuncle. The carbutievliis of Fliny appears to have
included all tho dcop-red coloured btoncs which were
suitable for jewellery and gems, such as the ruby and tho

5—<!»

spinel, as well as the various kinds of garnet. It is remark-
able that among the varieties distinguished by classicd

writers were the lychnis or lamp stone, and the Sv6pa( or

live coal, both in common with the scriptural names indicat-

ing stones with a fiery glow. In the setting of carbuncles,

a ruby-like glow is frequently communicated to the stonjs

by a backing of coloured metallic foil which modiEes their

hue, a practice which is found to have prevailed in Roman
times, tanfa est in illis occasio artis, subditis per qaas

translacere cogantur. The finest carbuncles corce from
Pegu and Ceylon, and they are sometimes found in masses
of such dimensions that cups measuring as much as one
and a half or two inches in height and diameter are cut out
of them. See under Gaknet.
CARBUNCLE, an acute local inflammation of the

deeper layers of the skin, followed by sloughing. It is met
with in those who are weakened by any cause, and in

certain unhealthy constitutional states. It is accompanied
by great constitutional disturbance ; in the early stages of

the disease the pain is considerable. A hard flattened

swelling of a deep red colour is noticed on the back,

face, or extremities. This gradually extends until in some
instances it may become as large as a dinner-plate. To-

wards the centre of the mass numerous small openings form
on the surface. From them blood and matter escape, and
through these openings a yellow slough, of leathery con-

sistence, can be seen. The treatment generally adopted
is free incisions through the mass, relieving the tenbioo

and alleviating the pain. Poultices are then applied to

encourage the separation of the slongh. After this comes
away a healthy ulcer is left which heals rapidly, leaving

an indelible scar. Opium is given in order to relieve the

pain. The patient requires supporting diet, stimulants,

good food, and the administration of iron. Occurring a.<i

it does in people of an unhealthy tendency, it may in

severe cases occasion death. Some surgeons do not inter-

fere with tbe knife, biit give opium in krge doses, aud
allow the slough to separate by natural processes.

CARCAJENTE, a town of Spain, in the province of

Valencia, 2i miles from tho. right bank of the Juear, in

39° 4' N lat. and 3 31' W. long., with a station on the

railway between Valencia and Al.mansa. It is inhabited

chiefly by an agricultural population, but has a consider-

able manufacture of linen and wooiJen stuffs, and silk

thread from the silk produced in tho neighbourhood. The
town-house (a modern building), the parish church, and tho

palace of tbe marquis of Calzada are its principal build-

ings. Roman remains have been found in the vicinity.

Population, 8850.

CARCASSONNE, the chief town of the department of

Aude, in France, is situated on' both sides of the River

Aude, and in the immediate neighbourhood of the Canal

du Sud, about 55 miles S.E. of Toulouse, on the railway

between that city and Narbonne, in 43' 12' 54" N. lat

and 2° 20' 55 E. long. On an abrupt elevation on the

right bank of the river stands tho old city, enclosed by a

doublo line of ramparts and towers, and retaining the

aspect of ft mediaeval fortress. A portion of tho inner line

is attributed to tho Visigoths ; the rest, including tho

castle, seems to belong to the 11th or 12th century, while

the outer circuit has been referred mainly to tho cud

of tho 13th. Tho old cathedral of St Naiaire, which partly

dates from tbe 1 1th century, and contains magnificent

stained-glass windows of the Renaissance period, has been

restored under tho aupcrintendonco of M. Viollet-lc-Duc.

On the left bank of the river, but connected with tho city

by a bridge of twelve arches, lies tho new town, clean,

well-built, and flourishing, with- streets' intersecting each

other at right angles. It is surrounded by boukvards
occupying the sito of its ramparts, and ha.'< a large csplaneuo

V. _ 12
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for military mancEuvres, as weU as numerous fountains and

planted walks. As chief tov.-n of a department, and the

seat of a bishop, Carcassonne contains court-houses and

various public offices, an episcopal palace, and a theologic;>I

seminary ; and among its other public buildings t^nd insti

tutions may be mentioned the new cathedral of St Michael,

the town-hall, the library with upwards of 15,000 volumes,

the exchange, the theatre, the barracks, the hospitals, the

college, the school of design, the museum, the chamber of

commerce, and the agricultural society. Of the various in-

dustrial establishments the most important are the woollen

factories,—not less than 2000 people being engaged in the

manufacture of cloth, which is chiefly exported to the

Levant, . Barbary, and South America. Wadding, paper,

leather, pottery, and iron wares are also produced; and

there is a trade in wine, brandy, and fruit. A large fair

is held in November and another on Whit-Tuesday.

Population in 1872, 20,808 in the town, and 23,644 in

the commune.

Carcassonne occupies the site of Carcaso, an ancient city of Gallia

Narbonensis, which belonged to the VoIceb Tectosages. It "was a

place of sorae importance p.t the time of Csesar's invasion, but malces

almost no appearance in Roman history. On the disintegration of

the empire, it fell into the hands of the Visigoths, who, in spite of

the attacks of the Franks, especially in 585, retained possession till

724, when they were expelled by the Saracens, destined in turn to

yield before long to Charles Martel. From the 9th to the beginning

of the 13th century Carcassonne formed a separate countship, which

was brought to tuin by the attachment of Count Raymond Roger to

the cause of the Albigenses. The city, in spite of a noble defence,

was taken by the Crusaders of Simon de Montfort in 1209, and the

unfortunate count perished in captivity. In 1224, his son, Ray-

mond Trencavel II., recovered his estates, but in 1247 he was forced

to yield all his rights to PhiUp Augustus. A revolt of the city

against the loyal aulliority was severely punished in 1262, by the

expulsion -of its principal inhabitants, who were, however, permitted

to take up their quarters on the other side of the river. This was

the origin of the new town, which was fortified in 1347. During

the reli.gl0U3 wars Carcassonne several times changed hands, and it

did not recognise Henry IV. till 1596.

CARDAMOM, the fruit of several plants of the genera

Elettaria and Amomitm, belonging to the natural order

Zingiberacecs, the principal of which is Elettaria Cardamo-

mnm, from which the true officinal or Malabar cardamom

is derived. The Malabar cardamom plant has flag-like

feaves, springing from an erect perennial stem, and rising

to a height of from 6 to 1 2 feet. The fruit is an ovate-

triangular three-celled three-valved capsule of a dirty yellow

colour, enclosing numerous angular seeds, which form the

valuable part of the plant. It is a native of the moun-

tainous parts of the Malabar coast of India, and the fruits

are procured either from wild plants or by cultivation

throughout Travancore, Western Mysore, and along the

Western Ghauts. A cardamom of much larger size found

growing in Ceylon was formerly regarded as belonging to a

distinct species, and described as under the name of

Elettaria major ; but it is now known to be only a variety

of the Malabar cardamom. In commerce, several varieties

are distinguished according to their size and flavour. The
Biost esteemed are known as " shorts," a name given to

such capsules as are from a quarter to half an inch long

and about a quarter broad. Following these come " short-

longs" and "long-lungs," also distinguished by their size,

the largest reaching to about an inch in length. The Ceylon

cardamom attains a length of an inch and a half and is

atout a third of an inch broad, with a brownish pericarp

and a distinct aromatic odour. Among the other plants,

the fruits of which pass in commerce as cardamoms, are

tlie round or cluster cardamom, Amomnm Cardamomum, a

native of Siam and Java ; the bastard cardamom of Siam,

A. xanthioides: the Bengal cardamom, which is the

fruit of A. aromatiaim ; tHe Java cardamom, produced

by A, maximum ; the Nepal cardamom, and the Korariraa

cardamom of East Africa, the last two not being yet

botacically descibed. Cardamoms generiilly are possessed

of pleasant aromatic ciour, and an agreeable spicy taste.

On account of their flavour and stimulant properties they

are much used with other medicines, and they form a prin-

cipal ingredient in curries and compounded spices. In the

North of Europe they are much used as a spice and flavour-

ing material for cakes and liqueuis ; and they are very

extensively employed in the East for chewing with betel, <tc

CARDAN (or, in the Italian form of the name,C.^KDANo),
Gip.oLAJiio (1501-157G), famous as a mathematician, a

physician, and an astrologer, born at Pavia, September 24,

1501, was the illegitimate son of Fazio Cardano, a learned

jurist of Milan, himself distinguished by a taste for mathe-

matics. After a sickly childhood and a stormy boyhood,

during which he received a very irregular education, he was

sent to the university of Pavia, and subsequently to that of

Padua, where he graduated in medicine. He was, however,

excluded from the College of Physicians at Milan on account

of his illegitimate birth, and his 6rst endeavours to establish

himself in practice had so little success that he and his

young wife were at one time compelled to take refuge in the

workhouse. It is not surprising that his first book should

have been an exposure of the fallacies of the faculty. A
fortunate cure of the child of the Milanese senator Sfon-

drato now brought him into notice, and the interest of his

patron procured him admission into the medical body.

About this time (1539) he obtained additional celebrity by

the publication of his Practice of Arithmetic^ a work of

great merit for the time, which indirectly led to his renown

as a mathematician by engaging him in a correspondence

with Nicolo Tartaglia, an ingenious calculator who had

discovered an important improvement in the method of

cubic equations. This discovery Tartaglia had kept to

himself, but he was ultimately induced to communicate it

to Cardan under a solemn promise that it should never

be divulged. Cardan observed this promise in publishing

his arithmetic, but when, several years afterwards, the

isolated rule of Tartaglia had developed itself in his mind

into a principle capable of transforming algebraical science,

he thought himself justified in disclosing it as the ground-

work of his own comprehensive treatise on algebra, which

appeared at Nuremberg in 1545. This memorable volume

marks an era in the history of mathematics, being the first

in which the principle of cubic equations was fully ex

plained, and the first e.xample of the application of alge-

braical reasoning to geometrical problems. Its publication

naturally involved Cardan in a violent controversy with

Tartaglia, and it must be admitted that his conduct cannot

be strictly justified, notwithstanding his ample acknow-

ledgment of his obligations to his original instructor.

Two years previously he had published a woA even more

highly regarded by his contemporaries, his celebrated

treatise on astrology. This will hardly be enumerated

in our day among his titles to fame, but it would be

exceedingly unjust to regard it as a proof of superstition

or weakness of mind. As a believer in astrology Cardan

was on a level with the best minds of his age ; the distinc-

tion consisted in the comparatively cautious spirit of his

inquiries and his disposition to confirm his assertions by

an appeal to facts, or what he believed to be such. A very

considerable part of his treatise is based upon observations

carefully collected by himself, and, it must in candour be

owned, seemingly well calculated to support his theory so

far as they extend. If the testimony is nevertheless quite

inadequate to its purpope, it must in fairness be considered

that the proposition of the influence of the heavenly bodies

on human afifairs appeared to Cardan's contemporaries

almost a truism. From this point of view it may be

understood that the book should have been intended bv
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the author as' a contribution to natural acioace, and should

be almost entirely free from the superstitious whima and

halluciuations which, wliile leaving hia faculties as a

thinker and a nntaral philosopher almost unaffected, fre-

quently misled hira in the affairs of practical life. Nume-
rous instances of his belief in dreams and omens may be

collected from his writings, ai\d he especially valued him-

self on being one of the five or six celebrated men t6_

whom, as to Socrates, had been vouchsafed the assistance

of a guardian dtemon.

Cardan's authorship may have interferedwith his medical

practice, and ho himself ingenuously confesses that he and

his family Were mainly silpported during a considerable

part of this period by the complaisance of a Milanese

patrician, who allowed him to win of him at play. The

sudden loss of this resource reduced him for a time to

penury, from which he was extricated by receiving the

appointment of professor of medicine at Pavia. The

publication of his works on algebra and astrology at this

juncture gave him a European renown, and procured him

flattering offers from Pope Paul III and the king of

Denmark, both of which he declined. 'In 15S1 his reputa-

tion was crowned by the publication of his great work De
Subtilitate Rerum, which, crude and fanciful as it may
now appear, in hia own age embodied the soundest physical

learning of the time and simultaneously represented its

most advanced sjjirit of speculation. It was followed some
years later by a similar treatise De Yarietate Renim, the

two making in effect but one book. A great portion of

this is occupied by endeavours, commonly futile, to explain

ordinary natural phenomena, but its chief interest for us

consists in the hints and glinvjjses it affords of principles

beyond the full comprehension of the writer himself,

and which the world was then by no means ready

to entertain. The inorganic realm of Nature he asserts

to be animated no less than tho organic ; all creation

is progressive development ; all animals were origin-

ally worms ; the inferior metals must be regarded as

conatus natnrte towards the production of gold. The
inJefinito variability of species is implied in tho remark that

Nature is seldom content with a single variation from a

customary type. The oviparous habits of birds are

explained by their tendency to favour the perpetuation of

the species, precisely in the manner of modem naturalists.

Animals were not created for the use of man, but exist for

their own sakcs. The origin of life depends upon cosmic laws,

which Cardan naturally connects with his favourite study of

astrology. Tho physical divergencies of mankind arise from
tho effects of climate, and the variety of human circum-

stances in general. Cardan's views on the dissimilarity of

languages are much more philosophical than usual at his

time ; and his treatise altogether, though weak in particular

details, is strong in its pervading sense of the unity and
omnipotence of natural law, which renders it in some degree

an adumbration of the course of science since tho author's

day. It was attacked by J. C. Scaliger, whom Cardan
refuted without difficulty.

Tho celebrity which Cardan had acquired led in the

same year (15(51) to one of the most interesting episodes of

hia life, hin journey to Scotland as tho medical adviser of

Archbishop Hamilton of St Andrews. The archbishop wa.s

8ui)po3od to bo suffering from consumption, a complaint
which Cardan, under a false impression, as he frankly

admits, had represented himself as competent to cure.

Failing to meet his patient at Lyons as had been arranged,

he was induced to continue his journey to Scotland. He
wa-s of great service to the archbishop, whoso complaint
proved to bo asthmatical ; but the principal interest attaching

to his expedition is derived from his account of tho disputes

of the medical faculty at Paris, and of the court of Edward

Vt. of England, particulars which he had an opportunity

of observing in going and returning. The Parisian doctors

were disturbed by the heresies of Vesalius, who was

beginning to introduce anatomical study from the human
subject. Cardan's liberality of temper led him to

sympathize with the innovator. His account of Edward

VI.'s disposition and understanding is extremely favourable,

and is entitled to credit as that of a competent observer

without bias towards either side of the religious question.

He cast the king's nativity, and indulged in a number of

predictions which were elfectually confuted by the royal

youth's death in the following year. His impressions of

England seem to have been very pleasant.

Cardan had now attained the summit of his prosperity,

and the rest of his life was little but a series of disasters.

His principal misfortunes arose from the crimes and

calamities of his sons, one of wh^imwasan utter reprobate,

while the tragic fate of the other overwhelmed the father

with anguish. This son, Giovanni Battista, also a physi-

cian, had contracted an imprudent marriage with a girl of

indifferent character, Brandonia Seroni, who subsequently

proved unfaithful to him. The injured husband revenged

himself in the Italian fashion with poison ; the deed was

detected, and the exceptional severity of the punishment

seems to justify Cardan in attributing it to the rancour of

his medical rivals, with whom he had never at any time

been on good terms. He exerted himself greatly as his

son's advocate, but to no purpose. The blow all but

crushed him ;
his reputation and his practice waned ; he

addicted himself to gaming, a vice to which he had always

been prone ; his mind became unhinged, and filled with

distempered imaginations. He was ultimately banished

from Milan on some accusation not specified, and although

the decree was ultimately rescinded, he found it advisable

to accept a professorship at Bologna (1563). While resid-

ing there in moderate comfort, and mainly occupied with

the composition of supplements to his former works, he was

suddenly arrested on a charge not stated, but in all pro-

bability heresy. Though he had alwaj-s been careful to

keep on terms with the Church, the bent of his mind had

been palpably towards free thought, and the circumstance

had probably attracted the attention of Pius V., who then

ruled the Church in the spirit, as he had formerly excrci.sed

the functions, of an inquisitor. Through the intercession,

as would appear, of some influential cardinals. Cardan was
released, but was deprived of his professorship, prohibited

from teaching and publishing any further, and removed to

Rome, where he spent his remaining years in receipt of a

pension from the Pope. It seems to have been urged in

his favour that his intellect had been disturbed by grief for

the loss of his son,—an assertion to which his frequent

hallucinations lent some countenance, though the existence

of any serious derangement is disproved by the lucidity

and coherence of his last writings. He occupied his rime

at Rome in the composition of his conmientaries Df Vila

Propria, which, along with a companion treatise Df
Lihris Propriis, is our jirincipal authority for his biography.

Though he had burned much, ho left behind him mora
than a hundred MSS., not twenty of which have been

printed. Ho died on September 20, 1976.

Alike intellectually and morally, Cardan is one of the

most interesting personages connected with the revival of

science in Europe. He had no especial bent towards any
scientific pursuit, but appears as the man of versatile

ability, delighting in research for its own sake, and capable

of prosecuting it to groat lengths by dint of perseverance

and sagacity. He possessed tho true scientific spirit in

perfection ; nothing, he tells us, among the king of

Franco's treasures appeared to him so worthy of adinim-
tiou as a certain natural curiosity which he took for tho
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horu of a unicorn. It has been injurious to his fame to

have been compelled to labour, partly in fields of research

where no important discovery was then att;iinable, partly in

those where his discoveries could only serve as the step-

ping-stones to others, by which they were inevitably eclipsed.

Hismcdical career serves as an illustration of the former

case, and his mathematical of the latter. His medical

knowledge was wholly empirical ; restrained by the

authority of Galen, and debarred from the practice of

anatomy, nothing more could be expected than that he
should stninbla on some fortunate nostrums. As a mathe-
matician, on the other hand, he effected most important

advances in science, but such as merely paved the way for

discoveries which have obscured his own. From his astro-

logy no results could be expected ; but ei'eu here the scien-

tific character of his mind is displayed iu his common sense

treatment of what usually passed for a mystical and occult

study. His prognostications are as strictly empirical as his

prescriptions, and rest quite as much upon the observa-

tions which he supposed himself to have made in his

practice. As frequently is the case with men incapable

of rightly ordering their own lives, he is full of wisdom and
sound advice for others ; his ethical precepts and practical

rules are frequently excellent. To complete the catalogue

of his accomplishments, he is no contemptible poet.

The work of Cardan's, however, which retains most
interest for this generation is his autobiography, De Vila

Pro]>ria. In its clearness and frankness of self revelation

this book stands almost aloue among records of its class.

It may be compared with the autobiography of another
celebrated Italian of the age, Benvenuto Cellini, but is

much more free from vanity and solf-consciousuess, unless

the extreme candour v.'ith which Cardan reveals his own
errors is to be regarded as vanity in a more subtle form.

The general impression is highly favourable to the writer,

whose impetuosity and iits of reckless dissipation appear as

mere exaggerations of the warmth of hear6 which imparted
such strength to his domestic affections, and in the region

of science imparted that passionate devotion to research

which could alone have enabled him to persevere so reso-

lutely, and effect such marked advances in such, multi-

farious fields of inquiry.

Cardan's autobiography has been most ably condensed, and at
the same time supplemented by information from the general body
of his writings and other sources, by Professor Henry Morley
(Jermne Cardan, 185-t, 2 vols.). His capital treatises Z)e ,SMMi7tte««

and Dc Varulatc lUrmn. are combined and fally analyzed in vol. ii.

of Ri.\ner and Siber'sicjcjturwf Lehrmeinungeil beriilwUer Physihcr
am Endc dcs x\\. imd am Anfr.n^e dcs xvii. Jahrhuiidcrls (Sulz-
bach, 1S20). Cardan's works were edited in ten volumes by Sponius
(Lyons, 1663). A biography was prefixed by Gabriel Naude, whose
unreasonable depreciation lia.*: unduly lowered Cardan's character
with posterity. (R. G.)

CARDENAS, a maritime town of the island of Cuba,
capital of a district in the western department, is situated

105 miles E. of Havana, on a bay of the northern coast,

and has railway communication with Matanzas and Mont-
alvo. There is good anchorage in the harbour, and a

number of long wharves stretch out from the shore. The
most important article of export is the sugar from the

neighbouring district,—of which, in 1S73, 13,096 tons were
sent to Europe, and 69,364 to America. Though only

founded in 1828, Cardenas had in 1861 12,910 inhabitants;

and at present, in spite of the troubled condition of the

island, the number is calculated at about 11,000, of whom
7700 are whites, 2800 slaves, and the rest free negroes.

In 1850 the town was plundered by general Lopez.

CARDIFF (the "Caer," or castle on the Taff), a muni-

cipal and parliamentary borough in the county of Gla-

morgan, 170 miles from London by the Great Western
Railway, in 51° 28' N. lat. and Z" 10' W. long. This town is

the chief emporium of the coal and iron trade of South Wales,
and is remarkable for its rapid progress and development.
The population of the parliamentary borough, by the
census of 1871, was 56,911 and since that date it has
largely increased. There is a striking contrast of dirty

narrow thoroughfares and the wide streets of new houses
now opening up in the modern quarter of the town.

Historically, Cardiff is well known, but the castle

remains and the old church of St John and its noble-

pinnacied tower are almost the only remnants of antiquity.

The ancient walls and gates, Bluckfriars and Greylriars,

have been swept away, and the old church of St Mary,
finer than any local churches that succeeded was washed

away by the sea. The Arthurian legend of the Sparrow-
hawk refers to Cardiff. Its position between tL3 rivers

Taff and Khymney, and also between the mountains and
the sea, marked it out, probably for the Romans, certainly

for the Normans, as a fortified station. In the year 1108
Henry I. having taken prisoner his brother Robert duke of

Normandy, imprisoned him in Cardiff" Castle for twenty-

six years until his death in 1134. Contrary to the pre-

valent tradition he was most probably treated with kind-

ness, and permitted at times to change his abode. In the

time of the Civil War Charles I. came to Cardiff", and the

castle was alternately occupied by Royalists and Parlia-

mentai'ians. There was severe fighting at St Fagan's in

the neighbourhood. In 1661 we find the Cardiff authorities-

complaining of being ruined by the competition of the

neighbouring town of Caerphilly^ but CaerphiUy Ctstle is

ruined and the town decayed, while Cardiff has greatly

flourished. The local histories are full of the succession of

different owners of the castle until the lordship of Glamorgan
passed by marriage to the Bute family. The castle occupies
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a quadrangular space, and was probably once surrounded

by earthworks, except towards the river. The area within

the walls was 10 acres, within the counterscarp of the

moat 13 acres. The mound within the great enclosures has

the remains of the keep, or the ^Vliite Tower. On the

town or south side of the court are the Black or Curthose

tower, the scene of Duke Robert's imprisonment, and the

gateway. The castii was once of enormous strength, and

so constrcctcd to resist the incursions of the Welsh. The

Lodgings or habitable part are now undergoing extensive

demolition and reconstruction. Under the advice of

"Capability Brown" the whole structure was modernized,

and many precious remains swept away. A thorough re-

storation is now in progress under the care of Mr Burgess.

The new clock tower is a gorgeous example of most thorough

ornamentation. On the side of the Taff, opposite to the

castle grounds, are the Sophia Gardens, given to the town
by the late marchioness of Bute.

There is a great deal of activity- and public spirit in

Cardiff. The gas, sanitary, and water arrangements are

excellent. There are both public library and infirmary, and
plans for new and enlarged buildings for both institutions

are in progress. The exports of Cardiff are almost entirely

coal and iron ; the imports, insignificant in comparison, are

mainly' iron ore, esparto fibre for paper-making, timber, and
corn.

At the commencement of the present century Cardiff

possessed a population which scarcely amounted to 1000,

and was not even called a port. It was simply designated

as a " creek " attached to the great port of Bristo). The
peculiar resources of the district were not unknown or

neglected, and it is interesting to notice the first rudimentary
steps in their development. Coal was brought down from

the hills and valleys on the backs of mules. The burdens
were laid down at a primitivs quay, where vessels of small

tounage awaited them to carry the cargo to Bristol or other

ports. The iron was transported in waggons. of 2 tons, and
to avoid delays from frost, snow, and storms, the' minerals,

as much as jjo.ssible, were brought down iu the summer
and stocked fur the winter. In the American War guns
made by contract were brought down to the primitive quay
which long retained the name of Cannon Wharf. The
first stage in the ptogress of the town was marked by the

construction of the Glamorganshire Canal from Merthyr
Tydvil to tlie sea. It dropped from lock to lock some
500 feet in the course of its 25 mile journey to a cert.ai::

seapond capable of holding vessels of 200 tons burden.

The dock had only bsen formed a few years when the second

marquis of Bute came into possession of his Welsh property.

He held some 25,000 acres of the Glamorganshire hills,

teeming with mineral treasures, and between Cardiff and
the shore line he owned a tract of marshy waste. It is to

the Bute family that Cardiff is mainly indebted for its

prosperity. Lord Bute contemi)lated the construction of

large docks, and in the course of twenty years he made
great progress with his plans, slaking, it is said, the whole
of his fortune on the result.

In 1830 the first bill was obtained for the construction

of a dock, which has been truly termed the " cradle " of

Cardiff. The waters of the Talf were partially diverted

09 a "ffiodor" for an artificial stream. There was con-

iiidorablo difficulty in connecting the dock, which was
con'^ide^ably nbove low-water niarl: with the waters of thj

ohanuol, l)ut these were overcome by Sir William Cubitt.

Ill 1839 the west di'ck was opened with great rejoicings.

It became evident that additional acconimodutinn would
soon bo required. The lucrative Taff Vale Railway had
boon formed, incessantly pouring the mineral treasures of

the hills into the harbour of Carditf, and the western side

uf the duck was ceded to their use. This company also

promoted a dock under the headland of Penarth. Later,

the Ehymiicy Railway was constructed, and gave additional

development to the coal trade. The great marquis, the

second founder of Cardiff, who died somewhat sudderily in

1848, provided that the contingency of his death should not
disturb his schemes. He left his estates in trust, nominally for

fifteen hundred years, for carrying out his design for making
Cardiff a great seaport. The tmstees during the twenty
years' minority of his successor achieved great works. It was
resolved in 1851 that the east dock should be commenced.
The demand for accommodation increased so rapidly that the
plan of the dock wasrepeatedly enlarged. This second dock
covers 45 acres ; the width is partly 300, and partly 500
feet ; the total length is 4300 feet, the width of the sealock

is 55 feet ; the length between the gates is 220 feet. In
1 8C4 further schemes of enlargement were brought forward.

In 1868 a low-water pier was opened by Lord Bute on
his coming of age. In 1874 a south basin was opened

;

its area is twelve acres, and the iron-wrought gates have

a larger superficial area than any similar works in existence.

The new basin acts as a dock, and in some degree relieves

the pi'essure for acconimodaticn until the contemplated

additional dock is constructed. The scene on the wharves

is very stirring. There is a network of railways about

the docks, giving direct communication to every part of

the kingdom. The railways bring the minerals from the

mouths of the pits ; there are enormous sf aiths, hydraulic

lifts being often used for shipping the coals, and steam-

cranes to discharge the enormous ballast of arriving ships.

What Cardiff needs for its full development is an import

trade, in the place of the ballast, but attempts in this way
have not hitherto been very successful, and the New Vork
line of steamers has been given up. Cardiff remains the

greatest entrepot for the smokeless coal which has been

found the best for steamers in all the navies of the world,

and in expert ranks next to Newcastle. The docks owe
all their importance to the minerals on the hills, and the

means of transit that have been devised from the hills to

the shore. The expenditure on the docks, including the

new works, will be from two to three millions ; the expen-

diture on railways is about the same, and the capita]

invested in the collieries is about twenty-five millions.

The business of the port, though subject to fluctuations,

steadily increases. In 1839 the amount of iron shipped

at the port w.-is 1200 tons, and of coal 4562. In 1848 the

shipments of iron had advanced to 70,805 tons, and those

of coal to 615,111 tons. In 1870, however, the weight

of iron loaded at Cardiff amounted to 315,649 tons, and
that of coal and patent fuel, which in the meantime had
become an article of export, to 2,177,518 tons. The
amount of coal exported in 1871 was 2,979,843 tons, and

iu 1872, 3,657,246 tons.

The villages in the neighbourhood of Cardiff,—Eoath.

Maindu, Canton, Liandaff,—are now its suburbs and nearly

absorbed in the town. Of these the most interesting is

Liandaff, a kind of minor Clifton to Cardiff. The remark-

able cathedral, the seat of the earliest English bishopric,

gives the tiniest city in Britain its title. It is a little

old world village on the outskirts of Cardiff, with the

Coplestone cross, the remains of the bishop's fortified

palace, superseded by a modern country-house and a group

of neat ecclesiastical buildings. For more than a hundred

years the cathedral was left to neglect and decay. The
aisles were rooflesit, grass grow in the nave, the ivy came
through the windows, and storms wore increasingly laying

waste the edifice. At the expense of many thousand

pounds a satisfactory restorotion was effected, and a re-

opening took place in 1S69. The cathedral is nobly

situated near the Taff, where it is broad and wooded, and

almost entirely screened by the ridgca. (ir. A.)
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CARDIGAN', County of, or CA^mioANsniRE, a mari-

time county in South Wales, is bounded on the N. by
Merioneth, on the E. by Montgomery, Radnor, and Brecen,

on the S. by Carmarthen and Pembroke, and on the W.
by the Irish Sea. Its greatest length from south to

north is about 30 miles, and its greatest breadth frou

east to west about 40 miles ; but these dimensions give a

very imperfect idea of its size, as it almost exactly repre-

sents in figure a " half-boot," the line of the sole being

from east to west, with the toe at the extreme west. It

possesses an area of 693 square miles, or 443,387 acres,

and is, therefore, the fifth in size of the Welsh counties.

The whole area of this county is occupied by the lower

Silurian geological formation. It does not, therefore,

possess mines of coal, or iron, or limestone ; but, as if to

compensate for this want, it is the richest of all the Welsh
counties in its metalliferous lodes. Its lead mines have
long been famous ; and it was from the profits of his min-

ing speculations, carried on chiefly in this county, that the

celebrated Sir Hugh Myddelton was enabled to carry out
his gigantic project for supplying London with water, by
means of the New River. The Lisbume, Goginan, Cwm
Ystwith, and other mines still yield largely, and have been
sources of great profit to the adventurers. Some of the

lead raised is very rich in silver ; and in the 1 7th century
the quantity of silver obtained was so considerable, that,

by virtue of letters-patent, a mint existed for coining it on
the spot.

Cardiganshire is exceedingly wild and mountainous
;

but the mountains generally have little of grandeur in their

character, Plinlimmon itself, in spite of its height, being
singularly deficient in boldness of outline. There is a
considerable tract of fiat land lying along the sea coast,

especially towards the south-west, the general aspect of

which is so dreary and desolate, that it has been called,

and with good reason, the desert of Wales. In that district

it is almost possible to travel 30 miles in a straight line

without seeing a house, or a road, or a human being. The
principal mountains are Plinlimmon, just within the county
boundary ou the north-east, rising to the height of 2469
feet, and Tregaron mountain, near Tregaron, in the south-

east, 1778 feet in height. Few of the others exceed 1000
feet in elevation.

The vale of Teifi presents views of great beauty and
interest, especially as it approaches the sea. The valleys

of the Aeron, the Ystwith, and the Rheidol, also present
Bceues of great beauty, especially the last, in which is the
famous Devil's Bridge, with the falls of the Rheidol, one
of the mbst celebrated pieces of Welsh scenery.

The county abounds in lakes and rivers. The chief of

the latter is the Teifi, which rises in a lake of the same
name (Llyn Teifi), about 8 miles north-east of Tregaron

;

flowing through the centre of the county, in a south-west
direction, till it reaches Lampeter, it becomes from that
point the county boundary, separating it from Carmarthen
and Pembroke, and, after a course of about 50 miles from
its source, falls into the sea at Cardigan. The Aeron
takes its rise in some lakes in a low range of hills called
Mynydd Bach, and first flowing in a southerly direction,

and afterwards nearly west, falls into the sea at Aber-
aeron. The Ystwith and Rheidol both rise in Plinlimmon,
and flowing west, cross the county, falling into the sea
6t Aberystwith ; and the Towy forms the county boundary,
separating it from Brecknockshire on the south-east.

Cardiganshire has been called the lake county of Wales,
an appellation which it well deserves. The most important
ere Llyn Teifi, Llyn Fyrddyn Fawr, Llyn Egnant, Llyn
Gynon, and Llyn Eiddwen ; but hardly any of them
Uceedfl three-quarters of a mile in length. They abound
in treat, and are now a good deal resorted to by anglers.

The climate on the coast is mild and salubrious, but

suffers from an excess of rain. The climate of the hill

country is cold, wet, and bleak. The cultivated crops con-

sist of wheat, oats, barley, turnips, and potatoes ; and in

the lower districts on the coast, especially in the neighbour-

hood of Aberaeron, Llanrhystyd, and Cardigan, good crops

are raised ; and at the lastrnained, as well as at Lampeter,
great improvements are now being effected, by means of

the Government Drainage Bill, in draining and improving
several large estates. In 1873 there were 2038 holdings

of an acre and upwards, and 1278 of less size,—the average

extent being 118 acres, while that of all Wales is 74| acres.

Seven holdings exceeded 5000 acres, and none extended to

30,000 acres. It is calculated that one-half of the lands

are enclosed, The hill district is entirely occupied v.ith

wild heathy pas'tures, which are stocked with the small

mountain sheep of the country, and with herds of ponies

and cattle, which are annually drafted off by dealers to be

fattened in the more fertile districts of Wales or England.

Cardiganshire has long been famous for its breed of horses,

and for these high prices are obtained from English dealers,

who now visit the farms in considerable numbers.

The following tables sliow the acreage of particular crops,

and the numbers of live stock in the years 1872 and

1875 :—
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The women may often be seen dressed in the picturesque

costume of Wales, and having their heads surmounted by the

high-crowned broad-brimmed hat. Many curious customs

and superstitions still survive. On the occasion of a

marriage, a " bidder " goes from house to house inviting the

inmates to the wedding. It is expected that all the guests

are to bring presents of money and provisions. The
marriage always takes place on a Saturday ; but the guests

assemble on Friday with their presents. All these are set

down on paper, that repayment may be made if demanded;

but this seldom happens. The furnishing of the bride is

also brought home on this day. On Saturday ten or twenty

of the man's friends who are best mounted go to demand
the bride. She is placed on a horse, behind her father,

who rides off as fast as he can. He is soon, however, over-

taken. Presents continue to be received on Saturday and

Sonday, and on Monday they are sold, and sometimes

with the money received realize £50 or .£60.

There are numerous British and Roman antiquities in

the couuty, consisting of cromlechs, tumuH, camps, and
Btations, and also the remains of a Roman road (the Sam
Helen) about four miles from Tregaron, and the Roman
town LoventiuTii at Llanio.

The castles of A.berystwith, Cardigan, and Newcastle

Emlyn are interesting ruins, and the remains of Strata

Florida Abbey are among the most beautiful of the eccle-

siastical antiquities of South Wales. The church of Llan-

badarn Fawr (once the seat of a bishopric) is" a fine

example of a severe type of Early English architecture, and
the collegiate church of Llanddewi Erefi marks the site of

the synod in which, according to the legend, St David
confuted the Pelagians.

The early history of tte district is obscure, but at the

time of the Roman invasion it was tenanted by the DemetJe,

a Celtic tribe, within whose limits was comprised the

greater portion of the south-west of Wales Mingled with

it, though living at perpetual variance, was a Gaelic popu-

lation (drawn, probably, from Ireland), which in the 6th

century had got the upper hand, and in turn was subdued
by the sons of Cunedda, who came as liberators from
North Britain. One of these sons was Caredig, who con-

quered and gave the name to the province of Caredigion,

which was nearly co-extensive with the present county of

Cardigan. In the 8th century it formed part of the

dominion of Sitsylt (from whom it received the name of

Seissyltwg), and was hotly disputed by the descendants of

his sons and daughter. Ultimately it fell to the latter, and
at the close of the 1 1th century had been reduced to sub-

mission to the Norman sway, from which, in soite of short-

lived snccesses, il never escaped.

Cardigan was one of the counties involved in the

singular disturbances known as the Rebecca riots.

Cardigan, a market town and municipal and parlia-

mentary borough of England; the capital of the county of

the same name, is situated on the south-oast of Cardigan
Bay, about 36 miles by rail from Carmarthen, at the

mouth of the Teifi, which there divides the county from
Pembrokeshire. The houses are mostly constructed of slate

rock, and t'lo streets are narrow, steep, and irregular.

The principal structures are the church of St Mary's, a fine

and spacious edifice of considerable antiquity, the county
jail, erected in 1793, the national school dating from 1848,

and a largo block of buildings which includes a town hall,

an exchange, a grammar school, a public library, and
various markets. Besides being the commercial centre of

a pretty extensive district, Cardigan engages in the coasting

trade and the fisheries, and exports slates, oats, barley, and
butter. Its harbour is unfortunately obstructed by a bar,

so that the entranco is dangerous for vessels of more than
300 -tons burden, except at high spring tides, when it is

passable for vessels drawing 15 to 18 feet of water. The
imports in 1S74 were valued at ^SCIS, the exports at £52.

The borough, in conjunction with Aberystwith, Lampeter,

and Adpar, has returned one member to Parliament since

1836; and in 1874 the district had a constituency of

1931. The population in 1871 was 3461 in the municipal

borough, and 4939 in the parliamentary, which is partly

in Pembrokeshire.

Caidiga.i, callc-d by the ""iVelEh Abcrtcifi, fiom its position at the

mouth of t'ne river, first rose into importance about tlie time of the
Noniian conquest. In 1136 the English army, uniier Randolpli,

earl of Chester, suffered a severe defeat in the neiglibourbood at the
hands of the Welsh. The town was fortiGed by Khys ap GrylTydd,
prince of South Wales, to whom was also ascribed the foundation
of the castle, which is still represented by a few ruins near tha
bridge. His grandson ilaelgwn lazed the castle to the ground, and
ravaged the town ; but the effects of his vengeance were not long
after repaired, and the castle continued to be a post of some import-
ance down to the Parliamentaiy wais, when it was held for a while
by the Royalist forces. In the neighbourhood there was, before the

Reformation, a small priory of Benedictine monks, which, as a
private dwelling in the 17th century, obtained some celebrity as

the residence of Oiinda (Catheiine hhilips), the friend of Jeremy
Taylor. About a mile and a half distant was the more important
priory of St Dogmael ; and about three miles up the river are the

ruins of Cilgerran Castle.

CARDIGAN, James Thomas Brudenell, seventh
EARL OF (1797-1868), and Baron Brudenell in the peerage

of England, lieutenant-general, was the eldest surviving son

of the sixth earl, and was born at Hambledon in Hamp-
shire, October 16, 1797. He studied for several terms at

Christ Church, Oxford; and in 1818 entered Parliament

as member fcr the borough of Marlborough under the

patronage of Lord Ailesbury. He entered the army in

1824 as cornet in the 8th Hussars, and was promoted in

1832 to be lieutenant-colonel in the 15th Hussars. With
this regiment he made himself one of the most unpopular

of commanding officers. He gave the reins to his natural

overbearing and quarrelsome temper, treating his meu
with excessive rigour and indulging in unscrupulous licenti-

ousness. Within two years he held 105 courts-martial, and
made more than 700 arrests, although the actual strength

of his regiment was only 350 men. In consequence of one
of his numerous personal qu?-rels, he left the regiment ia

1834; but two years later, iit the urgent entreaty of his

father, he was reinstated in the army, and appointed to

the command of the 11th Hussars. He played the same
part as before, and was censured for it ; but he was allowed

to retain his post, and the discipline and equipment of his

regiment, in which he took great pride, received higt
commendation from the duke of Wellington. He suc-

ceeded to the peerage on the death of his father in August
1837. In September 1840 Lord Cardigan fought a duel,

on Wimbledon Common, with Captain Tuckett, an oiBcer

of his regiment. The latter was wounded, and Lord
Cardigan was tried before the House of Lords on a charge

of feloniously shooting his adversary. But the trial was u

mere sham, and on a trivial technical ground he was
acquitted. In 1854, at the outbreak of the Crimean War,
the carl of Cardigan was appointed to the command of tho

light cavalry brigade, with the rank of major-general, and
he spent a very large sum in tho purchase of horses and
on the equipment of his regiment. He took a prominent
part in the early actions of the campaign, and displayed

throughout the greatest personal courage and the greatest

recklessness in exposing his men. Tho feat which made
his name famous was tho charge of his brigade, numbering
600 men, on a body of Russian heavy cavalry 3600 in

number at the battle of Balaclava (October 25, 1854).
Ho forced- his way through the enemy, but half his men
and horses were left dead on the field. The charge,

celebrated by Tennyson in his well-known lyric, has been
fbc subject of much controversy,—some critics having an eye
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only to the splendid daring and unquestioning obedience

to orders, and others eeeiug only a fooUiardj' and unjustifi-

able throwing away of valuable lives. At the close of the

rrar the earl was created K.C.B., and was appointed

inspector-general of cavalry, and this post he held till

1860. In 1859 he was promoted colonel of the 5th

Dragoon Guards, but was tran.sferred in the following

year to the command of his former regiment, the 11th

Hussars. He attained the rank cf lieutenant-general in

1861. He was twice married, in 1820 and in 1858, but

had no children. On his death, which took place at

Deene Park, Northamptonshire, on the 2Sth of March
18C&, the titles passed to his relative, ths. marquis of Ailes-

bury.

CARDINAL, the uame of the highest dignity in the

Roman Catholic hierarchy. Very varying statements are

found in the ecclesiastical historians respecting the origin

of the name, the period at which it w.as first used, and the

persons to whom it was applied in the earliest time of its

use. This uncertainty is easily explained by the fact that

both the thing and the name were at no time appointed

and created, but grew up by successive and mainly abusive

encroachments legitimatized by usance, and from time to

time more formally by Papal briefs and bulls. There can

be little doubt that the word was originally applied to

priests in the same sense in which it was and is applied to

other things, as synonymous with " principal," that on
which a thmg hinges (cai-do, a hinge).' The other ideas

which have been put forward,—as that the priests so termed

attended the pontiff when celebrating mass, standing at

the corners (cardmes) of the altar, that cardinal prie.st3

were those refugees from persecution who were received

and " incardinated " into the clerical body of churches more

h-'ippily circumstanced, and some others—maybe deemed the

fanciful inventions of later writers in search of originality.

What priests those were, who in fact or by privilege used

this title in the earliest ages of the church, Ls a much
larger and more debatable question, on which scores of

volumes have been written. If, however, a guide is to be

chosen, no safer can be found than Bingham,- who say.s,

when pointing out that archpresbyters were by no means

the same thing as cardinal pi'esbyter.', that the use of the

terra cardinal cannot be found in any genuine writer before'

the time of Gregory the Great (t 604). For, says he,

the Roman Council, on which alone Bellarmine relies to

pr,/ve the word, to have had a greater antiquity, is a mere

hgment. For the authorities for an earlier u.^e of the terra,

such as they are, the reader may corisult Gaetano Moroni's

Dmrmario at the word Cardinal. As regards the term
" genuine " in Bingham's statement, it may be mentioned

that both Earonius and Bellarmine regard the council said

to have been held at Rome by Sylvester I. in 32-1 as

get- dine. Tan Espen, on the other hand, considers it to be

apo:"ryphal. Further, in alluding to the origin of the

name, Bingham notices the opinion of BcUarraine that the

word' was first applied to certain principal churches, and

remarks that others have supposed that those among the

prie:l3 in populous cities who were chosen from among the

rest to be a council for the bishop were first called

cardinals. And StilUngfleet^ says,—" When afterwards

* Pope Eugeniiis IV, writing in 1431, says. '* As tlie doorof ahonse
turns upon its hinges, so the. See of the Universal .\postolical Churcii

rests and is supported on this institution." Cave, in his article on
An.^stasius, the Roman Iibrari.in {Sct. Ecd.^ vol. ii. p. 56, col. ii.)

quotes the words of Pope Leo (about 84S1 respecting him— ** Presbyter

cardinis nostri qKCin nos in tititlo B. Harcclli Mart, nt/pte Pani.

vrdiiiaviTrnts ;^' that is to say, continues Cave, that that Church was
specially entrusted to him, that he might continually be busied in the

?nre of it, tanquam janua in eardine srw.

' Z:ccl. Antiq., bk. ii. ch. 19, sec. 13.
' 2raniio% pt. ii. ch, 6.

these titles* were much increased, those presbyters that

were placed in the ancient titles, which were the c'uict

among them, were called Cardinales Presbyteri, which
were looked on as the chief of the clergy, and therefore

were the chief members of the council of presbyters to. the

bishop." Stillingfleet appears, however, to have been think
ing exclusively of Rome. Various other churches in

France, Italy, Germany, and Spain—as Bourges, Metz,
Ravenna, Fermo, Salerno, Naples, Cologne, Compostella,

&c.,—claimed the title of cardinal for their canons as by
privilege, in most cases probably usurped and not

granted. But the name appears gradually to have been
under.stood to appertain only to those whom the pope
specially created cardinals. And at last, in 1567, Pope
Pius V. definitively decreed that none should assume the

title of cardinal save thosB created such by the Roman
pontiff, and the word from that time to this has been

exclusively so applied.

If the origin and early use of the term cardinal is obscnre, Sacrtd c«fc

the institution of a collegiate body consisting of cardinals '^'go.

and of none other is yet more so. There seem to be traces

of such a conception in the life of Leo III. (+ 816)
written by Anastasius the librarian. And Moroni cites

many passages from various authors and documents between

the above date and 1100, with a view of showing that, at

all events, by the end of that time the body of cardinals

was recognized as a collegiate co:-poration. But his

citations seem to prove rather the reverse. Nor do wo
reach solid ground in this respect till we come to the bull

"Postquam"5 of Sixtus V, (3d December 1585) which

finally regulates the composition of the /S'oyro ColUgio.

By this instrument seventy is fi^ed as the maximum
number of the sacred college " after the example of tho

seventy elders appointed by God ascounsellors of Moses."

Nor has the number ever been exceeded since that time,

though it is expressly laid down by the authorities on the

subject, that no canonical disability exists to prevent the

pope from exceeding that number should he see fit to do
so. By the same bull " Postquam," it is also provided

thai the seventy of the Sacred College should consist of six

cardinal bishops, fifty cardinal priests, and fourteen cardinal

deacons. The six cardinal bishops are the bishops of the

sees l}"ing immediately around Rome. The fifty.cardinal

priests take their " titles " from the principal churches in

Rome, but are many of them bi.shops or archbishops of

distant sees, and four must be by regulation members
(usually the "generals") of the monastic orders. The
fourteen deacons take their titles from the "deaconries"

established in the earliest ages of the Church for the assist-

ance and protection of the widows and orphans of the

faithful. It may be added here that Sixtus V,, by tho

above-mentioned bull, decrees that if any person created

a cardinal be not in deacon's orders, he must receive them
within the year. But " dispensations," by virtue of which

the dignity has been held for many years by men not even

in deacons' orders, have been common. If any cardinal

should be in such a position at the time of the Pope's death,

he cannot enter conclave or participate in the election, unless

by immediately qualifying himself by taking orders.

As the institution of cardinals was entirely arbitrary and Kumbcr

an abuse, so, despite the shadow of an attempt to find or anci ages of

make a raison d'etre for their existence in the assignment

of such dignities to certain special sees and churches in and

* /.<•., those principal incumbencies which from the earliest ages of

the Church of Konie had been so called,.—a use of the word cf which
a ciuious sun'ival may be traced in the common phrase "a title to

holy orders."
* See, however. Cave, Script. Ecd. ffist. Lit., voL ii. p. 124, who

says that about the middle of the 11th century they were enrolled

{a^citi sunt), in an Apostolic College.

cardinals 12

paat timc-\
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around Rome, their conuectiou ivitu those churches very

soon became purely nominal and formal ; and everything

connected with the selection of them depended wholly on

the will of tlie pontiff. Not so, as will be s^eu presently,

their prerogatives when they had been created. And the

limits, which might be supposed to have bounded the field

from which the Pope could select the objects of his favour,

became constantly enlarged. A few only of the many
instances of creations illustrating this fact which are on

record CjU be here mentioned. Clemeut VI., iu 1348,

created his nephew Peter Koger c.^rdiual wheu he was

seventeen. Sixtus IV., in 1477, created John of Aragon

cardinal at the ago of fourteen, and at the same time Ms
nephew Raffaelle Eiario who was seventeen. Innocent

VIII. (t 1492) created Giovanni de' Medici, afterwards

Leo X, cardinal at fourteen, his eminence having been

Apostolic Protonotary ever since he was ssven ! Ippolite

d'Estc had been an archbishop for the last nine years, when
Alexander VL created him cai-dimil in his seventeenth year.

.\lfred of Portugal was made cardinal by Leo X. when he
was seven years old, on condition, hov.'cver, that he should

not assume the outward insignia of the dignity till he

should be foiuieen. The s;ime pontiif made John of Lorraine

cardinal at twenty, Alexander VL having previously made
liim coadjutor of the bishop of iletz at four years old.

Clement VII. made Odet di Cohgny cardinal at twelve.

Paul IIL Farnese (t 1549), created kis neplie\Y Alexander
Farnese cardinal at fourteen ; his grandson Guido Ajscanio

Sforza, the son of his daughter Costanza, at sixteen ; his

cousin Niccolo Gaetani at twelve ; his relative Giulio

Feltre della Rovore, at eleven ; and a second graudsonj

Ranuccio Farnese, at fifteen, having madj him archbishop

of Naples the year before. Paul also created Charles of

Lorraine, brother of Mary Queen of Scots, cardinal at

twenty-two, although he had a brother ia the Sacred
College at the time, which is contrary to the constitutions

and the decree of one of the Popes predecessors. But this

is only one out of a hundred facts which demonstrate the

futility of the attempt to bind the hands of one infallible

autocrat by the rules enacted by his predecessors. Sixtus

V'. (+ 1590), a great reformer of abuses, made his nephew
Ale.xander Peretti cardinal at fourteen. Paul V. (t iC21)
created Maurice of Savoy cardinal at fourteen, Carlo dc'

Medici at nineteen, and Ferdinand of Austria at tea
Clement XIL (t 1740) mr.de Luigi di Ec>!bone archbishop
of Toledo and cardinal at the age of eight. And, lastly,

Pius VII. (t 1823) created a second Luigi di Borbcne,
the son of the above-mentioned archbishop of Toledo,
cardinal at tw«ntylhre& The list of such creations might
be much exten.'ed. Previously to the publication of the

bull " Fostquam " by Sixtus V. the number of the Sacred
College was extresiely variable. John XXIL, requested
in 1331 to make two French cardinals, replied that there
were only twenty cardinals' hats, that seventeen of thcje

were already French, and that he could, therefore, only
make one more. At the death of Clement VI. (1352) the
cardinals determined that their number should not exceed
twenty. Urban VL (t 1389) created a great number;
a id wo find the college making representations to Pius II.

(+ 1404) to the effect that the dignity of the purple was
diminished by such excess. Sixtus IV. (t 1484), how-
ever, multiplied the number of his creations to an
uiie.\anipied extent; and Alexander VL (t 1503)
exceeded him. Leo X. created thirty-one cardinals at one
batch, leaving at his death sixty-five, a number unpre-
cedented up to that time. Paul III., however, created
.•Kvenly ono. Cut Paul IV. (+ 1559) issued the bull

calle.! " ComiMctum," by which it was decreed that the
number of cardinals should never exceed forty. His
immediate successor, however, Pioa IV. (t 1065) raised

the number to forty-six. In 1590 came the final settle

meiit at seventy by Sixtus V., as has bsen said.

Many volumes have been written on the dtiTercnt forms .Manna-

used by the popes in the creation of cardinals in different ami cere-

ages, and many more still larger treatises exproj'csso on the "'""'^

strictly ecclesiastical, as well as what may be more properly ° "^

called the social, portions of the accustomed ceremonial.

But it must suffice here to characterize very generally the

differences which have prevailed from age to age in the first

respect, and to say but a few wurds on the second head.

The general tendency of the changes which have taken

place in the methods used for the creation of cardinals

may be very shortly stated. They have been such as

indicate the steadily increasing absolutism of the pontiffs.

A proclamation to the congregation including an invitation

to any person to state any ground of objection knov.n to

him soon gave place to a real consv-ltition of the college

by the Pope, and a real assent on the part of the cardinals

to the proposed new nominations, vrhvch in its turn

dwindled off at a very early period to a mere form of asking

and receiving consent. In the earlier cetituriss the crea-

tions almost always took place on the first Wednesday of

the QitaUro Temporal and generally in the Basilica of

Santa Maria Maggiore. There, aftei- the Iniroit and
collect of the Mass had been said, a reo.der ascended the

pulpit and proclaimed the intended creation of such and
such persons, ending with an invitation precisely similar

to that used in our churches in the publication of banns

of marriage, and a real inquiry followed the statement of

any objector. At a later period the Pope asked of the

cardinals assembled in secret consistory whether in their

opinion there should be a creation of cardinals, and of how
many J And a deputation was sent to the residence of

any cardinals who might be ill to bring back their replies

to the same questions. Then, satisfactory answers hnving

been obtained from at least the majority, the Pope said

" Portctur nnda cathedra." The chair was brought, and
placed at his right hand. Thereupon all the cardinals

rose, and stood ranged against the wall at a distance out

of earshot of the Papal throne. The dean of the Sacred

College placed himself in the empty chair, and the Pope

told him in a low voice whom he purposed to create, add-

ing Quid vobta vidcliir t " One by one all prccent were

similarly interrogated, and then the Pope said aloud, " Deo
'jratics hahaiius de pcn;ci:is a'candis concordiam ominiim

frairum," or "quasi omnuim," or " majoris parlis," as

the case Height be. And then the pontiff at once pro-

claimed the new dignitaries:

—

" Anctoritatt Dei Oinnipo-

Icnti's, Sar.dorum Apostoloriim. Petri ct Po.v.li, el nostra

creamus Sanelce Romano! Eecle:i<B Cardinales Prcthyterot

quidem . . . N. N. . . . Diaconns vero ... N. N. . . .

cum dispcnsalionibus, derogatiombv.s, et clansulis nfcessariis

et opportnnis." He then thric3 made the sign of the

cross, saying as ho dJd so, " In nomine Patris, ot-c,

Anen" and the consistory was at an end.

In later times the proclamation having been mads in

consistory by the simple announcement, " Ualemvsjrairea "

so and so, the act Ol conferring the dignity with its insignia

on the ncv^ recipients w.is performed at the P.ipal jialace,

and was accompanied by a mass of minutely ordered cere-

monial which rendered it one of the most pompous and

gorgeous scenic performances of ths Roman Church and

court. It would need many pages to describe tho form

and order of the ceremony, tho intricacies of which no

one was owr expected to remember or nndfrstand savo the

professional masters of tho ceremonies, who.'«e business it

is to have mastered tho science. And a description of i*

' Tlio Qiialln Trmfxira mn tli» f»its »ilh wWlcfc •ocll qmilei <J

tbe }-«r commenced.
V. - 13
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would serve no purpose, save that of causing amazement

at the overgromi mass of frivolity which the constant

tendency to extinguish significance under heaps of material

foi-ms aiid show, has led the old men who compose the

Roman court to accumulate.

The social portion, as it may be called, of the ceremonial

attendant on the creation of a cardinal, in which the city

and all the inhabitants are concerned, is as pompous, and

as much regulated by a whole code of traditional uses and

customs, as the more purely ecclesiastical part of the business.

The making of presents and payment of fees to persons of

ail sorts of conditions, from the high and reverend officials

of the Curia to the cardinal's lackeys, makes a great part

of it. And the amount of all these payments is minutely

regulated. Great illuminations ' take place in the city,

avA especially on the fa9ade of the new dignitary's palace.

Binds of music parade the city, and are specially stationed

before the residences of the foreign ministers. The new
cardinal opens his palace for a great full-dress reception,

where all who have a decent coat, and specially all strangers,

are welcomed. These are great and noted occasions for

the display of the diamonds and toilettes of the Roman
patrician ladies,

C.'.rJinala Before quitting the subject of the method of creating

m Petto, cardinals, the custom of reserving cardinals " in Pedore"
must be briefly noticed. Various causes occasionally arose

to lead a pontiff to deem it undesirable to declare to the

world the person whom it was his purpose to create a

cardinal. Martin V. (+ 1431) was the first who tlius

secretly created cardi,aals. But the practice then and
subsequently differed essentially from that which the ever-

increasing despotism of the popes brought it to under Paul
in. and thenceforward. Martin and his successors, till

Paul IIL took the members of the college into theit Con-

fidence, only strictly enjoining them not to divulge the fact

that such and such persons were in fact cardinals. He
died leaving four cardinals thus unpublished, having taken

the oaths of the other cardinals that they would in case of

his death recognize them. Notwithstanding their baths,

however, they refused when the Popa died to do so. And
the popes have never been able to secure the admission to

the college of those whose creation has been left by their

deaths in this inchoate state. Sometimes the college has

recognized them, and admitted them to the conclave

;

sometimes the succeeding Pops has re-created them out of

respect for the wishes of his predecessor. Sometimes they
have altogether lost the promotion intended for them. The
change which Paul III. introduced consisted in confining

the secret of the unpublished nominations to his own breast,

keeping it " in pectore." His practice was, and that of his

successors has been, to add to the form of proclamation in

consistory, " Alios duos (or more or less) in pecton
reservamus arbitrio nostra quandocumque declarandos."

Shutting Before quitting the subject of ceremonial, a word or two
an.l open- may be said of the singular practice of closing and subse-
Ing of tlie quently opening the mouth of a newly created cardinal

dinal's
Like almost everj'thing else connected with the subject

moatl, this form had once a real significance, but has become a

mere meaningless formality. Some reasonable time was
originally allowed to elapse before the pontiff in one

consistory formally pronounced the mouth to be opened
which he had declared to be closed in a previous con-

sistory. Now the form of opening is pronounced within

a few minutes of the form of closing. As may be readily

understood the cardinal whose mouth was closed could not

speak or vote in any assembly of the cardinals, but only

' It is to be understood that all this applies to the state of things

hefore the Italian OoTemment took possession of Rome. The Church
DOW considers herself to be under eclipse, and all exterior pomp and
iiu^ificance ai« suppreRsed.

hear. When it has occurred that a cardinal has been left

at the death of a Pope with closed muuth, the college

have usually empowered one of their number to opeu the

mouth of the cardinal so circumstanced. But it is a great

mistake to suppose, as many have imagined, that a car-

dinal, whose mouth remained closed, was ineligible to the

Papal throne. For not orJy any such cardinal, but any
pei'son whatever, clerk or lay, not being an avowed heretic,

and not labouring under any canonical impediment to holy

orders, is perfectly eligible as pope.

The chief of the insignia of a cardinal's dignity is the liisignia

scarlet hat,— the original significance of which v.-as, we are *"<' *"1*

told, to remind the wearer that he was to be at all times

ready to shed his blood in martyrdom for the faith. At
an early period it became, and has since continued to be, a

huge unwearable construction of silk and hanging tassels,

such as may be seen suspended from the rocfs of cathe-

drals over the tombs of cardinals. So much is the hat the

main mark of a cardinal's dignity, that ''to receive the hat"
is in common parlance equivalent to being made a cardinal

The canonical vestments of a cardinal are scarlet,- and in the

city and in their homes the hems and such like of their coats,

and also their stockings, are of the same colour,—in Italian

parlance " purple.'' Hence, " to aspire to the purple," " to

receive the purple," is also equivalent to being a candi-

date for or being made a cardinal. Their Eminences also

wear a scarlet " beretta," a four-cornered cap of the shape

well known in pictures and engravings, and a scarlet

" berettina," or skull-cap. Until the time of Urban VIII.

the cardinals were styled " lilustrissimi
;

'' but that pope

decreed that they should for the future be called " Emi-
nentissimi," and addressed as " your Eminence."

It remaiiii to add a few words on the privilege of a Cardinal-

cardinal as an elector of the poutiEf; and though the^*'^"!*'

subject is a large one, a very few words will suffice, because
'^'^'°"-

the treatment of it falls more properly and conveniently

under other headings. In perfect consistency with every

other portion of the history of the institution, the right

and prrvilege of the cardinals to elect the Pope is an abuse,

and has been attained by a long series of encroachments

which have gradually eliminated the originally democratic

constitution of the Church. The popes were at first

chosen by the whole body of the faithful , then by the

whole body of the clergy , then by the cardinals with the

consent of the clergy, and, ultimately, absolutely and
exclusively by the cardinals. That the mode of election

has passed through these phases is certain ; but the chro-

nological details of the changes are extremely obscure.

The methods pursued in the election belong to another

place. And this article may be concluded by a statement

of the fact, often misapprehended, that the right of a

cardinal to enter conclave with his brethren and vote for

the new Pope is indefeasible ; and he is not to be deprived

of it by any declaration of the late Pope or deposition by
him, or by anj' amount of unworthiness, however patent.

Cases are on record in which popes have sought by every

means in their power to prevent certain cardinals from

taking part in the election that would follow their death,

and some in which monstrous crimes have rendered such ex-

clusion reasonable and right in every point of view. But in

every such case the college has overruled the provisions of

the deceased pontiff, and admitted the acknowledged member
of their body to take part in the election. (t. a. t.)

CAEDONA (perhaps the ancient Udura), a fortified

town of Spain, in the province of Catalonia, about 55 miles

N.W. of Barcelona, in 41" 57' N. lat. and V 37' E. long.

It occupies the summit of a hill near the banks of the

^ Save in the case of members of the monastic orders, whose drefis.

similar in form to the others, is in colour that enjoined by their special

rule.
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Cardonera, a branch of the Llobregat, and from the strength

of its position has. been able to bid defiance to repeated

attacks. Besides its citadel and ramparts, it possesses the

ruins of the palace of Ramon Folch, the church of San

Vicente, and the church in which the famous Catalonian

saint Ramon Nonato expired. It is still more celebrated,

however, for the e.xtensive deposit of rock salt in its

vicinity, which forms a mountain mass about 500 feet

high in the head of a valley, covered by a thick bed of a

reddish brown clay, and apparently resting on a yellowish

grey sandstone. The salt is generally more or less translu-

cent, but large masses of it are quite transparent ; and pieces

cut from it are worked by artists in Cardona into images,

crucifixes, and, many articles of an ornamental kind.

Population about 3000.

CARDS, Playing (xap"j5, paper, probably, as Chatto

thinks, square paper), rectangular pieces of pasteboard, used

atgames. The invention of playingcards has been attribiUed

to various nations. la the Chinese dictionary, Ching-tsze-

tung (1678), it is said that cards were invented in the

reign of Sfeun-ho, 1120 a.d., for the amusement of his

numerous concubines. There is a tradition that cards

have existed in India from time immemorial, and that

they were invented by the Brahmans. A pack of cards,

said to be a thousand yeai-s old, is preserved in the museum
of the Royal Asiatic Society; but modern critics are of

opinion that these cards are of recent date. The ip'i^ention

of cards has also been assigned to the Egyptians, but

apparently on no better authority than the belief that the

representations on tarots may be so interpreted as to con-

nect them with Egyptian philosophy. To the Arabs,

Germans, Spaniards, and French have also been ascribed

the invention of cards, but on grounds of varying feebleness.

There are numerous singular resemblances between the

ancient gamt of chess (chaturanga, the four angas or

members of an army) and cards (see " Essay on the Indian

Game of Chess," by Sir William Jones, Asiatic Researches,

vol. ii.), from which it has been conjectured, with some
show of reason, that cards were suggested by chess. The
presumption, then, is in favour of the Asiatic origin of

cards.

The time and manner of the introduction of cards into

Europe are also moot points. The 38th canon of the

council of Worcester (12-10) is often quoted as evidence

of cards having been known in England in the middle of

the 13th century; but the games "do rege et fcgina"
there mentioned were a kind of mumming exhibition

(Strutt says chess). No queen is found in the earliest

European cards.

In the wardrobe accounts of Edward I. (1278), Walter
Stourton is paid Ss. 5d. " ad opus regis ad ludendum ad
quatuor reges." This passage has been translated to mean
cards

; but as chess was known in the East by a term
signifying the four kings (chaturaji), it is now belie^Tid

that this entry relates to chess. If cards were known in

Europe in 1278, it is very remarkable that Petrarch, in

his dialogue which treats of gaming, never mentions them
;

and that though Boccaccio and Chaucer and contemporary
writers notice various games, there is not a single passage
in any one of them that can bo fairly construed to refer

to cards. Passages are quoted from various works, of or

relative to this poriod, but modem research leads to the

belief that in every instance the word rendered " cards
"

has either been mistranslated or interpolated.

The earliest umiuestionablo mention of a distinct series

of playing cards is the well-known entry of Charles or

Charbot Poupart, treasurer of the household of Charles

VI. of France, in his book of accounts for 1392 or 1393.

It runs thus— " Donn(S 4 Jacquomin Gringonneur, peintre,

pour trois jeux do cartes. )i or et k divcrscs coulcura, omes

de plusieurs devises, pour porter devers le Seigneur Roi,

pour son abatement, cinquante-six sols parisis." From
this entry it has hastily been concluded that Jacquemin
Gringonneur (it is not certain whether Gringonneur was
the painter's surname, or only his designation as a maker
of grangons) invented cards ; but the payment is clearly

for painting, not for inventing them.

The safe conclusion with regard to the introduction ol

cards is that, though they may possibly have been known
to a few persons in Europe about the middle of the

14th century, they did not come into general use until

the end of the century, and that whence they were

brought has not yet been ascertained. But if the testi-

mony cf Covelluzzo can be relied on, cards were introduced

into Italy from Arabia in the year 1379. Covelluzzo, who
wrote in the 15th century, gives as his authority the

chronicle of one of his ancestors. His words are— " Anno
1379, fu recato.in Yiterbo el gioco delle carte, che venne

de Seracinia, e chiamisi tra loro naib." (In the year 1379
was brought into Yiterbo the game of cards, which comes

from the country of the Saracens, and is with them called

naib. See " Istoria delta Citta di Yiterbo," Feliciano Bussi,

Roma, 1743.)

Soon after the date of Poupart's entry, cards it would

seem became common ; for in an edict of the provost of

Paris, 1397, w-orking people are forbidden to play at

tennis, bowls, dice, cards, or ninepins on working days.

From the omission of cards in an ordonnance of Charles

V. (1369), forbidding certain games, it may reasonably be

concluded that cards became popular in France between

1369 and the end of the century.

It does not follow that because the earliest positive

mention of a series of cards is French, they were not

previously known in other parts of Europe. It seems

more likely, if their Eastern origin is accepted, that they

travelled quickly through Europe to France. Early in

the 15th century, card-making had become a regular trade

in Germany, whence cards were sent in small casks to

other countries. Cards were also manufactured in Italy

at least as early as 1425, and in England before 14G3;

for by an Act of Pariiament of 3 Edw. lY. the importation

of playing cards is forbidden, in consequence, it is said, of

the complaints of manufacturers that importation obstructed

their business. Xo cards of undoubted English manufac-

ture have been discovered of so early a date ; and there is

reason to believe, notwithstanding the Act of Edward IV.,

that our chief supplies came from France or the Nether-

lands. In the reign of Elizabeth the importation of cards

was a monopoly; but from the time of James I. most of

the cards used in this country were of home manufacture.

In the reign of James I. a duty was first levied on cards
;

since when they have alwaj's been taxed.

It has been much disputed whether the earliest cards

were printed from wood blocks. This is a question of some

importance, as, if answered in the affirmative, it would ap-

pear that the art of wood engraving, which led to that of

printing, may have been developed through the demand
for the multiplication of implements of play. The belief

that the early card-makers or card painters of Ulm, Nurem-

berg, and Augsburg, from about 1418-1450, were also

wood-engravers, is founded on the assumption that the

cards of that period were printed from wood-blocks. It is,

however, clear that the earliest cards wcro executed

by hand, like those designed for Charles VI. . Many of

the earliest woodcuts were coloured by means of a

stencil, so it would seem that at the time woodcngrav-

ing was first introduced, the art of depicting and colour-

ing figures by means of titencil plates was well known.

There are no playing cards engraved on wood to which »o

ea'ly a date as 1423 (that uf the earliest dated wood-^o-
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graving generally accepted) can be fairly assigned; and as

at this period there were professional card-makers estab-

lished in Germany, it is probable that -wood-engraving was

employed to produce cuts for sacred subjects before it was

applied to cards, and that there were hand-painted and

stencilled cards before there were wood-engravings of

saints. The German Briefmaler or card-painter probably

progressed into the wood-engraver; but there is no proof

that the earliest wood-engravei-s were the card-makers.

It is undecided whether the earliest cards were of the

kind now common, called numeral cards, or whether they

were Urocchi or tarots, which are still used in some parts

of France, Germany, and Italy, but the probabihty is that

the tarots were the earlier. A pack of tarots consists of

seventy-eight cards, four suits of numeral cards and twenty-

two emblematic cards, called alutli or atoiits. Each

suit consists of fourteen cards, ten of which are the pip

cards, and four court (or more properly ooat cards), viz.,

king, queen, chevalier, and valet. The atouts are numbered

from 1 to 21; the unnumbered card, called the /ou, has

no positive value, but augments that of the other atouts.

(See Academic des Jeitx, Corbet, Paris, 1814, for an

account of the mode of playing tarocchino or tarots.)

The marks of the suits ou the earliest cards (German)

are hearts, bells, leaves, and acorns. No ace has been

discovered corresponding to the earliest known pack, but

other packs of about the same date have aces, and it seems

unlikely that the suits commenced with the deuces.

Next in antiquity to the marks mentioned are sword.s,

batons, cups, and money. These are the most common on

Italian cards of the late ISth century, and are now used

both in Italy and in Spain. I'Vcuch cards of the 16th century

bear the marks now generally used in France and England,

viz., Cffiur, trifle, pique, and carreau.

The French trifle, though so named from its resem-

blance to the trefoil leaf, was in all probability copied

from the acorn; and the pique similarly from the leaf

(griin) of the German suits, while its name is derived from

the sword of the Italian suits. It is not derived from its

resemblance to a pike head, as commonly supposed. In

England the French marks are used, and are named

—

hearts, clubs (corresponding to trefle, the French symbol

being joined to the Italian name, bastoui), spades (corre-

sponding to the French pique, but having the Italian name,

spade [dissyl.]), end diamonds. This confusion of names

and symbols is accounted for by Chatto thus—" If cards

were actually known in Italy and Spain in the latter pari

of the 14th century, it is not unlikely that the game was

introduced into this country by "some of the English

soldiers who had served, under the banners of Hawkwood
and other free captains, in the wars of Italy and Spain.

However this may be, it seems certain that the earliest

cards commonly used in this country were of the same
kind, with respect to the marks of the suits, as those used

in Italy and Spain."

About the last quarter of the 15th century, "packs with

animals, flowers, and human figures, for marks of the suits,

were engraved upon copper ; and later, numerous variations

appeared, dictated by the caprice of individual card-makers

;

but they never came into general use.

The court cards of the early packs were king, chevalier,

and knave. The Italians were probably the first to sub-

stitute a queen for the chevalier, who in French cards is

altogether superseded by the queen. The court cards of

French packs received fanciful names, which varied from
time to time.

Abb© Rive, £<:Iaircissanerits sur VIiivcnfioK des Cartes -d j'oticr,

Paris, 1780 ; J. G. I. Breitkopf, VersiLch den Ursyning der Spiel-
kartcn za er/or$c?ien, Leipsic, 1784; Samuel Weller Singer,
licsearrhes into the History of PlayiTig Cards, with. lilMtratiors aj
*he Oiifjin of Printing arid Engravinri on tyomK I.oinlon, 1816 ; G.

Pcignot, Analyse Critique et raisonude de toutes Ics lUcherch^t

publiUsjusqu a cejuur, sur I'Origine des Cartes d jouer, Dijon, 1826;

M. C. Leber, Etudes hisioriques sur Its Cartes d joucr^ principale-

rnc^U sur Ics Cartes Fran^aiscs, Paris, 1842; William Andrew Chatto,

Facts and Speculations on the Origin and ilistory of Flaying Cards,

Loudon, 1848 ; P. Boiteau D*Anib]y, Les Cartes A jouer et la Carlo-

iiianeie^ Palis, 1854, translated into English with additions under

Lho title of The History of Playing Curds, with Anecdotes of their

uss in Coi^juring, Fortune-tellitig, arul Card-sliarping, edited hv

t!ie Ktv. E. S. Taylor, B.A., London, 1805 j W. Hughes "Wilf-

shirc, Al.D., A Descriptive Catalogue of Playing and other Careh

m the British Museum, printed by oi-der ol tlie Trustees, London,

18/6. (H. J.)

CARDUCCI, B.iETOLOMSiE0 (1560-lClO), better kr.oan

as Cakducho, the Spanish corruption of his Italian

patronymic, was born in Florence, where he studied

architecture and sculpture under Ammanati, and painting

under Zucchero. The latter master he accomiianied to

Madrid, where he Dainted the ceiling of the Escorial

Library, assisting also in the production of the frescos that

adorn the cloisters of that famous palace. He was a great

favourite with Philip ,111. and lived and died in Spain,

where most of his works are to be found. The most

celebrated of them is a Descent from the Cross, in the

church of San Falipe el Keal, in Madrid.

CARDUCCI, or Cakducho, Vincekeo (15G8-1C38),

was born in Florence, and was trained as a painter by his

brother Bartolommeo, whom he followed to Madrid. He
worked a great deal for Philip III. and Philip IV., and hi.-i

best pictures are those hs executed for the former monarch

as decorations in the Pardo Gallery. Examples of him are

preserved at Toledo, at Valladolid, at Segovia, and at

several other Spanish cities. For many years he laboured

in Madrid as a teacher of his art, and from his atelier

issued Giovanni Kicci, Pedro Obregon, Vela, Collantes, and

other distinguished representatives of the Spanish school

during the 17th century. He was also author of a treatise.

or dialogue, De las Exceleiicias de la Pintura, which was

published in 1C33.

CARD\YELL, Edward (17S7-18G1), a learned divine

and ecclesiastical historian, was born at Blackburn in

Lancashire in 1787. He was educated at Brasenose College,

O.xford, where, in 1809- he took his degree of B.A as first

class in classics and second class in mathematics, and

became a fellow of his college. He took his master's

degree in 1812. After being for several years engaged as

tutor and lecturer he was appointed, in 1814, one of the

examiners to the university. In 182C he was chosen

Camden Professor ot Ancient Hij-tory ; and during his

five years' professorship he published an edition of the

Ethics of Aristotle with selected notes for the use of

studeuts, and a course ot his lectures on Tke Coinage of tht

Oreehs and Uomans. In 1831 he took his degree of D.D.,

and was called to the post of principal of St Alban's Hall,

which he held till his death. He published in 1837 a

student's edition of the Greek Testament, with the text

divided into paragraphs, and furnished with various readings

and notes, and accompanied page for page bj' the English

authorized version. In the same year appeared his

edition of the Greek and Latin texts of the History of tke

Jewish Vi'ar, by^Josephus, with illustrative notes. But his

most important labours were in the field of English Church

Histoiy. He projected an extensive work, which was to

embrace the entire synodical history of the church in

England, and was to be founded on Wilkins's Concilia.

Of tlw's work ha executed some portions only. The first

published of these was Documentary A nnah of the Reformed

Church of England from 1546 to 1716, which appeared

in 1839 and soon reached a second edition. It was

followed by a Hislory of Conferences, <i:c., connected loilh tfce

ResUioii of the Book of Common Prayer from 1550 to

1690 (1340), v.hich reached a third edition within ten

years. In 1848 appeared Synndalia, a Collection of Articles
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of RelUjioii, Canons, and Proceedings of Convocation from.

1547 to 1717, completing the series for that period.

Closely connected with these works in the Reformatio

Legum Mcdesiaslicarum (1850), which treats of the

changes proposed and attempted in the direction of reform

during the reigns of Henry VIll., Edward VI., and

Elizabeth. As a supplement to the foregoing, Df Cardwell

published in lS5i a new edition of Bishop Gibson's

Si/nodus Anglicana. Dr Cardwell, as one of the best

men of business in the university, held various important

posts, among which were those of delegate of the

press, curator of the university galleries, manager of

the Bible department of the press, and private secretary

to successive chancellors of the university. He died at

Oxford, 23d May, 1861.

CAREW, George (died about 1613), second son of Sir

Wymond Carew of Antony, was educated at Oxford,

entered the Inn."! of Court, and passed sonio years in

Continental travel. At the recommendation of Queen
Elizabeth, who conferred on him the honour of knighthood,

he was appointed secretary to Sir Christopher Hatton, and

afterwards, having been promoted to a mastership in

chaiiaery, was sent as ambassador to the king of Poland.

In the reign of James he was employed in negotiating the

treaty of union with Scotland, and for several years was
ambassador to the Court of France. On his return he
wrote a Relation of the State of France, with sketches of

the leading persons at the court of Henry IV. It is

written in the classical style of the Elizabethan age, and

was appended by Dr Birch to his Historical View of the

Negotiations hetween the Courts of England, France, and
Brussels, from l.")02 to 1G17. Much of the information

regarding Poland contained in De Thou's History of Hits

Own I'unes was furnished by Carew.

CAREW, George (1557-1629), Earl of Totnoss, and
Baron Carew of Clopton, Warwickshire, was born in 1557.

After completing his studies at Oxford, he joined the army,

and held an important command in the Irish wars against

the Earl of Etesmond and the rebels. He was successively

appoint'sd governor of Askeaton castle, lieutenant-general

of artillery, and, after the successful expedition to Cadiz

(1506), lord-president of Munster, treasurer to the army,
and ultimately one of the lords judges of Ireland. When
ho entered on his duties, the whole country was in open
rebellion ; but by a prudent and vigorous policy, backed by
his own intrepidity in the field, he soon reduced the rebels

to submission. His greatest exploit was the capture of

Diinbiiy castle, a success which disappointed tlie Spanish
allies, .nnd in reality put an end to the war. For his

services in Ireland he was made governor of Guernsey, and
was raised to the peerage. He was afterwards made privy-

councillor to James I., and died at London in 1620.
Carew wrote an account of the wars in Ireland in a book
called Hibernia Pacata, published after his death ; and
made several collections for the history of Henry V., which
were afterwards digested into Speed's History of Great
Britain. Some of liis letters have been printed by the Cam-
den Society, 1860.

CAREVV, Richard (1555-1620), author of iXxoSarvey of
Cornivall, was born in 1555. At an early age ho became
ft distingui.shed student of Christ Church, Oxford, and
when only fourteen was chosen to dispute extemporaneously
with Sir Philip Sidney, in presence of the earls of
Leicester and Warwick and othor noblemen. From Oxford
he removed to the Middle Temple, where ho spout three
years, and then went abroad. On his return he w:w
appointed sheriflf of Cornwall, and published his Survey of
the county, a work which enjoyed a high reputation, and
ha-i been several times reprinted. His other work.s are
nntitled— The E eamination. of Men's Wits, a translation

from the Italian, part of which is said to have been

executed by his father ; 2'he True and Ready Way to learn.

the Latin Tongue, a tract included in Uartlib's book on

the same subjeoSj and .4 Translation of the Jirst Five Cantos

of Tiisso's (jcrusalemme. He died in 1620.

CAREW, THOJi.iS (1589-1639), an English poet, was

born about the year 1589. He studied at Oxford, and on

the completion of his course was made gentleman of the

privy chamber to Charles I. At court he was highly

esteemed for the vivacity of his wit and the elegance of

his manners ; and his poetical tastes gained him the

friendship of Ben Jonson, Sir William Bavenant, and

other celebrated literary men. He wrote several sonnets,

amorous pieces, and masques, which were set to music by

Henry Lawes and other eminent masters. Jlost of his

smaller pieces are distinguished by peculiar sweetness and

gracefulness, by light gaiety, and by felicitous expression.

They are generally occasional poems, vers de societe,

addressed to ladies, and are sometimes exquisite of their

kind. His longest and best known work is a masque

called Caluiii Brltannicum, performed by the king and

several of the nobles at Whitehall on Strove Tuesday, 1 633.

Parts in this masque were taken by Lord Brackley and

his brother, who acted in the following year iu Milton's

Comii.';. The Caltim is founded on the Spaccio delta Bestia

of Bruno Iq.v.), and is a work of very considerable poetic

merit. Some of the introductory verses remind strongly of

Jlilton. Carew died in the prime of life about the year

1639. The best edition of his works is that of W. C.

Hazlitt.

CAREY, HEMRY(died 1743), a humorous poet and musi

cal composer, was an illegitimate sou of George Savile,

Marquis of Halifa.x, and was born towards the end of

the 17th century. He studied music under Lennert,

Roseingrave, and Geminiani, but never attained to excel-

lence in the higher departments of composition. His ballads

and songs, however, were exceedingly popular at the time.

Ho wrote several dramatic pieces for Covent Garden

tlieatre, o.mong which may be mentioned a burlesque

tragedy called Chrononhotouthologos (1734); an operetta

called the Honest Yorkshlreman ; two interludes, called

Nancy and Thomas and Sally ; and two burlesque operas,

called The Dragon of Wantley (1737-) and Margery, or tlie

Dragoncss. His songs were collected and published by
himself in a work called The Musical Century (1740) ; and
one of them, Sally in our Alley, the most graceful and
natural of English lyrics, is yet popular. His dramatic

works were published in 1743. Carey died st an ad-

vanced age the same year. It has often been said that he put

an end to his own life, but the story had no good foundation.

CAREY, WiLU.\.M, D.D. (1761 -1831), a Baptist mission-

ary and Oriental scholar, was born at Paulerspury, Kortli-

amptonshiio, in 1761. When a youth he worked with his

father, who was a shoemaker ; but before he was twenty

years of age he joined the Baptists, and devoted a large

portion of his time to village preaching. In 1787 he

became pastor of a Baptist congregation in Leicester, and

five years after was chosen by a Baptist missionary

association to proceed to India as their missionary. On
reaching Bengal, Carey and his companions lost all their

property iu tlie Hugh ; but having received the charge

of an indigo factory at Malda, ho was soon able to pro-

secute the work of translating the Bible into Bengali. In

1 799 ho quitted Malda fo'' Serampore, where he established

a church, a school, and a printing press for the publica-

tion of the Scriptures and philological works. In 1801

Carey was appointed professor of Oriental languages in A

college founded at Fort-William by the Marquis o(

Wellosloy From this time to his death he devoted

himself to the preparation o( numerous philological worlta.
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consisting of grammars and dictionaries in the Mahratta,

Sanskrit, Punjabi, Telinga, Bengali, and Bbotanta dialects.

The Sanskrit dictionary was unfortunately destroyed by a

fire which broke out in the printing establishment. From
the Serampore press there issued no fewer than twenty-four

different translations of the Scriptures, all edited by Dr
Carey. He died in 1834-.

CARaiLL, Do.VALD (1610-1681), one of the leaders

of the Covenanters, was born in 1610. He was educated

at St Andrews, and afterwards attached himself to the

Protesters. After his appointment to one of the churches

in Glasgow, he made himself obnoxious to Government by
his open resistance to their measures. . Compelled to

remain at a distance from his charge, he ventured back to

celebrate the communion, and was arrested, but was
Jiberated at the instance of some of his private friends.

He was afterwards wounded at the battle of Bothwell

Bridge, and fled to Holland, where he remained a few
months. On his return he joined Eichard Cameron in

publishing the Saiir;uhar declaration, and boldly excom-

municated the king and his officials. He was soon after-

wards apprehended, and brought to Edinburgh, where he
was beheaded on the 27th July 1681.

Vnl. rv. CARIA, a maritime province of Asia Jlinor, forming
Plate. II. tfia south-western angle of the whole peninsula. It was

bounded on the N. by Ionia and Lydia, on the W. and S.

by the iEgean Sea, and on the E. by Lycia and a small

part of Phrygia. Its limit to the north was the river

Masander, except near the mouth, where its cities of Mile-

tus and -Myus, with their territories, though on the south

Side of the Maeander, were included in Ionia. Its precise

eastern limit is not so clearly fi.\ed, but maybe considered

as an arbitrary line drawn from the Maeander a little

east of Antiochia to the lofty mountain mass of Jlount

Cadmus (Baba-dagh), and thence along the great ridge

of Salbacum (Boz-dagh) in a direction nearly south

to the sea, where the promontory on the west' of the

Gulf of Macri constitutes the limit between it and
Lycia. The coast-line of Caria is very peculiar, being whoDy
formed by a succession of great promontories advancing far

out into the sea, and alternating with deep inlets or gulfs,

running far up into the mainland. The largest and most
important of these, known as the Ceramic Gulf or Gulf of

Cos, extends inland for fully 70 miles, between the great

mountai.i promontory terminating at JJyndus on the north,

and that which extends to Cnidus and the remarkable head-

land of Cape Krio on the south. North of this is found
the deep bay called in ancient times the Gulf of Jasus (now
known as the Gulf of Jlendeliyah), and beyond this again

was the deeper inlet which foraierly extended inland
between Miletus and Priene, but of which the outer part

ias been entirely filled up by the alluvial deposits of the

Mzeander, while the innermost arm, called in ancient times

the Latmic Gulf, is thus converted into a lake. South of

Cape Ivrio again is the gulf known as the Gulf of Doris,

with several minor arms and subordinate inlets, bounded
on the south by a mountainous and rugged promontory
called by the ancients Cynossema (now Cape AIupo) and
erroneously regarded by them as forming the S.W. angle

of Asia Minor. Between this headland and the frontier

of Lycia is the deep and .sheltered bay of Marmarice, noted
in modern times as one of the finest harbours in the Medi-
terranean.

Almost the whole of Caria has more or less of a mountain
character. The two great mountain masses of Cadmus
(Baba-dagh) and Salbacum (Boz-dagh), which are in fact

portions of the great cham of Taurus (see .\si.\ Minor),
form as it were the nucleus to which the whole physical

framework of the country is attached. From these lofty

ranges there extends a broad table-land in many parts

retaining a height of more than 3000 feet, while it sends
down offshoots or arms of a rugged and mountainous
character, on the north towards the valley of the Masander,
and on the west towards the iEgean. None of these ranges,

however, attain a height of more than 4000 feet, with the

exception of Mount Latmus, of which the highest summit,
now known as Besh Parmak, rises to about 4500 feet.

This deeply indented coast is accompanied, as in most simi-

lar Clips, by numerous islands, in some instances separated
only by narrow straits from the mainland. Of these the
most celebrated are the two great islands of Rhodes and
Cos. But besides these there are Sjnne, Telos, Nisyros,
Calymnos, Leros, and Patmos, aU of which have been
inhabited, both in ancient and modern times, and some of

which contain excellent harbours. Of these Nisyros alone

is of volcanic origin; the others belong to the same lime-

stone formation with the rocky headlands of the coast, of

which they are in fact mere detached portions.

Like most of the provinces of Asia Minor, Caria was
not merely a territorial division, but an ethnographical dis-

trict, and the Carians are spoken of by all ancient writers

as a distinct nation from their neighbours, the Lydians,

Phrygians, and Lycians. But their origin and early history

;
is very uncertain. According to a tradition generally

adopted by the Greeks, they were originally called Leleges,

I and inhabited the islands of the Aegean, w-here they were
subject to Minos, king of Crete, and formed the strength of

j
his navy ; and it was not till they were driven out of the

islands by the Greeks that they settled on the mainland.

It is much more probable that they were originally estab-

lished on the continent, and from thence extended their

power over the islands of the ^gean. That they were in

very early times a powerful and warlikepeople, distinguished

for their maritime skill and enterprise, may be considered

as clearly proved, and was indeed a natural result of the

peculiar configuration of their coasts. But at the period

when we first obtain definite historical information concern-

ing them, they had not only been expelled from the

Cyclades and outlying islands of the ^gean, but had been
driven back into the interior, from the coasts and islands

of their own country, which had been occupied by Greeks
of Dorian race, who had formed a Hexapolis or league of

six cities, including three on the island of Rhodes, together

with Cos and Cnidus and Hahcarnassus on the mainland.

Besides these principal settlements the Greeks gradually

colonized the whole of the coast region, which was hence

sometime.- designated by the name of Doris. But the

Carians always maintained themselves in the interior of

the country, and continued to be recognized as a distinct

race, like the Lydians and Phrygians. Some writers indeed

are inclined to believe that the people called Zeybeks or

Xebeks, who occupy the inland mountain districts of Caria,

and are distinguished from their neighbours by certain

peculiarities, are lineal descendants of the ancient Carians.

Caria passed with little resistance under the Persian

yoke, but afterwards joined in the Ionic revolt, and fought

hard against the Persian generals before it again submitted.

From this time till its conquest by Alexander, it continued

to be subject to Persia, but under princes or rulers of its

own, who resided at Hahcarnassus, and were strongly im-

bued with the principles of Greek civilization (see Hali-

c.\KN'Assus). The last of these native princes was named
Pixodarus, and after his death the throne was usurped by
a Persian named Orontobates, who offered a vigorous resist-

ance to Alexander the Great. But after the capture of the

capital, Halicarnassus, which sustained a long siege, the

rest of Caria was quickly subdued. Alexander at first

bestow-ed it upon Ada, a princess of the native dynasty,

but it was soon incorporated with the Macedonian kingdom

by his successors, and in common with the adjoinri:g dis-
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tricts of Asia Minor passed successively under the Syrian

kings and tliose of Pergamus. It was united with, the

Roman empire after the extinction of the latter dynasty,

and became a part of the Roman province of Asia. From

tliis period it has no separate history of its own, and in

common with the rest of Asia Minor became a part of the

monarchy, first of the Seljukiaa and afterwards of the

Ottoman Turlis.

The principal cities of Caria in ancient times were

Cnidus and Halicarnassus on the sea-coast, and Alabanda,

Mylasa, and Stratonicea in the interior. At the present

day, Budrnm, which occupies the site of Halicarnassus, is

still a place of some importance; while the two most con-

siderable towns in the interior aie Meiassa (the ancient

Mylasa) and Jlughla,in the centre of the high inland plateau.

The portions of the province adjoining the valley of the

Mfeander are fertile, and produce cx'Ciilent ligs and raisins
;

while the mountains near the sea-coast are for the most

part clothed with forests, which render the scenery of the

district among the most beautiful in Asia Minor, (e.h. B.)

CARIACO, or San Felipe de Austiii.4, a town on

the north coast of Venezuela, in the state of Cumana,
situated at the east end of the gulf to which it gives its

name, in 10° 27' 45" N. lat. and 63' 13' 21" W. long

The surrounding district produces cotton of the finest

quality. Population about 7000.

CARIBBE.VN' SEA, that pan of the Atlantic Ocean
lying between the coasts of Central and South America

and the islands of Cuba, Hayti, and Porto Rico, and the

Leeward and AVindward Islands.

CARIBBEE ISLANDS, in its more extended sense, is a

name applied to the whole of the West Indies ; but strictly,

it only comprehends that cluster of islands stretching from
Porto Rico to the coast of South America, and known as

the Leeward and Windward Islands. See West Indies.

CARIB.S (in Oernmn Karaibm), a people of Red Indian

race, which, at the time of the discovery of America by
Columbus, was the most important along the northern

coast of the southern continent, and in a number of the

islands of what is still known as tho Caribbean Sea. They
were a strongly built, warlike, and aggressive people, and
Oil'ered a pertinacious resistance to the advances of the

Europeans, before whose arrival thoy had rendered them-

selves an object of terror to the other inhabitants of the

region. They appear to have been addicted to canni-

balism, and the very word cannibal is not improbably
derived from a corruption of their name. From the

islands tliey. have for the most part disappeared, and their

principal settlement is now in tho repuUic of Honduras,
where they form a very industrious and prosperous part

of the population, while still retaining their original

language and many of their peculiar customs. They
are to be found principally in the district between tho

Paitook river and the Belize. Their immigration into

Honduras dates only from about 179C, when the English,

weary of tho continual disturbances which they occasioned,

transported them in a body from Dominica and St Vincent
to the island of Ruotan. In tlicse islands they divided
into two great tribes, known as the Red and the Black
Caribs, of whom tho former were the pure descendants
of 'the ancient stock, while the latter were largely inter-

mingled vith Kegro blood. To tho same race probably
belong tho Oalibi in French Ouiana, the Vaoi in Venezuela,
the Oumanagotto, the Pariagotto, and various other tribes

of the continent.

CARICATURE (Italian caricatura, i.e., " rilrallo riJi-

colo" from caricare, to load, to charge ; French charge) may
bo do6ned as the art of applying the grotesque to the

purposes of 'Satire. The word "caricatura" was first used
as English by Sir Thomas Browne (1G05-1G82;. in his

Christian Morals, a posthumous worl: : it is next found,

still in Its Italian form, in Ko. 537 of the Spectator ; it

was adopted by Johnson in his Dictionary (1757), and

only assumed its modern guise toward the end of the

18th century, when its use and comprehension became

general.

Little that is not conjectural can ba written concerning

caricature among the ancients. Few traces of the comic

are discoverable in Egyptian art,— three papyri only of a

satirical tendency being known to exist, and these appear-

ing to belong rather to the class of ithyphalhc drolleries

than to that of tho ironical grotesque. Among the Greeks,

though but fjwaiid dubious dataare extant, it seems possible

that caricature may not have been altogether unknown.

Their taste for pictorial parody, indeed, has been suffi-

ciently proved by jjleutiful discoveries of pottery painted

with buiiesque subjects. Aristotle, moieover, who dis-

approved of the grotesque in art, condemns in strong

terms the pictures of a certain Pauson, who, alluded

to by Aristophanes, and the subject of one of Lucian

anecdotes, is hailed by 1^1. Champfleury as the doyai of

caricaturists. That tho grotesque in plastic art waa

practised by tlie Romans is evident from the curious fiescoes

unearthed at Pompeii and Herculaneuni ; from the mention

in Pliny of certain painters celebrated for burlesque

pictures; fiom the curious fantasies graven in gems and

called Giylli ; and from the number of ithyphallic caprices

that have descended to modem times. But in spite o£

these evidences of Greek and Roman humonr, in spite of

the famous comic statuette of Caracalla, and of tbe mora
famous graffito of the Crucifixion, the caricaturists of the

old world must bo sought for, not among its painters and
sculptors, but among its poets and dramatists. The
comedies of Aristophanes and ihe epigrams of Martial were,

to the Athens of Pericles and the Rome of Domitian, what

the etchings of Gillray and the lithographs of Daumier

were to the London of Geoigo IIL and the Paris of the

Citizen King.

During tlie long dusk of the iliddle Ages a vast mass

of material was accumulated for the study ot the grotesque,

but selection becomes even moio difficult than with the

scarce relies of antiquity. With the building of the

cathedrals originated a new style of art ; a strange mixture of

memories of paganism and Christian imaginings was called

into being for tho adornment of those great strongholds of

urban Catholicism, and in. this the coaise and brutal

materialism of the popular humour found its largest and

freef.t expression. On luissal-marge and sign-board, on

stall and entablature, in gurgoyle and initial, the grotesque

displayed itself in an infinite variety of forms. Often

obscene and horrible, often quaint and fantastic, it is

difficult, if not absolutely impossible, to determine the

import of this inextricable tangle of imagery. It has been

pretended that it constituted an immense network of

symbolism, in which the truths of tho Church were set

forth in forms intelligible to tho popular mind. A second

interptetaticm is that it is merely the result of the decor-

ati\o artist's caprice. A third school has sought to dis-

cover in much of it tho evidences of the struggle for

supremacy between the secular clergy and the friars.

Leaving all this on one side, however, until the appli-

cation to aichtuology of the comparative method shall have

made tho matter somewhat clearer, it will be sufficient in

this place to remark tho prevalence of three great popular

types, or figures, each of which may be credited with a

satirical inleutiou,—of Reynard the Fox, tho hero of the

famous mediajval romance ; of tho Devil, that peculiarly

mcdiaval antithesis of God ; and of Death, the sarcastic

and irreverent skeleton. I'he popularity of the last is

evidenced by tho fact that uu less than forty-three towns
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in England, France, and Germany are enumerated as

possessing sets of tlie Dance of J3eatli, that grandiose

all-levelling series of caprices in the contemplation of which

ths Itliddle Ages found so much consolation. It was

reserved for Holbein (1498-1551), seizing the idea and
resumiog all that his contemporaries thought and felt on

the subject, to produce, in his fifty-three magnificent

etchings of the Dansa ilacabre, the first, and perhaps the

greatest, set of satirical moralities known to the modern
world.

It is in the tumult of the KenaisEance, indeed, that carica-

ture in its modern sense may be said to have been bom.
The great popular movements "required some such vehicle

of comment or censure ; the perfection to which the arts

of design were attaining supplied the means; the invention

of pcinting ensured its dissemination. The earliest genuine

piece of pictorial irony that has been discovered is a

caricature (1409) relating to Louis XII. and his Italian

War. But it was the Reformation that produced the first

full crop of satirical ephemerse, and the heads of Luther

and Alexander VI. are. therefore the direct ancestors of

the masks that smirk and frown from the "cartoons" of

Punch and the Charivari. Fairly started by Lucas Cranach,

a friend of Luther, in his Passionate of Christ and Anti-

christ (1521), caricature was naturalized in Franco under

the League, but only to pass into the hands of the Dutch,

who supplied the rest of Europe with more or less satirical

prints during the whole of the ne.it century. A curious

reaction is vLsible in the work of Peter Breughel (1510-

1570) towards tho grotesque diablerie and macaberesquo

morality of medieval art, the last original and striking

note of which is caught in the compositions of Jacques

Caliot (1593-1035), and, in a less degree, in those of his

followers, Slefanodella Bella (10 10-1664) and Salvator Rosa

(1615-1673). On the other hand, however, Callot,one of the

greatest masters of the grotesque that ever lived, in certain

of his Caprices, and in his two famous sets of prints, the

Miseres de la guerre, may be said to anticipate certain pro-

ductions of Hogarth and Goya, and so to have founded

the school of homca\ genre which uow-a-days does duty for

caricature.

In Englr.nd, duringth6l6thcentury,caricature can hardly

be said to have existed at all,—a grotesque of Maiy Stuart

as a mermaid, a pea and ink sketch of which is yet to be

seen in the Rolls Office, being the only example of it

known. The Great Rebellion, however, acted as the

Reformation had done in Germany, and Cavaliers and
Roundheads caricatured each other freely. At this period

satirical pictures usually did duty as the title pages of

scurrilous pamphUts ; but one instance is known of the

employment during the war of a grotesque allegory as a

banner, while the end of the commonwealth produced a

satirical pack of playing cards, probably of Dutch origin.

The Dutch, indeed, as already has been stated, were the

great purveyors of pictorial satire at this time and during

the early part of the next century. la England the wit

of the victorious party was rather vocal than pictorial ; in

France the spirit of caricature was sternly repressed; and
it WES from Holland, bold in its republican freedom, and
rich in painters and etchers, that issued the flood of prints

and medals which illustrate, through cumbrous allegories

and eiaborato symbolization, the principal political passages

of both the former countries, from the Restoration (1660) to

the South Sea Bubble (1720). The most distinguished of

the Dutch artists was Romaia de Hooghe (1638-1720), a

follower of Callot, who, without any of the weird power of

his master, possessed a certain skill in grouping and

faculty of grotesque sugs;estivenes3 that made his point a

most useful weajion to William of Orange during the long

struggle with Louis XIV.

The 18th century, however, may bo called emphatically

the Age of Caricature. The spirit is evident in letters aa

in art ; in the fierce grotesques of Swift, in the coarser

charges of Smollett, in the keen ironies of Henry Fielding,

in the Aristophanic tendency of Foote's farces, no less than

in the masterly moralities of Hoga,rth and the truculent

satires of Gillray. The first event that called forth

caricatures in any number was the prosecution (1710) of

Dr Sachcverell ; most of these, however, were importations

from Holland, and only in the excitement attendant on

the South Sea Bubble, some ten years later, can the English

school be said to have begun. Starting into active being

with the ministry of Walpole (1721), it flourished under

that statesman for some twenty years,-—the "hieroglyphics,"

as its prints were named, graphically enough, often circulat-

ing on fans. It continued to increast in importance and
audacity till the reign of Pitt (1757-17^1), when its

activity was somewhat abated. It rose, however, to a

greater height than ever during the rule of Bute (1761-

1763), and since that time its influence Las extended

without a .".ingle check. The artists whose combinations

amused the public during this earlier period are, with

few exceptions, but little known and not greatly es'teetned.

Among them were two amateurs, the countess of Bur-

lington and General Townsheud ; Goupy, Boitard, and
Liotard were Frenchmen ; Vandergucht and Vanderbank
were Dutchmen. But it must not be forgotten that

this period witnessed also the rise of William Hogarth

(1S97-1764). As a political caricaturist this great man
was not successful, save in a few isolated examples, as in

the portraits of Wilkes and Churchill ; but as a moralist

and social satirist he has not yet been equalled. The
publication, in 1732, of his Modern ifidnighi Conversation

may be said to mark an epoch in the history of caricature.

Mention must also be made of Paul Sandby (1725-1809),

who was not a professional caricaturist, though he joined in

the pictorial hue-and-cry against Hogarth and Lord Bute,

and v/ho is best remembered as the founder of the English

school of water-colour; and of John Collet (1723-1788),

said to have been a pupil of Hogarth,, a kindly and indus-

trious humourist, rarely venturing into the arena of politics.

During the latter half of the century, however, political

caricature began to be somewhat more skilfully handled

than of old by James Sayer, a satirist in the pay of the

younger Pitt, while social grotesques were pleasantly

treated by Henry William Bunbury (1750-1.811) and

Woodward. These personalities, however, interesting as

they are, are dwarfed into insignificance by the great figure

of James Gillray (1757-1815), in whose hands political

caricature became almost epic for grandeur of conception

and far-reaching suggestiveness. It is to the works of this

man of genius, indeed, and (in a less degree) to those of

his contemporary, Thomas Rowlandson (1756-1827), an

artist of great and varied powers, that historians must

turn for the popular reflection of all the political notabili^

of the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th

centuries. England may be said to have been the chosen

home of caricature during this period. In Franca, timid

and futile under the Monarchy, it had assumed an

immense importance under the Revolution, and a cloud of

hideous pictorial libels was the result; but even the

Revolution left no such notes through its own' artists, though

Fragonard (1732-1806) himself was of the number, as

came from the gravers of Gillray and Rowlandson. la

Germany caricature did not exist. Only in Spain was

there to be found an artist capable of entering into com-

petition with the masters of the satirical grotesque of whom
England could boast. The works of Francisco Goya y
Lucientes (1745-1828) are described byTh^ophile Gautier

as "a mixture of those of Rembrandt, Watteau, and the
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comical dreams of Rabelais," and Champfleury discovers

analogiea between him and Honori Daumier, the greatest

caricaturist of modern France.

The satirical grotesque of the 18th century had been

characterized by a sort of grandiose brutality, by a certain

vigorous obscenity, by a violence of expression and
intention, that appear monstrous in these days of reserve

and restraint, but that doubtless sorted well enough with

the strong party feelings and fierce political passions of the

age. After the downfall of Napoleon (1815), however,

when strifa was over and men were weary and satisfied,

a change in matter and manner came over the caricature

of the period. In connection with ihis change, the name
of George Cruikshank (17U2 ), an artist who stretches

hands on the one side towards Hogarth and Gillray, and

on the other towards Leech and Tenniel, deserves honour-

able mention. Cruikshank's political caricatures, some
of which were designed for the squibs of William Hone
^779-1842), are, comparatively speaking, uninteresting

;

his ambition was that of Hogarth—the production of

" moral comedies. " Much of his work, therefore, may be

said to form a link in the chain of development through

which has passed that ironical (/aire to which, refer-

ence has already been made. In 1829, however, began

to appear the famous series of lithographs, signed H.B.,

the work of John Dojle (1798-ISG8). These apt but

feeble jocularities are interesting other than politically;

thin and weakly as they are, they inaugurate the style of

political caricature which obtains, with but few and
slight variations, at the present date. In France, meanwhile,
with the farcical designs of Pigal and the realistic sketches

of Henri Monnier, the admirable portrait-busts of Dantau
the younger, and the fine military and low-life drolleries of

Charlet (1792-18'15) were appearing, and in these modern
social caricature may be said to bo fairly embodied. Up
to this date, though journalism and caricature liad some-
times joinoi hands (as in the case of the Craftsman and
the Anti-jacdhin, and particularly in Lea Revolutions dc

France et de Brabant and Les Actes des Aputres), the alliance

had been but brief ; it was reserved for Charles Philipon

(1802-18G2), who may be called the father of comic
journalism, to make it lasting. La Caricature, founded
by Fhilipon in 1831, and suppressed in 1833 after a brief

but glorious career, was followed by Le Charivari, which, is

perhaps the most renowned of the innumerable enterprises

of this extraordinary man. Among the artists he
assembled round him, the highest place is held by HonortS

Daumier, a draughtsman of great skill, and a caricaturist

of immense vigour and audacity. Another of Philipon's

band was Sulpice Paul Chevalier (1801-lSCG), better

known as Gavarni, in whose hands modern social caricature,

advanced by Cruikshank and Charlet, assumed its present

guise, and became elegant. Mention must also be made of

OrandvUlo (1803-1817), the illustrator of La Fontaine,
and a modem patron of the mediaeval skeleton ; of Traviiis,

the father of the famovis huncliback " Jlayoux ;" and of

AmediSo do No6,or "Cham," the wittiest and most ephemeral
of pictorial satirusts. In 1810, tho pleasantries of "H.B."
having come to an end, there was founded, in imitation of

this enterprise of Philipon, a comic journal which, under
the title of Punch, or the London Chariuari, has since
become famous all over tho world. Its earliest illustrators

were John Leech (18 17-1 804) and Richard Uoyle, whose
drawings wore full of tho richest grotesque hun'our. It is

in the pages of Punch that tho growth of modern pictorial

pleasantry may best bo traced. Of late years all tho
"cartoons," or political caricatures, have been tho work
of John Tenniel ; they exhibit few of tho features of
caricature as it was understood by Gillray and Daumier;
their object is not to excto hatred or contempt, but at

most to raise a smile. In social subjects, George Dumaurierj
a Sne draughtsman, though somewhat mannered and fond
of a single type of face and figure, has carried the ironicai

genre, received l^y Leech from Gavarni and Charlet, to the

highest point of elegance it has attained.

Of caricature, in the primitive sense of the word, there

is but little. The fall of the French Empire and the

subsequent siege of Paris, together with the reign of .the

Commune—a popular movement, though confined to a

single city—produced a plentiful crop of genuine carica-

tures, remarkable both for bitterness and for ability.

Among the few caricatures that now find favour may bo
mentioned the graceful and genial caprices of Sambourne,
the clever portraits of "Gill," a Parisian artist, and especially

the remarkable series of portraits published in London since

1862, in Vanity Fair, the work of Pellegrini, which are cer-

tainly the most remarkable of their kind that have appeared
since the superb grotesques of Honors Daumier.

See Grose, Rules for Drawing Caricature, with an Essay on
Comic Pointing, London, 178S, Svo ; Malcolm, Ifistoriail Skd-ch of
the Art of Caricaturing, London, 1S13, 4to ; Wright, jJistorif of
Caricature and Grotesque in Literature avA Art, London, 1363;
Jaime, Mus^c dc la Caricature ; Champfleury, Histoirc de la

Caricature Antique, Paris, Svo ; Histoire dc la CaricatureJdod^me,
Paris, Svo ; Histoire de la Caricature au Moycn Age, Svo

;

Histoire de la Caricature sous la RfpubliqiiC, la Mesta^ration, et

VEmpire, Paris, Svo.

CARIES, ulceration of bone, is the result of inflamma-

tion, and resembles in its chief characteristics ulceration in

soft tissues, as skin and muscle. Situated in a tissue

largely composed of inorganic material, it is chronic in its

course, and cured with difficulty. The exciting cause is

generally an injury. It is frequently associated with

scrofula. The cancellated tissue of bone is specially Uable ;

the short bones of the hand and foot, the articular extre-

mities of tho long bones, and tho bones forming the

vertebral column are its chief seats. It is preceded by the

formation of matter, and when this escapes, either by
natural processes or by the assistance of tho surgeon, tho

diseased bone can be felt by the aid of a probe, passed

through the sinus or channel which leads to the carious

bone. This sinus does not heal until the disease heals or

is removed. The treatment generally adopted consists in

removing the diseased bone by gauging or by excision.

If the primary abscess is opened and dressed antiseptically

for a lengthened period, the ulcerated bone often heals

without further operation. This method of treatment ia

most valuable in cases of caries of the vertebral column, in

which it would be impossible to remove the disease by

gouging or excision.

C.'VRIQNANO, a town of northern Italy, in the province

of Turin, and about 20 miles south of that city, is situated

on the left bank of tho Po, hero crossed by a wooden bridge.

It is surrounded by old walls, and has a handsome church,

built in 1 706, according to the design of Alfieri, a communal
college, and several convents. The population, numbering
about 8000, is chiefly engaged in the spinning of silk and
tho manufacturo of confectionery, the principal depart-

ment in the latter industry being the preparation of the

citron rind.

Carignaiio, known in tJio early part of the 5Iiddlo Ageji oa Car*

nianuni and Carganuin, passed in HIS into tiie hands of the counts
of Savoy, who fcrtified it with rampart and ditch. In 1630 it wa*
bestowed by Oiarles Emmanuel \. on his son Tommaao Francesco,

who thxi3 became known as prince of Carign.-\no. The title con-

tiimod in the possession of his family, until they were called to tiie

throne in tho person of Charles Albert. It was bestowed ia 1S34
on Eugene Emmanuel Joseph, who now holds the rank of ftdairal

and commander-in.chief of toe Italian National Guards.

C.VRIMATA ISLANDS, a groui> in tho East Indian

Archipelago, lying to the West of Borneo, between that

island and Billiton, in tho channel to which they gxTO their

V. - 14
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hame. They are about sixty in number, but their united

area is not more than 170 square miles. The most impor-

tant are Great Canmata (with a peak rising to about 2000

feet). Panumbangan, the Pelapis Islands, Lissing, Bessi,

Maledang, Surutu, and Pulu Lima. Their principal produc-

tions are edible nests, honey, was, gutta percha, turtles,

trepang, and shellfish. At one time the cluster formed a

small independent principality ; but it afterward-s became

subject to Matan, and it is now attached to Pontianak.

Several of the islands are altogether uninhabited, and the

whole population is very small. See Veth's Woordenbock

van Nederl. Indie.

CARl NI, atown in Sicily, in the province of Palermo, on

a-rivulet of the same name, 12 miles W.N.W. of Palermo.

It is pleasantly situated on an elevation, and is a neat, clean

town, with a Gothic castle. On the coast, about three miles

distant, are ruins of the ancient Hyccara, which was chiefly

famous as the birthplace of Lais. Population about 9500.

CARINOLA, a town of Italy, in the province of Terra

di Lavoro, a district of Gaeta, in 41" 11' 16" N. lat. and

13° 58' 32" E. long. It was formerly the see of a bishop,

and is believed to occupy the site sf the Lombard city of

Foro Claudio, which was founded in 1058. Its principal

buildings are the cathedral, the convents, and the seminary.

Population, 7640
CARINTHIA (in German, Kdrnteii or Karnthen), a

duchy, and eince 1849 a crown-land of Austria, is bounded

on the E. by Styria, ou the N. by Styria and Salzburg,

on the W. by Tyrol, and on the S. by Italy, Gortz, and

Carniola. It has an area of 4006 English square miles,

and the population in 1869 amounted to 336,400. The

surface is for the most part mountainous, being occupied

in th':- north by part of the Norian Alps, and in the south

oy those named the Carinthian Mountains, or the Kara-

wanken. The principal river is the Drave, which flows

from W. to E. through the length of the duchy, and re'-

ceives in its course the waters of all the other streams,

except the Fella, which reaches the Adriatic by junction

with the Tagliamento. In its eastern half, the valley

opens out into a considerable plain, which contains the

important lakes of the Worthersee and the Ossiachersee.

According to ofilcial statistics, 337,246 acres of arable land

were in cultivation in 1870; 280,581 acres w»re occupied

by gardens and meadows, 593,040 by pasture, and 1,033,807

were under wood. In the same year there were in the

dnchy 22,979 horses, 232,791 head of cattle, 176,832

sheep, and 36.630 goats, while the bee-stocks amounted to

62,615. The mineral produce consisted of 145,940 tons

of iron ore, 5,047 of lead ore, 71,264 of coal, 4,220 of

zinc ore, and nearly 26 of graphite. The duchy is divided

into the seven districts of Hermagor, Klagenfurt, Spittal,

St Veit, Villach, Vblkermarkt, and Woltsberg,—the capital

Klagenfurt forming an independent and eighth division.

There are in all ten towns, twenty-eight market villages,

and 2,911 hamlets,—the most populous places, besides

the chief towns of the districts, being Bleiberg, Friesach,

and Feldkirchen. With the exception of 1-9,000 Lutherans,

the inhabitants are Roman Catholics ; and more than two-

thirds of them are of German race. The rest are of

Slavonic origin, and for the most part occupy the districts

conterminous with Carniola and St3rria, though a consider-

able Slavonic enclave is situated in the heart of the German
area between Malborget and Tarvis. German is used in

255 of the village schools, and Slavonic in 24, while' both

are employed in 70. The Carinthian diet consists, accord-

ing to the law of 1861, of thirty-seven members, including,

besides the bishop of Gurk, ten appointed by the landed

proprietors, seven by the towns, fourteen by the rural

eommunes, and three by the commercial authorities at

Klagenfurt. Five members are sent to the impf^rial diet.

Carirthia 13 so c.iilcd from the Cami, a Celtic people \rho ha^'e

perhaps also left their name to the neighbouring district of Oamiola

:

and in the time of Augustus it formed part of Noricum. Aft?r
the fail of the Roman empire, it was the nucleus of the kingdom of

Carentania, which was founded by Samo, a Frankish adventurer,
but soon fell to pieces after his death. Under Charlemagne it cou-

stituted a margravate, which in 843 passed into the hands of Louis
the German, whose grandson Amulf was the first to bear the titio

of Duke of Carinthia. The duchy' \;zs held by various families

during the llth, 12th, and 13th centuries, and at length in 1335
was bestowed by Louis the Bavarian on the Dukes of Austria. It

was divided into Upper or Westgjai.Carinthia and Lower or Eastern
;

of these the former fell to Franie in 1809, but was reconquered in

1813, and joined in 1814 to the kingdom of Illj-ria. See Ars^rKiA,

vol. iii.

CARI PE, or Caribe, a town of Venezuela, in the state of

Cumana, and about 40 miles from the city of that name,

in 10° 10' 14" N. lat. and 28° 33' 54" W. long. It is

the chief station of the mission to the Chayma Indians,

and is famous for the extensive system of caves in the

Umestone rock in the neighbourhood, which have been

described by Humboldt. These extend inwards a distance

of 2800 feet, and have a height of 70 or 80 feet. They
are frequented by a species of night ha\7k, which builds

in the recesses of the rocks. The young are killed in great

numbers for the sake of their oil. The population of the

town and valley is estimated at 5000.

CARISBROOKE, a village in the Isle of Wight, about

a mile S. of Newport, at the base of a steep conical hill

crowned by the castle, to which its celebrity is principally

due. It was at one time a considerable market-town, and

under the independent lords of Wight it ranked as the

capital of the island. The original fortress is supposed to

have been built by the Saxons as early as the 6th

century ; and, indeed, according to the annals, it was

besieged by Cerdic in 530. It was enlarged by William

Fitzosborne, the first lord of Wight, in the 1 1 th century,

was captured by Stephen in 1136, and in the reign o)

Richard II. resisted an attack by the French. Further

additions were made to it at different times, till, in the

reign of Elizabeth, it reached its greatest dimensions, and

comprised within its outer walls a space of 20 acres. The

most interesting incident in its history is the captivity of

Charles I., who took refuge with its governor, Colonel

Hammond, m November 1647, but soo-a found his asylum

converted into a prison. After his execution his two

youngest children were confined in the castle, and 'the

princess Elizabeth died there. The remains are still ex-

tensive and imposing, but the king's apartments are in

ruins. Within the walls is a well 200 feet deep ; and

another in the centre of the keep is reputed to have been

stiil deeper. Opposite the castle-hill are the remains of a

Cistercian priory founded in the llth century, and the

parish church, which boasts of even greater antiquity. The

population of the parish in 1871 was 8198.

CARISSIMI,Gi-icoMO,cne of the most celebrated masters

of the Italian, or, more accurately, the Roman school of

music. Of his life.almost nothing is known, and Ffitis, who
has made his biography a subject of special study, has been-

able to do little more than correct inaccurate or fictitioua

statements of previous writers. The only authenticated

facts are the following. Carissimi was born about 1 604,

at Marino, near Rome, and received his first musical educa-

tion at home. At the age of 20 he became chapel-master

at Assisi, and in 1628 he obtained the same position at the

church of St Apollinaris, belonging to the Collegium

Germanicumin Rome, which he held till his death in 1674.

He never seems to have left Italy, the rumour of his pnv

longed stay in Paris, mentioned by De Fresneux, being,

entirely unfounded. By his education he belonged to the

old Roman school of music, but his compositions s\ioi»

little of the severe grandeur of the earlier masters. He
marks indeed the turning-point from the traditions c^ t.be
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Renaissance period to the incipient aspirations cf modern

music, and for that reason his namS is. representative in the

history of art. The two great achievements generally

ascribed to him are the further development of the recitative,

lately introduced by Monteverde, and of infinite importance

in the history of dramatic music, and the invention of the

cantata, a smaller form of the oratorio, by which Carissimi

superseded the madrigals formerly in use. He also may
claim the merit of having given greater variety and interest

to the instrumental accompaniments of vocal compositions.

Carissimi's numerous compositions consist of masses,

cantatas, motets, and oratorios. The complete collection

of his works, formerly said to have existed in the musical

archives of the church of St Apollinaris, has entirely dis-

appeared. Several English musical scholars deserve honour-

able mention for having rescued Carissimi's works from

oblivion. Dr Burney and Hawkins have published speci-

mens of his compositions in their works on the history of

music ; and Dr Aldrich collected an almost complete set of

his compositions, at present in the library of Christ Church,

Oxford. The British Museum also possesses numerous
valuable works by this great Italian master.

CARLETON, Sir Dudley (1573-1651), an English

statesman, was born in Oxfordshire in 1573, and educated

at Christ Church College, Oxford. He went in a diplo-

matic capacity to the Low Countries when King James
resigned the cautionary towns to the States ; and he was
afterwards employed for twenty-nine years as ambassador

to Venice, Savoy, and the United Provinces. Charles I.

created him Viscount Dorchester, and appointed him one

of his principal secretaries of state, an office which he held

till his death in 1651. He published several works, con-

sisting chiefly of speeches, letters, and other productions on
political subjects. The most valuable appeared after his

death, and consist of a selection of letters to and from
Sir Dudley Carleton during his embassy to Holland, from
January 1616 to December 1620, 4to, 1757. A careful

pedigree of the Carleton family will be found in the preface

to Cluimberlaine's Liters, Camden Society, 1861.

CARLETON, William (1798-1869), a popular Irish

novelist, was born at Prillisk, Clogher, in the county of

Tyrone, His father w-as a peasant tenant, and young
Carleton passed his early life among scenes precisely similar

to those he afterwards delineated with so much power and
truthfulness. His parents, though of humble rank, were
highly endowed by nature. The father was remarkable for

his extraordinary memory, which was well stored with
anecdote and tale ; the mother was noted throughout the

district for the rich sweetness of her voice. Both possessed

in a high degree those domestic virtues so frequently found
among the humbler classes of the Irish people. The
beautiful character of Honor, the miser's wife, in Far-
darouglia, is evidently sketched from the life by the loving

hand of a sun.

The education received by Carleton was of a very
humble description. As his father removed from one
small farm to another, he attended at various places the
hedge-schools, which used to be a notable feature of Irish

life. The admirable little picture of one of these schools

in the Traits and Stories bears every mark of having been
drawn from real experience. A smattering of some higher
learning was picked up here and there as opportunity
offered, and at the age of seventeen Carleton resolved to

prosecute his education aa a poor scholar. The resolution

,wa3 not carried into effect ; ho remained at home, prepar-
mg to enter upon the training for the priesthood, and
receiving the unbounded veneration of the neighbouring
peasantry for his supposed wonderful learning. An amusing
account of this phase of his existence is given in the little

sketch Detiia O'Shaughnttay. When about the o^e of

nineteen he undertook one of the religious pilgrimages

then common in Ireland. His experiences as a pilgrim

were such as at a later period made him resign for ever the

thought of entering the church. His vacillating ideas as to

a mode of life were determined in a definite direction by

the reading of Gil Bias, which chance had thrown in his

way. He resolved to cast himself boldly upon the world,

and try what fortune had in store for him. He went to

Killanny, and for sis months acted as tutor in a neigh-

bouring farmer's family. Soon tiring of this occupation,

he set out for Dublin, and arrived in the metropolis with

2s. 9d. in his pocket. He began to contribute to the

journals, and his paper " The Lough Derg Pilgrim," which

was published in the Christian Examiner, excited great

attention. In 1830 appeared the first series of Traits and

Stories of the Irish Ptasaniry, which at once placed the

author in the first rank of Irish novelists. A second series

appeared in 1832, and was received with equal favour

both in Ireland and in England. From that time till

within a few years of his death Carleton's literary activity

was incessant. The best of his many productions are Far-

darovyh'x the Miser, perhaps on the whole the finest and

most powerful of all his works; The Titlie Proctor;

Valentine M-Clulcht/ ; The Black Prophet ; The Emigrants

of Ahadarra. Some of his later writings, such as The

Squanders of Castle Squander, were not so successful aa

the earlier tales. The author was not happy in describing

the upper classes of Irish society, and overloaded his \\urk

with political or semi-political matter.

Carleton is facile princeps among Irish novelists, and it

is to his pages that one must look for an adequate picture

of the peculiar Irish character. His style is clear, graphic,

and pleasing ; the plots of his stories are generally slight

but well constructed. In his pictures of peasant life he is

unsurpassed ; the lights and shades of Irish character, the

buoyant humour and domestic virtues that under other

conditions would lead .their possessors to prosperity and

happiness, and ihe fatal flaws that seem to remlcr it

impossible for Ireland ever to become capable of self-

government, receive equal justice at his hands. He in-

variably writes from intimate acquaintance with the scenes

described and from loving sympathy with the manj' good

and noble elements in the Irish natui-e. He does not

hesitate to point out the darker features of Irish life, nor

to draw attention to the fatal system of education and

priestly supremacy that did so much to produce them.

Carleton, after spending some years in America, settled

in Dublin, where he died on the 30th January 18C9. For

many years before his death he had enjoyed a pension of

X200 from the Crown.

CARLL or Cahli-Rubbi, Giovanni Rutaldo, Count
OF, (1720-1795), a celebrated. Italian writer on antiquities

and economics, was born at Capo d' Istria, in 1720. He
was early distinguished for the extent and variety of his

acquirements, and at the age of twenty-four was ap-

pointed by the senate of Venice to the ucwly-estabhshed

professorship of astronomy and navigation in the L^niversity

of Padua, and intrusted with the superintendence of the

Venetian marine. After filling these offices for seven years

with great credit, he resigned them, in order to devote

himself to the study of antiquities and political economy.

His principal economic works are his Delk Monde, e della

Instiluzione delle Ztcche d' Italia ; his Ragionamcnto topra

i Bilanci cconomici delle Kazioni (1759), in which he main

taincd that what is teriped the balance of trade between

two nations is no criterion of the prosperity of cither, since

both may be gainers by their reciprocal transactions ; and

his ^1/^ libera Commercio dei Grani (1771), in which he

argues that free trade in com is not always oduSable

Count Carli's merits were appreciated' by Leopold ot
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Tuscany, afterwards emperor, who, in 1765, placed liim at

the head of the councQ of public economy, and of the board

of public instruction. In 1769 he became privy councillor,

in 1771 president of the new council of finances. The

duties of these offices he continued to discharge with ability

for several years ; but for some time before his death, which

took place in February 1795, he was relieved from their,

toils,—retaining, however, their emoluments, as a reward

for his important services. It was during the leisure thus

Bfforded that he completed and pubUshed his very valuable

Aniichitcl lUilidu, in which the literature '
and arts of his

country are ably discussed. Besides the above, he published

many works on antiquarian, economic, and other subjects,

including L'Uojm Libera, in confutation of Rousseau's

Contract Social; an attack upon the AbbiS Taitarotti's

assertion of the existence of magicians ; Ohservazione

sulla mitska antica e moderna ; and several poems.

CARLISLE, a parliamentary and municipal borough, the

capital of Cumberland, 301 miles N.K.W. from London
;

54° 54' N. lat., 2° 55' W. long. It is situated on an

eminence enclosed by the three streams—the Eden, the

Caldew, and the Petteril. The Eden, which is the principal

river, is joined by the Petteril on the east side of the city

;

about a mile further west, as it flows through fertile holms,

it is joined by the Caldew, and about six miles further on

if falls into the Solway Firth. A handsome stone bridge,

built in 1812-15, at a cost of £70,000, spans the Eden,

midway between the mouths of the Petteril and the Caldew.

rian of Carlisle.

All the three streams are unnavigable. lu the Eden there

is good salmon Hshing. Before the Romans invaded Great

Britain a Celtic town was erected on the site of Carlisle

;

and when the Romans came they occupied and improved it.

Archaeologists consider it doubtful whether the Romans
uiade it a military station to aid in the defence of their

newly-acquired colony against the incursions of the Picts :

but Soman coins, pottery, inscribed tablets, and other re-

mains have be^n found in such abundance that there can

be no doubt Carlisle was, if not a military post, a town of

considerable importance in those days. The great wall of

Severus, extending from the Solway Firth to the German
Ocean, crossed the River Eden at Carlisle ; and remains of

this great barrier may still be seen on the outskirts of the

city. The Solway end of the wall, traces of which are still

to be seen, was about twelve miles from Carlisle, at Bowness

;

and there was an important Roman camp, the Amboglana
of the ^oiitlcE, about fifteen miles eastward of the city,

called Birdoswald, of which interesting remains are still in

existence.

Carlisle was the Litffuvalhtm of the Romans. This name
was afterwards abbreviated to Luell, and with the prefix

Caer (a city), became Caer-LueU, and afterwards by easy

transition, Carliol and Carlisle. After the departure of

the Romans in the 5th century the Picts laid the city in

ruins ; but in the 7th century it was rebuilt by Egfrid,

king of Northumberland. In 875 the town was attacked

by the Danes, who burned the houses, pulled down the

wall, and massacred the inhabitants. In this state of

desolation it was left for 200 years, with no inhabitants

but some few Celts who lodged themselves among the ruins.

In 1092 William Rufus, impressed with the importance of

Carlisle as a Border military station, ordered the town to

be rebuilt and fortified, and left a garrison there. It was

not, however, until after the capture of the town in the

reign of Stephen, by David, king of Scots (who died within

its walls in 1153), that the cstle, the walls, and the

citadel were completed.

After undergoing two sieges the town was surrendered

to the Enghsh Crown in 1217. Edward L held three

parliaments in Carlisle. In 1208, after the battle of

Falkirk, he marched to Carlisle ; and nine yeavs later it

was while crossing Burgh Marsh, about four miles from

that city, with his army, to quell the third revolt which

had occurred in Scotland during his reign, that he sickened

and died. A monument has been erected on the spot to

commemorate the event. With his last breath lie enjoined

his son to prosecute the enterprise, and never desist until

he had completed the subjugation of Scotland. The nobles

hastened to Carlisle to pay homage to the new king,

Edward II., to whom, however, the legacy of vengeance

against the Scots proved but a " heritage of woe." In

1315, after the independence of Scotland had been won by
the decisive battle of Bannoekburn, Robert Brace, follow-

ing up his success hy ravaging the north of England,

besieged Carlisle Castle. There he met with determined

resistance on the part of the garrison and the inhabitants,

under Sir Andrew Harcla, governor. Bruce, who had his

headquarters flt the cathedral, made a general assault on all

the gates of the town on the ninth day ; but the citizens

defended their position with such valour that the besiegers

snon beat a retreat, having only killed two of the besieged.

Sir Andrew Harcla was created earl of Carlisle and Lord

Warden of the Slarches for this gallant defence of the

city ; but he was afterwards found guilty of treason and

executed at Harraby Hill. In. 1345 the Scots burned

Carlisle and Penrith. " They were very much annoyed,"

says Lysons, " by small forces collected by Bishop Kirkby

and Sir Thomas Lacy. The bishop and Sir Robert Ogle

had a sharp skirmish with the enemy ; the prelate was

unhorsed during the encounter, but having recovered his

saddle continued to fight valiantly, and contrived greatly to

win the victory." Nor was it only the " church militant"

which did the state mucn service in those days. In one tt

the sieges the women of Carlisle helped iu the defence of the

city by pouring boiling water and rolling heavy stones from
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the walls upon the lieads of tlie beleaguering Scots below.

In the 15th century Kichard, duke of Gloucester, was

governor of Carlisle Castle, and during his governorship

extensive repairs were made in the old fortress, and in the

course of time, during the reigns of Henry VIIL (who built

the citadel) and Elizabeth, it was adapted to artillery. In

1568 Mary Queen of Scots, having fled from Lochleven,

arrived in a fishing boat at Workington, a Cumberland

seaport 32 miles from Carlisle, and was there met by the

deputy-governor of Carlisle, and conducted to Carlisle

Castle, where she was lodged nominally as a guest but

actually as a prisoner. She remained there for two months.

A little later in the same year a daring exploit was per-

formed by the duke of Buccleuch. William Anrc<trong,

a redoubtable Borderer, better known as " Kinmont
Willie," having been taken prisoner in disregard of a truce

or understanding which facilitated his capture, the " Bold

Buccleuch," with 200 followers, attacked Carlisle Castle,

and rescued the prisoner, an achievement which gave

dire offence to Queen Elizabeth.

During the civil wars Carlisle was harassed by frequent

troubles ; but the next event of importance occurred in

1644, when the city and castio were besieged by tiie

Parliamentary forces under General Leslie for eight months.

Sir Thomas Glemham, the commander-in-chief of the royal

troops, was in charge of the f,arrison, who were reduced to

great extremities before they surrendered on 25th June

1645. Their valiant resistance was recognizsd by the

besiegers, who allowed them to march out " Vrith their arms,

flying colours, drums beiting, matches lighted at both

ends, bullets in their mouths, and twelve charges of powder
ti-piece." The Parliamentary army pulled down some
inportant portions of the cathedral buildings, and out of

the raate.-ials erected a guard-house in the market-place.

In 1648 Sir Philip Mnsgrave and Sir Thomas Glemham
effected thg capture of Carlisle by surprise ; but in October

it was again surrendered to Cromwell, according to treaty.

At this time great distress prevailed in the county, con-

siderable families having barely the necessaries of life, while

numbers cf thi poor died on the highways.

In the Scottish rebellion of 1745 Carlisle again figured

in history. The Pretender, Prince Charles Edward, laid

siege to it, thi three divisions of the arpiy with which he

marched froti Edinburgh having converged at the city.

The castle vas at that time garrisoned by only two com-
panies of invalids and some disaffected militia, and Colonel

Durand, who was in command, found it necessary, with
great reluctance, to surrender. " Bonnie Prince Charlie"

rode into the town on a white charger, with a hundred
Highland pipers playing a triumphal march in front, and
made a house in English Street, which is still in existence,

his headquarters. But in December of the same year the

duke of Cumberland arrived and bombarded the castle,

which his grace described as " an old hencoop, which he
would speedily bring down about their ears," and on the

30th the garrison surrendered. The duke quartered his

soldiers in the cathedral, and thirty-one of the rebels were
Bubsequontly executed at Harraby HilL The tower in

which Mary Queen of Scots was imprisoned was pidled

down in 1835 ; but a considerable portion of the ancient
castio etill remains, and it is used as a garrison for the 2d
Brigade Dep6t. Only a email portion of the old city walls

now exists, and the city gates have entirely disappeared.

Carlisle suffered in 1380 from a great fire, which
destroyed 1500 houses in three of the principal streets ; and
the plague in 1598 carried off 1076 persons, one-third of

the inhabitants.

Carlisle is the see of a bishop. Tlio cathedral was
founded by William Rufus, and completed by Henry I.

Tlio original proportions of the buildmg have been very

much curtailed. A disastrous fire, in 1292, destroyed the

nave, only a small part of which now remains. The most
interesting architectHral feature of the cathedral is the east

window, v/hich has been pronounced by archsologists to

be one of the finest in the kingdom, the harmony of its

parts and the easy flow cf its lines being particularly

remarkable. The remains of Dr Paley are interred in one
of its aisles, and a stone pulpit, richly carved in Caen-stone

and ornamented with white alabaster, has been erected to

his memory. The window in the north trtmsept has oeen

filled v.ith stained glass in memory of the five children of

Dr Tail, archbishop of Canterbury, v.ho died of scarlet

fever whUe his grace was dean of Carlisle. The cathedral

possesses many memorials of interest. A large portion of

the adjacent priory, founded by William Rufus, was
destroyed during the civil wars, but the remains may still

be traced on the south side of the cathedral A convent

of grey friars which existed in the city was destroyed by
the fire in 1292. There was also at one time a convent of

black friars, and a hospital founded at St Nicholas for

lepers; the latter was destroyed in the 17th century.

According to Lyson's History, the bowels of Richard Coeur

de Lion were buried in Carlisle cathedral.

In addition to the cathedral and the castle, the chief

buildings in Carlisle are tie court-houses—two large round

towers built upon the site of the old citadel ; the county

jaa, contiguous thereto ; the news-room, the post-office,

the railway station, the infirmary, and two of the joint-

stock banks. There is a market-cross in the centre of the

market-place, and two marble statues adorn the principal

streets. One of these, between the two court-houses (by

Musgrave L. Watson), is of William, earl of Lonsdale; the

other, in the market-place (by Woodington), is of James
Steel, editor and proprietor of the Carlisle Journal, a

citizen who during his lifetime took a prominent part in

local public affairs. In addition to the cathedral there .ire

eight established churches in Carlisle, and several places of

worship for Independents, Methodists, Presbyterians,

Baptists, and Roman Catholics. Its literary and scientific

institutions include a mechanics' institution, a young men's

Christian association, and several working men's reading

rooms, managed entirely by working men themselves. Its

charities consist of an infirmary with 1 00 beds, a dispensary,

and a fever hospital ; and in connection with the infirmary

there is a convalescent institution at the seaside at Silloth,

to which patients are admitted upon payment of a small

weekly sum. There is a school-board, of nine members

;

a school of art ; and a cathedral grammar school

Carlisle is a great railway centre. The London and
North-Western, the Jlidland, the Caledonian, the North

British, and the Glasgow and South-Western Railways

have each a terminus there ; while the North-Eastern

Company have access to the city by their Newcastle and

Carlisle section. In 187G more than sixty passenger trains

left Carlisle Citadel station every week-day, and as many
more entered the city.

The principal business of Carlisle is the manufacture of

cotton goods, the finishing of silesias, the printing of

calicoes, and the manufacture of biscuits. There are also

within the city two or three large iron-works, and the

manufacture of felt hats is carried on upon a large scale.

A dock at and railway to Silloth, on the Sohvay Frith, 21

miles 'rom Carlisle, were constructed in 1855 to facilitate

the transit of the commerce of the district, and this

gradually superseded Port Carlisle, which is no longer used

OS a harbour.

Carlisle returns two moinbcri of parliament. Ilfl

municipal government is vested in a mayor (unpiid), t«n

aldermen, and thirty councillorv, who also constitute the

Urban Sanitary Authority. To them belong the gas works
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and water-works, and by them a system of sewerage was
carried out in 1854 at a cost of about £30,000. The city

has a recorder and separate court of quarter sessions.

The market is held on Saturdays and Wednesdays, the

former being the principal market. The ,grain is sold in

the open street in bulk. Population in 1871, 31,074.

CARLISLE, a town of the United States, capital of

Cumberland county in Pennsylvania, about 2| miles south

of the Conedogwinet Creek, and 18 miles west of Harris-

burg by the Cumberland \alley Railway. The town is

well built, has spacious streets, and contains thirteen

churches. Of its public buildings the most interesting is

Dickinson College, which was founded in 1783, and pos-

sesses an extensive library. In the immediate neighbour-

hood are barracks, which date from 1777, and are capable

of containing 2000 men; and about four miles to the

north, in a pleasant vaUey of the Blue Mountains, is the

summer resort known as Carlisle Springs. Carlisle was

founded in 1751, and in 1794 it was the headquarters of

Washington during the Whisky Rebellion. On the night

of 1st July 1863 it was bombarded by the Confederate

troops. Population in 1870, C650.

CARLISLE, Fkederick Howard, Fifth E^vklof (1748-
1825), a statesman and author, was born in 1748. During
his youth he was chiefly known as a man of pleasure and
fashion ; and after he had reached thirty years of age, his

appointmeut on a commission sent out by Lord North to

attempt a reconciliation with the American colonies was
received with sneers by the Opposition. The failure of the

embassy was not, however, due to any incapacity on the

part of the earl, but to the impopularity of the Govern-

ment from which it received its authority. He was, in-

deed, considered to have displayed so much ability that

he was entrusted with the vice-royalty of Ireland in 1780.

The time was one of the greatest difficulty ; for while the

calm of the country was disturbed by the American rebel-

lion, it was drained of regular troops, and large bands of

volunteers not imder the control of the Government had
been fornie^\ Nevertheless, the two years of Carlisle's rule

passed in quu tness and prosperity, and the institution of a

national bank a.'rl other measures which he efl'ected left per-

manently beneficial results upon the commerce of the island

In 1789, in the discussions as to the regency, Carlisle took

a prominent part on the side of the Prince of Wales. In
1791 he opposed Pitt's policy of resistance to the dismem-
berment of Turkey by Russia; but, on the outbreak of

the French Revolution he left the Opposition, and vigor-

ously maintained the cause of war. In 1815 he opposed

the enactment of the Corn Laws; but from this time till

his death, which occurred in 1825, he took no important

part in public life. Carlisle was the author of some
political tracts, a number of poems, and two tragedies, the

Fa'Jitr's Revenge and the Siepynoiher, which received high

praise from his contemporaries.

CARLISLE, George William Frederick Howard,
Seventh Earl op (1 802-1 864), Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland,

was born in London, 18th April 1802. He was the eldest

son of the sixth earl by his wife Lady Georgiana Cavendish,

eldest daughter of the duke of Devonshire, and bore at

first the courtesy title of Lord Morpeth. He was edu-

cated at Eton and Christ Church, O.xford, where he
earned a reputation as a scholar and writer of graceful verse,

obtaining in 1821 both the Chancellor's and the Newdigate
prizes for a Latin and an English poem. Two years later

he graduated B.A. as first class in classics. In 1826 he
accompanied his uncle, the duke of Devonshire, to Russia,

to attend the coronation of the Emperor Nicholas, and
became a great favourite in society at St Petersburg.

At the general election of the same year he was returned

io parliament as member for the family borough of Mor-

peth. In one of his earliest speeches he undertook, at the

risk of forfeiting the good opinion of the Liberal party, the

defence of the Russian emperor against severe attacks made
on him in reference to the suppression of the Polish

insurrection of 1830. In the agitation for parliamentary

reform he took the side of Earl Grey ; and after the dis-

solution of parliament, which took place about that time,

he was elected member for Yorkshire. This seat he held

till after the passing of the Reform Bill in 1832. In the

following year he was returned for the West Riding ; and
in 1835 he was appointed by Lord Melbourne Chief Secre-

tary for Ireland, a position at that time of great diiBculty,

O'Connell being then at the height of his reputation. This

post he held for about six years, winning great popularity

by his amiable manners and kindly disposition. Losing

his seat at the election of 1841, he availed himself of the

leisure thus afforded him to visit the United States. He
afterwards gave an account of this visit in a popular lecture,

first delivered at Leeds and subsequently repeated at other

places. In 1846 he was again elected for the West Riding.

Two years later, on the death of his father, he succeeded

to the peerage and took his seat in the Upper House. He
accepted office as Chief Commissioner of Woods and Forests,

and afterwards as Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster.

The great event of his life, however, was his appointment

by Lord Palmerston to the Lord-Lieutenancy of Irela.id in

1855. -This high office he continued to hold till Maich
1858, and again from June 1859 till within a few months

of his death. His retirement in August 1864 was neces-

sitated by failing health. Lord Carlisle was not a man of

great and original power, but he was above the average

in knowledge, in acquirements, and in eloquence. As a

debater he held his own in the midst of a large number of

great orators, and in the stormy controversies of his Trisn

secretaryship he succeeded in carrying through the House

of Commons several measures of great importance. His

literary tastes and culture were displayed in various popular

lectures and in several published works. Among these may
be mentioned a lecture on The Life and Writings of Pope

(1851); The Last of the Greeks, a tragedy (1828): a

Diary in Tvrhish and Greek Waters (1854), the fruit of

travels in the East iu 1853 and 1854; and a volume (£

Poems, published after his death. He took warm interest

in the reformation of juvenile criminals, and established on

his own estate one of the best conducted reformatories in

the country. Iiord Carlisle died at Castle Howard on the

5th of December 1864. He was never married, and
was succeeded in the peerage by his brother. In 1866

appeared his Viceregal Speeches, collected and edited by J.

Gaskin.

CARLOW, an inland county of Ireland, in the province

of Leinster, situated between 52" 26' and 52° 54' N. lat., and
6° 30' and 7° 12' W. long., and comprising an area of 346

square miles, or 221,342 acres. It is bounded N. by Kil-

dare and Wicklow, E. by Wicklow and Wexford, S.

by Wexford, and W. by Queen's County and Kilkenny,

Excepting Louth it is the smallest county in Ireland.

The surface of tiie countv is in general level or gently

undulating, and of pleasing appearance, except the elevated

tract of land known as the ridge of Old Leighlin, forming

the commencement of the coal measures of Leinster, and

the south-eastern portion of the county bordering on

Wexford, where the wild and barren granitic elevations of

Knockroe (1746 feet) and Jlount Leinster (2610 feet)

present a bolder aspect.

There are no lakes or canals in the county, neither does

it contain the source of any important river ; but on its

western side it is intersected from north to south by the

Barrow, which is navigable throughout the whole extent of

the county and affords means of conimnnication with the
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port of Waterford ; while on the eastern border the Slaney,

which 13 not navigable in any part of its course through

the county, passes out of Carlow into Wexford at New-

townbarry. Railway communication connects the county

with Dublin, with Wexford, and with Kilkenny and Water-

ford

The geological formation of the county is mainly granitic,

but the valley of the Barrow north, of Goresbridge presents

the three formations of limestone observed in Ireland, and

the great coal district of Leinster commences in the v/esteru

edge of the county at Gallows Hill Bog (974 feet). The

sandstone is frequently of such a nature as to spli.t easily

into larers, known in commerce as Carlow flags. Porcelain

clay exists in the neighbourhood of TuUow ; but no attempt

has yet been made to turn this production to use.

The soil is of great natural richness. Agriculture is

the chief occupation of the inhabitants, but is not so fully

developed as the capabilities of the land would suggest.

It will be observed from the following table that no pro-

gress has been made within the last twenty-two years in

the acreage under tillage :

—

Tear. Meadgw. Potatoes. Turnips. Oats.
g^^'Ryi!.

''"'''''•
Crop"

1853 2i,8.3? 10,608 6,306 27,707 6,700 6,687 84,422

1875 32,151 10,354 5,189 22,165 6,756 2,748 81,638

The pasture land is of excellent quality, and generally

occupied as dairy farms,—the butter made in this county

maintaining a high reputation in the Dublin market The

farms are frequently large, and great attention is paid to

the breeding of cattle. Within the last twenty-two years

a large advance has been made in the stock of the county,

which was in 1852 and 1875 respectively as follows :

—

^""'- Ma"s' A68C3.
<^'""'=- ^""^P- '''S=- °°'"» FeuilTy-

1852 G^aaS
'

34,581 42,825 22,618 3,501 106,654

1375 10,254 48,672 77,225 23,684 3,364 164,492

The staple trade of the county is in corn, flour, meal,

butter, and provisions, which are exported in large quan-

tities. There are no manufactures.

The peasantry dwell chiefly in detached cottage or in

small villages, there being but three towns—Carlow,

Bagcnalstown, and Tullow—in which the inhabitants

Bxceed 2000 persons.

The population has decreased within the twenty years

ending 1871, at a slightly higher rate than that of the

province of Leinster in general, owing probably to the want
of manufacturing and mining industries. In 1851 the

population was G8,078, and in 1871, 51,650 (males 25,404,

females 2C,18G), showing an average decrease of 1'2 per

cent, per annum
In April 1871 there were G superior and 99 primary

schools in operation, attended by 6454 children, and at the

same date the following was ascertained to be the state of

elementary instruction:—24,496 could read and write,

928G could read but could not write; and 17,868, or 34
per cent, of the population, could neither read nor write.

Of the whole inhabitants, 88 per cent, adhere to the

Roman Catholic faith, the number profes-sing that reJigion

in 1871 being 45,621, while 5G56 were Episcopalians, and
373 of various other denominations. As regards emigra-

tion the county has contributed more than the average of

Leinster. During the five years 1871 to 1875, there

emigrated 3881 persons, a number equal to 7i per cent,

of the population at the former date. The poor law union,
which does not include the whole county, relieved in 1874,
3030 persona or 64 per cent, of the inhabitants. The
county belongs to the diocese of Loighlin and to the mili-

tary district of Dublin. The assizes are held at Carlow,
and quarter sessions at that town and also at Bagenalstown
aiij TuUow. Carlow returns three members to parliament,
t»o for thj county and one for the borough of Carlow.

Previous to the arrival of Strongbow, and for some time after-

wards, what is now the county of Carlow was divided into the dis-

tricts of Hy Cabanagh and Hy Drone, forming the northern portion

of the principaUty of Hy Kinselagh. Its moat ancient Irish families

were the Kavanaghs (descended from the celebrated Macmurroagh.

king of Leinster), the O'Ryans, the O'Nolans, and the O'Morea.

After the English settlement, the famihes of St Aubin, De la Frayne,

Bermingham, Carew, De la Landee, Grace, and Butler, held exten-

sive posse3bions here. In the time of Queen Elizabeth appear the

families of Bagna'., Eustace, Burton, O'Brien, Ponsonby, Hamilton,

Coke, Bernard, Vigors, Burdett, Bunbury, Beresford, Bruen.Bagot,

and Browne.
Under the name of Catherlugh, the present coimty was made shire-

ground in the reign of King Jolm. It is now divided into seven

baronies,—Carlow, Forth, Idrone East and West, Rathvilly, and St

llullins Lower and Upper, and contains forty-seven parishes and

parts of parishes. The relics ot antiquity in the county comprise

Urge cromlechs at Browne's Hill near Carlow and at HacKets-

town, and a rath near Leighlin Bridge, in which were found several

urns of baked earth, containing only small quantities of dust. Some
lelics of ecclesiastical and monastic buildings exist, and also the re-

mains of several castles built after the English settlement. The
ruins of a round lower existed at the commencement of the present

centmy near the church ot Kellystown, but they are not now visible.

Cablow, a parliamentary borough, and the capital of

the county of Carlow, situatbd on the River Barrow, which

is na,vigablB for small cratt to its junction with the Grand

Canal at Athy, is 45 miles (56 by rail) south-west of

DubUn. It is a neat and in some parts a well-built

town, of modern aspect. The principal buildings are—the

Roman Catholic College of St Patrick, a plain but spacious

building , the parish church, an old building, with a hand-

some steeple of modern erection ; the Roman Catholic

chapel or cathedral, a large and elegant structure; the

courthouse where the assizes are held, an octagonal stone

building with a handsome Ionic portico; the lunatic

asylum for this and the adjoining counties ; the county

jail ; the union workhouse ; and barracks for cavalry and

infantry. The Wellington bridge over the River Barl-o-w

connects Carlow with the suburb of Graigue.

The industries of the place consist of brewing and flour-

milling, and a considerable trade is carried on in the sale

of butter and eggs.

Carlow was formerly of considerable importance. In

the reign of Edward III. the king's exchequer was

removed thither, and £500, a large sum at that period,

applied towards surrounding the town with a strong wall.

The castle (supposed to have been founded by Hugh
de Lacy, but sometimes attributed to King John), situated

on an eminence overlooking the River Barrow, is still

a chief feature of attraction in the general view of the

town, although there is not much of the original building

left. It consisted of a hollow quadrangle, with a massive

round tower at each angle. In the early part of the reign

of Queen Elizabeth it was taken, and the town burned by

the Irish chieftain Rory Oge O'More. When summoned
to surrender by Ircton, the Commonwealth general, during

the disastrous war of 1641, Carlow submitted without

resistance. In the" insurrection of 1798 the castle was

attacked by an undisciplined body of insurgents, many of

whom were intoxicated. They were speedily repulsed, and

suffered severe loss, no quarter being given ; and, in the

confusion of their flight, many of the insurgents took

refuge in houses, which the king's trocps immediately set

on fire. After the slaughter, about 420 bodies were col-

lected and buried.

The town obtained a charter of .incorporation at an early

period, and was re-incorporated, with enlarged privileges,

by James I. The corporation, which was styled " The
Sovereign, Free Burgesses, and Commonalty of the Borongh

of Catherlogh," and was authorized to return two members

to the Irish parliament, was extinguished by the Municipal

Reform Act. The borough, which is under the Towns

Improvement Act, sends one member to the itnperiaJ
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parlia:::eiit. Population in 1851, 9121, inhabiting ]375

houses, and in 1871, 7842, inhabiting 13G7 houses.

CARLOWITZ, a town of HungEiv, in the former

Slavonian mililary frontier and circle of Peterwardein, is

situated on the right bank of the Danube, eight miles south-

east of Peterwardein. Population in 1873, 4419. It is the

seat of the Greek archbishop in the Austrian dominions,

and has, besides the cathedral, two Greek churches, a

Roman Catholic church, Servian and German schools,

seminaries for the Greek and Catholic clergy, a gymna
slum, a lycev'.m, and a hospital. There is important wine

cultivation. The peace betweeu Austria, Turkey, Poland,

and Venice was concluded here in 1G99.

CARLSB.\D, or K.^iserkarlsbad, formerly WaRV, a

royal free town of Bohemia, on the Tepel, near its junction

with the Eger, 70 miles W.X.W. of Prague. It is situated

in a beautiful narrow valley between steep grauite moun-
tains, and consists chiefly of lodging-houses and hotels for

the accommodation of visitors, but has also some good

shops and private houses, a theatre, hospitals, as -well as

schools, reading-room.s, itc. It is the seat of the district

judge, custom-house, and excise. Carlsbad is the most

aristocratic watering-place in Europe. It is most frequented

from the middle of June to the middle of August, and the

number of visitors averaging from 12,000 to 20,000. The
permanent population is nearly 9000 (1873). The warm
springs differ but little from each other in. their component
parts, the principal ingredients being sulphate of soda, car-

bonate o! soda, and common salt. Of the ten springs the

Sprudel, Hygiea, Bernhardt, Nenbrunncn, and Schloss-

brunnen are the principal, having temperatures ranging

from 165° to 122° Fahr. They are said to have been dis-

covered in 1 3 70, during a hunting excursion, by the Emperor
Charles IV., to whom a statue has been erected in the

market-place. The resident inhabitants make many curious

articles in iron, steel, tin, and wood, for whicti they find a

ready market during the season. The mountains in the

neighbourhood have been made accessible, and hero and
there nice plots of ground have been laid out for visitors.

The town has a post-ofHce, railway, and telegraph stations.

It lies in 50° 13' N^ lat. and 12° 53' E. long.

CARLSBURG, a fortified town of Transylvania, capital

of the county of Unter-Weissenburg, situated on the north
bank of the Maros, 54 miles south of Clausenburg. . It

consists of the upper town, or citadel, and the lower town.

It has a fine Roman Catholic cathedral (containing among
other tombs that of John Hunniades , Lutheran and Re-
formed churches, and a synagogue ; also an ecclesiastical

seminary, gymnasium, observatory, public library, mint,

&c. Population in 1874, 7955. Lat. 4G° 4' 17" N., long.

23°34'E.
CARLSHAMN', or Kaelshaven, a small seaport town

of Sweden, in the laen of Carlskrona, on the Baltic, 27
miles west of Carlskrona. It has manufactures of sailcloth,

leather, and tobacco. The harbour is small but secure, and
by means of it a considerable trade is carried on in corn,

ironware, timber, pitch, tar, and potash. Shipbuilding and
fisheries are also prosecuted. Population in 1873, 5492.
CARLSKRONA, or Blekinge, a laen or province of

Sweden, bounded on the N. by Kronoberg, N.E. by Cal-

mar, E. and S. by the Baltic, and W. by Christianstadt.

It has an area of 5398 square miles, and (1873) 127,877
inhabitants. Its principal towns are Carlskrona, Carlshamn,
and Soelvesborg. The smallest and most fertile province
of the kingdom!, it has a mild climate and has been called

the garden or park of Sweden. The inhabitants are lively

and distinguished for beauty, and the principal industries

are connected with agriculture and forestry, fishery, and
shipping.

CaRLSkkona, the capital of the above province, a seaport

on the Baltic, in 5G° 10' N. lat., 15° 33' E. long., 55 miles

east of Christianstadt. It is named from its founder Charles

XL, and is built upon rive small islands connected with

each other and with the mainland by bridges. The town
is well built, consisting partly of brick and stone, but

principally of wooden houses, and has broad streets. 'The

harbour, which is fortifiad, is capacious and secure, with a

sufficient depth of water for the largest' vessels. It has

three entrances ; the principal, and the only one practic-

able for large vessels, is on the south side of the town, and
is defended by two strong forts. The dry docks are of

great extent, and have been cut (.ut cf the solid granite

rock. The arsenal and other buddings connected with the

docks are extensive, and are separated from the town by a

wall. The manufactures are naval equipments, lineu

cloths, tobacco, aud refined sugar ; the exports, metals,

potash, tar, pitch, &c. Ths town is very deficient in good

water, Carlskrona is the principal station of the Swedish

navy. It is the seat of the Government and Admiralty

offices, has a handsome town-hail, navy arsenal and hospital,

naval and other schools, churches, and navy-yards. Popu-

lation in 1873, 1G,653.

CARLSRUHE, or Karlsri;he (Charles's Rest), a city

of Western Germany, capital of the grand duchy of Baden.

Plan of Carlsnme.

1. Mor.un^ent of Grand Duke Ludwig.
2 Palace of Markgi-ave Wilheim.
3. Palace of Grand Duchess Sophie.

4. Obelisk.

5. To\rn Church.
6. Town-Hall.
7. Cathedral Church.
8. Pyramid.
9 Pt>tytcchnic School.

'

10 Finance Ministry.

11. Palace of Prince Wilhclm.
12. Art Caller;-.

13. Theatre.
14. Kotanic Garden.
15. Winter Garden.
IC. Castle. Library, end Cabinet of

Natural Hislorv.
17. General PostOfllce,
1-^ Arsenal.
19. VereiniRte 5amniiun;;cn.

It stands on an elevated plain of the Hardwald (which

nearly surrounds it), 380 feet above the level of the sea, 5

miles from the Rhine, and 39 miles W.N.W. of Stuttgart.

The Frankfort and Basel Railway passes the city. Carls-

ruhe takes its name from Charles William, margrave of

Baden, who, owing to disputes which he had with the

citizens of Durlach, erected in 1715 a hunting-seat, around

which the town has since been built. From the palace

the principal streets, seventeen in number, radiate in

the form of an expanded fan, in a S.E., S., and S.W.
direction. The palace, erected in 1751 on the site of ths

previous erection of 1715, is a plain building in the old

French style, composed of a centre and two wings, presenting

nothing remarkable except the octagon tower (Bleithvrm),
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/rotn the summit of wLicU a splendid view of tiie city aiid

surrounding country is obtained, and the marble saloon, in

which the meridian of Cassini was fixed or drawn. In

front of the palace is the Great Circle, a serai-circular line

of buildings, containing the Government offices and the

palace of the margraves of Baden. Cailsruhe has several

line public squares, the principal of which are the Castle-

place—with Schwanthaler's statue of the late grand duke

Charles Frederick in the centre—and the market-place. Id

tlie centre of the latter is a pyramid in honour of Charles

William, the founder of the city, whose remains are interred

there. Among the public buildings are the council-house,

tha palace of the margrave of Baden, hall of representatives,

mint, post-office, barracks, arsenal, theatre, hall of fine arts,

museum, the famed polytechnic school (with 800 students),

cannon foundry, a synagogue, and several Pr-otestant and

Catholic churches. There are also several hospitals, a deaf-

mute asylum, botanic gardens, and lyceum ; military,

medical, and veterinary schools, academies of architecture,

painting, and music, and numerous literary and scientific

associations. The town is adorned with several public

fountains, and is supplied with water by an aqueduct from

Durlach. Carlsruhe carries on a considerable trade, and has

ingineering, carriage, chemical, silk, cotton, carpet, woollen,

jewellery, tobacco, and snuff manufactories. The town is

surrounded by beautiful parks and gardens. Populatioti

(1875), 43,000. Lat. 49° V N., long. 8' 25' E.

CARLSTAD, a province or laen of Sweden, also called

Wermland's Laen. It is bounded \V. and N.W. by Norway,
X.E. by Falun, E. by Obevo, and S. by Wenersborg and
Lake Wener. The surface is mountainous and wooded, and
is interspersed with numerous lakes and rivers. The pro-

vince contains 300 iron mines, 80 foundries, and 300 forges.

The neighbourhood of Fyrksdalen is called the Swedish
Switzerland. The principal towna are Carlstad, Cristens-

hamn, and Philipstad. Population in 1873, 263,037.
Caklstad, the capital of the above province, stands on

the island of Tingvalla, at the mouth of the Clara-Elf, on
the north shtfre of Lake Wener. One of tv.-o bridges con-

necting it with the mainland is the longest and most
beautiful stone-bridge in Sweden. The town is the seat

of a bishop, and has a handsome cathedral, a gymnasium,
a theatre, a cabinet of natural history, 3nd an agricultural

society. The Gotha canal has considerably increased its

commerce. Carlstad exports copper, iron, sal^, timber, <tc.

It was founded by Charles IX., from whom it takes its

name. Population in 1874, 7412.

CARLSTADT, a royal free city of Austrian Croatia, in

the comitat of Agram, the capital of the district of the

same name, stands on the Kulpa, which here receives the

Ivorana and the Dobra, 32 miles south-west of Agram. It

consists ot the fortress (which is surrounded by ramparts,

trenches, and palisades), the inner town, and a suburb.
Carlstadt is the seat of a Greek bifhop, and five Catholic

churches, a Catholic gymnasium, and many handsome
public buildings. It has a considerable transit trade, and
manufactures the liqueur called rosogiio. It is situated in
45' 27' N. lat. and 15°36' E. long. Population (1871), 5515.
CARLSTADT (Karlstadt), a district of Bavaria, in

Lower Franconia, containing 29,014 inhabitants. The
capital, of the same name, which is situated on the right

bank of the River Main, has a population of 2240.
CARLSTADT, Karlstadt, or Karolostadt (1480-

1541), whose real name wa-s Andreas Rudolf Bodenstein,
one of the boldest of the German Reformers, first the
friend and afterwards the opponent of Martin Luther, was
born at Carlstadt in Franconia, in 1480, thus being by
threo years Luther's senior. In early life ho was dis-

tinguished by a thirst for knowledge, and a restless dis-

position which led him to visit various countri(>8 and to

pass from school to school. He went to Rome, and there

plunged into the scholastic philosophy and theology ; and
having obtained the degree of bachelor of divinity, he
arrived, in 1504, at Wittenberg. Here he was appointed

professor at the university, fijst in the philosophical faculty,

and ultimately (in 1513) in the theological. After obtain-

ing his degree of doctor in theology in 1510, he held a

canonry and was chosen archdeacon. In 1511 he was
appointed dean or rector of the university ; and in the

following year it fell to his lot to confer the degree of

doctor on Luther. At this time their friendship appears

to have begun. Carlstadt had already attained a high

reputation for learning, eloquence, and logical power. For
the purpose of studying the canon law ho went a second

time to Rome in 1515, returning to Wittenberg in the

following year. In the storm of persecution which raged

against Reuchlin, Carlstadt took the part of the persecuted

scholar. He also adopted about this time the views of

Luther; and in April 1517 he published a series of

theses in which he asserted that the authority of Holy
Scripture was above that of the fathers of the church,

and that in the absence of Scripture decision an appeal

must be made from the fathers to reason. It was at the

end of October in the same year ihat Luther affixed his

theses to the church door at Wittenberg, and Carlstadt

strenuously supported him. In 1519 he undertook to

hold a disputation with Dr Eck, one of the greatest scholars

of tbe age, on grace and free will It took place at

Leipsic in June, at the very time when the diet was sitting

at Frankfort for the election of the emperor. Carlstadt as

debater was not able to cope with Eck ; and the discussions

were tedious and almost fruitless. In the Papal bull

against Luther, promulgated in 1520, Carlstadt was par-

ticularly named and condemned ; and he was the first to

appeal from the judgment of the Pope to a general council.

In 1521 he accepted an invitation from Christian II. of

Denmark to teach the doctrines of the Reformation in that

kingdom, but he made a very short stay there. Differences

of opinidn and petty jealousies were beginning to spring

up between Luther and Carlstadt ; and these ripened into

bitter discussion and open hostilitj'. Carlstadt's impetuous

temper led him to become the advocate of violent measures

for the attainment of those ends which Luther and the

other Reformers hoped to compass by persuafion. In con-

sequence of the riotous agitation stirred up in Wittenberg

by his speeches, writings, and manner of procedure during

Luther's confinement in the Wartburg, Luther declared

openly against him. For the next two years ho remained

quiet. But in 1523, being compelled to leave Wittenberg,

he retired to Orlamiindo in Thuringia, and there got him-

self elected pastor by the people. His violent proceedings

favoured the suspicion that he was associated with the

Anabaptists, and was implicated in the schemes of Miinzer,

leader of the great peasant revolt. The elector of Saxony

sent Luther to investigate the true state of things ; and

when Luther preached against Carlstadt at Jena they held

a discus.%ion on the " Real Presence," which Carlstadt was

the first to deny, and an open quarrel broke out between

them. He was now ordered to leave the territories of the

elector. For some time he wandered about from place to

place, and at Rotcnburg excited fresh tumults and instigated

the people to destroy the images and pictures in the

churches. Pursued as a promoter of the peasant insurrec-

tion, ho was driven to strange shifts, and exposed to great

hardships, his life even being in danger. In his extremity'

he wrote to Luther, offering to prove his innocence, and
entreating him to intercede for him with the elector, and

get permission for him to return to Saxony. Luther

hstcned to him, printed his defence, and succeeded -ib

inducing the elector to comply with his request. For

V. - I.S
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sover'-' years Carktadt led a quiet, retired life, engaged lu

fp;4aing and commerce. But Le grew weary of thiis enforced

suppression of his eager life and longings, and, allying

himself with some of the fanatical teachers, he once more

attacked Luther. The controversy, in which Zwingli took

part in support of the views of Carktadt on the Supper,

grew fiercer than ever ; and Carktadt, the pernuasion for

his return to Saxony being now revoked, made his escape

into Friesland. Thence he passed into Switzerland, where,

through ZwingU's influence, he was named first a deacon

in the church of Zurich and then pastor at Altstetten. He
afterwards returned to Zurich as archdeacon, and preached

there with much success. In 1534 he settled as pastor and
professor of theology at Basel, and this post he occupied

till his death. To his exemplary Christian character and
life at Basel testimony k borne by Grynaaus in a letter to

Pitkcus, chaplain of the filector Palatine. As Carktadt

was the first to assert several of the leading principles of

Protestantism, so was he ako the first to write against

celibacy, and the first Protestant divine to take a wife.

Hia writings, which were almost exclusively polemical,

have fallen into oblivion. He died at Basel, December
24, 1541.

CARLUKE, a burgh of barony, in the county of Lanark,

Scotland, situated near the right bank of the Clyde, 5 miles

north-west of Lanark. Its inhabitants (3423) are principally

engaged in cotton-spinning, and in the extensive coal, iron,

and lime works in the vicinity.

CARLYLE, Joseph Dacee (1759 -1804), a celebrated

Orientalist, was born in 1759 at Carlkle, where his father

was a physician. Having Completed his education at the

grammar-school, he wont in 1775 to Cambridge, was elected

a fellow of Queen's College in 1779, and in 1783 took a

master's degree. During hk stay at coUega, with the

assktance of a native of Baghdad then resident at

Cambridge, he had attained great proficiency in Arabic

literature ; and after succeeding Dr Paley iu the chancellor-

Bhip of Carlisle, he was appointed, in 1794, professor of

Arabic in the university of Cambridge. Two years before

hk af)pointment he published his translation of the History

of Egypt written by Maured Allatafot JemaUedin, known
in the East as the hktoriographer of Egypt ; and two years

after his election to the professorship, a volume of Specimfns

of. Arabic Poetry, from the earliest times to the extinction

of the khalifs, with some account of the authors. Having
been appointed chaplain by Lord Elgin to the embassy at

Constantinople, he prosecuted hk researches in Eastern

literature, and made a lengthened tour through Asia Minor,

Palestine, Greece, and Italy, collecting in hk travek several

valuable Greek and Syriac MSS. for a projected critical

edition of the New Testament, collated with the Syrino

and other versions— a work, however, which he did not live

to complete. On his return he was presented by the bishop

of Carlisle to the living of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, where he
died in 1804. After his death there appeared a volume of

poems, descriptive of the scenes of his travels, with prefaces

extracted from hk journal Among other valuable works
which he left unfinkhed was a half-corrected edition of the

Bible iu Arabic.

CARilAGNOLA, a town of Italy, near the right bank
of the Po, in the province of Turin, and 16 miles by rail

to the south of that city. It was formerly fortified, and
the older portion k still surrounded with walk, while a

fragment of its ancient castle k preserved in the form of

a tower to the church of San FOippo. It contains five

pirkh churches, several convents, and a hospital. A
considerable trade k carried on, especially at the fair in

June, in silk, flax, hemp, and cattle. Population in 1869,
1 2,799. Carmagnola, during the Middle .^ges, belonged to

the manqukes of Soluazo, and formed one of then- frontier

towns. In the 16th century it was fortified by the French,

but it fell into the hands of the Savoyards in 1588, and
was assigned to them at the peace of 1601. On its

capture in 1792 by the army of the Revolution, its name
became famous as the title of a republican dancing-song

which finished every verse with the refrain

—

Dansons la

Carmagnole, Vive le son du canon. The word thus intro-

duced to popularity was soon applied to a vest of common
stuff and peculiar shape, which was recognized as the sign

of a true Republican ; and not long after it was jocularly

used to designate the exaggerated reports that were pub-
lished of the victories of the patriot army.

CARMAGNOLA, Feancebco Bhssonb, Count op
(1390-1432), one of the most celebrated Condottieri of the

early part of the 15th century, was bom at Carmagnola in

1390. He was first in the service of FUippo Mark Visconti,

duke of Milan, who raised him to the rank of count and made
him governor of Genoa. Having, however, lost Vkconti's

favour, Carmagnola became general of the Venetian army,
wrested Brescia from the hands of his old mastei^ and
inflicted a severe defeat upon him at Maclodio (1427).

But in 1431, having failed to prevent the defeat of tha

Venetian fleet, and having been nnsuccessful in an attempt

to surprise Cremona, he incurred t'ae suspicion of the senate,

who, not daring to show their dkapproval while he was
surrounded by hk soldiers, lured him to Venice, and there

tortured and beheaded him (1432).

CARMAHTHEN, County op, or Caemakthenshieb
(Wekh Caerfyrddin), a county in South Wales, bounded on
the N. by Cardigan, on the E. by Brecon and Glamorgan,
on the S. by Carmarthen Bay, an inlet of the Brktol

Channel, and on the W. by Pembroke. Its greatest length

is, from S.W. to N.E., about 40 miles ; its greatest

breadth, S.E. to N.W., about 24 miles. It possesses an
area of 947 square miles, or 606,172 acres (of which about

95,600 are occupied by commons and waste land), and k
thus the largest of all the Wekh counties. It contains

5 hundreds and 97 parkhes, and k ia the diocese of Kt
David's.

The whole of the northern, and by faathe largest, portion

of Carmarthenshire k chiefly occupied by the Silurian

geological formation. To the south of this, and crossing

the county in a direction from S.W. to N.E., there stretche.3

a belt of the Old Red Sandstone, varying in width from 1 i

to 4 or 5 miles. Thk ,k succeeded on its southern edge by
narrow belts of the carboniferous limestone, and the mill-

stone grit ; south of which the whole remaining portion of

the county k occupied by the coal measures, forming part

of the great South Wales coalfield.

In the south-east adjoining the border of Breconshire,

there k a range of bleak and somewhat lofty mountains,

called the Jlynydd DO or Black Mountains, where tha

Carmarthenshire Van rears its lofty summit about 2600
feet high. The rest of the county is thickly studded with
rounded green hUls, few of which exceed 1000 feet in

height, and k intersected by valleys and glens, many of

them presenting scenes of great beauty and interest.

The principal river k the Towy, with its tributaries the

Gwili and Cothi, which drains the central basin of the

county, and enters the sea in Carmarthen Bay immedktely
to the east of the river Taf. The latter stream, with

its numerous aflluents, drains the western portion of the

county ; while in the north, the Teifi separates Cardigan

from Carmarthenshire. The Llwchwr, springing from the

Black Mountains, separatPJi in its lower course Glamorgan
from this county.

The climate is mild, except in the very elevated parts of

the county ; but the annual fall of rain k very (Treat,

amounriiig at Carmarthen in 1876 to nr less than fiO"87

inchfia. Agriculture k generally not in a very forward
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eondition ; but progress is being made in etEcient drainage

under the provisions of the Drainage Acta, and better modes

of agricultural practice are coming into use. The soil

varies very much ; but in the southern part-, of the county,

and in. the larger valleys, it is exceedingly fertile.

In the south-east there are extensive and valuable coal

and iron mines. There ace also some important lead

mines, and limestone is abundant in the south.

Bailwaya intersect the county; the through line from

Bristol to Milford Haven, traversing the southern district,

affords expeditious communication with London on the east

and Ireland on the west
The principal industry is that of agriculture, more

particularly that of stock-raising. In 1873 the number of

holdings in the county of less than one acre in extent

amounted to 5168, and of an acre and upwards to 2898.

There were only 1 1 above 5000 acres, and none exceeded

35,000. The average size of each holding at that date

was 63^ acres, that of all Wales amounting to 74|. The
average rental of those containing one acre and upwards

amounted to 14s. 9d. per acre.

The following tables will show the state of agriculture

in the two years 1872 and 1875, and from them it will

be observed, that while the acreage under crop has slightly

decreased, an increase has taken place in the numbers of

live stock :

—

Grass under
lolntitiu.

n,20i 41,001

10,959 4«,120

year. Oafs.

1872 41,920

187S 33,846

Barley.

21,771
19 742

Wheat. Giecn crops

12,432

12,105

Year. orses.

1872 16,837
1875 17,760

Cattle.

98,022
104,604

Sheep.

212,236
226,426

30,201
26,628

/ The other industries of any importance are coal-working,

iron-founding, and the smelting of tin and copper, princi-

pally of imported ores.

The population, which numbered 110,632 persons in

1851, increased in 1871 by 4| per cent., amounting to

115,710, of whom 64,921 were males, and 60,789 females.

There are only two towns of any considerable size,—Car-

marthen, population 10,488, and LlancUy, 13,958. Two
members are returned to Parliament by the county and
one by the group of Carmarthen boroughs. A court of

quarter-sessions is held in the county.

Welsh is the language commonly spoken by tho lower

orders, and in the northern parts of tho county tho manners
and customs of the [leoplo are as purely Welsh as in any
part of the principality. Of the history of Carmarthen-

shire it will bo suflicient to say that it was occupied at tho

time of tho Roman invasion by the Dcmet.-e, a tribe which,

after the expulsion of tho conquerors, soon relapsed into

Bcmi-barbarism. Owing to its natural advantages, it pre-

served its indcpendance long after the northern and eastern

portions of Wales had become absorbed into tho English

states, and tho fealty paid by Ilowel Ddil, its most eminent
prince, to tho Kngli.sh sovereign was more nominal than

real. But tho tide of Kornian conquest swept over it, and
was scarcely intorruptod until in the 12th and 13th

ccnlurios the two Llewelyn.s made a gallant roeistance to it.

It was, however, nt Carmarthen that Eilward I., checked
for a moment in liis coiirso, raised a new army, before

which Llewelyn Hod, and the independence of the county
ultimately fell. It was in tliia county that the rcniarkablo
' Rebecca " insurrection originated in 1843-4. The multi-

plicity of toil-gati\s seemed to be tho oripinal ciuso of this

»ingular conspiracy. Parties of five or six hundred men,
mostly mounted, armed with pickaxes, sledges, hatchets,

and guns, used nightly to traverse tlio counties of Car-

marthen, Pcmbrulic, Cardigan, and Pirecon, h'-nded by a

tall man dressed in woman's clothes, throwing down tho

toll-gates, and committing other exces-sos ; and eo well did

the rioters keep counsel, and so secretly did they manage
their forays, that despite the exertions of the magistrates,

assisted by large bodies of military sent into the districts,

no effectual check could be put upon their proceedings for

man}' months.

Carmarthenshire is rich in antiquities, and possesses the

traces of three important Roman roads, besides encamp-
ments and several early British remains. The two most
interesting mediaeval ruins are those of Carreg Cennin and
Dyuevor castles.

Carmaeth'en', the capital of Carmarthenshire, is a

parliamentary and municipal borough, and forms a county
of itself with an area of 4996 acres. It is beautifully

situated on the right bank of the Towy, about 6 miles from
the sea. The river is navigable for small vessels ; but,

owing to the better access to the neighbouring borough
of LlaneUy, and to the increased facilities of railway com-
munication, the Towy is not used so much for the transit

of goods as formerly. The streets of the town are for the

most part narrow and steep, although many of the houses
are well built and of a respectable class. Part of the tovm
stands on elevated ground, and viewed from a distance it

has an imposing appearance.

The principal church is that of St Peter's, a large plain

building with a lofty square tower, containing some interest-

ing monuments, among which is that of the celebrated

Sir Rhys ap Thomas and his lady. Sir Richard Steele is

buried here, but no monument marks his resting-place.

There is another church belonging to the Establishment,

and several dissenting chapels. There is a large and well-

conducted training college here for Welsh teachers ; and
there are two grammar-schools on public foundations.

There are also two infirmaries, and a literary and scientific

institution, the lectures at -.vhich are well attended. Tho
towr. also possesses a guild-hall,—a respectable stone ediOce

adorned with Tuscan columns, and having a covered market
underneath. The county gaol is built on the site of the

ancisnt castle. There is a granite obelisk erected to the

memory of Sir Thomas Picton, and a bronze statue to

General Nott, who were both natives of the town ; and
also a monument to the officers and men of the 23d Regi-

ment (Welsh Fusiliers) who fell in tho Crimean War.
A considerable trade is carried on by river and rail in

slates, lead-ore, and tin plates, besides domestic produce.

The salmon and sewin (bull-trout) fishing is also productive

of some trade. The corporation consists of a mayor, 6

aldfnnen, and 18 councillors. It returned a member to

Parliament from 1530 to the period of the Reform Act>

Since that time it has been associated with LlancUy in

returning one member. Tlicrc are markets un Wedr.esdaya

and Saturdays, and several faire in the course of the year

T!ic quarter sessions and assizes are held here. Poinilatioo

in 1851, 10,.'i24, andin 1871. 10,488, (males 4820, females

5G68), inhabited houses, 1984.

Carmarthen, as its name denotes, was a fortified place at

an early period. It is generally believed to bo the ifari-

duniim of tho Romans near which two branches of tho great

road, tho Yia Julia, diverged. Upon the erection of Wales
into a principality, the chancery and exchequer of the

southern division were fixed here. The last time when tho

eostle was put to use was in the Parliamentary wars, when
it was garrisoned and held for Charles I. After being re-

duced by the Parliamentary forces it was dismantled, lUid

both it and the old walls were allowed to go to decay. Tlie

town gives tlio title of marquis to^ the duke of Leeds.

C.MvMEL, a mountain promontory of Pnlof-liiio which
runs out into the Sleditcrraneau to tho south of tho bay of

Acre, in 32° fiO' N. lat. and 35° E. long. Gradually retiring

from tlie coast it stretches south-east fur a distance of sixteen

or eighteen miles, and then sinks abruptly to form n con
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ncction with tlie mountaios of Samaria, Composed almo.'5t

onlirely of oolitic formationa, it is furrowed externally with

numerous ravines and other irregularities, while within it

is eaten out into countless caves. Its greatest height is

about 1750 feet. By the Biblical authors it is celebrated

for ils fertility ; and its very name, which signifies the
" vineyard of the Lord," bears witness to its repute. At
present there nro only a few unimportant patches subjected

to cultivation ; and most of the mountain is covered with

<i thick brushwood of evergreens which rises at some parts

into forest. The tree which more than any other gives its

•jharacter to the scenery is the Quercua Ilex, or prickly oak
;

but the lentisk and myrtle are also abundant, and the

prolusion of lesser shrubs and aromatic herbs and flowers

is altogether remarkable. The vine is almost extinct except

in the neighbourhood of the village of Esfia ; but wine-

presses hewn out of the lock show that its cultivation must

at one time have been common. In the poetical books of

the Scriptures allusions to Carmel are frequent ; and it is

especially celebrated in Biblical story as the scene of the

sacrifice by Elijah which decided the claims of Jehovah

and Baal. The exact site of the prophet's altar is fixed by
tradition at El Muhrakah at the eastern extremity of the

ridge, where a rough structure of hewn stones is stUl visited

as a placTo of sacrifice by the Druses. Various other places

in the neighbourhood are connected with his name in one

way or other, and the mountain itself, as well as the convent

dedicated to the Virgin Mary, is familiarly known in the

East as Mar Elyas. The origin of certain fruit-like fossils

which occur in some of the rocks is explained by the legend

that the keeper of a garden, having scornfully refused to

let Elijah share in its produce, was punished by his melons

and plums being instantly cursed into stone. At a slightly

later period the mountain afforded an asylum to the prophet

Elisha ; and, according to Jambb'chus, Pythagoras sought

the inspiration of its solitudes. In the time of Vespasian it

was the seat of an oracle ; and Pliny speaks of its inhabitants

as gens sola et toto in orbe propter cceteras viira. The sanctity

and seclusion of the place attracted a number of Christian

hermits as early as the 4th century ; and here in the 12th

century originated the order of the CarmeUtes. In 1209
the convent of St Brocardus was founded at the fountain

of Elijah ; but the monks were massacred in 1238 and

the building fell into decay. Another convent was erected

in 1631 ; but it was destroyed in 1821 by Abd-ullah of

St Jean d'Acre, who employed the ruins to build the walls

of his city. A few years later the building was restored

by command of the Porte, the expense being defrayed

partly by Abd-ullah and partly by the contributions pro-

cured by the monk John Baptist who wandered through

a part of Europe, Asia, and Africa in pursuit of his mission.

The building is large and commodious, and hospitable

entertainment is freely rendered by the fraternity to travel-

lers of any nation or religion whatever. The mountain was
at one time dotted with hamlets ; but these have been

almost all depopulated by the warlike Druses. An attempt

to establish American colonists in some of the villages

resulted in failure ; but in quite recent years considerable

success has attended the efforts of a body of German Pro-

testant dissenters, who call themselves Templars. Their

principal settlement, founded in 1869, is at Haifa or

Caipha, a town of from 2000 to 3000 inhabitants, at the

northern end of the promontory, which is usually ideutified

with the Roman Sycamina. (See the works of Irby and
Mangles, Van de Velde, Thomson, Robinson, Tristram, and
Stanley ; and for legendary details, Mislin, Les Saints Lieux,

1851-57;)

CARMELITES, one of the four orders of Mendicant
Friars. It is perhaps difficult to say whether upon the

whole the Franciscans or the Carmelites have invented and

propagated the more monstrous fictions respecting their

oWn commencements and subsequent story. But as regards

the very tender point of their first foundation, the latter

must be admitted to have distanced their competitor.
For the history of the Franciscans at least commences
with a basis of solid and indubitable historical fact, where-

as in the case of the Carmelites we plunge at once into the

region of fable, and fable of the most monstrous kind.

Mount Carmel is celebrated in Scripture as the abode of

Elijah and Elisha, the former of whom the Carmelites

claim as their founder. Elijah, or Elias, say the writers

of the order, became a monk under the ministry of angels

;

and his first disciples were Jonah, Micah, and Obadiah.
They declare further that the wife of the latter, having
bound herself by a vow of chastity, received the veil from
the hands of Elias himself, and became the first abbess oi

the Carmelite female order. They tell us also that

Pythagoras was a member of this order, and that he had
on Mount Carmel several conversations with the Prophet

Daniel on the subject of the Trinity. They further assert

tliat the Virgin Mary and Christ himself assumed the

habit and profession of Carmelites.' We first, however,

reach the solid ground of something like history in the

account left by Phocas, a Greek monk of the Isle of

Patmos, who visited the Holy Land in 1185, and who
concludes the narrative of his journeying by relating that

the cave of Elias was then visible on Jlount Carmel, and
that there had existed there a large monastery, as might
still be seen from the remains of the buildings ; that some
years previously a monk in priest's orders, with white hair,

had arrived there, coming from Calabria, and had established

himself there in obedience to orders given him by Elias in

a vision. He made, continues Phocas, a small enclosure

among the ruins of the monastery, and built a bell tower

and a little church. He then collected about ten com-

panions, with whom, concludes Phocas, he still continues

to live there. To these recluses, Albert, bishop of Vercelli,

who had become patriarch of Constantinople, gave a
" rule " about the year 1209. And this must be considered

to constitute the foundation of the Carmelite order.

This rule consists of only sixteen articles ; and it

appears from it that the monks on Mount Carmel were at

that time eremitical, dwelling in separate little houses.

The lodgmg of the prior was placed at the entrance into the

enclosure, and the church was in the middle of the enclosed

space. The rule contains the ordinary injunctions and
prohibitions as regards masses and other services to bo

heard or said, and kinds of food to be avoided, with some
unimportant specialities of dates and seasons. Albert

fiurther enjoined on them to labour constantly with their

hands, and to practise much silence. This rule was
approved by Pope Honorius III. in 1226.

It is related that two English crusaders, John de Vesci

and Richard de Grey, carried some of the recluses on
Mount Carmel with them to England, and founded the

first Carmelite monastery in England at Alnwick. Much
about the same time—nearly the middle of the 13th

century—Louis IX. of France, on his return from the

Crusades, took with him to Paris some of the Mount Carmel
monks, and established them under the name of Carmelites,

in a monastery there. Others passed from Mount Carmel
into Italy and Spain under the special protection of the

popes. The number of their establishments vas very

rapidly and very largely increased ; and they held their first

European general chapter at Aylesford in England in 1245.

The Carmelites, however, can refer to papal briefs, bulls,

' For a full account of all these absurdities, see a very curious work,
printed at Paris in. 1751, but with the date of Berlin, entitled Ordra
Monastiques, Histoire extraite de tous les Auiewt qui onl cor^?rvi d
la posta-ili eg ju'il y a de vlux r.urieux dans eJtaque Ordre,
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and rescr;jt3 of a mnch earlier time, in which their exist-

ence is recogni2ed John V. (ob 686), Stephen V. (ob.

817), Leo IV (ob. 855) Adrian IL (ob. 872), Sergius IIL

(ob 911), Gregory VII, (ob. 1085), and Alexander IIL
(ob 118!) may be cited among the early popes who con-

terred privileges or special indulgences on the order. They
further quoi'S John XXII. (ob. 1334), Sixtus IV. (ob.

1484), Julius TIL (ob. 1555), Pius V. (ob. 1572), Gregory

XIIL (ob 1580), Sixtus V. (ob. 1590), and Clement VIIL
(ob. 1605) as having all, in various documents, recognized

the fact of their foundation by Elias. And, lastly, Benedict

XIIL in 1725, permitted the order to erect in St Peter's,

among the stitues of the founders of the religious orders,

th:>.t of Elias as their foander, with the inscription,

—

Universus Ordo Carmelitarum Jundatoi-i suo Sancto Slice

propketw erexit I

The term Universus in the above legend is intended to indicate

th.it all the different branches of the order partici[tated in the ei-ec-

tion of the statue, although they have become entirely separate bo-

cietioa The monks of that portion of the order which had adhered
10 the ancient rule, modified and mitigated, however, in some
respects by Innocent IV. (ob. 1254), and more largely by Eugenius
IV. (ob. 1447), are termed Carmelites of the Ancient Observance.
Shortly after the changes made in tiie rule by Pope Eugenius IV.,
several local reformations were etfected in the order in diiferent

countries,—one in France by the general Jean Soreth of Xormandy
in 1451, and another in the congregation at Mantua, which rapidly
spread itself, and, much to the disgust of the general of that portion
of the order which adhered to the old rule, obtained from the Pon-
tiff the right to elect a vicar-general of their o?-n, not subject to

the jurisdiction or the approbation ot the general. Various other

partial reformations were effected, and the members of those congre-

gations which adopted them are styled "Reformed Carmelites,"

But a more important, oi at least a more marked and decided divi-

sion into two branches was brought about by one of the most note-

worthy personages in all the Catholic hagiology. Saint Teresa. Tiiis

extraordinary woman, a native of Avila, in old Castile, became a

Carmelite nun in a nunnery of the order in thai citv in 1535. She
,tt once determined on catrying out the rule in all its primitive
strictness ; but finding this insufficient to satisfy her abounding
zeal and ambition, she obtained in 1562 a brief from Pope Pius IV.
authorizing her to establish a separate branch of the order, the more
austere observances of which should be modelled according to her
own views. Very shortly several nunneries of " Barefoot Carmelite
Nuns" were established, mainly in Spain. Her success thus far soon
led her to the more ambitious project of introducing a similar reform
B^ong the Carmelite body of the other sex. And this also she accom-
plished by the assistance of two or three of the leading members of

the Carmelite commaoity. The members of the communities which
received this rcfoimed rule, or which were founded for the obser-

vance of it, were called Barefoot Carmelites (Camus Dichaiissia, or

Carmelitani Scalzi), in distinction to those of the older bodies. For
some time, however, the monasteries and nunneries of the Barefoot
Carmelites remained subject to the general of the parent body ; till

in 1580 Pope Gregory XIII. at the instance of Philip II. of Spain,
permitted them to elect their own provincial generals, Jn'ho were,

however, still subject to the general of the entire order. But Si,xtu9

V. having regard to the greatly increased and increasing number of

their establishments, granted them, in 1587, the privilege of elect-

ing a vicar-geneml of their own. Finally, Clement VIIl., in 1593,
separated them entirely from the other Carmelites, empowered them
to elect a general of their body, and constituted them a separate

Order of Friars Mendicant,-—dispositions which were subsequently
confirmed by Gregory XV.
The Carmehtes originally wore white woollen dressefl. Rut inas-

much aa the Orientals among whom they dwelt deemed this colour

a mark of nobility, they adopted striped drcsKcs, specimens of wiiich

may still be seen in ancient paintings, the colours of such stripes

bt-'ing sometimes white, grey, and black, and sometimes white and
dark brown- After their establishment in Europe, however, thcso

striped dresses were abandoned, and by the authority of Honorius
IV., they bcg.in in 1287 to wear a whito cape and scapulary, which
waa, however, shortly afterwards changed for dark brown. Over
this dress they now wear a white cloak and hood whin they quit
their convent.

The device, both of the original body and of the Barefoot Cannel-
itej, consists of a mountain, topped by three stars, and above this

ft crown, from tho middle of which comes forth an arm grasping a
sword, Tlie mountain represents Mount Carmel ; the stars sym-
bolize tho Virgin

—

SUllc maris—to whom the order is more e.tpccially

dedicated ; the crown figures forth her supremacy ; the arm is tho

anil of Ellas; and the sword it grasps is the token of his zeal. A

Hne drawn across the top of the mountain differentiates the denco
as used by the Barefoot Carmelites. The order has been, and is

indeed still, a very wide-spread one, in all quarters of the globe.

CARJIICHAEL, Gershom (1672-1729), a meta-

physician of whom Sir William Hamilton has said that he
" may be regarded, on good grounds, as the real founder

of the Scottish school ot philosophy." He was born

about the year 1672, probably in London, where his

father, a Presbyterian minister who had been banished by

the Scotch Privy Council for his religious opinions, was

then living. Gershom was educated at Edinburgh Uni-

versity. He graduated there in 1G91, and soon after

became a Regent at St Andrews. In 1C94 he was elected

a Master in the University of Glasgow,—an office that was

converted into the profesorship of Moral Philosophy in

1727, when the system of Masters was abolished at Glas-

gow. He was an eminently successful teacher, attracting

students from England as well as Scotland, but his warm
temper led him into various disputes with the principal

and other college authorities, in consequence of which he

was more than once suspended from his functions. His

works are Bieviusctila Introdiidto ad Lorjicam, a treatise

on logic and the psychology of the intellectual powers, in

which among other things he affirms that all knowledge

may be resolved into immediate judgments known in

their own light ; Synopsis Theologice Xaturalis ; and at;

edition of Puffendorff De Officio llnmiuis et Civil, with

notes and supplements of high value. Carmichael died

in 1729.

CARMINE, a pigment of a tinght red colour obtained

from cochineal. It may bo prepared by exhausting

cochineal with boib'ng water and then treating the clear

solution with alum, cream of tartar, or acid oxalate of

potassium ; the colouring and animal matters present in

the liquid are thus precipitated. Or an aqueous decoction

of black cochineal is made, and treated with stannic

chloride : a slow deposition of carmine then takes place
;

the liquid is poured off, and the carmine dried. Another

process is to add to 15 quarts of boiling river water 1 lb

of cochineal, and a clear solution of 6 drachms of carbonate

of soda in 1 BS) of water, and boil for thirty minutes. The

liquid is then cooled, and 6 drachms of powdered alum

are stirred in. After twenty minutes the resulting scarlet

liquid is decanted, mixed well with the white of two eggs

beaten up in i lb of water, and again boiled for a short

time ; it is then left quiet for about half an hour, after

which it is decanted, and the carmine which has been

deposited is drained on a cloth, spread out on plates with

an ivory or silver spatula, covered with white paper, and

dried. By this process about 1 i oz. of carmine is obtained

from 1 tt) of cochineal. Another method is to add 3 oz.

of nitre and 4 oz. of acid oxalate of pota-ssium to an in-

fusion of 1 lb of cochineal, and to boil for ten minutes.

After four hours' standing, tho liquid is poured into flat

dishes, where it is left for three weeks. At the end of

this time it is freed of the coating of moald formed upon

it, and is drawn off, leaving a firm layer of carmine of

fine colour. There are several other modes of preparing

carmine, in some of which gelatine is used to assist its

precipitation. The quality of carmine is affected by the

temperature and tho degree of illumination during its

preparation,—sunlight being requisite for the production

of a brilliant hue. It differs also according to the amonnt

of alumina present in it It ia sometimes odulter.ited with

cinnabar, starch, and other materials ; from these the

carmine can be separated by dijisolving it in ammonia.

Good carmine should crumble readily between the fingers

when dry. Chemically, carmine is said to be a compoond

of colouring matter and a special animal principle with OD

acid from one of the ogeots employed to precipitate iliem
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Its discovery is attributed to a Franciscan monk of Pisa.

Carmine ia used in the manufacture of artificial flowers,

water-colours, rouge, cosmetics, and crimson ink, and in

the painting of miniatures. Carmine Lake is a pigment

obtained by adding freshly precipitated alumina to decoc-

tion of cochineal.

CARMONA, a town of Spain in the province of Seville,

fltuated about 1 5 miles east of the city of that name, on a

jentle elevation that overlooks an extensive plain. Its

;astle, now in ruins, was formerly the principal fortress of

Peter the Cruel, and contained a spacious palace within

its defences. The principal entrance to the town is an

old Moorish gateway ; and the gate on the road to Cordova

is partly of Roman construction. Part of the ancient

college of San Teodomir is of Moorish architecture, and

Ihe tower of the church of San Pedro is an imitation of

the Giralda at Seville. The principal trade is in oil,

corn, and cattle. Carmona, the Koman Carrao, was the

strongest city in Further Spain in the time of Julius Ccesar
;

and its strength was greatly increased by the Moors, who
surrounded it with a wall and ornamented it with fountains

and palaces. In 1247 Ferdinand III. of Castile took the

city, and bestowed on it the motto

—

Sicuf Lucifer lucet in

Aurora, sic in Wandnlia Carmona, The Carmona fair,

which is held in April, affords an almost unequalled oppor-

tunity of observing the genuine costumes and customs of

southern Spain. Population, 20,704.

CARNAC, a village of France, in the department ol

Morbihan and arrondissement of L'Orient, about 9 miles

south-west of Auray, which is the nearest railway

station. It owes its celebrity to the rude stone monuments
in its vicinity, which are among the most extensive and

interesting of their kind. The most remarkable consist of

long avenues of maenhirs or standing stones ; but there is

also a great profusion of otlier erections, such as dolmens

and barrows, throughout the whole district. AVjout half a

mile to the north of the village is the Mcnec system, which

cossists of eleven lines, numbers 942 maenhira, and extends

a distance of 3376 feet. The terminal circle, whose longest

diameter is 300 feet, is somewhat difficult to make out, as

it is broken by the houses and gardens of a little hamlet.

Farther to the north-east there is another system at

Kermario (Place of the Dead), which consists of 994
stones, many of them of great size—some, for example, 18

feet in height—arranged in ten lines and extending about

4000 feet in length. Still further in the same direction

is a third system at Kerlescant (Place of Burning), com-

posed of 266 stones, which are 4'5ti'i'^^ited info thirteen

lines, terminated by an irregular circle, and altogether ex-

tend over a distance of 1000 feet or more. A fourth

system at Menec Vihan, due east of the village of Carnac,

has 125 stones. The alignment of Kermario points to the

dolmen of Kercado (Place of St Cado), where there is also

a barrow, explored in 1863; and to the east of Menec
stands the great tumulus of ilont St Michel, which

measures 317 feet in length and 192 feet in width at the

base, and has at present a height of 33 feet. The tumulus,

which is crowned with a chapel, was excavated by Ren^
Galles in 1862; and the contents of the sepulchral chamber,

which include several jade and fibrolite axes, are preserved

in the museum at Vannes. About a mile east of tire village

is a small piece of moorland called the Boceno, from the

bocenieu or nrounds with which it is covered
; and here, in

1874, the explorations of Cleuziou and Miln brought to

light what they suppose to be the remains of a Gallo-Hotnan

town. . The tradition of Carnac is that there was once a

convent of the Templars or Red Knights on the spot ; but

this it seems is not supported by history. Similar traces

were also discovered at Man6 Bras, a height about three

milea to the east. The rocks of which these various

monuments are composed i: the ordinary granite of the

district, and most of them present a strange appearance

from their coating of white lichens. For further fletaila

the reader may consult i\\e Prehistoric Times of Sir John

Lubbock, who visited Carnac in 1867 along with Dr
Hooker ; the Guide to the Principal Chambered Barrows

and other Prehistoric Monunieuts in the Islands of the

Morhihan, d-c. (1875), by W. C. Lukis, who spent consider-

able portions of seven years in the district ; the various pub-

lications of Ren^ Galles, such as his FouiUes du Mont Saint

Michel en Carnac, 1864, and Tumnhts et dolmens de Ker-

cado, 1864 ; Fouquet's Des monuments celtiques et des ruinet

romaines dans le Morhihan, 1873; Journal of Anthrop.

Soc. of London, 1869, p cxxiii. ; Jephson's Walking Tour

in Britlavp, 18C6; and the Proceedings of the Soc. of Scot.

Antiq., 1875.

CARNARVON, County of, (Welsh Caer-yn-arfon),

a maritime county of North Wales, is bounded on the

N. by Beaumaris Bay, on the E. by Denbigli, on the

S.E. by Merioneth ; on the S.W. by Cardigan Bay, and ou

(he W. by the Irish Sea and the Menai Strait. There is a

small detached portion of the county on the N. coast of

Denbighshire. The greatest length of this county is from

north-east to south-west, and measures about 55 miles

;

while its greatest breadth from south-east to north-west is

about 23 miles. Nearly one-half of its whole length forms

a spur-like peninsula, varying from five to nine miles in

width, projecting in a south-west direction into the Irish

Sea, and forming Cardigan Bay on the south, and Car-

narvon Bay on the north. The county possesses an area

of 579 square miles, or 370,273 acres, and contains 10

hnndreds and 76 parishes.

The Lower Silurian and Cambrian beds may be termed

the basis of the geological features of this county; but

they are so completely penetrated in every direction by

intrusive igneous rocks that there is hardly a square mile

of surface in the whole county free from their presence.

These consist chiefly of compact felspar, felspathic traps,

greenstone, quartz porphyries, and syenite. On the west,

along the shore of the Menai Strait, there is a narrow belt

of carboniferous limestone ; of this the Great Orme's Head
is also composed ; and ou the western side of the peninsular

part of the couMty is a broad band of chlorite and mica

schist with serpentine interspersed. Carnarvon is rich in

mineral treasures ; for, besides lead and copper lodes and

an appreciable amount of gold, its numerous slate quarries

are amongst the most valuable mineral properties in the

United Kingdom, and yield princely incomes to the

fortunate possessors, besides furnishing employment to

many thousands of workmen.
Carnarvon is the most mountainous of all the Welsh

counties, and its mountains are the grandest of any in the

British islands south of the Forth. The Snowdon range

fills up the whole of the centre of the county; and, with

its lofty summits rising to the height of between 3000 and
4000 feet, throws an air .of grandeur and sublimily over

scenery which is of the most romantic and beautiful

description. The summit of Snowdon itself is 3570 feet

above the level of the sea, and it is surrounded by a

phalanx of giants, many of them but little lower thav itself.

.\mong the more important of these, within the county,

are the Carnedd Llewelyn, 34S2 feet; the Carnedd Dnfydd,
3430 feet ; the Glyder Fawr, 3275 feet ; the EUdyr-
fawr, 3033 feet ; the Moel Siabod. 2S63 feet ; Jfoel

Hebog, 2J7S feet ; and Drum, 2527 feet in height. The
rocks of which the Snowdonian range is compo.sed are for

the Oust part of a very bold and rugged description, whicli

adds to the inipressiveness of their immense masses.

.Some of the valleys are characterized by the extreme of

wild aiul rugged grandeur, being walled in by the naked
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rocks, and traversed by foaming torrents ; while others are

marked by soft and smiling beauty. Among the former

may be mentioned the gorge at Pont Aborglaslyn, while

Nant Gwyuant, with its placid lake and verdant meadows,

will serve as an illustration of the latter. The vales of

Beddgelert and Llanberis, the foi-mer at the southern,

and the latter at the northern base of Snowdon, have a

world-wide reputation for beauty ;
and the vale of the

Conway, from Llanrwst to Conway, is a noble piece of

scenery, backed as it is on its southern border by the

Snowdon range.

The only river of importance is the Conway, which rises

in Llyn Conway, in the S.E. corner of the county, and

after separating Carnarvon from Denbigh in a nearly due

north course of about 30 miles, falls into the sea at

Coijway. It is a tidal river, and is navigable for about 10

miles from Conway. The Seoint, a small stream, rises in

Snowdon, and falls into the sea at Carnarvon.

The lakes are very numerous, and somt of them of con-

siderable size. The more important are the lakes of

Llanberis (Llyn Peris and Llyn Padarn), to the north of

Snowdon ; Llyn Ogwen, to the north of the Glyder Fawr
;

Llyn Cwlyd and Llyn Eigiau, both to the north of Capel

Cnrcg; Llyn Llydaa on Snowdon; Llyn CyeUyn to the west,

and Llyn Qwynant to the east of that mountain ; Llyniau

Nant-y-Llef or NantUe Pools, near Llanllyfni ; and Llyn

Conway, already referred to.

The dimate is cold and severe during the winter, except

in the peninsular pari of the county and on the sea-coast,

where it is very mild. The arable land occupies not more
than a third part of the whole surface ; and this is mostly

in the vale of Conway, or in the neighbourhood of the sea.

A small quantity of wheat is raised ; but the principal

cultivated crops are oats, barley, and potatoes. The
alluvial deposit in some of the valleys forms a rich and

fertile soil, which is chiefly employed as meadow land.

Dairy and sheep-farming form the chief employment of

the agricultural population ; and on the hills numbers of

diminutive ponies are reared, which at two years old find

a steady sale in the English market. Agriculture is not in

a forward state, and has not been advanced by the success

attending the mining industries of the county. In 1873
Carnarvon was divided.among 6240 separate proprietors,

4610 of these owning hoidings of less than an acre ; eleven

holdings consisted of more than 5000 acres, and none ex-

ceeded 42,000 acres. On an average each holding contained

48 acres, the average of all Wales being 74J ; and the aver-

age rental of properties amounting to an acre and upwards
was as high as IDs. 9d. per acre, owing to the presence of so

many valuable mines.

The following tables will show the state of agricultuie

in the county in the years 1872 and 1875, and from these

it will be observed that there is a general diminution of

the acreage of crops but an increase in the numbers of

live stock :

—

Te»r. Oil& E«rloy Whoat QrocD crops. °[^'^^^"

1872 13,788 9,101 2,033 9,134 35*418

1875 12,849 8,469 1,628 9,101 37,008

Tou Bones. Cattl& Sheep Plge.

1872 7,064 48,981 218,881 21,002
1^76 7,363 51,352 223,804 19,273

The county is as well served with railways as the

mountainous character of the district will allow. The
Chester and Holyhead line runs along the northern coast,

and crosses to Anglesey by means of the Britannia Bridge
over the Menai Strait. From this line branches diverge

up the valley of the Conway, and across the peninsula by
Carnarvon to Pwllheli, itc The Cumbrian line enters from
the south at Portmadoc.

These means of communication and the numeroos ports

on its coasts, aflfbrd very great facilities for the transport

of the important mineral products of the county.

Copper, lead, and slate are worked very largely, par-

ticularly the last," which is of the most valuable quality.

For roofing, paving, and ornamental purposes it is exported

iu large quantities. In 1871, 4370 men were employed

in the slate quarries. The chief owners are Lord Penrhyn,

Mr Duff Smith, and the Welsh Slate Compapy.
The inhabitants, who all speak Welsh more or less, nnm^

bered in 1851 87,870; in 1871 they had increased 20i
per cent., amounting to 106,121, of whom 51,874 were

males and 54,247 females. Nearly the whole of Carnar-

vonshire is in the diocese of Bangor. It has a court of

quarter sessions. It is represented in Parliament by one

member for the county and one for the Bangor group of

boroughs.

The principal towns are Bangor, population (18T1)

9859 ; Carnarvon, 9449 ; Pwllheli, 3009 ; and Llandudno,

2762.

Carnarvonshire was occupied by the important tribeof the'^

Segontiaci, who were with difficulty subdued by 0storia8|

Scapula and Suetonius Paulinus. During the Roman period

it formed part of Britannia Secunda, and Conovium and
Segontium have been identified as Caer Rhyn and Carnar-

von (Caer Seoint). Later it was part of the kingdom of

Gwynnedd until Edward L in 1277 restricted that division

to the land of Snowdon proper. The early fortresses at

Diganwy, Dinorwig, ifec, as well as the later castles at

Conway, Carnarvon, and other places, attest the warlike

character of its inhabitants.

Carnakvon, the capital of the above county, a parlio*

mentary and municipal borough, occupies an area of 189T
acres, and is pleasantly situated on the eastern shore of

Carnarvon Bay, in the Irish Sea, at the mouth of the

Seoint, 210 miles north-west of London. It stands very

nearly upon the site of Caer Seoint, the ancient capital of

the .Segontiaci, and owes its origin to Hugh Lupus, earl

of Chester, who in 1098 fortified the place. The noble

castle was commenced in 1 284, and the common tradition

that Edward II. was born in that year within its walls ia

now known to be unfounded, as they were at the date of

his birth scarcely in existenca It occupies a large area

on the west side of the town and is in the form of an

irregular oblong, surrounded by walls and defended by
thirteen polygonal towers. The Eagle Tower (Edward's

reputed birthplace) is at the extreme west, and is of con-

spicuous beauty and dominant height. A considerable

portion of the town-wall near the castle is still entire.

The parish church is nearly half a milo from the town.

In the town itself there is a chapel of ease, and several

large and commodious dissenting chapels. There are also

a town and county ball, a training college for teachers, and
handsome schools. The town also possesses assembly

rooms and a theatre, and is resorted to as a sea-bathing

place in summer. The port is used for the export of slates

and copper ore from the quarries of Llanberis and
Llanllyfni, but there is little manufacturing in the tow^n

itself. The borough has formed part of a district which

has returned a member to Parliament since 1536. The
Reform Bill added Bangor to the district, which now
includes Carnarvon, Conway, Criccicth, Pwllheli, Bangor,

and Novin. The population of Carnarvon in 1851 was

8674, and in 1871, 9449 (males 4357, females 5092) ; the

inhabited houses numbered 1975. There is i weekly

market on Saturdays, and four fairs are held in the course

of the year. The quarter sessions and assizes are held io

the town.

C.VRNATIC, a large district of Southern India, now
included in the presidency of Madras. Though no longer

rctognized as a political or administrative division, it is of
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great historic importance. It extended along the caftern

coast about 600 miles in length, and from 50 to 100 miles

in breadth. It was bounded on the N. by the Guntoor

circar, the limit being the small River Gundezama, which

falls into the Bea at Muntapilly, and thence it stretched

southward to Cape Comorin. It was divided into the

Southern, Central, and Northern Carnatic. The region

south of the River Coleroon which passes the town of

Trichinopoly, was called the Southern Carnatic. The

principal towns of this division were Tanjore, Trichinopoly,

Madura, Tranquebar, Negapatam, and Tinevelly. The

Central Carnatic extended from the Coleroon River to the

River I'ennar ; ita chief towns were Madra.s, Pondicherry,

Arcot, Vellore, Cuddalore, PuUicat, NeDore, ic. The

Northern Carnatic extended from the River Pennat to the

Inorthern limit of the country ; and the chief towns were

Ongole, Carwaree, and Samgaum. The Carnatic, as above

defined, comprehended . within its limits the maritime

provinces of Nellore, Chingleput, South Arcot, Tanjore,

Madura, and Tinevelly, besides the inland districts of

North Arcot and Trichinopoly. The population of this

region consists chiefly of Brahmanical Hindus, the Maho-

metans being but thinly scattered over the country. The

Brahmans rent a great proportion of the land, and also

fill different offices in the collection of the revenue and the

administration of justice. Throughout the country they

appropriate to themselves a particular quarter in every

town, generally the strongest part of it. The country in

former times was the scene of unremitting violence and

strife between the numerous chieftains and petty potentates,

among whom it was divided ; and forts and fortresses

accordingly crown almost all the elevated points. They
are built of a square form ; from the long period of Inter-

nal tranquillity which the country has enjoyedj they are

now rapidly falling into decay. Large temples and other

public monuments of civilization abound. The tediples are

commonly built in the middle of a square area, and en-

closed by a wall 15 or 20 feet high, which conceals them
completely from the public view, as they are never raised

abovo.it.

In the early centuries of the Christian era, the Carnatic

or Carnata seems to have been formed part of the Panja or

Pandion kingdom; but about the middle of the 11th

century it passed under the power of the Bclalas, a family

of Rajput race, which at that time was making itself supreme

in Southern India. Of the greatness of this dynasty the

ruins of Bisnagar, their capital, still give striking witness

;

but it succumbed before the mightier Mahometan poten-

tates.

The Carnatic was first invaded by this new power in

1310 A.D., when they defeated the Hindu sovereign and
conquered the country, which, after being divided between

the kingdoms of Eijapore and Golconda, became ultimately

tributary to the sovereigns of the Deccan. In the 17th

century it was overrun by the armies of Aurungzebe ; but

it was again dismembered from the Mongol empire in

1717, when Nizam ul-Mulk obtained possession of the

Dsccan and the south of India. In 1743 he appointed

Anwar ud-Deen nabob of the Carnatic, with his capital at

Arcot ; in 1754 a competition for the government arose
;

and after a long and tedious war, in which the English

p-iid the French took different sides, Mahomet AH was left

in possession of that portion of the Carnatic which was the

fruit of the successes achieved by the British. Central

Carnatic was laid completely waste by Hyder Ali, but was
again reconquered by the British in 1783. In 1801 all

the possessions of the nabob of the Carnatic were transferred

to the British by a treaty, the conditions of which were, that

a'*revenue of several lacs of pagodas should be reserved to

the Cflbob annually, and that the British should under-

take to support a sufficient civil and military force for tht

protection of the country and the collection of the revenue.

On the death of the nabob in 1853 it was determined tc

put an end to the nominal sovereignty, a liberal establish-

ment being provided for the family.

The Southern Carnatic, when it came into the possession

of the British, was occupied by military chieftains called

polygaps, who ruled over the country, and held lands bv
doubtful tenures. They were unquestionably a disorderly

race ; and the country, by their incessant feuds and
plunderings, was one continued scOne of strife and violence.

Under British rule they have been reduced to order,

and their forts and miJitai-y establishments have been

destroyed.

CARNEADES, a Greek philosopher, founder of the

Third or New Academy, was born at Cyrene about 213 B.C.

Little is known of his life. He learned dialectics under
Diogenes the Stoic, and under Hegesinus, the third leader

of the Academy in descent from Arcesilaus.' The chiet

objects of his study, however, were the works of Chrysippus,

opposition to whose views is the mainspring of his philo-

sophy. " If Chrysippus had not been, I had not been

either," he is reported to have said on one occasion. The
most notable incident in his life was the embassy to Rome
in 156. His eloquence and powerful reasoning excited

among the Roman youth an enthusiasm for philosophical

speculations, and roused the ire of Cato, who insisted on
Carneades, with his companions, being sent from the city.

According to Diogenes Laertius, Carneades died in his

eighty-fifth year, i.e., in 129 B.C. ; according to Cicero he

survived to the age of ninety.

Carneades is the most powerful of the ancient sceptics.

Fundamentally he is at one with Arcesilaus (see Akce-
siLAUs) ; but he carried out his principles with such ful-

nf ss and skill, both on the negative and on the positive

side, that he is called with justice the founder of the

New Academy. Negatively, the philosophy of Carneades

is a polemic against the Stoic theory of knowledge in all its

aspects. Experience, he thinks, clearly shows that there

is no true impression. There is no notion that may not

deceive us ; it is impossible to distinguish between false

and true impressions
;
prxiraaia xara/.jjTr/x^ must be given

up. There is no criterion of truth. Not content with

attacking this fundamental position of the Stoic philosophy,

Carneades also assailed their theology and physics. In

answer. to the Stoic doctrine of final cause, of design in

nature, he points to those things which cause destruction

and danger to man, to the evil committed by men endowed

with reason, to the miserable condition of humanity, and to

the misfortunes that assail the good man. There is, he con-

cludes, no evidence for the doctrine of a divine superintend-

ing providence. Even if there were orderly connection of

parts in the universe, this may have resulted quite naturally.

No proof can be advanced to show that this world is any-

thing but the product of natural forces. Carneades further

attacked the very idea of God. He points out the contra-

diction between the attributes of infinity and individuality.

Like 'Aristotle, he insists that virtue, being relative, cannot

be ascribed to God. Not even intelligence can be an

attribute of the divine Being. Many of the arguments

employed in this conneciion by Carneades have little value,

but the general line of criticism is highly suggestive and

anticipates much in modern thought.

The positive side of Carneades's teaching resembled in

all essentials that of Arcesilaus. Knowledge being

impossible, a wise man should practise c-i-oxrj, withholding

of judgment. He will not even be sure that he ean be

sure of nothing. Ideas or notions are never true, but only

probable ; nevertheless, there are degrees of probability,

and bence degrees of belief, leading to action. This theory
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of probability was worked out with some care, but little

b known of its application to practice. Tiie views of

Carneades on the summiim bonum were not clearly known
even to his disciple and successor Clitomachus. He seems

to have held that virtue consisted in the direction of

activity towards the satisfaction of the natural impulses.

Carneades left no written works ; his opinions seem to

have been systematized by his follower Clitomachus.

(See Diog. Laer. bk. iv., Cicero, and Sextus Empiricus. An
admii-able survey of Carneades is given by Zeller, Phit. d.

Griechen, iii. pt. 1.)

CABNIOLA (in German, Krain), a duchy and crown land

of the Austrian empire, bounded on the N. by Carinthia,

on the N.E by Styria, S.E. and S. by Croatia, and W. by

Trieste, Giirtz, and Istria. It has an area of 3857 English

square miles, aud the civil population in 1869 amounted to

463,273, of whom 220,000 were males and 243,254 females.

It is occupied in the N. by the southern slopes and oftshoots

of the Carinthian Alps, in the W. by the Julian Alps and

ihs Karsfc or Carso Mountains, and on the S.E. frontier by

the Uskokea Mountains. The highest point is the Tsrglou,

which rises to nearly 10,000 feet, and bears on its northern

declivity the only glacier in the duchy. No part of Europe

presents a greater number of caves, subterranean streams,

funnels, and similar phenomena ; and the grottoes of

Adelsberg, especially, are among the most extensive and
interesting in the world. The principal river of the duchy

is the .Save, which rises in the N.W. corner, and flows

south -e.ist; its main source is in the Wochein Lake, and

its more important tributaries are the Gurk, the Kanker,

and the Leibnitz. The climate is rather severe, and the

soil comparatively unproductive. In 1870, by official

statistics, there were about 336,731 acres of arable land,

25,844 in vineyards, 406,325 in meadows and gardens,

504,879 in pasture, and 448,017 in woods. Millet is

the grain principally grown, and furnishes the favourite

natii nal fare ; maize is not uncommon, but wheat and rye

.'.re rarely met with. The country is rich in mineral wealth;

in 1 870 it j-ielded 23,632 tons of quicksilver ore^most of

it obtained from the mines of Idria—9401 of iron ore,

7030 of copper ore, 195 of zinc and a small quantity

of lead. The weaving of linen and lace is very common
through the country, and distillation is carried on by a

ooisiJerable number of the farmers on a small scale.

Garniola is divided into the eleven districts of Adelsberg,

Gottschee, Gurkfold, Krainburg, Laibach, Litaj, Loitsch,

Radmannsdorf, Rudolfswerth, Stein, and Tchernembl ; and

the oapifal Laibach ranks as a separate division. There

,iro fourteen towns, twenty-three market villages, and 3231

hamlets,—the most populous places being Laibach, vrith

22,593 inhabitants, Upper Idria 3813, Krainburg 2068,

and Rudolfswerth 2068. By far the greater part of the

population is of Slavonic race,—the German element

amounting to little more than a fifteenth of the whole.

Nearly all are Roman Catholics, 956 being Protestants,

and 315 adherents of the Greek Church. By the law of

1861 the Garniola diet con.sists of thirty-sevon members,

including, besides the bishop, ten appointed by the landed

proprietors, eight by the towns and centres of industry,

sixteen by the rural communes, and two by the commercial

chambera at Laibach ; six members are sent to the imperial

diet. During the Roman empire Garniola formed part of

Noricum and Pannonia. Conquered by Charlemagne, the

most of the district was bestowed on the duke of Friuli

;

but in the 10th century the title of margrave of Garniola

began to be borne by a family resident in the caatle of

Kieselberg near Krainburg. Various parts of the present

territo.y were, however, held by other lords, such as the

duke lE Carintliia and the bishop of Friesing. Towards
the c!c3o of thp Hth century all the separate portions had

come by inheritance or bequest into the hands of Rudolph

IV. of Austria, who took the title of duke of Garniola
;

and since then the duchy has remained a part of the Aus-

trian possessions, except during the short period from 1809

to 1813, when it was incorporated with the French lUyrian

Provinces. In 1849 it became a crown land.

CARNIVAL. This word is probably most commonly
written in English as it is here given ; but it is extremely

difficult to say what is the most correct orthography. Of
course for the solution of any doubt upon the subject we
turn immediately to the Italian vocabularies and practice.

But on doing so we find ourselves at the beginning not at

the end of our difficulty. Fanfani, whose dictionary is

constracted on the basis of the Delia Grusca vocabidary,

gives only " Garncvale."' Moroni also in his ecclesiastical

dictionary gives both " Carnevale " and " Garnovale."

Boiste, following the " Academic," gives " Camaval," as

the French form. Facciolati in his appendix of low Latin

tenns gives only Camispriviwm. Our mode of writing

" Carnii^r' would seem, therefore, to be the only possible

way of spelling the word which is unsupported by the

authority of other languages
;
yet, if that which seems to

be the most obvious, and is the most generally accepted

meaning and derivation of the word, be the correct one,

" Carnival " is surely the most natural form of a word

intended to express " farewell to flesh-meat,''

—

Carni-vale.

But there are sufficiently strong reasons for doubting

whether such be really the etymology of the word. And
the generally received notion seems to have naturally sug-

gested '.tself to those who, understanding the term in its

modern, popular, and specially non Italian meaning, to

signify the few last days of licence and feasting immediately

preceding Lent, have supposed that this feasting was meant

as a sort of valedictory consolation for the privations about

to follow. But such is not the proper meaning of the

term, and it is hardly yet popularly so understooii in Italy

It is still very commonly taken there to signify the whole

of the time from the first day of the year to Shrove

Tuesday inclusive. But neither is this accurately correct.

Carnival time properly begins with the day following the

festival of the Epiphany, that is the 7th of January, and

lasts till midnight on Shrove Tuesday. Now, although it

may be natural enough for those who consider " Carnival'

"

to mean the three or four days of revelry which immediately

precede Lent to imagine that such revelry celebrates their

coming forty days of abstinence, it is hardly likely that a

season of the year beginning between two and three months

before such " farewell to flesh " should be named from that

circumstance. The Delia Cruscans, with Du Gauge and

Muratori, suppose the word to be derived from Corn-

avallare (avallare, Ital. to swallow), from the greater

quantity of flesh-meat used at that time of the year. -But

the Spaniards, following the older low Latin phrase " CaTnis-

privium," speak of Carnival as Games tollendas. And the

phrase met with in the older ecclesiastical writers, Camu-
privium sacerdoium (applied to tho period beginning with

Sexagesima Sunday, from tho fact of the regular clecgy of

most rules having practised a partial abstinence from that

day till the beginning of Lent), would not seem to favour

the supposition. It is to be observed also that there is

another name for tho period ot carnival, onca quite as

common in Italy as that of which we are speaking, tLougli

now nearly obsolete, Carnasciale; and Muratori says that he

has nothing to oppose to those who think that CamtvaU is

merely another form of Carnasciale, the meaning of which

is to abound in (or use unrestrictedly) flosh,

—

came tdalart.

Ferrario, on the other hand, maintains that the word was

originally merely tho same with " Carnalia," indicating an

' But tho Delia Cnisca voeabolaria itself, m well ttx Du'Osnge, Mmx-

torl. ar..l olhor iutboritioi, give cither form, Camcvalo or Cnnicrtle.

V. — i6
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origin mucli earlier than any ecclesiastical observance, and

used in tlie same way as " Saturnalia." " Liberalia," ic.

And, in fact, whatever may have been the origin of the

word, there can be little doubt that the origin of the thing

dates from ante-Christian times. The Bacchanalian festivals

of antiquity were celebrated by the Eomans, who adopted

them from older nations, twice in the year, indicating the

early connection of those rites with the phenomena of the

solar system, in the winter and in the summer. And the

primitive church, finding it. doubtless, impossible to sup-

press, as it would fain have done, those popular revels,

adopted its usual policy of at least fitting them in to its

system, and assigning to them a meaning connected with

its own practices and observances. The Lupercalian festi-

val in honour of Pan and Ceres, observed in February (which

Pope Golasius I., who died in 496, strove to supersede

by substituting for them the festival of the Purification of

the Blessed Virgin, with special illumination of candles on

the altar C'lndlemass)—also coincided with the period of

carnival, as did also (at a little earlier period of ^he year)

the medifeval celebration of the Festival of Fools, equally

a survival of the same old Pagan midwinter revelling.

Specially the use of masks and torches can be traced as the

continuation of ancient practices.

The spirit of compromise, which has so generally

oliaracterized the dealings of the church with " the world "

is very notable in its attitude towards the popular observ-

ances ol carnival ; and more especially so, as needs must
have been the case, in those cities in which the Pope was
temporal ruler as well as spiritual pastbr. For many
generations past these carnival gala doings, especially at

Home, were recognized as an important element in the

material prosperity of fhe city. They were good for trade.

They induced large numbers of people, foreigners and
provincials, to throng to Rome. The Government of the

[jopes, accordingly, not only looked leniently on carnival

excesses, but took active steps to promote and a,ssist the

revelry. But the Pope was at the same time the universal

bishop of souls ! And, as the writer of Moroni's dissertation

on the subject says, " If the church tolerates the inveterate

custom of carnivalesque diversions, especially the mas-
querades, groaning all the while, it promotes exercises of

piety at the same time, since the consequences of these

travesties are dangerous, as affording opportunites for

immoral conduct. And the Bacchanalian revelries of

carnival, which are nothing else than an imitation of the

abominable debauches of Pagans, when they abandon
themselves to their passions, have been constantly denounced
by the voice of reason, by that of the gospel, by the sacred

canons, by the councils, and by all the pontiffs and zealous

j)astors of the churches, from the earliest ages down to our

own days. The church from Septuagesima Sunday covers

her altars, and her ministers assume vestments of penitence.

She suspends the song of Hallelujah, and mingles tears and
figlis of sadness with the joyous accents of thfi people.

She a^sumes purple-coloured vestments and altar-cloths in

sign of mourning, supresses her hymns, and proposes for

ourcontempl.ation the fatal fall of our first parents, and the

lamentable effects of that great sin." But at the same time

the CnrJinal A'icar, in whose hands was the police of Rome,
was giving special permission for the wearing of masks in

the' streets, naming the days when people might pelt each

other with sham comfits, regulating the exact size and
nature of these, and planning the whole arrangement of the

revels. Clement IX. (ob. 1669) meanwhile used to shut
himself every year during carnival in the convent of St
Sabina cu the Aventine, that he might at least not see

what ho could not avoid tolerating. Clement XI., in 1719
and 1721, issued two apostolical briefs with the view of

repressing the licj-nce of carnival. Benedict XIIL (ob, 1730)

always passed the carnival in the strictest retirement m
the Dominican convent of St Sixtus. Benedict XH'. ^ob.

1758) strove, by an encyclical letter of the Ist of January
1748, to moderate some of the worst excesses of licentious-

ness to which the carnival every year gave nse. But his

efforts mainly restricted themselves to the merely formal

points of insisting that the revelry should not be prolonged

beyond the midnight of Shrove Tuesday, and forbidding the

appearance of masks in the streets on Sundays and Fridays
;

adding a promise of plenary indulgence to all who would
contribute to counterbalance the sins of carnival by the

practice of certain extra devotional exercises during thc:e

days. Nevertheless, in the last years which preceded the

destruction of the Pope's temporal power, when the inhabi-

tants of Rome were bent on manifesting by every possible

means their discontent at the ruling order of things, and
their desire to associate themselves with the rest of liberated

and united Italy, and for this reason were disposed to abstain

from all carnival rejoicings, the priestly Government did

everything in its power to promote the usual holiday

doings, and excite the people to the accustomed revelry.

The Roman Carnival is recorded by several contCTaporary

writers of records and diaries to have been especially

splendid during the papacy of the great Farnese Pope
Paul III., 1534-1549,—days when Rome was still over-

flowing with wealth sent thither by all tributary Chris-

tendom. And the year 1545 is mentioned by several

chroniclers as having been marked by special magnificence.

The carnival sports seem at that time to have consisted

mainly of three divisions, the races in the Corso (which,

formerly called the Via Lata, took its present name from

them), and the spectacular pageants of the " Agona," now
the Piazza Navona, and of the Testaccio. The races seem
to have taken place on each of the eight days which were

then held to constitute the period devoted to holiday-

making. These races seem to have prevailed in one form

or another from time immemorial ; and before they were

run in the Corso, as at present, took place in the open space

in the neighbourhood of the Porta St Sebastiano, not far

from the present Protestant cemetery. It was in the time

of Paul II. (ob. 1471) that they were moved to the Corso.

The Piazza del Popolo, which now forms the starting-place,

was not then in existence. The races started from the

Arch of Domitian, in the immediate vicinity of the Palazzo

Fiano, and terminated in the Piazza di Venezia, so named
from the huge palace, now the property of Austria, which
the Venetian Pope Paul II. (Barb6) had just built. "In
these races," says the writer in Moroni's Di^ionario, " ran,

during the eight days of carnival, old and young, boys,

Jews, horses, asses, and buffaloes, the prizes consisting in a
certain flag or banner called palio." The institution of

these races as they existed subsequently, and still exist to

the present day, belongs to a subsequent period. The
principal feature of the carnival, however, in the days we
are speaking of, consisted in the so-called sports, " giuochi,"

of the Agona and the Monte Testaccio. The former seem
to have consisted of little more than one of those colossal

processions of which that age was so fond. A full account

of those processions may be found in a MS. preserved in

the Albani library, entitled The True Progression of tli<

Festival of Agone and Testaccio, celebrated by Iht Gentlemen

of Rome, on the Thursday and the Monday of Carnival in

the year I5i5, according to the practice of the Ancient Honians,

together with a True Description of the Triumphal Cars.

The following account of the games at Monte Testaccio

is a"bridged from Crescimbeni, who has preserved the de-

scription left by a contemporary writer. The Testaccio is

an artificial mound of considerable size, composed of pot-

sherds, the accumulation of many generations, long since

well covered with turf.
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"Thi3 plice/'says Creacimbeni, "ia the finest and most conveni-

ent for spectacles tnat can be imagined. To the west there is the

Monte Tertaccio ; to the east a little eminence on.which the monas-
ter/ of St Saba once stood ; on the north that part of the Aveutine
which Paul III. has fortified, and a few vine-oressera' cottagtjs ; to

the south are the walls of Rome, with a tower at every hundred feet.

All these positions were crowded with people, and all could see con-

veniently. Besides theas commanding positions there were a grpat

number of stands and scaffoldings. In the midst is tht^ large open
meadow, on the northern side of which was the dais raised for-Madama
(the beautiful Julia, sister of Paul III., whose recumbent statue

may be seen on that PontifTa tomb in St Peter's), which wua entirely

surrounded by infantry and cavalry." Then came a procession

like that described in the woik referred to above, and then

"commenced the great hunting match, in which thirteen bulls were

slain, and six cars were sent down from Monte Testaccio, on each of

which was a red standard and a Hve pig, in scrambling for which
no less etforts were made than in slaying the bulls. Among the

many liveried companies seen that day was one of thirty -six mounte-
banks cled in red, wilth iron-shod poles in their hands ; and these

were the first to assail the bulls. But the moat splendid thing seen

was a company of six cavaliers, consisting of the Cardinal Farnese,

the Cardinal Santa Fieri, the duke of Camerino, the duhe of Melfi,

the count of Santa Flora, and the prince of Macedonia. These were

dressed as knights of old, and their garments were of gold, and
silver, and silk with embroidery and lace, and needlework upon
needlework,—such an elegance that I (says the worthy canon) have
neither the patience nor the courage to describe it I Their horses,

too, were aaomed with the same splendour, and they performed

such feats of horsemanship "(these cardinals I) that the people

thought it a miracle ! Then three races were run, the first for rider-

less horses, with a banner of gold brocade for the prize ; the second

for ridden horses, with a banner of crimson velvet for the prize ; and
the third, for mares, the prize being a banner of purple velvet. On
the last day of carnival there was a race of osscs and buffaloes, and
as uauai there waa revelling and tumult in abundance. At night

there was a comedy in the Caffarelli palace. On t]\e first day of

Lent there was a procession to Santa Sabina, which waa so grand
that many disputed whether the Carnival or Lent waa the finest at

Rome I " Many other descriptions, some of them extending to great

length, may be found in print among the vast quantity of volumes
concerning the Eternal City ; there is one especially relating to the

doings of 1372. But there is evidence that these games were prac-

tised from a much greater antiquity. They were somewhat modified

from generation to generation ; out ostentation, magnificence in

dress, and blood-thirsty cruelty to animals were the unchanging
characteristics of them.

Church writers may represent the ercesses of carnival as

abhorrent to the church, and may point to the various

ordinances of mortification and repentance which she has

appointed as a means for atoning for the guilt then con-

tracted by the city. But nothing is more certain than that

many of the popes were great patrons and promoters of

carnival keeping. Paul II., the Venetian Barb6, was one

of the most notable in this respect. In his time the Jews
of Rome wes&compelled to pay yearly a sum of 1 1 30 golden

florins (the thirty being added as a special memorial of

Judas and the thirty pieces of silver), which was expended

on the carnival. And we have a decree of Paul II.

minutely providing for, and arranging the diversions which

were to take place in it. Among other things his

Holioess orders that four rings of silver gilt should be

provided, two in the Piazza Kavona, and two at the Monte
Testaccio,—one at each place for the burghers and the other

for the retainers of the nobles to practise riding at the ring.

The Pope also orders a great variety of races, the expense

of which are to be paid from the Papal exchequer,—one to

be run by the Jews, another for Christian children, another

for Christian young men, another for sexagenarians, a fifth

for asses, and a sixth for buffaloes. Under Julius III. we
have long accounts 'Of bull-hunts—bull-baits we should

rather say— in the Forum, with gorgeous descriptions of

the magnificence of the dresses, and enormous Euppers in

the palace of the Conservatori in the Capitol, where seven

cardinals, together with the Duke Orazio Farnese, supped
at one table, and all the ladies by themselves at another.

After the supper the whole party went into the courtyard
of the palace, which was turned into the semblance of a

theati«, "to see a n^ost charming comedy which was

admirably played, and lasted so long that it was not over

till ten o'clock I
" Even the austere and rigid Caraffa, Patil

IV. (ob. 1559), tised to keep carnival by inviting all the

Sacred College to dine with him. The vigorous and terrible

SLxtus v., who was elected in 1585, set himself to the

keeping of carnival after a different fashion. Finding that

the licence then customary and permitted gave rise to

much abuse and no few crimes, he prepared for carnival, to

the no small dismay and terror of the Romans, by setting

up sundry gibbets in several conspicuous places of ' the

town, as well as whipping posts,—the former as a hint to

robbers and cut-throats, the latter in store for minor

offenders. We find, further, from the provisions made at

the time, that Sixttis reformed the evil custom of throwing

dirt and dust and flour at passengers, permitting only

flowers or sweetmeats to be thrown. The harbhi (riderless

horses) had by this time begun to run regularly eveiy

carnival in the Corso; and SLxtus caused a lane to bo

enclosed with palisades in the centre of the street, along

which the horses might run without the danger of causing

the accidents which, it seems then, as now, were frequently

the result of this sport. He also compelled the people to

desist from the old practice of using every kind of violence

and trick to impede the harbdii in their course, for the

purpose of favouring this cr the other among the competi-

tors.

It was formerly the custom, especially in the 16th and

17th centuries, to suspend all carnival observances during

the Anno Santo or jubilee yean Gregory XIII., when he

celebrated the eleventh jubilee in 1675, forbade any of the

usual carnival celebrations, and ordered that all the money
usually expended for the purpose, by the Apostolic Chamber
should be used for the assistance of poor pilgrims. CSement
X., just a hundred years later, on the occasion of the jubilee

of 1675, prohibited all carnival celebration, and granted to

the Archconfraternity of Pilgrims of the Holy Trinity the

6000 crowns which the Apostolic Chamber was at that

period in the habit of spending on the carnival rejoicings,

at the same time compelling the Jews to pay over to the

same purpose the sums they annually furnished for the

barbferi and the prizes of the races. The carnival celebra-

tions have also been frequently suspended on account of

the appointed day or days for them having fallen on the

date of some church festivaL When in the pontificate of

Innocent XII. the Wednesday in the last week of carnival

chanced to fall on the festival of the Purification of the

Virgin, the race of the barbiri which ought to have taken

place on the vigil of that festival, was changed to the

previous Sunday. On many subsequent occasions the days

of the sports have from similar causes been sometimes

postponed, sometimes anticii>ated, and sometimes sup-

pressed. In 1808 Pius VII. forbade all carnival manifesta-

tions on account of the French invasion, nor would he

permit any to take place in 1 809, notwithstanding that the

French in the occupation of the city had proclaimed the

celebration of the carnival. Of course the Pope had no

power to enforce his wish that no sort of carnival rejoicing

should take place. But it is rema-kable, as indicating the

feeling of tho population at the time, that the Corso

remained entirely deserted and all the (hops shut

Tlie later Popes for tho most part restricted the public festivitiM

of the carnival to tho last six or seven days immcdintely rrccaii-

Ing Ash Wednesday. Tho municipal authorities of tiic city, on

whom tho regulation of such in.ittf'ra now depend, allow ten day*.

The public are not, however, jMrmitted to do all the things vhioh
are understood to constitute the cclo!>nition of cnniivul on all the«o

daj'S indifTi'rently. Some days are appointed for a "gala corso,"

i.e., a procc^iionol driving np and down tJie CorH> •^f all thooe who
choose to take part in it, with the handnoment cnrringrs nnt^ tlie fiirrat

liveries and horses, &c., they can compasa ; and on these day» cou-

secrat4.'d to finery and oatcutatjon cotJiing save flowers is pcrmilt4Nl
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to be thrown, cither from the balconies and mndows to the carriages,

or vice versa. Other days arc set apart for the thi'owing of **cori:in-

lioli," as they are termed, little round pellets about the si^e of a pea

made of plaster, and manufactured and sold in enormous quantities.

These coriaTidoli are supposed to represent comfits, which tradition

declares to have been the only things thrown in the olden time be-

fore the spirit of carnival was, as is supposed, spoiled and vulgar-

ized by the influx of strangers from the north. But the reader has

already seen that the flinging of dust, flour, and disagreeable things

of all sorts had to bo repi'essed at a very early time. At the present

day the principal fun seems to consist in flinging down bushels ou

bushels of these plaster coriandoH on the passers in the streets,

mainly in the Corso, from the balconies, and in the return fire

of these from the cars which pass up and down the Corso. These

cars are huge machines, of which a large waggon forms the basis,

built up sometimes in the form of a ship, or a castle, or other such

dence, and made gay-looking with garlands and abundant bright

coloured calico. Some dozen or so of young men, generally in nni-

fcra fancy dresses, stand on these machines, end work hard at

returning, with such best vigour and activity as they may, the pelt-

ing they endure from the balconies. The ladies are mainly the

occupants of these. AU are masked ; those who are prudent wear

masks of wire gauze, for a handful of these coriandoli vigorously and
dexterously thrown point blank into the face is not an attack to be

despised. Meanwhile everybody shrieks at the top of his voice, the

laasks affect a counterfeit and high falsetto note, with which they

invariably address the unmasked and each other. Then at a given

signal begins the running of the bariiri, or riderless horses. Some
ten of them are led to the starting place in the Piazza del Popolo,

with loosely hanging little spiked machines, contrived to act as

spurs, hanging to their sides, and crackers attached to them, v/hich

are fired at the moment of starting. A gim gives the signal for the

compact crowd iu the Corso to make a lane for the horses to run
through.
By the aid of the police and soldiers this is more or less satisfac-

torily accomplished, and the horses dash through it, the crowd
closing behind them as they run. Rarely, or perhaps it would be

mere accurate to say never, does a Carnival pass without two or

three accidents, frequently fatal ones, in consequence of incautious

persons getting knocked down by the rushing hoi'ses. The race is run

in about two minutes. The v,-inning " post'' is a sheet hung across

tbp street at the spot hence called Iliprcsa dci Barhcri, in the Piazza

di Venezia. The prizes consist, as in olden time, of certain standards

of velvet, gold lace, and the like, called "palio," which are after

the race paraded through the Corso. In these days sums of money,
300 or 400 francs, are usually added by the municipality. The
price of these prizes was formerly furnished by the Jews, as has

been seen. And popular tradition saj'S that the Jews were permit-

ted to furnish the horses and prizes as a concession to humanity, in

lieu of running themselves in p'fOpHa persona. It is imdoubtedly

true that they were so compelled to run. But it would seem that

they did not do so exclusively^ other categories of persons, as the

boys, the youths, the old men, having done the same. These races

of the barbiri were abolished in the year 1S74, but were re-estab-

lished in 1876, in accordance \vith the wishes of a large portion of

the Romans. It remains to mention the peculiar diversion of the

Moczolctli (tapers), which takes place immediately after sunset on
Siirove Tuesday. Everybody in the streets, in the balconies and
windows, and in the carriages, carries a taper, and everybody en-

deavours to extinguish the tapers of liis neighbours, principally by
means of il.".ppiDg with handkerchiefs, and keep his own alight.

All the other features of a modern carnival are common to all the

principal Italian cities, but the Moccolctii and the Barheri are

peculiar to Rome. The fun ends by burning at midnight on Shrove

Tuesday a colossal figure supposed to represent the carnival. These

are the public and out-door aspects of carnival. But besides this

all the theatres have masked balls, called Veglioni (from Tigilare,

watch or keep awake, Veglia^ e vigil, or keeping awake ; the

addition of the intensitive termination o>ifl gives the word the signi-

fication of *' a great keeping awake," i.e., a festival to last nearly all

night). In ail classes of society also carnival is deemed the especial

season for balls, and for festivities of all lands.

Of the other Italian cities, besides Rome, Venice used in old times

to be the principal home of carnival. But small remains of it are to

be seen there now. A stage, gay with coloured draperies and gas,

set up by the municipality in the great square of St Mark, on which
a few masked and dominoed figures go and dance to music provided

by the town, constitutes-pretty well the whole of the once celebrated

carnival of Venice. Turin, ililan, Florence, Naples, all put forth

competing "programmes" for the carnival, all induced by the

same motive,—the good of trade. The institution has becoihe every-

where a matter of pure money-getting speculation. Milan and
Naples are now the most active competitors with Rome in this re-

spect. In old times Florence v.-os conspicuous for the licentious-

ness of its carnival; and the CaTiii Camascialcschi, or Carnival Songs,

of Lorenzo de' Medici remain still, though a somewhat rare bool;,

to shew to what extent that Uceuce v;as carried. (T. A. T.)

CARNIVOUA, or Flcah-eating Animals, is tbe name
employed to designate the important ord'jr of Mammals
which contains ths dogs, cats, hyaenas, weasels, bears,

badgers, and others. By some zoologists the Carjiivora

are divided into the Pinnipedia, or aquatic caruivora, as

the seals and walrus, and the Fissipedia, which are mostly

terrestrial, as the dogs, cats, &c. By others again the

Pinnipedia are regarded as possessing characters sufficiently

distinctive to justify their being placed in a separate order

of llammals. See Mammalia.
CARNOT, Lazaee Nicolas Marguerite (1753-1823),

was bora at Nolay in Burgundy, May 13, 1753. After

receiving a good mathematical education in his native

province, he was admitted as an oiEcer of the engineer

corps under the patronage of the prince of Cond6 ; and bo

was beginning to gain some reputation as an author by
means of a pri^e eulogy on Vauban, two mathematical

essays, and a number of verses of no great value, when the

Revolution drew him into political life. In 1791 he was
returned to the National Assembly for tha Pas de Calais,

and it was not long before he became a member of the

Committee of Public Safety under Robespierre. He took

a leading part in the most revolutionary measures ; before

his election he had addressed a paper to the Assembly
proposing the seizure of the property of the church, and he

now proposed to arm 30,000 sa:is<ulottes with pikes, and
to destroy all the citadels in France, and voted for the

overthrow of the nobility and the exeiution of the king.

His genius, however, was more military than political ; he
effected an important improvement in the discipline of the

army, and his activity and spirit contributed materially to

the successes of the Republic One of his chief exploit-; was
the victory of Wattignies, where he led in person, and
headed a charge on foot. In 1794, after the fall cf

Robespierre, Carnot had to defend his colleagues, Collot

d'Herbois and Earere, from the charge of complicity with

the crimes of their leader, and himself only escaped arrest

through the glory of his military services. He based his

defence on tUe argument that no member of the Committee
was to be held responsible for the deeds of any of the

others, since pressure of business made it necesiary to sign

orders without staying to learn their contents ; and, though
the excuse is far from sufficient, it was probably true that

Carnot, amid the unceasing toils of a minister of war, was
not aware of many of the atrocities which were committed.

In 1795 he became one of the five directors of the Republic,

and it was now that he projected his famous Plan for Ike

Invasion, of England, by landing two armies simultaneously

ou the coasts of Susses and Yorkshire. But not long after

he was proscribed, and compelled to take refuge in Germany.
Here, though under the protection of a monarch, he pub-

lished his Memoire JustifUatif, in which he declares himself

the " irreconcilable enemy of kings." On the downfall of

the Directory he returned to France, and became minister

of war, but he soon resigned this office, consistently refusing

to consent to the election of Napoleon as consul for life
j

and on the abolition of the tribunate in 1806 he retired into

private life, became an.active member of the Institute, and
devoted himself to the pursuit of science. After the

Russian campaign, believing that the independence of

France depended upon the success of- iU emperor, he offered

his services to Napoleon, and was made governor of

Antwerp, which he defended till the abdication in 1814.

He wa^ still faithful to the Republic, and his revolutionary

Memoire au Roi did powerful service to the anti -royalist

cause. On Napoleon's return from Elba, Carnot was made
minister of war, but the time was past for carrying out the

vigorous measures which he proposed. On the overthrow

of the empire he retired first to Warsaw, and then to

Madgeburg, where he died in 1823.
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Besides the fibove-montionod writings, Cainnt was tlio autlior

of several works on mathematical suhjects, of which tiro best is his

JitJUxions sur la Mliaplnjsiquc du Calcul Infinitesimal, and several

on political subjects, including RSponse de Cariwt, I'un dcs fonda-

teurs de la, repuhliqiie^ an rapport die Baillcul sur la conspiratiojl

du IS/rudidor (1798) ; £xploUs des francjiis dcjmis U "H fruclidor

au l" jxisqu'av, \b pluviosc an III. de la rfpiMique ; ExposS de

la sitimtio7i de I' Emjnre (1815); Expose de la cotiduite du (j^i^al

Carnot depuis le I'^Juilld 1814

CARNCNTUM, an ancierit town in Uppor Paiinonia,

on the rigUt bank of the Danube It was of Celtic founda-

tion, but became at a somewhat eai'ly period a Fioman post,

and was raised to the rank of a colony and a municipium.

For three years during his wars with the JIarcomanni and

Quadi it was the residence of Marcus Aurelius, and here a

part of his Meditations was composed. The town was taken

and destroyed by the German invaders in thj 4th century
;

but it was afterwards rebuilt, and continued to be a place

of some importance till its final destruction in the wars

against the Magyars in the Middle Agea Extensive ruina,

supposed to be those of Carnuntum, still exist at Hainburg

or Haimburg, a small town of Lower Austria, about 24
miles east of Vienna.

CARO, Annibale (1507-1566), poet, was born at Civita

Nuova, in 1507 Ho liecame tutor in the family of

Ludovico Gaddi, a rich Florentine, and then secretary to

his brother Giovanni, by whom he was presented to a

valuable ecclesiastical preferment at Rome. At Gaddi's

death, he entered the service of the FarncJe family, and
became confidential secretary in succession to Pietro Ludo-
vico, duke of Parma, and to his sons, duke Ottavio and
cardinals Ranuccio and Alexander Caro's most important

work was his translation of the J!!}ieid (Venice, 1581, Paris,

1760). He is also the author of liime, Canr.oni, and
sonnets, a comedy named Gli Siraccioni, and two clever

jeux d'esprif, one in praise of figs. La Ficheide, and another

in eulogy of the big nose of Leoni Ancona, proaidcnt of

the Academia della Vertii Caro's poetry ia distinguished

by very considerable ability, and particularly by the freedom

and grace of its versification ; indeed he may be said to have
brought the verso sciolto to tho highest development it has

reached in Italy His prose works consist of translations

from Aristotle, Cyprian, and Gregory Nazianzen ; and of

letters, written in his own name and in those of the

carilinals Farnese, which are remarkable both for the

baseness they display and for their euphemistic polish and
elegance. His fame has been greatly damaged by the

virulence with which ho attacked Ludovico Castolvetro

in one of his canzcmi, and by his meanness in denouncing
him to the holy office as translator of some of the writings

of Melanchthon. He died at Rome about 15C6.

CAROLAN, TuRLOGH, the most famous of the modern
Irish bards, was the son of John Carolan or O'Carolan, a

rcapcctable descendant of an ancient tribe of East Breifny,

a district now forming part of the counties of Meath and
Westmeath. He was born at a place called Newtown, near
Nobbor, in the county of Meath about the year 1670.
His father, being reduced to a state of poverty, quitted
his nativo county and eventually settled at AUlcrford, co.

Roscommon, on the invitation of the family of M'Dermott
Roo It w.-is hero that tho future bard received hia

education, which appears to have been very limited, as ho
never acquired more than a smattering of the English
language. In his eighteenth year ho was seized with
small-pox, and totally deprived of sight. This misfortune
led to his becoming a professional bard or itinerant

minstrel. His benefactress having provided him with a
harp, a horse, and attendant, ho began his avocation in his

twenty-second year by visiting tho houses of the surround-
ing gentry, his wanderings being chiefly confined to Con
naught, [t i^ said, however, that he never played fur

hire, ana that at the houjps whore he vished he waa

welcomed more as a friend than as an itinerant minstreL

To the family of M'Dermott Roe he was attached by the

tenderost ties of gratitude and affection, and for them were

composed some of his sweetest strains. The number of

Carolan's musical pieces, to nearly all of which he composed

verses, is said to exceed 200. He died on the 25th March

1738, and was buried at Kilronan. His poetical Jiemains

in the original Irish, with English metrical translations by

Thomas Furlong, are printed in Hardiman's Iris/i Mmstrehy

(1831). Many of his songs are preserved among the Irish

JISS. in the British Museum.
CAROLIKA, North and SouiH. Sea NoiUH CiKO-

UNA and SotJTH Carouna.
CAROLINE, Amelia Augusta (1768-1821), wife of

George IV. of Great Britain, second daughter of Charles

William Ferdinand, duke of Brunswick-Wolfenbiitte', was

born on the 17th May 1768. She was brought up with

great strictness, and her education did not fit her well for

her after station in life. In 1795 she was married to

George, the Prince of Wales, who disliked her, and sepa-

rated from her after the birth of a daughter in Januarj?

1796. The princess resided at Blackheath ; and as she

was thought to have been badly treated by her profligate

husband, the sympathies of the people were strongly ia her

favour. About 1806 reports reflecting on her conduct were

circulated so openly, that it was deemed necessary for a

commission to inquire into the circumstances. The princess

was acquitted of any serious fault, but various improprieties

in her conduct were pointed out and censured. In 1814

she left England and travelled on tho Continent, rasiding

principally in Italy. On the accession of George in 1820,

orders were given that the English ambassadors should

prevent tho recognition of the princess as queen at any

foreign court. Her name also was formally omitted from

the liturgy. The.so acts stirred up a strong feeling in

favour of the princess among the English people generally
;

and she at cnco made arrangements for returning to Eng-
land and claiming her rights. She rejected a proposal

that she should receive an aunuity of X50,000 a year, on
condition of renouncing her title and remaining abroad.

Further efforts at compromise proved unavailing; tho

princess arrived in England on the 6th June, and one

month later a Bill to dissolve her marriage with the king

on the ground of adultery was brought into the House of

Lords. Tho trial began on the 17th August 1820, and on
the 10th No%'ember the Bill, after passing the third reading,

was abandoned. The public excitement had been intense

;

the bolijiiess of the queen's counsel. Brougham and Denman,
unparalleled ; and the ministers folt that the smallness of

their majority was virtual defeat. The queen was allowed

to assume her title, but she was refused a^lmittance to

Westminster Hall ou tho coronation day, July 19, 1S21.

Mortification at this event seems to have hastened her death,

which took place on tho 7th August of tho same year.

CAROLINE ISLANDS, a widely-scattered archipelago

in tho Pacific Ocean to tho cast of the Philippines and the

north of New Guinea, between 3" and 11'^ N. lat., and 135°

and 177° E. long. By the Spaniards, who lay claim to the

whole, they are divided into tho Western, the Central, and
tho Eastern Carolines.

Tho Western, better known as tho Polow, Pellew, or

Pahiu Lslands, have a total area of 316 squara miles, and
are nearly encircled by a coral roof. Tho principal niembera
of the group are Babellhaup, with an area of 275 miles,

Corilre, Urucdzapcl, Jaracong or Errakong, Kiauglc,
Eimoliufl, Pellelow, and Angour or Ngaur ; and the genera!
title of Errekcltiu Islands is applied to all tho archipelago

to tho south of Bubolthaiip. Tho surface is frequently well

wooded and tho soil fertile; and broad-fruit, cocoa-nuts.
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sugar-cane, arums, oran^s, and bananas are grown in

abundance. Cattle, sheep, and piga have been introduced
;

there is a great variety of birds, and the lagoons abound
with turtle and fisL The inhabitants are a dark copper-

coloured race, and bear evident traces of Malay and Papuan
blood. Not only the separate islands, but even the villages

form independent but co-operative republics. The most
peculiar institution is the ClobbergoU, a kind of corpora-

tion for purposes of mutual aid and defence. The women
have clobbergoUs of their own, and possess a considerable

share of political influence. The Pelewese still used stone

instruments and weapons at the close of last century, but
produced a variety of artistic articles with their limited

means. They have five kinds of recognized currency in

the islands, consisting of pieces or beads of ancient glass

and enamel, to which they ascribe a divine origin. The
population seems to be rapidly decreasing; Dr Semper
calculates that at present the wholo group contains 10,000
inhabitants. The Pelews were brought prominently into

notice by Captain Henry Wilson, whose ship— the
" Antelope "—was wrecked, in August 1783, on one of the
islands. A narrative of his residence on the islands was
published by George Keate, in 1788. Dr Semper gives a
graphic account of his intercourse with the natives in his

Die Palau-Inselti im Stillen Ocean, 1873; and in the
Journal des Museum Godeffroy, Hamburg, 1873, Alfred
Tetens describes his visit during 1865-,1868.

The Central Carolines, or those which are more usually
known as the Carolines proper, consist of about 43 groups
with 400 or 500 islands. Omitting Ualan, Puynipet, and
Rug the area is hardly 20 square miles, but including them
it amounts to 360. The Ngoli, Qulu, or Matelotas group
lies to the north-east of the Pelews, and consists of three

islands inhabited by a few people from Yap. Yap or Guap
lies further to the north-east, is about 10 miles in length,

and has an excellent harbour on the south-east. The
natives are at a higher level of civilization than most of

their neighbours ; they cultivate the betel-nut with great
cars, build first-rate boats, lay out their villages regularly,

pave their streets, and construct stone piers and wharves.
A Spanish mission was established in the island in 1856.
A map and description will be found in the Godefroy
JournalioT 1873, which also gives an account of theUlithi,
Elivi, or Mackenzie group, previously described by Captain
Wilkes of the United States erploration. The Ulea, Swede,
and Liitke Islands are of little importance ; but the
Hugoleu or Rug group, discovered in 1824 by Duperrey, is

composed of five large and about forty smaller islands, and
contains nearly 35,000 inhabitants, who are divided into
two distinct races—a black and a red—which are often at
war with each other. The Mortlock or Young William's
group, which received its former name from its discoverer
in 1793, consists of three atolls called respectively Satoan,
Etal, and Lukunor. The natives, who number about 3400,
are of Samoan origin, and are the only worshippers of
regular idols in the archipelago. To the north-east lies

Ngatik, Nutik, or Raven Island, discovered in 1773, and
inhabited by immigr8,nt3 from Puynipet, greatly mingled
with foreign blood. An account of a visit by the " Star "

to the last three or four islands is given in the Geographical
Magazine for 1874. Puynipet (Bornabi, Bonabe, Bonibet,
Funopet, or Panapee), also called Ascension by the French,
along with the two low atolls of Andema and Paphenerao
(known to English sailors as Ant's Islands and Pakeen
respectively), constitute the group called by Admiral Lutke

Seniavine. The population at the time of thethe
" Novara's " visit in 1858 was 2000, reduced by s:nall-pox
from 5000 in 1846. There is a small colony of whites,
and the island has been tie seat of an American mission
since 1851. The island is the chief rendezvous for the

whalers in that part of the Pacific. There is a remarkable
mass of ruins in the centre of the island, which seems to

have belonged to a fortification. (See Kubary, " Die
Ruinen von Naumatie auf der Insel Ponape," in the

Godeffroy Journal.) Ualan Kusai, or Strong's Island,

which occupies almost the centre of the Carolines proper,

is a volcanic island with an area of about 30 square miles

and a population fro.m 700 to 1000. It was discovered in

1804 by the American Crozer, and is the seat of an
American mission.

The Eastern Carolines are otherwise known as the
Mulgrave Archipelago, and comprise the Radak, Ralik, or

Marshall group and the Gilbert group. The total popula-
tion is estimated at 100,000 They were discovered by
the two voyagers whose names they bear in 1788.

The Carolines were probably first visited by Alvaro da
Saavedra in 1523 ; in 1579 Drake discovered the Pelews

;

and in 1686 another group was added to the list by
Admiral Francesco Lazeano. To the last-mentioned navi-

gator they owe the name they now bear, which was given

in honour of Charles IL of Spain.
See besides the works mentioned above, the voyages of Freycinet,

Duperrey, D'Urvilie, Liitke, and Cliamisso ; Cheyne's Islands in
the H'estcrn Pacific Ocean, 1852 ; J. Van der Hoeven, Beschrijving
van ScJiedels van Tnhoorlingcn der Carolina-EiLancLen, 1865 ; and
articles by J. B. Davis and W. T. Pritchard in Jnthropolcgieai
Journal, 1866.

CARORA, a well-built town of Venezuela, in the pro-

vince of Barquisimeto, 94 miles S.S.W. of the town of

Coro, on the River Moreva or Tocuyo. It carries on a

considerable trade in aromatic balsams, gums, cochineal,

agricultural, productions, cattle, and mules. Before the

wars of independence it contained about 9000 o'r 10,000
inhabitants, and at present it numbers about 6000. Its

foundation dates from 1752.

CAROUGE, a town of Switzerland, in the canton of

Geneva, and about two miles soutlf of that city, with which
it is connected by a horse-railway. It is .situated in the

midst of fine orchards and meadows ; and the neighbour-

hood is thickly studded with villas. Cotton-spinning and
the manufacturing of leather and pottery are the principal

industries. About 1780 King Victor Amadeus of Savoy
endeavoured to attract the workmen of Geneva to Carouge^

and thus to render it the rival of the greater city ; but the

occupation of his country by the Revolutionary forces in

1792 prevented the success of the undertaking. The popu-
lation in 1870 was 5871.

CARPATHIAN MOUNTAINS, or Kkapacks, the

eastern wing of the great central mountain system of

Europe. They lie between 44° 30' and 49' 40' N. lat., and
17° and 25° E. long., enclosing Transylvania and Hungary,
and form a curve 800 miles long, the concavity of which is

towards the south-west. The south-eastern extremity of

the curve is at Orsova on the Turkish frontier, where the

Danube separates it from the northern spurs of the Balkan
or Haemus range. The western extremity is at Presburg in

Hungary, on the same river. The breadth of the Carpathian

Mountains is between 100 and 200 miles. They form the

main water-shed between the northern seas and the Black

Sea. Tie valley of the March divides them from the

Silesian and Moravian chains ; the valley of the Lower
Danube, from the system of the Alps. They are almost

entirely in Austrian territory. The chief divisions are the

Little Carpathians on the west, between the Waag and
the March ; to the east of these, the Jablunka Mountains

;

then the Western Carpathians, or Carpathians proper ; and
lastly, the East Carpathians to the south-east of Tfansyl-

vauia. The Western Carpathians include the groups of the

Tatra, Lomnitz, and Bisztra. Of these the highest is the

Tatra, some of the peaks of which are free from snow only

one month in the year. The Gerlsdorfer Spitze, the loftiest
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point, has an altitude of 8685 feet. On the northern side

are some small glaciers, which, however, hardly deserve the

name. Tt is here that the mountain lakes, or " eyes of the

sea" are found, in deep hollows between the steep and
jagged granitic peaks. The main ridge of the Carpathians

running east from the Tatra is called the Wa'dgebirge. the

highest points of which are 2800 feet above ssa-levcl. The
Tatra and adjoining groups have a very important influence

on the climate of the regions lying south of them, serving

as a protection from the north wind. The East Carpathians,

the southernmost member of the chain, occupy a quad
rangular tract of about 25.500 square mUes. The highest

point is Mount Bufschetje, in South Transylvania; it is

9528 feet in altitude. The chief passes of the Carpathians

are those of Tergova, leading from Orsova to Temesvar

,

Vulcan, in the valley of the Schyl, and Eothe Thurm. in

th; Aluta valley, at the foot of Mount Surul. both on the

south border of Transylvania; Tiirsburg, between Bucharest

and Kronstadt; Ojitos and Gymos between Moldavia and
Transylvania ; Borgo, leading from Bistritz to Buko\rina

;

Jablunka on the route from Presburg to Cracow. The
Carpathians are rich in metallic ores; lead and quicksilver,

and also rock-salt, are obtained from them ; there are large

copper-workings in Zips, gold and silver mines at Kremnilz
and Schemnitz in Hungary, and rich gold ores at Xagyag
in Transylvania. Besides these substances, the Carpathians

furnish a variety of minerals. Granite is an important

constituent of the range. In the Liptau Mountains it is

overlain by limestone ; and in the Zipfer Mountains it is

associated with limestone and gneiss. In the Waldgebirge
the large deposits of sandstone aiford a poor soil for culti-

vation. Basalt and other igneous rocks, with the remains
of ancient craters, are met with in some districts of the

Transylvaiiian Alps. On the slopes of the Carpathians large

quantities of wheat and maize are raised ; cattle and sheep
are pastured in great numbers ; and vineyards and orchards

flourish. The vegetation presents four zones , that of the

beech extends to 4000 feet above the sea, tb?.t of the Scotch

fir to 1000 feet higher ; above this grows a species of pine,

which becomes dwarfed and disappears at an altitude of

about 6000 feet, beyond which height 13 a zone of lichen

and moss covered or almost baro rock.

CARPATHUS, the ancient name of the island of

Scarpanto, about 30 miles south-west of Rhodes, iu that

part of the Jlediterranean which was called, after it, the

Cnrpathium Mare, or Carpathian Sea.

C.\^RPENTARIA, Gulp of, an extensive arm of the sea

deeply indenting the north coast of Australia, between 10°

40' and 17° 30' S. lat., and 136° and 142' E. long. It

averages 350 miles in length and breadth, and is bounded
on the E. by York Peninsula, and on the W. by Arnhem
Land. At its south-east corner is situated a group of

islands of which the largest is Wellesley ; and towards the

western side are the Sir Edward Pellew Islands and the
Groote Eylandt. A large number of rivers iind their way
to the gulf, and some of them are of considerable size. On
the eastern side there is the Mitchell River; at the south-
east corner the Gilbert, the Flinders, the Leichhardt or

Disaster, and the Gregory or Albert ; and on the west
the Roper River. Jan Carstensz, who undertook a voyage
of discovery in this part of the globe in 1623, gave the
name of Carpentier to a small river near Cape Duifken in

honour of Pietcr Carpentier, at that time governor-general
of the Dutch Indies ; and after the second voyage of Abel
Tasman in 1644, the gulf, which he had successfully

explored, began to appear on the charts under its present
designntion.

CARPEXTRAS, the chief town of an arrondissmont in

the department of Vaucluse in France, is situated on the
'eft bank of the Auzon, 15 miles north-east of Avignon,

with which it is connected by means of a branch railwaj

leaving the main line at Sorgues. It is well built, but
the streets are narrow. Part of its old walls and towers
are still standing, and the Porte d'Orange is a fine speci-

men of an ancient gateway. Among its buildings the most
interesting are the Cathedra] of St Siffrein. rebuilt in 1405,
a triumphal arch, which forms the only important relic of

the Roman jjeriod, the old Episcopal palace, and a hospital

of the l8Ui century; and there are also a theatre, a public
library of 12,000 volumes, and a museum of antiquities, as
well as various municipal buildings. Water is brought to

the town by an aqueduct of 48 arches, completed in 1734
;

and a canal of quite recent construction communicates with
the Durance. Soap-works, distilleries, dye-works, and
cotton factories are the chief industrial establishments;

and there is trade in silk, saffron, oil, honey, and fruits.

Carpentras is identified with Carpeutmacle, a town of

Gallia Xarbonensis mentioned by Pliny, which appears to

have been of some importance during the Roman period.

Iu the Middle Ages its history is full of vicissitudes
; it

was captured and plundered by Vandal, Lombard, and
Saracen. About 1313 it was for-a time the residence of

Pope Clement V. ; and it continued, along with Avignon
and the district of the Venaissin, of which it was regarded

as the capital, to be administered by the Papal legate till

the B evolution. The name of the " Carpentras Inscription
"

is specially appropriated by Semitic scholars to a few
lines of Aramaic preserved on a stone in the Episcopal
library, which are remarkable as probably the oldest

specimen of rhythm.ic verse in the Semitic languages (see

Journal Asiatique, 1868). Population in 1871, 7967.
CARPENTRY. See Building, vol. iv. pp. 476-485.
CARPFT is the name applied in modern times to

a woven or felted fabric, made generally of wool, which
is used for covering the floors of chambers or for spread-

ing on the ground. The term is probably connected

tilth the Latin iapeles, whence also comes the word
tapestry, which, though now distinctively applied to hang-
ings, was in early times not clearly distinguished from
carpeting. Carpets and rugs were originally employed by
Oriental nations for sitting, reclining, or devotionally

kneeling upon ; and when first introduced among Western
communities they were also used as covers for tables and
couches, or for laying before altars or chairs of state as

pedalia or foot cloths. The processes for making tapestry

hangings and carpets being the same, and the distinction

of their application being vague, it was chiefly by the

nature of the design that any line was, in mediaeval times,

drawn between the two classes.

The mention of carpets dates from a very remote period

of antiquity. In Egypt they were first applied to re-

ligious purposes by the priests of Heliopolis, and were used

to garnish the palaces of the Pharaohs. It was also a

custom of antiquity to place them under the couches of

guests at banquets. Regarding a carpet rug, which he
considers to bo of ancient Egyptian manufacture, Sir J.

Gardner Wilkinson says,
—" This rug is made like many

cloths of the present day, with woollen threads, on linen

strings. In the centre is the figure of a boy in white, with

a goose above, the hieroglyphic of 'a child,' upon a green

ground, around which is a border composed of red and

blue lines," ifcc. (Manners and Customs of the Ancient

Egyptians, vol. iii. pp. 141-2). The carpets of the

Homeric age were generally white or plain cloths; but
they were also sometimes produced with various colours

and embroidered designs. At the supper cf Iphicrates,

purple carpets wore spread on the floor ; and at the magni-

ficent banquet of Ptolemy Philadelphus (an account o(

which is given by Callixenus of Rhodes) we learn that

undornsath 200 golden couches " were strowed purple
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carpets of the finest wool, with llir. carpet pattern on both

sides ; and there were handsomely embroidered rugs, very

beautifully elaborated with figures. Besides this," he adds,
" thin Persian cloths covered all the centre space where the

guests walked, having most accurate representations of

animals embroidered on them" (AthenKus, v. 26). The
Babylonians, who were very skilful in weaving cloths of

divers colours (Pliny, viii. 48), delineated upon their

carpets entire groups of human figures, together with such

fabulous animals as the dragon, the sphynx, and the

griffin. These were numbered among the luxuries of

Elagabalus. On the tomb of Cyrus was spread a purple

Babylonian carpet, and another covered the bed whereon

his body was placed (Arrian, vi. 29). These carpets were

exported in considerable quantities to Greece and Rome,
whtre they were highly esteemed. The pre-eminence of

the ancient Babylonian carpet weavers does not appear ever

to have been lost by their successors, and at the present

time the carpets of Persia are as much prized and as

eagerly sought by European nations as they were when
ancient Babylon was in its glory.

Oriental carpets were first introduced into Spain by the

Moors ; and at a later date the Venetians imported them
into Italy, and supplied Western Europe with this luxurious

maiiafacture. We have frequent mention of them during

the Middle Ages, and their costliness and magnificence are

celebrated in the illuminated pages of fabliaux and
rom^-nces. They were spread in the presence-chambers of

royalty, before the high altars of chapels and cathedrals, in

the bowers of " ladyes faire," and on the summer grass.

Many articles of furniture were also covered with them—
beds, couches, tables, and regal faldistoriea ; but here it

becomes difficult to distinguish between carpet and tapestry,

both being used promiscuously. Tapestry of Baldekine
or Baldachine (from Baldak, an ancient name of Baghdad)
was a carpet inwrought with gold and silver threads.

Such carpets were carried on poles, and uplifted as a

canopy over the host, and over great personages in proce?-

Bi.on. The troubadours had carpets of gold embroidery
which they laid upon the grass beneath them. Hearth-

rugs and throne carpets, gorgeously emblazoned with

heraldic centre-pieces, were the handiwork of high-born

dames during the romance period. To some of them were
attached fringes, but these were moro usually composed of

the fag-ends of the warp, like those of Persia, India, and
Turkey. A black velvet carpet, " fringed with silver and
gold, and lined with taffeta," is enumerated in the inventory

of Archbishop Piirker's household furniture in 1577.
Rushes were strewn on the floor of Queen Mary's presence-

chamber, and that of Elizabeth had the additional covering

of a Turkey carpet. Long prior to this, however, Eastern

carpets had been intrnduced. In the reign of Edward VI.

we read that before communiontables were placed

—

" Carpets full gay,

That WTOUght were in the Orient."

Chequered matting appears to have been very generally

used about the 1.5th century. In I.ydgate's metrical life

of St Edmund (MS. Harl., No. 2278), is a representation

of the room wherein that saint was born, the floor is covered
with chequered matting, and a fringed hearth-rug of Gothic
design is before the fire-place. Carpets composed entirely

of leather strips interlaced together may be seen in our
antiquarian museums.

In the reign of Henry IV. the carpet manufacture
appears to have been introduced from Persia into France,
Colbert, the minister of Louis XIV., established the manu-
factory at Beauvais in 1664, which is now in the iiands of

the French Government, and produces very artistic speci-

mens. A variety of these, " in Turkish, Peruvian, and
Chinaae styles," wm exhibited at London in 1851. The

national nianufactorj' of Gobelins, which likewise sent its

beautiful carpets and tapestry to the Great Exhibition, was
establLihed shortly after that of Beauvais. It was purchased

in 1677 by Colbert from the Gobelin family, whose
progenitors, two centuries earlier (Gilles and Jehan Gobelin),

brought their art, as was supposed, from Flanders. An
attempt was made, in the time of Henry VIIL, by William

Sheldon, to start this manufacture in England ; and nadcr

the patronage of James I. it was more successfully

established, with the superintendence of Sir Francis Crane,

at Mortlake in Surrey, where both carpets and tapcttry

were produced. Toward this object the sum of i:2G76
sterling was contributed by its royal patron, and French
weavers were brought over to assist. But it does not

appear that anything considerable was eS'ected, until after

the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1C85, when
artizans of every trade fled to England, and among them
tapestry and carpet weavers, who settled in various parts.

About the year 1750, Mr Moore was awarded a premium
by the Society of Arts for the best imitation Turkey carpets

;

and Parisot conducted an establishment for their manufac-

ture at Paddington, under the patronage of the duke of

Cumberland. Subsequently carpets were v^rought on the

same principle at Axrainster, in Devonshire, whence the

name; and afterwards at WUton, where the manufacture

is stUl continued. The Board of Trustees for the Encourage-

ment of Arts and Manufactures in Scotland offered prizes

for the best Persian and Turkey carpets, which were carried

ofl^ by Gregory, Thomsons, & Co. of Kilmarnock, and
Whytock & Co. of Edinburgh. About ninety years pre-

viously they had baen made in the vicinity of Holyrood

Palace.

Carpets, as manufactured at the present day, range

themselves under two classes. The first and ancient class

being such as are made by knotting into the warp, tuft

after tuft, the materials of the pattern ; and the second con-

sisting of those in which the pattern is woven up in the

loom. To the first class belong Oriental carpets generally,

r.s well as such as are woven at many places throughout

Europe under the name of Turkish carpets. Persia is now
as it has been from the most remote times, the recognizet'

source of what is most truly artistic, durable, and valuable

in this manufacture ; and after the products of that country,

those of various parts of India and Turkey are most

esteemed.

Persian Carpels.—The carpet weaving of Persia is similar

in its process to the tapestry manufacture of Gobelips.

Beauvais, or Aubusson. The tapestry, as is well known,
consists of tufts of wool (French moquettes) or other fibre

sewed on the strings of the warp, by means cf small shuttle

needles. The Persian carpet is formed by knotting into the

warp tuft after tuft of woollen yarn, over each row of which

a woof shot is passed, the fingers being here employed

instead of the shuttle-needles, as the fabric is of a coarser

description. In both methods the principle is the same.

Both are formed in looms of very simple construction, the

warp threads are arranged in parallel order, whether upright

or horizontal, and the fabric and pattern are produced by

coloured threads, hand-wrought upon the warp.

In Persia there are entire tribes and families whose only

occupation is that of carpet weaving. These dispose of

their productions at "the bazaars to native merchants, who
remove them to Smyrna or Constantinople, where they

meet with European purchasers. The finest carpets both

as to design and texture come from Kerman, Feraghan,

and Kurdistan. The Kerman products resemble in

appearance the finest velvet pile carpets, but with, the nap

cut much shorter. The carpets of Feraghan are in external

appearance somewhat like Brussels carpets, while those of

Kurdistan have their pattern on both sides and are woveu
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quite smooth. The trade in real Persian carpets was formerly

limited, owing to their small size, as they were seldom

larger than hearth-rugs, long and narrow in shape ; but Avith

the extension of the European demand larger carpets are now
made, and they are woven in pieces with separate borders,

so that they can be sewed -together. The introduction of

aniline dyca into Persian designs is likely, it is feared, to

be detrimental to the mellow effect of native colours. Very

many of the imported carpets are considerably tarnished by

exposure in bazaars, if they have not indeed been already

used. To render these more saleable they are cleaned by

cropping the surface, which in some cases is shaved quite

close to the knot; hence a proportion of those brought to

England have not their original richness and depth of pile.

Carpets of silk were at one period extensively made in the

country, but this manufacture has been entirely abandoned

for more than a century. Felted carpets or nurmuds are

also very largely made in Persia, but do not constitute an

export commodity. Very beautiful patterns are produced

in this felt carpeting, by means of coloured tufts of worsted

inlaid or inserted during the process of manufacture, pro-

ducing a regular pattern when finished.

Turkey Carpets.—The greater part of the real Turkey
carpets imported into England are manufactured at Ushak
or Ouchak, in the province of Aidin, about six days' journey

from Smyrna, and rugs are principally made at Kulah, an
adjacent village. In the provinces of Khodavendikiar,

Adana, and Nish numerous households are employed in

their production, as abo in the districts of Bozrah, the

city of Aleppo, and the villages of Trebizond. Here
and there, throughout Caramania, such carpets are also

made. The Tnrcomans of Tripoli, the women of Candia,

and the peasantry of Tunis and Algiert; are likewise engaged

in the fabrication of a similar kind of carpet. In none of

those places, however, does any largo manufactory exist

;

the carpets are the work of families and households. These

carpets are wo*en in one piece, and there is this notable

peculiarity in their manufacture, th?.t the same pattern

is never again exactly reproduced ; no two carpets are

quite alike. The patterns are very remarkable, being

rude and simple in design, and comiug down from a

very remote period. The colours are rich and harmonious,

red or green being the usual ground colours with blues,

yellows, and black, but very rarely is any white permitted

to appear. The design is usually made up of a large

central more or less diamonded pattern with smaller

diamonds filling up the corners and sides, the whole

surrounded with a border of lines of the different colours.

No representation of any living form, nearer than what

might be taken as the rude outline of leaves, is introduced

into the designs." The peculiarities of the patterns have

been accounted for on the theory that the Turkey carpet

represents inlaid jewelled work, which accords with the

Oriental delight in jewels and works in precious stones.

Indian Carpels.—The manufacture of carpets, which
have a very wide range of texture, quality, and material,

is widely distributed throughout the East Indies. The
weaving is carried on entirely by natives, who combine

tliis as a domestic industry with agricultural labour accord-

ing to the season. It has also been very widely adopted as

a proper and profitable species of prison labour. The
chief centres of the manufacture of woollen carpets, both

for native use and export, are Mirzaporo and Benares in

the north-west provinces, and Masulipatam in the Madras
Presidency, from which latter place the carpets most
.'•ighly prized in Great Britain are imported.

At Benares and Moorshcdabad are produced velvet

carpets wth gold embroidery. A very elaborate carpet,

sent from Kashmir to the Exiiibition of 1851 by ^fahamjah
Qoolab Singh, was composed entirely of silk, with a pile

nearly an inch thick, in every square foot of which, we are

inforrned. there were at least 1 0,000 ties or knots. Orna-

mental hookah carpets and rugs with a silken pile are made
in Mooltan, Amritsar, Peshawar, and Kashmir, those of

Jlooltau being the most famous. Woollen rugs are made
very cheaply throughout Bengal and are in great demand ;

but for texture, workmanship, and colouring the rugs of

EUore, Tanjore. and Mysore are unsurpassed. Cotton

carpets or Swttrinc/ees are a cheap substitute for woollen

fabrics in almost universal use throughout India. They
are woven in stripes of either blue and white or rod and

white,—the principal centres of the manufacture being

Agra, Eareilly, Patna, Birbhum, and Bardwan. The
price of these articles is generally determined by their

weight, but those of Agra are accounted the best. There

is considerable variety in the designs of Indian carpets, but

it is allowed they exhibit perfection of harmonious colour-

ing. The prevailing colour is a full deep red, broken with

leaves, kc, of an orange hue, and interspersed with soft-

toned blues or greens. A creamy white-is also introduced

with excellent effect ; but of late years the introduction of

bleached whites has robbed the patterns of that mellow

subdued effect which constituted one of their leading

charms.

Carpets made in this hand or needle-work style to which

we have hitherto been alluding have long been made at

various places throughout Europe, and the manufacture is

still continued. The most celebrated and artistic textures

of this class are the Aubusson, Savonnerie, and Beauvais

carpets of France, and the similar products of JIanufacture

Royale dfe Tapis of Tournai in Belgium. The manufacture

of what are called Turkey carpets is also wide spread, and

the common Asminster rugs of England are made on the

same principle. But the characteristic carpet weaving of

Europe is entirely the product of macjiiue or loom work,

and of such there are several distinct varieties. Of these

the first is the

Kidderminster, or Scotch Carpet.—This is called also the

ingrain carpet, and is made in many parts of Scotland and

the north of England, and in the United States of America.

It consists of worsted warp traversed by woollen weft, and

is woven in pieces about a yard wide. It is composed of

two distinct webs interlaced together at one operation and

is therefore a double or two-ply carpet, similar on its two

sides. In this article only two colours can with propriety

bo introduced, as otherwise it has a striped or mixed

appearance. A pure or plain colour can only bo obtained

where the weft traverses the warp of the same colour.

Suppose a crimson figure on a maroon ground ; the one

web is maroon, the other is crimson, and the pattern is

produced by these intersecting each other at fixed points

;

what is crimson on one side being maroon on the other and

vice versa. One beam contains the warp of both plies, ar-

ranged in two tiers, which is passed through the mails or

metallic eyesof the harness—two threads through each ej-e

—

and thence through the reed. The harness draws up certain

warp threads, to admit of the passage of the shuttle with

tho weft, the pattern depending upon the warp threads which

are so drawn up. This was formerly efi'ectcd by means of

a revolving barrel, whoso surface was studded with pins,

which by rotation acted upon the warp threads. These

studs being arranged bo as to produce one pattern, a

separate barrel or a new arrangement of the studs was

requisite for every other pattern. But this machine is now
superseded by the more efficient Jacquard apparatus, which

produces tho pattern by means of an endless chain of per-

forated cards working against parallel rows of needles.

The successful introduction of the power-loom for the use

of tho carpet weaver, which was nccomplished by the

ingenious porsevcranco of Mr William Wood, about a
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quarter of a century ago, has had a marked influence in

cheapening carnets and extending the limits of the industry.

An improvement upon the Kidderminster carpet ia the

triple or three-ply fabric, the invention of Mr Thomas

Morton of Kilmarnock. This is composed of three distinct

webs, which, by interchanging their threads, produce the

pattern on both sidesj permitting at the same time much

greater variety of colour, with a corresponding increase of

thickness and durability in the texture.

Figured Venetian carpeting is of similar description
;

but in it the woof is completely covered by a heavy body of

warp. Dutch carpeting is much interior in quality, and

was originally made of cow hair, but now of the coarsest

wool. Neither fabric has great capabilities of design;

simple diced patternsare wrought in the Venetian, stripes

and chequers in the Dutch.

The Brussels Carpet isa very superior texture composed
cf worsted and linen , and has a rich corded appearance.

The figures are raised entirely from the warp, by inserting

a series of wires between the linen foundation and the

superficial yarn. These wires are afterwards withdrawn,

jeaving a looped surface. In this manufacture there is a

great waste of materia!,and the coloursare usually limited

to five, •although in carpets of the best quality six colours

are introduced. Each colour has its continuous layer of

thread, running from end to end of the web, which rises to

the surface at intervals indicated by the design, and then

sinks into the body of the fabric. Thus, in a five-colour

Brussels there are five layers or covers, only one of which

is visible at any given point ; and owing to the irregvdarity

of their ascent to the surface, the colours cannot be placed

UDon one beam, but each thread is wound on a separate

bobbin, with a weight attached to give a proper tension.

These bobbins are arranged in five frames jutting out

behind the loom—260 bobbins in each frame for the

ordinary width. Additional frames are requisite for

additional colours introduced ; but where more than five

are engaged the pattern is rather indistinct. The threads

of all the bobbins are then drawn through the harness,

heddles, and reed, to unite with the linen yarn in the

coihpound fabric, the Jacquard machine being employed

to produce the pattern. The manufacture of Brussels

carpets was first introduced into Wilton upwards of a

century ago, from Tournai in Belgium Kidderminster is

now the chief seat of this manufacture ; but it is also ex-

tensively prosecuted in many other localities

Moquette or Wilton Carpets are woven in the same

manner as Brussels carpets, differing only in this, that the

loops are cut open into ao elastic velvet pile. To effect

this the wires are not circular as iu the Brussels fabric but

flat, and furnished with a knife edge at the upper extrenuty,

the sharp point of which, drawn across the yarn, cuts the

pile These carpets, which have a rich soft appearance,

besides being manufactiu-ed in many parts of England and
Scotland, are also made in France.

Tapestry Carpets are manufactured by a very ingenious

pro'iess which was invented and patented by Mr Richard

Wliytock of Edinburgh In 1832. In Mr Whytook's in-

vention, by a combination of printing and weaving, a pile

similar to Brussels carpeting ia produced, in which any
desired range of colours is available to the designer, while

only a single thread is used in the texture instead of the

five or six which run through the Brussels texture. In
tapestry carpet weaving the ordinary process of printing is

reversed ; for instead of the fabric being first woven and
afterwards printed, the threads are printed before even

the warp is formed. One thread, or two treated as one, in

some cases miles in length, are coloured, by steps of half

an inch, faster than a swift runner would make the distance.

Wioa these tlireads iiav3 been all piiti-co'.oured in this

manner, they iclm the elements, as it were, of the intended

design or fabric. Singly, they exhibit no regular figure or

pattern ; but when arranged in their proper order, ready

for the weaver's beam, the figure comes into view, much
elongated of course, inasmuch as 1 8 feet of the warp will

sometimes be gathered into 4 feet of cloth, in order to secure

the due proportions' of the intended object. The two
combined arts of printing and weaving are simplified by
this contrivance. With regard lo the weaving

—

\st, The
loom occupies only one-third of the space in length that

the Brussels loom requires ; 2d, The latter must have 1300
little beams or bobbins, from which the worsted pile has to

be gathered, whereas this loom requires only one beam
for the whole of the worsted threads; 3i/, While the

Brussels or Wilton, on a web of 27 inches, requires for the

best fabric 2860 threads, only 780 are !.; re requisite—one
layer instead of five—to produce .'"; g od or a better

surface; and 4M, While the number ( f colours in suc-

cession lengthwise, on the Brussels principle must not

exceed six or seven, any desired number can be introduced

in a tapesti-y carpet. Again, as regards the printing,

whereas formerly a change of blocks was required for every

change of pattern, in this new process the same blocks

serve for aU patterns—as the pen serves for every form 'of

type. If an object, say a rosebud, recurs a thousand times

in the length of a web, at intervals of 4 feet, the block

printer must apply his block a thousand times to point the

opening bud ; but here the buds are congregated, so that

one stroke may dye them alL If it be desired to have a

thousand buds in the length of the web, let a thread be

wound round a hollow cylinder a thousand times, and a

traversing wheel charged with colour be passed across the

coiL The thread, when uncoiled, will be found to be marked
in a thousand places, exactly where it is wanted to tip the

opening bud with red from end to end of the web.

Design-paper, whereon the pattern is indicated in small

squares, serves as a guide to the printer—each square being

one stroke of the colour-pulley. After the threads are

thus streaked across with colour, they are removed from

the cylinder or drum, and the dyes are fixed by the action

of steam. The threads are then arranged in setting frames,

according to the squares of the design-paper, to constitute

the warp of the projected web. The Jacquard is thus

superseded, and the loom restored to nearly the same
simplicity as of old, when

" Between two trees the web was hang."

Not only can the pile of Brussels carpets be readily

imitated by the process of Mr Whytock, but a velvet pile

can also be produced by simply cutting the loops as

practised for Wilton or Moquette carpets.

Like every other improvement, this invention on its first

introduction met with considerable opposition, particularly

on the part of manufacturers and dealers. During the

first fourteen years, the number of looms employed
gradually increased from one to fifty-six, the greatest

number in operation at Lasswads in 1847. The great

success which haj attended the manufacture of tapestry

carpets was chiefly owing to the energetic manner in which
Mr VfTiytock's brilliant idea was taken up and developed

by the eminent firm of Messrs John Crcssley <fc Sons of

Halifax. The manufacture was entered on by many other

carpet-weavers, and now, as tapestry and velvet pile

carpeting, it is one of the most extensive and best estab-

lished departments of the industry ; and the invention

has been the means of bringing articles fit for the use of

the most refined and fastidious within the reach of all

classes of the community. Rugs, table-covers, velvets, and
tapestry-hangings are printed and woven on the same
principle.
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PaUmt AxmXmter Carpefs owe thoir origin to Mr James

Templetou of Glasgow, wlio obtained a patent for his

invention in 1839. With a loom as simple as that re-

quiied for Mr Whytocli's patent tapestry, Mr Templeton

succeeded ia weaving patterns which embrace an unlimited

Preparation of C3ieniUe for Templcton's Carpets.

pariety of colours, and that with wool not printed, but

dyed in the yarn. Further, these carpets are pile fabrics,

and can be woven of a depth equal to any Oriental pro-

duction; while for density, smoothness, and firtoness of

texture they cannot I>6 surpassed. The manufacture in-

volves two distinct weaving operations,

—

1st, the prepara-

tion of the chenille the strips of which form the weft, and
2(i, the carpet-weaving proper. A design for the carpet to

be woven is first prepared and accurately laid down in its

proper colours on paper ruled into small squares. This

design is then cut into small longitudinal strips and given

to the chenille weaver to guide him as to the colours he is

to use, and attaching these to the side of his web, he
proceeds in regular order with length after length till the

whole pattern is woven up {a, in wood-cut). The depth
or thickness of the pile to be made is regulated by the

spaces missed in passing warp threads through the reed.

In the breadth of this web there may be ten, a, dozen, or

more separate chenilles, and consequently there is that

number of separate repeats of the pattern available for the

weaviug which follows. This first web is cut into shreds

cr strips (b) along its whole length according to the number
of separate chenilles it contains, and the loose edges fold

togetlier by a peculiarity in the weaving (c), so tliat a double
pile projects upwards from a tirmly woven centre or back.

The chenille strips now form the weft thread for the second
iTLaving, and being woven into a strong linen or hempen
backing in the same order that the strips were cut off from
(ho original pattern, the colours combine as in the pattern,

find the elements of the complete design come out as the

weaving proceeds. Each length of the chenille strips thus

makes up a complete section of the design, and if twelve

olrips were woven in the breadth of the chenille web, they
give the material necessary for twelve repeats. The diflS-

culties which opposed the successful issue of his invention

Mr Templeton set himself to combat and overcome with
unusual perseverance and determination, and his exertions

have been rewarded by his products attaining the highest

place in public estimation, and by the establishment of a

most extensive trade in his carpets. At a much earlier

period than most other manufacturers he perceived the

high importance of obtaining the co-operation of the best

artists and dosifjnora to supply him with appropriate and
irtistio patterns. In 1851 Mr Templeton obtained designs

from Mr E. T. Parris, and later ho was fortunate enough
to secure the aid of such eminent decorative artista as Mr
Digby Wyatt and Mr Owen Jones.

Carpeting of fclted-wo6l upon which coloured patterns

<ire printed are in large demand for crumb-cloths, and as a

cheap covering for the floors of bed-rooms, &c. A very

lar^e trade, chiefly export, is now carried on in carpets

made from jute fibre. The chief centre of this trade is

Dundee, and there the goods are chiefly woyen in plain

strips or chequered patterns, imitations of Kidderminster or

Scotch carpeting being rarely attempted in this inferior fibre.

The printing of jute carpets has been accomplished in a

manner very pleasing to the eye, but it is feared that such

goods would not satisfactorily meet the rougher test of

human feet. Matting of coir (from the husk of the cocoa^

nut), Manilla hemp {ifusa textilU), and Indian mat-grass

(Cyperus textilis), are also in extensive use. Floor-cloths

of various kinds come under a separate designation.

From the privately printed lectures of Mr Owen Jones

on The True and llie False in the Decorative Arts we ex-

tract the following on carpet-design :

—

" Carpets should be darker in tone and more broTcen in hue than any
portion of a room, both becauso they present the largest mass of

colour, and because they serve as a background to the furniture

placed upon them.
" A3 a genoral nile, lighter carpets may be used in rooms thinly

furnished than the contrary, as we should othervrise have too over-

powering a mass of -shade. Turkey carpets are by universal consent

adopted for dining-rooms, but not all Turkey carpets (and indeed

very few) are fitted for auch a purpose. The generality of Turkey
carpets consist of a border with llie whole aiiddle of the carpet

forming one largp pattern converging to the centre. All-over pat-

terns are much more rare. In the East, Tm-key carpets are placed

on a raised platform or dais at one end of a saloon, and all round the

edge of it are cushions on wliich tiie Easterns recline, so that the

whole middle of the carpet is perfectly free, and the complete pat-

tern is seen at a glance. This ia not the case when they are trans-

ferred to our dining-rooms, where the dining table alone cuts off the

best half of it. . . . The principle of design in a Turkey carpet .is

perfect, and our manufacturers would do well, instead of copying

them ia Axminster, as ia their wont, to apply the principles to be

learnt from them in producing carpets more in harmony with their

requirements.
" 1 will say no more on the floral style, but to express a regret

that the more perfect the manufacturing process in carpets becomes

the more do they (the carpets) appear to lend themaclvcs to evil.

The modest Kiddi-rminster carpet mrelygoes wrong, because it can-

not ; it has to do;d with but two colours, and consequently much
mischief ia beyond its re.ach. The Brussels carpet, which deals with

five colours, is more mischievous. Tlie tapestry carpets, where the

colours are still more numerous, are vicious in the extreme ; whilst

the recent invention of printed carpets, with no bounds to its ambi-

tion, has become positively criminal." (,\. WR.—J. PA.)

CARPI, a town of Italy in the province of Modena,

10 miles north of that city, on a canal supplied by the

Secchia. It is the seat of a bishop, and has a cathedral,

a theological seminary, a modern palace, an old castle, and

considerable remains of its ancient fortifications. Silk-

growing, and siUc-wcnving, the manufacture o£ straw hats,

and the cultivation of grain, hemp, and flax are the principal

occupations of the inhabitants, who number about 17,500.

In the 1 4 th and 1 5th and part of the 16th century, it

belonged to the Pico family ; but it was taken possess'on

of by Charles V. and bestowed on Alfonso d'Este.

CARPI, GiROLAMO l)A (1501-155C), an historical and

portrait painter, born at Fcrrara, was one of Benvenuto

Oarofalo's best pupils. Becoming infatuated with the work

of Antonio Leti, called Corrcggio, he quitted Fcrrara, and

spent several years in copying that master's paintings at

Parma, Modena, and elsewhere, succeeding in aping his

mannerisms so well as to bo able to dispose of his own
works as originals by Corrcggio. It is probable that not

a few pictures yet attributed to the great painter are in

Teality the work of his parasite. Da Carpi's best paintings

are a Descent of the Holy Spirit, in the church of St

Francis at Rovigi ; a Madonna, an Adoration of the Magi,

and a St Catharine, at Bologna ; and the St George and

the St Jerome, at Ferrara.

CARPI, Uoo DA (died 1636), a painter, was long held

the inventor of the art of painting in chiaroscuro, after-'

wards brought to such perfection by raimegiano and by
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Baltasar Peruzzi of Siena. The researches of Huber and
Breitkopf have proved, however, that this art was known
and practised in Germany by Jan Ulrich Pilguin and
Mair, at least as early as 1499, while the date of the oldest

of Da Carpi's prints is 1518. Printing in chiaroscuro is

performed by using several blocks. Da Carpi usually

employed three,—one for the outline and darker shadows,

another for the lighter shadows, and a third for the half-

tint. Bj' means of them he printed engravings after several

pictures and after some of the cartoons of Raphael. Of
these a Sybil, a Descent from the Cross, and a History of

Simon the Sorcerer are the most remarkable.

CARPIiSri, Jo.tNNES DE Plano, author of a remarkable

mediceval work on Northern Asia. He appears to have
been a native of Umbria, where a place formerly called

Plan del Carpine, but now Piano della Magione, stands

near Perugia, on the road to Cortona. He was one of the

companions and disciples of his countryman St Francis of

Assisi, and from sundry indications can hardly have been

younger than the latter, born in 1182. John bore a high

repute in the order, and took a foremost part in the pro-

pagation of its teaching in Northern Europe, holding suc-

cessively the offices of warden (ctistos) in Saxony, and of

2>rovincial (minister) of Germany, and afterwards of Spain,

perhaps of Bnrbary, and of Cologne. He was in the last

post at the time of the great Mongol invasion of Eastern

Europe and of the disastrous battle of Liegnitz (April 12,

1241), which threatened to cast European Christendom
beneath the feet of barbarous hordes. The dread of the

Tartars was, however, EtiU on men's mind four years later,

when Pope Innocent IV. determined (1245) on sending a
mission to the Tartar and other Asiatic princes, the real

object of which apparently was to gain trustworthy informa-

tion regarding the hordes and their purposes.

At the head of this mission the Pope placed Friar John,

at this time certainly not far from 65 years of age, and to

liis discretion nearly everything in the accomplishment of

the mission seems to have been left. The legate started

from Lyons, where the Pope then resided, on Easter Day
(16th April 1245), accompanied by another friar, who
speedily broke down and was left behind. After seeking the

counsel of an old friend, Wenceslaus, king of Bohemia, he
was joined at Breslau by another minorite, F. Bennet the

Pole, appointed to act as interpreter. The onward journey
lay by Kiev ; the Tartar posts were entered at Kaniev, and
thence the route ran across the Dnieper [Neper) and the Don
to the Elhil or Volga, on which stood the Ordu or camp of

Batu, at this time the senior of the Chlnghizid family.

Here the envoys with their presents had to pass between
two fires before being presented to the prince. Batu
ordered them to proceed onward to the court of the supreme
Kaan in Mongolia, lind on Easter Day once more (April 8,

1246) they started on the second and most formidable part

of theirjourney—" so ill," writes the legate, " that we could

scarcely sit a horse ; and throughout all that Lent our food

had been nought but millet with salt and water, and with

only snow melted in a kettle for drink." Their bodies

were tightly bandaged to enable them to endure the exces-

sive fatigue of this enormous ride, which led them across

the Jaic (now called 'Kiver Ural), and then north of the

Caspian and the Aral to the Jaxartes (quidam fluvius

magnusciijus nomen ignoramus), and the Mahometan cities

which then stood on its banks ; then along the shores of

the Dzungarian lakes and so forward, till, on the Feast of

St Mary Magdalene (22d July), at last they reached the

imperial camp called Sira Ordu (Yellow Pavilion), near the

Orkhon River,—this stout-hearted old man having thus

ridden something like 3000 miles in lOG days.

• Since the death of Okkodai the imperial authority had
been in inierregnum. Kuyuk, his eldest son, had now been

designated to the throne ; his formal election in a great

Kwndtai, or diet of the tribes, took place while the friars

were at Sira Ordu, numbered among 3000 to 4000 envoys
and deputies from all parts of Asia and Eastern Europe,
bearing homage, tribute, and presents. They afterwards,

ou the 24th of August, witnessed the formal enthronemeut
at another camp in the vicinity called the Golden Ordu,
after which they were presented to the emperor.

It was not tin November that they got their dismissal,

bearing a letter to the Pope in Mongol, Arabic, and Latin,

which was little else than a brief imperious assertion of the

Kaan's office ag the scourge of God. Then commenced
their long winter journey homeward ; often they had to lie

on the bare snow, or on the ground scraped bare of snow
with the traveller's foot. They reached Kiev on the 9th of

June 1247. There, and on their further journey, the

Slavonic Christians welcomed them as risen from the dead,

with festive hospitality. Crossing the Rhine at Cologne,

they found the Pope still at Lyons, and there delivered

their report and the Kaan's letter.

Not long afterwards Friar John was rewarded with the

archbishopric of Antivari in Dalmatia, and was sent as

legate to St Louis. We do not know the year of his

death, but it would seem that his successor in the see died

before April 1253 ; hence it ia probable that John did

not long survive the hardships of his journey.

He recorded the information that he had collected in a work,

called in one MS. Liber Tartarorum, in another Histcrria ilonya-

Icrrum quos nos Tartaros appeltamus. The work is divided into eight

ample chapters on the cotintry, climate, manners, religion, character,

history, policy, and tactics of the Tartars, and on the best way of

opposing them, followed by a single chapter on the regions passed

tlirough. . The book thus answers to its title. Like some other famous

mediaival itineraries it shows an entire absence of a traveller's t r

author's egotism, and contains, even in the last chapter, scarcely

any personal narrative. John of Pian del Carpine was not only an

old man when he went cheerfully upon this mission, but was, as we
know from accidental evidence in the annals of his order, a fat and

heavy man (vir gravis et corpulenlus), insomuch that during his

preachings in Germany he was fain, contrary to Franciscan precedent,

to ride a donkey. Yet not a K-ord approaching more nearly to con>

plaint than those which we have quoted above appears in his narra-

tive. His book, both in its defect of personal detail and in literaiy

quality, is inferior to that written a few years later by a younger

brother of the order, and envoy to the Mongol, William de Eubruck.

But it is an excellent work, and in oiu- own day an educated Mongol,

Galsang Gomboyev, has borne detailed and interesting testimony

to the great accuracy of its statements (see Melanges Asiat, tirSs du
Bullet. Bist. Philol. de VAcad. Imp. de St JPctcrsbmrg, ii. p. 650,

1856).

The book must have been prepared immediately after the return

of the traveller, for the' Friar Salimbene, who met him in France in

the very year of his return (1247), gives us these interesting par-

ticulars :
—" He was a clever and conveisable man, well lettered, a

great discoui-ser, and fuU of a diversity of experience. . . . He wrote

a big book about the Tattars (sic), and about other marvels tliat lie

had sefen, and whenever he felt weary of telling about the T.attars,

he would cause that book of his to be read, as I have often heard and

seen" (Cliron. Fr. Salimbeni Parmcnsis in Monum. Eistor. ad Frov.

ct PlaceiU. pertiiuntia, Parma, 1857).

For a long time tlie work was but p.artially known, and that chiefiy

through an abridgment in the vast compilation of Vincent of Beau-

vais (Speculum Hisloriale) made in the generation following the

traveller's own, and printed first in 1473. Hakluyt (1598) ami

Bergeron (1834) published portions of the original work ; but the

complete and genuine text was not printed till 1839, when it was

put forth by the late M. D'Avezao in the 4th volume of the Bicueil

de Voyages et dc Mimoires of the Geog. Society of Paris,—a work of

that great geographer which forms such a model of editorial taste,

learning, and sagacity, as will hardly be surpassed or equalled.

John's companion, Benedictus Polonus, also left a brief narrative

taken dovm from his oral relation. This was first published by M.

D'Avezao in the work just named. (H. Y.)

CAEPOCRATES, a Gnostic of the 2d century, about

whose life and opinions comparatively little is known. He
is said to have been a native of Alexandria and by birth a

Jew. His family, however, seem to have been converted

to Christianity. His Gnostic theory was for the most part
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foauled upon Piatonism, and he made especial use of the

doctrines of reminiscenco and pre-existence of souls. He
regarded the world as formed by inferior spirits who are out

of harmony with the supreme unity, knowledge of which is

the true Gnosis. The souls which remember their pre-exist-

ing state can attain to this contemplation of unity, and

thereoy rise superior to all the ordinary doctrines of religion

or life. Jesus is but a man in whom this reminiscence is

unusually strong, and who has consequently attained to

unusual spiritual excellence and power. To the Gnostic the

things of the world are worthless ; they are to him matters

of indifference. From this position it easily followed that

actions, being merely external, were morally indifferent,

and that the true Gnostic should abandon himself to every

lust with perfect indifference. The express declaration of

these Antinomian principles is said to have been given by

Epiphanes, son of Carpocrates. The notorious Hcentiousness

of the sect was the carrying out of their theory into practice.

CAEPZOV (in Latin Carpzovius), the name of a family,

many of whose members attained distinction in Saxony in

the 17th and ISth centuries as jurists, theologians, and
statesmen. They traced their origin to Simon Carpzov,

who was burgomaster of Brandenburg in the middle of

the 16th century, and who left two sons, Joachim and
Benedict.

Benedict Caepzov (15G5-1624), first of this name,

second son of Simon, was an eminent jurist. He was born

in Brandenburg in 1565, and was educated at the

universities of Frankfort and Wittenberg and other German
schools. He returned home in 1590, and was soon after

nominated assessor in law. In 1595 he was appointed

professor of law at Wittenberg, whence he removed in

1602 to the court of Sophia, electressof Saxony, at Colditz,

who named him her chancellor. After some ye^rs he

returned to Wittenberg, and died there, November 26,

1624, leaving five sons. He published a collection of

writings entitled DispiUaiiones juridicce.

Benedict Caepzov (1595-1666), second of the name,
was the second son of the preceding, and like him was a

great lawyer. He was born at Wittenberg in 1595, was
at first a professor at Leipsic, obtained an, hononrable post

at Dresden in 1639, became Ordinary of the Faculty of

Jurists at Leipsic in 1615, and was named privy councillor

at Dresden in 1653. Among his works, which had a very

extansive influence on the administration of justice, even

beyond the limits of Saxony, are,

—

Defiiiitiones forenscs

(1633), Praciica nova rerum criminalium (1635), Opus
dixisionv.m, ilhistrium Saxonice (1646), Processus juris

Saxonici (1657), kc. His last years were spent at Leipsic,

and his time was entirely devoted to sacred studies. He
read the Bible through fifty-three times, studying also the

comments of Osiander and Cramer, and making voluminous
notes. These have been allowed to remain in manuscript
He died at Leipsic, August 30, 1666.

August Carpzov (1612-1683),. fourth son of the first

Benedict, distinguished himself as a diplomatist. Born at

Colditz in 1613, engaged first as advocate of the court at

Wittenberg, ho was appointed in 1657 chancellor and
president of the Consistory at Coburg, and from 1675 till

his death was privy councillor at Gotha. He took part in

negotiating the treaties of Osnaburg and Nuremberg. Like
his brother ho was a man of earnest piety, and published

several devotional works. He died at Coburg, November
19, 1683.

JoHANX Benedict Caepzov (1607-1657), fifth son of

the first Benedict, was born at Rochlitz in 1607, became
professor of theology at Leipsic, made himself known by a

Systema Theolopicum, in two volumes, and died at Leipsic,

October 22, 1657, leaving five sons, all of whom attained

some literary eminence.

JoHANN GoTTLOB Caepzov (1679-1767), grandson of

the preceding, was born at Dresden in 1679. He waa

educated at Wittenberg, Leipsic, and Altdorf, became a

learned theologian, and in 1719 was called to the chair of

Oriental languages at Leipsic. In 1730 he was appointed

superintendent and first pastor at Liibeck. His most

important works were the Introductlo in tibros canonicos'

bibliorum, Yeteris Testanieiiti, and Critica earra V. T. He
died at Liibeck, April 7, 1767.

JoHANN Benedict Caepzov (1720-1803), grandson of

the first Johann Benedict, was a distinguished classical

scholar. He was born at Leipsic in 1 720, became professor

of philosophy there in 1747, and in the following year

removed to Hekostadt as professor of poetry and Greek.

In 1749 he was named also professor of theologj'. He was
author of various philological works, wrote a dissertation

on Mencius, and published an edition of JIusceus. He
died AprQ 28, 1803.

CAREANZA, Baetolem^ de (1503-1576), a Spanish

primate and theologian, was bom of noble family at

Miranda in Navarre, in 1 503. He studied at the university

of Alcala, and entered the Dominican order. The only

Spaniard who could pretend to rival liim in learning was

Melchior Canus, and as professor of theology at VaUadolid

he gained so brilliant a reputation that students flocked

thither from aU parts of Spain to hear him. Charles V.

selected Mm as envoy to the Council of Trent (1546). Afc

this council he earnestly maintained that it was the duty

of priests to reside in their benefices; and next year ho

(1547) followed up this appeal by publishing at Venice De
necessaria residentia episcoporum et aliorum pastorum. He
was also chosen by Charles to accompany to England the

prince who afterwards became Philip II., on the visit which

he made for the purpose of marrying Mary. Carranza

became that queen's confessor, and laboured very zealously

for the re-establishment of Koman Catholicism. In 1557

Philip appointed him to the archbishopric of Toledo, a post

he was very reluctant to accept, as he foresaw the jealousy

which his promotion would arouse ; and indeed the bishop

of Lerida the very next year denounced him to the Inquisi-

tion as a heretic, taking as pretext his Commentarios sobre

el catechismo Chrisiiano, published that year at Antwerp,

though that book was approved by a commission of the

Council of Trent. It was placed in the Index Expurga-
iorius, and Carranza was imprisoned for eight years, after

which, on appealing to Rome, he was taken thither and
confined (1566-1576) in the castle of St Angelo. In 1576
he received final sentence, being made to abjure opinions

which he had never held, suspended from his archbishopric

for five years, and banished to the Dominican cohvent of

Minerva. Seven days after this judgment he died. The
people of Spain honoured him as a saint, and Gregory

XIIL placed a highly laudatory inscription on his tomb.

His most famous work, Summa ContHiorum, first published

at Venice in 1546, is of considerable value, and has been
frequently reprinted.

CARRAR.V, a town of Italy, in the province of Massa-

Carrara, about 62 miles north-west of Florence, is situated

not far from the coast of the Mediterranean, in a deep valley

watered by the Avenza. The principal buildings are the

collegiate church of St Andrea, the Madonna delle Grazic,

and the cx-ducal palace. The town owes its whole

importance, as well as its very name, to the quarries in tht-

neighbouring mountains, which from a ver)' early period

have been one of the principal sources of statuary marble

in the world. They are for the most part situated close to

the village of Torano, about a mile distant from the town.

Of the 450 quarries at present in full working order, the

best are those known as Canal Grande, Poggio, Donzio,

and Palvaccio. The excavation gives employment to about
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6000 men ; and nearly 4000 are engaged in the cutting

and polishing shops, which number about 115. In 1873
the total value of the marble extracted was i£360,000.

Carrara is built not far from the site of the ancient Luna,
an Etrurian city of considerable importance ; and the

marble was known to the Romans as Marmor Liinense.

Napoleon L founded in tiie town an academy of fine arts,

which still exists and possesses a large collection of statues.

The only native sculptors of note are Albert! Maffeoli in

the 15th century and Danese Cattaneo in the 16th. The
population of the town proper is about 8000, but the

commune contains 23,827.

CARREL, Armand, or more fully Jean Baptiste
Nicolas Amiand (1800-1836), a distinguished French
publicist, was born at Rouen, 8th May 1800. His father

was a merchant in good circumstances, and he received a

liberal education at the college of his native town, after-

wards attending the military school at St Cyr. He had
4n intense admiration for the great generals of Napoleon,

and his uncompromising spirit and bold uprightness soon

marked him out as a man of independent views, and to be
suspected. Entering the army as sub-lieutenant he took a
secret but active part in the unsuccessful conspiracy of

Belfort. On the' outbreak of war with Spain in 1822,

Carrel, whose sympathies were altogether with the Spanish

cause, sent in his resignation, and succeeded in eflecting

his escape to Barcelona. He enrolled himself in the foreign

legion and fought gallantly against his former comrades.

Near Figuiferes the legion was compelled to surrender, and
Carrel became the prisoner of his old general, Damas. There
was considerable difficulty about the terms of capitulation,

and one council of war condemned Carrel to death. For-

tunately some informality prevented the sentence being
executed, and he was soon afterwards acquitted and set at

liberty.

His career as a soldier being then finally closed, Carre!

resolved to devote himself to literature. He came to Paris

and began as secretary to Augustiu Thierry, the celebrated

historian. His sendees were found to be of great value, and
on his side he not only obtained admirable training in

habits of composition, but was led to investigate for himself
some of the most interesting portians of English history.

His first work of importance (he had already WTitten one
or two historical abstracts) was the History of the Countcr-
Revolution in England, an exceedingly able political study
of the events which culminated in the Revolution of 1688.
He gradually became known as a skilful writer in various

periodicals ; but it was not till he formed his connection

with the Nalimial that he becaine a power in France.
The jYaiional was at first conducted by Thiers, Mignot,
and Carrel in conjunction ; but after the revolution of July,

Thiers and Mignet assumed office, and the v.hole manage-
ment fell into the hands of Carrel. Under his direction

the journal became the first political organ ia Pari.i. His
judgment was unusually clear, his principles solid and
well founded, his sincerity and honesty beyond question

;

and to these qualities he united an admirable style, lucid,

precise, and well balanced. As the defender of democracy
he had frequently to face serious dangers. He was once in

Ste Pelagie, and several times before the tribunal tx> answer
for his journal Nor Was he in less danger from private

enmities. Before his last fatal encounter he was twice
engaged in duels with editors of rival papers. The dispute
which led to the duel with }iL Emile de Girardin was one of

small moment, and might have been amicably arranged had
it not been for some sligb t obstinacy on Carrel s part. The
meeting took place on the morning of the 22d ilay 1335.
De Girardin was wounded in the shoulder. Carrel in the
abdomen. The wound was at once seen to be dangerous
and Carrei was conveyed to the house of a friend, where I

he died after two days suffering. His works, with biogra

phical notice by Littr^, have been published in five volumes
(Paris, 1858). A fine estimate of his character will be
found in Mill's Dissertations, voL i
CARRIAGE, a term which in its widest signification

includes all structures employed for the purposes of

transport of merchandize and movable goods and of human
beings. Such vehicles are generally mounted on wheels,

but the sledge and the litter are types of the exception to

this rul«. Carriages, according to the definition above
given, includes in these days a vast variety of forms, ranging

from the humble wheel-barrow and rude farm-cart up to

the luxuriously appointed sleeping-cars of railways, and
the state carriages of royal personages. A narrower

application, however, limits the term to such vehicles as are

used for the conveyance of persons, and it is in this

restricted sense that the term is here used. Cars or

carriages for use on railways or tramways are also excluded,

and will be dealt with in other connections.

Although, doubtless, the primitive means of transport

was by riding on the back of the horse, camel, elephant, or

other animal, there is evidence that the use of certain

kinds of carriages dates from a very remote antiquity.

When Pharaoh advanced Joseph to the second place in

Egypt " he made him to ride in the second chariot which
he had ;

" and later, Joseph, by command of the kin'g, sent

waggons out of the land of Egypt to convey Jacob and his

whole family to the land of his adoption. Thus at this

early period there were two distinct types of carriage in use

among the civilized inhabitants of Egypt,—a country

which from its level character presented facilities for the

development of this species of conveyance. The use of

chariots in Egypt and among early nations generally was
reserved for rulers and warlike leaders.

It was among the Romans that the nse of carriages as a

private means of conveyance was first established, and with

that people carriages attained great variety of form as well

as richness of ornamentation. In all times the employment
of carriages depended greatly on the condition of the roads

over which they had to be driven, and the establishment

of good roads, such as the Appian Way, constructed 331

B.C., and others, greatly facilitated the development of

carriage travelling among the Romans. In Rome itself,

and probably also in other large towns, it v.-as neces-

sary to restnct travelling in carriages to a few persons of

high rank, owing to the narrowness and crowded state of

the streets. For the same reason the transport of goods

along the streets was forbidden during the ten hours

between sunrise and sunset. For long journeys and to

convey large parties the reda and carruca appear to have

been mostly used, but what their construction and arrange-

ments were is not known. During the empire the carriage

which appears in representations of public ceremonials is

the carpenty.m. It is very slight, with two wheels, some-

times covered, and generally drawn by two horses. If a

carriage had four horses thay were yoked abreast, among
the Greeks and Romans, not in two pairs as now. From
the carruca are traced the modern European names,—the

English carriage, the French carrosse, and the Italian

carrozza. The. sirpsa was a very ancient form of vehicle,

the body of which was of osier basket-work. It originated

with the Gauls, by wtom it was named henna, and by them

it was employed for the conveyance of persons and goods in

time of peace, and baggage during war. With its name
are connected the modern French banne, banneton, vannerie,

and panier,-—all indicating basket-work. The essedum was

a two-wheeled carriage, the fonn of which the Romans
copied from the war cars of the Belgse.

These various vehicles were sometimes very splendidly

oruamentad with gold and precious stones ; and covered
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carriages seem more and more to have become appendages

of Roman pomp and magnificence. Sumptuary laws were

enacted on account of the public extravagance, -but they

were little regardsd, and were altogether abrogated by the

amperor Severus. Suetonius states that Nero took with

bim on his travels no less than a thousand carriages.

On the introduction of the feudal system the use of

carriages was for some time prohibited, as tending to render

the vassals less fit for military service. Men of all grades

and professions rode on horses or mules, and sometimes the

monks and women on she-asses. Horseback was the

general mode of travelling ; and hence the members of

the councO, who at the diet and on other occasions were

employed as ambassadors, were called rillmeister. In this

manner also great lords made their public entry into cities.

Covered carriages were known in the beginning of the

ICth century, but their use was confined to ladies of the first

rank ; and as it was accounted a reproach for men to ride

iu them, the electors and princes sometimes excused their

non-attendance at meetings of the state by the plea that

their health would not permit them to ride on horseback.

Covered carriages were for a long time forbidden even to

women; but about the end of the 15th century they

began to be employed by the emperor, kings, and princes,

in journeys, and afterwards on state occasions. In 1474
the Emperor Frederick III. visited Frankfort in a close

carriage, and again in the following year in a very magni-

ficent covered carriage. Shortly afterwards carriages began

to be splendidly decorated ; that, for instance, of the

electress of Brandenburg at the tournament held at Ruppin
in 1 509 was gilded all over, and that of the duchess of Meck-
lenburg was hung with red satin. When Cardinal Dietrich-

stein made his entrance into Vienna in 1611, forty carriages

went to meet him ; and in the same year the consort of

the Emperor Matthias made her public entrance on her

marriage in a carriage covered with perfumed leather. The
wedding carriage of the first wife of the Emperor Leopold,

who was a Spanish princess, cost, together with the harness,

38,000 florins. Those of the emperor are thus described :

" In the imperial coaches no great magnificence was to

be seen ; they were covered over with red cloth and black

nails. The harness was black, and in the whole work
there was no gold. The panels were of glass, and on
this account they were called the imperial glass coaches.

On festivals the harness was ornamented with red silk

fringes. The imperial coaches were distinguished only by
their having leather traces ; but the ladies in the imperial

suite were obliged to be contented with carriages the traces

of which were made of ropes." At the magnificent court

of Duke Ernest Augustus at Hanover, in 1681, there were
fifty gilt coaches with six horses each. The first time that

ambassadors appeared in coaches on a public solenmity was
at the imperial commission held at Erfurt in 1613. Soon
after this time coaches became common all over Ger-
many, notwithstanding various ordera and admonitions to

deter va-ssals from using them. These vehicles appear to

have been of very rude construction. Beckmann describes

a view he had seen of Bremen, painted by John Landwchr
in 1661, in which was represented a long quadrangular
carriage, apparently not suspended by strajja, and covered
with a canopy supported by four pillars, but witliout cur-

tains. In the bide was a small door, aud in front a low
seat or box ; the coachman sat upon the horses ; and the
dresB of the persons within proved thom to be burgomasters.
At Paris in the 14th, 15th, and even 16th centuries, the

French monarchs rode commonly on horses, the servants of

the court on mules, and the princesses and principal ladies

sometimes on asses. Persons even of the highest rank some-
times sat behind their equerry on the same horse. Carriages,

howevejr, were Ufle<^ at a very early period in France ; for

there is stUl extant an ordinance of Philip the Fair, issued

in 1294, by which citizens' wives are prohibited from lusing

them. It appears, however, that about 1550 there were
only three carriages at Paris,—one belonging to the queen,

•another to Diana of Poitiers, and the third to Reni de
Laval, a very corpulent nobleman who was unable to ride

on horseback. The coaches used in the time of Henry IV.
were not suspended by straps (an improvement referred to

the time of Louis XIV.), though they were provided with a
canopy supported by four ornamental pillars, and with
curtains of stuflf or leather.

Occasional allusion is made to the use of some kinds of

vehicles in England during the Middl? Ages. In The
Squyr of Low Degree, a poem of a period anterior to

Chaucer, a description of a sumptuous carriage occurs :

"To-morrow ye sliall on huntinff faro

And ride, my daughter, in a chare.

Jt shall be cover'd with velvet red,

And cloth of fine gold all about your head,
With damask white and azure blue

Well diaper'd with lilies new."

Chaucer himself describes a chare as

" With gold wrought aud pierrie."

When Richard II. of England, towards the end of the

14th century, was obUged to fly before his rebellious

subjects, he and all his followers were on horseback, -whUe

his mother alone used a carriage. The oldest carriages

used in England were known as chares, cars, chariots,

caroches, and whirlicotes; but these became less fashionable

when Ann, the wifo of Richard II., showed the English
ladies how gracefully she could ride on the side-saddle.

Stow, in his Survey of London, remarking, " so was riding

in those whirlicotes and chariots forsaken except at

coronations and such like spectacles." The same writer

states that in the year 1564 Quilliam Boonon, a Dutch-
man, became the queen's coachman, and was the first that

brought the use of coaches into England. Although Stow
is incorrect in thus attributing the introduction of coaches

to the time of Elizabeth, there is no doubt that at the

period he indicates, the use of wheeled vehicles began to be
so common that it then became a prominent public fact.

" Little by little," he again states, " they became usual

among the nobilitie and others of sort, and within twenty
years became a great trade of coachmaking." By the

beginning of the 17th century the use of coaches had
become so prevalent that in 1001 the attention of Parlia-

ment was drawn to the subject, and a Bill " to restrain the

excessive use of coaches " was introduced, which, however,
was rejected on the second reading. Their use told severely

on the occupation of the Thames watermen, and Taylor the

poet and watermo.u complained bitterly both in prose and
verso against the new-fangled practice :

—

** Carroaches, coaches, jades, and Flanders inaiea

Doe rob us of our aharos, our wares, our fares.

A(;ainst tho ground wo stand and knock our heels,

Wliilest all our profit runs away on whecles."

The sneers of wits and watermen notwithstanding,

coaches became so common, that in the early part of the

17th century they were estimated to number more than
6000 in London and its surrounding country.

Vehicles plying for public convenience, we have seen,

wore in existence during tho period of tho Roman empire,
and concurrently with tho renewal of carriage locomotion
in tho 16th century, public carriages were again re-

established. Hackney coaches were first introduced in

Franco during the minority of Louis XIV. liy one Nicolas
Sauvngo, who lived at the sign of Saint Fiacre in the Rue
St Martin, and hence hired carriages came to to called

Jiacrei, though eventuaUy the name was restricted to such
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as were stationed for liirc in the streets. In 1G50 C'bailcs

Villcrmo obtained tlie exclusive privilege of hiring out

pier » in Taris fur a payment of 5000 livrcs. The

proti ype of the modern omnibus first commenced plying

in the streets of I'aris on the 18th March 16G2, going at

fixed hours, at a stated fare of five sous. Soldiers, lackeys,

pages, and livery servants were forbidden to enter such con-

veyances, whicli were announced to be pour la plus grand

comviodile et liberie des personnes de mcrite. In the time

of Charles X. the omnibus system in reality was established

;

fur no exclusion of any class or condition of person who
tendered the proper faro was permitted in the vehicles then

]iut on various routes, and the fact of the carriages being

thus at the service of all gave rise to the present name.

Hackney coaches were first established in London in

1 G25. Writing in 1 G34 to Lord Stafford, JlrGarrard says,

—

" Here is one Captain Bailey ; he hath been a sea captain,

but now lives on the land, about this city, where he tries

experiments. He hath erected, according to his ability,

soma four hackney-coaches, put his men in livery, and

appointed them to stand at the May-pole in the Strand,

^ ving them instructions at what rate to carry men into

several parts of the town, where all 'day they may be had.

Other hackney-men seeing this way, they flocked to the

same place, and perform their journeys at the same rate,

30 that sometimes there is twenty of them together."

In 1C37 there were in London and Westminster )io

fewer than 50 such coaches ; in 1G02 they had increased

to 200, and in 1GD4 to 300, employing GOO horses. In

1G94 the number of hackney coaches was limited to 700,

and in 1715 to SCO. Thus, notwithstanding the competi-

tion of sedan chairs, the hackney-coach held its place and

grew in importance till it was, about 1820, supplanted by

the cabriolet de place, now shortened into " cab," which

had previously held a most important place in Paris.

In that city the cabriolet came into great public favour

about tho middle of the ISth century, and in the year

1813 there were 1150 sudi vehicles plying in the

Parisian streets. The original cabriolet was a kind, of

hooded gig, inside ^vhich the driver sat, besides whom
there was only room left for a single passenger. Mr
Hansom, the inventor whose name attaches to the London

two-wheeled vehicle to the present day, patented his cab

first in the year 1834. It consisted originally of a square

body hung in the centre of a square frame, the two wheels

being about 7 feet G inches in diameter, the same height

as the vehicle. On this very numerous improvements were

quickly made, and in 183G, after a fresh patent had been

obtained in name of Slessrs Gillett and Chapman, a com-

pany was formed for establishing hansom cabs essentially

the same as now in use.

Of coaches possessing a history the two best known in

the United Kingdom are Her Majesty's state coach, and

that of the Lord Mayor of London. The latter is the

oldest, having been built, or at least first used, for the

procession of Sir Charles Asgil, Lord Jfayor elect, in

November 1757. The body of this wonderful vehicle is

not supported by springs, but hung on leather straps ; and

the whole structure is very richly loaded with ornamental

carving, gilding, and paint-work. The different panels and

the doors contain various allegorical groups of figures re-

presenting suitable subjects and heraldic devices painted in

a spirited manner. The royal state coach, which is described

as " the most superb carriage ever built," was designed by

Si- William Chambers, the paintings on it were executed

by Cipriani, and the work was completed in 17G1. The

following is an official description of it :

—

"The whcle of the c;\rri:\f;c and body is richly ornaincnt.?d with

Innrel and carved work, Ijcautifully gilt. The length, 24 feet

;

width, 8 feet 2 inches ; height, 12 foot ; length of pole, 12 feet i

inehes ; weight, i tons. Tlio carriage and body of the coach is com-
posed as follows ;—Of four large Tritons, who support the body by

four braces, covered with red inoroeco leather, and ornamented with

gilt buckles, the two figures placed in front of the carriage bear

tlu; driver, and are represented in the action of drawing by cables

extending round their shoulders, and the cranes and sounding shells

to announce the approach of the monarch of the Ocean ; and those

at tho back carry tho imperial fasces, topped with tridents. The
driver's foot-board is a laige scallop shell, ornamented with bunches

of reeds and other marine plants. The pole represents a bundle of

lances ; the splinter bar is composed of a rich moulding, issuing from

beneath a voluted shell, and each end terminating in tlie head of a

dolphin ; and the wheels are imitated from those of the ancient

triumphal chariot. The body of the coach is composed of eight

palm-trees, which, branching out at the top, sustain the roof ; and

four angular trees are loaded with trophies allusive to the victories

obtained by Great Britain, during the late glorious war, supported

by four lions' heads. On the centre of the roof stand three boys,

representmg tho genii of England, Scotland, and Ireland, support-

ing the imperial crown of Great Britain, and holding in their hands
the sceptre, sword of state, and ensigns of knighthood ; their bodies

are adorned with festoons of laurel, which fall from thence towards

the four corners. The panels and doors are painted with appropri-

ate emblematical devices, and the linings are of scarlet velvet riclily

embossed with national emblems."

Jlodern Carriages.—The forms of carriages as now built

are so numerous as almost to defy classification, and they

altogether baffle detailed description. The climate, con-

ditions of life, and various other circumstances of different

countries have originated modified forms of carriage in each

of them, some of which have come into general use, while

others are seldom seen out of the land of their origin. Mr
G. N. Hooper, of the firm of Hooper & Co. of London,

who has given valuable assistance in the preparation of

the present, article, supplies the following table of modern

carriages with the countries of their origin :

—

Coach.
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generally with the result of rendering it unfit to be used

with comfort or safety in any form.

In comparing, the carriages of the present day with those

of earlier periods it should be borne in mind that many
circumstances apart from the skill and invention of the

coach-builder have combined to modify, or to necessitate

the modification, of such structures. The condition of

etreeta and roads was such, at no very remote date, as

to permit of only the most cautious traffic within limited

areas in vehicles of great strength, solidity, and weight.

The paving of streets and macadamization of highways

gave designers of carriages facilities for planning vehicles

of a light, airy type on more elegant lines, of which oppor-

tunities they were not slow to take advantage. Again,

previous to the introduction of railway.^, not only public

coaches but private carriages had to be built with a view

to afford accommodation for undertaking long journeys,

which are now entirely performed by railway, and that

circumstance also now enables the coach-builder to give

primary attention to the comfort, gracefulness, and eleganco

of the vehicles he constructs. But after allowance is made
for all such circumstances, there remains to coach-builders,

and especially to those of Great Britain, a very large share

of credit, for the inventive skill and ingenuity which has

brought the modern carriage to that perfection of workman-
ship and artistic finish which it everywhere displays. To
enumerate the improvements in coach-building, which have

been effected chiefly in the present century, would demand
a much greater space than can be devoted to this subject.

It must sufiBce simply to point to the CoUinge axle invented

in 1792, now universally adopted, by means of which
wheels require oiling only once in several months. The
elliptic springs, upon which nearly all carriages are now
mounted, were patented by Obadiah EUiott in 1804. A
great many ingenious devices have also been adopted for

facilitating the opening and closing of the head of landaus

or such carriages as are made to be open or close at pleasure.

And generally coach-building has enjoyed a full share of the

advantages flowing from the improved mechanical devices

and processes of modern times.

Coachmaking.—Coachmaking is a combination of crafts

rarely united in one trade, embracing, as it does, work in

such diverse materials as wood, iron, steel, brass, cloth,

leather, ivory, hair, <Sjc. A great division of labour and
numerous highly skilled artizans are consequently employed
in the various stages in the construction of a high-class

carriage. The workmen include body-makers, who build

up the part in which persons sit ; carriage makers, v/ho

make or fit together all the under parts of the vehicle on
which the body rests ; wheel-wrights, joiners, and fitters

;

trimmers, who fit up the inside of the carriage ; and several

classes of smiths for special work connected with the iron

framing, axles, spring.s, &c. Painting is an important part

of the business, those professing it being divided into

body, carriage, and heraldry or ornamental painters; and
after the painter comes the polisher who gives the final

brilltant polish to the outside of the whole structure.

A very great deal in the coach-making business depends
on the selection of materials. Ash is the kind of wood
commonly used in the framework both of body and carriage

;

and the quality best suited for body-wood is that of a mild
and free nature, while for the carriaee the wood cannot bo
too strong or robust. Full-grown wood, of course, is best

suited foi both purposes, and the planks must be allowed
to lie until tbey are properly seasoned, as is indeed most
essential with all the woad used in the building of a carriage.

After tl.e fn.mework is made, the lower part of the body
is panelled up with the softest bay mahogany, plain and
free from grain. The kinds of wood genoraby applied to

coach-wheel jnaking arc elm or fustic lor the naves, oak

for the spokes, and ash for the felloes ; but beech felloes

are often used, and it has been found by experience that

beech, when the felloes are cut from the log shortly after it is

felled, and kept until they become dry before being put
upon v/heels, answers admirably for this purpose. American
hickory is also one of the best available woods for spokes
as well as carriage, poles ; and a large trade is now eon-

ducted between Great Britain and the United States in the
importation of American machine-made hickory wheels.

Canadian black walnut has also come into use as a sub-
stitute for mahogany in panelling, and many other woods
are available for special portions of carriages.

Formerly, in the making of coach-springs, nothing was
used but German steeL, which from its hardness was more
apt to snap than the English steel now employed for that
purpose. The latter combines with superior elasticity a
strength that enables the spring-maker to fabricate his
springs at least one-third lighter, while they stand equal
fatigue. The iron mounting of coach-work requires the
skill of experienced smiths ; for, besides solidity, some
degree of taste is requisite to form the shapes and sets of
the difiterent parts. No branch of coach-making contributes

more to the elegance of the vehicle than that of the painter
His colours must be of the best quality in order to stand
exposure in all weathers. The varnish used is copal, of

which there are two kinds,—the finest for finishing the
body, and the second for finishing the carnage. Between
paints of different qualities and varnish, a well-finished

carriage gets from twenty to twenty-four separate coats
before it is fini.shed. Between each coating of varnish
colour and varnish the work is carefully rubbed smooth and
flat with pumice or fine glass paper, and th« final polish is

attained by rubbing with the palm of the hand.
The growth and development of railway travelling, instead

of checking the use of horse-drawn vehicles, or injuring the
art of the coach-builder, has had a very powerful inCiience

in the opposite direction. Eailway travelling has caused
an enormous increase in the use of cabs and other public
vehicles, wlulo increasing wealth has multiplied luxurious
private carriages. The revival of the driving of four-horso

drags, in imitation of the old stage coaches, between London
and various suburban towns (one going to Brighton), which
has taken place of late years, is deserving of note. These
coaches were put on the road by members of several aristo-

cratic clubs, not with a view to profit ; their success, how-
ever, has been very great.

As a coach-making and coaching country, England has
long held the foremost place. " The road," its coaches,

and their drivers figure largely in the popular literature of
the country, and the perfection of coach equipment has
besn an unfailing source of national pride. British coach-
builders still continue to hold, almost without dispute, the

highest position in their craft ; and that expensive luxury

—

a first-class London-built carriage—cannot, for honest work-
manship, handsome lines, and beautiful finish, be excelled

by any product of industry. (j. pa.)

CARRICKFERGUS, a' maritime county of a town, and
a co-exteusivo parliamentary borough of the same name, in

the province of Ulster, in Ireland. It is enclosed by the
county of Antrim, except on the S. where it is skirted by
the Bay of Carrickfergus (Belfast Longh). It comprises

an area of 16,702 acres, of which 129 are occupied by the
town. The surface is in general hilly ; Lough Jlourne. a
lake of about 90 acres in extent, is Snc feet above the level

of the sea, and the highest mountain, Slievo True, which
commands a magnificent prospect, attains an elcvat'on of

1100 feet. The land near the seashore is an alluvial

plain. ITie farms are smal', except in the hilly distritt,

where grazing is carried on. The chief crope ore oats and
potatoes, fur which aca-wced, with lime and vegetable

V. — i8
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matter, forms the manure ; and the district has long been

famous for the manufacture of cheese. The fisheries are

.valuable and extousive, and the oysters taken off the coast

are highly prized for their size and flavour. At Duncrue,

about a mile and a half from the town, on the property of

the marquis of Dpwnshire, rock-salt of remarkable purity

aad in large quantity is found in the Triassic sandstone.

According to ecclesiastical arrangement, this burgal

ifeouuty forms- a single rectory in the diocese of Connor.

The population numbered 85-20 persons in 1851, and 9397
in 1871,-4280 males and 5117 females. Thj borough

returns one member to parliament.

The town of Carrickfergus, from which the covmty and
adjoining bay take their name, is 9i- miles north-east of

Belfast by raLL It stretches along the shore of Belfast

Lough, is about one mile in length, and consists of the old

or wailed town in the centre, the Irish quarter on the

west, and the Scotch quarter on the east,—the last being

chiefly inhabited by fishermen, descelidants from a colony

driven by religious persecution from Galloway and A)t-

shire about the year 1665. The to^vn is irregularly built,

and deficient in neatness. The principal building is the

old cattle, standing on a projecting rock, from which the

town derives the name Carrick ; it was formerly a place of

much strength, and is stUl maintained as an arsenal, and
mounted with heavy guns. The ancient donjon or keep,

90 feet in height, is still in good preservation. The pariah

church, an antiquated cruciform structure, Tvas originally

a chapel or oratory dependent on a Franciscan monastery.

The entrance to a subterranean passage between the two
establishments is still visible under the communion-table

of the church. The jail, built -on the site of the above-

mentioned monastery, was formerly the county of Antrim
prison. The court-house, which adjoins the Jail, is a neat

modern building. When Carrickfergus was the county

tovfn of Antrim (which it ceased to be in 1850), the assizes

were held there. The town has some trade in domestic

produce and in Unen manufactures, there being several

flax spinning-mOls and a bleach-work in the immediate
neighbourhood. Distilling is carried on in the town.

Vesseb of 100 tons burden can discharge at the pier, and
there is a patent slip on the shore. The population of the

municipal town was 35-13 in 1851, and 4212 in 1871,
with an excess at the latter date of 528 females. In 1871
567 were CathoUcs and 3645 Protestants, and of the latter

2056 were Presbyterians.

la the reign of Queen Elizabeth tbo to"sni .-obtained a charter,

and this -was coniirmed by James L, who. &dded the privilege of

sending two burgesses to the Irish parliament The corporation,
however, was superseded, imder the provisions of the Municipal

• Heform Act of 1840, by a board of municipal commissioners. In
1182, .Tolin de Couroy, to whom Henry II. had granted all the parts

of Ulster he could obtain possession of by the sword, filed a
colony iu this district. De Courcy built the castle which afterwards

c.-une into possession of the De Lacy family, who, being ejeoted, in-

vited Edward Bruce to besiege it (1315). After a desperate resist-

ance the garrison surrendered. In 1386, the tdwn was burned by
tlic Scots, and in 1400 was destroyed by the combined Scots and
Irish. Subsequently, it suffered much by famine and the occa-

pioual assaults of the neighbouring Irish chieftains, whose favour
the town'^men were at length necessitated to secitre by the payment
of an annual tribute. In the reign of Charles I. many Scotch
Co\'«nantcr.-' settled in the neighbourhood to avoid the persecution
directed against them. In the civil wars, from IG-il, Carrickfergus
was one of the chief places of refuge for tho Pi-otestants of the
county of .Antrim; and on July 10, 1642, the fii^t Presbytery held
iu Ireland met there. In that year the garrison was commanded
by General Jlnnroe, who haWng afterwards relinquished the causa
of the Kngbsh Parliament, was, iu 164S, surprised and taken prisoner

by Sir Robert Adair. At a later period Carrickfergus was neld by
the p.artis:ins of James II., but surrendered in 16S9 to tho forces

uuder King William's general Schomberg ; and in 1690 it was
vUited by K.ing "WiUiarn, who landed here on his expedition to

Ireland. In 1760 it -was surprised by a French squadron under
iCommodors Ihourot who landed with about 1000 men, and, after

holding the place for a few days, evacuated it on the approach of

the English troops. Eighteen years later Paul Jones, in his ship iSie

'* r.auger," succeeded in capturing the "Drake," a British slocp-

of-war, in the neighbouring bay ; but he left without molesting the
town.

CARRICK-ON-SUm, a town of Iroiand in the south

riding of the county of Tipperary, province >.-' Munster, is

situated on the Suir, 14 miles east of Clonmel, with a

station on the Waterford and Limerick railway. It was

formerly a walled to-wn, and contains some -very ancient

buildings, such as the parish church and the castle, erected

in 1309, which belongs to the Butler family. On the

other side of the river, but connected l>y a bridge of the

14th century, stands the suburb of Carrickbeg, -with an

abbey fonnded in 1336. The woollen manufactures for

which the to-wn was formerly famous still give employment

to about 400 people ; and upwards of 1000 are at work in

the linen and flax factoriea A thriving export trade is

carried on in agricultural produce, and slate is extensively

quarried in the neighbourhood. Carrick-on-Suir became a

place of importance soon after the English conquest of

Ireland, and it still gives the title of earl to a branch of the

Butler family. Population in 1871, 7792.

nARRTF.R in its general acceptation, is a person who
conveys the goods of another for hire. In its mere

colloquial use it was applied to the class of men, now
rendered comparatively obsolete by the railway system,

who conveyed goods in carts or waggons on the public

roads. In jurisprudence, however, the term is collectively

applied to all conveyers of property, whether by land or

water ; and iu this sense the late changes and enlargements

of the.system of transit throughout the world have given

additional importance to the subject. The law by which

carriers, both by land and sea, are made responsible for the

goods intrusted to them, is founded on the pnetorian edict

of the civil law, to which the ninth title of the fourth book

of the Pandect is devoted. The edict itself is contained

in these few words, " natitce, caupmies, stabularii, quod

cvjusque salvum fore receperint, nisi restituent, in eot

nidicium dabo." The beautiful simplicity of the rule so

announced has had a most beneficial influence on the

commerce of the world. Throughout the great civilized

region which took its law directly from the Roman fountain,

and through the other less civilized countries which followed

the same commercial code, it laid a foundation for the prin-

ciple that the carrier's engagement to the public is a con-

tract of indemnity. , It bound him, in the general case, to

deliver what he had been entrusted with, or its value,

—

thus sweeping away aU secondary questions or discussions

as to the conditions of mors or less culpability on his part

under which loss or damage -may have occurred ; and it

left any limitations of this general responsibility to be

separately adjusted by special contract.

The law of England recognizes a distinction t>etween a

common and a private carrier. The former is one who
holds himself out to the public as ready to carry for hire

from place to place the goods of such persons as choose to

employ him. The owner of a stage coach, a railway

company, the master of a general ship, a wharfinger

carrying goods on his own lighters are common carriers

;

and it makes no difference that one of the termini of the

journey is out of England. It has been held, however,

that a person who carries only passengers is not a common
carrier ; nor of course is a person who merely engages

to carry the goods of particular individuals. _If a man
undertakes to carry goods safely, although he is not a

common carrier, and is to have nothing for the carriage,

he is responsible for damage sustained by his negligence.

A common carrier is subject at law to peculiar liabilities.

He is bound to carry the goods of any person who otters to

pay his hire, unless there is a good reason to the contrary,
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aa, for example, when his carriage is full, or the article is

not such as he is in the habit of conveying. Be ought to

carry the goods in the usual course without unnecessary

deviation or delay. To make him liable there must be a.

due delivery of the goods to him in the known course of

hb business. His charge must be reasonable : and he

must not give undne preference to any customer or class

of customers. The latter principle, as enforced by statute,

has come to be of great importance in the law of railway

companies. In respect of goods entrusted to him, the

carrier s liability, unless limited by a special contract, is, as

already stated, that of an insurer. There is no question

of negligence as in the case of injury to passengers, for the

icarranty is simply to carry safely and securely. The law,

however, excepts losses or injuries occasioned immediately
" by the act of God or the king's enemies "—words which

have long had a strict technical signification. It \vt)uld

appear that concealmeant without fraud, on the part of the

customer, will relieve the carrier from his liability for

negligence, but not for actual misfeasance. Fraud or deceit

by the customer (e.g., in misrepresenting the real value of

the goods) will relieve the carrier from his liability. The
responsibility of the carrier ceases only with the delivery of

the goods to the proper consignee. By the Carrier's Act

(U Geo. IV. and 1 Will. IV. c. 68) the liabilityof carriers for

gold, silver, kc. (in general " articles of great value ia

small compass ") is determined. Should the article or

parcel exceed £10 in value, the carrier is not to be liable

for loss unless such value is declared by the customer, and
the carrier's increased charge paid. Where the value is

thus declared, the carrier may, by public notice, demand an
increased charge, for which he must, if required, sign a

receipt. Failing such receipt or notice, the carrier must
refund the increased charge and remain liable as at common
law. Except aa above no mere notice or declaration shall

nffect a carrier's liability ; but he may make special con-

tracts with his customers. The carriage of goods by rail-

way or canal or by sea is subject to special regulations. (See
Railways and Chakiee Party.) A carrier of passengers
is responsible for personal injuries only when they have
been occasioned by his negligence or want of skill. Whore
there has been contributory negligence on the part of the
plaintiff,

—

i.e., where he might, by the exercise of ordinary
care have avoided the consequences of the defendant's
ncgligence--te is not entitled to recover. By 9 ami 10
Vict. c. 93 (commonly called Lord Campbell's Act), when a
person's death has been caused by such negligence as would
have entitled him to an action had he survived, an action
may now be maintained against the party responsible for
the negligence on behalf of the wife, husband, parent, or
child of the deceased. Previously such cases had been
governed by the maxim actio personalis moritur cum
persona.

CARRIER, Jean Baptiste (1756-1 794),FrenchRevolu-
tionist, one of the actors most infamous for cruelty in the
"Reign of Terror," was born at Yolai, a village near
Aurillac in Upper Auvergne, in 1756. At the beginning of
the Revolution (1789), he was merely an obscure attorney;
ond in 1792, with many others of the same class, he was
chosen deputy to the National Convention. He was
already known as one of the influential members of the
Cordeliers Club, which with the Jacobins supported
Robespierre. After the subjugation of Handers ho was one
of the commissioners nominated in the close of 1792 by the
Convention, and sent into that country to carry out a
general spoliation of the inhabitants, wliich was called
"organizing the progress of hberty." In the following year
he took part in establishing the revolutionary tribunal, and
»aid openly that for the prosperity of the republic at least
lulf of its population must bo " suppressed." Uo voted for

the death of Louis XVI., was one of the first to call for

the arrest of the duke of Orleans, and took a prominent
part in the revolution of May 31 (overthrow of the

Girondists). After a mission into Normandy, Carrier was
sent, early in October 1793, to Nantes, under orders from
the Convention to suppress the revolt which was raging

there, by the most severe measures. Nothing loath, he
established a revolutionary tribunal, and formed a body of

desperate men, called the Legion of Marat, for the purpose

of destroying in the swiftest way the masses of ptieouera

heaped together in the jails. The form of trial was soon
discontinued, and the victims were sent to the guillotine or

shot or cut down in the prisons en masse. He also had
large numbers of prisoners put on board a vessel with a

trap dour in its bottom, and sunk in the Loire by night.

This process, first of the uoyadcs of Nantes, called by its

inventor " republican baptism," was twenty-five times re-

peated, 80 that the river became polluted with corpses,

and a decree was issued, prohibiting the drinking of its

water; and even in this wholesale slaughter of men,
women, and Lttle children, there were special aggravations.

Snch was the terror inspired by these deeds that for some
time no one dared to denounce the perpetrator, who, in his

reports to the Committee of Public Safety, deliberately lied.

At length the horrible truth became known, and Carrier

was recalled. He was now the object of general execration
;

and although, m consequence of the fall of Robespierre (9th

Thermidor), he had a short respite, he was in November
1794 tried before the revolutionary tribunal The proceed-

ings lasted nearly a month, and on the 16th December,
having vainly pleaded the orders of the Convention in his

defence, he was condemned to death and executed.

CAREON, a small village of Scotland, in the county of

Stirling and parish of Larbert, on the right bank of the
Carron River, about two miles north-east of Falkirk. It is

of importance for its iron-works, which were started in 1760
by a chartered company, with a capital of X 1 50,000. There
are five blast-furnaces and thirty-five bloomary forges, and
they give employment to upwards of 2000 individuals.

The carronade, a short kind of cannon with 'a large chamber
for the powder, is so called because it was first made in

perfection at these works. The river, which falls into the

Forth three miles E.N.E. of Falkirk, is interesting as at

one time the boundary of the Roman empire on the north-

west. In the neighbourhood, are the ruins of the ancient
Camelon, and not far from the iron- works is the site of a
now demolished monument of great antiquity known as
Arthur's Oven, or Oon. The population is about 2500
CARSTARES, William (1649-1715), a Scottish clergj--

man, born at Cathcart, near Glasgow, on the 11th February
1G49, was the son of the Rev. John Carstares, a member
of the extreme Covenanting party of Protestors. He was
educated at the university of Edinburgh, and then passed
over to Utrecht, where ho commenced his life-long friend-
ship with the prince of Orange, and began to take an
active part in the politics of his country. At this time
the state of Scotland was restless and unhap|)y ia tlio

e.irtTemo ; and it was natural, therefore, that the Govcn-
ment should desire to silence Carstares, whom it h.id sevcra!

reasons to dislike. Ho was the intim.ito of WiUiain
; he

had been the bearer of messages betweei the disaffected in
Scotland and Holland ; and ho was believed to be con-
cerned with the learned James Stouart in the authorship of
a severe pamphlet— /1» Account of ScollaiiJ'a Grievancet
by reason of the D. of LaudcrdaUt Ministric, humbly ten-

dered to his Sacred Hqjesty. Accordingly, on his return
to England, at the close of 1674, ho waa committed to the
Tower; the fullowing year ho was transferred to Edin-
burgh Oastle, and it was not till August 1679 that ho win
released. Alter inis uo visited Ireland and tlion bocame
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pastor to a Nonconformist congregation atChesliunt. Dur-
ing 1682 lie was in Holland, but in the folbwing year he
was again in London, and v.-as implicated in the Rye House
Plot. On its discovery he was examined before the Scottish

Council ; but, though the torture of the thumb-screw was
applied, he refused to utter a word till he was assured

that his admissions would not be used in evidence, and in

the disclosures ho then made he displayed great discretion.

On his return to Holland he was rewarded by William's

still warmer friendship, and the post of court chaplain ; and
after the Revolution he continued to hold this office, under
the title of royal chaplain for Scotland. He was the con-

fidential adviser of the king, especially with regard to the

affairs of his native country, and rendered important service

to Presbyterianism, in promoting the RevolutionSettloment.

At the accession of Anne, Carstares retained his post as

royal chaplain, but resided in Edinburgh, having been
elected principal of the University. He was also minister

of Greyfriars, and afterwards of St Giles, and was four

times chosen moderator of the General Assembly. He
took an important part, too, in promoting the Union, and
was consulted by Harley and other leading Englishmen
concerning it During Anne's reign, the chief object of his

policy was to frustrate the measures which were planned by
Lord Oxford to strengthen the Episcopalian Jacobites,

—

especially a Bill for extending the privileges of the Episco-

palians, and the Bill for replacing in the hands of the old

patrons the right of patronage, which by the Revolution

Settlement had been vested in the elders and the Pro-

testant heritors.

On the accession of George L Carstares was appointed,

vdth five others, to welcome the new dynasty in the name
of the Scottish Church. He was received graciously and
with hearty thanks for his services, and the oflice of royal

chaplain was again conferred upon him. A few months
after he was struck with apoplexy, and died on the 28th of

December 1715.

See State-papers and Ld'.ers addrc^cd to Jl^illiam Carstares^ to

which Is prefixed a Life by II 'Connick, 1 774 ; and Story's Character
arid Career of If^iUiam Carstares, 1874.

CARTAGENA, or Caeth.4^ge-va, a fortified seaport of

Spain on the Mediterranean Sea, in the province of Murcia,

and 29 miles S. by E. of the town of that name, in 37" 36'

N. lat. and 1° W. long. The town stands on a hill

separated by a little plain from the harbour ; towards the

N. and E. it communicates with a fertile valley ; on the

3- and W. it is hemmed in by high mountains. The
harbour, the finest on the eastern coast of Spain, is fringed

by four hills ; and the island called La Escombrera, the

ancient Scombraria, 2| miles from the narrow entrance,

shelters it from the violence of wind and waves. The
harbour is heart-shaped and deep, except near its centre,

where there is a ledge of rocks only 5 feet under water.

On the eastern side is a breakwater 8-12 yards in length.

A tramway leads from the port to the centre of the mining
district, a distance of about two leagues. The streets of

the town are spacious, but not imposing ; and the friability

of the stone gives the houses a dilapidated look. The
barracks, arsenal, wet and dry docks, marine school, parade,

rope-walks, and the fortifications, are all in a neglected con-

dition. The mines near the town are very productive,

and thousands of men and beasts are employed in trans-

porting ores of lead, iron, copper, zinc, and sulphur to

the coast. In 1871 there were 150 blast-furnaces and ,76

smelting furnaces at work. The profits vary according to

the prices of English coal and coke. Among other mineral
products of Cartagena may be mentioned gypsum, saltpetre,

amethysts, and rubies. Barley and wheat are grown in fair

quantity, and there are some extensive vineyards and olive

yards. Esparto grass (Slipa tenacUiima], a species of rurji,

now much used in paper manufacture, is largely grown '-

the neighbourhood. It is the sparium, or Spanish brooin,

of the ancient Romans,—whence their name for Cartagen..,

Carthago Spartaria. It is stiU used locally for making
shoes, ship's cables, mats, and a kind of spun cloth. Barilla,

earthenware, glass, and silk are also among the manu-
factures of Cartagena, The former prevalence of fever,

the abandonment of the arsenal, and the prosperity of th"

neighbouring port of Alicante have much affected the trade

of the town during this century ; the raU-road communica-
tion which now exists with Murcia promises, however, to

bring about a revival of its commerce. The imports are

chiefly coal and coke from Wales and the north of England.
The principal exports are esparto grass and metallic ores ;

195,000 tons of the latter were sliipped in 1872, almost
wholly to Great Britain. The British vessels cleared in

1872 were 244, tonnage 113,015. Of foreign vessels 413
were cleared, tonnage 184,933. The sanitary condition of

the town is now greatly improved, as the Almajar Marsh,
which formerly caused much intermittent fever, has been
drained. The drinking-water of Cartagena is not good

;

house-rent and food, with the exception of breadstufTs, are

dear; and there are many paupers and mendicants, to

whom no public relief is afforded. The population in 1872
was estimated at 26,000, exclusive of the miners and the
labourers in the works of the port.

Cartagena was founded about the year 243 B.C. by Hasdrubal,and
was called Carthage yovu or New Carthage, to dlstinguisK it from
tile African city of Carthage. It was conveniently situated opposite
to tlie Carthaginian territorj' in Africa, and was early noted lor its

harbour, the best on the neighbouring coast of Spain. Its silver and
gold mines were the source of great wealth both to the Carthaginians
and to the Romans. Jn 210 B.C. this important place, the head-
quarters and treasure city of the Punic array, was stormed and taken
with great slaughter by P. Scipio. The city continued to flourish

under the Romans, who made it a colony, with the name Col&nia
Victrix Julia 2^'ova Carthago. In 425 a.d. it waspiUagedand nearly
destroyed by the Goths. The modern Cartagena was a bishopric
till the year ]2]9, when the see w-as removed to Murcia. It was re-

built by Philip II. of Spain, for the sake of its harbour. In 1706,
in the war of the Spanish Succession, it waa occupied by Sir John
Leake ; and in the next year it was retaken by the duke of Berwick.
On the 5th November 1823 the town capitulated to the French. In
consequence of the insurrection in Spain, Cartagena was in 1S44 again
the scene of wahfare. On the 23d August 1873 it was. bombarded
by t}ie Spanish iieet under Admiral Lobos ; on the 11th October a
battle took place off the town, between the ships of the Govern-
ment and the Intransi^entes, and on the 12th January 1874 Carta-

gena was occupied by the Government troops.

CARTAGEITA, or Carthagena, a seaport town on the

northern coast of South America, in the United States of

Colombia, in 10° 25' 48" lat and 75° 34' W. long. It

is situated on a low sandy island, which, with the island

south of it, Tierra Bomba, forms the harbour of Cartagena.

To the east of the town, and connected with it and the

mainland by bridges, is the suburb of Xiximani, on another

island. The houses of Cartagena are of stone, with lattices

and balconies of wood, and are regularly built, but mostly

only one story high. The streets are well-paved, but dark

and narrow ; arrangements have lately been made for light-

ing them by petroleum gas. The principal buildings are the

fortresses, some convents and churches, and the public

hospitals. The town possesses a park and a theatre. The
large cisterns in the walls coutain a supply of excellent

water. The mean temperature of Cartagena is about 83°

Fahr. In the summer the heat is excessive, and yellow

fever often commits great ravages ; leprosy, also, is not

unfrequent The harbour, which is second to none on the

north coast of South America, covers 40,000 acres ; it

affords complete security to ships in all weathers, and great

facilities for loading and unloading. It is divided into

three sections, Boca Grande and Pascaballos, a.Td the

Caldera, which have a depth of about 15 fathoms; and
Boca Chica. which is deeper. The entrance to Boca Chica
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U defended by tlio two forts— A.ngelo and San Fernando.

Its narrowness, tho shallows at its mouth, and the

irregularity of the tides render a pilot necessary for ships

passing through it. The roadstead for large vessels is about

three miles from the city. A chain of salt-lakes, which open

into tho Bay. of Cartagena to the S.W., nnd e.\tend towards

the Magdalena, in a valley through which that river may
ot one time have flowed, was taken advantage of by the

Spaniards in former times for the construction of a canal.

Very little cutting seems to have been necessaiy, except at

Calamar, the point of junction with the river. During

the War of Independence the old channel became choked

up; it was reopened, however, in 184G, after which tho

Qooding of the valley rendered tho channel once more
unnavigable, except for barges of light draught. On account

of the closing of the Digue, the rival port of Baranguilla

has been created, and a great amount of commerce has been

transferred to Santa Martha. The rapidly-increasing re-

quirements of trade in Colombia, and the great superiority

of Cartagena as a shipping depot, cannot fail, however, of

securing before long the reopening of the route by the

Digue. The imports of Cartagena from the United King-

dom are cotton goods, linen and woollen cloth, crockery-

ware, glass, cutlery and hardware. The exports are sugar,

tobacco, coiTee, cotton, dividivi and dye-woods, ivory-nuts,

balsam of Tolu, caoutchouc, cocoa-nuts and fibre, and
liides. Most of the cotton is obtained from wild plants,

and the export is falling off year by year, as is also that of

caoutchouc, from the wasteful cutting down of the india-

rubber trees. The cultivation of sugar bids fair to succeed,

for the climate and rich soil are adapted for the growth of

the cane. The difficulty of obtaining labour has hitherto

been a clog on agricultural enterprise in Cartagena. The
value of bullion exported from Cartagena on British account

in the year ending August 31, 1873, was XG237. The
value of the imports was £153,100; the customs revenues,

£11,400. There are no duties on exports. The number
of vessels which entered tho port in 1873 was DO, tonnage

30,037. The population of Cartagena, formerly estimated

at 28,000, is now about 9000 only ; four-fifths of these

are black or coloured people. The town of Cartagena is

the chief naval arsenal of New Gran.ada. It was founded
in 1533 by Pedro de Ileredia ; in 1544 it was .seized by
the French ; it was taken in 1585 by Sir Francis Drake,
and in 1007 by the French, who obtained from it over a

million of money. In 1741 Vernon unsuccessfully besieged

the town. It was t.akcu by Bolivar in 1815, and sur-

rendered to the royalists in the same year. Finally, it

was captured by tho republicans, September 25, 1821.

CAUTAOO. an inland town of Costa-Rica, Central

America, on a river of the samo name, GO miles from the

Gulf of Nicoya. The town suffered severely from an earth-

quake in 1841, and has since then decreased in commercial
importance, while the population has been reduced from
sbout 9000 to 3000 inhabitants. The volcano Cartago,
near the town, is 11,480 feet high.

CA.RTAGO, an inland city of tho state of Cauca, in tho

United States of Colombia, South America, 130 miles
north-west of Bogota, and situated on the Vicga, an aflluent

of tho Cauca. Tho inhabitants, numbering about 8000,
carry on a considerable trade in horned cattle, fruits, coffee,

cocoa, and tobacco. The ^limato is dry and salubrious,

and tho surrounding country well cultivated.

CARTE, Thomas (1080-1754), an English historian,

was born at Dusmoon, near Clifton, in 1C8G. Ho wa.s

educated at Oxford, and was first brought into public
niilico by his controvci-sy with Dr Chandler regarding
tho Irish massacre, in which ho defended Charles I. His
attachment to tho Stuarts also caused him to remain a non-

juror, and on tho discovery of tho plot of Atterbury, whoet

secretary ho was, ho was forced to flee to France. During
his residence in that country he collected materials for an
English edition of Da Thou and Rigault. These papers

were purchased by Dr Mead, under whose direction tho

book was published in a very handsome form. Being
recalled to England through the influence of Queen
Caroline, he published, in 1738, A General Account of the

/i'ecessar!/ Jfateriah for a Uistonj of England. The task of

collecting these materials he undertook, with the assistance

of subscriptions from various sources. Thg first volume of

his history, which is only of value for its vast and careful

collection of facts,was published in 1744. By the insertion

in it of the statement that the king's evil had been cured

by the Pretender, Carte forfeited the favour of most of liis

patrons. He, however, continued to publish; and the 2d
volume appeared in 1750, the 3d in 1752, the 4th in 1755.

His papers became the property of the University of Ox-
ford, and were deposited in the Bodleian Library.

CARTER, Elizabeth (1717-1800), a celebrated lady

scholar, and translator of the works of Epictetus, was the

daughter of the Rev. Dr Carter of Deal in Kent, and was
born in that town, December 10, 1717. Her mother,

Margaret Swayne of Bere, in Dorset, lost her fortune by
investing it in the South Sea Stocks, and died of a decline

when Elizabeth was about ten years old. Dr Carter

educated his children, boys and girls alike; but Elizabeth's

slowness of apprehension tired out his patience, and it was
only by great perseverance that she conquered her natural

incapacity for learning. She studied late at night and
early in the morning, taking snuff and chewing green tea

to keep herself awake ; and she so injured her health by
this that she suffered throughout her life from severe

headaches. Miss Carter learned Greek and Latin from
her father, and was specially proficient in Greek, so that

Dr Johnson said concerning a celebrated scholar, that he
" understood Greek better than any one whom he had ever

known except Elizabeth Carter." She learned also Hebrew,
French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and lastly

some Arabic. She studied astronomy, ancient geography,

and ancient and modern history. In 1734 some of her

verses appeared in the Gentlemaii's Magazine under tho

signature " Eliza," Carr the editor being a friend of her

father. In 1738 she published a small collection of poems,
and next year she translated from tho Freuch an attack on
Pope's J'ssay on Man by M. Crousaz. In 1739 appeared

her translation from the Italian of AJgarotti's yewtonian-

ismo pa' le Dame, calling it Sir Isaac Newton's P/iilosoph;/

explainedfor the use of the Ladies, in six Dialogues on Light

and Colours. Her translation of Epictetus was undertaken

in 1749 to please her friends Dr Seeker (afterwards arch-

bishop of Canterbury) and Miss Talbot, to whom the

translation was sent, sheet by sheet, as it was done. This

work was published by guinea subscription in 1758. In

1702 Mi.'^s Carter printed a second collection of poems. Dr
Carter, from 1702 to his death in 1774, lived with his

daughter in a house at Deal, which she had purchased. Her
literary earnings were augmented by an annuity settled on

her in 1701 by Sir William Pultcney and his wife, who
had inherited tho fortune of her old friend Lord Bath; and
she had another annuity from Mrs Montagu after that

lady had become a widow. Among Miss Carter's friends

and correspondents may be mentioned—Johnson (whom
she came to know through Cave the bookseller in 1737,

and who printed one or two of her papers in tho Jiamller),

Bishop Butler, Savage, Horace Walpole, Richardson,

Reynolds, Burke, Mrs Jlontagu, Hannah More, and Mm
Vesoy, tho hostc.i.s of the BasDlcus. Miss Carter never

married, and lived to the ago of eighty-nine. She died in

Clarges Street, Piccadilly, 1806 ; and her nephew, tho Rev.

Mont.agu Pennington, published her Memoirs ia 1808.
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CARTESIANISM
BY Carteskmsm is here meant the philosophy developed

principally In the works of Des Cartes, Malebrauche,

and Spinoza. It is impossible to ejchibit the full meaning

of these authors except in connection, for they are all ruled

by one and the same thought in different stages of its

evolution. It may be true that Malebranche and Spinoza

were prepared, the former by the study of Augustine, the

latter by the study of Jewish philosophy, to draw from

Cartesian principles consequences which Des Cartes never

anticipated. But the foreign light did not alter the picture

on which it was cast, but only let it be seen more clearly.

The consequences were legitimately drawn. It may be

shown that they lay in the system from tl\e first, and that

they were evolved by nothing but its own immanent
dialectic. At the same time it is not likely that they

wodd ever have been brought into such clear conscious-

ness, or expressed with such consistency, except by a

philosopher whose circumstances and character had com-

pletely detached Viim from all the convictions and pre-

judices of the age. In Malebranche, Cartesianism found

an interpreter whose meditative spirit was fostered by the

cloister, but whose speculative boldness was restrained by
the tiWitiona of the Catholic church. In Spinoza it found

one who was in spirit and position more completely isolated

than any monk, who was removed from the influence of

the religious as well as the secular world of his time, and

who in his solitude seemed scarcely ever to hear any voice

but the voice of philosophy. It is because Cartesianism

found such a pure organ of expression that its develop-

ment is, in some sense, complete and typical. Its principles

bave been carried to their ultimate result, and we have

before us all the data necessary to determine their value.

Des Castes was, in the fuU sense of the word, a partaker

of the modern spirit. He was equally moved by the

tendencies that produced the Reformation, and the

tendencies that produced the revival of letters and science.

Like Erasmus and Bacon, he sought to escape from a

transcendent and unreal philosophy of the other world, to

the knowledge of man, and the world he lives in. But
like Luther, he found within human experience, among the

matters nearest to man, the consciousness of God, and
therefore his renunciation of scholasticism did not end

either in materialism, or in that absolute distinction between

faith and reason which inevitably leads to the downfall of

feith. What was peculiar to Des Cartes, however, was the

Sjjeculative interest which made it impossible for him to

rest in mere experience, whether of things spiritual or things

siecular, which made bim search, both in our consciousness

,' God and our consciousness of the world, for the links

by which they are bound to the consciousness of self. In

both cases it is his aim to go back to the beginning, to

retrace the unconscious process by which the world of

experience was built up, to discover the hidden logic that

connects the different parts of the structure of belief, to

substitute a reasoned system, all whose elements are inter-

dependent, for an unreasoned congeries of opinions. Hence
his first step involves reflection, doubt, and abstraction.

Turning the eye of reason upon itself, he tries to measure

the value of that collection of beliefs of which he finds

himself possessed ; and the first thing that reflection

seems to discover is its accidental and unconnected

character. It is a mass of incongruous materials, accumu-

lated without system and untested. Its elements have

been put together under ail kinds of influences, without

any coiiscioiis intellectual process, and therefore we can

have no assurance ci them In order that we may have

such assurance we muot unweave the web of experience

and thought which we have woven in our sleep, that we
may begin again at the beginning and weave it over again
with " clear and distinct " consciousness of what we are

doing. De omnibus dubitandum est. We must free our-

selves by one decisive effort from the weight of custom,
prejudice, and tradition with which our consciousness of

the world has been overlaid, that in that consciousness in

its simplest and most elementary form we may find the

true beginning of knowledge. The method of doubt is at

the same time a method of abstraction, by which Des
Cartes rises above the thought of the particular objects of

knowledge, in order that he may find the primary truth in

which lies the very definition of knowledge, or the reason

why anything can be said to be true. First disappears the

whole mass of dogmas and opinions as to God and man
which are confessedly received on mere authority. Then
the supposed evidence of sense is rejected, for external

reality 19 not immediately given in sensation. It is acknow-
ledged by all that the senses often mislead us as to the

nature of things without us, and perhaps they may also

mislead us as to there being anything without us at all

Nay, by a stretch of effort, we can even carry doubt
beyond this point, we can doubt even mathematical truth.

When, indeed, we have our thoughts directed to the

geometrical demonstration, when the steps of the piocess

are immediately before our minds, we cannot but assent

to the proposition that the angles of a triangle are equal to

two right angles ; but when we forget or turn away our

thoughts from such demonstration, we can imagine that

God or some powerful spirit is playing upon our minds to

deceive them, so that even our most certain judgments
may be illusory. In this naive manner does Des Cartes

express the idea that there are necessities of thought prior

to, and presupposed in the truth of geometry. He is

seeking to strip thought of all the " lendings " that seem
to come to it from anything but itself, of all relation to

being that can be supposed to be given to it from without,

that he may discover the primary unity of thought and
being on which all knowledge depends. And this he

finds in pure self-consciousness. Whatever I abstract from,

I cannot abstract from self, from the " I think " that, as

Kant puts it, accompanies all our ideas; for it was in

fact the very independence of this universal element on the

particulars that made all our previous abstraction possible.

Even doubt rests on certitude ; alone with self I cannot

get rid of this self. By an effort of thought I separate

my thinking self from all that I think, but the thinking

self remains, and in thinking I am. C J'jito ergo smn. The
objective judgment of self-^onsciouf ij 's is bound up with

or involved in the very faculty of judging, and therefore

remains when we abstract from all other objective judg-

ments It is an assertion involved in the very process by

which we dismiss all other assertions. Have we not then

a right to regard it as a primitive unity of thought and

being, in which is contained, or out of which may be de-

veloped, the very definition of truth 1

The sense in which Des Cartes understood his first

principle becomes clearer when we look at his answers to

the objections made against it. On the one hand it was

challenged by those who asked, like Gasseudi, why the

argument should be based especially on thought, and why
we might not say with as good a right ambulo ergo sum,

Des Cartes explains that it is only as referred to conscious-

ness that walking is an evidence of my existence ; bat if I

say " I imi conscious of vaJking, therefore I exists" this is
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equivalent to saying, " I think in one particular way,

therefore I exist." But it is not thinking in a particular

way, but thinking in general that is co-extensive with my
existence- I am not always conscious of walking, or of

any other special state or object, but I am always con-

scious, for except in consciousness there is no ego or self,

and where there is consciousness there is always an ego.

Do I then always think, even in sleep, asks the objector

;

and Des Cartes exposes himself to the criticisms of Locke,

by maintaining that it is impossible that there should

ever be an interval in the activity of consciousness, and by

insisting that as man is essentially a thinking substance,

the child thinks, or is self-conscious, even in its mother's

womb. The difficulty disappears when we observe that

the question as to the conditions under which self-con-

sciousness is developed in the individual human subject,

does not affect the nature of self-consciousness in itseU, or

in its relation to knowledge. The force of Des Cartes 's

argument really lies in this, that the world as an intellig-

ible world exists only for a conscious self, and that there-

fore the unity of thought and being in self-consciousness is

presupposed in all knowledge. Of this self it is true to say

that it exists only as it thinks, and that it thinks always.

Oogito ergo sum is, as Des Cartes points out, not a syllogism,

but the expression of an identity which is discerned by the

simple intuition of the mind.' If it were otherwise, the

major "omne quod cogitat existit" would require to have been

known before the minor " cogito" ; whereas on the contrary

it is from the immediate consciousness of being as contained

in self-consciousness that that major can alone be derived.

Again, when Hobbes and others argued that thinking is

or may be a property of a material substance, Des Cartes

answers that the question whether the material and the

thinking substance are one does not meet us at the outset,

but can only be solved after we have considered what is

involved in the conception of these different substances

respectively.'' In other words, to begin by treating thinking

as a quality of a material substance, is to go outside of the

intelligible world for an explanation of the intelligible

world. -" It is to ask for something prior to that which is

first in "thought. If it be true that the consciousness of

self is that from which we cannot abstract, that which is

involved in the knowledge of anything, then to go beyond
it and seek for a reason or explanation of it in anything

else is to go beyond the beginning of knowledge ; it is to

ask for a knowledge before knowledge.

Des Cartes, however, is himself unfaithful to this point

of view ; for, strictly taken, it would involve the consequence,

not only that there is nothing prior to the pure conscious-

ness of self, but that there can be no object which is not
in necessary relation to it. Hence there can be no absolute

opposition between thought and anything else, no opposi-

tion which thought itself does not transcend. But Des
Cartes commits the error of making thought the property

of a substance, a rw cogitans, which as such can immediately
or directly apprehend nothing but thoughts or ideas

;

while, altogether outside of these thoughts and ideas, there

is another substance characterized by the property of

extension, and with which thought has nothing to do.

Matter in space is thus changed, in Kantian language, into

a " thing in itself," an object out of all relation to the

subject ; and on the other hand, mind seems to be shut up
in the magic circle of its own ideas, without any capacity
of breaking through the circle or apprehending any reality

but itself. Between thought and being, in spite of their

tubjective unity in self-consciousness, a great gulf seems still

to bo fixed, which cannot be crossed unless thought should

' R^sp. ad secundiu obJectioTiea, p. 74,—quoting from the Elzevir
•ditlon.

• Kap. aj terlias oli/cct., p. 94.

become extended, or matter think. But to Des Cartes the

dualism is absolute, because it is a presupposition with

which he starts. Mind cannot go out of itself, cannot deal

with anything but thought, without ceasing to be mind;

and matter must cease to be matter ere it can lose its

absolute externality, its nature as having partes extra partes,

and acquire the unity of mind. They are opposed as the

divisible and the indivisible, and there is no possible exist-

ence of matter in thought except a representative existence.

The ideal (or, as Des Cartes calls it, objective) existence of

matter in thought and the real (or, as Des Cartes calls it,

formal) existence of matter out of thought are absolutely

different and independent things.

It was, however, impossible for Des Cartes to be content

with a subjective idealism that confined all knowledga to

the tautological expression of self-consciousness " I am I,"

" What I perceive I perceive." If the individual is to find

in his self-consciousness the principle of all knowledge,

there must be something in it which transcends the distinc-

tion of self and not self, which carries him beyond the

limit of his own individuality. What then is the point

where the subjective consciousness passes out into the

objective, from which it seemed at first absolutely excluded ?

Des Cartes answers that it is through the connection of the

consciousness of self with the consciousness of God. It is

because we find God in our minds that we find anj^thirg

else. The proof of God's existence is therefore the hinge

on which the whole Cartesian philosophy turns, and it is

necessary to examine the nature of it somewhat closely.

Des Cartes, in the first place, tries to extract a criterion

of truth out of the cogito ergo sum. Why am I assuied of

my own existence 1 It is because the conception of existence

is at once and immediately involved in the consciousiiesa

of self. I can logically distinguish the two elements, but

I cannot separate them ; whenever I clearly and distinctly

conceive the one, I am forced to think the other along

with it. But this gives me a rule for all judgments what-

ever, a principle which is related to the cogito ergo sum
as the formal to the material principle of knowledge.

Whatever we cannot separate from the clear and dis-

tinct conception of anything, necessarily belongs to it

in reality; and on the other hand, whatever we can

separate from tbo clear and distinct conception of any-

thing, does not necessarily belong to it in reality. Let

us therefore set an object clearly before us, let us sever

it in thought so far as is possible from all other objects,

and we shall at once be able to determine what pro-

perties and relations are essential, and what are not

essential to it. And if wo find empirically that any object

manifests a property or relation not involved in the clear

and distinct conception of it, we can say with certainty that

such property or relation docs not belong to it except by
arbitrary arrangement, or, in other words, by the external

combination of things which in their own nature have no

affinity or connection.

Now, by the application of this pnnciple, we might at

once assure ourselves of many mathematical truths; but,

as has been already shown, there is a point of view from

which wo may doubt even these, so long as the idea of a

God that deceives ns is not excluded. If it is not certain

that there is a God that cannot b'c, it is not certain that

there is an objective matter in space to which mathcnialical

truth ap[ilies. But the existence of God maybe imived in

two ways. In the first place it may bo proved through the

princijilc of causality, ^vhich is a self-evident truth. We
have in our mind many ideas, and according to tie principle

of causality, all these ideas mnst be derived from something

that contains a " formal " reality which corresponds to their

" objective " reality, i.e., which contains at least as much
reality in its existence out ot thought as they coutain ia
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their existence ia thought. Now we might derive from

ourselves not only the ideas of other minds like our-

selves, but possibly also of material objects, since these

are lower in the scale of existence than ourselves, and it is

conceivable that the idea of them might bo got by omitting

some of the qualities which distinguish ourselves. But the

idea of God, of a being who is eternal and immutable,

all powerful, all wise, and ail good, cannot be derived

from our own limited and imperfect eilstence. The

origin, therefore, must be sought in a being who contains

actually in himself all that is contained in our idea of

him.

To this argument it was objected by some of the critics

of Des Cartes that the idea of God as the infinite Being is

merdy negative, and that it is derived from the finite

simply by abstracting from its conditions. Des Cartes

answers that the case is jasc the reverse—the infinite is

the positive idea, and the finite is the negative, and there-

fore the former is Iho presupposition of the latter. As
Kant, at a later date, pointed out that space is not a

general conception, abstracted from the ideas of particular

spaces, and representing the common element in them, but

that, on the contrary, the ideas of particular spaces are

got by the limitation of the one infinite space that is prior

td them, so Des Cartes maintains in general that the idea

of the finite is had only by limitation of the infijiite, and
not the idea of the infinite by abstraction from the partic-

ular determinations of the finite. It is a necessary con-

sequence of this that the self-consciousness of a finite being

is bound up with iho consciousness of the infinite. Hence
the idea of God is not merely one among other ideas which

we have, but it is the one idea that is necessary to our

very existence as thinking beings, the idea through which
alone wo can think ourselves, or anything else. " I ought

never to suppsse," says Des Cartes, " that my conception

o£ the infinite is a negative idea, got by negation of the

finite, just as I conceive repose to be merely negation of

movement, and darkness merely the negation of light.

On the contrary, I see manifestly that there is more reality

in the infinite than in the finite substance, and that there-

fore I have in me the notion of the infinite, even in some

sense prior to the notion of the finite, or, in other words,

that the notion of myself in some sense presupposes the

notion of God ; for how could I doubt or desire, how
could I be conscious of anything as a want, how could I

know that I am not altogether perfect, if I had not in me
the idea of a being more perfect than myself, by comparison

with whom I recognize the defects of my own existence 1 " '

Des Cartes then goes on in various ways to illustrate the

thesis that the consciousness of a defective and growing
nature cannot give rise to the idea of infinite perfection, but
on the contrary, presupposes it. We could not think of a

series of approximations, unless there were somehow pre-

sent to us the idea of the completed infinite as the goal

we aim at. If we had not the consciousness of ourselves

as finite in relation to the infinite, either we should not be
conscious of ourselves at all, or we should be conscious of

ourselves as infinite. The image of God is so impressed by
Him upon us, that we " conceive that resemblance wherein
the idea of God is contained by the same faculty whereby
we are conscious of ourselves." In other words, our con-

sciousness of ourselves is a^ the same time consciousness of

our finitude, and hence of our relation to a being who is

infinite.

The principle which underlies the reasoning of Des Cartes

is, that to be conscious of a limit, is to transcend it. We
could not feel the limits either upon our thought or upon
0>ir existence, we could not doubt or desire, if we did not

* Meditatio Certia. p. 21-

already apprehend something beyond these limits. Kay,
we could not be conscious of our existence as individual

selves, if we were not conscious of that which is not our-

selves, and of a unity in which both self and not-self are

included. Our individual life is therefore to us as self-

conscious beings a part of a wider universal life. Doubt
and aspiration are but the manifestation of this essential

division and contradiction of a nature, which, as conscious

of itself, is at the same time conscious of the whole in

which it is a part. And as the existence of a self and its

consciousness are one, 'so wo may say that a thinking being

is not only an individua!, but always in some sense

identified with that universal unity of being to which it

is essentially related.

If Des Cartes had followed out this line of thought, ho
would have been led at once to the pantheism of Spinoza,

if not beyond it. As it is, he is on the verge of contra-

diction with himself when he speaks of the consciousness

of God as in some sense prior to the consciousness of self.

How can anything be prior to the first principles of know-
ledge J It is no answer to say that tho consciousness of

God is the principium essendi while the consciousness of

self is the principium iognoscendi. For, if the idea of

God is prior to the idea of self, knowledge must begin

whore existence begins, with God. The words " in some
sense," with which Des Cartes qualifies his assertion of the

priority of the idea of God, only betray his hesitation and hia

partial consciousness of the contradiction in which he is

involved. Some of Des Cartes's critics presented this

difnculty to him in another form, and accused him of

reasoning in a circle when he said that it is because God
cannot lie that we are certain that our dear and distinct

ideas do not deceive us. The very existence of the con-

scious self, the cogito ergo sum, which is the first of all

truths and therefore prior in certitude to the existence of

God, is believed only because of the clearness and distinct-

ness with which we apprehend it. How then, they argued,

could God's truthlulness be our security for a principle

which we must use in order to prove the being of God ?

The answer of Des Cartes is somewhat lame. We cannot
doubt any self-evident principle, or even any truth based

on a self-evident principle, when we are directly contem-
plating. it in all the necessity of its evidence ; it is only

when we forget or turn away from this evidence, and begin

to think of the possibility of a deceitful God, that a doi'bt

arises which cannot be removed except by the conviction

that God is true,^ It can scarcely be said that this is a

dignus vindice nodus, or that God can fitly* appear as a
kind of second-best resource to the forgetful spirit that has
lost its direct hold on truth and its faith in itself. God,
truth, and the human spirit are thus conceived as having
merely external and accidental relations with each other.

What Des Cartes, however, is really expressing in this

exoteric way, is simply that beneath and beyond all par-

ticular truths lies the great general truth of the uuity

of thought and existence. In contemplating particular

truth, we may not consciously relate it to this unity, but
when we have to defend ourselves against scepticism, we
are forced to realize this relation. The ultimate answer to

any attack upon a special aspect or element of truth must
be to show that the fate of truth itself, the possibility ot

knowledge is involved in the rejection of it, and that we
cannot doubt it without doubting reason itself. But to

doubt reason is, in the language of Des Cartes, to doubt the

truthfulness of God, for, in his view, the idea of God is

involved in the very constitution of reason. Taken in this

way then, the import of Des Cartes's answer is, that the

consciousness of self, like every other particular truth, is

' Reip. quartw, p. 231.
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not at first seen to rest on the consc'.ousQess of God, but

that when we realize what it means we sBe that it does so

rest. But if this be so, then in making the consciousness

of self his first principle of knowledge, Des Cartes has

stopped short of the trutL It can only be the first

principle if it is understood not as the consciousness of the

individaal self, but in a sense in which the consciousness of

self is identical with the consciousness of God.

Des Cartes, however, is far from a clear apprehension of

the ultimate unity of thought and being, which nevertheless

he strives to find in God. Beginning with an absolute

separation of the res cogitans from the res extensa, he is

continually falling back into dualism just when he seemed

to have escaped from it. Even in God the absolute unity,

idea and reality fall asunder ; our idea of God is not God

in us, it is only an idea of which God's existence is the

cause. But the category of causality, if it forms a bridge

between different things, as here between knowing and

being, at the same time repels them from each other. It

is a category of external relation which may be adequate

to express the relation of the finite to the finite, but not

the relation of the finite to the infinite. We cannot con-

ceive God as the cause of our idea of him, without making

God a purely objective and therefore finite existence. Nor

is the case better when we turn to the so-called onto-

logical argument,—that existence Ls necessarily involved in

the idea of God, just as the property of having its angles

equal to two right angles is involved in the idea of a

triangle. If indeed we understood this as meaning that

thought transcends the distinction between itself and

existence, and that therefore existence cannot be a thing

in itself out of thought, but must be an intelligible world

that exists as such only for the thinking being, there- is

some force in the argument. But this meaning we cannot

find in Des Cartes, or to find it we must make him
inconsistent with himself. He was so far from having

quelled the phantom " thing in itself," that he treated

matter in space as such a thing, and thus confused

externality of space with externality to the mind. On this

dualistic basis, the ontological argument becomes a mani-

fest paralogism, and lies open to all the objections that

Kant brought against it. That the idea of God involves

existence proves only that God, if he exists at all, exists

by the necessity of his being. But the link that shall bind

tliought to existence is still wanting, and, in consistency

with the other presuooositions of Des Cartes it cannot be

supplied.

But again, even if we allow to Des Cartes that God is the

unity of thought and being, we must still ask what kind of

unity 1 Is it a mere generic unity, reached by abstraction,

and therefore leaving out all the distinguishing character-

istics of the particulars under it ! Oris it a concrete unity

to which the particular elements are subordinated, but in

which they are nevertheless included ! To answer this

question, we need only look at the relation of the finite to

the infinite, as it is expressed in the passage already quoted,

and in nlany others. Des Cartes always speaks of the

infinite as a purely affirmative or positive existence, and of

the finite in so f« as rt is di.stinguished from the infinite,

as purely negative, or in other words as a nonentity, " I

am," ho says, " a mean between God aud nothing, between
tile Supreme Being and not-being. In so far as I am
created by God, there is nothing in me that can deceive me
or lead me into error. But on the other, hand, if I consider

myself as participating in nothingness, or not-being, inas-

much as I am not myself the Supremo Being, but in many
ways defective, I find myself exposed to an infinity of errors.

Thus error as such is not something real that depends on
Ood, but simply a defect ; I do not need to explain it by
means of any special faculty bestowed on me by God, but

r>—

8

merely by the fact that the faculty for discerniDg truth

from error with which he has endowed me, is not bifinite." *

But if wa follow out this principle to its logical result, we
must say not only that error is a consequence of finitude, but

also that the very existence of the finite as such is an error

or illusion. AU finitude, all determination, according to the

well-known Spinozistic aphorism, is negation, and negation

cannot constitute reaUty. To know the realioy of things,

therefore, we have to abstract from their limits, or in other

words, the only reality is the infinite. Finite, being, qua

finite, has no existence, and finite self-consciousness, con-

sciousness of a self in opposition to, or limited by, a not-self

is an illusion. But Des Cartes does not thus reason. He
does not see " anything in the nature of the infinite which

should exclude the existence of finite things." " What

"

he asks " would become of the power of that imaginary

infinite if it could create nothing 1 Perceiving in ourselves

the power of thinking, we can easily conceive that there

should be a greater intelligence elsewhere. And even if we
should suppose that intelligence increased ad infiidium, we
need not fear that our own would be lessened. And the

same is true of all other attributes which we ascribe to God,

even of his power, provided only that we do not suppose

that the power in us is not subjected to God's will. In

all points, therefore. He is infinite without any exclusion

of created things. "^ The truth of this view we need not

dispute ; the question is as to its consistency with Cartesian

principles. It may be a higher idea of God to conceive

him as revealing himself in and to finite creatures ; but

it is a different idea from that which is implied in Des

Cartes's explanations of error. It is an inconsistency that

brings Des Cartes nearer to Christiantity, and nearer it

may also be said, to a true metaphysic ; but it is not the

less an inconsistency with his fundamental principles which

necessarily disappears in their subsequent development.

To conceive the finite as not constituted merely by the

absence of some of the positive elements of the infinite,

but as in necessary unity with the infinite ; to conceive

the infinite as not merely that which has no limits, or

determinations, but as that which is self-determined and

self-manifesting, which through all finitude and manifesta-

tion returns upon itself, may not be erroneou.s. But it

would not be difficult to show that the adoption of such a

conception involves the rejection or modification of almost

every doctrine t)f the Cartesian system.

In connection with this inconsistency we may notice the

very different relations in which Des Cartes conceives mind

on the one side and matter on the other, to stand towards

God, who yet is the cause of both, and must therefore, by

the principle of causality, contain in himself all that is

in both. Matter and mind are to Des Cartes absolute

opposites. Whatever can bo asserted of mind can be

denied of matter, whatever can be asserted of matter can

be denied of mind. Matter is passive, mind is active; matter

is extended, and therefore divi-sible ad infinititm ; mind

is an indivisible unity. In fact, though of this Des Cartsa

is not conscious, the determination of the one is mediated

by its opposition to the other ; the ideas of object and sub-

ject, the self and not-self, are terms of a relation distin-

guishable but inseparable. But in the idea of God we must

find a unity which transcends this difference in one way or

another, whether by combining the two under a higher

notion, or, as it would be more natural to expect on Cartesian

principles, by abstracting equally from the particular

characteristics of both. Des Cartes really does neither, or

rather he acta partly on the one principle and partly on tho

other. In his idea of God he abstracts from tlie propertioa

of matter but not from those of mind. " God," he says,

> Medilatio juarta, p. 2$. • Rctp. ad lec objtrt., p- i

' V. — 19
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" contains in himsellfomaliler all tliat is in mind, but only
eminenier all that is in matter;"' or, as he elsewhere
expresses it more popularly, he is mind, but he is only the
creator of matter. And for this ho gives as his reason, that
matter as being dinsible and passive is essentially imperfect.

Ipsa natura corporis multas imperfectiones involmi., ^nd,
therefore, " there is more analogy between spufnds . and
colours than there is between material things dnd God."
But the real imperfection here lies in the abstractness of the
Cartesian conception of matter as merely extended, merely
passive; and this is balanced by the equal abstra'ctness of

the conception of mind or self -consciousness aa an absolutely
simple activity, a pure intelligence without any object but
itself. If matter as absolutely opposed to mind is imperfect,

mind as absolutely opposed to matter is equally imperfect.

In fact they are the elements cr factors of a unity, and lose

all meaning when severed from each other, and if we are to

eeel: this unhy by abstraction, we must equally abstract

from botL
The result of this one-sidedness is seen in the fact that

Des Cartes, who begins by separating mind from matter,
ends by finding the essence of mind in pure wtU, i.e., in pure
formal self-determination. Hence God's will is conceived
as aVsolutely arbitrary, not determined by any end or law,
for all laws, evgn the necessary truths that constitute reason,

spring from God's determination, and do not precede it.

" He is the author of the essence of things no less than their

existence," and his will has no reason bat his will In
man there is an intelligence with eternal laws or truths
involved in its structure, which so far limits his will.

" He finds the nature of good and truth already determined
by God, and his will cannot be moved by anything else."

His highest freedom consists in having his will determined
by a clear perception of the nature of good and truth, and
" he is never indifferent except when he is ignorant of it,

or at least does not see it so clearly as to be lifted above
the possibility of doubt." ^ Indiiference of will is to him
" the lowest grade of liberty," yet, on the other hand, in
nothing does the image of God in him show itself more
clearly than in the fact that his will is not limited by his

clear and distinct tnowledge, but is " in a manner infinite."

For " there is no object of any wiU, even the infinite will

of God, to which our will does not extend." ^ Belief

is a free act, for as we can yield our assent to the
obscure conceptions presented by sense and the imagina-
tion, and thus allow ourselves to be led into error, so

on ths other hand we can refuse to give this assent, or

allow ourselves to be determined by anything but the
clear and distinct ideas of intelligence. That which makes
it possible for us to err is that also in which the divine

image in us is most clearly seen. We cannot have the

freedom of God whose will creates the object of his

knowledge ; but in reserving our assent for the clear and
distinct perceptions of intelligence, we, as it were, re-enact

for ourselves the divine law, and repeat, so far as is possible

to finite beings, the transcendent act of will in which truth
and good had their origin

The inherent defect of this view is the divorce it makes
between the form and the matter of intelligence It implies

that reason or sslf-conaciouaness is one thing, and that

truth is another and quite different thing, which has been
united to it by the arbitrary will of God. The same
external conception of the relation of truth to the mind is

involved in the doctrine of innate ideas. It is true that

Des Cartes did not hold that doctrine in the coarse form in

which it was attributed to him by Locke, but expressly
declares that he has " never said or thought at any time

' Rap. ad sic. oli/ecl., p. 72-3
* Pnnci^ia, i. 35.

* Kap. Sextos, 160-163.

that the mind required innate ideas which were separated

from the faculty of thinking. He had simply used the

T.'ord innate to distinguish those ideas which are derived

from that faculty, and not from external objects or the

determination of the will. Just as when we say generosity

i^ innate in certain families, and in certain others diseases,

like the gout or the stone, we do not mean to imply that

infants in their mother's womb are afi'ected with these

complaints."'* Yet Des Cartes, as we have seen, does not
hold that these truths are involved in the very nature of

intelligence as such, so that we cannot conceive a self-con-

scious being without them. On the contrary we are to

regard th6 divine intelligence as by arbitrary act determining
that two and two should be four, or that envy should be a

vice. We are " not to conceive eternal truth flowing from
God as rays from the sun."' In other words, v.'e are not

to conceive all particular truths as different aspects of one
truth. It is part of the imperfection of man's finite nature

that he " finds truth and good determined for him." It is

something given,—given, indeed, along with his very faculty

of thinking, but still given as an external limit to it. It

belongs not to his nature aa spirit, but to his finitude as

man.

After what has bsen said, it is obvious that the transition

from God to matter must be somewhat arbitrary and
external. God's truthfulness is pledged for the reality of

that of which we have clear and distinct ideas ; end we
have clear and distinct ideas of the external world so long

as we conceive it simply as extended matter, infinitely

divisible, and moved entirely from without,—so long, in

short, as we conceive it as the direct opposite of mind, and
do not attribute to it any one of the properties of mind.

Omnes proprietaies, quas in ea dare percipimus, ad hoe

unum reducuntur, quod sit partibilis et mohilis, tecundum
partes. We mnst, therefore, free ourselves from the obscure

and confused modes of thought which arise whenever we
attribute any of the secondary qualities, which exist merely

in our sensations, to the objects that cause these sensations.

The subjective character of such qualities is proved by the

constant change which takes place in them, without any
change of the object in which they are perceived. A piece

of wax cannot lose its extension ; but its colour, its hard-

ness, and all the other qualities whereby, it is presented to

sense, may be easily altered. What is objective in all this

is merely an extended substance, and the modes of motion

or rest through which it is made to pass. In like manner
we must separate from our notion of matter all ideas of

actio in distans,—e.ij., we mnst explain weight not as a

tendency to the centre of the earth or an attraction of

distant particles of matter, but as a consequence of the

pressure of other bodies, immediately surrounding that

which is felt to be heavy.^ For the only conceivable actio

in distans is that which is mediated by thought,, and it is

only m so far as we suppose matter to have in it a principle

of activity like thought, that we can accept such explana-

tions of its motion. Again, while we must thus keep our

conception of matter clear of all elements that do not

belong to it, we must also be careful not to take away from

it those that do belong to it. It is a defect of distinctness

in our ideas when we conceive an attribute as existing

apart from its substance, or a substance without its

attribute ; for this is to treat elements that are only

separated by a "distinction of reason," as if they were dis-'

tinct things. The conception of the possibility of a vacuum
or empty space arises merely from our confusing the possible

separation of any mode or form of matter from matter in

general with the impossible separation of matter in general

* JVbtetn ProgramTita, p. 184.
• Resp. Sexto, p. 165-6

« Fjr!ito!ce, i. 110,
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from its own essential attribute. Accordingly, in his

physical philosophy, Des Cartes attempts to explain every-

thing on mechanical principles, starting with the hypothesis

that a certain quantity of motion has been impressed on

the material universe by God at the first, a quantity which

can never be lost or diminished, and that space is an

absolute plenum in which motion propagates itself in circles.

It is unnecessary to follow Des Cartes into the detail of

the theory of vortices. It is more to the purpose to notice

the nature of the reasons by which he is driven to regard

Buch a mechanical explanation of the universe as necessary.

A real or substantive existence is, in his view, a res com-

pleia, a thing that can be conceived as a whole in itself

without relations to any other thing. Now matter and

mind are, he thinks, such complete existences, so long as

we conceive them, as pure intelligence must conceive them,

as abstract opposites of each other ; and do not permit

ourselves to be confused by those mixed modes of thought

which are due to sense or imagination. Des Cartes does

not see that in this very abstract opposition there is a bond

of union between mind and matter, that they are correlative

opposites, and therefore in their separation res incompleice.

In other words, they are merely elements of reality

substantiated by abstract thought into independent realities.

He indeed partly retracts his assertion that mind and matter

severed from each other are res completer, when he declares

that neither can be conceived as existing apart from God,

and that therefore, strictly speaking, God alone is a

substance. But as we have seen, he avoids the necessary

inference that in God the opposition between mind and
matter is reconciled or transcended, by conceiving God as

abstract self-consciousness or will, and the material world

not as his necessary manifestation, but simply as his

creation,—as having its origin in an act of bare volition, and

that only. His God is the God of monotheism and not of

Christianity, and therefore the world is to God always a

foreign matter which he brings into being, and acts on
from without, but in which he is not revealed.

It is a natural consequence of this view that nature is

essentially dead matter, that beyond the motion it has

received from God at the beginning, and which it transmits

from part'to part without increase or diminution, it has no
principle of activity in it. Every trace of vitality in

it must be eirplained away as a mere false reflection upon
it of the nature of mind. The world is thus " cut in two
with a hatchet," and there is no attraction to overcome the

mutual repulsion of its severed parts. Nothing can be

admitted in the material half that savours of self-deter-

mination, all its energy must be communicated, not self-

originated ; there is no room for gravitation, still less for

magnetism or chemical affinity, in this theory. A fortiori,

animal life must bo completely explained away. The
machine may be very complicated, but it is still, and can

be nothing but, a machine. If we once admitted that

matter could be anything but mechanical, we should bo on

the way to admit that matter could become mind. When
a- modern physical philosopher declares that everything,

oven life and thought, is ultimately reducible to matter,

wo cannot always be certain that he moans what he seems
to say. Not seldom the materialist toi-dUant when we
hear his account of the properties of matter, turns out to

be something like a spiritualist in disguise ; but when Des
Cartes a-sserted that everything but mind is material, and
that the animals are automata, there is no such dubiety of

interpretation. He said what he meant, and meant what
he said, in the hardest sense his words can boar. Uis matter
was not even gravitating, much less living ; it had no
property except that of retaining and transmitting the

motion received from without by pressure and impact.

I&iid hU r.ninials wore automata, not merely in the sense

of being governed by sensation and instinct, but precisely

in the sense that a watch is an automaton. Henry More
cries out against the ruthless consequence with which he
develops his principles to this result. "In this," he says,
" I do not so much admire the penetrative power of your
genius as I tremble for the fate of the animals. What I

recognize in you is not only subtlety of thought, but a hard
and remorseless logic with which you arm yourself as with

a sword of steel, to take away life and sensation with one
blow, from almost the whole animal kingdom." But Des
Cartes was not the man to be turned from the legitimate

result of his principles by a scream. "Nee moror astutias

et sagacitates canum et vulpium, nee quscunque alia

propter cibum, Venerem, aut metum a brutis fiunt.

Profiteor enim me posse perfacile ilia omnia ut a sola

memhrorum conformatione profecla erplicare."'^

The difficulty reaches its height when Des Cartes

attempts to explain the union of the body and spirit in

man. Between two substances which, when clearly and
distinctly conceived, do not imply each other, there can be
none but an artificial unity,—a unity of composition that

still leaves them external to each other. Even God cannot

make them one in. any higher sense. ^ And as it is

impossible in the nature of mind to see any reason why it

should be embodied, or in the nature of matter to see any
reason why it should become the organ of mind, the union

of the two must be taken as a mere empirical fact. When
we put on the one side aU that belongs to intelligence, and
on the other all that belongs to matter, there is a residuum

iu our ideas which we cannot reduce to either head. This

residuum consists of our appetites, our passions, and our

sensations, including not only the feelings of pain and
pleasure, but also the perceptions of colour, smell, taste, of

hardness and softness, and all the other qualities appre-

hended by touch. These must be referred to the union of

mind with body. They are subjective in the sense that

they give us no information either as to the nature of

things or of mind. Their function is only to indicate what
things are useful or hurtful to our composite nature as

such, or in other words what things tend to confirm or

dissolve the unify of mind and body. They indicate that

something is taking place in our body, or without it, and
so stimulate us to some kind of action, but what it is that

is taking place they do not tell us. There is no resem-

blance in the sensation of pain produced by great heat to

the rending of the fibres of our body that causes it. But
we do not need to know the real origin of our sensation to

prevent us going too near the fire. Sensation leads us into

error only when we are not conscious that its ofTice is

merely practical, and when we attempt to make objective

judgments by means of its obscure and confused ideas, e.g.,

when we say that there is heat in our hands or in the fire.

And the remedy for this error is to be found simply in the

clear conviction of the subjectivity of sensation.

These views of the nature of sense, however, at once

force us to ask how Des Cartes can consistently admit that

a subjective result such as sensation, a result in mind,

should bo produced by matter, and on the other hand how
an objective result, a result in matter, should be effected

by mind. Dee Cartes explains at great length, according

to his modificatiou of the physiology of the day, that the

pineal gland, which is the immediate organ of the soul,

is acted on by the nerves through the " animal spirits,"

and again by reaction upon these spirits produces motions

in the body. It is an obvious remark that this explanation

either materializes mind, or else puts for the solution

the very problem to bo solved. It was therefore in

the spirit of Des Cartes, it was only making explicit what

Epitt., \. «6, «7. ' /vfa«-,j. oa
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is involved in many of his expressions when Geulincz,

one of his earliest followers, lormnlated the theory of

occasional causes. The general approval of the Cartesian

school proved that this was a. legitimate development of

doctrine. Yet it tore awp,y the last veil from the absolute

dualism of the system, which had so far stretched the

antagonism of mind and matter that no mediation remained

possible, or what is the same thing, remained possible only

through an inexplicible will of God. The intrusion of

such a Deus ex machina into philosophy only showed that

philosophy by its violent abstraction had destroyed the

unity of the known and intelligible world, and was, there-

fore, forced to seek that unity in the region of the unknown
and unintelligible. If our light be darkness, then in our

darkness wo must seek for light ; if reason be contradictory

in itself, truth must be found in unreason. The develop-

ment of the Cartesian school was soon to show what is the

necessary and inevitable end of such worship of the

unknown.
To the ethical aspect of his philosophy, Des Cartes,

unlike his great disciple, only devoted a subordinate atten-

tion. In a short treatise, however, he discussed the relation

of reason to the passions. After we have got over the

initial difficult}-, that matter should give rise to effects in

mind, and mind in matter, and have admitted that in

man the unity of mind and body turns what in the

animals is mere mechanical reception of stimulus from
without and reaction upon it into an action and reaction

mediated by sensation, emotion, and passion, another
question presents itself. How can the mere natural move-
ment of passion, the nature of which is fixed by the original

constitution of our body, and of the things that act upon
it, be altered or modified by pure reason? For while it .is

obvious that morality consists in the determination of reason

by itself, it is not easy to conceive how the same being who
is determined by passion from without should also be
determined by reason from within. How, in other words,
can a spiritual being maintain its character as self-deter-

mined, or at least determined only by the clear and distinct

ideas of the reason which are its innate forms, in the
presence of this foreign element of passion that seems to

make it the slave of external impressions ! Is reason able
to crush this intruder, or to turn it into a servant 1 Can
the passions be annihilated, or can they be spiritualized 1

Des Cartes could not properly adopt either alternative ; he
could not adopt the ethics of asceticism, for the union of

body and mind is, in his view, natural; and hence the

passions which are the results of that union are in them-
selves good. They are provisions of nature for the protec-

tion of the unity of soul and body, and stimulate us to the
acts necessary for that purpose. Yet, on the other hand,
he could not admit that these passions are capable of being
completely spiritualized ; for so long as the unity of body
and soul is regarded as merely external and accidental, it is

impossible to think that the passions which arise out of this

unity can be transformed into the embodiment and expres-
sion of reason. Des Cartes, indeed, points out that every
passion has a lower and a higher form, and while in its

lower or primary form it is based on the obscure ideas
produced by the motion of the animal spirits, in its higher
form it is connected with the clear and distinct judgments
of reason regarding good and evil. If, however, the unity
of soul and body.be a unity of composition, there is an
element of obscurity in the judgments of passion which
cannot be made clear, an element in dfisire that cannot be
spiritualized. If the mind be external to the passions it

can only impose upon tham an external rule of moderation.
On such a theory no ideal morality is possible to man in
his present state; for, in order to the attainment of such
an ideal morality, it would be necessary that the accidental

element obtruded into his life as a spiritual being by hU
connection with the body should be expelled. What can
be attained under present conditions is only to abstract so

far as is possible from external things, and those relations

to external things into which passion brings us. Hence
the great importance which Des Cartes attaches to the dis-

tinction between things in our power, and things not in

our power. What is not in our power includes all outward
things, and therefore it is our highest wisdom to regard

them as determined by an absolute fate, or the eternal

decree of God. We cease to wish for the impossible; and
therefore to subdue our passions we only need to convince

ourselves that no effort of ours can enable- us to secure their

objects. On the other hand that which is within our power,

and which therefore we cannot desire too earnestly, is virtue.

But virtue in this abstraction from all objects of desire is

simply the harmony of reason with itself, the drapafia of

the Stoic under a slight change of aspect. Thus in ethics,

as in metaphysics, Des Cartes ends not with a reconciliation

of the opposed elements, but with a dualism, or at best,

with a unity which is the result of abstraction.

Malebranche was prepared, by the ascetic training of

the cloister and the teaching of Augustine, to bring to clear

consciousness and expression many of the tendencies that

were latent and undeveloped in the philosophy of Des
Cartes. To use a chemical metaphor, the Christian Plato-

nism of the church father was a medium iu which Car-

tesianism could precipitate the product of its elements.

Y'et the medium was, as we shall see, not a perfect one,

and hence the product was not quite pure. Without
metaphor, Malebrancjie, by his previous habits of thought,

was well fitted to detect and develop the pantheistic and
ascetic elements of his master's philosophy. But he was
not well fitted to penetrate through the veil of popular

language under which the discordance of that philosophy
with orthodox Christianity was hidden. On the contrary,

the whole training of the Catholic priest, and especially his

practical spirit, with that tendency to compromise which a.

practical spirit always brings with it, enabled him to con(;eal

from himself as well as from others the logical result of his

principles. And we do not wonder even when we find him
treating as a " miserable " the philosopher who tore away
the veil.

Malebranche saw " all things in Ged." In other words, he
taught that knowledge is possible only in so far as thought
is the expression, not of the nature of the individual sub-

ject as such, but of a universal life in which he and all

other rational beings partake. " No one can feel my
individual pain ; every one can see the truth which I con-

template—why is it so 1 The reason is that my pain is a

modification of my substance, but truth is the common
good of all spirits."' This idea is ever present to Male-

branche, and is repeated by him in an endless variety of forms

of expression. Thus, like Des Cartes, but with more deci-.

sion, he tells us that the idea of the infinite is prior to the

idea of the finite. " We conceive of the infinite being by
the very fact that we conceive of being without thinking

whether it be finite or no. But in order that we may
think of a finite being, we must necessarily cut off or

deduct something from the genera] notion of being, which
consequently we must previously possess. Thus the mind
does not apprehend anything whatever, except in and
through the idea that it has of the infinite ; and so far is it

from being the case that this idea is formed by the confused
assemblage of all the ideas of particular things as the philo-

sophers maintain, that, on the contrary, all these particular

ideas are only participations in the general idea of the

» Morale, i. J, § 2.
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infinite, just as God does not derivp. His being from the crea-

tures, but all the creatures are imperfect participations of

the divine Being. "• Again, he tells us, in the same chapter,

that " when we wish to think of any particular thing, we
first cast our view upon aU being, and then apply it to the

consideration of the object in question. We could not

desire to see any particular object unless we saw it already

in a confused and general way, and as there is nothing

which we cannot desire to see, so all objects must be in a

manner present to our spirit." Or, as he puts it in another

place, " our mind would not be capable of representing to

itself the general ideas of genera and species if it did not

Bee all things as contained in one ; for every creature being

an individual we cannot say that we are apprehending

any created thing when we think the general idea of a

triangle " The main idea that is expressed in all these

different ways is simply this, that to determine any

individual object as such, we must relate it to, and distin-

guish it from, the whole of which it is a part ; and that,

therefore, thought could never apprehend anything if it did

not bring with itself the idea of the intelligible world as a

unity. Des Cartes had already expressed this truth in his

Meditaiions, but he had deprived it of its full significance

by making a distinction between the being and the idea of

God, the former of which, in his view, was only the cause

of the latter. Malebranche defects this error, and denies

that there is any idea of the infinite,- which is a somewhat
crude way of saying that there is no division between the

idea of the infinite and its reality. What Eeid asserted of

the external world, that it is not represented by an idea in

our minds, but is actually present to them, Malebranche
asserted of God. No individual thing, he tells us—and an
idea is buc an individual thing—could represent the infinite.

On the contrary, all individual things are represented

through the infinite Being, who contains them all in His

substance ires ejjicace, el par consequence tres intelligible}

We know God by himself, material things only by their

ideas in God, for they are " unintelligible in themselves,

and we can see them only in the being who contains them
in an intelligible manner." And thus, unless we in some
way " saw God, we should be able to see nothing else."

The vision of Goi. or t» God, therefore, is an "intellectual

intuition" ip which seer and seen, knower and known, are

one. Our knowledge of things is our participation in God's

knowledge of them. When we have gone so far with

Malebranche, we are tempted to ask why he does not follow

out his thought to its natural conclusion. If the idea of

God is not separable from His existence, if it is through

the idea of Him that all things are known, and through
His existence that all things are, then it wouU seem
necessarily to follow that our consciousness of God is but

t part of God's consciousness of Himself, that our con-

Bi iousness of self and other things is but God's consciousness

of them, and lastly, that there is no existence either of

GUI selves or other things except in this consciousness. To-

understand Malebranche is mainly to understand how he

Btopi ed short of results that seemed to lie so directly in

the liie of his thought
To begin with the last point, it is easy to see that

Malebi\nche only asserts unity of idea and reality in

God, to deny it everywhere else, which with him is

equivalent to asserting it in general and denying it in

particular. To him, as to Des Cartes, the opposition

between mind and matter is absolute. Material things

cannot come into our minds nor can our minds go out of

themselves pour se promener dans lea cieux} Hence they
are in themselves absolutely unknown ; they are known
only in God, in whom are their ideas, and as these ideas

' JitchmAe, Ui. pt U. ch. «. • Ibid. ch. 7. • Ibid., ch. 1.

again are quite distinct from the reality, they " might be
presented to the mind without anything existing." That
they exist out of God in another manner than the intelligible

manner of their existence in God, is explained by a mere
act of His will, that is, it is not explained at all. Though
we see all things in God, therefore, there is no connection
between His existence and theirs. The "world is not a
necessary emanation of divinity ; God is perfectly self-

sufficient, and the idea of the infinitely perfect Being can
be conceived quite apart from any other. The existence

of the creatures is due to the free decrees of God."*
Malebranche, therefore, still treats of external things as
" things in themselves," which have an existence apart from
thought, even the divine thought, though it is only in and
through the divine thought they can be known by us.

" To see the material world, or rather to judge that it exists

(since in itself it is invisible), it is necessary that God
should reveal it to us, for we cannot see the result of His
arbitrary will through necessary reason." *

But if we know. external things only through their idea

in God, how do we know ourselves 1 Is it also through
the idea of us in God ! Here we come upon a point in

which Malebranche diverges very far from his master.

We do not, he says, properly hiow ourselves at all, as we
know God or even external objects. We are conscious of

ourselves by inner sense {sentiment interieur), and from this

we know that we are, but we do not know what we are.

" We know the existence of our soul more distinctly than
of our body, but we have not so perfect a knowledge of our

soul as of our body." This is shown by the fact that from

our idea of body as extended substance, we can at once see

what are its possible modifications. In other words, we
only need the idea of extended substance to see that there

is an inexhaustible number of figures and motions of

which it is capable. The whole of geometry is but a

development of what is given already in the conception of

extension. But it is not so with our consciousness of self,

which does not enable us to say prior to actual experience

what sensations or passions are possible to us. We only

know what heat, cold, light, colour, hunger, anger, and
desire are by feeling them. Our knowledge extends as far

as our experience and no further. Nay, we have good
reason to believe that many of these modifications exist in

our soul only by reason of its accidental association with a

body, and that if it were freed from that body it would be

capable of far other and higher experiences. " We know
by feeling that our soul is great, but perhaps we know
almost nothing of what it is in itself." The informations

of sense have, as Des Cartes taught, only a practical but

no theoretical value ; they tell us nothing of the external

world, the real nature of which we know not through touch

and taste and sight, but only through our idea of extended

substances ; while of the nature of the soul they do not

tell us much more than that it exists and that it is not

material. And in this latter case we have no idea, nothin/j

better than sense to raise us above its illusions. It is clear

from these statements that by self-consciousness Male-

branche means consciousness of desires and feelings, which
belon^ to the individual as such, and not consciousness of

self as thinking. Ho begins, in fact, where Des Cartes

ended, and identifies the consciousness of self as thinking,

and so transcending the limits of its own particular being,

with the consciousness or idea of God. And between the

consciousness of the finite in sense, and the consciousness

of the infinite in thought, or in other words, between the

consciousness of the universal and the consciousness of ths

iudividual, he sees no connection. Malebranche is just one

step from the pantheistic conclusion that the consciousness

Morale, i. 1, § 5. » Entretien, I. ( 6.
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.>f finite individuality aa such is illusory, and that as all

bodies are but modes of one infinite extension, so all souls

are but modes of one infinite thought. But while he will-

ingly accepts this result in regard to matter, his religious

feelings prevent him from accepting it in relation to mind.
He is driven, therefore, to the inconsistency of holding that
sense and feeling, through which in his view we apprehend
the finite as such, give us true though imperfect knowledge
of the soul, while the knowledge they give na of body is

not only imperfect but false.! Tijyg the finite spirit is still

allowed to be a substance, distinct from the infinite, though
it holds its substantial exiBtence on a precarious tenure. It

is left hanging, we may say, on the verge of the infinite,

whose attraction must soon prove too strong for it. Ideas
are living things, and often remould the minds that admit
them in spite of the greatest resistance of dead custom and
traditionary belief In the grasp of a logic that overpowers
him the more easily that he is unconscious of its tendency,
Malebranche is brought \vithin one step of the pantheistic
conclusion, and all his Christian feeling and priestly train-

ing can do, is just to save him from denial of the person-
ality of man.

But even this denial is not the last word of pantheism.
When the principle that the finite is known only in relation

to the infinite, the individual only in relation to the uni-
versal, is interpreted as meaning that the infinite and~
universal is complete in itself without the finite and
individual, when the finite and individual is treated as a
mere accidental existence due to the " arbitrary will of

God," it ceases to be possible to conceive even God -as a
spirit. Did Malebranche realire what he was saying when
he declared that God was " being in general," but not any
particular being 1 At any rate we can see that the same
logic that leads him almost to deny the reality of finite

beings, leads him also to seek the divine nature in some-
thing more abstract and general even than thought. If we
must abstract from aU relation to the finite in order to
know God as he is, is it not necessary for us also to abstract
from self-consciousness, for self-consciousness has a nega-
tive element in it that is something definite and therefore
limited ? We do not wonder, therefore, when we find
Malebranche saying that reason does not tell us that God
is a spirit, but only that He is an infinitely perfect being,
and that he must be conceived rather as a spirit than as a
body simply because spirit is more perfect than body.
" When we call God a spirit, it is not so much to show
positively what he is, as to signify that he is not material."
But as we ought not to give him a bodily form like man's,
so we ought not to think of his spirit as similar to our
own spirits, although we can conceive nothing mora perfect.

"It is necessary rather to believe that as he contains in
himself the properties of matter without being material, so
he comprehends in himself the perfections of created
spirits without being a spirit as we alone can conceive
spirits, and that his true name is " He who is," i.e., Being
without restriction. Being infinite and universal.''^ Thus
the essentially self-revealing God of Christianity gives way
to pure spirit, and pure spirit in its turn to the eternal and
incomprehensible substance of which we can say nothing
but that it is. The divine substance contains irfit, indeed,
everything that is in creation, but it contains them eminenter
in some incomprehensible form that is 'reconcUablo with its

infinitude. But we have no adequate name by which to
call it except Being. The curious metaphysic of theology
by which, in his later writings, Malebranche tried to make
room for the incarnation by supposing that the finite
creation, which as finite is unworthy of God, was mada
worthy by union with Christ, the divine Word, shows that

• Recherche, iii, pt. ii. ch. 7: § 4 ' Void., ch. 9.

Malebranche had some indistinct sense of the necessity of
reconciUng his philosophy with his theology ; but it shows
also the necessarOy artificial nature of the combination.
The result of the union of such incongruous elements was
something which the theologians at once recognized as
heterodox and the philosophers as illogical.

There was another doctrine of Malebranche which
brought him into trouble with the theologians, and which
was the main subject of his long controversy with Arnanld.
This was his denial of particular providence.. As Leibnitz
maintained that this is the best of all possible worlds, and
that its evils are to be explained by the negative nature of
the finite, so Malebranche, with a slight change of expression,
derived evil from the nature of particular or individual
existence. It is not conformable to the nature of God to

act by any but universal laws, and these universal laws
necessarily involve particular evil consequences, though
their ultimate result is the highest possible good. The
question why there should be any particular existence, any
existence but God, seeing such existence necessarily involves
evil, remains insoluble so long as the purely pantheistic

view of God is maintained ; and it is this view which is

really at the bottom of the assertion that he can have no
particular volitions. To the coarse and anthropomorphic
conception of particular providence Malebranche may be
right in objecting, but on the other hand, it cannot be
doubted that any theory in which the universal is absolutely

opposed to the particular, the infinite to the finite, is

unchristian as well as unphilosophical. For under this

dualistic presupposition, there seem to be only two possible

alternatives open to thought ; either the particular and
finite must be treated as something independent of the
universal and infinite, which involves an obvious contradic-

tion, or else it must be regarded as absolute nonentity.
We find Malebranche doing the one or the other as occasion

requires. Thus he vindicates the freedom of man's will

on the ground that the universal will of God does not .

completely determine the particular volitions of man ; and
then becoming conscious of the difficulty involved in this

conception, he tries, like Des Cartes, to explain the

particular wQ] as something merely negative, a defect, and
not a positive existence.

But to understand fuUy Malebranche's view of freedom
and the ethical system connected with it, we must notice

an important alteration which he makes in the Cartesian
theory of the relation of will and intelligence. To Des
Cartes, as we have seen, the ultimate essence of mind lay
in pure abstract self-determination or will, and hence he
based even moral and-inteUectual truth on the arbitrary

decrees of God. With Malebranche, on the other hand,
abstraction goes a step further; and the absolute is sought
not in the subject as opposed to the object, not in pure
formal self-determination as opposed to that which is

determined, but in a unity that transcends this difference.

With him, therefore, will ceases to be regarded as the

essence of intelligence, and sinks into a property or

separable attribute of it. As we can conceive an extended
substance without actual movement, so, he says, we can
conceive a thinking substance without actual volition. But
" matter or extension without m-otion would be entirely

useless and incapable of that variety of forms for which it

is made ; and we cannot, therefore, suppose, that an all-

wise Being would create it in this way. In like manner,
if a spiritual or thinking substance were without will, it is

clear that it would be quite useless, for it would not be

attracted towards the objects of its perception, and would
not love the good for which it is made. We cannot there-

fore conceive an intelligent being so to fashion it."^ Now
God need not be conceived as creating at aU, for he is self-

' Recherche; i. pt. i. ch. 1.
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suflQcient ; but if he be a creator of spirits, lie must create

them for himself. " God cannot wiU that there should

exist a spirit that does not love him, or that loves him less

than any other good"! The craving for good in general,

for an absolute satisfaction, is a natural love of God that

is common to all " The just, the wicked, the blessed, and

the damned all alike love God with this love." Out of

this love of God arises the love we have to ourselves and

to others, which are the natural inclinations that belong to

all created spirits. For these inclinations are but the

elements of the love which is in God, and which therefore

he inspires in all his creatures " II s'aime, il nous

aime, il aime iouies see creatures ; il ne fait done point

d'egprits qu'il ne les parte d, I'aimer, a s'aimer, el a

aimer toules les creatures."^ Stripping this thought of

its theological vesture, what is expressed here is simply

that as a spiritual being each man is conscious of his

own limited and individual existence, as well as of the

limited and individual existence of other beings like

himself, only in relation to the whole in which they are

parts, so he can find his own good only in the good of the

whole, and he is in contradiction with himself so long as he

rests in any good short of that. His love of happiness,

his natural inclinations both selfish and social, may be

therefore regarded as an undeveloped form of the love of

God ; and the ideal state of his inclinations is that in

which the love of self and of others are explicitly referred to

that higher affection ; or in which his love does not proceed

from a part to the whole, but from the whole to the parfs.

. The question of morals to Malebranche is the question

how these natural inclinations are related to the particular

passions. Sensation and passion arise out of the connec-

tion of body and soul, and their use is only to urge us to

attend to the wants of the former. We can scarcely hear

without a smile the simple monastic legend which Male-

branche weaves together about the original nature of the

passions and their alteration by the Fall " It is visibly

a disorder that a spirit capable of knowing and loving God
should be obliged to occupy itself with the needs of the

body." "A being altogether occupied with what passes in

his body and with the infiuit}' of objects that surround it,

cannot be thinking on the things that are truly good.'-'

Hence the necessity of an iinmediate and instinctive warn-

ing from the senses in regard to the relations of things to

our organism, and also of pains and pleasures which may
induce us to attend to this warning. " Sensible pleasure

is the mark that nature has attached to the use of certain

things in order that v/ithout having the trouble of examin-
ing them by reason, we may employ them for the preserva-

tion of the body, but not in order that we may love them."''

Till the Fall the mind was merely united'to the body, not

subjected to it, and the influence of these pleasures and
pains was only such as to make men attend to their bodily

want.s, but not to occupy the mind, or fill it with sensuous
joys and sorrows, or trouble its contemplation of that

which is really good. Our moral aim should therefore bo

to restore this state of things, to weaken our union witli

the body and sti^ingthen our union with God. And to

encourage us in pursuing this aim we have to remember
that union with God is natural to the spirit, and that,

while even the condition of union with the body is

artificial, the condition of subjection to the body is wholly
unnatural to it. Our primary tendency is towards the
supreme good, and we only love the objects of our passions
in so far as we " determine towards particular, and there-

fore false goods, the love that God gives us for himself."
Ho Bcarca for happiness is really the search for God in
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disguise, and even the levity and inconstancy with which
men rush from one finite good to another, is a proof tliat

they were made for the infinite. Furthermore, this natural

love of God, or incUuation for good in general, "gives us

the power of suspending our consent in regard to those

particular goods which do not satisfy it ."^ If we refuse

to be led by the obscure and confused voice of instinctive

feeling, which arises from and always tends to confirm

our union with the body, and wait for the light of reason

which arises from and always tends to confirm our union

with God, we have done all that is in our jrower, the rest

is God's work, " If we only judge precisely of that which
we see clearly, we shall never be deceived. For then it

will not be we that judge, but the universal reason tiiat

judges in us," ^ And as our love, even of particular

goods, is a confused love of the supreme good, so the clear

vision of God inevitably brings with it the love of Him.
" We needs must love the highest when we see it." When
it is the divine reason that speaks in us it is the divine

love that moves us, " the same love wherewith God loves

himself and the things he has made."

'

The general result of the ethics of Malebranche is ascetic.

The passions like the senses have no relation to the higher

life of the soul ; their value is only in relation to the union
of soul and body, a imion which is purely accidental or

due to the arbitrary will of God. .\3 Pericles said of

women that the less they were heard of in public for good
or evil the better, so Malebranche would say of the sensa-

tions and passions, that the more silently they discharge

their provisional function, and the less they disturb or

interfere with the pure activity of .spirit, the more nearly

they approach to the only perfection that is possible for

them. Their ideal state is to remain or become again

simple in-stincts that act mechanically like the circulation

of the blood. Universal light of reason casts no ray into

the obscurity of sense ; its universal love cannot embrace
any of the objects of particular passion. It is indeed
recognized by Malebranche that sensation in man is mixed
with thought, that the jiassions in him are forms of the lovo

of good in general. But this union of the rational with
the sensuous nature is regarded merely as a confusion

which is to bo cleared up, not in a higher unity of the two
elements, but simply by the withdrawal of the spirit from
contact with that which darkens and defiles it. Of a trans-

formation of sense into thought, of passion into duty,

—

an elevation of the life of sense till it becomes the embodi-
ment and expression of the life of reason,— Malebranche Las
no conception. Hence the life of reason turns with him to

mysticism in theory and to asceticism in practice. His
universal is abstract and opposed to the particular ; instead

of explaining it, it explains it away. A certain tender
beauty as of twilight is spread over the world as we vi^w
it through the eyes of this cloistered philosopher, and we
do not at first see that the softness and ideality of the
picture is duo to the gathering darkness. Abstraction seems
onlj^ to be purifying, and not destroying, till it has done its

perfect work. Malebranche conceived himself to be present-

ing to the world only the purest and most refined expression

of Christian ethics and theology. But if wo obey his own
continual advice to think clearly and distinctly, if we divest

his system of all the sensuous and imaginative forms in

which he has clothed it, and rednce it to the naked
simplicity of its central thought, what wo find is not a God
that reveals Himself in the finite and to the finite, hut the

absolute substance which has no revelation, and whoso
cxiettnco is the negation of all but itself. Thus to tear

away the veil, however, there was needed a stronger, simpler,

* iiifhrrfhc, iv. rh. 1.

' Hccherdtti iv. oh. b.

• Uunh, pt t ch. 1, S 8.
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and freer spirit,—a spirit less influenced by opinion, less

inclined to practical compromise, and gifted with a stronger

" faith in the whispers of the lonely muse " of speculation

than JIalebranche.

It is a remark of Hegel's that Spinoza, as a Jew, first

brought into European thought the idea of an absolute

unity in which the difference of finite and iiiGnite is lost.

Some later writers have gone further, and attempted to

show that the main doctrines by which his philosophy is

distinguished from that of Des Cartes were du,e to the direct

influences of Jewish writers like Maimonides, Gersonides,

and Chasdai Creskas, rather than to the necessary develop-

ment of Cartesian ideas. And it is undoubtedly true that

many points of similarity with such writers, reaching down
even to verbal onincidence, may be detected in the worlcs

of Spinoza, although it is not so easy to determine how
much he owed to their teaching. His own view of his

obligations is sufficiently indicated by the fact, that while

in his ethics he carries on a continual polemic against Des
Cartes, and strives at every point to show that his own
doctrines are legitimately derived from Cartesian principles,

he only once refers to Jewish philosophy as con-taining an

obscure and unreasoned anticipation of these doctrines."
' Quo'l qjiidam Hcbrteorum quasi per nebulam vidisse

videntur qui scilicet staluunt Deum Dei intellectum resque

(lb ipso intellectas unum et idem esse."^ It may be that

the undeveloped pantheism and rationalism of the Jewish

philosophers hai a deeper influence than he himself was
aware of, in emancipating him from the traditions of the

synagogue, and giving to his mind its first philosophical

bias. In his earlier work there are Neo-Platonic ideas and
expressions which in the Ethics are rejected or remoulded
into a form more suitable to the spirit of Cartesianism.

But tlio question, after all, has little more than a biographi-

cal interest. In the Spinozistic philosophy there are few

differences from Des Cartes which cannot be traced to the

necessary development of Cartesian principles ; and the

comparison of llalebranche shows that the development

might take place under the most diverse intellectual con-

ditions. What is most remarkable in Spinoza is just the

freedom and security with which these principles are

followed out to their last result. His Jewish origin and
his breach with Judaism completely isolated him from

every influence but that of the thought that possesses him.

And no scruple or hesitation, no respect for the institutions

or feelings of his time interferes with his speculative con-

sequence. He exhibits to us the almost perfect type of a

Tuind without superstitions, which has freed itself from all

but reasoned and intelligent convictions, or, in the Cartesian

phrase, " clear and distinct ideas ; " and when he fails, it is

not by any inconsistency, or arbitrary stopping short of the

necessary conclusions of his logic, bat by the essential

defect of his principles.

Spinoza takes his idea of method from mathematics, and
Efter the manner of Euclid, places at the head of each book
of his Ethics a certain number of definitions, axioms, and
postulates which are supposed to be intuitively certain, and
to form a sufiicient basis for all that follows. Altogether

there are twenty-seven definitions, twenty axioms, and eight

postulates. If Spinoza is regarded as the most conse-

quent of philosophers it cannot be because he has based his

system upon so many fragmentary \-iows of truth ; it must
be because a deeper unity has been discerned in the system
than is visible on the first aspect of it. We must, therefore,

to a certain extent distinpcuish between the form and the

matter of his thought, though it is also true that the

defective form itself involves a defect in the matter.

> £fA- a. EcboL 7.

What in the first instance recommends the geometrical

method to Spinoza is, not only its apparent exactness and
the necessity of its sequence, but, so to speak, its dis-

interestedness. Confusion of thought arises from the fact

that we put ourselves, our desires and feelings and interests,

into our view of things ; that we do not regard them as

they are in themselves, in their essential nature, but look

for some final cause, that is some relation to ourselves by
Vi'hich they may be e.xplained. For this reason, he says,
" the truth might for ever have remained hid from the

human race, if mathematics, which looks not to the final

cause of figures, but to their essential nature and the

properties involved in it, had not set another type of

knowledge before them." To understand things is to see

how all that is true of them flows from the clear and
distinct idea expressed in their definition, and ultimately,

it is to see how all truth flows from the essentia Dei as all

geometrical truth flows from the idea of quantity. To take

a mathematical view of the universe, therefore, is to raise

ourselves above all consideration of the end or tendency of

things, above the fears and hopes of mortality into the region

of truth and necessity. " When I turned my mind to this

subject," he says in the beginning of his treatise on politics,

" I did not propose to myself any novel or strange aim, but

simply to demonstrate by certain and indubitable reason

those things which agree best with practice. And in order

that I might inquire into the matters of this science with

the same freedom of mind with which we are wont to treat

lines and surfaces iu mathematics, I determined not to

laugh or to weep over the actions of men, but simply to

understand them ; and to contemplate their affections and
passions, such as love, hate, anger, envy, arrogance, pity,

and all other disturbances of soul not as vices of human
nature, but as properties pertaining to it in the same way
as heat, cold, storm, thunder pertain to the nature of the

atmosphere. For these, though troublesome, are yet

necessary, and have certain causes through which we may
come to understand them, and thus, by contemplating them
in their truth, gain for our minds as much joy as by the

knowledge of things that are pleasing to the senses." All

our errors as to the nature of things arise from our judging
them from the point of view of the part and not of the

whole, from a point of view determined by their relation

to bur own individual being, and not from a point of view
determined by the nature of the things themselves ; or, to

put the same thing in another way, from the point of view
of sense and imagination, and not from the point of view
of intelligence. Mathematics shows us the inadequacy of

such knowledge when it takes us out of ourselves into

things, and when it presents these things to us as objects

of universal intelligence apart from aU special relation to

our individual feelings. And Spinoza only wishes that

the same universality and freedom of thought which belongs

to mathematics, because its objects do not interest the

passions, should be extended to those objects that da
interest them. Purity from interest is the first condition

of the philosopher's being ; he must get beyond the illusion

of sense and passion that makes our own lives so supremely
important and interesting to us simply because they are

our own. He must look at the present as it were through
an inverted telescope of reason, that will reduce it to its

due proportion and place in the sum of things. To the

heat of passion and the higher heat of imagination, Spinoza
has only one advice,—" Acquaint yourself with God and
be at peace." Look not to the particular but to the

universal, view things not under the form of the finite and
temporal, but s!<6 quadam specie oefernitatis.

Tha illusion of the finite,—the illusion of sense, imagi-

nation, and passion, which, in Bacon's language, tends to

make men judge of things ex anaiogia hominis and not «*
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analogia universi, which raises the individual life, and even

the present moment of the individual life, with its passing

feelings, into the standard for measuring the universe,—

this, in the eyes of Spinoza, is the source of all error and

evil to man. On the other hand, his highest good is to

live the universal life of reason, or what is the same thing,

to view all things from their centre in God, and to be

moved only by the passion for good in general, " the

intellectual love »f God." In the treatise Ve Emendaiione

Iiitellectus, Spinoza takes up this contrast in the first

instancd from its moral side. " All our felicity or infelicity

is founded on the nature of the object to which we are

joined by love." To love the things that perish is to be in

continual trouble and disturbance of passion; itisto.be

full of envy and hatred towards others who possess them

;

it is to be ever striving after that which, when we attain

it, does not satisfy us ; or lamenting over the loss of that

which inevitably passes away from us ; only " love to

an object that is infinite and eternal feeds the soul with a

changeless and unmingled joy." But again our love rests

upon our knowledge ; if we saw things as they really are

we should love only the highest object. It is because

sense and imagination give to the finite an independence

and substantiality that do not belong to it, that we waste

our love upon it as if it were infinite. And as the first

step towards truth is to understand our error, so Spinoza

proceeds to explain the defects of common sense, or in

other words, of that first and unreflected view of the world,

which he, like Plato, calls opinion. Opinion is a kind of

knowledge derived partly from hearsay, and partly from
experientia vaga. It consists of vague and general concep-

tions of things, got either from the report of others or from
an experience which has not received any special direction

from intelligence. The mind that has not got beyond the

stage of opinion takes things as they present themselves

in its individual experience; and its beliefs grow up by
association of whatever happens to have been found to-

gether in that experience. And as the combining principle

of the elements of opinion is individual and not universal,

80 its conception of the world is at once fragmentary and
accidental. It does not see things in their connection with
the unity of the whole, and hence it cannot see them in

their true relation to each other. "I as.sert expressly,"

says Spinoza, " that the mind has no adequate conception

either of itself or of external things;, but only a confused
knowledge of them, so long as it perceives them only in

the common order of nature, i.e., so long as it is externally

determined to contemplate this or that object by the
accidental concourse of things, and so long as it is not
internally determined by the unity of thought in which
it considers a number of things to understand their afree-

nients, differences, and contradictions."'

There are two kinds of errors which are usually sup-
posed to exclude each other, but which Spinoza finds to be
united in opinion. These are the errors of abstraction and
imagination

; the former explains its vice by defect, the
latter its vice by excess. On the one hand, opinion is

abstract and one-sided
; it is defective in knowledge and

takes hold of things only at one point. On the other hand,
and just because of this abstractness and one-sidedness,

it is forced to give an artificial completeness and inde-

pendence to that which is e.ssentially fragmentary and
dependent. The word abstract is misleading, in so far as
we are wont to associate with abstraction the idea of a
mental effort by which parts are separated from a given
whole ; but it may be applied without violence to any
imperfect conception, iu which things that are really

elements of a greater whole are treated as if they were ret

« Elh., L .cbol. 2».
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completer, independent objects, complete in themselves.

And in this sense the ordinary consciousness of man is

often the victim of abstractions when it supposes itself

most of all to be dealing with realities. The essences anO
substances of the schoolman may delude him, but he cannot
think these notions clearly without seeing that they are

only abstract elements of reality, and that they have a

meaning only in relation to the other elements of it. But
common sense remains unconscious of its abstractness

because imagination gives a kind of substantiality to the

fragmentary and limited, and so makes it possible to con-

ceive it as an independent reality. Pure intelligence seeing

the part as it is in itself couW never see it but as a part.

Thought, when it rises to clearness and distinctness ii>

regard to any finite object, must at once discern its relation

to other finite objects and to the whole,—must discern, in

Spinozistic language, that it is "modal" and not "real."

But though it is not possible to think the part as a whole

it is possible to picture it as a whole. The limited image
that fills the mind's eye seems to need nothing else for its

reality. We cannot think a house clearly and distinctly in

all the connection of its parts with each other, without

seeing its necessary relation to the earth on which it stands,

to the pressure of the atmosphere, (tc. The very circum-

stances by which the possibility of such an existence is

eoiplained make it impossible to conceive it apart from

other things. But nothing hinders me to rest on a house

as a complete picture by itself. Imagination represents

things in the externality of space and time, and is subjected

to no other conditions but those of space and time. Hence
it can begin anywhere, and stop anywhere. For the same

cause it can mingle and confuse together all manner of

inconsistent forms—can imagine a man with a horse's head,

a candle blazing in vacuo, a speaking tree, a man changed

into an animal. There may be elements in the nature of

these things that wduU prevent such combinations; but

these elements are not necessarily present to the ordinary

consciousness, the abstractness of whose conceptions leaves

it absolutely at the mercy of imagination or accidental

association. To thought in this stage anything is possible

that can be pictured. On the other hand, as knowledge
advances, this freedom of combination becomes limited,
" the less the mind understands and the more it perceives,

the greater is its power of fiction, and the more it under-

stands, the narrower is the limitation of that power. For
just as in the moment of consciousness we cannot imagine

that we do not think, so after we have apprehended the

nature of body, we cannot conceive of a fly of infinite size,

and after we know the nature of a soul wo cannot think of

it as a square, tliough we may use the words that express

these ideas. "^ Thus, according to Spinoza, the range of

possibility narrows as knowledge widen.s, until to perfected

knowledge possibility is lost in necessity.

From the.se considerations, it follows that all thought is

imperfect that stops short of the absolute unity of all

' things. Our first imperfect notion of things as isolated

from each other, or connected only by coexistence and

succession, is a mere imagination of things. It is a fictitious

substantiation of isolated moments in the eternal Being.

Knowledge, so far as it deals with the finite, is engaged in

a continual process of self-correction which can never be

completed, for at every step there is an clement of falsity,

in so far as the mind rests in the contemplation of a certain

number of the elements of the world, as if they constituted

a complete whole by themselves, whereas they are only a

part, the conception of which has to be modified at the

next step of considering its relation to the other parts.

Thus we rise from individuals of the first to individuals of

Dt Emend., viii. g 58.

V. -
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the second order, and we cannot stop short of the idea of

"all nature as one individual whoso parts vary through

an infinite number of modes^ without change of the whole

individnaL"' At first we think of pieces of matter as

independent individuals, either because we can picture them

separately, or because they preserve a certain proportion

or relation of parts through their changes. But on further

consideration, these apparent substances sink into modes,

each of which is dependent on all the others. All nature

is bound together by necessary law, and not an atom could

be other than it is without the change of the whole world.

Hence it is only in the whole world that there is any true

individuality or substance. And the same principle

applies to the minds of men. Their individuality is a

mere semblance caused by our abstraction from their con-

ditions. Isolate the individual man, and he will not display

the character of a thinking being at all. His whole

spiritual life is bound up with his relations to other minds,

past and present. He has such a life, only in and
through that universal life of which he is so infinitesimal

a part that his own contribution to it is as good as nothing.
" Vis qua liomo in existimdo perseverat limitafa est, et

a potentia causarum extemarum infinite superatur." ^

What can be caUed his own ? His body is a link in a

cyclical chain of movement which involves all the matter
of the world, and which as a whole remains without change
through all. His mind is a link in a great movement of

thought, which makes him the momentary organ and
expression of one of its phases. His very consciousness

of self is marred by a false abstraction, above which he
must rise ere he can know himself as he really is.

" Let us imagine," says Spinoza in his fifteenth letter,

"a little worm living ia blood which has vision enough to

discern the particles of blood, lymph, &c., and reason

enough to observe how one particle is repelled by another
with which it comes into contact, or communicates a part

of its motion to it. Such a worm would live in the blood
as we do in this part of the universe, and would regard
each particle of it, not as a part, but as a whole, nor could
it know how all the parts are influenced by the universal

nature of the blood, and are obliged to accommodate them-
selves to each other as is required by that nature, so that

they co-operate together according to a fixed law. For if

we suppose that there are no causes outside of the blood
which could communicate new motions to it, and no space
beyond the blood, nor any other bodies to which its par-

ticles could transfer their motion, it is certain that the

blood as a whole would always maintain its present state,

and its particles would sufier no other variations than
those which may be inferred from the given relation of

the motion of blood to lymph, chyle, &c. And thus in
that case the blood would require to be considered always
as a whole and not as a part. But since there are many
other causes which influence the laws of the nature of
blood, and are in turn influenced thereby, other motions
and other variations must arise in the blood which are not
due to the proportion of motion in its constituents but
also to the relation between that motion and external
causes. And therefore we cannot consider the blood as a
whole, but only as a part of a greater whole."

" Now we can think, and indeed ought to think, of all

Ealnral bodies in the same manner in which we have
thought of this blood, for all bodies the surrounded by
other bodies, and reciprocally determine and are deter-
mined by them, to exist and operate in a fixed and definite
way, so as to preserve the same ratio of motion and rest
in the whole universe. Hence it follows that every body,
in so far aa it exists under a certain definite modification.

* Eth., U. lomma, 1 pouol ' istf... iv. 8.

ought to be considered as merely a part of the whole uni-

verse, which agrees with its whole, and thereby is in

intimate union with all the other parts ; and since the

nature of the universe is not limited like that of the blood,

but absolutely infinite, it is clear that by this nature with

its infinite powers, the parts are modified in an infinite

number of ways, and compelled to pass through an infinity

of variations. Moreover, when I think of the universe as

a substance, I conceive of a still closer union of each part

with the whole ; for, as I have elsewhere shown, it is the

nature of substance to be infinite, and therefore every

single part belongs to the nature of the corporeal substance,

so that apart therefrom it neither can exist nor be con-

ceived. And as to the human mind, I think of it also as

of part of nature, for I think of nature as having in it an

infinite power of thinking, which, as infinite, contains in

itself the idea of all nature, and whose thoughts run

parallel with all existence."

From this point of view it is obvious that our knowledge
of things cannot be real and adequate, except in so far aa

it is determined by the idea of the whole, and proceeds from

the whole to the parts. A knowledge that proceeds from

part to part must always be imperfect ; it must remain

external to its object, it must deal in abstractions or mere
entia rationis, which it may easily be led to mistake for

realities. Hence Spinoza, like Plato, distinguishes reason

whose movement is regressive (from efi'ect to cause, from
variety to unity) from scieniia intnitiva, whose movement
is progressive, which " proceeds from the adequate idea

of certain of God's attributes to an adequate knowledge of

the nature of things." ' The latter alone deserves to

be called science in the highest sense of the term. For
in order that our mind may correspond to the exemplar

of nature, it must develop all its ideas from the idea that

represents the origin and source of nature, so tliat that

idea may appear as the source of all other ideas." *

The regressive mode of knowledge has its highest value in

preparing for the progressive. The knowledge of the

finite, ere it can become perfectly adequate, must be

absorbed and lost in the knowledge of the infinite. In a
remarkable passage in the Ethics, Spinoza declares that the

defect of the common consciousness of men lies not so

much in their igtiorauce, either of the infinite or of the

finite, as in their incapacity for bringing the two thoughts

together, so as to put the latter in its proper relation

to the former. All are ready to confess that God is the

cause both of the existence and of the nature of things

created, but they do not realize what is involved in this

confession—and hence they treat created things as if they

were substances, that is, as if they were Gods. " Thus
while they are contemplating finite things, they think of

nothing less than of the divine nature ; and again when
they turn to consider the di'vine nature, they think of no-

thing less than of their former fictions on which they have
built up the knowledge of finite things, as if these things

could contribute nothing to our understanding of the

divine nature. Hence it is not wonderful that they are

always contradicting themselves." ^ As Spinoza says else-

where, it belongs to the very nature of the human mind
to know God, for unless we know God, we could know
nothing else. The idea of the absolute unity is involved

in the idea of every particular thing, yet the generality of

men, deluded by sense and imagination, are unable to bring

this implication into clear consciousness, and hence their

knowledge of God does not modify their view of the finite.

It is the business of philosophy to correct this defect, to

transform our conceptions of the finite by relating it to the

infinite, to complement and complete the partial knowledge

' Elh., ii. 40, schol. 2. ^ Be Emend., \\\. 6 42. ' Eth.. ii. schol. 10.
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produced by individual experience by bringing it inter con-

nection with the idea of the whole. And the vital question

which Spinoxa himself prr>mpt3 us to ask is how far and in

what way this transformation is effected in the Spinozistic

philosophy.

There are two great steps in the transformation of Snow-

ledge by the idea of nuity as that idea is conceived by

Spinoza. The first step involves a change of the concep-

tion of individual finite things by which they lose their

individuality, their character as independent substances,

and come to be regarded as modes of the infinite. But
secondly, this negation of the finite as such is not conceived

as imphing the negation of the distinction between mind
and matter. Mind and matter still retain that absolute

opposition which they had in the philosophy of Des Cartes,

even after all limits have been removed. And therefore

in order to reach the absolute unity, and transcend the

Cartesian dualism, a second step is necessary, by which
the independent substantiality of mind and matter is with-

drawn, and they are reduced into attributes of the one in-

finite substance. Let us examine these steps successively.

The method by which the finite is reduced into a mode
of the infinite has already been partially explained. Spinoza

follows to its legitimate result the metaphysical or logical

principles of Des Cartes and Malebranche. According to

the former, as we have seen, the finite presupposes the infi-

nite, and, indeed, so far as it is real, it is identical with the infi-

nite. The infinite is absolute reality, because it is pure affir;

mation, because it is that which negationem nullum involvit.

The finite is distinguished from it simply by its limit, i.e.,

by its wanting something which the infinite has. At this

point Spinoza takes up the argument. If the infinite be
the real, and the finite, so far as it is distinguished there-

from, the unreal, then the supposed substantiality or
iudividuality of finite beings is an illusion. In itself the

finite is but an abstraction, to which imagination has given

an apparent independence. AH limitation or determina-
tion is negative, and in order to apprehend positive reality,

we must abstract fron\ limits. By denying the negative,

we reach the affirmative ; by annihilating finitude in our
thought, and so undoing the illusory work of the imagina-
tion, we reach the indeterminate or unconditioned being
which alone truly is. All division, distinction, and rela-

tion are but entia radonia. Imagination and abstraction
can give to them, as they can give to mere negation and
nothmgness, "a local habitation and a name," but they
have no objective meaning, and in the highest knowledge,
in the acientia iiUuUitxi, which deals only with reality,

they must entirely disappear. Hence to reach the truth
as tu matter, we must free ourselves from all such ideas as

figure or number, measure or time, which imply the
separation and relation of parts. Thus in his 50lh
letter, in answer to some question about figure, Spinoza
says, "to prove that figure is negation,, and not anything
positive, we need only consider that the whole of matter
conctived indefinitely, or in its infinity, can have no figure;

but that figure has a place only in finite or determinate
bodies. Ho who says that he perceives figure, says only
that ho has before his mind a limited thing and the manner
in which it ia limited. But this limitation does not per-
tain to a thing ia its 'esse,' but contrariwise in its ' non-
esse,' (i.e., it signifies, not that some positive quality belongs
to the thing, but that something is wanting to it). Since,
then, figure is but limitation, and limitation is but negation,
we cannot say that figure is anything." The game kind
of reasoning is elsewhere (Kpist. 29) applied to solve the
difficulties connected with the divisibility of space or eiten-
«ion. Really, according to Spinoza, extension is indivi-
sible, though modally it ia divLsible. In other words, parts
aJ infinitum may bo taken in space by tho abstracting

mind, but these parts have no separate existence. You
cannot rend space, or take one part of it out of its connec-

tion n-ith other parts. Hence arises the impos-sibility of

asserting either that there is an infinite number of parts

in space, or that there is not. The solution of the anti-

nomy is that neither alternative is true. There aie many
things quoe nulla numero explicari posiunt, and to

understand these things we must abstract altogether from
the idea of number. The contradiction arises entirely

from the application of that idea to the infinite. We
cannot say that space has a finite number of parts, for every

finite space must be conceived as itself included in infiuite

space. Yet, on the other hand, an infinite number is an ab-

surdity; it is a number which is not a number. We escape

the difficulty only when we see that number is a category in-

applicable to the infinite, and tliis to Spinoza means that

it is not applicable to reality, that it is merely an abstraction,

or ens imaginationis.

The same method which solves the difficulties connected
with the nature of matter is applied to mind. Here also

we reach the reality, or thing in itself, by abstracting from
all determination. AH conceptions, therefore, that involve

the independence of the finite, all conceptions of good, evil,

freedom, and responsibility disappear. When Blyenburg
accuses Spinoza of making God the author of evil, Spinoza
answers that evil is an ens rationis that has no existence

for God. " Evil is not something positive, but a state of

privation, and that not in relation to the divine, but
simply in relation to the human intelligence. It ia a con-

ception that arises from that generalizing tendency of our
minds, which leads lis to bring all beings that have the

external form of man under one and the same definition,

and to suppose that they are all equally capable of the

highest perfection we can deduce from such a definition.

When, therefore, wo find an individual whose works are

not consistent with this perfection, straightway we judge
that he is deprived of it, or that he is diverging from his

own nature,—a judgment we should never make if we had
not thus referred him to a general definition, and supposed
him to be possessed of the nature it defines. But since

God does not know things abstractly, or through such
general definitions, and since there cannot be more reality

in things than the divine intelligence and power bestows

upon them, it manifestly follows that the defect which
belongs to finite things, cannot be called a privation in

relation to the intelligence of God, but only in relation to

the intelligenie of man."' Thus evil and good vanish

when wo consider things sub specie aeterniiatii, because

they are categories that imply a certain independence in

finite beings. For the idea of a moral standard implies a

relation of man to the absolute good, a relation of the finite

to the infinite, in which the finite is not simply lost

and absorbed in the infinite. But Spinoza can admit no
such relation. In the presence of the infinite the finite

disappears, for it exists only by abstraction and negation

;

or it seejna to us to exist, not because of what is present

to our thoughts, but because of what is not present to

them. As we think ourselves free because we are conscious

of our actions but not of their causes, so wo think that we
have an individual existence only because the infinite

intelligence is not wholly but only partially realized in us.

But as we cannot really divide space, though we can

think of a part of it, so neither can we place any real

division in the divine intelligence. In this way wo can

understand how Spinoza is able to speak of the human
mind as part of the infinite thought of God, and of the

human body as part of the infinite extension of God, while

yet he asserts that tho divine substance is simple, and not

< SpiJt., 32.
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made up of parts. So far as they exist, they must be con-

ceived as parts of the divine substance, but when we look

directly at that divine substance, their separate existence

altogether disappears.

It has, however, been already mentioned that this

ascending movement of abstraction, does not at once and

« directly bring Spinoza to the absolute unity of substance.

The principle that " determination is negation," and that

therefore the absolute reality is to be found only in the

indeterminate, would load us to expect this conclusion
;

but the Cartesian dimlism prevents Spinoza from reaching

it. Mind and matter are so absolutely opposed, that eyen

when we take away all limit and determination from both,

they still retain their distinctness. Raised to infinity,

they still refuse to be identified. We are forced, indeed,

to take from them their substantial or substantive existence,

for there can be no other substance but God, who includes

all reality in himself. But though reduced to attributes

of a common substance, the difference of thought and ex-

tension is insoluble. The independence of individual finite

things disappears whenever we substitute thought for

imagination, but even to pure intelligence, extension re-

mains extension, and thought remains thought. Spinoza

seems therefore reduced to a dilemma; he cannot surrender

either the unity or the duality of things, yet he cannot

relate them to each other. The only course left open to

him is to conceive each attribute in its turn as the whole

substance, and to regard their difference as the difference

of expression As the patriarch was called by the two names
of Jacob and Israel, under different aspects, each of which
included the whole reality of the man, so our minds appre-

hend the absolute substance in two ways, each of which

expresses its whole nature ^ In this way the extremes of

absolute identity and absolute difference seem to be recon-

ciled. There is a complete parallelism of thought and
extension, ordo et connexio idearum idem est ac ordo et

connexio rernvi,- yet there is also a complete independence

and absence of relation between them, for each is the

whole. A thing in one expression cannot bo related to

itself in another expression. Hence in so far aa we look

at the substance under the attribute of thought, we must
take no account of extension, and in so far as we look at

it under the attribute of extension, we must equally refuse

to taks any account of thought. This parallelism may be

best illustrated by Spinoza's account of the relation of the

human soul and body. The soul is the idea of the body, and

the body is the object of the soul, whatever is in the one really

is in the other ideally
;
yet this relation of object and subject

does not imply any connexion The motions and changes

of the body have to be accoanted for partly by itself,

partly by the influence of other bodies ; and the thoughts

of the soul in like manner have to be accounted for partly

by what God thinks as constituting the individual mind, and
partly by what he thinks as constituting the minds of

other individuals. But to account for thought by the

motions of the body, or for the motions of the body by
thought, is to attempt to bridge the impassable gulf

'between thought and extension. It involves the double ab-

surdity of accounting for a thing by itself, and of accounting

'for i\ by that which has nothing in common with it.

In one point of view, this theory of Spinoza deserves

the highest praise for that very characteristic which pro-

bably excited most odium against it at the time it was
first published, namely, its exaltation of matter. It is the

mark of an imperfect spiritualism to hide its eyes from
outward nature, and to shrink from the material as impure
and defiling. But its horror and fear are proofs of weak-
ness ; it flies from an enemy it cannot overcome. Spinoza's

bold identification of .spirit and matter, God and nature,

contains in it the germ of a higher idealism than can be
found in any philosophy that asserts the claims of the

former at the expense of the latter. A system that begins

by making nature godless, will inevitably end, as Schelling

once said, in making God unnatural. The expedients

by which Des Cartes keeps matter at a distance from God,
were intended to maintain his pure spirituality ; but their

ultimate effect was seen in his reduction of the spiritual

nature to mere will. As Christianity has its superiority

over other religions in this, that it does not end with the

opposition of the human to the divine, the natural to the

spiritual, but ultimately reconciles them, so a true idealism

must vindicate its claims by absorbing materialism into

itself. It was therefore a true instijict of philosophy that

led Spinoza to raise matter to the co-equal of spirit, and at

the same time to protest against the Cartesian conception

of matter as mere inert mass, moved only by impulse from
without. " What were a God that only impelled the world

from without ? " says Goethe. " It becomes him to s^r it by
an inward energy, to involve nature in himself, hii^self in

nature, so that that which lives and moves and has a being

in him can never feel the want of his power or his spirit."

While, however, Spinoza thus escapes some of the

inconsequences of Des Cartes, the contradiction that was
implicit in the Cartesian system between the duality and
the unity, the attributes and the substance, in his system

becomes explicit. When so great emphasis is laid upon
the unity of substance, it becomes more difficult to explain

the difference of the attributes. The result is, that

Spinoza is forced to account for it, not by the nature of

substance itself, but by the nature of the intelligeuce to

which it is revealed. " By substance," he says, " I under-

stand that which is in itself, and is conceived through itself.

By attribute I understand the same thing, nisi quod
attrihutum dicatur respectu intellectus subsfa7itice certvvi

ialem vatiiram ti-ilmentis." ^ Hence we are naturally led

with Erdmann to think of the intelligence dividing the

substance as a kind of prism that breaks the white light

into different colours, through each of which the same
world is seen, only with a different aspect. But if the

intelligence in itself is but a mode of one of the attributes,

how can it be itself tlie source of their distinction ?

The key to this difficulty is that Spinoza has really, and
almost in spite of his logical principles, two opposite concep-

tions of substance, between which he alternates without ever

bringing them to a unity. On the one hand, in accordance

with the principle that determination is negation, substance

must be taken as that which is utterly indeterminate, like

the Absolute of the Buddhist, which we can characterize

only by denying of it everything that we assert of the

finite. In this Tiiew, no predicate can be applied univocally

to God and to the creatures; he differs from them, not only

in existence, but in essence.* If we follow out this

view to its legitimate result, God is withdrawn into his

own absolute unity, and no difference of attributes can be

ascribed to him, except in respect of something else than

himself. It is owing to the defects of our intelligence

that he appears under different forms or expressions

;

in himself he is pure being, without form or expression

at all. But, on the other hand, it is to be observed, that

while Spinoza really proceeds by abstraction and negation,

he does not mean to do so. The abstract is to him the

unreal and imaginary, and what he means by substance is not

simply Being in general, the conception that remains when
we omit all that distinguishes the particulars, but the

absolute totality of things conceived as a unity in which
all particular existence is included and subordinated.

' Ep!st., 27. ' Elh., ii.
' Epist., 27. ' F-lh., i. scbol. 17.
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Hence a* a single stroke the iiuletormiiiate passes into the

most (lete'-minato Being, tbe Being with no attributes at

all into the Being constituted by an infinite number

of attributes. And while, under the former conception,

the defect of our intelligence seemed to be that it divided

the substance, or saw a difference of attributes in its

absolute unity, under the second conception its defect lies

in its apprehending only two out of the infinite multitude

of these attributes. To do justice to Spinoza, therefore, wo
must distinguish between the actual effect of his logic and

its effect as he conceived it. The actual effect of his logic

is to dissolve all in the ultimate abstraction of Being, from

which we can find no way back to the concrete. But his

intent was simply to relate all the parts to that absolute

jinity which is the presupposition of all thought and being,

and so to arrive at the most concrete and complete idea of

the reality of things. He failed to see what is involved

in his own principle that determination is negation ; for if

aflarmation is impossible without negation, then the attempt

to divorce the two from each other, the attempt to find a

purely affirmative being, must necessarily end in the

barest of all abstractions being confused with the unity of

all things. But even when the infinite substance is defined

as the negative of the finite, the idea of the finite becomes

an essential element in the conception of the infinite.

Even the Pantheist, who says that God is what finite

things are not, in spite of himself recognizes that God has

a relation to finite things. Finite things may in his eyes

have no positive relation to God, yet they have a negative

relation ; it is through their evanescence and transitoriness,

through their nothingness, that tlie eternal, the infinite

reality alone is revealed to him. Spinoza is quite conscious

of this 'process, conscious that he reaches the affirmation

of substance by a negation of what he conceives as the

purely negative and unreal existence of finite things, but

as he regards the assertion of the finite as merely an illusion

due to our imagination, so he regards the correction of this

illusion, the negation of the finite as a movement of

reflection which belongs merely to our intelligence, and
has nothing to do with the nature of substance in itself

We find the true affirmation by the negation of the negative,

but in itself affirmation has no relation to negation. Hence
his absolute being is the dead all-absorbing substance and
not the self-revealing spirit. It is the being without

determination, and not the being that determines itself

There is no reason in the nature of substance wliy it

should have either attributes or modes; neither individual

finite things nor the general distinction of mind and matter

can bo deduced from it. The descending movement of

thought is not what Spinoza himself said it should he, an
evolution, but simply an external and empirical process by
which the elements dropped in the ascending movement of

abstraction are taken up again with a merely nominal
change. For the sole difference in the conception of mind
and matter aa well as in the conception of individual minds
and bodies which is made by their reference to the

idea of God, is that they lose their substantive character

and become adjectives. Aristotle objected to Plato that

his ideas .wore merely ata-OrjTa ai'8ia, that is, that his

idealization of the world was merely superficial, and left

the things idealized very much what they were before to the

sensuous consciousness ; and tho samo may bo said of

Spinoza's negation of finite things. It was an external

and imperfect negation, which did not tranufonn tho idea

of the finite, but merely substituted the name? of attributes

and modes for tho names of general and individual

Bubstances.

The same defective logic, by which tho movement of

thought in determining tho substance is regarded as

eltogcthcr citcrnal to tho subatanco itself, is seen again

in Spinoza's conceptions of tho relations of the attributes

to each other. Adopting the Cartesian opposition of mind

and matter, he does not see, any more than Des Cartes,

that in their opposition they are correlative. Or if he did

see it (as seems possible from a passage in his earliest

treatise),' he regarded the correlation as merely subjective,

merely belonging to, our thought. - They are to him only

the two attributes which we happen to know out of the

infinite' number belonging to God. There is no necessity

that the substance should manifest itself in just these

attributes and no others, for abstract substance is equally

receptive of all determinations, and equally indifferent to

thera all. Just because the unity is merely generic, the

differences are accidental, and do not form by their union

any complete whole. If Spinoza had seen that matter in

itself Is the correlative opposite of mind in itself, he need

not have sought by abstracting from the difference of these

elements to reach a unity which is manifested in that

very difference, and his absolute would have been not

substance but spirit. This idea he never reached, but we
find him approxinating to it in two ways. On the oae

hand, he condemns the Cartesian conception of matter as

passive and self-external, or infinitely di\isible—as, in short,

tho mere opposite of thought. - And sometimes he insists

on the parallelism of extension and thought at the expense

of their opposition in a way that almost anticipates the

assertion by Leibnitz of the essential identity of mind and

matter. On the other hand, he recognizes that this paral-

lelism is not complete. Thought is not like a picture ; it

is conscious, and conscious not only of itself, but of

extension. It transcends therefore the absolute distinction

between itself and the other attributes. It is only because

ho cannot rid himself of the' phantom of an extended

matter as a thing in itself, which is entirely different from

the idea of it, that Spinoza is prevented from recognizing

in mind that unity that tran.scends all distinctions, even its

own distinction from matter. As it i.s, his main reason for

saying that intelligence is not an attribute of God, but merely

a mode, seems to be this, that the thouglit of God must be

conceived as producing its own object, i.e. as transcending

the distinction of subject and object which is necessary to

our intelligence.' But this argument of itself points

to a concrete quite as much as to an abstract unity. It ia

as consistent with the idea of absolute spirit as with that

of absolute substance. Spinoza's deliberate and formal

doctrino is undoubtedly the latter; but ho constantly

employs expressions which imply the former, as when he

.speaks of God as causa sui. The higher idea inspires him,

though his consciousness only embraces the lower idea.

The ethical philosophy of Spinoza is determined by the

same principles and embarrassed by the same difficulties as

his metaphysics. In it ahso wo find the same imperfect

conception of tho relation of the positive to the negative

elements, and as a con.sequence, the same confusion of the

highest unity of thought, the aflSrmation that subordinates

and transcends all negation with mere abstract affirmation.

Or, to put tho same thing in ethical language, Spinoza

teaches a morality which is in every point tho opposite of

asceticism, a morality of self-assertion or self-seeking, and
not of self-denial. The conatus scse conserrandi Si to him
tho supremo principle of virtue ;

* yet this self-seeking

is supposed, under tbe guidance of reason, to identify itself

with the love of man and the lovo of God, and to find

bles.sodness not in tho reward of virtue, but in virtue

itself. It is only confusion of thought and faUo mysticism

that could object to this result on tho ground of the element

of self still preserved in tho amor Dei intclUctuali*. For

1 Trnctatua dt Dfio tt Aonu'ne, IL 19.

' Eth., 1. (chol. 17.

» Bpist.. 29, 70.
* KtS., It, ichoL 2a
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it is just tbe power of identifying himself with that which

is wider and higher than his individual being that makes
morality possible to man. But the difficulty lies in this,

that Spinoza will not admit the negative element, the ele-

ment of mortification or sacrifice, into morality at all, even

as a moment of transition. For him there is no dead

self, by which we may rise to higher things, no losing of

life that wa .may find it. For the negative is nothing, it is

evil in the only sense in which evil exists, and cannot be the

source of good. The higher aOBrmation of our own being,

the higher seeking of ourselves which is identical with the

love of God, must therefore be regarded as nothing distinct

in kind from that first seeking of our natural self which in

Spinoza's view belongs to us iii common with the animals,

and indeed in common with all beings whatever. It must
be regarded merely as a direct development and extension

of the same thing. The main interest of the Spinozistic

ethics therefore lies in observing by what steps he accom-

plishes this transition, while excluding altogether the idea

of a real division of the higher and the lower life, the spirit

and flesh, and of a conflict in which the former is developed

through the sacrifice of the latter.

Finite creatures exist only as modes of the divine sub-

stance, only so far as they partake in the infinite, or what
is the same thing with Spinoza, in the purely affirmative

or self-affirming nature of God. They therefore must also

be self-affirming. They can never limit themselves ; their

limit lies in this, that they are not identified with the in-

finite substance which expresses itself also in other modes.

In other words, the limit of any finite creature, that which

makes it finite, lies without it, and its own existence, so far

as it goes, must be pure self-assertion and self-saeking.

Unaquaque res quantum in se est in suo esse perseverare

conatiir, and this conatns is its very essence or inmost

nature.' Tn the animals this conaius takes the form
of appetite, in man of desire, which is "appetite with the

consciousness of it." - But this constitutes no essentia!

diOTerenca between appetite and desire, for " whether a

man be conscious of his appetite or no, the appetite remains

one and the same thing"' Man therefore, like the

animals, is purely self-asserting and self-seeking. He can

neither know nor will anything but his own being, or

if he knows or wills anything else, it must be something
involved in his own being. If he knows other beings, or

seeks their good, it must be because their existence and their

good are involved in his own. If he loves and knows God
it must be because he cannot know himself without knowing
God, or find his supreme good anywhere but in God.
What at first makes the language difficult to U3 is the

identification of will and intelligence. Both are represented

as afiirming their objects. Des Cartes had prepared the

way for this when he treated the will as the factdty of

judging or giving assent to certain combinations of ideas,

and distinguished it from the purely intellectual faculties

by which the ideas are apprehended. By this distinction

he had, as he supposed, secured a place for human freedom.

Admitting that intelligence is under a law of necessity, he

claimed for the will a certain latitude or liberty of indiffer-

ence, a power of giving or withholding assent in all

cases where the relations of ideas were not absolutely clear

and distinct. Spinoza points out that there is no ground
for such a distinction, that the acts of apprehension and
judgment cannot be separated from each other. " In the

mind there is no volition, i.e., no affirmation or negation

I

which is not immediately involved in the idea it appre-

hends" and therefore "intellect and will are one and the
same thing."* If then there is no freedom except the

• Sth., iii. 6, 7.

* £1/1., iu. D9t ABioi. 1.

' Elh.

*£th..

iii. 9.

u. 49.

liberty of indifference, frccdura is imposEible. Man, like

all other beings and things, is under an absolute law of

necessity. All the actions of his will, as well as of his

intelligence, are but different forms of the self-assertive

tendency to which he cannot but yield, because it is one
with his very being, or only ideally distinguishable there-

from. There is, however, another idea of liberty. Liberty

as the opposite of necessity is an absurdity— it is impossible

for either God or man ; but liberty as the opposite of slavery

is possible, and it is actually possessed by God. The divine

liberty consists in this, that God acts from the necessity

of his own nature alone, and is not in any way determined
from without. And the great question of ethics is. How far

can man partake in this liberty ? At first it would seem
impossible that be should partake in it. He is a finite being,

whu.se power is infinitely surpassed by the power of other

beings to which he is related. His body acts only as it is

acted on, and his mind cannot therefore apprehend his

body, except as afl'ected by other things. His self-assertion

and self-seeking are therefore confused with the asserting

and seeking of other things, and are never pure. His
thought and activity cannot bo understood except through

the influence of other things which lie outside of his con-

sciousness, and upon which his will has no influence. He
cannot know clearly and distinctly either himself or any-

thing else ; how then can he know his own good or deter-

mine himself by the idea of it ?

The answer is the answer of Des Cartes, that the

apprehension of any finite thing involves the adequate idea

of the infinite and eternal nature of God.^ This is the

primary object of intelligence, in which alone is grounded

the possibility of knowing either ourselves or anything

else. In so far as our knowledge is determined by this

idea, or by the ideas of other things, which are referred to

this idea and seen in its light, in so fur its action flows

from an internal and not an external necessity. In so far,

on the other hand, as we are determined by the affections

of the body, ideas in which the nature of our own body

and the nature of other things are confused together, in so

far we are determined by an external necessity. Or to put

tbe same thing in what has been shown to be merely

another way of expression, in so far as we are determined

by pure intelhgence we are free, but in so far as we are

determined by opinion and imagination we are slaves.

•. From these premises it is easy to see what form the'

opposition of reason and passion must necessarily take

with Spinoza. The passions belong to our nature as finite;

they are grounded on, or rather are but another form of in-

adequate ideas; but we are free only in so far as our ideas

cither immediately are, or can be made, adequate. Our
idea of God is adequate f.r vitermini; our ideas of the

affections cf our body are inadequate, but can be made
adequate in so far as they are referred to the idea of God.

And as the idea of God is purely aflSrmative, this reference

to the idea of God implies the elimination of the

negative element from the ideas of the aflFections of the

body, "for nothing that is positive in a false idea is re-

moved by the presence of truth as such."" Brought

into contact with the idea of God, all ideas become true

and adequate, by the removal of the negative or false

element in them. The idea of God is, as it were, the

touch-stone which distinguished the gold from the dross.

It enables us to detect the higher spiritual element in the

natural passions, and to sever the element belonging to

that pure iove of self which is identical with the love of

perfection from the elements belonging to that impure love

of our own finite individuality as such which is identical'

with the love of evil

• Eth., ii. 45, • Eth^ iv. I.
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The imperfection in Spinoza's development of this

principle has already been indicated. It is in fact the same

imperfection which runs through his whole system. Just

a-s he supposed that the ideas of finite things were at once

made consistent with the idea of the infinite when he had

named them modes, so here his conception of the change

through which selfish natural desire must pass in order to be-

come spiritual is far too superficial and external. Hence he

has no sympathy with asceticism, but treats it, like Bentham,

as a torva el irUtIs supentitio. Joy is the "transition

from less to greater perfection," and cannot be but good;

pain is the "transition from greater to less perfection," and
cannot be but evil. The revolt against the raediseval

opposition of the nature and spirit is visible in many of

hb sayings. "No Deity who is not envious can delight in

my weakness or hurts, or can regard as virtues those .fears

and sighs and tears which are the signs of the mrhd's

weakness; but contrariwise, the greater is our joy, the

greater is our progress to perfection, and our participatinn

in the divine nature." ' "A free man thinks of nothing

less than death, his wisdom is a meditation not of death

but of life." ^ The same idea, combining with the idea

of necessity, leads him to condemn repentance and pity, as

well as pride and humility. Unconsciously, Spinoza

reproduces the principle of asceticism, while in words he

utterly rejects it. For though he tells us that pure self-

complacency is the highest thing we can hope, yet from
this self-complacency all regard to the finite individuality

of the subject is eliminated. Qui Dintm aniat, conari

no.i pofett lit Dens iprum contra amet. In like manner,

he absolutely condemns all hatred, envy, rivalry, and
ambition, as springing out of an over-estimate of those

finite things which one only can possess, while the highest

good is that which is enjoyed the more easily and fully

the greater the number of participants. Yet Spinoza's

exaltation of the social life, and of the love that binds it

tpgether, is too like the Buddhist's universal charity that

embraces all creatures, and all creatures equally. Both are

based on an abstraction from all that is individual, only

the Buddhist's abstraction goes a step further, and erases

even the distinction between man and the animals. Spinoza

felt the pressure of this all-levelling logic when he said, "I
confess I cannot understand how spirits express God more
than tho other creatures, for I know that between the finite

and the infinite there is no proportion, and that the distinc-

tion between God and tho most excellent of created things

differs not a whit from the distinction between him and
the lowest and meanest of them."^ As Pope said, God is

" as full and perfect in a hair as a heart ;" in all finite things

there is a ray of divinity, and in nothing more than a ray.

Yet in another epistle, Spinoza contradicts this view, and
declares that, while he does not consider it necessary to

"know Christ after the flesh, he does think is it necessary

to know the eternal Son of God, i.e., God's eternal wisdom,
which is manifested in all things, but chiefly in the mind
of man, and most of all in Christ Jesus." ^ In the Ethics

the distinction of man and tho animals is treated as au
absolute distinction, and it is assorted with doubtful con-

Bistency that the human soul cannot all be destroyed along
with the body, for that thero is something of it which is eter-

nal. Yet from this eternity we must of course eliminate all

notion of tho consciousness of tho finite self as such. At
this point, in short, the two opposite streams of Spinoza's

thought, the positive method ho intends to pursue, and tho
negative or abstracting method he really does pursue, meet
in irreconcilable contradiction. Tho finite must be related

to the infinite bo as to preserve all that is in it of reality
;

and therefore its limit or the negative element in it must
be abstracted from. But it turns out that with this ab-

' £th.,i3ujc^l. i&. ' Elh., iv. 67. '£piil.,i7. 'Kjtvl.21. '

straction from the existence of the finite, the positive also

disappears, and God is all in aU in a sense that absolutely

excludes the existence of the finite. "The mind's intel-

lectual love of God," says Spinoza, " is the very love where-

with God loves himself, not in so far as he is infinite, but

in so far as he can be expressed by the essence of the

human mind, considered under the form of eternity ; i.e.,

the mind's intellectual love of God is part of the infinite

love wherewith God loves himself." ' This double " in so

far," which returns so frequently in Spinoza, just conceals

for a moment the contradiction of two streams of thought,

one of which must be swallowed np by the other, if they

are once allowed to meet.

We have now reviewed the main points of the system,

which was tho ultimate result of the principles of Des

Cartes. The importance of this first movement of modern

philosophy lies in its assertion and exhibition of the unity

of the intelligible world with itself and with the mind of

man. In this point of view, it was the philosophical

counterpart of Protestantism ; but like Protestantism in

its earliest phase, it passed rapidly from the doctrine that

God is, without priest or anthurity, present to man's spirit,

to the doctrine that man's spirit is as nothing before God.

The object" seemed too powerful for the subject, who effaced

himself before God that he might be strong towards meiL

But in this natural movement of feeling and thought it

was forgotten that the God that e9"aced the world and the

finite spirit by his presence could not be a living God.

Spinoza gives the ultimate expression to this tendency,

and at the same time marks its limit, when he says that

whatever reality is in the finite is of the infinite. But he is

unsuccessful in showing that, on the principles on which he

starts, there can bo any reality in the finite at all Yet

even if the finite be a delusion, still more if it be better

than a delusion, it requires to be accounted for. Spinoza

accounts for it neither as illusory nor as real. It was reserved

for the following generation of philosophers to assert, iot

different ways, the reality of the finite, the value of expe-

rience, and the futility of abstractions. Spinoza had

declared that true knowledge consists in seeing things

under the form of eternity, but it is impossible that things

can be seen under the form of eternity unless they have

been first seen under the form of time. Tho one-side^

assertion of individuality and difference in the schools of

Locke and Leibnitz, was the natural complement of the

one-sided assertion of universality and unity in the

Cartesian school. But when the individualistic tendency

of the 18th century had exhausted itself, and produced its

own refutation in the works of Kant, it was inevitable that^

the minds of men should again turn to the great philo-"]

sopher, who, with almost perfect insight working through

imperfect logic, first formulated the idea of a unity pre-'

supposed in and transcending tho difference of matter and

mind, subject and object.

See the Histories of Plii)osoi>li3-, cspcci.\lly those by Hegel,

Feuorboch, Erdmann, and Fischer ; F. Bouillicr, ITisloire de /»

riMosophie Cartesicnne, 1S5-J ; Ollc-Lnjinmc, miosophu dt Male-

bratutu ; E. Saissot, Pricurxura tt Disciples de Descartes, 1662.'

The German treatises on Siiinoza are too uumorona to mention.

Jacobi's L'ttcrs on Spino-xi, whioh were tho beginning of a true

interpretation of his philosophy, ar! still worth rc.idinR. We may
also mention C. SchaarschmiJt, Drscarlis vn4 SpiniKa, lsr.O ; C.

.Sifrwart, Spinoza's neuentdcdcU.r Tra-'at nn OM, dem A/ensche^,

und dasen OlOeksetigkeit, 1868. Both these writers have puWished

German translations of tho Tractatus dr. Deo. See also Trendelen-

burg, nislorlv.ht Beitrtije tur PhUosophi'. 18«7 ; R. Avcnnriui,

Ueler dit heiden erslen Phasendes Spinozuxfien Panlheismus, 1868 ;

M. .To«l, Ztir Oenenis dtr Lehn Spinoza's. 1871 ; R. 'WiUis, Beiudid

</4 Spinoza; his Ethics, Life, and Inflnrn<-r on M,xitm Jteli^umt

Thought, 18/0. Por biographical particulars, see the articles I'i»-'

CARTES, Malebrancub, Spisoza. (E- C.)
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CARTHAGE was situated on the north coast of Africa,

not far from the modern city of Tunis, just at that point

where the coast approaches most nearly to the Island of

Sicily. It lay in the heart of the Bay of Tunis, close to the

mouth of the River Bagradas, and its site was so favourable

to the natural development of a city that a hundred years

after its entire destruction by the Romans it was chosen

with Corinth as a place for colonization by Julius C«sar,

and rose into distinction as the third town in the empire.

It was a colony of the Phcenicians, and was founded about

ttie middle of the 9th century B.C., a hundred years before

the foundation of Rome. This is not the place to discuss

the position of Phoenicians in history, even if there existed

sufficient material to do so with satisfactjry results. The
Phoenicians have generally been regarded as a purely com-

mercial nation, forming a connecting link between the

nations of antiquity, distributing the elements of culture,

but producing little or no addition to the common stock.

A fuller examination of Phoenician and Assyrian remains

may serve to show us that this view needs correction. It

is probable that a nation which gave its language to the

Hebrews, and its alphabet to the Greeks, and which, after

profoundly influencing both these factors of modern civiliza-

tion, consolidated an empire which for four hundred years

held its own against the preponderance of Greece and Rome,

possessed a greater individuality of development than has

been usually accorded to it. Phoenicians have had the mis-

fortune of being for the most part described by their

enemies. We must receive with caution the accounts given

us by the Jews of Canaanitish cruelty, or by the Romans
01 Carthaginian dishonesty. The relations of native

historians both of the mother-city and of her chief colony

have come down to us in a garbled and fragmentary form.

Our best hope of more perfect knowledge lies in the

deciphering of contemporary inscriptions.

The name Cartago (the city was called Karthada by the

Phoenicians, and KapxijSwv hy the Greeks) signifies New
City. The inhabitants called themselves Canaanites, or

inhabitants of the plain. The Romans used the name Pceni

or Punici, the Latin form of <^oiVi«?, which either signifies

" red men," or refers to the palms which were the chief

products, and the principal emblem of the Syrian coast.

We gather from this that the first knowledge of Phcenicians

was gained by the Romans from the Greeks, but the name
Sarranus given to Phoenician wares, and the name Carthago

itself, shows us that their knowledge of the chief products of

Syrian merchandize, and of the existence of their rival city,

was gained independently. Carthage was the youngest

Phoenician colony founded in the territory, which she after-

wards subdued. Utica, Tunis, and Hadrumetum lay close

to her in the district of Zeugitana, Hippo a short distance

to the west, Leptis to the east. As these towns, with the

exception of Utica, eventually became subject to her, she

rose like Rome on the ruin.s of older towns, and she owed
her success to the same cause,—the possession of a situation

of superior commercial capabilities. We propose to give

first a sketch of the history, next of the constitution, and
lastly of the topography of the city.

The history of ancient Carthage divides itself naturally

into three periods :—the first extends from about 850 to 410
B.C., from the foundation of the city to the beginning of

the-wars with Syracuse; the second from 410 to 265 B.C.,

the beginning of the wars with Rome ; the third from the

commencement of the Roman (or Punic) wars till the

destruction of the city, 146 B.C. It will then remain to

remark the fortunes of the restored city until its destruction

by the Arabs in 638 a.d. The first period of four centuries

and a half contains the rise of the Carthaginian dominion

and the culmination of its prosperity. Her empire was

extended from the Straits of Gibraltar to the altars of the

Philjeni, near the Great Syrtis, where she touched on the

territory of Cyrene. She possessed as provinces Sardinia,

the Balearic Islands, and ilalta, and a few settlements in

Spain and Gaul. She had subdued the neighbouring statea

founded from Phoenicia with the exception of Utica, and
drew a large revenue from the corn lands of Ppyzacium and
Emporia, situated on the coast south-east of the city. In

Africa her subjects consisted of three classes—(1) Libyo-

Phoenicians, (2) Libyans, and (3) Xomads. The fiist

were of a mixed race, the product of intermarriages be-

tween the native Libyans and the Carthaginians or earlier

settlers from Phoenicia. They cultivated the fields o>

Zeugitana, but were regarded with suspicion by the

Carthaginians of pure blood. The Libyans, although

completely subdued by Carthage, were of an entirely

different race, and to a great exteut did not understand the

Punic language. At first they received a rent from the new
settlers for the ground they occupied, but this vtis after-

wards refused. They formed tho staple of the Cartha-

ginian army. Entire difference of race made it impossible

for the new settlers to amalgamate with the original

inhabitants, and the hard treatment they received led them
to join the mercenaries in a revolt against their masters.

Outside these limits the rest of the territory of Carthago

was occupied by Nomads, who owed her a loose allegiance.

They supplied her with mercenary troops, especially

cavalry ; but their fidelity could not be depended upon, and

the Romans finally subdued Carthage by their assistance.

Among these Nomad tribes were situated various cities,

colonized partly from Carthage and partly from the mothei-

country. Towards the south the dominion of Carthage

extended as far as Lake Txitonis, connected by a canal with

the Lesser Syrtis.

The foreign conquests of Carthage were undertaken with

the object of securing her commerce. Justin tells us of a

king, Malchus (the Latin form of the royal title), who
after successes in Africa and Sicily was defeated in

Sardinia, and turned his arms against his country. He
must have lived between 600 and 550 B.C. A more

historical personage is his successor Mago (between 550

and 500 B.C.), said to be the founder of the militarv

power of the Carthaginians. His sons were Hasdrubal and

Hamilcar, his grandsons Hannibal, Hasdrubal, and SapphO;

sons of Hasdrubal, and Himilco, Hanno, and Gisco, sons

of Hamilcar. By the energy of this family the Carthaginian

empire was estabUshed over Sardinia, which was not lost

till after the first Punic war, over the Balearic Islands and

part of Sicily, and over portions of Liguria and GauL
There are, however, few events of which the chronology is

certain. The first is the sea fight between the Etruscans

and Carthaginians on the one hand and the Phocaeans of

Aleria in Corsica on the other, which occurred in 536 B.C.

The Phocseans, driven from Asia Minor by Harpagus in

5C4, had settled at Aleria or AJaUa in Corsica, but engaged

in piracy, which demanded the interference of the com-

mercial naval powers. The Phocseans won the battle, but

with such loss that they abandoned Corsica, and settled at

Velia in Italy. Polybius bas preserved three treaties

between Carthage and" Rome, the first of which belongs to

the. year 509 B.C., the second probably to the period

between 480 and 410 B.C. Their object is to restrict

Roman commerce in Punic waters, and it is noticeable that

the second treaty prescribes stricter limits than the first,

and testifies to a considerable superiority of Carthage over

Rome. To the period of about 500 B.C. belong the expedi-

tions of Hanno and Himilco,—the one to foimd colonies on

the west coast of Africa, which was probably explored as far

as the mouths of the Senegal and Gambia, the other to

obtain a knowledge of the Atlantic, which resulted in the

fliscovery of Britain. But the most important event of the
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Crst period was the battle of Himera, fougbt between

Hamilcar and Gelo of Syracuse, about the year 480 B.C.

TeriUus, tyrant of Himera, on the north coast of Sicily,

driven out by Thero of Agrigentum, implored and obtained

help from the Carthaginians. Thero was assisted by Gelo

of Syracuse. An account of this battle is given by

Herodotus. The forces of Hamilcar consisted of 3000

ships and 300,000 men,—Phcenicians, Libyans, Iberians,

Ligurians, Helysci (perhaps Volscians), Sardinians, and

Corsicans. He was defeated with great loss. For seventy

years the Carthaginians made no further efl'ort for the

subjugation of Sicily This battle is one of the most

important in ancient history. The expedition in which it

terminated was undertaken in conjunction with that of the

Persians against the Greeks of Attica. The nearly simulta-

neous defeats of Himera and Salamis decided the question

whether Semitic or Aryan nations should hold the empire

of the West. The only other events of any importance

in this period, of which wo have an account, are the more
complete subjugation of the African dependencies by the

family of Mago, and the settlement of the disputed boundary
between Carthage and Cyrene.

The second period of 140 years (110-209 B.C.) is occupied

with the attempts of Carthage to reduce Sicily to the con-

dition of a subject province. At this time her settlements

were confined to the eastern corner of the island, while on

the western coast Syracuse undertook the defence of Grecian

nationality, and waged the battle of Aryans against Semites,

until both combatants fell before the supremacy of Rome.
Tlie repulse of the Athenians from Syracuse, and the same
rivalry between Egesta and Selinus which had invited

Athenian interference in the affairs of the Lsland, induced

the Carthaginians to renew an enterprise which had been

interrupted for seventy years. Hannibal, son of Cisco,

sturnied Selinus, and avenged at Himera the death of his

grandfather. Overtures of peace were rejected, and
l)['eparation3 made for a more vigorous attack. In 400
Hannibal and Himilco destroyed the great city of Agri-

gentum, overthrew the mighty columns of her temples,

and covered a flourishing site with a mass of ruins.

Hannibal died before Agrigentum ; Himilco proceeded

to attack Gela. Syracuse was now governed by Dionysius,

who from an obscure position had raised himself to the

rank of despot. In 405 a treaty made by Carthage secured

to her the possession of her conquests, and to Dionysius

a firmer position on the throne. But he no sooner felt

himself secure than he hastened to drive the enemy from
the island. War broke out in 398, all Sicily fell before

the Punic arm.s, and Dionysius, driven by Himilco to take

refuge within the walls of Syracuse was thero besieged.

Pestilenco came to his assi.stanco, and the Carthaginians
were defeated; 150,000 Punic corpses lay unburied on
Grecian soil ; and Himilco, unable to bear the contempt of

his fellow-citizens, starved himself to death. The Libyans
ruse in rebellion, and Carthage was threatened by an army
of 200,000 men. The attempt of Mago between 390 and
392 to procure a more favourable result had little effect.

Ten years afterwards ho led another expedition. The
defeat of Cabala nearly lost the possession of the whole of

Sicily, but the brilliant victory of Corsica restored the

balance, and the Halycus was accepted as the boundary
between the two peoples Fourteen years of peace ensued.

Ill 368 the misfortunes of Carthage encouraged Dionysius
to a new but unsuccessful effort to complete the purpose of

his life His death put an end to a renewal of the attempt,

and h<3 son and successor made peace with the Cartha-
ginians. The weak government of Dionysius II. was
favourable to tho extension of Carthaginian empire in

Sicily ; but they found an antiigonist of different mettle in

te Corinthian Timoloon, who, after liberating Syracuse

from its tyrants, made war against Carthage for six years

(345-340 B.C.;. The defeat of the Crimissus (340 B.C.)

was most crushing. The Holy Legion, composed of 2500 of

the best families of Carthage, was destroyed, and the host

of mercenaries cut to pieces. Peace restrained the Cartha-

ginians within their old boundary of the Halycus ; the

Greek cities were declared free ; and Carthage promised

never again to support a despot in Syracuse. The next

thirty years contain little of note except trace of friendly

intercourse between Carthage and Rome, and a record of

assistance given to the Tyrians when besieged by Alexander

the Great. She, however, sent ambassadors to Babylon to

congratulate the conqueror on his return from Asia.

Agatliocles was the first to discover that the secular euemies

of his countrymen were vulnerable in Africa. After

becoming despot of Syracuse, and establishing his authority

over the great towns in Sicily, he found that he had to

reckon with the Carthaginians. Unsuccessful in the

island, he transferred his forces to the mainland in -310,

reduced Carthage to the last extremities, and Would

probably have obtained more signal success had not the

revolt of Agrigentum called him home. Peace made in

306 continued tUl the death of Agathocles in 289. His

loss encouraged the extension of Punic dominion, and at

last' obliged the Syracusans to call in the assistance of

PyrrhuB, the chivalrous king of Epirus. He left Italy in

277, and in a short time drove the Carthaginians from the

west and besieged them in the distant fortress of Lilyboeum.

But his allies were untrue to him—Carthage and Rome
were leagued against him; he left Sicily in 276, and his

departure from Italy in the following year left the Cartha-

ginians to stand in sharp antagonism to the Latin branch

of the Aryan stock.

The third period of Carthaginian history extends from
204 to 146 B.C.,—from the outbreak of the first war with

Rome to the final annihilation of the city by the conquerors.

This is not the place for a detailed account of the Punic
wars, which occupy a large space in every Roman historj'.

We must content ourselves with a hasty summary. The
first war, which lasted from 204 to 241 B.C., was a contest

for the possession of Sicily. The Carthaginians in under-

taking it felt secure of their mastery over tho sea. Their

ambassadors told the Romans that they could not even
wash their hands in the sea without permission of tho

Carthaginians. Montesquieu considers it one of the chief

causes of the rise of Roman greatness that they were care-

ful to borrow from their enemies whatever was calculated

to improve their own efficiency. The Romans not only

builti a fleet but developed a novelty of tactics which
precisely secured the object which they had in view. They
were encouraged to further exertion by tho victories of 260
B.C. and 256 B.C., and were schooled to caution by the

defeat of the following year. The war was ended by tho

brilliant success of Catulus in 242 B.C., and Sicily was lost

to tho Carthaginians. The next' three years and a half

(241-237) Were occupied by a civil war, which shows us

on what insecure foundations the power of Carthage was
lyised. Tho large army of mercenaries which had been
employed against Rome was incautiously admitted into the

city. Under pretence of demanding pay they rose against

their employers, and' were joined by the Libyans and
Numidians, who cultivated tho surrounding lands in

unwilling subjection. The insurrection was quelled with

ditliculty, but n similar revolution in Sardinia was mora
successful ; 700 CartJiaginians were barbarously murdered,
and tho possession of tho island passed to tho Romans.
All we know of tho twenty years which elapsed before the

beginning of tho second war with Rome is confined to tho

successes of Hamilcar and his family in S[xain. In 21S
B.C. Hannibal, who had sworn as a boy eternal enmity to

y. — II
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the Romans, began the enterprize to which he devoted his

fife. His object was not so much to conquer Italian soil

or Italian cities as to break up the confederacy on which
the greatness of Rome depended, and to undo the fabric of

its empire stone by stone. He sought, therefore, on the

one hand to rouse Greeks and Orientals to a joint attack

against the common foe, asd on the other to sow dissension

amongst the Latin, SabeUian, and Oscan tribes, and to urge

them to reduce Rome to that position of comparative

inferiority which she had occupied many centuries before.

Both these plans faOed. Hannibal was badly supported

from home ; he found that to combine in unity the shifting

policy of the East was to weave a rope of sand ; and he dis-

covered above all that Roman supremacy was established

on a basis of complete secmity. How diflerent was her

position, seated among kindred peoples bound to her by
affinities of blood and language as well as interest, governed

by the wise policy of a patriotic senate, and restrained by
the overpowering force of devoted legions, and that of the

city of merchants, torn by factions, surrounded by alien and
even hostile tribes, defended by mercenaries, and swayed
by interest and passion. The defeat of Hasdrubal at the

Sletaurus in 207 B.C. crushed the last hope of the invader;

Spain was recovered by the genius of Scipio, and in 203
B.C. Hannibal, not unwillingly, obeyed the order to embark
from Italy to retard the ruin of his country which it was
too late to save. The battle of Zama in 202 put an end
to the war in the following year. It was due to the

magnaminity of Scipio and Hannibal that poace was con-

cluded on such terms that, while Rome had no longer to

fear Carthage as a rival, she was content to recognize her

existence as a commercial coromunity.

For the next six years Hannibal governed the city which
ha >3id not been able to preserve. He reformed the con-

iftitution in a democratieal sense, and paid with surprising

facility the enormous indemnity demanded by Rome. He
was engaged in planning a combination against Rome with

Antiochus of Syria, when he was driven from power, and
forced to take refuge in the East. Shortly afterwards he
fell a victim to Roman hatred.

The interval between 183 and 150 B.C. contains little

besides the history of internal dissensions,—struggles

between the Roman party, the democratical party, and the

party of Masinissa, which tore the' city in sunder by their

quarrels. The so-called third Punic war (149-146 B.C.) is

one of the saddest events in all history, and the. greatest

blot on the reputation of the Romans. Jealonsy of their

old antagonists • had been shown by constant acts of

injustice, and at last the sight of the prosperity and riches

of the city impressed upon the narrow mind of Cato the

conviction that Carthage must be blotted out. A pretext

for war was wantonly invented. The anxieties of the

Carthaginians to secure peace at any sacrifice was made the

instrument of their destrnction. When they saw that their

ruin was resolved upon, and that compromise was hopeless,

they defended themselves with an energy which would

have saved them at an earlier period. The sentence of the

senate was ruthlessly carried out. The city burned for

seventeen days, and concealed its very site under a heap of

ashes. The plough was passed over it, and the ground
was cursed for ever. In the words of Mommsen, " where
the industrious ' Phoenicians bustled and trafficked for five

hundred years, Roman slaves henceforth pastured the

herds of their distant masters."

The history of Roman Carthage must be given in a few
words. In 122 B.C. Caius Gracchus led 6000 colonists to

'Africa, and founded the city of Junonia. The colony did

not prosper. In 29 B.C. a second colony was sent out by
'Augustus in fulfilment of a design of Julius Caesar. This

became so prosperous that Herodian states that it disguted

with Alexandria the second place in the empire. In the

middle of the 5th century it became, under Genseric, the

capital of the A'andal kingdom, and in 533 a.P. it was
stormed by Belisarius. In 706 a.d. it was entirely]

destroyed by the general of the caliph Abdulmelek.
The constitution of Carthage was essentially aristocratical. Constlto

The little we know of it is derived from a single chapter t"*"-

in the Politics of Aristotle (ii. 8), a few scattered passages

in the same treatise, and iu Polybius, Livy, Nepos, and
other authors. The official heads of the Government were
the suffetes (Heb. Sophetim), who are compared to thei

Roman consuls and the Spartan kings ; they may only

have been two in number, and probably held office for a
year, but were capable of re-election.- Under them was
the senate, which may or may not have been dinded into

two houses. These offices were filled' by popular election,

determined by the joint claims of wealth and merit, but
bribery was largely practised, and Aristotle goes as far as'

to say that the chief offices were objects of sale and
purchase. The people had a voice in the conduct of

affairs, but they were not consulted if the suflfetes and
the senate were agreed on a course of action. There is no
reason to suppose with Grote that the public banquets

mentioned by Aristotle were part of the machinery of

bribery. The history of England (which by some writers

is spoken of as the modern Carthage) supplies us with

ample examples of an ariatocfatical government carried

on under the forms of a democracy. ' By the side of the

regular Government stood a controlling power which
gradually absorbed into itself all the authority of the state. J

The pentarchies were probably bodies of commissioners

chosen from the principal families, self-elected, and so con-!

."stituted that the outgoing members preserved their power,

for another year, and thus impressed a unity of policy on'

the institution. By these were elected the council of a
hundred (or more strictly a hundred and four), who stood

in the same relation to the suffetes as the ephors to the

Spartan kings. By the gradual extension of judicial \

functions, like the parliaments of France, they usurped to

themselves the authority of the state. To them is to be
referred the cruel vengeance so often wreaked on unsuc-

cessful generals. It was the work of Hannibal to diminish',

the authority of this body, and tp secure a more real share'

of power to the people.'

The Carthaginians were, like the PhcEnicians, a deeply

religious people. . Religion entered into every important

action of their lives, and their priests were held in the

highest honour, yet there was no special order of priests,

and we have no proof that the office was by law or custom

confined to any particular family. Aristotle, writing more
than, half a century before the first Punic war, gives great

praise to the Carthaginian constitution on the score of its

stability, and its success in securing the happiness and con-

tentment of the nation. It is, indeed, inconceivable that

the Carthaginians should have attained such wealth and

prosperity except under a good government ; and the

picture of faction, dissension, and disturbance, which we
are accustomed to associate with it, belongs rather to the

decbne of the Punic empire, and is known to us only

through the representation of its enemies.

The general outline of the topography of Carthage is TopoJ

tolerably certain, but the details are involved in almost graph^

unavoidable obscurity. Two schools of topographers place

the site of the city respectively on the north and south of

the peninsula, which the territory of Carthage undoubtedly

occupied. It seems now certain that the latter are in the

right. The most important feature of the ancient city was
the citadel Byrsa (Bozra), the hiU now occupied by a church'

dedicated to St Louis, who died at Tunis. ? It was sur-

rounded by walls, and its summit was formerly crownedj
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by a temple of iEsculaphis, standing at the head of sixty

steps. The name Byrsa was probably also given to the

whole quarter of the city as well as to the citadel itself.

The city was enclosed on the land side by a triple wall, with

towers at short intervals and casemates, which afforded

Btabb'ng for 300 elephants and 4000 horses. The

harbours of Carthage were artificial, and consisted of two

basins,—one rectangular, for the merchant ships, opening

into the lagoon of Tunis, and ending in a narrow passage,

capable of being closed by a chain ; the other circular, for

ships of war, containing an island in the centre on which

the admiral lived. Their site can be easily identified,

although their size is now considerably reduced. Between

the lagoon of Tunis and the sea ran out a tongue of land,

the Tasnia of Appian, still recognizable although altered in

size and shape ; on it stands the fort of the Goletta.

Outside the walls lay the suburb of Megara or llagalia,

now the districts of Mara, covered then as now with villas

and gardens ; and still beyond this, towards the north of the

peninsula, lay the vast necropolis marked by the modern
village of Camart. The Carthaginian^ like the Jews and

other Semitic nations, combined a feeung of reverence for

ancestors' with a fear of contamination from the dead

;

therefore, while their sepulchres were carefully and strongly

built, they were situated far away from the habitations of

the living, and in this case were not even visible either from

Byrsa or Megara. We shall not be surprised that so little

remains of this mighty city if we remember that for

centuries it has been tised as a quarry not only by its

African neighbours but by the rapacious merchants of the

West. The Cathedral of Pisa is said to have been built

out of the ruins of Carthage ; and Genoese vessels, trading

with Tunis in the Middle Ages, seldom returned without a

ballast of Tunis marble. The most impressive remains

which strike the modem travellsr are the arches of the

aqueduct, once fifty miles long, which cannot be referred

with certainty to Carthaginian or Eoman origin. Much
more lies hidden under drifted send and the silt of the

Bagradas. Even lately tha marble blocks of the ancient

walls have been in pari destroyed by the works of the

Tnuis railway.

The antiquarian may regret the want of evidence to assist

him in reconstructing the ancient city. The historian and
philosopher will feel still more deeply that the hostility of

the Romans has left him so few traces of this vigorous scion

of the Semitic stock. Phcenician culture still remains a

tantalizing riddle to those who would unravel the course of

human progress. The world has lost as well as gained by
the cruel and arrogant self-assertion which culminated in

the supremacy of Rome. In the history of civilization the

survival of the fittest has frequently been nothing else but

the survival of those who by force, obstinacy, and cunning
Were fittest to svirvive. In modem days we can give their

full value to enterprize in commerce, activity in geographical

discovery, and the taste which decorated the metropolis with

noble buildings and works of art, and collected a library

which the ignorance of the conquerors dispersed amongst
the barbaric prioces of the desert. Virgil, standing in the

light ol a wiser and more tolerant age, did his best to soften

the hatred of his countrymen against their hereditary foe,

and to show that generous hoepitality and refinement were

not foreign to the court of Dido, ond that the perfidy of

Hannibal was a fitting rctributipn for the heartless

treachery of .fineas.

Notices of Cartha^ in the clanlckl writers ore frequent, e«p«ci»lly

Id PolylnuB, Diodoma, Livy, Appian, and Joatin. The two works
which hava hcen the foundation of most that haa been written on
\he anhjoot In modem timoa ape Biittper, OfKhichJle d«r Carthancn,

Berlin, 1827, and Heeren, Idctn, vol. ii. pt. \. There is a brilliant

kateh of Oirthafte in HonmMen'i BiMory of Bomt, vol ii., and
BDOu uuuUii remarks in Grote's Ssttar^ oi. ffKoae, vuL x. The-

articles on Carthage in Ersch and Gmber'a EnajdopUdu, in Smith's

DictiorutTif of Cfeotjrnphy (by Philip Smith), and in PlulFs Jieal

Lcxiam, are admimble. Indispensable for the study of the consti-

tution is Klnge, Arisiaieles de I'oiUia Carikaginicnaium. Illustr*-

tive of the lo^jography may be mentioned Beale, Fouillcs d Car'

t/mge, and Davis, Carthage and her Jicviains. The standard work
on the Phcenician3 id still Movers, Die PhoitizieTt, but it is probable

that our knowledge of the subject may be mcch incnosed when the

researches now in progresa have been completed and co-ordinated-

E. de Sainie Marie published in 1875 & Biblicgraphie Carthaginoiss

(Jourdan, Paris), of which there is a severe but instmctive review

in the LiUrarixhta Centralilatt for May 20, 1876. (O. B.)

CAETHUSI ANS, a religions order founded by St Bruno
in the year 1084. (See Beu>o.) This saint, disgusted

with the world, and especially with the ccmduct of Manasses,

archbishop of Bheims, determined to hve, in some remote

and retired spot, a lif« dedicated to contemplation and
religion. With six companions he went to consult Hugh,
bishop of Grenoble, who led them to a spot among the

mountains, about ten or twelve miles from the town, called

Chartreuse ; and Bruno at once fixed upon this as the site of

the establishment which he wasi minded to found. Very
many mediseval writers have exhausted the resources of

language in describing the awful and terrible nature and
aspect of this spot, shut in among naked and precipitous

rocks, surrounded by sterile mountains, and for a large

portion of the year buried in the snow ; and many modem
writers have celebrated the romantic and picturesque fea-

tures of the place. The obscure name was destined to

become familiar in every country and language of Europe,

and the monastery which Bruno founded there, soon after

mankind had begun to recover from the alarm caused by
the belief that the world would come to an end in tha

1000th year after Christ, has been the parent of all, the

numerous " Chartreux," " Certose," fmd " Charterhouses,
'J

and " Carthusian " establishments throughout Europe.- .

.

Peter the Venerable, abbot of Cluny, writing about fiftjs

years later, speaks thus of the mode of life of the earliest

Carthusians :

—

" Warned by the negligence and Ihkewarmnesa of many of the

older monks, they adopted for themselves and for their feUowers

greater precaution against the artifices of the Evil One.-, As a

remedy against pride and vain-glory they chose a dress more poor

and contemptible than that of any other religions body ; so that* it

is horrible to look on these garments, so short, scanty, coawe, and
dirty are they. In order to cut up avarice by. the roots, they en-

closed around their cells a certain quantity of laud, more or leaa,

according to the fertility of the distrii t ; and they would not accept

a foot of laud beyond that limit if you were to offer them the whole

w-orld. For the same motive they limit the quantity of their cattle,

oxen, asses, sheep, and goats. And in order that they might hare

no motive for augmenting their possessions, either of land or animals,

they ordained that in every one of their monasteries there should

be no more than twelve monks, with their prior llie Thirteenth,

eighteen lay brother^ and a few paid aer^ant3. To mortify the

flesh they always wear hair shirts of the severest kind, and their

fasting is well-nigh continuous. They always eat bread of unbolted

meal, and take so much water with their wine tliat it has hardly

any flavour of wine left. They never eat meat, whether in health

or "ill. They never buy fi.sh, but they accept it if it is given to them

for charity. They may eat cheese and eggs only on Sundays and
Thursdnya. On I'uesdaya and Saturdays tliey eat cooked vegitallea.

On Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, they take only bread and

water. They eat once a day only, save on the days of the octaves

of Christmas, Easter, Pentecost, Epiphany, and one or two other

solemnities. They live in separate little houses like the ancient

monks of Egypt, and they occupy themselves continually with

rending, prayer, and the labour of their hands, esjiecially the writing

of books, they recite the prayers for minor canonical hours in their

own dwellings, when warned by the bell of the church ; but they

all assemble in church for matins and vespere. On feast days they

eat twice, ond eing all the otEces in llic church, and eat in the refco-

torv. They do not say mass save on festivals and Sundavs, They
boil the vegetables eerwd out to tliera in their own dwelliiigs, auj

never drink wine aave with their food."
»

As might be supposed, the rigour of this rule has becH

much modified The Carthusian dress of vejy thick whit<

cloth is no lopgjjf ty wy mauis tlio piwrosl or UrtJist ot
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monastic costumes. It consists of a cassock or frock and
cloak of ample and comfortable length. But the practice

of each monk living in his own separate dwelling has
always characterized the Carthusians. They have never
been Coenobites.

The Carthusians had no written rule till one was com-
posed for them, about forty-five years after the foundation
of the first house of the order at Chartreuse, by Quigo,
their fifth prior. Some of the most special and character-
istic points of it are as follows :

—

•

It wn3 not pormitted to the members of the order to practise any

f

greater or additional austerities than those prescribed, without special
icence from the prior. They were rarely to use medicine, but to
be bled live times a year, and shaved six times. They were forbidden
to receive any charity from usurers or excommunicated persons.
Thoy declined to bury any stranger (save a monastic person who
might have happened to die within their walls) within their pre-
tincts, and refused to char^ themselves with the saying of any
anniversary or other mas-ses for the dead,—the reason assigned for

the refusal being, that " we have heard that the majority of priests
ai-e very ready to say masses, and to make splendid banquets when-
ever any one goes to pay them far praying for the dead— all which
destroys abstinence, and renders prayer venal, making it depend on
the will of whoso gives dinners.'* If, says Guigo's rule, our succes-
sors should find it impossible to maintain even this small number
(thirteen) without being reduced to the odious necessity of begging,
and wandering to beg, we advise them ratlier to reduce their number
to as many as can be supported, than to expose themselves to such
dangers. Under the seventh general of the order, St Anthelm, the
pr.ictice of holding general chapters was first introduced among
tlie Carthusians

; these have always been held at the •' Grande
Chartreuse " near Grenoble, the parent establishment.

The earliest formal approbation of the Carthusian Order
is attributed to Urban IL (ob. 1090). That pontiff, who
had been a disciple of Bruno, when the latter was lectur-

ing on theology at Rheims, had sent for Bruno to Rome a

few years after his retirement to Chartreuse. The saint

obeyed, taking all his monks with him. The latter shortly

returned to Chartreuse, under Landuino, appointed by
Bruno to be their second prior ; but Bruno himself refused

to be made archbishop of Reggio, and finding the life of

Rome insupportable to him, soon obtained the Pope's per

mission to accept a district of forest, in the diocese of

Squillaco in Calabria, given to him by Count Roger,
where ho founded the second house of his order. The rule

and constitution of the order were frequently modified on
subsequent occasions. The present rule is that which was
fixed in 1573 and was corrected by a congregation of

cardinals, published in 1581, and reconfirmed by Innocent
XI. in 1G82. According to those new statutes, observes

Moroni (or rather the learned writer of the article in his

Dictionary), some of the practices as at present enjoined

are more austere than in the ancient rule, since the choral

eervicfe and the ofBce used by Carthusians are peculiar to

them, and are of excessive length, following in many
resjiects the ceremonies and rites of the ancient church.

By these statutes the use of linen is wholly prohibited to

them. They wear next the skin a shirt of horse-hair, bound
by a cord girdle, and outside this a cossnck and mantle
of serge ; and they sleep on a paillasse, with •woollen

shoots. The portrait of a Carthu-iiian monk may be seen

in Bonanni's Cat({loyo, at chapter lOS, and a similar figure

forms the 10th plate of Capparroni's Itaccolla ihffli Ordini
reliyiosi, published at Rome in 1826.

It is a very common error to suppose that the Carthusians

are a branch or off-shoot from the great Benedictine order.

It is true that the formula of their " office " or choral

service is nearly the same as that used by the different

orders which belong to the great Benedictine family;

hut there is no relationship, of parentage or other, between
the Cnrtiluisans and Benedictines. The superiors of

Carthusian convents are called priors, aud not abbots as is

the caao with the Benedictine orders. Their general is

the prior of the " Grande Chartreuse " near Grenoble, and

resides always there, and. not, as in the case of most other
orders, at Rome. The order has a proctor-general {Pro-
airatore Generale) who resides at Rome. Above all there
is the radical difi'erence in their mode of life,—the Bene-
dictines being Coenobites, the Carthusians eremitical, living

each in his own separate dwelling, erected within the wall,

which forms the cloister [clausura), but not even contigu-
ous the one to the other.

St Bruno and his early successors made no pretension to

any exemption from the jurisdiction of the ordinary, nor
sought for any privilege of the kind. On the contrary
they in a special manner recognized the bishop of Grenoble,
in whose diocese their first and parent establishment waa
situated, as the chief and abbot of their order. But the
constant and unfailing tendency, which led all the regular

bodies to aim at such exemptions, and to encroach in

every manner ever more and more on the authority and
proper domain of the bishops and secular clergy, induced
the Carthusians within little more than an hundred years
after their foundation to beg and to obtain from Pope
Boniface IX. a bull, dated 6th of March 1391, granting
them the exemption in question. It is remarkable, as

indicating the strength of this tendency, that although the
bull of Boniface is the first recognition whatever of any
such exemption, the Pope says in the document in ques-

tion, " A supplication has been presented in your name,
setting forth, that although your order has been for a long

time reputed exempt from the jurisdiction of the ordinary,

and dependent immediately on the Holy See," <tc. It

had evidently come to be considered as a matter of course

that monks, merely as such, were not subject to the autho-

rity of the bishop. The motive assigned for granting the

exemption is that "certain persons seek by citing you to

their tribunals to dbturb you in the quietude and con-

templation which are the object of your institute."

The order of the Carthusians has always been one of the

most respectable of the monastic bodies. It has maintained
to a greater degree than most of them the spirit and
qualities which presided at its foundation. Nor has it ever

needed, as so many of its fellow communities, to be reformed.

And although the services which it has rendered to litera-

ture cannot vie with those of the Benedictines, it has by
no means been valueless to the world in this respect.

The order at one time possessed 172 monasteries, of

which 75 were in Franco. It had also numerous establish-

ments in England (where, as is well known, the " Charter

House " near Smithfield, in London, was its principal

house), Italy, Germany, and Spain. Hugh, bishop of Lin-

coln, canonized in 1220, was a Carthusian. The order,

however, has had fewer saints than almost any of the

others ; so much so that the Carthusian Ferrari wrote a
treatise of inquiry into the causes of this fact. To which
query an answer may be found in the 97th of the Ecclesi-

astical Letters of Father Sarnelli, who was vicar-general

under Benedict XIII. (published in ten volumes at Venico

in 1716), to the following effect :

—

'* For canonization not only exalted virtues but the working of

miracles is required. Kow miracles are rarely performed by these

solitary recluses, because the result of their doing so would be to

call numbers of persons together, who would necessarily destroy or

greatly impede the quietude of the contemplative life which it is

the object of their rule to ensure. So true is this, continues the
vicar-general, that Saint Autonine has recorded in his ecclesiastical

history (bk. xv. ch. £2, sec. 2). that a certain Carthusian harving
performed a qunntitv of miracles .at his tomb, became thereby, in
consequence of the crowds who were attracted thither, so great a
nuisance that the prior was obliged to go to the grave of the sainted
deceased, and there command hira on his obedience to do no moro
miracles,—an order which the dead saint thenceforward scrupulously
obeyed.

"

Father Petrejo published, in 1609, a Bibliottca deffU

Scrittori deW Ordine, which has been subsequently cun-
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tinucJ by otbor hands. A copious account of tho order

may be found in Dugdale's Monasiiron, and one yet more

extended in the Chronicle of ike Char/reuse by Dorian

;

eee also tho Ongines Carlhusianorum, Cologne, 1609. A
chronology of all the priors of tho order was published at

Rome in 1622. The device of the order consists of a globe

surmounted by a cross, with the legend " Stat cmx dum
volvitur orbis." (t. a. t.)

CARTIER, Jacques, a French navigator, was borr. it

St Malo, in Brittany, in 1494. According to tho custom

of the place, even his early youth was passed upon the

sea ; and he was probably already acquainted with tho

coast of Kewfonndland when he was appointed by Francis

L to the command of tho two ships, which, on the 20th

of April 1534, set sail from St Malo, for the purpose of

exploring the district beyond the fishing grounds. Cartier

first touched at Cape Buonarista, on the east coast of

Newfoundland, then passed northward along the coast, and.

Bailing south-w^st through the Straits of Belle Isle, dis-

covered the mainland of Canada, which ho claimed for

France, by erecting a wooden cross with the inscription

" Vive le Roy d^ France." Next year a second expedition

•ft-as placed under his control to exploro the estuary of

the St Lawrence. He penetrated as far as Hochelaga, a

large fortified village at the foot of a hill, to which ho gave

the name of Mont Royal, and which is the cite of the

modern Montreal. But he did nothing more, and returned

on the 16th May I53G, disgusted with tho climato and

with his crew weakened by scurvy, a disease then unknown
in Europe. The idea of colonizing Canada was abandoned

after this, till in 1540 Jean Francis de la Roche, Seigneur

(le Roberval, obtained permission to form a settlement.

Tho project was carried out partly at Roberval'a and

partly at the king's expense ; Cartier was sent out in

command of five ships, in the spring of 1541 ; and in

the autumn he arrived at the mouth of the St Lawrence.

Near the present situation of Quebec be built a fort named
Charlesbourg. But the Indians, whose king be had

carried off with him on his last voyage, annoyed him so

much with their attacks that he determined to return to

France ; and though Roberval arrived at Newfoundland
in June 1542, with three ships and a colony of 200 men
and v/omen, and commanded him to turn back, he con-

tinued his homeward voyage. Whether this was his last

expedition U disputed. Some say that ho returned to

the assistance of Ruberval, in the autumn of 1543 ; but if

this bo so, we know nothing more. Tho rest of his life was
spent in his native town or at the village of Limoilon, of

which he was created seigneur by his patron Francis I. Ilo

was alive in 1552 ; but tho date of his death is not kno\vn.

riio intorosting story of Lis diacovorics and ndvontin-oa la told In

tho Brief ricit de la navigat Ion JnUts Is isleit da Canada, <fce., Tarifl,

]fi45. rills work la extiomfly rare ; but tho Information It con*

minod is to be found la tho Voi/nrfg d« Jar/jurs Cartier . . en

1534, a translation from the third volume of llamtiRlo's CvIUctlon

(Venice, 1665), which was piiblialied at Roiion In 1608, and was
reprinted In 18C5 ; In Loacarbot's Uistoire de la voitrelle France ; in

Hftkhiyt's Voyarjen {1600, republhhod by tho Ilakloyt Society in

1860) ; and in tho Voyagoa dti decouirrtas au Canneia, entre lea annica

1634 ct 1642, a collection of reprints published In 1843 by tho
Historical and Literary Society of Quebec.

CARTOON (Italian, cai-tone, pasteboard), in painting,

is a design drawn on thick p.ipcr or other material, which
is used as a model for a large picture in fresco, oil, or

tapestry. It was also formerly employed in gloss and
mosaic work. When cartoons arc used in frcsco-ji.aint-

in:;, tlio back of tho design is covered with black-lead or

other colouring matter ; and, this side of tho picture being
applied to tho wall, tho artist passes over tho linos of tho

design with a point, and thus obtaltra an impression.

According to another method tho oiitlines of the fi^iurcs

arc pricked v/ith a needle, and tho wrtoon, being placed

against tho wall, is " pounced," i.e., a bag of black

colouring-matter is drawn over the perforations, and the

outlines are thus transferred to the walL In fresco-paint-

ing, the portions of the cartoon containing figures were

formerly cut out and fixed (generally in successive sections)

upon the moist plaster. Their contour wxs then traced

with a pointed instrument, and the outlines appeared lightly

incised upon the plaster after the cartoon was withdrawn.

In the manufacture ©f tapestries upon which it is wished

to give a representation of the figures of cartoons, these

figures are sometimes cut out, and laid behind or under the

woof, to guide tha operations of the artist. In this case

tho cartoons are coloured.

Cartoons have been executed by some of the most

distinguished masters ; the greatest extant performances

in this line of art are those of Raphael. They are seven in

number, coloured in distemper ; and at present they adorn

the South Xeusington Museum in London, havmg been

removed thereto from their proper home, the palace of

Hampton Court. With respect to their merits, tiiey count

among the best of Raphael's productions., Lanzi even pro-

nounces them to be in beauty superior to anything else' the

world has ever seen. Not that they all present features

of perfect loveliness, and bmbs of faultless symmetry,—this

is far from being the case ; but in harmony of design, in

the universal adaptation of means to one great end, and in

tho grasp of soul which they display, they stand among the

foremost works of the designing art. The history of these

cartoons is curious. Leo X. employed Raphael in design-

ing (in 1515-16) a series of Scriptural subjects, which

were first to be finished in cartoons, and then to be imitated

in tapestry by Flemish artists, and used for the decoration

of the Sixtine ChapeL Two principal sets of tapestries

were accordingly executed at Arras in Flanders ; but it is

supposed that neither Leo nor Raphael lived to see them.

Tho set which went to Rome was twice carried away by

invaders, first in 1527, and afterwards in 1793. In the

first instance they were restored in a perfect state , but

after their return in 1814 one was wanting—the cupidity

of a Genoese Jew having induced him to destroy it for the

sake of the precious metal which it contained. Authorities

differ as to the original number of cartoons, but there

appear to have been twenty-five,— some by Raphael himself,

assisted by Francesco Penni, others by the surviving pupils

of Raphael. The cartoons after which tho tapestries were

woven were not, it would seem, restored to Rome, but

remained as lumber about the manufactory in Arras till

after tho revolution of tho Low Countries, when seven of

them which had escaped destruction were purchased by

Charles I., on fbo recommendation of Rubens. They were

found much injured, " holes being pricked in them for the

weavers to pounoo the outlines, and in other parts they

were almost cut through by tracing." It has never been

ascertained what became of tho other cartoons. Three tapes-

trios, the cartoons of which by Raphael no longer exist, are

in the Vatican,—representing tho Stoning of St Stephen, tho

Conversion of St Paul, and St Paul in prison at Philippu

Besides tho cartoons of Raphael, two, to which an extra-

ordinary celebrity in art-history attaches, were those exe-

cuted in competition by Leonardo da Vinci and by Michel-

angelo,—tho former named tho Battle of the Standard,

and tho latter tho Cartoon of Pisa—Soldiers bathing, sur-

prised by tho approach of tho enemy. Both these great

works huvo perished, but tho general design of them has

bocn preserved. In recent times some of tho most eminent

designers of cartoons have been masters of tho Gcrni'.n

School.— Cornelius, Kaulbach, Stcinlo, Fuhricb^ itc. ;

indeed, n« a general rule, these artists oppc-ir to greater

advantage in their cartoons than in tho completed paintings

of tho oamo compositions. In F.ngland cartoocv.ork took
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some considerable derelopment in 1843 and 1814, wneu a

competitiou was going on for tlie decoration of tlie new
Houses of Parliament. Djce and Maclise have left ex-

amples of nncommon mart in this line. (w. M. e.)

CA.RTWRIGHT, Edmund, D.D.. F.R.S. (1743-1823),
inventor of the power-loom, was born at Marnham, Not-
tinghamshire, April 24, 1743, and educated at AYakefield

grammar school He began hia academical studies at

Oxford in University College, but in 17C2 he was elected

a demy of Magdalen College, where, in 17G4, he succeeded

to a fellowship. In 1 770 he published Ai mine and £lmra,
a, legendary tale in verse, which passed through seven

editions in little more than a year. It was followed in

1779 by The Pnnce of Peace, the best of his poetical pro-

ductions. In 1779 he was presented to the rectory of

Goadby Mai-wood, LeiceRtershire, to which was added a
jjiebend in the Cathedral of Lincoln. He would probably
have passed an obscure life as a countiy clergyman had
not his attention been accidentally turned in 1784 to the
possibility of applying machinery to weaving. The result

was that he invented the power-loom, for which he took
out a patent in 1785. At this period he removed to

Doncaster, where he established a weaving and spinning
factory, which proved a failure ; and in 1796 he settled

in London. His first power-loom was a rude contrivance,

but he afterwards greatly improved it, and made it an
almost perfect machine. The first mill on his plan, that of

Messrs Grim^haws of Manchester, was wilfully destroyed by
fire in 1791. In spite, however, of the opposition of the

hand-weavers, the use of power-looms bad in 1807 greatly
increased; but as his patent was about to expire, this

extraordinary mechanical genius would have derived no
benefit from his invention, had not Parliament voted him
a grant of .£10,000 in consideration ot his having contri-

buted so largely to the commercial prosperity of the nation.

Besides the power-loom Cartwright invented machines for

combing wool and making ropes, and he was also the author
of many improvements in the arts, manufactures, and
agriculture. He passed his latter years on a farm he had
purchased near Sevenoaks, Kent, where he died October 30,
1823. He was the younger brother of Major John Cart-

wright, the subject of the following notice

CARTWPJGHT, Joh.v (1740-1824), known as M.uoTt
Cartwright, one of the earliest and most honourable of

English parliamentary reformers, was born at Marnham in

Nottinghamshire, September 28, 1740. He received his

education at Newark grammar school, and at Heath
Academy in Yorkshire, and at the age of eighteen entered
the navy. He was present, in his first year of service, at

the capture of Cherbourg, and served in the following

year in the action between .Sir Edward Hawke and
Admiral Conflans. Engaged afterwards under Sir Hugh
Palliser and Admiral Byron on the Newfoundland station,

he was appointed to act as chief magistrate of the settle-

ment ; and the duties of this post he discharged with
singular uprightness and efficiency for five years. During
this period he explored the interior of the island and
discovered Lieutenant's Lake. Ill health necessitated his

retirement from active service for a time in 1771. When
the disputes with the American colonies began, he saw
clearly that the colonists had right on their side, and
warmly supported their cause. At the begiumng of the
war he was offered the appointment of first lieutenant to

the duke of Cumberland, which would have put him on
the path of certain promotion. But he declined to fight

agaiust the cause which he felt to be just, and thus nobly
renounced the prospects of advancement in his profession.

In 1774 he published "his first plea on Cekalf of the
colonists, entitled American Injepeaileuce the Glory and
Interest of Great Britain. In the following year, when

the Nottinghamshire Militia was first raised, he was ap-
pointed major, and in this capacity he served for seventeen
years. ' He was at last i'legally superseded, because of his

political opinions. In 177C appeared his first work on
reform in Parliameut, whidi, n-ith the exception of Earl
Stanhope's pamphlets (1774), appears to have been the

earliest publication on the subject. It was entitled. Take
your Choice,—a second edition appearing under the new
title of The Legislative Rights of the Commonalty vindicated.

The task of his life was thenceforth chiefly the attainment
of universal sufi'rage and annual Parlfements. In 1778
he was an unsuccessful candidate for the representation of

Nottinghamshire ; and the same year he conceived the
project of a political association, which took shape in 1780
as the " Society for Constitutional Information," and which
included among its members some of the most distinguished
men of the day. Erom this society sprang the more
famous " Corresponding Society." Major Cartwright,

working unweariedly for the promotion of reform, published
many pamphlets which it is needless to enumerate here,

carried on a very extensive correspondence, and attended a
great number of public meetings. He was one of the

«-itnesses on the trial of his friends. Home Tooke,
Thelwall, and Hardy, in 1794, and was himself indicted

for conspiracy in 1819. He was found guilty in the

following year, and was condemned to pay a fine of XIOO.
He married in 1780, and his wife survived him. He
had no children. He took up his abode in London in

1810, settled in Burton Crescent in 1819, and there spent

his last years. He was warmly loved by all who knew him
personally ; for, while the world looked chiefly at his

inflexibility of political principle, his family and friends

saw his unswerving integrity, his gentle-heartedness, his

warm affections, his unvarj-ing courtesy and rare simplicity

of life. His health began to fail in 1823 ; and his spirits

were greatly depressed at the same time both by public and
private sorrows. The reverees in Spain and the execution

of Eiego touched him deeply, and more closely still the

illness of a sister and the death of his brother, noticed

above. He died in London, on thfe 23d September 1824.

In 1826 appeared, in two volumes, The Life and Cor-

respondence of Major Carturiyht, edited by his niece, F. D.
Cartwright. A complete list of his writings is included iu

this work. In 1831 a monument was erected to him in

Burton Crescent, from a design by MacdoweU.
C-AKTWRIGHT, Thom.a.s (c. 1535-1603), a Puritan

divine, was born in Hertfordshire about the year 1535.

He studied divinity at St John's College, Cambridge, but
during the reign of Mary was compelled to adopt the

legal profession. On the accession of Elizabeth, he resumed
his theological studies, and was soon afterwards elected

fellow of Trinity College. In 1570, he was appointed
Margaret divinity professor ; but Dr U'hitgift, on becoming
chancellor in 1571, deprived him of the post. This was a

natural consequence of the use which he made of his

position. He inveighed bitterly against the hierarchy.

He attacked the Ehzabethan theoiy of a state-controlled

church, advocating, on the contrary, a church-controlled

state, in which the presbyter was to enjoy a lofty authority,

for his use of which'he was to be responsible to God alone.

He even taught that no opinions but his own were to be

tolerated, and that heresy against them was a sin deserving

of death. Immediately after this he removed to the Con-
tinent, and officiated as clergyman to the English residents,

first at Antwerp and then at Middleburg. On his return

he became still further embroiled with Dr Whitgif t and the

Government, on account of his Admonition to Parliament,

which was full of the most violent attacks on the existing

condition of church and state. In 1590 he was summoned
before the Star Chamber and imprisoned, and in 1591 he
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was once more committed to the Fleet by Ayliner, bishop

of London. He waa finally liberated in 1592 and allowed

to preach, and the remaining eleven years of his life were

undisturbed.

CARTWRIGHT, V'lluam (1611-1643), an English

poet, born at Northway near Tewkesbury, in September

161 1, was the son of a gentleman, who, having wasted his

fortune, was reduced to the necessity of keeping an inn.

William Cartwright finished hia education at Oxford,

entered the church, and became a popular preacher in that

•university. In 1642 he obtained the place of succentor in

the church of Salisbury ; and he was afterwards chosen

junior proctor and metaphysical reader in his university.

He died of camp fever at the age of thirty-two, in 1643.

He was distinguished by a graceful person and attractive

manner, and by extraordinary industry ; and, indeed, his

fame rests on his personal popularity and the praise which

ha received from his fellow-poets, and especially from Ben
Jonson, rather than on the merit of his verses, which are,

in fact, very ordinary productions. Hia poems and plays

were published in 1651.

CARUPANO, a seaport town of Venezuela, South
America, in the province of Cumana, 65 miles north-east

of the town of that name. It is situated on the Caribbean

Sea, at the opening of two valleys, and is defended by

a fort. The chief trade is in horses and mules. Population

8600.

CARUS, Kabl Oustav (1789-1869), a German physio-

logist and psychologist, was born at Leipsic, on the 3d

January 1789. He was educated at the Thomas- School

and the university of his native city, and devoted his

attention first to chemistry, " intending to enter upon the

business of his father, who had a large dyeing establish-

ment. But a course of lectures on anatomy which he

attended caused him to alter his views, and. he began the

systematic study of medicine. In 1811 he graduated, and
began to teach as a privat-docmi. The subject which he

selected (comparative anatomy) had not previously been

lectured on at Leip.sic, and Carus soon established a repu-

tation as a medical teacher. In 1813 he became director of

the military hospital at Pfaffendorf, near Leipsic, and in the

following year he was summoned as profo.ssor to the new
medical college at Dresden. In this town he spent the

rernaiiider of his life, rising to the highest dignities of his

profession. He was made royal physician in 1827, and
became a privy councillor in 1862. The last years of his

life were spent in drawing up an autobiography,—which
was published under the title Lehenserinneruitgen und
Dcnkioiirdiykciten, four volumes, 1863-6. He died on
the 28th July 1869. In philosophy Carus belongs to the

echoul of ScliolUng, and his works are thoroughly impreg-

nated with the spirit of that system. Ho was also distin-

guished as a landscape painter and aa an art critic.

Caru.s'a IJ torary activity waa vory great, and the list of hia works is

lengthy. Tho uio.st important are

—

Orundzilr/p dcr vrrfjleichcnde

Anati'mie utul J'hi/sioloijk, 18'28 ; A'li.i/i-m dcr Ph'j.fiolofii'-, 2d 0(1.,

1347-0; Psifchi^ : mr Kntwickelnngsgt^schichic der Scch\\%\G\ Pkysis:
zur Gcfii--hichtif dcs Icihlichcn. Lebenlt ; Katur und JdcCf 1861; Sym-
bolik de) menschlkhcn Qculalti, 1352; Atlas dcr Kranioakopie, 2d
fd., 1804; Fcrglciduiidii Ptyclwlojie, 1866.

CARVAHAL, Tomas Jose Gonsalez (17.'>3-1834), n
Spanish poet and statesman, was born at Seville in 1753.
He sliidiod at tho University of Seville, and took tho

degree of LL.I). at Madriil. He obtained an ollico in the

financial department of tho Government ; and, in 1795
was made intondant (jf tho colonies which had just boon
founded in Sierra Morena and Andalusia. During 1809-
1811, ho held an intendancy in the patriot armv. Ho
became, in 1812, director of tho University of Snn I.sidru

;

but, having oflondod tho Government by eatabliahing a
chair of international law lie wan im[ni3oned for five years

(1815-1820). The revolution of 1820 reinstated him,

but the counter-revolution of three years later forced him
into exile. After four years he was allowed to return, and
ho died, in 1 834, a member of the Supreme Council of War.
Carvahal enjoyed European fame as author of metrical

translations of the poetical books of the Bible. To fit

himself for this work he commenced the study of Hebrew
at the age of fifty-four. He also wrote other works in

vorse and prose, avowedly taking Luis de Leon as his

model
CARVTN, a town of France, in the department of Pas-

dc-Calais, 14| miles E.S.E. of Bethune. It is a floarishing

centre, of industry, and carries on a large manufacture of

beetroot sugar, alcohol, and starch. Population of the

town in 1872, 5780, and of the commune, 7024.

CARVING. To carve (Anglo-Saxon, ceor/an) is to cut,

whatever the material ; in strict language carving is

sculpture. The name of sculptor is commonly reserved

for the great masters of the art, while that of carvers ia

given to the artists or workmen who execute subordinate

decorations, e.c/., of architecture in marble or stone. The
word is also specially applied to sculpture in ivorj- and is

substitutes, and in wood and other soft materials.

True ivory is the tusk of the elephant, but other iuicrici

kinds are produced by the walrus, narwhal, and hippo- ^arviuj

potamus. Long before the art of metallurgy waa generally

known, among the remotest pre-historic races, carvings on

ivory and on reindeer horn may bo mentioned in evidence of

the antiquity of tliis kind of art. A piece of mammoth
ivory with a rude engraving of a mammoth is preserved in

the Museum of the Jardin des Plantes in Paris. Fragments
of ivory and horn, carved with excellent representations of

animals, found in caves in the Dordogne in France, may
bo seen in the British Museum.
Coming to historic ages we find abundant evidence of

the skill of the Egyptians in ivory carving. Two daggers

inlaid and ornamented with ivory, in the British 2»Iuseiun,

are attributed to the age of Jloses. In the same collection

are chairs of the 16th century B.C. inlaid with ivory; two
boxes in the shape of waterfowl and a small figure may
perhaps be attributed to the 11 th. A number of carvings

in ivory and bone of these and later dates are preserved in

the Egj'ptian galleries of the Louvre in Paris (Laljarte, ArU
Iiidustrich, p. 186).

Ivory ia mentioned among the imports of Solomon (1000
B.C.) His throne of ivory overlaid ^vith the purest gold, and
tho ivory house of King Ahab, are specially recorded ; the

words " ivory palaces" in the 45th psalm are more exactly

rendered " wardrobes "—chests of wood ornamented with

ivory. Horns, benches, and beds of ivory are mentioned

in the prophetical books. Amongst the Hebrews, aa

amongst other ancient nations, sceptres, thrones, and other

insignia of royalty are often spoken of as made of ivory.

These objects were frequently inlaid with precious stones.

Mr Layard discovered many fragments of carved ivory

in Nineveh, so brittle from desiccation that they were
boiled in gelatine to enable them to be safely handled
The most interesting (dated by Mr Layard about 950 B.C.)

are two small tablets representing seated figures of Egyp-
tian character with a cartouche bearing hieroglyphics. Parts

of the decoration were " enamelled with a blue substance

lot into the ivory" (rather with slices of coloured vitreous

pastes, not true onauiul), and the whole ground of the tablet

was originally gilded, remains of tho gold leaf still adher-

ing to it (Kincveh and ils Jirviains, ii. p. 9).

Tho Greeks made many precious objects in ivory oven
in tho earlioet times. Phidias and his successors (in the

5th century B.o. ) made "chryselephantine" statues, i'.^.,

of ivory and gold, and tho practice was continue*!, probably,

down to tho Christian era. A great number of suchatatuos
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are described by Pausanias. The most ceiebraterl were the

colossal statue of Athene at Athens, nearly 40 feet, and
that of Jupiter at Olympia, about 58 feet high. They
Were the largest aud most precious works ever executed in

tlie material under discussion. It has been slated by
writers of various dates, from I'liny downwards, that the

ancients had methods of flattening and joining ivory so as

to make it cover large surface.s, but modern experiments of

the recipes given have not verified these statements.

A few remains of ivory carvings found iu Etruscan
tombs in Italy are preserved iu the liritish Museum ; others

have been collected by Signor Castellani. Roman ivories

earlier than the 4th century are very rare. There are,

however, in various collections in England and on the

Continent carved ivory tablets, called consular diptychs,

meant to fold up and to contain writing on the inside.

They were used by the Roman consuls, and sometimes
Bent by them as presents to great personages. Half of one
of the most beautiful of those works is preserved in the

Kensington Museum (No. 212'65), the other half is in the

Hotel de Cluny in Paris—this piece is of the 3d century.

The chair of St Ma.'iimian, covered with ivory panels elabo-

rately carved (Gth century), is still in good preservation at

Ravenna.

Ivory carving was carried on at Constantinople during
the early Jliddle Ages. Charlemagne did much to en-

courage aud establish the arts in Northern Europe.
Ivory book-covers carved with Gospel subjects, pyxes, or

small boxes for church use, caskets, horns, and other

valuable objects were carved in ivory during his reign,

and those of his immediate successors. They were set in

gold or silver, and sometimes with precious stones. An
example of Anglo-Saxon workmanship (10th century) is

preserved in the Fitzwilliam Gallery in Cambridge. Combs
both of ivory and bone of tlic Roman and Anglo-Saxon
periods are not unlreqnently found in tombs in England.
Carved folding triptychs, shrines, and altar-pieces con-

taining sacred subjects in bas-relief, or figures of saints,

with rich and elaborate architectural details according to

the style of the day, often decorated with gold and colour,

were made in great numbers from the 10th to the IGth
century, in most countries of Europe. Crucifixes and
images of the Virgin and the saints, made during these

ages are often graceful and beautiful examples of small

sculpture. To these should be added the pastoral staves

carried by bishops and abbots, and numbers of objects for

secular use, such as horns, combs, caskets, hilts of arms,

and the like, carved in ivory for persons of wealth, through-

out the Middle Ages. They reached their highest perfec-

tion during the 13th and 14th centuries. The religious

subjects carved in ivory by Spanish artists were of great

excellence before the 16th century.

The great sculptors of the Renaissance are credited,

though often without sufficient authority, with many works
in ivory still preserved in public galleries. The scholars of

Cellini and Raphael certainly carved with great skill in

this material. Examples attributed to the masters them-
selves are shown in the galleries of Munich and Vienna.

Germany, Flanders, Holland, and Spain were distinguished

for ivory carvers during the ICth century. Augsburg and
Nuremberg were especially renowned in this respect. The
carved drums of vases and tankards, bas-relief plaques or

panels set in silver gilt and gold are to be seen in the

galleries of Munich, Vienna, and Berlin. Dagger and
knife hilts and sheaths, powder-flasks, and statuettes of

admirable execution, continued to be made in ivory down
to the middle of the 17th century. There are good
examples in the Green Vaults in Dresden and in many
Dther collections. Several German princes, as well as Peter

ihe Great, carved and turned ivory in the lathe, and remark-

able specimens of their work may be seen in the Green
Vaults.

Amongthe best Italian ivory carvers of the IGth century
may be reckoned the pupils of Valerio Vicentiuo and
Bernardo of Castel Bologneso. A line bas-relief by
Alessandro Algardi, of the 17th century, is preserved
in the Basilica of St Peter iu Rome. Other well-known
artists were Cope and Francois Du Quesnojr, called the
Fleming (1594-1C44), the latter of great eminence

; Jacob
Zeller, a Dutchman ; Leo Pronner of Nuremberg

; Van
Obstal of Antwerp, settled in Franco ; Leonard Kern and
Angcrmanu of Nuremberg (17th century); Barthel (died
at Dresden 1G94), who excelled in carving animals;
Leonard Zick of Nuremberg (17th and 18th centuries), who
carved puzzle balls, like those of the Chinese ; Stephan
Zick, who carved eyes and ears, examples of which may
be seen in the Green Vaults ; Belthasar Permoser, a Bava-
rian settled in Dresden (1G50-1732); and Simon Troger
(18th century), a carver of great skill iu ivory who added
fanciful details in brown wood ; examples of his composi-
tions are preserved in the Kensington Museum, the Royal
Museum of Turin, and the Green Vaults of Dresden.

Ivory carving has long been cultivated in the East. In
many parts of India, Bombay especially, ivory is carved,

pierced, and inlaid with great skill. The Bombay carvers

borrowed this art from the Persians. The Chinese carve

slabs of ivory and entire tusks with elaborate compositions

of figures and landscape. They carve and pierce puzzle

balls, cut one inside another out of single pieces of ivoi-y.

The skill of the Japanese is still greater. Their groups of

small figures, animals, shells, insects &c., show a power of

representing animal life, and a dexterity iu inlaying ivory

with metals and other substances probably never surpassed.

If the art of both nations is somewhat grotesque, their

power of hand has had but few equals in ancient or ia

modern times.

A modern school of ivory carving, that has become a
small trade, is established at Dieppe in France. Many
crucifixes and religious images are produced there of con-

siderable merit.

Implements and furniture have been carved in wood Wood
from very ancient times. The perishable nature of the '^'^^"S

material forbids the hope of finding remains of such remote
antiquity as we have in ivory, bone, and horn. It cannot

be doubted, however, that the weapons and utensils of the

stone age were fitted to handles of wood and bound on with

thongs of hide or animal sinews. Most ethnographical

collections possess paddles and weapons made by more
recent races in a primitive state of knowledge and cultiva-

tion. Often theso utensils are diapered over in patterns

of much elegance,— those, for instance, of Mexico, New
Zealand, and Polynesia. The figure-head of a New Zealand
canoe of brown wood carved in graceful convolutions,

resembling the designs of the Scandinavian artists, was
exhibited amongst the collections of the duke of Edin-

burgh.

Pausanias states that all the most ancient races carved

statues out of wood, and mentions specially those of Egypt.

According to Sir G. Wilkinson wooden statues continued to

be erected in Egyptian temples till the times of the later

Pharaohs. Sycamore was the wood in general use for

furniture, and cedar for mummy cases, which are carved

into the shape of the mummy, painted and gilt. Timber
was imported into Egypt, and rare woods were inlaid both
in furniture and statues (see Birch, Trans. Jioy. Soc, iii.

p. 172). A bas-relief in hard wood, attributed to the Gth,

7th, or 8th dynasty (above 2000 years B.C.), is preserved

in the Louvre.

The Hebrews of the age of Moses seem to have been
more skilful as metallurgists than as wood carvers, lut
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under Solomon, the sanctuary of tlie temple was lined with

cedar, and the walls elaborately carved with figures of

cherubiins, palm trees, and open flowers all gilt. Two
cherubiras, 10 cubits high were carved in olive, a very

durable wood. Solomou imported ebony and other rare

woods for his musical instruments and furniture.

Wood was used by the Greek sculptors before the 5th

century B.C., and Pausanias enumerates many statues made

of different woods, some of several kinds of wood extant

in Gree6e in his time (bk. iL and vii.)

The Romans, who used bronze and marble for their

furniture in later times, were still curious in woods, which

were carved or polished and reserved for many purposes,

and when of fine grain were extravagantly valued. Tacitus

speaks of the rude wtJoden idols of the Germans.

The fact that a great part of Europe was covered with

oak, pine, and other forests made the use of timber

universal during the Middle Ages; many memorials remain

of the skill both of constructors and carvers in oak and

other woods. Churches, houses, even entire cities were

of timber; many of these remain in Northern Germany,
e.rj., in Hanover, Hildesheim, and Brunswick, in towns of

Brittany and Perigord, and in Blois, Coventry, Chester,

and other cities of France and England. Beam ends,

brackets, door heads and gables were often effectively carved.

Two doors, remains of churches in Norway (of the 11th or

12th century), entirely constructed of timber, carved in a

large-grained pine wood into a complicated but graceful

composition of dragons and serpents, were exhibited at

South Kensington in 1868. The most elaborate and

artistic carved work of the Middle Ages is to bo found in

the shrines or "retables" placed on altars, some of small

chamber size, others 20 to 30 feet in height. They were

made in countless numbers in Germany, Spain, France,

Flanders, and England. The principal space of the shrine

was filled by figures standing or seated under elaborate

carved tabernacle work,—sometimes with complete pictorial

compositions repre'senting well-known legends of the saints.

Generally these figures were gilded and painted. Often

the shutters on the sides were painted with illustrative

«ubjects, frequently painted on both sides, so as to be seen

whether the shrine was open or shut. Many Lutheran

churches in Nuremberg retain these ornaments exactly as

they stood in Catholic times. The 15th and 16th centuries

were prolific in these rich structures. A famous triptych

by Hans Bruggemann (1515) is preserved in the cathedral

of Schlcswig, an earlier one by Michel Pacher of Brauncck
at Wolfgang-sur-le-Lac near Ichel. To the triptychs should

be added the stall work of the 14th, 15th, 10th centuries,

as in the cathedrals of Cologne, Amiens, and Uhn, and in

many English churches. Another class of carvings may
bo studied in the vast roofs, such as that of Westminster

Hall : the roofs of many churches in Norfolk, and many
balls in the old colleges and Tudor mansions are decorated

with carved figures and heraldry.

In the 16th century the great cities of Italy—Rome,
Florence, Venice, Milan, Ferrara, Urbino, and others

—

abounded in richly carved gilt and inlaid furniture,

chairs, wardrobes, chests— such as contained bridal

trousseaux—mirror frames, caskets, even bellows. They
were of walnut, cypress, cedar, ebony, and other woods,

—

inlaid with ivory, agates, and orname(it3 of hammered
silver. Rich and beautiful examples of such work are pre-

served in the museinn at South Kensington, the Hotel de

Cluny, the Kunst Kammer of Berlin, and other collections.

The 16th century stall-work of many Venetian churches,

the panel-work of the old rooms in the Louvre in Paris,

the fire-places seen in many old 16th century palaces,

specially that of the Palace of Justice in Bruges, are

examples of admirable decorative can'ing on a largo scale.

The Spanish wood-carvers during this period had a

just celebrity. Their religious imagery is admirably de-

signed, true to nature, and devotional, pathetic, and tender

in expression. They coloured the figures up to nature, but
nothing was lost in this process. The great Renaissance

painters and masters of Germany practised wood-carving

of great excellence. Wohlgemuth of Nuremberg, Albert

Durer, Veit Stoss, Ludwig Krug, Peter Flotncr, 6:c., carved

classical subjects, portraits in medallions, delicate bas

reliefs on draught men made of bos and other hard woods
which are to be seen in many collections. They onrved as

often in hone stone, and modelled medallions, statuette.-),

and minute busts in wax, sometimes coloured up to life.

A rilievo on hone stone by Albert Durer is preserved in

the British Museum ; others on wood in the united collec-

tions in Munich, on wood and hone stone by Lucas Kranach
the painter' in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin, on wood with

the monogram of Hans Schauffin in the same collection,

one attributed to Lucas Van Leyden the painter in the

National Library, Paris. The Augsburg artists worked

more generally in wood only. Rosary beads of box, J to

J of an inch in diameter, some made to open, carved with

minute figure subjects of great excellence, may be seen in

South Kensington and in other collections. During the

same period minute Scripture subjects were carved in box

on crosses and small triptychs by the monks of Mount
Athos, the inheritors of the old Byzantine art.

In the 1 0th century curious minute works, entire compo-

sitions, were carved by Properzia de' Kossi in peach stones.

One is preserved in the Museum of Turin. A cherry stone

on which a " gloria " of saints is carved is preserved among
the Florentine gsms. Leo Pronner, already named, also

carved microscopic work on cherry stones.

A carver of great skill, Grinling Gibbons (1650-1721),

founded a school of decorative carving in England which

survived till near the end of the last century. The
facility of execution in carving soft woods for gilding, to

make frames, carriages, and furniture was very great dur-

ing the earlier years of the last century. The taste was

best in Italy and most extravagant in France. A revival

of classic taste began with the reign of Louis XVI., and at

about the same time in England, influenced by the brothers

Adam and by many excellent carvers of furniture and

decorative wood- work.

The carvings of the mountain villagers in Switzerland

and the Tyrol are spirited, and are well executed, with

simple tools, generally in pine wood. What has been said

of the Indians, Persians, Chinese, and Japanese regarding

ivorj'-carving, applies equally to their skill in carving and

inlaying wood.

In most countries of Europe the art has been much
displaced in recent times by moulded work in various

materials and by metal-casting.

?,m}iss\K\\'3 Ivories at South Kensington; Gori Thesaurus Hip-

tychorum; Lebarte's vlrte Industriels ; Du Soniraerard, Arts Somp-

luaires; \iollet-\i!-Dac's Mobilier ; l,ah\ie's History o/Art; Kugler'a

Hand-book; Pollen's Ancient and Modem Furniture and Wood.

work. (J- H. P.)

CARVING AND GILDING being two operations

which formerly were the most prominent features in the

important industry of frame-making, the craftsmen who

pursued the occupation were known as carvers and gilders.

The terms still continue to be the recognized trade name of

frame-making, olthough very little of the ornamentation of

frame-work is now accomplished by carvinp, and a great

deal of the so-called gilt ornament is produced without the

u.so of gold. The trade has to do primarily with the frames

of pictures, engravings, and mirrors, but many of the light

decorative fittings of houses, finished in " composition" and

gilt work, are also entrusted to the carver and gildot.

V. — »r
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Fashion in picture frames, ILke ail fashions, fluctuates

groatlv. Mouldings of the prevailmg sizes and patterns

are generally manufactured in special factories, and sup-

plied in lengths to carvers and gilders ready for use. ^ A
large proportion of such mouldings, especially those of a
cheaper and inferior quality, are made in Gevmauy. What
is distinctively known as a, "German" iroalding is a

cheap imitation of. gdt work made by lacquering over

the surface of a white metallic foiL German artisans

are also very successful in the preparation of imitation

of veneei^ of rosewood, mahogany, walnut, and other orna-

mental woods. The more expensive mouldings are eitlier

in wood (such as oak or mahogany), in veneers of any ex-

pensive ornamental wood, or real gilt.

A brief outline of the method of making a gilt frame,

enriched -with composition ornaments, iiiay be taken as a

characteristic example of the operations of the frame-maker.

The foundation of such a frame is soft pine wood, in which
a moulding of the required size and section is roughJy
run. To prevent warping the moulding is, or ought to

be, made from two pieces of wood glued together. The
moulding is " whitened up," or prepared for gilding by
covering it with repeated coatings of a mixture of fineljf

powdered whiting and siza When a sufficient thickness

of the whitening mixture has been applied, the whole sur-

face is carefully smoothed off with pumice-stone and glass-

paper, care being taken to keep the angles and curves clear

and sharp. Were a plain gilt moulding only desired, it

would now be ready for gilding ; but when the frame ia to

be enriched, it first receives the composition ornaments.
Composition, or " compo," is a mixture of fine glue, white
resin, and linseed oil well boiled together, with as much
rolled, and oifted whiting added as makes the whole into a

doughy mass while hot This composition is worked in a

hot state into moulds of boxwood, and so pressed in as to

take up every ornamental detail. On its removal from the

mould all superfluous matter is trimmed away, and the

ornament, while yet soft and plastic, is laid on the mould-
ing, and fitting into aU the curves, ic, is fixed with
glue. The ornamental surface so prepared quickly sets

and becomes very hard and brittle. When very larse bold
ornaments are wanted for frames of unusual size they are

moulded in papier viacke. Two methods of laying on gold

—oil gilding and water gilding—are practised, the former
being used for frames broken up with enrichments. For
oil-gdding the moulding is prepared with two coats of fine

thin size, and afterwards it receives a coat of oil gold-size,

which consists of a mixture of boiled linreed oil and ochre.

WheTi this gold-size is in a "tackey" or "sticky" con-

dition, gold-leaf is laid on and carefully pressed over and
into all parts of the surface ; and when covered with a coat

of finish-size, the gilding is complete. Water gUding is

applied to plain mouldings and all considerable unbroken
surfaces, and is finished either " matt" or burnished. For
these styles of work the mouldings are properly sized, and
after the size is dry the gold is laid on with water. Matt-
work is protected with one or two coats of finish-size ; but
burnished gold is finished only by polishing with an agate

burnisher,—no size or water being allowed to touch such
surfaces. The mitring up of frames, the mounting and
fitting up of paintings, engravings, ic, involve too many
minor operations to be noticed here in detail ; but these,

with the cutting and fitting of glass, cleaning and repair-

ing pictures and prints, and similar operations, all occupy
the attention of the carver and gilder,

CARY, Henry Franxis (1772-181-4), translator of

Dante, and miscellaneous writer, was born at Gibraltar,

December 6, 1772. He was the son of a captain in the
army, and was educated at Christ Church, Oxford, which
he entered at the age of eighteen, having two years earlier

made his appearance as an author, in a volume of SonruKs
and Odes. In 1706 he took his master's degree, and hav-
ing entered the church was presented, in the following year,

to the \-icarage of Abbott's Bromley in Staffordshire. This
benefice he held till his death. In 1800 he was also pre-

sented to the vicarage of Kingsbury in Warwickshire.
While still at Christ Church he had devoted much time
to the study of modern literature, not only Enghsh but
French and Italian ; and the fruits of his studies in these
fields appeared in the notes to his translation of Dante, the
work ou which his reputation uov/ chiefly rests. The
version of the Injemo was published in 1805, together
with the original text. The version of the whole Diniua
Commedia did not appear till 1614. It attracted little

attention for some years. But wh»n Coleridge, in his

lectures at the Boyal Institution sixike of it in terms of

high praise, the world was persuaded to acknowledge its

merits. It gradually took its place among " standard "

works, and passed through four editions in the tranglator's

lifetime. It has the great merits of accuracy, idiomatic

vigour, and readablcness, and, although many rivals have
since appeared in the field, still holds its honourable place.

Its blank verse, however, cannot represent the close wovea
texture and the stately music of the ttrza rima of the

original In 1824 Cary published a translation of The
Birds of Aristophanes. Two years later he was ap-

pointed assistant^librarian in the British Museum, a poet

which he held for about eleven years. He resigned in

consequence of being refused the appointment, in ordi-

nary course ou a vacancy, to the post of keeper of the

printed books. From this time he applied himself to

literary work on his own account, for which his duties at

the museum had left him little opportunity. For the old

London ilagcuine he wrote a series of Lives of the early

French Poett, and Lives of English Poets (from Johnson to

Henry Kirke White), the latter intended as a continuation of

Johnson s Lives of the Poets. These works were published

in a collected form in 1848. He was also engaged in

editing the works of Cowper, Milton, Pope, and other poets.

He published about 1634 a translation of the Odes of

Pindar, and at the time of his death was preparing a body
01 uiustrative notes for a new edition. A pension ot £200
per annum was conferred on Cary by Lord Melbourne in

1841. He died in London, August 14, 1844, and his

remains were interred in Westminster Abbey. A memoir
of his life, vrith his literary journal and letters, was pub-
lished in two volumes by lus son, the Kev. Heniy Gary,

M.A., in 1847.

CARY, Sir Lccitjs, second "Viscount Falkland, was born
at Barford, co. Oxon, in 1610 or 1611, and educated at
Trinity College, Dublin, his father being at that time lord-

deputy of Ireland. Ou leaving the university he served for

a short time in the Low Coitntries, but failing to attain

promotion returned to England, and found a refuge from

domestic troubles in the study of ancient literature and the

society of the most eminent men of learning. Among his

intimate associates were Jonson, Suckling, and Cowley;
and at his country seat. Great Tew in Oxfordshire, be
subsequently gathered around him a small group of

theologians whose liberal opitdons were not without

influence in the religious rivalries of the day. In 1633
he succeeded to his father's title, and was appointed

gentleman of the privy chamber to Charles I. In 1640
he entered the House of Commons as member for Newport,
Isle of Wight, and quickly assumed there a prominent part

upon the side of the king, while at the same time he
supported Pym in his schemes of moderate reform in church
and state, and himself introduced the Bill for the exclnsioa

of bishops from the House of Peers. But having beeit

chosen by Charles to be one of his secretaries of stAte^
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Falkland found himself irretrievably committed to a cause

which he could not wholly approve, and to the service of a

king whom in his heart he distrusted, though his chivalry

forbad him to abandon his cause. On the eve of the

Civil War he joined his royal master at York, and having

raised a troop of horse, did good service at Edgehill. Oxford.

and the siege of Gloucester. In the indecisive battle of

Newbury (20th September 1643) he fell fighting in the

front rank of Lord Byron's regiment, with the words
" Peace, Peace " upDU his lips. Had his hfe been spared

it is possible that he might at least have succeeded in

mitigating the rancour of the contending parties. His

poeiusand political writings, published after his death, do

not increase a reputation which is based rather upon single-

mindedness and patriotic self-devotion than upon his con-

tributions to literature.

CA.RYL, Joseph (1602-1673), a learned Nonconformist

clergj'man, was born in London in 1C02. He was educated

at E.veter College, Oxford, and after leaving the university

became preacher at Lincoln's Inn. By order of the

Parliament he attended Charles I. in Holmby House, and

in 1650 he was sent with Owen to accompany Cromwell to

Scotland. After the Restoration he continued to officiate in

an Independent congregation iu London till his death in

1673. Caryl is now remembered only for his learned but

ponderous commentary on Job, originally published in

twelve volumes 4to, afterwards in two huge volumes folio.

CASA, Giovanni della (1503-1556), an Italian poet,

was born at Mugillo, in Tuscany, in 1503. He studied at

Bologna, Florence, and Rome, and by his learning

attracted the patronage of Alexander Famese, who, as Pope

Paul III., made him nuncio to Florence, where he received

the honour of being elected a member of the celebrated

academy, and then to Naples, where his oratorical ability

brought him considerable success. His reward was the

archbishopric of Benevento, and it was believed that it was

only his openly licentious poem, Capitoli del foro, and the

fact that the French court seemed to desire his elevation,

which prevented him from being raised to a still higher

dignity. He died in 1556. Casa is chiefly remarkable as

the leader of a reaction in lyric poetry against the uni-

versal imitation of Petrarch, and as the originator of a

style, which, if less soft and elegant, was more nervous and
majestic than that which it replaced. His prose writings

gained great reputation in their own day, and long after-

wards, but are disfigured by apparent straining after effect,

and by frequent puerility and circumlocution. The principal

are— in Italian, the famous // Galafeo, a. treatise on manners,
which has been translated into several languages, and, in

Latin, Be Oficiis, and translations from Thucydides, Plato,

and Aristotle. A complete edition of his works was
published at Florence in 1707, to which is prefixed a life by
Casotti. The best edition is that of Venice, 1752.
CASA CALENDA, a town of Italy, in the province of

Moliso and district of Larino, about 18 miles uorth-east of

Campobasso. It is situated in an agricultural district, and
trades in silk, wine, and fruits. It is usually identified

with the ancient Calela, where Fabius took up his station

to watch Hannibal, when the latter established his quarters

at Geriintum, now Gerione. Population, 6248.
CASALE, a town of northern Italy, in the north of the

province of Alessandria. It is situated in a plain on the

right bank of the Po, 38 miles east from Turin, and at a

height of 249 feet above sea-level. Its fortress, founded in

1590, was strengthened and improved in 1849 under the

direction of General de la Marmara. ITio town has been
frequently besieged. It was taken from the Spaniards in

1640, and forty one years later was sold to France by the

duke of Mantua. It was taken in 1 695, but was recovered

from the allies by the French. Since then, it has been

twice retaken by the latter. Casale is the see of a bishop;

and its cathedral, a Lombard structure, is said to have been

founded in 742. The church or San Domenico, another

tine edifice, consecrated in i513, contains a monument of

remarkably elegant design to the memory of the Pala;o

logi, erected in 1835. Other objects of interest are the

churches of S. Ambrosio and of S. llano (once a pagan
temple), the town-house, the clock-tower, and the library

The town also contains a college, theatre, and several

palaces of the nobility. Some trade is dona in fruit, wine,

hemp, and the so-called "syrup of Casale." The principal

manufacture is that of silk. Population, 27,514.

CASALMAGGIORE, a town of Italy in the province of

Cremona, the capital of a circoiidario. It is situated on
the left bank of the Po, and is protected from inundation

by excellent embankments. Its public buildings comprise

an abbey, a hospital, au orphan asylum, a custom-house,

and a theatre ; and its most important industries are the

manufacture of glass, pottery, cream of tartar, and leather.

It was the scene of a victory of Francesco Sforza over the

Venetians in 1448. Population about 4500.

CASALPUSTERLENGO. a town of Itxily, in the

province of Milan, about 30 miles south-east of thai city,

on the River Brembiolo It carries on the manufacture
of silk, linen, and earthenware, and is one of the chief seats

of the trade in Parmesan cheese. Population, 6207.

CASANOVA DE SEINGALT, Giovanni Jacopo
(1725-1803), one of the most noted adventurers of the

iSth century, was born at Venice in 1725. His father

belonged to an ancient and even noble family, but
alienated his friends by embracing the dramatic profession

early in life. He made a runaway marriage with Zanetta
Farusi, the beautiful daughter of a Venetian shoemaker;
and Giovanni was their eldest child. . When he was but a
year old, his parents, taking a journey to London, left

him in charge of his grandmother, who perceiving his

precocious and lively intellect, had him educated far above
her means. At si.rteen he passed his examination and
entered the semiuary of St Cyprian m Venice, from which
he was e.xpelled a short time afterwards for some scandalous

and immoral conduct, which would have cost him his liberty,

had not his mother managed somehow to procure him a.

situation in the household of the Cardinal Acquaviva. He
made but a short stay, however, m that prelate's establish-

ment, all restraint being irksome to his wayward disposi-

tion, and took to travelling. Then began that existence of

adventure and intrigue which only ended with his death.

He visited Rome, Naples, Corfu, Cunsiaiitinoplo, and
penetrated even so far as St Petersburg, where he was
introduced to Catherine \l. By turns journalist, preacher,

abb(5, diplomatist, ho was nothing Terj long, except homme
a honnes fortunes, which profession he as^iduously culti-

vated till the end of his days. In 1755 having returned

to Venice, he was denounced to the Government as a
political spy, and committed to prison. After several fruit-

less attempts he succeeded in establishing a communicatiou
with another prisoner, in whose company he made his escape

on the night of the 31st of October 1756. This exploit,

afterwards so graphically related by him in a separate

volume, and also in his Memoirs, gained him great cele-

brity. From that day he became a man of fashion, and
recommenced his life of dissolute and profligate adventure.

Exhibiting his effrontery and audacity at every court in

Europe, he at last made his way through Germany, ia

which country he was presented to Frederick the Great,

into France. Here he became acquainted with Rousseau,

Voltaire, and many more notabilities had interviews with
Louis XV., and was almost tenderly intimate with Madame
do Pompadour. Handsome, witty, and eloquent, it is not
to be wondered at that such a man should have been received
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with open arms in the dissolute coteries of the ISth century.

CoBsuramate profligate and charlatan as he was, he was

loaded with honours by the Italian princes, and even

decorated by the Pope himself.

After eighteen years' absence from his native town, he

endeavoured to reinstate himself in the esteem of the

Venetians by a refutation of the work of Amelot de la

Houssave on the constitution of the republic ; and when at

last serious mattera took the place of bis pleasures, he
became, in 1782, librarian to a German prince without a

library. This prince was Count Waldstein, whom he
accompanied to his chateau at Dux in Bohemia, in which
place he died in 1803, alter hiving written his Memoirs, a

work not unlike the Confessions of Rousssau, but far more
depraved in tone. They are the frank avowal of a godless

life, notwithstanding the frequent professions of Chris-

tianity in the preface. Much as they have been overrated,

a certain literary merit cannot be denied to them. They
are principally interesting for the faithful pictures they

give us of the morals and manners of the times. The
Memoires were published at Leipsic, 10 vols., in 1828-38,
and at Paris, 4 vols., in 1843. He also wrote several works
on history in Italian; Rpcit de ma Captivite, 1788;~a
translation in verse of the Iliad, 1778 ; and a A'arrative of
Eighty Years spent arn,ong the Inhabitants of the Interior of
the Globe, 1 788-1800.

CASAS GRANDES (i.e., in Spanish, Great Houses),

a town of Mexico, in the province of Chihuahua, situated

on the Casas Grandes or San Miguel River, about 35 miles

S. of Llanos and 150 miles X.W. of the city of Chihuahua.

It is celebrated for the ruins of early Mexican buildings

still extant, about half a mile from its present site. They
are built of " sun-dried blocks of mud and gravel, about
22 inches thick, and of irregular length, generally about 3

feet, probably formed and dried in situ." The walls are in

some place.'j about 5 feet thick, and they seem to have been
plastered both inside and outside. The principal edifice ex-

tends 800 feet from N. to S. and 200 E. to W.; its general

outline is rectangular, and it appears to have consisted of

three separate piles united by galleries or lines of lower
buildings. The exact plan of the whole has not as yet

been made out, but the apartments have evidently varied

in size from mere closets to extensive courts. The walls

still stand at many of the angles with a height of from 40
to 50 feet, and indicate an original elevation of several

stories, perhaps six or seven. At a distance of about 450
feet from the main building are the substructions of a

smaller edifice, consisting of a series of rooms ranged round
a square court, so that there are seven to each side besides

a larger apartment at each corner. The whole district of

Casas Grandes is further studded with artificial mounds,
from which are excavated from time to time large numbers
of stone axes, metates or corn-grinders, and earthen vessels

of various kinds. These last have a white or reddish

ground, with ornamentation in blue, red, brown or black,

and are of much better manufacture than the modern
pottery of the country. Similar ruins to those of Casas
Grandes exist near the Gila, the Salinas, and the Colorado,

and it is probable that they are aU the erections of one
people. Squier is disposed to assign them to the Moquis.

See vol. iv. of ITie Naiive Saca of the Pacific States of North
America, by Squier, whose principal authorities are the Noticias del
Estado de Chihuahua of Escudero, who visited the ruins in 1819 ;

an article in the first volume of the A Ibum Mexicano, the author of
which was at Casas Grandes in 1842; and the Personal Narrative of
Jlr Bartlett, who explored the locality in 1851.

CASAUBOX, Isaac (1559-1614), was born at Geneva,
ISth February 1559, of French refugee parents. On the

publication of the edict of January 15G1, the family

Teturned to France and settled at Crest in Dauphin^, where

Arnold Casaubon, Isaac's father, became minister of a

Huguenot congregation. Till he was nineteen, Isaac had
no other instruction ttian v.hat could be given him by his

father amid the distractions of those troubled years.

Arnold was away from home whole years together, in the

Calvinist camp, or the family were flying to the hills to

hide from the fanatical bands of armed Catholics who
patrolled the country. Thus it was in a cave in the

mountains of Dauphin^ that Isaac received his first lesson

in Greek, the text-book being Isocrates ad Demonicum.
At nineteen Isaac was sent to the Academy of Geneva,

where he read Greek under Francis Portus, a native of

Crete. Portus died in 1581, having recommended
Casaubon, then only twenty-two, as his successor. At
Geneva ha remained cs professor of Greek till 1596.

Here he married twice, his second wife being Florence,

daughter of the celebrated scholar-printer, Henri Estienne.

Here, without the stimulus of example or encouragement,

with few books and no assistance, in a city peopled with

religious refugees, and struggling for life against the troops

of the Catholic dukes of Savoy, Casaubon made himself the

consummate Greek scholar, and master of ancieut learning,

which he became. He gave himself up to a study of the

classical remains with a zeal and persistency which were

fed only by an innate love of acquisition. His groat

wants were books and the sympathy of learned associates,

both of which were wanting at Geneva. He spent all he
could save out of his small salary in buying books, and in

having copies made of such classics as were not then in

print. Henri Estienne, Beza, and Lect were, indeed, men
of superior learning. But Henri, in those last years of

his life, was no longer the Estienne of the Thesaurus ;

was, besides, never at home, and would not suffer his son-

in-law to enter his library. " He guards his books," writes

Casaubon, " as the griflins in India do their gold !
" Beza

was engrossed by the cares of administration, and retained,

at most, an interest for theological reading. Lect, a

lawyer, had left classics for the active business of the

council. The sympathy and help which Casaubon's native

city could not afford him, he endeavoured to supply by
cultivating the acquaintance of the learned of other coun-

tries. Geneva, as the metropolis of Calvinism, received a

constant succession of visitors. The Continental tour of

the young Englishman of birth was not complete without

a visit to Geneva. It was there that Casaubon made the

acquaintance of young Henry Wotton, who lodged in his

house, and borrowed his money Of more consequence to

Isaac Casaubon was the acquaintance of Richard Thomson
of Clare, for it was through Thomson that the attention

of Scaliger, settled in 1593 at Leyden, was directed to

Casaubon. Scaliger and Casaubon first exchanged letters in

1594. Their intercourse, which was wholly by letter, for

tliey never met, passes through the stages of civility,

admiration, esteem, regard, and culminates in a tone of the

tenderest aflTection and mutual confidence. Imfluential

French men of letters, the Protestant Bongars, the Catholic

De Thou, and the Catholic convert Canaye de Fresne,

aided him by presents of books and encouragement, and
endeavoured to get him invited, in some capacity, to

France.

This was effected in 1596, in which year Casaubon
accepted an invitation to the university of Montpellier,

with the title of " conseiller du roi " and " professeur

stipendi^ aux langues et bonnes lettres." In Montpellier

he never took root. He held the professorship there only

three years, with several prolonged absences. Hb was not,

at any time, insensible to the attractions of teaching, and
his lectures at Montpellier were followed not only by the

students, but by men of mature age and position. But
the love of knowledge was gradually growing upon him.
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and becominj a devouring passion whici excladod all other

ambition. He began to perceive that the editing Greek

books was an emplovmcnt more congenial to his peculiar

powers than teaching. At Geneva he had first tried his

hand in some notes on Diogenes Laertiua and on

Theocritus, of smaU account. His debut as an editor had

been a complete Strabo (1587), cf which he was so ashamed

afterwards that he apologized for its crudity to Scaliger,

calling it " a miscarriage." This was followed by the text

of Polysnus, an editio priiicsps, 1589 ; a text of Aristotle,

1500 ; and a few notes contributed to Estienne's editions

cf Dionyslus of Halicarnassus and Pliny's Epistolae. It

is not till we come to his edition of Tbeophrastus's Charac-

teres, 1592, that we have a specimen of that peculiar style

of illustrati^"e commentary, at once apposite and profuse,

which distinguishes Casaubon among annotators. At the

time of his removal to Montpellier he was engaged upon

what is the capital work of his life, his edition of. and

commentary on, Athenieus.

In 1598 we find Casaubon at Lyons, superintending the

passage of his Athernmis through the press. Here he lived

in the house of De Vic, " surintendant de la justice," a

Catholic, but a man of acquirements, whose connections

were with the circle of Uberal Catholics in Paris. In the

suite of De Vic, Casaubon made a flying visit to Pans, and

was presented to Henry IV. The king was very gracious,

and said something about employing Casaubon's services in

the "restoration " of the fallen university of Paris.

With the hopes thus excited he returned to Montpellier.

In January 1599 he received a summons to repair to Paris.

But the terms of the letter missive were so vague, that,

though it bore the sign manual, Casaubon hesitated to act

upon it. However, he resigned his chair at Montpellier,

but instead cf hastening to Paris, he Ungered more than a

year at Lyons, in De Vic's house, waiting for the appoint-

ment to a Paris professorship. None came, but instead

there came a summons from De Vic, who was in Paris, to

come to him in all haste on an affair of importance. The
bu5ines3 proved to be the Fontainebleau Conference.

Casaubon allowed himself to be persuaded to sit as one of

the referees who were to adjudicate on the challepge sent

to Du Piessis ifornay by Cardinal Duperron. By so doing

ho placed himself in a false position, as Scaliger said :

"Non debebat Casaubon interesse colloquio Plessiseano

;

erat asinus inter simias, doctus inter imperitos " (Scali-

gcrc.na 2"). The issue was so contrived that the Protestant

party could not but be pronounced to bo in the wrong.

By concurring in the decision, which was unfavourable to

Du Piessis Mornay, Casaubon lent the prestige of his name
to a court whose verdict would without him have been

worthless, and confirmed the sus[jicion3 already current

among the Reformed churches that, like his friend and
patron Canaye de Fresnc, ho was meditating abjuration.

From this time forward ho becamo the object of the hopes

and fears of the two religious parties ; the Catholics

lavishing promises, and plying him with arguments ; the

Reformed ministers insinuating that ho was preparing to

forsake a losing cause, and only higgling about his price.

Wo now know enough of Casaubon's mental history to know
how erroneous were these computations of his motives.

But, at the time, it was not possible for the immediate

parties to tho bitter controversy to understand the

intermediato po.«ition between Genevan Calvinism and
Ultramontanism to which Casaubon's reading of tho fathers

had conducted him.

Meantime tho efi'orts of De Thou and tho liberal

Catholics to retain him in Paris were successful. Tho
king repeated his invitation to Casaubon to settle in tho

Capitol, and assigned him a pension; No more Was said

about tho university. Tho recent reform of the university

of Parb had closed its doors to all but Catholics j and

though tho chairs of the College de France were not

governed by the statutes of the university, public opinion

ran so violently against heresy, that Henry IV. dared not

appoint a Calvinist to a chair, even if he had desired to do so.

But it was designed that Casaubon should succeed to the

post of sub-librarian of the royal library when it should

become vacant, and a patent of the reversion was made out

in his favour. In November 160i, Jean Gosselin died in

extreme old age ; and Ca.saubon succeeded him as sub-

librarian, with a salary of 400 livres in addition to his

pension.

In Paris Casaubon remained till 1610. These ten years

were the brightest period of his life. He had attained the

reputation of being, after Scaliger, the most learned man
of tho age,—an age in which learning formed the sole

standard of literary merit He was placed above penury,

though not ia easy circumstances. Ha had such facilities

for religious worship as a Huguenot could have, though
he had to go out of the city to Hablon, and afterwards to

Charenton, for them. He enjoyed the society of men of

learning, or who took an interest in learned publications.

He had the best opportunities of seeing men of letters from
foreign countries as they passed through Paris. Above all,

he had wealth of Greek books, both printed and in MS.,
the want of which he bad felt painfully at Geneva aiid

Montpellier, and which no other place but Paris could at

that period have supplied.

In spite of all these advantages we find Casaubon restless,

and ever framing schemes for leaving Paris, and settling

elsewhere. It was known that he was open to ofi'ers, and
offers came to him from various quarters,—from Nimes,
from Heidelberg, from Sedan. His friends Led and
Diodati wished, rather than hoped, to get him back to

Geneva. The causes of Casaubon's discomfort in Paris

were various, but the principal source of uneasiness lay in

his religion. The life of any Huguenot in Paris was hardly
secure in these years, for it was doubtful if the police of

the city was strong enough to protect them against any
I sudden uprising of the fanatical mob, always ready to re-

I enact tho St Bartholomew. But Casaubon was exposed to

persecution of another sort Ever since the Fontainebleau

I

Conference an impression prevailed that he was wavering.

j
It was known that he rejected tho outre anti-popery opinions

I

current in the Reformed churches ; that he read the

fathers, and wished for a church after the pattern of the

I

primitive ages. He was given to understand that he could
have a professorship only by recantation. When it was
found that ho could not be bought, he was plied by con-

I

troversy. Henry IV., who liked Casaubon personally,

!
made a point of getting him to follow his own example.
By the king's orders Duperron was untiring in his efiorts

to convert him. Casaubon'^ knowledge of the fathers was
that of a scholar; Duperron'a that of an adroit polcmist

;

and tho scholar was driven to admit that tho polcmist was
often too bard for him. These encounters mostly took
place in tho king's b'brary, over which the cardinal, in hia

capacity of aumonicr, exercised some kind of authority
;

and it was therefore impossible for Casaubon to avoid
them. On tho other hand tho Huguenot theologians, and
especially Du Moulin, chief pastor of tho church of Paris,

accused him of conceding too much, and of having departed
already from tho lines of strict Calvinistic orthodo.-y.

When tho assassination of Henry IV. gave full rein to

tho Ultramontane party at court, tho obsessions of Duperron
became more importunate, and oven menacing. It was
now that Casaubon began to listen to overtures which had
been faintly made before, from tho bishops and the court

of England. In October IGIO ho came to this country in

tiio suite of tho ambassador, Lord Wotton of Marlcy. Ha
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had the most flattering reception from James I., wlio was

perp-'-tually sending for him, to have theological talk. The
English bishops were equally delighted to find that the

great French scholar was an Anglican ready made, and had
arrived, by independent study of the fathers, at the very

via media between Puritanism and Humanism, which was
becoming the fashion in the English Church. Casaubon,
though a layman, was collated to a prebendal stall in Canter-

bury, and had a pension of X.300 a year assigned him from
tile exchequer. Nor were these merely paper figures. When
Sir Julius Ca3sar made a difiicidty about payment, James
aent a note in his own hand :

" Chanceler of my e.xcheker,

I will have Mr Casaubon paid before me, my wife, and my
barnes." He still retained his appointments in France,

and his office as librarian. He had obtained leave of

absence for a visit to England, and his permanent settle-

ment here was not contemplated. In order to retain tlieir

hold upbn him, the Government of the queen regent refused

to allow his library to be sent over. It required a special

request from James himself to get leave for Madame
Casaubon to bring him a part of his most necessary books.

Casaubon continued to speak of himself as the servant of

the regent, and to declare his readiness to return when
summoned to do so.

Meanwhile his situation in London gradually developed

unforeseen sources of discomfort. Not that he had any
reason to complain of his patrons, the king and the bishops.

Jame.s continued to the last to delight in his company,
and to be as liberal as the state of his finances allowed.

Overal had received him and his whole family into the

deanery of St Paul's, and entertained him there for a year.

Overal and Andrewes, then bishop of Ely, were the most
learued_ men of a generation in which extensive reading

was more general among the higher clergy than it has ever

been since. These two were attracted to Casaubon bj'

congenial studies and opinions. With the witty and
learned bishop of Ely, in particular, Casaubon was always

happy to spend such hours as he had to spare from the

labours of the study. Andrewes took him to Cambridge,
where he met the most gratifying reception from the

notabilities of the university. They went on together to

Downham, where Casaubon spent sue weeks of the summer
of 1611. In 1613 he was taken to Oxford by Sir H.
Savile, where, amid the homage and feasting of which he
was the object, his principal interest is for the MSS.
treasures of the Bodleian. The honorary degree which
was offered him he declined.

But these distinctions were far from compensating the

serious inconveniences of his position. Having been taken

up by the king and the bishops, he had to share in their

rising unpopularity. The courtiers looked with a jealous

eye on a pensioner who enjoyed frequent opportunities of

taking James I. on his weak side—his love of book
talk,—opportunities which they would have known how
to use. Casaubon was especially mortified by Sir H.
Wotton's persistent avoidance of him, so inconsistent with
their former intimacy. . His windows were broken by the

rouglis at night, his children pelted in the streets by day.

On one occasion he himself appeared at Theobald's with a

black eye, having received a blow from some ruffian's fist in

the street. Mr Hallam thinks that he had " become per-

sonally unpopular ;
" but these outrages from the vulgar

seem to have arisen solely from the Cockney's antipathy
to the Frenchman. Casaubon, though he could make shift

to read an English book, could not speak English, any more
than Mme. Casaubon. This deficiency not only exposed
him to insult and fraud, but restricted his social intercourse.

It excluded him altogether from the circle of the " wits ;
''

oither this or some other cause prevented him from being
acceptable in the circle of the laxlearaedjirtheiiantiquaries.^

Camden he saw but once or twice. Casaubon had been
imprudent enough to correct Camden's Greek, and it is

possible that the ex-headmaster of Westminster kept him-
self aloof in silent resentment of Casaubon's superior

learning. With Cotton and Spelman he was slightly

acquainted. Of Selden we find no mention. Though Sir

Henry Savile ostensibly patronized him, yet Casaubon
could not help suspecting that it was Savile who secretly

prompted an attempt by Montagu to forestal Casaubon's
book on Baronius. Besides the jealousy of the natives,

Casaubon had now to suffer the open attacks of the Jesuit

pamphleteers. They had spared him as long as there were
hopes of getting him over. The prohibition was taken off,

now that he was committed to Anglicanism. Not only
Eudasmon-Joanne.5, Rosweyd, and Scioppius, but a respect-

able writer, friendly to Casaubon, Schott of Antwerp, gave
currency to the insinuation that Casaubon had sold his

conscience for English gold.

But the most serious cause of discomfort in his English
residence was that his time was no longer his own. He
was perpetually being summoned out of town to one or

other of James's hunting residences that the king might
enjoy his talk. He had come over from Paris in search of

leisure, and found that a new claim on his time was
established. The king and the bi.shops wanted to employ
his pen in their literary warfare against Rome. They
compelled him to write first one, then a second, pamphlet
on the subject of the day,—the royal supremacy. At last,

ashamed of thus misappropriating Casaubon's stores of

learning, they set him upon a relutation of the Annals of

Baronius, then in the full tide of its credit and success.

Upon this task Casaubon spent his remaining strength and
life. He died in great suffering, 1st July 1614. His
complaint was an organic and congenital malformation of

the bladder ; but his end was hastened by an unhealthy
life of over-study, and latterly by his anxiety to acquit

himself creditably in his criticism on Baronius. He was
buried in Westminster Abbey. The monument, by which
his name is there commemorated, was erected many years

later by his friend Thomas Morton, then (1632) become
bishop of Durham.

Besides the editions of ancient authors which hare been
mentioned, Casaubon published with commentaries Persius,

Suetonius, the Scriptores Historice Augustoe. Polybius, on
which he had spent vast labour, he left unfinished. His
most ambitious work was his re\'ision of the text of

Athen^us, with commentary. The Theophrastus perhapS
exhibits his most characteristic excellencies as a com-
mentator. The Exercitaiionfs in Baronium are but a
fragment of the massive criticism which he contemplated,

and failed in bringing before the reader the uncritical

character of Baronius's history. His correspondence (in

Latin) was finally collected by D' Almeloveen (Rotterdam,

1709), who prefixed to the letters a careful hfe of Isaac

Casaubon. But this learned Dutch editor was only

acquainted with Casaubon's diary in extract. This diary

Efjhcmeriiies, of which the MS. is preserved in the chapter

library of Canterbury, was printed in 1850, by the

Clarendon Press. It forms the most valuable record we
possess of the daily life of a scholar, or man of letters, of

the 16th century.
Tor a characteristic of Casaulton's labours as a commentator,

and critic, a detailed account of his life, and a chronological list

of his publications, the reader is referred to "a work by .the writer

of the present article, Isaac Casaubon (1559-1614), ^vo, Lend.,'

1875. ,(M, P.)
j

CASBIN, Kasvin," Kazbin," a 'city of "Persia, in the

province of Irak, in 36° 12' N. lat. and 49° ,53' E. long.,

and 108 miles W.N.W. of Teheran. ?-It is built in a fertde

plain, south of Mount Elburz, and is square, in form, and
surrounded by a waU of brick, with towers. Its extent is
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greater than that of Teheran ; but the place has been

repeatedly shaken by earthquakes, and many of the streets

are in ruins, as are most of the magnificent buildings seen

here by Chardin in IGTl. The most remarkable remains

are the palace of the Sufi princes, and the mosque, with

its large dome. The city is said to have been founded in

the 4th century. In the 16th century Shah Tamasp made

it the capital ; and it remained so till Shah Abbas the

Great transferred the seat of government to Ispahan. The

town stiU bears the name of Dar-el-Sultanet, or the "seat

of royalty." The dust and heat of the place are very

oppressive ; it is furnished, however, with baths, and with

cisterns fed by underground canals. The system of

irrigation formerly carried on by these canals or kanauts

rendered the Plain of Casbin one of the most productive

regions of Persia. They are now mostly choked up, except

in the immediate vicinity of the city. The manufactures

of Casbin are velvet, brocades, carpets, a kind of coarse

cotton-cloth termed kerbas, and sword-blades. The trade

of the city is still considerable
;

great quantities of rice,

and of silk for Baghdad and India, are brought to it from

the Caspian provinces; and the bazaars are large. Casbin

i.'i also of some military importance, lying as it does at the

entrance of the defile which leads into Ghilan. It is the

birthplace of the poet Lokman, and of the geographer

Ham el Oullah. Population in 1868 estimated at 25,000.

CASCIANO DEI BAGNI, a village of Italy in the

province of Siena and district of Montepulciano, in the

valley of the Paglia. It possesses warm mineral springs,

and its bathing establishments attract a large number of

visitors. Population, 3585.

C.\SERTA, the capital of the district of Terra di Lavoro,

in the province of Naples, and an episcopal see. It is

situated on a rich alluvial plain, and has nearly 30,000
inhabitants. Caserta is mainly noticeable for its huge
palace buUt by Vanvitelli for Charles III., which has a

reputation that most architectural judges would probably

deem to be superior to its merits. It is one of the stock

sights for visitors to Naples, and has for many years served

to but little other purpose. The length of the south front

is stated to be 780 feet, the height 125 feet, and the

number of windows in each floor 37 ; and such details as

these best express the merits of a pUe, which is in truth a

monument of vulgar ostentation and wasted wealth. The
harmony of the design is praised, and the building in truth

possesses that easily-attained harmony which results from
perfect symmetry. The travertine of which it is built was
brought from the quarries of St Jorio, near Capua. The
great staircase, gorgeously lined with Inmachello marble
from Trapani, has, however, some originality of conception
and merit of design and execution. Besides all the usual

appurtenances of a palace, including a chapel gorgeous with
lapislazuli and gilding, the building contains a theatre,

with, as the visitor is told, forty boxes, besides that of the

foyal family. The palace is at present wholly useless, and
serves only to lay an additional burden on the king of

Italy's civil bst, which is charged with the maintenance of

so vast a number of now unneeded palaces, the heritage of
all the sovereigns he has superseded. The gardens, adorned
with numerous cascades and much decorative sculpture
after the old Italian fashian, are perhaps better worthy
of mention than tho palace. They are extensive and
command some fine points of view. The " English
garden" was made by Queen Caroline in 1782. Tho
property was bought by Charles III. from the dukes of

Sermoneta, and the palace was begun in 1752. Caserta
Vecchia—old Caserta—was situated on tho hills behind
the modern town. It was built by the Lombards, as is

said, in tho 8th century, and some remains of its old walls
and bastions mav still be seen.

CASHAN, or Kashan, a city of Persia, in the province

of Irak, 92 miles north of Ispahan, in a dry and stony

plain, in 33° 52' N. lat. and 5r 20' E. long. The city

is said to have been founded by Zubeide, wife of Haroun

el Raschid. The manufactures are silk-brocades, carpets,

cottons, gold and silver articles, and copper kettles. The

city has a palace, many fine mosques, bazaars, and cara-

vanseries. At the foot of the neighbouring hills, four

miles away, are the viUa and beautiful gardens of Feen, the

scene of the official murder, 9th January 1852, of Amiru-'n-

Nizam, one of the ablest ministers that Persia has had in

modern times. The chief pavilion of the villa is in the

form of a kiosk, with a projecting portico in front. The
interior is decorated with fine arabesques. The vicinity

of Cashan is famous for its scorpions. The city suffered

from an earthquake in 1853. Population, 25,000.

CASHEL, an inland city of Ireland, in the county of

Tipperary, lOS miles south-west from Dublin, and within

5 miles of the Great Southern and Western Railway. The

town, which Lies at the base of the Kock of Cashel, consists

for the most part of a wide and well-built main street, and

contains several public buildings, such as a court-house,

a market-house, a fever hospital, barracks, and an infiimary.

There are also the new cathedral, the deanery house (once

the bishop's palace), and a Roman Catholic church, while

immediately outside the town there is the union workhouse.

Formerly an archiepiscopal see, Cashel was reduced in 1833

to a bishopric, but the bishop does not now reside there.

The town's revenue is derived from landed estates in the

neighbourhood, the gift of Bishop Maurianus. It formerly

returned one member to Parliament, but was disfranchised

in 1870. Population in 1851, 4798, and in 1871, 4562.

The Rock of Cashel is the object of chief interest in

the place. This elevation of 'imcstone formation lises

abruptly from the plain to a height of about 300 feet,

and is a commanding object for many miles aromd. Its

summit is occupied by the most interesting assemblage

of ruins in Ireland, consisting of the remains of St Patrick's

Cathedral, a roimd tower, Cormack's^Chapel, and an ancient

cross. The chapel, which is said to have been erected by

King Cormack M'Carthy in the 12th century, is considered

to be the oldest stone edifice in the country. In its style

it combines the high stone roof with the richest Norman

decoration. The cathedral is cruciform in its design, and

contains many interesting sculptures and tombs. In the

adjoining cemetery there stands, on a rude pedestal, the

"Cross of Cashel," with an effigy of St Patrick sculptured on

its side. The round tower, situated at the north-east angle

of the cathedral, rises about 90 feet, with a circumference

of 58 feet, and unlike the neighbouring ruins has been built

not of the limestone of tho " Rock " but of freestone.

Tho history of Cashel belongs to the early period of Irish

chronology. A stronghold in tho time of Brian Boroimhe

it afterwards became noteworthy as the place where Henry

IL received the homage of O'Brien, king of Limerick,

and still later, where Edward Bruce held his Irish parlia-

ment. The cathedral was burnt in 1495 by tho earl of

Kildare. Two other interesting ruins exist at tho base of

tho Rock, viz., Horn Abbey, founded in the 13th century,

and tho Dominican Priory, belonging to the same period.

CASHEW NUT, the fruit of the Cashew. Cadju, or

Acajou tree, Anacardium occidentaU (Nat Ord. Ann-

cardiacecc), a native of the West Indian Islands. The fruit

is kidney-sbapod, about an inch in length, and tho kernel

is enclosed in two coverings, tho outer of which is smooth,

grey, and leathery. Inside this external rind is a dark-

coloured layer, containing an excessively acrid juice. The

kernels have a hland, oily, pleasant taste. They are murh

eaten, both raw and roasted, in tho tropical region; in

«hicl) thutroc is cultivated, u lid tlicy yield a light-cclourod.
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Bweot-tasted oil, said to bo equal to olive oil for culinary

purposes. The fruit-stalk, immediately under the fruit, is

swollen and fleshy, and assumes a pear-like shape. This

swollen portion of the stalk has a pleasant acid taste, and
is eaten under the name of Cashew Apple. By fermenta-

tion it yields an alcoholic beverage, from which a spirit for

drinking is distilled in the West Indies and Brazil. The
tree also yields a gum analogous to gum arable.

CASHGAR. See Kasugar.
CASHMERE. See Kashmir.
CASINO. See Monte Casino.

CASIRI, Michael (1710-1791), a learned Maronite,
was born at Tripoli in 1710. He studied at Rome, where
he afterwards for ten years taught Arabic, Syriac, and
Chaldee, and gave lectures in philosophy and theology. In
1748 he went to Spain, and was employed in the royal

library at Madrid. He was successively appointed a

member of the Royal Academy of History, interpreter of

Oriental languages to the king, and joint-librarian of the

Escorial. In 1763 he became principal librarian, a situa-

tion which he appears to have held till his death in 1791.
Casiri published a work entitled Bibliotheca Arahico-

Hispana £scurialensis, 2 vols, fob, Madrid, 1760-1770.
It is a catalogue of above 1800 Arabic MSS., which he
found in the library of the Escorial ; and it also contains

a number of -quotations from Arabic works on history.'

The JIS.S. are classified according to the subjects of which
they treat. The second volume, which is furnished with
a copious inde.x, gives an account of a large collection of

geographical and historical MSS., which contain valuable

information regarding the wars between the Moors and the

Christians in Spain. A full view of the contents of the

vrhole work, with some political comments, is given in the

first appendix to Harris's Philological Inquiries, and in the

second appendix to Berington's Literary History of the

Middle Ages.

CASORIA, a town of Italy, five miles north-east of

Naples, in one of the most fertile districts of the Terra di

Lavoro. It is the birthplace of the painter Pietro Martino.

Population about 7000.

CASPE, a city of Spain, m the province of Aragon,
about 55 miles south-east of Saragossa on the banks of the
River Quadaloupe, which runs into the Ebro a short

distance below the town. Its prosperity is due to the

mines of iron and of coal which abound in its vicinity, and
which have given rise to manufactories. It has a castle

and several convents and hospitals, and . is famous in

history as the scene of the congress of the Aragonians,

Catalonians, and Valencians in 1412, which elected

Ferdinand of Castile to the throne. It was captured from
the Moors by Alphonso II. in 1168, and bestowed on the

knights of St John. Population in 1867, 9402.

CASPIAN SEA. The Caspian Sea, which was known
under that name to the Greeks and Romans (Herodotus
having given a generally accurate account of it, stating

that it is an inland sea having no connection with the

•ocean), is the largest of those salt lakes or closed inland seas

which may bo considered as " survivals ''
of former oceanic

areas ; and it is the one whose physical and biological

conditions have been most fully studied.^ These conditions

are in many respects extremely peculiar ; and tolerably

certain conclusions of great interest may be drawn from
them, in regard to the past history of the large extent of

low steppes that lie—chiefly in Asia, but partly in Europe
also—to the east, north, and west of its present area.

These will be most fitly considered after a general survey
has been taken of the existing basin of the Caspian, and of
its relations to the surrounding land.

> See eapecially the " Kaspische Studiea " of Prof. Von Baer, in tlje

St Petersburg SuU. Sci., and in Erman's Archiv. Suss., 1855, 1856.

The general form of the Caspian may be described as a
broad band, with sides almost straight and parallel, except
near its northern end, where it turns sharply round to the
east. The general direction of its axis is about N.N.E.
and S.S.W., ranging from lat. 47° 20' to 36° 40' N.,—its

most northerly point nearly coinciding with the mouth of
tie River Ural, and its most southerly being about half-

way between the towns of Reshd and Astrabad. The.
distance in a straight line between these two points is

about 740 miles in a straight line. The average breadth
of its middle portion is about 210 miles, but the eastern

extensioifof its northern portion into the Bay of Mertvy
Kultuk increases the width of that part to 430 miles ; and
its southern portion also widens to nearly 300 miles. The
total area is estimated at about 180,000 square miles.

The most important fact in the physical geography of

the existing Caspian is that its surface is 84 feet below
that of the Black Sea, which may be considered as not differ-

ing much from the general oceanic level.

-i^i^:^*^..

sketch Map of Caspian Sea.

The basin of the Caspian may be considered as consist-

ing of three distinct parts,—the northern, the middle, and
the southern. The northern portion is extremely shallow,

—

its bottom, wbicli is nowhere more than 50 feet below the

surface, being a contiunation of the almost imperceptible

slope of the steppe, so that there is no definite shore-line.

It is into this portion that the Volga, the Ural, and the

Kuma discharge themselves ; and the deposit of alluvium

which these rivers bring down is gradually raising its

bottom, and will in tinje convert it into a salt marsh.

Along the north-western border of this basin, from the

delta of the Volga to that of the Kuma, a space of 250
miles, the shore is gashed with thousands of narrow
channels, termed limans, from 12 to 30 miles in length,

separated by chains of hillocks called litgors, which pass

landwards into the level ground of the steppes. In the

neighbourhood of the mouths of the Volga and Kuma, the

excess of water which these rivers bring down at the time
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of the melting of the snows passes into these channels, and

teods to keep them open ; so that when the inundation is

jover, the sea again flows into them. But along the inter-

vening part of the coast, the channels, like the intervening

hUlocks, are not continuous, but form chains of little lakes,

separated by sandy isthmuses. Although these channels

run nearly parallel to each other, yet they have r. some-

what fan-like arrangement ; their centre of radiation being

the higher part of the isthmus which separates the basin of

the Caspian from the north-east portion of the Black Sea,

—a fact, as will be seen hereafter, of no small significance.

The coast-line of the Bay of Mertvy Kultuk, on the other

hand, is formed by a chain of low calcareous hills, con-

stituting the rampart of the plateau of Ust Urt or Turkoman

Isthmus, which divides the Caspian from the Sea of Aral

;

and it is between head-lands of this high plain that the

long extension of this bay termed the Karasu (or Black

Water) runs inland, the town of Kovo Alexandrovsk

being situated near its entrance.

The northern basin of the Caspian may be considered

to terminate on the west side with the Bay of Kuma, and

on the east with the hilly peninsula of Mangishlak, on

which the town of Novo Fetrovsk is situated. To the

Bouth of the line joining these points, in the parallel of

44° 10' N. lat., the western shore-line is higher, and the

water deepens considerably,—thus forming the middle

basin of the Caspian, which may be considered to extend

as far south as Cape Apsheron, the south-eastern termina-

tion of the great Ca.ucasian range. This middle basin

receives the large river Terek, which discharges itself by

several mouths (some of them entering the Bay of K.uma)

through an alluvial delta ; and several smaller streams

flow into it from the slopes of the Caucasian mountains

through the low plain which intervenes between their bcse

and the border of the Caspian. Near the most consider-

able of these, the Kabir Yalama, a rocky spur of the

Caucasus comes down nearly to the sea ; and a narrow

pass is thus formed, which has been fortified from very

ancient times, being formerly known as the Albania or

CaspicE Pylce, and now as the Pass of Derbend, this being

a small town built on the declivity in which the range

terminates. The eastern shore of this portion of the Caspian

is formed by the plateau of Ust Urt, or " high plain," a

very remarkable plateau from 550 to 727 feet above the

level of the Caspian, which extends from its eastern shore

to the sea of Aral, rising abruptly from t oth seas, and ranging

about 400 miles in the north and south direction; its north

and south borders are formed by a precipitous face or cliff,

which has much the appearance of an ancient sea-margin.

As it is composed of later Tertiary strata, its elevation

must have occurred at a time not geologically remote. The
headlands of the Ust Urt form an abrupt coast-line along

the northern part of the eastern border of the middle basin,

with occanional bays into which several small streams from

the plateau discharge themselves. Further south, however,

the plateau recedes, and the land shelves ofi" mora gradually

;

and bere an extensive but shallow basin presents itself (of

which more will presently be said) almost entirely cut oflf

• from that of the Caspian, termed the Karaboghaz, or,

B'.swk Gulf. To the south of this the coast-line rises again
;

and a peninsula is formed by an extension of the Balkan'

Mountains, which may be considered aa forming the

southern termination of the middle buain. Except along

the shore-lines, the depth of this basin everywhere excedes

that of the northern,—being greatest in its middle portion,

where over n Email area it reaches 400 fathoms, whilst it

shallows again towards the south, where there is a sort of

tidge between Cape Apsheron and the Balkan peninsula,

at the average depth of 30 fathoms, that separates it from

the southern basin.

The soufliern basin ranges from the Balkan Peninsula on

the east and Cape Apsheron on the west to the shore-line

formed by the base of the great Elburz range of mountains,

which curves round its low and swampy border, from

the mouth of the Kur to Ajstrabad, at an average dis-

tance of about 40 miles, rising in the peak of Sawalan near

Tabreez to 15,800 feet, and in the snow-capped summit of

Demavend, on whose southern slope Teheran is situated,

to 18,600 feet. These mountains are composed of granite

and porphyry, and are covered with recent volcanic

deposits. South of Cape Apsheron, this basin receives

the large river Kur, which drainS the southern slopes of

the Caucasian range ; and this is joined, at no great dis-

tance from its mouth, by another large river, the Aras or

Arax (the ancient Araxes), which forms the boundary

between Russian Trans-Caucasia and Persia. The joint

channel discharges its water by several mouths, part of

them opening into the Gulf of Kizil-Agatch, which is the

most considerable extension of the southern basin. From
the mouths of the Kur to the Gulf of EnzeU, which

resembles the Karaboghaz on a smaller scale, there is no

considerable stream ; but not fp.r to the cast of the town

of Keshd of which Enzeli is the port, the Sefid or White

River discharges itself, this being formed by the confluence

of the Kizil-Uzsn with another considerable river, the two

together draining a large portion of the slopes of the

western division of the Elburz range, and of its extension

towards the Caucasus. The southern border of the Caspian,

between the mouth of the Sefid and Astrabad, receives

numerous small streams from the northern slopes of the

Elburz, but no corLsiderable river ; the Bay of Astrabad,

however, receives at its northern end the Attruk, a

river of considerable importance, which drains an extensive

Yc.Uey ' enclosed by the mountain ranges that form the

southern border of the desert plains of Khiva. On tho

eastern coast, opposite to the Gulf of Kizil-Agatch, are the

Balkan Bay and the Adji-Bojur Bay, which lie between

extensions "of the Balkan Mountains. One or both of these

bays, it may now be pretty confidently stated, formerly

received the mouths of the ancient 0ms (now Amou-Daria),

when it discharged itself into the Caspian, instead of into

tho Sea of Aral ; and there is further reason to believe

that a communication here at one time existed between

the Caspian aud the Sea of Aral, through a furrosv which

lies along the soatliern border of the Ust Urt, and which

terminates in what was formerly known as the Gvjlf of

Aboughir, a southern extension of Lake Aral now dried

up. The depth of the southern basin of the Caspian is

for the most part considerable, ranging in its central

portion between 300 aud 500 fathoms.

Drainage Area.—The draina^-area of the Caspian is

much more extensive on the north and west than on the

east and south. The Yolgi is estimated to drain an area

of 527,500 square miles, and the Ural an area of 85,000

square miles,—these two rivers together probably bringing

down more water than tho Danube and the Don pour into

the Black Sea. When to these wo add the Kuma, the

Terek, the Arax and Kur, tho Sefid, and the Attruk, it is

obvious tliat the total amount of river water annually

discharged into the basin of the Caspian must be almost,

if not quite, the equal of that which is dischaiged into the

basin of the Black Sea. Yet the whole amount of fresh

water returned by rain aud rivers to the basin of the

Caspian is only suBScient to compensate for the loi^s by

evaporation from its surface,—as is shown by the fact that

its present level remains constant, or, if it changes at all,

rather sinks than rises. Now that the level of the Caspian

was formerly about the same as that of the Black Sea,

although at present 84 feet below it, is shown by the

erosion of the rocko that formed the original sea-shwe of

V. — 2i
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the southern basiu, which, at the height of from 65 to 80

feet above the present level, have beeu furrowed out

into tooth-shaped points and needles ; and if the water

were again to rise to that level, it would overflow

many hundred thousand square miles of the southern

Eteppss, extending the area of the basin as far as Saratov.

Now supposing the Caspian to have been formerly in

cominunicatioD with the general oceanic area (which will

be hereafter shown to bo almost a certainty), a reduction

of its level and a contraction of its area would follow

as a necessary consequence, whenever that communication

was cut off. For, ar the evaporation-area would have

then been much greater than it is at present, whilst

the drainage area would have been the sam?, there must

have been a great excess of loss by evaporation over the

water returned by rain and rivers ; and this excess, pro-

ducing a reduction of level, v/ould have reduced the area

of the northern shallov/ portion, until it contracted itself

within its present limits. That this reduction was rapid,

is indicated by two seta of facts ;—first, the absence of any

erosion of rocks between the level of the old erosion and

the present level ; and second, the fan-like arrangement of

the iimans and intervening hwgors on tiie north-west shore,

which makes it difficult to suppose that these channels can

have been formed except by the furrovnng of the soft soil

during the sinking of tho water, corresponding to that

which is seen on a small scale on the muddy banks of a

reservoir in which the water is being rapidly lowered by

the opening of a sluice-gate.

Salinity of the Water of the Caspian.—It might have

been anticipated that such a reduction in the volume of

the Caspian water as must have taken place in this lower-

ing of its level, would have shown itself (as in the Dead
Sea) in an increase of its salinity ; whereas the fact is that

the proportion of salt in the water of the Caspian, though

varying in different parts of the basin, and also at difierent

seasons, is generally much less than the proportion in

oceanic and even in Black Sea water.

In the northern portion, whose shallowness causes the

enormous amount of fresh water brought down by the

Volga, the Ural, and the Terek to exert the greatest diluting

influence, the salinity is so slight (especially when the

ordinary volume of these rivers is augmented by the melt-

ing of the snows) that the water is drinkable, its specific

gravity not being higher than I'OOIG. In the central and

southern basins, on the other hand, which contain a body

of salt water too large to be thus affected, the salinity is

stated by Von Baer to be about one-third that of ordinary

sea-water, the average sp. gr. being about I "009. This re-

duction from what may be presumed to have been its

original amount seems fully explained by Von Baer, who
traces it to the number of shallow lagoons with which the

basin is surrounded, every one of them being a sort of

natural salt-pan for the evaporation of the water and the

deposit of its saline matter in the solid form. The process

may be well studied in the neighbourhood of Novo Petrovsk,

where what was formerly a bay is now divided into a large

number of basins presenting every degree of saline con-

centration. One of these still occasionally . receives water

from the sea, and has deposited on its banks only a thin

layer of salt ; a second, likewise full of water, has its

bottom covered by a thick cwist of rose-coloured crystals

like a pavement of marble ; a third exhibits a compact
mass of salt, on which are pools of water whose surface is

more than a yard below the level of the sea ; and a fourth

has lost all its water by evaporation, the stratum of salt

left behind being now covered with sand. A similar

concentration is taking place in the Karasu ; for notwith-

standing the proximity of the mouths of the Ural and Volga,

the proportion of salt there rises to such a degree (the sp.

gr. being 1037) that animal life is almost, if not entirely,

suppressed. In the Peninsula of Apsheron, again, there

are ten salt lakes, from one of which 10,000 tons of salt

are annually obtained.

This process of elimination goes on, however, upon its

greatest scale in the Karaboghaz, whose nearly circulajf

shallow basin, about 90 miles across, is almost entirely

cut off from the Caspian by a long narrow spit of land,

commumcating with it by a channel which is not n;ora

than about 150 yards broad and 5 feet deep. Through
this channel a current is stated by Von Baer to be

continually running inwards (during the summer months,

at least) at an average rate of three miles per hour; this

rate being accelerated by westerly and retarded by easterly

winds, but never flowing at less than a mile and a half per

hour. The navigators of the Caspian, and the Turkoman
nomads who wander on its shores, struck with the constant

and unswerving course of this current, have supposed

that its waters piss down into a subterranean abyss, through

which they reach either the Persian Gulf or the Black Sea,

—

an hypothesis for which there is not the least foundation,

and which is' directly negatived by comparison of levels.

The current is really due to the indraught produced by

the excess of evaporation from the surface of the basin,

which is exposed to every wind and to intense summer
heat, ar.d which receives very little return from streams.

The small depth of the bar seems to prevent the return of

a counter -current of highly saline water, such as, in the

Strait of Gibraltar, keeps down the salinity of the Mediter-

ranean (see Meditekranean), none such having been

detected by the careful investigations of Von Baer. And
thus there is a progressively increasing concentration of the

contents of the basin of the Karaboghaz, so that seals

which used to frequent it are no longer found there, and

its borders are entirely destitute of vegetation. Layers of

salt are being deposited on the mud at. the bottom ; and

the sounding-line, when scarcely out of the water, is

covered with saline crystals. Taking the Icfwest estimates

of the salinity of the Caspian water, of the width and depth

of the chaunel, and of the speed of the current, Von Baer

has shown that the Karaboghaz- daily withdraws from the

Caspian the enormous quantity of 350,030 tons of salt.

Now, if such an elevation of the bar were to take place

as should cut off the basin of the Karaboghaz from that of

the Caspian, the former would quickly diminish in ex-

tent, and the concentration of its waters would cause an
increased deposit of salt to take place on its bottom.

According to the proportion between the evaporation from

the area so reduced and the return of fresh water by rain

and streams, the Karaboghaz would either be converted

into a shallow lake of extremely salt water, or into a salt

marsh, or might altogether dry up and disappear, leaving

behind it a thick bed of " rock-salt " resembling the

deposits contained in the SaUferous strata of various

geological periods. These several conditions all obtain at

the present time in different parts of the great area of the

steppes of Southern Russia. There are several small salt

lakes which receive water enough from rain, snow, and

streams to compensate for the loss they sustain by evapora-'

tion ; these especially occur in the Kirghiz steppes, which

lie to the north-east of Astrakhan, between the Volga and

the Mongodjar Hills that -form the southern extremity

of the Ural range ; the most notable of them being Lake
Elton, which lies about 200 miles to the north of the

present border of the Caspian, and from which large

quantities of salt are annually procured. There are large

tracts of these steppes, again, which are alternately muddy
and white with salt, according as they are moistened by
rain or dried up by the heat of the snn ; one of these,

lying between I^ke Elton and the River Ural, occnpiee a
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depressed area about 79 feet below the present level of the

Caspian, and moie than 160 feet below that of the Black

Sea. Everywhere the sand of these steppes contains an

admixture of salt ; and there are various local accumula-

tions of salt, often associated with marl, having shells and

fish-bones imbedded in them, and thus clearly marking the

sites of lakes which survived for a time the reduction of level

and recession of the northern border of tho Caspian, but

which are now entirely dried up.

Climafe of t!u Caspian.—The temperature of the Caspian

area is remarkable for its wide range, both geographical

and seasonal,—the diiferenee between the mean winter

temperatures of its northern and southern extremities being

very great, whilst over its whole extent a high summer
temperature prevails. The January i.-^otherra of 15° skirts

its northern border ; that of 20° cro.sses it at tho line of

division between its northern and middle basins ; that of

30° crosses it between its middle and its southern portions

;

and that of 40° skirts its southern border. Thus between

the mean winter temperatures of the northern and southern

extremities of the Caspian there ia a geographical range of

25°. Theso means, however, do not indicate the extremely

low tempsratures which prevail over the whole region of

the steppes during the prevalence of north-east winds

;

the thermometer then sinking to - 20°, or even lower, on

the level areas, whilst on the elevated plateau of Ust Urt
a temperature cf - 30° is nothing remarkable.' Tho
July isotherm of 75°, again, crosses the middle basin of

the Caspian, nearly coinciding with the January isotherm

of 25° ; and that of 80° skirts the southern border of the

sea, nearly coinciding with the January isotherm of 40°; so

that the mean annual range is 50° over the northern portion

of the basin, and 40° at its southern extremity. These sum-
mer means give no truer indication than the winter means
of tho extremes of temperature occasionally reached ; thus

'

Major Wood saw the thermometer mark 110° in the shade

on tho bank of the Oxus, recalling to his recollection the

intense heat of Annesly Bay in the Abyssinian expedition.

Tho shallow northern basin of the Caspian is frozen

during thb entire winter, and the ice sometimes extends to

the middle basin ; the deep southern basin on the other

hand, is never frozen over.

The prevalent winds of the Caspian are the south-east,

v.'hich usually blow batween October and March, and the

north or north-west, which are common between July and
Roptombor. They sometimes continue with great violence

fur days together, rendering navigation dangerous, and
inundating tho shores, wherever tlieso are low and' flat,

rgainst which they blow. The same cause tends to disturb

the general level of tho water, which is raised or lowered
by frcm 4 to 8 foet at the north or the south end of the

b.i3in, according to the direction cf tho wind ; and when
this changes suddenly, as it often docs, strong currents are

generated. There are no perceptible tides in the Caspian
;

and tie changes of level occasionally observed without any
wind to account for them seem attributable on the one
hand to inequality between the evaporation and the return

of water by rain and rivers, and on tho other to differences

in atmtspheric pressure between one part of the area and
another, such as alter tho level of the Baltic (see Baxtic).
It was stated by Colonel Monteith (Royal Geographical
Jou.-nal, vol. iii. ), that during his residence in that part of

Asia from 1811 to 1828, the Caspian, " as well as every
other lake in Persii, hadsoncibly dccrca.sed in depth ;

' but
according to the information given him by the inhabitants

of Enzeli, there is a rise and fall of several feet in periods
of thirty years ; and Von Bacr, by whom the question was

' It WM horo that the expedition of Pcroffiky, In 1839-40, lost oU
bnt 200 of lU 12,800 camels.

carefully examined, could not obtain an evidence that any

continuous reduction of level is at present in progress.

There is indeed reason to believe that the level of the

Caspian was once much lower than it is at present ; for at

Derbend, whose foundation is assigned to Alexander,

masonry has been ascertained to exist at a depth of 50
feet below the present surface level ; and as it is recorded

that the Khorasmians made an offer to Alexander to conduct

his army to Colchis, it would seem as if the ridge at the

southern end of what is now the middle basin could then

have been crossed dry-shod. This does not appear very

improbable, if, as ancient geographers and historians ex-

plicitly state, the Volga flowed in their time, not into the

Caspian, but into the Sea of Azoff,—a condition which seems

to have persisted as late as the oth century. The channel

of its lower part would then have been that of the present

Kiver Don, which at one part approaches so closely to that

of the Volga, that the two are united by a canal of less

than 50 miles' length.

Fauna of the Caspian.—The animal life of this inlana

sea presents a remarkable admixture of marine and fresh-

water types. The presence of seals and herrings seems an

unmistakable indication of its former communication with

the ocean,—and this rather northwards with the Polar.Sea

than westwards through the Black Sea and Mediterranean.

'

Again, the Caspian abounds in salmon, a fish that may bo

considered essentially marine, though resorting to rivers to

breed. And among its most notable and valuable inhabi-

tants are four species of Sturioiiidce—the sturgeon, the

sterlet, the sevriouga, and the beluga—which are essentially

estuary fish, ascending rivers from their mouths. The
fisheries are extremely valuable,—a very large amount of

fish being salted for transmission to distant parts, while

the Sturionides afford the principal supply of caviare

(prepared from theii- roe) and of isinglass (their swim-

bladders cut into strips) for the whole world. The
MoUusoan fauna is not by any means proportionally

numerous or varied. It principally consists of these wide-

spread marine forms which are able to adapt themselves to

a variety of conditions, and especially to a reduction in the

salinity of the waters they inhabit, which (as in the parallel

case of the Baltic) tends to dwarf the races of molluska

subjected to it.

Naphtha, anil Petroleum Springs.—Various parts of the

shore of tho Caspian abound in naphtha and petroleum.

This is especially the case with tho Peninsula of Apsheron,

and with the Island of Tchilehon or Naphthaha, which lies

near the opposite coast, off the Bay of Balkan. The whole

soil of Apsheron is said to be saturated with naphtha, which

rises wherever a hole is bored ; and round the town of

Baku there arc nearly a hundred bituminous springs, from

many of which considerable supplies of naphtha are drawn.

Some of these are constantly burning ; and one of them.

termed the "burning field," was formerly a celebrated

" shrine of grace " to tho Ghebers or Parsccs, multitudes of

pilgrims resorting to it, as Mahometans do to Mecca.

Fo7-mcr Extent rf the Caspian.—From' what has been

stated, there can be no reasonable doubt (1) that the area

of the Caspian must have formerly been much mOre exten-

sive than at present, and (2) that it must at somo time

havo had free communication with the ocean. It was loug

since pointed out by Pallas that the presence of salt lakes,

dry saline deposits, and s.a fhella of (he same species as

those now inhabiting the Caspian, over a very laige extent

of t'le steppes to the east, north, and west of the present

basin, can only be acconcted for on such an hypothesis

;

and ho traced out what may probably bo regarded as a

northern shore-line, along tho base of tho Mongodjar bills.

Further, tho fauna of tho Caspian corresponds bp remark-

ably with that of tho Black Sea on the one side, and with
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that of tlio Sea of Aral on the other, that it can scarcel}-

be doubted they were formerly in free communication

with one other ; and the lines of this communication can

be pretty certainly traced out by the peculiar lowness of

the levels. Thus between the Caspian and the Black Sea,

or rather the Sea of Azoff, it would have lain across the

low-lying portion of the steppe, which is at present a

receptacle for the drainage of the surrounding area, forming

the long and shallow Lake Manytsch. And between the

Caspian and the Aral Sea it probably followed both the

northern and the southern borders of the Ust Urt, which

would have thus formed an insulated platform. If the

elevation of level were sufiSciently great to raise the watar

in Lake Aral to the height which it had in former times

(as is shown by various clearly discernible landmarks), it

would have overflowed a large area to the south also ; and

of this again, some parts of the coast-line are traceable.

A very slight further elevation would bring it into com-

munication with the Arctic Sea.

There is much to support this view, not only in the

writings of ancient geographers and in the incidental

notices which have been gleaned from the records of early

travel, but also in the physical relations of the three basins

now forming separate seas. For if the outlet of the

Bosphorus were closed, the progressive accumulation of the

excess of fresh water which at present escapes from. the

Black Sea by that channel (see Black Sea), would in no
long time cause an overflow into the basin of the Caspian

;

since, although the Black Sea proper is separated from the

southern portion of the Caspian by the mountainous region

of the Caucasus, yet between the Sea of Azoff and the

northern portion of the Caspian there is only the low

steppe inhabited by the Don Cossacks and the Kalmucks
;

and, according to Major Wood, an elevation of the Black

Sea to no more than 23 feet above its present level would
cause it to overflow into the basiu of the Caspian by the

line of the Manytsch. The continuance of sncli an overflow

Wonld in time raise the Caspian to the same level, and
would thus produce (as already shown) an immense
extension of. its area. For although that area would be
prevented by the interposition of the Ust Urt from directly

spreading towards the Sea of Aral, yet a continued rise

of the Caspian would enable its water to find its way
along the north and south of that plateau, so as to extend

itself over a large part of the Aralo-Caspiaa depression,

including what is now the isolated Sea of Aral, and
completely surrounding the Ust Urt, which would rise as

an island in the midst of it. A rise of 158 feet above the

sea would bring it up to the level of the Sea of Aral ; and
it is considered by Major Wood that a further rise of about

62 feet, making 220 feet in all, of which there is distinct

evidence in horizontal water-marks, would cause this

Asiatic Mediterranean to overflow its . northern boundary
into the watershed of the Tobol, one of the tributaries of

the Obi, through which its water would be discharged into

Polar Sea. And it is a fact of no little interest, that the

existence of such a communication between the Aralo-

Caspian basin and the Jforthern Ocean was most distinctly

affirmed by Strabo and other ancient geographers.

Now, as there is strong reason to suspect, from the

evidence of recent volcanic change in that locality, that

the opening of the Bosphorus took place within a period
which, geologically speaking, was very recent, it does not
seem at all improbable that this event (which some writers
identity with the deluge of Deucalion) was the commence-
ment of a series of changes, by which the "Asiatic Mediter-
ranean " came to be divided into the three separate basins
which now constitute its " survivals." Supposing, then,
the level and extent of this great inland" sea to have
been formerly such as just described, the effect of the

opening of the Bosphorus would of course be to lower its

surface and to contract its area. So long as the Caspian

retained its communication with the Black Sea, it would
remain at the general oceanic level,—the excess of the river

drainage into the. western basin (including that of the

Volga) supplying what was deficient in the eastern. But
if, by a slight elevation of the intervening isthmus, this

communication were cut off, the excess of evaporation over

the Caspian area (which would have been previously separ-

ated from the Aral Sea) would have reduced its level all

the more rapidly, when the Volga, which now furnishes its

principal supply, was not one of its affluents ; and we can

thus account for that depression of its surface much below
its present level, which seems to have existed in the time
of Alexander. By the subsequent deflection of the lower

part of the Volga from the Sea of Azoft" into the basin of

the Caspian, the level of the latter would have been raised

again, and its area extended, until that equality came to be
established between the evaporation-loss and the river-

supply which obtains at the present time.

The changes produced in the eastern portion of the
" Asiatic Mediterranean " by the opening of the Bosphorus
would have been yet more considerable. In consequence
of the greater elevation of the Aralian area, a comparatively
slight reduction of level would have served to lay dry a
large proportion of it, and to cut oft" all communication with

the Caspian except by a narrow outlet ; and the mainte-

nance of the level in what thenceforth existed as an isolated

basin would depend upon the relation between its evapora-

tion and its river-supply. This supply is mainly derived

from two principal rivers :—the Syr Darya (the ancient

Jaxartes), which takes its rise in the high valleys to the

east of Kokand, flows through that khanate in a westerly

direction, and now, after passing Khojend, turns suddenly
northwards, and then to the north-west, and finally discharges

itself into the Sea of Aral near its northern extremity ; and
the Amou Darya (the ancient Oxus), which rises in the

plateau of Pamir and the high valleys of the Hindu Kush

—

its sources being in close proximity to those of the Indus,

—

and then, rapidly descending into the great Turcoman
Plain, at present continues onwards in a north-v.-est direction

to Khiva, after passing which it flosvs into the southern end
of the Aral Sea. A large proportion of the water of both
these rivers, however, is withdrawn from them in the latter

part of their course,—partly by percolation through the

sandy soil (there being no defined river-beds), and partly

through the extensive irrigation by which the dwellers

along their course render productive the otherwise barren

land. The supply which they bring to the existing Aral

Sea does not suffice to keep it up to its present level, as is

proved by recent exact observation ; and it is clear, there-

fore, that even the whole body of water they bring down
could not have maintained the level of the far larger area

over which it must have originally spread, and that this

must consequently have been rapidly reduced. Now there

is very distinct evidence, both historical and physical, that

the Oxus, witlin a comparatively recent period, flowed

westwards across the desert of Khwarezm, near the parallel

of 39° N., and discharged itself into the Caspian basin

through the Balkan Bay. And there is also much reason

to believe that the Syr Darya also, or a considerable part

of it, once flowed westwards where it now takes its

northerly bend, crossed the desert of Kizzel Koom, and
finding its way into the Uzboy furrow which skirts the

southern border of the Ust Urt, poured its water into the

Caspian. Thus the area now occupied by the Aral Sea,

deprived of its two main afHuents, must either have entirely

dried up, or have been reduced to a salt marsh, until a

change in their course filled its basin to somewhat above its

present level
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Thus it would appear tliat the condition of the Aralo-

Cispian area must have undergone very considerable

alterations within the historic period ; and it is main-

tained by Major AVood {Tlie Shores of Lake Aral, 1876)
—who has recently investigated the whole subject both

physically and historically,—that these alterations may have

taken place without any such geological disturbances as

some physical geographers have supposed necessary. Some
of these changes, he argues, may be fairly attributed to

human agency, which can be shown to have exerted a con-

siderable influence not only on the amount of water carried

along by the two great rivers of the Aralian area, but
even, it is probable, on their course.

But the hypothesis of an Asiatic Mediterranean will not

of itself account for the facts which indicate that it3 basin

was formerly iu free communication with the general

oceanic ai-ea. For as the water of this great inland sea

must have risen to 220 feet above its present level, to

have escaped across the ridge that formed its northern

boundary, into the watershed of the Obi, only an outward

or overflow current could have passed that ridge, and no
sea-water could have entered the basin from the outside.

Hence the saltness, not only of the water of the Caspian

and Aral seas, but of that of the numerous lakes still

remaining in the most depressed spots formerly covered

by the Asiatic Mediterranean, together with the large

admixture of salt in the sand that covers what is now its

dricd-up bed, can only be accounted for on the supposition

that this Asiatic Mediterranean was itself a " survival

"

of an extension of the oceanic area properly so called,

—

retaining not only much of its salinicy, but a portion of its

characteristic fauna. And this conclusion derives confirma-

tion from the fact (ascertained by the researches of the

Russian naturalist, Bogdanoff) that the polar fauna may
bo traced through the succession of salt lakes Ij'ing to the

north of the Ai-al Sea, and that its proportion increases as

we approach the Polar Ocean. Now it is certain that the

whole of this area was submerged during the Cretaceous

period,—what is now the North Athintic Ocean having
then extended (with Uttle interruption of its continuity)

from the American continent to Siberia. The general rise

of the Asiatic and European part of its sea-bed, which
took place at the end of the Secondary period, may not

improbably have cut off the Asiatic Mediterranean, enclos-

ing it within the limits already pointed out, and at the

same time elevating it above the general level of the sea.

Under these conditions it would have for some time retained

much of its original saltness ; and this seems the explana-

tion of the fact that the marine shells which are now
scattered over the ancient sea-bed, and are occasionally

found accumulated in masses, are much larger than the

shells of the same species now inhabiting the weakly-saline

Caspian. If the rivur-Jrainage into this area were more
than sufficient to equalize its loss by evaporation, it may
have remained without any essential alteration of its con-

ditions, until the opening of the Bosphorus initiated a new
succession of changes, which in the case of the Aral Sea
appear to bo still iJi progress. In this later succession, such
alterations in the courses of the two great rivers of the
Aialian area ajs arc distinctly indicated by historical as

well as physical evidence must have exerted a very impor-
tant influeuce ; and a due appreciation of the results of

these alterations seems (as already shown) to aC'ord the
clue to the differences in the accounts that have been
given of the Aral Sea within the historic period.

liillwgrajihy.—In addition to the writings of Professor
Von Bacr and ^lajor Wood, of which Ei>ecial mention has
already been made, the student of the physical geography
of the Arcdo-Ci.ipian area .=ihould refer to the discussion
between Sir Roderick Murchisoa and Sir Ucury riuwiinsou

in the Journal of the R. Geog. Soc. for 1867 ; the paper of

Professor Eichwald in the same journal ; the Araheefrage

of Pioesler (Vienna, 1873) ; and the learned Das alte Beit

des Oxus of Professor Goeje (Leyden, 1S75). (w. B. c.)

CASS, Lewis (1782-1866), an American general and
statesman, was born at Exeter, New Hampshire, in tha

United States, on the 9th October 1782. He began lifa

as a law-student, and was called to the bar at the age of

twenty. Four years later he became a member of tha

Ohio Legislature. During the war with England (1812—
1814) he served in the army, and rose to the rank of

general. In 1813 he was apfiointed governor of Michi-

gan,—a position which gave him the chief control of

Indian affairs, for the territory was then occupied almost

entirely by natives, there being only 6000 white settlers.

This post he held for eighteen years, during which he
obtained large tracts of territory from the Indians, insti-

tuted sun'eys, constructed roads, and explored the lakes

and sources of the Mississippi (For an account of these

e.^plorations see JYorlh American Revkw, ]., )v.) About
this time also he amassed the greater part of his large

fortune by judicious purchase of land. In 1831 he became
secretary of war under General Jackson, and he fulfilled

the duties of this office diuing the first two years of tha

Florida war. Five years later he vas appointed minister

plenipotentiary to France, where he became acquainted

with Louis Philippe, to whom he gives the highest praise

in his France: its King, Cdurt, and Government (1840).

The cause of his resigning this appointment was that ha

disapproved of the concessions granted to England in the

treaty concluded with Lord Ashburton by Daniel Webster,

the American secretary of state, for the purpose of settling

the dispute between England and the United States with

regard to the north-eastern frontiers of the latter country.

General Cass twice stood as candidate for the presidency,

\\z,, in 1848 and 1852, but both times unsuccessfully.

The last public office which he held was that of secretary

of war under Buchanan ; and, in the end of 1860, he

retired into private life, upon the refusal of the president

to send reinforcements to Fort Sumter. He died on the

17th June 1SC6. The chief points of the policy of

General Cass were his defence of slavery, and his consequent

attack upon the quintuple treaty which aimed at its sup-

pression ; his advocacy of a high protective tariff, and of

extension of ten-itory in the case of Texas; and his support

of the cause of national unity, notwithstanding his expressed

opinion that the Union had no right to coerce the separate

States. As an author. General Cass is known by the writ-

ings already mentioned, and by his history of the Indians

of the United States, which appeared in 1823. Accounts

of his life have been published by H. B. Schoolcraft

(1848), W. T. Young (1852), and W. L. G. Smith (1856).

CASSABA, or Casab.v, a town of Asia Minor, in

the sanjak of Manisa, 63 miles east of Smyrna, with

which it is connected by rail. An abundant supply of

water l'' conveyed to the town from a distance of two or

three miles by an ancient aqueduct of very solid construc-

tion, which passes about 40 feet below the level of tha soil,

and is ventilated by air-shafts every 200 yards. Fountains

are consequently numerous, and a stream of water flows

down the middle of many of tho streets ; but the lack of

underground sowers keeps the channels in a very filthy

condition. There is a largo bazaar, and a very flourishing

trade is carried on iu the produce of tho surrounding

district. Cotton is the most important article, and there

aro four ginning factories in tho town ; tho silk-worm is

largely raised and exported ; and the " melons of Cassaba "

are sent not only to Smyrna but to Constantinople. The
influence of the connection with Smyrna is shown by the'

cumpurative neglect of several Eastern customs and the
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very general use of the Greek language. Though no

identification has been attempted, the tomi probably

occupies the site of some ancient city; it is only 21

miles distant from the ruins of Sardis. Its population is

estimated at 15,000, of whom about 10,000 are Turks and

the rest Greeks and Armenians. In 1865 a large number

of houses were destroyed by file, and the inhabitants were

decimated by cholera.

CASSANA, Nicool6 (1659-1714), often called Kicol-

ETTO an Italian painter, was born at Venice, and became

a disciple of his father, Giovanni Francesco Cassana, a

Genoese, who had been taught the art of painting by Ber-

nardino Strozzi (" il Prete Genovese "). Having painted

portraits of the Florentine court, and also of some of

the English nobility, Nicoletto was invited to England, and
introduced to Queen Anne, who sat to him for her likeness,

and conferred on him many marks of favour. Ife died in

London in 171 4, having given way to drinking in his later

years. Cassana was a man of the most vehement temper,

and would wallow on the ground if provoked with his work.

One of his principal paintings is the Conspiracy of Catiline,

now in Florence.

CASSANDER (c. 354-297 B.C.), king of Macedonia, was
probably born about 354 B.C. He first appears in history

at the court of Alexander, defending his father Antipater

against the accusations of his enemies. AThether it be

trae or not that he brought himself into disfavour by
manifesting his contempt for the Eastern customs with

which the king had surrounded himself, it is certain that

he conceived a great hatred for Alexander, a hatred so well

known that he was accused of having caused the king's

death by poison. When his father became regent of

Macedonia, Cassander was made chiliarco; but, wheu
Polysperchon succeeded Antipater, he was not content with

this position, but allied himself with Ptolemy Soter and
Antigonus, and declared war against the regent. His

success was such as to win over most of the Greek States
;

and he also effected an alliance with Euryiice. the ambitious

wife of King AiThidseu.'. Both she and her husband,

however, together with Cassandei's brother Nicauor, and a

number of others, were soon after slain by Queen Oiympias.

Cassander at once msrched against Oiympias, and, having

forced her to surrender in Pydna, put her to death. Not
long !i/terwards he also murdered Eoxana and Alexander,

the wife and son of Alexander the Great. He had already

connected himself with the royal family by marriage with

Thessalonica, Alexander's half-sister, and, having formed an

alliance with Seleucus, Ptolemy; and Ly.simachus, and
defeated Antigcnus and Demetrius near Ipsus, in 301,

Cassander became undisputed sovereign of 5Iacedonia and

nominal king of Greece. He died some three years after,

in 297 B.C. For the history of his campaigns (which is

given in Diodorus, xviii.-xai.) see M.iCEDONiA. Cassander

is said to have been a man of cukivated literary taste, and
we are told that his delight in Homer vras such that he

could repeat from memory every line of his poems.

CASSANDER, Gi:oKGE (1515-1.966), aFlemish theo-

logian, was born at Cadzaiid (whence his name), a. village

in Zeeland. He was for some time professor of classics and
theology at Bruges and Ghent ; but most of his Hfe was
spent in the endeavour to effect a reunion of the Roman
Catholic and Protestant churches. In 1561 he published

De Officio Pii Viri hi hoc Dissidio SeUgionis, in which he
argues that no one has a right, on account of a few abuses,

utterly to subvert the church ; but, on the oiher hand, he
expresses his disagreement with those who regard the Pope
|as a deity. His standard is Scripture, explained by the

kradition of the fathers, especial deference being paid to

[those who lived before Gregory I. Four years later, in

3_5G5; he publlsUsd his famous Consvltatio de Ariiculis

Fidei inter Papistas et Protestantes conirorersi', lu ^hich he
strives to put a Catholic interpretation into each of the

articles of the Confession of Augsburg. Both these books
were fiercely attacked by Calvin ; and they were also both

condemned by the Council of Trent. Cassander's complete
works were published at Paris in 1616.

CASSANDRA, in Grecian story, daughter of Priam and
Hecuba, was beloved of Apollo, who promised to bestow on
her the spirit of prophecy if she would comply with his

desires. Cassandra accepted the proposal ; but no sooner

had she obtained the gift than she laughed at the tem.pter,

and refused to fulfil her promise. Apollo revenged himself
by ordaining that her predictions should be discredited;

and hence it was in vain that she prophesied the ruin of

Troy. On the capture of that city she was ravished by
Ajax, the son of Oileus, in the Templ^ of Minerva. In
the distribution of the booty, Cassandra fell to the lot of

Agamemnon, who loved her deeply ; but again her fore-

sight was useless, for he would not believe her prediction

that he should perish in his own country. The prophecy
was fulfilled, for both were slain through the intrigues of

Clytemnestra.

CASSANO, a town and bishop's seat of Italy, in the

province of Calabria Citra, seven miles E.S.E. of Castro-

villari. It stands in a concave recess of a steep mountain,

round an isolated rock, on which are the ruins of a grand
feudal castle. It has hot sulphureous baths, of great Iccal

reputation, and is surrounded by beautiful scenery. Maca-
roni, stamped leather, table-linens, and cotton and silk

stuffs are manufactured ; and corn, fruits, and oil are raised

in the vicinity. Cassano is usually identified with the

Castettitm Carissannm of Pliny, and Cosa in Agro Thuritio

of Caisar ; and one of the towers of its castle is still known
as Torre cU Milo or Mile's Tower, in memory of the death

of Cicero's famous client. Population, 9035.

CASSAVA is the name given to the farinaceous root

stocks of two species of Euphorbiaceous plants, the Bitter

Cassava, Manihot •uiilissima, and the Sweet Cassava, M.
Aipi, both highly important sources of food starches. The
plants are natives of South America, but the Bitter Cassava,

which is the most important of the two in an economic

sense, has been introduced into most tropical regions, and
is extensively cultivated in the East Indian Archipelago,

from which, as well as from Brazil and other South
American states, its starch in the form of tapioca is a staple

article of export. The Bitter Cassava root is fusiform,

sometimes attaining a length of 3 feet and a weight of

about 30 R. Its sap contains hydrocyanic acid, and being

therefore highly poisonous, the root cannot be eaten in a

fresh condition ; while on the other hand the Sweet Cassava

is perfectly innocuous, and is employed as a table vege-

table. Exposure to heat dissipates the poisonous principle,

and the concentrated juice is in that state used as the basis

of Cassareep and other sauces. From the Bitter Cassava

roots many different food preparations are made in Erazd.

The roots are preserved for use by being simply cleaned,

sliced, and dried ; from such dried slices manioc or cassava

meal used for cassava: cakes, <tc., is prepared by rasping.

The starch also is separated and used for food under the

name of Brazilian arrowroot ; and this, when agglomerated

into pellets on hot plates, forms the tapioca of commerce.

Cissava starch has a stellate hilum, which readily distin-

guishes it under the microscope from other starches. Its

microscopic appearance is figured under Areowboot, vol

il p. 631, fig. 6.

CASSEL, or Kasssl, the capital of the former electorate

of Hesse Cassel, in Western Germany, and, since its annexa-

tion by Prussia in 1866, the capital of the province of

Hesse Nassau, is pleasantly situated on both sides of the

River Fulda, over ahich a stone bridge leads to the lower
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aew town. Tlie river is navigable, and railways connect

the town with all parts of Germany. The streets of the

old towa are narrow and crooked, but those of the upper

and lower new town, and the three suburbs, are not sur-

passed by any in Germany. The principal streets are the

Konigsstrasse (5100 feet long and 60 broad), the Bellevue-

Strasse, and the Friedrich Wiihelm Strasse (180 feet broad

with foKr rows of linden trees). Tha Friedrich's.Platz is

the largest square in Germany,, being 1000 by 450 feet.

It contains a marble statue of Landgrave Frederick II.,

and commands a fine view from the open side. The former

residence of the electors fronts this square, as well as

the Museum, considered the finest building in the town.

This museum contains various valuable collections of

curiosities, interesting mosaics, a library of 100,000 volumes

and valuable manuscripts. In the cabinet of curiosities

there is a complete collection of clocks and watches (includ-

ing the so-called Egg of Nuremberg), from the earliest

to the present time. Among other public places and
buildings worthy of notice are the Roman Catholic church,

with a splendid interior ; the Military School ; the Konigs
Platz, with a remarkable echo; the Karl's Platz, with the

Btatua of Landgrave Charles ; the Martin's Platz, with

a large church containing the burial-vaults of the Hessian
princes.
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Plan of Cassel.

1. S>Tlfi(i;o(nic.

2. St Martin's Church
a Poit-onicc
4. Palncc.
6. Mii'eiim
«. Mlllur/ SohooT

7. CathoHo Church
8. Hrilovuu Caatle.
9. Town Hall

10. Plctuio Gallery-

11 Theatre

The Gallery of Paintings in the Bellevue Castle has
attracted of late many visitors to Cassel, as it contains
numerous cAf/s d'mivrc, the most of which, before 18G6,
were not accessible to the public. Among these are fine

specimens of Holbein, Cranach, Durer, Rembrandt, Van-
dyck, Rubens, Mabuse, Teniers, Metiu, Wouvermann, P.
Potter, Ruysdftcl, Tilinn, Ouido Keni, C. Dolce, the
Caraccis, Veronese, Murillo, and many other eminent
painters. The town contains numerous educational institu-
tions, including r. polytechnic school, an academy of the
fine arts, a lyceum, and a military academy. The descend-
ants of the French refugees who ftmnrifd tho upper
new town have n church of their own and a hospital, and
the Jews, a very handsome synagogue. Music is much
cultivated and there is a good opera with a first-rate

orchestra, of which Louis Spohr was at one time con-

ductor. The opera house or theatre was built by Jerome
Napoleon. Trade has very much increased of late, and
among the manufactures are steam engines and locomotives,

articles in silver and gold, philosophical instruments,

tobacco, sugar, cotton and linen cloths, hats, leather, car-

riages, porcelain, soap, and rhomicals. There are also

several breweries ; and two faiis are held annually. The
celebrated chemists Bunsen and Kolbe are natives of Cassel.

In the vicinity of the town are the Oi-augerie Chateau,
and the Auegarten, a favourite protnenade, with a m tible

bath.

On a slope of the Habichtswald Mountaiurf, thrtc- inihs
from Cassel, and approached by an avenue, is the fanious

summer palace (with park and forest) of 'Wilhelnisbohe,

sometimes called the Versailles of Germany. Napoleon
III. resided here after the battle of Sedan. The surround-
ing gardens are beautifully adorned with fountains,

cascades, lakes, and grottoes, the principal fountain sending
up a jet of water 180 feet high and 12 feet in diameter.

Here also is an interesting building called the Loeweufcurg,
erected a century ago in the style of a fortified castle, and
containing among other things portraits of the Tudors and
Stuarts. The principal curiosity is the Karlsburg cascade,

which is placed in a sort of broad ravine, thickly wooded
ou both sides. A staircase of 900 steps leads to the top.

On one of the landings is a huge rudely-carved stone figure

of the giant Enceladus, and at the top is an octagon build-

ing called the Riesenschloss, surmounted by a colossal

copper figure of tho Farnese Hercules, 31 feet high, wLose
club alone is sufficiently capacious to accommodate from
eight to ten persons. In different parts of the park, and
especially from the Octagon, charming views are obtained.

The park was first formed by Landgrave Frederick II.

(whose consort was Mary, daughter of George II. of

England), and was finished by his successor, after whom
it' was named, and v.ho is said to ha^o employed 2000
workmen for fourteen years in its construction

Perhaps the earliest mention of Cassel occurs in a docu-
ment of the year 913, when the name appears in the form
of Chassala. The town was fortified by the Landgrave
Philip the Magnanimous in tho 16th century ; and ia 1087
it was augmented by the formation of the Upper New
Town by the Landgrave Charles. In 1762 it was captured
by Frederick of Brunswick, after an obstinate siege, during
which it had beftn defended by the French under Diesbach

;

and not long after its fortifications were dismantled. In
1 807 it became the capital of the kingdom of Westphalia

;

in 1813 it was bomij.irded and captured by the Russian
general Chemicheff; in 1830, 1831, and 1848 it was the
scene of violent commotions; from 1800 to 1851 it was
occupied by tho Prussians, the Bavarians, and the Austrians

;

and in 18G6 it passed definitively into the possession of

Prussia. Of late it has become a very thriving town, and
is now a very favourite residence for strangers. Popula-
tion (1875), 50,000.

CASSEL, a town of France, in the department of Nord,
and arrondissement of Ha^ebrouck, is situated 28 miles
N.W. of Lille, ou an isolated hill, 800 feet high, which
commands a most extensive \ iow in all directions. Portions
of tho three kingdoms of France, Belgium, and England
can be seen, with 32 towns and lOO vill.iges, including St
Omcr, Dunkirk, Ypres, and Ostend. The public buildings
comprise, a castle, a communal college, and a museum; and
tho ancient mansion known as La Noble Cour de Cassel
is classed among the historic monuments of France. The
manufactures of tho . town ore lace, thread, stockings,

pottery, leather, and oil ; and it also trades in cattle. It

is supposed to occupy the site of tho CofUUiim Morinorum,
and was certainly a Roman station, as the numcrouB
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remains of tlie Oallo-Roraan period aufBciently attest It

is frequently mentioned in the wars of the Middle A^a,
and was the scene of important battles in 1071, 1328, and
1677. In 1771 General Vandamma was born in the town.

Population in 1872, 3250.

CASSIA. BARK is the eromatic bark derived from
various species of Cinnamomum other than C. zeylanicv.m,

which is the source of the true cinnamon of commerce. The
greater part of the supply coming from China, it is some-
times termed Chinese cinnamon. The tree or trees which
yield the Chinese supplies are very extensively cultivated

throughout the southern provinces of that empire, and
grow with little call for attention in situations unsuited

for other forms of cultivation. From various species of

Cinnamomum, cassia is also obtained in Northern India

and Nepal, in Java, Borneo, Sumatra, and the Philippine

Islands. The bark is imported into Englaad iu bundles,

which are from 1 foot to 18 inches in length, and weigh
about 1 ib. The bundles consist of quills of bark from half

an inch to an inch in diameter, generally single, rarely

double. The bark is much thicker than that of true

cinnamon ; the taste is more pungent and the flavour

less delicate, though somewhat similar to that of cinnamon.

A large quantity of thick, woody bark, of inferior quality,

is now imported under the name Cassia vera, or Wild
Cassia. The properties of cassia bark depepd on the

presence of a volatile oil—the oil of cassia, which is

imported in a pretty pure state as an article of commerce
/rom Canton. Cassia bark is in much more extensive

demand on the Continent of Europe than in Great Britain,

being preferred to cinnamon by Southern nations. Both
oil and bark are useful in medicine ; but their chief use

is for flavouring liqueurs and chocolate, and in cooking
generally. When ground as a spice it is difficult to distin-

guish cassia from cinnamon, and it is a common practice

to substitute the cheap common spice for the more valuable

article. The adulteration may be detected by the behaviour

of a decoction in presence of iodine, v;hich, in the case of

cinnamon, produces little effect, but with cassia strikes a
deep bluo colour. Cassia Buds, which have a pleasing

ciariamon flavour, are the immature fruits of the tree or

trees which yield Chinese cassia. They are brought in

considerable quantities from Canton, and used as a spice

and in confectionery. Some confusion occasionally arises

from -the fact that Cassia is the generic name of an
estensive genus of leguminous plants, which, in addition to

various other medicinal products, is the source of the senna
leaves which form a most important article of materia

medica.

GASSIANUS, Joannes Eremita, or Joannes Mas-
siLlENSis, a celebrated recluse, and one of the first founders

of monastic institutions iu Western Europe, was probably

born about 360, and is supposed to have died about
the year 448. The place of his nativity has been much
disputed, but he spent the early part of his life in the

monastery of Bethlehem, with his friend Gormaims. In
company with that monk he visited Egypt, and dwelt for

several years among the ascetixS of the desert near the

banks of the Nile. In 403 he repaired to Constantinople,

where he received ordination as deacon from the hands of

Chrysostom. At Marseilles ho founded two religious

societies—a convent for nuns, and the abbey of St Victor,

which during his time is said to have contained 5000
inraates. In later times his regulations enjoyed a high repu-

tation, and were adopted by the monks and nuns of Port

Royal. He was eventually canonized ; and a festival in

his honour long continued to be celebrated at Ma:rseilles on

the 25th of July. Cassianus was one of the first and most

prominent of the Semi-Pelagians, a sect who rejected the

-Inguatinian positions that man, since the fall of Adam, is

by nature wholly worthless and incapable of e^en righl

desire, and that everything holy in him is the Divine gift

bestowed without reference to any merit, or even wish, ou
his part ; but did not assert, with Pelagius, that man is born
perfectly pure, and that the exercise of his free-will is

sufficient to secure salvation. Cassianus maintained that

while man is by nature sinful, he yet has some good
remaining in him, and that, while the immediate gift of

God's grace is necessary to salvation, conversion may also

be commenced by the exercise of man's will. He further

asserted that God is always willing to bestow his grace on
all who seek it, though, at the same time, it is true that he
sometimes bestows it without its being sought. These views
have been held by a very large part of the church from
his time, and embrace inuch of the essence of Arminianism.
The style of Cassianus is careless and even slovenly, and
displays no marks of literary polish, but its direct simplicity

is far superior to the rhetorical conceits and afi'ectationa

which disfigure most of the writings of that age. He has
left Collationee Pairum, or . conferences of the fathers of tha
desert ; De Institutione Ccenchiorum, in twelve books, of
which the first part gives an account cf the Eastern
monasteries, and the second contains discourses on thp
eight worst sins ; and seven books upon the Incarnation, m
confutation of the Nestorian heresy. The first edition of
his collected works is that of Basel, 1559 ; the best are
those of Frankfort, 1722, and of Lcipsic, 1733, which
contain commentaries by Qazet.

Ssc G. F. Wiggers, Be Joanne Casslano Massilienm, Rostock, 1 824,
1325 ; andGeflKen, HiaU/r.a Scmipelagianismi, Gottingen, 1826,

CASSINI, the name of a family of distinguished as-

tronomers, who succeeded one another as directors of tha

Observatory at Paris for four generations.

Giovanni Domenico Cassini, the first and most famous,

was born at Perinaldo, near Nice, on 8th Juno 1625, and
died ou 14th September 1712. He was educated by the

Jesuits of Genoa, among whom he gained some reputation

as a writer of Latin verse. His study of astronomy was
introduced by a fancy for astrology ; but, notwithstanding

the success of several of his predictions, he became convinced

of the baseless character of the art, and thenceforth gave

himself entirely to the pursuit of the science, in which, at

the age of twenty-five, he had made so much progress that

he was appointed professor of astronomy in the University of

Bologna. Here he made the observations on the comet of

165:j which formed the subject of his first book; in this

he denied that comets are free from subjection to law,

and explained them as the result of a mixture of exhala-

tions from the earth p,nd from the stars. About this time

he gave a good dep.1 of attention to experiments on the

transfusion of blood, and on the habits and structure of

iasects. Five years later he had an opportunity of dis-

plajdng his ability, as a man of business, on the occasion

of a dispute between Bologna and Ferrara caused by the

inundations of the Po ; and his success was such that he

was asked to continue to act as the representative of the

Bolognese. He was also, soon after, appointed to take

charge of the repairing of Fort Urban ; and already he had

gained the patronage of the Pope, Alexander VII.

Clement IX., too, valued him so highly that it was only on

condition that he should return to Italy after two or three

years that ho would consent to his accepting Colbert's

ofler of the directorship of the , Observatory at Paris.

Cassini, however, became attached to his new situation,

was naturalized, and married a French lady. On 14th

September 1671, he commenced his observations; and his

discoveries soon made him the best known astronomer in

Europe, and gained him a reputation of an extravagant

character. See Astronomy, vol. iL

Jacques Cassini (1677-1756), was the son of Domenico
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CassinL After his father's death he became director of

the Observatory at Paris, and was also apociuted to the

post of maitre ties compies. His work, like his father's, was
purely that of an observer, and he does not appear to have

had any adequate knowledge of the state of philosophic

thought in his own science. Though he had Some personal

acquaintance with Newton he does not seem to have under-

stood his theories, and he was quite ignorant of the

discoveries of nutation and the aberration of light.

Nevertheless, largely on account of his father's fame, he
enjoyed a high reputation throughout Europe.

Cesar Fkancois Cassini or Cassini de Thtjey (17H-
1784), was son of the preceding, whom he succeeded in

both his appointments. Like his father and grandfather

he was a patient and accurate observer, but such work bj

itself no longer brought renown. He published Elemens
d'Astronomie (1740); but his most important work was
his topographical map of France, which was completed by
his sou.

Jacques Dominique Cacsini, Count de Thury (1748-
1S45), son of the preceding, completed the line of Cassinis,

who for a hundred and twenty-two years filled the post of

director of the Observatory at Paris. He appears to have

held more philosophical views than his predecessors ; but

his plans to improve the Observatory, by obtaining larger

instruments, and by other means, v/ere cut short in 1793.

In that year the National Assembly decreed that three cf

his pupils should be united with him in his office, an
arrangement to which he refused to submit. Next year

ho was in consequence imprisoned for seven months ; and
after this he abandoned astronomy, and spent the rest of

his life in retirement. The chief events of his life as an
astronomer were the voyage which he undertook to test the

chronometers of Le Pioy (1769), and his association with

Mechain and Legendre in the work- of connecting the

observatories of Parb and Greenwich by means of a chain

of triangles (1779).

CASSIODORUS, Magnus Aobelius, a Roman his-

torian, statesman, and monk, was born at Scylaceum
(Squillaco), about 468. According to his own statement,

ho began public life under Odoacer as head of financial

atfairs, with the title of Comes sacrarum largitionum. By
Theodoric ho was raised to the highest offices ; and, while

the Ostro-Oothic power lasted, notwithstanding the in-

trigues which surrounded the throne, he continued (with

tho exception of a short period of retirement at the

tyrannous close of the reign of Theodoric), to regulate the

affairs of the Western empire, and to support it by alUances

with the Eastern. After the triumph of Belisarius, he
retired, at seventy years of age, to the monastery of Yiviers,

which he had founded in his native province of Bruttium,
where he spent about thirty years of far more importance
to the world than the fifty during which ho held the highest

political authority. He deserves to bo reckoned as one of the

first and most influential of those who set the monks to

literary work, and thus preserved the continuity of ancient

and modern learning. He has also left a mimber of books,

as the Dc Arlibus ac Diaciplinis Liberalium Literarum, the

De Inslitutione Divinarum Literarum, and the Da Arte
Grammalica, which were much valued and used in the

Middle Ages. But the work which is most valuable to us

is his VariarumEpistolarum Libri XII., which contains the

decrees of Theodoric, and of his successors, Amalasontha,
Athalaric, Thcodatus, and Vitigcs, and is the best source

of our knowledge of the Ostro-Glothio empire in Italy.

The writings of Cassiodorus evince great erudition, in-

genuity, and labour, but are disfigured by incorrectness

and an affected artificialHy, and his Latin partakes much
cf the corruptions of the age. His complete works were
published by Garet, with an account of Li: life, at Rouea,
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1679, and Venice, 1720. See also Salute Marthe's Yie de
Cassiodore (Paris, 1694), and De Buafs account in the

Transactions of the Royal Academy of Munich, vol. i.

CASSIS, a small seaport-town of France, in the depart-

ment of Bouches-dn-Rh6ne, stands in a narrow valley on
the Mediterranean, 10 miles south-east of Marseilles. Its

harbour is small, but it has some building yards, and a
considerable trade in fruits and muscatel wine. The
lighthouse is situated in 42° 12' 50" N, lat. and 5° 31' 64"

E. long. The town is supposed by D'Anville to occupy
the site of the Roman Carsicis Portus. It was destroyed

by the Lombards in 573, but rebuilt in its present situation

in the 13th century. The Abb6 Barth^lemy was born
here in 1716. Population in 1872, 297G.

CASSIUS LONGINUS, Caius, is best known in

history as one of the leaders in the assassination of Julius

Caesar. Little is known of his early life. In 03 B.C. he
served in the Parthian campaign under Crassus, and dis-

played great courage and skill. He succeeded in bringing

off a division of the army after the defeat of Carrhse, and
in the following year, 52 B.C., the government of the

province having fallen into his hands, he was ablo, by
cautious and skilful dispositions, to drive back the Par-

thians. In 61 B.c. he was compelled to retreat before a
large force of the Parthians under Osaces and Pacorus. but

managed to throw himself into Antioch, a strongly-fortified

town, which the invnders found impregnable. They were
compelled to retreat, aud Cassius, puisuing them rapidly,

gained a complete victory. He returned to Rome soon

after, with a large fortune, and in 49 B.c. became tribune

of the plebs. He at first united his fortunes with those of

Pompey, but after Pharsalia he surrendered to Csesar, and
waa treated by him with great generosity. He was made
one of the legates, and in 44 B.C. became prtetor peregrinus

with the promise of the Syrian province for the ensuing

year. Ha does not seem, however, to have been at all

conciliated by these favours. He waa one of the busiest

of the conspirators against his benefactor, and took an active

part in the assassination on the Ides of March. Brutus

and Cassius soon afterwards left Italy, and gathered

together their forces in Macedonia aud Syria. They
succeeded in overcoming the slight opposition that was

oflfered them in the provinces, and after taking Riodes,

united at Sardis to make a stand agaiast the second

triumvirate. They took up their position at PhUippi,

where they were attacked by Antony and Octavianus. The
division under Cassius was defeated, and Cassius himself,

thinking all was lost, commanded his freedman to slay him.

He was buried at Thasoa.

CASSOWARY {Casuari'us), a genus of Struthious Birds,

only inferior in size to the ostrich, and, according to

Professor Owen, approximating more closely than any other

living birds to the extinct moas of New Zealand. Not
many years ago only a single species of cassowary was
known, but recent researches among the Australasian

islands have led to the identification of at least other four

species. They arc all characterized by short rudimentary

wings, consisting of four or five barbless shafts, a few inches

long, and apparently useless for purposes of flight, of

running, or of defence ; and by loosely webbed feathers, short

on the neck, tut of great length on the rump and baok,

whence they descend over the body forming a thick hair-

like covering. They poaseaa stout limbs, with which they

kick in front, aud have the inner toe armed with a lopg

powerful daw. The Galoated Cassowary (€a*varitis

galcatus) stands 5 feet high, and has a horny, hclmet^like

protuberance on the crown cf its head ; the front of the

neck is naked and provided with two brightly-colourt'd

wattles ; the tail is not apparent. It is a native of the

Island of Ceram, where it is eoid to live in piirs, feeding

V. — 24
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on fruits and horb?, and occasionally on oraall animah. The

Mooruk, or Beunctt'a Cassowary (Casuarius Jienneliii), is a

shorter and more robust birJ, approaching in the thickness

of its legs to the moas It differs further from the

preceding species in having its head crowned '.nth a homy
plats instead of a helmet. It has hitherto only been found

in New Britain, where the natives are said to regard it with

some degree of veneration. 'When captured by them shortly

after being hatched, and reared by the hand it fioon

becomes tame and fsniiliar ; all tlie speoimena which have

reached Europe alivo have been thus domesticated by the

natives. The adult bird in the wild state is exceedingly

shy and difficult of approach, and, owing to its great

fleetness and strsngth, is rarely if ever caught. It eats

voraciously, and, like the ostrich, will swallow whatever

comes in its way. It has the curious habit, says Bennett

(Gatherings of a N'aturalist in Australasia), "of squatting

down on its tarsi like a dog."

CASTAGNO, Andeea del (1390-1457), a painter of

the Florentine School, was born in 1390, probably at

Castagno, in the district of Mugello, and died in August
1457. He imitated Masaccio and the naturalists of his

time in boldness of attitude, but was deficient in grace and
colouring. His name has "for about four centuries been

burdened with the heinous charge of murder ; it was said

that he treacherously assassinated his colleague, Domenico
Veneziano, in order to monopolize the then recent secret of

oil painting as practised in Flauders by the Van Eycks.

This charge is now at last a proved untruth; Eomenico
died four years after Andrea. The latter is commonly
called " Andrea (or Andreino) degl' Impiccati " (of the

Hanged Men) ; this was in consenuencs of his being com-
missioned in 1435 to paint, in the Palazzo del Pbdesta in

Florence, the fallen leaders of the Peruzzi and Albizzi —not
fas currently said) the men of the Pazzi conspiracy, an event

which did not occur until 1478, long after this painter's

death. One of his principal works now extant (most of

them have perished) is the equestrian iigure of Nicola di

Tolentino, in the cathedral of Florence.

CASTALIA, or Foss Cast.ilius, a celebrated fountain

in Greece, now called the Fountain of St John, which rises

at the foot of Mount Parnassus, in the neighbourhood of

Delphi. It was sacred to ApoUo and the Mnses, and its

water was used in the religious purifications of the " Pythian

Pilgrims." From its connection with the Muses it is

frequently referred to both by classical and by modern poets

as a source of insniration. For further details see

Delphi.

CASTANOS, Dojf Feascisoo Xatieb de {c. 1756-

1852), duke of Baylen, a Spani-sh general, who served in the

Peninsular War, was born at Madrid. The exact year of

his birth is not known, but it was probably about 175(1.

He was the son of a military officer; at the age of twelve

lie had received a commission as captain ; and, while still

very young, he was sent to study the art of war at the court

of Frederick the Great. His first success was at Bavlen,

where, oa the 22d of July 1808, 18,000 French under
Dupont surrendered to him. It is, however, said that the

chief credit in this engagement is due to the Swiss, Aloys

Reding. In November of the same year, Castanos was
defeated at Tadela ; and during the rest of the war he
occupied subordinate positions. He, however, distinguished

himseii at Vitoria, and was placed at the head of the army
which was %t\\t to assist the Allies in 1815 ; and till his

death, which took place on the 24th September 1852, he
held a high political position, being senator and guardian

to Qiieen Isabella.

CASTE. There are not many forms of social organiza-

tion on a large scale to which the name Caste has not been

opplied in a good or in a,bad sense. Its Portuguese origin

simply suggests the idea of family; but before the word
came to be extensively used in modem European languagca,

it had been for some tine identified with the Brahmanio
division of Hindu society into classes. The corresponding

Hindu word is varna, or colour, and the words ffdCi, bula,

ffoira, pravara, and karana. are also used with difi'ercnt

shades of meaning. Wherever, therefore, a writer has seen

something which reminds him of any part of the extremely

indeterminate notion, Indian caste, he has nscd the word,

without regard to any particular age, race, locality, or set

of social institutions. Thus Palgrave ' maintains that the

colleges of operatives, which inscriptions prove to have
existed in Britain during the Roman period, were
practically castes, because by the Theodosian code the son

was compelled to follow the father's employment, a.id

marriage into a family involved adoT)tion of the family

employment. But these collegia opijlcum seem to be just

the forerunners of the voluntary associations for the regula-

tion of industry and trade, the Frith-gilds, and Craft-

gilds of later times, in which, no doubt, sons had great

advantages as apprentices, but which admitted qualified

strangers, and for which intermarriage was a matter of

social feeling. The history of the formation of guilds

shows, in fact, that they were really protests against the

authoritative regulation of life from without and above.

In the Saxon period, at any rate, there was nothing

resembling caste in the strict sense. " The coorl who had
thriven so well as to have five hides of land rosa to the

rank of a thegn ; his wergild became 1200 shillings; the

value of his oath and the penalty of trespass against him
increased in proportion ; his descendants in the third gene-

ration became gesithcuud. Nor was the character of the

thriving defined; it might, so far as the terms of the custom

went, be either purchase, or inheritance, or the receipt of

royal bounty. The successful merchant might also thrive

to thegn-right. The thsgn himseli might also rise to the

rank, the estimation, and status of an earL" - It has been

said that early German history is, as regards this matter, in

contrast with English, and that true castes are to be found

in the military associations {Genossenschaft?n) w'aich arose

from the older class of'Dienstmannen, and in which every

member—page, squire, or knight—must prove his knightly

descent ; the Banernstand, or rural non-military population
;

the Biirgerstand, or merchant-class. The ministry of the

Roman Catholic Church, was, however, never restricted by

blood relation. There is no doubt that at some tin:e or

other professions were in most countries hereditary. Thus

Prescott 2 tells us that in Peru, notwiriiEtanding the jsneral

rule that every man should make himself acquainted with

the various arts, " there were certain individuals carefully

trained to those occupations which minister to the wants

of the more opulent classes. These occupations, like every

other calling and oiEce in Peru, always descended from

father to son. The division of castes was in this particular

as precise as that which existed in Hindustan or Egypt."

Again, Zurita * says that in Mexico no one could cany on

trade except by right of inheritance, or by public permis-

sion. The Fiji carpenters form a separate caste, and in the

Tonga Islands all the trades, except tattoc -markers, barbers,

and club-carvers are hereditary,—the separate classes being

named matabooles, mooas, and tooas. Nothing is more

natural than that a father should teach his son his handi-

craft, especially if there be no organized system of public

instruction; it gives the father help at a cheap rats, it is

the easiest introduction to life for the son, and the custom

' History of Rise and Progress of the Engl:sh CmstiltUion, L 332.

^ Stubb's Cor^titiitiorMl History of England, i. p. J62.

' History of Peru, i. 143.
< Rajpimt sur ks differenies classes de cbxfs dans la nouville Ssinme,

1840, o. 22S.
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or reputatioii of the father as a craftsman is often

the most important legacy ho has to leave. The value

of traiisinitted okill in the simple crafts waa very

great ; and what was once universal in communities, still

survives in outlying portions of communities which have

not been brought within the general market cf exchange.

But so long as this process rcmiiM natural, there can

be no question cf caste, which implies that the adoption

of a new profession is not merely unusual, but wrong and
punishable. Then, the v/ord caste has boon applied to

sacred corporations. A family or a tribe is consecrated to

the service of a particular altar, or all the altars of a

particular god. Or a semi-sacred class, such as the Brehons

or the Bards, is formed; and these, and perhaps some spcd!-

ally dignified professions, become hereditary, the others

remaining free. Thus in Peru, the priests of tt.o Sua at

Cuzco transmitted their office to their sens ; so did the

Quipu-camayoc, or public registrars, and the cmanias and
haravczs, the learned men and singers. Benjamin Con-
stant ' has ventured on the ambitious

,

gsncrslization that

in the Sovith, as in Judsea and Mexico, such corporations

were hereditaiy, but that in the Ngrthand West they were

in general elective.^ In many countries political considera-

tions, or distinctions of race, have prevented intermarriage

between classes. Take, for example, the patricians and the

plebeians at Rome, or the S^raoTiarai, AcKwrcs, or fl-cpi'otKoj,

and the E"A<utc5 at Sparta. In Guatemala it v.-as the law

that if any noble married a plebeian woman ho should be
degraded to the caste of maseqttal, or plebeian, and be subject

to tiie duties and services imposed on that class, and that

the bulk of his estate should be sequestered to tho king.^

In Malagasy marriage is strictly forbidden between tho

four classes of Nobles, Hovas, Zarabovas, and Andevos,

—

tho lowest of whom, however, are apparently mere slaves.

All nations have at one time opposed themselves to marriage

with foreigners, known chiefly as enemies ; and all nations

hav3 oppressed, industrially and politically, the races whom
they hp.ve conquered. In one sense slavery might be called

tho lowest of castes, because in most cf its actual forms it

does permit some small customary rights to tho elave. In

another sense, the marriage of the queen's daughter with

a commoner might bo described as an infraction of casto

rule.

Besides tne forms cf caste we have mentioned, these are

many isolated communities which resemble one anoluer in

tho fact that their members constantly intermarry, and
which generally devote themselves to some one particular

trade or industry. This " endogamy " seems to be
charaotoristio of early social arrangements, and therefore

the existing speciniens of cndogamous societies in Europe
and Asia do not exhibit any liigh form of civilization.

Amorg others may bo mentioned tho descendants of tho

"Bounty" mutineers, who still occupy Pitcairn Island;^

* Ds la amnion, II. 83.
* Boinothln^j llko this h to ba found In tho Hussion r.otlon of tchiiic^

or status according to official hierarchy of ranUn, oa niodlfiod hy tho

custom of 'fli^esinUcheatvOf by which no ono entcilnn tho public fiorvico

could bo placed bonoath a pcraon who Itad been cubjcct lo his father's

orders. Htuodltary nobility ot ono timo balonged to every eorvnnt,

military or civil, obovo a certain rank, and a family ron:alnIng out of

ofiloo for two coneratlona lost Its rights of nobility ; tut In 1854 tho

prlviler^o \va» confined to army colonels and btato councillors of tho

4tli Claris. At ono time, therefore, tho rasriadnyin hitgh{, or cpcctal

rogUtorn, cupersoded by Potor tho Orcat'd larJ:hat7taXa knif^at or

Velvet Booh, contained a comploto codo of coclal prlvllojo and pro-

codonce. Potcr's " foAtf/ o ranj/aArA " contained fourteen clawos. Tho
subject Is treated cf In tho ICOO articles of thg ninth volumo of tho

Rusnlan Codo Svod Zakono/. Tho nu»slan nobility, though do*

prlved of tholr exomptloitM from conscription, porsonal taxation, and
corpornl punishment, still retain many advantages In tho publlo eor-

vice. {" fi'KnipIro tics Tsari," In Itcvtia drs dsux Mondca^ 137G.)
' Juarros, JlUl. of OuaUmala, Tr., Condon, 1828.
* See Til:U3. 'Jlot Novunibur 1S74.

a community of Javan.?, ncr.r Surabaya, on tho Tengger

Hills, numbering about 1200 pei-sons, distributed in about

forty villages, and still following the ancient Hindu
religion ;'' the inhabitants of various fishing villages in

Great Britain, such as Itchinferry near Southampton,

Portland Island, Bentham in Yorkshire, Mouschole and
Nev.'lyn in Mountsbay, Cornwall, Boulmer near Alnwick
(where almost all the inhabitants are called Stephenson,

Stanton, or Stewart), Burnmouth, Eosa, and (to some
extent) Eyemouth in Bei-wickthire, Eoyndio in Banffshire,

Rathen in Aberdeenshire, Buckhaven in Fifeshire, Porl-

mahomack and Balnabruach in Easter Ross. la France

may be mentioned the commune of Bat^, near Le Broisio

in Loire-Inf^rieuro ; many of the central cantons of

Bretagne ; the singular cocicty called Fordatines supposed

to be of Irish descent, ard living between St Armand and
Eourges ; the sailor population of Pauillao (Qironde),

Granville, Arromanches, Portel (near Boulcgne), and other

fishing villages; the Republic of Andorre in the Pyrenees;

the papormakers of Anguumois, Limousin, and Auvergne,

whoso trade seems to have doomed them to an hereditary

weakness of constitution ; the Marans of Auvergne, a race

of Spanish converted Jews, accused of introducing syphilis

into France ; the Hautponnai.T and Lyzelards of Sf Omer,

who have also a separate Flemish dialect ; tho Burins and
Sermoysra, chiefly cattle-breeders, scattered over the

department of Ain and the arrondissement of Eourg en

Bresse. The Vaqu<!ros, shepherds in tho Asturias Moun-
tains ; the Jewish Chuetas of Majorca ; the Petits-Crdoles

or Petits-Blancs, descendants of the original French settlers

in Biunion, are also good examples of what biologists call

"in-and-in breeding,'' as opposed to "crossing." On a

larger scale tho Icelanders, the ancient Samaritans (now

almost e;;tinguished, see Times, 4th AprO 1S74), and the

great end prosperous Jewish nation, may be called castes,

Eu far as intermavriage is concerned. It must not ba

imagined, however, that this is a gcr.eial characteristic of

a certain stage of social development " Exogamy," or

tho rule requiring cither nbsolutSly or in certain circum-

stances marriage with a stranger, is recognized very widely

even by modern tribes, especially in Asia ; and both thcso

conditions of things seem to havo been preceded by a

primitive state, in which tho relations of the sexes were

promiscuous." This is illustrated in the case of tho

Thlinkeets, or Kolosches, who inhabit tlio coasts and

-islands from Mt, St Elias to the River Kass. This singular

tribe, which "has an elective chief and systematic slavery

(chiefly supplied from the Flatheads of Oregon), is divided

into two castes, tho Wolf and tho Raven, the symbols of

which appear on their houses, boats, robes, and shields.

Tho Wolf casto is subdivided into the bear, e.'xgle, dolphin,

shark, and alca ; tho Raven, into frog, goose, sea lion, owl,

and salmon. " Tho young Wolf warrior must seek his

mate among the Ravens; and while celebrating his nuptials

one daj', ho may on tho next be called to fight his father-

in-law over Eomo hereditary feud." Similarly, tho Kutchiu

tribe of tho Tinneh family, inhabiting tho Yukon, Tananah,

and Peel river-valleys, have a singular system of totems.

There aro three castes ; and persons of tho same caste aro

not allowed to marry each other. Tho mother gives casto

to the chililrcn, so that as tho fathers die off tho casto

constantly changes. It also happens that when a child is

named, the father adopts that namo and drops his own.

Tho system prcvonta civil war."

Casto in India ia a question of more than historical

interest. It is tho great difficulty in tho woy of Govern-

iiiont in framing Vwn and in governing tho ormy, of native

• WaltJl, Ar.lhropolnjU dfr NnlunX,lkcr, 1. p. 480.

' 8«o Huth On tilt .Va-ria.jt df Xtar Kin, London, 1875
' Lout-roft, liacc: cf H-^ PaciftCt voL L
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religicus reformors in attacking the Brahmanic auperati-

tiona, aad of the Protestant misaionaries, who are unable

to oft'er in the British society of India a sympithizing and
protecting caste in place of that which it cosls the convert

so much to leave. Probably owing to the extent of our

Indian Empire, and the great varieties of caste custom

which prevail, one hears very conflicting accounts and
opinions of the institution. Writers such as Robertson and
Dubois have regarded it as the great safeguard of social

tranquillity, and therefore as the indispensable condition of

the progress in certain arts and industries which the

Hindus have undoubtedly made. Others, such as James
Mill, denounce it as novr at least a great political blunder,

fatal to free competition, and opposed to iadividual happi-

ness. The latter view assumes a state of facts which is

denied by Mr Colebrooke, one of the highest authorities

on Indian matters. Writing in 1798 he says,' after point-

ing out that any person unable to earn a subsistence by
the e.'cercise of his profession may follow the trade of a

lower caste or even of a higher ;
•' Daily observation shows

even Brahmans exercising the menial profession of a Sudra.

We are aware that every caste forms itself into clubs or

lodges, consisting of the severa individuals of that caste

residing within a small distance, and that these clubs or

lodges govern themselves by particular rules or customs or

by-laws. But though some restrictions and limitations,

not founded on religious prejudices, are found j>,mong their

by-laws, it may bo received as a general maxim that the

occupation appointed for each tribe is entitled merely to a

preference. Every profession, with few exceptionar, is open
to every description of p5r3on3 ; and the discouragement
arising from religious prejudices is not greater than what
exists in Great Britain from the effects of municipal and
corporation laws. In Bengal the numbera of people

actually willing to apply to any particular occupation are

sufficient for the unlimited extension of any manufacture."

This is corroborated by Elphinstone,^ who states that, during
a long experience of India, he never heard of a single case

of degradation from suste ; and it is illustrated by the

experience of the British army, in which men of all castes

unite.

The popular notion of modern caste is that it involves

certain restrictions on marriage, on profession, and on social

intercourse, especially that implied in eating and drinking
together. But how far intermarriage is [>ermitted, what
are the effects of a marriage permitted but looked on as

irregular, what are the penalties of a marriage forbidden,

whether the rales protecting trades and occupations are

in effect more than a kind of unionism grown inveterate

through custom, by what means caste is lost, and in what
circumstances it may be regained,—these are questions on
which very little real or definite knowledge exists. It is

very remarkable that the Vedas, on which the whole struc-

ture of Brahmanic faith and morals professes to rest, give

no countenance to the later regulations of caste. The only
passage bearing on the subject is in the Purusha Sukta,
the 90th Hymn of the 10th Book of the Bigveda Sanhita.
" When they divided man, how many did they make him 1

AVhat was his mouth ? what his arms 'i what are called

his thighs and feet t The Brahmana was his mouth, the
Raganya was made his arms, the Vaisya became his thighs,

the Sudra was born from his feet." Haug finds in this a
subtle allegory that the Brahmans were teachers, the
Kshattriyas the warriors of mankind. But this is opposed
to the simple and direct language of the Vedic hymbs, and
to the fact that in the accounts of creation there the origin

of many things besides classes of men is attributed in the

> Life and JSssaj/i of 11. T. Colebrooke, i. p. 104.
* History ''/India.

same fanciful manner to parts of tha divine person. It

is in the Puranas and ths Laws of Manu, neither of

which claims direct inspiration, whore they differ from the

letter of the Veda, that the texts are to be found on which
all that is' objectionable in caste has been based. Even in

the Vishnu T'urana, however, the legend of caste speaks of

the four classes as being at first " perfectly inclined to

conduct springing from religious faith." It is not till

after the whole human race has fallen into siu thai

separate social duties are assigned to the classes. The
same hymn speaks of the evolution of qualities of Brahma.
Sattva, or goodness, sprang from the mouth of Brahma

;

Rajas, or passion, came from his breast ; Tamas, or dark-

ness, from his thighs
; others he created from his feet.

For each one of these gunas, or primitive differences of

quality, a thousand couples, male and female, have been
created, to which the distinct heavens, or places of perfec-

tion of Prajapati, Indra, Maruis, and Gandharvas are

assigned. To the gunas are related the yugas, or ages :

1st, the Krita, or glorious age of truth and piety, in

which apparently no distinctions, at leas', no grades of

excellence were known ; 2d, the Treta, or period of know-
ledge : 3d, the Dvapara, or period of sacritice ; 4i,h, the

Kali, or period of darknesia. Bunsen supposes there may
be an historical element in the legend that Puruiaya, a

great conqueror of the Treta age founded caste. The
yugas aro hardly periods of historical chronology, but
there is no doubt that the Vayu Purana assigns the definite

origin of caste to the Treta period. "The perfect beings

of the first age, some tranquil, some fiery, some active, and
some distressed, were again born in the Trefca, as Brahmans,
&c., governed by the good and bad actions performed in

former births." The same hymn proceeds to explain

that the first arrangement did not work well, and thac a

sscond was made, by which force, criminal justice, and
war were declared to be the business of the KshatriyaS

;

officiating at sacrifices, sacred study, and the receipt of

presents to belong to the Brahmans ; traffic, cattle, and
agriculture to the Vaisyas ; the mechanical arts and service

to the Sudras. The B,&mayana hymn suggests that in the

four great periods the castes successively arrive at the state

of dharma or righteousness. Thus, a Sudra cannot, even
by the most rigorous self-mortification, become righteous in

the period proper to the salvation of the Vaisyaa. As the

hymn speaks in the Dvapara age, it speaks of the salvation

of Sudras aa future, and not yet possible. Wholly in

opposition to the story of a fourfold birth from Brahma is

the legend that the castes sprang from Manu himself, who
is removed by several generations of gods and demi-gods

from Brahma. Then, again, the Santiparvan alleges that

the world, at first entirely Brahmanic, was separated into

castes merely by the evil works of man. Castehood con-

sists in the exercise of certain virtues or vices. Munis, or

persons bom indiscriminately, frequently rise to the caste

of Brahmans, and the offspring of Brahmans sinks to a
lower level. The serpent observes :

" If a man is regarded

by you as being a Brahman only in consequence of his con-

duct, then birth is vain, until action is shown." But this

change of caste takes place only through a second birth,

and not during the life which is spent in virtue. Another
poetical conception of caste birth is expressed in the

Harivansa. The Brahmans were formed from an imperish-

able element (Akshara), the Kshatriyas from a perishable

element (Kshara), the Vaiayas from alteration, and the

Sudras from a modification of smoke. The general result

of the foregoing texts is that there are several contradictory

accounts of the origin of caste, and that these are for the

most part unintelligible. Caste is described as a late

episode in creation, and as born from different parts of

,
different gods, from the mortal Manu, from abstract
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principles, and from non-entity. It is also descri'oed as

coeval with creation, as existing in perfection during the

Krita period, and subsequently falling into sin. It is also

said that only Brahmans existed at first, the others only at

later periods. Then tho rationalistic theories of the

Santiparvan npset the very foundation of caste ; viz.,

hereditary transmission of the caste character.' It eeeoas

clear that when the Vedas were composed, many persons

who were not Brahmans acted as priests, and saints, tho

" preceptors of gods," by their " austere fervour," rose from

a lower rank to the dignity of Brahmanhood. Originally,

indeed, access to the gods by prayer and sacrifice v.as open

to all classes of the eonamunity. As the Brahmans grow in

political importance, they make religion an exclusive and

sacred business. We find them deciding questions of

succession to the throne, and enforcing their decisions.

While in the earlier literature there are several instances

of Brahmans receiving instruction from tho hands of

Kshatriyas, in the Puranas and Mana death is made to

overtake Kshatriyas who are not eubmiesive to the

Brahmans ; and in one case Visvamitra, the son of Cadhi,

r.ctually obtains Brahmanhood as a reward for bis submis-

sion. It seems certain that many of the ancient myths
were expjressly manufactured by the Brahmans to show

their superiority in birth and in the favour of Heaven to

the Ksbatriyaa,—a poetieal effect which is sometimes

spoiled by their claiming descent from their rivals. This

brings uS to a consideration of tho theories which have been

started to account for the app«ararce of Brahmanic caste,

as it ia stereotyped in the Laws of Manu. James Mill,

who invariably underestimated the influence on history of

" previous states of society," has suggested that the original

division must hava been the work of some inspired

individual, a legislator or a social reformer, who perceived

the advantages which would result from a systematic

dirisioa of labour. The sobordination oi tastes he accounts

for by the oupcrstitious terror and the designing lust of

power T/hich have so frequently been invoked to explain

the natural supremacy of the religious class. Because the

ravages of war were dreaded most after the calamities sent

by heaven, ho finds that the military class properly occupy

the second place. This arrangement he apparently con-

templates as at no time either necessary o.- v/holesome, and
as finally destroyed by the solfi.sh jealousies of caste, and
by the degradations which the multiplication of trades

made inevitable. Heecea^and Klaproth have contended
that the division into castes is founded on an original

diveraity of rMe, aud that tlio higher castes are possessed

of superior beauty. Tho cloar complexion and regular

featuiea o£ the Brahmans aio said to distinguish them as

completely from the Sudras as the Spanish Creolca were
di'ti'igui-ihed from tho Peruvians. '• Tho high forehead,

the stout build, and the light copper colour of the Brahmins
and other castes allied to them, appear in strong contrast

with the somewhat low and wide heads, slight make, and
dark bronze of the low castes " (Stevenson, quoted by
Miillor, Chips, ii. p. 327)." This explanation is, however,
generally conjoined with that founded on tho tradition of

conquest by tho higher castoa. There is no doubt that tho
three castes of lighter colour (traivarnika), tho white

' Muir'a Sanskrit TaUa, vol. I., 1863 • Idem, I, 610.
* Tlio idea oi" a conquering wMto raco h Rtrangcly repoatod In tho

later hUtory of India. Ths P.-'^-jpiitf) and Brr.limans arc fiuccoodod by
tho Mussulm.ins, tho Turk.!, tlio Afgliana. Thoro was an arlntocracy of
colo'ir undor the M«ghul dy n.iiily. Rut undor an Indian clljnato it

coold not hit mTiny gonorationw Tho Brnlimanq of Southern India
wpio B3 hlack aH tho lowest raitos ; tho Chandnlns aro dnld to bo
de!.-:oiidt;d from Bralimann. According to Manu tho Chandalft mnat
not d\v.;ll within town; bis solo wealth raiisfc bo dngj and nr.scB ; hia
olothn must coaslst of tho mantlM of deceased portions ; his dislio3

must bo broken [loti. Surely thia vitupnratlvo dcscriplloa must apply
to an aboriginal race.

Brahmans, the rod Kshatriyas, the yellow Vaisyaa, are, at

least in tho early hymns and Brahmanas, spoken of as the

Aryas, the Sanskrit-speaking conquerors, in contradistinc-

tion to the dark cloud of the Turanian aborigines Dasyus.

In fact Srya, which means noble, is derived from arya,

which means householder, and was thfe original name of the

largest caste, now called VaLsyas. Roth, in his " Brahma
and tho Brahmans," * holds that the Vedic people advanced

from their home in the Punjab, drove the aborigines into

the hills, and took possession of the country lying between

the Ganges, the Jumna, and the Vindhya range. "In this

stage of complication and disturbance," he says, "power

naturally fell into the hands of those who did not possess

any direct authority," i.e., tho domestic priests of the

numerous tribal kings. The Sudras ht> regards as a con-

quered race, perhaps a branch of the Aryan stock, which

immigrated at an earlier period into Irdia, perhaps an

autochthonous Indian tribe. The latter hypothesis ia

opposed to the fact that, while the Sudra is debarred from

sharing three important Vedic sacrifices, tho Bhagasata

Purana expressly permits him to sacrifice "without mantras,"

and imposes on him duties with reference to Brahmans and

cows which one would not expect in the ca.se of a nation

strange in blood. But unless a previous subordination of

ca.stes among the conquering race be supposed, it seems

difficult to see why the warrior-cla!.B, who having contributed

most to the conquest must have been masters of the situa-

tion, should Jiave conscated to degradation below the class

of Brahmans. The position of the Sudra certainly suggests

conquest. But are there sound historical reasons for sup-

posing that Brahmans and Sudras belonged to different

nations, or that either class was confined to one nation J

The hypothesis i.-) slightly modified by Meiners,' who
supposes that instead of one conquest there may have been

two successive immigrations,—the first immigrants being

subdued by the second, and then forming an intermediate

class between their conquerers and the aborigines ;
or, if

there v/ere no aborigines, the mixture of the two immigrant

races would form au intermediate class. In the same way

Mr TalboJ-3 Wheeler ' suggests that the Sudra may be the

original conq\teror3 of the race now represented by tho

Pariahs. Most of these explanations seem rather to describe

the mode in which the existing institutions of caste might

bo transplanted from cne laud to another, from a mother-

land to its colonies, and altered by its new conditions.

Military conquest, though it often introduces servitude,

does not naturally load to the elevation of tho priesthood.

It is unscientific to assume largo historical events, or large

ethnological facta, or the existence of some creator of social

order.'

As Benjamin Constant ' points out, caste rests on tho

religious idea of an indelible stain resting on certain men,

and the social idea of certain functions being committed to

certain classes. Tho idea of physical purity was largely

developed under the Mosaic legislation ; in fact the internal

regulations of the Essenes (who were divided into four

classes) resemble the frivolous prohibitions of Brahmanism.

As the daily intercourse of men in trado and industry

* Journal qf ths Oervian Oriental Society, vol. I. (quoted by Mnir,

vhi cupra),
n De Orxginc Castarvm, Goltinfccn. • ITtstortj cf India, vol. i.

' For a characteristic appreciation of caste eeo Comte, Cfturt d«

Philosophic Positive, yl. c. 8. He regards the hereditary transtnisaion

of functions under tho rule of a sacerdotal class ae a necessary and

iinivcraal otago of social progreee, grxjatly moiilflcd by war and colon!-

ration. Tho morality of casto was, ho contends, ati improvement on

what preceded; but its permanence was iinpcsaible, because "the
political nilo of lntelli[;ence is hostile to human progresa." The
seclusion of wonion and the preservation of industrial Inventions woK
features of caste ; and the higher pric.tJ vrere also magistrates, philo*

sophcra, artists, engineers, and physiciaiio.

• be la Jttligior, II, 8.
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presents numberless occasions on which thf stain of real or

fancied imuurity might be caught, the power of the religious

class who define the ruleb of purity and the penalties of

their violation becomes very great. Macleod has also stated

two important elements which enter into the conception of

caste :
" That our place in the world is assigned to us by

divine sovereignty ; and that the co-operation and sympathy

of a brotherhood are essential to our usefulness and happi-

ness in the world." i There is no doubt that the Hindu

mind is deeply religious, and therefore naturaUy prepared

for Puiohiti, or priest-rule. They were also passionately

attached to their natioi^al hymns, some of which had led

them to victory, while others were associated with the

benign influences of nature. Only the priest could chant

or teach these hymns, and it was believed that the smallest

mistake in pronunciation would draw down the anger of the

gods. But however favourable, the conditions of spiritual

dominion might be, it seems to have been by no more

natural process than hard fighting that the Brahmans finally

asserted their supremacy. AYe are told that Parasurama,

the great hero of the Brahmans, " cleared the earth thrice

seven times of the Kshatriya caste, and filled with their

blood the five large lakes of Samauta." Mr Wheeler thinks

that the substitution of blood-sacrifices for offerings of

parched grain, clarified butter, and soma wine marks an

adaptation by the Brahmans of the great military banquets

to the purposes of political supremacy. It is not therefore

till the Brahmanic period of Indian history, which ends

with the coming of Sakya Mouni, in 600 B.a, that we find

•the caste-definitions of Manu realized as facts. These are—" To Brahmans he (i.e., Brahma) assigned the duties of

reading the Vedas, of teaching, of sacrificing, of assisting

Others to sacrifice, of giving alms if they be rich, and if

indigent of receiving gifts." - The duties of the Kshatriya

are " to defend the people, to give alms, to sacrifice, to

read the Veda, to shun the allurements of sensual gratifica-

tion." The duties of a Vaisya are " to keep herds of cattle,

to bestow largesses, to sacrifice, to read the scripture, to

carry on trade, to lend at interest, and to cultivate land."

These three castes (the twice born) wear the sacred thread.

The one duty of a Sudra is " to serve the before-mentioned

classes without depreciating their worth. "^ The Brahman
is entitled by primogeniture to the whole universe ; he

may eat no flesh but that of victims ; he has his peculiar

clothes. He is bound to help military and commerciaLmen

in distress. He may seize the goods of a Sudra, and wha.t-

* Peeps at the Far East, p. 18G.

^ The great mass of the Brahmans "were in reality mendicants, who
lived on the festivals of birth, marriage, and death, and on the fines

exacted for infractions of caste rule. Others had establishments called

Muths, endowed with Jageer villages. There were two distinct orders

of officiating priests,—the Purohita, or family priest, who performed

all the domestic rites, and probably gave advice in secular matters, and

the Gm-a, who is the head of a religious sect, making tours of superin-

tendence and exaction, and having the power to degrade from caste

and to restore. In some cases the Guru is recognized aii the Mehitra

or officer of the caste-assembly, from whom he receives Huks, or salary,

and an exemption from house and stamp taxes, and service as begarree

(Steele's Laic and Customs of Hindoo Castes wUhin the Dekhun Pro-

vinces, 1826: new edition, 1868). Expulsion from caste follows on a

number of moral offences {e.g., assault, murder, &c.), as well as cere-

monial offences {e,g. , eating prohibited food, eating with persons of lower

caste, abstaining from funeral rites, having connection with a low-caste

woman). Exclusion means that it is not allowed to eat with or enter

the houses of the members of the caste, the offender being in theory not

degraded but dead. For some heinous offences, i.e., against the express

letter of the Shasters, no re-admission is possible. But generally this

depends ou the ability of the outcaste to pay a fine, and to supply the

caste with an expiatory feast of sweetmeats. He has also to go through

the gsishtauyam, or prostration of eight members, and to drink the

Panchakaryam, i.e., drink of the five products of the cow {Description

of People of India, Abb6 J. A. Dubois, Missionary in Mysore, Eng.

Tr., London, 1817. There is a valuable new edition of this work by
Mr ?opf, Madras, 1862). ' Marjt, x. 83-90.

ever the latter acquires by labour or succession beyond &

certain amount. The Sudra is to serve the twice born ;

and even when emancipated cannot be anything but a^

Sudra. He may not learn the Vedas, and in sacrifice he

must omit the sacred texts.' A Sudra iu distress may turn

to a handicraft ; and in the same eircumstances a Vaisya

may stoop to service. Whatever crime a Brahman^ might

commit, his person and property were not to be injured ;

but. whoever struck a Brahman with a blade of grass woiild

become an inferior quadruped during twenty-one trans-

migrations. In the state the Brahman was above all the

ministers ; he was the rajah's priest, exempt from taxation,

the performer of pubHc sacrifices, the expounder of Manu,

and at one time the physician of bodies as well as of souls.

He is more liable than less holy persons to pollution, and

his ablutions are therefore more frequent. A Kshatriya who
slandered a Brahman was to be fined 100 panas (a copper

weight of 200 grains) ; a Vaisya was fined 200 panas ; a

Sudra was to be whipped. A Brahman slandering any of

the lower castes pays 50, 25, or 12 panas. In ordinary

salutations a Brahman is asked whether his devotion has

prospered ; a Kshatriya, whether he has suffered from his

wounds ; a Vaisya whether hLs health is secure ; a Sudra

whether he is in good health.^ In administering oaths a

Brahman is asked to swear by his veracity ; a Kshatriya by

his weapons, house, . or elephant ; a Vaisya by his kine,

grain, or goods ; a Sudru by all the most frightful penalties

of perjury. The Hindu mind is fertile in oaths ; before

the caste assembly the Dhurm, or caste custom, is some-

times appealed to, or the feet of Brahma, or some cow or

god or sacred river, or the bel (the sacred creeper), or the

roots of the turmeric plant. The castes are also

distinguished by their modes of marriage. Those peculiar

to Brahmans seem to be,

—

1st, Brahma, when a daughter,

clothed only with a single robe is given to a man learned

in the Veda whom her father has voluntarily invited and

respectfully receives ; 2d, Devas or Daiva, when a daughter,

in gay attire is given, when the sacrifice is already begun,

to the officiating priest. The primitive marriage forms of

Rashasas or Rachasa, when a maiden is seized by force

from home, while she vreeps and calls for help, is said to be

appropriate to Kshatriyas. To the two- lower castes the

ceremony of Asura is open, in which the bridegroom, having

given as much wealth as he can afford to the father and

paternal kinsman and to the damsel herself, takes her

voluntarily as his bride. A Kshatriya woman on her

marriage with a Brahman must hold an arrow in her hand

;

a Vaisya woman marrying one of the sacerdotal or military

classes must hold a whip ; a Sudra woman marrying one

of the upper castes must hold the skirt of a mantle.

How little the system described by Manu applies to the

existing castes of India may be seen in these facts— (1) that

there is no artisan caste mentioned by Manu; (2) that eating

with another caste, or eating food prepared by another caste,

is not said by him to involve loss of caste, though these are

now among the most frequent sources of degradation. The

system must have been profoundly modified by the teaching

of Buddhs :
" As the four rivers which faU into the Ganges

lose their names as soon as they mingle their waters with

the holy river, so all who believe in Buddha cease to be

Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas, and Sudras." i fter Buddha,

Sudra dynasties ruled in many parts of India and under

the Moghul dynasty the Cayets, a race of Sudras, had

almost a monopoly of public offices. But Buddha did not

wish to abolish caste. Thus it is related that a Brahman
Pundit who had embraced the doctrines of Buddha never-

* As to the rights of the castes to participate in domesti'; rites, see

Bbahmanisu, vol. iv. p. 204.
= WTieeler, u. 533.
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theless found it necessary, when hia king touched him, to

wash from head to foot.^ Alexander the Great found no

castes in the Punjab, but Megasthenes has left an account

of the ryots and tradesmen, the military order and the

gymnosophists (including the Buddhist Germanes) whom
he found in the country of the Ganges.^ From his use of

the word gymnosophist it is probable that Megasthenes

confounded the Brahmans with the hermits or fakeers ; and
this explains his statement that any Hindu might become

a Brahman. Megasthenes spent some time at the court of

Sandracottus, a contemporary of Seleucus Nicator. All

the later Greeks ^ foUow his statement and concur in

enumerating seven Indian castes,—sophists, agriculturists,

herdsmen, artisans, warriors, inspectors, coujcillors. On
the revival of Brahmanism it was found that the second

and third castes had disappeared, and thai the field was

now occupied by the Brahmans, the Sudras, and a host of

mixed caistes, sprung from the original twelve, Unooloom
and Pruteeloom, left-hand and right-hand, which were

formed by the crossing of the' four original castes. Manu
himself gives a list of these impure castes, and the Ayeen
Akberi (1556-1605) makes the positive statement that there

were then 500 tribes bearing the name of Kshatriya, wiiile

the real caste no longer existed. Most of these sub-

divisions are really trade-organizations, many of them living

in village-communities, which trace descent from a pure

caste. Thuii in Bengal there are the Vaidya or Baidya, the

physicians, who, Manu says, originated in the marriage of

a Brahman father and a Vaisya mother. In Mysore alone

Slajor Puckle reports that there are 110 different castes
;

and the varieties of custom in the Deecan are well brought

out in the bcok of Mr Steele, to which we have already

referred. As Crfebrooke said, Brahmans and Sudras enter

into all trades, bnt Brahmans (who are profoundly ignorant

even of their owe scriptures) have succeeded in maintaining

their monopoly of Vedic learning, which really means a
superficial acquaintance with the Pnranes and Manu.
Though they have succeeded in excluding others from
sacred employment, only a portion of the caste are actually

engaged in religious ceremonies, in sacred study, or even in

religious begging. Many are privates in the army, many
water-carriers, many domestic servants. And they have
like other castes many sub-divisions which prevent intimate

association and intermarriage. The ideal Brahman is gone.

Instead of s priest '• with his hair and beard clipped, his

passions subdued, his mantle white, his body pure, golden

rings in his ear," you have a mean, selfish, often extremely

dirty, person, whose remaining power lies in extortion by
dishonesty. But the hold which caste has on the Hindu
minds may, perhaps, be most clearly seen in the history of

the Christian missions and in comparatively recent times.

The Jesuits Xavier and Fra dei Nobili did everything but
become Brahmans in order to convert the South of India,

—

they put on a dress of cavy or yellow colour, they made
frequent ablutions, they lived on vegetables and miUc, they
put on their foreheads the sandal-wood paste used by the
Brahmans,—and Gregory XV. published a bull sanctioning

caste regulations in the Christian churches of India. The
Danish mission of Tranquebar, the German mission of the
heroic Schwarz, whoso headquarters were Tanjore, also

permitted caste to be retained by their followers. Even
the priests of Buddha, whose life was a protest against
caste, reerected the syntem in the island of Ceylon,
where the raa'i'j or radiat were reduced to mucli the same
state as the Pariahs.* At the present day the progress of

Protestant missions amounts almost to nothing. In Dr

• TrmxU o/ Fah Hiaru, c. 27. " Stmbo, Ind., Bee. 69.
• ArrlBii. Indie., c 11, 12 ; Dlod. Sic, ii. c 40, 41 ; «iid Strabo,

IT. 1.

' Iritng, Tktory a»d Pnutict q/ Cailt, London, 1859,

Mullen's report down to 1871 the whole force of 379
English missionaries, 323 native ordained ministers, and
1993 other native preachers had produced a native
Christian community of only 280,600. There was pro-

bably a much larger Roman Catholic population in the
south of India about the middle of the 18th cen-

tury.

It is still the general law that to constitnte a good
marriage the parties must belong to the same caste, but to

unconnected families.' Undoubtedly, however, the three

higher castes were always permitted to intermarry with
the caste next below their own, the issue taking the lower
caste or sometimes forming a new class. A Sudra need
not marry a wife of the same caste or sect as himself. So
recently as 1871 it Was decided by the Judicial Committee
of the Privy CouucU that a marriage between a Zemindar
of the Malavar class, a sub-division of the Sudra caste,

with a woman of the Vellala class of Sudras is lawful.

Generally also a woman may not marry beneath her own
caste. The feeling is not so strong against a man marry-
ing even in the lowest caste, for Manu permits the son of

& Brahman and a Sudra mother to raise his family to the
highest caste in the seventh generation. The iUegitimacy
resulting from an invalid marriage does not render incapable
of caste ; at least it does not so disqualify the lawful

children of the bastard. On a forfeiture of caste by either

spouse intercourse ceases between the spouses : if the

out-caste be a sonless woman, she is accounted dead, and
funeral rites are performed for her ; if she have a son, he
is bound to maintain her. It is remarkable that the
professional concubinage of the dancing-girl does not
involve degradation, if it be with a person of the same
caste. This suggests that whatever may be the function
of ^aste, it is not a safe guardian of public morality. The
rules as to prohibited degrees in marriage used to be very
strict, but they are now relaxed. An act of 185G legalized

re-marriage l;y widows in all the castes, with a concStional

forfeiture of the deceased husband's estate, unless the
husband has expressly sanctioned the second marriage.
The recent Marriage Act was directed against the iniquitous

child marriages ; it requires a minimum age. In many ways
the theoretical inferiority of the Sudra absolves him from
the restraints which the letter of the law lays on the higher
castes. Thus a Sudra may adopt a daughter's or sister's

son, though this is contrary to the general rule that the
adopter should be able to marry the mother of the adopted
person. The rule requiring the person adopted to be of

the same caste and goira or family as the adopter is also

dispensed with in the case of Sudras. In fact, it is only a
married person whom a Sudra may not adopt. As regards
inheritance the Sudra does not come off so well in competi-
tion with the other castes. " The sons of a Brahamana in

the several tribes have four shares or three or two or one
the children of a Kshatriya have three portions or two or
one ; and those of a Vaisya take two parts or one," This
refers to the case permitted by law, and not unknown in

practice, of a Brahman having four wives of different castes,

a Kshatriya three, and so on. But all sons of inferior caste

are excluded from property coming by gift to the father
;

and a Sudra son is also excluded from land acquired by
purchase. It must be recollected, however, that under an
Act cf 1850, loss cf caste no longer affects the capacity to

inherit or to be adopted. In cases of succession ab intesfato

on failure of the preceptor, pupil, and fellow- student (heirs

called by the Hindu law after relatives), a priest, or any
Brahman, may succeed. Where a Sudra is the only son of

a Brahman, the Sapinda, or next of kin, would take two-
thirds of the inheritance ; where he is the only son of any

* Soo Bradhahisv, vol. It. p. 2(U,
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other twice-born, father, the Sapinda would take one-half

Possibly, the rule of equal divi^iou among sous of equal

caste did not at first apply to Brahmaus, who, as the eldest

sons of God, would perhaps observe the custom of

primogeaiturg among themselves. Ou the other hand it

was laid down in the Judicial Committee iu 18C9, contrary

to the colleoted opinions of the Pundits of the Sudder
Court, that, in default of lawful children, the illegitimate

children of the Sudra caste inherit their putative father's

estate, and, even if there bo lawful children, are entitled to

maintenance out of the estate. It had previously been

decided by Sir Edward Ryan in 1S57 that the illcgitimnte

children of a Rajput, or of any other member of a superior

caste, have nj right ot iuheritanee even under will, but a

mere right to maintenance, provided the children are docile.

It seems then that the ICshatriya and Valsya castes, though
iu one sense non-existent, still coutrol Hindu succes-

sion.^

With regard to Persia the Z:-;iJ Avesta speaks of a

fourfold division of the ancient inhabitants of Iran into

priests, warriors, agriculturists and artificers ; and also of a

sevenfold division corresponding to the seven amschespauds,

cr servants of Ormuzd. This was no invention of

Zoroaster, bat a tradition from the golden age of Jemshid
or Diemschid. Tho priestly caSte of Magi was divided iuto

Herbeds or disciples, Mobeds or masters, and Destur Jlobeds

or complete masters. The last-named were alone entitled

to read the liturgies of Ormuzd ; they alone predicted the

future and carried the sacred co'^i, or girdle, havan, or cup,

and harsom, or bunch ot twigs. Tlie Zend word baresma is

supposed to be connected with Brahma, or sacred element,

of which the symbol was a bunch of kusa grass, generally

called veda. The Persian and Hindu religions are further

connected by the ceremony called Homa in the one and
Soma in the other. Haug, in his Tract on the Origin of

Brahmaiiism (quoted by Muir, v-bi supra), maintains that

the division in the Zend Avesta of the followers of Ahura
Mazda into Atharvas, Rathaesvas, and Vastryav.-as precisely

equivalent to the throe superior Indian castes. He also

asserts that only the sons of priests (Atiir^-rvas) could

become priests, a rule, still in fores among th'^ Parsis. The
Book of Daniel rather suggests that the Magi were an

elective body ; and as regards tho secular cla.ases there does

not seem to be a trace of hereditary employment or religious

subordination. There is a legend in the Dabistan of a

great conqueror, Mahabad, who divided the Abyssinians

into the usual four castes ; and Strabo mentions a similar

clasiiiication of the Iberians into kings, jjriests, soldiers,

husbandmen, and menials.

At one time it Wivs the universal opiiuon that in Egypt
there were at least two great castes, priests and warriors,

the functions of which were transmitted from father to son,

the minor professions grouped under the groat castes beiug

r.lso subject to hereditary transmission. This opinion was

held by Otfried Muller,^ Meiners of Gottingen, and others.

Doubts were fir.st suggested by Rossellini, and after

ChampoUion had deciphered the hieroglyphic inscriptions,

J. J. Ampere ^ boldly announced that there were in Egypt

no castes strictly so called ; that in particular the professions

of priest, soldier, judge, i:c., were not hereditary' ; and
that the division of Egyptian society was merely that which

is generally found in certain stages of social growth between

the liberal profession^' and the mechanical arts and trades.

No difference of colour, or indeed of any feature, has been

* For an account of the d'.-tii:;! condition of castes see the majiniG-

cently illustrated Goverameac publiciition TKe People of India, edited

J>y Kaye and Watson, G vols. 4to, 1868-72 ; also Sherring's Castes of
Betiares.

* Manual of ATchcrnlonj.

* Retue dcs Deux Jlonucs, 151h September 1848.

observed in th8 monumental pictures of tho different

Egyptian castes. From au inspection of numerous tombs,

sarcophagi, and funeral stones, which frequently enumerate

the names and professions of several kinsfolk of the deceased.

Ampere has concluded that sacerdotal and military functions

were sometimes united in tho same person, and might even

be combined with civil functions; that intermarriage might
certainly take place between the sacred and military orderj ;

and that the members of the same natural family did

frequently adopt the dilTereut occupations which had been

suppo^icd to bo tho exclusive property oi the castes. The
tombs of Bcui Hassan show in a striking manner the

Egyptian tendency to accumulate, rather than to separate,

employments. Occasionally families were set apart for

the worship of a particular divinity. An interesting " sec-

tion " of Egyptian society is affordeil by a granite monu-
ment preserved in the Museum at Naples. Nine figures

in bas-relief represent the deceased, his father, three

brothers, a paternal uncle, and the father and two brother.!

of his wife. Another side contains the mother, wife, wife's

mother, and maternal aunts. The deceased is described as

a military otBccr and superintendent of buildings ; his elder

brother as a priest and architect ; his third brother as a

])rovincial governor, and his father as a priest of Ammon.
The family of the wife is exclusively sacerdotal. Egyptian

casts, therefore, permitted two brothers to be of different

castes, and oue person to bo of m-ore castes than one, and

of different castes from thois to which his father or wife

belonged. The lower employments, commerce, agricultme,

even mediciue, are never mentioned on the tombs. The ab-

solute statemeuts about caste in Egypt, circulated by such

writers as Reyuier and De Goguet, have, no doubt, been

founded ou passages in Herodotus (ii. 143, 1C4.), who men-

tions seven classes, and makes war an hereditary profession
;

in Diodorus Siculus (i. 2-8), who mentions five classes and

an hereditary priesthood ; and in Plato, who, anxious to

illustrate the principle of compulsory -dh-ision of labour, on

which his republic was based, speaks in the Ti.nceus of a

total separation of the six classes,—priests, soldiers,

husbandmen, artisans, hunters, and shepherds. Hecren

(ii. 504) does not hesitate to ascribe the formation of Egyp
tian caste to tho meeting of different races. According

to the chronology constructed by Bunsea the division into

castes began in the period 10,000-9000, and was completed

along with the introduction of animal worship and the

improvement of writing under the third djmasty in the 6th

or 7th century ot the Old Empire. 'The Scholiast of

ApoUouius Rhodius, on the authority of Dicrearchus, in the

Second Book of Uellas, mentions a king, Sesonchosis, who,

about 3712 B.C., "enacted that no one should abandon

his father's trade, for this he considered as leading to

avarice." Bunseu conjectures that this may refer to

Sesostoris, the lawgiver of Manetho's third or Mcmphite

dynasty, the eighth from Menes, who introduced writing,

building with hewn stone, and mediciue
;
possibly, also,

to Sesostris, who, Aristotle says {Polil., vii. 1), introduced

caste to Crete. He further observes that in Egypt there

was never a conquered indigenous race. There was one

nation with one language and one religion ; the public

panegyrics embraced the whole people ; every Egyptian

was tiie child and friend of the gods. The kings were

generally warriors, and latterly adopted into the sacredotal

caste. Intermarriage was the rule, except between the swine-

herds and all other classes. " Every shepherd is an abomi-

nation unto the Egyptians " (Gen. xHt. 34). (w. c. s.)

CASTEL, LoL-is Bertkaxd (168S-17o7), a learned

mathematician, was born at Montpellier in 1 688, and

entered the order of the Jesuits in 1 703. At first he was

a student of literature, but he afterwards devoted himself

entirely to mathematics and natural philosophy. He
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nrote several aciontiac works, that -irhich attracted most

atieiitiou at tlie time being his Optique des CouUurs, or

treatise on the melody of colours. He endeavoured to

illustrate the subject by a clavecin oculaire, or ocular harp-

sichord ; but the treatise and the illustration were quickly

forgotten. Ho also published a critical account of the

system of Sir Isaac Newton in French.

CASTEL-A-MAKE, or Casteli^maee, a city and sea-

port of Italy, on the Gulf of Naples, 15 miles by rail south-

east of the city of that name. It is situated on the lower'

slopes of Monte Sant' ^ngelo (the ancient Moils Gaums),
arid along a sheltered beach, commanding an extensive view

of the Bay of Naples from Vesuvius to llisenum. It stands

near the site of the ancient SCabice, which was destroyed by

Sulla in the social war, but continued to exist as a small

place till 79 A D., when it was overwhelmed along with

Pompeii and Herculaneum by the great eruption of

Vesuvius, and became for ever celebrated as the death-scene

of the elder Pliny. The castle, from which the city takes

its name, was erected by Frederick II., surrounded by walls

and towers in the 13th century by Charles I. of Anjou,

and strengthened by additional fortifications by Alphonso I.

of Aragop. Castel-a-mare is the s?at of a bishopric, and
has a royal palace, a cathedral, several churches and con-

vents, a military hospital, barracks, a handsome quay, a

royal arsenal, and a dockyard, where the large ships of the

Neapolitan navy were formerly buiit. In shipbuilding it

still ranks second of the Italian towns ; and there are

manufactures of linen, silk and cotton goods, and leather.

The port is email, and divided by two lorLs. The hill

immediately above the town is covered with villas and
casinos. The royal casino of QuisLsana, originally built

by Charles II. of Anjou, was restored by Ferdinand I. of

Naples. It is more remarkable for its tine prospect than

for its magnificence as a palace. Population about 26,000.

CASTEL-A-MARE, a seaport town of Sicily, on a bay
to which it gives its name, in the province of Trapani, and.

about 30 miles west of Palermo. It occupies the site of

the port of the ancient Segcsto., which lay about six miles

distant, and it still carries on a considerable export trade in

wine, fruit, grain, and timber. Population 11,280.

CASTEL SARR.\SIN, a town of France, capital of an
arrondissement, in the department of Tarn et Garonne,
situated on the Songuine or Azine, near its influx into the

Garonne, 12 miles west of Montauban. The walls which
formerly surrounded the town have been converted into

promenades. It has manufactures of serges and other

woollen stufTs, hats, and leather, and some trade in corn

grown in the vicinity. The town is said by .-iome investiga-

tors to receive its name from the erection of its castle by
the Saracens, but according to others the present fcirm of

the word is only a corruption of Castel sur Azine. The
Parliament of Toulouse took refuge within the town in

15115. Population in 1872, 3u64.

CASTKL VETliANO, a town of Sicily, near the south-

ea.-it extremity of the island, 12 miles east of Mazzara, in

the province of Trapani. It is well and regularly built,

and has a population of about 20,000, many of whom are

hereditary tenants of the dukes of Monteleone, who have a
palace in the town. Near it are the ruins of the ancient
city Selinus, which was destroyed by the Carthaginians
409 B.o.

CASTELL, Edmund (c. 1606-1685), a learned Englisd
Orientalist, was born about 160G, at Hatley, in Cambridge-
shire. At the ago of fifteen ho entered Emmauuel College,

Cambridg;, but he aftcnvards changed his rssidciico to St
John's, where ho enjoyed the use of a valuable library.

His great work was the compiling of his Ltxicoti

Ueplafflotton lUireicum, ClialJaicvm, Syriucum, Snmari-
ianum, ^Ihiopicum, A rabieu m, et Pcriictim (London, 1 669).

Over this book he spent eighteen years, working (if we may
accept his own statement) from sixteen "to eighteen hours

a day ; he employed fourteen assistants, and by an expendi-

ture of £12,000 brought himself to poverty, for his lexi-

con, though full of the most unusual learning, did not find

purchasers. His loss was partly compensated by a number of

preferment."!, including a prebend at Canterbury, and the

professorship of Arabic at Cambridge. Castell also lent

the aid of his erudition to the preparation of Dr Walton s

well-known Polyglott Biblei Hia MSS. he beoueathed to

the University of Cambridge.
CASTELU, Ignaz Fkiedeioh (1781-1862), an

Austrian dramatist, was born on 6th March 1781, at

Vienna. He completed his education at the university in

his native town, and entered the profession of law. The
leisure left him by his employment in a subordinate
Government office he devoted to literary work, in particular

to the composition and adaptation of dramatic pieces.

Some of his v/ar-songs became exceedingly popular, and so

excited the ill-feeling of the French that Castelli had to

flee from Vienna and take refuge in Hungary. In 1811
he was made director of the court theatre by Prince
Lobkowitz, but he resigned this post in 1814 in order to

accompany Count Cavriani to France as secretary. He
returned to Vienna with Count Miinch-Bellinghausen, ahd
for many years occupied himself entirely with literary work.
He died in 1862 at L:!ienfe!d. From 1840 he had enjoyed
a pension from Government. His autobiography appeared
in three volumes, 1801-2 Hia nuuierous dramas and
minor pieces are distinguished only by their light gaiety

and humour.
CASTELLO, Beknaedo (1557-1629), a Genoese

portrait and historical painter, born at Albaro near Genoa,
was the intimate friend of Tasso, and took upon himself
the task of designing the figures of the Gerusalemme
Liberate, published in 1590 ; some of these subjects were
engraved by Agostino Caracci. Besides painting a number
of works in Genoa, mostly in a rapid and superficial style,

Castello was employed in Rome, and in the court of ths

duke of Savoy.

CASTELLO. Giovanni Battista (1500-1569), an
eminent Italian historical painter, was born in Bergamo,
and is hence ordinarily termed II Bergamasco. He belongs,

however, to the school of Genoa, but does not appear to

have had any family relationship with the other two painters

named Castello, also noticed hero. He was employed
to dcTDTPte the Nunziata di Portoria in Genoa, tho saloon

of tbo Lfmzi Palace at Gorlago, and the Pardo Palace in

Spain. His best-known works aro the Martyrdom of St
Sebastian, and tho picture of our S.aviour as judge of the

World on one of the vaultings of tho Nunziata. He *as
an architect and sculptor as well as painter. In 1667 he
was invited to Madrid by Philip IT., and there he died,

holding thj office of architect of the Koya! Palaces.

CASTELLO, Valeric H 625-1 659), was the youngest
son of Bernardo Castello, noticed above. He sur-

passed his father, and particularly cxctlled in painting

battle-scenes. Ho painted the Rape of the Sabincs,

now in the Palazzo Brignole, Genoa, and decorated tho

cupola of tho Church of tho Annunciation in tho sumo city.

In these works he is regarded by his admirers as combining
tho fire of Tintoretto with tho general stylo of Paolo Veto-
nose; his premature death cut short a career of high Lopc3.

CASTELLON DE LA PLANA, a town of Valencia,

in Spain, the capital of a modern province, is situated about
4 miles from the sea, and 40 miles N.N.E. of Volencio, in
"1.1' 57 N. lat. and 0° 4 W. long. It derives its name from
the extensive plain in which it is situated, and which is

watcrc.i artificially by nn oquoduct brought for tho most
part Uiruugh solid rock from the Mijarts, a strcarr. about

V. - .5
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five miles distant. It is walied, and contains two nunneries,

three men, teries, and two hospitals, as well as several

cUurchef), in which there are paintings by Ribalta, a native

artist. There is a brisk local trade maintained in the

weaving of sail-cloth and linen. lu the time of the Moors

the city was situated on a height to the north of the present

position, to which it was removed by Jayme I. in 1233.

Population, 20,123.

CASTELNAU, Michel de, Sieub de la MAUvissifeEE

(c.l 520-1592), a French soldier and diplomatist, ambassador

to Queen Elizabeth, was born in Touraine about 1520. He
was one of a large family of children, and his grandfather,

Pierre de Castelnau, was equerry to Louis XII. Endowed
with a clear and penetrating intellect and remarkable

etrength of memory, he received a careful education, and

made rapid progress in his studies. To complete his

education he travelled in Italy and made a long stay at

Kome. He then spent some time in the Island of Malta,

cfterwards entered the army, and made his first acquaint-

ance with the art of war in the chequered compaigns of

the French in Italy. Hi." abilities and his courage w-on for

him the friendship and protection of the cardiiiu! of

Lorraine, who took him into his service. In 1557 a

command in the navy was given to him, and the cardinal

proposed to got him knighted. This, however, he declined,

and then rejoined the French army in Picardy. Various

delicate missions requiring tact !>nd discretion were en-

trusted to him by the constable do Montmorency, and these

he discharged so satisfactorily that hs was sent by the

king, Henry II., to Scotland, with despatches for Mary
Stuart, then betrothed to the Dauphin, (afterwards Francis

II). From Scotland ho pas.=;ed into England, and treated

with Queen Elizabeth respecting her claims on Calais

(1559), a settlement of which was effected at the congress

of Cambray. Castelnau was next sent, wilh the title of

ambassador, to the princes of Germany, for the purpose of

prevailing upon them to withdraw their favour from the

Protestants. This embassy was followed by missions to

Margaret of Parma, governess of tho Nf-therlands, to

Savoy, and then to Rome, to ascertain the views of Pope
Paul IV. with regard to France. Paul having died just be-

fore his arrival, Castelnau used his influence in favour

of the election of Pius IV. Returning to Franca he
once more entered the navy, and served under his former

patron. It was his good fortune, at Xantes, to discover

the earliest symptoms of the conspiracy of Amboise, which
he immediately reported to the Government. After the

death of Francis II. (December 1560), he accompanied
the queen, Mary Stuart, to Scotland; and remained with

her a year, during which time he made several journeys

into England, and attempted to bring about a reconciliation

between Mary and Queen Elizabeth. The wise and
moderate counsels which he offered to the foi-mer were
unheeded. In 1562, in consequence of the civil war'in

France, he returned there. He was employed against the

Protestants in Brittany, was taken prisoner in an engage-

ment with them and sent to Havre, but was soon after

exchanged. In the midst of the excited pas.sions of his

countrymen, Castelnau, who was a sincere Catholic, main-

tained a wise self-control and moderation, and by his

counsels rendered valuable service to the Government. He
served at the siege of Rouen, distinguished himself at the

battle of Dreux, took Tancarville, and contributed in 1563
to the recapture of Havre from the English. During the

next ten years Castelnau was employed in various impor-

tant missions;— first to Queen Elizabeth, to negotiate a

peace ; ne.Tt to the duke of Alba, the new governor of the

Netherlands. On this occasion he discovered the project

formed by Cond^ and Cohgny to seize and carry off the

royal family at Monceaux (1567). After the battle of St

-CAS
Denis he was again sent lo Germany to solicit aid against

the Protestants ; and on his return he ' was rewarded for

his services with the post of governor of Saint-Dizier, and
a company of orderlies. At the head of his comj>any Lo
took part in the battles of Jarnac and Moncontour. In
1572 he was sent to England by Charles IX., to allay the

excitement created by the m.assacre of St Bartholomew j

and the same year he was sent to Germuny and Switzerland,

Two years later he was reappointed by Henry III. ambassa-

.dor to Queen Elizabeth, and he remained at her court for ten

years. During this period he used his influence to promote
the marriage of the queen with the duke of Alen9on; with a
view especially to strengthen and maintain the alliance of

the two countries. But Elizabeth made so many promises

only to break them that at last he refused to accept them or

communicate them to liis Government. On his return to

France he found that his chateau of La Mauvissiere had
been destroyed in the civil war ; and as he refused to

recognize the authority of the League, the duke of Guise
deprived him of the governorship of Saint-Dizier. He
was thus brought almost to a state of destitution. But on
the accession of Henry IV., the king, who knew his worth,

and was confident that although he was a Catholic he
might rely on his fidelity, gave him a command in the

army, and entrusted hiiii with various confidential missions.

Castelnau died at Joinville in 1592. The Memoires left

by this grpat diplomatist rank very high among the

original authorities for the period tbey cover, the eleven

years between 1559 and 1570. They were written during

his list embassy in England for the benefit of his son
;

and they possess tiio merits of clearness, veracity, and
impartiality. They ;^ere first printed in 1521; again,

with additions by Le lubourrur, in 2 vols, folio, in 1659
;

and a third time, -still further enlarged by Jean Godefroy, 3

vols, folio, in 1731. Castelnau translated into French the

Latin work of Ramus On llie Manners and Custoins of iht

Ancient Ga^ds. Various letters of his are preserved in

the Cottonian and Harleian collections in the British

Museum.
CASTELNAUD.ARY, the chief town of an arrondissc-

ment in the department of Aude, in France, 21 miles north-

west of Carcassonne. It is finely situated on an elevation

in the midst of a fertile and .veli-cultivated plain ; and its

commercial facilities are greatly increased by the Canal du
Midi, which widens out, as it passes the town, into an

extensive basin or reservoir, surrounded with wharves and
warehouses. The principal buildings are the courthouses,

the church of St Michel, the exchange, and the communal
colltge. There are large manufactures of woollen and cotton

goods, linen, leather, bricks, tiles, and earthenware ; an
extensive trade is maintained in lime, gypsum, grain, fruiUs,

and wine ; and the building of canal boats forms r.n

important industry. By some authorities Castelnaudaiy is

supposed to represent the ancient SostonKtrjus, and to receive

its present name, which they regard as a corruption of the

Latin Castrum Novum Arianorum, from the fact that it

was rebuilt by the Visigoths, who were adherents of tlie

Arian party. It is distinctly mentioned in the 12th

century, and in 1212 it was remarkable as the scene of a

great conflict between the counts of Touluuse and Foix and

Simon de Montfort, in which the former were defeated. In

1229 the town was deprived of its ramparts; and in 1355

it was captured and burned by the Black Prince. In 1 632

the duke of Montmorency was defeated here by the royal

troops under Schomberg. Population in 1872, 7946.

CASTELO BRANCO {i.e., ^^^lite Castle), a town and

bishop's seat of Portugal, in the province of Beira. on a hill

near the Liria, 64 miles east by south of Coimbra. It i8

surrounded by walls flanked by towers, and has a ruined

castle en the sumtnit of the hill. Population about 5580.
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CAST! Qioviyi?r Battista (1721-1803), aa Italian

poet, was born of huaable parents at Montenaacoae, ia the

States of the Church, ia 1721. He rose to the dignity of

canon in the cathedral of his native place, but gave up his

chance of church preferment to satisfy his guy and restless

spirit by visiting most of the capitals of Europe, In 1782,

on the deatli of Metastasio, he was appointed Poeta Cesario,

or poet-laureate of Austria, in which capacity he applied

himself with great success to the opera boaffe ; but, in

1796, he resigned this post, in order that he might not be

hampered by political relations ; and he spent the close of

his life Bo a private gentleman at Paris, whera he died in

1803. C'asti is best known as the author of the Kovelle Gal-

anli, and of Gli AnimaU Parlanii. a poetical allegory, over

which he spent eight years (1794-1802), and which, not-

withstanding its tedious length, excited so much interest that

it was translated into French, German, and Spanish, and
(very freely and with additions) into English in W. S.

Uosa's Court and Pailiament of Beasts (Land. 1819).

Written during the time of the Revolution in France, it was
intended to exhibit the feelings and hopes of the people,

and the defects and absurdities of various political systems.

The Novdle Galanti is a series of poetical tales, in the

otiava rinia,—a metre largely used by Italian poeEs for that

class of compositions. The sole merit of these poems con-

sists in the harmony and purity of the style, and the liveli-

ness and sarcastic power of many passages. They are, how-
ever, characterised by the grossest licentiousness ; and there

is no originality of plot,—that, according to the custom of

Italian novelists, being taken from classical mythology or

^ther ancient legends. Among the other works of Casti

is the Poema Tartaro, a mock-heroic satire on the court

of Catherine II., with which ho was personally acquainted.

CASTIGLIONE DELLE STIVIERE, a town of Italy;

in the province of Brescia, 20 miles north-west of Mantua.
It has a castle, a theatre, and two fine churches, and was
formerly the capital of a small principality dependent on
the duchy of Mantua. In 1706 the Austrians, under
Wurmser, were defeated there by Marshal Augereau, who
was afterwards rewarded by Napoleon with the title of

duke of Castiglione, Population, 5237. This town mu£t
not be confounded with Castiglione Fioretino, a flourish-

ing township, about 1 1 miles south of Arezzo by rail, which
is chiefly engaged in the culture of the silk-worm.

CASTIGLIONE, Baldassakb (1478-1529), diplomatU
and man of letters, was born at Casaticu near Mantua,
and was educated at Milan under the famous professors

Merula and Chalcondylcs. In 149G he entered the service

of Lodovico Sforza, duke cf Milan, returning to Mantua
in 1500 when Lodovico was carried prisoner into France.

In 1504 he was attached to the court of Guidobaldo
Malatesta, duke of Urbitio, and in l.'iOG ho was sent by
that prince on a mi.ssioa to Henry VII. of England, who
had before conferred on Federigo Malatesta, " the Good
Duke," the most famous mercenary of his age, the order of

the Garter. Guidobaldo dying childless in 1508, tho

duchy of Urbino was given to Francesco Maria della Rovere,
for whom Castiglione, envoy at the court of Leo X. (Medici),

obtained the ofiico of generalissimo of the Papal troops.

Charged with the arrangement of the dispute between
Clement VII. (Medici) and Charles V , Castiglione crossed,

in 1524, into Spain, where he was received with highest

honours, being afterwards naturalized, and made bishop of

Avila. In 1527. however, Rome was seized and sacked
by the Iniperialibts under Bourbon, and in the July of the

Slime year the surrender of the castlo of Sant' Angelo
placed Clement in their hands, Castiglione had been
tricked by the emperor, but there were not wanting accusa-

tions of treachery against himself. He had, however, placed

fidelity bighc:>t among the virtues of his ideal " courtier
"

aud when he died at Toledo ia 1529, il was said that he

had died of grief and shame at the imputation. The
emperor mourned him as " one of the world's best cavaliers."

A portrait of him, now at the Louvre, was painted by
Raphael, who disdained neither his opinion nor his advice.

Castiglione wrote little, but that little is of rare merit. His

verses, in Latin and Italian, are elegant in the extreme ; his

letters (Padua, 1769-1771) are full of grace and finesse.

But the book by which he is best remembered is the famous
treatise, li Cortegiano, v/ritten in 1514, published at

Venice by Aldus in 1528, and translated into English by a
certain Thomas Hoby as early as 1561. This book, called

by the Italians II Libra d'Oro, and remarkable for its easy

force and undemonstrative elegance of style no less than

for the nobility and manliness of its theories, describes the

Italian gentleman of the Renaissance, under his brightest

and fairest aspect, and gives a charming picture of the

court of Guidobaldo da Montefeltre, duke of Urbino,
" confessedly the purest and most elevated court in Italy."

In the form of a discussion held in the duchess's drawing-

room—v.-ith EUzabetta Gonzaga, Pietro Bembo, Bernardo

Bibbieua, Giuiiano de' Medici, Emilia Pia, and Ceretiuo the

Unique among the speakers—the question, What constitutes

a perfect courtier 1 is debated. With but fev/ dift'erences,

the tj'pa determined on is the ideal gentleman of the

present day. See Ginguen^, Ilistoire LUleraire de i'lialie,

vi., viL; and J. A. Symonds, The Renaissance in Italy,

London, 1875.

CASTIGLIONE, Giovanni Benedetto (1616-1070),
currently named in Italy II Grechetto, and in France Le
Benedette, a painter of the Genoese School, was born in

Genoa, and studied for some time under Vandyck. He
painted portraits, historical pieces, and landscapes, but

chiefly excelled in fairs, markets, and rural scenea with

animals. His paintings are to be found at Rome, Venice,

Naples, Florence, and more especially Genoa and Mautua,

He also executed a great number of etchings, which are

spirited, free, and full of taste ; Diogenes searching for

a ilan is one of the principal of these. The etchings are

remarkable for light and shade, and have even earned for

Castiglione the name of " a second Rembrandt." The
Prcsepio (Nativity of Jesus) in the church of San Luca,

Genoa, ranks among his most celebrated paintings; the

Louvre also contains eight characteristic examples. In his

closing years he lived in ilantua, painting for the court ;

here he received his name of " Grechetto," fi«m tho classic

air of his pastorals, and here he died of gom. m 1070.

His brother Salvatore aud nis son Francesco excelled in

tho same subjects ; and it is thought that many paintings

which are ascribed to Benedetto are only copies after him,

or perhaps originals by his son or brother.

CASTIGLIONE, Carlo Ottavio, Count (1784-1849),

an Italian philologist of considerable reputation, was born

at Milan of an ancient family. His principal work was

done in connection with the Arabic and other Oriental

languages ; but ho also performed good service in several

other departments. In 1819 ho published Monete Cufiche

del Museo di Mitano, and assisted Cardinal Mai in bis

Ulphila: partium ineditarum in Ambrosianii palimpsestit

repertarum edilio, A learned Memoire geographique U
numismati^iue tur Vt partie oricntale de la Barbarif apptlce

Afrikia par les Arabes appeared in 1826, and established

his reputation. In 1829 he published by himself the

Gothic version of tho second epistle of Paul to the Corin-

thians ; and this was followed by the Gothic version of the

ejiistle to the Romans, the first epistle to the Corinthians,

and tho epistle to the Epbesians in 1834; by Galatians,

Philippians, and 1 Thcssalonians in 1835, and by 2 The»-

salonians in 1839. His life was written by Biondelli, aod
appeared at Milan in 185G.
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CASTILE (in Spanish, Costilla), an ancient kingdom
of Spain ocoujiying the central districts of the peninsula.

For its history as a separate kingdom see the article

Spain. The name Castile is derived from the existence

of numerous forts {castillos) erected on the frontiers to

afford protection from enemies. The northern part of the

old kingdom, which was first rescued from the Moors, is

called Castilla la V'uja, or Old Castile ; the southern, more
recently acquired, is called Castilla la Nueva, or Now Castile.

The length of Castile from north to south is about 300
miles; the breadth, about 160 miles; and the total area

about 45,000 square miles, or nearly one-fourth that of Spain.

Old Castile is bordered on the N. by the Bay of

Biscay, on the E. and N.E. by Biscay, Alava, Navarre,

and Aragon, on the S. by New Castile, and on the

W by Leon and Asturias. It is divided into the pro-

vinces of Burgos, Logroiio, Santander, Soria, Segovia,

Avila, palencia, Valladolid, and has an area of 25,409

square miles, and a popuUtioa estimated in 1870 at

1,689,864 inhabitants. The country consists of vast

plains, which form, between the Cantabrian chain in the

north and the chain of Sierras stretching south-v.rest from

Aragon to Estremadura, a great table-land, of a height

between 2500 and 4000 feet above the sea. The principal

rivers are the Douro and the £bro. The plains are barren

and dry, with scarcely a tree, meadow, or spring of water
;

but the hilhs bordering the mountain ranges are well

clothed with oak-forests. The climate is healthy, but

eubject to great extremes of cold and heat ; frosts in the

higher regions may last three months at a time. The soil

IS productive, but poorly cultivated ; the harvests of wheal,

however, are abundant. Wine and oil of inferior quality,

and madder, are produced in eonsiderable quantity, but

fruits ai-o scarce except at Bureba. The export trade is

chiefly in wool, cattle, sheep, and wheat. The bad state

.of the roads (which are often impassable for mules), the

msuflicjency of railway communication, and the neplected

condition of the Port of Santander, are great obstacles lo

eommercj.
New Castile is bounded on the N. by Old CastUe, on the

E. by Aragon and Valencia, on the S. by La Mancha, on the

W. by Estremadura. It forms the southern portion of the

great central table-land of Spain, and comprises the pro-

vinces of Madrid. Toledo, Guadalajara, and Cueuca. The
total area is 20,1 78 square miles, inhabited by a population

estimated in 1870 at 1,277,123. The principal mountain

ranges are the Sierra Guadarama in the north, and the

Sierra Morena in the .south. The chief rivers are the

Tagus, Guadiana, Guadalquiver, Segura, and Xucar. The
climate is more rigorous than that of Old Castile, and the

mean temperature, on account of the elevation of surface,

is hot more than 59°
; but the heat in summer is extreme

in the valleys. The rainfall is not more then 10 inches in

a year ; the winds are dry and violent. The whole country

presents the aspect of a barren dusty steppe, with patches

of olive-trees here and there, and wheat, pea, and saffron

fields. During the rainy season the vegetation is very

luxuriant ; but agriculture is in a backward state ; the

soil is fertile, but the rivers are not used for its irrigation.

The total quantity of wheat raised is barely sufficient for

the wants of the population. Hemp and flax and olive-

trees are cultivated. Timber and fire-wood are becoming
dearer, as the country is very little wooded. Honey is

gathered in considerable quantities; and sheep, oxen, and
mules are reared iii great numbers. Iron, salt, and quick-

silver are worked ; the mineral resources are good, but

ill developed. The manufactures are chiefly of woollen

goods, plain and figured velvets, silks, satins, calicoes,

stockings, earthenware, and cutlery.

The inbabitauts of both Old and New Castile are a loyal

and manly race, preserving the primitive simplicity and
pure Spanish, as well as the pride, of their forefathers.

They are uneducated and inclined to bigotry, but naturally

shrewd and intelligent. The tillage of the land and the

pasturing of sheep are their chief em]>loyments.

CASTILLEJO, Christobal de (1494-1556), was born,

according to Moratin, in Ciudad-Rodrigo. Attached at an
early age to the household of Ferdinand of Austria, after-

wards king of Bohemia and Hungary, and eventually em-
peror, Castillejo rose in the prince's service to the pest of

secretary, taking orders on the departure of his master from
Spain, in which country he remained some time. A letter

written during this period (1523) by Martin de Salinas

to the treasurer Salamanca, in reply to one asking him to

provide the treasurer with a secretary, bears flattering wit-

ness to the ability and temper of Castillejo, who is warmly
recommended to the vacancy. It is not known whethir

ho obtained this post. Certain it is, however, that he soon

afterwards folowed Ferdinand, and resumed his secretary-

ship, with but little profit, if we may judge from many
pa.33age3 in his verse, in which he deplores his poverty and

the forlorn position unaided merit held at court. He was
several times in Venice, where certain of his opuscules

were printed for smuggling into Spain,—Castillejo, like

Torres Naharro, whose comedies and satires were also pub-

lished in Italy, being on the Index of the Inquisition, on
account of the strong anti clerical bias of his satirical works.

He died ia a monastery near Vienna, two years before Fer-

dinand's recognition as emperor.

Castillejo was a voluminous writer of verse. His poems
are worthy of note, not only on account of their intrinsic •

merit, but also as being the last manifestation of import-

ance of the older Spanish School of poetry against the

younger section under the leadership of Gai-eilaso de la

Vega. That fine melodist and brilliant rhetorician, the

Ronsard of Spain, seconded by Boscan and Ilurtado do

Mendoza, had introduced into his own land the rhythms
and cadences employed in Italy : through him the sonnet,

the canzone, the octaves of the comic epics, and even the

tersa rima of the comedy itself had been transplanted

into Spanish soil ; and he and his folicr/ers !iad created a

vocabulary of picked and exquisite terms which, passing

through the hands of the magniloquent Herrera, was to end
in the monstrous dialect of Gongora and his disciples.

Against this revolution CastiUsjo set his face, fighting

gallantly and unavailingly in defence of the antique

metrical forms and structures. The use of thess he never

abandoned, save on one or two occasions when, for purposes

of parody, he produced sonnets and octaves. In the poetry

of Castillejo, which is written chiefij' in " quintillas " snd
" coplas de pi6 quebrado," are ail the qualities that mp.ke

the older verse of Spain such pleasant reading—the grace-

ful simplicity, the artless elegance, the fluency and
spontaneity (which sometimes, however, degenerates into

garrulity), the keen and homely mother wit, often gross

but seldom offensive or cruel. He has, however, other quali-

ties which are peculiar to himself, and which give him a

place apart even among the school that may be said to end

in him ; his society verses are bright with a pleasant gossipy

amiability ; his satires are quick with a certain cynical

sprightliness that makes them still amusing and attractive

;

while one at least of his poems, the " Dialogue between

Himself and his Pen," overflows with a humorous tanderness

that is extremely efiective. Writing on anything and
everything— " On a Green and Yellow Costume," " On the

Wood Guaiacum," " On a Friend's Horse called Tristram,"

—he of course produced a cloud of rhymes that are

intolerable and to be avoided. Some of his " Villancicos,"

" Letras," and " Motes," however, are charming in despite

of years ; a, not infrequent note in them reminding the
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reader somewhat of the qnaint graces of Charles of Orleans,

with whom in this fondness for elaborate trifles Castillejo

may be said to have a certain affinity, though immeasurably

his inferior in delic.-icy of touch and artistic restraint. His

principal satires, "The Sermon against L9ve" and the
" Dialogue of the Conditions of Women," are amusing and

witty enough; while his " Galatea," an imitation of Ovid,

wi'it be regarded as one of the sweetest pieces of pastoral

poetry in the whole range of Spanish letters, and, with the

exception of the exquisite littla anacreontic to Love, as the

best of Castillejo's many poems.

The strong anti-clerical feelings of Castillejo, himself

an ecclesiastic, have been already remarked. His satires

were treated exceedingly ill on this account by the officers

of the Inquisition, who did not scruple to excise large

portions of them, and to fill up the gaps thus caused with

screeds of a contrary tendency, the work of their own
hack rhymesters, who had at this period a great deal of

work to do of the same sort. The poems themselves are

divided into three books, the first devoted to "Love," and

the second to " Conversation and Pastime ;" while the third

is composed of moral and religious verses. The best text

is that given in the Biblioteca de Autores EspaOoles, vol.

xxxii., Madrid, 1832.

CASTING. See Founbino.
CASTLE (Saxon castel, Latin castcllum, diminutive

from castrum, whence the French chdteau and chatel, as in

Neufchatel), an encampment, a fortress or place rendered

defensible either by nature or art. The term is also often

applied to the principal mansion of a prince or nobleman.

The fre:juent and protracted wars between neighbouring
tribes and peoples which took place in early times mn.st

soon have rendered evident the expediency of erecting forts.

These at first consisted only of earthen ramparts or rows of

palisades, situated mostly on commanding eminences.
With improved methods of assault and the advance of con-

structive art came erections of wood and stone, which by
and by were flanked with towers and surrounded by a wall

and ditch. Increased mechanical and architectural skill,

while it made little alteration on the fundamental plan of

Bucli buildings, gradually introduced numerous contrivances

for repelling assault, and rendering a great castlo well-nigh

impregnable.

Confining our narrative of the progress of castle-building

to Britain, i\e notice first the hill-forts which are ascribed

to the ancient Britons. Tjpical examples of them are the
Herefordshire Beacon on the Malvern Hills, and the
Barmekin of Edit in Aberdeenshire. The latter consists

uf the remains of two circular dry stone walls surrounded
by three ditches. Tliu inner wall seems to have been about
12 feet thick, and 300 yards in circumference, and contains
live entrances all in an oblique direction. The outer wall,

which is said to be more modern than the inner, is much
more entire, and has no entrances through it. Th", ditches

are about 9 feet bioad.

Of the castella which the Romans erected in this country
during their long occupation of it, Richborough Castle near
Sandwich in Kent is almost the only relic. It is from the
evidence of coins found there, supi)osed to have been built,

or at any rate completed, in the time of the Emperor
Severiis. The rnins at present form nearly three sides

—

the southern, western, and northern—of a rectangle, and it

is commonly supposed that the fourth side, the eastern,

facing the River Stour, has been destroyed by the giving
way of the terrace on which it stood. The length of the
Bonthern wall is 360, of the western 4G0 and of the
northern 440 feot;

The height of the walls varies from 10 to 30 feet ; and
their thickness, from 11 to 12 feet at the base, diminishes
•lightly towards the top. In the western aud northern

walls are two openings which are usually denominated the

decuman and postern gates. Round towers.are said tn have

existed at the corners, and square ones at convenient dis-

tances along the wall.-;, but no traces of them are now to be

found. The walls, which are enormously strong and faced

with regular courses of squared stones, consist of rows of

boulders alternating with courses of bonding tiles. Nearly

in the centre of the castle is the base of a cruciform building

resting on a substructure of masonry, which is conject-jred

to have been the avgiirale, where the auguries were taken,

and where was situated *ho aacdlum for the reception of

the ensigns.

Regarding the castles built by our Saxon forefathers

our knowledge is scanty. They were probably not very

numerous, and some of them were built principally of

wood. Alfred, who did so much for the defence of the

country, constn'.cted several strongholds which his successors

do not seem to have kept up or improved. At all events

they offered little resistance to William the Norman, who,

iu order effectually to guard against invasions from with-

out as well as to awe his newly-acquired subjects, imme-

diately began to erect castles all over the kiugdom, and
likewise to repair and augment the old ones. Besides, as

he had parcelled out the lands of the English amongst his

followers, they, to protect themselves from the resentment

of the despoiled natives, built strongholds and castles ou

their estates, and these were multiplied so rapidly that

towards the latter end of the reign of King Stephen they

amounted to 1115.

As the feudal system gathered strength, the lords of

castles began to arrogate to themselves a royal power,

not only within theii castles, but likewise iu their environs,

—exercising judicature both civil and criminal, coining

money, and arbitrarily seizing forage and provisions for

the subsistence of their garrisons, which they afterwards

demanded as a right. Their insolence and oppression

grew to such a pitch that, according to William of

Newbury, " there were in England as many kings, or

rather tyrants, as lords of castles ; " and .Matthew Paris

emphatically styles them " nests of devils and dens of

thieves." The licentious behaviour of the garrisons having

at length become intolerable, it was agreed in the treaty

between Stephen and Henry II., when the latter was duke

of Normandy, that all the castles built within a certain

period should be demolished ; in consequence of which

many were actually razed, but not the number stipulated.

The style of castle erected in England after the Con-

quest seems to have been that of buildings of a similar

kind in France, such as the castles of Chamboy, Domfront,

Falaise, Nogent-le Eotrou, Beaugeucy, Loches, Chauvigny,

and many others. Like tiem, the Norman casClo was

commonly situated on an eminence, or on the bank of a

river. The whole site of the castle, which *as frequently

of great extent and irregular figure, was surrounded by a

deep and broad ditch, called the moat or fosse, which

could he aisily filled with water or left dry. In some of

the later castlos, before the principal entrances was placed

an outwork called the barbacan. which was a high wall

8uniio\intcd by battlements and occasionally turrets to

defend the gate and the drawbridge, which communicated

therewith. The drawbridge across the moat was con-

structed of wood, and, by means of chains and weights,

could bo pulled up against the entrance, thus cutting off

all communication with the outside. Ou the inside of

the moat stood the outer bailey w.ill, about 8 or 10 feet

thick, and from 20 to 30 feet high, surmounted by a

parajjot not le.-^s than 1 foot thick, with cronellated

embatilements or embrasures. This parapet afforded

protection to the dcf'^ndcrs of the castle, who stood upon

the wall, and through the crenelles discharged srrowsj
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darts, and stones at the besiegers. On the wall, and

projecting out from it were built at proper distaacss square

or round towers, sometimes called bastions, generally one

story higher than the wall so as to command it. The
lower story of the walls and towers was often built with

a batter, or slope outwards to strengthen, and also to keep

the assailants farther from, the walls. Thus the defenders

were not compelled to lean far over the parapet, and ex-

pose their bodies to the archers of the enemy who were

placed at a distance to guard those engaged in undermining

the walls. In one of the towers and sometimes in the

wall near a tower was tlie postern gate at a considerable

distance from the ground. This gate was used for the

egress of messengers during a siege. The principal

entrance or uiain gate of the castle was of great strength,

and was usually flanked with strong towers having

embattled parapets. It was made of wood, cased with

iron, and was rendered doubly secure by an iron portcullis

which slid downwards iu grooves in the masonry. Within

the outer wall was a largo open space or court called the

iiutef bailey, bayle, or ballium, in which stood commonly a

church or chapel. On the iusido of the outer bailey and sur-

rounded by a ditch stood another wall and parapet, with gate

and towers similar to those on the outer wall. Kound the

inside of this inner wall were arranged the offices for the

Eervants and retainers, the granaries, storehouses, and other

necessary buildings. These constituted the inner bailey.

Witliin all these was the keep, built sometimes on an

artificial mound. It was a largo, high, square or rectangular

tower more strongly fortified than any of the other parts of

the castle, and was the last resort of the garrison when all

the outworks were taken. Its walls, from 10 to about 20

feet in thickness at the base, and diminishing towards the

top, on which was placed an embattled parapet, often

admitted of chambers and staircases being constructed in

them. On each side of the keep there was usually a flat

Xorman buttress, and at the corners were embattled turrets

carried one story higher than the parapet, a.s may bs seen

in the keeps of Kochester, Newcastle, ito.

Fio, 1.— "Rochester Keeii.

The entrance was on the first floor, and was reached by
ajl open flight of steps, which could be readily defended, or

by a staircase in a turret at one of the angles. The interior

v^a<i divided by a strong middle partition wall, in which
were openings for communication with the different apart-

ments. In this wall was the well of the castle, often of

gloat depth, and with a shaft ascending through all the

stories to the top of the keep. The several floors were of

stone or wood. The basem>jnt floor contained the store-

rooms and the dungeon for prisoners, and had no lights from
the outside. On the first floor were situated the soldieiB'

apartments, guard-room, itc, lighted only by small loop-

holes. The second floor was taken up by the baronial hall

in which the baron or governor and his retainers dined.

The third floor contained, probably, the chapel and apart-

ments of the governor and his family. The tv.fO upper floors

were lighted by small round-headed Norman windows.

Although there were unquestionably great variations in the

structure of castles, yet the most perfect of them were built

on the plan above described. As an illustration we give a

ground-plan of Dover Castle copied by jiermission from

The Ai-c/uU-ct.

^'tA

Fio. 2.—Grovind-Plan of Dover Caotlj.

The towers along the outer bailey wall (such as Avranchea

tower, Marshall's tower, and the Constable's tower in Dover

Castle) were, in the case of royal castles, each protected by

men of approved fidelity and valour, to whom estates were

granted on condition of their performing castle-guard. Each

had also to keep his particular tower in repair, and supply

the requisite number of men to defend it during a siege.

In process of time these services were commuted for

annual rents, sometimes styled wardpenny and waytfee, but

commonly castle-guard rents, payable on fixed days, undei

prodigious penalties called sursizes. At Rochester if a man
failed in the payment of his rent of castle-guard on the

feast of St Andrew, his debt was' doubled eveiy tide

while the payment was delayed. These were afterwards

restrained by an Act of Parliament made in the reign of

Henry VIII., and finally annihilated, with the tenures by

knight's service, in the time of Charles II. Such castles as

were private property were guarded either by mercenary

soldiers, or by the tenants of the lord or owner. Windsor,

Wanwick, Kenilworth, Conway, Carnaovon, and many

others of the later Norman castles differ from the earher

ones chiefly iu the structure of the keep, which contained

•r. some instances an open quadrangular court, and had the

chapel, the hall, and the state apartments arranged round

the sides. The turrets at the corners and on the walls

were of various shapes, round, square, and polygonal, and

had embrasures and machicolations.

The machicolations were corbelled projections, with

apertures between, down which stones could be thrown, or

molten lead poured, on the assailants. The principal

entrances were defended by largo 'circular towers, with

machicolations over the front of the gate, and sometimes

more than one portcullis.

The Scotch castlea were iu general square or rectangular
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keeps or peels, and depended for their security greatly upon

their site. Some of them were situated ou precipitous

rocks on the sea-

coast, such as Fast,

Tantallon, Dunot-

tar; others on islands

in a lake or river,

sucii as Lochleven

and Th reave. Edin-

burgh and Stirling

castles, like many
others in Englaud

s.nd on the Conti-

nent, illustrate well

one of the functions

Fig. 3.—Macliii;olati»>ns and "Battlemented

Parapet.

often discharged by fortresses, that of forming a nucleus for

s. village or city.

As civilization advanced and the country enjoyed more

peace and security, buildings were erected with a greater

Vegard to comfort and elegance, though still retaining many
of the features of a fortress, such as the moat, the

drawbridge, and the gatehouse. Examples of these

castellated mansions are seen in CaLstor, Norfolk, and

Ilorstmonceaux, Sussex, erected in the 1 Sth century. But

it should nut be forgotten that many of the castles of older

date were by subsequent repairs, improvements, and

adaptations so transformed in course of time as to resemble

more modern structures. Castles of recent date are merely

imitations of these with some of their features preserved

for ornament.

Seo Grose's Antiquitu3t Kinj^'s Munimentn Antiqna^ Britton's

Architedurtil Aniiquitirs, Braylyy's Ancient CaMt:s of En^flund and
Wahs, B<;atlie'3 Ca.ft!':s and Abbeys of Bnglaiui, Hillings's Baro-
nial and Kcchaiastiral Antiquities of Scotland, M. Viollct-le-Duc's

Dictionnairc ds V Architci-ture, M. de Cauraont's AbkCdaire ou Rudi-
ment d'Archfoloijie., and many notices in various architectural and
arcliitolopical periodicals. (K. M'K.)

CASTLEBAR,a town of Ireland, the capital of theconnty

of Mayo, situated on the river of the same name, 159 miles

west by north of Dublin. It consists chiefly of a main
street upwards of half a mile in length and a square in

which are the county courts and public offices. It also

possesses a jail, nn Episcopal church, a Roman Catholic

chapel, a lunatic asylum, a county infirmary, a linen hall,

artillery and infantry barracks, and a workhouse. There
are some breweries, and a considerable trade in linens and
agricultural produce. Two newsjiapers are published in the

town. The castle, v.hich gives its name to the town, was

a fortress of the Dc Burgh family ; but the town itself is

of more modern origin. In IC-il the castle was held for

the Parliament by Sir Henry Bingham, but ho was forced

to surrender to Lord Ma;o, and fell a victim, with all his

garrison, tu the fury and treachery of the besiegers. The
massacre was afterwards avenged, in 105.3, by the executiori

of Sir Theobald Burke (by that time Lord M.ayo), who
had l>een in command along with bis father at the piege.

In 17US the town was occupied for some weeks by the

French under General Humbert, who had defeated the

English under Lukis J. Hutchison in a conflict which is

jocularly styled tlie " Casllebar Races." Population in

1871, 3.^)08.

CASTLEREAQH, Lord. See Londonderry, AI.vr-

QUT3 OF.

CASTLETOWN (in Manx, Bui.ly Cashtel), the capital

of the Isle of Man, and scat of the Manx Government,
stands on the western »\i\,a of Castletown B.iy, 11 miles

south-west of Douglas, on both banks of the Silverburn.

It is neat and regularly built, and has a large square

containing some handsnme ho'iscs. In the centre of the

town stands Costlo Uushin which owes its foundation to

the Danish chief, Guthrcd, in 960, and after serving for

genuiatjuns as the residence of the kings of Man, is now
partly used as a prison and bai rai l;s. In its vicinity is

the House of Keys, where the members of the Manx
Parliament hold their sessions. The chief educational

establishment is King William's College, situated about a

mile and a half to the north of the town. It was originally

erected about 1830-3 ; but a complete restoration was

rendered necessary by fire in 1844, and it has since been

enlarged, in 18G2. Castletown also possesses a new town-

house, a market-house dating from 1830, and several other

public buildings; there are breweries, limekiln.s, and corn

mills in the town and neighbourhood ; and a small ship-

ping-trade is maintained. Population in 1871, 2320.

CASTER AND POLLUX, in Greek and Roman
mythology, were twin gods, also known under the name
of Dioscuri (Aioo-Kovpoi, from Zcv?, Ai'os, Jupiter, and

KovpoL, children) for, according to one myth, they were

children of Jupiter and Leda, whose love the god had

won under the form of a swan. In some versions Leda

is represented as having brought forth two eggs, from one

of which were born the mortal babes Castor and Clyta:-

mnestra, from the other the immortal Pollux or Polydeuces

and Helen, According to others only the latter two were

children of Zeus, and in Homer all are said to be

childreji of Leda and Tyndareus, king of Sparta. We
find also that the Dioscuri were specially reverenced among
people of Dorian race, and that they were said to have

reigned at Sparta. Miiller therefore suggests that the

myth arose from the apotheosis of certain human Tyn-

daridse, round v/hom gradually collected fables which

originally referred to some ancient Pelopoa-'iesian deities.

The Dioscuri presided over public games. Castor being

the god of equestrian exercise, Pollux the god of boxing

;

but both are usually represented on fiery steeds with spears

and egg-shaped helmets crowned with stars. They were,

besides, the patrons of hospitality: their willing and hindly

aid was especially sought by travellers; they were Ofoi <Tu>-nj-

pa, ever ready to befriend all who paid them duo honour.

Their most important exploits are their invasion of Attica,

to rescue their sister Helen from Theseus ; their share in

the hunting of the Calydonian boar, and in the Argonautic

expedition, during which they married the daughters of

Leucippus ; and, lastly, their battle with the sons of

Aphareus, in which Castor, the mortal, fell by the hand of

Idas. Pollux, finding him dead after the battle, implored

Jupiter to bo allowed to die with him ; but the father of

the gods (says Homer) g.avo his brother life, on condition

that both should, on alternate days, descend to Hades.

According to another fable, the god marked his approval of

their love by placingthem together among the stars.

Though their worship was perhaps most carefully ob-

sofved among people of Dorian origin, thoy were hidd in

no small veneration at Rome. It was the popular belief iu

that city from an early period tliat the battle of Lake

Regillus had been decided by their interposition. Tliey

had fought, it was said, armed and mounted, at the head

of the legicms of the commonwealth, and had afterwards

carried the news of the victory with incredible speed to the

city. The well in the Foruni at v.hich they alighted was

pointed out, and near it rose their nncient temple. A groat

festival was kept in their honour <in the Ides of Quinl.ilis,

btlieved to bo tho tnniivorsnry of the battle, and sumptuous

sacrilices were offered to them at the public charge. It

was further ordained that a grand muster and inspection

of the. equestrian body should bo part of the ceremonial.

All the knights, clad in purple and crowned with olive,

were to meet at a temple of Mars in the suburbs. Thence

they were to ride in state to the forum, where stood tho

teniple of the twins. This pogeaut was during severs'
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centuries ode of the most cplendid sights of Bomc. In the

time of Dioiy'sius the cavalcade consisted of 6000 horeemen,

all persons of fair repute and independent fortune.

CASTOR OIL, the fixed oi! obtained from the Castor

Oil Plant or Palma Christi, Kinnv.2 commmiis. belonging to

the Natural Order Euphorbiacecs. The plant is a native of

the East Indies, but it has been introduced, and is now
cultivated in most tropical and in the warmer temperate

countries. In size it varies from a shrubby plant to a tree

of from 30 to 40 feet in height according to the climate in

which it grows, being arborescent in tropical latitudes. On
account of its very large benutiful palmate-peltate leaves,

which measure as much as 2 feet in diameter, it is cultivated

as an ornamental plant. In the south of England, with

the habit of an annual, it ripens its seeds in favourable

seasons ; and it has been known to come to maturity as far

north as Christiania in Norway. The fruit consists of a

tricoccous capsule, covered externally with soft yielding

prickles, and each cell develops a single seed. The seeds

of the different cultivated varieties, of which there arc a

great number, differ much In size and in external markings
;

but average seeds are of an oval laterally compressed form,

with their longest diameter about four lines. They hnve a

shining, marble grey and brown, thick, leathery epidtrmis,

within which is a thin dark-coloured brittle coat, Tlie

cotyledons readily separate, and show a large distinct leafy

embryo. The oil is obtained from the seeds by two

principal methods—expression and decoction,—the latter

process being largely used in India, where the oil, on

account of its cLc..2;nes3 and abundance, is extensively

employed for illuminating as well as for other domestic and

medicinal purposes. The oil exported from Calcutta to

Europe, which is said to be " cold drawn and nearly

tasteless," is prepared by shelling and crushing the seeds

between rollers. The crushed mass is then placed in

hempen cloths and pressed in a screw or hydraulic press.

The oil which exudes is mixed with water and heated till

the water boils, and the mucilaginous matter in the oil

separates as a stum. It is next strained, then bleached in

the sunlight, and stored for exportation. A considerable

quantity of castor oil of an excellent quality is also made in

Italy; and in California the manufacture is conducted on

an extensive scale. The following is an outline of the

process adopted in a Californian factory. The seeds are

submitted to a dry heat in a furnace for an hour or thereby,

by which they are softened and prepared to part easily with

their oil. They are then pressed in a large powerful screw-

press, and the oily matter which flows out is caught, mixed
with an equal proportion of water, and boiled to punfy it

from mucilaginov.s and albuminous matter. After boiling

about an hour, it is allowed to cool, the water is drawn off,

and the oil is transferred to zinc tanks or clarifiers capable

of holding from 60 to 100 gallons. In these it stands

about eight hours, bleaching in the sun, after which it is

ready for storing. By this method 100 lb of good seeds

yield about 5 gallons of pure oil.

Castor oil is a viscid liquid, almost colourless when
pure, possessing only a slight odour, and a mild yet highly

nauseous and disagreeable taste. Its specific gravity is '96,

a little less than that of water, and it dissolves freely in

alcohol, ether, and glacial acetic acid. It contains palmitic

and several other fatty acids, among which there is one

—

ricinoleic acid—peculiar to itself. In 1864 Tuson isolated

from the oil a principle which he denominated an alkaloid

under the natne of ricinine, and that substance has since

been extracted from the leaves, which are used as

galactagogues and emmenagogues. Castor oil forms a

clean, light-coloured soap which dries and hardens well,

having no tendency to deliquesence, and is free from smelL

It has been recommended for medicinal use.

Castor oil is one of the most extensively useful of

purgative medicines known; and the ouly one which,

under certain circumstances, can with safety be admin-

istered. Its purgative jiroperties were supposed by
Soubeiran to be due to the presence of an acrid oleo-resin

and to ricinolein, but the constituents of the oil have not yet

been satisfactorily studied in their physiological relations.

The seeds themselvea, or the oil extracted by alcohol, owing

to the larger proportion of the drastic principle they contain,

act much more powerfuUy than the common oil. The
nauseous taste of castor oil is the one great impediment to

its use, and many methods have been suggested for overcom-

ing its unpleasant flavour. The most common devices

are—enclosing it in capsules, floating it in various palatable

hquids, or preparing emulsions of the oil with such sub-

stances as dissolved gum-arabic and simple syrup.

CASTREN, Matthias Alexaubee (1813-1853), one

of the greatest authorities on the ethnology and languages

of the Northern Asiatic nations, was born at Tervola, in

the parish of Kemi in Finland, on 2Cth November (2d

December) 1813. His father, Christian Castrte, pariah

minister at Rovaniemi, died in 1825 ; and Matthias passed

under the protection of his uncle, Mathias Castr^n, the

kindly and learned incumbent of Kemi At the age of

twelve he was sent to school at Uleaborg, and there he

helped to maintain himself by teaching the younger

children. On his removal to the Alexander's University at

Helsingfors in 1830, he first devoted himself to Greek and

Hebrew with the intention of entering the church ; but

his interest was soon excited by the language of his native

country, and he even began before his course was com-

pleted to lay the foundations of a work on Finnish

mythology. The necessity of personal •explorations among

the stiU unwritten languages of cognate tribes soon made
itself evident ; and in 1838 he wa3 glad to join a medical

fellow-student, Dr Ehrstrom, in a journey through Lapland.

In the following year he travelled in Kussian Karelia at

the expense of the Literary Society of Finland ; and in

1841 he undertook, in company with Dr Elias Lonnrot, the

great Finnish philologist, a third journey, which ultimately

extended beyond the Ural as far as Obdorsk, and occupied

a period of three years. Before starting on this last

expedition he had published a translation into Swedish of

the Finnish epic of Kalevala ; and on his return be gave

to the world his Elementa grammatices Syrjaence and Ele-

mmta grammatices Tsckeremissae, 1844. No sooner had

he recovered from the illness which his last journey had

occasioned than he set out, under the auspices of the

Academy of St Petersburg and the Helsingfors University,

on an exploration of the whole government of Siberia,

which resulted in a vast addition to previous knowledge,

but seriously affected the health of the adventurous investi-

gator. The first-fruits of his collections were published at

St Petersbui^ in 1849 in the form of a Yersuck einer

OetjakUcken Spraehlehre. In 1850 he published a

treatise De affixis pcrsonalibns linguarum Altaicaruvi, and

was appointed professor at Helsingfors of the new chair of

Finnish language and literature. The following year saw

him raised to the rank of chancellor of the university
;

and he was busily engaged in what he regarded as his

principal work, a Samoyedic Grammar, when he died on

7th May 1853. Five volumes Of his collected works

appeared from 1852 to 1858, containing respectively

—

(1.) Reseminnen /ran aren 1838-1844
; (2.) Reseberatteher

och href aren 1845-1849
; (3.) F&relasningar i Finsk

myiliologi ; (4.) Etknologiska forelasningcr bfver Allaiska

folk-en ; and (5.) Smdrre afkandlingar och ahademUka
dissertaiioner. A German translation has been published

by Anton Schiefner, who was also intrusted by the' St

Petersburg Academy with the editing of his manuscripts
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which had been left to the Helsingfors University. Tha
Saaioyedic Grammar ( 1 So 4), a Samoyede Vocabulary ( 1 855 ),

a Tungusian Dictionary (1856), and studies on the Buriatic

(1857), the Koibalic and Karagassic (1857), and the

yenisei Oatiak and ICottian dialects have been published.

CiSTRENSIS, Paulus, a distinguished professor of

civil and canon law, who studied under Baldus at Perugia,

and was a fellow pupil with Cardinal ZabareUa. He
was admitted to the degree of doctor of civil law in the

university of Avignon. It is uncjrtain when he first

undertook the duties of a professorial chair. A tradition,

which has been handed down by Panzirolus, represents him
to have taught law during a period of fifty-seven years.

He was professor at Vienna in 1390, at Avignon in 1394,

and at Padua in 1-129 ; and he filled at different periods a

professorial chair at Florence, at Bologna, and at Perugia,

but at what precise periods ia not known. He was for

some time the 'vicar-general of Cardinal ZabareUa at

Florence, and his eminence as a teacher of canon law may
be inferred from the language of one of his pupils, who
styles him " famosissiraus juris utriusqua monarca." Hia
most complete treatise is his readings on the Digest, and
it appears from a passage in his readings on the Dtyesium

Vetus that he delivered them at a time when he had been

actively engaged for forty-five years as a teacher pf civil

law. His death is generally assigned to 1436, but it

appears from an entry in a MS. of the Diytstum Vettij,

which is extant at Munich, made by the hand of one of his

pupils, who styles him " praeceptor mens," that he died on

the 20th July 1441.

CASTRIES, the chief town of an arrondissement in the

department of Tarn. France, 23 miles south-east of Alby,

stands iu a pleasant and fertile valley, on both sides of the

Agout, here crossed by rwo bridges. The town is ill built,

and the streets are narrow and crooked ; but it has been

much, improved during the present century. The principal

buildings are the town-hall, formerly the episcopal palace,

'vh'ch was built by Mansart, the churches of St Benoit

(dating from the 17th century) and Xotre Dame de la Plate,

a modern courthouse, two hospitals, barracks, a theatre,

and an exchange. It is the seat of tribunals of primary
instance and commerce, and of a Protestant consistory.

Castres is celebrated for its manufactures, among which are

woollen, linen, silk, and cotton stuffs, soap, feather, paper,

and iron and copper wares. It has also a considerable trade.

Dacier, Rapio, and Sabatier were natives of the- town.

Castres grew up round a Benedictine abbey, which is

ijelioved to have been founded in the 9th ceutury. It was
a place of considerable importance as early as the 12th
century, and ranked as the second town of the Albigenscs.

During the Albigensian crusade it surrendered of its own
accord to Simon de Montfort ; and in 135G it was raised to

a countsliip by King John. On the confiscation of the

possessions of the D'Armagnac family, to which it had
passed, it was bestowed by Louis XI. on BofTilo del Giudice,

but the appointment led to so much disagreement that the

countxbip was united to the crown by Francis I. in 1519.

In the wars of the latter part of the IGth ceutury the

inhabitants sided with the Protestant party, fortified the

town, and established an independent republic. They were
brought to terms, however, by Louis XIII., and forced to

dismantle their fortiBcations ; and the town was made the
seat of the rjmmhre d<^ I'alit, or chamber for tlie investiga-

tion of the affairs of the Protestants, afterwards tiansforred

to Castcln.iudary (in 1679). The bishopric of Castres,

which h.ad been erected by John XXII. in 1317 was
abolished at the Revolution. Population in 1872, 18,177
in the town, and 23,461 in the communa.
CASTRO, a seaport town of Italy, in the province of

Otraiito, and 10 miles south-west of the city of that name.

It is the seat of a bishopric, and has an old castle and a

cathedral. Some ciport trade is carried on in corn, wine,

and fish ; but the harbour is accessible only to small vessela

The town is supposed to be the same with the Castrun
Minervae of the Romans, which possessed an ancient temple
of the goddess whose name it bore, and was described by
Virgil as the first place in Italy seen by his hero .^neas.

CASTRO DEL RIO EL REAL, a town of Spain in

the province of Cordova. It is situated near the River
QuadajocUlo, about 16 miles south-east from Cordova, and
contains several churches, schools, and hospitals, a hand-
some town-house, and a prisoo. Its population is about
9000, and the great majority are employed in agricultural

pursuits. Its commerce is confiued to the exportation of

grain and oil, and its industry to coarse manufactures for

domestic purposes.

CASTRO GIOVANNT, the ancient Enna, a town of

Sicily, in the province of Caltanisctta, about a quarter of

a mile south of Caltaacibetta, which is situated on the

railway between Catania and GirgentL It lies almost in

the centre of the island, and occupies a well-nigh impreg-
nable position on the irregular but spacious summit of a hill

which rises in precipitous cliffs to a height of 2790 feet.

The town is in general in rather a dilapidated condition,

but |X)ssesses a number of good ecclesiastical buildings.

On the highest point of the hall-top stands the castle, btult

by Frederic II. of Aragon, probably on the site of the

ancient temple of Ceres, which formed the boast of early

Sicilians. The ton-n is said by Stephanus of Byzantium to

have been founded by Syracuse in the 7th century B.C.";

but it first appeal's in history as a Siculian city. It fell

into the hands of Dionysius of Syracuse in 403 ; and it

was afterwards subject to Agathocles. In 309 it was one
of the first cities to join the Agrigentines in the war of

liberation. During the first Punic war it was held for

some time by the Carthaginians, and subsequently betrayed
to the Romans ; and during the second it was delivered to

massacre and plunder by the Roman governor Pinafius, who
feared a revolt of the citizens. A^ headquarters of the

insurrection of the slaves from 134 to 132 B.C., it defied

the consul Rupilius till treachery came to his aid. From
the spoliation.'! of Verres it suffered Severely, and its import-

ance gradually diminished under the empire. In 837 the

Saracens made a vain attempt to take it by storm ; but in

859 it was betrayed into the hands of Abbas ibn Fahdl.

In 1080 the Normans entered into possession, and the

proof of their occupation is still to be found not only in the

remains of their buildings but also in the light hair and
blue eyes of many of the present inhabitants. Of Roman
architecture there are few remains, and the identification of

the ancient site assigned to the myth of the Rape of

Proserpine rests on very uncertain evidence. Tha present

form of the name Castro Giovanni appears to have arisen

simply from an erroneous interpretation of the Sicilian

Castro Janni, which is really nothing more than Castrum
Knnaj Population, about 14,000.

CASTRO NUOVO, a town of Sicily, in the province

of Palermo, 25 miles north of GirgentL In the vicinity

there are extensive quarries of coloured marble, which have
been work-id since the time of the Romans. Population,

4300.

C.\STRO RE.\LE, n city of the province of Jlessina,

in the Island of Sicily, situated on ,» triingular and rocky
moantain about 11 miles aooth of Milaxzo. The ctiniata

i.s salubrious ; and excellent wine and oil are produced io

the district. Population, about 7700.
CASTRO URDIALES. a seaport town of Spain, in th«

province of Santandcr, well known to sailors for tlic slicltor

which it a£ford.i from storms in the Buy of Biscay. It waa
de-stroycd by General Fot in 1813, but has been rebuilt,

V. — iC
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fortified, and greatly improved. The most remarkable

buildings are the castle and the hermitage of Santa Ana.

Its fisheries are considerable, and iron-ore and calamine are

exported. Population, 3391.

CASTBO, Guillen de (15C9-1631), a Spanish dra-

matist of note, was a Valencian by birth, and early enjoyed

a reputation as a man of letters. In 1591, with Aguilar

and Artieda, he was a member of the Nocturnns, a brilliant

Spanish imitation of the Italian Accademia. At one time

a captain of horse, at another the protege of the munificent

Benevente, viceroy of Naples, of whom he received the

governorship of a Neapolitan fortress, patronized and
splendidly pensioned by the duke of Osuna and the count-

duke Olivarez, Guillen de Castro would seem to have

made friends with his pen as quickly and as easily as

he unmade them by his sour humour and discontented

obstinacy. Little is known of the literary part of his life.

He lived at Madrid, and wrote for the stage. It is certain,

too, that ho long enjoyed the friendship of Lope de Vega,

who dedicated a play to him in flattering terms, and whom
he assisted at the famous festival of the Canonization of

Sau Isidro, where he won a prize in the literary tourna-

ment contested by Jauregui, Cakleron, Juan de Montalvan,

and others. He is said, moreover, to have died in such

poverty as to haveowed his funeral to charity. Guillen de

Castro wrote some forty plays, iu all of which he showed
himself a follower of Lope de Vega, and a thorough

Spaniard in instinct and idea, and in some of which great

passions and stirring scenes are treated worthily and well.

The best of them are perhaps—(1) Enganarse Enganando,

(2) Pagar en propria Moneda, and (3) Za Justicia en la

Piedad. But the drama that has made Guillen do Castro's

reputation European is Las Mocedades del Cid, to the first

part of which Corneille was so largely indebted for the

materials of his own renowned tragedy. The two parts of

this play, like all those of Castro, have the genuine ring

of the old songs of the Romanceros about them ; and, from

their intense nationality, no less than for their rough poetry

and sweet versification, were, doubtless, among the most

popular pieces of their day.

See Schack, Geschichtc der Dramatischcn Litcrahtr und Kunst in

Spanif-n, ii. 428-449 ; Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature, ii.

300-309 ; Comedias de Guillen de Castro, Valencia, 1621 ; Lord
Holland's Lives of Lope de Vega and Guillen de Castro, LondoDj
1817 ; Ilibadiineyra, Biblioteca de Autorcs HspaHolcs, vol. xliii.

CASTRO, Inez de (died 1355), called CoUo de Garza,

i.e., " Heron's Neck," was born in Spanish Galicia, in the

earlier years of the 14th century. Tradition asserts that

her father, Don Pedro Fernandez de Castro, and her

mother. Dona Aldon^a Scares de Villadares, a noble

Portuguese lady, were unmarried, and that Inez and her

two brothers were consequently of bastard birth. Educated
at the semi-Oriental provincial court of Juan Manuel, duke
of Peiiafiel, Inez grew up side by side with Costan(;a, the

duke's daughter by a scion of the royal house of Aragon,

and her own cousin. After refusing several crowned heads

in marriage, Costan^a was at last persuaded to accept the

hand of the Infante Dora Pedro, son of Alphonso the Proud,

king of Portugal In 1341 the two girls left Penafiel

;

Costan9a'a marriage was celebrated in the same year, and
the young Infanta and her cousin went to reside at Lisbon,

or at Coimbra, where Dom Pedro conceived that luck-

less and furious passion for Inez which has immortalized

them.

Morganatic marriages among the great were rather the

rule than the exception in those times. The only person,

therefore, who suffered in the contemplation of the lawless

alliance between the Infante and Inez was Costan^a. In

1345, however, the Infanta died in chOdbed, and the

widower was left in undisturbed possession of his mistress.

A wayward violent man, bold and irresolute, of terrible

paiisions, but subject to strange lapses of will, Dom Pedro,

doubtful, perliaps, of the illegitimacy of Inez, which
debarred her from succession to the throne, took no steps

to improve her position in the world's eye till 1354, nine

years after Costan^a's death, when he married her in

presence of the bishop of Guarda, and of several of the

members of their household. No contract of marriage,

however, nor documentary proof of any kind was created

for this extraordinary occasion. la 13G1 Dom Pedro,

then king of Portugal, swore solemnly to Castanhede, that

he had been lawfully wedded to Inez; but in 1385 JoSo
De Pcgras had no difficulty whatever, in the absence of

written evidence, in setting aside the title of her descend-

ants to the throne.

Alphonso the Proud feared for his grandchild and his

kingdom's peace. The Castro family, as much dreaded in

Spain as in Portugal, with Inez ready to mount the throne

and her brother Pedro Fjernandez de Castro rising daily

higher in popularity and importance, had many enemies,

—

among others, three gentlemen, AJvaro Gonjalves, Pedro
Coelho, and Diogo Lopes Pacheco. These men, hateful to

and fearful of Pedro Fernandez, are said to have used their

influence with Alphonso to persuade him to strike down the

family through Inez. The old king listened, refused,

wavered, and ended by yielding. He went in secret to

the palace at Coimbra, where Inez and the Infante resided,

accompanied by his three famUiars, and by others who
agreed with them. The beauty and tears of Inez disarmed

his resolution, and he turned to leave her ; but the gentle-

men about him had gone too far to recede. Inez was
stabbed to death, and was buried immediately in the Church
of-Santa Clara,

The Infante raised at once ths flag of revolt against his

father, and was only appeased by the concession of a large

share in the government. The three murderers of Inez were
sent out of the kingdomiy Alphonso, who knew his son too

well net to be aware that the vengeance would be tremen-

dous as the crime. The\' took refuge in Castile. In

1357, however, Alphonso died, and the Infante was crowned
king of Portugal. Pedro the Cruel, his nephew, reigned

over Castile ; and the murderers were given up as soon

as required. Diogo Lopes escaped through the gratitude

of a beggar to whom he had formerly done a kindness

;

but Coelho and Gon5alves were executed, with horrible

tortures, in the very presence of the king.

The story of the exhumation pnd coronation of the coi'pse

of Inez has often been told. It is said that to the dead
body, crowned and robed in royal raiment, and enthroned

beside the king, the assembled nobility of Portugal paid

homage as to its queen, swearing fealty on the withered

hand of the corpse. Tha gravest doubts, however, exist as

to the authenticity of this story ; Fernao Lopes, the Portu-

guese Froissart, who is the great authority for the details

of the tragedy of the death of Inez, with some of the actors

in which he was personally acquainted, says nothing of

the ghastly and fantastic ceremony, though he tells at

length the tale of the funeral honours that Pedro the king

bestowed upon his wife. Inez was buried at Alcobaja
with extraordinary magnificence, in a tomb of white marble,

surmounted by her crowned statue ; and near her sepulchre

Pedro caused his own to be placed. The monument, after

repeatedly resisting the violence of curiosity, was broken

into in 1810 by the French soldiery; the statue was muti-

lated, and the yeUow hair was cut from the broken

skeleton, to be preserved in reliquaries and blown away by
the wind. The children of Inez share'd her habit of mis-

fortune. From her brotlier, however, Alvaro Perez de
Castro, the house regnant of Portugal directly descends.
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See Feruao Lopes, CJiroiiica del Ley Duiii Pedro, 1735 ; Cainoens,

Oi Lusiadas ; Antonio Ferreira's Itus de Castro^—the firat regular

tragedy of the Renaissance after the So/onisba of Trissino ; Lois
Veiez de Guevara, Reiiiar despues de morir, an admirable play ;

and Fervlinind Denis, Chront'gues CktvaUresqucs de VEspagru et du
Pnrtugal.

CASTRO, JoAO BE (1500-1548), called bj- Camoens
Castro Forte, fourth viceroy of the Portuguese Indies, was

the son of- Alvaro de Castro, civil governor of Lisbon.

A younger son, and destined therefore for the church, he

became at an early age a brilliant humanist, discover-

also a profound capacity for mathematics. The latter

he studied under Pedro Xunez, in company with the In-

fante Dom Luis, son of Emmanuel the Great, with whom
he contracted a life-long friendship. At eighteen he

went to Tangiers, where he was dubbed knight by Duarte

de ^lenezes the governor, and where he remained several

years. In 1535 he accompanied Dom Luis to the siege

of Tunis, where he had the honour of refusing knighthood

and reward at the hands of the grftat emperor Charles V.

Returning to Lisbon, he received from the king the small

commandership of Sao Pablo de Salvaterra in 1538. He was

exceedingly poor, but his wife Lenor de r'outinho, a noble

Portuguese lady, the exact date of whose marriage with him
is not known, admired and appreciated her husband
saflSciently to make light of their poverty. Sooq after this

he left for the Indies in company with his uncle Garcia do

Noronha, and on his arrival at Goa enlisted among the

aventureiros, " the bravest of the brave, " told off for the

relief of Diu. In 1540 ho served on an expedition under
Estabao de Gama, by whom his son, Alvaro da Castro, a

child of thirteen, was knighted, out of compliment to him.

Returning to Portugal, Joao de Castro was named com-

mander of a fleet, in 1543, to clear the European seas of

pirates; and in 1545 he was sent, with six sail, to the

Indies, in the. room of Martin de Souza, who had been

dismissed the vioeroyalty. The nest thre< years were the

hardest and most brilliant, as they were the last, of this

great man's life,—years of battle and struggle, of glory and
sorrow, of suffering and triumph. Valiantly seconded by
his sons (one of whom, Fernao, was killed before Diu) and
by Jo3o Miiscarenhas, Joao de Castro achieved such popu-

larity by the overthrow of Mahmoud, king of Cambodia,

by the relief of Diu, and by the defeat of the great army
of Adhel Khan, that he could contract a very large loan

with the Goa merchants on the simple security of his

moustache. These great deeds were followed by the cap-

ture of Broach, by the complete subjugation of Malacca,

and by the passage of Antonio Moniz into Ceylon ; and

in 1547 the great captain was appointed \'iceroy by
Joao III., who had at last accepted hira without mis-

trust. Ha did not live long to fill this charge, expiring

in the arms of his friend, St Francis Xavier, 6th Juno of

the following year. He was buried at Goa, but his

ramains were afterwards exhumed and conveyed to

Portugal, to bo rointerred under a splendid monument in

the convent of Benifica.

Sco Jacinto Freire de Andradc, Fida de D. JoaS de Cattro,

Lisbon, 1651,—English translation, by Sir Peter "Wyche, 1654;
Jofio do Ban-OS, Decada secunda da Asia, hh. viii. ; Roteiro de Dom
Joam de Castro, Paris 1833. The last is important as fixing the

position of Joao dc Castro among geographers.

CASTROVILLARl, a town of Italy, in the province

of Calabria Citra, 7 m'.Iea W.N.W. of Cassano. It stands

on an eminence surrounded by lofty mountains, and the

modern portion contains several handsome streets. The
massive castle is supposed to belong to the Norman
period. The town carries on a considerable trade in cotton,

wine, silk, »nd fruits, and has about 9400 inhabitants.

CASTRUCCIO CASTRACANI (1283-1328) was by

birth a Lucchese, and by descent and training a Ghibelline.

He belonged to the family of Antelminelli; and being

exiled at an early age with his pareiiM and others of their

faction by the Guelfs, then in the ascendaut, and orphaned

at nineteen, he served as a soldier in England, France, and

Lombardy, till he returned to Italy in 1313, and was

chosen chief by the Ghibellines, who had again obtained

the mastery. To avenge himself on the vanquished fac-

tion he called in Uguccione da Faggiuola, lord of Pisa, who
treated him ill and perfidiously, putting him in irons and
sacking the city of Lucca, in spite of strenuous support

received from Castruccio in many arduous enterprises,

particularly in that of Moutecatini. An insurrection of tlie

Lucchese leading to the explus'.on of Uguccione and bis

party, Castruccio regained his freedom and his position,

and the Ghibelline tri:iN:ph was presently assured. Elected

governor of Lucca in i'!G, he warred incessantly against

the Florentines,—becohiing the faithful adviser and staunch

supporter of the Emperor Louis V., whom he accom-

panied to Rome, and who made him duke of Lucca, count

of the Lateran Palace, and senator of the empire. Cas-

truccio was excommunicated with his master by the Papal

Legate, in the interest of the Guelfs, and died soon after-

wards, leaving several young children, whose fortunes were

wrecked in the Guelfic triumph consec^uent on their father's

death.

Jlachiavelli's Life of Castruccio is a mere biographical romance ;

it was translated into French, with notes, by .Dreux de Radier in

1753; See Nicolas >'egrini, Vita di Castruccio, Modcna, l->96;

Sismondi"s and Leo's Histories of the Italian Republics ; and ^\"ie-

land, Dissa'.atio de Cos'ruccio, Leipsic, 1779.

CASUISTRY is the application of general moral rules

to particular cases, but the word is specially limited to the

consideration of cases of possible dubiety, since it is only

where difficulty exists that formal treatment is necessary.

Any important development of casuistry can only take place

under a government by laws expressed in deEnite precepts j

but the development may have its origin in either of two

opposite causes, or in a combination of the two—in the

desire, namely, to fulfil the laws, or iu the desire to evade

them, or in a conflict of these desires.

Of these principles a remarkable illustration is given by

the Jews. Governed as they were by the written precepts of

Moses, they were continually confronted by questions which

did not clsarly come under any one rule, but of which a solu-

tion was required by their extreme reverence for the

smallest dicta of their code. This worship of everj- jot and

tittle of the law, which was the most remarkable character-

istic of their conscientiousness, determined the nature of

their casuistry. It was exact, detailed, unbending, and,

though often wise and noble, often useless and merely

external. Thus it forbade the wearing of a girdle on the

Sabbath, decided to a yard how far one might walk on

that day, and declared the consequences of an oath by the

gift on the altar to be most serious, while an oath by the

altar itself was perfectly safe. Its loosest requirements

were those which concerned marriage, for it was practically

possible to divorce a wife at will. Of these rules some may

be found in the Apocrj-pha, but their great repository is the

encyclopjedio Talmud, which entered into the minutite of

conduct with s detail which tended to prevent real

obedience to great laws, and which was disastrous to

individual freedom. It must, however, be remembered in

considering the religious casuistrj- of the Jews that— as is

also remarkably the case with the Mahometans—their

religious code was intended to be at the same time their

ci\-il law, and that, consequently, part of their casuistry

is comprised in our law-books. In fact, the task of our

judges is to solve questions of legal casuistQr, and .the

precedents which they make are. 90 far, comparable to Uie

traditions of the elders.
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The early Greeks and the early Romans, in the bright

joyous aes3 or the laborious activity of objective life, fully

occupied by the pleasures of art or the business of war and

politics, with no minutely-detailed code or body of tradi-

tions to guide them, troubled themselves little about such

problems. When, however, the Greek philosophers and

their Roman followers developed moral systems, attention

began to be given to this department; at lengxh, such

questions as hov^ far suicide is justifiable, or whether duty

to the state is more important than duty to a friend, became
favourite subjects of debate ; and, during the first two

centuries of the Christian era, elaborate treatises on the

Bubject were produced by the famous Stoic philosophers

Epictetus, Seneca, and M. Aurelius.

Christianity brought in a new method of settling casuis-

tical questions—a method directly opposed to that of most

of the Jewish scribes, iu the midst of whem it had its

origia, and consisting in an appsal to the true spirit of

great principles. Naturally this method would have left

particidar cases to the decision of each man's conscience

;

but the extreme recoil from reckless self-indulg-eace which
gave birth to the monastic ascetic system produced a new
kind of casuistical literature. It found its first great

representative in Tertullian, a contemporary of M. Aurelius,

with whom nearly all sin was mortal, one repentance at

most being possible after baptism. The same type of

casuistry was taught by others of the fathers, bat 'with the

greatest acuteness and power by Augustine, who laid

special stress upon the subjective or spiritual side of Chris-

tian ethics, insisting upon • the principle that the moral
worth of action depends upon the disposition of the agent

as much as upon the objective nature of the act.

In the Roman Catholic Church, the practice of confession

gave rise to a system of casuistry, expressed in the Libri

Panitentiales, which were intended to guide the confessor

as to the imposition of penance and the giving of advi.-e.

Among the most important of these are the Summas
of Raimiind of Pennaforti, Angelua, Antonius Augustinus,
Pacif^cus, and Prierias, the work of the last (who Tvaa a
vigorous opponent of Luther) being an alphabetical com-
pilation from those of his predecessors. Later examples
are Amort's Dictionarium casuum co-.iscientics (1784), and
Sobiech's Compeitdiiini theologicce moralis pro utilitaU

confcssariorum (1324). Indeed, throughout the Jliddle

Ages, the doctrines of the church being universally accepted

as the supreme rules of conduct, the casuistical was the

department of moral science which was best developed.

In Petrus Lombardus, in Alexander of Heles, and in

Aquinas's famous treatise, the Secimda Secundce, we find

the uncompromising strictness of the ancient fathers

but slijhtly modified. Abelard, though earlier, took a more
indulgent view, but his teaching was condemned by the
church, in the synod of Sens (1140).
One of the most favourable conditions for the growth of a

system of casuistry is that in which a people, having lost its

reverence for the law it once held supreme, and ceased to find

obedience tolerable, does not yet dare to deny its authority.

Such was the condition in which, during the 16th century,

there took place the worst development of casuistry which
the world has seen. Men no longer were willing that their

b'berty should be repressed by the dead rules of a corrupt

church, and the Jesuits, animated by the emgle abject of

adding to the power of their order, were always ready to

make concessions and to soften disagreeable requirements.

The most remarkable doctrine which they promalgji'ed—

a

doctrine which it is hard to believe that any one ever

ventured to asserc— is that of " Probabilism, " according to

which any opinion which has been expressed by a '• grave

doctor" may be looked upon as possessing a fair amount of

probability, and may, therefore, be safely followed, even

thongfa one's conscience may insist npon the opposite coutsa

With principles so liberal it was hard if one could not find

an authority to his mind among Escobar, Suarez, Sanchez,

Velasquez, Molina, Bauny, Busenbaum, Toletus, Fiiintius,

Less, Ponis, and an inncmerable host of other " grave " and.

as a rule, obiigiag doctors. Such was the popularity of some
of their works that Busenbaum's Medulla casunm con

scientics {lGi5) ran. through fifty-two editions, and Escobar's

Tlieolojia Moralis (16-1-6) through forty. One of the most
amusing of thsir ruses was that by which they avoided the

condemnation of usury. That " money should breed money "

was regarded universally in those days as unnatural; but
borrovring was necessary, and no one could be expected to

lend without being paid for his risk, and for the use of

his capital The remedy for the Jesuit was easy. There

is no sin if you only call the payment not interest but
" fair profit

;
" or if you look upon it as a grateful return

by the borrower for the favour done him ; or, thirdly, if

you prefer it, you can avoid the least appearance of eyil

by making a " Mohatra" bargain, that is, you sell to the

person who wants money a quantity of goods, which he at

once sells to you again at a lower rate. For these devicee,

however, the Jesuits are to be judged the less hardly, silf^

almost all moralists found it necessary to evade the mis-

taken law It was mainly by their teaching on the

fundamental question of the duty of veracity that they

made themselves a by-word and a reproach among men.
To settle the limits of this duty is, indeed, one of the most
difficult problems in practical ethics ; but the Jesuits

removed it entirely from the category of obligation. Thus
Filiutius and others, from the principle that it is the

intention which determines the quaUty of the action, argne

that lying can be avoided by mental reservation, by
equivocation, or by introducing words sotto voce, and that

promises are net bmding when the promiser in making
them had no tntention to bind himself. Equally notoriona

were their views on murder, which was authorized in revenge

for a 'cio:l on the ear, cr to prevent the loss of a trifling

suin ; and with regard to some other questions, they

entered into such prurient details that their bitterest enemies

would not quote their.words even for the purpose of con-

demning them. In short, virtue, according to Father La
Moine's Devolio:i made Easy, is not at all the " cross-

tempered dame " men represent her as being. The rites

and requiremeats of the church also were modified to suit

the taste of the people. For example, if a whole mass be

found wearisome, greater expedition can be obtained by
having different parts performed simultaneously ; and in

his Paradise opened io Philagio in One Hundred Devotion)

to the Mother of God, easily practised, Father Bsnny shows
hoTT easily the heart of the Virgin may be won ; a prayer

once 3. day, or even the'weariug of an amulat, is enoagh;

nor is it necessary, or, indeed, becoming, that the

favoured worshipper sho'old give his heart—"that poor

little slave "—to his benefactress as a token of his grati-

tude It was impossible that absurdities such as these

could fail tc bring upon their authors the severest punisli-

ment. War was declared against them by the great

Jansenist, Antoins Amauld ; and in 1656 and 1657 Pascal

attacked them with an incisive wit, the edge of which none
of their attempts could turn. The order became a jest ; the

clergy were aroused to examine the p.onderoui folios which
contained its casuistry, and to condemn them in a general

assembly. The attack was afterwards followed up by the

polished satire of Boileau, and by a second exposure of the

Morale _des Jesuites by Nicole Perrault (1667); and the

influence of the Provincial Letters was at once spread fat

and wide by means of their immediate translation into

Latin, Italian, German, Spanish, and English. It was in

vain that the Pope condemned them (September 1G57)
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the attempts of Pirot and other Jesuits to justify tbs base

maxims they exposed, only increased the disgrace of the

order ; and Father Daniel's endeavour to prove them
inaccurate was a complete failure. The chief Roman
Catholic casuists since that time are St Ignatio (who

produced a complete treatise in 1707, and an Ethica

Amorism 1709), Stattler (1782), Lambertini (1766-17S4),

and Amort and Sobiech, who have been already men-

tioned.

The casuistry of the Reformers was similar, in origin,

to that of the early fathers ; and, with the marked

exception of the question of celibacy, the two systems

greatly resemble one another in their severity. This

strictness was most extreme in the Calvinistic Church, as

is displayed in the stern rules of its founder, and in iha

works of the German Danaeus (who, in fact, usually follows

Augustine), of the English Perkins, and the Butch

Amesioa. A more genial spirit prevailed in the Lutheran

Church, which produced the Consilia of Melanchthon, and

the treatises of Baldwin of M'ittenberg, Olearus, Osiander,

and Spener. In the Pia Desideria of the last we find the

commencement of a more ascetic but specially subjective

casuistry, founded upon the pietism of Thomas h, Kempis.

During the 17th century, several other Protestant works

on casuistry appeared in England. Those of Bishops Hall

and Barlow are not marked by much power. Perkins's

Cases of Conscience (1606), starting from a discussion of the

authority of Scripture and the nature cf the Godhead, of

repentance and the sacraments, arrives at conclusions which

often display vigorous sense, and always a straightforward

and even stern honesty. Thus he declares that a promise,

though extorted under compulsion or by means of deceit, is

binding so long as the loss to be sustained is merely

temporary and private ; and he condemns the striving for

more riches than is necessary for the health of the body,

the culture of the mind, and the satisfaction of one's obli-

gations to one's family and to others. His most fanciful

argument is that in which he founds the validity of an oath

by a creature on the curious ground that " God is seen "

(i.e., manifests himself) '' in the creature." The still more

famous Latin treatise De Olligatione conscienticc (1660)

—of whic^ the best known section, (the De Juramenti

Obligatione appeared separately in 1647—by Sanderson,

professor of theology at Oxford, is distinguished by an

equal directness of moral aim, and by much learning and

vigour. But the most renowned of all, Jeremy Taylor's

Ductor Dubitantium (1660) has not the merit of similar

clearness ; as guides of conscience he mixes np the laws of

revelation and nature, the laws ecclesiastical and civil of

princes and governors, and " the fame or the public

reputation of things, expressed by proverbs, etc.," while the

place of careful original thought is often taken by profuse

quotations.

During the last two centuries, the study of morals has

developed itself in a totally different direction. Free

discussion being opened up as to the fundamental questions

of religion and morality, modern writers on ethics more
generally content themselves with the treatment of great

principles, without laying down specific rules for their prac-

tical application. (t. m w.)

CASWALL, Henry, D.D. (1810-1870), was born at

Yateley, Hampshire, and educated chiefly at the grammar
school of Chigwell, Essex. At the ago of eighteen ho

wont to tho United States, and graduated in arts at Kenyou
College, Ohio. After being engaged for several years as a

parish minister and a professor of theology in America, ho
returned to England in 1842, obtained n private Act of

Parliament recognizing the validity of his ordination in

the United States, was appointed to the vicarage of

Figheldean, Wiltshire, and became proctor in Convocatiou

for the diocese of Sarum. and prebendary of Salisbury

Cathedral. He received tho honorary degree of M.A. from

the university of Oxford, and that of D.D. from Trinity

College, Hartford, Connecticut. Caswall went back to

the United States about two years before his death,

which occurred at Franklin, Pennsylvania, December 17,

187C. The main object of his life was to promote the

consolidation and to increase the power of the great

religious organization connected with the English Re-

formation. His principal work is America and the Ameri-

can Church, 1839 ; 2d edition, 1851. He also wrotr

two works on Mormonism ; Scotland and the Scollis...

Church; The Western World Revisited, 1854; and
The Martyr of the Ponffos, a memoir of the Rev. EL J.

Seacock.

CAT, a name applied in its voidest sense to all feline

animals, but generally restricted to a few of the smaller

species which approximate more or less closely to the

domestic form. Of undomesticated species the best known

is the wild cat {Felis catus), inhabiting the most inacces-

sible mountain fastnesses, and the deepest recesses of the

forests of Central and Northern Europe and Asia. It

attains a length of 3 feet including the tail, is of a

yellowish grey colour above and whitish beneath, with a

dark streak extending along the back to the origin of the

tail, and ';vith indistinct transverse bands on the sides Its

tail is bushy and of equal thickness throughout, annulated

and tipped with black. The wild cat was formerly

abundant throughout the wooded districts of Britain, but

is now confined to Wales, the mountainous parts of the

north west of England, and the Highlands of Scotland,

where, OTing to the increased attention now paid to the

preservation of game, it is being rapidly exterminated by

trap and gun It forms its nest in rocky crevices, or in

the hollows of trees, and has been known to make use, for

this purpose, of the nests of tho larger birds. It is

nocturnal in its habits, prowling by night in search of tho

mammals and biids which form its food, atid thus doing

immense damage in districts well stocked with gnme.

The fierceness of its disposition, its strength, and its agility

are well known ; and although it does not seek to attack

man, yet when disturbed in its lair, or when hemmed in,

it will spring with tiger-like ferocity on its opponent, every

hair on its body bristling with rago. " I never saw an

animal fight so desperately," says Mr Charles St John I Wild

Sports of the Highlands), " or one which was so difiicult to

kill." In country districts specimens of the domestic cat

run wild are by no means uncommon, for, having once

tasted wild animal food, hares and rabbits are ever after-

wards preferred to rats and mice, and when tho house

cat thus takes to hunting there are few animals more

destructive to poultry and game. In some instances they

have been known to hunt regularly in tho woods and

yet retain sufficient domesticity to carry home their

prey before devouring it; and notwithstanding tho Latin

proverb^
" Catus amat piscf-s sed aquas intraro recusal,

they have been known to overcome their aversion to water

in order to gratify their ta.^te for fish. The offspring of

such semi-wild forms gradually assume a uniform colouring

not unlike that of the wild cat,—a similarity which led to

tho supposition that the house cat was but a domesticated

form of Felis catus. The greater size, however, of tho

latter, the uniform thickness of its tail—a pccuh'ari'.y which

never reappears in any of tho domestic varieties, nor in

those which have returned to the wild state—along with the

fact of tho groat scarcity of bouse cats and the high value

set upon thom throughout Europe during tho Middle Agrs,

when the wild form waa everywhere abundant, may bu
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held to proTe that the domestic cat is sjieciScaily distinct

from the wild form of our woods. Its origin, like that of

many other domestic animals, is sufficiently obscure to have

become a matter of more or less probable conjecture.

Reference is made to it in Sanskrit writings 2000 years

old, and still more ancient records of it are to be found in

the monumental figures and cat mummies of Egypt. The
latter, according to De Blainviiie, belong to three distinct

species, two of which are said to be still found, both wild

and domesticated, m parts of Egypt. The Gloved Cat of

Nubia {Fclis manimlata), which also occurs as a mummy,
approaches roo.st nearly in size, and in the tapering form of

the tail, to the domestic cat, but Professor Owen has shown
that there are peculiarities in the dentition of this species,

sufficient to invalidate its claim to be considered the

ancestor of the domestic form. The difficulty of recognizing

this ancestor in any single wild species has led many
naturalists, incliiding Temminck, Palla.<!, and Blylh, to the

conclusion that Felis domestica is the product of many
species commingled ; and whatever weight may be attached

to this view, there is sufficient evidence to show that

domestic cats in different parts of the world have been
greatly modified by frequent crossings with such wild

species as occur in those parts. In the north of Scotland

at the present day, the native species is believed occasionally

lo cross witii the house cat, the product living in the

houses. Such crosses would, no doubt, be much more
frequent in ages when the wild cat was superabundant
throughout Europe, and it is evidently owing to this, that,

as Mr Blyth states, the affinity of the ordinary British cat

to Felis caliis, as compared with any Indian tame cat, is

manifest. Th^ latter, according to the same authority, has
crossed with no fewer than four Indian wild species, and
a tame specimen lately added to the British Museum,
agreed, in Dr Gray's opinion, in almost every character

with the Indian wild species Felis chaus. Similar

instances of the_ crossing of native species with the

domestic form have been noted in Algeria, South Africa,

and Paraguay. Although the cat has probably been
domesticated quite as long as the dog, the number of dis-

tinct breeds inhabiting the same country, to which it has
given rise, is strikingly small in comparison with those of

the latter,—a fact owing, probably, to the nocturnal habits

of the cat and the consequent difficulty in preventing

indiscMminate crossing. That it is not owing to any
inherent want of variability is proved by the very distinct

breeds that have been- developed in insular and other

isolated situations, such as the tailless cats of the Isle of

Man, which differ in size of head and length of limbs, as

well as in absence of tail from the ordinary form, and

the domestic cats of tbe Malayan Archipelago, in which
tlie tail is short and truncated. The best known and most
distinct vaiietic-3 are the Tabby ; the Tortoise-shell or

Spanish, with its pleasing mixtuie of black, white, and
yellow; the Chartreuse, of a bluish-grey colour; and the

Angora, with long silky hair of a dusky white, a favourite

drawing-room pet, and the gentlest of all the varieties.

Among less known breeds are the Chinese, with pendulous

ears, the red-coloured breed of Tobolsk, and the twisted-

tailed cats of Madagascar.

The disposition and habits of the domrstic cat aro

familiar to all, and need nut be dwelt upon here. It has

never evinced that devotion to man which characterizes the

dog, though many individual cases of feline attachment

might be quoted. It becomes, however, strongly attached

to particular localities, and will find its way back frcm the

most distant places although conveyed thither under cover.

How it performs such feats has long puzzled naturalists,

and no theory that has yet been advanced seems adequately

to meet the case. It has been contended recently by Mr A.

K. Wallace that a cat which is being conveyed to a distance

blindfold will have its sense of smell in full exercise, and
will by this means take note of the successive odours it

encounters on the way ; that these will leave on its mind
" a series of images as distinct as those we should receive

by the sense of sight ;" and that " the recurrence of these

odours in their jjroper inverse order—every house, ditch,

field, and village having its own well-marked indivi-

duality would make it an easy matter for the animal in

question to follow the identical route back, however many
turnings and cross roads it may have followed " {A'atiire,

February 20, 1873).

Among the ancient Egyptians the cat '(vas sacred to I.'sis

or the moon ; temples were raised, and sacrifices offered in

its honour, and its body was embalmed at death. Nor is

this feeling quite extinct among modern Egyptians, for in

Cairo at the present time' there is an endowment in

operation for the lodging and fesding of homeless cats.

In the folk-lore of European nations the cat is regarded

with suspicion as the favourite agent of witchcraft, and

seems often to have.shared in the cruelties inflicted on

those who were supposed to practise the " black art." In

Germany at the present day black cats are kept away from

the cradles of children as omens of evil, while the

appearance of a black cat on the bod of a sick person used

to be taken as an announcement of approaching death.

CATACOMBS
CATACOMB, a subterranean excavation for the inter-

ment of the dead, or burial-vault. In this sense the

word " Catacomb " has gained universal acceptance, and
has found a place in most modern languages. The original

term, eatacuvibce, however, had no connection with sepul-

ture, but was simply the name of a particular locality in

the environs of Rome. It was derived from the Greek
Ka-a and KVftpr], " a hollow," and had reference to the

natural configuration of the ground. In the district that

bore this designation, lying close to the Appian Way, the
basilica of St Sebastian was erected, and the extensive

burial-vaults beneath that church—in which, according to

tradition, the bodies of the apostles St Peter and Bt Paul
rested for a year and seven mouths previous to their

removal to the basilicas which bear their names—were, in

very early times, called from it caemiteriimt, ad eatacutnbas,

or catacumbas alone. From the celebrity of this cemetery

^ an object of pUgrimage its name became extensively

known, and in entire forgetfu!ne?s of the origin of the

word, catacumbae came to be regarded as a generic appella-

tion for all burial-places of the same kind. This eiitension

of the term to Christian burial-vaults generally dates from

the 9th century, and obtained gradual currency through the

Christian world. The original designation of, these places

of sepulture is crypla or cosmeterivm.

The earliest Christian catacombs known maybe assigned

to the 2d century. The largest number belong to the 3d and

the early part of the 4th. The custom of subterranean inter-

ment gradually died out, and entirely ceased- with the sack

of Rome by .Alaric, 410 a.d. " The end of the catacomb

graves," writes Mommsen {Cont. Jieo., May 1871), "is

intimately connected with the end of the powerful city

itself. . . . Poverty took the place of wealth, . . . th«

traditions of the Christian tomb-architects sank into utt^r

insignificance, and the expanse of -the wasted Campagua
now offered room enough tu bury the few bodies, without
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having to descend as once far down below the surface of

the earth." The earliest account of the Catacombs, that of

St Jerome narrating his visits to them when a schoolboy

at Rome, about 354 a.d. shows that interment in them

was even then rare if it had not been altogether discon-

tinued ; and the poet Prudentius'a description of the

tomb of the Christian martyr Hippolytus, and the ceme-

tery in which it stood, leads us to the same conclusion.

With the latter part of the 4th century a new epoch in

.the history of the Catacombs arose,—that of religious

reverence. In the time of Pope Damasus, 366-384 A.D.,

the Catacombs had begun to be regarded with special

devotion, and had become the resort of large bands Of

pilgrims, for whose guidance catalogues of the chief burial-

places and the holy men buried in them were drawn up.

Some of these lists are still extant.' Pope Damasus him-

self displayed great zeal in adapting the Catacombs to

their new purpose, restoring the works of art on the walls,

and renewing the epitaphs over the graves of the martyrs.

In this latter work he employed an engraver named Furius

Philocalus, the e-iquisite beauty of whose characters enables

the smallest fragment of his work to be recognized at a

glance. This, in Dean Jlilman's happy words, " irreverent

reverence, which converted the Catacombs from hidden and

secret chambers, where piety might steal down to show its

respect or affection for the dead, to, as it were, a great religi-

ous spectacle, the scene of devout pilgrimage to thousands
"

(Milman, Essays, ^p. 48D), gave rise to extensive alterations in

their construction and decoration, which has much lessened

their value as authentic memorials of the religious art of the

2d and 3d centuries. Subsequent popes manifested equal

ardour, with the same damaging results, in the repair and

adornment of the Catacombs, and many of the paintings

which cover their walls, which have been too unquestion-

ingly assigned to the period of their original constru ;tion, are

really the work of these later times. The Catacombs shared

in the devastation of Rome by the Goths under Vitiges, in

the 6th century and by the Lombards at a later period; and

partly through the spoliation of these barbarian invaders,

partly through the neglect of those who should have been

their guardians, they sank into such a state of decay and
pollution that, as the only means of preserving the holy re-

mains they enshrined from further desecration. Pope Paul

I., in the latter part of the Sth century, and Pope Paschal,

at the commencement of the 9th, commenced the work of

the translation of thd"relics, which was vigorously carried on

by successive pontiffs until the crypts were almost entirely

despoiled of their dead. The relics having been removed,

the visits of pilgrims naturally ceased, and by degrees the

very existence of those wonderful subterranean cemeteries

was forgotten. Six centuries elapsed before the accidental

discovery of a sepulchral chamber, by some labourers dig-

ging for pozzolana earth (May 31, 1078), revealed to the

amazed inhabitants of Rome " the existence," to quote a

contemporary record, "of other cities concealed beneath

their own suburbs." Baronius, the ecclesiastical historian,

was one of the first to visit the new discovery, and his

" Annals " in more than one place evidence his just

appreciation of its importance. The true "Columbus of

this subterranean world," as he has been aptly designated,

was tho indefatigable Bosio, who devoted his life to the

personal investigation of the Catacombs, tho results of

* Tho moat lmport.int of tlicsc lists ore tho two IllnLTarios belonging

to the first h.ilf of tho 7lh contury, in the Salzburg library. Ono still

earlior, but loss complete, appears in tho Notitia (jTbis Honur, under tho

^ttlo /ndex Cotmcicriorum. Another Itinerary, presorvoil at Einsiedeln,

printL-d by MabiHon, datci fr-^m tho latter half of tho samo century.

That foui d in tlie works of William of Maliucsbury (Hardy's od. vol.

11. pp. 639-544) appears to bo ccpiol from It. or both maybe from tho

name aoi.reo. Do' Rossi giVM a comnarutlve table ot these Uioerariea

and otlur almilu lists.

which were given to the world in 1632 in a huge folio,

entitled liotna Sotterranea, profusely illustrated with rude

but faithful plans and engravings. This was republished

in a Latin translation with considerable alterations and

omissions by Aringhi in 1651 ; and a century after its first

appearance, the plates were reproduced by Bottari in 1737,

and illustrated with great care and learning. Some
additional discoveries were described by Boldetti in his

Osservasiuni, published in 1720; but, writing in tho

interests of the Roman Church with an apologetic not a

scientific object, truth was made to bend to polemics, and

little addition to our knowledge of the Catacombs is to be

gained from his otherwise important work. The French

historian of art, Seroax d'Agincourt, 1825, by his copious

illustrations, greatly facilitated the study of the architecture

of the Catacombs and the works of art contained in them.

The works of Raoul Rochette display a comprehensive

knowledge of the whole subject, extensive reading, and a

thorough acquaintance with early Christian art so far as it

could be gathered from books, but he was not an original

investigator. The great pioneer in the path of independent

research, which, with the intelligent use of documentary

and historical evidence, has led in our own day to so

vast an increase in our acquaintance with the Roman
Catacombs, was the late Padre Marchi of the Society of

Jesus. His work, MonumeiUi delle arti Christiane Primi-

tive, so disastrously interrupted by the political vicissitudes

of the times, is the first in which the strange misconception,

received with unquestioning faith by earlier writers, that

the Catacombs were exhausted sand-pits adapted by the

Christians to the purpose of interment, was dispelled, and

the true history of their formation demonstrated. Marchi's

line of investigation was followed by the Commendatore

De' Rossi, and his brother Michele, the former of whojn

was Marchi's fellow-labourer during the latter part of his

explorations ; and it is to them that we owe the most

exhaustive scientific examination of the whole subject, in

its geological, architectural, ritual, epigraphic, and artistic

aspects, in the two volumes of Roma Sotterranea, published

in 1864 and 18G7, as well as in the articles periodically

published in the BuUettino di Aixhcologia Christiaiia. A
very convenient abridgment of De' Rossi's work has been

produced in English under the same title by Dr Northcote,

President of Oscott, and the Rev. W. R. Brownlow. Tho
Catacombs of Rome are the most extensive with which we
are acquainted, and, as might be expected in the centre of

the Christian world, are in many respects the most remark-

able. No others have been so thoroughly examined and

illustrated. These may, therefore, be most appropriately

selected for description as typical examples.

Our description of the Roman Catacombs cannot be

more appropriately introduced than by St Jerome's account

of his visits to them in his youth, already referred to, which,

after the lapse of above fifteen centuries, presents a most

accurate picture of these wonderful subterranean labyrinths.

" When I was a boy," ho writes, " receiving my education

in Rome, I and my schoolfellows used, on Sundays, to

make tho circuit of the sepulchres of the apostles and

martyrs. Many a time did we go down into the Catacombs.

These are excavated deep in tho earth, and contain, on

either hand as you enter, thu'bodies of the dead buried in the

wall. It is all SO dark there that the language of the prophet

(Ps. Iv. 15) seems to bo fulfilled, ' Let them go down quick

into helL' Only occasionally is light let in to mitigate the

horror of the gloom, and then not so much through a win-

dow as through a hole. You take each step with caution, as,

surrounded by deep night, you recall tho words of Virgil

—

" Horror ubiquo animos, eimul ipsa silontia torrent." *

' llioron., Commtnt. m £hcA., lib. xx. c. 40. The trassUtlon if

Deaa Burgou's.
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In complete agreement with Jerome's vivid picture tlie

visitor to the fioman Catacombs finds himself in a vast

labyrinth of narrow galleries, usually from 3 to 4 feet in

width, interspersed with small chambers, excavated at suc-

cessive levels, in the strata of volcanic rock subjacent to the
city and its environs, constructed originally for the interment
of the Christian dead. The galleries are not the way of

access to the cemeteries, but are themselves the cemeteries.

the dead being burled in long low horizontal recesses,

excavated in the vertical walls of the passages, risin" tiei

above tier like the berths in a ship, from a few inches
above the floor to the springing of the arched ceiling, to

the number of five, six, or even sometimes twelve ranges.
These galleries are not arranged on any definite plan, but,
as will be seen from the wOodcut (fig. 1), they intersect
one another at different angles, producing an intricate net-

'& ^^-^M^^^

l^-!|t>

*- :
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the inonc>gram of Christ (Sga. 5, 6). The palm braiiuli, which

is also cf frequent occurrence, has been solemnly decided by
" the Congregation of Relics " to be an indisputable mark of

tlie last resting place of a martyr. But the decision of this

unwisdom of pronouncing dogmitically without sufficient

evidence. The red matter proves to be the remains of wine,

not of blood; and the conclusion of the able3t archseologists

of the Church of Rome itself i.s Ih-.it the vessels were placed

Fio. 2.- SecttoQ of Galleries at clifTerent levels.

Seroux d'Agincourt.

From

infallible authority has been proved fallacious by the stern

logic of facts.-—the emblem being found in connection with

epitaphs of persons dying natural deaths, or those prepared

Fio. 3.—View of a Gallery.

by persons in their lifetime, as well as in those of little chil-

dren, and even of pagans. Another frequent concomitant of

these Catacomb interments, a small glass vessel containing

Fio. I

Ijacos of the sediment of a red fluid, embedded in the cement
of the locutut, pronounced as confidently by the same autlior-

ity to indicate a martyr's grave (fig. 71, has also shown the

.V-lo

POY({)ItVA

eiPH NH

Fica. 5 and 6.—Locnli. From Do'

where they are found, after the Eucharistic celebration or

agape on the day of the funeral or its anniversary, and con-

tained remains of the consecrated elements as a kind of

Flo. 7.—Glass Bottles. From iioiiio.

religious chai-m. Instances of the pious theft, not alto-

gether unknown in modern churches, which combines

economy with becoming respect to the dead, appear in the

Catacombs. Not a few of the slabs, it is discovered, have

done double duty, bearing a pagan inscription on one side,

and a Christian one on the other. These are known as

opisthographs. The bodies were interred wrapt in linen

cloths, or swathed in bands, and were frequently presers-ed

by embalming. In the case of poorer interments the

destruction of the body was, on the contrary, often ac-

celerated by the use of quicklime.

Interment in the wall-recess or loculiu, though infinitely

the most common, was not the only mode employed in the

Catacombs. Other forms of very frequent recurrence are the

table-tomb and arched tomb, or arcosoltum. From the

annexed woodcuts it will be seen that these only differ in the

form of tho surmounting recess. In each case the arched

tomb was formed by an oblong chest, either hollowed out of

the rock, or built of masonry, and closed with a horizontal

slab. liut in tho table-tomb (fig. 8) tho recess above,

essential for tho introduction of tho corpse, is square, while

in tho arciisolium (fig. 9), a form of later date, it is semi-

circular. Sarcophagi are also found in the Cat-icombs, but

ore of rare occurrence. They chiefly occur in the earlier

cemeteries, and the costliness of their construction confined

their use to the wealthiest classes,

—

e.ff., in the cemetery

of St DoniitiUa, herself a member of tho imperial house.

Another unfrcquenC mode of interment w.\3 in graves like

those of modern times, dug in the floor of the gallcrioa

(Mnrchi, na, tav zxi xxvi.) Table'tombs and arcoedia

V. - 27
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are by no mcius rare in tlie corridow of the Cutacombs,

but they- belong more generally to the euhicuta, or family

vaults, of which we now proceed to speak;

Fia 8.—Table-Tomb.

These eubicula are small apartments, seldom more than

12 feet square, Visually rectangular, though sometimes

circular or polygonal, opening out of the main corridors.

They are not unfreqaiently ranged regularly along the sides

of the galleries, the doors of entrance, as may be seen in a

previous illustration (fig. 3), following one another in as

orderly succession as the bedchamber doors in the passage

of a modern house. The rojof is sometimes flat, but is more
usually coved, and sometimes rises into a cupola. Both
the roof and the walls are almost universally coated with

stucco and covered with fresco paintings,—in the earlier

works merely decorative, in the later always symbolical or

historical. Each side of the cubiculum, except that of the

entrance, usually contains a recessed tomb, either a table-

tomb or arcosolium. That facing the entrance was the

place of greatest honour, where in many instances the

remains of a martyr were deposited, whose tomb, according

to primitive usage, served as an altar for the celebration of

the Eucharist. This was sometimes, as in the Papal crypt

of St Callistus (fig. 10), protected from irreverence by lattice-

work (transennce) of marble. The cubiculum was originally

designed for the reception of a very limited number of

dead. But the natural desire to be buried near one's rela-

FiQ. 9.—Arcos6l\a. From Bosio.

lives caused new tombs to be cut in the walls, above and
around and behind the original tombs, the walls being
tlius completely honey-combed with locnli, sometimes as

mauy as seventy, utterly regardless of the paintings

originally depicted on the walls. Another motive for

multiplying the number of graves operated when the
cubiculum contained the remains of any noted saint or

niartvv The desire of the old prophet of Bethel that his

bones should be laid beside the bones of the man of God
that came from Judah, is only the expression of on

instinctive though unreasoning feeling, connecting greater

Fia. 10.—Restoration of the Papal Crj-pt, Cemetery of St Callislr.E.

From De' RoasL

personal safety with a resting-place close to the blessed

dead, which awoke very early and acted very powerfully

in the Christian Church. The Christian antiquary has

cause continually to lament the destruction of works of art

due to this craving. One of the most perfect examples of

early Christian pictorial decoration, the so-called " Dispute

with the Doctors," in the Catacomb of Callistus, the
" antique style of beauty " of which is noticed by Kugler,

has thus suffered irreparable mutilation, the whole of the

lower part of the picture having been destroyed by the

e-scavation of a fresh grave-recess (Bottari, voL ii tav. 15).

The plates of De' Rossi, Ferret, and, indeed, all iUustrations

of the Catacombs, exhibit frequent examples of the same
destructive superstition. The woodcuts (figs. 11 and 12),

taken from De' Rossi's great work, representing two of the

cubicula in the cemetery of St Callistus, show the general

arrangement of the loculi and the character of the frescos

which ornament the wai's and roof. These paintings, it

vsill be seen, are simply decorative, of the same style as

the wall-paintings of the baths, and those of Pompeii
Each cubiculum was usually the burying-place of some

one family, aD the members of which were interred in it,

just as in the chantry-chapels connected with mcdiasval

churches. In them was celebrated the funeral feast on

the day of burial and on. iis anciversary, as well as the
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Eucharist.w'iich was the invanaMe accompaniment of

funerals in tbe primitive eburcb (Bingham, Orig. EccL, bk.

ixjii. c. iii; 12). The funeral banquet descended to the

Flo. 11.—Cubioulum in Cemetery of St Callistns. From De' RossL

Christian Church from pagan times, and was too often

profaned by heathen licence. St Augustine, in several

passages, inveighs against those who thus by "gluttony

lum is tba Cemetery of St Callistus. From
De' Rossi.

and insobriety buried themselves over the buried," and
" mode themselves drunk in the chapels of the m.irtyrs,

placing their excesses to the score of religious reverence

for the dead" (August, De Mor. Eccl. Calhol., c. 34;
CoiUr. FaiLst.,\{h. xx. c. 21 ; Con/ess., lib. vL c. 2). Some
carious frescos representing these funeral feasts, found in

the cubicula which were the scene of them, are reproduced
by Bosio (pp. 355, 391) and others. A romantic air has

been thrown over these burial chapels by the notion that

they wore the places of worship used by the Chri.stians in

times of persecution. This to a certain extent is doubtless

true. Mr J. H. Parker, who has done more by his labori-

ous and solf-sacriBcing investigations than any one living,

not excepting Do' Rossi himself, for the elucidation of the

true history and archaeology of the Catacombs, writes :

" That during the time of persecution the bishops per
formed the divine offices in the Catacombs is not only

ncurded, but many of the chapels fitted up fur that purjjooe

remain, o»pccially one in the chapel of St Priscilla, where

the altar or stone coffin of a martyr remains, with a small

platform behind it for the priest, or bishop to stand and
officiate over it according to the practice of the early church "

(Arckoeology of Rome ; 2'he Catacombs, § 3, p. 25).

Mommsen also speaks of them unhesitatingly as " places

of devotion for the community," adding, " this union of

devotion with the interment, the development of the grave

into the cemetery, of the cemetery into the church, is

essentially Christian, one might perhaps say is Chris-

tianity " («.3., p. 166). But that they can have been so

used to any large extent is rendered impossible by the limited

dimensions of these apartments, none of which could hold

more than fifty or sixty persons. In some of the Catacombs,

however, there are largsr halls and connected suites of

chapels, which may possibly have been constructed for the

purpose of congregational worship during the dark periods

when the public exercise of their religion was made penaL

The most remarkable of these is in the cemetery of St

Agnes (see annexed plan, fig. 13). It consists of five

/>!

Fia. 13. -Plan of a ouppo.-ietl (;har-h, (Jatacombs of £t Ajne^
From Marchi.

rectangular compartments, three on one side of the cor-

ridor and two on the other, connected by a passage in-

tersecting the gallery at right angles. Two of the five

compartments are supposed to have been assigned to male,

and two to female worshippers, the fifth, at the extremity

of the whole, being reserved for the altar and its minis-

ters. In the centre of the end-wall stands a stone chair (fig,

14), considered to have been the Episcopal cathedra, with

a bench for the clergy on each side.

There is no trace of an altar, which

may. Padre Marchi thinks, have

been portable. The walls of the

compartments are occupied by

arched sepulchral recesses,, above

and below which are tiers of ordi

nary graves or iocw/i. The orrangf

ments are certainly such ea indi

cate a congregational purpose, but

the extreme narrowness of tha

suite, and still more of the passage

whidi connects the two divisions,

must have rendered it difTicult for any but a small number
to take any intelligent part in the services at the same time.

Although the idea of the use of the Catacombs for religious

worship may have been pressed too far, there can bo no

doubt that the sncred rites of the church were celebrated

within them. We have already spoken of the Eucheristic

celebrations of which the cubicula were the scene ; and still

existing baptisteries prove that the other t>ucranient was also

administered there. The most remarkable of these baptis-

teries is that in the Catacomb of St Pontianua (fig. 15). Ten

steps load down to a basin of safHciont dcnth for immersion,

supplied by a spring. The wall at the back exiiibits a fresco

o( ft jewelled cro»9, beneath an arched rcces.? above which \r,

a fresco of the Baptism of our Lord. Some of llie mliit-r-

I'la li.— Bibliop's Ci'^air,

Catacomb cf £c Aguw.
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rautan chambers contain anuea seats and benches cut out of

the tufa rocic These are supposed by March! and others

to indicat,; school-rooms, where the catechumens were

instructed by the bishop or presbyters. But this theory

t-. '..•\:
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The aniicxcJ woodcut (Sg. IG) from Marchi'a work, when
compared with that of the Catacomb of St Agnes already

given, presents to the eye the contrast between the wide

winding irregular passages of the aand-pit, calculated for

Fia. 16.—Arenaria bene.ith tlio Cemetery of Calllstus.

the admission of a horse and cart, and the narrow rectili

near accurately-defined galleries of the Catacomb. The

distinction between the two is also plainly exhibited when
for some local or private reasons an ancient arenaria has

been transformed into a cemetery. The modifications

required to strengthen the crumbling walls to support the

roof and to facilitate the excavation of loculi, involved so

much labour that, as a rule, after a few attempts, the idea

of utilizing an old quarry for burial purposes was aban-

doned.

Another equally erroneous idea has only slowly retired be-

fore the increased historical research and scientific investiga-

tion which have been brought to bear on the construction of

the Catacombs. This is, that these vast burial-places of the

early Christiana remained entirely concealed from the eyes

of their pagan neighbours, and were constructed not only

without the permission of the municipal authorities but

without their cognizance. Nothing can be further from

the truth. Such an idea is justly stigmatized by Mommsen
as ridiculous, and reflecting a discredit as unfounded as it

18 unjust on tho imperial police of the capital. That such

vast e.tcavations should have been made without attracting

attention, and that such an immense number of corpses

could have been carried to burial in perfect secrecy is

utterly impossible. Nor was there any reason why secrecy

should have been desired. Tho decent burial of the

dead was a matter especially provided for by the Roman
laws. No particular mode was prescribed. Interment

was just as legal as cremation, and had, in fact, been

aniversally practised by the Uomans until tho later days

of tho republic' Tho bodies of tho Scipics and Nasos

were buried in still existing catacombs ; and if motives

of reverence for that which had been the temple of the

Holy Ghost led the Christians to adoi)t that which

Minucius Felix calls " tho better, and moro ancient cus-

tom of inhumation " (Oclavius, c. 2) there was absolutely

nothing, to quote tho words of Ur Northcoto (Roma
SoUerran., pp. OG, 61), " either in their social or religious

position to interfere with their freedom of action. The
law loft them entire libortyj*". .

"^ and tho faithful did but

use their liberty in the way that suited them best, burying

tfeeir dead according to a fashion to which many of them
had been long accustomed, and which enabled them at the

same time to follow in death tho example of him who was

also their model in life." •' Interment in rock-hewn

tombs, " as tho manucr of tho Jews is to bury," had boon

practised in Uome by tho Jewish settlers fur a considerable

period anterior to tho rise of tho Christian Church. A

* Clooro U our authority for tlio bithul of Marlux, and for SuUa'i
1>oing tlut Ord ijicnilior of Iho Uuiii Coruolia whuw duul body wu
burst.—Zm Ltyij., II. 2:.

Jewish catacomb, now lost, was discovered and described

by Bosio [Rom. Soil., p. HI), and others are still accessible.

They are only to be distinguished from Christian catacombs

by the character of their decorations, the absence of Chris-

tian symbols, and the language of their inscriptions. Theic

would, therefore, be nothing extraordinary, or calling for

notice in the fact that a community, always idcntited in

the popular heathen mind with the Jewish faith, should

adopt the mode of interment belonging to that religion.

Nor have we the slightest trace of any rfliciai interference

with Christian burials, such as would render secrecy

necessary or desirable. Their funerals were as much
under tho protection of the law, which not only invested

the tomb itself with a sacred character, but included in its

protection tho area in which it stood, and tho cella

vwmoriw or chapel connected with it, as those of their

heathen fellow-citizens, while tho same shiuld would be

thrown ovor the burial-clubs, which, as we learn from

Tertullian (Apolot/., c 39), were common among the early

Christians, as over those existing among the heathen

population of Rome. We may then completely dismiss

the notion of there being any studied secrecy in connec

tion with tho early Christian cemeteries, and proceed to

inquire into the mode of their formation. Tho investiga-

tions of De' Rossi, confirmed bj the independent researches

of Mr J. 11. Parker, show that, iJmost without exception,

they had their origin in small burial areas, tho property

of private persons or of families, gradually spreading and

ramifying and receiving additions of one subterranean story

after another as each was required for interments. The

first step would be the acquisition of a plot of ground either

by gift or purchase for the formation of a tomb. Chris-

tians were not beyond the pah of the law, and their faith

presented no hindrance to tho property being secured to

them in perpetuity. To adapt the ground for its purpose

as a cemetery, a gallery was run all round tho area in the

tufa rock at a convenient depth below the surface, reached

by staircases at the corners. In the upright walls of

these galleries loculi were cut as needed to receive the

dead. When these first four galleries were full others

were mined on the same level at right angles to ihem,

thus gradually converting the whole area into a iiet-work

of corridors. If a family vault was required, or a burial

chape! for a martyr or penson of distinction, a small square

room was excavated by the side of the gallery and com-

municating with it. W'hen the original area had been

mined in this way as far as was consistent with stability, a

second story of galleries was begun at a lower level, reached

by a now staircase. This was succeeded by a third, or n

fourth, and sometimes even by a fifth. When adjacent

burial areas belonged to members of the same Christian

confraternity, or by gift or purchase fell into tho same

hands, communications were opened between the respective

cemeteries, which thus spread laterally, and gradually

acquired that enormous extent which, " cvtu when their

fabulous dimensions aro reduced to their right measure,

form an immonso worL"'' This could only be executed by

a largo and powerful Christian community unimpeded by

legal enactments or police regulations, "a living witness

of its immense development corresponding to the importance

of tho capital." But although, as wo have said, in ordinary

times there was no necessity for secrecy, yet when tho peace

of tho church was broken by the fierce and often protracted

porsocutiona of the heathen emperors, it became essential to

Moromaon'g clioieo examplo of an ADciont burlal-chftmbcr, extend*

Ing itaolf Into a catacomb, or gathorlng ttubtorranoaD nddlticns rouDd

it till a ciitneomb wax oatAl>liKhod, is that of tho Cemetery of 8t

Domltllln, trcditlonally Identldcd with a graiiddnuEliter cf \ ivpajlao,

and the catacomb of SS. Naraua and Acbilleui oii ibe Aiijiiaa and

Anlcatine nay.
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adopt precautions to conceal the entrance to the cemeteries,

which became tl\e temporary hiding-places of the Christian

fugitives, and to baffle the search of their pursuers. To
these stormy periods we may safely assign the alterations

which may be traced in the staircases, which are sometimes

abruptly cut oflF, leaving a gap requiring a ladder, and the

formation of secret passages communicating with the

arenarice, and through them with the open country.

When the storms of persecution ceased and Christianity

had become the imperial faith, the evil fruits of prosperity

v/ere not alow to appear. Cemetery interment became a

regular trade in the hands of the fossorcs, or grave-diggers,

who appsar to have established a kind of property in the

Catacombs, and whose greed of gain led to that destruc-

tion of the religious paintings with which the walls were

decorated, for the quarrying of fresh loculi, to whicli we
have already alluded. Monumental epitaphs record the

purchase of a grave from the fossores, in many cases

during tlie life time of the individual, not unfrequently

stating the price. A very curious fresco, found in the

cemetery of Callistus, preserved by the engravings of the

earlier investigators (Bottari, tom. ii. p. 12(5, tav. 99),

represents a " fossor" with his lamp in his hand and his pick

over his shoulder, and hia tools lying about him. Above
is the inscription, " Diogenes Fossor in Pace depositus."

Our space forbids us to enter on any detailed description

of the frescos which cover the walls and ceilings of the

burial-chapels in the richest abundance. It must suffice

to say that the earliest examples are only to be distin-

guished from the mural decorations employed by their

pagan cor^temporaries (as seen at Pompeii and elsewhere)

by the absence of all that was immoral or idolatrous, and
that it was only very slowly and timidly that any distinctly

religious representations were introduced. These were at

first purely symbolical, meaningless to any but a Christian

eye, such as the Vine, the Good Shepherd, the Sheep,

the Fisherman, the Fish, &,c. Even the personages of

ancient mythology were pressed into the service of early

Fla. 17.— Fresco Ceiling. From Boiio.

The £:;b]«ct6, beginning at the top and going to tlie right, are—0) The para-
lytic CMijIng his bod; (2.) The sevon baskets full of fragmonls

; (3.) Kaiaing
01 Lazamo, (4.) Daniel In the lions' don; (5.) Jonah swallowed by the fish;
(6.) Jonah Tomited forth

; (7.) Moses striking the rock i (8.) Noah and the dove.
la the centre, the Qood Shepherd.

Christian art, and Orpheus, taming the wild beasts with
his lyre, symbolized the peaceful sway of Christ; and
Ulysses, deaf to the Siren's song, represented the Reliever

triumphing over the allurements of sensual pleasure. The
person of Christ appeared but rarely, and then commonly
simply as the chief personage in an historical picture. The
events depicted from our Lord's life are but i&'m, and always

conform rigidly to the same traditional type. The most
frequent are the miracle at Cana, the multiplication of the

loaves and fishes, the paralytic carrying his bed, the healing

of the woman with the issue of blood, the raising of

Lazarus, Zacchasus, and the triumphal entry into Jerusalem.

The Crucifixon, and subjects from the Passion, are never

represented. The cycle of Old Testament subjects ia

equally limited. The most common are the history of

Jonah as a type of the Resurrection, the Fall, Noah
receiving the dove with the olive branch, Abraham's
sacrifice of Isaac, Moses taking off his shoes, David with

Fio. 18.—Fresco Ceiling. From Bosio.

The subjects, beginning at the bottom and going to the rii^ht, ar«^(l.) Mosas
striking the rock; (2.) Noah and rhe dove; (3.) The three childj'en in the fur-

nace; (4.) Abraham's sacrihce; (5.) The miracle of the loavea

the sling, Daniel in the lions' den, and the Three Chil-

dren in the fiery furnace. The mode of representation

is always .conventional, the treatment of the subject no
less than its choice being dictated by ^u authority to which
the artist was compelled to bow. Whatever be the date of

the original pictures, a poiut on which considerable doubt

exists, it is tolerably certain that the existing frescos are

restorations of the 8th or even a later century, from which

the character of the earlier work can only very imperfectly

be discovered. , All the mora valuable of. these paintings

have been reproduced in Mr Parker's magnificent series

of photographs taken in the Catacombs by the magnesium
light. The contrast between these rude inartistic per-

formances and the finished drawings, which profess to be

accurate copies, in Perret's costly work, fully warrants the

late Dean Milman's severe strictures on that " beautiful

book,"—"so beautiful as to be utterly worthless to the archiB-

ologist and historian, which wants only two things,— truth

and fidelity." Not the frescos alone, but also evei-y point

of interest in the plan, structure, and decoration of the

Catacombs has been illustrated by Mr Parker in the same

series of photographs, an examination of which is almost

as instructive as a personal visit to the Catacombs

themselves.'

Mr Parker's invaluable series of Roman photographs may be fae«D

at the library of the South Kensington. Museum, and at Mr Stanford'*,

Charing Cross, n <i'6!l as in the Aalmioleon Museum, and the'-Bodlolan

Library, OxforU
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Beyond Home and its auburbs the most remarkable

Christian Catacombs are those in the vicinity of Naples,

described by Pelliccia (De Clirist. Eecl. Potit., vol. iv.

Dissert. 5), and in a separate treatise by Bellerman.

Plans of them are also given by Agincourt in his great

work on Christian Art! These catacombs differ materi-

ally from those of Rome. They were certainly originally

stone-quarries, and the hardness of the rock has made

the construction practicable of wide, lofty corridors, and

spacious halls, very unlike the narrow galleries and con-

tracted chambers in the Roman cemeteries. The mode

of interment, however, is the same as that practised in

Home, and the lomli and arcosolia differ but little in the

two. The walls and ceilings are covered with fresco

paintings of different dates, in some cases lying one over

the other. This catacomb contains an unquestionable

example of a church, divided into a nave and chancel, with

a rude stone altar and bishop's seat behind it. At Syracuse

also there are very extensive catacombs known as " the

Grottos of St John." They are also figured by Agincourt,

and described by Denon
(
Voyage en Sidle et Make).

Denon considers them of pagan origin, and to have passed

to the Christians. He speaks of an entire underground

city vrith several stories of larger and smaller streets,

squares, and cross ways, cut out of the rock; at the intersec-

tion of the crossways, are immense circular halls of a bottle

shape, like a glass-house furnace, lighted by air shafts. The
galleries are generally very narrow, furnished on each side

with arched tombs, and communicating with family

sepulchral-chambers closed originally by locked doors, the

Via. 19.—Plan of the Catacombs of St John, Syracuse.

narks of the hinges and staples being still visible. The
walls are in many places coated with stncco adorned with

frescos, including palms, doves, labara, and other Christian

symbols. A mure complete ex-

amination of this interesting

cemetery is much needed. The
ground-plans (figs. 19, 20),

from Agincourt, of the cata-

comb and of one of the circular

halls, show how widely it dif-

fers in arrangement from the

Roman f.'ata combs. The fre-

quency of blind passages and of

circular chambers will be no-

ticed, as wcU as the very large Fio.20.-PlanofCircuUrH»ll,

numberofbodicsiu the cruciform
recesses, apparently amounting
in one instance to nineteen. Agincourt remarks that this

cemetery "gives an idea of a work executed with design

Catacombs of St John, Syra-

caso. From Agincourt.

and leisure, and with means very different from those at

command in producing the Catacombs of Rome."

Denon also dL'scribes catacombs at Malta near the ancient

capital of the island. The passages were all cut in a close-

grained stone, and are very narrow, with arched ceilings,

running very irregularly, and ramifying in all directions.

The greater part of the tombs stand on either side of the

galleries in square recesses (like the table-tombs of the

Roman Catacombs), and are rudely fashioned to imitate

sarcophagi. The interments are not nearly so numerous as

in other catacombs, nor are there any vestiges of painting,

sculpture, or inscriptions. At Taormina in Sicily is a

Saracenic catacomb, also figured by Agincourt. The main

corridor is 12 feet wide, having three or more ranges of

londi on either side, running longitudinally into the rock,

each originally closed by a stone, bearing an inscription.

Passing to Egypt,

a small Christian cata-

comb has been recent-

ly discovered at Alex-

andria, and described

and figured by De'

Rossi.' The loeuli

hero also are set end-

ways to the passage.

The walls aro abun-

dantly decorated with

paintings, one of a

liturgical character.

But the most exten-

sive catacombs at

Alexandria are those

of iEgypto-Greek ori-

gin, from the largest

of which, according to

Strabo (lib. xvii. p.

795), the quarter

where it is placed had
the name of the Ne-

cropolis. The plan, it

will be seen, is remarkable for its regularity (figs. 21, 22).

Here, too, the graves run endways into the rock. Other

catacombs in the vici-

nity of the same city

aro described 1'^

Pocock and other 1

1

veller3,and are figure

by Agincourt.

Subterranean ceme-

teries of the general

character of those de-

scribed are very frequent in all Southern and Eastern

countries. A vast necropohs in the environs of Saida, the

ancient Sidon, is described in Renan's itission en Phenicie,

and figured in Thobois's plates. It consists of a series of

apartments approached by staircases, the sides pierced with

sepulchral recesses running lengthwise into the rock.

The rock-hewn tombs of Etruria scarcely come under the

category of catacombs, in the usual sense, being rather

independent family burial-places, grouped together in a

necropolis. They are, however, far too remarkable to be

altogether passed over. These sepulchres are usually

hollowed out of the face of low cliffs on the side of & hill

They sometimes rise tier above tier, and are sometimes all

on the same level " facing each other as in streets, and

branching off laterally into smaller lanes or alleys;" and

occasionally forming " a spacious square or piazza sur-

' BuUetirui di Archtologia Chritliana, KoTtmbcr 188i, Augiut

1S65.

KlG.

Fio. 21.—Plan of Catacomb at Alex-

andria. From Agincourt.

"I'l.— section ol n (t.-iiIm-v hi ». utacotiib

at Alexandria. From Agincourt.
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rounded by tomKi instead or house? " (Dennis, Cities

and Cemeteries of Etruria, voL ii. p. 31). The construc-

tion of the tombs commonly keeps up the same analogy
between the cities of the living and those of the dead.
Their plan is for the most part that of a house, with
a door of entrance and passage leading into a central

chamber or alrium, with others of smaller size opening from
it, each liaving a stone-hewn bench or triclinium on three

of its sides, on which the dead, frequently a pair of corpses

side by side, were laid as if at a banquet These benches
are often hewn in the form of couches with pillows at

one end, and the legs carved in relief The ceilings have
the representation of beams and rafters cut in the rock.

In some instances arm-chairs, carved out of the living rock,

stand between the doors of the chambers, and the walls

above are decorated with the semblance of suspended
shields. The walls are often covered with paintings in a

very simple archaic style, in red and black. As a typical

example of the Etruscan tombs we give the plan and section

(figs. 23, 24) of the Grolta del/a Sedza at Cervetri from

FlO. 23.—Plan of a Tomb at Cervelri. Fram Denuis.

Dennis (pp. 32, 3-5). The tombs in some instances form
subterranean groups more analogous to the general idea of

a catacomb. Of this nature is the very remarkable cemetery

Fio. 24. —Section of the Tomb of the Seats and Shields, Cervetri.

Fiom Dennis.

at Poggio Gajella, near Chiusi, the ancient Clusinm, of a

portion of the principal story of which the woodcut (fig. 25)

is a plan. The most remarkable of these sepulchral cham-

bers is a large circular hall about 25 feet in diameter,

supported by a huge cylindrical pillar hewn from the rock-
Opening out of tbis and the other chambers, and connecting
them together, are a series of low winding passages or

Fio. 25.—Plan of a portion of the principal story iti the Poggio
Gajella. From I>ennis.

cuniculi, just large enough for a man to creep through on

all fours. No plausible suggestion has been offered as to

the purpose of these mysterious burrows, which cannot fail

to remind us of the labyrinth which, according to Varro's

description as quoted by Plmy (Hist. A'at., lib. xxxvi. c.

19, § 4), was the distinguishing mark of Porsena's tomb
and which have led some adventurous archieologists t«

identify this sepulchre with that of the groat king of

Etruria (Dennis, k.s
, p. 393,^.)
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—

Atiiigh\, HoniaSottcrraiica; Eoldctti, Osscrtwr^ioni.
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"Wharton Marriott, Tcs*imony of the Catacombs; Jlartigny, Dictitni-
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combs,'* Contcvip. Jievicic. Jlay 1871 ; Marchi, MonuTtienti dcUe arii
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CATAIjEPSY (from KaToA^i/-!?, a seizure) is a term

applied to a nervous affection characterized by the sudden

suspension of sensation and volition, accompanied with a

peculiar rigidity of the whole or of certain muscles of the

body. The subjects of catalepsy are in most instances

females of highly nervous temperament. The exciting

cause of an attack is usually menial emotion operating

either suddenly, as in the case of a fright, or more
gradually in the way of prolonged depression. The symp-
toms presented vary in different cases, and even in the

same individual in different attacks. Sometimes the

j
typical features of the disease are exhibited in a state of

complete insensibility, together with a statue-like appear-

ance of the body which will retaiu any attitude it may be

made to assume during the continuance of the attack. In

this condition the whole organic and vital functions appear

to be reduced to the lowest possible limit consistent with

life, and to such a degree as to simulate actual death. At
other times considerable mental excitement will accompany
the cataleptic symptoms, and the patient will sing or utter

passionate exclamations during the fit, being all the while

quite unconscious. The attack may be of short duration,

passing off within a few minutes. It may, however, last

for many hours, and in some rare instances persist foi

several days: and it is conceivable that in such cases the

appearances presented might be mistaken for real death.
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as is alleged to have occasionally happened. Catalepsy

belongs to the class of functional nervous disorders, of

which the pathology is but little understood, owing to the

manner in which morbid physical and psychical conditions

are mixed up. Although it is said to occur in persons

in perfect health, careful inquiry will usually reveal soTie

departure from the normal state, as is shown by the greater

number of the recorded cases. More particularly is this

true of females, in whom some form of menstrual derange-

ment will generally he found to have preceded the cata-

leptic affection. Catalepsy is sometimes a,=sociated witli

epilepsy and with grave forms of mental disease. In

ordinary cases, however, the mental phenomena bear close

resemblance to those witnessed in hysteria, with which

disease catalepsy, though not identical, has very close

alliance. In many of the subjects of catalepsy there

appears to be a remarkable weakness of the will, whereby
the tendency to lapse into the cataleptic state is not

resisted but r.ather in -some measure encouraged, and

attacks' may thus be induced by the most trivial circum-

stances. From wh.it has been stated it follows that the

successful treatment of such a disease as catalepsy must
depend upon the due recognition of both its corporeal and

mental relations. While the state of health will demand
the attention of the physician, his skill and judgment will

be DO less urgently c.illed for in dealing with the mental

and moral characteristics manifested in each particular

case Dr Chambers has shown that efforts directed to

i.btaio command of the patient's will, so as to compel her

to resist to the utmost the rnclination to fall into the

cataleptic state, may succeed in curing even aggravated

examples of this disease. See Ecstasv, Hysteria,
.SoMXAMBL'LISM.

CATALONIA (in Spanish, Cataluna), an old province

rf Spain and principality of the crown of Aragon, trian-

gular in shape, and forming the north-east corner of the

peninsula, lies between 40° 30' and iT 51 N. lat., and
0' 15' and 3' 21' E. long., and is bounded on the N. by

the Pyrenees, W. by Aragon, S. by Valencia, E. by the

Mediterranean. The greatest breadth is 130 miles, the

greatest length 185 miles ; area, 12,483 square miles.

The coast, which is partly sandy, partly rocky, extends about

2 SO miles ; the harbours are mostly unprotected from the

wind. The surface is much broken by spurs of the

Pyrenees, the direction of which is generallysouth. Running
eouth-west to north-east, nnd united on the north with one

of tlie offsets of tlie Pyrenees, is the range of the Sierra

Llcna, which bisects the province, and forms its central

watershed. The principal rivers are the Ter, the Llobrer

gat, and the Ebro, which all run into the Mediterranean.

Xone of them is navigable. The climate, in spite of

frequent mists and rains, sudden changes of temperature,

and occasional great mid-day heat, is healthy and favourable

to vegetation. The soil is light nnd loamy. Amongst the

rocks of the province maybe mentioned granite, chiastolite

schists, porphyry and lava. Near Olot, towards the north-

east, is a district containing extinct volcanoes. Oolitic

limestone is found in the neighbourhood of Figueras ; and

in other localities, nummulitic and Miocene deposits are

represented. Mining is not much prosecuted ; but copper,

zinc, manganese, marble, sulphur, and coal are worked, and

rock salt in abundance is procured from Cardona. The
vegetation of Catalonia varies according to the altitude and

nature of different regions. The dwarf palm, orange, lime,

and olive grow in the Tvarmer tracts ; and on the higher

grounds the thorn-apple, pomegranate, myrtle, esparto, and
heaths flourish. There is much woodland, l>ut meadows
a:id pastures are rare. Maize, millet, rye, flax, liquorice,

and fruits of all sorts—especially nuts, almonds, oranges,

figs, walnuts, and chestnuts— are produced. 'VS'hcat

sufficient for one-fourth of the population is grown, and

the vine is extensively cultivated. Few cattle, but numbers

of sheep, goats, and swine are reared. Game is plentiful,

and tha fisheries on the coast are excellent. The exports

are chiefly fruits, cork, and wines. The wines are for the

most part rough and strong, though some are very good,

especially when matured. They are much used to adulterate

those of Oporto, or, after undergoing the operation termed

compage, are passed off as Bordeaux w ices in France. The
best of them, " priorato," is chiefly known in England

under the disguise of second or third-rate port ; it was

much used in the military hospitals of America during the

Civil War. The imports are chiefly textiles, coal, coke,

machinery of all kinds, and salt-fish. The value of imports

in 1870 was X5,996,143 ; of the exports, £2,884,306;

the loss of the balance of £3,111,837 against Catalonia

being partly borne by the other provinces of Spain, and to

a great extent paid in wines, fruits, and corks. The value

of exports to the Spanish American colonies in 1873

exceeded £2,220,000. The manufactures of Catalonia are

cotton, silk, woollen goods, brandy, paper, cordage, and

firearms. The Catalonians are a frugal, sharp-witted, and

industrious people, having much national pride, and a strong

revolutionary spirit. They are distinct in origin from the

other inhabitants cf Spain, from whom they differ boih

in their dialect and costume and in their great energy and

their love of enterprize. Irrigation, careful husbandry, and

railroad communication have much developed the resources

of their country, in themselves excellent ; and there are

many manufacturing towns and industrial establishments.

Catalonia is divided into the provinces Geroila, Barcelona,

Tarragona, and Lerida. Its chief towns are the ports of

Rosas, Mataro, Tarragona, and the capital Barcelona;

and Tortosa, Gerona, Figueras, Lerida, and Manresa. The

population, in 18G7 was 1,744,520.

C.it.ilonia was one of the first of tlio Konian possessions iu Spain,

and formed the north. e.istern portion of Bisjiania Tarraconensis.

About 470 it was occupied by the Alans ami Goths, and thus came

10 be called GcOutlap.ia, whence the modem name of the province.

It was taken possession of by the Berbers in "12, who were in turu

dispossessed by the .'Spaniards and the troops of Charlemagne in 788,

and was after thai ruled by French counts, who soon, however, made
themselves independent of France. By the marriage of Count Ray-

mond Berenger of Barcelona with Petronilla of Aragon, in 1137,

Catalonia became annexed to the latter province ; but this union

waa frequently severed. In 1640, when Philip IV. attempted to

deprive Catalonia of its rights and privileges, it gave itself up to

Louis Xlll. of France It was restored to Spain in 1659, and was

once more occupied by the French from 1694 to 1697. I'nder

Philip V. Catalonia, in 1714, was deprived of ita Cortes and liberties.

From 1808 to 1813 it was held by France. It was the scene of

civil war in 1823, and of important revolutionary operations in the

Carlist war.

CATAMARCA, or, in its full form, San Feenando

r>E Catamarca, the capital of the province of the same

name in the Argentine Republic, is situated in 28°

20' S. lat. and 60° 25 W. long. It is pretty regularly

built, has a large square, with an obelisk in memory of the

achievement of national independence, and numbers among

iu public buildings a small townhouse, a fort, a Franciscan

monastcrj-, and a Santa Teresa convent. The old establish-

ment of the Morcedarios, for some time possessed by the

Jesuits, now serves as a high school. The import trade,

even of European goods, is considerable, as the town is a

centre of distribution for on extensive and flourishing dis-

trict. Dried figs, wine, brandy, and cotton are the principal

articles of export ; the copper, for which the province is so

well known, is from another district. The present town

of Catamarca only dates from 1C85, when it replaced the

old town of Chacra, the ruins of which are still to be seen

a short distance to the north, at a spot which was found

both unhealthy and exposed to inundation. Chacra had

shortly before, in 1679, been appointed capital instead

V. _ :S
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of San Juan de Londres, which had been founded in

1558. Population about 6000.

CATANIA, the ancient Catana, a city and seaport of

Sicily and the chief town of a province, is situated on the east

coast of the island, at the foot of the southern projections

of Mount Etna, about 60 miles by rail from Messina, in

37° 28' 20" N. lat. and 15° 5' 15" E. long. It is one of

the most important and attractive cities in the island, and
has a fine appearance from the sea. Its streets are wide,

regular, and finely paved with blocks of lava ; and not

only its public buildings but a large number of its private

mansions are spacious and handsome structures of lava and
limestone ornamented with marble. Among its churches,

which number upwards of a hundred, the first place is held

by the cathedral, originally founded by Roger I. in 1091, but

for the most part rebuilt since the earthquake of 1693;
and, at the head of its monastic institutions stands the

great Benedictine abbey of San Nicolo, which occupies an

area of about 21 acres, and has hardly more than two or

three buildings of the same kind in Europe to be compared
with it. Its first foundation dates from 1518, when the

Benedictines removed from the town of Nicolosi further

up the slope of Mount Etna, whore they had beeu settled

since 1359 ; but the present buildings were erected in the

beginning of the 18th century by Contini of Rome. The
church is principaDy remarkable for a grand organ, with

seventy-two stops and 2916 pipes, built by Donato del

Piano in 1700. The chief educational institution is the

university founded in 1445 by Alphonso of Aragou; it has

five faculties and thirty-eight professors, and was attended

in 1873 by 233 students. The library is of considerable

extent ; but its collections of antiquities are surpassed by
those in the Biseari Museum, founded by Prince Ignazio

Biscari in the end of the 18th century. The senate house,

the theatre, and the hospitals are the most important of

the other buildings; and among the associations may be

mentioned an academy of sciences and a college of the

fine arts. Remains of the Roman period are numerous
and extensive ; they include a theatre, an amphitheatre, an
odeum, several baths kuown as the Bagni Achillei, a num-
ber of tombs to the north-west of the town, and a few

fragments of a so-called temple of Ceres. The theatre is

for the most part buried under the debi-is of volcanic dis-

ttirbances ; and it has at different times served as a quarry

for more modern buildings. Catania is the seat of a bLshop,

a prefect, and a court of appeal, as well as the residence of

the grand prior of the Order of Malta. It is a place of great

wealth, and is remarkable for the display of its festivals,

of which the most important is held in August in honour
of Santa Agata, the patroness of the city. Its industry

and commerce are of considerable importance ; silk and
litien are largely manufactured, and there is a regular export

of sulphur, grain, fruits, macaroni, olives, and articles in

amber and lava. In 1873 the sulphur shipped amounted
to 57,383 tons. In 1871 there entered the port 2297
sailing and 434 steam ships, with a respective tonnage of

97,442 and 162,387 tons. The value of the exports to

Great Britain in 1874 was £160,000. The harbour is

small, and accessible only to comparatively small craft,

but another is in course of construction, which will be
capable of receiving vessels of the largest size. Population
in 1871, 84,379.
The ancient Catana was founded (730 B.C.) by a colony from the

neighbouring city of Naxos, which was itself founded by the Cha].
cidiana of Euboea. It maintained its independence till 476 B.C.,

when it was taken by Hiero I., who removed its inhabitants to
Leontini, and repeopled the city with a new colony of 5000 Syra-
cusans and an equal number of Pelopounesians, at the same time
changing its name to jEtna. Soon after the death of Hiero the
former inhabitants obtained possession of the town, when it again
took the name of Catana. In 403 B.C. it was taken by Dionysius
of Syi-,icuse, who, after plundering the city and selling the inhabi-

tants for slaves, established there a body of C'ampanian mercenaries.

In the first Punic war it was one of the earliest among the cities

of Sicily to submit to the Romans, and it appears to have afterwards

continued on friendly terms \vith them. In the time of Cicero it

was a flourishing and wealthy city ; but it suffered so severely from
the lavages of Se,\tus Pompeius, that Augustus afterwards sent a

colony of veterans thither. In its mor« modem history the principal

events are its occupation by the Goths; its deliverance by Belisarios,

its sack by the Saracens, its conquest by the Normans, its destmc-
tion by earthquake in 1169, and its devastation by Henry VI., the-

erection of its fortress of liocca Orsinaby Frederick 11., and several

sieges in the course of the 14th century, the partial ruin of its bar.

hour in 1669 by the eruption of Jlount jEtna, and its almost total

overthrow by the earthquake of 169.3.

CATANZARO, a city of Italy, capital of the proviu^ie

of Calabria Ulteriore II., stands on the slope of a lofty a,id

rocky hill near the Gulf of Squillace, 30 miles S.S.E. of

Cosenza. It is the seat of a bishopric, and has a cathedral,

several churches and convents, a castle, built by Robert

Guiscard, a royal academy of sciences, a diocesan school,

a college, a theatre, a foundling and two other hospitals,

and other charitable institutions. It has manufactures of

silk, velvet, and woollen goods, and a considerable trade in

corn and wine and walnut oil.. The most important fact in

its history is the successful defence it made in the 16tb

century against the French general Lautrec. In 1783

many of its principal buildings were destroyed by an earth-

quake. Population, 24,900.

CATAPULTA, a military engine, employed by the

ancient Greeks and Romans. It was constructed of wood
and ropes in such a way that a sudden and forcible recoil

could be produced, sufficient to project arrows and spears to

a considerable distance. It is usually mentioned with the

hallista, which was employed for projecting heavy stones;

and in later times the two were often confounded.

CATARACT. See Ophthalmic Diseases.

CATARRH (from icarapptu, to flow down) is a term

employed to describe a state of irritation of the mucous

membrane of the air passages, or what is called in popular

language a cold. This complaint, so prevalent in damp
and cold weather, usually begins as a nasal catarrh or

coryza, with a feeling of weight about the forehead and

some degree of difficulty in breathing through the nose,

increased on lying down. Fits of sneezing accompanied

with a profuse watery discharge from the nostrils and eyes

soon follow, while the sense of smell and to some extent

that of taste become considerably impaired. There is

usually present some amount of sore throat and of bronchial

irritation, causing hoarseness and cough. Sometimes the

vocal apparatus becomes so much inflamed (laryngeal

catarrh) that temporaiy loss ot voice results. There is.

ahva3's more or less feverishness and discomfort, and

frequently an extreme sensitiveness to cold. After two or

three days the symptoms begin to abate, the discharge

from the nostrils and chest becoming thicker and of

purulent character, and producing when dislodged consider-

able relief to the breathing. On the other hand the

catarrh may assume a more severe aspect and pass into

some form of pulmonary inflammation (see Beonchitis).

A peculiar catarrhal afl'ection occasionally occurs, in an

epidemic form, to which the name Influenza is applied

(see Influenza).
Many remedies have been proposed with the view of

cutting short a catarrh, but none of them are infallible,

even where they can be safely employed. In some ca^es

an opiate taken at the outset proves effectual for this end,

but as often it wiU be found to fail. Entire abstinence

from liquids of every kind for a period of forty-eight hours

has been recommended as sufficient to cure any catarrh, but

few will be found willing to submit to such a regimen.

Many persons appear to think that they will get rid of a

cold most quickly by continuing to go about, and, happily,
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in the majority of such cases, no harm results. Nevertheless

if is more than probable that by a brief confinement to a

warm room and the employment of means to promote

perspiration (such as Dover's powder, along with a warm
or vapour bath) speedier relief will be obtained ; and

at all events the evil consequences attendant upon a
" neglected cold," which are so familiar to the experience

of every physician, will be obviated. Local applications, in

the form of inhalation of the vapour of iodine, turpentine,

or ammonia, sometimes relieve the uncomfortable feelings

in the head. Lately the use of a snuff composed of the

trianitrate of bismuth has been strongly recommended as

affording marked relief iu nasal catarrh. Where attacks of

catarrh are of frequent occurrence no more useful prophy-

lactic will be found than the habitual employment of the

cold bath.

The term catarrh is now used in medical nomenclature

in a still wider sense than that above mentioned, being

employed to describe a state of irritation of any mucous
surface in the body which is accompanied with an abnormal

discharge of its natural secretion, hence the terms gastric

catarrh, intestinal catarrh, <tc.

CATiVWBAS, an American Indian tribe in North and
South Carolina, which has now become alraont extinct, but

wo^ still able at the time of the War of Independence to

furnish a valuable contingent to the South Carolina troops

They then occupied a number of small towns on the river

which still preserves their name ; but they afterwards

leased their land and removed to the territory of the Chero-

kees, with whom they had been formerly at war There,

however, they did not long remain, but returned to a

reservation in their original district. Their affinities have

not been very clearly made out, but by Gallatin they are

grouped with the Cherokees, Choctaws, Muskogees, and
Natchez. Their language is closely alhed to that of the

Waccoes and the Caroline tribe, and affords no support to

the opinion that they came originally from Canada, A
vocabulary of sixty of their words was published by Hale

in volume ii. of the Transactio?:s of the American Ethno-
loyicil Societij in 1848; and a mi^h fuller list—about
300—collected by Oscar M. LieHor, the geologist, in 18.5G,

made its appearance in volume ii. of Colleclinns of the South

Carolina ilislorical Society, 1858. Peter Harris, the

revolutionary soldier, was said to be the last survival of

the full-blooded Catawbas, and the present representatives

of the tribe are all half-castes. Thejileasant sound of the

Indian name is far more familiar in its application to the

white American wine, whose praises have been sung so

heartily by Longfellow. The grape from which the wine

is obtained wa.s first discovered about 1801, near the banks
of the Catawba River, but it is now cultivated extensively

in Illinois, Ohio, and New York, and especially on the

shores of Lake Erie.

CiVTEAU CAMBUliSIS, or Le Cateau, a town of

France, in the dcpartin.?nt of Nord, on the Selle, 15 miles

E.S.E of Cambray. It i-i well built, and was formerly

fortified. Its importance has been greatly increased by the

opening of coal-fields in the neighbourhood ; and it manu-
factures shawls, merinos, calicoes, lace, leather, starch,

sugar, and tobacco. Formed originally by the union of the

two villages of Peronno and Vendelgics, under the protection

of a castle built by the bishop of Camhray, Cateau became
the scat of an abbey in the 11th century. In the ITilh it

was frequently taken and retaken ; and in \b!>i it was
burned by the French, who in 1559 signed a celelirated

treaty with Spain in the town. It was finally ceded to

Fmnce by the peace of Nimoguen in 1678. In 1793 it rrns

occupied for some time by the Austrians. Population in

11/72. 93.12.

CATECHISM, n word which originally signified instruc-

tion by word of month, being derived from the Greek

Karqxia. But, as it was necessarily by oral instruction

that, in the early church, -catechumens (or converts in

preparation for baptism) were instructed in the essential

doctrines of Christianity, and as the catechist usually sought

to produce clear comprehension by means of questioning,

several distinct uses of the word have sprung from its

original employment, and it has come to signify— (1) in-

struction by means of question and answer; (2) elementary

instruction, whether oral or written, in any branch of

knowledge ; and (3), in common language, a book of

elementary instruction by means of question and answer,

—

either secular, as, e.g., the science catechisms of the Middle
Ages, or, as usually, religious.

Catechetical instruction was doubtless common among
the ancient Jews, and the modern Jews possess several

catechisms. The earliest with which we are acquainted are

the Thirteen Articles of Belief of the famous Maimonides,

which belongs to the I2th century, and Rabbi Levi's Book

of Education, which belongs to the 13tL Among those

used at the present day in England may be mentioned

Leser's and Pixiotto's.

The most important and authoritative of the catechisms

of the Roman Cathohc Church is that of the Council of

Trent, which was published in 15G6. It was prepared

under the superintendance of the archbishop of Milan, by

Leonardo Marini, Francisco Fureiro, ^gidius Foscorari,

and Mugio CaUni ; and the style wis poli.shed by Pogianus.

It is not a catechism in the ordinary sense, for it ia not

in the interrogative form, and it can scarcely be calied

elementary. It is, in fact, a very careful and complete

system of Rontan Catholic doctrine, extending over 500
8vo pages of closely-printed Latin. By command of the

council, it was translated into French, German, Spanish,

and Italian, and there is also an English version. The
earliest of the catechisms of this church appear to be that

of Kero, a monk of St GaU, who lived in the 8th century,

and that which is ascribed to Otfried, a monk of Weissen

burg of the 9th century. Others worthy of mention are

the Summa Doetritiarum of Peter Canisius, which was

authorized in 15G6; that of Belkrmino (1G03), and that

of Bossuet (1687). In 1870, the fficumenical Council

recommended the general use of the Schema de Parvo, a

small catechism, which is little more than an abstract of

Bellarmine's.

Catechisms were also very common among the Christian

sects which, during the Middle Ages, opposed themselves to

the dominant church, as the .'Vlbigenses and the Wickliffites.'

The Greek Church has two principal catechisms, the

earlier of which is that of Peter Mogilas, patriarch of Kie6F,

which was published in 15-) 2, and sanctioned by the church

in 1572. The other is that of Plato, patriarch of Moscow,

of which an abstract has been made for purposes of

education. This work is divided into two parts, of which

the first treats of natural religion, the second of revealed.

Of the larger Protestant sects, each has a separate

catechism. TJie Lutherans are represented by the two

smaller catechisms of their founder publi-shed in 1520 and

1529, and by his larger catechism, published in the latter

year. In Switzerland, France, the Low Countries, Hungary,

and Scotland, the Geneva Catechi.mi of Calvin (1536) was

for some time tlw standard of the Reformed Chnrch. The

Ifeidelberrj Catechism, which appeared in 1563, compiled

by Caspar Olovian and Zacharias Ursinus, and revised by

the Synod of Dort, became the standard of the Swiss

Church ; nnd upon it was founded the Zurich Catechifm

(1639). A Socinian catechism appcvred at ]?akov in 1574.

The first prayer-book of Edward VI., published

in the year 1549, contained what now ferns th

!

first part of the catechism of the English Church.
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It consists of no more than two or three pages, and
contains only the Ten Commandments, the Creed, the

JjOrd's Prayer, and an expression of the doctrine of baptism
held by the English Church. In the reign of James I. an
explanation of the Anglican doctrine of the sacraments was
added by Bishop Overall.

The first catechism produced by the Scottish Presby-

terians was that known as Craig's, which was laid before

the General Assembly in 1592. It embodied, in twelve

chapters, the Calvinistic doctrine of the church with regard

to original sin, redemption, the sacraments, and ecclesiastical

discipline ; and after each chapter was a number of questions

and answers. This catechism, together with some of those

used on the Continent, served the British Presbyterians till

IGIT. In that year the Westminster Assembly of Divines

appointed committees to draw up the famous Larger and
Shorter C'fiiechiisms.

Besides these catechisms, which profess to be the symbols
of various churches, a large number of private catechisms

have been published. In the English Church the most
important are Cranmer's and Noel's (1570). Among the

English Protestant dissenters, who, of course, do not

possess an authoritative catechism, there have been several,

of which the most famous are those of Dr Watts. A con-

siderable number have also been produced by German
theologians ; but many of the works which they have
published under the name have no claim to it whatever.

CATECHU, or Cutcu, is an extract obtained from
several plants, its chief sources being the wood of two
species of Acacia (A. Catechu and A Sama), both natives of

India. The extract obtained from these plants is also

known as black catechu, Pegu cutch, and Terra japouica.

A similar extract, known in pharmacy as pale catechu

(
Catechu pallichtm), and in general commerce as Gambir.

is produced from the leaves 'of ' Uncaria Gamhir and
17. acida, Rubiaceous plants growing in the East Indian

Archipelago. A third product to which the name catechu

is also applied, is obtained from the fruits of the areca or

betel palm, Areca Catechu; but this substance is not

chemically the same as the other tv/o, neither does it appear

to enter to any extent into European commerce.

Ordina.-y black catechu is usually imported in three dif-

ferent forms. The firet and best quality, known as Pegu
catechu, is obtained in blocks externally' covered with the

large leaves of a species of Diplerocarpus ; the second and
less pure variety is in m.asses, which have been moulded
in sand ; and the third consists of large cubes packed

in coarse bags. The wood of the two species of Acacia

yielding catechu is taken for the manuf.acture when the

trees have attained a diameter of about 1 foot, The bark

is stripped off and used for tanning, and the trunk is split

up into small fragments, which are packed into earthenware

jars, covered with water, and boiled in the open air. As
the liquor becomes thick it is passed into separate vessels

in which the evaporation is continued till the proper degree

of inspissation is reached. It is then cast into the forms in

which it is found in commerce, and further hardened by
exposure to the sun. Catechu so prepared is a dark brown,

or, in mass, almost black substance, brittle, and having

generally a shining lustre. It has a powerfully astringent

taste, with a sweetish after-effect. In cold water it dis-

integrates, and in boiling water, alcohol, acetic acid, and
strong caustic alkali it is completely dissolved. Chemically

it consists of a mixture of a peculiar variety of tannin termed
catechu-tannic acid with catechin or catechuic acid, and a

Drown cxtractiform substance due to the alteration of both

these principles. Catechu-tannic acid is an amorphous
body soluble in cold water, while catechin occurs in minute,

white, silky, needle-shaped crystals, whicji do not dissolve

in cold water. A very minute proportion of quercetin, a

principle yielded by quercitron bark, has been obtained
from catechu.

Gambir, which is similar in chemical composition to

ordinary catechu, occurs in commerce in the form of cubes
of about an inch in size, with a pale brown or yellow colour

and an even earthy fracture. For the preparation of thin

extract the plants above mentioned are stripped of their

leaves and young twigs, and these are boiled down in

shallow pans. The juice is strained ofif, evaporated by
boiling, and when sufficiently concentrated, poured into

vessels for cooling in which it is stirred in a pecuUar manner
as it cools and thickens. The ma.s3, when it has attained

a syrupy consistence is cast into shallow boxes, where, as it

hardens and dries, it is cut into small cubes.

Gambir and catechu are extensively employed in dye-

ing and tanning, and to some extent as astringents in

medicine. For dyeing they have been in use in India from
the most remote period, but it is only during the present

century that they have been placed on the list of European
dyeing substances. Catechu is fixed by oxidation of the

colouring principle, catechin, on the cloth after dyeing or

printing ; and treated thus it yields a great variety of

most durable tints of drabs, browns, and olives with different

mordants. In tanning, catechu is used only for a low
class of leather, which, when made into boots, communicates
to the stockings a yellow stain. The principal consumption

of catechu occurs in the preparation of fibrous substances

exposed to water, such as fishing-lines and nets, and for

colouring stout canvas used for covering boxes and portman-

teaus under the name of tanned canvas. The average annual

imports into Great Britain amount to about 5000 tons of

catechu, which comes chiefly from Bengal, and 20,000 tons

of gambir, coming from the Straits Settlements.

CATECHUMEN. The Catechumeni in the earliest

ages of the church were those who were desirous of and
candidates for baptism. The literal signification of the

term, according to its etymology (Greek) is one who is

caused to hear something. In ecclesiastical language,—and
the word is no otherwise used,—a catechumen is one who
is being instructed in the doctlunes of Christianity iu

preparation for baptism.

Catechumens were usually divided into four classes.

The first class appears to have been those who were still in

the condition of inquirers,—those who had been sufficiently

impressed by that they had heard of Christianity to wish

for more complete instruction. It would seem that this

first instruction was, from motives of prudence, given

privately and not in the churches. The second class con-

sisted of those who, having been thus instructed, were found

worthy of being admitted to the churches, not, however, to

take any part in the holy mysteries, or even, as it would

seem, in the prayers of the faithful, but for the hearing of

sermons and exhortations, and the reading of the Gospel.

These were accordingly called audieutes,—hearers. They
left the church when the reading of the sacred Scriptures

and the sermon had been concluded. The third class

consisted of those who had formally demanded baptism,

and placed their names in the list of catechumens. These

were called prostrati or gemijiecteiites,—those who shared

in the prayers of the congregation. The fourth class was

the electi or competentcs, or those who had completed the

period of their probation, and were deemed ready to receive

baptism, and only waited to do so on the first occasion,

that is to say, at the following Easter or Pentecost. The
most important body of catechumens Was obviously those

of the third class, the genuflecteiites ; and it is of these

that most of what we read in the early writers of the

catechumens generally must be understood.

Of course the number of those who were in a state of

preparation for baptism increased in proportion to tha
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spread of the cliurcli. But it must not be supposed that

there were no more catechumens when the totality of the

population had become Christian, or that the catechumenate,

as it was called, denoted solely the period of conversion

from heathendom to Christianity. The children of Chris-

tian parents, who were not old enough, or not yet

sufficiently instructed, to be admitted to the mystery of the

Eucharist were catechumens, and subjected to the instruction

of the church by a catecUist appointed for the purpose,

liut throughout all the long period, during which pro-

bulytism from either Roman or barbarian heathenism was

going on, the numbers of the catechumens were largely

increased by a practice very curiously illustrative of the

special supecstition of the time. Large numbers of

persons, who had become persuaded of the truth of

Christianity, and who were fully minded to be baptized,

put off the receiving of that sacrament, for a longer or

bhorter period, often until they found themselves iu the

presence of death. The object of this was to avoid

responsibility before God for that greater heinousneas of

guilt, which would have resulted from sin committed after

baptism. They argued that since baptism washed out all

previous sin, and could be had only once, it was clearly

expedient that it should be received as late in life as

possible. And thus many remained as catechumens during

the greater part of their lives. And this practice prevailed

not only among those who were quitting paganism for

Christianity ; it was also common among those born of

Christian parents. Tenderness of conscience, too, seems

often to have produced the same result in prolonging the

catechumenate as the superstitious notion mentioned above.

St Ambrose, St Gregory Nazianzen, and St Augustine all

remained catechumens till far on in life. The emperors

Theodoric, Valentinian, and Constantino the Great did

the same. And the abuse became so great that towards

the end of the 4th century (see Baronius, aA an. %11) the

church tried to provide a remedy for it, and among other

fathers of the church. Saints Ambrose and Gregory exerted

themselves to prevent others from following (though

probably from very different motives) their own example.

The idea of the probable numbers of the members of a

congregation likely to be in the condition of catechumens,

which may be obtained from a consideration of the above

circumstances, may serve to explain in some degree the

architectural arrangements still to be seen in some churches

of the early centuries. The comi)lete plan of a church of

that time seems to have comprised a court in front of the

principal western entrance, surrounded with colonnades, as

may still be seen in the oases of the church of St Ambrose
^t Milan, and that of St Clement at Rome, and some
others. Now, when the catechumens were dismissed

previously to the commencement of that portion of the

service which wo should call the *' Communion Service," it

was not understood that they should depart entirely, but

they remained in these courts. It would seem, however,

that those thus dismissed must have been the catechumens

of the second class only— the audientes. And in the

churches that have been mentioned, especially in that of

St Clement at Rome, the body of the building is divided

by permanent stone constructions into the presbytery or

chancel for the clergy at the eastern end, an intermediate

portion for the lay members of tho congregation of the male

sei (tho females being in tho galleries), and a much lurgar

part of tho nave at the western extremity of the church,

destined for the catechumens.

In tho moro inii>orUint clmrchcs, persona cnllcd catcchiats were
especially appointed for tlie instruction of tho catochumcnsi In

tho opiatlo attributed to St Clement, catcchiat« aro spoken of ns

distinguished from either bishops, priests, or deacons. Hut there is

not BulFicient ovidenco that they were over considLTcd a separate

Older in the liiciarcliy. Iu tho church of AlcxfinUria there wan a

celebrated school of catechumens, under the supcnnlendence of

some of the foremost men of their time, auiong whom St Clement
of Alexandnn and Oiigen may be mentioned. See Origen, Ccnit. Cel.^

lib. iii. It ^\ould seem that Origen was tliu*; employed at eighteen

years of age, when he was still a layman. There was also a cele-

brated school of catechumens in the chuich of Carthage. It is

somewhat remarkable, however, tliat no traces are found of any such
catechists having existed at Konie. There can be no doubt, how-
ever, tliat tlie catechinneus wcie tliere as elsewhere r^^juiiedto pass

tlirough a period of iiistmctiou and novitiate, the task of prcpaiing
tliom being doubtli^ss entrusted to the priusts and deacons—more
obably Ihc latter—of each churclu

Catcchunieiis of the thud category might be present, in the more

that part of the service of ihe mass which preceJes the oJfeitory.

It was then that the "7/c, Catcchumcni, missa cd I ' was i pronounced:

and tliat portion of the service was called a "Catechumens* mass. *

It was not pciniitted to them so much as to see the euchanst. But
in order that there might be the bond of sonie kind of special com-
munion between them and llie body of tiie faithful, bread was
blessed and givuu to them, and this bread was called funis Catechu-
meiiorum.

On the demand of any person to become a catechumen, a strict

and searcliing examination was made into the previous conduct of

the aspirant, and the general tenor of h.is Jifc. Great caution was
used also in ascertaining the nature and earnestness of his desire to

become a CJiristian. Jf these inquiries and examinations were satis-

factory, the jiei-aou's naino was fornially entered on the roll of cate-

chumens. Krom a very ancient extant ritmil, entitlc-d Ordo ad
faciendum L'hristiamnit, it appears that t])e catcc/iunjens were, by
anticipation, as Moroni says, called Christians, while the title of

"the Faithful" was reserved for those wjio had received baptisni-

The duration of the catechumenate was origuinlly fixed at three
months (see the thnd rpistle of St Clement), but was subse-

quently shortened to forty days. The ceienionial wxih which the
catecliumcn was at the teimination of Jiis novitiate admitted to

baptism vaiicd m some unimportant respects in diffen^nt cJiurches.

But tlie following brief statement of tho practice of the Boman
cliurcii will suffice to indicate tho nature of the function. In the
first place a searcliing scrutiny into the mind and hearl of the candi-

date lor baptism was made on seven different occasions ilunng Lent
or in the weeks preceding Pentecost. Previously to beginning the

first sciuliny, which look place on the "Wednesday of the tliiid week
in Lent, the priest blessed ashes, which lie spiinkltd on the head cf

the catochunicn. He also touched his ears and his nostrils with saliva,

sayinw "Ephphatlia, vhich is, be opened to the odour of sanctity.

Hut thou, devil, tiee hence, for the judgment of God is approaLhinc."

The days appointed for the other six scnitinies were tho Satunlay
of tlie third week, the Wednesday and Saturday of the fourth week,

the Wednesday of the fifth week, and the Wednesday and Saturday
of the last week. The first scrutiny was closed bv asking of the

neophyte if he renounced the devil and believed all the doctrines

of the faith. Then the priest blew on his face, saying, *' Ge out
from him, thou unclean spirit, and give jdace to tho Holy Spirit of

tho Paraclete ;'' and concluded by making the sign of the cross ou
his forehead, accompanying the action by the words, *' In nommo
Patris, et Filii, ct Spintus Sancti." At tho third scnitiny the Creed

and tho Lord's Prayer were given to tho catechumen that he might
learn them by heart, for the disciplino of tho "Arcanum" expo'ssly

forbade that he should bo allov.eil any cognizance of these at on

earlier period of his novitiate. This consigning of tho Creed was
not done wiLliout certain formalities. The catechumens were
assembled in the church, tho bells were rung, and tho church dcora

closed. Then tho bishoi* preached a sennon, and then recited the

Creed twice, once in Latin, once in Greek, prefacing his reading by

tho words "Signatovos; et audite Syniboluml*' Ho then expla:ned

it passage by passage, and tlien gave to each Catechumen a written

copy of it. Then a day was fixeil for the ceremony of baptism, and
the catechumens were dismissed by the archdeacon with tho words
^^ Catcchximeni Tcudant; omncs Catcchumcni excant /oris

/ '*— "Let
the catechumens retire I I/et all the catechumens go out from tho

church !
" And tho deacon addetl " Filii carissimi, revcrUmini m

loca vosCra, cxjtcctantcs koram qua possit circa ros Dei gratia liapttS'

mum opcrari,"—" WoU-belove^l sons, T«tuni to your own home, and
there await the hour when, by the grace of God, baptism may be per-

formed on you." And so ended the catechumens' novitiaU^.

Tho number of writers who have specially treated cf tho instita-

tion of catechumens, and of the practice of tho Church, and in some
respects of the different churclies, in regard to thom, in far too large

for it to bo poasiblo to give a hat of them here. But such a list may
bo found in tliu treatise of CancuUicri on tho Holj Week.

CATEGORY (Or. Kan/yopux), a term first introduced

into tho philosophical vocabulary by Aristotle, means
etymologically an accusation. Even in the writings of

Aristotio tho word occurs once or twice in this its primary
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acceptation, but generally it has there a definite and
technical signification. So also in Aristotle the verb
Karrjyope^i', to accuse, takes the specific logical sense, to pre-
dicate

; TO Karriyopovncvov becomes the predicate ; and
KaTr]yoptKi] TrpoTaaii may be translated as afiinnative pro-
position. But though the word thus received a new signi-

fication from Aristotle, it is not on that account certain
that the thing it was taken to signify was equally a novelty
in philosophy. We do find in tha records of Oriental and
early Greek thought something corresponding to the Aris-
totelian classification.

Our knowledge of Hindu philosophy, and of the rela-

tions in which it may have stood to Greek speculation, is

not yet adequate to give decisive answers to varions ques-
tions that naturally arise on observation of their many
resemblances

, and it might therefore appear irrelevant to

introduce into an historical notice of a peculiarly Western
doctrine any reference to its Eastern counterpart. Yet
the similarity between the two is so striking that, if not
historically connected, they must at least be regarded as
expre:sions of similar philosophic wants. The Hindu
classification to which rve specially refer is that of Kanada,
,who lays down six categories, or classes of existence, a
Eove.ith being generally added by the commentators. The
terin employed is Padirtha, meaning " signification of a
word." This is in entire harmony with the Aristotelian doc-

trine, the categories of which may with truth be described

as significations of simple terms, to. Kara pijiepiav (n/nrXoKrif

\iy6ij.eva. The six categories of Kanada are Substance,

Quality, Action, Genus, Individuality, and Concretion or

Co-inherence. To these is added Non-Existence, Priva-

tion, or Negation. Suhslance is the permanent sub-strate

ill which Qualities exist. Action, belonging to or inher-

ing in substances, is that which produces change. Genus
belongs to substance, qualities, and actions; there are

higher and lower genera. Individvahty, found only in

substance, is that by which a thing is self-existent and
marked off from others. Concretion or Co-inherence denotes

inseparable or necessary connection, such as that between
Kubstanceand quality. Under these six classes, yo'-/; Toij oi-tos,

Kanada then proceeds to range the facts of the universe.^

Within Greek philosophy itself there were foreshadow-

ings of the Aristotelian doctrine, but nothing so important

as to warrant the conclusion that Aristotle was directly

influenced by it. Doubtless the One and Many, Being
and Non-Being, of the Eleatic dialectic, with their sub-

ordinate oppositions, may be called categories, but they are

not so in the Aristotelian sense, and have little or nothing

in common with the later system. Their starting-point

and results are wholly diverse. Nor does it appear neces-

sary to do more than mention the Pythagorean table of

principles, the number of which is supposed to have given

rise to the decuple arrangement adopted by Aristotle. The
two classifications have nothing in common ; no term in

the one list appears in the other ; and there is absolutely

notiiing in the Pythagorean principles which could have
led to the theory of the categories.^

One naturally turns to Plato v/hen endeavouring to dis-

cover the genesis of any Aristotelian doctrine, scd un-

doubtedly there are in the Platonic writings many detached

discussions in which the matter of the categories is touched
upon. Special terms also are anticipated at various times,

^ For details of tins and other Hinda systems see Colebrooke,

Esmys ; H. H. Wilson, B.vai/s ; Williams, Indian Wisdom; Goagh's
Vaiscpfiikn-Sutras ; M. Miiller, Sariskrii Literature, and particularly

hi*! Appendix to Thomson's Lau:^ of Thought.
^ The supposed origin of that theory in the treatise s-epl roiJ

Toi/TfJs, nscribed to Abchttas i^q.v.), li.is been proved to be an erro.-.

'.h2 treatise itself ^^.tes in ail probability iroin the Neo-Pythagoreaa
*..!iijch of the 2d centnrj a.d.

e.g., TTtowTijs in the Thea/eiut, tokiv and vatrx^iv in ths
Gorffias, and ^pos ti in the Sophist.' But there does not
seem to be anything in Plato which one could say gave
occasion directly and of itself to the Aristotelian doctrine

;

and even when we take a more comprehensive view of the
Platonic system and inquire what in it corresponds to the
widest definition of categories, say as ultimate elements of
thought and existence, we receive no very definite answer.
The Platonic dialectic never worked out into system, and
only in two dialogues do we get anything like a list of
ultimate or root-notions. In the Sophist, Being, Ee.st, and
Motion (to w diTo Kol cndaK koL KiVi)<rt?) are laid down a.s

ficyitrra tiov -yevuiv.* To these are presently added the
Same and the Other (ravToy koi Odjepov), and out of the
consideration of all five some light is cast upon the obscure
notion of Non-Being (to fiiq pj/). In the same dialogue
(2G2, sq.) is found the important distinction of mopLa and
P7/ia, noun and verb. The jPhilebus presents us with a
totally distinct classification into four elements— the In-

finite, the finite, the Mixture or Unity of both, and the
Cause of this unity (to avtipov, to Tzipa^, yj avp.p.i^i<;, ij

aiT(a). It is at once apparent that, however these classifica-

tioris are related to one another and to the Platouic
S3-stem, they lie in a different field from that occupied by
tlie .A.nstotelian categories, and can hardly be said to have
anything iu common with them.

The Aristotelian doctrine is most distinctly formulated in

the short treatise Karrjyopiai, which generally occupies the
first place among the books of the Organon. The authen-
ticity of the treatise was doubted in early times by some of

the commentators, and the doubts have been revived by
such scholars as Spengel and Prantl. On the other hand
Brandis, Bonitz, and Zeller are of opinion that the tract

is substantially Aristotle's. The matter is hardly one that
can be decided either pro or con v.ith anything like cer-

tainty ; but this is of little moment, for the doctrine of thu
categories, even of the ten categories, does not stand or falJ

with only one portion of Aristotle's works.

It is surprising that there should yet be so much uncer-

tainty as to the real significance of the categories, and thai

we should be in nearly complete ignorance as to the procesa

of thought by which Aristotle was led to the doctrine.

On both points it is difficult to extract from the matter
before us anything approaching a satisfactory solution.

The terms employed to denote the categories have been
scrutinized with the utmost eare, but they give little help.

The most important

—

k. toi! oito? or 7^5 oio-i'as, yivrj to«

oi'Tos or Twi' 6vT(jiv, ycvTj simply, ra Trpwia or ra Koa a Trpturo,

at Trrcjjcrcts, or at Siaipt'o-ets—only indicate that the categories

are general classes into which Being as such may be divided,

that they are summa genera. The expressions yiv-q tUv

Karr^yopiijiv and o-;^»;/iaTa Tuji' K., which are used frequently,

seem to lead to another and somewhat different view. Karr-

yopia being taken to msan that which is predicated, yivi) tC>v

K. would signify the most general classes of predicates, the

framework into the divisions of which all predicates must
come. To this interpretation there are objections. The
categories uiust be carefully distinguished from predicables

;

in the scholastic phraseology the former refer to Jirst inten-

tions, the latter to second intentions, i.e., the one denote real,

the other logical connection. Further, the categories can-

not without careful explanation bo defined as predicates

they are this and something more. The most important

category, ovc-ia,inoneof its aspects cannot be predicate atalL

In the KoTr^yapiaL Aristotle prefixes to his enumeration a

grammatico-logical disquisition on homonyms and syno-

nyms, and on the elements of the proposition, i.e., sub-

^ Prantl, (?«, d. Logik, i. 74 5 ; Trendelenburg, KaiegorienUhTC,

209. a. < SojM., 264, D.
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ject and predicate. He draws attention to the fact that

things are spoken of either in the connection known as the

proposition, e.<j., "a man runs," or apart from such con-

nection, e.g.,
•' man " and " runs." He then proceeds, " Of *

things spukeu of apart from their connection in a proposi-

tion (Ttuf Kara fjirjht^tav troixTrXoKTjv Xeyofievwi'), each signi-

fies either Substance (oicria), or Quantity {!roa6v),or Quality

(wriLov), or Relation (irpos Ti), or Where (i.e. Place, rroG), or

When {i.e. Time, trori), or Position (kcio-^oi), or Possession

(iyiiv), or Action [ttouIv), or Passion (iraa-;^tii'). Ovcrm, the

lirBt category, is subdivided into Trpu/rr] ova-ia or primary

substance, which is defined to be to'Se ti, the singular thing

in which properties inhere, and to which predicates are at-

tached, and SevTfpai ovcriai, genera or species which can be

predicated of primary substances^ and are therefore ovaia

only in a secondary sense. Nevertheless, they too, after a

cei'tain fashion, signify the singular thing, rciSe ti (A'.,

p. 3b, 12, 13). It is this doctrine of TrptoTrj oia-ia that has

raised doubts with regard to the authenticity of the Karq-

yopCai. But the tenfold classification, which has also been

captiously objected to, is given in an acknowledged writing

of Aristotle's (see Topica, i. 9, p. 103b, 20).' At the same

time it is at least remarkable that in two places where the

enumeration seems intended to be complete [Met., p. 1017a,

25; An. Pos., i. 22; p. 83a, 21), only eight are men-

tioned, «x"'' ^""^ Kfltrdai being omitted. In other passages-

six, five, four, and three are given, frequently with some
addition, such as kci a! aXXai k. It is also to be observed

that, despite of this wavering, distinct intimations are given

by Aristotle that he regarded his list as complete, and ho

uses phrases which would seem to indicate that the divi-

sion had been exhaustively carried out. He admits cer-

tainly that some predicates which come under one category

might be referred to another, but he declines to deduce all

from one highest class, or to recognize any relation of sub-

ordination among the several classes.

The full import of the categories will never be ade-

quately reached from the point of view taken up in the

KaTTjyopi'ot, which bears all the marks of an early and pre-

liminary study. For true understanding wo m.'st turn to

the Metaphysics, where the doctrine is handled at large.

The discussion of Being in that work starts with a distinc-

tion that at once gives us a clue. Tu ov is spoken of in many
ways; of these four are classified

—

to ov xoTa cn)//;8t/?ijKo?,

TO ov w? dXr^^c's, TO ov Ouvap.it koX cvepyct'a, and tu vv Kara

TO, o-\r]para. tCiv Karrfyopiwv. It is evident from this that

the categories can be regarded neither as purely logical

nor as jiurely metaphysical elerjients. They indicate the

general forms or ways in which Being can be predicated
;

they are determinations of Being regarded as an object of

thought, and consequently as matter of speech. It be-

comes apparent also why the analysis of the categories

starts from the singular thing, for it is the primary form
under which all that is becomes object of knowledge, and
the other categories modify or qualify this real individual.

riaiTa Of Ta ytyvopeva vtto re Ttvos ytyviTal Ka\ Ik Tiro? Kal

Ti. To ti Tt Xc-^<ii Ka& CKaimjv Ka-rqyopiav' ff yap roSt ij

TTocroi' ^ iroiw ^ ttoC (Met., p. 1032a, 13-15). . . . The
categories, therefore, are not logical forms but real predi-

cates ; they are the general modes in which Being may bo

expressed. The definite thing, that which cornea for-

ward in the process from potentiality to full actuality,

can only appear and be spoken of under forms of individual-

ity, quality, quantity, and so on. Tho nine later categories

all denote entity in a certain imperfect fashion.

The" categories then are not to bo regarded, as heads of

predicates, the tramowork into which predicates can bo

' Agfttnat this pusogo otod tho crou-graincd Prantl con raiso no
objectioD of anjiDomeiit ; sec Ocs, der Logtk, 1. 206, n.

* Sm BoniU. hJez A nstrleTmu:. ».v , »nd Prjutl, (7rj. d. Log,, i. 207.

thrown. They are real determinations of Being

—

allgemehie

Bestimmtheiten, as Hegel calls them. They are not summa
genera of existences, still less are they to be explained as a

classification of nameable things in general The objections

Mill has taken to the list are entirely irrelevant, and would

only have significance it the categories were really— what

they are not—an exhaustive division of concrete existences.

Grote's view (Aristotle, i. 108) that Aristotle drew up his

list by examining various popular propositions, and throw-

ing the different predicates into genera, " according as they

stood in different logical relation to the subject," has no

foundation. The relation oi the predicate category to the

subject is not entirely a logical one ; it is a relation of real

existence, and wants the essential marks of the proposi-

tional form. The logical reh'.tions of to ov are provide*

for otherwise than by the categories.

Aristotle has given no intimation of the course of thought

by which he was led to his tenfold arrangement, and it seems

hopeless to discover it. Trendelenburg in various essays

has worked out the idea that the root of the matter is to

be found in grammatical considerations, that the categories

originated from investigations into grammatical functions,

and that a correspondence will be found to obtain between

categories and parls of speech. Thus, Substance corre-

sponds to noun substantive. Quantity and Quality to the

adjective. Relation partly to the comparative degree and per-

haps to the preposition, When and Where to the adverbs of

time and place. Action to the active, Passion to the passive

of the verb, Position {kcio-Soi) to the intransitive verb,

e)(€iv to the peculiar Greek perfect. That there should be

a very close correspondence between tho categories and

grammatical elements is by no means surprising; that tho

one were deduced from the other is both philosophically

and historically improbable. Reference to the detailed

criticisms of Trendelenburg by Bitter, Bonitz, and Zeller

will be sufficient.

Aristotle has also kft us in doubt on another point.

Why should there ba only ten categories? and why should

these be the ten i Kant and Hegel, it is well known, signalize

as the great defect in the Aristotelian categories the want

of a principle, and yet some of Aristotle s expressions would
warrant the inference that he had a principle, and that he

thought his arrangement exhaustive. The leading idea of

all later attempts at reduction to unity of principle, tho

division into substance and accident, v,as undoubtedly not

overlooked by Aristotle, and Brentano'' has collected with

great diligence passages which indicate how the complete

list might have been deduced from this primary distinction.

His tabular arrangements (pp. 175, 177) are particularly

deserving of attention. The results, however, are hardly

beyond tho reach of doubt.

There was no fundamental change in the doctrine of

the categories from tho time of Aristotle to that of Kant,

and only two proposed re-classifications are of such import-

ance as to require notice. Tho Stoics adopted a fivefold

arrangement of highest classes, yoiKwTaTa. To ov or ri,

Being, or somewhat in general, was subdivided into iiroKci-

ptya or subjects, iroid or qualities in general, which givs

definiteness to the blank . subject, ttus «xo>Ta, modes
which further determine tho subject, and. irpo't ri iriit

t^ovra, definite relative modes. These categories are so

related that each involves tho existence of one higher than
itself, thus there cannot be a Trpo's ti iri? (^ov which does

not rest upon or imply a vuk txov, but Tri? c^ov is impossible

without TTocof, which only exists in inroKfijxa'ov, a form or

phase of to ok.*

• DrcuUno, BtdnUung dri Srienden nach A., jip. H8-178.
* Kcr doUllwl tmuniiittioD of thB Sloic cstcgoriu, bm Pr«iitl, Otj.

d. lagik, i. 428, Kjq.; Zoller, Ph. d. Ori., Ul. 1, 82, tn-; Tr^nddeo-
l.ufg, Knt^., f. 217.
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Plotinus, after a lengthy critique of Arlstotles categories

sets out a twofold list. To €v, kiVt^o-is, OTtwrt?, ravrorrj^,

tT€p6ni's are the primitive categories (TrpCira ycvTj) of the

intelligible sphere. Outria, irpos rt, Trota, Trotroc, KLinqtji'i are

the categories of the sensible world. The return to the

Platonic classification will not escape notice.

Modern philosophy, neglecting altogether the dry

and tasteless treatment of the Aristotelian doctrine by
scholastic writers, gave a new, a wider, and deeper mean-
ing to the categories. They now appear as ultimate or

root notions, the metaphysical or thought elements, which
give coherence and consistency to the material of know-
ledge, the necessary and universal relations which obtain

among the particulars of experience. There was thus to

some extent a return to Platonism, but in reality, as might
easily be shown, the new interpretation was, with due allow-

ance for difference in point of view, in strict harmouy
with the true doctrine of Aristotle. The modern theory

dates in particular from the time of Kant, who may be

said to have re-introduced the term into philosophy. Na-
turally there are some anticipations in earlier thinkers.

The Substance, Attribute, and Mode of Cartesianism can
hardly be classed among the categories ; nor does Leibnitz's

chance suggestion of a fivefold arrangement into Substance,

Quantity, Quality,Action and Passion, and Relations.demand
any particular notice. Locke, too, has a classification into

Substances, Modes, and Relations, but in it he has manifestly

no intention of drawing up a table of categories. What
in his system corresponds most nearly to the modern view
of these elements is the division of kinds of real predica-

tion. In all judgments of knowledge we predicate either

(1) Identity or Diversity, (2) Relation, (3) Co-existence, or

necessary connection, or (i) Real eiistence. From this the

transition was easy t > Hume's important classification of

philosophical relatioiis iutu those of Resemblance, Identity,

Time and Place, Quantity or Number, Quality, Contrariety,

Cause and Effect.

These attempts at an exhaustive distribution of the ne-

cessary relations of all objects of knowledge indicate the

direction taken by modern thought, before it received its

complete expression from Kant.

The doctrine of tiis categories is the very kernel of the

Kantian system, and, through it, of later German philo-

sophy. To explain it fully would be to write the history

of that philosophy. The categories are called by Kant
Root-notions of the Understanding (Stammbegriffe des

J erstaiides), and are briefly the specific forms of the a
pHcri or formal elemeTit in rational cognition. It is this

distinction of matter and form in knowledge that marks
off the Kantian from the Aristotelian doctrine. To Kant
knowledge was only possible as the synthesis of the mate-
ria! or a posteriori with the fonnal or a priori. The ma-
terial to which a priori forms of the understanding were
applied was the sensuous content of the pure intuitions,

Time and Space. This content could not be knoini by
sense, but only by intellectual function. But the under-

standing in the process of knowledge makes use of the

universal form of synthesis, the judgment ; intellectual

function is essentially of the nature of judgment or the

reduction of a manifold to unity through a conception. The
specific or type forms of siich function will, therefore, be ex-

pressed in judgments; and a complete classification of the

forms of judgments is the key by which one may hope to

discover the system of categories. Such a list of judgments
Kant thought he found in ordinary logic, and from it he drew
up his well-known scheme of the twelve categories. These
forms are the determinations of all objects of experience,

for it is only through them that the manifold of sense can
be reduced to the unity of consciousness, and thereby con-

6tituted experience. They are a priori conditions, sub-

jective in one sense, but objective as being universal, ne-

cessary, and constitutive of experience.

The table of logical judgments with corresponding cate-

gories is as follows :

—

Universal
rarticular.. ..

Singular
-\lhrmative. ..

Negative
Intinite

Categorical

Hypothetical

.

Disjunctive...

Problematical

Assertoric

Apodictic

Categories.

Unity.
*

..i_ \ Plurality,
"""''ty

I Totality.

Reality.

Negation.
Limitation.

Inherence and Subsistence
(Substance and Accident).

Causality and Dependence

I

(Cause a.Td Effect).

[ Community (Reciprocity).

( Possibility and Impossibility.

) Kxistence and Non-Existence.
/ Necessity and Contingency.

Of Q

n.
Of Quality

III.

Of Relation

IV.

Of llodality

Kant, it is well-known, criticises Aristotle severely for

having drawn up his categories without a principle, and
claims to have disclosed the only possible method by which
an exhaustive classification might be obt.ained. What he
criticized in Aristotle is brought against his own procedure

by the later German thinkers, particularly Fichte aud Hegel.

And in point of fact it cannot be denied that Kant has

allowed too much completeness to the ordinary logical dis-

tribution of propositions; he has given no proof that in

these forms are contained all species of synthesis, and in

consequence he has failed to show that in the categories, or

pure conceptions, are contained all the modes of a priori

synthesis. Further, his principle has so far the unity

he claimed for it, the unity of a single function, but the

specific forms in which such unity manifests itself are not

themselves accounted for by this principle. Kant himsoif

hints more than once at the possibility of a completely-

rational system of the categories, at an evolution from one
single movement of thought, aud in his Remarks on th-:

liable of the Categories gave a pregnant hint as to the

method to be employed. From any complete realization

of this suggestion Kant, however, was precluded by one

portion of his theory. The categories, although the neces-

sary conditions under which alone an object of experience

can be thrown, are merely forms of the mind's own activity

;

they apply only to sensuous and consequently subjective

material. Outside of and beyond them lies the thing-in-

itself, the blankest and emptiest of abstractions, which yet

to Kant represented the ultimately real. This subjectivism

was a distinct hiatus in the Kantian system, and agr.inst it

principally Fichte and Hegei directed criticism. It was
manifest that at t'ae root of the whole system of categories

there lay the synthetizing unity of self-consciousnoss, and

it was upon this unity that Fichte fi.xed as giving the pos-

sibility of a more complete and rigorous deduction of the

pure notions of the understanding. Without the act oi

the Ego, whereby it is self-conscious, there could be nc
knowledge, and this primitive act or function must be, he
saw, the position or affirmation of itself by the Ego. Ths
first principle then must be that the Ego posits itself as

the Ego, that the Ego = Ego, a principle which is uncondi-

tioned both in form and matter, and therefore capable ct

standing absolutely first, of being the prius in a .system.

Metaphysically regarded this act of self-position yields the

categories of Reality. But, so far as matter is concerned,

there cannot be affirmation without negation, omnis deter-

minalio est nrguiio. The detei-mination of the Ego pre-

supposes or involves the Non-Ego. The form of tho pro-

position in which this second act takes to itself expression,

the Ego is not = Not-Ego, is unconditioned, not derivable

from the first. It is the alisolut? antithesis to the primitive

thesis. The category of Negation is the result of this secon(i

act. From these two propositions, involving absolutely oj>
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posed acd mutually destructive elemeuts.there results a third

which reconciles both-iu a higher synthecis. The nttion

ID this third is determination or limitation; the Ego and

Non-Ego limit, and are opposed to one another. From
ihese three positions Fichte proceeds to evolve the catego-

ries by a series of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis.

In thus seizing upon the unity of self-consciousness as

the origin for systematic development, Fichte has clearly

taken a step in advance of, and yet in strict harmonj-

with, the Kantian doctrine. For, after all that can be

said as to the demonstrated character of formal logic,

Kant's procedure was empirical, and only after the list of

categories had been drawn out, did he bring forward into

prominence what gave them coherence and reality. The
peculiar method of Fichte, also, was nothing but a con-

sistent application of Kant's own Keraark on the Table of

the Categories. Fichte's doctrine, however is open to

some of the objections advanced against Kant. His

method is too abstract and external, and wants the unity

of a single principle. The first two of his fundamental

propositions stand isolated from one another, not to be

resolved into a primitive unity. With him, tOD, the

whole stands yet on the plane of subjectivity. He speaks.

Indeed, of the universal Ego as distinct from the empirical

self-consciousness ; but the universal does not rise with
him to concrete spirit. Nevertheless the Wissenscha/ls-

lehre contains the only real advance in the treatment of

the categories from the time of Kant to that of Hegel.'

This, of course, does not imply that there were not certain

elements in Schelling, particularly in the Transcendental

Idealism, that are of value in the transition to the later

system ; but on the whole it is only in Hegel that the

whole matter of the Kantian categories has been assimi-

lated and carried to a higher stage. The Hegelian philo-

sophy, in brief, is a system of the categories ; and as it is

not inteudcd here to expound that philosophy, it is impos-
sible to give more than a few general and quite external

observations as to the Hegelian mode of viewing these

elements of thought. With Kant, as has been seen, the

categories were still subjective, not as being forms of the

individual subject, but as having over against them the

world of noumcna to which they were inapplicable. Self-

consciousness, which was, even with Kant, the nodus or

kernel whence the categories sprang, was nothing but a

logical centre,—the reality was concealed. There was
thus a dualism, to overcome which is the first step iu the

Hegelian system. The principle, if there is to be one,

muBt be universally applicable, all-comprehensive. Self-

consciousness is precisely the principle wanted ; it is a
unity, an identity, containing in itielf a multiplicity. The
universal in absolute self-consciousness is just pure think-

ing, v/hich in systematic evolution is the catagories ; the

particular is the natural or multiform, the external as

such ; the concrete of both is spirit, or self-consciousness

come to itself. The samo law that obtains among the
categories is foul\d adequate to an explanation of the
external thing >which had so sadly troubled Kant. The
categories themsalvca are moments of the universal of

thought, typo forms, or definite aspects which thought
assumes ; determinations, Bcstimmunjen, as Hegel most
frequently calls thcin. They evolve '-y the same law that

* It doc4 not accni ncccsriary to do more than rofor to the slight
ilt«r:tions mad? on Kant's Table of Calcjoricj by Herder (in the
iteCaJ:ritik), by Maimca (in the Propadeulik ru cimr ntvcn Thtorie dts
Dcnkena), by Fricj (in the -Wim Kritik dtr Vcmun/Tl, or by Schoptn-
hiTlwr, who dcaircd to reduce all the calegorica to one—lliat of Cau&ii-
litj. We sliould require a ncv/ phil.twphlril vocabulary- even to
IraiuUte the eilraordiniry compounda in which Kruuse eiponoda his
theory of the categories. Notices of the cbanRce introduced by
Ronnliu, and of Giobcrti's remarkable theory, TsiU be found in Ilag-

ulsco's work referred to beloiv.

was found to be the essence of ultimate reality— i.e., of

self-consciousuess. The complete system is pure thought,

the Universal par excellence.

\itei the Hegelian there can hardly be said to have

been a philosophical treatment of the categories in Ger-

many, which is not more or less a criticism of that

aystein. It does not seem necessary to mention the unim-

portant modifications introduced by Kuno Fischer, Erdmann,
or others belonging to the school. In the strongly-opposec

philosophy of Herbart, the categories can hardly be said

to hold a prominent place. They are, with him, the most

general notions which ^le psychologically formed, and he

classifies them as follows:—^1) Thing, either as product of

thought, or as given in experience
; (2) Property, either

qualitative or quantitative; (3) Relation; (4) Tha Negated.

Along with these, he posits as categories of inner process

—

{l)Sensation, (2) Cognition, (3) Will, (4).*.ction. George,^

who in the main follows Schleiermacher, draws out a table

of categories which shows, in sorae points, traces of Her-

bartiau infiuence. His ar.-angement by enneads, or series

of nine, is fanciful, and wanting in inner principle.

The most imposing recent attempt at a reconstruction

of the catagories is that of Trendelen'ourg. To him the

6rst principle, or primitive reality, is Motion, which is both

real as external movement, and ideal as inner construction.

The necesst-ry conditions of Motion are Time and Space,

which are both subjective and objective. From this point

onwards are developed the mathematical (point, line, <tc.)

and real (causality, substance, quantity, quality, kc.) cate-

gories v.hich appear as involved in the notion of motion.

Matter cannot be regarded as a product of motion ; it is

the condition of motion, we must think something moved.

.\.ll these categories, " under the presupposition of motion

as the first energy of thought, are ideal and subjective

relations ; as also, under the presupposition of motion as

the first-energy of Being, real and objective relations." ' A
serious difficulty presents itself in the next category, that

of End {Zweck), which can easily be thought for inner

activity, but can hardly be reconciled with real motion.

Trendelenburg solves the difficulty only empirically, by

pointing to the insufficiency of the merely mechanical to

account for the organic. ' The consideration of Modality

effects the transition to the forms of logical thought. On
the whole, Trendelenburg's unique fact of motion seems

rather a blunder. There is much more involved than he is

willing to allow, and motion per se is by no means adequate

to self-consciousness. His theory has found little favour.

Ulrici works out a system of the categories from a psy-

chological or logical point of view. To him the funda-

mental fact of philosophy is the distinguishing activity

(unterscheidcndc Thdtigkeit) of thought. Thought is only

possible by distinction, difference. The fi.ted points in

the relations of objects upon which this activity turns are

the categories, which may bo called the forms or laws of

thought. They are the aspects of things, notions under

which things must bo brought, in order to become objects

of thought They are thus the most general predicates or

heads of predicates. The categories cannot be completely

gathered from experience, nor can they be evolved a priori;

but, by attending to tha general relations of thought and

its purely indefinite matter, and examining what wo must

predicate in order to know Being, we may attain to a satis-

factory list. Such list is given iu great detail in the 5yi-

tem der Lojik (1852), and in briefer, preciscr form in the

Compendium der Loyik (2d cd., 1H72); it is in many
points well deserWng of attention.

The dcfiaition of the categories by the able French logi-

' Lehtimch der ilttaphytit, 1844.
' Lcgitcht I'nterruchvnffen, i. 376-7.

V. — 2g
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cian RenouTier, in some respects resembles that of UlricL

To him tUe primitive fact is Relation, of which all the cate-

gories are but forms. "' The categories," he says, " are the

primary and irreducible laws of knowledge, the fundamen-

tal relations which determine its form and regulate its

movements." His table and his criticism of the Kantian

theory are both of interest.^

The criticism of Kant's categories by Cousin and his

own attempted classification are of no importance. Of
more interest to us, though not of much more value, is

the elaborate table drawn out by Sir W. Hamilton.^ The
generalized category of the Conditioned has but little

meaning, and the subordinate categories evolve them-

selves by no principle, but are arranged after a formal and
quite arbitrary manner. They are never brought into

connection with thought itself, nor could they be shown
to spring from its nature and relations.

J. S. ilill has presented, " as a substitute for Ivie abortive

classification of Existences, termed the categories of Aris-

totle," the following as an enumeration of all nameable

things :—(1) Feelings, or states of consciousness
; (2) The

minds which experience these feelings
; (3) Bodies, or

external objects which excite certain of those feelings
; (4)

Successions and co-existences, likenesses and unlikenesses,

between feelings or states of consciousness.' This classi-

fication proceeds on a quite peculiar view of the categories,

and is only presented here for the sake of completen&s.

Trendelenburg, Oe-schkhte der Kategorienlehre, 1846 ; Ragnisco,
StoTia critica ddle Categories 2 vols. 1371. For Aristotle's doc-

trine the most important, in addition to Brandis, Zeller, and the

above, are Bonitz, Sitzungsher. d. kon. Akad. d. fVissen., Wien,
1S53, pp. 591-645 ; Prantl, Oes. d. Logik, i. ; and Brentano,
Bedeutung des Seienden nach Aristotel^s^ 1862. See also Schuppe,
Die Kate'gorten dts Aristoichs^ 1866 ; GTOt&'s Aristotle, i. ; and the

translations of the Crtie^orite by Maimon, 1794, and Hej^deureich,

1S35. (R. AX).)

CATERPILLAR. See Bctteeflies, toL iv. p, 593.

CATGUT is the name applied to cord of great toughness

and tenacity prepared from the intestines of sheep. It is

used for the strings of harps and violins, as well as other

stringed musical instruments, for hanging the weights of

clocks, for bow-strings, and many other purposes where
toughness, flexibility, and durability are requir'fed. To
prepare catgut the intestines are cleaned, freed from fat,

and steeped for some time in water, after which their

external membrane is scraped off with the back of a knife

or other blunt tool They are then steeped for some time

in an alkaline ley, smoothed and equalized by drawing out,

bleached with sulphuric fumes, if necessary dyed, sorted

into sizes, and twisted together itito cords of various

numbers of strands according to their uses. The best

strings for musical instruments are imported from Naples ;

and it is found that lean and ill-fed animals yield the

toughest gdt.

CATHAY. See China.
CATHCART, StR George (1794-1854), British gener^,

vras born in London, May 12, 1794. He vras the third

son of the first Earl Cathcai-t, a distinguished general and
diplomatist, commander-ia-ehief of the expedition to

Copenhagen iu 1807, and afterwards ambassador to

Stockholm and St Petersburg. He received his early

eu a cation at Eton College, and passed thence to the

v.n.iversity of Edinburgh. In 1810 he entered the army,
end two years later accompanied his father as aide-de-camp
to Russia. With him he joined the Russian headquarters
ia March 1813 : and he was present at all the great battles

of the campaigns of that year in Germany, and of the

* Essais de Critique Oenerate, 2d ed.: La Logique, tj pp. 184, 190,
207-225.

* Discussion-^, p. 577.
' Lcgic, i. S3; r/. EaLi. Dcd. Lon .<p-. C.

following year in France, and also at the taking of Paria

The fruits of his careful observation and critical study of

these operations appeared in the Commentaries wtiicb he
published in 1850, a volume of plain soldier-like history,

prepared from notes made during the campaigns. After

the peace of 1814 he accompanied his father to the Con-

gress of Vienna ; and while in that city he was appointed

(March 1815) extra aide-de-camp to the duke of Wellington.

He was present at Quatre-Bras and at Waterloo, was
named full aide-de-camp to the duke, and remained in his

staff till the army of occupation quitted France. Re-
appointed almost immediately, he accompanied the duke to

the Congresses of Aii-la-Chapelle and Verona, and in 1826
to Prussia. Promoted lieutenant-colonel in 1828, he served

in Nova Scotia, Bermuda, and Jamaica,—retiring on half-

pay in 1834. After three years he was recalled to active

service, and was sent as commander of the King's Dragoon
Guards to Canada, where he played an important part in

suppressing the rebellion and pacifying the country. In
1 844 he returned to England and again retired. Two
years later he was appointed deputy-lieutenant of tlte

Ton-er, and this post he held till 1852. In that year he
was offered the governorship and command at the Cape.

This he accepted, and had the merit of bringing to a close

the Kaffre War. In December 1853 he was appointed

adjutant-general of the army. In 1854 he was sent to

take part as lieutenant-general in the Crimean War, and
the highest hopes were fixed on him as a scientific and
practically experienced soldier. But these hopes were not

to be fulfilled ; for he fell at the battle of Inkermann,
November 5, 1854. His remains, with those of other

officers, were buried on Cathcart's Hill, Lord Raglan, the

commander-in-chief, attending the ceremony. Sir George
Cathcart married in 1824 Lady Georgiana Greville, who
survived him, and by v/hom he had a family of one son

and seven daughters. At the time of his death he was a

Knight Commander of the Bath.

CATHEDRAL, more properly Cithedrai Church
[Ecclesia Cathedralis), the chief church of a diocese, in

which the bishop has his official seat or throne, cathedra.

The earliest example given of the use of the term Ecclesia

Cathedralis is in the Acts of the Councd of Tarragona,

in 516. Another primitive designation was " Ecclesia

mater " or " matrix," indicating the cathedral as the mother
church of the diocese. As being the chief house of God,
Dom-ds Dei, of the district, it acquired in Germany the

name 'of Domkirche, and in Italy of Duomo. The word
" Ecclesia" was gradually dropt, and by the 10th centurj'

the adjective " cathedralis " took rank as a substantive,

which it has successfully maintained in most of the modern
languages of Europe. The essential distinction between a

cathedral and all ether churches, viz., that it ia the church

of the bishop, containing his throne of office, or biskopt

stool, as our Saxon forefathers termed it, is thus well

expressed by Hooker (Eccl. Polit., vii. 8, 3), " To note a

difference of that one church where the bishop hath his

seat, and the rest ^hich depend upon it, that one hath

been usually termed cathedral, according to the same sense

wherein Ignatius, speaking of the Church of Antioch,

termeth it his throne ; and Cyprian, making mention of

Evaristus, who had been bishop and was now deposed,

tenneth hio cathedral extorrem, one that was thrust besides

his chair. The church where the bishop is set with his

college of presbyters about him we call a see ; the local

compass of his authority we term a diocese." A bishop's

see is, strictly speaking, a bishop's seat (sedes, siege), or

cathedra, and is only in a secondary sense applied to the

church in which that seat is placed, and the city iu which
that church stands. From t'nis it follows that a church

may lose ii.3 cathedra; rank by the transference of the
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bishop's see to another church, which by that transference

it once assumes the. dignity lost by the other. Thus the

Oxfordshire Dorchester was the cathedral of the vast East

Mercian diocese, until in 1072 Eemigius removed the

cathedra to Lincoln, while the West Mercian prelates at one

time had their see at Chester before it was finally fixed in

its earlier habitation at Lichfield. Thus also in 1088 the

abbey church of Bath became the cathedral of Somerset-

shire, which for nearly two centuries had been at Wells,

where after a brief sojourn at Glastonbury the bishop's

throne was again permanently set up in 1206. Towards

the close of the 12th century the cathedral of Canterbury

was in some danger of losing its rank, the contumacy of

the monks having caused Archbishop Baldwin to conceive

the idea of transferring his official seat to the church of

Haekington, which would in that event have become the

cathedral of the Kentish diocese, and the metropolitan

church of England. Such a plan was actually carried out

when, early in the 13th century (1220), Bishop Poore

daserted the cathedral of Old Sarum, and founded the

existing cathedral of Salisbury. The period of the

Reformation saw the abbey churches of Bristol, Chester,

Gloucester, Oxford, and Peterborough, and for a short space

Westminster, elevated to cathedral rank by being made the

seat of a bishop, a change which has been witnessed in the

present century by the establishment of the sees of Ripon
and Manchester. While we are writing, the church of

Oumbrae has become the cathedral of the Scottish diocese

of Argyll and the Isles, and the abbey church of St Albans

is only waiting for the completion of preliminary necessary

arrangements to be constituted the cathedral for the coun-

ties of Hertfordshire and Essex.

By very early canons it was decreed that cathedrals

should only be established in chief cities. The Council of

Laodicea (361), following the legislation of the Council

of Sardica (347), prohibited the appointment of bishops in

villages or country places. Throughout the Roman empire,

where the ecclesiastical coincided with the civil divisions,

the seats of religious authority were fixed in ,the same
spots as the seats of t«mporal authority, the bishop placing

his cathedra in the city where the temporal governor had
planted his cumle chair. In Britain, however, where, in

the early days when the church first developed her power,

cities were but few and insignificant, the case was different.

The bishop was rather the bishop of a district or of a tribe

than of a city. The position of his cathedral was dictated

by motives of convenience and security rather than by the

dignity and populousness of the site. Not unfrequently

the cathedra was migratory. This state of things drew to

an end with the conclusion of the 10th century, when the

country became more settled, and the Roman system was
finally ratified by the Council of London (1075), which
ordered that episcopal sees should be removed from
unwalled villages to walled cities. In obedience to this

decree the cathedrals of Salisbury, Chichester, and Chester

(the last only temporarily) were created,—succeeding to

the episcopal dignity of those of Sherborne, Selsey, and
Lichfield (Freeman, Hist, of iforman Conquest, vol. iv.

pp. 414-420). Other transferences of only slightly later

date were those already mentioned from Dorchester to

Lincoln, and from Wells to Bath, as well as that of the

East Anglian see from Elmbam to Thetford and thence to

Norwich.

Wherever established, the cathedral church was regarded

as being, what it usually was in fact, the mother-church

of the district dependent upon it. This district was for

the first three centuries designated the parochia (irapoiKia)

of the bishop. Gradually the term diocese (SioiVc;<Trt),

originally oignifying a civil province of the lesser sort,

cams to be traoBferred to ecclBsiastizol divisions, to the

exclusion of the earlier name, which in its forms, parish,

paroisse, parrocchia, &c., was restricted to the smaller

ecclesiastical districts, each containing a single church.

Cathedrals in their original idea possessed much of a mis'

sionary charact«r. The district of which they were the

ecclesiastical centre in general received the light of reli-

gious truth from them. They were the headquarters of the

bishop and his clergy, from which they went forth for the

evangelization of the heathen inhabitants

—

pagani, i.e.,

dwellers in the pagi, or surrounding country villages.

To this also they returned as their home for rest and
refreshment, as well as for necessary conference. In the

words of Dean Milman,—" Christianity was first estab-

lished in the towns and cities, and from each centre diffused

itself with more or less success into the adjacent country.

. . . The churches adjacent to the towns or cities either

originally were or became the diocese of the city bishop "

(Hut. of Christianity, bk. iv. c. 1. § 2). Thus, as Hooker
says, " Towns and villages abroad receiving the faith of

Christ from cities whereunto they were adjacent, did, as

spiritual and heavenly colonies, by their subjection honour

those ancient mother churches out of which they grew

"

[Eccl. Polit., bk. vii. c. 8, § 2). In some cases, however

especially in Britain, the history of the cathedral was

different. The missionary element was the same ; but

instead of starting with a bishop as the centre of organized

action, establishments of missionary priests were formed,

with a church as the focus of their religious life and a

monastery as their home, which only tardily attained

cathedral rank by the appointment of a bishop to preside

over them. The cathedral of Worcester is instanced by
Professor Stubbs in this relation, as an example, ".like

Canterbury itself, of a successful missionary establishment,

thus attaining its due development " (" Cathedral of

Worcester in the 8th century," Archceol. Jour,, voL xix. p.

244). The history of the missionary work of the Church
of England during the early part of the present century

reproduced this same system. The missionary clergy pre-

ceded the bishop, and cathedral dignity was imposed on a

church not originally erected with any such object. The
last twenty years have seen a return to the other moro
primitive plan of operations. In newly-constituted dioceses

in Africa and elsewhere, the bishop takes the lead among
his clergy in date of constitution as he does in official

rank, and the cathedral church is one of the first require-

ments to be provided for. The true chara«-t€r and object

of a cathedral church and establishment are thus well set

forth by Bishop Stillingfleet :
—" Every cathedral in its first

institution was as a temple to the whole diocese, where the

worship was to be performed in the most decent and con-

stant manner ; for which end it was necessary to have

such a number of ecclesiastical persons there attending as

might still be ready to do all the offices which did belong

to the Christian church,—such as constant prayer and

hymns and preaching and celebration of sacraments,

—

which were to bo kept up in such a church, as the daily

sacrifice was in the Temple." Though it was the church

of the bishop, it was essential for its completeness that he

should be surrounded by his college of presbyters, as the

membera of the body of which he was the head. The
purpose of this eoUective body was threefold :—(1.) Con-

sultative,—as the concilium episcopi, by whose advice he

might be strengthened in all important matters concern-

ing the diocese ; (2.) Ministerial,— for the maintenance

and celebration of public worship in its most reverent

and dignified form, cum cantu et jubilatione ; and (3.)

Diocesan,—as the bishop's officials in the administration of

bis diocese, prepared also to go forth at bis bidding tn act

as missionaries or evangelists in any jiart to which he

might see fit to send them. In this way there sprang up
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iho l)oJy knosvn as the " cliaptcr " of llio catlicJrul,—

a

body originally in the closest connection with the bishop,

nnJ having no corpoiate existence apart from him. This

coUoctivo body sometimes consisted of " seculars," i.e., of

clergy not bound by monastic vows, living in the world,

with separate hom.es of their own ; sometimes of " regulars,"

I.e., of clergy living according to a monastic rule, residing

in one religious community, and sharing in common
buildings. Of both bodies the bisliop v.'as the head.

When the cathedral was the church of a monastery and
was served by regulars, the bishop was regarded as the

abbot j and when the chapter consisted of a college of

secular clergy, it owed allegiance to no one but the bishop

himself. The " dean, " the present head of all English

cathedral chapters, was o, comparatively late addition, not

appearing till the lOtl". or 11th century. He had been

preceded by the prcepositiis, a"provDst, " who occurs in

the 8th and 9th centuries. Earlier still we find the
" archpresbyter, " who was gradually supplanted by the

archde.acon " exercising chief authority among the cathedral

clergy, but always in strict subordination to the bishop.

Another chief officer of tha church—one, with the two last,

of tlie " tria culmina ecclesis "—was the " custos " or
" primicerius, " a title ho derived from his name being that

first entered on the waxen tablet or list. The strange con-

tradiction by which the bishop has less authority in the

churcii of which ha is the titular heal, and which takes its

distinctive appellation from his throne, than in any other

church in his diocese, only gradually came into existence. It

was partly a result of the increase of his diocesan duties,

partly of his transformation into a groat political officer of

the state, and partly of the organization of the chapter as an
independent corporation. When travelling over his wide-

spread diocese, or attending upon the king as chancellor,

or other high officer, the bishop had no leisure to attend to

the internal administration of his cathedral, and the

authority naturally tended to attach itself to the permanent
chief of the chapter, while he gradually sank into a mere
external visitor called in when needed to correct abuses, or

as an arbiter to settle disputes. Under the bishop as its

nominal he.id the chapter of a fully organized cathedral,

when it was formed of secular priests, consisted of the

quatuor personr^, or four chief "dignitaries" of the church,

and a body of " canons " or " prebendaries." The four

high officers were—(1.) the "dean," as the general head
of the whole capitular body, charged with the internal

discipline of the corporation
; (2) the " precentor," or

" chanter, " who was charged with .the management of the

choir, and the musical arrangements of the service
; (3)

the "chancellor," the literary-man of the chapter, who, as

theological professor, superintended the education of its

younger members, delivered lectures himself, and procured

the delivery of sermons by others, had the care of the

library, and wrote the letters of the body; and (4) the
" treasurer, " not in the modern fiscal sense of the word,
but the officer to whoso care were entrusted the treasures

of the church, its sacred vessels and altar furniture, reli-

quaries, and other ornaments. With these were usually

united the " archdeacons," varying in number with the size

of the diocese, who were, however, more diocesan than
cathedral officers. Next after these dignitaries the main
body of a cathedral chapter consisted of " canons " or " pre-

bendaries." The former name they received originally from
being enrolled on the "canon" or list of ecclesiastical

officers, though subsequently it was supposed to have
reference to their being bound by canons, i.e., rules. The
additional title of prebendary was given to those canons
mho enjoyed a separate estate {prcebenda), in virtue of their

position, besides their share of the corporate funds. These
Barnes were, generally speaking, two different designations

for the same individual. A canon was usually, tLougb

not always, a prebendary ; but a prebendary, as a member
of the capitular body, was always a canon. The life of

the canons was separate, not ccenobitic. Each bad 1ms

own house and his private establishment. The attempt

of Chrodegang, archbishop of Metz (who died in 7CG),

to force a semi-monastic rule on canons, with a common
refectory and common dormitory, though eagerly adopted

by the Emperor Charlemagne, was short-lived. By the

middle of the 9th century the rule was indeed established

in almost all the cathedrals of France, Germany, and Italy,

and had also been adopted in England. But its strict-

ness proved unpalatable to the canons. It was gradually

relaxed everywhere, and found no a-cceptance in Eng-
land. The distinction between " residentiary " and "non-
residentiary " canons had its origin in the attempt to

combat the evils consequent on pluralities. The canons

having other preferments were, by the end of the 12th

century, generally non-resident. Their cathedral duties

were performed by " vicars " receiving a small stipend.

To attract them into residence the divisible part of the

corporate revenue was ordered to be shared among those

canons who had resided for a certain term. This created

a degree of confusion, as there was no certainty how
many canons would reside during a given year. To
obviate this irregularity the duty of residence was laid

on a fixed number of canons only, who were to discharge

the ordinary duties of the cathedral on behalf of the

whole body (Freeman Cathedral Essays, pp. 148-149).

The establishment of " vicars, " or, as they are now more
usually but unstatutably called, " minor canons," as a

regular and permanent part of the cathedral body,

originally duo to non-residence, was sanctioned through the

inability of some of the canons to take their part in the

choral service of the church. In most cathedrals each

officer hael his deputy. Thus we find the " sub-dean," the

"sub-chanter" or "succentor," the "vice-chancellor," as

recognized members of the cathedral staff. Another ofiicer

is the " przelector," or lecturer in theology, who in some
cathedrals executes the duties elsewhere performed by the

chancellor.

We have been speaking hitherto of the cathedrals of

secular canons. The monastic cathedrals differed little

from ordinary monasteries, save in being governed, in the

almost constant absence of their titular abbot, the bishop,

by a prior as tho real head of their society. Cathedrals

of this class are peculiar to England and Germany, which
received its religion mainly from England. The monks or

regular clergy who served them were, in England, every-

where of the Benedictine order, except at Carlisle, where
they v/ere Austin canons.

The distinction between monastic and secular cathedrals

in England was perpetuated at the Reformation under the

new titles of " Cathedrals of the Old Foundation " and
" Cathedrals of the New." In the cathedrals of the former

class the foundation remained substantially unchanged.

But the monasteries attached to cathedrals having been

suppressed by Henry VIII., together with the other

religious houses, these cathedrals were founded afresh as

chapters of secular canons presided over by a dean. These
new chapters were eight in number, viz., Canterbury,

Durham, Winchester, Carlisle, Ely, Norwich, Rochester,

and Worcester. The members of the chapter were

designated, not canons, but prebendaries, an improper
appellation, as none had any separate estate or " prsebenda"

assigned to them. The highest number of these new
prebendaries was twelve, at Canterbury, Durham, and Win-
chester ; the lowest was four, at Carlisle. With these

monastic cathedrals may be classed the new sees formed
by Henry VIII. from existing monasteries, viz., Bristol,
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Chestor, Gluucester, OifurJ, and Peterborough. Tlic con-

stitution of these cathedrals was similar to those of the

other monastic cathedrals, and the codes of statutes almost

identical. In all the cathedrals of the New Foundation

the priKcentor, instead of being a chief dignitary second

only to the dean, is one of the minor canons.

The cathedrals of the Old Foundation, whose constitution

has not been materially changed since the 13th century,

and which are in some instances still governed by pre-

Reformation statutes, are those of York, London, Chichester,

Exeter, Hereford, Lichfield, Lincoln, Salisbury, and Wells,

together with those of the four Welsh bishopries—Bangor,

Llandaff, St Asaph's, and St David's. Monastic cathedrals

being nearly peculiar to England and Germany, these Old

Foundation cathedrals " are those whose history and con-

stitution has most in common with the churches of Scotland,

Ireland, and Western Christendom generally" (Freeman,

U.S., p. 139).

To these must ba added the two recently-erected

cathedrals of Manchester and Ripon. In each of these

cases advantage was taken of an existing collegiate

establishment on which to graft a cathedral. No provision

i3 made in the Act for the founding of the see of St Albau's

for the creation of a capitular body.

The legislation of 3 and 4 Victoria reduced all the

cathedrals of England and Wales to a uniform constitution.

The normal type is that of a dean and four canons.

Canterbury, Durham, and Ely, however, have sis canons

a-piece, and Winchester and Exeter five. To remove still

further the distinction between cathedrals of the Old and
New Foundation, a body of honorary canons was called

into being in the latter to correspond to the prebendaries

of the former foundations. The prebendal estates having

been alienated, the honour in each rase is equally a barren

one.

In not a few of the English cathedrals the due perfor-

mance of the choral service is provided for by a corporation

of " lay vicars," forming in some cases an independent

body endowed with estates of their own. The chorister

boys also in come cases are supported and educated from
the proceeds of separate estates. The " priest vicars," or
" minor canons," in several instances, also have their own
estates and form a corporation by themselves.

It doe.s not fall within the scope of the present article to

•.nterupcn the ritual and architectural history of cathedrals.

lu neither of these respects do tliey differ essentially from
.other important and dignified churches.

Essajjs on Cathfdrali, edited by Dean Howson ; Freeman, Cathe-
dral Church of li'elh; Walcott, Cathcdralia; liobertson, Jlistory of
the Christian Church ; ililman, Hisiorxj of Christianity. (E. V.)

CATHERINE, Saint. The Roman hagiology contains

the record of no leas than sii saints of this name, viz. :

—

I. St C;ttlicrine, virgin and martyr, whose day of com-
memoration recurs on the 25th of November; 2. St

Catherine of Sweden, who died abbess of Watzcn, on the

24th March 1381, and is commemorated on the 21st

of that month; 3. St Catherine of Siena, born in 1347,
whose festal day is observed on the 30th of April ; 4. St

Catherine of Bologna, whose family name was Vijri, and
who died abbess of the Convent of St Clairs in that city

on the Dth March 146.1 ; 6. St Catherine of Genoa, who
belonged to the noble family of Fieschi, was born about
1448, spent her life and her means in succouring and
attending on the sick, especially in the time of the plague
which ravaged Genoa in 1497 and ISO], died in that

city in 1510, was cunonized by Clcincnt XII. in 1737,
sod had her name placed in the calendar on the 22d of

July by Benedict XIV. ; and 6. St Catherine de' Ricci, of

Flflcence, born o( that noble family in 1522, who became

a nun in the convent of the Dominicans at Prato, died in

1589, and was canonized by Benedict XIV. in 174C, who
fixed her festal day on the 13th February.

All these women are recorded by the chroniclers of the

Roman Church to have worked miracles. Indeed without

this essential qualification they could not have been

canonized. The lives of all, save that of Catherine of

Genoa, whose career was a more active one, having been

spent mainly in the hospitals of her native city, were passed

in the practice of the ordinary monastic virtues. St

Catherine de' Ricci was subject to long trances and visions.

And of St Catherine of Genoa it is recorded, that that

miracle of levitation (or being raised from the ground X
which is asserted with such curious frequency to have

happened to various saints, frequently happened to her,

when she was in the act of receiving the Holv Com-
munion.

Of all these saints, however, it will only be neces.<;ary

here to say a few words of the earliest of the name, who is

thj person intended when the Roman Church speaks of St

Catherine without any additional designation, and then to

give a somewhat more detailed account of the far most
celebrated and historically important of them all, St

Catherine of Siena.

History has ezceediugly little to tell of this saint ; history, St Cathe-

more properly so called, indeed, has nothing at all. She ""' ^"''

is said to have been of myal parentage, and her life is ji^rtrr
referred to the early part of the 4th century. She v.as

martyred at Alexandria. She was especially celebrated for

her learning and philosophical culture, and has always

been considered the especial patron of philosophical schools.

But in proportion to the scantiness of authenticated fact,

legendary fable has been abundant in furnishing forth lives

of the saint. And it is to one of these legends that the

well-known presentiment of the saint, which alone is likely

to cause modern readers to feel any interest in her name,

is due. It is said that in revenge for the discomfiture of

a company of heathen philosophers, with whom she had
been compelled to dispute, the holy and learned lady was

bound to a wheel armed with spikes, in such sort that every

turn of the machine would cause the spikes to pierce her

body. But the cords were miraculously broken, and the

malice of her enemies foiled. Hence St Catherine, virgin

and martyr, is always represented with a wheel, and the

extreme popularity of this saint, and consequent common-
ness of the pictures of her, is indicated by the fact that a
wheel of a certain construction and appearance is to the

present, day called a Catherine wheel. The lover of

medieval painting may be warned against mistaking the

pictures, which he so constantly meets with, of St Catherine

with her wheel, for representations of St Catherine of Siena,

or of any of the other saints Catherine, who all of them
lived a thousand years or more later than the first and
original saint of the name.

St Catherine of Siera, born in that city in tno year St C»tb«.

1347, was a daughter of Giacomo Beniucasa, said by the '^' °f

hagiographeia to have been a descendant of the noble
'^''°*

family of Borghese, also of Sienese origin,—a connection,

however, which has been repudiated by the nobles of that

subsequently Papal family. It seems certain, however,

that the two families were sprung from the same stock.

The researches of Signer Grottanelli, the present librarian

of the municipal library at Siena, have enabled him to

construct a pedigree of the saint, which may be considered

as perfectly authentic, from which it appears that she was
one of thirteen children ; and that her father Giacomo,
who died when she was one-and-twenty, in 1368, had been

one of ten. Her mother Lapa, who was the grand-daughter

of a " poeta volgare,"—that is to sny, a poet who wrote ia

the then nascent Italian tongue,—lived to be eighty-ninr.,'
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To her and to uue of her brothers, and to two of her nieces,

sundry of the saint's letters are addressed

As is usual in the Roman hagiography, the first and con-

temporary Ijiographer of St Catherine, her confessor, the

Dominican friar Eaimondo (he was great-grandson of the

celebrated Pietro delle Vigne, the chancellor of the Emperor
Frederick II., and became the 24th general of the Domini-

can order), insists largely on the tendency towards sanctity

which marked Catherine in her earliest years. The
austerities and self-inflictions by which she prepared

herself for her career, and gave proof of her vocation to

those around her, began at an incredibly early age, and
went on increasing in intensity till they pass from the

probable to tlie highly improbable, and thence to the

manifestly miraculous. At five years old it was her practice

in going up stairs to kneel at each step to the Virgin. She
habitually flogged herself and induced other children to do
the same, at six years of age. At seven she deprived her-

self of a great portion of her food, secretly giving it to her

brother, or throwing it to the cats. At the same age she

would watch from the window to see when a Dominican
monk passed, and as soon as he had moved on, would run
down and kiss the spot of the pavement on which he had
placed his feet. At twelve years old her mother begged

her to comb her hair and wash her face oftener. But this

she steadily refused to do, till her mother requested a

married sister to use her influence with Catherine, to which
for a time she yielded to a certain degree. This yielding,

however, she often in after-life, as her confessor testified,

bewailed with bitter tears of penitence, always mentioning

it, when she made, as she was in the habit of doing

frequently, a general confession of her sins.

About the same period of Catherine's life, her twelfth

year, she wholly abandoned the use of animal food. At
fifteen she left off wine. At twenty she gave up bread,

living only on uncooked vegetables. She used to sleep but

one quarter of an hour in the four and twenty. She always

flogged herself till the blood streamed from her three

times a day. She lived three years without speaking,

She wore a chain of iron round her body, which gradually

ate its way into her fiesh. And, finally, she remained
wholly without food for many years. Catherine began, we
are told, to have visions at six years old. Returning home
one day, about that time, through the streets of Siena, she

saw in the sky, immediately over the Dominican Church, a

throne with Christ sitting on it, dressed in Papal robes,

accompanied by St Paul, St Peter, and St John.

But these practices of her infancy, and these early

visions were but preparatory to the wonders of a later

period. Christ appeared to her daily as soon as she retired

to her cell, as she informed Father Rairaondo, for the

purpose of teaching her the doctrines of religion, which, as

she said to her confessor, " no man or woman ever taught

me, but only Our Lord Jesua Christ himself, sometimes
by means of inspiration, and sometimes by means of a
clear 'oodily appearance, manifest to the bodily senses, and
talking with me, as I now talk with you." A detailed

account of these manifestations wiU be found in the pages
of Father Raimondo.

It is necessary to give some account of one miraculous
occurrence, which was deemed the great and culminating
glory of the saint, and has occupied the most prominent
position in her estimation by the church, and in the

imaginations of her admirers. This is the supernatural
impression on her hands and feet of the scars of wounds
corresponding with those made in the hands and feet of

the Saviour by the nails which fixed Him to the cross.

This is stated to have occurred at Pisa, and is asserted by
Father Raimondo to have happened in his presence.

Catherine had received the sacrament, and fell, as usual

with her at such times, into a trance. Her confessor and
some others were awaiting her recovery from it, when
they saw her suddenly rise with a start to a kneeling
Ijosture, with her arms stretched out horizontally, and in

a minute or two more fall prostrate. Soon afterwards she
came out of her trance, and immediately calling aside her
confessor said, " Be it known to you, my father, that I

now bear on ray body the marks of the crucifixion of our
Lord Jesus Christ." " And I," continues Father Raimondo,
" having told hor that I had observed as much from the
movements of her body, while she was in her trance, asked
her in what manner the Lord had performed that miracle J

And she said, ' I saw the crucified Lord descending
towards me with a great bght, which caused me, from the
impetus of my soul to meet its Creator, to raise up my
body. Then I saw five bloody rays descending from the

scars of his most holy wounds, and directing themselves to

the hands and feet and heart of my body. Upon which,

knowing what the mystery was, I exclaimed, O, Lord, my
God, let not, I pray you, the scars appear externally on my
body, it is enough for me to have them internally. Then,
while I was yet speaking, the rays, before they reached me,
turned from blood-colour to a pure and splendid light, and
touched the five parts of my body—that is my hands, my
feet, and my heart.' I asked her further. Do you now feel

in those spots any sensible pain) To which, with a deep

sigh, she replied, ' So great is the pain 1 feel in all those

five places, but especially in my heart, that it appears

impossible to me to live many days, unless the Lord
perform som,o further miracle.'

"

In order to appreciate the importance and bearing of

this celebrated miracle, the tierce and bitter rivalry which

existed between the Dominicans and Franciscans must be

borne in mind. St Francis had, some half century pre-

viously, received these five wounds in the same way. The
marks are familiarly known among hagiographers and
their readers as the Stigmata : and the having received

them was considered the crowning glory of St Francis, and
was the exclusive boast of his Franciscans. But now the

Dominicans were even with them. The Sienese Pope, who
canonized his townawoman Catharine, Pius II., gave bis

approbation to a service, in which this reception of tha

stigmata was prominently asserted. And so severely was
the blow felt by the indignant Franciscans that they

obtained from the next Pope but one, Siztus IV., himself

a Franciscan, a decree to the effect that St Francis had an
exclusive right to and monopoly of that especial miracle,

and that it was accordingly forbidden to represent St

Catherine receiving the stic/mata under pain of ecclesias-

tical censures. The tendency observable in many of the

austerities and miracles said to have been suffered and
done by St Catherine, to outdo the austerities and miracles

of other saints, especially St Francis, is particularly

remarkable in this of the stigmata. The degree in which

it served the purpose of the Dominicans is the measure of

the suspicion attaching to it Butf there is nothing

incredible in the supposition that Catherine may have

imagined in. hor trance all that she had related ; and still

less is it unlikely that such diseased dreamings may have

been the natural product of a waking fancy, filled with,

and dwelling on, this much envied manifestation. Perhaps

the condition, so providently introduced, as it would seem,

that the scars were not to be visible, may be suggestive of

a fraudulent intention. But on the other hand, it may be

observed that if such a fraud had been planned, it would

have been easy for one, who habitually subjected her body

to so much suffering, to submit to the required wounds
beforehand. It will, however, probably be felt by most

readers of the above quoted narrative of Father Eaimondo
that it bears on the face of it many of the marks, of untruth-
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fulness. The monk's statement that he had known what

was 'taking place from the moTements of her body would

seem to be very suggestive of a foregone purpose and plan.

On the other hand it may be argued that this is so obvious,

that the monk would never have committed himself to

such a statement had not it been the simple trutL

The celebrated and learned Tomasseo, whose literary

reputation probably stands higher with his countrymen

than that of any other living writer, and who is the latest

writer on St Catherine, acceptiiig her works and character

in the spirit of an enthusiastic devotee, writes in the essay

on St Catherine, which he has prefixed to the latest

edition of her works {i vols., Florence, 18C0), as follows :

" If by the mere play of the imagination a person, who

has had a limb cut oft', feels, nevertheless, pain in the part

which has been removed ; if the force of thought often

creates bodily ills and cures them, it would be in contradic-

tion to aU philosophy and all the laws of criticism to deny

that a woman rendered by love profoundly apprehensive

of the sufferings of another, may feel pain in her own
person, in that same .spot of the body where the loved

person feels or felt it. It would be to deny to Catherine

that privilege of sympathizing piety and tender humanity,

which we grant to the French mother, who exclaims, J'ai

mala la poitrine de ma filU ! And for Catherine Jesus

waa alive, was present in her heart, in her eyes. All her

being, as all the world, was full of him." The recognized

phenomenon, however, to which the eloquent philologist

relera is a purely physiological one ; and it is for

physiologists to determine what amount of analogy may be

discoverable between that known fact and the sensation of

bodily pain from which Catherine declared herself to be

Buffering, when she had recovered from her trance ;— or

rather that respecting which Catherine is said to have

majle such a declaration by the Dominican her confessor

and biographer. For in weighing the extremely curious

question pf the amount of conscious imposture which may
probably be supposed to have been mingled with other

elements in the extraordinary narrative, it is very necessary

to remember that we have the testimony and statements

of Catherine only through the medium of the general of

the order, to the fame and glory of which Catherine's

saintly fame and glory was so all-important.

It is important to observe in this connection that

various statements of her confessor will leave little doubt

on the minds of those who have made that form of malady

called catalepsy their study, or even of those who have

witnessed the phenomena attending it, that Catherine was

subject to constantly-recurring attacks of catalepsy. And
physicians will probably deem the hint above thrown out,

to the effect that the saint was in the habit of throwing

herself into this state "as much as she could," cot

unimportant. It is unnecessdry in this place to do more

than call attention by a passing word to the very remark-

able similarity between some of the phenomena described

by Father Raimondo and those attending many very well-

known cases of animal magnetism.

But it uoubts and difficulties crowd thickly about the

whole of that portion of Saint Catherine's story which has

obtained for her the pre-eminence of saintship, it may be

Baid that the public events of her life, which make part of

the undoubted history of her time, are hardly less extra-

ordinary and surprising. In the year 1376 the 29th of

Catherine's life, Gregory XI. was living and holding the

Papal court at Avignon. He was the last of seven French

Popes in succession who had done so, and had perpetuated

for soventythrco years what ecclesiastical writers aro fond
of terming " the Babylonian captivity of the church." To'

put an end to this absenteeism, and to bring back the

ftipacy to Italy was the cherisbod and anxious, wish of all

good Italians, and especially of all Italian churchmen.
Petrarch had urgently pressed Urban V., Gregory's imme-
diate predecessor, to accomplish the desired change ; and
Dante had at an earlier date laboured to bring abo^t the

same object. But both had failed in front of the greaf

difficulties which attended the step. The French cardinals

who surrounded the Pope, were anxious, of course, tc detail

bini in France. The king of France threw all his inflnena

into the same scale. The French Pope's own prejudices

and wishes were, of course, enlisted on the same side.

Rome itself and the dominions of the church, which the

violences and usurpations of the Roman barons kept in a

chronic state of rebellion, made the Eternal City anything

but an inviting residence. There was also considerable

truth in the repi-esentations insisted on by several of the

French Popes, that the rising importance of the northeru

churches had in a great degree changed the central point

of the ecclesiastical world, and that the church could more
advantageously be governed from a French than from an

Italian city. Thus all the influences which Italy had for

many years past striven to bring to bear upon the popes, to .

induce them to return to their own city had failed. And
it was under these circumstances that Catherine, the

illiterate daughter of an obscure Sienese dyer, detennir.ed

to try her powers of persuasion and argument for the

accomplishment of that which the princes of the church

and the greatest men of Italy had in vain attempted. For

this purpose Catherine proceeded to Avignon in the summer
of 1376. And in the September of that year the Pope set

out 03 his return to Rome. It is true that he did this^

intending after a sojourn in the Eternal City to return to

France, and he would almost certainly have done so, had

ho not been prevented by death. But the dyer's daughter

did, as things fell out, succeed in her enterprise, and moved
the centre of Europe back again once more to its old place

in Rome ! Of course it may be said that to attribute the

Pope's return to Rome to Catherine's intervention is a

notable instance of a. post hoc ergo propter hoc icftrence.

But many proofs might be given from various writer? to

show that it was unquestionably believed in her own cay

that Catherine had been the real moving cause of the

restoration of the Papacy to Rome. (See especially

Ammirato, Istorie Fiorentine, voL v. p. 130, cd. Flor.

,

1824.) After many other journeyings she arrived in

Rome on the 28th of November 1378, in obedience to the

commands of the Pope ; and there she died on the 29th

of April 1380, at the ago of thirty-three. Father Raimondo

was then at Genoa, and declares that in that city, at the

hour of her death, he heard a voice communicating to him

a last message from Catherine, which he afterwards found

she had uttered on her deathbed word for word as he

heard it, " and of this," ho adds solemnly, " let that Eternal

Truth, which cau neither deceive nor be deceived, be

witness."

Catherine's works consist of a treatise occupying a closciy-prioted

quarto volume, which Father Raimondo de8cril>es as "a dulogu*

between a aoul, which asked four qnostiona of the Lord, acd th»

same Lord, *ho made answer and gave inatructicn in many meat

useful truths,"—of her letters, 373 in number, and of 26 prayer*.

The dialogue is entitled, The Book of Divint Soctrinr, fij<n in

person by Ood tht Father, speaking to the mind of th* moM glorimu

and holy virgin Calherint of Siena, and wriltnt dovcn ai ih»

dictated it in the vulgar tongue, sht being the vhile enfrant'd, and

actually hearing, u-hat Ood spoke in hrr. The wort is declared to

have been dictated by the saint in her father's house' in Sitiis, a

little before she went to Rome, and to hare been complettd on

the 13th of October 1373. Thia dialogue has been dinded into

five parts, though no auch division existed in it as it fell from her

lips. The first four parts eiial in manuscript, as Uken down from

the lips of the entranced saint ; but the fifth treatiee is not eitart

in the original, but only iu the Latin vcraion of Father Raimcndo,

from which the published Italian retaiDn ha^ been re-tnin»lf ".ed.

The Frcneh oratorian. Father Casimir Oudir., in his supplement of
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ecclcsiaatical writors, omitted Ly Bellarmiue, says veiy <iuit:tly,

"She wrote, or lUiuiondo de Viucia wrote iu her name, a work
inscribed," &c., ko. And it i3 very possible tliat the buspicion

indicated may bo a just one ; but theio is iiotliing in the matter of

the work itself to belie the origin attributed to it. It may be re-

marked, however, that the context, as it stands, does not even pretend

to eive the unbroken utterances of the eaint. It is intermingled,

witiiout any advertiscmont to the reoder, typograpliical or other,

that he 10 about to enter on matter of a diffeient authorship, with
long passages descriptive of tlie saint's mode of receiving the

revelation, written in the pejson of the secretary. But the

Eaint'e own utterances are exactly such as might have been ex-

pected from such a patient. They rc-sornblo the worst and emptiest

style of tlio pulpit eloquence of her time and country, and
consist entirely of mere verbose and repetitive inanities and plati-

tudes. It is impossible to road thoin without being strongly

reminded of the productions, which have been given forth in

these latter days as spiritual communications made to persona in

trance or otherwiso constituting themselves "mediums,*—a simi-

l.iiity which tiugijests sundry curious couslderatious. The most
probable supposition eeenis to be that those *' dialogues " were

composed by Father Raimondo, from notes taken down from

Catherine's trance rambliiigs. The 20 prayers might have been

tzpeoted to throw more light on tlio character and mental calibre

of the saint, whose communings with the Inrinite they represent.

Bat nothing of the kind is to be gathered from them. The im-

pression thoy are calculated to produce is either that the saiiit

was a self-conscious actor and pretender, or that they are not her

compositions,—the latter perhaps being the more probable hy-

pothesis. Though addressed in form to the Deity, there is little in

tlieae effuslojis that can with accuracy be called prayer. Thq speaker,

or rather wiiter, seems continually k) forget his avowed object,

and runs off into long etatemeuts of the nature and attributes of

the Deity, and ecclesiastical poditious based thereon, evidently

prompted rather by didactic views as td mortal hearers, than by

etFort to hold commaninn with the Almighty^ It is all dry, cold,

repetitive, verbose theology, insteiid of the warm utterances of either

a contrite or a thankful heart It lemains to g^y a few words of the

Biint's lettoi-B, by far the most interesting and valuable of her repated

works. Tliey are 373 in number, and form two stout quarto volumes

jf the Lucca edition. Iu the four octavo volumes of the recent cheap

Milan reprint, only the first 198 are given, though no word appears

to indicate that the collection is imperfect. On the contrary, the

fourth volume is entitled "4th and last" Still mora recently the

letters have been reprinted by Barbera at Florence, 1860, in 4 vols,

small nctavo,with a prellmluary notice of the saint prefixed by the cele-

br-t-d Niccolo Tommasso. consisting of 210 pages. The 373 letters

of the entire collection have among them many addressed to kings,

popes, cardinals, bishops, conventual bodies, and political corpora-

tions, as well as a great number written to private individuals. And
it sterns very strange that among so many correspondents of classes

whose Dapera are likely to be preserved, and many of whom,
especially the monastic communities, would assuredly have attached

a iiif^h value to such documents, no one original of any of these

documents should have been preserved. Girolamo Gigli, the editor

oT the quarto edition of the saint's v.-orks, printed at Lucca and

Ciena, 1707-13, an enthusiastic investigator and collector of every

ric'irription of information rpgarding her, gives, in his preface to the

letters, a careful account of the manuscript collections from which

tbey have at dilfcrent times been printed, but has not a word to

say of any scrap of oiiginal document. The cjiistles were fust printed

by Alius in 1500, just 120 years after Catherine's death. The
difScuUies connected with the subject of the true authoi^ship of these

lt;^t-Jr.s are much comphcntcd by questions respecting Catherine's

::^.i:.ihility of writing, and her own statements of the miraculous

manner in which eho acquired that accomplishment. The discus-

Bion of these dilhculties would require a larger space than can here

lit) p.llctted to the subject And the reader curious on the subject

may be referred to a life of the saint by Mr TroUope, from which
much of the present notice has been taken. It is admitted on all

hcnds, however, that a large portion of the Icttera were written by

the hands of acciutaries. The very high reputation, and that not

wholly of a pietistic or ecclesiastical nature, which this large mass
of writings has enjoyed for several centuries will probably appear to

lacst English readers an extiemely singular fact A great deal of

thfi praise bestowed on St Catherine's writings by Italian critics has

reference to their style and diction. Written at a time when the

language, fresh from the hands of Dante, of Petrarch, and of Boc-

caccio, was still in its infancy, and in a city at all times celebrated

for the purity jsf its vernacular, they have by the common consent

of Italian scholars taken rank as one of the acknowledged classics

of the language,—as a testa di lingua, &a the Tuscan purists say.

The Delia Cruscana have placed them on the jealously-watched list

cf their authorities, and an enthusiastic Sienese compatriot, the bo-

fbre-mentioned Girolamo Gigli, has completed a vocabidario Caterini-

ano, after the fashion of those consecrated to the study of the works
of ilomer and Cicero, Of course no one frcra the "Taarbarons

"

side of the Alps can permit himself any word of observation on thifl

point, especially when the judgment is iu the main confirmed by the
authority of the greatest of living Italian critics, Niccol6 Tommaseo.
Had no such decisive opinion been extant to guide his ignorance,
it might perhaps have sucniud to a foreigner that the saint's style

was loose in its syntax, intricate iu its constniction, and terribly

overloaded with the merest verbosity. But the philological excel-

lencies of her writings are, after all, the least pact of the praise

that has been lavished on Catherine as an author. Iler admirers
enlarge on the moving eloquence, the exalted piety, the noble
sentiments, the sound argumentation of hor compoaitions, especially

the letters.

So large a number of devout writers have occnpied their pens
on " legends" and biographies of Saint Catherine that it would bo
fir too lengthy a task to attempt to give even a list of them.
The public library of Siena contains no less than 79 works of

which the popular saint of the city is the subject. Almost all of

tlicm, however, seem to be based more or leas directly and avowedly
on tha work of Father Uaimondo. And enough has been said to

give the r^-ador a sufBcient idea of the nature of that book. Of Giro-

lamo Gigli's Vocabulario Catcriaiano mention has also been made.
Of course it will readily be understood that this work regards the

saint's writings in a purely philological point of view. But the

curious fate wluch attended this work may be noticed. It waa
burned by the hangman at Florence, not because it was supposed to

contain any heterodoxy in matter of religion, but merely because

tho Delia Crufica, which is occasiimally somewliat slily satiiized in

it, was enraged at the position taken up by tho author, to the effect

that the Sienese is a purer dialect of Italian than tlie Florentine !

The notice of Saint Catherine liy Niccol6 Tommaseo, prefixed to the

most recent edition of St Catherine's works, has also been mentioned.

It cii-nnot be called "a life" in any sense. For the author makes
no attempt to relate the story of her career, or to examine the evi-

dence for any of the anecdotes which he does relate. It is written

in a strain of enthusiastio pietistic admiration, which is certainly

curious in tho case of a highly-cultured 19th century layman ; and

its principal value consists in tho judgment on the purely literary

merits of the writer, by oue who musl. bo admitted to be the greatest

living critic of Italy. VT- A. T.)

CATHERINE L, wife of Peter ibo Great of Russia,

and aTter his death for two years (1725-27) empress of

Russia, was the natural daughter of a country girl io

Livonia. Being left utterly destitute when a mere child,

she was brought np by a Lutberan pastor of Marienburg,

named Giiick. About 1702, at a ^jretty early age, she

was married to a Swedish dragoon, from whom, however,

gUo was almost immediately separated by the vicissitudes

of war. She never saw him again ; for she was carried off

by the Kussian forces, and was slave or mistress to more

thaa one Russian general, last of all to Prince Menschikoff,

in whoso house she attracted the notice of the czar. The

czar was struck by her beauty and good sense, and made

her his mistress, and then his wife publicly in 1711.

After that, in the same year, she performed a service

to her husband for which she will always be remembered

in history. In the campaign on the l*ruth, Peter, with an

excessive contempt of the generalship and other military

qualities of the Turks, had rashly placed himself in a

position iu which he was completely surrounded and cutoff

from all supplies. From this peril he was relieved by

Catherine, who was expert enough to collect the necessarj-

sum for bribing the Turkish general, and in this way to

bring about a tolemblo peace. Next year she was solemnly

crowned empress at St Petersburg. She continued to be

the faithful companion and adviser of the czar, till his

death in 1725. After that event she was herself raised

to the Russian throne, chiefly through the address of

her former lord, Prince Menschikoff, who put himself at

the head of a powerful party, and gained over the

guards at the capital Her reign of two years was in

no wise remarkable. Menschikoff was her minister, and

directed affairs olmost at hio pleasure. Catherine was by

no means free from the vices then prevalent at the Russian

court. She spent whole days in dissipation, which

hastened her end. She died in 1727, being somewhere

about forty yean of age. She was evidently a womaa of

considerable insight and expertness, able to manage the
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eccentric czar in hia violent and extravagant moods, and

above all capable of sympathizing with him, and assisting

him in his great schemes, though she could neither read

nor write.

CATHERINE II., empress of Russia, was born at

Stettin in 1729 ; by the dethronement of her husband Peter

III., and the exclusion of her son, she ascended the Rus-

sian throne in 1762, and occupied it till her death in 1796.

Her father, who was prince of Anhalt-Zerbst in Upper
Saxony, served in the Prussian army. Her mother, a peevish,

hard-tempered, and pedantic German of the old school, gave

her a severe education, which, however, did not crush but

strengthen the masculine temper of her daughter.

The Empress Elizabeth, having selected her nephew
Peter, the duke of HolsteinOottorp, as her successor on the

throne, had requested a sister of Frederick of Prussia to

be the wife of the future emperor. But aware of the

extraordinary manners then prevalent at the Russian

court, Frederick shrunk from the proposal and suggested

the princess of Anhalt-Zerbst. Proposals being made
in that quarter and thankfully accepted, the princess,

whose original name was Sophia Augusta^ was conducted

to Russia by her mother in 1744 ; after some preliminary

religious instruction she received the name of Catherine, and
was admitted into the Greek Church, and was at length in

1745 with due splendour married to Peter, who was only a

year older than herself. The marriage proved an unhappy
and iU-assorted one. While Catherine grew up to be a

handsome, strong-minded, and ambitious lady, Peter

passed his life apparently on the very borders of idiocy.

Though not destitute of generous and even noble impulses,

he was silly, wayward, and extravagant Excluded from

all serious employment, and indeed incapable of it, he spent

his time in drilling a troop of dogs that he kept in a kennel

adjoining his wife's sleeping apartments, executed martial

law on the rats he used to train to the same military

functions, and felt very angry when Catherine ventured to

laugh at the extravagance of his proceedings. From early

boyhood he had been habituated to strong drink, and, as

he grew up, he v/as intoxicated every day. He insisted, too,

on making his own wife his confidante in the ceaseless love

intrigues he carried on with the ladies of the court. Such
wa3 the husband to whom the poor girl of fifteen was

married, and the man who was to have uncontrolled power

over a vast empire. For a long time Catherine did her

best to induce him to act in a reasonable way, but with

little success. His wild and drunken habits continued,

and, from mere caprice as much as anything else, he

became more and more alienated from her.

Though Catherine was thus severely tried during those

early years of her married life, the natural firmness

of her character bore her through, and her great acute-

ness and adroitness soon enabled her to gain firm footing

in the court. She set herself resolutely to learn the

Russian language, and soon acquired a perfect mastery of it.

She made herself thoroughly acquainted with the history,

manners, and institutions of the country, and identified

herself completely with the people around her, so that she

became a thorough Russian in character and sympathies,

and, when occasion required, knew how to move the Russian

heart. The best foreign culture of her time, too, she made
thoroughly her own, being an assiduons reader of French
literature during the long inactive hours of her youth.

Voltaire and the other /jAiVosopAM of the 18th century were
her favourite authors ; she professed to be a disciple of the

now hnmanitythey preached, expressed thehighcst reverence

for them, and corresponded with some of them in after-life.

In this way, while her husband wasted his life in every

kind of grotesque extravagance, Catherine was engaged in

cultivating her mind, and in learning to understand her

strange surroundings. Indeed the Russian court of that

era was nearly as extraordinary as her husband. Since the

death of Peter the Great (1725) the crown had been again

and again a plaything in the hands of intriguing courtiers,

mostly of German origin. To accomplish a revolution, to

pull down one ruler and set up another, and despatch the

leaders of an opposing faction to Siberia, it was necessary

only to gain over a few of the guards. In such a way had

Elizabeth, youngest daughter of Peter the Great, won the

crown in 1741. She had some natural capacity for com-

mand, but lived in the utmost licence, in which she was

only too perfectly imitated by the court. Placed in such a

position as this, Catherine had a difficult part to play, and

required for it all the deftness and insight of her nature.

But she succeeded. She gradually acquired a considerable

influence over the mmd of Elizabeth, who admired her

cleverness and beauty. The courtiers of both sexes learned

to respect her. Even Peter came to recognize the

superiority of her understanding, and though he never

liked her, used to ask her advice in his many perplexities.

But she did not escape the contagion of the court In

accordance with the provailins custom, she became involved

ia one love intrigue after another. Consequently, when
children were at length born of her (Paul, the eldest, ia

1753), their paternity was matter of serious doubt.

In this way she lived tiU the beginning of 1762, when
the death of Elizabeth cponed the way to a very different

career. The poor, half-imbecile Peter was now called on

to leave his silly employments, and undertake the govern-

ment of the most extensive empire in the world. All the

schemes he embarked in were marked by a wild generosity

and sense of justice ; but, unhappily, in almost every one

he managed to give deadly offence to the susceptible

national spirit of Russia, Being a devoted admirer of the

great Frederick, he gave back with impetuous haste all the

advantages won in the Seven Years' War, sent home all

the Prussian prisoners, restored the provinces torn from

Prussia, and concluded peace and then an offensive and

defensive alliance with his hero. Himself a Lutheran in

his early years, he made little account of the religious

etiquette of the Russian court, and still further alarmed

the clergy by threatening to lay hands on the property

of the church, while he grievously offended the soldiery by

introducing the Prussian uniform and the severe Prussian

drill. The ambition of Catherine would probably have

been satisfied with the prospect of governing Russia

through her husband, but he was too v.ayward a person to

be an obedient instrument ; and ho coon publicly insulted

her beyond forgiveness by compelling her to decorate his

mistress, the Countess Woronzoff, v.'ith the order of St

Catherine. This and other matters, and the growing

alienation of a long and distasteful married life, brought

on a crisis. It became clear that they could not live

together; and Catherine began to adopt precautionary

measures in self-defence. She had little difficulty in

doing so most effectively. The Orloffs, influential persons

in the Russian guards, were devoted to her ; the eldest,

Gregory, was ber lover. Those men, with the help of the

Princess Dashkoff, Count Panin (the tutor of her son

Paul), and others, planned the overthrow of Peter. Early

on the morning of the 0th July (1762), Catherine was

awakened at the palace of Pcterhof by Alexis OrlofT with

the injunction to act immediately ; they had been betrayed.

Accordingly, she set out for the capital, and finding

Gregory Orloff on the spot, appealed to the guards, who
were easily induced to raise the standard of revolt. In

the church, the priests anointed her regent in the name of

her son, while, outside, the Orloffs had her proclaimed

empress in her own right. After that, going in procession

through the streets she was joyously e.'dutcd empress nt

V. — 30
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RMsia. la the meantime, Peter, all unaware of what
was going on, was busy drilling his favourite German
guards at Oranienbaum. On proceeding to Peterhof he

found tliat Catherine had vanished, and suspected the

truth. He was urged to fight, but all his fortitude forsook

him. Next day he abdicated, expecting freedom to retire

to Holstein ; but he was compelled to proceed to Ropscha,

where on the 17th, the OrlofTs, after an unsuccessful

attempt to poison him, strangled him with their own
hands in the most revolting manner. Of this part of the

proceedings Catherine seems to have had no knowledge.

Thus easily, and apparently to the satisfaction of those

concerned, was a revolution effected, by which a beau-

tiful and ambitious v/oman, a foreigner, ascended the

Russian throne, to the exclusion of the rightful occupants.

For some time, however, Catherine did not feel quite

aecure, and had to trust to tha influence of her admirers in

suppressing discontent. The soldiery at Moscow were
disposed to resent the liberties taken by their compeers

in the disposal of the crown, and even among the guards

at St Petersburg doubtful symptoms appeared. But,

eventually, they were all bribed or threatened into acquies-

cence. A conspiracy furmed to place on the throne Ivan

(a descendant of a brother of Peter the Great), who had
already been emperor a few months in 1740, also proved

abortive, and cost that unfortunate prince his lite. Ten
years later (1773), a Cossack, Pugatcheff, who gave himself

out for the dethroned Peter, raised an insurrection in the

Volga region, which, being supported by many of the

extreme orthodox party and by the peasantry, threatened

to prove formidable. But the undisciplined bravery of his

troops Was of no avail against the forces of Catherine
;

he was defeated, taken, and executed at Moscow. Her son

Paul, whom she disliked and neglected, was placed under
the strictest surveillance to the end of her reign.

As soon as she was securely seated upon the throne,

Catherine began to attend to the foreign interests of her

empire. Here she zealously observed the traditions of

Russia. Debarred in so many ways from the free

development of their resources, and surrounded in almost

every direction by weak and semi-barbarous neighbours,

the Muscovites had been constantly aiming at the extension

of their frontiers especially towards the sea. This policy

Catherine took up, and no native Russian could have better

carried it out in its calculating steadiness and unscrupulous-

ness. One of her first steps (1763) was to expel the Saxon
duke of Courland, and to put Biron, a creature of her own,
in his place ; and by ceaseless intrigue she so managed
things in Courland, that it was eventually glad to be in-

corporated with the Russian empire (1795). Towards
Frederick she took a threatejung attitude at the beginning
of her reign ; but finding nothing offensive to herself in

the correspondence of the king with her late husband, and
seeing that great profit might be derived from the good-wiU
of Prussia, she concluded with it an offensive and defen-
sive alliance, which continued to the end of Frederick's
reign.

It was chiefly with a view to Poland that this treaty of

alliance was made. The first result of it was the advance
of a Russian army to the Vistula to compel the election

of Poniatowski, an old lover of Catherine, to the throne of

Poland (1763). But this was only the beginning of

troubles. The old question of the toleration of dis-

senters soon turned up ; one confederation, that of Radom,
was formed by a party of Polish nobles to enforce, and
another,* that of Bar, to resist toleration. Catherine
supported the former. The confederation of Bar was
defeated and broken up, and its members fled over the
frontiers to Turkey and Austria (1768). The Turks,
alarmed and incensed at the progress of Russia on Polish

ground, fanatically rushed into a war (1768-1774) for

which they were not prepared, and vrefe disgracefully

beaten both by land and sea. The Russian arms marched
victoriously through Bessarabia, Moldavia, and Wallachia

to the banks of the Danube ; while a fleet, led chiefly bj
English seamen, sailed from Cronstadt round the coasts

of Western Europe into the Mediterranean, and after

sweeping the Levant burned the Turkish fle.et in Tchesme
Bay (1770).

After the Turks had been so thoroughly disabled,

Catherine had leisure once more to attend to the ptate of

Poland. The Hberum .yeto, the freedom of confederation,

the want of a middle class, the want of union and of a

healthy public spirit, the oppression and brutalizing of the

peasantry, and many other causes, had reduced Poland
to a state of incurable disease which it is impossible to

describe. During the Seven Years' War the Russian armies

had incessantly marched unchallenged over the Polish terri-

tory ; that splendid oppoitunity for shaking off the northern

incubus was allowed to jiass away. Lately, famine and pesti-

lence had so ravaged the country that pigs and dogs

devoured the unburied bodies of men ; a loaf of bread could

not be had for a hundred ducats. But it was from no bene-

volent feelings towards Poland that Catherine wished to

interfere with its territory ; instead of favouring the efforts

made towards political improvement, her aim was simply to

prolong the state of anarchy till she was ready to enter upon
as large a share of it as possible. Frederick was the first

to suggest a partial partition of Poland as the best way out

of many existing difficulties. The project was dropped for

a time, till Catherine took it up, and invited Prussia and
Austria to join in it. An agreement was at last come to

(1772) ; and a common fund was raised to bribe the Polish

diet, which gave its consent the following year. Catherine,

in this and the two ensuing partitions, seized the lion's share,

in all about two-thirds of the Polish territory. By the peace

of Kainardschi with the Turks (1774), who -resigned all

pretensions of supremacy over the Tartars in Southern

Russia, Catherine was free to occupy all the northern shore

of the Black Sea. One Tartar kban was expelled, and
another was induced to abdicate ; the Tartars were massa-

cred, and a flourishing country reduced to a wilderness.

The Crimea, Kuban, and Taman were finally annejced to

the Russian empire (1783).

Towards 1787 Catherine began to entertain still more
magnificent schemes of conquest. She made a progress as

far as Kherson through the midst of flourishing towns,

villages, and farms, by fine roads, amidst festivals and
illuminations, all of which Potemkin had artificially extem-

porized in the wilderness, in order to convince her how
flourishing the recent conquests were. One of the gates

of Kherson bore the inscription, " This is the way to By-

zantium," Catherine was going to fuUil t'ne dreams of her

French flatterers by chasing the Turk from. Europe, and
restoring the Byzantine empire. The Turks were accord-

ingly provoked into a new war (1787-93), and were again

beaten everywhere. Important events in Poland, however,

arrested the progress of Catherine on the Danube, and in-

duced her to make a peace with Turkey (Jassy, 1792), by
which the Dniester became the boundary between the two
countries.

England and Prussia had been taking a hostOe attitude

to Russia. Under the furtherance of Hertzberg, the Prus-

sian minister, many reforms had been introduced into

Poland, and a constitutional hereditary monarchy estab-

lished (1792). But a confederation of nobles, opposed to

these salutary changes, invoked the aid of Catherine, who
was only too glad of an opportunity to interfere ; and as

the progress of the French Revolution began to upset aU
existing political combinations, and to discredit everything
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like constitutionalism in governing quarters, Prussia found

it prudent to acquiesce in the arrangements of Catherine.

She restored all the old abuses and seized upon whatever

territory pleased her, allowing Prussia a small share of it

(1793). The resulting attempt at a national rising of

Poland under Kosciusko failed; the Russian armies entered

the heart of Poland and stormed Warsaw ^1794) ; and

along T/ith Austria and Prussia Catherine effected the last

partition in 1795.

Thus was an event consummated, which some historians

denounce as the foulest deed in the history of the world,

and others justify not only as necessary to the order and

tranquillity of Europe, but as a vindication of Heaven's

laws on those who have contemned them. In any case,

Catherine must almost alone bear the responsibility of it,

and in bent would be useless to seek for any o'her motive

than an unscrupulous ambition. She had skilfully taken

her measures for it, in securing the acquiescence or co-

operation of Prussia and Austria, and in finally pushing it

on while these and the other powers of Central and
Western Europe were more and more involving themselves

in the terrible struggles of the Revolution. She was a

great hater of the Revolution; but while others were

endeavouring to suppress it, she profited by the oppor-

tunity to accomplish the partition of Poland.

In the domestic government of Russia, Catherine

professed to act on the principles she had learned from

her French teachers. Most of her plans, however, proved

illusory, in a country where all the elements and conditions

of an ideal theory of government were wanting, even if

Catherine had been perfectly resolute in her aims. The
attempt to introduce a code of laws on the model of

Montesquieu was a failure ; but in the administration,

especially the administration of justice, in the furtherance

of education, of industry, and of commerce, real improve-

ment seems to have been effected. All her schemes vitally

suffered in two ways : from the absence of trustworthy

public servants, and from the defects of her own character.

In this, as in other reigns, bribery and corruption were
prevalent to an extraordinary degree, and Catherine in-

trusted the government to her favourites and to upstarts,

to the exclusion of the nobility. In the capital, at her

court, and in her own circle there reigned the most
systematic immorality, which she encouraged by her

example. French admirers used to call her the Semiramis
of the North. ^fr Carlyle calls her a female Louis
Quatorzo. She justi6ed both comparisons by her beauty,

her masculine ambition, and her summary disregard of

virtuous restraint. ' .One favourite was dismissed after

another; but Potomkin eclipsed all others by the extra-

ordinary union of qualities most requisite for success in

Russia,—beauty, daring, extravagance, ambition,—and in

the leiiLjlh of time his influenco over Catherine continued.

From 1775 till his death in 1791, that is, for a period of

sixteen years, ho «ii» .sujireme ; after Catherine's personal

inclination for him had abated, ho supplied her with new
favourites and retained the power for himself, in all essential

points directing Hii.">.si;>ii pnlilics during that long period.

To all her lovers xlie wa.i munificent, not only during their

season of favour, but after tlieir dismissal, loading them
with presents and pensions to such an extent, that

altogether they ore estimated to have cost Russia about
£20,000,000. Towards the end of her reign discerning
men began to fear that such extravagance, and the corrujv
lion attendant upon such a state of things, might lead to

the exhaustion of the empire. In fact, the m.agnificenco

of her court, the marvellous extent of her emjiire, her
foreign conquests, and the imposing position she held
among the sovereigns of the world, only served to bring
into oiorc imiuful relief the moral corruption, the semi-

barbaric violence, the hird-hearted cruelty, and systematic

unscrupulousness which characterized the Russian court

and the Russian policy. Things grew worse towards the

end of her reign. The progress of the French Revolution

damped all her sentimental enthusiasm for reform. The
friend and correspondent of Voltaire and D'Alembert, and

the patroness of Diderot, lived long enough to prohibit the

publication of French works in Russia. She died of

apoplexy in November 1796. The best account of

Catherine's early life is contained in the Memoirs writtsn

by herself in French, of which there is an English

translation (1859). See also Hermann's Geschichle liuss-

lands ; Carlyle's Friedrich the Second, vol. vi. ; Rulhiire's

Ilistoire ou anecdotes sur la Revolution de Bussie en I'annee

1762, and his Histoire de I'Anarchie de Pologne. (t. k.)

CATHERINE DE' Medici (1519-1589), the wife of

one French king, and the mother of three, was born at

Florence in 1519. She was a daughter of Lorenzo de'

Medici, that ruler of Florence for whom Machiavelli wrote

the Prince. Having lost both her parents at an early age,

Catherine was sent to a convent to be educated ; and
she was only fourteen when she was married (1533) to

the duke of Orleans, afterwards Henry II. It was her

uncle. Pope Clement VII., who arranged the marriage with

Francis I. Francis, still engaged in his life-long task of

making head against Charles V., was only too glad of the

opportunity to strengthen his influence in the Italian

Peninsula, while Clement, ever needful of help against hia

too powerful protector, was equally ready to hold out a

bait. During the reign of Francis, Catherine exercised no

influence in France. She was young, a foreigner, a member
of a state that had almost no weight in the great world of

politics, bad not given any proof of great ability, and was

thrown into the shade by more important persons. Fof

ten years after her marriage she had no children. In con-

sequence, a divorce began to be talked of at court ; and it

seemed not impossible that Francis, alarmed at the possible

cxtiuction of the royal house, might listen to such a

proposal. On hearing of it, Catherine, with her fine

Italian tact, found her way into the presence of the king,

throw herself at his feet, and expressed her readiness to

submit to the royal pleasure, either to remain the wife of

his son, or in case another wife should be chosen, to be one

of her humblest attendants. This appeal won the heart of

Francis, the divorce was no more heard of, and Catherine

had the happiness of bringing him grandchildren ere he

died. During the reign of her husband, too (1549-1559),

Catherine lived a quiet and passive, but observant life.

Henry being completely under the influence of hia mistress,

Diana of Poitiers, she had little authority. This continued

even after the accession of her son Francis II. Francis

was under the spell of Mar)' Stuart, and she, little di'iposed

to meddle with politics on her own account, was managed
by her uncles, the cardinal of Lorraine and the duke of

Guise.

On the Qcath of Francis, Catherine became regent during

the minority of her second son, Charles IX., and now
found before her a career worthy of the most soaring

ambition. The new king was only ten years old. Franco

was falling into a most critical condition. The opposition

between the Reformation and the old religion was now
beginning to assume a pronounced and openly hostile

character, and the struggle was much intensified by the

fact that moat of the nobles who supported the Refonn»tion

represented also the old cause of feudal resistance to the

centralizing tendencies of the court. The House of Guise

were at the head of the Catholic party ; Coligny and the

Prince of Cond^ were the leaders of the Huguenot*.

Michel I'Hopital, who, by the neutrality of his position

and the diaintcrestedoess of his character, was the fittest to
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adviso Catlicrine, recommended tlio national policy of

taking no side in the contest,—by the enforcement of

toleration, of civil reform, and of justice to aU parties, to

raisB the Government above the region of controversy, and
prevent civil war. Catherine took the advice in so far as

to avoid siding decidedly with either party, but her

character, and the habits of policy to which she bad been

accustomed, rendered her incapable of any noble aim. She
had only one virtue, and that was her zeal for the interests

of her children, especially of her favourite third son, the

duke of Anjou. Like so many of the Italians of that time,

who were almo-st destitute of a moral sense, she looked

upon statesmanship in particular as a career iu which

finesse, lying, and assassination-were the most admirable,

because the most effective weapons. By habit a Catholic,

but above all things fond of power, .she was determined to

prevent the Protestants from getting the upper hand, and

almost equally resolved not to allow them to be utterly

crushed, in order to use them as a counterpoise to

the Guises. Thus she is, more than any one else,

responsible for the thirty years of civil war that was
thenceforward to devastate France. For a time her plan

succeeded well enough. At the battle of Dreux (1562)
the Huguenots were defeated by the duke of Guise

;

and at the siegs of Orleans, the duke himself, now her

most formidable rival, fell by the hands of an assassin.

She had undoubtedly become the most important personage

in France, but rage and suspicion so possessed men's

minds, that she could no longer control the opposing parties,

and one civil war followed another ts the end of her life.

Bat it is with the massacre of Bartholomew {2ith August

1572) that her name will be especially associated in history.

While the affection of the young king for Coligny inspired

liim with groundless confidence, Catherine decoyed the

Protestant leaders to Paris by the prospect of a marriage

between Henry of Navarre and her daughter Marguerite.

Anxious for her own influence over Charles IX., and true

to her favourite plah of perpetuating the feud between the

Huguenot leaders and the House of Guise, she wrought
upon the king's mind till he consented to the death of

Coligny, while the unprincipled hate of the Guises and the

fanaticism of the mob did the rest. In short, Catherine

Supplied all the preliminary conditions of the massacre, and
then let loose the infuriated passions that were to con-

Buniraate it. After the death of Charles in 1574, and the

succession of Anjou under the name of Henrj III., Catherine

fKiraued her old policy ; but as her influence is lost in that

of her son, it is uimecessary to dwell upon it. She died

in 1589, a short time before the assassination of Henry,

and the consequent extinction of the House of Valois.

(See Martin's Histoire de France, vol. ix. ; Miohelet

;

Ranke's Geschichie Franlcreichs, vol. i.)

CATHERINE op Araqon (1485-1536), the first queen

of Henry VIII., and the youngest child of Ferdinand and

Isabella of Spain, was born the 15th December 1485, while

her mother was on her way to Toledo from the Spanish

array, then engaged in the conquest of Granada. The first

four years of her life were passed in the camp before

Granada ; after the taking of the city it became the capital

and the residence of the court. Here, then, Catherine

spelt her youth, carefully educated by her mother, herself

a woman of no common learning and ability, during a

period of marvellous prosperity for Spain, while the Moors
were being finally conquered, America was discovered, and
the Spanish chivalry was in its very bloom. In 1501, being

I'equested in marriage by Henry VII. for his eldest son

Arthur, Catherine embarked at Coruna, landed at Ply-

mouth the 2d October, and, with the usual pageantry, was
united to Arthur the month following. Their marriage

was of no long duration ; in the April of next year Arthur

died. His widow, however, continued to reside in England,
as proposals were made and accepted for her betrothal to

Henry, second son of Henry VII., now heir-presumptive

to the throne. Catherine, already eighteen, was disinclmed

to an engagement with a boy of thirteen ; nevertheless

the ceremony of betrothal took place in 1503. The mar-
riage did not take place till 1509, after the accession of

Henry to the throne, a dispensation from the Pope having
been procured. The early years of the marriage were happy
enough. Henry was a handsome, affable, and jovial kmg,
fond of magnificent display, covetous of dbtinction in th9

tilting gro-ind, and ambitious-of popularity. His v/ife had
the good sense to humour him in his favourite diversions,

while she herself lived a dignified self-denying life of

almost conventual strictness, conscientious in the perform-

ance of her religious duties, devoted to lier husband, kind

to her friends, charitable to her enemies, and careful of the

interests of her adopted country. In the year of Flodden

(1513) she was regent of the kingdom during the absence

of Henry in France, and performed the duties of that ofiico

with great courage and ability. But the repeated loss of

children cast a gloom over those years. Three sons died

almost as soon as they were born ; Mary, a sickly child,

born in 1516, was the only survivor.

It was not till 1527 that Henry's scruples as to the vali-

dity of his marriage with Catherine became public, though
there can be no doubt his affections had been alienated

from her long before. It was anticipated by Henry and
Clement that the conventual habits of Catherine would
have rendered it easy for her to retire from the throne, and
spend the rest of her life in a monastery. But they were

mistaken ; however submissive she might be to her husband
in everything else, and however ready to act charitably

towards the minor irregularities of his conduct, she was

resolved not to allow any doubt to be cast upon the

legality of their marriage or the title to the throne of her

daughter Mary, nor to surrender any of her rights as queen.

This the Papal legate, Campeggio, soon found out on hii

arrival in England in 1528. After long hesitation, and
much tortuous diplomatic manoeuvring on the side of the

Pope, a court, consisting of the legates Campeggio and
Wolsey, was at last constituted, 28th May 1529, at Black-

friars, to hear the case of the royal parties. Catherine

appeared only to protest against the legality of the court

;

and then after a solemn address to the king for justice,

appealed to the Pope, and withdrew. Notwithstanding the

proceedings for the divorce, and the fact that Henry had
brought Anne Boleyn to live in the palace, Catherine and
he were not quite separated till the beginning of 1531,

when, finding he could not prevail upon iter to v/ithdraw

her appeal to the Pope, or in any way to give up her

passive resistance, he commanded her to retire from

Windsor. After that she never saw him again, nor her

daughter Mary. Her residence was often changed ; but

it was principally at Ampthill. At length an open declara-

tion of the Pope against Henry obliged the monarch to

solve the difficulty by the assertion of the royal supremacy

(1531). In a court held at Dunstable, Cranmer, recently

appointed archbishop of Canterbury, pronounced the

marriage of Henry and Catherine null and void (1533).

Naturally, Catherine, though still as charitably disposed as

ever towards Henry, treated this and all other attempts to

deprive her of her rights with resolute conteii'.pt. Her
health, which had begun to fail long before the divorce was

agitated, now completely gave way. After writing a letter

of forgiveness and of gentle admonition to her husband,

and taking all the care she could of her faithful attendants,

she died at Kimbolton Castle the 7th January 153C. (See

Miss Strickland's Querns of England, vol. iv. ; Froude,.

vol. i.; Lingard, vol. v.)
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CATHERINE of Bbaganza (1G38-17D5), queen of

Ch.irle3 II. of England, was Born at ViUa Vi903a in

Portugal, 25th November 1638. Her father, John, duke

of Braganza, who was rightful heir to the crown of

Portugal, then under Spanish sway, headed the revolt of

1640, which after many years' fighting succeeded, and

became king of Portugal. Her mother was a woman, of

great ability, and governed Portugal after the death of her

husband. She was penetrating enoagh to foresee the

Restoration in England, and, some years before, proposed

the marriage of Charles with her daughter Catherine, in

order to secure an ally in the prolonged struggle against

Spain. After the Restoration the marriage was .-igieed

upon, not without much diplomatic manosuvring, especially

on the aide of Sp'ain, which was naturally averse to it.

The marriage treaty was very advantageous to England, a?

the Portuguese promised a dowry in money of £500,000,

the towns of Tangier and Bombay (the first English

possession in the East), and many privileges of trade with

their colonial dependencies. On his marriage at Plymouth,

13th May 1663, Charles expressed himself highly pleased

with his Portuguese bride. But the union did not prove

a happy one. Catherine had been brought up in a convent,

and therefore had not the tact and the manners suited to

one of the most fashionable and profligate courts of Europe.

But the principal fault lay in the heartles3 and inconstant

naiure of Charles. Ee in.sisted on bringing to court his

abandoned mistress, Lady Castlemaine, and, when the queen

expressed her indignation p.t the insult, made Clarendon

himself lecture her on the duty of submission. Gradu.illy

Charles's neglect of her grew into a feeling of settled aliena-

tion and after repeated humiliations her spirit was broken.

Being a Roman Catholic, too, she was an object of suspicion

and calumny during the Popery panics. Perhaps the only

Batiafaction she enjoyed from her connection with England

was the decisive aid rendered by the country to her native

land in its struggle against Spain. After a Life of great

retirement during the reign of James II. and the early

part of that of William, she returned to Portugal in 1692.

Some little time before her death (a; the close of 1705),

she acted with great ability in the capacity of regent to her

brother, Don Pedro. She had no children.

CATHERINE or Valois (1401-1437), consort of

Henry V. of England, was born at Paris in 1401. She

was most unfortunate in her early years ,
for her father,

Charles VI., king of France, was subject to prolonged fits

of insanity, and her mother, one of the inc^t abandoned

women of her time, neglected her children to such an

extent that they were often without suitable food and

clothes. At last, in one of his lucid intervals, Charles

had. her children separated from their mother, and

Catherine, the youngest of them, was sent to a convent

to bo educated. On his accession to the English throne in

1413, Henry V. asked Catherine in marriage ; but aa the

proposal was coupled with the demand of a large dowry in

money, and especially the restitution to England of tho

provinces once held in France, it was unceremoniously

rejected. In the invasion of France which ensued,

Henry proved himself so able to assert his claims, and tho

country had been thrown into such a state of distress and

disorder, that the court of Charles, then under tha control

of Philip of Burgundy, was fain to comply with all the

demands of the English king. Accordingly Henry, who
had already seen and loved Catherine, received her in

marriage at Troyea in 1420, and, along with her, the

immediate posseesion of the provinces claimed, tho regency

of France during the life of his fatherin-law, and tho

reversion of the sovereignty of France. Early next year

Catherine was solemnly crowned at London. In December
1421, Henry VL was born at Windsor. Calhcriuu was

again in France, when her royal husband died (1422).

She returned to London with the funeral cortege ; but,

after taking some part in tho arrangements connected with

the regency during her son's minority, she almost die-

appears from the history of the country. The only

remarkable circumstance of her subsequent life is her

secret marriage. Her second husband, Owen Tudor, was

sprung from, a princely house of Wales, had followed Henry

to his French wars, and had been made a squire of his

body for bravery displayed at Agincourt. Subsequently,

he became an officer in the queen's household, and in this

capacity gained her affections. He seems to have been

a man of high character ; but as his position in England

was of the lowest, the marriage was for many years kept a

profound secret. The venations the queen had to endure

in consequence of its ultimate disclosure probably hastered

her death, which took place in 1437. As is well known,

her eldest son to Owen Tudor was created earl of

Richmond, and, marrying Margaret Beaufort, the heiress

of the house of Somerset and representative of the junior

branch of John of Gaunt, became the father of Henry VII.,

and the ancestor of the Tudor line of kings.

CATHOLIC (Gr. KaOoXino';, general, universal), a desig-

nation adopted at a very early period by the Christian

church to indicate its world-wide universality in contrast

with the national particularism of Judaism It has also

been used by ecclesiastical writers, from Ignatius d.own-

wards, to denote the church as the depository of uni-

versaljy-received doctrine (juoii stmper, quod vbigve, ei

quod ab omnibus) in contrast with heretical sects. In the

latter or exclusive senso it is still claimed on the ground of

historic continuity by the Roman Catholic Church ; but

the claim, in do far a» it is exclusive, is, of course, r.ot

recognized by other Christian denominations. See Roman
Catholic Church.
CATHOLIC APOSTOLIC CHURCH, a religious com-

munity often called " Irvingites," tut not itself acknow-

ledging any other name than that of " the Catholic

Apostolic Church," which, the members say, belongs to them
in common with the whole of baptized Christendom. The
relation of the celebrated preacher Edward Irving to this

community was, as they state it, somewhat similar to that of

John Baptist to the early Christian church, i.e., he was the

forerunner and prophet of the coming dispensation, not the

founder of a new sect; and indeed the only connection which

Irving seems to have had with the existing organization of

the Catholic Apostolic body was in " fostering spiritual

persons who had been driven out of other congregations for

the exercise of their spiritual gifts." Shortly after Irving's

trial and deposition, certain persons were at some meetings

held for prayer designated aa " called to bo apostles of the

Lord " by certain others claiming prophetic gifts. In the

year 1830, six months after Irving's death, six others were

similarly designated as " called " to completo tho number
of tho " twelve," who were then formally " separated " by

tho pastors of the local congregations to which they belonged

to their higher office in the universal church on tho 14 ih

July 1835. This separation is nnder.=itood by tho com-

munity not aa " in any souse being a Echi^m or separation

from tho one Catholic Church, but a eeparation to a special

work of blessing •and intercession on behalf of it" The

twelve were afterwards guided to ordain others,—twelve

prophets, twelve evangelists, and twelve pastors, " sharing

equally with them the one Catholic Episcopate," and also

Bovcn deacons for administering tho temporal affairs of the

Church Cotholia Tho central episcopacy of cight-and-

forty was regarded aa "indicated by prophecy," being fore-

shown in tho forty-eight boards of the Mosaic Tabernacle.

For ecclesiastical purjKises tho chnrch universal ia under

their charge in twelve tribes ; (or Christendom ia con»idere>i
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to be divided into twelve portions or tribes, each tribe

being under tlie specitil charge of an aposde and his co-

ministers, and the seat of the Apostolic College being at

Albury in England.

For the service of the church a comprehensive book of

liturgies and offices was provided by the " apostles ;
" and

lights, incense, vestments, holy oil, water, chrism, and other

adjuncts of worship have been appointed by their authority.

The ceremonial in its completeness may be seen in the

church in Gordon Square, London, and elsewhere. The
daily worship consists of " matins" with ' proposition" {or

exposition) of the sacrament at 6 a.m., prayers at 9 a.m.

and 3 p.m., and "vespers" with "proposition" at 5 p.m.

On all Sundays and holy days there is a " solemn celebra-

tion of the Eucharist" at the high altar; on Sundays
this is at 10 a.m. On other days "low celebrations"

are held in the side-chapels, which with the chancel in

all churches correctly built after apostolic directions are

separated or marked off from the nave by open screens with
gates.

Each congregation is presided over by its " angel

"

or bishop (who ranks as pastor in the Universal Church)

;

under him are four-and-twenty priests, divided into the

four ministries of "elders, prophets, evangelists, and
pastors," and with these are the deacons, seven of whom
regulate the temporal affairs of the church—besides whom
there are also " sub-deacons, acolytes, singers, and door-

keepers." The understanding is that each elder, with his

co-preabyters and deacons, shall have charge of 500 adult

communicants in his district ; but this has been but par-

tially carried into practice. This is the full constitution of.

each particular church or congregation as founded by the
" restored apostles," each local church thus " reflecting in

its government the government of the Church Catholic by
the angel or high priest Jesus Christ, and His forty-eight

presbyters in their fourfold ministry (in which apostles

and elders always rank first), and under these the deacons
of the Church Catholic." The priesthood is supported by
tithes ; it being deemed a duty on the part of all members
of the church who receive yearly incomes to offer a tithe

of tlfcir increase every week, besides the free-will offering

for the support of the place of worship, and for the

relief of distress. Each local church sends " a tithe of its

tithes " to the " Temple," by which the ministers of the

Universal Church are supported ; by these offerings, too,

the needs of poorer churches are supplied, and other expenses
connected with the administration of the Church Catholic.

From recent statements made by members of this com-
munity it appears to be making steady progress. It claims

to have among its clergy many of the Roman, Anglican,
and other churches, ths-'orders of those ordained by Greek,
Roman, and Anglican bishops being recognized by it with
the simple confirmation of an "apostolic act.'

For further details of doctrines, ritual, kc, see Rcstaralion of
Apostles and Prophets, by R. N. Bosworth ; also his Readings an
the Liturgy, and The Church arji Tabcrriacle.

CATILINA, Lucius Seegius, a member of an ancient
patrician family of Rome, first appears in history during
the proscription of Sulla, conspicuous among the ruthless
band of murderers, slaying his inoffepsive brother-in-law
with his own hand, and torturing and mutilating the much-
loved Gratidianus. His foul vices were unconcealed ; he
was believed to have made away with his -wife and his son
to win the profligate and wealthy Aurelia OrestiUa; it

was even suspected that he had been guilty of an intrigue
with the '"'estal Fabia. Nevertheless, in 66 B.C., he
found himself qualified for the consulship, and only
incapacitated by the impeachment brought against him by
P. Clodius Pulcher for extortion during his government in
Africa. Catiline would not brook even delay in his

advance to power, and accordingly he formed a conspiracy,
in which Autromus, Piso, and even, according to rumour
Crassus and Ca.'sar were concerned. The new consuls
were to be murdered while offering up their vows on the
1st of Janaaiy ; and the fasces wore to be seized by
Catiline and Autronius. The plot failed, but only be-
cause the signal was given too hastily ; and the discovery
brought no punishment upon those implicated, for the
intervention of a tribune was readily obtained. Soon
after, Catiline, having bribed both judges and accuser,

was acquitted in the trial for extortion. His scheme
was forthwith immensely widened. The city was to be
fired, and those who opposed the revolution were to be
slain ; all debts were to be cancelled ; and there was to

be a proscription of all the wealthy citizens. Among
the conspirators were many men of the first rank and
influence. Arms and money were collected, soldiers were
enlisted, and the assistance of the slaves was sought. But
CatQine's hopes were again disappointed ; once more he
failed to obtain the consulship ; and, moreover, it soon
became apparent that one of the new consuls Cicero, was
mysteriously able to thwart all the schemes of the con-

spirators. He was, in fact, informed of every detail,

through Fulvia, the mistress of Curius, one of the plotters,

who was himself soon persuaded to turn informer. Before

the next comitia considaria assembled, the orator had given

so impressive a warning of the danger which was impending,

that Catiline was once more rejected and the consuls were
invested with absolute authority. The other consul, C.

Autronius, being absent in Macedonia, Cicero hud every-

thing in his own hands. On the 8th of November, he again

rose in the senate to make so vigorous an attack upon
Catiline that Be rushed from the temple, amid the curijea

of the senators, and fled to the army. Next day Cicero

awoke the terror of the people by a second declaration which
he delivered in the Forum. Still not one of the rebels

deserted, though a free pardon and great rewards were

offered to informers,—a remarkable proof, it has been said,

of the wretchedness and discontent of the lower orders at

that time. It has also, however, been suggested that there

existed no conspiracy of a kind concerning which any
member of the lower orders could give information. Legal

evidence of the plot was, nevertheless, obtained by the

means of the Allobrogian ambassadors, implicating Lentu-

lus, Cethegus, and StatQius, who, on the nones of De-

cember, were condemned to be strangled by the common
executioner in the vile dungeon of the CapitoL This act of

speedy vengeance, which was opposed as illegal by Julius

Caesar, was strenuously advocated by Cato and, indirectly,

by Cicero. Thus " a heavy blow was dealt to the

cause of Catiline, who, in the beginning of 62 B.C., saw
his legions, partially armed and diminished by desertion,

shut in between those of MeteUus Celer and Antony. Near
Ftesuke he hazarded battle with the forces of the latter,

commanded by M. Petreiu.s, for the proconsul was or

pretended to be ill. So terrible an engagement ecsued

that the bravest of the victors were slain, and of the con-

quered not one was taken alive. Catiline's body was found

far in advance of his own ranks, amidst a heap of the

enemy whom he had slain.

Such is the account of the conspiracy of Catiline, and

such is the character of its author, as we find them in the

speeches of Cicero, and the histories of Sallust and Dion

Cassius. Though there is nothing incredible in either, it

must not be forgotten that our sole authorities for these

statements were all members of one political party, and

that the aristocraticaL Some of the incidents given as

fucts by Dion Cassius are manifest absurdities ; and Cicero

shared the common habit of ancient orators, and paid mor^

regard to the eflt-ct than the truthfulness of an accusation.
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We find him at one time admitting that Catiline had almost

persuaded him of his honesty and merit, nay, even seeking

a political union with him; at another, when his alliance

had been rejected and an election was at hand, declaiming

against him as a murderer, and as a profligate horribly con-

spicuous among profligates. And, lastly, though Sallust's

vivid narrative is consistent throughout, it is not bard to

Bce that he cherished very bitter feelings against the

democratical party. Nevertheless, we have certainly no

ground for accepting the view which makes Catiline a

worthy successor of the Gracchi, an honest enemy of the

hateful oligarchy, and a disinterested champion of the pro-

vincials. The following i-s probably as accurate a statement

of the case as can now be given. There was at the time on

the part of many of the Roman nobles a determination to raise

themselves to power, despite the opposition of the senate,

while the bolder among them were quite prepared to resort

to force, if that appeared likely to be for their advantage.

When, therefore, the senatorial party successfully assumed

the aggressive, and its leader, Cicero, ventured on the bold

course which we have described, they at once took up arms.

Among them Catiline stands out conspicuous, and receives

all the attacks of their enemies. Whether he was morally

worse than the rest we cannot say with confidence ; it was

enough that he was far the foremost in force of body and

of mind.

CATLIN, Geobge (179G-1872), a writer on the North
American Indians, was born at Wilkesbarre, Luzerne Co.,

Pennsylvania, in 1796. He was brought up to the law,

and practised that profession in Philadelphia for two years
;

but art was his favourite pursuit, and forsaking the law he

established himself at New York as a portrait painter. In

1832, his attention having been called to the fact that the

pure American race wa.s disappearing before the march of

civilization, ho resolved to rescue from oblivion the types

and customs of this singular people. With this object in

view he spent many years among the Indians in North and

South America. He lived with them, acquired their

languages, and studied very thoroughly their habits,

customs, and mode of life, making copious notes and
many studies for paintings. In 1840 he cam.e to Europe
with his collection of paintings ; and in tlie following year

lie published at London a work on the Manners, Customs,

and Condition of the Xorth American Indians in two
volumes, illustrated with 300 engravings. In 1844 he

published llie North American Porlfvlio, containing 25

plates of hunting scenes and amusements in the Rocky
Mountains and the prairies of America. This was followed

in 1848 by Ei'jht Years' Travels and Residence in £uro}>e,

in which Catlin narrates the adventures of three different

parties of American Indians, whom he had introduced to

the courts of England, Franco, and Belgium. In 18G1

he published a curious little volume, in " manugraph,"
entitled 2'he JJreaih of Life, on the advantage of keeping

one's mouth habitually closed, especially during sleep ; and
in 18G8 appeared his Last Ilambles amonyst the Indians of

the Rock}/ Mountains and the Andes. He died in Jersey

City, New Jersey, December 22, 1872.

. CATMANDOO, the capital of Nepal, in India. See
Khatmandu.
CATO, M. PoRCius, surnamod Sapiens, Pnscxts, Cen-

tonus, or Major, was born at Tusculum in the year 234 B.C.

of an ancient plebeian family, noted for some military

aervicos, but not ennobled by the discharge of the higher

civil offices. This man niay b» taken as a type of the

genuine Roman character at the critical moment when tho

free state was in its luUest vigour, but was tlircaiciieU with

Budden and rapid decline. His early youth fell in with

tho period of Hannibal's invasion of Italy. Lefore ho h.'.J

reached middle ago Rome had escaped from imminent

danger of destruction, and had entered upon its career of

universal conquest beyond the limits of the Italian

peninsula. He was bred, after the manner of his Latin

forefathers, to agriculture, to which he devoted himself

assiduously when not engaged in military service. But

having attracted the notice of L. Valerius Flaccus, a

magnate of the city, he was brought to Rome, and became

successively quaestor (204), sdile (199), praetor (198), and

consul (195). Meanwhile he served in Africa under

Scipio, and took part in the crowning campaign of Zama

(202). He had a command in Sardinia, where he fii-st

showed his strict public morality, and again in Spain,

which he reduced to subjection, and gained thereby tho

honour of a triumph (194). In the year 191 he acted zn

military tribune in the war against Antiochus, and con-

tributed to the great revolution by which Greece was finally

delivered from the encroachments of the East, and sub-

jected to the dominion of the West. From this period the

morals and principles of the Romans became f.itally

affected by their contact with the advanced and cenupt

civilization of the Hellenic world. Cato was among tlio

first of his countrymen to perceive the danger, and to

denounce it. His character as an able soldier was now well

established ; and henceforth he preferred to serve the stale

in the Forum at home. For several years he occupied

himself in scrutinizing the conduct of the candidates for

public honours, and' whenever he seemed to detect in them

a decline from the stainless virtue of the olden time, ho

persistently opposed their claims. He questioned the

" pretended battles" of Minucius Thermus, and baflled his

demand for a triumph (190); he denounced the "pecula-

tion " of Acilius Glabrio, the conqueror of Antiochus (189);

he declaimed against Fulvius Nobilior for meanly flattering

his soldiers, and for carrying about with him iu his

campaigns a "frivolous verse-writer," such as Ennius. If

he was not personally engaged in the prosecution of the

Sdpios (Africanus and Asiaticus) for corruption, it was by

his spirit that the attack upon them was animated.

Africanus, indeed, refused to reply to the charge, saying

only, " Romans, this is the day on which I conquered

Hannibal," and the citizens absolved him by acclamation ;

nevertheless, so marked was the blot which Cato had hit i]i

tho character of the self-seeking commanders of the tinic,

that Africanus himself found it necessary to retire seU-

banished to his villa at Liternum.

But Cato was engaged in making head against corruptions

more deeply-seated and more widely-prevalent thaa these.

The pride of conquest, the infection of foreign manners,

and the dissolution of national ideas and prejudices had

made formidabio inroads upon tho narrow simplicity of the

ancient Romans. Both the Etruscans and the Greeks were

imbued with a more refined and artificial culture ; and with

their higher education and enhanced power of persuasion,

both these peoples were now e.\erting a powerful influence

upon t'ae minds of their conquerors. Cato conceived it to

be his special mission to resist this invasion. It was in tho

discharge of tho censorship that his character as a maintaiiKr

of primitive discipline was most strongly exhibited, and

hence that ho derived the title by which he is most generally

distinguished. Ho revised with unsparing severity the

lists of senators and knights, ejecting from either order the

men whom he judged unworthy of it, cither from their want

of the prescribed means, or from notorious crimes or

vices. Tho cxpubion of tho groat imperator L. Quiiictius

Flamininus was a splendid example of his rigid jnsticc.

He regulated with pedantic strictness the expenses of tho

table, and also of dress av.d personal ornament, especially

of the women. Ho contended gallantly, but even mora

ineffectually, against bribery at the public elections ; and

though he gained little sucrc^s ir tV"? crusades tc which
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he thus religiously devoted himself, it may be allowed that

the example of the great censor did actually raise and
maintain a higher spirit of public morality among his con-

temporaries, and gave encouragement and stuength to many
Btruggliug consciences even in later generations.

From the date of his censorship (184) to his death in

149, Cato held no public office at home or abroad; but

continued to the last to distinguish himstlf in the senate

as the persistent opponent of the new ideas and the men
who supported them. He v.'as struck with horror, along

with many other Romans of the graver stamp, at the

licence of the iJacchanalian mysteries (181), which ho
attributed to the fatal influence of Grecian manners ; and
he vehemently urged the dismissal of the sophists who
came as ambassadors from Athcins. It was not till his

eightieth year that ho consented to learn even the

rudiments of the Greek language. His speeches, of which
as many as 150 wero collected, were principally directed

against the young free-thinking and loose-principled nobles

of the day. It is hard to say, was the remark of Livy,

whether he attacked them most or they him ; for they too

did not fail to retaliate, and vchen he was required to defend
himself in his eighty-first year against a capital charge, ho
was heard to complain of having to plead his cause before

men of other minds and of another generation. Almost
his last public act was to urge his countrymen to the third

I'unic war and the destruction of Carthage. Rome, he
constantly declared, could never be safe while so great a

city lay so near her ; and he plucked, on one occasion, from
under his robe the fresh figs which, he said, had been
gathered but three days before on the coast which fronted

the mouth of the Tiber, exclaiming again and again
" Dalenda est Ckrthn.go I

"

The great principle of Cato's life was to do everything by
rule. With him the individual life was a continual disci-

pline, and public life was the discipline of the many. He
regarded the individual householder as the germ of the

famdy, the family as the germ of the state. All his actions

were measured, and every one assigned to its proper place

and hour ; ho was a great economist of his time, and
thereby enabled himself to get through a great variety of

work, though it all lay within narrow limits. He exacted

similar application from his dependents, and proved himself

a hard husband, a strict father, a severe and cruel master.

There was little difference, apparently, in the esteem in which
he held his wife and his slaves ; his pride alone induced

him to take a deeper interest and indulge a warmer feeling

in regard to his sons. It may be remarked, however, that

among the Romans themselves there was little in this

behaviour which seemed worthy of censure ; it was respected

rather as a traditional example of the old Roman manners.

In the remarkable passage in which Livy describes the

character of Cato (Hist., xxxix. 40), there is no word of

blame for the rigid discipline of his household.

During the course of his long and industrious life, Cato

contributed to the formation of the Latin language by at

least two important works, the treatise De Re Rustica,

which is supposed to be at least substantially his own, and
the Origines, of which last only fragments remain. The one

is a miscellaneous collection of rules of good husbandry,

conveying much curious information on the domestic habits

of the Romans of his age, the other seems to have been a

more methodical compilation of Roman history from the

foundation of the city to his own time. The fragments

which remain of it furnish us with information which is

often interesting, but sometimes perplexing, and it is

observed that Livy seems to have made no use of the

work of which he could not have been ignorant. Of the

numerous speeches of Cato but few passages have been pre-

served. His collection of ApophiKtgmita—he was himself

curt, caustic, and sententious in conversation—is wholly

lost.

Wo possess the life of Cato as written by CorneUua
Nepos, Plutarch, and Aurehus Victor. Many particulars

of his career and character are to bo gathered from Livy and
Cicero. (c. M.)

CATO, M. PoECius (commonly distinguished from his

great-grandfather, Cato the Censor, by the title of Uticensis,

from the place of his death and the renown attending upon
it), furnishes a remarkable specimen of the effect of

Hellenic training upon the hard and narrow but determined

spirit of the old Latin race. Vfhile he inherited from his

illustrious auccstor, and from the general discipline of his

family through many generations, a sour and severe temper,

a pedantic adherence to form and usage, and au utter lack

of sympathy with any temper or habits alien from his own,

his feelings had been deepened, if not expanded, by the

study of the Greek philosophy. As a devoted follower of

the Stoic teaching ho had attained to very lofty principles,

and made them, with almost undetiuting consistency, the

rule of his life and conduct. He became a fanatic in the

pursuit of holiness and purenesa f/ living, in the highest

sense in which such graces could \.j acquired by a pagan,

with a view to himself and his own perfection only, but

with no love of man and no faith in Providence. He waged
a brave but hopeless war against the evil tendencies of his

age ; but he attached to himself no party, gave strength

to no cause, effected no good in his generation, and at

the last critical moment betrayed his trust to humanity by
fleeing from immediate evil by an unreflecting suicide.

But his aims were, for the times in which he lived,

generous and noble, and his career well deserves to be

studied by succeeding generations. It is only in a very

slight outline that it can be here presented.

Cato was born in the year 95 B.C., and on the death of

his parents was brought up in the house of his uncle,

Livius Drusus, who was just then beginning to incite the

Italians to claim a share in the Roman franchise and its

privileges. This was the commencement of the intestine

troubles of the Republic, and the whole of Cato's after-life

was passed amidst domestic dissensions and civil wars. In

his early years he expressed with striking boldness his dis-

gust at the cruelties of Sulla. The priesthood of Apollo, to

which he early consecrated himself, commended him to a

life of rigid observances, and gave a great impulse to his

fervid imagination. He learned the principles of the Stoic

under a Greek teacher named Aatipater, but his oratory

in the Forum represented only the harsh, vehement, and
caustic type of his Roman countrymen. After fighting in

the ranks against Spartacus he became a military tribune,

67 B.C., and served a campaign in Macedonia. On his

return he obtained the quaestorship, and distinguished

himself for his zeal and integrity in the management of

the public accounts, which recommended him for a

provincial appointment in Asia. Again he acquitted him-

self v?ith marked disinterestedness, and conceived a disgust

equal to that of his great ancestor at the corruption of the

public men with whom he came in contact. He saw,

however, much to admire in the discipline which Lucullus

had enforced in his own Eastern command, and he supported

his claims to a triumph, whUe he opposed the inordinate

pretensions of Pompeius. When the favour of the nobles

gained him the tribuneship he exerted himself to convict

Murena, one of their chief men, of bribery. Cicero, more

pliant than himself, defended the culprit and obtained his

acquittal ; but Cicero was glad to avail himself of the

firmness and stem justice of his recent adversary, when he

urged the execution of Catilina's associates. By this time

Cato had become a great power in the state. Though
possessed of little wealth aud no family influence, his
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chara.;ter for unflincliing resolution in the cause of the

aucient free state rendered him a valuable instrument in the

hands of the nobles, perplexed as they were by the open

hostility of Cissar and the oppressive patronage of Pompeius

and Crassus. They were the better disposed, perhaps, to

make use of him from the oddity of his unpractical temper,

which made it the" easier for them occasionally to dis-

claim and repudiate his assistance. They did not, in-

deed, find him so complacent a dupe as Cicero, nor did

they treat him more faithfully. They thrust him into the

snare prepared for him by the triumvirs, and let him be

sent on a mission of gross injustice towards the king of

Cyprus, which his pedantic loyalty to the state forbade him

to refuse. He continued to struggle against the combined

powers of the triumvirs in the city, and became involved

in scenes of violence and riot, while desperately reiiisting

the superior force of their turbulent adherents. He suc-

ceeded, however, in obtaining the prjetorship in 54, in

which office he strenuously exerted himself in the hope-

less and thankless task of suppressing bribery, in which

all parties were equally interested. Resolved not to

stoop to such practices himself, he failed to attain the con-

sulship ; and he had made up his mind to retire from the

arena of civic ambition when the civil war broke out in 49.

Cato had now persuaded himself that the sole chance for

the free state lay in conceding an actual supremacy to

Pompeius. Accordingly he did not scruple to support the

unjust measures of the nobles against Csesar, which gave

too fair a colour to the invasion of Italy. Cato was, indeed,

little prepared for his commander's flight across the

Adriatic, and the surrender of the city, the government,

and therewith the ostensible right, to the victorious rebel.

Though he followed Pompeius to Epirus he found little

satisfaction in his camp, where the fugitives were loudly

threatening a bloody vengeance on their enemies. He
excused himself from accompanying the forces of the Senate

into Thessaly, by .which he escaped being present at the

battle of Pharsalia. After that great disaster, when his

chief had abandoned his party and provided only for him-

self, he too felt at liberty to separate himself from the

main body of the republicans, and conducted a small

remnant of their forces into Africa. His march through

the deserts of Libya gained him immortal glory. The
struggle between the senate and Ca;sar was renewed in the

African province. Cato shut himself up in Utica, and
prepared to defend it as the most important post for

communication with Italy. The battle of Thapsus, and
the total rout of the senatorial forces, now threw upon him
the whole weight of maintaining a cause which had become
evidently desperate. The people of the place were anxious

to make terms with the victor ; but he would not trust the

Koman citizens and soldiers to the clemency of the heir of

Marius. Hitherto the civil wars of Rome had been con-

tinually marked by bloody retaliation ; even if Cajsar

himself were disposed to mercy he might not be able to

restrain the violence of his allies ; and it was rumoured
that terrible execution had been inflicted upon the captives

of the last battle. Accordingly Cato determined to keep
the gates closed till he had sent his adherents off by sea.

While the embarkation was in progress his own demeanour
continued calm and dignified. Ho supped familiarly with

his friends, discoursing with them, as was his wont, on

philosophical topics. On being informed that the last of

the tmnsports had left the port he cheerfully dismissed his

attendants, and soon afterwards stabbed himself on his

couch. Assistance was promptly offered, but he refused

to avail himself of it, and bo perished, much, it may
bo said, to his own fame, but with little advantage to his

country (46 v..c.)

Cato had been reading, we are told, in hia last moments
5—11

Plato's diaJogue on TheImmortality of the Soul, but it is not

likely that the Stoic, with his keen and rigid logic, put much
faith in the vague aspirations of the idealist of Academus.

His own philosophy had taught bim to act upon a narrow

sense of immediate duty without regard to future con-

tingencies. He conceived that he was placed in the world

to play an active part, marked out by circumstances, and
when disabled from carrying out his principles, to retire

gravely from it. He had lived for the free state, and it

now seemed his duty to perish with it. C£e;3ar had slain

the commonwealth ; it never occurred to him that Caesar

himself was mortal, and that the commonwealth might live

again. Had he condescended to ask his life, the conquerors

would have been proud to grant it ; in two years more he
might have been the survivor, for he was hardly yet fifty

years of age, and might have formed a rallying point for

the few devoted spirits, though few indeed they were, who
really cared for freedom. Cato has left perhaps, from the cir-

cumstances of his life and of his death, the most marked name
in the historj' of Roman philosophy, but he was a student,

possibly a dreamer only, composed no works, and bequeathed

to posterity no other instruction than that of his example.

The memory of his career proved indeed fruitful. The
school of the Stoics, which took a leading part in the

history of Rome under the earlier emperors, looked to him
as its saint and patron. It continued to wage war against

the empire, hardly less openly than Cato himself, for two

centuries, till at last it became actually seated on the im-

perial throne in the person of Marcus Aurelius. (c. M.)

CATO, DioNYsius, a name concerning which it is

doubtful whether it be the name of the author, or merely

part of the title, of the Dionysii Catonis Disticha de

Moribxis ad Fitium, a small work, consisting of moral

apophthegms, chiefly in hexameters. The name usually

given is simply Cato, but Dionysius is added on the

authority of a MS. declared by Scaliger to be of great

antiquity. Other titles by which the book is known are

Cato MoralUsimus and Cato, Carmen de iloribus. The
latter is also the title of a work by the famous M. Cato

the elder ; but extracts given from this by Aulas Gellius

prove that it was in prose. The authorship of the Disticha

has been ascribed to a large number of persons, including

Seneca and Boetius, but in truth we know nothing of the

writer, or of the exact time when it was written. The
style ia generally pure, and the existence of occasional

corruptions argues little against its antiquity, since interpo-

lations have certainly been made, and not improbably emen-

dations attempted. The first mention of the work which we
find is in a letter addressed to Valentinian ; it is also

referred to by Isidorus and Alcuin, and frequently by
Chaucer. It appears to have had considerable reputation

in the Middle Ages ; and at the revival of learning it was

studied and highly praised by such men as Scaliger and
Erasmus. There have been numerous editions, in MS. and
print, of which the best is that of Arntzenius, Amsterdam,
17-34. In 1483 a translation was issued from Caiton'a

press at Westminster.

CATS, Jacob (1577-1 CGO), one of the oldest, and long

the most popular, of Dutch poets and humourists, waa

born at Brouwershaven in Zccland. Deprived of his

mother at an early age, and adopted with his three brothers

by an uncle, Cats was sent to school at Zierikzce. At
school he was an idle boy, and learned but little

;

removed, however, to the young and thriving university

of Leyden, he seems to have read hard, .and to have

acquired a respectable knowledge of Greek and jurispru-

dence. After a visit to France to learn the language, and a

turn in Italy with the same object, he returned to

Holland, and settled at the Hagne, where he began to

practise as an advocate. His pleading in defence of a

V. - 3'
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wretched creature accused of witcucraft got kim many
cliouta and some reputation. As Cats so far anticipated

the common sense line of argument afterwards adopted in

cases of the sort as to be often referred to later as an

authority his success was by no means nndeserved. A
serious love affair occurred about this time, which was

broken off on the very eve of marriage by a tertian fever

in thi, bridegroom. The fever defied all attempts at cure

for seine two years. For medical advice and change of air

Cats L'stook himself to England, where he consulted the

hitjhest authorities, and exhausted their pharmacopoeia in

vain. He resigned himself to his fate, returned to

Zeeland to die, and was cured mysteriously by a strolling

quack. He then went to Middleburgh, where (1602) he

married a lady named Valkenburg, who bora him five

children. At Middleburgh be devoted himself to farming

and poetry, retiring gradually from the exercise of his

profession, and producing his first great works—the

Emblems of Fancy and Lone, the Galatea (a pastoral

romance), the Mirror of Past and Present, the Marriage,

and others. In 1621, on the expiration of the twelve years'

truce with Spain, the breaking of the dykes drove him

from his farm. He was made pensionary (stipendiary

magistrate) of Middleburgh ; and two years afterwards he

received the same distinction from the larger city of Dort.

His ifuptial Ring was the result of his leisure during this

part of his career. In 1627 Cats came to England on a

mission to Charles L ; that prince made him a knight, but

otherwise the poet's success as an ambassador was not

indicated by any result. In 1635 he was made grand

pensionary of Holland; and in 1652, a year after his

resignation of this oiEce, the second in the commonwealth,

he again figured in England as an unsuccessful envoy.

His long Latin oration left Cromwell absolutely unmoved
;

and Cats returned to Holland altogether to relinquish the

practice of state affairs. In the seclusion of his villa of

Sorgvliet (Fly-from-Care), near the Hague, he resided till

bis death, occupied in the composition of his autobiography

(Eiyhty-tioo Tears of My Life) and of many poems {Old

Age and Country Life, Cofins for the Living, kc.) He
was buried by torchlight, and with great ceremony, in the

Klooster-Eerk at the Hague, and is still spoken of as

" Father Cats " by his cpuntrymen.

Cats, who lived and reigned with Hooft and Vondel in the

golden age of Flemish literature, was an exceedingly prolific

writer. His versification is smooth and regular ; although

somewhat monotonous ; his style is homely and familiar
;

and the naivete and simplicity of most of that he says, and

of his manner of saying it, are peculiarly attractive. He
never soared, or tried to soar ; he was content to plod on,

scattering round him as he went the blunt straight

maxims, the shrewd little moralities, the excellent pieces

of advice, which his countrymen—of whose practical and

prosaic genius ho is the iiighest literary representative

—

have found so pleasant and so full of profit. Hardly

known outside of Holland, among his own people for

nearly two centuries he enjoyed an enormous popularity,

—

his Book of Emblems, e great favourite with Sir Joshua

Reynolds in his childhood, being often styled " The House-

hold Bible." Of late years, however, his diffuseness and the

antiquated character of his matter and diction have come to

be regarded as difficulties in the way of study, and he is

perhaps rather more renowned than read. A statue to

him was erected at Ghent in 1829.

See Jacob Cats, Complete Works, 1790-1800, 19 vols.

;

Pigott, Moral Smhlems, with Aphorisms, dc, from Jacob

Cuts, 1860; and Octave Delepierre, Sketch of the Bistory

of Flemish Literature, 1850. Southey has a very compli-

inonlary reference to Cats in his " Epistle to Allan Cun-

Dingiam."

CATSKILL or KAATSKIL MOUNTAINS, a group
of moderate elevation belonging to the great Appalachian

system of North America. They are situated for the most
part in Greene County, New York, and are mainly
remarkable for the beauty of their scenery and the magni-
ficence of the outlook over the neighbouring country. The
principal summits are Round Top, Ifigh Peak, and Over-

look, which attain a height of nearly 4000 feet. To the

north of High Peak is situated the celebrated gorge or
" clove " of Catterskill, with its waterfall. The cascades are

three in number, and the total height is about 300 feet
;

but the supply of water is often deficient, and has even

to be managed by the hotel proprietors. The place

can easily be reached from Mountain House, an hotel

which is built at an elevation of 2500 feot, on the frout

of Pine Orchard Mountain, about 12 miles from the

town of Catskill. Another hotel has more recently been

erected on the summit of Overlook, at a height of 3800
feet.

CATTACK [Cuttack], a district of British India, in the

province of Orissa, under the jurisdiction of the Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal, in 20° N. lat., and 85° to 87' E. long.

It is bounded on the N. by the district of Balasor, from
which it is separated by the Baitaranl and Dhamra rivers

;

on the E. by the Bay of Bengal, on the S. by the district

of Pun, and on the W by the Orissa Tributary States.

The district comprises the nucleus or middle portion of the

great delta formed by the Mahanadf River, and consists of

three distinct tracts ;—first, a marshy woodland strip

along the coast, from 3 to 30 miles in breadth ; second,

an intermediate stretch of rice plains ; third, a broken

hilly region, which forms the western boundary of the

district. The marshy strip along the coast, like the

Bengal Sundarbans, is covered with swamps and malaria-

breeding jungles, but lacks their forest scenery. As
one approaches the sea the solid land gives place to a
vast network of streams and creeks, whose sluggish waters

are constantly depositing silt, and forming morasses or

quicksands. Cultivation does not begin till the limits of

this dismal region are passed. The intermediate rice

plains stretch inland for about 40 miles, and occupy the

older part of the delta between the sea-coast strip and the

hilly frontier. They are intersected by four large rivers,

which dash down from the western mountains, and then

split into innumerable branches on the level delta. Their

distributaries, after tortuous interlacings, frequently rejoin

the parent stream as it approaches the sea. This inter-

mediate tract is a region of rich cultivation, dotted with

great banyan trees, thickets of bamboos, exquisite palm
foliage, and mango groves. The hilly frontier separates

the delta of British Orissa from the semi-independent

Tributary States. It consists of a series of ranges, 10 to

15 miles in length, running nearly due east and west, with

densely-wooded slopes and lovely valleys between. The
timber, however, is small, and is of little value except

as fuel. The political character of these three tracts is

as distinct as are their natural features. The first and
third are still occupied by feudal chiefs, and have never

been subjected to a regular land-settlement, by either the

Musalman or the British Government. They pay a light

tribute, now permanently fixed. The intermediate rice

plains, known as the Mughulbandf, from their hsrving been
regularly settled by ths Muhammadans, have yielded to the
successive dynasties and conquerors of Orissa almost the

whole of the revenues derived from the province. The
deltaic portions are of course a dead level ; and the highest
hills within the district in the western or frontier tract do
not exceed 2500 feet. They are st=,ep, and covered wiih
jungle, but can be climbed by men. 'The most interesting

of them are the Assa range, with its sandal trees and
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BuddMsfc remaius ; Udayagiri (Sunrise-hill), with its

colossal image of Buddha, sacred reservoir, and ruins
;

and Assagiri, -n-ith its mosque of 1719. The Mahavi-

nayaka Peak, visible from Cattack, has been consecrated

for ages to Siva-worship by ascetics and pilgrims.

Cattack district takes its character from its rivers.

These issue in magnificent streams through three gorges in

the hilly frontier. On the south, the Mahdnadi, literally

the Great River, rushes down upon the delta from a narrow

guUy at NarAj, about seven miles west of the town of

Cattack. On the extreme north of the district, the sacred

Baitaranf, the Stys of the Hindus, emerges from a more
open country, and forms the boundary line between Cattack

and Balasor. The Brihmanl enters the district about half

way between the two. The Cattack delta is thus divided

into two great valleys, one of them lying between the

Baitaranl and the Brihmanl, the other between the

Brihmanf and the JIahanadl. The rivers having, by the

silt of ages, gradually raised their beds, now run along high

levels. During floods they pour over their banks upon
the surrounding valleys, by a thousand channels which
interlace and establish communication between the main
streams. As the rivers enter the district by three great

gorges in the hills, so, after numerous bifurcations they

And their way into the sea by three principal mouths. On
tlie north, the Baitaranf and BrShmani debouch into the

Bay of Bengal, under the name of the Dh4mr4, at Point

Palmyras ; while the llahinadl, after a variety of inter-

lacings, forms two great estuaries,—one, bearing the name
of the Jfahdnadl, at False Point, and the other, called the

'Devi, in the south-eastern comer of the district. Silt-

banks and surf-washed bars render the entrance to these

risers perilous. The best harbour in Cattack district is at

False Point, on the north of the Mahinadl estuary. It

consists of an anchorage, land-locked by islands or sand-

banks, and with two fair channels navigable towards the

land. The Famine Commissioners in 1367 reported it to

be the best harbour on the coast of India from the Hiigli

to Bombay. The dearth of the preceding year (1866) had
led to the discovery of its value as a port for throwirrg

supplies into the starving province. The haabour is safe

and roomy, and the channel properly buoyed. The DliimrA
harbour, further up the coast, although not so well protected,

is more resorted to by native ships. Four canals have been
made through Cattack since 1862 for regulating and
distributing the water supply by means of irrigation, and
for navigation. They are—the High Level Canal, the

KendrhpAri Canal, the Tdldandi Canal, and the Mdch-
hgaon Canal, with their respective distributaries. The
High Level Canal is designed to provide a great trade-

route between Cattack and Calcutta, and to irrigate the
country through which it passes. The other three are
intended for irrigation and as navigable channels within the
district. The canals wore undertaken by the East India
Irrigation Company in 1862; but the company proving
unable to continue the works, Government purchased them
on the 31st December 1869 for £941,368. Cattack district

is subject to destructive floods, and from time immemorial
embankments have been maintained along the sides of the
rivers. In 1870 their aggregate length was 680 miles.

The district has an area of 3178 square miles, with a
total popularion of 1,494,734, 95 per cent, of whom, or
1,430,040, are Hindus. ITie rest consist of Muhammadans,
0,013; Christians, 2314; and persons of unspecified
religion, 22,398. The last comprise the aboriginal tribes,
who here', as elsewhere, cling to their mountains and
jungles. They chiefly consist of the Bhniuij, T4U, Kol, and
Savar peoples, the Sa\'ars being by far the most numerous,
nnrobcring 16,589 souls. They are regarded by the
orthodox Hiodus as little better than the beasta of the

wildernesses which they inhabit. Miserably poor, thsy
subsist for the most part by selling firewood or other

products of their jungle ; but a few of them have patches

of cultivated land, and many earn wages as day labourers

to the Hindus. They occupy, in fact, an intermediate

stage of degradation between the comparatively well-oflf

tribes in the Tributary States (the stronghold and homo
of the race), and the PAns, BAurls, Kandris, and other

semi-aboriginal peoples on the lowlands, who rank as the

basest castes of the Hindu community. The great bulk
of the Indo-Aryan or Hindu population consists of Uriyas,

with a residue of immigrant Bengalis, L41A Kdyets from
Behar and Northern India, TelingAs from the Madras
coast, Marhattds from Central and Western India, a few
Sikhs from the Punjab, and MarwAris from EijputAnA. The
Muhammadans are chiefly the descendants of the Pathios
who took refuge in Orissa after the subversion of their king-

dom in Bengal by the Mughuls in the 16th century.

Only three towns in Cattack district contained in 1872
upwards of 5000 inhabitants, viz., Cattack, the capital,

50,878; JAjpur, 10,753; KendripArA, 10,682. JAjpur
was the capital of Orissa under its Hindu kings ; it is still

considered a sacred town^ and thousands of pilgiims
^

annually flock to it

Rice forms the staple product of the district ; its three

chief varieties are bidli or early rice, sdrad or ivinter rice,

and ddlxM or spring rice. The other cereal crops consist

of mdmdiid (a grass-like plant producing a coarse grain

resembling rice), wheat, barley, and chind, a rice-like cereal.

Svdn, another rice-like cereal, not cultivated, grows spon-

taneously in the paddy fields. Pulses of different sorts,

oilseeds, fibres, sugar-cane, tobacco, spices, and vegetables

also form crops of the district. The cultivators consist of

two classes—the resident husbandmen {Thdni), and the

non-resident or migratory husbandmen (Pdke). At the

time of the last settlement of kind revenue in 1837, the

rights of the resident cultivators were formally recogiiized

by Government, and secured to them by palm-leaf Ifeases.

They hold their homestead lands rent free, and are not
liable to be ousted so long as they conrinue to pay the rents

assessed on their cultivable lands. Nor can such tents be
euhanced until the expiration of their leases, which run con-

currently with the land-settlement to 1897. The non-resi-

dent cultivatoi^ were formerly tenants-at-wiU, but since

1859 a large proportion of them have acquired rights of

occupancy under the Acta of the Indian Legislature.

Weekly steamers ply between Calcutta and Dhdmrd.
The High Level Canal, when completed, will afford ample
means of communication inland towards Bengal The
revenues of the Cattack district have steadily increaseij

under the British rule. The total revenue in 1329-30
was Xl 39,042, the expenditure on civil administration

X114,438 ; in 1870-71 the revenue was .£243,958, tho

civil expenditure £223,659. In the latter year the land

revenue amounted to £77,629. Excluding the indigenous

village schools maintained by tho people themselves, the

schools inspected by the Educational Department in

1872-73 numbered 03, attended by 2435 pupils, o.nd

maintained at an outlay of £4081, to which Government
contributed £2699. The hot season commences in March
and lasts till about the middle of Juno ; the rains con-

tinue from tho middle of June till the end of October,

when the cold weather sets in. The average rainfall for

five years previous to 1870 was 63'] 8 inches, the average

temperature 84° Fnhr. Intermittent fever, elephanti-

asis, smallpox, and bowel com^laiuts form tho provalent

diseases. Cholera is always i)rescnt among the natives,

and occasionally assumes the epidemic type. Tho district

of Cattack, with tho rest of Orissa, passed info tho bauds

of tho English from the Marhattis in 18.0S, ('f.-yH-^:)
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Cattack, the most important town in the above district,

and the capital of the province, is situated in 20° 28' N.

lat. and 85' 55' E. long, on the tongue of land where the

MahinadI first bifurcates, throwing off the KAtjuri on its

sbuthera and the BirupA on its northern bank. Cattack

city formed one of the five royal strongholds of ancient

Orissa, and was founded by a warlike prince who reigned

from 953 to 961. Its native kings protected it from the

rivers by a masonry embankment several miles long, built

of enormous blocks of hewn atone, and in some places 25

feet high. A fortress defended the north-west corner of the

town, and was captured by the English from the Mar-

hatt^s iu October 1803. It is now abandoned as a place of

defence. The city has long been the commercial and
administrative headquarters of Orissa ; it is connected

with False Point harbour by the KendrApAr4 Canal. The
High Level Canal, at present in course of construction,

will open out inland communication between it and Cal-

cutta. In 1825 the town contained 6512 houses, and a

population of about 40,000. Population in 1872, 50,878,

viz., Hindus, 40,849 ; Muhammadans, 7436 ; Christians,

1.968 ; others, 625. (w. w. H.)

. CATTAlCt), the chief town of a circle in the Austrian

'kingdom of Dalmatia, situated on a narrow ledge between

ithe mountains of Montenegro and the Bocca di Cattaro, a

swinding and beautiful inlet of the Adriatic. It is strongly

jfortified towards both the sea and land,—towards the sea

:by the fortress of Castelnuovo, at the mouth of the gulf,

jand towards land more especially by the Castle of San

lOiovanni on the heights ; the long Unes of wall from this

.castle to the town form a striking feature in the landscape.

The town is the seat of a Catholic bishop, and contains a

small cathedral, a Cathohc collegiate church, and several

convents ; but the population is largely Slavonic, and the

Gr^ek Church is almost on a level with the Latin. The
trade is comparatively restricted, and but little advantage is

taken of the gulf exceptfor thefisheries. The principal article

of export is dried flesh or caslradina. Population, 3600.

Oattaro is probably to be identified with the Roman Ascrivium (or

Askrourion) ; but it does not appear under anything like its present

name till the 10th century, when it is described by Constantlnus

Porphyrogenitus aa Dckatcra. In the reign of Basil the Jlacedo-

nian (867-886) it was captured by the Saracens ; but it afterwards

maiutained itself as a more or less iodepeudent republic till 1419,

when from fear of the Turks it accepted the protection and dominion

of Tenice. In the following centuries it waa several times besieged

by the enemios of Venice ; and in 1563 and 1667 it was nearly

destroyed by earthquakes. By the peace of Campo-Formio it passed

to Austria ; but in 1 805, by the peace of Presbui-g, it was assigned to

Italy, and in 1810 it united with the French empire, its restora-

tion to Austri.'. did not take place till 1814. See Tozer, EigJilands

of Turkey, 1809 ; Saturday R:view, March 1876.

CATTERMOLE, George (1800-1868), an English

painter, chiefly in water-colours, was born at Dickleburgh,

near Diss, Norfolk, in August 1800. At the age of si.xteen

he began working as an architectural and topographical

draughtsman ; afterwards he contributed designs to be

engraved in the annuals then so fashionable and popular

;

tnence he progressed into water->colour painting, becoming

an associate of the Water-Colour Society in 1822, and a fall

member in 1833. In 1851 he withdrew from active con-

nection with this society, and with the practice of water-

colour painting, and took to oil-colouring. His most fertile

p&riod was between 1833 and 1851. In 1855, as an

exhibitor iu the British Fine Art section of the Great

Exhibition in Paris (water-colour branch), he received one

of the five first-class gold medals awarded to British painters.

He also enjoyed professional honours in Amsterdam and in

Belgium. He died on the 24th July 186S. Among his

leading works are The Murder of the Bishop of Li^ge (15 th

century), The Armourer relating the Story of the Sword,

.The AesassinatioQ of the Begent Murray by Hamilton of

Bothwellhaugu, and (in oil) A Terrible Secret. He was
largely employed by publishers, illustrating the Wavet-ley

Novels and the Historical Annual of his brother the Rev.
Richard Catterniole (liis scenes from the wars of CavaUera
and Roundheads in this series are among his best engraved
works), and many other volumes besides. Ho is stated to

have been " unsettled in his habits, and uncertain in

engagements." Catlermole was a painter of no inconsider-

able gifts, and of great facility in picturesque resource ; he
was defective in solidity of form and texture, and in realism

or richness of colour. He excelled in rendering scenes of

chivalry, of mediajvalism, and generally of the romantic
aspects of the past. Indeed, his faculty in this way might
almost be compared—though on a considerably lower level,

and with less of the spell of originality—to that of Walter

Scott. Just as Scott was fading from the region of medieval

romanticism in letters, Cattermole entered upon it in fine art.

CATTI, or Chatti, a powerful and warlike German
nation, who, though defeated by Drusus, Oei"manicus, and

other Roman generals, were never wholly subjugated, till in

the 4th century they disappeared among the Franks. They
inhabited a district extending from the Weser on ^he E. to

the Rhine on the W., and bounded on the S. by the Agri

Decumates. They thus occupied about the same position

as the modern Hesse—though their territory was more ex-

tensive, and included also part of North-Western Bavaria,

—and the name Hesse is probably the same as Chatti.

They lived in a communistic society, but possessed several

towns, of which the chief was Mattiilm, now Maden.
CATTLE, a term appbed to the various races of

domesticated animals belonging to the genus Bos, known
also as Oxeo. They have been divided into two primary

groups, the bumped cattle or zebus (Bos indicus) of India

and Africa, and the straight-backed cattle (Bos taurus),

which are common everywhere. By many naturalists these

groups have been regarded as mere races of the same
species, and it is a weU-ascertained fact that the offspring

arising from the crossing of the humped and unhumped
cattle are completely fertile ; but the differences in their

osteology, configuration, voice, and habits are such as to

leave little doubt of their specific distinctness. Oxen
appear to have been among the earliest of domesticated

animals, aa they undoubtedly were among the most
important agents in the growth of early civilization. They
are mentioned in the oldest written records of the Hebrew
and Hindu peoples, and are figured on Egyptian monuments
raised 2000 years before the Christian era ; while the

remains of domesticated specimens have been found in the

Swiss lake-dwellings along with the stone implements and

other records of Neolithic man. In infant communities an

individual's wealth was measured by the number and size

of his herds—Abram, it is said, was rich in cattle ;—and

oxen for a long period formed, as they still do among many
Central African tribes, the favourite medium of exchange
between nations. After the introduction of a metal coinage

into ancient Greece, the former method of exchange was
commemorated by stamping the image of an ox on the new
money ; while the same custom heis left its mark on the

languages of Europe, as is seen in the Latin word "pecunia"
and the English " pecuniary," derived from " pecus," cattle.

The value attached to cattle in ancient times is further

shown by the Bull figuring among the signs of the zodiac

;

in its worship by the ancient Egyptians under the title of

Apis ; in the veneration which has always been paid to it

by the Hindus, according to whose sacred legends it was
the first animal created by the three divinities who wero
directed by the supreme Deity to furnish the earth with

animated beings ; and in the important part it was made
to play in Greek and Roman .mythology. The Hindi's

were not allowed to shed the blood of the ox, and the
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Egyptians coulJ only do bo in sacrificing to their gods.

Both Hindus and Jews were forbidden, in their sacred

writings, to muzzle it when treading out the com ; and to

destroy it wantonly was considered a public crime among

the Romans, punishable with exile.

The domestic cattle of Europe, of which there are at

least fifteen British, and a considerably larger number of

Continental breeds, have been, according to Professors

Nilsson and Riitimeyer, who have specially studied this

subject, derived from at least three distinct species or

races

—

Bos primigenius, Bos longifrons, and Bos frontosus.

The first of these, the Urus, would seem, from its remains,

to have been domesticated among the Swiss lake-dwellers,

—

abounding then, and down to historic times, in the wild

state, throughout the forests of Europe. Caesar describes

it as existing, in his time, in the Hercynian Forest, in size

almost as large as an elephant, but with the form and colour

of a bull ; and it is mentioned by Heberstein so late as the

16th century as still a favourite beast of chase. The name
Urus, applied to it ty the Romans, is derived from Ur, a

root common to the Indo-European languages, and signify-

ing original, primitive ; and may be traced in the Thur of

Poland, Stier of the Germans, and the Latin Taurus, as

also in various names of places, as the Canton of Uri,

Thuringian Eorest, Turin, and Tours. The Urus was
characterized by its flat or slightly concave forehead, its

straight occipital ridge, and the peculiar curvature of its

horns. Its immense size may be gathered from the fact

that a skull in the British Museum, found near Atholl in

Perthshire, measures I yard in length, while the span of

the horn cores is 3 feet 6 inches. Several breeds of cattle,

as the Friesland of the Continent, and the Pembroke Df

England, are supposed to have sprung from this source
;

while the so-called wild cattle of Britain [Bos taurus,

var. ScoCicus) make the nearest approach, according to

Riitimeyer, of living forms to the Urus. This breed is

of a white colour, except the tips of the horns, which are

dark, and the ears and muzzle, which are either black or

brownish red. Uniformity in colour, however, is secured

by the slaughter of all calves which differ from the pure
type. British wild cattle now exist only in Cadzow Forest,

Chillingham Park, Lyme Park, and Chartley, in all of which
they are strictly preserved. The purest bred are those of

Chillingham—a park which was in existence in the 13th
century. These have red ears with brownish muzzle, and
show all the characteristics of wild animals. According to

Mr Hindmarsh, who obtained his information from the
proprietor, " they hide their young, feed in the night,

basking or sleeping during the day ; they are fierce when
pressed, but, generally speaking, very timorous, moving off

on the appearance of any one even at a great distance."

The bulls engage in fierce contest for the leadership of the
herd, and the wounded are set upon by the others and
killed ; thus few bulls attain a great age, and even those,

when they grow feeble, are gored to death by their fellows.

The white cattle of Cadzow are very similar to those of
Chillingham in their habits, but being confined to a narrow
area are less wild. They still form a considerable herd, but
of late years, it has been stated, they have all become polled
It is probable, as Sir Walter Scott used to maintain, that
Cadzow and Chillingham are but the extremities of what,
in ruder times, was a continuous forest, and that the white
cattle are the remnants of those herds of " tauri sylvestrcs

"

described by eariy Scottish writers as abounding in the
forests of Caledonia, and to which Scott evidently refers in
the following lines ;

—

" ilightiest of all tlio Leasts orchoss
Thnt roam In woody Cflledon,
Criuliing tl;o forest in his racp,

The mouDtaio buJJ comes thundering on."

It is still a matter of controversy whether these wild

cattle are the unsubdued, although degenerate, descendants

of ths mighty Urus, or merely the offspring of a domestic

breed run wild, which have reverted somewhat to the

ancient type. Their comparatively small size, and theic

evident tendency to vary in colour, seem to point out the

latter as the more probable view. A breed similar to tha

Chillingham cattle existed in Wales in the 10th centurj-,

being white, with red ears ; and Welsh chroniclers relate

how on one occasion a Prince of Wales demanded, as com-
pensation for certain injuries,. 100 white or 150 black

cattle, and how also the anger of King Joha was at one

time appeased by a gift of 1400 of the white variety,

—

showing that the latter were numerous, and sufficiently

under control to be collected and conveyed from one part

ef the country to another, also that they were more highly

valued than the black cattle,—in short, that they existed

at that time as a domesticated breed. According to

Professor \jOV! [Domesticated Animals of the British Islands'),

this Welsh breed existed under domestication, in a com-
paratively pure state, in Pembrokeshire at the beginning

of the present century. As the wild cattle of Britain are

prevented, by rigorous selection, from deviating from
their present colour, it is impossible to assert that the

ancient Urus was mainly white, although Darwin [Animals

and Plants iinder Domestication) has brought forward

some facts to show that domestic cattle run wild seem to

have a slight tendency to revert in that direction.

Immense herds of wild oxen in the Ladrone Islands are

described in Anson's Voyages as " being milk-whito,

except the ears, which are generally black ;
" and in the

southern districts of the Falkland Islands, where cattle,

introduced from La Plata, have run wild for at least a

century, they are " white, with their feet, or whole head,

or only their ears, black."

Bos longifrons, according to Nilsson, existed in the wild

stale in Sweden ; but Eutimeyer holds that there is not

suificieut evidence to prove that it ever existed otherwise

than domesticated in Central Europe. It seems to have
been the most common race of domestic cattle among the

ancient lake-dwellers, and several of the existing Swiss

breeds are believed to be derived from it. Remains of the

same race are found in Britain associated with thoso of the

elephant and rhinoceros, and there is little doubt that

Csesar found largo domestic herds of this kind on Iris

arrival in Britain, and that these supplied food to the

Roman legions. Professor Owen regards it as the original

of our Welsh and Highland cattle. Boa lo-ngifrons was
smaller than the ordinary breeds now existing, and had
short horns. Whether it is to be regarded as originally a
wild European species, which Neolithic man succeeded in

domesticaticg, or merely as a domestic race introduced by
settlers from the Ea5t, as many on philological grounds
suppose, it has undoubtedly had a very considerable

influence in the formation of our existing breeds.

Boi frontosus was somewhat larger than B. longifrons,

with which it coexisted in certain districts of Scandinavia.

Its remains are found chiefly in the lake-dwellings of the

Bronze period, although occurring sparingly in those of

earlier date. They have also been found in Irish cran-

noges ; and Nilsson regards it as the progenitor cf the

present mountain cattle of Norway.
The breeds and sub-breeds producea from those ancient

races are exceedingly numerous. " In Britain," says Youatt,
" they are almost as various as the soil of the different

districts, or iho fancies of the breeders." This variety may
in some degrca be attributable to their being the descend-

ants, in all probability, of more than one species, to

slight differences in tl'o climate and pusturage of different

districts, or to the sudden appearance of what Darwin has
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termed " spontaneous variations

;
" but it is beyond doubt

mainly due to the long-continued and careful selection of

the bi'eeder. The British forms, a detaDed account of

which will be found under the article Ageicitlturi:, voL

i. ,p. 387, may be conTeniantly arranged in three classes :

—

(1.) Polled Cattle, an artificial variety which may be

produced in any breed by selection ; thus the polled cattle

of Galloway had sniall horns so late as the middle of the

lost century, but by only breeding with bulls of the

shortest horns, the grandfather of the present earl of

Selkirk succeeded in entirely removing those appendages

;

(2.) Short-horned Cattle, the descendants of Bos longifrons,

represented in greatest purity by the Welsh and Highland

cattle, and probably differing little from the cattle found

in Britain from the Polished Stone age to the end of the

Roman period ; these were afterwards driven with their

masters from the open country to the hilly districts,

before the Saxon invaders, who probably brought with

them (3.) the Long-horned Cattle, larger than the preceding,

and of a red and white colour, which have given rise to

those breeds of cattle that now occupy the less elevated

and more fertile tracts of England. Those Saxon cattle

may be regarded as representing the primigenius type.

The long and short horned Varieties, however, interbreed

freely, so that in many of ovu: bi-'oeds the tv7o types are

inextricably mixed.

Of Continental forms the Hungaria;a is conspicuous from

its great size., and the extent of its horns, v/hich often

measure 5 feet from tip to tip. The cattle of Friesland,

Jutland, and Holstein form another large breed, and these,

it is said, were introduced by the Goths into Spain, thus

becoming the progenitors of the enormous herds of wild

cattle which now roam over the Pampas of South America.

The latter, it is alleged by Spanish writers, have all sprung

from seven cows and a bull brought from Andalusia to the

city of Assimcion in Paraguay, about the year 1556.

They are widely spread over the plains of that continent,

but are most numerous in the temperate districts of

Paraguay and La Plata—a fact which bears out the view

taken by Darwin, that our oxen are the descendants of

specios origina-lly inhabiting a temperate climate. Except

in greater uniformity of colour, which is dark-reddish

brown, the Pampas cattle have deviated but little from the

Audalusian type. They roam in great herds in search of

pasture, under the leadership of the strongest bulls, and
avoid man, who hunts them chiefly for the value of their

hides, of which enormous numbers are exported annually

from Buenos Ayres. They are, however, readily reclaimed
;

the wildest herds, according to Professor Low, being often

domesticated in a month. These cattle have hitherto been

chiefly valued for their hides, and as supplying animal food

to the inhabitants, who only use the choicest parts ; but

lately attempts have been made, and with considerable

success, to export the beef in a preserved state to Europe.

Although the South American cattle have thus sprung from

a single European breed— that continent possessing no

indigenous species of taurine Bovidce, they have already

given rise to many well-marked varieties, as ths polled

cattle of Paraguay, the hairless breed of Colombia, and that

most monstrous of existing breeds, the Natas, two herds of

which Darwin saw on the banks of the Plata, and which he
describes as " bearing the same relation to other cattle as

bull or pug dogs do to other dogs." Cattle have been

introduced by the colonists into Australia and New Zealand,

where they are now found in immense herds, leading a

eemi-wild existence on the extensive " runs " of the

settlers. The Hottentots and Eaffres possess several

valuable breeds, as the Namaqua. and Bechwana cattle, the

fetter with horns vhieh someLimes m.'jasur'e over 13 feet

from tip to tip along the curvature. The cattle of those

semi-barbarous South Africans appear to be among tha
most intelligent of their kind,—certain of them, known aa

hackleys, having been trained to watch the flocks, preventing
them from straying beyond fixed limits, and protecti.ig

them from the attacks of wild beasts and from robbers.

They are also trained to fight, and are said to rush into
battle with the spirit of a war-horse.

Oxen, especially in Britain, have come to be regarded
as dull and stupid animals, but this is only true of such
breeds as are reared solely for fattening and killing. The
wild cattle of Chillingham, and the semi-wild herds that

'abound on the plains of South America, show no lack of

sagacity in avoiding threatened danger, or in combining
to meet a common foe ; while the backley of the Kaffres

shows how susceptible they are of education. Wherever,
indeed, the ox is employed as a beast of burden or of

draught, and it is so in most countries, its intelligence ia

scarcely inferior to that of the horse, while it surpasses the

latter in docility and in the patient endurance of toil. In
the south-west of England the Devonshire cattle are

largely employed in husbandry, and the greater attention

which has consequently, been bestowed upon them has

been amply rewarded in the superior docility and intelli-

gence of the breed. Among the Swiss mountains there are

herds of cows, whose leaders are adorned with beUs, the

ringing of which keeps the cattle together, and guides the

herdsman to their pasture grounds. The wearimg of the

bells has come to be regarded as an honourable distinction

by the cows, and no punishment is felt so keenly as the

loss of them, the culprit giving expression to her sense of

degradation by the most piteous lowings.

The period of gestation in the cow is nine months, when
she usually produces a single calf; occasionally, however,

two are born, and when these are of different sexes, the

female is almost invariably barren, and is knovm as a
"free-martin," that is, a cow free for fattening, ' from the

Scotch word " mart," signifying a fattened ox.

It is impossible to over-estimate the services rendered by
the ox to the human race. Living, it ploughs its owner's

land and reaps his harvest, carries his goods or himself,

guards his property, and, as has been seen, even fights hia

battles, while its udders, which under domestication have

been enormously enlarged, yield him at^E seasons a copious

supply of milk. When dead, its flesh forms a chief source

of animal food ; its bones are ground into manure or turned

into numerous -articles of use or ornament ; its skin is

made into leather, its ears and hoofs into glue; its hair is

mixed with mortar ; and its horns are cut and moulded
into spoons and other useful articles.

Humped cattle are found in greatest perfection in India,

but they extend eastward to Japan and westward to the

African Niger. They dUfer from the European forma not

only in the fleshy protuberance on the shoulders, but in the

number of sacral vertebrae, in the character of their

voice, which has been described as " grunt-like," and also

in their habits; "they seldom," says Mr Blyth, "seek

the shade, and never go into the water and there stand

knee-deep like the cattle of Europe." They now exist only

in the domesticated state, and appear to have been brought

under the dominion of man at a very remote period, all the

representations of the ox on such ancient sculptures as

those in the caves of Elephanta being of the humped or

zebu form. There are several breeds of the zebu, the

finest occurring in the northern provinces of India, where

they are used for riding,—carrying, it \z said, a man at the

rate of six miles an hour for fifteen hours. White bulla

are held peculiarly sacred by the Hindus, and when they

have been dedicated to-Siva, by the branding of his image
upon them, they are thenceforth relieved from all labour.

They go without molestation wherever they choose, and
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may be seen about Eastern bazaars helping tbemselves to

whatever dainties they prtier from the stalls of the

faithful. See AoEicuLTnKB, vol. i p. 387. (j. Gl.)

CATTOLICA, a town of Sicily, in the province of

Girgenti, and 15 miles north-west of the town of that

name. In the vicinity . there are extensive deposits of

sulphur and rock salt Population, 6380.

CATULLUS, C. Valerius, one of the most brilliant

and original among Latin authors, belongs to the Ciceronian

age, and is one of the two poets whoso works adorn and

illustrate the last years of the Roman republic. Our

knowledge of his life is almost entirely derived from his

own writings. The few statements concerning him which

have been received on external evidence require to

be confirmed or corrected by reference to allusions con-

tained- in these writings. The most important of these

external evidences arc the statements of Jerome, in

the continuation of the Eusebian Chrouicle, under the year

87 B.C. : " Oaius Valerius Catullus, scribtor lyricus Verona^

nascitur," and, under 57 B.C. :
" Catullus xxx. Ktatis anno

Roms moritur." Questions have been raised, and variously

answered, in regard to the correctness both of the names

assigned to the poet, and of the dates of his birth and death

given in these passages. Although he appears to speak of

himself in his poems only by the name of Catullus, there is

no controversy as to the Gentile name, Yalerius. Suetonius,

in his Life of Julius Cccsar (ch, 73), mentions the poet by

the names " Valerium CatuUum." Other persona who had

tho cognomen Catullus bfelonged to the A'alerian gens.

Among these, tho beat known is M. Valerius Catullus

Messilinus, one of the Delatores in the reign of Bomitian,

and one of the personages introduced in the famous scene

at the Albr.n Villa of the emperor, described in the fourth

satiro of Juvenal ;

—

" Kt cum mortiioro pnidons Vciento Catullo."

Tho testimony of inscriptions shows, further, that this

name v/as common in the native province of Catullus, and

bebnged to other inhabitants of Vcroua, besides tho poet

and his family (Schwabe, Qiuestioncs Catullianae, p. 27).

Scholars are still divided in opinion as to whether his

pranoracn was Gains or Quinius. In the best MSS. the

volumt is called simply Catulli Veronenois liber, and this is

the title which his English editor. Prof. Robinson Ellis,

adopts. For the name Gains we have tho undoubted

testimony, not only of Jerome, which rests on tho much
earlier autliority o/ Suetonius, but also that of Apuleius.

In support of the second, a passage is quoted from the

Nutmal Uistorij of Pliny (xxxvii. 6, 81), where in some
editions the pra^nomen Q. is prefixed to tho name. The
Q. is, however, omitted in tho best MSS., and in other

passages of tho same author the poet is spoken of as
" Catullus Veronensis." Tho mistake is supposed to have
arisen from a confusion with Q. Catulus, the colleague of

Marius in the Cimbric War, himself also the author of

lyrical poems. The only other ground in favour of adopting
the latter name is a conjectural emendation of Scaligor in

the C7th poem (lino 12), v/hcre he changes tho quite of the

MSS. into " Quinto." Though a question on which such
eminent scholars as "Momrasen, Haupt, L. Midler, and
apparently Mr Ellis, take one side, while Schwabe, W. S.

Touffol, and Mr Munro (Journal of Philology, iii.) take
tho other, can scarcely bo considered absolutely tiettled,

yet tho arguments adduced by Schwabe and Mr Munro
for Bccoptiiij^ tho authority of Jeromo and Apuleius ecom
difficult to answer. A more important question ia raised

concerning the dates of the poet's birth and death. It

is quite certain, from allusions contained in tho poems,
that tho date of his death given by Jeroma (57 B.C.) is

wnm^j, and that Catullus survived the second consulship

of PomiJ<y (65 B.O.) (cf. Iv. 6, csiii. 2\ and wa8 pro.-eut in

August of the following year at the prosecution of Vatiuius,

by Licinius Calvus [cf. liii.) From thcj allusion in

Ui. 3.—
" Per consulatum perierat Tatinina,"

it was assumed, till the appearance in 1862 of Schwabe'a

QucestioKcs Catuliiance, that Catullus rniuit have livea to

witness the consulship bestowed on Vatinius in the end of

47 B.o. This consideration induced Lachmann to fix on

77 B.C. instead of 87 b.o. as the date of the poet's birth.

It has, however, been shown by Schwabe, -and is bow
generally admitted, that the line " Per consulatum," kc,
refers to the fact that Vatinins, after being prastor in 56

B.C., was in the habit of boasting of the certainty of his

attaining the consulship, as Cleopatra was in the habit of

confirming her most solemn declarations by appealing to

her hope of one day administering justice in the Capitol

(cf. Haupt. " QuEEstionea Catullian^," contained in vol i

of his Opuscula, 1875). We have thus certain evidence

that Catullus lived till the month of August 54 B.C., but

there is no allusion in his poems to any event of a later

date than tho prosecution of Vatinius. Some of the poems

(as xxxvii. and Iii.) may very probably have been wri.ten

during his last illness. He seems to have lived just long

enough to collect his works together, to dedicate them to

Cornelius Nepos, and to see his

^Mepidmn novum libellum

Arido modo pumice expolitum."

If he died in 54 B.C. or early in 53 B.C. there must be a

further error either in the first or the second of Jeror.-.e's

statements. Catullus must either have been born later tban

87 B.C. or have lived to a greater ago than thirty. The

difficidty in regard to the first supposition is that it increases

the disproportion between the ages of the poet and his

mistress Clodia, who must have been born about 94 B.C.

But as he was supplanted in her affections by 'a atill

younger man, M. Ca;liu3 Rufus, who appears for a time

to have been equally infatuated by her, and as Cicero

in his defence of Cselius describes her as one " cusa

etiam aleret adolescentes et parsimoniam patrum suis

6um.ptibus sustcntarot" {Pro if. Ccelio, ch. xvi 1),

this difficulty is not a serious objection to the date.

Catullus is described by Ovid, in true keeping with all the

characteristics of his poetry, as " hedera juvenilia cinctus

Tempora" (Amor., iii. 9, Gl); and this description eeema

more applicable to a man who dies in his thirtieth year than

to one who dies threo or four years later. Further, the

ago at which a man dies is more likely to be accurately

remembered than the particular date either of his dealli or

of his birth. The common practice of recording the ages

of the deceased in sepulcliral inscriptions must hjve

rendered a mistake less likely to occur in that respect, than

in respect of tho consulship in which ho was born. Other

instances can be given of tho carelessness of Jeromo in

respect to dates, and Mr Munro gives a probable explana-

tion of tho mistake in tho confusion between tho first and

the lost of the four consulships of Cinno.^ It seems, there-

fore, on the whole most likely that the words " r.xx. sotatis

anno " are correct, and that Catullus was born in 94 B.a,

in the consulship of Cn. Papirias Carbo II. and L. ComelioB

Cinna IV.

Tho statement that he was bom at Verona is conlimied

by passages in Ovid and Martial. Pliny the older, who

was born at Como, speaks of Catullus in tho preface to his

Natural History, as his " countryman " (conterraneus),

and the poet speaks of Verona as his homo, or at least his

temporary residence, iu more than one place (IxviL 34,

kviii. 27, x.xxv. 31 ; and in rjentioning tho Transpadani

» Tliia ia also Buggonlcd « possible by Schwibe, who, however, pra-

fcra xlhtriDg to the date 87 D.o.
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among the other inhabitants of Italy, he adda the words
" ut me^s quoque attingam" (xxxviii. 13).

His occasional residence in his native place is further

attested by the statement of Suetonius [Julius Caesar, 73),

that " Julius Csesar accepted the poet's apology for his

scurrilous verses upon him, invited him to dine with him
on the same day, and continued his intimacy with his

father as before." As this incident could only have

happened during the time that Julius Ceesar was Pro-

consul, the scene of it must have been in the Cisalpine

province, and at the house of the poet's father, in or near

Verona. The verses apologized for were those contained

in poems xxix. and Ivii., the former of which must have

been written after Csesar's invasion of Britain, so that this

interview probably took place in the winter of 55-54 B.C.

The fact that his father was the host of the great pro-

consul, and lived on terms of intimacy with him, justifies

the inference, that he was, in wealth and rank, one of the

principal men of the province, an inference confirmed by
the social po.iition which Catullus himself assumed in

Rome, and by his enjoyment of property independent of

his father {cf. poems xxxi. and xliv.) during his father's

lifetime. The only other important statement concerning
the poet's life which rests on external authority is that of

Apuleius, that t'ne real name of the Lesbia of the poems
Was Clodia. One other statement, not concerning the

poet's life, but concerning the reputation which he enjoyed
after his death, is given in the Life of Atticus by Cornelius

Nepos (12, 4). It is to the effect that he regarded Lucretius

and Catullus as the two greatest poets of his own time.

The volume of poems which Catullus collected and
published before his death consists of 116 pieces, varying

in length' from 2 to 408 lines, the great mass of them
being, however, short pieces, written in some lyric or

iambic, or in elegiac metre. These poems are not arranged
either in chronological order or in accordance with the

character of the topics with which they deal The only
principle which seems to have guided the author in his

arrangement was that of placing the longer poems, of a less

personal and fugitive character, in the middle of the
- volume, while the first part contained those written in lyric

or iambic metres, and the latter part consisted entirely of

verses written in the elegiac metre. Many of the last treat

of the same topics and refer to the same persons as those

forming the subject of the short poems at the beginning of

the volume. The elegiac, as well as the phalecian and
iambic metres, were employed by him as the vehicle both
of his tenderest and his bitterest feelings. Though no
chronological order is observed, yet internal evidence

enables us to determine the occasions on which many of

the poems were written, and the order in which they
followed one another. They give a very vivid image of

various phases of the poet's life, and of the strong feeUngs
with which persons and things affected him. They throw
much light also on the social life of Rome and of the

provincial towns of Italy in the years preceding the

outbreak of the second civil war. Apart from their poetic

charm, they thus possess the interest of bringing vividly

before us some aspects of one of the most critical

epochs in the history of the ancient world. In this

respect they may be compared with the letters of Cicero,

which record the impression produced by the same time on
a man of similar susceptibility of feeling and keenness
of apprehension, but of character and pursuits as far

removed as possible from those of the provincial poet, who
modestly contrasts the greatness of the " most eloquent of

the descendants of Romulus" with his own humble
pretensions.

The poems extend over a period of seven or eight years,

from 61 or 62 till 54 B.C. Among the earliest are those

which record the various" stages of the author's passion for

Lesbia. It is in connection with this passion that he is

generally mentioned, or alluded to, by the later Roman
poets, such as Propertius, Ovid, Juvenal, and Martial

The real name of Lesbia, as we learn from Apuleius, was
Clodia, The admiration which Catullus felt for the great

Lesbian poetess, which is clearly indicated by the imitation

of her language in his 51st and 62d poems, affords an
obvious explanation of the Greek name which he gave to

his Roman mistress. After the exhaustive examination of

the subject by Schwabe, it may be regarded as certain that

she was the notorious sister of Publius Clodius Pulcher, the

/SouTTis who plays an important part in the drama of Cicero's

fortunes, brought before us in the first three books of the

Letters to Atticus,—the " Palatina iledea," whose character

stands out eo prominently in the speech Pro Ccelio,—the
" quadrantaria Clytemnestra," as she was called by her

lover Caelius [Quintilian, viii. 6, 23), in reference to the

suspicion she incurred of having poisoned her husband,

Q. Metellus Celer (consul, 60 B.C.) in 59 B.C. [cf. Munro,
Journal of Philology, iiL) In the year 56 she charged M.
Caelius Rufus, after tiring of him, as s'ne had of Catullus,

with an attempt to poison her. It was in defence of him
that Cicero described the spell she exercised over young
men, in language which might have been applied . to her

previous relations with the youthful poet, as well as those

with the youthful orator and politician.

It may probably have been on hearing of this defence,

that Catullus, whose feelings had by that time changed from

passionate devotion to scornful animosity, wrote the short

poem (xlviii.) Disertissime Pomuli nepotum, which asso-

ciates his name with the great orator of the age. Poems
concerning Lesbia occur both among the earliest and the

latest of those contained in the series. They record the

various stages of passion through which Catullus passed,

from absolute devotion and a secure sense of returned

affection, through the various conditions of distrust and
jealousy, attempts at renunciation, and short-lived "amoris

integrationes," through the"odi et amo" state, and the

later state of savage indignation against both Lesbia

and his rivals, and especially against Caelius Rufus, till he

finally attains, not without much suffering and loss, tho

last state of scornful indifference. Among the earliest of

the poems connected with Lesbia, and among those written

in the happiest vein, are iL and iiL (Passer, ddicice mece

puellae and Lugete, Veneres Cupidines'pie), and v. and
viL The 8th, Miser Catulle, desinas ineptire, perhaps the

most beautiful of them all, expresses the first awakening of

the poet to a sense of her unworthiness, before the gentler

have given place to the fiercer feelings of his nature. His

final renunciation is sent in a poem written after his return

from the East, with a nnion of imaginative and scornful

power, to his two butt?, Furius and Aurelius (xi., Furi et

Aureli, comites Catulli), who, to judge by the way Catullus

writes of them, appear to have been hangers on upon him,

who repaid the pecuniary and other favours they received

by giving him grounds for jealousy, and making imputa-

tions on his character (cf. xv., xvL, xviiL, xxiii.)

The intrigue of Cslius Rufus with Lesbia began in 59

or 58 B.C. (cf. Schwabe, Qucest. Catulli, p. 66). It was
probably in the earlier stages of this liaison that the 68th

poem was written, from which it appears that Catullus, at

the time living at Verona, and grieving for the recent

death of his brother in the Troad, had heard of Lesbia's

infidelity, and, in consideration of her previous faithless-

ness in his favour, was not inclined to resent it very

warmly

—

** Kara verecundEe fhrta feremus nera,"

Two other poems in the series express the grief which

Catullus felt for the death of his brother—one, the 65th.
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composed at the same time as tne 6Stli, and addressed to tLe

orator Hortensins, who is there, as in some of Cicero'3 letters,

called Hortalus or Ortalus, and sent to him along with the

Coma Berenices (Ixvi.), a translation of a famous elegy of

Callimaohns. The other poem referring to this event (ci.)

must have been composed some years later, probably in 56

B.C., when Catullus visited his brother's tomb in the Troad,

on his return from Bithynia, Between 59 and 57 B.C.

most of the lampoons on Lesbia and her numerous lovers

must have been written (e.g., xxxvii., xxxix., Ixix., Ixxii.,

Uxvii., Ixxix., xc, ic.) Some, too, of the poems expres-

sive of his more tender feelings to her, such as viii. and

Ixxvi.,
" Miser CatuUe, desinas ineptire,"

and
"Siqiia recordanti benefacta priora voluptas,"

belong also to these years ; and among the poems written

either during this period or perhaps in the early and happier

years of his liaison, some of the most charming of his

shorter pieces, expressing the affection for his young
friends Yerannius and Fabullus (ix., xii., xiiL), may be

included.

In the year 57 the routine of his life was for a short

time broken, by his accompanying the Propraetor, C.

Memmius, the friend to whom Lucretius dedicates his great

poem, as one of his staff, to the province of Bithynia.

The desire of seeing foreign lands, which was as strong a

passion among cultivated Romans as among cultivated

Englishmen 6f the present day, was probably the chief

inducement to this temporary change of life, especially as

Catullus had the prospect of gratifying this passion in

congenial society ; for the testimony of Cicero as well as

of Lucretius shows that Memmius, whatever else ho was,

was a man of some accomplishment in literature and
poetry ; and among his younger companions, in the

praetor's train, was his friend and brother-poet Helvius

Cinna (cf. i.) Some expressions in x., written shortly

after his return, imply that he had soma hopes of bettering

his fortunes by this absence from Rome, as humorous
complaints of poverty and debt (xiii., xxvL) show that his

ordinary means were insufficient for his mode of life. He
frankly acknowledges the disappointment of these hopes,

and still more frankly his disgust with his chief (x., xxviii.)

Some of the most charming and perfect among the shorter

poems express the delight with which the poet changed
the dulness and sultry climate of the province for tho

freedom and keen enjoyment of his voyage home in his

yacht, built for him at Amastris on the Euxine, and for

the beauty and peace of his villa on the shores of Lake
Benacus, which welcomed him home " wearied with foreign

travel." To this period and to his first return to Rome
after his' visit to his native district belong tho poems xlvL,

ct, iv., ixxi., and x., all showing by their freshness of feeling

and vivid truth of expression the gain which the poet's

nature derived from his temporary escape from the passions,

distractions, and animosities of Roman society. This

iappier vein is not to be traced iu many of the poems
which can be assigned to the years interv'eniug between
this time and tho poet's death. Two poems, written in a
very genial and joyous spirit, and addressed to his younger
friend Licinius Calvus (xiv. and 1.), who is ranked as second
only to himself among the lyrical poets of tho age, and
whose youthful promise pointed him out as likely to become
one of the greatest of Roman orators, may, indeed, with
most probability be assigned to these later years (liv.)

From the expression " OcUssem te odio Vatiuiano," iu tho

third lino of xiv., it may bo inferred almost with cDrtaiuty

that the poem was written not earlier than December
(the " Saturnalia ") of the year 5G B.C., as it was early in

that year, as we learn from a letter of CIcoro to Im brother

Quintus (ii 4, i), tki'« Calvus first announced his intention

of prosecuting Yadniua. The short poem numbered ILii.

records an incident in connection with the actual prosecu-

tion which occurred in August 54 B.C. The poems which
have left the greatest stain on the fame of Catullus—those
" referta contumeliis Ctesarw," the licentious abuse of

Mamurra, and probably some of those personal scurrilities

addressed to women as well as men, or too frank con

fessions, which posterity would willingly have let die

—

were WTitten in the last years of his life, under tho

influence of the bitterness and recklessness induced by his

experience. The complaint expressed in poem xxxviii

—

"Male eat, Comifici, tno CatuEo,"

and one or two other short poems such as lii

—

**Quid est, Catulle ? quid nioraris emoril"

appear to be expressive of his state of mind in his last

illness. In the first of them we recognize the tender trust-

fulness, in the last the " saeva indignatlo " of his tempera-

ment. There is a return of the old graciousness and

playfulness of his nature in the dedication to Cornelius

Nepos (L)

—

" Quoi dono lepidum novum libellum,"

which must have been written immediately before the

publication of his volume.

Of several of the more interesting among the minor

poems, as, for instance, xvii., xxxiv.. and xlv., we have

no means of determining the date. Nor can it be deter-

mined with certainty whether the longer and more artistic

pieces, which occupy the middle of the volume— the

Epitluxlamium in celebration of the marriage of Manlius

Torqualus; the 62d poem, written in imitation of the

Epithalamia of Sappho " Vesper adest : juvenes, cou-

surgite ;" the AttU, and the Epic Idyll representing tje

marriage festival of Peleus and Thetis—belong to the

earlier or the later period of the poet's career. If the

conjecture of Schwabe and other commentators is correct,

that the person addressed in the first part of the 6Sth is

the Manlius of the EpUhcdamium, and that the lines from

3 to 8—
" Naufragum ut ciectum .... pervigilat,"

refer to tho death of Junia, it would follow that the first

Epithalamium was written some time before that poem, and

thus belongs to the earlier time. We should be inclined

to attach as much weight to the consideration that the

ringing, cheerful notes of the poem proclaimed it to be the

utterance cf the unclouded dawn of his genius, before his

nature was saddened and embittered by the two great griefs

of his life —the faithlessness of his mistress and tho death

of his brother. The fact that the translation of Sappho,

—

" lUe mi par esse deo videtnr,"

and the translation from Callimachus (Ixvi.),

—

*' Omnia quj magni dispexit lumina mundi,"

bsloDg to the earlier period might afford grounds for con-

jecturing that the other poems not relating to personal

topics, and written after the manner of Sappho or tho

Alexandrine poets, belonged to the same period. But

the Attit and the Pdeus and Thetis, although perhaps

suggested by the treatment of tho same or similar subjects

in Greek authors, are executed with such power and

originality as declare them to bo products of the mcst

vigorous stage in tho development of tho poet's gcniu'i.

That his genius came soon to maturity and did not reed

the ripening process of tiinci and experience through which

Horace attained to the perfection of his art, is a reai:on for

hesitation in assigning any [articular time between 62 ar.d

54 B.C. for the composition of the Atti* and of that part of

the. Spithalamium (" Peliacu quoudaoi prognatja vcrtice

V. - 32
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pinus ") which deals with the main subject of the poem.

But the criticism of Mr Munro in his edition of Lucretius,

which shows similarities of expression, which cannot be

mere casual coincidences, between the Ariadne-episode in

the Epithalamium of Catullus (from line 52 to 266) and

che poem of Lucretius, leaves little doubt that that portion

et least of the poem was written after the publication of

the De rerruni natwa, in the winter of 55-54 B.o. There

is no reason for supposing that Catullus could have had

any access to that poem in the lifetime of Lucretius, and
even if he were personally known to him and had been

acquainted vrith his poem before its publidation, the liberty

which ancient poets assumed of using the thoughts and
language of previous or contemporary writers could, not

,
have included the right of appropriating them before they

saw the Hght.

No ancient author has left a more vivid impression of

himself on his writings than Catullus. Neither the Letters

to Atticus of Cicero nor the Satires and Epistles of Horace
afford more trustworthy indications of feeUng and character.

The interests which occupied his life and inspired his

poetry were limited to the passions and the purer pleasures

of youth, such as friendly intercourse with men of cdu-

genial and cultivated tastes, the enjoyment of outward
nature and foreign travel, the cultivation of his art, and the

Btudy of the early Greek lyric and the later Alexandrine
poets. Coming to Kome in early youth from a distant

province, not at that time included within the limits of

Italy, he lived as an equal with the men of his time of

most intellectual activity and refinement, as well as of

highest social and political eminence. Among those to

whom his poems are addressed we find the names of

Hortensius, Cicero, and Cornelius Nepos, attesting the fact

that his society was valued by older men of established

reputation and graver pursuits. With Metnmius he was
at least on suificieutly intimate relations to form one of

the members of his staff during the time of his provincial

government. He lived on terms of affectionate friendship

with Licinins Calvus, with Helvius Cinna, whose distinc-

tion (whatever his real merits as a poet ma^ have been) is

attested in Virgil's line

—

"Nam nequa adhuc Tario videor, neo dicere Cimia
Digna,"

with Varus, in all probability the Quintilius Varus whose
death Horace laments to Virgil in the 24th ode of the first

book, and other poets and men of letters contemporary
with him. It is interesting to notice among those men-
tioned as belonging to the circle of his younger friends, one

who lived to become one of the most eminent men as

Btateaman, orator, and man of letters in the following

generation, Asinius PoUio, characterised by Catullus as

—

"leporum
"Diaertus puer et facetiarum."—xii. 8.

Catullus brought into this circle the genius of a great poet,

the social vivacity of a vigorous nahore, the simplicity and
sincerity of an unambitious, and the warmth of an affec-

tionate disposition. He betrays all the sensitiveness of

the poetic temperament, but it is never the sensitiveness of

vanity, for he is characterized by the modesty rather

than the self-confidence which accompanies genius, but
the sensitiveness of a heart which gives and expects
inove sympathy and loyalty in friendship than the world
either wants or cares to give in return. He shows also in

some of his lighter pieces the fastidiousness of a refined

taste, intolerant of all boorishnoas, pedantry, affectation,

and sordid ways of life. The passionate intensity of his

temperament displays itself with similar strength in the
outpourings of his aninyjaity a-^ of his love and affection.

It was, unfortunately, the fashion oi the time to employ in

the expression of these animosities a licence of speech and
of imputation which it is difficult for men living undet

different social conditions to understand, still more difliculc

to tolerate. Cicero, in reference to such imputatious says,

in his defence of Ccelins (ch. iiL)— " Sunt ista maledicta

pervulgata in omnes, quorum in adolescentia forma et

species fuit liberalis ;
" and a few sentences later he says of

this kind of mahdictio, " si petulantius iactatur, convicium,

si facetius, urbanitas uominatur." It is not easy to realize

what the style of those scurrilities must have been, which
were " more petulant " and " less urbane " than those of

Catullus. But the language of Cicero implies that they

were taken, and meant to be taken, merely as a fa^on de

parler, and would not be regarded either by the objects of

them or by those who read them as convejring the serious

behef of the writer. Mr Munro (Journal of Philology, iiL

)

has examined the 29th poem

—

" Quia hoc potest videre, qnls potest pati,"

the longest and most important of the lampoons on Ceesar

and Mamurra, and has shown with much learning and
acuteness the motives and intention of Catullus in writing

them. Had Julius Caesar really beUeved, as Suetonius

writing two hundred years afterwards says he did, that
" an eternal stigma had been cast upon him by the verses

concerning Mamurra," we should scarcely apply the word
magnanimity to his condonation of the offence. But these

verses survive as a memorial not of any scandal affecting

Julius Csesar which could possibly have been believed by
his contemporaries, but of the hcence of speech which was
one of the symptoms of the social and political disorganiza-

tion of the age, of the jealousy with which the younger
members of the Roman aristocracy, who a little later fought

on the side of Pompey, at that time regarded the ascendency

both of the " father-in-law and the son-in-law," and the

social elevation of some of their instruments, and also, to a

certain extent, of the deterioration which the frank and
generous nature of Catullus underwent from the passions

which wasted and the faithlessness which marred his life.

The great age of Latin poetry extends from about the

year 60 b.o. till the death of Ovid in 17 a.d. There are

three marked divisions in this period, each with a distinct

character of its own : the first represented by Lucretius

and CatuUus, the second by Virgil and Horace, the last by
Ovid. Force and sincerity are the great characteristics

of the first period, maturity of art of the second, facility of

the last. The educating influence of Greek art on the

Roman mind was first fully experienced in the Ciceronian

age, and none of his contemporaries was so susceptible of

that influence as Catullus. With the susceptibUity to art

he combined a large share of the vigorous and genial

qualities of the Italian race. Like most of his younger

contemporaries, the vsurtpoi of whom Cicero speaks {Mpist.

ad Atticum, vii. 2), he studied in the school of the

Alexandrine poets, with whom the favourite subjects of art

were the passion of love, and stories from the Greek
mythology, which admitted of being treated in a spirit

similar to that in which they celebrated their own experi-

ences. It was under this influence that Oatuilns wrote

the Coma Berenices, the 68th poem, which, after the
*

manner of the Alexandrines, interweaves the old tale of

Proteailaus and Laodamia with the personal experiences

of the poet himself, and the Epithalamium of Pelens and

Thetis, which combines two pictures from the Greek

mythology, one of the secure happiness of marriage, the

other of the passionate despair of love betrayed. In this

last poem CatuUus exercises a power of creative pictorial

imagination far transcanding that displayed in any of the

extant poetiy cf Alexandria. We have no meoufl of deter-

mining what 8uggested the subject of the Attia to Catnllu^
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whether the prevjons treatment of the subject by some

Greek writer, some survival of the myth which he found still

existing during his re'sidence among the "Phrygii Campi,''

or the growth of various forms of Eastern superstition

and fanaticism, at Rome, in the last age of the Republic.

Whatever may have been its origin, it is the finest speci-

men we possess, in either Greek or Latin literature,

of th:it kind of short poem more common in modern than

ancient times, in which some situation or passion entirely

alien to the writer, and to his own age. is realized with

dramatic intensity. Bat the genius of Catullus is, perhaps,

even happier in the direct expression of personal feeling

than in artistic creation, or the reproduction of tales and

situations from mythology. The warmth, intensity, and

sincerity of his own nature are the sources of the inspira-

tion in Ihese poems. The most elaborate and one of the finest

of tliem is the Epithalaminm in honour of the marriage of a

member of the old house of Manlius Torquatus with Junia

(or, according to another reading.Vinia) A urunculeia, \t1:it'ten

in the glyconic in combination with the phcrecratean metre.

To this metre Catullus imparts a peculiar lightness and

grace by making the trochee, instead of the spondee as

in Horace's glyconics and pherecrateans, the first foot in

the line. His elegiacTnetre is constructed with less smooth-

ness and regularity than that of Ovid and TibuUus or even

of Propertius, but as employed by him it gives a true echo

to the Esrious and plaintive feelings of some of his poems,

e.g., Irxvi.

—

'* Si <iua recordanti benefacta priora voluptas,"

xcvi.,

"Si qiit.>*''am miitis gratum acceptumque sepnlchris,"

and ci.,

" Moltas per gentes et mnlta per aqnora vcctus,"

whilo it adapts itself, as it did later in the hands of

Martiiil, to the epigrammatic terseness of his invective.

Bat the perfection of the art of Catullus is seen in his

employment of those metres which he adapted to the

Latin tongue from the earlier poets of Greece, the pure

iambic trimeter, 33 in iv.

—

" Phaselus ilia quem videtis hcspitcs,"

the Scazon iambic, employed in viiL and xxxi.

—

" Paninsnlarum, Sirinio, insulanimqne,

"

and the phalecian hendecasyllabic, a slight modification of

the Sapphic line, which is his favourite metre for the eipres-

gion of his more joyful meods, and of his lighter satiric

vein. The Latin language never flowed with such ease,

freshness, and purity as in these poems. Their perfection

con!>i3t3 in the entire absence of all appearance of effort or

reflexion, and in the fulness of life and feeling, which gives

a lautiiig interest and charm to the mo.st trivial incident of

the pa.ssing hour. In reference to these poems Mr Munrc
has .,aid with truth and force :

" A generation had yet to

pass before the heroic attained to its perfection ; while he

(Catullus) had already produced glyconics, phalecian.s, and
iamliics, each 'one entire and perfect chrysolite,' 'cun-

niuge.Ht patterni' of excellence, such as Latium never saw

before or after,—Alc<-cus, Sappho, and the rest then and
only then having met their match " {Journal of PhUolorjy,

No. iii.)

From <<xpres?Ioin in some of the pooitu (xvi. 12, liv. 7) it is clear

that scVOTiil of tliom had been published or circulated separately

bcfoTH they were finally collected in the edition which haaconie dowu
to Di. Lines are quoiivl from CatuUua by ancient writers which arc

Lot found i& .my of the poems which we poaseas. I f those posw^jes aro

eo;ri:illy al'ributcd to Catullus it foUowa that he must liavc omitted

soir- ..f his earlier poems from the collection which he made before

his (l.wth. In some of the older editions (aa for instance that of

Doriu^, 1334) two poems addressed "adl-iortorum I>cum," and num*
hjrcd '.0 aii.l 20, liale "•von included, ol which there is no ijroiiiid

; J V'.licva Catullus to h.i»e been the author. The lines numbered
in DorifiR't c:\ilinn IS ara attributed to hi™ by an ancitnt gram-

marian, though they are not included in the MSS. of hia collected

works. The text, as it has reached us, is in many places corrupt,

and its restoration still exercises the acuteness of English and Ger-

man scholars. There appears to have been one MS. of Catullus ex-

tant in France in the 9tli century, from which the 62d poem,
Vesper adcst, iuvenes, consurgiU, &c., was copied at that time into

an anthology of Latin poems. Another MR. is known to have
existed in Verona in the middle of the following century. This
MS, is not again heard of till the beginning of the 14th century,

when it was again discovered and read by l^etrarch. Jt was soon

after lost again. The two oldest extant JISS. are immediate copies

of it. One of these, dated 1375, now belongs to the Paris Library,

the other to the Bodleian {cf. Bahrens, J^oUgomcna). The ^:-:tto

priTiceps appeared in 1472, and other editions appeared a few years

later at Parma and Venice. "In the 16th century Catullus, like most
of the chief Latin classics, was corrected and illustrated with signal

zeal and success. The editions of Avancius, Guarinus, Muretus,
Statius, and Scaliger do honour to the learning of Italy and France,

even in that age of erudition" (Munro, Journal of Philology, iii.)

Nothing more was donoof any importance, in the way of emendation
or commentar)', till Lachmann published his edition of the text in

1829. Since that date editions nave appeared by Haupt, Roesbach,
Schwabe, Miiller, Bahrelis {1876), and other German editors, and by
Professor Robinson Ellis—the last accompanied by an elaborate

apparatus criticiis, prolegomena, &.C. Most important contributions

to the interpretation of the matter and meaning of Catullus have
been made oy Haupt, Schwabe, and Mr Munro in the Journal of

Philology. Among recent English translations may be mentioned
those of Mr Theodore Martin, Dr Cranstoun, and Mr K. Ellis— the
last being written in the metres of the original poems. (W. Y. S.)

CAUCASIA, a governor-generalship of the Russian

empire, which extends from about 38° 40' to 46° 40' N.
lat., and includes the whole range of the Caucasus, the vast

steppes that lie to the north of the mountains between the

Sea of Azoff and the Caspian, and aU the Russian territory

to the south. On the south side it is bounded by the

Turkish empire and Persia, while on the north it is con-

terminous with Astrakhan and the province of the Don
army. The principal division is into Cis-Caucasia 01 the

European portion, and Trans-Caucasia or the Asiatic,—the

watershed of the Caucasus having recently been adopted as

the line of partition. Cis-Caucasia thus includes the

government of Stavropol, the Kuban district^ the Terek
district, and Daghestan ; while Trans-Caucasia comprises

the governments of Tifiis, Baku, Elisabethpol, Erivan, and
Kutai, and the circles of Sukhum, Zakatal, and the Black

Sea. or Chernomorsk. The total area is 172,837 square

miles, and the population is estimated at 4,893,332.

Map of Caucasua and Lieutenancy of Caucasia (950 miles by 660).

CAUCASUS, a great chain of mountaios, extending from

the Black Sea to the Caspian. It has a general direction

from W.X.W. to E.S.L.. which It prdsorvM with great

uniformity for «o •.:r;fnsir; a ch.iin, lia\-ing a raiifre of

neatly 700 English miLes in length, froiu its coramenccment
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near Anapa on the Black Sea, till it sinks into a range of

low hills, as it approaches Baku on the Caspian. Its width

on the other hand is comparatively small, not exceeding in

general about 70 or 80 miles, and even where widest not

attaining more than 120 miles.

Few great mountain chains have their boundaries so

clearly marked by nature. On the N. it is bounded by the

vast plains and steppes of Russia, which extend completely

across from the Sea of Azoff to the Caspian, and are carried

up to the very foot of the mountain elopes ; on the S. it is

bounded at first by the Black Sea, for a distance of nearly 240
miles, and afterwards by the broad and level valley of the

Rion as far as Kutais, about 70 miles inland. Farther east-

ward the valley of the Kur may be considered as forming its

southern limit from the neighbourhood of Tiflis to the

Caspian, a distance of more than 250 miles. But between

the towns of Kutais and Tiflis the country is more broken,

the underfalls and minor ramifications of the Caucasus
extending to the south so as to meet those of the mountain
chain which forms the southern boundary of the valley of

the Rion. The two ranges are, indeed, united at this

point by a transverse range of very moderate elevation,

which forms the watershed between the streams that flow

into the Black Sea, and the Kui- and its tributaries, which
flow eastward towards the Caspian. This dividing range

(commonly known as the mountains of Suram from the

town of that name) may therefore be regarded as con

stituting a connecting link between the Caucasus and the

southern range, which extends from the Black Sea in the

neighbourhood of Poti to that of Tiflis, and itself attains to

a very cnnsidersble elevation, several of its summits having

an altitude of from 9000 to 10,000 feet. But these ranges

belong to the great mountain group of Armenia, and are

inseparably connected with the mountains of Lazistan, ahd
with those which e:;tend inland to join the northern

branches of the Taai us ; and they cannot with any
propriety be regarded as forming part of the system of the

CaucEious. The transverse range above described, though
forming the watershed between the two basins of the Rion
and the Kur, is in itself but an inconsiderable ridge of

hills, and the point where it is traversed by the high road

between Kutais and Tiflta has an elevation of only about
3000 feet above the sea. Hence the Caucasus may properly

be considered as forming an isolated chain, unconnected
with any other of the great mountain systems of Asia

;

while those to the south of it belong in reality to the wide-

spread ramifications of the range known to the ancients as

Mount Taurus, which extends from Asia Minor through
Armenia into Persia.

It is unfortunate that some modern geographers,

especially Germans, have introduced into their systematic

treatises the practice—first adopted by the Russian residents

in the provinces south of the Caucasus—of designating

these southern ranges by the appellation of the Little

Caucasus, a term tending to produce confusion, and to

encourage the notion of their being connected with the

great northern range in a manner which is certainly not
the case in any true orographical sense. In the present

article the name of the Caucasus will be employed only as

applied to the great mountain range which, as has been
already stated, forms a continuous barrier from the shores

of the Biack Sea to those of the Caspian, and to which
alone the appellation has been applied from the time of

the Greeks to our own day.
The origin of the name is unknown. It was employed

by the Greeks in very early times, and has continued in

use among geographers ever since. But no general name
for the whole chain is known to the tribes that inhabit it,

or to thuse that imniediitely adjoin it. Nor does it appear

that any of the local or native designations of portions of

the mountains known by this name are such as tnaj

reasonably be supposed to have given rise to the term.

At the present day the line of the Caucasus is generally

regarded as constituting the boundary between Europe and
Asia ; and though it is only in quite modern times that

this line of demarcation has been established among
geographers, it is so much the most convenient natural

limit that it can hardly fail to continue to be received as

such. The scientific conclusion has, moreover, been con-

firmed of late years by the oflScial sanction of the Russian
Government, which has adopted the watershed or central

ridge of the Caucasus as the line of separation between ita

European and Asiatic provinces.

In its general character and conformation the range of

the Caucasus may be considered as presenting more analogy
with the Pyrenees than with the Alps. Its general

uniformity of direction, its comparatively small width, and
its well-defined limits towards both the south and the north,

are strong features of resemblance to the former, rather

than to the latter, of these well-known ranges. To these

it may be added that, like the Pyrenees, the ridge of the

Caucasus generally preserves for long distances together a

high average elevation, and is not broken by those deep

depressions, constituting natural passes across the chain,

which are of such frequent occurrence in the Alps.

Another point of resemblance between the Pyrenees and

the Caucasus is to be found in the fact that in both cases

two of the highest summits are in some measure detached

from the main range; and just as the Mont Perdu and the

JIaladetta both lie south of the central ridge of the

Pyrenees, and are consequently distinctly included in Spain,

so Mount Elbruz and Kazbek—the two best known summiti
of the Caucasus—are situated decidedly north of that chain,

and must therefore be geographically assigned to Europe,

if the line of demarcation be drawn along the watershed of

the range. Both these mountains are, in fact, of recent

volcanic origin, and, geologically speaking, unconnected

with the granitic masses which constitute the central axis

of the chain.

It had long been known that the highest summits of the

Caucasus exceeded the most- lofty of the Alps in positive

elevation; but until very recently no accurate measure-

ments of them existed, and little or nothing was known of

any of the individual peaks except the two already

mentioned. Of these Mount Elbruz owes its celebrity not

merely to the fact that it is in reality much the most lofty

summit of the whole range, attaining an elevation of not

less than 18,526 feet, but to the circumstance that from its

partly isolated position, it is conspicuously seen, both from

the Black Sea and, on the other side, from the plains and

steppes of Russia, where it is said to be distinctly visible

from a distance of more than 200 miles. Kazbek, on the

contrary, attracted attention from an early period, on

account of its proximity to the Pass of Dariel, in all ages

the only frequented pass across the range of the Caucasus.

Hence it was long supposed to be the second in height of

the whole range, which is now found not to be the case,

though it attains an elevation of 16,546 feet, or nearly 800

feet higher than Mont Blanc. But between these two giant

pealcs rise those of Koschtan Tau and Dych Tan (both of

the names until very recently quite unknown), of which

the former rises to ne.arly 17,100 feet, while the latter

attains to 16,925 feet; these are therefore entitled to rank

as the second and third summits of the Caucasus, while

Kazbek can claim only the fourth place. It is, indeed,

doubtful whether some of the other peaks on the great

snowy range do not also exceed it in height.

For the purpose of description it may be convenient to

divide the great range into three portions.

1. The first of these, comprising the western portion of
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the mountaiu cliain, begins in the neignoourbood of Anapa

on the Black Sea, whero it risea at first merely as a ch:!in of

hills of moderate height, but gradually assumes more and

more of a mountain character, until the highest summits

attain to an elevation of 9000 to 10,000 feet. It is not,

however, till they approach the neighbourhood of Elbruz

that they pass the limit of perpetual snow; but the central

chain, from the 41st degree of longitude eastwards, is almost

constantly covered with snow, and throughout the greater

part of the year exhibits a lofty range of suow-clad peaks,

that cap, find no parallel in Europe, except in the Alps.

Throughout this western portion of the Caucasus, the

central chain forms a very distinct line of watershed, at no

great distance from the Black Sea, but gradually receding

from it, and thus leaving a wider interval between its shores

and the main ridge. Even at Sukhum Kaleh, however, in

longitude 41°, the central chain of the mountains is not

more than 30 miles inland in a direct line as measured on

tlie map. The whole of the intermediate space is filled up
by the underfalls and subordinate ranges of mountains

thrown out from the great chain, extending for the most

part quite down to the sea, so as to constitute a coast line

of a singularly rugged and inaccessible character. For a

distance of nearly 200 miles from Novo Rossisk to Sukhum
Kaleh there is nothing like a harbour, while the dense

forests with which the mountains are still covered contribute

ta render the interior impassable.

from the proximity of the central ridge to the sea, in

tills western portion of the Caucasus, it naturally follows

that no rivers of any importance are to be found on the

southern slope of the mountains, though it is furrowed by
numerous mountain torrents, which add to the impracticable

character of this part of the country. On the northern

Bide, on the contrary, the mountains slope more gradually

towards the plains of, Russia, and here several considerable

streams are found, all of which pour their waters into the

Kuban, which itself takes its rise in the glaciers of Elbruz.

Among the most considerable of these streams may be
mentioned the Urup, the Laba, and the Bjelaia.

2. The great central mass of the Caucasus, extending
f.ora the neighbourhood of Elbruz to that of Kazbek, or

from the source of the Kuban to the pass of Dariel, a
distance of about 130 miles in a direct line, is at once the

most important and interesting part of the whole chain, and
is that which has of Lite years been the most fully explored.

It is here that aiT found all the most lofty summits of

the whole range. Besides the four above mentioned, there

are at least five other peaks in this part of the chain that

attain to not less than 10,000 feet, viz., Guraaran Khokh
and Adai Khokh, which, according to the Russian survey,

measure respectively 15,672 and 15,244 feet in height,

while three others, not found in the survey, are estimated
by the practised English mountaineers as follows :

—

Tungzorun, 15,000 feet; Tau Totdnal or Tetuuld, 15,500;
and Uschba (one of the most remarkable mountains in the

whole of the Caucasus), not less than 10,500 feet. But
it is not merely that isolated aummitg attain to these great

altitudes, out the whole lino of the wjitorshed or central

ridge, from a point south of Elbruz to the group of Adai
Khokh, on the west of the Ardon valley, ia an uninterrupted
line, which nowhere sinks below 10,000 foot, and is traversed
only by glacier passes, some of them extremely rugged and
difficult, others comparatively easy, but still presenting an
extent of .snow and ice equal to that of the well-known pass
of St Thcodulo in the Aljis. There is hero, tburefuro, an
unbroken mass of glacier and perpetual snow of nearly

100 miles in length, or as far as from Mont Blanc to the
St Ootthard. It nowhere, however, attains to any great

width, nor do any of the glaciers that descend its flanks

oqual in extent the largest of those in tho Alps. Eastward

of tne Adai Khokh group the ridge is iatersected by the

upper valley of the Ardou, but the range of snowy peaks is

continued after this interruption by the lofty summits of Tan
Tepli and Gumaran Khokh on to Kazbek, where the whole
chain ia deeply cut through by the gorge of Dariel, and the

corresponding depression of the pass between Kobi and
Mleti. But while the series of peaks just referred to may
be considered as the continuation of the true axis of the

chain, the watershed, which has for so long a space run
nearly from W.N.W. to E.S.E., bends suddenly due south,

and sinks to the comparatively low gap of the Mamisson
Pass, which is about 9400 feet in height, and entirely free

from glacier. After a few miles it resumes its former
direction, but without recovering its elevation or grandeur,

the peaks of this part of the chain rising only to 11,000
and 12,000 feet, whUe the passes which traverse it range
from about 9000 feet to less than 8000 feet, the elevation

of the Krestowaja Gora, where the watershed is traversed

by the high road from Vladikafkaz to Tiflis. In this part

of the chain, therefore, we have a watershed of com-
paratively small altitude, with a parallel range to the north

of it of much more lofty mountains. The central mass, on
the contrary, from Elbruz to Adai Khokh, presents a lofty

medial range of granitic structure, on both sides of which,

but especially on the south, rise secondary chains of lime-

stone mountains, preserving in a general way parallel

courses with that of the main chain. Hence the upper
valleys are troughs, bounded on both sides by lofty

mountains, through which the upper waters of the streams

that take their rise in the glaciers of the central c^ain are

compelled to flow, until they make their escape by deep
gorges cut through the lateral ranges. The most important

of these parallel trough-like valleys is the upper valley of

the Ingur, forming the district known as Suanetia, which
is between 40 and 50 miles in length, and will thus bear
comparison with the two great valleys of similar structure

in the Alps, the Valais and the Valtehne.

It may naturally be expected that so great a mass of

glaciers and perpetual snow should send forth a number of

considerable streams, and in fact all the principal rivers of

the Caucasus have their sources in the district now under
consideration. Commencing with those on the south side

of the chain, which flow towards the Black Sea, we find

—(1.) the Kodor, a considerable stream, which enters the

sea about 12 miles south of Sukhum Kaleh ; (2.) the

Ingur, a much more important river, which rises in tho

great glaciers of the Central Caucasus, near a place called

Jibiani, and, aft'er flowing for nearly 50 miles in a course

parallel to the great chain (as already described} and
receiving in its course the outflows of numerous other

glaciers, turns abruptly to the south-west, and after pursuing
that direction for above 60 miles, discharges its waters

into the Black Sea at tho little town of Anaklia; (3.) the

/'cnesquali, which rises in tho mountains almost immediately
east of tho sources of the Ingur, and in like manner flows

at first nearly duo west, then turns towards the south-weet

and south, and joins the Rion about 30 miles above its

nvmth at Poti ; and (4.) the Rion itself, the most important
of all tho Cauca-sian rivers that flow into the Bkck Sea.

The Rion has a very circuitous course, having its source at

tho foot of tho mountain called Pasi Mta, very near tho

sources of tho Zencsquali, and flowing at first in a south-

easterly direction, past tho little town of Gebi, about 8 miloa

below which it receives an affluent from tho Mamisson Pass

towards the north-east; it thou turns about southwest till

it has passed tho village of Qui, after which it flows for a

considerable distance (above 30 miles) nearly due wcs^
through one of tho parallel valleys *bove described, and

then again turns due south until it has passed under tho

walls of Kutals, tho capital of Imcritio. A few milM
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below that town it emerges from the hills into the brocd

and level valley that separates the undortalls of the

Caucasus from the ranges to the south. It here receives a

tributary called the Quirilha, which brings down the waters

from the Suram range (the transverse ridge that unites the

Caucasus with the mountains of Armenia), and then again

turning to the west, pursues a winding course, but retaining

the same general direction, till it enters the Black Sea at

Poti, about 50 miles in a direct line from its junction with

the Quirilha. The Rion is in the lower part of its course

n deep and rapid stream, and is navigable for steamers as

high as Orpiri, v/here it receives the Zenesquali, but

nnfortunately a shallow bar at its mouth prevents the

entrance of large steamers from the sea. It is the river so

T?ell known in ancient times under tlie name of Phasis, and'

connected by Greek legends with Medea and the voyage of

the Argonauts.

All the streams that take their rise on the southern side

of the Central Caucasus, east of the Mamisson Pass, are

tributaries of the Kur, and discharge their waters into that

river, which itself, however, does not derive its origin from

the Caucasus, but flows from the mountains of Armenia,

and receives its first Caucasian affluent, the Lachwa, at the

town of Gori. The most important of these tributaries is

the Aragvi'a, which has a course almost due north and

south, from its source above MIeti to its junction with the

Kur at Mscheti. It is up the valley of this river that is

carried the highroad from TiSis to Vladikafkaz, which turns

off at Jilleti to cross the pass of the Krestowaja Gora, and

from the natural facilities afforded by this line of route, it

has been from the earliest ages frequented for the same

purpose.

The rivers that ilow from the Central Caucasus north-

wards have much longer courses than those on the south

side, both from the more gentle slope of the mountains in

that direction, and from the extent of the steppes beyond,

through which they have afterwards to find their way to

the sea. By far the most important of these rivers are the

Kuban and the Terek, which receive as tributaries all tlie

minor streams. Of these the Kuban takes its rise in a

glacier at the foot of Mount Elbruz, immediately below the

watershed of the main chain. R flows at first in a

northerly direction, and preserves this course till it has

altogether quitted the mountains, and entered the steppe

of the Nogai Tartars, when it trends first towards the

north-west and then abruptly towards the west, which

general direction it pursues till it enters the Sea of Azoff

by one mouth and the Black Sea by another. Its whole

course is estimated at above 400 miles. During the latter

part of its course, from east to west, it receives the waters

of all the smaller streams that descend the northern elopes

of the Western Caucasus. The Terek has its source in the

central chain, where it issues from a .«rnall glacier at the

foot of ZUga Khokh, its head waters being separated from

those of the Ardon only by a pass of moderate elevation.

Its upper valley, like so many others, has a direction parallel

to the main range, so that it is compelled to flow towards

the south-east as far as the village of Kobi, where it turns

to the north-east, v.'hich direction it holds to the village of

Kazbek, and from thence pursues a course almost due north,

traversing the famous ravine or gorge of Dariel, until it

finally issues from the mountains at Vladikafkaz. From
thence it takes a north-westerly direction, which it follows

for a distance of more than 70 miles, receiving on its way
numerous aflluents, the last of which is the Malka, after its

junction with which, near the town of Jekaterinograd, it

turns abruptly to the east and pursues its course in that

Wlirection through a tract of steppes and marshes for 200
miles to i;,s mouth in the Caspian Sea. AH the mountain
streams that flow .porthwards from the great glaciers of the

central chain, between the Kuban and the Terek, discharge

their waters into the latter river. The most important of

these are (proceeding from west to east) the Malka, tha

Baksan, the Tchegen, the Tcherek, the Uruch, ynd the

Ardon,—all of them large and rapid streams, which flow

through deep valleys in a generally northerly direction,

until they emerge from the mountains, and successively

unite their waters with those of the Terek. The Kuma
alone pursues an independent course through the steppes

to the north of the Terek, but this stream does not rise ia

the central chain of the Caucasus, but has its sources in|

the detached and outlying group of mountains near^

rjatigorsk—the highest summit of which, the Beschtau,'

does not attain to a height of more than 4600 feet'

Hence its waters, not being fed by perennial snows, are

absorbed in the sands of the steppe before they reach the

Caspian.

3. The Eastern Caucasus may be considered as com- Eastern^,

prising the whole of the main chain from the I'.iss of Dariel

to the Caspian, together with its various ramifications,

which are considerably more extensive than in the other

portions of the range. It is at once the most complicated

and the least known part of the whole, the highest portions

not having yet been explored by any of those adventurous

travellers who have added so much to our knowledge of the

Central Caucasus. But it is certain that, while none of the

summits in this part of the range equal those further west

—

the highest of them not attaining to 15,000 feet—there is

nevertheless a long succession of snowy peaks, rising to a
height of from 10,000 to 14,000 feet, which extends from
the Pass of Dariel as far as Baba Dagh, in 48° E. long.,

the last of these lofty summits proceeding eastwards

towards the Caspian. At the same time there is no great

connected mass of glacier similar to that found in tha

Central Caucasus ; indeed no considerable 'glaciers exist in

this part of the range at all. The watershed is, however,

continued at a high elevation (aftgr passing the depression

traversed by the pass of the Krestowaja Gora) as far as

I\Iount Schebulos, from whence it sends out a considerable

branch tov.-ards the novth-east, known as the Andi Moun-
tains, from the village and valley of that name, which forms
the northern boundary of Daghestan, and separates it from
Tschechnia, or the country of the Tchetchens. The main
range retains its general direction with little variation, f.-um

about north-west to south-east, and still presents many
peaks of considerable elevation, the highest summits being

Sari Dagh at the head of the River Samur, which attains

to 12,000 feet, and Schach Dagh (called also Bazardjusi)

which rises to 13,950 feet. The last of these lofty peaks

is Baba Dagh (11,934 feet), from which the main chain

descends gradually as it approaches the Caspian, and sinks

into hills of moderate elevation before reaching the shores

of that sea at Baku. The Peninsula of Apsheron, which
here forms a promontory projecting into the Caspian, may
be considered as forming the last faint prolongation of the

Caucasian chain.

But while the axis forming the main watershed of the

range thus preserves a pretty regular course, it throws off

towards the north and north-east a number of offshoots,

filling up the greater part of the space between the main
range and the Caspian. It is here that is formed the

remarkable country known as Daghestan, which is in fact

a great mountain plateau, slopin^gently towards the Caspian

at an elevation of not less than 7000 to 8000 feet, furrowed

by deep valleys or ravines, cut by the streams that descend

from the central range. It was this peculiar conformation

of the tract in question that so long enabled the mountaiir

tribes of this part of the Caucasus to defy the arms of|

Russia. Gunib, the last stronghold of Schamyl, is aj

mountain that rises to 7742 feet, with precipitous sidesi
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other Eummita in the same region attain to a still greater

elevation,—Intscharo to 9469 feet, Schumi Dagh to 9733

feet, and Dschufa Dagh to 9900 feet. At the point where

this fan-shaped plateau joins on to the main range is found

a cluster of peaks, all of them rising above the level of

perpetual snow ; while Alachun Dagh, an offshoot of the

main range, between Sari Dagh and Dschufa Dagh is eaid

to attain to 12,100.

Of the streams that traverse the elevated plateau of

Daghestan, four are known by the common name of Koissu,

but are distinguished as the Andi Koissu, the Avari

Koissu, the Kara Koissu, and the Kazikumi Koissu. After

flowing through extremely deep and narrow valleys, in

many places mere gorges, they all unite their waters before

they quit the mountains, and under the nanie of Sulak

flow into the Caspian Sea about 90 miles north of Derbend.

The only other river of Daghestan that deserves notice is

the Samur, which takes its rise at the foot of Sari Dagh,

and after sweeping round almost in a semicircle enters the

Caspian a few miles south of Derbend. The most

important of the streams that rise in the main chain east

oi the valley of the Terek, and flow northwards into that

river, is the Argun. Those which traverse the country of

the Tchetchens are of little consequence.

The secondary ranges on the south side of the Eastern

Caucasus are of comparatively little interest or importance,

and none of them attain to any considerable elevation.

Two of these subordinate ranges, however, which branch off

from the main chaiu but a little east of the Terek, constitute

the limits which separate the valley of the Aragwa from

that of the Jora, and the latter again from that of the

AlazuD. Both these rivers are among the most con-

siderable of the aflluents of the Knr, and the valleys

through which they flow are two of the most fertile districts

of Georgia. The valley of the Alazun especially, constitut-

ing the region known as Kakhetia, is celebrated for the

abuodance and excellence of its wines.

The preceding account of the physical structure of the

Caucasus is derived from the latest works on the subject,

but it must be admitted that our knowledge of this

important chain is still far from possessing the complete-

ness and accurexiy which the geographer would desire. The
Russian survey has been found by receut travellers to be

often defective and erroneous in regard to the most

interesting part of the chain—the range of glaciers and

enow-clad peaks in the Central Caucasus—and will lequiro

much correction before it can compare with the maps that

we now possess of the Alps and Pyrenees. Much confusion

still exists with regard to the nomenclature of the different

peaks, and this is aggravated by the different names given

to them by the different races which inhabit the surrounding

valleys. Thus Elbruz, as it is called by the Russians, is

known to the neighbouring mountaineers only as Minghi
Tau, and the mountain called by the Russians Kazbek, from
the village of that name, is known to the Georgians, from
whose plains it is a conspicuous object, as Mkinwari.

The scarcity of pesses across the great chain of the

Caucasus has been already adverted to. There exists in fact

but one such natural pass, sufficiently practicable to afford

direct communication between the countries to the north

and south of the range, and this has in consequence been
frequented in all ages. This is the line followed by the

present highroad constructed by the Russians since their

occupation of the country, from Vladikafkaz at the

northern foot of the chain to Tiflis on the eonth. This
route ascends the valley of the Terek from Vladikafkaz as

far as Kobi (a distance of about 40 miles), where it quits

the valley, which turns abruptly to the west, and is carried

over the lofty crest or ridge known as the Krestowaja Qora
(Moaataia of the Crou), an elevation of nearly 8000

feet, from whence it descends to Mloti iu the valley of

the Aragwa, and follows the course of that stream nearly

to Tiflis. The proper designation of this pass would
undoubtedly be that of the actual passage over the sum-
mit level of the range, the Krestowaja Gora, but it is

commonly known as the Pass of Dariel, from the re-

markable gorge of that name through which it is carried

between Lars and Kazbek,—a defile of the grandest and
most impressive character, which is considered by recent

travellers to be equal, if not superior, in point of scenery,

to the finest defiles of the Alps. Previous to the formation

of the present road, this deep and narrow gorge—affording

only just passage for the torrent, while the mountains rise

on each side abruptly to a height of at least 5000 feet

above the level of the Terek—must have presented almost

insuperable difficulties to the passage of traffic along this

route. Hence it was known and celebrated from the

earliest times, and is mentioned under the name of the

Caucasian Gates (Portae Caucasice) by Pliny {Hist. Nat,
vi 2, § 30), who describes the pass as actually closed by a
fortified gate, a measure which might have been easily

adppted.

The only other line of communication in general use

between the northern and southern regions bordering on
the Caucasus, is that which skirts the eastern extremity of

the range, where its offshoots descend to the shores of the

Caspian. This passage presents almost no natural diffi-

culties, the mountains for the most part not descending

nearly to the sea, the shores of which are everywhere flat

and low. In one place only does a range of hills, branching

off from the more lofty masses of the chain, descend to

within a short distance of the Caspian, so as to admit of

the interval being closed by a fortified waU, which was in

former times carried up the heights to the west for a con-

siderable distance. The site is still guarded by a small fort

and the town of Derbend, but the adjoining hills are not

of a precipitous or impracticable character, so that the

obstacles presented by this pass are merely of a military

kind, and there is no difficulty in the construction of a
road or railroad along this line, which has been, indeed, in

'

all ages the natural highway by which nations north of

the Caucasus have entered Georgia and Persia. Thus we
are told by Herodotus (i. 104) that it was by this route

that the Scythians penetrated into Media in the 7th century

ac.

On the other hand the western portion of the Caucasus,
where it abuts upon the Black Sea, affords no natural

passage along the coast, the underfalls of the chain descend-

ing so steeply to the sea, and being so rugged and broken,

as well as densely covered with forest, as to preclude the

existence of any practicable route on this side. It is

certain, indeed, that Mithridates the Great, when hard
pressed by Pompey, succeeded in forcing his way with an
army from Colchis (Mingrelia) to the Cimmerian Bosporus,

along this hne of coast, but the same Greek writers who
recorded this wonderful march, dwelt largely upon the

difficulties that he encountered. In modern times the

Russians, during their long contest with the Circassians,

established a continuous system of forts or email fortified

posts along the whole of this line of coast, from Anapa to

Sukhum Kaleh ; but these have now been almost all

abandoned, and the commanications are maintained ex-

clusively by sea,

Climatf and Natural Productions.—The chain of tht CUmali

Caucasus is situated between 45° and 40° 30' N. lat. It

therefore corresponds in general position rather with the
Apennines and the Pyrenees than with the Alps. TJut

from its character as a great barrier extending across f.-om

sea to sea, it constitutes the limit between two cliriotcs

which diifer very widely from one aDOtber. .The great
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steppes and plains' vf Russia on the north side of the chain

are open to the i-old winds of the north, and partake to a

great extent 'of the severity of a Russian -winter ; whil&
the valleya of Imeritia and Georgia on the southern side

are sheltered by the vast mountain wall to the north of

them, and thence enjoy a climate more in accordance with

their southerly latitude. Thus Tiflis, though situated at

a height of about 1500 feet above the sea, has a mean
temperature of 55°, and KutaLs of more than 58°. The
average winter temperature of Tiflis does not fall below

3S^ and that of Kutaos is not less than 42-5°.

But a still more remarkable contrast is that presented by
the varying amount of rainfall in the difTerent portions of

the chain, according to their distance from the Black Sea.

While the rainfall at Tiflis does not exceed 20 inches, it

amounts to more than 57 inches at Kutais, and not less

than 63 inches at Redut Kaleh on the sea shore near Poti.

The effects of these great variations in the meteorological

conditions of the countries adjoining the Caucasus are

naturally striking and strongly marked. Whatever be the

contrasts presented by the two sides of the Alps, they are

Vegetation far more remarkable in the Caucasus. This is especially
»°<1 the case with the south-western valleys and slopes, where a
sMDorf. great amount of rain Is combined with a warm tempera-

ture. Hence all this part of the mountain country is

characterized by a luxuriance of vegetation to which no
pariUel can be found in Europe. Magnificent forests clothe

the mountain sides and extend down quite to the sea

;

while the rich valley, or rather basin, of the Rion equals

any part of Italy in fertility, and is capable of producing
ail kinds of crops that flourish in the Italian plains. But
as the traveller passes inland towards Tiflis, he is struck by
the change that takes place after crossing the comparatively

trifling range of the Suram Mountains. Arid upland plains

and parched hill-sides take the place of the rich verdure

and luxuriant forests of Imeritia and Mingrelia. A similar

change is observed in the higher regions of the mountains
on crossing the Maraisson Pass, which separates the head
waters of the Ardon from those of the Rion. While the

valleys west of this—especially that of the upper Ingiir, or

Suanetia—are covered with the richest vegetation, those on
the other side, the valleys of the Ardon and Terek, are

almost whoUy bare of trees, and present only mountain
slopes covered with grass, where they are not sheets of bare

rock. The extea^ive pine forests, which' constitute so

important a feature in the scenery of the Alps, are almost
wholly wanting in the Caucasus, or at least of only partial

p.ud occasional occurrence ; and the description given by
Mr Freshneld of the scenery of the Terek above Kazbek,
that it presents "treeless valleys, bold rocks, slopes of

forbidding steripness (even to eyes accustomed to those of

the Alps), and atone-bnilt villages, scarcely distinguishable
from the neighbouring crag.?," will apply with little varia-

tion to all the valleys that run northward from the central

chain. But if the general scenery of these valieys be dull

and uninteresting, there is a marked exception in the deep
gorges by which in most cases their waters make their escape
through the northern lateral ridge. These defiles are

pronounced by competent judges to be far superior in

grandeur to anything of the kind to befound in the Alps;
that of Dariel has been already described, but the less known
gorges of the Tcherek and the Urach are considered by
recent travellers to be still more striking and marvellous.

At the same time the snowy ridges and peaks of the central

chain are said to surpass those of the highest portions of

the Alps in boldness and picturesqueness of outline, as well
as in steepness aud apparent inaccessibility, as touch as
they do in absolute elevation. On the whole it may be
safaly asserted that the Caucasus presents attractions to the

traveller and the tourist beyond those ol any other moontaia

chain within such comparatively easy reach, and that it

will year by year become better known and more frequently
visited. The vegetation of the Caucasus is in general not
materially different from that of the mountain chains of

Central Europe. The extensive forests that clothe its

flanks are composed entirely of the ordinary European
trees; among which the oak, the beech, the elm, and the
alder are the most prevalent, but a peculiar character is

imparted to them by the dense undergrowth of rhododen-
drons, azaleas, boz-trees, and laureb, as well as by the
huge climbing masses of ivy, clematis, and wild vine,

which attain to a height and size wholly unlike anything
to be seen in Western Europe. Fruit trees of various

kinds abound on the lower slopes of the hills, where tha
plum, the peach, the apple, and the pear are found wild,

as well as the walnut, which is extensively grown in tho
cultivated regions, where it combines with the plane and
the lime tree to form one of the chief ornaments of the

landscape. The wild animals found in the Caucasus are

for the most part the same with those of the mountainous
regions of Central Europe, whUe others point to a transi-

tion toward the zoological character of Asia. Thus while

it has the bear, the wolf, the wild boar, the lynx, in common
with the Alps, the jackal is not unfrequent on its southern
side, the hyaena is also found, and leopards are occasionally

killed. Tigers do not appear to be ever found in tlis

Caucasus proper, though they are killed from time to time
in the districts of Lenkoran on the Caspian, south of the

mouth of the Kur. The ibex or bouquetin, as well as the

chamois, abounds among the higher summits of the range,

and with them is found the wild goat (Capra Mgagrus),
and a species of moufflon or wild sheep. These vast forests

of the western ranges still afford shelter to the aurochs or

European bison, which now exists here alone in a truly

wild state. It may be mentioned aTso that the southern

slopes of the Caucasus are the native country of the

pheasant, which derives its name, as well as its origin, from
the River Phasis.

Geology.—The geology of the Caucasus is still but
imperfectly known, though the long-continued labours of

Dr Abich have thrown much light on the subject, and
enabled us to trace at all events its general outlines.

Throughout the most lofty part of the chain, from beyond
Elbruz on the west to Kazbek on the east, the central ridge

is composed of rocks of a granitic character; in great

part indeed of pure granite. Immediately adjoining this

granitic axis are found metamorphic rocks of the usual

character,—mica-schists, talc-schists, kc,—and beyond
these, again, clay-slates and schists of uncertain age. The
great limestone masses that form the secondary chains

on each side of the central range (wUch rise to a height

of 10,000 to 12,000 feet) are considered by Dr Abich to

belong to the Jurassic formation, while the flanks and

underfalls of the mountains on both sides are composed of

Cretaceous strata, and these are again succeeded by
Tertiary marls and sandstones, extending around the base

of the chains, and forming its lowest declivities. This

succession of the strata may be observed with great regu-

larity and distinctness on the north side of the range, and

is found on the southern side also, though mor"' disturbed

and irregular.

The principal disturbance on the north side is caused

by the protrusion of the two great masses of Elbruz and
Kazbek,—both of them of decidedly volc^anic origin, and
(geologically speaking) of comparatively recent date. They
are composed principally of trachyte, but send down also

vast streams of basaltic lavas, which form a striking

feature in the scenery of the valleys beneath them.

The regularity of structure which may be considered as

pervading the whole of this central mass of the Caucasua

fi»"l"2*
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disappears almost entirely as one passes eastward of the

Kazbek. Though the axis of elevation still preserves very

much the same general direction from north-west to south-

east, the fundamental granitic ridge is altogether wanting
;

and even the highest summits of the range are composed

of calcareous slates and sandstones, which were supposed

by earlier geologists to belong to the Paleozoic period,, but

are assigned by Dr Abich to a much later age. Even the

lofty summits of Schach Dagh (the giant of the Eastern

Caucasus) are composed of a dolomitic limestone, which

appears to belong to the Neocomian era. To the same

period may probably be referred the greater part of tho

limestones and shales which constitute the singular plateaux

of Daghestan already described. But from the great

scarcity of organic remains the determination of their ago

is a question of much difficulty.

Minerds. The mineral riches of tho Caucasus are still in great

measure unexplored. Iron and copper ores aro known to

exist in abundance ; and coal is found in the valley of the

Kuban, as well as in the upper valley of the Rion. But as

it belongs to the Jurassic and not to the true Car-

boniferous age, it' is doubtful to what extent it may prove

productive. The remarkable springs of np.phtha near

Baku, which have long been known as an object of interest

and a sanctuary of the 6ro worshippers, are now turned

to account for the manufacture of petroleum on a large

scale,

GlAciers It Las already been observed that glaciers exist on a

great scale in the 'Caucasus, but they are confined to a

higher elevation than in tho Alps. Kotwithstand*ing the

vast mass of glacier and perpetual snow which exists in

the Central Caucasus, none of the lateral glaciers descend

below 7000 feet on the southern side of the range ; while

tho lowest point reached by any of those on the northern

side is not below 5700 feet. But, as in the case of all the

principal mountain chains of Europe, there is abundant

evidence of the glaciers having once been much more ex-

tensive and having descended to a much lower level in tho

valleys than they at present occupy. At the same time it

may bo obsiTved tl^it there is a total absence in tho

Caucasus of those lakes which form bo conspicuous a feature

in the country on both sides of the Alps^ and which are

supposed by many geologists to be connected with glacial

action.

Ethnology. Mthnology,—The ethnology of the Caucasus is still far

from thoroughly known. From the earliest times it has

been noted as tho region where the greatest diversity of tribes

and languajTfis existed within the smallest spaco(Herodot.,

i. 203). I'liny tells us that no less than 130 different

interpreters were required by the Greek traders at Dio-

flcurias, tho port whore all tho tribes of the neighbouring

mountains, as well as tho more remote nations of the

interior ustid to congregate, while others raised tho number
to 300 (Plin., //. A^.,'vi. 6, § 15). This is of course a

great exaggeration, but it proves tho fact that there existed

then, as at tho present day, an extraordinary number of

races speaking different and in many cases wholly

dissimilar dialects. The researches of modern scholars

have thrown considerable light upon tho subject, and
enabled us at least to classify these dillorent tribes in

certain groups or families.

T. The Geokoiak, or, ns thoy aro somctinMS termed by modem
writcra, tlio KartaUnian tnboa, from theii speaking a lanfn^iago

called by thcmaclvco Kartli. These ore in all probability the
dcjiccndflnta of tho peoplo calle<l by Greek writcra Iberians, who.
wci-e in possuasion of the country south of the Caucas\in at the.

earlioat period of which wo have any historical oucount. Tho nnmo
of Georgian is comparatively modem, but ita origin is unknown.
To this family belong :

—

1. Tho Qruaixns or Ocorciiitixa proper, who inhabit tho whole
oonntry oast of tho Rurora nunintaiiis down tu tlio lowland atrppes
of tho Rivor Kur. They extend al»o up tho valley of tho Aragwa to

tho very foot of the main ran^e, and occupy the extensive valleys

of Kakhetia and the slopes still further east.

2. The Jjncritians, who extend from the watershed of the Soram
mountains westward, including tho valleys of the Hion or Phaais,

and its tributary the Quirilha. Their weatem ?imit is the Zenea-

quali, which separates them from the Mingrelians.

3. The Mingrcliana, who extend from tlic Zcnesquali on the cast

to tho Iiigur and the Black Sea on tlie west, while the lower ooun*e

of the Riuii may be considered as constituting their limit on the
south. Both these nations, though long politically independent of

the Georgians, are undoubtedly of cognate race, and speak kindred
dialects.

4. The Qurians, a small pcojile occupying the strip of land be-

tween the Rion and the mountains on tiie south, which form the

frontier between Russia and Turkey. Tlieir langunge fihowa them
to be of Georgian race, but tliey are closely connected with the l.az

or Lazi, a tribe that iuhabits tho adjoining mountains within the

Turkish territory, where they were already settltd under the name
of Lazi in the time of Strabo.

5. The SiianianJ or Siianctians^ who occupy the upper valley oi

the Ingur, above the confines of Mingielia. They are a wild and
semi-barbarous mountain tribfi, who have only lately been brought
under subjection to tha Russians, and are still lelt in a condition
of semi-independence. But from the natural beauty of their

country, and ita proximity to the highest ranges of the Caucasus,

they have attracted much attention from recent travellers. They
are considered to belong to the same race with their neighbours
the Georgians and Mingrelians ; though they have existed from a

very remote period as a separate tribe, being ulready mentioned
under the name of Suanes or Suani by Strabo and i'liny, in whose
time they were one of the most powerful nations in the Caucasus.

Their language is a cognate dialect with the Georgian and Miui-

grelian, but presents very material differences.

II. The second principal group of the Caucasian mountaineers,
and that which has of lato years attracted the most attentioji of any,

is that of the Tcherkesses or Circassians (a name of Russian origin),

who until mthin a few years past constituted the whole population
of tho Western Caucasus on both sides of the mountain chain.

They wero subdivided into numerous tribes, but may be copiidered

as belonging to three principal divisions.

1. The C'ir(;a.9si'a?is proper who designate themselves by the name
of Adighfe, and who formerly occupied the whole coast of the Black
Sea from the neighbourhood of Anapa to ritzunta,.a3 well aa tho
northern slopes of the mountains towards the Kuban. It was this

people who so long fijced the attention of all Europe by their long
continued struggles against the Russian power, which, however,
ended in their complete subjugation iu 1864. But that event was
followed by a wholesale emigration of the Circassians, who quitted
their country to the number of 400,000 (or, according to other
accounts, nearly 500,000) souls, and settltd in the different proviiitca

of the Turkish empire. Tho effect of this emigration, without a

precedent in modern history, has been to leave llie whole count:"/

between the Caucasus and the Black Sea, for a distance of ncaily 2V\)

miles, aluK st absolutely without inhabitants, except the small settle-

ments of ihe Russians at Novo Rossisk, Tuapse, and Sukhum
Kaleh.

2. Tho Ahkhasians, a tribe occupying tho coast eastward from
Pitzunta to theconfines of Mingrelia. They are undoubtedly a kuo-

dred race -with tho Circassians, though described as in all respects

inferior to them. Their riu.mbcrs have also been thinned to a great

extent by emigration, since their last abortive attempt at insurrec-

tion in 18G4, BO that tho interior of the country formerly occupied
by tliem is now alnioat uninhabited.

3. The Kahardans, who hold tho country north of the main chain
of the Caucasus, from tho valley of the Kuban to that of tlio Tcrck,

and extending quite down to the steppes on the north. Though
resembling the other Circassians in lan^age and manners, and like

them profesr.ing tho Jlahomctan religion, they never olfcrod any
very serious opposition to the Russian arms, and havo long been
peaceful subjects of the Russian empire.

III. Adjoining tho Circassian races on tho cast, and occupying
the very centre of the Caucasian range, are tlie Oss^TCA, an isolated

race, differing both in language aud in customs from theirneighbourj
on all sides. Their country is traversed by the grant hichror.i acrosa

the Caucasus, wluch lioa brought tliem especially under the observa-

tion of travellers, and many conjectures have been formed witli re-

gard to their original and ethnic affinities. It is, however, conclu-

sively proved that they arc un Arvan race, and thi-ir languiigc hot
consMcrablo affinity with the Medo-Pcrsian branch Of that fumily.

Many r<**emblnncfs have been traced in their manners and cuslonis

with those of tlio Germans, aud some writers have suppoiwd them
to bo a remnant of the Goths, while others n-gard tlinn aa the
representatives of tho Alani, who ^daycd so conspicuous a part to-

wards tho close of the Roman empire ; biU there is no real founda-
tion for oither theoiy, and tho <j\idenco of their langnngo Mrnia
decisive, that, though belonging to tho great Arj-an family. On-y

have no special alllnity with the Germanic or Teutonic branch of iU
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Thev call themselves Iron, the name Ossetso being that applied
to tnem by the Georgians. Some of ^em are Mahomeiana, while
the greater part profcea Chriatianity, but relam many of their pagan
rites &nd customs, aud &xe in feet still more than half pagana.
They hold the upper valley of the Terek, down to the pasa ofDari-3l,
aa well as tho mountain tract to the west of it, as far aa the head-
waters of the Arden and the Mamisson Paas.

IV, The TcHETCHENS, a people who inhabit the uorthem slopes
of tho Eastern Caucasua, eitenaing down to the valley of the Terek.
They adjoin- the Kabardana and Ossctes ca the west, and the
Lesghians towards the south, but do not extend up to the highest
recesses of the range. They profess the Mahometan religion, and
8T>eak a language distinct from all others, of which it is said that
tnere are more than twenty dialects, though their whole population
is not estimated at more than 150,000 souls.

V . The Lesghians, a name under which are generally comprised
all the inhabitants of the Eastern Caucasus, thongh conslstinc of
many petty tribes, speaking dialects more or less different, and in
6omo cases, it is said, radically distinct languages. Their chief seat
IB in the high mountain region extending eaatwRidfi torn Kazbek,
and including all the highest summits of the range ta far as Baba
Dagh ; but tfiuv occupy also the southern declivities of the moun-
tains towards the valleys of the Alazun and the Kur, as well aa the
mggcd mountain tract of Daghestan towards the north-east between
the central range and the Caspian. It was these wild mountain tribes
that^ so long offered an xmavailing resistance to the Eussian armg

;

but it is saia that the only real bond of union among them was Iheir
devoted attachment to lalamism, and that no connection of race
nniteD them together. Their ethnic relations are certainly still
very obscure and imperfectly known, and it is supposed by aome
ethnologists that among them may be found remnants of a number
of difFerant nations and races. But it is more probable that when
they come to be better known, they will be found to have for the
moat part a common origin, notwithstanding the remarkable diver-
oity of dialects 8p<^n among them. A few very small tribes, such
as the Udi and ths KubatscM, seem, however, to form an escep'ion,
and to belong to eeeentially distinct races. The most cultivated,
es well as the most powerful of the tribes of the Daghestan, is that
of the Avarea or Avari, who adjoin the Tehetchene on the norths
and extend from theiice to the central chain. They are the only
LesgMan tribe who profess a written language, for which they make
use of the Arabic characters.

It is unnecessary here to speak of the numerous Turco-Tartar
tribes that inhabit the borders of Daghestan, between the mountains-
and the Caspian, as well as of the Cossacks of the Enban and the
Terek,—all these tribes, whether nomad or settled, being confined
almost wholly to the plains and steppes that aurround the moun-
tains, and not forming any considerable ingredient in the popula-
tion of the Caucasus itself.

The estimates of the numbers of these mountain tribes are rery
Tarioua, and tiie Russian official reports do not distinguish the
population of tho mountaina from that of the adjoining districts in-
cluded in the faama goTemmants. Bui it aeema probable that, since
tha great emigration cf the Circaasian tribes, the whole population
of tha Caucasu3 does not exceed a million of soula.

History.—The Caucasus wa£ known to the Greeks from a very
cfiily period. Without rsferriag to the fable of the Argonauts, it

is certain that Greek navigators penetrated in very early times into
the remotest parts of the Euxine, and carried on trade with the
native population of Colchia, the name which they gave to the rich
country at the mouth of the Phasia or Rion. Here, at a somewhat
later date, they founded the flourishing settlement of Dioscurias,
the nama of which is still retained in Cape lakuria, a few miles
Bouth of Sukhum Kaleh. Hence their attention could not fail to
be attracted by the vast snoviT- range of the Caucasus, and we find
ita name already familiar to ^schylus, who speaks of its '*atar-ncigh-
bouring^aummita," and terms it the most lofty of mountains (iVwn.
Vind.^ 720). The eame statement is repeated by Herodotus, who
had a clear oonception of ita geographical position, as extending
from the Caspian to the Euxina, and forming in this direction the
limit of the Peraiau empire (i 203, iv. 12). The mountain tribes
Btill retained their independence under the successors of Alexander,
and it does not appear that any considerable advance was made in
the knowledge of these cooniries till the time of the great Mlthri-
dates, who subdued all the natioEs up to ths very foot of the moun-
tains, and even succeeded in makuig his way with an army along
the coast of the Black Sea from Colchia to the'Cimmerian Boapoma.
Hia wars in these regiona were described \sj several Greek historians,
end Strabo« writing from thsse materiaia, shows sn acquaintance
both with the Caucasus and the adjoining conntriee, remarkable for
its cleameas and accuracy. Pompey had declined to puisne Mithri-
di-tes on his adventurous- march, and no Roman general ever passed
the Caucasua. Under the Soman Inapire, however, the frequent
i-elations maintained witli the Armenians made the Romans familiar
with the names of the Iberians and Albanians en the south side of the
chain, while their ccnnection with the tributary Hnga of Bosporus
opened out to them communications with the steppe country to the

1 north. Neither Pliny nor Ptolemy, however, add much that Is
material to the knowledge already possessed by Strabo.

In modem times the chief interest in these regions has arisen ivom
the long-continued struggle of these mountain tribes against Ruscia,
and the energy with which the Circassians and Lesgliians eepcciallj'

maintained the contest for independence against all the power of

that mighty empire. From the time of the annexation of Georgia,
at the commoncement of the present century, it became a great
object with tho Russians to obtain possession of the intermediate
mountain country ; but it was not till the treaty of Adrianople in

1829, by wiiich the Turks ceded to the Russian Empire their nomi-
nal .':oTereignty over the Caucasian tribes, that their efforts assumed
a systematic form. From that period till the year 1859, the contest
was maintained almost without interruption, and with many alter-

nations of success. The Russians had to encountsi immense diSi-

culties, to traverse diingerous T-^assea, to bum down forests, and to

sacrifice immense numbers of Cves, in order to gain emaU portions
of territory. The war was for a long time chiefly maintained by the
Circassians under their native chiefs ; and no sooner did their exer-

tions relax in consequence of the exhaustion caused by a long con-
tinued contest, than a new enemy to FLUssia arose on the shores or
the Caspian. Schamyl, the most devoted follower of the heroic
Kasi Mullah, placed himself, on the death of thai chief, at the
head of the Lesghians. At once the prophet and the warrior of his
nice, by hie enthusiasm and bravery he soon gained the confidence

of the trib23, and prevailed upon them to follow a united and deter-

mined plan of action under his autboriiy. His influence was daily

increti^ed, not only by the victories which he gained, but by the
successful manner in which he frequently delivered himself and his
followera from the most imminent dangers. His own escape from
the rocky fortress of Aobulko, whore he was completely invested by
the forces of General Grabbe, appeared both to his own countrymen
and the enemy almost miraculous. The great exertions which were
made by the Russians in the following years to reduce the tribes yet
unsubdued, and those which had risen agai/ist their authority, were
completely defeated by his indefatigable activity and bravery. In
the year 1842, when the- mountain tribes were fiUed with the great-

est alcrm in consequence of the advance of General Grabbe, that
formidable enemy was completely defeated by Schamyl in the woods
cf Itchkeri. The Circassians, affer again renewing their attacks

upon the Russians in the neighbourhood of the Black Sea,' were
ultimately driven back to their fastnesses ; but Schamyl still con-
tinued to maintain his position on the Caspian, and inflicted severe
losses upon the armies of the enemy. The Russians were evidently
at a loss how to proceed against a chief who had baffled all their

schemeai, who had been a prisoner in their hands, whose rocky home
had been frequently in their posseeaion, who had incurred the most
imminent dangers and been driven to the greatest emergencies, and
^ho was still opposing them with unconquerable resolution, watch-
ing the progress of their troops, cutting off their supplies, and har-
assing them by constant attacks. Various Russian generals were
sent m succession to the Caucasus, new plans of action, defensive

and offensive, were tried, but without effecting any permanent con-
quest.

The Crimean "War (1854-1856) produced a temporary suspension
of the efforts of the Russians in the Caucssus ; but after its termina-
tion hostilities were resumed with increased vigotir, both on the
side of Circassia and in Daghestan. In the western districts, indeed,
the contest never assumed any important character, and was carried

on by a series of petty expeditions against the Circassian and
Abkhasian tribes, who never acted in concert, and were compelled
to eubmission one after the other. But it was not till the year 186i
that the last of these wild tribes was finally subdued, and the com-
plete subjugation of tho Circassians was secured by the emigration
of the whole people in the manner already noticed. The contest in
Daghestan, though it had assumed for a time more formidable di-

mensions, had been already brought to a close. All the efforts of

Schamyl could not prevent the Russians from gaining ground.
Step by step they advanced steadily, though slowly, into the in-
terior cf the mountain country, and at last m the winter of 1858—
69 made themselves masters of "Weden, Schamyl's principal strong-
hold, which was taken by storm, and he himself was obliged to flee.

This event was followed by the submission of many tribes, and
though Schamyl threw himself into the apparently impregnable
mountain fastness of Mount Guhib, even this was surprised by tho
Kussian general Prince Bariatinski, and Schamyl himself made
prisoner (Sept. 6, 1859). From this time the war in the Caucasus
was virtually at an end ; the mountaiti tribes submitted one after

the other, and notwithstanding some occasional petty outbreaks,
appear to have passed quietly into the condition -of Russian sub-
jects.

It is only of late years '&at we have begun to obtain accurate Bibho-
information concerning the mountain chain of the Cancasua and the graphj-
triboa that inhabit it. The woiks of the earlier traveHera in this
region—Pallas, Klaproth, &c.—treat principally of the countries
that edjoin the Cnucasus, rather than of the mountain ranres them-
selves, and even the elaborate work d Dubois de Montpereax
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(Voyage autmtr du Cauease, 5 vols. 8vo, Paris, 1839-43Wabovir8

nnder the same defect. It was not, indeed, till after the complete

Bubjugation or paciiioation of the mountain tribes by Bilssia that it

was possible to carry on any systematic examination of tho interior

recesses of the great chain, and the foundation of a scientilic know-

ledge of the Caucasus was first laid by the construction of the trigo-

nometrical survey under General Chodzko from 1847 to 186S, and

the publication of the map resulting from their labours on the scale

of 6 versts to an inch. Recent travellers have indeed found tliat

the portions of this work relating to the highest ranges «f the Cen-

tral Caucasus are often imperfect or erroneous ; but the same was

the case with the best maps of the Alps until very lately, and if our

knowledge of the great Caucasian chain is still far inferior to that

which we now possess of the principal European ranges, it is

immeasurably in advance of that which we have attained concerning

any other Asiatic mountains, except those parta of the Himalaya
which have been surveyed by English engineers. Among recent

writers the one who has contributed the most valuable information

is A. Petzhol'lt, whose work {Der Xauiasus, 2 vols. 8vo, Leipsic,

1866) ie the most useful book on the subject aa yet published. The
works of Dr Radde also supply valuable materials of a more special

and detailed character. The more recent work of Baron Thielmana
{Tranels in the Caucas7is, Perna, and Turkey in Asia, translated

into English and published by Murray in 2 vols. 8vo, 1S75) also

contains much useful matter in a compendious and convenient form.

Jlr Freshfield'a Journey iv. the Ccniral Caucasus and Bas/ian {8vo,

Loud., 1869) is not merely a record of his personal experiences, but

an important contribution to our knowledge of the highest re^ons
of the central chain, which he was the first to explore. His example
has been alroady followed by Mr Grove, who has described some
portions of the mountains not visited by Mr Freshfield ( 2'he Srosty

Caucasus, 8vo, Lend., 1875), and there can be littk doubt that suc-

cessive explorers of a similar stamp "will soon make us acquainted

with the inmost recesses of the Central Caucasus. (E. H. B.)

CAUDETE, a town of Spain, in tho province of

Albacete, about 80 miles north of Cartagena. It was for-

merly fortified, and contains a town-house, a prison, a school

of primary instruction, a Carmelita convent, and several

other religious institutions. Tho inhabitants are engaged

almost excluaively in agriculture and the manufacture of

coarso fabrics for home consumption. Population, 6500.

CAUDINE FORKS (Fnrculos Caudince), the name of

an Italian valley, famous in Roman history on account of

the disaster which there befell the Roman army during

the second Samnite war, in 321 B.C. Livy describes the

pass as an open space, grassy, and well-watered, completely

surrounded by lofty and thickly-wooded mountains, except

where a passage is afforded by two narrow gorges, situated

opposite to one another (bk. ii. c. 2). It has been usually

identified with the Val d'Arpaja, which is on tho high road

between Beneventum and Capua ; and confirmatiou is

found in tho facts that this valley was known as tho

Caudine, and that close by there existed a village called

FurculsB (now Forchia). But there is the almost conclusive

objection that this valley does not answer to the above

description (which is the only sufficient one which we
possess), being surrounded by no mountains of any eleva-

tioQ, and having many outlets. A much more probable

theory is that which declares it to be the little valley

betwetn Sta Agata and Moirano, through which flows the

small stream of the Isclero ; and which, as it meets the

Val d'Arpaja near Caudium, would have an equal right to

the name of Caudine Forks.

CAVA, or La Cava, a town of Italy in the province of

Principato Citrorioro, 28 miles by rail south-oast of Naples,

with a coramuuul population of 19,500. It is the seat of

a bishopric, has a cathedral and a diocesan seminary, and
carries on the manufacture of silk, cotton, and woollen stufl's.

In the ^ncinity is the famous Benedictine abbey of I.a

Triaitadella Cava, which was founded iu tho 11th century,

and almost rivals Monte Casino in the number and value

of its literary tren.<iiiree. Its archives contain about 40,000
separate documents of parchment, and more Ihnu 60,000

manuscripts on paper,—of which a complete inventory is

being published by Don Xichelo Morcaldi under the title

of Codex Diplomaticiit C'liriuis. The libriiry, iu spite uf

losses su-itained within the last two centuries, still preserves

a number of rii and valuable manuscripts, and a collection

of early specimens of typography. Among these may be

mentioned the Codex Legum Longohardonim, which dates

from the beginning of tho 11th century ; a MS. copy of the

Vulgate of the 8th, an Isidorus of tho 9th, and a prayer-

book illustrated with miniatures ascribed to Fra Angelica

da Fiesole. (See Uantier's Monast. Benedict. OCItalia, and
two articles in Academt/, vol viii. pp. 262 and 364, 1875.)

CAVAIGNAC, Louis EuotNB (1802-1857), dictator

at Paris during the insurrection of June 1848, was boru

there in 1802. His father was a member of the National

Convention, and the family was marked by republican

proclivities. After going through the usual course of

study for the military profession, he entered the army in

1824, and served in the Morea in 1828. 'When the

revolution of 1830 broke out, he was stationed at Arras,

and was the first officer of his regiment to declare for the

new order of things. In 1831 he incurred the displeasure

of the Government of Louis Philippe by joining in a protest

against its reactionary tendencies; bat iu 1832 he was

recalled to the service, and sent to Algeria. This con-

tinued to be the main sphere of his activity for BLxtcen

years, till the revolution of 1848; and he took an active

part, though iu a subordinate capacity, in the dLETerent

sieges and campaigns by which Algeria was gradually

reduced uuder French rule. After passing through almost

all the successive grades in the army, ho was, in 1844,

raised to the rank of general of brigade, as a reward for his

skill and courage. When the revolution of February (1848)

took place, the Provisional Government appointed him
governor-general of Algeria ; and they shortly after offered

him the post of minister at war, which he declined. On
his election to the National Assembly, however, Cavaignac

returned to Paris. When he arrived on the 17th May, ha

found the capital in an e.vtremely critical state. The social-

ists of Paris, incited and organized by skilful leaders, were in

a state of bitter hostility to the National Assembly, and a

formidable insurrection was gradually maturing. The

National Assembly had proved a bitter disappointment to

them ; for the peasant proprietors, terrified by tlie vast

increase of taxation, and the general uncertainty of revolu-

tion, had returned a decidedly conservative majority.

Se'vyiral collisions had already taken place. The crisis was

at last brought about by the threatened abolition of the

national workshops (ateliers uatidnaux), which the reason-

ablo majority of the Assembly was especially aniious for, as

the finances were being ruined by the maintaaauce in utter

idleness of 120,000 men. By the 22d of June a formidable

iusurroction had been organized, and it remained only for

tho National Assembly to assert its authority by force of

arms. Cavaignac, first as minister at war, aud then as

dictator, was called to tho task of suppressing 'ho revolt

It was no light task, as the national guard was doubtful,

regular troops were not at hand in suflicient numbers,

and the insurgents had abundant time to prepare them-

selves. Variously estimated at from 30,000 to 60,000

men, well armed and well organized, they occupied tho

north-eastern part of tho city, their front line stretching

from the Pantheon on tho south of the Seine by tho Pont

St Miohel to tho Portcs St Martin and St Denis. Resting

on the Faubourg St Antoiue as central point, and threaten-

ing the Hotel de Ville, they had entrenched themselves al

every step behind formidablo borricades, and wore readv to

avail themselves of every advantage Uiat ferocity and

denpair could suggest to them. Cavaignac, knowing the

work he had before him, remained inactive, notwithstand-

ing tho urgent representations of the civil mcrnbem of

Government, till a suflicient regular force had been coUectod.

At last, by a strong combined movement on the two ftaoks
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and against tho centre of the insurgent forces, he attempted

to drive them from their barricades,—with doubtful success

for some time, as every inch of ground was disputed, and

the Government troops were frequently repulsed, till, fresh

regiments arriving, he forced his way to the Place de la

Bastille, and crushed the insurrection in its headquarters.

The contest, which raged from the 23d to the morning of

the 26th of June, was, without doubt, the bloodiest and

most resolute the streets of Paris have ever seen. It is

calculated that more Frenchmen fell in it than in the

bloodiest battles of the first empire.

Cavaignac was severely censured by some for having,

by his delay, allowed the insurrection to gather head ; but

he was declared by an immense majority to have deserved

well of his country, and continued to be president of the

Executive Committee till the election of a regular president

of the republic. It was expected that the suffrages of

France would raise Cavaignac to that position. But the

mass of the people, and especially the rural population, sick

of revolution, and weary even of the moderate republicanism

of Cavaignac, were anxious for a stable government.
Against the five and a half million votes recorded for

Louis Napoleon, Cavaignac received only a million and a

half. Not without chagrin at his defeat, he withdrew into

the ranks of the opposition. At the coup d'etat of the 2d
December 1851, he was arrested along with the other mem-
bers of the opposition ; but after a short imprisonment at

Ham he was released, and, with his newly-married wife,

lived iu retirement till his death in 1 857. Cavaignac was no
statesman, but was a loyal, skilful, and courageous soldier, a

zealous republican, and in every way an honourable man.
CAVAILLON, a town of France and important railway

junction in the department of Vaucluse, on the right bank
of the Durance, about 13 miles south-east of Avignon. The
town is ill-built and dirty, and carries on a considerable

trade in dried fruits, madder, and other productions of the

fertile district in which it is situated. It has a fine town-
house, an old church of the 12th century, dedicated to the

Virgin and St Veran, and the mutilated remains of a

triumphal arch which probably belongs to the time of

Constantine. Numerous minor relics of the Boman period
have been found to the south of the present town, on the

eite of the ancient Gabellio, a place of some note in the

territory of the Cavares. In mediasval and modern history

the town has for the most part followed the fortunes of tho

Comtat Venaissin, in which it was included ; and down to

the Revolution it was the see of a bishop, and had a large

number of monastic e.stablLshment3. Population in 1872,
3906 in the town, and 8034 in the commune.
CAVALCANTI, Quido, an Italian poet and philosopher

of the 13th century, who died in 1300. He was the son
of a philosopher whom Dante, in the Inferno, condemns to

torment among the Epicureans and Atheists ; but he himself
was a friend of the great poet. By marriage with the
daughter of Farinata Uberti, he bscame head of the
Qhibellines; and when the people, weary of continual
brawls, aroused themselves, and sought peace by banishing
the leaders of the rival parties, he was sent to Sarzana,
where he caught a fever, of which he died. Cavalcanti has
left a number of love sonnets and canzoni, which were
honoured by the praise of Dante. Some are simple and
graceful, but many are spoiled by a mixture of metaphysics
borrowed from Plato, Aristotle, and the Christian Fathers.

They are mostly in honour of a French lady, whom he calls

Mandetta. His Canzone d'Amore was extremely popular,
and was frequently published ; and his complete poetical

works are contained in Giuuti's collection, Florence, 1527,
Venice, 1531-2. He also wrote in prose on philosophy
and oratory.

CAVALIER, Jean {c 1 680-1 7iO), the famous chief

of the Camisards, was born at Ribaute, near Anduse, in

Lower Languedoc. The date of his birth is variously given

between 1079 and 1685. It could hardly be so late as

the last-named year, and may probably be assigned to the

period between 1679 and 1681. He was the son of a

peasant, and in boyhood was employed first in keeping

sheep, and afterwards as a baker's apprentice. A pious

mother trained him in the Reformed faith. The persecu-

tion of Protestants, which began after the revocation of the

Edict of Nantes, and which was carried on with pitiless

cruelty in tho Cevennes, drove him from his native land in

1701, and he took refuge at Geneva. By the dragonnade»

of Louis XIV. the Piotestants of the Cevennes were at last

driven to revolt ; and Cavalier, inspired with the hope of

being their deliverer, a hope which was raised to the pitch

of enthusiasm, it is said, by certain prophecies, returned

to his own country in 1702. The insurrection broke out

in July of that year, and Cavalier was one of the chosen

leaders. Roland was named generalissimo, but Cavalier

soon rose to share the chief command with him. Untrained

in arms, he displayed not only a fiery courage, but extra-

ordinary military skill. This must have been owing to

come extent to the eager attention which he had paid,

while keeping his sheep, to the manoeuvres of the troops

which were stationed in his native district. Although
the enfanta de Dieu, as the insurgents were called, numbered
at the most only 3000 men in arms, they coped
successfully again and again with tho much more numerous
forces of the king, and were never entirely conquered,

After several affairs Cavalier changed the theatre of war
to the Vivarais ; and on the 10th of February 1703 he
defeated tho royalist troops on the Ardiche. A few days

later he was completely defeated on the same ground and
was supposed to have fallen. But he reappeared, waa
again defeated at Tour-de-Bellot (April 30), and again

recovered himself, recruits flocking to him to fill up the

places of the slain. By a Jong series of successes ho raised

his reputation to the highest pitch, and gained the full

confidence of the people. It was in vain that more and
more rigorous measures were adopted against the Camisards

;

in vain that their mountain district was ravaged, sacked,

and burned by the Catholics. Cavalier boldly carried the

war into the plain, made terrible reprisals, and threatened

even Nimes itself. On April 16, 1704, he encountered Mar-
shal Montrevel himself at the bridge of Nages, with 1000
men against 5000 ; and though defeated after a desperate

conflict, he made a successful retreat with two third.s of

his men. Marshal Villars was next sent against him^ and
instead of fighting proposed negotiation. Roland reso-

lutely turned a deaf ear to him ; but Cavalier agreed to

treat. A conference was held at Nimes, hostages being

given to Cavalier ; and he appeared with an armed and
mounted escort, which was drawn up facing the guard of

the marshal. The terms proposed were deferred to tho

decision of the king, Cavalier in the meanwhile retiring to

Calvisson. In this place for some days the Camisai-ds

held their meetings openly, and thousands eagerly flocked

to them. The result of the negotiation was that Cavalier

received for himself a commission with a pension of 1200
livres, and for his brother a captain's commission. He was
authorized to form a regiment of Camisards to be sent to

Spain ; and liberty was restored to his father and other

Protestant prisoners. The treaty, which did not inclade

any provision for general liberty of conscience, excited

great indignation among the companions of Cavalier. They
called him traitor and coward, and deserted him. Dis-

heartened, and with little confidence in the promises of the

court, Cavalier afterwards visited Paris for the purpose of

an interview with Louis XIV. He was presented privately

to the king at Versailles, but was ill received. His dis-,'
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appointment and ihe reports which were current of intfinded

attempts on bis life or liberty induced him to leave France.

He went to Switzerland, and afterwards to Holland ; and

there he married a daughter of Madame Dunoyer, the

latter a lady of Nimes, who had once been sought in

marriage by Voltaire. He then passed into England for

the purpose of recruiting his regiment of Camisards. He
had an interview with Queen Anne, of which conflicting

accounts are given. But so highly was his military genius

valued that he was sent with his regiment to take part in

the famous expedition to Spain, under the earl of Peter-

borough and Sir Cloudesley Shovel (May 1705). At the

battle of Almanza his Camisards encountered a French regi-

ment which they had met in the Cevennes, and, without

firing, the foes rushed to a hand to hand fight and made a

fearful slaughter. Cavalier was severely wounded, and was

saved from death by an English ofiicer. On his return to

England a small pension was given him, and after long wait-

ing he was made a major-general and named governor of

Jersey. This post was afterwards exchanged for the gover-

norship of the Isle of Wight. Cavalier died at Chelsea, in

the first half of May 1740, and there his remains were in-

terred. Malesherbes, the courageous friend and defender of

Louis XVI., bears the following eloquent testimony to this

young hero of the Cevennes :
—" I confess," he says, " that

this warrior, who, without ever having served, found himself

by the mere gift of nature a great general,—this Camisard

who was bold to punish a crime in the presence of a fierce

troop which maintained itself by like crimes,—this coarse

peasant who, when admitted at twenty years of age into the

Bociety of cultivated people, caught their manners and won
their love and esteem,—this man who, though accustomed

to a stormy life, and having just cause to be proud of his

success, had yet enough philosophy in him by nature to

enjoy for thirty-five y^ars a tranquil private life,—appears

tp me to bo one of the rarest characters to be found in

history." There is a work, little esteemed, entitled Memoirs

of ike War in the Cevennes, under Colonel Cavalier, which

appears to have been written not by Cavalier himself but

by a French refugee named Qalli. For a more detailed

account see Mrs Bray's Revolt of tlie Protestants of the

Cevennes, published in 1870.

CAVALLINI, PiETKO (c. 1259-1344), born in Rome
towards 1259, was an artist of the earliest epoch of the

modern Roman School, and was taught painting and

mosaic by Giotto while employed at Rome ; and it is

believed that he assisted his master in the mosaic of the

Navicella, or ship of St Peter, in the porch of the church

of that saint. Lanzi describes him as an adept in both

arts, and mentions with approbation his grand fresco of a

Crucifixion at Assisi, still in tolerable preservation ; lie

was, moreover, versed in architecture and in sculpture.

According to George Vertue, it is highly probable that

Cavallini executed, in 1279, the mosaics and other

ornaments of the tomb of Edward the Confessor in West-

minster Abbey. He would thus be the " Petrus Civis

Romanus " whose name is inscribed on the shrine ; but his

extreme youth at this date tends to discredit the supposi-

tion. The work, if really his, must have been executed in

Rome, where he appears to have constantly resided. He
died in 1344, at the age of eighty-five, in the odour of

sanctity, having in his later years been a man of eminent

piety. He is said to have carved for tlio Basilica of San

Paolo fuori le Mura, close to Rome, a crucifix which spoke

in 1370 to a female saint.

CAVALLO, Tiberius (1749-1809), an electrician and

natural philosopher, son of a physician established at Naples,

was born in that city, March 30, 1749. His father died

when he was only eleven years old, but he received a liberal

education through the kindn??3 of hia friends, and com-

pleted his studies at the university of Xaplea, He was

originally destined for commerce, and came to England in

1771, in orde: to obtain more complete information

respecting the various objects of mercantile pursuit. But

he soon abandoned his intention of adopting that mode of

life, and determined to devote his time to science. His

mind, however, was rather imitative than original ; and

he is said to have found it easier to learn Eudid by

heart than in the ordinary way, which indeed he found Im-

possible. He became a member of the Royal Academy of

Sciences of Naples, and a fellow of the Royal Society of

London. He died at London in 1809. The splendid

improvements which had bee« lately made in electricity

directed his attention to that department of natural

philosophy ; and his chief works are

—

A Complete Treatise

of Electricity (1777), Essay on Medical Electricity (1780),

and The Elements of Natural and Experimental Philo-

sophy (1803).

CAVALRY. From the earliest da^es, at which there is

any record of armed men being systematically trained and

organized, cavalry has always formed an integral part of

every army, although the relative size and importance of

the arm has varied, according to the nature of the country

and the peculiarities of its inhabitants. Egypt probably

affords the earliest historical records of any distinct attempt

at military organization. In that country cavalry and

horsemanship were hold in high repute, according to the

prophet Isaiah. Diodorus of Sicily tells us that Osyman-

dias led 20,000 cavalry against the rebels in Bactriana,

and that twenty-five generations elapsed between Osyman-

dias and Sesostris, who seems to have been the chief founder

of Egyptian greatness, and to have lived at a period indis-

tinctly laid down in history, but certainly long prior to the

Trojan war. In early times chariots appear to have been

associated with the horsemen of an army, although perfectly

distinct from them. Frequent references are made in the

Bible to " chariots and horsemen ;

" and Joscphus states

that the array of Israelites that escaped from Egypt

numbered 50,000 horsemen and 600 chariots of war.

Herodotus frequently speaks of the cavalry arm, and Hip-

pocrates mentions the existence of a corps rf young women

whose breasts were s'ared to enable them to use the bow and

javelin. Plato likewise speaks somewhat vaguely of a

corps of young ladies about 600 B.C. The existence of

Amazons as a race has never been supported by even

moderately authentic testimony, although by some they

were believed to live on the River Thermodon in

the north of Asia Minor.

The first authentic account that we have of cavalry being

romilarly organised is given by Xcnophon, who states that

in the first Mesecnian war, 743 B.c., Lycurgus formed his

cavalry in divisions. Some hundred years later, in 371

B.C., Epaminondas raised a corps of 0000 cavalry, and from

this date it may bo said the arm was much cultivated

throughout Greece, until Philip and Alexander of Macedon

raised it to a great pitch of excellence. Both these monarc>

were indebted for several of their greatest successes to tnn

prowess of their cavalry ; and the exploits of Alexander's

7000 horsemen at the battle of Arbela, 331 Bc, in which

he signally defeated Darius, may well servo as an example

for future generations. The Greek cavalry were divided

into heavy, or " cataphracti," and light, or " me cataphracti."

To these Alexander added a third class, termed " dimnchte,"

who were trained to fight on font or on horseback. After

the death of Alexander the Great cavalry appears to have

fallen into comparative disuse until the days of Hannibal

and the Carthaginians. Dire experience, more especially

the defeats of the Ticinus and the Trcbia, taught the Romans

the value of cavalry ; and in the hitter days of the republic

it b.-rrtmc the most popular "nd highly favoured service of
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the Roman armies. According to Vegetius, the Roman
cavalry was organized into ten troops or squadrons, forming

a regiment of 726 horses, either intended to act in-

dependently or, more usually, attached to some special

legion. As the Roman empire increased and brought many
tributaries under its flag, the cavalry began to be drawn

from those countries whose inhabitants were specially

devoted to equestrian pursuits. The Gauls for many years

furnished the principal part of the cavalry both in the

Carthaginian and in the Roman armies, and appear to have

rivalled the Numidians in efficiency. Strange to say,

saddles were never used until the time of Constantine, and

stirrups were introduced by the Franks about the middle

of the 5th century.

In the Middle Ages the unwillir.gness to intrust any
military power to the serfs rendered the upper classes the

only soldiers, and as these did not deign to fight on foot

cavalry became the basis of European armies. The

knights and esquires were the nucleus, mounted attendant

bowmen and pikemeu being the .secondary poction of the

fighting power.

The invention of gunpowder and the dicline of the

feudal system wrought a change in miUtary tactics, and
from the organization of a standing army by Charles IL of

France, iu 1445, cavalry as it now exiats may be said to

date. As in early days, each country produced a species

of cavalry in accordance with the characteristics of its

inhabitants and the nature of its institutions. From
Hungary came the Hussars, whose name is derived from

the Hungarian word " Husz," twenty, and " ar," pay.

Marshal Luxembourg appears to have been the first person

who disciiJlrned and organized these hussars, and in 16y2

they were attached to hia army as light troops and recon-

noitrers. Carabineers were of a. somewhat eadier date,

and seem to have come originally from Basque and

Germany. The word carbine has been traced to an Arab

word " karab," but this derivaition is somewhat doubtful

Originally it v.-as the custom for carabineers or horsemen

armed with firearms to mount infantry behind them, and

in 1543 King Louis of Nassau made use of this hybrid

force in his operations against Bergen.

A few years later, in 1 554, Marshal De BtJBsac formed

a corps of mounted infantry and called tham Dragoons,

thus justifying Dr Johnson's definition of the word as " a

man who serves indifferently either on foot or on horse-

back." The actual origin of the term dragoon has been

ascribed to the dragon's head which, as a rule, adorned the

muzzle of the firearm with which these horsemen were

armed,—although this derivation again cannot be regarded

as very certain. As firearms became more .generally

used, so the tactics and organization of cavalry underwent

modifications. In the time of Francis I. the gena-d'armes

of France were reckoned the best cavalry in Europe, and

were formed in single rank. Somewhat later the Spaniards,

and afterwards the Germans, carried off the palm ; thsy

went to the other extreme as regards formation, being

formed in six and eight ranks, and were composed of a

mixed force of arquebusiers and lancers. At this time

military leaders failed to appreciate the true mission of

cavalry, and assigned too great importance to the effect of

firearms, too little to that of "cold steel." Maurice of

Nassau was the 3rst to train cavalry with a view to their

mobiKty, and teach them to act by separate bodies, and in

distinct lines. Nc w for the first time cavalry was organized

hy regiments, each regiment being composed of fonr

squadrons, formed ia five ranks, and numbering about

1000 horses. During the Thirty Years' War, from 1618

to 1G4S, the lance as a cavalry weapon gradually dis-

appeared, partly on sccount of the amovirit of training

which 13 iiscsssary to jaaare its efficient use, and partly on

account of the exaggerated value attached to firearms as

cavalry weapons. After Maurice of Nassau, Gustavua
Adolphus appears as the next great cavalry leader, and wao
so successful in the employment of his cuirassiers and
dragoons—into which two divisions his horsemen were
classed—that all other European nations began to imitate

him, and adopted his formation in three ranks. After tho

death of Gustavus Adolphus, until the wars with the

Turks, the French appear to have been the most instructed

and efficient in the employment of cavalry. The wars of

Louis XIII. and Louis XIV. soon developed military art,

and such great leaders as Turenne, Cond^, Montccuculi,

and Marlborough made their name. At this period

defensive armour for cavalry was abolished, and lances

were unknov/n except among irregular horsemen, who cams
from the plains of Poland and Russia. Excellent, however,

as the French cavalry at this period undoubtedly was, it

could not viB with that of the Turks either as regards its

own efficiency or the results that it achieved. So formid-

able and so much feared were the Turkish horsemen that

the Russian infantry when opposed to ' them invariably

carried chevaux-de-frise in light carts for their protection,

ii has been very justly remarked that no other ca-valry

has ever obtained such an ascendency as this over in-

fantry.

Hitherto but little attention had been paid to the employ-

ment of cavalry off the field of battle for purposes of recon-

noitring, although it had long exercised an important

influence in action. Marshal Saxe, however, may be said

to have introduced a new and more enlightened era in the

history of the arm, he not only was the first to recognize

the true mission and use of light cavalry, but also the

necessity for celerity in movement and manoeuvre on all

occasions. Although he cannot be said to have introduced

horse artillery, which did not appear on the field of battle

till 1762, still, by his timely use of guns in coiijnnction

with cavalry at the battle of Fontenoy, he first showed how
the two arms might be combined.

It cannot, however, be said that cavalry has ever before

or since played the important part in war that it did in the

days of Frederick the Great. This monarch recognized

that the " arme blanche," and not the firearm, was the

proper weapon for a mounted soldier. He discontinued

firing in Ene, and the pitch of excellence at which his horse-

men arrived under the leadership of Seidlitz, and the results

they obtained, have never been equalled by the cavalry of

any other nation. The battles of Zorndorf, Rosbach,
Striegau, KesseLsdorf, and Leuthen still remain the most
signal examples of what may be attained if to long previous

training and. preparation are joined brilliancy and rapidity

of execution in the field. It required, however, long
experience and the occasional disasters which befell him
in the first and second Silefian wars bafore Frederick the

Gi'eat appreciated the true principles of mounted warfare

or put them into execution.

The next period in the history of cavalry may be said to

date from the rise of Napoleon I. untO the battle of Water-
loo. The Republican armies of France were but ill provided
with mounted troops, and the disaster of Wurzburg in

1796 nearly annihilated the comparatively few squadrons
that France then possessed. The genius of Napoleon
evinced itself as remarkably in the organization as in the

leading -of his armies, and his first care was to create a
force of cavalry such as would enable him to reap the fruits

of his victories. To his cavalry he was mainly indebted

for some of his most signal triumphs, notably Marengo and
Austerlitz, and to the manner in which he employed his

mounted scouts and reconnoitrers he owed the fiei^ity

vith T7hich he so often out-manceuvred and anticipated lAi

enemies. The Russian campaign of 1812 annihilated the
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French cavalry, and there was not time to reorganue it

beforo it was necessary again to take the field. Hence

some of Napoleon's most decided successes in 1813

broved fruitless; as he himself remarked, had he possessed

tavalry at the battles of Lutzen and Bautzen the war would

then bave been brought to an end. It would hero appear

worthy of remark that defensive armour for cavalry, which

had fallen into disuse, was re-introduced by Napoleon. He
increased the French cuirassiers from one regiment to

twelve, and they performed excellent service ever after-

wards. Similarly in Napoleon's time the lance began to

be again used in Europe; in 1807 it was found that a

Polish regiment of lancers was so useful that twelve lancer

regiments were afterwards formed, and a certain proportion

of this arm has ever since been maintained in aU European

armies. Any remarks, however, on cavalry in the time of

Napoleon would be incomplete were no reference made to

the Cossacks, who so much contributed to render the

retreats from Russia and after Leipsic peculiarly disastrous

to the French. These irregular horsemen, mounted on

emaQ horses and armed with lances, hung on the flanks

and rear of the retreating enemy, and, although seldom

standing to meet an attack, appeared to be ubiquitous,

aiiko affording a screen for their own army and obtaining

the fullest information regarding the movements of that

opposed to them.

In the forty years' peace cavalry deteriorated like every-

thing else connected with military science. In the Crimea,'

as the entire war may be said to have consisted of one siege,

there was but little occasion for the use q{ cavalry, and the

few opportunities afforded were certainly not turned to the

best account. In the 1859 campaign between the French
and Italians on the one side and the Austrians on the other,

the nature of the country iras unsuited to the action of

cavalry, and except in some isolated instances, as on the field

of Solferino, cavalry played a very unimportant part in the

war. For many years the value of cavalry was only

ereniplified on the plains of India, where both the British

and tile native horsemen performed many deeds of valour

and did excellent service. In 1836 there occurred the

first gr^at European war since 'Waterloo in which cavalry

coord bo tnmed to full account. From long disuse and
want of practice neither Anstrians nor Prusrians made
gBfBcient use of the large fores of horsemen which was at

their disposal, and neither On the fie!d of battle nor off it

did they achieve any great distinction, although, un-

doubtedly, of the two tho Austrians carried oaf the palm.

They performed reconnoitring duties far more efficiently

than their antagonists, and the manner in which they
coviicd the retreat of their army after Koniggratz was a
model of devotion and bravery.

Four years later the experience gained by the Prussians

in 1866 on the plains of Bohemia was in tho fullest degree

trtili^H, whereas their opponents the French only showed
how splendid material may be sacrificed and how brilliant

courago may be thrown awny. Incessant practice during

Ae four preceding ytiais of peace had rendered the Prussian

tavslry most proficient in all the duties of reconnoitring

and outposts. The information they obtained and tho

manner in whit^h they concealed the movements of tho

army rn their rear mninly contributed to enable tho leaders

of the German army to carry out successfully their strategic

plans, and their prowess on tho field of battle when turned
to account as at Mars-la-Tcjor was exerted to the best effect

Tho French cavalry, on tho other hard, were remarkable
more for bravery than efficiency. Ir place of being
scattered in small parties some days in advance of an armv
they inarched in masses frequently in its rear. Off tho

6«id of battle they were of do service, and en it they wero
nccilesaly sacrificed through the incapacity of their leaders.

History has few examples of bravery more devoted than

that of the French cavalry at the battles of Worth and
Sedan, and none in which bravery was more entirely

thrown away. After the fall of the empire it may be said

that the French cavalry ceased to exist, and as it is an arm
that cannot be improvised the republic had no time to

replace what had been destroyed

On the witole it cannot be said that the last two
European wars have added much to the art of handling

cavalry. The pracrice of spreading hght troops two days'

march in advance of an army was not new, although of late

years it had fallen into disuse, and as regards the employ-

ment of mounted troops on the battle-field, it is still an

unsettled question whether the recent improvements in

firearms have or have not rendered it impossible for them
ever to turn the tide of victory.

For the organization, equipment, and strength of the

cavalry of the various armies of the present day see Aesst,

voL iL (r. s. k.)

CAYAN, an inland county in the province of Ulster, ia

Ireland, situated between ."53° 43' and 51° 7' N. lat., and
6° 45' and 7° 47' V{. long , is bounded N. by Fermanagh
and Jlonaghan, E. by Monaghan and Meatb, S- by Meath,

Westmeatb, and Longford, and W. by Longford and

Lcitrim. It has an area of 746 square miles, or 477,394

acre;.

The surface of the country is uneven, consisting of hill

and dale, without any great extent of level ground, bnt

only in its northern extremity attaining a mountainous

elevation. The barony of TuUyhaw, bordering on Fer-

managh, a wild dreary mountain district, known as the

kingdom of Glan or Glengavlin, contains the highest land

in the county, called Slieve EosselL In the same barony

is Quilca Mountain, tho place of inauguration for the

Macquires, chieftains of Fermanagh, held in veneration by
the peasantry, in connection with legends and ancient

Buperstitions. The remainder of the county is not deficient

in wood, and contains numerous lakes, generally of small

dimensions, but of much interest for their picturesqus

beauty, more especially Lough Oughter, which lies between
the towns of Cavan and Killashandra. The chief river in

the county is the Erne, which originates in the Lake of

Scrabby, one of the minor sheets of water communicating

with Lough Go^N-na on the borders of Longford. The
river takes a northerly direction by Killeshandra and

Belturbet, being enlarged during its course by the Annalee

and other smaller streams, and finally inters Lough Erne

near the northern limit of the county. The other waters,

consisring of numerous lakes and their connecting streams,

are mostly tributary to the Erne. A copious spring called

the Shannon Pot, at the foot of the Cuiligh SlOnntain, in

the barony of TuUyhaw, is regarded as the source of the

River Shannon. The Blackwater. a tributary of the Boyne,

also rises in this county, near Bailieborough.

Branch lines of the Jlidland, Great Western, and Great

Northern railways traverse tho county.

The climate is not very genial owing to the dsmpness

arising from its nmneroos lakes and the nature of the

soil, and to the boisterous winds which frccjuently prevail,

more especially in tho higher districts.

The south-eastern portion of Cavan rests npon ciay-slafe,

and tho remainder of the county npon the Carboniferous

lime.'rtono formation. A rich iron ore was fcrmerly raised

from Quilca Mountain. Indication* of lead, silver, and

fnlphur have been observed; and fullers' earth, pific-olay,

pottors' clay, and brick clsy ".re frequently met with in

TuUyhaw barony, in which there are also indicatiiins of

coal. Several mineral springs exist in this count)-, the

chief of which i.n near the once-frcquentid Tillage of

Swanlinbar. In the neighbourhood of Belturbet, near (be
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small lake of Annagli, is a carbonated chalybeate. There

are several other springs of le33 importance; and the small

Lough Leighs, or Lough-an-Leighaghs, which signifies the

healing lake, on the summit of a mountain between Bailie-

borough and Kingscourt, is celebrated for its antiscorbutic

properties. The level of this lake never varies. It has

no visible supply nor vent for its discharge ; neither is it

over frozen during the severest winters.

The soil is generally a stiff cUy, cold and watery, but

capable of much improvement by drainage, for which

its undulating surface affords facilities. Agriculture has

made little progress within the last twenty years ; the

extent of the farms being generally small. In the

mountainous parts, however, where the land is chiefly

under grazing, the farms are larger, and in stock raising

the couuty has made considerable progress.

From the Owners of Land Return (187C) it appears

that in 1875 Cavan was divided among 1044 proprietors,

328 of whom owned less than 1 acre, and 716 one acre and

upwards. The largest estates were those of Lord Farn-

ham (29,455 acres), Earl Annesley (24,221), and E. J.

Saunderson (12,3G2). The average rateable value of the

land was lis. lOfd. per acre, while that of all Ulster

was 15s. 8^d. ; and the average extent of the properties

was 435 acres per owner, or nearly double the average

size for Ulster, which was 239.

The following tables give comparative statements of the

agriculture acreage in the years in 1853 and 1875, and of

the live stock in 1852 and 1875 respectively :

—

Wheat lurairs

Oaf. Barlej-; Flai. rofaloes.
""^'J.^^'l;"

*'• Crops.

1850 ..89,929 2,883 12,106 27,734 8,368
1875. ,.52,826 665 5,298 28,823 6,764
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firmary, barracks, and tha union workhouse. Cavan has

still some linen trade, and a considerable retail business

is transacted in the town. It is the seat of a presbytery of

the Presbyterian church, but the great majority of the

inhabitants are Roman Catholics. " A monastery of

Dominican friars, founded by O'Reilly, chieftain of the

Brenny, formerly existed here, and became the burial-place

of the celebrated Irish general, Owen O'Neal, who died as

is supposed by poison, in 1649, at Cloughoughter. This

monastery, and all the other antiquities of • the town, have

been swept away during the violent and continuous feuds

to which the country has been subjected. Even so late as

the year 1G90 the chief portion of the town was burned by

the EnniskiUeners under General Wolseley.

CAVANILLES, Antonio Jose (1745-1804), a Spanish

ecclesiastic who devoted himself to botany, was born at

Valencia in 1745. He was educated by the Jesuits at the

university of that town, and became tutor of the sons of

the Duke of Infantado, whom he accompanied to Paris.

There he resided twelve years, enjoying the friendship of

the famous Jussieu, whose views he adopted. He after-

wards became director of the royal garden at Madrid. In

1789 and the following years, he published Dissertations

vpon Monadelphous Plants, and in 1790 he commenced to

issue his work on the plants of Spain, and those discovered

by Spanish navigators in Mexico, Peru, Chili, New Holland,

and the Philippine Islands.

CAVE (Latin cavea), a hollow extending beneath the

surface of the earth. Caves have excited the awe and
wander of mankind in all ages, and have been the centres

round which have clustered many legends and supersti-

tions. They were the abode of the sibyls and the nymphs
in Roman mythology, and in Greece they were the temples

of Pan, Bacchus, Pluto, and the Moon, as well as the

places where the oracles were deUvered at Delphi, Corinth,

and Mount Cithaeron. In Persia they were connected with
the obscure worship of Mithras. Their names frequently

are survivals of the superstitious ideas of antiquity, as for

ctample, the Fairy, Dragon's, or Devil's Caves of France
and Germany. Long after the Fairies and Little Men had
for.'iaken the forests and glens of Germany, they dwelt in

their palaces deep in the Hartz Mountains, in tlia

Dwarfholes, <tc., whence they came from time to time into

the uppbr air.

The Seven Sleepers of Ephesua slept their long sleep in

a cave. The hills of Granada are still believed by the

Moorish children to contain the great Boabdil, and his

sleeping host, who will awake, when an adventurous mortal
invades their repose, to restore the glory of the Moors in

Spain.

Caves have been used in all agea by mankind for habita-

tion, refuge, and burial. In the Old Testament we read

that when Lot went up out of Zoar he dwelt in a cave with

his two daughters. The five kings of the Canaanites took

refuge from Joshua, and David from Saul, in the caves of

Palestine, just as the Aquitani fled from Caisar to those of

Auvergne, and the Arabs of Algeria to those of Dahra,

where they were suffocated by Marshal Pelissier in 1845.

In Central Africa Dr Livingstone tolls us that there are

vast caves in which whole tribes find security with theit

cattle and household stuff.

'i'he cave of Machpelah may bo quoted as an example of

their use as sepulchres, and the rock-hewn tombs of

Palestine and of Egypt, and the Catacombs of Rome
probably owe their existence to the ancient practice of

burial in natural hollows in the rock. We might therefore

expect to find in them most important evidence as to the

ancient history of mankind, which would reach long beyond
written record ; and since they have always been used by

wild beasts as lairs we might reasonably believe also that

their exploration would throw light upon the animals which
have in many cases disappeared from the countries which
they formerly inhabited. The labours of Buckland, Pen-

gelly. Falconer, Lartet, and Christy, and Dawkins, carried

on during the last fifty years in the caves, have added an
entirely new chapter to the history of man in Europe, as

well as established the changes that have taken place in

the European fauna. The physical history of caves will ba
taken first, and we shall then pass on to the discoveries

relating to man and the lower animals which have been
made in them of late years.

Physical History.—The most obvious agent in hollowing

out caves is the sea. The set of the currents, the force of

the breakers, the grinding of the shingle inevitably discover

the weak places in the cliff, and leave caves as one of the

results of their work, modified in each case by the local

conditions of the rock. Those formed in this manner are

easily recognized from their floors being rarely much out of

the horizontal; their entrances are all in the same plane, or

in a succession of horizontal and parallel planes, if the land

has been elevated at successive times. From their

inaccessible position they hare been rarely occupied by
man. Among them Fingal's Cave, on the island of Stalfa,

off the south-west coast of Scotland, hollowed out of

columnar basalt, is perhaps the most remarkable in Europe.

In volcanip regions also there are caves formed by the

passage of lava to the surface of the ground, or by the

expansion of steam and gases in the lava while it was in

a molten state. They have been observed in the regions

round Vesuvius and Etna, in Iceland and Teneriile. AVe

may take as an example the Grotto del Cane (cave of the

dog_), near Pozzuoli, a few miles to the south-west of Naples,

remarkable for the flow of carbonic acid from crevices iu

the floor, which fills the lower part of the cave and suS'o-

cates any small animal, such as a dog, immersed long

enough iu it.

The most important class of caves, however, and that which

immediately demands our notice, is that composed of those

which have been cut out of calcareous rocks by the action

of carbonic acid in the rain-water, combined with tho

mechanical friction of the sand and stones sot in motion by

the streams which have, at one time or another, flowed

through them. They occur at various levels, and are to be

met with wherever the strata are sufficiently compact to

support a roof. Those of Brixham and Torquay, and of the

Eifel are in the Devonian limestone ; those of Wales,

Somerset, the central and northern counties of Belgium,

Saxony, and Westphalia, of Maineaud Anjou, of Virginia and

Kentucky, are in that of tho Carboniferous age. Tho cave

of Kirkdale in Yorkshire, and most of those in Franconia

and Bavaria, penetrate Jurassic limestones. The compact

Neocomian and cretaceous limestones of Central Franco

contain most of tho caverns of I'erigord, rendered famous by

the discovery of the remains of tho Eskimos along with the

animals which thoy hunted ; as well as those of Northern

Italy, Sicily, Greece, Dalmatia, Carniola, and Palestine.

The cave of Lunolviel near Montpellrer is tho most important

of those which have been hollowed iu limestones of the

Tertiary age. They are also met with in rocks composed

of gypsum ; in Thuringia, for example, they occur in tho

sabferous and gypseous strata of tho Zcchstein, and in tha

gypseous Tertiary rocks of the neighbourhood of Paris, as

for example at Montnurency.

Caves formed by tho action of carbonic acid, and the

action of water are distinguished from others by tho

following characters. They open on the abrupt sides of

valleys and nii'incs at various levels, and are arranged

round the main axes of erosion, just as tho branches u«
arranged round tho trunk of a tree. In a great many case*

tho relation of tho valley to tho ravine, and of the ravine to

V. - 34
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Uie cave, is so intimate that it is impossible to deny that

all three have been produced by th£ same causes. TLa
ca^'es themselves ramify in the same irregular fashion as

the vaUeys, acd are to be viewed merely as the capillaries

in the general valley system through which the rain passes

to join the main channels. Sometimes, as in the famous

caves of Adelsberg, Kentucky, Wookey Hole in Somersst-

shire, the Peak in Derbyshire, and in many in ths Jura,

they are still the passages of eubtecranean streams ; but

very frequently the drainage has found an outlet at a
lower level, and the ancient watercourses have been

deserted. These in every cose present unmistakable proof

that they have been traversed by water in the sand,

gravel, and clay which they contain, as well as in the wore
surfaces of the sides and bottom. In all districts where

there are oaves there are funnel-shaped depressions of

various sizes called pot-holes or swallow-holes, or betoires,

" chaldrons du diable," " niarmites des grants," or " kaia-
|

vathra," in which the rain is collected before it disappears I

into the subterranean passages. They are to be seen in t

all stages, some being mere hoUows which only contain water

after excessive rain, wlulo others are profound vertical
i

shafts into which the water is continually falling. That
j

known as Helln Pot in Yorksihire, 390 feet deep, is an ex-

ample of the latter class. The cu-ques described by M.
Desnoyers belong to the sama class as the swallow -holes.

The history of swallow-holes, caves, ravines, d.nd valleys

in calcareous strata may be summed up as follows. The
calcareous rocks are invariably traversed by joints or lines

of shrinkage, which are llaes of v/eaknoss by which the

direction of the drainage is determined ; and they are

composed to a large extent of carbonate of lime, which is

readily exchanged into soluble bicarbonate by the addition

of carbonic acid. The rain in its passage through the air

takes up carbonic acid, and it is still further charged with

it in percolating through the surface soil in which there

is decomposing vegetable matter. As the rain drops

converge towards some one point, determined by some
local accident on the surface, and always in a line of

jomt, the carbonic acid attacks the carbonate of lime with

which it comes into contact, and thus a funnel is gradually

formed ending in the vertical joint below. Bo(:h funnel

and vertical joint below are being continually enlarged by
this process. This chemical action gijcs on until the free

carbonic acid is used up. The subterranean passages are

enlarged in this manner, and what vras originally an in-

aigfiiiicant net-work of fasures is developed into a scries

of halls, sometimes as much as from 80 t? lOO feet high.

These results are considerably furthered by the mechanical

friction of the pebbles and sand hurried along byihe current,

and by falls of rock from the roof produced by the removal

of the underlying strata. In many cases the results of this

action have produced a regular subterranean river system.

The thick Umestones of Kentucky, for example, are traversed

by subterranean v/aters which collect in large rivers, and
ultimately appear at the surface in fall power. The River

Axe, near Wells, the Etream flowdng out of the Peak
Cavern at Castleton, Derbyshire, that at Adelsberg (see

AdeI/SBerg, vol. L p. 151) in Carniola, flow out of caverns

in full volume. The River Styx and the waters of Acheron
disappear in a series of caverns which were supposed to

lead down to the infernal regions.

I If the direction of the drainage in the rock has been

altered, either by elevations such as those with which the

geologist is familiar, or by the opening out of new passages

at a lower level, these watercourses become dry, and present

us with the caves which have afforded shelter to man and

the wild animals from the remotest ages, sometimes liigh up
en the side of a i&Tine, at other timea close to the level <rf

the stream at the bottom.

Caves, as a general rule, are as little effected by dia-

turbacces of the rock as the ravines and valleys, which

have been formed, in the main, irrespective of the lines if

fault or dislocation.

We must now examine what happens to the bicarbonate

of lime which has been formed by the action cf the acid on
the limestone. If a current of air p\aj upon the surface of

the water, the carbonic acid, which hoats up the lime, so to

Bpsak, is given off and the insoluble carbonate is deposited,

and as a result of this action we have the elaborate

and fantastic stony incrustations termed .stalactitee and
stalagmites. The water percolating through the rock

covers the sides of the cavern with a stalactitic drapery,

and if a liua of drope persistently falls from the same point

to the floor, the calcareous deposit gradually descends from
the roof, formmg in some cases stony tassels, and in others

long columns which are iJtimately united to the calcareouB

boss, formed by the plash of the water on the floor. The
surface also of the pools is sometimes covered over with an
ice-like sheet of stalagmite, which shoots from the sides,

and sometimes forms a solid aud firm iioor when the water

on which it was supported has disappeared. Sometimos
the drops form a little calcareous basin, beautifully polished

inside, which contains saiali piiarl-like particles of carbonaie

of Jime, polished by friction one against the other. The
most beautiful stalactitic caves in Great Britain are those of

Cheddar in Somerset, Caldy Island, and Poole's Cavern at

Buxton A. portion only of the carbonate of lime is thus

deposited in the hollows of the reck from which it wi.'s

taken; the rest is carried into the open air by the streajEs,

in part deposited on the aides and bottom, forming tufa

and the so-called petrifactio.is, and partly being conveyed
down to the sea to be ultimately secreted in the tissues of

the MoHusca, Echiuodermata, and Foraminifera. Through
these it is again collected in a solid form, and iu the long
course of ages it is again lifled up above the level of the
water as limestone rock, and again undergoes the same
series of changes. Thus the cycle of carbonate of lime is a
nevei -ending one from the land to the ocean, from the ocean
to the land, and so it has been ever since the first stratum
of limestone was formed out of the esuvis of the inhabitants

of the sea. The rate of the accumulation of stalagmite in

caverns is necessarily vciriable, since it is determined "by the
presence of varying currents of air. In the Ingleborough
cavern a stalagmite, measured Jn 1839 and in 1873, is

growing at the rate of "2945 inches per annum. It is

obvious, therefore, that the vast antiquity of deposits con-

taining remains of man underneath layers of stalagmite

cannot be inferred from a thickness of a few inches or
even of a few feet.

The intimate relation which exists between caves and
ravines renders it extremely probable that many of the

latter have been originally subterranean watercourses, which
have been unroofed by the degradation of the rock In all

limestone districts ravines are to be found continued in the

same direction as the caves, and the process of atmospheric
erosion may be seen iu the fallen blocks of stone which
generally are to be met with at the mouths of the caverns.

In iUnstration of this the valley and caves of Weather-
cote, in Yorkshire, may be quoted, or the source of the
Axe at Wookey ; and the ravine formed in this way has
very frequently been widened out into a valley by the
action of Bubaerial waste, or by the grinding of glaciers

through it during the glacial stage of the Pleistocene
period.

Pleistocene Caves in. Europe.—The caves which have
offered shelter to man and the wild animals are classified

according to their contents. \st. Those containing the
extinct animals, such as the mammoth, woolly rhinoceros,

or PidEeoUthic man (see Abce^ology), ere termedJ
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Pleistocene. These are Bometimes called Quaterr.arj',

under the miatakeii idea that they belong to an age

succeeding the Tertiary period. 2d, Those which contain

the remains of the domestic animals in association with the

remains of mao either in the Neolithic, Bronze, or Iron

stages of civilization are termed Prehistoric. Zd, The third

group consists of those which can be brought into relation

with the historic period, and ate therefore ferm.ed Historic.

The search after eburfossile or unicorns' horn, or in other

words the fossil bones which ranked high in the materia

medica of the IGth and 17th centuries, led to the discovery

of the ossiferous caverns of the Hartz Mountains, and of

Hungary and Franconia. The famous cave of Gailenreuth

in the last of these districts was explored by Dr Goldfuss

in IblO. The bones of the hyaena, lion, wolf, fox, and
stag, which it contained, were identified by Baron Cuvier,

and some of the skulls have been recently proved by
Professor Busk to belong to the grizzly bear. They were
associated with the bones of the reindeer, horse, and bison,

as well as with those of the great cave bear. These dis-

coveries were of very gfeat interest, because they established

the fact that the above animals had lived in Germany in

ancient times. The first bone cave systematically explored

in England was one at Orreston near Plymouth in the year

1816, which proved that an extinct species of rhinoceros

(R. ifeffarhinns) lived in that district. Four years later

the famous hyaena den at Kirkdale in Yorkshire was
explored by Dr Buokland. He brought forward proof that

it had been inhabited by hysenas, and that the broken and
gnawed bones of the mammoth, rhinoceros, stag, bison, and
horse belonged to animals which hr.d been dragged in for

food. He pointed out that all these animals had lived in

Yorkshire in ancient times, and that it was impossible for

the carcases of the rhinoceros, hyaena, and mammoth to

have been floated from tropical regions into the places

where he found their bones. He subsequently investigated

bone caves in Derbyshire, South Wales, and Somerset, as

well as in Germany, and published his RcUquice Diluvia?ic»

in 1822, a work which laid the foundations of the new
science of cave-hunting in this country. The well-known
cave of Keut'ti Hole near Torquay, furnished the Rev. J.

McEnery, between the years 1825 and 18il, with the first

flint implements discovered in intimate association with the

bones of extinct animals. He recognized the fact that they

proved the existence of man in Devonshire while those

animals ' were alive, but the idea was too novel to be

accepted by his contemporaries. His discoveries have since

been verified by the subsequent investigations carried on
by Mr Godwin Austen, and ultimately by the committee

of the British Association, which has been at work for

several years under the guidance of Mr Pengeily. There
are four distinct strata in the cave. 1st, Thfe surface is

composed of dark earth, and contains medieval remains,

Roman pottery, and articles which prove tliat it was in use

during the Iron, Bronze, and Neolithic ages. 2d, Below
this is a stalagmite floor, varying in thickness from 1 to 3

feet, and covering (3rf) the rod earth, which contained bones

of the hyaena, lion, mammoth, rhinoceros, and other animals,

in association with flint implements and an engraved antler,

which proved man to have been an inhabitant of the cavern

during the time of its depoation. 4lh, Filling the bottom
of the cave is a hard breccia, with the remains of boars and
flint implements, in the main ruder than those found

above ; in some places it was no less than 1 2 feet thick.

The most remarkable animal found in Kent's Hole is the

sabre-toothed carnivore, Hacliairodvs tatidcu of Owen.
While the ^alue of Mr McEncry's discoveries was in dis-

pute the exploration of the cave of Brixham near Torquay

\ii 1856 proved th,it man was coeval with the extinct

iiuinmalia, and in the following year additional proof was

ofi'ered by the implements that were found in Wookey
Hole. Similar remains have been met with in the caves
of Wales, and in England as far north as Derbyshire (Cres-
well), proving that over the whole of southern and middle
England men, in precisely the same stage of rude civiliza-

tion, hunted the mammoth and rhinoceros and other extinct
animals.

Cme-dwellert allied to Eskimos.—The caves and rock
shelters of Perigord, explored by the late M. Lartet and
our countryman Mr Christy, in 1863-4, have not only
afforded accumulative proof of the co-existence of man
with the extinct mammalia, but have given us a clue as to
the race that so existed. They penetrate the sides of the
valleys of the Dordogne and Vezere, and offer as vivid
a picture of the life of the period as that revealed of

Italian manners in the Ist century by the buried cities of

Herculaneura and Pompeii. The old floors of human
occupation consist of broken bones of animals killed in the
chase, mingled with rude implements and weapons of bone
and unpolished stone, and with charcoal and burnt atones,

which indicate the position of the hearths. Flakes
without number, awls, lance-heads, hammers, and saws
made of flint rest pele-mcle with bone needles, sculptured
ceindeer antlers, arrowheads, and harpoons, and bones
of the reindeer, Taison, horse, ibex, Saiga antelope, and
musk sheep. These singular accumulations of debrie mark
the places where the ancient hunters lived, and are merely
the refuse cast aside. The reindeer formed by far the
greater portion of the food, and must have lived in

enormous herds at that time in the centre of France.
From this, as well as from the presence of the inost arctic

of the herbivores, the musk sheep, we may infer the
severe climate of that portion of France at that time.

Besides these animals the cave bear and lion have been mat
with in one, and the mammoth in five localities, and their

remains bear marks of cutting or scraping which showed
they fell a prey to the hunters. The most remarkable
remains left behind in these refuse heaps are the sculptured

reindeer antlers and figures engraved on fragments of

schist and on ivory. A weU-defined outline of an ox stands

out boldly from one piece of antler ; a second represents a
reindeer kneeling down in an easy attitude with his head
thrown up in the air so that the antlers rest on the

shoulders, and the back forms an even surfare for a
handle, which is too small to be grasped by an ordinary

European hand ; in a third a man stands close to a horse's

head, and on the other side of the 6.-une cylinder are two
heads of bisons drawn with sufficient clearness to ensure

recognition by any one who has seen that animal On a

fourth the natural curvature of one of the tines has been

taken advantage of by the artist to engrave the head and
the characteristic recurved horns of the ibex ; and on a fifth

horses are represented with large heads, upright dishevelled

manes, and shaggy ungroomcd tails. The most striking

figure is that of the mammoth engraved on a fragment of

its own tusk ; the peculiar spiral curvature of the tusk and
the long mane, which are now not to be found in any
living elephant, prove that the original was familiar to the

eye of the artist. These drawings probably employed the

idle hours of the hunter, and hand down to us the scenes

which he witnessed in the chase. Tliey are full of artistic

feeling and are evidently drawn from Lfo. The mammoth
is engraved in its own ivory, and the reindeer and the

stag on their respective antlers. The general ide.i which
we are justified in forming of these ancient dwclUrs in

Aquitaine is that they lived by hanting and fishing, and
that tbcy were clad with skins sewn together with sinews

or strips of intestines. 'I'lioy po.'.sc-siid no domestio

animal.s, nor were thoy acquainted <iith dpioning or

KiUi the potter's art We ha^'e no evidence that they
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buried their dead,—tlie interments, snch as those of

Aurignac, Les Eyzies, Mentone, as well as of Belgium and

Germany, most probably belonging to a later age.

Caves containing their implements occur throughout these

regions as well as in Switzerland.

These traces of the most ancient men as yet discovered

in Europe, may with a high degree of probability be

referred to the Eskimos. The bone needles, and many of

the harpoons, a3 well aa the flint spearheads, arrowheads,

and scrapers, are of precisely the same fonu as those now
in use amongst the Eskimos. The artistic designs from

the caves of France, BelgiuB, and Switzerland, are

iuentical in plan and workmanship with those of the

Eskimos, with this difference only, that the hunting scenes

familiar to the Palaeolithic cave-dwellers were not the same
as those lamiliar to the inhabitants of the shores of the

Arctic Ocean. Each represented the animals which he knew,
and the whale, walrus, and seal were unknown to the inland

dwellers of Aquitaine, juat as the mammoth, bison, and
-wild horse are unknown to the Eskimos. The reindeer,

which they both knew, is represented in the same way by
botL The practice of accumulating large quantities of the

bones of animals round their dwelling places, and the

habit of splitting the bones for the sake of the marrow, are

the same in both. The hides ware prepared with the same
sort of instruments, and the needles with which they were
sewn together are of the same pattern. In both there was
the same disregard of sepulture. All these facta can hardly

be mere coincidences caused by both peoples leading a savage
life under similar conditions. The conclusion, therefore,

seems inevitable that, so far as we have any evidence of

the race to which the cave-dwellers belong, that evidence

points only in the direction of the Eskimos. It is to a

considerable extent confirmed by a consideration of the

animals found in the caves. The reindeer and musk sheep

afl'ofd food to the Eskimos now in the Arctic Circle, just as

they afforded it to the Palaeolithic hunters in Europe ; and
both these animals have been traced by their remains from
the Pyrenoej to the north-east, through Europe and Asia aa

far as the very regions in which they now live. The
mammoth and bison also have been tracked by their

remains in the frozen river gravels and morasses through

Siberia as far as the American side of the Straits of Behring.

Palaeolithic man appeared in Europe with the arctic

mammalia, lived in Europe with them, and in all human
probability retreated to the north-east along with them.

Ancient Georrraphy of Europe.—The remains of man and

the animals described in the preceding paragraphs have been

introduced into the caves either by man or the wild beasts,

or by streams of water, which may or may not now occupy
their ancient courses ; and the fact that the same species

are to be met with in the caves of France, Switzerland

and Britain implies that our island formed part of the

Continent, and that there were no physical barriers to

prevent their migration from the Alps as far to the north-

west as Ireland.

The same conclusion may be gathered from the explora-

tion of caves in the south of Europe, which has resulted in

the discovery of African species, in Gibraltar, Sicily, and
Malta. In the first of these the spotted hy<Ena, the serval,

andKaffro cat Ue sidebyside %vith the horse, grizzly bear, and
slender rhinoceros (iJ. JSemitoechus),—see Falconer's Patce-

<yntographieal Memoirs. To these African animals inhabit-

ing the Iberian peninsula in the Pleistocene age, M. Lartet

has added the African elephant and striped hyaena, found in

a stratum of gravel near Madrid, along with flint implements.

The hippopotamus, spotted hyaena, and African elephant

occur in the caves of Sicily, and imply that in ancient times

there was a continuity of land between that spot and Africa,

just as the presence ol the UlepKoi antiquus proves the

non-ezistenco of the Straits of Messina during a portion,

to say the least, of the Pleistocene age. A small species

of hippopotamus {E. Pentlaiidi) occurs in incredible

abundance in the Sicilian caves. It has also been found in

those of Malta along with an extinct pigmy elephant species

{K Melitensis). It has also been discovered in Candia and

in the Peloponnese. For theae animals to have found their

way to these regions, a continuity of land is necessary.

The view advanced by Dr Faleonsr and Admiral Spratt,

that Europe was formerly connected with Africa by a

bridge of land extending southwards from Sicily, is

fully borne out by these considerations. The present

physical geography of the Mediterranean has been pro-

duced by a depression of land to the amount of about 400

fathoms, by which the Sicilo-African and Ibero-African bar-

riers have been submerged, and Crete and Malta separated

from the South-European continent. It is extremely pro-

bable that this submergence took place at the same time that

the adjoining sea bottom was elevated to about the same

amount to constitute that region now known as the Sahara.

Pleistocene Caves of the Americas and Australia.—The

Pleistocene caverns of the Euro-Asiatic continent contain

the progenitors of the animals now to be found in some

parts of the Old World, the extinct forms being closely

allied to those now living in the same geographical

provinces. Those of Brazil and of Pennsylvania present

ua with animals whose nearest analogues are to be found in

North and South America, such as sloths, armadillos, and

agoutis. Those, again, of Australia present us with mar
supials only, allied to, or identical with, those of tha.

singular continent.

The extinct forms in each case are mainly those of the

larger animals, which, from their large size, and the fact of

their only bearing one at a birth, would be specially liable

to be beaten in the battle for life by their smaller and

more fertile contemporaries, and less likely to survive those

changes in their environment which have undoubtedly

taken place in the long lapse of ages. It is, therefore,

certain that the mammalian life in the Old, New, and

Australian worlds was as well marked out into geographical

provinces in the Pleistocene age as at the present time,

and that it has been continuous in these areas from that

remote time to the present day.

For cavea of America see Lund, Chron. del Sc. Nat., Id

ser., xiii. p. 313; American Journ. of Science and Art, i.

1871. For those of Australia—Owen, Brit. Ass. Eep.,

1844; Mitchell, Three Expeditions into Interior of

Australia, 1838. vol. ii.; Wood's Geological Observations

in South Australia, 1862.

The fact that no caves contain remains more ancient

than the Pleistocene age may be explained by the view

thiit the caverns ifa which the animals of former periods took

shelter have been removed by the process of subaerial

denudation operating through long periods of time.

Prehistoric Caves of Neolithic Age in Europe.—The
prehistoric caves are distinguiBhed from Pleistocene by
their containing the remains of domestic animals, and by
the wild animals to which they have afforded shelter

belonging to living species. They are divisible into three

groups accortiing to the traces of man which occur in them,

—into the Neolithic, Bronze, and Iron ages.

The Neohthic caves are widely spread throughout
Europe, and have been used as the habitations and tombs
of the early races who. invaded Europe from the East
with their flocks and herds. The first of these sys-

tematically explored was at Perthi Chwaren, near the
village of Llandegla, Denbighshire, in 1 869. In the foUow-
iug years five others ware discovered close by, as well as a
second group in the neighbourhood of Cefn on the banks
of the Elwy. They contained polished celts, flint flakes.
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rude poltery, and human skeletons, along with the broken

bones o( the pig, dog, horse, CeJtic shorthorn, and goat.

The remains of the wild animals belong to the wolf, fox,

badger, bear, wild boar, stag, roe, hare, and rabbit. Most

of the bones were broken or cut, and the whole group was

obviously au accumulation which resulted from these caves

having boeu used as dwellings. They had subsequently

been used for burial. The human skeletons in them were

of all ages, from infancy to old age ; and the interments

had been successive until each became filled. The bodies

were buried in the contracted posture which is so character-

istic of Neolithic interments generally. The men to whom
these skeletons belonged were a short race, the tallest

being about 5 feet 6 inches, and the shortest 4 feet 10

inches ; their skulls are orthognathic, or not presenting

jaws advancing beyond a vertical Une dropped from the

forehead, in shape long or oval, and of fair average

capacity. The face was oval, and thu cheek bones were

not prominent. ' Some of the individuals were characterized

by a peculiar flattening of the shinbone (platycnemism),

which probably stood in relation to the free action of the

foot that was not hampered by the use of a rigid sole or

sandal. This, however, cannot be looked upon as a race

character, or as a tendency towards a simian type of leg.

These Neolithic cave-dwellers have been proved to be

identical in physique with the builders of the cairns and

tumuli which lie scattered over the face of Great Britain and

Ireland. (See Thurnam, Crania Britannica.) They have

also been met with abundantly in France. In the Caverne

de I'Homme Mort, for example, in the department of

Lozfere, explored in 1871, the association of remains was
of precisely the same nature as those mentioned above,

and the human skeletons were of the same small type. The
same class of remains has also been discovered in Gibraltar,

in the caves of Windmill Hill, and some others. The
human remains examined by Professor Busk are of precisely

the same type as those of Denbighshire. In the work of

Don Manuel Gongora J. Martinez (Antignedades Prehis-

torieaa de Andalusia, 1868), several interments are described

in the cave of Murcielagos, which penetrates the limestone

out of which the grand scenery of the southern Sierra

Nevada has been to a great extent carved. In one place

& group of three skeletons was met with, one of which
was adorned with a plain coronet of gold, and clad in a

tunic made of esparto grass finely-plaited, so as to form a

pattern like that on some of the gold ornaments in

Etruscan tombs. In a second spot further within, twelve

skeletons formed a semicircle round one covered with a

tunic of skin, and wearing a necklace of esparto grass,

earrings of black stone, and ornaments of shell and wild

boar tusk. There were other articles of plaited esparto

grass, such as baskets and sandals. There were also flint

flakes, polished-stone axes, implements of bone and wood,

together with pottery of the same type as that from

Gibraltar. The same class of remains have been discovered

in the Woman's Cave, near Alhama in Granada. From the

physical identity of the human rem.ains in all these cases it

may bo inferred that in the Neolithic age a longheaded,

email race inhabited the Iberian peninsula, extending

through France, as far north as Britain, and to the north-

west as far as Ireland,—a race considered by Professor

Busk " to be at the present day represented by at any
rate a part of the population now inhabiting the Basque
provinces." This identification of the ancient Neolithic

caTe-dwellers with the modern Basque-speaking inhabitant

of the Western Pyrenees is corroborated by the elaborate

researches of M. Brocas, Professor Virchow, and Dr
Thurnam into modern Basque skulls. It may therefore

bo concluded thr.t in the Neolithic age au Iberian popnlntion

occupied ihu whole of th-c area mentioned above, inhabiting

caves and burying their dead in caves and chambered
tombs, and possessed of the sama habits of life. The
remains of the same small, ovaMeatured, long-headed race

have been found in Belgium in the cave of Cbauvauz.
There is no evidence that any other race except the

Iberic buried their dead in the caves of Britain. In
Belgium, however, the exploration of the cave of Sclaig-

neaux by M. Soreil proves that broad-headed men of the

type defined by Professor Huxley and Dr Thurnam as

brachycephalic, and characterized by high cheek bones,

projecting niuzzlps, and large st.iture, the average height
being 5 ft. 8 '4 inches (Thurnam), inhabited and buried their

dead in the caves of that region. In France they occur in

the sepulchral cave of Orrouy (Oise) in association with

those of the Iberic type. They have also been met with in

Gibraltar. This, type is undistinguishable from the Celtic

or Gaulish, found so abundantly in the chambered tombs of

the Neolithic age in France. Both these ancient races are

represented at the present day by the Basques and Aquit-

anians of France and Spain, and by the Celts or Gauls »f

France, Britain, and the Mediterranean border of Spain,

their relative antiquity being proved by an appeal to their

history and geographical distribution. For just as the

earliest records show that the Iberic power extended as far

north as the Loire, and as far cast as the Khoiie, so we

have proof of the gradual retrocession of the Iberic frontier

southwards, under the attacks of the successive Celtic

hordes, until ultimately we find the latter in possession

of a considerable part of Southern Spain, forming by their

union with the conquered the powerful nation of Celt-

Iberi.- The Iberians were in possession of the Continent

before they were dispossessed by the Celts; they are

recognized by Tacitus in Britain in the Silures of Wales
;

and they are still to be seen in the small, dark, lithe

inhabitants of North Wales (see Dawkins, Fortnightly

Review, October 1874). From the present distribution

of this non-Aryan race it is obvious that they were

gradually pushed back westward by the advance of tribes

coming from the East, and following those routes which

were subsequently taken by the Low and High Germans.

The exploration of the Grotta dei Colombi, in the island

of Palmaria overlooking the Gulf of Spezzia, in 1873,

proves that the stories scattered through the classical

writers, that the caves on the Mediterranean shores were

inhabited by cannibals, are not altogether without founda-

tion. In it broken and cut bones of children and young

adults were found along with those of the goat, hog, fox,

wolf, wild cat, flint flakes, bono implements, and shells

perforated for suspension.

Prehistoric Caves of Brome and Iron Ages.—The extreme

rarity of articles of bronze in the European caves implies

that they were rarely used by the Bronze folk for habitation

or burial. Bronze weapons mingled with gold ornaments

have, however, been discovereti in the llcatherj'burn Cave

near Stanhope, Durham, as well as in those of Kirkhead

in Cartmell, in Thor's Cave in Stafl'ordshire, and the Cat

Hole in Gower in Glamorganshire. In the Iberian penin-

sula the Cave of Cesarcda, explored by Signor Delgado, in

the valley of the Tagus, contained bronio articles, associated

with broken and cut human bones, as well as those of

domestic animals, rendering it probable that cannibalism

was practised in early times in that region. Professor Busk

believes, however, that the facts aro insufficient to support

the charge of cannibalism against the ancient Portuguese.

Caves containing articles of iron, and therefore belong-

ing to that division of the prehistoric age, ore so unimport-

ant that they do not deserve notice in this place. As man

increased in civilization ho preferred to live in houses of

his own building, and he no longer buried his dead in th«

natural sepulchres provided for him iu the rock.
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^Prehistoric caves have been rarely explored in extra-

European areas. Among those which abound in Palestine,

one in Mount Lebanon, examined by the Eev. Canon
Tristram, contained flint implements along with charcoal

and broken bones and teeth, some of which may bereferred

to a small ox, undistinguishable from the small short-horn,

.Sos longifrons. In North America the remains found by
';Mr. F. W. Putnam in the caves of Kentucky, consisting of

anoccasins, rudely plaited cloth, and other articles, may be

Referred to the same division.

Historic Caves in Britain.—The historic cawei tavaonly
attracted notice during the last few years, and in Britain

alone, principally through the labours of the Settle Cave
Committee from the year 1869 to the present day. To
them is due the exploration of the Victoria Cave, which
had been discovered '' and partially investigated as

early as the year 183S. It consists of three large 01-

defined chambers opening on the face of the cliff 1450 feet

above the sea, and filled with debris very nearly up to the
roof. rt'It presented three distinct eras of occupation,—one
by hyaenas, which dragged into it rhinoceroses, bisons^ mamt
moths, horses, reindeer, and bears. This was defined from
the next occupation, which is probably of the Neolithic age,

by a layer of grey clay, on the surface of which rested a

Ijone harpoon and a few flint flakes and bones. Then
after aa interval of debris at the entrance was a layer of

charcoal, ^broken bones, fragments of old hearths,, and
numerous instruments of savage life associated with broken
pottery, Roman coins, and the rude British imitation^ of

them, various articles of iron, and elaborate personal

ornaments, which implied a considerable devekipment of

the arts. -The evidence of the coins stamps the date of

the occupation of the cave to be between the first hallf of

the 5th century and the English invasion. Soma of the

brooches present a pecuUar flamboyant and spiral pattern

in relief, of the same character as the art of some, of the
illuminated manuscripts, as for example one of the Aniglo'

Saxon gospels at Stockholm, and of the gospels -of St
Columban in Trinity College, Dublin. It is mostly allied

to that work which is termed by Mj Franks late Celtic.

From its localization in Britain and Ireland, it seems to bs
probable that it.is of Celtic derivation; and if this view be
accepted, there is nothing at all extraordinary in its being
recognized in the illuminated Irish gospels. ' Ireland, in

the 6th and 7th centuries, was the great centre of art,

civilization, and literature ; and it is only reasonable to

suppose that there would be inteijcourse between the Irish

Christians and those of the west of Britain, during the

time thafi the Eomano-Celts, or Brit-Welsh, were being

slowly pushed westwards by the heathen English invader.

Proof of such an intercourse we find in the brief notice

of the Annates Cavibrite, in which Gildas, the Brit-

.Welsh' historian, is stated to have sailed over to Ireland in

the year 565 a.d. It is by no means improbable that

about this time there was a Brit-Welsh migration into

Ireland, as well as into Brittany. Objects with these

designs found in Germany are probably directly or indirectly

due to the Irish missionaries, who spread Christianity

through those regions. The early Christian art in Ireland

grew out of the late Celtic, and is to a great extent free

from the influence of Rome, which' is stamped on the Brit-

Welsh art of the same age in this country.

Several-'other ornaments with enamel deserve especial

notice. 'The enamel composed of red, blue and yellow has
bren inserted into the hollows in the bronze, and then

! heated so^ aa to form a close union with it. ' They are of

the same-design as those which have been met with in late

,Roman tumuli in this country, and in places 'which are

jmainly in the north. They ail belong to a class named
llate.Celtic^y^Mr Franks, and are considered_by^him to be

of British manufacture. This view i» supported by the only

reference to the art of enameiUn^ furnished by the classical

writers. Philostratus, a Greek sophist in the court of Julia

Domna, the wife of the Emperor Severus, writeSj " It is

said that the barbarians living in the ocean pour these

colours (those of horse-trappings) on heated bronze, and
that these adhere, grow as hard as stone, and preserve the

designs that are made in them." It is worthy t>t remark

that, since the Emperor Severus built the wall whi«h bears

his name,' marched in person against the Caledonians,

and died at York, the account of the enamels may have

reached Philostratus from the very district in which the

Victoria Cave is situated.

Associated with these were bronze ornaments inlaid with

silver, and miseelianeous iroa articles, among which was a

Roman key. Remains of this kind have been met with in

the Albert and Kelko caves in the neighbourhood, in that

of Dowkerbottom near Arnelifi'e, in that of Kirkhcad on

the northern shore of Morecorabe Bay, in Poole's Cavern

near Buocton, and m Thor's Gave neair Ashbourne.

List of Principal Animals aiid Objects found in Mrit-

Welsh strata in Caves.

I >

Domestic—
Canis fawAliaris. Dbg
Siis scrafoJ. Pig .n-

Equals eahallus. Horae
Bos longifrtoni. CeUic-short-honi:

Gapra Hiraus. Goat.. «
WrLD—
Canis indpfs. Vox
Mblfs tas^iis. Badger...
Cervusei^ph/iis. Stag,

CflTTJits eagytoUta,- Koe ,,...

Roman corns, or iinitations

Ena'melled ornaments, in bronze.

Bronze ornaments, inlaid' "with )<

silver ,. (

Iron articles

Samian ware
Black ware
Bone spoon fibulfe

Bone combs

•£•&!

It is obvious in all these cases that men accustomed to

luxury and refinement were compelled, by the pressure of

some great calamity, to flee for refuge to caves with what-'

aver they could transport thither of their property. The
number of spindle-whorls and personal ornaments imply
that they were accompanied by their families. We may
also infer that they were cut off from the civilization to

which they had been accustomed, because in some- cases

they extemporized spindle-whorls out of fragments of

Samian ware, instead of using those which were expressly

manufactured for the purpose. Why the caves were inhabited

is satisfactorily explained by an appeal to contemporary

history.- In the pages of Gildas, in ths Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle, and in the Annales Cambrice, we have a graphic

picture of that long war of invasion by which the inhabit-'

ants of the old Roman province ef Britannia were driven,

back by the Jutes, Angles, and Saxons, who crossed over'

with their families and household stuff. Slowly, and in]

the chances of a war which extended through three'

centuries, they were gradually pushed back into Cumber-'
land, Wales, and West Somerset, Devon, and CornwaU.1
While this war was going on the coinage became debased^
and Roman coins afforded the patterns for the small bronze
mini'mi,- which are-to-bemetjith equally in these caves
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ftod in Ae niins of Roman cities. As the tide of war

joUed to the west, the English tongue and, until towards

the close of the struggle, the worship of Thor and Odin

supplanted the British tongue and the Christian faith, and

a rude barbarism replaced what was left of the Boman
civilization in the island. It is to this period that relics of

this kind in the caves must be assigned. They are traces

of the anarchy of those times, and complete the picture of

the desohitioa of Britain, revealed by the aahes of the

cities and villas that were burnt by the invader. They

prove that the vivid account given by Q-ildas of the straits

to which his countrymen were reduced were literally true.

' The historic caves of the Continent have not as yet been

explored.

Authorities.—1. Britain.—Boyd Dawkins, Cavehunting, 1374;
Falconer, Palisonlagrccphiml.Vemoirs, edited by Busk and Murchiaon,

2 vols. ; Buckland, Rgliquue Vili^viaiux, 1821 ; Bi-iL Assoc. Reports,

I8ff0-1875; Jijiiri!. Anthrap, Xjisi!.,18Z0-6; Qaart. Oeol. Jourii., 1869-

75; Yeng&iXy, TraTis. Dewnsliure Association. 2". The Continent.

—

Lartet and Christy, Hcliquia: Aquitaukcc ; Intcrnat. Congress of

Prehistoric ArcJtwologi; ; Marcel de Serres, Les Ossffnums FossiUi dc

Lunel fiel ; Dupont, L^Homma pendant l«s Ages de la Pierrs dans

les £7tvirons de Dinani-sur.Maus0 ; Schmerlin^, ReckercJies sur Ics

Oisem£n9 Fossiles decouvcrts dans les Caverns dc Liigs ; Jferk, £"2:00-

vations at Kcsserlodi, transl. J. E. Lee, 1876. fW. B. D.)

CAVE, Edwakd (1691-1754), an English printer, was

born at Newton in Warwickshire, in 1691. He was placed

by his father, who was a shoemaker at Rugby, at the

famous school of that town, but being accused of robbing

the hen-roost, ke was forced to leave. He became clerk to

a collector of the excise ; but the drudgery and insolence

to which he was subjected by. his master's wife caused him

1^0 try his fortunes in London, and after having been

engaged for soma time by a timber-merchant, he was finally

bound apprentice iu the priuting-ofEce of Mr Collins. In

two years he attained so much skill iu his art, that he was

eeut to conduct a printing-house at Norwich, and publish

a weekly paper. In this undertaking lie met with some
opposition, which produced a public controversy, and
vrocured young Cave the reputation of a writer. The ouly

work of any size, however, which he left was An Account

of the Criminals. He held for a short time the office of

clerk of the franks, but his rigour iu checking abuses soon

caused his dismissal. Ho now embarked the capital which
he had acquired in the publication of the Gentleman's

Magazine, a periodical which procured a fortune for the

projector, and survived almost all its competitors. It is

as tlie founder of this magazine, and as the first to give

literary emploj-ment to Samuel Johnson, that Cave's name
has been remembered. He died on the 10th January 1751.

Dr Samuel Johnson wrote a short biography of Cave.

CAVE, Dr \Villia.m (1G37-1713), an English divine,

was boru at Ilckwell in Leicestershire. He was educated

nt St John's College, Cambridge, and became successively

minister of Hasoly iu O.xfordshire, of All-Hallows the

Great of Islington in London, and of Isloworth in

^liddlesox. Ho was chiiplain to Charles II., and in 168-t

was installed as a canon of Windsor. The two works on
which his reputation principally rests are the Aposlolici, or

History of Apnstles and Fathers in the three first centuries

of the church (1677), and Scriptorum Eccleaiaaticorum

Hisloria Literaria (1088). The best edition of the latter

is the Clarendon Press, 1740-3, which contains additions

by the author and others. In both works he was drawn
into controversy with Leclerc, who wa» then writing his

JBibliolhique Univertelle, and who accused him of partiality.

Besides thc3o, he wrote Primitive Christianity, or Religion of tht

Ancient Christians, i-c. ; Tabula! £cclesiattic(e; Antiquitaten Apoa-
tolica; A Dissertation eimceming the Oovemment of tht Ancient
Church, d-c; Ecelcsiaatiei, or History of tht Failurt of the ith een.

litry ; and a work entitled CfiJirtophi/lajc Ecclcaintticutf which is an
Abridgment of the Iiitt<rria JAteraria,

CAVEDONE, Jacopo (1577-1860), an Italian painter,

born at Sassuolo in the Modenese, was educated in the

school of the Caracci, and under them painted in the

churches of Bologna. His principal works are the Adora-

tion of the Magi, the Four Doctors, snd the Last Supper

;

and more especially the Virgin and Child in Glory, with

San Petronio and other saints, painted in 1614, and now
in the Bolognese Academy. Cavedone became an assistant

to Guido in Rome ; his art was generally of a subdued
undemonstrative character, with rich Titianesque colouring.

In his declining years his energies broke down after the

death of a cherished son ; and he died in extreme poverty,

m a stable in Bologna.

CAVENDISH, HEfTBT (1731-1810), a chemist and
natural philosopher, was the son of Lord Charles Cavendish,

brother of the third duke of Devonshire, and of Lady
Anno Grey, daughter of the duke of Kent. He was born

at Nice on the 10th October 1731. Little is known about

his early education. He was for some time at New-
combe's school at .

Hackney, and afterwards went to

Cambridge. Probably his taste for experimental research

was mainly acquired from his father, who gave some atten-

tion to meteorological observations, and whose very accurate

determination of the dejireaaion of mercury in barometrical

tubes has formed the basis of some of the most refined

investigations of modern times. The morbid spnsibility

of his nature, which led him to shrink from society, would

also have an influence in determining his choice of a

scientific Ufe ; and he was free to follow his bent, as his

allowance from his father was amply sufficient for his

wants, and a largo inheritance left him by one of his uncles

put him iu possession of abundant means for prosecuting

his scientific investigations. Iu the latter part of his life,

indeed, he was not less famed in his country for the

great accumulation of his property than for his intellectual

and scientific treasures. His merits in science were more
generally understood on the Coutiuent ; and he was made,
though not till he had passed the age of seventy, one of

the eight foreign associates of the Institute of France. He
resided principally at Clapbam Common, but his library

was latterly at his house in Bedford Square ; and after the

death of his librarian, he appointed a day on which he

attended in person to lend any work to such men of letter*

as were either personally known to him or recommended
by his friends. So methodical was he that he never took

down a book for his own use without entering it in the

loan book. In 1760 ho became a member of the Royal
Society. Ha was constantly present at the meetings of

the society, as well as at the conversations held at the

house of the president ; and ho dined every Thursday
with the club composed of its members. Otherwise he had
little intercourse with society, even with his own family.

He saw only once a year the person whom he had made
his principal heir. His dinner was ordered daily by a

note placed on the hall table, and hU female domestics

had orders to keep out of his sight on pain of dismissal.

His person was tall and rather thin ; his dress was
singularly uniform, although sometimes a little neglected.

Ho had a slight hesitation in his speech, and an air of

timidity and reserve that was almost ludicrous. He died

unmarried on the 24th of February ISIO, leaving a

property in the funds of about X700,000, and a landed

estate of XCGOO a year. Some of his warmest admirers

have expressed regret that no portion of that vast wealth

was appropriated to scientific objects.

For almost fifty years after Cavendish iiccamo a member
of the Royal Society, ha continued to contribute to the

Philosophical Transactioru some of the most interesting

and important papers that have appeared in that collection
;

iu which the precision <jf experimental demonstration, no
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less than the important scientific facts communicated, has
been thought to have aided the further progress of chemical

discovery. He may almost be called the founder of

pneumatic chemistry, which had barely an existence when
he began his researches. In a series of " Three papers,

containing Experiments on Factitious Air," Pidl. Tram.,

1766, p. 141, he describes the apparatus used in processes

of this kind, which he had improved by the occasional

employment of mercury. By weighing a bladder filled

with a known bulk of inflammable air (hydrogen), and
then in a stats of collapse, and by examining the loss of

weight during the solution of zinc in an acid, he found the

specific gravity of inflammable air to be about -ji^th of

that of common air, a discovery which led to balloon

experiments and projects for aerial navigation. - He also

observed that the gas obtained during the solution of

copper in muriatic acid was rapidly absorbed by water,

but did not inquire further into its nature. The second

paper refers to fixed air (carbonic acid), which was found
to undergo no alteration in its elasticity when kept a year

over mercury, to be absorbed by an equal bulk of water

or of olive oil, and by less than half its bulk of spirit of

wine, to exceed the atmospheric air in specific gravity by
more than one-half, and to render it unfit for supporting

combustion even when added to it in the proportion of only

1 t/) 9. In the third part, the air produced by fermentation

and putrefaction is examined, and is shown to be identical

with the fixed air obtained from marble. It is also shown
that the inflammable air emitted during putrefaction

resembles that which is procured from zinc, although it

appears to be a little heavier.

A paper on " Experiments on Air," Phil. Trans., 1784,

p. 119, contains an account of two of the greatest dis-

coveries that have ever been made in chemistry,— the

composition of water, and that of nitric acid. Cavendish
first establishes the radical difl'erence of hydrogen from
nitrogen, and then relates his experiments on the combos-
tion of hydrogen with oxygen, which had partly been
suggested by an observation of Mr Waltire, a lecturer on
natural philosophy, and which prove that pure water is the
result of the process, provided that no nitrogen be present.

The second series of experiments shows that when phlo-

gisticated air (nitrogen) is present in the process, some
nitric acid is produced, and that this acid may be obtained
from atmospheric air, by the repeated operation of the

electrical spark. In another paper on " Experiments on
Air," Phil. Trans., 1785, p. 372, the composition of nitric

acid is further established, and it is shown that nearly the

whole of the irrcspirable part 'of the atmosphere is con-

vertible into this acid, when it is mixed with oxygen and
an electric spark is passed through the mixture,— the fixed

air sometimes obtained being due to the presence of

organic substances.

Besides the above. Cavendish contributed a number of

other papers to the Philosophical Transactions. In an
" Account of a New Eudiometer," Phil. Trans., 1783, p.

106, he attributes the great difference in the results of

endiometrical experiments with nitrous gas, or nitric oxide,

to the different degrees of oxygenization of the acid that is

formed. But he found that when the method employed
was the same, there was no sensible difference in the con-

stituent parts of the atmosphere under circumstances the
most dissimilar,—the air of London, with all its fires burn-
ing in the winter, appearing as pure as the freshest breezes

of the country. In " An Attempt to explain some of the
principal Phenomena of Electricity by means of an Elastic

Fluid," Phil. Trans., 1771, p. 584, his theory of electricity

agrees with that which had been published a few years
before by ^Epinus, but he has entered more minutely into

the details of calculation. The law of electric attraction

and repulsion had not at that time been fully ascertained,

but Cavendish inclines to the true supposition, of forces

varying inversely as the square of the distance. In his

" Observations on Mr Hutchin's Experiments for deter-

mining the degree of cold at which quicksilver freezes,"

Phil. Tram., 1783, p. 303, he denied to heat the character

of a substance, and thought " Sir Isaac Newton's opinion,

that heat consists in the internal motion of the particles of

bodies, much the most probable,"—a view which it was

one of the first of Sir Humphrey Davy's objects to confirm.

The apparatus which Cavendish employed in his " Experi-

ments to determine the density of the Earth," Phil. Trans.,

1798, p. 469, had been invented and constructed many
years, before by the Rev. John Michell, who did not live to

perform the experiments for which he intended it. The
method employed was to suspend by a vertical wire a

horizontal bar, having a leaden weight at each end ; to

determine the .magnitude of the force of torsion by the

time occupied in the lateral vibrations of the bar ; and to

measure the extent of the change produced in its situation

by the attraction of two large masses of lead placed on

opposite sides of the case containing the apparatus, so that

this attraction might be compared with the weight of the

balls, or, in other words, with the attraction of the eartL

In this manner the mean density of the earth was found

to be five and a half times as great as that of water.

There has been some difference of opinion as to the

attitude of Cav-endish towards the antiphlogistic theory of

Lavoisier. Cavendish by no means dissented from th»

whole of that theory. In the " Experiments on Air," PhiU

Trans., 1784, he quotes Lavoisier and Scheele with appro-

bation, as having suggested the opinion " that dephlogisti-

cated air and phlogisticated air are quite distinct substances,

and that common air is a mixture of the two." Afterwards

he ' says that " not only the foregoing experiments, but

most other phenomena of nature, seem explicable as well,

or nearly as well, tipon this as upon the commonly believed

principle of phlogiston." M. Cuvier has even asserted that

the antiphlogistic theory derived its first origin from one

great discovery of Cavendish, that of the nature of hydro-

geri, and owed its complete establishment to another, that

of the composition of water.

Cavendish possessed a clearness of comprehension, and an
acuteness of reasoning, which had been the lot of very few
of his predecessors from the days of Newton. The
splendid career of chemical investigation, which has since

been pursued with a degree of success unprecedented ia

history, may be said to have been first laid open to man-
kind by his labours.

CAVENDISH, M.iEGAJtET. See NewcastlEj Duchess
OF.

CAVENDISH, Thomas (1560-1592), the third circum-

navigator of the globe, was born at Trimley St Mary, in.

Suffolk, in 1560. For a short time he studied at Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge, but quitting the university

without a degree, he followed the court, and in a few years

squandered away nearly all his inheritance. Turning his

attention to maritime adventure with a view to repairing

his fortune, he fitted out a ship in which he accompanied

the expedition sent to Virginia in 15S5 under the command
of Sir Richard Grenville. On his return he resolved upou
a predatory expedition against the Spaniards in the New
World. Accordingly, on July 21, 1586, he sailed from

Plymouth with three small vessels, passed through the

Straits of Magellan, cruised along the coasts of Chili,

teru, and Mexico, and burnt and sunk nineteen ships,

including the " Santa Anna," a vessel belonging to the king

of Spain, with a cargo of immense value, which he captured

off the coast of California. Returning home with his

plunder by the Caps of Good Hope he rcicbed P!j-mouth^
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September 9, 15S8, having circumnavigated tKe globe iu

two years and fifty days. It is said that his sailors were

clSlhed in silk, his saib were damask, and his topmast

covered with cloth of gold. His hastily-acquired riches

did not last long, for in 1591 he had reduced himself to

the necessity of undertaking another expedition with five

vessels. This voyage was a most disastrous one. His

crews were "mutinous, and after leaving the Straits of

Jlagellan they obliged him to steer for England. At
this he became dispirited, and died of grief on the home-

ward voyage in 1592. The only geographical discovery of

any importance which can be attributed to Cavendish is

that of the harbour named by him Port Desire, on the east

coast of Patagonia.

CAVENDISH, Sir William, the second son of Thomas
Cavendish of Cavendish in SuflTolk, clerk of the pipe in

the reign of Henry VIII., was born about the year 1505.

Having received a liberal education, he was taken into the

family of Cardinal Wolsey, whom he served in the

capacity of gentleman-usher of the chamber. Cavendish

was with Wolsey when he died, and delayed going to court

till he had seen his remains decently interred. The king

was so far from disapproving of his conduct that he

immediately took him into his household, made him
treasurer of his chamber and a privy-councillor, and after-

\vards conferred on him the order of knighthood. He was
also appointed one of the commissioners for receiving the

surrender of religious houses. In 1540 he was nominated
one of the auditors of the court of augmentations, and soon
afterwards obtained a grant of several considerable lordships

in Hertfordshire. In the reign of Edward VI. his estates

were much increased by royal grants in seven different

counties ; and he appears to have continued in high favour

at court during the reign of Queen Mary. He died in

1557. Sir William was the founder of Chatsworth, and
of the vast fortunes of his descendants, the dukes of Devon-
shire. Ho wrote The Life and Death of Cardinal Wolsey,

of which a mutilated copy appeared iu 1641. It was first

correctly printed in Dr Wordsworth's Ecclesiastical

Biographij.

CAVEXDISH, William, first duke of Devonshire.
See Devonshire, Duke of.

CAVITE, a fortified seaport town of the Philippines,
capital of a province of the same name in the Island of

liUzon, nine miles south of the city of ilanilla, on a
tongue of land in the bay. It was formerly the head
naval depot of the Spanish possessions in the East, and has
ail arsenal, a hospital, two churches, and three convents.
GAVORE, or Cavour, a town of Italy in the province

of Turin, 25 miles south-west of the city of that name.
It carries on silk-spinning and linen-weaving, as well as a
trade iu grain. In 14.33 it was bestowed by Amadeus
VIII. of Savoy on the lords of Raconis, and in the 16tli

and 17th centuries it appears from time to time in the
various wars and revolutions. In more recent days it has
given its name to the great statesman of Italy whose family
were raised to the marquisate of Cavour in the middle ef
the last century. An earlhuuake did considerable damage
to the town in 1808. Population, 7380.
CAVOUR, Count (1810-1861). Camillo Benso di

Cavour, the regenerator of Italy, and one of the greatest of
modern statesmen, was bom at Turin on the 1st of August
1810. The family of the Bonsi was a very ancient one.
The founder of it, a Saxon warrior named Hubert, after
following Barbarossa in his Italian wars, and making a
pilgrimage to the Holy Land, married a Piedmontese heiress
about the middle of the I'Jth century, and settled on the
very est:ito of Santena where the remains of his great
descendant were lately laid. In the early part of their
hiatory, th • Beasi seem to have l;een connected with the

5—12

small neighbouring republic of Chieri, laier with the House
of Savoy, which gradually gained the upper hand in those

parts of Xortbern Italy. Their life, like that of other

feudal barons, was stirring, rough-handed, and adventurous.

Members of the family are fretjuently to be met with in

history, but none of them eminent enough to deserve

mention here. In the middle of last century the head of

the Bensi was raised to the dignity of marquis, under the

name of Cavour. Accordingly, at the beginning of

this century we find the father of the great statesman in

possession of the title of marquis. He had married a

Genevese lady of rank, and both held offices in the house-

hold of the Prince Borghese, husband of the Princess

Pauline, the beautiful sister of Napoleon, who vvas governor

of Piedmont in those days when Europe lay at the feet of

the French conqueror. Under these circumstances was the

future deliverer of Italy born, the second son of this

Piedmontese nobleman and of his Genevese wife.';. The
Princess Pauline, the sister of one Napoleon, and aunt of

another, who have so powerfully influenced the destinies

of Italy, presented the infant Camillo at the font.

Cavour spent the first ten years of his life in his father's

house at Turin, enjoying all the advantages v;hich favour

the full and genial development of both mind and body.

The old marquis, who became a decided conservative after

the Revolution, was a wise and benevolent father, and an
upright man.jj He enjoyed the care, too, of an accomplished

mother, of a grandmother still more accomplished, and of

two aunts, who, having no children of their own, naturally

bestowed all their affection on him and his elder brother.

For some time he had no love for his lessons ; in fact, he had
a perfect horror of them. The probability is that the

buoyancy and energy of his nature made him averse to

such restraint. He was an active, energetic boy, full of

animal spirits and never tired of play, strong of will, yet

genial and good-natured. In a little time he became a
voracious reader, but as full of frolic as ever. At ten years

of age Camillo, being intended for the army, left hom.e to

enter the military academy. There he studied hard,

especially mathematics. As he afterwards regretted, the

literary side of his education had been neglected,—perhaps
because he had never been attracted to literature by any
of those circumstances which call forth a dormant power,

perhaps because the original bent of his mind was too strong

towai-ds the clear and the utilitarian. Mathematics satisfied

his love for definite statement and clear demonstrative

argument. Ho had no inclination towards metaphysics,

had little imagination, and was never tempted to run after

vague ideals. The only speculations ho indulged in wero
social, political, or industrial, those, in fact, which arc

closely connected with tangUde and positive interests.

But his after career as plainly shows that ho was capable

of a deep and absorbing enthusiasm, which was all tho

more powerful and effective, because disciplined by a sure

judgment and a wise patience.

Anyhow, he was a very successful student in the subjects

taught at tho military academy. This is proved by tho

fact, that ho was appointed to a commission in the

engineers at the ago of sixteen, though by the rules of the

service it was not under twenty such a post could be
granted.

At the military academy an incident occurred which is

a clear indication of his character, and helped greatly to

determine his future career. Being the son of a noble
family, ho was honoured with the dignity of page in the

royal household. An ordinary boy would have been highly

delighted with this introduction to court life ; but to

Cavour its restraints, its etiquette, and ill livery were a

galling lo.-xd, and, as he was by no means tcady to learn

the lessons of what is called a wise reticence, he was soon

V. - 3S
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relieved of the honour, and marked as a dangerous fellow.

During his brief military career ho seems to have been

stationed mostly at Genoa. This was a more independent

life than he had hitherto led ; and at Genoa, where the

liberal element was naturally stronger than it the court

gnd capital, young Cavour felt himself more at his ease

than ever he had been at Turin. But when the shock of

the French Revolution of the year 1830 began to be felt in

Italy, and when men thought themselves at liberty once mora
to express their opinions on the state of their native country,

Cavour was soon caught offending by the same excessive

freedom of speech. He was sent, therefore, in a kind of

honourable banishment to Fort Bird in the Val d'Aosta,

nominally to superintend some meiion-work there, but really

as a chastisement for his imprudence, and in the hope of a

course of solitary reflection leading him at last to acquiesce

in the existing state of things. Here Cavour was reduced

to great straits for want of society, being obliged to while

away his time at a certain game of tarots with the con-

tractors. After mx months he grew weary of it, and sent

in his resignation (1831).

He had now reached a most important turning-point in

bis career. Set adrift from the profession for which he
h.id been educated, ai.d suspected at court, there were three

courses open to him,— to retire into private life in Piedmont,
or to go abroad and quietly await a favourable opportunity

for taking part in the deliverance of his country, or to join

in the frequent conspiracies of the Carbonari and others

for its immediate emancipation. The state of Italy was
Buch as to justify the most extreme methods. He was now
arrived at a time of life at which he could realize the full

measure of the sufferings and humiliations his country had
undergone. Endowed with the all too fatal gift of beauty,
and covered with a population, which has excelled in every
department of human activity, in arts and literature, in

commerce and navigation, but was too disunited and far too

demoralized to defend her, Italy had for centuries been the
prey of every spoiler, of the Saracen and the German, the
Frenchman and the Spaniard. Her national life had been
repressed, her commerce ruined, her intellectual -growth
stifled, and the very soul of her people debased and per-

verted by priestcraft and foreign despotism. To most other
nations their native land was an object of pride and
afTection, to the Italians Italy was the theme of shame and
burning tears. The entrance of the armies of Republican
France into Italy had been greeted as the dawn of

deliverance, but in a little time their deliverers proved
themselves to be only new masters. Yet the French occupa-
tion had the good effect of diffusing the liberal ideas of the
French thinkers, and of accustoming the Italians to a
comparatively just and well-ordered government, so that
the desire for national regeneration became more ardent
than ever. Then came the Peace of Vienna, which gave
Austria direct or indirect rule over-the whole of Italy, and
in 1 820 the rising in Naples and Piedmont, which furnished
that power with the pretext of armed intervention, and the
excuse for rivetting stiU faster the chains of the enslaved.
At this period, then, the prospects of Italian liberty seemed
darker than ever. Even Sardinia, though preserved from
the worst reactionary extreme by the hatred of Austria, had
been compelled to yield to the prevailing current. Charles
Albert himself, the leader of the rising in Piedmont in

1821, was fain to atone for his liberal courses by joining
in the worst measures of the reaction, and, when he
ascended the throne in 1831, was instructed that he held
his place only on his good behaviour. la fact, from the
beginning of his reign to 1847, when the revolution re-

coOimenced, he was only the nominal ruler of Sardinia
;

his ministers were the creatures of Austria, and received

thoir instructions from Metternich. It is necessary to

remember these circumstances if we are to appEecIate
rightly the services of Cavour. We must compare the
Italy he has made not with countries which have for

centuries had a free development of their national life, but
with Italy of 1820 or 1830, with Italy oppressed,
demoralized, and disunited, while the noblest of her sons,

languished in Austrian prisons, or fretted their lives away
in exile or in vain conspiracy. In these circumstances,
Cavour, a youth of twenty, might have been led to join the
•secret societies which, under the direction chiefly of
ilazzini, waged ceaseless war against the oppressors of

Italy. From this hia good sense happily saved him.
Though prophetically aware of the near advent of

democracy as the ruling power in the world, he saw that

conspiracies could not deliver Italy, that fitful plots

backed by irregular bands were useless against a regular

Government supported by veteran armies, and that fretful

outbreaks would only irritate Austria and excuse further

oppression without doing her any real injury. Being,

therefore, unable to tolerate the policy of the clerical and
aristocratic party of the time, and entirely disapproving of

the methods of the Carbonari and " Young Italy," he saw
that the best course in politics wa.5 a watchful inactivity.

For sixteen years he was obliged to wait in private life, a

keen and patient observer, acquiring that ripe and com-
prehensive wisdom which should fit him to be an effective

servant of his country. During these long years we find

him active in three special ways,—as the skilful promoter

of the material interests of his country, especially iii

agriculture, as a keen student and observer of foreign

countries, especially France and England, and as the

author of papers in which he embodied some of the results

of his observations.

Though, at first, it is said, he could scarcely distinguish

between a cabbags and a turnip, he soon made himself

complete master of the theory and practice of agriculture,

introduced vast improvements on the family estates, and
was one of the founders of the Agricultural Society of

Piedmont ill 1841. So in the application of steam to

material and social improvement, in establishing steamers

on the Lake Maggiore, in the- erection of steam-mills and

chemical works, and in the furtherance of railways, as well

as in founding the Bank of Turin, he took a leading part.

These were good in themselves, but Cavour had a patriotic

end in view ; he knew that they were the sure basis of

national and social improvement, and the best possible

introduction to it. In his study of foreign countries,

though he had an open, penetrating eye for all phases of

their national life, it was with the same continual reference

to the good of Italy that he observed and meditated. He
was several times at Paris, and at least twice in England,

and was perfectly familiar with the language and economic

and political condition both of England and of France. Such

French statesmen as Guizot and the Due de Broglie he

highly esteemed : and he was always an ardent, though by

no means unqualified, admirer of England. In the early

part of his public career, when his opposition to the revolu-

tionary fanaticLsm made him unpopular, the charge of

Anglomania was frequently brought against him. During

these years, too, he wrote various reviews, all of which

give the results of studies bearing on the economic or

political questions of the time, and bear, all of them, the

impress of that practical moderation and penetration which

were such essential elements in his character. These sixteen

years were in every sense the training time of Cavour.

Under the combined influence of practical experience

in the conduct of business, and of philosophic insight

into the principles of free government, as er^hibited

especially in England, he grew into that capable man
who should guide Italy through . the troubles of a very
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Iryir.g struggle to tho Lonouratle place eIig now occujn'es

among tlie free nations of the earth. The years oS^aiting

at length came to an end. Towards the end of 1817 all

the provinces of Italy were in a highly-wrought state of

revolutionary excitement.* Pius IX., the new Pope, had

put himself at the head of the movement, and, the clerical

and liberal parties being thus united, the most extravagant

hopes were entertained. The revolution carried everything

before it, threatening only by its growing violence to defeat

its own ends. Cavour saw the time for action v/as come,

and, along with his friends Balbo and Santa Rosa, insti-

tuted at Turin a newspaper called the liisorgimento, as the

organ of their common opinions, while, on the promulgation

of the new constitution for Sardinia, which he was the

first to suggest, he took his seat in the Chamber as one of

the members for the capital. Having long meditated on

the political situation of Italy, and being perfectly at home
on all political questions, he took a decided attitude from

the beginning. As a conscientious adherent of the

principles of the juste milieu, he opposed in the firmest

way the irregular fervour of the revolution ; and as a

practical man, he was ready so far to yield to its fury, in

order, by thus yielding, to command it and utilize its

strength. In the same way he desired to restrain the

violence of tho war party ; but after the example of

Paris had encouraged the people of Jlilan and Venice to

' rise against Austria, he saw that the time for politic

hesitation had gone by, and with all ardour sounded the

call to arms. A^ain, when the reaction had regained the

upper hand at Kaples, and Radetzki had defeated the

Sardinian forces at Custozza, he was convinced that there

was no more hope of success, and counselled peace. Still

more so after Novara. In the Sardinian Chamber parties

rose and fell without changing the attitude of Cavour

;

resolved on advocating the measures which were for the

time most conducive to the good of Piedmont and of Italy,

he supported the party that he deemed most likely to carry

them out, without regard to its colours. For some time he
;was one of the most unpopular men in Turin ; the advanced

party hated him for his moderation, and the conservatives

for his liberalism ; as a moderate liberal he often stood

almost alone. But gradually the real greatness of his

character began to appear above tho contending elements

which surrounded and obscured it. Passing on from those

years of excitement and despair, when tho hopes of Italy

seemed again indefinitely deferred, to the beginning of

1853, when the elections after his first elevation to the

premiership took place, we find the extreme left almost

annihilated, and the extreme right greatly reduced in

members. How had this change taken place % Five years

of hard, adverse experience had taught his countrymen that

he was right. Opposed to tho excesses of tho revolution,

when tho revolution was at its height, and to the pretensions

of clericalism, when tho revolution was for a time discredited,

Jio was the real fixed point in the over-shifting chaos, and
the elements of confusion gradually gathered round him.

Time, that tests all opinion and all character, had proved
the soundness of his.

From 18.')0 to 1852 Cavour was an active member of

Azcglio'a administration; from 1852 to his death in 18G1,

ho was, exct^pt for a short interval, the prime minister and
virtual ruler of his country. From 1850 to 1855, when
Sardinia began to take part in the Crimean War, tho most
conspicuous feature in his career was liis relation to the

church. With his usual penetration he soon perceived

'that the pretensions of the party now dominant at 'Rome
were utterly incompatible with the rights of a free modern
pociety, and that the only solution of the difTiculty was,

that the state, while rucDcniiiiig the right of the church to

I'trftct freedom within the spiritual sphere, should assert

for itself the same freedom xritliin the civil sphere ; in his

own words, he desired a free church in a free state.

While an extreme party counselled the confiscation of tho

church property, Cavour merely asserted the right of tho

state to secure a more equitable distribution of it among
the clergy. On the question of civil marriage, and of the

immunity of the clergy from the civil jurisdiction, he

asserted the principle that the state should be absolute

master within its own domain; with the spiritual rights of

the church he never interfered. Those years were marked,

too, by many energetic measures for the material improve-

ment of Sardinia. The principles of free trade were

introduced as far as possible, and a more judicious

taxation.

Cavour's proposal to join the alliance of the Western

powers against Russia met with the most violent opposition

from both the extreme parties in the Sardinian Chamber,

and even some of the most influential members of his own
cabinet threatened to resign. But the king supported him

;

the country, as a whole, trusted him; aud in the spring of

1855 the Sardinian army was on its way to the East.

This audacious step of the Sardinian minister, which

engaged one of the smallest kingdoms of Europe in a con-

flict among the greatest empires, caused some doubtful

reflections at the various courts. It was understood by ail

as a bold assertion of Italy ; and an Austrian minister

declared it a pistol-shot fired at the head of Austria. At
first, too, the Sardinian army experienced a hard fortune.

It was atta.cked by cholera, and, for a long time, no

opportunity occurred for distinguishing itself on the field

of battle. The worst augirrics of the opijosition seemed

destined to be fulfilled, and their fiercest denunciations of

an expensive and Quixotic expedition justified, when tidings

came of the battle of the Tchernaya. The enthusiasm was

universal, the opposition was silenced, and Cavour rose

higher than ever in the national csthnation.

Then came the peace, considerably to the disappointment

of Cavour, who had expected a prolonged war, and perhai>3

a general state of confusion, in which an adventurous state

like Piedmont, that had everything to gain and littlo to

lose, might greatly profit It was not without grcit

hesitation that he resolved to be prestnt at the Congress

of Paris. Yet, when there, he maintained the cau.se cl

Italy not less effectively than the Sardinian army had done

in the Crimea. In all tho questions that turned up ho

bore himself with such tact, knowing well how far tho

modesty of his position imposed upon Itira the duty of

silence, and so skilfully brought forward tho astonishing

resources of a mind deeply versed in European qucsticiif,

that he was immediately recognized as ono of the ablest

living diplorftatists, and took a place altogether out of

proportion to the strength of the kingdom he represented.

His most ardent wish was to see the grievances of Italy

brought before tho Congress. Accordingly, near the end

of its sittings. Count Walewski, as presideut, introduced

the subject, pointing out tho danger to tlie European peace of

the existing state of things, and suggested that a note should

be addressed to the sovereigns of Italy counselling reform.

This step took the members by surprise, and as Count Buol,'

the rcpresent.ative of Austria, protested ngaiust the discus-

sion of the question, tho matter ended, but nofc before

Cav»ur had time to plead the cause of Italy. Afterwards,

ho followed up tho advantago bo had gained by a

memorandum to tho same ciTect addressed to the c.ibinets

of Loudon and Puris. Thus tho gains of the war wore not

slight Tho morale of the Piedmoutese army had been

restored, and tbo name of Itiily, not as a geographical idea,

but as a nationality, brought before assembled Europe.

Above all, enlightened Italians now felt that they bad found

a man; no sentimental dreamer of liberty, nor a fanatical
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conspirator, buf a wisa statesman, deeply read in the secrets

of European politics, capable of commanding at once the

confidence of Italy and the respect of Europe.

AVhat was scarcely less important was, that Napoleon

and France had become interested in Italy. Certainly, if

Cavour had been free to choose, ho would have preferred

to inaugurate the regeneration of his country under the

auspices of England. Her moral '.vaight was greater, and

she was less likely to exact painful sacrifices as the price of

her support. His participation in the Crimean struggle

had been abova all advantageous to England ; her liberal

traditions and her feelings of gratitude alike led him to

hope for her support. But to his chagrin, he found at the

Congress that the state of European politics had made
England tho friend of Austria ; and that his advocacy of

the union of the Danubian Principalities in opposition to

her views had alienated her, he soon found out in the cold-

ness of the English ministers. Still he did not allow him-

self to be discouraged. He could count on Napoleon
;

Russia was estranged from Austria, Prussia was her rival in

Germany, Hungary was discontented. To isolate Austria, to

cake friends of he'r enemies and rivals, to regdn the good-

will of England,—this was now the policy of Cavour.

Tho hostility of Sardinia to Austria became every day

more apparent and more provoking. The armaments of

Sardinia, far too great for the resources or the ordinary

requirements of the country, pointed to war as the only

solution of standing difficulties. Accordingly, at Plom-

bieres, in the autumn of 1858, the programme of the war

of 1859 was made out b,y the French Emperor and
Cavour.

These were times of almost preternatural activity for

Cavour. At one period or other ho had filled almost

every office in the administration ; but in a crisis like

the present, the constitution was suspended, and the prime

minister became a kind of dictator, taking upon himself

the entire government of the country, home and foreign

affairs, and the ministry at war, as well as finance. The

crisis was worthy of such a supreme effort, for bitterly

disappointed as Cavour and the Italians were at the peace

of" Villafraaca, the power of Austria in the peninsula bad

been broken, and Italy thenceforward had her destiny in

ber own hands.

On the conclusion of peace Cavour had fesigiied, but

he returned to his post in January 1S60, to resume under

different conditions the work interrupted at Yillafranca.

The task was a tortuous and delicate one, and required

skilful managing. The possession of Lombardy and the

overthrow of Austria were the tangible results of the late

campaign. With regard to the rest of Italy, and in the

further development of events, four inilaences had to be

considered :—France, which was bound by the treaty of

Villafranca to the restoration of the old rulers of Central

Italy ; Austria, which insisted on the fulfilment of this

and other conditions of the treaty ; England, where in

obedience to public opinion, which now began to under-

stand the real issues at stake in Italy, the Government

inclined to 1st the people have their own way ; and the

people of Italy itself, deeid-idly anxious for Italian unity,

but in danger of falling into the ruinous excesses of 1848.

It was now the business of Cavour so to manage the course

of diplomacy, as to prevent a collision with France or

.c'Uistria, to gain time for th3 public opinion of Central

rnd Southern Italy to dociare itself, and to avoid every-

thing like disunion or uproar in bringing the various

rrovinces under the government of Victor Emmanuel.

First, then, in early spring, the population of Tuscany

and Emilia ell but unanirjously declared in fcTOur of

onnexation, though this rosult was embittered by the

consequent cession of Nice and Savoy to France, which

claimed these districts as compensation and security.

Cavour was severely reproached by many, and above all

by Garibaldi, for this concession. But there are three con-

siderations, which seem entirely to clear him from any
appearance of want of patriotism,—the necessities of his

position as regarded France, and the facts that the Savoyards

are far more French than Italian, and from a geographi-

cal and military point of view belong more naturally

to France than to Italy. In the south, where the Pope

and the king of Naples still maintained a settled govern-

ment, the unification of Italy seemed to meet with greater

difficulties, when Garibaldi stepped forward to cut the knot.

It was certainly not against the will of Cavour that the

hero set out on his adventurous enterprise. He could

evidently do nothing else than carefully watch the progress

of the expedition, ready to own or disown it, according to

the event. Accordingly, on Garibaldi's triumphant arrival

at Naples, the Piedmontese army occupied the Marches

and Umbria, crossed the Apennines, and on the plains of

Campania shook hands with tm volunteers of Garibaldi.

The hero saluted Victor Emmaruel king of Italy. Next
spring the fiist, Itab'an Parliament met at Turin ; and

Cavour saw the dream of his youth realized. He had seen

a new Italy spring from the ashes of the old, an Italy of

representative government and c enlightened progress, the

mistress of her own destinies, ane a worthy member of the

commonwealth of nations. Still much remained to f be

done, the sores caused by centuries of misgovernment

required to be healed, the finances arranged, a navy created,

the relations with the church regulated, and a thousand

other matters attended to, ere the new Italy could answer

to the ideal in the mind of Cavour. And now he was to

bo taken away in the very midst of his task. For many
years, and especially during the slippery and delicate events

of the last year, and during the harassing debates with the

Garibaidian party as to the cession of Savoy and Nice, and
the treatment of the volunteers, he had been doing an

amount of work which no human strength could bear.

There were premonitory symptoms enough ; but the keen

sense of the responsibilities weighing upon him seemed
to increase as his strength declined. Medical men differed

as to the precise form his disease took ; but that overwork

was the cause of it, no one doubted. After some days'

illness, during which his feverish talk ran ever on Italy, he
died on the 6th of June 1861.

It is needless to describe the sensation caused by his

death, and the passionate grief of every Itab'an patriot.

It was felt by every enlightened man that a great and
beneficent worker had passed away from the earth. The
worthy countryman of Dante and Michelangelo, he had
been privileged to achieve a mightier task than they ; the

one had written a great poem, and the other had executed

certain noble works of art ; Cavour recalled to life the

nation they all loved so well.

Victor Emmanuel and Garibaldi did their part in tue

consummation of the great work, while without the help of

France it clearly would have been impossible ; but it must
be admitted that Cavour was the indispensable person who
brought all the other agencies into wise and effective action.

To him it is chiefly due that Italy anticipated Germany in

the recovery of her national rights, and led the way in two
of the most salutary revolutions that have taken place in

the history of the world. He, therefore, deserves to be
gratefully remembered not only as a true patriot, but aa
one of the benefactors of mankind.

Cavour was not eloquent in the ordinary acceptation of
the word

;
but if the force of words is to be measured by

their icSuenceoc the will of men, he was one of the most
powerful speakers that ever lived ; for he achieved what
he did, not only as the adviser of the king, but as the
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leader in the Sardinian Chambers. In private life he was

upright, genial, and forgiving. In public life, as we have

Been, his one passion was the regeneration of Italy. In

fact, few statesmen have left a more stainless name behind

them. He was never married, and left his property to the

children of his elder brother, who, it may be added, was a

stanch adherent of the reactionary party.

See De la Rive, Le Comte de CanouT : riciti U Smivenirs, 1862

(translated into English, same date) ; and a memoir by E. Dicey,

(T. K.)

CAVY, a name common to .several species of Rodents

belonging to the family Camdce, all of which, at least in

the wild state, are confined to the South American con-

tinent. They are small creatures, seldom exceeding a foot

in length, burrowing in the ground, and feeding entirely

on fruits and herbs. There are several species. (1.) The
Patagouian Cavy {Dolichotis patagonica), larger than a hare,

but somewhat resembling that Todent in external appear-

ance, inhabits the dry sterile districts of Patagonia

and La Plata, disappearing wherever the country becomes

more humid. It is a shy creature, forming burrows in the

earth, although in districts where the bizcacha is found, it

is said to avail itself of the subterranean works of the

latter. It feeds by day, roaming in search of food in small

companies, " hopping," says Darwin, " one after the other

in a straight line ovej the gravelly plain." Unlike other

cavies, its eyes, like those of the kangaroo, are protected

from the glare of the sun by prominent eyelashes. It is

covered with a long dense fur of a rusty colour, and has a
short tail. It produces two young at a birth. (2.) The
Restless Cavy (Cavia aperea), found throughout Uruguay
and Brazil, is supposed to be the wild form of the Guinea-
pig of Europe. It is about 10 inches long, is destitute of

a tail, and weighs a little over 1 lb ; its fur is long and of

a nearly uniform greyish-brown colour. The aperea is

rarely found in dry sandy localities, preferring marshes
covered with aquatic plants, among whica it lies concealed,

feeding in the early morning and after sunset in the evening,

but when the soil is dry it forms burrows like the other
cavies. It is said to live in societies of from six to eighteen
individuals, to breed but once a year, and to have one or at

most only two young at a birth. The Guinea-pig (Cavia
cohaya of some authors) was, according to the zoologists of

the 16th century, unknown in Europe previous to the dis-

covery of America, and there is little doubt that it was
introduced from the southern division of that continent,

the name of Guinea-pig being probably given by mistake
for Guiana-pig. It ditfers, however, in many important
respects from the wild aperea. It is somewhat larger, as

might be expected in a cultivated form ; the colour of its

fur is white, variegated with irregular patches of red and
black. It perishes on the marshy soil which the other
prefers

;
it produces a numerous progeny three times a

year; and what is more important still, the two forms do
Dot couple together, a difference which among wild species
is usually held as indicating generic distinctness. It
appears, from the drawing of Aldrovandus, that the Guinea-
pig had already attained its present variegated colouring
fifty years after the discovery of America, a fact which has
led to the supposition that it had been previously domesti-
cated by the natives of South America. Mr Waterhouse,
however, thinks it more probable " that some pretty variety
nad attracted the attention of the earliest European settlers

in the New World, and given rise to its capture and
domestication, more especially as the harmless disposition
ind pretty colourinc of the common Guinea-pip appear to
bo the only claims ol intcrcsi which aro atioched tv K "

^

(Natural History of the ^^cImmalia, vol. ii.) It is a
singularly inoffensive and defenceless creature, of a restless
disposition, and greatly wanting in that intoUigenco which

usually characterizes domestic pets, although it is Edd to

show some discrimination. It is of no particular service

to man, neither its flesh nor its fur being put U> u^e, while

the statement that its presence is sufficient to drive off rats

and mice appears to be without foundation. It is exceed-

ingly prolific, beginning to breed at the age of two months;

the number of young varies, according to the age of the

parent, from four to twelve. It has been calculated that

a single pair of Guinea-pigs may prove the parent stock

of a thousand individuals in a single year. (3.) The
Bolivian Cavy (Cavia boiivensis), found throughout the

higher regions of Bolivia, usually at an elevation of 10,000
or 12,000 f«et, is exceedingly shy, and lives in burrows,

these in some districts being so numerous as to have

completely undermined the soil, (i.) The Rock Cavy
(Cavia rupes(ris), distinguished by its short, blunt nails, is

found in rocky situations throughout Brazil, and is much
sought after for its flesh, which is considered a dainty by
the Indians. (5.) The Southern Cavy (Cai^ia australis),

common along the coast of Patagonia, forms deep burrows,

with several outlets, in sandy declivities, and is said to

climb trees in search of the fruit on which it feeds.

CAWNPUR [Ca-wnpoee], a district of British India

within the jurisdiction of the Lieutenant-Governor of the

North-Western Provinces, lies in SS'and 26° N.lat., and 79°

and 80° E. long. It is bounded on the N. by the province

of Oudh, the Ganges River forming the boundary line

;

on the E. by Fathlpur district, on the S. by the Jamna,
separating it from Hamirpur and Jalaun districts, and on
the W. by Etawah and Farrakhabad districts. The district

is situated between the Ganges and Jamna rivers, and is a

portion of the well-watered and fertile tract knoivn as the

Duab. The general inclination of the countrv is from north

to south. Besides the two great rivers, the principal streams
are the Arand or Rliind, the Karan or Singar, the Isan, and
the Pandu. An extension of the great Ganges Canal also

passes through the district. The total area is 2336'53
square miles. The census of 1872 returned the total

population of Cawnpur district at 1,156,055, made up as

follows :—Hindus, 1,065,786, or 9220 per cent, of the total

population; Muhammadans, 89,215, or 772 per cent;
Christiana (i.e., Europeans, Eurasians, and cntive Chris-

tians), 1054, or 08 per cent Total number of vUlagct
and townships, 1985; total number of houses, 272,232.
Only tv.o towns in the district contain a population of

upwards of 6000 souls, namely Cawnpur town and can-

tonments, population' 122,778, and BiJhaur, population
5954. Of the total aiea of the district, viz., 233653
square miles, 1351 42 square miles are cultivated, and
236'15 cultivable, the remainder being uncultivable waste.

The staple crop is wheat, but cotton of an excellent

quality has of late years been much cultivated. The
principal industry is leather work, which is verj- extensively

carried on throughout the distric*,—Caw»pui paddlery and
harness being exported to all parte of India. The trading
towns of importance besides Cawnpur are,—Bilhaur,

population 5954; Akbarpur, population 4911; end Koshi-
pur, population 4663. Most of the towns and large

villages have markets once or twice a week for the sale of

local produce and cattle. The only regularly-constituted

municipality in the dictriet is Chwnpur, hut ten small
towns have a municipal committee, and carry out con-
servancy and sanitary arrangements, ic, by n^cans of taxes
assessed on the householders. The last settloment of the
land revenue of the district expired in 1872, rnd a new
one is in progress.

Tb. district -"vcnuc in 1872-73 was £976,587, of which £21C.27«
was derived (rom Uni} ''12,183 Xtom op>:»». anil fl.^.Sf'J from
slamps. The district police lorce in 1873 nuinV— .i 5;5, ooiting
£9165, 8s. ; the villa^ watchmen, or ruitj police tiuiiintained bj
the villagora), 2085, eatimated ccet i'10,74t ; iiiuridpil police, fof
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devfu towns, 4H officers and men, costir.g £3183, 123. At thecharitable daspensaries 2634 patients recaived treatment during 1873

-l-'/^V/ p"^^' ^'^' "^7^'^ Government contributed t,™:

u' J^L^'"""'?^"* ™'^ ^^^'^ "^hools in the district in 1873numbered 391, attended by 10,731 pupils.

Cawnpue City, the administratiTe headquarters of the
district of the same name, and a large militaty caaton-
ment situated on the right or south bank of the Ganees

about 500 yards wide in summer, but when swollen by the
i-ains increases to about a mile in breadth, with s strons
and rapid current. I{ is navigable aouthwarda to the sea
a distance of 1000 miles; and upwards as far ai
bnkertil, 300 miles to the north-west. A bridge of boats
crosses the Ganges at Cawnpur, and the ffhits, or landing-
places, on the bank present a busy scebe of commerce Tlf-
city 13 built on a sandy plain ; and, together with the
cantonments, contained in 1872 a total population ofI—, MO souls, classiBed as follows :—Hindus, 90 582-
Muhaminadans 31,888; Christians, 300. This classification
apparently excludes the European soldiers. The canton-ment forms one of the large military stations of Northern
Indi.^ and has accommodation for 7000 fighting men.Eicuding the cantonment, the population within the

1T70 ^u °»"'^P"'" municipality amounted to 98,476 in

Imo 59Q ^T™'"P*' '"="'°' ^ 1871-72 amounted toA19,323, and the expenditure to ^15,639. Cawnpur is a
station on the East India Railway, and also a terminus of

hn .If ^-^ Eohilkband Railway. The principal
thoroughfare in he native town is the Chandni Chauk,or street of silver," upwards of 100 feet in widthCawnpur is noted for the excellence and cheapness of its

8k.i^ &r°
'"'""^' '"'^ ^' saddlery, harness, boots and

ffi.tcj.—'rhe importance of Cawnpur city dates from
ite selection as a military post, when the Ceded Provinceswere acquired by the East India Company in 1801 Theone great event in its history is the siege of the British
position by the rebel Sepoys during the mutiny of 1857«nd the treacherous massacre which foUowed on the
surrender of the garrison. The story of the mutiny and
.nassacre of Cawnpur has been fully chronicled by Sir J
VV. Kaye, Colonel Mowbray Thomson, and Mr O O
irevelyan. On the deposition of MAhArdji BAji Rao, *h6
last Marhatti PeshwA, or sovereign of Puni, by the East
India Company, he received an annuity of £80,000 a year
fl«d had a princely residence assigned to him at Bithur a
short distance from Cawnpur. Here he lived in great state
until his dea^ m 1851. His heir was an adopted son.

^?'! axl.'?
^^°"^''" ^''''*"' """^^ commonly kno^ as themni SAhib, who succeeded to the late Peshwa's estate at

K ?w.l v*^'^^ S""*"' accumulations of wealth which hehad left behind him. An application of Nini Sihib for acontinuance of the annuity or pension granted to his adop-

meJ ^Z
"'^''

?Iv'' ^i^^."°'^«'l by the Indian Gover^ment, and on appeal, this decision was upheld by the Boardof Control and by the Privy CouncU in England For this
refasal to gmnt what he looked upon as\is rightmni

how T '^ %^u''' ^"'^S^ ^e'^'"^' "^« English, which,

^uTL iff .T/"\'°"'='=^'''^
™'" the outbreak of thmutiny afforded him his opportunity for reven<-e

cousi.t^d'of'fhandrufrfT^'n
'"""

,"• f"
"^^^P" cantonment

WWeler Thln^tl r T ^ni-na-'ded by Geuo4l Sir Hugh
> neeler. Ihe native troops bt^.m to mani/ast, earlv in 1857 tL

Ss -air 'n^ K^r."::.-i?r :sSf
..u(.:i a acgree tliat Geiural "'A heeler demcd it e.tpcdiont to tluow

mihf fL^ •
°.''^

Y"'?-" yy^"^ ""^ "•«>'« Christian populationmight gather inVvent of a rising. Unfortunately, the l^te oho«n
f?^i''%*"^'/°'='"°'=''t PfO™-! nnsnitable in almost everv re«?eTThe fortifications," writes Sir John W. Kaye, " were so^S^that an EngUah subaltern could have ridden ov^er them ZT^I
than 4 feet high, and were not even ballet.pro6f at the crest

2r, Th'^T'
^°' *'''

"•^'f'^
"'^"^'^ ^"'^ °" suns and our ISilners, whilst an enemy in adjacent buUdings might find coverofSl

TL J"""^ *'''
'f

''
°f "^y ^' ^"^^^ ^"dent that the Sineof the Senoys was only a question of time, and accordinEh^ a§women, c^Idren, and non-combatants were gathered wS^ theimprovised entrenehmenta. On the night of thT4th Junl^e crLis

unmediale y foUqwed by the 1st regfment of foot, m tea^was robbed, and the magazine, with its enormous suppUes of^mmutiou and artillery, was taken possession of by the^muto-^

heS'of^h?l\T'""'!5°"^
^'"^ ","'' '=°"«- ^^ P^^^ himself at the

fenr?,°„Jt if •
'• *"'' '^'^ proclaiined Peshwa of the Marhattas in

w?^ ^n "'*"',°^°,.*° ^^^ ^"^'^ ^"'P^'"-- On the 6th June he sent

W tUn t&ihff^'^fi' '!5^* ^' ""^ ''°°"' "> ^««* the positionwitmn this slight fortification upwards of a thousand souls hadtoken reiugeot whom 465 were men of all ages and profmionsKvery one able to bear arms was told off to the dffence. At noZbel
f.vl t.r^'

'^' '?'^ri'« of ^lii^h to the besieged," says s"rrW
t'.71^?f^

°'""
^r" ''"''"^'^ ^ the histor/of the world AllLue wonted terrors of a multitudinous enemy without, of a feeblegarnsou and scant shelter within, of the burdL of women and chi^!

^ fr t^ff''"^
P'°P''' ^'^^ '^"''^ *° ".PP^-^^ their wants or to aUav

ine June sky was little less than a great canopy of fire the summer breeze was as the blast of a furnace ; to touch th^ barrel of agun was to recoU as from red-hot iron. It was the eei^on whea
de"°Sn'*'wh^"' ^f 'r^y ""^ '''' «' their lowe "point o^

of EnSuhme^ r,?'""f''^ "^I"^ ^ i!^
"'"'*"' fo™ ^^"^ the powere

01 englishmen to the utmost, and EngUsh women can do little more

*S S'^nl :f^
" %'*''' °^ iang^dipose, in shaded apaitart^

SfeSL tSfrr-^' ™n'°'^ "• '°°deratethe temperature and

sus^Sie^ln * of Enghsh fighting men were ever straining to.

!, i!,Tf S , ^T™"""^
activity of constant battle against fearful odds!whilst delicate women and fragile chiHren T.erSdenly ca Irf toendure discomforts and privations which it would have b^n harlto battle with m strong health under their native skies."

^
annarent ??w" "^ ""

5°f
**°° ^ " P^''' °' '1^'^°« »<"> became

si^e^e^ns t.Zn trXT^^
'° a continuous cannonade from heavy

o/mn!^!5:„ '« f
" ""* magazine, and to a ceaseless hail-stoni

tZ U ^tl^ZlZl^'
of buildings just outside the entren™

2- tTL^t^q^Tt^^^x^-^t fi.^t"V*^ror^j^^

S^'^^i=rH^h-^S
a nth^'^'S'

^'^- "°-"°y^2'^^S between them and the ba«=:^^^^

iii|e"p:^^:*^z„-^^^^^^^
Fearfully reduced in numbers, with their guns almost uns"?^^able, theu- ammunit on nearly expended nnrl ,.>,,.„*• """^T^ce-

.^m in the face, they found it'im^^Swe toToH ut^LTh&When thus almost at the last extremity of despair a ^tt<.-,i^

ShrbM%iTwt^^l^t-\™«£r£^
]^ir '"b-f

,\"'* --r^'^ -Jeered ^.iL^TzlTZdecided on; but the consideration of the women and cMdr™ I^
t the "etw"^

^""^^'^ ^'^ '" '''' "o^Vt^-o of theS te™t

Accordingly on the following morning, the remnant of the liHT,garrison left the entrenchment and feebly draped themselvi ,0

h Z"'"^'"'
"PP°'"!''.\as the nlaoo of emharkafon. Cre nfu^foe act o. treachery which was destined for long years to emhitt^

flames, havu.g been ignited by hot cinders. The boJJwere^oS^
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«t the timo of tiiair abandonment by their crews. On the opening

of the fire every attempt was made to get them afloat in mid-

chanitel, but most of them remained immovable. " The sick and
wounded," saya Sir J. W. Kaye, "were burnt to death or more

mercifully suffocated by the amoke ; whilst the stronger women
with children in their anna took to the river, to be shot down in

the water, to be sabred in the stream by mounted troopers who
rode in after them, to be bayoneted on reaching land, or to be

made captives and reserved for a later and more cruel immolation.'*

The male prisoners were immediately killed, but of women and

children it is computed that 200 were spared for the time by order

of the Nan4, and conveyed back to Cawapur. Of the boats which

got aflodt only one succeeded in forcing its way through the swarms

of enemies on both banks of the river, and of its occupants only four

njen, two officers and two privates, survived to relate the story of

Cawnpur. The re«t of the tale is soon told. English troops were

being hurried forward by forced marches to the relief of Cawnpur
nnder Major Benaud and General Havelock. On the 12th July they

came up with the rebel army at Fathipur, and after a short encounter

—it could not be called a fight—utterly routed it. Another engage-

ment with a like result took place at Aoung on the 1 5th July, 22

miles from Cawnpur. On this day, the 15th, the Nana heard of the

defeat at Fathipur, and learr.ed that Havelock's little army was in

full march upon Cawnpur. Furious at the news, he resolved upon
a great final act of butchery. Orders went forth for the massacre of

the women and children, the survivors of the dreadful day at the

river side. Four or five men who were among the prisoners were

first shot in the presence of the Nana, and then the women and
children were slashed to death in their prison by Muhammadan
butchers from tie bazaar, and one or two of the Nana's followers.

Their bodies (some, it is said, with life not quite extinct) were thrown
into the well which had served as an improvised cemetery during the

siege. After this crowning act of infamy Nand Sahib resolved upon
maldng one last stand for Cawnpur, and gave battle to Havelock a

few mues south of the city on the 16th July. The fight was more
hotly contested than those which had preceded it, but ended in the

same result During the night Nana SAhib fled with the remnant
of his army, and the next morning Havelock entered Cawnptir, but

too late to save the captives whom he had hoped to rescue. A marble
shrine with a statue of the Angel of Peace by Marochetti now covers

the weD, and the sad scene has been snrrounded by a lovely garden.

The spot is one of the most pathetic in India, and, to- quote the words
of the legend round the shnne, will for ever be " Sacred to the per-

petual memory of a great company of Christian people, chiefly

women and children " who lie beneath. A memorial church has also

been built in commemoration of the events of the siege. (W. W. H.)

CAXAMARCA, or Cajamabca, s city of Pern, capital of

a province of the saae name, in the department of Truiilki,

in 7° T S. Iflt. and 78° 31' W. long. It is situated on the

east side of the Western Andes, in a fertile valley on the

Eriznejas, at an elevation of about 9060 feet abpve sea-level,

72 miles N.N.E of Truiillo. The streots are regular aod

wide ; but the houses are mostly built of clay. The
principal buildings are the fine parish church, erected at

the expense of Charles IL cf Spain, the church of San

Antonio, the Franciscan monastery, a nunnery, and the

remains of the palace of Atahualpa, the last of the Incas

of Pom, who was put to death there by the Spaniards in

1533. At a short distance to the east of the town are the

deep sulphur springs of Pultamarca, called the Banoa del

Inca, or iDca's Batha, which have a temperature of 156°

Fahr., and are still much frequented. The manufactures

of Cazamarca are woollen and linen goods, and steel and
silver articles ; also biscuits, which are much esteemed.

Much trade is carried on with Truxillo ; and a railway

connects the town with the port of Pacasmayo. Popula-

tion, about 12,000.

CAXATAMBO, a town of North Pern, 120 miles

N.N.E of Lima, on the western declivity of the Andes, in

9° 53' S. and lat. 76° 57' W. long. The inhabitants, num-
bering COOO, are occupied in rearing sheep and cattle, in

the cultivation of com and cochineal and the manufacture

of woollen yam, and in working the silver mines near the

town.

CAXTON, WuxiAM (U22-C. 1491). the introducer of

printing into England, was bom, as he tells ns himself,

in " Kent in the Welde." The date of his birth is nncor-

toin; 01(1/3 pUcoe it in HIS, while hia most receat

biographer, Mr Blades, shows that it could not have been

much later than 1423. The latter, however, fixes upon
1422-3 as the approximate date ; and this appears to be

as near correctness as we are likely to attain. 1412
seems too early ; for, by the records of the Mercers' Com-
pany we find that in 1438 William Carton was apprenticed

to Robert Large ; and it is far more likely that he was

apprenticed at sixteen than at twenty-sis. Robert Large

was a man of great wealth and of high position ; in 1430
he was sheriff, and in 1439 he celebrated his election to the

office of Lord Mayor with extraordinary splendour ; and
the fact that Caxton was apprenticed to a merchant of

such distinction makes it nearly certain that he belonged

to a family of considerable influence. In 1449 his master

died ; and it became the duty of his executors to place

Caxton where he could fulfil the term of his apprenticeship.

They sent him to Bruges ; at least, we know that he was

there soon after. In this town he entered into business on

his own account, and prospered so well that before 1450
he was considered substantial security for £110, which

would be equivalent to £1000 at the present time; and

eight years later he had become governor of the Company
of Merchant Adventurers. Caxtoa appears to have been

a man of considerable polish, and to have had a high repu-

tation for sagacity; for in 1465, the treaty with the duke

of Burgundy concerning the wool trade being about to

expire, he was appointed by the king, along with Sir Richard

Whitehill, to "negotiate its renewal ; and this attempt

having failed, he was again sent on a similar mission three

years later by the Mercers' Company, after the marriage of

the duke to the sister of King Edward lY. In the next

year, which is worthy of note as that in which he com-

menced his Re&ityell dea Sistoires de Troye, he was con-

sidered worthy to share in the gift of the " vin dTionnenr,"

which was presented by the authorities of Bruges only to

the most important men in the city. In the autumn of

1470 Caxton obtained, and availed himself of, an excellent

opportunity for acquiring favour and iufluence in the

English court ; for Edward IT. had, with his sup-

porters, been driven into exile, and had taken refuge in

Bruges, at the court of his brother-in-law, the duke of Bur-

gundy.

In 1471 Caxton, perhaps because he was beguming to

find the duties of the office which he held too severe for

his declining strength, or it may be because the interrup-

tion ia the wool trade to which we have referred had

diminished his fortune, entered the service of the duchess

of Burgundy, from whom he received a yearly pension. At
her command he continued the Kecuyell, which was

finished in September of that year.

About this time Caxton learned the' art of printing.

Wynkyn de Worde, his disciple, says that he was taught

at Cologne by Ulrio Zell ; but Worde is often inaccurate,

and ho seems rather to have bad Colard Mansion as his

master. That printer was at Bruges; what need then f»r

Caxton to go to Cologne I Besides Caxton's t}'pe8 are

more like Mansion's than Zell's ; and. indeed, it wa« long

before he adopted the improvementj which the latter

introduced.

At what date Caxton brought his pree.-) to England and

sot it up at Westminster is quite uncertain. It was pro-

bably between 1471 and 1477. 1474 is the date of the

Game and Playt of Cheat ; but the tradition that this

work was printed in England may not be correct Be
received valuable potronage, being employed by Edwanl
rV., Richard 111., and Henry VII.,' by the duche«s of

Somerset, the earl of Arundel. Sir John Faitolf, and other

nobles ; and he appears to have been busy writing sod

printing np to his death, which occurred about 1492.

Of Caxton's private life and character we know very
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little. Hia temper seems to have been strongly conserva-

tive; he delighted in the glories of chivalry, and declared

that he would rejoice in a new crusade which should pre-

vent its decay. This disposition was also displayed in his

great slowness to adopt reforms in typography. He appears

to have been a shrewd and courtly man of business, and
a scholar of considerable attainments, for he was acquainted

with French, Latis, and Dutch, and was master of an
English style which is both pleasant and vigorous.

For an account of his typography, see Pkintino. His
life has been written hy Oldys in the Biographia
Brilannica, by Lewis (1738), by Charles Knight, and by
Mr Blades.

CAYENNE, an island of South America. See Guiana.
CAYENNE, a seaport town, and the capital of French

Guiana, on the north-west extremity of the island of

Cayenne, and near the mouth of the river of that name, in

i" 56' 5" N. lat. and 52' 20' W. long. The town forms

an almost perfect square, and has clean and weU-macada-
mized streets. The houses, mostly of two stories, are of

wood, strengthened on the first and ground floors by brick-

work. In the old town, which contains the Government-
house and Jesuits' College, the streets are not so regularly

and well built as in the new. The Place d'Armes, -a fine

quadrangular space, lies between them. The streets are

lighted with oil lamps, which burn for nearly twelve hours.

Cayenne has a parish church, three Roman Catholic chapels,

a nunnery, and two schools ; also a bank and savings

bank under Government supervision, military and civil

hospitals, and a hospital for leprosy ; but it has no
hotel, theatre, club, reading-room, or any place of amuse-
ment. To the right of the governor's house is Mount
C^p^rOn, on which stand Fort St Michell, the marine
barracks, the signal station, and the light-house. Here,

too, are the capacious reservoirs for the water-supply of

the town, the source of which is a lake to the south of

the island. The harbour is shallow at its entrance, but

sufficiently deep within to float vessels of 800 tons' burthen
;

craft drawing much water are obliged to load and unload

at a distance of seven or eight miles from the town.

There is fio dock for the repair of vessels ; and the quay
is small, though of sufficient size to meet requirements.

The principal exports of Cayenne are native gold, raw

sugar, arnotto, cocoa, coffee, limes (in brine), rum, molasses,

isinglass, cotton, hides, woods, and spices. In 1873 the

gold which paid export duty weighed 2206 lb troy. The
imports are French wines, spirits, and liqueurs ; vinegar,

silk and cotton stuffs, tobacco, hardware, glass, earthen-

ware, clothing, preserved meat, fish, and vegetables, maize,

flour, hay, bran, oils, and cattle. The value of the total

exports in 1873 was £120,0U, of the imports X282,808,
—the import trade having increased and the export trade

sensibly diminished during the preceding thirty-five years.

In 1872 the vessels cleared were 90, tonnage 19,688 ;

thd vessels entered, 87, tonnage 18,530. There is a regular

mail service between Cayenne, the West Indies, and Europe,

once a month. The ports trading with Cayenne are Mar-

tinique, Nantes, Bordeaujc, and Marseilles, and Salem in the

United States. Cayenne is the seat of the Government of

French Guiana, and a penal settlement for political offenders.

It is provided with an efficient police force, and is v/ell

governed. Food as well as clothing is exorbitantly dear,

the only cheap articles of consumption being bread and

French wines. The temperature of Cayenne is between 75°

and 88° Fahr. throughout the year ; but the heat is tem-

pered by easterly winds. Between December and Jlarch

a north wind blows, unfavourable to weak constitutions.

Yellow and other fevers often attack the inhabitants of the

town, which, owing apparently to the vast swamp that

flanks one side of it is far from healthy. The deatli-rate

amongst the coolies is especially high. Population, about

7000.

CAYENNE PEPPER, Guinea Pepper, Sp^iNisB

Peppee, Chilly, a preparation from the dried fruit of various

species of Capsicum, a genus of the Natural Order Sola-

nacece, to which belong also the potato, tomato, and
bittersweet. The true peppers are members of a totally

distinct order, the Piperacs'X. The fruits of plants of the

genus Capsicum have all a strong pungent flavour. The
capsicums bear a greenist- white or violaceous flower,

with a wheel-shaped corolla, five anthers (connivent and
dehiscing lengthwise), and an obtuse stigma. The ovary

becomes a pod, consisting of an envelope at first fleshy and
afterwards leathery, within which are the spongy pulp and
several seeds. The leaves are entire, and alternate, or in

pairs near one another; the peduncles are extra-axiUary.

'X'here are many kinds of capsicums, ranked by botanists

either as distinct species or as varieties. Don, in his General

System of Gardening and Botany, gives a list of thirty-

three species. They are chiefly natives of Brazil, the West
and East Indies, and China. They are now grown in various

parts of the world, both for the sake of the fruit and for

ornament. In England the annual sorts are sown from
March to the middle of April, under a frame. They can
be planted out when 2 or 3 inches high, and in June
may be transferred to a light rich soil in the open garden.

They flower in July or August, and produce pods from
August till the end of September. The perennial and
shrubby kinds may be wintered in a conservatory. Several

species or varieties are used to make Cayenne pepper.

The annual or common capsicum (C. annuum), the Guinea
Pepper plant, was brought to Europe by the Spaniards,

and was grown in England in 1543. It is indigenous to

South America, but is now cultivated in India, Hungary,
Italy, Spain, and Turkey, with the other species of capsicum.

It is a hardy herbaceous plant, which attains a height of

2 or 3 feet, and bears a pod usually of an ovate

shape, and yellow, red, or black in colour. The Spur or

Goat Pepper (C. /rntescens) has been an inmate of English
gardens since 1656. It is a dwarf shrub, a native of the
East Indies, which produces a small pod, having very pun-
gent properties. C. tetragonum, or Bonnet Pepper, is a
species much esteemed in Jamaica ; it bears very fleshy

fruits. Other well-known kinds of capsicum are the

Cherry Pepper (C. cerasiforme) ; Bell Pepper (C. grossum),

which has thick and pulpy fruit, well adapted for pickling
;

and Berry or Bird Pepper {C. baccatitm). The last men-
tioned has been grown in England since 1731 ; its fruit is

globular, and about the size of a cherry. The West Indian
stomachic Man-dram is prepared by mashing a few pods
of bird pepper and mixing them with sliced cucumber and
shallots, to which have been added a little lime-juice and
Madeira win«. Chillies, the dried ripe or unripe fruit of

capsicums, are used to make chilly-vinegar, as well as for

pickles. Cayenne pepper is manufactured from the ripe

fruits, which are dried, ground, mixed with wheat flour,

and made into cakes with yeast ; the cakes are baked
till hard Uka biscuit, and then ground and sifted. The
pepper is sometimes prepared by simply drying the pods
and pounding them fine in a mortar. Cayenne pepper
is occasionally adulterated with red lead, vermilion, ochre,

salt, ground-rice, and turmeric. The taste of the pepper is

impiiired by exposure to damp and the heat of the sun.

Chillies have been in use from time immemorial ; they are

eaten in great quantity by the people of Guiana and other

warm countries, and in Europe are largely consumed both
as a spice and as medicine. Their hot and biting taste is

due to the presence of the alkaloid Capnjane, a reddish

body, having a balsamic and extremely acrid and irritating

occr.r. The Ciye.-.ne pepper pU.its, with the r^st cf the
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SoJanaceie, have not tlie narcotic propeities of the genera

of the most nearly allied order Atrojtacese, unless, as has

been afiSrmed, these are resident in the palp of certain

speciea of capsicums. Medicinally, Cayenne pepper is

used with cinchona in lethargic affections, also in atonic

gout accompanied by flatulence, and in tympanites and

paralysis. It is employed as a stimulant in those forms of

dyspepsia which are due to faulty chymification and defec-

tive secretion of gastric juice. In malignant scarlatina it

ia used either in the form of a tincture or as a gargle. To

make the tincture, a pint cf vinegar is boiled with two

taDlespoonfuls of powdered chillies and a teaspoonful of

Bait, and then strained. Cayenne pepper taken in large

qu;,nti!;ie3 acts as an irritant poison. A dose of powdered

capsicum is from. 1 to 5 grs., and of the tincture from 5 to

15 drops.

CATLUS, Anite Claude Phuippe de Tubiekes,

CoMTE DE, Marquis d'Esternay, Baijon de Braasac (1G92-

1765), W6ji born at Paris in October 1692. He was the

slceot son of Lieutenaut-Gcneral Count de Caylus, and

T^hile a young man he distinguished himself in the cam-

paigns of the French army, from 1709 to 1714. After the

peace of Eastadt, ha spent some time in travelling in Italy,

Greece, the East, England, and Germany, and devoted

much attention to the study and collection of antiquities,

publishing several works on the subject, among which are

the Jiectieil dea Anliqnites egyptiennss, etrusquei, grecques,

rsmainea, et gaicloiaes (Paris, 1752-5), Numismata Aurea
Imperatorum Roma-norvMi, and a description of the method
of encaustic painting with was mentioned by Pliny, which
he had rediscovered. He was also an admirable engraver,

acd he copied many of the paintings of the great masters

Ho did his best to assist the cause of art, by writing the

lives of the most celebrated painters, by causing engravings

to be made, at his own expense, of Bartoli's copies from
aii^ioct pict'ires, and by publishing his Nouvtaux sujels de

psinturc et de sculpture (1755) and Tableaux tires de I'lliade,

de rOdysse, et de FMnetde (1757). Caylus is besides known
as the author of a number of romances, humorous pieces,

and fairy tales. He was a man of singular simplicity,

geuorosity, and kindliness.

CAZALCA DE LA Sierra, a town of Spain, in the pro-

vince of Seville, 36 miles north of the city of that name,
on the Sierra Morena. The town is well laid out, and
contains numerous churches, and there are Roman and
Moorish antiquities in its suburbs. The neighbouring
mountains are well wooded, and yield ores of iron, copper,

silver, and antimony, pyrites, and variegated marble. Tan-
ning, weaving, the making of oil, brandy, and wine, and
the smelting and working of metals, are the chief employ-
ments of the inhabitants. Population, 6850.
CAZEMBE is properly the hereditary name of an

African chief, whose territory is situated to the south of
Lakn Mooro and the north of Bangweolo, between 11° and
9° li. iat. In the end of the last century the authority of
the Cazembe was recognized over a very extensive district,

but the prestige of the dynasty has greatly diminished, and
the present representative does not even rank first among
the tributaries of the Sluatiyanvo of the Rua or Moluwa
kingdom. The country, which has no more distinctive
title than the land of thu Cazembe, is estimated to have
an area of 120,000 square miles and a population of
500,000. It forms a kind of hollow plain, and is richly
watered by numerous rivers. Of those flie most important
is tho Luapula, which flows from Bangweolo to Moero, and
forms, according to the conjecture of Cameron, one of tho
head wr.ters of the Congo. The population consists
mainly cf two races, the Messiras and the Campoldlas, of
whom the former are native and subjugated, and the latter
intrusive antl doujinani. The CauipolOlas alona are
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eligible to public offices, and their language is that spoken
at court. Considerable attention is paid throughout the
country to agriculture ; and millet, maize, manioc, sugar-
cane, yams, gourds, and bananas are grown. The ass and
horse are both totally unkno'-.-n ; sheep are very scarce,

but cattle are fairly abundant. Salt is obtained in various
places, and forms an important source of wealth. Coarse
cotton cloth, earthenware, and iron goods are the chief

manufactures; and slaves, ivorj-, and copper-ore are almost
the only exports. The Cazembe has despotic power, and
uses it in a most barbarous fashion. He has 600 wives,
and fiis nobles imitate his example according to their

means. On his accession every new Cazembe chooses a
new site for his residence, and thus the country cannot
be said to have a permanent capital. The rasidence at the
time cf Dr Livingstone's journey in 1868 was situated

about a mile to the north of the small lake of Mofwe; and
the town occupied, with its cassava grounds and cotton

fields, about an English square mile, and had a poptdation

of about 1000. It is sometimes called Usemba or Lunda,
and Magyar heard it mentioned as Tambalameba; but
none of these seems to be its native name. In 1796
the Cazembe was visited by Manoel Caetano Pereira, a
Portuguese merchant ; and in 1798 a more important

journey was undertaken by Dr Francesco Jose Maria de

Lacerda, a native of Sao Paulo in Brazil. He died at

Tschungu on the 18th of October, but left behind him a

valuable journal. In 1802 Honorato da Costa, superin-

tendent of the Cassange factory, sent two native traders or

pomhciros, Pedro Joao Baptista and Anastacio Jos^, on a
visit to the Cazembe; and in 1831 a more extensive mis-

sion was despatched by the Portuguese governor of Rios de
Sena. It consisted of Major Jos6 Monteiro and Antonio
Gamitto, with an escort of 20 soldiers and 120 negro slaves

as porters; but its reception by the Cazembe vras not

altogether satisfactory. Another expedition is said to have
been undertaken in 1853 by a Mr Freitas ; and a few
notes of a Moorish traveller are given in the Geographical

Journal for 1854, Livingstone's visit in 1868 has already

been mentioned.

See the account of Perelra's journey in Annaes MariiUnos e

Coloniaes, 1344, "and the Ccnisidera^di^ polUicas sobre os dcscobri-

mentos dos Portugueses iia Africa^ by Jos6 Accursio das Neves,
1830 ; of Lacenla's in Annaes for 1844, 184S, and 1346 ; of Baptista's
in 1843 ; Monteiro and Gamitto, Miiata Cazembe, Lisbon, 1851

;

The Laruls of //w Cazembe, published by the Royal GeoCTaphicai
Society in 1873, containing Lacerda and Baptista's JonmaJs, and a
resume of Mcntciro and Gamitto ;

'* Livingstone's Reisen in Inner
Afrika," 1866-1873, in Fetena^nu'e UMheilimgen, 1875 ; and Liv-
ingstone's Last Jdumals, 1874.

CAZORLA, a town of Spain, in the province of Jaen,

on the Vega. It ia generally well built, and contains two
ancient castles (one of them Arabic), several hospitals, a

spacious theatre, a very ancient church, and several con-

vents. It was an important military station under the

Moors, and has suffered frequently during the civil wars
in Spain. In 1811 it was captured and partly burned by
the French, and in 1837 it was distinguished in the

Carlist contest. Population, 4980.

CAZOTTE, Jacques (1720-1792), a French author,

w<i3 born at Dijon in 1720. He was educated by the

Jesuits, and at twenty-seven he obtained a public office at

Martinique, but it was not till some years after, on his return

to Paris, that he appeared as an author. His first attempts,

a mock romance and a coarse song, gained so much
popularity, both in tho court and among the people, that

he was encouraged to essay something more ambitions.

Ho accordinRly produced his Roman d'Olivier, He n'.so

wrote a number of sportive effusions, such as Dut'te

Aniouretix, among which was a continuation of VoUa>\'s
Sacrrc Civile de Genivi, tho verisrmilitudb of v hich > .«

V — ^6
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Buch that no one had the least suspicion of tho deception.

From all this gaiety and licence Cazotte rushed into tho

opposite extreme, embracing the views of the lUuminati,

and declaring himself possessed of the power of prophecy.

It was upon this fact that La Harpe based his famous jeu

d'esprit, in which he represents Cazotte prophesying the

most minute events of the revolution. Cazotte was attached

to the royal cause, and, on the discovery of some of his

letters in August 1792, was arrested; and, though he escaped

for a time, through the love and courage of his daughter,

he was executed on the 25th of the following month. A
complete edition of his works was published in 181 Z.

CEARA, or FoETALEZA, or Villa do Fokte, a town of

Brazil, in a province of the same name, situated at the

mouth of the River Cear;l, on an open bay between the

promontory of Mararanguape and Cape Mocoripe, in 3° 42'

S. lat. and 38° 30' W. long. It consists of a new and old

town, and has regular and well-paved streets. Opened to

general trade in the present century, it exports a consider-

able quantity of coffee, cotton, and sugar; but it has

recently suffered somewhat by the formation of the new
port of Aracaty, about ninety miles distant. la 1871 tho

number of British vessels engaged in the trade was 45, with

B tonnage of 28,784. Population about 20,000.

CEBES of Thebes, a disciple of Socrates, mentioned by
Plato in the Phcedo, and by Xenophon as distinguished

both for his virtue and for his love of truth, was the author

of a once popular didactic dialogue, the Xiiva^ or Tabula

Cebetis. This work, which professes to be an explanation

of an allegorical picture, commences with the Platonic doc-

trine that men enter the earth from a pre-existent state.

There they have been taught how to guide their course

in this world ; but the draught of oblivion of which all

must drink—though not all in equal degree—causes them

to forget the instruction. Many allurements entice them
to vice, but by patience and endurance they may attain

virtue and happiness. The sciences—grammar, geography,

arithmetic, geometry, and music—are declared not to be the

true discipline, but yet to be useful, especially as a kind of

restraining bridle for the young. From certain passages,

which are probably interpolations, some have supposed the

work to be the production of a Stoic of the same name,

who lived under M. Aurelius. The Tabula Cebetis has

been translated into all the European languages. An
Arabic version, with the Greek text, and a Latin translation,

was published by Salmasius in 1640. It is usually printed

together with Epictetus, as at Strasburg, 1806, and Paris,

1826. Cebes was also, according to Suidas and Laertius,

the author of the 'E/38o'/i.i7 and the OpiVixos, which have

been entirely lost.

CEBU, a city of the Philippine Islands, on the eastern

Bid? of an island of the same name, about 400 miles

S.E, of Manilla. It is the oldest provincial town in the

archipelag(), and still ranks as one of the best built ; while

ita position renders it the chief commercial centre for the

Southern Philippines. It is the residence of a military

governor and an alcalde, as well as of the governor-general

of the Vissagas ; and its public buildings comprise a

cathedral, an episcopal palace, and a lazaretto. It exports

Bugar, hemp, tobacco, and sapan-wood, the quantity of the

6rst two in 1870 being 114,806 and 40,756 piculs respec-

tively. Its foreign goods are obtained via Manilla. There

is an old fort built of coral, and in the island of Matan
opposite the town is situated the grave of Magellan. The
population, inclusive of the suburb of St Nicholas, is

reckoned at 34,000.

CECCO D'ASCOLI (1257-1327) is the popular name
of. Francesco deoh Stabili, a famous medieval ency-

ctopEedist and poet,—Cecco being the diminutive of

Francesco, and Ascoli, in the marshes of Ancona, the place

of the philosopher's birth. He devo'iod himself to the study

of mathematics and astrology, and in 1322 was made pr«>-

fessor of the latter science at the university of B(Sogna.

It is alleged that ho entered the service of Pope Joh'ii

XXII. at Avignon, and that he cultivated the acquaint

ance of Dante Alighieri, only to quarrel with the great

poet afterwards ; but of this there is no evidence. It js

certain, however, that, having published a commentary on

the sphere of John de Sacrobosco, in which he propounded
audacious theories concerning the employment and agency

of demons, he got into difficulties with the clerical party,

and was condemned in 1324 to certain fasts and prayers,

and to the payment of a line of seventy crowns. To elude

this sentence he betook himself to Florence, where he was

attached to tho household of Carlo di Calabria. But his

freethinking and plain-speaking had got him many enemies;

he had attacked the Commedia of Dante, and the Camonf
d'Amore of Guido Cavalcanti ; and his fate was sealed.

Dino di Garbo, the physician, was indefatigable in pursuit

of him ; and the old accusation of impiety being renewed,

Cecco was again tried and sentenced, this time to the stake.

He was burned at Florence the day after sentence, in the

seventieth year of his age.

Cecco d'Ascoli left many works in manuscript, most of

which have never been given to the world. The book by
which he achieved his renown and which led to his death

was the Ace>-ba (from ac«-i/Ms), an encyclopedic poem, of

which in 1546, the date of the last reprint, more than twenty
editions had been issued. It is unfinished, and consists of

four books in sesta rima. The first book treats of astronomy
and meteorology ; the second of stellar influences, of physiog-

nomy, and of the vices and virtues; the third of minerals

and of the love of animals; while the fourth propounds
and solves a number of moral and physical problems. Of a

fifth book, on theology, the initial chapter alone was com-
pleted. A man of immense erudition and of great and
varied abilities, Cecco, whose knowledge was based on
experim.erit and observation (a fact that of itself is enough
to distinguish him from the crowd of savants of that age),

had outstripped his contemporaries in many things. He
knew of metallic aerolites and shooting-stars ; the mystery
of the dew was plain to him ; fossil plants were accounted
for by him through terrene revolutions which had resulted

in the formation of mountains ; he is even said to have
divined the circulation of the blood. Altogether a remark-
able man, he may be described as one of the many
Cassandras of the Middle Ages—one of the many prophets

who Epoke of coming light, and were listened to but to

have their words cast back at them in accusations of

impiety and sentences of death.

The Ifast faulty of the many editions of the Acerba is that of
VfUice, dated 1510. I'he earli'^st known, which has become exces-
sively rare, is thnt of Brescia, which has no date, but is ascribed to

1473 or thereabouts.

CECIL, Robert, Earl of Salisbury (1560-1612), was
the son of Lord Burghley, whose character and ability be
inherited, and by whom he was carefully educated f^r-

political life. After residing at Cambridge and repre^eat-,

ing Westminster in parliament, he received a post la the..

French embassy, and was next made Secretary of State under-

Walsingham. He was also appointed Chancellor of the,

Duchy of Lancaster, and Lord Privy Seal, and'he succeeded

his father as Master of the Court of Wards and Walsingham
as chief Secretary of State. It is noteworthy that, thougi

his health was delicate and his person deformed, he served

as a volunteer against the Armada. His career was simply

:

a continuation of his father's. He toUed as laboriously

and as carefully, and carried out the same system of

espionage with equal success. The interest which he took

in the domestic affairs of the country and in the state of
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Irelaud was as great ; and the objact of his foreign

diplomacy was the 8am«,—to prevent Spain from gaining

a mastery which would be fatal to England. But he

followed the wisdom of his father too well ; his policy was

wanting in originality and depth of insight ; and he has

left no mark upon history.

During the reign of the queen he had entered into

correspondence with James, upon whose accession he

was reappointed to the post of Secretary of State and

was raised, in successive years, to the dignities of baron of

Essenden, Viscount Cranborne, and earl of Salisbury. In

1608, on the death of the earl of Dorset, he added the

oOnce of Lord High Treasurer to that of Secretary. Thus

he wa3 now at ouce chief adviser of the king as-to home
and foreign affairs, mediator between him and the parlia-

ment, and also the responsible manager of the finances of

the kingdom. In the last capacity his work was by no

means easy. It was vain to hope to moderate the royal

extravagance ; his attempt to obtain from the Commons an

increase of £200,000 to the royal income was unsuccessful

;

and the chief financial measure which he carried out was

an addition to the duties on imports. As Secretary, Cecil

followed his father's e.fample with regard to the Catholics,

and wrote a Treatise against the Papists. His opposition

to the growth of Spanish power was consistent, though he

accepted a pension from the Spanish -king, and refused to

unite with France and the United Provinces to'effect its

utter overthrow.

Cecil has been much blamed for his conduct towards

three of the greatest of his contemporaries. Of his cousin,

Francis Bacon, he appears to have been jealous ; in the

noble qualities of the earl of Essex he saw nothing but a

dangerous hotheadedness ; and probably his opinion was

similar about Raleigh, who, though more of a politician,

was usually as little inclined to be cautious or conciliatory.

But ell this argues no extraordinary baseness; he was

merely wanting, by nature and through education, in breadth

of sympathy. The assertion that he was the sole cause of

all Raleigh's troubles is unfounded, and is, indeed, contra-

dicted by two facts :— first, that on his trial Cecil more than

once insisted that he should meet with all consideration,

and should be allowed to urge all he could in his own
defence; and, secondly, that it was after Cecil's death that

the bitterest feeling against him was displayed, and that he

was offered as a sacrifice to Spain. Besides his Treatise

against the Papists, Cecil published an interesting work on

The State and Dignity of a Secretary of State. His corre-

spondence with James 1. was published by Lord Hailes in

1766
CECIL, William, Lord Bueghley or Bueleigh (1520-

1598), an English statesman, born in 1520, was the son of

Richard Cecil, Master of the Robes to Henry VIII. After

distinguishing himself at Cambridge, ho entered Gray's

Inn at twenty-one, and soon after obtained the rever-

sion of the office of custos brevium at the Court of Common
Pleas. He increased his political influence by marriage,

first with the sister of Sir John Cheke, and then with the

daughter of Sir Anthony Cook ; and, at length, through

friendship with the protector, Somerset, he became Secretary

of State in 1548. After sharing the imprisonment of

Somerset, his prudence and sagacity enabled him to regain

his oflBco under Northumberland. Yet, when Edward died,

he contrived to escape the danger which threatened him on

every side. He signed the instrument making over the

crown to Lady Jane Grey, but only as a witness ; and he

kept clear of religious difficulties by displaying no dislike

to Catholicism. Indeed it is probable that he really felt

little or none. He confessed, attended mass, took a priest

into his house ; ho escorted Cardinal Polo fiom Brussels,

and cultivated bis friendship. And, though he opposed

the court party in parliament, and thus kept up his

connection with his old friends, his opposition was so

moderate as to be perfectly safe. He maintained a constant

correspondence with the Princest Elizabeth, and on the

death of her sister at once prepared a proclamation

declaring her queen. He was immediately appointed
Secretary of State, and member of the Privy Council; and
from this time he was the foremost minister of the Crown.
Foreign ambassadors often regarded him as the possessor of

unbounded power, and as practically head of the Govern-
ment and ruler of the queen, but, in fact, his influence was
not so supreme, nor his favour with Elizabeth so uniform.
No man, indeed, could always guide that strong-willed

monarch ; and Cecil had no ambition to be a mere favourite

and tooL Though not au enthusiast, and though he never

fought for a hopeless cause, he had far nobler aims than
personal advancement. Though his statesmanship lay

not so much in a power of deep and rapid insight as

in the possession of a mind patient to take account of

the minutest points, and able to weigh all considerations

impartially, he was capable of independent thought and
firm decision, and his plans often conflicted with the incon-

stant intrigues of the queen. On such occasions he did

not shrink from telling her that she was wrong ; ha
rebuked her stinginess and treachery, and he several tiaies

braved her passionate resentment. From her accessicn he
was Secretary of State, and from 1572 he was Lord High
Treasurer ; but his services brought him pecuniary loss,

and he received no honours but the Mastership of the Court
of Wards, the order of the Garter, and the barony con-

ferred upon him in 1571, after thirteen years of service.

He was absolutely incorruptible. He refused to use or to

seU the office of Royal Exchanger, though it would have

brought him several hundred thousand pounds. Mendoza
in vain tried to bribe him ; to Catherine of Medici's

splendid offers he replied that he served none but his Cod,

his mistress, and his country ; and ho refused to shar,^ in

the gold of which Drake had robbed the Spaniards. Into

the deeper passions of his time he did not enter. It is

true that as his life advanced he grew more and more
attached to the Protestant cause. He saw that his country

bad identified herself with that cause, and he was, besides,

firmly opposed on political grounds to the pretensions of

the Papacy. He appears, however, to have had no special

devotion to any form of doctrine ; and he opposed the

persecution of loyal Puritans and of loyal Catholics. When,
indeed, either Catholic or Puritan became disloyal 6r other-

wise dangerous he lost all compunction. He hated a^d
persecuted the Jesuits because they placed the Pope above

the laws, but he twice took the trouble to explain to the

world that this was the sole reason. He was aiTected with

no inconvenient weakness of sympathy ; he could ruthlessly

crush any one who seemed dangerous to the state.

Essentially honest as he was, he scrupled at no espionage

or treachery to gain the secrets ol his enemies. His

emissaries were everywhere. He kept Herle in the

Marshaleeo, examined him before the council, and

threatened him with torture that the Catholic prisoners

might believe him to be a martyr to their cause, and might

intrust him with their plans ; and ho made Bishop Parker

appear in the guise of the Catholic Dr Story to take the

confessions of a prisoner whom torture could not move.

AVhen his policy was oppo-cd to Spain he did not scruple

to get up demonstrations against the Spanish ambassador,

and to cast into prison all the Spanieh merchants in London.

Plots against his own life never deprived him of his calm-

ness ; ho watched De Quadra's conspirators quietly, day

after day, though every day he knew they might attempt

to murder him, and let them ajouo till he had giuned «!l

the information to be got. Day after day Norfolk auri
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Arundel cama to the council intending to arrest him ; and

day aftar day his cool sagacity defeated them. Yet when
occasion required he knew how to act with prompt and

vigorouj decision. Hs was always struggling against the

queen's variability. Being eager that she should marry,

ha urged her again and again to decide at once ; and a paper

is extant which he presented to the queon when the last

marriage proposal was finally cast aside. In it he sketches

a great and able policy. Preparations were to be made for

war by land and. sea ; honours and wealth were to be

applied to attach the hearts of the foremost men of the

uacion, and no longer wasted on uaoless favourites ; Ireland

was to be ruled with attentive care and in a conciliatory

spirit ; and, lastly, there was to be a grand alUance of all

ProvOstants—of England, Sweden, Denmark, Scotland, and

the Protestants in Germany, France, and Flanders. With

regard to the Queen of Scots he pressed for the most

vigorous action. Undeterred by the anger which Elizabeth

showed i.i striking hia name from the list of lords-

iieutenanfc, he appeared at Mary's trial to meet her denial

of the charges made against her with a stern contradiction.

Whan, at last, Elizs,beth signed the warrant, he ventured

to oppose her express wish by calling the council to his

own house to discuss the matter ; and he dared to inter-

cede for Davison when, in a torrent of passion, she sent

iiim to the Tower. The result was that he was fiercely

ordered out of her presence, and for two months the queen

refused to see hiai.

In the industry of the country Cecil took the greatest

iutarsst. He entertained the serious apprehensions which
r wa commonly fait on account of the increase of importa-

tion, the exportation of gold, and the failing off of agricul-

tare ; and he protested against the growing use of wine, silk,

and other foreign commodities. To make up for the loss to

the shipping which the doi^-nfall of Catholicism had caused

by diminishing the demtnd for fish, he obtained the passing

or" a curious law which made the eating of flesh on Friday

and Saturday, and on Wednesday unless fish dishes were
alto placed 4)n the table, a misdsraeanonr. In short, Cecil

de.oted hitnself to the service of his country with the most
painstaking and disinterested laboriouaness. From the

peculiarity of his method of working we have more com-
pkto information concerning the details of his career than

is usually the case with statesmen ; for it was his practice

not only to draw up papers of advice to the queen, but also

bafore deciding on any question to set out on paper all the

cc'nsiderations on both sides ; and many of these documents,

toj,3ther with many of the letters Trhish he either received

or wrote, can still be consulted (see Scrinia Ceciliana,

iG03, the state papers published in 1740 and 1759, and
Tyrler's Ancimt Letters, 1839). Cecil died in office in

August 1598.

Among his wricings are characteristic P^'ecepts ffyr ih^ locll-ordsr-

•ng of a man's life (1637), acj' yAs Execution of Justice in England
for the Maintenance of Public arid Christian Peace (15S1 and 1583

;

Latin version, 1584). The latter is a dofence of the qneen's coniraia-

aionera appointed to examine Papists, with special reference to the
Tiso of toiture, and a declaration that purely religious belief was
never the cause of punishment An interesting paper of advice to
the Qaeon (1SS3) is to be found in the Somers Tracts. A volumi-
nous life by Narjs appeared in 1823-31. See Fronde's History.

CECILIA, Saint. A passing word in the very apoc-

ryphal legend of this saint has caused her name to be
one of the best known in the calendar, and oftenest in

the mouths of men. It is related, among other circum-

stances purely legendary, that Cecilia often united instru-

mental music to that of her voice in singing the praises of

the Lord. On this all her fame has been founded, and
she has become the special patroness of music and musicians

all the world over. Half the musical societies in Europe
are named after her, lad her supposed musical acquire-

ments have led the votaries of a s'ister art to find subjects

for their works in episodes of her life. The grand paint-

Lag by Raphael, at Bologna, in which the saint is repre-

sented wrapped in an ecstasy of devotion, with a small
" organ," as it was called,—an instrument resembling a

large kind of Pandean pipes,—in her hand, is well known,

as is also Dryden's beautiful ode.

Her legend relates that, about the year 230, which would

be in the time of the Einperor Alexander Severus, Cecilia,

a Roman lady, born of a noble and rich family, who in

her early youth had been converted to Christianity, and

had made a vow of perpetual virginity, was constrained by
her parents to marry a certain Valerian, a pagan, whom
she succeeded in converting to Christianity without infring-

ing the vow she had made. She also converted her brother-

in-law Tiburtius, and a friend called Maximus, all of

whom were martyred in consequence of their faith. This

is stated to have happened at Rome when one Almacua was
prefect; but no such name is known to history. It is

unfortunate also for Cecilia's claim to a footing on the

solid soil of history, that the earliest writer who makes
mention of her, Fortunatus, bishop of Poitiers, represents

her to have died in Sicily between the years 176 and 180.

It is absurdly stated in the Biographic XIniverselle that

Cecilia's name is found in the most ancient martyrologies

;

whereas, as may be seen from Baronius, the earliest of

these documents was compiled by Pope Clement I. who
died in the year 100. The French writer maintains that

her body must have been transported from Sicily to Rome
subsequently to the 4th century, because the saint's name
is not found in the Roman calendar compiled in the time

of Pope Iiiborius (ob. 3G3), from which fact no such con-

clusion can be drawn. The Roman trs.dilion is that the

church dedicated to St Cecilia was built on the site of the

house inhabited by her, at her request, by Urban I. about

the year 230. We do not reach any ground of certainty,

till we ccme to the councUs celebrated by Pope Syminachus
in the year 499 (of which, however, some doubt the

authenticity), in whose records this church is mentioned, two
priests qualifying themselves in their subscription as priests

of the church of St Cecilia,

This church was in a ruinous condition in the 9th
C3ntury ; and Pope Paschal L (ob. 824) built it anevr with

much splendour. In the course of the work he was, we
are told, visited by the saint in a vision, who informed
him where her body was to be found in the cemetery of

CaUistus. Following her indications he found not only her
body but those of her husband Valerian, her brother-in-law

Tiburtius, their friend Maximus, the Popes Urban I. and
Lucius L, and 900 other martyrs 1 All these Paschal

transported with much solemnity and ceremonial to the

new church of St CeciUa, which he dedicated to God, to the

Virgin, to Saints Peter and Paul, and to Saints Cecilia and
Agatha, Cardinal Sfondrati, nephew of Gregory XIV. (ob.

1591), who had his title as cardinal from this church, almost

entirely rebuilt it ; in the course of which operation the

bodies of the saints were found, and were on the 22d of

November, the day dedicated to St Cecilia, in the year

1599, deposited in a silver reliquary, and placed by Clement
VUI., assisted by twenty-two cardinals, in a small crypt

under the high altar. The silver urn was stolen by the

French, as their custom was, at the period of their first occu-

pation. One of the best known and most admired modern
statues in Rome is that executed by Stefano iladerno in the

17th century, which represents the saint recumbent in her
grave-clothes, and in the attitude in which she is described

to have been found when her tomb was opened. The
church was subsequently " redecorated,"—that is to sav
destroyed as regards architectural beauty,—in 1725 by
Cirdiiml Doria. wh" built heavy pisra around the coiuians
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of the nave, and enclosed with gratings an npper gallery,

which must have been beautiful, in order to make accom-

modatioa for the nuns of the adjoining Benedictine

monaslery to hear, unseen, the services. Still, especially

in the tribune at the east end of the church, some interesting

relics of the old 9th century church may yet be seen there.

The curious mosaics representing St Cecilia, and the other

eainta to whom Pope Paschal dedicated the church, belong

to that period.

The church of St Cecilia is situated at the further

end of that part of the city called Trastevere, near the quay

of the Ripa Grande, a region which tradition declares to

have been the earlier " foro deglf Ebrei," or quarters

assigned to the Jews,—a " ghetto," as the part of the city

80 destined was subsequently called. Here it is said that

St Peter, as a Hebrew, was lodged on his first arrival in

Rome, and hence began to preach the gospel.

This church has from' its first foundation given his

" title " to a cardinal priest. For many generations it

was the custom for the popes, accompanied by all their

cardinals, to celebrate a " Capella papale " here on certain

days in the year. And down to the present time, on the

22d of November in each year, the best church music still

to be met with in Rome (which is not, however, saying

much) may be heard in the church of St Cecilia.

CECROPS, probably a Pelasgian hero, was, according

to Athenian tradition, the first king x>i Attica, and the

founder of its political life. He was said to have divided

Attica into twelve parts, to have instituted marriage, and
introduced a new form of worship. Some late Greek
writers held that he came from Egypt. He is represented

as human as regards the upper part of his body, while the

lower is shaped like a dragon.

CEDAR, a name applied to several members of the

Natural Order Coniferoe. The word Cedar (the Greek
KcSpoi) is probably denived from the Arabic Kedr, worth

or value, or from Kedrat, strong. The name has been

supposed by some to have taken its origin from the brook

Cedron, in Judaea.

The Abies Cedmt or Cedrua Lihani, the far-famed Cedar
of Lebanon, is a tree which, on account of its beauty,

stateliness, and strength, has always been a favoarite with

poets and painters ; and which, in the figurative language

of prophecy, is frequently employed in the Scriptures

as a symbol of power, prosperity, and longevity. It

grows to a vertical height of from 50 to 80 I'eet
—" exalted

above all trees of the field," aud at an elevation of about
6000 feet above sea-level. In the young tree, the bole is

straight and upright, and one or two leading branches rise

above the rest. As the tree increases in size, however, the

upper branches become mingled together, and the tree is

then clump-headed. Numerous lateral ramifying branches

spread out from the main trunk in a horizontal direc-

tion, tier upon tier, covering a compass of ground the

diameter of which is often greater than the height of the

tree. Gilpin, in his Forest Scenery, describes a cedar

•which, at an age of about 118 years, had attained to a
height of 53 feet, and had a horizontal expanse of 96 feet.

The branchlets of the cedar take the same direction as the

branches, and the foliage is very dense and close-woven.

The tree, as with the rest of the fir-tribe, except the larch,

is evergreen ; the leaves are renewed every spring, but
their fall is gradual. In shape the leaves are straight, taper-

ing, cylindrical, and pointed; tl.ej ere about an inch lung,

and of a dark green colour, and grow in alternate tufts of

about thirty in number. The male and female flowers grow
on the same tree, but are separate. The cones, which are on
the upper side of the branches, are flattened at the ends,

and are 4 or 5 inches in length, ttnd 2 inches wide ; they
take two years to come to perfection, and whilegrowing ejcude i

much rtiin. The scales are close p;6SSod to one another,

and are reddish in colour. The seeds are provided with e

long membranous wing. The root of the tree is very strong,

and ramifying. The cedar flourishes best on sandy loamy

soils. It still grows on Lebanon, eleven groves having been

described by the American missionary Jessup ; and pro-

bably is to be found over the whole group of mountains

lying between Damascus and Tripoli in Syria, which com-

prehends, besides Lebanon, the' Mounts Taurus and Amanus
of the ancients. Lamartine tells us that the Arabs regard

the trees as endowed with the principles of continual

existence, and with reasoning and prescient powers, which

enable them to prepare for the changes of the seasons.

The best known group in the Lebanon range consists of

twelve very ancient trees amidst a grove of about •iOO

younger ones—apparently the yellow cedars spoken of by

Lamartine. They occupy Uttle kiiolls in the Jebel-el-Arz,

a recess or hollow near the highest point of the mountains,

about 15 mile^ from the sea. One tree ou the southern

side has a circumference of 42 feet at its base. Lord

Lindsay mentions two other cedars on the northern edge of

the grove, one 63, and another 49 feet in girth. The

number of the trees has been slowly decreasing since 1550,

when Belon counted twenty-eight of them; nearly 200

years later, when Dr Pococte visited Syria, only 15 were to

be seen. The wood of the cedar of Lebanon is fragrant,

though not so strongly scented as that of the juniper or

red-cedar of America. It appears that the wood may be

hard in portions, and sufiiciently close-grained and compact

to be carved,—the fibroin mountain-cedars being finer than

in those grown on plains. The wood is, however, generally

described as a reddish-white light material, of a coarse grain

and spongy texture, easy to work, but liable to shrink and

warp. Dr Pococke affirms that it does not differ in pppcar-

ance from white deal, nor does it seem to be harder. As

a firewood, it is said to be inferior, burning quickly and

evolving but little heat.

The cedar of Lebanon is cultivated in Europe for orna-

ment only. It can be grown in parks and gardens, end
thrives well ; but the young plants are unable to bear

great variations of temperature. According to Gilpin, ite

English cedar in its maturer age becomes shriyelled and
deformed, the body incre£(«ing, whilst the limbs shrink.

In the Botanic Gardens at Chelsea are two cedars, plact?d

there in 1C83, which have probably lived upwards of 200
years. At Caen Wood, Himpshire, are four trees whic'i

have been growing since 1756. and are as much as 100
feet in height. The first cedars in Scotland were plotted

at Hopetoun House in 1740 ; and the first one said to have
been introduced into Franco was brought from England
by Bernard de Jussieu in l'7o4, and placed in the Jardin
des Plantes. Cedar-wood is earliest noticed in Leviticua

xiv. 4, 6, where it is prescribed among the materials to be
used for the cleansing of leprosy ; bnt the wood the;a

spoken of was probably that of the juniper. The term

ICres (cedar) of Scripture does not apply strictly to one
kind of plant, but was used indefinitely in ancient time?,

as is the word cedar at present The term arz is ap
plied by the Arabs to the cedar of Lebanon, to the com
mon pine-tree, and to the juniper; and certainly tbo
"cedars" for masts, mentioned in Ezek. xzvii. 6, must
have been pine-trees. It seems very probable that tho
fourscore thousand hewers employed by Solomon for cut-

ting limber did not confine their operations simply to what
would now be termed cedars and fir-trees. Dr Lindley
considers that some of the cedar-trees sent by Hiram, king
of Tyre, to Jerusalem may have been procured from ^fcr.it

Atlas, and have been identical with the Callitr'.f c.va-;>-;-

valfis, or arar-tree, the wood of which is hard » nd durable,

and wn* much in request in former times for the building
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of tomples. The timber-work of the roof of Coriiova

Cathedral, built eleveo centuric3 ago, is composed of it.

lu the time of Vitrurius " cedars " were growing in Crete,

Africa, and Syria. Pliny says that their wood was ever-

lasting, and therefore images of the gods were made of

it ; he makes mention also of the oil of cedar, or cedrium,

distilled from the wood, and used by the ancients for

preserving their books from moths and damp : papyri

anointed or rubbed with cedrium were on thii account called

cedrati libri. Drawers of cedar or chips of the wood are

now employed to protect furs, and woollen stufiFs from
injury by moths. Cedar-wood, however, is said by Dr
Fleming to be injurious to natural history objects_ and to

instruments placed in cabinets made of it, as the resinous

matter of the wood becomes deposited upon them. Cedria,
or cedar resin, is a substance similar to mastic, that flows

from incisions in the tree ; and cedar manna is a sweet
exudation from its branches.

There are two sub-species or varieties of AhUs Cedriis—A. Deodara, the deodar, or " god tree " of the Hima-
layas, and A. atlantica, of the Atlas range. North Africa.

The deodar flourishes in all the higher mountains from
Nepal up to Kashmir, at an elevation of from 5500 to

12,000 feet; on the peaks to the northern side of the
Boorung Pass, it grows to a height of 60 to 70 feet before
branching. The wood is close-grained, long-fibred, per-

fumed, and highly resinous, and resists the action of v/atcr.

The foliage is of a grey-green, the leaves are slender, and
the twigs are thinner than those of A. Cedncs. The tree

is employed for a variety of useful purposes, especially in

building. It is now much cultivated in England as an
ornamental plant. A. atlantica has shorter and denser
leaves than A. Cedrm; its wood also is hard, and more
rapid in growth than is that of the ordinary cedar. It is

found at an altitude above the sea of from 7000 to 9000
feet.

The name cedar is appb'ed to a variety of trees. The
Bermuda cedar (Juniperus bermitdiana) and the red or

American cedar (J. virginiana) are both much used in

joinery and in the manufacture of pencils ; though other

woods are now superseding them for pencil-making. The
Japanese cedar {Cryptomeriajaponica) is a kind of cypress,

the wood of which is very durable. Another species of

cypress {Oupressus tkyoides), found in swamps in the south

of Ohio and Massachusetts, la known as th£ American
white cedar. It has small leaves and flbrous bark, and is

much used for making fences and coopers' staves. The
Spanish cedar is a name applied to the Jjtniperus ikurifera,

and also to another species, J. oxycedrus. The latter was
much used by the Greeks for making images ; and its

empyreumatio oil, Huilo de Cade, is used medicinally for

skin-diseases. A species of cypress which has been
naturalized in the neighbourhood of Cintra is known as

the cedar of Goa. The order Cedrelacecs (which is en-

tirely distinct from the Conifers) includes, along with the

mahoganies and other valuable timber trees, the Jamaica
and the Australian red cedars. The cedar-wood of Guiana,
used for making canoes, is a species of the Natural Order
A myridacece, Icica altissima.

The importation of woods ciassed as cedars into Great
Britain has been free from duty since 1866, when the im-

ports were 5647 tons, valued at ^£59,224.

See Gordon's Pinctum; Loiselenr-Deslongchamps, Histoir& dxt

eidre du L'iban^ Paris, 1838 ; Loudon, Arboretum Britannicvm^
\-ol. iv. pp. 2404-2432, London, 1839; Marquis de Chambray,
TraiU pratique des arhres risincux conifircs, Paris, 1845 ; Dr J. I).

Himter, Nat. Hist. Kcvicw, Jen. 1S62, pp. 11-18 ; Brandis, forest

Flora of N. TT. and Central India, pp. 516-525, Lond., 1874.

CEFALU, a seaport town on the north coast of Sicily,

in the province of Palermo, and 39 miles E.S.E. of the

town of that name, in 38° 0' N. lat. and 14° 4' E. long.

The new town, founded by Eoger L of Sicily in 1131, is

situated at the base of a steep promontory 1191 feet in

height, which overlooks the magnificent Bay of Cefahi.

The houses are tolerably well built; and the cathedral,

commenced in 1132, is distinguished for the beauty of its

facade, with antique pillars and mosaics. Near it are the

bishop's palace and tbe seminary. The harbour is good, but
small; and the trade, which is chiefly in oil, manna, and
sardines, is inconsiderable. The inhabitants, who number
about 10,200, are actively engaged in sea-fishery. The old

town derived its name of Cephalotdium, or Cephidcedis from
the projecting headland mentioned above, on which it

stood. On the original site are to be seen a fine Saracenic

castle and an ancient temple. The latter is constructed

of massive stones, and part of its walls is formed by the

side of the hill. At first Cephaloedium was possibly only

a fortress of the Himeraeans. In 396 B.C. it entered into

friendly relations with Himilcn ; and after the defeat of

the Carthaginian fleet, it was betrayed into the hands of

Dionysiusof Syracuse. In 307 B.c. it was taken by Agatho-

cles, and in 254, in the first Punic war, by the Komana.
In 858 A.D. the town was captured by the Saracens.

CEHEGIN, perhaps the ancient Segisa, a town of

Murcia ia Spain, four mOes east from Caravaca, Its

houses are generally built of marble from the neighbouring

quarries. Its civil, religious, and educational establish-

ments are in a comparatively prosperous condition. It

possesses a considerable trade in agricultural produce,

especially wine, hemp, and oil, and has several manufac-

tories of paper and coarse linen. Population, 6200.

CELANO, a town of Italy, in the province of Abru22o
Ulteriore and district of Avezzano, about seven miles east

of the town of that name. It is finely situated on a hill

about four miles from the former bed of Lake Celano, and
has an interesting mediaeval castle of the 15th century,

celebrated for its connection with the unfortunate Countess
Covella. Though the town never recovered from the ven-

geance inflicted on it in 1223 by Frederick II., it continued

to be the centre of a countship which was bestowed in

1463 on Antonio Piccolomini. The chapel of this family,

in the Convent of Valle Verde, not far from the town, is

worthy of notice for the paintings of Giulio Romano ; and
the town itself has the honour of being the birthplace of

Beato Tommaso the probable author of the Dies Irm. The
population of the commune is 6673.

The neighbouring lake, known to the ancients as "Lacut

Fvcinus, had till the beginning of this century an area of

37,990 acres, and was remarka'ole for its frequent changes
of level As early as the 1st century, the Emperor Clau-
dius constructed a subterranean passage by which the sur-

plus waters found an outlet to the Liris or Garigliano. No
fewer than 30,000 workmen were employed for a space of

eleven yeai-s ; and the undertaking seems to have been as

successful as it was bold. But in the following reign the
passage was allowed to fall into disrepair ; and it has
been reserved to the present generation to see the old

Roman works not only restored but surpassed. From 1793
to ISIO the lake had been gradually rising till it was 30
feet above its former level ; and the attention of the
Neapolitan Government was directed to the danger.
Little, however, was efi'ected tiH 1852, when the necessary
works were undertaken by a company, under the direction

of Mr C. Button Gregory, who proceeded to widen the
emissarium and support the walls with arched work. The
shares of the company were gradually bought up by Prince
Giulio Torlonia of Rome, who successfully carried on the
operations at his own expense till his death in 1871.
About 36,000 acres of rich arable land have been reclaimed,

and the corn-crops yield a profit of from 30 to 36 per cent
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The new tunnel is about four railes long, and haa a cross

section of 21 square yards. The honour of the engineer-

ing has been shared by Montricher, who died in 1858,

BermoQt, and Brisaa See Kramer, Der Fudner See, Berlin,

1839.

CELEBES, an island of the East Indian Archipelago,

separated from Borneo on the W. by the Strait of Macassar

and bounded on the E. by the Strait of Molucca. It

stretches from 118° 30' to 125° 40' E. long., and from

C° 45' S. to r -45' N. lat., and its area ia approximately

estimated at about 70,000 square miles. Its general out-

line is extremely irregular, and has been' compared to that

of a starfish with the rays torn off from the west side. It

consists of four great peninsulas, extending from a com-

paratively small nucleus towards the N.E., E., S.E, and S.,

and separated by the three large bays of Gorontalo orTomini,

Tolo or Tomaiki, and Boni Of these bays the first ia by

Map of Celebes (580 miles by 530).

far the largest, the other two having much wider entrances
and not extending so far inwards. Most important among
the smaller inlets are the bays of Amurang, Kwansang, and
Tontoli on the irorth coast, Palus and Parre-Parrc on the
west, and Kendari or Vosmaer en the east. A large part
of the island ia but partially explored, but the general
character of the whole seems to be more or less mountain-
ous. Well-defined ranges prolong themselves throngli each
of the peninsulas, rising in many places to a considerable
elevation. Naturally there are no great river basins or
extensive plains, but one of the features of the island ia the
frequent occurrence, not only along the coasts, but at
various heights inland, of beautiful stretches of level ground
often covered with the richest pa-stures. The substruc-
tural rocks are mainly of igneous origin, the most frequent
being basalt in a state of decomposition ; but in many
districts the Carboniferous atrata arc well developed, and
give a character to the landscape. The northern peninsula
differs from the others in being still highly volcanic and
subject to not unfrequent earthquakes. Within the pro-
vince of Minahaasa alone as many as eleven distinct
volcanoes hove been counted ; and hot springs, mud
fountains, and similar phenomena occur in aovcral other
districts. Few of the rivers ire na^ igable for any" distance,
and the entrance to almost all of them is obstructed by

bars. Lakes, oa the other hand, are both numerous and
extensive. Of these the most important is the Tamp-
arang-Labaya or Tempe, situated in the south-eastern

peninsula in 3° 37' S. lat. It has a depth of about 30
feet, and is richly stocked with wild-fowl and fish. The
scenery througliout the island is of the most varied and
picturesque description. " Nowhere in the archipelago,''

says Mr Wallace, " have I seen such gorges, chasms, and
precipices as abound in the district of Maros ; in many
parts there are vertical or even overhanging precipices five

or six hundred feet high, yet completely clothed with a
tapestry of vegetation." Much of the country, especially

round the Bay of Tolo, is etUl covered with primeval forest

and thickets, traversed here and there by scarcely percep-

tible paths, or broken with a few clearings and villages.

In spite of its situation in the centre of the archipelago,

Celebes possessea a fauna of a very distinctive kind. The
number of species is small ; but in many cases they are

peculiar to the island. Of the birds, for example, about
200 species are known ; and of these no fewer than 80 are

peculiar. The mammalian species number only 14, and
of these 1 1 belong almost entirely to the Celebesian area.

Most remarkable are the Macacus niger, an ape found
nowhere else but in Batchian ; the Anoa depi-essicomU, a
small ox-Uke quadruped, which inhabits the mountainous
districts ; and the babirusa or pig-deer of the Malays.
There are no large beasts of prey, and neither the elephant,

the rhinoceros, nor the tapir is represented. Wild-
buffaloes, swine, and goats are pretty common; and most
of the usual domestic animals are kept in greater or
smaller numbers. Though they receive but little attention,

the cattle are good. The horses are in high repute in the
archipelago ; formerly about 700 were yearly exported to
Java, but the supply has considerably diminished.
The same peculiarity of species holds in regard to the

insects of Celebes as to the mammals and birds. Out of
118 species of butterflies, belonging to four important classes,

uo fewer than 86 are peculiar; while among the rose-

chafers or CdoniadcB the same is the case in 19 out of 30.
Equally remarkable with this presence of peculiar species
is the absence of many kinds that are common in the reat
of the archipelago ; and the fact that similarities are often
to be traced with species belonging to Africa and other
remote regions is highly suggestive.

Vegetation is, it need hardly be said, extremely rich
;

but there are fewer large trees than in the other isknds of
the archipelago. Of plants that furnish food for man thc-

most important are rice, maize, and millet, coffee, the cocoa-
nut tree, the sago-palm, the obi or native potato, the bread-
fruit, and the tamarind; with lemons, oranges, mangosteens,
wild-plums, Spanish pepper, beans, melons, and sugar-cane.
The shaddock is to be found only in the lower plains.

Indigo, cotton, and tobacco are grown ; the bamboo and
the ratan-palm are common in the woods ; and among the
larger trees are sandal-wood, ebony, sapan, and teak. The
gemuti palm furnishes fibres for ropes ; the juice of the
Areiiga tacchari/cra is manufactured into sugar and a
beverage called sngucir ; and intoxicating drinks are
prepared from several other palms.

Except where Dutch influence haa made itaelf felt, very
little atteution haa been paid by the native races to any
agricultural pursuit; and their manufacturing industries
are few and limited. The weaving of cotton cloth is

principally carried on by women ; and the process, at least
for the finer description, is tedious in the extreme. The
cheap introduction of European goods is gradually lessening
the amount of native stuffs. The houses are built of wood
and bamboo; and as the use of diagonal struts has nut
been introduced, the walls soon lean over from the force
of the winds. The most important of the mineral pro-
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ducts of tho island are gold and salt ; excellent iron ia also

found, which is utilized by the natives ; and coal of rather

poor quality has been met with in Tarious places, as in the

district of Maros. The gold-mines are mainly in the

northern peninsula ; but even there the amount actually

obtained ia not so great as it was formerly. The various

chiefs, bound by contract to bring yearly a fixed quantity

of the metal to the Dutch authorities, frequently fail in their

engagements, and many of them have been of necessity

exempted. The gold is usually found at a depth of from

12 to 75 feet; but there are some mines in Bwool and
Tontoli that reach 90 feet. In many, such as those of

Ankahulu, Pagiama, and Popasalu, it is very cold, and the

miners have to sit all day in nitrous water.

The whole island ia practically in the hands of the

Dutch Government, though a comparatively small portion

13 under their direct administration, and a large number of

petty princes are still permitted to do very much as they

please in the internal management of their territories.

l''or administrative purposes it is distributed among the

residencies of Celebes, Manado, and Ternate, of which the

two former belong solely to the island, while the third

includes a large part of the Moluccas.

Residency The residency of Celebes, formerly known as the Govern-
ed Celebes, ment of Macassar, comprises all the various states that

surround the Gulf of Boni, and is divided into the following
• departments:—(.1) Macassar, (2) the Northern Districts,

(3) the Southern Districts, (4) Bulecomba and Bonthain,

and (5) Saleyer and the subordinate islands, Buton, Sum-
bawa, and Bima.

The department of Macassar, or Mangkasara as it is called

in the native language, is one of the oldest parts of the

Dutch possessions. It contains Macassar, the capital of

the residency, which is situated on the west coast of the

southern peninsula in 5° 7' 4S" S. lat., forms one of the

principal porta in the archipelago, and has a population of

from 15,000 to 20,000. The inhabitants of the depart-

ment consist mainly of Macassars and Malays proper,

Endinese from the Island of Flores, and immigrants from

the neighbouring kingdom of Wadjo. The foreign colonies

are each under the management of a separate captain, and

the Malays are also under the care of a head priest. Tl'e

Alacassars proper are one of the most important peoples in

the island. They belong to the Malay race, are well built

and muscular, and have in general a " dark-brown com-

plexion, a broad and expressive face, black and spkrkling

eyes, a high forehead, a iiattish nose with large alae, a large

mouth, and black soft hair, which they let fall over their

shoulders." The women are sprightly, clever, and amiable,

and in former times were bought for large prices. The
men are brave aud not treacherous, but ambitious, jealous,

and extremely revengeful. Drunkenness is rare, but to

gambling and cock-fighting they are passionately addicted;

and so frequent among them is the running amuck that the

Dutch authorities had to dismiss the Macassar soldiers from

their service. In all sorts of bodily exercises, as swinging,

wrestling, dancing, riding, and hunting, they take great

pleasure. Though they call themselves Mahometans, their

religion is largely mingled with pagan superstitions ; they

worship animals, and a certain divinity called Karaeng

Lov^, who has power over their fortune and health. Their

language, which belongs to the Malayo-Javanese group, is

spoken by about 300,000 persons, in Macassar proper, Goa,

Tello, Sanraboni, Turateya, Bulecomba, Tanralili, and a great

many parts of the southern peninsula ; but it has a much

smaller area than the Buginese, which is the langiiage of

Boni. It is very deficient in generalizations; thus, for

example, it has words for the idea of carrying in the hand,

arrj-ing on the head, carrying on the shoulder, and so on,

but has no word for the notion of simply carrying. It has

adopted a certain number of vocables from Sanskrit, Malay,

Javanese, and Portuguese, but on the whole is remarkably

pure, and has undergone comparatively few changes in the

course of the last two or three centuries. It is written in

a peculiar character, which has displaced, and probably been

corrupted from, an old form employed as late as the 17th

century. Neither bears any trace of derivation from the

Sanskrit alphabet. The priests affect the use of the Arabic

letters. The literature is very poor, and consists largely of

romantic stories from the Malay, and religious treatises from

the Arabic. Of the few original pieces the most important

are the early histories of Goa, TeUo, and some other states

of Celebes, and the Eapang, or collection of the decrees and

maxims of the old princes and snges. The more modern

productions are letters, laws, and poems, many of the

last having very considerable beauty. For his- know-

ledge of the Macassar the European scholar is mainly

indebted to the labours of B. F. Malthes of the Dutch

Bible Society, who was sent out in 1846, and has published

Makassaarsc/ie Sprac.kkunst (1858), Makassaarsch-Hol-

landsch Woordmhoek (1859), ElhnograpUsclie Alias (1859),

Makassaarsche Chrestomathie (1860), and various com-

iiunications to the Zeitsck. der morgenl. GesMsch.

The department of the Northern Districts, called also

Maros (properly Marusa), from the chief town, lies to the

north of Macassar, and is divided into twenty-six districts.

It is watered by the Paver Maros, which has a channel of

great picturesqueness broken by waterfalls and bordered by

C4ives. The mineral products comprise gold, marble,

porcelain-clay, and anthracite ; but the extensive rice-fields

are the principal source of wealtL The river ia commanded

by the fort of Valkenburg ; and a great road, constructed

in 1859, leads through the department. About five miles

from the town are the warm mineral springs of Amarang
and Magemba. The population is estimated at 120,000.

The prevailing language is Buginese, tut Macassar is also

spoken by a considerable number.

The department of the Southern Districts, or Takalla, lies

to the south-west of Macassar, aud is divided into two parts

by the interposition of the little independent state of

Sanraboni. ' The population is estiinated at 70,000, and the

language is Macassar. The people of the district of Glissong

or Galesong are remarkable for their attachment to a sea-

faring life. In 1863 the department was increa.sed by the

annexation of Turateya, which included the three small

states of Bintamo, Bangkala, and Laikf.n, previously

troublesome by their piracies and raids. The Turateyans

speak a mixture of Macassar and Buginese.

Separated from Turateya by the River Tino is the depart-

ment of Bonthain and Bulecomba, a thinly-peopled and

mountainous country, chiefly remarkable for the lofty

summit of Lompobattang or Dikbuik, more familiarly

known as the Peak of Bonthain, which has a height of

about 11,000 feet. The soil is specially adapted for the

culture of cofi'ee. The inhabitants are peaceful and well-

behaved, but in education and civilization they are less

advanced than those of the departments already described

They were formerly subordinate to the Macassar kingdom.

To the north of these two states lies the impoitant

kingdom of Boni, of which an account will be found in a

separate article (vol. iv. p. 32), and to the north of Boni.

and separated from it by the River Chinrana, is the rival

kingdom of Wajo or Wadjo, with a coast line of about 50
miles along the Gulf of Boni. It is governed by about

forty chiefs or nobles, who are almost independent in their

respective districts and maintain their individual banda of

followers, but at the same time recognize the overlordahip

of the prince. The diiferent offices of the state are not

unfrequently held by women ; and the greatest importance

is attached to purity of descent. The inhabitr.nts rather
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no:

neglect the culture of the soil ; and large ni'mbers of them

resort to the neighbouring states as tracers. The capital

was formerly Tesora or Tossora, a large straggling city near

tlie River Chinrana, embracing within its fortifications a

space of several miles in circuit. For numerous details

on this district the reader may consult Mundy's Kanatite

of Events in Borneo and Celebes, vol. L

To the south-west of Wadjo is the kingdom of Sopeng,

which was long connected by intermarriages with Boni.

The ground is very fruitful, and large quantities of rice are

exported. The capital was formerly a place of the same

name on the coast ; but the rajah removed his residence

to Sengkang on Lake Tempe. Sopeng recognized the

Dutch supremacy in 1825. The population is estimated

at 18,000.

To the north of Sopeng lies the territory of Adja T£.m-

karang, under the government of the prince of Lidenring,

who takes his title from a small principality of that name.

It is traversed by the Sadang River, one of the most

important of those that flow into the Strait of Macassar.

Round the head of the Bay of Boni stretwhes the kingdom

of Luvu (LoBwoe), a well-peopled district, productive of

gold and excellent iron, but greatly depressed by au unsatis-

factory government. To the south-west of Luvu lie the

districts of Ussu and Lellevau, and south of these the state

of Baikonka or Minkoko, with its capital Pansulai on the

Gulf of Boni ; but the whole of this region is comparatively

unexplored. The Minkokos have a considerable resemblance

to the Dyaks of Borneo, and maintain a similar custom of

head-hunting. Their language is akin to Buginese.

At the vtry end of the eastern peninsula is situated the

district of Polean Pumbia, conterminous on its north-east

boundary with the more important territory of Lavui, which

stretches along the coast of the Bay of Tolo, and is tribu-

tary to the king of BonL The latter district possesses in

Kendari or Vosmaer's Bay one of the finest harbours in the

archipelago, and it carries on a certain amount of traffic.

The coast is frequented by numbers of the Bajows.
idonry The rest of the lands that lie round the Bay of Tolo
.ernr-ic. belong to the residency of Temate. Conterminous with

Lavui is the principality of Tombuku, a densely-wooded,

and partially-explored territory, governed by an hereditary

chief under the Sultan of Temate. The population is

mainly settled in the interior, and their numbers were

estimated in 1852 at 15,000. They have no regular coin,

and strips of cotton cloth are used in exchange. Their

language seems to have almost no connection with any other

in the archipelago. Among the people along the coast

excellent workers in metal are found, and earthenware is

also manufactured. The capital was formerly Lanona
;

but since 1856 this honour belongs to Sabita. At the very

head of the bay is the district of Tomore or Tomaiki, with

a river of the same name ; while along the northern .side

are situated the territories of Bangay and Baknte. From
tho latter iron and timber are exported,

i^oncy Tho country that lies round the Gulf of Gorontalo
onoda. belongs to the residency of Manado, and is divided into the

Miuaha.ssa or Confederation of Manado, the dejiartment of

Gorontalo, and various states, such us Parigi, Bwool, and
others that will bo mentioned in tho course of tho article.

Of these the most important is the Mina^iassa, or

properly Ni-mahassa, of Manado, which derives its name
from the union of thirty-six states under the Dutch
supremacy to resist tho claims of the king of Bolang, who
Lad made himself at one time master of tho district. It

occupies the most eastern part of the northern peninsula,

and is divided into the five departments of Manado, Kema,
Tondano, Araurang, and Bolang. Of tho whole island it is

tho most distinctly volcanic portion, and contains several

mcuntaing that have been in active eruption within modern

times. The most important rummita are these of Klabct

(65G0 feet high), Saputan (59C0), Engerong (4050),Lokon

(5240), Prumangan or Mahabu (4300), Kimavan^, and

Papelampungan. In 1805 the Mountain Tonkoko threw

forth a quantity of ashes and pumice-stone that darkened

the air for two days and covered the ground for many miles

with a layer an inch thick. There are numerous boiling

springs and geysers, the most interesting being Lahendang,

where the Count Charles de Vidua de Conzano met with

his death in 1830. An interesting account of a visit to

several of these volcanic phenomena is given by Mr
Bickmore in his £aet Indian Arc/iipelaffo. Perhaps in no

part of their possessions have greater and happier trans-

formations been effected by the Dutch than in this district.

In the beginning of this century the inhabitants were still

savages, broken up into numerous trit-^s that -were almost

never at peace with each other, and speaking such a variety

of dialects that hardly any village was quite intelligible to

its neighbours. About 1822 it was discovered that the

soil of the mountain sides was fitted for the growth of

coS'ee ; the cultivation was introduced and a system

established which stimulated the native chiefs to undertake

the management of the plantations. The result has beex;

not only to make the Minahassa one of the best coffee

districts in the archipelago, but to advance the civilization

of the inhabitants iufa wonderful manner. Missions have

been established by the Dutch Missionary Society, and

have met with the most encouraging success. In 1859 the

mission schools numbered 102, and were attended by 8SCC

pupils ; while at the same time 12 Government schools had

1049 pupils and 28 village schools had 1610. The various

local dialects are rapidly being replaced by Malay, which

is the language adopted for educational purposes. The

villages, which have grown up in considerable numbers, are

neat and tidy, and most of the houses are well built ; the

country is traversed by good roads, finely-shaded with trees

and in many cases fit for carriages ; and bridges have

been erected over the rivers.. The trade of the district is

in a flourishing condition and promises to become more

important. The principal articles are the coffee, cocoa,

rice, and trepang. In 1858 the number of households

employed in the coffee-culture was 12,D09 ; the nnmher of

trees in regular gardens was 3,449,518 ; and their produce

for the year amounted to 22,866 picula. Since that date

the plantations both of the Government and private

sjjeculators have very largely increased. Tho plant

succeeds admirably at a height^ of from 1 500 up to 4000

feet above the sea, and produces a fine kernel of a trans-

lucent greenish blue colour, which is known in the market

as Manado coffee, and brings a much higher price than

the Java growth. Cocoa was probably introduced by tho

early Spanish navigators, but it received little attention till

about 1822, when some Dutch and Chinese settlers

undertook its cultivation. Since that time it has become

a pretty important article, and has been introduced into

Gorontalo and the Sangir Islands ; but the crop is unfor-

tunately a somewhat precarious one. The koffo or Manilla-

hemp {]fusa textilis) is largely grown, more especially in

tho neighbourhood of Amurang, where tho Government has

established a rope factory. Tho nutmeg, though only

introduced in 1853, is now cultivated pretty extensively.

Tobacco is also grown, but mainly for homo consumption.

Tho best is qbtaincd from the district of Bantck. The

population of tho Minahassa was, in 1868, 105,514.

The department of Gorontalo comprises the various

districts of Gorontalo, Limbotto, Bone, Bintauua, Suvava,

Bolango, Attingola, Bualemo, Muton, Parigi, Sau^su,

Posso, Tongko, Todjo, and tho Tojian Island.s. Goron-

talo proper lies on the north of the Tomini Bay. Tho in-

habitants are mainly Mahometan Jlp'c-a, <<"cl they possess
" V . :-
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about 200 Mahometan priests, mtost of whom can neither

read nor write. The capital is a large and flourish-

ing town with considerable trade ; it has a Dutch garrison

and fort, and a Christian school. The rivers and lake

furnish abundaa'se of fish, and almost every house has a

pond attached for keeping those ciptured alive. Limbotto,

a small state of about 6000 inhabitants, since 1865 under

Dutch direction, is chiefly noticeable for the Bay of

Kwandang and the gold-mines of Limbotto, Bulatu, and

Sulametta. Mutoa possesses several gold-mines. ' The

village of that name lies in 0° 23' N. lat. and 121° 30'

1
S" E. long. Along the northern coast to the north of

JIuton lie the states of Palele, Bwool, and Tontoli, of which

the second is the most important, being traversed by

one of the largest rivers in the island, and possessing

valuable gold-mines and great numbers of sago-palms.

The composition of its population in 1870 was (according

to J. Q. F. Riedel in the Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-,

Land-, m Volkenkunde, 1874) 4229 natives, 726 from

Gorontalo and Limbotto, 46G from Kayeli, 230 Buginese,

84 Tontoli, 38 Mandharese, and 22 Arabs. Tontoli was

formerly the resort of pirates, but in 1822 it was cleared

by Captain De Man.
Along the south aide of the Bay of Gorontalo stretches

the country of Parigi from Amphibabu to the River Dulagu.

It has a very fertile territory, and a considerable trade is

carried on with Palos and Dongala, the districts on Tomini

Bay, and Singapore. The exports are gold, horses, cocoa-

nuts, banalias, and a kind of resin called damar. Parigi

recognized the Dutch supremacy in 1850, but has pre-

served its autonomy, and is governed by a prince and

several chiefs. The principal village is Parigi di Atas.

On ths west coast of the island, and forming as it were

the nucleus from which the peninsulas spring, lie the

districts of Dongala, Palos, and Kayeli. Dongala is situated

on the Bay of Palos, and is governed by a rajah who
recognized Dutch supremacy in 1824. Palos is governed

by an independent chief, and is in a flourishing condition.

The town is situated m 0° 57' S. lat. and 119° 34' E. long.,

and is connected by road with Parigi and Eoni. Its

inhabitants carry on an active trade both by sea and land.

The kingdom of Kayeli was at one time under the sultan

of Ternate, passed by conquest to the people of Macassar,

was restored to the sultan by the treaty of Bonga, and was

by him presented to the Dutch, whose authority was only

recognized in 1854. The soil is well fitted for cultivation,

and yields coffee and cocoa-nuts for exjjort. The kingdom

of Mandhar lies further south, and is governed by seven

chiefs, who take their titles from the seven principal rivers,

and till 1854 recognized the supremacy of Boni The in-

habitants speak a distinct language. Those on the coast

are nominal Mahometans, those inland arg still pagan. They
are active traders, and take voyages to Java, Bencoolen,

-Malacca, Singapore, and Manilla. Toradja, which lies

further inland, is possessed by a wild pagan jrace, who
keep themselves apart from all intercourse, and are gener-

ally regarded as the original inhabitants of the island.

Celebes was first discovered by the Portuguese in the

early part of the 16th century, the exact date assigned

by some authorities being 1512. The name does not

appear to be of native origin, and the plural form is

probably due to the belief that the different peninsulas

were so many separate islands. At the time of the

Portuguese discovery, the Macassars were the most powerful

people in the island, having successfully defended them-

selves against the king of the Moluccas and the sultan of

Ternate. In 1609 the English attempted to gain a

footing. At what time the Dutch first arrived is not

.certainly known, but it was very probably in the end of

the 16th or beginning of the 17ih century, since in 1607

they formed a connection with Macassar. In the yea*

1611 the Dutch East Indian Company obtained tho

monopoly of trade on the Island of Buton ; and in 1618
an in.surrection in Macassar gave them an opportunity of

obtaining a definite establishment there. In 1660 the

kingdom was finally subjugated by Van Dam and Truit

man, with a fleet of 33 ships and a force of 2700 men.

In 1666 the war broke out anew ; but it was brought to

an end by Speelman in the following year, and the treaty

of Bonga or Eanga was signed, by which the Dutch were

recognized as the protectors and mediators of the difi'crent

states who were parties to the treaty. In 1683 the north-

eastern part of the island was' conquered by Robert

Paddenburg, and placed under the command of the

governor of the Moluccas. In 1 703 a fort was erected at

Manado. The kingdom of Boni was successfully attacked

by Van Geen in 1824, and in August of that year the

Bonga treaty was renewed in a greatly modified form.

Since then the principal military event is the Boni insur-

rection, which was quelled in 1859. With the exception

of Manado, the Dutch settlements in Celebes have not

been financially successful ; but as the resources of the

country are developed it will, doubtless, become a very

valuable possession.

InVeth's TVoord^nhoelc van Nedcrlandsch India there will be found
an extensive bibliography of Celebes drawn up by H. C. Millies.

Besides the well-known works of Valentyn, Stavorinus, Raffles, and
Crawfurd, it will be sufficient to mention Van den Bosch, Ncdcrland-
scJie IScziUingen in Asia, &c., 1818 ; Vincent, " Notice sur I'isle de

Celebes,'' in Journ. dcs Voyages, 1826; Olivier's Rcizen, 3 834;
Reinwardt's Mcis naar hct Oosielijk gcdeelte van den Ned. Archipel.

t!zl821, 1858 ; Van der Hart, Reize rmvdomhet Eiland Celeites, IS.'iS
;

Samuel "White, Account of the last rebellion at Macassar, 3687 ;

StubenvoU's Translation of History ofthe Isla'nd of Celebes, by Mr Ji.

Blok, Gov. ofMacassar, 1817 ; Capt. R. Mundy, Narrative of Even'.I

in Borneo and Celebes, 1848 ; Ed. Dulaurier, Code Maritime rf(*

Royaumes Manakassar ct Rouyui, 1845 ; AVallace, Malay Archi-
pelago, 1869; Bickmore, East Indian Archipelago, 3 868; Veth's
Ecn Nedcrlandsch reizigcr op Zuid Celebes, 1675; Riedel's Het:

landschap Boeool, Noord Selebes, 1872 ; the same writer's " Die
landscliaften Holontalo, Limoeto, " &c. in the Zeitschr. fiir Eth-
nologic, 3S71 ; Beccari's **Viaggio"in Guido Cora's Cosmos for

1874-6. (H. A. W.)

CELERY {Apium graveohns), a biennial plant belong-

ing to the Natural Order Umbellifer<t, which, in its native

condition, is known in England as smallage. In its wild

state it is common by thje sides of ditches and in marshy
places, especially near the sea, producing a fuiTowed stalk

and wedge-shaped leaves, the whole plant having a coarse,

rank .taste, and a peculiar smelL By cultivation and
blanching the stalks lose their acrid qualities and assume

the mild sweetish aromatic taste peculiar to celery as a

salad plant. The plants are raised from seed, sown either

An a hot bed or in the open garden, according to the

season of the year, and after one or two thinnings out and

transplantings, they are, on attaining a height of 6 or 8

inches, planted out in deep trenches for convenience of

blanching, which is effected by earthing up aind so excluding

the stems from the influence of light. A large number of

varieties are cultivated by gardeners, which are ranged

under two classes, y/hite and red,—the white varieties being

generally the best flavoured, and most crisp and tender.

As a salad plant, celery, especially if at all " stringy," is

difiicult of digestion, but it possesses valuable diuretic

properties. Both blanched and green it is stewed and used

in soups, the seeds also being used as a flavouring

ingredient In the south of Eiirope celery is seldom
blanched, but is much used in its natural condition.

Celrriac is a variety of celery cultivated more on account

of its roots than for the stalks, although both are edible

and are used for salads and in soups. It is chiefly grown
in the north of Europe, and is not in much request in

Great Britain.
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CELESTIME, tho nams of fiva popes.

Celestime L was a Roman, and is supposed to have been

a near relative ol the Emperor Valentinian. Various

portions of the liturgy are attributed to him, but without

any certainty on the subject, fie held the CouncU of

Ephesus in which the Nestorians were condemned, in

431. Four letters written by him on that occasion, dated

all of them 15th March 431, together with a few others,

to the African bishops, to those of Illyria, of Thessalonica,

and of Narbonne, are extant in retranslations from the

Greek, the Latin originals having been lost He' actively

persecuted the Pelagians, and was zealous for Roman
orthodoxy. He sent Palladius, a Greek, to Scotland, and

Patricius (St Patrick) to Ireland. He raged against the

Novatians in Rome, imprisoning their bishop, and forbid-

ding their worship. He was zealous in refusing to tolerate

the smallest innovatioa on the constitutions of his pre-

decessors, and is recognized by the church as a saint. He
occupied the seat of St Peter eight years five months and

three days, and died on the 6th April 432. He was

buried in the cemetery of St Priscilla in the Via Salaria,

but his body, subsequently moved, lies noH- in the Church
of St Prasside.

Celestine II. was elected in 1143, governed the church

only five months and thirteen days, died 9th March 1144,

and was buried at the Lateran. His name had been

Guido di Castello, from the small town of which he was a

native. He had studied under Peter Abelard. The
principal act of his Papacy was the absolution of Louis
VII. of France at the request of that penitent monarch,

and the removal of the interdict under which that country

had lain for three years.

Celestine lit, Giacinto Bobone Orsini, of that noble

race, was elected Pope 30th March 1191, being then only a

deacon, received priest's orders on the 13th of April, ruled

the church six years, nine months, and nine days (though

believed to have been ninety when elected), died 8th

January 1198, and was buried at the Lateran. He crowned
the Emperor Henry VI. on the day after his election with

a ceremonial symbolizing his absolute supremacy, as

deacribed by Roger Hoveden, who is believed (more

reasonably as it *ould seem) by Baronius, but discredited

by Natalis Alexander. He subsequently excommunicated

the same Henry for wrongfully keeping Richard of England

in prison. In 1192 he confirmed the statutes of the

Teutonic Order of Knights. He would have resigned the

Papacy, and recommended a successor shortly before his

death, but was not suffered to do so by the cardinals.

Celestine FV., Godfrey Castiglioni of Milan, a nephew
of Urban III., became a monk at Hautecombe in Savoy,

there wrote a history of Scotland, and was elected Pope by
seven cardinals only, in the midst of troubles caused by the

vicinity and violence of the Emperor Frederick 11., on the

22d September 1241. He occupied the throne only seven-

teen days, died, before consecration, on the 8 th October
1241. aud was burled at the Vatican.

Celestine V. was known before his election a3 Peter di

Morone. Born in 1215, the son of a peasant in the

Neapolitan district, named Angelario, he became a

Benedictine monk at Faifoli in the diocese of Benevento
when he was seventeen. He showed from the first an
extraordinary disposition to asceticism and solitude, and
in 1239 retired to a solitary cavern on the mountain
Morone, whence his name. Five years later he left this

retreat, and betook himself, with two companions, to a
similar cave on the Mountain of Majella in the Abruzri.
where he lived as strictly as was possible according to the

jxivuiple of St John the Baptist. Terrible accounts are

given of the severity of his penitential practices. While
living in this m:inner he founded, in 1244, the order sub-

eequeatly called after him Celestines. (See Celesttnes.)

The cardinals assembled at Perugia after the death oiE

Nicholas FV., and after long dissensions and difficulties

agreed as a means of escaping from them to elect the hermit

Pietro di Morone. When sent for he obstinately refused to

accept the Papacy, and even, as Petrarch says,' attempted

flight, till ha was at length persuaded by a deputation of

cardinals accompanied by the kings of Naples and Hungary.
Elected 7th July 1294, he was crowned in the city of Aquila
in the Abruzzi, 29th August He issued two decrees,—one*

confirming that of Gregory X, which orders the shutting of

the cardinals in conclave ; the second declaring the right

of any Pope to abdicate the Papacy,—a right he, at the end
of five months and eight days, proceeded himself to exercise

at Naples on the 13th December 1294. He did one other

thing which may be noted, because it seems to be the only

instance known to the church in which such a thing

occurred. He empowered one Francis of Apt, a Franciscan

friar, to confer priest's orders on Lodovico, son of Charles,

king of Sicily,—a fact which seems to have escaped the

notice of Bingham, who says that such a thing was never

done.- In the formal instrument of his renunciation he

recites as the causes moving hira to the step, " the desire

for humility, for a purer life, for a stainless conscience, the

deficiencies of his own physical strength, his ignorance, the

perverseness of the people, his longing for the tranquillity

of his former life ; " and having divested himself of every

outward symbol of dignity, he retired to his old solitude.

He was not allowed to remain there, however. His

successor, Boniface Vlil., sent for him, and finally, despite

desperate attempts of the late Pope to escape, got him into

his hand*, and imprisoned him in the castle of Fumone
near Ferentino in Campagna, where, after languishing for

ten months in that infected air, he died on the 19th May
1296. He was buried at Ferentino, but his body was

subsequently removed to AquOa. Many Dantescan «om-

mentators and scholars have thought that the poet

stigmatized Celestine V. in the enigmatical verse which

speaks of him "Che fece per viltate il gran rifiuto."' Recent

opinion on the point more reason.-ibly rejects this interpre-

tation. Celestine V., like the first of the name, is recog

nized by the church as a saint.

CELESTINES, a branch of the great Benedictine

mona-stic order. At the foundation of the new rule, they

were called Hermits of St Daraiano, or Moronites (or

Murronitos), and did not assume the appellation of Celes

tines tiU after the election of their founder to the Papacy

as Celestine V. The fame of the holy life and the

austerities practised by that saintly hermit (as noticed above)

in his solitude on the Mountain of Mnjclla, near Sulmona,

attracted many visitors, several of whom were moved to

remain and share his mode of life. They built, therefore

a small convent on the spot inhabited by the holy hermit,

which very shortly became too small for the accommodation
of those who thronged thither to share their life of priva-

tions. Peter of Morone, their founder, therefore built a

number of other small oratories in that neighbourhood.

This happened about the year 1254. A new religious

community was thus formed, and Peter of Morone gave

them a rule formed in accordance with bis own practices.

In 1264 the new institution was approved by Urban IV.

But the founder, having heard that it was probable that

Pope Gregory X.. then holding a council at Lyons, would

suppress all such new orders as had been founded since the

Lateran Council, having commanded that such institutions

should not be further multiplied, betook himself to Lyons,

> Dc Vil. So(i(.. lib, ii. •«:. 3. ch. 18.

' Ori,,. Ecd., lib il. cap. S, »i:c. 5.

• '• Who mado from cowanlic* tbo grei refusal," /n/fmo, c«ntu
iU. Una 80,
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and tlif-re succeeded in persuading Gregory to approve his

:iew order, constituting it a branch of the Benedictines,

with a rule based on that of St Benedict, but adding to it

many additional severities and privations. Gregory further

took it under the Papal protection, assured to it the posses-

sion of all property it might acquire, and endowed it with

that great and constant, but most pernicious and fatal,

object of the ambition of all monastic orders, exemption

from the authority of the ordinary. Nothing more was

needed to ensure tho rapid spread of the new association
;

and Peter the hermit of Morone lived to see himself
" Superior-General " of thirty-six monasteries and more than

six hundred monks. Peter, however, cannot be accused of

ambition or the lust of power when a monastic superior,

any more than when he insisted on divesting himself of the

Papacy, to which he was subsequently raised. As soon

as he had seen his new order thus consolidated he gave up
the government of it to a certain Robert, and retired once

again to a still more remote solitude to give himself up
more entirely to solitary penance and prayer. Shortly

afterwards, in a chapter of the order held in 1293, the

original monastery of Majella being judged to be too

desolate and exposed to too rigorous a climate, it was
decided that the monastery which had been founded in

Sulmona should be the headquarters of the order and
the residence of the General-Superior, as it has continued

to be to the present day. The next year Peter the hermit
of Morone, having been, despite his reluctance, elected Pope
by the name of Celestine V., the order he had founded
took the name of Celestines. The hermit Pope found time
in the few short months of his Papacy to confirm the rule

of the order, which he had himself composed, and to confer

on the society a variety of special graces and privileges. In
the only creation of cardinals promoted by him, among the

twelve raised to the purple, there were two monks of his

order. He found time also to visit personally the great

Benedictine monastery on Monte Casino, where he suc-

ceeded in persuading the monks to accept his more rigorous

rule. He sent fifty monks of his order to introduce it,

who remained, however, for only a few months.
After the death of the founder the order was favoured

and privileged by Benedict XL, and rapidly spread through
Italy, Germany, Flanders, and France, where they were
received by Philip the Fair in 1300. Subsequently the

French Celestines, with the consent of the Italian superiors

of the order, and of Pope Martin V. in 1427, obtained

the privilege of making new constitutions for themselves,

which they did in the 17th century in a series of regula-

tions accepted by the provincial chapter in 1G67. At that

time the French congregation of the order was composed
of twenty-one monasteries, the head of which was that

of Paris, and was governed by aProvincial with the authority

of General Paul V. was a notable benefactor of the order.

But in consequence of later political changes and events the

order has been dissolved.

According to their special constitutions the Celestines

were bound to say matins in the choir at two o'clock in the

morning, and always to abstain from eating meat, save in

illness. The specialities of their rule with regard to fasting

would be long and tedious to recount. It cannot be said

that they are more severe than. those of sundry other con-

gregations, though much more so than is required by the

old Benedictine rule. But in reading their minute directions

for divers degrees of abstinence on various days, it is

impossible to avoid being struck by the conviction that the

great object of the framers of these rules, beyond the general

purpose of ensuring an ascetic mode of life, was to create

a speciality, to make a distinguishing difiference between

what " our " order does and what others do.

The Celestines wore a white woollen cassock bound with

a linen band, and a leathern girdle of tho same colour, with

a scapulary unattached to the body of the dress, and a

black hood. It was not permitted to them to wear any
shirt save of serge. Their dress in short was very like

that of the Cistercians. But it is a tradition in the order

that in the time of the founder they wore a coarse brown
cloth. The church and monastery of St Pietro in Montorio

originally belonged to the Celestines in Rome ; but they

were turned out of it by Sixtus IV. to make way for

Franciscans, receiving from the Pope in exchange the

Church of St Euscbius with the adjacent mansion for a

monastery.

The order of Celestines has hud its special historians, as Bccquet,
author of a liistory of the Celestines of France (Paris, 171&), and in

the great collection of the Bollandists, vol. iii., under the month
of May. But the order does not seem to have been fruitful of men
of much mark ; nor has it ever attained in the annals of Europe,
or even of the church, a position of such importance as most of its

rival societies have reached.

CELIBACY is the condition of those who are living a

single life. Tho word is derived from ccctcbs, which means,
not necessarily, as is very commonly supposed, a bachelor,

but one who has no existing wife, whether he be a bachelor

or a widower. (For authorities on this point, see Facciolati,

I'otuts Latinitalis. Zexiccni.) Scaliger and Voss derive the

word from koItt), a bed, and XciVw, to leave. Some more
fanciful etymologists, imagining that cu/fts leads a celestial

life, have suggested a derivation from caelum. The word is

sometimes written coslebs, but the better authorities are in

favour of the diphthong ce.

From the remotest times, those who have given their

attention to the study of the conditions of human life in

this world have deemed the married state to be a bettei-

thing both for the individual and the society to which he

belongs than celibacy ; while from an equally early period

those who have professed to understand man's destinies in

a future worW, and the most proper means of preparing for

them, have, though in no wise condemning marriage, con-

ceived that celibacy is the better, purer, nobler, and highe'r

condition of life. Lawgivers, sociologists, statesmen,

philosophers, and physiologists have held the former view

;

devotees, ascetics, priests, the latter.

The lawgivers of various countries and ages have striven

to discourage celibacy, as far as it was in the power of law

to do so. The mention by Diouysius of Halicarnassus of

an ancient law by which all persons of mature age were

obliged to marry, may be cited. Jlore authentic is the

Roman law of the time of Augustus known as the Lex
Julia de maritandis Ordinibus. It was afterwards called

Fapia Poppoea, or Julia Papia, from some new sanctions

and amendments under the consuls Papius and PoppEeus.

Modern legislation has with increased wisdom shrunk from

such direct attempts to coerce those subjected to it. But
various provisions have in many European countries been

enacted or proposed with the view of favouiing the preval-

ence of marriage.

Any endeavour to give a satisfactory account of the

investigations of physiologists, as bearing on this subject

would lead us too far afield into the ^discussion of topics

which fall more conveniently and appropriately under other

headings. But it appears from recent statistics that

married persons,—women in a considerable but men in a

much greater degree,—have at all periods of life a greater

probability of living than the single.

The ideas which, in- the absence of or in opposition to

the deductions of social philosophers and legislators, have
found expression in the religious or ecclesiastical observ-

ances and theories of various ages and creeds, require and
are fitted to be treated, though with the utmost brevity,

in a somewhat more historical manner. Beauaobre, in hia

Eistoire Critigite du Manich'eisme, lib. vii. cap. 3, shows
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that it was a prevalent opinion among the earliest Christians

that if Adara had not fallten by disobedience, he would

have lived for ever in a state of virgin purity, and that a

race of sinless beings would have peopled Paradise,

produced by some less objectionable means than the union

of the first pair of mortals. Marriage was considered by
them as a consequence of the Fall, the brand of the imper-

fection it had entailed, and a tolerated admission of an
impure and ainfal natare. To abstain from it, therefore,

T/as the triumph of sanctity and at the same time the proof

and the means of spiritual perfection. The earliest

aspirants to this perfection among the Christians were not

ecclesia.stics as such, but hermits and. anchorites, who
adopted this among other means of attaining to recognizedly

exceptional sanctity. It is not true, as is often stated, that

the official expositors of Eomanist theology and ecclesiastical

law maintain that a tow of perpetual celibacy was required

as a condition of ordination in the earliest ages of the

church. It is fully admitted by them that, " although

celibacy :s preferable to matrimony, the divine law does

not make it necessary for the reception of holy orders, or

forbid cither the ordination of married men or the marriage

of those already in orders.'' In fact it would be impossible

to maintain the reverse %vithout denying the truth of many
portions of ecclesiastical history, which the church cannot

afford to spare, as to the conduct and lives of many of the

early bishops, confessors, and martyrs, and without running
very serious risk of damaging the favourite claim of the

church to uninterrupted apostolical succession.

It was proposed in the second Councd of Carthage (251)
tliat celibacy should be required in candidates for the

priesthood ; but it cannot be pretended that even from
that time it was always considered necessary. Moroni
(Diet. Storico Eccles., vol ii. p. 68) makes a very much
modified statement :

—"As regards the usage and laws of the

church," ho says, " it has never been permitted to priests or

to bishops to take wives, when they had declared at the

time of their ordination that they would persevere in

celibacy." It must be observed, however, with regard to

the citations of the cases of bishops and priests of the early

Greek Church, that Eomanist ecclesiastical writers have

never pretended that the practice of the Greek Church was
not much more lax in this respect than that of the Latin or

Western Church. The difference between the discipline of

the one and the other was this. In the Greek Church no
objection was made to the ordination of married men
purposing to continue living with their wives, if these

wives were, their first wives, and had not before their

marriage been widows ; whereas, as is claimed by Komanist
writers, in the Latin Church neither priests' nor bishops'

orders were ever conferred on married men without re-

quiring from them and from their wives reciprocal consent,

and a solemn promise, that they would live Beparately

during the remainder of their lives. As regards lishops,

however, the practice in ti'e Greek Church was the same
as in the Latin. The decrees of various councils, how-
ever, show that the practice of the Greek Church in this

respect was by no means settled and uniform. That of

Ancynx in 313 permitted marriage only to such deacons

as had i)rotested against accepting the obligation of

celibacy at tho time of their ordination. The Council of

Nice thought that the ancient tradition of tho church

should bi^ re-cstablLshed in conformity with tha 2Gth

apostolical canon, which permitted marriage only to those

who held the oflice of readers or chanters in the churches.

The principal Papal decrees which have been issued by

the popes on the subject of sacerdotal celibacy arc the

following. It is said that Calixtus I., who wa.s elected in

12\, renewed a constitution forbidding the marriage of

priests. It is said, too, that Lucius L, elected in 255, re-

enacted the same prohibition. AVe do not, however, reaoh

any certainty on the subject till we come to the Council of

Elvira, the first of those on matters of discipline the

decrees of which are extant. It is doubtful whether this

council was held in the year 300 or 313. The thirty-third

and thirty-sixth canons of this council command bishops,

priests, deacons, and sabdeacons to live apart from their

wives. The council further prohibited ecclesiastics from

having any female in their hou.?es save a sister or a

daughter, and those only when virgins, who had consecrated

their virginity to God. The ecclesiastical writers maintain

that these constitutions were but the confirmation by

authoritative sanction of the practice which had been

immemorially observed, rather as an apostolic tradition

than a positive command. From that time to the time of

Gregory VU. (the great Hildebrand, elected 1073), a

series of popes issued decrees commanding bishops, priests,

and deacons to observe celibacy. But all of them are

couched in terms, and put forth under circumttances, which

indicate that the regulation was by no means universally,

perhaps even it may be said generally, observed. Gregory

VII., in the council held at Rome in the year 1074, deter-

mined n:ore decisively and vigorously that, according to

the sacred canons and the decrees of his predecessors, no

ecclesiastic could be a married man, that the sacrament of

ordination should be conferred on none except those who
professed perpetual celibacy, and that no wived priest

should celebrate or even assist at the Mass.

Upon the whole it is clear that the pretension advanced

by the Church of Rome to insist on the celibacy of its

clergy was at first put forward tentatively and gradually,

as a thing desirable and tending to higher perfection, rather

than as a thing absolutely necessary ; that, like so much
else in that church, it was an encroachment on Chiistian

liberty, originating in a mystic idea of the greater purity

of a state of celibacy, which was a natural product of the

working of the human intellect in the earliest centuries

of Christianity, and became fixed and consolidated into

a rigid law, as the rulers of the church, and especially

Gregory VII., came to perceive that it was a potent engine

of ecclesiastical power. It is probiible that Hildebrand,

the nature of whose intellect and temper was such as

eminently to qualify him for perceiving, appreciating at its

true value, and utilizing the doctrine of the universal

celibacy of tho clergy, was the first ruler of the church

who clearly saw tho incalculably enormous power which

this rule placed ui tho hands of the hierarchy as a body,

yet more notably than it tended to increase that of each

individual priest. To this and to this alone it has been

and is duo that a Catholic priest is the citizen of no

country, and acknowledges or at least feels no allegiance,

unless perhaps a subordinate and secondary one, eavo

to his church, and that to him his order is in the place of

family and country ; and the greatness, the power, the

glory, and tho sujiremacy of the church constitutes that

for which the best minds among the priesthood labour and
live. But while churchmen were becomingmore and more
alive to the vast importance of celibacy as a sine qua noii

of the priesthood, minds which were fitted to estimate that

institution with a larger view to its ultimate results and
consequences became at an early period aware of its vent-

able consequences. Erasmus, in his 19th Epistle (lib. 29)

gives us at once his own and Augustine's views of th^

subject in the following remarkable passage :
—

" Jfirum

vcro si procus amana laudat nuptias, dicitque castum con-

jugium non multum abesso a laudo virginitatis, quum
Auaustinus patriarcharum polygamiam antoponat nostro

CcTlibatui."

But when the church Btoodat tho diverging of the ways,

fabled in iho apologue, and at the Council of Trent decided
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once and for over which of the two paths open before her

she should follow, whether that of progressive reformatioD

and amelioration, or that of a si;ii-ut-sunt-aut-non-aint

persistence in her old ways and policies, the abolition of

the celibacy of the clergy was discjased among other

proposed measures of reform, and more peremptorily

rejected than almost any other suggestion brought forward.

The church understood too well what was around her, and
too little what was ahead of her ; was too clear-sighted, yet

too shortsighted ; and determined to retain the terrible

engine of her power, which makes of her a caste, with a

gulf between her ministers and the rest of humanity.

CELLINI, EENTENnio (1500-15C9), was born at

Florence, where his family, originally landowners in the

Val d'Ambra, had for three generations been settled. His

father, Giovanni Cellini, was a musician, and artificer of

musical instruments ; he married Maria Lisabetta Granacci,

and eighteen years elapsed before they had any progeny.

The father designed Beuvenuto for the same profession with

liimself, and endeavoured to thwart his inclination for

design and metal work. When he had reached the age of

fifteen, his youthful predilection had become too strong

to be resisted, and his father reluctantly gave consent to

his becoming apprenticed to a goldsmith, Antonio di

Sandro, named ilarcone. He had already attracted some
notice in his native place, when, being implicated in a fray

with some of his companions, he was banished for six

months to Siena. After visiting Bologna and Pisa, and
after twice resettling for a while in Florence, he decamped
to Rome. On his ne.xt return to Florence, his violent

temper again embroiled him in a quarrel, which again com-

pelled him to retreat in disguise to Rome. Here he pro-

duced a vase for the bishop of Salamanca, which introduced

him to the favourable notice of Pope Clement VII.,—like-

wise at a later date one of his celebrated works, the medallion

of Leda and the Swan ; he also reverted to music, practised

flute-playing, and was appointed one of the Pope's court-

musicians. In the attack upon Rome by the Constable de

Bourbon, which occurre4 immediately after, in 1527, the

bravery and address of Cellini proved of signal service to

the pontiff ; if we may believe his own accounts, his was

the very hand which shot the Bourbon dead, and he after-

wards wounded the Prince of Orange. His exploits paved

the way for a reconciliation with the Florentine magistrates,

and his return shortly after to his native place. Here he

assiduously devoted himself to the execution of medals, the

most famous of which (executed a short while later) are

Hercules and the Nemean Lion, and Atlas supporting the

Sphere. From Florence he went to the court of the duke
of Mantua, and thence again to Florence and to Rome.
Here he avenged a brother's death by slaying the slayer

;

and shortly afterwards he had to flee to Naples to shelter

himself from the consequences of an afl'ray with a notary,

Ser Benedetto, whom he wounded. Through the influence

of several of the cardinals he obtained a pardon; and on

the elevation of Paul III. to the pontifical throne he was
reinstated in his former position of favour, notwithstanding

a fresh homicide of a goldsmith which he had committed
in the interregnum Once more the plots of Pier Luigi, a
natural son of Paul III., led to his retreat from Rome to

Florence and Venice, and once more he was restored with

greater honour than before. On returning from a visit to

the court of Francis I., being now aged thirty-seven, he

was imprisoned on a charge (apparently false) of having

embezzled during the war the gems of the pontifical tiara
;

he remained some while confined in the castle of Sant'

Angelo, escaped, was recaptured, and was in daily expecta-

tion of death on the scaffold. At last, however, he was

released at the intercession of Pier Luigi's wife, and of the

cwdinal of Ferrara, to whom he presented a splendid cup.

For a while after this ho wTonght at the court of Francis

I. at Fontainebleau and in Paris ; but the intrigues of the

king's favourites, whom he would not stoop to conciliate

and could not venture to silence by the sword, as he had
silenced his enemies at Rome, led him, after about five

years of laborious and sumptuous work, and of continually-

recurring jealousies and violences, to retire in disgust to

Florence, where he employed his time in works of art,

and exasperated his temper in rivalries with the uneasy-

natured sculptor Baccio Bandinelli Here, as well as in a

previous instance in Paris, he was accused of gross immor-
ality ; in his autobiography he rather repels than denies

the charge, but he certainly repels it with demonstrative

and grotesque vivacity. During the v/ar with Sieua,

Cellini was appointed to strengthen the defences of his

native city, and he continued to gain the admiration of

his fellow-citizens by the magnificent works which ho pro-

duced. He died in Florence on 13th December 1569, and
was buried with great pomp in the church of the Anuun-
ziata. Besides the works in gold and silver which have

been alluded to, Cellini executed several pieces of sculpture

on a grander scale. The most distinguished of these is

tht bronze group of Perseus holding the head of Medusa,

placed in front of the old Ducal Palace at Florence, a work
full of the fire of genius and the grandeur of a terrible beauty,

one of the most typical and unforgettable monuments of

the Italian Renaissance. The casting of this great work
gave Cellini the utmost trouble and anxi»ty; its completion

was hailed with rapturous homage from all parts of Italy.

Not less characteristic of its splendidly gifted and bar-

barically untameablo author are the autobiographical

memoirs which he composed, beginning them in Florence

in 1558,—a production of the utmost energy, directness,

and racy animation, setting forth one of the most singular

careers in all the annals of fine art. His amours and
hatreds, his passions and delights, his love of the sumptuous
and the exquisite in art, his self-applause and self-assertion,

running now and again into extravagances which it is

impossible to credit, and difficult to set down as strictly

conscious falsehoods, make this one of the most singular

and fascinating books in existence. Here we read, not only

of the strange and varied adventures of which we have pre-

sented a hasty sketch, but of the devout complacency with
which CelUni could contemplate a satisfactorily achieved

homicide ; of the legion of devils which he and a conjuror

evoked in the Colosseum, after one of his nor innumerous
mistresses had been spirited away from him by her mother;
of the marvellous halo of light which he found surrounding

his head at dawu and twilight after his Roman imprison-

ment, and his supernatural visions and angelic protection

during that adversity ; and of his being poisoned on two
several occasions. The autobiography has been translated

into English by Thomas Roscoe. Cellini also wrote treatises

on the goldsmith's art, on sculpture, and on design. Among
his works of art not already mentioned, and many of

which have perished, are a colossal Mars for a fountain at

Fontainebleau and the bronzes of the doorway, coins for

the Papal and Florentine states, a marble Christ in the

Eacorial palace, a magnificent button for the pontifical cope
of Clement VII.. a Jupiter in silver of life size, and a

bronze bust of Bindo Altoviti. (w. K. R.^

CELSIUS. Andees (1701-1744), a Swedish astronomer,
was born at Upsala in 1701. After travelling in Germany,
England, Italy, and France, he took part in the famous
expedition which was undertaken in 1736 by Jfaupertuis,

Clairaut, Camus, and others, for the purpose of measuring
a degree of the meridian in Lapland. He became member
of the academies of Stockholm and Berlin, and of the
Royal Society of London, and was appointed secretary of

the Royal Society of Ups.ila. He died in his native town.
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in 1744, leaving several works on astronomical subjects,

including Observations on the Measurement of the Earth

(1738), A new method of Measuring the Distance of the

Sun from the Earth (1730), and a paper in which he tried

to show that the waters of the ocean are decreasing in

Tolume.

CELSUS 13 the first writer against Christianity of

whose objections we hare any record. His history is

involved in complete uncertainty. Our knowledge of his

treatise is derived from Origen's work written against it.

We should have expected some information from the

Alexandrian in regard to the writer whose book he refutes.

But when we e-xamine Origen's statements carefully, wo
are led to the conclusion that Origen knew nothing about

him. Celsus's treatise had been sent to him by Ambrosius

with the request that he should grapple with its arguments.

Origen had not heard before of the work or of the author.

He thought that Christianity did not require a defence,

but to please his friend, and with the hope of benefiting

those who were not Christians, he set about the task

assigned. In the performance of this task he could not

help making .conjectures in regard to the author. Ho
speaks of him in the preface " as long ago dead " (c. iv.).

" We have heard," he says in another passage (i. 8), " that

there were two Epicurean Celsi, one in the time of Nero
"and this one [the author] in the time of Hadrian and after-

wards." ' But he could not make up his mind definitely

that the Celsus, the author of the treatise, was an Epicurean.

He says that he is proved to be an Epicurean from other

writings (L 8). Ue again and again calls him an Epicurean
(i, 10, 21 ; ii. 60). He allows that Celsus did not state in

the treatise that he was an Epicurean (v. 3). He lays

before his readers three suppositions in regard to him,

either that he concealed his Epicurean opinions, or that he

had changed to a better state of mind, or that he had
merely the same name as the Epicurean (iv. 54). And he

"expresses his doubt quite distinctly,—" The Epicurean

Celsus, if indeed he is the person that composed the other

two books against the Christians " (iv. 36). The " other

two books " here mentioned are in all probability, as

Neander and Baur have shown, two parts of the book
which Origen tries to refute, or that book and another

which is mentioned as having been promised by Celsus.

Origen espressos a similar doubt as to the authorship of a

work ascribed to the Epicurean Celsus. '
'' You see how in

these expressions he as it were accepts the reality of magic.

I do not know if he is the same as the person who wrote

several books against magic " (i. 68).
'^ From these passages the inference may be drawn that

Origen was very much in the dark as to who Celsus was
and when he lived. Jf The indications in the work itself

are not much more satisfactory. But there is at least a

clear indication of a period before which it could not have

been written. Celsus makes mention of Marcellina (v.

C2), who, according to Ironaeus (i. 20, 4), came to Rome
io the time of Anicetus (154 or 155 to 166 a.d.) In

the same passage he mentions Marciou and his followers,

and whatever may bo the date of Marcion's first arrival in

Rome, wo may again accept the statement of Irenaeua (iii.

4, 3) that ho flourinhcd in the time of Anicetus. As the

followers of Marcellina and Marcion are spoken of, we
may infer that both Marcellina and Marcion had had con-

siderable success in propagating their opinions at the time

Celsus wrote. , A third clue to the date might be found in

the mention of Dionysius, an Egyptian musician with

whom Celsus had associated (vl 4l). In all probability

this Dionysius was the younger Dionysius of Halicamossus
who was termed liovoiKot, and who discussed in his books

just such points as those to which Colsus alludes. If this

were the case, Celsus must have lived in the time of

Hadrian, the period in which Suidas says that Dionysius
flourished. But there is no conclusive evidence that this

Dionysius lived in Egypt, though the epithet " of

Halicarnassus " proves nothing to the contrary, as it merely
denotes that he was descended from the rhetorician and
historian Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Some have found
an indication of a date in the circumstance that oftener

than once Celsni speaks of " the king '' (viiL 68, 73), while
in one passage (viii. 71) he speaks of " those who now
rule." They infer from this that there were two emperors
associated together in the government, but that one of

them was far more prominent than the other, in fact that

they were Marcus Aurelius and his son Commodus (Keim,

p. 265). But the inference is not warranted. The hist

expression is a general expression, not applicable to the

emperors only but to all rulers of the period, and if the

other statements were to be pressed they would rather

point to a time when only one emperor was on the throne.

In this deficiency of evidence it is not wonderful tliat

critics have varied widely as to the date of Celsus, but
most have assigned a date somewhere between 150 and
180. _Peter Faidit maintained that he ilourished in the

time of Nero, and in recent times Volkmar has argued

for the opinion that Celsus was a couteinporaiy of Origen

(see Supernatural Religion, vol ii. p. 228,^.).

Outside of Origen's work we find no clue to the history

of Celsus. The name was very common. Upwards of

twenty persons of the name are mentioned within the first

three centuries of the Christian era (see Keim for the list,

p. 276). But there is only one for whom any one has

claimed identity with the Celsus of Origen. This is the

Celsus to whom Lucian sent his treatise Pseuilomantis,

giving an account of the imposture of Alexander of

Abonoteichos. We think that this identification is a

mistake. The Celsus of Origen is unquestionably not an

Epicurean. The Celsus of Lucian could scarcely be

anything else. The tractate 6f the satirist is full of

extravagant praises of Epicurus. The defence of Epicurus

as " a man truly holy and divine in his nature, and who
alone with truth ascertained what was beautiful," is said to

be specially agreeable to Celsus. The followers of Plato

and Chrysippus and Pythagoras are alluded to con-

temptuously,—an allusion which would have applied

pointedly to the Celsus of Origen. If an identity could

have been proved, the date of Celsus would have been

ascertained ; for Lucian mentions the war of Marcus

Aurelius with the Quadi and Marcomanni as a con

teraporaneous event. It is very likely that the Epicurean

Celsus mentioned by Origen as living in the time of Hadrian

is the same as the Celsus of Lucian.

Happily we are not left in the same doubt in regard to

the treatise of Celsus as we are in regard to his life. In

refuting it Origen adopted the plan of going through it in

regular sequence, taking one passage after another in the

order in which ho found them in the book. He has not

adhered to this rule with absolute fidelity, but his devia-

tions from it arc few, and as he generally quotes the exact

words, a large portion of the treatise has thus come down
to us. The remains of it are so numerous that wo can

form an accurate notion of the whole work. The treat'

was called a "true discourse" (Auyo^ aAi^Pijs-,. Origen states

at the end of his work against it (viii. 76) that Celsus

intended to write a sequel to it, in which ho was to supply

rules of practical life for those who wished to embrace hia

opinions. Whether he ever carried out his intention history

does not state.

In tho Tirue Discourse, Celsus shows great philosophical

and critical powers. He takes note of almost every objec-

tion which has been brought against Christianity, ami hit

position is aubstantially that which is assumed by thc^
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scientific opponents of Christianity in tlie present day. Tlie

True Discourse is divided into two parts. Ic the fii-st he

does not speak in his own person, but introduces a Jew

who discusses from the Jewish point of view the credibility

of the statements made by Christians in reference to the

life of Jesus. There was considerable advantage in this

mode of procedure. Celsus himself did not believe in the

supernatural. The only possibility of the existence of snch

a person as the Christian Jesus that he could conceive

depended upon his being da^mouic, but Jesus showed

nothing of that majesty, that grandeur, that energy of will

in worldly affairs which he deemed essential to the diemoa.

He therefore rejected his pretensions entirely as inconsistent

with his philosophy ; but he beb'eved that even on the

basis of a philosophy v/hich permitted the supernatural the

claims of Jesus must be rejected. And so his arguments

ai'9 made to come from a Jew. The Jew rejeots the

miraculous birth of Jesus. Mary was divorced from her

husband, and wandering about fell in with a Roman soldier,

Panthera, who was the father of Jesus. Jesus being needy

went down to Egypt and there learned all the tricks by

which he cculd work apparent miracles, and on the strength

of this knowledge he claimed to be God when he returned

to Judea. But who could believe the statements made in

regard to him,—who heard the voice at his baptism 1

None but himself and a companion who shared his dream

or rather his imposture. The miracles ascribed to him are

absurd. Any one could see such miracles by paying a few

cbols to an Egyptian juggler. If Jesus was God, would he

have chosen such wicked and worthless men as his apostles ?

If he knew that Judas would betray him, why did he make

bim his companion 1 But the story of the resurrection

especially seemed absurd. He was condemned publicly

before the eyes of all. No one could doubt this. If he

rose again, why did he not make his justification as pubUc t

Would he not have confronted his judge, his accusers, the

general public, and given indubitable evidence that he was

not a malefactor 1 And who saw him after he rose again 1

A half insane woman and one or two followers who were in

the very humour to trust to dreams or to an excited fancy.

In this way the Jew discusses many of the statements made
in the gospels, and comes to the conclusion that Jesus was

ua ordinary man.

In the second part Celsus tests the beliefs of the

Christians by his philosphical principles. He then shows

that the Greeks had all that was true in Christianity, but

in a nobler and better form, and he ends with a practical

application, urging Christians to give up their separatist

tendency, to worship the dfemons, and to join in all civil

and military duties imposed on citizens by the state.

Before dealing with the principle? of the Christians he

draws attention to the false position which they occupy.

They are, he thinks, essentially rebellious. They wish to

separate themselves from the rest of mankind. The Jews

show this tendency, but they are so far to be excused in

that they adhere to their national beliefs. These beliefs

indeed are often silly and puerOe, and perversions of what

is wiser and better in Greek poets and philosophers. But

the Christians belong to no nationality, and separate

themselves from the ordinary beliefs without any good

cause. - They object to the divinity of the Dioscuri,

HcrculiS, and othere, in regard to whom the Greeks

believe that they became gods from being men. And yet

they worship a man who was a prisoner and died. This

worship is on a level with that of Zamolxis by the Getse,

of Mopsus by the Cilicians, and of others whom he names.

It is unreasonable. Accordingly the Christians do not

invita the wise or the good. It is ignorant slaves, women,

and children whom they try to influence, not publicly but

a comers and private places. And their divisive tend-

encies' are shoTn in the number of the sect: which esist

among them.

After this introduction Celsus proceeds with liis philoso-

phical argument. God is good and beautiful and blessed.

He therefore cannot change, for if he were to change, it

could only be for the worse. Therefore God cannot come
down to men. He cannot assume a mortal body. He
cannot do it in reality, for that would be contrary to

his nature ; he cannot do it in appearance, for that would

be to deceive, and God cannot deceive. Indeed the idea

is absurd. What advantage could be gained by his

coming ! Does he not know all things 1 Has he not

power to do all things without assuming a body 1 Is he

not able as God to do everything that he could do as

incarnated God t And no real advantage is got for men ;

for they do not know God better by seeing him in bodily

form. God mast be seen by the soul, and men are

deceived if they imagine they know Him better by seeing

Him in a corruptible body than when they see Him with

the pure eye of the souL Indeed Christianity is in this

respect marked by a gross anthropomorphism. Nor can

the purpose which Christians assign for this incarnation be

regarded as true. The nature of the whole is always one

and the same. Thera is always the same amount of evil

in the world. There is nothing evil in God. The evil ia

in matter. But God is continually making the evil serve

for the good of the whole. If this is the case, then, it is

absurd to suppose that God would be especially interested

in a few of the human race. He works always for the

whole. And the Christian notion is peculiarly absurd.

Did God at that particular time waken from sleep and
resolve to rescue a few from sin 1 Was He indifferent

to all mankind before, to all the nations of the earth 1

And is He to continue to show the same special favour

only for a select number! Not only are the Christians

wrong in this, but they are wrong in supposing that the

world was made for man. Again it is the whole that is

cared for. And we can see signs in nature that animals

are equal if not superior to man in many points. If he

hunts the deer, the hon hunts him and feeds on him.

Bees have cities and rulers. Some animals speak to each

other. Some can foretell the future. Some are religious.

In fact neither for animals nor man was the universe made,

but that the world as God's work might be perfect in every

part In these arguments we have a remarkable anticipa-

tion of many of the points which come out in our present

Darwinian discussions (see Teleologie und Naturalisvuus

in der altchristlichen Zeit : Her Eampf des Origenes gegen

Celsus nm die Stellung des Menschen in der H^aiur,

dargestellt von Dr Phil. Aug. Kind : Jena, 1875).

In exhibiting the superiority of the Greek doctrines

over the Christian, Celsus points to the circumstaiico that

the Greeks appeal to reason, the Christians cry out,

" Believe, believe." The doctrine of the Son of God, he
thinks, was borrowed ffom Plato. The Devil owed his

origin to a distortion of a Greek opinion. He compares

the prophecies of the Greeks with those of the Christians,

and he contrasts Greek and Christian doctrines of a future

state, and speaks of the resurrection as a ridiculous belief.

In the practical application he maintains that the

demons are subordinate ministers of God, and that there-

fore any worship paid to them is worship also of the

Supreme God himself. Especially the Christians have no
good reason for objecting to such worship since thev

already worship a dead man.
Our abstract of this work is necessarily Tely imperfect,

and many important points we have been compelled to

omit entirely. From what has been given, it will be seen

that Celsus was a Platonist. He believed in a Supreme
God, the Supreme Good, higher than ali existence. This
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God WE3 everywiiere and in everything. Alongside of

this God was original uncreated matter, the source of all

evil Tliese two made np the universe, which remained a

constant quantity. There could, therefore, be no real

redemption from sin. There could bo nothing super-

natural There was merely the apparent evolution and

involution of the same reason and matter. This mode of

thought is fatal to final causes, fatal to a special aim on

God's part, fatal to a special interest in man, and therefore

fatal to Christianity.

The writere who have discnsaed Celsoa and his opinions &n
anmerons. Most of them are mentioned in the most rccc-nt work

on the subject, Cclsus Wakres Wort : altcsU Strcitschrift antikcr

Weltanschauung gcgm daa Chrvimlhum txrrr. Jahrlli n. Chr., von

Dr Theodor Keim, Zurich, 1873. This is a translation of the TrM
Disamrsg, with dissertations on the life, dat^ arguraenta, &c. of Cel-

sus. The best eipositiona of the opinions of Celsoa are given in

Kcdepenninff'a Origmea (Bonn, 1841) , in Baar'a Die Christlii-he

KircAt der Drei Erstm JahrhundtHe (Tub., 1860); and in Kellner'a

nellcnismm UTid Christmthum (Cologne, 1866). The fragments of

Celsus In Greek were collected by Jachmann (1830). (J. D.)

CELTIBERIA, the country of the Celtiberi, was an

extensive inland division of Spain, lying between' the basin

of the Iberus or Ehro and tire sources of the Tagus, Douro,

and Ouadiana, and comprehending the greater portion cf

the modern provinces of Cuenca and Soria, the Eoutii-west

half of Aragon, and part of Burgos. By the Romans the

name was employed almost as synonymous with Hispania

Citerior. ft was a hilly and barren region, intersected

with valle)-s cf great fertility. Of the chief citiso the most

famous were Segobriga, the capital ; Bilbilis, the birth-

place of the poet Martial ; and Numantia, besieged fen

years by the Romans, and taken and destroyed by Scipio

Africanus, 133 b.o. The Celtibarians, as tieir name
imports, were considered to have arisen from the inter-

marriage of Iberians with the Celts that, having crossed the

Pyrenees from Gaul, sobdued and settled amongst thorn.

The new race thus formed were a brave and powerful

people, whose warlike qualities, improved by conflicts v.'ith

their neighbours and the Carthaginians, rendered theni

formidable opponents of the Romans, whom they not du-

frequently defeated. After their overthrow by Scipio, and

their consequent alliance with their conquerors, they fre-

quently revolted ; bnt, on the assassination of their leader Ser-

toriua in 72 B.C., they were subdued by Pompey, and from

that time Celtiberia submitted quietly to Roman influence.

CELTIC LITERATUKE
Ancient

r.anies of

Cclb.

Celtic

^ound.

OUio
lugutgv.

T
TTR Greeks gave the collective name Eellai to a

Western people, and the name Keltike to the land

which they inhabited. The region to which the latter term

was applied varied according to the more or less accurate

knowledge of each writer who used the term. The use of

the word Keltai was equally vague and variable ; and this

was due as much to the great movements of peoples which

took place some centuries before the Christian era as to the

want of knowledge of the early Greek writers. One of the

displacements of- tribes due to- those movements has

immediate connection with our present subject, the migra-

tion of some of the Keltai by the valley of the Danube and

Northern Greece into Asia Minor ; for in the names

Galatai given to the people, and Galalia given to the land

wherein they settled, we have forms which connect the

Greek Kdtai and Keltike with the Roman Galli and

Gallia, and both, perhaps, with Goidil, Gaeidil, or Gaedhil,

the name of one branch of the descendants of the Keltai, or,

to use the modern form of the word, Celtsl If Gdidil, or, in

the modern Scottish form, Gael, be radically connected

with Keltai, Galalai, and Galli, these names would repre-

sent that by which the original nation, or one of its principal

tribes, called itself. We do not know the collective name
by which the Germans designated their neighbours.

Dieffeubach suggests that it may exist in Halidgasles, a

man's name, which, as frequently happened, from a tribe

name beoame an appellative, and exists now in the modern
German word Held.

When fhe Romans became first acquainted with the

Celts there were two Gauls,—Cisalpine Gaul or Northern

Italy, and Transalpine or Greater Gaul, which included

not only France but also Belgium, all that part of Germany
west of the Rhine,' and Western Switzerland. Whether
any Celtic tribes lived east of the Rhine since the attack

of the Gauls on Rome, and whether the frontier of the

Germans and Celts was a fiied one within historic times

or a constantly advancing one, arO questions which we
have not space to discuss, nor, if we had, would it be

profitable to do, so in the absence of any real facts to

work upon. -To the Continental Celtic ground above
defined we have to add the British Inlands.

The determination of the limits of the Celtic ground is

based chiefly on hnguistic evidence. Unfortunately, as

regards the Continental Dart, our matcrinlfi are scant, and

hence a good deal of room is left for the imagination.

Thus it has been much discussed whether the language

spoken in every part of ancient; Gaul was the same. Some
have asserted that the Belgians were Germans, and there-

fore spoke a Teutonic tongue, and that even the Celtic

dialect spoken north of the Loire differed considerably from

that spoken south of that river in Aquitaine. This opinion

was based upon a well-known passage in Ciesar's History

of the Gallic War, in which he states that Gaul was divided

into three parts which difi'ered among themselves in

language, institutions, and laws. This may mean either

that three distinct languages were spoken, or if but one

language, that there were three well-marked dialects.

M. Roget de Belloguet has shown from a careful investiga-

tion of all ancient authorities, and an analysis of nearly

400 Gaulish words gathered from ancient authors and
inscriptions, that the differences in question were dialectic,

and that, save, perhaps, in those parts occupied by a

Ligurian or Basque people, the same language was spoken

in all GauL
Community of language docs not, however, necessarily Celtic

imply community of race. People having no kinship may "thnolofj

speak the same language, while others nearly akin may
speak widely different languages. This has been found to

have been the case in Gaul as elsewhere. One language

was spoken by two races which gradually fused into ono

people—a northern, fair-haired, blue-eyed race, of tall sta-

ture, IjTuphatic temperament, and elongated heads, and a

southern race, shorter in stature and dry and Hervous in

temperament, hanng brown or black hair and eyes and

round heads. Tlie free or dominant class of Gauls belonged

to the former race, which was evidently an intrusive one.

The inhabitants of the British Islands seem to have been

composed of the same two races,' and to have spoken the

eeme language as those of GauL
Causes of phonetic change like those which produced Branches

the parallel branches of the Teutonic stem (the Germanic
J'^

^'''''-"

and Scandinavian tongues) and of the Windic stem (the ""Fi'S"

Slavonic and Lithnanic tongues) must have existed at an

early period in the Celtic language, for the original stem

has produced two branches in the British IsK^nds which arc

wider apart than those of the Teutonic stem, and, according

to Zcus", le.'s w»^cly separated than the two branchc? vl

the Winaic sten;. 'iucse Lracch.i i c L^l! ca.ll, folkviing

V. — 3»
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Zeuss, the Irish and . British branches. Each of those

branches has again produced three dialects. The Irish

or Goidelio dialects are—the Irish proper, the Scottish

Gaelic, and the Manx, or dialect of the Irish spoken in tlie

Mo of Man. The British dialects are—the Kymraegor Welsh,

the Cornish, and the Armoric, or language of Biittany.

iThe Cornish is now extinct, having died put about the

middle of the last century. We have included Armoric

among British dialects on the ground that whatever may
be its relation to old Gaulish it was intimately connected

during the Middle Ages with the Cornish, if it be not a

direct descendant of the language spoken by the southern

Britons who emigrated to Brittany during the early Saxon

wars.

Distinction It would be impossible within the limits of such an
between

article as this to point out even the principal distinctions

orOdUc between the two branches of the Celtic, but the following

'language, examples will perhaps enable the reader to realize their

general character. The Irish has preserved the hard or k

sound of c, while in British it is represented by p;—e.g.,

Irish cetkir, four, eland, posterity, crann tree, with ijiitial

guttural, are equal to the Welsh pctrjuar, plant, pi-en ; Irish

nach, nech, person, mace, son, with final guttural, and each,

each, with initial and final c, corrospoud^respectively with

Welsh nept map, and paiip This change from a guttural

to a labial, and even in some cases to a dental, is what

Professor Gurtius calls " labialismus," and ia very marked

in Greek as compared with Latin ; so that as respects this

phonetic law Welsh stands to Irish in the same relation as

Greek does to Latin. The tendency to labialism is, how-

ever, less in Irish than in Latin, e.g., Latin septem, seven,

Irish secht ; and perhaps even than in Sanskrit, for Irish

drops initial p, e.g., iasg, fiah, Welsh pysg, or changes it

into b, e.g.^ Welsh ;)fre, Irish hen. The reverse process to

labialism even sometimes takes place in the case of borrowed

words, e.g., Pascha, Easter, Welsh Pasg, Irish Casg; Lr.tin

purpura, Irish corcur. So great is the contrast in this

respect between Irish and Welsh, that the latter labializes

borrowed names, as in the case of the Irish Saint Cia.-an,

who became Piaran in Wales. If Dr Windisch, Mr J.

Rhys, and some other philologists are right in thinking

that the primitive or true p sound when not combined with

other consonants has disappeared everywhere from all the

Celtic languages, and that when p does ajSpear in them,

especially in Welsh, it is only the representative of a

former qu, mb, or of a provected b, that is a 6 carried for-

ward from the end of one word to the beginning of the

next, then the distinction just dwelt upon, though very

marked when we compare modern Welsh and Irish, did

not exist in ancient times. But whether this be so or not

the Irish articulation maintains a good deal of hardness

and strength, in illustration of which we may mention that

en and sr occur as initial sounds—the latter, which is also

found in Sanskrit, does not exist perhaps in any other

European language. Again, Irish, like Sanskrit, Latin,

German, and Slavonian has preserved the sibilant s, while

in British, as in Zend, Persian, and Greek, it has been

generally changed into h, e.g., Irish sen, old, Welsh hen,

Irish salann, salt, Welsh halen ; or the s when combined

with other consonants has a prefixed y, as in Irish scarad,

Eoparation, Welsh yscar. , As regards this change of s into

h British also stands to Irish in the same position as

Greek does to Latin, e.g., Latin lal, Greek aAs. Like the

labialism above pointed out, this change did not, however,

constitute an ancient distinction. Irish words can also

end in * and r, and in n probably derived from m. Of

these, final t disappears first, but we have an example of

the preservation of a final r in so common a word as

athir, father, when it has lost the initial labial. British

has often v or w for iii m in Irish, e.g., louan, a rope.

Irish loman ; htivel, low, Irish humal. All the dialects of

the British do not do this equally; thus Irish amail, am/d,

like, is auel in Cornish, and enel in Armoric, but mal in

Welsh. And again the Irish preserves letters where the

British loses them ; this is especially the case with

gutturals, e.g., Irish tech, house, Welsh ti ; Irish nocht,

night, Welsh «os ; Irish teglech, household, Welsh teulu.

And, lastly, Irish has preserved the declension of its noun
even to this day ; and forms closely allied to old Indo-

European declensions are found in Old Irish, but with

tlie exception of the genitive in Cornish scarcely a trace of

declension is to be found in British. Irish verbal forms

are also much better preserved than the British ones,

'

though the lutter are in a better state than the nouns.

As regards the dialects of each branch, the Irish ones Irblo

ditfer less from each other than do the British dialects, dialacts.

Irish proper and Scottish Gaelic are practically the same
language, and do not differ greatly more than the dialect

of English spoken in the Scotch Lowlands does from

common English. Such differences as do exist indicate the

modern origin of the Scottish Gaelic. Among those

difi'erences the following will bear out this opinion. In the

i^enitive plural the initial consonant is not modilicd, or, as

Irish grammarians say, does not suffer ellipsis in Gaelic as it

does in Irish. Thus a Highlander says nan cos, of the feet,

where an Irishman would .say na g-cua ; the former would,

however, use nam before a labial, as e.g., nam fear, of the

men. Again the possessive pronouns ar, our, bhur, your,

do not cause ellipsis in Gaelic as in Irish, e.g., ar buachaill,

our boy, Irish ar m-buachaitl ; bhur cosa, of your feet, Irish

bharg-cosa. Again there is the frequent ending of the nomi-

native plural in Gaelic in an, as in .s'atan, rods, a pecu-

liarity which it shf ~es with Manx and Welsh, and probably

derives from British ; Vv'riting the personal ending -aire, or

-oir as -air in Gaelic, e.g., sealgair, a huntsman, for secd-

gaire, and the personal ending -aidh as -aiche or -iche, e.g.,

coisiche for coindhe, a footman ; writing the Irish termina-

tion -ugadh in progressive active nouns as -uchadh, e.g.,

gradhachadh iox gradhughadh ; writing the passive parti-

ciple always hard instead of softening it under certain

circumstances, as in Irish, e.g., ta, tha ; te, the. Among
the less marked differences we may point out the use of the

negative cha in Gaelic for the modern Irish ni and old

nocha, the more frequent use of the auxiliary verb td in

conjugation, and the absence of / in the future indicative

and in subjunctive in Gaelic. Manx differs from Irish

much more than Gaelic ; but the dissimilarity is not nearly

so great as at first sight it appears to be, owing to a kind

of phonetic spelling having been adopted in Manx through

which the radical letters have often been lost. Manx has

been much corrupted, too, in consequence of the connection

between Ireland and the Isle of Man having been cut off

by the Norse conquest, and also by its having been under

the dominion of Wales for some time ; add to which that

it never received literary cultivation. The chief differences

are injDrthography,—the endingof the nominative plural in

n already alluded to, the dropping of a final vowel, the

substitution of d for g, and of < or c for g in the middlejor,

end of words, &c. __
Of the British dialects Cornish and Armoric resembls British

each other more than either of them does Welsh. This dialects,

resemblance is, however, not as great as that of the Iristi,

and Scottish Gaelic, but perhaps as close as that between

Spanish and Portuguese, especially if the later borrowings

from English and French bo excluded. As to the words

borrowed by the Cornish from French; which are much
more numerous than those taken from English, it is inter-

esting in connection with the history of romance to note

that many are borrowed directly from Provencal. The
difference between Welsh and Cornish and Armoric is con-
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sidcrable ; Mr Edwin Norris thought it to be as great as

that between French and Spanish. Besides the difference

in their vocabularies, which is, of course largely due to tho

great number of words borrowed by the southern British

dialects, especially by Cornish, we may mention the

following points in which Cornish differs from Welsh, and

these will serve to indicate the general character of the

difference between the latter and the southern dialects as a

whole :—the retention in Cornish of an initial s combined

with other consonants without prefixing y, e.ff., scol, scod,

spyryt, which in Welsh are weakened to ysgol, ysgwydd,

and ysprydd ; the diphthongation of vowels in Welsh in

cases where Cornish preserves the strong vowel, e.g.,

Cornish tron, torn, scouth, which are in Welsh Irwyn, twym,

and ysgwyd ; the better preservation of consonants in the

middle of words in Cornish than in Welsh, «.</., Cornish

hanter, eteren, vaUovat, canteuil, which have been reduced in

Welsh to hanw.r, seren, gwallawiad, canyll ; and lastly tho

preservation in Cornish of a genitive case iii complete con-

formity with the Irish,

.^gs 01 The question naturally suggests itself here, when did
eiiiting tjnj original Celtic stem divide into the two branches
rinchM

described J and again, when did each of those branches

Jialocta. produce their dialects ! The late Mr Edwin Norris was
of opinion that the separation took place after tha arrival of

the primitive stock in the British Islands. This opinion

appears to be in entire conformity with all the facts of the

case, ethnological, linguistic, and historical. We have

already indicated that the Scottish Gaelic is an essentially

modern dialect, which has an existence of only a few
centuries. It is probable that pure Irish was spoken in

the Isle of Man in the 6th and 7th centuries, that is, Irish

exhibiting no greater dialectic variety than existed at the

same period between any two provinces of Ireland itself,

so that the Manx dialect must have grown up since then.

Of the two branches the Irish Ls ihe most archaic, that is

it has preserved moroof the characteristics of the original

stem. Among the British dialects the most archaic, that

Is, tho one which best represents the British branch, Ls

Cornish, which is the descendant of the speech of the un-

Romanized Britons of England, This was also the opinion

of Mr Norris, who held that tho older the Vi'elsh the more
closely would it approximate to Cornish. It is indeed

probable that the Welsh dialect originated in the 5th and
6th centuries, when the conquests of the Saxons began to

isolate Wales from the other British-speaking people. Tho
separation of Cornish and Armoric is still more recent, a

fact which supports tho story of the emigration of Britons
to Armorica, and of long-continued intercourse during the

early Middle Ages.

OMliab If the preceding view of the origin of the two branches
Unguage. of Celtic and their respective dialects be correct, it disposes

once for all of a very ve.xed question, namely, did old
Gaulish belong to the Irish or to the British type, or, to

put it more correctly, to which of those types would tho
dialects belong which would have grown up in Franco if

Gaulish had not been suppressed by I.atiu 1 Tho usual
view has been that tho Gaulish belonged to the same typo
as the British. Grimm's attempt to prove that the medical
incantations contained in the book of Marcellus of Bor-
deaux, a physician of the 4th century, were Celtic of llio

Irish type led to a modification of this view. Am(!d(io

Thierry assumed that tho Gauls proper spoke a dialect of

tho Irish type, while tho Belg.ne and the Gauls or Galatians
of Asia Minor spoke Cymric or British. Such a view
implies that Irish and British had already grown out of

the original stem before the advent of the Celtic [ysoplo

in the British Islands and Gaul ; and further that two
distinct waves of Celts had come into Western Europe,
the tirst or oldest being tho Ooidelic or Irish, and the

second the Cymric or British. Edward Lhuyd, the father

of Celtic philology, long ago suggested au Jiypothesis of this

kind as an explanation of the occurrence of geographi:;al

names in Britain which appeared to him to be Goidelic

rather than Cymric. Zeuss threw tho weight of his great

authority into the scale ia favour of thn kinship of the old

Gaulish and Cymric. The grounds on which he based his

opinion have since, however, been altogether explained away,
or their force much weakened, especially since the investiga-

tions of Gluck and Roget de Belloguet on the Gaulish voca-

bulary which has been collected from classic authors and in-

scriptions, and the increased knowledge of the Cel tic dialects, '

the study of which Zeuss himself so powerfully promoted.
Mediaeval Irish and Welsh manuscripts contain an Irish ethoi?

extensive body of legendary ethnology, which in the case of trxlitioiuL

the Irish legends has been even fitted with a complete

chronology. Setting aside the more fabulous parts of the

Irish legends which refer to colonists who arrived a short /

time before and after the deluge, we find four successive /

colonies mentioned in the following order :

—

Ifemedians,
'

Firboigs, Tuatka Dii Danann, and Milesians. Tho
Nemediani are said to have occupied the country during

only two hundred years, when tho greater part of them
went away in three sep.irate bodies, owing to the harassing

attacks made upon them, and their final overthrow, by a

people who appear ia Irish legends as sea-rovers, called

Fomorians. One body took refuge in Britain, another

went to Thrace, and the third into the north of Europe.

The Thracian party became the ancestors of the second

colonizing race, the Firh'^lgs. The Nemtdians who went to

the north of Europe appear afterwards as the Tualha Di
Danann; those who went into Britain became the Britons.

According to this legend three of the early tribes which
peopled Ireland were of the same race with the Britons.

The fourth and latest of the Irish races, the Milesians, or

followers of Miled, are also connected with the others in the

genealogies to be found in Irish manuscripts, but the rela-

tionship is much more distant than that which is represented

to have existed between the other races. All Irish accounts

of the early races inhabiting Ireland agree in bringing Miled

from the north of Spain ; but in th« early times when the

Irish ethnic stories received their present shape, tho majority

of people, not alone in Ireland, but everywhere, had very

imperfect notions of geography, and often applied the few

geographical names which had reached their ears by pure

hazard, and generally without having more than the vaguest

notions of tho places they referred to. A perusal of Irish

and, we may add, of Welsh poems and tales will bear out

what is here stated. Spain in the Milesian story probably

means no more than that the Milesians, whoever they were,

came from a distance, and not from neighbouring countries

with which the early Irish had intercourse. Ethnic tradi-

tions as a rule do not add much to our knowledge, but it

is always dangerous to ignore them altogether because they

must necessarily contain some truth. Of ftU the Irish

traditions of this class those only seem to po9,>iess real

importance which relate to tho mysterious people called

tho Tuatha Dc Danann. This name appears to mean the

tribes of Dc and Ana; and as De is God, and Ana ia called ,1

the mother of the Irish gods, these supposed invading \
tribes are only the deities in a system of mythology which

has yet to bo unravelled.

All these deities descend from a common ancestor, the Iri-h

AUJai, or All-God, nnd appear to fona two lines—the ^cj "J'^^'^y-

Trrhair nnd tho An Side, probably analogous to the

Teutonic Vatiir and .£nr. The close resemblance bctwe.-n

the Irish and Nonio words Am and .£tir can hardly be

accidental. Tlio former signifies a people ; the latter ia

connected with the Norne ans and the Anglo-Saxon is,

Qod, which occurs in many men's uamea. The Sid wa»
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tlio heavenly fort of the Aes Side, as Asgard was of the

^sir. The Una Sidhe, women of the Sidh, or in the

singular Bean Sidhe (pronounced Banshee) of modern fairy

mvthology, represent the goddesses of the Aes Sidt. Aa

in other mythologies, the same deity was endowed with

different attributes and received different appellatives.

The medieval genealogists who looked upon the Tuatha

De Danann as a real human race, thought it necessary to

provide a place in the genealogies which they invented for

every different name, and so added confusion to what was

before obscure enough.

As some of those deities occupy a place in Celtic romance, we
ehall venture to say a few words about some of them, though at the

risk of making one out of several distinct deities, and of making
several out of one. In a eubject of inquiry which has been hitherto

elmost entirely Uncultivated, and all but unknown, this is nearly

inevitable ; but a few mistakes, should we make thein, will not seri-

ously interfere with the object we have in view. One of the chief

deities of the Irish pantheon was Ogma, sumamed G-nainaincch^

"of the sun-like face," son of Eladan, or Elathan, that is, of

knowledge. Oc^ma had other appellatives, the most important

being Dagda, Delbaith Dana or Tuirenn Bicrenn, and Cermaii ** of

the honey-mcuth," though the last sometimes appears as the son of

the Dagda. Under the last appellative his wife is Anc^, the mother

of the gods, or the M6r Eigu, or il&r Migan also linown by the appella-

tives of Badb and IJacha. As the latter, she was the motlier of

Aed (fire), wto is protably the Aed Mawr of Welsh legends, father of

Prydain, the first legendary king of Britain, whence the name Ynya
Prydain, or the Island of Prydain, and the real origin of the mythi-

cal Hu of the mediaeval bards- The Dagda had another son, whose
name was Aengus, or the ^fac Og, a celebrated personage of early

Irish legend, and an equally celebrated daughter, Brigit, the god-

dess of wisdom and judgment. Under the appellative of Delbaith

Dana or Tuirenn Bicrenn (who is represented as the son of Ogma,
and not that personage himself), Ogma has two wives, Ann, under

that name, and of her other two appellatives, and Emmas, who is

'

represented as the mother of the iirst-named wife ; Ana, under her

various names, is therefore at once the daughter and wife of Del-

baiih. Ana's sons by Delhailh are Brian, luchair, and lucharha, who
are called the gods of Ana, and hence she is called the mother of

the gods. They are the same as the sons of Cermait ** of the honey-

mouth," already mentioned as being an appellative of Ogma himself,

or his son under that of the Dagda. These sons ars Seithoir or

Jfa^ Cuill, a sea-god, Teithoir or Mac Ceckt, the ruler of the sky

and heavenly bodies, to whom the plough was sacred, and
Ceithoir or Mac Greiiie (son of the earth), the god of the earth.

Their mother was the Etain of Irish legend ; and as she was the wife

of Ogma under that name, it proves that Cermaii " of the honey-

mouth " was only 'an appellative for the latter, and not his son,

under his appellative the Dagda. The wives of the three gods above

mentioned were Banba, Folia, and Eire, names under which Ire-

land w.as personified. Elcmair was either a son of Ogma as Delbaith,

or more probably his brother, and was the same as Tadc Mm; Crbscn,

and Zer (the sea). Under the last-named appellative he was god of

the sea, and is especially interesting, for in him we have the original

of Shakespeare's Ring Lear, and the father of Mavandan of Irish

and Welsh romance. It is probable that L^ was the same as Mac
Cuill, the sea-god above mentioned. There was also a god of war,

Neit (battle), whose son Eserg (slaughter) was the father of Diancicht

Dia "na-Ucht), the god of the powers (of healing), of Goibniu, the

smith, and of other impersonations of the Arts. The god of heal-

ing had a son Cian or Conn (valour), who is also Imown under
other appellatives, such as Sealbalb, and is sometimes confoujided

with his wife Ethhnn or Ethne (skill). His daughters vizlt Airmcd,
the goddess of physic, and Etain, the wife of Ogma, above mentioned.
Ethlci^ri^s son Licg is a prominent figure in Celtic romance, and was
known also by the names of Lug Ldmfada, or Lug *'the long-

armed," En, and the Sab Hdanach, or pillar of many arts. Abhcan,
the grandson of Ethlenn and Conn, was god of music. Conn, under
his appellative of Scalbalb, is also made one of the sons of Echaid
Garb, son of Breas (power), personages v jo fill prominent parts in

Irish story. Among the other sons of Ec/iaid we must mention
Badb Dcrg, the chief of the Side of Munster, and TXillind Faebar
Dcrg, who kills Manandan Mac Lir in a legend. The deities related

to Conn or Cian, husband of Ethlenn, and bis son Lugsx^ called the

Acs Trchair, while those related to the Dagda or Ogma are the

Acs Side of story. The two tribes appear in contention or warfare,

but, nevertheless, occasionally associated and intermarry, like the

Teutonic Vanir and .^sir ; thus Etain, the daughter of the god of

healing, wa.s the wife of the Dagda, and Cermait ** of the honey-
mouth ;" and Fca and Kemand, the goddess of war, the wives of

Kcit or A'cid, the god of war, were the dAnghtcrs of Elcmair (great

evil), known also as LSr,

Before leaving the subject cf the early races cf IrelaUvT. 'J'he

we shall say a few words upon a people incidentally men- ---"'riAna

tioned above, ths Fomorians. In Irish legends ther appear

as sea-rovers who only occasionally visited the coast-',

pillaged and oppressed the people by levying tribute, or

rather holding the inhabitants to ransom. One of the

principal battles of Irish legendary history is supposed to

have been fought between the I'uatha De Dcinann and

the Fomorians. Even did we not know, as in this instance

we do, that one of the contending races was mythical, we
should naturally be inclined to regard such ethnic quarrels

as imaginary, unless where we had unquestionable physical

evidence of the occurrence of the struggle. On the other

hand, in the case of mythologies which reach us, not r.s

the recorded living belief of a people, but as the traditions

of a prehistoric time, clothing real personages, who lired

just at the close of that period, in what we might call the

twilight of the historic period, and around whom as lay

figures gather and assume definite shape fragments cf old

beliefs, we should always expect to find some nucleus of

fact in legends relating to such ethnic wars. That the

Fomorian and Tuaiha De Danann, contests are mythological

there can be no doubt, but ths kernel of fact around

which the myths have gathered is the contests of the Irish

and the Bomans ; in other words we believe the Fomorians

to have been the Romans. The latter never made any

settlements in Ireland, but there can be no doubt that they

kept a few galleys in the western porta of Britain to pro-

tect the country from the hostile incursions of the Irish

or Scots, and that they often chased these into Irish ports,

and forced them to pay ransom. The accounts of the

Fomorians in Irish story are just in accordance with this

view, which can be supported by other e\-idence, into

which, however, we cannot enter here.

The Welsh or Cymric ethnic traditions are not so ela- Welsh

borate as the Irish, cor do they in their present form bear the tthnic

same appearance of antiquity about them. According to tradition*

the Triads, a peculiar kind of literature to which we shall

return hereafter, four classes of tribes enterpd Britain—the

social, the refuge-seeking, the invading, and the treapherous

tribes. The social tribes, of which there must have been
three to make a triad, were the Cymry, the Lloegrwys, and
the Brython, who were all of the same race and closely

related. The Cymry like the Irish Firbolgs came from
the summer land called Defrohani or Greece, or to speak

as precisely as the Triads, from " where is now Constanti-

nople, by way of the Hazy Sea," or German Ocean. The
Lloegrwys, or Loegrians, came from the land of Gwasgwyn,
not Gascoay, however, but the country of the Teneti,

about the mouth of the Loire, between whom and the

Britons there appears to have been much intercourse in the

time of Cssar. The Brython or Britons came from
Llydav!, that is Armorica, or rather that part cf France

which lies between the Seine and the English Channel, and
which, therefore, included Normandy as well as Brittany.

The refuge-seeking tribes were the Celyddon in y Gogled,

the Gwyddel in -4^60, and the men of Galedin. Y Gogled

was apparently a general term among early Welsh writers

for all the country between the Kibble and the Clyie
inhabited by Britons; but it probably had a ffif-re

restricted meaning, of which we shall speak presently.

The Celyddon can hardly be other, at least in came, than

the Caledonians, and were probably a Pictish tribe which

had settled in the great forest duitrict amidst the British

people of the Scotch Lowlands. The Gwyddel of AIha
were the Picts, and as the name Gwyddel implies, they
were Gaelic. Gwyddel is the Welsh form of the old I'iih

Giidil, or in its modified later form Gaeidhil, or phoneti-

cally Gael. The men of Galedin, the present CJaJlowr.y

(Wigtown and Kirkcudbright), were part of the tribe
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known in Ireland as Cruiiru, that is Picts, and ouly diilered

from the C-z-i'ddd or Picts of Alba, in having coma into

Gelleway from Ireland. The three invading tribes were

tho Corar.ijid, the Gwt/ddel Ffickti, and the Sacson, or

Saxons. The Coraniaid are said to have come from " the

land of Fwyl, and they could not be driven out," but

dwelt about the River Humber and the shore of the North

Sea. If these be the same as the people known to the

Romans as the Coritani, they were probably Picts of the

same tribe as the Irish Picts, for there can be no doubt

that Cruitne and Coritani are the same word. The
Gwyddel Ffichii or Irish Picts who came to Alba by the

Sea of Llychlyn (Norway), that is the North Sea, were

doubtless a branch of the samq Picts who settled about

the Humber, in Galloway, and in Ireland. The three

treacherous tribes were the Gwyddel Coch or Red Goidil,

or Gael from Ireland, the men of Llycklyn or Norsemen,

and the Saeson or Saxons. ' The Triads expressly tell us

that the Cymry, the Lloegnoys, and the Brython were of

the same stock. The different tribes of the Gwyddel or

Gael, including tho Coraniaid, were simply part of the same

people who inhabited Ireland. We therefore assume with

Mr W. F. Skene that the Picts and Gael were the same

people.

Ethnic It thus appears that all the Celtic inhabitants of the
character British Islands consisted of two branches, which though

r/.i originally the same people had branched, off from each
" other in language and in other ways, producing the two

classes of Celtic dialects, the Goidelic or Irish and the

British, as wc have above pointed out. But v.hile we agree

«ith M. de Belloguet that the Qaills were- one in race

and language, and, moreover, believe that the people who
inhabited the British Islands were the same as those of

Qaul, and that the divergence which we now observe

between the Goidelic and British dialects first took place

after their arrival, there seems no reason to doubt that the

Celtic population flowed into these islands in two streams,

one from the noighbouring Gaul, and one from some country

east of Gaul by way of the North Sea,— the Coreiani, the

Gwyddel Ffickti from about the Forth, the Irish Cruitne,

ond the Scots forming part of the latter stream, and, if our

conjecture be correct, the latest comers, a view in harmony
with . ethnic traditions, but differing from the ordinary

opinion that the so-called Cymry came long after tlie

GCidil, and drove them westward, they themselves being in

turn pushed in the sam& direction by the incoming Saxons.

It would be interesting to pursue the subject of the

ethnology of the early races of the British Islands through
the conflicts and displacements of races which took place

between the landing of Coesar and tho final retirement of

the Romans in tho 5th century. But as this is not

absolutely necessary for the illustration of a literature which
only d.ite3 from the latter event, we shall content ourselves

with giving a sketch of the ethnic distribution of tho people

of Britain resulting from the conflicts and displacements

referred to as it existed in tho beginning of the Cth century,

when wo are on sure ground in the history and literature

of Ireland at least. VVithout such a preliminary sketch

much that wo shall have to say of great importance in tho
history of Celtic literature would bo unintelligible.

Ethnic ilis- In the end of the 5th and beginning of the Gth centuries
trilmtion external invasions had cea.sed, and tho different races had

pori"alioD K''"^'''''^'^ i"'" separate states, and commenced a struggle for
' mastery. In England tho Saxons (using that term as a

collective name for Saxons proper, Frisians, Angles, and
Jutes) held possession of tho southern ami eastern coast

from Dorsetshire to tho Humber—tho Anglos chiefly occupy-
ing what is now Suffolk, Norfolk, and Lincoln—and were
gradually making thomsolvea masters of Central England
towards the Severn, and were oven penetrating northwards

between the vale ef the Ouso and the Pennine Chain, into

what is now the West Riding of Yorkshire. Ti'ita tho

exception, perhaps, of tho immediate neighbourhood of the

south-eastern coast, where the continuous arrival of fresh

bands of Saxons had driven away the British inhabitants,

and of the district about the Humber where in like manner
the fresh bands of Angles continually coming must have
done the same, we are not to assume, as is usually done,

that the former British inhabitants, called by the Welsh
Lloegrwys or Loegrians, had all been exterminated, or

driven away. On the contrary as the Saxons advanced
inwards and the external invasion practically ceased, an
increasing proportion of Britons must have been left.

The new comers merely dispossessed tho British ruling

families, as the Norsemen did in Normandy, and as

happened afterwards in Ireland, and left the bulk of the

peasants. This was unquestionably the case in Central

and Western England, and in Deira and Bernicia, the

present counties of York, Northumberland, Durham, and
the eastern Lowlands of Scotland; Cornwall and Devon
were independent British kingdoms. A\Tiat the Saxons had
done on the southern and eastern coast the Irish did on
the west. We cannot enter here into the question of when
the Irish occupation of Western England commenced, or

how long it lasted ; there is no doubt, however, now that

in the 5th century they occupied a considerable part of

Gwynned, or that part of North Wales now forming

Anglesea; Carnarvon, Merioneth, Denbigh, and Flintshire;

and Demetia, or that part of South Wales now forming
Cardigan, Pembroke, and Carmarthen, or in other words,

tho north and west coast of Wales. But while the Saxons
were gradually displacing tho British rule in the east, the

Britons were gradually dispossessing the Irish in the west.

The leaders of these Britons were the descendants of a

certain Cunedda, reputed to have been a Gwyddel or

Pict of the east of Scotland. .Another Gwyddel, but
probably one from Ireland, who like Cunedua was said

to have married a British wife, Brychan, has given his name
to Brecon or Brecknockshire. Brychan may, however,

have been only tho eponymous ancestor of the Goidelic

families of Brecon.

The west of Britain, from the Dee to tho Clyde, with

the exception of Galloway, was occupied by independent

British tribes, apparently confederated for purposes of war.

On the eastern side between the Humber and the Tyne
was Dyfer or Deira, also Briti.sh at this period; and
north of Deira, was Bryneich or Bernicia, which extended

to tho Forth. These two states probably formed in the

beginning of the Gth century part of a confederation of

Cumbrian states. But in the course of that century they

seem to have been gradually converted into Anglian statta

without any serious displacement of population, or even

of ruling families. On the shore of, the Firth of Forth

was a district called in Welsh Gvotodin, the eastern part

of which about tho Pentland Hills was called Manau
Guotodin, and was occupied by a tribe of Goidelic or Irisl

Pipts, who, there is reason to believe, had also settlements

in other parts of Bryneich along tho east coast. It waa
fcom this tribe that Cunedda, if, as is probable, he waa not

an eponymous ancestor, had sprung. The remainder of

Guolmlin, between the Lammermoor Hills and the sea,

seems to have been also at least partially occupied by
another foreign people, most probably Frisians. On the

western side, in what is now Argyllshire, north of the Clyde,

a settlement of Scots, who had gradually leaked in ther«

from tho opposite coast of Ireland, had been formed, and
had become organized into a distinct state which wa«
ultimately destined to absorb tho whole of Scotland, and
give it its present name. Tho remainder of the countrr

north of tho Forth and Clydo was occupied by tho TictSi
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properly BO called, a Goidelic people clo3ely akia to, indeed

almost ideatioal with, the Irish. In Galloway was another

branch of Picts, called Gwyddel FfiMi by the Welsh,

that is, Goide'.iu or Irish Picts, part of the Cruilne who
leaked ever from Ireland like the Scots.

In the beginning of the 6th century the Romanized
Britons were giving way everywhere before the Teutonic

tribes, and the only independent territory which they

appear to have held comprised—(1) The Damnonian
kingdom of Devon and Cornwall

; (2) the part of Eastern

Wales now forming Montgomeryshire and Radnorshire,

which later formed the principality or lordship of Powys,

and perhaps even yet all the land to the Severn^ that Ls,

Herefordshire and Shropshire ; (3) Cumbria, that is, all

the land from the Eibble to the Solway west of the Pennine

chain, and all the Lowlands of Scotland to the Roman
Wall, save Galloway, and Guotodin, or Linlithgow (includ-

ing part of Stirlingshire),Edinburgh, and Haddingtonshire
;

(4) Bryneick, Bernicia, that is, Berwickshire, Durham.-and
Northumberland

; (5) Dyfr, or Deira, that is, Yorkshire.

The ancient dioceses of Scotland, even as they existed in

the 13th century, seem to mark out very well the ethnic

condition of the Lowlands in the early part of the 6 th

century. , The diocese of Galloway included the territory of

the Irish Picts ; the diocese of Lothian, which had three

rural deaneries—(1) Linlithgow, or Manau Guotodin

(comprising the shire of that name, part of Stirlinghshire,

and the most of Edinburgh), occupied by the Brithwyr, a

mixed race of Picts and Britons, according to Mr Skene

;

(2) Haddington and the remainder of Edinburgh, that is,

Gu6todin, in which, as we have said, there was an early

settlement of Frisians, or Angles ; and (3) Merse, that is,

Berwick. The coijtinued existence of a Goidelic or Pictish

population on the south side of the Firth of Forth, even

in Berwickshire, down to as late as the 8th century at

least, seems to be shown by the existence there of churches

belonging to the ancient diocese .of Dunkeld. In the

13th century they formed a separate deanery of that

diocese, which appears to have corresponded with the

Goidelic population of Guotodin. Prydain, the Cymric
or true British country of the Lowlands, was consequently

conterminous with the diocese of Glasgow, comprising the

five rural deaneries of Glasgow proper—Rutherglen, Len-

nox, Lanark, Kyle and Cunninghame, and Carrick ; and
the four deaneries of the archdeaconry of Teviotsdale,

—

Teviotsdale, Peebles, Nithsdale, and Annandale. This was
the region called y Gogled, thongh it is probable that this

term' was applied to the whole of the independent British

territory, that is Cumbria as well as Prydain proper
;

but whatever Was its extent, y Gogled was the cradle of

the language and. literature of Wales. It was the country

of its prehistoric poets Anexirin and Llywarch HSn, and

of the seer Merlin, whose fame was so great in the Middle

Ages, and who is also reckoned among the early poets of

the Welsh.

To complete this ethnic picture of Britain at the dawn
of Celtic literature it would be necessary to give a sketch

of the poHticaT and social state of the various Celtic tribes,

so far as we could directly or by" induction ascertain it.

But as the articles Bkehon Law and Clans give perhaps

enough of this kind of information for the purpose we have

in view, we refer the readers to those articles.

'**• "^"^ide. In the earlier stages of tribal organization among the

Aryans and other races, the chief was priest as well as

king. But the .Celts appear to have already passed into

a higher political stage before they came within the light

of history, and to have established a distinct priesthood

known to us as that of the Druids. Greek and Roman
writers give us very little information on this subject, and

the early Welsh records and poetry none at all. Modem

Welsh writers have, however, made up for this want ii:

their genuine literature by inventiD.g an elaborate Druidical

system of religion and phOosophy, phich, they pretend,

survived the introduction of Christianity, and was .-ocriiil^

upheld by the Welsh bards in the Middle Agss. This nee-

Druidic imposture has found numerous adherents, and has

been supported with a good deal of misspent learning by
several persons of considerable talent. It would be a waste

of time to say anything further on the subject here. In
Irish poems and tales Druids, and other organized learned

classes, are frequently mentioned. From an analysis oi

these, and aided by whatever light the classical \<Titers

throw on the Druidism of Gaul and Britain, we may make
the following induction as to their position and organization

in Ireland, where they cannot have been very different

from what they were in other Celtic countries. There are

no definite accounts of the religious rites practised by the

pagan Irish, but there are several allusions, which, though
vague, plainly show that such rites existed, and that it was
one of the functions of the Druids to perform them. The
Druids also invoked the divinities in favour of their friends

and against their enemies, and for this purpose they made
incantations upon a mound or elevated ground near the field

of battle. They determined, by auguries from the heavenly
bodies, clouds, wind, smoke, the flight of birds, and other

phenomena, the propitious and unpropitious times for fight-

ing a battle, or doing any other important action. They
announced the Gatsa or things which it would be unlucky
for a chief or a tribe to do, foretold future events, practised

incantations of various kinds, kept events in remembrance,
and were, in a word, the depositaries of such knowledge as

was possessed in Ireland at the time. Many of these

functions belong equally to the persons usually called poets,

and among the qualifications of the higher grade of the latter

was a knowledge of certain kinds of incantation, some of

which involved many pagan rites, the practice of which we
find distinctly ascribed to Druids. That the latter were
therefore only a higher degree of the order of poets seems
certain. As such they'naturally performed or superintended

all the higher pagan rites, and hence the whole order, of

which they were the highest representatives, were called

Druids. After the introduction of Christianity the hieratic

functions of the Druids ceased, and the term Druid, which
had been the special appellative of the poets who performed
those functions, graduaUy feU into desuetude. Bnt the

order of which they were the highest exponents did not

disappear as it did in Gaul ; there its lay functions were
swept away by Roman laiv, whereas in Ireland they
acquired new vigour. In pagan times the poets enjoyed

great power and many privileges, both of which they are

said to have abused to such an extent that it was proposed

to banish them altogether out of Ireland. Through the

intercession of the mythical king of Ulster, Conchohar Mac
JCessa, this, we are told, was not done ; their number was,

however, diminishSd, and their power and privileges

curtailed. Among other changes said to have been then
effected was that of depriving the poets of the functions of

judge, which they had hitherto performed. " This legend
indicates the existence at some period immediately preced-

ing the introduction of Christianity of a struggle between
the lay and the spiritual power, in which the former were
to some extent successful The struggle continued even
into Christian times, for in the 6th century it was again
proposed to banish them, but on this occasion they Vere
protected by St Columcill^, not, however, without a further
diminution of their number and loss of power.

The organization of the learned classes, as we find it

described in Irish manuscripts, is no doubt to be referred

to the Dal or parliament holden at Druimceta about the

year 576, at which were present the king of the Dalriadic
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or Scotic kingdom, the paramount king of Ireland, and

many sub-reguli, and promine.'t above all St Colnmcille.

According to this organization there were three grades or

orders,—the Gradk Ecna, the Oradh Fme, and the Gradh

Fiii. Sena, wisdom, meant general as distinguished from

special professional knowledge. A graduate of £c!ia was

called a Sai, sage, but there appear to have been several

degrees of the title, the highest of which was the Ollamh Sai,

sometimes called also the Boaai, or very sage, or Sai leitre,

lettered sage. Ollamh (pron. Ollave), we may remark, was

the title of the highest degree in any profession. An Ollamh

Sai had the rank and was entitled to the retinue of a Rig

Tuatha, or tribe king. All questions between the different

tribes, the interpretation of the laws, the succession to

chieftainships, and similar questions were decided by them.

They were the genealogists or historians of the chiefs or

kings. In pagan times the Gradh Eaw,, which was only a

branch of the order, call it which we will, of Druids or

poets, was probably the highest, judging by the dignity and

privilege of its Ollamh, and consequently the one whose

members were specially called Druids. If this view be

correct, it was to this branch that the functions of judge

originally belonged. When the right of judgment passed

from the Druids into the hands of the Rig, or chief, the

latter no doubt acted as judge himself, or appointed some

one to fill his place. This judge was called a Breitheim, or

as he is called from the pronunciation of the modern form

of the word, a Brehon, and was always in early times a

Sai, for Fenechas, or law, formed part of the knowledge

comprised under the term Ecna, a fact which strongly

supports the view above expressed, that the Sai was the

successor of the Druid. In time the practice of law grew

into a distinct profession, and every Breitheam of the higher

class, that is every ono who was a Sai, kept a kind of law

Bc.'iool. Thus arose the Gradh Fene, or lawyers. One of

the causes which no doubt helped to separate the study of

Fenechas, or law, from the general study of Ecna, or wisdom,

was the rise of schools in connection with religious

establishments.

The class of persons whom we have above designatea

as poets were called File in Irish, and their art Filidecht.

The latter is usually translated poetry, but it was rather

vaticination in which they used verse. The Fili truly

represents the 05aT£i9, or vates, who formed one of the

orders of Druids, mentioned by Strabo. Some of the

forms of incantation practised by the Fili are described in

Irish manuscripts, and, as we have stated above, are attri-

buted to the Druid as well as to the Fili, Those which in-

volved pagan rites, and which wore consequently forbidden

by St Patrick, fell into desuetude with the name Druid

;

but simple incantations by rhymes continued to be practised

in Christian times. One of these, the Glam Dichinn, or

an incantation of satirical verses accompanied by certain

ceremonies, which was believed to be capable of rais-

ing Misters on the face, was much up.ed, and evipplies,

perhaps, one reason of the great soDsitivoness of Celts to

satire. The Fili appears to have been distinguished in

early times by some kind of tonsuro, the exact nature of

which wo do not undorutand. Perhaps it was the same as

that afterwards used by the Christian priests, which
was one of the causes of difference between the early Irish

Church and theKomau Church. It is at all events wortliy

of remark thaWhe Irish priests were reproached with having

the tonsuro of Simon Magus, who in those times was the

representative oi all magicians or others who practised

necromancy or vaticination. There were several degrees

of the order of Fili, the highest being the Ollamh Fili, as

we have already pointed out. A Fili cf this rank was
entitled to keep, that is, to havu supported for him, a grey-

hound, a bcaglo, (our stftllians. two uinrus, and thoir foals

—the maintenance of the horses, being we are told, at the

expense of the church. The king fostered the Ollamh's

sons as if they were his own ; and the queen was bound
to give dowries to his daughters. In return for all these

emoluments and privileges the Fili, or poet, was bound to

furnish a panegyric of the prince annually. In fact the

chief function of the Fili when he became a mere poet was

to eulogize the chief, and the chiefs family and ancestors.

The designation, given to the Gaulish bards, of parasites

who attended the Gaulish warriors on military expeditions

to celebrate their praise, by Posidonius the Rhodian Stoic,

who visited Gaul about 100 B.C., applies with equal truth

to the Irish Fili. The flattery was not given without

hope of reward, however. In the glossary attributed to

Cormac, who was at the same time king ar.d bishop at

Cashel in the 9th century, which is at least as old as

the 10th century, we are told that the reason why the

second degree of Fili was called an Anruih was because

of " the rich stream {Sruth) of beautiful praise which flows

from him, and the stream of treasures which flows to him
in return." This was exactly the sentiment of the Gaulish

bard who in eulogizing the magnificence of Bituitus the

Avernian chief said, " From the track of his chariot-

wheels sprang gold and blessings to mortals." An Ollamh,

or as we might call him a doctor, in Filidecht was entitled

to have a certain number of scholars who formed his reciuua

when he went abroad. One of his privileges was to make a

circuit at certain times, the extent of which depended upon
his rank. When, for instance, an Ollamh Fili became

chief poet, • and was invested with the Tugen, or cloak

trimmed with white feathers, the symbol of his office, lie

might make a circuit of Ireland. During his circuit the

Ollamh Fili was entitled to maintenance and protection

for a certain time, not only for himself but for bis legal

retinue, and their horses and dogs also. They could net,

however, remain beyond the fixed legal time without special

invitation. A Fili, or indeed any of the recognized learned

professions, could not claim hospitality as a right ftom any

one below a certain rank, which was measured by his own.

The bards v/ho recited poems and stories formed at first a

distinct branch from the Fili. According as the tiua

Filidecht fell into desuetude, and the Fili became simply a

poet, the two orders practically coalesced, and the naiueo

Fili and bard became synonymous. There were several .

degrees of bards, according to the number of poems and

stories which the graduate should be able to recite. In

pagan times, and during the Middle Ages, the Irish bards,

like the Gaulish ones, accompanied their recitation of

poems on a stringed instrument called a Crut, believed to

have been a harp The bard was therefore to the Fiii, or

poet, what the Joglcr was to the Troubadour, and the

Jongleur to the Trouverc. The CrwiViVc, or harper, who
likewise played upon a kind of Rote called a Timpan, and
who belonged to the privileged classes, while the players on

other instruments did not was probably the representative

of the true bard.

One of the most interesting points in Uto history of Celtic Theledme-'

literature is the relation of the transformed Druidic hierarchy i^lassM «n^

just described to the Christian church. Independent of iti ^^' ancien*

own intrinsic interest some knowledge of this is necessary ir^ijnd.

in order to understand the system of schools in Ireland in

the early Middle Ages, and the position which the u.'.tive

literature occupied in them. Before stating what wo huve

to say on the latter subjects wo must therefore briefly

describe the character of tlio early Irish ChurcL
The presence of British bishops at several councils, und

the production of so distinguished a hercsiarch as Pclapius,

prove that there must have been an organized church in

Britain in the 4lh century. At that period there were

many popiilouu towns there, and much of the cuUuio ol
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a rich Roman province. The British Church must,
therefore, have been organized upon the municipal type as

in the rest of the Roman empire ; that is, the jurisdiction

of the bishops must have coincided with the civil govern-

ment of the Romans, out of which the later diocesan

system grew. The intercourse, partly commercial, partly

hostile, which took place between Britain and Ireland in

the 3d and 4th centuries could scarcely have failed to

introduce Christianity into the latter country. Medireval
writers state that Christianity existed iu Ireland before

St Patrick ; and Celestius, the chief disciple of Pelagius,

aud, according to St Augustine, the real leader of the

Pelagians, was an Irishman. Indeed, if we can trust the

statement of Genadius, who flourished at the end of the

6th century, the parents of Celestius must not only have
been Christians in Ireland in the year 369, but must have
known the use of letters, for, according to the writer quoted,

Celestius wrote three letters, in the form of little books, on
the things necessary for all desirous of serving God. This
primitive Irish Church appears to have been principally, if

not altogether, confined to the south of Ireland, the

province of Munster forming an independent kingdom at

this period, or at least one having but little political

connection with the other provinces. In after times, when
the fame of St Patrick had become established, and he came
to be regarded as the sole apostle of Ireland, the saints of

the primitive church, many of whose names have come
down to us, were assumed to ha^'e belonged to the Patrician

period, or were confounded with persons of the same
name. In this way St Brendan, the voyager, born on
the shore of the Atlantic Ocean in the county of Kerry,

has been confounded with a later St Brendan who lived

in the centre of Ireland. The church v,-hich grew up in

the south of Ireland, though the ofi"spring of the British

Church, must necessarily have adapted itself to the

political and social organization of the country, which was
altogether tribal, and being without walled towns had
none of the elements of municipal government which bad
moulded the church organization elsewhere. Some of the

Irish legendary lives of saints of the early church, though,
in the form in which we have them, not older than from
the 12th to the 14th century, give us amidst a luxuriant

growth of prodigies an insight into this highly interesting

church, which the subsequent conversion of the rest of

Ireland by St Patrick merely extended, but did not change.

\VTien a missionary had converted a chief and his Occa, or

principal men, he became an adopted member of the tribe,

and was considered to be a Sai; in other words, he was
given the same rank and privileges as the pagan priests

had. Beyond building a round wicker oratory for the

priest, no change whatever was made in the organization

cf the tribe. " The course of study for the different grades

of Ecna, Filidecht, and Fenechas went on as before, except

that in the course of Ecna, or wisdom, the Christian doctrine

was added. The practice of the different kinds of verbal

incantation which did not involve distinct pagan rites some
centuries later by the poets shows this. Fasting, prayer,

and vigils were practised, and those who wished to embrace
the ecclesiastical state, that is, to join the new learned class

called later the Gradh Eclasa, or grade of the church,

tonsured themselves, as did the students of Filidecht also,

as we have before said. The Dun, or fortified residence,

of the chief, around which lay always a village of the

different classes of people who constituted the retainers of

an Irish chief, became a kind of Cenollnvi of a novel type.

Some members of the Fine, or " House," desirous of

pra'itising a higher degree of asceticism, went into the

march-land, or v.-aste land of the teiritor}-, and built a

wicker hut and oratory. Others followed, and built their

huts all around, and a new Cenobium, consisting of a village

of huts and a circular oratory gradually grew up, which
differed from the original one only by the absence of the
ramparts and ditch forming the Dun. Afterwards the

round tower, which was a mere extension of the circular

stone Caisel, itself an imitation in stone of a circular

wicker-house—afforded a refuge and place of safety for

preserving from fire and thflft the sacred vessels and books
belonging to those religious establishments, which were
directly established for religious purposes.

Whether a single Fine or the collection of " Houses

"

forming a Tuath, or tribe, became Christian, they were all

of the same blood, and the right of succession to the
property and government of the church remained with the
Fine or " House " of the donor. The church within each
Tuath, or tribe, which constituted the unit state of the
Irish political system, was simply a spiritual Fine, or
" House," and could receive and hold land only in the
same way as any other Fine. Hence the Comorb (coheir),

or successor of the founder of a Cenobium, might be, and
frequently was, a layman. This explains, too, the aristo-

cratic character of the saints of the early Irish Church, who
all necessarQy belonged to the families of the chiefs, as the

unfree classes could not form Fines, or " Houses," or

enter those in existence, except by adoption according to

legal forms. When a person of low birth appears among
the saints we are sure to have some legend showing how
he came to be adopted by somebody. As a consequence

of this system all the Cenobia which grew out of the

first, and the chapels which were established in connection

with Cenobia to supply the religious wants of districts

remote from the latter, remained under the government
of the parent establishment. Nay more, the Cenobia
founded in neighbouring countries by missionaries often

continued to acknowledge the headship of the parent

establishment. They formed, in fact, a religious clan, in

which the abbot of the parent establishment exercised the

same kind of authority as the head of the ordinary clan.

In this way it often happened that bishops, notwithstand-

ing the higher order of their functions, were under the

jurisdiction of priests, and even of women, as in the case

of St Brigit. This peculiar organization of the church

continued to exist unaltered in Ireland during several

centuries, indeed with few changes, chiefly relating to the

position of bishops, down to the Norman Conquest. The
Irish carried this organiiation with them into Wales,

Scotland, England, Gaul, Germany, and Switzerland,

where it was finally supplanted by the Benedictine order.

WTien a Dun, and its surrounding village, in which Early Iri^i

lived the various classes who formed the household and cchools.

retainers of a chief, became a kind of Cenobium, in which
were associated together those who had formally adopted

a religious life and those who had not, we can understand

how a school could grow up in which Fcna, Filidecht, and
Fenechas should be taught along with Latin and Christian

knowledge. But even in the case of Cenobia which had

a direct religious origin the same thing took place, because

many persons of those professions embraced a religious

life, and came there with their pupils, either with the object

of increasing their own knowledge, or to partake of the

literary life of the place. In the 6th century some of

those schools had already acquired considerable reputation
j

while in the 7th and 8th centuries some had grown into

small towns, and were much frequented by strangers.

Bede tells ns that ia 6C4 many of (he nobility and

lower ranks of the English nation were in Ireland leading

a monastic life, or attending the schools, " going about

from one master's cell (hut) to another." Incidentally we
learn that one cf those schools, namely, Cill Belaigh, had

seven streets of huts occupied by foreigners in the first

half of the 8th century. From all this it will be seen that
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the teachers in the Irish schools, evea when connected

with Cenobia, or later with monasterie?, were not

necessarily ecclesiastics. Indeed some of the most distin-

guished men who taught in them were laymen, such as Mac
Coise, Colman O'Cluasaigh, &c. ; and even Flann, surnamed

of the monastery, who was head-master of the school of St

Buite, now Monasterboyce, in the first half of the 11th

century, was a layman and married. This explains tho

circumstance, so unusual in other countries in the Middle

A'ges, of 80 distinguished a scholar as Johannes Scotus

Erigena being a laycnatL

The course of instruction included under the term Fili-

decht, which an OUamh Fili jmssed through, as laid down
in a special tract called the Leahhar OUamkati, or Epok of

Ollavcs, occupied twelve years, eight of which were devoted

to learning to read and write the grammar of the Irish

language, tho laws of the privileged classes, Filidecht

proper, which besirles vaticination, ifec, included whiitever

knowledp,a was then possessed of the phenomena of

nature, the elements of philosophy, Dinnsenchas or his-

torical topography, and learning by heart about 270 tales

and a number of poems, and the secret language of the

poets, kc. The ninth and tenth years were devoted to

the composition of various kinds of poetry ; tho eleventh

year was employed in composing fifty major and fifty

minor speciniens of vorse requiring the uao of four kinds

of metro. The studies of tho twelfth year consisted in tho

composition of six orations, and the study of the art of

poetry according to the precepts of four different authors,

whose treatises are unfortunately either lost or unknown.
Tho last two years of the course were for those who
proposed to become OUamhs. Whatever may have been
tho character of the teaching or tho value, of the outcome,
it is the earliest example of the cultivation of any vulgar

language in Europe. As an example of the importance
attached to the native literature, it may be mentioned that

tho head-master of a school was obligetl ti.> go through the

course just indicated^ oi. well as to know Latin, "and from
the Ten Comraandnients to the whole of tho Scriptures."

The school here implied would be one of those connected
with a Cenobiuro, or monastery, and had usually six

teachers. The lowest of these taught the students to recite

tho psalms ; tho second taught the course of native litera-

ture just described up to the end of the 10th year. The
fourth master taught Latin, arithmetic, and the elements of

astronomy and geography; the fifth master was professor of

divinity; and the sixth was tho head-master, wlio was sup-
posed to know the whole course, both profane and sacred.

EsljtlnR In discussing tho outcome of thk system of education
Inah MSS. vvc can here of course take cognizance only of what has

been written in Irish, and must consequently leave out of

consideration the Latin hymns of the early church, tho
writings of Columbanus, Sidil or Scdulius, Johannes Scotus,
Adamnan, and others who wrote in Latin. For tho same
reason Me must in speaking of existing Irish manuscripts
leave out of consideration the Latin ones, among which are
some of tho most remarkable illuminated books in Europe,
such as the Book of Kelts. In the Ambrosian Library in

Milan, (he libraries of tho convent of St Gall and of Bern
in Switzerland, of the University of Wurzburg, and of
Carlsruhe, there arc several Latin manuscripts glossed more
or less copiously with explanatory Irish words. There is

also in tho town library of Cambray a manuscript containing
the canons of an Irish council held in G34, in the middle
of which is preserved a fragment of an Irish sermon on self-

denial. These manuscripts, some of which belong to the
8lh century and tho others to the 9th, furnished materials
to Zauss for his Grammalica C'ellica, a work which created
an epoch in Celtic philology. With tho exception of the
last-mentioned none of theic manusciipta contain a con-

tinuous Old Irish text. But according to Mono there is

in the convent of St Paul, somewhere in Carinthia, a manu-
script altogether in Irish, containing among other pieces

poems, copies of which are to be found in manuscripts of

tiie 14th century in Ireland. In the Royal Library at

Copenhagen there is one manuscript, partly vellum and
partly paper, containing Irish poems, which formerly

belonged to Professor Thorkelin, but we do not know its

age. Tho manuscripts formerly belonging to the Irish

College at Louvain were dispersed, the better portion being
taken to the Franciscan convent of St Isidore at Rome,
where they remained until within the last five or six years,

when they were brought to the convent of the same order

in Dublin. Tho remainder of the Louvaiu manuscripts,

consisting ohiefly of copies of Irish lives of the saints made
for Colgan when preparing his Acta Satidorum, sre nov>- in

the Royal Library at Brussels. These are all the Irish

manuscripts now known to exist on tho Continent The
Irish manuscripts in the United Kingdom are very numer-
ous, and by good fortune the majority of them, and these

the most valuable, are in public libraries, and aro thus at

once more accessible to ccholara and safer from fije, the

danger by which AVelsh literature has already suffered

much loss. The number of Irish manuscripts which
formerly cxiistcd must ' have been considerabla if • the

File were as industrious as they were numerous and well

rewarded. More than thirty books are mentioned by
special names as sources from which some of the most
ii.iportant existing manuscripts were compiled, which are

now lost, although tome of them existed as late as the

17th century. Nearly all the most Valuable existing books
are to be found in four public libraries, namely, those of

the Royal Irish Academy and Trinity College, Dublin, the

Bodleian Library at Oxford, and tho British Sluseum.
The collection of Irish manuscripts belonging to the

Royal Irish Academy is the largest of all, and comprises,

besides a large number of paper manuscripts containing

many things not found elsewhere, the valuable vellum
manuscripts, Leabhar na h-Uidhri or Book of the Dwu
Cow, tho Book of Ballymote, the Book of Lecan, the

Leabhar Breac or Speckled Book, the Book ox Pernioy.

Next in importance stands tho collection of Trinity College,

Dublin, which contains the Book of Leinster (tho most
valuable from a literary point of view of all existing

manuscripts), the yellow Book of Lecan, and a number of

other manuscript3 full of poems and prose taios, besides

tho most vaLiable of the existing law m'anuscripts. Tha
collection in the Bodleian Library, though consisting we
believe of only sixteen volumes, is very valuable. Besides

a rare law manuscript it includes a manuscript compiled
perhaps as early as tlio year 1100, and certainly not later

tliau tho first half of tho 12th century, and containing some
important poems not known to exist elsewhere. The
British lifuacum Library has now a considerable number
of Irish manuscripts, chiefly, however, written on paper.

But besides some lav/ manuscripts of value, there is one
vellum manuscript, a small folio of C8 leaves beautifully

written about the year MGO, formerly belonging to Sir
Henry Spclnian, which contains the best extant copies of

several of tiio most celebrated historic tales. Of tho
vellum manuscripts in private hands the most important
aro the Book of Lismore, belonging to the duko iif Devon-
shire, aiul kept at LLsmoro Castle in Ireland ; a manuscript
in tho po3ses!<ion of tho O'Connor Don, containing a largo

number of poema of tho Ifnh and 16th centuries; the
Liber Fkvus, a small folio manuscript of about tho
beginning of tho 18th century ; the manuscripts formerly
belonging to the duke of Buckingham, and now in tlio

possession of the carl of Ashburnhom. The most important
manuscript in tliis collection, which is inaccessible '.c

V. - 39
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scholars, is the larger fragment of the Book of O'Duvegan,

Ollamh of Ui Maine, the O'Kelly's country, who died in

the year 1372. The other part of this manuscript is in

the British Museiun,
Contents The contents of these manuscripts are of the most
Irish MSS, miscellaneous character, in fact many of them are mere

scrap-books. The following classification will enable the

reader to form some general notion of the nature of existing

Irish literature :—(1) grammar and glossaries
; (2) annals,

genealogies, and pedigrees ; (3) history, legendary and

real, including a. large number of narrative poems, some of

which might be considered to be ballads, and prose his-

torical tales
; (4) mythological and other imaginative

tales
; (5) lyric poetry

; (6) satire
; (7) religious litera-

ture, including lives of saints ; (8) law
; (9) science,

inclusive of medicine ; and (10) miscellaneous translations

from other languages. The manuscripts containing this

varied literature were written after the 1 1 th century ; only

three of the principal ones above mentioned are as old as

the 12th, the remainder being written chiefly in the 13th

and 14th centuries. The contents of a manuscript are at

least as old as itself and may be much older. Sometimes
the manuscript itself informs us that a particular piece

was copied from another manuscript which is named
Again poems are attributed to authors who lived long

before the manuscript containing them was written, even

as far back as pagan times. Can we look upon those

poems as the genuine work of the period they are referred

to, in the same way as we accept the works of Greek and
Latin writers, although we do not possess any manuscripts

of them written within even centuries of the author's

time ? and if not, how are we to determine the true age of

the contents of an Irish or of a Welsh manuscript 1 The
answer to this question necessarily affects everything that

could be said on the character and growth of Irish and

Welsh literature. We must, therefore, say a few words on

the subject, especially with a view of pointing out some of

the considerations which might help us to arrive at a true

solution of the problem.
Ose or The first point which naturally suggests itself for inquiry
letters by

j^ ^Jjether the Irish knew the use of letters before the

trieh.^" introduction of Christianity. This question has been much
discussed, but as there is not much evidence one way or

the other, the discussion has not been profitable. Caesar

says that the Gauls knew writing and used the Greek

alphabet, showing that their knowledge of letters probably

came from the Greek colony of Massilia ; and the Gauls

of North Italy used the Etruscan alphabet long before the

time of Caesar. But these facts do not necessarily imply

that their brethren in the British Islands had also a

knowledge of letters before the arrival of the Romans, nor

have we any evidence even after that event that the British

language was written. The Celtic names on British coins

prove nothing one way or the other. As regards Ireland

the only piece of evidence of the existence of a knowledge
of writing before St Patrick's time is the statement of

Geunadius respecting the letters of Celestius. This, it must
be admitted, would be very slender evidence to found a

conclusion upon unless supported by more definite facts.

Ogam iu- Iq certain parts of Ireland, and in those parts of Wales
sotiptions. p„jg occupied by the Irish, are found rude stone monu-

ments, upon the edges of which are cut inscriptions

consisting of a number of long and short lines. This

method of writing, which is called Oyam, was practised in

Christian times even as late as the 9th and 10th centuries,

for marginal entries writteu in Ogam characters are found

in some of the manuscripts of iSt Gall ; and in tlie vellum

manuscript in the library of the Royal Irish Academy,
called the Book of Ballyuiote, compiled near the close of

Cd 14th century the different styles of Ogamic writing

and the value of the letters are explained in a special

tract on the subject. The character of many inscribed

monuments, and the circumstances under which they are

usually found, seem to favour their pre-Christian use also.

On this point, however, there is stiU much uncertainty, and
the utmost that we could venture to say is that the archaic

character of the grammatical forms of Ogamic words, end
especially the case of one bilingual inscription, places their

relative antiquity beyond question. The geographical dis-

tribution of O^am^inscribed stones is worthy of attention

;

they are almost exclusively confined in Ireland to Munster,

and chiefly to the south-westera counties. In the provinces

of Leinster and Connaught only a few have been found at

one or two spots, and but one has been found in Ulster

;

they are, in fact, most abundant in the district where,

according to tradition, the Milesians or Scots, first landed in

Ireland. In Wales they seem also to be chiefly confined to

the districts formerly occupied by the Gwyddel, or Gael.

Notwithstanding the use of Ogam by Irish scribes in the

9th century, and the existence of the key in the Book of

Ballymote, the deciphering of the inscriptions has not been

hitherto very easy, perhaps, as some think, because many
are cryptic. Those that have been deciphered with certainty

are very simple, and evidently marked the grave in some
instances, perhaps in every case, of a Sai or Fili, that is,

if used in pagan times, of one of the Druidic order. If we
can trust to the authority of some of the oldest of the

romantic tales, Ogam was used in the north of Ireland as

well as in the south ; there, however, it was cut on stigka

or twigs, as Yenantius Fortunatus . tells us the barbarians

cut their runes. In some Irish, poems mention is made ef

Dtdie Feda, which has been interpreted to mean " Books
of Wood," and may have been O^am-inscrfbed tablets.

But as no specimen of this literature has come down to ns,

and as they must, if they were ever used at all, have been

an inconvenient and impei'fect mode of recording the pro-

duct of thought, we may leave them out of consideration.

Whatever opinion then may be held as to the existence in

Ireland of a knowledge of letters in prehistoric times, we
may safely assume that literature in the true sense of the

word began there with Christianity. In saying this, how- Oral u-<ujs

ever, we are not to be understood as denying that a record niissioa of

of events, accounts of battles, panegyrics of warriors, may Po*™"- *^

not be orally transmitted in verse. Metre, alliteration,

rhyme, and assonance are powerful aids to the memory,
and a bar to the introduction of new matter, and conse-

quently prevent two different streams of traditions from
mingling. But in time, and especially among a highly

imaginative people possessing the power of improvising ii>

verse, the streams of verse did mingle, enlarge, and modify
themselves. Nevertheless it is marvellous, how perfectly

long poems of the most complex metrical structure may
be transmitted by oral tradition for centuries. Poems
transmitted in this way follow of course all the phonetic

changes of the language, and, when at length they are

written down from memory, look sri it they had been com-
posed at first in the living language. In this way an esHen-

tially pagau literature may come as it were into existence

long after paganism itself had passed away. The Kakvala,
or heroic epopee of the Finns, and the Kalevi Poeg of the

Esthoniaus, are examples of this. In order that this should

take place, the manners, customs, and general state of culture

should undergo but little change. When any serious change

in these respects occurs, the stream either ceases altogether,

or becomes so modified and admixed with foreign elemenla

that a new literature may be said to begin. One of the
most marked changes which takes place under such circom

stances is the substitution of vague descriptions of dress

and arms, and a vague topouomy, for the full and definite

descriptions and precise toponomy of ^he primitive poems.
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The knowledge o£ writing does not necessarily involve

tLa entire supplanting of tradition by written narrative.

Many Asiatic nations who possess alphabets from olden

time nevertheless still transmit their historyby oral tradition.

The account which we have given of the organization and

method of instruction of the poets clearly shows that in

early times genealogies, laws, history, tales, ifcc, were trans-

mitted orally, or, as was said, " from mouth and tongue."

This should always be borne in mind when discussing the

antiquity or genuineness of poems, prose tales,' or histories.

Here it may be well to remark that verse is a better vehicle

for the oral transmission of knowledge than prose. Besides

being more diiBcult to remember thau verse, prose offers

greater facility, not to say inducements, to introduce new

matter by way of explanation or commentary, or to fuse

legends of different kind.s. Hence laws were transmitted

in verse, and wherever we have a legend embodied in ver.se,

it will be found to be both more archaic and purer than

when in prose. The use of prose ssems to indicate the

passage from oral to written tradition. Another point

which should be kept in view in judging of such literatures

as those of Ireland and of Wales, is that after the traditions

of a country have been committed to writing the different

kinds of knowledge will not be transmitted in equal purity

or preserve their original form and language equally. Every

fresh copy of an account of a battle, a legend, or a life of a

saint, or of a narrative or description, would follow the change

in the spoken language, and to some extent in the acces-

sories of the picture, such as dress, arms, etc. ; in other words

it would be a new and popular edition made intelligible to

all. On the other hand, the exact words of a law or decision

are important and would be sure to be copied without other

changes than what the carelessness or ignorance of the scribe

would produce. As vellum was dear and not easily pro-

cured everywhere the words were written close together and

contractions were used, especially for the terminations ;

here was a fertile source of error and of the corruption of

grammatical forms by ignorant and careless scribes. The
most cursory examination of Irish manuscripts will illustrate

the preceding remarks. In the same manuscript may ba

found pieces which differ in language by centuries. If the

manuscript contain law-tracts, or pieces on subjects not of

common or popular interest, they wiU be found written in

obsolete language, and generally noted with explanatory

glosses or commentaries. The language of the tales and
popular poems on the other hand will represent exactly

the period of the compilation of the manuscript ; and yet

they may have been originally composed long before the

lav.'.

We need not dwell on the first category of Irish literaturo

further than to observe that Irish scribes seem to have had
a "pocial liking for glossing, and that if aU the existing

glossaries, old and new, were added together wo should bavo

at least 30,000 words besides those in printed dictionr.ries,

a richness of vocabulary unequalled perhaps by any living

language. Among the old glossaries we may mention that

attributed to Cormac Mac Cuileimdin, king and bishop of

Cashel, who was killed in 903, as an early attempt at com-

parative etymology, the author referring to Latin, Greek,

Hebrew, Norse, and British. Many of these derivations

are no doubt wrong, but as an early attempt it is curioua.

The earliest copy of this glossary is to bo found in the Book
of Leinster, compiled in the iirst half of the 12th century,

but though some articles may have been added, there is no

reason to doubt that it was the work of Cormac. As
grammar formed on important subject of the course of

Filideckt we might expect to find many treatises on it in

Irish manuscripts. Several are mentioned, but they appear

to be lost. There is, however, one deserving of much
attention, written perhaps iu the 9th or 10th century

;

the oldest copies now known, however, are those in the

Books of Bailymote and of Lecan, manuscripts compiled

towards the end of the 13th century.

Annals form a notable element in Irish literature, Annata

but we can do little more than mention a few of the

more important compilations. During the 11th century

attempts were made to synchronize Irish events v.-ith

those of other countries. Of these may be mentioned

the synchronisms of Flann of Monasterboyce, already

mentioned. But the most notable attempt to synchronize

events is that made by T-ighernach O'Braoin, abbot of

Clonmacnoise, who died in 1088. Tighernach in his

Annals displays^considerjible scholarship, and for the time

fair critical power. He was probably the first to intro-

duce the common era into Irish annals. The oldest copy,

and unfortunately only a fragment, is in a manuscript

of the 12th century in the Bodleian Library at O.xford,

nor can a perfect copy be made out of the six or seven

other copies which are known. The Annals called by

most writers since the times of Usher and Ware th^

Annals of Ulster, but more correctly the Annais of Senai

Mic Maghnusa, or JIac Manus, compiled or copied by

Cathal Maguire in 1498, in an island in Upper Lough Erne

called Senat Mic Maghnusa, and continued in some copies

to 1604, are of special importance, because the book

contains notices of comets, eclipses, and other natural

_
phenomena, which appear to have been recorded by eye-

witnesses, as is proved by the day and hour of the eclipse

of the sun on 1st May 664 being correctly recorded,

while Bede, who records the same eclipse post-date.s it,

as the result of calculation, by two days, as does the Saxon

Chronicle also. Tighernach, like the Annals of Ulster, gives

the right date. This fact shows that both Tighernach

and the compiler of the Annals of Ulster must have had

access to contemporary documents, at least as old as the

middle of the 7th century. But the most extensive

though the Jatest-compiled Annals is the collection called by

Father John Oolgan, editor of the Ada Sanctorum Hibernux,

the Annals of the Four Masters, the chief of whom was

Michael O'Clery, a Franciscan friar, who, after collecting

materials from the then existing Irish manuscripts, com-

menced in 1632, amidst the ruins of the convent of his

order in Donegal, the compilation of this very remarkable

monument, and in four years completed it. The Annals of

the Four Masters extend from fabulous antiquity to 1616.

Down to the 4th century the entries are little more than

lists of kings, but thenceforward they become fuUet and

more trustworthy.

The political and social organization of Ireland, and Pedlgteej

especially the custom of gavel-kind, made pedigrees and

genealogies matters of great importance. The Irish gene-

alogies are usually carried up to Noah, and include on the

way many eponyms and even divinities. The Biblical

portion may be easily removed without detriment to the

Irish part ; but it is not so easy to say where the legendary

and the true touch. Within the historical period the

pedigrees and genealogies afford great help in historical

inquiry, though it should not bo forgotten that a Sat was

quite as capable of inventing a pedigree as any modem
herald. Topography may bo said to be the complement Topo-

of pedigrees, and like the latter was of great use. to Irish Jtaphy

families, and was accordingly, as wo have already pointed

out, well attended to. Of this kind of literaturo the most

cuiioua and valuable example is tho tract called the

Dinnsenchai, said to have been compiled at Tan by a Sat,

named Amergin Mac Amalgaidh. or Macauley, about the

year C50. This- work, the oldest copy of which is in

the Book of Leinster, gives an account of the legendary

origin of several ple'cs of. note, and thi'S preserves iuvalu-

able mythological materials.
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HM««n«&l Erety successive race which peopled Ireland had, we are

jKXiHU. tolJ^ its historian, whose names are given, and in some

cases particular verses and even long poems are attributed

to them. These are, of course, mythological personages,

but this fact is in itself a proof of the antiquity of the

system of recording in verse the histoiy of the country.

AV'ithout going back to Coirbre, the son of the goddess

Klain, wife of 0(fma " of the sun-like face," a long list of

poets beginning with Ailill Olum, a king of Munster in

the 2d century, the supposed progenitor of the chief Celtic

families of the south of Ireland, mxy be made out. There

are three poems in the Book of Leinster attributed to the

Ailitt just named. It is needless to say that in their

present form these poems could not be the work of a poet

who lived a, thousand years before the Book of Leinster

was written, even if the poet were not, as is probable, only

an eponymous ancestor of Munster clans. To the same or

a somewhat later period belong several other mythological

personages to whom poems still extant are attributed, and

of whom we shall have something to say presently,—namely,

Fin/i son of Curaall, contemporary of Carmac son of Art,

" the lone man," and a reputed author himself, Oisin the

son of Finn (the Ossian of later romauce), and his brother

Fergus, and his cousin Cailte. In ifiall of the Nine
Hostages, who was killed on an excursion into Britain in

405, we have probably an undoubted historic personage,

and in Torna Eigeas or the learned," his Fili, a real poet

There are many poems attributed to him still extant, but

in their present form they belong to a period not perhaps

earlier than the 11th century. His contemporary Laidctnn

was the author of an Art of Poetry which has not reached

ns. After the conversion of the whole country in the 5tu

century there cannot be any doubt that the poets whose

names occur in the Annals, and to whom poems are

attributed in manuscripts, were real personages. Some of

the poems attributed to the earUcr ones have come down in

Euch an archaic dress that it is probable we have the

genuine work of the poet. The works of the poets of the

9th, 10th, and 11th centuries ai'e either their genuine pro

ductions or at most slightly modernized versions. Between

the first of those centuries and the 14tu the change in the

language was -not very great. Among the names of authors

of historical poems who lived between the 5th and the 11th

century the following deserve special mention :—Bishop

Fiacc, author of a metrical life of St Patrick which survives

nearly, if not quite, in its original form; and Dallaji ForgatU,

a contemporary of St Columcill^, and author of an elegy on

that saint, which is to be found in the oldest maDU.«cript

written wholly in Irish now in Ireland, the Leahhar na
h-Uidhri, or Book of the Dun Cow, which was compiled

before 1106. The poem in question is glossed and
accompanied by a kind of commentary on the difficult

words, so that the language was already so obsolete in the

end of the 11th ccntuiy as to be practically unintelligible.

In the 7th century the most prominent names are the

following. Senchdn Torpeist, the successor of the Dalian
just mentioned as chief poet of Ireland, flourished

about the year 600. Senckan is one of those to whom
the authorship of the existing form of the principal Irish

tale, the Tdin Bo Cuaibu/e, is attributed. Finntann, poet

of Raghallach, king of Connaught, killed in 648, has

attributed to him the authorship of a very spirited ballad

on the deeds and death of his patron. The language of

this poem, admitting it to have been written by FinMann,
has been modified to some extent in the way above

suggested. St Moling was the author of several poems of

considerable merit, some of which only come under the

present category. Two of St Moling's poems have been

found by Mone in the manuscript in the convent of St Paul

in Carinthia above mentioned, and scarcely differ in

orthography from the copies which exist in manuscripts in

Ireland compiled six hundred years later than the St Paul

codex, assuming the latter to be, as Mone suggested, of the

8th centurj'. Cennfadadh " the Learned," the reputed

author of the grammar of the Irish language above men-
tioned, died ill 678. During the 8th century the num-
ber of writers appears to have been smaller than in the

preceding and succeeding centuries. This was no dcubt
due to tbe great number who went abroad, for during that

century, and the early part of the 9th, Irishmen were to be
found in every part of Europe. In the latter century

Fothadh, Flunagan, and Flann Mac Londin occupad a
prominent position as writers of historical poems. Lakhcog,

the mother of Flann Mac Lonaiii, deserves mention also as

a poetess, and as showing that women shared in the literary

cultivation of the period. In the 10th century the most
prominent poets were Cormac " the Learned," Chtaedh
O'JIariagan, and Frhaicl O'Flinn ; and in the 11th cen-

tury, Echaid O'Ceirin, surnamed " the Learned," author of a
curious historical poem descriptive of one of the great fairs

or Oenechs, held in Ireland ; Mac Liag, Mac Coise, Cuan
O'Lothcain, and Flann of the Monastery. The historical

poems attributed to the writers of the 10th and 11th

centuries are, as might be expected, much more numerous
than those of preceding ones. Indeed we might make an

epitome of the whole history of the country, especially of

the legendary part, from the poems of the writers just

mentioned, the poets of one period deriving the materials

of their own poems from those of their predecessor?.

In the 11th and 12th century prose came largely into Pioae

use, as is shown by tho large number of prose historic histery.

tales and romances which were written at this time. It

is difficult to draw a line between real history and his-

torical fiction in an early literature, but in Irish it is

especially so, for we find many ef the so-called historical

tales so free from the miraculous, and so sober in the

narrative, that at first sight we could scarcely refuse to

accept them as history ; and yet one of them to which
this description applies is undoubtedly an account of a war
between deities. In general, however, we can follow all

the stages from a simple historical narrative up to a full-

blown romance. The circumstances under which this liind

of literature was produced show why this should bo so.

The business of the Fili, or poet, was to praise his chief,

celebrate the achievements of his ancestors, and find him
amusement when he regaled his Sa'oaid, or props, as the

chief men of the tribe were called, in his alehouse. For
this purpose a simple narrative of a foray or a skirmish

required to be embroidered with a little romance ; hence the

number of accounts of battles, deaths, feasts, <kc., which
though in the main founded on real events belong by their

treatment to fiction. There are, however, some produc-

tions which though ndt free from invention may yet be
classed as attempts at writing prose historical narrative.

Perhaps the earliest of this class of compositions is the

History of the Borromean Tribute, or great tribute of cows
levied in the province of Leinster by Tuaihal, surnamed
Teachtmar, or " the Legitimate," whose death is variously

stated to have occurred at from 106 to 160 and who
consequently belongs to the dawn of the historic period.

This tribute was abolished by the paramount king of Ireland

Finnachta, surnamed " the Festive," at the instance of the

St Moling above mentioned, but imposed again in the

beginning of the 11th century by Brian, surnamed from
this circumstance BoroimM, or " Brian of the Cow Tribute,"

as a punishment of Leinster for supporting the Danes.
This interesting work is found in the Book of Leinster, and
was therefore probably written at the time of the re-

imposition of the tribute. Another work of the same
l)6riod is the Wars of the Gaedhil with the Gaill, or the
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history os'tha invasions of Ireland by the Danes and

Norsemen. - The only perfect copy 6f this work known if

one in the handwriting of Michael 0*€lery, chief of tfca

Four Masters, in tho National Library at Brussels, but thei'o

is a fragment of it in the Book of iLdiiister, the remainder

being lost 'The existence of this frRgWent shows that ii

was written at latest within a century of the balllo of

Cloritarf ; but from curious iuoideiital evidence if-must

have been writtea by an eye-witness of thft battle w by

soine one who received his infonnatioa -fro^a one who had

been there. Jt is mentioned in the bistory that the tide

in Dublin Bay coincided with Buflrisa on Hie 23d of April

1014, the day the.battle of Clontarf waa fought, ^Ind that

the returning tida' in the evening aided in the defeat of

the Danes; astronomical calculations have shown thai £he

first part of this statement is qnito correct. The,style of

this work is poor, the descriptions are warting in precision

And accuracy of detail, owing to the redundaccy of nearly

«yni6ny^oa3 adjectives, and it was evidently written by a

partizan of Brian., > But with alJ its faults it is S work, of
eome inte.-eat even from a literary point of. view... The
Wars of Turloch,, written by John Mao Grath, historian of

the Clans of Thomond, now the county of Clate^ aboUsJlie
year 1459, is a third example of historic prose, and Sie
which gives us an insight into the cature of the feUda Srt'd"

struggles for power between rival claimants for h chieftancy,'

and the part which the Norman adventurers played in

these intestinal contests, which ultimately allowed them to

becoms masters of the country. The imijiediate subject

of the history in question was the war between Turloch

CBrian and hie uuole Brian Euadh O'Brien, and the sons

of the latter; aided by the De Clares : but it. may. be said

to boa history of Thoiilond for more than two' }iundred

years, from the Anglo-JTormah invasion to the death of

fiobert de Clare and his son. Like the wor|c last menlionird

the style of this history is very redundant, the descrjyptions

teing overloaded with adjectives almost Identical in

meaning, and often ircoivoctly applied ; it is not, how-
evpr, devoid of skill in the narrativo, and piany of the

incidents are described with vigour and force. Perhaps if

,we had the original^'te^ts of this and the '^ars of the

Gatdhii with thq (?<tiWj we should find the style purer-

One of tho ways in' which scribes corrupted tfie texts of

tl^ works they Copied wos by adding meaningless

adjeotivcs to give as they thought cdigaity and ornament to

.the descriptions.

The Book of Mnnster, though of uncertain date, and not

kno*n to exist in any old mamisoript, is a wofk which
.illustrates very well the peculiarities of Irish historical com-
pilations. C It begins with an account of the Creation taken
from Genesis, which feorve^ as an excuse for tacking on tho
Biblical genealogies, to the Irish ones; then follows tlio

hbtory of the Milesians'' froiii Eher, son of Milid, tho

eponymous ancestor of tho Mujister tribes, to jirian

Boroimlii. The legendary part of the work is to bo found
in most of the principal Irish manuscripts ; bSit ihg port
relating to the period from the 7th to tho 10th centurj- is

of great interest, and contains much not found elsewhere.

The ethnic legends just referred to, which form bo pro-

minent a feature in Irish historical compilations, have
bepn all brought together in what is called tho Book of

Invasions. This work is a link between genealogies and
historical narrj.tivo proper; and consists pf the legendary
histories of the suocesoive tribes supposed to have peopled

Ireland, and of their eponyrabua leaders, into which are

introduced many curious so-called historical poems, the

matter of whichj if not the language, is of considerable

antiquity. *'Thtt oldest copy of tho Book of iDvcainos, the

•tithor of ' «rhich ia not known, is that in tho Book of

lieinster,; the one which existed in tho Book of tho Dun

Cow in 1631 has been unfortunately .since lost," wi'.h

li.ach of that valuable manuscript.
.
Michael O'Clery, chit?f

of the Four Masters,. Compiled from the <tqiy jus' referred

to and others, a condensed version, the originaJ of which is

now in the possession of Lord Ashburnham. In sptakuig

of the Booi of Invasions we are reminded of the first

attempt made to v/iite a gen'iral history of Ireland, by
Geoffrey Keating, a parish priest in the coiinty of Tip-

perary, in the beginning of the 17th. century. His work,

which is written, in the spoken Irish of the period, and
compiled under 'v^ry unfavourable cirouastances, is ao

epitome of tho copious mixture of legend^-and fact which

is found in Irish manuscripts, and among otJser things con-

tains much borrow«d from .the Book of Invasions. Ha
appear.^ to have had access to many manuEcripts since lost,

and though .ae makes no attempt to examine his materials

critically, the work has .considerable value, and bears com-

•parison with similar attempts made under analogous

conditions in other languages.

The learning' of stories formed, as we have seen, an Different

important feature in tha course of Fiiideckt. An OUamh classoi <d

Fik, for example,- was bound to' know two hundred and **'**

'

fifty prime stories, and &ae hundred secondary ones. In

thellth and I2th centuries the number of stories current

must have "been very considerable. There is a list of one

hundred and eighty-one tales in the Book of Leinster

classified under tho heads—Dertructlons, Cow Spoils,

Wooings, Battles, Adventures in Caves, Wanderings and
Voyages, Deaths or Tragedies, Feasts, Sieges, Adventures,

Abductions, Slaughters, Irruptions of Lakes, &c.. Visions,

Loves, Expeditions, Marches or Progresaons. More thf.f

one hundred of these are still extant, and of these nearly

one balf are 1t) Ise found in manuscripts, as old as the 12th

century, into which they were copied, as in many instances

we are distinctly told, from older books. The existing)

tales belong to six categories '—.(Vj ethnic, or those relafingj

to tho peopling of the country, and the subsequent'

straggles of the different race?; (2) voytges, cxpeditior.si

to Scotland, the Isle of Man, or Britain, and the sieg?s_,'

battles, adventures, deaths, and abductions which took place

th.»ra
; (3) mythological stories connected with the Side ; (i)

tales forming tho heroic cycle of Queen Medb and C'uAkI-

aini; (5) the talcs cf the Fennian or Oi.-ianio period ; and (6)

niiscclianeous talcs Iwlonging to pagan' and Christian times,

but chiefly to the periods of the 3d and 7th centuries.

Tho Book of Invasions is simply an attempt to putEthale,

the principal etftries of the first category into a r.'.z- leg««i*

tbodical order. The etaplo of the etorics of this elas? is

unquestionably of considerable antiquity, though in tho

present form they are not nrich older than the 12',U

cciifury. Of the existing ones the most important arc tho

accounts of tho lattlo of Mag Tuirfd Conga, supposed to

Lave been fouglit between tho Firbolgs and tho intrusive

Tuatha DS Dana/ii, and the bettlo of M^:ff T',:ifcd of

tha Fcmorians, supposed to Lave been fought between tho

latter and tho Tuatha J)i Danann^ The first of thesa

talcs ha«-"tlio terseness and Eimplicity of & Korse Saga, and

depicts a rude and early state of society whoUy unlike that

in tho later stories. Tho supernatural is so littlo developed

in the-n that, notwithstanding tho chief personages aro the

gods of the Irish pantheon, tiiey roust reoresent realcthnio

Btrugflej.

The stories wa would propose to placo in the second Zeg^y^ of

categoi7 have little in comnion save thit they refer to what "^-' '^'•f

wo might c.-vll tho prehistoric vxlations of Ireland , with
"

"

tTT^

Britain. Somo relate to pcrbonagas of the heroic or.

mythological cycles; others to Scotio inv;isionB'of Britain ;

and others again to the Christian D&lricdic kingdom.. Of
tho talcs of this second category two are of great voJao in

tho history of rominco—namely, the Abduction of Btathnad
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daugliter of FaiU by Cuchulaind, and the Voyage or Exile
of Breccdn. The Paill of the first story appears to be the
Pawl of the Welsh Mabinogion, which we shall mention
further on ; and in her second husband we have the Cmroi
mab Dayry of a Welsh poem, which gave rise to much dis-

cussion. The Breccdn of the second story was, according
to Cormac's glossary, the son of Niall of the Nine Hostages,
one of the Scotic invaders of Britain, who traded with a
aeet of fifty boats between Ireland and Alba, but \i'as

wrecked, and he and his whole fleet lost, in a whirlpool
formed by the meeting of the tidal currents in the channel
between the two countries, which on this account was called
Coire Breccdin or Breccdn's cauldron. Dr Reeves thinks
this was between the mainland of Antrim and the Island
of Rathlin ; but it has since migrated with the legend to
the channel between Jura and

*' Scarba's Isle, whose tortured shore
Still rings to Corrievrckan'a roar."

Breccdn has also left footprints of himself not only in Welsh
legend but also in Welsh hagiology, and as we have
already mentioned in Welsh tcponomy, for he is the
Brycliaa, the founder of one of three families of saints,

who has given his name to Brecknock.
Mytliolo- The mythological tales all relate to the inhabitants of the
4loal tales, ^^i^le or Celtic Elysium, whose chiefs were the mythical'

Tuaika Di Danann leaders, and who form, as we have

.^
pointed out above, an extensive pantheon. Among those

' who figure in the tales are Etaiyi, La; Manandan his son,
the Dagda, Tuirenn Bicreim or Delbaith and his three sons,

i .vnd Lug Mac Eitblenn. These tales may be divided into
three classes. In the first of these the actors are all Tuatha
De Danann, or these associated only with personages
of remote antiquity, and in the second the same divin-
ities are associated with personages of the heroic
period, especially with Medb a!id Cuchvlaind, and those
in which historic or semi-historic personages are asso-
ciated with the deities of the Hide. The Wooing of
Etahi, the Exile of Bri Leii.'i, the Dsath oi the Sons of
Tuirenn, are examples of the first ck-ss. The Seirglige
Conchuiaind, or Bed of Decline of Ctic/mhind, one of the
most remarkable of all the Celtic mythological tales, is an
excellent example of the second. The third class embraces
such tales as the Wooing of Eecnma by Co:in " of the Hun-
dred Battles," and the Adventures of Cojirffe the Beautiful,
6on of the Conn just mentioned. In the third class might
also be placed a number of curious tales in which pagan
myths are transformed into Christian ones. We may
obspi-ve this transformation of the pagan into the Christian
myth in every stage of the process ; thus in the tale

called Tomaidm Locha Eachac.'i, or the Irruption of Loch
Neagh, or, as it is called in the Leahhar nah-Uidhri, Aided
Echach Mac Maireda, the Death of Echaid son of Maired,
we have a legend more than half of which is pagan, but
which in the latter part is changed into a Christian myth
without affecting- the general pagan character of the whole.
The Fate of the Children of Lei; or Lear, is a legend of
the same kind

; indeed the same pagan myth serves as
the basis of the Christian part of the myth in both tales.

In the Birth of Aed Slane, king of Ireland, who died
in 600, we have an Aryan myth completely transformed
into a Christian one. Diarmait, son of Cerheoil Aed's
father, had two wives, Murend and Mtirgdn, the former of
whom was bald, and was provided with flowing hair by
the aid of St Ciaraii, or Kyran ; the latter was barren,
but becomes fruitful through the aid of St Finden and of a
bishop named Aed (fire, spark), who gives her a drink of

blessed water which renders her pregnant of a lamb ; a
second drink causes her to bring forth a silver saiiuon

;

but the third drink gives her a son called Aed.
There is a special class of legends, the [/nmranis or

Wanderings by sea, which we have not included in any of
the foregoing categories, but which, as examples of the fusion

of pagan and Christian elements in a legend, may be dis-

posed of here. The origin of the Christian Immrom is

to be found in several pagan tales such as the Visit of

Cmin "of the Hundred Battles" to the Land of Promise,
which forms part fef the Wooing of Becuma, akeady men-
tioned. The principal Immranis are—the Voyage of St
Brendan (the most celebrated of all), the Wandering of the
sons of Ua Gorra, and the Wandering of Maeldun. In these
the transformation of the pagan myth is so complete that
we should not have been able to ti-ace their origin but for

the existence of the pagan tales just mentioned.
There is another class of compositions—the FUa, or

Visions, which, though strictly belonging to the category
of religious literature, ofi'er so many analogies to the
Immrams or Wanderings, in some of the incidents, that it is

better to say a few words on them in this place. In several

pagan tales we have examples of visions, some brought
about by pagan rites, which are the prototypes of the later

Christian visions, such as those of St Aetamndn, and St
Fursey. The Christian visions of Hell and Heaven owe
something to Virgil, but the extent of the obligauon is

much smaller than might at first sight be supposed, for we
can trace the growth of the ideas under which the Fis or
vision was evolved and developed to the fusion of pagan,
Celtic, and Christian notions. Several of the adventures
of Brendan, Maeldun, and the sons of Ua Corra contain
scenes which have the same origin as many of those
depicted in the visions.

The tales which we propose to include under the head of

neroic tales form a large and weU-marked epic cycle. The
central tale of the series is the Tdin B5 Cuailnge or Cattle

Spoil o: Cualnge, now Cooly, in the county of Louth,
which relates the hi.story of the war waged by Medb,
queen of Connaught, the Queen Mab of fairy mythology,
and her husband Aiiill, with Conchohar Mac Nessa, king
of Ulster, for the possession of- the mystic brown bull
of Cualnge, in which the hero Cuckulaind defends
Ulster single-handed, while the king and his champions
are in a peculiar state of debility inflicted upon them for

0, savage act of the former. The existing tales of the series

amount to about thirty, exclusive of the tals of the Tdin,

itself and of the prologues and fore-tales narrating the pre-

parations for the great cow-prey. In th^se tales as

a whole we have one of the most complete epic cycles in

any literature. We have a narrative of the life of the great

hero of the series from his conception to his death, of

Medb, the chief heroine, and of all the chief personages on
both sides, male and female

—

Conchohor Mac Nessa, Fergus
Mac Uoigh, A Hill, husband nf Medb, Conall Cernach and Lm-
guire or Leghaire Buadach, companions of Cxteliulaind, the
sons of Uisnech, and Ferdiad; Deirdriu, Emer, and the other
women who take part in the action. In some of the stories

Curoi Mac Daire, the Munster king, Conaire Mor, the
paramount king of Ireland, Manandan Mae Lir and his

wife Fand, and many other personages of Celtic mythology
come in. The principal tales of this remarkable series

exist in manuscripts written in or before the early part of

the 12th century, and the others in vellum manuscripts of

good authority. The stories are mixed prose and verse, the
latter being generally more abundant in the oldest copies

;

the finest episode of the Tdin itself, descriptive of the
single combats between Cilchulaind and Ferdiad, consists of
about equal parts of both. Prose, as we have said above,
marks a transition period, and it is therefore likely that
the whole series originally consisted of poems which the
bard in reciting introduced by brief prologues which served
to connect the subjects of the several poems into a kind of

connected narrative. This may be regarded as the first
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stage in the compositiou of national epics, that is, when

the isolated poems fashioned by different rhyme-smiths are

first welded into some kind of connected whole. A second

stage would bs the linking together of the separate episodes

by a permanent setting of prose which would connect,

continue, and expand the stories of the separate poems

into a continuous coherent narrative. A third stage would

be the forging of the whole material, poems and prose

Bettings, into one continuous epic poem. The elder Edda,

which consists of thirty-eight poems collected from the

mouths of the Skalds, perhaps in part composed by

Saemand Sigfusson, towards the end of the 11th century,

gives us the first or embryonic stage of growth. Snorro-

Sturleson's prose Edda, made in the beginning of the 1 3th

century out of the poetic Edda and other materials, gives

us a second stage ; and after a long interval a third stage

was reached in Oehlenschlagers Af^orcUns Gudcr, or " Gods
of the North." In this case the original materials under-

went complete fusion in each stage. The Jliad and Odyssey

of Homer are examples of epics in a third stage, but we do

not know their previous stages. The Finnish Epic, Ealevala,

made in the present century shows us that an epic may be

fashioned directly from the popular poems without passing

through a prose stage at all. The Tain, Bo Cuailnge is

clearly in the second stage, a fact which should not be for-

gotten in comparing it with other national epics, as for

instance with the Nibelungen Lay, which is an epic in the

third stage. But the Irish epic not only belongs to a

dififereut stage of poetic workmanship, but, owing to the

comparatively isolated position of Ireland, to a relatively

much earlier and more archaic type of society than that

of the German epic, which moreover was recast, or at all

events reached its third stage in the 12th century in the

times of- the brilliant Hohenstaufen.

ViTio the author of the Tdin Bo Cuailnge or of any of the

tales of the heroic period was is not known. A curious

legend points to Sendidn Torpeist, a poet who flourished

about 600, as the person who gave the Tdin its pre.sent form;

another tradition assigns the work to St Ciarau of

Clonmacnoise. The language of the portion of the Tdin
in the Book of the Dun Cow is not older at most than the

beginning of the 10th century; the text of the Book of

Leinster, which contains the whole story, is ihore diodern,

although the two manuscripts do not differ in age perhaps

fifty years, the language of each copy evidently following,

aa we have before pointed out, the current of the spoken
language. The tales of the heroic cycle, whenever
originally written, are essentially pagan, and represent an
early state of society still unaffected by Christianity or

by Roman influence. That real persons may become the

heroes »f legends, and very simple everyday acts the roots

of myths, is too well known to require proof. Indeed, it

may be doubted whether a real personage may not always

be necessary as a lay figure for the myths to gather round
in the first instance. Be this as it may, Cuchulaind, Medb,
and the rest of the personages of the heroic period, not-

withstanding their complete anthropomorphism, are a

phase of Irish mythology. The connection of the Tuatha
De Danann pantheon and the actors in the heroic tales is

direct and explicit. Thus the rival bulls, which are the

direct cause of the war, are but metamorphoses of two
hostile personages among tho inhabitants of the Sidt, the

representatives perhaps of the Teutonic ^sir and Vanir.

Fedelm, the Ben Fdtk, prophetess, from the Sid of

Cruachan, appears to Mfdb and describes to hcTCdchulaind ;

Badb, the Mor Rtgu, forewarns Cuchulaind of bis death
;

the latter in the tale of the Bed cf Decline, which wo have re-

ferred to in speaking of the mythological tales, is bewitched
by the woman of the Sid ; fund, wife of Manandan Mac
Iat, (alls in love with him ; he visits Tir Taimgire, or

the Land of Promise, and assists the people Ci the Sidi in

a battle against their eueaiies. Medb, too, has power over

the Geiniti Glindi, or Spirits of the Glen, and in many ways
shows her divine nattLre.

The poems and tales which we have called Fennian, or Fenniaa

Oisianic, form a cycle entirely distinct from the heroic '^'''^nic

one. Their history, too, is curious. Finyi, or Find, the son
'

of Ct:mc!l, the chief hero of the tales, is supposed to have
flourished in the second half cf the 3d century and to have
acted as commander of a body of mercenaries. He there-

fore lived at a time which may be considered, if not actually

within tho historic period, at least upon its threshold, 'rhe

struggle cf the various races for mastery was ended, and
this militia or standing army was evidently intended to

keep the subject races in check. That the idea of such a
force was suggested by the Roman army in Britain there

can be little doubt. Perhaps to the existence of this

body is due the considerable scale upon which the sub-

sequent invasions of Britain by the Scots took place.

As Finn appears in the accounts of the battles which

he is supposed to have fought, he has all the air cf an

historical character, and is almost entirely devoid of

legendary accessories. The same may be said of his son

Oisin, the poet, and of his grandson Oscar. In the Book
cf Leinster are two poems ascribed to Oisin, and only two
or three tales belonging to the Fennian cycle—one of

which has reached the present time—are mentioned.

Indeed in the older manuscripts there are few references

to Finn, or to any of the personages of the Fennian

romances. In the 12th century it would appear, therefore,

that Finn and the other Fennians had only just begun to

become the heroes of romance. But between the end of

the 12th and the middle of the 15th century a rich body

of poems and tales came into existence. This new Fennian

epos possessed ciiisiderable vitality, for it continued to

grow even down to the present century, and at least one

entirely new tale belongs to the 18th century, and many
received considerable expansion . during the same time.

The cause of this very remarkable growth of legend is

obscure, and would be well worth investigating in connec-

tion with tho history of romance. The two streams of

romance are perfectly distinct and never mingle ; at least

we never find any of the heroes of the heroic period

mentioned as actors in genuine Feunian tales. Ko better

proof of the spurious character of a legend could be given

than the co-existence in the same poem or story of actors

belonging to the two romantic cycles.

Tho Fennian or Oisianic legends are very numerous and

very romantic, and there is a distinct Fennian toponomy

which has not obscured or invaded that of the heroi

period, Finn is still a popular hero, while Cuchulaind has

become a shadow. In the current Fennian literature, as

distinguished from the mere corrupt popular plastic legend

on the one hand, and the Fennian poems and tales con-

tained in good manuscripts of the ]r)th century on the

other, there is an increasing disregard of relative chron-

ology, and of consistent toponomy. There is not the

same terseness and clearness of expression in the new as in

the old stories ; they are evidently tho work of a people who
arc no longer in tho same stage of culture. The descrip-

tions of the dress end arms of the actors are vague, the

number of those slain in battle is greater. The romances

of the 14th and 15th centuries arc full of magic and wild

prodigies, but nevertheless they have the aroma of the

forest and the mountain heather; one bears the ech.o of the

huntsman's horn, and sees the rude Ufe of the I>un, and
the deep drinking of the chiefs alo-house. The prose tales

lack the refinement of the Welsh Mabxnoffion, and the

poems the polish of tho Welsh ones, but they are troer

products of the natiooal culture of the period.
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Qeoua
The sixtli or miscellaneous class of legends do not

.equire special notice, the more so as we have already
'*''*'^'

included among the mythological tales some that might

come under this head. Nor do the limits of this article

permit us to say anything on the subject of lyric poetry.

We have spoken of the incantations in verse of the File,

and of the satirical poetry which originated in them, and

which for a long time was endowed by the popular mind

with baneful powers. This belief was the source of the

Filis influence in Christian times, and encouraged him to

indulge in satirical compositions. Some of these possess

considerable merit, and two of them deserve te bs specially

mentioned as early examples of a form of satire which was

iised by the French writers of fabliaux, and \yhich in the

hands of Rabelais and Swift gave rise to great v/orks. The

first is the Aidinge or Phantasy of a certain Anier, the son

of Couglinn, who lived at the end of the 8th century. He
was at iii-st a theological student, but soon relinquished

divuiity for satire and the free life of a FUi. S,& betook

himself to Cork, to Cat/ial, king of Munster, who happened

to suffer at the time from the disease of a voracious appetite,

for which he sought everywhere a cure. Anier undertakes

it and succeeds. Tiie piece opens with a kind of prelude

In which a northern hag boasts that MaeldKn, king of

AiUch in Ulster, Catkal's rival for the paramount

sovereignty of Ireland, is about to go to the south and

carry off its spoils ; a southern hag defies him, and says

lie will stop on the way. The poet, as if to raise his own
importance, gives in a short poem the names, tribes, and

places of eight scholars of repute, among whom is of course

the poet himself, who had studied together at the school

of Armagh. Having thus piven himself the necessary

importance, he describes his preparation for his journey to

Cork, ar.d the journey itself. On his arrival there he goes

to the guest-house of the Cenobium, but not finding it an

agreeable place, and the food being not to his liking, he

writes a severe satire on the place, for which he is treated

badly by the abbot Anier revenges himself by writing a

singular genealogy of Marvclian, the abbot, whose ancestors

up to Adam he represents to be various forms of luxurious

viands. He then acquaints the abbot with his object in

visiting Cork, and relates a vision which he had of an

island of wheaten bread in the midst of a lake of new
iinilk, on which was a house of butter and other articles of

food. He fancies himself ferried over to this island in a

boat of beef, and finds at the house a singular doorkeeper

dressed in clothes of beef, curds, fish, butter, <fcc., and
ornamented with garlands of sausages. Here he learns

how to cure his voracious appetite, which he feigns to be

the object of his search. The result of this account of his

vision is that ManchoM sends him to the house of a certain

Pichan, where he has an interview with king Cathal, and
relates to him another vision of a mansion made of the

most delicious viands, with the object of enticing the

Lonchraes, or voracious demon, with which the king was sup-

posed to be possessed, to come forth. By such stratagems

ho ultimately succeeds in enticing the demon cut, and curing

the king. The personification of viands in this curious piece

forcibly reminds us of the French/otijaa of the Bataiiic de

Karetme el de Charuage,^ in which the combatants on one

side are fish and the various dishes permitted iu Lent per-

sonified, and on the other the various kinds of flesh meats.

The Dream or Phantasy of Anier Mac Cmiglinne is in

a manuscript, of about the year 1400, called Leahkar jheac,

the Speckled Book, but the language of the piece even in

its present state proves that it is much older. There seems,

indeed, no reason to doubt that it really was written in

the 8th or 9th centm-y, and that the orthography has been

' Faitiaux ei cmtles dea Poites Francoia des XI dt. SUcla, public

p-T Barbatan, Paris, 1808, vol. i». p. 80.

only a little changed by the scribes who copied it. The
contrast between the dishes, the mere recital of which ii

was hoped would entice the demon from OathaVs stomach,

and those mentioned iu the French /a6/)'aa are very instruc-

tive as regards the kinds of food in use, and the relative

degree of skill in the culinary art, and the general culture

of Ireland and France at the periods when the Aidinge

and ihe fabliau were respectively written.

The second piece referred to above is the Plunder o(

the Cathair of Mael Milscoihach, or Mael " of the honeyed
words," written by Erard Mac Cerise, who died about

the year 1023. The poet had a Cathair, or residence, at

Clartha, now Clara in Westmeath, which was plundered

and demolished in his absence by some of the O'Neills, and
his furniture, ornaments, and cattle carried off. Mac Coite

not being in a position to demand redress directly, had
recourse to his art. Going to the Du;i of Domnal O'Neill

at Aileck, near Derry, the king, as was customary, asked

him what tales he could recite ; the poet names those he

knows, all of which the king has heard before save one

called the Plunder of Mael Milscotlutch's Cathair, which

he desires to hear. Mac Ccise then describes the attack

and destruction of his house, using allegorical names for

all the actors in the outrage. He first gives the pedigree -

of 3fael "of the honeyed woi'ds," from the god Dagda.

As the hostile party approach the Cathair the nymph oi

poetry ascends to the top, and asks who they are, and

what they seek. The spokesman of the enemy gives a

number of allegorical names, which when interpreted mean
the O'Neills themselves. The nymph asks would they not

prefer the jewels of poetic eloquence and eulogy to the

torturing lash of satire, for she possessed abundance of

both, from the panegyrics of Mac Londin, the satires of

Mordii, the eloquence of Laidech, the stories of Leach

Liathmhuim, the proverbs of Fitkal, the wisdom of the

Ferceirtncs, the intellect of tlie poetess Eiain, the brilliancy

of Nera, the clear truths of the princess M6r Mumkaiu
The marauders heed not the question, but burst into the

house and plunder it. On going to the cellar they are met

by the guardian Dathghel, who enumerates the male and

female defenders of the place ; these are no other than the

various household articles personified, such as " Bellows,

son of constant Fire-place
;
" " Blanket, son of Women's

Work ;
" " Broom, daughter of Tidiness," and so on. The

result of this clever piece of satire was tlie restoration of

the poet's property, and compensation for his loss.

The subject of law and its Hterature will be found fully La*,

eated under the heading Brehon Law, vol iv. p. 252.

Among the gods of the Irish pantheon mentioned above Modi'iioe

was Diawecht, that is, Dia na Cecht, tbe god of the pswera

(of healing). In the l^din Bo Cvailnge, a Fdth-Liag, or

prophet-leech, heals the wounds of CUckulaind after his

fight vrith Ferdiad. It is probable, therefore, that iu

pagan times the Liag, leech, belonged to the order which

may be conventionally called Druidic, and that charms

and incantations formed part of the means of cure, like

those of the GaUo-Eoman physician Marcellus Burdi-

gallensis. The position assigned to the leech by the laws

in the Middle Ages was a very high one. Ee ranked with

the smith and the Cerd, or aitist in gold and silver ; and the

OUamh, or doctor in leechcraft, ranked with an Aire Ard,

that is, one of the highest grades of lord, who had ten free-

stock tenants and ten base-stock tenants. He had also a

distinguished place at assemblies, and et the table of the

king. Leech-craft became hereditary in certain families,

some of whose names indicate their profession, as O'Lee, that

is O'Liaigh, the descendant of the leech; and O'Hickey,

O'Hiceadha, the descendant of the healer. The heads of

these families kept schools of leechcraft, as the Bceitheams

kept schools of law. many of which were ia existence in the
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'16th century, for Caiupiou, who wrote in 1571, says of both

•classes of Ecbools, " They speake Latiae like a vulgar lan-

guage, learned iu their common schoolcs of Leachcraft and
Law, whereat they begin children, and hold on sixteene or

tweatie yeares conning by roate the Aphorismcs of

Hypocrates, and the CiviU Institutions, and a few other

parings of thosei two faculties." Many of the books of

ithese families still exist iu the libraries of the Royal Irish

Academy, the King's Inns, &c., in Dublin. These books

show that the Irish leeches were well acquainted with the

works of Hippocrates, Dioscorides, Galon, Avicenaa,

Ehazes, and most of the medical writers of the Continent

of their time. They also contain early translations into

Irish of several medical works of repute.

With the exception of the hymn of St Colman
C'Cluasaighe, published in the Liber Hymnorum of the

early Irish Church, some fragments cf poems attributed to

Si Bx Mac De, and some othera, everything ecclesiastical

which could with certninty be referred to an early 'period

ii m Latin, and tlierafore outside the scope of this article.

Tiio Leahhar Breac, or Speckled Book, now in the library

of the Royal Irish Academy, contains chiefly religious

writings, which give us the means of estimating what may
be called the popular religious literature in the 13th and

Htji centuries. It contains homilies on uforal, scriptural,

doctrinal, and ritualistic subjects, e.g., on the duties of

kings and subjects, on charity, almsgiving, the ten com-
mandments, the commandments of the church, the different

festivals, prayer, fasting, and abstinence, baptism, the cere-

monies of the mass, kc; an epitome of Bible history, from
tho Creation to the Ascension, which often so closely

follows the text of the Scriptures, that we may regard it

almost as a translation; tho legends of the Finding and
Exaltation of the Holy Cross, embodying much of the

Gospel of Nicodemua, which was popularized in every

country in Europe iu the Middle Ages ; the acts of several

eaints, which are found in Early English, French, and
German literature ; the lives of the three principal Irish

Eaints, "alrick, Brigit, and Columcill^, and of some others
;

tho elegies of St Colum Gille, and S , Sendn, &c. , There
are aho many legendary lives of the saints of the early

Irish Church in some of the principal vellum manuscripts.

It v/ill thus bo seen that the popular religious literature in

Ireland did not differ from that of neighbouring countries,

and on the whole bears favourable comparison with it.

XJo have no direct evidence that the Pictish language
was ever written, but inductive reasoning is rather against

the .'opposition, for no trace of a poem or legend has sur-

vived. The cause of this is not far to seek. Tlio Pictish

language, as wo have already pointed out, was a Goidelic
dialect, which at tho period of the principal Dalriadic
settlement in tho west of Scotland did not perhaps diiTcr

from Irish moro than Low German or Alemanian
dofjo from High German, if even so much. There was just
difference enougli to make intercourse between the Scots
and tho Picts at first sonf.cwhat difficult. This close

relationship of language is no doubt the explanation
of the readiness with which Scots and Picts allied against
the Britons. In tho .'ith and 0th centuries, when the Irish

kingdom established in Alba began to become an impor-
tant factor in tho affairs of that country, tho Irish were a
lettered people. ITie Irish Fill, or poet, followed in tho
track of the Irish missionary, and carried the poems and
historic tales of Ireland among a kindred people, having
the same cponyinous ancestor.-!, and nearly identical

mythological traditions. For several centuries after tho
conversion of the Picts, Alba, as Scotland was then called,

was a second home to the Irish Ceilc Df, or monk, and
tho Irish poet and harper. Even in tho 12th and 13th
centuries tho Irish poets and musicians included Scotland in

n— i:i»

their circuit, and took refuge, or sought their fortune thera

We shall mention one instance as it happens to be instruc-

tive in another way, that ©f Mrdredluxch O'Daly, better

known, on account of his long residence in Scotland, as

Muiredhach Albanach, or Muircach the Albanian, cr as

we should now say, the Scotchman. Did we not know
the whole history of this man, who is believed by the Rev,

Dr T. M'Lauchlan to be the ancestor of the great race cf

]\Iac Vurrichs, bards to MacDonald of Clanranald, we
should never have suspected him to have been an Irish

Fill. It is easy to understand how under these circum-

stances the literary and cultivated language came to be
Irish. But beneath this literary language ther« was tho

under-current of the original Pictish, which was gradually

modified under the influence of the Irish, in the same way
that a literary language alv/ays influences the .spoken

language. Kor should we forget that iu this case the

action was more potent because it was directly exerted

on the people through the preachers, and by the bards

reciting their posms and telling their stories. Towards
the middle of the !5th century Irish literature began to

decline and the Irish language to recede. Irish poets and
musicians still continued, however, to include Scotland in

their visitations, but the connection between the two
countries began to be weakened, and the Scottish dialect

accordingly gradually rose into literary importance. Poems
and tales began to be Vv-ritten in it ; and those originally

written in Irish were recast in the local dialect. There
can be no doubt, too, that the legends and historical

traditions brought over from Ireland, which had been
transformed by, or had absorbed into them, the primitive

Pictish traditions of the seme kind which grew from the

same original stem, began to bo recast and modified, and
a new growth of legends to spring up indigenous to Scot-

land. In this waj' a Gaelic literature arose, of which some
examples are to be found in the Dean of Lismore's Book.
Its development was, however, arrested by the Reforma-
tion. This would have been only a temporary check, but
for the political changes which followed, and which by
gradually bringing the most remote part of the Highlands
into the current of a wider and more active political

life, and by drawing to tho capital and within the direct

influence of modern European culture the Scottish nobility,

gave an additional stimulus to the spread of English,

and reduced the Gaelic to a peasants' patois, tfnder

other and more favourable circumstances tho translation

of tho Bible into Gaelic, and tho composition of a Gaelic

liturgy, together with the change in the whole current of

religious ideas, might have given rise to a now type of

Celtic literature.

The success which attended some translations made by
James MacPherson led him to make a tour in the High-
lands, and to gather as many poems and other specimens
of Gaelic literature as he could find. It v.ns no doubt
during this tour that he matured his idea of using the

legends preserved in the popolar memory, written down in

Scottish Gaelic, and existing in the Iri.«l) JISS., which ho
came across in his travels, as materials out of which to

compose the poems which have since become so celcbrnted

under the name of the poems of Ossian. We mean of

course the English poems, for in the usual sense of that

word no Gaelic originals existed. The so-called originals

are a very curious kind of mosaic, constructed evidently

witii great labour afterwards, in which sentences, or parts of

sentences of genuine poems are cemented together in a very
inferior word-paste of MacPhorson's own. Wo have pointed
out that fbe personages of the two cycles of romance, the
heroic and the Fenuiiui, arc 'never mingled as actors in

genuine natitnr.I poetr)' or tale.". Thi« is, however, done
commonly by MacPherson. Thus in Dar-thula, which

Y. — 40
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is based upon a tale of the heroic age called the Exile of

the Sous of Uisnech,-vr^ huve Deii-drm (Dar-thula), Nois

(Nathos), Ardan, and Catkhad (Catkba) the Druid, actors

of the original tale, associated with Oisin and Cormac who

belon" to a different time and another phase of Irish legend.

In Teruora we have Find son of Cumall (Fingal),

his son Oisin (Osaian) and grandson Oscar, and Cormac

Mac Airt, associated with Caihaeir Mor, Nois (Nathos),

Cuchtilaind (Cuthulin), and the antediluvian Carill.

Again, in Fingal, which , has manifestly been written

under the influence of the Tain Bo Cuailnge, we have

Carill, Cuchulaind, Cathbad, Conlaech (Conloch) son of

Cmhulaind, Ferdiad son of Daman (Ferdia), associated

with Finn (Fingal), Oisin (Ossian), Oscar, Soil Mac
Mama (Gaul, son of Morna), and other heroes of the

Ossianic period. This mingling of tlie heroes of two

different cycles of romance would be sufficient to prove^

did we possess no other test, that MacPherson had no

original. The old Celtic tales are especially characterized

on the one hand by the detailed descriptions they give of

the personal appearance, dress, and arms of the chief actors

in a tale, and of the internal arrangements of the houses,

Ac; and on the other by the absence of descriptions of

scenery, except when Tir Tairngire, the Land of Promise,

is in question. The aspects of nature were familiar to

•those who Ustened to those tales, what they wanted to

realize was the actors and their deeds. MacPherson's

poems on the contrary are full of word-pictures of nature,

sometimes no doubt bombastic, but generally giving

beautiful, and often grandly poetic, descriptions of the

most characteristic features of the scenery of the Highlands.

But the actors in his epic are like figures seen through a

mist, barely sketched in outline, whose dress, ornaments,

laud arms are so generally and vaguely described as to lose

jail peculiar and distinctive character. The Poems of

Ossian are thoroughly modem, more so even than the

current legends of the west of Scotland which retain

many things—talking ravens, soothsaying, &.C., which

savour of old times. An examination of the poems and

prose tales of the Irish Oisianic cycle is very instructive in

this connection ; the older they are the more detailed are

the descriptions of the actors and of their dress and arms

;

the newer the vaguer and more general—the more like

MacPherson's heroes do they become. In this respect

MacPherson did no more thaa what he was entitled to do,

and what has been done by others who have used similar

materials for the construction of poems. The author of the

Nibelungen Lay fused in the 12th century legends of the

Horny Siegfried with those of a different and newer cycle

concerning Attila, Dietrich von Bern, Brunhild, &c. So

the romances of Arthur and the St Graal, though of a

totally different origin have mingled together. So, too, the

mediaeval German poets took many hberties with the

French romances, which served them as materials. What

he had no right to do was to call his poem a translation.

It is unfortunate for his fame that he should have

supported this comparatively trivial error by the grave one

of producing his pretended original. Let us add that the

publication of a selection of the poems in the manuscript

known as the Dean of Lismore's Book by Mr W. F. Skene

and the Kev. TJ M'Lauchlan, and Mr J. F. Campbell's

collection of Popular Tales of the West Highlands, have done

more to settle the Ossianic controversy than all that had

been written by the combatants on both sides.

The numbei- of Welsh manuscripts is considerable, but

with the exception of those in the British Museum, the

library of Jesus CoUege, Oxford, and that of the university

of Cambridge, they are all in private collections. Of

these the most important is the Hengwrt collection, con-

sisting of the manuscripts collected by Mr Jones of Gelly

Lyvdy, between the years 1590 and 16-30, and by the

antiquary Mr llobert Vaughan of Hengwrt, who died in

1666. The two collectors arranged that their manuscripts

should be united on the death of one of them, the survivor

to become the possessor of the whole. According to this

arrangement they became the property of Mr Vaughan,
and hence got the name of the Hengwrt collection. Some
years ago Sir Robert Vaughan bequeathed the collection,

comprising, we believe, about four hundred volumes, to Mr
W. W. E. Wynne of Peniarth, in whose possession it now
is. But although Welsh manuscripts are numerous there

are very few of any considerable antiquity, the others being

comparatively modern compilations, often the work of

ignorant scribes, the contents of which seem for the most
part to have been in the first instance taken from the old

books just spoken of. Of such old books there are, ex-

clusive of law manuscripts, only five of such antiquity or

importance as to deserve special mention here. The first

is a copy of the hexametrical paraphr.ase of the Gospels

of Juvencus in the University Library of Cambridge, as

old at least as the 9th century. The only Welsh it con-

tains are some glosses and two short poems written in

Irish characters ; but as the oldest specimens of Welsh
known they are invaluable as a standard wherewith to

compare the language of other manuscripts. The second

is the Black Book of Carmarthen, a small quarto vellum

manuscript of 54 leaves, written in Gothic letters .by

various hands in the reign of Henry II. (1154-1189),

This manuscript originally belonged to the Priory of Black

Canons at Carmarthen, and was given by the treasurer of

the Church of St David to one of the commissioners

appointed by Henry VIII. for the suppressed monasteries.

Sir John Price. It is now in the Hengwrt collection at

Peniarth. The third is the Book of Taliessin, aJso in the

Hengwrt collection, a small quarto manuscript consisting

of 38 leaves of vellum written in Gothic letters through-

out in one hand, some time in the early part of the 1 4th

century. Its history before it came into the possession of

Robert Vaughan, the antiquary, is not known. The
fourth is the Book of Aneurin, a small quarto manuscript

of 19 leaves of vellum, written probably in the e.id of the

13th century. It was purchased by the late Sir Thomas
Phillips of MiddlehQl, and may have been formerly in the

Hengwrt collection. The fifth is the Red Book of Hergest,

so called from Hergest Court, one of the seats of the

Vaughans, for whom it was probably compiled. This

important manuscript, the chief repository of Welsh literal

ture, is a folio volume of 360 leaves of vellum, written ia

double columns at different times, from the early part of

the 14th to the middle of the 15th century, and is now in

the library of Jesus College, Oxford.

The text of a large number of the poems and other Myvyrim
compositions contained in Welsh manuscripts has been Archaio-

published in a work in three volumes, called the Myvyrian J^y."^
Archaiology of Wales. The first volume, containing poems,

and the second, chronicles and historical documents of

various kinds, were published in 1801 ; and the third,

moral, didactic, legal, and miscellaneous pieces, in 1803.

This publication is due to the noble patriotism of three

men,—Owen Jones, a furrier in London, and the son of a
Welshman, with whom the idea originated while still a

young man, and who devoted no inconsiderable portion of

his fortune to its realization ; Edward Williams, a ston^
mason, better known by his assumed name of lolo Mor-
ganwg, the chief contributor to the collection ; and
William Owen, who afterwards ^suined the name of

Pughe, the author of the principal dictionary of the Welsh,

Had the critical judgment and knowledge of the editors

equalled their patriotism, the work would be of great value.

Welsh manuscript literature may be classed for our
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teniture.

Classifies- purpose nnder the following heads :—(1.) Glossaries and
tion of grammars; (2.) The Bruts, or annals, genealogies, and
Wolahh-

jiistories
; (3.) Poems; (i.) Mabinoc/ion, and other prose

tales
;

(5.)~ Laws
;

(G.) Medicine and science. There are

very few Welsh glossaries, because there exist in fact few

examples of obsolete or old Welsh. The oldest Welsh laws

are attributed to Howel Dda, who died in 950, and

the oldest codex containing them is believed to have been

written in the 12th century. If this codex contained the

laws in their original form they would probably require no

gloss to explain them, because the language did not change

vary much in the interval between the framing of the laws

and the writing of the manuscripts. But like all Welsh

manuscripts, even the oldest copy of the laws gives us an

edition in the language of the time. A grammar of the

. Webh, said to have been made by Edeyrn Dafod Aur, by

the order and at the desire of three Welsh princes, in the

Becond half of the 13th century, has been published by the

Rev. J. Williams ab Ithel, from a copy made in 1832 from

another copy made iu 1S21 from a manuscript of Edward
Williams, or lolo Morrjanwg. Whatever may be the intrinsic

seientifio value of the treatise itself, this is a very doubtfid

source to derive histori':al value from. Mr Williams has

also published in the same volume a work on the rules of

Welsh poetry, originally compiled by Davydd Ddti Atkraw
in the 14 th century, and subsequently enlarged by Simwnt
Yychan in the 16th century. We have no evidence as to

how much belonged to the former and how much to the

latter, but it all appears to belong to the 17th century.

Mr Williams has also added a great deal of matter of his

own, which is distinguished from the text by being printed

in smaller type. His object v^as to combine in one volume

as complete a body of information on the subject as

possible. It would be outside the scope of this article to

criticise this laborious work.

If we might judge by names alone, the British, between

the departure of the Romans and the conversion of the

Anglo-Saxons, possessed many historians. Welsh anti-

quaries give a long list, and some find a place even in the

works of English and foreign writers ; but with the

exception of Oildas and Neauius, the titles only of their

Sildas, writings are known, nor are these above suspicion. Bede
quotes Gildas, and so far we have proof that as early as

his time thure was a belief in the existence of such an

author. The works now known as those of Gildas and
Nennius are written in Latin, and are properly outside our

scope, but they are so inseparably connected with the

Bruts or Annals, and with the histoiy of romance, that we
must say a few words conci;rning each. Gildas was the

son of a British king of Ailciyd, the present Dumbarton,
and was therefore from that part of Britain referred to in

Welsh works ?i3 y Gogled. Several dates have been

assigned for his birth and death, but wo prefer for the

former 516, and for the latter 570, and his book De Ex-
cidio Britannice, if genuine, seems to have been written

about 560. According to his legendary lives, he went to

Ireland on the invitation of St Brigit, founded monas-
teries there, and taught at the school of Armagh. His
work above named is written in an inflated style, and is

a mere sketch of British history under the Romans, and in

the period immediately succeeding their withdrawal from
the country, and so includes the period of the wars of tlie

Britons with the Picts, Scots, and Saxons ; it is full of

blunders and anachronisms. Mr Skene suggests, very

reasonably, that the well-known letter of the Britons to

Aotius, asking for Roman aid, is misplaced, and that if put

in its proper place the discrepancy between Oildas's account
of the departure of the Romans from Britain and that of

Greek and Roman writers will disappear.

IImuuuji. ^[othiug is knowQ of the porsoi> called Neunius, to whom

the short History of the Britoua known by his name b
attributed. In the earliest known manuscript of it, written

about the middle of the 10th century, and now in the

Vatican Library, it is ascribed to a certain Marc, who is be-

lieved to be the Marc who with his nephew, Moengal, better,

known as Marcellus (little Marc), came to the monastery of

Si Gall about the middle of the 9th century, having with

him many books and a considerable retinue. Bestowing his

wealth on his followers, and reserving for himself only the

books, he and his nephew remained at St Gall, where the

latter became celebrated as the teacher of Notker, Ratpert,

and Tutilo. Mr Skene thinks it was originally written in

British in Cumbria, or y Gogled, and was afterwards

translated into Latin. To this nucleus was added the

genealogies of the Saxon kings, dovni to 738 ; the

above-mentioned Marc appended, probably about 823,

the life of St Qermanus, and the legends of St Patrick,

which were subsequently incorporated with the history.

Some South Welshman added to the oldest manuscript

of the history in these countries, about 977, a chronicle

of events from 444 to 954, in which there are gene-

alogies beginning with Owain, son of Howel Dda king

of South Wales. This chronicle, which is not found

in other manuscripts, has been made the basis of two later

chronicles brought down to 128G and 1288 respectively.

It is consequently not the work of one author. A Sai and

Fill, named Gilla, Caomhan, who died 1072, translated

it into Irish, and added many things concerhing the Irish

and the Picts.

The Eistoria Britonum is more valuable for the

legendary matter which it contains than for what may be

accepted as history, for it gives us, at least as early as the

1 0th century, the British legends of the colonization of Great

Britain and Ireland, the exploits of King Arthur, and the

wonderful birth and prophecies of Merlin, which are not

found elsewhere before the 12th century. The date of the

book is of the greatest importance to the history of

mediaeval romance, and there can now be no doubt,

especially since the publication of the Irish Nennius, that it

is earlier than the Norman Conquest, and that the legends

themselves are of British origin. The books attributed to

Gildas and Nennius contain the germs of the fables which

expanded into Geoffrey of Monmouth's History of Pritfin, Qeoffipsj e(

which was written in Latin sometime before 1147, the^""""***

date of the e|)istle dedicatory to Robert, earl of Gloucester,

tlie son of llenry I. by Nest, only daughter of Bhys ab

Tewdivr, and was a manifestation of the great idvance

which took place in Welsh literature consequent on the

restoration of the Welsh prince just named, and of Gr'tffy.l

ah Cynan, and of which we shall have more to say hereafter.

In the epistle just referred to Geoffrey states that Walter,

archdeacon of Oxford, had given him a very ancient book

in the British tongue, giving an account of the kings of

Britain from Brutus to Cadwaladyr, and that he had

translated it into Latin at the archdeacon's request Bnt

in the Welsh version of Geoffrey's chronicle in the ifyoyi-ivi

ArcKaiology, the Brut Geoffrey ap Arthur, there is this

postscript :
" I, Walter, archdeacon of Oxford, did tnru

this book out of Welsh into Latin ; and in ray old Bge f

turned it a second time out of Latin into Welsh." Thai

Geoffrey drew his materials from British sources, ind did

not coin any of them, seems to us the legitimate conclusion

to be drawn from a careful study of the whole subiect

His book is, however, a compilation and not a tranalfttiou
,

at all events no book now exists which can be regarded as

his original, while all the Bruts or chronicles are posterior Thf S^vt
to Geoffrey's book and based upon' it. Of these ther^ are

the Brut Tijsilio and the Brut Geofrty ap Arthur, both

of which are also called Brut y Brenhinotdd, or Chirmido

of the EoDga The copy of the lattvr iu the Bed Book ia
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foDowed by a chronicle ui continuation whic'h, according to

an entry in a later hand, was called Srv.t Twysogicm, or

Chronicle of the Princes. In some manuscripts there is

also added a chronicle of Welsh events interspersed with

Sason ones, which is from this called the Brvt y Saeson, or

Chronicle of the Saxons ; in one manuscript this is attributed

to Caradoc of Llancarvan. The chronicle of events from
444 to 954, which is contained in the British Museum
manuscript of the History of Nennius, a«d two other

chronicles, already mentioned, bringing events down to

1286 and 128S, have been printed together as the

Annales Cambriw. These later chronicios ought not,

as Mr Skene properly remarks, to have been incorporated

with the older one, which alone possesses th? special value

of having been written before the Korman Conquest, and
a centiuy and a half before the Bnds.

^8 Traids. Besides the chronicles or Bruts there are no historical

works properly so called in "Welsh, unless we include the

Triads, a curious kind of Hterature peculiar to Wales ; for

although there are some Irish Triads they are imitations of

the Welsh ones, an imitation which fortunately did not

extend very far. The Triads are an arrangement of similar

subjects, similar events, or things which might be associated

in the mind, or be worthy of remembrance, <tc., in series

of three, e.g., " Three ornaments of a hamlet—a book, e
tencher versed in song, and a smith in his smithy ;" or
" Three punishments for theft in hand—the first is

imprisonment, the second is cutting off a limb, the third is

hanging." This kind of composition appears to have come
into use in the 12th century, t!;e earliest specimen "being

the Triads of the Horses, which are in the Black Book.
The Triads of Arthur and his warriors arc perhaps as old

as the 13th century. The Red Book contains the Triads
of the Island of Britain, which include those last men-
tioned, an enlarged edition of the Triads of the 'Horses,

and many others. The Triads of Dvfnwal Modmiid, a

supposed ancient king of Britain, are perhaps as old as the
beginning of the 16th century.

Welsh The poetic literature of the Welsh, which is very e.xten-

|H>etry. sive, may be conveniently divided into—(i,) Poems attributed

to poets who lived before the 12th centujy, and anonymous
poems in the Black Book; and (2.) Poems written by or

attributed to poots who lived in the 12th and succeed-

ing contnries. The claims of the Welsh to possess an
ancient literature rests altogether on the poems of the first

category, hence they have been the subject of much dis-

cussion. The grounds upon which such discussions have
hitherto rested have altered considerably within the last

few years. The labours of Zeuss and others who have
worked at Celtic philology, and the discovery of specimens
of Old Welsh in the Cambridge Codes of Juvencus, furnish

ns with much safer canons of criticism than existed in

1849, when even a learned Welshman, tee late Mr Thomas
Stephens, who did more than any one else to establish the

claims of his country to a real literature, doubted the

authenticity of a large number of the poems said to have
been written by Taliessin, Aneurin, Merlin, and Llywarch
H6n, w!io are supposed to have lived in the 5th century.

Mr W. F. Skene has done a very great service to Welsh
literature by the publication of the texts of those poems
from the four principal manuscripts now known, the Black
Book, the Book of Taliessin, the Book of Aneurin, and the

Red Book. In addition to the texts Mr Skene has given

transitions of the poems specially made for him by the

Rev. D. Silvan Evans and tho Rev. Robert Williams, so

that next to the Welsh Laws, and Stephens's Literatiirs of
the Kymry, his Fonr Ancient Boohs of Wales is the most
important contribution to Welsh literature yet made.

If we judge by the test of language alone, the poems
which we have included in oar first category, and which

are nearly all to be found in Mr Skene's book, are not in

their present form older than the 1 1th centnry. But
while the form may be new the substance may be old. as

we have already pointed out in the case of many Irish

poems. It is probable that many of tho poems attributed

to Aneurin, and several of the mythological and religious

poems, are only popular editions' of much older poems,

and further that the change effected in some of them may
be so small that we have substantially the original poems.
Others again have been so deeply modified that they may
be regarded as new poems on an old theme.

The following classification of those poems shows their Classifica.

origin, and "oil help to render the few observations we '^™ °^

can offer here more intelligible. Swelsh
1. Poenrs referring to events in Romanized Britain, or poems. '

to the ea.st frontier of Wales.

2 Poems referring to events on the Mercian frontier and
in South Cumbria.

3. Poems referring to personages and events connected

^vith the Gwyddel or Goidelic occupation of Wales and
Cornv/alL

4. Poems referring to the Gwyr y GogUd, or Men of

the North.

5. Poems relating to or attributed to Taliessin of a
general character.

6. Proverbial poetry attributed to Llywarch Hen.

7. Poems attributed to poets between the 7th and 11th
centuries.

8. Anonymous religious poems in the Black Book.

9. Poems referring to personages and events of Welsh
history in the 12th and subsequent centuries.

The first class is represented by one poem in the Book
of Taliessin, The Reconciliation of Llud the Less,

which would be nnintelligible but for a Mabinogi to which
wo shall refer later. The poem has no mark of antiquity

about it, and belongs to the 13th century. To the second
class belong the Death Song of Enf, and other pieces in

which that warrior is mentioned, and the Death Song of

TJlhyr Pendragoa, all of which are in the Book of Taliessin,

and in form and sabstance ara not elder than the 12th
century. The poems of the third class are of considerable

importance, but here we shaU merely give the names of a
few as examples, reserving what we have to say concerning

them nntd we come to the Mahinogion, The follow-

ing are good examples of the class—Tho Death ,SoEg
of Corroi, The Battle of Godeu, and The Chair of

Ceridicen, from the Book of Taliessin ; the Preiddeu
Aunv>n ; Daronuy, and the poems relating to Gwydyon
an Don, from the Black Book, the Book of Taliessin, and
the Bed Book. The poems which belong to the fourth

class aro the most nnjnerous and important. Among them
may be mentioned first of all the Gcdodin poems, those

rtlacing t6 Urien Bkeged, the war between the sons of

LXyioarch Ecu and ilwg Mawr Dr^ydd, poems relating

to the battle of Adderyd, as for instance the Avallenati,

or Apple Trec:5. and poems renting to CadviaUawn and
Cadicaladyr. We have already explained that y GogUd Extant to

was that portion of Britain which lay between the WaOs of which

Hadrian and Antoninus, and had been erected uito the Ro- o^,^"^.^^
man province of Vdentia, As it vi'as a loose term, it may
have included all the independent British country north of

the Bibble. This country, and especially that part of it

forming the ancient diocese of Glasgow, was the cradle

of the Welsh language and literature. It was the only
part that could have been this. Here the question naturaDy
suggests itself, to what extent was Britain Romanized ?

That it was not so to t'ne extent usually supposed may
be shown in many ways. It is obvious that, if the

southern Britons were as thoroughly Romanized as Gaul
or Spain, the language of Cornwall should have been a

Boznani2ed.
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Romance dialect, and tliat of Bnttany an allied one. Again,

if the Welsh were a remnant of ths Romanized Britons

driven westward by the conquering Saxons, the Welsh

language also should be a Romance dialect, or its vocabulary

sbt/uld contain a large intermixture of wordfi borrowed from

the Latin, and esi>ecially of words connected with law,

trades, &c. But this is not so. The fact is the popcktion

of Britain was not Romanized to any extent. In the towns

the principal citizens no doubt spoke Lt>tin, as they spe.ak

English in Calcutta and other large towns iu India. A
large British population iu part bilingual gathered round

the cities and towns, as the Irish did about the Anglo-

Norman towns of the Pale, and as the Letts, Ksthouians,

and Russians do about the German towns of tho Russian

Baltic provinces. We should also not forget that the

legionaries in the 2d and 3d centuries v.'era only Roman
in name, being recruited from every part of the empire,

and consequently could not contribute to Romanizing the

inhabitants among whom thoy were located. The peasantry

continued British, but the nobility, no doubt, learned to

speak Latin, but not for home nse. When afterwards the

Saxons on the east and the Irish on the west of what is

now Wales displaced the ruling families, the Romanized

part of tlio independent British population, hemmed in

between the two hostile ^oplcs, and with an ever-

encroaching Saxon frontiier on one side, gradually merged

ipto the Celtic-speaking peasantry, and lost the use of the

Latin tongue. This was not a state of things favourable

for the development of a literature. In the north especially,

between the Walls of Hadrian and Antoninus, in tho province

of Yalontia, which never had Roman towns, only camps occu-

pied by legionaries, v,ho for the most part probably spoke no

Latin, the whole population must have remained essentially

Rj5j „f British after the withdrawal of Roman power. Here if

Welsh anywhere tlie first germs of a British literature should shov,'

poetry i themselves, and accordingly tradition makes Taliessin,
V OogUd. jltieurin, Llyioarcll Bhi, and ifyrdin or Merlin, to whom

most of the supposed ajicicnt Welsh poems are attributed,

natives of this region. Here also the actors in tho events

referred to in the poems lived, und the places where those

events are supposed to have taken place are to be found.

The greater part of this region, too, enjoyed substantial

independence down to tho end of the 9th century, with

the exception of the interval from CTio, v-hen they were,

subjected to the kingdom of Northumbria by Oswy,^ after

the defeat of Cadwallawn and Pcnda, to tho battle of

Dunnichen in C66, when, Eofrid, king of Northumbria,

was defeated. From tho 7th to the 9th century Cumbria,
including unden that name aU. tlio British territory from
tho Ribbls to tho Clyde, was the principal theatre of

British and Saxou conflict. Tlio rise of the dynasty of

Mailcun, who according to Welsh tradition was a de-

scendant of CiiiicJda, one of tho Gwyddcl or Goidelic Picts

of tho district callod Guolodin, brought Wales into close

connection with the Cumbrian kingdom, and prepared both
North and South Wales for tho reception of tho northern
traditions and tho rise of a true Welsh literature.

Whether tho poets of Cumbria really wroto any of the

poema which in a modified form have como down to us or

not, there can bo no diiubt that a number of lays attributed

to them lived in popular tradition, and that under tho

sudden burst of glory which the deeds of Cadwallaii-n

called forth, and which ended in tho disastrous defeat of

C35, a British liloraturo began to spring up, and was
nourished by the linpes of a future resurrection under his

mm Cadica!ad;ji\ who-so death was disbelieved in for so long
a time. These floating lays and traditions gradually

gathered into North Wales, according as tho nobility and
bards sought refuge there from the advancing conquests of

the Saxon kings in tho north. The heroes of Cambria

became Welshmen, and the sites of the battlca luey fought

were identified with places of similar name in Wales a'ld.

England. When Howd Dda became king of all Wales,

the legends- of the north passed into South Wales, and
like the legends of Oi«»in Scotland, became so thoroughly

identified with their new home, that they seem to hav«

first originated there.

Of all tho poems attributed W the four ancient Wehsli"'^*!'

bards, the one which has most claim to bo cpnsidered I

genuine, and the only one we can specially allude to here,
*

is that, known as y Gododin. As published by ilr Skene
from tho Book of A^ieurin, it consists of 91 stanzas, and is

both o'.Tscura and fragmentary. The latter character Mr
Skene explains, and we think successfully, by supposing
that it consists iu reality of two distinct poems, referring

to two events separated by a long interval of time. ,The
fii-st event is tie battle of Cailraeth^Wiz Bellirni Miatlionim
of Adamnan, fought ketwtecn the Britons and Scots under
Ae'daii, king of Dalriada, and the pagan Sa.\ons and their

British subjects in IM't/.- and JSryueirh or Deira and
Bernicia, and the half-pagan Picts of Guu/odhi, a district:

corresponding to the northern p:irt of the Lothians along

the Firth of Forthk C'attraelh was the adjoining district

on the Forth where the groat Roman wall terminates at

Carriden, the fori of Eidiim. If this view ba correct, aud
it is the best that has yet been proposed, the MynydatK/
of the poem was Aedan Mac Gabran, and tho battle

the one fought in 596, of which Columcille jirophesicd

that Aedan would bo unfortunate but victorious,—tho

misfortune being doubtless the loss of his four sons in tho

battle, one of whom was named Ailur {Ariyr- The
second and later portion of the poem, jvir Skene thinks,

refers to tho batsle of Strathcaitinn, now StrathcarroD,

in which Donnal Bree, king of the Dalriadic Scots of Alba,

was slain, 6+2. tn the brevity of the narrative, tho care-

less boldness of the actors as they present themselves,

tho condensed energy of the action, and the fierce exulta-

tion of the slaughter, together with tho recuning elegiac

note, this poem (or poems if it be tlie work of two authors)

has some of the highest epic qualities. The ideas and
manners are in harmony with the age and country to which

it is referred. The poems callad the Gorckans, which

are also found in the Book of Anmriti, and refer to

the personages and events of the Gododin, possess many
of tho characteristics of that poem, and are probably tho

work of the same time, if not of tho same poet

Still mora celebrated than Aunirin, tho reputed author Poemt

of y Gododin, was Totifssin, a name which has been inter- »3=ril>»/ to

]ireted as " Splendid Forehead," and has confequently been ra/iMM«.

ll-.e subject of a good deal of mysticism. The number
of poems in tho Book of 2'alieiiei?i supposed to have

been written by him is considerable ; in langu.ige they

are not older than tho 12th century, though many of

them may bo what wo have called in other cases popular

editions of older poems. Sover.al belong to the fourth class

which we havo been just considering ; tho poems which

wo would include in a special fifth cla-ss aro those which

have been made the subject of bardic speculation in con-

sequence of their generality and vagueness, such as tho Fold

of tho Bards, Hostile Confederacy, Song to the Wind,

>[ead Song, Songs to Grunt and Littio Worlds, Elegy of the

Thousand Sons, Pleasant things of T'a/rVj.n'ii. Many of

these poems possess con.siderablo merit, and even as tho

work of tho 12th and 13th centuries might bear comparison

with similar compositions io other F.umpenn literatures

of tho period.

Tho poems of the sixth class attributed to Llytrarc/i Vormt n-

TIfii aro in tho Red Book, and nro tho work of some inbutcd^U

Tuppcr of tho 14th century, too disinterf.'tcdly proud j".^^

of his work to put bis own name tn it. They are curious
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and interesting examples of a sort of proverbial philosophy

in which each proverb or wise saw is accompanied hy a

reference to some natural feature, such as " Bright the tops

of the broom,'' which serves as a kind of mnemonic catch-

word This catchword is sometimes the same in every

verse, as in the poem £iry mnijd, mountain snow.

Welsh traditioa has preserved few poems of the period

between the end of the 6th century and the end of the

1 1th, a period of 600 years, nor for the matter of that

even the names of poets, a circumstance which is in-

telb'gible enough if we consider that 'Welsh literature

really began with the 11th century, but inexplicable

according to the ordinary views of Welshmen. -In the

Black Book are five poems attributed to three poets who
lived in the early part of the barren interval,

—

Meigant,

whosa name also occurs in Irish literature; Elaeth, to whom
are attributed two out of the five poems, which are of a

religious character; and Cuhelyu, a bard of the 9th century.

The two poems attributed to the last are of very great

importance, because in them occurs the earliest mention of

the goddess Ceridioen, who plays so conspicuous a part

in the modern bardic system of Neo-Druidism. The anony-

mous religious poems of the Black Book, apart from the

language, may belong to any time from the 6th to the 12th
centuries; they probably belong in great part to the 1 1th and
1 2th centuries, and were most likely the work of the monks
iu whose monastery the Black Book was compiled. The
ninth and last division of the early Welsh poems are those

which covertly allude to passing events in Wales, and can

therefore be no older than those events. Two of them refer

to Powys in Norman times, the Satire of Cynan Garwyn,
son of Bi-ochwael, in the Book of TaJiessin, and the elegy

on C'yiidylan in the Red Book. The others are the poems
which Mr Skene groups together under the head " Poems
which mention Henry or the son of Henry;" the most im-

portant of them are those attributed to Myrdin or Merlin,

such as the Dialogue between Myrdin and his sister

Gwendydd, a Fugitive Poem of Myrdin in his Grave,

containing a number of predictions, and the Songs of the

Little Pigs, each stanza of which begins with " Oian a par-
clullau," " Listen, O Little Pig." The structtire of the

last poem being like that of the poem called iht Avellenau,

each stanza of which commences with that word " Sweet
Apple-tree," both are classed together, and in the Myvyrian
Archaiology are attributed to Merlin. The Avellenau is,

however, found in the Black Book, and is every way an
older poem; but it is needless to add that none of the poems
of Merlin are genuine, and that with the exception perhaps
of the Apple-tree poem, they all refer to times later than
the 12th century, and to the present Wales.

Before discvtssing the second division of Welsh poetic

literature, or poems written by or attributed to poets who
lived in Wales in the 12th and succeeding centuries, we
must say a few words on the Welsh bards. The organiza-

tion of the classes of learned men in Wales was far less

developed than in Ireland. According to the laws each

king or prince had a household bard, who appears to have
performed the functions of the Irish Sai and Fill, and also

that of harper. His position was honourable, and on in-

vestiture he was presented by the king with a harp, and by
the queen with a gold ring. Beside the Bardd Teuleu, or

household bard just spoken of, a Pencerdd, chief of song,

is mentioned in the laws, who in Korth Wales was an officer

of the household, but in South Wales was not,—his posi-

tion there being apparently that of a privileged personage

entitled to make a circuit and so spend his time where he
pleased. The chief of song was also called a chaired bard,

because he was one of the fourteen entitled to a chair at

court. The installation of a bard to a chair appears to

have been attended with some ceremony, for the judge of

the king's court was entitled as a perquisite of his office to

the bugle-hom, the gold ring, and the cushion which was
under the bard on the occasion. The Pencerdd represented

the Irish Ollamk Fili, and like him appears to have kept a

school -of poetry, for he was entitled to receive 24 pence
from each minstrel who completed his course of instruction,

to their services " as a man placed in authority over them,"
and to the Gobyr or Amobyr of their daughters, that is

to the fee payable to the lord on the marriage of a maiden.
Among bis eanolaments was a fee of 24 pence from every

maiden on her marriage. In the court his seat was on the

side of the judge of the court, and he lodged with the

Edling, that is the heir-apparent of the king or prince,

corresponding to the Irish Tanaiste. A viUain or serf

could not become a bard, nor a smith without the permis-

sion of his lord; nor could a bard practise his art after he
had taken holy orders. Should a serf or a stranger happen
to become a bard he became personally a free Cymro or

Welshman, but his children were not free, though the time

in which his descendants might rise to the privileges of a

free Cymro was shortened. A minor bard was forbidden

to solicit a gift without the permission of the Pencerdd,

but the latter might ask a gift though all others should be

forbidden to do so. The duty of thB chief of song was to

commence the singing or recitation of poetry by singing

two songs on entering the hall, one concerning God and
the other about kings; the household bard then repeated

the third song below the entrance of the hall. This is

nearly all that the laws contain about bards. There is not Neo-Dmid-

a word about the Ovydd, or the Druid-bard, nor about the ism.

sky-blue dress of the former, the emblem of peace and truth,

nor of the white robe of the Druid, nor of the green robe

of the Ovydd, the colour of nature, nor of the robe of the

Auenydd or bardic student striped with the three colours,

nor of the Gorsedd or assembly of bards. If any of these

things existed in the 12th century, the most brilliant period

of Welsh poetry, we should expect to find them in the

Welsh laws. But so far from any relics of the ancient

Druidic organization having survived at that period, it is

probable that even the organization above given from the

laws was in part at least the work of Grufyd ah Cynan.

They are, in fact, the inventions of later times when Wales
had lost its political liberty. We have the first stage of

the invenrion in the Triads, and it seems to have been com-

pleted by that extraordinary man Edward Williams, whom
we have already mentioned as one of the editors and the

principal contributor of the Myvyrian Archaiology, who pre-

tended to be the head of the bardic order of South Wales,

and accordingly assumed the batdic title of lolo Morganwg
from his native county of Glamorgan. He is probably

the source whence the Kev. Edward Davies derived the

chief part of the material for his marvellous system of

Neo-Druidic philosophy. According to the supporters of

this system, the religion of the Druids, a medley of sun-

worship and Jewish Noachian traditions, the emblems of

which were the bull, the horse, and fire, survived the intro-

duction of Christianity, and continued to be believed by
the bards, and its rites practised in secret by them.

The principal source whence evidence was derived in

support of this assumption was the early poems which we
have been discussing. Davies gave what he called transla-

tions of some of those poems, in which the simplest and

plainest phrases are made to express mysterious and

abstruse doctrines. In the religious poems which contain

such expressions as " Christ the Son," " Merciful Trinity,"

Mr Davies omits the latter, or treats them as mere phrases

introduced to deceive the uninitiated, and make them be-

lieve the pagan bards were Christians. Among the doctrines

attributed to the Neo-Druids was that of metempsychosijB.

The chief source from whence evidence was derived in
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Bupport of this assumption outside a pretended work called

liarddas, or treatise on the whole system of the bards, which

lolo Morijaniog possessed, was the Ilomance called llaues

Taliessia, or history of Talussiii, which though partly prose,

aud therefore comiuj under the head of the prose romances,

of which we shall speak Liter, may be more conveniently

referred to here. A fragment of the Welsh text of this

history was given in the Jft/vi/n'a:i Arckaioloc/y ; the whole

fale was afterwards published by Dr Owen Pughe; and

Lady Charlotte Guest published it again in the third volume

of her ^[nliiiiorjion from two fragments, one dated about

175S, aud the other belonging to lolo Morganivg. The

romance of the llaiies Taliessin in its existing form belongs

to the beginning of the I'th century. Of the thirteen

poems contained in Lady Charlotte Guest's book, only two

are found in the Book of Taliessin, the Ode to the Wind and

the Mead Song. It is evid'ent that a number of poems
attributed to Taliessiii were floating about in popular tradi-

-tion, and were strung together in the 16th century into a

romance. Although of these so taken up only the two ju.<t

mentioned find a placeia the special manuscript of Taliesdn's

poems ill the 14th centurj', we are not therefore entitled to

assume that the other poems did not therefore exist at

that period. It is singular that the compiler of the Hanes
Taliesshi did not include such poems as the Catin i/ Mehch,
or the Song of the Horses, which would find its place after

the account of the contest of Elphin against the 24 horses

of Mailcun, the Ale Song, which is the counterpart of

the Mead Song, the Chair of 2'aliessin, and the Chair
of the Sovereign {Kd'hir Teyntou). In all these there

is no mythology, nor indeed anything indicative of a secret.

But when the Elegy of the Thousand Sons, a religious

poem on the saints before and after Christ, which is in the

Boo!: of Taliessiii, is believed to contain the doctrine of

metempsychosis, any doctrine whatever may be drawn
from the Welsh poetry. But while the whole of the Neo-
Druidic speculations must be looked upon as fables, it does

not follow that there are no mythological allusions in Welsh
poems as old as from the 12tli to the 14th century. We
have already alluded to the occurrence of the name of the

goddess Ca-idwen in two poems in the Black Book
attributed to C'thelyn, a bard of the 9th century. The
following poems in the Book of Taliessin also contain traces

of mythology :—Song concerning the Sons of Llt/r ab Sroch-

teel, the Chair of Ceridwen, the Spoils of Annwn, Daronwy,
And the Awjar Cyfindawd. But as the mythology of the

poems is intimately connected with that of the prose tales

we shall reserve our observations on the subject until we
lire considering the 2fabinogioH.

Whether the poems we have been hitherto considering
were really first written after the 10th century, or, as seems
much more probable, were composed at an earlier poriod

and transmitted by popular tradition, their language under-
going the same changes as the spoken language, they must
be considered 'from a merely literary point of view as the

products of the period from the 11th to die 13th century
inclusive. But apart from those poems there is another
end a perfectly legitimate Welsh literature which may bo

laid to have commenced with the restoration of the old

royal families of North and South Wales. Jihys ab Taodtar,

the reputed legitimate heir to the throne of South Wales,
returned from Brittany in 1077 bringing with him no
doubt the Armoric legends of the Round Table ; and Gitiffyd
ah Cynan came in lOSO from Ireland, where ho was born and
Lad been educated, and where he must have become familiar

with it.1 poetry and music. Indeed, we know on the
ftuthority of Welsh writers that Gmfyd reorganized the
bards and improved the music, and in other ways gave a
great and beneficial impulse to Welsh literature. Among
the changes which he effected in tho organisation of the

bards may have been the institution of bardic Oorsedds

or meetings, of which the modern Eisteddfod is an

imitation. In Ireland the poets did not, so far as we know,
hold separate meetings of this kind, but they took a [iro-

minent part in the great periodic gatherings called Aonechs

or fairs held fora threefold purpose,—for promulgating laws,

for public games, and as a market. At these gatherings

poems were sung, stories narrated, and prizes awarded.

One of the earliest poets whose productions we cau be Poets of

certain of is Meilyr, bard of Ti-ahaearii, whom Gmfyd ab "'^ ^-"'

Cynan defeated at the battle of Carno, and afterwards of "" "^'

the conqueror Grnffyd himself. His best piece is the

Death-bed of the Bard, a semi-religious poem, which is

distinguished by the structure of the verse, poetic feeling,

and religious thought. Meilyr was the head of a family

of bards; his son was Gtcalc/imai, one of the best Welsh
poets; and the latter had two sons, £inion and Meilyr.

some of whose poetry has reached us. Gwalchmai was a

true poet, and not a mere professional bard. In his

Gorhojf'edd Gwalehmai, Gtcalclimai'e Delights, there is an
appreciation of the charms of nature, the murmuring of

brooks, and the songs of birds not unworthy of one of

the modern Lake poets. His Arivyrain iOivain is an ode

of considerable beauty, and full of vigour in praise of

Owain Gicynedd, king of North Wales, on account of his

victory of Tal y Moelvre, part of wkich has been translated

by Gray under the name of " The Triumphs of Owen.''

This translation, though not very literal, preserves the

terseness and boldness of action of the original. Kynddelw^
who lived in the second half of the 12th century, was a

contemporary of Gwalehmai, and wrote on a great number
of subjects including religious ones; indeed, some of his

eulogies have a kind of religious prelude. He had command
of words and much skill in versification, but he is pleonastic

and fond of complicated metres and of ending his lines

with tho same syllable. There is a certain obscurity about

some of his poems which has given him an importance

among the disciples of the Neo-Druidic or bardic philosophy.

Among the other poets of the second half of the 1 2th century

may be mentioned Owain Kyveilu-g and Uoicel ab Ouain
Gmynnedd. The first-named was prince of Potvye, and

was distinguished also as a soldier. The Hirlas, or Drinking

Horn, is a rather long poem marked alike by originality and
poetic merit. The prince represents himself as carousing

in his hall after a fight; bidding his cup-bearer fill his great

drinking-horn, he orders him to pre.sent it in turn to ^ach

of the assembled warriors. As the horn passes from hand
to hand he eulogizes each in a verse beginning Diicallaw

di venestr, "Fill, cup-bearer." Having thus praised the

deeds of two warriors, Tvdyr and Moreiddig, he turn.')

round to challenge them, but suddenly recollecting that

they had fallen in the fray, and listening as it were to their

dying groans, he bursts into a broken lamentation for their

loss. The second was also a prince ; ho was the eldest of

the many sons of 0«'<ii'» Giryimedd, and ruled for two years

after his father until he fell in a battle between liimself and

his step-brother David. Ho was a young man of con-

spicuous merit, and one of the most charming poets of

Wales,—his poems being especially free from the conceits,

trivial commonplaces, and complicated metres of the pro-

fessional bards, while full of gay humour, a love of nature,

and a delicate appreciation of woman. Some of his love

songs especially are charming. There arc two other poets,

who, though tliey lived into the 13th centurr. belonged^

perhaps more to the 12th, namely, Llywarrh .'t LIcuelyn.

and Gieynvardd Jlryc/ieitung. Mr Stephens attributcai

tho Songs of tho Pigs to thb former, and believes that the

poet covertly alludes to tho events which oci-'urrcd in tha

reign of Llriretyn ab lorwetlh, grandson of Oiiy'i'* Gvytinldi

but as this poem occurs in the Black liook it con burdly
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(Jfiiitury.

hv tlie work ot Llyioarch. The poems which are distiuctly

referred to him are marked by much power cf delineatiuu

and poetic leeliug, of which his address to Llewelyn ah
Jorwerth affoids a good iustance. The Welsh poets, as we
have said, went; circuit like their Irish brethren, staying in

each place accoi^ding as hospitality was extended to them.

VYlicu derJarting, a bard was expected to leave a sample of

his versihcatioQ behind him. In this way many manu-
scripts came to be written, as we find them, in different

hands. The Irish manuscript known as the Book of

Fermoy is just such a book kept iu the house of David
Roche of Fermoy in the 15th century. Liywarch has left

us one of those departing eulogies addressed to Rhys Gryg,

prince of South Wales, which affords a favourable specimen
of his style. Gwyiivardd Bryclieiniog'a poem on St David,

in which he enumerates all the churches dedicated to the

saint, is a typical example of a kind of topographical poem
abounding in Irish. There is an early anonymous example
ot this kind of poem iu the Black Book, the Eitglynnionn,

y Bedeu, The Verses of the Graves, which is the exact

counterpart of the Irish Lay of the Leachla, and some other

poems of the same kind,

poeis ot Tlis following are a lev,- of the poets of the 13th century
thi' 19tli whose poems are still extant. Davydd Benvras was the

author of a poem in praise of Llewelyn ub lorwertk ; his

works, though not so verbose or trite as bardic poems of

(his class usually are, do not rise much above the bardic

level, and are full of alliteration. EliJyr Sais was, as his

name implies, of Saxon origin, and wrote chiefly religious

poetry. Ei.v'.imi ah Gwyawii is the author of an extant

address tj Llewelyn ab loywerth of considerable merit.

I'lii/lip Brydydd, or Philip the poet, was household bard to

Uhys Gryrj [Rhys the hoarse), lord of South Wales; one of

his pieces. An Apology to Rhys Gryg, is a striking example
of the fulsome epithets a household bard was expected to

bestow upon his patron, and of the privileged domesticiiy

in which the bards lived, which as in Ireland must have

been fatal to genius. Brydydd Bychan, the Little Poet, was

a South Wales bard, whose extant works consist of short

poems all addressed to his own princes. The chief feature of

bis Mnylynuioini is the use of a kind of assonance in which

ill some casus the final vowels agreed alternately in each

quatrain, and in others' each Hue ended in a different

vowel.—in both cases with alliteration and consonance

of final consonants, or full rhyme. Llyjad Gwr is known
by an ode ia five parts to Llewelyn ah Grvffyd written

»bout the year 127(3, which ia a good type of the conven-

tional flattery of a family bard. Howel Voel, who was of

Irish extraction, possessed some poetical merit ; his

remonstr;uice to Llm-clyn against the imprisonment of his

brother Ouain is a pleasing variety upon the conventional

evilogy. It has many lines commencing with the same
word, e.g., gwr, man. The poems of Bteddyn Vardd, or

Jlladdyn the Bard, which have come down to us are nil

sliort eulogies and elegies. One of the latter on J^levrlyn

ah Gruffyd is a good example of the elaborate and artificial

nature of the Welsh versification. There are seven

quatrains, tlie first, second, and fourth of which all end
in -«/, With the exception of the first and Jast stanza

the first three linos of each stanza begin with givr, man,
or a compouud of it, "manly." The .-.eccnd, third, and
fourth lines of the firet stanza also begin iu the same way;
tlie fourth line is a kind of refrain, which iu the first two
stanzas begins like the other lines with gwr or a compound
of it ; in the third and last it begins with yn, and in the

fouith, fifth, and sixth with Iiyd. The best of all the poets

of the century was Giuffyd ah yr Tnad Coch, whose elegy,

notwithstanding its alliteratioa and conventional use of the

same initial word, or of words having the same fore-sound,

hus the ring of true poetry. His rcli^iious poems, too,

possess considerable merit. But of all the religious poems
iu early Welsh we have seen, that which best deserves the

name is one written by iludawc ab Givallter.

The death of Llewelyn and the subjugation of aU Wales, Poetao*

and especially the social and other internal changes which ''" 1**''

took place in the Principality, necessarily checked literary
'"^"''y*

efforts. A general revival took place, however, in the time
of Owain Glyndwr and the Wars of the Roses, with which
the Welsh had much to do. In the meantime a con-

siderable improvement had taken place in the aesthetic

feeling of the people. The bardic system, which had
helped to raise the Celtic people in their tribal stage above
other barbarous peoples, but which at a later period had
fettered their intellectual and political development, was,

at least so far as regards exclusive privileges, at aa end

;

inter-tribal wars had ceased, and great improvements in the

houses, churches, dress, and food of the people had taken

place. Love supplanted war as the theme of song, and
umch attention was paid to language and versification.

Nature, too, was made a theme of poetry by several poets.

We have already had occasion to notice some examplea
of this love of nature; but at the period we are now
considering, one cannot help being struck with the power
of observation of natural phenomena, and the keen sense

of objective natural beauty, which many Welsh poets

exhibit; nor is there wanting the higher poetic feeling

of subjective beauty. These high qualities are, it is

true, often marred by artificial systems of versification.

Among the poets who flourished in the 1-lth century,

the following may be mentioned. Gnrilym Ddu is the

author of two odes to the unfortunate Sir Gnifiyd
Llwyd, one of which, the Odes of the Months^ written in

1 322, was composed while the subject of it was in prison.

Forty-three out of sixty-three begin with the word nevd

;

it is moreover strongly alliterated, and many of the lines end
in -ed. He is also the author of an elegy on the [)oet

Trahaearii, son of Gronwy, a contemporary poet. This poem,
which is a panegyric on AYelsh poets past and present,

is skilfully constructed. A considerable number of writers of

love Englynniouns flourished at this time, among whom may
be specially mentioned /o!-!wrt/i Yychan, Cas7)odyn, viho is

believed to be the same as the foregoing Trakaeani, and
Gronvy dh Barydd, who was probably the father of the

latter. But the representative poets of this period are

Rhys Gock ab Rhicei-t oaA Dctvydd ab Gwilym. The verses

of the former to a Maiden's Hair, though strongly alliterated

and rhymed, are smooth and less intricate and conventional

than most poems of the period, and possess a good deal of

the character of the love romants of the time, in Southern

Europe, with which he undoubtedly was acquainted. Both
Rhys Gock and Bavyctd ah Gwilym, the Cambrian Petrarch,

as he has been called, were great lovers of nature, and no
modern poets sing more sweetly of the woodland, wild-

flowers, the voice of birds, and other charms of the

country. It is amidst such scenes they place their lovers,

who are real swains and maids, and not the mock ones

of the pastoral poetry of the ISth century. Two hundred

and sixty two poems, chiefly pastoral of Davydd ah Gwilym
are said to exist, some of which, as for instance his exquisite

Ode to Summer, would be worthy of any literature.

The most distinguished poet of the ] 5th century wr.-: Poots o'

Lev:is Glynn Cuthi, more than one hundred and fifty oft'-eiStl.

whose poems are known. The period of the civil wart ii:
=-">"rv

the 17th century had its poets, the best known of whom,
lluic Morns, was on the Royalist side. Since then a r.ew

llteratnre has grown up which, however, lies outside the

scope of this article.

We have already alluded to the probability of the tales Prose tal«»,

in verse, whether historical or romantic, being earlier than
those in prose. Most of the heroes of the earlier poems,
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whatever may be their real age, are also the subjects of prose

tales. In the poems, as' a rule, if there be any definite

picture of the actors, they api)ear as men, and there is

very little necromancy surrounding them ; the prose tales,

on the other hand, are full of marvels and magical trans-

formations. In the older prose tales there is a certain

vnity in the personages and events
;
gradually two or more

streams of romance mingle, aa in MacPherson's Ossian. The
Welsh prose tales all belong to South Wales; the poems,

on the other hand, belong to a large e.xtent to North

Wales. The prose tales which still exist are few in

number, and are evidently only a small part of those which

were once current. The reason of the small number of prose

tales pre?erve<'., as compared with the very large number of

poems, is doubtless to be explained by the fact that the

posts were .a privileged class, who formed part of the

households of the lords; while the prose tales were chiefly

told by the strolUng minstrels, against whom, and not

agair^st the bards jjroperly so called, so many severe

enactments were made. The privileged bards despised

cho tales of the story-teDer, and heacf, unfortunately for

the history of romance and of comparative mythology, so

few have been preserved.

Clasaific.T. In the Red Book there are eleven, prose tales, which have
tion of iiggQ published by Lady Charlotte Guest, together with the
proHo

.
ax

jfdug^ 3'aliessin, of which we have spoken above, under

the name of MabMO(/ioii, though that name is applied

ia the Red Book to four only. We may classify them
thus according to their origin. I. Roman-British—(1) The
Cor.tention of Lludd and Llevdi/s; (2) The Dream of Ala.ceu

WUdic. II. Irish Romances—(3), The Tale of Pviyll,

Prince of Dijved ; (4) Branwen, daughter of Llijr ; (5)

.ManattpMim, the son of Llt/r ; (6) Math, son of Muikonwy,.

III. Arthurian Romances—-(7) The Lady of the Fountain
;

(8) Peredur. son of Evrawc ; (9) Ga'aiut, son of Erhin.

iV. Mixed Romances—(10) The Story of Kilhwch and
Olwen ; (11) The Dream of Ilhinahwij. To the category

of mixed romances m.ay also be added, as a third kind, the

Etory of the St Graal contained in a Hcugwrt manuscript.

Roman- The first story relates to Lludd, son of Bell the great, sou
Briiijh

(.f Mano(Km, who became king after his father's death,
'• while his brother Llevelys becomes king of France, and

shows his brother how to get rid of the three plagues which

devastated Britain :—first a strange race, the Coranians,

whose knowledge was so great that they heard everything, no
matter how low soever it might be spoken ; second, a shriek

which came iuto every house on May eve, caused by the

fighting of two dragons ; and third, a great giant, who
carried oil all the provisions in the king's palace every day.

The second relates how Maxen or Maximos, emperor of

Rome, has a dream while hunting, in which ho imagines

that ha visits Britain, and sees a beauti'ful damsel, Helen,

whom ha ultimately succeeds in finding and marrying.

The personages of this tale arc mentioned in the earliest

form of the Rrnt Gruffyd al> Arthur, but the account is

ditferent. Both tales seem to be British, and to be trace-

able to Roman times.

Qoidcllc We have called the second group Irish romances, not
romances

f„|iy because the action in some of them is placed occa-

nogion
sionally in Ireland, and some of the actors are distinctly

stated to have been Iriahmcn, but because they are un-

mistakably relics of the period of the occupation of the

toast of Wales by tlie Gmyddel or Irish. The group of four

romances form a cycle of legends, and are the onlyones called

Mabinoffion in the manuscript from which they have been

taken. In the first tale the principal characters are Pwyll,

prince of Dijfed, and Aratm, king of Aiinwn. or Annwyvn;
in the second Bran and Manawyddan the .ions, and Bran-
wen the daughter, of /Jyr, and Matholwch, kinj; of Ireland

;

in tho third Manawyddan, son of Llyr, and Prydcri, son

of Pwyll ; and in the fourth, Mal/i, sou of Mathonwy, king
of Arvon and Monay Gwydyon ap Don and Arianrod his

sister, and Llew Llaw Gyffcs and Dylan eil Ton, the sons of
Arianrod. These personages are mentioned in several of

the poems attributed to TaJ.iessin, in whose reputed works
curiously enough the relics of the ancient mythology are

chiefly found. Among these poems we may mention the

following, some of which are in the Book of Taliessin yVshxla

others are not -.—Kadeir Keri' ituen,ot the Chair of Ceridwen,

the Spoils of Annicn; the Kat Godeu, the Battle of Godeu;
Mvrwnat eil Ton, the Death Song of Dylan, son of the wave

j

DaroHwy; Angar Cyfinda'tod; the story of Llyr ah Brochwel

Powys ;—in other words, all the so-called mythological

poems. In these tales and pooms we have undoubtedly the

relics of the ancient Irish raythology of the Tuatha Di
Danann, sometimes mixed with later Arthurian mytlis. The
Caer Sidi is the Sid of Irish mythology, the residence of

the gods of the Acs Side. The seven other Caers or resid-

ences mentioned in the poem on the Spoils of Annvixi. are

the various Side of the immortals. Uyr is the Irish sea-

god Lh; and was called Llyr Llediakk, or the ha.!f-tongued,

implying that he spoke a language only partially inteUigible

to the people of the countr}-. Bran, the sou of TJyr, is the

Irish Brail Mac Allait, Allat being one of the names of Ler.

This Bran is probably the same aa Brian, son of Tuirenn,

though according to the Irish genealogies, Brian would be
the nephew of Lir. Manawijddan ap Llyr is clearly the

Manandan or Manannan Mac Lir of Irish mythology. In

one derivation of his name, if correct, we have a most im-

portant link in these romances. According to this etymology,

Manannan comes from Man, lord, and Annan, of the foamy
sea, Ler, his father's name, meaning also the sea. lu Annan
we would have the Annun of the poems, and of the story of

Pvj^yll, and commonly identified with hell, but really corre-

sponding to the Tir Tairiiffire or Elysium of the Irish. Plti-

aunon, the wife of Pwyll, who possessed marvellous birds

which held warriors spell-bound for eighty years by their

singing, CL^mes irom. Annwn, and her son Pryderi gives lier,

on the death of Pwyll, as a wife to Manawyddan. With
AnHwa or Annwvyn we naturally connect tho Irish Ana, the

mother of the gods, or Mir Piya, and wife of the Dagda.
She was tho mother of Aed, the Welsh Aed Mawr, and was

pro'oably the same as Ceridtcen. In a previous part of this

article we have made the Dagda the same as Delbaiih Dana
or Tiiirenn, the father of Ler ; if we are right in our

conjecture, Ana would bu the mother of Ler, the sea, as

well as of Aed, fire, llhlannon, daughter of llticydd Uen,

and wife of Pzoyll, and afterwards of Manawyddan, is

perhaps also to be connected with Aita and Auynim. Again,

the Caer Sidi above mentioned, where neither disease nor

old age affects any cue, is called the pri.";on of Gweir in ona

of the poema This Gweir, wo have no doubt, represents

Gaiar, son of Manandan Mac Lir, the Atropos who cut

the thread of life of Irish mythology. In one legend

Gaiar is made the sou of Uisle and of Dcirdriu, celebrated

in the story of tho sons of Uisncch, and the foster son of

Manandan, who aids him in banishing Concholar Mac
Nessa to Alba on account of his killing the sons of Uitnech,

and becoming king of Ulster in his place. Afterwards,

Gaiar relinquishes tho kingship by the advice of J/<m-

andan, who takes him to Bmhain Abhlach, or Emain of

tho Apple-trees, where ho dies. Gaiar's aister Aeh-grehit,

the Sunlike, married Rinn, sou of Kchaid Init of Tir

Tairnijin, or tho Land of Promise. This Ilinn takts part

in the contests between tho swineherds of Ochull Ochne

and Badb, chiefs of tho rival Side, who after a Bcrie.i of

metamorphoses become ihc Finnuctutxtch, or bull of Con-

naught, and tho Donn Cualngiu, tho celebrated bull of

the Tain Bo Cuaiinge. Math, son of Malhonrry. m.iy bo

connected with Mat, tho great Dniid of the Tnaiha Di
V. — 41
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Danann. .The necromancer Mathene or Londn, the com-

panion of Art, of wliom we shall have something to say

liresently, maybe a relic of the older mythology. Nor should

Ave forget to mention in connection with this name that

the motlier of Queen Medb or Mab was 2Iala Muirisc.

The Lkw Llavj Gyffes of the tale of Math, son of Maihonwy,

is Lug Ldm I'\ula, king of the Tuatha De Danann,

whose mother was Ethlenn or CelhUnn, daughter of Balor

of the Evil Eye, a Fomorian chief This Lug was known
by several names, among which was that of the Sab Ilda-

nach, or Skilful Pillar, because he knew or supported all

arts, a name which connects him with lllanach or Ildanach

(Skilful), Son of Manandan. Lug, accordingto Irish legends,

was the first who introduced fighting on horseback into

Ireland, and who established funeral games. Gwydyon,

son of Don, who fills so important a part in the early

Welsh poems and tales, was the brother of Arianrod, the

mother of Hew Llaio Gyffes and of Dylan, Son of the Wave,

and the grandson of Daronwy, the son of Brynach or Urnach

Wyddel by Cortk, daughter of Brychan, by which another

line of legend, originating also in Ireland, is brought into

connection. Gwydyon is an enchanter of wonderful power,

his master being Math. He produces a woman from blos-

soms, and the forms of horses from springing plants. The
tale of Math, son of Mathomvy, is fuU of such transformations

as those of the swine-herds in -the preface to the Tiiin Bo
Cuailnge. Thereare alsosimilar transformations in the poem
of the Kat Godeii, or Battle of Godeu. The Milky Way is

called Caer Gtvydyon; the constellation Cassiopeia is Llys

Don, the court of Don; and the Corona Borealis is Caer

Arianrod, the residence of Arianrod, daughter of Don, and
mother of Lleiv Thus Arianrod is the same as Ethlenn.

There are several Do7is or Donns in Irish romiance :—the

chief of the Munster fairies, or people of the Side, was Donn
Firinne of Cnoc Firinne, now Knockfierna, in the west of

the county of Limerick ; Donn Dumhach, or Donn of the

sandbank at the mouth of the Eidhneach near Ennistymon,

in the county of Clare, and Donn Chnuic na n-Oss, now
Knockanoss, in the county of Cork, were also chiefs of

Side. These examples show that Z>o?!., the father of Gwydyon,

may be connected with the Aes Side. Manandan Mac Lir

had a son who was EchrDon M6r, or the great Ech-Don, who
is probably the Donn mentioned in the Fennian Agallamh

na Senorach, or Dialogue of the Sages, as having been slain

by a certain Derg Dianseothach in a war between Dbhreack

of the Sid of Eas Ruadh and Ler of Sid Finnachaidh.

It may be remarked here that whenever the Aes Side are

brought into the Fennian romances there is generally some

confusion. Thus in the romance just mentioned 'Zer is re-

presented as at war with Ilbhreach, who in the genealogies

IS made the son of Manandan. Before leaving those curious

jilijed tales, it will be better to discuss one of the mixed romances,

rumaoces ; The Story of Eilkwch and Olwen. By mixed romance
we mean one in which two distinct streams of legends

have mingled. The one just mentioned belonged originally

to the same class of legends as the four Mabinogion we
have been discussing, but it got mixed up with the Arthu-

rian romance KUkivch asks for wife Olwen, the daughter

of Yspaddaden Penkaier, who imposes upon him a number
of tasks before he would give him his daughter, the final one

being to fetch the comb and scissors which were between

the ears of the Tw'rch Tnvyth. All these he effects through

the aid of his cousin Arthur. Among the personages men-

tioned are

—

Amaethon, son of Don, who is represented as a

great husbandman, and Govannon, son of Do^i, a smith.

Among the actors are Gwyther, the son of Greidawl, who
is betrothed to Creiddylad, daughter of Llndd Llaw Ereint,

that is Cordelia, daughter of Lear. Gwen Ap Nudd,
however, carries off Creiddylad, but Arthur makes peace

between them, the condition being that the maiden should

be restored to her father's house, and Gwen and GuytAer
should fight for the yellow-haired maiden on the first of

May each year. This very curious tale is altogether based

on Irish mythology. Govannon is Goibniu, the Irish Vulcan,

the brother of Diancecht or Via na-cecht, the god of the

powers (of heaKng). Creiddylad is the Irish Creide of

2'ir Tairngire. The Twrch Trieyth is the Irish Tore

Triath, the King Boar. Indeed the story puts him in

Ireland, and says that he cannot be hunted without Gandit
the Gwyddelian, the chief huntsman of Ireland. This king

boar belonged to Brigit, the poetess daughter of the Dagda,

the Minerva of the Irish. Nudd, the father of Guen, is

apparently Kelt (battle), the god of war, and Kilhivch

himself seems to represent Coin Ceallach—son of Delbaith,

sou of Neit, the god of war—who received the name Eladaii

(art, skill) in consequence of the skill he displayed in pre-

paring ropes for capturing Masau, king of Britain.

By an Arthurian romance we mean a tale in which Arthnriair

Arthur is a chief hero, and the scene of which is laid in romaBce*.

Wales or South England. The legends of Arthur in this

sense belong chiefly to South Wales, and must have crigi

nated there in great part, though they were afterwards much
moaified by new elements introduced from Armorica cy

Ehys ab Tewdwr and his followers at the end of the 11 th

century. At this period South AVales was more civilized Condition

than North Wales, because less mountainous and more fer- ''
^'

T*'^**

tile, and also because it had considerable intercourse with jn™,^
France. These very circumstances led to its conquest by t^^jj

the Normans earlier than North Wales, which maintained

its independence nearly a century longer. Before the

advent of the Normans in South Wales, stone-built castles

and churches existed, but they erected much stronger and

more splendid castles, and the clergy whom they introduced

built fine churches and great abbeys. The Norman
castles and waUed towns and trained men at arms, always

ready for war, must have afl'orded more protection to

commerce and agriculture than it could enjoy under the

Welsh tribal system. The wants of the new nobility, too,

were greater, their courts were more splendid, their dresses

and arms more costly than those of Welsh princes; and
corresponding splendour was introduced into the ceremonies

of the church. The Norman baron was not prouder, but

he was graver and more courtly than the Welsh lord. All

these things acted on the popular stories and gradually

transformed them, as manners improved, into elegant ro-

mances of chivalry. The abundant materials of romance

which existed in Wales were the property, so to say, of the

strolling minstrels and peasantry, and were despised by the

lettered bard with whose poems the popular tales competed.

Carried into Armorica, they became, as it were, ennobled,

and assumed a more polished and courtly form; and wheu
brought back by Rhys ah Tewdwr, almost entirely dis-

placed the conventional poems of the bards, which were

chiefly eulogies of the Jiving, and elegies of their dead

patrons. This is the reason why South Wales produced

so few poems from the 1 2th to the 15th century. These

romances were soon translated, or rather new ones con-

structed upon the same themes, by the Norman Jongleurs,

who soon spread them among the Norman nobility eveiy-

where. The heroes of y Gogled were well adapted to

serve as actors in the courtly romances. They appear in

the poems which we have discussed above as so many
lay figures upon which to put the rich dresses and armour

of the Normans^ and who might be put into a fine castle

anywhere without incongruity. The necromancy seems to

have been largely borrowed from the Irish legends, a great

many of which, of the same character as the Mabinogion,

must have still existed in the 12th and 13th centuries, .

The position assigned to Arthur in romance is due to the^Um
accident. No one of the name occupied so prominent a romanca
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position in the north as to give him of right the place

occupied by Arthur in those productions. Some tale or

ballad, in -n-hich a hero called Artur was the chief actor,

might have had perchance the necessary elements for

popular success ; and around this as a nucleus gathered

the legends of other Arturs. One of the sons of AeJaii

Mac Gahran, killed at tlie battle of Cattraetk, was named

Artur; and there were'dcubtless many others of the name,

both Scots and Britons. The name Arl has a place in

Irish romance also. Thus Art, " the lone man," son of

Cnnn of the Hundred Battles, was beloved on account

of his great fame by Becuma of the fair sliin, wife of

Lahrad ot the quick-haud-at-sword, and probably the same

as Stain, a goddess already so often mentioned, and who

had been unfaithful with Gaiar, son of Manandan Mac
Lir. Becuma, driven out of Tir Tairngire or Elysium on

account of her offence, is sent adrift in a boat, and lands

on the Hill of Howth in Ireland, where, under the name of

Delbh Caemh, daughter of Morgan, she presents herself to

Conn and marries him. She next insists on the banishment

of Art from Tara. Evil, however, comes on the country on

account of Conn's marriage, and the Druids announce that

it could only be averted by sprinkling the blood of the

son of an undefiled couple on the door posts. Conn sails

away in search of such a youth, finds him in Tir Tairn-

gire, Elysium, and brings him to Ireland. Then we have

a scene of exactly the same character as that told of Gorii-

gern. but the boy is ultimately saved from immolation by
the appearance of his mother, who tells them they must
banish Becuma. The latter then plays a game of chess with

Art the son of Conn, and he wins, and imposes upon her the

obligation of getting the champion's wand which was in the

hand of CuroiMac Daire when making the conquest of Eriu,

and of the whole world. She visits the Side, and at length

finds it, and brings it to Art. They play again, and this

time Becuma wins, and sends him in search of Delhh Caemh,

daughter of Morgan, i.e., herself, whom he would find in

an island iu the middle of the sea. He sails away, and
arrives at a beautiful island full of apple-trees, flowers,

birds, and spotted horses ; in which too there were joyous

ever-blooming women, and Crcde, the ever beautiful.

Again Art was named Oen/liir, "the lone man,'' because

his brother Condla, " the beautiful," being invited by a

Ben Side to rule over Magh McU, " the plain of honey in

the Land of Promise," went thither and left him without

a brother. Art ^ also credited with having anticipated

Christian belief; and consequentjy it is supposed that

neither he noi his son Cormac was buried in the pagan
cemetery on the River Boyne.

Oro«lli It should be remembered that this Art lived eitner at

Artlinrtar
"^® beginning of the Scotic invasions of Roman Britain,

fable.
<" immediately before that period, for his son Cormac,
according to Irish legends, wa-s expelled from Ireland, and,

going over the sea, obtained the sovereignty of Alba,

and his fame must have been carried into Wales, where he
must have been the subject of many legends. These
legends ivero the nucleus around which gathered all the

floating traditions which came down from the north into

North Wales, and thence into South Wales. Some obscure

Arthur of the north, pcrclianco AeJan's son, was clothed

in tio legendary glory of Art, and was made a Guledigov
generalissimo, and paramount king of Britain. From South
Wales these legends passed into Cornwall and Armorica,
where it is probable the Round Table was invented or

borrowed in the same way that at a later period the legend

of the St Graal, which there is reason to believe originally

came from Proven(;e, was carried by the Jongleurs into

Brittany, and thence into Wales. If the preceding view
be correct, the Arthurian legends attained considerable

developnient in Wales beforo the Round Table was

developed, and were carried by itinerant story-tellers and
musicians among the Normans before Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth wrote his history. That book gave a value to

the popular tales which they otherwise could never have
attained, and afforded a key by which to correct them.
To the Norman clerics the romances owe their polish, and
to a large extent their chivalry. But the germs of mediaeval
chivalry, and even of knight-errantry were already in the
original legends, associated, no doubt, with much barbarism-

Besides the Bruts, poems, Mabinogion, genealogies, and Other
some miscellanous pieces including a few legendary lives Wclsli

of saints and the grammatical works alluded to in a pre-
'''"^^"'*

ceding part, the only other early works in the Welsh
language which have been printed, are two medicine books,

and a music book. The two medicine books belonged to lledidna

a family of leeches of Mydvai in Carmarthen, descended,

from Bhitcatlon, family leech to Hhi/s Gryg or Rhys the

Hoarse, prince of South Wales, in the 13th century. The
oldest of the two books is in the Red Book, and may
possibly have been copied from the Book of JRhituaJlon,

himself, or of his sons ; the second is the Book of IIoiccl

Veddyg, or Howel the Leech, a descendant of Einion, son

of Ehiuallon, and was written probably towards the end
of the 17 th century. Both books are mere dispensatories,

and' contain very little which would enable us to judge
of the theoretical knowledge of disease possessed by the

Welsh leeches, and cannot represent the real state of leech-

craft in Wales in the IGth and 17th centuries. In Wales
the practice of leechcraft was, as in Ireland, hereditary in

certain families, who held land by the tenure of medical

service. The rank and" privileges of the family leech to

the king are given in the Welsh laws ; and in Wales he
was obliged, as in Ireland, to take a guarantee from the

kindred of his patient equal to the sum which should be
paid for the homicide of a man of his rank, in case he
might happen to die from his treatment, otherwise he
should answer for his death. The music book, published Mii£i^

in the Myvyrian Arckaiology, which is believed to contain

some of the ancient music of Wales, and a peculiar system
of musical notation, contains merely the music of the lute

or some stringed instrument, perhaps the Welsh Cnrlh or,

Crowd, with the notation in common tse for such instru-

ments in every part of Europe, and there is no evider>ce

that it contains any of the ancient music of Wales.

The literature of the Cornish dialect of the British, CoBsa*
which was once the spoken language of the centre and litkr»-

south of England, is very limited indeed. There is first
^"^^^

the Pascon Agan Arluth, The Passion of our Lord,, con-

sisting of 259 stanzas, each of which is a quatrain of four

double lines, in rhyme, or eight single heptasyllabic lines

with alternate rhymes, the final vowel and consonant in

the rhymes being almost always the same -'n each stanza.

This important monument of the Cornish language haa
been printed with a translation by Mr Whitley Stokes,

Secondly, there is the Ordinalia, a MS, of which is in the

Bodleian Library, Oxford. It forms a dramatic trilogy,

consisting of three miracle plays— the Beginning of the

World, Uio Passion, and the Resurrection of our Lord;

The latter piece is divided into the Resurrection and the

Ascension, with a curious interlude of the putting of

Pilate to death. These dramas are founded on the

Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, the apocryphal Gospel

of Nicodemus or Acts of Pilate, and several legends

which were current all over Europe in the Middle Ages.

They are probably translations or adaptations of French

miracle plays of the end of the Hth century. The metre

is syllabic, with few exceptions, each line having seven

syllables, like the lines of the poem of the Passion. A
great many of tliose linos arc arranged in stanzas of eight

or of four linns, with altoruato rbvmes, na in the poem just
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meiitioned ; others in stanzas of sis, in whichi tlia tliird

rhymes with the sixth, and the others together or in pairs.

Occasionally there are eight-lined stanzas, in which tha

first, second, and third liaes, and the fifth, sixth,, and:

seventh lines form triplets rhyming together or separately,

and the fourth and eighth lines rhyming together. In lyric

and declamatory passages, the lines are occasionally

only tetrasyllaiiic. There are many other varieties of

metre, but those here described make up more than three-

fourths of the whole. The late Mr Edwin Norris published

the Ordinalia with a translation under tie title of the
" Ancient Cornish Drama." The third relic of the Cornish

language is a miracle play founded upon tlie life of St

Meriasek, son of a duke of Brittany, and called in Breton

St Meriad<2c. This piece, which was written iji 1501, was
found a few years ago by Mr Whitley Stokes among the

Hengwrt manuscripts at Peniarth. The language is newer
than that of the Ordinaliciy the admixture of English being

also greater ; the metre employed is, however, much, tllu

same. The fourth work is also a miracle play. The Creation.

of the World, with Noah's Floods written in 1611 by one
William Jordan. It is wriitcn in a more corrupt language
than those above mentioned, is full of English words, and
imitates, in some instances almosti copying, passages-iu ths.

Ordinalia. The remaining literature consists of two
versions of the Lord's Prayer, the Commandments, and,

the Creed, and two indiiferenl veisions of the first chapter

of Genesis, a few songs, a short tale; and a few proverbs,

and lastly a Goraisk Glossary,, s.xplanabory of Latin, words,

The oldest copies of the poem, on the Passion is a vellum
manuscript in the British Museum of the 15th centiu-y;

the age of the principal manuscript of the dramatic Uilogy
is about the same. The Cilossary is tha most ancient

monument of the Cornish language, for tlie manuscript
which, contains it beljongs probably to ths end of the 12th,

or beginning of tha 13th. century; and it was copied

into this from a more ancient MS. The miracle plays, as

we learn form Carew's Survey of Cornwall, printed in

1G02, were played down to, the beginning of tlie 17tk
century, in earthen amphitheatres in the open fields as in

France and Germany,, which in the 18tli century, when
Borlase wrote, were popularly known as " Kounds."

Ahmorio Armoric like Welsh is a living language, but no nionu-
01 Brcion meut of the old form of the language exists, and the

relics of Middle-Breton literature consist of two miracle

plays, a prayei^book or " Hours," a dictionary, and the

cliartularies. of two monasteriesi Of this small list only
one of the plays and the dictionary are known to exist iii

early manuscript originals or copies. The play, which is

fou.'ided on the lite of St Nonna or Nonita, is in a paper
manuscript, which has been purchased by tha National
Library at Paris, and is believed by Zeuss to belong to

the lith century. This piece which, with the chartu-

larits of Rhedon and Landevin, was tlio principal source

whence Zeuss drew tha malaiials for the Armoric part of

the GraiiiMatica Cdtica,, was publisked together with, a,

translation in 1837, under the title of Duhez Sautes Nonn.
The second play, the Durzud bmz Jezuz, tha Great ilystery

or IMiracle of Jesus, is, also reterreji to the 14th cen-

tury, but no manuscript of it is known to exist. JI.

Hersart de la Villemari|u6 has reprinted it imm. copies,

proba,bly unique, of two editions printed in Paris iji the
years 1530 and 1622. It consists of two parts—the
Passion and the Resurrection, and is treated somewhat
differently from the corresponding parts of the Cornish
trilogy. It possesses some literary merit, which the ele-

gant translation of the editor does ample justice to. Only
two copies of the "Hours," printed apparently in 1524,
are known. From these Jlr Whitley Stokes has recently

reprinted it, adding extracts frum a missal printed in 152G,

LlTERi,

IXKE.

and a catechism printed in 1D7G. One of tha most valiiF-

able of the Jliddie-Breton documents is the- Breton-Franch,

and Latin Dictionary of Jean Lagadeuc or Lagadec, cur*
of Ploegonan, a manuscript of which, extending to, tha
middle of the letter P, dated 14G4, is in the National Lib»
rary of ParL<?. Under the title y£ Le Caiholicoa it haa
been printed several ti.'nos, the earliest edition being that
of 14y9.

]\liracle-plays died out in Francs and' England in tha
IGth century, but in C^ornwail, as wo have seen,, they
continued to ba played down to tho beginning of the

iTlh century, and in Brittany almost down to our owa
li;ae. Tha Groat Mystery of Jesus, modernized and
otherwise altered, was in great repute in tha 18th
century. Ono of the widest knov.n and most popular
mysteries which ha,v6,come down to modern times is that

ol! St Tryphine and King .\j;thur,,«hich Jl Luael has.pab-

lithad, Tha language is more modern than in the two
playa above mentioned, and is Targely mixed with French
expressions, hence we did not iiiclude it among Middle-

Kretoa documents. The, Breton miracle-plays, as wall as

the Cornish ones, are free to, a great extent from the dis-

gusting realism, coarse expressions, and indecent buffoon-

eries of tho English and; French plD.y3 of the 15th century.

Although modern Breton literature, like modern Welsh
literature, is outside the scope of this article,, we should

except firour this category popular poems and tales, for,

though- modern in form, they contain materials for com^
parativo mythology and linguistic studies, and exhibit the

whole intellectuoi life, belief, and customs of the people,

and the impressions which the events of their history have

loft on tho popular mind. Of such collections tha most
important is M. do la ViUemarqu6's Bariaz Brciz, the fruit

of many years' labour in. every part of Lower Brittany.

This collection, consists o£ guers, or short heroic, historical,

or mythological ballads ; sons, or love and festive songs

;

and religions poems. The language is, of course, modern,
but is full of archaisms, showing fevy v/ell how old poetic

material becomes modified in the current of popular tradi-

tion. The Breton text is accompanied by an elegant trans-

lation into French, an introduction and notes, and ia the

sixth edition all the pieces have the original airs noted,

Mr Tom Taylor published in 1865 a translation of the

Barzaz Byeiz, iK JI. F. Luzel, already well known as tha

author of a, volume of excellent Breton poetry {Bt'/>i-ed-

Breizad, Jlorlaix, 18G5), and by his edition of Sainie

Tryphine et le roi Arthur, published in 1SG3 a volume of

gwers or popular ballads collected in a part of the ancient

diocese of Treguior, under the name of Gwerzioii Breiz-

tzd. Similar collections have been made in otlier pai'ta of

Brittany, especially by I\01. Pengueni, G. Miliu, Goulven-
Denis, Ac, which h.ave not, so far as v/e know, been yet

published. JI. Luzel has also published some popuLir

tales in the Treguier dialect, and Colonel A. Troude and G.

Milin an interesting collection of seven in the Leon dialect.

In concluding what we have had to say on the litera-

ture of the respective dialects, it may be well to add a
few words on a subject which belongs to all alike, upon
which IL de la Villemarque has given a short essay by
way of introduction to his edition of Le Grand Mysiere de

Jesus, and upon which M. Luzel has also some remarks in

his Sainie Tryphine et h roi Arthur, namely, the theatre of

the Celts. M. de la Villemarque assumes that there is uo
evidence of a drama among the Goidelic branch of tho

Celts, but ha thinks that it existed among the British

branch, at least in an embryonic state, and refers to the

Welsh poems in dialogue as evidence. Mr Stephens had
already' drawn attention to these poetic dialogues,

' Literature of the Kymnj, p. 82.
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e.g., those between Arthur and Gwenhwyvar, Gwakhmal

and Trystan, Taliessin and Myrlin {Myrdin or Merlin),

&c., and given it as his opinion that written dialogne seems

to indicate th.e existence of drama of some sort, and that

dialogues such as those referred to are inexplicable on any

other hypothesis. If this argument were admissible, we

cannot see how the existence of !he dramatic form should

fee denied to the Irish, inasmuch as dialogue is very fre-

quent in Irish poems and tales. Indeed, the " Tight of

ferdiad and Cuchulaind," and other episodes of the

Tdi7i Bo Cuailnge, the Bridthar chath ban TJlad, or

" Wordy War of the Women of Ulster," the Siabur duirpat

tloJiculaind, or " Phantom Chariot of Cuchulaind," possess

as much of the character of incipient drama as any

poetic or prose dialogues in Welsh literature. The truth

is, however, neither th« Welsh nor the Irish had the drama

in the proper sense of the word, for the sufficient reason

that though, like other Aryan peoples, they may have pos-

sessed the germ, it could not be developed among a people

who had no civic life. The miracle-plays of the Cornish

and Bretons are of foreign and ecclesiastical origin, and

merely prove that there existed a closer contact between

their churches and the great body of the church in Europe

than between the latter and the Irish and Welsh churches.

No Welsh miracle-play is known, if there ever -n-as one

;

nevertheless, it is possible that the words hud a Itedrith,

which are explained " illusion," " jAantasm," may have

really referred to some exhibition of the kind, though the

explanation of those words given in the lolo MSS., upon

the authority of a certain leuan Vawr ap y Diivlitlis, who,

according to Mr Edward Wilhams (lolo Morganvig), wrote

liis treatise on Welsh metres about the year 1180, looks

urery suspicious, il. de la Yillemarqii^ also alludes to a

rustic fete, known as lejeu de printemps a de lajeunesse,

in which three characters, two young men and one maiden,

acted, whUe'the spectators formed the chorus, and repeated

the dialogued chants of the principal actors while dancing.

(Mthongh this fete seems to be a survival of pagan times, and
to possess to some extent the elements of an incipient

drama, yet in the absence of written monuments or ancient

evidence, no argument as to the existence of a native drama
among the Celts can be legitimately drav/n from it

iiifliienca Celtic literature, although it hah no great masterpiece of

of Celtic its own to point to, has exercised a considerable amount of
hterniure jcflusnce on the creations of modern European literature,

literalnre.
-^^'^ influence was exerted by several distinct currents of

legends. The first is that of the legends of the Acs Side
and those of Queen Meld or Mab and the heroic period; of

these the existing Irish legends, and the modified form of

them in the Welsh 2/ahiiwgion, give us one type. In
Britain thia first ounrcnt, modified and mixed with foreign

and especially Teutonic elements, has gone on altering,

growiBg, and decaying until the traces of its origin are
almost unrecognizable. It is from this source that much of

our fairy mythology is derived, and that Chaucer and
Spenser obtained materials. To it also may be traced the
legends which formed the groundwork of Shakespeare's
immediate sources for King Lear and Midsummer Kight's
Dream. 'J'he legends of the second stream were in reality

but modifications of those of the first—all secondary streams
of legend must be necessarily but branches of the primitive
stream. These legends were translated into Latin at an
early period, and thus, while they spread far and wide,
and passed into every lanpnnge of Europe, we arc Iwttcr

t.h\S to follow the current up to its first sources. These
legends are the Irish Immramj or Wanderings and the
Fiaa or Vision^ which we dcsenbod above. The idea of a
land without winter, of never-ending day, in which the
flowers of spring and summer should coexist with the fruits

Of autumn, and in which bodily ills and old age should bo

•unknown, is common to all lands and to all times.

The belief in perpetual youth and especially of abundance

of fruit at all times was spread over all Western Europe,

and found expression in the popular legends of Seklauer-

affeidande, Pays de Cooaigne, itc. The Irish idea of this

kingdom of the dead, an idea common to all the branches

of the Celtic race, and to the Teutonic races also, is given

ns in the descriptions of Tir Taimgire, The Land of Pro-

mise ; Magh Mdl, The Plain of Honey ; and the Ccnntry

of the Side. Thitlier went several of the heroes of romance
— Cuchulaind, Fitid, Conn, and his son Art.

In some legends the land of the Aes. Side was reached

through caves, as in Virgil's Caveof the Sibyl; in others, and

more usually, by "water,—it being conceived in such cases as

an island. In the legends of Conn and Art this island lay

to the eastward, that being the direction in which all the

expeditions of the Irish went, the direction in which lay

the wealth of the Roman towns of Britain and the metals

forbsronze of Cornwall. In early Christian times asceticism

carried many to the headlands and Lslands along the west

and Bouth-wcst coast, and the Land of Promise followed

the setting sun. A comparison between the Irish pagan

and Christian legends of Tir TairMire, the terra renro-

missionis of the Latin mediaeval writers, and those of the

Teutonic G!asbc>-g, or heaven, snows very clearly the com-

mon origin of tbe two streams. The individual features of

the Celtic and Teutonic notions of the kingdom of the

dead are the same, thougli their combinations may differ

according to age and other circumstances. The great sea

cat and the island of cats in St Brendan's voyage—the island

being also met with in other /mmrams—are connected

with the sacred animal of Freyja or Solda; the island of

black faced dwarfs of the Irish legends reminds us of the

dwarfs dwelling in Glasberg. Like Eolda's soul-kingdom,

Tir Taimgire was an island hidden in a cloud-mantle, en-

joying never-ending day and perpetual fogless summer,
full of fine mansions surrocnded by grassy, flower-bedecked

lawns, whoso flowers ne'S'er wither, abounding in apple

trees, bearing at the same time flowers and fruit—a land

rich in milk, ale, and pork, whose air was ever filled with

sweet music, and wliose inhabitants enjoying perpetual

j'outh were of spotless innocence, free from blemish,

disease, or death. Of all the qualities of 2'ir Taimgire
abundance of apples, the only important fruit known to

the northern nations, seems to liave been the one which

conveyed the highest notion of enjoj'ment. Hence the

soul-kiiigdcm was called by the Welsh the island of apples,

Tnys yr Ajallon, and sometimes YnysvUrin or Tnysijutrin,

Glass Island, a name which identifies it witli the Teutonic

Glasherg. When these names jxissed into other languages

untranslated, bo that their meaning became obscured or

forgotten, the kingdom cf tlio dead was localized at Glas-

tonburj', the Anglo-Saxon Glasiinga lurk. There, accord-

ing to legend, Arthur lies buried, but another popular

tradition has it that he was carried away to the island of

A vallon by his sbter the faiiy Morgana, the Morgue la Fae
of French romanca This Morgana is the Becuma, " the

fair skinned " daughter of Morgan, in search of whom Art,
" the lone man," visits Tir Taimgire, ;is already inejitiouod.

When Aii reaches the Land of Promise, the lady he
finds is Crede, " tlic ever beautiful." In the romance
of Ogier le Danois, when Ogii^r, who Mo.vue la Fae deter-

mines shall be her lover, arrives at the palace of AivtUcji,

he finds there besides Morgana, her brother King Arthur,

and her hvolhoT Aubcron, the Oberon of fairy romance, and
Maliiibron, a. sprite of the 8(«, A curious legend in the

vellum manuscript called the Book of Lismore connects

Brendan with Crede. According to this legend a certain

tribe kiig named Bohurchv, whose wife's name was Cred^,

was trarsformed through the curse of Si Brendan into an
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otter. Anotlier link in tLe cliaiu which connects all thess

legends with Celtic mythology is the introduction of

Brendan into the curious leger.d of the irruption of Loch
Neagh, beneath which lived in her sun-house Lihan,
probably the same as Bccuma^ and therefore as Mor-
gana, whose lapdog was transformed into an otter when
she herself became a salmon. In the Christian Immrams
or Wanderings the pagan soul-kingdom was simply changed
into a place where souls were to await the final resurrec-

tion. It is probable, however, that a tradition of re;il

wanderings among the rocky and inaccessible islands along
the western coasts of Ireland and Scotland, and on the
ocean itself, served as a uuclcus around which gathered
and fused together the pagan and Christian notions of the
kingdom of the dead. The islands of birds, and the whale
serving as an island (in the Latin St Brendan lasconiusj

i.e., Irish iasc-inis, fish-island), support this view.

The Fisa^ or prophetic Visions, are merely a different

type from the Iin7nrams or "Wanderings of the same
fundamental legends; although perfectly pagan in their

origin the better known ones belong to Christian times
when the Celtic Soul-Kingdom, and the Christian story of
the Day of Judgment, and the Elysium and Tartarus of the
Bomans, as depicted by Virgil in the sixth book of the JUneid,
which became known to the Irish as early at least as the 6th
century, were fused together. The visions when translated
into Latin passed into European languages. The original

Irish of some of them is not now known
;
perhaps some of

them were first written in Latin; their thoroughly Irish

character, however, and the esisteuco in Irish only of one
of the most pt.'rfect of them, the Vision of Adarandn,
lead to the opposite conclusion. The AVandering of St
Brendan, the Purgatory of St Patrick, and the A'ision

of Tundale represent three distinct types of the second
stream of legends. The first is the way of getting at the

soul-kingdom b}^ water, the second by a cave, and the third

by ay/s or vision, which ia pagan times would have formed
part of the Filtdecht of the poet. These three legends,

which are to be fcmnd in every European language in the

Middle Ages, constitute three out of the five main sources

of the plot of Dante's great poem.^ The effect of St

Brendan's Voyage upon geographical discovery does not

come within our scope, and we shall therefore only add
that his island, which was simply the Celtic soul-kingdom,

is to be found on maps of the 17tli century, and was the

subject of au article in a treaty between Spain and Portugal

in the 1 8th.

The third current we have already touched upon. It was
formed by the fusion of the legends of -4W, son of Conn^ the

necromancy of the Ac^ Side, and the legendary history of

the struggles of the Britons and Sasons in the i^orth of

England and the South of Scotland, which latter legends

supplied beroes, a toponomy, and events. To this stream

flowed afterwards, as we have pointed out, the Armorioan
tributary stream of the Round Table, and the Provencal

stream of the St GraaL The efi'ects of this stream of legend,

which ia its early course belongs to South Wales, on the

literatures of Europe is too well known to require discus-

sion here further than to point to its threefold action :

—

( 1 } much of the romantic literature of Europe may be traced

back directly or indirectly to those legends
; (2) they helped

as the vehicle of that element we call chivalry, which the

church infused into them, to fashion and mould the rude
soldiers of feudal times into Christian knights ; and (3)

they expanded the imagination, and incited the minds of

men to inquiry beyond the conventional notions of things,

and thus materially assisted in creating modern society.

1 Soe Vill.iri, Aiitlche Ic/cri^ e tradizioni chc illu$trano la Divina
CotnTTiediu, V'uj., 1865.

Bibliography.—In the following list we have included Bihllo-

only the more important works bearing more or lets erapL/

directly upon the subjects treated of in the foregoin"
article. We have been consequently obliged to exclude
many valuable works on the history of Celtic peoples, and
especially the numerous and interesting books ou Celtic
antiquities. Although the Keo-Druidic heresy may bo
considered to be now fully exploded, we have, nevertheless,

deemed it necessary to include a few of the principal
works of the upholders of that singular delusion, because of

the historic interest which they possess.

Ckltic LANotTAOEa. Ethnology, Ac, is cekerau—Zeuss, J. G.. Gram-
matica Ccltica. 2 vols., Llpsiic. 1S03; second and prctttly impi-ovcd edition, Berlin,

1871, cd. byl'rof. H. Ebel, cnibodying all the emcnOationsof Cellic scliolara to tho
time of Us publicdtion. Gliick, C. W.: lUe bei Cains Julias Cffsar voikommea-
den Kcllisckcn Numsn, Jliinchcn, 1657. Stark. Ur Franz: Keltlscho Forschungen,
KcUiache I'ersonennjimcn nachgewlesen m dL'O Orlsbencnnungcn dea Codex
Traditioiiiim Ecclcslfe Ravcnnatcnsis aus dem VIL-X. Jahrhundert. V.'icn, 1SG9,

Flechifl, Prof.: Di aJcunc forme de" noini local! dcU' Italia Supeiifire. Torino,

187L Roger, Baron de BcUo~iiet: Ethnog^nie Gauloise. Taria. IS08-I8CI. Dlcf-
enbach. Lorciiz: Oiiglnes Europaioe, Die AJten Villker Eiuopas, Frankfurt, I8CI

;

Dr Dlofenbach was the first who systematically included the Celtic lanfjuagea iQ

compariftons with the Germanic languages in his Veigleichendes V/ortcrbuch der
Gcnnanischon Spraclien, 2 vols., Frankfurt, 1851. Ceitriige zur vergleichen-

don Sprucliforschungauf dem Gebiete der Arischen, Celtischen, und Slawisclien

Spraclten, herausgcRCbcn von A. Kuhn und A. Schleicher, vols. 1-8. This
periodical contains the most important contributions made to Celtic philology

since the publication of the firs: edition of Zeuss's Grammatica Celtica, such us

those of Ebrl, Stokea, Schleicher, Cuno, Becker, Aufreclit, Lottner, Pictet, &c.
Prof. Ebol's valuable contributions, "Celtische Stadien," have, with the excep-
tion of those on the verb, been translated into English ("Celtic Studies from
tiic Gei-man of Dr Hermann Ebel," Ac. by William K. Sullivun, London «fc Edin
burgh, 18C3). The BcitrUgc has been fused with the Zeltsclirift fiir ver-

pleichende Sprachforschung, heransgcgeben von Dr Adalbert Kuhn. Tlie

volume for I67G contains a remarkable article on the Perfect tense in Iri.'ih by
Professor Ernest Windisch, who has also done good service by contributing

comparisons from the Celtic languages, especially Iiish, to the 4th edition of

Curlius's Grundziige der Griechiachen Etymoiogie (Leipzig. 1S73), and to Pro-

fessor FlcJc'9 work on Greek Proper Names. The Pe%'ue Celtique, commenced
in 1870 by Piof. H. Gaidoz, is the only periodica! in Europe exclusively devotcJ

to the scientific study of Celtic, and contains papers by most of the scholars of

Europe who devote themselves to the subject-—Ad. Pictet, Dr Stokes, Mr J.

Rhys, M. M. Perrot, d'Arbois do JubainviUc, Le Men, Sauve'. Lnzel, Ac
Celtic EpiORArnr

—

Qaulish Inscriptions.—Professor J. Becker's paper, " Pie
Inschriftllchcn Ueberresto der Keltischen Sprachc," published in the 3d and At\\

volumes of the Beitrage zur vcrgleichenden Sprachforschung CISC3-lS6o), is on
exhaustive summary of what was known about Gaulish Inscriptions up to that

time; see also papers in the Beitrage (by Pictet and Stokes) and in the Revua
Celtique. Ogam Inscriptions.—The Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy
contain the papers of Bishop Grarea, Dr Samuel Ferguson, the late Sir R, R.

Brash, who are those who have occupied themselves with the subject in Ireland.

Dr Ferguson has also contributed a paper on the subject to the journal of tha

pLoyal Historical and Archaeological Society of Ireland. The Archa;ologia Cam
brensis may be consulted on the Welsh inscriptions, aad in connection with them
we may specially mention the name of Mr J. Rhys.

litisH

—

Fac-Similes of JUSS.^ published by the Royal Irish Academy.

—

Leabhar na h-Uvlhri; a collection of pieces of prose and verse in the Irish

language, compiled and transcribed about 1100 a.d., Dublin,- 1S70. Ltabhar
lireac, tlic Speckled Rook, otherwise styled Leabhar Af^r^ Jjuna Doigkre, the

Great Book of J)dn Doighre; a collection of pieces in Irish and Latin compiled

from ancient sources about the close of the Hth centnry. Dublin, 1872-1S76.

Book of I.einster, a MS. of the first half of the 12th century, and the riehoet

repository of poems and tales in tJie Irish language, now In the library of Trinity

College, Dublin.

Languaae, Sic—O'Donovan's Grammar of the Insit language; Dublin, 1845.
'

O'Reilly's Irish English Dictionary, with a supplement by Dr iTDonovan,

Dublin, 1SG4. Stokes, Dr Whitley; Irish Glosses; a mediaeval tract on LaUn
declensions with examples explained in Irish, together with the Lorica of Gildaa

and the Middle Irish Gloss thereon, from tJie Leabhar Breac. Three Irish Glossa-

ries:—Cormac's, O'Davoren's, and a Glossar>' to the Calendar of Oinguz, London,

1S62; Cormac's Glossary, translated and annotated by O'Donovan, Calcutta, 1868.

Goidelica, or notes on the GaeUc manuscripts preserved at Turin, Milan. Bern,

Leyden, the Monastery oi St Paul in Carinthia, and Cambridge, with eight hymns
from the Liber llymnorum, and the old Irish notes in the Book of Armagh, Cal-

cutta, 18CG; also a revised edition. Remarks on the Celtic additions to Curtius's

Greek Etymology, and on the Celtic comparisons in Bopp's Comparative Gram-
mar, with notes on some recent Irish publications, Calcutta, 1875. Kigm,
CavaL C: Glossaj HibemiciE veteres codicis Taurlnensis, Lutetlse Parlslorum,

1S69; and Reliqule Celtiche— I. 11 Manoscritto Irlandfse di S. Gnllo, Torino 1872
(this gives the marginal notes in Ogam from the f* Gail MS.) Prof. G, L
Ascoli is bringing out the Irish Glosses at Milan.

Annals, ire—O'Connor's Kerum Hibemiearum Seriptores Vetei-ea, London,
1814-1825, 1826, 4 vols. Annals of the Four Masters, edited, with a translation

and copious notes, by O'Donovan, 7 vols., Dublin, 1S5L Chronicon Scotorum ; a
chronicle of Irish affairs from the earliest times to 1135 a.d., with a supplement
containing the events from 1141 to 1150, edited, \^th a translation, by \V. M
Hennessy, London, l&CG. The Annals of Loch Ce: 3 chronicle of Irish affairs

from 1014 a.d. to I5;t0 a.d., edited, ^^^tb a translation, by Ilcnncssy. The War
of fhe OjciHiH with the OaiU, or. the Invasions of Ireland by the Danes and oBiar
Norsemen, edited, with a tranalation, by Dr Todd, Dublin, IStf?.
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Z^^ofure—O'Reilly. E'lvrsrd: A chronolosical nccoant of nearly fourhundrcj

Irish writers, commencing with the earliest accoimt of Irish History, and carried

down io the year of Our Lord 1750 ; with descriptive catalogue of their uxtant ivorks,

Dublin, 1820. O'Connor, Eev. Charles, D.D.; Blbllotheca IIS, Stowtnsia, a de-

scriptive catalogue of the mantucripts in the Stowe Library, 2 vola, and an appendix

to vol. i., Burkingham, 1818, 1819. The Transactions of the Gaelic Societr of

Dublin, ToL I, Dublin, 1803, contarn Deirdri, or the lamentable fate of the eons of

Uisnech. with a translation by O'flanagan. O'CoTrj-, Eugene: Lectures on the

Manuscript Materials of Ancient Irish Histoiy, I>ubliD, lS'j*_ Da rtie manners

and Customs of the Ancient Irish, A Series of Lectures, edited by W, K.

Sullivan, Ph.D., 3 vols., London, 1873. Bi'ooke, Miss Charlotte : iieliquesof Irish

Poetry, consisting of Heroic Poems, Odes, Elegies, and Songs; translated into

English verse, with notes, DnbUn, 1789. Hardlman, James: Irish Minstrelsy

or Bardic Remains of Ireland, with English poetical translations, 2 vols, London,

IS3L Ossianlc Society, Transactions of, 6 vols., Dublin, 1S5*-1861, containing

nearly all the tales yet printed of the Ossianic Cycle. Celtic Society, Publi-

cations of:

—

Leabhar na g-Ceart, The Book of Rights, translated by O'Donovan,

1W7; Cambrensis Eversus, 3 vols., 184S-52; Miscellany of the Celtic Society,

1849; Cath Mf.uighe Liana—The Battle of Magh Leana, together with the

7\}chmafx Mom^ra, or the Comlship of 3fcmera, translated by Eugene O'Curry,

1S55. Irish Archieological Society, Publications of:—Tracts relating to Ireland,

vol L, containing The Circuit of Ireland, by Muirchcar(ach MacXcitt, a poem of

the 10th century: Cath Muighi RatK. it'i Battie of Magh Rath, with translation

by O'Donovan ; Account of the Tribes and Customs of the District of By-Many,

commonly called O'Kelly's Country, with transl.-.tion and notes by O'Donovan.

Account of the Tribes and Customs of the District of By Fidchrach, with transla-

tion and notes by O'Donovan. The Miscellany of the Irish Archieological Society

(this contains an ancient poem attributed to St CoIumciU^ with a translation by

Dr O'Donovan, Irish Charters, 4c.) ; The Irish vereion of the Historia Britonum

of Nennlos (or as It is called in Irish MSS. Leahar BnthrvxtK the British Book),

edited, with a translation and notes, by Eev. DrTodJ. and an Introduction and

additional notes, by the Hon, Algernon Herbert Irish Archieologlcal and Celtic

Society (publications of the Amalgamated Societies) :—Liber Hj-mnorum, the

Book of Hjinaa of the Ancient Church of Ireland, Parts 1 and 2, edited by Todd;

life of St Columba by Adamnan, ninth Abbot of Hy, edited by Reeves; Three

Fragments of -Ancient Irish Annals, edited, with translation and notes, by

O'Donovan; The Topographical Poems of Sian O^J>ub?iagain and GillO'na-yaomh

O'Huidhrin, cditel, with '.ranslation and notes, by O'Donovan ; Felire na Xaomh
n-Erennach, or Coleadj^r of Mative Saints cf Ireland, usually stj'led the

martyrology of Donegal, with a translation by Dr O'Donovan, and notes, Ac, by
DrsTodd and Reeves. The Book of Fenagh in Irish and English, originally com-
piled by St CizilUn^ Archbiahop, Abbot, and Founder of Fenagh, alias Dunbaily
of Afoy Rein, tempore St Patricii; revised and annotated byW M. Renuessy, and
translated by D. H. Kriiy, Dublin, 1875. Crowe, O'Beime : Tho Amra Choluim
Chilli of Dalian Forgaill, with translation, notes, Ac, Dublin, 1871. Stokes. Dr
Whitley : Fis Adam>;ain, Vision of Adamniin from the Lebor na h-UUri, with an
English translation and notes, Calcutta. The Atiaatis, conducted by members
of the C&tboUc University of Ireland, 4 vols., London, 1S58-1863, contains four

tales, with traaslations by Prof. O'Curry. Procaedinga of the Royal Irish

Academy—Irish MSS. series, vol. i., Part. L (the only part published), contains

two tales, with translations by Mr O'Beimo Crowe and Prof. O'Looney. The
Journal of the Ro>'al Historical and Archasological Association of Ireland, besides

many valuable papers on antiquarian and hisi.oricul subjects, especially con-

cerning the Anglo-N'orman period, contains various Irish pieces, with translations

by Mr O'B. Crowe. St Patrick, Life of, by M. F. Cusack;Trith Appendix by
W. M. Hennessy. Todd, Rev. J. H., D.D. : St Patrick Apostle of Irchmd, A Jlenolr

of his life and mission; Dublin. 1864. Reeves, Rev. Wm., D.D.: The Culdees of

the British Islands as they appear in History, with an Appendix of evidences,

Dublin, 1SC4, Ferguson, Mrj M. C. : Tlio Storj- of the Irisli before the Conquest,

from the- Mythical Period to the Inv^on under Strongbow, London, 1868.

Gakuc.—Dicttonarium Scoto-Celticnm, A Dictionary of tho Gaelic Language,
compiled and published under the direction of tho Highland Society of Scotland,

3 vola, Edinburgh and London, 1828. A Gaelic Dictionarj'. in two porta, to

which Is prefixed a new Gaelic Grammar, by B. A Armstrong, London, 1825.

MacAlpIne'a Pronouncing Gaelic-English English- Gaelic Dictionary, with rudl-

xncnts of Gaelic Grammar, 4th cd., 2 vols., Edinburgh, 1363. The Book of

Common Prayer, commonly called John Knox's Liturgy, translated Into Gaelic,

1667, A.D , by Mr John Carswcll, Bishop of the Isles, edited, with an English

translation, by Thomas M'Lauchlan, LLJ>., Edinburgh. Skene, W. F.: Chio.nlclcs

of tbo Plrta and Scots, E'linbnrgh, 1867. The Book of the Dean of Llimore, a
fdection of ancient Gaelic Poetry from a manuscript crUIeciion made by Sir Jamc^
M'Gregor, Dean of Liamoro, In the beginning of the 16th century, ctiited, with
atmnslatlon and notes, by tho Rev. Thomas M'Lauchlan, and on introduction and
additional notes by William F. Skene, Edinburgh, 1861 CaropbcU, J. F.:

Popular TcUca of the West KIghlanda orally collected, with a translation, 4 vols.,

Edinburgh, 186(^1862. Lcabhtr na Feirme, vol L—Gaelic text; Herolo Gaelic
Ballads collected Lo ScolUnd from 1572 to 1871. copied from old MS& and rare

books, and orally collected since 1869. with Usta of the collections and an account
of the documcnW quoted, by Campbell of Islay ; privately printed, 1372.

Ma:.'.t.— Kelly, Rev. J,: A practical Grammar of tho ancient Gaelic, or Ian gMago
of the Islo of Man, usually callcti Manks, edited, together with an Introduction,

Utt of Dr KeUy, and nott^ by Rev. W. Gill, 1870. Manx Dictionary, in two parti
—Fodleyr Manninagh aa Baorlagh; edited by Rev. W. GiU, J8<ttl,

ViZLaa—Languogt, Ac.—Do$parlh Edeym Dav^ Aur, or tho ancient Welsh
Grammar, which wa- c^i.ipllcd by royal command In tho 13th century by
Edeym, the Goldcn-Tongued, to which is added p Pv:n Lly/t Ktrddttriatth, or
lbc rule of Welsh poetry, Ac, with English translation and note* by Iho Rev.

John Williams Ab Ithol, Llandovery, 1866. 8va Rowland, Rcr. Thomoai A
Gronmiar of tho Welsh Language, 2d cd., Ixtndon. 1867. A Dictionary of tho
Welsh Language, to whlcli Ij prefixed a Wolah Grammar, by W. Owen Pagho, 2
Tols., 2d cd.. Denbigh and London. 1832.

Bittory, Annals, Lout, Ac.—Oildaa de Excldio Britannia*, London, 1S38. Th«
Hlitorla Britonum commonly attributed to Konultu; from a mannacript lately

4UscGTared In the library of the Vatican Palaca at Rome, edited In tho lOth

CADtoTT hy H«rk the Hermit; with oo EngUah vonJon, Ac, br Uio Bev. W.

Gunn, London, 1519. Kcnnii Historia Britonum, Lonlon, 1833. A mcrecorrect
text from the Vatican ilS, appears in App.-ndix ad opera edlta ab Angelo Maio,
Romse, 187L Hisioris Britannica Sasocicx, Anglo-Danicje, Scriptorea X\'.: ex
vetustes Codd. MSS. editi opei-a Thom® Gale, Oxon, 1G9L (The first article

contains Gildas's work.) Monumenta Historica Britanaica, or Materials for the
Hisioiy of Britain from the earliest period to the end of the reign of King Henry
VIL; vol. i. (as far as the Korman Conquest). 1S48, foL Wright, Thomas: Bio-
£raphia Britannica Literaria—Anglo-Saxon Period; London, 1842 (Gildaa, Xeu-
nius, St Columbanus). Gottfried's von Monmouth Eistoria Regum BritannUs mit
literarhlstorischer Einleitung und ausfiihrlichen Anmerkungen, und Drtit 7V*-
ylio, Altwiilsche Chrouik in deut^cher Uebcrsetzung, herausgcgeben von San-
ilarte (A Schulz), Hallc, 1554. Six Old English Chronides, edited, with illus-

trated notes, by J. A. Giles, London, 1548. Annales CamhriK, edited by the
Rev. John Williams Ab Ithel I^ndon, 1S60 (Chronicles and Memorials of Great
Britain and Ireland); this edition brings down the Annals to 12S3, that in tho
Monumenta Historica only to lOeC Bi-vt y Tjtsyiogion, or The Chronicle of the
Princes, edited by the Rev. John Williams Ab Ithel, London, 18C0, (Chronicles
and Memorials of Great Britain and Ireland); this edition comes down to 12S8,
that in tho Monumenta Historica only comes down to 1066. Roberts, Rev. Peter,
AM.

: The Ch.onlcle of the Kings of Britain, translated from the W^elsh copy,
attributed to TytUio, collated with other copies and illustrated with copious
notes, to which are added original dissertations on the following gubject^, rit,
on tho history and epistle attributed to Gildas, on the authority of tho Brvt, on
the primary- population of Britain, on the laws of Dyfr.izal MfKlmyd, and en the
Ancient British Church, London, 1811, 4to. Ancient Laws and Institutes of
Wales. wi;h an English translation of the Welsh te.xt. by Aneurin Owen, 1 vol.,

foL, 1S41: there is an 8vo ed. in 2 vols. Walter, Ferdinand; Das Alte Wales,
Bonn, 1559.

ZiVcra;«rf.—The Myryrian Archalology («fc> of Wales, collectad out of ancient

manuscripts; London, vols. L and IL, ISOl; voL Hi. ISC', Svo; cew Issue In one
vol royal Sto, Denbigh, 1S6L Skene, William P.: The Four Ancient Books of
Wales, containing the Cj-mric p-csms attributed to the Barda cf the 6th cen-
tury, 2 vols,. Edinburgh, 1868. ViUemarqu^, Th. Hersart de la: Formes dca.

Bardes Bretons du Vl^. Sifccle. Paris, 18'0. Xas'^, D. W.: Taliesin, or the Bards
and Dmids of Britain. London, 1853. Y Gcdcdin, a Poem on the Battle of
Cattraeth, by Aneurin, a Welsh Bard of the 6th centurj-, with an English

translation, and numerotis historical and critical annotations, by Rev. John
Williams Ab Ithe!. UandoveO'. 1852. Llytcarch Bin, Prince of the Cumbrian
Britons; Heroic El^giea and other pieces in Welsh, with a literal translation by
William Owen. Svo. 1792. Stephens, Thomas: The Literature of the Kymiy,
being a critical essay on the History of the Language and Literature of Wales,
&.<:., Llandovery, 1S49. lolo Manuscripts, a sclecrion of ancient Welsh manu-
scripts in prose and verae from the collection made by the iate Edward Williams,

lo'.o Morganteg, Uandoverj*, 1848. Williams, Edward ilolo ilorganttg): Cyfrinaeh

BeirdJ ynys Frydain, edited by his son Taliessln WUUams, Svo. 1S29. Le»-is Gli-n

Cothi, Poetical works of, in Welsh, edited, with notes, Ac, by the Revs. W. Davlea
and J. Jones, Oxford, 1837. Jones. Rhys: GorcheslionScirdlCymru: -neuFiodan

godidow-gneydd ai£Ct:, Amwj-thig, 1773 (Poetry of the 15th century). Huw Moms :

Eos Ceiriog, 2 vols. 12mo, Wrexham, 1823 (Poems of tho Welsh Caviilisr poet).

Evans, Eev. Evan: Some specimera of the poetry of the ancient Welsh Bards
translated into English, with notes, Ac, Louden, 17C4. Tlie Physicians of Myddval.
Meddygon Mt/Ud/ai, Qx the meiictd -practice oi the celebrated Khiwallon and bis

sons of Myddvai, Ao., translated by Pughe, and edited by Williams Ab Ithel,

LlandoTer>-. ISCL Williams, Rev. Robe-t, M.A.: Entrogion Cymru, a biographical

dictionarj' of eminent Welshmen, Llaudovcr>', iSS2. Rees, Rev. W.J. : LiTea

of the Cambro-Britlsh Saints rf the 5th and immediately succeeding centuriea.

Llandovery*. 1853. Rees, Rev. Rice, M.A: An Essay on the Welsh Saints, or the

primitive Christians, usually conudured to have been tho founders of (hurcbtfs

in Wales, London, 1836. The Cambro-Briton, 3 vols. Svo. London, 1620-1822,

Transactions of the CjTomrodorion, or Metropolitan Cambrian Institution, Lon-
don, 1S22, 1828-1343. Ar(;h.Tologla Cambrenvs, a journal which worthily wa^
tains the cause of Cymric literature and orchieology, conunsnced in I84&

Frcse Tola and Arthurian Romances.—Tho Mibijtogum from the Lty/r Oath
0 BcrgtU and other ancient Welsh manuscripts, with an English translation and
notes, by Lady Charlotte Guest, 3 vols., Ix)ndon, 1849. Villcmarqut5, LaVlcomte
Tb. HcTsart dc la: Les Romans de la Table Ronde ct Ie« Contcs dcs Anciena

Bretons, :Jd cd., Paris, IS€0; an<k J/yrd7t£nn, ou L'Enchanteur Merlin, son hls-

tolrx!, ses oiuvrcs, sou intlucncc, Paris, 1865. San-Marte (A. Schuiz): Die Sagcn
von Merlin, Halle, 1S63 ; An Essay on the Influence of Welsh Tradltloa npon

the Literature of Germany, France, and Scandinavia, Liimdovcrj-, 1S4L

-.Vfo-ZlrurJij;'??.—Williams, EJ^vard {lolo Hcrganvg): Barddas, Uandoverj-, 1862.

Davis, Rev. Edward: Celtic Researches on tho Origin, Traditions, end Lan-

guage of the Aiiclent Britons, London, 1804; 2d ed, 1807. Tho Mjiho-

logy and Rites of tho British Druids ascertained by National Documents, with

remarks on ancient British Coins, London, 1809. Britjinnla after the Romans;
being an attempt to Ulustrato the Religious and PollHcal Revolutions of that

Provlnco lo tho fifth and succcedlntc centuries (by Algernon Herbert), 3 roln,

London, 1833-1841. Cyclops Cbristlanus, by Algernon Herbert, Lotxlpii,

1S49.

CoRNisu.—WlLllam^ Rer. Robert: Lexicon Comu-Britaanlcum, Dictionary of

thu ancient Celtic of Cornwall, with Synuoyias In Welsh, Armoric, Irish. Gaelic,

and Maa.T, Uanduvcry, 1862-65. Stoke-, Whitley : A ComlshGIoMary; Kotc on

Endllchcr's Gaull&h Glossary ; Tho Accu&atlvo Plural In the British Lanfraac«

London, 1870. Norrls, Edwin: Tho Ancient Comlah Drama, 2 Tola., Oxford,

1859. P-Mcon agan Ariuth, Tbo Passion of our Lord, a :ilddl0 Cornish Poem,
edited, with a translation and notes, by W. Stokes. Bcrlii. 1862. Ovreani an

Byi, Tho Creation of tbo World, a Co.iiish Mystcr>-. oliicd. with tnrnslstloo

and nutcs. oy Stokes. Polwhclc: Language. Utcrsturr, Q'.d Utcrary Characters

of ComwoU. with a Comlah-Er.gllah Vocabulwy. 1806-8.

AaKOKiu OR Brktox.— LeGonldec: Dlctlonnolrc Brcton-Fraocolset Fnnvala*

Breton, edited by the Vicomto Dersart do la VUlcmarqud. 3 vols. 4to, Saint

Brtcuc. 1847-50. Troude, Le CcL : Dlctionnalre Fran^als-Brrton. Brest, 16«8l

SuppIcmcTit aux Dlctlonnalrcs Bretons, Laodcmeau, 1872. Blngant, L'Abt>tft

EK'incDts do la graminain) brctonne, Tr^ffulcr. 18^. foAa Santa Atnm, oa

VI* de Salnte Nouno, at de wo flla Saint Dery; UyHAre compoafi en taogue
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tretonne antericUTemcnt Bn 12"'c Sifecle, i\itu an Introduction "^r fhc Alibd

Sionnct. and In-ftnslated by Le Gonidcc, Parii, 1837. ViUemarciiif?, he Vicamte

II^rsHTt dc la ; Bunud hrc: Jciui, Le Grande Mystfere de Jtsus, Passion ct

Jlcsurreetioi: ; Diomc breton da Moyca Age, avec utie ^tude ear le Theatre

(fliez les Nations Celtitiuee, 1 vol. «vo, PariB. XSM ; and tBarras^Bixis, Chants

Popuialres de la Brctagne, rccaeillia et public a%'ec tnie tmduction frar.caiio,

one Introdnction, unc eonclnaion, ilea (Jclairclsscnjents, et les melodies originalcs,

StcIs. in I3nio, 0"= ed., Paris LuzuL F. 11: Cbaiits Populalres de la Basse

Brctagne,? vols. Loricnt 1S69-1S74; and SaictcTr;,-pliir.c etl4 Koi.ii-tliuT: Mysll:r?

Breton, en deux jomndes et on huJt actes, tradait, putili^ et pr6e^de d'ane intro-

duction par F. W. Luzcl, itc., QuimperM et I'arls, WC3, Contes Bretons, Tecuei ins

et tradnitapar M F. Lnzcl, sra. 8vo., Qimnperl*?, 1870. Stokes, "Whitley: Middle-

Breton iiouTB, edited, vith a translation and glcssarial index, Calcutta, 1B7G.

Otserzion Sreu-Uel ar MtrtniUtr Bi-eiounek, Le Contear Breton, ou Contes

Bretons lecaeillis par le CoL A. Tioude e£ G. Uilin, 1 vol. 12mo, Brest,

lc.70. OX. K. S.)

CEMENTS, substances employed to unite together by

their solidification from a soft or liquid state, and -without

mechanical rivets, things of the same or of different 'kinds.

Stony cements may be natural, as the lime employed for

mortar, and the so-called Roman cements ; or they may be

artificial, as Portland cement, made by calcining mixtures of

chalk Tvith clay or river-mud (see Builmns, vol. iv. p.

453) Roman -con-tains more clay than Portland cement,

and sets more rapidly. A good artificial water cement is

obtained by heating for some hours to redness a mixture

of 3 parts of clay and 1 part of slaked lime by measura

Another hydraulic cement may be made by mixing powdered

clay and oxide of iron with water. A very hard stone

cement is prepared from 20 parts of clean river sand, 2 of

litharge, 1 of quicklime, worked into a paste with linseed-

bil. Paper-pulp, mixed with size and plaster of Paris is

nsed for moulded ornaments, Kcenes marble cement is

plaster of. Paris which has been steeped in strong solution

of alum or sulphate of potash, and calcined and ground.

It is slaked with alum solution when used. la Martin's

cement, pearl-ash is employed as well as alum. Parian

cement contains borax. Selenitic cement is a mixture of

calcined gypsum, sand, and hydraulic lime. A cement used

for cracks in boilers is a mixture of clay 6 parts and iron

filings 1 part with linseed-oil. For steam-joints, ox-blood

thickened with quicklime is employed. The iron-rvst

cement consists of 100 parts of iron turnings, with 1 part

of sal-ammoniac ; this is an excellent cement for iron-

work. For water-tight joints, equal parts of white and

red lead are worked into a paste with linseed-oil. A
serviceable packing for connecting pipes, making joints,

filling crr.cks in retorts, &c., may be made by adding to

asbestos powder enough of liquid silicate of soda to form a

thick paste ; the composition hardens rapidly, stands

great heat, and prevents the escape of acid Taponrs.

Cracks in glass vessels required to resist heat and

moisture may be stopped by covering them with strips of

Log's or bullock's bladder, which are affixed by means of a

paste of caseine dissolved in cold saturated solution of

borax ; after drj-hig, the repaired portions are made
capable of v.itbstanding heat by au outside coating of a

mtsitui-e of concentrated solution of silicate of soda with

plaster of Paris or quicklime.

A strong cement for alabaster and marbh, which sets

in a day, may be prepared bj- mixing 12 ptirts of Portland

cement, 8 of fine sand, and 1 of infusorial eaith, and making

them into a thick paste with silicate of soda ; the object

to ba cemented need not be heated. Por stone, marble,

and earthenware a strong cement, insoluble m water, can

be made as follows : skimmed-milk cheese is boiled in

water till of a gluey consistency, washed, kneaded well in

cold water, and incorporated with quickhmo ; the com-

position is warmed for use. A Eimilar cement is a mi.Tture

of dried fresh curd with j^th of its weight of quicklime,

and a little camphor ; it is made into a paste with water

when employed. A cement for Derbyshire spar and china,

ifec, is composed of 7 parts of resin and 1 of wax, with a

little plaster of Paris ; a small quantity only should be

applied to the surfaces to be united, for, as a general rule,

the thinner the stratum of a cement, the more powerful its

actvso, Quicklime mixed with white of egg, hardened

Canada balsam, and thick copal or mastic vamisli are also

useful for cementing broken china, which should be

warmed before their application. For small articles, she'l-

lao dissolved in spirits of wine is a very convenient cement.

Cements suc'u as marine glue are mixtures of shell-lac and
India-rubber, or of their solutions.

Thcrt are various cements for wood. For wooden
cisterns a mixture is made of 4 parts of linseed-oil boiled

with litharge, and 8 parts of melted glue ; other sti-ong

cements for the same purpose are prepared by softening

gelatine in cold water and dissolving it by heat in linseed-

oil, or by mixing glue with
-J

of its weight of Venice

turpentine. Solution of shell-lac in ammonia has been

proposed by Mons. C. Mfene for the attachment of

caoutchouc to wood and metals. Mahogany cement, for

filling up cracks in wood, consists of 4 parts of beeswax,

1 of Indian red, and yellow-ochre to give colour. Cutlers'

cement is made of equal parts of brick-dust and melted

resin, and is used for fixing knife-blades in their hafts.

A cement used in electrical apparatus is composed of 4

parts by weight each of red ochre and beeswax, 20 parts of

resin, and 1 part of plaster of Paris ; these are melted

together till smooth. For covering bottle-corks a mixture

of pitch, brick-dust, and resin is employed. A cheap

cement, sometimes employed to fix iron rails in stone-work,

is melted brimstone, or brimstone and brick-dust. Jap-

anese cement, for uniting surfaces of paper, is made by
mixing rice-flour with water and boiling it. Jewellers'

cement contains 3 parts of iiiinglass made soft in water, and

1 pait of gum ammoniacum ; these are heated together

till a drop of the mixture stiffens immediately on cooling.

Gold and silver chasers keep their work firm by means of a

cement of pitch and resin, a little tallow, and brick-dust to

thicken. Temporai-y cement for lathe-work, such as the

polishing and grinding of jewellery and optical glasses, is

compounded thus :—resin, 4 oz.; whitening previously-made

red-hot, 4 oz.; wax, \ oz. Mastic alone is much employed

for cementing and mending gems. In Turkey, jewellery

for the ornamentatien of weapons and trinkets is secured

by a composition thus made :— two small bits of gum
galbaiium or gum ammoniacum are dissolved by trituration

in 2 oz. of a glue prepared by digesting softened isinglass

in spirits, and the mirture is incorporated at a gentle

heat with a thick alcoholic solution of a little gum mastic.

Tlus cement is kept in closely-stoppered pluals, which must
bs immersed in warm water when the cement is to bo
liquefied for use.

Tlje following works may be cocsultetl ;
—" On Hydraulic Lime

and Gement Stones," iu Knapp's Chemistry applied to the Arts and
Manufactures, vol. ii., p. 400, et scq. (1847); Sumell'siitftfiiticn/rtrt/

Treatise on Limes, Cemcnis, &c. , "Weale's series (1S66) ; Weld's T'nirf-

(ical Treatise on tlie Manvfacture of Portlxnd Cement (lS6Si ;

Cooley's Cyclopadia of Practical Peceipts, edited by Tnson, pp. 305

-311 (1872) ; Gwilt's Eneijclopcedia of Architecture, edited by P.ip-

worth, S§ 1863 et scq., 2231i, 2251a ct scq. (1875).

CEMETERY {Koi^n^rripiov, from Kot/jjiia, to sleep), lite-

rally a sleeping-placu, was the name applied by the early

Christians to the places set apart for the burial of their

dead. These were generally extra-mural and unconnected

with churches, the jrractice of interment in churches or

churchyards being unknown in the first centuries of the

Christian era. The term cemetery has, thcrtfore, been
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appropriately applied in modem times to the burial grounds,

generally extra-mural, which have been substituted for the

overcrowded churchyards of populous parishes both urban

and rural

From 1840 to 1855, attention was repeatedly called to

the condition of the London churchyards by correspondence

in the press and by the reports of Parliaaientary committees.

the first of which, that of Mr Chad wick, appeared in 1843.

The vaults under the pavement of the churches, and the

small spaces of open ground surrounding them, v;in literally

crammed with coffins. In many of the buildings the air

was so tainted with the products of corruption as to be a

direct and palpable source of disease and death trf those

who frequented them. In the churchyards coffins were

placed tier above tier in the graves until they were within

a few feet (or sometimes even a-few inches) of the surface,

and the level of the ground was often raised to that of the

lower windows of the church. To make room for fresh

interments the sextons had recourse to the surreptitious'

removal of bones and partially-decayed remains, and in

some cases the contents of the graves were systematically

transferred to pits adjacent to the site, the grave-diggers

appropriating the coffin-plates, handles, and nails to be

sold as waste metal The daily papers of thirty years

ago contain numerous records of scandals of this kind
;

while from the official reports it appears that the neigh-

bourhood of the churchyards was always unhealthy, the air

being vitiated by the gaseous emanations from the graves,

and the water, wherever it was obtained from wells, con-

taining organic matter, the source of which could not be

mistaken. The vaults of many of the London churches

are still crowded with coffins deposited in them during this

jieriod of intra-mural interments. In the vault of Bow
Church, Cheapside, the leaden coffins form a huge mass 30
feet high, covered with fungi and cobwebs. In all the

other large tov/ns the evil prevailed in a greater or less

'legree, but in London, on account of the immense popula-

tion and the consequent mortality, it forced itselJt more
readily upon public attention, and after more thau one
partial measure of relief had been passed the churchyards

were, with a few exceptions, finally closed by the Act of

1855, and. the cemeteries which now occupy a large extent

of ground to- the north, south, east, and west, became
henceforth the burial places of the metropolis. Several of

them had been already established by private enterprize

before the passing of the Burial Act of 1855 (Kensal Green

Cemetery dates from 1832), but that enactment forms the

epoch from which the general development of cemeteries in

Great Britain and Ireland began. Burial within the limits

of cities and towns is now almost everywhere abolished,

and where it is still in use it is surrounded by such

safeguards as make it practically innocuous. At a large

expenditure of money Loudon and most of our chief

provincial cities and towns have been provided with spacious

and well-situated cemeteries, which are under the supervi-

sion of the Local Burial Boards and of the inspectors

appointed by Government, and anything like a recurrence

to the scandalous state of things which existed as lato as

twenty-five years ago is now impossible.

But though there need be no fear of retrogression there

may be a change in another direction. Our present system
of burial has been made the subject of veiy severe

strictures on the part of Sir Henry Thompson and others,

and it has boon proposed that we should abandon inhumar
tion altogether and return to the ancient practice of

cremation. We shall not discuss this proposal here, as the

importance of the subject requires a separate treatment,
but we must briefly refer to the criticisms upon our
cemeteries to which it gave rise. The practice of burial

has been very ably defended by Mr Holland, M.E.C.S.,

who as Medical Inspector of Burials for England and
Wales has periiaps a greater practical knowledge of the

subject than any other man living, and on the same side

were found Dr Richardson and Mr Seymour Haden, who
proposed, however, some important modifications of the

system with a view to its improvement. Amongst the objec-

tions urged against the present practice, it is alleged that

in three ways our cemeteries are a source of danger to the

health of the living, viz. :—(1) by the gases lising from
the surface of the soil causing air-poUution

; (2) by their

drainage introducing noxious matter into wells used for

drinking purposes
; (3) by the possibility that the re-

opening of ground in which persons who have died of an
infectious disease are interred might sometimes be the

means of reproducing an epidemic. Kow there is really

no evidence in support of these serious allegations ; on the

contrary there is much concurrent testimony which tends

to completely discredit them. Of course it is not for a

moment contended that cemeteries may not bs mismanaged
so as to become a source of danger. But this is beside

and beyond the question, for in a matter of this kind we
cannot argue from individual cases of abuse against the

general use, and under the existing system of inspection

and superintendence, with local authorities in every district

specially charged with the care of the public health, it is

difficult to see how any dangerous case of mismanagement
could be aUcwed to develop itself without becoming the

subject of iicmediate investigation and reform. Only
very ordinary precautions are required to render a cemetery

perfectly safe. "If," says Mr Holland, "no more dead

be buried in the soil than the free oxygen contained in

rain and dew carried through it will decompose, and if

such soil be left undisturbed until thn piocess of decay

is completed, and if, as is almost certain to be the case,

the use of such ground for buri«l be discontinued at

latest when it becomes full of the remains that do net

decay, and probably long before, such places will le
neither harmful while they are used for burial, nor any-

thing but beneficial when such use of them is discontinued,

as then they will become large decorative gardens or

small parks—reservoirs of fresh air." With regard to

the alleged peril from air-pollution, it may be replied that

there can be no danger so long as tha dead are laid in

a sufficient space of properly planted ground, and at a

moderate distance from any considerable number of houses,

and for this purpose a mile is quite sufficient* The gases

evolved ar» to a great extent absorbed by the vegetable

produce of the eoil, and what little does filter upwards

and escape from the surface of the ground cannot accumu-

late to any peiuicious extent, and must necessarily be

dispersed and diluted in the air. Who ever perceives any

unpleasant odour in a, well-kept cemetery t Yet if danger

were present the sense of smell would give immistakahls

warning of it. As to the question of water-pollution,

especial care is always taken to study the drainage of our

cemeteries with reference to the neighbouring sources of

water supply. Shallow surface wells near a cemetery are

open to suspicion, as the water may be tainted by organic

matter filtering through the soil, but suspected wells can

be closed by the authorities, and it must be remembered

that shallow wells are nearly always dangerous whether

they are near cemeteries or not. Deep wells are almoot

invariably aafo even near a cemetery, and in most i.Uakiea

the water is brought from a distance in mains iu sucii a

way that pollution from cemeteries is impossible. As to

the danger of infection, if it existed onywhere, assuredly

T/o should liave some practical evidence of it from tho graat

cemeteries of the metropolis. Yet there is not a particle

of such evidence forthcoming. On the contrary, it is low
very generally conceded that there need be little if any

V. — A2
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fear of iafection from a dead bcdy. Undertakers and
their assistants who are continually at work among the

dead are notoriously free from contagious disease, and, a

fortiori, there can be no danger once the body is laid in

the earth. It is only in very exceptional cases that it can

be disturbed until many years hare elapsed, and then all

cause for apprehension is gone, ilany of the plague-pits

in the London churchyards have been reopened in places

where the plague-stricken dead once lay piled in layers,

and scarcely any human remains have been found, and
these in such a condition that it would be impossible to

imagine any infection or contagion from them.

The changes iu our cemetery system which have been

suggested by Mr Seymour Haden and others have all the

one common object of increasing the security of safety to

the public health, by facilitating and rendering perfect the

decay of the buried dead, and it is proposed to accomplish

this less by the use of any direct agency for accelerating

the natural process, than by removing the obstacles that

are at present placed in its way. Mr Seymour Haden
tells us that a well-made wooden coffin is practically

indestructible, and though it cannot prevent decomposition,

yet it arrests it, and keeps the process long incomplete,

thus considerably increasing the aggregate of decaying

matter at any one time present in a cemetery, and prevent-

ing the return of " earth to earth." As a remedy he pro-

poses that we should use wicker cofSns, of the present

shape, made of white or stained (but unvarnished) osiers,

with large open meshes. The contents of such a receptacle

could be concealed during the funeral by a graceful covering

of ferns and flowers, and in cases of infectious disease, or

where decomposition might commence immediately after

death, the coffin could be made double with a space of

two or three inches beween the inner and outer basket to

be filled with charcoal or some other disinfectant. Models

ot such coffins were exhibited by Mr Seymour Haden at

Staflord House, London, the town residence of the duke

of Sutherland in June 1875, and there is no doubt that if

thej' were generally employed, the natural process of decay

iu our cemeteries would take place in a way that would

leave even less room than at present for any evil resulting

from carelessness or mismanagement on the part of the

authorities charged with their superintendence, and the

number of bodies actually decaying iu any given cemetery

would be comparatively few, bo surely and effectually would

the process be completed in a great majority of cases. The
abandonment of the practice of burial in vaults, brick

graves, and catacombs, such as those which are to be seen

in many of the London cemeteries, is of coarse a corollary

of this proposal ; and whether Mr Se}-mour Haden's plan

is adopted or cot, it is quite certain that our cemeteries

would be greatly improved by no more brick graves being

made in them, and by the open catacombs being closed

wherever they exist. Such places are very difficult to

ventilate, and must frequently bo the source of malarious

exhalations.

Amongst other proposals which have been made it has

been suggested, that when a good natural soil containing

carbon does not exist the site of the proposed cemetery

should be excavated to the depth of about 1 2 feet, and then

filled up with an artificial soil composed of carbon, lime,

and sand The existence of carbon in the soil would

remove any danger ot water pollution through filtration

from the cemetery, while the lime would tend to accelerate

the resolution of the decaying matter into its original

elements. This is Dr Richardson's proposal, and he further

adds that the cemetery should be planted with quick-grow-

ing shrubs and ornamental grasses, the trees being confined

to an encircling belt of wood, and a series of memorial

tablets in an adiacent edifice being substituted for tomb-

stones and monuments. He further points out thatwith sucfc

a method the cemetery might be renovated after a certain

number of years by substituting freshly-prepared soil for the

old. But there does not seem to be any advantage in this.

There must always be open spaces in and around cur cities

for the sake of fresh air, and a cemetery in which interments
have ceased for some years, and in which the ornamental
plantations were kept in good order, would form a useful

park or garden. In the disposal of our dead feeling must
always be allowed to be a considerable factor in the

arguments for the adoption of any given plan, and it

appears that in Great Britain and Ireland there would
be an' amount of dislike to any method which did not

assign to our dead something like a lasting place of

interment. This feeling does not by any means exist in

some of the countries of the Continent. In one of the

cemeteries of Naples numerous burials take place in a series

of 365 pits. One pit is opened each day, the dead are laid

in it, and it is filled with an earth containing a large

quantity of lime. A year after the pit is reopened, the

earth with its contents, now almost entirely decayed, is

removed, fresh earth Ls placed in its stead and the pit is

again ready for new interments.

The chief cemeteries of London are Kensal Green
Cemetery on the Harrow Koad, about 2J mOes from
Paddington, which has an area of 18 acres and already

contains the remains of 70,000 dead ; Highgate Cemetery,
which occupies a considerable portion of the slope of High-
gate HUl, and commands one of the best views of London

;

the cemetery at Abney Park (once the residence of Dr
Watts), which is adorned with very fine plantations of old

growth ; the Norwood and Nunhead cemeteries to the south

of London ; the West London Cemetery at Brompton ; the

cemeteries at Ilford and Leytonstone in Essex ; the Victoria

Cemetery and the Tower Hamlets Cemetery in East London ;

and at a still greater distance, and generally accessible

only by railway, the great cemetery at Woking near Guild-

ford in Surrey, and the cemetery at Colney Hatch. The •

general plan of all these cemeteries is the same, a park
with broad paths either laid out in curved lines as at

Kensal Green and Highgate, or crossing each at right

angles as in the case of the West London Cemetery. The
ground on each side of these paths is marked off into grave

Fio. 1.—West London Cemetcrj, Brompton.

spaces, and trees and shrubs are planted in the intervals

between them. The buildings consist of a curator's

residence and one or more chapels, and usually there is

also a range of catacombs, massive structures containing in

their corridors recesses for the reception of coffins, generally

closed only by an iron grating. The provincial cemeteries

in the main features of their arrangements resemble those

of the metropolis. One of the most remarkable is St

James's Cemeteiy at Liverpool, which occupies a deserted

quarry. The face ot the eastern side of the quarry is

traversed by ascending gradients off which open catacombs
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formed in the living rock,—a soft sandstone ; the ground

below is planted with trees, amongst which stand hundreds

of gravestones. The main approach on the north side is

through a tunnel, above which, on a projecting rock, stands

the cemetery chapel, built in the form of a small Doric

temple with tetrastyle porticoes. Its situation, though

very picturesque, is an objectionable one, for no cemetery

should ever be constructed in a deep hollow. Many of

the cities of AmericF, possess verj' iine cemeteries. One of

the largest is that of Mount Auburn near Boston, which

occupies upwards of 110 acres of undulating ground on

the bank of the Charles Eiver. It is formed out of an old

and weil-wooded estate, and consequently, unlike most

modern cemeteries, its plantations consist of large well-

grown trees.

The chief cemetery of Paris is that of Vhe la Chaise, the

prototy[5e of the garden cemeteries of Western Europe.^ It

takes its name from the celebrated confessor of Louis XIV.,

to whom as rector of the Jesuits of Paris it once belonged.

It was laid out as a cemetery in 1804. It has an area of

about 200 acres, and contains 16,000 monuments, including

those of all the great men of France of the present

century—marshals, generals, ministers, poets, painters,

men of science and letters, actors, and musicians. Twice

the cemetery and the adjacent heights have been the scene

of a desperate struggle ; in 1814 they were stormed by a

Russian column during the attack on Paris by the allies,

and in 1871 the Communists made their last stand among

the tombs of P^ra la Chaise; 900 of them fell in the

defence of the cemetery or were shot there after its capture,

and 200 of them were buried in quicklime in one huge

grave, and 700 in another. There are other cemeteries at

.Mont Parnasse and ?.Iontmartre, besides the minor burying-

grounds at Auteuil, BatignoUes, Passy, La Villette, &c.

In consequence of all these cemeteries being more or less

crowded, a great cemetery was laid out in 1874 on the

plateau of Mcry sur Oise, 16 miles to the north of Paris,

with which it is connected by a railway line. It includes

within its circuit fully two square miles of ground. The

French cemetery system differs in many respects from the

English. Every city and town is required by law to provide

a burial-ground beyond its barriers, properly laid out and

planted, and situated if possible on a rising ground. Each

interment must take place in a separate grave. This,

however, does not apply to Paris, where the dead are

buried, forty or fifty at a time, in the fosses communes, the

poor being interred gratuitously, and a charge of 20 francs

being made in all other cases. The fosse is filled and left

undisturbed for five years, then all crosses and other

memorials are removed, the level of the ground is raised 4

or 5 feet by fresh earth and interments begin again. For

a fee of 50 francs a concession temporaire for ten years can

be obtained, but where it is desired to erect a permanent

monument the ground must be bought by the executors of

the deceased. In Paris the undertakers' trade is the mono-

poly of a company, the Sociele des pompcs f-unehres, which

in return for its privileges is required to give a free burial

to the poor.

The Leichenhailser, or dead-houses, of Frankfort and
Munich form a remarkable feature of the cemeteries of these

cities. The object of their founders was twofold,—(1) to ob-

viate even the remotest dangsr of premature interment, and

(2) to offer a respectable place for tlie reception of the dead,

in order to remove the corpse from the confined dwellings of

the survivors. At Frankfort the dead-house (fig 2) occu-

pies one of the wings of the propyloeum. which forms the

main entrance to the cemetery. It consists of the warder's

room B, where an attendant is always on duty, on each side

of which there are five rooms A, A, well ventilated, kept at

an even temperature, and each provided with a bie; on which

a corpse can be laid. On one of the fingers is placed a ring

connected by a light cord with a bell which hangc outside

Plan

Fio. 2. —Deadhousa, Frankfort Cemetery.

in the warders room. The use of the dead-house is

voluntary. The bodies deposited there are inspected at

regular intervals by a medical officer, and the warder is

always on the watch for the ringing of the warning belL

One revival, that of a child, has taken place at Frankfort.

The Leichenbaus of Munich is situated in the southern

cemetery outside the Sendling Gate. At one end of the

cemetery there is a semi-circular building with an open

colonnade in front and a projection behind, which contains

three large rooms for the reception of the dead. At both

Frankfort and Munich great care is taken that the attend-

ants receive the dead confided to them with respect, and

no interment is permitted until the first signs of decom-

position appear ; the relatives then assemble in one of the

halls adjoining the Leichenhaus, and the funeral takes

place. In any case there is, with ordinary care, little fear

of premature interment, but in another way such places of

deposit for the dead are of great use in large towns, as they

prevent the evil effects which result from the prolonged

retention of the dead among the living. Mortuaries for

this purpose are now established in many places in

England.

Of the cemeteries still in use in Southern Europe the

catacombs of Sicily are the most curious. There is one

of these under the old Capuchin monastery of Ziza near

Palermo, where in four large airy subterranean corridors

2000 corpses are ranged in niches in the wall, many of

them shrunk up into the most grotesque attitudes, or

hanging with pendent limbs and head from their places.

As a preparation for the niche, the body is desiccated in a

kind of oven, and then dressed as in life and raised into

its place in the wall. At the end of the principal corridor

at Ziza there is an altar strangely ornamented with a kind

of mosaic of human skulls and bones.

Cemeteries have been in use among many Eastern nations

from time immemorial. In China, the high grounds near

Canton and Macao are crowded with tombs, many of them

being in the form of small tumuli, with a low encircling

wall, forcibly recalling the ringed barrows of Western

Europe. But the most picturesque cemeteries in the world

are those of the Turks. From thom it was. perhaps, that

the first idea of the mo<lern cemeterj-, with its ornamental

plantations, was derived. Around Constantinople the

cemoteiics form vast tracts of cypress woods, under whose

branches stand thousands of tombstones. A grave i»
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aever reopened ; a new resting-place is formed for every

one, and so the dead nov/ occupy a wider territory than

that which is covered by the homes of the living. The

Turks believe that til) the body is buried the soul is in a

state of discomfort, and the funeral, therefore, takes place

as soon as possible after death. No cofBn is used, the

body is laid in the grave, a few boards are arranged round

it, and then the earth is shovelled in, care being taken to

leave a small opening extending from the head of the corpse

to the surface of the ground, an opening not imfrequently

enlarged by dogs and other beasts which plunder the grave.

A tombstone of white marble is then erected, surmounted

by a carved turban in the case of a man, and ornamented

by a palm branch in low relief if the grave is that of a

woman. The turban by its varj'ing form indicates not

only the rank of the sleeper below, but also the period of

hja death, for the fashion of the Turkish head-dress is always

changing. A. cypress is usually planted beside the grave,

its odour being supposed to neutralize any noxious exhala-

tions from the ground, and thus every cemetery is a forest,

where by day hundreds of turtle doves are on the wing or

perching on the trees, and where bats and owls swarm
imdisturbed at night. Especially for the Turkish women
the cemeteries are a favourite resort, and some of them are

always to be seen praying beside the narrow openings that

lead down into a parent's, a husband's, or a brother's grave.

Some of the other cemeteries of Constantinople contrast

rather unfavourably with the simplo dignity of those

which belong to the Turks. That of the Armenians

abounds with bas-reliefs which show the manner of the

death of whoever is buried below, and on these singular

tombstones there are frequent representations of men being

decapitated or hanging on the gallows.

See on this subject various parlinmcntary papers issued since 1843,

Loudon on Cemetery Iniermeni^ the reports of the chief cemetery

-companies, and the diaoussions on our cemetery system in reference

to cremation in the Contemporary Memew and other periodicals

(1371-1875). Books of travel contain numerous descriptions of

remarkable foreign cemeteries. (A. H. A.)

CENCI, Beatrice (15S3-1599), called " The Fair

Parricide," was the daughter of Francesco Cenci (1527-

1508), a Koman gentleman, no less notorious for his

wealtii and talents than for the shameless depravity of his

life and character. Bom during the sack of Eome by the

troops of the Constable Bourbon, Francesco Cenci began

early to be talked of as a man who cared little for law and

less for public opinion, and whom it were better to serve

than to ofi'end. He was the son of a Cardinal Cenci, who,

as financial minister under Pius V., had contrived in that

capacity to amass an immense fortune. This enabled his

heir to defy the law ; condemned on several occasions for

murders and unnatural crimes, Francesco Cenci had always

managed to escape sentence by the timely administration

of enormous bribes. He was, therefore, a very profitable

criminal, and one with whom several popes in succession

found it to their interest to deal gently. A man of great

force of character and at the same time of boundless

passions, in the service of which his line intellect and

indomitable courage were whoUy employed, he was one of

those personalities, interesting by sheer weight of depravity,

in which the Italy of the Renaissance abounded. He is

distinguishable, however, from his rivals in villainy by an

entire absence of ambition except of a sensual kind.

The pampering of his every appetite would seem to

have induced in him' its natural result,—the infinite per-

versity known to psychologists as a common consecjuenca

of the -weariness that follows satiety. Francesco Cenci

was twice married ; by his first wife he had had seven

children, one of whom had died in infancy ; his second

wife, LucJDzia Petroni, was ckildlena. One of the strangest

sides of his horrible character was the intensity of hatred

with which he regarded his surviving children. The three

eldest, Giacomo, Cristoforo, and Rocco, he had sent to a

Spanish university, wbere he kept them penniless and starv-

ing, till they could bear no more, and returned. His con-

duct towards them remained unchanged. "Shortly before

the commencement of that episode of his life with which

the name of his daughter Beatrice is inseparably connected,

he was imprisoned for the third and last time, and his

three sons presented a petition to the Pope regnant,

Clement VIII., imploring him, for the sake of the

honour of their liouse, to make an end of their father.

Cieraent, however, wanted money, and Francesco Cenci

was released. His hate for hi.s children was by no means

lessened by this circumstance. Of lus sons he never spoke

but with curses ; his two daughters he was in the habit

of beating violently. The elder sister, however, found

means to get a petition presented to Clement, in which

she prayed to be removed to a convent. The Pope took

pity on her, and gave her in marriage to a gentleman of

Gubbio, obliging her father to dower her largely. Cenci

was furious. He shut his daughter Beatrice, then aged

fourteen, in a lonely room, where he visited her to bring

her food, to beat her, and to revile her with her sister's

flight. It is said that it was in this place and under

these circumstances that Francesco Cenci conceived the

monstrous passion that resulted in his death.

Meanwhile Rocco Cenci had been assassinated, and a

year afterwards his brother Cristoforo met vfith a like

fate. Thereafter Francesco Cenci, whose joy at the news

of his sons' death is recorded to have been awful, ceased

not to torture his unhappy wife and unhappier daughter t3

the utmost. The ordeal must indeed have been a terrible

one that could have transformed the gay light-hearted girl-

humorist into the grand woman who was afterwards to

play such a notable part in crime and expiation. The
accounts of Cenci's conduct Vi'ith her are not to be repeated.

Mcanivhile, however, a certain cardinal, Monsignor Guerra,

one of the handsomest men in Rome, had fallen in lova

with her, and was in the habit of visiting the Palazzo Cenci

whenever Francesco left it. Maddened by the failure of a

petition for the redress of their wrongs, which they had
addressed tc Clement, and which' had miscarried, Lucrezia>

and Beatrice turned for aid to the cardinal, and com-
municated to him their design of ending their troubles by
the murder of the author of them. The cardinal allowed

himself to be persuaded ; he lost no time in sounding

Giacomo Cenci, the elder brother, tnd, after Francesco,

head of the house, vathout whose consent nothing could bo

attempted. Meetings were held in a room in the cardinal's

palace, and the advice of Lucrezia and Beatrice was taken

on all points. For the execution of the design determined

on, choice was made of two of Cenci's vassals, Olimpio and
JIarzio, both of whom were violently incensed against their

master,—Marzio out of pity for his mistresses, and Olimpio

for bis own wrong's sake. It was at first proposed to

cloak the murder in an attack and robbery by batidittL

A dozen men were to be held in readiness to stop

Francesco Cenci on his way to Petrella, a fief within the

Neapolitan frontier, whether he was wont to betake himself

in the summer. An enormous ransom was to be asked,

with the alternative of death ; the mother and daughter

were to return to Rome to obtain the sum ; and the

assassins were to carry their threat into execution. But
the scheme miscarried ; Francesco reached Petrella in safety,

and the conspirators were forced to arrange other combina-

tions.

The old man's treatment of his wife and daughter gr«w
worse daily. He is said to have pretended that he believed

them pleased and happy in his gray hairs and declining
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years, and to liave tormented tliem witli an incomparable

ingeanifcy and ferocity. Beatrice at last found meiiis to

communicate with Monaignor Querra, and it waa agreed

that, for the Bum of a thousand piastres, one-third to be

paid by the cardinal and the rest by Beatrice and Lucrezia,

Olimpio and Marzio should enter the castle and kill

Erancesoo in his bed. On September 9, 158S, accordingly,

a strong opiate having been dexterously administered to the

tyrant, the assassins were introduced into his chamber by

Beatrice herself. Here they were overtaken with remorse

;

the .specta<;le of the old man sleeping was too much for

them ; and they retreated without accomplishing their

intent. Beatrice, however, whose magnificent personality

had risen to the occasion, received them with such indigna-

tion, that they returned and slevif the sleeper, much as Jael

had slain Sisera, by driving a long nail through the eye

into the brain, making essurince doubly sure by driving

another through the throat. When this was done Beatrice

presented them with a purse of money, and clothed Marzin

in a mantis laced with gold, which had belonged to her

father. She and Lucrezia then withdrew the nails from the

corpss, wLich they folded in a sheet, and dragged through
eoveval rooms to a gallery looking into an unused garden,

whence they iiung it into the branches of a great elder tree

that grew thereby. This gallery was used for such a

purpose as would lend reality to the story they intended

to tell, of Cenci's leaving his bed to repair thither, and
of his slipping and falling accidentally into the branches

below.

Everything occurred as Beatrice and her mother had
faresesn. The alarm was great, but Francesco's death was
accounted for naturally enough ; his remains received an
honourable burial, and the two women returned to Kome,
and lived tranquilly there for several months. Suspicion,

however, had been excited in Naples by the circumstances

of the event, and a magistrate was sent to Petrella, who
arrested all the people employed about the castle. Among
them was a washerwoman to whom Beatrice had given the

soiled linen from Cenci's bed, with a story accounting

in quite a natural way for the presence of so much
blood. The woman, interrogated as to the credi'oilify of

the story, threw doubts upon it, basing her opinion on the

unusual brightness of colour of the marks. Detaib of the

interrogatory were sent to Rome, but no notice was taken,

and Lucrezia and her children remained undisturbed.

Meanwhile, however, Monsignor Guerra, as soon as ho was
informed of what was passing at Naples, had sent out
emissaries charged with the murder of Francesco Cenci's

assassins. OHmpio alone had been dispatched. Marzio,

arrested by the Neapolitan Government several months
after the murder, was taken to Naples; he confessed

everything.

On information being conveyed to Rome, Lucrezia and
her three stepchildren, Giacomo, Bernardo, and Beatrice

Cenci, were arrested. Lucrezia, Qiacomo, and Bernardo
were taken to the Corte Savella prison, while Beatrice

was confined to the Cenci Palace, and guarded strictly

by a troop of sbirri. Marzio, meanwhile, was brought
from Naples, and confronted in the Corto Savella with
Lucrezia and her daughter. The majesty and strength of

Beatrice in this interview were such that the old vassal

withdrew his confession, and chose rather to expire under
torture than to incriminate his mistres-sos further. In the

absence of any other proof, the whole of the Cenci family
were relegated to Sant' Angelo, where they remained for

several months. At the end of that time Olimpio's
assassin wa.s arrested, and confessed as much as ho knew.
Monsignor Guerra fled from Rome, disguised as a charcoal-

burner, and Lucrezia and her children were taken back
again to the Corte Savella.

Put to the torture, Giacomo and Bernardo at once con-

fessed the crime and their share in it. Lucrezia, too, who
was of a luxurious habit of body, was not able to enduru

the torture of the cord, and acknowledged her complicity

also. But Beatrice was not made of such penetrable

stuff. The cord made no impression on her whatever,

and her genius and force of will so confounded Moscati,

the judge charged with her interrogatory, that he made
her the subject of a special report to the Pope. The
examination was committed to a second of sterner reputar

tion, and Beatrice was questioned by suspension by the

hair. While in this posture her brothers and Lucrezia

were introduced into the apartment. All of them urged

her to confess. She reproached them with their little care

for the honour of the family, but at last consented. She
then answered the judge's questions, denying the false and
explaining the true. On the release of Beatrice from the

torture and the examination, the four dined and spent the

evening cheerfully together. Next day the two brothers

were taken to the Tor di Nono, the women remaining in

the Corte, Savella; the Pope, having read the papers, had
sentenced them to immediate death.

Immense efforts v/ere made to obtain a commutation of

the sentence, but a respite of twenty-five days was all

that could be got. On tho twenty-fifth day a body of

advocates, among whom waa the celebrated jurist Farinacci,

presented themselves before Clement, to plead the cause

of the accused ; the Pope, however, refused to listen to

them, and Farinacci alone was allowed to speak. They
left their briefs, which Clement spent the night in read-

ing. The next day all four prisoners were ordered to be
confined au secret, and great hopes were entertained of

pardon. But a scandalous case of matricide intervened

;

the assassin fled, and the Cenci were immokted in his

stead, Farinacci succeeding alter great efforts in saving the

life of Bernardo, the youngest boy.

On the 11th of September l.')99,*the four prisoners were
conveyed to the scaffold. Lucrezia and Beatrice were on
foot ; Giacomo was drawn in a cart, and was subjected

the whole way to the torture of the pincers, which he bore
with great fortitude. Bernardo, who was young and long-

haired, was extremely agitatod, and was several times mis-

taken for Beatrice, who indeed was far from sharing Jher

brother's weakness. The heat was intense, tho excitement

unparalleled, the crowd enormous ; several deaths from fever

and sunstroke aro said to have occurred during the day.

Lucrezia and Beatrice were beheaded, and were afterwards

buried, the one in tho church of San Giorgio, the other in

that of San Pietro in Jlontario. Giacomo was maizolato—
killed with a mace. Bernardo, who fainted several times,

was removed to a convent,—" Oriental precautious " being

taken, it i-s said, to prevent }iis disturbing the new owners
in their possession of the confiscated estates of his house.

Part of these estates, conveyed to a cardinal nephew ef

Clement, became the Villa Barberini. Therein are still

preserved the portraits of Lucrezia Petroni and of Beatrice

Cenci, tho latter of which is said to bo by Guido Reni,

Shelley's fine tragedy is well known ; the poet has dealt

freely with much of his material, but tho result is of

unapproachable excellence. See also the Cluoniquci ct

NouveUca of H. Beyle, whoso account of the Cenci forms a

remarkable page In a rcmarkablo book.

CENEDA, a dLstrict in the province of Trcviso, Northern
Italy, so called from the city of the sanio naina Its popu-

lation has varied as follows :— 1807, 2?,718; \S-\\.

18,980; 1855, 37,510; 1862, 38,41.S. It is a highiv

picturesque region ot tho foot of the Alps, fertile in corn

and wine, tho white kind of which hns considerable loci!

celebrity. Tho olives which formerly abounded hn-

1

almost disappeared. Thcro aro saline springs near th;>
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town, which are among the richest in iodine oi any

known, tlie i)roportion being 0'4032 of iodine in 10,000

parts of water. They are much used by the inhabitants

of the neighbouring districts. The little city of Ceneda
13 charmingly situated on the last slope of the hills

inclined from west to east, and has the reputation of

being especially healthy. The Emperor P.erengarius held

a court of justice here, when he gave by diploma to the

bishop of Ceneda, which had its own body of statutes com-
piled in 1339 and published in 1G09, the jurisdiction of

the whole territory lying between the rivers Piave and

Livenza from the Alps to the sea. In the cathedral, a

building of the middle of the last century on the site of

an older cue, there are some not very remarkable paintings

of Palraa Giovine, Bonifacio, and Tintoretto. The town

hall hd3 some good frescoes of Pomponio Anialteo in its

" loggia," and a curious series of portraits within of the

bishops of Ceneda, and another of the Podestas, with the

arms of each. The origin of the city, which rery numerous

finds of urns, inscriptions, coins, lachrymatories, and other

objects prove to have existed under the Romans, is

uncertain. At the period of the Gothic ancl Lombard
invasions it was a place of some military importance.

Alaric fortified it strongly. The Emperor Honorius subse-

quently gave it with the title of county to one Marcellus.

.\ttila devastated it in 4-50. The sovereignty of the

district was the subject of long contests between the

neighbouring counts of Camino and the bishops, with the

gradual result of subjecting the city and its district to the

republic of Venice, which, however, permitted the bishops

and the ancient council of notables to exercise some rights

of sovereignty even down to 177G.

It should be added that Ceneda has recently changed its

name to Viltorio, This absurd abnegation of its past

hibto-'y has had some little show of reason to excuse it.

Ceneda and the neighbouring commune of Serravalle were

for many generations hereditary enemies. 'When the

province of Venice was restored to Italy it was determined,

among other festive and fraternizing doings, that these two

coQimunes should henceforth form but one, to be known as

Vittorio,—rn appell.ation which seems to have succeeded in

s\ii'planting the old historical name more entirely than

•'.sually occurs in similar cases.

CENSOR (from ccnsere, to estimate), the title of two
magistrates of the highest importance in the Eoman
republic. It was their duty to take a census of the citizens,

to estimate their property aJid impose taxes in proportion

to v.'hat each possessed, and to punish offences not only

.igainst morality, but against the conventional requirements

of Roman custom. They took cognizance of bad cultiva-

tion of the laud, of the carrying on of any occupation

which was considered disgraceful, of luxuriousness, of

celibacy, and of many other matters of a similar kind. If

the ofl'endcr was a senator, they might remove him from

the senate ; if eijues, they might take from him his horse,

they might expel him from his tribe, and they might
lower him to rerarian rank. There was, however, an appeal

from their decisions to an assembly of the people ; and
they could only punish a citizen for some definite fault,

which they were bound to declare in their list. The
censors also appointed the priuceps seualiis, and filled up
all vacancies in the senate. At first this was done at their

own discretion, but afterwards they were controlled by the

lex Ofiiii<j, v.hicli bound them to choose ex-magistrates in

the order of their rank. The censors also let out the taxes

to farm ; and they took charge of all public buddings,

roads, and aqueducts, and undertook the construction of

new public works.

At first the duration of the censorship was five years,

but in 433 B.C tlis dictator Mamercmus made a law

restricting it to a year and a half. Upon the death of

either censor the other resigned, and a new election wcj
held. Originally patricians alone were eligible ; but in

351 B.C. the plebeians were admitted. The censorship was
instituted in 443 B.C.; and the office continued to the time
of the emperors. Vespasian and his son took the title

;

and the last who bore it was the brother of Constantine.

The emperor generally assumed censorial power under the

title of morum prcefecti.

CENSUS is now almost solely used to denote that

enumeration of the people made at intervals -in most
European countries, and in the United Kingdom and the

British Colonies decennially. The term had its origin in

Rome, where a group of the many functions performed by
the high officer called censor received the name of census.

An enumeration of the people was only one of them, but

they were chiefly of a statistical character. They were

especially directed to fiscal objects ; and it does not appear

that the enumeration of the people was then deemed of

value as a source of statistical knowledge which might

influence morals and legislation. It was connected with

the Servian constitution, which apportioned the rights and
duties of citizens to the amount of property, dividing them
into six classes, which were subdivided into centuries by a

mixed ratio of wealth and numbers. Had the enumeration

been deemed of value for any such other purposes, besides

the adjustment of rights and obligations, as those for

which statistical knowledge is now deemed so valuable,

the notices preserved of the vast collection of statistical

facts thus made would have been less scanty and meagre,

and we should not have found it so impracticable to come
to any conclusion about the population and extent of the

city of Rome itself The Roman census must have been
minute and fuU. It indicated not only the number and
respective classes of all free persons, but their domestic

position as husbands and wives, fathers and mothers, and
sons and daughters. The slaves and freedmen were
indicated in connection with the possessions of the head
of the house, and landed property was analyzed into

several classes according to its character and produce.

The important practical effect of the census caused it to

be conducted at intervals generally so frequent as every

fifth year. It was followed by a sacrificfe of purification

or lustration, whence the term of five years came to be
designated a lustrum. There were highly penal consequences

to the citizen who neglected bis registration for the census,

to whom as an unregistered person the name of iticensus

was given. From the mixed functions to which it was
applied we have the word used among the Romans to

signify the patrimony or property qualification of a parti-

cular grade—as censns seiiatoriv.s and c€nsiis equester;

and we have it employed in later times to indicate taxation.

Hence census dominicatiis, implying a feudal tax to the

superior, and caisvs dupUcatus, a double tax or feudal

casualty ; and tlie word cense, used by old English writers,

was abbreviated in modern use into cess.

While the word census was thus applied to the taxation

of the Middle Ages, it will readily be understood that in'

its modern sense it received no practical application, sin(!S'

neither taxation nor the adjustment of social rank required
a numbering of the people ; and the statistic or economic
ends of such a process were as little known as they had
been to the Romans. Under the despotic Governments of

the Continent, however, the tendency to central organiza-

tion for purposes of administration and police prepared the

way for statistical inquiries into the numbers of the
inhabitants of particular areas whenever there should occur
an occasion for enumerating them. It was in Britsin,

with its abstinent Government and unrestrained people,
thit the wan", of population statistics became moat flagrantly
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conspicuous. It ia difficult at present to realize the idea

that, long after Adam Smith's time, the number of the

inhabitants of the British empire could only be guessed at

as the populousness of China is at the present day ; and,

as in all matters of statistics, which have their own simple

•Bolutioii through specific inquiry, the guesses about the

population of the empire were not only vague but extrava-

gantly contradictory. During the 18th century, the most

trustworthy geographers were generally those who did not

venture on an estimate of the population .even in those

European states which had the best moans of enumeration

at their command.
The first effort to take a census of the population of

Great Britain, was made in 1801 ; it did not then extend

to Ireland. The succes.^ which attended this and the two

succeeding efi'orts was mainly owing to the zeal and ability

of Mr Rickman, the assistant-clerk of the House of

Commons. Where there is an organization like that of

many in the European states for preserving a constant

official record of all the fluctuations of the population, not

only in their absolute numbers throughout a whole territory,

but in the relative numbers in its respective parts as they

may be affected by fluctuations, systematic arrangements

are thus prepared not only for obtaining, a general census

.at any one moment, but for checking its accuracy and

classifying its elements. But to deal at once with the raw

material in the self-governed British empire required great

iagenuity and sagacity. A census, to be accurate, must

ba taken on a uniform system, and must be taken

simultaneously. Any enumeration going over a tract of

time, were it but two days, must be more or less inaccurate,

and destitute of the means of correcting its own inaccuracies.

Besides the mere abstract numbers of the people, there is

much collateral information to be recorded. This, besides

if8 own intrinsic value, is necessary as a check on the

numbers ; since a distribution into elements according to

sex, age, social condition, occupation, and the like, affords

a self-acting control on the accuracy of mere figures. In a

census, indeed, it is a simple rule, that the information

returned should be extended as far beyond the main facts

as with safety to these it <an be carried. The tendency

towards complexity in the nature of the returns must

always be checked by the liability of the people at large to

make blunders and create confusion where they are required

to attest facts not of the most obvious nature, and by the

difficulty of getting a number of subordinate officers to

understand and carry out a complex classification. Hence
there was great difficulty in obtaining a classification

according to occupation, from its complex intermixture

with the classification according to families. Thus, in the

first census, there was an attempt to classify the people

under three division.^—(1) persons chiefly employed in

agriculture, (2) persons chiefly employed in trade, manu-
factures, or handicraft, and (3) all other persons not com-

prised in the two preceding classes. But Mr Hickman
found the returns unsatisfactory, from the difficulty of

deciding " whether the females of the family, children, and
servants were to bo classed as of no occupation, or of the

occupation of the adult males of the family." In the two
subsequent enumerations, the rule adopted was to record

the occupation of tho bead of the family ; but hero comes

a new element of confusion, in tho difficulty of defining

the head of a family. Experience, and an anxious desire

to combine simplicity and coraprehonsivenoss in tho returns,

were the only moans by which such difficulties could bo

mitigated.

The enumerations of 18-tl and 1851 in England wore

much facilitated by the uniform system of rogietretion of

births, marriages, and dcalb.i which came into oporatioa en

lot July 1S37, '\nd which not only afforded tho meaua of

checking the accuracy of the returns, but provided a
prompt and skilled machinery accustomed to statistical

work. Far more dependence could now be placed on the

discretion and skill of the officers to whom the local duties

were committed ; and the returns were made more miuute

and complete. In Scotland it was necessary to adopt the

method of employing the parish schoolmasters to perform

the local duty of enumerating the population in the

country districts. In Ireland the first attempt at a general

census was made in 1811, but it was decidedly unsuccess-

ful It was repeated in 1821, but went no further than a

bare enumeratiqn of doubtful accuracy. The census taken

there in 1831 was subject to correction in 1834, to make
it the basis of the new system of national education. In

the two subsequent enumerations the aid of the admirable

constabulary force, and the use of an ordnance survey,

nearly complete in 1841, went far to supply the want of

permanent local statistical machinery.

The census of 1851 was taken on the 31st day of March,

the previously distributed schedules beieg then collected.

They embraced a return of the local and other conditions

of the population during the preceding night.

** At the present census, " say tlie commissioners, ** it was resolved

to exhibit, not merely the statistics, as before, of parishes, and
more completely of parliamentary and municipal boroughs, but also

of such other large towns in England and Scotland as appeared
sufficiently important for separate mention," and of all the ecclesias-

tical districts and new ecclesiastical parishes which, under the pro-

vision of various Acts of Parliament, have, during the last forty

years, been created in England and Walesr- In addition also to ,the

inquiry concerning the occupation, age, and birthplace of the
population, it was determined to ascertain tho various relationships

(such as husband, wife, son, daughter), the civil condition (aa

maiTied, unmarried, widower, or widow), and the number of persons
blind, deaf, and dumb."

Another novel feature in the census of. 1851 was an
attempt to supply the statistics of the ecclesiastical and
educational condition of the country. It stated the

amount of church accommodation at the command of each

religious denomination ; while a return was procured of

those in attendance in the several churches on Sunday,

30th March. The attendance throughout thirty-five

religious communities in England on that forenoon was
returned as 4,428,338, of which the proportion assigned

to the Church of England was 2,371,732. The Returns

for Scotland, admittedly very imperfect, give a to'tal of

943,951, of which 351,454 belonged to the Established

Church. The English report was accompanied by an ela-

borate history of the several religious communities.

The enumerations in Ireland exhibit statistical novelties

of a totally different kind. In 1841 it was resolved,

as that country, so totally depended on the amount of its

agricultural produce, to obtain the statistics of its rural

economy. The surface of tho country was divided unde'-

five heads—arable, plantations, uncultivated, towns, and
water ; and, with a view to these divisions, a return

was made of tho character of each farm or other agri-

cultural allotment, with the quantity of live stock and
other relevant facts. The attempt was found so successful,

that it was renewed with more full effect in 1851, pro-

ducing 727 tabular folio pages of very valuable information.

Censtis of 18C1.

Tho cnumeratiou in 1861 was the Beventh census of

England, and was taken under tho superintendence of the

Registrar-General, under tho powers conferred by three Acta

of Parliameut, applic.".blo respectively to England, Scotland,

and Ireland. By tht? census it was found ihnt ihn popula-

tion of the United Kingdom was 29,321,283, and that of

each I'i tho four divisions of tho kingdom was as follows :

—

England and Wales, 20,228,497 ; ScoUand. 3,096,808 ;

Irokttd 6,850,30'J ; islands in tho British soos, 145,67 -K
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The population of England and Wales, excluding the por-

tion of the army, navy, and merchant seamen abroad, was

20,066,224. The annual rate of increase per cent, of the

population in the United Kingdom, in the ten years

1851-61 was 055, viz. :—England and Wales, 1-14; Scot-

land, 058; Ireland, (decrease), 1-23; and islands in the

British seas, 0'02.

The local machinery by means of which the census of

England was taken in 18C1 diftt;red in no material respect

from that employed in 1851. In subdividing the souutry

the registrars were to see that the enumeration districts

were not too extensive or too populous ; they wexe not to

coQiain more than 200 houses in towns, so that they could

be enumerated by au active man within the compass of

a single day. An important feature consisied of the publi-

cation of the number of houses and population in " civil

counties" and in lieutenancy subdivisious. The number of

blind and of deaf and dumb from birth, the number of

foreigners, and the number of naturalized British subjects,

were shown in 1861 for the first time. In the case of Scot-

land, the enumeration was for the first time required to be

made apart from that of England, under the superintendence

of the Registrar-General of Scotland. From 1855 Scotland

had the advantage of a national system of registration, and
the census of 1861 was therefore no longer taken through

the agency of the sheriffs in counties, and of the provosts or

chief magistrates in the royal and parliamentary burghs,

but through the agency of 1001 local registrars of births,

deathS; and marriages, assisted by 8075 enumerators. The
forms and instructions issued were all based on, and in

most cases virtually the same as, those used in England in

the census of 1851. " Flats" were not reckonedas houses

in .Scotland in 1861. All the details a.s4o population, &c.,

in 1351, were for civil parishes and ciril counties only. In

1861 the returns were for registration districts and
registration counties. The novel features in 1861 for

Scotland, which merit special notice, were the number of

families in every parish and county, the number of houses

having windows, and the number of children between the

ages of five and fifteen years in attendance at school. In

1861 it was ascertained that the islands in Scotland

amounted to 787 in number, and of these 186 were inhabited

by one or more persons on the census day.

The tables in 1861 relating to the ages, conjugal con-

ditions, birthplaces, blind, deaf and dumb, and to the

occupations combined with ages, were published uniformly

with those ia 1851. A comparison can be made of the occu-

pations at the diiTereut ages with the death registers, and
the comparative mortality prevailing among the different

classes and ranks of society can now be ascertained as well

as the comparative healthiness of each occupation or trade.

Ireland, 1S61.—The enumeration of the people of

Ireland in 1861 was effected for the first time altogether

(excepting the metropolis) by the ofiicers and men of the

constabulary force. The returns show—for provinces,

counties, baronies, parishes, towns, and parliamentary

boroughs—the area, population, and number of houses,

the number of families with their pursuits and the means
upon which they were dependent, also the religious profes-

sions and education of the inhabitants, the number of

families living in each house, and the amount of their

accommodation by counties in rural and civic distiicts, the

birthplaces of the people, their condition as to marriage,

and their occupations for each county, also tabular

summaries relating to vital statistics.

The ages of the people in Ireland were incorrectly

returned in 1861, and in the tables of the occupations of

the people a large number are left unclassified.

In fne Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, the census

was taken in conformity with instructions from the Home

OflBce, by the rer.pectivo Lieutenant-Governors acting vx

conjunction with the English central ofiice.

First Impciial Census, 1871.

In 1871 the first Imperial census of the British empire

was taken, and the population was found to amount to

234,702,593, living upon 7,769,449 square miles of

territory ; comprising England and Wales, with a population

of 22,856,164 ; Scotland, 3,392,559 ; Ireland, 5,449,186 :

islands in the British seas, 147,470 ; and British Colonies

and Po.ssessions (exclusive of the army, navy, and mer-

chant seamen abroad, as they are included in the popula-

tions just quoted), 202,917,214. The population of

England and Wales, excluding the portion of the army,

navy, and merchant seamen abroad, was 22,712,266. The
annual rate of increase per cent, of the population in the

United Kingdom in the ten years 1861-71 was 0"83, viz. :

—

in England .-.nd Wales, 1-23; Scotland, 0-92; Ireland

(decrease), 0'71 ; islands in the British seas, 0'12.

In this great undertaking the work was subdivided for

convenience of execution. In conformity with the Act of

Parliament the census of England and Wales was taken by

the Registrar-General, assisted by Dr Farr and J. T. Ham-
mick. The population was enumerated in one day ( 3d April

1871) by 32,543 enumerators, employed under 2195 regis-

trars and 626 superintendent registrars.

Instructions were issued to the superintendent registrars,

and to the registrars of births and deaths, for their guid-

ance in taking the census, and one of the duties requiring

their earliest attention was the division of the country

into enumeration districts, and just here the registrar had

an important duty to fulfil, for he was directed to see that

the boundaries of parishes, townships, ecclesiastical dis-

tricts, municipal and parliamentary cities and boroughs,

urban sanitary districts, and all other of the various con-

flicting and confusing territorial subdivisions of the country,

were duly indicated. Most of the registrars laid down
the boundaries of their enumeration districts on maps, so

as to ensure that no part of their districts was omitted.

These plans of division were first submitted to the

various superintendent registrars, and finally to the

Eegistrar-General for approval. The 32,543 enumerators

were required to be inteUigent, trustworthy, and active, to

writs well, and to have some knowledge of arithmetic. They
were not to be infirm or of weak health, not younger than

18 years, nor older than 65 ; and they were required to be
persons likely to conduct themselves with strict propriety

and civility. 627 of the public or charitable institutions

were enumerated by the masters or chief resident ofiicerB.

In order to facilitate the proper designation of all roads,

streets, and houses, a circular was addressed to the mayor
of each municipal city and borough, and to the chairman

of every local board, suggesting that previous to the

census all unnamed roads and streets should be named,
and all houses numbered. Circulars were also addressed

to the press explaining the objects and uses of the census,

so as to aid in securing complete and correct returns.

The enumeration of 1871 was a " nominal" census.

The householders' schedules were delivered by the

enumerators prior to 3d April. Every- separate occupier

received a schedule, and this schedule was so prepared in

accordance with the 4th section of the Census Act, that, as

shown in the annexed example, the name, sex, age, rank,

profession or occupation, conjugal condition, relation to

head of family, and birthplace of every person who abode
in any house, on the night of Sunday, 2d April 1871, •

might bo returned ; the blind, deaf and dumb, imbecile,

or lunatic were distinguished. At the census of 1871 the

numbers of lunatics out of asylums and of imbeeilea or

idiots were ascertained for the first time.
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the houses ander three headings, and distingcrishiiig the

eexes of the population, additional columns showing area,

number of electors, and of members within the parlia-

mentary limits, including and excluding represented

boroughs, petty sessional divisions, wards of municipal

boroughs, comparative tables of houses and population in

1861 and 1871, tables showing the number of famQies in

each civil parish and township, and results showing the

residue of area and population in mother parishes.

Also under "registration counties" many now particulars

were published in 1871, such as maps of counties and
districts, showing the population of large towns, and the

particulars as to reformatory and industrial schools, and
as to Her iMajestj^s ships.

The census of Ireland m 1871 was taken by th.e

Eegistrar-General of Ireland, assisted by two other com-

jnissioners, W. R. Wilde and G. W. Abraham. The
enumeration (except in the metropolis, in which 178 of

the Dublin Metropolitan Police discharged that duty) was

effected by 4536 members of the Eoyal Irish Constabu-

lary, whose local knowledge and previous experience as

enumerators en three former occasions rendered them

peculiarly well suited for this undertaking. The country

ivas divided into 218 districts, each under the charge of

.•a Bub-inspector. Printed instructions were furnished,

and, when necessary, the enumerators were supplied with

maps, conveyances, boats, and in the Irish-speaking

/districts with interpreters also. In conformity with the

Census Act an abstract of the census of Ireland was

published on 14th June 1871, showing the number of

Ihouses, families, and population in each county and city,

and in certain corporate to-.vns in Ireland. The numbers
in the different religious professions were also returned as

directed by the Act. The revised and final numbers for

Ireland record the population in 1871 at 5,412,377,

showing a decrease since 1861 of 386,590 or 6'67 per cent.

In the previous decenniad, 1851-61, the population had

decreased by 753,418, or 11-50 per cent. The decrease in

'he population of 1871 is stated to be chiefly attributable

1o emigration. From 1st May 1851 to 31st March 1871

the loss by emigration amounted to 2,024,609. Results

relating to the ages, civil conditions, occupations, birth-

places, religion and education of the people are published

in the census returns for Ireland ; and instructions were

issued by the Government, directing that the results of

the census of 1871 for each of the three di^-isions of the

kingdom should he published, with a view to uniformity.

Some of the principal results have thus been assimilated in

1871, but there is still a considerable want of uniformity,

especially as regards the ages of children in Ireland. A
volume devoted entirely to vital statistics is not the least

interesting of the results of the census of I.'-eland in 1871.

As regards Scotland, the results of the census of 187 1 are

nearly imiform with those of England. In addition to the

ordinary particulars, inquiries were made as to the number
of children from five to thirteen years of ago receiving

education, and the number of rooms with windows. This

census was taken by the Registrar-General of Scotland and
Dr Stark, through the agency of 1016 local registrars,

assisted by 8342 enumerators, whose appointments were

approved by the sheriffs in counties, and by the chief

magistrates in boroughs. The returns for Scotland in 1871
contain . some new features, such as the ecclesiastical sub-

divisions of civU counties, grouping tho population of each

civil county into three gicat divisions, according as they

inhabited towns, villages, or rural parts ; the particulars

as to houses, families, and population relative to parlia-

iv.cntary constituenc-ies of counties are also new. As there

iTcre no registration districts in 1851, no attempt was made
in 1861 to show the relative increase or decrease of the

population from 1851.'^ Bat in 'the census of 1871, this

want was supplied by giringthe number of the population

in each district for 1861, for comparison with that of 1871.

The number of children from five to thirteen years of age

in the receipt of education also appears for the first time in

the returns for 1871.

The census of the Island of Man and of the Channel

Islands was taken by the lieutenant-governors according to

directions issued by the Secretary of State for the Home
Department, but the forms and instructions were issued by

tho Registrar-General of England. The population of these

islands on the aggregate in 1871 was 144,638, viz.:—Isle of

Man 54,042, Jersey 56,627, and Guernsey and adjacent

i-slands 33,969. No census of the Isle of Man was taken

earlier than that of 1821, when 40,081 persons were Mume-
rated. Enumerations of the inhabitants of Jersey were

made in 1806 and in 1815, in which years the population

was respectively returned as 22,855 and 22,763. The first

census of Guerusey, (fee, was taken in 1821, and wa.s

20,302. The population of these islands has remained

nearly stationary at the last three censuses.

The cost of the census, incurred at the central office, and

in payment of local officer^ in each of the three countries

in 1871, was £5, 5s. 7fd. per 1000 of the popnktion for

England and Wales, £S, Is. 4d. for Scotland, and £7, 2s.

7d. for Ireland.

The results of the census of 1871 are multitudinous, and

it is impossible here to enumerate all the facts of interest

which the returns disclose. Those relating to parliamentary

constituencies show that of 95 counties, or divisions of

counties, the population had increased since 1861 in 82,

while in 13 the population had decreased. Out of 19S

boroughs which returned members to Parliament the popu-

lation had increased in 156, while in 31 the population had

decreased. In the year 1868 the boundaries of 68 borougha

were altered, and in sope of these the increase of population

may be due to enlarged area. Eleven boraughs had been

formed since 1861. Some of the elaborate results afford

the means of solving important questions relating to the

industrial organization of the country, and show to what

extent there has been a diminution in the numbers employed

in the cultivation of the soil, and to what extent there has

been a consolidation of farms, afTecting the average size

of the holdings. Other results show the ages of the

married and unmarried population, and these, combined

with the returns of the ages at marriage, furnish the

means of determining very important questions, such

as the probable duration of the joint lives of husband and

wife, the annual rate of marriage at different ages, and so

OIL Tables showing the number of foreigners resident in

England and Wales, and the number of British residents

abroad, throw much light on many points relating to the

social condition of the people. Not the least useful of the

results is an interpolated table of the population at each

year of age, lurnishitig school-boards with the means of

ascertaining the proportional number of children at the

echool ages, and enabling life insurance offices and

scientific and other authorities to solve many important

problems. fw. F.)

Census of the United States.

The census in the United States is a political necessity.

To this, and not to the general appreciation of the claims

of Et:i'istical science is due tho fact that the systematic

periodical enumeration of inhabitants was there undertaken

earlier even than in England.

Had the government set up in 1787 been a pure con-

federation, like that which preceded it, into which the

States entered as equal bodies, the censtis would not have

been a condition of its existence ; while rude estimates
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founded on the number of the natural militia, the arms-

bearing population, or on the number of horses, or on the

records of births and deaths, might long have answered

all administrative purposes. On the other hand, had

the Constitution of 1787 erected a single, self-sufficient

government, a simple sovereignty, the census need not

have been provided for in that instrument. Representa-

tive power might have been apportioned approximately

according to common fame, or numbers might have been

rejected as the measure of political power, as in England,

and even as in Connecticut, alone of all the States of the

('iiaerican Union, to-d^y.

But the mixed form of government established by that

constitution, the only form of government which was then

possible, by which the pre-existing States maintained their

right to exist and to act for themselves in all strictly

internal affairs, while for all national purposes political

power was to be exercised by a double rule, partly through

the States acting as equal bodies, and partly according to

population irrespective of State lines, positively required,

not as a means of administrative efficiency, but as an

essential condition of its own existence, that the inhabi-

tants of the United States should be periodically enumer-

ated. Accordingly, we find- in the Constitution of 1787 a

provision for a census to be taken every ten years, the first

enumeration to be made " within three years after the

fir3t meeting of the Congress of the United States."

It would appear from this brief review that the eulogium

of Moreau de Jonnte was scarcely merited, when he

dOv;lared that the United States present a phenomenon
without parallel in history,

—"that of a people who
instituted the statistics of their country on the verj' day

when they founded their government, and who regulated

by the same instrument the census of inhabitants, their

civil and political rights, and the destinies of the nation.

"

As a matter of undoubted history, the provision for a

notional census was incorporated in the constitution solely

ffoiu political, not at all from philosophical, considerations.

Pending the actual accomplishment of the first enumera-

tion, an estimate of the population of the several States

was adopted as a provisional b^sis of representation in

Congress.

The first census was taken in 1790, the returns all being

referred to the 1st of August of that year, although the

work of canvassing was extended over a considerable

period. As was the case with the first British census

ficven years later, and as is likely to be the case with the

first census of any community, great disappointment was
felt at the result, and dissatisfaction at the methods of

enumeration was loudly expressed. Mr Jefferson, then

Secretary of State, was careful in sending abroad copies of

the published tables, to impress it on the mindi of hia

correspondents that the returns fell far short of the truth,

and oven went so far as to supply the omissions which he

assumed to exist. The results of later censuses, however,

have established the substantial accuracy of the first

ri;umeration, and shown that the dissatisfaction felt at tho

tin-O was but the inevitable disappointment of over-strained

anticipations. " To count," says Dr Johnson, " is a modern
practice ; the ancient method was to guess ; and where

numbers are guessed, they are always magnified." General

censuses were taken in 1800, 1810, .ind 1820, with exact

intervals of ten years. In 1830 the date of enumeration

was fixed on tho Ist of June. This change mado the

interval between tho fourth and fifth censuses nine years

and ton months only, reducing tho nominal ratio of increase

between 1820 and 1830, by about two-thirds of 1 per

cent. The succession of census was then resumed with

cxrct intervals of ten years. The ninth census was taken

nti cf dato Juno 1, 1870.

Peculiarities of the Constitution of the United States

have been spoken cf which rendered the census a political

necessity, and secured its adoption there earlier than in

countries far more advanced in statistical science and in the

arts of administration. To the same peculiarities are at-

tributable the features by which the census of the United

States has come to differ from the census of other countries.

The reservation by the States of all rights not granted to

the general Government makes it fairly a matter of

question whether purely statistical inquiries, other than for

the single purpose of apportioning representation, cpuld be

initiated by any other authority than that of the States

themselves. That large party which advocates a strict and

jealous construction of the constitution would certainly

oppose any independent legislation by the national Con-

gress for providing a registration of births, marriages, and

deaths, or for obtaining social and industrial statistics,

whether for the satisfaction of the publicist, or for the

guidance of the legislature. Even though the supreme

court should decide such legislation to be within the grant

of powers to the general Government, the distrust and

opposition, on constitutional grounds, of so large a portion of

the people, could not but go far to defeat the object sought.

In this political difficulty, the unquestionable provision

of the constitution for a decennial census has been taken

advantage of by all parties to secure much statistical

information, which is not usually, and perhaps is not

properly, connected with a census. Nor can there be any

doubt that the introduction of new schedules of inquiries

has, since 1850, somewhat impaired the efficiency of the

census in its original constitutional function of making a

count of the inhabitants of the several parts of the country

for the purpose of distributing representation in Congress.

As the census has widened, it has weakened. More has

been put upon the enumerator than he could well carry.

His attention has been distracted by tho multiplicity of

objects presented ; the great number of inquiries has also

perplexed and irritated the body of citizens ; while the

result of protracting the canvass to obtain additional

information has, in the incessant changes of population,

especially in cities and in manufacturing villages, allowed

not a few to escape enumeration altogether.

The first enlargement of tho scope of the census was in

1810, when the agents of the census were by law required

to take an account of the several manufacturing establish-

ments and manufactories within their several districts.

The same requirement was contained in the Act for the

census of 1820 ; but tho results proved of so little value

that the attempt was altogether abandoned in 1830. In

1840 a manufacturers' schedule was used, and inquiries

respecting schools were incorporated. It was at the

seventh census, 1 850, however, that the main enlargement

was effected. By tho Act of May 23 of that year, tho

census was extended to cover the several subjects of

mortality, agricv.lture, productive industry, schools. churches,

newspapers, <tc., &c.

The agencies and methods of enumeration in tho census

of the United States have been but little changed from

the first, and are today antiquated and ineffective in

a high degree. By the Act of 1790, it was mado the duty

of tho marshals of tho United States courts in tho several

judicial districts to take the enumeration, appointing

therefor 33 many assistants as thoy should deem necessary.

The enumeration was to commence August 1, and to

close within nine calendar months ihercafter; the returns

were to be filed with the clerks of the sevcml courts,

while tho marshals were to forward to luc president " the

aggregate amount of each description of persons witliin

their rcopcctivo districts." In ISCO tho a\ipervision of tho

ccusua was placed with the Secretary of State. The
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machinery 01 enumeration remained until 1850 the same
as in 1790.

In 1810 the agents of the census were placed under the

direction of the Secret iry of the Treasury as to the enumera-

tion of manufactures required; but in 1820 the entire

charge remained with the Secretaiy of State. In 1850, the

supervision of the census was committed to the newly
created Department of the Interior, and the period allowed

for enumeration was restricted to live months. As a

matter of fact, no enumeration has been completed within

ihat time. The United States marshals and their assistants

remained the agentsof the census office; andasuperintendent

of census was appointed. lu preparation for the census of

1870, a committee of the House of Representatives, under

the chairmanship of General James A. Garfield of Ohio,

presented a biU which sought to bring the census as nearly

up to the demands of modern statistical science as the

peculiar conditions of settlement and occupation in the

United States would allow. The report of the committee

dwelt strongly on the essential viciousness of a protracted

enumeration, and on the general unfitness of the marshals

of the courts to perform the duty. The biU, however, did

not propose a single-day enumeration, but allowed a month
for its completion. The schedules of inquiries were

largely increased in recognition of the impossibility of

obtaining statistical information uuder authority of the

United States Government, except under cover of the

constitutional provision for a decennial census. The rank

and power of the superintendent of census were increased.

The bill of the committee was carried through the

House of Representatives by large majorities, but failed in

the Senate. The census of 1870 was consequently taken

under the Act of 1850 with two or three inconsiderable

amendments.

The cost of each census has been as follows :

—

I

DoUara.

1540 833,371

1C50....... 1,318,028
1860 1,917,640
1870 3,360,884

DollarB.

1790 44,377
1800 66,609
1810. 178,445
1820 208,526

1830 378,543

In the census of 1870 the work of enumeration was
performed by 6572 assistant marshals, supervised by 61

marshals of United States courts.

Prior schedules so called, that is, schedules to be left at

the residence in advance of the enumeration, to be filled

up by the head of the family, have never been used in a

census of the United States, though adopted in nearly

every European country. (f. a. w.)

CENTAURS (Kevravpoi), in Greek mythology, were

beings part horse part man, i.e., a horse had its neck

and head replaced by the head and body of a man down
to the waist. The oldest form was that of a mau alto-

gether in front with the body and hind legs of a horse

attached to his back. In peopling solitary and wild places

with imaginary beings it was usual to assign to these beings

a bodily form in some obvious way consistent with the

features of the locality; thus. Pan, the spirit of rocky hills,

was imagined as having goat's legs, and Scylla, the spirit

of sea-storms, as having the body and tail of a fish. In

most cases the animal adjunct was made to supersede the

human legs, ns if the first consideration had been that the

spirit should have a non-human means of locomotion. In

the case of the Centaurs whose home was in mountainous

and wooded regions with wild torrents, chiefly in Thessaly

and Arcadia, the horse may h.ave been chosen either as

symbolic of the impetuosity of streams and winds, or from

the circumstance of such districts being favourable for

horse rearing. One of the Centaurs, Chiron, who li/ed in

a cave on Mount Pelion, was a friend of godf? and heroes,

skilled in medicine and music, and as an in'^tructor of

youth ; but as a race they were best known for their battle

with the Lapithae, which arose at the marriage of Peiri-

thous and Deidamia, when the Centaurs, excited with

wine, attempted to carry oflf the bride, but were over-

powered by the help of Theseus, who was present ; henco

this subject, generally suitable for sculpture, was a favourite

with Athenian artists. The Centaurs formed part of the

retinue of Bacchus. No satisfactory derivation of the name

has yet been given.

CENTIPEDES and MILLEPEDES, the popular names

of the two orders of Articulate animals which until lately

formed the entire class Myriapoda. They were formerly

classed with insects, which they resemble in their jointed

limbs and antennae, and in their respiratory system, but

they have also points of contact with annelid worms, with

crustaceans, and with spiders, by which they are marked

as a transition group, intermediate between the lower and

higher Articulata. Myriapods (yavpios, ten thousand, and

7rov9, a foot) are elongated worm-like creatures, cylindrical

or flattened, and composed of numerous segments, each

bearing one or two pairs of jointed legs,—those on the

anterior segments being modified, as in the Crustacea, so as

to form the organs of the mouth. The fang-like, prehensile

jaws of the centipede, perforated at their extremities to

allow of the passage of the liquid venom into the wound
they have inflicted, are thus simply modifications of a pair

of legs. The eyes consist of a number of ocelli, congregated

together on the head, aud, with a single exception, are

never compound, as in insects. Like the latter, they breathe

by means of tracheal tubes, opening by stigmata placed on

both sides, behind the insertion of the legs, and kept

permanently open by a spiral chitinous fibre. They are

unisexual, the organs of generation being, however, dif-

ferently placed in the two groups, occurring anteriorly in

millepedes, and posteriorly in centipedes. The young of

many species closely resemble their parents from the time

they leave the egg, only with fewer limbs and segments ;

these, however, increase -with each successive moulting

until the normal number of the adult is reached. Other

species, as those of the family Julidce, undergo, during

their period of growth, modifications closely resembling the

metamorphoses of insects. Their larvae at first either are

destitute of legs, or have only three pairs situated anteriorly;

and it is only after a long series of moultings, extending in-

some cases over two years, that their maturity is signalized

by the appearance of sexual organs.

Myriapods have been usually divided into the <-T0 orders

Chilognatha OT Millepedes and Ckilopoda or Centipedes;,

but recently a small myriapod, -^th of an inch in length,

was discovered by Sir J. Lubbock, among decomposing
vegetable matter, differing from the other members of the

class in the absence of tracheae, apparently absorbing air

through its semi-transparent skin, in the smaller rumber
of its legs (nine pairs), and ir the bifid character of its

antennae ; and this has been made the type of a third order

—

Pauropidce. Panropvs Uuxleyi Lubbock describes as an

active, cleanly little creature, with a look of cheerful

intelligence, in marked contrast to the dull stupidity of the

Jididce, or the melancholy ferocity of the centipede.

Millepedes, or " Thousand-Legs," are readily distinguished

from the other group by their antennae, which are always

aix or seven jointed, by the generally cylindrical shape of

the body, and by the possession of two pairs of legs on each

segment—the last posterior segments and a few anterior

excepted. Each segment also bears a pair of stigmata or

tracheal openings, instead of every alternate one, as in

centipedes ; and this fact, taken in connection with the

double quantity of legs, has led to the belief that each

segment in the millepede has been formed by the union of

two, c view further strengthened by the presence of «
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distinct tranavai'se groove down tlie centre of each. The

legs of niiilepcdea tUougk uuuiuious are exceedingly weak,

and in moving they appear to glide along like footless

worms. They are most frequently found among damp
moss, and beueatli masses of decaying vegetable matter on

which they feed ; and when in danger they rolf themselves

into a ball. The British species are few, and the largest

of these does not exceed 2 inches in length ; but there is

an American form which attains a length of 8 inches, All

are equally harmless, the prehensile jaws being rudimen-

tary, while the other parts of the mouth are modified

to suit their purely vegetable diet.

Centipedes, or " Hundred-Legs," have their segments

flattened, and covered with a leathery skin, and have one

pair of legs on each segment, the posterior pair being

directed backwards and elongated so as to resemble a

couple of jointed tails. Their antennje have not less than

fourteen and rarely more than forty joints, while the body
segments do not usually exceed twenty. The organs of the

mouth are masticatory, and are admirably adapted to the

carnivoroiis habits of the centipede. It feeds principally

on insects, seizing them with its powerful prehensile

organs, and injecting at the same time its venom into the

wound. The bite of the larger forms, as Scolopendra

morsitans, occurring in tropical countries, is exceedingly

painful, and is described by those who have suffered from

it " as similar to what might be produced by contact with

a red-hot iron," giving rise to swelling, throbbing pains,

and febrile symptoms (Dr Collingwood's Naturalist's

Ji'-imhles in the China Seas). . These, however, yield,

readily to an application of ammonia. Centipedes seldom
exceed a foot in length. They are exceedingly active in

pursuit of their prey, insinuating their many-jointed and
flattened bodies under stones, beneath the bark of trees,

and wherever insects usually lurk. Lithobius forcipatus,

the commonest British species, is 2 inches long, and quite

harmless, although when seized it attempts to fix its jaws
into the skin of its captor. The species belonging to the

genus Geophilus are said to be luminous in the dark.

Upwards of twenty species of fossil Myriapoda are known,

—

the oldest from the Coal Measures of North America, and
belonging to the millepede or vegetable-eating division.

One of these, Xylobius sigillaria, was found in the hollow

trunks of the fossil Siffillaria.

CENTLIVEE, Susanna (1667-1723), a dramatic

writer, was born in 1667, or perhaps a year or two later,

probably in Ireland, whither her father, Mr Freeman, a

Lincolnshire gentleman, had been forced to flee at the

llestoration on account of his Parliamentarian principles.

Being left an orphan about the age of eleven she came to

London, where, at the ago of sixteen she married a nephew
of Sir Stephen Fox. About twelve months afterwards her

husband died ; and she then married a military ofBcer

named Carrol. Carrol was killed in a duel about a year
and a half after their marriage, and his widow was left to

support herself by her pen and by acting. Her first attempt
was a tragedy called the Perjured Husband ; but almost
all her subsequent pieces were comedies, several of which,
throughtheirlivoliness, enjoyed very considerable popularity,

as for example the well-known Susibody (which has been
represented within the last few years), A Bold Stroke for
a Wife, The Basset table, The Wonder—a Wo7n<m keeps a
Secret, Love at a Venture. Her wit and personal attrac-

tions also gained her the support of Steele, Farquhar,
Rowo, and many others of high position in literature

and society. In 1706 she married Mr Joseph Cent-
livro, principal cook to Queen Anne, with whom she
lived tiU her death in 1723. Her dramatic works were
published, with a biography, in 3 vola. 12rao, 1761,
ityriuted 1872.

I CENTO, a town of Italy, in the province of Fcrrara, 1

6

miles north by west of Bologna, situated in a fertile plain

near the lleuo. It is the seat of a bishop, has a cathedral

and several fine buildings, and carries on a trade in grain

and hemp ; but it is chiefly remarkable as th« birthplace

of the painter Guercino, several of whose works are to be

seen in the churches of St Biagio and the Madonna del

Rosario. His house is still preserved, and a statue has

been erected to his memory in the middle of the town.

Population about 19,000.

CENTO (Greek Kcvrpuiv, Latin cento, patchwork), a com-

position made up of passages from other works. The
Byzantine Greeks manufactured several out of the poems
of Homer, among which may be mentioned the life of

Christ by the famous Empress Eudoxia, and a version of

the Biblical history of Eden and the Fall. The Romans
of the later empire and the monks of the Middle Ages

were fond of constructing poems out of the verse of Virgil.

Such were the ancient Cento Nuptialis of Ausonius, the

sketch of BibHcal history which was compiled in the

4th century by Proba Falconia, wife of a Roman pro-

consul, and the hymns in honour qf St Quirinus taken

from Virgil and Horace by Metellus, a monk of Tegernsee,

in the latter half of the 12th century. Specimens may be

found in the work of Aldus Manutius (Venice, 1504
;

Frankfort, 1541, 1544). In 1535 Lffilius Capitulus pro-

duced from Virgil an attack upon the dissolute lives of the

monks ; in 153C there appeared at Venice a Petrarca

Spirituale ; and in 1634 Alexander Ross (a Scotchman,

and one of the chaplains of Charles I.) pubb'shed a Yirgiliua

JSvangelizans, seu Historia Domini nostri Jesu Chrisli

Virffilianis verbis et versibus descripta.

CENTORBI, or Centubipe, the ancient Centuripa, a

town of Sicily, on a rugged mountain, in the province of

Catania, and 20 miles W.N.W. of the city of that name.

At a very early period Centuripa was an important town

of the Sicali ; and through various vicissitudes it succeeded

in maintaining its independence until the first Punic war,

when it was besieged by tho consuls Otacilius and Valerius

Messala. In the time of Cicero it was one of tho most

flourishing places in the island, and had a population of

about 10,000. In 1233 it was destroyed by Frederick

II. Extensive remains of the ancient city still exist. The
new town has a population of upwards of 7000.

CENTRAL AMERICA, as a. geographical division,

would naturally include tho whole stretch of territory from

the Isthmus of Tehuantepeo to the Isthmus of Darien,

which forms tho nexus between the two great masses of

North and South America ; but political arrangements

have so aft'ccted the use of tho name that it only includes

the portion corresponding to tho five independent North

American republics of Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras,

San Salvador, and Guatemala, while tho Isthmus of

Panama is assigned to South America as a part of New
Granada, and tho Isthmus of Tehuantepec and the Penin-

sula of Vucatan are incorporated with North America as

parts of Mexico. Central America thus lies between 7°

and 18" of N. lat, extends about 800 or 900 miles in

length, and has a varying breadth of from 30 to 300 miles.

For details tho reader is referred to separate articles on

the five republics mentioned above, which formed a federal

republic from 1823 to 1839, and have frequently en-

deavoured since then to ofl'cct a restoration of their union.

CENTRAL INDIA POLITICAL AGENCY, the

official nnmo for a group of feudatory states in the middle

of India. Roughly speaking, they are bounded on the N.

by RijputAnA, the North-Wcstern Provinces, and Oudh^
on the E. by the Chhotti NAgpur division of Bengal, on tho

S. by tho Central Provinces, and pn tho W. by Bombey.

'die total area of theae states ia not accurately koowo,
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out ia probably not less than 00,000 square miles, and
the population is computed at over 8,000,000 souls. The
individual states which make the group have nothing in

comraou with one another, apart from the diplomatic link

which connects them all with the British power through
tha person of the agent to the Governor-General. The
principal of the feudatories are Gwaliar (Scindiah), Indor
(Holkar), Rewah, and Bhop.^l. Each of these states will

be found noticed in its respective place in alphabetical

order. The total number of states, great and small, com-
prising the Central India Political Agency is 71.

CENTKAL PKOVINCES, a Chief-Comraissionership of

British India, situated between 17° 00' and S-t" 30' N. lat.,

and between 76° and 85° E. long., comprising an area of

84,078 square miles, and a population returned by the
census of 1872 at 8,201,519. The Chief-Commissioner-
bhip was constituted in 1801, when the territories previ-

ously known as the NAgpur Province and the SAgar and
Nerbudda Territories were united under the name of the

Central Provinces. This large tract, comprising almost
every variety of soil and of physical aspect, and in-

habited by races of very diverse origin, is bounded on the

N. by the feudatory state of Rewah, by the small native

Btatcs of Bundelkhand, and by the district of LAlatpur in the
North-Western Provinces

; on the N. and E. by the ChhotA
NAgpur division, the Orissa tributary states, and the
northern districts of Madras ; on the S. by the GodAvari
district; and on the S.W., W., and N.W. by the NizAm's
dominions, the Berar districts, and the states comprising
the Central India Agency. The Central Provinces are

divided into four divisions or commissionerships,—Ndgpur,
Jabalpur, Nerbudda, and Chhatisgarh, comprising 19 British

districts. Two districts, Sdgar and Damoh, lie parallel to

each other upon the Vindhyan table-laud. To the south of

them, in the valley of the Nerbudda and its tributaries, are

the districts of MandU, Jabalpur,Narsinhpur, HoshangAbAd,
and a part of NimAr, the rest of it being in the valley of

the Tapti. The next range of districts continuing south-

wards includes Betul, ClihindwArA, Seoni, and BalAghAt,

occupying the SatpurA table-land, and attaining a height of

about 2000 feet. StUl further to the south is the great

NAgpur plain, formed by the valleys of the WardhA and
WamgangA, and comprising the districts of NAgpur,
WardhA, BhandirA, and ChAndA. To the east is the
Chhatisgarh plain, a low plateau of red soil, containing the

districts of EAipur, BilAspur, and Sambalpur. Last of all,

in the extreme south, and almost cut off by forests aud
wild semi-independent states, is a long strip of territory

lining the left bank of the Goddvari, aud known as the
Upper GodAvarl district.

Physical Oeography and Siencry.—The official compiler
of the statistical account of the Central Provinces thus
describes the physical aspects of the country :

—" Within
comparatively narrow limits, a plateau and a plain follow

each other, and again, in similar sequence, a larger plateau
and a larger plain, ending in a mass of hill and forest, which
is probably the wildest part of the whole Indian peninsula.

Even the continuously level portions of this area are broken
by isolated peaks and straggling hill ranges ; while its

rugged formation and rapid slopes give to the greatest

rivers which rise in it, such as the Nerbudda and Tapti,

something of the character of mountain torrents. Though
the scenery is on too small a scale to compare in sublimity
with that of the HimAlayas, it is on the other hand as far

removed from the monotony of the plains of HindustAn.
Not only is it characterized by a constant variety of form
and level, but it possesses a diversity of colour peculiar to

itself. In no other part of India are the changes of soil

and vegetation more rapid and marked than in the Nerbudda
country. lu the pleasant 'viutcr months, the eye may

range over miles of green corn lantls, only broken by low,

black, boundary ridges or dark twisting footpaths. The
hcrizon is bounded here and there by hill ranges, which

seem to rise abruptly from the plains, but on coming nearer

to them, the heavy green of their slopes is found to be
divided from the softer hues of the young wheat by broad

belts of gravelly soil studded with fine trees. On the

SAtpurA plateau the allcrnations of scenery are even more
frequent than in the low country. The hills are higher

and nuire abrupt, the black soU deposits arc deeper, and
the water supply more abundant. Hence in the midst of

the grim rolling pl.iteaus of basalt, there may often be found
little valleys cultivated like gardens,—oases of sugar-cane

and opium, which, but for their inaccessibility, would tempt
away the best cultivators of the plains. It is thought that

in some of these upland basins, tea, coffee, and other delicaie

plants might be raised with success, but the obstacles which
have so long retarded the settlement of these plateaus,

though partially snloothed away, still exist, and can only

bo surmounted by patient and continued energy. Much
has been done to open out the country of late years.

Railways from both coasts now connect the plateau with

the eastern and western seaboards, and form the central link

of communication between Calcutta and Bombay."
The principal rivers of the Central Provinces are tha

Nerbudda, Tapti, WardhA, and WaingangA, but, owing to

falls and rocky rapids, they are navigable only at certain

times of the year and for short distances. As a means of

communication they are practically useless. The chief

lines of road are the following :

—

{!) From Jabalpur to Sdgar via Damoh, 116 miles
; (2) from

Jabalpur to Kaipur via SlanJl.i, 203 miles
; (3) from Sdgar to Kareli

on the Great Indian Peninsular Railway, 76 miles
; (4) from Kar-

sinlipur to Chhindward, 91 miles
; (5) from Hoshangabad to Betul,

68J miles
; (6) from Ndgpur to Raipur, 174 miles ; (7) fiom Kdg-

purto Chhindwdid, 78 iiiiles; <3> from Ndgpur to Betul, 104J miles ;

(9) from Ndgpur to Clidndd, 96 miles
; (10) from Rdipiir to Sam-

balpur, 167 miles; (11) from Chdndd to Sironchd, 121 miles.

The country is intersected by tie Great Indian Peninsular

and East Indian Railways. The Great Indian Peninsular

Railway from Bombay enters the Central Provinces near
Barhanpur, and runs north-east to Jabalpur, where it joins

the East India line from AllahAbAd and Calcutta. A
branch of the Great Indian Peninsular Railway, which
leaves the main line at BhasAwal in Kandesh, enters the

Central Provinces at WardhA, and runs to NAgpur. A
state line is in course of construction to connect this

railway with the nowly-opened coal-fields of ChAndA.
The population of the 1 9 districts of the Central Provinces

was returned by the census of 1872 at 8,201,519, made
up as follows:—Hindus 5,879,950, or 71'69 percent, of

the total population ; Muhammadans, 233,2 47, or28-l per
cent ; Buddhists and Jains, 30,569, or 0'15 per cent.

;

Christians, 10,477, or 013 per cent.; and "(Others"
(consisting chiefly of Gonds and the original inhabitants

of the country before they were driven back by their Hindu
conquerors), 2,041,270, or 24'89 per cent. The census
report of 1872 returns 39 towns containing upwards of

5000 inhabitants. Of these 26 have Ics than 10,000
inhabitants; 5 between 10,000 and 15,000; 3 between
15,000 and 20,000; 3 (Burhanpur, SAgar, and Kamthi)
between 20,000 and 50,000; and only 2 (NAgpur and
Jabalpur) over 50,000, the former having a population of
84,441, and the latter of 55,188.

Of the total surveyed and assessed area of the British

territory 12,352,473 acres were returned in 1873-74 a?,

actually under cultivation, 12,220,845 acres as cultivablj

but not under tillage, 1,365,071 acres aa grazing lands,
aud 10,885,296 as uncultivable waste. Wheat, rice, and
cotton are the principal agricultural staples. The recently-

discovered coal-fielda aud iron-beds in the WardhA Valley
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and the Chinda district promise to open a new era of

prosperity for the country.

The improved means of communication afforded by the

railways and roads have rapidly developed the trade of the

Central Provinces. In 1863-64 the imports and exports

were valued at about four millions sterling. In 1868-69

their value had risen to six and three-quarter millions

sterling. In 1873-7-1 the ascertained imports of the

Central Provinces amounted to 117,761 tons, value

£4,399,134, and the exports to 209,157 tons, value

£3,148,598 ; total of imoorts and exDorts 326.918 tons,

value £7,547,732.

Administration.—The executive authority at Nigpur

vests in the chief-commissioner aud agent to the Governor-

General. He is assisted by a secretary and staff, a judicial

commissioner, a settlement commissioner, a sanitary com-

missioner, a commissioner of customs, four commissioners of

revenue and circuit, an inspector-general of police, an in-

spector-general of public instruction, an inspector-general of

jails and dispensaries, a conservator of forests, and a registrar-

general of assurances, who is also commissioner of excise

and superintendent of stamps. A commissioner presides

over each of the four divisions, with a deputy-commissioner

and assistants in each of the nineteen districts, all sub-

ordinate to the chief-commissioner at N4;;pur. The total

revenue of the Central Provinces in 1873-74 amounted to

£1,260,977, of which £1,057,021 was derived from im-

perial, and £203,956 from provincial taxation. The civil

expenditure in the same year amounted to £904,670, of

which £440,232 was on imperial, and £464,438 on

provincial account. Of the total revenue £603,056, or

just one-half, was derived from the land. There were 196

criminal and 119 civil courts at work in 1873-74. The

regular police consisted of a force of 7539 officers and

men, besides a municipal police of 988. The total cost

of the regular and municipal police in 1873-74 amounted
to £130,674. The troops quartered in the Central Pro-

vinces are as follows :—Europeans— 3 batteries of artillery

(with 18 guns), and 2 regiments and 1 company of in-

fantry ; natives—2 regiments of cavalry and 6j regiments

of infantry. The Europsan troops numbered 2462, and

the native troops 5475, giving a total of 7937 officers and

men, kept up at a cost of £277,781. For the education

of the people Government maintains, or subsidizes under

its grant-in-aid system, 1532 schools, attended in 1873-74

by 76,781 pupils, and maintained at a total cost of

£55,734, to which the state contributed £31,628, or over

one-half. These schools are exclusive of private institu-

tions not receiving support from the state.

Besides tho ID British districts of the Central Provinces described

in the foregoing parflgraphs, and to wlticli alone the above statistics

refer, there arc also 15 small feudatory states, comprising a total area

of 28,834 square miles, -with a population of 1,049,710 touli, made
up as follows :—Hindus, 638,187 ; Muharamadana, 7718 ; Buddhists
and Jains, 14 ; Christians, D ; and "others" {consisting of abori-

ginal tribes), 403,786. The following are the details of area popula.
tion, revenue, &c., of each of these states as officially returned in

1874-5 :—(l.)Bastdr: area, 13,002 squaremiles; population, 78.856
;

supposed gross revenue, £9213, 10s.; annual tribute to the British
Government, £305, 128. (2.) Karond : area, 3745 square miles;
population, 133,483 ; estimated revenue, £2000: tribute, £355. (3.)

Hiiigarh-Bargarh : area, 1486 squaremiles
;
population, 63,304 ; esti-

mated revenue, £750; tribute, £40. (4.) Sarangarh : area, 640
square miles

; [lopulation, 37,091 ; estimated revenue, £800 ; tribute,

£135. (6.) Patna (under Hritish management): area, 2399 square
miles; popuktion, DS,C30 ; estimated revenue, £2500; tribute, £60.
(6.) Sonpur:area, 906 square miles; population, 130,713; estimated
revenue, £1800; tribute, £500. (7.) Haira Khol : area, 833 square
miles; population, 12,680; estimated revenue, £000; tribute, £58.
(8.) BLimra: area, 1988 square miles; population, 63.613; estimated
roveuuo, £000; tribute, £«5. (9.) Sakri ; area, 116 square miles;
copulation, 8304; estimated revenue, £813; tribute, £35. flO.)
Kawardo: area, 887 square miles; population, 76,402; estimated
revenue, £5356; tribute, £1600. (11.) Kondi or Clihuikhddiln; area,

174 sxuare miles; population, 29,590; estimated revenue, £2203;

tribute, £1100. (12.) Kanker: area, 1000 square miles; population,

43.652; esrimated revenue, £1500; pays no tribute. (13.) Khaird-

garh (under British management): area, 940 square miles; popula-

tion, 122,264 ; estimated revenue, £11,763 ; tribute, £4700. (14.)

Nandgdon: area, 884 square miles; population, 148, ftl; tstimated

revenue, £8595; tribute, £4600. (15.) Makrdi : area, 215 square

miles; population, 13,648; estimated revenue, £2200; pays no tri-

bute.

Including the 19 British districts and the 15 small

feudatory states, the Central Provinces comprise a total

area of 113,797 square miles, and have a population of

9,251,229 souls, made upas follows :—Hindus, 6,518,137,

or 70-46 per cent ; Muhammadans, 240,965, or 2-60 per

cent. ; Buddhists and Jains, 36,583, or 0-40 per cent.

;

Christians, 10,482, or O'll per cent.; and "others,"

2,445,062, or 26-43 per cent. (w. w. H.)

CENTUMVIRI, among the Romans, were judges

appointed to decide common causes among the people, of

whom three were chosen out of each tribe. The extent of

their powers has not been exactly ascertained. It is not

unlikely that they were originally intended to deal witk

questions concerning quiritian ownership, which determined

the statU3 of the citizens. HoUweg asserted that their

jurisdiction was conKned to civil cases ; but this is

doubtful. (See HoUweg, Ueber die Competem des Centum-

viralgerichts ; Tigerstrom, De Jvdicibns apud Romanos).

CENTURION, among the Romans, an officer in the

infantry who commanded originally a hundred men (whence

the name), but afterwards an indefinite number—the

sixtieth part of a legion. Centurions were of two grades,

and were chosen by the tribunes. Their duties were to

drill the soldiers and appoint their tasks and they had
power to punish minor offences.

CEOS (Ke'o)?), the modern Zea or Tzia, an islana in tfle

yEgean Sea, belonging to the group of the Cyclades and

the eparchy of Syra, 14 miles off the coast of Attica. Its

greatest length is about 13 miles, and its breadth about 8.

It gradually rises towards the centre, where it culminates

in Mount Elias, 1860 feet high. Among its natural pro-

ductions are lemons, citrons, olives, wine, and honey ; and

it also exports a considerable quantity of valonia. Thera

were formerly four towns of some importance in the

island :—lulis, about three miles from the north-west

shore ; Coressia, the harbour of lulis, with a temple of

Apollo Smintheus in the neighbourhood ; Cartha^ in the

south-east ; and Poieessa in the south-west. Of these

lulls is represented by the town of Zea, and Carthaja by
the village of 'S tais Polais ; aud traces of the other two

can still be made out. In ancient times lulis was tho

birthplace of the lyric poets Simonides and Bacchylides,

the philosophers Prodicua and Ariston, and tho physician

Erasistratus ; and the excellence of its laws was bo

generally recognized that the title of Cean Laws passed

into a proverb. One of them, which forbade a citizen to

protract his life beyond sixty years, affords a curious

instance of the application of utilitarian principles. The
present population of the island is about 8000. c£ which

the capital has about 4300.

CEPHALONIA, or Cefalonia, the ancient Cephallenia,

an island belonging to the kingdom of Greece, and the

largest of those known as the Ionian Islands, is situated

on the west side of the mainland, almost directly opposite

the Gulf of Corinth. Its extreme length is 31 miles, and

its breadth varies from about 20 miles in the southern

portion to three or less in tho projecting part, which runs

parallel with tho island of Ithaca, at a distance of about

four miles across the strait of Guiscardo or Viscaro. The
whole island, with its urea of 348 English square miles, is

covered with rocky hill.H of varying elevation, tho main
range running from aorth-wa'it to .nouth-east. The aucicui
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mount >Eiio3, now Elato, Monte Negro, or the Black

Mountain, liaa a height of D300 feet, and frequently retains

the snow for several months. It 13 not only the loftiest

part of the sierra, but also the highest land in the whole

Ionian group.. The name "Black" n-as given from the

darkness of the pine woods which still constitute the most

striking feature in Cephalouian scenery, although their

extent has been greatly curtailed by fire. On the summit
there is still to be seen an ancient altar, surrounded by
the bones of former sacrifice. The i-sland is iU supplied

with fresh water ; there are few permanent streams except

the Eakli, and springs are apt to fail in dry summers. In
the western part of the island a gulf runs up from the south

a distance of about seven miles ; on its east side stands

the chief town Argostoli, with about OOOO inhabitants,

and on its west side the rival city of Lixuri, with 6000.

About five miles from Argostoli is the Castle of St George,

a building of Venetian origin, and the strongest fortifica-

tion in the island; and between St George and the village

of Mataxata, where Byron at one time resided, are several

large catacombs. On an eminence east-south-east of

Argostoli are the ruins of the ancient Cranii, and Lixuri

is close to or upon those of Pale ; while on the other side

of the island are the remains of Samos on the bay of the

same name, of Proni or Pronni, further south above the vale

of Eakli and its blossoming oleanders, and of an unknown
city near the village of Scala. The ruins of this city in-

clude Roman baths, a brick-built temple, rock-cut tombs,
and tesselated pavements ; and Cranii, Proni, and Samos
are remarkable for stretches of Cyclopean and Hellenic

walls, partly of the most irregular construction, and partly

preserving almost unimpaired the results of the most perfect

skill The inhabitants of Cephalonia have all along been
extremely active ; and no slight amount 'of toil has been
expended in the construction of terraces on the steep sides

of the hills. Owing to the thinness of the population,

however, but a small proportion of the soil is under cul-

tivation, and the quantity of grain grown ia the island

is comparatively meagre. The staple is the currant, in

the production of which the island surpasses Zante. The
fruit is smaller than that of the Morea, and has a peculiar

flavour ; it finds a market mainly in Holland, Belgium, and
Germany. The grape vine is also grown, and the manu-
facture of wine is a rising industry. The olive crop is of

considerable importance, and within recent years the culture

of cotton in the low grounds has been successfully

attempted. Manufactures are few and undeveloped, but
lace from the aloe fibre, Turkey carpets, and basket-work
are produced by the villagers, and boats are built at both
the principal towns. Among recent improvements may be
mentioned the erection of two Eteam-m_ills and the intro-

duction of steam-boat communication between Argostoli

and Lixuri. In 1873 there were exported from the island

19,603,933 fi) of native currants, of the value of

£123,176; and in the same year the re-exportation of

Morea currants was 4,567,192 t), valued at £25,728.
The total imports, which consist mainly of wheat, maize,
barley, and rye, amounted to £287,493. Of all the seven
islands Cephalonia and Zante are most purely (3reek;
and the inhabitants display great mental activity. Of
several contributors to the national hterature may be
mentioned Bishop Maniati, author of a treatise on the
schism of the Eastern and Western churches, and Andrea
Lascarato, a vigorous political writer and keen defender of
the British protectorate, who brought himself, into great
trouble by the freedom of his attacks in his Mysteries of
Cephalonia.

Tn the Homeric poems, Cephalonia is meDtioned under the name
of Same, aad its inhabitants, among the subjects of Ulysses^ are
designated Cephallenes. In the Persian war they to.ik but little

part ; in the Peloponnesian they Bided with the Athenians. Tbo
town c.^ Pale was vainly Lesiegcu by Philip of ilflcedoa in 213 D.c.

,

because it had supported the iEtolian cause. In 189 B.C. all the

cities surrendered to tlie Romans, but Same aftenvards revolted,

and was only reduced after a siege of four months. The island waa
presented by Hadrian to Athens, but it appears again at a later date

as " free and autonomous. " After the division of the Roman empire,

it continued attached to Byzantium till 1082, when it was captiued

by Robert Guiscard, who died, however, before he could repress the

revolt of 1085. In 1204 it was assigned to Gains, prince of Tar-

entum, who accepted the protection of Ven'ce in 1215 ; and after

1225 it was held along with Santa Maria and Zante by a succession

of five counts of the Tocco family at Naples. Formallj made over

to Venice in 1350 by the prince of Tarentum, it was afterwaids

captured by the Turks in 1479 ; but the Hispanico-Venctian fleet

under Benedetto Pcssaro and Gonsalvo of Cordova effected their

expulsion in 1500, and the island continued in Venetian possession

till the fall of the republic. For some time it was administered for

the French Government, but in 1809 it was taken by the English

under Collingwood. Till 1813 it was in the hands of Major de
Bosset, a Swiss in the British service, who displayed an industry

and energy in the repression of injustice and development of civili-

zation only outdone by the despotic vigour of Sir Charles Napier,

who held the same office for the nine years from 1818-1827. Dur-
ing the British protectorate the island made undoubted advances

in material pros^jerity, but was several times the scene of political

disturbances. It retained longer than the sister islands traces of

feudal influence exerted by the landed proprietors, but l^s been
gradually becoming more democratic. Under the Venetians it was
divided into eight districts, and an elaborate system of police was
in force ; since its annexation to Greece it has been broken up into

twenty demarchias, each with its separate jurisdiction and revenuesi

and the police sj'stem hus been abolished

A special treatise on the antiquities of Cephalonia was written by
Petrus Maurocenus. See also Holland's Travels, 1815 ; Ansted'i

Ionian Islands^ 1863 ; Viscount Kirkwall's Four Y^ars in Ionian
Islands, 1864 ; Wiebel's Die Inscl KepJialonia ; and Parliamentary
papers.

CERAM, or Sieano, an island of the East Indian

Archipelago, situated to the west of New Guinea, and
belonging to the Dutch Government of the Moluccas. It

lies between 2° 45' 30' and 3^ 30' 30" S. lat., and extends

from 128° to 131° 10' E. long.; its greatest length is

about 200 miles, its greatest breadth about 60, and its area

upwards of 6000 square miles. It is divided into two
parts. Great Ceram and Little Ceram or Huvamohel, united

by the fethmus of Taruno ; and, for administrative ppr-

poses, the eastern portion is assigned to the residency of

Banda, while the western belongs to that of Amboyna.
A chain of mountains traverses the island from east to

west, and attains in various parts a height of upwards of

8000 feet. The loftiest summit—Nusa Keli—has an
elevation of 9500 feet ; and others of mark are Salagor,

Trier, and Tomaehe. The coast is for the most part rocky
and precipitous ; but it is broken in several places by con-

siderable bays, of which the most important are Hatuvi and
Savaai on the north, and Huvamohel, Amahay, Nusa Laut,
and Selan on the south. The country is well watered with
streams, which are of very little use, however, for naviga-

tion or systematic irrigation. Several hot springs have been
discovered, and earthquakes are not unfrequent. A large

part of the interior is covered with dense and gloomy
forests, and except along the coasts the population is very

scant. For the naturalist Ceram is a comparatively
uninteresting island, without any characteristic species or

abundance of specimens. The Bandanese pay occasional

visits to shoot bears and deer ; there are numbers of wild
goafs and cattle ; and among the birds are mentioned
cassowaries, cockatoos, birds of paradise, and the swallows
that furnish the edible nests. A large number of fish ara

to be found in the various fivers ; and as early as 1860 no
fewer than 213 species were described by Dr Bleeker in

the Kctuiirkundig Tijdschrifl v. N. I. The most valuable

timber trees are the iron-wood and the makila. Rice,

maize, cocoa-nuts, sugar-cane, and a variety of fruits are

grov,Ti ; but by far the most important production is the

sago palm, which grows abundantly in the swampy districts
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especiaUy of Eastern Ceram, and furnishes a vast supply

of food, not only to Ceram itself, but to other islands to

the east. The Dutch settlers at Amboyna have recently

established cocoa plantations at various points, and the

Government encourages their formation. The inhabitants

are mostly gathered in villages along the coast; they are

partly native Alfuroes and partly immigrant Malays, with

a considerable intermixture of Buginese, Macassars, Bali-

nese, and other races of the archipelago. Christianity

h^ been introduced in various districts, especially along

the southern coast, but as yet with but little practical

benefit. A baneful influence has been exerted by a secret

society called the Kakian Union, to which pagans,

Mahometans, and Christians indiscriminately attached

themselves; and it has several times cost the Dutch

authorities considerable efforts to frustrate their machina-

tions. A full account of the union will be found in the

fifth year of the Tijdschrift van Ned. Ind. The total

populatioti is estimated at 195,000, of whom the lands on

the south coast contain 65,000, the lands on the north

coast 40,000, and the south-western peninsula a large

portion of the remainder. There was a Dutch fort at

Kambello, on the west side of Little Ceram, as early as

1646. See Wallace's Malay Archipelago, and Bickmore's

Eastern Archipelago.

CERBERUS (Kf'p/Sfpo!), in Greek mythology, the dog

which guarded the entrance to Hades, not against incomers,

but against whoever might seek to escape. In Hesiod

(Theog. 310), he is a many-headed monster with a fearful

bark, but usually he was represented with three heads and

the body of a dog such as haunted battlefields,— sometimes

also with the tail of a snake. The same number of heads

occurs in other beings connected with the lower world, as in

Hecate " triformis " and Hermes " trikephalos." The most

difficult of the labours imposed on Hercules was to bring

Cerberus to the upper world, and in this he was forbidden

by Pluto to use any weapons. Of the various suggested

derivations of the name perhaps the most satisfactory is

that which connects it with ipefio^, the darkness of Hades.

CERDONIANS, a Gnostic sect, founded by Cerdo, a

Syrian, who came to Rome about 140, but concerning

whose history little is known. They held that there are

two first causes—the perfectly good and the perfectly evil.

The latter is also the creator of the world, the god of the

Jews, and the author of the Old Testament. Jesus Christ

is the son of the good deity ; he was sent into the world

to oppose the evil ; but his incarnation, and therefore his

Bufferings were a mere appearance. Regarding the body
as the work of the evil deity, the Cerdonians formed a

mural system of great severity, prohibiting maixiage, wine,

and the eating of flesh, and advocating fasting and other

austerities. Origen attributes to Cerdo the opinion,

—

which was certainly held by the more famous Marcion, his

contemporary and, in some respects at least, his follower,

—

that there are. three first causes—the perfectly good, the

perfectly evil, and the imperfect, whom Marcion calls " the

just" (to o!.Kau>v), and who is the creator of the world and
the god of tho Jews. Besides the Old Testament, Cerdo
rejected also the New, except part of Luke's Gospel and
of St Paula Epistles. See Marcion and Gnostics.

CERES, in Mythology, was tho Roman goddess of seed

and harvest, worshipped jointly with Liber (Bacchus)

and Libera (Proserpine). No special myth or personal

history is known to have been attached to her. But early

in the times of tho Republic, when Greek deities were
introduced into Rome on the advice of the Sibylline books,

Deraeter, the Greek goddess of seed and harvest, whose
worship was largely spread in Sicily and Lower Italy,

usurped in Rome the divine position which Ceres held
before ; or rather to Cores were added tho religious rites

.•-14»

which the Greeks paid to Demcter, and the mythological

incidents which originated with her. These rites were

Greek in their language and forms, the priestesses were

Greeks, and the temple was Greek in its architecture. Her
principal festivals were (1) the Cerealia (April 12-19),

corresponding in the main idea with the Eleusinia, and

(2) the Jejunium Cereris (October 4), corresponding to the

Thesmophoria of Demeter. The Cerealia included the

spectacle of hunting a fox with a torch attached to his taO.

Her temple in Rome had been destroyed by fire, and was

rebuilt by Augustus. Claudius attempted to introduce the

mysteries of Eleusis into Rome in connection with her

worship.

As regards the Greek goddess, the chief interest of her

worshippers was concentrated on the myth which told how
her only daughter Persephone (Proserpine) had been carried

off in a chariot by Pluto, the god of the lower world, fro:a

the fields of Enna in Sicily, where she was gathering

flowers ; other districts also were assigned for this incident,

but the Romans naturally preferred Enna as being the

nearest. Demeter wandered over the earth searching for

her daughter in vain, in her anguish refusing food or drink,

and threatening a famine for mankind, till Zeus agreed to

allow Persephone in future to live half the year with her

mother on the earth. The other half she must remain with

Pluto in the lower world. From the myth so far it was a:)

obvious step to think of Demeter as a mother always

anxious for her child, yearning through half the year to see

her again, and sad through the other half at the prospe-^t

of her leaving again. But a deeper meaning appears to

have been found in the myth by those who were initiated

into the mysteries of Eleusis, in which seems to have been,

taught the principle of a new life after death, founded on

the return of Persephone to the upper world, or rather on

the process of nature by which seed sown in the ground

must first die and rot before it can yield new life, a

process which the annual going and coming of Persephone

was designed to illustrate. To make more explicit this

connection of Demeter with seed-sowing, the myth teUs how,

in searching for her daughter, she was hospitably received

among other places at Eleusis in Attica, and how, when
leaving Eleusis, she gave to Triptolemus, the king's son,

her chariot drawn by winged snakes, with the injunction to

travel over the world teaching men to cultivate grain as she

had then begun to teach them. At the Thesmophoria, a

festival in which only married women took part, Demeter

was regarded as having instituted certain laws (6tcr/xoi) for

regulating life, in particular the married life of women. In

the Cretan myth of Demeter she was connected with a hero

Jasion, said to have been the first to sow grain, to whom
she bore a son, Plutos. Poseidon, the god of the sea,

appears as repugnant to her in the myth, according to

which she took the form of a horse to escape him, but was

overtaken, and finally bore to him the winged horso Arion.

It may have been with reference to this that she was figured

in an ancient imago at Phigaleia as having a horse's in

place of a human head. Her attributes were a veil and

diadem on her head, cars of corn or poppies in her hand.

Her principal sacrifice consisted of pigs. Demeter was a

daughter of Krouos and Rhea. Zeus was the father of

Persephone.

CERIGNOLA, a town of Italy, in the south of tho

Neapolitan prpvinco of Capitanata, 24 miles S.E. of Foggia,

pleasantly situated on an eminence which commands an

extensive view. Tho surrounding plain is well cultivated,

and produces largo quantities of almonds and cotton.

Linen is manufactured by the inhabitants. Cerigiiola is

divided into an old and new town, and contains a hospital,

a college, and several convents. Hero, on the 28th April

1503, tho Spaniards, under Gousolvo dc Cordova, defeated

^. — 4->
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the French, whea the leader of the latter, the Due de

Nemours, was slain. In the neighbourhood, to the west

of the Lago di Salpi, are the ruins of the ancient Apulian

town Salapia. Population about 17,500.

CERIGO, the ancient Cythera (KiiOiqpa.), one of the

^Ionian islands, situated at a distance of not less than 150
miles from Zante, but only about 8 miles from Cape Malea

en the southern coast of Greece. Its length from N. to

S. is jiearly 20 miles, and its greatest breadth about 12;
its area is 1 1 4 square miles. The general character of the

surface is rocky and broken ; but streams abound, and
there a:r6 various parts of considerable fertility. Two
caves, of imposing dimensions, and adorned with stalactites

of great beauty, are the most notable among its natural

peculiarities ; one is situated at the seaward end of the

glen of the Mylopotamus, and the other, named Santa

Sophia, about two hours ride from Capsali. Less of the

ground is cultivated and more of it is in pasture land than

in any other of the seven islands. Some wine and corn

are produced, and the quality of the olive oil is good. The
honey is still highly prized, as it was in remote antiquity

;

and a considerable quantity of cheese is manufactured

from the mUk of the goat. Salt, flax, cotton, and currants

are also mentioned among the produce. The people are

industrious, and many of them go to seek employment as

labourers in the Morea and Asia Minor. Unfortunately

the island has hardly a regular harbour on any part of the

coast ; and from its situation at the meeting as it were of

sc.nis, the currents in the neighbourhood are strong, and
storms are very frequent. The best anchorage is at San
Nicolo, at the middle of the eastern side of the island.

The principal village is Capsali, a place of about 1500
inhabitants, at the southern extremity, with a bishop, and
several convents and churches ; the lesser hamlets are

Modari, Potamo, and San Nicolo. There are compara-

tively few traces of antiquity, and the identification of the

ancient cities has not been satisfactorily accomplished.

The capital bore the same name as the island, and con-

sisted of a maritime and an inland portion, distant from
each other about 10 stadia. The site of the upper city is

probably at Paleopoli, about three miles from the present

port of Avlemona ; but no trace can be discovered of the

famous shrine of the Venus of Cythera, whose •worship had
been introduced from Syria, and ultimately spread over

Greece. The present inhabitants of the island are very

badly educated. The number of priests is out of all pro-

portion to the population, and no fewer than 2G0 churches

or chapels have been counted. Spiridion Vlandi, author

of an Italian and Romaic lexicon, published at Venice in

1806, is one of the few Cerigotes who have made appear-

ance in literature. In 1857 the total population was

13,256, the excess of females being 102S; it appears now
to number about 10,000. At a very early date Cj-thera was
the seat of a Phcenician settlement, established in connection

with the purple fishery of the neighbouring coast. For a

time dependent on Argos, it became afterwards an im-

portant possession of the Spartans, who annually despatched

a governor named the Cytherodices. In the Peloponnesian

War, Nicias occupied the island, and in 393 it was captured

ty Conon t^s Athenian. By Augustus it was bestowed

on Eurycles. Its modern history has been very much the

fiame as that of the other Ionian Islands ; but it was subject

to Venice for a much shorter period—from 1717 to 1797.

See the works referred to under CEPnALONiA.
CERIGOTTO, an island of Greece, belonging to the

Ionian group, and situated between Cerigo and Crete in

35° 50' N. lat. and 23° 20' E. long. It was anciently

known as jEgilia, and is now called by its inhabitants

Liua. With au area of about 1 square miles it supports

a population of about 300, v.hoare mainly Cretan refugees,

and in favoi.,-abl6 seasons exports a quantity ot good
wheat. It was long a favourite resort of Greek pirates.

CERINTHUS was the founder of one of the earliest

heretical sects of the Christians. He was brought up in

Egypt (Theod. Hcbt. Fab. iL 3), but removed to Asia
Minor, where he propagated his doctrines. He flourished,

according to Eusebius {UUt. Eccl. iii. 28) in the time of

Trajan (98-117). Irenaeus relates a story which repre-

sents him as a contemporary of the apostle John {Contra
llarr. iiL 3, 4). He says that John, the disciple of the
Lord, when in Ephesus went to bathe, and when he saw
Cerinthus inside, he leapt from the bath without bathing,

crying out, " Let us flee, lest the bath fall, for Cerinthus
the enemy of the truth is within." Irena!us heard this

story from some people who heard it from Polycarp, who
may have heard it dii-ectly, or more likely at second-hand,
from some of the friends of St John. The same story is

told in regard to Ebion, but not on so good authority. We
know nothing of the death of Cerinthus.

We possess three different authorities for the opinions of

Cerinthus, to some extent inconsistent with each other,

—

IreuEeus, Caius the Roman presbyter, and the third

unknown. Lipsins has tried to 2'rove thai the third was
Hippplytus.

According to Irenaeus {Contra Hair. i. 2G), Cerinthus
taught " that the world was not made by the supreme God,
but by a certain power which was separated and distant

from the supreme authority, which is over all, and which
was ignorant of the God over all." He also maintained
" that Jesus was not born of a virgin, but was the offspring

of Joseph and Mary, born like all other human beings,

and that he was juster and wiser and more prudent than
all." He affirmed also " that after his baptism the Christ

came down into him in the form of a dove from the Lord,
who is above all, and that then he proclaimed the unknown
Father and performed miracles, but towards the end the
Christ flew away from Jesus, and that Jesus suffered and
was raised up, but that the Christ remained impassible.

being spiritual." The same information is given in the

treatise The Refutation of Heresies, first ascribed to

Origen, and now to Hippolytus (lib. vii. c. 33), in the very
words of Irenaeus, and the writer repeats it in his summary
(x. 21), with the addition that it was by an angelic power
that the world was made. IreniEus (iii. xi. 7, see also

Jerome, De Viris III. c. 9) also informs us that the gospel

of St John contained statements which were specially

intended to remove the error of Cerinthus, and of thB

Nicolaitanes who held the opinion before him, that the

maker of the world and the supreme God were different.

From Caius the Roman presbyter our information is as

follows. " Cerinthus, by means of revelations which
pretend to be written by a great apostle, speaking falsely,

introduces wonders which he speaks of as if they had been
shown to him by angels, sajing that after the resurrection

the kingdom of Christ was to be on earth, and that again

men in bodily form would live in Jerusalem and be subject

to lusts and pleasures. And being an enemy to the

Scriptures, and wishing to lead astray, he affirms that a
thousand years will be spent in marriage feasting " (Eus.

Hist. Eccl. iii. 28). It is plain from this passage that

Caius derived his opinion of the character of the millennium
in which Cerinthus believed from the revelations which
Cerinthus wrote in the name of a great apostle. Dionysius,
bishop of Alexandria, affirms that some maintained that
the Apocalypse was not the production of the apostle

John, not even of a saint, but of Cerinthus, who established

the sect called Curinthiau from him, and who wished to
give a respectable name to his own fiction (Eus. Hist. Eccl.
vii. 25). The context proves conclusively that Dionysins
refers specially to Caiu.s, whose words he partly qQotee
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snd partly paraphrases. The paraphrase shows how easy

it is to invent a discreditable character and doctrine for a

heretic. He says that Cerinthus believed " that the

kingdom of Christ would be on earth, and that being fond

of the body and altogether carnal, he dreamt that he

would revel in these delights for which he longed—the

Batisfaction of the stomach and the parts below it, that is,

in foods, and drinks, and marriages, and the means by
which ho thought that he could more decently procure

these, namely, feasts and sacrifices and the slaying of

victims." It is barely possible that Dionysius may have

had access to other sources of information than the state-

ment of Caius, but the probability is all on the other side.

He was a determined antagonist of millenarianism, and
was prepared to see gross sensuality in the adherents of the

doctrine ; but there is no good evidence that Cerinthus

was sensual. We cannot even affirm that he was a

millenarian, for Caius evidently formed his opinion on this

matter in consequence of his belief that Cerinthus wrote

the Revelation ascribed to St John—a belief which others

seem to have shared with him (Epiph. Hc^r. li., 3).

Our third source is not extant in its original form, but

18 to be traced in Epiphanius (Ilaer. xxviii.), and in almost

all the Latin writers on heresy contained in Oehler's first

vjlume of his Corpus Hcerssiologicum, but most markedly
in Philastrius (c. 36) and Pseudo-Augustinus (c. 8).

According to Irenajus, Cerinthus carefully distinguished

between the historical man Jesus and the seon Christ.

This source evidently represented Jesus and Christ aa the

same, and it was the descent of the Holy Ghost after his

baptism that rendered Jesus Christ capable of performing

miracles. Jesus Christ was the son of Joseph and Mary,
and was for the short time of his ministry miraculously

eudowed through the descent of the Holy Ghost, but the

Holy Ghost left him before he suffered, and he died and
did not rise again, but will rise again when the general

resurrection takes place.

Cerinthus, according to these authorities, aflSrmed that

the world was made by angels, and that the law and the

prophets were given by one of the angels who made the

world. Philastrius thus sums up the other features of the

heresy. " He taught circumcision and tha observance of

the Sabbath . . . He does not receive the apostle Paul,

he honours Judas the traitor, he receives the gospel accord-

ing to Matthew, he despises three gospels, he rejects the

Acts of the Apostles, he blasphemes the blessed martyrs."

Epiphanius makas him accept only a portion of the gospel
of St Matthew. He thinks that he was one of those

Judaic Christians referred to in Acts xv. 24, that he also

found fault with the apostle Peter for going to Cornelius

(Acts xi. 3) and created a commotion against Paul in

connection with Titus (Acts xxt. 28), and that St Paul
alludes to a practice of Corinthians in uoticing baptism for

the dead.

Most of these statements are probably incorrect, and
some of them are to be rejected without hesitation for

chronological reasons. Some of the writers mention a
Merinthus, who was either the same as Cerinthus or was
confounded with him. It is likely that this is not the only
confusion in these accounts, and we may well doubt
whether either Justin or Hippolytus could be the source

from which they were drawn, or that the account contained
in it was more accurate than that of Irenaeus.

Cerinthus is mentioned in nearly nil tlic historinns of early Chris-
ti.anity, but special rcferenco may be made to Lardncr's woiks, vol.

viii. (Kippis's edition) ; Mansol's Gnostic I/ercsici (London, 1875) ;

l.ipsius'e '* Onosticismus," in Krach and Gruber, p. S'l? ; his Zur
(iutUtnkrilik dcf Epijihanios (Vienna, 1865), p. 116, and his Dii
(^•itUen der itUesten KeUerijcschichte (Leipsic, 1875), p. 39 ; and
Adolf Hamack's Zur QutlUnkritik dtr QachichU des Onailu-iinnu
<L*ipsie. 1873). p. 18. D.)

CERRETO, a town of Italy, in the Neapolitan pro-

vince of Denevcnto, on the Cusano. It is well-built, is

agreeably situated on the slope of Monte Matese, and has

a fine cathedral, collegiate church, and seminary. With
Telese it forms the see of a bishop. There are several

cloth manufactories, and excellent wine is produced in the

neighbourhood. The town suffered greatly from the

plague in 1656, and from an earthquake in 1688. Popu-
lation, 7000.

CERRO DE PASCO, a town of Peru, in the department
of Junin, on the table-land of Bombon, 14,280 feet above
sea-leveL The houses are ill-built, and there are no public

buildings of importance. Living is dear, the neighbourhood
is unfertile, and the climate is cold and stormy. The silver

mines, discovered in 1630, are numerous, but not so pro-

ductive as in past times. Population, consisting chiefly of

Indians and a mongrel race, about 13,000.

CERTALDO, a market-town of Tuscany, on the right

bank of the EUa, in the province of Florence, and 15 miles

south-west of that city. It was the birthplace of Bofcaccio,

whose house, repaired in 1823 by the Marchesa Lenzoni
Medici, is still to be seen. One of the rooms contains,

besides some of the ancient furniture, the remnants of

the poet's tomb, his autograph, and his picture. Not far

from the house stands the Church of St Michael and St

James, from whicli Boccaccio's remains were removed in

1783. In December 1875 a monument to his memory
was erected by the authorities of the town. The older

part of Certaldo is on the stimmit of a sleep and conical

hill, and contains the building which was once the strong-

hold of the Counts Alberti, the lords of the place b'efore

it became subject to Florence. There also dwelt the vicars

of Certaldo, who ruled the town and district for Florence,

till the reign of the reformer Peter Leopold. The new
burgh is situated along the course of a road that skirts

the foot of the hill. Population about 2000.

CERVANTES-SAAVEDRA, Miguel de (1547-1616),
the author of Don Quixote, was born at AlcaU de Henares,
the ancient Complulum, a small town in the province of New
Castile, in 1547. The day of his birth is not known, but

as he was baptized on tho 9th of October it is conjectured

from his Christian name that ho was born on St Michaelmas
day preceding. Tho place of his nativity also remained in

doubt until the year 1748, when Don Juan de Yriarte

found in the Royal Library of Madrid a manu.5cript entitled

La Verdadera Patria Je Miguel de Cervantes, written by the

learned Benedictine Martin Sarmieuto. Till then seven cities,

Madrid, Seville, Lucena, Toledo, Esquivias, Alcazar de San
Juan, and Consuegra, had contended for tho honour of being

his birthplace, although in tho Topography of Algiers, \>y

Father Haedo, published in 1G12, mention was made of

Cervantes as a native of AlcalA do Henares, and thesirtliat

genealogi-st Mendez de Silva, in his tract on Nuuo Alfonso, AloaUda

publi.'died in 1048, had also spoken of him as a noble f*"^"^
Castiliau gentletuan of the same town. All doubts on the

subject, their long ignorance as to which is one of tho many
proofs of tho carelessness with which the Spaniards have
treasured what belongs to tho memory of their illustrious

countryman, were finally resolved by tho discovery of the

petition for an inquiry into his conduct at Algiers addressed

by Cervantes to tho Government in 1580. The family of

Cervantes, which had for some generations attached to their

patronymic tho name of Saavedra, was of respectable if not

noble origin. Tho patriotic zeal of somo later biographers

has even claimed for it affinity to the royal blood of Castile.

Tho cradlo of tho race was Gnlicia, from which provinoo

tho ancestors of Cervantes emigrated at an early date.

Members of tho family accompanied Ferdinand III. on hie

expedition against the Moorish kingdom of Seville and

obtained a sharo of tho conquered territory. The grand-
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father of Miguel wao Juan de Cervantes, e knight of aome
distinction, who held the office of corregidor of Ossuna at

ihe beginning of tlie IGth century. His son Eodrigo
married in 15-10 Leonora de Cortinas, a lady of Esquivias,

of birth equal to his own but, it is presumed, of no greater

fortune. There were four cLildren of the marriage, two
sons, Eodrigo and Miguel, and two daughters. Although
ranking themselves with the hidalgos, the parents must
have been, at the birth of their younger son, in humble
circumstances. Tho biographers have been able to glean

but few details of the early life of our hero, and for these

they are indebted almost entirely to the chance allusions in

Corvantes's own writings. He studied grammar and the

humanities under a master of some repute, Lopez de Hoyos,
and, according to a doubtful tradition, spent two years at

the university of Salamanca, residing in the Callo de

j\Ioro3. That he received a fair education according to the

standard of the age, and had an extensive though not exact

kuowledge of classical and general literature, his works bear

witness. When a boy he describes himself as liaving

attended the representations of the first regular company
of Spanish actors under Lope do Rueda, tho founder of

the dramatic art in Spain. Upon the occasion of the

magnificent obsequies held inthonour of Isabel de Valois,

the' wife of Philip IL, in 15C8, the most advanced scholars

of Lopez de Hoyos competed in the literary exercises, in

Latin and in Spanish, which formed part of the funeral

ceremony; and chief among the victors was Miguel de

Cervantes, who is mentioned by his master in the most
affectionate and laudatory terms as his "dear and beloved

]'upil." These compositions, among which were sonnets,

htrillas, and redondillas, have perished, together with

many of the early poetical essays of their author, probably

with no loss to the world or to his reput.ition. In his

Journey to Parnassus Cervantes speaks of these effusions

of his youthful muse with characteristic modesty and
candour, averring that " from his tenderest years he had
loved the sweet art of poe.sy," and had composed endless

ballads and sonnets, good and bad, but confessing with a

touching humility that Heaven had not granted him the

poet's grace. Among the last works belonging to this

period, of which their author speaks with more complacency,

was Filena, a pastoral poem, esteemed sufficiently good by
his contemporaries to earn for the author a place among the

multitude of those who wrote thenoselves noets in that

fruitful harvest-time of Spanish literature.

In 1568 there came to Madiid—charged with a message

of condolence from the Pope to PhiUp 11., on the death of

his son Don Carlos, and with sundry complaints respecting

default of allegiance to Rome—the Cardinal Acqnaviva,

who, though only in his twenty-fifth year, had aheady
earned a name for culture and a good disposition to letters.

With him Cervantes took service as a camarero or page,

—

an employment held to be no humiliation in that age even

to young men of noble birth,—returning in the suite of his

patron to Rome by way of Valencia, Barcelona, and the

south of France. Apparently the post was not to the

taste of one in whom the sight of Italy—then for the

greater part a fief of Spain—awakened more of warlike

than of poetic ambition. In the beginning of 1570 the

cardinal's page exchanged his livery for the soldier's

uniform, enlisting in the company of the famous Captain

Don Diego de Urbina of the regiment of Do Miguel de

Moncada. It was the period when the military glory of

Spain was at tho highest, and the profession of arms

the surest road to advancement. The first campaign of

Cervantes was made at sea, his regiment being engaged in

the expedition which, in the summer of 1570, under the

orders of the Papal general, Marco Antonio Colonna, made

au ineffectual attempt to relieve the Island of Cyprus, then

hotly besiegea by the Turks. The capture of Nicosia by
the Mahometans, and the fall of the island, which spread

consternation throughout Christendom, gave rise to the

memorable Holy League against Sehm IL Through the

exhortations of the Pope, Pius V., Spain and Vetdco were

induced to lay aside for a time their old dissensions and
to unite with Rome in an attempt to bridle the Ottomr-ns,

then in the flush and vigour of their genius. Tho pact

between these Chi-istian powers was formally ratified on
the 25th of May 1571, the confederates binding them-
selves to " make perpetual war " not only against tlje

Turks but against the Moors of Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli.

Tho armament provided—the expenses of which wore
distributed among the three states in the proportion of

three-sixths to Spain, two-sixths to Tenice, and one-sixth

to Rome—was to consist of COO galleys of war, with 1 00
store-ships, 50,000 infantry, 4500 light horse, and a suffi-

cientsupply of artillery and ammunition. The generalissimo

whom the unanimous voice of the allies called to the

command of this fleet—the most formidable which had
ever been assembled in tho Mediterranean—was Don
John of Austria, the natural son of Charles V., then in

his twenty-fourth year,—a youth not more recommended
by his near connection with the Spanish king than by his

brilliant talents, amiable character, and great popularity.

The mutual jealousies and fears of the allied princes, and
the hesitation of Philip II. to entrust so important a com*
mand to his half-brother, the object of his secret envy and
distrust, caused many delays in the assembling of tho

Christian forces, and gave the Turks ample time for prepara-

tion. The armada, after rendezvousing at Messina, put to

sea finally in quest of the enemy on the 15th of September
Tho company in which Cervantes still served as a private

soldier was embarked in the galley " La Marquesa," com-
manded by Francisco San Pietro. After relieving and
provisioning Corfu, Don John came up with the Turkish
fleet on the 7th of October, drawn up in order of battle in Eatlle o<

the Gulf of Lepanto. The Christians advanced in threa Lei)aBto.

divisions, their right commanded by the Genoese admiral,

Juan Andrea Doria, the centre under Don John himself,

and the left under Agostino Barbarigo, the Venetian
Proveditore ; the Marques de Santa Cruz, with his squadron,

being in reserve. The " Marquesa " was on the left wing,

having on board Miguel de Cervantes, who lay in hia

cabin ill of a fever. On coming into action, his ship

being in the van of the squadron, Cervantes's captain and
comrades besought liim to remain quietly in his bed, but
he, according to the sworn testimony of ear-witnesses, asked
them what would they think of him if he did not do hia

duty, and declared his resolve to die fighting for God end
his king, rather than remain under shelter and take care of

his healtL His entreaties to be allowed to share in the
fighting having been granted, Cervantes was stationed with
twelve soldiers under his command in what was reckoned
the post of greatest danger, namely, in the boat which hung
by the galley side, most exposed to the enemy's fire. Here
he performed his part in that glorious day's work so
vahantly as to attract the notice of his coinmandera, even
of Don John himself. The vessel immediately opposed to

the " Marquesa " was the galley of the Capitan Pasha of

Alexandria, who commanded on the Turkish right, bearing
the royal standard of Egypt After a stubborn resistance,

and the slaughter of BOO of her crew, she was compelled to

surrender, her fate involving the flight or capture of the
entire squadron, and contributing materially to the final

defeat of the Turks. On their right wing the Christians

were less successful,—Marco Antonio Colonna having to

encounter the celebrated renegade, Uluch Ali, a sea-captain

of great skill and experience, to whose good conduct and
aVilities CervantAi himself, with characteristic generosity.
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bears witness, The issue was highly honourable to the allied

arms The victory at Lepanto, though barren of results, and

spoilt by the contentions among the Christian leaders,

broke the speU of Turkish invincibility at sea, and is to be

reckoned among the most glorious feats of arms ever

performed by Spain when at the zenith of her greatness.

In this battle, to the remembrance of which he ever fondly

clung, which he loved to speak of as the proudest event of

his life, Cervantes was severely wounded—receiving two

gun-shot wounds in the chest and one in the leit hand,

which was maimed and rendered useless " for the greater

glory of the right," as its owner said, holding this defect

ever after to be his greatest ornament. Lepanto was to Spain

what Salamis waa to Athens. All Europe rang with the fame

of " the man sent from God whose name was John," accord-

ing to the fervent exclamation of the grateful Pope when
lie heard the news of the victory; and the exploits of Doria,

Colonna, and Santa Cruz wera on all men's tongues. But
while generals and admirals are now forgotten, it is a

striking evidence of the power of genius to override even

the traditions of patriotism and of warlike glory that of

all the memories which survive of this once renowned
day, that which remains green and flourishing is of the

private soldier who fought in the " Marquesa," of him
whom his countrymen love to designate as £1 Manco de

Lepanto, It would be absurd to attribute to the single arm
of Miguel de Cervantes any appreciable share in the, event

<if that day, but making all allowances for the partiality of

]iis biographers, there can be no reason to doubt that

Cervantes did earn a very extraordinary amount of renown
for his behaviour in the battle. As a private soldier he was
not debarred, according to tlie fashion of the times,. from
receiving from his superiors those marks of eonsideratiou

duo to men of good birth and breeding
;
yet the extra-

ordinary favours bestowed on him by Don John and the

other leaders, the letters of credit which they gave him on
his return to Spain, the numerous references to him by his

contemporaries, and the influence he afterwards exercised

among his fellow-captives at Algiers, are sufficient to prove

that at this early period of His life Cervantes had attained

to much distinction over and above what he had won as a
man of letters.

After the battle of Lepanto the lateness of the season

compelled Don John to return to Sicily, leaving the Turks
leisure to recover from their losses and to recruit their

strength. The wounded were tended at Messina, among
whom Cervantes was visited in the hospital by Don John
in person, receiving upon his recovery a special increase of

pay to the amount of three crowns a month. From the

company of Moucada our soldier w,i3 now transferred to

that of Don Ponce de Leon, in the Tercio de Figueroa, the

most distinguished of all the Spanish regiments of that

period—of that famous infantry which sustained the

Spanish dominion over half Europe, making, in the words
of the chronicler, " the earth tremble with their mus-
kets." The further enterprizes of the League at sea were
chocked by the growing dissensions between Spain and
Venice, and also by the quarrel now on foot between the
former nation and its old rival France. The jealousies

between the confederate princes extended to their com-
manders, and it was in vain that Don John urged upon his

allies the necessity of striking another blow at the Turk
Service before he had timp to repair his shattered forces. It was
^gniiiRt liio not until the 9tli of August 1572, that the Christian fleet

'"^ * again set sail for the scene of its great exploit of the year

previous. In this second campaign, through the supine-

uess of tho leaders, perhaps from some inca|iacity of the

generalissimo, scarcely fitted by ago or force of char.actcr to

control so vast and incongruous a host, but chiefly from
tho superior skill and vigilance of the Turkish commander-

in-chief, a post now held by Uluch Ali, the armada did
nothing more than make a feeble demonstration against

the enemy's fleet, which was found at anchor in Navarino
Bay. Cervantes, who has given a minute account of this

inglorious affair in his story of the captive in Don Quixote,

served in this expedition in the squadron commanded by
Antonio Colonna. Returning to Messina to winter, the armada
was next year dispersed in consequence of the dissolution of

the Holy League, the Venetians having concluded a separata

peace with the Turks. In 1573 Cervantes took part in the

expedition of Don John against Tunis and in the capture

of the Goleta—his wounds being still unhealed, as w? learn

from his letter to Mateo Vasquez. That winter he was in

garrison in Sardinia, and in tho next spring in Lombardy,
being ordered to Messina in August 1574, and thence tc-

Naples. On the 15th of June 1575 he obtained leave of

the viceroy, the Duke de Sesa, to visit Spain, and thus
ended the first portion of his military career, with small

profit but with much honour. During his five years' active

service by land and sea, however, Cervantes had acquired

that knowledge of men and life which was so useful to him
in after years. He had visited the most famous cities of

Italy, and had stored his mind with impressions of her art

and literary culture, traces of which are to be found in all

his writings, even to the extent of making him liable to

the charge of introducing Italian idioms into his style. Of
his intercourse with Italian men of letters there is no
evidence, though his works furnish abundant testimony of

his familiarity with the best models of Italian literature.

That he had won the respect and esteem of his *

commanders as a good soldier is proved by the highly

flattering letters which he received from Don John, re-

commending him to the king for promotion as a man of

singular merit and of great services ; also from the viceroy

of Naples, speaking of him as a worthy but unfortunate

soldier who, " by his noble virtue and temper, had
secured the good will of his comrades and officers."

Furnished with these letters, which in the event were to

prove to him so fatal a possession, Cervantes, with his

brother Rodrigo, embarked at Naples in the galley " El

SoL" On the 26th of September, when off the coast of

Minorca, his vessel fell in with a squadron of Algerine

cruizcrs under the command of the dreaded pirate captain,

Arnaut MamL Attacked by three of the enemy's ships,

the Spanish galley, after an obstinate resistance, in which
Cervantes bore a conspicuous part, was forced to surrender Caplure

to overwhelming odds, and was brought in a prize to by the

Algiers. On tho division of the prisoners Cervantes fell to Algeri"**

tho lot of D^li Mami, a Greek renegade, noted for his

ferocity and greed among the Algerines. The letters of

Don John and the viceroy of Naples found on this Spanish

soldier sci-ved but to mislead his captors as to his true

rank, and therefore to stimulate their cupidity and to

aggravate his sufferings. Being supposed to bo able to

purchase his liberty at a high price, Cervantes was guarded

with special care, and that ho might be induced the more
quickly to ransom himself, ho was loaded with chains and
treated with extraordinary rigour. According to the

testimony of Father Hiedo, in whoso curious and impor-

tant work on the Topography of Algiers, published in IGl ?,

wo have the most valuable authority for this period of

Cervantes's life, and who was an eye-witness of tho cruelties

practised in this pirates' den upon tho Christian slaves, tho

captivity of Cervantes was one of tho hardest ever known
in Algiers. It was bonic with a courage and constancy

which, bad there been nothing else to make his name
memorable, must have suiEccd to rank Cervantes among
tho heroes of his ago and country. No episode more
romantic is contained in tho books of chivalry. No
adventures more strange were encountered bv anv knight-
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errant. Nut Amadia nor Espkndian, nor any of those
whose fabled deeds had kindled his youthful imagina-
tion displayed a loftier spirit of honour or more worthily

discharged his knightly devoir than did Miguel de Cer-

yantes when in duresse at Algiers. A slave in the power
of the bitter enemy of his creed and nation, cut off in

the Iiey-day of his fame from tho path of ambition which
fortune seemed to have opened to him, no lot could be
more cruel than that which in the prime of his manhood
and genius fell to our hero. Nor is there any chapter of

his life more honourable than the record of the singular
daring, fortitude, patience, and cheerfulness with which he
bore his fate daring this miserable period of five years. With
no other support than his own indomitable spirit, forgotten

by those whom he had served, unable to receive any help
from his friends, subjected to every kind of hardship which
the tyranny or caprice of his masters might order, pursued
by an unrelenting evil destiny which seemed in this, as in

every other passage of his career, to mock at his efforts to

live that high heroic life which he had conceived to him-
self, this poor maimed soldier was looked up to by that

wretched colony of Christian captives, including among
them many men of higher birth and rank, as their chief

counseller, comforter, and guide. In the formal informa-
tion laid before the commissary of the Spanish Govern-
ment at Algiers, Father Juan Gil, of the order of the
Redemptorists, very particular testimony is borne by
Cervantes's fellow-captives to his character and conduct, as

one who bore himself always as a faithful Christian, who
cheered those who were despondent, who shared with the
poor the little which ho possessed, who helped the sick in

their necessities, who risked every danger in the cause of

the faith, behaving himself always like a true soldier of

the king and a noble gentleman,—all which good record
is confirmed by the honest father himself of his own per-

sonal knowledge.
Ceptivity The captivity of Cervantes in Algiers fasted five years,
hi Algiers, during which period he never ceased to plot schemes of

deliverance, which, however daringly conceived and skil-

fully planned, were doomed to be always foiled by accident
or by treachery. On such occasions he was invariably the

first to come forward to shield his associates and to take
the whole blame upon himself, rendering himself liable to

the barbarous punishments then inflicted by the Algerines
upon such of their slaves as sought to escape from their

chains. Twice was Cervantes brought into the king's

presence, with a rope round his neck, to be hanged. Once
he was ordered two thousand blows with a stick, the
penalty being remitted at the last moment only through
the prayers of the other captives. The king or viceroy
of Algiers at this time was Hassan Pasha, a Venetian
renegade, whose name was a terror throughout Christendom.
Cervantes himself in Don Quixote calls him " the worst of

the apostate race," and " the homicide of human kind."
Hoedo pronounces him " the most cruel tyrant of all those
who have been kings in Algiers." Over this monster, who
had purchased Cervantes from Deli Mami for 1500 crowns,
our hero seems to have exercised an extraordinary influ-

ence. Though repeatedly menaced with death in the most
horrible forms, and condemned to witness the torture and
mutilation of his companions, Cervantes never actually
Bufl'ered any ill-treatment in person, beyond being fettered,
nor was ever abused by an ill-word, as he himself has
hasjfe testimony in Don Quixote. For this exceptional
immunity it is not easy to account, even on the theory
that ais master took him for a person of greater conse-
quence than he really was, and we must attribute it to the
extraordinary influence acquired by Cervantes over the
other c^otives, and to the respect engendered by his

inagnanir' ''"anddariDjg. Hassan Pasha, according to Usedo,

was wont to say that " could he keep hold of that maimed
Spaniard he would regard as secure his Christians, his ships,

and his whole city." Hassan Pasha's fears were not wholly

unwari-anted, although the object of them was but a simple

soldier, for Cervantes had conceived the design of a
general rising of the captives in Algiers and the seizure

of the city. " And assuredly," says Ha^do, " the plan

would have succeeded, and Algiers would have been Chris-

tian, if his fortune had corresponded to hi^ courage, his

zeal, or the greatness of the undertaking." From the dun-
geons of Hassan Pasha Cervantes v/rote to Mateo Vasquez,

the-secretary of Philip II., suggesting the enterprise as one
befitting the arms of his royal master ; nor vv^as it so des-

perate as might appear, seeing that the number of Chris-

tian captives in that day was nearly 25,000. Philip, how-
ever, was then too much occupied in the conquest of tho

Christian kingdom of Portugal to bestow an'v attention on
the daring project of Cervantes.

In the meantime, while the captive was wasting his

heart away in chains and in fruitless struggles for liberty,

his friends in Spain were not neglectful of his condition.

His family were too poor to be able of their own re-

sources to raise the sum demanded by Hassan Pasha for

his ransom. At the prayer of his brother Kodrigo an
oflicial investigation was held upon the conduct of Cer-

vantes and the circumstances of his captivity, and at the

soHcitation of the father and mother, the Duke de Sesa
v.Tote a strong letter to King Philip on behalf of the

soldier of Lepanto, recounting his services and entreating

his majesty's assistance. No other response, however, was
vouchsafed to this and other petitions which were ad-

dressed to the Court by • Cervantes's mother (his father

being now dead), save a gracious permission to Doiia

Leonora, dated the 17th of January 1581, to export
licensed goods from Valencia to Algiers, to the yalue of

2000 ducats. The profit in this venture was only 60
ducats. The widow and her daughters having raised 300
more, a sum of 500 ducats was made up with the assistance

of friends, and entrusted to the hands of Father Juan
Gil, the Redemptorist, who embarked for Algiers in May
1580. Hassan Pasha, however, would abate nothing of

his demand, which was 1000 ducats, and threatened to

take Cervantes with him to Constantinople, whither he
was now recalled on the expiration of his term of govern-

ment. Cervantes was actually embarked and chained to

his place at the oar, when, finally, through the pious zeal of

the good friar Juan Gil, aided by the liberality of some
Christian merchants of Algiers, the sum required was
made up. After a little delay in Algiers rendered neces- Raiwom

sary to clear liimself of some false accusations made against """^ retur»

him by his old enemy, Blanco de Paz, Cervantes had at " ^P'"'-

last the joy of arriving, after a long captivity, safe and
sound in his native country, landing in Spain towards the

close of the year 1580.

The captivity in Algiers is worthy of more study than
it has received from Cervantes's biographers. Not only did
it turn the whole current of his life and influence all his

subsequent career, bat in it, as the period of his darkest
adversity, may be discovered no little of the material on
which his character, and even his literary work, was
founded. In the hard school of an Aigerine hagnio,

amidst chains and misery and the constant sight of death
in its most appalUng forms, were learnt those lessons of

humanity which, controlling his heroic spirit and temper-

ing his romantic fancy, were turned to so memorable a
use in Don Quixote. Like him of La Mancha our knight

had started in his life's adventure with a mind nursed in

the glowing visions of chivalry, impatient of wrong-doing,

eager for the good, full of faith in manhood, and quick to

believe in the ideals of honour which his imagination had
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conceived. He found hims^-lf amidst a generatioa which

cared for nono of these things, confronted by the starn

realities of a commonplace age, tossed about and buffeted

£n a world in v/hich chivalry had become -already an ana-

chronism. There is no need for us to search for the

key to the parable of Don Quixote, knowing the Ufe of the

author The experience was a bitter one, such as no man

of letters ever had to endure ; but from the long ordeal,

which ended only with his life, Cervantes emerged sweet-

ened and strengthened. The gay courage which was

the essential attribute of his nature the dauntless good

humour

—

" That ever with a frolic welcome took

The thunder and the sunshine,"

had to survive even greater trials than the five years'

slavery in Algiers. On his return to Spain Cervantes was

destined to taste of miseries compared to which even the

cruelty of Hassan Pasha was kindness. His services, his

works, his suflferings, were all forgotten. His absence

of five years from the scene had been long enough to

erase from the memories of the king and the Court the

gallant soldior who had fought and bled at Lepanto. In

1580 Philip II. was marching his army into Portugal, and

Cervantes rejoined his old regiment of Figueroa, in which

his brother Eodrigo was also serving. The next year we

find him engaged in the expedition against the Azores,

where the partisans of Dom Antonio, known to history as

the Prior of Ocrato, the rival claimant to the Portuguese

throne, were holding out with the assistance of England

and France. On the miscarriage of this enterprize

through the dissensions between tho military and naval

commanders, the fleet returned to Lisbon. Tho next year

it took the sea t^ain under the command of Don Alvarb

de Bazan, Marqu& do Santa Cruz, celebrated by Cervantes

in Don Quixote as " that thunderbolt of war, that father of

Stttle of his soldiers, that fortunate and invincible captain." In
i'en-«iri. ^^^ victory gj-ined by Santa Cruz over the allied squadrons

off Terceira, on the 25th of July 1582—one of the most

brilliant achievements in the annals of the Spanish navy

—

Cervantes took a part, being on board the admiral's galleon,

the " San ilatco," which bore the brunt of the fighting. It

was not until the year following, however, that the Azores

were finally reduced, Rodrigo Cervantes distinguishing

himself greatly in the storm of Terceira. During his service

and residence in Portugal, of which country and its people

he ever spoke with a kindliness rare among Spaniards,

Cervarit'.>3 had some passages of love with a noble Portu-

guese lady, who bore him a daughter, Isabel, his only child,

the object of her father's tenderest affection and a sharer

in all hii troubles till his death.

Of tho next few years the record is a brief one. To-

wards the last months of lf>S3 wa hear of Cervantes being

at Mostagan, a Spanish post on the Aigerino coast, pro-

bably stiU with his regiment, whence ho was sent with
despatches to tho king, by whom he was ordered to return

lo Oran. Ho does not seem to have been employed again in

any official capacity, and perhaps from this time he began
to despair of that military proferment lo which his services

had given him so just a claim. Even if it were possible

for one in his station to attract tho personal notice of the

king, we could not expect that such a man as Philip should

recognize the merit of tho future author of Don Quixote,

nor could the morose tyrant v/ho grudged tho glory of

Lopanto to his brother bo particularly well disposed to

000 whoso chief title to remembrance was his share in

that victory. By the end of 1583 Cervantes appears to

have quittfSd tho profession of anus and returned to litera-

PmWkaiion turo, being now in his thirty-sixth year. About this time
of Oaiatta. ho wrote Oalatea, a prosS pastoral interspersed with lyrics,

iu.<il>iiod, according to the tradition, by Ioto of the lady ho

was then courting, and who became his wife. Dedicated

to Ascanio Colonna, son of Marco Antonio of that name,

Cervantes's old commander, it appears to have been favour-

ably received, and is not more unreadable than the books

of that class so happily ridiculed by Cervantes himself

in the 73d chapter of the second part of Don Quixote,

As the author himself frankly informs his leaders, hi*

" shepherds and shepherdesses are many of them only oUch

in their dress." Their names of Lauso, Tirsi, and ^^amon

are but tho grotesque disguises of celebrated poetd of the

time and friends of Cervantes—in Galatea bein^j pictured

his future wife and in Elisio himself. They talk high-

flown sentiment and make stilted love after the manner of

the school of Gil Polo in his Diana Enamorada, nor ia their

talk more insipid than is usual to the pastoral profession

in fable. There is no better criticism of the book thau

that which Cervantes himself has given through the mouth

of the priest in the scrutiny of Don Quixote's library.

" What book is that
!
" " The Galatea of Miguel de Cer-

vantes," said the barber. " "Tis many years since he haa

been a great friend of mine that Cervantes, and I kno-n

that he is rather versed in sorrow than in poetry. This

book has some invention ; it proposes something, and it

concludes nothing ; it behoves us to wait for the secc-nd

part which he promises. Perhaps with his amendment i.a

will obtain that entire pardon which is now denied to him ;

in the meantime, gossip, keep him a recluse in your cham-

ber," This second part never appeared, perhaps wit'u no

loss to the author's reputation. Poor as the verse is in

Galatea, it secured for Cervantes a place among the chief

poets of the age, and there is evidence to show that it was

held in esteem, even out of Spain, before and after the

appearance of Don Quixote.

On the l-2th of December 1584 Cervantes added to his Maniagft

happiness if not to his fortune by a marriage with Dona
Catalina de Palacios Salazar y Vozmediano, a lady of good

family of Esquivias. Ihe settlement on his wife of a

hundred ducats, supposed to be one-tenth of his estate,

and the inventory of his effects taken at this time, among
which are included " 45. hens, some chickens, and a cock,"

prove that the bridegroom was in but indilTeient cii'cum-

stances, even for a poor hidalgo of the time. Of the lady

the records give us scarcely a glimpse, and indeed for some

years after his marriage the life of Cervantes is wiapt in

obscurity. All that is known is that he wrote poetry, and

won many friends among the poets by his good nature

and genial humour. He wrote for tho stage also for a Dramitle

living, producing between twenty and thii-ty plays, chieCy "'>''*

comedies, of which only two survive, La Numaucia and

El Trato de Argel. There seems to be no reason to

doubt Cervantes's own statement that as a playwright ho

gained considerable applause, and it has been proved that

the payment he received was quite as high as that given

to Lope de Vega. August Schlegel has assigned high i2ak

to La 'fumancia as one of the most striking and original

of modern tragedies, and La Cor.fusa, a comedy now lost,

is spoken of with much complacency by its author. Thi>

gifts of CervanteD, however, wore not those of the dramatist,

and such fame as ho l\ad begun to win paled befora tho

rising star of that " monster of naturn," Lope de VcgcL

Once more disappointed in his hopes of a livolihoud, ana
having now to support his wife, his widowed sister, anu
his natural daughter, Cervantes was forced to seek for

bread by other means than literature. For twenty year»

—

tho darkest period of hie life—ho ceased to write, or at

least to publish. Tho poor crippled soldier had to d;ii;i»

of a cup even more bitter than loss of liberty among Co
Moors. A veil hangs over this portion of hij career, which

his countrymen, for their own sake no less than for hi.-,

are not too eager to lift, hidinj, C3 i' h only tea cirt;-i
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SaviUa.

that it does, penury, rag8, almost beggary, misery of every

kind except sliame. Throughout all these trials what

la known of Cervantea proves him at least to have re-

tained undimmed his cheerfulness of spirit, his rare sweet-

ness of disposition and faith in humanity, "as one in

suffering all that suffers nothing." In 1588 he is found

CommJB- at Seville filling the humble place of a commissary under
sary at Dou Antonio de Guevara, the Prove^dor-General of the

Indian fleets. In this capacity he had to assist in the

victualling of the Invincible Armada, and documents pre-

served in the archives of Seville prove his activity in the

purchase of grain, oil, and wine among the villages of

Andalusia,—gleaning, besides naval stores, much of that

knowledge of life and character of which he afterwards

made such admirable use. In 1590 he petitioned the king

for employment in the Indies, minutely recapitulating his

past services, and naming four offices then vacant as those

he was qualified to fill—the accountantship of New Gra-

nada, that of the galleys of Carthagena, the government of

the province of Socomusco, in Guatemala, and the corre-

gidorship of the city of La Paz. The petition was coldly

received and bore no fruit, for which perhaps the ingrati-

tude of the Government was not wholly to blame. The
habits of unthrift and restlessness which he bad acquired as

a soldier, together with such weaknesses as were the

natural defects of his virtues of extreme good nature and
easiness of disposition, must have unfitted him to some
extent for the sober pursuits of civil life; and Cervantes

himself seems to hint, in a passage in Don Quixote, as well

as in his Journey to Parimssns, at some imprudence which
contributed to spoil his advancement. He continued for

some years to hold his poor place of commissary, residing

chiefly at Seville. At a poetical competition held at Sara-

gossa in honour of the canonization of San Jacinto, in 1595,

he was adjudged the first prize—three silver spoons. The
next year, on the occasion of the sacking of SeviUe by the

English under Essex, he wrote a sonnet, ridiculing with

fine irony the behaviour of the Duke of Medina-Celi, who,

having a large force at his command for the defence of the

city, only appeared on the scene when the English had

departed. Owing to the treachery and failure of an agent,

through whom he had remitted to Madrid a sum of money,
collected on account of the Government, Cervantes about

this time became involved in a pecuniary difficulty, which
continued to be a source of annoyance to him for some
vears, in addition to his other troubles. Being unable to

lepay the money at the king's mandate, he was cast into

prison, but having succeeded in scraping together enough
to reduce his debt to a few hundred reals, he was released

after a few days' detention. Neither on this occasion, nor

on two subsequent ones when he fell under the cognizance of

t'le law, was there left any stain upon his honour, nor any
fault aDeged beyond that of carelessness or undue trustful-

cess. On the death of Philip II., in 1598, his obsequies

were celebrated at SeviUe with 'such extravagant pomp and
grandeur of decoration as to awake the ridicule of Cervantes,

who, never a lover of the defunct inonarch, gave vent to his

feelings in a sonnet which is one of the happiest of his

lighter effusions in this which was his true vein in poetry.

At this period the author, in spite of his poverty and mean
condition, seems to have enjoyed the society and friend-

ship of his countrymen most famous in literature and art,

among others of the celebrated poet Fernando de Herrera
and the artists Pacheco and Jaureguy, by both of whom his

portrait was painted. He wrote and circulated in manu-
script some of those novels which many years later he
completed and published ; but like the poor poet whom
be has described, half of his divine thoughts and imagina-

tions were taken up in the study of the means of daily

br^ad for himself and his family.

The four years succeeding 1598 are wholly ai blank in

the life of Cervantes. Tradition assigns to this period

the vis-it to La Mancha where occurred that new trouble

of which Don Quixote is supposed to be the vengeance.

The story is, that Cervantes had a commission from the

prior of St John to collect his tithes in the district of Arga-
masilla, and that while he was employed in this ungrateful

function the villagers set upon him, and after maltreating

him threw him into prison, his place of imprisonment being

a house still standing called La Casa de Medrano. Here,
according to a general consensus of opinion, was conceived,

if not written, the first part of Don Quixote, conformably

to what the author says in the prologue of this " child of

his wit " being " born in a gaol."

In 1603 Cervantes is found living at ValladoUd, among At Vails*

the herd of starving soldiers and needy writers expectant of <ioHJ.

preferment which then filled the Court. The favours of

Philip III., good natured and well-disposed to literature,

were dispensed by the Duke de Lerma, then at the height of

his power, whose haughty, cold, and selfish nature was little

likely to see merit in Cervantes. Once more disappointed in

his hopes of preferment, Cervantes was reduced to the utmost

straits of poverty, eking out a living by business agencies

and humble literary employment, such as writing petitions

and correcting manuscripts, aided by such small gains as tha

ladies of his household were able to earn by the labours of

the needle. By the begiiming of 1604: he had completed

the work which was destined to give him, if not bread,

immortality. The First Part of Don Quixote, begun, ac-

cording to internal evidence, before the death of Philip IL,

was now ready for the press. The date is the same which

the majority of Shakespearian critics have assigned to the

first appearance of the second and perfect Hamlet; nor ia

this the only coincidence between the lives of these two
great contemporaries. A patron being in that age as ne-

cessary to an author as a publisher, Cervantes with soma
difficulty found one in the Duke de Bejar, a nobleman of

high rank and honour, ambitious of the name of a Mjecenas.

The tradition which tells how the duke's scruples at con-

necting his name with a book of so novel a character

and equivocal a purpose were surmounted is probably

well founded. Instigated, it is said, by his confessor, who
scented heresy, or at least a dangerous humour, in this book

with a strange name, the Duke de Bejar withdrew the

promise of patronage he had given and would not accept

Cervantes's dedication. The author, however, begged hard

for permission to read a chapter of his story before the

duke, and pleased him so well that his objections were

Overcome. The licence for publication was obtained on Publication

the 26th September 1604, and in the beginning of the of th^ first

next year the first part of Don Quixote was printed at P'"'?
^'J^"

Madrid by Juan de la Cuesta, and published by Francisco

de Eobles, to whom Cervantes had sold the copyright for

ten years. The theory that the book was received coldly

at first, so that Cervantes was induced to write a tract

called M Buscapie, in order to attract the attention of the

public to Don Quixote and to stimulate their curiosity by
hinting that the characters and incidents were not whoUy
imaginary, must be rejected as unsupported by a tittle of

evidence and wholly opposed to the facts. There is no

proof that any such tract as El Buscapie ever existed until

Don Adolfo de Castro published in 1848 what all compe-

tent Spanish critics have pronounced to be a clumsy and
impudent forgery. There could be no reason for such a

publication by Cervantes, seeing that Don Quixote was
received by the great mass of the public with marked and
singular applause. Although certain great literary per-

sonages, and some of Cervantes's own friends, from suspicion

that they were included in the satire or from jealousy of his

success, professed to sneer at the book because of its vulgar
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style, its unbecoming subject, and its bizarre title, there

can be no doubt of the extraordinary popularity achieved

by DoTir Quixote on its first appearance. No fewer than six

impressions of the first edition of 1605 are extant, of which

two were issued at Madrid, two at Valencia, and two at

Lisbon. There had appeared up to that date no book

since the invention of printing which had so many
readers. To that artificial age, reared in the insipid ex-

travagances of the successors of Amadis, Don Quixote was

03 the dawn of a new revelation. The humour, equally

simple and deep, the easy, careless grace of the narrative,

the fine wisdom and tenderness, the true charity, of this

book which professed to be a burlesque of the romances

of chivalry, were qualities as rare as they were delightful in

Spanish literature. Even those who missed the allegory

and were insensible to the satire could not but enjoy the

story with its fresh and lively pictures of national life and

character. That which has become, to use the phrase

of Sainte-Beuve, " the book of humanity," was no less

successful in its age as a book of popular recreation. The

author himself was probably amazed at his own success.

Like his great contemporary Shakespeare, while careful

of his lesser works he seems to have abandoned his master-

piece to the printers with scarcely a thought of his literary

reputation. All the first editions of Don Quixote swarm
with blunders of the most extraordinary kind, proving that

Cervantes could never have revised the printing, even if

io had looked through his manuscript before committing

it to the press. He is made to forget in one chapter what

ho had written in another. He confounds even the names
of his characters, calling Sancho's wife Theresa in one

place and Maria in another—the very blunders of which

he afterwards accused his enemy Avellaneda. He makes
Sancho ride his ass immediately after it had been stolen

by Qines de Passamonte, and bewail its loss when it had

been recovered. He confounds time, place, and persons, and
abounds in inaccuracies and anachronisms, to the distrac-

tioa of his readers, the perturbation of his critics, and
the serious grief of his admirers. The style of this first

part of Don Quixote, in spite of occasional passages of

beauty which arq among the models of the Castilian

longne, is loose, slovenly, and inartistic Even in the

second edition, published in 1608 and revised by the

author, a great many patent blunders were suffered to

stand, over which Cervantc/ himself makes merry in the

second part. All this is unfavourable to the theory which
some critics have formed that there was a purpose in

the book other than what appears on the surface. There
is no reason to doubt Ccrvantcs's own declar.ition, several

times repeated, that in writing Don Quixote he had no
other design than to dcntroy the credit of those romances
of chivalry whose reading was so pernicious to the taste

and morals of the age, and to furnish " a pastime for

melancholy and gloomy spirits." The idea of Byron that

Cervantes "laughed Spain's chivalry away" is not more
absurd than some recent conjectures that Don Quixote
was intended as a satire upon certain leading personages of

the Spanish court, especially upon the Duke de Lerma.
Tho chivalry of Spain was already gone before Cervantes
wrote. Had it not been gone Don Quixote would not
have been written, nor would it have fallen to Cervantes,
the most chivalrous of men, to deliver its death stroke.

Not chivalry, but the foolish and extravagant romances of

chivalry it was which Cervantes undertook to destroy
;

and so completely was his work done that none of them ap-

peared after 1604. There was no man of that age more deeply

imbued, as his life bears witness, with tho true chivalrous

spirit, nor was there any better affected, as his book shows,

to all tho literature of chivalry. Don Quixote itself is a

romance of chivalry, ccrtaiulv not less inspired with the

purest sentiment of honour, or furnishing a less exalted

model of knighthood than Amadis of Gaul or Palmerin of

England. Every passage of it proves how carefully and
sympathetically Cervantes had studied his originals. For
the romance of Amadis itself, as contained in tho four

first books of Garci-Ordofiez, Cervantes always professed

a high respect. What ho intended to ridicule was tho

continuation of Amadis in all the endless series of his

descendants, each surpassing its predecessor in extravagance
and folly. The theory that Cervantes wrote Don Quixote

in order to revenge himself on the Duke de- Lerma and
his satellites, which has been revived in these latter

days, scarcely deserves serious refutation. To those who
are able to believe that in the character of the knight of La
Mancha tho author intended to portray his mortal enemy
tho more material improbabilities which surround this hypo-
thesis will present no difficulty. In one sense Don Quixote

is indeed a satire ; but the follies it ridicules are those com-
mon to all humanity and to every age, and the satire is of

that rare kind which moves not to depreciation but to love

and pity of the object—to sympathy rather than to contempt,

and to tears as well as laughter. Don Quixote and Sancho
Panza are permanent types individualized. They are as

true for all time as for the sixteenth century—for all the.

world as for Spain. The antithesis of the pure imagina-

tion without understanding and the commonplace good
sense without imagination which these two re]jresent is

the eternal conflict which possesses the world. The secret

of the marvellous success of Don Quixote, of the extraor-

dinary popularity which makes it not only the great book
of Spain but a book for all mankind, has been aptly de-

scribed by Coleridge to lie in the rare combination of the

permanent with the individual which the genius of the

author has been enabled to achieve. Don Quixote is not

only the perfect man of imagination, less the understand-

ing, but ho is a living picture of the Spanish hidalgo of

the time of Philip II. Sancho is the ideal commonidace
man of sense, le.s3 the imagination, and also the pure Man-
chegan peasant. In the carrying out of his happy con-

ception Cervantes was doubtless careless of his own main
purpose, so that this burlesque of romance has become a

real picture of life—this caricature of chivalry the truest

chivalric model— this life of a fool the wisest of books.

The fame acquired by the publication of the first part of

Don Quixote does not appear to have contributed mate-

rially to the improvement of the author's fortunes. In 1 C05

he was still living at Valladolid, where, with his usual ill-

luck, ho was involved in a painful incident which brought

him once more, though perfectly innocent, into collision

with the authorities. A young nobleman of the court,

being wounded in a street brawl, was carried into the house

where Cervantes lodged to be tended, and died there of

his hurts. Cervantes and his family, with the other

inmates of tho house, were cast into prison, according to

the rough process of Spanish law, until they could be

examined before the alcalde. From the depositions of the

witnesses, which are extant, wo learn that at this time

Ccrvantcs's household consisted of his wife, his natural

daughter Isabel, over 20 years old, his widowed sister

Andrea, with her daughter Cohstanza, and another sister,

Jlagdalena, with one female servant; and that ho made
his living by writing and general agency. In May of this

year there arrived at Madrid tho earl of Huntingdon with

a retinue of 600 persons from England, bearing a mes.sage

of congratulation to tho king on tho birth of his heir, after-

wards Philip IV., on which occasion were given a series of

magnificent entertainments. On tho strength of an allu-

sion in a satirical sonnet by Gongara, a narrative of llio

festivities, published in 1605 and still cstant, has been attri-

buted to Cervantes, but it bcara no marks of his style, and it

V. - 4S
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is not probable that he would be employed on such a purpose.

There is better evidence of his haad in a letter to Don
Diego de Astudillo Carillo, discovered in the Bibliotheci

Colombina at Seville in 1845, giving au account of a bur-

lesque tourney or poetical joust held in the suburb of San

Juan de Alfarache on the feast of St Laurence. From this

it would appear that Cervantes was on a visit to Seville in

1606, and on terms of familiar intercourse with many dis-

tinguished poets ; also that allusions to Don Quixote and

quotations from the book were familiar in the mouths of

the wits of the time. Thenceforward to his death, Cer-

vantes seems to have resided at Madrid, whither he had

followed the court from Valladolid, with but little improve-

ment in his worldly circurustances, supported chiefly by a

pension from the archbishop of Toledo, and casual gratui-

ties from his other patron the Count de Lemos. In

B«oondp,-u1; 1608 was published the second edition of the first part of

oiDon £)oa Quixote, with some corrections and additions by the
Q'"^^^ author. The next year, following the fashion of the times,

he entered as a lay brother into the Oratory of Caiiizares,

together with Lope de Vega, Quevedo, Espinel, and many
other of his contemporaries and friend.s. In 1610, the

Count de Lemos was appointed viceroy of Naples,

• and Cervantes seems to have been indulged with some

promises of being made his secretary, but his advanced

age and his dependent family were made the pretext for

his being passed over in favour of his rival and pretended

friend, Leonardo Argensola. In 1613, he gave to the

Smelaa world his Novelaa Exemplares, some of which had been

£cnnji2ar«, written many years before—a collection of tales of very

various character, in a style till then unknown in Spain,

owing little beyond their form to the Italian models.

These stories, undeservedly neglected out of their native

country, must be reckoned as second ia merit among
Cervantes's writings, and even superior to Don Quixote in

elegance of style. They are indeed the true originals in

the mbdern literature of Europe of the novel, or story of

real life, with plot, character, and scenery, and display in a

very remarkable degree not only the versatility of their

author's genius bet his extreme familiarity with every

type of Spanish society, especially of the lower orders

of the people. In the charming story of La Gitanella,

among some of the best of Cervantes's lyrics, is to be found

the gerin of j.U the gipsy romances, poems, and operas,

which have since delighted the world, and in Einconete

y Cortadillo we have a picture of a Spanish Alsatia as

vivid and real as anything by Defoe' or Dickens. Indeed,

these stories, rich in incident, character, and invention, have

been a mine in which the novelists and dramatists of all

countries have delved,—Scott himself, according to Lock-

hart, confessing that he first drew from them his idea of

writing the Waverley Novels. In his dedication of the

Novelas to the Count de Lemos, Cervantes speaks of being

engaged on several other works, among them the second

part of Don Quixote ; and in the prologue, which contains

some interesting details of his biography, he gives this

portrait of himself in his 65th year:—"Of aquiline

features, chesnut hair, a smooth and open forehead, with

cheerful eyes, a nose curved though well proportioned, long

mustaches, the beard of silver (which twenty years ago was
of gold), the mouth small, the teeth not much, for he has

but six, and those in bad condition and v/orse placed for

they have no concert one with another ; the body between
two extremes, neither large nor small, the complexion
lively, rather white than brown, somewhat crooked in the

shoulders, and not very light of feet—this. I say. is the

eflngy of the author of Galatea and of Don Quixote de la

Mancha." Upon this description of his person—to which
it may be added that he stammered in his speech and had
lost the use of his loft hand by the wound received at

Lepanto—has been founded that ideal portrait, first de-

signed by the English engraver Kent for Lord Carteret's

edition of 1753, and since then ignorantly copied and re-

peated in Spain and everywhere as the true image of

Miguel de Cervantes.

In 1614 was published the Yiage at Pamaso, which Voyage i»

with aU its faults may be said to be the most successful of i'lnuunM.

our author's essays in verse. It is a burlesque poem, pro-

fessedly in imitation of one with the same title by the

Italian, Cesare CaporaU, but having little but the name in

common with its predecessor. The half serious half jest-

in" vein in which Cervantes here indulges was unquestion-

ably that which was most natural to his genius, and in

spite of the cumbrousness of the allegorical machinery, and

the excessive laudation which, as usual, he heaps on the

small writers his contemporaries, the poem abounds in

fancy, humour, and invention. The seventh book, in

which is described the encounter between the armies of

the good and bad poets, may compare with the Battle of

th« Books and the fifth canto of the Lutrin Cervantes's

fancy of making the combatants wound one another with

odes and sonnets ia surely happier than either Swift's,

where the authors use the ordinary weapons of Homeric
war, or Boileau's, where the monks discharge material

volumes. Not the least interesting portion of this poem
is the fourth book, wherein the author speaks of himself,

his labours, and his misfortunes, with a characteristic mix-

ture of modesty, gaiety, and simple self-confidence. In

the prose appendix is a spirited and humorous dia-

logue with a messenger from Apollo concerning Cer-

vantes's relations to the theatre, and the reason of his Hi-

success as a dramatist. After thirty years' retirement from

the stage, during which interval the great Lope de Vega
had arisen in all his glory, and he and his imitators had,

by their fertility and their submissive devotion to the

vulgar taste no less than by their genius, obtained the com-

plete mastery of the national drama, Cervantes could

hardly hope to recover for himself that posifion as a play-

wright to the memory of which he seems to have always clung

with tenacity. Encouraged, however, by the renewal of Retnrm l«

his popularity as a writer, or stimulated perhaps by the dram^

his necessities, he made in his old age another experi-

ment in the drama, in which it is sad to find that ho

abandoned all those admirable principles which he had

advocated through the mouth of the Canon in Don Quixote,

surrendering himself to the vicious models he had himself

so eloquently condemned. The result was unfortunate

for his reputation. A collection of eight comedies and as

many interludes was published in 1614, with a preface in

which the author reports naively of his Hi-success in the

negotiation for a sale of their copyright He would buy
them, the bookseller said, were it not that he had been told

by a certain person of distinction that " of the prose of

Miguel de Cervantes much could be expected, but of his

poetry nothing." This opinion was probably confirmed by
these plays, which are so unworthy of their author that

when reproduced in 1749 by Bias do Nasarre, that editor

maintained the ingenious paradox that Cervantes had made
them purposely bad in order to ridicule the phiys of the

day, just as he had written Don Quixote to ridicule the

books of chivalry. There is no need of any such theory

to account for the failure of Cervantes in the drama. His
genius was unsuited to the stage. The qualities in which he
most excelled were essentiaDy nndramatic, nor can his per-

sistent efi'orts to recover his position as a playwright, even

after the success of Don Quixote had been assured, be
explaiued otherwise than by the fact that the stage was
then almost the only road to literary fortune. The first

part of D^n Quixote had brought him fame, but nothing
more Before the appearance of the second part, the plan
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of wh-'ch had been freely announced to his friends for some

time previously, Cervante.j was destined to encounter per-

haps the strangest of the many crosses with which his

pitiles" evil star teased him to the end of his troubled and

painful life. Ho had seen, while in the flush of manhood,

his dream of soldiership dispelled by a cruel captivity.

He had experienced the overthrow of all his hopes of civil

preferment. Ho had been subject to every kind of mor-

tification in his literary ambition. He had been jostled

out of the arena by his rivals in poetry and in the drama.

When old, infirm, and destitute, his genius had at last

found in Don Quixote its proper field of employment and

something like a fitting recognition. But even here he

was not to be left undisturbed. The ill-fortune which

never ceased to make him its mark was able to send ?, shaft

through this his strongest side, which poisoned all his

hardly-earned triumph and vexed him to the grave. The

story of the falsa second part of Don Quixote, published

under the name of Avellaueda, is one of the strangest in

literary history, the mystery of which, though it has occupied

many volumes, is not yet wholly unravelled. It is sufiicient

ino I'Aa here to say that after it was well known that Cervantes

(^v^-rtc was employed upon and had nearly completed his second

part of Don Quijcote, there appeared at Tarragona in 1G14

a book pretending to be a continuation of the knight's

adventures, by Alonso Fernandez de Avellaueda, a native

of Tordesillas. The manifest object of this impudent fabri-

cation was to malign the character of Cervantes, to destroy

the credit of his book, and to deprive him of the fame
and profit which he expected to derive from its completion.

In a preface, full of a curious malignity, evidently arising

from some cause deeper than literary envy, Cervantes was
reproached in the grossest terms with his infirmities and
misfortunes, even with his wounds,—sneered at as one
" with more tongue than hands,"—reviled Qs old, poor, and
without friends,—-branded as envious and discontented, a

calumniator of great men, and an evil-speaker even of the

Church and the Holy Office. In the body of the hook,

under pretence of carrying on the story, every opportunity

is taken to spoil it, by degrading the characters and giving

a coarse turn to the incidents. Don Quixote is debased

into a wild lunatic, who ends his days in a mad-house

;

Sancho is turned into a dull buffoon and his humour into

I rutal gluttony. In place of the witty and beautiful Doro-

thea we have the gross wench Barbara ; and the graceful

episodes of the original are represented by a string of

dreary and vulgar adventures, without life, colour, or

probability. Apart from the spirit of malice, the book, in

the words of Ticknor, is " so completely without dignity

or consistency that it is clear the wiiter did not possess

the pov/cr of comprehending the gcuius he at oiico basely

libelled and meanly attempted to supplant." Nothing iii

viler taste has ever disfigured Ae literature of any nation,

and it is greatly to the ncandal of Cervantes's countrymen,
nOr the least of the injuries they have done him, alivr and
dead, ihat they have suffered cucL a book to be reprinted

and to retain a place in their national collections. Thu
false Don Qitixot,; in which La Sage, and even some later

critics, both French and Spanish, have pretended to see

merits equal if not superior to those of the true, is now
remembered only by Cervantes's perhaps too frequent refer-

ences to it in the later chapters of his own book, and has

little interest except in couiicction with the mystery of his

life. The identity of Avellaueda is n problem which has

greatly exercised the Spanish critics. The weight of opinion

is in favour of its being the di.sguiso of the notorious Fray
Luis do Aliaga, the low-born confessor and minion of the

Duke do Lerma, who was high in power durir.g the reign

of I'hilip III. Of all w'acao uames have been suggested

as the robable author of the spurious Quixote Aliaga is

the only one who fulfils the required conditione. He was

a Dominican, a preacher, and an Aragouese. He was aa

intimate friend of Lope de Vega, whose cause he openly

espoused. He was in the confidence of the Holy Office,

and may be suspected of not being well-disposed to Cer-

vantes's patron the archbishop of Toledo, whom he suc-

ceeded as Inquisitor-General. He was known to be of a

rancorous and envious spirit, who had written more than ono

pseudonymous Ubel, and was himself the mark of frequent

caricatures and lampoons. Lastly, it has been proved that,

before the appearance of Don Quixote, Aliaga's weUkno'.vn

nickname was Sancho. There was much in the book of

Cervantes to give such a man offence, even whether such

offence was intended or not,—in his person, his character,

his office, and his religion. That as Avellaneda he found

assistance among some of the writers of the period, rivals

of Cervantes and jealous of his fame, is very probable

;

and there is only too touch reason for suspecting that thj

great Lope de Vega himself was one of Aliaga's allies.

Although Spanish writers are slow to admit that the rela-

tions between the two illustrious contemporaries were other-

wise than friendly, and although on the side of Cervantes

there never was any other than the spirit of perfect cour-

tesy, loyalty, and magnanimity which became his own noble

nature, recent researches have proved that by Lope de Yega
these feelings were not honestly reciprocated. He who was

called by his own familiar friend Alareon " the universal

envier of other men's meeds " is inown to have regarded

with jealous eyes the sudden popularity achieved by his

despised competitor in Do7i Quixote. In addition to other

proofs of an indirect kind tending to show that about the

time of the appearance of Don Quixote Lope de Vega was
ill-disposed towards his once intimate friend, we have

the direct evidence of the letter discovered by Schack

among the manuscripts of Count Altamira, dated August

4, 1604, wherein occurs this passage:—"Of poets I

speak not ; many are budding for the year to come

;

but none is so bad as Cervantes, or so stupid as to

praise Don Quixote" With Don Quixote it could scarcely

be expected that Lope would bo pleased ; and there was
much in the book, especially in the Canon's strictures

on the popular drama, to give him offence. If he stooped

so low for his revenge as to inspire or to aid his f.'^iend

Aliaga to write the false Don Quixote, his triumph was
but brief. At the close of 1615 Cervantes published hb
own second part, and from that moment the other was for

ever blotted from the world's memory. This second part,

though bearing marks of hasto in the concluding chapters,

belies, according to the judgment of the best critics, the

opinion of the author himself as expressed through the

mouth of the Priest, that second parts are never good.

Although written in old age it contains at least as much
of the glow and warmth of imagination as the first, while

it is even superior in invention. There is more harmony
in the constiuotion, more correctness if not more figour in

the style, with fewer distractions and digressions. The
author has more confidence in himself and more love

of his work. His hero is more consistent in his mad-

ness, Sancho more pleasant in his sanity. Both master

and man, especially the latter, wbile still true to their

character, have developed iutj an ampler and richer nature.

They have evidently advanced in their creator's favour,

and have more pains taken with their behaviour. The
knight is more lovable, the squire more humorous ; and

the whole treatment of the story, with its vivacity and

variety, its easy flow of narrative, and its masterly and
pathetic close, is worthy of the happy genius of which it

is the crown and fall development.

By this time the fame of Cervantes had spread throuj:'-.

many lands. Numcrcua editions of his Don'Quixoti h;«i
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been printed, either in the original or in translation, thus

realiziug the author's prediction that there would bo no
nation or language to which his book would not be carried.

According to the interesting story told by the archbishop

of Toledo's secretary, in his approbation appended to the

second part, dated February 1G15, foreigners of distinc-

tion, when thoy vjsited Madrid, made it their first business

to enquire after the author of Don Quixote. To a party

of French gentlemen, members of the suite of the ambas-
sador, the Due de Mayenne, who were anxious to learn of

the condition and mode of life of the celebrated writer,

the secretary of tho archbisliop was obliged to respond
that " he who had made all the world rich was poor and
infirm, though a soldier and a gentleman." The man who
was tho delight of his age and destined to be the chief glory

of his country was indeed still ia great misery, depending
on alma for his subsistence, and now in his sixty-ninth

year stricken by a mortal disease. In the dedication of

his second part of Don Quixote to the Count de Lemos,
Cervantes speaks of his broken health and approaching end,

still with unabated courage and cheerfulness. His last

work, not published tdl after his death, was Pericles and
JSiffisinnur/a, a romance of love and adventure after the

model of Heliodorus, on which he bestowed great pains

and singular aflfection, declaring that it would be either the

best or the worst of his books. The dedication to the

Count de Lemos is written with an astonishing gaiety and
npirit, though it announces that the author had yesterday
received extreme unction, and had " one foot in the stir-

rups," waiting for a summons. About this time must have
occurred that adventure, which is so pleasantly told in the

prologue, of the meeting with the student near Toledo,

when our author, in a grievous state from dropsy, was re-

turning from a visit to his wife's family at Esquivias, at

the close of which he wrote:—"And so farewell, humours;
farewell, my gay friends, for I feel myself dying, and have
no desire but soon to see you happy in the other world."

On the 4th of April he entered the order of tho Franciscan
Friars, whose habit, following the fashion of the period, he
had assumed three years before, and on the 23d of that

month he ended, in all serenity and cheerfulness, his life

of many troubles. lu the same year, and nominally on
the same day, though really ten days later, allowance
being made for tho difference of calendars, died "William

Shakespeare in England. Cervantes's body was buried
bumbly at the expense of his religious order in the convent
of the Trinitarian Nuns in the Calle de Humilladero, of

"which community his daughter Isabel was a professed

member. In 1633 the nuns moved to a new site in the
Calle de Cantarrenas, and having exhumed and brought
away their dead with them, the bones of Cervantes were
luiugled with others in a common ossuary, so that Spain,
who had shown herself so careless of him in life, has lost

all trace of him in death. So closes a record as glorious

.and as calamitous as any in htcrary history, of one of the
world's greatest benefactors, whom the world knew not

—

tif tho best of all Spaniards, the very typo and perfect

embodiuieut of the highest Castilian nature, whom his

country starved and who has made her immortal.
The language of eulogy has been exhausted over that

work of Jliguel de Cervantes which for two hundred and
liftyyears has been the dehght of mankind in a degree such
iis no other book has ever approached. There is nothing
to add to the tribute which the critics of all countries have
joined in paying to the wisest, tenderest, and deepest of

humourists.

Tho popularity of Von Qiiizota is best attested by tba extraordi-
nary number of editions and translations which have appeared in
all languages. According to a computation made by Boa Lope de
Fabra, iu his np^endix to the Barcelona fac-.-^iniile of the first edition,

there were pi-hhshcd, up to 1674, 278 editions of D-jn Quixali, ol

which 87 appcored in Spain, and 191 in other countries. Of these^

136 aro in the original. Traniilations have apnearod in English,

French, German, Dutch, Italian, Danish, ana indeed in every

European tongue, including Turkish. England, who of all foreign

nations has ever been foremost in recognizing the genius of Cer-

vantes, is entitled to tho honour of having produced the first critical

edition of the Spanish text, which ia that of Dr John Bowie, pub-
lished at Salisbury in 1781. This has served as the basis of all the

8Ubse(]ueut Spanish editions; for although the Royal Academy
anticipated Bowlo by a year in its magnihcent edition printed by
Ibarra, it was a knowleuge of the Englishman's design, and to some
extent of his labours, which prompted that uudei'taking. The
other most important critical editions in Spanish are that of Pel-

liccr, published in 1797, who has borrowed largely, and not with
due acknowledgment, from Bowie; that of Clemencin, in 1833-39,
with a very elaborate commentary, displaying much industry aui
learning but little taste or sympathy, and sadly lacking in reverence
for the author ; and that in the complete edition of Cervantes's works
piinted at Argamasilla in 1864, under the editorship of Don Eugenio
de llartzeubusch and Don Cayctano Alberto de Kosell,—superb in

type and paper, but otherwise of little value, with a text distigused

by wanton emendations. The principal English translations are

—

the first, by Thomas Shelton, which is also the earliest version of

Don Quixote in any foreign language, published in 1612-20, vigor-

ous, and of a spirit akin to the original, but rude and incorrect;

that of Motteux, absurdly over-praised by Lockhart, which is nothing
more than a loose paraphrase of Cervantes's text, in a stylo con-
sciously comic and therefore of all the most unhappy for Don Quixott •

that of Jaj-vis,-which, with some trilling revisions, is the current
accepted version—correct and careful, but dull, commonplace, and
destitute of humour ; and that of Smollett, which is the wor-st of

all, being a piece of hack- work done for the booksellers, withotlt

knowledge of Spanish, or even such an insight into his author's
meaning as his kindred genius should have suggested. By far the
best life of Cervantes is that by Don Martin Fernandez de Navarrete,
published in Madrid in 1819. (H. E. W )

CERVIA, an episcopal town of Italy, with a port on
the Adriatic, in the district of Ravenna, and 12 miles S.E.

of the city of that name. In tlio vicinity are the extensive

salt-works of Valle di Cervia. Population about 5700.

CESARI, Giuseppe, called II Cavaliere d'Arpino (being

born in or about 15C8 at Arpino, and created a "Cava-
liere di Cristo" by Pope Clement VIII.), also named
II Giuseppino, an Italian painter, much encouraged at

Rome and munificently rewarded. Cesari is stigmatized

by Lanzi as not less the corrupter of taste in painting than
Marino was in poetry ; indeed, another of the nicknames
of Cesari is " II Marino de' Pittori" (the pictorial Marino).

There was spirit in Cesari's heads of men and horses, and
his frescoes in tho Capitol (story nf Romulus and Remus,
ic), which occupied him at intervals during forty years,

are well coloured ; but he drew the human form ill. His
perspective is faulty, his extremities monotonous, and his

chiaroscuro defective. He died in 1 6 40, at the age of seventy-

two, or perhaps of eighty, at Rome. Cesari ranks as the head
of the " Idealists " of his period, as opposed to the " Natural-

ists," of whom MichaoUngelo'da Caravagio was the leading

champion,—the so-called " idealism" consisting more iu

reckless facility, and disregard of the common facts and
common-sense of nature^ than in anything to which so

lofty a name could be properly accorded. He was a man
of touchy and irascible character, and rose from penury
to the height of opulence.

CESAROTTI, Melchiore (1730-1808), an Italian

poet, born at Padua in 1730, of a noble but impoverished
family. At the university of his native place his literary

progress procured for him at a very early age the chair of

rhetoric, and in 17C8 the professorship of Greek and
Hebrew. On the invasion of Italy by the French, ho
gave his pen to their cause, received a pension, and was
made knight of the iron crown by Napoleon I.- to whom,
in consequence, he addressed a bombastic and extrava-

gantly flattering poem called Pronea. Cesarotti is best
known as the translator of Homer and Ossian. Much
praise cannot be given to his version of the Ilia<' , for he
has not scrupled to add, omit, and modernize. Ossian,
whiJi he held to be the finest of poems, he has. on the
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other hand, considerably improved in translation; and the

appearance of his version attracted much attention in Italy

and France, and raised up many imitators of the Ossianio

style. Cesarotti also produced a number of works in prose,

including a Course of Greek Litei'uiure, and essays On tke

Origin and Progress of the Poetic Art, On tke sources of tlie

Pleasure derived from Tragedy, On t/i^ Pliilosophy of Lan-

guage, and On the Philosophy of Taste, the last being- a

defence of his own great eccentricities in criticism. His

style is forcible but fuU of Gallicisms, and he is too fond

pf novelty both in expression and matter. A complete

edition of his works, in 42 vols. 8vo, began to appear at

Pisa in 1800, and was completed in 1813 after his death.

See Meinoirs by Barbieri (Padua, 1810).

CESENA (Lat. Ca:sena, or Cassenia), an episcopal city

of Emilia, in the province of Forli, a station on the railroad

between Bologna and Ancona, gives its name to a " cir-

condario" and to two subdivisions or "mamlamenti" of the

Bume. Population of circondario in 1862, 77,489. A
very fertile region, it makes good white wine of some

reputation, rears silk-worms to some extent, and has some

sulphur mines, lignite, and specially good brick clay ; but

its principal source of wealth is its hemp, deemed the best

in UiB north of Italy. The city (15 miles E. of Forli, 2.^

N. of Rimini, 17J S. of Ravenna) has 7777 inhabitants,

and lies where the Apennine melts into the pbiin, at the

foot of the Monte Garampo, on which once stood the

ancient cathedral, replaced by another of debased Gothic

architecture, built in the 15th century, in which are some
works of Donatello. On the hill above the city are also

flie imposing ruins of the castle, believed to have been

buiH by the Emperor Frederick II. The famous sanctuary

of Madonna del Monte, with its church by Bramante, is

also a prominent object in the landscape. The town,

irregularly but well built, and divided by the little river

Cesola, has several interesting buildings. The town hall is

of good medieval architecture, and possesses a very fine

Francia, a Sassoferrato, and some other interesting pictures.

Ccsena has a large and handsome theatre, some fine palaces

of the provincial noble families, and a cemetery of which

it is specially proud,—one of the handsomest and best

ordered in Italy The little city has an interesting history

of its own, full of eventful changes. It fell in the 4th

century under the tyranny of the Malatesta family, one of

the worst races of the Italian mediisval tyrants. But it

was perpetually rebelling, and occasionally recovering its

liberty and autonomy. Dante, in the 27th canto of the

Inferno, characterizes Cesena as living midway between
tyranny and freedom, even as she is placed physically

between the mountains and the plain. In 1859 Ceaena
was among the first of the cities of the Ilomagna which
tlirow off the Papal yoke.

CESPEDES (in Italian Cedaspe), Pablo de (1538-

1608), was born at Cordova, and was educated at AtcaU
do Honares, where .he studied theology and Oriental

languages. On leaving the university, he went to Rome,
whore ho became the pupil and friend of Fcdcrigo Zucchoro,

under whoso direction he studied particularly the works of

itaphaol and of Michelangelo. In 15G0, while yet in Rome,
jiroccodinga wore taken against him by the Inquisition at

Valladolid on account of a letter which, found among the

papers of the archbishop of Toledo, had been wrltt(;n by
Cespcdos during the preceding year, and in which ho had
spoken with great freedom against the holy olTicp and the

inquisitor-general, Fernando do ValdiSs. Ccspcdes remained
in Rome at this critical moment, and .from which city he
appears rightly to have treated this matter of the prose-

cution with derision. It is not known how ho contrived to

bring the proceedings to an end ; he returned, however, to

Spain a little before I.')77, and in that year was installed

in a prebend of the cathedral at Cordova, he resided till

his death.

A distinguished poet, a remarkable painter, eminent also

as an architect and sculptor, Pablo de Cespedes has been

called the most savant of Spanish artists. According to his

friend Francisco Pacheco, to whom posterity is indebted

for the preservation of all of Cespodes's verse that is extant,

the school of Seville owes to him its introduction to the
practice of chiaroscuro. He was a bold and correct draughts-

man, a skilful anatomist, a master of colour and composition

;

and the influence he exerted to the advantage of early

Spanish art was considerable. Cristobal de Vera, Juan de
Penalosa, and Zambrano were among his pupils. His best

picture is a Last Supper at Cordova ; but there are good
examples of his work at Seville and at Madrid.

Cespedes was author of several opuscules in prose on
subjects connected with his profession. Of his poem on
Tlw Art of Painting enough was preserved by Pacheco to

enable us to form an opinion of the whole. It is esteetned

the best didactic verse in Spanish ; Marchena and Castro

compare it, not disadvantageously, with the Georgics. It

is written m strong and sonorous octaves, in the majestic

declamatory vein of Fernando Herrera, and is not altogether

so dull and lifeless as is most didactic verse. It contains

a glowing eulogy of Michelangelo, and some excellent

advice to young painters, insisting particularly on hard
work and ou the study of nature. The few fragments

yet remaining, amounting in all to some six hundred lines,

were first printed by Pacheco in his treatise Del Arte de

la Pintura, in 1649.

CETACEA (from the Greek word /tttos, a whale) is the

name employed by zoologists to characterize the important

order of Mammals which contains the whales and dolphins.

These mammals are aquatic in their habits, and possess a

fish-like form. They differ from fishes in breathing by
lungs and not by gills, in being viviparous and not
oviparous, and in suckling their young with a pair of

milk-secreting glands or mammae. This order was formerly
divided- into two groups the herbivorous cetacea and the

carnivorous cetacea. By modern zoologists the herbivorous

cetacea, which include the animals called dugong, manatee,,

and rytina, are not regarded as whales, but are referred to

a distinct order named Sirenia. The order Cetacea, there-

fore, in its present acceptation is limited to the toothed
whales or Odontoceti and the whalebone whales or

ilystacoceli. For the organization, classiScation, and dis-

tribution of these animals, see Mammalia.
CETINA, GuTiEERE DE, Soldier and poet, was born at

Seville during the earlier years of the 16th century.

Choosing the career of arms as a means of obtaining tho

preferment he needed, ho served several campaigns in

Italy, fought at tho leaguer of Tunis (1535) against

Barbarossa, and continued in the practice of his profession

for some years in Flanders, under Ferdinand of Austria.

The death of tho prince of Ascoli, his patron aud protector,

whom ho mourned in a fine elegiac sonnet, and his own
continued poverty, would seem to have disgusted him with
the trade of war. He returned to Seville, departing thenco
soon afterwards for Mexico, where he had a brother high
in office. No more is known of him, saving that ho camo
back again to tho city of his birth, and that he died there,

it is supposed about 1560. An enthusiast in art, the

friend of Bosean and Garcilaso, of Hurtado do Mcndoza and
Joronimo de Urrea, Outierro do Cetina, as may naturally

be inferred, followed in tho wako of these poets, renouncing
the old Castilian creed, and preaching tho new evangel of

Petrarch. His poems, which were not published till long
after bis death, consist of sonnets, canzoni, epistles in ter:(i

rima, and madrigals, and are remarkable for elegance and
simplicity of form, and for grace aud tenderness of thought
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and feeling. Their author has been often confounded with

Doctor Gutierre de Cetina, who was vicar of Madrid.

See Rivadaneyra's Biblioteca^ vol. xxxiL

CETTE, a fortified seaport in the department of Hdrault,

in 43° 23' 48" N. lat. and 3° 42' 15" E. long., and IS miles

S.W. of Montpellier. After Marseilles it is the principal

commercial, port on the south coast of France. It occupies

the foot and slops of a hill, the ancient Mons Setius,

situated on a tongue of land that lies between the Medi-

terranean and the Lagoon of Thau. The town is well

built, and has numerous factories, glass-works, shipbuilding

yards, a custom-house, a school of navigation, a communal
college, a botanic garden, museums, alibiary, and a theatre.

It is much resorted to for sea-bathing. The harbour is

capable of accommodating 400 sea-going vessels, and is safe

in all weathers. The left of the two moles which form it

runs E.N.E. for a distance of about 630 yards into the

sea, and is then continued in a breakwater, which extends

across the entrance. At th6 end of this mole are the fort

of St Louis and the lighthouse. Opposite to them, on the

other side of the harbour, is the fort of St Pierre, which,

with the citadel, completes the defences of Cette. The
town is connected with Lyons by the Canals des Etangs

and de'^ Beaucaire and the Rhone, and with Bordeaux by

the Canal du Midi ; railways communicate with Toulouse

and Montpellior, and steamers with the Mediterranean

ports. The shipping trade of Cette is very considerable.

Its imports are colonial produce, wool and cotton, hides,

cork, brandy and wine for manufacture, iron and lead ores,

staves from the Adriatic, asphalt, fruits, sulphur, wheat,

oats, maize, barley, timber, and coal. In 1873 the

port was visited by 63 British ships, of total tonnage

17,409, mostly laden with pitch for manufacture into

patent fuel at the coal mines N. of Nimes. The greater

number of these ships left Cette in ballast. The exports

are wines, brandy, liqueurs, argol, verdigris, corks, salt,

oil, dried fruits and fish, meal, cloth, and woollen

stuffs. The sum total of imports and exports in 1870
was about 460,000 tons. In the same year 2075 ships

entered, and 2108 left the port. There are upwards of

40 sailing-vessels belonging to the port, of from 60 to

300 tons burden. A large number of small craft are

employed in the sardine, cod, and oyster fisheries on the

coast. There are factories for the manufacture of syrups,

grape-sugar, corks, .soaps, and chemicals, which with the

docks, the extensive salt-works in the neighbourhood, and

the establishments for the making, from French and Spanish

wine and brandy, of claret, sherry, port, champagne, Ac,

give employment to thousands. The town was founded in

1666 by Louis XIV. Population in 1872, 25,181.

CETTESfJE, Cetinje, Zetinje, Cettiono, or Cettin,

the capital of the principality of Montenegro, is situated

on the left of a small river in a narrow plain deeply sunk

in the heart of the mountains, at a height of 2470 feet

above the sea. It consists of two streets of whitewashed

jatone houses, and, according to Mr Tozer, has very much
the appearance of a Dartmoor village. The principal

buildings are the monastery and the palace. The former

was founded in 1478, but has been frequently burned and

restored. It is surrounded with walls, and now contains a

p:L:on, a school, a library, a printing establishment, and

tho residences of the archimandrite and the bishop. The
chapel is held in great veneration as the burial-place of the

Tainted Peter I. and Danilo. The palace is a comparatively

timple building of two stories, composing two sides of

e, court, which is completed by high walls. The town

ewes its origin to Ivan the Black, who was obliged, in the

cud of the 15tU century, to withdraw from Jabliak, the

former capital, situated to the north of Lake Scodra. The

town has frequently been taken and ravaged by the Turks,

but has seldom continued for any length of time in theil

possession. Population about 700.

CEUTA, or (in the local Moorish form) Sebta, a town

and fortress belonging to Spain on the coast of Marocco, on

a peninsula opposite Gibraltar, in 35° 54' N. lat., 6° 18' W.
long. It derives its name from its seven hills, thd most

important of which, the Monte del Hacho (the ancient

Abyla, one of tho pillars of Hetcules), has a considerable

elevation. Tho town is well built, and is chiefly important

as a military and convict station. It contains a cathedral,

tho bishop of which is suffragan to the archbishop of

Seville, several religious houses, and a hospital. It has

a small harbour, and imports provisions and military stores

from Spain. Ceuta occupies the site of the Roman colony

of Ad Septem Frairea. In 618 the town, which had been

refortiCed by Justinian, fell into the hands of the West
Goths ; and in the 8th century it was the seat of that

Count Julian whose name is inseparably connected with

the Saracenic conquest of Spain. Under the Arabic govern-

ment it was an industrial city, and it is said to have

been tho first place in Western Europe where a paper

manufactory was established. It was taken from the Moors
by John I., king of Portugal, in 1415, and passed into the

hands of the Spaniards on the subjugation of Portugal by

Philip II. in 1580. It has been several times unsuccess-

fully besieged by the Moors—from 1694 to 1727 by Mulai

Ismail, and in 1732 by Eipperda. In 1810 it was held by

the English under Fraser. In 1860 the Spanish territory

around the town was extended by force of arms. Popula-

tion about 7000.

CEVA. the ancient Ceha, a town of Italy, in the province

of Cunoo and 1 1 miles east of Mondovi, at the confluence

of the Cevetta with the-Tanaro. It was formerly fortified

;

and the rock, at the foot of which the town lies, was
surmounted by a citadel. It has iron-works and silk-

factories, and carries on a considerable trade in its cheese,

which was famous even in the time of the Romans. In

the Middle Ages it was tho centre of a separate marquisate,

and during the ICth and 17th centuries it was several times

captured by the French and the Spaniards. In 1796 it

was taken by Augereau, and in 1800, after having with-

stood the siege of the previous year, it again fell into the

hands of the French. The conquerors destroyed the castle,

which had served as a state prison. Population, 4730.

CfiVENNES, a mountain 'chain in the south of France,

dividing the valleys of tho Lower Sa6ne and Rhone from

those of the Loire and the Garonne. On the N. the

C^vennes are a continuation of the Lyonnais mountains

;

and they end on the S. at the Canal du Midi, which

separates them from the Pyrenees. They are divided into

two parts,—the south consisting of the Montagues Noires

(in Aude and H(5rault), the Espinouscs (in Tarn, Aveyron,

and H^rault), the Garrigues (in Aveyron and Gard), and the

C^vennes proper or Lozere or G(5vaudan (in Lozfere) ; and
the north consisting of the Vivarais (in Ardiche). Some-
times there are also included in tho name the Lyonnais (in

Rhone) and the Charolais (in Saune-et-Loire). 'The average

height is 3000 to 4000 feet ; and the highest peaks are

Mount Mezeno (in Ardiche), 5788 feet, and Mount
Lozere, 4880. Tho principal rivers which take their rise

in these mountains are the Loire, the Allier, the Lot, and
the Tarn. The mountains consist of limestone, greywacke,

and granite; and beds of trachyte and lava give evidence

of former volcanic action. In the C^vennes are found

iron, coal, lead, silver, copper, antimony, marble, and
porphyry. The lower slopes are weU cultivated ; higher

up good pasturjge is found ; while the summits are

generally covered with forests of chestnut and pine. The
CSvcnnes are famous as the retreats of the Albigenses,

WaldeoEcs, and Camisards.
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CEYLON
CEYLON, an island in the Indian Ocean, separated on

the N.W. from continental India by the Gulf of

Mrnaar. It Uea between 5° 55' and 9° 51' N. lat., and
between 79° 41' 40'' and 81° 54' 50" E. long. Its extreme

length from north to south is 271 miles; its greatest width

indio-ColwD

Sketch Map of Ceylon (embracing 299 miles by 233).

is 1 37 mOes ; and its area, including that of its dependent
islands, amounts to 25,742 miles, or about one-sixth

smaller than Ireland. In its general outline the island

resembles a cone, the apex of which points towards the

north.

The Coast.—The coast is beset on the N.W. with number-
less sandbanks, rocks, and shoals, and may be said to be

almost connected with India by the island of Eamisseram and
Adam's Bridge, a succession of bold rocks reaching almost

across the gulf at its narrowest point. Between the island

and the opposite coast there exist two open channels of

varying depth and width, beset by rocks and shoals.

One of these, the Mannar Passage, is only navigable by
very small craft. 'The other, called the Paumben Passage,

lying between Ramieseram and the mainland- has been
deepened at considerable outlay, and is now used by vessels

drawing ten feet of water, in passing from the Malabar to

the Coromandel coast, which were formerly compelled in

doing so to make the circuit of the island. The west and
south coasts, which are uniformly low, are fringed their

entire length by CLCoa-nut trees, which grow to the water's

edge in great luxuriance, and give to the island a most
picturesque appearance. Along these shores there are

numerous inlets and backwaters of the sea, some of which

aro available as harbours for small native craft. The east

coast from Point do Galle to Trincomalee is of an entirely

(ipposit« character, wanting the ample vegetation of the

'ilif r, and being at the same time of a bold precipitous

dmrH'tiT. The largest ships mny freely approach this

side of the island, provided they take care to avoid a few
dangerous rocks, whose localities are, however, well known
to navigators.

Seen from a distance at sea, this "utmost Indian isle"

of the old geographers wears a truly beautiful appearance.

The remarkable elevation known as "Adam's Peak," the
most prominent, though not the loftiest, of the hilly ranges

of the interior, towers like a mountain monarch amongst
an assemblage of picturesque hills, and is a sure landmark
for the weary navigator, when as yet the Colombo light

house is hidden from sight amidst the green groves of

palms that seem to be springing from the waters of the

ocean.

The low coast-line of country encircles the mountain-

zone of the interior on the ea-st, south, and west, form-

ing a belt which extends inland to a varying distance of

from 30 to SO miles; but on the north the whole breadth

of the island from Kalpitiya to Batticaloa is an almost

unbroken plain, containing magnificent forests of great

extent.

Mountains.—The mountain zone is towards the south of

the island, and covers an area of about 4212 miles. The up-

lifting force seems to have been exerted from south-west to

north-east, and although there is much confusion in many of

the intersecting ridges, and spurs of great size and extent

are sent off in many directions, the lower ranges mani-

fest a remarkable tendency to run in parallel ridges in

a direction from south-east to north-west. Towards the

north the off-sets of the mountain system radiate to short

distances and speedily sink to the level of the plain.

Detached hills are rare ; the most celebrated of these are

Mihintale, which overlooks the sacred city of Anuradha-

pura, and SigirL The latter is the only example in

Ceylon of those solitary acclivities which form so remark-

able a feature in the table-land of the Deccan,—which,

starting abruptly from the plain, with scarped and perpen-

dicular sides, are frequently converted into strongholds

accessible only by precipitous pathways or by steps hewn
in the solid rock.

For a long period Adam's Peak was supposed to be the

highest mountain in Ceylon, but actual survey makes it

only 7352 feet above the sea-level. This elevation is chiefly

remarkable as the resort of pilgrims from all parts of the

East. The hollow in the lofty rock that crowns the

summit is said by the Brahmans to be the footstep of

Siva, by the Buddhists of Buddha, by the Mahometans

of Adam, whilst the Portuguese Christians were divided

between the conflicting claims of St Thomas and the

eunuch of Candace queen of Ethiopia. The footstep is

covered by a handsome roof, and is guarded by the jiriests

of a rich monastery half way up the mountain, who main-

tain a shrine on the summit of the peak. The highest

mountains in Ceylon are Piduru Talagala, 8295 feet in

altitude; Kirigalpota, 7836 feet; and Totaijekkanda, 7746

feet

The summits of the highest ridges are clothed with ver-

dure, and along their base, in the beautiful valleys which

intersect them in every direction, the slopes were till

within the last few years covered with forests of gigantic

and valuable trees, which have now disappeared under the

axe of the planter, who has felled and burnt the timber

on all the finest slopes at an elevation of 2000 to 4500

feet, and converted the hill sides into highly-cultivated

coffee estates. The plain of Nuwara Fliva, the sanatorium

of the island, is at an elevation of 6200 feet and poc-i-se-

many of the attributes uf oo alpine cuuiitiy. Tbcclimatb
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of the Horton plains, at an elevation of 7000 feet, is still

finer than that of Xuwara Eliya, but they are difiBcult of

access, and are but little known to Europeans. The town
of Kandy, in the Central Province, formerly the capital of

the native sovereigns of the interior, is situated 1727 feet

above sea-leveL

Rivers.—The island, though completely within the influ-

ence of oceanic evaporation, and possessing an elevated table-

land of considerable extent, does not boast of any rivers ofgreat

volume. The rains which usher in each monsoon or change
of season are indeed heavy, and during their fall swell the

streams to torrents and impetuous rivers. But when these

cease the water-courses fall back to their original state,

and there are but few of the rivers which cannot be passed

on horseback. " In the plains there are comparatively few
rivulets or running streams ; the rivers there' flow in

almost solitary lines to the sea ; and the beds of their

minor affluents serve only to conduct to them the torrents

which descend at the change of each monsoon, their

channels at other times being exhausted and dry.- But in

their course through the hills and the broken ground at

their base they are supplied by numerous feeders, which
convey to them the frequent showers that fall in these high
altitudes. Hence their tracks are through some of the

noblest scenery in the world; rushing through ravines and
glens, and falling over precipitous rocks in the depths of

wooded valleys, they exhibit a succession of rapids, cataracts,

and torrents, unsurpassed in magnificence and beauty. On
reaching the plains, the boldness of their march and the

graceful outline of their sweep are indicative of the little

obstruction opposed by the sandy and porous soil through
which they flow. Throughout their entire course dense
forests shade their banks." The most important of the

Ceylon rivers is the Mahaveli-ganga, which has its source

in the Pidurutalagala mountain, whence it takes a tor-

tuous course through the Kotmale valley to Pasbage,

where it is joined by a smaller branch issuing from the

base of Adam's Peak; it then passes through the village

of Peradeniya, where it is crossed by the railway bridge,

and by a beautiful bridge, of a single span of 205 feet,

constructed of satin wood, on the American or wedge
principle. Thence it winds to the west and north of

Kandy, and after an easterly descent of nearly 1000 feet

between Kandy and Bintenne, sweeps suddenly to the

north, and takes its course through the wild and open
country, separating into two branches,—the smaller of

which, the Verukal, enters the sea about 25 miles south of

Trincomalee, while the larger, retaining its original name,
falls into the great bay of Kottiar, near the noble harbour of

Trincomalee, after a course of nearly 200 miles. In flood-

time it rises 25 or 30 feet, but for the greater part of the

year it is fordable in many places. It is seldom wider
than the Thames at Richmond, and is generally of much
less width. Surveys have shown that, at some outlay, this

river might be made navigable for a distance of 80 or 90
miles from the sea. The upper half of its course is through
a rocky and precipitous country, but tuv lower half is

through a fine open region, well watered throughout the

whole of the year, and only requiring capital and labour to

convert it into the garden of Ceylon, Which it once doubt-

less was. The remains of stupendous dams and canals

bear witness to the importance which the ancient rulers

of Ceylon attached to this portion of their possessions.

The Kelani-ganga rises at the base of Adam's Peak, whence,

running first north and then almost due west to Ruwanwella,
it takes its way more southerly to Colombo, on the northern

outskirt of which it falls into the sea across a wide sand-

bank. It is navigable for about 40 miles by fiat-bottomed

boats. The Kalu-ganga and the WaUwe-ganga (or Wal-
oya) flo^f from the eastern base of Adam's Peak through

the district of Sabaragamuwa to the sea, the former souths

westerly, the latter south-easterly. Both are navigable by

country boats for some distance,—the Kalu-ganga for up-

wards of ,50 miles, from above Eatnapura to the sea at

Kalutara, whence a canal connects it with Colombo. The
Walawe ganga falls into the sea 8 miles to the west of

Hambantota. The Mahaoya falls into the sea, after a
westerly course of about 70 miles, to the north of Negombo.
The other rivers, except during the heavy rains, are of no

great size, and none of them are navigable.

Lakes and Canals.—There are in Ceylon some lakes

of considerable extent and of great beauty. Those of

Colombo, Bolgoda, and Negombo are of natural formation;

those which have been formed by human labour will bo
noticed below in connection with irrigation. The rivers, as

already explained, descend rapidly from the hills, and sweep
along in their rapid course large quantities of earthy matter;

at their junction with the ocean they are met " transversely

by the gulf-streams, and the sand and soil with which they

are laden, instead of being carried out to sea, are heaped up
in bars along the shores, and then, augmented by similar

deposits held in suspension by the currents, soon extend to

north and south, and force the rivers to flow behind them
in search of a new outlet." At the mouths of the rivers,

the bars thus created generally follow the direction of the

current, and long embankments are gradually raised, behind
which the rivers flow for considerable distances before enter-

ing the sea. Occasionally the embouchures become closed

by the accumulations without, and the rivers, swollen by
the rains, force new openings for themselves, and leave

their ancient channels converted into lakes. Thus have
been formed the lakes of Colombo and Negombo on the

west coast, the harbour of Batticaloa on the eastr, and the
long low embankments of sand on both coasts. Thesa
embankments, known by the local name of "Gobbs," and
often from one to three miles in breadth, are covered with
thriving cocoa-nut plantations.

The Dutch whilst in possession of Ceylon did much to

improve its water communication, and connected the
natural channels formed by these embankments by con-

structing artificial canals, so as to provide unbroken water
communication between Kalpitiya, on the N.W. coast, and
Negombo; this line has been extended from Negombo to

Colombo, and on to the south as far as Kalutara.

Harbours.—The magnificent basin of Trincomalee, sit-

uated on the east coast of Ceylon, is perhaps unsurpassed
in extent, security, and beauty by any haven in the world.

The Admiralty has a dockyard here, and it is the principal

naval station in the Indian Seas; but it is far removed
from the productive districts, the population is small and
scattered, and vessels have to resort to the rocky and
dangerous harbour of Point de Galle at the south, or to ihe

open roadstead of Colombo on the west> Something has
been done by blasting to improve Galle harbour, but it

is small, and its entrance is narrow and difficult ; it is also

somewhat remote from the most productive districts, and
the Colonial Government has decided on making a break-

water at Colombo in preference to improving Galle har-

bour. The anchorage at Colombo is good, and it is antici-

pated that the new works will render it a secure harbour
at all times of the year.

Seasons, Climate, <L-c.—The seasons in Ceylon difiFer very
slightly from those prevailing along the coasts of the Indian
peninsula. The two distinctive monsoons of the year are
called, from the winds which accompany them, the south-

west and the north-east. The former is very regular in it«

approach, and may be looked for along the S.W. coast be-
tween the lOth and 20th of May ; the latter reaches the
N.E. coast between the end of October and the middle of
November. There is a striking contrast in the influence
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wliich tlie Boutli-west monsoon exerts on' the one side

of the island and on the other. The clouds are driven

against the lofty mountains that overhang the western and
southern coasts, and their condensed vapours descend there

in copious showers. But the rains do not reach the op-

posite side of the island : whilst the south-west is deluged,

the east and north are sometimes exhausted with dryness
;

and it not unfrequently happens that different sides of the

same mountain present at the same moment the opposite

extremes of drought and moisture. The influence of the

north-east monsoon is more generaL The mountains whicH

face the north-east are lower and more remote from the se*

than those on the south-west ; the clouds are carried farttieii

inland, and it rains simultaneously on both sides of the

island. Owing to the efforts of Lieut-CoL Fyers, R.E., the

surveyor-general of Ceylon, very accurate meteorological

observations have been recorded throughout Ceylon for the

last few years, and the following table has been compiled

from the official return of rainfall in Ceylou during the

years 1870-1874 inclusive:—

V KTODths.
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former. In some localities on the sea-shore these veins

assume the character of pitch-stone por|ihyry highly im-

nrecnated with iron. Hornblende and primitive green-

stone are found in the vicinity of Adam's Peak and in

the Pussellava district.

Laterite, known in Ceylon as cahooh, a product of disin-

tegrated gneiss, exists in vast quantities in many parts,

and is quarried for building purposes.

As yet no traces of coal have been found, with the

exception of a little anthracite ; but looking to the position

of the carboniferous deposits of northern India, lying as

they do on the gneiss formation, it is not impossible that

similar deposits may be here met with in like positions.

Specimens of tin, platina, copper, and black oxide of

manganese from the southern province have been placed

in the museum of the Ceylon Asiatic Society. Quicksilver

mines existed at one time in the vicinity of Colombo, and

the Dutch are said to have exported the article to Europe.

Plumbago is quarried to a great extent, and has for a

series of years formed a considerable item in the exports

of the island. In 1850 the shipments of this article

amounted to 23,823 cwts,, in 1860 to 75,000 cwts., and in

1874 to 150,000 cwts. Iron exists in vast quantities in the

western, southern, and central provinces, of excellent

quality, in many places cropping out at the surface in a

state of great purity. The Sinhalese have been accus-

tomed to work the ore into tools and implements from

the most remote times ; and although the means they

employ are rude, imperfect, and wasteful in the extreme,

they nevertheless manufacture articles which are esteemed

by them far above tliose imported from Europe, and the

rudely worked Sinhalese iron is equal in temper to the

finest Swedish metal.

Nitre and nitrate of lime are to be met with in many
caves of the low country, whilst alum and sulphate of

magnesia are known to exist, though in limited quantities.

Natural deposits of common salt are found in many parts

of the maritime provinces. It is also produced by arti-

ficial means in large quantities under the supervision of

Government, in whose hands its manufacture and sale

form a monopoly which yields an annual revenue of con-

siderable amount. In 1873 the sale of this article yielded

£80,000.
In the Sabaragamuwa district precious stones are met

with in great abundance ; also, though less commonly, in

the BaduUa, Nuwara Eliya, and Matara districts. The

most valuable are the ruby, the sapphire, the amethyst, the

cat's-eye, and the carbuncle. Emeralds are rarely met with

in any purity ; but the moon-stone, cinnamon stones, and

garnets are found in great abundance and variety.

Soil.—The natural soils of Ceylon are composed of

quartzose gravel, felspathic clay, and sand often gf a pure

white, blended with or overlaid by brown and red loams, re-

sulting from the decay of vegetable matter, or the disintegra-

tion of the gneiss and hornblende formations. The whole

of the great northern extremity of the island consists of a

sandy and calcareous admixture, made to yield productive

crops of grain, tobacco, cotton, and vegetables by the care-

ful industry of the Tamil population, who spare no pains

in irrigating and manuring their lands. Between the

northern districts and the elevated mountain ranges which

overlook the Bintenne and Uva countries are extensive

plains of alluvial soil washed down from the table-lands

above, where once a teeming popidation produced large

quantities of grain. The remains of ancient works of

irrigation bear testimony to the bygone agriculture of

these extensive regions now covered by swamps or dense

jungle.

The general character of the soil in the maritime pro-

vinces to the east, south, and west is sandy. Large tracts

of quartzose sand spread along the whole line of sea-coast,

some of which, of a pure white, and very deficient in

vegetable matter, is admirably adapted to the growth of

the cinnamon plant. In the light sandy districts, wheru-

the soil IS perfectly free, and contains a portion of veget-

able and mineral loam, the cocoa-nut palm flourishes in

great luxuriance. This is the case along the entire coast

Une from Kalpitiya to Point de Galle, and further east-

ward and northward to Matara, stretching to a distance

inland varying from 100 yards to 3 miles. From this

light sandy belt as far as the mountain-zone of the Kandyan

country the land is mainly composed of low hilly undula-

tions of sandstone and ferruginous clay, incapable of almost

any cultivation, but intersected in every direction with

extensive valleys and wide plains of a more generous

soil, not highly fertile, but still capable, with a little

industry, of yielding ample crops of rice.

, The soil of the central province, although frequently-

containing great quantities of quartzose sand and ferrugi-

nous clay, is in many of the more elevated districts of r.

fine loamy character. Sand sufficiently vegetable and

li<;bt for rice culture may be seen at all elevations in thu

hill districts ; but the tine chocolate and brown loam^

overlying gneiss or limestone formations, so admirably

adapted for coffee cultivation, are only to be found on the

steep sides or along the base of mountain ranges at an

elevation varying from 2000 to 4000 feet. Such land

well-timbered contains in its elements the decomposed

particles of the rocks above, blended wifli the decayed

vegetable matter of forests that have for centuries scattered

beneath them the germs of fertility. The quantity of

really rich coffee laud in these districts is but small as

compared with the extent of country,—vast tracts of opA.

valleys consisting of an indifferent yellow tenacious soil

interspersed with many low ranges of quartz rock.

Botany.—The characteristics of the low-growing plants cf

Ceylon approach nearly to those of the coasts of southern

India. The lihizophorece are numerous along the low muddy
shores of salt lakes and stagnant pools ; and the acacia:i

are equally abundant. The list comprises .Mgiceras fra-

grant, Kpiihinia malayana, Tkespesia populnea, Feronia

elephantnm, Salvadora perska (the true mustard tree of

Scripture), Eugenia bracteaia, Elccodendron Eoxhurghii,

Cassia Fislida, Cassia Roxburghii, kc. The herbaceous

plants of the low country belong mostly to the natural

orders Compositce, Legiiminosce, Hubiacece, Scrophvlariacece,

and Euphorbiacece.

Leaving the plains of the maritime country and ascend-

ing a height of 4000 feet in the central districts, we find

both herbage and trees assume an altered character. Thi>

foliage of the latter is larger and deeper coloured, and they

attain a height unknown in the hot low country. The-

herbaceous vegetation is there made up of ferns, Cyr-

ta7idreae, Composiice, SciiaminecE, and Urticaceai. The
dense masses of lofty forest at that altitude are interspersed

with large open tracts of coarse wiry grass, called by the

natives patanas, and of value to them as afi'ording pas-

turage for their cattle.

Between the altitudes of 4000 and 8000 feet, many
plants are to be met with partaking of European forms,

yet blended with tropical characteristics. The guelder

rose, St John's wort, the Nepenthes distillatoria or pitcher

plant, violets, geraniums, buttercups, sun-dews, ladies'

mantles, and campanulas thrive by the side of Magno-
liace(T, Jiamniculacea^, Elceocarpece, &c. The most beauti-

ful flowering shrub of this truly alpine region is the rhodo-

dendron, which in many instances grows to the height of

70 feet. It is met with in great abundance in the moist

plains of the elevated land above Nuwara Eliya, flowering

abundantly in June and July. There arc tr.'o distinct
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rarieties, one similar to the Nilgiri plant, having its leaves

broad and cordate, and of a rusty colour on the under side
;

the other, peculiar to Ceylon, is found only in forests at

the loftiest elevations ; it has narrow rounded leaves,

silvery on the under side, and grows to enormous heights,

frequently measuring three feet round the stem. At

these altitudes English flowers, herbs, and vegetables have

been c\dtivated with perfect success, as also wheat, oats,

and barley. English fruit-trees grow, but rarely bear.

Grapes are grown successfully in the north of the islaud.

The vines were introduced by the Dutch, who overcame

the difficulty of perpetual summer by exposing the roots,

and thus giving the plants an artificial winter.

Timber.—The timber trees indigenous to Ceylon are met

with at every altitude from the sea-beach to the loftiest moun-

tain peak. They varj- much in their hardiness and dura-

bility, from the common cashew-nut tree, v.'hich when felled

decays in a month, to the ebony and satinwood, which for

many years resist the attacks of insects and climate. The

known woods amount to 416 varieties, of which 33 are

valuable for furniture, and house and shipbuilding, and are

capable of standing long exposure to weather. The most

beautiful woods adapted to furniture work are the cala-

mander, ebony, floWered-satinwood, tamarind, nedun, dell,

kadomberiya, kitul, cocoa-nut, ic; the 8ack-J^elding tree

(Antiaris saccidora), for a long time confounded with the

far-famed upas tree of Java (Antiarii toxicaria), grows in

the Kurunegala district of the island.

Palrm.—The Corns nueijera, or cocoa-nut palm, is a

native of the island, and may justly be considered the most

valuable of its trees. It grows in vast abundance along the

entire sea-coast of the west and south sides of the island,

and furnishes almost all that a Sinhalese villager requires.

Its fruit, when green, supplies food and drink ; when ripe,

it yields oil The juice of the unopened flower gives him

toddy and arrack. The fibrous casing of the fruit when
woven makes him ropes, nets, matting. The nut-shells

form drinking-vessels, spoons, ic. The plaited leaves serve

as plates and dishes, and as thatch for his cottage. The
dried leaves are used as torches, the large leaf-stalks as

garden fences. The trunk of the tree sawu up is employed

for every possible purpose, from knife-handles to door-

posts; hollowed out it forms alike a canoe or coffin. There

are four kinds of this palm,— the common, the king, the

dwarf, and the Maldive.

The Palmyra and Areca palms grow luxuriantly and
abundantly, the former in the northern, the latter in the

western and central districts. The one is valuable chiefly

for its timber, of which large quantities are exported to

the Indian coasts ; the other supplies the betel-nut in

common use amongst natives of the eastern tropics as a

masticatory. The export trade in the latter to India and
eastern ports is very considerable, amounting to £70,Q00
a year in value.

Cinnamon.— Next in importance to the cocoa-nut palm
amongst the indigenous products of Ceylon is the cinna-

mon plant, yielding the well-known spice of that name.

Animals.— Foremost among the animals of Ceylon is the

elephant, which, though far inferior to those of Africa and
the Indian continent, is nevertheless of considerable value

when tamed, on account of its strength, sagacity, and
docility. They are to be met with in greater or less

numbers throughout most unfrequented parts of the interior.

Occasionally they make inroads in herds upon the culti-

vated grounds and plantations, committing great damage.
In order to protect these lands, and at the same time keep
up the Government stud of draught elephants, " kraals

"

or traps on a largo scale arc erected in the forests, into

which the wild herds are driven ; and once secured, they

are soon turned and flt for service. The oxen are of

small size, but hardy, and capable of drawing hea\-y loads.

Bufi'aloes exist in great numbers throughout the interior,

where they are employed in a half-tame state for plough-

ing rice-fields and treading out the com. They feed upon

any coarse grass, and can therefore be maintained on the

village pasture lands where oxen would not find support.

Of deer, Ceylon possesses the spotted kind {Axis maculaia),

the muntjac (Stylocerus muntjac), a red deer (the Sambur of

India), popularly called the Ceylon elk {Musa ArisMdis),

and the small musk (Moschxis memintia). There are five

species of monkeys, one the small rilawa {Macacus pilealus),

and four known in Ceylon by the name of " wandaru

"

{Presbytes ursinus, P. thersitea, P. cephalopUrua, P. Pria-

mus), and the small quadrumanous animal, the loris (Loris

gracilis), known as the " Ceylon sloth." Of the Cheiroptera

sixteen species have been identified ; amongst them is the

rousette or flying fox (Pteropus Edwardsii). Of the Carni-

vora the only one dangerous to man is the small black bear

[Prochilus labiatm). The tiger is not known in Ceylon, but

the true panther (Felis pardus) is common, as is the jackal

(Canis aureus) and the mongoos or ichneumon (Herpeatet

vitticollis). Eats are numerous, as are the squirrel and the

porcupine, and the pig-rat m bandicoot (Mus bandicota),

while the scaly ant-eater {.Vanis pentedactyla), locally

known by the Malay name of pengolin, is occasionally

found. The dugong (Halicore dugong) is frequently seen

on various points of the coast.

Birds.—Upwards of 320 species of birds have been

found in Ceylon, and many of them have splendid

plumage, but in this respect they are surpassed by the

birds of South America and Northern India. The eagles

are small and rare, but hawks and owb are numerous

;

among the latter is a remarkable brown species, the cry

of which has earned for it the name of the " devil-bird."

The esculent swift, which furnishes in its edible nest the

celebrated Chinese dainty, builds in caves in Ceylon.

Crows of various species are numerous, and in the wilder

parts pea-fowl are abundant There are also to be men-

tioned king-fishers, sun-birds, several beautiful fly-catchers

and snatchers, the golden oriole, parroquets, and numerous

pigeons, of which there are at least a dozen species. The Cey-

lon jungle-fowl (Callus Lafayetti) is distinct from the Indian

species. Ceylon is singularly rich in wading and water

birds.—ibises, storks, egrets, spoonbills, and herons being

frequently seen on the wet sands, while flamingoes line

the beach in long files, and on the deeper waters inland

are found teal and a countless variety of ducks and smaller

fowl Of the birds familiar to European sportsmen there

are partridge, quail, and snipe in abundance, and the wood-

cock has been seen.

Peptiles.—The poisonous snakes of Ceylon are not nume-

rous. Four species have been enumerated,— the ticpolonga

(Daboia elfgans), the cobra di capello {Naja tripudians),

the carawilla {Trigonocephalus hypnate), and the Trigono-

cephalus nigromarginatus, which is so rare that it has no

popular name. The largest snake in Ceylon is the "boa," or

"anaconda" of Eastern story {Python rrticulatus); it is from

20 to 30 feet in length, and preys on bog-deer and other

smaller animals. Crocodiles infest the rivers and estuaries,

and the large fresh-water reservoirs which supply the rice-

fields; there are two species {C. biporcatut and C. paiut-

tris). Of lizards the most note-worthy are the iguana,

several bloodsuckers, the chameleon, and the familiar

geckoes, which are furnished with pads to each toe, by

which they are enabled to ascend perpendicular walls and

adhere to glass and ceilings.

Insfcls.—Insects exist in great numbers. The leaf and

stick insects are of great variety and beauty. Ceyhm has

four species of the ant-lion, renowned for the predaceoua

ingenuity Of its larva; ; and the while ants or tcnnites, the
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ravages of which are most destructive, are at anca ubiquitous

and innumerab'.o in every place where the climate is not

too chilly, or the soil too sandy for them to construct their

domed dwellings. They make their way through walla

and floors, and in a few hours destroy every vegetable

substance within their reach. Of all the insect pests that

beset an unseasoned European the most annoying are the

mosquitoes. Ticks are also an intolerable nuisance ; they

are exceedingly minute, and burrow under the skin. In

the lower ranges of the hill country land leeches are

fonnd in tormenting profusion

FUlies.—Of the fish in ordinary use for the table the

finest is the seir, a species of scomber {Cybium guttatum).

Mackerel, dories, carp, whitings, mullet (red and striped),

soles, and sardines are abundant. Sharks appear on all

parts of the coast, and the huge saw fish {Fristis antiquorum)

infests the eastern coast of the island, where it attains a

length of from 12 to 15 feet. There are also several

fishes remarkable for the brilliancy of their colouring; e.g.,

the Red sea perch [Ilolocentrum ruhrum), of the deepest

scarlet, and the great fire fish {Scorpcena miles), of a brilliant

red. Some are purple, others yellow, and numbers with

scales of a lustrous green are called "parrots" by the natives

;

of these one (Sparus Hardwickii) is called the " flower

parrot," from its exquisite colouring—irregular bands of

blue, crimson, and purple, green, yellow and grey, crossed

by perpendicular stripes of black.

Pearl Fishery.—Pearl oysters are found in the Tambala-

gam bay, near Trincomalee, but the great banks on which
these oysters are usually found lie near Arippu, off the

northern part of the west coast of Ceylon, at a distance of

from 1 G to 20 miles from the shore. They extend for

many miles north and south, varying considerably in their

size and productiveness. A naturalist was recently

employed by the Government for five years to study the

habits of the pearl oysters, but no information of any value

has been obtained. It is, however, generally believed that

the oyster arrives at maturity in its seventh year, that the

pearl is then of full size and perfect lustre, and that if the

oyster be not then secured it will shortly die, and the pearl be

lost It is certain that from some unexplained cause the

oysters disappear from their known beds for years together.

The Dutch had no fisheiy from 1732 to 1746, and it failed

thsm again for 27 years from 17C3 to 1796. The fishery

was again interrupted between 1820 and 1828, also from

1833 to 185 1, and from 1864 to 1873. In 1797 and 1798

the Government sold the privilege of fishing the oyster-beds

for £123,982 and £142,780 respectively. Since that time

the fishery has been conducted by the Government itself,

which sells the oysters in heaps of 1000 as they are

landed from the boats. Under this system, however,

receipts have not exceeded £87,000 in any year, and have

fallen as low as £7200. which was the net revenue from the

fishery of 1874. The fishery immediately preceding (that of

1803) yielded a net revenue of £46,000. The small oyster

found at Tambalagam is the Placuna placenta ; the pearl-

oyster of the Arippu banks is the Meleagrina margarilifera.

History.—The island of Ceylon was known to the Greeks

and Romans under the name of Taprobane, and in later times

Serendib, Sirinduil, and Zeylan have been employed to

designate it by writers of the Western and Eastern Worlds.

Serendib is a corruption of the Sanskrit Sinhaladvipa.

Like most Oriental countries, Ceylon possesses a great mass

of antiquarian records, in which the real is so intimately

and largely blended with the ideal that the student finds

it difficult to determine tlie respective limits of history

and fable. The labours of Turnour have, however, helped

to dissipate much of what was before confused and con-

tradictory, and in his admirable translation of the " Maha-
waiiso"' we may trace the true current of Sinhalese history.

Of the first colonization of Ceylon but little is known.
In the great Hindu epic, the Ramayana, we have the fable

of the conquest of a part of Ceylon by the hero Rama and
his followers, who, as the poem tells, besieged and took the

capital of its king Rawaua. No permanent occupation cf

the country took place at this time, nor until the advent,

in 543 B.C., of Vijaya an Indian prince, who, arriving from
the mainland with a small band of foUov.'ers, succeeded in

establishing himself as sole ruler of the country. To this

king is attributed the introduction of caste into Ceylon,

an institution v/hich, although far less rigorously observed

than on the continent, is still maintained.

Under him and his successors Ceylon attained a degree

of civilization scarcely to be looked for in that remote age
of Oriental despotism. The purity of the religious and
moral code, the strict administration of justice, and the

well-defined and carefully protected rights of the king and
his many classes of subjects excite our admiration not less

than our astonishment. It is impossible, however, to

follow the subsequent current of Sinhalese history through

its many intricate windings. It must suffice to say that

the descendants of Vijaya the conqueror continued to

hold the reins of government with varied ability and
unequal success. Some of them were distinguished for their

learning, their military prowess, their benevolence, and the

length of their reigns. Others lived amidst civil dissensions

and foreign invasions, which not unfrequently cost them
their lives. The incursions of the Malabars upon- their

territories were not less frequent and fatal than those

of the Danes in Britain. During a period of four or

five centuries, these marauders continued to pour their

bands of armed men into the island ; and so far had the

country fallen off from its ancient prosperity and strength

that when, in the year 1505, the Portuguese adventurer

Almeida landed at Colombo, he found the island divided

into seven separate kingdoms.

The first settlement of the Portuguese was effected in

1517, when Albergaria succeeded in obtaining permission

from the king of Kotta, whose territories closely adjoined

Colombo, to erect a small factory on the ktter spot for

purposes of trade. Once established, the new-comers lost

no opportunity of strengthening their position and extend-

ing their intercourse with the natives. Stone walls

quickly took the place of palisades ; the factory became a

fort ; whilst bristling cannon commanded alike the

approaches by land and the entrance by sea. Alarmed at

these unequivocal signs of military possession, the Sin-

halese kings attempted to expel their new friends from the

island, in which they were joined by the Moorish and other

traders opposed to the progress of the Portuguese. But
their efforts were too late, and proved ineffectual ; and
after a series of unequal and sanguinary conflicts, the

Europeans found themselves in secure possession of the

west coast of Ceylon.

The fanatical zeal and remorseless cruelty of the

Portuguese were a constant source of dissension with
the natives; and when, in the year 1602, the Dutch,
under Admiral Spilberg, landed on the east coast and
sought the aUianca of the king of Kandy in the interior

of the island, every encouragement was held out to them
with the view of inducing them to aid in expelling the
Portuguese. Nothing seems to have come of this until

1638-9, when a Dutch expedition attacked and razed the
Portuguese forts on the east coast. In the following year
they landed at Negombo, without, however, establishing

themselves in any strong post. In 1644 Negombo was
captured and fortified by the Dutch, while in 1G56 they
took Colombo, and in 1658 they drove the Portuguese from
Jaffna, their last stronghold in Ceylon.

Pursuing a wiser policy th.an their preaecfssors, the
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Dutch lost no opportunity of ipiprovlng that portion of

the country which owned their supremacy, and of opening

a trade with the interior. More tolerant and less ambitious

of military renown than the Portuguese, they so far

succeeded in their object as to render their commerce
between this island and Holland a soufce of great profit.

JIany new branches of industry were developed. Public

works were undertaken on a large scale, and education, if

not universally placed within the reach of the inhabitants

of the maritime provinces, was at least well cared for on a

broad plan of Government supervision.

That which they had so much improved by policy they

were, however, unable to defend by force when the British

turned their arms against them. A century and a half

had wrought great changes in the physical and mental
status of the Dutch colonists. The territory which in

1658 they had slowly gained by undaunted and obstinate

bravery, they as rapidly lost in 1796 by imbecility and
cowardice.

The first intercourse of the English with Ceylon took

place as far back as 1 703, when an embassy was despatched

from Madras to the king of Kandy, without, however,

leading to any result. On the rupture between Great
Hiitain and Holland in 1795, a force was sent against the

Dutch possessions in Ceylon, where the opposition offered

was so slight that by the following year the whole
of their forts were in the hands of the English com-
mander.

At first the island was placed under the care of the

East India Company, but ib 1802 the whole seaboard of

Ceylon became, by the treaty of Amiens, a possession of

the British Crown. The central tract of hilly country,

hedged in by impenetrable forests and precipitous moun-
tain ranges, remained in possession of Wikrama Sinha,

the last of the ilalabar dynasty of kings, who showed no
signs of encouraging communication with his European
neighbours.

Minor differences led in 1803 to an invasion of the

Kandyan territory ; but sickness, desertion, and fatigue

proved more formidable adversaries to the British forces

than the troops of the Sinhalese monarch, and peace was
eventually concluded upon terms by no means favourable

to the English. The cruelty and oppression of the king
now became so intolerable to his subjects that disaffection

spread rapidly amongst them. Executions of the most
horrible kinds were perpetrated. The utmost stretch of

despotism failed to repress the popular indignation ; and
in 1815 the British, at the urgent request of many of the

Adigars and other native chiefs, proceeded against the

tyrant, who was captured near Kandy, and subsequently

ended his days in exile. With him ended a long lino of

sovereigns, whoso pedigree may be traced through upwards
of two thousand years.

By a convention entered into with the Kandyan chiefs

on the 2d of March 1815, the entire sovereignty of the

island passed into the hands of the British, who in return

guaranteed to the inhabitants civil and religious liberty.

The religion of Buddha was declared inviolable, and its

rights, ministers, and places of worship were to be main-
tained and protected ; the laws of the country wcro to bo
preserved and administered according to established forms

;

and the royal dues and revenues wore to be levied as before
for the support of Government.

With the exception of a serious outbreak in some parts
of the interior in 1817, which lasted for upwards of a year,

and of two minor attempts at rebellion easily put down, in

1843 and 1848, the political atmosphere of Ceylon has
remained undisturbed since the deportation of the last

king of Kandy.
Population.—The total population of Ceylon, as ascer-

tained by the census of March 1871, is given as 2,406,262.

Its distribution ac«ording to Provinces is as follows :

—

Province.
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it is their duty to ascertain the real feelings of the people in refer-

ence to any Government measure the expediency of which may be

doubtful, and to keep them thoroughly acquainted with any change

in the law, and also to bring before the Government the wants of

the people, and to obtain early information of auy disaffection or

fear of a rising of the people. They have consequently very delicate

and important duties to perform in relation to the native chiefs and

nobles. They have also to collect, through their subordinates, all

tue revenue not derived from customs duties, to see that the public

buildings and highways are kept in proper order, and generally to

see to the welfare of the province. The provinces are divided into

districts under an assistant agent, and the districts are parcelled out

into smaller divisions under native chiefs and headmen of various

ranks,—called in the Kaudyan country Ratcmahatmayaa, Koralas,

and Arachchies ; in the maritime Sinhalese provinces Mudaliyaa,

JIuhaudirams, and Vidanas ; in the Tamil provinces Vanniyas,.

Udaiyars, and Vidanas. The Kandyan provinces are the central,

north-central, and parts of the western and north-western ; the

maritime or low-country Sinhalese provinces are the southern and

parts of the western and north-western ; the Tamil provinces are

the northera and eastern.

Justice.—The administration of justice is conducted by a Supreme
Court, consisting of a chief justice and two puisne judges ; by dis-

trict judges, police magistrates, justices of the peace, and commis-

aionere of Courts of Request. There are a Queen's advocate and a

deputy Queen's advocate for the island. These officers correspond

to the attorney-general and solicitor-general in England. They are

the law officers of the Government, and are bound to give their

advice on any case submitted for their opinion, and to appear for

the Crown in all civil suits. The Queen's adirocate also has to

discharge the duties of public prosecutor, to supervise the proceed-

ings of the justices of the peace, and to conduct the prosecution in-

all cages before the Supreme Court and in all serious cases before

the District Courts. The Queen's advocate is assisted by provincial

deputies, who are the legal advisers of the agents of Government in

charge of the provinces.

The Supreme Court has original criminal jurisdiction in all cases.

It usually tries only cases ordinarily punished with more than one

year's imprisonment ; in all criminal cases it has the assistance of

a jury. It goes on circuit twice a year for criminal cases. It has

appellate jurisdiction, civil and criminal, over all the subordinate

cojrts in the island, and the power to issue writs of mandamus and
habeas corpus. The District Courts have criminal jurisdiction in

cases ordinarily punishable by twelve months' imprisonment with

or without hard labour, by a tine of £100 or, more strictly, 1000

rupees, or by 50 lashes, or by imprisonment and fine, or by imprison-

ment and lashes within the specified limits. They have original

civil jurisdicrion in all cases, v/hether affecting land or not, in

junacy, in testamentary and matrimonial cases, and in administer-

ing the estates of minors and intestates. They have loqg exercised

the combined powers of the Court of Chancery and the Courts of

Law which have been only recently conferred by the Judicature Acts

on the Supreme Court of Judicature in England. The District Courts

have no jury, but they have the power, whicli, however, is rarely

exercised, of summoning assessors to their assistance. The police

courts have jurisdiction in cases ordinarily punishable by imprison-

ment with or without hard labour for three months, by a fine of

£5 or 50 rupees, or by twenty lashes, or by imprisonment and fine,

or by imprisonment and lashes within the specified limits. The
Courts of Requests have jurisdiction in civil cases where the matter

in dispute is not of greater value than £10. The pleadings in all

the courts are in English, but the proceedings are conducted in the

language of the district unless both parties are English. The evi-

dence is interpreted and recorded in Engliiih.

Village THbxmals.— In ancient times all petty disputes were settled

by the village elders, who formed the village council or gamsabawa.
"\Vhen the island fell under European control these native customs
were rudely swept away, and courts were established which "were to

administer jusrice equally to all. In course of time it was found
tliat these courts were in reality highly oppressive to the people,

who are of a litigious disposition, by bringing parties and witnesses

away from their homes for the se:tlemeut of every petty case and
involving them in costs for st.-imps and legal assistance, the costs

often being tenfold the value of the matter in dispute. It was also

found that the ancient customs by which each shareholder in arable

land was compelled to take his proper share in the common work,

such as fencing, repairing the dams of the reservoir;* for irrigation,

and the like, had gradually fallen into disuse under British rule.

It was consequently determined by Sir Hercules Robinson, then
governor of Ceylon, to levive the ancient system, and by the

"Village Communities Ordinance, ISH," power was given to every

village or group of villages to frame rules, having the force of law,

for the management of village affairs, and to form village tribunals

on the ancient model for the settlement of all petty cases, such as

petty assaults and the like, punishable by a small fine, and all civil

Msc; of £2 and under. These tribunals are presided over by a

us,ti>e of rank aisd eipericiijc. The experiment Las proved a suc-

cess beyond the expectation of its original advocates. The relief

to the people in getting their small disputes settled on the spot by

their own elders is very great, and the revival of the ancient village

customs is leading to the general restoration of the village tanks

and other irrigation works,, which were rapidly falling into decay

from the failure of the Government to enforce the ancient rules for

their prcser\'arion.

Laws.— In the maritime provinces ceded to Great Britain by the

peace of Amiens the Roman-Dutch law prevails ; in the Kandyan
provinces the Kandyan law is administered under the convention

of 1SI5. The Mahometans have their own laws of Kiniage and

succession. The English law of evidence, trial by jury in the mor^
serious criminal cases, and the English mercantile law h»v» bee»'

introduced by local enactments. The Roman-Dutch law applies

where no other system of law specially applies. Cases frequently

occur in which it is a matter of the utmost difficulty to determine

by which system of law they are to be decided, and it is a matter

for surprise that no attem))t has been made to codify the Ceylon

laws, or at least to adapt to the not very different circumstances of

Ceylon the admirable civil and criminal codes, and the regulations

of procedure, which have been given to India by the able men who
have followed Lord Macaulay in the great task of regulating the

administration of justice in India.

Language.—The language of nearly 70 per cent, of the

population is Sinhalese; of the remaining 30 per cent.,

with the exception of about 6000 Europeans and about

14,000 of European descent, the language is Tamil.

Sinhalese is an Aryan language, nearly allied to Pali,

which is the sacred language of Buddhism. Tamil is

a Dravidian language spoken by those of Arab descent

and by the Tamils, who are natives of the northern and
eastern provinces, as well as by the Tamil immigrants

from Southern India. A corrupt form of Portuguese is

spoken by some natives of European descent. The
Yaddas, a small forest tribe, speak a distinct language, and
the Rodiyas, an outcast tribe, possess a large vocabulary

of their own. Pali is one of the Prakrits of ancient India,
" which was spoken in the sixth century before Christ, and
has been a dead language for upwards of two thousand

years." It was the dialect of Magadha, or Southern Behar,

and was the language in which Gautama Buddha preached.
" Originally a mere pro\'incial dialect, it was raised by the

genius of the great reformer to the dignity of a classic

language. It stands to Sanskrit in the relation of a

younger sister; Pali and Sanskrit, though intimately con-

nected, being independent corruptions of the lost Arj'an

speech which is their common parent."

Literature.—The Sinhalese possess several original

poems of some merit, and an extensive and most interest-

ing series of native chronicles, but their most valuable

literature is written in Pali, though the greater portion

of it has been translated into Sinhalese, and is best known
to the people through these Sinhalese translations. The
Pali literature is of great extent; it comprises—(1.) The
Buddhist Scriptures, called the Tripitaka, estimated in

extent at eleven times that of our own Bible, and dating
from 309 B.C.; (2.) The commentaries of Buddhaghosha,
which date from the 5th century a.d.; and C3.) Historical,

grammatical, and other works, of various dates from the

2d or 3d century to the present day, of which the most
important are the two histories Dipavamsa and JJahavanisa^

the discovery of which made the name of George Turnour
illustrious, for in them we find the only aulientic sources

for the history of India previous to the Christian era.

The treasures of the Pali literature are gradually being
opened up to European scholars ; foremost amongst those
who have sought to raise Pali scholarship to a science

are a Frenchman and a Dane. Burnouf has left behind
him the important works

—

Introduction a Vllistoire du
Bouddhisme and Le Lotus de la Bonne Loi ; and FaUsboU
is now editing the text of the entire Jataka^ or History of
the Birt/ts of Buddha. This work is being translated by
an Englishman, Professor Childers, whose valuable diction-

ary is aa immense boon to the Pali student.
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Heligions.—The census of 1871 gives the following

figures :

—

Buddhists.. ...1,520,575

Hindus 465,944

Slahometans 171,542
Christians 240,042

Of the Christians, about 186,000 are Roman Catholics,

p.nd 54,000 are Protestants of various denominations ; and

it is estimated that about 150,000 of them are Sinhalese,

72,000 Tamils, and 18,000 Europeans and Eurasians.

The ilahometans are the descendants of Arabs (locally

termed Moormen) and the Malays. The Tamils, both

the inhabitants of the island and the immigrants from

India, are Hindus, with the exception of the 72.000

Christians. The .Sinhalese, numbering 70 per cent, of the

nhole population, are, with the exception of 150,000

Christians, Buddhists. Ceylon may properly be called

J, Buddhist country, and it is here that Buddhism is found

jlmost in its pristine purity. Ceylon was converted to

Buddhism about 300 years B.C. by the great Augustine of

Buddhism, Mahinda, son of the Indian king Dhammasoka
;

and the extensive ruins throughout Ceylon, especially in

the ancient cities of Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa, bear

ivitness to the sacrifices which kings and people joined in

making to create lasting monuments of their faith.

Under European rule royal support is no longer given to

it, but its pure and simiple doctrines live in the hearts of

the people, and are the noblest monument to the memory

of its founder Gautama Buddha. The taking of the

meanest life is strictly forbidden, and falsehood, intem-

jiprance, dishonesty, anger, pride, and covetousness are

<lenounced as incompatible with Buddhism, which enjoins

Ihe practice of chastity, gratitude, contentment, modera-

tion, forgiveness of injurie-s, patience, and cheerfulness.

The Buddhist priests are sworn to celibacy, and are regu-

larly ordained. They are required to meet at convenient

l)lace9 every fourteen days for mutual confession. The

i'uddhist Temples in the Kandyan country possess valu-

y.ble lands, the greater portion of which is held by here-

<litary tenants on the tenure of service. These lands were

pvoa out with much care to provide for all that was

necessary to maintain the temple and its connected

iQona.stery. Some tenants had to do the blacksmiths'

'fork, others the carpenters', while another set of tenants

bad to cultivate the land reserved for supplying the mon-

t'stery; others again had to attend at the festivals, and

]>repare decorations, and carry lamps and banners. In

courso of time difficulties arose ; the English courts were

svcrse to a system under which the rent of lands was paid

by hereditary service, and a commission was issued by the

f'ovemor. Sir Hercules Kobinson, to deal with the v.holo

question, to define the services and to enable the tenants

to commute these for a money payment. The result of

the inquiry was to show that the services, except in a

few instances, were not onerous, and that almost without

an exception the tenants were willing to continue the

system. The Government maintains an ecclesiastical estab-

lishment consisting, for the Church of England, of a bishop,

whose see is Colombo, an archdeacon, four princip.il chap-

lains, and several junior chaplains
; and, for the Church of

Scotland, of four principal chaplains. The total cost of

this, establishment is about £14,000 a year. Various

missionary bodies have establi.shed themselves in Ceylon.

Caste.—Caste cxii.ts among the Sinhalese as a conven-

tional and social, not as a sacred institution. All castes,

however low, are eligible to the priesthood, which com-
mands the homage of the highest. Buddha teaches that

—

"A man doci not bccotao low cnstts by birth.

Nor by birth dooa one bccomo hi^h cisto
;

High c.iat« i:i ttio result of high actions

—

And by actionn ilocs a man degrade himsolf to cut*
that ia low."

Nevertheless, caste was tolerated under the Sinhalese

kings as a social institution, and in the account given in

the Mahavansa of the planting of the great Bo tree, it

is said that " the sovereign, tie lord of chariots, directed

that it should be lifted by the four high caste tribes and

by eight persons of each of the other castes." The highest

caste among the Sinhalese is the goi-vansa, or tillers of

the soil; there are, besides, fishers, smiths, washers, baggage-

carriers, weavers, potters, scavengers, and many others.

Every trade is a caste. The castes do not intermarry, and

neither wealth nor European influence has had any efl'ect

in breaking down caste distinctions. At present the

wealthiest native of Ceylon is a fisher by caste, but his

wealth cannot gain him admittance to the houses of the

native aristocracy, who are aU of necessity of the highest

caste. The Tamils have the same caste distinctions as

their fellows on the mainland. The Mahometans bave no

caste distinctions.

Education.—I:\ie Ceylon Government maintains a large

number of public schools, chiefly of the village class ; and

there are throughout the island several schools under the

management of the Roman Cathohcs and other missionary

bodies, which receive large grants from Government in the

form of payments for results in subjects of secular instruc-

tion. The education department is under a Director of

Public Instruction. The following is' an abstract of the

school returns for 1874 :

—
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native hospitals for 1874 show that chronic dysentery,

diarrhcea, anasarca, and asthenia are the most fatal In

the principal hospital in Ceylon, namely, the Maradana
hospital, near Colombo, out of 292 deaths 34 were from

chronic dysentery, 99 from diarrhcea, 33 from anasarca,

and 18 from asthenia; in the Kandy hospital, out of 304
deaths, 14 were from chronic dysentery, 99 from diarrhoea,

94 from anasarca, and 42 from asthenia; in the Galle

hospital, out of 89 deaths, 4 were from chronic dysentery,

14 from diarrhcea, 11 from anasarca, and 1 from
debility.

Jtoads.—The policy of the Sinhalese rulers of the

interior was to exclude strangers from the hill country.

Prior to the British occupation of the Kandyan territory

in 1815, the only means of access from one district to

another was by footpaths through the forests. The
Portuguese do not appear to have attempted to open up
the country below the hills, and the Dutch confined them-
Belves to the improvement of the inland water-communi-
cations. The British Government saw from the first the

necessity of making roads into the interior for military

purposes, and, more recently, for developing the resources

of the country. The credit of opening up the country is

due mainly to the governor. Sir Edward Barnes, by whose
direction the great military road from Colombo to Kandy
was made. Gradually all the military stations were con-

nected by broad tracks, which by degrees were bridged and
converted into good carriage roads. The governors Sir

Henry Ward and Sir Hercules Robinson recognized the

importance of giving the coffee planters every assistance

in opening up the country, and the result of their policy

is that the whole of the hill country is now intersected

by a vast number of splendid roads, made at a cost of

upwards of X2000 per mile. In 1848 an ordinance

was passed to levy from every adult male in the colony

(except Buddhist priests and British soldiers) six days'

labour on the roads, or an equivalent in money. The labour

and money obtained by this wise measure have enabled

the local authorities to connect the Government highways
by minor roads, which bring every village of importance

into communication with the principal towns. The
expenditure in 1874 out of the revenues of the colony jon

roads, streets, bridges, and canals was, in round numbers,

£175,000, of which sum £113,500 was expended in the

ordinary maintenance of existing roads. Tiie expenditure

by the local authorities under the road ordinance amounted
in the same year to £65,000, and by the municipalities of

Colombo, Kandy. and Galle to £23,000.
Railways.—After repeated vain attempts by successive

governors to connect Colombo with the interior by railways,

Sir Charles MacCarthy successfully set on foot the present

railway of 75 miles in length from Colombo to Kandy,
which is probably tho most prosperous in the world. It

was constructed at a cost of £1,738,483. The gross receipts

in 1872 were £226,000, and the working expenses £89,000,
or about 38 per cent, of the gross earnings. A branch rail-

way from Peradeniya (four miles from Kandy) to N(ivala-

pitiya, 17 miles in length, has just been completed, and a

line from Colombo to Moratuwa, 1 1 miles in length, has

been commenced ; the latter line will probably be extended

to Kalutara, distant 26 miles from Colombo. The line from

Colombo to Kandy is remarkable for its beauty, and for

the engineering skill shown in its construction. The
ruling gradient for the first 50 miles is 1 in 100; the

line then rises for 12 miles with a gradient of 1 in 45

throughout and curves of 10 chains radius, to the Pera-

deniya station, which is 1562 feet above the sea-leveL

The Navalapitiya railway station is 1913 feet above the

eea-levoL

Agriculture.—The Sinhalese are more attached to the

pursuit of agricnltnre than any other occupation, and
although their implements are of the rudest kind, and
their processes the most simple, they succeed in obtain-

ing successive crops of grain of good quality wherever they

can secure sufficient water. The chief culture in every

part of the islanci-is that of rice, the staple food of all thi

native races in Ceylon.

Rice.—In a few places, where the rain-fall is abundant;

rice cultivation is allowed to depend on the natural supply

of water, but in most parts the cultivation is not attempted

unless there is secured beforehand a certain and sufficient

supply, by means of canals or reservoirs. In the hill

country every valley and open plain capable of tillage ia

made to yield its crops of grain, and the steep sides of

the hills are cut into terraces, on which are seen waving
patches of green rice watered by mountain streams, which

are conducted by means of channels ingeniously carried

round the spurs of the hills and along the face of acclivitiee,

by earthen water-courses and bamboo aqueducts, so as to

fertilize the fields below. These works bear witness to

the patience, industry, and skill of the Kandyan villagers.

In the low country to the north and east and north-west

of the hilk, irrigation works of a more expensive kind
are necessary.

Irrigation.—The native rulers covered the whole face of

the country with a network of irrigation reservoirs, by which
Ceylon was enabled in- ancient times to be the great granary

of Southern'Asia. Wars, and the want of a strong hand to

guide the agriculture of the country, have led to the decay of

these ancient works, and large tracts of land, which were
formerly highly productive, have become swampy wastes or

dense forests. The remains of somo of the larger irriga-

tion works are amongst the most interesting of the

memorials of Ceylon's former greatness. Some of the

artificial lakes were of great size. Mineriya, formed by
damming across the valleys between the low hills which
surround it with an embankment 60 feet wide at the top,

is at this day twenty miles in circumference. Another
with an embankment several miles in length, the Kala-
wewa, was formed by damming back the waters of the

Kalaoya, but they have forced their way through the em-
bankment, and in the ancient bed of the lake, or tank, are

now many small villages. In connection with these large

tanks were numerous canals and channels for supplying
smaller tanks, or for irrigating large tracts of fields.

Throughout the district of Nuwarakalawiya every village

has its tank. The embankments have been formed with
great skill, and advantage has been taken to the utmost
of the slightest fall in the land ; but they in common with
the larger works had been allowed to fall into decay, and
were being brought to destruction by the evil practice

of cutting them every year to irrigate the fields. Tho
work of restoring these embankments has at last been
undertaken by the Government. Proper sluices wiH
gradually be supplied to all the village tanks, and the em-
bankments win be raised and strengthened by the united
labour of the villagers in proportion to their shares in the
fields under the ganisabawa system.

Dry Grains.—Several dry grains (so called as distin-

guished from rice, which is grown in water) are grown in

Ceylon. These are chiefly kolln, millet, kurakkan, gingele,

and pulse of various kinds.

Tobacco.—Tobacco is extensively cultivated in various

parts of the island, and the growth of particular places,

such as Dumbara and Uva, is much prized for kcal con-
sumption. The tobacco of export is grown in the peiun-
sula of Jaffna, where the rajah of Travancorr has an
agent who purchases for him direct from the grow'.rs. The
exports of this article in 1850 were 22,176 cwls., valued
at £20,698, and in 1873, 36,670 cwts., valued at £99,174.
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Cinnamon.—Ceylon lias been celebrated since the middle

of the 14th century for its cinnamon, and during the

period of the Dutch occupation this spice was the principal

article of commerce; under their rule and up to 1832 its

cultivation was a GoTercmout monopoly. With the aboli-

tion of the monopoly the quantity exported increased, but

the value declinei European consumers contented them-

selves with the cheaper and coarser cassia, and the Ceylon

producers then peeled the coarser and less valuable shoots of

cinnamon to compete with the cassia, till the average price

in London, which was 5s. Id. per lb in 1841, was reduced

in 1857 to Is. 6d. per lb. Cassia during this period varied

from Is. 1 Jd. to 6Jd. per 5i. The customs returns give the

exports for 1850 at 664,857 ft, valued at £64,486, and for

1873 at 1,160,754 Bo, valued at only £58,037.

Coffee.—The most important cultivation is that of coffee,

a branch of industry which since the year 1841 has

assumed a position of great and ever-increasing prominence.

Coffee was an article of growth and export from Ceylon so

far back as the tirr.o of the Portuguese, but like the

cinnamon it grew wild without any attempt at cultivation.

Patches of it were to be seen around the Kandyan villages

in wild luxuriance ; and the b?rry, gathered before it was
ripe, and imperfectly cured, seldom possessed much flavour,

and was lightly esteemed as an article of European com-

merce. CotTee cultivation on the West Indian plan was
first commenced in 1824 by Sir E. Barnes, then gover-

nor of Ceylon, who hoped by his example to introduce

coffee-planting by Europeans into the island. Until 1834,

however, public attention does not seem to have been

occupied with the subject ; but in that year the falling off

in the supplies from other quarters brought capitalists into

the field; and when in 1836 the home duty en East India

coffee was reduced to 6d. per tt), a great impulse was given

to coffee planting jii Ceylon. During that and the-

following year about 7000 acres of forest land were

purchased for this object ; and when at the end of a few
years it became matter of notoriety that the soil and climate

of Ceylon were capable of yielding a coffee equal in value

to most kinds, the influx of capital from England for

investment in this new branch of Ceylon industry became
very great.

The commercial crisis of 1847 gave a check to coffee-

planting in the island, and caused the abandonment of

several estates. But enforced economy induced more
careful cultivation, and the coffee enterprise soon recovered.

There are now 1,215 coffee plantations fif which 800 are

owned by individual proprietors, 250 of whom reside on
tlieir own estates, and 400 more are resident in the

island. The area is estimated at 250,000 acres, of which
195,000 are in bearing. The exports from these planta-

tions for the coffee season ending 10th Oct. 1874 were
850,000 cwts., giving an average yield from old and new
estates together of a little over 4 cwts. per acre. Estates

from 5 to 10 years old probably yield about four and
half cwts. per acre, and older estates about three and a

half cwts. per acre. The price for plantation coffee in the

London markets in 1845 was 74s. per cvt. ; it has

fluctuated considerably, and went down to COs. in 1851,

but it did not rise much above the price of 1345 till

1872, when it steadily rose till it reached 1393. on Feb. 7th,

1873. Land suitable for coffee is purciiased from the

Government in forest. It was formerly sold in large

blocks at an upset price of Bs. an acr;,- ; it is now sold in

convenient blocks of 200 acres or less at an upset price

of £1 an acre ; no laud, hov.'ever, which is really well

suited for coffee can be obtained at less than £9 or £10 an
aero, and in 1873 a lot of 306 acres of forest hmd sold for

£18 per acre. Including the lands sold in small lots to

natives, the Quvornmcnt granted from 1833 to 1844
6— Ifi

267,373 acres, and between 1844 and 1874 693,886 acres;

the average price per aero has risen from 10s. 8d. to

£2, 12s. 4d. per acre. The exports of coffee in 1850
were 278,473 cwts., valued at £009,262. and in 1873,

951,591 cwts., valued at £4,220,750.

Tea.—The cultivation of tea has recently been intro-

duced. A small quantity of pure good tea is produced

annually, and finds a ready market ia the island. It has

not yet become an article of export.

Cinclwna.—Cinchona v/aa introduced into the hill-

districts of Ceylon and India from South America in 1860.

It was brought direct from the forests, where it maintained

an incessant struggle with other trees for existence. After

patient and intelligent experiment its cultivation has been

assured, and the object of its introduction secured. Thei'e

is now provided an abundant supply of the bark at a

price which will secure to the population at large the

valuable febrifuge yielded by the alkaloids of cinchona.

Sugar.—The cultivation of sugar was commenced in

1836 r.ear Kandy, and subsequently in several other

parts of the island, but without any permanent success

;

the sugar grown in the island forms a very small portion

of the annual consumption. The sugar imported in 1873
amounted to 28,956 cwts., valued at £46,953.

Cocoa-nuts.—As an investment for English capital cocoa-

cut planting has not proved remunerative. To the native

cultivator a small cocoa-nut plantation adjoining his home-
stead is of the utmost value, as has been already explained

under the head " palms." It is estimated that the extent

of land, held by Europeans and natives, bearing cocoa-nuta

is 250,000 acres.

Manufactures.—The native manufactures are of the most
primitive description. Coarse cotton cloth of a strong

and serviceable kind is woven ia rude looms, but the

looms are rapidly disappearing with the introduction of

the cheaper but inferior productions of JIanchester. The
fibre of the cocoa-nut is worked up in large quantities

into coir yarn and cordage, which is admirably adapted for

use in salt water. The country trading vessels employ

no other cordage or rope than this, and indeed the planks

of their rmall vessels are Ifeld together solely by coir

yarn, witliout the aid of a single naU. Cocoa-nut oil is

expressed from the dried kernel of the cocoa-nut in native

mills, which are simply a rough mortar of wood or stone

in which a heavy pestle of hard wood is made to revolve

by means of a pair of oxen at the end of a long pole,

secured by a bamboo to the upper end cf the 'pestle,

th« whole machine forming a simple kind of lever, by the

action of which the oil is extracted. Steam-power is now
used by European merchants in manufacturing this oil

and in preparing and pressing coir fibre, and oil and coir

have become important articles of export. In 1850 the

exports of coir rope, yarn, ita,wero 39,886 cwts., valued

at £20,435, and in 1873, 05,048 cwts., valued at £45,363.

Of cocoa-nut oil the exports in 1850 were 32,785 cwts.,

valued at £35,035, and" in 1873, 113,872 cwU., cf the

value of £141,818.

Tradi and Comrrurce.—Tho trada cf Coyion shows a 6t«a(ly im-

provement. The earliest returns of imports and exports aro thoso

for 1825, which giro tho following figures :— Imports, jC296,301
;

exports, £224,388; total, £510,639. The latest returns show that

in 1874 tlio importa and exports togetlier were valued at ucarlj

tcu millions, as against half a million in 1825, that is half a cestui;

ago. Tho 6giirc3 aro as follows :

—

Tmt.
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There has been a correspondiiiK increase in the tonnage of ship-

ping entered and cleared during the same period. The figures are

as follows :

—

1825 91,685 tons.

1835 145,182 ,

1845 423,370 „
1855 634,482 „
1865 1,150,840 „
1874 2,015,153 „

With the exception of a duty of one shilling per cwt on plum-

bago, which is in lieu of the roj-alty to which the Crown was

entitled on all plumbago as it c^imu from the pits, there are no

export duties ; the duty on imports is five per cent, on the declared

value, with some few exceptions, such as arms, wines, spirits, and

grain, wliich are liable to special rates
;
piddy, or rice in husk, which

pays 3d. a bushel ; rice and other grain, "d. a bushel ; and machinery,

paper, and a few other articles, which are free.

BaH':s.—1\vo English banking comixinics and one Indian bank
have br.inchos in Ceylon—the Oriental Bank Corporation, the

Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, London, and China, and the

Bank of iladras. The two chartered banks, tha Oriental and the

Chartered Mercantile Bank, have the privilege of Lauing notes of

five rupees and upwards in value. The Government in 1856 gave

np this privilege, and left the paper currency of the island entirely

in the hands of the banks, who pay to the Government, in lieu of

stamp duty, one per cent, per annum on the average amount of

notes in circulation, and are required to keep in reserve bullion

«Hual to one-third of their issues. The bank notes are received at

all the Government treasuries throughout the island, but the banks

are bound to redeem them with specie after a notice of 60 days
;

this rule is only enforced when the Government requires a remit-

tance of specie at some distant treasury. Tlie note circulation has

increased with the general improvement in the finaucial position of

Ceylon. In 1S54 it amounted to £131,000, of which £70,000 was

represented by Government notes ; in 1859 it amounted to £93,334,

in 1864 to £259,631, in 1869 to £270,979, and in 1874 to £386,089.

Since 1st January 1872 the rupee has been the sole standard of

value in Ceylon, with decimal subdivisions, represented by bronze

token pieces, which are taken as equivalent to ^th part of a rupee

or 5 cents, iJitth part of a ruj^ee or one cent, ^^Ttth part of a rupee

or half a cent, rrjth part of a rupee or a quarter of a cent All

accounts are kept in rupees and cents. The Indian silver subsidiary

coins are current,—the half rupee as 50 cents, the quarter rupee as

25 cents, and the two anna piece (Jth of a rupee) as 12J cents. The

rupee is the Company's silver rupee of India, of 180 grains weight

end 44ths fineness.

Bcvmut and Expenditure. —Tho total revenue for 1874 was

£1,241,558, the total expendit\ire £1,110,180. The principal

heads of revenue are customs, £263,203; land sales, £67,795; land

revenue, £80,822; tolls on roads and canals, £41,247; licences (under

which head is derived the revenue from the Government niouopoly

of the arrack trade), £173,305 ; stamps (including both general and

postage), £105,239, of which about £20,000 is postal revenue ;
fines

and forfeitures, £8440 ; sale of Government property, £133,323, of

which.about £70,000 is derived from the monopoly on salt ;
reim-

bursements, £30,000 ; interest on suitors' deposits invested inlndian

Government securities and on balances in England, £13,600 ;
miscel-

laneous,- £44,633 ;
pearl fishery, £9524 ; railway receipts, £221,168.

Of the customs duties about £150,000 is derived from the import

duty on grain, and of the land revenue about £70,000 is derived from

the tithe on grain ; it thus appears that about one-fifth of the total

revenue of the island is derived from a tax on the daily food of the

people. In defence of these burdens on food, it is urged that the

importation of rice is rendered necessary, to a large extent, by the

employment on the coffee estates of immigrant labourers from the

south of lndi.a, who come over for the cotfee season and return to

India with their earnings, out of which they would contribute

nothing to the revenue of Ceylon, if it were not for the tax

on their imported food j and as regards the tithe on grain, that
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this is tiie reserved rent of the Crown as supreme landlord. The

monopoly of the arrack trade yields about £170,000. The very

name of' monojioly has an odious sound, but in the instances in

which it exists in Ceylon it is difficult to see what mode of taxation

would be less oppressive, and, as regards the arrack monopoly, there

can be no doubt that its possession by the Government renders

possible the exercise of an clfectual check on the abuse of this intoxi-

cant. The Government restricts distillation to certain licensed

stills, which are left free to sell the spirit wholesale in open market,

but the right to retail is granted only to certain persons and certain

taverns. This right is sold by auction from year to year to

taverns or groups of taverns, which are bound to retail pure arrack

at not more than a certain price named in the conditions, and ar»

sul>jected to stringent regulations for the prevention of drunkcjinesa

and the maintenance of order. In the management of this mono-

poly, revenue is a secondary consideration, and tavcms arc only

allowed where they are absolutely required, that is, where their

place, if they were not allowed, would be supplied by the illicit

sale of arrack. The proper management of this monoi>oly has

received much attention from the present governor. Sir W. H.
Gregory, and he has been careful to enforce the observance of the

principles which have always been supposed to govern this question.

The monopoly of salt has been from time immemorial in the hands

of the sovereign, and, as it prevails in Ceylon, is common to every

country in the East ; it seems to be the only expedient by which

to obtain a minimum of taxation from classes incapable of bearing

in any other shape an equitable share of the public burdens. Salt ia

produced at about lOd. per cwt. and sold at 4s. 8d. per cwt.

The principal heads of expenditure are as follows :—Salaries and
o65ce charges, £354,761; pensions, £41,000; revenue service^

£24,000; hospitals, £16,000; education, £14,600; police and
jails, £30,700 ; works and buildings, £24,000 ; roads, strefita,

bridges, and canal?, £185,300 ; military expenditure, £124,687.

The returns of revenue and expendituro of the Government, u
given above, do not reprerent the whole of the public revenue and
expenditure of the island ; there have to be added the returns from
the municipalities and the local boards by which the road tax u
collected. These figures are as follows for the year 1874 :

—

Rcvenae. Expenditure.

Colombo Municipality £33,951 £33,708
Galle „ 7,057 6,100

Kandy 11,768 14,648.
Provincial Roaid Committees

—

Western Province 35,087 28,468
North-Westem Province... 9,213 6,130
Southern „ ... 6,554 8,048
Eastern „ ... 5,192 4,350
Northern 7,117 6,976
Central 16,937 B,319

North-Central „ ... 2,635 1,833

Total, £143,519 £124,473

The retnms of revenue from 1856 to the present time show a
steady and rapid increase, and are a fair indication of the great

advance wliich Ceylon is making. The revenue in 1856 was
£504,174 ; it rose, year by year, till it reached £767,100 in 1860,

and in 1S65 it amounted to £978,462; it then fell somewhat
owing to tiie cession by the Government to the municipalities of

certain sources of revenue, but it rose in 1870 to £1,091,606, in 1871

to £1,121,679, in 1872 to £1,174,698, and in 1^73 to £1,290,918.

The revenue for 1874 in reality exceeded that of 1873, though it

is only given as £1,241,558, which is the eqiuvalent of rapeea

1,32,43,283 at Is. lOJd., at which the rupee is rated in the accounts

for 1874, whereas in the previous ye.ir it was rated at 23.

Tennent's Ceylon, 2 vols. 2d ed. 1859 ; IL-parU to Ceylon Govern-

ment by Serviai Tenures Commissioner, 1870-1873 ; Ceylon GoTeis-
ment Blue Book, 1874, and Gazette, 1873 ; Childers's Pali Diclionary,

1875 ; Ferguson's Ceylon Directory, 1S75 (J. F. D.)

CHABLTS, a town of France, on the Serayor Serein, in

the department of Yonne, 10 miles east of Auxerre. It

has a church, St Martin, of the 13th century, which is

classed among the historical monuments of France ; and

it gives its name to a eelebrated white wine produced in

the neighbouring vineyards, of which the most esteemed

are Clos, Valmur, Vaudesir, Bougereau, and Mont de MilietL

Population in 1872, 2270.

CHABRIAS, a celebrated Athenian general, who first

assumed the command about the year 392 B.C. He defeated

the Spartans at .Eiiina (388), and again at Naxos (376).

VTith Ipkicratea and CalUstratus he commanded at CorcTra.

and repulsed Epaminondaa before the walls of Corinth.

In 3GG, together with Callistratus, he was accused of

treachery in advising the surrender of Oropus to the The-
bans, and was then, it is said, defended by Plato. His
unpopularity on account of this charge, and also on ao
count of his ostentation and lusuriousness, led him to

accept a foreign command nnder Tachos, king of Egypt,
who had revolted from the Persians. On the breaking out
of the Social War (357), he, however, joined Chares in
the command of the Athenian ileet. At the eiege of Chioa^
his ship w's disabled, but he refused to flee, and fell fighting
bravely. He was famous for the invention of a manoeavro.
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wliich consisted in receiving a charge on the left knee, with

the spears of the front ranks pointed against the enemy
and the shields resting' on the ground.

CHADERTON, Laurence (1536-1640), a Puritan

divine, was born at Lees Hall, in the parish of Oldham,
Lancashire, September 14, 1536, being the second son of

Edmund Chaderton, a gentleman of an ancient family, and
a zealous Catholic. Under the tuition of Laurence Vaus,

a priest, he became an admirable scholar. In 1562 he

entered Christ's College, Cambridge, where, after a short

time, he formally joined the Established Church, and was,

in consequence, disinherited by his father. In 1567 he

waa elected a feUow of his college, and subsequently he

waa chosen lecturer of St Clemeut's Church, Cambridge,

where he preached to admiring audiences for many years.

f3o great was his reputation that when Sir Walter Mildmay
refounded Emmanuel College in 1584, he chose Chaderton

for the first master, and on his expressing some reluctance,

declared that if he would not accept the office, the founda-

tion should not go on. In the beginning of the reign of

James I. Chaderton waa appointed one of the five divines

for managing the cause of the Puritans at the Hampton
Court conference ; and he was also one of the translators

of the Bible. In 1613 he was created D.D. At this

period he made provision for twelve fellows and above

forty scholars, in Emmanuel College. Fearing that he

might have a successor who held Arrainian doctrines, he

resigned the mastership in favour of Dr Preston, but

•urvived him, and Hved also to see the coUege presided

over successively by Dr Bancroft and Dr Holdsworth. He
died November 1540 in the second month of his 106th

year, according to his biographer Dr Dillingham. Dr
Chaderton published a sermon preached at St Paul's Cross

in 1578, and a treatise of his On Juslificaiion-iaas printed

by Anthony Thysius, professor of divinity at Leyden.

Some other works by him on theological subjects remain

in manuscript.

CHjERONEIA, a Bceotian town situated on the Ther-

modon, a tributary of th« Cephissus, on a plain which

was on the borders of Phocis, and waa on tho natural

route for an army invading Boeotia on that side. It is

celebrated in history as the scene of three great battles.

In the first (447 B.c.) the Athenians were defeated by the

Boeotians; in the second (388 B.C.) Philip defeated the

confederate forces of the Athenians and Boeotians ; and in

the third (86 b c.) Sulla defeated the generals of Mithri-

dates. A colossal lion lately excavated near the site of the

modern KApurna marks the grave of the Boeotians who
fell in the second of these engagements, and in the village

itself are some remains of the ancient citadel, the Petrachus,

and a theatre excavated out of the rock on which the citadel

was built. Chseroneia was the birthplace of Plutarch.

CHAFFINCH {FriiigMa. cftlcbn), a Cotjirostral Bird,

belonging to the family I'ringillidm or Finches, and distin-

guished, in the male sex, by the deep greyish blue of its

crown feathers, the sulphur yellow of its ruinp, the white

of tho wing coverts, so disposed as to form two conspic-

uous bars, and tho reddish brown passing into vinous red of

the throat and breast. The female b less conspicuous in

its colouring than the male, and tho young males resemble

the females until after tho first autumn moult, when they

gradually assume tho plumage of their sex. The chaffinch

breeds early in tlio season, and its song may often be heard

in February. Its nsst, which is a i(iodel of neatness and
symmetry, it builds on trees and bushes, preferring such

as are overgrown with moss and lichens. It is chiefly

compoBed of moss and wool, lined internally with grass,

wool, feathers, and whatever coft r.iati)iial tho locality

affordo. The outside consists of niosa and lichens, and
.iccording to Selby, " is always «cr«r<lAJit with the par-

ticular colour of its situation." When built in the neigh

bourhood of towns the nest is somewhat slovenly am
untidy, being often composed of bits of dirty straw, piece,

of paper and blackened moss ; in one instance, near Glasgow,

the author of the Birds of the West of Scotland founr

several postage-stamps thus employed. It lays four or fiv

eggs of a pale purplish buff, streaked and spotted vriti

purplish red. In spring the chaffinch is destructive t

early flowers, and to young radishes and turnips just a:

they appear above the surface ; in summer, however, )•

feeds principally on insects and their larv^, while in antumi
and winter its food consists of grain and other seeds. Ot
the Continent of Europe the chaflinch is a favouriti

songbird, especially in Germany, where a cow has beet

knovm to be given in exchange for one of these birds, ano
where great attention is paid to its training. Its not .-a are

clear and powerful, and, according to Bechstein, "seem
almost to approach to words." The chaflinch is fcnnd

throughout Europe and Western Asia, and has beec
observed as far west as the Azores. It is resident &U the

year in the wanner parts of this area, but migrates south

ward from Northern Europe on the apprpach of winter. I'

was at one time supposed that the females only migrated

and Linnaeus named the species Coelcbs, or " bachelor," ii

allusion to this alleged desertion of the males by thei:

mates, which, however, does not appear to take place.

CHAGEES, a seaport of Colombia, in the state o'

Panama, situated on the northern side of the Isthmus c:

Panama, about 12 miles W.S.W. of Colon or Aspinwall, e'.

the mouth of a river of its own name. Before the opeuinj

of the railway between Panama and Aspinwall in 1855 i'.

was a place of very considerable importance ; but it ha<"

now sunk iuto a very decadent and dilapidated condition

,

and the inhabitants, who are mainly negroes or half-castes,

only amount to about 1000. The period of its greatest

prosperity coincides with the great emigration from the

United States to the Califbrnian gold-fields, and the dis

trict on the left side of the river is still known as the

American town. The chief facts in its history are itt

destruction by the buccaneers in 1671 and its capture b;

the English under Admiral Vernon in 1740.

CHALCEDON, or rather Calchedon, an ancient

maritime town of Bithynia, in Asia Minor, called alsc

Procerastis and Colpusa, almost directly opposite Byzan

tium, to the south of the present town of ScutarL It

was founded by a colony from Megara, on a site sf

obviously inferior to that which was within their view or

the opposite shore, that it received from the oracle the nami

of " The City of the Blind." In its eariy history it sh ired Ih.

fortunes of Byzantium, was taken by the satrap Otaaes

vacillated long between the Lacedemonian and the Alheniar

interest, aud at last fell into the hands of the kings o'

Bithynia, by the last of whom it was bequeathed to thi

Romans. It was taken and partly destroyed by Mitbridates

but it recovered during the empire, and in 451 .\.D. wa;

the seat of the Fouith General Council, which cordomnec

the Monophysites. It fell under the repeated attacks of thi

barbarian hordes, who crossed over after having ravagei:

Byzantium, and it furnished an encampment to th'

Persians under Chosroes for about ten years after 616

Its ruin waa completed by the Turks, who used it as £

quarry from which to draw the building materials fo

Constantinople. The site is now occupied by the villag'

of Kadi Kcui, or " Village of the Judge," which contains :

number of fine rilles anda l.irge Roman Catholic cathedral

At a short distance to the srmi li .ire the ruins of Panteichon

or, as it is now called, Pandik, where Belisarius is said t'

h?.vc lived in retiiomeDt. A plain in tlio neighbourhood

afi'ords camping ground for the caravans after they laavt

Sciiuri.
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CHALCIS. See EiTBfEA.

CHALDEA. See Babylonia, vol. iii. p. 183.

CHALK (Ang.-Sax. cealc ; Lat. calx, limo), an earthy

limestone of tho Upper Cretaceous group of rocks. It has

a specific gravity of from 2'4 to 2-6, Ls rough to the touch,

is friable, aud presents an uneven fracture ; it has an insipid

tas^te, and adheres slightly to the tongue ; it is usually

white, and imparts its colour to surfaces over which it is

rubbed. On microscopical examination, chalk is found to

consist in the main of the minute shells of .Foraminifera.

In addition to calcium carbonate, chalk usually contains

about 5 per cent, of water, with some free silica and
ferric oxide, besides minor impurities. The red varieties

of chalk may contain as much as 9'28 per cent, of silica,

yG per cent, of ferric oxide, and 1'42 per cent, of alumina

(Clapham, Ckem. News, 18C2, vol. vi. p. 313.) Some
of the red chalk of Norfolk gives, when treated with

acids, an argillaceous re.-^iduo, which when air-dried has a

weight equal to 9'3 per cent, that of the chalk taken,

and has been found on analysis to consist of water,

ferric oxide, and alumina, with a small proportion of

magnesia and potash f Church, Chem. News, 1875, vol.

xxxi. p. 109.)

The flooding of streams that flow through chalky ground

is almost unknown, since chalk is very porous, and will

when dry take up nearly one-third of its bulk of water

(Ansted and Jliller) ; and in some districts where chalk is

the surface-rock, the heaviest showers are absorbed as soon

as they fall. During the summer months, however, most
of the rainfall penetrate.^ only a few feet downwards,

and is consequently imbibed by vegetation or evaporated
;

for though chalk is highly absorbent, its fine and close

toxtura does not allow of the freo permeation of water.

Occasionally, lower-lying beds of chalk have been drained,

whilst higher levels have remained charged with moisture.

Tiia circulation of water in chalk strata is due, in fact, not

s!> much to general percolation in the mass, as to its flow

either through fissures or, as in the case of deep-seated and
but little disturbed and creviced beds, along planes of

stratification. As a storehouse of water the chalk formation

is of great importance, the artesian wells of London and
m-T.ny other places being supplied directly or indirectly

from it. Where chalk forms tho surface of the land, the

yiold of water may be very large, as at the Tring cutting

of the North-Western Railway, where it amounted to

upwards of a million gallons a day. Chalk is much used

as a dressing for land deficient in lime, and is of special

value where the soil consists of a stiff wet clay. The
effect of the addition of chalk is to render the soil better

able to retain moisture, and to improve its texture. It is

generally most efficacious when used in moderate quantity

every six or seven years. The renewal of the supply of

chalk is necessary owing to its removal from the surface by
solution and by the undermining action of earthworms.

The chalk is not ploughed into the land till it has been

exposed to frost, which breaks it up into small squarish

fragments. In the Lincolnshire wolds, the process of

chalking, in conjunction with boning and manuring, has

brought about a great improvement in the soil. In
Doisetshire the land is tlsually chalked once in twenty

years. The chalk is spread on the ground in large lumps,

which crumble down under the influence of the weather
;

or it may be burnt and applied as lime. For sandy soils,

en which it acts as a cement, chalk is best adapted when
marly in character. On poor chalky ground, the sain-

foin [Oiiahri/r.his sa(j!'a), a plant which flourishes in calcareous

.soils and is an excellent fodder for cattle, has been culti-

vated with great success ; and the herbage of the chalk

downs of Sussex, Wilts, and other counties of England,

affords good pasture for sheep. '

Chnlk is employed medicinally as an antacid and mild

astringent, either alone, or together with other astringents,

or combined with mercury as Iiydraryyrum cum creta, but

never in the crude state. As none of the salts it forms

is purgative, it is a valuable remedy in diarrhcex

Externally, prepared chalk is used as a dessicaot, and as a

protective application for ulcers and burns, and in inter-

trigo and other aSoctions of the skin. When taken for a

prolonged period, chalk is apt to form concretions in the

stomach, for want of acid sufficient to dissolve it.

Chalk is rarely hard enough to be used in any kind of

building. When burnt to limo it serves the same purposes

as stone lime, but on account of its more rapid absorption

of carbonic acid gas, it is not so fit for general use as the

latter, except when fresh from the kiln. Chalk ia

employed in the manufacture of cements aud of carbonate

of soda, in the preparation of carbonic acid gas, and in

many other chemical processes ; also for making paints,

crayons, and tooth-powder. Whiting or Spanish white,

used to polish glass and metal, is purified chalk prepared

by triturating common chalk with a large quantity of water,

which is tliou decanted and allowed to deposit the finely-

divided particles it holds in suspension.

Blade chnlk or drawing slate is a soft carbouaceoaa

schist, which gives a black streak, so that it can be used

for drawing or writing. Broicn chalk is a kind of umber.

Red chalk or reddle is an impure earthy variety of hxmatite.

Fiench chalk is a soft variety of steatite, a hydrated silicate

of magnesium.

See J. Prestnich, The li'atcr-bcaring Strata of London, p. 67,'

sqq. (London, 1851); .1. A. Clarke in Jcurn. Eoy. Agric. Soc.,yo\.

xii. p. 331 (1851) ; Caird, English Agricullure in 1850 and 1851,

p. 61 (London, 1852).

CHALLONER, RicnARD (169-1-1781), an eminent

Roman Catholic prelate, born at Lewes, Sussex, 29th

September 1G91. After the death of his father, who was

a rigid Dissenter, his mother sought refuge with some
Roman Catholic families, the consequence being that the

son was brought up in their religion, chiefly at the seat of

Mr Holman at Warkworth, Northamptonshire, where the

Rev. John Gother, a celebrated controversialist, ofHciated

as chaplain. In 1704 he was sent to the English College

at Douay, where he was ordained a priest, took his degrees

in divinity, and was appointed professor in that faculty.

In 1730 he was sent on the English mission and stationed

in London. The controversial treatises that he now
published in rapid succession attracted much attention,

particularly his Catholic Christian Instructed, which waa
prefaced by a witty reply to Dr Conyers iliddletcn'.i

Letter from Rome, showing an exact conformity between

Popery and Paganism. !Middleton is said to have been

so irritated that he endeavoured to put the penal !?.wa

in force against his antagonist, who prudently withdrew
from London until the commotion subsided. On 29th
January 1741, Challoner was raised to the episcopai

dignity at Hammersmith, by the title of bishop of Debra,

in partibus infidelium, and nominated coadjutor, cum j>t)-e

sticcessionis, to Bishop Petre, Vicar-Apostolic of the London
district. Accordingly, on the decease of that preiatc in

175S, Challoner succeeded to the Vicariate-Apostolic. Ha
resided principally iu London, but was obliged to retire

into the country during the " No Popery " riots of 1780.
Soon afterwards he died, on January 12, 1781, and was
buried at Milton, Berkshire. Bishop Challoner was the

author of numerous controversial and devotional works,

which have been frequently reprinted and translated into

various languages. He compiled the Garden of the Soul,

which continues to this day to be the most popular manual of

devotion among English-speaking Roman Catholics; and he
revised an edition of the Douay version of the Scriptures
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(1749-50), correcting the langcageand ort'iogravhy, which

ia nacy places had become obsolete. C? his historical

works the most valuable is one which was intended to be a

Roman Catholic antidote to Fose's v.sll-knowa martyr-

ology. It is entitled Memoin of Missionary Fnests and

other Calholicks of loih Sexes who suffered Death or

Imprisonmenl in England on account of their Religion, froni

Hie year 1577 till the end of the reign of Charles II., 2 vols.

1741 ; reprinted in 1803. BLshop Challoner also published

anonymously, in 17-15, the lives of English, Scotch and

Irish saints, under the title of Britannia Sancta.

CHALMERS, Alesaitoek (175S-1834), was bom in

Aberdesn. He was educated as a doctor, but gave up this

profession for literature. His first productions were con-

tributions to London periodicals, and he was for some time

editor of the Miming Herald. Besides editions of thfe

works of Shakespeare, Beattie, Fielding, Johnson, Vv'arton,

Pope, Gibbon, Bolingbroko, and others, he published A
General Biograph'cal Dictionary in 32 vols. (1812-1817)

;

a Glossary to Shakspeare ; an edition of Shakspeare ; and

the British Essayists, commencing with the Tatler and

ending with the Observer, with biographical and historical

prefaces and a general index.

CHALMERS, Georoe (1742-1825), an antiquarian

tnd political writer of considerable eminence, was born

at Fochabers, a village in the county of Moray, in the

year 1742. His father, James Chalmers, was a grandson

of Geor_ge Chalmers of Pittensear, a small estate in the

parish of Lhanbrj-de, now St Andrews-Lhanbryde, in

the same county, possessed by the main line of the family

from about the beginning of the 17th to the middle of the

18th century. After completing the usual course at King's

College, Aberdeen, young Chalmers studied law in Edin-

burgh for several years. Two uncles on the father's side

having settled in America, he visited Maryland in 1763,

with the view, it is said, of assisting to recover a tract of

land of some extent about which a dispute had arisen,

and was in this way induced to commence practice as a

lawyer at Baltimore, where for a time he met with much
•access. Having, however, espoused the cause of the

Royalist party on the breaking out of the American war

of Independence, he found it expedient to abandon

his professional prospects in the New World, and return

b> lus native country. For the losses he had sustained as

a colonist he received no compens'xtion, and several years

elapsed before he obtained an appointment that placed

him in a state of comfort and independence.

In the meantime Chalm£-r3 applied himself with great

diligence and assiduity to the investigation of the history

and establishment of the English colonies in North America;

and enjoying free access to the state papers and other

documents preserved among what were then termed tho

plantation records, he became possessed of much important

information. His work entitled Political Annals of the

present United Colonies from their Settlement to the Peace

of 1763, 4to, London, 1780, was to have formed two
Tolumos ; but the second, which should have contained the

period between 1G88 and 17G3, never appeared. The first

olume, however, is complete in itself, and traces the original

settlement of the dilTeront American colonies, and tho

progressive changes in their constitutions and forms of

government as aflfected by the state of public alTairs in the

parent kingdom. Independently of its value as being

oompilcd from original documents, it bears evidence of

great research, and has been of essential benefit to later

\vriter8. Continuing his researches, ho next gave to tho

world An Esliviate of the Comparative Strcnnih of Britain

during the Present and Four Preceding Jieigns, Lond.
1782, which passed through several editions. At length, in

August 1786, Chalmers, whose sufferings as a Royalist

must have strongly recommended him to the Govemmect
of the day, was appointed chief clerk to the committee of

Privy Council on matters relating to trade, a situation which
he retained tdl hb death in 1825, a period of nearly forty

years. As his official duties made no great demands on his

time, he had abundant leisure to devote to his favourite

studies,—the antiquities and topography of Scotland

having thenceforth special attractions for his busy pen.

Besides biographical sketches of De Foe, Sir John Davits,

Allan Ramsay, Sir David Lyndsay, Churchyard, and othc-s,

prefixed to editions of their respective works, Chalmers
wrote a life of Pdne, the author of the Bights of Man,
which he published under the assumed name of Frar : is

Oldys, A.M., of the University of Pennsylvania ; and a life

of Euddiman, in which considerable light is thrown on i'le

state of literature in Scotland during the earlier part of the

last century. His life of Queen Mary, in two quarto

volumes, \7as first published in 1818. It is founded on a

MS. left by Whitaker the historian of Manchester; but

Chalmers informs us that he found it necessary to rewrite

th? whole. The history of that ill-fated queen occupied

much of his attention, and his last work, A Detection of the

Love-Letters lately attributed in Hugh CampbelCs worh to

Mary Queen of Scots, is an exposure of an attempt to

represent as genuine some fictitious letters said to have
passed between Mary and Bothwell, which had fallen

into deserved oblivion. In 1797 appeared his Apology fvr
the Believers in the Shakespeare Papers tehich teere exhibited

in Norfolk Street, followed by other tracts on the same
subject. These contributions to the literature of Shakespeare

are full of curious matter, but on the whole display a great

waste of erudition, in seeking to show that papers which

had been proved forgeries might nevertheless have beeu

genuine. Chalmers also took part in the Junius controversy;

and in The Author of Junius Ascertained, from a Concatena-

tion of Circumstances amounting to Moral Demonstration,

Lond. 1817, 8vo, sought to fix the authorship of the cele-

brated letters on Hugh Boyd. In 1824 he published The
Poetical Remains of some of the Scottish Kings, now first

collected ; and the same year he edited and presented as a

contribution to the Bannatyne Club Robene and Makyne
and the Testament of Cresseid, by Robert Henryson. His

political writings are equally numerous. Among them may
be mentioned Collection of Treaties between Great Britain

and ether Powers, Lond. 1790, 2 vols. 8vo; Vindication

of the Privileges of the People in respect to the Constitutional

Right of Free Discussion, &c., Lond. 1796, 8vo, published

anonymously; A Chronological account of Commerce and
Coinage in Great Britain from the Restoration till 1810,

Loud. 1810, 8vo; Opinions of Eminent Lawyers on various

points of English Jurisprudence, chiefly concerning the

Colonies, Fishe)-ies, and Commerce of Great Britain, Lond.

1814, 2 vols. 8vo; Comparative Views of the State of Great

Britain before a/id since the War, Lond. 1817, 8vo.

But Chalmers's greatest work is his Caledonia, which,

however, he did not live to complete. The first volume

appeared in 1807, and is introductory to the others. It

is divided into four books, treating successively of the

Roman, the Pictish, the Scottish, and the Scoto-Saxon

periods, from 80 to 1306 a.d. In these we are presented,

in a condensed form, with an account of the people, the

language, and the civil and ecclesiastical history, as well as

the agricultur.il and commercial state of Scotland during

the fii-st thirteen centuries of our era. L'nfortunately tho

chapters on the Romin period are entirely marred by tho

author's having accepted as genuine Bertram's forgery De

Situ Britannia; but otherwise his opinions on contro-

verted topics are worthy of much respect, being founded

on a laborious investigation cf all the original authorities

that were accossiblo to him. The stylo both of both and
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jf the sncceeding volnmea is redundant, the echolarship ia

often defective, and hastily-drawn concluaions are asserted

'.yith the utmost confidence in their accuracy ;
yet, notwith-

(itarding all these drawbacks, such were the industry and

persvverance of Chalmers that his Caledonia contains a

maps of information on all subjects connected with early

Scottish history and topography that has been of the

highest value to subsequent writers. The second volume,

publiahed in 1810, gives an account of the seven south-

oastem counties of Scotland—Roxburgh, Berwick, Had-

dington, Edinburgh, Linlithgow, Peebles, and SeUcirk,

iach of them being treated of as regards name, situa-

tion and extent, natural objects, antiquities, establish-

ment as shires, civil history, agriculture, manufactures and

trade, and ecclesiastical history. In 1824, after an interval

of fourteen years, the third volume appeared, giving, under

the same headings, a description of the seven south-

western counties—Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, Wigtown, Ayr,

Lanark, Renfrew, and Dumbarton. In the preface to this

volume the author states that the materials for the history

>l the central and northern counties were collected, and

chat he expected the work would be completed in two years.

This expectation, however, was not destined to be realized.

U is much to be regretted that, instead of all but wasting

lis time on profitless and acrimonious controversies about

Shakespearian forgeries and the character of Queen Mary,

Chalmers did not direct his whole energies to his magnum
jpus, and give to the world the matured fruits of all

the labour ne had bestowed on it ; for it is on Caledonia

that his fame must chiefly rest.

While thus fully occupied, Chalmers had for many
years been engaged in laying the foundation for other

svorks of a not less important and laborious nature. One
ol. these is said to have been a history of Scottish poetry,

mother, a history of printing in Scotland. Each of them
lie thought likely to extend to two large quarto volumes,

and on both he expended an unusual amount of enthusiasm

ind energy. He had also prepared for the press an

elaborate history of the life and reign of David L In his

later researches he was assisted by his nephew James, son

of Alexander Chaluiers, writer in Elgin.

George Chalmers died at his house, James Street,

Buckingham Gate, London, May 31, 1825, after a few

days' illness, in ^he eighty-third year of his age. His

valuable and extensive library he bequeathed to his nephew,

at whose death in 1841 it was sold and dispersed. Chalmers

wa-i a member of the Royal and Antiquarian Societies of

London, an honorary member of the Antiquarian Society

of Scotland, and a member of other learned societies.

In private life ho was undoubtedly an amiable man,

although the dogmatic tone that disfigures portions of his

writings procured him many opponents. He is besides

chargeable with a want of taste, which appears too

prominently in his keen attempts to silence, at all hazards,

thopo whom he considered the detractors of Mary. Among
his avowed antagonists in literary warfare the most distin-

guished were Malone and Steevens, the Shakspearo editors;

Mat'uias, the author of the Pursuits of Lilerature; Dr Jamie-

son, '.he Scottish lexicographer ; Pinkerton, the historian ; Dr
frvit.g, the biographer of the Scottish poets; and Dr Currie

of Liverpool. But with all his failings in judgment, Chal-

mer;:. was a valuable writer. He uniformly had recourse to

jrig'P.al sources of information; and he is entitled to great

prais3 for his patriotic and self-sacrificing endeavours to

illustrate the history, literature, and antiquities of his

native country. (j. m'd.)

CHALMERS, Dr Thomas (1780-1847), a distinguished

Scottish divine, was born at Anstruther in Fifeshir'e, on the

17th March 1780. He was early destined to the church,

and while only eleven yeais old was enrolled as a student

in the university of St Andrews. Having completed hia

collegiate course, in which he devoted himself almost

exclusively to the study of mathematics, in January 1791)

he was licensed as a preacher of the gospel by the presbytery

of St Andrews. Instead of entering at once on the duties

of his profession, he spent the two following wnters in

Edinburgh, attending the lectures of Professors Stewart,

Playfair, Robison, and Hope. In May 1803 he was

ordained as minister of Kilmany, a small parish in Fife-

shire, about nine miles from St Andrews. During th«

preceding winter he had acted as assistant to Mr Vilant,

professor of mathematics in the university of that citj',

who for many years had been laid aside by ill health. Th«
novelty, however, of his method, and the singular enthusiast*

tiiat he exhibited and excited were distasteful to those

attached to the old routine of university education ; and

at the close of the session he was informed that his further

services would not be required. Indignant at the fancied

injustice thus done him, he adopted the singular expedient

of opening mathematical classes of his own during the

succeeding winter, which, though discountenanced in every

way by the university authorities, many of the studenti

were attracted to attend. The winter of 1803-4 was a verf

busy- and. exciting one. During the week he taught thre»

classes in St Andrews, and prepared and delivered thers

a course of lectures on chemistry, largely illustrated b;r

experiments—appearing at the sam.e time ia the pulpit of

Kilmany every Sunday. Having sufiicientty redeemed hii

reputation by the great success which attended them, hii

mathematical classes were not resumed. The lectures on
chemistry were frequently redehvered in his own end lit

many adjoining parishes, to the surprise and delight of

many rural audiences. In 1805 the chair of mathematioi

in Edinburgh becau\e vacant, and he appeared, buk

unsuccessfully, as a candidate. In 1808 he published an
Inquiry into the Extent and Stability of National Resourcei,

a treatise originated by the alarm which Bonaparte's com.

mercial policy had created in Britain, and intended Ui

elucidate some of those questions in political economj'

which the existing state of affairs had raised. He wau
preparing a new edition of this work when a series o/

domestic bereavements, and a severe illness that brought

him to the brink of the grave, and laid him aside from all

duty for upwards of a year, turned his thoughts and life

into a new channeL Dr Brewster had invited him to

become a oontributor to the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia ; at

his own request the article Christianity had been assigned

to him, and ho was now engaged in preparing it. Iti

studying the credentials of Christianity, he received a new
impression of its contents. A sustained but abortive effort

to attain that pure and heavenly morality which the Gospel

of Christ requires led on to that great spiritual revolutiou

the nature and progress of which his journal and letters,

enable UB to tro.co with such distinctness. When ho
resumed hia duties, an entire change in the character of hia

ministry was visible to all. The report of discourses so

earnest and eloquent as those now delivered, and of house-

hold visitations conducted with such ardent zeal, soon

spread beyond the limits of his own neighbourhood. Hia
reputation as an author received at the same time a large

accession by the publication in a separate form of hia

article on Christianity, as well as by several valuable con-

tributions to the Edinhvrgh Christian Instructor and the

Eclectic Rcvieu). So strong, however, at that time wa.s the

public bias against those evangelical doctrines which ho had
embraced, that when a vacancy occurred in Glasgow, and
his friends brought him forward as a candidate, it was only

after e:s.raordinary efforts, and by a narrow majority, that

Lis election was carried in the town-counciL

In July 1815 he was formally admitted aa ministar vt
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tke Tron church and parish. A blaze of nnparidleled

popularity at onca broke around him as a preacher. A
eeriea of di.^coursea which he had preached on the connec-

tion between the discoveries of astronomy and the Christian

revelation were published in January 1817. Never either

before or since has the same reception been given to anj'

volume of sermons in our language. Within a year, nine

editions and 20,000 copies of the volume v.ere iu circula-

tioa Soon after its appearance ho visited London, and

occupied for the first time one or two of the pulpits of the

metropolis. The crowds were enormous, the applause loud

and universal " All the world," writes Mr WUberforce,
" wild about Dr Chalmers." His "xtraordinary popularity

remained undiminished during the eight years that ho

remained in Glasgow.

His preparation for the pulpit, however, formed but a

email part of his labours. In visiting his parish, which

contained a population of about 11,000 souls, he speedily

discovered that nearly a third of them had relinquished all

connection with any Christian church, and that their

children yrere growing up in ignorance and vice. The
appalling magnitude of the evil, and the certainty of its

speedy and frightful growth, at once arrested ar^d engrossed

hina. To devise and execute the means of checking and
subduing* it became henceforth one of the ruling passions

of his life. Attributing the evil to the absence of those

parochial influeiKes, educational and ministerial, which

wrought BO effectually for good in the smaller rural

parishes, but which had not been brought to bear upon the

overgrown parishes of our great cities, from all spiritual

oversight of. which the members of the Establishment had
retired in despair, his grand panacea was to revivify,

remodel, and extend the old parochial economy of Scotland.

Taking his own parish as a specimen, and gauging by it the

spiritual necessities of the city, he did not hesitate to

publish it as his conviction that not less than twenty new
churches and parishes should immediately be erected in

Glasgow. All, however, that he could persuade the town-

council to attempt was to erect a single additional one, to

which a parish containing no fewer than 10,000 souls was at-

tached. This church, built at his suggestion, was offered fo

him and accepted, in order that he might have free and unim-

peded room for carrying out his difierent parochial plans.

In September 1819 he was admitted as minister of the

church and parish of St John's. The population of the

parish was. made up principally of weavers, labourers, fac-

tory workers, and other operatives. Of its 2000 families,

more than 800 had no connection with any Christian

church. The number of its uneducated children was count-

less. In this, as in his former parish, Dr Chalmers's first

care and efforts were bestowed upon the young. For
their week-day instruction, two commodious school-houses

were built, four well-qualified teachers were provided,

each with an endowment of £'25 per annum ; and at

tho moderate school-fees of 23. and Ss. per quarter, 700
children had a first-rato education supplied. For the

poorer and more neglected, between forty and fifty local

sabbath schools were opened, in which more than 1 000
children were taught. The parish was divided into 25
districts, embracing from 60 to 100 families, over each of

which an elder and a deacon were placed—the former

taking the oversight of their spiritual, the latter of their

temporal interests. Over tho whole of this complicated

parochial apparatus Dr Chalmers presided, watching,

impelling, controlling every movemsnt. Nor was his work
that of mere superintendence. He visited parsonally all

the families, completing his round of them in about two
years, and holding evening meetings, in which ho addressed

those whom ho had visited during tho week. Many
families wore thus reclaimed to the habit of church-going,

and many individuals deeply and enduringly impressed by
the sacred truths of Christianity.

The chief reason why Dr Chalmers removed from the

Tron pariah to that of St John's was that he might have
an opportunity of fairly testing the efficacy of the old

Scottish method of providing for the poor. At this period

there were not more than 20 parishes north of the Forth
and Clyde in which there was a compulsory assessment for

the poor. The English method of assessment, however,
was rapidly spreading over the southern districts of

Scotland, and already threatened to cover tlie whole
country. Dr Chalmers dreaded this as a great national

catastrophe. Having studied in its principles, as well as

in its results, tho operation of a compulsory tax for the

support of the poor, he was convinced that it operated

prejudicially and swelled the evil it meant to mitigate. It

was said, however, that though tho old Scotch method of

voluntary contributions at the church door administered by
the kirk-session was applicable to small rural parishes, it

was inapplicable to the large and already half-pauperized

parishes of our great cities. Dr Chalmers asked the
magistrates of Glasgow to commit the entira management
of the poor of the parish of St John's into his own hands,

and he undertook- to refute that allegation. He was
allowed to try the experiment. At the commencement of

his operations, the poor of this parish cost the city X1400
per annum. He committed the investigation of all new
applications for reb'ef to tbs deacon of the district, who
had so' small a number of families in charge, that by
spending an hour' among them every Week, he became
minutely acquainted with their character and condition.

By careful scrutiny of every case in which public relief

was asked for, by a summary rejection of the idle, the

drunken, and the worthless, by stimulating every effort

that the poor could make to help themselves, and wheii
necessary, aiding them in their efibrts, a great proportion
of these new cases were provided for without drawing upon
the church-door collections ; dnd such was the effect of the
whole system of Christian oversight and influence, prudently
and vigorously administered, that in four years the pauper
expenditure was reduced from j£1400 to £280 per annum.

At the commencement of his ministry in St John's, Dr
Chalmers began a series of quarterly publications on T/ie

Christian and Civic Economy of Large Towns, devoted to

the theoretic illustration of the various schemes of Christian

usefulness which be was carrying on,—presenting himself
thus to us as at once their skilful deviser, their vigorous
conductor, their eloquent expounder and advocate. But
the fatigues of so toilsome a ministry began to exhaust his

strength : and ho was already longing to exchange tho
personal for tho literary labours of his profession, when the
vacant chair of moral philosophy in the univer.sity of St
Andrews was off'ercd to him. This offer, the seventh of

tho same kind th.at had been made to him during his eiijht

years' residence in Glasgow, he accepted, entering on his
new duties in November 1S23, and devoting tho next
four years of his life to their fulfilment. Hitherto meta-
physics and ethics had been taught conjunctly by I'he

professors of moral science in tho Scotch colleges, while, in

teaching the latter, allusions to tho peculiar doctrines of

Christianity had generally and often carefully been avoided.
Looking upon mental philosophy as belonging properly
to another chair, Dr Chalmers confined his prelections tc
the jihilosophy of morals, entering at large upon tho duties
man owes to God as well as those ho owes to his fellow-men,
endeavouring throughout to demonstrate tho insufBciency
of natural religion to servo any other purpose than that
of a precursor of Christianity. Many of his lectures, ar

remodelled afterwards and transferred to the theologies!
chair, are to be found now in the first and second Tolomes
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of hb works. In the purely ethical department, the dis-

cussions in which he made importaat and original

contributions to the science are those occupied with the

place and functions of volition and attention, the separate

and underived character of the moral sentiments, and the

distinction between the virtues of perfect and imperfect

obligation. It was not so much, however, for their scientific

speculations that his lectures in the moral philosophy
class-room were distinguished, as for that fervour of pro-

fessional enthusiasm with which they were delivered, and
which proved so healthfully contagious. Beyond the intel-

lectual impulse thus communicated, his frequent references

to the groat doctrines of Christianity, and still more the

force of his inviting example, kindled to a very remarKable

degree the religious spirit among the students of St
Andrews ; and not a few of them—including many men
who have since highly distinguished themselves—were
led thereby to consecrate their lives to missionary labour.

In November 1828, Dr Chalmers was transferred

from the chair of moral philosophy in St Andrews to that

of theology in Edinburgh. In this wider theatre ho was
enabled to realize all his fa\ourite ideas as to the best

methods of academical instruction. To the old practice of

reading to his students a set of carefully prepared lectures

he added that of regular vii>a voce eSamination on what
was thus delivered, and introduced besides tho use of text-

books, communicating through them a large amount of in-

formation; and coming into the closest and most .stimulat-

ing contact with his pupils, he attempted to combine the

different systems pursued in the English and the Scottish

universities. In the professorial chair there have been
many who, witli larger stores of learning, have conducted
their students to greater scientific proficiency ; but none
have ever gone beyond him in the glowing impulse,

intellectual, moral, and religious, that he conveyed into the

hearts of ths ardent youths who flocked around his chair;

and to that spirit with which he so largely impregnated the

young ministerial mind of Scotland, may, to a large extent,

be traced the Disruption of the Scottish Established Church.

The leisure for literary labour which professorial life

afforded was diligently improved. At St Andrews he
resumed the work which his departure from Glasgow had
suspended, and in 1826 published a third volume of the

Christian and Civic Economy of Large Toiciis. This was
followed in 1827 by his treatise on the Use and Abuse of
Literary and Ecclesiastical Endoimnsnts, the ablest defence

of endowments in our language, a work which itself would
have won celebrity for its author. For many years his

chief ambition had been to complete a treatise on political

economy, a science which had been a fa%'ourite one from
youtL In St Andrews, besides his ordinary course on
ethics, he had opened a class for instruction in this science,

and had been delighted to find how attractive it had
proved. As soon as he had got through his first course of

theological lectures in Edinburgh, he resumed this subject,

and embodied the reflections and preparations of many
years in a work on Political Economy, published in 1S32.

Many of ths particular doctrine? of this work have not met
with general acceptance. The public mind, however, has

been gradually coming round to a belief in that great truth

which this volume was mainly intended to enforce,—that

a right moral is essential to a right economic condition of

the masses,—that character is the parent of comfort. His
work on Political Economy was scarcely through the press,

when, on invitation from tho trustees of the earl of

Bridgewater, Dr Chalmers was engaged on a treatise On the

Adaptation of External Nature to the Moral and Intellectual

Constitution of Man, which appeared in 1333. Literary

honours, sach as were never united previously in the person
of any Scottish ecclesiastic, crowned these labours. In

1834 lie was elected feDow of the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh, and was soon after made one of its vice-presidents.

In the same year he was elected corresponding member of

the Royal Institute of France, and in 1835 the university

of Oxford conferred on him the degree of D.C.L.
Hitherto Dr Chalmers had taken but little part in the

public business of the church. He had given some effective

help in the prosecution of two measures— the one for the
abolition of pluralities, and the other for the improvement
of theological education. The death of Dr Andrew
Thomson, who bad long been the able leader of the

Evangelical party, and tha obtaining by that party of the
ascendency, called him to lead the counsels and doings of

tho church. One of the earliest acts of the General
Assembly of I83-i, the first in which the Evangelical parly
had the majority, was to place Dr Chalmers at the head of

a committee appointed to promote tlie extension of the
church. In this office he had a double duty to discharge

—

to solicit the Government to make a grant out of the public

revenue, and to stimulate the friends of the church by
their own voluntary efforts to meet the spiritual necessities

of the country. In both departments extraordinary efforts

were made, but with very different results. The Whig
Government, insecure in its hold of power, and dependent
to some extent on the political assistance of the Scottish

Dissenters, could be induced to do nothing bej'ond appoint-

ing a committee of inquiry, which led to no practical

result. It was otherwise when Dr Chalmers appealed to the

country. That appeal was made with singular ardour and
eloquence. When circulars, pamphlets, and reports had
done their uttermost, he made a tour through a large part

of Scotland, addressing the various presbyteries and hold-

ing public meetings in the most populous districts. Year
after year swelled the fund that these efforts created, till

at last in 1841, when he resigned his office as convener of

the Church Extension Committee, he had to announce that

in seven years upwards of £300,000 had been contributed

to this object, and 220 new churches had been built.

This great movement on behalf of church extension was
finally checked by another in which Dr Chalmers wae
destined to play a still more conspicuous part. In
1834, tho General Assembly, after declaring it to be a

fundamental principle of the church that " no minister

shall be intruded into any parish contrary to the will of

the congregation," had enacted that in every instance the

dissent of the majority of the male heads of families,

being communicants, should be a bar to the settlement of

a minister. This Act, commonly called the Veto Law,
was based upon the old constitutional practice of the "call,"

in which the people invited the minister to undertake the

pastoral office, on which invitation alone the spiritual act

of ordination was grounded. The church believed herself

to possess the power of determining what kind and amount
of popular concurrence was necessary before the pastoral

tie was formed by ordination. She had often exercised

that power to the effect of setting aside the nominee of the

patron. When -invited in such instances to interfere, the

civil courts had refused, on the ground that the church

was acting within the limits of her acknowledged authority.

In other instances the civil courts had often reviewed

decisions of the church courts, but only with a view of

regulating the title to the benefice. But now the power
of the church to pass such a law as that of the Veto was
challenged, and the civil courts claimed a right not only to

regulate the destination of tho benefice, but to control and
overrule the decisions of the church. In the parish of

Auchterarder, containing a population of 3000 souls, only
two individuals signed the call, while 287 out of 300
dissented ; but in an action raised at the instance of the
presentee, the Court of Session decided that his rejection by
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the cliurch was illegal. Tills decisiua tho House of Lords,

oa appeal to it, confirmed,—Lords Brougham and Cotten-

bam, in delivering judgment, stating it expressly to be

their opinion that in settling a minister the church had

no lefal right to look beyond his qualification (is to " life,

literature, and morals." In this decision, as involving a

forfeiture of tho benefice, .the church acquiesced, declarirjg

at the same time her intention, for her own spiritual

objects, to interpret for herself the statutes which established

her, and annouucing her unaltered purpose to protect her

congregations from the intrusion of unacceptable ministers.

It speedily appeared that she was not to be permitted to

carry out these resolutions if the Court of Session could

prevent. The presbytery of Bunkeld rejected a licentiate

presented by the Crown to the parish of Lethendy on the

ground of his having been vetoed by the people. The

Crown acquiesced and issued a new presentation. At the

instance of the first presentee the Court of Session inter-

dicted the presbytery from ordaining the second. The

church ordered the presbytery to proceed with the ordina-

tion. It did so, and was summoned in conspquence to the

bar of the civil court, solemnly rebuked, and informed that

iu the next instance of such disregard by the church of tho

interdict of tho civil court imprisonment would be the

punishment. In the parish of Marnoch, with a population

of 2800 souls, only one individual signed tho call ; an

overwhelminK majority dissented ; but in defiance of the

law of the church, and in obedience to the Court of Session,

the presbytery of Strathbogie, by a majority of 7 to 3,

resolved to proceed to the ordination. To prevent this

irdination the church suspended the seven ministers who
formed the majority. The Court of Session not only

annulled that suspension and prohibited tho church from

intimating or executing it, but interdicted all ministers from

p.'eaching or administering any of the sacraments within

iny of the parishes of the seven suspended clergymen.

The church held such interference as a violation of her

dpiritual independence, and proceeded as if no such

sentence of the civil fourt had been passed,—many of the

most distinguished ministers, Dr Chalmers and Dr Gordon

among the rest, preaching in those parishes in the face of

interdicts served on them personally. The seven suspended

clergymen treated in the same way tho supremo ecclesiastical

authority, and en tho 2l8t January 18-41, in opposition to

an express order of the General Assembly, consummated
the ordination. By the following General A.ssembly these

clergymen were deposed from the oflico of the ministry.

The Court of Session immediately thereafter pronounced

tho deposition null and void. Other like instances occurred.

Tho collisions between tho two supreme courts becaino

frequent and most unseemly. Matters were running into

inextricable confusion. Tho church appealed to the

Government to interfere. At first the Whigs were in

power, but they declined to interfere. In ISll, Sir

Robert Peel was placed at tho head of a Qoverumcnt
strong enough to have api)Iicd the remedy, and the hopes

of the church were excited. Still no meas\iro was intro-

duced. Under tho guidance of Dr Chalmers tho church

pursued her course with steady unfaltering step ; but she

was not prepared to prolong the controversy indefinitely.

Denying tho right of tho Court of Session to act as it had
done, sho freely conceded to tlio legislature tho right of

determining on what terms sho held her teifiporalitics ; and
if, fairly appealed to, tho legislature declared that sho held

them on condition of rendering such obedience to tho civil

courts as they now required, sho felt that sho had no
alternative but cither to renounce her own princijiles or

relinquish the temporalities. At a solemn convocation held

iu November 1812 a largo number of ministers signed and
published a declaration that if no moosuro of rcUcf were

.-I— l.V

granted they would resign their livings. Up to the last,

however, it was not believed that any very extensive

secession would take place. In January 1843, the

Government not only refused to grant the protection tho

church required, but put a final and peremptory negative

on her claims of spiritual independence. And in March
the House of Commons did the same by a large majority,

—

the Scotch members, however, voting in the proportion of

more than two to one in her favour. The controversy was

now closed, and it remained only for those clergymen who
felt that they could not with a good conscience submit to

the civil restraint imposed upon the church to adopt the

only expedient now left to them and retire from tho

Establishment. On the l8th May 1843, 470 clergymen

withdrew from the General Assembly and constituted

themselves into the Free Church of Scotland, electing Dr
Chalmers as their first moderator.

For two years previous to this final step, Dr Chalmers

had foreseen the issue, and iu preparation for it had drawn
up a schema for the support of tho outgoing ministers.

For a year or two afterwards the establishment and exten-

sion of that fund, to which the Free Church owes so muck
of her stability, engaged a large share of his attention. He
then gradually withdrew from the public service of tho

church, occupying himself with his duties as principal of

the Free Church College, and in perfecting his Inslitutcs

of Theolorjy. In May 1847, he was summoned before a

committee of the House of Commons to give evidence

regarding that refusal of sites for churches iu which a few

of the landed proprietors of Scotland who were hostile to

the Free Church were still persisting. He returned from

London in his usual health, and after a peaceful Sabbath
(Jlay 30) in the bosom of his family at Morningside, ho

bade them all good night Next morning, when his room
was entered and the curtains of his bed withdrawn, he was

found half erect, his head leaning gently back upon the

pillow, no token of pain or struggle, the brow and haiid

when touched so cold as to indicate that some hours had

already ebpsed since the spirit had peacefully departed.

During a life of the most v.iried and incessant activity, epent

much too ia society, Dr Chalmers scarcely ever allowed a day to

pasa without its modicum of composition. He had his faculty of

writing so completely ct commana that at the most unseasonable

times, and in the most ualikL^ly places, he snatched his hour or two
for carn'ing on his literary work. He was methodical indeed in all

his habits, and no fciying pas-scd more freouently from his lips than

that punctnality is a cardinal virtue. His writings now occupy

more than 30 volumes. He would permanently pcrnapa have stood

higher as an author had he i^Titten lesn, or had ho indulged less in

that practice of reiteration into which he was so constantly betrayed

by his anxiety to impress his ideas upon otlu-rs. It would be pre-

mature to attumpt to estimate the place v.hioh his writings will

hold in the literature of our country. Wo may brielly indicate,

however, Bome of tho original contributions for which we are in-

debted to him. As a political economist ho was the first to unfold

the connection that suosists between the degree of the fertility of

tho soil and the social condition of a community, tho rapid manner
in which capital is reproduced (see MiU's Political Econony, vol. i.

p. 94), and the general doctrine of a limit to all the modes by which

national wealth may accumulate. Ho was the firet also to advance

that argument in favour of religious establishments which mccta

upon its own ground the doctrine of Adam Smith, Jhat religion

like other things should ho left to the operation of the natural-law

of supply and demand. In tho department of nntuml theology and

tho Christian evidences, ho ably aJvoeated that method of reconcil-

ing tho Mosaic narrative with tho indefinite antiquity of the globe

whieh Dr Huckland ha-s advanced iu bis r.ridgewator Trcatice, and

which Dr Chalmeni had previously communicated to that author.

Hi.s refutation of Hume a objection to the truth of miracles it

perhaps his intellectual chff ifirurre, and is as tiriginal as it is com-

plete. Tho distinction betweentho laws and dispo-sitions of matter,

as between the ethics and objects rf theology, lie was tho first to

Indicate and enforce. And it is in his pngis that tho fullest and

most m.isterly exhibition is to bo met with of the sujwrior authority

as witnesses for tho truth of Revelation of tho Scnptural as torn-

pared with tho cx-Scripturnl writcra, and of the Chri.'lian as rom-

parcd with the heathen tcatimouiia. In bis InstihUtt o/ Theology,

V. — 4S
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no "jaterial modiBcation is either made or attem|)ted on the doctrines

of Calviaism, wl'ieh he re'ceivefl with all aimplicity of faith, as he

believed them to be rerealed in the Difiiie word, and which ho

defended as in harmony with the moat profound philosophy of

human nature and oi the Divine providence.

The character of Dr Chalmers's intellect was eminently practical.

The dearest object of his OitrtMy existence was the elevation of the

common people. Poor-laws appeareil to him as calculated to retard

this elevation ; he therefore etrennously resisted their introduction.

The Church of Scotland appeared to him as peculiarly fitted to ad-

vance it ; he spoke, he wrote, he laboured in its defence and exten-

eioH. **I have no veneration,*' he said to the royal commissioners

in St Andrews, before either the Voluntary or the Non-intrusion
controversies had arisen, " I have no veneration for the Church of
Scotland guasi an establishment, but I have the utmost veneration

for it qan^i an instrument of Christian good." Forcing that church
to intrude unacceptable ministers, and placing her in spiritual sub-

jection to the civil power, in his regard stripped her as such an in-

strument of her strcnstb, and ho resolutely but reluctantly gave
her up.

It is as a mover of his fellow men, a.s the reviver of evangciistio

feeling in Scotland^ and as a leader in the great movement which
terminated in the ertction of the Free^Church; that Dr Chalmers
will fill the largest place in the eye of posterity, and occupy a niche,

in the history of Scotland and of the church. Various elements

combined to clothe him with public influence—a childlike, guile-

less, transparent simplicity, tlie utter absence of everything facti-

tious in matter or manner—a kindliness of nature that made him
flexible to every human sympathy—a chivalry of sentiment that

raised him above all the petty jealousiee of public life—a firmness

of purpose that made vacillation almost a thing impossible, a force

of will and general momentum that bore all that was movable
before it—a vehement utterance and overwhelming eloquence that

gave him the command of tho mi'ltitude, a scientific reputation

that won for liiin the respect and attention of the more educated^
tho legBlative faculty that framed measur-^s upon the broadest prin-

ciples, the practical sagacity that adapted thera to the ends they

were intended to realize—the genius that in new and difficult cir-

cumstances could devise, coupled with the love of calculation, the

capacity for business detail^ and tho administrative talent that

fitted him to execute—a purity of motive that put him above all

suspicion of selfishness, and a piety unobtrusive but most profound,

flimpla..yet intensely ardent. (W. HA.)

CHALONER, Sir Thomas (T515-1565), a statesman

end poet, of a noble Welsh tami]y, was born in 1515.

Under Henry VIIL he was sent as ambassador to Charles

v., whom he accompanied on his uufortunale expeditton

against Algiers in 1541. On his return he was appointed

to the o6Bce of first clerk of the council. He gained the

friendship of the duke of Somerset ; but after his fall he

was obliged to live in retirement, and during tho reign of

Mary his Protestantism still kept him from the court. On
the accesfion of Elizabeth ho was received into high favour,

and appointed ambassador, first to the Emperor Ferdinand

I, and then to the court of Spain, where, however, ho
found himself so uncomfortable that after three years' stay

he obtained peruussioii to return home in 1 564. He died

the following year. . Chaloner enjoyed considerable reputa-

tion as a poet, and left Poetical Works, De Republua
Anghrttm Instaziranda, the Praise of Folic (from the

Xatin of Erasmus), In Laudem Henrici Oclavi Carmen
J'anegyrimm, the Office of Servants (from the Latin of

Cognatus), and some other small pieces.

CHALON SUR-SAONE, a town of France, capital of

an arrondisceraent in the department of Saone-et-Loire,

81 miles by vail north of Lyons. It is a neat and well-

built town, situated i;i an extensive plain on the right

bank oitha Saono, at the junction of the Canal du Centre,

and connected by a fine stone bridge with the suburb of St

Laurent on an island in the river. Its principal buildings

are the caj^edral of St Vincent, a Gothic edifice of tha

latter pari of tho 14th century, on the site of a church
founded about 032 ; tho church oif St Tierre, with two
lofty steeples ; the hospitals o£ St Laurent and St Louis; the

town hall, the market, aud the courthouse.- An obelisk was
erected in tlie 18th centui-y to commemorate tho opening
of the canaL There are tribunals of primary instance

and commerce, aa esch.inge, a commuaai college, a scbocl

of design, a public library, and societies for agricultare,

history, archeology, and arts. Tha industrial establish-

ments, are extensive and various, comprising docks, flour-

mills, sugar factories, glass-works, distilleries, breweries, and

tilo-works ; and the transit trade, both with the north and

south of France, is of the greatest importance. There is

also manufactured in tho town the essence d'orient, a

preparation from the scales of the bleak (Cypriniu

alburnus), employed in the fabrication of mock pearls.

Chalon-snr-SaOne is identified with the ancient Cabillonum, ori-

ginally a town of the jEdui. It was chosen, in the 6th century by

Gontrain, king of Burgundy, as his capital ; and it continued till

the lOtli to pay for its importance by being frequently sacked. The
bishop, first appointed in tho 4th century, obtained the title of

count in the 12th, and retained it to tho Revolution. In its modem
history, the most important fact is the' service the town rendered m
the defence of the French territory in 1814, by keeping in check a

division of the Austrian army. Population in 1872, 20,065.

CHALONS-SUR-JIARNE,. a town of France, capital of

the department of Marne, is situated mainly on the right

bank of tho river, hero crossed by a fine stone bridge, 107

miles E. of Paris on the railway to Strasburg, and 25 S. of

Rheims by another line, in 48° 57' 21" N. lat. and 4° 21' 27'

E. long. It occupies a considerable area for its population,

and is rather irregularly laid out ; many of its streets are

broad, and it has fine public walks. Among its principal;

buildings may be mentioned the cathedral of St Etienne,'

originally founded in the 12th century on the site of an

earlier church, but in several portions dating only from the

17th; the churches of Notre Dame, St Alpin, St Jean,

and St Louis, belonging respectively to the 12th, 13th,

14th, and 15th centuries ; the town-house, which was
erected in 1771 ; the prefecture, formerly the palace of the

count of Artois ; the barracks of St Pierre, on the site of

the Benedictine abbey ; the public library ; and the

industrial school. The town is the seat of a bishopric, and
has tribuuaLs of primary instance and commerce, a com-

munal college, two theological seminaries, a normal school,

a theatre, a museum, a botanical garden, and societies of

agriculture, commerce, arts, and sciences. To the east of

the town lies a large pubUo park of 19 acres, known as the

Jard, which was stripped of its trees during the war of

1 870-1 ; and bbyond the river is the Church of St

Prudentienne, annually in the month of 'May the rendezvous

of about 50,000 pilgrims. ChS.lon3 has long been an

important industrial centre. As early as the 14th century,

it was famous for its woollen cloth, which was known by
the name 'of the town, afterwards corrupted into "shalloon ;"

and in the 18th it maintained an extensive manufacture of

linen goods of various kinds. Besides these industries, it

now carries on tanning and shoemaking, and the manufac-

ture of cotton cloth and hosiery, while at the same time it iB

one of the principal seats of the champagne wine trade. The
annual export amounts on an average to 1,000,000 bottles,

&nd the cellarsof Jacquesson et Fils have storage room for

3,000,000. About six miles east of the town is tho beautiful

church of Notre Dame de I'Epine, which was built in the 1 5th

century, and restored in 1860. Population in 1872, 16,436.

Ch&lont-sur.Marao occupies tho site of the chief town of the
Catalauni, which became signalized by the defeat of Attila in the
terrible conflict of 461. In 643 it was laid waste by Herbert of
Vermandois, in 931 by Ralph of Burgundy, and in 947 by Robert
of Vermandois ; but in the four following centuries it attained great

prosperity.' as a kind of independent state under the supremacy of

its bishops, who held a mostinfincntial position in the kingdom,
and obtained the title of grand-vassals of the crown. In 1214 the
men of Chalons appeared in the first rank in the battle of Bouvines

;

and in the 15th century their descendants maintained their hoQOOr
by twice (in 1480 and 1434) repulsing the English from their walla.

In the 16th century the town sided with Henry IV., who in 1689
transferred thither the parliament of Paris, which shortly after-

ward was bold enough to bnrn tho bulls cf Gregory XfV, asd.
demeut VLIl. lu 1H14 the Prusshra took Mxiscsaion oltl>e Xatra
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after the erpulsion of Macdonald, and ie. 1816 it was captured by
Chemicheft In 18!)6 Napoleon established a large camp, known
as the Camp of Chiloaa, about 16 miles north of the town by the

railway to Rhcims. It was situated in the immediate neighbourhood

of Grand Monrmelon and Petit MoUrmelon, and occupied an area

of 12,000 hectares or 23,650 acres. Tha troops were principally

ftccomraodated in tenls, but alsa partly in wooden barracks. At
the outbreak of the Franco-German wa-.:^ the camp was occupied by
the eiith army corps, under C'anrobert. and it was aftenvards held

by Jlaclfahon. On 22d August 1870, the town of Chalons was
occupied by the Prussians, and in the coursa of the war it formed

0ii important point of comraucication.

CHALOTAIS. Seo L\ Chalotais.

CHALYBAaS, Heinrioh Moeitz (1796-1862), a dis-

tinguished Gennan writer on philosophy, was born on the

>d July 1796. The facts of his life are few and uuim-

iportant. For some years after completiog his university

'idncatioa he acted as lecturer in the Kreuz-Schula at

Dresden, and while there his lectures oa the history of

philosophy in Germany, delivered before large audiences,

drew attention to his rare merits as a thinker and writer.

In 1839 he was called to a Professorship in Kiel University,

where, with the exception of one brief interval, he remained

till his death on 2d September 1862. His first published

work, Historixche Eniwickelung der spehulativen Philosophie

pon Kant bis Eegcl, 1837, was extremely popular, and still

retains its place as one of the best and most attractive

expositions of modern German thought. It has be°n twice

translated into English, by Tulk in 1854, and by Edersheim

in 1860. His other writings are Phdnomenologische Blatter,

1841 ; Die moderne Sophistik, 1843 ; Entwurf eines Systems

der Wissenscha/tsle/ire,l8i6 ; System der epehulcUivenEtkik,

8 vols., 1850; Philosophie und Christenthum,- 1853;
fundamental - Philosophic, 1801. Of these the most
important are the Wisscnschaftslehre and the Ethik.

Chalybaus's general principle may be named Ideal-Realism.

He opposes both the extreme realism of Herbart and what
he calls the one-sided idealism of Hegel, and endeavours to

find a mean between them, to discover the ideal or formal

principle which unfolds itself in the real or material world

presented to it. His WissenscKaftslehre, accordingly, divides

itself into three parts,

—

Principlehre, or theory of the one

principle ; Vermiitelnngslehre, or theory of the means by
which t'lis principle realizes itself ; and Teleologie. The
most noticeable point is the position assigned by Chalybaus

to the "World Ether," which is defined as the infinite in time

and space, and which, he thinks, must bo posited as

necessarily coexisting with the Infinite Spirit or God.

The System der Ethik is perhaps the richest and most
Ihorongh-going modern work on moral philosophy. The
fundamental principle is carried out with great strength of

thought, and with au unusually complete command of ethical

material. A brief but satisfactory account of Chalybaus
will be found in Erdmann, Grundrias der Geschichte der

Philosophie, ii. 781-786.

CHAMB.\, a feudatory state of Northern India, sub-

ordinato to the Punjab Government, situated between 32°

10' and 33" 9' N. lat., and between 75° 54' and 70" 30'

R long. Chdmbi is bounded on the N. by a range of

mountains, separating it from 'the province of ZaskAr in

Kashmir ; on the E. by the outlying British pargands
of BangAhal and Lahaul, belonging to K.ingra district ; on
the S. by mountain ranges which separate it from the

Kingra valley; and on the W. by the provinces of Jammu
and Kistwar in Kashmir. In shape the state is an oblong,

its eastern and wi stern sides being about 65 miles in

length, and its moan width about 50 miles. It is traversed

from cast to west by a lofty rauge which divides it into

two distinct valleys. The northern of these valleys it

drained by the Chin.'lb, which, rising in Lahaul, passes

through ChAmb.4 into Kashmir territor)-, having a genera!

direction from south-east to north-west The southern

valley h arained by the Rivf, of which one head is in

Chdmbi territory, and the other iu Bangihal. The two
branches unite a short distance below Barmur in Chdmbi.
The river then flows CRStwards till close to Dalhousie it

turns southwards, and after forming the boundary of the

state for some distance, enters the plains of the Punjab.
The estimated population of the state is 140,000 souls,

and the estimated gross revenue, £18,937. The anneal
tribute payable to the British Government is £500.
Owing to the abdication of the late rij4 and the succession

of his son, a lad of seven years of age, the administration of

the state passed under the direct control of the British

Government in 1872-73, an arrangement which will cjn-

tinue during the minority of the young chief. The cnly
towns in the state are Chimbi and Barmur situated on the
RAvf, and Kilir on the Chinib. The British sanitarium of

Dalhonsie is within the limits of the state, situated npon
ground purchased from the chiefs. The principal agri-

cultural products are wheat and millet ; among the .other

products are timber, wax, nuts, honey, lime, and slate from
quarries near Dalhousie. The extensive forests are leased

by the British Government, and are under the management
of the Punjab Forest Department.
CHAMBERLAIN (Latin camerarius, from camera, a

chamber; French chamhellan), etymologically, and also his-

torically to a large extent, an officer who superintends the

arrangement of domestic affairs. Such were the chamber-
lains of monasteries, and the chamberlains of cathedrals,

who had charge of the finances, gave notice of chapter

meetings, and provided the materials required for various

services. A royal chamberlain is an officer whose function

is in genera! to attend on the person of the sovereign, and
regulate the etiquette of the palace. The Roman emperors
appointed this officer under the title of cuhicularius. Dur-
ing the iliddle Ages, the royal chamberlain usually en-

joyed the important privilege of keeping the king's signet

ring ; and it seems that the mayoralty of the palace, which
gradually acquired such an authority as to overthrow the

Merovingian dynasty in France, grew out of an office corre-

sponding to that of the chamberlain. The chamberlain of

the Pope enjoys very extensive powers, having the revenues

of the church under his charge. In France, the office

existed from very early times till the reign of Louis
XIV., and was revived by Napoleon.

The Lord Great Chamberlain of England originally took

rank after the Lord Privy Seal. The office is hereditary,

and belonged at one time to the Do Veres, from whom it

descended by the female line into the family of Bertie.

On the death of the fourth duke of Ancaster in 1777, it

passed to the houses of Cholmondeley and Willoughby
d'Eresby. From these families alternately a Lord Great
Chamberlain is appointed on the death of the reigning

monarch. The principal duties of this office are to take

charge of the houses of parliament, and to attend on the

sovereign at his coronation.

The Lord Chamberlain ia an officer distinct from
the Lord Great Chamberlain, and of greater importance,

though his functions are less responsible than they were
formerly. He is regarded as chief officer of the royal

household; he has charge of a large number of appolntmenta,

such as those of the royal physicians, tradesmen, and private

attendants of the sovereign ; ho is licenser of plays ; and
ho examines the claims of those who desire to bo presented

at court. He is a member of the privy council, and holds

office during the ascendency of the political party to which
he belongs.

Many corporations appoint a chamberlain. Tho mo8t
important in England is tho chamberlain of the corpora-

tion of tho city of London, who is treasurer of the corpcni-

tion, admits persona entitled to thu freedom of the city
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3,nd determines disputos between masters and apprentices.

He is elected annually by the liverymen.

CHAMBERS, Ephemm, an Ettglish author, was bom
it Kendal, Westmoreland, in the latter part of the 17th

century. He was apprenticed to a globe-maker, but having

conceived the plan of his Cyclopwdia, he left this business,

^.nd devoted himself entirely to writing. The first

edition of the Cyclopedia, which was the result of many
years' intense application, appeared by subscription in

1728, in two vols. fol. It was dedicated to the king, and
procured for Mr Chambers the honour of being elected

fellow of the Royal Society. In less than ten years' a
'iecond edition was printed, with corrections and additions

(in 1738) ; and this was followed by a third a year later,

[n addition to the Cyclopaedia, Mr. Chambers wrote for

the Literary Magazine, and translated the History and
iIe».oira of the Royal Academy of Sciences at PariS'(l 742),

and the Jesuits' Perspective. He died in 1740.

CHAMBERS, George (1803-1840), a marine painter,

born at Whitby, Yorkshire, was the son of a seaman,

.)nd for several years he pursued his father's calling.

v7hile at sea he was in the habit of sketching the different

classes of vessels. His master, observing this, gratified

aim by cancelling his indentures, and thus set him free

"0 follow his natural bent. Chambers then apprenticed

iimself to an old woman who kept a painter's shop in

vYIiitby, and began by house-painting. He also took

'essons of a drawing-master, and found a ready sale for

small and cheap pictures of shipping. Coming after-

yards to London, he was employed by Thomas Homer
to assist in painting the great panorama of London for

the Colosseum (the exhibition building in the Regent's

Park, recently demolished), and he next became scene-

painter at the Pavilion Theatre. In 1834 he was elected

an associate, and in 1836 a full member, of the Water-
•jolour Society. His best works represent naval battles.

Two of these—the Bombardment of Algiers in 1836, and •

the Capture of Porto Bello—are in Greenwich Hospital.

Not long before his death he was introduced to William
£V., and hia professional prospects brightened ; but his

constitution, always frail, gave way, and brought him to

an early grave. Ho died on the 23th October 1840. A
Life of him, by John Watkins, was published in 1841.
CHAMBERS, Robert (1802-1871), author and pub-

lisher, distinguished especially for his services to popular
literature, was born at Peebles on the 10th July 1802.

His parents were of the middle class, but owing to the

fath j's mi;fortuns3 in business the famUy were reduced to

poverty, and had to leave Peebles for Edinbui-gh while

Kobort was still young. He had before that received

such an education as the pariah and grammar schools of

his native place afforded, and had shown himself possessed

of unusual literary taste and ability. A small circulating

library in the town, and a copy of the first edition of the

Encyclopcedia Britannica whicb his father had purchased,
furnished him with stores of reading of which he eagerly
availed himself. Long afterwards he wrote of his early

years—" Books, not playthings, filled my hands in child-

hood. At twelve I was deep, not only in poetry and
ficti..n, but in encyclopaedias."

Ir. Edinburgh the family had a somewhat hard struggle
with their straitened circumstances. Robert had been
deatiaed by a sort of tacit understanding for the church,
and -vas placed for a time at a classical school with a view
to bis being sent to the university. This design had,
however, to be abandoned. After enduring many hard-
ship:;, and making two unsuccessful attempts to fill situa-

tiom in mercantile houses in Leith, he commenced business
on his own account as a bookstall-keeper in Leith Walk,
on the advid of hia elder brother and future partner,

William. He was then only sixteen, and his whole stock

consisted of a few old books belonging to his father. By
slow degrees the stock was increased and the business

extended. A similar but distinct concern was carried on

during the same period with like success by William, and
after a number of years the two brothers were united as

partners in the now well-known publishing firm of W. and
R. Chambers.

From the commencement of his residence in Edinburgh,

Robert Chambers had shown an enthusiastic interest in

the history and antiquities of the city. In frequent rambles

every feature of its ancient buildings grew familiar to him,

and his mind became a storehouse for all sorts of informa-

tion connected with its famous persons and places. He
thus found a most congenial task in the publication of the

Traditions of Edinburgh (1823-4), which, though not his

first work, was the first which brought him into general

notice. It secured for him the approval, and what he
doubtless valued even more highly, the personal friendship

of Sir Walter Scott, then in the zenith of his fame. Other

works on kindred subjects followed in rapid succession, the

most popular and important-being a History of the Rebellion

of 1745. He also wrote from time to time a number of

short poetical pieces of very considerable merit, which were

alterward? collected and printed for private circulation

(1835). For a year or two he acted as editor of the

Edinburgh Acb'eriiser, & Tory newspaper of old standing,

which has now ceased to appear. With commendable and

characteristic prudence the bookselling business vras

diligently prosecuted in the midst of these numerous

literary engagements, so that his life- at this period was one

of ceaseless activity.

In the beginning of 1832 his brother William, after coo-

oultation with him, started a weekly publication under the

title of Chambers's Journal, which speedily attained an

immense circulation, and still holds a leading place in the

cheap popular periodical literature of which it was the

pioneer. Robert's connection with it was at first only that

of a contributor. After fourteen numbers had appeared,

however, he became associated with his brother as joint-

editor, and from that period he wrote for it nearly all iht

leading articles, which took the form of essays—moraJ,

familiar, and humorous. Written in an ea-jy, graceful

style, entirely free from any affectation of condescension,

always interesting, and carefully avoiding the debateable

ground of religion and politics, they contributed more
perhaps than anything else to the romarkable success of

the Journal. A number of them were republished in 1847
in the author's Select Waitings, and are thought to be on

the whole the best specimens of his original work. Of the

same character as his work for the Journal were hia

numerous contributions to the Information for the Pcopla

and the Miscellany of Useful and Entertaining Tracts

published by his firm.

Among the other works of which he vias in whole or in

part the author, the Cyclopcedia of English LilercUure, the

Life O.I'd Wriliugs of Burns, Ancient Sea Margins, the

Domestic Annals of Sc >tland, and the Sook of Days were
the most important. The Cyclopcedia of English Literature

contained a series of admirably selected extracts from the

best authors of every period, " set in a biographical and
critical history of the literature itself." The biographies

were gracefully written, and the critical estimDtes, though
brief, were just and compretensive. For the Life of Enrr.n

he made diligent and laborious original investigations

gathering many hitherto unrecorded facts from the siii-viy.

ing acquaintances of the poet, and especially from hia

sister, 'JIra Begg, to whose benefit the v^hole profits of the

work were generously devoted. The poems are interwoven
into the narrative in their proper chronological order, aad
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with a the information that could bo obtained as to the

circumBtancea of their composition. In connection with the

work on Ancient Sea Margins, it may be mentioned that

its author ranked high as a scientific geologist, and that he

had avaUed himself of tours in Scandinavia and Canada

for the purpose of geological exploration. His knowledge

of geology was one of the principal grounds on which the

authorship of the celebrated anonymous work, T/ie Vestiges

of the Creation, was very generally attributed to him. As,

however, neither he himself nor any one entitled to speak

for him ever acknowledged the work, its authorship remains

a mystery. The Book of Days was his last publication, and

perhaps his most elaborate. Help on which he had de-

pended having failed him, he was left to do the work almost

alone, and it is supposed that his excessive labour in connec-

tion with it hastened his end. He died at St Andrews, where

ho had built a pleasant residence for himself several years

previously, on the 17th March 1871. Two years before his

death the university of St Andrews had conferred upon him

the degree of Doctor of Laws, in consideration of his dis-

tinguished Lterary merit, and he was a fellow of several

learned societies. As a writer Chambers possessed in

very harmonious combination most of the qualities which

form the basis of a sound and lasting popularity. Few even

of popular authors ever possessed in a higher degree the

faculty of interesting without resorting to sensation, of

amusing without stooping to frivolity, and of instructing

without BEsuming superiority. Few have done more than

he for the illustration of Scottish life and character, and

for the preservation of what was curious in Scottish

tradition and antiquities. But it will always be his

highest claim to distinction that he did as much as, if not

more than, any other single man to give a healthy tone

and a pure moral influence to the cheap popular litera-

ture which has become so important a factor in modern

civilization. An interesting account of the life of Robert

Chambers by his brother appeared in 1872, under the

title. Memoir of Robert Chambers: With Autobiographic

Reminiscences of William Chambers. (w. B. s.)

CUAMBERSBURG, a town of the United States, the

capital of Franklin county, Pennsylvania, is situated about

135 miles west of Philadelphia, in a populous district in

the great limestone valley that extends along the oast side

of the Blue Mountains. It has a courthouse, a national

bank, ten churches, and a Presbyterian college for young

ladies ; and it mauufactures cotton, wool, paper, and iron.

In 16G4 a large part of the town was burned by the

Confederates under Early. Population in 1870, 6308.

CHAMB^^KY (in Italian Ciambeki), a city of Franco,

capital of the department of Savoy, pleasantly situated in

a fertile district, between two hills, on the rivers Laisso

and Albana, 46 miles S.S.W. of Geneva. The town, how-

ever, is irregularly and ill built, and has only two good

streets—the Place Saint-L^ger and the Hue do Boigne, of

which the latter is named after a General Boigno who left

a fortune of 3,400,000 francs to the town. The principal

edifices are the cathedral, dating from the 14th and 15th

centuries; the Hdtol-Dicu, founded in 1647; the costle,

a modern building serving as a prefecture, and pres!Tvii]g

only a great square tower belonging to the original struc-

ture ; the palace of justice, the theatre, the barracks, and

the covered market, which dates from 18C3. Several of

the squares are adorned v.ith fountains ; tho old ramparts

of tho city, destroyed during tho French Revolution, have

been converted into jiublic walks; and various promenades

and gardens have been constructed. Chamb^ry is the scat

of au archbishop, and of a superior tribunal ; and has ako
a Jesuit college, a royal academical society, a society of

agriculture aiul commerce, a public library, with 20,000

vole., a museum, a botanic garden, and many charitable

institutions. It manufactures silk-gauze, lace, leather.

and hats, and has a considerable trade in liqueurs, wine-

lead, copper, and other articles. Overlooking the town it

the Rock of Lemenc, which derives its name from the

Leminciim of the Romans ; and in the vicinity is Char-

mettes, for some time the residence of Rousseau.

The origin of Chamb^ry is nnknown, but its lords are mentioned

for the fiiut time in 1029. In 1232 it was sold to the count of

Savoy, Thomas I., who bestowed Boveral imiiortant privileges oi:

the inhabitants. As capital of tho duchy of Savoy, it has passed

tbrough numerous political vicissitudes. From the middle o! tin

16th century to 1713 it was in the hands of tha French ; in 174'.

it was captured by a Franco-Spanish army; and in 1792 it wa:

occupied by the Republican forces. Eestored to the house of Savoy

by the treaties of Vienna and Paris, it was again surrendered to

France in 18G0. Among the famous men whom it haa given tc

France, tho most important are Vaugelas, Saint-E^al, and the

brothers Joseph and Xavier de Maistre. Population of the town

in 1872, 17,331, and of the commune, 19,144.

CHAMBORD, a magnificent Gothic chateau of Francs,

in the department of Loirc-et-Cher, 10 miles east of £loi8.

on the left bank of the Cosson. It was commenced by

Francis L in 1532, carried on by Henry II., and at length

finished by Louis XIV. It is built of bkck stone, with

a profusion of towers, turrets, and minarets, and the inte

rior is fitted up with great magnificence. The park i

enclosed by walla seven leagues in circumference. Thi

castle is famous as the residence of Diana of Poitierc

and of Stanislaus, king of Poland, whose son-in-law, Loul

XV., bestowed it upon JIarshal Saxo. It was given bj

Napoleon to Marshal Berthier, from whose widow it wa;

purchased by subscription in 1821, and presented to the

duke of Bordeaux, the representative of the older brand

of the Bourbons, who has assumed from it the title oi

Count de Ohambord.
CHAMELEON, tho common name of a well-defined

family of Lizards, forming tho tribe Dendrosaura, and con-

taining the single genus Chamcelo, which includes about

twenty known species, bearing a close family resemblance tc

each other, and dLflfering very widely from all other lizards

They are small creatures, not usually exceeding 7 inches i:

length exclusive of the tail, which in general is as lon^ e-

tho body. Tho body is greatly compressed, often with ;

crest—toothed or otherwise—along the back and belly, ant

the skin is covered with granular specks, giving it th'

appearance of shagreen. The large pyramidal head is sup

ported by a short neck composed of five vertebrae, insteac

of eight, as in the mojority of saurians ; and there is m
true sternum, although the anterior ribs are joined to thi

mesial line, which thus takes the place of a breast-bone

while the ribs which follow are so connected together as t<

form a bony circle for tho protection of the ab.'.omina.

region. Unlike other lizards, tho chameleon has t!i6 bod;,

raised high on its legs, and the toes, which are five h

number on both posterior and anterior limbs, are divide;-

into two opposable groups or bundles, closely reEcmblin,

those of a parrot, and equally serving the purpose of pre

henaion. The tail, by the greater thickness of which a

the base the male is distinguishable from tho female, is als^

prehensile and is of tho greatest service in giving tuppor

and security to tho climbing chameleon. The lungs ari

large, and are connected with air-vesscla distributed through

out the body, by tho inflation of which a certain tran?

parency is given to tho body, as well as a plumpnef.s wliicl

at once disappears on their collapse, and this, together

with the fact that tho chameleon can live apparently ir

a thriving condition for weeks without food, ecems to hav

given rise to tho ancient belief that this singular ircotnn

lived on air. The eyes of the chameleon nro large, clobular

and covered with a circular disk formed by the junction c

the two lids and having a central apertmo which acta a-

an external pupil, being capable of dilatation or contractioi.
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at will. In moving, the eyoa act independently of each

other, 80 that whilu the one stares upwards the other may
be eagerly following the motions of an insect beneath, or

the one may even be directed backwards while the other

watches in front. This extraordinary range of vision amply
compensates for the small degree of mobility in the neck
and the general slowness of motion characteristic of the

chameleon. The tongue is equally remarkable, being
sub-cylindrical, worm-like, and extremely extensile, with

the end somewhat enlarged and hollow, and supplied with

a glutinous secretion. It is by means of this organ, wiich
is capable of being protruded to a length of six or seven

inches, that chameleons obtain their food. They are arbo-

real in their habits, supporting themselyes on the branches

of trees by their grasping hand-like feet and prehensile

tails. In their movements they are slow and deliberate,

and when watching for the insects which form their sole

food, they remain motionless for hours, partly concealed by
the foliage, and still more by the exercise of the faculty

which they "possess above all. other creatures of changing

their colour so as to resemble surrounding objects. Their

power in this direction has, however, been greatly ex-

aggerated. They cannot, as was at one time supposed,

assume in succession all the colours of the rainbow

;

but under certain conditions, by no means well ascertained,

their normal bluish ash colour may give place to a green

or yellowish hue, with irregular spots of a dull red, or it

may become considerably paler so as to approach to white-

ness. Thus an observer reports recently that he saw a

chameleon making its way along the top of an old wall

near Ephesus, the stones of which were of a dark colour,

occasionally varied by a block of white marble, and ho

noticed that no sooner did the creature rest on one of the

latter than it gradually became less visible, owing evidently

to its assumption of a colour somewhat harmonizing with

the marble on which it rested. This curious phenomenon
was observed by the earliest writers on natural history,

and gave rise to much speculation. Aristotle held that

tho change of colour only took place when the chameleon

wf!3 inflated with air, to which therefore it was owing

;

Pliny that its varying colours were borrowed from sur-

roundijig objects ; while Wormiua was the first to attribute

those variations to the play of the emotions and passions

;

but Milne Edwards, in a paper published in the Annates

riis Sciences, showed that, whatever the exciting cause of

these changes in colour, whether duo to the emotions, the

inflation of the lungs, or exposure to the sun's rays, they

were rendered possible only by the presence in the skin

of the chameleon of two layers of differently-coloured pig-

me\it, placed one over the other, and so arranged that both

may appear simnltaneonsly on the surface, or the one may
be displaced to a greater or less extent by the other, the

colour varying with the amount of such displacement.

Thus protected by its colouring, the chameleon awaits the

coming of its pray, and no sooner does an insect place

itself within reach of it?! worm-like tongue than that organ,

leaping forth from its sheath with lightning speed, fixes its

victim on the glutinous tip, which is forthwith engulphed

with equally astonishing rapidity. The eggs of the chame-

leon are deposited under leaves on the ground. They are

numerous, round, and covered with an exceedingly porous

shell formed of calcireous matter. The species composing

the family are inhabitants chiefly of Africa .and the islands

adjacent, notably of JIadagascar, to which about a third

of all the known species are confined. The latter include

such curious forms as the Ixhinoceros Chameleon, the male

of which has a horn-like tubercle at the end of the muzzle
;

also a form recently described by Giiuther, in which the

fail is so short as to be almost useless for prehension, a

defect which soouis compensated for by the presence of an

additional denticle at the inner base of each claw, and of

a spine projecting from the side of each finger and toe,

which must add greatly to the creature's prehensile power.

Owing to this peculiarity Giinther proposes to make it the

type of a new genus {Proceedings of the Zoological Society,

1874). Fernando Po is the home of the Three-Horned
Chameleon {Chamwleo Oiveni), which has a long conical horn
over each eye, and another at the extremity of the muzzle

;

but the best known and most widely distributed species

is the Common Chameleon (C. vulgaris), found in Southern
Asia and tho north of Africa, and naturalized in the

southern countries of Europe. It is often brought to

England, but owing to the coldness of the climate it exists

there in a more or less torpid condition, and soon dies.

CHAMFORT, Nicolas (1741-1794), one of the most
famous talkers of a century rich in conversational excellence,

was born at a little village near Clermont in Auvergne
'fhe illegitimate child of a dame de compagnie, he neve/

knew his father, and started in life as plain Nicolas, that

being tho name bestowed on him by his mother. A
journey to Paris resulted, through some now unknowi,

influence, in the boy's obtaining a bursary at the CoU^gn
des Grassins. He worked hard, and won nine prizes out

of ten in two years. It is significant of his cynical and
original turn of mind that he should have been the only

critic disposed to be severe on the Latin hexameters that

crowned his college reputation, and that in after years he

should have regarded as wasted the time bestowed on the

acquisition of academical knowledge, his opinion of which is

expressed in one of his most contemptuous epigi-ams

—

"Ce
que j'ai appris js ne le sais plus ; le pen que je sais Je I'm

diving." After this success the future king of the saloni/

ran away from college, in company with two class-mates,

on a voyage round the world. The three rovers reached

Cherbourg, and there reflected. They returned, and
Charafcrt became an abb^. " Ccst un costume, et non point

un, Hat" he said ; and to the principal of his college who
promised him a benefice, he replied that he would never bt-

a priest, inasmuch as he preferred honour to honours—

"faime Vkonneur et non les honneurs."

About this time he assumed that name of Chamfort he wa;.

afterwards to render famorus.and plunged hap-hazard into the

press for literary work and renown. He met with scant suc-

cess. Repulsed by editors and booksellers alike, he took to

making sermons at a louis each for an incompetent brotilBr
,

and in this way, scribbling now and then for the journals,

he contrived to exist for a whole year. A successful com
petition for one of the Academy's prizes opened to him the

drawing-rooms of the upper world, and hebecame fashionable

His health and constitution were exceedingly vigorous; bu<

his passions were violent, he lived hard, and he presently

had to seek rest and recovery at Spa and elsewhere. In a

second competition he was unsuccessful ; but a comedy of

little merit. La Jenne Indienne, made some noise, and con-

soled him for his failure. He was always poor. Though
his was already a well known name, he lived on ele&

mosynary dinners and suppers, repaying countenancir

and sustenance v.-ith his hons mots. Madame Helv^tiua

entertained him at Sevres for some years. Chabanou,
however, gave up to the destitute wit his pension of 1200
livres on the Mercure de France, and about the same timi;

Chamfort took two more Academy prizes for his eulogies on

Moli^re and on La Fontaine, by which he also won a hundred

louis from Necker, and obtained an enormous reputation.

And as he wrote little and talked a great deal, his reputation

increased, till, under protection of the DuchessedeGrammont,
he went to court. His poor tragedy, Miistapka et Zenngir,

was played at Fontainebleau before Louis XYI. and Marie
Antoinette; the king added 1200 livres to the gift of

Chabanon, and the Prince de Cond^ made Chamfort his
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secretary. The man via.% then some forty years of age ; he

was fast growing misanthropical ; he was " gai mms
omhrageux ; " he was a Bohemian naturally and by habit.

He resigned his post in the prince's household, and retired

into solitude at AuteuU. There, comparing the authors of

old with the men of his own time, he uttered the famous

mot that proclaims the superiority of the dead over the

living as companions ; and there too he presently fell in love.

The lady, attached to the household of the Duchesse de

Maine, was forty-eight years old, but clever, amusing, a

woman of the world ; and Chamfort married her. They

left Auteuil, and \-ent to Vaudouleurs, near Etampes,

where in six months Madame Chamfort died. The widowed

epicurean travelled, lived in Holland for a space with M.

de Narbonne, and returning to Paris received the

Academy arm-chair left vacant by the death of Sainte-Pelaye

in 1781. He haunted the court, and made himself loved in

epite of the reach and tendency of his unalterable irony

;

but he quitted it for ever after an unfortunate and

mysterious love affair, and was received into the house of

M. de Vaudreuil. Among the many men of mark assem-

bled round him there by his fine faculty of pregnant speech,

he made the acquaintance and gained the friendship of

Mirabeau, whom he assisted with orations, and whom be

followed heart and -oul into the storm and tumult of the

young Revolution.

He forgot his old friends (" ceux qui passent lafleuve aes

revolutions ont passe lafleuve de I'oubli"}; he frequented the

clubs, and for a time was secretary of that of the Jacobins
;

he became a street-orator ; ho entered the Bastille among
the first of the storming party ; he worked for the Mercure

de France, a royalist print in which he depreciated kingship.

With the reign of Marat and Eobespierre, however, his

uncompromising Jacobinism grew critical, and with the fall

of the Girondins his poUtica! life came to an end. But he

could not restrain the tongue that had made him famous ; he

no more spared the Convention than he had spared the Court.

His notorious republicanism failed to excuse the sarcasms

he lavished on the new order of things; and denounced by
au assistant in the Bibliothique Natiojiale, to a share in

the direction of which ho had been appointed by Roland,

he was taken to the Madelonnettes. Released for a moment,
he was threatened again with arrest ; but to this brilliant

free-lance of thought captivity had been intolerable, and ho

had determined to prefer death to a repetition of the moral

and physical restraint to which he had been subjected. He
attempted suicide, with pistol and with poniard ; and,

horribly hacked and shattered, dictated to those who came
to arrest him the well-known declaration

—

"Moi, Selasticn-

Rock-Nicolas Cka,mfort, declare avoir voulu mourir en

homme litre pluKt que d'etre conduit en eiclave dans une
prison"—which he signed in a firm hand and in his own
blood. He did not die at once, but lingered on a while in

charge of a gendarme, for vAose wardship ho paid a crown a
day. To the Abb^ Sioyes Chamfort hod given fortune in

the title of a pamphlet (" Qu'est-ce que le Tiei-s-£lal >

Tout. Qu'a-i-il t liien "), and to Sioyis did Chamfort retail

bis supreme sarcasm, the famous " Je in'en vais enfin de ce

monde oit il faut que le caur se brise on se bronze." The
maker of constitutions followed the dead wit to tho grave.

The writings of Chamfort, which include comedies, politi-

cal articles, literary criticisms, portraits, letters, and versos,

are colourless and uninteresting in the extreme. As a
talker, however, he was of extraordinary force. His Maximes
il Pensiea, highly praised by John Stuart Mill, are, after

those of La Rochefoucauld, the most brilliant and suggestive
sayings that have been given to the modern world. The
aphorisms of Chamfort, less systematic and pschologically

loss important than those of the ducal moralist, are as

significant in their violence and iconoclastic spirit of the

period of storm and preparation that gave them birth ea

the Reflexions in their ezauisite restraint and elaborate

subtlety are characteristic of tho tranquil elegance of thc'i-

epoch ; and they have tho advantag*} in richness of colour,

in picturecqueness of phnicO, in passion, in audacity.

Sainte-Beuve compares them to " well-minted coins that

retain their value," and to keen arrows that " arrivent

brusnuemcnt et sifllent encore." An edition of his works

—

(Euvres completes de Nicolas Chamfort, 5 volumes—was

published at Paris in 1824:-2.'). A selection— CBjarw dt

Chamfort—in one Volume, appeared in 1802, with a

biographical and critical preface by Arstae Houssaye,

reprinted from the Revv.e des Deux Mondes. See also

Sainte-Beuve, Causeries de Lundi. (w. E. H.)

CHAMISSO, Adalbert von (1781-18.38), poet,

botanist, and voyager, was by fam.ily, birth, and the educa-

tion of childhood, a Frenchman, by hia after-life, hia

marriage, and his literary activity, a German. Ha was
bom in 1781 at the cattle of Boncourt in Champagne, and
traced his descent from a respectable line of French
knights, who derived their title from the ancient town of

Chamesson or Cambiso7ium, near ChatiUon-sur-Seine. The
quiet home-life at Boncourt was broken up by the Revolu-

tion in 1720, aiid the Chamissos, parents and children,

were forced, like so many of their rank, to leave their

country, and find such footing as might chance in a foreign

land. And though in after lyears the main part of the

family was permitted to settle again on their native soil,

several of the younger members were left behind, where
they had begun to take root. Of these was Adalbert, who
had in 179G obtained a situation as page to the queen of

Prussia, and in 1798 entered the military service with the

rank of ensign. To his professional studies he devoted

himself with ardour, and he attracted the royal attention

by some of his writings ; but ia tho society of his comrades

he was made bitterly to feel that he was not regarded aa

one of themselves, and it was not altogether with regret

that he found himself in 180G set free from the army.

Meanwhile ho had formed a friendship with several con-

genial spirits, such as Hitzig, Yarnhagen von Ense and
Neumann ; and with the last two he joined in the publica-

tion of the Mvsenalmanach, which first appeared in 1803.

A visit to Madame de Stael at Coppet was a pleasing

interruption to his ordinary course of life, and has afforded

the reader of his letters some amusiog description of that

eccentric woman, who alternately flattered Chamisso for

his ability and scolded him soundly for hia inattention to

etiquette. The study of butanV, which he began at Coppet,

was prosecuted with so much persistence and success that it

became his professional subject. In 1815 ho was chosen

botanist of the expedition for the circumnavigation of the

world, which was originated by Romanzofi', and conducted

hf Kotzebuo ; and on his return in 1818 he was appointed

custodian of the botanical gardens at Berlin. Much to hia

own advantage and comfort, he obtained tho hand of

Antonio Piaste, a young lady of eighteen years ; and the

rest of his life was spent in Bte.idy professional labour,

relieved by kindly intercourse with an increasing circle of

friends. Among those with v.hora ho became acquainted

were August Neander, Frciligrath, and Andersen.

It cannot be said of Cliamisso, as he himself affirmed of

Heine, that ho was a poet to tho very tips of his fingers

;

but tho poetic element in his nature was genuine and strong,

and, in spite of the unfavounibU circumstances of his life,

his tendency towards literary expression was very early

displayed. In estimating his success os a writ«r, it should

not bo forgotten that ho was cut off from his narive speech

and from his natunil current of thought and feeling. None
of his works perhaps can bo called great ; but ho has nouo
the loss enriched his odopttid language with eovcral poems
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of undisputed and enduring value. Ho often deals with
gloomy and sometimes witli gliastly and rcpulsiro subjccta

;

and even in liis lighter and gayer productions there is too

froqucntiy an undertone of eatlness or of satire. In the

lyrical expression of tho domestic emotions be displays a
fine felicity, and he knows how to pour truo pathos into a
tale of lovo or vengeance. The " Lion's Bride"—i)iV
lAjwenhraut—may bo taken as a sample of his weird and
powerful simplicity; and "Retribution,"'

—

-Vergcituiig— is

remarkable for a pitiless precision of treatment. The
" Song of Women's Devotion "

—

Eiii Lied von dcr

TVeibertreue—might find a place in tho Int/oldsbt/ Legends;
end "Cousin Ansclmo"— Vetter Anselmo— is worthy to rank
with the ballads of Southey. Of more celebrity perhaps
than any of his poems is the littlo prose narrative of Peter

Sehlemili.1, tlio man who lost his shadow, which first

appeared in 1814, and was soon afterwards translated into

several European languages. It was written partly to

divert his own attention from gloomier thoughts, and
partly to afford amusement to tho children of his friend

Hitzig ; and the plot was suggested by a casual question of

Fouquu's. First aud promiuoutly a genuine story such as

chQdron \ov% with full allowance of mcidcnt and fun, it is

also to tho older and sympathetic reader an allegory only

too accurate of the poet's own life. For full details see

tho Lehen und Briefe, by llitnig, in tho fifth and sixth

volumes of Chamisso's ]Yerh:

Works.— Uehcrskkt dcr iinlzharstcn und schadWcJcsten Gcwlichse
in KorddcutscJUand, 1827 ; Hciss um dU IVc/i ; Bcmcrlcungcn u:id
A'/isiehtcn auf cincr Entdcckungsreisc uiiUr Koizcbw:, 1827 ; Uchcr
die Hawailscha Spraclic^ 1837

CHAMOIS {liupieapra ira/pis), tho Gemse of the Germans,
is tho only Antelope found in Western Europe, and forms
the typo of the Rupicaprina or goat-like group of that

family. It resembles the roebuck in size, being about 3

feet long and 2 feet high at tho shovilders, and is specially

characterized by the iorra of its horns. These are from C

to 8 inches long, of a black colour, slender, round, and
slightly striated, rising pcipendicularly from tho forehead,

and suddenly hooked backwards at their extremities.

They are common to both sexes, although in the female

they are less uncinatod. The body is covered with long

hair of a chestnut brown colour in winter, when it is also

longest, that of tho head being paler, with a dark brown
streak on each side. At other seasons tho colour is some-

what lighter, in spring approaching to grey. Underneath
tho external covering tho body is further protected from

the cold by a coat of short thick wool of a greyish colour.

The tail is ehort and black, tho ears pointed and erect

;

the hoofs aro solid, with the outer edges higher than the

soles, and are thus admirably adapted for laying hold of the

slightest projection or roughness on tho face of tho rocky

precipices it frequents. The chamois is gregarious, living

in herds of 15 or 20, and feeding generally in tho morning
or evening. The old males, however, live alone except in

the rutting season, which occurs in October, when they

join the herds, driving off the young males, and engaging

in fierce contests with each other, that often end fatally for

one at least of tho combatants. The period of gestation is

twsuty weeks, when the female, beneath the shelter generally

of a projecting rock, produces one and sometimes two
young. They are said to attain the age of thirty years.

Tiie chamois inhabits the Alpine regions of Central Europe
from the Pyrenees to the Caucasus, and extends eastwards

as far as Persia, frequenting the wildest and most inaccessible

peaks and ravines of these mountain ranges. In summer
it ascends to tho limits of perpetual snow, being only

outstripped in the loftiness of its haunts by the ibex ; and
during that season it shows its intolero.nce of heat by choos-

ing such browsing grounds as have a northern exposure. Id

winter it aessends to the wooded districts that immediately

succeed tho region of glaciers, and it is there only that it

can be successfully hunted. Chamois are exceedingly shy :

and their senses, especially those of sight and sraell, are

exceedingly acute. The herd never feeds without having

a sentinel posted on some suitable prominence to give

timely notice of tho approach of danger ; this is done by
stamping on the ground with tho fore feet, and uttering a

shrill wliistling note, which puts the entire herd on the

alert. No sooner is the object of alarm scented or seen

than each one seeks safety in tho most inaccessible situa-

tions, which aro often reached by a series of astounding leaps

over crevasses, up tho faces of seemingly perpendicular

rocks, or down tho sides of equally precipitous chasms.

The chamois will not hesitate, it is said, thus to leap down
20 or even 30 feet, and this it effects with apparent ease

by throwing itself forward diagonally aud striking its feet

several times in its descent against tlie face of the rock.

Chamois-shooting is most successfully pursued when a
number of hunters form a circle round a favourite feeding

ground, which they gradually narrow ; the animals, scent-

ing the hunters to windward, fly in tho opposite direction,

only to encounter those coming from leeward. Chamois-
hunting, in spite of, or perhaps owing to, the great danger
attending it, has always been a favourite pursuit among
the hardy mountaineers of Switzerland and Tyrol, as

well as of tho amateur sportsmen of all countries, with
the result that tho animal is now much rarer than
formerly. In certain parts of Switzerland it now enjoys

a close .season ; thus in tho Canton of Orisons it can
only bo hunted during September, and there in 1874
no fewer than 918 were killed during that period,

the largest number shot by one sportsman being 16.

Tho chamois feeds in summer on mountain herbs and
flowers, and in winter chiefly on the young shoots and buds
of the fir and pine trees. It is particularly fond of salt,

and in the Alps sandstone rocks containing a saline impreg-

nation are often met with hollowed by the constant licking

of these creatures. The skin of the chamois is very soft;

made into leather it was the original Bhammy, which is

now made, however, from the skius of many other animals.

The flesh is prized as venison. The chamois can be at least

partially tamed, and in that state, according to JIajor Smith,
it evinces all tho mixture of impudence, timidity, and
curiosity observed in goats.

CHAJIOMILE or Camomile Flowers, the flores

antlumidis of the Pliarmacopeeia, are the capitula or flower-

heads of Anthemxs nobilia (Nat. Ord. Composiice), a plant

indigenous to England and Southern Europe, ft is ex-

tensively cultivated for medicinal purposes in Surrey, at

several places in Saxony, and in France and Belgium,—that

grown in England being much more valuablo than any of

tho foreign chamomiles brought into the market. In the

wild plant the florets of the ray aro ligulate and white, and
contain pistils only, those of the disc being tubular aud
yellow ; but under cultivation the whole of the florets tend

to become ligulate and white, in which state the flower-

heads are said to be double. Tho flower-heads are desti-

tute of pappus ; they have a warm aromatic odour, which

is characteristic of the entire plant, and a very bitter

taste. In addition to a bitter extractive principle, they

yield about 2 per cent, of a volatile liquid, which on its

first extraction is of a pale blue colour, but becomes a

yellowish brown on exposure to light. It has the charac-

teristic odour of the flowers, and consists of a mixture of

butylic and amylic angelate and valerate. Angelate of

potassium has been obtained by treatment of the oil with

caustic potash, and angelic acid may be isolated from this

by treatment with dilute sulphuric acid. J Chamomile \a

used in medicine in the form of an infusion, made
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vrith i oz. of the flowers to 10 oz. of boiling distilled

water.' An extract is also prepared by evaporating the

infusion, and subsequently adding 15 minims of the

essential oil for each pound of flowers used. It is, an aromatic

tonic and stomachic, and the infusion, if given warm and

in large doses, acts as an emetic. The oil is stimulant

and carminative, and forms a useful adjunct to purgative

medicines.

CHA.MOUNI, or Chamonix, a celcDraced valley and

village of the French Alps, in the department of Upper

Savoy, and the arrondissement of Bonneville. The village,

which is the great centre for tourists ia the Mont Blanc

district, Is situated 22 miles S. of Martigny, and 50 mUes

E.S.E. of Geneva, at a height of about 3400 feet above

the level of the sea. A great part of it was destroyed by

fire iu 1855, and it has thus undergone a striking

change in its appearance. It now possesses numerous

hotels, a museum, and baths ; and an English chapel

was opened in 1860. Upwards of 15,000 tourists are

accommodated in the course of a year, the greater pro-

portion being from England, America, and France. The

busiest months are August and September. Excellent

butter and cheese are prepared by the peasants, and flax

and honey are exported. The valley, which is bounded on

the S. and E. by ilont Blanc and others of the Pennine

Alps, and on the W. and N'. by BrcSvent and the Aiguilles

Rouges, is about 12 miles in length from north-east to

south-west, with an average breadth of two miles ; it

forms the upper part of the basin of the Arve, which

traverses its entire length. It b the most celebrated in

the Alps for the picturesque grandeur of its glaciers, which

are only rivalled by those of the Zermatt in the Bernese

Oberh'.nd. The view from the village up to the top of

Mont Blanc is remarkable for its simple and massive

sublimity.

The name of Chamouni is a corruption of the words

Cami'ts Jlfunilns, or Champ Muni, the Defenced Field,

applied by the Benedictine monks to the site of the monas-

tery here, probably with allusion to the protection afforded

by tho "strength of the hills." This establishment was

founded 6ome time before lO'JO, on the spot that is now
occupied by tho village church ; and it has left but little

trace of its existence save the name of Le Prieurd-, some-

times used instead of ChamounL In 1530 tho right of

holding fairs at tho priory was granted by Philip of Savoy,

and the place thus became a rendezvous for tho surround-

ing population. The reputation of the valley, however, for

the savagery of its inhabitants was so great that the nick-

name of The Cursed Mountains—Les Jlontagnes Maudites
— was given to the district; and in tho 17th century it

was regarded as a proof of remarkable heroism on the part

of Francis do Sales that he ventured to visit that part of

his diocese. General interest was c.'icited by the explora-

tions of Pococke and Wyndham, who published an account

of their adventures in the Transcdions of the Koyal Society

for 1741. They were followed by Sutissuro ,'17C0), De
Luc (1774), Bourrit (1775) and others ; and tho number of

visitors gradually increased, until tho valley became tho

place of resort it now is.

CHAMPAGNE, a former provinco of tno kingaom of

France, with an area of about 10,500 square miles, bounded
on the N. by Lie'go and Luxembourg, on the E. by Lor-

raine, on tho S. by Burgundy, and W. by Isle do France

and Picardy. It now forms tho departments of Ardennes,

Marne, Aube, and Haute Marne, witli part of Seine-ot-

Marne, Jlouse, Aisno, and Yonne. The details in regard

to its physical features will bo found under these separate

headings. It was divided into three principal parts. Lower
Champagne, Upper Champagne, and Erie. Of these tho first

comprised Champagne Proper, Senonais, VallaLje, and Bas-

signy, Champagne Proper being the central district, which

included the towns of T'royes, Chaions-sur-Marne, Vertas,

La Fere, Pleurs, Planci, Arcis-sur-Aube, Pont-sur-Seine,

Nogent, Villemauie, and Aumont. That portion of the

district which extended from near Rheims iu ths N. to

near Troyes in the S., was further distinguished as Cham-

pagne PouLUeuse, on account 9f the poverty of its soiL;

Upper Champagne comprised the districts of Eethelois,'

Remob, and Pertob, of which the chief to^-ns were

respectively Rethel and M6zi6res, Rheims and Rocroy,'

Vitry and Saint-Dizier ; whde Brie included Meaux,

Chateau-Thisrry, Coulommiers, Suzanne, Provins, and

Bray-sur-Seine. Physically the province belonged for the

most part to what b known as the great basin of Paris,

only a small part being drained by the Meuse. The

Sketcli-Ihlap of Cbampagoo.

eastern portion has consequently the greatest elevation,

and the whole surface has a general slope to the we.st.

The principal heights are the mountains of tho Meuse. the

Forest of Argonne, and the Western Ardennes, which

reach an altitude of 1000 or 1500 feet, but have a very

irregular formation. The greater part of the provinco

consists of undulating plains, broken here and there by

small clusters of gently swelling hills. Its wines have made

its name known over the world. Tho most valuable grape-

districts ore the arrondissements of Rheims and Epernay in

tho department of Jlarne ; and tho wino trade is principally

centred in Rheims, Epcrnoy, Aviso, and Chilons-sur-Marne.

Clwmiagnc, wliicli in tlio tinii" of tlio Komana waa inhaluli il by

Hio Liiigouoii, tlio Sinoncs, iho Itcmi, tlio TriiaMca, and the C.ila-

launi, bc^an to bo known by its niodt-m name of Campania, o»

tho I'lain-Country, in tho flth century, «hcn it formed » Juchy of

IhckinfjJoin ofAlistmsia. UurinK the Otb rcnturj- it k.h part of tho

preat count-^hip of Vcrmandoi^ an'l on tho dikintt^Tation of that

llom.^in about 01."!, it tcuk the rank of An imleponJiiit euuiilahip. In

1G30 the title p.T;cJ to the house of Ithiis in the perion of OJo II.

V. — 49
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wliowas succeeded byStepl>»a 11., Theobald I., Hugh I., Theobald

II., surnamed thoGrc=*, ..aenry 1., Henry II., Theobald in.,Theo-

bald IV., Theol'ai-' ^'., und Henry III. Of these the most insport-

ant wa" TLeo'uaiii IV., famous for his romantic passion for Blanclie

of L,ajtilo, his political versatility, and his poetic .skill. By the death

of Henry III., who was also king of Navarre, Champame passed

into the hands of his d?.ur;hter Jeanne, who afterwards married

Philip the Fair of France. Assigned to her son Louis (Hutin), it was

united to the royal domain on his accession to the throne of France

in 1314. By Philip VI. it was incorporated with the kingdom,

and it has ever since been one of the most important and truly

national districts of France. Its frontier position and its physical

confic^uratiou hnve made it the scene of military operations in almost

all the French invasions, and more especially in the Austrian war

of the IGth century, the campaign of 1814, and the Prussian war

of 1870. During the wars of nligion it was governed by the Guises,

and sided with the Catholic party ; and on the accession of Henry

IV. it was one of tho last provinces to recognize his legitimacy,

dp to the Revolution it formed one of the twelve governments of

France, and was within the jurisdiction of the parliament of Paris.

Its various baiUiages were governed by separate *' Coutumes," those

of Troyes, Meaux, and Chaumont, being remarkable for ths trans-

mission of nobility by tho female side.

See Baugier, Mcmoins hisloriques de la {irovince de Champagne,

17f!l ; Pithou, Mim. dc3 cor.ites hirlditaircs de Champagne et de

Brie, 1572; Debercy, Scchcrchcs sur Champagne; Beraud, Hist,

dcs comtes de Champagne et de Brie, 1839 ; Arbois de Jubainville,

Hist. d-:s dius et des comtes de Champagne, 1859-63.

CHA.MPAGNE, PniLiprE de (1602-1674), a celebrated

painter, was born e.t Brus3e).s of a poor familr. He was a

pupil of Fouquier; and, going to Paris in 1621, was

emplo)-ed by Du Ghesne to paint along with. Nicholas

Pous=in in the palace of the Luxembourg. His best works

are to be found at Vincenncs, and in the church of the

Carn^rjHtes at Paris, where is hia celebrated Crucifix, a

signal perspective success, on one of the vaultings. After

liie death of Du Chesne, Philippe becatae first painter to

tho queen of France, and ultimately rector of the Academy
of Paris. As his age advanced and his health failed, he

retired to Port Royal, where he had a daughter cloistered

as a nun, of whom he painted a celebrated picture, highly

remarkable for its solid unaffected truth. This, indeed, is

the general character of his work,—grave reality, without

Bpecial elevation or depth of character, or charm of warm
or stately colour. He painted an immense number of

paintings, dispersed over various parts of I'rance, and now
over the galleries of Europe. Philippe was a good man,

indefatigable, earnest, and scrupulously religious. He died

on the 12th August 1674.

CHAMPARAN, a British district in the Behar Province,

under tho jurisdiction cf the Lieutenant-Governor of

Bengal, lies between 26° and 28° N. lat., .'.nd between 84°

and 86° E. long. It is bounded on the N. by the inde-

pendent state of Kepil ; on the E. by tho River Bighmati,

which separates it from the district of Tirhut; on the

S." by the district of Siran and ths Bar4 Gandak River
;

and on the W. by the Gudh district of Gorakhpur.

A broad grass-covered road or embankment defines the

Xepil frontier, except where rivers or streams form a

^natural boundary. The district is a vast level except in

the north and north-west, where it undulates, and gradually

assumes a rugged appearance as it approaches the mountains

and forests of Nepal. Wide uncultivated tracts cover its

north-western corner ; tho southern and western parts are

carefully cultivated, and teem with an active agricultural

population. The principal rivers are the Bari or Great Gan-

dak, navigable all tho year round, the ChhotA or Little

.'Gandak, Panch Nadl, LdlbAgii, Koji, and Teur. Old
beds of rivers intersect ChampAran in every direction,

and one of these forms a chain of lakes which occupy an

area of 139 square miles in the centre of the district.

Of the total area of Champdran, viz., 3531 square miles,

2350 square miles are. cultivated, 433 are grazing lands,

and the rest nncultivable waste. The population in 1872

amounted to 1.440,815 persons, living iu 2299 villages and

242,228 bouses. Of these the Hindus numbered 1,240,264,

or 86'1 per cent.; Muhammadans, 199,237, or 13'8 per

cent. ; Chri-stians, 1307 or I per cent.; and persons of

unspecified religion, 7. Only two tov,-ns contain upwards

of 6000 inhabitants :—(1) Motihdri, the headquarters of

tho district, populiition 8265 ; and (2) Bettiah, population

19,708. The principal crops are rice, Indian corn, barley,

sugar-cane, opium, indigo ; the mineral products,—gold,

copper, and limestone. Gold is washed, generally in minute

particles, but sometimes in nuggets of the size of a pea, in

the sandy beds of the rivers flowing from the hills.

Indigo, saltpetre, and rope form the only manufactures of

the district, the first being chiefly conducted with European

capital. The revenue of the district in 1870 was .£82,159,

of which the land revenue yielded £52,030, or 63 percent.)

the civU expenditure was X20,613. In 1872, Champiran
had 78 schools under Government inspection, attended by

1222 pupils, costing X293, to which the state contributed

£153. Champi^.ran, with the rest of Bengal and Behar,

was acquired by tho British in 1765. Up to 1866 it re-

mained a ;;ubdi vision of Sdran. In that year it was sepa-

rated and formed into a separate district.

CHAMPEAUX, WiLLiAJi of, or Chtlielmus Campellensis.

a scholastic philosopher and theologian, so called from hia

birthplace, the village of Champeaux, near Melun, was

born about 1070, and died m 1121. After studying under

the realist Anselm of Laon, and the nominalist Koscellin,

he commenced to teach in the school of the cathedral of

Notre Dame, of which he was made canon in 1103,

Many scholars gathered round him, and among them was

Abelard, who was to prove his great and victorious adver-

sary. In 1108 William, whose attempts to silence his

rival had been all in vain, retired into the abbey of St Victor,

where he soon resumed his lectures. He afterwards became
bishop of Chalons-sur-Marne, and took part in the dispute

concerning investitures, on the side of Calixtus II.

whom he ropre.sented at the conference of Mousson.- Of
WUiiam of Champeaux's works one on the Eucharist haa

been printed by MabiUon, and the Moralia Abhreviata

and the De Origine Animce by Mart^ne. In the last of

these there is an interesting discussion concerning the fate

of children who die unbaptizcd. He holds that they must
be lost, tho pure sotil being defiled by the grossness of the

body ; and he silences all objections as to the justice of

their condemnation by declaring that God's will is not to

be questioned. Eavaisson has discovered a nuraber of

fragments by him, among which the most important is

the De Essentia Dei et de Substantia Dei et de tribns ejiit

Personis ; and a Liber Sententiarnm, consisting of discus-

sions as to points of ethics and Scriptural interpretation,

is also ascribed to him. William of Champeaux is, hovr-

ever, most important as a representative of realism. We-
possess no works of hia own on philosophical subjects, and

his views are only to be discovered in the writings of hia

pupil and rival Abelard. At fiist he taught that the

essence of all the individuals of a genus is tho universal

(which, as a realist, he held to be an existence independent

of the individuals), while the differences between the

individuals are not in their essence, but in their accidents.

Abelard afterwards—^ho tells us himself—brought him to

admit that there are diSerenccs in the essences of diflferent

individuals of the same genus, and that the universal is not

the whole essence, but only that which Ls common to the

essences of all the individuals—that which exists in them

all " indifferenter." This admission, though not neces-

sarily involving a surrender of realism, gave rise to suspi

cions that William was deserting that theory, and it h said,

that in consequence his popularity greatly diminished.

See Haurt!au, De la Philoscphie Scolasiiquc ; PruntJ.,

Gesckichte der Logik ; Stockl, Geachichte der Phiioeoj>/iie
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des MiMallers ; CoMS.\n, Abelard ; Histoire Liiteraire de la

France (vol. vii. p. 90, and vol. X. p. 307).

CHAMPLALN, a considerable lake of North America,

,lying between the Stateo of New York and Vermont, and

penetrating for a few miles into Canada. It is 126 miles

in length, and from 1 to 15 in breadth, lying nearly north

and south, and contains a great number of small islands,

most of which belong to Vermont. The Champlain canal,

63 mUes in length, connects it with the Hudson ; the Sorel,

Kicheheu, or St John's River forms a natural outlet towards

the St Lawrence, and the Chambly canal communicates

with the ocean. The lake owes its name to Samuel

Champlain the French explorer, by whom it was dis-

covered about ICOS; and during the War of 1812-1815

it was rendered famous by the defeat of the English fleet

in the engagement of September 11, 1814. Large steam-

boats and vessels of considerable tonnage navigate Lake

Champlain from end to end. The scenery along its shores

is highly picturesque, and its waters abound in salmon,

salmon-trout, sturgeon, and other fish.

CHAMPLAIN, Samuel de (1507-1635), the governor

of the first French settlers in Lower Canada, was born at

Brouage, in 1567. His father was a sea-captain, and

probably he was already skilled in navigation when, whUe
still young, he entered the army of Henry IV. On the

conclusion of the war he accompanied a Spanish fleet to

Mexico and the West Indies, and on his return wrote an

account of the expedition. In 1603, he made his first

voyage to Canada, being sent out by De Chastes, on whom
the king had bestowed some territory in that country.

During 1604-1607 he was engaged, together with De
Monts, to whom De Chastes's privileges had been trans-

ferred, in exploring the Canadian coast, in seeking a site

for a new settlement, and in making surveys and maps.

In 1C08 he made his third voyage; and in this year he

commenced the formation of a settlement at Quebec. But

De Monts's influence was now waning; he had been

deprived of some of his privileges; and the merchants who
had ventured in the affair were losing heart. Under these

circumstEnces Champlain prevailed upon the Due de

SoLssons to intarest himself in the matter, and to seek the

post of Governor and Lieutenant-General of New France.

Under him, and under his successor the duke of Cond<5,

Champlain held the ofiice of lieutenant, which made him
in reality governor of the colony. Owing, however, to

quarrels with the Indiana, the settlement seemed likely to

fail ; but, under the viceroyaltr of the Due de Montmorenci,
and stiU more under that of the Due de Ventadour, it

began to flourish. la 1629 rt met with a reverse,

Champlain being forced to surrender to an English fleet

commanded by three brothers- named Kirk. He was
carried to England, but was restored to liberty in 1632.

He returned to Canada in the next year, and died there two
years afterwards (1635).

Champlain published several volumes contnining accounts of his
life work. In 1003 appeared his Dea Snuiv.gcs ; in 1013 and 1C19
yo-jaijes, with valuable maps; and in 1632 an alri'ii^ment of the first

two vojTiges, with a continuation bringing down hU slay to 1029,
and appendices containing a treatise on seamanship, and specimens
of the llnron and Montagonis langnages. In 1370 tlic whole series

of his works was publishtj, with the e.^ccption of I'le v.r)- interest-

ing account of his visit to .Mexico and the West Iniliei, which was
translated by Alice AVilmere from the MS. kept in the public library
at Dieppe, and publish"'! by the Hrikluyt Society in 1859.

CUAMPOLLION, Jean Fra.v.ois (1790-1832), one
of the earliest and most distinguislied of Egyptologists,

called U Jame to distinguish him from Champollion-
Figeac, his elder brother, was born at FIgeac, in the

department of Lot, in 1790. He was educated by his

brother Champollion-Figeac, professor of Greek at Gre-

uobU, and \\as then appointed government pupil at the

Lyceum^ which hod recently been founded. His first

work was an attempt to show by means of their names
that the giants of the Bible were personifications of natural

phenomena. At the age of sixteen (1807) he read before

the academy of Grenoble a paper in which he maintainea

that the Coptic was the ancient language of Egypt. He
soon after removed to Paris, where he enjoyed the friend-

ship of Langles, De Sacy, and iliUin. Champolliou'a

wonderful acuteness is best displayed by his interpretation

of the Rosetta stone, in regard to which there was keen

discussion as to the share Dr Young and he respectively

had in the discoveries. In 1809 he was made pro-

fessor of history in the Lyceum of Grenoble, and there

published his earlier works. He was sent by Charles X.,

in 1824, to visit the collections of Egyptian antiquities in

the museums of Turin, Leghorn, Rome, and Naples ; and
on his return he was appointed director of the Egyptian

museum at the Louvre. In 1828 he was commissioned to

undertake the conduct of a scientific expedition to Egypt
in company with Rosellini, who had received a similar

appointment from Leopold IL, Grand Duke of Tuscany.

He remained there about a year. In March 1831, he

received the chair of Egyptian Antiquities, which had
been created specially for himself, in the College de France.'

He was engaged with RoselVini in publishing the results of

Egyptian researches at the expense of the Tuscan and French

Governments, when he was seized with a paralytic disorder,

and died at Paris in 1832.

He wrote L'Egyptf sous Us Fharacns, 2 vols. 8vo, 1814; Sur
VecTiture hiiratiqur, 1821 ; Sur Vlcriture dimotiqut ; Precis du tys-

time hi(rog!yj>hique, i-c, 1824 ; Panthion Igyptien, ou collation det

persotmages mythologiques de Vancienne Egypte (incomplete) ; ilonu-

mens de I'igyple et de la. Nubie considtris par rapport d I'kisloire, la

religion^ di-e. ; 'Gramrnaire igyptienn^e, 1836, edited by his brother ;

Dictionnaire hi^roglypkique ; Grammaire copte and Dictionnaire

copte (not printed) ; A nalyse mlthodique du tcxte dirtwtique de SosetU;

Apcr^u du risnltats historiques de la dicouverte de Valphabet hUro^

glyphique (1827): Mtmoircs sur les sidles employ^ par les Egyptians

dans Icurs irois syUemcs grapkiquis A la notation desprincipalis divi-

sions du temps; Lcttres icritcs d^Egypte et de Kubie (1S33) ; and
also several letters on Egyptian subjects, addressed at diifercnt

periois to the Duke de Blacas and others.

CHAMPOLLION-FIGEAC, Jean Jacques (1778-

1807), elder brother of Jean Francois Cbampollion, was

born at Figeac, in 1778, He became professor of Greek

and librarian at Grenoble, then librarian of the imperial

library at Paris, and, when he lost this post in 1828,

librarian to Louis Napoleon at Fontainebleau. He
edited several of his brother's works, and was also author

of a number of original works on philological and historical

subjects, among which may be mentioned

—

Nouvellet

recherches sur les patois ou idiornes vulgairet de la France

(1809), Annalesdes Lagides (1819), Paliograpkie aKcienne

et moderne (1839-41), Louis et C/tarles d'Orleans (1843).

CHANCELLOR. Various origins have been attributed

to this word, so important in its modern use over the

greater part of the civilized world ; but all of them are oi

a trivial nature, bearing little reference to the subsequent

application of the term. The word chanal ia connected

with the most ordinary and apt of these origins. Il

supposes the chancellor to have been so called because be

sat within a lattice or screen partitioned from the court oi

justice or hall of audience. There was no such office in the

early civil law, and even under the later Western emperors

the cancellarius appears to have been a mere subordinate

person, a sort of clerk of the chamber, or Gcribc, who saw

the petitioners, and arranged about their business.

Gradually ho appears to have risen to the rank of an

adviser or conscicnce-koopcr, on whose decision tJic fate of

suitors in a groat measure depended. In the Eastern empire

the chief cancellarius had become a powerful and important

olFicer. Ah it waa the principle of the poijedom to bo the
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spiritual counterpart of tlio empire, and possess a corre-

sponding hierarchy, the office was imitated at the ecclesi-

astical court of Rome, and a chancery at the Vatican was
repeated throughout the several bishoprics, where earh

diocese had its chancellor. The great monastic houses too

had frequently a chancellor. In the universities an officer

of the same name was the connecting-link between those

republican institutions and the Romish hierarchy. While
the rector was elected by the proctors of the nation ^r
some other corporate constituency, the bishop of t_ie dio6e6e,

or in some cases the head of the monastic house to which
the university was subordinated, was ex cfficio the

chancellor.

It was the ambition of the kings who rose on tne fall of

the Roman empire, even of those who reigned in Saxon
England, to gather round them as many as they could

obtain of the attributes of the emperor or basileua, and
hence each generally had his caneellarius. In Central

Europe the office would naturally descend from the

imperial court of Charlemagne ; and in France the
chancellor became the head of the law and the minister of

justice. The office was abolished at the first Revolution.

At the Restoration the ministry of justice was made a
separate office, and the chief function of the chancellor was
to preside in the House of Peers.

It is perhaps in England that we have the most remarkable
illustration of the struggle between the influence of the
imperial usages and the constitutional spirit of the Northern
nations. The existence of common law courts enforcing in

its strictness what was deemed the old law of the land,

and the chancery with its regal equity interfering to give
redress, presents to us the English people with their

common lawyers standing up for their rights and privileges,

and the monarch, with his clerical advisers, endeavouring
to acquire the imperial prerogatives. The chancel'.or was
generally a churchman, who took his ideas of law from the
canonists and the civilians, whosg principles were intensely

disliked by the common lawyers. Hence the two systems
called law and equity grew up in antagonism, neither
throughout a long contest being able to conquer the other

;

and hence it is that England has been burdened with the

inconvenience of having two systems of jurisprudence, the
one called common law, the other equity. .The spirit of

the former, indeed, may be said to have been so far

triumphant in compelling equity to depart from her
digressional vagueness, and become a fixed system as

securely bound to statute and precedent as the common law
itself. But even in Selden's day we find the laxity of the
chancellor's equity so much suspected, that he says in his

Table Talk,—" Equity is a roguish thing. For law we
have a measure—know what to trust to : equity is

according to the conscience of him that is chancellor, and
as t'-iat is larger or narrower, so is equity. It is al! one as

if they should make the standard for the measure we call

a foot a chancellor's foot. What an uncertain measure
would this be ! Cue ch::ncellor has a long foot, another a
ehoit foot, another an indifferent foot; it is the same thing
in the chancellcr's conscience." How little, indeed, the
chancery practice had been at that time moulded into a
strict system, ne may infer from the seals being held by
a churchman, the celebrated Archbishop Williams, and
this at the time when the common law had accumulated
that ama.-:!ng mass of intricate precedents which it tasked
ell the diligence and getiina of Coke to reduce into order.

Clarendon, when ha Lecime chanceUor, had been tftenty

years out of practice, and his successor Shaftesbury had no
pretensions to be acquainted with law. Lord Nottingham
appears to have been the first v.-ho v/ished to apply strict

rules in the court of chancery, buv it does not seem to have
Tjeen in a fit condition for their application. Roger North

says, "Ho was a formalist; and took pleasure in hearing

and deciding, and gave way to all kinds of motions the

counsel would offer ; supposing that if he split the hair,

and with his gold scales determined reasonably on one side

of the motion, justice was nicely done—not imagining what
torment the people endured who were dra\vn from the law,

and there tost in a blanket." (Life of Lord Keeper Guildford,

423). Guildford himself, who, in the words of Lord
Campbell, "had as much law as he could contain," made
light of the mere judicial business of his office, v;hich ere

then, however, had begun to show its characteristic defects,

for, according to his biographer, " the greatest pain he
endured ensued from a sense he had of the torments the

suitors underwent by the excessive charges and delays of

the court."

Tho Lord High Chancellor of Great Britain is a great

state officer, with varied and disconnected functions. He
is in official rank tho highest civil subject in the land out

of the royal family, and when raised to the peerage, as he
invariably is, he takes precedence immediately after tho

archbishop of Canterbury. His functions have sometimes
been exercised by a " lord keeper of the great seal ;" but
there appears to be no essential difference between tho
two offices, save that the keeper is appointed by mer^
delivery of the seal, which is of itself sufficient to confer all

the powers appertaining to the office, while a chancellor

receives letters patent along with it. As a great officer of
state, the chancellor acts for both England and Scotland,

and in some respects for the United Kingdom, including

Ireland. As an administrative officer, as a judge, and as
head of the law, he acts merely for England. In the first

class of functions he acts as prolocutor, speaker, or chair-

man of the House of Lords, and in this capacity it some-
times falls to him to adjudicate in Scottish, law, since he
often leads the judgment of the house on appeals. (See

Appeal.) By the Treiity of Union, one great seal was
appointed to be kept for all public acts. Hence, in this

department, the chancellor's authority extends to the
whole of Britain, and thus the commissions of the peace
for Scotland as well as England issue from him. His
English ministerial functions are thus briefly 'described by
Blackstone :

—
" He became keeper of the king's conscience,

visitor, in right of the king, of all hospitals and colleges

of the king's foundation, and patron of all the king's

livings under the value of twenty niarks per annum in

the king's books. He is tho general guardian of all infants,

idiots, and lunatics, and has the general superintendence
of all charitable uses in the kingdom." There is much
convenience in the repetition of such vague definitions, from
the di faculty of more specifically defining the chancellor's

functions in these matters. His indistinct and unsatis-

factory authority as to charitable foundations has been
virtually superseded by the Charity Commissioners' Act of

1853 (17 Vict. cap. 137). The Lord Chancelloi is by
office a privy-councillor, and it has long been the practice

to make him a cabinet minister. Hence ho belongs to a
political party, and is affected by its fluctuations. This
has often been denounced as destructive of the independence
and calm deliberativeness essential to the purity and
efficiency of the tench. In defence, however, of the
ministerial connection of the chancellor, it has been said

that, while the other judges should be permanent, the head
of the law should stand or fall with the ministry, as the

best means of securing his effective responsibility to parlia-

ment for the proper use of his extensive powers. The
addition of permanent judges to the Chanceiy Court has
removed many of the objections to the fluctuating character
of the office.

Under the Judicature Act, 1873, the Lord Chancellor is

president of the Court of Appeal, and, although tho Act is
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singularly indefinite on the Subject, of the High Court of

Justice also. He is named as president of the Chancery

Division of the latter court. By the Amendment Act of

1875, he is not to be deemed a " permanent member of the

High Court of Justice " within the meaning of the section

of the original Act, limiting the number of permanent

judges to twenty-one. His judicial patronage is very

extensive, and Lord Campbell says that he is by usage the

adviser of the Crown in the appointment of judges in the

superior coUrts. His proper title is " Lord High Chancellor

of Great Britain and Ireland." His salary is £10,000 per

annum, and he is entitled to a pension of £5000 per annum.
In Ireland there is a lord chancellor at the head of the

equity system, which arose in minute imitation of the

English.

In Scotland a chancellor appears at a pretty early period

in history, as the person who, being the adviser and con-

science-keeper of the king, issued his writs or letters for

the remedy of injustice done by judges or other persons in

power. A comparison between the English and the Scottish

chancellors of the 13th century would probably show them
to have then been much alike. Subsequently, however, the

civil law predominating in Scotland, the chancellor was its

chief administrator, instead of leading on a system

antagonistio to the common law. Hence he became the

leading judge of the Court of Session on its establishment

in 1533. While Episcopacy predominated he was generally

an ecclesiastic, never a working lawyer; and after the

Revolution he became an officer of state, who was not

expected to be a working lawyer. Hence, when by the

Treaty of Union the great seal for public transactions was

appointed to be kept in England, the Lord Chancellor of

Scotland dropped out of existence. A keeper of the great

seal continued to be appointed for sealing writs as to

private matters, and the office of director of chancery

remained for the transaction of routine business connected

with the department. When the method of certifying

hereditary successions was simplified and placed on a

uniform system in 1848, it was put under the direction of

an officer called the Sheriff of Chancery.

The Chancellor of a Diocese is an officer who holds the

pourts of the bishop, and acts as his assessor or adviser in

matters of ecclesiastical law. A bishop may be compelled

to appoint a chancellor ; and there b no appeal from the

chancellor to the bishop.

The Chancellor of tlm Duchy of Lancaster is an officer

hppointed of old chiefly to determine controversies between

the king and his tenants of the duchy land, and otherwise

to direct all the king's affairs belonging to that court. By
late practice, the office, nominally one of high dignity, but

demanding little exertion, has been given to statesmen who
have grown old in other and more laborious offices, but

Vi'hose services are still desired in the ministry.

The Ckawdlor of the Exchequer is an officer who, ac-

cording to the old definitions of his functions, presides

in the Exchequer Court, and takes care of the interest of

the Crown. Ho is always in commission with the lord

treasurer for the letting of Crown lands, itc, and has

power, with others, to compound for forfeitures of lands

upon penal statutes. While the treas\iry is understood to

have the custody and distribution of the collected revenue,

it is the function of the exchequer to realize it. Hence the

Chancellor of tho Exchequer, as the head of that depart-

ment which proposes to parliament tho plans for the annual

revenue, and sees to it-s realization, is always an important

mumbcr of the cabinet. Sometimes he is prime minister.

His annual statement of the method by which he proposes

to meet tho exigencies of the exchequer is called " The

Budget." The salary attached to the office is £5000
a year.

CHANCERY, the court of the Lord Chancellor, no-sr

consolidated along with the other superior courts in the

Supreme Court of Judicature by the Act of 1873. Its

origin has been briefly noticed under the head of

Chancellor.
It has been customary to say that the Court of Chancery

consists of two distinct tribunals—one a couj't of common
law, the other a court of equity. From the former have

issued all the original writs passing under the great seal,

all commissions of sewers, lunacy, and the like—some of

these writs being originally kept in a luinaper or hamper
(whence the " hanaper office"), and others in a little sack

or bag (whence the "' petty-bag office "). The court had

likewise power to hold pleas upon scire facias for repeal

of letters patent, &c. "So little," says Blackstone, "is

commonly dons on the common law side of the court that

I have met with no traces of any writ of error being actu-

ally brought since the fourteenth year of Queen Eliza-

beth."

The equitable jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery was

founded on the supposed superiority of conscience and

equity over the strict law. The appearance of equity in

England is in harmony with the general course of legal

history in progressive societies. What is remarkable is-

that, instead of being incorporated with or superseding tha

common law, it gave rise to a wholly independent set of

tribunals. The English dislike of the civil law, and the

tendency to follow precedent which has never ceased to

characterize English lawyers, account for this unfortunate

separation. Tho claims of equity in its earlier stages are

well expressed in the little treatise called Doctor and ^Cudent,^

published in the reign of Henry VIIL :
—" Conscience never

resisteth the law nor addeth to it, but only when the law is

directly in itself against the law of God, or law of reasoll."^

So also King James, speaking in the Star Chamber, says,

" Where the rigour of the law in many cases will undo a

Eubject, then the chancery tempers the law with equity,

and so mixes mercy with justice, as it preserves a man from

destruction." This theory of the essential opposition

between law and equity, and of the natural superiority of

the latter, remained long after equity had ceased to fouiid

itself on natural justice, and had become as fixed and rigid

as the common law itself. Tho jealousy of the common
lawyers came to a head in the time of Lord Ellesmere, when.

Coke disputed tho right of the Chancery to give relief

against a judgment of the Court of Quee.n's Bench obtained

by gross fraud and imposition. Jamerfl., after consultation,

decided in favour of tho Court of Equity. The substitution

of lay for clerical chancellors is regarded by Mr Spence

{Equitable Jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery) as having

at first been unfortunate, in^ismuch as the laymen were

ignorant of the principles on which their predecessors had

acted. Lord Nottingham is usually credited with the first

attempt to reduce the decisions of the court to order, and

his work was continued by Lord Hardwicke. By the time

of Lord Eldon, equity had become fixed, and tho judges,

like their brethren in the common law courts, strictly

followed the precedents. Henceforward chancery and common

law courts have ejchioited the anomaly of two co-ordinate

sets of tribunals, empowered to deal with the same matters,'

and compelled to proceed in many cases on wholly different

principles. The Court of Chancery could in most cases

I)revent a person from taking advantage of n common law

right, not approved of by its own system. But if a suitor

chose to go to a court of common law, he might claim such

unjust rights, and it required the special intervention of

the Court of Equity to prevent his enforcing them. In

many cases also a special application had to bo made to

chancery for facilities which were absolutely necessary to

the successful conduct of a case at common law. Anothet
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source of difficulty and annoyanco was tho ancertiiii!;.- i;,

many C6se3 whether the chanwry or cemmon law courts

wero the proper tribunal, so that a suitor often found at

the close of an expensive and protracted suit that he had

mistaken his court and must go cUewhera loi relief.

Attempts more or less successful were made to lessen those

evils by giving the powers to both sets of courts ; but down

to the consolidation effected by the Judicature Act, our

judicial system justiBed the sarcasm of Lord Westbury,

that we sot up one tribunal to do injustice and another to

stop it. In one of the last cases, the custody of an

infant, which had been granted by the Queen's Bench to

one claimant, was transferred by the Court of Chancery to

another. The payment of a sum of money into court for

the benefit of the child made her a ward of court, and

enabled tho judge in chancery to apply the principles of

equity to tiio case.

The equitable jurisdiction of chancery was commonly
divided into excUttii-e, concurrent, and auxiiiary. Chancery

had exclusive jurisdiction when there were no forms of

action by which relief could be obtained at law, in respect

of rights, which ought to be enforced. Trusts are the

most conspicuous example of this class', and are, in fact,

the main staple of the business of the court. It also

includes the rights of married women, infanta, and lunatics.

Chancery had concurrent jurisdiction when the common law

did not give adeqtiate relief, e.g., in cases of fraud, accident,

'mistake, specific performance of contracts, ic. It had
auxiliary jurisdiction when the administrative machinery

of the law courts was unable to procure the necessary

evidence.

The Judicature Act, 1873, enacts (§24) that in evejsy

civil cause or matter commenced in the High Court of

Justice, law and equity shall be administered by the High
Court of Justice and tho Court of Appeal respectively,

according to the rules therein contained, which provide for

giving effect in all cases to "equitable rights and other

matters of equity." The 25th section declares the law

hereafter to be administered in England on certain points,

and ordains that " generally in all matters not hereinbefore

particuftirly mentioned in which there is any confiict or

variance between the rules of equity and the rules of the

common law with reference to the same matter, the rules

of equity shall prevail."

Pre.vious to being merged in the New Supreme Court of

Judicature, the Court of ChaJcery consisted of the Lord

Chai^cellor, the Master of the Rolls, two Lords Justices of

Appeal, and three Vice-Chancellors. The Vice-Chancellors

and Lords Justices of Appeal are comparatively recent

creations.

Notwithstanding the fusion of the courts the great

division between tommon law courts and chancery is not

obliteratei The chancery judges form a division by them-

selves, to which all the pending business of the old court has

been transferred, and to which all causes and matters which,

but for the Act, would have been within the exclusive

jurisdiction of that court are assigned. The Chancery

Division still is, and probably will for a long time be,

distinguished from the others by the peculiar nature of its

business, by the peculiar nature of its administrative

arrangements, and ty having a separate bar. Another
distinction is making itself apparent, and will assume great

importshce if finally established. The Chancery Division

seems to be unwilling to try cases by jury ; and in a recent

case there has been a direct collision of opinion on this

subject between the Chancery end the Common Law
Judges.

CHANDA, a district of British India, in the N4gpur
division of the Central Provinces, situated between 19" 7'

usd.20f 51' K. fet, ond 73° 6!" arui 80° 51' E. long. It is

'.bounded ca (he N. by tfc? districts of Rispur, Ehandira, end
Wardhd, on the E. by Baslar and Raipur, on the S. by
Sironcha, and on the \V. by the Wardhi and PranhltA

rivers, which divide it from Berar and the Hyderabad
territory. Excepting in the extreme west, hills are thickly

dotted over the country, sometimes m detached ranges,

occasionally in isolated peaks rising sheer out from the

plain. Towards the east they increase in height, -and form
a broad table-land, at places 2000 feet abov<< sea-leveL

The Waingangi River flows through the district from
north to south, meeting the Wardhi River at SeonI, where
their streams unite to form the Pranhita. The census of

1872 returns the total area of the districts at 9700 square

miles, and tho population at 634,431 souls, residing iu

2392 vdlagea and- townships, and dwelling in 108,258

houses. Of the total population, 397,540, or 74 39 per

cent, are Hindus ; 8176, or I 52 per cent , Muhammadans
;

648 or 12 per cent., Buddhists and Jains , 89, or 02

per cent, Christians ; and 127,978, or 2395 per cent.,

aboriginal tribes arid people returned in the census report

under the heading of " others." Two towns in the district

are returned as containing a population of rpwards of 5000
souls; vi2., Chindi, population 16,233, and Armorl, popn-

lation 5271. Of the total areaof the district, 9700 square

miles, only 988 were actually under cultivation in 1873-74,

5200 square miles being returned as cultivable, and 3509

as Tincultivable waste. The principal crops are rice, wheat,

oil-seeds, sugar-cane, and cotton. VViihin the last few years

extensive coal and iron beds have been discovered, and 20
mines were in operation in 1873-74. A branch line of

railway will sbortly connect the ChAndi coal-measures

with the Bombay railway system. Dense woods cover

the country. Teak grows everywhere ; and, in the

Government forests, in the eastern part of the district, it

attains a large size. The chief manufacture of the district

is cotton cloths, both of coarse and fine quality, which are

largely exported to Western India. Silkworm breeding

is largely earned on, and silk or silk and cotton fabrics

are woven. Iron smeltmg is an important branch of

industry. The district trade is conducted at annual fairs,

which are held at the towns of ChAndA, Bhindak, Chimur,

MArkandf, and Warhi, and are numerously attended by
visitors from all parts of India. The sales effected at these

fairs in 1868-69 amounted to £152,224.

Chindi is thickly studded with fine tanks, or rather

artificial lakes, formed by closing the outlets of small

valleys, or by throwing a dam across tracts intersected by

streams. The broad clear sheets of water thus created are

often very picturesque in their surroundings of wood and
rock. The chief architectural objects of interest are the

cave temples at Bhandak, Winjbisanl Dewala, and

Ghugus ; a rock temple in the bed o' the Wardhi River

below Ballalpor ;
. the ancient temples at Mirkandi,

Ambgion, and elsewhere ; the forts of W'airigajh and

BaUilpur ; and the old walls of the city of Chindi, its

system of water-works, and the tombs of the aboriginal

Qond kings.

The total revenue of the district m 1873-74 amounted

to £38,922,10s., of which £24,402 or 627 per cent, was

derived from the land For the education of the peeple, 67

schools, attended by 3347 pupils, were either entirely

supported by the state, or were subsidized under the

grant-in-aid rules. For the relief of the sick, 4 charitable

dispensaries were maintained, at which 24,448 persona

were treated, at a total cost of £660, of which X439 was

contributed by Government. The annual rainfall at Chiod4
town averages 44 67 inches, but in the hilly wooded

region to the east it is considerably higher. The rainy

season lasts from the middle cf Jane to the end of

September Yccm the middle of beptember to the cluse o4
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November fever of a malarious type pervaili aO over the

ilistriet. Cholera and smallpox are also common.
1 ChA>t>X., the principal to^vIl in the district of the

same name, is situated in 19" 57' N. lat. and 79° 22' E.

long., at the junction of the TirAi and Jharpat rivers.

The town is surrounded by a wall of cut stone five and a

half miles in circuit, and crowned with battlements still in

perfect preservation. The town contains a total population

of 16,233 soub, classified as follows:—Hindus, 14,350;
Muhammadans, 1294; Buddhists and Jains, .'iS; Christians,

76 ; and " others," 460. The municipal revenue in 1871

was £1 1 20. The population of the town is chiefly MarhattA

and TelingA ; the traders, shopkeepers, and craftsmen be-

long to the latter. The principal manufactures are coarse

and fine cotton cloths, silk fabrics, brass utensils, leather

slippers, and bamboo work. The town is the seat of con-

siderable external trade, the value of the imports in 1 868-69

being returned at j£178,044, and the exports at £114,342.

The civil station lies a little to the north of the city, having

the military cantonments to the west, with the civQ lines in

the centre and east.

CHANDARNAGAR (popularlyCAM?i f/praajrore), aFrench

settlement, with a small adjoining territory, situated on the

right bank of the Rivei flfigU, 20 miles above Calcutta, in

22° 51' 40" N. lat. and 88° 24' 50" E. long. Chandaruagar

has played an important part ui the European history of

Bengal It became a French ssttlement towards the close

of the 17th century, but did not rise to any importance

till the time of Dupleix, during whose administration more
than two thousand brick-houses were erected in the town,

and a considerable maritime trade was carried on. In

1757, Chandarnagar was bombarded by an English fleet

and captured ; the fortifications and houses were after-

wards demolished. On peace being established, the town
was restored to the French in 1763. When hostilities

afterwards broke out in 1794, it was again taken possession

»f by the English, and was held by them till 1816,
when it was a second time given up to the French ; it has

Iver since remained in their possession. All the former

commercial grandeur of Chandarnagar has now passed away,

and at present it is little more than a quiet suburb of

Calcutta, without any external trade. The European town
is situated at the bottom of a beautiful reach of the Hiigli,

with clean wide thoroughfares, and many elegant residences

along the river bank. The total area of the territory is

only 2330 acres, including a few villages outside the town.

The authorities of Chandarnagar are subject to the general

jurisdiction of the Governor-General of Pondicherrf, to

whom is confided the general government of all the French
possessions in India.

CHANDLER, Richard, D.D. (1738-1810), a British

antiquary, was bom in 1738, at Elson in Hampshire, and
was educated at Winchester school, and Queen's College,

Oxford. His first work consisted of fragments from the

minor Greek poets, with notes (1759); and in 1763 ho

ipublished a fine edition of the Arundolian marbles,

Marmora Oxonifiuia, with a Latin translation, and a

number of suggestions for supplying the lacunae. In 1763
Chandler, together with Rcvett, the architect, and Pars, a

painter, was sent by the Dilettanti Society to explore the
antiquities of Ionia and Greece. After spending above a

year in Asia Minor the travellers pa-sseJ another year in

Greece, examining Attica and the Peloponnesus, and
returned to England in the end of 176G. The result of

their joint investigations was the two magnificent folios of

Ionian antiquities published in 1769. Chandler also

published u very valuable co/Iection of inscnp[ion.s, cntitied

Inscriptioncs Anliqua; phrceque nontlum edilee, in Asia
i^finore rt Grcecia, prtrsertim Atheni.i, coUccto! (Oxford,

1774). In 1776 be published his Travels in Asia Minor;

in 1776 his Travels in Greece ; and in 1800 his Histori;

of Ilium, in which he asserted the accuracy of Hom^r'j
geography. His Life of Bishop Wiiynflde, Lord High
Chancellor to Henry YI., did not appear tUl afte.- his deb.th,

in 1811. After his return from Greece, Chandler obtained

several church preferments, including the rectory of

Tylehurst, ir Berkshire ; and after marrying ^d travelling

for some time in Switzerland and Italy, he "settled down
in England, where he died in 1810.

CHANDLER, Samuel, D.D. (1693-1766), a learned

Dissenting minister, was born at Hungerford, in Berkshire,

where his father was an eminent Nonconformist minbter.

He was sent to school at Gloucester, where he commenced
a life-long friendship with Bishop Butler and Archbishop
Seeker ; and he afterwards studied at Leyden. His talent

and learning were such that he was elected fellow of the

Roj-al and Antiquarian Societies, and was made D.D. of

Edinburgh and Aberdeen. He also received offers of high

preferment in the Established church. These he decidedly

refused, remaining to the end of his life in the position of

a Presbyterian minister. For some time he preached at

Peckham, and for forty years he was pastor of the meeting-

house in the Old Jewry. During two or three years,

having fallen into pecuniary distress through the failure

of the South Sea Scheme, he kept a book-shop in the

Poultry. On the death of George II. Chandler published

a sermon in which he compared that king to King David.

This view was attacked in a pamphlet entitled The History

of the Man after God's own Heart, in which the author

complained of the parallel as an insult to the late king,

and, following Bayle, exhibited king David as an example
of perfidy, lust, and cruelty. Chandler condescended to

reply in A Critical History of the Life of David, which is

perhaps the best of his productions. This work was just

completed when he died, on May 8, 1766. He left 4 vols, of

sermons (1768), and commentaries on St Paul's Epistles to

the Galatians, Ephesians, and Thessalonians (1777), several

works on the evidences of Christianity, and a work on
subscription to articles of faith (1748).

CHANG-CHOW, a town of China, in the province of

Fuh-keen, on a branch of the River Lung Keang, 35 miles

west of Amoy. It is well built, and surrounded with a
wall 4i miles in circumference, which, however, includes a

good deal of open ground. The streets are paved with

granite, but are very dirty. The river is crossed by a

curious bridge, 800 feet long, constructed of wooden planks

supported on 25 piles of stones about 30 feet apart. The
city is a centre of the silk-trade, and carries on an extensive

commerce in different directions. Brick-works and sugar-

factories are among its chief industrial establishments. Its

population is estimated at about 1,000,000.

CHANNEL ISLANDS, a number of islands politically

attached to Great Britain, but connected with France by

geographical position, being situated in the great bay of St

Michael, which is bounded by the coasts of the departments

of Manche, Ille-et-Vilaine, and Cttes du Nord. They are

naturally divided into four principal groups—the northern,

which includes Alderney, Burhou, and the Casquets,

lying off the Cape do la Hogue ; the north-central, com-

prising Guernsey, Herro, and Sark, about eighteen miles

to the south-west ; the south-central, or Jersey and its

adjacencies, more towards the centre of the bay ; and the

southern, or the Minquiers and Chaus.'seys, with theit

miiltitudinous islets. The total area is about 76 squore

miles, or 48,000 acres.

The geological character of all the groups is in thoir

principal features the same, for the islands consist almost

exclusively of igneous rocks in various stages of decomposi-

tion. They have been denuded of nearly all the fossiliferous

and stratified rocks with which at an earlier period they
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Channel Islands.

Asbestos is found, and cUorite

would aeem to have been covered. The process which has

ttus etript the islands is still going on around the coasts,

wearing the cliffs into caves and gullies, and grinding the

rocks into shingle and sand The tide in St Michael's bay

is o£ very considerable

force, and rises to a

height of about forty feet

at Jersey, and to about

thirty at Guernsey, while

tlie difference of high

water at spring and neap

tides is seventeen feet at

the former island and
eleven at the latter.

The minerals belong-

ing to granitic rocks are

very abundant, such as

crystals of felspar and
hornblende, and many
kinds of quartz and felspar.

is everywhere abundant.

The flora of the islands is remarkably rich considering

their extent nearly 2000 different species of plants having

been counted throughout the group. Of timber properly

speaking there is hardly any, but the evergreen oak, the elm,

and the beech grow well and are abundant. Wheat is the

principal grain in cultivation; but far more ground is

.takeu up with turnips aiid potatoes, mangold, parsnip, and
'carrot. The tomato ripens as in France, and the Chines^

yam has been successfully grown. There ia a eurious

cabbage, chiefly cultivated in Jersey, which shoots up
into a long woody stalk from 10 to 15 feet in height,

fit for walking-sticks or palisades. Grapes and peaches

come to perfection in green-houses without artificial heat;

and not only apples and pears but oranges and figs can

be reared in the open air. The arbutus ripens its fruit,

und the camellia clothes itself with blossom, as in more
southern climates; the fuchsia reaches a height of 15 or

20 feet, and the magnolia attains the dimensions of a

tree. Of the flowers, both indigenous and exotic, that

abound throughout the islands, it is sufficient to mention
the Guernsey lily with its rich red petals, which is supuosed

to have been brought from Japan.

The number of the species of the mammalia is little over

twenty, and several of these have been introduced by man.
There is a special breed of horned cattle, and each island

has its own variety, which is carefully kept from all inter-

mixture. The animals are small and delicate, and marked

J)y a peculiar yellow colour round the eyes and within the

ears. The red deer was once indigenous, and the black

rat is still common in Alderney and Herm. Nearly 300
species of bii'ds have been found, or more than half the

whole British list. There are few localities in the northern

eeas which are visited by a greater variety of fish, and the

coasts abound in Crustacea, shell-fish, and zoophytes.

Owing to the Norman system of land-tenure being still

in force, the land ia parcelled out among a great number of

email proprietor.s, and in Alderney, for example, five or

eight acres of arable land is accounted a fair estate. The
results of this arrangement seem to be favourable in the

extreme. Every corner of ground is carefully and intelli-

gently cultivated, and a considerable proportion is allotted

to market-gardening. The cottages are neat and comfort-

able, the hedges weU trimmed, and the roads kept in

excellent repair. Wealth is for the most part pretty equally

distributed, and poverty or pauperism is comparatively

unknown. There is a very considerable export and import
trade, the value of the produce and m^.nufactures of the

islands dispatched to Engknd in 1S74 amounting to

£459,639 or between £9 and £10 for everv acre of land
;

while the total importation of British and foreign articles

reached the sum of £982,656. The population of the

whole group has largely increased during the present

century, though, on account of exceptional causes, the

numbers in Alderney, Sark, and a f^w of the smaller

islands are not so great as they were a few years ago. In

1821 Jersey had 28,000 inhabitants, as compared with

56,627 in 1871 ; and Guernsey and the dependent isLrnda.

inclusive of Alderney, Sark, ic, bad 20,827, as compared
with 33,099. For further details on the economical con-

dition of the islands the reader may consult the separate

articles Aldekney, Jersey, Ac.

The language spoken in ordinary life by the inhabitants

of the islands is in great measure the same as the Old
Norman French, though modern French is used in the law

courts, and English is taught in all the parochial schools,

and is familiar to a gradually increasing proportion of the

population, especially in Jersey and Alderney. The several

islands have each its own dialect, differing from that of tuo

others at once in vocabulary and idiom ; and a very marked
di tference is observable between the pronunciation in the nortlv

and the south of Guernsey. It has even been asserted that

every parish in that island has Eome recognizable peculiarity

of speech ; but if this is the case, it is probably only in

the same way in which it could be asserted of neighbouring

parishes throughout the country. None of the dialects

have received much Uttrary cultivation, though Jersey is

proud of being the birthplace of one of the principal

Norman poets, R. Wace, and has given a number of writers

to English literature. The Guernsey patois is rendered

pretty well known to the philologist by the Rimes Guerni'

staises of George M^tivier, who has since published a

Dictionnaire Frauco-Normmid, on Jiecueil des mots parti-

cuUefs UK dialecte de Gnerneseij, 1870 ; and a fair idea of

that of Jersey is obtainable from the Rimes et Pcesiit

Jersiaises Je divers auteurs, by A. Mourant, 1865.

The originul ethnology and pre-Christian liistory of the Channel
Islands are largely matters of conjecture and debate. Of early

inhabitants iibondant proof is afforded by the numerous megalithic
monuments—cromlechs, kistvaens, and maenhij-s—still extant in

various quarters, and it is well known that the number of these
memorials was much greater in recent centuries. One of the most
important, indeed—a croinlecn near St Helicr's—was only removed
in 1788. But little trace has been left of Roman occupation, and
such remains as have been discovered are mainly of tne portable

description that afibrds little proof of actual settlement. Accord-
ing to tradition St Marcou or Marculfus visited the islands as a
Christian missionary in 540, and in 568 he was followed by St
Magloire (a friend and fellow-evangeHst of St Samson of Dol), who
founded monasteries at Sark and at Jersey. In 933 the islands
were made over by Itodolph of Brittany to "William of Noimandy,
the son of EoUo ; and after the Norman conquest of England^
their allegiance shifted between the English crown and the
Norman coronet according" to the vicissitudes of war and policy.

During the purely Norman period, they had been enriched with
nunieious ecclesiastical buildings, some of which are still extant,

in a more or less perf'^-ct condition. In the reign of ,lohu of Eng-
land, the future of the islands was- decided by their attachment ,to

the Englisli crown, in spite of the separation of the duchy of Nor-
mandy. To John it has been usual to ascribe a document, at one
time regarded by the islanders as their Magna Charta ; but iQodeni
criticism leaves little doubt that it is not genuine. An unauthen-
ticated '* copy '' of imcertaiu origin alone has been discovered, and
tliere is little proof of there ever ha\-ing been au original ; while it

is plain that the islands were in possession of several of the piivi-

leges which it professes to accord previous to the supposed date.

The reign of Edward I. was full of distm-bance and trouble ; and
in 1279 Jersey and Guernsey received from the king, by lettera

patent, a public seal as a remedy for the dangers and losses which
they had incui'red by lack of such a certificate. Edward II. found it

uececsary to instruct his collectors not to treat the islanders aa

foreigners ; his successor, Edward 111., fully confirmed their privi-

leges, immunities, and customs in 1341; and his charter was re-

cognized by Richard 11. in 1378. In 1343 there was A descent

of the French in Guernsey ; the governor was beaten, and Castle

Comet besieged. In 1380 Pins IV. issued a bull of anathema
against all v.hu molested the islands ; it was formally registered iu

Brittany in 13S4, and in France in 1386 ; and in this way they
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BcquirMi the right of neuti-ality. which tlicv rct.-.ir-cd till 1689.

Heury V. couiiscatcd the alien priories which had kept ap the same

connection -with Normandy as before the Conquest, and conferred

them along with the regalities of the iaiands on the dake of Bedford.

Daring the Wars of the Eoses, Queen llargaret, the consort of

Henry VI. made an agreement with ilaulcvrier, the seneschal of

Normandy, that if he afforded assistance to the king he should hold

the islands independently of the Crown. A force was accordingly

sent to take possession of Jersey Castle. Orgucil was captured

and a small part of the island subjugated, but the rest held out

onder Philip de Carteret, and in M67 the vice-admiral of England,

Sir Richard Horbiston, recaptured the castle and brought the

foreign occupation to an end. By a charter of 1494, the duties

of the governors of Jersey were defined and their power restricted ;

and the educational interests of the island were furthered in the

same reigu, by the foundation of two grammar schools by John

Neal. The Refoi-mation was heartily welcomed in the islands ; and

under the influence of French pastors, the form of worship adopted

was the Presbyterian. The greatest severity was exercised in the

maintenance of the new ecclesiastical discipline. In 1554 one

Richard Girard was flogged through the town of St Hclier's for

defendmg the doctrine of the mass ; in 1576 several persons were

thrown into prison by the royal court for not having taken the

communion, and they were not to be liberated till they could repeat

the commandments and the Lord's prayer; and in 1592 it was

enacted that all persons should attend divine service morning and

evening under the penalty of a fine.

The Presbyterian form of church government was formally sanc-

tioned in Jersey and Guernsey by Queen Elizabeth ; and in 1603

Iving James enacted that ** they should quietly enjoy their said

liberty." During the governorship of Sir John Poyton, however,

disputes arose between him and the Presbyterian "colloquy" or

synod about nomination to benefices, and both parties appealed to

the king. A commisaion was appointed in 1609, but peace was
not established; An Episcopal party had been formed in Jersey,

and in 1619 David Bandinal was declared Dean of the island. A
body of canons which he drew up agreeable to the discipline of the

Church of England was accepted after considerable modification by

the people of his charge ; but the inhabitants of Guernsey main-

tained their Presbyterian practices. Of the hold which this form

of Protestantism had got on the minds of the people even in Jersey

abundant proof is afforded by the general character of the worship

at the present day. Having taken different courses in religion the

two islands naturally attached themselves to different sides in the

great struggle between king and parliament. Jersey was for Charles

and Guernsey for the Commons. The former island maintained its

loyalty till 1651, when the royal cause became hopeless, and even

Sir George Carteret, who had been its principal support, was obliged

to surrender. Both islands had suffered severely from the struggle,

and the people of Guernsey complained that two-thirds of the land

was out of cultivation, and that they had lost "their ships, their

traffic, and their trading." After the Restoration tliere was con-

siderable improvement, and in the reign of James the islanders got

a grant of wool for the manufacture of stockings—4000 tods of wool

bi'ing annually allowed to Jersey, and 2000 to Aldemey. liy

William of Orange the neutrality was abolished in 1689, and dur-

ing the first American War there were two unsuccessful attacks on
Jersey. In 1767 an attemjit was made to introduce the English
custom-house system ; but it proved practically a failure, and the

islands throve on smuggling and privateering down to 1800. Since
then their history has been one of quiet progress, with no more
serious disturbance that can arise from local rivalries.

Heylin, Relation of C-">o Joumeys^ 1656 ; Philip Fallc, Cccsarca^

or an Accomii of Jersey, London, 1694, revised edition, 1734;
Dicey, An Hist. Account of Oucrnscy, 1 750 ; E. Allen, Arffument to

ni3 Majf-stifs Royal Commissioners in tJie Island of Jersey, 1812
;

Berry, Jlisl. of Island of Qiumscy, 1815; Tlees, Ac4:ount of Jersey,

1817; luglis, Channel Islands, 1835; Duncan, Hist, of Ouernsey,
1842; F. B. Tupper, Chronicles of Castle Comet, Ouernsey, 1851

;

Hoskina, Charles I], m Channel Islands, 1854 ; Lo Qucsnc, Constit.

Hist, of Jersey, 1856 ; Girardin and lloriire. Rapport d'une Ex-
cursion Ajricole 4 Jersey en 1856, 1857 ; Dc la Croix, Jersey, ses

anliquills, ses institutions, ic.,\Si9; D. T. Anstcd and K. G. Latham,
The Cluimul Islands, 1865. The last work is on interesting com-
pilation, and treats of the islands in tlieir geographical, botanical,
zoological, and historical relations. Sec also a paper in the Fort-
nightly Renew (1876) by the Rev. F. Barbara Zincko.

CHANNING, William Ellery (1780-1842), was the

son of William CHaiiiiing and Lucy Ellery, and was born
at Newport, Rhode Island, U.S., on Iho 7tU of April 1780.

The place of his birth is situated amidst scenery of great and
varied beauty, the influence of which upon his mind may
be traced in many allusions in his writing?, and in the

vivid admiration which he ever expressed for it in after-

life. To the society of the town of Newport he owed but

little ; it was a bustling, crowded seaport, where a certain

Puritanic strictness, inherited by tradition from the founders

of the State, was kept up, not only in connection with, but

too nmch as a salvo for, a considerable amount of laxity

both of speech and practice. As a bathing-place it was a

resort for strangers from other part.s, and the interfusion of

French and British officers tended to modify the peculiarities

which the unmixed influence of retired sea captains. West
Indian traders, and keen New England lawyers might hava

rendered too strong.

As a child, Channing was remarkable for a. refined

delicacy of feature and temperament, which made him an
object of admiration and affection in the household. From
his father he inherited a fine person, simple and elegant

tastes, sweetness of temper, and v/armth of affection ; from

his mother (who appears to have been a remarkable woman)
he derived the higher benefits of that strong moral discern-

ment and straightforward rectitude of purpose and action

which formed so striking a feature of his character. By
both parents he was carefully instructed in those strict

religious principles which were characteristic of the people

of Kew England ; and by both, but especially by his mother,

was his moral training most sedulously cared for. Other

influences, however, were in the meantime operating upon
him. The excitement of the revolutionary war was

inspiring him with a profound and ardent love of freedom.

The sick chamber of an aunt of his father, who Was a

woman of much piety and sweetness, was the source of

many serious and hallowed lessons of gentleness and good-

ness. An amateur Baptist preacher, who was by trade a

cooper, by refusing, though very poor, to manufacture any

of the articles of his trade used for containing ardent

spirits, gave him an impulse which he never lost in favour

of temperance. A female servant, whose religious views

were of a more cheerful cost than those prevalent in hia

circle, used to talk to him in a way that greatly engaged

him, and probably sowed the germ of not a few of the

ideas which afterwards regulated his modes of religious

sentiment. Able and free-minded men, like Dr Stiles and

Dr Hopkins, frequented his father's house, and the quiet

and thoughtful boy listened to their conversations, and

laid many suggestive words that fell from them to heart.

While but a child ho had begun to draw inferences from

what he heard from the pulpit and elsewhere that were

not quite such as his guardians would have wished

him to draw ; and he " was even then quite a theo-

logian, and would chop logic with his elders according

to the fashion of that controversial time," as he himself

tells us.

Whilst very young, he was sent to a dame's school, who
exacted from the incipient republicans the title of Madam,
and enforced her authority and her lessons by means of "a
long round stick." From this he passed under the care of

two excellent women, by whose instructions he profited

greatly. His next step was to the school of a Sir Rogers,

considered the beat at that time in the town ; and in his

twelfth year he was sent to New London to prepare for

college, under the care of his uncle the Rev. Henry

Channing. His career at school does not appear to have

been marked by any remarkable aptitude for letters ; on

the contrary, his progress was at first somewhat slow,

though after the few initiatory difficulties were overcome,

be advanced rapidly, both in a knowledge of the classics

and an appreciation of their excellencies. His disposition

was thoughtful and retiring, though among his companions

ho showed no absence of relish for lively conversation or

hearty amusement. A certiin mingled dignity and sweet-

1
ncss gave him a commanding influence in the school, wheK

I he wont by the name of " the Peacemaker," and "Littla

V. — 50
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King Pipin," and where he was obeyed, though "small

and delicate," with more readiness than mere physical

strength could ever have commanded.

Shortly after he went to reside with hia uncle, hia father

died. This event, however, though it produced a great

change in the circumstances of the family, was not allowed

to interrupt the course of his studies. After the funeral

he returned to the house of hia uncle, where he remained

till he had reached his fifteenth year, when he was removed

to Cambridge, Maasachusotts, and entered at Harvard

College as freshman in 1794. Before leaving New London

he came under the influence of a religious revival which

took place there, a circumstance to which he was accustomed

to trace the commencement of a decidedly religious life.

The four years he remained at college seem to have been

moat profitably spent. Besides acquiring an extensive

acquaintance with classical and general literature, he read

largely and thought earnestly in the department of

psychology and ethics. The books which appear to have

exerted most influence upon his mind and opinion.s were

Price's Disserlations, Hutcheson on Beauty and Tirtue,

and Ferguson on Civil Society. To the study of Shakespeare

also (the interest in whose works was then newly awakened

in that quarter) he owed much ; and so deep was the

impression made on him by the genius of the poet, that to

the close of his life one of the greatest of his intellectual

treats was furnished by recitations from his writings. By
patient and well-directed assiduity he trained himself to

the mastery of that copious and vigorous style of composi-

tion to which his subsequent position in the world of letters

b in no small measure due, and at the same time also laid

the basis of Lis success as a public speaker, by the formal

study of rhetoric, and by frequent practice in addressing

assemblies of his fellow-students.

For a year and a half after leaving college in 1798,

Channing was resident at Richmond, in Virginia, as tutor

in the family of Mr David Meade Randolph. Here he

had time for study, which he employed chiefly on theo-

logical subjects. In regard to many points, touching both

the evidences of Christianity and its doctrines, his mind

was burdened with doubt and anxiety ; and so earnestly

did he labour to attain satisfaction, that his constitution

sank under the incessant toil. When, in 1800, he returned

to Newport, his friends were shocked to find him changed

to " a thin and pallid invalid ;" and unhappily, at this

time were sown the seeds of that depressed condition

of health whidi continued through life his severest trial.

He remained in the bosom of his family for another year

and a half, engaged in the pursuit of his studies, and in

preparing himself, by physical and moral as well as intellec-

tual training, for the work to which he was looking forward

—that of the ministry. In 1802 he returned to Cambridge,

having been elected to the office of regent in Harvard

University, a situation which, without exacting from him

any large amount of service, secured to him the advantage

of independence, and an opportunity of prosecuting his

studies within reach of a valuable library, and under influ-

ences favourable to success. In the autumn of 1802 he

began to preach, having received approbation to do so from

the Cambridgii Association ; and in the beginning of the

following year he accepted the invitation of the Congrega-

tional Church, Federal Street, Boston, to be their pastor.

To this ofSco he was ordained in June 1803.

Channing entered on his ministry with a deep and

almost painful sense of the responsibility of the office he

had assumed, and with an earnest desire to acquit himself

faithfully of its obligations. His theological views were at

this time probably not definitely fixed. We have his own
assnrance that he was not a Trinitarian, but he had not at

this time severed himself from those holding orthodox views.

In 1808 he took part in the ordination of the Kev. J,

Codman, a well-known minister of the Congregational

order, when he delivered a sermon which was afterwards

published. In this sermon, though the language and

sentiments are such as any evangelical 4ivine might use,

there is nothing that certainly indicates that the author

held any of the views peculiarly distinctive of evangelical

orthodoxy unless it be the application of the title " Divine

Master" to Jesus Ciirist, and the use of such expressions

as that the blood of Christ was " shed for souls," and that

for man's salvation " the Son of God himself left the abodes

of glory and expired a victim on the cross." It is not

thus that Unitarians, in England at least, are woiit to sjieak

of Christ and his death. But Channing never identified

himself with any theological party. He called himself a

Unitarian, and so in a sense he was, but his views were

Arian rather than what are commonly known as Unitarian.

He reverenced in Jesus Christ not only a sublimely perfect

character, but a nature higher than that of mam He
believed in His pre-existence in heaven, and that He came

down from heaven for man's salvation ; and he taught that

"the Scriptures ascribe the remission of sins to Christ's

death with an emphasis so peculiar that we ought to con-

sider thb event as having a special influence in removing

punishment, as a condition or method of pardon, without

which repentance would not avail us, at least to that extent

which is now promised by the gospel" (Sermon at the

ordination of Eev. Jarcd Sparks). The truth is, that.

Channing was too much a lover of free thought, and too

desirous to hold only what he saw to be true, to allovr

himself to be bound by any party ties. "I wish," he

says, " to regard myself as belonging not to a sect but to

the community of free minds, of lovers of truth, and

followers of Christ, both on earth and in heaven. I desire

to escape the narrow walls of a particular church, and to-

stand under the open sky in the broad light, looking far

and wide, seeing with my own eyes, hearing with my own
eai-s, and following Truth meekly but resolutely, however

arduous or solitary be the path in which she leads

"

{Sermon at Installation of Rev. M. J. Matte). Thus
refusing to be enclosed within the limits of party, and

acting freely as respected religious association, he may be

claimed as one whom men of all parties honour for his

abilities, his integrity, and his work.

In 1814 Channing married his cousin, Ruth Gibbs, a

union which brought him an increase of worldly substance,

as well as a rich addition to his personal happiness.

" Inwardly and outwardly," his biographer tells us, " his

lot henceforward was singularly serene.*' He was now
fast rising in reputation, both as a preacher and as a public

man. Interested in all that concerned his country and
the cause of humanity, his voice was heard on most of the

questions that came before the American public, and
always with marked and growing effect. He had begun

also to command attention as a writer for the press. His

Address on War, some of his sermons, and especially

his able tract on The Evidences of Christianity, had given

him a position of eminence among the writers of his country'.

In 1821 he received the title of D.D. from Harvard

University. In 1822 he undertook a journey to Europe,

in the course of which he visited Great Britain and some

parts of the Continent. ^Yheu in England he made the

acquaintance of some distinguished men of letters, espe-

cially Wordsworth and Coleridge, on both of whom he

appears to have left a most favourable impression.

Coleridge wrote of him, ' He has the love of wisdom and
the vrisdom of love." On his return Dr Channing resumed
his duties as a minister, but with a more decided attention

than before to literature and public affairs. In 1824 he
received as colleague the Eev. Ezra Stiles Gannett, at
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whose ordination he preached one of his published dia-

courses. From this time forward his energies were devoted,

in addition to his pulpit labours, chiefly to the furtherance

of great schemes of social reform. Of the anti-alavery

cause he was throughout the firm, eloquent, and uncom-

promisiag advocate ; and in every question that bore upon

the happiness of the people he took a lively interest. Of
hia publications, the most extensively 'ead are his Remarks
*n the Life and Character of Napoleon Bonaparte, his

Remaria on ihe Character and Writings of John Milton, his

Eaay on the Character and Writings of Fenelon, his Essay

on Self-Culture, and his Essay on the Importance and
Means of a National Literature. He died in the sixty-third

year of his age, on Sunday, the 2d of October 1842, whilst

on a journey, at Bennington, Vermont, and was buried at

Boston, on the 7th of that month. An extended memoir
of him by his nephew, William Henry Channing, appeared

in 1848 (republished in 1870). His Complete IForA-j were

published in 2 vols., London, 1865. (w. l. a.)

CHANTIBAN, a large town of Siam, the capital of a

province of the same name, on the south bank of a small

river near its mouth in the Gulf of Siam, 150 miles S.E. of

Bangkok, in 12° 45' N. lat. and 102"" 18' E. long. It is

the seat of one of the Siamese arsenals, and has a con-

siderable export trade in pepper, cardamoms, rosewood,

dyewoods, ship-timber, hides, horns, and ivory. In the

vicinity there are mines of precious stones. The population,

which is estimated at 30,000, contains a large proportion

of Chinese traders.

CHANTELLY, a small town of France, in tne department
of Gise, 25 miles north of Paris by the main line of the

great northern railway. It is finely situated near the Kiver

Nonette, and is one of the favourite Parisian resorts. Its

name has long been associated with the manufacture of lace

and blonde, and it is still more celebrated for its chateaux

and pleasure grounds, and as the scene of the great annual

races of the French Jockey Club. The old castle must
have been in existence in the 13th century, and in the

reig'a of Charles VI. the lordship belonged to Pierre

d'Orgemont, Chancellor of France. In 1484 it was trans-

ferred by his grandson to the house of Montmorency, and
in 1G32 it passed from that family to the house of Condi.
The Prince de Condi, surnamed the Great, was specially

attached to the spot, and did a great deal to enhance its

beauty and splendour. Here he enjoyed the society of La
Bruyfere, Racine, Moliire, La Fontaine, Boileau, and other

great men of his time ; and here his steward Vatel killed

himself in despair, because something had gone wrong with
the preparations for the reception of his majesty Louis
XrV. Of the two splendid mansions that then existed,

and were known as the Grand Ch:Ueau and the Petit

Chiteau, the former was destroyed about the time of the
Revolution, but the latter still remains as one of the finest

Bpecimens of the Renaissance architecture in France. On
the death of the duke of Bourbon, the last representative

of tho house of Condi, the estate passed ii^ the hands of

the Due d'Auniale, fourth son of Louis Philippe. In 18^3
the house of Orleans was declared incapable of possessing
property in Franco, and ChantiUy was accordingly sold by
auction. Purchased by tho English bankers Coutts k Co.
for the sura of 11,000,000 francs, it has since passed back
into the hands of the duke. There is a hospital in tho
town, built and endowed by the last Prince de Condi,
and tho parish church contains the grave of the Admiral
Coiigny, who perished in the massacre of St Bartholomew.
Among tha modern buildings is an Episcopalian church,
erected for tho Engliah residents, who are mainly jockeys
or grooms. Population in 1872, 3461. See Du Cerceau-
Perolle ; Mirigot, Promenade da Jardint de Chantilly,

17Q1; and Fauquemprez, JJiatoirc de ChantiUy, 1840.

CHANTREY, Sre Feascis (1782-1841), a sculptor of

repute, was bom on 7th April 1782, at Norton, near

Sheffield, where his father cultivated a small property of

his own. His father died when he was eight years of age
;

and, his mother having married again, his profession was
left to be chosen by his friends. In his sixteenth year ho
was on the point of being cpprenticed to a lawyer in

Sheffield, when, having seen some wood-carving in a shop-

wmdow, he requested to be made a carver instead of a
solicitor, and was accordingly placed with a Mr Ramsay,
wood-carver in Sheffield. When in this situation, he
became acquainted with Mr Raphael Smith, a distinguished

draftsman in crayon, who gave him lessons in painting
;

and Chantrey, eager to commence his course as an artist,

procured tho cancelling of his indentures, and went to try

his fortune in Dublin and Edinburgh, and finally in Lon-
don. Here he Cr^;t obtained employment as an assistant

wood-carver, but at the same time devoted himself to.

portrait-painting, bust-sculpture, and modelling in clay.

The sculptor Nollekens showed particular zeal in recognizing

his merits. His first imaginative work was the model of

the head of Satan, which was exhibited at the Royal
Academy in 1808. He afterwards executed for Greenwich
Hospital four colossal busts of the admirals Duncan, Howe,
Vincent, and Nelson ; and so rapidly did his reputation

spread that the next bust which he executed, that of

Home Tooke, procured him commissions to the extent of

£12,000. From this period he was almost uninterruptedly

engaged in professional labour. In 1819 he visited Italy,

and became acquainted with the most distinguished

sculptors of Florence and Rome. He was chosen an
associate, and afterwards a member, of the Royal Academy
(1816 and 1818), received the degree of M.A. from Cam-
bridge, and that of D.C.L. from Oxford, and in 1837 was
knighted. He died after an illness of only iwo hours'

duration, on the 25th November 1841, having for some
years suffered from disease of the heart, and was buried in

a tomb constructed by himself in the church of his native

village. The works of Chantrey are extremely numerous.
The principal are the statues of Washington in the State-

house of Boston, of George III. in London, of George IV.
at Brighton, of Pitt in Hanover Square, London, of Watt
in Westminster Abbey and at Glasgow, of Roscoe and
Canning at Liveipool, of Dalton at Manchester, of

Lord-President Blair and Lord Melville in Edinburgh,
&c. Of hi.s equestrian statues the most famous are

those of Sir Thomas Munro at Calcutta, and the Duke of

Wellington in front of the Loudon Exchange. But the

finest of Chantrey's works are his busts, and his delineations

of children. The figures of two children asleep in each
other's arms, which form a monumental design in Lichfield

Cathedral, have always been lauded for beauty, simplicity,

and grace. So is also the statue of the girlish Lady Louisa
Russell, represented as btanding on tiptoe and fondling a
dove in her bosom. Both these works, it should, however,
be explained, were executed from designs by Stothard

;

for Chantrey know his own scantiness of ideal invention

or composition, and on system sought aid from others fo^

such attempts. In busts, his leading excellence is facility

— a ready unconstrained air of life, a prompt vivacity of

ordinary expression. Allan Cunningham and Weekes were
his chief assistants, and vicre indeed the active executants

of many works that pass under Chantrey's name. Chantrey
was a man of warm and genial temperament, and is said

to have borne a noticeable though commonplace resem-

blance to the usual portraits of Shakespeare. He
bequeathed his valuable collection, and his whole fortune,

aftor the death of Lady Chantrey, to the Royal Academy,
for the encouragement of British sculpture and painting.

It is but very recently that this brquret ha£ taken actual
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effect ; and the precise form in wiiich the Academy meau
to administer the trust still (1876) remains indefinite.

CHAPELAIN, Jean (1595-1674), a French poet and
maa of letters, was the son of a notary, and was born in

Paris. His father destined him for his own profession

;

but his mother, who had known Eonsard (she was the

•daughter of a certain Michel CorbiJre, an intimate friend

of the great poet), had determined otherwise. At an early

age Chapelain began to qualify himself for literature,

acquiring by his own unaided efforts, not only Greek and
Latin, but also Italian and Spanish, and even applying
himself to medicine. Having finished his studies, he
was engaged for a while in teaching Spam'sh to a young
nobleman. He was then appointed tutor to the two sons

of a M. da la Trousse, grand provost of Franco. Attached
for the next seventeen years to the family of this gentleman,
the administration of whose fortune was v?hoUy in his

hands, he seems to have published nothing during this

period, yet to have acquired a great reputation as a

probability. His first work given to the public was a
preface for the Adone of Marini, who printed and published
that notorious poem at Paris. This was followed by an
excellent translation of Mateo Aleman's novel, Guzman, de

Al/arache, and by four extremely indifferent odes, one
of them addressed to the great Kichelien, whom Chapelain
had the honour of grounding in the dramatic unities.

Rewarded with a pension of a thousand crowns, and
appointed from the first a member of the newly-constituted

Academy, Chapelain drew up the plan of the grammar and
dictionary,.the compilation of which was to be a principal

function of the young institution, and at Eichelien's com-
mand prepared a criticism of the Cid. In 1756 he
published, in a magnificent form, the first twelve cantos of

his celebrated epic La Pucdle, on which he had been
engaged during twenty years. His reputation at this time
was so great that six editions of the poem were disposed
of in eighteen months. But this was the end of Chapelain,
" the legist of Parnassus." The epigrams of Montdor and
Furetiire, the slashing satire of Boil^au (in this case fairly

master of his subject), had done their work, and Chapelain
(" le plu3 grand pofcte Francais qu'ait jaraais 6t6 et du plus

Bolide jugement," aa he is called in Colbert's list) had
taken his place among the failures of modern art. The
hu>t twelve cantos of La, Pucelle were never published. A
complete manuscript of it exists, with corrections and a

preface in the author's autograph, ia the Bibliothique

Nationale ; but its readers, it may be presumed, are few.

In 1662 Chapelain was employed by Colbert to draw up
an account of contemporary men of letters, destined to

guide the king in his distribution of pensions. In this

pamphlet, as in the extracts from his letters pubbshed
by Camusat in 1726 (Melanges de LiUerature tiria des
Leitrea manuscriies de Chapelain), he shows to far greater
advantage than in his unfortunate epic. His prose is said
to be incomparably better than his verse ; his criticisms are

remarkable for their justice and generosity ; his erudition
and kindliness of heart are everywhere apparent ; the royal
attention is directed alike towards the author's firmest
frieiids and bittercDt enemies. The man, indeed, appears'
to have been as excellent as the poet was worthless. He
does not seem to have known jea'ousy ; CorneiUe was
the object of his warmest praises ; and to him the young
Racine was indebted not only for kindly and seisonable
counsel, but ako for that pension of six hundred livres

which was so -useful to hira. Moving in the best society,

polite and literary, and loaded with honours and pensions,
in his old age Chapelain is reported to have become a miser
of the oost sordid type, the clothes be wore being so

patched and clouted as to procure for him the nickname of

the Chevaliei de i'Araign^e; while Manage relates that,

calling upon the old man after a long estrangement, he

found on the hearth the same cinders that he had remarked

thereon twelve years before. His avaric^, moreover, is said

to have been indirectly the cause of his death, which

happened in his seventy-ninth year. Some 50,000 crowns,

a large fortune for those days, were found in his apartments.

Aa a poet, Chapelain seems to occupy on the French side

of Parnassus a place analogous to that one filled on the

English side by Sir Richard Blackmore. La Pucelle is an

enormous aUogorical nightmare, towards a correct apprecia-

tion of which tho satire of Boileau is said to be the best

guide. As a prose-writer and critic, Chapelain seems to

have had real merit ; in a passage of his, concerning the

legendary epic of the ifiddle Ages, quoted by Sainte-Beuve

(who calls him "homme instruit, sinon pofete"), he would

appear to have anticipated much of what modern criticism

has had to say on tho subject

CHAPEL-HILL, a village of the United States, in

Orange County, Horth Carolina, 27 miles north-west of

Raleigli. It is the seat of the North Carolina university,

foundel in 1789, and has about 2800 permanent in-

habitants.

CHAPMAN, Geoeqe, translator of Homer, dramatist,

and gnomic poet, was born in 1559, and died in 1634. At
fifteen, according to Anthony Wood, " he being well

grounded in school learning, was sent to the university" of

Oxford ; at thirty-five he published his first poem. The
Shadow of Might. Between these dates, though no fact has

been unearthed concerning his career, it is not improbable

that he may have travelled in Germany. At thirty-nine he

was reckoned " among the best of our tragic writers for the

stage ;
" but his only play published at that age was a crude

and formless attempt at romantic comedy, which had been

acted three years before it passed from the stage to the

press ; and his first tragedy now extant in print, without

name of author, did not solicit the suffrage of a reader till

the poet was forty-eight. At thirty-nine he had also pub-
lished the first instalment of his celebrated translation of

the Iliad, in a form afterwards much remodelled ; at sixty-

five he' crowned the lofty structure of his labou» by the

issue of an English version of the Hymns and other minor
Homeric poems. The former he dedicated to Robert
Devereux, Earl of Essex, the hapless favourite of Eliza-

beth ; the latter to Robert Carr, Earl of Somerset, the in-

famous minion of James. Six years earlier he had in-

scribed to Bacon, then Lord Chancellor, a translation of

Hesiod's Worlcs and Days, His only other versions of

classic poems are from the fifth satire of Juvenal and the

Hero and Leander which goes under the name of Musaaas,

the latter dedicated to Inigo Jones. Hia revised and
completed version of the Hiad had been inscribed in a

noble and memorable poem of dedication to Henry Prince

of Wales, after whose death he and his Odyssey fell

under tho patronage of Carr. Of the manner of his death
at seventy-five we know nothing more than may be
gathered from the note appended to a manuscript frag-

ment, which intimates that the remainder of the poem, a

lame and awkward piece of satire on his old f-iend Jonsor,
had been "lost in his sickness."

Chapman, his first biographer is careful to let us know,
" was a person of most reverend aspect, religious and tem-
perate, qualities rarely meeting in a poet;" he had also

certain other merits at least as necessary to the exercise of

that profession. He had a singular force and solidity of

thought, an admirable ardour of ambitious devotion to the
service of poetry, a deep and burning sonse at once of the
duty implied and of the dignity inherent in hia office ; a
vigour, opuJence, and loftiness of phrase, remarkable even
in that age of spiritual stiength, wealth, and exaltation of
thought and style; a robust eloquence, touched not un.-
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freqaently with flaahes of fancy, and kindled at times into

heat of imagination. The main fault of his style is one

more commonly found in tho prose than in the verse ot

his time,—a quaint and florid obscurity, rigid with elabor-

ate rhetoric and tortuous with labyrinthine illustration
;

not dark only to the rapid reader through closeness and

subtlety of thought, like Donne, whose miscalled obscurity

is so often " all glorious within," but thick and slab as a

witch's gruel with forced and barbarous eccentricities of

articulation. As his language in tho higher forms of

comedy is always pure and clear, and sometimes exquisite

in the simplicity of its earnest and natural grace, the Etiff-

ness and density of his more ambitious style may perhaps

be attributed to some pernicious theory or conceit of the

dignity proper to a moral and philosophic poet. Never-

theless, many of the gnomic passages in his tragedies and

allegoric poems are of singular weight and beauty ; the

best of these, indeed, would not discredit the fame of the

very greatest poets for sublimity of equal thought and ex-

pression : witness the lines chosen by Shelley as the motto

for a poem, and fit to have been chosen as the motto for

his life.

The romantic and sometimes barbaric grandeur of Chap-

man's Homer remains attested by the praise of Keats, of

Coleridge, and of Lamb ; it is vrritten at a pitch of strenu-

ous and laborious exaltation, which never flags or breaks

down, but never flies with the ease and smoothness of an

eagle native to Homeric air. From his occasional poems

an expert and careful hand might easily gather a noble

anthology of excerpts, chiefly gnomic or meditative, alle-

goric or descriptive. Tho most notable examples of his

tragic work are comprised in the series of plays taken, and

adapted somclimes with singular licence, from the records

of such part of French history as lies between the reign of

Francis I. and the reign of Henry IV., ranging in date of

subject 'rom the trial and death of Admiral Chabot to the

treason aad execution of Marshal Biron. The two plays

bearing as epigraph the name of that famous soldier and
conspirator are a storehouse of lofty thought and splendid

verse, with scarcely a flash or sparkle of dramatic action.

The one p'ay of Chapman's whose popularity on the stage

ourvived the Restoration is Bussy d'Ambois (d'Amboise),

—

a tragedy not lacking in violence of action or emotion, and
abcundiiig even more in c.veet and sublime interludes than
in crabbed and bombiistio passages. His rarest jewels of

thought and verse detachable from the context lie cm-
bedded in the tragedy of Caesar and Pompcy, whence tho

finest of them were iirst extracted by tho unerring and un-

equalled critical genius of Charles Lamb. In most of his

tragedies the lofty and labouring spirit of Chapman may
be said rather to shine fitfully through parts than steadily

to pervade the whole ; tbsy show nobly altogether as they
Etand, but oven better by help cf exocrpts and selections.

Kat the excellence of his best comedies can only be appre-

ciated by a student who reads them fairly and fearlessly

through, and, having made some small deductions on the

score of occasional pedantry and occasional indecency,

finds in All Fools, Monsieur dOlive, The Qaitleman Usher,

and Tlie Widow's Tears a wealth and vigour of humorous
invention, a tender and earnest grace of roninr.tic poetry,

which may atone aUke for these passing blemishes and for

tho lack of euch clear-cut perfection of character and
auch drsraatic progrcsiion <it interest as wo find only in

the yet higher poets of our horoic age.

So much it may here sviflico to say of Chapiunn ns an

original poet, one who held of no man and acknowledged
no master, but throughout the whole generation of our
grcattat men, from tie birth of Marlowe well-nigh to tho

death of Jonson, held on liia own hard and haughty way of

austere and sabliiuc ambition, not without kindly and

graceful inclination of his high grey head to salute such

younger and still nobler ccmjiccrs as Jonson and Fletcher.

With Shakespeare we should never have guessed that ha
had come at alt in contact, had not tho keen intelligenca

of a living critic, Mr Minto, divined or rather discerned

him to be the rival poet referred to in Shakespeare's son-

nets with a grave note of passionate satire, hitherto as

enigmatic as almost all questions connected with those

divine and dangerous poems. This conjecture the critic

has fortified by such apt collocation and confrontation of

passages that we may now reasonably accept it as an
ascertained and memorable fact.

The objections which a just and adequate judgment may
bring against Chapman's master-work, his translation of

Homer, may be summed up in three epithets : it ia

romantic, laborious, Elizabethan. The qualities implied

by these epithclaare the reverse of those which should dis-

tinguish a translator of Homer ; but setting tliis apart, ond.
considering the poems as in the main original works, the

superstructure of a romantic poet on the submerged
foundations of Greek verse, no praise can be too warm or

high for the power, tho freshness, the indefatigable strergtu

and inextinguishable fire which animate this exalted work,

and secure for all time that shall take cognizance of

English poetry an honoured place in its highest annals for

the me!uory of Chapman. (a. c. s.)

CHAPPE, Claddk (1763-180,5), a French engineer, and
the inventoi- of the simple French telegraph, was born in

Normandy in 1VC3. His invention consisted of an upright

post, on the top of which was fastened a transverse bar,

while at the ends of the latter two smaller arms moved on
pivots. The positions of these four bars represented words
or letters ; and by means of machines placed at intervals

such that each was distinctly visible from tho_ next,

messsgcs could be conveyed through 50 leagues in a.

quarter of an hour. It was caid that Chappe borrowed
tho design from Hooko and Amontons, and llie charge so

deeply all'ected him that, notwithstanding the success of his

machine, which had been adopted by tho Legislative

Assembly in 1792, ho was seized with deep meiancholia,

under which he committed suicide in 1805.

CHAPTAL, Jean Aktoine (1756-1832), cgunt of

Chanteloup, an eminent French chemist and statesman,

born at Nogaret, Lozire, 4th June 1750. At Montpellier,

where he first studied chemistry, he obtained his doctor's

diploma in 1777, when he repaired to Paris. In 1781,
the States of Languedoe founded a chair of chemistry for

him at the school of medicine in Montpellier, where he
taught with success the doctrines of Lavoisier, in opposition

to those of StahL The capital ha acquired by the death
of a wealthy uncle ho employed in tho establishment of

chemical works for the manufacture of mineral acids, alum,
white-lead, soda, and other substances. His labours in tiio

cause of applied science were at length recognized by th:?

French Government, which presented him with letters of

nobility, and tho cordon of tho order of Saint MicheL A
publication by Chaptal, entitled Dialogue entre an
ifoniriy.iard et un Girondin, caused him to be arrested

;

but being speedily set at liberty through tho intermission

of his friends, he undertook, in 1793, the management ot

tho saltpetre works at Grunelle. In the following year ho
v.-ent to Montpellier, where he remained till 1797, when
ho returned to Paris. After the revolution of tho 18th of

Brnmairo (9th November 1739) he was made a councillor

of stato by tho first consul, and succeeded Lucien Eonaparto

as minister of tho interior, in which capacity ho established

a chemical manufactory near Paris, a school of orts, and a

society of industries : he also reorganized tho hospitals, in-

troduced tho metrical eysttm of weights and measures, and
othcrwiso (jrcatly encouraged the arta and scicncoe. A
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misunderstanding between him and Napoleon occasioned

Chaptal'a retirement from office in 1804; but boforo the

end of that year he was again received into favour by the

emperor, who bestowed on him the grand cross of the

legion of honour, and made him treasurer to the conserva-

tive senate. On Napoleon's return from Elba, Chaptal was

made director-general of commerc3 and manufactures and
a minister of state. He was obliged after the downfall of

the emperor to withdraw into private life ; and his name
was for a time removed from the list of tho peers of

France. In 1816, however, he was nominated a member
of the Academy of Sciences by Louis 5VIII. Kotwith-

Gtauding the many vicissitudes of fortune which he under-

went, Chaptal continued to promote the interests of science

until his death, which took place at Paris, 30th July

1832.

Hi3 literary woiks exhibit both vigour and perspicuity of style
;

bo wrote, "in addition to various article3 for chemical journals,

EUmeru de Chimic, 3 vols. 8vo, 1790 ; Traill sut h Salpttre, 8vo,

1796 : Bssai sur le Perfcdionncmeni da Arts Chimiqitcs en France,
8vo, 1800 ; Art de faire, de gouvcrner^ ct de pcrfcctionner les Vins,

1 vol. 8vo, 1601 ; Traiti Thioriqtte ct Tratique sur la Culture de

In Fignc, kc, 2 vols. 8vo, ISOl ; £ssai sur le Blanchiment, 1801 ;

Chimie appUqu&e aux Arts, 4 vols. 8vo, 1807 ; Art de la Tcinture
du Colon en rouge, 8vo, 1807 ; Art du Tciniurierct du Dlgraisseur,

6vo, 1800; De r Industrie Fran^aise, 2 vols. 8vo, 1819; Mimoire
sur le Sucre de BelUraves, 8vc ; Chhnia appliquis d VAgriculture,
2 vols. 8vo, 182a,

CHAPTER, the community of clergymen connected

with a cathedral or collegiate church. See Catftkdr.^l.

CHAPU, an important maritime town of China, in the

• jrovince of Che-keang, 50 miles N.'W. of Chinhai, situated

in one of the richest and best cultivated districts in the

country. It is the port of Hang-chow, with which it has

good canal communication, and it was formerly the only

Chinese port trading with Japan. The town has a circuit

of about five miles, exclusive of the suburbs that lie along

the beach ; and the Tatar quarter is separated from the

rest by a wali It was attacked and much injured by tho

British force in 1842, but was abandoned immediately
after the engagement.

CHARADE, a trifling species of composition, or quasi-

literary form of amusement, which may perhaps be best

defined as a punning enigma propounded in a series of

descriptions. A word is taken of two or more syllables,

each forming a distinct wo.'-d ; each of these is described

in verse or prose, as aptly and enigmatically as possible

;

and the same process is applied to the whole word. The
naater and briefer the descriptive parts of the problem,

the better the charade will be. In selecting words for

charades, special attention should be paid to the absolute

quality of the syllables composing them, inaccuracy in

trifics of this sort depriving them of what Uttle claim to

;iicr;t they may possess. The brilliant rh3'thnic trifles of

W. ilackworth Praed ere well known. Of representative

prose charades, the following specimens are perhaps as

good as could be selected :
—" My first, with the most

rooted antipathy to a Frenchman, prides himself, whenever
they meet, upon sticking close to his j<icket ; my second

has many virtues, nor is its least that it gives its name to

my first ; my whole may I never catch ! " " My first is

company ; my second shuns company ; my third collects

company ; and my whole amuses company." The solutions

are Tar-tar and Cchnun-drum. " Acting charades " are

simply punning .enigmas described dramatically. A bril-

liant description of this variety of the epecies will be found
in Thackeray's Vanity Fair.

CHARCAS. See Sucre.
CHARCOAL, the mora or less impure form of carbon

obtained from various vegetable and animal materials by
ihs'.r ignitica oat of contact with air.

Wood Charcoal is a hard and brittle black substance,

that retains the form and external structuro of the wood
from which it is made. It rings when struck, and has a

conchoidal fracture ; it is infusible, and is not dissolved by
water or acids ; at ordinary temperatures it is a bad con

ductor of heat and electricity. Charcoal varies much in

degree of compactness, box-wood giving a very solid, and
willow a porous variety. Exclusive of its pores, it has a

specific gravity of 1 "5, or, if made at a high temperature,

of 2'0. Charcoal from Scotch fir weighs from 10-3 to

10'9 lb per cubic foot; that made from oak is heavier.

Very light charcoal is prepared from dogwood, alderwood,

and willow. Charcoal contains, besides carbon, varying

(but small) quantities of hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen
;

and when consumed, it yields from 1 to 5 per cent, of ash,

or the greater part of tho mineral matter contained in the

original wood. Charcoal burns without flame, and has in

air a calorific intensity of about 2700° C. ; its specific Leat,

according to Regnault, is 0'2411. The higher the temper-

ature to which it has been exposed, the higher is tho

igniting point of charcoal; and that made at the melting

point of platinum requires a temperature of 1250' C to

kindle it

Fresh-burnt charcoal rapidly absorbs from 9'6 to 18 per

cent, of its weight of atmospheric moisture, of which the

commercial article usually contains about 12 per cent. It

has also a remarkable absorjitivo action on gases, condensing

them within its pores. To tho heat thus developed has

been attributed the occasional spontaneous ignition of char-

coal that has been stacked too soon after manufacture.

Recently-made box -wood charcoal absorbs, at 12° C. and
28"5 in. pressure, 90 volumes of ammonia, 85 of hydro-

chloric acid, 65 of sulphurous anhydride, 55 of sulphuretted

hydrogen, 35 of carbonic anhydride, 9J of oxygen, and 6J
of nitrogen ; only

1
J vols., however, of hydrogen (Saussure).

The absorptive power for gases is nearly in the ratio of the

pressures to which the charcoal is exposed, the temperature

being constant.

Charcoal can be made at a temperature as low as 300° C.

It is produced in greatest quantity at a heat just sufficient

thoroughly to char the wood. The charcoal so made con-

tains a larger percentage of hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen

than that formed at higher temperatures, and, being

readdy inflammable, is adapted for the manufacture of

gunpowder. The quantity of charcoal obtainable from
wood varies according to the nature of the wood employed
and the method of manufacture. By distillation 25 to 27
per cent, of the weight of the wood can be obtained. Ordi-

narily, beech yields about 15 per cent, of its weight, box

20J per cent Mr Mushet obtained in his experiments the

following percentage composition of various kinds of wood,
the amount of each kind taken being 1 lb avoirdupois :

—

VoUtna
Mate:-.

Oak
Ash
Birch ,

Norway Pino
Mahogany
Sycamore
Hoily ,

Scotch Pine
Beech
Elm
Walnut ,

American Maple
.American Black Beech.

Laburnum
Lignum Vit^c.

Sallow
CbcEtnut

76-895

81 -260

80-717

80-4<ll

73-528
79-20

78-92

83095
79-104

79-655
78-621
79-331
77-512
74-234
72-643
80-371

76-30i

22-682

17-972
17-491

19-204

26-492
19-734
19-918
30-456
19-941

19-574
20-663
19-901
21-445
24-586

26 857
18-497

23-280

0-423
0-768
1-792
0-355
0-980
1-066
1-152

C-449
0-955
0-761
0-816
0-768
1-033
1-180

0-600
1-132
0-418
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Bumford, who employed a long-continued moderate heat,

Dbtained a much larger quantity of charcoal from wood.

During the charring of the wood, pyroligceous or acetic

acid, creosote, pyroxylic spirit, and empyreumatic oils are

produced, and much carbonic oxide, carbonic anhydride,

hydrogen, and water are evolved.

Charcoal can be prepared in a variety of ways. In its

purest form it is obtained by the ignition of organic sub-

stances such as starch and sugar. That made for powder-

mills, as ako that produced in acetic acid factories, is the

product of the distillation of wood in iron cylinders. In

China charcoal is prepared in pits, preferably in a clayey

soil In some parts of Sweden it is made from rectangular

piles of wood, the process being regulated by the careful

admission of air through holes in the covering of the wood.

In Foucauld's process, a portable shroud or abri of wood
coated with a mixture of loam and grass is used to cover

the heap to be charred. In most countries where wood is

abundant, charcoal-burning is carried on by firing conical

piles of billets of wood, about 12 feet in height, and 10 to

40 feet in diameter, from the top of a central hole or

chimney. The wood is felled in winter, and, mnst be

tolerably dry ; it is built up with the bark outermost, the

largest billets being placed in the Interior of the pUe ; over

the whole is laid a covering of turf, or of charcoal-dust

(" breeze ") and soU. The combustion of the wood is con-

ducted from above downwards, and from the exterior

towards the centre ; so that the charcoal in a half burnt

heap forms an inverted cone. At the sides of the heap are

holes for the admission of air, the number and size of which

rxe a matter of importance. The first or " sweating

"

process lasts three or four days, during which the cover

becomes moist with condensed water. The openings round
about the base of the pile are then covered, and a series of

holes is made about half-way from the top of the heap ; as

the smoke ceases to issue from these they are closed, and
other series of holes are made below, as required. The
tarry products which collect towards the close of the

operation are removed from the heap by means of gutters

or pipes.

Sometimes the base of the heap is made in the shape of

aflat funnel, from which proceeds a channel for thetnr and
acid. When the air-holes of the burning heap no longer

emit smoke and flame, they are carefully stopped, and the

pile is allowed to cool for two or three days. The charcoal

ifl then drawn, and any pieces which may still bo glowing
are quenched by plunging them into water or sand. By
the above-dcscribod method, 128 cubic feet (one cord) of

wood yield about 30 bushels of charcoal

Besides being employed as a fuel, and as a reducing
fvgent in metallurgy, wood-charcoal is applied to a variety

of purposes. It is much used in the manufacture of

filters, and as a medicine it may be administered in some
cases of dyspepsia. On account of the resistance of

charcoal to the action of water, stakes for wet soils and
the insides of casks are charred previous to use. Charcoal
is valuable as an absorbent of no::ious effluvia, which it

decomposes by bringing them into contact with condensed
oxygen within its pores. Its absorbent power is greater

than that of spongy platinum, but its efficacy as a
promotor of chemical union ia not so great Dr Stenhouse
liiis been able to unite the properties of charcoal and
upongy platinum in what he calls " platinized charcoal,"

Vfhich is made by boiling charcoal in a solv.tion of platiuic

chloride, and then heating it to redness in a closed vessel.

This preparation may be employed in ventilators and
i^espirators, and, on account of its oxidizing properties, has
been proposed for use as a miM caustic.

CoalGat Cliaictt'll, or Gat-Carbim, U a dense and pure
variety of charcoal, of a greyish black colour, which is

d^po-^itc-d in the inside of gas-retorts. It b used for

making the negative poles of Bunsen'a batteries.

Lamp Black is a finely-divided form of charcoal, obtained

by condensing the smoke of burning resinous and oily

substances in cylindrical chambers hung with sacking or

sheep-skins. The crude lamp black is purified by heating

to redness in closed vessels.

Peat Charcoal.—This variety of charcoal ia produced

by the carbonization of peat in kilos or circular shafts of

brick and stone-work. The ignition is made to proceed

from above downwards. Peat may also be economically

charred by means of the waste-gas of smelting-furnacea,

or of heated gases produced by the combustion of wood.

In Bohemia a mufHe-like chamber, heated at the sides and
end by peat-fires, has been successfully employed,—8 to 9

cubic metres of charcoal being produced from 20 cubic

metres of peat, by the consumption of 10 cubic metres of

the same, and at a cost of 53. 2id. per cubic metre of

charcoal. According to Stockhardt, 1 00 tt> of wood-charcoal

will by their combustion evaporate as much water as 113
lb of peat-charcoal The use of charred peat in some
metallurgical operations must depend upon the cost of its

preparation. Its friability renders it unfit for the blast-

furnace ; but it may be advantageously used on black-

smiths' hearths. Hitherto, it has not been employed on

an extensive scale, the large amount of ash it produces

(45 per cent.) being one objection to its consumption.

Animal Charcoal, or Bone-Black, is prepared by igniting

fresh and coarsely comminuted bones, which have been

previously boiled to remove fat, in closed vessels of iron or

earthenware. The bone-black so produced, which weighs

about half as much as the bones employed, is hermetically

sealed, as soon as made, in iron canisters. Animal charcoal

contain3 of carbon about 14 per cent, in a state of fine

division, of calcic phosphate 80 per cent., of calcic carbonate

5 per cent., with nitrogen and minor impurities. It is

largely employed as a decolorizing, deodorizing, and filtering

agent. It removes many organic substances from their

solutions ; thus it has been found that whilst the colour

of ale can be made paler by its means, the bitterness ia at

the same time wholly removed. This action of animal

charcoal is duo to the separation of the particles of carbon

by the earthy matter present in it. The precipitant actmn
of bone-black on matters in solution is much greater than

that of wood-charcoal Its decolorizing properties are

found to be greatly enhanced by washing with hydrochloric

acid and subsequent calcination with potash. A good
decolorizing charcoal is made by igniting nitrogenous

animal matter, such as horn and clippings of hides, in

contact with pearl-ash, and washing the product with

water. Animal charcoal can be re-purified after use by
treating it with acids ; or by putrefying and dissolving

out organic impurities, washing, and finally igniting it.

Animal charcoal is used ps a pigment, more especially in

the form of ivori/ black, and also as a manure for vegetable

soils ; and it has been recommended by Drs Eulenberg and
Wohl as an antidote in cases of phosphorus poisoning.

Sea Wnrtz, DidionruixTe de Chimie, vol.ii., 1868, pp. 843-847;
Hunter, *'0n the effects of Preaaure on the Absorption of Gil<;c3 bj
Cliarcoil," Journ. Chfin. .y.v., 1871, p. 76 ; Percy, Mttallurgy,
Ixind. 1875; Wanklyn, "On the Proco«s of Combustion which
Likes place in llio Interior of ccrLiin Porous Filters," Chem. iVeuw,

vol. xxxiii, p. 24.3, and vol. xxxiv.

CHARD, a municipal borough and market-town of

England, in Somersetshire, with a railway junction, 18 miles

south of Bridgowater, and 139 miloa from London. It

w.-is allowed to return two members to parliament by
Edward I., bat v, as deprived o( th.at pirivilege in the reign of

Kdw.ir i III. The town stands upon an eminence on th»

south border of the county, is well built, and boa a towtkr
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house and inarket-hall of recent erection. It mannfactures

lace ami woollen goods, and iron aud brass wares. Popu-

lation in 1871, 2400.

CHARDIN, SiK John (1643-1713), a celebrated

traveller, was born at Paris in 1643. His father, a

wealthy jeweller, gave him an excellent education and

trained him in his c.vn art; but instead of settling down
in the ordinary routine of the craft, he set out in' company
with a Lyons merchant named Raisin in 1665 for Persia

and India, partly on business aud partly to gratify his own
inclination. After a highly successful journey, during

which he had received the patronage of Shah Abbas II. of

Persia, he returned to France in 1670, and there published

in the following year ItUit dii CouroJinemcnt du Rof de

Pei-se Soliman III. Finding, however, that his Protestant

profession cut him off from all hope of honours or advance-

ment in his native country, he set out again for Persia in

August 1671. This second journey was much more
adventurous than the first, as instead of going directly to

his destination, ho passed by Smyrna, Constantinople, the

Crimea, Caucasia, Mingrelia, and Georgia, and did not

reach Ispahan till June 1673. After four years spent in

researches throughout Persia, hs again visited India, and
returned to Europe by the Cape of Good Hope in 1677.

The persecution goinj on iu France led him, in 1681, to

settle in i!,ondon, v.-Jiere he was appointsd jeweller to the

Court, and ipceived from Char'es IL the honour of knight-

hood. In 1GS3 ha vras sent to Holland as representative

of the Eiiglish East India Company; aud in 1686 he
publi";^cd the first part of his great narrative

—

The Travels

(if Sir John Chardin into Persia and the Eust Indies, &c.

(London). It -r-as uoi till 1711, however, that the com-
plete account of his travels appeared, under the title of

Journal du Voijaje du. Chevalier Chardin, at Amsterdam.
The Persian portion is to be found in vol. ii. of Harris's

Collection, and CMiracts are reprinted by Pinkerton in vol.

is. The best complete reprint is by Langlfa, Paris, 1811.

Sir John Chardin's narrative has received the highest

praise from the most competeui; authorities for its fulness,

comprehensiveness, and fidelity ; End it furnished Montes-

quieu, Rousseau, Gibbon, and Helv^tius with most import-

ant material. Sir John died in London in 1713 and
was buried in Westminster Abbey, where his monument
bears the incciiption Nomen sibi fecit eitndo.

GHAREXTE, an inland department iu the south-west

of Fiance, comprehending the ancient division of Angou-
mois, and inconsiderabb portions of Saintonge, Poitou,

and Limousin. It is bounded N. by the departments

of Deux-Sevrcs and Haute-Vienne, E. by those of

Yienne and Dordogne, and S. and W. by Dordogne
and Charente-Inf^iieure. The greater part of its area of

2295 square miles consists of the valley of the River

Cuarente, which rises in Haute-Vienne, and after a circuitous

course passes into the department of Charente-Inf^rieure,

where it falls into the sea opposite Isle-5Iadame, having

received in its progress the waters of the Tardoire, Touvres,

Ni, Antoine, and Boutonne. The Charente, though rapid,

has been artificially rendered navigable, and steamers ply

butwcen Angouleme and Saintes, although the tide ascends

no higher than the latter town. The surface of the departs

ment is comparatively level, and subject to frequent inunda-

tions; and in the nrrondissement of Confoiens alone there

are upwards of sixty small lakes. The hills, which belong

to the Limousin range, are generally uniform in height, and
abound in marina deposits ; some of them are covered with

chestnut forests, which supply the district with a large

amount of fruit. The climate is temperate, and the pre-

vailing winds are the west and south-west. The principal

productions are wine, corn, hemp, flax, and potatoes, the

wjn8 being Lirgely distilled into brandy, for which the

town of Cognac is famous. Pigs, sheep, and poultry are

extensively reared fur the consumption of the capital ; and
the value of the trutlics annually brought to market is

estimated at several million francs. The mineral produc-

tions consist chiefly of iron, lead, antimony, and gj'psum,

of which iron and gypsum only are worked to any extent.

iVmong the manufactures paper occupies the foremost place
;

but canvas, linen cloth, hats, cordage, hoops, and pottery

are also made. Charente is divided into five arrondisse-

ments, which derive their names from the five principal

towns of AngouKme, Cognac, Ruffec, Barbiizieux, and
Confoiens. Angouleme is the chief town. The popula-

tion in 1872 amou-.Ued to 367,520.

CHARENTE-IXFERIEURE, or Lower Charente, a

maritime department of France, comprehending the old pro-

vinces of Saintonge and Aunis, and including the islands of

Rii, Oleron, Aix, and ^ladame. It has an area of 2636 square

miles, and is bounded N. by Vend<;e and Deux-Sevres,

E. by Charente, S. by Gironde, and AY. by the Bay
of Biscay. The surface is exceedingly flat throughout the

whole department, and along the coast-line it is so far de-

pressed as to require in many places the erection of sea-dikes

and extensive artificial draining. The facilities of the de-

partment for internal communication are greatly increased

by the number of jiavigable streams, the formation of two
canals (from La Rochelle to the Sevre-Niortaise, and from

Brouage to Rochefort), and the development of an extensive

railway system in the hands of a company known as the

Company of the Charentes. The productions very nearly

coincide with those of Charente, with this ditTerence—that

its wines and brandy are greatly inferior, but its fruits and
vegetables greatly superior to those of the upper province.

It has also more extensive pasturage, and considerable

revenue accruing from the pilchard and oyster fisheries on

the coast, but its miner.al wealth and manufactures are

neither so various nor so productive. The former is confined

to iron pyrites and the salt supplied by the marshes along

the coast ; the latter includes coarse woollen stuffs, leather,

soap, earthenware, staves, timber, and chemicals. It has

several sheltered bays on the coast, and several good
harbours, such as Rochefort, Tonnay-Charente, Royan, and
Marans, at which a brisk coasting trade is carried on.

There is considerable trade in colonial produce, and ship-

building is prosecuted to some extent. The climate is

salubrious except along the coast, where fevers and ague

prevail. There are six arrondissements, cognominal with

the towns of La Rochelle, Rochefort, ilarennes, Saintes,

Jonzac, and St Jean d'Angely,—La Rochelle being the

chief town of the department. The total population in

1872 was 405,653.

CHARENTON-LE-PONT, a town of France in the

department of Seine, situated on the right bank of the

Maine, near its confluence with the vSeice, a short distance

south-east of Paris, of which it may almost be regarded as

a suburb. It derives the distinotive part of its name from
the stone bridge of ten arches which crosses the Marne and
unites the town with the village of Alfort, famous for its

veterinary school. It has always been regarded as a point

of great importance for the defence of the capital, and has

frequently been the scene of sanguinary conflicts. Of its

fortifications the most important is the Fort de Charenton,

which lies on the left bank of the river near Alfort. Id
the 16th and 17th centuries Charenton was the scene of

the ecclesiastical councils of the Protestant party, which
had its principal church in the town. At present its most
remarkable institution b the lunatic asylum, or Maison de
Sant6, which was originally founded by Le Blanc in 1664
as a general hospital, and only received its present

appropriation by a decree of the tenth year of the

Republic In 1814 the bridge was gallautly defended by
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the pupik of the veterinary school against Ihe Austrians

and Wiirtembergers. Population in 1872, 7l41.

CHARIOT, in antiquity, was a conveyance used in

battle, for the cbase, in public processions, and in games. It

had two wheels, and was made to be drawn by two horses
;

if ft third or, more commonly, two reserve horses were added,

they were attached on each side of the main pair by a single

trace fastened to the front of the chariot, as may be seen

OQ two prize vases iu the British Museum from the

Panathenaic games at Athens, on which qiiadripce are

represented. On the monuments there is no other sign of

traces, from the want of which wheeling round must have

been difficult. Immediately on the axle, without springs

of any kind, rested the basket or body of the chariot, which

consisted of a floor to stand on, and a semicircular guard

round the front about half the height of the driver. It was

entirely open at the back, so that the combatant might

readily leap to the ground and up again as was necessary.

There was no seat, and generally only room for the

combatant and his charioteer to stand in. The pole was
probably attached to the middle of the axle, though it

appears to spring from the front of the basket ; at the end

of the pole was the yoke, which consisted of two stn.iU

saddles fitting the necks of the horses, and fastened by

broad bands round the chest. Besides this the harness of

each horse consisted of a bridle and a pair of reins, mostly

the same as in use now, made of leather and ornamented

with studs of ivory or metal The reins were passed through

rings attached to the collar bands or yoke, and were long

enough to be tied round the waist of the charioteer in case

of his having to defend himself. The wheels and body of

the chariot were usually of wood, strengthened in places

with bronze or iron ; the wheels had from four to eight

Bpokes and tires of bronze or iron. This description applies

generally to the chariots of all the nations of antiquity
;

the differences consisted chiefly in the mountings. The
chariots of the Egyptians and Assyrians, with whom
the bow was the principal arm of attack, were richly

mounted with quivers full of arrows, while those of the

Greeks, whose characteristic weapon was the spear, were
plain except as regards mere decoration. Among the

Persians, again, and more remarkably among the ancient

Britons, there was a class of chariot having the wheels
mounted with sharp sickle-shaped blades, which cut to

pieces whatever came in their way. This was probably an
invention of the Persians ; Cyrus the younger employed
these chariots in large numbers. Among the Greeks aud
Romans, on the other hand, the chariot had passed out of

use in war before historical times, and was retained onlj'

for races in the public games, or for processions, without
undergoing any alteration apparently, its form continuing
to correspond with the descriptions of Homer, though it was
lighter in build, having to carry only the charioteer. On
two I'anathesaic prize vases in the British Museum are

figures of racing bir/(e, in which, contrary to the description

given above, the driver is seated with his feet resting on a
board hanging down in front close to the lugs of his horses.

The bi;}a itself consists of a scat resting on the axle, with
a rail at each side to protect the driver from the wheels.

The chariot was unsuitcd to the uneven soil of Greece and
Italy, and it is not improbable that these nations had
bro\ij;lit it with them as part of their original habits from
their former scats in the East. In the remains of Egyptian
and Assyrian art there ore numerous representations of

chariots, from which it may be seen with what richness they
were sometimes ornamented. The " iron " chariots in use
among the Jews appear to have been chariots strengthened
or plated with metal, and no doubt were of the form above
described, which prevailed geoerally among the other ancient
nations.

5—lU

CHARITIES. There are few features of English society

more remarkable than the strength of its charitable

organization. It is not merely that the voluntary contribu-

tions of indiriduals to the purposes usually described as

charitable are on the largest scale, but that endowments in

aid of every variety of public use abound in all parts of the

country. These endowments are mostly of private founda-

tion, and but for comparatively recent legislation, would be
almost entirely beyond the cognizance or control of the

state. So far, indeed, as real property is concerned, the

state has for various reasons discouraged its application to

such purposes. During the feudal period of English law,

the rights of the lords of the soil were continually being

invaded by the alienation of land to ecclesiastical corpora-

tions. These societies had perpetual succession, whereby
the rights of the superior incidental to the tenancy of

individuals were <lcstrvyed. It was to prevent such aliena-

tions that the Jlortmain Acts were passed. The statute

De Religiosis, 7 Edward L st. 2, c. I, and the statute of

Westminster 2d enacted that if any body politic, ecclesiasti-

cal or lay, sole or aggreg.ite, should buy or sell lands or by
any engine oi eraft appropriate lands in such a way that

they should in anywise come into mortmain, the lord of the

fee might enter within a year of the alienation, and in

default of the mesne lord, the land should go to the king.

The 15 Kic. II. c. 5 extended thio statute to all lands, ic,
purchased to the use of guilds and fraternities, ic. When
testamentary power over freehold lands was established iu

the reign of Henry VIII., bodies politic and corporate were
expressly excepted from the benefit of the statute. Aliena-

tions in mortmain, as they were called, were not absolutely

void, but void.able only at the option of the intermediate

lords or the king, and the licence of the lords and the king
confirmed the alienation. A devise of realty to a corjiora-

tion was ineffectual, and the land descended to the heir,

either for his own use or charged- with the trust imposed
on it by the intended devise. The preamble to the im-

portant statute 43 Eliz. c. 4 gives us an idea of the number
and variety of the public objects on which testators and
other donors were iu the habit of expending their wealth :

—

"Whereas land, tenements, rents, annuities, profits, heredita-

ments, goods, chattels, money, and stocks of money have
been heretofore given, limited, appointed, and assigned, as

well by the Queen and her progenitors as by sundry other

well-disposed persons ; some for relief of aged, impotent,

and poor people ; some for maintenance of sick and maimed
soldiers aud mariners, schools for learning, for schools and
scholars iu universities ; some for repair of bridges, porta,

haven.s, causeways, churches, sea-banks, and highways

;

some for education and preferment of orphans ; some for of
towards relief, stock, or maintenance of houses of correction ;

some for marriages of poor maids ; some for supportatioD,

aid, and help for young tradesmen, handicraftsmen, and
persons decayed ; and others for relief or redemption of

prisoners or captives, and for aid or eiise of any poor
inhabitants, concerning payments of fifteens, setting out of

soldiers, and other taxts, which lands, tenements, ic, have
not been employed according to the charitable intent of

the givers and founders thereof, by reason of fmuds,
breaches of trust, i-c." The statute gives the Lord
Chancellor power to appoint commissionei-s to inquire into

such cases. A charity under the statute has been defined

to be a gift to a general public use, which extends to the

rich as well as to the poor. By a series of judicial inter-

pretations, the power of devising lands to corporations for

charitable uses was established, and the subject Of the

Mortmain Acts was to a ceruin extent frustrated.

The Act 9 Geo. II. c. 3C takes notice of the public

mischief caused by alienations or dispositions made by
languishing or dying persons to uses cillcd charitable nsca,

V. — ti
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to the disherison of their lawful htirs. It is accordingly

enacted that no real property, or money to be laidout in

the purchase of real property, shall be transferred in any
way in trust for the benefit of any charitable use whatso-

ever, unless such gift be executed by deed at least- twelve

mouths before the donor's death, and enrolled in the Court

of Chancery within six mouths of its execution. Gifts to

the universities and colleges are excepted under the Act.

Gifts to uses which are superstitious within the Acts of

Henry VIII. and Edward VI. are still held to be void.

Many Acts have been passed within the present century

for the better regulation of charities. The Lord Chan-
cellor vras always understood to have a prerogative juris-

diction, as representing the king, who is parens patrice,

over these public trusts. The Act of Elizabeth, as we
have seen, gave him authority to appoint commissioners

of inquiry, and under that Act the Court of Chancery
developed some very important doctrines regarding charities.

The chancellor's commissions fell into disuse, and it was
found more convenient to proceed by way of information

on the part of the Attorney-General It will be easily

understood that great abuses must have sprung up under

a system of control which was by its very nature casual,

litigious, and intermittent. In the case of charitable cor-

porations with visitors of their own, the power of the court

to interfere was to a certain extent restricted by the

visitatorial jurisdiction. In 1818 began a series of public

investigations into charitable funds, which has by no

means yet come to an end. At the instance of Lord
Brougham, a commission was appointed to ipquire into the

educatiopal charities, but the universities and large schools

were exempted from its operation. A second commi^ion
with further powers was appointed under the 59 Geo. IIL c.

81, and continued until 1830. Charities under special

visitors were still exempted, but this exemption was discon-

tinued when the third commission, under 1 and 2 Will.

IV. c. 34, was appointed. In the reports of the commis-

sion it is stated that the worst cases of abuse and malad-

ministration were found in charities having special visitors.

Grammar schools in that position are described as being

especially deplorable. A fourth commission was appointed

in 1835. The reports of these various commissions, and

of a House of Commons committee on the same subject,

called public attention to the abuses of charity administra-

tion. After many eiTorts the Charitable Trusts Act of

1853 was passed. By this and the amending Acts, perma-

nent commissioners were appointed with extensive powers.

It is their duty to inquire into the management of

charities, and to insist on accounts being laid before them,

and they are now enabled to undertake the administrative

business in respect of charities which belonged to the

Court of Chancery. Contentious business is still remitted

into court, but the rest is carried through in the office of

the commissioners. In cases requiring such intervention,

they send a certificate to the Attorney-General, who takes

such proceedings thereon as he may think proper. The

universities and their colleges, cathedrals, and generally all

charities connected with religious worship, or supported

solely by voluntary contributions, are exempted from the

jurisdiction of the commissioners. Endowed schools were,

by the Endowed Schools Act 1869, handed over to a

separate commission, and the powers of the Court of

Chancery and Charity Commissioners were restricted with

respect to them. More recently the Endowed Schools

Commission has been allowed to expire, and its duties have

been assigned to the Charity Commission. There are still

many charities in England which the powers of the Charity

Commissioners do not seem to be able to reach.

CHARITON, of Aphrodisias in Caria, probably one of

the last of the Greek erotic writers, lived about the 5th

century a.d., and was the author ol i Mtnance entitled 7%e
Loves of Ckixreat, ami Catlirrhoe. It has been translated

into German and FrencL The best edition is that by

D'OrvUle, reprinted by Beck, Lips., 1783.

CHARLEMAGXE, or Charles the Geeat, was bom
in "42, succeeded his father Pepin as king of the Franks in

768, was crowned emperor of -the Romans in 800, and died

in 814 after an eventful and beneficent reign of forty-six

years. His father had divided the Prankish kingdom
between him and his younger brother Carioman, but the

latter dying in 771, Charlemagne was proclaimed sole ruler.

The monarchy he thus inherited was a very extensive one

;

for, in addition to the Frankish territory, stretching from

the Loire to the east of the Rhine, there were Burgundy
and AUemania, which had been incorporated by his

ancestors, while almost all round the direct empire of the

Franks stretched a group of vassal nations. Aquitaine,

Brittany, Frisia, Thuringia, and Bavaria were in more or

less close subjection to them. They were, moreover, the pro-

tectors of the popes against the Greeks and Lombards, and
the champions of Christianity against the Saracens on the

south-west and the heathen Saxons of the north-cast In
fact, before the accession of Charlemagne the Franks had
attained to a real supremacy over most of the Germanic
nations, and were the bulwark of the Christianity of the

West. This many-sided and lofty position imposed a
corresponding complexity of duty on the new king, which

he fulfilled with an energy and success almost unexampled
in the history of the world, maintaining and extending on
all hands the influence of Christian culture, and taking the

first steps towards converting the military monarchy of the

Franks into an organized polity. His first task was to

suppress a rising in Aquitaine. In 772 commenced the

great mission of his life, the conquest and conversion of the

Saxons, a work which could be effected only after thirty-

two years of the fiercest and most passionate warfare. With
the doubtful exception of the Frisians, the Saxons were the

last remnant of the old Germanic resistance to the military

supremacy of the Franks, and the last Germanic champions

of the religion of Odin against the onward progress of

Christianity. Charlemagne never had much difiiculty in

vanquishing the badly-organized Saxon forces, and in com-
pelling a temporary or partial submission ; but with a loose

confederation like the Saxons, which had no definite

organization and no properly recognized representative, it

was difficult to make a fixed and universally accepted

arrangement. Hence the mcessant renewal of an apparently

decided conflict, and the outcry of the Franks against the

treachery of their enemies. The encroachments of the Saxons
on his eastern frontier was the occasion of his first expedi-

tion, which was directed into the ancient forest of Teutoburg,

famous as the scene of the old Germanic resistance to the

Romans. Here he stormed the fortress of Ehresburg,

overthrew the Irminsul, a mysterious column-shaped idol

much revered among the Saxons, destroyed the sanctuary

of Odin, and compelled the Westphalian Saxons to submit.

Events in Italy now summoned Charlemagne to the other

side of the Alps, in order to chastise the Lombards who
were invading the possessions of the Pope. The Frankish
king was victorious, dethroned Desiderius the Lombard
king, and placed the Lombard crown on his own head

(774). Jleanwhile, the Saxons had profited by his absence

to expel the Frankish garrisons, and even to renew their

old ravages. Charlemagne immediately set out against

them, and in two campaigns enforced the submission of

the entire Saxon confederation. In a great Champ-de-Mai
at Paderborn the Frankish king, surrounded by his chiefs

and by ambassadors from distant nations, received the

homage of the Saxon warriors, many thousands of whom
submitted to be baptized (777). The Saxons apparently
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subdued, Cliarles trossed the Pyrenees, and received the

Bubmission of the country as far as the Ebro. On his

return, however, the rear-guard was assailed and cut off by
the mountaineers in the pass of Roncesvalles ; Roland their

leader was slain, and the overthrow of the Franks, trans-

formed and wrought up in every possible way, became one

of the great themes of song and romance (778). His march

home from Spain had been unseasonably hastened by a

general revolt of the Saxons, this time assisted by the

Danes. Charles was again easily victorious, but no sooner

had he left the country than the Saxons, mad with revenge,

and animated by the fiercest national and religious hate,

resumed the struggle. Even the massacre of Verden (782),

in which 4500 Saxon prisoners were slain in coI(i blood,

served only to intensify the spirit of resistance ; but their

rude courage was no match fijr the large and well-dis-

ciplined armies of the Frankish king. They were again

completely defeated ; even Wittikind, the hero of the whole

"war, was compelled to confess the superiority of the God
of Charlemagne, and at Attigny received the rite of baptism

(785). His example was generally followed ; and the

Frankish organization, political and ecclesiastical, was
systematically introduced. Germany had become Christian

;

it was now the Northmen, among whom thousands of

Saxons had found refuge, that took up the task of support-

ing a gradually declining cause. But though this may be

looked upon as the deciding act in the drama of old Ger-

manic resistance, there were still many bloody and almost

general revolts of the Saxons. To punish these Charles

adopted even a more effective method than the planting of

Frankish garrisons ; thousands of Saxon families were de-

ported into other provinces of the empire, and more loyal

subjects Introduced to fill the vacant space. It was not till

804 that the last sparks of resistance were quenched.

In the year 788, Bavaria was incorporated with the

Frankish empire. Its duke, Thassilo, had more than once

incurred the displeasure of Charles by too pronounced

measures towards the recovery of his independence, and
had even alienated his subjects by schemes of alliance with

the heathen Avars and the heretic Greeks. Consequently

Charles had no difficulty in dethroning him. This was
followed in 791 by a vast and well-organized expedition

againstthe Avars, a savage robber nation of Mongols inhabit-

ing the modern Hungary. The Franks were again

victorious everywhere ; but other work of a more pressing

kind prevented Charles from completing their reduction,

which was afterwards effected chiefly by his lieutenants.

Their immense circular encampcients, or rings, from which

they had issued to carry havoc into all the surrounding

countries, were forced, and their trea-sures became the spoil

of the Christian armies (798). They submitted ; and
German colonists were introduced into many of those

regions. In this way Pannonia was added to the empire

of Charles. Other campaigns carried on at various times

by Charlemagne or his lieutenants, on the Elbe and even in

Bohemia, against the Danes, the Wends, and the Czechs,

still further increased the prestige of the Frankish armies,

and enlarged the empire of their great monarch against

Slavish and Scandinavian heathendom, while his troops

maintained the Spanish march against his south-western

enemies, Moslem and Christian, and the duke of Bene
vontum in Southcni Italy was obliged to become his vassal.

Thus from the Eider to Sicily, and from the Ebro to the

Thciss, the will of Charles was supreme ; while over the

Slavonic tribes, as far as the Oder or even the Vistula, his

influence was felt in no feeble way. The genius and energy
of one man had succeeded in arresting the progress of

political disintegration, and, in the interest of culture and
constructive order, in welding into one great monarchy all

the races of continental Germany. It was no wonder that I

men who associated the Ideas of imperial order and con-

structive civilization with the name of Rome should have
recognized in the monarchy of Charles the restoration of

the power of the Cieoars. When, therefore, at Rome, on
Christmas eve of the year 800, he was crowned emperor of

the Romans, it seemed the natural consummation of his

whole career. And when in 801 an embassy arrived with

curious presents from Harun-al-Rashid, the great caliph

who held in the East the same place as Charles in the

West, men recognized It as a becoming testimony to the

world-wide reputation of the Frankisb emperor.

Charles was far more than an ordinary conqueror. He
displayed not less energy in the internal organization

and administration of his kingdom than in foreign

affairs. The whole empire was divided into districts,

presided over by counts, who were responsible for their

good government ; while in the exposed frontiers or

marches, other counts (Markgra/en) were stationed with

forces capable of defending them. In order to superintend

these provincial authorities, to give effect to the royal will,

to preserve the due subordination of the outlying portions

of the empire to the central power, and in this way to

complete and secure the organization of the empire, tho

missi dominici, experienced men both of the laity and
clergy, were despatched in all directions. Two great

assemblies were held every year,-—the Clnmpde-Mai, which
was a kind of national muster, essentially military, and an-

other in autumn, of the high officials, of a deliberative and
advisory nature. In the capitularies (edicts issued as the

necessities of the empire required), in his endeavours to

promote education, in his organization of the church and
the. definitive institution of tithes, in the unsuccessful

attempt to join the Danube and the Rhine by a canal, he
gave proof of the noblest desire to conserve and propagate

the culture of former times. Learned men—Eginhard,

Paul Warnefrled, and, above all, Alcuin—were his intimate

friends 'and teacliers ; Guizot calls Alcuiu his intellectual

prime minister.

Charlemagne died on 28th January 814, at Aix-

la-Chapelle, and was buried there. The empire created

and organized by his genius gradually fell to pieces after

his death. His endeavour to resuscitate an old civilization,

to engraft the Christian Roman culture on the vigorous

stem of the Teutonic races, and to unite all the Germanic
tribes in one empire, before the long action of historic

influences had stamped upon them a distinct national

character— this was to a great extent a failure, because one
life-time was too short for its accomplishment. His
greatness lies in th(j nobility of his aim, in the energy and
wisdom with which he carried it out during hia life, and
also in the enduring traces of valuable work which remained
notwithstanding the general wreck of hio empire ; for,

though the central organization was swept away, the

provincial authorities remained, to bo transformed into the

new feudal organization of Western Europe, whilst the idea

of the revival of the Christian Romnn Empire was to be

taken up by other sections of the Germanic race. Though
the circumstances of his time prevented him from being the

founder of a new epoch in history, like Ca;sar or Alexander,

yet, in the greatness of his cnaractcr, in his marvellous

many-sided activity, and in the magic influence of his

name on subsequent generations, he was equal to either

Tlie works of Oharlomngno (ire—1. His CapUuhries, first col-

lected by Ansegise, abbot of St Wnndrillo, tbo best edition c'

whicli ia th»t of EHi-nno Bahuo, Vans, 1677, 2 vols, folio ; i
Letters, cocUined in tho collection of D. Bouquet ; 3. A Orammar,
of which fraRDienti aro to bo found in tlie i'oliifiraphin of Trithe-

niius ; 4. His TcMammt, contained in Bouchel's ifihlittthiqvr du
Droit Fntn^nis, torn, iii., printed at Paris, l(>(i7, folio ; 6. Somn
Littin poems, r .j7, , i\\f Kpittivh of I'opi Adrian r.nd \\\f Sefn^ ofRolaiui;

6. Tho Caroline Books. The great contemporary authority for tho
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life of Cliarlemagne is the Vila Caroli ifngni, by Eginhard. wlio
also wriU-s' Annates. Tlierc is a good Li/c, in Knglish, by G. V.
R. James. Skctclies of C'liarlemagne in liistoiies of a more general
Itind are innumerable

; probably the best recent one is to be found
IQ Martin's Histoirc dc Franct. (T. K )

CHARLEMAGNE, Jean Armand (1759-1838), a
French dramatic author, was born at Bourget in 1759.
He was iuteoded for the church, but only remained a few
months at the theobgical seminary. He first became a
solicitor's clerk, and then entered the array, and served in

the American war of independence. At the age of twenty-
four he returned to France, and commenced publishim'
tracts on social subjects, but it was ten years later before
he began to write for the stage. Ho is the author of a
large number of comedies and poems and romances, and of
an essay, published in 1794, and entitled Observaiiom Je
gruelques patriotee sur la niccssite de conserver les moHuments
de la tittirature el des arts.

CHARLEMONT, a great fortress on the Franco-Belgian
frontier, on a rock above the town of Givet. See Givkt.
CHARLEROI, a town of Belgium, in the province of

-Hainault, about 33 miles south of Brussels, on the Sambre,
a, navigable tributary of the Meuse. It is the seat of a
court of primaiy instance, and possesses a gymnasium, an
academy of painting, a hospital, a parish church dating
from the time of Louis XIV., and a prison erected in ISsI
in the style of a feudal castle. Situated in the midst of
an extensive mining district, it has developed into one of
the most important industrial centres in the country, carry-
ing on a large manufacture of glass, iron, cutlery, cotton
cloth, and woollen yarn. Several tliousand persons are
engaged in the nail trade alone ; and the forges of-Couillet.
about two miles from the town, supply a third of the whole
quantity of cast-iron produced in the kingdom. In 1870
upwards of 24,000 people were employed in the coal mines
of the district ; and 3,832,850 tons of coal were brought
to the surface. Abundant means of transit are afforded
by the railways, which form a junction at the town, and
by the Brussels and Charleroi canal, which was opened In

1832, and forms a connection at the capital with the Wille-
broek canal to Antwera In 1865 the population of the
town was 12,150.

Charleroi was founded in 1666 by Charles II. of Spain, on the
site of the village of Cliamoy, which changed its napio to tfie

present form in honour of the king. The fortiiications, however,
which the Spaniards had commenced, were interrupted by the
approach of the French, and their completion was due to the genius
of Vauban. During the rest of the century it passed more than
once from French to Spanish, and from Spanish to French posses-
sion ; in 1746 it was captured by the prince of Conti, but in 1749
it was restored to the house of Austria. During the Revolutionajy
War in 1794 it w.as four times besieged by the French, to whom it

was nltim.itely compelled to surrender on the 25th of June. The
fbUowing year saw the destruction of the fortifications, but they
were restored in 1815.

CHARLES L (1600-1G49), king of England, born at

Dunfermline on the 19th November 1600, was the second
and favourite son of James [. By the death of his brother
Henry, he became Prince of Wales in 1612, but the first

public matter of importance in which he was concerned was
the Spanish marriage. At first he was quite indifferent to

the affair, and in 1622 ho was full of a dream that he
would. lead an army into the Palatinate, and set his dear
sister upon her throne. But, by the beginning of the nest
year, Buckingham had filled him with the romsntio notion
of setting off, in defiance of all policy, on a private visit to

Spain. His conduct while at Madrid displays the weakest
side of his character. He took a violent fancy for the
Infanta, whom he seriously alarmed by leaping over the
wall of the garden in which she was walking, in order that

he might enjoy the private conversation which Spanish
etiquette refused to permit. With a mixture of infatuation

aud duplicity, he bore with repeated insults; he allowed his

chaplains to be excluded from the palace, and his retinue

to be sent back to England, and gave way to each of the

ever-growing demands of the Spanish favourite Olivarez.

He promised what he knew he had no power to fulfil, tha

abrogation of the penal laws against the Catholics within

three years ; he listened respectfully to the arguments of

the Spanish theoh.igians, and promised to listen whenever
the princess should require it ; he addres.sed to the Pope
a disgraceful letter, which, while binding him to nothing;

gave rise to the greatest expectations ; aud thus he held

out hopes of a conversion which, according to his o«n
subsequent declaration, he believed would never take place.

At last the Spaniards made up their minds to the niatch ;

but, though immediately before leaving Spain Charles

swore to carry out the marriage, his ardour had cooled, -and

Buckingham was throwing cold water on the dying embers.

James was persuaded to demand the restoration of the

Palatinate to the elector Frederick as an essential

preliminary ; the match was broken off; and in 1624
Buckingham had arranged a marriage with Henrietta Maria

of France. Not the least dishonourable part of Charles's

conduct in connection with this affair was his treatment of

the earl of Bristol, the Engli.sh ambassador to Spain. This

only tuo faithful servant of the Crown he was mean enough
to subject, at the, instigation of his favourite, to a persistent

and illegal persecution. On the summons of the second

parliament of his rcigu he commanded that Bristol's writ

should be withheld ; lie sought to punish him in an under-

hand way by forbidding his attendance; and when the earl

continued to insist on his rights, and, after two years of

confinement to his house, laid the king's letter before the

Lords with a request for leave to impeach the duke, he
even accused him of high treason, and employed his

personal influence against him. The reason of all this was
that Bristol had offended Buckingham ; and the faults

which were laid against him were really chargeable to hia

accusers. In the first place, he had been tpo well deceived

by Charles's acting, had imagined that he was really inclined

to Catholicism, and had offered, if this were so, to keep the

matter secret ; and, secondly, he had sought to preserve his

country's honour by striving to prevent the capricious

rupture of the treatv which had been completed with

Spain.

In March 1625 Charles came to the throne. The excited

joy with which he had been welcomed home from Spain
had given way to suspicion as fuller reports of his conduct

spread abroad, and there was now prevalent an anxious

dread of the growth of Catholicism. The first Parliament
sent Montagu to the Tower for preaching the doctrines of

divine right and the real presence; and, as difficulties arose

concerning the old method of levying tonnage and poundage,
it refused to grant the impost for more than a year. From a
paper of Sir John Eliot's,' it would seem that this was in-

tended merely as a temporary measure ; but to please the

duke of Buckingham, Charles dissolved the Parliament, and
took a pitiful revenge by making Montagu royal chaplain.

The king was now at the disposal of his favourite, who
was full of great and warlike schemes. AH were, however,
doomed to failure. The English sailors refused to fight

against the Huguenots of Rochelle; the expedition against

Cadiz was mismanaged from first to last ; and, wtirst of all,

the pawning of the crown jewels brought in but a very small

sum. It was necessary to summon another Parliament.

But this Parliament was not less determined than the

first. The House of Lords vindicated its independence
by acquitting the earl of Bristol. The Commons, led by
the ardent and eloquent Sir John Fliot, ventured on the

bold step of exhibiting eight articles of impeachment

See Futster's Sir JoliTt Eliot, vol. i. p. 214.
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against tha duke of Buckingham. His majesty replied

with a haughty message that, the duke had acted only at

lis direction, threw Eliot and Sir Dudley Digges into

prison, and finally dissolved the Parliament again, without

any improvement of his finances. Forced loans were

resorted to ; the common people who refused to pay were

prt'sscd for the navy; the gentlemen were summoned before

the council, or committed to prison per speciale mandalunt

regit. At this inopportune moment Bucltingham provoked

a war with France, and led an expedition against Rhti,

which proved an utter failure. In 1628 Chades was com-

peDed to call a third Parliament.

The House of Commons which now assembled was

remarkable alike for the social standing of its members and

fur their wealth, which was three times that of the House

of Lords. But equally with the other two which had met

in this reign, it was determined to obtain redress of

grievances. Its first act was to draw up the Petition of

Bight, which declares the illegality of forced loans, of

martial law in time of peace, and of the billeting of soldiers

on private houses. Characteristically, Charles at first

attempted an evasive reply—" The king willeth that right

be done according to the laws and customs of the realm."

WTien, however, the Commons proceeded to censure

Buckingham, he gave the regular formal assent. Yet such

was his insincerity that he caused 1500 copies of the

Petition to be distributed with the first answer attached.

The Commons nov/ made known their readiness to vote

tonnage and poundage, provided that the king would

admit that his arbitrary levy had been illegal; and HoUis

and Valentine held the speaker in the chair while Eliot

read a protest against Arminians and Papists, and against

the irregular levy of tonnage and poundage. A few weeks

before, Buckingham had fallen by the dagger of a disap-

pointed officer. But tlio king's policy was unchanged.

The usual plan of dissolution was resorted to ; and Eliot,

HoUis, and Valentine were heavily fined, and so strictly

imprisoned that, though Eliot's health gave way, his

petitions for a temporary release were repeatedly refused

by Charles, and he was allowed to die in the Tower.

From this time there was no Parliament for eleven years

^March 1629 to April 1640). Every year made tbe people

"better acquainted with the character of their king, who
showed an unhappy ignnranco both of the history and the

temper of the nation ; and taught them to feel more and
more deeply that stronger safeguards were needed to

withstand the arbitrary power of the sovereign. The Lon-
don merchant who compared the rule of Charles to that of

the sultan of Turkey was not altogether nnjnst. A pater-

nal government was liis beau-Uleal ; and Parliament was
to be summoned only to give advice to the king, and to

acquaint him with the needs of the people. The Petition

of Uight, to which ho had recently given his assent, ho
utterly disregarded. He descended to a puerile exorcise of

authority. His proclamations forbade the country people

to come up to the metropolis, commanded all the shops

in Chcapsidc, except those of the goIdsmitLs, to be shut,

and prohibited the building of more houses in London,
unless special leave (to be well paid for) were first obtained.

But the great necessity was to procure money. Tlio

Council of the North was directed to compound with
recusants. Monop.ilios were granted to com[)anie3 in

defiance of the spirit of the law. Neglect of the knight-

hood which was no longer an honour was punished by a

fine, which was often cxtrenuly severe. Pretensions to

forest-lands, which prescription had long made unjust,

were revived. And, la.stly, the famous ship-money was
levied. Besides, Charles mnut alwi be lield personally

rospimsible for other tyranny than thai which was executed
-at his direct command. During thcic years Strafford was

maturing his policy of " Thorough," by which Euglaud was

to be made subject to a standing army ; and if Charles did

not carry out this scheme as far as might have been

possible, it was not because it was too bad, but only because

it was too great for him. Though ho had no love for. its

inventor he showed his respect for his absolute policy by

making him president of the Council of the North, and

sending him to govern Ireland with an iron sternness,

which, though it certainly added to the prosperity of some

parts of the island, as certainly helped to arouse in others

the feeling which resulted in the horrors of the Irish

massacre. He allowed the Star Chamber to sentence a

clergyman to perpetual imprisonment, mutilation, and

whipping for a libel against the bishops, and to reduce a

gentleman to poverty for merely sneering at the badge of

a nobleman. He sanctioned the inquisitorial Court of High

Commission. He supported Laud's oppression of the

Puritans, his inculcation of celibacy among the clergy, of

auricular confession, of prayers for the dead, and of tha

doctrine of purgatory, and ho advanced men like Montagn,

whom he knew to be desirous of a reunion of the English

Church with Uome, confirming by all this the suspicions

which the disclosures of Bristol had awakened.

At length, on his own sole authority, he commanded
Scotland to receive a liturgy and a book of canons.

The fatal results of this act belong to the history of

Scotland. Unable to meet the Scottish army with a

sufficient force, Charles summoned the Short Parliament;

but as it refused to vote sujiplics till it made inquiry iuti>

the causes of the imprisonment of Eliot and his two com-

panions, into ship-money, and other matters of that kind,

it was speedily dissolved. A great council of the peere

would not act alone; and in November IC'IO he was

compelled to summon the Long Parliament. The Commons
were now happy in a leader magnificently fitted for the

times. His fiery energy was repressed, not quenched, by

the ripeness of his age ; his courage and determination were

too firm to be shaken ; his respect for law and order was

deep and strong ; but deeper still and stronger were his

love of liberty, and his resolve that nothing should serve

as a bulwark against despotism. With the sagacity of the

true statesman, Pym struck the first blow at the stmngest

pillar of the hateful structure. Ho exhibited articles of

impeachment against the carl of Strafford. Thelmpeach-

ment was allowed to drop (against his wish), but it was

only in favour of a bill of attainder. The preachers

jireached and the mob yelled against the great deliuquent.

The king went in person to the House of Lords, and tried

to buy him off by promising never to employ him again

;

and then listened to a scheme, hatched by certain hot-headed

odiccrs and some of the fierier of the courtiers, to bring up

the army of the north and overawe the Parliament, But

his entreaty w.as voted irregular ; the i)!ot was discovered,

and the earl was condemned to death. Charles's weakness

was now fatal to himself. A few months later the splendid

ability of Str.afford would have been invaluable to him.

Hut he had no affcctinn for the stern, haughty " dark carl,"

and, when the Lords refused his humiliating request that

they would suggest to the Commons some milder punish-

ment, he sacrificed his greatest servant At the same time,

Charles, who never knew tha true place for firmness,

yielded on another fatal point by confirming a bill, accord-

ing to which the Parliament then sitting was not to be

di.s.solvod without its own consent. Before the triumphant

course of the Commons everything had now to give way.

The Triennial Bill was passed, ship-money, the Star

Chamber, the High Commission, the Council of the North,

the Council of Wales, the Council of Lancaster nnd

Clu'shire, the whole system of illegal exaction and

injustice, were swept away. The religious passion of the
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H0US03 maoifested itself ia an impeachment of Laud, and
a pcopoaal to abolish Episcopacy.

Charles once more resorted to the crooked policy *hich

he usually employed in extremitj. lie visited Edinburgh,

attended the Presbyterian worship, and loaded Argyll,

Hamilton, and the other Presbyterian leaders with marks

of favour, while all the time he was intriguing with the

earl of Montrose, Argyll's open enemy. There was a

darker suspicion at the time that an attempt, known as

the " Incident," had been made by Montrose, with the

king's knowledge, to assassinate Argyll ; but this -worse

treachery is by no means proved. At this moment, while

men's minds were full of excitement and apprehension, a

massacre of thousands of Protestants took place in Ireland.

It was known that O'Neale, the leader of the butchery,

professed to have the king's written v/arrant and the ardent

support of the queen ; and many believed the hideous

charge. They would have been more strongly convinced

had they seen the letter in wliich his majesty coldly

remarked that he trusted this trouble in Ireland would
help to cure the folly at home. Other plots were also

being discovered, of which men more naturally ascribed

some knowledge to the king. Pym's life was in constant

danger. An attempt was made to convey plague infection

to him in a letter, and a gentleman was stabbed by mistake

for hira in Westminster Hall.

But Pym and the Parliament yielded not ohe step. On
the 1st December 1641 the Grand Remonstrance was pre-

sented to the king, who received the committee which pre-

sented it in the highest spirits. He had returned from
Scotland but a few days before, had been entertained at a

great banquet by the Lord Mayor, and had made up his

mind to show the Parliament that he was not to be trifled

with. He had already appointed Colonel Lunsford, a dis-

reputable scapegrace, to the command of the Tower. He
now replaced the guard, which had protected Parliament

since the news of the Army Plot, by a company under the

earl of Dorset, who did not pass his first day of duty
vidthout firing on the people. Mobs far from orderly

began to assemble round Westminster Hall, and a petition

against the bishops was presented to the Commons. The
bishops themselves were mobbed on their way to the House,

and when they protested against the legality of what should

be done in their absence, were summarily silenced by an

impeachment. The excitement in the city grew dangerously

intense, and Charles fanned the flame by accepting a com-

pany of armed soldier-adventurers as guard, and allovring

them to quarrel with the unarmed crowd.

It was or the 3d of January 1642 that the final breach

was made. Pym was not to be gained over, for only a few

days before he had refused office. The king now practically

declared war against the Parliament. How far he acted

alone is disputed ; but Clarendon is very likely right in

saying that he was goaded on by the queen, who had

retained from the political theory in which she had been

educated some very lofty notions about the rights of kings

and the duties of parliaments. On the morning of the 3d,

he commanded Attorney-General Herbert to impeach Lord

Kimbolton (against whom, however, the matter was not

pressed), Pym, Hampden, Haslerig, Hullis, and Strode on

a charge of high treason, founded upon their parliamentary

conduct. The rooms, drawers, and trunks of the five

members were illegally sealed at the king's command, and

the king's sergeant-at-arms was illegally sent to demand
their persons. The Commons behaved with the greatest

dignity. The sergeant was commanded to show his respect

for the House by laying aside his mace, and four members,

of whom two were privy-councillors, were sent with a

message to the king that the House would give him an

answ'jr aj< speedily as the greatness of the business wr-uld

allow, and tbat the members sh( uld meet any legal charge

against them. But Charles had determined to crush the

Parliament by force, and to make it for ever subservient

to the Crown. He sent orders to the lord major that the

guard sought by the Parliament should be employed to

Uisperse all crowds, and to " shoot with bullets " ail \\ho

resisted. On the morning of the 4th, at the head of his.

attendants, his pensioners, and the Whitehall guard, armed
with partisans, swords, and pistols, to the number of three-

or four hundred men, he entered the House of Commons,
and demanded the persons of the five members, declaring

tbat treason has no privilege. But, with the formal consent

of the House, they had taken refuge in the city; to the king's

demands the sole reply was that given by the speaker,

bravely, though tremblingly, and on his knees, that he could

speak only as he was commanded by the House; and
Charles was obliged to retire with undignified threats upon
his lips. The consequence of this act was the most ter-

rible excitement. Some members of the Commons cried
" Privilege" in the very presence of his majesty. In Lon-

don the shops were shut ; there was a report that the

cavaliers, with the king at then- head, were about to fire

the city, and it became known that a seizure of the arms
of the citizens was contemplated. When the king visited

the city next day, in the streets and in the court-room of

the common council, he was met by cries of " Privilege

of Parliament ! " The panic still grew ; the streets were
thronged with almost frenzied crowds ; the train banda
were collected. Other crowds poured in from the country,

one with a petition signed by thousands for the protection

of Pym, another, from Buckinghamshire, eager to live and
die with Hampden, to serve the Commons, respectfully to

petition the king. The veiy sailors in the river cauglit the

enthusiasm, and offered their assistance. And the House
of Commons, declaring itself no longer safe at Westminster,

adjourned first to Guildhall and then to Grocers' Hall. On
the 10th Charles, seeing that the true magnitude of his

attempt had been understood, and that he was met with

his own weapons, retired in alarm to Hampton Court. On
the following morning the five members returned to their

seats in triumph, amid salutes from the river, the shouts of

the crowd, and a parade of the train bands.

The Parliament retaliated the king's attack by passing a
bill assuming the command of the militia, and ajjpointing

the lieutenants of counties. But the king on his journey
from Dover, where the queen had embarked with the crown
jewels, had met with so many expressions of loyalty that

he refused his consent. He requested, however, that all

requirements should be drawn up in one document, and
submitted to him. Accordingly, in June 1642, ParUament
presented " The Nineteen Propositions." They were such

as would have entirely altered the constitution. Constitu-

tional concessions could no longer avail the k'ng ; fifteen

years of unconstitutional rule had made that impossible.

He had striven to obtain the tyranny ; be had appealed to

force ; and the Civil War had already begun with the

Westminster tumults. Or the 22d August 1642, it was
formally commenced by the erectior of the royal standa'd tt

Nottingham. At first success was on the side o' the king,

and the Parliament suffered so severely in the west that they
began to discussterms of peace, while several defections to the

royalist party took place. But Charles was too highly elated;

having summoned a parliament of his own at Oxfo-^d, he
declared that which met at Westminster to be none; and
when the earls of Holland, Bristol, and Clare came over to his

party, he treated them with so much neglect and insult that

after three months they turned back, and no others risked

the treatment they had received. But as the troops of the
Parliament became accustomed to the use of arms, and its

officers to the tJ.rtics of war, the inferiority of the royalists
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became apparent. lo the beginning of 1645 the Parlia-

ment was in a position to demand, in the treaty of

Uxbridge, that Presbyterianism should be established, and

that it should hive the command of the army and navy

and the direction of the war with Ireland.

In the same year, after the decisive victory at Naseby,

the king's cabinet, containing a number of letters which

proved that he was promising toleration to the Catholics

and seeking aid from several foreign powers, fell into the

hands of the Parliament, and the letters were published.

Soon after a still mora important discovery was made,

—

that of a treaty entered into, by means of the earl of

Glamorgan, with the Irish Catholics, whose aid was to be

bought at the price of great religious concessions: Charles

denied all knowledge of the affair, and Glamorgan was

imprisoned for a short time ; but subsequent evidence gives

strong reason for believing that he was deeply implicated

in the matter. Owing to the anti-popish bigotry which

they oflFended, and the insincerity which they manifested,

these disclosures were extremely damaging to the king.

In May of the next year Charles had fled to the Scots at

Newark; and in January 1647 he was "delivered by them

into the hands of the English Parliament, who placed him
in Holmby House, six miles from Northampton Terms
similar to those offered at Uxbridge were again tendered

at Newcastle ; but Charles, being sincerely attached tc

Episcopacy, was most unwilling to yield concerning church

affairs, and, holding himself necessary to any settlement,

believed that he had only to insist upon more favourable

offers. In June the army took possession of his person,

and finally brought him to his palace at Hampton Court.

He was treated with respect and kindness ; Cromwell and
Ireton sought to bring about a secure peace ; and the latter,

on behalf of the Agitators or Adjutators, who formed the

parliament of the army, drew up most favourable terms.

But unable to see that the army was now supreme, and
hoping, contrary to his whole experience, to obtain some-

thing more from the Parliament or the Scots, with whom he
was treating, Charles haughtily broke with the ofBcers, and
scornfully refused their offers. To many it was now
apparent that it was vain to hope for a settlement by
means of compromise.

From this moment the ascendency was taken by a party

of enthusiasts, who held that a crown should not excuse the

crime of treason against the country, and sternly called for

justice on the grand delinquent. Fearing assassination,

Charles fled to the Isle of Wight, where, however, he was
captured. But trusting in the Scots, who now prepared to

protect him by force, he still rejected the offers of the

Parliament, which were again tendered to him at Carisbrook

and at Newport. At length the army impatiently seized

him once more, removed him to Hurst Castlf, and thence

to Windsor and St James's, purged the Parliament by
excluding some hundred and forty members, and resolved

to bring him to trial. On the 1st of January 1649,though
the Peers adjourned refusing to consider the question, the

Commons voted the appointment of a High Court of

Justice " to the end no chief officer or magistrate might
presume for the future to contrive the enslaving and
destruction of the nation with impunity." One hundred
and thirty-two commissioners were elected, of whom about

half took part in the trial. Bradshaw was elected Lord
President, and Cook solicitor against the king. On the

20th, the 2 2d, and the 23d, Charies was brought before

this court ; but with a calm and admirable dignity, due to

B sincere belief in his own pretension, he proudly refused

to acknowledge the court, declaring that obedience to

kings is commanded by Scripture, that by the law the king
can do no wrong, that the Commons have no authority of

themselves to erect a court of judicature, and that they bad

not received such authority from the people, whose power to

confer it he, besides, declined to admit. On the 26th the

court went through the form of listening to evidence that

he had appeared in arms against the Parliament, which was

declared to represent the nation. On the 27th Bradshaw

pronounced sentence of death against Charles Stuart, as a

tyrant, a murderer, and a traitor to his country ; and on the

afternoon of the 30th of January 1 649, Charles was beheaded

in front of the Banqueting House at Whitehall. Hb body

was conveyed to *?indsor, and on the 8th of February was

buried in St Gee ge's Chapel without any service.

In person and in demeanour Charles presented a most

favourable contrast to his ungainly, babbling father. A
somewhat painful stammer was hie only physical defect.

His manner, also, was grave and reserved ; his scrupulous

observance of the ordinances of religion was accompanied

by strict decorum of conduct ; and he possessed consider-

able taste for literature and art. Yet of almost all the

essential kingly qualities he was utterly destitute. He
had, indeed, a strong sense of personal and royal dignity,

but this very feeling was fatal to hinL It rendered intoler-

able the least limitation of the prerogative which he be-

lieved to be his divinely-appointed birthright ; and thus it

placed him in obstinate opposition to the strongest ten-

dency of his time,—that tendency which had already re-

sulted in the Pieformation, and which now manifested itself

in the development of Puritanism and the growth of the

English constitution. Nor did he possess the qualities

fthich might have given him a chance of success in the

contest. Affectionate toward his intimate friends to a

degree of weakness which often arouses contempt, he had

no magnanimity for an enemy, nor even fidelity to a

servant, however great, who did not awaken his fondness.

In political sagacity he was utterly wanting ; and so com-

pletely did he identify politieaL skill with duplicity that, in

public matters, he could never be trusted, and compromise

with him was impossible.

About the time of Charles's death several works appeared pnrpcrt-

iug to be by his hand. Of these the chief is the Eikon BaMliie:

The Portraiture of his Sacred Majesty in hit solitude and tuffcringt.

After the Restoration Bishop Gauden declared himself its author,

and his claim was not disputed either by Clarendon or by Charles

11., who, on the contrary, gave him ecclesiastical preferments. The
controversy as to its authorship basleft little doubt that ii is a forgery.

A collection of the works was published at the Hague in J8&1, under

the title of Reliquim Sacra Carolince: The uorks of that Great

ifo7iarck and glorients Martyr, King Charles I.

The chief contemporary authorities for the history of this reign

ore :—Rushwoilb, a barrister, and a member of the Long Parliament,

who gives an account oF the proceedings of the Parliament from

1615 to 1640, and also relates the trial of Strafford ;
Whiteloike, a

moderate Parliamentarian, whose Memorials eMeaA from the acces-

sion of Charles to the Restoration ; Sir Ralph Vemey and Elf

Symonds D'Ewcs, members of the Long Parliament; and May, author

of the Hislory of the Long Parliament. The Hardiciclct and ClarcndoH

Stale Papers; the recently published Calendars of State Papers:

Carte's History, Irish Massacre set in a clear light, and Life of

Omond ; Ijiud's Diary ; Clarendon's History of the Great Ketellion,

the work of a royalist partisan, whose great talents did rot include

political insight; and The Letters and Speeches of Oliver Cromvell,

by Thomas Carlyle, also contain original information. As it

deserves, this period has been more frequently treated by modem
historians than any other in English history-. In 1822 apr«are<i

Brodie's careful History of the British Empire from the Accession

of Charles L to the Restoration; in 1824-28 Godwin's repub-

lican History of the Commonwealth; in 1830 Isaac Disraeli's

Commentaries on the Reign of Charles I. See also Hallam's Constitu-

tional History ; Fors^fa Sir John Eliot, The Grand Remonstrance,

The Impeachment of the Five Members, and Statesmen of the Com-

monuvalth; S. R. Gnnliner's Prince Charles and the Spanish Mar-
riage ; Sanford's Illvstrations of the Great Rrhellion ; Burton's

History of Scotland. Especially on ncconnt of th analogy of Uiia

portion of English history with the French Rovolntion, it h.ia bren

carefully studied by several French historians, among whom the

most important is Guizot, who has p-jblislicd a Histoire de la Re-

volution kJnglelerre, and a Histoirr ^Oliver Crovwrell. 1 1 has abo

been treated in Gorman by Dahlmaoiu Sec Enclawp. (T- ^* "• ^
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CHARLES II. {IC30-1G85), king of England, born in

1630, though the second son of Charles I., was Prince of

Wales from his birth. In the earlier and mure important

campaigns of the Oivil War he held a nominal command in

the west, but he was too young to take any real part in the

conflict After the battle of Naseby he passed by way of

Scilly and Jersey to join his mother at St Germain Till

1G49 he spent his time either at Paris or at the Hague, with-

out interfering in public affaii-s, except when he attempted to

save his father's life by forwarding a sign d caite blanche to

the Parliament to be filled up with any terms which they

would accept as the price of his safety. Oil the execution

of Charles I., he immediately assumed ine title of king.

The Scotch Government offered to place him on the throne

by force, and sent a deputation to the Hague. For a time

Charles protracted the negociations, meanwhile urging

Montrose to make him independent of the Presbyterians.

But when the rising was crushed, and Montrose himself

executed, he accepted their invitation. In June 1650 ho

landed in Scotland ; and he was crowned at Scone on tho

Ist January 1651. But as he had been obliged to sign the

Covenant, and conform to the austere manners of the

Covenanters, he soon began to feel the price of their assist-

nnce intolerably heavy. The secret efforts which, during

the whole time he was treating with the Presbyterians, he

liad been making to bring together a sufficient force of

Highlaaders proved unsuccessful ; and, ou the defeat of

Leslie at Dunbar, he was glad to march south, with the

Lope of arousing the loyalty of the English. The appeal

failed ; and the royalist forces were again routed by

Cromwell at Worcester (1651). Thanks to his own great

coolness and address, and the fidelity of those in whom he

confided, Charles contrived to reach France. Here he

remained till 1 G54, when, having received a pension from

the French king, he retired to Cologne, Thence he removed

to Bruges, where he principally resided till the death of

Cromwell. For the most i)art, notwithstanding the small-

liess of his means and the wretchedness of his circumstances,

he passed his time in careless dissipation, surrounded

by a little court in which the few old cavaliers, like

Clarendon, who maintained the dignified manners which

had adorned the court of Charles I., wern lost in a crowd

of gay young libertmes and sprightly women of disreputable

character. His application.* for assistance to France and

Rome were all unheeded ; ana he was equally unsuccessful

in hia attempts to contract an advantageous marriage. At

length, through the contrivance of General Monk, but still

more through tho open and enthusiastic wish of a large

portion of the people, he was recalled to England ; his

conciliatory declaration from Breda v>as well received; and

ia entered London amid sincere public rejoicings on his

thirtieth birthday, May 29, 1660.

Charles's course was at first attended by no difficulty.

The loyalty of the Convention summoned by Jlonk was

sufficient for the time. 'It sympathized in the one desire

for vengeance in which he was earnest ; it was resolved on

the punishment of the regicides. Thirteen were executed,

some in direct opposition to the apparent intention of the

king's declaration of oblivion ; the bodies of Cromwell and

Ireton were hung in chains ; and even the coffin which con-

tained tho ashes of Blake was cast out of Westminster

Abbey, and thrown into a common churdiyard. And,

finally, though some of the measures of the Convention

^rove that it had not lost all the spirit of the Long Parlia-

ment whicli preceded it, it showed its enthusiastic loyalty

in a mannervery agreeable to Charles, viz., by granting him
the dangerousgift of £1,200.000 a year for life. But if the

Convention was sufficiently loyal, the royalism of the first

regular Parliament of the reign was extravagant. It insisted

on the prerogative of the sovereign, and abased itself before
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him. At his express reque.st it repealed the Triennial Act
;

and it allowed him to declare that he would nut be forced

by that Act to summon frequent parliaments, if he believed

that they would be disadvantageous to the Crown. It

showed much reluctance to confirm the Act of Indemnity.

It assisted him to complete his revenge by the sacrifice of

Vane and Lambert, whom he had pledged his word to spare.

But its royalism was equalled by its attachment to lli.T

Church of England ; and thus conmienccd its opposition to

the sovereign it professed to worship. Charles desired lo

tolerate the Catholics, and accordingly issued a General

Declaration of Indulgence. Its illegality, however, raised

so much opposition, even among the Protestant dissenters

whom it benefited, that he prudently recalled it, and even

published a proclamation banishing all Roman Catholic

priests.

It was, indeed, the Protestant temper of the nation which

was the most powerful Influence against which Charles's

jjolicy had to contend. Fortunately for himself he was
able to estimate its strength. Himself a Roman Catholic,

he made several attempts to grant toleration to his co-

religionists; but he" always gave way when the anti-'popisb

passion seized the people. Twice he yielded to a dcgreo

whif^h more than any other of his acts displays the utter

selfishness of his character. In order to blind the people,

and jirepare the way for tlie trial of Shaftesbury, he

sacrificed the Catholic Archbishop Plunkett, the accusation

against whom was supported only by the most worthless

witnesses. But the basest compliance of which he was

guilty was in the case of the pretended Popish plot. He
did nothing to allay the popular freuzy ; he allowed Oate.i

to be handsomely pensioned, and located at Whitehall; tho

only case in which he is reported to have interfered was

that of his wife, who was not, indeed, seriously threateued
;

and he calmly signed the death-warrants of men whom ha

must have regarded as martyrs.

It is remarkable that tlie matter in regard to which

Charles most firmly withstood opposition was one in which
he was not personally concerned—the exclusion of his

brother, the duke of York, from the succession. This is

the more remarkable as there is good reason to believe that

his affection was much stronger for the duke of Monmouth,
his own son by Lucy Walters. He treated him like a

legitimate prince, and permitted hiin to wear the royal

arms without the bar sinister, and to make progresses

through the kingdom, on which he was received as if he

had been heir to the throne. Towards the end of his life

(in 1682), however, he was so seriously displeased with one

of these progresses as to banish the duke to Holland
;
pos-

sibly the licence which Monmouth assumed was only per-

mitted by the king ; and we may, perhaps, give him credit

for having all along unselfishly desired that his brother

and a Catholic king should succeed him.

Concerning tho character of Charles historians are in

general agreement. His selfishness, which was of the

sensual, indolent, good-humoured type, was such that he
was incapable of understanding motives different from his

own. His chief aim was to support, without trouble or

censure, his own gay and dissipated life, and his troop of

mistresses. This was no easy matter; his mistresses were

numerous, and he was fond of indulging them to the utmost

of his power. One was raised to the rank of duchess of

Portsmouth, another to that of duchess of Cleveland ; six

of the sons they brought him were created dukes ;' and
means were supplied to maintain their lofty dignity. They
occupied a recognized position at court ; and the queen was
obliged to humiliate herself, and to treat them without

' The dukes of Mouroouth (by Lucy Walters), St Alh.ins (hf Nell
Cwj-Tin), Richmond (by Louise diAQviero-.iaille), and Cleveland, Grafton,

aud Northumberland (l)y Barb.-ura N'llliers).
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scorn, and even with familiarity In short, the court of

Charles was the most scandalous which England has seen.

Yet, being affable and witty, and free from all vindictive-

ness, Charles enjoyed a good deal of popularity, if nothing

of respect.

In 1662 Charles married Catherine, princess of Portugal,

who brought him half a million of money, Bombay, and

the fortress of Tangier^. He died, probably of apoplexy,

without legitimate issue—for there is no evidence to sup-

port the popular belief in the legitimacy of Monmouth

—

on the 6th February 1685, after receiving extreme unction

from a Roman Catholic priest named Huddlestone.

Throughout his whole reign, and especially by his secret

negociations with Louis XIV. of France, whose pensioner

he was not ashamed to be, Charles exerted a powerful and

harmful influence on English politics ; but his political

action is matter of history, and is treated elsewhere.

See the 2>i'anes of Pepys and Evelyn ; The Mfmoires de Oramont ;

the English histories of Burnet, HaLlam, and Macauky ; Rennet's

MegisUr; and The Calendar of State Papers of the Hcign of Charles

II., edited by Mary Anne Everett Green (1860-66).

CHAKLES L, the Bald (823-877), king of France and

emperor of the Romans, was son of Louis le Debonnaire,

by his second wife Judith. To furnish him with a king-

dom, his father deprived his elder brothers of some of the

territory he had previously assigned to them, and war ensued,

at the end of which, after many failures and successes,

Charles was left in possession of a great kingdom in the

west of the empire. On the death of his father in 840,

Charles sought to succeed as emperor, and allied himself

with his brother, Louis the German. In 841, in a battle

at Fontenai, remarkable for the number of the slain and

the fierceness with which it was contested, Charles's rival

and eldest brother Lothaire was defeated ; but such had
been the loss even of the victor that it was impossible to

follow up the victory. The alliance between Louis and

Charles was renewed, the former taking his oath in words

which form one of the earliest specimens of the Romance
language ; and in 843 the treaty of Verdun confirmed to

Charles the possession of his kingdom, which comprised

France to the west of the Meuse, Saone, and Rhone, and

Spain from the Kbro to the Pyrenees. The weakness of

Charles's government was, however, extreme. The Normans,
Bailing up the rivers in small companies of a few hundreds,

pillaged the country almost without resistance ; at length

in 858 the people in despair, calling in the aid of his brother

Louis, drove the king from the country for a time.

Charles was entirely under the control of the bishops, and
his submission did not go without reward ; in 875 ho was
crowned emperor by the Pope. But Louis attacked him
with great success ; and his power was far from stable when,
having been summoned into Italy by the Pope against the

Saracens, he died in 877 neur Mont Cenis. The last and
perhaps moat important act of his reign was the decree of

Chierai, by which the tenure of the counties was made
hereditary.

CHARLES II., the Fat (832-888), king of France and
emperor of the Romans, was the third son of Louis the

German. Swabia ho inherited from his father ; the death
of his brother Carloman of Bavaria made him king of Italy

in 8S0 ; in 881 he was crowned emperor; the death of

another brother, Louis of Saxony, gave him possession of

all Germany in 882 ; and that of Carloman the French
king in 885 left him the kingdom of France. Thus, by
no effort of his own, he became sovereign of all the

dominions of Charlemagne. But ho was soon found to

bo utterly incapable of ruling. He was, in fact, given up
to pleasure, especially to the pleasures of the table. When
the Northmen besieged Pari.i, he made not the least

ttitompt to repulae tluiu by means of the vasit aiuiy which

he led against them, but bought them off with disgraceful

presents. He was, therefore, justly rejected by the people
;

in 887 he was deposed at Tribur; aud he died in the

cloister during the following year.

CHARLES III., the Simple (879-929), king of France,

was a posthumous son of Louis the Stammerer. On the

deposition of Charles the Fat in 887, he was excluded

from the throne by his youth ; but during the reign of

Eudes, who had succeeded Charles, he obtained the alliance

of the emperor, and forced the former to cede Neustria.

In 898, by th« death of his rival he obtained possession of

the whole kingdom. His most important act was the treaty

which he made with the Normans in 911. They were

baptized ; the territory which was afterwards known as

the duchy of Normacdy was ceded to them ; and their

chief, Rollo, married the sister of the king, aud was
created duke. In 922 the barons, jealous of the growth of

the royal authority, rebelled and elected Robert, brother

of the late king, in place of Charles. Robert was killed in

the battle of Soissons by Charles's own hand, but the

victory remained with his party, who elected Raoul, duke
of Burgundy, king. In his extremity Charles trusted him-

self to Herbert, count of Vermandois, who deceived him,

and threw him into confinement. Released by his old

enemy, Raoul, he died at Peronne in 929.

CHARLES rV., the Fair (1294-1328), king of Franco

and Navarre, was the third son of Philip the Fair. In

1322 he succeeded his brother Philip V. on the throne

of France and Navarre. The chief aim of his domestic

policy was to free the country from the Lombards and
from the exactions of the barons and the judges ; and he

did something to imprcW) the condition of the Jews. He
assisted his sister Isabella in her contest with her husband,

Edward IL of England. In 1325, being supported by
the Pope, Charles sought the imperial crown, but without

the least success.

CHARLES V. (1337-1380), king of France, born in

1337, Was the son of John II. His physical weakness,

precluding him from the usual ambitions of his rank, led

him to cultivate the taste for literature and the political

ability which gained for him the title of " the Wise."

From the age of nineteen to that of twenty-three, during the

exile of his father, a period of great disturbance and

difficulty, he ruled as lieutenant of the kingdom. The first

States-General which he summoned, led by Stephen Marcel,

president of the tiers-iStat, and Robert le Coq, president of

the clergy, refused to raise levies or subsidies, and

demanded, first, the trial before judges nominated by,

themselves of the ministers of justice and of finance, whom
they accused of corruption ; secondly, the establishment of

a council chosen from the three chambers to be consulted

in all cases by tlie dauphin ; and lastly, the release of the

king of Navarre. Next year (1357) they were equally

determined ; they forced the dauphin to give his assent to aa

ordinance which greatly extended the authority of the States,

and the commission appointed to carry it out ruled for

some time with dictatorial power. The authority of Marcel

also was such that he was bold enough to enter the palace

of the dauphin, and slay two of his chief officers,— the

marshals of Champagne and Normandy. At the same

time another enemy, Charles, the king of Navarre, was

enjoying unbounded popularity among the people of Paris,

and maintaining their cause. France, indeed, seemed ripe

for revolution, for its condition was wretched in the

extreme. The heartlcse ravages of the English, of the frea

companies, and of the French nobles themselves had laid

waste the country, and maddened the peasantry till, under

the name of La Jacquerie, they burst into hideous revolla,

in which they committed the most brutal outrages against

the hated .lobility. But after a few months, by the assa*-

V. — s»
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sination of Atarce!, and the support of the nobles and of the

provincial Statea, Charles regained the supremacy. When
to again appealed to the States-General, in order to obtain

the rejection of the ruinous treaty of London, which John
had signed in his ea^i.Tness to procure his own release, he

also received from them troops and money to carry on the

war in Picardy. Hut he never again convoked them, ex-

cept on one occasion (in 1369), when they are said to have
proved extremely submissive. Ever after he had recourse

to assemblies of notables, or to the provincial States, which
never ventured to offer him serious opposition.

From 1.360 to 1364 John, ransomed by the treaty of

Pretigny, ruled in person ; but in the latter year, to save

his honour, he returned to London, and in April he died
there, leaving the crown to Charles.

Charles at once set himself vigorously to the task of

binding up the wounds of the kingdom, and preparing to

expel the English. He employed Duguesclin, an able

soldier of Brittany, to lead 30,000 men of the free com-
panies into Spain, and to set Henry of Transtamare
upon the throne. Thus he not only freed the country
from a grievous scourge, but also obtained the friend-

ship of the Spanish king. He had already made alliances

with the king of Castile, with the count of Flanders,
with Scotland, and even with Charles of Navarre ; and
after having carefully fortified the principal towns, he
provoked a renewal of the war with England. The wise

policy on which he had resolvsd was carried out with great

tirmness. Pitched battles were avoided, and the enemy,
being repulsed by the towns, had nothing left but to ravage
the country, with the result of deepening the hatred of the

people. The Bretons were gained over, and soon all the

land to the north of the Garonne ceased to belong to the

English (1373). In 1380 the conquest of Guienne by
the Fiench left them only Bayonne, Bordeaux, Brest, and
Calais.

At the same time Charles crushed his other great enemy,
the king of Navarre. After accusing him of various plots

against himself and other members of the royal family, he
took his two sons as hostages, executed two of his ministers,

and raised up enemies against him who seized great part

of his territory, and forced him to give up twenty places as

security for peace.

But Charles's last aggressive attempt was not equally

successful He summoned the duke of Brittany before

him, and when he failed to appear, declared his dukedom
confiscated to the crown. The result, however, was that the

people recalled the duke, who had previously been banished,

and formed an alliance with England. While affairs were
in this condition Charles died at Vincennes, on the 16th
September 1380.

His reign had left many important results. The country
had been freed for a time—though, unfortunately, only
for a time—from its two great scourges, the frea companies
and the English. The residence of a pope at Avignon
under the influence of the king tended to make the

Gallican Church more independent. The privileges of the

nobility were somewhat invaded by Charles's favour to the

burgesses of Paris. Something was done to increase the
purity of the administration of justice, and the parliament
of Paris was allowed to become self-elective,—a reform
which, however, was only temporary, a retrogressive change
being made under Charles VII. On the other hand, the

States-General were silenced ; the personal power of the king-
was increased ; and the weight of taxes, often from their

nature peculiarly oppressive, was greatly multiplied, for,

uotwithstanding the grievous- war expenses, Charles set no
limit to the free indulgence of his tastes. He left several

costly specimens of the expensive art of architecture,

includnig the splendid palace of Saint Paul aud the
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strong walls of the Bastille ; and he distinguished him-

self still more honourably by founding the royal library at

Paris.

See Froissart, Roy's Histoira de Charles V. (1849), and Tht
Chronicle of St Denis.

CHARLES VL (1368-1422), king of France, was the

son of Charles V., whom he succeeded in 1380, at the

age of twelve. The treasure left him by his father was at

once seized by his four uncles, the dukes of Berry, Bur-

gundy, Anjou, and Bourbon, whose tyranny and rapa-

city aroused a general rebellion throughout France. It

gained the supremacy in Paris (where the insurgents, from

the weapon with which they armed themselves, took the

name of •MaiUotius), in Rouen, and in many other French

towns, and also in the Flemish cities, of which tha

foremost was Ghent, now led by Philip van Artevelde.

At first the union of the popular parties in the various

towns wa-s successful against the nobility, but in 1382

the latter won a great victory at Roosebeke, in which

Artevelde was killed, and after which many of the rebels

were punished by death or by heavy fines. In 1386

immense and costly preparations were made for an in-

vasion of England, in which the king was to take part

in person, but on account of various obstacles, over

which he had not sufficient resolution to triumph,

nothing was done. In 1388, with the advice and support

of the cardinal of I.aon, Charles, who had six years before

reached the age fixed for his majority by his father, threw

off the control of his uncles, the dukes of Berry aud
Burgundy. But in 1392, on his march against the duke
of Brittany, who had seized and then attempted to assas-

sinate the constable, De Clisson, the appearance of a rough-

looking man, who declared that the king was betrayed, so

affected him that, in a fit of madness, he killed four of his

attendants, and was for some time after insane. During
the next year another accident, by which he was nearly

burnt to death, brought on a second fit, from which ha

never completely recovered. By these unfortunate events

a field was opened for the ambition of the dukes of

Burgundy and Orleans. The latter first obtained tha

government ; but the former, John Sans Peur, as champion
of the people of Paris, gradually became so powerful that,

in 1407, he ventured to assassinate his rival and allow the

mob to massacre his adherents. But a confederacy was
formed against him, the duke of Orleans who succeeded

his victim being joined by the dukes of Berry, Bourbon,
and Brittany, and the powerful and able count of Armag-
nac. The Parisians opened their gates to the Armagnacs
(as the party was now called), butihey in turn treated Paris

as if it had been a hostile city conquered by force. In
HI.*) Henry V. of England, the fulfilment of the treaty of

Bretigny being refused, landed in France, and gained tho

victory of Agincourt. In 1418 the gates of Paris were
opened to the duke of Burgundy, and another massacre of

the Armagnacs took place. Famine and plague carried off

thousands of others. Charles died, deprived of almost
every sign of royal dignity, in 1422.

See The Chronicle of Si Denis, Monatrelet, Juvenal des Ursiiis,

Le Laboureur, De Choisy, Saint-Remy.

CHARLES Vn. (1403-1461), king of France, the son

of Charles VI., was betrothed at ten to Mary of Anjou,

daughter of lyouis, king of Sicily, whom he married nine

years after. He became dauphin at the age of thirteen
;

and while only fourteen, on account of the insanity of his

father, he held the position of lord-lieutenant of the king-

dom. At first the strong hand of Bernard of Annagnac,
the constable, guided the government ; but the triumph of

the Armagnacs, crowned by the murder of John of Burgundy
in the very presence of the dauphin, brought the most
serious trouble upon France. Aided by the Burgundiaos,
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the English soon gained a mastery so complete that in 1420

the treaty of Troyes conferred the saccession upon their

king, Henry V., who had married Catherine, the daughter

of Charles VL In August 1422, however, Henry died, and

Charles VI. a few weeks after. Bedford became English

regent of France ; and the ability of his administration

resisted all hostile attempts. The defeats of the French at

Crevant (1423) and Verneuil (1424) were disastrous, and

their successes were few and unimportant It was plain

that Charles, intent upon nothing but a round of frivolous

dissipation, Would never effect the independence d the

country. Though he was capable of being roused to energy,

the weakness of his character was conspicnous. He was

dependent upon a succession of advisers, which included

both the worst and the greatest men and women of his

day. No king was ever cursed by more worthless favourites

than Charles during his youth, and no French court was
ever in a state of more miserable anarchy than that of the

first years of his reign ; but yet to none could the title

of " Well-Served " have been more fitly applied, for none
has borrowed more undeserved glory from the great men
who surrounded him. Favourite at first rapidly followed

iavourite,—Tannegui DGchatel, the lawyer Louvet, Pierre

de Giac, the haughty Lecamus de Beaulieu, and La Tt&-

monille.

But France was not entirely left to these selfish courtiers.

A national spirit was rising, and she possessed many bold

soldiers who were willing to fight her battles. The con-

stable Eichemont, though violent, and though he unfor-

tunately laboured under a superstitious terror of heresy

and sorcery, was honest and capable. Under him fought
Dunois the bastard of Orleans, La Hire, XaintraiUes,

Br^z6, Jean and Gaspard Bureau, and the three brothers

Chabannes. But the greatest impulse was given to the

French arms by the noble country maiden, Joan of Arc,

who, after placing the king firmly on the throne, received

Irom him as reward nothing but jealousy and the most
heartless desertion (see Joax of Aeo). The benefit which
she wrought for France did not end with her life. The
English were still forced to give way. In 1435, by the

treaty of Arras, Philip the Good of Burgundy broke with
them, and joined the French ; the death of Bedford in

the same year left them no chance of rallying, and soon

Paris received its rightful sovereign.

In the meantime a great change had come over the court
and the king. Charles had fallen into better hands. A
most beneficial influence has been ascribed to Yolando of

Aragon, his motherin-law, Isabel of Lorraine, his alster-in-

law, and Agnea Sorel, his mistress. And, more important
still, a great revolution had taken place in the royal council,

& largo part of which now consisted, not of nobles, but of

commoners. The greatest of these was Jacq^ucs Coour, who,
having ama-ssod a vast fortune by finanoial tpooulations and
oommorco, had bocomo the arr^utier of the king, and gradu-
ally acquired power in all the branches of administration.
Surrounded by men of energy and patriotism, CharWaV
faoilo nature roflcctod both these virtues, and ho appcarcxl
in tho battle-fioKl among his troops. Kormandy wa's ro-

tovered by Dunois and Richomont (144'J) ; the English
were driven out of Quionno; and in 1453 thoro remained
to thorn nothing but tho single fortress of Calais. Among
the other important ovonta that h.id mconwhilo taken
placo may bo montionod tho ratification in H3S of tho
"Pragmatic Sanction," and oxtonslvo army roforma whereby
both privates and ofllcere became immediately dependent
upon the sovereign.

In 1450 Agnea Sorel died Soon aftur, and in connec-
tion with her death, occurred Charles's second groat act of

ingratitude. Jacques Canir, by aid of whoso abilities and
money much of the success of the reign bad beoD achieved,

was accused of intrigues with the dauphin, and charged
with poisoning Agnes at his instigation. He cleared him-
self of these charges, but others were immediately substi-

tuted which, 60 far as they were true, afford no excuse for

Charles. He was condemned to death ; and though his

life was spared, his property was confiscated, and himself

banished from the country (1453).

Towards the close of Charles's life his condition became
even more scandalous and wretched than it had been in the

troublous times of his youtk' With the death of Agnes
ajl show of dignity and decency was cast aside, and the

"king at length died, the miserable victim of his own faults.

Bitter ill feeling had arisen between him and the dauphin
;

the latter had fled ; his father's repeated entreaties could
not induce him to return ; and Charles, insane through
his fear that his son would seek to get rid of him by means
of poison, refused to eat, and on the 22d July 1461 died

at Mehun cf starvation.

During this reign there had taken place three events of

the first importance to France,—the expulsion of the

English and of the free companifs, the establishment of

a standing army, supported by a large permanent tax,

and the enactment of the Pragmatic Sanction. Besides

these, the university of Paris has been brought under the

jurisdiction of the Parliament, and other reforms, such as

the shortening of the legal processes, and the strict prohibi-

tion of all presents to members of the court, had been
effected. In case of vacancies it was decreed that the
Parliament should nominate two or three persons, from
whom the king should select one. The Court of Aids waa
also instituted, to decide all cases connected with the
levying of taxes ; but its constitution was extremely faulty,

as it gave to the same persons, viz., tho treasurers, the
power of extortion and of trying for extortion.

See Tallet do ViriviUe, Charles FIT. el ton ipojut (1862-5), and
Clement, Jacjiua Caur et OharUs VII. (1873).

CHARLES Vin. (1470-1498), king of France, bom
in 1470, succeeded in 1483 to the power acquired by the
astute policy of his father Louts XL His sister, Anne of

Beaujeu, though only twenty-two, by the firmness and
craft which she inherited from her father, gained the
supreme authority as regent. She was opposed by the

duke of Orleans and Count Dunois, who were supported
by the duke of Brittany and the emperor Maximilian ; but
Dunois was defeated in Quienno ; and in the battle of

St Aubin the duke of Orleans was routed and taken
prisoner. One important internal reform took place under
tho government of Anne,—a change was made in the mode
of election of the States-General In the first place,

members were no longer called as feudatories of the king,

even barons and bishops appearing not by right of title

but as representatives of the gentry and tho clergy; and
tccoudly, tho right of voting for membora of tho ticrs-utat

was given oven to the peasantry. In 1490 Anne's authority

came to an end, for the king released Orleans, and entered
into tho most familiar friendship with him, and also took
Dunois as his chief adviser. Under his influence he broki
off tho contract of marriage with tho daughter of Maxi-
milian, and took as his wife Anno of Brittany, to whom
Ma.\iiliilian had been betrothed. In consequence a war
broke out, in which England and Spain took part against

Franco ; but Henry VII. was bought ofl' by a gift of

money, and in tho trooty of Senlis, Sp,iin was prr»uadcd
to make pcaeo by the surrender of Roussillon and Ccrdogno,
ond Maximilian by the restoration of Franche-Comtd and
Artoia.

Charles waa no\/ at liberty to attempt tho realization of

his dream of founding nn Eastern empire. His falhor had
purthuwd tho claim of the House of Anjou to tho throne

of Naples, and he bimaoU bought tho title of Andrew
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ralioologns, tho nephew of tlio emperor of Constantinople.

Having made a treaty with the Pope, Charles in 1495

entered Naiiica unresisted. But ho showed no favour to

tbo Neapolitan nobility, and gave all offices to hia own
soldiers. In consequence much discontent arose, and a

league was formed against liiin by the Pope, the emperor,

Spaiii, aud Venice. With 6000 men he defeated at Foniova

!an army greatly outnumbering his own ; but the victory

merely enabled him to reach France. N.iples soon fell into

the hands of Ferdinand of Spain ; and Chdrles died at

Aniboise, through an accident, at the age of twenty-eight,

before ho could carry out his intention of returning to Italy

(1498)
CHARLES IX. (1550-1574), king of Franie, was tho

«econd son of Henry II. and Catherine de' iledicL At the

age of ten he succeeded his brother Francis IL His mother

became regent, and Anthony of Navarre lieutenant of the

kingdom. During ChaHes's youth there was fierce and

continual war between the Huguenots, under Cond^ and

Coligny, and tho duke of Guise and his adherents. In the

second period of the contest Catherine opposed the former

party; but in 1570 Charles, declaring himself convinced

that conformity in religion is impossible, and avowedly

acting on his own judgment and in opposition to his

mother brought about a reconciliation with the Huguenots.

His sister was married to the young Huguenot king of

Navarre, Charles protesting that their union should not be

prevented even by the Pope Admiral Coligny was received

into familiar friendship, made one of the council, and treated

A3 the chief adviser of the king, while on the attempt to

assassinate him Cliarles expressed deep regret and an earnest

intention to punish the crime. His sincerity in this course

of conduct has been questioned; we are reminded that he

was ncitlier scrupulous nor merciful, and it is said that

his restless and apparently open manner concealed a long-

conceived and terrible treachery. According to another

and more probable account, he was not acquainted with the

plota of his mother till their fulfilment was almost at hand,

and it was on the ground that the Huguenots were conspir-

ing against the throne that he was prevailed upon not to

interfere in preventing the massacre of St Bartholomew's

day 1572. His consent was wrung from hira, it is said,

in an agony of passion, and tho memory of the event

tortured him till hia death, which occurred at Vincennes

only two years later. But there is no doubt that his con-

sent was given, for Yiext day he avowed the act, declaring

that it had proved necessary in order to check a dangerous

rebellion. Charles left a work on hunting, entitled La
Chafse Rojjale, an edition of which, published in 1857,

contains also several poems by him.

Coutcnipor.ary accounts of this roign were puhlished by Dea
Tortcs, Sainto-Foy, ami Favier in 157*, tho ye^r of Charles's death,

ami by VaiiUaa iu 1534

CHARLES X (1757-183G), king of Trance, a younger

brother of Louis XVI., known before his accession as

Charles Philippe, Count of Artois, was born in 1757 At
the age of sixteen h'e married Maria Theresa of Savoy.

His youth was passed in a course of scandalous dissipa-

tion ; but for a short time he joined the French army
lit Gibraltar, and during the disturbances immediately

prior to the Revolution he took a minor part in politics.

In July 1789 he left France, and visited several of the

European courts, in order to procure assistance for the

royalist cause On tho execution of Louis XVI., he
assumed the title ol Monsieur, and in the campaign of

1792 ho commanded a regiment of French gentlemen ; but

in Febniary 1793 he retired to Russia, where he was

warmly welcomed by Catherine. In August 1795 he

led an expedition, fitted out by the English, to assist the

revolt iu La VendiSe but he displayed no energy, and

effected nothing. Retiring 'after this to England, ho re-

sided for a time at Hulyrood Palace, and afterwards with

his brother Louis at HartweU. In April 1814 he was

cordially welcomed back to Paris by the Provisional

Government. During tho reign of hia brother, Louii

XVIII., ho was the leader of the extreme royalitt party,

who aimed at bringing bacLthe state of affairs which had

existed before the Revolution ; and on succeeding to the

throne in September 1824 he continued to follow the same

policy. His frequent appearances in public, and the dignity

of his address, at first awoke con.?iderable enthusiasm

;

but his popularity was brief. M. ViUele, who had already

directed the government for some time, continued to be

chief minister. A bill was passed by which a thousand

millions of franca were devoted to recompense the losses of

the emigres (March 1825). Tho Jesuits were, it was
believed, encouraged to return to France. Severe laws

were 'lade against sacrilege, death being assigned as the

penalty for theft from consecrated ground, and profanation

of the consecrated elements being regarded as a crime

equal to parricide; and the censorship of 'the press, which

he had abolished at hia accession, was re-imposed. At
length, in January 1828, Charles made a compromise by

replacing the unpopular ministry of ViUele by a ministry

headed by the Marquis of Martignac. But the change

was temporary ; soon after he called to the head of affairs

Prince Polignac, a personal friend, whose views exactly

coincided with his own, and the choice of whom conse-

quently aroused the deepest dissatisfaction. But Charlea

refused to give way, and the address of the Chambers
requesting the dismissal of the prince was- answered

with a dissolution. His foreign policy, meanwhile, was
popular, for' his troops gave assistance to Greece and

conquered Algiers. But this could not save a king who so

little understood the temper of his people. On the 2.5th

Juno 1830 he issued ordinances, of w^hich one forbade

the publication of any periodical without Government
permission, another dissolved the new House of Deputies

which had not yet met, and a third placed the elections

under the power of the prefects. . This excited a spirit of

resistance which spread rapidly through Paris ; barricades

were thrown up ; the troops were repulsed; arfd in three days
the revolution was completed, Charles meantime doing

absolutely nothing. At length he recalled his edicts; and he

afterwards resigned in favour of his grandson, the duke of

Bordeaux. But all was now in vain. Louis Philippe waa
elected king ; and Charles retreated from StCloud to 'Trianon,

from Trianon to Rambouillet, and finally returned to Holy-
rood, where he lived four years. He died at Gortz in 1836.

The close of his hfe was spent in religious austerities,

which were intended to atone for his former dissolutenesa.

CHARLES I., emperor. See Charlemagne.
CHARLES II., emperor. See Chaeles L of France.

CHARLES III., emperor. See Chakles II. of France.

CHARLES IV. (1316-1378), emperor of the Romans,
was the son of John of Luxemboui'g, king of Bohemia. As
a child he spent five years at Paris, but at the age of twelve

he returned to his father's court. While only sixteen he
was appointed viceroy of Italy,— a post of the greatest

difficulty, from which it was not long before he was obliged

to retire. He next took part in the Carinthian war against

the Emperor Louis of Bavaria, the groat enemy of the

Pope. In 1346, on. the death of his father at Crccy, he
became king of Bohemia ; and in the same year he was
elected emperor in phice of Louis, through the influence of

Pope Clement VL But Charles only gained this dignity
at the cost of many humiliating concessions, which made
him appear the mere tool. of the Pope and robbed him of
the respect of the electors. -On the death of LoUis' in the
next year, they refused to recogniie bim, and chose first
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Edward III. of England, then the Marquis of Meissen, and

lastly, when both of these refused the honour, Count
Giinther of Schwarzburg. On the death of the last, how-

over (an event which he was accused of having accelerated

by poison), Charles, who had married Anne, daughter of

the Elector Palatine, and given his own daughter, with

Tyrol as dowry, to the duke of Austria, was unanimously

elected. He devoted all his care to the aggrandizement of

himself and his family ; and the government of the empire

was very negligently administered. In 1354 he visited

Italy, and was crowned at MHan, Rome, and Ostia; but he

received many indignities, being, for example, refused

entrance to several cities, and only allowed to remain at

Rome a single day. He was obliged to confirm the

Viscontis in their usurpation ; and he left the country, after

amassing a large sum of money,—a mockery to both Guelf

and Ghibelline. As third wife Charles took the daughter

of the duke of Jauer, to whose dukedom he hoped thus to

obtain the succession. He also added Brandenburg, Silesia,

and Lower Lusatia to the possessions of the House of

Luxembourg; and he obtained from the electors, by means
of large bribes, the. recognition of Wenceelas as his sue-

cesser. He allowed the empire meanwhile to be overrun

by banditti, and he only once took up arms. This was at

the call of the Pope, to whom he was always submissive

;

but even on this occasion he allowed himself to be bought
off by his adversaries, the tyrannous Viscontia The only

important measure which he effected was the publication of

the Golden Bull (135G), which determined the method of

election for the dignity of emperor. It decreed that the

number of the electors should be seven :—three ecclesiasti-

cal, viz., those of Mayence, Cologne, and Treves ; and four

secular, viz., the king of Bohemia, the Count Palatine, the

duke of SaKony, and the margrave of Brandenburg. The
king of the Romans, and future emperor, was to be elected

by the majority in a meeting to be held at Frankfort. The
Pope thus lost all influence over elections ; and to escape

his anger Charles granted him a tithe of all ecclesiastical

iiicomes, together with some other concessions. Charles

died at Prague in 1378, having immensely enriched the

house of Luxembourg, but leaving the empire greatly the

worse for his reign.

8ce Greaohien, Ds Conslitntionibus CaroH TV. (1617) ; Donniges,
Geschkhtc dcs Dcutschcn Kaiscrthv.ma im 14 t/a/trA2i?it/cri (1841) ;

and rdzel, Gcschichto Kaiser Karls IV. (1780).

CHARLES V. (1500-1S58), emperor, the ablest and
most powerful monarch of the 16th century, was born at

Ghent, February 24, 1500. Ho was the converging
point and heir of four great royal lines, which had become
uuitcd by a series of fortunate matrimonial .alliances. His
father was Philip of Austria, who being the son of the
Emperor Ma-^cimilian and of JIary, only daughter and
heiress of Charles the Bold, transmitted to him the posses-

sion of the Netherlands, and of the hereditary dominions
of Austria, as well as a solid claim to the imperial crown
of Germany at the next election. His mother was Joanna,
second daugliter, and finally heiress, of Ferdinand of

Aragon and Isabella of Castile, joint rulers of Spain, who
handed down to their grandson the united monarchy,
increased by the conquest of Granada in 1492, by the
addition of the two Sicilies in 1504, by the annexation of

the southern part of Navarre in 1512, and by the discovery
of the Now World. Seldom, if ever, in the history of the
woild has any one been born to such vast possessions and
to such weighty responsibilities. Ho fell heir to the

Netherlands on the death of his father in I50G, to the
crown of Spain and Naples on the death of his grandfather
Ferdinand in 1516, and to the archdukedom of Austria on
the death of his grandfather Ufaxiniilian in 1519. Before
the future emperor waa born, Columbus had been discover-

ing for him territories of nnliniifcd extent and fabuloni

wealth beyond the pillars of Hercules. When he was onlj

fifteen years of age the first European saw the P.-u^fir.

Ocean ; and while the crown of Charlemagne and Bar-

barossa was being placed on his head at Aix-la-Chapelle,

Magellan was prosecuting tlie great voyage which was to

revolt in the circumnavigation of the globe, and Cortoa

was engaged in the arduous conquest of Mexico. Ere ho
had been twenty years on the throne of Spain, Pizarro had.

completed the conquest of Peru. This was not alL It

must be remembered that two at least of the countries ho
was destined to rule were approaching the very highest

point of their intellectual, moral, and material development.

The ingenious and energetic population of the Netherlands

were carrying industry to a pitch till that time unexampled
in the history of the world, while the vast wealth they

accumulated could in the hands of a politic ruler becoma
an almost exhaustless source of revenue. It was the heroic

period in the history of Spain, the period of final victory

over the !Moors, and of the romantic conquest of a now
world, when religious and military enthusiasm elevated

the national character in such an extraordinary manner ; in
war, diplomacy, and government the pre-eminence of the

Spaniards was acknowledged and dreaded. In fact, tha
material wealth of great countries and the genius necessary

to form it and to guide it were available to an extent.

which has seldom been surpassed.

On to 1517, when he went to enter upon the government
of Spain, Charles lived in the Netherlands. He was
carefully educated, though his tastes attracted him more ta

the active exercises of the chase and of the tilting ground
than to the dry and pedantic learning of the timo.

William of Croy, Lord of Chiivres, was appointed to

superintend his education, while under him Adrian of

Utrecht, afterwards Pope by the name of Adrian VI., was
the teacher of the young prince. The latter was not able

to inspire him with any love for the scholastic learning in

which he excelled, while the former did not att;mpt to lay
any constraint upon his natural bent. Ho took care, iow-
ever, to instruct him in the knowledge more directly useful

to a prince, in the study of history and the science of

governmcut, alid especially sought to interest him in tho

practical direction of affairs. If we may judge from tha

result he was perfectly successful, as his pupil grew up to

be a great adept in the arts of government, and to bo tha

active and direct moving power in everything that tran-

spired during Lis reign. Yet his character ^is.% lata in

developing. His excessive deference to his teachers and
the undue jilace he gave them in the government rendered
him very unpopular during his first visit to Spain
(1517-19).

In 1519 the nows arrived of tho death of his grandfather

Ma.ximilian, and then of his own election to the imperial

crown. Tho contest between him and Francis I. had
excited universal attention in Europe. The crown had been
first offered to Frederick the Wise, elector of Saxony, but
that prince recommended Charles on the plea that tho

critical state of the empire, especially on account of tho

alarming progre.'is of tho Turks, required for it a powerful
protector. And, indeed, new that Charles. had attained to

the highest position in Christendom, ho fouud that tho vast

e.Ktent of an empire, consisting of nations geographically

disconnected and brought under the same head, not
through any real affinity, but by the accident of matrimonial
alliances, had only increased the number of his rivals and
tho many-sided complexity of his duties. Between Charles's

dominions
, in Spain and tho Netherlands, holding tho

duchy of Burgundy, which Charles claimed by hereditary
right, and the duchy of Milan, over which he waa Ixjund

to assert tho old imperial claims, angry because of tho
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Spanish conquest of Navarre, and chagrined by his defeat

in the contest for the imperial crown, Francia ruled a com-

pact and united kingdom, not capable certainly of matching

the vast empire of Charles, yet not easily accessible to

attack, and formidable on the battle-field. About the

same time that Charles was crowned at Aix-la-Chapelle, the

throne of Turkey was ascended by Soliman the Magnificent,

who himself the heir of mighty conquests and of well-dis-

ciplined armies, carried the Ottoman empire to the very

pinnacle of its power (1520-66); his progress through

Hungary up to the walls of Vienna was marked by an

ever-advancing line of fire and blood ; his fleets commanded
the Mediterranean, and threatened the coasts of Italy and
Spain, whih the corsairs of Tunis and Algiers, under the

renowned Barbarossa, who was soon to acknowledge his

allegiance, infested the seas, and, spreading terror aU along

the northern shores of the Mediterranean, carried thousands

of Christians into slavery. The Pope was a doubtful and
suspicious ally or an open enemy, as the interests or

passions of the Holy She seemed to dictate, and Henry of

England, aspiring to be the arbiter of Europe, pursued an
equally capricious course of vacillation. In Spain itself the

discontent of the commons broke into open revolt, while

the haughty nobles required to be skilfully managed.

Above all, on the very year of the coronation, Martin

Luther had burned the papal bull which condemned him at

the gate of AVittenberg. No one could yet foresee th'e

extent of the chasm opened up in the Christian world by
the heroic defiance thus hurled at its spiritual chief ; but it

soon became clear that the heart of Germany was with the

Augustinian monk, and that many powerful influences, in

the empire and out of it, religious, social, and national,—

-

science, culture, patriotism, morality, and piety—were work-

ing towards the overthrow of priestly domination. On all

sides, then, Charles had difficult work to do. In Italy and

Navarre, and on the Flemish frontier, he had to make head

against the armies of Francis ; in Hungary and in the

Mediterranean he had to arrest the progress of the Turks
;

he required to watch the wayward king of England and the

crafty popes, to manage the haughty susceptibility of

Spanish grandees and the boisterous independent spirit of

the Flemish cities, to compose the religious troubles, and

to stay the growing spirit of revolt against the old state

of things.

From his coronation at Aix-Ia-ChapeU-3, Charles pro-

ceeded to the Diet of AYorms, which opened on the 28th of

January 1521. After a council of regency had been

appointed, which under the presidency of his brother

Ferdinand was to govern during the emperor's absence, and

other business had beea disposed of, the religious difficulty

was taken up. Though political considerations always

prevailed with Charles during his active career, he w;is a

Catholic by conviction, and was by no means disposed to

encourage the hopes entertained of him by the liberal party

in Germany. Besides, the old traditions of the empire, in

which he firmly believed, required that he should support

the church. At the same time, the Reformation was too

strongly supported to admit of the summary measures

most congenial to his character and most suitable to his

political position. Luther was therefore heard, and his

rafe-conduct respected ; but at the close of the diet Charles

hart the ban of the empire pronounced upon him and his

adherouts. This edict, however, which had been obtained

by unfair means, remained inoperative. The war with

Francis which uow broke out, and occupied the emperor

for eight year.', prevented him from obstructing the Refor-

mation. In the meantime, disturbances had been going on

in another part of his dominions (1510-21). The discon-

tent of the commons of Castile at the summary proceedings

of Ximeues, at the excessive preference given to Flemish

officials in the government of Spain, and at the other uncon-
stitutional measures of the new Government, broke into open
revolt. Toledo was the first to rise, and the insurgent

cause soon became powerful in Castille. Even many of the

nobles sympathized with the movement ; one of their

number, Don John de Padilla, placed himself at the head
of it ; but divisions among the commons, and their aliena-

tion from the nobility, weakened their strength. An army
was brought up against them, which defeated Padilla, and
took Toledo after a hard siege. Like disturbances took
place in Valencia. On his return fcom Germany, Charles
treated the insurgents with great clemency, and wisely

attached the nobility to his person ; but the old liberties

of Castile became little more than a dead letter.

After his return from the Diet of Worms, Charles

remained in Spain till 1529, directing the war again-st

Francis. The emperor was upon the whole decidedly

victorious. The French were foiled in Navarre, and
expelled from Milan and from the whole of Italy. The
failure of the imperialists in an invasion of Provence and
the siege of Marseilles was compensated by the splendid

victory of Pavia, in which the French sustained enormous
losses, and Francis himself was made prisoner (1525).

The triumph was, indeed, too decisive, as it made Charles

oblivious of every chivalrous principle in his treatment of

the captive king, and alarmed his allies, Henry of England
and Clement VII., into espousing the French cause.

Francis nominally accepted, but immediately after hia

liberation repudiated the humiliating peace of Sladrid, and
with his allies recommenced the war. Thus Charles lost

the fruits of his victory; but he was again successful l"h6

mercenary army of Bourbon plundered Rome, and kept

the Pope a prisoner in the castle of St Angelo, while the

efforts of Francis to maintain himself in Italy proved a
failure. At length the rival monarchs composed their

differences for a time at the peace of Cambray 1529, by
which Francis renounced his pretensions to Milan, and
retained the duchy of Burgundy. The superior generalship

of the Spaniards, the deeper and more persevering policy

of Charles, and the defection of Bourbon (who, grievously

injured at the French court, carried over to the enemies of

his country his miUtary skill and a thirst for revenge)

had given him the foremost place in Christendom, in

reality as well as in name, while the peace left him free for

other labours. Leaving Spain under the regency of ^is

beloved queen, Isabella of Portugal, whom he had wcddod
in 1526, he proceeded to Italy. At Bologna, where he had
an interview with the Pope, he was crowned emperor and
king of Italy; and Florence, which bad expelled the

Medici, was taken after a long siege, deprived of its

repubUcan constitution, and placed under a member of

that celebrated family. After having arranged the affairs

of Italy, the emperor crossed the Tridentine Alps into

Germany to attend the diet which had been summoned to

meet at Augsburg (1530). Notwithstanding the Peasants'

War, the fanaticism of the Anabaptists, and the strenuous,

often threatening, opposition of the powers temporal and
spiritual, especially of Southern Germany, the Reformation

had made marvellous progress during the nine years which
had elapsed since the Edict of Worms, and was rapidly

overspreading the whole empire. It was clear that if the

influence of the church bej-ond the Alps was not altogether

I

to be lost, the emperor must interpose with the whole

I
weight of his authority. Accordingly, at Augsburg,
Charles made every effort to bring about a peaceful

arrangement of the religious differences : but he soon found
that he had quite mistaken the strength and firmness of

the new movement. The Protestants held resolutely by
the confession they had presented ; and when Charles
proceeded to issue a hostile edict against them, they formed
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ili^mselves into a league for mutual defence under tlie

liMclership of Saxony and Hesse. This was the famous
Smalkald League, which from the end of 1530 continued

to be the political bulwark of German Protestantism. The
league entered into comiaunication with both Franco and
England ; but it wa3 from a much stranger quarter deliver-

ance was to come. As at the Diet of Worms it was
Francis, so now it was Soliman that averted an armed
collision between the young Protestantism and the imperial

power. Foiled in his attack on Vienna in 1529, the sultan

was again threatening the south-eastera frontiers of

Germany with a terrible army. Charles felt it necessary

to unite the empire against him, and so at Nuremberg
effected a compromise with the Protestants, by which
freedom of worship was .secured till the calling of a general

council. With all enthusiasm they then armed against

the Turk. At the head of one of the most splendid armies

ever equipped by Christendom, Charles for the first time

took the field in person. Great deeds were expected at

this hostile meeting of the Eastern and the Western worlds
;

but the Bultan, reckoning on the religious quarreh of

Germany, did not anticipate that he would have to confront

the united forces of the empire, and therefore soon with-

drew within his own frontier (1532). Not being able to

follow the enemy through the wasted kingdom of Hungary,

the emperor returned through Italy to Spain. His next

expedition was against Tunis, now the stronghold of the

great pirate Barbarossa. The emperor defeated Barbarossa,

took the city, and released thousands of Christian slaves,

who, returning to Europe, spread abroad the fame of their

generous deliverer (1535). The same year war was resumed

with Francis, who formed an alliance with the Turks, and

invaded the territory of the duke of Savoy. Charles

failed completely in an invasion of Provence, and the war
ended without any important result by the truce of Nice

(1538). Next year the emperor lost his wife Isabella, to

whom he was deeply attached. Towards the end of the

year (1539), when a revolt of the city of Ghent required

his presence in Flanders, Charles passed through Paris on

the special invitation of the French king, giving to Europe,

aa was thought, a noble example of chivalrous confidence

and forgetfulnCss of past enmities. The emperor was too

much occupied with present emergencies to introduce a

systematic despotism into the Netherlands ; but when the

privileges of the cities came into conflict with his imperial

plans they were little respected. The most cruel edicts

had been issued against Lutheranism and a bloody

persecution carried on. But to Charles the Netherknds
were above all things an inexhaustililc tource of revenue,

from which ho drew the supplies for his many wars. They
paid annually twice as much as Spain and the Indies put
together, and were continually called upon for extraordinary

contributions. The great city of Ghent, his own birthplace,

had lately refused to contribute, and even entered into i

communication with Francis, who betrayed it to Charles.

The emperor entered the city with a numerous army and
an imposing retinue, caused the ringleaders to be executed,

annulled the constitution of the city, and pLaced it entirely

under the government of persons nominated by himself

(1540). In the autumn of next year Charles made
another expedition against the corsairs of North Africa,

who had now made Algiers their great stronghold and the

centre of their nefarious power. But ho was unsuccessful
;

a tremendous tempest so disabled the army and injured

the fleet that he waa obliged to return before ho had in the

least accomplished the object of the expedition. Ho had
unwisely persisted in it during a highly unfavourable
season ; but the bravery with which he exi>oscd himself to

danger and hardship of every kind to some extent atoned
for his rashness, The reverses uustaitied by the emperor

at .Algiers encouraged the most persevering of his enemies,

Francis, to renew the war in alliance with the Turks.

Consequently, Charles was once more obliged on every side

to make head against his old foes, against the French arniir-i

in Piedmont and on the Spanish and Flemish frontiers,

against the Turkish armies in Hungary, and against a

junction of the Freuch and Turkish fleets in the Mediter-

ranean. At length a fresh compromise with the Protestant

princes enabled him to invade Champagne with a powerful

German army, which so alarmed the French capita! that

Francis found it expedient to conclude the peace of Crespy

(1544). This was the last war of Charles with his French

rivaL The emperor had all along maintained his superiority

over the king, but except that the French had been expelled

from Italy, they remained, territorially, as they had been at

the beginning.

This peace with Francis, and a truce subsequently con-

cluded with Soliman, now left Charles free to grapple

with his last and most difficult labour, the supprcEiion of

the Kefcrmation. The religious question always lay very

near to the heart of the emperor. But during the first

twenty-five years of his reign, it had only been at short

and broken intervals, left him by his wars and other multi-

form relations with Francis, Henry, the Pope, and the

Turk, that he had been able to take it in hand. Scarcely

had he been able to enter on some deliberate method of

dealing with it when one or other of those rivals or

suspicious friends crossed his path, and called his attention

elsewhere. And now, when he could devote seven years

of almost uninterrupted leisure to the work, and could

concentrate the entire strength of his empire on the

execution of it, he was destined to discover that the Refor-

mation had grown too strong to be arrested even by his

imperial will. Its progress, great as it had been from

the Diet of Worms to that of Augsburg, had been far

greater from the Diet of Augsburg to the period at which
we have arrived. At Augsburg the elector of Saxony
and Philip of Hesse were the only considerable princes.

that supported the Reformation. By this time Wiirtcm-

bcrg, Brandenburg, the dukedom of Saxony, and the

Palatinate of the Rhine had declared for it. Northern

Germany was almost entirely Protestant, whilst in Southern

Germany the imperial cities, and even to some extent the

nobility of the Austrian hereditary states, were in favour of

it. Bohemia was strongly incliued in the same direction
;

and towards the West the orthodoxy of the Netherlands

was threatened by the duke of Cleves, who was going to

euter the Smalkald League, when his plans were cut short

by the emperor, and still more so by Hermann, archbishop

of Cologne, who was engaged iu inaugurating a moderate

reformation of his province under the advice of Buccr and
Melanchthon. Thus had the new movement profited by
the di.stractiona of an emperor who wished to arrest it.

Now it was clearly time for the most strenuous and coni-

preheu.'iivo effort. It was to be expected of the ]jolitic

nature of Charles that he would not have recourse to e.\trcuie

measures till all moans of accommodation had been

exhausted. Accordingly, in 1541, at I'atisbou, a great

religious conference had been held by some of the most
moderate theologians on cither side. No little harmony of

opinion had been arrived at, but they differed as to traii-

substantiation and the powers of the church, the more
decided heads of both parlies were afiaid that compromise
was being carried too far, and the result waa that they

se[iarnted without any common platform being cccurcd.

Towards the end of 1545 another of the methods all alon;^

[)roiioaed for the arrangement of the religious didiculty, and
constantly urged on the popes by the emperor, was at length

to be tried. But the Protestants were resclvcd to havu

nothing to do with a so-called gmcial council which »a»
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composed almost entirely of Italians and Spanilirds, where
the Pope and the old party were absolutely predominant,

and where, oonsequently, the Church of Germany had no
chance of a fair representation or even of a fair hearing.

The calling of the Council of Trent, therefore, had the sole

effect of widening the chasm between the old and the new

;

and the course its deliberations were to take had the same
result in signalizing the contradiction between the Catholic

and the Protestant point of view. Perceiving that milder

methods were of no avail, Charles now made preparations

to compel the submission of the Protestant princes. The
dissensions among them greatly facilitated his plans.

Maurice, duke of Saxony, always at feud with his kinsman
the elector, was ready, with reasonable prospect of self-

aggrandizement, to take the imperial side, and the elector

of Brandenburg took no active part in the struggle, so that

Electoral Saxony, Hesse, Wiirtemberg, and the imperial

cities alone were to be reckoned with. The counsel of the

great general Schartlin, who commanded the troops of the

cities, to faU upon Charles at Ratisbon before his forces

were assembled, and then to seize the passes of Tyrol, so

aa to break the communication between Italy and the

imperial camp, was set aside by the hesitating and over-

scrupulous leaders of the Protestant party. Accordingly,

Charles was allowed to concentrate his troops and take the

offensive. Maurice thereupon declared himself, and, in-

vading the territories of Electoral Saxony, compelled the

elector to withdraw from the Protestant camp, which con-,

aequently soon broke up, leaving the emperor to have his

own way in South Germany, and to suppress the Reforma-

tion in the province of Cologne. Thus, disastrously for the

Protestants, ended the campaign of 1546, the result of their

own indecision, as their forces were superior to those of

the emperor.

In the meantime, the Saxon elector had been chastising

Maurice for his treacherous invasion of the electorate. In

the spring of 1547 the emperor, hastening to assist his ally,

concentrated his forces at Eger on the Bohemian frontier,

overtook the electoral forces at Miihlberg on the Elbe,

defeated them easily, and took the elector prisoner. He
was obliged to submit to a humiliating arrangement, by
whidh he resigned his territory and the electoral hat to his

enemy Maurice. Shortly after, Philip of Hesse was like-

wise compelled to yield, and was detained a prisoner by
the emperor, whose dishonourable conduct on this

occasion excited the indignation of his Protestant allies,

especially of Maurice, who was son in law to the landgrave.

In a little time Protestantism seemed to be at the feet of

the emperor. The city of Magdeburg was the only

important seat of resistance remaining. But while the

emperor had been beating down the enemies of the church

on the field of battle, her representatives at Trent were

proceeding in such a way as to render a permanent settle-

ment of the question impossible. The politic Charles was

anxious to concede certain points to the Protestants, so as

•to secure peace while stiU maintaining the rights o* the

church. The conclusions arrived at by the council did not

admit of compromise ; and to make matters worse, the Pope,

alarmed at the victorious attitude of Charles, removed it

from Trent to Bologna. Elated by his victories to an
extent that was not to be expected of an old and experienced

statesman, the emperor now adopted some very doubtful

.measures. Under his auspices, the Augsburg Interim was
framed—an attempt to supply a common religious platform

for all parties in the empire, and thus by his own imperial'

authority put an end to the schism. But it pleased neither

party, for the Catholics rejected it, and the Protestants

accorded it only a limited and enforced obedience. Another
plan of the emperor, to induce the German electors to cancel

the election of his brother Ferdinand as king of the Romans

and to choose his own son Philip instead, also failed. Thus
the ambitious dream of Charles to transmit all his own
power to his son, and if possible make it hereditary

in his family, could not be realized. Meanwhile, all

unknown to himself, a plot was maturing by which he was
to be hurled from a position of splendid triumph into the

bitterest reverses of his life. The profound and skilful

Maurice of Saxony, finding that he had got from the

emperor all that was to be expected, and perceiving how
deeply he had outraged the national and religious senti-

ment of Germany, resolved to seize the advantage given

him by the high handed and oppressive measures of his ally

in order to retrieve his own lost credit. Accordingly a
combination of princes was formed with the greatest

secrecy, and an alliance concluded with Henry 11. of

France. While the French king, marching eastward as the
" Protector of the Liberties of Germany," seized Toul,

Verdun, and Metz, and threatened Strasburg, and the

Turks renewed the war on the Austrian frontiers, Maurice
and his confederates advanced suddenly into South
Germany, and surprised the emperor at Innsbruck, whence,

saved from capture by a mutiny among the German lands-

knechls, he fled, sick of gout, over the Tyrolese Alps into

Carinthia. Weary of the religious divisions of Germany,
Charles left to his brother Ferdinand the task of arranging

a peace, first at Passau (1552), and finally at Augsburg

(1555). But he was doomed ere long to sustain another

severe reverse. While renouncing the task of arranging

the internal affairs of Germany, he had chosen for himself

the duty of chastising her foreign enemies, and winning

back an important possession. At the head of a splendid

army of 60,000 men, he besieged Metz from the end of

October 1552 to the beginning of January; but all hia

efforts to retake the city availed nothing against the skill

of Guise, and the bravery of the French nobles, who h&i
thrown themselves into the city in great numbers. After

suffering great losses he was obliged to retreat, and Metz waa
for three centuries lost to the German empire. Soon after,

in a very different^ uarter, the policy of Charles gained a great

triumph, which likewise proved illusory. The frequent

changes in the direction of English politics had always been

a subject of deep interest to him, and had to some extent

affected his own course, though only in a secondary

way. Now, however, on the accession of Mary, there was
real ground for the hope that England might be drawn
into the closest connection with his policy, and moat

intimately interested in the great struggle against the new
movement, which had gradually become the supreme ques-

tion in European politics. Mary had already been
betrothed to Charles, and expressed her willingness to

become his second empress ; but he transferred the state

duty of marrying Mary to his son Philip, who accordingly

did so in 1554. The presence of Philip in England con-

tributed greatly to the restoration of Catholicism in the

country, and Mary was very glad to fall in with the general

policy of Charles. An heir only was wanting to the

stability of the union, an heir, too, who was destined by
the marriage treaty to rule over England and the posses-

sions of the house of Burgundy, and his birth was expected

with many prayers in the Catholic world, and with great

anxiety on the part of Charles. Happily for England, the

hopes of Mary were not realized. The English alliance

continued, but its insecurity was only too apparent.

Long before the period at which we have arrived, Charles

had entertained the idea of relinquishing the throne in

order to devote the remainder of his life to quiet retirement

and preparation for another world. With a feeling of this

kind it had been purposed by him and his wife Isabella,

who died in 1539, to withdraw, he into a monastery, she

into some neighbouring nunnery, and there spend the
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evening of their days in religious exercises. On hia return

from the unhappy expedition against Algiers his suite

remarked the impression made on him by the quiet

simplicity of the monastic life. In 1542, the secret had

been confided to Francisco Borja, afterwards famous in the

Society of Jesus. Now when he had been thwarted in hia

dearest schemes, obliged to renounce all pretension to

^;ont^ol the religious movement in Germany, and foiled in

a great attempt to recover an imperial city treacherously

seized by his bitterest foes, and when the last great effort of

his statesmanship depended on the life of a sickly woman, it

is no wonder that he proceeded to carry his plan into execu-

tion. But beyond a doubt the great reason for finally

adopting the resolution to abdicate was his feeble health.

The vigour which in his younger days had fitted him so

well for the chase, the tournament, and the battle-field, was

already completely undermined by incessant labour and

anxiety, by repeated attacks of gout, and, it must be added,

by the most extraordinary excess at table. In 1554: he

transferred the crown of Naples to his son Philip, in order

that Philip might marry Mary of England on equal terms.

Next year, on the 25th of October, the States of the Nether-

lands were assembled at Brussels to receive a formal

abdication of those provinces. Supported by a crutch on
the right hand, the left leaning on the shoulder of the young
prince of Orange, afterwards renowned as the liberator of

Holland, Charles recounted the many journeys he had
made and the long and arduous labours he had undergone

in the service of his people ; he intimated that the state of

his health now required that he should transfer the cares of

government to his young son, 'whom he introduced to the

assembly ; and, e.xhorting them to adhere stedfastly to the

•Catholic faith, requested their forgiveness of all the errors

committed during his reign. The assembly, full of the

ancient spirit of reverent loyalty, and struck by the

marvellous spectacle of the highest earthly power voluntarily

<livesting itself of its majesty and descending into obscurity

before the natural time, burst into tears and sobs. The
emperor himself, as he sunk exhausted in his chair, wept
like a child. The same year Charles intimated to his

brother Ferdinand his determination to resign the imperial

dignity ; but owing to the tedious formalities of the

empire, and the objections of Ferdinand, it was not till

1.^58 that the process of abdication was completed. In
the beginning of 1556 he formally laid down the crown of

Spain.

After he had thus relieved himself of the responsibilities

of government, Charles sailed from Flushing on the 17th
September for a climate better suited to his broken health.

He landed at Laredo in Spain on the 28th, and in the
beginning of February of next year finally settled at Yuste,
a Hieronymite monastery in the north of Kstrcmadura. It

stood in a pleasant and genial valley, protected from the

north wind by a range of mountains. He had selected the

spot some time before, and had caused a house to be built

for his reception adjoining the monastery. Here he stayed

till his death, a period of one year and eight months nearly.

His life in retirement, so erroneously painted by Robertson,
has been described with great minuteness by many recent

historians of great ability. The romance in which it has

been enveloped has becq done away, and his character

appears in unborrowed and somewhat prosaic reality. It

is truo that Jio devoted much of his time to religious

exercises ; for it was not to be expected that a prince,

who had not allowed a single day to pass since the ago of

twenty-one without spending a portion of it in inward
prayer, would intermit the practice in his declining years,

and during a retreat chosen for the purpose. He spent

much of his leisure in gr.itifjing his mechanical tastes, but

so far was he from learning the principle of toletatiou from

the impossibility of making two watches go exactly alike,

that he exhorted his children, in the most urgent nmnner,
to destroy heresy with fire and sword. He still delighted

in the converse of learned and experienced men, but instead

of entertaining them familiarly at table he maintained the
stately Castiiian etiquette of dining alone, only once
deigning to partake of the meal of the friars, whom he con-

tinued to respect as much as ever. The simplicity of his

table especially is a mere imagination. So long as he was
tolerably well he kept his dependents in continual anxiety
to have it well furnished with those pernicious dainties
which had contributed to ruin his health, and this was only
equalled by the anxiety of his medical and other advisers,

when excess had brought about its natural consequences.
His retirement certainly delivered him from the necessity
of moving in a prescribed line of anxious duty and
responsibility, but his own sympathy with public affairs,

and the emergencies in which Philip found himself iu con-

sequence of a new combination of the French, the Turks,
and the Pope, obliged him to come forward with his advice,

which was always attended to with the utmost deference,

and in financial matters, with his active help. The couriers

despatched to Yuste found him keenly alive to all the

vicissitudes of good and evil fortune which his empire was
still destined to experience. The brilliant, but somewhat
barren victories of St Quentin and Gravelines, the extra-

ordinary peace concluded by Philip with the Pope, the loss

of Calais a:nd Thionville, the advance of the Turkish fleet

to the coast of Spain, and the much-desired but never to-

be-fulfilled hope of Mary of England, that God might
give her a child for the good of the church—all these

matters interested him as much as when he was the moving
spirit of European politics. The soft air of Yuste and the

easy way of life he led had for some time a most beneficial

cti'ect on his health. He became stronger than he had
been. But his gout, and above all his injudicious diet,

still rendered him an invalid. He could not ride, nor

could he walk much, but was usually carried about in

a chair, and delighted to enjoy tho warm air under the

shade of the trees of the monastery. At length, during

the month of August 1558, serious symptoms began tu

show themselves, and it was remarked that his mind dwelt

more than ever on the religious ceremonies prescribed by
the church for the souls of the dead. The Hieronymite

chroniclers relate that he even caused his own obsequies to

be performed before his death. There are a good many
difficulties in the way of accepting their narrative ; but Sir

^V. Stirling Maxwell and Prescott are both disposed to

believe that his funeral service was in some form celebrated

during his life. The same day, the 30th August, he felt

considerably worse. In a little time his ailment took the

form of fever, of which he expired at two o'clock in the

morning of the 21st September (1558). He died the death

of a good Catholic, earnestly commending his soul to God
according to all the forms observed by the cliurch. He was
interred in the monastery; but after the completion of the

Escorial by Philip, his remains were removed thither, where
they were again laid to rest by the side of hia dearly beloved

and much regretted Isabella.

An important point in the codicil to his will, executed

son.o days before his decease, must be mentioned for tho

light it throws on the character of Charles and on the

subsequent history of Europe. In the very year of his

death tho most conclusive proof had been given of the

inducnce of Luther's teaching even at the court and round
tho throne of Spain. At tho time of this alarming dis-

closure Charles had urged the severest measures for the

extinction of heresy, and now in this codicil ho enjoined his

son in the solemnest manner to root it out. Thus the lost

energies of the emperor were spent in consecrating that

V. — 53
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terrible system of religiouB policy which led the different

branches of his house into the fatal crusade against the

Reformation, sot one-half of Christendom in arms against

the other, and ^>krmanently arrested the development of

Southern Europe. As to Luther and the Diet of Worms
he regretted that reapect for human engagements had led

him to forget his duty to Qod in permitting the arch-heretic

to escape, but congratulated himself that he had never

exposed his soul to contamination by hearing the new
doctrines defended in his presence, as if ignorance were the

only sure safeguard of truth. At the same time, those

who would see in this proof of a blood-thirsty disposition

entirely mistake the character of Charles or the slate of the

Spanish conscience. Charles was neither cruel nor cold by
nature ; he was popular among all classes and nationalities

of his subjects, clement to rebels, revered by his immediate

attendants, loved by the members of his own family, and
deeply attached to his wife. Conscious that he was by
divine right the political head of Christendom, he did not

evade or depreciate the duties such a position imposed, but

exerted himself to the utmost and in a religious spirit to

fulfil them, though by no means nnwiilmg to employ all

the arts permitted by the statesmanship of the time. In

fact he fulfilled better than most men the mission which

his experience and position imposed and his education

enabled him to comprehend, and of this he considered the

suppression of opinion destructive of the church the most

indispensable part, quite as obligatory as the defence of

Christendom against the Turks and the corsairs, more so

than the assertion of his imperial dignity against the Pope,

or of the rights of the house of Austria against the French.

But his conscientious conviction of the necessity of sup-

pressing, heresy neutralized all the excellencies of his

character. It was not so much in what he did, as in what

he was not permitted to do, that his reign was helpful

ui the civilization of modern Europe.

The memoirs of Charles, dictated by him iji leisure houra while

ftailing ap the Rhine in 1550, were discovered in 1861 by Baron
Rervyn de Lettenhove, while making some searches in the Imperial

Library at Paris. The manuscript was in Portuguese, and professed

to be a translation made from the original at Madrid in 1620. That
each memoirs had existed was well known from tbe testimony of

Van Male, Uterary secretary to Charles, and from other contemporary
notices ; and their existence was affirmed in 1623 by Gonzalez

d'Avila, historiographer of Philip III. They were written in

French in a concise and dignified style, and give a brief summary
of his Hfe from 1515 to 1648, —very brief at first, somewhat in detail

from 1546 to 1548. Enghsh translation by L. F. Simpson (Long-
mans, 1862).

Other authoritiea :—Robertson's Charles V.; Ranke's Deutsche

Geschichte im Zeitalter der Refonnation, which is almost coexten-

sive with Charles's life. For hfe during his retirement consult Sir

W. Stirling Maxwell's Cloister Life of Charles V. ; Prescott's

Appendix to Robertson; Pichot's Clironique de Charles-Quint;

Gachard's Rttraite et inori de Charles- Qiiint, and Mignet's Charles

Quint, all which works are hased on researches into the archives of

Simancas, especially on those of Gonzalez. (T. K.)

CHARLES VL (1685-1740), emperor, was the second

son of Leopold I. As the only male representative of the

house of Hapsburg, he claimed the throne of Spain, which

was left by Charles II. to Philip, duke of Anjou, grandson

of Louis XIV. ; and in order to prevent the predominance

of the house of Bourbon, England, Holland, Prussia,

Germany, and Portugal gave him their support. In 1703

he was proclaimed at Vienna ; and having, after a visit to

England, invaded Spain, with the assistance of an English

Geet under Peterborough and an English land-force under

the earl of Galway, he was proclaimed king in Madrid in

1706. He himself remained at Barcelona; and the war
continued with varying success, till the death of his brother,

the Emperor Joseph I., in 1711, produced the most im-

portant changes in the policy of the allied European powers.

They became as much afraid of the supremacy of the hnus'"

[eupekors.

of Hapsburg as they had formerly been of that of Bourbon j.

and in 1713, by the treaty of Utrecht, they made peace

with France. In the next year Charles was obliged to

follow their example, and by the treaty of Rastadt he gave

up all to Philip except the Spanish possessions in the

Netherlands and Italy. la 1715 Charles undertook the

defence of Venice against the Turks ; his general. Prince

Eugene, gained some considerable successes, including the

victory of Belgrade ; and, at the conclusion of peace in

171.S, he added Belgrade, and parts of Servia, Slavonia,

Bosnia, and Wallachia to the empire. He was next engaged

in meeting an attack on his Italian territory made by Spain,

whose policy was then directed by Alberoni ; and, with

the assistance of England, France, and Holland, he waa
speedily successful. After this for several years all his

efforts were spent in endeavouring to obtain the recognition

by the European powers of his Pragmatic Sanction of 1713,

which settled the succession on his daughter, Maria Theresa,

and her heirs. By ceding Parma and Piacenza, Charles

purchased the favour of Spain, and he afterwards in a
similar manner acquired the alliance of Russia and Prussia.

But England, France, Denmark, and Holland united to

oppose him ; and it was only at the cost of considerable,

sacrifices that he at length, in a conference held at Vienna
in 1731, obtained their recognition of his scheme. One of

the promises which he then made was to secure the

succession to the crown of Poland to the son of th»

reigning king ; and on the death of the latter he was
consequently involved in a war with France, Spain, and
Sardinia, which supported a rival claimant. In this

struggle he lost Milan, Lorraine, and most of Lombardy,
which were seized by the French, together with the two
Sicilies, which were conquered by the Spaniards. His last-

war, against the Turks, was equally unfortunate. He died

in 1740, leaving the empire considerably weakened by hi.s

reign.

CHARLES VU. (1697-1745), emperor, also known by
the name of Charles Albert, was the son of Maximilian
Emmanuel, elector of Bavaria. He was taken from home
while a child by the Emperor Joseph L, who had outlawed
his father, and seized Bavaria ; and he was not liberated

till the conclusion of the treaty of Rastadt in 1714. He
commanded against the Turks in the war which the
Emperor Charles VI. undertook, in order to protect the
Venetians, In 1722 he obtained in marriage the second
daughter of the late Emperor Joseph, after renouncing all

claims to the imperial crown. But when he succeeded to
he electorate of Bavaria (1726), he refused to recognize-,

the Pragmatic Sanction ; and on the death of Charles VL
he gained 'the alliance of France and Spain, proclaimed
himself king of Bohemia, and, having obtained his own
unanimous election, was crowned as emperor at Frankfort

in 1742. The Hungarians, however, having espoused the

cause of Maria Theresa, she was enabled to occupy Upper
Austria and Bohemia, and Charles was forced to retire.

In the next year his general, Seckendorf, met with some
success, E'.id in 1744 Frederick of Prussia invaded Bohemia
in his interest. Charles died at Munich in 1745.

CHARLES I. of Spain. See Charles V., emperor.

CHARLES n. (1661-1700), king of Spain, son of

Philip IV., was only four years old at the death of his

fathar. The regency was left in the hands of the queen,.

Anna Maria of Au.stria. She appointed a council, at the

head of which she placed Neidhard, her confessor, whom she

also made grand inquisitor. But Don John, the illegitimate

son of the late king, having gained great popularity by his

military successes, marched on Madrid, and forced her tch

dismiss Neidhard, and give to himself the vice-royalty of
Aragon. An unsuccessful war with France, and the loss,

of Sicily further weakened Jier power ; and in 1675
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Charles assumed the government, and took Don John as

hia chief adviser. Still Spain continued to suffer in the

great European contest; and in 1678 she was forced, in

the treaty of Nimeguen, to cede Franche-Comt6 and

several considerable towns in the Low Countries to France.

In the next year she sustained another serious loss in the

death of her ablest minister, Don John. Immediately after

the treaty of Nimeguen, Charles espoused Louisa of

Orleans, a Jiiece of Louis XIV., who for the next eleven

years maintained harmony between Spain and France.

The queen-mother now left the retirement of the convent

in which she had been placed, and once more, amid ths

empty folly of the king and the court, assumed considerable

authority. After the death of Louisa, Charles married

Anne, a sister of the Emperor Leopold I. , and in 1694

he joined the country of his wife and of his mother in

declaring war against France. But he effected nothing,

and the French troops had reached Barcelona, when Spain

was saved by the treaty of Ryswick (1697). As the king

was childless, negotiations concerning the succession occu-

pied the last years of his life, and after leaning for a

long time to the side of Austria, at last, a month before

his death in 1700, greatly through the influence of the

Pope, he left the crown to Philip Bourbon, grandson of

Louis XIV., who succeeded as Philip V.

See Spain uticUr Charles II. ; extracts from the correspondence of
Alexander Stanhope, British ambassador at Madrid from 1690 to

1700, edited by Mahon (Lond. 1840), and Mignet'a Nigociations

relatives d la succession d' Espagne,

CHARLES IIL (1716-1788), king of Spain, was the

second son of Philip V. Parma, Piacenza, and Tuscany,

having fallen into the hands of Spain, were bestowed upon
Charles, who at the age of fifteen was furnished with an

army, and sent to take possession of hia principality. At
eighteen he conquered the two Sicilies, and the emperor

was obliged to recognize him as king. In 1759, by the

death of his brother, Charles succeeded to the throne of his

native country. His reign was a useful one ; for he was

a man of ability and of liberal temper, and h« was served

by such ministers as Aranda, Orimaldi, and Florida Blanca.

The administration of the finances was reformed, and a

bank was instituted at the capital The Jesuits were

banished, and an attempt, which was not, however, suc-

cessful, was made to bring the Inquisition under the power
of the civil government. Something was done to abolish

brigandage ; and on two occasions Charles endeavoured to

repress the piracy of the Algerines ; he interested himself

greatly in the development of commerce, science, and art

;

and, lastly, he did much to strengthen the army and navy.

The wars, however, which he carried on with England, in

alliance with the French, brought him little success. In

1763 ho ceded Florida to the English in exchange for

Cuba. He joined France in sending assistance to the

United States during the War of Independence; and in the

peace which was concluded after that war, ho recovered

Florida, and also gained Minorca. But his attack on
Gibraltar was unsuccessful, and the English refused to treat

for its restoration. Charles died at Madrid in 1788, after

a reign of twenty-nine years. See the Eloyio of Cabarru.s,

and the accounts of the reign by BeCcatini and Roy.

CHARLES IV. (1748-1819), king of Spain, was the son

of Charles III., whom he succeeded in 1788. He was
married while very young to his cousin, Maria Louisa of

Parma, who soon acquired the greatest influence over him.

His most remarkable minister was Manuel Godoy, a good

looking guardsman, who gained the friendship of both the

queen and her husband, rose from the ranks to the position

of lieutenant-general, and was made duke of Alcudia, and
minister of foreign affairs. In 179,') Godoy concluded a

treaty of ooaco with the Froniih Republic at Basel, after
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an unsuccessful attempt by the king to aid his relative,

Louis XVI. Soon after the peace an ofTensive and defen-

sive alliance was entered into with France ; and Spain was
thus involved in a short war with Portugal and a longer

struggle with England, during which Nelson shattered the

Spanfsh fleet at the battle of Trafalgar (1805). In 1807
Charles made a secret treaty with Napoleon, according \.ir

which Portugal was to be seized by the French anc
Spaniards, and the greater part divided between Goduy
and the queen of Etruria, and Charles was to assume the

title of emperor of America. At the same time 16,000
Spanish troops were sent to assist the French in Denmark.
Meanwliile Napoleon also carried on mtrigues with Don
Ferdinand, the heir to the throne, who was soon after

discovered in a plot to assassinate his father. Though
pardoned, Ferdinand continued to do all that he could to

arouse ill feeling against the court ; and in 1808 Charles

was so alarmed by disturbances in Madrid, that he abdicated

in iis favour. He declared almost immediately that the

act wis not voluntary; but the matter w.-is decided by a.

meeting with Napoleon at Bayonne. Urged by Godoy,
who was moved by his fear of Ferdinand, and also by the
queen, Charles surrendered the crown to Napoleon, who
gave him a pension of 6,000,000 francs with the castle and
grounds of Chamboid ; and from that time he lived in

retirement with his wife and the favourite, refusing to

return to the throne, even when he might have done so

with safety on account of the great unpopularity of his son.

He died at Rome, soon after the decease of his wife, in

1819.

CHARLES IX. (1550-1611), king of Sweden, was tha

fourth son of Gustavus Vasa. His nephew, Sigismund,

king of Poland, who inherited the crown in 1592, being a
Roman Catholic, Charles was appointed to direct the govern-

ment, tiU Sigismund signed a decree establishing Luther-

anism as the religion of Sweden. _ There was also a general

feeling against the occupation of the throne of Sweden by a

Polish king, and, after several fruitless attempts at accom-

modation, Sigismund was deposed and Charles elected king

in 1601. He carried on a vigorous war with Poland, Russia,

and Denmark with varying success ; and at the age of

sixty he challenged (though without result) Christian IV.,

the king of the last-named country, to single combat.

Many of his domestic measures were very beneficial, H»
founded the university of Gothenburg, and otherwise

furthered the spread of education ; and he drew up a new
code of laws. He left a rhymed chronicle, and a number
of letters addressed to Henry IV. of France and others,

on the subject of the war with Poland, which were printed

in German at Amsterdam in 1608. He died in 1611.

CHARLES GUSTAVUS .X. (1622-1660), king of

Sweden, was the son of John Casimir, Elector Palatine of

the Rhine, and of Catherine, daughter of Charles IX. of

Sweden. He studifcd at Upsala, and travelled in France

and Germany, took part in the Thirty Years' War, and
fought at Leipsic and elsewhere. On his return to Sweden
be sought the hand of his eccentric cousin. Queen Christina;

whom he profes.sed to love sincorely. He was rejected ;

but in 1654 she voluntarily abdicated the throne, and
was succeeded by him. He had now an opportunity of

gratifying his passion for war. In 1655 he overran Poland,

on the pretext that the kin; had protested against bis

accession and desired to supplant him. The kingdom of

Poland, and after that the dukedom of Prussia, were com-

pelled to swear allegiance to him, and Charles next seized

the continental territory of Denmark. He proposed to

Holland and England a plan for dividing Denmark among
(he three natione, but Cromwell scornfully refused to share

in the robbery. Charles was still fighting against Denmark
uhcp bo died at Onlbcnbui),' (IC60) iji his 38th year.
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CHAELES XL (1655-1697), kmg of Sweden, was five

years old at the death of his father, Charles X., and was
left under the regency of his mother and of a council.

Brought up without care, he arrived at manhood unable
even to read. In 1672 he assumed the government, and.

Tinder the influence of France, was speedily engaged in the

invasion of the electorate of Brandenburg. The elector

was assisted by Denmark and Holland ; and Charles's army
at first met with serious reverses ; but afterwards, taking

the command in person, he won several battles, including

those of Lund and Landskrona ; and in 1C79 jieace was
signed. Charles now devoted his energy to establish

tho absolute independence of the kingly authority. He
diminished the number of senators, and made them mere
royal councillors ; he reunited to the Crown all the lands
which had been divorced from it since 1609; and in

December ] 682 the States were induced to declare that the

king was responsible for the use of his authority to none
but God, that he was not bound by forms of government,
ind that he need only seek the consent of the senate at his

own pleasure. The power thus gained was creditably used

ior purposes of government. Charles paid the public

debts, publislied annual accounts of the finances, travelled

through the country that he might be personally acc^uainted

with the needs and circumstances of the people, defended
them from the tyranny of the nobles, established a strong

and just legal administration, and commenced the drawing
up of a general code. Ho also added largely to the

territory of the kingdom. Under his reign no religion was
tolerated but Lutheranism

; and the king often showed
liimself stern and rough. He died at Stockholm in 1697.
CHARLES XIL, king of Sweden, was born at Stockholm

on June 27, 1682. He received an excellent education,

and was able to speak German, French, and Latin fluently.

In the spring of 1697 his father, Chafles XL, died, and
the prince, then only in his fifteenth year, was declared of

age by the States-General and invested with the royal

authority. As might have been expected, the boy-king

showed himself but little disposed for state aff'airs. His
time was divided between study and amusement ; now he
was poring over the exploits of Alexander in the pages of

Quintus C'urtius, now spending whole hours in gymnastic
exercises, or joining a hunting party iu the pursuit of the

bear ; and thus he was rapidly developing the iron Strength

of constitution which lie displayed in his subsp-quent

campaigns. At this juncture Frederick lY., king of

Denmark, conceived the idea of wresting the crowu from
tho young king, and adding Sweden to his possessions in

the Scandinavian peninsula, and Augustus II., king of

Poland and elector of Saxony, and the czar, .Peter the

Great, agreed to second his euterprize by seizing the con-

tinental provinces of Sweden. The Danes struck the first

blow by invading the territories of Hol.stein Gottorp, and
the duke, who had married the sister of Charles, fled to

Stockholm and begged for assistance to recover his states,

Charles proposed immediate operations against Denmark,
confident in his own prowess and in promises of substantial

aid received from the court of St James's, for AVUliam of

Orange saw in Sweden a valuable ally for his Continental

policy, and was resolved not to allow, tho balance of power
in the north to be destroyed by the triple alliance. Sir

George Rooke, with an Anglo-Dutch squadron, formed a
junction with the Swedish fleet, and at the head of fifty-four

sail of the lino swept the Baltic, drove tho Danish fleet into

Copenhagen, and bombarded the city, doing, however,
little damage. Meanwhile Charles had landed in Zealand
with a Swedish army, leading his troops to the shore iu

person, and wading through the water up to his chin in his

eagerness to land. The Danes, inferior in numbers, retired

before him, and F.-cderick seeing his capital threatened

with a siege by land and sea, abandoned the triple alliance,

and sued for peace, leaving Charles free to turn his arms
against Russia and Poland.

From this campaign we may date Charles's assumption
of those Spartan manners which distinguished him for tho
rest of his life. He gave up the use of wine ; at night he
slept lipon hts cloak spread upon the floor of his room or

on the ground in the open air. His dress was of the

plainest, his whole wai'i'.robe consisting of a suit of blue

cloth with copper buttoiis. He seemed to care for no
pleasure or amusement; he had an amount of endurance
which defied fatigue, and he was alike insensible to the
heat of summer and the almost arctic cold of a northern
winter. Hardy, brave to the extent of recklessness, capable

of inspiring in his followers personal devotion to himself,-

and with all that astute and sagacious in councU, he was
the very model of a soldier king. Yet in the end Sweden
reaped no advantage even from his victories. He had left

Stockholm to defend the country from a pressing danger,

but once he had tasted the pleasures of military success,

he allowed himself to be allured onward to a career of

conquest, and he never saw his capital again.

When Frederick sued for peace, Peter the Great was
threatening Narva and the Swedish province of Livonia

on the Gulf of Finland, while Augustus IL, elector of

Saxony and king of Poland, was besieging Riga, then a
Swedish town. Charles disembarked in Livonia with

20,000 men. The Russian army, said to have been 50,000
strong, lay before Narva in an entrenched camp. AVith

10,000 of the splendidly disciplined infantry of Sweden,
Charles attacked them there on November 30, 1700. In

a quarter of an hour the camp was stormed, and the

Russian army, which mu.st have been largely composed of

raw troops, was completely routed and dispeised. Turning
southward, Charles marched against the Saxons and Poles,

defeated them on the banks of the Dwina, and raised tho

siege of Riga. He might now have dictated a peace which
would have given Sweden an undisputed pre-eminence in

Northern Europe. But Lis ambition was aroused ; Augustus
was by no mean^ a popular king, and while continuing

the war against him, Charles intrigued with the party

adverse to him in Poland. The Saxon army of Augustus
was defeated in tho battle of Clissow (1703), and Poland
was occupied by tlao victorious Swedes. Radziejowski,

the cardinal primate, declared the throne vacant, and
under the influence of Charles, the diet conferred the

crown upon his friend Stanisl.is Leszczynski, the young
palatine of Posnania. But even now Charles would not

sheath, the sword. He carried the war into Saxony, over-

ran the hereditary states of Augustus, and in 1706 dic-

tated to him the peace of Altranstadt, by which Augustus
resigned all claim to the throne of Poland, and further

agreed to give up to the conqueror John Reginald Patkul,

the ambassador of the czar at Dresden. Patkul was by
birth a Livonian, and therefore a subject of Sweden, but
he had transferred his allegiance to Russia, and it was said

that he was the real author of the league between Russia,

Poland, .and Denmark. It was very doubtful if he could

have been adjudged guilty of treason, and in any case his

position as ambassador ought to have, protected him ; but

Charles thought only of vengeance, and after the form of

a trial had been gone through, Patkul was condemned to

be broken on the wheel, and the cruel sentence was executed,

the king refusing to mitigate it in the least degree. The
whole afl'air has left an indelible blot upon his memory,
and it shows how much of vindictive passion was con-

cealed under a perfectly impassive exterior. Even had
Charles been willing now to bring the war to a close, the

execution of his ambassador would not have allowed the
czar to accept a peace. Twice he invaded Poland, but each
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time lie liad to-rotire before tlie Swedes. By the autvnnii

of 1707 Charles had collected 43,000 men in Saxony; a

reserve of 20,000 under General Levenhaupt was in Poland,

and a third army, 15,000 strong, was upon the frontier of

Finland. In the following January, in the midst of the

ice and snow, he suddenly broke up his camp, marched

against the Russians, surprised and almost captured the

czar at Grodno, and then continued his advance, driving the

Russians before him, and defeating them in numerous

encounters. He had forced the Beresina and won a battle

near Sraolensko, and the way to Moscow lay almost open

before him, when, to the surprise of his army, he turned

southward to the district of the Ukraine. The fact was

that he had a secret treaty of alliance with the hetmann of

the Cossacks of the Ukraine, Mazeppa, whose romantic

story has been made so famous by tlie verse of Byron.

The hetmann had promised to join the Swedes with

30,000 Cossacks and abundant supplies. But when, after

a difficult march, Charles reached the Ukraine, he found

that the Russians had discovered and frustrated Mazeppa's

design, .and the hetmann brought him only a handful of

followers. Nor was this his only disappointment. A
reinforcement of 15,000 men under Levenhaupt was inter-

cepted and cut to pieces by the czar, and after wasting the

summer in a desultory warfare, the Swedes found them-

selves overtaken by the severe winter of 1708-1.709 in the

midst of an enemy's country. Still Charles would not

abandon the idea of reaching ^loscow. Though his anny
was reduced by cold and privations to 23,000 men, he

maintained himself till spring, and then besieged the

fortress of Pultowa. The place held out until July, when
the czar approached at the head of a large army. On the

7th Charles was wounded in reconnoitring the enemy. In

the famous battle which took place next day he had to be

carried in a litter amongst his staff. The battle ended in the

complete defeat of the Swedes. Charles, leaving most of his

officers prisoners in the hands of the enemy, fled with a few

attendants acro.ss theBug into thoTurkish territories, and w.xs

hospitably received by the Turks at Bender on the Dniester.

Cliarlcs resided three years in Turkey, during all which

time Ins expenses, and tliose of his numerous household,

were paid by tlie Turkish Government, in accordanci with

a very liberal interpretation of the Eastern law of hospi-

tality. JVom the day of his arrival at Bender his constant

aim was to involve Russia and Turkey in war. He succeeded

in producing an outbreak of hostilities ; the Turks out-

mancEuvred and surrounded Peter and his army on the

banks of the Pruth, and the czar wotild have been either

killed or taken had not his wife Catherine, by her energy
and courage, obtained an armistice for him on favourable

terms from the grand vizier. Removing his residence to

Vranitza, where his followers formed a little camp around
the strongly-built house in which ho lived, Charles con-

tinued his intrigues to produce another war with Russia,
and though once on the point of success, ho eventually
failed, and the counter-intrigues of the czar began to pro-

duce an effect at Constantinople. At this time Charles
occupied a very humiliating position, short of money, afraid

to leave Turkey for fqar of falling into an enemy's bauds,
dreading at any moment to bo betrayed by the Turks, and
knowing that all his conquests had been useless, and that

the Swedish proyincea were being invaded by Danes,
Saxons, Poles, and Russians. The Porte displnycd a singu-
lar amount of patience in treating with him. but at length
it became evident that bo long as Charles felt himself safe

among his Polish and Swedish guards at Vranitza ho would
n'lt IcovoTurkev. A fetva of the Sheikh-ul-Islam dcclored
that tl.,) rigbts of hospitality would not now be violated by
his forcible removal, and iHinael rnclm, rne governor of the
dietrict, received orders t« seize him dead or alive.

Charles having persistently refused to come to terms,

Ismael, with several thousand janissaries and Tartars, sur-

prised the little camp and took his 300 guards prisoners j

he then attacked the house held by Charles and forty of

his suite. The king defended himself desperately ; the

house was set on fire over his head, and he was retiring,

driven out by the flames, when his spurs became entangled,

and he fell and was secured and disarmed by the janissaries.

His eyebrows were singed and his clothes torn a;id stained

with blood. For a while he was kept in honourable

imprisonment, then he was allowed to reside with a few

attendants at Demotica, where he still spoke of departing

escorted by a Turkish army, and feigned illness in order

to gain time for negotiations, which in the end led to

nothing. The king of Pru.ssia was desirous of forming a

league with him against the czar, and would have secured

for him an honourable return to his states, the one con-

dition being that Stani.slas should abdicate and Augvistua

II. be recognized as king of Poland. Stanislas was quite

willing to abandon bis doubtful claim to the throne, but

Charles with characteristic obstinacy refused to listen to

the proposal. " If," he said, " my friend Stanislas will

not be king, I can flnd some one else to take his place."

At length he saw that there was no chance of the Porte

granting his demands, and sending his respectful adieux

to Constantinople, he set out suddenly with only two

attendants, arid travelling unceasingly, riding by day and

sleeping in a carriage or cart at night, he passed through

the Austrian territories, Bavaria, Westphalia, and Mecklen-

burg, and thus avoiding the districts held by his enemiesy

reached his own town of Stralsund, in Swedish Pomerania,

late at night, on November 21, 1714, after a journey of

sixteen days. He announced himself as a Swedish officer

charged with important despatches from Bender. The
governor received him at once in his bedroom, and a.sking

for nevTs of the king, recognized Charles by the sound of

his voice when he replied, and the tidings of his arrival

soon spread through the city, which was illuminated for

the rcKt of the night. The return of Charles only drew

more closely the alliance between 1he powers which had

been plotting in his absence the dismemberment of

Sweden. Slralsund was besieged by a combined army of

Saxons, Danes, Pru.ssians, and Russians. Charles made a

protracted defence, but ou December 23, 1715, the place

was forced to capitulate, the king embarking immediately

before the surrender, and taking up his residence at Lund
in Scani.a.

Arrived in Sweden, ho took measures to protect the

coasts of the kingdom against a descent of his enemies,

and witli a small army invaded Norway in March 1716
;

he overran a large part of the country, but was forced to

retire for want of supplies. About this time the Baron

von GiJrtz, a German officer, who had during his stay in

Turkey become his principal adviser, proposed to him a

coni]ileto change of policy, and Charles immediately

accepted the scheme which Gortz had elaborated, and of

which ho had already executed some of the preliminaries.

He proposed that Charles should make peace with the

czar, cede to him the Baltic provinces of Sweden, and gain

his alliance. The allies were to replace Stanislas ou the

throne of Poland and restore the duke of Holstcin to bis

states which had been seized by Punmark. Charles was

to invade and conquer Norway, and tlicn land a smoU
army in Scotlaud, and with the help of the Jacobites,

restore the house of Stuart in F.ngland; Cardinal Alberoni,

then all-powerful in Spain, promising to assist in the

ncconi|ilishmeiit of this port of the project The other

allies hud kitcly bceu showing a marked jealousy of the

growing power of tlie czar, and it was no difficult matter

for Gortz to uttath hiui from the allioncf and negotiate a.
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peace on the part of Sweden. This first step being

successfully accomplished, Charles burst into Norway,
speedily occupied several provinces, and in the early

winter of 1718 besieged Fredrikshall, a strong fortress,

which was regarded as the key of Norway. On Sunday,

November 30, accompanied by his staff, and by Siguier

and Maigret, two French officers in his service, he visited

the trenches in the afternoon. Arrived in the foremost

trench he found fault with the progress of the work, sent

for some more sappers, and leaning on the gabions in front

of the trench, himself directed their operations. Night
came on rapidly, but still he remained there exposed to the

shot of the fortress, for the Danes threw up light^balls,

and kept up a continual fire from their batteries. His
officers in vain endeavoured to persuade him to retire

from his dangerous post, he obstinately refused even to

shelter himself behind the gabions, though several of those

around him had been stnick, and about nine o'clock,

when the moon had risen and shining on the snow made
the night almost as bright as day, a well-aimed shot struck

him on the temple, his head fell forward, his hand instinc-

tively grasped his sword hilt, and his officers running up
found him leaning over the gabions dead. A musket
tall had passed through his head, destroying his left eye

and driving the right out of its orbit. The shot put an end
at once to the invasion of Norway, the projects of Gcirtz,

and the power of Sweden in the north of Europe.

Before the end of the following year it began to be
-whispered that the shot which killed Charles came not

from the ramparts of FredrLkshall, but from the Swedish
trenches. The two French officers were in turn pointed

out as the probable assassins, and Siguier in the ravings of

fever actually charged himself with the murder. On his

recovery he denied it, but his involuntary self-accusation

was generally believed in preference to his deniaL Others

laid the alleged crime upon the Swedish generals Cronstadt

and Stiernross, and it was said that they had been bribed

to break up the project of Gdrtz by a successful pistol-shot

before Fredrikshall. In 1746 the tomb of Charles XII.
was opened and the remains were examined in order to see

if in this way the question could be settled. The officials

charged with the examination seem to have known very

little about surgery. They at first suggested that the hole

through the skull was made by a dagger ; then apparently

misled by their ignorance of the well-known fact that the

wound at the point of exit is almost invariably larger than

that at the point where the bullet enters, they alleged that

the ball had struck the right side of the king's head, which

was turned away from the fortress. This naturally con-

firmed the belief that he had been assassinated, although a

great mass of concurrent testimony tended to exculpate

every one who had been charged with the crime. To
solve the mystery of his death, the body was again ex-

humed by Charles XV., so recently as 1859, when a care-

ful examination of the skuU by three eminent medical

professors led to the conclusion that the fatal shot had
been fired from a distance on the king's left, and from a

higher level than that on which he stood. Thus it was
finally proved that Charles fell, not by the hand of a

traitor, but from his recklessly exposing himself to the

fire of the fortress.

The character of Charles was a strange mixture of good
and evil In him almost everything was vitiated by a kind
of exaggeration. Thus his courage at times degenerated
into rashness, his determination into mere obstinacy.

While we praise hLs temperate and simple habits, we cannot
be sure that, in despising the ostentation and luxury of

his brother kings, he was not actuated by a subtle vanity

that made him more proud of the blue coat with copper

iattrons than another would have been of a richlj

embroidered uniform. His victories and conquests are all

the more wonderful when we consider how young he was
at the time of his greatest achievements. He was only

eighteen when he extorted a peace from Frederick of

Denmark and defeated the Russians at Narva, and he waa
only twenty-one when the victory of Clissow made him

master of the destinies of Poland. War had not in those

days the lightning rapidity of modern times, or Charles

might have more than rivalled the victories of the first

Napoleon. But he was really little more than a soldier

;

as a statesman he must be placed below the second rank,

and the only result of his reign was the weakening and
impoverishment of his kingdom. He found Sweden one
of the first powers of Europe, he left her fallen to a

secondary place, and she has never recovered her former
position.

See the hist(»rio3 written by his chaplain Norberg and by Alder-
field, one of his officers. Voltaire's well-known memoir is useful,

but contiins several inaccuracies. There are also very full bio-

grapbies by Fryxell and Lundblad. AnMDg contemporary publica-

tions tbere is a curious account of his wars " by a Scots gentleman
in the Swedish service," the first edition of which appeared iu

London in 1715, before the death of Charles, the second in 1718.

The i*al author was Daniel Defoe. (A. H. AJ

CHARLES XIII. (17-1-8-1818), king of Sweden, was the

second son of Adolphus Frederick and of Louisa Ulrica,

sister of Frederick the Great He was educated for the

office of high-admiral, and commanded with credit against

the Russians. On the accession of his brother Gustavus
III., in support of whom he exerted all his influence, he
was appointed governor -of Stockholm and created duke
of Sudermania; and he became regent when Gustavus
was assassinated in 1792. In 1796 Gustavus IV. came to

his majority, and Charles retired from political life. But
when Sweden was threatened by the arms of Napoleon
Gustavus directed his forces with an incapacity so remark-

able that the people refused any longer to bear his govern-

ment. In March 1809 he was obliged to abdicate; and
in May the crown was offered to Charles. A year after,

Prince Christian, the heir appointed by the States, having

died, Charles, yielding to the wish of the nation, nomi-

nated Charles Bernadotte prince royal, and gave the

governtneat into his hands, though still retaining the title

and some of the dignity of king. After occupying this

position for eight years, Charles died in February 1818.

CHARLES XIV., king of Sweden. See Been.adotte.

CHARLES XV. (1826-1872), king of Sweden and
Norway, succeeded to the throne in 1859, on the death of

his father, Oscar I., son of Charles XIV. His rule was

popiJar and liberal. The most important event in his reign

was the change which was effected in 1866 in the consti-

tution of the Storthing, or parliament, which, from that time

has consisted not of four but of two chambers—tho first

being elected by the provincial representatives, the second

by the people. In character Charles was generous and

kindly, and his disposition is shown in his refusal to

sanction capital punishment. He possessed considerable

taste for literature and art, and published a volume of

poems, which were translated into German by A. Van
Winderfeld (Berlin, 1866). In 1850 he married Louisa,

daughter of the king of the Netherlands, by whom he had

one daughter, Louisa, who became the wife of Prince

Frederick of Denmark. His relations with Denmark were

of the most intimate kind, owing to his personal friendship

with the king ; but during the struggle of that country

against the aggressions of Prussia he w.is obliged ta

remain neutral, since neither Sweden nor Norway would

take up arms. Charles died September 18, 1872.

CHARLES, count of Anjou and Provence, king of

Naples and Sicily, born between the years 1220 and

1226, was the ninth son of Louis VllL of France.
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B. married Beatrice, heiress of Provence, after scattering

liis rivals by the aid of an army furnished by his brother,

Xoiis IX. Soon after he accompanied the king on a

crusade, during which he fought with bravery, but achieved

no permanent success, and he was at last taken prisoner

•with his brother. During his absence most of the towns of

Provence formed themselves into republics ; but on his

Tetum they were quickly subdued, and, among others,

Marseilles lost the independence she had before enjoyed.

Charles's power was now very considerable ; but his

;amfaitioa was far from being satisfied. He therefore un-

scrupulously lent his arms to Margaret of Flanders, who
•offeied him the province of Hainault in return for his

a&siitance in setting aside her husband's children by a

former wife in favour of her own ; but this scheme was

crusl;ed by Louis, who caused him to give up Hainault for a

sum of money. Charles had now, besides, conceived a

loftier ambition. He had been requested to assume
the t/own of the two Sicilies by Pope Urban IV., who
desirud to overthrow the bastard Manfred, the Ghibelline

king ; and in 1265 he was crowned at Kome. A crusade

was preached against Manfred, who was defeated and slaiii.

The lejj'itlmate heir, Oonradin, was also routed (1268), and

being botrayed, was meanly tried and executed ; a similar

fate betrfU a large number of Italian nobles ; many fiefs

were ootiscated tv reward the French followers of the new
iing ; aui the rule of the Provencals was often arbitrary

and bmtai, Charles's ambition continued to widen. He
now desigaed to make himself the head of the Eastern

empire. With this end iii view, he again accompanied his

brother on a crusade ; bat the accomplishment of his

ultimate desj/gn was prevented by a terrible sturm, and by
the outbreak of the plague. He also incurred the enmity

of the Po;^, Nicholas III., by haughtily refusing to accept

the hand of his niece for his own grandson. Nicholas

joined the Q hibelUnes, and took from Charles, who offered

no resistance., his titles of Senator of Bome and vicar-general

-of Italy. Bat in 1 280 Nicholas died, and Charles, by
means of muny intrigues, and after imprisoning two of the

cardinals, efl'ected the election of a Frenchman, Martin IV.

Iti return, ha was made senator of Rome, and his rival, the

Emperor Michael Palseologus, was excommunicated. An-

other expedition was already fitted out against the East,

when news was brought of the rebellion known as the

Sicilian Vespers. Aroused by the rough rule of the French,

the people were also stirred by the burning exhortations of

John of Procida, a Calabrian doctor, formerly friend of

Frederick and of Manfred, who had been travelling in

disguise through Italy, Greece, and Spain, seeking assistance

against the usurpation of Charles. On Easter Monday,
1282, he collected a large assembly of the Sicilian nobles

at Palermo. An opportune pretext for a rising soon

occurred. The viceroy had forbidden the bearing of arms
;

and, on the pretext that weapons were concealed under her

dress, a Frenchman insulted a girl of noble family cm her

very passage to the church where she was about to be

married. He was killed on the spot, and every Frenchman
in the city soon shared his fate. Some of the other Sicilian

towns followed this example ; others expelled the French

more mildly. Charles at once directed his fleet against

Me-ssina. He refused all offers of capitulation, and Messina

held out till aid was brought it by Don Pedro of Aragon,

and Charles's fleet was burned by the famous sailor, Roger
do Loria. Charles, despairing of other means of success,

now challenged Pedro to single combat. Pedro accepted

the chaiienge, but Charles alone entered the lists. It is

said that the former was dissatisfied with the armngements,
though others regard his acceptance as a mere ruse. Soon
after Charles's son was defeated and taken prisoner, and in

J285 Charlc) himself fell ill, and died at Foggiv

CHARLES II. (1332-13S7), king of Navarre and count
of Evreux, was a grandson of Louis Hutin, and possessed a

title to the French throne inferior to that of John II. only
on account of the Sahc law, and superior to that of Edward
III. of England. Handsome, clever, eloquent, and bold,

he yet thoroughly deserved the title of " the Cad " with
which he mounted the throne in 13-19, at the age of six-

teen. The commencement of his notorious career was the

a-ssassination of Le Cerda, the favourite of John, who had
been appointed to the duchy of Angouleme, which the king
had bought from Charles's mother, but of which the price

was not yet paid ' For this deed,—which Charles openly
avowed, declaring it to be a punishment richly deserved,

—

John was at first unable to retaliate, being indeed obliged to

make good his debts; but not long after (1356) Charles was
seized and thrown into prison. During the king's exile in

England, Charles, aided by the States-General, obtained his

release, and by his eloquence and the suavity of his man-
ners gained the hearts of the Parisians, who made him
their captain-generaL Suspecting him, however, of too

great favour for the aristocracy, they deprived him of the

office ; but he maintained his alliance with Stephen
Marcel, and, at the head of companies of banditti he con-

tinued to lay waste the country till 1360, when he made
peace with the king. This peace was not final, for Charles

V was resolved to crash him. He was accused of various

unscrupulous plots, and extravagant stories were circulated

against him, as, for example, that the king's weakness was
due to poison administered by his contrivance. On the
charge of being concerned in these intrigues, two of his

ministers were executed, and his two sous were seized as

hostages. The duke of Anjou was persuaded to attack

Montpellier, the king of Castile to invade Navarre, and
Duguesclin was sent to seize his fiefs in Normandy, and
Charles was obliged to yield twenty places as security before

he regained his territory. According to the popular story,

he e-xpired by a divine judgment, through the burnmg of

the clothes steeped in sulphur and spirits in which he had
been wrapped as a cure for a loathsome disea-se caused
by his debauchery ; but the bishop who attended him
affirms that he died placidly and in the odour of sanctity

(1387). See Secousse, Histoire de Charles le Mauvais.
CHARLES IT. (U21-1461), king of Navarre, was

the son of John of Aragon, and of Blanche, daughter and
heiress of Charles UI., king of Navarre. On her death the
throne belonged to Charles, but his father retained it, and
took as second wife the ambitious and unscrupulous Jeanne
of Castil(J. Charles did not press his claim, but devoted
himself to literature, until his stop-mother roused him by
repeated indiguitie.s. He succeeded in having himself
crowned, but soon after was defeated and imprisoned
(1C52). Next year he was released ; the struggle recom-
menced, and ho gained possession of a considerable part

of Navarre. He was reconciled to his father, and recog-

nized as king of Barcelona ; but Jeanne caused him to be
arrested and poisoned. He was a man of gentle disposition,

and of considerable learning. He left a Spanish transla-

tion of the Ethics of Aristotle, a chronicle of the kings of
Navarre, and several poems.
CHARLES, or Charles Louis (1"71-1S4~), archduke

of Austria, was the third sou of the Emperor Leopold U.
He commenced active service against the French at the
age of twenty-two, and so distinguished himself that at

twenty-five he was intntsted with the supreme command
of the army of the Rhino. He defeated Jbnrdan at

Teiningen, Amberg. and Wiirzburg, and Morcau at

Rastadt
; and the year after (1797) he was honoured

with the command against Napoleon in Italy. In a month,
however, peace was concluded ; but the war soon re-

comnrenccd, and in 1799 Charlea defeated Jonrdaii 0iK»
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more in Swabia, and then civ keel Jilassena in Switzerland.

After this he was forced by ill-health to retire from service.

He was appointed governor of Bohemia ; but it was
not long before he had again to oppose his old enemy
Moreau, with whom he made terms which were afterwards

taken as the basis of the peace of Lun^ville. His popu-
larity was now such that the Diet of Ratisbon, which met
in 1802, resolved to erect a statue in his honour, and to

give him the title of Saviour of his Country ; but Charles

refused both distinctions. He was forsome time president

of the council of war, but in 1805 he was once more in

Italy, where he won the victory of Caldiero over Massdna.
On his return to Austria he became commander-in-qhief

and again president of the aulic council of war. He
employed his time in organizing the army and establish-

ing a strong reserve force, till in 1809 he took the field

against the French army commanded by Napoleon in

person. He carried on the conflict for five days, and
fougiit with great gallantry ; but at last, being wounded
and overpowered, he retreated in good order. At the end
of the campaign he gave up all his military offices, and
spent the rest of his life in retirement, with the exception

of a short time, when on the return of Napoleon from Elba,

he became governor of Jlaycnce. He published Grundseilx

dt-r Strateyie (1814), and Geschichte des Feldziigs von IT'JO

ill Deuischland Knd dor Schzi'ciz (1819).

CHARLES, the Bold (1433-1477), duke of Bur-

gundy, bora in 1433, w.as the son of Philip the Good of

Burgundy and Isabella of Portugal. Remarkable toth for

his personal qualities and also for his position as the

leader of the last great struggle of the feudal lords against

royalty in France, asd as the life-long enemy of crafty

Louis XL, Charles was the last great figure of the Middle
Ages. His physical strength and energy were extraor-

dinary. Ho was full of the most lofty ambition, and
capable of the most obstinate determination. He never

forgot au injury. His passion was terrible and frequent.

His boldness amounted to the rashness of fury. He was
careless of luxury, though, in imitation of the ancient con-

qnerors about wliom he loved to read, he delighted to

surround himself with magnificent, display ; and he pre-

sented an example of conjugal fidelity most remarkable in

the society in which he lived.

As Charles rose to manhood, he found his father under

the .control of the Croys, whose usurpation of what he

regarded as his own rightful function he deeply resented
;

and ho allowed himself to be banished rather than take

one of the family into his household. Soon after—he

was at this time count of Charolais—he joined the duke of

Brittany in forming a great confederation of the French
nobles against King Louis. The confederates, calling

themselves the League of the Public Weal, declared that

their object was to get rid of bad ministers, to abolish

taxes, and relieve the people from oppression. They
maintained good discipline, paid for all they consumed,

and consequently were opposed neither by the townsmen
nor by the country-folk, while the gentry with their

dependants flocked to their standard. In 14G5 Charles

met the royal army in the battle of MontIh(5ry, which was
decided by the retreat of the latter during the following

night. Paris was besieged ; and Louis was forced to

surrender Normandy to the duke of Berry, the towns on the

Somme and the counties of Boul^ogue and Guienne to the

count of Charolais, and other territory to other of the

nobles. Chjrics's next exploit was the conquest of Li(5ge,

which, hitherto ruled democratically under the constitu-

tional control of its bishop, was now struggling iigainst the

encroachments of Burgundy. The town cf Dinant alone

lie excepted from tlie peace which he granted to the rest of

the principality; and a year later he returned to take veil-

R L E S

geance upon it. Its crime was that some of its apprentices

had insulted himself and his mother by burning him in

efiigy as a bastard, and its punishment was au extravagant

revenge. It was burned to the ground ; of its men
numbers were butchered, and the rest remained the

unfortunate prisoners of the rude soldiery. The women
were spared to be exposed to the extremes of oold and

hunger, but were saved from worse treatment by the stern

regard for female honour, which was Charles's most admir-

able characteristic.

At the age of thi,ity-four (1467) Charles became duke
of Burgundy. Immense changes were at once effected.

He permitted none of the gay festivity and wasteful pro-

fusion which had been common in his father's time, but

the court was directed with a stately and splendid cere-

mony, in which the duke took his full share. Everything

was arranged, though liberally, yet with strict order and
ecoromy ; the state of the finances was carefully examined,

and the amount in the treasury was largely increased by
unusual demands from the Estates. Every petitioner, how-
ever humble, was heard ; the duke shirked no details of
business, was present at every council, and sharply rebuked
or punished with a fine any absence or inattention on the

part of the courtiers. A strict system of administering

justice was instituted, and the law was carried out

impartially even in the case of the most popula'' of the

nobles.

Soon after his accession Charles increased his pxjiitical

influence by taking as his second wife Margaret the sister of

Edward lY. of England. It was not long before he required

all his power; for soon Louis again took possession ol

Normandy, and contrived to detach the duke of Brittany

from his alliance with Burgundy. But Charles at once
made ready for war, and the king in alarm took the daring
step of requesting a meeting, and placing himself in the

duke's hands at Peronne. Unfortunately for Louis, he
had been for some time inciting the people of Li^ge tu

rebellion, and they chose this moment for an outbreak.

Charles was mad with indignation, and with great difficulty

restrained himself from taking vengeance upon the person

of the king. After three days of irrepressible passion his-

wrath was so far spent that he contented himself with
requiring Louis to undergo the ignominy of witnessing thfe

punishment of the revolt which he had himself instigated,

and with extracting from him a treaty, which, among other
most important concessions, confirmed to the duke the

possession of the territory which he then held, sanctioned

the alliance with England, and took away the right ot

appeal from the courts of Flanders to the Parliament of

Paris.* In case of violation of this compact, the king;

invoked upon himself the curse of excommunication and
the loss of the fealty of Burgundy ; and a letter, signed by
Louis, was despatched to each of the princes of the blood,

requiring them in that event to take up arms against

him.

Soon after this Lic^-ge was burned, like Dinant, and its

inhabitants nearly exterminated, the fighting-men being
mostly butchered, and the aged, the women, and the

children exposed to the terrible cold ; and the powerful

city of Ghent, whose mob had forced from the duke
the abolition of the hated cueillote and certain other

concessions during his passage through the city before his

coronation, was fain to avert his anger by giving up all,

and allowing its charter to be annulled.

Charles had now reached the height of his power, but his

greatness was unsubstantial. His subjects wer« becoming
much estranged from him. The placid trade-loving

Netherlanders found it hard to bear his arbitrary and
haughty passion. The courtiers became weary of the stifT

ceremonial of the court and the constant toil they were
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obliged to undergo. Comities (seeing, as he tells us, that

his maater was madly rushiag to destruction, but, as we
icao perceive, also affected by the promises of Louis) went

over to the court of France. The king was now bold

enough to reverse his hypocritical policy, and deny the

validity of the treaty which he had signed under constraint

at Peronne ; and the towns on the Somme, never loyal to

Burgundy, were reattached to France. The consequent

war was, however, carried on by Charles with his usual

success and his usual extravagance of severity

His ambition and his policy were now changed. He
cared no longer to make the lords independent of the king,

but aimed at erecting a kingdom with himself as indepen-

dent sovereign. Circumstances enabled him to obtaia..the

reversion of Queldrea ; and he entered into negotiations

with the Emperor Frederick, to whose son he agreed to

marry his daughter on condition that he should himself be

elected king of the Romans. The emperor proposed

instead to crown him king of Burgundy. A meeting,

enlivened by a protracted round of gorgeous jousts and
feasts, was held at Treves (1473), in order to carry out the

latter proposal ; but the electors made a protest tc

Frederick, who was not remarkable for decision, and
persuaded him to flee secretly by night.

In 1469 Sigismund, duke of Austria, being in great

financial diflSculty, had sold Alsaoe to Charles. The
governor appointed by the latter was Peter von Hagenbach.
His boldness as a soldier, his rough shrewdness, and his

capacity for strong government had recommended him

;

but horrible stories were told of his brutality, his licence,

and his blasphemies. He did indeed terrify the country

into order, but his severity at length excited people and
nobles alike against him, and he was tortured and
condemned to death by a court of deputies, repre-

senting the Alsatian towns, with Bern, and one or

two others. Charles did not fail to take signal ven-

geance, and the country was given up to indiscriminate

slaughter and devastation. But he was now surrounded
by powerful and determined enemies. He had himself

refused to renew the treaty with Louis, who had on his

part purchased the alliance of the Swiss. Sigismund of

Austria, now desirous of redeeming Alsace, but having no
objection to save his money, had been concerned in the

rebellion of that province, and afterwards openly joined the

French. But, notwith.standing all this, and in spite of

the prohibitions and threats of the emperor, Charles pre-

pared for the invasion of Cologne, in support of its bishop-

ruler, by whose means he expected to bring the city under
his own control. As a preliminary he attacked the strong

town of Neuss. For eleven months it appeared that

nothing could tear him from the siege. The Swiss routed

his army, and ravaged Franche-Comt^ ; the French army
laid waste his territory and pillaged his towns ; the

emperor opposed him with a large force , the Pope
commanded him to desist At length he came to an
understanding with the emperor. Neuss was put under a
papal legate, and the fate of Cologne was left in the hands
of the Holy Father (June 1475). -

Immediately after this the English landed at Calais,

but only to sign a treaty of peace with Louis at Picquigny.
Yet Charles did not give up heart ; and an important
acquisition was made in the conquest of Lorraine. Again
the Swiss took the aggressive, and possessed them-
lelvos of the Pays do Vaud. Notwithstanding his capture
of Grandson, Charles was plainly overmatched

; and, in

147fi, he was utterly routed by them at Morat with
immense slaughter. Still with no thought of yielding, he
devoted himself with all his energy to raise and organize
a fresh army. la a few months he was once more ready
ior war. Ren^ had im-anwhile recovered Nancy ; but

soon, through the cowardice of the Alsatians, ne was
deserted, and bis capital was invested by Charles. But
RentS's triumph was at hand. The assistance of the Swiss

was gained, and the Burgundians were attacked by an
eneniy they could not resist. On the 5th of January
1477 the battle took place. The Burgundians were
scattered, and next day the massive body of Charles the

Bold was found in a ditch, mutilated by several deadly

wounds. It was buried at Nancy, but in 1550 his remains

were removed to Bruges by Charles V.

See Cominea, ^fhnoirea ; Pe Barapte, Uistoin cUs dues de Bour-

gogne; J. Foster Kirk, Charles the Bold. (T. M. W.)

CHARLES ALBERT (1798-1849), king of Sardinia,

was the son of Charles Emmanuel of Savoy Cariguano. In

his youth Charles became attached to the national party

in Italy, and even formed a connection with the Carbonari.

In 1821 Victor Emmanuel, on his abdication, appointed

him regent ; and he now availed himself of the oppor-

tunity for carrying out a liberal policy. He confirmed

the constitution which had lately been established on the

model of the new Spanish constitution, and which con-

sisted of an assembly of one chamber, with a king de-

prived of the right of veto and of almost all real power.

The approach of the Austrians, however, and the declaration

of the new king, Charles Felix, refusing to recognize his

acts, caused him to flee secretly from Turin after holding the

regency little more than a week, and he was afterwards

forbidden to enter the Sardinian court. In 1823 he served

as a volunteer in the French army which invaded Spain in

order to overthrow its new constitution; and by thus de-

serting his principles he obtained permission to return to

Turin. Ho was for a few months, in 1829, viceroy of

Sardinia; and Ln 1831 he succeeded Charles Felix on the

throne. He felt obliged to resort to severe measures in

order to secure his throne against the secret societies, of

which the chief at that time was the society of " Young
Italy," which had been founded by MazzinL In 1847

risings took place in Sicily, Rome, Tuscany, and Naples;

the Austrians were expelled from Milan, and the people of

Piedmont gained the re-establishment of the constitution

which Charles had advocated in his youttt. At the same

time Chailes greatly increased the freedom of the press.

During the next year ho marched against the Austrians,

who had already been broken by defeat, and who at once

retreated. On the last day of April 1848 he won the

victory of Pastrengo, and in the end of May, that of Goito.

But two months after he was defeated at Custozza by
Marshal Radetsky, and forced to retire to Milan, where ha

made an armistice with the Austrians, and, contrary to his

promise, surrendered the city. On the expiration of the

truce Charles again took up arms. A battle ensued with

Radetsky at Novara, in which the Piedmoutese army was
rapidly and completely routed, though the king risked his

life bravely, and some thought even desperately. An
armistice was again sought, but the terms ofl'ered by Austria

were such that Charles abdicated in favour of hia son Victor

Emmanuel II. He died four months later, on 28th July

1849. Charles did what ho could to further commerce and
to popularize art and science, and appears, notwithstanding

apparent inconsistencies, to have sincerely desired the good
of hi.i people.

CHARLES AUGUSTUS (1757-1828), grand-duke of

Saxe-Weimar, having been early deprived of his father,

was educated under 'the governorship of Count Gortz,

and among his tutors wore VYioIand, Knebel, Seidler, and
Hermann. At seventeen ho commenced his friendship

with Goethe, who afterwards joined Schiller, AVieland, and
Herder in forming the company of men of genius that di.s-

tinguislied his court. Charles assumed the direction of the

government at the age of eighteen ; and in the next vear

V. — S4
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entered the Prussian army, in which he remained till after

the defeat at Jena (1806), when he became a member of

the Rhenish confederacy, and funiL>ihed aid to the French,

In 1813, he joined the coalition against Napoleon, and took

the command of an army of Saxons, Hessians, and Russians.

He fought among the Allies in 1815 ; and at the Congress

of Vienna he received as reward for his services the enlarge-

ment of hia principality, and its erection into a grand-

rtuchy. Charles died in 1828. His correspondence with

Goethe was published in 1863 at Leipsic.

CHARLES EDWARD, or, in full, Chajsles Edward
Louis Philip Casimie (1720-1788), was born on the 3 1st

December 1720, He was the elder son of James, known
as the Pretender and the Chevalier St George. Grandson
of James IL and nephew of Anne, he was heir of line of

both these sovereigns ; but the hereditary rights of his father

and himself had been declared null under the Proclamation

of Rights and other parliamentary enactments which fol-

lowed and completed the Revolution of 1688.

The young prince was educated at Rome, his mother,

by blood a Sobieski, superintending his studies for some
years. On the whole his education was good ; he became
conversant with the French, Italian, and Latin languages,

and his religious training was watched with interest by the

Pope. His' father's miniature court was frequented by
English and Scottish noblemen of Jacobite sympathies, by
foreign enemies of the house of Hanover, and by bigoted

supporters of the Romish faith ; and the influence of this

society is distinctly evident upon his after life. In 1734,
the duke of Livia, afterwards duke of Berwick, who was
proceeding to join Don Carlos in his struggle for the crown
of Naples, passed through Rome. He offered to the

Pretender to take charge of his son, should Charles be
willing to accompany him in his expedition. This offer

was accepted, and the youth of fourteen, having been
appointed general of artillery by Don Carlos, shared with
credit the dangers of the successful siege of Gaeta.

' The handsome and accomplished youth, whose doings

were eagerly reported by the English ambassador, was now
introduced by his father and the Pope to the highest Italian

society, which he fascinated by the frankness of his manner
and the grace and dignity of his bearing. To these, more
than to any power of his mind or heroism of his career, are

to be attributed the successes of his early life. James
despatched tiis son on a tour through the chief Italian

cities, that his education as a prince and man of the world
might be completed. The distinction with which he was
received on his journey, the royal honours paid to him in

Venice, and the jealous interference of the English
ambassador in regard to his reception by the Grand Duke
of Tuscany, show how great was the respect in which the

exiled house was held by foreign Catholic powers, as well as

the watchful policy of England in regard to its fortunes.

The Pretender himself calculated upon foreign aid in his

attempts to restore the monarchy of the Stuarts ; and the
idea of rebellion unassisted by invasion or by support of

any kind from abroad was one which it was left for

Charles Edward to endeavour to realize. Of all the
European nations France was the one on which Jacobite
hopes mainly rested, and the keen sympathy which Cardinal
Tenein, who had succeeded Fleury as French minister

of war, felt for the Pretender resulted in a definite arrange-

ment for an invasion of England to be timed simul-

taneously with a pre-arranged Scottish rebellion. Charles
was secretly despatched to Paris. A squadron under
Admiral Roquofeuille sailed from the coast of France.
Transports containing 7000 troops, to be led by Marshal
Saxe, accompanied by the young prince, set sail for England.
The sight of the English fleet and a severe storm effected,

however, a complete disaster without any actual engagement

having taken place. The loss in ships of the line, in

transports, and in lives was a crushing blow to the hopes
of Charles, who remained in France in a retirement which,

he keenly felt, and which he resolved to quit by a personal

visit to Scotland.

He had at Rome made the acquaintance of Lord Elch©
and of Murray of Broughton ; at Paris he had seen many
supporters of the Stuart cause ; he was awtre that in every

European court the Jacobites were represented in earnest

intrigue ; and he had now taken a considerable .share in

correspondence and other actual work connected with the

promotion of his own and his father's interests. Although
di.ssuaded by every friend he had, he, on 13th July 1745,
sailed for Scotland on board the small brig " La Doutelle,"

which was accompanied by a French man-of-war, " The
Elizabeth," laden with arms and ammunition. " The
Elizabeth" fell in with an English man-of-war and had.

to return to France, while Charles escaped during the

engagement, and at length arrived on the 2d of August
off Erisca, a little island of the Hebrides. Receiving,

however, but a cool reception from Macdonald of Boisdale,

he set sail again and arrived at the bay of Lochnahuagh,
on the west coast of Inverness-shire.

The Macdonalds of Clanranald and Kinloch Moidart,

along with other chieftains, again attempted to dissuade

him from the rashness of an unaided rising, but they yielded

at last to the enthusiasm of his manner, and Charles landed
on ScottLsh soil in the company of the " Seven Men of
Jloidart," who had come with lum from France. Every-
where, however, he met with discouragement among the

chiefs, whose adherence he wished to secure ; but at last,

by enlisting the support of Cameron of Lochiel, he gained
a footing for more than a miniature rebellion. With-

secrecy and speed communications were entered into with
the known leaders of the Highland tribes, and on 'he 19th
of August, in the valley of Glenfinnan, the standard of
James III. and VIII. was raised in the midst of a motley
but increasing crowd.

On the same day Sir John Cope, at the head of l.'iOO

men, left Edinburgh in search of Charles ; but, fearing an
attack in the Pass of the Corryarrick, he changed his

proposed route to Inverness, and Charles thus had the

undefended south country before him. In the beginning
of September he entered Perth, having gained numerous
accessions to his forces on his march. Passing through
Dunblane, Stirling, Falkirk, and Linlithgow he arrived

within a few miles of the astonished metropolis, and on the

ICth of September a body of his skirmishers defeated the
dragoons of Colonel Gardiner in what was known as the
" Canter of Coltbrig." His success was still further

augmented by his being enabled to enter the city, a few cf

Cameron's Highlanders having on the following morning,
by a bappy ruse, secured the Netherbow Port. On the 18th
he occupied Holyrood.

Cope had by this time brought his disappointed forces

by sea to Dunbar. On the 20th Charles met and defeated

him at Prestonpans, and returned to prosecute the siege

of Edinburgh Castle, which, however, he raised on General,

Guest's threatening to lay the city in ruins. In the

beginning of November Charles left Edinburgh never to
return. He was at the head of at least 6000 men ; but
the ranks were speedily thinned by the desertion of High-
landers, whose experience had led them to consider war
merely as a raid and an immediate return with plunder.

Having passed through Kelso, he, on the ?th November,
laid siege to Carlisle, which capitulated in a week. On
the 4th of December he had reached Derby and was within

two days' march of London, whose inhabitants were terror-

struck, and where a commercial panic immediately ensued,.

Two armies under English leadership were now in the field
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against liim,—the one under Marshal Wade, whom lie had
evaded by entering England from the west, and the other

under the duke of Cumberland, who had returned from

the Continent. London was not to be supposed helpless

in such an emergency ; Manchester, Glasgow, and Dumfries,

rid of his presence, had risen against him, and Charles

paused. There was division among his advisers and
desertion among his men, and on the 6th of December he

commenced his retreat.

Closely pursued by Cumberland, he marched across the

border, and at last stopped to lay siege to Stirling. At
Falkirk, on the 17th of January 1746, he defeated General

Hawley, who had marched from Edinburgh to intercept his

retreat. A fortnight later, however, Charles raised the siege

of Stirling, and after a weary though successful march,

rested his troops at Inverness. Having taken Forts George

and Augustus, and had varying success against the

supporters of the Government in the north, he at last pre-

pared to face the duke of Cumberland, who had passed the

early spring at Aberdeen. On the 8th of April the duke

marched thence to meet Charles, whose little army, ex-

hausted with a futile night march, half-starving, and broken

by desertion, he engaged at CuUoden on 16th April 1746.

The decisive and cruel defeat sealed the fate of Charles

Edward and the house of Stuart.

Charles fled. Accompanied by the faithful Ned Burke,

and a few other followers, he gained the western coast.

Hunted hither and thither, the prince wandered on foot or

cruised restlessly in open boats among the many islands of

the west. The barren Benbecula sheltered him for a month.

In lack of food, unsightly in appearance, having a strange

contentment under, his misfortunes, and already betraying

his weakness for liquor, Charles, upon whose head a price

of £30,000 bad a year before been set, was relentlessly

pursued by the spies of the Government. Disguised in

women's clothes, and aided _ by a passport obtained by the

devoted Flora MacDonald, he passed through Skye, and

parted from his conductress at Portree. Shortly afterwards

he was again on the mainland, and in the end of July he

took refuge with the " Seven men of Glenmoriston," a body
of outlawed Jacobite freebooters, with whom for a time he

was safe. Having joined Lochiel and Cluny Macpherson,

he at last heard that two French ships were in waiting for

him at the place of his first arrival in Scotland—Loch-
nahuagb.

He embarked with speed, and sailed for France. Ere-

long he was again intriguing in Paris, and even in Madrid.

So far as political assistance went his efforts were in vain

;

and ho plunged eagerly into the gaieties of Parisian society,

of which he was the hero for some years.

The enmity of the English Government to Charles

Edward made peace with Franco an impossibility, so long

ae she continued to harbour the young prince. A condition

of the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, concluded in October

1748, was that every member of the house of Stuart should

be expelled the French dominions. Charles had forestalled

the proclamation of the treaty by an indignant jirotest

against its injustice, and a declaration that he would not

be bound by its provisions. But his indignation and
persistent refusal to comply with the request that he should

voluntarily leave France had to be met at last with force ;

he was apprehended, imprisoned for a week at Vincennes,

and on the 17th December conducted to the French
border. He lingered at Avignon ; but the French, com-
pelled to hard measures by the English, refused to be

satisfied ; and the Pope, under threat of a bombardment
of Civita Vecchia, advised the prince to withdraw. Charles

simply and ipiietly disappeared ; and for years Europe
wiilched for him in vain. It is now established, almost

with (.trluinly, tlml he returned to the neighbourhood of

Pans ; and it is supposed that his residence was known t»
the French ministers, who, however, firmly proclaimed

their ignorance. In 1750, in 1752, and again, it is thought,

in 1754, he was even in London, hatching futile plots and
risking his safety for his hopeless cause.

During the next teu years of his life Charles Edward
had become a confirmed profligate. His illicit connection

with a j\Iiss Walkenshaw, whom he had first met at

Bannockburn House while conducting the siege of Stirling,

his imperious fretful temper, his drunken habits and
debauched life, could no longer be concealed. He v.andered

over Europe in disguise, alienating the"friends and crushing

the hopes of his party; and in 1766, on the death of his

father, he was treated even by the Pope with contempt,,

and his title as heir to the British throne was openly

repudiated by the great powers.

It was in 1772 that France, stiU intriguing against

England, arranged that Louise, Princess of Stolberg, should

marry the besotted prince (now passing under the title of

Count Albany) who twelve years before had so cruelly

maltreated his paramour that she had left him for ever.

Si.'c years afterwards, however, the countess had to take

refuge in a convent. Her husband's conduct was brutal,

and her own life was in danger at his hands. Her sus-

pected attachment to Alfieri the poet and the persistent

complaints of the prince at last brought about a formal

separation, and Charles Edward, lonely, ill, and evidently

near death, remained at Florence. In remorse he wrota

for his daughter, the child of ^liss AYalkenshaw, and siia

remained with him, under the name of duchess of Albany,

during the last two years of his life. He died at Rome on

the 31st of January 1788, and was buried in the Grotte

Vaticane of St Peter's.

See Earl Stoiiliope's Tlu Forty-Five, Chambers's Eistory of tlic

Bcbellion of 174.'i-6, Burton's History of Scotland, Hay ward's Essays,

(vol. ii. ), Ewald's Life and Times of Charles Stuart, The Autvlio-

grajjhy of Flora Macdonald, &c.

CHARLES EMMANUEL I., The Great (1562-1030),

duke of Savoy, succeeded his father Philibert Emmanuel in

1580. After having fought in alliance with Spain, France,

and Germany, he laid claim to the throne of France on the

death of Hem-)' III. He became involved in war with

Heury IV. and also with the Swiss, and was defeated ot

St Joire in 1589. But the peace to which his defeat com-

pelled him was soon broken, and he joined the Catholic

league. He gained several successes, and obtained posses-

sion of Saluzzo, for which he had fought both with Henry

III. and Henry I'V. He next attacked Geneva, but without

success ; and his alliance with France against Spain was

equally unfortunate, for Henry IV. djang, the regent

made peace with Spain, and Charles was comjielled to follow

her example. After this ho conquered Montferrat, which,

however, he was unable to retain; and in ICl'J he laid

claim to the imperial crown without success. New leagues

against Spain and against the Genoese followed. But
finally the French conquered Savoy and part of Fiedmoiit>

and Charles died overwhelmed with misfortune.

CHARLES MARTEL (about 689-741), was an

illegitimate son of Pepin d'Heristal, duko of Auslrasia and

mayor of tho palace of the Merovingian kings of Fraiici-.

Tho wildncss of Charles's youth, and most of all tlic

suspicion that he was concerned in tho murder of his

brother, totally estranged the affection of his father, who

left the mayoralty to one of his grandsons, and the regency

to his wife. The Austrasians, however, unwilling to be

ruled by an infant and a woman, made Charles their duke.

His lifo was from that time one continual battle, of which

the result was to lay the foundation of the modern French

kingdom. He subdued the \< ustrinns, and made himself

ninyor of thu palace ; he foixtd the Uukc of Aquitaine to do
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horange to the French crown ; he drove back the Saxons,

Bavarians, and other German tribes, who ravaged the fron-

tier ; and he conrpelled the Frisians to embrace Christianity.

But by far his most important achievement was the victory

which he won between Tours and Poitiers in 732, when
lie finally stayed the northward advance of the Saracens,

and thus materially affected the subsequent course of

Earopean history. It is a commonly accepted tradition

that it was his valour in this battle which gained him the

title of Martel, or " the Hammer," In 737, on the death

of Thierry IV., Charles did not go through the form of

appointing another nominal king, though he never altered

his own title. He divided his territory between his two
sons, Pepin and Carloman, the former receiving Neustria,

the latter Australia ; and on the death of Carloman, Pepin
gained possession of the whole kingdom, and assumed the

title of king. Of the favour of the church Charles Martel

was careless ; he seized her lands to reward his warriors

;

and though he more than once defended the Pope, his name
was execrated by the clergy, who were fond of painting

l\iiri amid the torments of hell.

CHAKLESTON', a city, a seaport, and the capital of

Chaileston county, South Carolina, United States, is

situated in 32^ 45' N. lat. and 79° 57' W. long. It

stands upon a flat tongue of land pointing south-eastward

between the Ashley and Cooper rivers, which here de-

bouche into a spacious harbour extending about 7 miles

south-east to the Atlantic, with an average width of two
miles. The harbour . is surrounded by iand on all sides

except the entrance, which is about one mile wide and 18

feet deep. The water in the harbour, however, is very

much deeper, and the work of increasing the depth of the

entrance is in progress. Fronting the Atlantic, and
extending northwards, is Sullivan's Island, about six miles

long ; and on the other side of the entrance is Morris
Island which stretches to the southward. Both islands

are penetrated by channels. Thetarbour is well defended,—at its entrance by Forts Sumter and Moultrie, and in-

side by CaSlle Pinckney and Fort Eipley.

Owing to the lowness of the gi-ound on which it is built,

Charleston presents a peculiarly picturesque appearance

from the harbour. Its spires and public buildings seem to

rise out of the sea, while the ricbness of the surrounding

foliage gives the place a particularly engaging aspect. Its

proximity to the ocean tends materially to tbe equalization

of the climate. In June 1874 tbe mean temperature in

January was 52° 1', in June 81°, in July 79° 3', and in

August 73° 1'. The maximum temperature (96°) occurred

in June, and the minimum (27°) in January. The city

covers an area of about five square miles, and has a water

front of about nine miles. The streets are regularly laid

out, and are generally well paved and lighted with gas.

•King Street and Meeting Street, the two chief avenues of

the city, extend in nearly parallel lines, and are intersected

by the shorter cross streets, which run between Ashley and
Cooper rivers. There is little uniformity in the buildings,

and there is a want <S( public squares and places ; but
many of the residences are surrounded with spacious orna-

mental grounds, which, with the numerous shade trees of

all kinds, give the city a picturesque appearance. The
most noted public buildings are the city orphan house,
which has extensive grounds, the city hall, the custom-house,
the arsenal, the court-house, and the Academy of JIusic, a
theatre, wbicb is esteemed one of the best in the southern
States. The population of Charleston has increased from
18,711 in 1800 to 42,<)85 in 1850, to 40,519 in ISCO,
to 48,950 in 1870 (of whom 22.749 were coloured and 4892
foreigners), and to 5C,540 in 1875 (of whom 32,012 were
coloured).

Charleston is one of the leading commercial cities of the

South, being the outlet for a very rich rice and cotton pro-

ducing country, and a point of supply for an extensive

territory embracing .South Carolina and parts of North
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Tennessee, and Mis-

sissippi. The commerce consists chiefly of exports. Dur-

ing the year ending June 30, 1875, the foreign commerce
comprised exports to the value of $19,655,966, and imports

valued at $680,343. Included in the exports there were

265,410 bales of cotton, valued at $18,709,949. Besides

this foreign commerce there is an extensive trade in cotton,

rice, naval stores, phosphate, and lumber, which are shipped

in large quantities to ports of the United States, 'fhe

extent of the commerce in these articles will be indicated

by the following statement of the quantities received in

Charleston from the interior for shipment for a series of

years ending August 31 :

—
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State of South Carolina, opened in 1832, wUich has a

faculty of eight and a valuable pathological and anatomical

museum. The Charleston library was founded in 1748,

and has about 15,000 volumes. There are published in

the city fifteen newspapers and periodicals—four daily, two

thrice a week, four weekly, two fortnightly, two monthly,

and one quarterly. The city contains 39 churches, the

most noted edifices being St Michael's, built in 1752, and

St Philip's, both Episcopal.

Charleston was founded about 1680 by English colonists

who had come over with William Saylo. As early as 1G70

they had settled a few miles distant from the site of the

present city at a place which they named Charleston. The
new village soon began to flourish, while the original

settlement dwindled away and disappeared. During the

revolutionary war two unsuccessful attempts were made by

the British forces to take Charleston,—the first by Sir

Peter Parker and Sir Henry Clinton in 1776, and the

second by General Prevost in 1779. After a siege of

several weeks, the city was taken in May 1780 by a force

under Sir Henry Clinton, but it was evacuated by the British

in December 1782. In the recent civil war between the

Northern and the Southern States Charleston was the scene

of the first hostQities, which commenced April 12, 1861,

with the bombardment of Fort Sumter by the Confederate

General Beauregard. After the surrender of the Fort the

Confederates took possession of the city, and held it until

February 1865. In April 1863 a naval attack was made
upon the fortifications in the harbour by a Federal fleet of

nine iron-clads commanded by Admiral Du Pont. This

effort, however, proved unsuccessful, as was also a land

attack made by General Gillmore in July ensuing. The
advance of General Sherman's army through South

Carolina, and the fall of Columbia, the capital of the State,

led to the evacuation of Charleston by the Confederates

on the 17th of February 1865. The public buildings,

cotton warehouses, stores, shipping, &c , had previously

been fired by order of the general in command. From
this and other causes the city suffered much injury during

the war ; but since its close many new buildings have been

erected, and there has been marked commercial and
industrial progress, (e. b. D.)

CHARLESTOWN, formerly -a separate city of the

United States, in Middlesex county, Massachusetts, but

since 1874 incorporated with the city of Boston, with which
it had long before been in many respects practically one.

It was founded in 1628 or 162fl and soon rose into im-

portance. The most remarkable event in its history is its

almost complete destruction in 1775 during the revolu-

tionary war. Its population in 1800 was 27S1, which at

the time of its incorporation with Boston had increased to

32,040. See Boston.
CIIARLET, Nicolas Toussaint, a designer and

painter, more especially of military subjects, was bom in

Paris on 20th December 1792, and died there on 30th
October 1845. He was the son of a dragoon in the He-
publican army, whose death in the ranks left the widow
and orphan in very poor circuni.stanccs. Madame C'harlct,

however, a woman of determined spirit and an extreme
Napoleonist, managed to give her boy a moderate education

at the Lyc^o Napoldon, and was repaid by his lifeloiig

affection. His first employment was in a I'iirisian mairie,

where ho had to register recruits : ho served in the

National Guard in 1814, fought bravely at the Barricre de

Clichy, and, being thus unacceptable to the Bourbon party,

was dismissed from the mairie in 1816. Ho then, having
from a very early ago had n propensity for drawing, entered

the atelier of the distingui.ihed paiutcr Baron Cros, and
soon began issuing the first of those lithographed designs

Trfaicli eventually brought him itnown His Grenadier dc

Waterloo, with the motto " La Garde meurt et ne be rend

pas" (a famous phrase which has got attributed to Cam-

bronue, but which he never uttered, and which cannot,

perhaps, be traced farther than to this lithograph by

Charlet), was particularly popular. It was only towards

1822, however, that he began to be successful in a pio-

fessional sense. Lithographs (about 2000 altogether),

water-colours, sepia-drawings, numerous oil sketches, and a

few etchings followed one another rapidly ; there were

also three exhibited oil pictures, the first of which was

especially admired—Episode in the Campaign of Kussia

(1836), the Passage of the Rhine by Moreau (1837),

Wounded Soldiers Halting in a Ravine (1843). Besides the

military subjects in which he peculiarly delighted, and

which found an energetic response in the piopular heart,

and kept alive a feeling of regret for the recent past of

the French nation and discontent with the present

—

a feeling which increased upon the artist himself

towards the close of his career,—Charict designed many
subjects of town life and peasant life, the ways of children,

&c., with much wit and whim in the descriptive mottoes.

One of the most famous sets is the Vie Civile, Poliliijue, et

Jtilitaire du Caporal Valentin, 60 lithographs, dating

from 1838 to 1842. In 1838 his health began to fail,

owing to an affection of the chest. Charlet was an uncom-

monly tall man, with an expressive face, bantering anJ

good natured ; his chaiacter corresponded, full of boyish

fun and high spirits, with mtinly independence, and a vein

of religious feeling, and he was a hearty favourite among
his intimates, one of whom was the celebrated painter

G^ricault. Charlet married in 1824, and two sons survived

him. A life of him was published in 1856 by a military

friend, De la Combe.
CHARLEVILLE, a handsome and well-built town of

France, on the left bank of the Meuse, in the department

of Ardennes, about one mile north of M^zieres, with

which it is connected by a suspension bridge. Since the

end of the 17tJi century it has become a thriving place,

with manufGctures of naihs, hardware, and firearms, and an

active export trade in wine, Kpirit-s, coal, iron, and slates.

It has tribunals of primary instance and commerce, a com-

modious port, a theatre, a large public library, and a cabinet

of natural history. The royal manufactory of arms formerly

established here was transferred to Tulle and Chatellerault,

Charleville was founded by Charles of Gonzagua, eighth

duke of Mantua, in 1606, and continued in the possession

of his family till 1708. Its fortifications were dismantled

in 1687 ; and in 1815 it was plundered by the Prussians.

Louis Dufour, the abb6 of Longueruc, was born in the

town. Poi>ulation in 1872, 12,059.

CHARLKVOI.X, Piekre Francois Xavibe pe (1C82-

1761), a French Jesuit traveller and historian, was born at

St Quentin in 1682. At the age of sixteen ho entered the

society of the Jesuits; and, at the iigc of twenty-three,

was sent to Canada, where he remained for four years.

Ho afterwards became profes-sor of belles leltres at home ;

and travelled on the errands of his society in varicns

countries. In 1720 he visited America for two years, in

order to collect materials for his J/isloire de la S^'oi:tielle-

France, which appeared in 1744. Ho also wrote Hisioin

de Paraguay (1'766), IJistorie de Saint Domingne (1730),

Ilistoire du Japan, a compilation chiefly from Kampfer
(Rouen, 1716); and he was one of the directors of the

Joulval de Trhoux.
CHARLOTTENBURG, a town of Prussia, in the pro-

vince of P.randenbnre, district of Potsdam, and circle of

Tcltow, situated on the Spree, four miles west of Berlin, with

which a fine promenade connects it. The town has wrll-

built straight streets, tw o churches, and a free pork ; it has

several spinning n)illi>, oil "iid v itriol fnctorics, a beer brewery,
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SlbiI distilleries. It is much frequented in summer bj
visitors from Berlin. The castle, built in 1 09G for the queen

of Frederick I., the electress Sophia Charlotte, after whom
the town was named, contains a collection of antiquities

and paintings. In the castle grounds there is an extensive

<jraugery, as also a granite mausoleum, the work of Schen-
kel, with monuments of Frederick William III. and Queen
Louise by Ranch. The population in 1871 was 19,518.

CHARLOTTESVILLE, a town of the United States,

the capital of Albemarle county, Virginia, situated about 65
miles north-west of Richmond on Moore's Creek, a tributary

of Rivanna river. It is a railway junction of some import-

ance ; but its celebrity is due to the university of Virginia

and the residence of Thomas Jeflferson, which are both in

the neighbourhood. The university was founded by
Jefferson in 1819, and over $200,000 was spent on the

buildings ; it is endowed and controlled by the state, and
was attended in 1875 by 330 students. Monticello, the

founder's residence, is still standing, though in a somewhat
dilapidated state, and his tomb is to be seen in the family

burying-ground. The population of the town in 1870 was
2838, of whom 1473 were coloured.

CHARLOTTE TOWN, a town of British America, in

the Dominion of Canada, the capital of Prince Edward
Island, is situated on gently rising ground on the north

tank of Hillsborough River, at its junction with York
River, not far from the south coast, in 14° 15' N. lat. and
63° 7' W. long. It has a good harbour in Hillsborough

Bay, and the river is navigable by the largest vessels for

several miles. Besides the Government buildings and the

<;ourt-house, the town possesses an Episcopal, a Roman
Catholic, and a Scotch cliurch, a fort and barracks, a con-

vent, a lunatic asylum, an exchange, a jail, three banks,

and an almshouse ; its educational institutions include

the Prince of Wales College, supported by the province, the

Roman Catholic College of St Dunstan's, the Wesleyan

Methodist Academy, founded in 1871, and a normal

school ; and among its industrial establishments are an iron

foundry, a woollen factory, and shipbuilding yards. Large

quantities of grain are exported, as well as potatoes, fish,

and pork. A steamer plies between the town and Southport

every hour, and there is regular communication with several

of the othsr continental ports. A railway, with a total

length of 200 miles, runs east to Georgetown and Souris,

and west to Somerside, Alberton, and Tignish. Population

jn 1871, 8807.

CHAROLLES, a town of France, the capital of an

arrondissement in the department of Saone-et-Loire, 3

miles by rail W.N.W. of Macon. It has tribunals of

primary instance and commerce, an agricultural society,

n communal college, a public library, manufactories of

piitteryware, iron forges, and a considerable trade in corn,

wine, cattle, and timber. It was the capital of Charolais,

an old division of France, which from the 13th century

gave the title of count to its possessors. In 1327 the

countship p.assod by marriage to the house of Armagnac ;

and in 1 390 it was sold to Philip of Burgundy. After the

death of Charles the Bold, who in his youth had borne the

title of count of Charolais, it was seized by Louis XI. of

France; but in 1493 it. was ceded by Charles VIII. to

Maximilian of Austria, the representative of the Burguudiau

family. Ultimately passing to the Spanish kings, it

tocame for a considerable period an object of dispute

between France and Spain, until at length it was assigned

to Condd the Great, in reward for the services he had

rendered to the Spanish monarch. The ruins of the count's

castle occupy the summit of a hill in the immediate viciuity

of the town. Population in 1872, 30G4.

CHARON', in Grecian mythology, the son of Erebus and

Nox, whose office it was to ferry the souls of the deceased

tvho had received the rito of sepulture over the waters of

Acheron. For this service each soul was required to pay
au obolus or daiiace, one of which coins was accordingly
placed in the mouth of every corpse previous to burial.

CHAPiONDAS, a celebrated lawgiver, who legislated

not only for his native Catana, but likewise for various

cities of Magna Grsecia. By some he is said to have been
a disciple of Pythagoras, who flourished 540-510 B.C.

;

and according to the commoa account (as given by
Diodorus, xu.), he also drew up a code for the use of the

Thurians ; but this statement is scarcely admissible, since

Thurii was not founded till the year 443, and it is known
that the laws of Charondas were in use among the Rhegians
till they were abolished by Anaxilaus, who reigned from
494—476 B.C. It is traditionally related that Charondas
fell a sacrifice to one of his own laws, by which it was
made a capital ofi'ence to appear armed in a public assembly.

Hastening to quell a tumult on his return from a military

expedition, his sword still hanging by his side, he was
reminded by a citizen of his violation of the law, upon
which Charondas exclaimed—" Then will I seal it with

my blood ! " and immediately plunged the weapon into

h[3 breast. Fragments of his laws are given in Heyne's

Opiisciila, vol. iL

CHARPENTIER, Francois (1620-1702), arch.-eologisl

and man of letters, was born at Paris. Intended for the

bar, he quitted law for literature at an early age, and wcs
employed by the great minister Colbert, who had deter-

mined on the foundation of a French East India Company,
to draw up an explanatory account of the project for the

perusal of Louis ilV. ; to the memoir he thus prepared he

afterwards added a second part Charpentier, who was an

ardent admirer of his own tongue, was one of the first to

demonstrate the absurdity of the use of Latin in monu-
mental inscriptions, and to him was entrusted the task of

supplying the paintings of Lebrun in the Versailles Gallery

with appropriate legends. He acquitted himself so

indifferently of the commission that his verses had to be

replaced by others, the work of Racine and Boileau. With
these poets Charpentier had already quarrelled, having

espoused the cause of Perrault in the famous academical

dispute (1687) concerning the relative merit of the ancients

and moderns, and their notices of him are by no means

calculated to place his abilities in the most favourable

light. He is credited with an important share in the

production of the magnificent series of medals that com-

memorate the principal events of the age of Louis Quatorze.

Charpentier, who was long in receipt of a pension of 1200

livres from Colbert, was erudite and often ingenious, but

he was always heavy and commonplace. His principal

works are a Vie de Socrate (1650), a translation of the

Cyroposdia of Xenophon (1659), the Traite de la Peinlvre

Parlante (1684), and the Defense de VExcelleiice de la

Laiifjue Francaise (1695).

CHAERON PiERKE (1541-1603), a French philosopher,

bom in Paris in 1541, was one of the twenty-five children

of a bookseller of that city. After studjang law at Orleans

and Bourges, and obtaining the degree of doctor from the

latter university, he settled at Paris to practise as an

advocate. But, having met with no great success during

five or six years, he entered the church, and soon gained

the highest popularity as a preacher, rising to the dignity

of canon, and being appointed preacher in ordinary to

Queen ilargaret. At length, when about forty-seven years

of age, he determined to fulfil a vow which he had once

made to enter the cloister; but, being rejected by the

Carthusians and by the Celestines, and having taken the

advice of some professed casuists, he held himself absolved,

and continued to follow his old profession. He delivered

a course of sermons at Angers, and in the next yeai' j-assed
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to Bordeaux, where he fortoed his short but famous and

important friendship with Montaigne. Its intimacy is

shown by the fact that at the death of Montaigne, in 1592,

Charron was requested in his will to bear the arms of his

family.

In 1594 Charron published (at first anonymously, after-

-wards under the name of " Benedict VaiUant, Advocate of

the Holy Faith," and also, in 1594, in lus own name) Les

Trois Verites, in which, by methodical and orthodox argu-

ment, he seeks to prove that there is a Grod and a true re-

ligion, that the true religion is the Christian, and that the

true church is the Roman Catholic. The last book (which is

three-fourths of the whole work) is chiefly an answer to

the famous Protestant work entitled Le Traite de Vfyiee

by Dn Plessis Momay ; and in the second edition (1595)

there is an elaborate reply to an attack on the third Verite

which had been published anonymously by a Protestant

writer. Les Trois Vei-ites gained considerable popularity,

ran through several editions, and obtained for its author the

-favour of the bishop of Cahors, who appointed him grand

vicar and theological canon. It also led to his being

chosen deputy to the general assembly of the clergy, of

which body he became chief secretary. It was followed

in 1600 by Discours Chrestiens, a book of sermons, similar

in tone, half of which treat of the Eucharist.

In the following year (1601) Charron published at

Bordeaux his third and most remarkable work—the

famous De la Sagesse, a complete popular system of moral

philosophy. Usually, and so far correctly, it is coupled

with the Essays of Montaigne, to which the author is under

voiy extensive obligations ; but though it is avowedly com-

posed in great part of the thoughts and even the words of

others, there is distinct individuality in the book. It is

-specially interesting from the time when it appeared, and
the man by whom it was written. Conspicuous as a

champion of orthodoxy against atheists, Jews, and Protest-

ants—without resigning this position, and still upholding

practical orthodoxy—Charron suddenly stood forth as the

representative of the most complete intellectual scepticism.

His psychology is sensationalist. With sense all our

knowledge commences, and into sense all may be resolved.

The soul, located in the ventricles of the brain, is affected

by the temperament of the individual ; the dry tempera-

ment produces acute intelligence ; the moist, memory ; the

hot, imagination. Dividing the intelligent soul into these

three faculties, he shows—after the manner which Bacon
subsequently adopted—what branches of science correspond

with each. Witli regard to the nature of the soul he merely
quotes opinions. The belief in its immortality, he says, is

the most universal of beliefs, but the most feebly supported
by reason. As to roan's power of attaining truth his

scepticism is decided ; and he plainly declares that none of

our faculties enable us to distinguish truth from error.

In comparing man with the lower animals, Charron insists

that there are no breaks in nature. " Those parts which
approach and touch one another are more or less similar.

So between man and the other animals there is much near-

ness and kindred." The latter have reason ; nay, they
have virtue; and, though inferior in some respects, in others
they are superior. Tlie estimate formed of man is not;
indeed, flattering. His five most essential qualities are
vanity, weakness, inconstancy, misery, presumption. Upon
this view of human nature and the human lot Charron
founds his moral system. Equnlly sceptical with Mon-
taigne, and decidedly more cynical, he is distinguished by
a deeper and sterner tone. Man comes into the world
to endure ; let him endure then, and that in silence. To
bo grieved by others' sorrows is a weakness ; our compas-
nion should bo like that of God, who succours the Buffer-

ing without sharing in their pain. Avoid vulgar errors

:

cherish universal sympathy. Let no passion or attachmeuc

become too powerful for restraint. Follow the customs and
laws which surround you. Such are the maxims he lays

down.
Special interest attaches to Charron's treatment of reli-

gion. He has been lauded for his piety, and condemned for

his infidelity ; but he is justly to be regarded as a sceptic

of the school of Montaigne. He insists on the diversities

in religions ; he dwells also on what would indicate a com-
mon origin. All grow from small beginnings and increase

by a sort of popular contagion ; all teach that God is to be
appeased by prayers, presents, vows, but especially, and
mosJ irrationally, by human suffering. Each is said by
its devotees to have been given by inspiration. In fact,

however, a man is a Christian, Jew, or Mahometan, before

he knows he is a man. One religion is built upon another;

the Jewish, for instance, on the Egyptian and other Gen-
tile religion", the Christian on the Jewish, the Mahometan
on the Jewish and Christian combined. But while he

openly declares religion to be " strange to common sense,"

the practical result at which Charron arrives is that one if

npt to sit in judgment on his faith, but to be " simple and
obedient," and to aDow himself to be led by public autho-

rity. This is one rule of ^\Tsdom with regard to religion
;

and another equally important is to avoid superstition.

What superstition is he boldly ventures to define. It is

the belief that God is like a hard judge who, eager to find

fault, narrowly examines our shghtest act, that He is

revengeful and hard to appease, and that therefore He must
be flattered and importuned, and won over by pain and
sacrifice. True piety, which is the first of duties, is, ou
the other hand, the knowledge of God and of one's self, the

latter knowledge being necessary to the former. It is the

abasing of ^an, the exalting of God,—the belief that what

He sends is all good, and that all the bad is from ourselves.

It leads to spiritual worship ; for external ceremony is

merely for our advantage, not for His glory.

Charron's political views are neither original nor inde-

pendent. He pours much hackneyed scorn on the common
herd, declares the sovereign to be the source of law, and
asserts that popular freedom is dangerous.

At once the De la Soffesse brought upon its author the

most violent attacks, the chief being by the Jesuit Garasse.

A second edition was nevertheless soon called for. In

1 603, notwithstanding much opposition, it began to appear
;

but only a few pages had been printed when Charron died

suddenly in the street. A summary and defence of the

Sagesse, written shortly before his death, appeared in 1606.

In 1604 his friend Michel de la Rochemaillct prefixed to

an edition of the Sagesse a Life, which depicts Charron as a

man of the most amiable disposition and purest character.

His complete works, with this Life, were published in 1635.

An excellent abridgment of the Sagesse is given in Tenne-

mann's Phr/osophie, vol. ix.

CHARTER. The word charter, from X"P'"?'> tliick

paper or parchment, came to be applied, from the substance

on which it was written, to a document granted by a prince

conferring or acknowledging privileges to be enjoyed by
either the whole or a portion of the people under his rule.

In England, from the Conquest downwards, there was a

struggle between those who sought to enforce the feudal

exactions which the Normans had learned in France anil

those who attempted to resist the innovation and. hold to

the old Saxon customs. If at first it was a contest between

the monarch with his Norman followers on the one side

and the Saxon population on the other, the conditions hnd
changed during the lapse of nearly a century and a half

preceding the reign of John, and the barons were so

fre()uently incensed by the oppressions and exactions of

the ambitious kings, to whose power they had contributed
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80 aixxt'd, iLiit they joined in the general demand for ' the

good old laws of Edward the Confessor." Even so early

as the reign of the Conqueror himself, there was a royal

acknowledgment of franchises or liberties, and the charters,

renewals, or confirmations granted by subsequent kings are

inextricably numerous. Coke, without exhausting them,

counts thirty-two. The Great Charter of King John
(1215) has so conspicuous a place in history, not only from
its comparative completeness, but because it was exacted

by men with arms in their hands from a resisting king, and
was thus an enforced stipulation likely to be rigidly

interpreted, instead of a concession carelessly conceded and
readily forgotten. A great many of the stipulations of the

Great Charter refer to feudal exactions now so long obsolete

that the restraints on them cease to be intelligible ; and
those who have looked at the " palladium of our liberties,"

expecting to find in it high-sounding definitions of freedom

like those in modern Continental declarations of right, have
been much disappointed. Even in the comparatively

popular language of Blackstone there is not much to convey

a distinct expression to unprofessional modern readers.

** It fixed," be says, ** the forfeituie of lands for felony in the
same manner as it still remains, and piohibited for the future the
grants of exclusive fisheries, and the erection of new bhdges bo aa

to oppress the neighbourhood. "With respect to private rights, it

estubnshed the testamentary power of the subject over part of his

personal estate, the rest being distributed among his wife and chil-

dren ; it laid down tlie law of dower as it has continued ever since
;

and it prohibited the appeals of women, unless for the death of

their husbands. In matters of public police and national concern,
it ei.joined a uniformity of weights and measures, gave new en-

couragements to commerce by the protection of mercliant strangers,

and forbade the alienation of lands in mortmain. "With regard to

the administration of justice, besides prohibiting all denials or

delays of it, it fixed the court of common pleas at Westminster,
that the suitors might no longer be harassed with following the

king's person in ail his progies.ses ; and at the same time brought
the trial of issues home to the very doors of the freeholders, by
directing assizes to be taken in the proper counties, and establish-

ing annual circuits. It also corrected some abuses then incident to

the trials by wager of law and of battle, directed the regular

awardii.g of inquests fur life or member, prohibited the king's
inferior ministers from holding pleas of the Crown, or trying any
criminal charge, whereby mai.y forfeitures might otherwise have
unjustly accrued to the exchequer, and regulated the time and
place of holding the inferior tribunals of justice, the county court,

sheriffs turn, and couit-leet. It confirmed and established the
liberties of the city of London, and all other cities, boroughs, towns,
and ports of the kingdom. And, lastly, it protected every indi-

vidual of the nation in the free enjoyment of his life, his liberty,

and his property, unless declared to be forfeited by the judgment of
his peers or the law of the land."

The material feature of the document is that, so slightly

referred to in the above extract, which says, " No freeman
shall be taken or imprisoned, or be disseised of his freehold
or liberties, or free customs, or be outlawed or exiled, or

any otherwise damaged, nor will we pass upon him, nor
send upon him, but by lawful judgment of his peers, or by
the law of the hnd." In this stipulation there is inferred
that supremacy of the fixed principles of the law over the
will and power of the monarch, which has rendered the
fanatical devotion of the English lawyers to their common
law so justifiable ; and as a farther security, the right of
trial by peers or jurymen appointed a perpetual popular
tribunal to check the official judges, should they be
tempted to sell the liberties and privileges of the subject.

Hallam, a -^ery competent judge, says, " The institutions of
positive law, the far more important changes which time
has wrought in the order of society during 600 years
subsequent to the Great Charter, have undoubtedly lessened
Its direct application to our present circumstances. But it

is still the keystone of English liberty. AH that has since
been obtained is little more than a confirmation or com-
mentary

; and if every subsequent law were to be swept
way, there would still remain the bold features that dis-

tinguish a free from a despotic monarchy."

—

{Middle Aga,
chap, viii.)

Exemplars of the Great Charter were preserved among
the muniments of cathedrals, and in other places calculated

to preserve public archives. The Record Commission,

when they published their edition of the statutes of the;

realm, were desirous to print the best authenticated version

of the charter of King John ; and they state, that " in

Lincoln Cathedral, an original of the Great Charter of

Liberties, granted by King John in the seventh year of his-

reign, is preserved iu a perfect state. This charter appears

to be of superior authority to either of the two charters of

the same date preserved iu the British Museum. From the

contemporary indorsement of the word Llncolina on two

folds of the charter, thia may be presumed to be the charter

transmitted by the hands of Hugh, the then bishop of

Lincoln, who is one of the bishops named in the introductory

clause."

—

(Introdtiction, ixix.)

Among the other concessions of a less cofnprehensive

nature, the Charter of the Forest was deemed next in

importance to Magna Charta. In nothing was the selfish

rapacity of the Norman monarchs more conspicuous than

in their relentless clearings of great districts of country for

the establishment of forests or chases, where the sanctity

of their field-sports was protected with a strict legal severity

not conceded to the protection of ordinary property and
personal freedom. The Charter of the Forest imposed
wholesome limits on such inroads, and hence, along with

the Great Charter, it has been printed at the commencement
of the English statutes. The position of these document*
in a series of Acts of Parliament is not so anomalous as it

might seem ; for it would be very difficult to distinguish,

the charters from the earliest statutes, which were con-

cessions or admissions granted by the monarch on the
requisition of the principal persons of the realm assembled
together. Our statutes, indeed, still bear in their

phraseology a testimony to this origin.

The early use of the word " charter," a£ a foundation of
constitutional liberties, led to its being applied on various,

occasions to fundamental constitutional codes or rules of
government adopted by various nations. The most
memorable instance is the French Charte, containing the

constitution of the French Government, as adjusted at tha

restoration in 1815, and amended at the revolution of

IS30, which had its origin in an attempt of Charles X. to

stretch one of its dubious clauses.

From such public acts as Magna Charta, the conccssioa

of privileges by charter from the Crown descended through,

various grades. Both in England and Scotland the
privileges of municipal corporations either were confened.
of old by charter, or were presumed to have been so con-
ferred. The power of the Crown has in this form,
long virtually departed, but it is still competent to incor-

porate collective bodies with certain limited powers by royal
charter ; though, in general, it is deemed necessary when
the powers might affect personal or public interests to secura
them by Act of Parliament. Insidious privileges were
sometimes granted by charter, and were among the objects,

of the attacks on the Crown's power to grant monopolies
in the 17th century.

By the practice of mimicking the usages of the sovereign
through all grades of feudaUty, it became the custom for
every feudal lord or superior, high or low, when conceding
any privilege as to his fief or landed property, to do so by a
charter. Thus, throughout the British empire, and in
Scotland especially, one of the most ordinary deeds con-
nected with the commerce in land assumes to this day the
shape of a concession of privileges by a sovereign or other
high feudal lord to his vassal. One of the essential features
which the student of Scottish law has to master in the
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practice of conveyancing is the constitution of the charter.

Although modern practice has ingrafted on it other classes

of deeds, to suit the exigencies of the commerce in land,

such as the disposition, the assignation, etc., yet "the char-

ter " is the original source from which the spirit and tenor

of the wliole system of conveyancing are to be acquired.

CHAKTER-PARTY, a written or partly written and
partly printed contract, by which a ship is let or hired for

the conveyance of goods on a specified voyage, or for a

definite period. By the terms of this contract the owners
declare the ship to be " tight, stanch, strong, and every

way fitted for the voyage ;" and they are accordingly liable

in damages to the merchant or charterer, if the ship be

unseaworthy, or if they fail to provide her with any
necessary equipment or clearances, The shipowners are

further bound to have the vessel ready to receive her cargo

at the stipulated time ; and they are responsible for the

proper stov,-age of the goods received on board. On the

loading being completed, the vessel must proceed without

delay to her appointed destination ; and should she un-
necessarily deviate from the regular course of the voyage
(a proceeding which might vitiate the merchant's insurances),

the owners are liable in damages to the merchant. On
arrival at the port of destination the goods are to be

delivered " agreeably to bills of lading," the responsibility

of the shipowners in this particular being limited by the

usual exception against loss or damage by " the act of God,

the queen's enemies, fire, and all and every other dangers

and accidents of the seas, rivers, and navigation of whatever

nature and kind soever." The freight payable to the ship-

owners b the amount specified in the charter-party, which
may in certain cases be either more or less than the rates

mentioned in the bills of lading,—the charterer having
usually the right of sub-letting the ship in part or in whole
to other shippers, on terms agreed upon between themselves,

which it is customary to specify in their separate bills

of lading, without prejudice to the original agreement. In
such cases, however, the shipowners' lien on the goods for

freight extends only to the amount specified in the bills of

lading ; and they must look to the charterer personally for

any further sum which may bo due to them.

The charterer, on his part, is bound to furnish the cargo

at the port of loading, and to take delivery of the same at

the port of discharge within specified periods, which are

usually called " laydays." He may detain the vessel for a

certain fixed time beyond the stipulated laydays on payment
of a specified sum as " demurrage " for each day the ship is

so detained. The laydays commence on the ship being
ready to load or to discharge, even although it may happen
from the port being crowded, or from similar causes, that

she cannot at the time be placed in ft berth where it would
be convenient or practicable for the merchant to begin these

operations.

The vessel is not bound to proceed nearer to hor port of

loading and discharging than " she may safely get ;" and
this generally means that she rs not bound to go nearer to

a loading port tnan to the point from which she can safely

get away again with her cargo on board. The charterer,

therefore, must pay the expense of necessary lighterage in

loading or discharging, unless thero be a specific agreement
to the contrary.

It is usual to msort in charter-parties a clause by which
the parties bind themselves to fulfil their contract under a

'specified sum as penalty for nonperformance ; but the

amount of this penalty is not the absolute limit of the

damages which cither party may be entitled to recover

under any of the other conditions which may have been

violated. Sen Carrier,

CHARTIER, Alain, the most distinguished French man
of letters during the 15th century, was born at Baycux '

."'--17

The date of his birth is not known, but M. Vallet dc
Viriville places it between 1380 and 1390. After a
complete course of study at the university of Paris, he is

supposed to have entered the service of Charles VI., who
is said to have charged him with important missions.

After this, however, he is known to have followed the
fortunes of Charles the Dauphin, afterwards Charles VII.,
and to have been employed by that prinee, about 1420, iu

the triple capacity of clerk, notary, and financial secretary.
He is also said to have held a prebend in the cathedral
church of Notre-Dame de Paris, of which he was likewise
arch-deacon, and to have been sent as envoy to the Scottish
court. A Latin epitaph, discovered in the 18th century,
and pronounced authentic by the biographer already cited,

credits him with the enjoyment of other dignities than
those referred to, and declares that he " stndormit etifiii-

dans k_ Seigneur," in the city of Avignon, " Ian de
I'Incarnation, 1440."

There is some analogy between the fate of Alain Chartier
and that of Konsard. Both enjoyed an extraordinary-

reputation during their lives, and after death both were
neglected and forgotten. Alain Chartier's lot was cast in

troublous times—he felt the agony of Agincourt, and
witnessed the rise of the Maid—but this would seem to

have increased his renown. The story of the famous
kiss bestowed by Margaret of Scotland, wife of that
Louis the Dauphin ^o was afterwards to be known as
Louis XL, on "la prccieuse iouc/te Je laquelle sont issi/s

et sorlis tant de bans mola ct vtrineuses sentences," authentic
or not, is interesting, if only as a proof of the high degree
of estimation in which the ugliest man of his day was held.

Jean de Masks, who annotated a portion of his verse, has
recorded how the pages and young gentlemen of that
epoch were required daily to learn by heart passages of his
Breviaire des Nobles ; Lydgate, the English rhymester,
studied him ardently and aficctionately ; and Clement
Marot and Octavien de Saint-G^lais, writing fifty years
after his death, find many fair words for the old poet, their

master and predecessor. For the last three centuries, how-
ever, Alain Chartier has been remembered rather on account
of the kiss aforesaid than for the sake of any of the bans
mots and verlueusea sentences that induced it. The Renais-
sance of 1830, even, that has made so many glories to

blossom anew, has not justified again his old renown in

the eyes of men. As a poet his fame has yielded to that
of his contemporary, Charles of Orleans ; and even his

eloquent prose, which is said to be the best part of his
work, has awakened no interest whatever. In spite of

this, however, Alain Chartier deserves notice as one of the
most remarkable and influential men of his time. His
writings, both in prose and verse, breathe an ardent spirit

of patriotism, and are notable, in some instances, for a
boldness of thought and freedom of idea that seem to

foreshadow the great utterances of the 1 6th century.

Alain Chartior, who is credited with tho invention of Iho ron-
deau ddclinaiif, usod all tlio forms of verse current at that period

—

roundel, lay, ballad, and complaint. His best books aro Eaid to
be Lc livrc dcs Quatre Dames, which was called forth by the
battle of Agincourt, and Le Quadrilexjue-Intfclif, a fine patriotic
dialogue, bearing dntol422. Sec Maneel, Alain Chartier, ttudt
bibliographiqite ct littiraire, 8vo., Paris, 1849.

CHARTISM was a movement for radical reform in Eng-
lish politics, which originated in 1838, reached its culminat-
ing point in 1848, and collapsed tho same year; it took its

name from the " People's Charter " or " National Charter."

tho document in v/hich tho scheme of reform was embodied.
Tho Reform Bill of 1832 left a largo class of the popula-
tion, especially tho working-men, dissatbfied. Accordingly,

•n 1838, after an unsuccessful attempt to initiate a scheme
of more radical reform in tho House of Commons, sii of

the most advoDccd members of tho House had a consultation

V — zi
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with the deputies of the " \\ orking-iuen's Association," the
result being the appearance of the People's Charter, which
embodied in the six following points the programme of their

party:—(1) annual parliaments; (2) universal suffrage;

(3) vote by ballot
;

( t) abolition of the property qualification

for membership of the House of Commons
; (5) payment of

members
; (6) equal electoral districts. The most influ-

ential of the six members of the House who took part in

the drawing up of the charter was O'Connell, and the

methods adopted for the propagation of their views were
those practised by the great agitator wi.th such success.

Monster meetings were held, at which seditious language
was occasionally spoken, and slight collisions with the

military took place. Petitions of enormous size, signed in

great part with fictitious names, were presented to Parlia-

ment ; and a great many newspapers were started, of which
the Northern Star, conducted by Feargus O'Connor, the

active leader of the movement, had a circulation of 50,000.

In IS-tO the Chartist movement was still further organized

by the inauguration at Manchester of the National Charter

Association, which rapidly became powerful, being the head
of about 400 sister societies, which are said to have
numbered 40,000 members. Some time after, efiforts were

made towards a coalition with the more moderate radicals, but

these failed ; and a land scheme was started by O'Connor,

which prospered for a few years. In 1844 the fanatical

spirit of some of the leaders was only too well illustrated

by their attitude towards the Auti-Corn-Law League.

O'Connor, especially, entered into a puTjlic controversy

with Cobden and Bright, in which he was worsted; and
ho even endeavoured to defeat the purpose of the League.

But it was not till 1848, during a season of great sufJ'ering

among the working classes, and under the influence of the

revolution at Paris, that the real strength of the Chartist

movement was discovered, and the prevalent discontent

became known. Early in March disturbances occurred in

Glasgow which required the intervention of the military,

while in the manufacturing districts all over the West of

Scotland the operatives were ready to rise, in the event of the

main movement succeeding. Some agitation, too, took place

in Edinburgh and in Manchester, but of a milder nature
;

in fact, while there was a real and wide-spread discontent,

men were indisposed to resort to decided measures. The
principal scene of intended Chartist demonstration was

London. An enormous gathering of half a million was

announced for the lOth April on Kennington Common,
from which they were to march on the Houses of Parliament

to present a petition signed by nearly six milliori names, in

order by this imposing display of numbers to secure the

enactment of the six points. Probably some of the more
violent members of the party thought to imitate the

Parisian mob by taking power entirely into their own
hands. The announcement of the procession excited great

alarm, and the most decided measures were taken by the

authorities to prevent a rising. The procession was for-

bidden. The military was called out under the command
of the Duke of Wellington, and by him concealed near the

bridges and other points where the procession might

attempt to force its way. Even the Bank and other public

buildings were put in a state of defence, and special con-

stables, to the number, it is said, of 170,000, were enrolled,

one of whom was destined shortly after to be the emperor of

the French. After all these gigantic preparations on both

sides the Chartist demonstration proved to be a very

insignificant affair. Instead of half a million, only about

r)0,000 assembled on Kennington Common, and their

leaders, Feargus O'Connor and Ernest Joues, shrank from

the responsibility of braving the authorities by couducting

tue procession to the Houses of Parliament. The monster

petition was duly presented, and scrutinized, with the result

that the number of signatureo was fouua to have been

grossly exaggerated, and that the most unheard of falsifica-

tion of names had been resorted to. Thereafter the

movement specially called Chartism soon died out. The
return of national prosperity relieved the working classes of

their most pressing grievances ; and subseqcut legislative

changes have in great measure removed thfe causes that

'existed for discontent among the classes which mainly sup-

ported the charter.

CHAllTRES, the chief town 'of the department of Eure-'

et-Loir, 55 miles south-west from Paris by railway, stands on

a slope skirted by the River Eure, which flows partly within

and partly beyond the ramparts. Its houses are antique

and straggling ; but there are four fine squares, in one of

which, used as the herb-market, is an obelisk in memory of

General JIarceau, a native of the town. Chartres is thesjeat of

a tribunal of the first instance, a tribunal of commerce, a com-

munal college, and a diocesan seminary ; and it has a weekly,

corn-market, which is one of the largest in France and is

well managed by a corporation of women. Its chief manu-
factures are woollens and leather. Its cathedral of Notre

Dame, a vast Gothic edifice, with two spires of different

construction, is reckoned one of the finest cathedrals in

France. It was founded in the 11th century by Bishop

Fulbert on the site of an earlier church destroyed by fire

in 1020. In 11 "J4 another conflagration laid wast« the new
building then hardly completed ; but clergy and people set

zealously to work, and the main part of the present structure

was finished by 1240. Though there have been numerous
minor additions and alterations since that time, the general

character of the cathedral is unimpaired. The upper
woodwork was consumed by fire in 1830, as well as the

beautiful belfry of the old tower, but the rest of the building

was saved; and it still preserves some of its magnificent

stained-glass windows of the 13th century. (See Bulteau,

Deacript. de la cathedr. de Chartres, 1850.) The churches of

St Pierre and St Andr6 may also be noticed,

Ch.trtrcs wa^ one of the principal towns of the Camutcs, .Tnd by
the Itomans was called Autiicum, from the river Autura (Eure).

From the liomans it passed into the hands of the Frankish kings,

and was successively taken by Thierry II., king of Orleans and
Burgundy, and by the Normans, who buret it in 852 and 872.

It alterwards fell into tlie hands of the English, from whom it was
recovered in 1432. It was attacked unsuecessfully by tJie Pro-
testants in 1568, ond was taken in 1591 by Henry IV., who was con-

secrated there three years afterwards. In the Franco-Piussian \Var

it was seized by the Germans on 21st Oct. 1870, and contin^ied

during the rest of the campaign an important centre of operations.

During the Middle Ages it was the chief toWn of the district of

Beauce, and gave its name to the counts of Chartres ; and since the

time of Louis XIII. the title of duke of Charties has been hereditaiy

in the family of Orleans. Population of the town in 1S72, 19,322;
and of the commune, 19,580.

CHARTREUSE, or more usually, to distinguish it from
other establishments of the order, La Grande Chartreuse,
a famous Carthusian monastery of France, in the depart-

ment of Isere, situated about 14 miles north of Grenoble,

at a height of 42G8 feet above the level of the sea, in one
of the upper valleys of a group of calcareous mountains,

near the sources of the Guiers Mort and the Guiers Vif,

two tributaries of the Rhone. The settlement was
originally founded in 1084, and derived its name from a

small village a short distance to the south-east, which wao
formerly known simply as Chartreuse or Cartusia, but is

now distinguished as Saint Pierre de Chartreuse. The
first convent on the present site was not erected tUl 1137,

and most of the present edifice is of a later date th.nn

1G76. It stands in a large meadow, which slopes to the

south-west, and is \»atcred by a tiny tributary of the

Guiers Jlort ; on the north a fine forest rises up to the Coi

of La Ruchire, while on the we^it the valley is shut in by
weU-wonded heights, and on the east is overshadowed bv
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the white ridges of Grandsom'; which rise upwards of 2500
feet above the convent roof. All access to the spot was

formerly by difficult and defensible pathways ; and before

the cunstructiou of the modern roads, it was very seldom

that alien visitors disturbed the monks in their retreat.

One of the principal approaches is by the valley of the

Guiers Mort, which the traveller enters at St-Laurent-du-

Pont, a village of about 1800 inhabitants, with a deaf-mute

institution supported by the Carthusians. Passing up
the left bank of the stream he next reaches the picturesque

hamlet of Fourvoirie (Latin /ora/a via), so named from the

road which was driven up the pass at the suggestion of Le
Eoux, the thirty-third general of the order, in the 16th

century. It is the seat of iron forges, a saw-mill, a farm,

and laboratories belonging to the monks; and it was formerly

the site of the first gateway that guarded the entrance to

their domain. The river is there spanned by a noble three-

storied bridge of a single arch ; and about three miles

higher up is the bridge of St Bruno, which has replaced

the older P^rant bridge still hanging in romantic dilapida-

tion over the torrent. A short distance higher up begins

the new part of the road constructed by M. Eugfene 'Viand

in 1853-4 ; It soon leads through the narrow passage of

the CEillette or Aiguillette, formerly guarded by a second

gateway, beyond which no female footstep was permitted
;

and after having passed through four separate tunnels, it

brings the traveller in sight of the convent in about three

hours from St-Laurent-du-Pont. Other routes of less

interest are by the villages of Sappey and La Charmette.

•There is nothing very striking or beautiful about the

architecture of the Chartreuse,-—its principal features being

the high roofs of d*rk slate and the cross-surmounted

turrets. Within the buildings there are four halls for the

reception of monks from the Carthusian provinces of

France, .ttaly. Burgundy, and Germany, about sixty cells

for the resident brethren, a church of the 15th and 16th

centuries, several chapels, and a library, which befcire the

Revolution contained a valuable collection both of books

and manuscripts. A short distance from the main building

is the infirmary, now set apart under the direction of the

sisters of charity for the entertainment of female visitors.

Since the revolutionary confiscation of 1793 the domain of

Chartreuse has belonged to the state, and the monks, who
were permitted to return to the monastery in 1816, pay a

nominal rent for the use of the buildings and the right of

pasturage, and have no longer any property in the

neighbouring forests, which are in great measure due to

their predecessors. Their revenue is augmented by the

sale of various pharmaceutical preparations known as the

Elixir, the Boule d'Acier (a mineral paste or salve), and the

Chartreuse. In the manufacture of the last— a famous
aromatic liqueur—carnations, absinthium, and the young
buds of the pine tree are employed ; there are three kinds
—a green, a yellow, and a white—differing in degree of

strength. The monks are distinguished by an active

benevolence, the effects of which are visible in all the

surrounding villages, where churches, schools, hospitals,

and similar institutions have been erected and maintained
at their expense. See Bruno and Carthusians ; also

Adolphe Joanne's Danphine et Savoie, 1870, and Jules
Tartlier's Giiir/e du Voyagfur it la Grande Chartrexise, 1860.
CHARYBDIS. See Scylla and Ciiarybdis.

CHASE, SXlmon Portland (1808-1873), an American
statesman, was born in Cornish, New Hampshire, on the

13th of January 1808. After graduating with distinction

at Dartmouth College, at the age of eighteen he opened a

classical scTiool at Washington, and commenced the study

of law under William Wirt. In 1830 ho was admitted to

the bar ; and he soon after gained for himself considerable
ic;>utalion hy a compilation of the statutes of Ohio

Throughout his whole career he was a consisteut and

vigorous opponent of slavery. From the first he was

willing to risk his hopes of professional success by under-

taking the defence of runaway slaves or of those who
assisted their escape ; and he boldly argued that slavery

was merely an institution of the individual States, to which

the national Government could not extend its sanction. He
took a prominent part in the anti-slavery convention which

met at Columbus in 1841, in the first " National Liberty

Convention" of 1843, in the "Southern and Western

Liberty Convention " of 1845, and in the second " National

Liberty Convention " of 1847. He also presided over the
" National Convention" of 1848, which nominated Van
Euren for president and Adams for vice-president. In

1849 he became member of the senate; and in 1855 ho

was elected governor of Ohio, in which position he was so

popular that he was re-elected, two years after, by an

extraordinarily large number of votes. He was also three

times nominated for the presidency, though he never

attained that dignity.

On the accession of Lincoln to the presidency, in March
1861, Chase became secretaryof the treasury; andhe fulfilled

the duties of this most important and diflBcult post with

the greatest energy till June 1864. Still, notwithstanding

his abiUty and zeal, it cannot be said that the measures ho

adopted were the best even in the extremely difiicult cir-

cumstances in which he vras placed. Though he appears

to have apprehended some of the evil consequences likely

to arise from the creation of inconvertible notes, he argues

that their issue was necessary on the ground that it would

increase the loanable capital of the country, while, in

fact, employed as it was by Government in defraying

expenses, it could have no such effect. At first Chase

contemplated raising a large sum by direct taxation ; but

this course Congress refused to pursue. He was forced,

therefore, to resort to a considerable increase of the taxea

on imports, to issues of an inconvertible paper currency,

and to enormous loans, which were contracted upon un-

necessarily expensive terms. The interest was, in reality,

about double its nominal amount, owing to the fact that it

was paid in gold ; and, beside this, a considerable loss waa
sustained through the arrangement by which the debt con-

tracted in depreciated paper was discharged in coin.

It was under his management that Congress passed the

Banking Law of February 1863, whichj as amended in June
1864, is still in force (see Banking, vol. iii. p. 310). It was

at that time useful in two ways ; for it procured for the

Government, in its necessity, a considerable loan from the

banks, and it replaced the notes of the banks, which had lost

their credit through frequent failures, by notes which pos-

sessed the Government guarantee. Its great recommenda-
tion at present is that it secures the trustworthiness of the

note currency.

In December of the year in which he resigned the

secretaryship of the treasurj', Chase was apoointed Chief

Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, and in

this capacity he had to undertake the responsibility of

superintending the trial of President Johnson. But his

health was now broken, and his old activity was no longer

po.ssible. In June 1870 he suffered a shock of apoplexy,

and on Mav 7, 1873, he died at New York.

CHASTELAIN, Georges (1403-1475), called VAdien-
iurcux, the celebrated Burgundian chronicler, was born at

Aloat in Flanders. When only seven years old bo began
the study of letters. This, however, ho abandoned to

become a soldier, serving first of all as a squire. Particu-

larly favoured by Philip the Good, duke of Burgundy, he
quitted the career of arms towards 1443, and devoted him-
self to the service of that prince, who made him successively

iiintlti, orator, and finally grand chronicler of the bouse nf
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Burgundy. In addition to such duties as tbeso offices

entailed upon tlieir holder, Chastelain was often em-
oloyed diplomatically, and was also accustomed to direct

the dramatic entertainments designed for the amusement of

ihe ducal court. A heavy but insolent opuscule in verse,

published by him in 1455, had nearly compromised his

safety, as it was held to contain reflections injurious to the

honour of the king and nobility of France ; Chastelain,

however, extricated himself horn the difSculty by issuing a

sort of reply (in prose) to his own libel. About this time,

too, at the request of Philip, he began his most important

work, the Grande Chronique. Philip's son, Charles the

Bold, continued to confide in and favour Chastelain as his

father had done, and conferred on him the order of the

Golden Fleece, with the title of Indidaire—a designation

intended as descriptive of one who " dtoonstroit par

escripture authentiijue les admirables gestes dss chevaliers

et confreres de I'ordre!" At the beginning of the new reign,

however, Chastelain retired to Valenciennes, where he busied

himself till his death in the production of his Chronique

(in which he was assisted by Jean Molinet, his disciple

and continuator) and of other works, imaginative and his-

torical.

Among his contemporaries, Georges Chastelain acquired

by his verses the style and title of a second Homer ; but

posterity, in relegating his poetry to eternal oblivion, ias
been careful of his memory. As an historian, Chastelain is

deserving of more attention. He was a soldifir and traveller,

who had yet been trained to letters, the favourite of a

splendid prince, and personally acquainted with most of the

actors in the great scenes which his position enabled him
to study on the very theatre of their action. His method of

writing history, to Judge by a declaration of his own yet

extant, was not sucn as would have occurred to the mere
compiler or writer from dictation. The vast mass of material

collected during his long and busy life was intended to be

fused and shaped as his own conclusions, his own great

experience of men and years, should determine, and not

altogether according to the requirements of party and feudal

feeling. Impartiality, however, must net be considered

one of his virtues. A brilliant satirist, and at the same
time, a master of eulogy, it was his interest to use all his

gift in his master's service, and he did so use it.

Only three fragments of the Chroniqiw, which was to have

filled sis volumes, in folio are known to exist—the first ex-

tending from 1419 to 1422,and the second, withlarge breaks

in the text, from 1461 to 1474. A third mutilated frag-

ment is understood to refer to the period uncovered by the

larger chapters, but it neither tells a connected story nor

filb the great gap between the other two.

See Buchon, Chrojtigucs natioiialts and Pantheon litUrairc;

Quicheiat, BibUothiqite dc I'^cols des Chartes; Reili'tuberg, Dues
de JBoicrgogne, 8vo, 1S36.

CHASTELARD, Piebkb Boscobel de (1540-15G3),

a French poet whose name is inseparably connected with

that of Mary Queen of Scots, was born in Dauphin^,

and was a scion of the house of Bayard. From the service

of the Constable Montmorency, Chastelard, then a page,

passed to the household of Marshal Damville, whom he

accompanied in his journey to Scotland in escort of Mary
(1561). He returned to Paris in the marshal's train,

but left for Scotland again shortly afterward, bearing

letters of recommendation to Mary from his old protector,

Montmorency, and the lieg,-cis addressed to the ex-quesn

of France by Pierre E.onsard, his master in the art of song.

He is also understood to have undertaken the charge, for

l-ansmission to the poet, of the service of plr.te v.-ith which
Mary rewarded him. But ho had fallen in love with the

queen, who is said to have encouraged his passion. Copies of

verso passed between them ; she lost no occasion of showing

herself partial to his person and conversation. The young
man hid himself under her bed, where he was discovered

by her maids of honour. Mary pardoned the offence, and
the old familiar terms between them were resumed^
Chastelard was so rash as again to violate her privacy.

He was discovered a Second time, seized, sentenced, and
hanged the next morning. He met his fate valiantly and
consistently, reading, on his way to the scaffold, his mas-
ter's noble Hyviiie de la Mart—" Tres-bien fait et propre

pour ne point faire abhorer la mort"—and turning at the

instant of doom towards the palace of Holyrood, to address

to his unseen mistress the famous farevell—"Adieu, toi

si belle c. si cruelle, qui me tues et que je ne puis cesser

d'aimer." This at least is the version of Brantome, who is,

however, as notoriously untrustworthy as an authority

as he is tiarming as a writer. Another account is that

the plaint was a reproach, contained in the exclamation

"Cruelle reine!" and emphasized by a threatening gesture

addressed to Mary's apartments.

Sworder and amorist, audacious and irreligious, with a

strong sense of the nobility of art and some taste for

its practice, Chastelard is a favourable specimen of the

golden youth of the French Renaissance. As a poet he:

is not remarkablis—merely one of " the mob of gentle-

men who wrote with ease," in spite of the notes of truth

and passion occasionally to be distinguished through the

clink and fall of his verse. But for his maduess of love

indeed, it is possible that he would have left no shadow oi

shred of himself behind. As it is, however, his life and
death are of interest as illustrating the wild days in which
his lot was cast.

See Chalmers, Life of Mary Qrtccn of Scots; Knox, History of
tlic Reformation ; Mignet, Bistoire de Marie Stttart ; Dargau(^
Histoire de Marie Stuart ; Le'Laboureur, Mimoircs dc Castcl'iiau,

Brantome, Memoires. Mr Swinburne's tiagedy of Chastelard is toa-

well known to need more than passing reference.

CHATEAUBRIAND, Fkanjois RENi, Viscount be
(1763-1848), the most brilliant representative of the

reaction against the ideas of the French Revolution, and
the most conspicuous figure in French literature during the

First Empire, was born at St Malo, September 4, 1768,

Here, as beautifully narrated by himself, his naturally

poetical temperament was fostered by picturesque influences,

the mysterious reserve of his morose father, the ardent piety

of his mother, the traditions of his ancient family, the

legends and antiquated customs of the sequestered Breton

district, above all, the vagueness and solemnity of the

neighbouring ocean. He received his education at Dol and
Bennes, and after declining to enter the church from an
absence of vocation, obtained a commission in the army
when on the point of proceeding to try his fortane in India

(1788).

His thirst for distinction, further excited by the political

convulsions of the following year, found vent in a romantic

scheme for the discovery of the North West Passage, in

pursuance of which he departed for America in 1790. The
passage was not found or even attempted, but the adventurer

returned enriched with the to him more important discovery

of his' own powers and vocation, cocscioas of his marvellous

faculty for the delineation of nature, and stored with ideas

and imagery, the material of much of liis future work. His
return coincided with the execution of Louis XVI. Chateau-
briand, a Breton and a soldier, could uot do otherwise than
throw himself into the ranks of the emigrants. After the

(ailiire of the duke of Brunswick's invasion he retired to

England, where he hved obscurely for several years, gaining
an intimate acquaintance with English literature, and
elaborating The Jfafihe:, a prose epic designed to portray

the life of the Red Indian tribes, and inspired by reminis-

cences of his American travels. Two brilliant episodes r-t
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this work, Atala and Hene, have acquired universal

renown ; but the work as a whole, to say nothing of the

unreality of its pictures of savage life, belongs to that

unfortunate compromise between the forms of prose and

poetry in a manner imposed upon the French language by

the penury of its poetic diction, but incapable of the

perfection of either poetry or prose. Chateaubriand's first

publication, however, was the Essay mi Revolutions {XTil).

In this remarkable work, wliich the author subsequently

retracted, but took care not to suppress, he appears as a

mediator between royalist and revolutionary ideas, a free-

thinker in religion, and in philosophy imbued with the

spirit of Rousseau. A great change in his views was,

however, af hand, induced, as he would have us believe, by

the death of his mother in the same year. It is certain

that upon his restoration to his country three years subse-

quently, the Genius of Chyistianitij was already in an

advanced state. Before publishing it, however, he

determined to make an essay with an episode of his

romance. Atala, or The Loves' of Two Savages, appeared

in 1801, and immediately raised the author to the summit

of literary distinction. Exquisite style, impassioned

-eloquence, and glowing descriptions of nature, gained

indulgence for the incongruity between the rudeness of the

personages and the refinement of the sentiments, and for

the distasteful blending of prudery with sensuousness ; the

latter was indeed conformable to the example of the author's

models and predecessors. Alike in its merits and defects,

the piece i.=! a more emphatic and highly-coloured " Paul

and Virginia;" it has been justly said that Bernardin Saint

Pierre models in marble and Chateaubriand in bronze.

Encouraged by his success, the author resumed his Geimis

of Christianitt/, which appeared in the following year, just

upon the eve of Napoleon's re-establishment of the Catholic

religion, for which it thus almost seemed to have prepared

the way. No coincidence could have been more opportune,

and Chateaubriand might almost be pardoned tor esteeming

himself the counterpart of Napoleon in the intellectual

order, as he certainly did. In composing his work he had

borne in mind the admonition of his friend Joubert, that

the public would care very little for his erudition and very

much for his eloquence. It is consequently an inefficient

production from the point of view of serious argument.

The considerations derived from natural theology are but
commonplaces rendered dazzling by the magic of style

;

:and the parallels between Christianity and antiquity,

especially in arts and letters, are at best ingenious sophis-

tries. The less polemical passages, however, where the

-author depicts the glories of the Catholic liturgy and its

accessories, or e.xpounda its symbolical significance, are

splendid instances of the effect produced by the accumula-
tion and judicious distribution of particulars gorgeous in

the mass, and individually treated with the utmost refine-

ment of detail Taken altogether, the work is a master-

piece of literary art, aud its immodiato effect M-as very

con.siderable. It admirably subserved tho statecraft of

Napoleon, who ajipointcd tho writer attache at Rome,
and when his insubordinate and intriguing spirit compelled
his recall, transferred him as envoy to the canton of the

Valais. Tho murder of the duke of Enghien took place

during his absence on this mission. Chateaubriand, to his

honour, immediately resigned his post, and subsequently

manifested great courage in hia indirect censures of

Napoleon in a journal of which he had become proprietor,

and which was ultimately suppressed. Ere this ho had
departed on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, undertaken, as he
subsequently acknowledged, less .in a devotional spirit than
in quest of new imagery, and in deference to the wishes of

a lady friend. The journey produced (1811) a record of

siravel distingubihcd by bin liiibitii.il picturcsqucr.css. and

also inspired his prose epic of The ilarlyrs, published two

years previously. This work may be regarded as the

argument of the Genius of Christianity thrown into an

objective form. Moore's Epicurean, and the more ambitious

passages of Bulwer's earlier romances, may convey an

adequate notion of it to the merely English reader. As in

the Epicurean, the professed design is the contrast between

Paganism and Christianity, which fails of its purpose

partly from the absence of real insight into the genius of

antiquity, and partly because the heathen are the most

interesting characters after all. Two years previously had
appeared Rene, another detached episode of Tlie Natchez,

and perhaps Chateaubriand's most characteristic production.

The connecting links in European literature between Wer-

ther and Childe Harold, it paints with wonderful mastery

the misery of a morbid and dissatisfied soul, the type of a

character blighted by over-sensitiveness on the one hand,

and an egotism thinly disguised by poetical sentiment on
the other. The representation is mainly from the life, and
Chateaubriand must certainly be acquitted of the unreality

and afl'ectation which so frequently characterize similar

delineations of the poetic temperament. Rent's morbid de-

spondency is but the too faithful protrait of the desolation

begotten in his own mind by the unnatural alliance between

opulence of imagination and poverty of heart. His sister

Lucile is the Amdie of the story. The Natchez, of which

Rene was to have formed an episode, was not published

until 1826, at which time also appeared the beautiful tale

of The Last of the Abencerrages, written about 1809, and,

as the author asserts, withheld from publication on account

of the Peninsular AVar. With this composition Chateau-

briand's career as an imaginative writer is closed ; and we
have henceforth chiefly to consider him as a politician.

His character in this point of view may be comprised in a

sentence ; he was equally formidable to his antagonists

when in opposition and to his friends when in office. His

poetical receptivity and impressionableness rendered him-

honestly inconsistent with himself, while his vanity and
ambition, too morbidly acute to be restrained by the ties

of party allegiance, made him dangerous and untrustworthy

as a political associate. His pamphlet, Bonaparte and the

Eourbons, published in 1811, while the fate of Napoleon

yet trembled in the balance, was as opportune in the

moment of its appearance as the Genius of Christianity, and

produced a hardly less signal cfl"ect. Louis XVIII. declared

that it had been worth a hundred thousand men to him.

Chateaubriand was called to his councils, accompanied him

to Ghent during tho Hundred Days, and for a time asso-

ciated himself with the excesses of the royalist reaction.

Political bigotry, however, was not amung his faults;

he gradually drifted into liberalism and opposition, and

upon a change of ministry, obtained the London embassy,

from which he was transferred to represent his country at

the Congress of Verona. He here made himself mainly

responsible for the iniquitous invasion of Spain,—an

expedition undertaken, as he himself admits, with the

puerile idea of restoring French prestige by a military

parade. He next received the portfolio of foreign aflfairs,

which he soon lost by his desertion of his colleagues on the

question of a reduction of the interest on the national debt.

After another interlude of elTective pamphleteering in

opposition, he accepted tho embassy to Rome under the

Martignac administration, resigned it at Prince Polignac's

accession to office, and ou the downfall of tho elder branch

of the Bourbons, made one lost extremely brilliant but

inevitably fruitless protest from tho tribune in defence of

the principle of legitimacy. During tho first half of Louis

Philippe's reign ho was still active with his pen, and was

regarded as tho most efficient ch.impion of tho exiled

dvpTty. but as yean increased upon liim. and the prospect
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of Lis again performing a conspicuous part diinini&lieu, he
relapsed into an attitude of complete discouragement, and
contributed to cliill tlie ardour of his own party. His
narrative of bis share in the Congress of Verona, the Life of
Eancc, and his translation of Milton, belong to the writings

of these later days. He expired on July 4, 1848, wholly

exhausted and thoroughly discontented with himself and the

world, but affectionately teudei by his old friend Madame
EUcamier, herself deprived of sight. His remains were
interred in Grand Bey, a lonely islet of the coast of

Brittany. Shortly after his death his memory was power-

fully revived, and at the same time exposed to much
adverse criticism, by the publication, with sundry mutila-

tions as has been suspected, of his celebrated Memoires
d'Outre-Tombe, the composition of which had occupied him
at intervals during the greater part of his life. These
memoirs undoubtedly reveal his vanity, his egotism, the

frequent hollowness of his professed convictions, and his

incapacity for sincere attachment, except, perhaps, in the

case of Madame K^camier. They abound, on the other hand,

with beauties of the first order, and much of the rough
treatment they have experienced is attributable to the

animosity of party. Their principal literary defect is the

frequent encroachment of the historical element upon the

autobiographical, the writer's exaggerated estimate of his

own consequence leading him to allow a disproportionate

space to transactions in which he had in fact but little

share.

Chateaubriand ranks rather as a great rhetorician than
as a great poet, rather as a great writer than a great man.
Something of affectation or unreality commonly interferes

with the enjoyment of his finest worlcs. The Genius of
Christianily is a brilliant piece of special pleading ; Atala

is marred by its unfaithfulness to the truth of uncivilized

human nature, Rene by the perversion of sentiment which
solicits sympathy for a character rather deserving of Con-

tempt. Chateaubriand's fame owes much to the timeliness

of his appearances in print, and even more to the genuine
conviction of his countrymen that French literature and
European literature are practically convertible terms. They
have hence made his position in the former the standard of

his influence over the latter, which, for an author so widely

read and so generally admired, has in reality been but
small. Even in France he is chiefly significant as marking
the transition from the old classical to the modern romantic

school. He belongs to the latter by the idiosyncrasy of his

genius, to the former by the comparative Beverity of his

taste. The fertility of ideas, vehemence of expression, and
luxury of natural description, which he shares with the

romanticists, are controlled by a discipline imbibed in the

school of their predecessors. His palette, always brilliant,

is never gaudy ; he is not merely a painter but an artist.

He is a master of epigrammatic and incisive sayings,

and has contributed as much as any great French writer to

foster the disastrous national partiality for la phrase.

Perhaps, however, the most truly characteristic feature of

his genius is the peculiar magical touch which Mr Arnold

has indicated as a note of Celtic extraction, which reveals

some occult quality in a familiar object, or tinges it, one

knows not how, with " the light that never was on sea or

land." This incommunicable gift is of necessify genuine,

and supplies an element of sincerity to Chateaubriand's

vrritings which goes far to redeem the artificial eifect of

his calculated sophistry and set declamation. It is also

fortunate for his fame that so large a part of his writings

should directly or indiractly refer to himself, for on this

theme he always writes well. Egotism was his master-

passion, and beyond his intrepidity and the loftiness of bus

intellectual carriage his charpxter presents little to admire.
He is a signal instance of the compatibility of genuino

poetic emotion, and sympathy with the grander aspects both

of man and nature, and even munificence in pecuniary

matters, with absorption in self and general sterility of heart.

The pnncipal authority for Cliatcaubriand's biograpliy is his

own Mimoircs tTOittre-Tombc. The Souvenirs ct Corrcsiifyndmicc of

Madame Recamicr may also be consulted. The beat geiieial review

of his character and writings is Sainte Beuve's OwXeauhriaiid it sa

GrouiK LitUrairc^ Paris, 1872 ; see also the Count de Marcelfus's-

Chatcauhriand ct son Tcmps^ and -for his diplomatic career the

latter's Souvfnirs Diphmatiques. The best edition of his works is

&iinte Beuve's, Palis, 1859-IJO. \R. G.)

CHATEAUBRIANT, a town of France, at the head of

an arrondissernent in the department of Loire Inf^rieure, on.

the left bank of the Chere, a tributary of the Vilaine, 35
miles N.N.E. of Nantes. It takes its name from a castle

founded in 1015 by Briant, count of Penthiivre ; and its

principal ornament is another castle, built in 1524 by Jean de
Iiaval, and famous in history as the scene of the assassina-

tion of Francoise de Foix. There is also an interesting;

Romanesque church dedicated to St Jean de Here. The
manufactures are mainly woollen stuflfs and confectionery

;

and the trade is in iron, coal, and wood. Population in

1872, 4134.

CHaTEAUDUN, a town of France, capitc! formerly of

the countship of Dunois, and now of an arrondissement la

the department of Eure-et-Loir, 28 miles S.S.W. of

Chartres. It stands on an eminence near the left bank of

the Loir, and has remains of an old castle, several ancient

churches, a town-hall, a communal college, a public library,

and manufactures of woollens and leather. It was almost

entirely destroyed by fire in 1723, and in 1870 it was
captured by the Germans. Population in 1872, 5923.

CHITEAU-GONTIEK, a town of France, at the head of

an arrondissement in thedepartment of Mayenne, on the right

bank of the Mayenne river, here crossed by a stone bridge,

17 miles S.S.E. of Laval. It has a fine Gothic church, a

communal college, three hospitals, an agricultural society,

public baths, extensive bleach fields, and manufactures of

linen and wooUen stuffs. It is also the entrepot of a great

part of the trade of the department in wine, slate, iron, and
coal. Chateau-Gontier owes its origin and its name to a

castle erected in 1037 by Gunther, the steward of Pulques
Nerra of Anjou, on the site of a farm belonging to the
monks of St Aubin d'Angers. On the extinction of the

family, the lordship was assigned by Louis XI. to Philippe

de Comines. The town suffered severely during the
wars of the League, and in the Veadean struggle it was
the scene of sanguinary proceedings. Puuulatiuu in 1872,
7048.

^
CHATEAUEOUX, a town of France, capital of the

department of Indre, is situated in a fine plain on the left

bank of the Indre, 90 miles by rail S.W. of Orleans. It is the

seat of a court of assize; and tribunals of primary instance

and commerce; and it has a castle, now used as the townAall,

a cathedral, erected about 1873, a society of arts and
agriculture, a communal college, a theatre, and a public

library. It is ill built, with narrow filthy streets. The
principal manufacture is woollens, in which a great part of

its inhabitants are employed ; it has an active trade in

woollen yarn, leather, iron, grain, and cattle, and there are

quarries of lithographic stone in the neighbourhood. The
castle from which it takes its name was founded about the

middle of the 10th century by Raoul, prince of D^ols, and
passed into the possession of several noble families. In
1215 one of the earliest of the Franciscan monasteries was
founded in the town by William of Chauvigny. Kaised to

the rank of a countship in 1497, and to that of duchy in

161t), it finally passed into the possession of Louis IL of

Bourbon, prince of Cond6, and the castle served for the

iucarceration of his wife for twenty-three years. General
BertrauJ was born iu the castle in 1773. and his statue.-
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«' jras the Plac? Sainte H^line. Population of the town in

1372, 16,858; of the commune, 18,670.

CHATEAU-THIERRY, a town of France, at the head of

an arrondiBsement in the department of Aisne, on the right

bank of the Marne, and connected with an extensive snburb

on the opposite back by a fine stone bridge of three

arches. It is the seat of a tribunal of primary instance,

and has a communal college, a public library, and manu-

factures of linen, cotton, leather, and earthenware. It

contains a marble statue erected to the memor-y of La
Fontaine, who was born in the town ; and his house is still

preserved in the street that was formerly called after the

Cordeliers, but now bears the name of the poet. On the

top of the hill are the ruins of a castle, which is said fo

have been built by Charles Martel for Thierry, IV., and is

plainly the origin of the name of the town. Chateau-

Thierry was formerly the capital of the district of Brie

Pouilleuse, and received the title of a duchy from Charles

IX. in 1566. Its position has brought upon it numerous
disasters from time to time. It was captured by the

English in 1421, by Cha-rles V. in 1545, and by the Spanish

in 1591.* During the wars of the Fronde it was pillaged

in 1652 ; and in the campaign of 1814 it suffered severely.

On February 12 of the latter year the Russo-Prussian forces

were beaten by Napoleon in the neighbourhood. Popula-

tion of the town in 1872, 5347;' of the commune, 6623.

CHATELLERAULT, a town of France, at the head of

an arrondissement in the department of Vienne, on the right

bank of the Vienne, here crossed by a handsome stone

bridge, which connects it with the suburb of ChMeauneuf
on the opposite side of the river, 24 miles N.N.E. of Poitiers.

It stands in a fertile valley, and has several fine promenades,

>ut is irregularly built. ' It has tribunals of primary

nstance and commerce, a fine Gothic church,, a public

iountain, m communal college, an exchange, a hospital, a

iociety of agriculture, and a theatre. It is one of the chief

leata of the manufacture of cutlery in France ; and has a
3overnment manufactory of swords and bayon ets, established

nH820. .There is a large trade in wines?, dried fruits,

dates, iron, corn, hemp, and timber. •,_ Population in 1872,
13,363.

CliAtellfiTaiilt, or Oastrum Heraldic derives its name from a castle

)uilt in the 11th century. In 1514 it was made a duchy in favour of
Silbert of Bnurbo;i, count of Montpensier, but not long after it was
•eimitcd to the €rown. In 1648 it w.ts bestowed on James Hamil-
ton, second earl of Arran ; but it was forfeited by failure of male issue.

The title, however, continued to be claimed by the dukes of Hamil-
ton and the earls of Abercora, who were both descended by the
female side from the original possessor. A decree of the. French
Council of State decided against the earl, and the title was rebestowed
>n the duke of Hamilton by Napoleon 111.

CHATHAM, a town of England, in the county of Kent,

)n the south side of the Medway about 15 miles from its

/unction with the estuary of the Thames, and 27 miles

»ast of London. Though still nominally distinct, it

ia practically united with Rochester on the west, and
is in close proximity to Brompton and Gillingham on the

east. In Chatham proper the streets are for the most part
narrow, and with the exception of the docks and fortifica-

tions, there are but few objects of interest. St Mary's
church is a brick building erected about 1788, but occupying
the site of an earlier structure of the 14th century; it con-

tains a monumental brass to the memory of Stephen
Borough, the discoverer of the northern passage to Rus.sia.

There arc a few remains of the hospital for lepers founded
by Bishop Gundulf in 1078; but the funds for its main-
lenance were appropriated by decision of the court of

rhnncerj^ to the new hospital of St Bartholomew erected in

18C3 within the boundaries of Rochester. The almshouse,
established in 1592 by Sir John Hawkins for poor decayed
•eamen and shipwrights, is still in cxisttncc. the building

having been re-erected in the present century ; but thfe fund
called the Chatham Chest, originated "by Hawkins an.-i

Drake in 1588, was incorporated with Greenwich Hospital

in 1802. The town possesses numerous churches and
chapels of various denominations, a ragged school, a nautica!

school, a mechanics' institute, and a lecture hall. The
Medway union workhouse is situated a short distance to

the south-east. The water supply is obtained from springs

at the village of Lupton, about half a mile further off in

the same direction ; and extensive reservoirs . were con-

structed in 1862 at Star Hill in the neighbourhood of the

village. Numerous brickyards, lime-kilns, and flour-mills

are in the surrounding district, and the town carries on
a large retail trade, partly from the presence of the garrison.

Extension, of
o c ky a.r d

rUu ul Chalbam.

The fortifications are among the most elahornte in the

kingdom. The so-called Chatham Linos ought rather to

bear the name of the village of Brompton which they

enclose. They were commenced in ]7.'iS and completed

in 1807 ; but various alterations and additions have since

been ell'cctcd. They are strengthened by several detached

forts and redoubts, and consist of a very intricate system

of trenches, batteries, and subterranean passages. Foit

Pitt, which rises above the town to the wc-Jt, was built in

1779, and is now nsed as a genera) military hospital ; it

was regarded as the principal establishment of the kind in

the country till the foundation of NellL-v in Hamps'iirc.
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Ths lines include the Chatham, the Royal Marine, the

Brompton, the Hut, and St Mary's barracks ; the garrison

hospital and Melville hospital ; the arsenal with its large

park of artillery ; the gymnasium, established iu 1864 for

ijymnastio exercise ; the military school for the practical

instruction of sappers and engineei-s, opened in 1812 ; a

military institute for the men in garrison ; the convict

prison ; and, finally, the extensive system of dockyards

which has made the town so famous.

Numerous Roman remains, both architectural and
domestic, have been discovered at Chatham and Brompton

;

but they appear to have belonged to the Roman city of

Rochester. Till the reign of Elizabeth the place was a

mere insignificant village ; but before 1588 the queen

established the first dockyard on the site of what is now
called the Ordnance Wharf, and erected Castle Upnor on

the opposite bank of fhe river for its defence. The situa-

tion was changed in the following reign, and under the

Charleses extensive additions were made. The history of

the town since the attack of tho Dutch in 1667 has been

mainly the history of the naval and military establishments.

The parliamentary boroigh, which returns one member,

inclides the towns of Chatham and Brompton, and the

villages of Gillingham, Chatham Hill, and New Brompton,

and covers an area of 2707 acres. The population of the

borough in 1871 numbered 45,792 persons, of Whom
24,873 were males and 20,919 females.

CHATHAM, William Pitt, First Emil of (1708-

1778), one of the greatest of English statesmen and parlia-

mentary orators, was born at Westminster on the 15th

November 1708. He was the younger son of Robert Pitt

of Boconnock, in Cornwall, and grandson of Thomas Pitt,

governor of Madras, who was known as Diamond Pitt,

from the fact of his having sold a diamond of extra-

ordinary size to the Regent Orleans for il 35,000. It was

mainly by thus fortunate transaction that the governor was

enabled to raise his family, which was one of old standing,

to a position of wealth and political influence. The latter

he acquired by means of the for.iier in the direct open

method, then so common, purchasing the burgage tenures

of Old Sarum, which was thus destined to become famous

as represented by William Pitt a hundred years before it

became notorious as the typical " rotten borough" in the

debates on the first reform bill.

Of the early life of William Pitt comparatively little is

known. He was educated at Eton, and in January 1720
was entered as a gentleman commoner at Trinity College,

Oxford. There is evidence that he was an extensively

read, if not a minutely accurate classical scholar ; and it is

interesting to know that Demosthenes was his favourite

author, and that he diligently cultivated the faculty of

expression by the practice of translatiou and re-translation.

Au hereditary gout, from which he had sufl'ered even during

his school-days, compelled him to leave tho university

without taking his degree, in order to travel abroad. He
spent some time in France and Italy ; but the disease

pfoved intractable, and he continued subject to attacks of

growing intensity at frequent intervals till the close of his

li'e. In 1727 his father had died, and on his return

home it was necessary for him, as the younger son, to

clioose a profession. Having chosei; the army, he obtained

tJirough the interest of his friends a cornet's commission

iu the dragoons. But his military career was destined to

'oe short. His elder brother Thotiias having been returned

at the general election of 1734 both for Oakhampton and
fijr Old Sarum, and having preferred to sit for the foi-mer,

the famUy borough feU to the younger brother by the sort

uf natural right usually recognized in such cases. Accord-

ingly, in January 1735, William Pitt entered Parliament

as :-.iember for Old Sarum. Attachins himself at once to

the fo-.-niidi'.'j!e band of discontented Whigs known as tua

Patriots, whom Walpole's lov-« of exclusive power had

forced into opposition, he became in a very short time one

of its most prominent members. His maiden speech was

delivered in April 1736, in the debate on the congratulatory

address to the king on the marriage of the prince of Wales.

The occasion was one of compliment, and there is nothing

striking in the speech as reported ; but it served to gain

for him the attention of the house when he presented

himself, as he soon afterwards did, in debates of a party

character. So obnoxious did he become as a critic of the

Government, that Walpole thought fit to punish him by

procuring his dismission from the army. Some years later

he had occasion vigorously to denounce the system of

cashiering officers for political differences, but with charac-

teristic loftiness of spirit he disdained to make any reference

to his own case. The loss of his commission was soon

made up to him. The heir to the throne, as has usually

been the case in the house of Hanover, if not in reigning

families generally, v/as the patron of the opposition, and the

ex-cornet became groom of the bed-chamber to the prince

of Wales. In this new position his hostility to the Govern-

ment did not, as may be supposed, in any degree relax.

He had all the natural gifts an orator could desire,

—

a commanding presence, a graceful though somewhat

'

theatrit>al bearing, an eye of piercing brightness, and a

voice of the utmost flexibility. His style, if occasionally

somewhat turgid, was elevated and passionate, and it

always bore the impress of that intensity of conviction

which is the most powerful instrument a speaker can have

to sway the convictions of an audience. It was natural,

therefore, that in the series of stormy debates, protracted

through several years, that ended in the downfall of

Walpole, his eloquence should have been one of the

strongest of the forces that combined to bring about the

final result. Specially efl'ective, according to contemporary

testimony, were his speeches against the Hanoverian

subsidies, against the Spanish convention in 1739, and in

favour of the motion in 1742 for an investigation into the

last ten years of Walpole's administration. It must bs

borne in mind that the reports of these speeches which

have come down to us were made from hearsay, or at besi

from recollection, and are necessarily therefore most

imperfect. The best known specimen of Pitt's eloquence,

his reply to the sneers of Horatio Walpole at hb youth

and declamatory manner, which has found a place in all

handbooks of elocution published during the last hundred

years, is evidently, iu fopm at least, the work, not of Pitt,

but of Dr Johnson, who furnished the report to the

Gentleman's Magazine. Probably Pitt did say something

of the kind attributed to him, though even this is by no

means certain in view of Johnson's repentant admission

tliat he had often invented not merely the form but the

substance of entire debates.

In 1742 Walpole was at last forced to succumb to the

long continued attacks of the opposition, and was succeeded

as prime minister by the earl of Wilmington, though the

real power in the new Government was divided between

Carteret and the Pelhams. Pitt's conduct on the change

of administration was open to grave censure. The
relentless vindictiveness with which ho insisted on the

prosecution of Walpole, and supported the bill of indemnity

to witnesses against the fallen minister, was in itself not

magnanimous ; but it appears positively unworthy when
it is known that a short time before Pitt had offered, ou

certain conditions, to use all his influence in tho other

direction. Possibly he was embittered at the time by the

fact that, owing to the strong personal dislike of the king,

caused chiefly by the contemptuous tone in which he had

spoken of Hanover, he did not by obtaining a place in the
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new ministry reap the fruits of the victory to which he
' had BO largely coatributed. The so-called " broad bottom "

administratioQ formed by the Pelhams in 1744, after the

dismissal of Carteret, though it included several of those

with whom he had been accustomed to act, did not at first

include Pitt himself even in a subordinate office. Before

the obstacle to his admisaion was overcome, he had received

a remarkable accession to his private fortune. The eccentric

duchess of Marlborough, dying in 1744, at the age of

ninety, left him a legacy of £10,000 as an "acknowledg-

ment of the noble defence he had made for the support of

the laws of England and to prevent the ruin of his country."

As her hatred was known to be at least as strong as her

love, the legacy was probably as much a mark of her

detestation of Walpole as of her admiration of Pitt. It may
be mentioned here, though it does not come in chronological

order, that Pitt was a second time the object of a form of

acknowledgment of public virtue which few statesmen have

had the fortune to receive even once. About twenty years

after the Marlborough legacy. Sir William Pynsent, a Somer-

setshire baronet to whom he was personally quite unknown,

left him his entire estate, worth about three thousand a

year, in testimony of approval of his political career.

It was with no very good grace that the king at length

consented to give Pitt a place in the Government, although

the latter did all he could to ingratiate himself at court, by

changing his tone on the questions on which he had made
himself offensive. To force the matter, the Pelhams had

to resign expressly on the question whether he should be

admitted or not, and it was only after all other arrange-

ments had proved impracticable, that they were re-instated

with the obnoxious politician as vice- treasurer of Ireland.

This was in February 1746. In June of the same year he

was promoted to the more important and lucrative office of

paymaster-general, which gave him a place in the Privy

Council, though not in the Cabinet. Here he had an

opportunity of displaying his public spirit and integrity in

a way that deeply impressed both the king and the country.

It had been the usual practice of previous paymasters to

appropriate to themselves the interest of all money lying in

their hands by way of advance, and also to accept a com-

mission of one-half per cent, on all foreign subsidies.

Although there was no strong public sentiment against the

practice, Pitt altogether refused to profit by it. All

advances were lodged by him in the Bank of England until

required, and all subsidies were paid over without deduc-

tion, even though it was pressed upon him, so that he did

not draw a shilling from his office beyond the salary legally

attaching to it. Conduct like this, though obviously dis-

interested, did not go without immediate and ample reward,

in the public confidence which it created, and which

formed the mainspring of Pitt's power as a statesman.

The administration formed in 1746 lasted without

material change till 1754. It would appear from his

published correspondence that Pitt had a greater influence

in shaping its policy than his comparatively subordinate

position would in itself have entitled him to. His conduct

in supporting measures, such as the Spanish treaty and the

Continental subsidies, which he had violently denounced
when in opposition, had been much criticized. One of his

biographers, Mr Thackeray, takes the trouble to offer an

elaborate defence of it ; but the vindication is in part

unnecessary, and in part unsatLsfactory. Within certain

limits, not indeed very well defined, inconsistency has never

been counted a rnce in an English statesman. The times

change, and he is not blamed for changing with the times.

Pitt in office, looking back on the commencement of his

public life, might have used the plea " A good deal has

happened since then," at least as jastly as some others have
lone. Allowance must alwpys be made for the restraints

5— 17*

and responsibilities of office. In Pitt's case, too, it is to

be borne in mind that the opposition with which he had
acted gradually dwindled away, and that it ceased to have

any organized existence after the death of the prince of

Wales in 1751. Then in regard to the important question

with Spain as to the right of search, Pitt has disarmed

criticism by acknowledging that the course he followed

during Walpole's administration was indefensible. All

due weight being given to these various considerations, it

must be admitted, nevertheless, that Pitt did overstep the

limits within which inconsistency is usually regarded as

venial His one great object was first to gain office, and
then to make his tenure of office secure by conciliating the

favour of the king. The entire revolution which much of

his policy underwent in order to efi'uct this object bears too

close a resemblance to the sudden and inexplicable changes

of front habitual to placemen of the Tadpole stamp to be

altogether pleasant to contemplate in a politician of pure

aims and lofty ambition. Humiliating is not too strong a

term to apply to a letter in which he expresses his desire

to " efface the past by every action of his life," in order

that he may stand well with the king.

In 1754 Henry Pelhara died, and was succeeded at the

head of affairs by his brother, the duke of Newcastle.

To Pitt the change brought no advancement, and he had

thus an opportunity of testing the truth of the description

of his chief given by Sir Robert Walpole, " His name is

treason." But there was for a time no open breach. Pitt

continued at his post ; and at the general election which

took place during the year he even accepted a nomination

for the duke's pocket borough of Aldborough. He had

sat for Seaford since 1747. When Parliament met, however,

he was not long in showing the state of his feelings.

Ignoring Sir Thomas Robinson, the political nobody to

whom Newcastle had entrusted the management of tho

Commons, he made frequent and vehement attacks on

Newcastle himself, though still continuing to serve under

hira. lu this strange state matters continued for about

a year. At length, just after the meeting of Parliament •

in November 1751, Pitt was dismissed from office, having

on the debate on the address spoken at great length against

a new system of Continental subjidies, proposed by the

Government of which he was a member. Fox, who had

just before been appointed Secretary of State, retained his

place, and though 'the two men continued to be of the

same party, and afterwards served again in the same

Government, there was henceforward a rivalry between

them, which makes the celebrated opposition of their illus-

trious sons seem like an inherited quarrel.

Another year had scarcely passed when Pitt was again in

power. The inherent weakness of the Government, the

vigour and eloquence of his opposition, and a series of

military disasters abroad combined to rouse a public feeling

of indignation which could not be withstood, and in Dec-

ember 1756 Pitt, who now sat for Oakhampton, became

Secretary of State, and leader of the Commons under the

premiership of the duke of Devonshire. He had made it

a condition of his joining any administration that Newcastle

should be excluded from it, thus showing a resentinent

which, though natural enough, proved fatal to the lengthened

existence of his Government. With the king unfriendly,

and Newcastle, whoso corrupt influence was still dominant

in the Commons, estranged, it was impossible to carry on

a Government by the aid of public opinion alone, however

emphatically that might have declared itself sn his side.

In April 1757, accordingly, ho found himselfagain dismissed

from office on account of his opposition to the king's

favourite Continental policy. But the power that was in

sufficient to keep him in office was strong enough to makf

arv arrangement tlrnt excluded him impracticable. Thi

V. _ si
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public voice spoke in a way tliat was not to ba mistaken.

Probably no English minister ever received in so short a

time so many proofs of the confidence and admiration of

the public, the capital and all the chief towns voting him
addresses and the freedom of their corporations. From the

political deadlock '.hzi easiied relief could only be had by
an arnngemeiit between Newcastle and Pitt. After some
weeks' negociation, in the course of which the firmness and
moderation of " the Great Commoner, " as he had coma to

be called, contrasted favourably with the characteristic

tortuosities of the crafty peer, matters were settled on such

a basis that, while Newcastle was the nominal, Pitt was
the virtual head of the Government. On his acceptance

of office he was chosen member for Eath.

This celebrated administration was formed in June 1757,

and continued in power till 1761. During the four years

of its eiastence it has been usual to say that the biography

of Pitt is the history of England, so thoroughly was he

identified with the great events which make this period, in

so far as the external relations of the country are concerned,

one of the most glorious in her annals. A detailed account

of these events belongs to history; all that is needed in a

biography is to point out the extent to which Pitt's

personal influence may really be traced in them. It is

scarcely too much to say that, in the general opinion of his

contemporaries, the whole glory of these years was due to

h:3 single genius ; his alone was the mind that planned, and
hii the spirit that animated the brilliant achievements of

the British arms in all the four quarters of the globe. , Pos-

terity, however, has taken the liberty of revising this en-

thusiastic verdict, and has placed his renown on what seems

a truer and therefore a firmer basis. It has recognized

more fully than his contemporaries the independent genius

of those who, as-subordinates or allies, carritd out his pur-

poses. The heroism of Wolfe would have been irrepres-

sible, Clive would have proved himself " a heaven-born

general," and Frederick the Great would have written his

name in history as one of the most skilful strategists the

world has known, whoever had held the seals of office in

England. But Pitt's relation to all three was such aa to

entitle him to a large share in the credit of their deeds.

It was his discernment that selected Wolfe to lead the

attack on Quebec, and gave him the opportunity of dying

a victor on the heights of Abraham. He had personally

less to do with the successes in India than with the other

great enterprises that shed an undying lustre on his adminis-

tration ; but his generous praise in Parliament stimidated

the genius of Clive, and the forces that acted at the close

of the struggle were animated by his indomitable spirit.

Frederick the Great's Seven Years' War might well have

been another Thirty Years' War, if Pitt had not furnished

him with an f.nnual subsidy of £700,000, and in addition

relieved him of the task of defejding Western Germany
against France.

Contemporary opinion was, of course, incompetent to

•estimate the permanent results gained for the country by
the brilliant foreign policy of Pitt. It has long been

generally agreed that by several of his most costly expe-

ditions nothing was won but empty glory. It has even

been said that the only permanent acquisition that England
owes directly to him is her Canadian dominion ; and,

strictly speaking, this is true, it being admitted that the

campaign by which the Indian empire was virtually won
was not planned by him, though brought to a successful

issue during his ministry. But material aggrandizement^

though the only tangible, is not the orUy real or lasting

cilect of a ww policy. More may be gained by crushing

a form'dable rival than by conquering a province. The
loss of her Canadian possessions was only one of a aeries

of disasters suffered by France, which radically affected the

future of Europe .tihI i1»- world. Deprived of her most

valuable colonies both in the East and in the West, and

thoroughly defeated on the Continent, her humiliation was

the bo^'inning of a new epoch in history. The victorious

policy of Pitt destroyed the military prestige which repeated

esrperience has shown to be in Franco as in no other

country the very life of monarchy, and thus was not the

least cousidorablo of the many Influences that slowly

brought about the French Revolution. It eflectually de-

prived her of the lead in the councils of Europe which

she had hitherto arrogated to herself, and so has affected

the whole course of Continental politics to the present

time. It is such far-reaching results as these, and not

the mere acqubition of a single colony, however valuable,

that constitute Pitt's claim to be considered as on the whole

the most powerful minister that ever guided the foreign

policy of England.

The first and most important of a series of changes which

ultimately led to the dissolution of the ministry was the

death of George II. on the 25th October 1760, and tha

accession of his grandson, George III. The new king had,

as was natural, new counsellors of his own, the chief of

whom. Lord Bute, was at once admitted to the cabinet as

a .secretary of state. Between Bute and Pitt there speedily

arose an occasion of serious difference. Tt^ existence of

the so-called family compact by which the Bourbons ol

Francs and Spain bound themselves in an offensive aHiiUce

against England having been brought to light, Pitt urged

that it should be met by an immediate declaration of war

with Spain. To this course Bute would not consent, and

aa his refusal was endorsed by all his colleagues save

Temple, Pitt had no choice but to leave a cabinet in which

his advice on a vital question had been rejected. On his

resignation, which took place in October 17G1, the king

urged him to accept some signal mark of royal favour in

the form most agrc-eable to himself. Accordingly he

obtained a pension of X3000 a year for three lives, and hif

wife. Lady Hester Grenville, whom he had married in 175-1,

was created Baroness Chatham ua her own right.- In con-

nection with the latter gracefully bestowed honour it may
be mentioned that Pitt's domestic life was a singularly

happy one.

Pitt's spirit was too lofty to admit of hia entering on any

merely factious opposition to the Government he had quit-

ted. On the contrary, his conduct after his retirement

was distinguished by a moderation and disinterestedness

which, as Burke has remarked, " set a seal upon his char-

acter." The war with Spain, in which he had urged the

Cabinet to take the initiative, proved inevitable ; but he

scorned to use the occasion for "altercation and recrimina-

tion," and spoke in support of the Government measures

for carrying on the war. To the preliminaries of the peace

concluded in February 1703 he offered an indignant resist-

ance, considering the terms quite inadequate to the suc-

cesses that had been gained by the country. When the

treaty was discussed in Parliament in December of the pre-

ceding year, though suffering from a severe attack of gout,

he was carried down to the house, and in a speech of three

hours' duration, interrupted more than once by paroxysms

of pain, he strongly protested against its various conditions.

The physical cause which rendered this effort so painful

probably accounts for the infrequency of his appearances

in Parliament, as well as for much that is otherwise inex-

plicable in his subsequent conduct. In 1763 he spoke

against the obnoxious tax on cider, imposed by his brother-

in-law, George Grenville, and his opposition, though un-

successful in the house, helped to keep alive his popularity

with the country, which cordially hated the exciao and

all connected with it When next year the question of

general warrants was raised in connection with the taseof
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Wilkes, Pitt vigorously miintained their illegality, thua

defending at once the privileges of Parliament and the free-

dom of the press. During 1765 he seems to have been

totally incapacitated for public business. In the follow-

ing year he supported with great power the proposal of the

Rockingham administration for the repeal of the American

Stamp Act, arguing that it was unconstitutional to impose

taxes upon the colonies. He thus endorsed the contention

of the colonists on the ground of principle, while the ma-
jority of those who acted with him contented themselves

with resisting the disastrous taxation scheme on the ground

of expediency. The Repeal Act, indeed, was only passed

pari passu '.viih another censuring the American Assembly,

and declaring the authority of the British Parliament over

the colonies "in all cases whatever;" so that the House of

Commons repudiated in the most formal manner the prin-

ciple Pitt laid down. His language in approval of the resist-

ance of the colonists was unusually bold, and perhaps no one

but himself could have employed it with impunity at a time

w'-.en the freedom of debate was only imperfectly conceded.

Pitt had not been long out of office when he was solicited

to return to it, and the solicitations were more than once

renewed. Unsuccessful overtures were made to him in

1733, and twice in 17G5, in May and June,—the negotiator

ii: May being the king's uncle, the duke of Cumberland,
wbo went down in person to Hayes, Pitt's seat in Kent.

It is known that he had the opportunity of joining the

mirquis of Rockingham's short-lived administration at any
time on his own terms, and his conduct in declining an
arrangement with that minister has been more generally

foiidemned than any other step in his public life. Even
Thackeray, his admiring biographer, has admitted that

in this matter he was " neither kind as a man nor wise as

a politician." In the autumn of 1766 Rockingham was
dismissed, and Pitt was entrusted by the king v/ith the

task of forming a Government entirely on his own condi-

tions. The result was a cabinet, strong much beyond the

sverage in its individual members, but weak to powerless-

ness in the diversity of its composition. Burke, in a
memorable passage of a meraorablj speech, has described

this " chequered and speckled " administration with great

hrmour, speaking of it as " indeed a very curious show,
bat utterly unsafe to touch and unsure to stand on." Pitt

chose for himself the office of Lord Privy Seal, which
necessitated his removal to the House of Lords ; and he
became Viscount Pitt and Earl of Chatham.
By the acceptance of a peerage the great commoner lost

at least as much and as suddenly in popularity as ho gained
in dignity. One significant indication of this may be
mentioned. In view of his probable accession to power,
preparations were made in the city of London for a banquet
and a general illumination to celebrate the event. But the
celebration was at once countermanded when it was known
that he had become earl of Chatham. The instantaneous
revulsion of public feeUng was somewhat unreasonable, for

Pitt's health seems now to have been beyond doubt so
shattered by his hereditary malady, that he was already in

Did age though only fifty-eight. It was natural, therefore,
that he should choose a sinecure office and the ease of the
Lords. But a popular idol nearly always sulTers by re-

moval from immediate contact with the popular sympathy,
be the motives for removal what they may.
One of the earliest acts of the new ministry was to lay

an embargo upon corn, which was thought necessary in
ordtr to prevent a dearth resulting from the unprece-
dentodly bad harvest of 17GG. The measure was strongly
opposed, and Lord Chatham delivered his first speech in

the House of Lords in support of it. It proved to bo
all! n.st the only measure introduced by his Ooverument in

which ha porsonally interested himself. His attention

had been directed to the growing importance of the affairs

of India, and there is evidence in his correspondence that

he was meditating a comprehensive scheme for transferring

much of the power of the company to the Crown, when
he was withdrawn from public business in a manner that

has always been regarded as somewhat mysterious. It may
be questioned, indeed, whether even had his powers been
unimpaired he could have carried out any decided policy

on any question with a cabinet representing interests su

various and conflicting ; but, as it happened, he was
incapacitated physically and mentally during nearly the
whole period of his tenure of office. He scarcely ever saw
any of his colleagues though they repeatedly and urgently
pressed for interviews with him, and even an offer from
the king to visit him in person was declined, though in the

language of profound and almost abject respect which
always marked his communications with the court. It has
been insinuated both by contemporary and by later critics

that being disappointed at his loss of popularity, and con-

vinced of the impossibilty of cooperating with his

colleagues, he exaggerated his malady as a pretext for the

inaction that was forced upon him by circumstances. But
there is no sufficient reason to doubt that ho was really,

as his friends represented, in a state that utterly unfitted

him for business. He seems to have been freed for a time

from the pangs of gout only to be afflicted with a species

of mental alienation bordering on insanity. This is the

most satisfactory, as it is the most obvious, explanation of

his utter indifference in presence of one ot the most
momentous problems that ever pressed for solution on an
English statesman. Those who are able to read the history

in the light of what occurred later miv perhaps be con-

vinced that no policy whatever initiated after 1766 could

have prevented or even materially delayed the declaration

of American independence ; but to tne politicians of that

time the coming event had not yet .jast so dark a shadow
before as to paralyze all action, and if any man could

have allayed the growing discontent of the colonists and

prevented the ultimate dismemberment of the empire, if

would have been Lord Chatham. The fact that he not

only did nothing to remove existing difficulties, but

remained passive while his colleagues took the fatal step

which led directly to separation, is iu itself clear proof of

his entire incapacity. The imposition of the import duty

oil tea and other commodities was the project of Charles

Townshend, and was carried into effect in 1767 without

consultation with Lord Chatham, if not in opposition to

his wishes. It is probably the most singular thing in

connection with this singular administration, that its most

pregnant measure shov.ld thus have been one directly

opposed to the well-known principles of its head.

For many mouths things remained in the curious posi

tion that he who was understood to be the head of the

cabinet had as little share in the government of the country

as an unenfranchised peasant. As the chief could not or

would not load, the subordinates naturally chose their own
paths and not his. The lines of Chatham's policy were

abandoned in other cases besides the imposition of the

imjiort duty ; his opponents were taken into confidence

;

and friends, such as Amherst and Shelburne, were

dismissed from their posts. When at length in October

1768 ho tendered his resignation on the ground of shattered

health, he did not fail to mention the dismissal of Amherst
and Shelburne as a personal grievance.

Soon after his resignation a renewed attack of gout freed

Chatham from the mental disease under which he had bo

long suffered. Ho had been neatly two years and a half

in seclusion when, in July 1769, he again appeared in

public at'a loyal levee. It was not, however, until 1770

that nc returned his acit in the House of Lords. Ho had
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now almost no personal following, maliily owing to the

grave mistake he bad made in not formingan alliance with

the Rockingham party. But his eloquence was as powerful

as ever, and all its power was directed against the Govern-
ment policy in the contest with America, which had become
the question of all absorbing interest. His last appearance
in the House of Lords was on the 2d April 1778, on the
occasion of the duke of Richmond's motion for an address

praying the king to conclude peace with America on any
tarms. In view of the hostile demonstrations of France
the various parties had come generally to see the necessity

cf such a measure. But Chatham could not brook the

Ihought of a step which implied submission to the
" natural enemy " whom it had been the main object of his

life to humble, and he declaimed for a considerable time,

though with sadly diminished vigour, against the motion.

After the duke of Richmond had replied, he rose again

excitedly as if to speak, pressed his hand upon his breast,

and fell down in a fit. He was removed to his seat at

Hayes, where he died on the 11th !May. With graceful

unanimity all parties combined to show their sense of the

national loss. The Commons presented an address to the

king praying that the deceased statesman might be buried

with the honours of a public funeral, and voicu a oum iu.

a public monument which was erected over his grave in

Westminster Abbey. Soon after the funeral a bill was
passed bestowing a pension of £4000 a year on his succes-

sors in the earldom. He had a family of three sons and
two daughters, of whom the second son, William, was
destined to add fresh lustre to a name which is one of the

greatest in the history of England.

Br Johnson is reported to have said that " Walpole was a
minister given by the king to the people, but Pitt was a
minister given by the people to the king," and the remark
correctly indicates Chatham's distinctive place amongEnglish
statesmen. He was the first minister whose main strength

lay in the support of the uatioa at large as distinct from
i::s representatives in the Commons, where his personal

following was always small. He was the fir.'t to discern

that public opinion, though generally slow to fornj and
slow to act, is in the end the paramount power in the state

;

eud he was the first to use it not in an emergency merely,

b'jt throughout a whole political career. He marks the

commencement of that vast change in the movement of

English politics by which it has come about that the senti-

ment of the great mass of the people now tells effectively

on the action of the Government from day to day,—almost
from hour to hour He was well fitted to secure the

eympat'ny and admiration of his countiymen, for his virtues

and his failings were alike English. He was often incon-

sistent, he was generally intractable and overbearing, and
he was always pompous and affected to a degree which,

Macaulay has remarked, seems scarcely compatible with true

greatness. Of the last quality evidence is furnished in the

stilted style of his letters, and in the fact recorded by
Seward that he never permitted his under-secretaries to sit

in his presence. Burke speaks of " some significant,

pompous, creeping, explanatory, ambiguous matter, in the

true Chathamio style " But these defects were known
only to the inner circle of his associates To the outside

public he was endeared as a statesman who could do or

suffer " nothing base," and who had the rare power of

transfusing his own indomitable energy and courage into

all who served under him. "A spirited foreign policy " has
always been popular in England, and Pitt was the most
popular of English ministers, because he was the most
successful exponent of such a policy. In domestic affairs

his influence was small and almost entirely indirect. He
himself confessed his unfitness for dealing with questions

of £nance. The commercial prosperity that was produced

by his war policy was in a great part delusive, as protperitj

so produced must always be, though it had permanent
effects of the highest moment in the rise of such centres o!

industry as Glasgow. This, however, was a remote result

which he could have neither intended nor foreseen. More
directly attributable to him was the policy which led to the

pacification of the Highlands of Scotland. With the happy-

instinct of a chivalrous mind he advised the formation of

the Highland regiments, and so succeeded in transforming-

high-spirited though mistaken rebels into the bravest and
most loyal soldiers of the British crown.

See A History of Ifie Might Hon. iCilliam Pitt, Earl o/Caatham,

(2 vols. 4to, 18-27) by the Rev. Francis Thackeray ; Correspondaia.-

of n'illiam Pit/, Earl of Chatham (4 vols. 8vo. 1838-40) ; and

Almon's Anecdotes of Chatluim, with his Speecbes in Parliament-

(•2 vok. 4to, 1792). A volume of Pitt's letters to his nephew,

Thomas Pitt. Lord Camelford, was pubUshed in 1804. (W. B. S.)

CHATHAM ISLANDS, a group in the Pacific, 560 miles,

east of New Zealand, lying between 43° 40' and 45° 20' S.

lat., and between 176° 10' and 177° 20' W. long. It consists

of three islands, a large one called Wari-Kauri. or Chatham.

Island, a smaller one, Rangi-Haute, or Pitt's Island, and a

third, Rangatira, or South-east Island. There are also

several smaU rocky islets. Chatham Island, according to

Dieffenbach, contains an area of 305,280 acres ; of which,

however, 57,600 acres are lakes and lagoons. In the centre

is a large brackish lake called Tewauga, about 25 miles

long and 6 or 7 broad, which at the southern end is

separated from the sea by a sandbank only 150 yards wide,

which it occasionally bursts threrugh. The southern part of

the island has an undulating surface, and is covered either

with an open forest or with high ferns. In general

the soil is extremely fertile, and where it is naturally

drained, a rich vegetation of fern and flax (rhormium.

tenax) has sprung up, giving firmness to the soil and
yielding a rich harvest to the planter. On the north-west

are three or four conical hills of basalt, which are

surrounded by oases of fertile soil. On the western side

is Petre Bay, 40 miles across, on which, at the mouth of

the River JIangatu, is Waitangi, the principal settlement.

The country to the east of the great lagoon is quite flat, and
is scarcely 50 feet above the sea-level. The climate is very
mild, in winter varying only from 45° to 60°. The changes

of temperature are less sudden than in New Zealand. The
inhabitants cultivate potatoes, turnips, cabbages, taro (escu-

lent arum), tobacco, and pumplcins. The trees and shrubs

resemble those of New Zealand, but the former are of very

small size. Horses and cattlo are bred in considerable!

numbers for the New Zealand market. Birds of many
kinds, chiefly ducks, snipes, plovers, curlews, redbills,

sandlarks, and parroquets, abound. Fish are plentiful-

on the coast, and whaling is actively prosecuted all round
the group. Pitt's Island is about 12 miles long and 8
broad ; it has no harbour. These islands were discovered

in 1791 by Lieutenant Broughton, who gave them the-

name of Chatham from the brig which he commanded.
The natives, who are known as Morioris or Maiorioris,

were conquered in 1832-33 by the Maoris of New Zealand,

who killed great numbers of them, and in 1S39 half of"

those left died of an epidemic of influenza. Their num-
bers have been reduced from 1500 to 140, and they are

now a feeble and degenerate race. The geology and the

flora and fanna of the islands indicate their physical

connection with New Zealand, to which politically they
belong.

CHATILLON-SUR-SEDTE, a town of France, formerly

the capital of the Pays de la Montague or Country of the

Mountain, in Burgundy, and now at the head of an
arrondissement in the department of Cote d'Or, is situated

about 49 miles south-west of Troyes on the Upper Seine.

It is built on both sides ci the river, and formerly consistedi
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of two distinct portions known as Chaumont and Bourg,

each with its own fortifications. It is the seat of a court

of primary instance, and possesses the ruins of a magnificent

castle, a hospital, a town-house, a communal college, a

public library, and some fine promenades. The church of

St Torle dates from the 12th century, and contains a

number of frescoes included among the historic monuments

of France. Marshal Slarmont, duke of P.agusa, who was

born in the town in 1774, has left a memento in the shape

of a handsome chateau. A considerable trade is maintained

by ChatUlon in timber, wool, leather, and lithographic

stones; and it has cloth-factories, paper-mills, foundries,

flour-mills, and various other industrial establishments.

The origin of the town probably dates from the 5 th

century. For sereral centuries it was a favourite residence

of the dukes of Burgundy. In modern times it is mainly

remarkable for the conference held, iu February 1S14,

between Napoleon and the Allies, in which the former

rejected the proposal that he should rule over the France

of pre-Revolutionary limits. Population in 1872, 4691.

CHATSWORTH, the seat of the duke of Devonshire,

one of the most splendid private residences in England,

is situated in Derbyshire, on the River Derwent, 3i miles

north-east of the village of Bakewell, and 8 miles west of the

town of Chesterfield. It stands on the left bank of the

river, opposite the hamlet of Edensor, and as seen from the

west presents a magnificent faijade in fine relief against the

wooded ridge of Bunker's Hill. The building is in the

Ionic style, and the principal part is composed of four

nearly equal sides, surrounding an open quadrangular

court with a fountain in the centre. A wing and other

somewhat extensive additions have been made since 1820.

Chatsworth contains some beautiful wood carvings by
Gibbons and Watson, several pieces of sculpture by Canova,

Thorwaldsen, Chantrey, and Wyatt, and a unique collection

of original drawings by Titian, Rubens, Salvator Rosa,

Raphael, Claude Lorraine, and others of the older masters.

The park is upwards of 11 miles in circuit; the gardens

are among the most celebrated in the kingdom, and cover

an area of twelve acres. The grand conservatory, an

acre in extent, erected by Sir Joseph Paxton, is un-

equalled by any in Europe ; and the waterworks,

which include one fountain with a jet 2G0 feet high, are

only surpassed by those of Versailles. The domain of

Chatsworth is mentioned in Domesday Booh as Chetesvorde.

In the 16th century it was purchased by Sir William Caven-

dislu The mansion which he erected afterwards served as

a. place of confinement for Mary Queen of Scots from 1D70
to 1581. It has entirely disappeared; and the present

building was commenced in 1688 by the fii'st duke of

Devonshire and was completed in 1840 by the seventh.

CHATTANOOGA, a city of the United States, in the

county of Hamilton, Tennessee, about 250 miles by water

from Knoxville, at the foot of Lookout Mountain, on the left

bank of the Tennessee river, which is navigable for steamers

during eight months of the year. It has free communica-
tion by four railway lines, and carries on a f^otty extensive

trade in the produce of the suTrounding district, which is

well supplied with timber, iron-ore, and coal. Among its

industrial establishments are eaw-mills and wood-work
factories. In 1862 and 1863 the Confederates wore
defeated here by tho Federal forces under General Grant.

Population in 1870, 0093, of whom 2221 wore coloured.

CHATTERTON, Tiioma3 (1752-1770). Among the

poets of the 18th century, Thomas Chatterton occupies a

l)lace altogether unique. He indeed claims scarcely less

tho interest of the psychologist as a marvellous example of

matured intellectual precocity, than that of tho student of

English literature as a poet remarkable in an ago of varied

literary excellence. Fully to estimate tho characteristics

in which Chatterton stands out with such exceptional

prominence, it has to be kept constantly in view that he

was a posthumous child, the son of a poor widow, self-

taught in all but the merest rudiments of education acquired

at a charity school ; that, so far from receiving encourage-

ment, he was thwarted at every step in his strange, brief

career; and that he was buried by strangers, in a pauper's

grave, when only seventeen years of age.

Born though Chatterton was in a humble rank of life,

his pedigree has a curious significance. The ofiice of sexton

of St Mary Redcliffe, at Bristol, one of the most beautiful

specimens of parochial church architecture in England; had

been transmitted for nearly two centuries in the Chatterton

family ; and throughout the brief life of the poet it was

held by his uncle, Richard Phillips. The poet's father—

tho first of the Chattertons who aspired to a position

requiring education and natural ability—was a musical

genius, somewhat of a poet, au antiquary, and a dabbler in

occult arts. He was one of the subchanters of Bristol

Cathedral, and master of the Pyle Street Free School in the

vicinity of Redcliife church. But whatever hereditary

tendencies may have been transmitted from the father, the

sole training of the boy necessarily devolved os his mother,

who was ia the fourth month of her widowhood at the time

of his birth (20th November 1752).

The young widow established a girl's school, took in

sewing and ornamental needlework, and so brought up her

two children, a girl and boy, till the latter attained hia

eighth year, when he was admitted to Colston's Charity.

But the Bristol blue-coat school had little share in the

education of its marvellous pupil. The hereditary race of

sextons had come to regard the church of St Mary Redclifi'e

as their own peculiar domain ; and, under the guidance of

his uncle, the orphan child found there his favourite haunt.

The knights, ecclesiastics, and civic dignitaries, recumbent

on its altar tombs, became his familiar associates ; and by

and by, when he was able to spell his way through the

inscriptions graven on their monuments, he found a fresh

interest in certain quaint oaken chests in the muniment
room over tho porch on the north side of the nave, where

parchment deeds, old as the Wars of the Roses, long lay

unheeded and forgotten. His father, the schoolmaster, had

already made free with them for wrappers to his copy

books ; his mother turned them to account for thread

papers and patterns ; and they formed the child's pKiythings

almost from his cradle. He learned his first letters from

the illuminated capitals of an old musical folio, and turned

to account deeds and charters of the Henrys and Edwards
as his primers. Wayward, as it seems, almost from his

earliest years, and manifesting no sympathy with the

ordinary pastimes of children, he was regarded for a time

as deficient in intellect. But ho was even then ambitious

of distinction. Ono of his sister's earliest recollections of

him was his thirst for pre-eminence. He was confident in

his own resource.^, and while still little more than a child

was wont to say that a man. might do anything he chose.

But from his earliest years he was liable to fits of abstrac-

tion, sitting for hours in seeming stupor, or yielding after

a time to tears, for which he would assign no reason. He
had no one near him to sympathize in tho strange world of

fancy which his imagination had already called into being,

or to fool any interest in the wonderful productions of his

pen, which ere long were the fruits of such musings.

Tho influence of this lack of appreciative sympathy, along

with tho suspicions which his incomprehensible love of

sohtudo excited, helped to foster his natural reserve, and
beget that lovo of mystery which exercised so great an

influence on tho development of his genius. When tho

strange child had attained his sixth year his mother began

to recognize his capacity; at eight ho was so eager fcr
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books that vvli?:'. unrestrained he would read from an early

hour tiU bed-tiine; and by the time he reached his eleventh

year he had become a contributor to Felix Farley i Bristol

Journal. A beautiful cross of curious workmanship had

adorned the churchyard of St Mary Redcliffe for upwards

of three centuries, until, in 1763, it became an object of

offence to an over zealous churchwarden, and was swept

away. The spirit of veneration was strong in the boy ; and

'taking up his pen, he sent to the local journal a clever

satire on the parish Vandal Other juvenile productions

followed, characteristic of the precocity of their author

;

and under various disguises he sported with the satiric

muse, or in graver mood strove to awake some reverence

for the past in the unsympathetic community amid which

his lot was cast. He had a bold independent bearing ; and

except during his fits of reverie, he was frank and companion-

able, and manifested a special fondness for female society.

But his delight was to lock himself in a little attic which

he had appropriated as his study, and there, with books,

parchments, and drawing materials, the child already daUied

with the muse, and began the strange literary maskings on

which his fame depends.

On the 3d of August 1760, when in his eighth year,

Chatterton was admitted to all the privileges of Colston's

Hospital. This charity is popularly styled the Blue-coat

School of Bristol, and as such has been referred to as an in-

stitution of a similar character to that of Christ's Hospital,

London. But except in the quaint, half-monkish garb of

its inmates, Colston's Hospital bore httle resemblance to

the foundation where Barnes and Markland acquired their

scholarship, and Lamb and Coleridge found culture for their

genius. The " great house on St Augustine's Back," which

had been converted to the use of Colston's Charity, was a

(ine civic mansion erected in Tudor times on the site of a

dissolved house of Friars Carmelites. Queen Elizabeth had

held court there in 1581 ; and when the Stuarts succeeded

to the Tudors, its hospitalities had been exercised by Sire

Ferdinand Gorges, one of the merchant princes of the old

seaport But though Edward Colston, as the representa-

tive of a line of merchant adventurers who had flourished

in Bristol in the reign of Edward UL, no less deserved

that title, the civic mansion when transferred to his care

rather resembled the dwelling'of the older friars, except in

its lack of their redeeming feature of monkish learning.

Bristol had its grammar school, with liberal endowments

and university exhibitions, for the sons of its more favoured

citizens. But the rules of Colston's Hospital provided for

the training of its inmates in " the principles of the

Christian religion, as laid down in the church catechism,"

and in fitting them to be apprenticed in due course to

some trade. But Chatterton was too young, as yet, to

comprehend the difference between the two schools. He
was thirsting for knowledge, and was greatly elated at his

election on the foundation, "thinking," as his foster-

mother said, " that he should there get all the learning he

wanted." But he speedily discovered that its meagre cur-

riculum was inadequate to his cravings, and he indignantly

complained that he could not learn so much as at home.

Chatterton remained an inmate of Colston's Hospital for

upwards of six years, learning little more than the most

ordinary elements of a common school educarion ; and its

chief value was that it Ughtened to his poor mother the

burden of his maintenance. Some influences, however, of

a more congenial character are traceable to the friendly

cympathy of one of its ushers. Thomas Phillips, himself a
writer of verse, strove to excite a spirit of emulation among
the older of his pupils and found in Chatterton a response

to his appeal. "Three of his companions are named along

with him, as youths whom PhiUips's taste for poetry

stimulated to rivalry, and ere long enlisted among the

contributors to Felix Farleifs Jcurnal. But Chattertoi*

had already conceived more daring literary adventures ; and"

it waa while still an inmate of Colston's Charity that he
essayed on Phillips his first serious attempt to pass off'

verses of his own as the production of a poet of the 15tb
century. Except, indeed, in the immaturity and inexperi-

ence inseparable from his years, Chatterton was the superior

of those to whose society ha was hmited, and was in all

essential respects his own teacher. His little pocket-money
was spent in borrowing books from a circulating library

;

and he early ingratiated himself with book collectors, by
whose aid he found access to Weever, Dugdale, and Collins,

as well as to Chaucer, Spenser, and other writers strangely

out of the line of reading of a charity boy, or indeed of

any boy of his age. His holidays were mostly spent at his

mother's house ; and much of them in the favourite retreat

of hb attic study there. He had already conceived the

romance of an imaginary monk of the 15th century, and
lived for the most part in an ideal world of his own,
relegated to that elder time when Edward IV. was-

England's king, and Master William Canynge—famUiar to-

him among the recumbent effigies in Redcliffe church

—

stiU ruled in Bristol's civic chair. " The Storie of 'William

Canynge," a poem of great beauty which constitutes one

of the shorter pieces of his ingenious romance, represents

the bard endowed by Truth, a heavenly maid, with divine

insight, and so translated to those elder times, and that

more real poetic life, in which Chatterton had revelled from,

his own childhood :

—

".Straight was I carried back to times of yoro.

Whilst Canynge swathed yet in fleshly bed.

And saw all actions which had been before.

And all the scroll of Fate unravelled

;

And when the fate-marVed babe acome to sight,

I saw him eager gasping after light.

In all his .-simple gambols and child's play,

In every merry-making, fair, or wake,
[ kenn'd a perpled light of wisdom's ray

;

He ate down learning with the wastel-cake;

As wise as any of the aldermen.

He 'd wit enow to make a mayor at ten."

This beautiful picture of the childhood of the ideal

patron of Rowley is in reality that of the poet himself,

—

" the fate-marked babe," with his wondrous child-genius,

and all his romantic dreams realized. The first lines are,

indeed, referred to by Mr Skeat, in his annotated edition

of the poems, as " clearly an oversight," in which the poet

writes in his own person and modern character, and so

introduces "an unconscious admission of forgery." The
literary masquerade which thus constituted the life-dream

of the boy was wrought out by him with marvellou.')

consistency into a coherent romance, until the credulous

scholars and antiquaries of his day were persuaded into the

beHef that there had lain in the parish chest of Redcliffe

church for upwards of three centuries, a collection of

poems of rare merit, the work of Thomas Rowley, an
unknown priest of Bristol in the days of Henry VL and his

poet laureate, John Lydgate.

Among the Bristol patrons of Chatterton, Mr George
Catcott and Henry Burgum, his partner in their trade as

pewterers, occupy a prominent place. The former was one

of the most zeaJous accreditors of Rowley, the imaginary

priest and poet of the times of the Roses, and continued to

collect his reputed writings long after the death of their

real author. The credulity of the other was subjected to

a more severe test. He ha<l come from Gloucestershire to

Bristol, a poor friendless boy, and himself owed to one of

Colston's charities his first start in life. He bad risen,

mainly by his own exertions, to the position of a success-

ful tradesman, and gave full licence to the vanity with

which he asserted the claims of his new po?iticr. On
him, accordingly, the blue-coat boy palmed off the De-
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Bergham pedigree, and other equally aiiocryphal evidences

af the pewterer's descent from an ancestry old as the

Norman Conquest. The De Bergham quarterings, blazoned

on a piece of parchment doubtless recovered fiom the

Redcliffe muniment chest, was itself supposed to have

kin for centuries in that ancient depository. The pedigree

was professedly collected by Chatterton from original

records, including " The Eowley MSS." Inta this he

introduced an ingenious romance of one of the pewterer's

ancestors, who was also a metallurgist, though after a more

dignified fashion. According to this the De Bergham of

that elder time obtained from Henry VI. a royal patent to

play the alchemist, and so to transmute pewter and other

base metals into gold. He left Issue four sons, one of

whom figures as " Edward Asheton of Chatterton, in Com.

Lane, in the right of his wife, the daughter and heiress of

Radclifi'e de Chatterton of Chatterton, the heir general of

many families." The pedigree still exists in Chatterton's

own handwriting, copied into a book in which he had

previously transcribed portions of antique verse, under the

title of " Poems by Thomas Rowley, priest of St John's, in

the city of Bristol ; " and in one of these, " The Tourna-

ment," Syrr Johan de Berghamme plays a conspicuous

part. The ennobled pewterer rewarded Chatterton with

five shillings, and was satirized for this valuation of a noble

pedigree in some of his latest verse. The pedigree and all

its accessories are crude enough ; but as the production of

a boy not fourteen years of age, whose whole education had

been acquired in a charity school, it is a remarkable

evidence of precocity.

Ob the Ist of July 1767, before he had completed the

seventh year of his residence in Colston's Hospital,

Chatterton was transferred to the ofiice of Mr John
Lambert, attorney, to whom he was bound apprentice as a

clerk. There he was left much alone ; and after fulfilling

the routine duties devolving on him, he found leisure for

his own favourite pursuits. An ancient stone bridge on
the Avon, built in the reign of Henry IL, and altered by
many later additions into a singularly picturesque but

inconvenient thoroughfare, had been displaced by a

structure better adapted to modern requirements. In the

month of September 1768, when Chatterton was in the

second year of his apprenticeship, the new bridge was
partially opened for traffic. Shortly afterwards the editor

oi Felix Farley's Journal received from a correspondent,

signing himself Dmielmus Bristoliensis, a " description of

the mayor's first passing over the old bridge," professedly

derived from an ancient MS. Mr William Barrett, F.S.A.,

surgeon and antiquary, who was then accumulating
materials for a history of Bristol, secured the original

manuscript, which is now preserved in the British

Museum, along with othet Chatterton MSS., most of which
were ultimately incorporated by the credulous antiquary

into a learned quarto volume, entitled the History and
Antiquities of the City of Bristol, published nearly twenty
years after the poet's death.

The publication of the description of the ancient opening
of the bridge naturally excited inquiry ; for the picturesque

narrative acquired a suitable flavour of antiquity, without
being too much obscured for the general reader, by its

archaic language and spelling ; and so a desire was mani-

fested to trace it to its source. Chatterton was ere long
recognized as its contributor, on presenting himself at the

office of the Bristol Journal with another of his productions

;

and then it was that the definite story made its appear-

ance—over which critics and antiquaries wrangled for

nearly a century—of numerous ancient poems and other
MSS. taken by the elder Chatterton from a coffer m the

muniment room of RedclifTe church, and transcribed, and
SO rescued from obiivjon, by his sou.

The dream of the boy-poet was of an age devoid ot all the aordiC

meanness of his own, and of a patron of tlie muses generous aa th*/

ideal Cunynge of his romance. Living in this imaginary world,

he continued to invent, and ascribe to the authorship of the good

priest Thomas Rowley, dramatic, lyrical, and descriptive poems,

along with letters, fragments of local or general hietory, ana other

miscellaneous productions in prose,—nearly all of them pertaining

to the romance of Rowley and Master Cauynge, the old citiiien and

mayor of Bi'istol. "With a persistent coherence to this ideal, which

he liad formed in his own mind while still a mere clrild, Chatterton

produced nearly all the marvellous literary creations on which his

tame dej«;nds. In the interval between his first-known antique

biillad, tlu; " Elinoure and Juga," written while stiU an inmate

of Colston's Hospital, and his leavii g Bristol at the age of seventeen,

his pieces irrclude the " Bristowe Tragedy," another and longer

ballad ; his "ifiUa, a Tragycal Interlude," as he styles it, but in

reality a dramatic poem of sustained power and curious originality

of structure ; his "Goddwyn," another dr-aniatic poem; his "Tour-

nament," "Battle of Hastings," "The Pailinment of Sprites,"

with nirmeious smaller pieces of antique verse—foiming altogether

a goodly volume of poetry, the rare merit of which is indisputable,

wholly a[ art from the fact that it was the production of a mere boy.

Yet this only partially illustrates tlie fertility of his genius.

During the same period he had thrown off numerous lyrics, and
had given vent to his satirical humour in several lengthened poems,

which, though for the most ]iar t inferior in merit to his antique

verse, would excite wonder as the sole productions of any boy of his age.

But the authorship even of those modem ]>oem8 was rarely avowed.

The habit of secretiveness grew ere long into a love of mystery,

which ultimately proved prejudicial to the boy. Unfortunately for

him, his ingenious romairce had either to be acknowledged as hi»

own creation, and so .ru all probability be treated with contempt,

or it had to be sustained by the manufactui-e of spuiious antiques.

To this accordingly Cliatterton resorted, and found no difficulty in

gulling the most leamed of his credulous dupes with his parchments.

The literary labours of the boy, though diligently pursued at his

desk, were not allowed to interfere w ith the duties of Sir Lambert's

office. Kevertheless such a mode of employing any jioition of his

time was peculiaily distasteful to the Bristol attorney. He was
wont to search his apprentice's drawer, and to tear up any poerns

or other mannsciipts that he could lay his hands upon ; so that it

was only during the absences of Jlr Lanibeit from Bristol that ho

was able to expend his nnenjployed time in his favourite pursuits.

But repeated allusions, both by Chatterton and others, seem to

indicate that such intervals of freedom wer-o of frequent occurrence.

Then he could finith his aveioge two hours of legitimate office work,

attend to whatever other duties devolved upon liini, and thereafter

betake himself to song or Fntiie, or abandon himself to the i-omance

of that antique world in which his plensantcst hours were passed.

But such intei-vals of freedour only tended to increase his dislike

for the restraints of office-life under his master's eye. In every

changing mood of mind he was prone to seek relief in his pen ;•

—

yielding at times to earnest thought, and giving lyrical form to his

religious feelings and convictions ; at other times giving freest scope

to his satirical humour, and subjecting all who came within its

range to ridicule or scornful invective; or agnin, lapsing into ro-

mantic reverie, and revelling in the creations of his antique mnse.

Someof hismodei-n poems, such as the piece entitled "Resignation,"

are of groat beauty ; and these, with the satires, in which he took

his revenge on all the local celebrities whose vanity or meanness had
excited his ire, arc alone sufficient to fill a volume. The Catootts,

Buigum, Banett, and others of his patrons, figure in these satireii,

in imprudent yet discriminating caricatuit», along with mayor,
aldermen, bishop, dean, and other notabilities of Bristol. But
sucli satiiiciil sallies were the mere sportive effusions of the boy, in

which ho thoughtlessly exposed even the foibles of his friends.

Towards Lambert liis feelings wer-e of too keen a nature to find

relief in such sarcasm. AVhen he does give utterance to tliem, it is

with a bitter sense of one deeply w rouged. Doubtless the abilities

of the attorney's clerk wore widely aill'erent from what he had
bargained for ; bnt ft Is obvious that the boy whom he had received

into his house was regaded by him with no more symiiathy tlian any

transieirt menial who drudged for hire. At length, in 1770, Chat-

terton's noimfxion witli Lambert wos brought to an abrupt cloae.

I'hus far the muse had rewarded him only by the pleasure of secret

liours 9jK-nt in her service. The very appreciation of his antique

poems by the few to whom they had been communicated was accom-

panied by an utter ignoring of any capacity on the part of tlieir real

author ; and every attempt to win recopnition of his merits only sub-

jectcd him to fresh slights. The amoition to bo able to hold his

place among his companions, in dres-s and in the pastimes suited to

their age, made him ineieasingly sensitive to his menial position,

and tempted him to look to his pen for other returns than the

pleasure derived from his romantic dream. ,JIr Cottle gives an

extract from a letter written about this time, in which he cumes

the Musps. etrloiming. " I al'ominate them and their works.
^

They am thu nuTbCS of poverty and insanity."
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As the boy began to i-ealize the practical necessities of life, and

indulge in dreams of fame and fortune consequent on the recognition

of his merita, he resolved to attempt the iotroduotion of Rowley to the

world. Accordingly in December 1768, while still only entering

on his seventeenth year, h- wrote to Dodaley, the Loudon publisher,

stating his ability to procure for him '* copies of several ancicnc

poems, and an interlude, jjerhaps the oldest dramatic piece extant,

wrote by one Rowley, a priest in Bristol, who lived in the relgna of

Henry VI. and Edward IV.'* To this letter ho appended the initials

of his favourite pseudonym, Dunelmus Bristolienais, but directed the
answer to bo sent to the care of Thomas Chatterton, Redcliffe Hill,

Bristol. To this, as well as to another letter enclosing an extract

from the tragedy of " iElla," no answer appears to have been
returned. The diplomacy of the romancer was only too characteristic

of his inexperience ; though we have a hint in the second letter of

another and perhaps more practical idea for the publication of

his antique drama, *' If it should not &uit you, 1 should be obliged

to you if you would calculate the expense of printing it, as I will

endeavour to publish it by subscription on my own account."

In the Rowley romance, Chatterton pictures the old poet as the

chaplain and confidential friend of Master Canynge, mayor of

Bristol, builder of the church of St. Mary on Redcliffe Hill, and
patron of all liberal arts,—who rejoiced in gathering round him a

group of poets, and making them the sharers of his bounty. Rowley
sends to him his verses from time to time, ever sure of some
liberal acknowledgment in return ; and Master Canynge supplies

him with funds that he may expend them in travelling and collect-

ing manuscripts for his library. Dean MiUes, President of the

Society of Antiquaries, and one of the most zealous maintainers of

the genuineness of the imaginary Rowley, describes the old mayor
and his literary associates as a parallel to Jltecenas with his three

Iriends, Virgil, Horace, and Varus. No wonder, therefore, that

Chatterton, conceiving the idea of finding sympathy and aid at the

hand of some modern Canynge, bethought him of Horace Walpole,
aubsequeutly fourth earl of Orford. This patrician virtuoso loved to

dally with the muses, and had made art and letters the business of

his life. He professed extreme social liberalism, and not only
indulged in a mediaeval renaissance of his own, but was the reputed
author of the Castle of Otranto, a spurious antique of times akin
to those in which Chatterton had in like fashion delighted to revel.

From the point of view of the inexperienced youth, the idea of

finding in Walpole the patron of whom ho dreamt was by no means
an extravagant one. He accordingly addressed a letter to him,
giving him an account of the Rowley poems and other MS3. as

genuine antiques of the fifteenth century, and enclosing, as a

specimen, a brief poem on Richard I.—probably his Eclogue styled
*' Nygelle," which extends to eight stanzas. To this Walpole replied

with courteous acknowledgments. Ho characterized the verses as
** wonderful for their harmony and spirit," and added, "Give me
leave to ask you where Rowley's poems are to be had ? I should

not be sorry to print them ; or at least a specimen of them, if they
have never beea printed. " The courtesy of his coriespondent

tempted the poor boy to a more unreserved communication. He
rophed, enclosing additional specimens of antiquu verse, and telling

Walpolo that he was the son of a poor widow, and clerk to an

ftttorney, but had a taste for more refined studies, and hinted a

wish that he might help him to some more congenial occupation.

Walpole's manner underwent an abrupt change. The specimens of

verse had been submitted to his friends Gray and Mason, tho poets,

and pronounced modern. They did not theiuby forfeit the wonder-
ful harmony and spirit which Walpolo had already professed to

recognize in them. Cut he now coldly replied, advising the boy to

stick to the attorney's office ; and " when he should have made a

fortune," he might betake himself to more favourite studies,

Walpole has been loaded with more than his just share of re-

sponsibility for the fate of tho unhappy poet. That ho shut his

eyes to tho merits of the wonderful poems sent to him by a boy of

sixteen, and dwelling alone on the mystification with which they

were palmed on him as genuine antiques, returned them to their

author and thought no more about them, is what hundreds would
do in like circumstances. Yet the literary fraud was no more than
he himself had practised in his Castle of Otranto ; and all the

fame which he so greedily coveted was as nothing, compared with

what he might have made his own, had he befriended the boy,

of whom he admitted when too lata *'I do not believe there

ever existed so masterly a genius."

Chatterton now abandoned the antique muse, turned his attention

to periodical Htafature and the politics of the day, and exchanged
Felix Farley^s Bristol Journal for the Town and Couniy Magazine
and other London periodicals. Assuming the vein of Junius

—

then in the full blaze of his triumph—he turned his pen against the

duke of Grafton, the earl of Bute, and the princess of Wales. It

was while thus busied with politics and modern satire, that another

and very different production was penned, which, whether written

in jest or earnest, brought his Bristol career abruptly to a close.

Ha had just despatched one of his political diatribes to the

MiddUscz Jov.rnnl^ when he sat do^m on Easter Evo I7th April

1770, and penned his "Last Will and Testament,'* a strango'
satirical compound of jest and earnest, in which he intimated his
intention of putting an end to his life the following evening. Among
hia satirical bequests, such as hia "humility" to the Rev. Mr
Camplin, his "religion" to Dean Barton, and hia "modesty"
along with his "prosody and grammar" to Mr Burgnm, he leavci
" to Bristol all his spirit and lUsinterestediiess, parcels of goods
unknown on its quay since the days of Canynge and Rowley." In
more genuine earnestness he recalls the name of Mr Clayfield, a
friend to whom he owed intelligent sympathy, and leaves tQ him
" the sincercst thanks ray gratitude can give,"—adding, with grave
humour, tho bequest of a full valuation to bo paid to ^Ir Clayficld,
as his executor, of "whatever any person may think the pleasure
of reading my works worth." According to his foster-mother'
account, the will was purposely prepared in order to frighten his

master into letting him go. If so, it had iho desired effect. Lani>
bert cancelled his indentures ; his friends an3 acquaintance mado
him up a purse ; and so, with light heart, and a bundle of manu-
scripts of rare worth by which he still fondly hoped that his fortune
was to bo achieved, lie sot forth, at the age of seventeen, to play
his brief part as a man of letters in the great metropolis.

Chatterton was already known to the readers of the iflddlcscz
Journal as a rival of Junms, under the iioin de plaiac of Decimua.
He had also been a contributor to Hamilton's Toion and Country
Magazine, and speedily found access to the Freeholder a A/agazin^,
another political miscellany strong for Wilkes and liberty, His
contributions were freely accepted ; and the sanguine youth liattered

himself that iiis position was already established, and his fortune
sure. He wrote accordingly in the most hopeful terms to his

mother and sister, and spent the first money received by him in

purchasing acceptable gifts fur both. His pride and ambition were
amply gratified by tlio promises and interested flattery of editors
and political adventurers ; Wilkes himself had noted his trenchant
style, "and expressed a desire to know the author;*' and Lord
Mayor Beckford graciously acknowledged a political address of his,

and greeted him "as politely as a citizen could." But of actual
money he received but little. He was not only frugal, but
abstemious, while he flattered hnnself with dreams of coming
triumphs and ample recompense. His diligence was great, and hia
versatility wonderfuh Ho could assume tlie stvle of Junius or
Smollett, reproduce the satiric bitterness of Cliurchill, parody
JIacpherson's Ossian, or in graver mood ape the rythmical uicfities

of Pope, or the polished grace of Gray and Collins. He wrote
political letters, eclogues, lyrics, operas, and satires, both in prose
and verso. He played in all ways the versatile mocking-bird,
while still planning the resumption of hia antique romance, with
the hope of winning thereby not only fortune but enduring fame.

In the mouth of June 17 70—after Chatterton had been some nine
weeks in London—he removed from Shoreditch, where he had hitherto
lodged with a relative, to an attic in Brook Street, Holborn. His
busy pen had dashed off songs, pasquinades, a bnrletta, an oratorio,
satirical sketches, and political articles enough to fill more than
one month's magazine. But for most of those the payment was
delayed ; and now state prosecutions of the press rendered lettera in
the Junius vein no longer admissible, and threw him back on the
lighter resources of his pen. In Shoreditch, as in his lodging at
the Bristol attorney's, he had only shared a room ; but now, for the
first time, in his new lodging, he enjoyed the delights of uninter-
rupted solitude. His bed-fellow at Mr Walmsley's, Shoreditch,
noted that much of tho night was spent by him in writing ; and now
that all restraint was removed the dawn frequently found him still

at work. Fancy once more h.id free play ; the romance of his
earlier years revived, and he transcribed from an imaginary papch-
ment of the old priest Rov/ley his " Excolente Balade of Cliaritie."

Tliis fine poem, perversely disguised in archaic language, he sent to
the editor of tho Town and CoutiIi/ Magazine, and had it rejected.

Tho high hopes of the sanguine boy had begun to fade. He bad
not yet completed his second month in London, and already failure

and starvation stared him in the face. Mr Cross, a neighbouring
apothecary whose acquaintance he had made, and who had been
fascinated by his fine conversational powers, discerned ere long the
evidence of tho privations to which he was reduced, and repeatedly
invited him to join him at dinner or sopper ; but he repelled the
proffered hospitality. His landlady also, suspecting his necessity,

pressed him to share her dinner, but in vain. " She knew," as she
afterwards said, "that he had not eaten anj'thing for two or three
days." But he was offended at hernrgency, and assured her that he
was not hungry. Only a month before, he had written to his sister

in the highest spirits, with talk of china, silver fans, and fine silks

in store for them, and had actually sent them valned presents bought
with his fi,rst earnings. But the needy political adventorers in

whose service he had enlisted changed their tone when he began
to press for payment for his contributions ; and the note of his

actual receipts, found in his pocket-book after his death, shows that

Hamilton, Fell, and other editors who had been so Liberal in flattery,

had paid the inexperienced youth at the rate of a shilling for an
article, and sociewhat less than eightpcnce each for hia songs ; while
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ffiuch which ha.l been accepted ajj held in reserve and stiil unp:iid

for The beginning of a new mon.^ revealed to him the indehnlte

poatponement of th^r pubUcation, and with it of the prospect either

of payment or of further demand for hi3 labours. He had

wished according to his foster-mother, to study medicine with

Barrett ; and one of his companions specially refers to the charai

which the practice of physic fiad for him In h^ dcsperatiou he

now revertJd to this, and wrote to Barrett for such a letter as might

nelp him to an opening as a surgeons assistant on board an Afn.an

trader. He appealed also to Mr Gatcott to forward his pl'"'. }"»"

vain. The letters were written before the middle of the month, and

he continued to hope against hope, as he awaited their rephes

What these were we can only su.TO.se. On the 21th of .--ugust

1770, he retired for the last time to his attio in Brook Street, carry-

ing with himthe poison which he there drank, after teanng into

ira"nient3 whatever literary remains were at hand In the morning

he°wi.3 found, with Umbs and features distorted by his last con-

-firlsions, a ghastly corpse. j_t„„j„„
Thus perished by his own hand, in an obscure lodging hi London,

Among strangers and in absolute want, a youth assuredly without

his equal in that eighteenth century. He was only seventeen years

and nine months old
;
yet he had already written poems which fill

two ample volumes, and which now, upwards of a century after his

death, command our admiring wonder for the rare evidence of

genius and sustained power which they display. The intelligent

Lbours of the liev. W. W. Skeat have at length presented them m
a form worthy of their unique merit, not only as evidence of hne

Loetic genius, but as an unparalleled example of youthful precocity

displayed in spite of every disadvantage that poverty and adverse

fate could interpose to prevent its display. Yet even now com-

naratively few know what a rich vein of romance and true poetry

lies concealed under the antique guise of the Kowley poems, or how

singular is the study which they involve. The best of his numerous

uroduetions, both in prose and verse, require no allowance to be

made for the immature years of their aUthor, when companng him

with the ablest of his contemporaries. Yet he was writing spirited

satires at ten, and he produced some of the finest of his antique verse

before he was sixteen years of age. He pictures Lydgate, the monk

4.f Bnry St Edmunds, chaUenging Rowley to a tnalat versemaking,

nnd under cover of this fiction, produces his "Songe of iElla, a piece

of rare lyrical beauty, worthy of comparison with any antique or

modem production ofitsclass. Again, inhis "Tragedy of Goodwyn,^^

o! Which only a fragment has been preserved, the "Ode to "bcrty,

with which it abruptly closes, is a wonderful specimen of bold

imagery which may claim a place among the finest martial lyrics in

Ihe linguage. . c . i

Tne collection of poems in which such specimens occut furnishes

hy far the most remarkable example of intcUectual precocity in the

w-liolc lustory of letters ; nor is it the least among all the notable

features which distinguish the boy's writings, that, from first to

last, ho consistently maintained his romance of Canynge and

Howlcy through all the diverse scenes of verse and prose in which

those imagiiialy characters are made to figure The age at which

Jie died before he had even reached manhood, adds to the tender

«.itv which his fate awakens even now, upwards of a century after

lis death. Collins, Bums, Keats, Shelley, and Byron all awaken'

sorrow over the premature arrestment of their genius ;
but the

voun'-est of them survived to his twenty-fifth year, while Chatterton

waa o'uly seventeen when he perished despairingly m his miserable

^The death of Chatterton attracted little notice at the time ;
for

the few who then entertained any appreciative estimate of the

Kowley poems regarded him aa their mere transcriber. He was

interred in a burying ground attached to Shoe Lane Workliousc,

in the parish of St Andrew's, Holborn, which h.is since been con-

-verted into a site for Farringdon Market. But a story has been

current from an early date, and credited by some trustworthy in-

vestigators, that the body of the poet was recovered through the

intervention of one of his I/mdon relatives, and secretly interred by

]iis uncle, Kichard Phillips, in Kedclilfe Churchyard. There a

•monument has einco bi!eii erected to his memory, with the appro-

iirialo inscription, borrowed from his "Will," and so supplied

liy the poet's mvn pen—"Xo the memory of Thomas Chatterton.'

Utadcr! judge not. If thou art a Christian, believe that ho shall

lie judged hy a Superior Power. To that Power only is he now

.an.tverable." (»• W.)

CHAUCER, GEorFUEY (c. 1340-1400). There arc few

/leldsof research in which antiquarians, from Spcght to Funii-

A-all, have laboured su zealously and successfully as the life

of Chaucer. The secret of their success has been that

Chaucer was more actively engaged in public affairs than

^ny poet of celebrity since his time, and has consequently

left many traces in olTicial records. The chief biographical

fact known to Speght was that Chaucer gave evidence in

a case tried at Westminster in 13SG touching the right of

Lord Scrope to bear certain arms, and then deposed that

he was " forty years old and upward," and had borne arms

for twenty-seven years. A casual fact of this sort offered

no clue to further investigation; but the fact that Chaucer

received from Edward III a pension of twenty marks was

more suggo.-itive. This clue was 6rst energetically followed

up by Godwin, the author ot Caleb Williams and FoUtical

Justice, who searched diligently through several records,

chiefly the Patent, Clo.'^e, and French Eolls, for other notices

of Chaucer's name, and succeeded in enriching his bio-

graphy of Chaucer, published in 1804, with various im-

portant jiarticulars. He was followed by Sir Harris

Nicolas, who made an exhaustive examination of the Issue

Rolls of the Exchequer, and published the results in 1813.

Another determined search through records which Godwin

and Kicolas had shrunk from was made in 1873 by Mr

Furnivall, and this also resulted in several important finds.

It is to Mr Furnivall that we are indebted for finally

settling the parentage of Chaucer. Speght in the course

of his researches had hit upon the name of one Richard

Chaucer, a vintner, who died in 1 348, and made a bequest

to the church of St Mary Aldermary. Merely on the

ground of the name. Speght supposed this to be the father

of Chaucer; but Urry and Tyrwhitt, in the 18th ceiiturj-,

disputed this, and wished to give the poet a higher lineage,

because in the grant of a pension made to him in 41

Edward III. he was described as "valettus noster." Mr

Furnivall settled the question by bringing to light a deed

dated 1380, in which Chaucer, relinquishing his right in a

house belonging to his father, described himself as " the

son of John Chaucer, vintner." By other documents this

John Chaucer is shown to be. the son of Speghfs Richard.

It is thus established that both the poet's father and his

grandfather were London vintners. The precise date of

his birth has not been ascertained. The accepted date till

lately was 1328 The difficulty with this date was his

being described as.
" forty years and upwards" in 138G,

and of late opinion has inclined to 1340 as a more probable

year. This is favoured by the discovery that the poet waa

Richard Chaucei-'s grandson and not his son. and fits in

better with tlie facts than 1328.
_

How Chaucer was educated, whether like " Thilogenet,"

the name which he assumes in the Court of Love, he was

" of Cambridge clerk," and how hewas introduced to the

notice of the court, is left to conjecture. His name occurs

in the household book of the wife of Prince Lionel, second

son of Edward IIL, in 1357, probably, Jlr FurnivaU con-

jectures, as a page. He bore arms in Edward III.'s

invasion of France in 1359, John Chaucer being also in

the expedition, probably in connection with the commis-

sariat. There was little fighting in that expedition, the

ravages of the English for several years before having left

little to fight for ; but in the course of a disastrous retreat,

compelled rather by hunger than by martial force, Chaucer

was taken prisoner. In 1360 the king paid £16 for his

ransom. From 1360 to 1366 there is a gap in the record

of his life ; but in the latter year his name occurs in a list

of the members of the royal household as one of thirty-

seven "esquires" of the king, who were to receive a

gift of clothes at Christmas. By this time also he would

seem to have been married, if the Philippa Chaucer, one of

the demoiselles of Queen Philippa, who in 13C6 was granted

a yearly pension of ten marks, was, as is most probable, hi.-t

wife (see the discussion of the question in Sir H. Nicolas'*

memoir). In 1367 Chaucer himself received a pension ol

twenty marks from the king, being described as "dilcctuj

valettus noster." To show thot in being courtier and

scholar he had not ceased to be soldier, he took part in

another inglorious expedition against France in 1369, in

V. — 57
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which from the Fabian tactica pursued by the French king

there was little opportunity for distinction Ha was back

in London towards the end of 1370, and henceforward

devoted himself to more peaceful pursuits. His talents for

diplomacy and his acquaintance with commerce were

recognised by the crown. In 1372 he was despatched to

Genoa as a commissioner to arrange a commercial treaty

with the Genoese. About this embassy much has been

written, on the supposition that he may have made the

acquaintance of Petrarch in the course of his visit to Italy.

Whether in recognition of his services or on other grounds,

he received on his return, in 1374, the grant of a pitcher

of wine daily ; and soon after, in further evidence of the

royal favour, he was appointed comptroller of the customs

and subsidy of wools, skins, and tanned hides in the port

of London. In 1376 he was associated with Sir John
Burley on some secret service, the nature and place of

which are not known, and in 1377 he was sent on the secret

mission to Flanders. And it was not merely in commercial

matters that the poet was considered serviceable; in 1378,

after the accession of Richard II., he was attached to a

mission sent into France to negotiate a marriage for the

young king His fortunes continued steadily to improve
;

with his pension of twenty marks from the king, £10 from

the duke of Lancaster, his allowance for robes as one of the

king's esquires, his salary as comptroller, his payments for

occasional services, his pitcher of wine (commuted in 1378
into an annuity of twenty marks), and his wife's pension,

he had no reason to complain that his genius was neglected.

The wonder was that his genius was not smothered. His

employment as comptroller was not a sinecure ; he was

bound to write the rolls of his office with his own hand,

and he had to be continually present at his office, not

having the option of appointing a deputy. Apparently as

he rose in the world he was allowed to make an easier

arrangement ; in 1382 he was appointed comptroller of the

petty customs of the port of London, with the privilege of

appointing a deputy, and in 1385 he was allowed to

appoint a deputy for the other comptrollership. In 1386

he touched the summit of his fortune, being returned to

Parliament as a knight of the shire of Kent. But that

was an unfortunate year for him ; his patron, John of

Gaunt, lost his ascendency at court, and a commission

which sat to inquire into the abuses of the preceding

administration superseded Chaucer in his two comptroller-

ships. In the course of two years he was obliged to

transfer his annuities to another man, probably selling

them for a sum of ready money. The return of Lancaster

to power in 1389 again brightened his prospects; he was

appointed clerk of the king's works, and four years after-

wards obtained a grant of an annuity of £20. How
much he wanted this assistance appears from the fact that

he was several times obliged to apply for small portions of

it in advance. When Bolingbroke came to the throne in

1399 he gave the old poet an additional annuity of forty

marks, which came in time to comfort the last year of his

life. The minutes of his pension cease in 1400, and,

.iccording to the inscription on his tomb, he died on the

25th of October of that year

These are the main facts of Chaucer's life as brought to

light by successive investigators, and they form a tolerably

complete outline biography, more complete than Spenser's

or Shakespeare's. They are significant facts, throwing

light on the singularly varied circumstances, aptitudes, and

occupations of the man, supplementing in a really sub-

stantial way what may be gathered from his works. They
show that Chaucer was not merely a poet and a scholar,

deeply read in what then passed for science and philosophy,

as well as in the rich literature of his poetical predecessors,

but a soldier, a coilrtier, a man of Jbusiness, familiar from

the circumstances of his birth and subsequent rise in pes'-

tion Mrith all sides of the life of his time, ready to under-
take any kind of employment that bis powerful patron?

chose to obtain for him,—comptrollership of customs, secre-

taryship of an embassy, diplomatic commissionership,

guardianship of a minor. Mr Fumivall has also discovered

that, rather late in life, he was charged with being

concerned in the " raptus " (abduction, probably) of a girl,

which would show that he was willing to undertake more
questionable services, unless the " raptus " was for his own
benefit Great caution must be observed in tiying to fill

up from hints in his poems the gaps in the documentary
facts of his biography,—great caution, that is, if we wish

to get at the truth and not merely to speculate for the sake

of speculating. Antiquarian speculators are usually more
distinguished for fancy than imagination. They catch at

hints and push them to conclusions without having

imagination enough to take account of qualifying considera-

tions. Thus it has often been taken for granted that in

the description of the poet of the Canterbury Tales, we
have an authentic portrait of Chaucer himself. The poet

is a very quiet unobtrusive man, and the Host, master of

the ceremonies, suddenly casts his eye on him, and'addressee

him JO his bullying way :—
What man art thou ? quod he.

Thou lookest as thou wouldst find an hare.

For ever upon the ground 1 see thee stare.

Approach^ near, and lookfe merrily.

Now ware you, sirs, and let this man have apace.

He in the waist is shapen as well as I

;

This were a puppet in an arm to embrace
For any woman, small, and fair of face.

He seemeth elvish by his countenance,

For unto no wight doth he dalliance.

There is no reason to suppose that this quaint, shy little

figure was any more like Chaucer than the Spectator was
like Addison or Steele. The allusion to his waist, coming
from the burly host, is evidently jocular, and the whole

picture is in all likelihood a humorous description of the

opposite of Chaucer's own appearance. We must be
particularly careful in accepting literally the statements of

a writer one of whose favourite veins of humour, appear-

ing in every one of his works, is self-depreciation. We
should remember that Chaucer wrote for a limited audience,

all of whom knew him personally, and for whose amusement
he was in the habit of making comical allusions to himself.

His jokes were more of the nature of family jokes than we
are now accustomed to in writings intended for wide and
promiscuous circulation. When he made the eagle in the

House of Fame complain of his being heavy to carry, or

promise to make him the butler of the gods, or append to

the statement that he lived like a hermit, the qualification—" although thine abstinence is little," or remind him that

he had had no personal experience of love, he knew that

these little jests at his own expense would be fully appreci-

ated by his few readers. The extreme of frivolous conjecture

is reached when it is supposed that his wife was a termagant

because he " chafi's " women frequently. His graceful and
chivalrous compliments to women are quite as frequent as

his chaff. There is, indeed, one passage in the House oj

Fame which is pretty clearly intended for hia wife, that

where the eagle cries " awake " to him

—

Right in the same voice and Steven (sound)
That useth one I couldfe neven (nnme).

But if it had been anything more serious than common-

place conjugal banter, he would hardly have dared to

circulate it. A conjecture of an equally frivolous kind is

that he was unmarried in 13G9, because in that year he

spoke of having suffered for eight years pangs which none

but one could heal. The pangs may have been matrimonini

pangs, or pangs of poverty, or purely imaginary pangs,.
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officially becoming in the poet-narrator ; but Mr Furnivall

is ao convinced that the poet's siclaiess was a real love-

eickness, and that he was not then married to the queen's

demoiselle Philippa Chaucer, that he accounts for this

lady's name by supposing her to have been Chaucer's

cousin.

A similar inelasticity of conjecture appears in the

grounds on which certain of the works commonly attributed

to Chaucer are rejected as spurious. The Testament of

Love, the Assembly of Ladies, and the Lamentation of Mary
Magdalene bear no internal marks of being Chaucer's, and

are now universally rejected ; but of late some commentators

have adopted a test of genuineness which would deprive

.us of several works which are in no respect unworthy of

Chaacer's genius. It is known from Chaucer's own state-

ment in the undisputed Legend of Good Women that he

translated the Roman de la Rose, but Mr Bradshaw refuses

to believe that the extant translation, of which we have

only one 15th century manuscript, can be his, because its

rhymes do not conform to a rhyme-teat which Chaucer

observed in works which are undoubtedly his. The extant

Romance of the Rose admits the adverbial ly to rhyme
with the adjectival or infinitival ye, and it cannot be

Chaucer's because y is never allowed to rhyme with ye in

the House of Fame and the Canterbury Tales. For the

same reason—no other of any shadow of validity has yet

been adduced—the Court of Love, which Mr Swinburne
calls " that most beautiful of young poems," and the Flower

and the Leaf, which Dryden and Hazlitt have praised and
quoted as a choice example of the poet's genius, have also

been pronounced to be spurious. We cannot give up such

poems unless more urgent reasons are advanced for their

confiscation. They cannot be set aside as spurious so long

as their variation from the rhyming rule, which the cora-

mentatoTs have shown much ingenuity in detecting, can be
explained in any reasonable way. There is no getting over

the plain question which every one asks when first told that

they are not Chaucer's. If they are not his, who else

could have written them ! Is it conceivable that the name
of the writer of such works could have been utterly un-

known in his own generation, or if known could have been
by accident or design so completely suppressed ? If he
deliberately tried to palm them off as Chaucer's upon the

transcribers, would not this rule of rhyme have been
precisely the sort of mechanical likeness which he would
have tried to preserve ? The Court of Love we have special

reasons for declining to give up. It might be argued that,

though the Flower and the Leaf bears internal marks of

being Chaucer's, although its picturesque richness, its tender

atmosphere, and the soft fall of its words are like his, yet

it is easy to grow the plant once yoa have the seed, and it

may be the work of an imitator. The Flower and the

Leaf professes to ba written by a lady, and there may
have been at the court some wonderful lady capable of it,

although it passed in the monkish scriptorium as Chaucer's.

But there is some external evidence for the authenticity

of the Court of Love, which also contains traces of

Chaucer's most inimitable quality, his humour. Mr Minto
has put forward some minor considerations for believing

this to be Chaucer's {Characteristics of English Poets, p
22), but the strongest fact in its favour is that the Court

of Love was imitated by James I. of Scotland in the King's

Quhair, and that in paying the customary compliment to

his poetical masters, he mentions no names but Lydgate
.ind Gower, who were clearly incapable of writing the

^joem, and Chaucer. James's captivity in England began
five years after Chaucer's death, and it is simply inconceiv-

able that he could have attributed the Court of Love to

Chaucer in ignorance, and without having licatd a whisper

of its real authorship. If, indeed, thid rhyme-test nere

absolute, we should have to treat these other considerations

as inexplicable difficulties and submit. But when we
remark that all the poems in which y ye rhymes occur

are earlier works of Chaucer's, if they are his at all, bearing

the touch of his hand but wanting the sustained strength

of his mature workmanship, and when we 'remember that

the y ye rhyme was the common practice of his predeces-

sors, a very simple explanation of the rhyme difficulty

becomes apparent. Cliaucer adhered to the practice of his

predecessors till he felt strong enough to impose upon
himself a restriction of his own devising.

At what periods of his life Chaucer wrote his poetry, we
have no means of ascertaining. There are no manuscripts

of any of his works that can be referred to his own time
j

the earliest of them in existence are not supposed to have
been written till several years after his death. The only

one of his works of which the date is fixed by an external

circumstance is the Sook of the Duchess; if, as is taken

for granted, this was written to commemorate the death of

the wife of his patron John of Gaunt, its date is 1 369.

Chaucer, if bom in 1340, would then have been twenty-

nine, and there is none of his extant works, except the

translation of the Romance of the Hose, and the Dream
(which we hold to be Chaucer's, though its authenticity is

not worth contending for), which can be confidently assigned

to an earlier period. Philogenet, in the Court of Love,

professes to be eighteen, but this is not the slightest reason

for concluding that Chaucer was that age when he wrote

it. The Book of the Duchess is certainly not very mature
work for a poet of twenty-nine, and it is probable that

Cliaucer did not cultivate the art, as he certainly did not

develop the faculty, till comparatively late in life. The
translation of the Romance of the Rose is to all appearance

the earliest of his surviving compositions. If we may
judge from his evident acquaintance with dry studies, and
his capacity for hard business work, the vintner's son

received a scholastic training in the trivium and quadrxvvum

which then formed the higher education. If he had bees

nurtured on troubadour love from his youth up, it ic

exceedingly unlikely that he would afterwards have been

able to apply himself to less fascinating labours. Hit
study of mathematics and astronomy in his old age for the

benefit of "little Lewis, his son," looks like a return snob

as we often see in age to the studies of youth. But,

indeed, he can hardly be said ever to have lost his interest

in such studies, for in his theory of sound in the Eoute oj

Fame and his description of alchemical processes in the

Canon's Yeoman's Prologue he shows a genuine scholar's

interest in the dry details of learning. His knowledge of

the Trouv^re and Troubadour poetry, from which his genios

received its impulse, probably began with his introduc-

tion, however that was brought about, to court society.

He was about seventeen at the date of the first mention of

his name as attached to the household of Prince Lionel

It is permissible to conjecture that he had French poets to

bcguUe his captivity in France a few years afterwards.

Professor Ten Brink divides Chaucer's work into three

periods :—a period of French influence, lasting up to

1372-3, the date of his visit to Italy ; after that a period

of Italian influence, lasting up to 1387, the supposed dste

of his House of Fame ; finally, a i>eriod of mature strength

and originality, in which he pursued the bent of hb own
genius. Not much is gained by this division into strict

periods. It is obvious enough that, in the House of Fame,

the Legend of Good Women, and the general plan of the

Canterbury Tale*, Chaucer strikes out more unmistakably

a path for himself, and exhibits a maturer power, s more

masterly freedom of movement than in his earlier works,

but there profitable division ends. To erect a period of

Italian influence, implying that at any lime the stimnlns-
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that Chaueer received from Italian sources was at all com-
parable to the stimulus he received from French sources, is

most misleading. The difference between the Book of the

Duchess and the House nf Fame, or between the Court of

Love and Troilus and Cresside is not to be explained by
an influx of Italian influence ; it is part of the self-governed

development, the spontaneous expansion of his own mind.
As he went on writing, his powers continued to expand,

and to take in materials and suggestions from all quarters

open to him, French, Italian, or Latin. Comparing the

Troilus, the raw material of which is taken from Boccaccio's

Fdostralo, with his Eomatice of the Jiose, we can trace no
change in method or in spirit fairly attributable to Italian

influence. In both translations he shows a bold independence

of his originals ; they are not so much translations as

adaptations. He does not imbibe the spirit of Guillaume
de Lorris or Jean de Meun in the one and the spirit of

Boccaccio in the othsr ; he boldly modifies all three to

bring them into harmony with his own conceptions of

love's laws, and in both his so-called translations there is

the same high spirit of chivalry and the same tender

worship and kindly mockery of woman. Where he chiefly

shows advance of strength, apart from the mere technical

workmanship, is in his grasp of character; and that is a

clear development on the lines of his earlier conceptions
and not a new acquisition. His Cresside and his Pandarus
were not the Cresside and Pandarus of Boccaccio ; they
are regenerated by him and developed till they become
figures that might have moved in his own Court of Love.

He held the knightly and " gentle " character too high to

adopt Boccaccio's conceptions. In the method also, Troilus

has a close affinity with Chaucer's earlier work and his

first models. Troilus' pursuit of Cresside is the pursuit

of the Rose over again in the concrete. The greater

subtilty of the stages is due to the increased strength of

the narrator's faculty.

M. Sandras is in the main right as to the extent of

Chaucer's obligations to French sources, although he fails

to recognize the forceful individuality of the man. Chaucer
was really an English trouvere, thoroughly national, English
in the whole texture of his being, but a trouvere. We
must not allow our conviction of his loyalty to his own
English nature to blind us to the fact that he was a poet

in the school of Guillaume de Lorris ; nor on the other

hand must we allow the peculiar extent of his obliga-

tions to his predecessors in the school to obscure the fact

that he was an original poet. M. Sandras is a special

pleader for one side of the cas2, and naturally presses

unfairly against the other. Chaucer, writing in a different

language from his masters, was at liberty to borrow from
them more literally than he could have done if he had
written in their language ; but though M. Sandras proves

with superfluous completeness that he freely appropriated
from them not merely stories and hints of stories, but
narrative methods, phrases, images, maxims, reflections,

—

not only treated their works as quarries of raw material,

but adopted their architectural plans, and even made no
scruple of seizing for his own purposes the stones which
they had polished, still he so transmuted the borrowed plans
and materials that his works are original wholes unmis-
takably stamped with his own individuality. Whatever
he appropriated, whether ore or wrought metal, all passed
through his own alembic, and his moulds were his own,
though shaped according to the fashion of the school. The
very a'filuence of Chaucer's pages, their wealth of colour, of

tender and humorous incident, of worldly wisdom, is due
to his peculiar relations to his predecessors, to the circum-
stance which enabled him to lay them so royally under
tribute. „ He was not the architect of his own fortune, but
.the son aud heir' of a family_which for generations hod been

accumulating wealth. Edward UL'a spoliation of the

French was nothing to Chaucer's, and the poet had tliia

advantage, that his appropriations neither left the spoiled

country desolate nor corrupted the spoiler.

" The ground-work of literary genius," Mr Matthew
Arnold says, " is a work of synthesis and exposition, not

of analysis and discovery ; its gift lies in the faculty of

being happily irspired by ?, certain intellectual and spiritual

atmosphere, by a certain order of ideas, when it finds itself

in them, of dealing divinely with these ideas, presenting
them in the most eS'ective and attractive combmations

—

making beautiful works with them, in short." The poet's

constructive power must have materials, and ideas round
which materials accumulate. The secret of the richness

and enduring character of Chaucer's work is that he had a
fruitful idea ready to his hand, an idea which had been
flowering and bearing fruit in the minds of two centuries,

which had inspired some later songs and tales, which had
been illustrated, expounded, formulated by every variety

of native invention and critical ingenuity. Cbivalrous
love had been the presiding genius, the inspiring spirit of

several generations of poets and critics when Chaucer
began to write. Open any of his works, from the Court of
Love down to the Canterbury Tales, and you find that, the

central idea of it is to expound this chivalrous sentiment,

either directly by trac'ng its operation or formulating its

laws, or indirectly by setting it off dramatically against its

counterpart, the sentiment of the villain or churl. Gradually

as years grew upon him, and his mind assumed more aud
more its natural attitade of descriptive impartiality, he
became less a partizan of the sentiment, more inclined to

view it as one amocg the varieties of human manifestation,

but never to the last does he become wholly impartial.

Not even in the Caulerbury Tales does he set the churl on
a level with " the gentles." Thoroughly as he enjoyed the

humour of the churl, freely as his mind unbent itself to

sympathize with his unrestrained animal delights, he always

remembers, when he comes forward in his own person, to

apologize for this departure from the restraints of chivalry.

The very opposite of this is so often asserted about the

Canterbury Tales that it almost has a paradoxical air,

although nothing can be more plain to any one who takes

the trouble to read the tales observantly. It has been

said to be the crowning merit of Chauser that he ignores

distinctions of caste, and that his pilgrims associate on
equal terms. It should be noticed, however, in the first

place, that in the Prologue, he finds it necessary to apologize

for not " setting folk in their degree," " as that they shonlde

stand ;
" and, in the second place, that although he does

not separate the pilgrims according to their degrees in the

procession, yet he draws a very clear line of separation

between them in the spirit of their behaviour. At the

outset of the pilgrimage the -gentles are distinctly so

mentioned as taking a sort of corporate action, though in

vain, to give a more decorous aspect to the pilgrimage.

When the Knight tells his tale, it is loudly applauded by
the whole company, but the poet does not record their

verdict indiscriminately ; he is careful to add, particularly

by " the gentles every one." And though all applauded
the tale, the more vulgar and uproarious spirits were some-

what restive under its gravity, the host called for a merry
tale, and the Pardoner eagerly stepped forward to comply
with bis request. But " the gentles " interposed, and
began to cry that they must have no ribaldry ;

" tell us,"

they said, " some moral tale that we may learn." And the

gentles would have carried their point if the Miller, as the

poet is most careful to make clear, had not been ,so drunk
that he insisted upon telling a noble talethathe knew, and
would forbear for no man. Chaucer is profuse in his

apologies for introducing such a tale ; it v'as a churlish
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tale, he admits, tolJ iu a churlish manner, and he docs not

wish to be responsible for it.

"Every gentle wight I pray

For Goddes love, deemeth not that I say

Of evil intent ; but for I mnst rehearse

Their tales all, be they better or worse,

Or elUs falsen some of my matter "

If gentle readers do not like it, they may turn over the

leai, and choose another tale ; there is plenty " of storial

thing that toucheth gentillesse." ITiey must not blame him

for repeating this churlish tale ; "the Miller is a churl, ye

know well this," and such tales are in his way. Gentle

readers must not take it too seriously ;
" men (should not

make earnest of game;" it is, after all, only for their

amusement that he thus exhibits to them the humours of

the lower orders.

Such is the elaborate apology that Chaucer makes for

introducing into his verse anything inconsistent with the

sentiments of chivalry. It may be said that it is all a

humorous pretence ; and so no doubt it is, still it, is

sjiaracteristic that the pretence should be of so courtly a

tone. All through the CaiUerbury Tales Chaucer is very

careful to remember that he was writing for a. courtly

an lienco, studious to guard against giving offence to the

chivalrous mind. He contrives that the gentles shall mix
with the churls without sustaining any loss of dignity ; they

give the churls their company, and with polite compliance

let them have their own gross will, but they never lay

aside the restraints of their own order. Every here and

there is some trace of deference to them, to show that their

ribald companions have not wholly forgotten themselves,

and are only receiving a saturnalian licence for the time.

Nothing is done to throw any disrespect on the gentle

order; its members—the Knight, the Squire, the Monk, the

Prioress, the Second Nun ; and the professional men—the

Lawyer, the Doctor, the Clerk—admit no ribaldry into their

tales, and no ribald tales are told about them. The
ribaldry is confined to the meaner meniber.1 of the company,

—the Reeve, the Miller, the Friar, the Summoner, the Wife

of Bath ; the narrators as well as the subjects of the ribald

tales are of churlish and not of gentle position.

The Canterbury Tales are really in their underlying

design an exposition of chivalrous sentiment, thrown into

relief by contrast with its opposite. The spirit of chivalry

is the vital air of all Chaucer's creations, the rain, the wind,

and the sun which have quickened their germ and fostered

their growth. We to whom the chivalrous spirit, at least

in the fantastic developments of its vigorous medieval
youth, is an historical thing are apt to overlook this. There

is 80 much on the surface of Chaucer's poems, such vivacity

of movement, such tender play of feeling, such humour,

such delight in nature, in green leaves and sweet air, s\in-

shine and bird singing, that few of us care to look beneath.

The open air, on the breezy hillside or by [he murmuring
brook, seems tlio only proper atmosphere for such a poet.

There, no doubt, with sun and wind contending playfully

to divert us from the printed pages, there perhaps more
than anywhere else, Chaucer is a delightful companion

;

but it is the duty of the dry-as-dust critic to remind us

that Chaucer's sweet verses were first read under wholly
different conditions, in tapestried chambers, to the gracious

ear of embroidered lords and ladies. It was from such an

audience that Chaucer received in a vapour what he poured
back in a flood. This is the secret of his exquisite

courtliness of phrase, his unfailing tone of graceful defer-

ence, his protestations of ignorance and lack of cunning,

his tender handling of woeful love-cases, the gentle play-

fulness of. his satire, tho apologetic skill with which he

introduces a broader and more robust humanity into his

erse. If you place yourself within the circle for which

tho poet wrote, you see the smile play on sweet lips as he

proceeds
;
you see the tear gather in the eye

; you see the

needle laid aside, as the mind of the fair listener is trans-

ported to the poet's flowery mead, or plied more briskly as

she bends over her work to conceal her laughter at his

more vulgar adventures. It was because Chaucer wrote

for such an audience that his picture of the life of the time,

various and moving as it is, is so incomplete on one side.

There was more than romancing in green fields and
Cauterbury pilgriming iu the travelled times in which
Chaucer lived ; there were wars, plagues, insurrections,

much misery and discontent. But for the disagreeable

side of the 14th century we must go to the writer of Piers

the Plowman; we find little trace of it in Chaucer. The
outside of the walls of the Garden of Mirth is painted with

horrible and squalid figures,— Ire, Envy, Covetice, Avarice,

Felony, Villany, Sorrow, Eld, and Poverty; but no such

figures are admitted within the gates ; the concierge is

Idleness ; the chief inmates are Love, Sweetlooking, Beauty,

Richesse, Largesse, Franchise, and Courtesy ; and Mirth

and (iladness are the master and mistress of the ceremonies.

All Chaucer's works are steeped in the nectar of the

court; the perfume of chivalrous sentiment breathes from
them all. It is impossible, as we have said, to "determine

strictly the order of their composition, though it is very

easy to distinguish his earlier from his later work. There
is a passage in the Prologue to the Legend of Good Women
which settles the position of that poem. The poet there

pretends to have an interview with the king and queen of

love, as he is out on a May morning to worship the daisy.

The king challenges his worthiness to do homage to this

his own flower, and upbraids him with having translated

the Romance of Ikt Rose, which (in its second part at least)

is a heresy against love's law, and also with having told

the story of Cresside, and thrown dis«redit on women.
But the queen of love, Alcestis, speaks up for the poet ;

perhaps, she pleads, he was ordered to do these translations

and durst not refuse ; and he had done good service by
extending the praise of love among the unlearned folk, for

—

" Ho made the book that hight the house of Fame,
And eke the death of Blanch^ the Duchess,

And the Parliament of Fowl^s as I guess.

And all the love of Palamon and Arcite,

Of Thebes, though the story is knowen lite
;

And many a hymnfe for your holy days
That higltten Ballads, Roundels, Virelays.'*

Tho translation of the Romance of the Rose was probably

th& first of these works. It may have been written soon

after or during his captivity in France, when he was a

youth of twenty, but there is uo appreciable diff'erence of

stjlft between it and the Book of tlie Duchess, which if it

commemorates, as there is every rea.son to believe, the

death of the first wife o( John of Gaunt, must have beep

written after 1369, when Chaucer was twenty-nine. The
idea of .writing in tho vulgar tongue may have been

suggested to him by tho examplcof Dante. Tho Haute or

Fame is probably later than the Rook of the Duchess. The
Court of Love is not mentioned by name in the above list,

but it may be referred to in tho following lines of the

prologue :

—

** Hast thou not in a book lyelb in thy che$t

The greati goodness of the Queen Aicesta

Tlui'l turned woa into a dayiisoyo i
'*

Alcestis is, under Venus, tho lady and queen of the Court

of Love. It is easy to conceive why Chaucer should have

kept the Court of Love in his chest. The tide of Turitanic

religious sentiment which was destined to sweep into

temporary oblivion the airy structures of tho chivalric

imagination had already in the middle of C)"'Jcer'.^

life begun to rise. In • tho Court of Love ho fulW

accepted the troubadour notion of love and inarria{ps~
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making the husband the natural enemy of the lover; and

he may have had to accommodate himself to the taste of

the Yair Maid of Kent, the widow of the Black Trince, the

Alcestia of the time, and put his poem out of sight, only

pleading that even in it he had paid homage to " the greats

croodness of the Queen Alceste."

There is no good edition of Chaucer, not even a good text. The
only text or rather collection of texts that the Chaucerian scholar

would think of using is the valuable parallel six-text edition, published

by the Chancer Society. For the general reader one text is about aa

good aa another ; there ia little to choose between Tyi'whitt'a, Bell's,

and Dr Morris's text in the Aldine edition. (W. M.)

CHAUDES-AIGTJES, an old town of Upper Auvergne

in France, in the department of Cantal, 17 miles S.S.W. of

St Flour. It is celebrated for its hot mineral springs,

which vary in temperature from 135" to 177° Fahr., and
at their maximum rank as the hottest in France. The
water, which is very slightly alkaline, is employed not only

for medical purposes, but also in the washing of fleeces, the

incubation of eggs, and various other economic applications
;

and it furnishes a ready means of heating the houses of

the town during winter. In the immediate neighbourhood

ia the cold chalybeate spring of Condamine. The warm
springs were known to the Bomaos, and are mentioned by
Sidonius ApoUinaris. The population of the town is about

2000.

CHATJMONT, a town of France, the capital of thedepart-

ment of Haute Marne, on an eminence between the Marne
and the Saize, 145 miles S.E. of Paris by the railway,

which here crosses a fine viaduct. It is the seat of tribunals

of primary instance and commerce, is tolerably well built,

and has an elegant town-hall, a court-house, a communal
college, a hospital, a theatre, a public library, and a
botanical garden. A single tower remains of the Castle of

Haute Feuille, which belonged to the counts of Champagne
^

and there is a triumphal arch erected by Napoleon L and
finished by Louis XVIII. The church of Saint Jean-

Baptiste, a building of the 13th century, and the chapel of

the old coUegs of the Jesuits, arS classed among the historic

monuments of France. Coarse woollens, hosiery, and
gloves are manufactured in the town; and there is a con-

siderable trade in the iron and iron-wares of the depart-

ment. The rise of Chaumont into importance dates from
1190, when, it received a charter from the counts of

Champagne. In the 13th century it became the seat of

a provost ; and in the 16th it was surrounded with forti-

fication.-i. It was here that the treaty of 1814 was con-

cluded by which England, Austria, Russia, and Prussia
formed an alliance against Napoleon. Population in 1872,
8474.

CHAUNY, a towu of France, in the department of

Aisne, 20 miles W.N.W. of Laon, situated partly on the

right bank of the Oise and partly on an island at the

commencement of the canal of St Quentin. It has some
trade in cider, linen cloth, and hosiery, and is a dep6t for

coals from Flanders and glass mirrors from St Gobaio.
Population in 1872, 8831.

CHAUVIN, :^TiENNE (1640-1726), a celebrated minister

of the Reformed religion, was born at Nimes. At the

revocation of the Edict of Nantes he retired to Rotterdam
;

and in 1695 the elector of Brandenburg appointed hiin

professor of philusophy at Berlin, where he enjoyed con-

siderable reputation as a representative of Cartesianism,
and as a student of physics. His principal work is a

laborious L&xkon Rationale, sive Thesaurus Philoiophicus,

which he published at Rotterdam in 1692, and of which
a new and enlarged edition was printed at Leeuwarden in

1703. He also wrote Theses de Coyxitione Dei, and started

the Xuuneiin Juariuil das ikxoaiUi (1094-88). Chauvin
iied iu 1725

CHAUX DE FONDS, a town of Switzerland, in tf

;

canton of Neuchatel, and ten miles N.W. of the city 'A

that name, at a height of 3200 feet above the level of tli

sea, in the rugged and narrow valley of the Jura. Rebuiii

after the conflagration of 1794, the town has a handsome
and pleasant appearance, and if^ public buildings include a

church with vaulted roof, extensive schools, and a

theatre. There are also some peculiar subterranean mills

turned by a stream before it sinks into the ground. The
principal trade is the manufacture of watches, which are

turned out at the rate of 150,000 annually; ' but gilding,

enamelling, and carving are also carried on, as well as the
manufacture of scientific and musical instruments. Tha
watch trade was introduced in 1G79, and is conducted on
the principle of the division of labour. Population in

1872", 19,930.

CHAVES, a town of Portugal, not far from the frontier,

in the province of Tras-os-Montes, on a plain near the right

bank of the Tamega, which is here crossed by a fine old

Roman bridge of eighteen arches. It was formerly one of

the principal fortifications in the country, and in fact

derives its present name from its forming the " keys " or
" clMves " of the north. It has hot saline springs which
weie known in ancient times as the AqucB Flavicc. In one

of its churches is the tomb of Alphonso I.; and it gave the

title of marquis to Pino de Fonseca, the gallant supporter

of Dom MigueL Population formerly about 20,000, now
4870.

CHAZELLES,Jean Mathieu DE ( 1657-I710),a French
mathematician and engineer, was born at Lyons in 1637.

He was employed for some time by Cassini in measuring

the meridian, and afterwards taught mathematics to the

duke of Mortemar, who procured hiin the preferment of

hydrographic professor for the galleys of Marseilles. In
1 686 Chazelles went on board the galleys in their campaigns,

and kept his school at eea. He was sent to the west roast

in July 1689 to examine the practicabihty of so contriving

galleys that they might live upon the ocean, and be employed
to tug the men-of-war when becalmed ; and having set sail

with fifteen galleys from Rochefort, he cruised as far as

Torbay, in Devonshire, and took part in the descent upon
Teignmouth. On his return he published his observations,

with maps of the coasts and harbours he had visited.

These maps were inserted in the Neptune Franfais,

published in 1692. In 1693, Monsieur de Pont-

chartrain, secretary of state for the marine, engaged
Chazelles to publish a second volume of the Neptvnt
Fraiu^ais, which was to include the hydrography of the

Mediterranean. For this purpose he passed through

Greece, Turkey, and Egypt. When in Egypt he measured

the pyramids, and finding that the angles formed by the

sides of the largest were in the direction of the four cardinal

points, he concluded that this position must have been

intended, and also that the poles of the earth and meridians

had not deviated since the erection of these colossal struc-

turea Chazelles hkewise made a report of his voyage in

the Levant, and another concerning the position of

Alexandria. He was made a member of the Academy in

1695, and died in 1710.

CHEDUBA, an island in the Bay of Bengal, situated

ten miles from the coast of Aracan, between 18° 40' and
18° 56' N. lat, and between 93° 31' and 93° 50' E. long.

It extends about 20 miles in length from north to south,

and 17 miles from east to west, and its area of 250 square

miles supports a population of 10,000. The channel

between the island and the mainland is navigable for

boats, but not for large vessels. The surface of the

interior is richly diversified by hill and dale, and in the

southern portion some of the heights exceed a thousand

feet in elevaiiuu. There arc various indicatiuus of iuimer
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olcauic activity, and along the coast are earthy conas

covered with green-sward, from which isaue springs of

mua^y water emitting bubbles of gas. Copper, iron, and

silver ore have been discovered ; but the island is chiefly

noted for its petroleum wells, the oil derived from which is

of eicellent quality, and is extensively used in the com-

position of paint, as it preserves wood from the ravages of

insects. Timber is not abundant, but the gamboge tree

and the wood- oil tree are found of a good size. Tobacco,

cotton, sugar-cane, hemp, and indigo are grown, and the

staple article is rice, which ia of superior quality, and the

chief article of export. The inhabitants of the island are

mainly Mughs. Cheduba fell to the Burmese in the latter

part of the last century. FrOm them it was captured in

1824 by the British, whose possession of it was confirmed

in 1826 by the treaty concluded with the Burmese at Yan-

daboo.

CHE-FOO, or Yen-tai, as it is called by the natives,

a seaport town of Northern China, on the southern coast

x>l the Gulf of Fih-chih-li, in the province of Shan-tung near

the mouth of the Yi-ho, and about 30 miles east of the city

of Tang-chow-foo. Till recently it was quite a small place,

and had only the rank of an unwalled village ; but it was

chosen as the port of Tang-chow opened to foreign trade

in 1858 by the treaty of Tien-tsin, and it is now the resi-

dence of a Tau-tai, or intendant of a circuit, the centre of a

gradually-increasing commerce, and the seat of a British

consulate, a Chinese custom-house, and a considerable foreign

.settlement. The native town is yearly e;:tending, and

though most of tho inhabitants are small shop-keepers and

-coolies of the lowest class, the houses are for tho most part

well and solidly built of stone. The foreign settlement

occupies a position between the native town and the sea,

which neither affords a convenient access for shipping nor

allows space for any great extension of area. Its growth,

however, has hitherto been steady and rapid. Various

streets have been laid out, a large hotel erected for the

reception of the visitors who resort to tho place as a

sanitarium in summer, and the religious wants of the

community supplied by a Roman Catholic and a Protestant

church. Though the harbour is deep and extensive, and
possessed of excellent anchorage, largo vessels have to be

moored at a considerable distance from the shore. The
foreign trade is mainly in the hands of the English and
Americans, tho Germans and the Siamese ranking next in

importance. In 1872 there entered the port 2.33 British

vessels, with a tonnage of 97,239 tons and cargoes valued

at £144,887 ; while in the same year tho ships of all other

nationalities numbered 348, with a tonnage of 149,197 tons

and a value of X177,168. The imports are mainly woollen

and cotton goods, iron, and opium ; and the exports include

bean-cake, bean-oil, and peas, raw silk, and straw-braid

manufactured by the peasants of Lai-chow-foo, walnuts

from Tsing-chow-foo, a coarse kind of vermicelli, vegetables,

and dried fruit. A certain amount of trade is carried on
with the Russian settlements of Manchuria, in which the

edible sea-weed gathered in the shallows of the coast

are exchanged for piece goods, liquoars, and sundries from
China.

CHEESE, a solidified preparation from milk, tho

essential constituent of which is tho proteinous or nitro-

genous substance casein. All cheese contains in addition

.^ome proportion of fatty matter or butter, and in the more
valuable varieties, the butter present is often greater in

amount than tho casein. Cheese being thus a compound
substance of no definite chemical composition is found in

commerce of many difl'ercnt varieties and qualities ; and
such qualities are generally rccoi^ni/.ed by the names of tho
localities in which they are manufactured. Tho principal

Jiatinctions aViso from difrcrci!i;cs in the comoosition and

condition of the milk operated upon, from variations in

the method of preparation and curing, and from the use
of the milk of other animals besides the cow, as, for example,
the goat and the ewe, from the milk of both of which
cheese is manufactured on a commercial scale.

The quality and the composition of the milk operated
on are of prime importance in cheese-making. Not only
does this substance vary widely in richness and flavour

owing to the breed, the nature of the food, and the
state of the health of the animal yielding it, and many
other circumstances ; but in cheese-making the differences

are still further increased, in some cases by adding cream
to it, and in others by using it as skim-milk or milk deprived
of a portion of its fat. Taking as a standard the ordinary
sweet milk of cows, the following analyses (No. 1 given

on the authority of Dr Parkes, and No. 2 by Dr Voelcker)

may be taken to represent its average composition :

—

Composition

Water
Butter
Casein
Milk Sugar
Mineral matter

No. L
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much vihey aud ripeuing soou ; while tlie increased heat

produces a firm curd and a solid slow-ripening cheese.

After due coagulation the curd b broken, and by a variety

rif manipulative processes as much as possible of the whey is

drained awsy, and the curd is reduced to comparatively dry

crumbly fragments. At this stage, sometimes, but not

frequently, the curd is salted ; it is then collected into a

clean cheese-cloth, placed in a cheese vat of the form and
size of the cheese to be made, and submitted to pressure in

the cheese press. While in the press it is frequently

turned, a good deal of whey meantime continuing to exude
;

and it is found that the amount of pressure has much
influence on the solidity and rate of ripening of the cheese.

Aa soon as a sufficient skin has formed on the cheese to

preserve its shape, it is removed from the press and salted

by repeated rubbings of salt over its surface. The cheese

is then put aside in a clean, cool, airy situation for

ripening, a process which takes a variable period according

to the quality of the cheese, its method of preparation, and
other circumstances.

The ripening of cheese is the result of a slow process of

decay caused by a spontaneous fermentative action. In

hard, solid, poor cheeses it acts very slowly, while in those

which contain butter in large proportions its action is very

energetic, and they cannot be preserved fur any considerable

period. Cheese when newly made has an acid reaction,

but by degrees from without inwards the acid reaction

becomes less apparent, and the cheese ripens. A portion

of the casein suffers decomposition, evolving ammonia and
ammoniacal bases which neutralize the acid of the cheese.

In a similar way the fat is partly decomposed, and the

resulting fatty acids also combine with the ammonia evolved

by the casein. When this action is allowed to proceed too

far the cheese becomes alkaline, putrefactive decay ensues,

free ammonia is evolved, an offensive odour is produced,

and sometimes even poisonous compounds are formed, A
satisfactory indication of ripening found in Stilton and

other rich cheeses is the appearance of a green mould,

streaked throughout the mass, produced by the fungus

Aapergill^is gtlaucus. A red mould also develops from

Sporendanetna Casei, and when the ripening becomes

advanced th'j cheese-mite, Acarus domcsCirus^ is produced

with great rapidity in inconceivable numbers.

In E.igland the milk of cows only is used in the manu-
facture of cheese. Excluding the so-called cream cheeses

—

a preparation of a soft buttery consistence made from

cream gently pressed, which must be used new and fresh,

— British cheese may be divided into three classes:— 1st,

that made with whole milk plus cream ; 2d, that made with

whole milk , and 3d, that made with milk minus cream, or

skim-milk. Stilton and double Gloucester belong to the

first clas'i, being made of morning milk to which the cream of

the previous evening's milking is added. Whole milk cheeses

are represented by single Gloucester, Cheshire, Cheddar,

and Dunlop , and the ordinary country cheese used by the

labouring classes represents the third class. It must, how-

ever, be understood that all gradations in richness are met

with in cheese, as teen by the table below, and that quality

depends on other circumstances besides proportion of

butter. Of foreign cheese imported into Great Britain, the

most important in point of quantity and value is American.;

and since the introduction of the factory system of cheese-

making in the United States, this has greatly improved in

quality and become an important and extensive article of

commerce. A large quantity of cheese, both fat and poor,

is also made and exported from Holland. Parmesan cheese

and Gruyere cheese, which are highly relished on account of

tlieir flavour, are skim-milk products, the former being

joloured and artificially flavoured with saffron. The
celebrated French Roqucfcri cheese is made from ewe's

milk, and matured in the caves of Roquefort, where a
uniform low temperature is found throughont the year.

The accompanying table, compiled from various sources,,

gives the average composition of the principal kinds oi>

cheese at present known in commerce :
—
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miglit be thoroughly dom'-,t.icat2d aud " rendered nearly

as familiar and faithful as the dog himself." The cheetah

13 found throughout Africa and Southern Asia, and has

been employed fur centuries in India aud Persia in hunting

.antelopes and other ruminant game. According to Sir W.
Jones, this mode of hunting originated with Hushing, king

of Persia, 865 B.C., and afterwards became so popular that

certain of the Mongol emperors were ia the habit of being

accompanied in their sporting expeditions by a thousand

hunting leopards. In prosecuting this sport at the present

day the cheetah is conveyed to the field in a low car with-

out sides, hooded and chained like hunting-birds in Europe

in the days of falconry. When a herd of deer or antelopes

is seen, the car, which bears a close resemblance to the

ordinary vehicles used by the peasants, Is usually brought

within 200 yards of the game before the latter takes alarm
;

the cheetah is then let loose and the hood removed from

its eyes. Ko sooner does it see the herd, than dropping

from the car on the side remote from its prey, it approaches

stealthily, making use of whatever means of concealment

the nature of the ground permits, until observed, when
making a few gigantic bounds, it generally arrives in the

midst of the herd and brings down its victim with a stroke

of its paw. The sportsman then approaches, draws off

a bowl of the ruminant's blood, and puts it before the

cheetah, which is again hooded and led back to the car.

Should it not succeed in reaching the herd in the first

few bounds, it makes no further effort to pursue, but

retires seemingly dispirited to the car. In Africa the

cheetah ia only valued for its skin, which ia worn by chiefs

and other people of ranL It forms an article of export

from Senegal.

CHEKE, Sir John" (1514-1557), was born of good

family at Cambridge, and was educated at St John's

College. His learning gained liim the position of king's

scholar, and in 1540 he was chosen to fill the chair of

Greek then instituted by Henry VIII. Together with Sir

Thomas Smith he has the honour of being one of the first

•who revived the knowledge of that language in England.

He specially interested himself in its pronunciation ; and
he finally carried his point, through his popularity with the

students, notwithstanding the strenuous opposition of tlie

•chancellor. Bishop Gardiner. Among those whom he

taught were William Ceoil and Roger Ascham, the latter

^f whom, in his Schoolmaster, gave him the highest praise

both for scholarship and character. About 1544 he was
appointed tutor to Prince Edward, and on the accession of

his pupil to the throne he received several considerable

grants, and, among other honours, rose to the position of

secretary of state. Unfortunately for himself he followed

the dvtke of Northumberland, and acted as secretary to

Lady Jane Grey during her nine days' nominal reign. In
. consequence Mary threw him into the Tower, and confiscated

his wealth. In September 1554 he obtained his liberty,

with leave to travel abroad. He visited Italy, gave lectures

on Greek at Padua, and afterwards was forced to support

himself by teaching that language at Strasburg. In 1556
he was lured to Brussels by a message that his wife was in

that town, and, on his way thither, was seized by order of

Philip of Spuin, and again brought to the Tower, lie was
immediately visited by two Catholic priests, who failed to

convert him till he was informed that he must recant or be
burned. Upon this he yielded, and made two public

recantations, lie did not long survive his disgrace, and in

September 1557 he dmd in London. Perhaps the most
interesting of Choke's works is the Hurt nf Sedition (1549),
which gives advice to the people who had risen in rebellion

under Ket. To ecek equality, he argues, is to make all

poor ; and, besides, " riches and inheritance bo God's
iprovidcnco, and given to whom of His wisdom He thinkelh

good." He also wrote Latin translations o! some of St

Chrysostom's homilies ; De Obitu Martini BuceA (1551) ;

De Fronuiiciatione Gr<E<:m Lingua;, 1555); De ^uper-

stitione, presented to King Henry YIU. ; translation of 1,60

De Apparatu Bellico; Carmen Heroicum, aut Epitaphivm

in Antonium Deneium, See Life by Strype.

CHELMSFORD, the county-town of Essex, in England,
29 miles N.K.E. of London, with which it is connected

by the Great Eastern Railway. It is situated in a valley

on the Chelmer, near the confluence of the Caun, and has

communication by the river with Maiden and the sea, 1

1

miles to the east. The Cann is crossed by two bridges,

one of stone and the other of cast-iron ; and there is also

a bridge over each of the Iwo branches into which the

Chelmer is divided at this part of its course. In the

neighbourhood of the island enclosed by this bifurcation

are the works of the gas company, and the wharves for

the barges on the river. Besides the parish church of

St Mary, an ancient and elegant edifice, rebuilt in 1428
aud again in 1800, the town has seven churches and

chapels belonging to difl"erent denominations, a grammar
school founded by Edward VI., an endowed charity

school, a mechanics' institute, a museum, and a library.

It is the seat of the county assizes and quarter sessions,

and has an elegant and commodious shire halL Its corn

and cattle markets are among the largest in the county
;

for the former a (ine exchange was provided in 1856 at

a cost of i 10,000, and a similar sum is being expended

on an enclosure for the latter. In the centre of the

square in which the corn-exchange is situated there stands

a bronze statue, by Bailey, of Lord Chief-Justice Tindal,

who was a native of the parish. There are corn mills,

tanneries, and a brewery in the town ; but most of the

inhabitants are engaged in agriculture or the trades im-

mediately connected with it. About a mile to the north

is situated the county jail at Springfield Hill, and at a

distance of two miles to the south is the racecourse,

with a grand stand erected in 1863. The town, not being

a corporation, is under the government of a local board, and
within the limits of that jurisdiction it had 9318 inhabi-

tants in 1872. _
Chelmsford lies but a short distance from the site of

the Roman colony of Cssaromagus, usually identified with

Writtlc. At the time of the Conquest the manor was
held by the bishops of London ; and in the reign of Heniy
I. the town was indebted for its bridge over the Cann to

Bishop Maurice. After this improvement it rapidly

increased in prosperity, and in the reign of Edward III.

it sent four representatives to the council at Westminster.

Of the Dominican convent founded in the towp at an early

period there are no remains ; but a chronicle composed by
friar Langford is still extant.

CHELSEA, formerly a village about two miles west

of London, on the left bank of the Thames, but now
an integral part of the great metropolis. It gives its

name to a parish and a parliamentary borough, the formei'

with 71,089 inhabitants, and the latter, which includes

Fulham, Hammersmith, Kensington, and part of Willcsdcn,

with 258,050, at the census of 1871. It is connected

with the district of Battersea on the other side of the river

by three bridges, known respectively as Battersea, Albert,

and Chelsea suspension bridges. Like many of the

suburban villages of London, it has an interesting history

of its own. In 785 it is mentioned by the name of

C'enlscytho as the seat of an ecclesiastical synod ; and in

Domesday Book it appears a« Ceroehede or Chelehed.* The
name was still written Cbeldiith iu the time of Sir Thomas
More, who had a house in the village, but it begun to

assume the form of Chelsey in the 16th centurj'. The
manor was bestowed by Henry V.III. on Catharitie Parr,

v.- -.53
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f.nc' it afler-.vardt passed successively into the possession of

the dul^o ot Northumberland, Lord Cheyne, and Sir Hans
Sloaue. It was at Chelsea that Sir John Danvers in-

troduced the Italian style of gardening, which was so

gicatly admired by Bacon and soon after became prevalent

in England ; and here in our own day were the gardens of

the English botanist William Curtis, arranged according to

the Linnean system. During the 18th century the vUlagc

was the residence of many of the most famous men of the

period. Atterbury, Swift, and Arbuthnot lived in Church-

lane ; Guy, Smollett, and Steele were for a time inmates of

Monmouth House ; and Count Zinzendorf established a

Moravian society at Lindsay House. Sir Robert Walpole'a

residence was extant till 1810 ; and till 182-4 the bishops

of Winchester had a palace at the end of Cheyne Walk, a

fine promenade extending along the river and notv fronted

by part of the Thames embankment, which has greatly im-

proved its appearance. The house and grounds of the earl

of Ranelagh Were a favourite resort from 1742 till 1803
;

and Cremorne, which was built by the earl of Huntingdon,

father of Steele's " A.spasia," is still a place of popular

amusement. The old church and churchyard contain the

tombs of Sir Thomas More, Sir Hans Sloane, George
Herbert's mother, Thomas Shadwell, WoodfaU the printer

of Junius, and other persons of celsbrity. Of greater

importance than any of the buildings already mentioned is

the great Chelsea Hospital for invalid soldiers, built by
Sir Christopher Wren (1682-1690), on the site of King
James's College ; and to the north of the hospital is the

Royal Military Asylum, founded by Frederick Duke of

York, for the education of children connected with the

army. For further details see the article LoNDO>f.

CHELSEA, a city of the United Stato.s, iu Suffolk

county, Massachusetts, forming part of the suburbs of

Boston. It is situated on the north bank of the Mystic

River, which separates it from Charlestown, while Chelsea

creek lies between it and East Boston. It communicates

both with Charlestown and with East Boston by bridges.

(See plan, vol. iv. p. 731). Its public buildings comprise

the city hall,Winnisimmet hall, the naval hospital, the marine

hospital, an academy of music, a free pubUc library opened

in 1870, a high school, a national bank, and about a dozen

churches ; and among its industrial establishments are

several foundries, brick-works, worsted factories, soapworks,

and oU works, a manufactory of washing machines, a

brewery, and a salt-refinery. It is supplied with water

from the works in Charlestown, which are fed by the

Mystic River. In 1871 there were 3092 houses in the

city, and in 1874 the population amounted to 20,695,

showing an increase since 1830 of 19,925. The first

settlement dates from 1630, and in the following year

Winnisimmet ferry was established. Till 1738 the place

itself was known as Winnisimmet, and was regarded as part

of Boston, but in that year it was organized as a separate

town, for the convenience of its inhabitants, who found it

difficult to attend the municipal meetings of the city. In-

1857 it obtained a city charter of its own.

CHELTENHAM, a parliamentary and municipal borough

of England, in Gloucestershire, situated about 88 miles

N.W. from London, in a valley watered by the Chelt, and
sheltered on the E. and N.E. by the Cotswold HiUs. Its

streets and buildings are spacious and elegant, and its spas

and promenades are reckoned among the finest in England.

The " Promenade "par excellence, indeed, which extends for

more than a quarter of a mile, and is lined with trees, will

bear compaiison with any in Europe. Besides the parish

church of St Mary's, which probably dates from the 14th

century, there are ten Episcopalian churches and numerous
other places of worship

; several of them are beautiful

^|lecimani' of modern architecture, and the Roman Catholic

church of Saint Gregory is especially admired. Among:
the educational institutions the most important are the well

known Cheltenham College, which dates from 1842, and
numbers upwards of 600 pupils ; a foundation grammar-
school, originally established in 1574 by Richard Pates of

Gloucester ; a Church of England college for the training

Cheltenham (Ct-utral partj.

of teachers for national and parochial schools; and the

Ladies' College at Cambray House opened in 1854. Of
the charitable institutions may be mentioned the General
Hospital and Dispensary, which is supported by donations

and subscriptions, and the Female Orphan Asylum, which
owes its e.xistence to Queen Charlotte. There are no-

manufacturing establishments of any importance ; and the-

prosperity of the town, which has the reputation of being
one -of the healthiest, cleanest, cheapest, and best regulated

places in the kingdom, is mainly due to its being a
fashionable and educational resort. The mineral springs-

are four in number—the Old Wells, Montpellier, Cambray,,

and Pittville; and with the exception of Cambray, which
is chalybeate, they all furnish a saline water. TLe
PittviUe spring is the mildest and most attractive, and-

it also possesses the best pump-room in the town,—

a

handsome building, surrounded by an Ionic colonnade,

which was erected in 1825 by Joseph Pitt, at a cost of

£20,000.

Chelteuham probably existed at a very early period^ and Roman
remains Ixave been discovered on its site. The manor is described

in Domesday-Book as terra rej/zj, or king's land, and it posses'sed

important privilegea granted by several chaiterf^. In the reign of

Queen Elizabeth the town was relieved from the burden of sending"

two members t6 Parliament, It rose rapidly into importance at the
commencement of the eighteenth century through the distx>very of

its mineral waters, wliich were visited in 1788 by George III., and
soon after attracted general attention. In 1804 it consisted of only one
street, and contained 710 houses and 3076 inhabitants ; whereas at

the census of 1871 the parish, which, has an area of 4203 statute

acres, contained 7825 inhabited houses, and had a population of

41,924. The Parliamentary borough, which was extended by an
Act of 31 and 32 Vict, to aa area of 4451 acres, and contains part

of the parish of Leckhampton, had in the same year 8321 in-

habited houses and a population of 44,519 persons, of whom 18,370
were males, and 26,149 females. It returns one member to Par-

liament, and is the seat of a County Court, a rentre under the
Bankruptcy and Judicature Acta, and the depot of the counter
police.
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CHEMISTRY
HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION.—The acquaintance

of the ancients with the modes of extracting several

of the metals from their ores, and also with the arts of

dyeing, tanning, and glassmaking, and their recognition

of various kinds of salts, earths, and inflammable sub-

stances show that they must hav? been possessed of a

knowledge of a considerable number of chemical facts ; but

that this knowledge was to any extent gained by experi-

mental research rather than by mere accident, or that when

acquired it was applied to the classification of chemical

phenomena, or to the establishment of any theory. explan-

atory of them, there is no evidence to show; Until com-

paratively recent times the principles of metaphysical

philosophy were not recognized as distinct from those of

chemistry ; men of learning gave themselves up to specu-

lation upon the obvious physical characteristics of matter,

whilst they neglected the indirect observation of their

intrinsic and specific properties ; analogies were a sufficient

basis for the classification of bodies, and a consideration of

their external peculiarities
—" a decomposition of bodies,"

to use the words of Whowell, " into adjectives, not into

substantives "—stood in the place of analysis. Thus we find

that the qualities of the " elements" of the school of

Aristotle are all physical, they are dry or humid, warm or

cold, light or heavy ; the idea of substances distinguished

by special chemical properties was as yet no less foreign

to men's minds than a knowledge of their ultimate com-

position.

Ideas similar to those of Aristotle concerning the elemen-

tary constitution of the universe were early prevalent in

the East, whence they appear to have found their way into

Europe. The elements, according to the Hindus, were

earth, air, fire, water, and ether , and in the fourth book

of " Chow, " forming part of the Chinese historical records

known as the Shoo King, there is a document supposed to

date from 2000 B.C., in which is given an account of the

five elements, namely, earth, fire, water, metal, and wood.

Of what precisely was meant by an " element " in the

language of the ancient philosophers and early chemists it

is difficult to get any definite idea; the term could hardly,

in fact, be used otherwise than in a vague sense before the

exact processes of chemical analysis had shown that the

properties of matter vary according to the presence or

absence within it of de>finite quantities of certain sub-

stances, distinct in properties from one another, and un-

resolvable into other substances

To the doctrine of a plurality of elements, as opposed to

the systems of Thales and Heraclitue, may be ascribed the

origin of the conception that by the analysis and synthesis

of bodies the various kinds of matter with all their diversity

of physical features might be produced, a conception that

took practical shape in the processes of alchemy, which, as

Liebig has remarked, " was never at any time different from
chemistry." During the alchemistical period a knowledge
of the propcrtiesi of bodies was acquired ; afterwards

chemistry showed the relations, connections, and limits of

these properties. The first mention of chemistry (^^rj/jitia)

is found in the dictionary of Suidas, who flouri.shed in the

11th century; ho defines it as "the preparation of silver

and gold," and relates th.nt Diocletian, lest the Egyptians

should become rich nnd capable of resisting the Roman
power, caused their books on chemistry to be burnt. He
further asserts that the art was known as early as the

period of the Argonautic expedition, the golden fleece

being a treatise written on skins (Zipiia<n) concerning the

c".aking uf gold. The belief in the art of niakinf; gold and

silver, held by the Greeks from the 5tb to the IStF?

century, was by them communicated to the Arabs, possibly

not long after the conquest of Egypt in GiO ; and from the

11th to the 15th century alchemy was diligently studied by

the philosophers of Italy, France, Germany, and England.

That the claims of alchemy, notwithstanding repeated

demonstrations of their futility, so long received the serioub-

attention of mankind, is attributable to various caucus.

Not only did impostors find free scope in the credulity of

an age of ignorance for the exercise of their arts ; but men
of talent and culture, relying on tradition, were led

honestly to support the doctrine of the transmutation of

metals. The existence of the philosopher's stone having

once been accepted as an ascertamed fact, it is not extr.v

ordinary that Isaacus HoUandus is able to indicate the

method of its ' preparation from '• adamic " or " virgin
"

earth, and its action when medicinally employed ; that

Roger Bacon, Raymond LuUy, Basil Valentin, and John

Price know the exact quantities of it to be used in trans-

mutation ; and that George Rippel, in the 15th century,

has grounds for regarding its action as similar to that of a

ferment. In the view of some alchemists, the ultimate prin-

ciples of matter were Aristotle's four elements, the proxi-

mate constituents were sulphur and mercury, the father and

mother of the metals
;

gold was supposed to have attained

to the perfection of its nature by passing in succession

through the forms of lead, brass, and silver ;
gold and

silver were held to contain very pure red sulphur and

white quicksilver, whereas in the other metals these

materials were coarser and of a different colour. Gebor,

judging from an analogy instituted between the healthy

human being and gold, the most' perfect of the metals,

regarded silver, mercury, copper, iron, lead, and tin in the

light of lepers that required fo be healed.

To the evidence of their imaginations the alchemirts

were able to add that of actual observation , the fact that

many ores resembling metals were changed and decom-

posed by heat could not but offer support to theories

formed at a time when the nature of chemical combination

was not understood ; and the apparent transition of many

bodies into one another, os, for example, that of clouds

into water, was not less wonderful to them than the

transmutation of the lighter metals into gold.

It was ill the 1 Gth century that a new race of alchemists,

or spagyrists, as they were termed, arose, who, abandoning

the search for the philosopher's stone, began to direct

their energies to the discovery of chemical remedies for the

various diseases of the body. " The true use of chemistry."

says Paracelsus (1493-1541) "is not to make gold, but

to prepare medicines." Rejecting the teaching of Galen, he

admitted three or four elements, the ^lar, the root, the

clement, and -the spam or Irve seed, which were originaU-

confounded together in the chaoi o' f'iddos ; these ^,
ments he asserted were composed of the three principles

sidiric sail mdstilphvr avi viercvrij, the cause respectively

of the qualities of fixity, combustibility, and fluidity and

volatility. The theories of Paracelsus found many advo-

cates, amongst whom may be mentioned Thurntyescr

(1031-1006), Bodciistein, Taxites, Dom, Scnnert, and J>u-

chesne ; nnd j^ith some modifications they were niam-

tainc<l in the 17th century by Dr Willis (1021-1675), the

celebrated English anatomist and iatro-chemist, and by

Lefebvre and l.iSmery in France^ according to whose system

matter consisted of the active principles vtcrcury or tptrit

sulphur or oil, and salt, and the passive principle;! i< of''

or nhlram nnd turth.
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Among the contemporaries but not the followers of

I'aracelsua, the German metallurgist Agricola (1494-1555)

deserves mention ; his great work, De lie Metallica, is the

most Taluable contribution to practical chemistry that

appeared in the 1 6th century. Libavius also, who died in

1616, did much to forward chemical science at this period.

From his writings, however, in which he puts forward the

views both of Paracelsus and of Aristotle concerning the

constitution of bodies, it does not appear that his notions

of chemical combination were more definite than those of

his predecessors.

J. B. Van Helmont (1577-1644), who, like Paracelsus,

repudiated the doctrines of the Oalenists, held opinions

that in many respects were no advance upon those of the

former. He looked upon water as the true principle of all

existing things, inclusive of the three principles salt, sul-

phur, and mercury, which therefore were not elements ; to

air, however, he granted the rank of a true element The
archceus—something without form, and independent of the

elements—he imagined to draw all bodies from water, to

which its generating spirit was attracted by the odour of

a ferment or aura vitalis. The vapour produced by the

fermentation of water was, according to Van Helmont, a

gas, and the same term was by him for the first time applied

to carbon dioxide, which he termed gas sphestre, and to

other bodies resembling air.

To Francis de la Boe Sylvius (161:4-1672), who studied

with care the works of Van Helmont and of Descartes, is

due the foundation of the iatro-cheroical sect among phy-

sicians. In. his view the health of the human frame

depends upon the relation of its fluids, which were acid

and alkaline (acidum aud lixivum), and these by union

produced a neutral and milder substance ; two kinds of

diseases were distinguished, the result either of alkaline or

of acid acridity. The new doctrine served to explain many
chemical facts, and led to the establishment by L^mery
and Macquer of a distinction between acid and alkaline or,

as they were afterwards called, basic compounds. This

recognition of this chemical difference in bodies and their

consequent disposition to unite prepared the way for the

conception of chemical attraction or affinity.

In the works of Glauber (1604-1668), alchemy, the

preparation of chemical medicines, and the processes em-
ployed by him for that end are treated of. His Miraculum
Mundi has for its subject the virtues of the sal mirahile,

sulphate of sodium, or Glauber's salt, of which he was the

discoverer ; and in other of his works he describes various

chlorides of the metals, the sulphates of iron and copper,

aud sulphuric, nitric, and hydrochloric acids, but with respect

to their ultimate constitution he advances no theory ; he

variously states in his different works that mercury and
salt are the principles of all metals, that salt is the origin

of all things, and again that water and earth have pro-

duced all the minerals and metals.

The first to attempt to overthrow the doctrines of the

iatro-chemists was Robert Boyle (1627-1691), who in

1661 published the first edition of The Sceptical Chemist,

or Chymico-Physical Doubts and Paradoxes touching the

Experiments lohereby vulgar Spagyriats are wont toendeavour

to evince their Salt, Sulphur, and Mercury to be the true

Principles of Things, a treatise in which he shows the

doubtful character Of the doctrine of the threefold con-

etitution of matter, and lays stress upon the influence of

heat in the formation of new bodies, not necessarily pre-

existent as such in the substances from which they are pro-

duced. If, as he tells us, he is somewhat too indulgent of

suspicion against the hypotheses or arguments of other

chemists, he ia only acting in compliance with the advice

of Aristotle, and bending a crooked stick the contrary way,
to reduce it at length to straightness. Into the mouth of

" Themistius " he puti the complaint that " Aristotle's hypo-

thesis had not been called in question till in the last cen-

tury Paracelsus and some few other sooty empiricks,

having their eyes darkened and their brains troubled with

the smoke of their furnaces, began to rail at the Peripatetick

doctrine, which they were too illitente to understand, and

to tell the credulous world that they could see the three

ingredients in mixed bodies, which, to gain themselves

the repute of inventors, they endeavoured to disguise by
calling them—instead of earth, and fire, and vapour—salt,

sulphur, and mercury, to which they gave the canting title

of hypoatatical principles." Boyle inclines to a belief in

" but one universal matter of things, as it is known that

the Aristotelians themselves acknowledge, who called it

materia prima
;

the portions of this matter seem to

differ from one another in certain- qualities or accidents,

fewer or more." Ho thinks that elementary corpuscles are

of various sizes, and of more sorts than three or four or five

;

and that the combination of two of these corpuscles may
give rise to a new body as really one as either of the cor-

puscles before they were mingled or confounded, this con-

cretion being endowed with distinct qualities, and no more
by fire or any known way of analysis divisible into the

corpuscles that had first concurred to make it, than either

of them could by the same means be subdivided into other

particles. He furthermore deduces from his arguments the

corollary, " That it may as yet be doubted whether or no
there be any determinate number of elements ; or, if you
please, whether or no all compound bodies do consist of the

same number of elementary ingredients or material prin-

ciples." In another work, The Imperfections of the Chemical
Doctrine of Qualities, Boyle points out the arbitrary nature

of Sylvius's classification of all substances as acids and
alkalies, and the Heedlessness and unsatisfactory characte?

of his hypotheses. latro-chemistry was opposed also by
Conring (1606-1681), Sydenham (1624-1689), Pitcaims

(1662-1713), and his pupil Boerhaave (1668-1738), tha

author of the excellent Elementa Chemice ; and thongh vig-

orously supported by De Blegny, Borriohius, Viridet,

Vieussens, and others, it gradually lost repute, and wsia

finally overthrown by F. Hoffmann (1660-1742)i
Of the labours of Kunckel (1630-1703) in the cause oi

chemistry it is impossible to give an account within the com-
pass of the present sketch ; but whilst the science was en-

riched by means of his numerous researches, amongst which
may be mentioned those on phosphorus, it received no
assistance from his theoretical views concerning the consti-

tution of bodies ; thus, for instance, he rejected the belief

in the three principles of Paracelsus, yet maintained that

all metals contained common quicksilver ; and though their

increase in weight by calcination was not, according to

him, due to the absorption of ponderable fiery material, the

explanation he offered of this phenomenon was even \eta

satisfactory.

To Becher (1635-1682) and to Stahl (1660-1734)
chemistry owes the introduction of the first consistent

theory of the constitution of compounds and of chemical

action. Becher held that the primary ingredients of matter
were water and earth, and that from these were produced
three earths—the fusible or stony, the fatty, and the

fluid earths,—improperly called salt, sulphur, and mer-
cury. Stahl, who developed the -doctrines of Secber,

enumerated four elements—water, acid, earth, and phlogiston.

Becher had explained the calcination of metals on t^a

supposition that they consisted of an earth and a soma-
thing of which they became deprived on ignition ; tflB

bunung of brimslone was, in like manner, thought to be
its resolution into an acid and true sulphur, or that combus-
tible part which was dispelled by beat. It was this

supposed combustible body to which the name phlogiston
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(<jAuyl(rTot; combustible) was applied by Stahl— the

materia aut principium if/riis non ipse ignis. The phlogiston

of Stahl answers in some measure to the souls and spirits

assigned to metals and salts by the alchemists, or to what

Geber called the " humidity," and Cardan the " celestial

heat " of Imetals. When by means of charcoal a metallic

calz was reduced, or a compound containing sulphur

was obtained from fused sodium sulphate, phlogiston was

supposed to be absorbed from the charcoal, which with

aemp blact and other reducing agents came in time to be

regarded as nearly pure phlogiston. Bodies that would not

burn were thought to have alrej,dy parted with their

phlogiston. From a consideration of the insolubility of

most combustible substances arose the idea that phlogiston

was a dry and earthy body, capable of receiving a motion

of great velocity—the moius verticiilaris—manifested when
ignition or flame was produced. John Eey had in 1630

remarked that metals grow heavier whea calcined by the

absorption of " thickened air," but had given no general

theory of combustion, or explanation why many substances

becomfe lighter or are lost sight of when heated. Boyle,

too, bad noticed the increase of weight caused by the

calcination of metals, and had attributed it to the combina-

tion of the latter with heat particles ; and Stabel and
others were not slow to object that this fact negatived the

supposition that calcination consisted in a subtraction of

phlogiston ; the Stahlians, iowever, met the difficulty by
declaring that substance to be the orinciple of levity or

negative weight.

I F. Hoffmann, who contributed greatly to the progress of

analytical chemistry in Germany, held with Stahl that sul-

phur consisted of acid and phlogiston, and that combustible

bodies contained something which might be described as

phlogiston, but thought it possible that the calces of metals

were formed, not by the subtraction of phlogiston, but by
the combination of the metals with an acid material.

Boerhaave, without directly attacking the phlogistic theory,

casts doubts upon the assumption of the existence of a

combustible principle and of earthy substances in the

metals. The view of Homberg (1652-1715) was that

the principle of combustibility in inflammable minerals and
in vegetable substances was sulphur ; and E. F. Geofi'roy

(1672-1731) regarded phlogiston as a sulphurous or oily

principle. Amongst' the most active supporters of the

doctrines of Stahl were Neumann (1683-1737); J. H.

Pott (1692-1777), distinguished for his researches on the

behaviour of mineral substances at high temperatures-

;

Marggraf (1709-1782); and Macquer (1718-1784), the

discoverer of arsenic acid. Other celebrated chemists who
flourished during the phlogistic period were Reaumur (1683-
1757), Hellot (1685-1766), and Duhamel du Monceau
(1700-1782), who first proVed the nature of the base of

common salt.

The phlogistic theory of Stahl, thoUgh incorrect, was of

no small assistance towards a true understanding of

chemical phenomena. It was based upon experimental

data, the interpretation of which served for the correlation

of facts of which but vague and enigmatic explanations had
formerly been given. The supposed subtraction of

phlogi.ston in the calcination of metals, though equivaleiit

in reality to the addition of oxygen, was yet a loss of

potential energy, by virtue of the combination of the

metal with the gas ; and the gain of phlogiston was an
increase of potential energy, attendant on the removal of

oxygen.

It was only in the latter part of th? 18th century that

the influence of the presence of air upon the formation of

many chemical compounds was generally perceived, and
that through the use of the balance the nature of gases
Megan to bo comprehended and such airy nothingness

became commoply regarded as an intimate and necessan
constituent of various solid and fluid bodies. The
phlogistic theory gave to its adherents so 'plausible and
moreover so circumstantial an account, of the modes of

chemical action, that facts and observations which caused
at a later time a complete revolution in the theory of

chemistry, such, for instance, as regarded the existence and
properties of oxygen, remained without explanation, and
almost unheeded. Robert Hooke, so early as 1665, in his

Micrographia, foreshadowed the discoveries of Priestley-

and his contemporaries, when he advanced the opinion that
in common air there existed a substance like, if not the
same as, that fixed in saltpetre, and which at an elevated

temperature dissolved combustibles such as sulphurous
bodies with a rapidity sufiicient to occasion the motion of

fire, and to create light ; this solvent he considered to be
far less for a given bulk of air than of saltpetre. The
investigations of Mayow (1645-1679) are particularly

interesting. In treatises published at Oxford in 1668 and
1674 oxygen is actually described by him under the name
oi fire-air, aih'ial spirit, and nitre-air ; all acids are said to

contain it, and it is necessary for combustion and respira-

tion, processes which are therefore analogous ; it is the

nitre-air of the atmosphere that causes fermentation aud
the souring of wines, that produces sulphuric acid from
sulphur, and effects the calcination of metals.

Early In the 18th century Newton in his Opticks indi-

cated the nature and the modes of formation of gases.'

" Dense bodies," he tells us, " by fermentation rarefy into

several sorts of air ; and this air by fermentation, and
sometimes without its returns into dense bodies

;
" and

further on he remarks that the particles shaken off from
bodies by heat or fermentation, so soon as th^y are beyond
the reach of the attraction of the body, recede from it, and
also from one another with great strength, so as sometimes
to take up above a million of times more space than they

did before in the form of a dense body. This vast cota-

traction and expansion seem to him unintelligible by
feigning the particles of air to be springy and ramous, or

rolled up like hoops, or by any other means than a repulsive

power; the particles of fluids which do not cohere

strongly are most easily rarefied into vapour ; but those

which are grosser, or cohere by a stronger attraction, are

not separated without a stronger heat, or perhaps not
without fermentation ; being rarefied by fermentation they

become true permanent air, those particles receding from
one another with the greatest force, and being most
difficultly brought together, which upon contact adhere

most &Tm\y.—{Opiich, bk. iii., qu. 30 and 31, 1730.)

In 1727 Dr Stephen Hales, (1677-1761), who had for

some years been engaged in investigations similar to those

of Mayow, gave to the world in his Statical Essayt the

collective results of his observations. The atmosphere he
describes in this work as a fine elastic fluid, with particles

of very different natures floating in it, whereby it is fitted

to be the breath of life of vegetables as well as of animals:

The effect of respiration and of the burning of sulphur io

air is to deprive it of its elasticity ; and country air is

cleaner and more elastic than that of towns. Elasticity,

we read, is not an essential immutable property of air

particles ;
" they are easily changed from au elastic to a

fixed state by the strong attraction of the acid, eulphureous,

and saline particles, which abound in the air. Whence it

is reasonable to conclude that our atmosphere is a chaos,

consisting not only of elastic, but also of nnelostic air

particles, which in great plenty float in it."

—

(Slat. En.,

vol. i. 4th ed., 1769.) Hales did not, however, attempt

to determine the distinctive properties of the various gaseous

constituents of the atmosphere, and of the substances on

which ho experimented- all are indiscrimiUittcly design-it^i
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'• air." It is air that is generated by fermentation, and
that contributes to the briskness of Pyrmont and other

mineral waters ; 108 cubic inches of air are procured

from a cubic inch of iron filings and the same quantity of

oil of vitriol ; and 33 cubic inchss of air are the result of

distilling a cubic inch of dog's blood. Hales determined

also the volume of air to be obtained by distilling certain

quantities of amber, chalk, coal, grey pyrites, aqua-fortis,

antimony, tobacco, and other materials, but apparently

with no other end in view than the establishment of the fact

that air is contained in a great number of substances. He
had learned to interrogate, but not to cross-examine nature.

The first important step towards a knowledge of the

specific properties of the various gaseous bodies was that

made in the middle of the 18th century by Dr Black, who
experimentally proved that the causticity acquired on
ignition by mild magnesia and lime was attributable not

to the entrance into them of ponderable caloric, but to the

expulsion of a peculiar kind of air, which occurred fixed,

or in a state of combination, in the unburnt or mild eartho,

and caused them to bo heavier before than after exposure

to heat. He found it possible, in fact, to impart to these

substances a large amount of heat, which became latent,

whilst at the same time their weight was lessened by the

loss of " fixed air " (carbon dioxide). It was discovered

by Black that alkaUes in contact with quicklime became
caustic by giving up their fiSed air to the lime, which was
thereby increased in weight and rendered mild. It was
thus, by employing the balance as an experimental test of

the composition of bodies, that Black laid the foundation

of quantitative chemistry, and in so doing gave the first

occasion to the strife that twenty years later began to rage

between the followers of Stahl and the antiphlogistians.

Foremost in the number of those who after Black dis-

tinguished themselves as pneumatic chemists, was Dr J.

Priestley (1733-1S04). His first discovery, made in 1772,
was nitric oxide gas, which he soon employed in the analysis

of air. Boyle, more than a century before Priestley began
his experiments, had stated in The Sceptical Chemist, that
" without the addition of any extraneous body, quicksilver

may by fire alone, and that in glass vessels, be deprived of

its silver-like colour, and bo turned into a red body ; from
this red body, without addition, likewise may be obtained

a mercury bright and specular as it was before."

—

{Boyle's

Works, ed. Birch, p. 352, Lond. 1744.) On the 1st of

August, 1774, Priestley discovered that the red oxide of

mercury evolved a gas when heated. This gas (oxgyen)

being superior even to the air as a supporter of combustion
was regarded by him as dephlogisticcUed air ; the incom-
bustible part of the atmosphere he supposed to be saturated

with phlogiston, on the assumption that a gas was so much
the better adapted for supporting combustion as it contained

within itself a smaller quantity of that body. Common
air, by drawing phlogiston from burning substances, became,
as he thought, phlogisticated air, and on that account had
no longer any attraction for phlogiston, or, in other words,

any power of supporting combustion. The phlogiston
evolved in the burning of combustibles and in the calcina-

tion of metals was supposed to unite with the atmosphere
or the dephlogisticated air contained therein, and that

which was produced by the action on the atmosphere of the

phlogiston lost by the metals was the cause of the increased

weight of their calces. The opinion that the air given oiT

during the solution of metals in acid was their combustible
constituent had been advanced in 1700 by L^mery; and
Priestley, guided apparently by the notion suggested by
Cavendish's experiments, that to unite with acids metals
niust part with their phlogiston, considered inflammable air

(hydrogen) either as identical with or at least very rich in

that principle. In 1788, in order to explain the formation

[HISTORY

of water from a mixture of inflammable and dephlogisticated

air, he put forward the hypothesis that water entered into

the composition of these and of fixed and other airs ; inflam-

mable air, he thought, might be the principle of alkalinity,

dephlogisticated air, as Lavoisier had shown, being the

principle of .acidity. To the last Priestley was an advocate

of the phlogistic philosophy, and though unquestionably

one of the fathers of modern chemistry was always, to

quote the words of Cuvier, " un pt're qui ne voulut jamais

reconnoitre sa fiUe." Besides nitric oxide and' nitrogen,

Priestley first made known sulphurous a«id gas, gaseous

ammonia and hyclrochloric acid, and carbon monoxide ; and
he it was who, by showing that the condition of ammoniacal
gas and of common air is altered by the transmission

of electric sparks, led to BerthoUet's analysis of ammonia,
and Cavendish's discovery of the composition of nitric

acid.

Henry Cavendish (1731-1810), who, like Priestley, was of

the phlogistic school, contributed by his discoveries and care-

fully conducted investigations, especially as regards gases,

scarcely less than that experimenter to the advance in chemi-

cal knowledge which before the beginning of the 19th cen-

tury effected the subversion of the Stahlian philosophy.

To him chemists are indebted for the invention of the

pneumatic trough, and to him is due the first recognition

of the importance of determining the specific gravities of

the various gases. He established the radical difference

between hydrogen and nitrogen, and discovered in 1781
that hydrogen and dephlogisticated air (oxygen), when ex-

ploded in a close vessel in proportions sufficient almost

entirely to phlogisticate the burnt air, produced pure water

:

and that water was also formed when a mixture of common
air and inflammable air was exploded, a reduction of one-

fifth of the bulk of the former air being then observable.

According to Cavendish, water consisted of phlogiston and
dephlogisticated air ; inflammable air, of phlogiston and
water ; the action of dephlogisticated upon inflammable ait

when exploded with it was to unite with its phlogiston to

form water, and consequently to set free the water of the

iuflammable air; thus both airs became water.

—

(Trans.

Hoy. Soc, 1784 and 1785.) Lavoisier had shown in

1770 the incorrectness of the notion prevalent among
chemists that water by continued boiling and redistillation

could be transformed into an earth. Cavendish's discovery

deprived it of the rank of an element, to which, according

to the vague Aristotelian doctrines of the time, it was en-

titled, and thus prepared the way for the acceptation of

correct and definite views concerning the elementary bodies.

Lavoisier, availing himself of the facts ascertained by
Cavendish, taught that oxygen, the so-called dephlogisticated

air, was an element, and that combined with it was impon-
derable caloric ; inflammable air, or hydrogen, as he termed
it, was another element, which had the power of disengaging
from caloric a weight equal to its own of oxygen, with
which it united to form water. The new doctrine did not,

however, meet with very ready acceptance from the

phlogistians. " It is inconceivable," writes one of them,
" how water, which is absolutely incombustible, should
have so combustible a body as inflammable gas is for one
of its component parts ; whereas, by admitting pure air in

its whole substance to be one of the component parts ot

water, and the other to consist of the base only of inflam-

mable gas, which being burnt by the passage of the electric

spark through it, its phlogiston is converted into light and
heat, the whole doctrine ot the generation of water becomes
plain and easy.".—(Hopson, Chemistry, 1789.)

Among the most eminent of the contemporaries of

Priestley and Cavendish that cherished a belief in the

existence of phlogiston was the Swedish chemist Schcele

(1 742-1 78G). In experiments made to ascertain the
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nature of heat and fire, lie found that measured quantities

of common air, when kept in contact with certain sub-

3tance3, e.g., solution of potassium sulphide or moist

iron-filings, contracted in volume, and became incapable of

supporting combustion. As the specific gravity of the air

had not augmented, the decrease of bulk, Scheele con-

cluded, could not be due, as he had at first conjectured, to

-the absorption of phlogiston ; the atmosphere must, there-

fore, consist of two distinct bodies. One of these, the

tesidual air, he assumed to be incapable of combining with

phlogiston ; the other, having a strong attraction for that

substance, had united with it, forming heat, which had

penetrated through the walls of the vessel containing it

—

hence the diminution of the original Tolume of air. Heat,

-Scheele considered, was decomposed by means of bodies

-which had a strong attraction for its phlogiston, such as

the calces of gold, silver, and mercury, and oil of vitriol

mixed with black manganese ore, and consequently the

other constituent of heat, empyreal or fire-air (oxygen),

became isolated. Heat could be synthesized, for it was

produced by the union of the phlogiston of coals with fire-

air. Light, like heat, was a compound of fire-air and

phlogiston, but was richer in the latter constituent, to the

varying proportions of which it owed its differences of

colour. Subsequently, when it became impossible for

Scheele to ignore the consideration of the increase observ-

able in many substances after burning or calcination, he bo

far modified his views as to regard fire-air as a compound
containing, with a very little phlogiston, a saline principle

(principium salinum) and water, which list gave to fire-air

.the greater part of its weight. When fire-air formed heat

Dy combining with phlogiston, it gave up its water to the

materials it dephlogisticated, and thus it was that they

were rendered heavier by ignition. Such, in brief, were

the theoretical conceptions of Scheele ; it is upon his work

as a practical chemist that his fame must rest. Tartaric

acid was isolated by him in 1769, and he made the dis-

covery in 1774 of baryta and of dephlogisticated muriatic

acid (chlorine), and in 1779 of glycerine, the properties of

which he pointed out in 1784 ; in 1781 he demonstrated

the nature of hydrofluoric acid, first obtained by him in

1771, and prepared tungstic acid, before unknown; and
between the years 1776 and 1786 he discovered benzoic,

molybdic, lactic, mucic, oxalic, malic, and gallic acids, and
made important observations on the compounds of arsenioua

acid.

The advance made during the last part of the 18th
.century in analytical chemistry is attributable in great

measure to the labours of Torbern Bergman of Upsala
(1735-1784), who devised systematic methods of examining
•compounds by the wet way, and by means of the blow-pipe,

and first rendered it possible to analyze minerals insoluble

in acids by fusing them with an alkali or alkaline carbonate.

In 1718 E. F. Oeoffroy had publbhcd tables in which he
exhibited the reciprocal chemical affinities of various sub-

stances, and these tables had been improved upon by
Gellert in his JIfelallurgic Chemislri/, 1751, and by
Liinbourg, 1761. Bergman, in 1775, gave in a disserta-

tion on elective attractions, as ho named afTinity, an
arrangement in 59 columns of all the chemical substances
known at the time, in which was shown the order of their

decomposition when in solution, and when exposed to a

strong heat. The nature of the compounds formed by the
mixture of reagents depended, in Bergman's estimation, on
the sum of their attractions. Bergman contributed also

in some measure to the determination of the constitution

of neutral salts—a subject treated of by Romberg in 1C99,
and, after Bergman and Kirwan, investigated by Wenzel in

.his Vorlcsvnrjun iilier die chemiache YtrwandtacJiaft der
Jx'orper, published in 1777. From WnnzLl's observatiims

tne idea of equivalency took its rise. He showed that the

products of the mutual decomposition of two neutral salts

were themselves neutral, or, in other words, that the same

weight of base satisfies definite quantities of two different

acids. Thus, according to his experiments, 123 parts of

lime and 222 of potash must be considered equivalent

to each other, being both competent to neutralize 181'&

parts of sulphuric, or 240 parts of nitric acid.

In England, ten years previously to the publication of

Weuzel's treatise. Cavendish described certain quantities

of fixed alkali and marble as " equivalent ;" and m 1788

ho stated that a quantity of oil of vitriol sufiicient to

produce 100 parts of plumbum ponderosum with sugar ot

lead would dissolve 33 of marble, since he found by

experiment that so much oil of vitriol would saturate as

much fixed alkali as a quantity of nitrous acid sufficient to

dissolve 33 of marble.—(PAi/. Trans, 1767, p. 102; 1788,

p. 178.)

In 1792, J. B. Eichter (1762-1807) published a work

on Stochiometrie, or the Art of Measuring Chemical

Elements, in which he gave in two series of tables the

weights of different bodies which neutralized 1000 parts of

various acids, and the weights of acids that similarly cor-

responded to 1000 parts in the case of the bases, and

pointed out the proportionality that existed between the

weights of the bases, as also of the acids, in each series.

There was, he remarked, a constant ratio between the

quantity of an acid and the quantity of oxygen in the

weights of the bases needed for its complete saturation,—

a

fact afterwards restated by Berzelius, who showed that a

simple and uniform relation was observable between the

amounts of oxygen in the acid and basic portions of salts

of the same class.

Although neither the science of chemistry nor yet a

change in its objects can be said to have originated with

Lavoisier (1743-1794), the means he introduced of attain

ing those objects, the ideas he put forth concerning the

constitution of bodies, and the explanations he gave of

various phenomena were new, and gave to the science in the

twenty years preceding his death a completely altered aspect.

The mine of chemistry had yielded rich returns long before

Lavoisier came to labour in it ; he availed himself of the

old workings and, extendi^ig them, opened the main lode,
" He discovered," says Liebig, " no new body, no new

property, no natural phenomenon previously unknown
but all the facts established by him were the necessary

consequences of the labours of those who preceded Imi.

His merit, his immortal glory consisted in this—that he

infused into the body of the science a new spirit ; but all

the members of that body were already in existence, and
rightly joined together."—{2,t«trj! ou Chemistry, ii.) In

the first of his papers, in 176D, Lavoisier indicates no doubt

of the existence of phlogiston. In 1775 he stiH spoke of

it, but in the following year he expressed his conviction

that, for the elucidation of certain phenomena, one must
ascribe to phlogiston other qualities than those assigned to

it by Stahl. It was in 1775 that he presented to the

French Academy a memoir On the Nature of the I'rinciple

which combinen with the Metals during their Calcination,

and which augments their Weight, in which he describes the

formation of fixed air from charcoal in the reduction of

calces, and the preparation and properties of oxygen ; but he
makes no allusion to the fact that Priestley had in Novembir
of the foregoing year made him acquainted with that ga^,

or to the observations of Bayen in the Journal de J'hysique,

February and April 1774, to the eflTcct that the change of

a metal into a calx is attributable to the fixation of on
aerial fluid, and that the red oxide of mercury is reduced

by heat wilhoul l!io iidditiuu of anilLing, and lot':- lu

weight by reduction.
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In 1776 Lavoisier, by experiments with phosphorus

and sulphur, confirmed results already arrived at by him

—

that the atmosphere contained two gases, azote or nitrogen,

and a highly respirable air, the absorption of which by
burning substances accounts for their increase in weight.

In 1777 he combated the assertion o£ Priestley that air

is rendered irrespirable by becoming loaded with phlogiston,

and sTiowed that air in which candles were burnt furnished

about two-fifths of its volume of fixed air, and that pure or

dephlogisticated air under the same conditions became
almost completely transformed into that gas. In a paper
received by the Academy in 1778 Lavoisier broached his

theory that the dephlogisticated air of Priestley was
the universal acidifying or oxygenizing principle, which
by combination with charcoal, sulphur, nitrogen, and
phosphorus formed carbonic, vitriolic, nitric, and phosphoric

acids, and with metals, calces ; all the phenomena of com-
bustion, Lavoisier centended, were explicable without the

supposition of the existence of phlogiston, of which there

•was no evidence. In 1783, when he had determined to

discover by carefully conducted experiments the nature of

the product of the combustion of hydrogen, Lavoisier

learned -that Cavendish had ascertained that body to be
water. He therefore repeated Cavendish's experiments,

and with the aid of Meusnier proved that water con-

tfliDS hydrogen, by passing steam through a red-hot

porcelain tube containing iron wire. Lavoisier had long

been unable to hold the doctrine that hydrogen was the

phlogiston of metals, seeing that the calces were
actually heavier than the metals supposed to contain them,

and that the hydrogen supposed to be evolved by the

metals, though Ugbt, certainly had weight. Lavoisier now
explained the production of hydrogen during the solution

of metals in acids on the assumption that water was
decomposed, its oxygen uniting with the metals, whDst its

hydfogen escaped. In the case, however, of nitric acid,

oxygen was supposed to be supplied by the acid. The
effect of Lavoisier's reasonings upon his contemporaries

is illustrated by Priestley's remark {Phil. Trans., 1788,

p. 155) that, "the doctrine of the decoviposition of water

being set aside, that of phlogiston (which in consequence of

the late experiments on water has been almost universally

abandoned) will much better stand its ground." But the

fate of the Stahlian philosophy was sealed; and in 1792
Klaproth and the Berlin Academy gave in their adhesion

to the new doctrines. Gren and Wiegleb in Germany,
Delametherie in France, and Kirwan in England endea-

voured but in vain, to support the phlogistic theory; and

ere long Lavoisier's innovations could be regarded not

simply as the anti-phlogistic, but as the universally accepted

system of chemistry. " It was the glory of Lavoisier,"

wrote Davy in 1814, "to lay the foundation of a sound

logic in chemistry by showing that the existence of this

principle (phlogiston), or of other principles, should not be

assumed where they could not be detected." In 1789 was

published Lavoisier's Traiie ilementaire de Chimie, in which

the new chemical doctrines were set forth with remarkable

clearness and ability. A list of 33 " simple substances " is

given in the 2d part of the 1st vol. of this work, wherein

light and caloric are included with oxygen, azote, and

hydrogen as elements of bodies ; but as to whether light

was a modification of caloric, or caloric a modification of

light, it was impossible, Lavoisier considered, to decide

(Traite element., torn. 1. part iL chap. 1). Under the

head of " oxidable or acidifiable substances " he placed

sulphur, phosphorus, carbon, and the muriatic, fluoric, and

boracic radicals ; the " oxidable and acidifiable metals

"

ore antimony, silver, arsenic, bismuth, cobalt, copper, tin,

iron, manganese, mercury, molybdenum, nickel, gold,

platinum, lead, tungsten, and zinc ; and the " simple

iHlBTOEr.

earthy and salifiable substances " are lime, magnesia,
baryta, alumina, and silica. Of metallic oxides, he says
(Traite element., tom. L part L chap, vii.), " they ought not
to be considered as completely saturated with oxygen,
because their action on that principle is balanced by the

force of attraction exercised upon it by caloric. Oxygen,
then, in the calcination of metals, obeys really two forces

—that exercised by the caloric and that exercised by the
metal." Davy, who by his experiments on the effects of

friction on ice did much to dispel the belief in the
materiality of heat, but who regarded light as a body in a

peculiar state of existence, and consisting of minute particles,

held the view that light in phosoxygen (oxygen gas) was
intimately combined with oxygen.

—

I Works, vol. ii. pp.
11-32.)

The following table will serve to show the progress that

has been made in the knowledge of the elementary bodies

from the time of the publication of Lavoisier's Traite
Ilementaire ; the second and third columns give the authori-

ties by whom and the dates when these bodies were either

first isolated, or were recognized as simple substances :

—

Uranium
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and u-ou vatli sulphur, in two definite proportions respec-

tively. In a controversy with Berthollet that extended

over some years he successfully demonstrated th^t all com-

pounds are definite, and contain only certain determinate

proportions of their constituents.

In August 1804, Dalton (176C-1844) communicated to

Dr Thomson his theory of the ' atomic composition of

bodies. Dalton's ideas had been vaguely foreshadowed by

W. Higgins of Tembroke College, Osfoi-d, in a publication

entitled A Comparative View of the Phlogistic and
Antiphlogistic Theories, where we read that

—

" In volatile vitriolic acid a single ultimate particle of sulphur is

intimately united only to a single particle of dephlogisticated air
;

and in perfect vitriolic acid every single particle of -sulphur is

united to two of dephlogisticated air, being tne quantity necessary

to saturation. As two cubic inches of light inflammable air require

but one of dephlogisticated air to condense them, we must suppose

that they contain equal number of divisions, and that the difference

of their specific gravity depends chiefly on the size of their ulti-

mate particles ; or we must suppose that the ultimate particles

of light inflammable air require two or three or more of dephlo-

gisticated air to saturate them. If this latter wero the case, we
might produce water in an intormediato state, as well as the

vitriolic or the nitrous acid, which appears to be impossible ; for

in whatever proportion we mix our acids, or under whatever circum-

stance we combine them, the result is invariably the same."—(2J

cd., 1791.)

The atomic theory first suggested itself to Dalton during

his investigations on marsh-gas, or light carburetted hydro-

gen, and defiant gas. He calculated that if the weight

of carbon in each of these compounds were reckoned to be

the same, then marsh-gas contained exactly twice the

weight of hydrogen present in defiant gas. He further

observed that the quantity of oxygen in carbonic acid gas was

twice as much as in carbonic oxide gas. These and similar

facts ho conceived might be explained by assuming the

ultimate particles of matter to be incapable of further

division, or, in other words, atoms, possessing definite

weights, the ratios of which could be denoted by numbers,
the weight of an atom of hydrogen being taken as unity.

Tho combination of these atoms with one another would
account then for the definite proportions in which the

elements united. For clearness the atoms were represented

by symbols, thus :

—

Relative Weiglits.

O Oxygen 65
O Hydrogen 1

• Carbon 5

O Azote 6

Binary compounds with their weights were denoted
thus :

—

OO Water 75
• O Olefiant gas ; 6

Q)0 Ammonia 6
0# Carbonic oxido 11-5

and ternary compounds in a similar manner :

—

0#0 Carbonic acid gas 18
• ©•Ether 11

©•O Carburetted hydrogen gas 7

Tho weight of the smallest particle of a compound was
therefore, according to Dalton'a theory, to be obtained by
adding together the weights of its constituent atoms ; the
laws discovered by Wenzel and Richter wero thus in-

cluded within the law of atomic weights.

The new theory was promulgated in Dr Thomson's
Syttem of Chemistry, 3d edit., 1807. In the same year
Thomson showed that the amount of oxalic acid required
to form strontium binoxalato was twice as great as that
in the case of tho oxalate, supposing tho weight of strontium
in each salt to be the same ; and Dr WoUaston proved that
three potassium oxalates wero obtainable, to form which

.')—18

a definite amount of potash needed weights of oxalic acid

in the proportion of 1 : 2 : 4.

In 1808, the year of the publication of Dalton's Jfew

System of Chemical Philosophy, Gay-Lussac made known to

the world the laws of the combinations of gases by volume

—

to which his attentiop had been directed by the discovery

which he and A. Von Humboldt had made, that a definite

volume of oxygen combined with exactly twice its bulk of

hydrogen. He pointed out that there is a simple relation

between the volumes of two gases which unite together,

and also between their collective volume in the uncombined
and in the combined condition. Thus, three volumes

of hydrogen combine with one of nitrogen to form tv/o

volumes of ammonia ; one volume of chlorine with one of

hydrogen produces two volumes of hydrochloric acid gas :

and two volumes of nitrogen and one of oxygen give two
volumes of protoxide of nitrogen. The law of definite

proportions was shown to hold good with respect to tho

volumes as well as to the weights of combining bodies.

In 1811 Avogadro, remarking that equal variations of

temperature and pressure produce in all gases and vapours

the same changes of volume, enunciated the hypothesis

that equal volumes of any gas or vapour contain the

same number of atoms, and the same doctrine was brought
forward in 1814 by Amp6re. On this hypothesis the

density of equal volumes of gases was shown to represent

the relative' weights of their atoms ; and thus, as it had
been discovered that gases frequently do not unite volume
for volume, a distinction came to be drawn between atomic

weights and equivalents. If we say atom for volume, wrote
Berzelius, we find in Gay-Lussac's discovery one of the

most direct arguments in favour of Dalton's hypothesis.

Berzelius (1779-1848), from considerations based on the

law of combination by volume, accounted the atoms of

elements distinct from their equivalents. Thus two
volumes of hydrogen were recognized as the equivalents of

one volume of oxygen, the relative weights of equal

volumes of the two gases being those of their atoms.

Berzelius adopted 100 parts of oxygen as his standard of

atomic weight, the atomic weight of hydrogen was there-

fore G24, its equivalent, 12"48. He considered that the

atoms of aluminium, arsenic, antimony, bromine, chlorine,

fluorine, hydrogen, iodine, nitrogen, and some other

elements had a weight equal to only half that of their

equivalents, which latter were double and inseparable

atoms. In place of tho symbols used by Dalton to

denote the proportions in which the elements combine by
weight, he employed a notation in which letters were
used to indicate the names of the elements. He introduced

also an abridged notation, in which the equivalents or

double atoms were represented by drawing a.bar through
the symbol of the clement. A dot being. used to signify

an atom of oxygen, the formula of water was written H

;

and HCl denoted hydrochloric acid, which was viewed aa

consisting of a double atom of hydrogen united to a double
atom of chlorine,— an hypothesis which left unexplained tho

fact that the combination of tho so-called double atoms of

hydrogen and chlorine reaidted always in the formation

of two molecules, instead of One, of hydrochloric acid gas.

Berzelius constructed a table of atomic weights and
equivalents, which the discovery by Dulong and Petit in

1819 of tho connection between the specific heats and the

atomic weights of tho elements, and that of the law of iso-

morphism by Mitscherlich in 1820, enabled him to modify
and improve. Tho equivalent notation of Berzelius was
adopted by G-iy-Lussac, and displaced in time that founded
upon the atomic weights ; but it was not generally applied

with strictness to all compounds, molecular and n. ;.

equivalent formuln being employed in some cases. It had
this objection, that it masked the relative atom-fixing

V - 59
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powers of tlie various aciils ; thus the formula AgO. JPO5
did not express the tribasio character o{ a molecule of

phosphoric acid, and it3 relations to the molecules of acids

of less basicity. Observing the ratio between the oxygen

of bases and acids, Bsrzelius was led to the conception cf

the dualistie theory, according to which all compounds
consist of paired constituents or groups of constituents.

This theory was applied to both organic and inorganic

substances, and received considerable support from the

development of the doctrine of compound radicles, cf which
'Berzelius was the chief supporter.

De Morveau, in a memoir On the Development of the

'Principles of Methodical Nomenclature, had in 1787 given

the name of radicles to the " acidifiable bases " of acids,

and Lavoisier in his Traite elementaire had spoken of the
" hydrocarbon radicles " in oils, starch, sugar, and gum.

In 1817 Berzelius, following Lavoisier, held the opinion

that all inorganic oxides contained simple radicles, and
organic oxides compound radicies. In 1832 Liebig and

Wbhler discovered the composition of bitter-almond oil,

which they showed, on the assumption of the existence of

a radicle C-HjO, might be compared with the compounds
of potassium and other metals. Berzelius at first accepted

their explanation of the constitution of benzoyl-compounds,

but afterwards rejected it, as his electro-chemical theory did

not support the view that oxygen could be a constituent of

a radicle. Benzoic acid was represented by him as a com-

pound containing the radicle Cj^Hj , thus :—C14H5.O3 + HO,
and alcohol as an oxide of the radicle CH3, or 2(CH3).0.

In 1834 Dumas made known his observations on the

substitution of hydrogen by other elements ; and Laurent

subsequently concluded from numerous experiments that,

when hydrogen is substituted by an equivalent of chlorine

or bromine, these elements take the place occupied by the

hydrogen, performing to a certain extent the functions of

the latter in the new compound, which is therefore analogous

to that from which it has been produced. Thus was given

the first blow to the dualistie theory. The discovery of

trichloracetic acid by Dumas gave considerable aid in the

establishment of the new doctrine ;' but Berzelius and
others, who were unable to reconcile with the electro-

chemical theory the substitution of an electro-positive by
an electro-negative element, sought to explain the facts of

substitution in accordance with dualistie notions. Berzelius

considered that a compound in which oxygen was a fourth

element was at once an oxide and a chloride ; trichloracetic

acid was, in his opinion, a copulated compound of

sesquichloride of carbon with sesquioxide of carbon (oxalic

acid) CjCL + C^O. -t-HO ; acetic acid, on the other hand,

was a trioxide of acetyl (C^Hg) with the formula

C.iHs-O, -H HO. The substitution-compounds discovered

by Malaguti and Regnault were in like manner represented

dualisticaUy ; dichloroformic ether, for example, was written

2C2H.O3 -^ CjaClj + 2C^H3.0s + C1H3.CI3 ; such complex

formuljs, however, which implied in most cases a widely

different constitution for bodies obviously related in

properties, were received with but little favom- by chemists.

At length Melsens, by converting trichloracetic acid into

acetic acid, gave decisive evidence as to the truth of the

principle of the substitution theory.

Gerhardt, who regarded all compounds as simple

molecules, certain atoms of which were displaceable by
double decomposition, discarded entirelj' the conception of

.radicles. He classified organic substances according to the

number of carbon atoms contained in their molecules

;

hence the recognition of homologous series of organic com-

pounds. What he termed reMues—molecules deprived of

certain of their constituents—were in many instances

identical with the radicles employed by Berzelius, but were

jiot held necessarily to pre-exist in compounds. Gerhardt

v.'as the means of re-introducing, m a modified form, the

atomic notation of Berzelius. Observing that the smallest

quantities by weight of carbonic acid gas and water pro-

duced in reactions were expressed by the formuhe CO^
and HjOj, he concluded that these must represent the

molecules of the two bodies, which might be more con-

veniently written COj and HjO, the atomic weights of

hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon being taken as 1, 16, and
12 respectively. He made the atomic weights of bromine,

chlorine, fluorine, hydrogen, iodine, nitrogen, and other of

the elements equal to those given by Berzelius, thus enabl-

ing the formulae of water and most volatile compounds to

be expressed in agreement with the law of Gay-Lussac ; but

he halved the old atomic weights of most of the metals,

supposing that all metallic oxides were similar in constitu-

tion to water, or contained two atoms of metal to one of

oxj-gen. Regnault afterwards proved that; according to

the law of Dulong and Petit, this alteration ought to \i&

made in the case only of the atomic weights of the metals

lithium, potassium, sodium, and silver ; many metals were

accordingly to be regarded as having oxides of the general

formula RO. Such metals, being compared with the

diatomic radicles of organic chemistry, were called diatomic

by Cannizzaro in 1858. Thus originated the idea of the

polyatomicity of the metals.

The theory of types dates from the time of the discovery

of trichloracetic acid by Dumas, who observed that this

body and others similarly obtained must be of the same
chemical type with the hydrogenated substances from which
they are derived. The discovery by Wurtz of the com-

pound ammonias, and by Hofmann of diethylamine and
triethylamine, led to the creation of the ammonia type ; and
WiUiamson, by the discovery in 1850 of the mixed ethers,

was enabled to refer ether, alcohol, and acids to the water

type, and to predict the existence of acetic anhydride, which,

as well as benzoic anhydride, was discovered in 1852 by
Gerhardt. To these types Gerhardt added two others,

those of hydrogen and hydrochloric acid, and with the

former associated the aldehydes, ketones, and macy hydro-

carbons, e.g., the radicles discovered by Frankland and
Kolbe. The theory of types was still further extended by,

Williamson, to whom the conception of condensed types is

due ; by Odling, who first suggested the idea of represent-^

ing the relations of compounds by the use of mixed types

;

and by Kekul6 and numerous other investigators.

The foundation of electro-chemical science may be said

to have been laid by Nicholson and Carlisle,' who in 1800
discovered the decomposition of water by the agency of

the voltaic pile ; but the earliest electro-chemical experi-

ments were those made by Priestley in 1775 upon am-
monia gas, and by Deiman and Van Troostwijk in 1789
upon water, by means of frictional electricity. Cruickshank

by experiments with the chlorides of magnesium, sodium,

and ammonium demonstrated that when those salts are

decomposed by the electric current, alkali always appears

at the negative, and acid at the positive pole.

In 1803 Berzelius and Hisinger published their observa-

tions on the electrical decomposition of salts and some of

their bases ; oxygen, acids, and oxidized bases, they said,

appear at the positive pole ; combustible bodies, alkalies,

and earths at the negative. Later experimenters, however,

showed that it is the metal, not the oxide, that appears at'

the negative pole when salts are electrolyzed, and that

oxides cannot be supposed to exist ready formed in salts?

Davy, whose electrical experiments were commenced in

1800, undertook in 1806 a course of investigations whiclJ

led him to the discovery of the metals of the alkalies and
alkaline earths. In 1807 he expressed the opinion that

bodies having an affinity for one another are in different

states of electricit;. and "that chemical and electrical
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attractions depend upon the same cause, acting in the oue

case on particles and in the other on masses of matter."

In 1834 Faraday discovered that the decompositions

effected by the voltaic' current indicate the quantity by

weight in which the elements combine, or the weights of

the atoms of the atomic theory, thus adding to the

probability of the correctness of the suppoeitiou that the

operations of the same agent are exhibited in both chemical

and electrical phenomena. Latterly, the discovery of the

action of the copper-zinc couple by Gladstone and Tribe

has opened out a new field of electro-chemical research,

already productive of important results. To mention,

however, the numerous advances that have been made in

recent times, whether in chemical jjhysics or in chemistry

proper—especially as regards the constitution and synthesis

of the compounds of carbon—would be to exceed the scope

of the present introductory notice. The reader must, there-

fore, be referred to the treatises and original memoirs of

those whose labours have effected the modern development

of chemistry, and have raised it to the high position which it

occupies as a science at the present time. (f. h. b.)

The Elements.

The examination of aU the .various substances met with

in nature has led to the discovery of sixty-four different

bodies, froi which it is impossible by any means now at

our disposal to separate simpler substances ; they are

consequently termed "elementary or simple bodies," or
" elements." It is not asserted that such substances are

absolutely simple, or that they may not be found hereafter

to yield more than one kind of matter, but merely that so

far as our knowledge extends it is so ; indeed, recent spec-

troscopic researches favour the impression that some at least

of the elements are, perhaps, compounds of simpler bodies

It is the study of the laws which regulate the combina-

tion of the elements with one another and to which their

compounds are subject in their mutual action.?, and of the

properties of the elements and of the compounds formed by
their union, which constitutes the science of chemistry.

Tbfe majority of the elements are of comparstively rare

occurrence, whilst many of them are extremely rare, being

met with only in certain localities. Gold and a few others

almost always occur as such, and our atmosphere, we know,

consists chiefly of the two elements, oxygen and uitrogen.

in the '.ee state; also some others, such as carbon, copper,

silver, and sidphur, are occasionally met with in the uncora-

bincd state, but in general two or more elements are found

united. The number of elements of which the materials

are made up which principally compose the earth and the

plants and animals living upon it is, however, exceedingly

small. Thus, plants consist chiefly of carbon, hydrogen,

and oxygen, and animals chiefly of these three elements

together with nitrogen ; water consists entirely of oxygen
and hydrogen. Tho solid earth is mainly composed of

substances such as quartz or silica, chalk or limestone, and
various silicates like felspar and clay,—the elements which
are the chief constituents of these subst.ances being oxygen,

silicon, carbon, calcium, magnesium, aluminium, iron, and
potassium. The only elements which appear to be absolutely

essential to vegetable or animal life are carbon, oxygen,

hydrogen, nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus, calcium, iron, ]>otas

sium, sodium, magnesium, silicon, and chlorine ; and the

remainder are to us, so to speak, merely of artificial value.

Four of tho elements—chlorine, hydrogen, nitroaen, and
oxygen—are ga.'ics; and fluorine, which is not known with

:ertainty in the free state, is probably also a gn-s ; two are

liquid at ordinary atmospheric tcmjicraturcs, viz., mercury
4nd br >mine ; and the clement gallium, reccnllj disc-ivcicil

lU certiin zinc ores, but a.' yet obtained in oulv very Buin'!

quantities, is also said to be a liquid. The remaining
elements are solids.

The following is a list of tne elements now known,
arranged in alphabetical order. The most important ele

ments are distinguished in the table by capitals ; whilst

thosS which at present are of slight importance, on account

of their rare occurrence, or of our insufficient knowledge of

their properties, are printed in italics.

Name of Element.
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Chloride of silver, for example, in whatever manner it may
be prepared, invariably consists of chlorine and silver in

the proportions by weight of 35 'SG parts of the former and
107-60 of the latter.

But it is often the case that elements combine together

in several proportions ; whenever this occurs the several

proportions in which the one element unites with the other
invariably bear a simple relation to one another. Thus,
1 part by weight of hydrogen unites with 8 parts by weight
of oxygen, forming water, and with 16 or 8 x 2 parts of

oxygen, forming peroxide of hydrogen. Again, in nitrous

oxide we have a compound of 8 parts by weight of oxygen
and 14 of nitrogen ; in nitric o.xide a compound of 16
or 8 X 2 parts of oxygen and 14- of nitrogen ; in nitrous

anhydride a compound of . 24 or 8 x 3 parts of oxygen and
14 of nitrogen ; in nitric peroxide a compound of 32 or

8x4 parts of oxygen and 1 4 of nitrogen ; and lastly, in

nitric anhydride a compound of 40 or 8 x 5 parts of oxygen
and 14 of nitrogen. This law is known as the law of

Igomblnation in multiple proportions.

The proportions in which two elements combine with a

third also represent the proportions in which, or in some
simple multiple of which, they will themselves combine.

For instance, 35'36 parts of chlorine and 79'75 parts of

bromine combine with 1 07-60 parts of silver; and when
chlorine and bromine unite it is in the proportion of 35'36

parts of the former to 79-75 parts of the latter. Iodine

unites with silver in the proportion of I26'53 parts to

107'60 parts of the latter, but it .combines with chlorine in

t\70 proportions, viz., in the proportion of 126'53 parts

either to 35'36 or to three times 35'36 parts of chlorine.

This is known as the law of combination in reciprocal

proportions.

In explanation of these three laws deduced entirely from
experimental observations, chemists have adopted the

atomic or molecular theory which was first introduced into

the science by Dalton at the commencement of this century.

According to this theory the exceedingly small masses or

molecules of which it is supposed matter consists are com-
posite, being made up of indivisible particles or atoms (see

the article Atom, vol. iii. p. 36). The molecules of the

elements are assumed to consist of similar atoms, whereas

those of compounds are congeries of dissimilar atoms; "and

the molecules which constitute a given kind of matter, it is

supposed, are alike in weight and general properties, but

differ from those of which all other kinds of matter are

composed, so that every molecule belongs to one of a

definite number of species. The study of the alterations

which take place in the composition of molecules under
the influence of various forces, and which result from their

action upon one another, is the work of the chemist; whilst

it is the province of the physicist to study the influences

of those forces upon matter which affect entire molecules

without in any way altering their composition.

The chemist has no means of ascertaining, nor does he

attempt to ascertain, the absolute weights of the atoms or

of the molecules of the various elements and their com-

pounds ; he concerns himself merely with their relative

weights, hydrogen being adopted as the standard of refer-

ence since it is the lightest of all known elements. The
relative weight of the atoms of the various elements

referred to that of hydrogen regarded as 1 are given in the

third column of the table on page 467. The determina-

tion of the exact atomic weight of an element is an opera-

tion of extreme difficulty, and one rec^uiring the greatest

analytical skill, so that as yet the atomic weights of only

a limited number of elements have been ascertained with

more than approximate accuracy. The most accurately

determined atomic weights are those of hydrogen, oxygen,

nitrogen, chlorine, bromine, iodine, lithium, potassium.

sadium, silver, and thallium. Apparently the numbers
obtained for these elements are practically perfect.

The manner in which the relative weights of the atoms, '

of the elements are determined will be evident from thaJ

fgllowing considerations.

If, instead of comparing together the relative weights (ft\

the elements which enter into combination, the volume^"!

which they occupy in the state of gas (at the same tempera-

ture and under the same pressure) before and after com-

bination are compared, it is found that gases always unite

together in very simple proportions, viz., either in equal

volumes, or in volumes which bear some simple relation'

such as 1 : 2, 1 1; 3, 1 : 4, 2 : 3, &c. Moreover, whatever

the number of volumes before combination, it always is

reduced to two on combination. Thus, equal volumes of

hydrogen and chlorine gases unite without condensation to

form hydrochloric acid gas ; in the production of water 2

volumes of hydrogen and 1 of oxygen combine, but form

only 2 volumes of water-gas or steam ; and if ammonia gas be

decomposed by heat or a series of electric sparks, 2 volumes

of the gas yield 3 volumes of hydrogen and 1 of nitrogen.

'

Now, according to the law of Boyle and Mariotte, the

volume of a given mass of any gas varies inversely as the

pressure, provided that the temperature remains the same
;

for instance, the quantity of air which is contained in a

vessel of the capacity of 1 pint under the pressure of 1

atmosphere, or 15 lb upon the square inch, may be con-

tained in a vessel of half a "int capacitv if the pressure

be doubled.

According to the law of Charles and Gay-Lussac, on the

other hand, all gases expand equally by heat, provided

the pressure remains constant,—the rate of expansion

being -jJ-j of the volume at 0° C. for each rise of 1° C. in

temperature ; or in other words, the volume of a gas varies

directly as the absolute temperature.

A gas which strictly conforms to these two laws is said

to be a perfect gas, but none of the gases with which ws
are acquainted are perfect in this sense. Thus, Andrews's

experiments show that carbonic anhydride, which under a

pressure of 36 atmospheres at 0° C. is reduced to the Uquid

state, condenses more than it should according to Boyle's

law. Again, the density of chlorine gas referred to air,

according to Stas's determinartion of the atomic weight of

this element, should be 2-4501. The folloYing table

exhibits its density at various temperatures from 20° to

200° C.,' and it is evident that it is higher than it should

be at all temperatures below 200° C. :

—

Temperatare.
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ture aad pressuire, the temperature and pressure chosen

being that at which the gases most closely approximate to

the requiremeuts of the laws above stated, au estimate of

the relative weights of their molecules is obtained. For

example, the density of nitrogen referred to hydrogen is 14,

since a given volume of nitrogen is found to weigh 14

times as much as an equal volume of hydrogen at the

same temperature and under the same pressure ; hence,

according to Avogadro's hypothesis, the molecules of

nitrogen are fourteen times as heavy as the hydrogen

molecules.

In the formation of hydrochloric acid gas equal volumes

of chlorine and hydrogen unite without condensation. The

density of chlorine gas referred to hydrogen is 35-36, and

the simplest possible hypothesis of the composition of

hydrochloric acid is that it consists of an atom of hydrogen

weighing 1, and an atom of chlorine weighing 35-36, so

that its molecule, therefore, must weigh 36-36. But since

the density of hydrochloric acid gas is ascertained by

experiment to be only 18-18 as compared with that of

hydrogen, and, according to Avogadro's hypothesis, equal

volumes of hydrogen and hydrochloric acid gas contain

equal numbers of molecules, it follows that the weight of

the hydrogen molecule as compared with that of hydro-

chloric acid must be 2, or in other words, that the hydrogen

molecule consists of two atoms. The chlorine molecule in

like manner must consist of two atoms, each weighing

35-36, and in the formation of hydrochloric acid from
hydrogen and chlorine two molecules of hydrochloric acid

are produced from a molecule of hydrogen and a molecule

of chlorine : in the one molecule half the hydrogen is

displaced by chlorine, in the other half the chlorine is dis-

placed by hydrogen. It may be proved that the assumption

is correct tliat the molecule of hydrochloric acid contains

only a single atom of chlorine, weighing 35-36, and that it

does not consist, foi example, of two atoms of Chlorine each

weighing 17-68, by comparing the various volatile com-
pounds containing chlorine. In the first place their

densities in the state of gas are determined, and a knowledge
is thus obtained of the relative weights of their molecules

as compared -with that of the hydrogen molecule ; the

percentage of chlorine they contain is then ascertained by
careful analysis. The density referred to hydrogen as unity

multiplied by 2 gives the molecular weight of the com-
pound ; and the percentage of chlorine being known, the

amqnnt contained in the quantity expressed by the

molecular weight is ascertained by a simple calculation.

For example, the density of sulphur chloride is found to

be 57-36, and its molecular weight is therefore 5736 x 2

or 11472 ; it contains 61-64 per cent, of chlorine, so that

in 11472 parts there are 70-72 of cLlcrine. \Vnen the

numbers thus deduced are compared "it is seen that the
lowest amongst them is 35-36, and that all the higher
numbers are simple multiples of this ; 35-36 is accordingly
adopted as the number v^Lich expresses the weight of the

atom of chlorine relatively to that of the hydrogen atom.
A number of volatile chlorine compounds are thus compared
in tho following table :

—

Namo or Cumiiound.
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density is determined, provided always that the temperature

,be not so high as to cause decomposition. But the rela-

Itive proportions in which the elements combine, and the

ccimposition of compounds may usually be ascertained with

very great—in many cases with almost absolute—accuracy

by chemical analysis; and the determination of the density

in the state of gas simply serves to prove which of the

several multiple proportions, in which it is found that the

elements combine together, is the true atomic weight. Por
instance, analysis shows that marsh gas is a compound "of

carbon and hydrogen exactly in the proportions of 1 part

of the latter with 3 of the former ; that carbonic anhydride

consists of carbon and oxygen in the proportion of 16 parts

or an atom of the latter and 6 or 3 x 2 parts of carbon

;

and carbonic oxide of the same elements, in the proportion,

however, of 16 of oxygen and 12 or 3 x 4 of carbon. The
question, therefore, is. Which of the numbers, 3, 6, or 12,

represents the relative weight of the carbon atom; that

is to say, is marsh gas a compound of an atom of hydrogen

,a£id an atom of carbon weighing 3, of two atoms of

hydrogen and an atom of carbon weighing 6, or of four atoms
of hydrogen and an atom of carbon weighing 12 f The
molecular weights of three such compounds would be respec-

tively 3+1 or 4, 6 + 2 or 8, and 12 + 4 or 16; and the

corresponding theoretical densities referred to hydrogen 2,

4, and 8. Finding, however, by experiment that the

density of marsh gas is, say, 7-5, we at once conclude that

the atomic weight of carbon is 12 and not 6 or 3, because

the observed density of marsh gas most closely accords with
that required on this assumption. The difference between
theory and experiment is practically seldom, if ever, so large

as in this case, which is merely given as an illustration

of the principle involved.

The equivalent of an element—that is to say, the amount
Df it which is capable of combining with or displacing one
part by weight, or one atom, of hydrogen—being known,
its atomic weight is not absolutely fixed by the determina-

tion of the density in the state of gas of its compounds
with other elements ; we are at most enabled to say from
this that the atomic weight cannot exceed a certain value,

—for instance, that the atomic weight of chlorine cannot
exceed 35-36, because all its compounds contain either this

amount or soma simple multiple of it in their molecules.

It is nevertheless /)osst6^e that 35 "36 is not the weight of

one but of several atoms of chlorine ; the probability that

35-36 is the true atomic weight is enormously increased,

however, as compound after compound is examined and
found to contain 35-36 or some simple multiple of 35 -36

parts of chlorine in its molecale.

In the case of those elements of which stable volatile

compounds have not been obtained, the study of their

specific heats is of great importance, and moreover
furnishes most important confirmation Of the atomic
weights deduced by the aid of Avogadro's hypothesis. To
raise the temperature of equal weights of different sub-
stances the same number of degrees, from 0° to 1° C. for

instance, very different amounts of heat are required ; and
on the other hand very different amounts of heat ard given
out when equal weights of different substances are cooled
from the initial temperature f to a lower temperature t!".

Of all bodies except hydrogen water has the greatest
capacity for heat, and is, therefore, adopted as the standard
of reference,—the number which expresses the amount of

heat necessary to raise the temperature of a given weight
of a body a certain number of degrees, or which is given
ont by it in cooling through a certain number of degrees,

as compared with that required to raise the temperature of

an equal weight of water the same number of degrees, being
termed its specific heat. Thus, the specific heat of lithium

't.^408 ; that is to say, to raise the temperature of a given

weight of lithium— 1 gramme, for example—from 0° to IJ
0. only requires -9408 of the heat necessary to raise thd

temperature of 1 gramme of water from 0° to 1° C. The
specific heats in the EoUd state of the various elements of,

which the atomic weights have been determined bj

Avogadro's hypothesis are given in the second column ol

the following table :

—

Name of Element.
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mine the atomic weights of elements which do not furnish

volatile compounds, it being merely necessary to ascertain

the equivalent of the element by analyzing its compounds,

and to multiply the equivalent by such a number that

the product when multiplied by the epecific heat of the

element -will .furnish a number not less than 5 '5, and n&t

much greater than 6 -5. As an instance of the application

of the method, tho metal indium, one of the most recently

discovered elements, may be cited. Analysis showed that

the equivalent of indium was 37-8, but this humber was

doubled on account of the many points in which indium

resembles zinc,^the latter metal ha-ying the equivalent

32^4:5, but the atomic weight 64^9. For some time, uatU

Bunseu determined its specific heat, 75-6 was accepted as

the atomic weight of indium, but he found that it was

necessary to multiply the equivalent by 3 in order that the

product of specific heat into atomic weight should corre-

spond to that ordinarily observed, thus raising the atomic

weight to 11.3'4.

The following table is a list of the elements -whose

atomic weights have been determined from the observation

of their specific heats alone :

—

Name of Element.
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rapidly increases. These two elements, in fact, afford

strikingexamples of the resolution of complex molecules into

simpler molecules by heat; and it is by no means improbable

that the tetratomic phosphorus and arsenic molecules will

be found to behave similarly if sufficiently heated.

No method is known by which it is possible to determine

the molecular weights of elements or compounds in any
other state than that of gas, and the behaviour of sulphur

is alone sufficient to prove that we are not justified in

assuming that the molecular weights of liquid or solid

elements or compounds are identical with their molecular

weights as gases. Indeed it is in the highest degree

probable that the molecules of solid and liquid bodies are

very frequently far mote complex than the molecules of the

aame bodies in the state of gas.

Chemical Notation— Valency of Elements—Rational

Formid<je.

Opposite the name of each element in the second column

of the table on p. 467, the symbol is given which is always

employed to represent it. This symbol, hov^ever, not only

represents the particular element, but a certain definite

quantity of it. Thus, the letter H always stands for 1 atom

or 1 part by weight of hydrogen, the letter N for 1 atom
or li parts of nitrogen, and the symbol CI for 1 atom or

35 "33 parts of chlorine. Compounds are in like manner
represented by writing the symbols of their constituent

elements side by side, and if more than one atom of each

element be present, the number is indicated by a numeral

placed on the right of the symbol of the element cither

below or above the line. Thus, hydrochloric acid is

represented by the formula HCl, that is to say, it is a

compound of an atom of hydrogen with an atom of chlorine,

or of 1 part by weight of hydrogen with 35'36 parts by
weight of chlorine ; again, sulphuric acid is represented

by the formula H^SO^, which is a statement that it con-

sists of 2 atoms of hydrogen, 1 of sulphur, and 4 of oxygen,

and consequently of certain relative weights cf these

elements. A figure placed on the right of a symbol only

affects the symbol to which it is attached, but when
figures are placed in front of several symbols all are affected

by it, thus 2H2SO4 means HnSO^ taken twice.

The distribution of weight in chemical change is readily

expressed in the form of equations by the aid of these

symbols ; the equation

2HCl + Zn = ZnCU + H2,

for example, is to be read as meaning that from certain

definite weights of hydrochloric acid and zinc certain

definite weights of two different bodies, zinc chloride

and hydrogen, are produced. The + sign is invariably

employed in this way either to express combination or

action upon, the meaning usually attached to the use of

the sign = being that from such and such bodies such and
such other bodies are formed.

Usually, when the symbols of the elements are written or

printed with a figure to the right, it is understood that this

indicates a molecule of the element, the symbol alone

representing an atom. Thus, the symbols Hj and P4
indicate that the molecules of hydrogen and phosphorus

respectively contain 2 and 4 atoms. Since, according to the

molecular theory, in all cases of chemical change the action

is between molecules, such symbols as these ought always

to be employed. Thus, the formation of hydrochloric acid

frora hydrogen and chlorine is correctly represented by the

equation

H2 + CU = 2HC1;

that is to say, a molecule of hydrogen and a molecule of

chlorine give rise to two molecules of hydrochloric acid
;

nhilst the following equation merely represents the relative

weigHts of the elements which euter into reaction, and is not

a comolete expression of what is supposed to take place :

—

H + CUHCl
As the molecular weights of comparatively f^w of the

elements have been determined, however, it is possible

only iu a limited number of cases to employ such

symbols. ' The molecular weights of the larger number of

compounds are also unknown, but in all cases it is usual to

represent them by formulae which to the best of our know-

ledge express their molecular compo^tion in the state of

gas, and not merely the relative number of atoms which

they contain; thus, acetic acid consists of carbon, hydrogen,

and oxygen in the proportion of one atom of carbon, two
of hydrogen, and one of oxygen, but the determination of

its vapour density shows that it has a molecular weight

corresponding to the formula CjH^O.,, which therefore is

always employed to represent acetic acid. When chemical

change is expressed with the aid of molecular formulje, not

only is the distribution of weight represented, but from

mere inspection of the symbols it is possible to deduce the

relative volumes which the agents and resultants occupy in

the state of gas if measured at the same temperature and
under the same pressure. Thus, the equation

2E2 + 02=2H.O
not only represents that certain definite weights of

hydrogen ind oxygen furnish a certain definite weight of

the compound which we term water, but that if the water

in the state of gas, the hydrogen, and the oxygen are all

measured at the same temperature and pressure, the volume
occupied by the oxygen is only half that occupied by the

hydrogen, whilst the resulting water-gas wiU only occupy
the same volume as the hydrogen. In other words, 2
volumes of oxygen and 4 volumes of hydrogen furnish 4
volumes of water gas. A simple equation like this, there-

fore, when properly interpreted, affords a large amount of in-

formation. One other instance maybe given; the equation

2JrH3 = N'2-l-3H2,

represents the decomposition of ammonia gas into nitrogen

and hydrogen gases by the electric spark, and it not ordy

conveys the information that a certain relative weight of

ammonia consisting of certain relative weights of hydrogen
and nitrogen is broken up into certain relative weights of

hydrogen and nitrogen, but also that the nitrogen will be
contained in half the space which contained the ammonia,
and that the vokime of the hydrogen wiU be one and a half

times as great as that of the original ammonia, so that

in the decomposition of ammonia the volume becomes
doubled.

Formnlae which merely express the relative number of

atoms of the different elements present in a compound are

termed empirical formulae, and the formulae of all com-
pounds whose molecular weights are undetermined are

necessarily empirical. The molecular formula of a com-
pound, however, is always a simple multiple of the empi-
rical formula, if not identical with it; thus, the empirical

formula of acetic acid is CH^O, and its molecular formula
is CjH^Oj, or twice CH2O. If the vapour density of a
compound cannot be ascertained, its molecular formula can

only be ascertained, with more or less approximation to

truth, by considering its properties, and especially its rela-

tions to allied compounds of known molecular weight.

For example, chromic anhydride is represented as CrOj,
and, although it cannot be vaporized, this is held to be its

molecular formula chiefly on account of the formation
from chromic anhydride of a volatile chromium ozychloiide,

the molecular weight of which is found to accord with the
formula CrOoClj.

But in additloa to empirical and molecular fonnuIiB,
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chemista ere in the habit of employing Tarious kinds of

rational formula, called constitutional formula, graphic for-

mulae, (fee, which not only express the molecular composition

of the compounds to which they apply, but also embody cer-

tain assumptions as to th& manner in v/hich the constituent

atoms are arranged, and convey more or less information

with regard to the nature of the compound itself, \iz., the

class to which it belongs, the manner in which it is formed,

and the behaviour it will exhibit under various circum-

stances. Before explaining these formula it will be neces-

sary, however, to consider the differences ia combining

power exhibited by the various elements.

It is found that the number of atoms of a given element,

of chlorine, for example, which unite with an atom of each

of the other elements is very variable. Thus, hydrogen

unites with but a single atom of chlorine, zinc with two,

boron with three, silicon with four, and phosphorus with

five. Those elements which are equivalent in combining

or displacing power to a single atom of hydrogen are said

to be univalent or monad elements; whilst those which are

equivalent to t«'0 atoms of hydrogen are termed bivalent

or dyad elements ; and those equivalent to three, four, five,

or six atoms of hydrogen triad, tetrad, pentad, or hexad

elements. But not only is the combining power or valency

(atomicity) of the elements different, it is also observed

that one element may combine with another in several pro-

portions, or that its valency may vary ; for example, phos-

phorus forms two chlorides represented by the formulae

FCI3 and PCI5, and nitrogen the series of oxides repre-

sented by the formula)

N,0,NO,NA,NA.NA-
In explanation of these facts it is supposed that each

element has a certain number of " units of affinity," which

may be entirely, or only in part, engaged when it enters

into combination with other elements ; and in those cases

in which the entire number of units of affinity are not

engaged by other elements, it is supposed that those which

are thus disengaged neutralize each other, as it were. For

example, in pcntachloride of phosphorus the five units of

affinity possessed by the phosphorus atom are satisfied by

the five monad atoms of chlorine, but in the trichloride two

are disengaged, and, it may be supposed, satisfy each other.

Compounds in which all the units of afiinity of the con-

tained elements are engaged are said to be saluralcd, whilst

those in which the affinities of the contained elements are

not all engaged by other elements are said to bo unsalti-

rated. According to this view, it is necessary to assume

that, in all unsaturated compounds, two, or some even

Dumber of affinities aro disengaged ; and also that all

elements which combine with an even number of monad
atoms cannot combine with an odd number, and vice versa,

—in other words, that the number of units of affmity active

in ttio case of any given element must bo always either an

even or an odd number, and that it cannot be at one time

an even and at another an odd number. There are, how-
ever, a few remarkable exceptions to tliis " law." Thus, it

must be supposed that in nitric oxide, NO, an odd number
of affinities are disengaged, since a single atom of dyad
oxygen is united with a single atom of nitrogen, which in

all its compounds with other elements acts either as a triad

or pentad. When nitric peroxide, NoO^, is converted into

gas, it decomposes; and at about 180° C. its vapour entirely

consists of molecules of the composition NO; ; while at

temperatures between this and 0° C. it consists of a mixture

in different proportions of the two kinds of molecules, NjO^
and N0._, . The oxide NO.^ must bo regarded as another

instance of a compound in which an odd number of afliuitios

of one of the contained elements aro disengaged, since it

contaiua two atoms of dyad oxygon united with a single

6—18»"

atom of triad or pentad nitrogen. Again, when hexar

chloride of tungsten is converted into vapour it is decom-

posed into chlorine and a pcntachloride, having a norma!

vapour density, but as in the majority of its compounds
tungsten acts as a hexad, we apparently must regard its

pcntachloride as a compound in which an odd number of

free affinities are disengaged. Hitherto no explanation has

been given- of these exceptions to what appears to be a la\7

of almost universal application, viz., that the sum of the

units of alliiiity of all the atoms in a compound is an even

number.

The number of units of affinity active in the case of any
particular element is largely dependent, however, upon the

nature of the element or elements with which it is asso-

ciated. Thus, an atom of iodine only combines with one

of hydrogen, but may unite with three of chlorine, which
never combines with more than a single atom of hydrogen

;

an atom of phosphorus unites with only three atoms of

hydrogen, but with five of chlorine, or with four of hydrogen

and one of iodine ; and the chlorides corresponding to the

higher oxides of lead, nickel, manganese, and arsenic,

PbOj , NioOj , SI11O2 , and ks,.f>^ do not exist as stable

compounds, but only the lower chlorides, PbCl, , NiCl;,

MnCl, , and ASCI3 , are known.
It is difficult, therefore, to classify the elements according

to their valencies ; indeed, an absolute classification is

scarcely possible. In the following table a number of the

elements are arranged mostly according to their apparent

maximum valencies ;

—

Monads.
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supposed that in this ooiapound ou'y two of the oxygen

atojBS are wholly aasociatod with the sulphur atom, each

of i.ho remaining oxygen atoms being united by one of its

aiSnities to the sulphur atom, tuid by the remaining affinity

to an atom of hydrogen ; thus

—

O
II

H—0—3-0—

H

II

O
Again, the reactions of acetic acid, CMfi.^ , show that the

four atoms of hydrogen which it contains have not all the

same function, and also that the two atoms of oxygen have

different functions ; the graphic formula which we are led

to assign to acetic acid, vi;!.,

—

H
IH—C—

H

0=0-0—

H

sei'ves in a measure to express this, three of the atoms of

hydrogen being represented as associated with one of the

atoms of carbon, whilst the fourth atom is associated with an

atom of oxygen which is united by a singje affinity to the

second atom of carbon, to which, however, the second atom

of oxygen ia united by both of its affinities. It is not to

be supposed that there are any actual bonds of union be-

tween the atoms
;
graphic formulae such as these merely

express the hypothesis that certain of the atoms in a com-

pound come directly within the sphere of attraction of

certain other atoms, and only indirectly within the sphere

of attraction of others,—an hypothesis to which chemists

are led by dbserving that it is often possible to separate a

group of elements from a compound, and to displace it by
other elements or groups of elements.

Rational formulae of a much simpler descriptionthan theso

graphic formulae are generally employed. For instance,

sulphuric acid is usually represented by the formida

S02(OE)2,which indicates that it may be regarded as a com-

pound of the group SOj with twice the group OH . Each,

of these OH groups is equivalent in combining or displac-

ing power to a monad element, since it consists of an atom

of dyad, osygen associated vrith a single atom of monad
hydiogen, so that in this case the SO, group is equivalent

to an atom of a dyad element, This formula for snlphurio

acid, however, merely represents such facts as that it is

poasiblei to displace an atom of hydrogen and an atom
'of oxygen in sulphuric acid by a single atom of chlorine,

thus forming the compound SO3HGI; and that by the

action of water on the compound S02C12 twice the group

OH, or water minus an atom of hydrogen, is introduced in

place of the two monad atoms of chlorine

—

S0jCLj-h2H0H.
Water.

= SO„(OH)2-(-2HCl.
Eulphorlc acid.

Constitutional formula like these, in fact, are nothing more
than symbolic expressions of the character of the com-
poimds which they represent, the arrangement of symbols
in a certain daflnito manner boiiig understood to convey
certain information with regard to the compouuds repre-

sented.

• Groups of two or more atoms like SOj end OH , which
are capable of playing the part of elementary atoms (that

ia to say, which can be transferred from compound to com-
pound), c.i:o termed compound radicles, the elementary
atoms being simple radicles. Thus, the atom of hydrogen
is a monad simple radicle, the atom of oxygen a dyad
simple radicle, whilst the group OH is a monad compound
radyia'

It is often convenient to regard compounds as formed

upon certain types ; alcohol, for example, may be said to

be a compound formed upon the water type, that is to

say, a compound formed from water by displacing one of

tte atoms of hydrogen by the group of elements C„Hj

,

thus

o{l o{gA

Chemical Action.

Chemical change or chemical action may be said to take

place whenever changes occur which involve an alteration

in the composition of molecules, and may be the result of

the action of agents such as heat, electricity, or light, or

of two or more elements or compounds upon each other.

Three kinds of changes are to be distinguished, viz.,

changes which involve combination, changes which in-

volve decomposition or separation, and changes which in-

volve at the same time both decomposition and combination.

Changes of the first and second kind, rjcoording to our

present views of the constitution of molecules, are probably

of very rare occurrence ; in fact, chemical action appeare

almost always to involve the occurrence of both these

kinds cf change, for, as already pointed out, we must
atsume that the molecules of hydrogen, oxygen, and
several other elements are diatomic, or that they consist

of two atomsi Indeed, it appears probable that with few

exceptions the elements are all compounds of similar

atoms united together by one or more units of affinity, ao-

ccrding to their valencies. If this be the case, however,

it is evident that there is no real distinction between

the reactions which take place when two elements combine

together and when an element in a compound is displaced

by another. The combination, as it is ordinarily tei'med,

of chlorine with hydrogen, and the displacement of iodine

in potassium iodide by the action of chlorine, may be cited

as examples ; if these reactions are represented, as such re-

actions very commonly are, by equations which merely

express the relative weights of the bodies which enter iatg

reaction, and of the products, thus^

n + a = HCl
Hydrogen. Chlorine. Hydrochloric acid.

KI + CI = KCl -1- I
Potassium iodldo. Chlorine, PotaEs'om cljloil^e. lodlns.

they appear to differ in character ; but if they are correctly

represeptcd by molecular equations, or equations which
express the relative number of molecules which enter into

reaction and which result from the reaction, it will be ob-

vious that the character of the reaction is substantially the

same in both cases, and that both are instances of the

oscun-.^nce of what is ordinarOy termed double decom-
position

—

Hj -f CI2 = 2HC1
^ydrosen. Chlorine. Hydiocbloric aold.

5EI CI, = 2Ka
Fotasslc Iodide. Chlorine. Fotas&ic chlorlda lodiae.

For chemical action to take place between two bodies it

is neces3tiry that they should be in contact, and, therefore,

generally speaking, that one of them should be in the state

of liquid or gas.

In all cases of cnemical change energy in the form of

heat is either developed or absorbed, and the amount of

heat developed or absorbed in a given reaction is as defi-

nite as are the weights of the substance engaged in the

reaction. Thus, in the production of hydrochloric acid

from hydrogen and chlorine 22,000 units of heat^ are

* A umt of heat is the quantity of heat necesBary to raise the tern-

porature of 1 gramme of water 1°0., emd wheneTcr in this ojticle it is
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developed ; in the production of hydrobromic ucid fi-om

hydrogen and bromine, however, oqly 8440 units of heat

are-developed ; and in the formation of hydriodic acid from

hydrogen and iodine 6040 units of heat are absorbed.

This diifcrence in behaviour of the three elements,

chlorine, bromine, and iodine, which in many respects ex-

hibit considerable resemblance, may be explained in the

following manner. We may suppose that in the forma-

tion of gaseous hyilrochloric acid from gaseous chlorine

and hydrogen, according to the equation

Hj-l-Cl2 = HCUHCl,
a certain amount of energy is expended in separating the

atoms of hydrogen in the hydrogen molecule, and the

atom.s of chlorine in the chlorine molecule, from each other

;

but that heat is developed by the combination of the

hydrogen atoms with the chlorine atoms, and that, as

more energy is developed by the union of the atoms of

hydrogen and chlorine than is expended in separating the

hydrogen atoms from each other and the chlorine atoms

from one another, the result of the action of the two ele-

ments upon each other is the development of heat,—the

imount finally developed in the reaction being the differ-

;nce between that absorbed in decomposing the elementary

nolecules and that developed by the combination of the

items of chlorine and hydrogen. In the formation of

gaseous hydrobromic acid from liquid bromine and ga.seous

hydrogen-
h, + Br, = HBr -H HBr

,

in addition to the energy expended in decomposing the

hydrogen and bromine molecules, euergy is also expended
in converting the liquid bromine into the gaseous condi-

tion, and probably less heat is developed by the combina-
tion of bromine and hydrogen than by the combination of

chlorine and hydrogen, so that the amount of heat finally

developed is much less than is developed in the formation
of hydrochloric acid. Lastly, in the production of gaseous

hydriodic acid from hydrogen and solid iodine

—

H2 + L = HI-(-HI,

?o much energy is expended in the decomposition of the

hydrogen and iodine molecules and in the conversion of the

iodine into the gaseous condition, that the heat which it

may be supposed is developed by the combination of the

hydrogen and iodine atoms is in-sufEcient to balance the

expenditure, and the final result is therefore negative

;

hence it is necessary in forming hydriodic acid from its

elements to apply heat continuously..

The.=;e compounds also aflbrd examples of the fact that,

generally speaking, those compounds are most readily

formed, and are most stable, in the formation of which the

most heat b developed. Thus, chlorine enters into re-

action with hydrogen, and removes hydrogen from hydro-
genized bodies, far more readily than bromine ; and hydro-
chloric acid is a far more stable substance than hydrobromic
acid, hydriodic acid being greatly inferior even to hydro-
bromic acid in stability.

WTien two substances v.'hich ty their action upon each
other develop much heat enter into reaction, the reaction is

usually complete without the employment of an excess of

either ; for example, when a mixture of hydrogen and
oxygen, in the proportions to form water

—

2H,-l-03.-20n5,

is exploded, it is entirely converted into water. This is

itated tli.-.t a certain amount of heat la ttevt-lopcd In tlio production of
a certain liody, tlio j»roduction of a qoantity of it equal to ita mole-
cular weight in gT.-inimps ia to bo nudrritood. Thun, in the above
COM, the production of hydrochloric, hydrobromic, and hydi-iodlc acids

meina the productian resprctivuly of 3S'36, 81'71>, •Qtl 127'£3£raiamoa
ut tlie!^e lio«Uea.
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also the casj if two substances are brought together in

solution, by the action of which upon each other a third

body is formed which is insoluble in the solvent employed,

and whlcii also does not tend to react upon any of the sub-

stances present ; for instance, when a solution of a chlo-

ride Vi added to a solution of a silver salt, insoluble silver

clilonde is precipitated, and almost the whole of the silver

is removed from solution, even if the amount of the

chloride employed be not in excess of that theoretically re-

quired.

But if there be no tendency to form an insoluble com-

pound, or one which is not liable to react upon any of the

other substances present, this is no longer the case. For
example, when a solution of a per-salt of iron is added to

a solution of potassium thiocyanate, a deep red coloration

is produced, owing to the formation of thiocyanate of iron.

Theoretically the reaction takes place in the case of the per-

nitrate of iron in the manner represented by the equation

Fe2(N03)^ -t- 6KCXS Fe2(CNS), + 6KNO3
I'eiTic nJtiiiia i'otassiuiu tliiocysaate. Ferric tiiiocyanatc. Potaasicjn niljate.

but it is found that even when more than sixty times the

amount of p.itassium thiocyanate required by this equation

is added, a portion of the ferric nitrate still remains uncon-

verted, doubtless owing to the occurrence of the reverse

change

—

Pe^(CNS)e + 6KNO3 = Fe2(N03)e + 6KCNS

.

In this, as in most other cases in which substances act upon

one another under such circumstances that the resulting

compounds are free to react, the extent to which the dif-

ferent kinds of action which may occur take place is de-

pendent upon the mass of the substances present in the

mixture. As another instance of this kind, the decomposi-

tion of bismuth chloride by water may be cited. If a very

large quantity of water be added, the chloride is entirely

decomposed in the manner represented by the equation

—

BiClj -t- OH2 = BiOCl + 2HC1,
Bismuth cliJorlde Bismuth oiychloride.

the oxychloride being precipitated ; but if smaller quanti-

ties of water be added the decomposition is incomplete,'

and it is found that the extent to which decomposition

takes place is proportional to the quantity of water em-j

ployed, the decomposition being incomplete, except in pre-

sence of large quantities of water, because of the occur-

rence of the reverse action

—

BiOCl -1- 2HC1 = BiCl3 + OH,

.

Chemical change which merely involves simple decom i

position is also influenced by the presence of the products

of decomposition. Thus when calcium carbonate is strongly

heated in an open vessel, it is entirely decomposed into

carbon dioxide gas and calcium oxide

—

CaCOj = CO, + CaO.
Calcium carbonate. Carbon dioxide. Calcium oxJda.

When it is heated in a confined space, the decomposition

only goes on until the liberated gas has attained a certain

tension, and as long as the temperature does not vary, the

tension remains the same, and is independent of the pro-

portion of the compound decomposed, that is to say. of

the amount of calcium oxide present ; but the tension

increases if the temperature is raised, and dimiTishcs if it

is lowered, owing to the recombination of a porti-jn Of the

carbon dioxide with the calcium oxide; for example, at

800° C. the tension is equivalent to a column of mercury

85 millimetres high, but at 1040' C. it is equivalent to a

column of 620 mm. Deville applies the term dissociation

to changes which occur in this manner ; the term only

applies to those c.-iscs of decomposition in which products

are obtained which under the conditious of the experi

meui iiru capable of rcauitiug to form th:: origiuai 8ut>i
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stance. When such substances are heated in a confined

space, not only does decomposition take place, but a certain

proportion of the decomposition products recombine, and
for each degree of temperature a definite relation exists

between the number of molecules broken up and the

number of molecules reconstituted ; an equilibrium is thus
maintained, and the tension remains constant. But as the

temperature rises, a larger number of molecules are de-

composed and a proportionally smaller number reformed
than at the lower temperature, so that the tension rises

with the temperature. WTien, however, a substance like

calcium carbonate is heated in an open vessel, the carbon
dioxide escapes as it is formed, and therefore it is impos-
sible for recomposition to occur, and ultimately the whole
of the carbonate is decomposed. Apparently whenever solid

substances undergo dissociation and furnish a solid and a
gaseous product, the tension of dissociation la always inde-

pendent of the amount of the solid decomposition product
present.

The Elements and their Compounds.

The elements are usually divided into two great classes,

the metallic and the non-metaUic elements, the folloivmg

being classed as aon-matals, and the remainder as metals :

—

Hydrogen.
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Oxides.—The element oxygeu is known to form com-

pounds with all the elements excepting fluorine, but the

affinity of the various elements for oxygen, and con-

sequently the stability of the compounds resulting from

their union with oxygen, varies within very wide limits
;

the oxides of many elements which have but a weak
affinity for oxygen can only be obtained by indirect

means.

Although many of the elements unite with oxygen Va

several proportions, none are known to furnish more than

five distinct oxides, and these belong to a certain limited

number of forms, since they contain one, two, three, four,

or five atoms of oxygen in the molecule. But as the same

number of atoms of oxygen may unite with a given element

in more than one proportion, each of these five classes in-

cludes sub-classes. The composition of the oxides may be

best illustrated and their behaviour explained by regarding

them as formed on the type of the two oxides of hydrogen,

hydrogen monoxide or water, OHo, and hydrogen dioxide,

The monoxides are formed on the type of a single mole-

cule of water, that is to say, they may be regarded as

derived from a single molecule of water by the displace-

ment of the two atoms of hydrogen by the equivalent

amount of other elements. If two atoms of a monad
element, or single atom of a dyad element, or of a polyad

element which functions as a dyad, displace the two
atoms of hydrogen, normal monoxides result, examples of

which are potassium monoxide, K'^O, and copper oxide,

Cu"0. But monoxides are known in which two atoms of

a dyad or it may be polyad element displace the tv/o atoms
of hydrogen in water; it is supposed that in this case the

two atoms of polyad metal are united together and there-

tore function as a dyad compound radicle. Monoxides of

this kind are usually termed suboxides ; the suboxide of

copper, (Cu.,)"0, and the suboxide of palladium, (Pd„)"0,

may be cited as examples. The supposed constitution of

the three classes of monoxides is represented by the follow-

ing graphic formula) :

—

K—O—

K

Potassium oxWc.

Cu=0
Copper oxide

o
/\

Cu—Cu

.

Copper suboxjda

Two classes of dioxides may bo distinguished :—the one
formed from two molecules of water by the displacement
of the four atoms of hydrogen by a single tetrad atom,
Buch as carbon dioxide, C'"©,, and tin dioxide, Su"Oo ; the
other formed from a single molecule of hydrogen dioxide
by the displacement of the two atoms of hydrogen cither

by two monad atoms, or by a single dyad atom, such as

potassium dioxide, K'^O,, barium dioxide, Ba"02, ''"''

manganese dioxide, Mn"02. These two kinds of dioxide
differ enormously in chemical properties ; their supposed
constitution ia represented by the following graphic
formula) :

—

K—

O

O

0=C=0 K—

O

^O
Cftibun UloT.IJa Potnuium dloxldu. Darlum dioxlaa

The dioxides derived from liydrogon dioxido are usually
termed peroxides.

The trioxidcs are divisible into three classes, but all

may bo regarded as derived from three molecules of water.
Tn tho one class the six atoms ot hydrogen are displaced
Ly a single hexad atom, as in sulphur trioxide, S"0,, and
tungsten trioxide, W"0, ; in tho second class tlio fix
atoms of hydrogen are displaced by two polyad (tetrad ?)

elements, which together function as a he.xad compound
radicle as in ferric oxide, (Fej)"03, and chromic o.dde.

(Cr2)"03. A third class may be regarded as formed by
the displacement of the six atoms of hydrogen by two triad

atoms, and includes boron trioxide, B"',03, and bismuth
trioxide, Bi"'203. There are considerable differences iij

properties between these three classes of trioxides ; thei^

graphic formulae are as follows :

—

O
II

o=s=o
Sulphm' ti'loxlcio.

o<
,Fe=0

Fe=0

Bi=0
0< /

Bi=0
Bismuth trioxide.

As examples of telroxides, osmium tetroxide, OsO^, anti-

mony letroxide, Sb204, the so-called magnetic oxide of iron,

FejO^, and lead tetroxide, Pb304, may be quoted. These
oxides undoubtedly belong to ditferent classes, but too little

is known of them for their relations to each other to be
defined.

Lastly, the few pentoxides which are known may, with
scarcely an exception, be regarded as derived from five

molecules of water, the ten atoms of hydrogen being dis-

placed by two pentad atoms. This is illustrated by the
following graphic formula of phosphorus and arsenic pent-

oxides :

—

O o
II

P-0—

P

li II

o o
rhosplioius pcr)to:tids.

o o
II ;i

As—O— As

II II

O O
Arsenic pentoxlda

Several of the oxides of chlorine and of nitrogen, and
one of the oxides of sulphur, are gases ; the oxides of

hydrogen, and the oxides of chlorine and of nitrogen which
are not gaseous, are liquid ; and the remaining oxides are

solid bodies.

Acids—Bases—Satis.— Many oxides have an extremely
powerful affinity for water, and readily combine with it

;

but tho compounds formed in this manner by different

oxides differ remarkably in properties. For example,
when sulphur trioxide, SO3, is added to water, a solution

is obtained which has the property of changing tho colour

of blue vegetable colouring matters, such as litmus, to red,

and possesses a sharp sour taste ; but when tho oxide of

a highly positive metal, such as barium oxide, is added to

water, a solution capable of restoring tho blue colour to

reddened litmus is obtained. In both cases tho water
combines with the oxide, the sulphur trioxide being con-
verted into sulphuric acid:—

SOj-t-OHj-SOjHj,

and tho barium oxide into hariiim hydroxide

;

—
BaO-hOn^^BaOjHj.

Sulphuric acid and barium hydroxide are representative*
of two most important classes of compounds, the acids and
bases; the oxides which furnish acids when combined with
water aro conveniently termed acid oxides, whilst those
which furnish bases may bo termed basic oxides.

Tho acid oxides, however, unite with the basic oxides to
form a third class of compounds called salts, which are
usually neutral bodies, that is to say, they have no action
either on red or on blue litmus ; thus, sulphur trioxide and
barium oxide unite to form tho salt barium sulphate:—

SOj-l-BaO-SO^Bn.

Tho term acid is ajiplied by some chemists to what are
hero called acid oxides, and what wo have called basic
oxides aro frctpicntly spoken of as bases, the acids being
regarded as salts of hydrogen ; this view of tho constitu-
tion of acids is adopted because they arc formed by tho
union of oxides of negative olemcrts with t'le oxide of the
positive clement hydrogen, just as what aro ordinarilj
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termed salts are formed by the union of oxides of negative

with oxides of positive elements. In this article, how-
ever, the term acid is restricted to compounds containing

hydrogen.

The acids formed from the oxides of the various elements

in the manner above explained 51II enter into reaction with

bases, and with especial risadiness with those derived from

the highly positive elements, in such a manner that salts

are produced, the hydrogen of the acid being displaced by
the metal of the base, and water formed ; for example,

IT,,S04 + Ba"02H2 = BaSO, + 20H,.
Sulplmilc acid. Lailuni hydioxije. Borlum sulpbatc.

We may therefore define an acid to be a compound con-

taii.ing one or more atoms of hydrogen which may be

displaced by a metal by the action of a base ; but, as will

be evident later on, although applicable to all acids, this

definition is of rather too wide a character.

The hydrides of fluorine, chlorine, bromine, and iodine

also readily enter into reaction with bases, exchanging

their hydrogen for other elements ; and as they also

possess an acid taste and redden blue litmus, they are

univei-sally regarded as acids. The fact that these com-

pounds are powerful acids is of considerable importance,

as showing that it is the association of hydrogen with a

negative radicle which renders it subject to displacement

by positive elements—that is to say, a compound in which
hydrogen is associated with a negative radicle will have
the properties of <in acid, and the more negative the radicle

the more readily can the hydrogen be displaced. The com-
position of all known acids is entirely in accordance with

thb view ; thus, in nitric acid a single atom of hydrogen
is associated with the negative compound radicle NO, , in

sulphuric acid two atoms of hydrogen are combined with

the negative compound radicle SO4, and in phosphoric

acid three atoms of hydrogen are associated with the nega-

tive compound radicle PO^

.

The ozides of the most negative and most positive

elements most readily combine with water to form acids or

bases, whilst the oxides of the feebly negative or feebly

positive felaments either do not unite with water or form
extremely unstable combinations. Similarly, the oxides of

the most negative and most positive elements imite to-

gether to form stable salts, much heat being developed

by their combination, whereas the oxides of feebly nega-

tive and feebly positive elements either do not unite or

form very unst:A)!e salts. The several oxides of an element

often difter remarkably in properties, however, one oxide

e:ihibiting acid character.^, whilst another has basic pro-

perties.

The oxides of most of the so-called metallic elements

are acted upon by acids, such as sulphuric, nitric, and
hydrochloric acids, a salt of the metal being formed in all

cases in which corresponding salts exist, and the hydro
gen of the acid being eliminated, in combination with the

oxygen of the oxide as water ; for example :

—

MnO -1- • n„SO, = MnSO, + OH,

.

HaQgiuiese oxide. Sulpiiuiic acid. MangaDcss sulphate. Water.

If corresponding salts do not exist, however, and action

take place, then other products are obtained. Thus, no
stable sulphate corresponding with manganese dioxide

exists, and when this body is decomposed with sulphuric

acid oxygen is evolved :

—

2MnO. + 2H,S0, = 2MnS0^ -1- 2OH2 + O..
Uansanese Sulphuric Manganese Wnicr Oirctn
dioxide. acid. oulpliate.

Water. UJTg"-

Actions of this kind invariably occur with the oxides

which may be regarded aS formed on the type of hydrogen
dioxide.

Sulphides.— Sulphur enters into union with most of the

elements forming compounds analogous to the oxides in

composition and general properties ; in fact, we may dis-

tinguish acid and basic sulphides, corresponding to the acid

and basic oxides, and salts formed by the union of these

two classes of sulphides. With very few exceptions the

sulphides ai'e solid bodies. Selenium and tellurium, which

are closely allied to sulphur, also form compounds with

many elements more or less- closely resembling the sul-

phides, but they are of little importance.

Chlorides—JJrumides—Iodides—Fluorides.—With very

few exceptions compounds of all the elements with chlorine

have been obtained, and, especially from a theoretical point

of view, the chlorides are a class of bodies of the higlitst

importance. The affinity of bromiise and iodine for other

elements being much lower than that of chlorine, and
their compounds much less stable than the corresponding

chlorides, comparatively few bromides and iodides are

known. Fluorides of many of the elements have also been

obtained.

Chlorine unites with many of the elements in two or

more proportions, but at most six atoms of chlorine unite

with a single atom of another element. The majority of

the chlorides are either liquids or solid bodies which may
be more or less readily volatilized.

Nitrides— Phosphides. — Kitrogen has but a slight

affinity for other elements ; its most important compounds
are ammonia, NH3, cyanogen, C2N2, and the oxides of

nitrogen. The only elements which combine with it readily

are tantalum, titanium, tungsten, and vanadium, and
most of its compounds can be prepared only by indirect

methods. 1

Phosphorus readily combines with chlorine, bromine,

iodine, oxygen, and sulphur, and with most of the metals

;

its compounds with the non-metallic elements are of con-

siderable importance to the chemist ; but its compounds
with the metals have been little studied.

Scarcely any of the remaining elements form compounds
of importance with elements other than those which have

already been considered.

We now proceed to the description of the elements and
their more important compounds, commencing with hydro-

gen, and then passing to the so-called non-metallic elements,

which will be- considered in the following order :—Hydro-
gen, oxygen, chlorine, bromine, iodine, fluorine, sulphur,

selenium, tellurium, nitrogen, phosphorus, boron, carbon,

and silicon ; after which the remaining elements will be

briefly described as much as possible in the order of their

relationship to each other. Hydrogen is placed at .the

head of the list, because it is the unit or standard of com-

parison both for the atomic weights and valencies of the

remaining elements, and it is now usual also to refer the

densities in the state of gas of all compounds to hydrogen.

On account of the number and variety of their compounds
with other elements the non-metallic elements are by far

the most important, and therefore are naturally considered

before the metals.

Hydkogen.

Symbol, H ; Atomic wt., 1 ; Molecular wt , 2 ; Valency, ' •

This element was discovered by Cavendish in 17G6, ard
was called by him inflammable air; the name of Hydrogen is

derived from vSwp, water, and -yCTTaw, to generate, on account

of its forming water when burnt. It occurs in the free

state in the gases of volcanoes, and by the aid of the

spectroscope has been detected in the sun, stars, and
nebulae ; it chiefly exists in combination with oxygen as

water, and is an important constituent of all vegetable and
animal substances.

Hydrogen is obtained by the decomposition of water in
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various ways. Thus, when two platinum plates, coa-

nected with the poles of a voltaic battery, are plunged

into water acidulated with a few drops of sulphuric acid,

hydrogen is evolved from the plate in connection with the

negative pole, oxygen being disengaged from the positive

pole. Water is also resolved into its elements when its

vapour is heated by passing through an intensely ignited

platinum tube, or by discharging electric sparks in an

atmosphere of steam ; but under these circuiastances, owing

to the recombination of much of the hydrogen and oxygen,

only a small quantity of the mixed gases is obtained.

Hydrogen may also be obtained from water by the action

of the highly positive metab, cesium, rubidium, potassium,

sodium, and lithium, at ordinary temperatilres ; in each

case a solution of the metallic hydroxide is obtained, and
hydrogen evolved, thus :

—

SNa + 2OII2 = H, + 2NaOH.
Sodimn Water. Hj-drogen. Sodloju bydroxida.

Barium, strontium, and calcium also decompose water in

the cold, and hydrogen is evolved when magnesium is

heated with water at temperatures below the boiling point

of the latter. Many other metals, such as iron, manganese,

zinc, cadmium, cobalt, nickel, tiu; and antimony evolve

hydrogen from water when its vapour is passed over the

metal heated to redness, the oxide of the metal being

formed, thus :

—

SFe + 40H„ = 4H2 + Fe^Oj.

ton. Water' Hydiogen.
'^'^'Z'tiJ^'

Aluminium also decomposes water at a red heat, but owing
to the formation of an impermeable coating of aluminium
oxide on the surface of the metal the action soon stops.

Metals like copper, mercury, silver, gold, and platinum
are without action even at a bright red heat. Many
metals, however, which do not decompose water unless

heated with it, if placed in contact with a more negative

element cause the evolution of hydrogen at ordinary

atmospheric temperatures ; for example, if a plate of zinc,

coated with spongy copper by immersion in a, solution of

copper sulphate, be placed in water, hydrogen is gradually

evolved, the reaction which occurs being as follows :

—

Zn + 20Hj = Hj + Zn(0H)2
Zinc Water. HydrogcD. Zinc hydroxide.

Hydrogen is usually prepared by the action of zinc or

iron on a solution of hydrochloric or sulphuric acid. The
change which occuis is represented in the following equa-
tions :

—

Zn + 2HC1 =
zinc Hydrochloric acid.

Zn + HjSO, =

Hj + ZnCLj
Hydrogen. Zinc chlorlds

Hj + ZnSO<

.

zinc Snlptiorlc add. Hydrogen. Zinc stilpbate.

All metals which readily decompose water when heated
readily furnish hydrogen on treatment with hydrochloric
and sulphnric acid, and many other metals enter more or
less readily (although none so readily) into reaction with
these acids ; abo many other acids may be used in place

of hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, but none act more readily.

In all cases the action consists in the displacement of the
hydrogen of the acid by the metal employed, and if the
acid is not one which can enter into reaction with the dis-

placed hydrogen, the latter is evolved as gas. If pure
hydrogen is required, it is nece.^ary to employ pure zinc

or iron ; the impurities in the ordinary metal communicate
an extremely disagreeable odour to the gas.

On the large scale nearly pure hydrogen may be pre-

pared by passing steam over charcoal or coke heated to dull

redness. If the temperature be kept sufBciently low,

hydrogen and carbon dioxide are the solo prodncta :

—

C + 2H,0-2H. + CO,

and the latter may be removed by causing the gas to

traverse a vessel filled with slaked lime ; but if the tem-

perature be allowed to rise too high carbon monoxide ifi

also produced, and cannot be removed from the mixture.

Pure hydrogen is a colourless, transparent, odourless

and tasteless gas. It has never been liquefied, and is very

slightly soluble in water, 100 volumes of water dissolving

1 '93 volumes of the gas at all temperctures between 0°

and 24° C. It is the lightest of aU known bodies, its

specific gravity being "0693, that of air being unity; oce

litre of hydrogen at 0° C, and under the pressure of 7S0
mm. of mercury, weighs •0896 gramme, and it is impor-

tant to remember this number, since the weight of a litre

of any other gas may be at once found by multiplving

•0896 by half the molecular weight of the gas, the specific

gravity of a gas referred to hydrogen being alwayo half its

molecular weight (p. 471).

Pure hydrogen is not poisonous, though it cannot sup-

port life; and if mixed with a certain proportion of ozyger,

it may be breathed for some time without inconvenience.

It is extremely inSammable, and burns in th* air with a
colourless non-luminoas flame forming water ; a burning

taper is extinguished when plunged into hydrogen, and all

bodies which b-om in the air are incapable of burning in

hydrogen.

Hydrogen does not spontaneonsiy enter into reaction

with any of the elements^ although it has a powerful

affinity for sevei-al of them. Thus, when hydrogen and
oxygen are mixed nothing occurs, but if a binning

taper or a heated wire is applied, a violent explosion

ensues, water being produced. Similarly, chlorine end
hydrogen are without action upon each other in the daik,

but if the mixture is exposed to a bright light or is heated

by the passage of an electric spark, the gases at once com-
bine with explosive violence, forming hydrochloric acid.

It has already been pointed out that we must suppose that

the molecules which constitute free hydrogen, chlorine, and
oxygen gases are diatomic, and that hydrogen and chlo-

rine, for example, do not directly combine to form hydro-

chloric acid, but that an action occurs such as is represented

by the equation

—

H,-fCL, = HCl + HCl,

and that, therefore, the combination of the atoms of chlo-

rine and hydrogen is preceded by the sepa.'ation of tho two
atoms of chlorine in the chlorine molecules, and of the two
atoms of hydrogen in the hydrogen molecules, from each
other, which necessarily involves an expenditure of energy.

The application of heat, we may assume, serves to efi'tct

this decomposition of some of tho molecules of hydrogen,
oxygen, and chlorine into their constituent atoms, and
since much heat is evolved by the subsequent combination
of the atoms of hydrogen and chlorine, or of hydrogen and
o.xygen, it is only necessary to apply heat to start the re-

action, because the remaining molecules are decomposed by
the heat developed in the {oimation of the first portions of

water or hydrochloric ar.id.

Compounds of hydrogen with bromine, iodine, sulphur,

and nitrogen may also be obtained directly from these

elements and hydrogen, although only with difficulty r^ni

in small quantity.

Oxygen.

Symbol, O ; Atomic wt, 15-96
; Moloctdar wt, 81-92 ; Vilancy.

'

Oxygen was first isolated by Priestley in 1774 ; ita ueuic

is derived from o^-t'?, sour, and yenao), to generate, in alio-

eion to the circumstance that many of the bodies fom<ed
by combining it with other olcmente dissolve in water, prvi-

ducing sour or acid solutions. It was long believed, in

fact, that oxygon was a constituent of aU acids.
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Oxygen is the most abundant and tto most important

of all the elements. About one-fifth of the atmosphere
consists of free oxygen ; it is the chief constituent by
weight of water ; it is an important constituent of all animal

and vegetable substances, and is contained in greater or

less proportion in most mineral substances.

Oxygen may be obtained from water in the manner al-

ready mentioned under hydrogen, by decomposing it by an

electric current, and also by transmitting chlorine gas and
eteam through a porcelain tube heated to bright red-

ness

—

2C1,
Chi line.

2OH2 = O, -^ 4HC1;
Water. Oxygea. Hydrochloric acid.

the oxygen is freed from hydrochloric acid and any ex-

cess of chlorine by passing it through a solution of sodium
hydroxide.

! The most interesting method of obtaining oxygen, al-

though it is not a usual method of preparing it, is that by
which it was first isolated by Priestley. When mercury is

heated in contact with air to a temperature just below its

boiling point, it gradually becomes covered with a red

scale of mercuric oxide, HgO, and when this red scale is

exposed to a considerably higher temperature it is broken

up into oxygen and metallic mercury.

The oxides of gold, platinum, and other metals which
have but a slight affinity for oxygen, are very readily

decomposed when heated, oxygen being evolved and the

metal remaining. Many other metallic oxides, and espe-

cially those which may be regarded as formed on the type

of hydrogen dioxide, which readUy breaks up into water

and oxygen, when more or less strongly heated, are re-

solved into oxygen and a lower oxide :—lead dioxide, PbOj,
barium, dioxide, BaO., , and manganese dioxide, MnOj, fcr

example. In the case of manganese dioxide, 3MnO., give

MujOj, the decomposition taking place at a red heat.

Barium dioxide when strongly heated gives up one-half of

its oxygen to produce barium monoxide, 2BaOj= O^-h 2BaO;
and by passing moist air over less heated barium mon-
oxide it may bo reconverted into the dioxide, which may
be decomposed by a stronger heat. Ey repetitions of these

processes it is possible to procure large quantities of oxy-

gen vrith the aid of a small quantity of barium dioxide,

and it has been proposed to employ this method for the

preparation of oxygen on the large scale, but in practice

there have been found difficulties attending its use.

Ordinarily when pure oxygen is required it is prepared

by heating potassium chlorate, which ultimately furnishes

potassium chloride and oxygen: 2KC10j — 30o-r 2KC1.
This decomposition requires a high temperature, and can

only be effected in vessels of hard glass, but when the

chlorate is mixed with about one-eighth of its weight

of a metallic oxide, such as copper oxide, ferric oxide, or

manganese dioxide, the oxygen is given off at a consider-

ably lower temperature, and with great rapidity ; in this

case, however, it is impure, being always contaminated

with small quantities of chlorine.

When potassium chlorate is heated alone the salt fuses,

but after a considerable evolution of oxygen has taken

place the fused mass become?, pasty, and on examination it

is found to consist of a mixture of potassium chloride and

potassium perchlorate, KClOj, so that the first stage in the

decomposition may be represented by the equation

—

2KCIO3 = O, + KCIO, + KCl;
Potassium chlorate. Oxygen. Potassium perchlorate Potassium chloride.

the potassium perchlorate is resolved on further heating into

oxygen and potassium chloride. When a metallic oxide

is mixed with the chloride, however, and heat applied,

the latter does not fuse, and the formation of potassium

perchlorate cannot be detected at any stage of the decom-

position. It is difficult to explain the manner in which
the metallic oxide acts in promoting the decompo-
sition of the chlorate, since it is found to be un-

changed at the conclusion of the reaction ; but it is a

well-known fact that many bodies which, under ordinary

circumstances, do not yield oxygen, readily part with this

element when another substance having a tendency to

combine or enter into reaction with oxygen is introduced

into the sphere of action. Thus, when potassium dichro-

mate is heated vath concentrated sulphuric acid, oxygen is

evolved, the yellow solution becoming green owing to the

formation of chromium sulphate

—

30,,

0:iygcn.

21S.„Qt„0^ + 10H.,SO,
PotasslunTdiciironi&to. Sulphuric acid.

-t- 2Cr2(SOj)3 -f- 4KHS0,
Cliiomiuin sulphate.

Hyuro>icii potassium
sulphate.

But if the dichromate is dissolved in a considerable quan-

tity of water no change of this kind takes place even after

prolonged heating ; when, however, a body like sulphui:-

ous acid, H„S03, which has a tendency to unite with oxy-

gen to form sulphuric acid, is added to the solution, it at

once becomes green,—the dichromate being decomposed as

represented in the above equation, and the oxygen beingfixed

by the sulphurous acid. Hence it is not improbable that

the metallic oxide acts in virtue of a tendency to form

a higher oxide, which higher oxide is no sooner produced,

however, than it is broken up into oxygen and the lower

oxide. The lower oxide may again undergo conversion

into the higher oxide and the latter be broken up into

oxygen and lower oxide, so that a relatively small

quantity of the metallic oxide may suffice to promote the

decomposition of a relatively large quantity of chlorate.

When a small quantity of cobalt sesquioxide, or a few
drops of a solution of a cobalt salt, is added to a clear con-

centrated aqueous solution of bleaching powder, which is

then gently heated, oxygen is evolved with great regularity,

and the bleaching powder is completely resolved into oxy-

gen and calcium chloride

—

2CaCl„0 = O. -t- 2CaClj.
Bleaclilng powder. Oxygen. Calcium chlorida

The bleaching powder solution is not decomposed in this

manner when heated alone, and there is no doubt that the

cobalt oxide induces the decomposition by acting as a carrier

of oxygen ; that is to say, it first takes oxygen away and

passes to a higher state of oxidation, and then gives it

up again, the higher oxide being an extremely unstable

body.

When silver oxide is added to a solution of hydrogen

dioxide in water, metalhc silver, water, and oxygen are pro-

duced

—

AgoO
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No method has yet been devised of directly separating

pure oxj'gen from air, but Graliara has shown that it is

possible to obtain an "air" containing about HG per

cent, by volume of oxygen instead of about 20 '8 per cent.,

which is the amount present in ordinary air, by dialyzing

air through india-rubber. For this purpose a bag com-

posed of the thinnest india rubber supported on cloth is

connected with a Sprengel air-pump ; if the pump is kept

in action, after the air is exhausted from the bag, it is

found that it continues slowly to deliver "air" which,

however, is richer in oxygen than ordinary air in about

the proportions above-mentioned. The gases do not pass

through actual pores, but apparently they are dissolved by

the rubber, which is thus wetted through by the liquefied

gases, and evaporate into the vacuum on the other side of

the membrane, the increased amount of oxygen being

doubtless due to the greater solubility of oxygen in

rubber.

Many other methods of obtaining oxygen are known,

but the above given are sufficient to illustrate the nature

of the changes by which it is produced.

Oxygen is a colourless, odourless, and tasteless gas, which

has hitherto resisted all attempts to liquefy it ; it is only

slightly soluble in water, ICO volumes of which at ordi-

nary atmospheric temperatures dissolve about three volumes

of oxygen. All bodies which burn in the air burn with

greatly increased brilliancy and rapidity in oxygen ; thus,

a glowing splinter of wood bursts into flame when plunged

into oxygen, and burns with great brilliancy; and even

iron, if heated to redness before it is introduced into the

gas, readily burns in it. In all cases in which bodies burn

in oxygen the substances burnt combine with the oxygen

to form new substances, and the heat and light developed

are a consequence of their union. The weight of the pro-

ducts corresponds exactly with the weight of the body
burned plus the weight of the oxygen consumed. The
combination of two or more bodies when thus accom-

panied by the development of heat and light is termed
combustion, the body burnt being the combustible, and the

body in which the burning takes place the supporter of

combustion. Thus, hydrogen is a combustible since it

burns in oxygen, but oxygen is a supporter of combus-

tion. These terms are merely relative, however, since

oxygen may just as readily be burnt in hydrogen as

hydrogen in oxygen ; and, similarly, air may be burnt in

coal gas.

The combination of oxygen with other elements is

termed oxidation. In all cases of oxidation heat is

developed, but it depends entirely upon the rapidity with

which tlie oxidation is effected whether light is also pro-

duced, that is to say, whether what is ordinarily termed
combustion takes place. Thus, when iron is burnt in oxygen,
the combin.ition of the two elements is effected with grtat

rapidity, and a large amount of heat is developed witlun a
very short space of time, and hence the product of com-
bustion is intensely heated and becomes incandescent

;

when, however, iron slowly oxidizes or rusts, no light is

produced, although actually more heat is developed than
when the same weight of iron is burnt in oxygen, the

oxide FejOj being formed in the latter and the oxide
FcjOj in the former case.

The various elements enter into reaction with oxygen
with very various degrees of readiness, but as in tlio case of

hydrogen and oxygen it is mostly necessary at least to

start the reaction by the application of heat ; ond if the com-
bination of the two elements can give rise to the dovclo()-

ment of only a moderate amount of heat, it is usually
necessary to continue the ajjiilication of heat until the
oxidation is complete. Phosphorus slowly absorbs oxygen,
but the remaining non-metallic elements aio not aU'cctod

by it at ordinary temperatures. The highly positive metals

readily absorb it ; the majority of the metals, however, when
in the massive state are unacted upon in dry oxygen, but

undergo oxidation more or less readily in moist oxygen or

air. The coating of oxide first formed frequently protects

the metal from more than a superficial oxidation. Some
of the metals when in a state of very fine division, for

instance, lead as obtained by the ignition of its tartrate,

undergo oxidation so readily, however, that spontaneous

combustion results from their mere exposure to air or

oxygen. The spontaneous combustion of substances such

as woollen refuse, greasy tow, and hay is a precisely similar

phenomenon,—the heat developed by their slow oxidation

being to a great extent retained, as they are bad conductors

of heat, until finally it becomes sufficient to iuflame them.

Most animal and vegetable substances when exposed to

the air decay, and it is generally supposed that they simply

undergo slow oxidation. Pasteur has shown, however,

that the oxidizing power of atmospheric oxygen is much

exaggerated, and that the decay of animal and vegetable

substances exposed to air is not simply the result of the

action of the atmospheric oxygen, but of the action of oxygen

assisted by microscopic organisms, the decay taking place

at an extremely slow and almost imperceptible rate when

these organisms are entirely excluded.

When the colourless gas nitric oxide is mixed with

oxygen, red fumes of higher oxides of nitrogen are formed,

and by this reaction oxygen may with facility be detected

and distinguished from other gases. A solution of potas-

sium hydroxide and pyrogallol, or pyrogallic acid, or an am-

moniacal solution of cuprous chloride, absorbs oxygen with

avidity and may be employed to remove it from a mixture

of gases

Oinne.

Symbol, 0,; llokcular wt., 47-83.

When exposed to the action of electricity, and especially

under the influence of what is termed the silent discharge,

oxygen undergoes a contraction of volume and acquires

remarkably different properties, its chemical activity being

greatly enhanced. It has been shown that the change

consists in the conversion of the oxygen into an allotropio

modification wiiich has received the name of ozone (o^w)

in allusion to its peculiar odour ; and from Sir Benjamin

Brodie's experiments (R. Soc. Trans., 1872, p. 435) there

can be no doubt that ozone differs from ordinary oxygen

merely in that its molecule contains three atoms ; this

difference is expressed in the following graphic formula :

—

0=0 0—0
Clone.Oxygen.

Various forms of apparatus are employed in ozonizing

oxygen, but all are constructed on the principle of the

Siemons's induction tube. This consists of two wido

tubes of nearly equal diameter placed one within the other

and coated on their exterior surfaces with tinfoil; the coat-

ings of tinfoil are connected with the terminals of a power-

ful induction coil, and a current of oxygen is passed

through the narrow space between the two tubes, and is

thus submitted to the action of the electric discharge. In

the apparatus employed by Erodio the coatings of tinfoil

are dispensed with, but the inner tube is filled with water

in which is placed one of the terminal wires of the indue

tion coil, and the outer tube is immersed in a vessel of

water in connection with tho other terminal wire of tho

coil.

It is essential that the oxygen submitted to tho electric

action bo pure and in a very dry condition ; and it is espe-

cially desirable to prevent the elevation of temperature

V. — 6i
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consequent on the electric action, which may be done by

placing fragments of ice in the interior of the tube and

also in the water contained in the external cylinder in

which the induction tube is immereed.

But it is not possible in this manner to convert more than

about 15 per cent, of the oxygen into ozone, and Brodie's

experiments prove that there is a fixed limit prescribed by

the conditions of experiment, beyond which the forma-

tion of ozone cannot pass. The explanation of this appears

to be that the formation of ozone belongs to the class of

actions termed dissociation phenomena ; that is to say, not

only is oxygen converted into ozone by the electrical action,

but ozone is also reconverted into oxygen, the amount of

ozone actually obtained under given conditions of experi-

ment being dependent upoa the extent to which these

two opposite kinds of change take place. We may there-

fore expect that the amount of oxygen finally obtained in

the form of ozone will be greater the less the ozone is

exposed to the electric action ; and that this is actually

the case is proved by the fact that no advantage is gained

'by submitting the oxygen more than once to the electric

action or by passing it slowly through the induction tube,

and also by the behaviour of carbon dioxide. When this gas

is submitted to the action of the electric discharge, it is

partially resolved into carbon monoxide and oxygen, and

the latter is in part transformed into ozone. Brodie has

shown that it is not difficult, by passing a rapid current of

carbon dioxide through the induction tube, to convert

75 per cent, of the oxygyn eliminated from the carbon

dioxide into ozone, and has even succeeded in converting as

much as 85 per cent.

Pure ozone has never yet been obtained, however.

Ozone is also formed in small quantity when water is de-

composed by the electric current, emploj-ing plates of

platinum or gold as electrodes ; the amount produced is

greater the smaller the electrodes. The slow oxidation of

phosphorus in nioist air is said to be attended with the

production of small quantities of ozone, and it is probable

that ozone is formed in other slow oxidations ; it appears

that in all such cases the formation of ozone is accompanied

by that of hydrogen dioxide, a fact which is also true of

electrolytic ozone.

Traces of ozone are usually present in the atmosphere,

especially in the open country ; and it no doubt plays an

important part in the removal of organic impurities from

the atmosphere.

Ozone is a colourless gas of peculiar unpleasant odour
;

100 volumes of water at 0° C. only absorb about -5 volume,

so that it is considerably less soluble than oxygen. Air

charged with ozone exerts an irritating action upon the

respiratory organs. Ozone is chiefly remarkable, however,

on account of its oxidizing power. Thus, dry mercury,

which is not in the least affected by ordinary oxygen, un-

less heated to near its boiling point, is at once oxidized by

ozone, and dry iodine absorbs ozone and is oxidized by it.

It bleaches a solution of indigo, which is oxidized by it.

It also rapidly corrodes organic substances, such as cork

and caoutchouc, which therefore cannot be employed in

experiments with ozone. Paraffin, however, is not attacked

by it, and an excellent air-tight joint between two glass

tubes may be made by means of it. A piece of glass tube,

into which they exactly fit, is slipped over the two tubes,

which are placed close together, and a fragment of pure

paraffin is placed at the external junction of the tubes ; on

gently heating the paraffin it melts, and the liquid being

extremely limpid runs into and fills up the narrow space

between the tubes.

la the conversion of oxygen into ozone the volume con-

tracts by one-third, three molecules of oxygen furnishing

two molecules of ozone.

30j =

Oxyguo. Ozone.

but when ozone is reconverted into oxygen the volume

increases to the same extent that it diminishes when
oxygen is converted into ozone, since

2O3 = 3O2
Ozouc. Oxygen.

The conversion of ozQ.ie into oxygen may be effected by
heat. Thus, when ozonized oxygen is passed through a

glass tube heated to 110° 0. slight decomposition of tho

ozone takes place ; at 200° C. the decomposition is very

rapid, .about 97 per cent, being converted into oxygen

;

and below 300° 0. decomposition is complete.

Similarly, ozone is decomposed to an unlimited extent by
contact with metallic silver, and by manganese dioxide,

lead dioxide, and copper oxide, without the substances

undergoing more than an excessively minute increase of

weight in the reaction. These decompositions afford in-

stances of recurrent action, the active substance being

alternately oxidized and reduced by the ozone ; in the case

of silver, supposing silver monoxide is formed although the

oxide produced is probably a higher oxide, the reaction

may be represented in the following manner :

—

2Ag -f O3 = Oj -t- AgjO;
Silver. Ozone. Oxygen. Silver oxtde.

Ag.O + O3 = 2O2 + 2Ag.
Silver oxide- Ozone. Oxygen. SUver.

Many reactions are known which prove that ozone has

this power of effecting deoxidatioa, although itself a most

powerful oxidizing agent ; thus, by its action on a solution

of sodium dioxide, sodium monoxide and oxygen are ob-

tained

Na^Oj -H O3 = 20, + NajO

.

Sodium dioxide. Ozone. Oxygen. Sodiam oxl.lG.

The aecomposition of ozone in this manner by silver, &c.,

is accompanied by the development of a considerable

amount of heat ; thus, according to Berthelot, no less than

29,600 units of heat are evolved in the reaction

2O3 = 3O2

.

A corresponding amount of energy must therefore be
expended in the formation of ozone from ordinary oxygen.

But the conversion of ozone into ordinary oxygen is to be

regarded as occurring in two stages,—in the first the mole-

cule is resolved into O, + O, and in the second two atoms

of o.xygen from two molecules of ozone unite forming a

molecule of ordinary oxygen. The splitting up of the

ozone molecule into O^-hO probably requires an expendi-

ture of energy, so that the energy developed in the reaction

in the form of heat is due to the combination of the atoms

of oxygen to form molecules, but is less than that actually

developed by their combination by the amount expended

in the decomposition of the ozone molecules. As already

pointed out, the fact that so large an amount of heat is

developed by the combination of oxygen with oxygen indi-

cates that the affinity of the oxygen atoms for each other

is very considerable. This being the case, we are enabled

also to understand how it is that ozone has such superior

power as an oxidizing agent as compared with ordinary

oxygen, for it is evident that, in reactions into which oxy-

gen enters, for every 32 grammes employed an amount of

energy corresponding to at least 29,600 heat units must

be expended in order to separate the two atoms forming

the oxygen molecules from each other; whereas, mostly,

when ozone is employed, the amount of energy to be

expended is only that required to effect the decomposition

of the ozone molecules into O2 + 0, which is probably very

small.

The amount of oxidation effected by tho same amount of

ozoue varies, however, according to the nature of the body
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oxidized, and Brodie's experiments show that four classes

of oxidations may be effected by ozone :

—

In the first class of reactions one-third of the molecule is

active in effecting oxidation, the remainiiig two-thirds being

obtained as oxygen, so that the volume of oxygen ob-

tained is the same as the volume of ozone operated upon.

If the number of atoms of oxygen active in -ffectiiin; oxida-

tion are placed within brackets, this class of oxidations is

expressed by the equation

—

03 = 02-^(0) I.

The action of ozone on a solution of sodium dioxide,

quoted above, and its action on a solution of potassium

iodide

—

Potasatom
Iodide.

+ 2KH0,
Potaaalum
hydroxide.Iter. Ozone. O.^ygen. Iodine

on ferrous chloride and sulphate, on an acid solution of

potassium ferrocyanide, and on sodium arsenite, are special

cases of this class of oxidations.

In the second class of reactions, four atoms ot oxygen

from two molecules of ozone are active, the remaining two

atoms being obtained as oxygen ; or

203 = Oj-h4(0) ... II.

The oxidation of strongly alkaline solutions of sodium

hyposulphite, the oxidation of hydriodic acid, and the

oxidation of barium pentasulphide are included in this

class.

In a third class of reactions, tea atoms of oxygen from

four molecules of ozone are active in promoting oxidation,

a single molecule of oxygen being obtained ; or

403 = 02-1-10(0) . . . . IIL

The oxidation of sodium sulphydrate and of hydriodic

acid at 0° C. are to be referred to this class.

Lastly, in a fourth class of reactions, the entire molecule

is active in effecting oxidation ; or

03 = 3(0) ...... IV.

Examples of this class are afforded by the oxidation of tin

dichloride, oil of turpentine, and neutral and slightly

alkaline solutions of sodium hyposulphite.

That ozone can thus enter into reaction in so many
different ways affords the most conclusive evidence of its

compound nature, and by these reactions it may be dis-

tinguished from all known gases, and estimated.

The reaction wi th potassium iodide is usually employed

for the detection of ozone, the liberation of iodine being

rendered evident by the addition of starch paste, which

with iodine furnishes a beautiful blue colour. The libera-

tion of iodine from potassium iodide is not alone sufficient

proof, however, of the presence of ozone. By comparing
at different times the depth of colour produced on exposing

slips of paper moistened with starch paste and potassium
iodide solution to the air, for the same length of time, an
estimate of the relative amounts of ozone present may be
obtained.

Compounds of Sydrogm with Oxygen.

Water.

Symbol, OH, ; Molecular wt., 17-88.

Hydrogen and oxygen when mixed do not enter into

reaction at the ordinary temperature ; but the contact of

flame or of any other red-hct body, the passage of the

electric spark, and the contact of platinum cause reaction

to take place with explosion. The flame and the electric

spark act by their intense heat, and the nature of the
influence which, perhaps, heat exercises in inducing the
combination of hydrogen and oxygen has already been
pointed out ; bat the action of platinum is more obscure.

Spongy platinum and the fine powder of that metal called

I platinum black, although cold, cause the mixed gases to

j
explode as readily as flame does. Even polished slips of

I

platinum, if perfectly clean, v.ill cause the reaction to take

place, although more slowly. It appears that at first the

absorption of the gases on the surface of the cold metal,

,
and the consequent approximation of their particles, is

suificieDt to induce the combination of a part of the gases

;

this being accompanied by the development of heat, the

metal becomes warmed and acts more vigorously, and the

combination of further quantities of the gases takes place,

by Vvhich more heat is developed, so that by degrees the

metal becomes red-hot, and if any of the mixed gases be
still uncombined it causes them to explode. In the case

of the powder or the sponge, especially the former, all this

takes place so rapidly from the enormous surface of tho

metal, that it becomes red-hot as soon as it is introduced,

and fires the mixture as rapidly as a fiarae. Now, it is

well known that metallic platinum, and especially spongy

platinum, or platinum black, readily condenses gases upon

its surface ; but the condensation is attended by the de-

velopment of heat, and it seems not improbable, therefore,

that its action in causing the combination of hydrogen

with oxygen is of the sane character as the action of

flame,—that the platinum, in fact, does not itself induce

the combination, but that the heat resulting from the con-

densation of the gases by the platinum is the direct cause

of the reaction. Graham's researches have shown also

that heated platinum absorbs hydrogen, and the absorp-

tion is doubtless accompanied by tho development of heat

;

this is an additional reason for the action of platinum

becoming more vigorous as it becomes warmer.

A series of experiments by Von Sleyer (Journal fir
praklische Chemie, 1876, p. 121) may hero be referred to,

as illustrating in a remarkable manner the influence of

finely-divided platinum in causing the combination of

gases. It was first shown by Bunsen that when a mixture

of hydrogen and carbon monoxide is exploded with insuffi-

cient oxygen to convert these two gases respectively into

water and carbon dioxide, whatever the proportions em-

ployed, the quantities oxidized are always in a simple

molecular ratio. From Von Meyer's experiments it ap-

pears that, when a similar mixture is placed in contact with

finely-divided platinum, although the oxidation b effected

very slowly, the same law obtains. 'Whereas, however,

when the mixture of the three gases is exploded, always

relatively more hydrogen than carbon monoxide is oxi-

dized, the proportion in which the two gases are burnt being

on the average about as 3 to 1, the reverse is the case when

their o.xidation is slowly effected with the aid of platinum
;

in the latter case the number of molecules of carbon mon-

oxide oxidized to the dioxide is from 7 to 8 times as great

as the number of hydrogen atoms oxidized to water.

When oxygen and hydrogen, from whatever cause, enter

into reaction, it is always in tho proportions to form water,

—that is, invariably in the proportion of 2 volumes of

hydrogen gas to 1 volume of oxygen gas. Any excess of

either is left uncombined. If the water which is formed

be measured as steam or gas, and its volume compared

with the volume of the mixed gases at the same tempera-

ture before combination, it is found that condensation has

taken place, 2 volumes of water gas being obtained from 2

volumes of hydrogen and 1 volume of oxygen gas ; hence

—

2Hj -I- Oj - 2H,,0.
ITj-drogen. Oxygco. W»l«r.

In the liquid state, however, the volume of the wafer

formed is so small as compared with the volume occupied

by tho mixed gases that it may be neglected, so that i:

tho contraction in volume which occurs on cxplosior. i.i

measured at the ordinary temperature, two-thirds of tha
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contraction represents the kydrogen, and one-third tlie

oxygen, which has disappeared. This enables us to use

hydrogen to determine the amount of free oxygen in air,

or in any gaseoos mixture, one-third of the contraction

which occurs when a measured quantity of the gas ia ex-

ploded with a measured excess of hydrogen representing

the amouat of oxygen present.

The affinity of oxygen for hydrogen, as measured by the

h;at developed by their combination, is very great, 68,376
units of heat, according to Thomsen, being evolved in

the combination of 16 grammes of oxygen with 2'005

grammes of hydrogen, the product* being liquid svater at

18^ C. By burning the two gases together from a jet the

most i.itense artificial heat that is known, except that of

the discharge of a powerful galvanic battery, is produced.

It is well hero to call attention to the circumstance that

the equations ordinarily employed to express the formation

of water from its elements, and vice versa the resolution of

water iilto its elements, viz.

—

and
2H2 + 02 = 2H20,

2HjO = 02-l-2H2,

do not take into account that in the one case a large

amount of heat ia developed, and that in the other case a
corresponding amount of energy ia expended. These
equations merely represent, in fact, the distribution of

weight in the changes, and therefore are but imperfect ex-

pressions of what really occurs, since the development of

heat in the formation of water, and the absorption of heat,

or the expenditure of a corresponding amount of some
other form of energy in its decomposition, are integral

parts of the changes, the amount of heat developed or ab-

sorbed, under given conditions, being as definite and con-

stant as the weights of the substances which enter into

reaction and are produced. The same may be said of all

equations employed to represent chemical change.

The composition of water may be determined by burn-

ing a known weight of hydrogen in an excess of oxygen,

and weighing the water produced ; then the difference be-

tween the weight of the hydrogen burnt and of the water

produced is the amount of oxygen combined with the hy-

drogen. -Or hydrogen is passed over a weighed quantity

of copper oxide in a tube heated to redness ; the hydrogen
then reduces the oxide or removes the oxygen from it,

forming water, which ia carefully collected and weighed,

end the loss of weight which the tube of copper oxide

Buffers ia carefully determined. The loss of weight of the

copper oxide gives the amount of oxygen, and the difier

ence between this and the amount of water produced is

the amount of hydrogen combined with this amount of

oxygen.

The amount of oxygen combined with 2 parts by
weight, or 2 atoms, of hydrogen ia usually stated to be 16
parts, and 16 is generally regarded as the atomic weight of

oxygen. But from the examination of the determinations

which have been made by various elements of the com-
position of water, Staas, to whom we are indebted for the

most exact determinations of atomic weights yet made,
arrives at the conclusion that this number ia too high, and
that the atomic weight of oxygen is certainly not higher
than 15 '96. Thomaen haa recently determined the amount
of water produced by burning 2 litres of hydrogen in an
excess of oxygen, and taking Regnault's numbers for the
specific gravities of oxygen and hydrogen, he obtains a
number for the atomic weight of oxygen which ia in com-
plete accordance with that given by Staas.

At the ordinary temperature of the air water ia a clear,

transparent, tasteless, and odourless liquid ; it appears
coloniless when seen in small quantity, but that it really

has a pale blue colour is apparent when a shining white

object is viewed through a column several feet in thicknesa.

Water is solid at temperatures below 0° C, 0° C. being

the temperature at which frozen water or ice melts ; the

melting point ia diminished by increase of pressure to the

slight extent of 0'00757° C. for each additional atmosphere.

Water expands in freezing, its density compared with

water at O^C. being 92. The conversion of liquid water

at 0° C. into solid water or ice is accompanied by the libera-

tion of heat, and heat is rendered latent or absorbed to the

same extent in the melting of ice,—the quantity of heat

absorbed or liberated in the melting of ice or freezing of

water being sufficient to raise the temperature of lf9 times

its weight of water from 0° to 1° C.

Water evaporates at all temperatures when in contact

with atmospheric air or other gases, auj the vapour given

off has a density and tension determined by the tempera-

ture ; the tension of the vapour rapidly rises with the

temperature, until at 100° C. it is equal to the ordinary at-

mospheric pressure (760 mm.), and tbo water boils. The
boiling point, however, rapidly rises VAth increase of pres-

sure, and sinks when the pressure is diminished ; thus

under the pressure of two atmospheres water boils at

121° C, and under the pressuTO of twelve atmospheres at

190° C. When water boils under the ordinary atmo-

spheric temperature it is converted into 1600 times its

volume of vapour. Th^ conversion into vapour is attended

with the absorption of a large amount of heat,—the quan-

tity of heat absorbed or rendered latent in the conversion

of water at 100° C. into steam of the same temperature

being sufficient to raise the temperature of 536 times the

weight of water converted into steam from 0° to 1°C.
Water, chemicaUy speaking, ia a remarkably neutral

substance, and hence its great value to the chemist as a
solvent. There are very few substances which are not to

some extent dissolved by it, but the solubility of different

substances ia very unequal. Heat generally increases its

solvent power, whilst cold diminishes it ; there are many
exception." to this rule, however. The dissolution of sub-

stances which may again be separated from the solution

undecomposcd is accompanied, in tho majority of cases,

with an absorption of heat, aa will be evident on inspection

of the table on p. 485. In the first column tho name of

the substance ia given, and in the second its formula ; the

third exhibits tho number of molecules of water (in

grammes) in which one molecule (in grammes) of the sub-

stance is dissolved at about 18° C; the fourth column
shows the number of units of heat developed or absorbed, the

- sign indicating that heat is absorbed, and the + sign

that it is developed.

It ia extremely difficult to interpret the meaning of nnm-
bers such as are contained in the table, especially as we
are almost entirely ignorant of the condition of substances

in solution in water. But there is no doubt that the

heat developed or absorbed on dissolving a solid substance

is the mean result of several distinct opferation.s, which
partly, perhaps, involve an absorption, and partly a de-

velopment of heat. Thus, in the first place, there is a
change of state from the solid to the liquid, which in moat
if not all cases involves an expenditure of energy ; then,

many substances on dissolving in water combine with it,

the combination probably being always attended with de-

velopment of heat. Contraction also generally takes placa
in the dissolution of salts in \^ater, and is accompanied by a
considerable development of heat, arising from the great

resistance which water offers to compression. Chemists^
moreover, are inclined to the belief that very many if not
all substances, even those which are ordinarily regarded aa
stable in presen"ce of water, enter to a greater or loss es^

I
tent into reaction with water nhen dissolved in it ; & Boltt-
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tion of sodium chloride, for example, may be regarded as

containing a certain amount of sodium hydroxide and

hydrochloric acid formed by the reaction

—

NaCl + OHj = HCl + NaOH.
Sodium chloride. Water. Hydrochloric add. Sodium hydroilclo.

Table of Phenomena atlendwg Solution o
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a combination of one or more OH groups with an osygen-

B*.ed radicla For instance, ferric hydroxide, Fe2(OH)5,

very readily loges water, forming comnounda such as

Fe,0(0H)4 and FejOjCOH),.
Nearly all the bodies produced by the action of water on

the oxides of i'he non-metals are to be regarded as compounds

of orygenated radicles with hydroxy!, and are more or

less acid in ch.iracter. As a rule, the more negative the

radicle with wnich OH is associated the more powerful

will be the acid, and since the addition of oxygen to the

radicle renders it more negative, the acid furnished by the

higher oxide of an element is usually more stable, and also

a more powerful acid, than that furnished by the lower

oxide; thus, sulphurous acid, HjSOj, is extremely unstable

as compared with sulphuric acid, H2SO4, and a much less

powerful acid, but the former may be regarded as a com-

bination of the dyad radicle (SO), and the latter as a com-

bination of the dyad radicle (SO,), with twice the monad
radicle (OH). The behaviour of the positive elements is

exactly complementary of this, since the greater the amount
of the negative element oxygen associated v/ith them the

less is the tendency to furnish corresponding hydroxides

when combined with water, and the less the stability of

the resulting hydroxides ; and, as a rule, also the basic pro-

perties both of the oxides and of the hydroxides correspond-

ing to them 'become much less pronounced as the relative

proportion of oxygen increases.

In all cases in which oxides unite with water to produce

stable combinations, much heat is developed; the stability

of the compounds formed by the combination of water

with oxides, in fact, appears to be directly in proportion

to the amount of heat developed in their formation, and

it has been shown that the formation of many of the most
unstable hydroxides from their elements would be accom-

panied by an absorption of heat ; hence their instability

ia readily understood.

When the hydroxides are added in sufiScient quantity to

eolutions of the acids, mostly neutral solutions are pro-

duced,—that is to say, solutions which do not affect either

blue or red litmus. The acid is then said 'to be neutral-

ized by the hydroxide, or vice versa. The basic oxides

"whiA furnish hydroxides, and indeed the basic oxides

generally, behave in a similar manner with acids. In these

cases a salt is produced ; thus, by the addition of sodium
hydroxide to sulphuric acid the salt sodium sulphate is ob-

tained

—

2NaOH + HjSO^ = Na^SO^ + 2Kfi.
So^llum hytlioxide. Salpbiuic acid. SodiuiQ sulpiiate. Water.

Obviously, we may regard the salts produced in this man-
ner as formed by the displacement of the hydrogen of the

acid by more or less positive elements or simple radicles,

and they may actually in many cases be prepared by the

actijn of the metals on the acids ; for example

—

Zn + H2SO4 = H, + ZnSO^
Zinc. Sulphuric acid. Hydi-ogen. Zinc sulphate.

They are also obtained, as we have seen, by the union of

a mora or less basic with a more or less acid oxide. But
a large number of salts are known derived from the acids

by the displacement of hydrogen by compound radicles

;

thus, many of the salts of the element vanadium are formed
by the introduction of the group (V^Oj)"''', which functions
as a tstrad element, in place of the hydrogen of acids,

vanadyl sulphats being (Vo02)'^(SOj)2. The ammonium
salts are formod in a similar manner by the displacement of

hydrogen in acids by the monad compound radicle (N'H,)'.
Butthe hydrogen of many hydrcsides may alio be displaced
by positive elements or radicles ; for example, zinc hydrox-
ide, although insoluble in water, dissolves in solutions of
the alicalies, and on heating metallic zinc with a coacen-

[iClDS, BASES,

trated solution of potassium hydroxide, it dissolves with

evolution of hydrogen

—

Zn + 2H0K = Zn"(0K)2 + Hj

.

Zinc hydroxide and similar compounds, therefore, display

both basic and acid functions ; and it is difficult to deny

the compounds formed from them by introducing positive

elements in place of hydrogen the title of salts.

Another class of oxy-salts are formed by the union of two

different oxides of the same element ; the compounds of

fluorine, chlorine, bromine, and iodine with positive elements,

and of acid with basic sulphides, are also termed salts, tho

compounds of sulphur being distinguished as sulpho-salts

or thio-salts, whilst those of the four other elements are

distinguished as haloid salts.

From this it will be obvious that the term salt ia

of very wide apphcation, and that it is almost impossible

to define it in a few words. It is also extremely diffi-

cult strictly to define an acid, for, although the very

greatest difference is observable between the compounds

of the oxides of highly negative and of highly positive

elements with water, the differences become less and less

marked as we pass from one end of the series to the other.

The only definition which really separates bodies which

are usually regarded as true acids from hydroxides pos-

sessing acid properties is afforded by the fact that, whilat

the hydrogen in all hydroxides which exhibit basic pro-

perties may be displaced by negative and also in some

instances by positive radicles, the hydrogen in acids can

only be displaced by positive radicles. For example, the

hydrogen in zinc hydroxide may be displaced by the posi-

tive radicle potassium and by the negative radicle NO2 , but

it is only possible to displace the hydrogen in sulphuric

acid by positive radicles. This definition is not applicable,

however, to organic acids.

The extent to which hydrogen may be displaced in an

acid by positive radicles is termed its basicity, an acid

which contains a single atom of displaceable hydrogen

being termed monobasic, and acids containing two or three

atoms of displaceable hydrogen, dibasic or tribasic. On the

other hand, the hydroxides and basic oxides are frequently

spoken of as monacid, diacid, or triacid, <fec., according as they

are capable of neutralizing a single molecule, two, or three

molecules of a monobasic acid ; thus, sodium hydroxide ia

monacid since a single molecule neutralizes a single molecule

of monobasic nitric acid, forming the salt sodium nitrate

—

NaOH + HNO3 = NaNOj -t- OH,,
Soditun hydroxide. Nitric acid. Sodium nitrate. Water.

and barium hydroxide is a diacid base since it neutralizes

two molecules of nitric acid

—

BaO,Hj + 2HN03= -&&(SiO;)^+ 20Ej.
Barium hydroxide. Kitrlc acid. Barium nitrata Water.

But we may also regard the salts formed by the action of acida

on hydroxides as derived from the latter by the displace-

ment of hydrogen by negative compound radicles,—sodium
nitrate, for example, as sodium hydroxide in which the

atom of hydrogen has been displaced by the monad com-

pound radicle NO; ; hence we may define the acidity of

hydroxides to be the extent to which hydrogen may be
displaced in them by negative radicles.

In polybasic acids, that is to say, in acids containing

two or more atoms of displaceable hydrogen, it is possible

to displace the hydrogen step by step ; thus, by the addi-

tion of a single molecule of sodium hydroxide to a single

molecule of sulphuric acid, only one-half the hydrogen in

the acid is displaced

—

KaOH + H,SO, NaHSO^ OH,
Sodium hydroxide. Snlphuric acid. E^dlnm hydrogen sulphate. Water.

but by the addition of a second molecule of the hydroxide
the second atom of hydrogen is also displaced

—
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NaOH + NaHSO^ =
Sodium Sodium hydrogen

bydi'oxide. sulphute.

NajSOj +
Sod turn
Bulptiate.

OHj.
Water.

Salts derived from acids by the partial displacement of

-their hydrogen are termed acid salts, those in which the

hydrogen displaceable by metals is entirely displaced being

termed normal salts. Similarly, when the hydrogen in

polyacid hydroxides is entirely displaced by negative

radicles, normal salts are obtained, but when it is only

partially displaced the so-called basic salts are produced,

which bear precisely the same relation to the hydroxides

that the acid salts bear to the acids. Thus, from the triacid

Eydroxide, bismuth hydroxide, Bi"'(0H)3, and the mono-

basic acid, nitric acid, we obtain normal bismuth nitrate

and two basic bismuth nitrates :

—

(NO, (NO, (NO,
Bi \ NO, Bi \ NO3 Bi -^ OH .

InOj (oh (oh
Nonnal e&lt. Basic salts.

These salts are strictly comparable with the normal and

two acid salts produced from the tribasic acid, phosphoric

acid, and the monacid hydroxide, sodium hydroxide :

—

ONa [ ONa
PC PC { ONa

I OH
PO { OH

(oh
Kormal salts.

Two explanations may be given of the constitution of

the salts formed by displacing the hydrogen in polybasic

acids by polyad elements ; the formula of barium sulphate,

for example, may be represented by either of the following

formuliB :

—

so,{o>Ba, so,{g;5-g}so,.

according as it is supposed that two atoms of hydrogen in a

single molecule of the acid are displaced, or that two mole-

cules of the acid are concerned in the formation of the

salt, one atom of hydrogen in each being displaced by each

of the barium atoms. There is not at present sufficient

evidence to enable us to decide definitively in favour of one

or the other of these views, but the great tendency which

the polybasic acids exhibit to form double salts appears to

render the latter the more probable.

The formation of salts by the action of acids on metallic

oxides and hydroxides is in all cases attended with a

development of heat. This subject has been very care-

fully studied by several chemists, especially by Thomsen,
whose results for a number of acids are given in the follow-

ing tables. The amount of heat developed in the re-

action

—

oNaOHAq
, Q Aq ,—

that is to say, on adding a solution of a molecules (in

grammes) of sodiuni hydroxide to a solution of one mole-

cule (in grammes) of the acid, repreaented by Q,—is given

for a number of acids in the first of the following tables.

The second table exhibits the amount of heat developed in

the reaction

—

NaOHAq , oQAq
;

i.e., on adding a solution of one molecule of sodium hy-

droxide to a solution of o molecules of the acid Q. Each
molecule (in grammesi) of sodium hydroxide was dissolved

in 200 molecules (in grammes) of water, and the solutions

of the acids were of equivalent strength ; that is to say,

the number of grammes of acid required to form a normal

salt with 23 -t- 10 -F 1 or 40 grammes of sodium hydroxide

were dissolved in 18 x 200 or 3600 grammas of water.

The temperature at which the two solutions wore mixed
in ail the experiments was about IH" C. The results arc

expressed in hundreds of heat-units, and according to

Thomsen they may all be relied on within 1 per cent.

(aNaGHAq , QAq).

Q=l moIectUe.

Name of Add.

Monobasic Acids.

Hydrochloric . .. .

Hydrobromic
Hydriodic
Hydrofluoric

Hydroeulphuric ....

Hydrocyanic
Hypoclilorous
Nitric

Hypopho3phorous.

.

Metaj)ho8phoric

Formic
Acetic

Dibasic Acids.

HydroHuoailicic .

Hydrochloroplatinic
Sulphuric
Selenic

Chromic
Sulphurous
Selenious

Dithionic

Phosphorous
Carbonic
Boric

Silicic

Stannic
Oxalic
Succinic

Tartaric

Tribasic Acids.

Citric

Phosphoric
Arsenic

Tetrabasic Acids.

pyrophosphoric...

H.Cl
H .Br

H.SH
H.CN
H.OCl
H.NO3
H . PHjOj
H . PO,
H .CHO.
H . CjU.O,

Hj.SiF,
Hj.PtCl.
H,.SO,
H^-SeOj
H, . CrO^
H, . SOj

.SeO,

. s,o,

.PHO,
• CO,
.B,0,
•SiO,

H,

h:

H,

h:

h:

H
H
H
H
h;.cxo,

.SnO,

.C,0,

. C.HA

Hj CjHjO,
H3.PO,
Hj. ASO4

H,.PA

C8-E
63-5

68
80
39
14

49

68
77

a

71

74

137 137
137 137

137 137
163 163

77

28
96
137

152
144
132
132

138
136
146
148
131

159
148

148
110
111

43

133

124

124

144

133

266
272
310
304
247
290
270
271
284
202
200

2;

310
304
292
293
275

289

205

258

3S2
340

359

(NaOHAq , oQAq).

Q=l molecule.

KaiQe of Add.

Monobasic Acids.

Hydrochloric
Rydrobroraio
Hydriodic
Hydrofluoric

Hydrosulphuric ....

Hydrocyanic
Nitric

Hypophosphorous..
Metaphosphoric ., ..

Formic
Acetic .

Dibasic Acids.

Hydrofluoail icic

Hydrocliloroplatiuii

Sulphuric
Selenic

Chromic
Sulphurous
Scleniouj*^

Ditliiouic

Phosphorous
Carbonic
Boric

Silicic

Stannic
Oxalic

Succinic

Tartaric

Tribasie Acids.

Citric

PhoBphoric
Arsonio

Tctrabcaie Acids.

l'yrop]iosplioric..,

H.Cl
H. Br
H. 1

H.F
H.SH
H.CN
H.NO,
H.PH.O,
H.PO,
H . CHO,
H.C,H,0,

137
137
136
160

77
23
136
154
142

132

H,.
H,.
H,.
H,.
H..
H,.
II,.

H,.
H,.

k:

k.

SiF,
PtCl,
SO,
SoO,
CrO.
SO,
SeO,

I'X
CO,
B,(5,

SiO,
SnO,
C,0
C.H4O.
C«H,0.

H,.r,H,0,
H,.P0,
Hj.AsOj

142

149

138

137
137
137
163

77
28

137
152
144
132
132

68-5

68-5
08-5

S2
39

14

C8
76

66

273

206

64
96

285
244

200

527

416
353

374

554

133 133
136 136

146 166
148
131

159
148

h's
110
111

43

138
124

124

124
148
150

|1«

152
124

145
13S
136
142
101

100
20

14'i

121

127

125
135
133

143

90

63

68

78

70
63

73
69

61

46

34
135
24

86

127
113

120

69
60

132
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To facilitate comparison between the various acids they are

arranged in the following table almost in accordance with

the amounts of heat developed on the addition of sodium

hydroxide to equivalent quantities.

Name of Acid.

Hydrofluoric

Sulphuric
Selenic

Hypophosphorou3.

.

Foimuln.

Sulphurous
]

H
Metaphosphoiic
Phosphorous ...

Oialic

2H.F1
H^.SO,

2(H.PH,0j)
, SO,

Hydrochloric . .

>lydrobromic
Kydriodic
Chlorlo

J^Titric

Dithionic
Selenious

Chloroplatiiilc...

Vluosihcic
Sulphoviuic

Formic
Acetic
Pyrophoaphoric ..

Phosphoric
Arsenic

Citric

Tartaric ..

Succinic.
Chromic.

Carhonic
Boric

Hypochlorous

Hydrosulphuric...

Hydrocyanic

.

Stannic
Silicic

2(H. I'Oj)

H,. PHO,
H,.C,0,

2H.
2H.
2H.
2H.
2H.
H,
"2
H,
II.

2(11

.

2(11.

2(11.

4(ll4

H,
H

CI

Br
I

CIO3
HO3
•SA
. SeOj
. PtCl,

.SiFe
SO,C„H,)
CHO..)
C.H.b,)
• P.O,)
. PO^H
. AsO/H

|(H,.C„HA^
Hj.C.H.O,
H,.C,H,0,
Hj.-CrOj

Hj . CO,
Hj . B.OJ

2(H.0C1)

2(H.SH)

2(H.CN)
4(H..SnO,)
i(H,,.Si04)

L'nltB of heat
developed In

the reaction
(2NaOHAq,

QAq).

32,640
31,380
30,390
30,320

28,970
28,750

28,370
28,280

27,480
27,600
27,360
27,520
27,350
27,070
27,020
27,226
26,620
26,930
26,400
26,310
26,370

27,080
27,580

25,470
25,310
24,160
24,720

20,180
20,010
19,370

15,480

B,530

4,780
2,710

From these tables it will be evident—(1), that when a

molecule of sodium hydroxide in aqueous solution enters

into reaction with an acid, the heat developed is very

nearly proportional to the quantity of acid present until

this amounts to 1, J, J, or J molecule, according as the

acid is mono-, di-, tri-, or tetrabasic ; but that when the

amount of acid added exceeds that requisite to form the

normal salt, the different acids behave differently, heat

being in some cases developed, and in others absorbed,

according to the constitution of the acid; and (2), that

mostly when a molecule of an acid in aqueous solution

enters into reaction with sodium hydroxide, the amount of

heat developed increases almost in proportion to the

amount of the latter, and until 1, 2, 3, or 4 molecules are

added, according as the acid is mono-, di-, tri-, or tetrabasic
;

the further addition of sodium hydroxide is not then

attended with any considerable development of heat.

Very different amounts of heat, it will be observed, are

developed on neutralizing tho different acids, but there is

mostly a remarkable similarity in the results obtained in

the case of acids which from chemical evidence are known
to be closely allied. Thus, hydrochloric, hydrobromic, and

iydriodic acids exhibit the same heat of neutralization

;

and the numbers for sulphuric and selenic acids, and for

phosphoric amd arsenic acids, are very similar. Hydro-

fluoric acid, it will be seen, differs considerably from the

allied monobasic acids since the addition of the first half

molecule of sodium hydroxide produces less heat than the

second, which is not improbably owmg to the formation of

the acid salt HFjNa ; it differs also by its high heat of

neutralization.

The tables show also that the dibasic acids may be
divided into several groups, according to the amounts of

heat developed on tho addition of the first and second
molecules of sodium hydroxide. The first group includes

hydrofluosilicic and hydrochloroplatinic acids, the amount
of heat developed by the second molecule of hydroxide

being equal to that developed on the addition of the first

molecule. The second, group includes sulphuric, selenic,

oxalic, and tartaric acids'; with these acids less heat is de-

veloped by the first than by the second molecule ; thus :

—

Sodium hydroxide.
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neutralization of various Lydroxidcs insoluble in water

by a molecule of sulpliuric acid •

—

Magnesium hydroxide 31,220

llaiiganese ,,
26,480

Nickel „ 26,110

Cobalt „ 24,670

Iron _ „ 24,920

I'udminm ,, 23,820

Zinc 23,410

Copper 18,440

Tliomsen, however, considers that, the ditTerences be-

tween the- amounts of heat developed when these hydrox-

ides are dissolved in acids, and when soluble hydroxides

are neutralized, are due to the heat absorbed in rendering

them soluble ; or in other words, that solutions of these

hydroxides would have the same heat of neutralization as

Holutions of soluble hydroxides.

One of the most interesting results of the thermochemi-

cal investigation of the behaviour of acids with metallic

hydroxides is the proof that when sodium hydroxide, for

example, is added to a mixture of two acids in insufficient

quantity to neutralize both, the sodium salts of the two

acids are seldom formed in the proportions in which the

two acids are mixed. Thus, when a solution of 2 mole-

cules of sodium hydroxide is mixed with a solution con-

taining two molecules of monobasic nitric acid and one

molecule of dibasic sulphuric acid, two-thirds of the sodium

hydroxide enter into reaction with ths nitric acid and

one-third with the sulphuric acid. The avidity, as it is

termed by Thomsen, of nitric acid to enter into reaction

with sodium hydroxide is thus twice as great as that of

sulphuric acid. The avidity of hydrochloric acid for

sodium hydroxide is equal to that of nitric acid, but the

avidities of hydrobromic, bydriodic, and hydrofluoric acids

are less than that of hydrochloric acid in the proportion

HCl:HBr :HI:HF=100:89:79:5.
In concluding this brief account of the thermochemical

behaviour of some of the acids and hydroxides, we may
observe that the interpretation of most of the remarkable

results to which we have aWuded has not been given.

The study of this branch of chemistry is yet in its infaucy,

and is beset with difficulties, but its importance can

scarcely be exaggerated. At present we scarcely know
more than that in the formation of a given substance a

certain amount of heat is finally developed or absorbed,

but in most cases we are ignorant of the value of one or

more of the several distinct operations which wo believe

are involved in the reaction by which it is produced, so

that the results given by different substances cannot as a

rule be satisfactorily compared.

JIany substances belonging to all classes of chemical

compounds unite with water, forming combinations from

which it may be again expelled by the application of a

greater or less degree of heat, and from the circumstance

that many of these combinations are crystalline, the water

is said to be present in the torui of water of rrystallization.

Thus, potassium hydroxide crystallizes with 2 molecules

of water, as KH0-t-2H,0 ; copper sulphate with 5 mole-

cules, as CuSOj + OHjC; and sodium sulphate with 7

and with 10 molecules. The water may usually bo ex-

pelled from these compounds by the application of a gentle

heat, and many salts part with their water of crystalliza-

tion on exposure to the air ; but others are not deprived of

it, or more than a part, unless very strongly heated.

Copper sulphate, for example, readily loses 4 of the 5

molecules of water with which it combines, but the remain-

mg molecule is only expelled by heating to about 200° C.

;

5 of the 7 molecules of water in crystallized magnesium
sulphate are readily removed, and the sixth is expelled

at about 150^ C, but the seventh ia retained at 200° C.

The compounds containing water cf crystallization are

usually denied the title of atomic compounds ordinarily

applied to combinations of two or more elements in which

it is supposed the constituent atoms are all associated in a

single molecule under the influence of the force which has

received the name of chemical affinity, and in contra-

distinction are termed molecular compounds, being regarded

as combinations of two or more separate molecules. This,

although perhaps true of many of the compounds contain-

ing water of crystallization, is certainly not true of all, and

notably of the sulphates which are only deprived of their

water by heating to high temperatures.

Uydrogen DioxUe, 11^2-33-92.

This compound cannot be obtained directly from its

elsments, but there appears to be little doubt that it may

be formed by the combination of oxygen with water, sines

it is produced in njany cases of slow oxidation in presence

of water, and particularly in processes where ozone i:.

formed. It is produced in small quantity when water is

decomposed by an electric current, especially when small

electrodes are employed. Its formation in this manner

may be regarded as an oxidation of water, but it has been

suggested that it is the direct product of electrolysis, and

that the oxygen evolved is a secondary product derived

from the decomposition of the hydrogen dioxide ; thus

—

2n20 -Hj-H H^O,

;

2H20j-02-l-2H,0.

It is usually prepared from barium dioxide by doable i»
comjjosition with hydrochloric or carbonic acid :

—

BaO, + 2Ha - HjO,- + BaCI,.
Bariura dioxide. Ilydrogea cliloriJo. Hydrogen dioxide. Barium clijorlda.

Hydrogen dioxide or peroxide is an exceedingly un-

stable substance, and readily decomposes even in aqueous

solution into water and oxygen, especially on heating. The

solution is more stable if slightly acid. A dilute solution

may be concentrated by evaporation in vacuo over sul-

phuric acid, and hydrogen dioxide was obtained in this

manner by its discoverer Thdnard as a colourless trans-

parent liquid, of specific gravity 1-452, which did not

freeze at - 30° C. ; it is doubtful, however, whether it has

ever been prepared quite free from water. It did not

redden litmus, but had a harsh bitter taste; when placed

upon the hand it instantly turned the cuticle white.

Hydrogen dioxide exhibits the closest resemblance to

ozone. Thus, it is decomposed by mere contact with finely-

divided metals, such as silver, gold, and platinum, -n-ith

evolution of oxygen. Like ozone it is a powerful reducing

agent, entering into reaction with silver oxide, for example,

to form water, oxygen, and metallic silver :

—

H^Oj + AgjO -Mfi + 2kg + 0i.

According to Fairley, about 37,000 units of heat are

developed in the production of 32 grammes of o.vygen by

this reaction, which thus affords further proof of the

strength of the affinity of oxygen for oxygen, as probably

the heat developed is chiefly, if not entirely, due to the

combination of the oxygen atoms. Many other oxides

are reduced by it, either to the metallic state or to lower

oxides, oxygen being evolved and water produced.

But hydrogen dioxide is also a powerful oxidizing

agent. Thus, it decolorizes a solution of indigo ; it con-

verts sulphurous acid, HjSOj, into sulphuric acid, HjSO, ;

lead sulphide, PbS, into lead sulphate, PbSO, ; and many

oxides into higher oxides. It decomposes a solution of

hydriodic acid w ith separation of iocftne :

—

Il20j-l-2HI-2njO-hI,.

With the aid of this reaction an important ecries of ei-

pnrimcnta to ascertain tha connection between the con-
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ditions of a cliemica! change and its amount have been

made by Ilarcoiiit and Esson. The experiments consisted

in adding successive equal portions of sodiuiji hyposalphito

to a solution containing hydrogen dioxide, hydriodic acid,

and a little starch. By this reagent the iodine which is

continually being liberated by the action of the dioxide

on the hydriodic acid is instantly reconverted into iodide,

BO that the liquid, though it contain starch, and though

iodine is being formed in it, remains quite colourless as

long as any hyposulphite is present. But when the last

trace of hyposulphite has been removed by the action of

the iodine, the portion of iodine next formed remains free,

and the liquid becomes suddenly blue. The addition of

another small portion of hyposulphite again removes the

colour, and until all the hyposulphite is decomposed the

solution remains colourless, and then again becomes

suddenly blue. The intervals at which the blue colour

appeared were carefully noted, and the amount of hydro-

gen dioxide decomposed being known from the amount
of hyposulphite employed, the quantity of dioxide decom-

posed in a given time was thus determined. The observed

results are "iven in the following table :

—

Amount of

Dloiide.
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+ MnSOi + SNaHSO,
BlancnneM Sodium hydrogeo
aulphote. BulptiatQ.

acid, but in this caao hydrochloric acid is first produced bj

the action of the sulphuric acid on the salt

—

Naa + HjSOj = HCl + NaHSO^

The hydrochloric acid then enters into reaction with the

manganese diozide, as explained above, but the manga-

nese dichloride is converted into manganese sulphate and

hydrochloric acid by the sulphuric acid. The following

equation therefore expresses the final result, but does not

take into account that there are several stages in the re-

action

—

2NaCl -I- SHjSOj + MnOz
Sodium chloride. Sulphuric acid. Manganeae dioxide.

= Clj -I- 20H2
Chlorine. Water.

Bromine and iodine are obtained in a precisely similar

manner by treating the liquid containing the bromide or

iodide with manganese dioxide and sulphuric acid.

Another process for the manufacture of chlorine has

been recently introduced by Deacon, which consists in

passing a mixture of hydrochloric acid gas and air through a

heated brickwork chamber filled with pieces of firebrick or

marble which have been soaked in a solution of copper

sulphate and dried. The hydrogen of the hydrochloric

acid forms water with the oxygen of the air, and chlorine is

liberated, but the precise nature of the changes by which

this b effected is not known. The reaction is at its maxi-

mum at a temperature of about 500° C, which is much below

that at which oxygen alone acts upon hydrochloric acid to

form water and chlorine ; the copper sulphate is but little

affected, although a certain amount is always transformed

into chloride. There can be no doubt, however, that the

decomposition is the result of recurrent action, and another

somewhat similar method of obtaining chlorine may bo

quoted in illustration. Thus, when a mixture of silica and

sodium chloride is heated to redness in a current of oxygen,

chlorine is evolved, and the chloride is converted into

silicate

—

2SiOj + 4NaCl + O^ ^ 2N'a2Si03 -1- 2CI2;
SUlca. Sodium chloride. Oxygen. Sodium silicate. Chioi'lue.

but on passing hydrochloric acid gas over the silicate it is

re-converted into the chloride and silica

—

NajSiO, + 2HC1 = SiO^ + 2Naa + OHj
Sodium Bllicate. Eydvochloric acid. Silica. Sodium chloride. Water.

Hence, by passing hydrochloric acid together %vith air over

the mixture of silica and chloride, a continuous evolution

of chlorine is obtained, reaction in the one direction having

no sooner taken place than reaction in the opposite direc-

tion sets in. There can be little doubt that the produc-

tion of chlorine by Deacon's process is, in a similar manner,

the result of a series of changes in opposite directions, the

nature of which, however, remains to be discovered.

Chlorine is very readily condensed by a pressure of about

4 atmospheres r.t 15° C, or by cold aloiie at about - 50° C,
into a yellow mobile liquid of specific gravity about 1 '33,

but it has not been solidified. Bromine has at 0° C. the

speciTic gravity 3'188
; it boils at 59°5 C, yielding a dense

red vapour, and solidifies at - 24°'5 C. Iodine melts at

107° C, and boils at about 175° C, yielding a magnificent

purple vapour. Chlorine gas and the vapour of bromine
and iodine have a pungent, irritating, disagreeable odour,

and are irrespirablo. Water at 10° C. dissolves about 25
times its bulk of chlorine, and about 3 per cent, of bromine,

but iodine is very sparingly soluble in water. When
chlorine is passed into a mixture of crushed ice and water

a crystalline hydrate, C\^ +1011^0, is produced, and a
similar compound of bromine, Pr -flOH.^0, may be
obtained, but iodine does not fOriiish a bydrole.

Th3 halogens famish with hydrogen eompounda in

which a single atom of hydrogen is united with a single

atom of the halogen, viz. :
—

Hydrogen fluoride or hydrofluoric acid, HF
,, chloride ,, hydrochloric „ HCl
„ bromide ,, hydrobromic ,, HBr
„ iodide „ hydriodic „ HI

The conditions under which hydrogen and chlorine enter

into reaction have already been described, and we have
seen that no change of volume occurs in the formation of

hydrogen chloride from its elements. A mixture of hy-

drogen and bromine vapour does not explode on the

application of flame, but hydrobromic acid is slowly

formed when the mixture is heated ; hydriodic acid is also

produced when iodine is heated in hydrogen. Gore has

shown that hydrofluoric acid may be prepared by heating

silver fluoride in an atmosphere of hydrogen

—

2Agr -H Hj = 2HF + 2Ag;
silver fluoride. Hydrogen. Hydrofluoric acid. Silver.

and he finds that one volume of hydrogen in uniting with flu-

orine produces two volumes of hydrofluoric acid gas, thus

proving that the constitution of hydrogen fluoride is similar

to that of hydrogen chloride, bromide, and iodide. Hydrogen
chloride or hydrochloric acid is usually prepared by gently

heating a mixture of sodium chloride or common salt and
concentrated sulphuric acid, diluted with a small quantity

of v/a.teT-

NaCl -1- HjSO^ = HCl -t- NaHSO^.
Sodlttm chlorida Sulphuric acid. Hydrogen chloilde. Sodium hydrogen GulpbKte

Hydrogen bromide and iodide cannot be prepared in this

manner from metallic bromides and iodides, as they are

partially decomposed by concentrated sulphuric acid, bro-

mine or iodine being liberated ; this decomposition takes

place much mora readily with hydriodic acid than with

hydrobromic acid

—

2HI + HjSO^ = I2 + SOj + 2OH2.
Eydi-ogco iodide. Sulphuric add. lodlno. Sulphur dioxide. Water.

Hydrobromic and hydriodic acid are therefore usually

prepared by the action of water on the comjjounds of

phosphorus with bromine and iodine ; thus

—

PBrj -1- 3H.p = 3HBr + PH3O3
FbospboiniEv trlbromfde. Water. Hydi-ogcn 'uroinlde. Fbosphoroau (Xld.

PI, + 3H,0 SHI
Phosphorus trilodldc. Water. Hydrogen Iodide. Pbosphorou£ acid.

Hydrogen fluoride is procured by gently heating finely

powdered calcium fluoride or fluor-spar with concentrated

sulphuric acid in leaden or platinum vessels, or by strongly

heating potassium hydrogen fluoride in a platinum re-

tort

—

CaF„ + H2SO4 = 2HF + CaSO.
Calcium f.uorlde. Sulphuric acid. Hydrogen fluoride. Calcium Bolpcttte.

HKF, HF KF.
Potassium hydrogen fluoride. Hydrogen fluoride. Potassium fluoride.

The compounds of hydrogen with the halogens, or, as

they are frequently termed, the haloid acids, are not only

similar in composition, but they resemble each other very

closely in properties. Thus, hydrogen chloride, bromide,

and iodide at ordinaiy atmospheric temperatures are

colourless transparent gases, which fume strongly in moist

air, whilst hydrogen fluoride is a highly volatile colourless

liquid, of specific gravity '988 at 12°'7 C, which boils at

19°'1C. ; its vapour fumes strongly in moist air. At a

temperature of 10° C, under a pressure of 40 atmospheres,

hydrogen chloride is condensed to a coluiu'lcss liquid of

specific gravity 1 '27, but it has never been solidified ; hydro-

gen, bromide and iodide are still more readily liquefied,

and both may be caused to solidify, the former at - 73° C,
and the latter at -STC.

The circumstances which attend the formation of hydro-

gen chloride, bromide, and iodide from their element*, aad
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their general behaviour, show that the affinity of chlorine

for hydrogen 13 much greater than that of bromine, whilst

that of bromine is greater than that of iodine ; and as

already pointed out (p. 475), a considerable amount of

heat is developed in the formation of hydrogen chloride,

but a less amount in the formation of hydrogen bromide,

and the production of hydrogen iodide from its elements

involves the absorption of heat. We have seen, how-

ever, that the heat developed or absorbed in the forma-

tion of these compounds cannot be regarded as an abso-

lute measure of the affinity of chlorine, bromine, and
iodine for hydrogen, since there is an expenditure of

energy due to the change of state, the three compounds
being gases, but one being formed from two gases, tlie

second from a gas and a liquid, and the third from a

gas and a solid. Moreover, as wo believe that the mole-

cules which enter into reaction consist each of two atoms,

the combination of the dissimilar atoms to form mole-

cules of hydrogen chloride, bromide, and iodide must be

preceded by the separation of the similar atoms which

constitute the molecules of hydrogen, and of chlorine,

bromine, and iodine, and there must be an expenditure of

energy to effect this separation ; it appears probable that

different amounts of energy are expended in separating the

atoms of chlorine, of bromine, and of iodine from each

other, and we may further assume as probable that the

amount of energy expended in the separation of the atoms

is greater in the case of chlorine than of bromine, and
greater in the case of brominn than of iodine, although at

present there is scarcely any experimental evidence which
enables us to draw conclusions of any value in proof of this.

Hydrogen fluoride is miscible with water in all proportions,

and much heat is developed on mixing the two substances

;

hydrogen chloride, bromide, and iodide are also extremely

soluble in water, forming colourless strongly acid solutions.

Water at 0° C. absorbs 'S'lo of its own weight, or about

492 times its bulk, of hydrogen chloride gas, increasing in

volume about one-third, and acquiring a density of about

1 '23. This saturated solution consists of hydrogen chloride

, and water in about the proportions indicated by the formula

HCl -t- 3H„0 ; it fumes strongly, and when heated it gives off

hydrogen chloride until at 11 2" C. a more dilute solution dis-

tils over, corresponding approximately in composition with

the formula HCl 4 SH^O. A weaker solution when heated

parts with water until it acquires this composition, and
then distils unchanged. In like manner, a solution con-

taining about 48 per cent, of hydrogen bromide distils un-

changed at 125" C., and a solution containing about 57 per

cent, of hydrogen iodide bous constantly at 127°C ; these

solutions correspond approximately in composition with
the formulae HBr -1- 5 H.,0 and 2H I -f 11 H„0. A. solution

of hydrogen fluoride approximately of the composition

HF-J- 2H2O distils unchanged at 120° C. Eoscoe'a experi-

ments have shown, however, that the composition of these

solutions varies with the pressure, and that there exists for

each pressure a solution of corresponding strength which
undergoes no change in composition when distilled under
this pressure, and therefore has a constant boiling point.

Hence, the apparent constancy of composition cannot be
regarded as proof of the existence of a definite hydrate

corresponding in composition to that of the solutions ob-

tained on distilling under a given pressure. There is no
e^'idenoe, however, to invalidate, but much to support the

conclusion that the haloid acids do not dissolve in water as

such, but that they form definite hydrates ; and if it be
admitted that their solutions contain definite hydrates,

their behaviour is precisely similar to that of other com-
pounds which decompose when heated, but furnish pro-

ducts which can reunite to form the parent compound.
According to Thomsen's determinations, the amounts of

lieat developed when gaseous hydrochloric, hydrobromic,

and hydriodic acids are dissolved in water, in the propor-

tion of 1 molecule of the acid to 400 molecules of water,

are as follows—

-

In the dissolution of hydrogen chloride, 17,314 heat-unila

bromide, 19,207 „ „
iodide, 19,207 „ „

The development of so large an amount of heat, al-

though, doubtless, in a great measure arising from the

change from the gaseous to the liquid state, may be

regarded aa evidence that the acids really enter into

combination with water, and are not merely dissolved; it

may be noticed also that the same amounts of heat are

developed in dissolving hydrogen bromide and iodide, and

that their solutions, which under the ordinary atmo-

spheric pressure distil unchanged, have nearly the same

boiling point, and correspond approximately in composition.

Solutions of hydrogen chloride and bromide may be

preserved unchanged, but the solution of hydrogen iodide

gradually becomes brown, especially on exposure to light,

owing to the separation of iodine, the hydrogen being

oxidized by the oxygen of the air

—

4HI -H O2 = 2I2 + 2OH2.
Hydrogen iodide. Oxygen. Iodine. W.iter.

On the other hand, solutions of chlorine or bromine in

water may be preserved unchanged in the dark, but when
they are exposed to light oxygen is evolved, and hydrogen

chloride or bromide produced

—

2C!2 + 2U.fi = O2 -f 4HC1.
Chlorine. Water. Oxygen, Hydrogen cMoride.

A solution of iodine does not undergo alteration. In the

presence of substances which have a tendency to enter

into reaction with oxygen, water is often readily decom-

posed in this manner by chlorine and bromine without the

aid of light, but iodine seldom effects this change ; thus,

on passing chlorine into a solution of sulphurous acid, the

latter is oxidized to sulphuric acid

—

H2SO3 -I- HjO + CI, = H2SO4 + 2nci.
Sulphuioua add. Water. Cliloi-rne. Sulphuric acid. Hydrogen ciiloi-lda

The bleaching action which is powerfully exerted by
chlorine in presence of water, and less powerfully by
bromine, is in most cases the result of a similar change,

the substance bleached being usually one which has a

tendency to enter into reaction with oxygen.

Chlorine readily displaces bromine and iodine from

their compounds with hydrogen and other elements, and,

similarly, bromine di5;places iodine ; indeed the affinity of

chiorina for other elements, with few exceptions, is

superior to that of bromine, the affinity of bromine being

in like manner superior to that of iodine. The decom-

position of many chloriue compounds by the corresponding

bromine and iodino compounds, and of bromine com-

pounds by the corresponding iodine compounds, v.-ould

appear at first sight to be in contradiction to this state-

ment, but on examination of all such reactions it is found

that they involve a development of heat, and therefore are

perfectly normal in character. For example, silver chloride

is converted into silver iodide by digestion with an

aqueous solution of hydriodic acid

—

AgCH-HI = AgH-ECl.
It will be obvious that, in a molecule of silver iodide and
a molecule of hydrogen chloride, the same quantity of the

same elements is present as in a molecule of silver chloride

and of a molecule of hydrogen iodide. But in the formation

of the latter system from its elements, less heat is developed

than in the formation of the former ; hence reaction in the

direction indicated by the above equation is attended with

the development of heat. Thus, in the formation of a mole-
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(rule of dissolved hydriodic acid from its elements 13,1*0

units of heat are evolved, and about 34,800 units of heat

are developed in the production of a molecule of silver

chloride ; whereas 39,320 units of heat are developed in

the formation of a molecule of dissolved hydrochloric acid

from its elements, and about 18,650 units in the pro-

duction of a molecule of silver iodide. But—
(34,800 + 13,170) - (18,650 + 39,320) = - 10,000

that is to say, the action of hydriodic acid on silver

chloride is attended with the development of no less than

10,000 units of heat.

All metals which decompose water at a red heat or at

lower temperatures decompose a solution of hydrogen

chloride with evolution of hydrogen, and form the cor-

responding metallic chloride, but with very different

degrees of readiness ; thus

—

Za + 2HC1 = H, + ZnCU.
Zinc. HyJrogen chloride. Hydrogen. Zinc chloriUe.

According to Thomsen, the amounts of heat developed in

the production of 2 grammes of hydrogen by the action of

various metals on a dilute solution of hydrogen chloride

are as follows :

—

Lithium 125,860 hf.itunita.

Fotasaium 123.700 „
Sodium 114,380 „ „
Magnesium 108,290 „ ,,

Aluminium 79,S80 ,, ,,

Manganese 49,360 ,,

Zinc 34,200 „
Iron 21,310 „
Cadmium 17,610 ,,

Lead 4,130 ,, „

Exact comparative observations of the degrees of readiness

with whicli the various metals evolve hydrogen from a

solution of hydrogen chloride have not as yet been made,

but from ordinary observations it appears that those act

most readily wliich develop the greatest amount of heat

when dissolved. It is very difficult to compare the

behaviour of different metals, however, since minute quan-

tities of impurity exert a most remarkable influence ; thus,

ordinary zinc and iron dissolve with the greatest readiness

in a dilute solution of hydrogen chloride, but the pure

metals are only slowly dissolved.

Hydrogen bromide and iodide closely resemble hydro-

gen chloride in their behaviour with metals ; mercury,

however, which is not affected by hydrogen chloride or

bromide, slowly dissolves in hydrogen iodide. Hydrogen
fluoride not only acts with great readiness upon all metals

which are dissolved by the other haloid acids, but likewise

on many which these acids do not attack,—copper and

silver, for example ; and it also dissolves many elements

which are insoluble in all other acids, such as silicon,

boron, ti'anium, tantalum, and zirconium, with evolution

of hydrogen. Gore has shown that anhydrous liquid

hydrogen fluoride and chloride are, in most cases, much
less energetic in their chemical reactions than their aqueous

solutions; this ia probably because the products which
are formed in the first instance, being insoluble or difE-

cultly soluble in the acid, form a coating on the surface of

tlie substance submitted to the action of the acid, and
thus preserve it from further action, or cause the action

to lake place more slowly ; when water is present the

product is dissolved, and thus a fresh surface is continu-

klly exposed.

Tho haloid acids readily enter into reaction with most
metallic oxides, forming water and the corresponding

voinpoand of the metal with tho halogen; thus

—

ZnO + 2HC1 = ZnCT, + OH,
ZIdc oxJdo. Hrdrogcn chloride Zinc chloride, W^tcr.

FejOj + 6HC1 . = FcjCl, + 30Hj.
T^rrio oftldo. [fydmgen chlorido. Ttrtic dilorlde. Water.
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Hydrogen fluoride is capable of dissolving some oxides,

such as silica, SiOj, for example, which are not affected by

the other haloid acids. It is in consequence easily dis-

tinguished from the other haloid acids by the powerful

corrosive action which it exerts on glass.

The haloid acids also readily enter into reaction with,

or neutralize, the hydroxides, forming water and the cor-

responding fluoride, chloride, bromide, or iodide

—

NaOH + HCl = NaCl + H„0;
Sodium hydroxide. Hydrogen cWoride. Sodium chloride. Water

Ba(0H)2 2HBr = BaBr,
Barium hydroxide. Hydrogen bromide. Barium bromide.

2H.0.
Water.

The thermochemical behaviour of hydrochloric acid with

hydroxides has already been discussed.

Chlorine entere into reaction with many of the elements

at ordinary atmospheric temperatures, and with all of

them, with few exceptions, at more or less elevated tem-

peratures ; its union with phosphorus, and with finely

divided arsenic, antimony, tin, and copper, is attended

with combustion. Bromine and iodine closely resemble

chlorine in their behaviour with other elements ; the union

of bromine with other elements, however, appears always

to take place less readily, and to be accompanied by tlic

development of less heat than is the case with chlorine, and
the affinity of iodine for most other elements is stUl weaker

than that of bromine. The iodides also are usually less

stable than the corresponding bromides, which are usually

less stable than the corresponding chlorides. The com-

pounds of the halogens with metak and wilh positive

elements generally are mostly stable in presence of water,

but their compounds with negative elements are mostly

decomposed by water, and the halogen separated in tho

form of haloid acid.

The same element does not always enter into combina-

tion with chlorine, bromine, and iodine in the same
proportions ; thus, phosphorus forms a stable trichloride,

PC^ , and an unstable pentachloride, PCI5 ; a stable tri-

bromide, PBrj, aild a pentabromide, PBr^, less stable than

the pentachloride ; but with iodine it forms the com-

pounds PI3 and TJ.^. Many elements furnish compounds
with fluorine containing a higher proportion of fluoriuc

than corresponds to the amount of chlorine in their highest

chlorides, or they form stable fluorides but unstable

chlorides, bromides, and iodides ; for example, phosphorus

pentafluoride, PFj, is not decomposed by h;at, whereas

the pentachloride, PCI5, is readily resolved into the tri-

cTiloride and chlorine by heating.

The halogens do not only combine with hydrogen and
other elements, however, but they are capable of forming

compounds with each other. Thus, by the action of iodine

on silver fluoride. Gore has obtained iodine pentafluoride,

IF5, as a colourless highly volatile liquid ; iodine at once

enters into reaction with chlorine, and is first converted

into liquid iodine chloride, ICl, but ultimately yields

iodine trichloride, IClg, which is a crjstalline solid; with

bromine iodine appears to furnish only a liquid mono-
bromide, IBr . In like manner, bromine forms with

chlorine a liquid bromine chloride, BrCl

.

Ou account of its great affinity for hydrogen, chlorine

readily enters into reaction with a large number of

hydrogcnizcd carbon compounds, and displaces the hydro-

gen more or less completely. Thus, methane, CH4 , when
submitted to the action of chlorine, is successively con-

verted into monochloromethane, CH3CI, dichloromethane,

CHjClj, trichloromethane, CHCl,, and tetrachlororaethane,

CCI4,—the displaced hydrogen being evolved as hydrogen

chloride. Bromine behaves similarly, but enters into such

reactions much less readily ; iodine seldom, if ever, behaves

in this way.
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Compounds of the Halogens with Oxyget„.

Oxides of fluciine are unknuwii, and the oxides of the

remaining halogens are very imperfectly investigated.

Three oxides of chlorine have been prepared, viz. :

—

CLO, Cl.,0,, and CIO,

unhydrido.
Cliloi'uus

aniiydrlilu

Cliloiiiio

pel oxide.

At ordinary temperatures these coni|iounds are greenish-

yellow gases, remarkable on accoiwit of theirinstability.being

decomposed with explosive violence by very slight elevations

of tcraperattire. Their instability is accounted for by the

circumstance that their decomposition is attended with the

development of a very considerable amount of h^at ; thus,

according to Thomson, the formation of gaseous hypo-

chlorous a.ihydride from its elements would involve the

absorption of 18,040 units of heat per molecule, and con-

sequently this ainount is developed when the anhydride is

resolved into its elements. The explanation of the

absorption of heat in the formation of the oxides of

chlorine would appear to be that more energy must be

expended in separating the atoms of oxygen from each

other, and in separating the atoms of chlorine from each

other, than is produced by the combination of the chlorine

and oxygen atoms.

Oxides of bromine are also unknown, and since thermo-

cbemical investigation has shown that oxygen has less

affinity to bromine than to chlorine, their non-formaticm

in reactions corresponding to those by which the oxides of

chloiiue are produced is no longer surprising.

Iodine differs entirely from chlorine and bromine with

regard to its affinity for oxygen. Only one oside of iodine

is known, viz., iodic anhydride, I.jO^, but this is a white

crystalline substance of considerable stability, and, accord-

ing to Thomsen's determination, the formation of this com-

pound from its elements would involve the ili;vdopment of

uo less than 44,860 units of heat per molecule. It has

not been directly produced from its elements, although its

formation in this manner is not improbable.

Chlorous anhydride is prepared by passing dry chlorine

gas over dry mercurii; oxide—

2HgO + 2GU = C\p + Hg.OCl,

.

It may be condensed by surrounding the receiver with a

mixture of ice and salt, and thus obtained as a deep red

liquid which emits a vapour of a deeper colour than that

of chlorine, having a peculiar suffocating chlorous smell.

It 13 with the greatest readiness decomposed into chlorine

and oxygen, the warmth of the hand being sufEcient to

cause it to explode. Water dissolves about 200 times its

bulk of the gas, forming a pale yellow solution of hypo-

chlorous acid, which has an acid but not sour taste

—

Gl20-fH„0 = 2HOCl.

By neutralizing this solution with metallic hydroxides or

carbonates corresponding metallic hypochlorites are formed,

but these salts are usually prepared by passing chlorine

into water in which the metallic hydroxide or carbonate is

suspended or dissolved, the liquid being carefully cooled

—

2K0H + Clo = KOCl + KCl -H OHj.
Potassium «vi Potassium Potassium Wntpr
hydroxide.

Chlorine.
hj.po,,„„,-i,e. chloride.

""'"

A concentrated solution of hypochlorous acid decom-

poses rapidly, even 'when kept in ice ; a dilute solution is

more stable, but is decomposed by boiling into chloric

acid, water, chlorine, and oxygen. These substances are

probably the products of several distinct changes, such as

are represented by the following equations

—

2H0C1 = O2 + 2HC1
3H0C1 = HO3CI + 2HCI.

Hypocbloroua acid. Chloric acid. Hydrogen chloride.

Eypochloroua acid, however, readily decomposes hydro-

chloric acid, aud the chlorine produced is probably the

result of reaction between these bodies

—

HCl-fHOCl = Cl2-fOH2.

Hypochlorous acid is a very powerful oxidizing agent,

and rapidly converts many of the elements into their

highest oxides, at the same time liberating chlorine;

indeed, in many respects it is not unlike ozone and

hydi'ogen dioxide in its chemical behaviour, and it enters

into reaction with the latter in the manner represented by

the equation

—

HOCl + H2O2 = O2 -(- HCl + H2O .

Like chlorine, it possesses powerful bleaching properties.

The hypochlorites also act as bleaching agents, probably

by yielding o-xygen to the substance submitted to their

action, but less powerfully thau the free acid.

The bleaching powder or chloride of lime of commerce

is prepared by exposing slaked lime or calcium hydroxide

to the action of chlorine gas. There has been much dis-

cussion among chemists as to the constitution of the

compound so produced, and it is only quite recently that

evidence has been obtained which enables us to pronounce

a decision. The composition of bleaching powder is

represented by the formula CaCUO, whereas calcium

hypochlorite would be represented by the formula

CaCl.,0^ ; it was therefore supposed that the bleaching

])owder was a mixture of calcium chloride and calcium

hypochlorite, since CaCU + CaCLO, = 2CaCl20. Appar-

ently, however, it is a distinct compound intermediate

between calcium chloride and calcium hypochlorite, thus—

CajCj
,

Ca|

Calcium chloi Ide.

CI ' """
1 (OCl) ' ^ \ (OCl)

'

CaJciuin clilorohypochioilte. Calcium
(Bleaching powder). tiyijoctiloilte.

and its formation from calcium hydroxide may be repre*

sented by the followiug equation

—

Cal°"+Cl -Ca/<^'l.a
I
Qjj

-1- CI2 - L,a
^ (OCl)

+ 0H,

On dissolving in water, according to Kingzett, it is

resolved into calcium chloride and calcium hypochlorite^

which may be obtained in crystals by carefully con-

centrating the solution in vacuo, so that a solution of

bleaching powder is correctly regarded as a solution of

calcium hypochlorite

—

2Ca^
CI _ CaCl + Caf^°'
OCl ~ 2 ^ ) OCl

Bleaching powder. Calcium chlotld^. Calcium liypochloilte.

Solutions of hypochlorites are very unstable, and when
boiled they furnish a mixture of chloride and chlorate

;

thus

—

3K0C1 = KO3CI -1- 2KC1.
Potassium itypochlorltc Potassium clilotate. Pyluasiura chloride.

It is on this account that it is necessary in preparing

hypochlorites to act on a cold solution of the hydroxide,

since if the solution be heated chlorate is formed by the

decomposition of the hypochlorite.

The chlorates are very stable compounds as compared

with the hypochlorites. They may be obtained well crys-

tallized, and are all soluble in water. They are destitute

of bleaching properties. The most important chlorate

is potassium chlorate, KCIO3, which is chiefly interesting

as a source of oxygen, and is largely employed in the

manufacture of fireworks ; the resolution of this salt into

oxygen and potassium chloride is attended with a develop-

ment of heat amounting to 9700 units per molecule

decomposed.

By exactly decomposing a solution of barium chlorate

with sulphuric acid, a solution of chloric acid, HCIO3, is

obtaiaed, which may be separated from the insoluble
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barium sulphate by filtration, and concentrated by evapo-

ration in vacuo until it forms a syrupy liquid :

—

Ba(C10,)2 + HoSO, = 2HCIO3 + BaSO^

.

Chloric acid has a faint chlorous odour, and a powerfully

acid reaction ; it is instantly decomposed by contact with

organic matter, with charring, and frequently even with

ignition. in diffused daylight it gradually undergoes

Bpontaneous decomposition, and when heated to a little

above 100° C. it is rapidly converted into perchloric acid,

water, chlorine, and oxygen

—

8IIC10, = 411010, + 2H2O + 30, + 2OI2.
Cliloilc acid. Perchloric acid. Water. Oxyfien. Cliloiiiie.

It is a powerful oxidizing and bleaching agent

Chloric acid serves for the preparation of the remaining

oxides and oxy-acids of chlorine. To prepare chlorous

anhydride from it, 10 parts of pure benzene are dissolved in

100 parts of concentrated sulphuric acid, and when the

mixture has cooled 12 parts of pulverized potassium

chlunite are added. The chloric acid liberated from the

chlorate under these circumstances is deprived of a por-

tion of its o."iygen by the benzene, which is oxidized, and

at the same time, by the dehydrating influence exeruiscd

by the sulphuric acid, the elements of a molecule of water

are removed and chlorous anhydride is liberated ; thus

—

2HCIO3 - O2 - OH2 = CUOj

.

The mixture is heated to about 50" C. in a flask having a

deliveiy tube fitted to its neck by grinding, and blown

out in several places into small bulbs ; the gas, after

passing through water contained in these bulbs, is con-

ducted into a glass tube surrounded by a mixture of ice

and salt. The condensed liquid deposits crystals of a

hydrate of chlorous acid, and the supernatant liquid

decanted immediately into a small cooled glass cylinder

forms the nearly anhydrous oxide CIjOj. Liquid chlorous

oxide or anhydride thus obtained is very mobile, 13 of a deep

red colour, and has a specific gravity of 1 3.30 to 1'387 at

0° C. ; it boils a little above 0° C, and it explodes some-

what readily at a few degrees above 0° C. The specific

gravity of the gaseous o.xide accords with that required

by the formula C^Oj. Chlorous anhydride is not very

soluble in water, 100 grammes of water at 23° C dissolv-

ing 5'G5 grammes of the oxide (Brandau). The solution

of chlorous acid, HClOj, thus obtained, has powerful

bleaching and oxidizing properties ; when it is heated,

chloric and hydrochloric acids are formed and chlorine

evolved. I'y neutralizing the solution with hydroxides of

the alkali or alkaline earth metals corresponding chlorilcs

are obtained, which are soluble ; and from these the

insoluble chlorites of lead and silver are obtained by
double decomposition. Chlorites are decomposed by the

feeblest acids, even by carbonic acid.

When fused potassium chlorate ia carefully treated with

concentrated sulphuric acid, chlorine dioxide or peroxide is

evolved; the reaction by which it is produced, it is stated,

is represented by the following equation

—

3KC103-f2IIjSO,-2C102-)-H20-l-KC10, + 2KHS0,

.

PoihuiIiiiti Siilphurlo Cllloilno Wntcr fotos^lum Potinslum
cliloratc acid. poioxldo. * poicliloruto. hydioRcn nuliidoto.

The Bo-called euchlorine gas, v/hich is obtained when a
mixture of a chlorate and hydrochloric acid is gently

heated, appears to be a mixture of chlorine peroxide with
chlorine. Chlorine peroxide is gaseous at ordinai'y tern-

peraturc.i, but by means of a mixture of ice and salt it

may bo condensed to a red liquid. It has a deep greenish-

yellow colour, ind peculiar sweet chlorous odour ; a alight

itegreo of heat n'ul more contact with organic matters nt

once determine its explosion. Like nil the oxides of

chlorine, it nets rapidly upon mercury and most metals.

From Tebal's roconi ux|iorimeuts there appours tn bo no

doubt that chlorine peroxide is correctly represented by

the formula CIO,, and it is, therefore, to be included with

nitric oxide and the few other compounds in which we
must suppose an odd number of affinities are free (see p.

473).- It is absorbed by alkaline solutions, forming a

mixture of a chlorite and a chlorate

—

2CIO2 + 2KH0 = KCno, + KCIO5 -f OHj.
Cliloiine rotasolum Polafleium Potaaalura Water
pero.\liIe. hydroxide. clilorlde. chloiat*

In this respect especially it diflers from the other oxides

of chlorine.

The only rem^aining chlorine compound to be considered

is perchloric acid, HCIO,. It may be formed from chloric

acid by o,xidation, but, according to Roscoe, the best

method of preparing it consists in boiling down a solution

of chloric acid ; lower oxides of chlorine escape, and a

solution of peichloric acid is left. It may also be ob-

tained from potassium perchlorate, formed by heating

potassium chlorate, by distilling it with sulphuric acid.

Aqueous perchloric acid may be concentrated by boiling

till it attains a temperature of 203° C, after which it passes

over in the form of an oily liquid which approximately

ha.s the composition HCIO, -I- 2H2O. By distilling this

hydrate with twice its volume of sulphuric acid, nearly

pure peichloric acid is obtained.

The pure acid is a colourless very soluble liquid, of

specific gravity 1782 at 15°-5 C. In this state it ia

one o; the most powerful oxidizing agents known ; a single

drop brought in contact with charcoal, wood, or almost

any organic substance, immediately causes an explosive

combustion, which in violence almost equals the sud-

den decomposition of the so-called chloride of nitrogen.

It produces frightful burns if allowed to fall upon the skin.

It undergoes spontaneous decomposition at ordinary tem-

paratures, and cannot be distilled unchanged. It unites

very eneigntioally with water, and when mi.xed with it in

suitable proportions forms the hydrate liClO, -fHjO; this

is a white ciystailine substance, which molts at 50° C , and

undergoes decoiiqjosition when heated to 110° C, splitting

up into the pure acid and the oily hydrate above men
tioned.

Aqueous perchloric acid has a sour taste, and redden?

litmus f-trongly, but does not bleach ; it dissolves iron and

zinc with evolution of hydrogen, and when dilute it is

unafl'octed by hydrogen sulphide and sulphurous acid,

which reduce all other oxy-acids of chlorine. Perchloric

acid, in fact, is distinguished from all other oxidized chlo-

rine compounds by its superior stability, oxygen being

withdrawn from it with comparative difiiculty.

The results of Thomson's therir.ochemical examination of

various reactions which are involved in the formation of

some of the oxidized chlorine compounds are exhibited in

the following table. The symbols in the fir.st column indi-

cate the nature of the reaction, and the numbers in the

secund colunui the units of heat developed or absorbed,—the

reaction being supposed to take place between the substances

of which the symbols are separated by commas. Thus, the

''"°
Cl„,0 -18,010 Gaseous oxido

is to bo read as meaning that, in the formation of a mole-

cule (in grammes) of ga.seous chlorine oxido from chlorine

and oxygen, 18,040 units of heat would be absorbed.

Similarly, the reaction CljO, Aq, that is to say, the absorp-

tion of gaccous chlorine oxido by water is attended with

the development of 9440 units of heat; hence tlio reaction

Cl„, O, Aq , or the formation of a solution of hypochlor-

OU3 acid (two moleculea) from chlorine, oxygen, and water

would involve the absocption of 8G00 units of heat For

thci-c, as ill all ThoniKon's expcrimonta, the detorminatioDs

were made at about 18" C
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by the formula K^I^O- , and is obtained on dissolving the

fuimer in potassium hydroxide solution. The latter

crystallizes with 9 molecules of water, which, however, it

loses when exposed over sulphuric acid. Corresponding

sodium salts exist. That which has the composition

NalO, crystallizes either in the anhydrous state, or with 3

molecules of water, which it readily loses in dry air ; the

second salt, the formation of which was above described,

separates in crystals of the composition Na^IjO^ + 2H.,0
,

and is only rendered anhydrous by heating to 220° C.

Three silver salts are known, represented by the formulas

AglOi, AgjIjOj, + SHjO , and AgjIOj ; the second of

these loses 2 molecules of water at 100' C, but the third

only at 200° C. The barium salt Ba^IjOj separates in the

anhydrous state from strongly acid solutions, but when
prepared by precipitating a solution of the acid with barium

hydroxide, or of an alkali salt with a barium salt, it con-

tains 6 or 7 molecules of water, which are only completely

removed by heating to 300° C. It also furnishes a lead salt

of the composition Pb3l20,D + 2H20, and amongst other

magnesium salts one of the composition Mg4l20j] , which

crystallizes with 6 and with 9 molecules of water.

The question now arises—What is the nature of the

relation between these various salts ! By the chemical

method alone it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to

decide, but from Thomsen's thermochemical investigation

of the acid there can be little doubt as to the answer we
should make to this question. When successive molecules

of potassium hydroxide are added to a solution of 1

molecule of the acid HjIOj the amounts of heat evolved

are as follows :

—

On the addition of the 1st molecule, 5,150 heat-units.

2d „ .21,440 „

3d „ 3,150 „

„ 4th and 5th „ 2,300 „

The first and second molecules, therefore, together cause the

development of 26,590 units of heat, or of 13,295 units per

molecule. But we have seen (p. 486) that on neutralizing

a large number of acids, between 13,750 and 13,150 units

of heat are developed per molecule of hydroxide added
;

and as the addition of further quantities of the hydroxide
causes a comparatively slight development of heat there is

little doubt from these results that the molecule H^TO^ is

dibasic. But on account of the existence of salts, such as

KjIjOj , it appears desirable to double this formula, and
to represent the molecule of periodic acid by the formula
H^. lfi^2^^. Several of the salts above alluded to may
be regarded as derived from this molecule by the partial or

total displacement of the hydrogen by metals ; and we may
term those which are formed by displacing 4 of the 10
atoms of hydrogen normal salts, while those in which 2, 4,

or 6 of tlie remaining atoms of hydrogen are displaced
may be called basic salts. Thus wo have

—

XormBl ii|ilt».

Na;.I,OijHo;Ag;.l20ijH,

DaAlc suite.

Pbj".I,0,,H,Pb"; Mg,;'. I,0,jU,Mg.;'; Ag;.LO„Ag,'.
That the tendency to form basic salts is slight in the case

of the highly positive elements is also shown by the small
amount of heat developed on the addition of the third,

fourth, and fifth molecules of potassium hydroxide.
The anhydrous salts such as K^IjO^ are to be regarded

as derived from a distinct acid formed from tho molecule
H, .I20,2H„ by the withdrawal of the elements of 3
molecules of water. The salts, such as KIO^ , which on
account of its isomorphism with potassium permanganate,
KjMnjOg, is more probably represented by the formula
I<,,T;0|;, are, it may be supposed, also derived from a
distinct acid, fonned in a similar maimer by tlio with

5— HI

drawal of the elements of a fourth molecule of water

;

these salts have the same empirical composition as the per-

chlorates, and as potassium perchlorate is isomorphous
with the compound K2l20g , it is probable that it corre-

sponds with it in composition, and that perchloric acid

therefore is represented by the formula HjCUOg . If this

conclusion be correct, and chloric acid be correctly repre-

sented by the formula HCIO3 , we have an explanation of

the great difference which is observed in the properties of

these two acids. Perchloric acid, we have seen, has a
great tendency to combine with water, and its hydrates
may be regarded as distinct acids, the liquid hydrate bear-

ing the same relation to the acid HjCljOg that crystallized

periodic acid bears to the hypothetical acid H2l2()s , from
which salts such as KjIjOg are derived. Basic per-

chlorates corresponding to the basic periodates are not
known, but a cuprammonium salt and a lead salt have
been obtained which apparently are derived from the

crystalline hydrate of perchloric acid, the latter having the

composition Pb^'CUOj -f rbH202 or Pb"Cl20i(,H2Pb"

.

It will have been noticed that the amount of heat deve-

loped on the addition of the first molecule of potassium

hydroxide to the solution of periodic acid regarded as

H5IO5 is much less than is usually observed with other

acids, and the amount developed on the addition of the

second molecule much greater ; the two molecules together,

however, produce an effect comparable with that observed in

the case of other acids. But the salt produced on passing

chlorine into a solution of potassium hydroxide has the

composition K2I2O3 , so that the first action of potassium
hydroxide on a solution of the acid H^ . IjOijH^ apparently
does not merely consist in the direct displacement of

hydrogen in this acid by potassium ; the elements of four

molecules of water are also withdrawn, and since this

latter operation involves the absorption of heat, the amount
of heat finally developed in the reaction is but small. On
the addition of a further quantity of hydroxide, however,
change in the reverse order is effected, and hence the

normal amount of heat is developed by the combined action

of the two molecules of hydroxide. It is interesting also

to observe that more heat is developed on adding the third

than by the fourth and fifth molecules' of hydroxide together,

and to contrast this with the circumstance that the silvci

salt AgjIjOijHj loses the elements of two molecules of

water at 100 C, but theelements of a third only at 200° C.

Apparently there is a tendency on the part of potassium
hydroxide to enter into reaction with the acid after the

production of the normal salt K^IoO,,!!,, ; but salts con-

taining a relatively larger proportion of potassium evidently

cannot exist except in solution, and even then only to a

limited extent.

We are now in a position also to explain tho formation
of sodium periodate by the action of chlorine on a solution

of sodium iodate and sodium h^-droxide. We have learnt

that the action of chlorine on the latter is to produce
sodium hypochlorite, and that this is a powerful oxidizing

agent

—

NaOH -f CL, = NaOCl + HCI

,

and there can be little doubt, therefore, that the iodate ia

at first oxidized by it, and converted into the salt NsjIOg

;

thus

—

Na^LOo + 2NaOCl = NajIjO^ + 2NaCl

.

In [iresonce of Bodium hydrate and water, however, this

salt is at once converted into the normal periodate

—

NajIjOj -I- 2KaOH + 2H2O - Na,IjO,jHj .

The following are the results of Thoms»n's fhcrmcchen:!
ca.1 examination of iodic and periodic acuis :

—

V
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i,.o.

Ij.Oj, Aq „..

1,0,. Aq

I.Oj.H

I.Oj.H.Aq

lOjH.Aq

TA.H.O

IHAq.Oj

IKOHAq.IOjHAq.

fl.Oe.H,

lOjHj.Aq

l.O^Hj.Aq

I.O^H.Aq

IHAq.O^

Ij.O,, Aq

lOeHjAq.KOHAq
lOjHjAq, 2K0HAq

44,860

43,070

- 1,790

5., 880

55,710

- 2,170

+ 2,540

42,540

13,810

185,780

- 1,330

184,400

47,680

34,610

27,000

5,150
26,590

Formation of the anhy-
dride from its ele-

ments.
Do. in aqueoussolution.
fleat of dissolution of

the anhydride.
Fonnation of the acid

from its elements.

Do. inaqueous solution.

Heat of dissolution of

the acid.

Combination of the an-

hydride with water.

Oxidation of dissolved

hydriodic acid.

Heat of neutralization.

Formation from the
elements.

Heat of dissolutfon.

Formation -in aqueous
solution.

Pitto.

Oxidation of dissolved

hydriodic acid.

Formation from the

elements in aqueous
solution.

Heat of neutralisation.

It will be noticed that the amounts of heat developed
in the formation of these two acids in aqueous solution

from their elements are very simply related ; thus-

(Ij , Oj , H2 , Aq) = 1 1 1,420 heat-units or 3 x 37,140
(I.Oa.Hj.Aq) =184,400 5 X 36,§80

Again, both acids are easily decomposed by hydriodic

acid, yielding water and iodine, and a similar simple rela-

tion obtains between the amounts of heat developed in

the two reactions

—

(loOgHoAq, 10HIAq)= 167,040 heat-units, or 5 x 33,408

(IOcHj,Aq , THIAq) =133,770 „ „ 4x33,442

The analogous decomposition of chloric acid by hydro-

chloric acid would involve the absorption of 30,920 units

of heat, whilst that of bromic acid by hyflrobromic acid

would be attended with the development of 101,520 units

of heat; the difference between these numbers, 132,440, is

almost equal to the amount evolved in the decomposition

of periodic acid, and on comparing the several reactions it

will be evident that the differences between the amounts
of heat evolved are approximately simple multiples of a

common constant ; thus

—

Chloric acid

Bromic „
Iodic ,,

Periodic „

30,920 1

101,520
I

167,040

133,770

DifferenceB.

132,440

65,520

33,270

The differences are thus to each other as 4 : 2 : 1. The
meaning of this remarkable relation is at present unknown.

Without further description, it will be obvious that

whilst chlorine, bromine, and iodine and their compounds
exhibit very considerable general resemblance, yet there

are many most important differences between them ; and
also that chlorine is much more closely related to bromine
than is the latter to iodine

SuxPHtTE

—

Selenium—Tellueium.

Sulphur, Symbol, S ; Atomic wt., 31-98.

Selenium, „ Se
; ,, 79.

Tellurium, „ Te
; „ 128.

These three elements are usually classed together, since

most of their compounds with other elements are of the

[sl7LPnUE GROUP.

same type. In some respects they resemeie each otuer
closely, but in others they differ very widely,—selenium
being much more closely related to sulphur on the one
hand than to tellurium on the other.

Sulphur occurs native in most volcanic districts ; it is

also found abundantly in combination with metals, such
as copper, iron, lead, and zinc, and it is widely distributed
in the form of sulphates of barium, calcium, magnesium,
and strontium; it is a necessary constituent of animal and
vegetable tissues.

Selenium is of rare occurrence, and is always met with
in combination with other elements ; it is frequently assor

ciated in minute proportions with sulphur in its ores.

Tellurium is also a rare element ; it is occasionally found
native, but generally in combination with various metals,

such as bismuth, copper, lead, gold, or silver, and it is

usually accompanied by selenium.

Sulphur is a very brittle solid of a lemon-yellow colour,

insoluble in water, and therefore tasteless. It is a bad
conductor of heat, and a non-conductor of electricity. Its

specific gravity in the native crystalline state is 2-0.'5.

Sulphur melts at 115° C, and at 120° 0. is converted into

a perfectly limpid palo yellow liquid ; but as it is gradu-

ally heated it becomes darker and more viscid until, at
200°-240° C, it ia so thick that the vessel in which it is

contained may bo inverted without any outflow taking
place. At 250°-300° 0. it again. liquefies, but does not
become so fluid as when first melt«d, and at 440° C. it

boils, yielding an orange-coloured vapour.

The density of sulphur vapour at 1000° C. is 32 times
as great as that of hydrogen at the same temperature; so that

as the atomic weight of sulphur is 32, tlie molecules of

sulphur at this temperature are diatomic ; but at about
500° C. its density is three times as great, so that at this

temperature its molecules must be regarded as hexa-

tomic.

Selenium is a deep brown-coloured brittle solid, of the

specific gravity 4-5 in tie crystalline state, like sulphuE,

it is insoluble in water. It boils at a temperature below
a fed heat, and gives off a deep yellow vapour, the density

of which at about 1400° C. is such as to show that it crm-

sists of diatomic molecules, but at lower temperatures,

like sulphur, its molecule is more complex.

Tellurium is much like a metal in appearance, resemb-

ling bismuth in colour ; it is very brittle ; its specific gra-

vity is 6'1 to 6-33, and it conducts heat and electricity,

though not very readily. It melts at about 500° C, and
at a high temperature is converted into a yellow vapour,

the density of which at 1440° C. is such as to show that

the molecule of tellurium at this temperature is diatomic.

No tendency has hitherto been observed on the part

of tellurium to form a more complex molecule in the

manner characteristic of selenium and sulphur ; and it is

noteworthy also that, whereas the density of sulphur

vapour at temperafures not far removed from its boiling

point is three times as great as at much higher temperatures,

the density of selenium vapour under similar circum-

stances is only about one and a half times as great as at

about 1400° C.

Sulphur is chiefly remarkable for the great number of alio-

tropic forms in which it can exist. Thus, native sulphur is

found crystallized in rhombic octahedra of the specific gra-

vity 2-05. This variety melts at 114°-5 C. ; it is readily

soluble in carbon disulphide, the sulphide of chlorine, S.Cl,,

benzene, turpentine, etc., and sulphur is usually deposited

in this' form on spontaneous evaporation of its solution in

carbon disulphide; it is, in fact, the stable form into

which all other allotropes tend to change. When, how-
ever, melted sulphur is allowed to cool slowly it crystal-

lizes in transparent, yellowish-brown, monoclinic prisms., of
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lower specific gravity, viz., 1-98, but of higher melting

point (120° C.) ; in the course of a few 'days/ although the

cryBtals maintain their prismatic form, they Iwcome opaque,

and, on examination, are found to be coQverted into aggre-

gations of minute octahedrons. This change of prismatic

into octahedral sulphur is attended with the devalopment

of a considerable amount of heat, which is especially notice-

able when the conversion is caused to take place rapidly by

scratching the crystals. The transformation of the octahe-

dral variety into the prismatic takes place at about the melt-

ing point of the former, a transparent crystal uf octahedral

sulphur being converted into an opaque ma.s-s uf prismatic

crystals when heated for some time to » temperature of

10o°-115° C. ; also, when a saturated solution of sulphur in

hot turpentine is allowed to cool, crystals of prismatic sul

phur are at first deposited, but after a time, when the

liquid has become comparatively cool, tho crystals which

separate are octahedral.

Prismatic sulphnr is soluble in caroon disulphide and

other menstrua which dissolve the octahedral modification
;

another modification, which is also soluble, but destitute of

crj-Btalline form, is obtained on addition of acids to solu-

tions of alkaline polysulphides

—

KjSs + 2HC1 - 4S + H._,S + 2Ka.
PotuBlnm Hydro^n c„i„i „, II\dioci.M Porasaluin

pootulJpliIJe. chloride.
=>'"Pi'"'- ^ulplildo. clilorlde.

It has a greenish-white colour, and constitutes ordinary

milk of sulphur ; by keeping, it becomes gradually con-

verted into octahedral sulphur. Sublimed sulphur, or

Uowers of sulphur, is probably closely allied to this form,

but always contains a small proportion of insoluble sul-

phur.

When sulphur is he^d to SGO'-SOO" C. and then

poured in a thin stream into cold water, it is converted into

the so-called plastic modification, and is obtained as a soft

yellowish-browu seraitransparent mass, capable of being

drawn out into fine elastic threads In this state sulphur

has the specific gravity 1 9", and is insoluble in carbon

di.'Hilphide ; in the course of a few hours, however, it again

becomes brittle and almost entirely reconverted into the

octalicdral modification, the change being accompanied t^

the development of heat.

lATien the chloride of sulphur, S,C1.,, is decomposed by

water, it furnishes sulphur, hydrocliloric acid, and thio

sulphuric acid ; the sulphur thus obtained is amorphous

and insoluble in carbon disulphide, but is converted into

octahedral sulphur by fusion, or by exposure for some time

to a temperature of 100^ C. Thiosulphuric acid also gra-

dually decomposes into sulphur and sulphurous acid, and

if a solution of a thiosolphate is decomposed by hydro-

chloric acid

—

Na^jOj
Sodium

thloiolphafe

+ 2HC1 S + H,SO, + 2NaCS
Jlvdrojrcn c,.i..i.«- Sulphurous o..ji..„ „i,i„.^.*.
ciiloride.

Sulpbor.
j^^,,.

Sodium chlortda

the sulphur which separates is soluble in carbon disul-

phide, but is obtained on evaporation of the solution in

an amorphous condition, and cannot then be again dis-

solved in carbon disulphide; it is stated, however, that if

the hyposulphite is decomposed by dilute sulphuric acid,

the sulphur which separates is insoluble m carbon di-

sulphide. When a solution of ordinary sulphur in carbon

disulphide is exposed to sunlight, an amorphous insoluble

modiJication separates ; the reconversion of this modifica-

tion into octahedral sulphur is attended with the absorp-

tion of beat.

Several minor modifications of sulphur have been de-

scribed, but it is not known whether the differences which
they exhibit arc inherent, or whether, as is not improbable,
they are duo to the presence of impurity.

There appears to be a relation between tho modification

formed in a reaction and the comiwuiid or compounds from

which it is obtained, since, generally, the sulphur separated

from compounds in which it is associated with positive

elements is soluble, whilst that separated from compoBods

in which it is associated with negative elements is insoluble

in carbon disulphide ; but the conditions aider which tho

sulphur is separated doubtless exercise an important in-

fluence.

At present we have no knowledge as to the manner m
which the various allotropes are related to each other , it

has been suggested, however, that the differences between

them are at least in some cases due to differences in mole-

culiar^com position.

Several allotropic modifications or selenium are also

kno\^, but a tendency to form allotropes has not been

observed in the case of tellurium.

Three principal modifications of selenium, corresponding

to the three principal modifications of sulphur, may b«

distinguished, viz., (1), black crystalline selenium, of specific

gravity about 4 SO, which may be placed by the side of

the octahedral variety of sulphur, being the form in which

selenium separates when solutions of metallic selenides

£ire exposed to the air, and since all other modifications

are converted into it when heated to about 150° C
; (2), red

cr)'staUine selenium, of specific gravity 446 to 4'51, which

probably corresponds to monoclinic sulphur, as it has the

same ciystallino form, and may be obtained by rapidly

cooling melted selenium , and (3), red amorphous selenium,

of specific gravity about 4-3. This last corresponds to the

amorphous allotrope of sulphur, and, as in the case ci

sulphur, it occurs in two modifications, the one soluble and

the other insoluble in carbon disulphide. Black crystal

line selenium, unlike octahedral sulphnr, however, is in

soluble in carbon disulphide, but the red crystalline alio

trope is soluble, although to a much less extent than

sulphur. The conversion of these modifications of selenium

into each other is attended with development or absorption

of heat, just as in the case of sulphur, and the melting

points of the several modifications are different Thus, il

amorphous selenium, which melts a few degrees above

100° C, be heated to about 96° C., it quickly becomes crys

talline, the change being attended with considerable rise

of temperature, and the melting point rises to 217° C.

The electrical conductivity of selenium is found to vary in

a remarkable manner with the temperature, and is also in

fluenced by light Amorphous selenium is a non-conductoi

up to 80° C, but from this temperature up to 210° C. its

conductivity gradually increases, after which it again

diminishes. Selenium which has been kept for several

hours at 210° C. and then gradually cooled is especiaUj

sensitive to the influence of light, its conductivity increas

ing with the intensity of tho light

Sulphur, selenium, and tellurium form gaseous com

pounds with hydrogen, analogous in composition to water:

—

H,S Hydrogen euliihide.

IIjSo Hydrogen st^lcnidc.

HjTo Hydrogen telluride.

Hydrogen sulphide may be produced directly from its

elements by passing hydrogen gas into boiling sulphur, but

it is always prepared by the action of a solution of hydro-

chloric or sulphuric acid on a metallic sulphide, that of

iron being commonly employed

—

FcS -1- 2HC1 - n.p + FoCU.
Fcrrouifulphlilo Hydrogen chloride Hydrogto alphldc. Ferroojchlortde.

The compounds of selenium and tellurium with hydrogen

aro obtained in a similar manner from metallic selenidc-o

and telluridcs. Hydrogen and selenium also directly enter

into reaction ; the quantity of hydrogen selcnide formed

is apparently a function of the temperature ; it increases

fn.m 250° to 260° C, and drcrciwcs rcRularly from the

I latter point to 700° C
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Hj-drogen sulphide, hydrosulphurio acid, or sulphuretted

hydrogen gas, is transparent and colourless ; it possesses a
most offensive odour, and cannot be breathed with im-

punity, frequently giving rise to nausea and vertigo even

when much diluted. It may be condensed by powerful

pressure to an estremciy mobile liquid, which solidifies

when cooled in a bath of solid carbon dioxide and ether to a
white transparent mass, which melts at — 85° C. Hydrogen
sulphide is readily inflammable, burning in air with a blue

flame, and forming water and sulphur dioxide

—

2SH2 + 3O2 =- 2SO2 + 2U.P.
Hydrogen suiphlde. OiiygeiL Sulphur diojdde. W(it"er.

Most metals when heated in the gas decompose it, a
metallic sulphide being produced, and hydrogen liberated.

Hydrogen sulphide dissolves in water, a saturated solution

containing about three times its volume of the gas ; the

solution has the odour and taste of the gas, and a slight

acid reaction. It is gradually decomposed on exposure to

the air, sulphur being deposited

—

2SH2 + 02 = 2S + 20H2.

It is decomposed in a similar manner by nearly all oxidiz-

ing agents, and by the action of chlorine, bromine, and
iodine

—

SH2-fCL = 2HCl + S.

Iodine, however, cannot decompose the gas at ordinary

temperatures except in presence of water. This is because

the reaction requires an absorption of heat. Thus, in the

production of a molecule of hydrogen sulphide from hydro-

gen and sulphur in the state in which it separates when
hydrogen sulphide is decomposed by iodine, 4500 units of

heat are developed ; but in the production of a molecule of

hydriodic acid from its elements, 6000 units of heat are

absorbed, so that the reaction indicated by the equation

HgS-^I2 = 2HI-f S would involve the absorption of

4500-1-2 X 6000 = 16,500 units of heat. That it takes place

in presence of water is due to the fact that the dissolution of

the hydriodic acid produced is attended with the develop-

ment of 2 X 19200 = 38,400 units of heat ; hence, when the

reaction is effected in a dilute solution, heat is developed

to the extent of 38,400-16,500 = 21,900 units of heat.

But it is found that the reaction takes place the less readily

as the concentration of the solution increases, and that it

ceases when the solution has attained a specific gravity of

r56 at ordinary temperatures; in more concentrated solu-

tions sulphur even dissolves with prodiiction of hydrogen
sulphide and liberation of iodine. A simple explanation

of this apparently anomalous result, however, is afforded

by the observation that the heat developed by the absorp-

tion of equal quantities of hydriodic acid is less as the

quantity of acid already dissolved in the water is greater.

The amount of heat developed, therefore, diminishing as

the quantity of hydriodic formed by the reaction in the

liquid increases, at a certain point becomes equal to that

absorbed in the decomposition of the hydrogen sulphide by
the iodine, and the reaction ceases since it can no longer be
attended with a development of heat.

This behaviour of iodine with hydrogen sulphide alone,

or in presence of water, is one of the most striking illustra-

tions of the fact that reactions involving the expenditure
of energy cannot take place directly, and are only possible

when the conditions are such that one or more of the pro-

ducts of the reactions enter into secondary reactions, so as

to cause the development of more heat than is absorbed in

the primary reaction.

The hydrogen in hydrogen sulphide may be displaced by
metals,—the compounds formed by displacing one-half the
hydrogen being termed sulphydrates or hydrosulphides,
whilst those in which the whole of the hydrogen is dis-

placed are termed sulijhides. These tv.-o classes of com-

pounds correspond to the metallic hydroxides and ,the

metallic oxides respectively, and in many respects closely

resemble them ; the sulphur compounds, however, are, with

few exceptions, far less stable than the corresponding

oxygen compounds.
Hydrogen sulphide enters directly into reaction with the

metallic hydroxides, exchanging its hydrogen for the metal

;

for example

—

NaOH + HjS' = NaSH + HOH.
Sodium Hydrogen Sodium Water

hydroxide. sulphide. hydiosuJphide.
""•'

It therefore exhibits the behaviour of an acid. From
Thomsen's experiments it appears that 7740 units of heat are

developed on the addition of a solution of one molecule of

sodium hydroxide to a solution of one molecule of hydrogen

sulphide, and that the further addition of the bydroxido

is without effect. Hydrogen sulphide is thus proved to be

a monobasic acid, and this result also shows that when
soluble sulphides, such as sodium sulphide, are dissolved

in water, double decomposition occurs, thus : NajS + OHj
= NaSH + NaOH, just as when sodium oxide, for example,

is added to water : NbjO + OHo = 2NaOH. It is uncertain,

however, wnether the decomposition of the sulphides by
water in this manner is complete, or whether it is only

partial, and the more complete the greater the quantity of

water present.

The highly positive metals lithium, sodium, potassium,

calcium, strontium, barium, and magnesium form soluble

sulphides and hydrosulphides, but most of the sulphides

of other metals are insoluble. The nature of many of the

compounds precipitated from metallic solutions by hydro-

gen sulphide or an alkaline hydrosulphide is not well

established ; but in many cases apparently they are inter-

mediate in composition between the hydroxides and hydro-

sxdphides ; the precipitate formed on the addition of an

alkaline hydrosulphide to a solution of a zinc salt, for

example, is probably a compound of this kind, and may be
represented by the formula HO. Zn.SH,—zinc hydroxide

being HO.Zn.OH, and zinc hydrosulphide HS. Zn.SH.
The solutions of salts of heavy metals,*such as mercury and
lead, furnisn precipitates of the corresponding sulphides

with hydrogen sulphide or alkaline hydrosulphides.

The hydrosulphides of certain elements, such as alumi-

nium and chromium, cannot exist in presence of water, but
enter into reaction with it with evolution of hydrogen
sulphide ; hence, oh the addition of an alkaline hydro-

sulphide to solution of their salts, the corresponding

hydroxides are precipitated :

—

AUCle + 6NaSH = A1,(SH)3
Alnininlnra " '* .. -

.
.

chloride.

6NaSH
Sodium Alomiiiiani'

hydroEolphide. hydrosulphide.

Al2(SH)5 + 6OH2 = AljCOH)^
Alaminiura Water

"*

Aluminium
hydioauJpliide.

«ater.
hydioxide.

- 6NaC)
Sodlnm
chioilde.

*- 6SH2.
Hydrogen
Eulphide.

Sulphur unites with all the metals and with most of the

non-metallic elements; the sulphides are therefore usually

prepared directly from their elements. Two classes of

sulphides corresponding to the basic and acid oxides may
be distinguished, but the distinction between them is mv.ch
less marked than that between the two classes of oxides.

The sulphides of the non-metallic elements and the sulphides

of 'arsenic, antimony, tin, molybdenum, tungsten, vana-
dium, gold, and platinum, which are soluble in solutions

of alkaline hydrosulphides, belong to the class of acid sul-

phides, and the remaining sulphides are basic. These two
classes of sulphides are capable of uniting together to form
sulphur salts, just as the basic and acid oxides combine
forming oxy-salts. As a rule, the sulphides and oxides of
the same element have similar formula and correspond in
th»ir general behaviour. Occasionally there are oxides to

T.-hic;< 'h'.jo a;e no corresponding sulphides, but more fras
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quently sulphides to wliicli there are no corresponding

oxides. All sulphides are decomposed more or less readily

by hydrochloric acid gas, hydrogen sulphide and a chloride

being produced, and in some cases sulphur is also liberated.

Many of the sulphides which are decomposed when heated

in an atmosphere of hydrochloric acid gas are little, if at

all, affected by a boiling solution of the acid.

Hydrogen selenide and telluride closely resemble hydro-

gen sulphide in properties, but are far less stable com-

pounds. The former has a most offensive acrid odour,

impairing or even destroying the sense of smell for several

hours, and producing inflammation of the eyes. Their

aqueous solutions are decomposed on exposure to the air

with separation of selenium and tellurium respectively; and
with solutions of salts of most metals they produce precipi-

tates of the corresponding seleuhydrates or selenides and
tellurhydrates or tellurides. The selenides and the tellu-

rides, like the sulphides, may be formed by the direct

combination of their elements, and are usually so prepared;

in their general behaviour they resemble the corresponding

sulphides.

A higher sulphide of hydrogen is known of which the

composition has not yet been satisfactorily determined,

owing to the difficulty of obtaining it in a pure state ; but

as it is obtained on adding a solution of potassium
.
penta-

sulphide, KjSj, to a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid,

and is formed without evolution of hydrogen sulphide or

separation of sulphur, it appears most probable that it is

the pentasulphide HjSj. It separates as an oily liquid,

heavier than water, possessing a peculiar sulphurous dis-

agreeable odour ; it is soluble in water. It is a very

unstable substance, undergoing decomposition into hydrogen
sulphide and sulphur with great facility ; this decomposi-

tion is instantaneous under the influence of substances

.such as finely divided platinum, gold, and charcoal. Its

stability is increased by the prtsence of moderately strong

acids, but diminished hy alkalies. With an alcoholic solu-

tion of potassium hydrosulphide it furnishes potassium
pentasulphide, hydrogen sulphide being evolved

—

H2S5 + 2KHS = K2S5 -1- SHjS

This reaction is analogous to that between sulphuric

acid and potassium hydroxide :

—

H^SO^ + 2KH0 = KjSO^ + 2Efi

;

hydrogen pentasulphide may, in fact, be regarded as the

analogue of sulphuric acid.

Sulphur, selenium, and tellurium form compounds with
chlorine, bromine, and iodine, similar in composition, but
differing greatly in stability.

With chlorine, sulphur forms the three compounds

—

S2CI2, SCI2, and SCI4,

all of which are liquid. The chloride S2CI2 is obtained by
passing chlorine over sulphur, which is gently heated; it

is a mobile reddish-yellow liquid, having a peculiar, pene-

trating, and most disagreeablo odour. It boils without suf-

fering decomposition at 137° C. It is slowly decomposed
by water, yielding hydrogen chloride, sulphur, and thio-

Bulphuric acid

—

SSjCl^ -1- 3OH2 = 4HC1 + 2S + H^SA

.

Wheu saturated with chlorine at about 10° C. it is con-

verted into the dichloride SCIj, but if saturated with chlo-

rine at about - 22° C. it furnishes the tetrachloride SCI4.

Both of these compounds are so unstable, however, that

they are resolved into the lowest chloride S^Cl2 and chlo-

rine when very slightly heated.

The chlorides of selenium and tellurium are also obtained
by the direct action of chlorine on the elements. Two
chlorides of selenium are known, Sc.jClj and SeCI^, the

former being liouid and the latter a white crystalline solid.

Tellurium forms the two chlorides TeClj and TeCl^ , both

of which are solid. These chlorides of tellurium, as well

as selenium tetrachloride, appear to volatilize without de-

composition.

Very little is known of the bromides of sulphur and sele-

nium, but from the observations which have been made
there is no doubt that the sulphur bromides are much less

stable than the chlorides ; sulphur, therefore, like oxygen,
appears^ to have less affinity for bromine than for chlorine.

Tellurium furnishes two crystalline bromides, TeBr^ and
TeBr^, both of which may be sublimed without decomposi-
tion.

The only iodide of sulphur which is known has the

composition Sjlj, and is obtained by the direct union of

its elements; it is a black crystalline solid, insoluble in

water, and readily decomposes when heated. Iodides of

selenium are not known with certainty, but two tellurium

iodides have been prepared, Tel.^ and Tel^ ; both are black

crystalline bodies, which give off iodine when heated.

The chlorides and bromides of selenium and tellurium,

like the chlorides and bromides of sulphur, are decomposed
by water, bat the iodides of these three elements are com-
paratively stable and are scarcely affected unless heated with
water.

Sulphur, selenium, and tellurium burn in oxvgen or air,

forming the dioxides

SO, SeO, TeO,

HjSeOj
'Selcuiou3 acid.

HjTeOj
Telluroos Lcld.

Under certain conditions, sulphur dioxide takes up an
additional atom of oxygen, and is converted into the

trioxide, SO3; a tellurium trioxide, Te03, may also be

obtained, but the corresponding oxide of selenium is not

known. A third oxide of sulphur, SoOj, has recently been
described.

The dioxides and trioxides of sulphur, selenium, and
tellurium have the property in common of forming corre-

sponding acids when combined with water :

—

HjSOj
Sulphurona acid.

H,SO« UoSeO HoTeOj.
Sulplmric acid. SdeTilc acid. Telluric acid.

These compounds differ greatly in stability and in their

properties generally—the sulphur and selenium compounds
being closely related, whilst the tellurium comuounds are

widely different from them in most respects.

Sulphur dioxide or sulphurous anhydride is a colourless

gas, of pungent suffocating odour ; by a pressure of three

atmospheres, or a refrigerating mixture of ice and salt, it

is readily condensed to o colourless mobile liquid, which

boils at about - 10° C. The liquid anhydride freezes at

- 76° C, forming a transparent colourless crystalline solid,

which melts at about - 79° C. Water at 0° C. dissolves

abofit 68 times its bulk of the gas, but only 32 times its

bulk at 24°, forming a solution of sulphurous acid, HaSOj,
which is readily decomposed by heat.

Selenium dioxide or selenious anhydride is ' a white

infusible substance, which volatilizes at a temperature

below redness ; its vapour condenses in snow white deli-

quescent prisms, which dissolve in water forming selenious

acid, HoSeOj.-

Tellurium dioxide, however, is only very slightly soluble

in water, and the solution does not exhibit an acid

reaction ; the attraction of this oxide for water, in fact,

is so slight, that when a solution of tellurous hydrate

(tellurous acid), H2Te03, is heated to about 40° C. the oxide

separates. It fuses readily and volatilizes, and the fused

ozide, which is a transparent, deep yellow liquid, solidifies

on cooling to a white cryftallino masa.

The difference in physical properties between sulphur

and selenium dioxides is so great as to suggest that tho
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molecule of the latter is not represented by the formula
SeOj, but that it is more complex ; and although the
vapour density of selenium dioxide is such as to negative
this assumption for the gaseous substance, there is no
evidence to show that the expression SeOj is the correct
molecular formula for the solid oxide.

Sulphur trioxide or sulphuric anhydride is a white,
highly volatile substance which dissolves in water, forming
Bulphuric acid, HjSO^, the combination being attended
with the development of so much heat that when the
anhydride comes in contact with the water a violent

hissing is produced, just as when a red-hot iron is plunged
into water. Selenium trioxide has not been isolated, but
selenic acid, H^SeO^ , the acid corresponding to sulphuric
acid, is known, and very closely resembles the latter com-
pound in many of its properties. Tellurium trioxide,

TeOj, is an orange-yellow solid, insoluble in water, and
therefore altogether different in properties from sulphur
trioxide ; moreover, the resemblance between the com-
pound HjTeO^, from which tellurium trioxide is obtained
by heating to a temperature below redness, and sulphuric
and selenic acids scarcely extends beyond the similarity of
their formulas, since telluric acid is nearly insoluble in

water, and its solution has a metallic rather than an acid
taste, and reddens litmus but slightly.

Sulphur dioxide is usually prepared for laboratory pur-

pose by heating a metal, such as copper or mercury, with
concentrated sulphuric acid ; the most probable explana-
tion of its formation in this manner appears to be that
the metal acting upon the acid produces the corresponding
sulphate and hydrogen, and that the latter whilst in the
nascent state acts upon another portion of the acid, reduc-
ing it to sulphurous acid, which splits up into sulphur
dioxide and water; thud-

Hg + HjSOj = 2H -f HgSO,
Mercury. Salphaiic add. HydroRen. Mercuric sulphate.

2H + RSO, = H2SO3 + HjO
Hydjiogen, Solphiiric acid. SulphiirOQs acid. Water.

H2SO3 = SO2 -1- HoO."
Sulphnroos add. Sulphoj dioxide. Water.

We may also suppose, however, that the metal merely
withdraws an atom of oxygen from the sulphuric acid,

and that the oxide produced dissolves in the acid, forming
a sulphate

—

Hg -f H^SO^ = HgO + H2SO3
Mercury. Sulphuric ecld. Mercuric ox.ide. SDlph'urous Rcld.

HgO -t- H2SO, = HgSO, + H2O.
Mercuric oxide. Sulphuric acli Mercuric sujphate. Watet

The kind of action represented by the first of these

equations undoubtedly takes place when carbon in the

form of charcoal is heated with sulphuric acid, whereby
carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, and water are produced

—

C + 2H2SO^ = C0„ + 2S0j -i- 2H.,0.
Carljon. Sulphuric add. Carbon dioxide. Sulphur dioxide. Wstcr.

When copper is employed not only are sulphur dioxide,

water, and cupric sulphate produced, but cuprous and cupric

sulphides, Cu„S and CuS, it is stated, are also formed
;

their production, however, is due to secondary action.

Selenium dioxide is obtained either by burning selenium
in a .-tream of oxygen, or by evaporating a solution of

selenious acid to dryness.

Sulphurous acid is always prepared by passing sulphur
dioxide gas into cold water ; the combination is attended

with a slight elevation of temperature. Selenious acid is

produced in a similar manner by dissolving the oxide in

water, or by dissolving selenium iu concentrated nitric

acid, and evaporating to expel the excess of nitric acid.

TeiiMrous acid may be obtained by dissolving tellurium

in nitric acid of specific gravity 1-25, and pouring the

solution, after the lapse of pot more than a few minutes.

into water. If the precipitation be delayed for a longer

time, the oxide TeCJj is thrown down instead of the

hydrate. It is best prepared by decomposing tellurium

tetrachloride with water

—

TeCI^ + 3H,0 = HjTeOj + 4HC1.
.'TeUurlamtetrBcliloride. Water. Tellurooa hydrate. Hydrogen chloilda.

It is stated that anhydrous sulphurous acid, HJSO3,
has been obtained in crystals by cooling a saturated

aqueous solution to 0° C. ; a crystalline hydrate of the

composition H^Oj-t-SHjO was obtained by Pierre by
cooling to - 6° C. a saturated solution through which a

current of the gas was being transmitted. The solution

of sulphur dioxide in water is strongly acid, and effcrvesce-

with carbonates ; by passing a current of the gas through

water in which metallic hydroxides or carbonates are

dissolved or suspended metallic sulphites are produced.

Two classes of metallic sulphites may be thus formed :

—

the acid sulphites or bisulphites in which one half the

hydrogen in sulphurous acid is displaced by a metal ; and
normal sulphites, in which the whole of the hydrogen is

displaced. It is also possible to displace the two atoms

of hydrogen in sulphurous acid by two different metaU,

and thus to obtain so-called double salts. The following

table shows the composition of some of the sulphites,

disregarding the water of crystallization which several of

them contain :

—

Potassium hydrogen sulphite.... KHSOj
Potassium sulphite I^t^^s
Sodium hydro^n sulphite NaHSO,
Sodium sulphite.. Xa,SO,
Calcium sulphite CaSOj
Calcium hydrogen sulphite CaHj(SO,i,

The acid sulphites of barium, strontium, calcium, and
magnesium, and the acid and normal sulphites of the alkah

metals, are soluble in water, although only the sulphites

of alkali metals are freely soluble ; but most other

sulphites are insoluble, and may be prepared by precipita-

tion with an alkaline sulphite. The acid sulphites are

prepared by saturating a solution of the metallic hydroxide

or carbonate with sulphur epoxide gas, and then adding t«

it as much of the hydroxide or carbonate as it originally

contained ; thus—
Na„CO. -^ OH, -1- 2S0j = 2NaHS03 + CO,

Sodiom'orbonate. Water. Sulphur dlo'xlde.
Sodi uu hy^rot-oi Ou-bS.

KOlpbllr. dloxilt

^3 -r NajCOj = SNajSO, + Hp + COj

.

Sodium hydrogen Sodium Sodium mlphite. Wuor P"^*"""
EUlpbile. carbonate.

i~>"u" .uipiiiu:. i. aior
j., ^^^

2NaHSO, +
Sodium aulphite. Water

The alkali and alkaline-earth metals aie the only ones,

however, which readily produce acid sulphites ; in fact,

the tendency to form acid salts is almost restricted to tht=,e

metals in the case of all acids, and it is difficult to obtiia

acid salts containing heavy metals.

A solution of sulphurous acid slowly absorbs oxygen,

from the air and is converted into sulphuric acid : in like

manner, the sulphites, particularly if in solution, become
converted into sulphates on exposure to the air. All

sulphites are decomposed at a red heat, either into suliihete

ax>d sulphide, or mto sulphur dioxide and metallic oxide.

They are also decomposed by all acids excepting carbonic

and boric acids, sulphurous acid being liberated. Sulphur
ous acid possesses considerable bleaching powers, and is ex

tensively employed in bleaching straw, wool, and many
other articles, which would be injured by chlorine. The
articles to be bleached aie moistened and suspended in

closed chambers in which sulphur is burnt ; the sulphur

dioxide produced is then absorbed by the damp goods,

and their colour is discharged. The manner in whiiJi it

acts is not well understood, but it appears tb be by form-
ing colourless compounds with the colouring matters ; it

does not, like chlorine, d^ompose colouring matters, for
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iba colour may usually be restored by acids or alkalies.

The reproduction of the yellow colour of new flannel,

when it is washed with an alkaline soap for the first time,

is an illustration of this. Sulphurous acid is also a powerful

antiseptic, and is highly valuable as a disinfecting agent.

Seleoious acid is deposited from a hot aqueous solution

on slow cooling in colourless prismatic crystals like salt-

petre. It closely resembles sulphurous acid in properties,

and like it furnishes acid selmiiei, such as potassium hydro-

gen selenite, KHSeOj , and normal teletiites, such as potas-

sium selenite, K2Se03, but it also forms so-called hyperacid

salts with the alkali metels, e.g., HKSeOj + HjSeOj. The
selenites of alkali metals are soluble in water, but the

other selenites are insoluble.

Tellurous hydrate, prepared by decomposing tellurium

tetrachloride with water, is a bulky precipitate, which,

when dried oyer sulphuric acid, forms a light white earthy

powder, having a bitter metallic taste. It is only slightly

soluble in water, but dissolves in alkalies and alkaline

carbonates. With the alkali metals tellurous acid forms

three classes of salts corresponding to the three classes of

selenites, of which the following are examples

—

Acid potassium tellurite KHTeOj
NonnAl potassium tellurite KjTeOj
Hyperacid potassium tellurite. ...KHTe03-^H5TeOJ

With the alkaline earth metals tellurous acid forms

normal salts, and also certain peculiar salts, such as BaTcOj
or BaTeOj-fTeOj, and BaTe^Oj, or BaTeOj-l- STeO,.

With the heavy metals it appears to form only normal

salts. The tellurites of alkali metals are soluble in water,

but those of other metals are difficultly soluble or insoluble.

In its oxides, therefore, it will be evident tellurium

differs widely from selenium and sulphur, but it much re-

sembles metals like bismuth and antimony, since it forms

salts with acids. Thus, a tellurium sulphate of the compo-

sition Te(S04)2, it is stated, is formed by dissolving tellu-

rium in concentrated sulphuric acid. Tellurous hydrate

also dissolves readily in acids ; the solution in hydrochloric

acid probably contains either tellurium chloride, TeCl^ , or

a compound intermediate ia composition between tellurium

chloride and tellurium hydroxide, Te(OH)^ , formed from

the latter by the partial displacement of the OH groups

by chlorine , when it is dissolved in oxy-acids, apparently

salts are formed in which the group TeO displaces hydrogen,

corresponding to the antimony salts in which the radicle

SbO displaces hydrogen.

Sulphurous acid, on account of its tendency to form
sulphuric acid, has considerable power as a reducing agent
Thus iodine and sulphurous acid, in presence of a large

quantity of water, yield hydriodic and sulphuric acid

—

H,0 + H2SO3 = 2HI + H;SO^.
Sulphnroaa acid. Sulphuric acid.

With chlorine and bromine similar reactions occur still

mora readily. On this account, sulphurous acid is largely

employed as an " antichlor " to remove the excess of

chlorine from articles bleached with bleaching powder.

When eoliitions of sulphurous and selenious acid are

mixed, the latter is reduced, especially on warming, and
led amorphous selenium precipitated ; similarly, a bluck

precipitate of tellurium is formed on warming a solution

containing tellurous and sulphurous acids. But these

acids also readily part with at least a portion of their

oxygen. For instance, when hydrogen sulphide gas is

passed iRto a solution of sulphurous acid, sulphur is depo-

sited, and the solution contains pentathionic acid

—

6H,8 •*• 5H„S03 - 5S -f HjS.O, + 90H,.
HrdrogMtulphld^ '"^ierr"" *''P''"'

""".'•,^'°'"° Waw.

When a solution of selenious acid is similarly treated, a

precipitate is thrown down, which apparently consisUi

chiefly of selenium sulphide, SeS2, mixed with a lower

sulphide and free sulphur. Solutions of tellurous hydrate

when thus treated furnish a brown precipitate of tellurium

sulphide.

Sulphur Trioxide, SOj

.

Dry sulphur dioxide gas and oxygen readily combine

when the mixture is passed over gently heated platinum

black or platinized pumice, forming sulphur trioxide or

sulphuric anhydride, SO3. This compound may be ob-

tained from sulphuric acid by distilling it with phosphoric

anhydride :

—

HjSO^ + PoOj = SO3 -I- 2HPO3.
Sulphuric acid.

F^^horic g^p^^ wo^dde.
Meupboghoric

It is usually prepared from Nordhausen sulphuric acid,

which gives oflT sulphur trioxide when gently heated,

ordinary sulphuric acid remaining behind.

Sulphur trioxide usually crystallizes in white slender

needles, but it exists in two modifications. Thus, when
the liquid oxide is cooled, it solidifies at 16° C. in long

colourless prisms, which melt at the same temperature ; but

if kept at temperatures below 25°, it changes into a mass

of fine white needles. This second modification gradually

liquefies at temperatures above 50°, and again passes into

the first modification; it dissolves with extreme slowness

in sulphuric acid, whereas the liquid oxide is miscible in

all proportions with the acid. Liquid sulphuric anhydride

undergoes very great expansion by heat, its mean co-

efficient of expansion between 25° and 45°C. being '0027 for

1° C. ; it is quite colourless when pure. Sulphur trioxide

very readily parts with one of its atoms of oxygen, convert-

ing phosphorus trichloride, for example, into phosphorus

oxytrichloride

—

PCI3 + SO3 = SOj -I- POOj.
Phosphoms Sulphur Sulphur Phosphorus
trichloride. trioxide. dioxide. oxytrichloride.

This reaction takes place when the substances are merely

mixed together, although a strong red heat is necessary in

order to resolve the trioxide into sulphur dioxide and

oxygen.

When finely divided sulphur is added in small quanti-

ties to liquid sulphuric anhydride, drops of a deep blue

colour sink to the bottom and solidify immediately. These

consist of the compound S^Oj. The temperature during

the operation must be kept at 15° C, for if it is lower the

anhydride does not remain liquid, and if higher the sub-

stance decomposes. When about a gramme of sulphur has

been added the anhydride is poured ofi', and the solid re-

sidua freed from any that remains by a gentle heat. A
bluish-green crystalline mass is thus obtained, which de-

composes at ordinary temperatures, giving off sulpbui

dioxide, and leaving sulphur ; water immediately decom-

poses it, forming sulphuric, sulphurous, and probably thio
sulphuric acids. The corresponding selenium compound,
SeSOj, may be prepared in a simihir manner.

Sulphuric Acid, HjSOj

.

Of all chemical compounds this is probably the most
important, on account of its numerous practical applica-

tions, and enormous quantities of it are now manufactured.

The method employed consists essentially in oxidizing

sulphurous acid by atmospheric oxygen, which is accom-
plished with the aid of nitric oxide gas in the following

manner. Sulphur dioxide gas is prepared by burning sul-

phur, or iron pyrites, FeS^, in a properly constructed furnace,

sulphur being always employed when the purest qualities

of acid are required, and this gas is conveyed into a lar^e

leaden chainVn-r, into which steam and air are nlsocoutiiv -

ously admitted. At the back of the furnace in which tuu

sulphur is burnt, a snioll vessel is placed cuutaining suJium
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nitrate and anlphuric acid, which continue to generate

nitric acid for some time ; thus

—

NaNOj + HjSO, = HNO, + NaHSO,.
Sodium nitrate. Sulphuric add. ^Ittle aclii. Sodium liydrogtn Kulphate.

The exact changes which occur among the various sub-

stances thus introduced into the chambers are but im-

perfectly understood ; the nitric acid, however, is appa-
rently' decomposed by the sulphurous acid in such a
manner' that finally nitric oxide is produced

—

2HNO3 + 3SO2 + 2H^0 = 2N0 + 3H,S0^

.

Dttt nitric oxide combines directly with oxygen at ordinary

temperatures, forming the oxides NoOj and NoO^, and it

i.-j generally supposed that the nitric oxide thus formed
c.-At as a carrier of oxygen,—that on coming in contact

vith the oxygen of the air introduced into the chamber, it

is converted into a higher oxide, which, however, is no
sooner produced than it is reduced again to nitric oxide by
the sulphurous acid, which is oxidized to sulphuric acid

;

supposing the oxide formed to be nitric peroxide, we may
Represent the change by the following simple equation :

—

2SO2 -f 2H2O -I- N2O4 = 2H„S0, + 2N0

.

The nitric oxide again absorbs oxygen to form the higher
oxide, which again enters into reaction with sulphur dioxide

Bnd water, with liberation of nitric oxide, and so on con-

jtinuously. Theoretically, therefore, a limited quantity of

initric oxide should suffice to produce an indefinitely large

^ailiount of sulphuric acid, but practically this is not the

ipase, chiefly owing to the loss occasioned by the dissolution

of a certain quantity in the sulphuric acid which collects

on the floor of the chambers ; a certain amount also escapes

from the chambers with the nitrogen of the air, but this is

^usually absorbed by passing the escaping vapours throiigh

a tower filled with pieces of coke, kept moistened with
pulphuric acid, or over which water is constantly pouring

;

when acid is employed it is afterwards pumped into a
similar scrubber, and deprived of its nitric oxide gas by
means of the sulphur dioxide gas from the burning sulphur
,or pyrites, and when water is used it is pumped into, and
!distributed on the floors of, the leaden chambers.

In practice the amount of sulphuric acid produced
usually approximates very closely to the theoretical

quantity.

It is beyond question that the reactions which occur )n

the formation of sulphuric acid are not all of the simple
character represented by the equations above given. Thus,
thfi formation of nitric oxide from nitric acid is probably
the final result of three distinct reactions. In the first

place, from the sulphur dioxide and nitric acid a compound
which is known as the lead chamber crystals, on account
of its forming crystals, is probably produced ; thus

—

L SO2 + NO2.OH = SOjl^^^.
Sulphur dioxide. Nitric acid. Le&d chamber ciyatals.

This compound, it will be observed, is very closely related

to sulphuric acid, and may be regarded as formed from it

by the displacement of one of the OH groups by the group
NOj. It is decomposed by water, yielding sulphuric and
nitrous acids :

—

,11. S0,{; x{ gg + NO.n.
NO
Q^" -r Hon = so.

Lead chamber crystals. Water. Snlpliurlc acid. Nitrous acid.

From the nitrous acid thus formed nitric oxide may be
produced in two ways,—either by its spontaneous decom-
.poaition in accordance with the equation

3HN0j = 2N0 + HNO, + H,0

;

ysticva acid. Nitric oxide. Nitric acid. Water.

or by the action of sulphur dioxide

—

2HNO2 + SO2 = 2N0 -r H.,S0^.
Nitrous acid. Sulphur dioxide. Nltiic oxid.e.- Sulphuilc lu-id.

The latter reaction appears to be the more probable on

account of the large amount of sulphur dioxide present,

but it is not unlikely that both occur.

With regard to the part which the nitric oxide plays in

the conversion of sulphurous into sulphuric acid, it is highly

probable that, by tlie conjoint action of the oxygen and
water present, it is converted into nitrous acid, from which

nitric oxide is reproduced by the action of the sulphur

dioxide in the manner above pointed out

—

4N0 -I- O2 -(- 20H, = -1 HNO2

.

If this be the case, nitrous acid is the active agent in

the conversion of sulphur dioxide into sulphuric acid. It

is known to effect the oxidation of sulphur dioxide with

the greatest readiness, whereas dilute nitric acid has very

little action. On this account, it is probable also that the

nitric oxide is not converted into the peroxide, as sometimes

is supposed, and that the latter is the active .ngent in the

formation of sulphuric acid, for our general experience

appears to warrant the conclusion that, as sulphur dioxide

enters so readily into reaction with nitrous acid, this acid

would "be produced from the nitric oxide almost entirely

to the exclusion of other oxidation products. Moreover,

nitric peroxide in presence of water forms nitrous and
nitricacids: N2O4-l-H,0 = HNO2-l-HN03; so that, even

supposing that the nitric oxide is converted into nitric per-

oxide, the formation of sulphuric acid would stiU in a large

measure be due to the action of nitrous acid. Although
sulphur dioxide acts very slowly on dQute nitric acid, it

readily reduces it to nitric oxide iu presence of moderately

concentrated suljAuric acid ; hence any nitric acid formed

in the process, when carried down to the floor of the

chamber and mixed with the moderately concentrated

sulphuric acid there collected, would also undergo reduc-

tion by the sulphur dioxide.

The acid from the leaden chambers has generally a

specific gravity of about 1 'SS ; by concentration in shallow

leaden pans this is raised to above 1 '7. The further con-

centration is effected in glass or platinum retorts. The
commercial acid, known as oil of vitriol, has a specific

gravity of about 1'84; it is frequently of a more or less

brown colour from the presence of organic matter, and
always contains lead. Other impurities, such as arsenic

and nitrous or nitric acid, are not unfrequently present.

Pure sulphuric acid, HoSO,, is an oily, colourless, in-

odorous liquid, of specific gravity 1 '842 ; it solidifies at

- 35° O. It cannot be distilled unchanged, and when heated
gives off the anhydride until a liquid remains containing

about 1'5 percent, of water and 985 per cent, of sulphuric

acid, which boils at 338° C. ; acid of this strength may
always be obtained by boiling down acid of any other

degree of concentration. When the acid is vaporized, dis-

sociation takes place very rapidly, the vapour at tempera-

tures above 400° C. consisting entirely of a mixture of

water and sulphuric anhydride. Sulphuric acid chars

most organic substances containing oxygen and hydrogen
on account of its great afiinity for water, causing the

separation of these elements in the form of water and the

Uberation of carbon ; when exposed to moist air it will

even double its weight in the course of a few days, and on
this account it is much employed as a desiccating agent.

Much heat is developed when it is mixed with water, ns

will be evident from the following table, which represents

the amounts of heat developed on mixing one iaol-?cule of

the acid (93 grammes) with n molecules of wotor ct about
18° C, according to Thomss^i's determinations •

—
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ffo. o: nolc- -j^,5 „( heat,

water added ^
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HO. so,. OH + CaHg = C„H,,
Sulphmic acid. Bcnzena

Sulphuric acid enters into reaction with a large number
01 hydrogonized carbon compounds in such a manner that
water is formed and hydrogen displaced by the monad
group SO2 . OH ; for example

—

.SOo.OH + OH,.
BenEcncsu]phonlc acid.

Ths sulplwnic acids, as the compounds thus produt^d are

termed, are powerful monobasic acids. But the action

may proceed further, both OH groups in sulphuric acid

being displaced by monad compound ro,dicles, in which
case neutral bodies called sulphones <ire formed ; thus

—

IlO.SOj.OH + 2C„H5
SuJpbnric acid. Beiuune.

CoH^.SC.CeHj + 2OH2.
BenzcDesurylioDO.

Selenic Acid, HjSeO^

.

This acid may be obtained by oxidizing selenious acid

by the ac^ion of chlorine, or bromine, and water

—

HoSeO^ + Br^ + HjO = H^SeOi + 2HBr

.

It is a transparent colourless liquid, which in tho most
concentrated state boih at 280° C, and has a specific gravity

of 2 6. In this state it is not quite pure selenic acid, but
contains a little water, which cannot be driven off without
decomposing the acid into selenium dioxide, oxygen, and
water. Selenic acid resembles sulphuric acid in many ol

its properties, being very hygroscopic, and when it is

added to water a considerable amount of heat is deve-

loped. It is reduced to seleniouvs acid when boiled with

hydrochloric acid:--

HoSeO^ + 2HC1 = HjSeOs + Cl^ + H^O

;

but it is not decomposed by the hydrogen produced when
zinc or iron is dissolved in its solution. Like sulphuric

acid it precipitates barium salts, even in presence of other

mineral acids.

The selenates or salts produced by displacing the hydro-

gen in selenic acid by metals correspond in composition, and
also very closely in their properties, to the sulphates,

with which they are isomorphous.

Telluric Acid, H„TeOj

.

The potassium salt of this acid is obtained by fusing

tellurium or tellurous oxide with potassium nitrate. From
this salt barium tellurate may be prepared by precipitating

its solution with a barium salt, and the acid is produced

by decomposing barium tellurate with sulphuric acid.

Telluric acid crystallizes from water in large prisms of

the composition HoTeO^ + 2H2O. This hydrate has a

metallic taste, and reddens litmus slightly. It dissolves

slowly in cold water, but freely in boiling water. It loses

its water of crystallization at a little above 100° C. The
compound H„TeOj is nearly insoluble in cold water, but

dissolves on boiling ; when heated to a temperature below

redness it furnishes the oxide TeOj. It is reduced to

tellurous acid by boiling with hydrochloric acid, and it is

also decomposed by sulphurous acid, which is without

action on selenic acid, with precipitation of tellurium.

In addition to acid and normal tellurates, such as

KHTe04 and ICTeO^ , and hyperacid tellurates, of which

the salt KHTeO^ + HjTeO^ is an example, telluric acid

also furnishes so-callecl di- and tetra-tellurates, such as

(NH,),Te207 and (NH,,)„Te,0,3 or (NH.i),Te04 + STeOj

,

and ba,sic tellurates, such as AgjTeOg and AggTe^O;,.

The ditellurates may be regarded as salts of the acid

H2Te20~, analogous to anhydrosulphuric acid, and the

basic salt Agi-TeO; as formed from the hydrate HgTeOj or

H5Te04 4- 2H2O ; whilst salts such as Ag^TejOo are ap-

parently derivatives of an acid formed by tbe withdrawal

of the elements of three uiohxules of water from two

!.„ macules of the acid H^TeOj.

Other Acids of Sulphur.

In addition to sulphurous and sulphuric acids, a number
of acids, more or less -closely related to them, may be

obtained. The following is a complete list of the known
acids of sulphur :

—

Hyposulphnrous acid HjSO,
Sulphurous acid HjSO^
Sulphuric acid HjSO^
Thiosulphuric acid HjSjOj
AnhydroauJphurlc acid « HjSjO^
Dithionic acid HjSjO,
Trithionic acid H3S3O,
Tetrathionic acid „ H„SjO,
Pcatathionic acid HgS^Og

Eypomlphuroxia Acid.—This acid is obtained by the

action of zinc on a solution of sulphurous acid, which

dissolves the metal, forming zinc sulphite ; the hydrogen,

which is the accessory product of this reaction, is not

evolved, however, but reduces a portion of the acid,

forming hyposulphnrous acid ; thus

—

H,SO, -(. Zn = 2H 4- ZnSO,
Sulphuroas add.

H2SO3 -f 2H
Salphuroos acid

Zinc aulpblte.

= H2SO2 -t- H^O.
nyposufphuroua

acid.

The solution thus obtained is very unstable, and rapidly

decomposes with separation of sulphur. Sodium hypo-

sulphite, NaHSOj, is a more stable substance, and is

produced in a similar manner by the action of zinc on a
solution of sodium hydrogen sulphite. This salt crystalhzca

in slender colourless needles ; it is soluble in water, but

insoluble in alcohol. When exposed to the air in a moist

state it becomes very hot, and is converted by oxidation

into bj'drogen sodium sulphite, but in the dry state it is

not affected by oxygen. The remarkable observation has

been made, however, that when a solution of sodium

hyposulphite is oxidized by free oxygen, that is to say,

when water saturated with oxygen is added to a solution

of the hyposulphite, only one-half the oxygen is employed

in causing the conversion of the hyposulphite into the

sulphite, the remaining half becoming affixed to water,

forming hydrogen dioxide ; the reaction may be expressed

by the following equation

—

O, •» H2O = NaHSOj -f
Sodium hydrogen

sulphite.

HjOj.
Hydrogen
dioxide.Sodmra hj-posulphlte.

Hypostdphurous acid has a much greater decolorizing and

reducing power than sulphurous acid ; it immediately

reduces the metals from mercury and silver salts, and it

precipitates copper hydride, CUjHj, from a solution of

copper sulphate.

Thiosulphuric Acid, H^SjOj.

This acid is formed from sulphurous acid by combining

it with sulphur; thus, when a solution of sodium
sulphite is digested with sulphur, sodium thioaulphate ia

produced

—

Na„S03 -1-8 = NajS.,©,.
SodiiuD sulphite. Sodium tliiosiilphflto.

It will be obvious that this reaction is precisely analOgouft

to that which occurs wheu sodium sulphite is converted

into sodium sulphate by the action cf oxygen.

Thiosulphuric acid cannot be isolated, on account of its

instability, and when an acid—hydrochloric acid, for ex-

ample—is added to a solution of a thiosulphate, the thio-

sulphuric acid which is produced rapidly decomposes into

sulphur and sulphurous acid : H2S2O3 = H2SO3 -1- S. The
thiosulphates of alkali and alkaline earth metals are

crystaliino and soluble in water, and are fairly stable

salts ; the thiosulphates of the heavy metals, however,

which are precipitated on the addition of solutions of.
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Kie'allic salta to a solution of sodium thiosulpliate, are

very unstable, and rapidly decompose into a metallic

Bulphide and Bulphuric acid, thus

—

AgjSA + H2O = AgjS + H2SO4.
Silver tliiosulphate. Sliver eulplijje. SulpUuiic acid.

Sodium tliiosulphate is largely employed in photography

for the purposg of dissolving the chloride, bromide, and

iodide of silver. These salts are readily soluble in a

solution of the thiosulphate until they are exposed to

light, when they become insoluble. If, therefore, a sheet

of paper coated with one of these silver salts be exposed

to light under an object which is in part transparent and

in part opaque, such as a piece of lace, for example, the

silver salt is rendered insoluble in those parts upon which

the light has fallen, and by then immersing the paper in a

solution of sodium' thiosulphate the unaltered silver salt is

removed, and the picture is thus " fixed." The solvent

power of the thiosulphate is due to the formation of a

soluble silver sodium thiosulphate

—

Na^SjOj + AgCl = NaAgS^Oj + NaCl

;

many other metallic salts insoluble in water are dissolved

by a solution of sodium thiosulphate, probably also in

consequence of the formation of similar mixed salts.

Anhydrosulphuric Acid, HjS^Oj.

This acid is obtained by dissolving sulphuric anhydride

in sulphuric acid in the requisite proportions : HjSO^ +
603 = 1128207. It crystallizes in large colourless trans-

parent prisms. When gently heated it is decomposed into

sulphuric anhydride, which distils over, and sulphuric acid,

which remains. Water dissolves it, forming sulphuric acid.

The so-called Nordhausen or fuming sulphuric acid

consists chiefly of this acid. It is prepared at Nord-

hausen, in Saxony, by distilling an impure ferric sulphate,

Fe2(SO^)3, obtained by exposing ferrous sulphate, FeSO,,
to a moderate heat in contact with the air,—the distillate,

consisting chiefly of sulphuric anhydride, being received

in sulphuric acid. This acid readily dissolves many
hydrogenized carbon compounds which are only with

difficulty acted upon by ordinary sulphuric acid, convert-

ing them into suljihonic acids ; it is employed on this

account to dissolve indigo, and in the preparation of

anthraquinonedisulphonio acid, from which alizarin is

artificially produced.

Salts of this acid, such as Na^S^Oj, AgoS20j, BaSoO.,
arc; obtained by combining the corresponding normal

sulphates with sulphuric anhydride ; water decomposes
them, forming corresponding acid sulphates. The acid

salt, KHSjOj, or hydrogen potassium anhydrosuliilinte,

is obtained by dissolving the normal salt in anhydro-
sulphuric acid ; it crystallizes in jirisms.

The chloride of anhydrosulphuric acid, S2O5CI2, is pro^

duced by the action of sulphuric anhydride on many
chlorinated compounds, thus

—

2SO3 + CCl, = S.PjCIj + COClj
Sulpliurlo Carbon Aniiydrostilphuric Carbonic
nnltydrldo. tctraclilnrido. cliiorido. cliloriJe

It is a colourless oily liquid, of specific gravity 1'829 at

18° C, and boils at 140" C. In contact with water it

decomposes slowly and noiselessly, forming sulphuric and
hydrochloric acids, and is thus distinguished from sulphuric

chlorhydrato, S02(0H)CI, which is rapidly decomposed
with almost explosive violence when thrown into water.

The lead chau\ber crj'stala (p. 504), when heated, furnish

a magnificently crystalline body, which is also a derivative

of anhydrosulphuric acid

—

'2S02{J5i^.SA(N02), + Il20;

it distils at about 360° C. without decomposing.

Diihio7iic Acid, HjSjOj.

The manganese salt of this acid is obtained by the

action of a solution of sulphurous acid on manganese
dioxide

—

MnOj + 2H2SOJ = MnS.O, + 2Ujd

.

This salt may be converted into the barium salt by
treatment with barium hydroxide, and from a solution of the

barium salt the acid is produced by adding exactly

sufficient sulphuric acid to precipitate the barium. By
concentrating the solution in a vacuum over sulphuric

acid it may be obtained of specific gravity 1'347, but on

further concentration the acid is resolved into sulphurous

acid and sulphur dioxide

—

A dilute solution decomposes in a similar manner when
heated. In contact with the air dithionic acid is slowly

oxidized to sulphuric acid.

The dithionates produced by decomposing barium

dithionate, BaSjOj, with the corresponding sulphates,

are all soluble in water and crystallize well. They
exhibit considerable stability, but when heated are more

or less readily converted into the corresponding normal
sulphate and sulphur dioxide.

Trithionic Acid, H^S^Oj

.

Potassium trithionate is produced, together with potas-

sium thiosulphate, when a saturated solution of hydrogen

potassium sulphite is gently heated with sulphur; it is not

improbable that the thiosulphate is a secondary product,

formed by the action of hydrogen sulphide resulting from

the action of the sulphur on the hydrogen potassium

sulphite—

2HKS0, -f 2S = K,S,0„ + H„S.
Hydrogon potassium

sulphite.

Potassium
tritbionate.

Trithionic acid may be obtained from a concentrated

solution of the potassium salt by precipitating the potas-

sium by hydrofluosilicic acid. The solution has a sour

and somewhat bitter taste, and is inodorous ; it is per-

manent in a dilute state only, and on concentrating it in a

vacuum over sulphuric acid it begins to decompose, even

at 0° C, sul[ihur dioxide being evolved, and sulphur de-

posited, while sulphuric acid remains in solution. The salts

of trithionic acid are but little known ; they are extremely

unstable, and even when boiled with water are decomposed

and converted into sulphates, with evolution of sulphur

dioxide and deposition of sulphur—

KjSjOg = K2SO4 -^ SO2 -I- S.
Potassium tritliionato, Potasalura sulphate.

Tetralhionic Acid, Tl„B^O^.

The salts of this acid are produced by the action of

iodine on thiosvdphates ; "for example—
2Na2S20, -1- Ij = Na.SjO^ + 2NaI.

Sodium tlil'osulpliato. * Sodium tetrattilonale.

The acid may bo prepared, from the barium salt by

double decomposition with sulphuric acid. A dilute solu-

tion may bo boiled without decomposing ; but a con-

centrated solution is decomposed when heated, yielding

6uli)hur, and sulphurous and sulphuric acids. Its salts are

all soluble in water, and are much more stable tlian the

trithionates, but for the most part their solutions cannot be

evaporated without decomposition.

Pciitathionie Acid, HoS^O^

.

A solution of this acid is obtained by alternately passing

sul;ihur <lioxido and hydrogen sulphide gases through

water

—

5H,S0a + SHjS = HjSjOj + On.,© ^ ^S

;
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the solution may be concentrated by a gentle heat till it

attains a specific gravity of 1'25-1'3, and may then be

further concentrated in a vacuum to the specific gravity

of about 1'6. The solution is colourless and inodorous,

and has a strongly acid taste ; it may be preserved un-

changed at ordinary temperatures, but on heating a con-

centrated solution of the acid, hydrogen sulphide and

sulphur dioxide are evolved, sulphur is deposited, and
sulphuric acid remains.

The salts of pentathionic acid are so unstable that it is

difficult to obtain them in the solid state. In their forma-

tion from the acid there is a great tendency for the fifth

atom of sulphur to bo separated, tetrathionates being pro-

duced, which have greater stability, and sometimes two
atoms of sulphur are given up and trithionates are formed.

A number of the reactions involved in the formation of

various sulphur compounds, and also of a few selenium

and tellurium compounds, have been submitted to thermo-

chemical investigation by Thomson. The results deduced

from his experiments are given in the following table :

—

Units of

boat
develop«tl or

absorbed.

Hydrogen
sulphide

Sulphur-

ous acid

Sulphur.

((I,, Aq, SH,)
)(S. H,)
(SH., Aq)
(S,Hj,Aq)
(SOj, Aq)....

(SO,, Aq)

(S.Oj)

Sulphuric

acid

(S,0,, An)
(SOjAq, 2NaOIIAq)

(SOj, 0)

(.SO,, 0, Aq). ...

(SOj, Aq, O). ...

(SO,, 0,, H.). .

(SO3, H„0)

Dithionic

acid

Thiosulph-

uric acid

Tetnithi-

onic acid

Selenioua

acid

Selfnic

acid

TcUurouS
acid

Telluric

acid

(SO,H,, Aq)
(SO3, Aq)
(S.OJ
(S,0,,H,,)
(S, 0,, H., Aq)

USOjAq, 2NaOHAq)
( (2,S0.. , O , Aq) ..

I
(2S0lAq, O)...

J
(SOjAq , SOjAq,

'(S,,0,, Aq),

H., Aq)..

, 2NaOHAq)
, Aq)
S)

(S„,0,

KSAAq
(SOj, S
(SO.Aq

,

(S.AAq, 0,)
|(S,,Oj, Aq)
(.(S.., O3, H., Aq)...

(2S0„, O, S., Aq).,

(2S0;Aq, O, S

(^4-0=. Aq)...."

(S,, Oe, Hj, Aq)...

Sdcnmm.
(Sa, O,)

(SeO,, Aq)
(So, 0,, Aq)
(SeO.Aq,2NaOHAq)

( (Se, bj, Aq)
)(ScO„, 0, Aq)
HScOlAq, 0)

( (Sc03Aq,2NaOHAq)

Tdhcrium.

I (Te, O2, HjO)

I (Te0„Aq, 0)
hTe.b,,, Aq3

21,830

4,610
4,750

9,260
7,7M
1,600

71,070

78,770
281,970

32,160

71,330
63,630

121,840

21,320

17,8r,0

39,170
103,230
192,910
210,760
31,380
68,950
53,650

-10,080
211,090
279,450
27,070
-1,670
-9,270
225,300
. 69,500
137,860
02,820
47,420

204,960
273,320

57,710
-920

66,790
27,020
77,240
19,630

20,450

30,390

81,190

25,850
107,040

Gaseous acid.

Condensed acid.

( Determined hy
-< Favre and Sil-

(^ bermann.

SO3 becomes

;
liquid.

SOjHj becomes
liquid.

Liquid anhydride.

Supposing that

(S, Oj=71,070),

Cryst. anhydride.

The number 4510 for the reaction S, Hj applies strictly

only to sulphur in the state in which it separates whea
hydrogen sulphide is decomposed by iodine, and would

require a small correction to make it applicable to rhombic

sulphur.

On comparing the numbers representing the amounts of

heat developed in the formation of sulphurous and sul-

phuric acids and of the corresponding selenium and tellu-

rium compounds, thus

—
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tompooncls derived from it. If, however, the second for-

mula be adopted, it follows that the formula which repre-

sents the three atoms of oxygen in the trioside as directly

associated with the sulphur atom is the more probable. It

is probable that sulphur dioxide and sulphurous acid are

analogous in constitution to sulphur trioxide and sulphuric

acid, and from the manner in which hyposulphurous acid

is formed from sulphurous acid we may infer that it has

the constitution represented by the second of the (ollow-

jng formulas

—

o o
II II

H—O—S—O—

H

H—S—O—

H

Sulphorous acid. Bypcsu'pliurous add.

The foDowing formulae are the most probable ejqires-

sions of the constitution of the remaining acids of sulphur
;

the constitution of the SO, group is the same as in

sulphuric acid and tlie dots are used instead of lines

—

HO.SOo.OH HO.SOo.SH
SO,. OH

^
SO.,. OH

Sulpharic acid. Thiosulphoric acid. "Dithionic acid.

SOj.OH
S

S.SOj.OH
S.SO,.OH

.S—SO.,.OH

SO,. OH
- ^^SO,.OH

Trithionic acid. Tetrathlonic acid. PcDUthionic acid.

We have previously pointed out (p. 474) the value

which is to be attached to constitutional formulse such

as are here assigned to the sulphur compounds.

NiTP.OGES'.

Symbol, N ; Atomic wt, 14 ; Molecular wt., 28.

Nitrogen in the free state constitutes about four-fifths

hy volume of the atmosphere ; in combination it occurs

in nitrates and ammoniacal salts, and it enters into the com-

position of all animal arid vegetable tissues.

It is best obtained from air by removing the oxygen by

means of copper heated to redness ; the air being first led

through a solution of pptassic hydrate to free it from car-

bon dioxide, and then through concentrated sulphuric acid

to remove moisture, and when thus purified, passed through

a tube containing metallic copper heated to dull redness.

By passihg a mixture of air and ammonia over heated

copper, the copper oxide is reduced as fast as it is formed,

and a short length of copper suffices for the preparation of

an indefinite quantity of nitrogen ; thus

—

2Cu-l-02 = 2CuO,
3CuO -1- 2NH3 = N2 -I- 3H2O + 3Cu

.

The supply of air is easily regulated, as an excess shows

itself by tarnishing the surface of the copper.

The easiest method of obtaining pure nitrogen is to

neat a solution of ammonium nitrate, which splits up into

nitrogen and water : NOjNH^ = N2 + ^H^O . But as this

salt is difficult to prepare, it is better to substitute for it a

mixture of potassium nitrate and ammonium chloride,

which together produce ammonium nitrate and potassium

chloride

—

KNO2 (- NH^Cl = NH4NO2 + KCI.

Nitrogen is a colo«rless, inodorous, tasteless, incondensable

gas ; it is only very sparingly soluble in water, 100 volumes

of water at 1 D° C. dissolving about one and a half volutses

of nitrogen. It is incombustible, and does not support

the combustion of ordinary combustibles ; it is not poison-

ous, but an animal immersed in it dies simply for want of

oxygen. Nitrogen evinces but little tendency to enter

into reaction with other elements; titanium, tungsten,

vanadium, and probably a few others combine directly

with it, however, but its compounds are mostly produced
by indirect means.

Atmospheric air consists not only of nitrogen and 02V-

gen, which are its chief constituents, but besides these con-

tains carbon dioxide, ammonia, water vapour, <fcc. ; solid

substances,' such as common salt, are also frequently held

in suspension by it, especially in the neighbourhood of

the sea and of towns. Air from which all other constitu-

ents are removed does not always exhibit the same compo-

sition, however, although the variations are very slight

;

usually in pure air the proportion of oxygen is from' 20'9

to 21 volumes in 100 of air, but considerably less oxygen

has been found in air from confined spaces and in a few

samples collected in warm countries. Full information on

this subject may be obtained from Dr Angus Smith's

work on Air and Eain.

The fact, however, that oxygen and nitrogen are not

always contained in air in the same proportions is alone a

sufficient proof that they are not combined, but only mixed

together, as the constituents of a compound always occur

in invariable proportions. This conclusion is confirmed in

many ways. Thus, the proportions in which nitrogen and

oxygen are present in air are not those of their atomic

weights, nor do they bear any simple relation to them.

We know also that when gases enter into reaction to form

new compounds their combination is usually attended with

an alteration of volume, and heat is developed; moreover,

the resulting compound possesses properties which differ

strikingly from those of its constituents. But when oxy-

gen and nitrogen are mixed together in the proportions in

which they are present in air, neither is any alteration in

volume observed, nor is heat developed ; and the proper-

ties of the resulting mixture are precisely those of air, and

just such as we should expect to result from the admixture

of a gas which very readily supports combustion with one

in which combustion is impossible. Again, were air a

compound it should dissolve in water as such, or in other

words, the proportion of oxygen and nitrogen in the dis-

solved air should- be the same as in the undissolved

air ; but if a mixture, the more soluble constituent

should dissolve the more readily, and relatively more

oxygen than nitrogen should dissolve, since oxygen is more

soluble than nitrogen. Experiment proves that the latter is-

the case, for if water which has been recently boiled to

free it from dissolved gases and allowed to cool out of con-

tact with air be shaken with air, and the dissolved air be

then expelled from it by heating, and collected, it is found

on analysis to contain 32 instead of only 21 per cent, by
volume of oxygen. Lastly, we have seen (p. 4S1) that

the oxj'gen may be to a great extent separated from the

nitrogen by a mechanical process by submitting air to

filtration through a thin caoutchouc membrane.

It is impossible for animals to live for any length of

time in pure oxygen, apparently because oxidation takes

place so rapidly that the animal is incapable of assimilating

sufficient food to supply the waste ; but by admisture with

the perfectly neutral nitrogen the activity of the oxygen

becomes greatly diminished.

Air from open places contains usually from 3 to 6

volumes of carbon dioxide in 10,000 volumes, but the

amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is subject to

continual change, although within narrow limits. It does

not continually increase in amount, notwithstanding that

animals expire carbon dioxide, and that large quantities are

produced by the combustion of wood and coal, because

plants exercise a power which is the reverse of that of

which animals are possessed, viz., that of decomposing car-

bon dioxide and restoring its oxygen to the atmosphere.

Ammonia, NH, ; MoL wt., 17.

Ammonia is the only compound of nitrogen and hydro-

gen which is known to us. It may be formed directly
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from its elements by submitting a mixture of the two
gases to the action of tlio silent electric diacliarge ; tlie

combination is very imperfect, however. It is also obtained

by the action of nascent hydrogen on nitric acid and
many of its salts ; but it is always jirepared by heating an
ammonium salt with an alkaline hydroxide, ammonium
chloride and calcium hydroxide or slaked liiue being the
substances *hich are usually employed

—

2NH4CI + Ca(0H)2 - 2NH3 + SOH, + CaCl,.
Amrannlum Calcium ^^ „.

"
Calcluni

chloride hjdroxlds.
Amroonlu.

chlcWo.

Ammonia is a product of the decay of all nitrogenous

animal and vegetable substances, and the ammonia present

in the atmosphere is chiefly if not entirely derived from
this source ; but it appears not improbable that ammonia
is directly produced in the atmosphere by the decompesi-

tica] of water into its elements by the electric discharge,

and the combination also nnder the influence of the dis-

charge of the hydrogej thus produced with nitrogen. Am-
monia is present in the atmosphere apparently as car-

bonate, and in raia-water, especially in that of thunder
showers, as nitrate and nitrite. Ammonia salts ard

sometimes found as minerals, chiefly in volcanic districts

The source froni which ammonia salts are now obtained,

however, is the watery liquid which distils over in the

manufacture of coal gas ; the ammonia is liberated

from this liquid by heating it with slaked lime, and by
receiving it in sulphuric acid nmmoniuiH sulphate is pro-

duced,—a salt which is largely employed as an artificial

manure.

Ammonia is a transparent colourless gas, of a very

pungent peculiar odour, and a burning taste. It may be

reduced to the liquid state by a pressure of about 17

atmospheres at the ordinary temperature, or by cold alone

at about - 50° to - 40° C. ; by exposing the dry gas to

a cold of - 75° C. and a pressure of 20 atmospheres,

Faraday obtained ammonia as a white transparent crystal-

line body, melting at - 75° C. It does not support com-
bustion, and is only feebly combustible. It is decomposed
into its elements by a succession of electric sparks.

Ammonia is dissolved by water with great avidity,

much heat being developed and great expansion taking

place ; according to Roscoe and Dittmar, 1 gramme of

water at 0° C. dissolves no less than "875 gramme of

ammonia. The solution has the smell and taste of the

gas, and a powerfully alkaline reaction : it loses almost

all its ammonia below 100° C.

Ammonia completely neutralizes acids, torming definite

crystalline salts, snowu as ammonium salts, which are

formed by the direct combination of ammonia with the

acids ; ammonia and hydrochloric acid, for example, form

ammonium chloride, NH^Cl -= NH3 + HCl, whilst ammonia
and sulphuric acid furnish anunonium sulphate, (NHj).,SO^
— 2NH3 -f H„SO^. The constitution of these salts, it

will be evident, is analogous to that of the salts of the

inetals generally if we regard them as derived from the

acids by the displacement of the hydrogen of the latter by
the monad compound radicle ammonium, NH^, and tl'is

view is confirmo*! by the observation that the ammonium
salts are isomorphous with the corresponding potassium
salts. They are all soluble in water, and are readily

decomposed by the alkaline hydroxides, and by most basic

oxides, with evolution of ammonia.
The solution of ammonia in water is frequently regarded as

the hydroxide of the hypothetical radicle ammonium, that

is to say, as a solution of ammonium hydroxide, NH^.OH,
tha analogue of potassium hydroxide, KOH. But
Thomsen has shown that considerably less heat is de-

veloped when an acid is .neut.'-alized by a solution of

ammonia than when it is neutralized by a solution of an
alkaline hydroxide, such as potassium hydroxide, for

example, tlio reaction KHOAq, HClAq berng accompanied
by the development of 27,500 units of heat, whilst only
24,500 are developed in the reaction NHjAq, HCl-\q.
Thomsen is Inclined to regard this result as evidence that
ammonia exists as such in its aqueous solution, and not as

the hydroxide NH.,.OH, but the difference observed
appears scarcely sufficient to warrant this conclusion in

the face of the chemical evidence which points to tha
existence of an ammonium hydroxide ; it is more probable,

perhaps, that an aqueous solution of ammonia consists in

part of the hydroxide and in part of free ammonia.
A very large number of derivatives may be obtained

from ammonia by displacing one or more atoms of hy.lro-

gen in it by positive or negative radicles. Those which
are formed by the introduction of monad positive radicles

are distinguished by the name aw i«f», whilst those con-

taining moAad negative radicles are called amides; nhen
two atoms of hydrogen in a single molecule of ammonia
are displaced by dyad negative radicles so-called imiJes are

produced, A simple instance of the formation of an amine
derivative is afforded by the action which takes place when
potassium is heated in an atmosphere of ammonia

—

2NH3 -1- 2K = 2NH,K + Hj.
Aranionia. Potaseitmlna

By digesting iodine in an e.xcess of aqueous ammonia a

black explosive compound is produced, which apparently

is formed by the displacement of two of the atoms of

hydrogen by iodine

—

3NH3 + 2I2 = KHI; + 2NHJ.
AmmoniiL DUodumlilo.

It may be exploded by friction even under water, and in

the dry state can scarcely be touched without exploding.

When chlorine is passed into an aqueous solution of

?immonia, nitrogen is evolved and ammonium chloride ii

produced ; thus—

•

2N}l3-H3Cl,-N„-f6nCI
6NH,-^6HCl-dNH CI

SNHj-f 3Cl2-Ni,-l-6NII,CI.

If the action of tte chlorine bo continued after the wnoio
of the ammonia is thus acted upon, the ammonium
chloride becomes attacked, and yellow oily drops of the

so-called chloride of nitrogen are formed. The composi-

tion of this substance has not y-ei been satisfactorily

ascertained ; it probably contains hydrogen, and its for-

mula is supposed to be NHCI2, but it is not unlikely that

the compound NCI3 is also produced. It explodes with

extreme violence when heated, or when brought in contact

with fatty matters, or with turpentine, nhosphoruS, and
many other substances.

The Oxides and Acids of Nitrogen.

No less than five oxides of nitrogen are known, viz.—

N.O NO
Nitrous Kltrlc

oxlda oxide
N1I10U3

N,0,
Nitric

peroxide.

Nilrle

anhydiide. peroxide. anliydride.

Nitrous and nitric oxide are merely dissolved by water,

but the remaining oxides enter into reaction with it,

producing acids,-—nitrous and nitric anhj'dride being

converted into the corresponding acids, nitrous and nitric

acid, and a mixture of those tv/o acids being formed

from the intermediate oxide, nitric peroxide ; thus

—

NjO, + H,0 = 2HNO,
Nltrou3 anhydride. Nilruus acid.

N„0, + HoO = HNO2 + HNO3
Nitric peroxide.

"
Nltroos acid. Nltilc acid.

2HNO3
Nitric add.

As these various oxides of nitrogen are all prepared from

nitric acid, we may conveniently describe this compound
first.

N,,05 -f HjO
Nitric anliydrida
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Nitric Add, HNO,

.

This acid is now usually prepared by distilling sodium'

nitrate or Chili saltpetre, a salt which occurs abundantly in

South America, with concentrated sulphuric acid in the

proportions indicated by the equation

—

2NaN03 + H2SO4 = 2HNO3 + Na^SO^

.

When potassic nitrate is employed, it is advantageous to

use double the quantity of sulphuric acid; thus—
KNO3 + HjSO^ = HNO3 + KHSO^

,

as the heat required to produce the reaction

—

KNO3 + KHSO^ = HNO3 + KjSO^

is so great that a considerable amount of the acid is de-

composed.

The acid passes over as an almost colourless liquid in the

middle of the process, but is coloured at the beginning and

end by decomposition products. To obtain the pure acid,

it is mixed with an equal bulk of concentrated sulphuric

acid, and the mixture distilled; the first portions of the

distillate are collected, and a current of dry air passed for

several hours through the liquid, which is gently warmed
and sheltered from strong daylight.

Pure nitric acid is a colourless, mobile, fuming liquid, of

the specific gravity 1"53 at 15° C. ; it solidifies at about

55" C. It is an extremely unstable substance, and cannot

be distilled without experiencing partial decomposition ; it

is also decomposed when exposed to sunlight, becoming

yellow, and oxygen being evolved. It begins to boil at

86° C, but the temperature rises gradually, and oxygen and

red fumes of oxides of nitrogen are evolved ; when the

boiling point reaches about 123°C., an aqueous acid, haying

a specific gravity of about ^43, and containing about 68

prt cent, of nitric acid, distils unchanged, and weaker

and stronger acids may alike be reduced to this strength by

boiling. As in the case of other aqueous acids, however,

the* composition of nitric acid of constant boiling point

varies;,>.with the pressure under which ebullition takes

place."

The addition of water to nitric acid causes the develop-

ment of heat. ' The following table shows the extent to

which this occurs, the amount of heat developed on adding

n molecules of water to a molecule of the acid being given

in the second column of the table, whilst the third exhibits

the amount developed on adding, a quantity of water equal

to that already present :

—

n.
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= HNO„ +
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2HNO3 = 2i\U +
Nttrlc add. Nitric o:iide. Ferric chloride.

3Fe2Clo + 4H,0.

not exhibit any tendency to enter into combination with

other bodies.

NUric Oxide, NO; Mol. wt., 29-96.

This gas is one of the product:5 of the action of nitric

acid on metals ; the gas obtained on dissolving copper in

moderately concentrated nitric acid contains at first about

97 per cent, of nitric oxide, but as the action proceeds and

cupric nitrate accumulates in the solution, the proportion

of nitric oxide evolved diminishes, whilst that of nitrous

oxide increases. This appears to be due to the alternate

reduction of the cupric nitrate to cuprous nitrate

—

2Cu(N03)2 + H2 = Cu„(N03)j + 2HNO3
Cupric nltrute. Cuprous nilrare.

and reconversion of the latter into cupric nitrate, as by the

action of nitric acid on cuprous nitrate nitric oxide mixed

with a large proportion of nitrous oxide is produced.

Pure nitric oxide may be prepared by gently heating a

mixture of a ferrous salt, such as ferrous chloride or ferrous

sulphate, with hydrochloric or dilute sulphuric acid and

potassium or sodium nitrate. The nitric acid liberated

from the nitrate is reduced by the ferrous salt, which is

oxidized to a ferric salt, and nitric oxide is evolved-:-

6FCCI2 + 6HCI + 2HN0, = 2N0
Ferrona chlorida

Nitric oxide is a colourless, transparent, uncondensable

gas, almost insoluble in water ; it is the most stable of the

oxides of nitrogen, and may even be exposed to a red heat

v/ithout undergoing decomposition. A lighted taper and
phosphorus just kindled are extinguished by it, but if the

phosphorus be burning vigorously when introduced intu the

gas the temperature is then sufficiently high to enable it to

decompose the gas into its elements, and it continues to

burn as brilliantly as in pure oxygen.

Nitric oxide immediately combines with oxygen when
mixed with it, forming deep red fumes of higher oxides of

nitrogen. It is perfectly absorbed by a solution of ferrous

chloride or sulphate, which it turns black ; when the

solution is heated, most of the nitric oxide is expelled

from it unchanged, and in tliis way nitric oxide may be

separated from other gases insoluble in solutions of the

ferrous salts. Nitric oxide is absorbed by nitric acid, and
apparently nitrous acid is produced

—

HNO3 + 2N0 + HoO = SHNO,

.

It combines directly with chlorine, forming the compound
NOCl, or uitrosyl chloride, which is also produced together

with chlorine when a mixture of concentrated nitric and
hydrochloric acids—the so-called aqua regia—is heated

—

HNO3 + iHCl = NOCl + CI2 + 2H2O

.

Nitrosyl chloride is most readily prepared, however, by
gently heating a mixture of dry sodium chloride and the

load chamber crystal compound (p. 504)

—

,{g^O+Naa =NOa + SO,lONa

It is an orange-yellow coloured gas, which readily licpiefies;

the liquid has a deep orange colour, and boils at about
- 8" C. It ia decomposed by water, forming hydrochloric

and nitrous acids

—

HOH

SO,

NOCl +
Nltroayt chlorldo.

NO.OH +
Kltrotu eeid.

Hca.

Nitrous Anhydride, NjOj

The properties of this compound have not yet been satis-

factorily ascertained. Apparently, it is produced, together

with nitric peroxide, when nitric oxide is mixed with

oxygon, ana when nitric acid is heated with arsonious

anhydride ; it is stated that it may be prepared in a pure

state by passing a mixture of citric peroxide with aa

excess of nitric oxide through a heated tube, and that it

may be condensed to a deep blue coloured liquid, which

begins to boil at about 2° C, but is decomposed into nitric

oxide and peroxide. It combines readily at ordinary

temperatures with oxygen, forming nitric peroxide.

mtric Peroxide, 'Sf)^, Mol. wt., 91-86.

Nitric peroxide may be obtained by combining nitric

oxide with oxygen, and by heating lead nitrate

—

2Pb(N03)2 = 2N2O, -1- 2PbO + Oo.
Lead nllrate. Nitric peroxide. Lciid oxide.

At low temperatures it forms colourless prismatic

crystals, which melt at - 9° C. ; at this temperature the

liquid oxide is almost colourlecs, but it assumes a yellow

colour, increasing in depth up to its boiling point. It

boils at about 25° C, yielding a brownish-red vapour, the

depth of which also increases with the temperature, unto

at 40° C. it is so dark as to be almost opaque. The

vapour of nitric peroxide, however, probably even at tem-

peratures below its boiling point, is a mixture of the com-

pound N,Oj with simpler molecules of the composition

NO2 ; the proportion of the latter increases as the tem-

perature rises, and at temperatures above 150° C. the

decomposition into NOj is apparently complete. The

compound NOj is not decomposed at a dvill red heat.

Nitric peroxide has a pungent suffocating odour, and is

quite irrespirable. It is decomposed by water with pro-

duction of nitrous and nitric acids: N20,-I-H20 = HN0,
+ HNO3. Chlorine is without action on nitric peroxide

in the cold, but when a mixture of the two gases ia

passed through a heated tube the compound NOjCl or

nitrylic chloride is formed. It is a pale yellow Hquid,

which Li decomposed by water into nitric and hydrochloric

acids.

Nitric Anhydride, T^fi^-

This compound may be obtained directly from nitric

acid by the action of phosphoric anhydride

—

2HN0, + N„05 + 2HP0,
Kftrlc

anhydride.

obtained by the action

P2O, =
Phoephorlc
anhydride.

Metaphoaphoric
acid.

of chlorine onIt may also be

silver nitrate

—

2AgN05 -t- 2CI2 = 2NO2CI -1- 2AgCl + Oj
AgNOj + NOoCl^NjOj + AgCl.

Nitric anhydride crystallizes in transparent prisms,

which melt at about 30° C. ; it ia very unstable, par-

ticularly in the fused state, and gradually decomposes

even at ordinary tamperatures into oxygen and nitric

peroxide. Water converts it into nitric acid : N„Oj -f EjO
= 2HN02.

Nitrous Acid, HNO,

.

In the pure state this compound is unknown to us, but

its Rfilts, the nitrites, may readily bo prepared. Thus, on

heating sodium or potassium nitrate to redness until the

gas which is evolved begins to contain nitrogen, a residue

which consists chiefly of sodium or potassium nitrite is

obtained ; thfese nitrites are soluble in alcohol, and may
by its aid be- separated from the nitrates, which are

insoluble. A mixture of nitrate and nitrite ia also pro-

duced on passing the gas evolved when nitric acid ia

heated with arscuious anhydride, starch, or sugar into a

solution of potassium or sodium hydroxide, and when

oxygen is added to nitric oxide which is in contact with R

solution of an alkali. On adding silver nitrate solution

to a concentrated solution of the impure nitrite, silver

nitrite, AgNOj, which ia difficultly soluble in water, ia

precipitated; this salt moy be purified by ciyotallizatioD

V. - 6s
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from a large quantity of hot water, and from it other

nitrites may be prepared in a pure state by double

decomposition with the corresponding chlorides ; thus

—

AgNOj + KCl = AgCl + KNO2.
silver PotaBsium Silver Potaaslum
nitrite. chloride. chloride. nitrite.

Although oxygen and nitrogen do not directly combine,

when a succession of electric sparks is passed through a

mi.xtnre of the two gases confined over water, red fumes are

produced which dissolve in the water, forming nitric and

nitrous acids. The nitrite and nitrate present in the

atmosphere and in rain-water are doubtless formed in this

mariner.

On adding an acid to a nitrite, nitrous acid is liberated,

but at once decomposes with evolution of nitric oxide

—

KNOj + HCl = HNOj +Ka
3HN02 = 2NO + HNOj + OHj.

Nitrous acid can only exist, in fact, in presence of a largo

quantity of water, or of nitric acid. It parts with its oxy-

gen more readily, and is therefore a more powerful oxidizing

agest, than nitric acid. It also appears to act more readily

than nitric acid upon many metals. Thus, pure nitric acid

is almost without action upon silver, but on passing a few

bubbles of nitric oxide gas into the acid, and thus produc-

ing a minute quantity of nitrous acid, the metal is at once

• attacked, and is dissolved more and more rapidly the longer

the action continues, doubtless because the hydrogen dis-

placed from the acid by the silver reduces nitric acid to

nitrous acid, so that the more silver is dissolved the richer

the solution becomes in nitrous acid. Platinum also, which

is insoluble in nitric acid, is dissolved by nitrous acid.

On some hydrogenized carbon compounds nitrous acid

exerts an action similar to that of nitric acid, and causes

the displacement of hydrogen by the monad compound
radicle NO, producing ntVroso-compounds. Thus

—

C^Hj.OH -1- NO. OH
Nitrons add.

CgH,(NO).OH + HjO.
Nttiosophenol.Phenol.

Nitrous acid readily absorbs oxygen, and is converted

into nitric acid. The nitrites are also converted into

nitrates when exposed in the moist state to air. Nitrous

acid is easily distinguished from nitric acid by its power of

liberating iodine from iodides, by the readiness with which

it destroys the blue colour of a solution of indigo at ordi-

nary temperatures, and by its decolorizing a solution of

potassium permanganate,—nitric acid being without the

power of liberating iodine from iodides, or of bleaching

permanganate solution.

Eyponilroiis Acid, HNO.
When sodium is added to a solution of sodium nitrate,

the hydrogen displaced from the water by the sodium re-

duces the nitrate to nitrite, which in its turn undergoes

further reduction to the hyponitrite, NaNO. On rendering

the solution slightly acid with acetic acid, and adding silver

nitrate, a yellow pulverulent precipitate of silver hyponi-

trite, AgNO, is produced. It is insoluble in water, and
almost insoluble in acetic acid, but is soluble in either dilute

nitric or sulphuric acid, and without immediate decomposi-

tion. Jtoderately diluted nitric, sulphuric, or hydrochloric

acid decomposes it with the evolution of nitrogen, and the

production of apparently both nitrous and nitric acids in

the solution. It is immediately oxidized by concentrated

nitric acid. A solution of the sodium salt acidified with

acetic or hydrochloric acid decolorizes potassium perman-

ganate ; it does not liberate iodine from iodides, however,

but on the contrary decolorizes a solution of iodine. When
the solution acidified with ftcetic acid is heated, nitrous

oxide is evolved.

Hydioxylamine, NHji^OH).

This compound is formed when nitric acid is added to a

mixture of tin and hydrochloric acid, the hydrogen pro-

duced by the action of the tin on the hydrochloric acid re-

ducing the nitric acid. It may also be formed by the direct

union of nitric oxide with hydrogen, namely, by passing a

stream of nitric oxide gas through a series of glass cylinders

containing tin and hydrochloric acid, together with a little

platinum chloride solution, where'oy hydrogen is produced

at ordinary temperatures.

It is a very unstable substance, and ean be obtained only

in solution, but weU-crystallized hydroxylammonium salts

are formed by its union with acids. Thus, the hydro-

chloride, NH3C1(0H), or NH2(0H) . HCl, crystallizes from

alcohol in long spicular crystals, and from water in large

irregular monoclinic prisms ; it melts at 100° C, but decom-

poses, with violent evolution of gas, into nitrogen, ammo-
nium chloride, water, and hydrochloric acid. A solution

of hydroxylamine has an alkaline reaction, and precipitates

many metallic salts ; it decomposes quickly if concentrated,

and gradually if dilute, with evolution of nitrogen and

formation of ammonia

—

3NH2(0H) = Nj -f NH3 + 30Hj

.

Hydroxylamine is readily reduced tc ammonia by the

action of the nascent hydrogen from sodium amalgam and

water.

The results of Thomsen's thermochemical investigation of

various nitrogen compounds are collected in the following

table :

—

Beaetton.
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'Phosphorus.

Ca(PO,)2 + 2H,SO,
Tricalclura Sulphuric
phospbate. acid.

^Symbol, F; At. wt., 30-96; Mol. wt. of gas, 123-84.

This element never occurs in the free state, but is al-

ways found in combination as a salt of phosphoric acid.

Considerable deposits of more or less pure calcium phos-

phate occur in a few places, and phosphates are found in

minute proportions in most rocks and in soils, and in river

and spring waters. Phosphates are necessary to the life

of all plants and animals. In plants they accumulate

chiefly in the seed; in animals they accumulate in the

bones, of which calcium phosphate is the chief earthy con-

stituent, but they are also an important element of blood

and nervous tissue.

Phosphorus was discovered in 1669 by Brandt of Ham-
burg, who obtained it by distilling the residue of evapo-

rated urine with charcoal. Scheele in 1775, however, w-as

the first who deWsed a process for its extraction from
bones, and it has always since been prepared from this

source. The boues are burnt to a white ash, which is

finely powdered and mixed with a sufficient quantity of

diluted sulphuric acid to displace by hydrogen two-thirds of

the calcium in the tricalcium phosphate, which is the main
constituent of bone ash, in the manner represented by
the equation

—

= H,Ca(PO,,)2-l-2CaSO,.
Monocatclum Calcium
phosphaUi. sulphate.

The solution of monocalcium phosphate, or superphos-

phate of lirbe as it is ordinarily termed, which is obtained,

is separated from the insoluble calcium sulphate, and
evaporated to a syrup ; this is mixed with about one-

fourth its Waight of charcoal powder, and heated gradually

to dull redness in an iron pot with constant stirring. By
this means the elements of two molecules of water are re-

moved, the monocalcium phosphate being converted into

calcium metaphosphate

—

CaH,(PO,)2 = Ca(P03)2-)-2H,0.

The porous mixture of calcium metaphosphate and char-

coal thus obtained is introduced into earthen retorts, and
distilled at a bright red heat. The calcium metaphos-

phate is then converted into tricalcium phosphate and
phosphoric anhydride, and the latter is decomposed by the

charcoal into carbonic oxide and phosphorus, which passes

over in vapour and is condensed in water

—

3Ca(P03)2 = 2PA + Ca3(PO,)2

The crude phosphorus which is produced is usually puri-

fied by adding a mixture of potassium chromate and .sul-

phuric acid to it when in a melted state. The impurities

are thus oxidized, and rise to the surface in the form of a

scum, and the pure phosphorus remains Colourless and trans-

parent at the bottom of the vessel.

Freshly-prepared phosphorus is almost perfectly trans-

parent and colourless, or has, at most, a faint yellow tinge.

It melts at 4-i° C, forming a viscid oily liquid, and boils

at 390° C. Its vapour at a temperature of 1010° C. is

about 62 times as heavy as hydrogen gas, and hence,

as the atomic weight of phosphorus is about 31, it

appears that the molecule of gaseous phosphorus is tetra-

toraic. Phosphorus has a specific gravity of about 1-82.

It is a non-conductor of heat and electricity. It is in-

soluble in water, but freely soluble in carbon disulphide,

phosphoriws trichloride, and sulphur chloride, S^Clj. It

crystallizes in forms of the regular system.

Fhoiphorus is extremely inflammable, taking fire in the

open air at a temperature very little above ita melting

point ; if it contains impurities, it inflames still more
easily. It gradually absorbs oxygen when exposed to the

air at ordinary temperatures, givii>g off a white vapour,

whicli has a peculiar garlic odour ; in presence of moisture

phosphorous acid, H3PO3, and phosphoric acid, HjPOj, are

produced.

Phosphorus, like suljihur, can exist in several allotropic

modifications, the most remarkable being that produced by
exposing ordinary phosphorus to light, or by heating it for

some hours to a temperature of about 240° C. in an atmo-

sphere free from oxygen. It is thus converted into a red

amorphous substance, which is insoluble in carbon disul-

phide, and may be heated to 250° C. without alteration, but
at 260° C, under the ordinary pressure, it is reconverted

into ordinary phosphorus. The red modification has a much
higher specific gravity (2-14) than ordinary phosphorus,

and it is also distinguished by its inertness as compared
with the latter ; thus, it is not oxidized in the air at com-
mon temperatures, and it emits no odour. The transfor-

mation of ordinary phosphorus into this variety is attended

with development of heat. Troost and Hautefeuille have
shown that the formation of the red modification is governed

by different laws according as the phosphorus is in the

state of gas or Uquid, and that it takes place much more
rapidly in the latter case. When the tension of the

vapour becomes diminished to a certain minimum value,

varying for each temperature, the transformation ceases;

this tension of transformation is established only after some
time. Liquid phosphorus at 280° C, for instance, becomes
wholly transformed into red phosphorus. The vapour

given ofi' at 260° C. is stable, but that formed at higher

temperatures becomes slowly and partially converted into

red phosphorus, the production of which ceases when the

tension attains a given minimum ; the rapidity w-ith which

this change takes place is greater the higher the tempera-

ture. At temperatures up to 520° C, however, the maxi-

mum tensions of phosphorus vapour are much higher than

the tensions of transformation ; thus, at 360° C. the tension

of transformation is -6 atmosphere, but to prevent phos-

phorus boiling at this temperature, a pressure of 3-2 atmo-

spheres must be e.xerted. Above 520° C. the maximum
tension is not established on account of the rapidity with

which the transformation takes place ; and at temperatures

above 550° C. the tension observed is no greater than the

tension of transformation, because the transformation of

the liquid phosphorus takes place more rapidly than its

evaporation. The observed maximum tension and tension

of transformation at different temperatares are given in

the following table :

—

Tempernturo.
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in an excess of dry air, but it is almost impossible to obtain

the former free from the latter. The best mode of prepar-

ing the trioxide is to burn phosphorus in a very eIow cur-

rent of dry air; it then condenses as a bulky white

amorphous sublimate.

Phosphorous anhydride is readily soluble; it absorbs

moisture vrith avidity, and dissolves in water, producing

phosphorous acid : Pfii + 3H,0 = 2H3PO3.
Phosphoric anhydride is a snow-white, flocculent, amor-

phous substance. It sublimes below a red heat. It has

an attraction for water which probably is only exceeded

by that of sulphuric anhydride, deliquescing quickly in

moist air, and dissolving in water with a hissing noise and

great development of heat ; the solution contains metaphos-

phoric acid : PjO^ + H„0 = 2HPO3 ; but this acid gradually

combines with a further quantity of water, forming phos-

phoric acid: HPO3 -I- H^O = H3PO4 By virtue of its

affinity to water, phosphoric anhydride causes the separa-

tion of the elements of water from many compounds

;

sulphuric acid, for example, when heated with phosphoric

anhydride is converted into sulphuric anhydride—

-

HjSO, + P2O5 =

o,.i«K„.r„ .^1^ PhOBphoilC
SulphuUcacld.

,„b/i,.ij^

SO, + 2HPO,
Sulphuric
antiydnlc

Mctaphosphorlc
acid.

Oxyacids of Phosphorus,

The following oxyacids of phosphorus are known :

—

Hypophosphorous acid HPH.O,
Phosphorous acid H.PHO,
Phosphoric acid „ H3PO4
Metaphosphoric acid HPO3
Pyrophosphoric acid H4P3O7

^ijpophospkorous acid, HPH.,0;>—To prepare this acid

a solution of barium hypophosphite is treated with exactly

sufficient sulphuric acid to precipitate the barium, and
concentrated until its boiling point rises to 130° C. ; on the

liquid cooling, a mass of crystals of tlje acid is obtained.

The solution of the barium salt is obtained by warming (not

boiling) phosphorus with an excess of a solution of barium
hydroxide, and afterwards removing the excess of hydroxide
by passing carbon dioxide through the liquid :

—

3Ba(OH)2 -I- 8P -f GOHj = 3Ba(PH202)3 + 2PH3

.

Hypoohosphorous acid melts at 17° C. ; it is perfectly

stable a' ordinary temperatures, but its solution is slowly

oxidized to phosphorous and phosphoric acids when ex-

posed to the air. It is a powerful reducing agent, pre-

cipitating silver and gold from solutions of their respective

salts, and when heated to about 60° C. with a solution of

copper siJphate it forms a precipitate of copper hydride,

CujHj. When zinc is dissolved in the acid, the hydrogen
producod reduces a portion of the acid to phosphine, which
is given off as gas.

Hjrpojjliospborous acid is a monobasic acid. Its salts

are crystallizable and soluble in water. They are per-

manent when dry, but their solutions are gradually

oxidized on exposure to the air, especially if heated.

When boiled with alkaline hydroxides they are decomposed
into phosphate and hydrogen, thus

—

KPHjOj -H 2KH0 - KjPO^ -1- 2Hj

.

The dry salts are decomposed by heat, and in most
cases furnish a residue of pyrophosphate and metaphos-
phite, phosphine and hydrogen being evolved, and some-
times water produced ; the proportions in which these pro-

ducts are formed is not constant, and depends on the

nature of tho salt, thus

—

BNaPHjO, = Na.PjO, ^ NaPO, -H 2PHj + 2H,
7Sr(Pn,03), =3Sr,P,0, + Sr(Pd,), + 6PH, -I- 411,+ H.O
18Ba(PH,0,),= 6Ba,P,0, + na(FGa), + liPHj +4H, + 4H,0

The behaviour of the nickel and cobalt, and uranyl salts

is peculiar, a phosphide being also formed

—

6Co(PH„02)2 =4Co(P03),-H 2CoP H-2PH3-H 9H,
9(UO„)(PH„02)2= (>V^f)^'' + V{?0^)^+ 2UP +\m„
Phosphorous acid, HjPHOj.—This acid is most readily

prepared by decomposing phosphorus trichloride with
water. By conceQtrating the solution by boiling until the
temperature rises to 180° C, and then cooling, it is

obtained in the crystalline state. The crystals melt at
70° C. Like hypophosphorous acid, it is resolved ii;to

phosphine and phosphoric acid when heated. Its solution

is oxidized on exposure to the air. It is a powerful re-

ducing agent, precipitating silver, gold, and mercury from
their salts, but it does not form copper hydride with
copper sulphate. Ii'on and zinc dissolve in a solution of

phosphorous acid with evolution of phosphine, a portion

of the acid being reduced by the hydrogen resulting from
the conversion of another portion into the metallic salt.

Phosphorous acid is a dibasic acid, the salts produced
on neutralizing its solution with alkaline hydroxide being
formed by the displacement of at most two atoms of

hydrogen by metals ; thermochemical investigation also

indicates that it is a dibasic acid. It is possible, how-
ever, to displace a third atom of hydrogen by metals, and
to produce such a compound as NajPOj, for example, but
this cannot exist in presence of water. Many of the

phosphites apparently must be regarded not as derived

from the acid HjPHO,, but as derivatives of a distinct acid

of the composition H^P^H^O-, or 2H2PHO3 + H^O; bariEm
phosphite dried at 200°-250° C, for instance, has the

composition BajPjH^O;.
The phosphites are much more stable than the hypo-

phosphites, but are all decomposed by heat. Salts, such as

the barium salt Ba.,P„H^Oj, furnish hydrogen and pyro-

phosphate on ignition

—

Ba.PoHjOj = 2H2 -f BaoPjO.

;

but the normal phosphites, such as zinc phosphite
ZnPH03, furnish hydrogen, a pyrophosphate, and a

phosphide

—

1 4ZnPH03 = 7H2 -I- eZujPjOj + ZujPj

.

Phosphoric acid, H3PO4.—This acid may be produced
by oxidizing phosphorus with nitric acid, by the oxidation

of hypophosphorous and phosphorous acids, by the action

of water on phosphoric anhydride and on phosphonis

pentachloride, and by decomposing its salts with acids,

—

tricalcium phosphate or bone earth, for example, with

sulphuric acid.

It may be obtained in cr)-stal3 by concentratiiig an
aqueous solution by boiling until the temperature rises to

215° C, and when the liquid is cold adding a few crystals/

which cause it to solidify.

The crystals melt at about 38° C. They are readily

soluble in water, and furnish a strongly acid solution,

which at a boiling heat decomposes the salts of most
volatile acids.

Phosphoric acid is a tribasic acid, and furnishes three

classes of salts, of which the three sodium salts

Na.HPO,

,

NajPO,
lodlum livdrogcQ tn-i... „ _ „w ,.,,

pho.phito.
Trt«oJlum phoipl.llc.

may serve as examples. It has a great tendency, however,

to. furnish dimetallic salts, such as Na,nPOj, ^xhich are

always produced when a solution of phosphoric acid is

neutralized with a metallic carbonate (see p. *.?-i).

Metapliosphoric acid, HPO,.—This acid is the product

of the action of water on phosphoric anhydride, and is al*o

obtained by heating phosphoric acid to tcdnet>s, aid by

decomposing the metaphoaphatw with another acid.

NaH.PO^

,

Scdlum dtliydroson
phcnpbate.
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NaPOj + H^O,

Metaphosphoric acid in the solid state, as obtained by
evaporating its aolutioa and beating the residue to redness,

to a colourless, glassy, uncrystallizable mass, which dis-

solves slowly though somewhat abundantly in water,

forming a strongly acid liquid ; but the solution is very

unstable, and is converted gradually at ordinary tempera-

tures, and rapidly on heating, into phosphoric acid. Meta-
phosphoric acid is an extremely stable body ; it volatilizes

completely at a bright red heat, and apparently is only in

part decomposed into water and phosphoric anhydride.

The metaphosphates, or salts of metaphosphoric acid,

vyhich may be produced by heating the monometallic salts

of phosphoric acid, for example

—

NaH,POj
Sodium phospliate. Sodium mctapirosphate.

and in various other' ways, are remarkable for exhibiting

very different properties according to the manner in which
they are prepared. Thus, ordinary sodium metaphosphate,

obtained by igniting sudium phosphate and sudden cooling,

forms a vitreous mass, the aqueous solution of which gives

gelatinous precipitates with the salts of the heavy metals.

But when a considerable quantity of ordinary fused sodium
metaphosphate is allowed to cool very slowly, a crystalline

mass results, and on digesting this in a slight excess of

warm water the liquid separates into two layers, one con-

taining a crystalline sodium metaphosphate, and the other

the ordinary vitreous salt. By heating copper oxide and
a slight excess of phosphoric acid together to 350° C, a

crystalline powder is formed, insoluble in water; and by
treating tliis copper salt with sodium sulphide another

crystalline sodium metaphosphate is produced. If oxide

of lead be employed, and the resulting lead salt decom-
posed with sodium sulphide, a sodium metaphosphate is

obtained which forms with water a gummy mass, which
will not pass through a filter. Lastly, a fifth variety of

metaphosphates, remarkable for their insolubility in water,

are formed by adding phosphoric acid in excess to solutions

of sulphates or nitrates, evaporating to dryness, and heat-

ing the residue to 310° C. or upwards. They are crystal-

line powders.

These different metaphosphates are generally regarded
as polymeric compounds, that is to say, as compounds
having different molecular weights although of the same
empirical composition ; and the attempt has been made to

infer their formulas from the relativs number of atoms of

the two metals contained in the mixed salts derived from
them. Thus, the sodium in ordinary sodium metaphos-
phate may be partially displaced by another metal, and a
mixed salt produced containing the two metals in the ratio

of 5 atoms of the one monad metal to 1 atom of the other

;

hence it is concluded that ordinary sodium metaphosphate
is a hexmetaphosphate, Na^P^Oj, . The mixed salts de-

rived from the second variety of sodium metaphosphate
above described contain the twometalsin the ratio of 2 atoms
of the one monad metal to 1 atom of another, and are there-

fore regarded as trimetaphosphates, the sodium salt being

represented by tho formula Na3P30g . The mixed salts

formed from the third and fourth varieties contain equal

numbers of atoms of the two metals, and it is therefore

supposed that they are respectively di- and tetra-meta-

phosphates, and that their sodium salts, for example, have
the composition NajPp,, and Na^P.Ojj. The insoluble

crystalline metaphosphates are regarded as monometa-
phosphates.

Pyrophosphoric acid, H^P^Oy .—The normal salts of

this acid, which is tetrabasic, may be produced by igniting

the dimetallic phosphates ; for example

—

2Na2HPO. = Na^PjO; 4- H„0 .

A solution of th« acid may be prepared decomposing

lead pyrophosphate suspended in water by hydrogen

sulphide. Apparently the acid has uot yet been obtained

in a pure state.

Pyrophosphoric acidisconvertedintometaphosphoric acid

when heated to redness, and into phosphoric acid when boiled

with water j the latter change, it is stated, takes place also

at ordinary temperatures, but very slowly. A solution cf

pyrophosphoric acid does uot precipitate albumen or silver

nitrate, but after neutralization it gives a white precipitate

with the latter. Metaphosphoric acid coagulates albumen,

and gives a white precipitate with silver nitrate ; and
phosphoric acid does not coagulate albumen, and when
neutralized gives a yellow precipitate with silver nitrate.

In addition to the normal pyrophosphates, acid salts

may be obtained, formed by the displacement of only one,

two, or three of the four atoms of hydrogen in the acid by
metals. By fusing together sodium pyrophosphate and
sodium metaphosphate the salts Na^P.0]3 and Naj^PjoOgj
have been obtained ; these salts may be regarded as formed
from acids derived respectively from four and ten molecules

of phosphoric acid by the abstraction of the elements of

three and nine molecules of water in the same way that

pyrophosphoric acid is derived from two molecules of phos-

phoric acid, by the abstraction of the elements of a single

molecule of water

—

2H3PO.-H,0 =H.P.,07
4H,P0, - 3H,0 = H,,p:o„

These acids are terms in a series, of which pyrophospnoric

acid is the first member, formed by the withdrawal of the

elements of n-\ molecules of water from n molecules of

phosphoric acid.

Very little attention has been paid as yet to the thenno-

chemical investigation of the phosphorus compounds. The
results obtained by Aiudrews and by Thomsen are coUected

in the following table ; the numbers all refer to phosphorus

in its ordinary state :

—

Reaction,
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and that both are liquid compounds. The sulphides P4S3,

PjSj, and P2S5 may be crystallized from their solutions in

carbon disufphide ; they all exhibit acid properties, dis-

solving readily in solutions of the metallic sulphides, form-

ing salts of sulpho-acids of phosphorus, which have been

little Studied, however, on account of thoir instability.

They also dissolve in solutions of the alkaline hydroxides

and carbonates, forming salts of oxysulpho-acids of phos-

phorus ; but these are also very unstable bodies, and

readily decompose in contact with water. The sulphides

of phosphorus are readily decomposed by water alone, their

sulphur being displaced by oxj'gen and corresponding oxy-

acids of phosphorus produced, the sulphur being separated

as hydrogen sulphide ; thus

—

P2S3 + 6H2O = SHjS -I- 2H3PO3

.

By heating amorphous phosphorus with selenium in

various proportions, the selenides PjSe, PjSe, PjSBj, and
PjSbj are produced. They resemble the corresponding

sulphides, and also exhibit acid characters, combining with

metallic selenides to form salts of seleniophosphoric acids,

which are even less stable than the corresponding sulpho-

salts.

Oxy- and Snlpho-ffaloid Componnds of Phosphorus,

We have already pointed out that phosphorus pentachlo-

ride and bromide are converted by water into phosphorus

oxychloride, POCI3, and phosphorus oxybromide, POBrj.
Phosphorus oxychloride may also be obtained by the direct

combination of phosphorus trichloride with oxygen, being

produced on passing oxygen through the boiling trichlo-

ride ; it is a colourless mobile liquid at ordinary tempera-

tures, but solidifies on cooling to a mass of crystals, which
melt at 2° C. ; it boils at 110° C. The oxybromide is a

similar compound; its crystals melt at 46° C, and it boils

at 195° C.

The oxides of phosphorus do not combine with the halo-

gens, but by the action of nitric peroxide on phosphorus
trichloride an oxychloride of phosphorus is formed, which
bears the same relation to pyrophosphoric acid that phos-

phorus oxychloride or phosphoric chloride bears to phos-

phoric acid

—

4PCI3 -1- 3N,0^ = 27f)^C[^ + 2N0 + 4N0C1

.

Pyrophosphoric chloride, as this compound may be termed,

is a colourless liquid, which boils between 210° and 21.'i°

C, but decomposes partially into phosphoric chloride and
phosphoric anhydride: SP^OsCl^ = 4POCI3 -I- P^O,. It is

immediately decomposed by water, producing hydrochloric

and phosphoric acids.

Phosphorus sulphochloride or sulphophosphoric chloride,

PSC!,, and sulphophosphoric bromide, PSBrj, areobtamed
on heating phosphorus trichloride and tribromide with
sulphur, and by the action of hydrogen sulphide on the
pentachloride and pentabromide of phosphorus: PCl,-!-

HjS - PSCI3 + 2IIC1. The sulphochloride is au oily liquid,

having an intensely pungent odour, and boils at 126° C.
The sulphobromide crystallizes; it is partiuUy decomposed
on distillation into sul(ihur and the compound PSBrj, PBrj.
They are only slowly decomposed by water, the sulpho-
bromide even forming a crystalline hydrate with water,

PSBr5,H20; the decomposition of the sulphochloride is

represented by Iho following equations

—

POCI3 + II„S

POJIj-t-SliCl.

The sulphobromide apparently is first converted intomono-
sulphophosphoric acid : PSBrj + SH^O = PSO3H3 + 3HBr,
which is then resolved partly into sulphur and phosphorous
acid, and partly, by the action of the water, into phos-

|

phorc acid and hydrogen sulphide. Phosphorus sulpbo-
|

POCij-hSHjO^

chloride behaves in a similar manner when heated with a

solution of sodium hydroxide ; thus

—

PSClj -!- 6NaOH = FS03Na3 -1- 3NaCl -^ SHjO

.

A sulphopyrophosphoric bromide, P2S3Brj, correspond-

ing to pyrophosphoric chloride, is formed by directly com-
bining bromine with the sulphide P2S3. It is an oily

liquid, which cannot be distilled, being resolved by heat

into phosphorus pentasulphide and phosphoric bromide

:

3P„S3Br, = P2S5-F4PSBr3.

Constitution of the Phosphorus Compounds.

The formula; of the two chlorides and of the tetriodide

of phosphorus may be given in illustration of the con-

stitution of the compounds of phosphorus with monad
elements

—

CI

a—p—CI
I—p—

I

I

I—p—

I

a
I

ci—p—

a

/\
ci a

Phosphorus trichloride. Phosphorus pentacblorido. Phosphorus teliiodMa

The two oxychlorides of phosphorus are represented

by the following formulae, the corresponding bromine and
sulphur compounds, of course, being similarly constituted :

—

CI CI Cl

CI—P—CI =0

II

0=P—O—P=0

0=P—O—P=

I I

Cl Cl
PhosphorU chloride. Pyrophosplioric chloride.

The constitution of the oxides is expressed by the for-

mulse

—

O O
\ X
P—0—

P

/ \
o o

Piiospliorous anhydride. Phosrboric anhydride.

Similar formulce are assigned to the corresponding sul-

phides. Hypophosphorous, phosphorous, and phosphoric

acids may be regarded as derived from the compound
POH3, or phosphine oxide, by the displacement of one,

two, and three atoms of hydrogen by the monad radicle

OH ; although this compound is not known at present,

analogous bodies are readily obtained on oxidizing the

substituted phosphines formed by displacing the hydrogen

in phosphine by positive monad compound radicles, such

as methyl, CHj

—

O O o

H—P—H H—P—0—H H—0—P—O—

H

H
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Boron.

SymM, B; At. wt., 11 ; Valency, '".

ThiB element always occurs in the combined state as

boric acid, or as a salt of boric acid. Two modiScalions

of boron may be obtained, viz., an amorphous and a

crystalline modification ; the former is produced by reduc-

ing boric anhydride, B.,03, by heating it with sodium, and
the latter is formed when the reduction is effected by the

aid of aluminium at a very high temperature.

Amorphous boron is a dark brown powder ; it does not

oxidize in the air at ordinary temperatures, but when
heated it burns in air or oxygen, in the latter with dazzling

brightness, forming the oxide B.fl^. By ignition in an

atmosphere of nitrogen it is converted into a white amor-

phous boron nitride, BN. It does not decompose water,

•ven at the boiling heat, but readily dissolves in nitric

acid, producing boric acid ; when heated with potassium

hydroxide it forms a potassium borate, hydrogen being

evolved.

On heating amorphous boron with aluminium it is dis-

solved, and crystallizes from the fused metal on cooling ; it

maybe separated from the latter by the aid of hydrochloric

acid. The crystals are usually of a more or less brown
colour, but in lustre, refracting power, and hardness they

are nearly equal to the diamond. Crystalline boron is

only ."jlightly oxidized at the temperature at which diamond
burns.

Boron forms a trichloride, BOI3 , a tribromide, BBfj , and
a trifluoride, BF3. The chloride may be obtained by the

direct action of chlorine on amorphous boron, the com-
bination taking place at ordinary temperatures ; it is also

produced by strongly heating a mixture of boric anhydride
and charcoal in an atmosphere of chlorine, and by heating

boric anhydride with phosphorus pentachloride to 150° C.

The bromide may be obtained in a similar manner by the

direct combination of its elements. Both are colourless,

mobile liquids; the chloride boils at 17° C, and the

bromide at 90° C. They are readily decomposed by water

;

thus—

Bfron chloride.

Boron chloride is not easily deprived of its chlorine by the

action of metals, which is apparently accounted for by
the fact that much heat is evolved in its formation from

its elements. According to Troost and Hautefeuille, the

amounts of heat disengaged in the formation of the chloride

and oxide of boron from their elements, and in the

decomposition of the former by a large excesiS of water,

are as follows

—

(B, CI3) = 104,000 units of heat.

(B.,,03) =317,200 „
(B£;ij,Aq)= 79,200 „

Boron fluoride is formed by the action of hydrofluoric

acid on boric anhydride, viz., by heating a mixture of

boric anhydride and calcium fluoride with concentrated

sulphuric acid. It is a colourless gas, of pungent, suffocat-

ing odour ; when passed into water, which dissolves about

700 times its volume of the gas, it is partly decomposed
into boric and hydrofluoric acids, and partly combines
with the hydrofluoric acid thus produced, forming fluoboric

acid, HBF^. This acid can only be obtained in a state of

dilute solution, but many salts formed from it are known,
such as potassium borofluoride, KBF^, for example. It«

existence appears to indicate that boron is capable of

acting .'is a pentad element.

Boron oxide, B.^Oj , is most readily obtained by strongly

heating boric acid ; it forms a colourless, brittle, glassy

-Tiass. which dissolves readily in water, producing boric

acid, and is one of the most stable oxides known. It

unites with metallic oxides, when fused with them, forming

borates, and at high temperatures it is capable of decom-
posing carbonates, sulphates, and indeed the salts of all

acids the anhydrides of which are more volatile than
itself.

Boric acid, H3BO3 or B(0H)3, occurs native in many
volcanic districts, especially in Tuscany, where it issues

from the earth together with vapour of water ; borax,

NajBjOj-l- lOHjO, and a few other cf its salts are also

found in nature. It crystallizes from water in white

nacreous laminae, which are easily soluble ; when heated

to about 100° C, it furnishes a residue of the composition

H|jBjO|,, which, on heating to 160° C, becomes HjB^O^,
and at a stronger heat it is converted into the anhydride,

BjOj. A large number of borates are known, but the

nature of their relation to boric acid is not well understood.

A comparatively small uumbftC ire derived from the acid

H3BO3, the majority apparently being formed from an acid

of the empirical composition HBOj, to which the name
metaboric acid is given. Salts derived from the acids

HgB^Oj and RJifi., are also known, and ordinary borax,

the most important of the borates, may be regarded as

formed from the latter acid.

Carbon.

Symbol, C ; At. wt., 11 -97
; Talency, ".

The properties of carbon itself and its oxides have already

been described ^p. 861 and need not therefore be again

discussed.

On comparing the compounds of carbon with those of

other elements we find that, whereas there is reason to

believe that the number of atoms of any of the other

elements directly associated together in a molecule of

their compounds is very small, probably never exceeding

five, carbon compounds frequently contain a relatively

very large number of carbon atoms, which from thebehaviour
of the compounds we are led to suppose are in direct

association with each other ; and while none of the remain-
ing elements are known to furnish more than a single

stable compound with hydrogen, the number of stable

compounds of carbon with hydrogen which have been
obtained may be counted by hundreds. We are thus led

to the conclusion that carbon possesses two distinctive pro-

perties :—firstly, that of uniting with itself to an almost

unlimited extent in comparison with other elements; aad
secondly, that of combining with hydrogen in numerous
proportions. It is in consequence capable of uniting
with the same elements in a multiplicity of proportions,

and of furnishing a great variety of compounds, which
probably exceed in number those of all the remaining
elements together.

The study of the compounds of carbon constitutes that
branch of our science which is termed organic chemistry,
which is treated separately below, pp. 5ii sqq.;—the study
of the remaining elements and of their compounds constitut-

ing inorganic or, as it is also termed, mineral chemistry.
The division is both useful and necessary, on account of
the great number of carbon compounds which exist, and
because, generally speaking, the compounds of other ele-

ments are distinguished from those of carbon by their com-
parative simplicity, and also by the comparative want of

stability which all but the simplest exhibit ; this we may
attribute to the possession by carbon of the distinctive pro-
perties above mentioned, but oSherwise there is no essen-

tial difference between the compounds of carbon and those

of the remaining elements.

Organic chemistry originally dealt only with substances

more or le?s directly derived from the animal or vegtable
kingdom, and it waa long believed that the chemist was
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powerless to produce organic substances from their elements

as they were formed in the animal or plant under the

influence of life, it being supposed that, therefore, the

interposition of a special force, termed the vital force, was

requisite. The first step towards the disproval of this

hypothesis was made by Wohler, who in 1828 succeeded

in artificially producing urea, the characteristic crystalline

constituent of the urine ; but its final overthrow was not

accomplished until 1845, when Kolbe showed that it was

possible to produce acetic acid from carbon by a compara-

tively very simple series of reactions. Berthelot's discovciy

in 1862 of the formation of acetylene, C2H2, ^fom its

elements, however, affords the simplest SL'iution of the

problem of the artificial production of organic substances

from their elements, as acetylene may be without difficulty

converted into ordinary a/cohoi, and from this body all

the carbon compounds which have been artificially pre-

pared may be more or less directly derived. Chemists

havo already succeeded in preparing a large number of

substances which occur as products of animal or vegetable

life,—for example, oxalic, tartaric, and salicylic acids

;

coumarin, the crystalline substance from which the Tonka
bean derives its pleasant odour ; and alizarin, the colour-

ing matter derived from madder root. From the insight

v/e have recently gained into their constitution, there is

little doubt that eventually the synthesis of even the most
complex organic bodies, such as albumen, will be possible.

Although carbon combines with hydrogen in a great

variety of proportions, it furnishes only a very limited

number of compounds with other elements ; thus, only one
sulphide of carbon, CSj, and one nitride of carbon, CoN,,
are known, and no well characterized compounds of carbon
with the metals have been obtained. The compounds of

carbon with the halogens are more numerous. The only

compound that calls for consideration here is the sulphide
;

the others will bo noticed in the section on Organic
Chemistry.

Carbon disnlphide, CS2, the analogue of carbon dioxide,

is obtained by passing sulphur vapour over charcoal heated
to redness. It is a colourless, very mobile, highly re-

fracting liquid of faint unpleasant odour, insoluble in

water; it boils at 46° C. It is extremely inflammable,
and its vapour when mixed with air is highly explosive

;

the products of its combustion are carbon dioxide and
sulphur dioxide. The formation of carbon disnlphide from
its elements is attended with the absorption of no less than
22,000 units of heat, which explains how it is that it so

readily inflames, and also the fact that it is necessary to

apply heat continuou.sly in preparing it ; whereas the
combustion of carl)on in oxygen, when once it commences,
procI^cdB spontaneously, owing to the large amount of heat
dcvolopcd in the process ; we may suppose that the ex-

penditure of energy is necessary because less heat i.s

devsloped by the combination of the atoms of carbon and
sulp-iurthan is requisite to convert the carbon and sulphur
from the stat% in v.hich they ordinarily exist into that in

which they exist in carbon disulphide, or, in other words,
than is requisite to effect the separation from each other
of '.ho atoms of carbon and of sulphur in the carbon and
suli'hur molecules.

Carbon disnlphide belongs to the class of acid sulphides
or sulphuranhydridcs. It readily dissolves in solutions of
alkaline hydroxides and of metallic sulphides, forming
salts analogous to the metallic carbonates, and which may
be regarded as derived from the carbonates by the partial

or entire displacement of the o.xygen in the latter by
sulphur. The stability of these salts and of the corre-
sponding acids increases with the amount of sulphur ; thus,
sulphocarbonic acid, H.C'S3, which is formed from the
salt produced by (lombining carbon disnlphide n-ith metallic

sulphides, may be obtained as a yellow oily liquid, whereas

carbonic acid. H2CO3, can only exist in extremely dilute

solution.

Carbon disulphide readily dissolves sulphur and phos-

phorus, and also oils and fatty matters; on this account

it meets with many practical applications.

IBy gently heating a mixture of carbon disulphide and
sulphuricnnJiydride, carbon oxyiTulphideis produced, one-half

the sulphur in the former being displaced by oxygen : CS2 -I-

SO3 = COS 4- SO2 + S ; this compound may also be obtained
By combining carbon monoxide with sulphur, by passing a
mixture of the gas with sulpjhur vapour through a red hot
tube. It is a colourless gas, possessing an odour like

that of carbon disulphide ; in properties, as incomposition,

it is intermediate between carbon dioxide and disulphide.

Silicon.

Symbol, Si; At. wt., 29 ; Valency, ''.

This element always occurs in combination either with
oxygen alone as silicon dioxide or silica, or n'ith oxygen
and metals as silicates,—constituting, in fact, in these forms
of combination, the greater part of the earth's crust.

Silicon may be obtained from its chloride or fluoride by
the action of metals such as potassium, sodium, or aluminium;
like carbon it exists in three distinct modifications. Amor-
phous silicon produced by heating potassium silicofluoride,

KjSiFj , with potassium, or the corresponding sodium salt

with sodium, is a dull brovn powder, heavier than water

;

it is not affected by nitric or sulphuric acid, but is readily

dissolved by hydrofluoric acid, and by a warm aqueous
solution of potassium hydroxide. It fuses at a temperature
below that at which steel melts ; and when heated in air

or oxygen it burns brilliantly and is converted into silicon

dioxide. Wlien strongly heated in a platinum crucible it

becomes much denser and darker in colour, and much less

oxidizable, being converted into graphitoidal silicon. On
heatinga mixture of aluminium with potassium silicofluoride

to the melting point of silver, a metallic button is obtained,
which, when treated successively with hydrochloric and
hydrofluoric acids, yields graphitoidal silicon partly in

isolated hexagonal tables. This modification has thespecifia

gravity 2 '4 9, and may bo heated to whiteness in oxygen
without burning ; it is not attacked by any acid excepting
a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids, and is only slowly
dissolved by a solution of potassium hydroxide.
When the vapour of silicon tetrachloride mixed with

hydrogen is passed over fused aluminium, the chloride is

reduced, and the silicon dissolves in the aluminium ; after

a time a point is reached at which the silicon separates
from the fused metal in large beautiful needles, having
a dark iron-grey colour. These crystals constitute the
adamantine variety of silicon.

Silicon appears to be capable of combining with hydrogen
in tho nascent state, as when a plate or wire of aluminium
containing silicon is connected with the po.<iitive pole of a
galvanic battery, and made to decompose a solution of

sodium chloride, gas is evolved which spontaneously
inflames. Silicon hydride mixed with much hydrogen is

also obtained on decomposing with concentrated hydro-
chloric acid the Magnesium i^ilicide produced by heating a
mixture of magnesium chloride, sodium silicofluoride,

and sodium chloride with sodium. The pure gas is pro-

duced by the decomposition of triethylsiJiconorthoformato
in contact with sodium

—

4SiH(OC2nj), = SiH. + 3Si(OC„H0..
TrlctbyUIUconortliofoiiiiQlo. Silicon byurldf^. TctrclIiylo!tlio>U:cill«.

It is ft colourless gas, not spontaneously inflamtnablo
undei tlie ordinary temperature or pressure, but only when
geatly heated under reduced pressure, or when mixed with

V. 6^
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hydrogen. When heated by itself, it is decomposed into

amorphous silicon and free hydrogen. It is insoluble

in w.ater, and is not altered by dilute hydrochloric or sul-

phuric acid
;
potassium hydroxide, however, decomposes it

readily

—

SiH^ + 2K0H + HjO = K^iOj + 4H2.
SUicon hydride. Potasalum sliicato,

ft precipitates silicide of copper from a solution of copper

sulphate, and metaOic silver mixed with a black substance,

which is, perhaps, silver silicide, from a solution of silver

nitrate.

By heating • silicon in chlorine gas, or in an atmosphere

of bromine, or iodine, it is converted into the compounds

SiCl4, SiBr^, and Sil^ ; the chloride and bromide are best

prepared, however, by passing chlorine or bromine vapour

over an intimate mixture of silica and charcoal heated to

redness. Silicon tetrachloride and tetrabromide are colour-

less liquids, boiling at 50° C. and 153° C. respectively
;

the tetriodide crystallizes from its solution in carbon di-

sulphide in colourless octahedra (which melt at 120°'5 C),

and boils at about 290° C, distilling without alteration in

a stream of carbon dioxide. They are quickly decomposed

by water ; thus

—

sia^ 4- 2H2O = sio, + mci

.

When silicon tetriodide is heated to near its boiling point

with finely divided metallic silver it is converted into disili-

con hexiodlde, SijI^ ; this crystallizes from carbon disulphide

in colourless hexagonal prisms which are decomposed on
fusion into the tetriodide and a body which ia perhaps the

subiodide, Si,!^. By the action of bromine, this compound
is converted into the corresponding bromide, Si2Brj, and
by gently heating it with mercuric chloride the chloride

SijClg is obtained. The bromide forms crystals which
distil without decomposition at about 240° C. ; disUicon

hezachloride is a colourless mobile liquid, which boils at

146°-148° C, the corresponding carbon chloride, CoCl,.,

being a crystalline solid which boils at 330° C. ; it is very

Blowly decomposed when heated in closed vessels to 350°

C. into the tetrachloride and silicon, and is entirely con-

verted into these substances at 800° C. A lower liquid

chloride, which probably has the composition SioClj, is

obtained in small quantity together with the hexachloride

v.'hen the vapour of the tetrachloride is passed over fused

SiTicon heated to a very high temperature.

By passing the vapour of silicon tefa-achloride through an
exhausted porcelain tube containing fragments of felspar

hojited nearly to the fusing point of the latter, it is partially

converted into the oxychloride (SiClj),,©; this is a colourless

liquid boiling at 136°-139° C, which is decomposed by
water in the same manner as silicon tetrachloride. When
the vapour of this compound mixed with osygeu is passed
several times through a heated tube, silicon tetrachloride is

reproduced, and a complex mixture of higher liquid

oxychlcrides ia obtained containing the compounds Si^OjClij
(b. p. 152°-154° C), Si.OjCIs (b. p. about 200° C),
SigOjoClj; (b. p. about 300° C), together with still higher
oxychlorides.

By passing hydrochloric acid over crystallized . silicon

heated to barely visible redness, a mixture is produced
of silicon tetrachloride with the compound SiHCl3, which
from its relation in composition to trichloromethane or

chloroform, CHCI3, is termed silicon-chloroform. The
eorrespoiiding iodo-derivative, SiHIj, is formed in a similar

manner by the action of hydriodic acid gas mixed with
hydrogen. Silicon chloroform is a colourless extremely
mobile liquid, and bods at about 36° C. ; it is converted
by chlorine at ordihary temperatures into the tetrachloride,

and when heated with bromine it furnishes silicon tri-

chlorobromide, SiCl.Br. which boils at 80° C. Silicon

iodoform, SiHIj, is a colourless, strongly refracting liquidj

it boib at about 220° C.

When a mixture of silicon tetrachloride vapour and hy-

drogen sulphide gas is passed through a tube heated to

redness, the compound SiClj.SH is obtained ; it is a colour-

less liquid boiling at 96° C.

Hydrofluoric acid acts readily on silicon dioxide and

silicious substances generally, foi-ming siUcou tetrafluoride :

SiO, + 4HF = SiF, -1- 2H2O. Silicon tetrafluoride is a

colourless gas, which liquefies under very strong pressure,

and solidifies at -140° C. ; it is not inflammable. It is

readily absorbed by water, which decomposes it into silica

and hydrofluosiUcic acid : SSiF^ + iUfi = 2H2SiF5 -i- SiOj.

This acid is not known except in solution, but its salts,

which are readily produced by neutralizing its solution

with metallic oxides, hydroxides, or carbonates, are stable

compounds, and are mostly soluble in water. By prolonged

ignition they are decomposed into silicon fluoride which

escapes, and a metallic fluoride which remains behind.

Potassium fluosilicate, K^SiF^, ia one of the least soluble

of the potassium salts, and consequently this acid is often

used to precipitate potassium from solutions of its salts.

By passing the tetrafluoride over silicon heated nearly

to the softening point of porcelain, it is converted into a

subfluoride, which probably has the composition Si2rg ; it

is a white, very light powder.

Only one oxide of silicon ia known, viz., the dioxide or

silica, Si02. According to Troost and Hautefeuille, ita

formation from amorphous silicon and oxygen is attended

with the development of a very large amount of heat, viz.,

—

(Si , O2) = 219,240 units of heat.

According to the same observers, in the formation of the

tetrachloride from amorphous silicon and chlorine, and in

its decomposition by 140 times its weight of water, the

following amounts of heat are developed :

—

(Si , eg = 157,640

(SiCl4,Aq)= 81,640

and from the amount of heat developed on dissolving

amorphous and crystallized (! adamantine) silicon in a

mixture of nitric and hydrofluoric acids they calculate that

the transformation of the former into the latter is attended

with the development of 8120 units of heat.

When obtained by igniting the gelatinous silica from
the decomposition of the haloid sUicon compounds by
water, or of the soluble silicates by acids, silica is a snow-
white amorphous powder ; but it occurs native as quartz

in large transparent crystals of the hexagonal system, of

the specific gravity 2'5 to 2'8, and of extreme hardness.

Native silica of all kinds is insoluble in water and in all

acids except hydrofluoric acid ; this is also true of

artificial ignited silica. The gelatinous hydrate which
separates ou the addition of acids to solutions of alkaline

silicates is also almost insoluble in water and in acids, but
that which results from the decomposition of silicon

fluoride is stated to be soluble in a considerable quantity

of water. Gelatinous silica dissolves without difficulty in

solutions of potassium or sodium hydroxide at the ordinary

temperature, and all forms of silica are more or less

readily dissolved by solutions of' these alkalies, especially

when heated with them under pressure ; in this manner,
according to the proportions of silica and alkali employed,
various alkaline silicates are formed which are the more
soluble the greater the proportion of alkali metal they
contain. Those which contain a larger proportion than is

indicated by the formula Na^SiOj, but stiU a sufficient

quantity to make them completely soluble in water, are

termed " water-glasses ;
" water-glass is now largely manu-

factured and employed for haidening and preserving stoiit^.
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in the preparation of paints, especially for mural painting,

and in the manufacture of soap.

Although silica is an extremely weak acid oxide, on

account of its non-volatility,' it is capable of decomposing

the salts of all volatile acids at more or less elevated

temperatures, and the salts formed from it are stable at

the highest temperatures. A great variety of artificial

and natural silicates are known,—some of which may be

regarded as derived from silicic acid, HjSiOj, and othera

from an acid which may be termed orthosilicic acid,

HjSiO^, but the majority are far more complex, those

which occur as natural minerals being formed by the

association of silica with basic oxides in proportions included

between the following limits :

—

,4M2'0 or 4M"0 : SiOj and M^'O or M"0 : 2Si03

2R2O3 : SiO, and KjOj : 6Si02

.

On adding acids to a solution of an alkaline silicate, a

gelatinous " hydrate of silica " is precipitated ; the whole of

the silica may be retained in solution, however, if a dilute

solution of an alkaline silicate be poured into a considerable

excess of hydrochloric acid, but may be precipitated by

gradually neutralizing the acid. The retention of the

silica in solution is, perhaps, due to the formation of a

soluble chlorhydrin (p. 565), If a stratum j^ of an inch

in depth of the hydrochloric acid solution be placed in a

" dialyzer " formed by stretching wetted parchment paper

across a light hoop of wood or gutta-percha, and the

dialyzer be floated in a vessel of water, the water in the

outer vessel being changed at intervals, after four or five

days the hydrochloric acid and the soluble chlorides are

found to have diffused completely into the water ; but

the solution in the dialyzer still contains the silica,

and a 6 per cent, solution prepared in this way may be

concentrated by boiling down in an open flask untU it

contains nearly 14 per cent, of silica. The solution is

.Uisteless, limpid, and colourless ; it has an acid reaction

rather greater than that of carbonic acid; for every 100
parts of silica present, however, only 2 "IS parts of potassium

hydroxide are requisite to neutralize the acid reaction.

The solution is not easily preserved for many days, as it

becomes converted into a solid transparent jelly ; coagula-

tion is retarded by hydrochloric acid, and by small

quantities of potassium or sodiuin hydroxide, but is

feS'ected in a few minutes by the addition of Yinra P"''' "^

(vny alkaline carbonate, although ammonia and its salts are

without effect. Sulphuric, nitric, and ocetic acids are also

without action, but a few bubbles of carbon dioxide gas

Islowly cause coagulation. The condition in which the

silica is present in the solution having these very remark-

able properties is' not known, but on the assumption
that a chlorhydrin is produced on decomposing the alkaline

silicate by an excess of hydrochloric acid, it appears not

impfobable that, as the excess of the latter is removed by
dialysis, the chlorhydiin is gradually decomposed by the

water and, perhaps, converted into the hydroxide II.,SiO^

,

or some other soluble hydroxide, and that the subsequent

coagulation may bo due to the conversion of this hydroxide

into an insoluble hydroxide of different molecular composi-

tion. " The solution evaporated at 15° C. in a vacuuzn
leaves ' the silica in the form of a transparent, glassy,

very lustrous hydrate, containing after two days' exposure

over sulphuric acid an amount of water which agrees very

nearly with the formula Il.jSiOj.

When silicon cliloroform is added to water at the ordinary

temperature, hydrogen is evolved, and hydrated silica is

produced: SiHClj -f 2H.,0 - Hj-1- SiOJ-^ 3HC1 ; but if

water at zero is employed, a precipitate is obtained which,

after drying over suljihuric acid, and then at 150° C, has

the composition (11810)^0. Thia compound is analogous

in composition to the uuknown anhydride of formic acid ;

(HCO)oO-21ICO(nU)-OH2; its formation is probably

preceded by that of the hydroxide SiH(0H)3. It is n.

snow-white, voluniinous, amorphous substance, slightly

soluble in water ; it is decomposed by the least heat when
in a moist state, with evolution of hydrogen, and is dis-

solved by ammonia, caustic alkalies, and alkaline carbonates,

with evolution of hydrogen and production of an alkaline

silicate. It is not acted upon by any acids except hydro-

fluoric acid, even concentrated nitric acid being without

action. It decomposes when heated above 300° C.

Silicon hexachloride and hexiodide are decomposed by
water in a similar manner, being first converted into th&

hydroxide Si„(OH)j, which then furnishes siliconoxalic acid

Sij02(OH)2. This is a white substance, and when heated
is decomposed, like the preceding compound, with evolution,

of hydrogen, leaving a residue of silica ; it is also decom-
posed with evolution of hydrogen by even the weakest
bases. It rapidly reduces potassium permanganate in the

cold, but is only slowly oxidized by chromic acid, and is

without action on solutions of gold chloride or eelenious

acid. On decomposing the chloride, SioClj, however, by
water an hydrated oxide is obtained which not only reduces

potassium permanganate and chromic acid, but also gold

chloride and selenious acid. The behaviour of siliconoxalid

acid on oxidation is precisely similar to that of its carbou

analogue oxalic acid, CjOoCOH),, which, however, is a
crystalline, strongly acid body, which dissolves readily in

water and furnishes stable salts.

By the action of anhydrous alcohol, silicon tetrachloride

is converted into tetrethylorthosilicate, Si(OC2H5)j, which

is a colourless liquid boiling at 166° C; it is gradually

decomposed by water, being converted into alcohol and
gelatinous silica. By the joint action of zinc ethyl and
sodium on this compound, it is possible to displace in

succession each of the groups (OCjH^) by ethyl, thus:

—

2Si(0aH,), + Zn(C2H5), + 2Ka
- 2Si(C2Hj(OC2H5)3 -1- SNaOCjE, + Zn.

In this manner the following compounds have beeu

prepared :

—

BoIIIhk Point.

Si(C,H.)(OC,H,), 166* C.

Si(C,II,).(OC,H.), 159°

Si(C,Il,)3(0C.H,) 165°

Si(C,H,)4 163°

Si(C,H,),H. 107°

These compounds are all colourless liquids, insoluble in

water, and stable in the air; the first only is decomposed
when allowed to remain in contact with water. Silicon

ethyl, Si(C3H5)j, may also bo obtained by the action of

zinc ethyl on silicon tetrachloride ; and from the latter

compound and zinc methyl silicon methyl, Si(CHj), , has

been prepared ; similarly, the hexiodide is converted into

the corresponding cthj'l derivative Si„(C;H,)D by the action

of zinc ethyl. These silicon hydrocarbons exhibit tho

closest resemblinoo to their analogues tho paraSuis. Thus
by tho action of bromine on silicon tricthylhydride,

Si(C5Uj3H, tho bromide Si(C„H5)3Br is produced, which
may be converted by tho action of aqueous ammonia into

tho silicon alcohol tricthylsilicol, Si(CjH5),.0II ; tliis

method of formation is precisely analogous to that by which

tho hydrocarbon C{CHj),H ia converted into tlie alcohol

0(0115)3.011. TricthylBilicol also resembles the cori^

sponding alcohol tricthylcarbinol, C(C„Hj)5.0I£, in pro-

perties; thus, both arc colourless, visciJ liquids, having n

strong caniphor-liko odour, ditlicultly soluble in water; tlio

former boils at 154° C. tho latter at 141° C. : they di,'v'>olvo

sodium with evolution of hydrogen, being convcrti-.l into

conetpouding sodimu derivatives Si(C,Ii,)j.ONa and
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C(C2H5)3.0Na ; and bott are acted upon by acetic chloride

in a similar manner

—

Si(C.,H5)3.0H + C2H3OCI = Si(C2H5)3Cl + C„Ufi„ .

C(C;H5)3.0H + C2H3OCI = C(C2H,)3G1 + CjXOj .

The most important difiference is in their behaviour on
oxidation,—triethylsilicol remaining unattacked, while tri-

ethylcarbinol is readily converted into acids containing

fewer atoms of carbon.

Silicon ethyl is converted by the action of chlorine into

a chlorinated derivative Si(C2H5)3(C2HjCl), from which the

silicon alcohol SiCgH[j . OH may be prepared, corresponding

to the yet unknown carbon alcohol CgHjjj.OH. It is a

liquid insoluble in water, smelling like camphor, and boiling

at 100°C
By heating the compound Si(C2Hj,)(OC2H5)g with

hydriodic acid solution it is converted into siliconpropionic

acid

—

aH5.Si(OC2H5)3+ SHI = C2H,.SiO(OH) + SCsH^I + H2O.
Tilethyl sillconortho- „,,, , .^

propionate.
SUlconpiopionlc acid.

In a similar manner, siliconacetic acid, CH3.SiO(OH).
may be prepared from the corresponding methyl compound.
But although these silicon acids correspond in composi-

tion to acetic acid, CH3.C0(0H), and propionic acid,

C2H5.CO(OH), they exhibit very different properties

;

thus, they are white amorphous substances, insoluble in

water, although soluble in alkaline solutions, from which
they are precipitated by the addition of acids, whereas
acetic and propionic acids are colourless liquids, soluble in

water, and boil respectively at 119° C. and 140° C.

When the vapour of carbon disulphide is passed over a
heated mixture of silica and carbon, silicon disulphide, SiSj,

is produced ; it crystallizes in white silky needles, which
quickly decompose in moist air into hydrogen sulphide and
amorphous silica.

From the foregoing description of the silicon compounds,
it will be evident that while closely allied both in composi-
tion and in many of their properties to the carbon com-
pounds, they nevertheless differ from them in numerous
important particulars. Thus, carbon dioxide is gaseous,

and silicon dioxide is a non-volatile solid ; the chlorides of

carbon are stable in presence of water except perhaps at

relatively very high temperatures, but the chlorides of

silicon are with the greatest readiness decomposed by
water ; carbon disulphide is a volatile liquid not affected

by water, while silicon disulphide is a solid which cannot
exist in presence of water ; and obviou.sly the representa-

tives of the carbon compounds oxalic acid, acetic acid, and
propionic acid in the silicon series possess very different

properties. In many respects silicon bears considerable

resemblance to boron, the resemblance being especially

noticeable between the elements themselves, and in the

behaviour of their haloid compounds with water, and also in

the property which the fluorides of both elements possess

of combining with hydrogen fluoride. It is of interest to

note that much more heat is developed in the formation of

the oxides of boron and silicon than in the formation of

tarbon dioxide, which alone is gaseous ; thus

—

(Bj, 03) = 317,200 uuita of heat.

(C, O5) = 93,600
(Si, Oj) =219,200 „

In the ease of the corresponding chlorides the order of

volatility is reversed j thus— .

BCI3 CCI4 SiCli
Boiling Point 17° 78° 50°

[metals of the alkalies

la discussing the remaining elements it will suffice to

indicate the general nature of their relations to each other,

as a full description of the more important will be given
under other headings. It will be convenient in the first

instance to consider those elements together which are

most closely related in properties, and afterwards to

indicate the manner in which the elements generally are

related to each other.

Metals of the Alkalies.
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The metals of this group all decompose water in the cold

trith evolution of hydrogen and production of a solution of

the hydroxide : for example

—

2Na + 2OH2 = H2 + 2Na.0B

.

Lithium does not fuse when thrown on water, and
sodium fuses but does not inflame

;
potassium and rubidium,

howevor, not only fuse but also take fire and burn with a

violet coloured flame. According to Thomsen's determina-

tions, more heat is developed in the decomposition of water

by lithium or sodium than by potassium ; thus

—

(Li , Aq) = 49,080 units of heat.

(Na, Aq) = 43,100 „
(K, Aq) =43,450 „

The difference in their behaviour when thrown on water is,

perhaps, due to the circumstance that the action proceeds

more rapidly with potassium than with sodium.

All the metals of this group attract oxygen with avidity

on exposure to air, but lithium is much less oxidizable than

sodium or potassium, rubidium takes fire spontaneously in

air, and caesium amalgam is much more readily oxidized

than rubidium amalgam ; so that their affinity for oxygen,

as for the halogens, is proportional to their atomic

weights. Only one oxide of lithium, LijO, has been

obtained, but two oxides of sodium, Na^O, and NajOj, and
three oxides of potassium, KjO, KjOj, and K2O4, are

known ; the oxides of the remaining elements have not

been investigated. The oxides of the form M'20 are white

deliquescent solids, which readily dissolve in water with

the development of much heat, forming eolations of the

corresponding hydroxides, M'.OH ; they are the most
powerfully basic oxides known. The oxides of the form

Mj'Oodissolve in water, but correspondingsalts are unknown

;

potassium tetroxide dissolves in water with evolution of

oxygen. The hydroxides M'.OH, or alkalies, are white

fusible solids of remarkable stability, volatilizing at high

temperatures apparently without undergoing decomposition;

they are very soluble in water, furnishing strongly alkaline

solutions, soapy to the touch.

The metals of the alkalies appear to act uniformly as

monads, and the salts derived from them are all formed on

the types M'Cl, Mj'SO^, &c Their salts are colourless

excepting those derived from coloured acids ; and the cor-

responding salts of the several metals are isomorphous.

Their chlorides, carbonates, sulphates, and phosphates are

soluble in water, and the chlorides and sulphates furnish

neutral solutions. Theirsulphates form characteristic double

salts called " alums" with sulphate of aluminium and the

suljiliatos of allied elements. The alums all crystallize with

the same number of molecules of water, and correspond

in composition to ordinary alum, K2A1„(S04)., , 24H2O; they

are also isomorphous.

Although the general resemblance between the metals of

this group is very great, it will be obvious that they differ

in many important respects. The properties of potassium,

rubidium, and ctesiura, which are very closely related, are

especially different from those of lithium and sodium,

which are also closely related. For instance, the normal
lithium and sodium salts of ohloroplatinic acid, HoPlClj,
the acid lithium and sodium salts of tartaric acid,

Hj.CjH^Ou, and the lithium and sodium alums are readily

soluble in water, whereas the corresponding suits of potas-

sium, rubidium, and coisium are diilicultly soluble.

Lithium, liowover, in many of its properties is more closely

allied to magnosiura and calcium than to sodium ; and it

may be noticed that its chloride, like that of magnesium,'
dissolves m water with considerable development of heat.

The reactions involved in the formation of a few com-
pounds of litliium, sodium, and potassium have been inves-

tigated by Thomsen, with the following results :

—

Reaction.
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hydrozides of the alkali metals; it separates from water in

crystals of the composition Ba(0H)2, SHjO ; it is not

decomoosed even by prolonged ignition. Strontium

hydroxide, which also crystallizes with 8 molecules of -water,

is much less soluble than the barium compound ; it is not

decomposed by ignition. Calcium hydroxide, Ca(0H)2,

however, requires about 700 parts of cold water to dissolve

it, the crystals of strontium hydroxide requiring only 50
parts, and is decomposed into calcium oxide and water by
prolonged ignition. When barium hydroxide solution is

added to hydrogen dioxide a hydrated barium peroxide,

BaOo, 6H.,0, is precipitated in crystalline scales ; the cor-

responding strontium and calcium compounds, SrOj , SHjO
and CaOj , SH^O, may be prepared in a similar manner,

and are converted into the anhydrous oxides by heating

to 100° e.

Barium and strontium carbonates are practically in-

soluble in water, and are not decomposed on ignition
;

calcium carbonate, CaCOj, is only very slightly soluble in

water, and is slowly converted into calcium oxide and

carbon dioxide on ignition. In this respect lithium

carbonate, Li2C03, closely resembles calcium carbonate, as

it is only sparingly soluble in water, and decomposes on

ignition ; whereas the carbonates of the other alkali metals

are very soluble, and are not decomposed by heat.

Calcium sulphate, CaS04, crystallizes with two molecules

of water, and is slightly soluble in water ; but strontium

and barium sulphates form anhydrous crystals, and are

practically insoluble in water. Similarly, calcium nitrate

crystallizes in deliquescent, very soluble monoclinic prisms

of the composition Ca(N03)2, 4H,,0, and an apparently

isomorphous salt of similar composition, but efflorescent,

may be obtained by crystalliziug strontium nitrate at a

low temperature ; but from a hot solution strontium nitrate

separates in anhydrous octahedra isomorphous with barium

nitrate, which crystallizes without water. The chlorides of

calcium and strontium are deliquescent crystalline sub-

stances, very soluble in water, and also soluble in alcohol
;

barium chloride is very much less soluble in water, and is

insoluble in alcohol, and does not deliquesce. The chlorides

of barium, strontium, and calcium furnish perfectly neutral

solutions. Barium salts communicate an apple-green colour

to flame, strontium salts a brilliant crimson, and calcium

salts an orange-red ; the spectra of the three elements are

comparatively simple.

Glucinum—Magnesium—Zinc—Cadmhtm—Meecuky.

Name.
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salts, e.g. : MgO + H^SO^ = ilgSO^ + HjO. IMagnesium

oxide, when mixed witli water, gradually combines with it,

and forms the hydroxide Mg(0H)2, but no sensible develop-

ment of heat occurs during the hydration. Cadmium
•oxide abo unites with water.

The hydroxides of magnesium, zinc, and cadmium

separate as white amorphous precipitates, insoluble in water,

on the addition of alkalies to solutions of the salts of these

jnetals. Magnesium hydroxide alone exhibits a faint alkaline

reaction ; zinc hydroxide readily dissolves in alkalies ; they

are all dissolved by solutions of ammonium salts ; they are

easily resolved by heat into water and the oxide.

Cadmium also furnishes a suboxide, Cd^O, which is a

grean powder ; on treatment with acids it is resolved into

metallic cadmium and the oxide CdO ; in other words, a

8alt of the oxide CdO is produced, and cadmium remains.

The chlorides of these metals, like glucinum chloride, are

volatUe deliquescent solids ; magnesium and zinc chlorides

are extremely soluble in water, and their solutions are

strongly acid, but cadmium chloride is less soluble ; their

dissolution in water is attended with development of heat,

thus :

—

MgClj, Aq = 35,920 units of heat.

ZnClj,A(i =15,630 „
CdCIj, Aq = 3,010 „ „

Their bromides and iodides are also soluble in water. The
chlorides of magnesium, zinc, and cadmium form crystalline

compounds with the chlorides of many other metals, the

tendency to combine with other chlorides being especi-

ally marked in the case of cadmium chloride.

Their sulphates are stJuble in water, especially those of

magnesium and zinc, which are isoraorphous ; the sulphates

of the three metals form isomorphous double salts with

potassium sulphate. The composition of their sulphates

and double sulphates with potassium is as follows ;

—

MgS0,,7H,0
ZnSO,,7HjO

MgK2{S04)j, 611^0
ZnK.(SOj)j,CH.jO
CdKj"(SOJj , 6HaO

Zinc, like glucinum, manifests a great tendency to form
basic sulphates.

The carbonates of magnesium, zinc, and cadmium are

white and insoluble in water; they are without difficulty

decomposed by heat into the oxide and carbon dioxide.

Glucinum sulphide is soluble in water without decom-
position, but is decomposed by dilute acids ; magnesium
sulphide is converted by water into magnesium hydroxide
with evolution of hydrogen sulphide : MgS + 2H2O =
Mg(OII)., + HjS ; zinc sulphide is insoluble in water, but
is dissolved and decomposed by dilute mineral acids ; lastly,

cadmium sulphide is insoluble in water and dissolves with

difficulty even in boiling dilute hydrochloric acid, though it

is readily decomposed by concentrated hydrochloric acid

even at ordinary temperatures. Ctidmium sulphide is a

brilliant yellow substance, the remaining sulphides are

white.

Mercury.—This element is the only metal that is liquid at

common temperatures, with the exception, possibly, of

csesium, and the recently discovered element gallium. The
latter element, indeed, appears to bo closely allied to zinc

in properties, but is less positive, and is probably a member
of the aluminium group ; its specific gravity is 5'95.

Mercury occurs native chielly in the form of sulphide,

from which it is separated cither by distillation with slaked

lime (calcium hydroxide), or by burning off the sulphur. It

is a highly lustrous metal, and in the solid state is malleable.

It slowly combines with the halogens at ordinary tempera-

tures, and also with suljihur if triturated with it ; it does
r.ot tarnish, oven in moist air, but slowly absorbs oxygen
when hoatcd to about 400' C, bfiin^; converted into tho

red oxide HgO ; this oxide is decomposed on ignition.

Hydrochloric acid, whether cold or hot, is without action

on mercury, but it is slowly dissolved by hydriodic acid :

concentrated nitric acid dissolves it readily ; it is also

dissolved by hot concentrated sulphuric acid. It has no
action upon water at any temperature. It is capable of

uniting with most metals, forming liquid or solid com-
pounds called amalgams ; the solid amalgams appear for

the most part to be of definite composition, but the two

metals are held together by very feeble affinities.

Mercury unites with the halogens, with oxygen, and with

sulphur in two proportions, forming the two scries distin-

guished as mercurous and mercuric compounds ; thus :

—

Hg,Cl,
Merciu'oua chloride.

HgCl,
Merctuic dilorlde.

Hg,0
Mei'cujous oxide.

HgO
Mercui'ic oxide.

Hg.S
Mercuiuus sulplildo.

HgS
Mercuric suIpliIdG.

The compounds of mercury with halogens, and mercury

compouhlUs generally, are difficultly soluble, or insoluble, in

water. But the compounds with halogens dissolve readily

in solutions of the haloid compounds of the alkali metals in

consequence of the formation of double salts ; tho haloid

compounds of mercury, in fact, exhibit a more marked
tendency than those of any other metal of the group tu

form double salts with the haloid compounds of other

metals, cadmium being most nearly allied to mercury iu

this respect; they unite also with the haloid acids, forming

the compounds KHgClg, HHgBrj, and HHglj.
Mercurous chloride or calomel, HgjClo, is a white crys-

talline solid, insoluble in water ; it blackens slowly on

exposure to light, and is decomposed by heat into mctallio

mercury and mercuric chloride, HgClj. Mercuric chloride

or corrosive sublimate is also white and crystalline, but

soluble in water ; it boils without decomposition at 295° C.

;

the density of its vapour corresponds with the formula

HgCl2. By the action of ammonia on the chlorides of mer-

cury, one-half the chlorine is removed and displaced by tho

monad radicle amidogcn : HgXl2 + 2NH3 = Hg2Cl(NH,)
+ NHjCI ; tho lower chloride is thus converted into black

mercurous amidochloride, the higher chloride furnishing

mercuric amidochloride or white precipitate, HgCl(NH„).
Mercury hydroxides aro unknown, the chlorides of mer-

cury being at once converted into corrcspondiiig oxides

by the action of alkalies ; but when mercury is associated

with positive hydrocarbon radicles, it forms powerfully

basic hydroxides such as Hg(C.,H5)0H, which is a

colourless oil. Jlercurous oxide, Hg,,0, is a black sub-

stance which by mere exposure to light, or a very gentle

heat, is converted into the metal and the red oxido.

Mercuric oxide, HgO, when prepared by heating mercury

in oxgyen, forms red crystalline scales, but it is precipitated

as a yellow powder on the addition of an alkali to a solu-

tion of mercuric chloride. Thesp two forms of the oxido

differ even in their chemical behaviour, and are perhaps

polymeric ; thus, when the yellow oxide is boiled with a

solution of potassium dichromate a basic mercuric chromate,

HgjCrOu, is fonned, but the crystallized oxide forms a more
basic salt, viz., HgjCrO;, under similar circumstances.

Mercuric oxide is dissolved by acids, forming mercuric salts

such as mercuric nitrate, Hg(N03)2 ; by digesting solutions

of these salts with mercury they are converted into corre-

sponding mercurous salts such as mercurous nitrate

Hg2(N03)2. But mercuric oxide also exhibits feeble acid

properties ; thus it forms tho compound KjHgOj when
dissolved in fused potassium hydroxide. Basic mercuric

salts are also very readily produced ; mercuric sulphate,

HgSO^, for example, is decomposed by water into a tolub'io

acid salt and tho insoluble basic sulphate Kjj.SOf;.

Mercuric sulphide, HgS, is thrown down as a black
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precipitate on passing hydrogen Bulphide through solutions

of mercuric salts ; it is not decomposed by hydrochloric

acid; whea heated it becomes red. Kative cinnabar and ver-

milion consist of the red modification of mercuric oxide,

Ko tendency to combine with hydrogen has been observed

in the case of the metals of this group, but they have all

been obtained in combination -with hydrocarbon radicles.

Their organo-metaUio derivatives correspond in composi-

tion to zinc ethyl, Zn{C2H5)o, the attempt to convert

mercurous chloride into a corresponding organo-metallic

compound by the action of zinc ethyl has been unsuccess-

ful, mercury ethyl, Hg(C2H5)2, being formed instead and
mercury separated ; thus :

—

HgjCl^ + Zn(C2H,)2 = HgCCjHJj + Hg + ZnCT,.

It would aippear, in fact, that only mercurous compounds
can exist in which mercury is associated with negative

radicles.

It has been shown that the density of the vapour of each

of the metals cadmium and mercury is the half of its atomic

weight, in other words, the gaseous molecules of these ele-

ments are monatomic (p. 471). As we are not acquainted with

the density of any other metal in the state of gas, it is impos-

sible to say whether these metals are peculiar in this respect.

On comparing the properties thus briefly sketched of the

elements of this group, the general resemblance will be at

once noticed, but it will be remarked also, that, although

in respect of many properties the variations are gradational

in the same degree as the atomic weights, certain properties

are not continuous, but recur periodically. Thus glucinum,

zinc, and mercury, the first, third, and fifth terms of the

group, have many characteristics in common which are

apparently wanting in the case of magnesium and cadmium,

the second and fourth terms. This is evidenced especially

by certain of their physical properties, by the solubility of

their hydroxides in alkalies, by the formation of basic salts,

and by the behaviour of their sulphides.

The elements of this group are in many respects closely

related to the metals of the previous group, of which

they may be regarded as forming a sub-group, the formulse

of their compounds being similar in most cases ; the

general behaviour especially of magnesium and its

compounds, it will be evident, is in close accordance -with

that of calcium and its compounds. But many im-

portant distinctions characterize the two groups. Thus

the metals of the one group decompose cold water

;

their oxides are powerfully basic, and readily combine with

water ; their carbonates are extremely stable ; and their

sulphates are insoluble or very slightly soluble in water, and

do not readily form double salts. The metals of the other

group, however, either are without action on water, or de-

compose it only when heated ; their oxides, although basic,

exhibit little tendency to combine with water ; their car-

bonates are comparatively unstable ; and their sulphates are

mostly very soluble in water, and readily form double salts.

In the one group the positive character becomes more

pronounced as the atomic weight increases, whereas in the

other the positive character diminishes with increase of

atomic weight.

Glucinum, apparently, is much less closely related to

magnesium than is the latter to zinc, and mercury much
less closely to cadmium than cadmi-am to zinc ; but zinc

and cadmium are mo-e closely related than zinc and

magnesium. These conclusions, which result chiefly from

the comparison of what may be termed chemical properties,

are entirely confirmed by Thomsen's thermochemical

investigation of the reactions inTolved in the formation

of a number of compounds of the metals of this group,

as will be evident from the following tables :

—

Solid coaapouods

—

R,0
R, O, H.O
R,0,,H,
B.Cl,
R , 0, , SO, , 7a,o ...

Aqueous solutions

—

ECU,Aq^.
ESO, + 7HjO,Aq ..,

R.Cls, Aq
R, 0,S03Aq
KO, SOjAq
R(OH), , SOjAq
R(OH J , 2HClAq ..

R(OH), , 2(,'jHjOjAq

Uuito of beat developed or
absorbed.

Rs=Mg. R=Zn.

148,980
217,3-20

161,010

85,920

186]930

180,180
34,800
31,220

27,690

85,430
82,680

97^210

181,630

16,630
-4,240
112,840
106,090
20,660

23,410
19,880
18,030

E=Cd.

65,680

93^240
168,290'

3,010
2,540'

96,250
89,600

23,'820

20,290

Besctlon.
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is dissolved hy ammonia to a deep blue solution : i,l;e

production of deep blue-coloured liquids on dissolution in

ammonia is, in fact, characteristic of copper compounds.

Cupric oxide, CaO, dissolves in acids, forming cupiic salts,

which are white when anhydrous, but furnish green or blue

solutions; they are mostly soluble. Cupric sulphate

crystallizes with 5 molecules of water, but it forms a double

sulphate with potassium sulphate, CuK„(S0^)2 , 6H2O,

isomorphoos with the corresponding zinc and magnesium

salts. Basic cupric salts are readily produced by digesting

the normal salts with cupric hydroxide.

By igniting cupric oxide with metallic copper it is con-

verted into red cuprous oxide, Ca^O ; this oxide may also

be prepared by heating a solution of a cupric salt with an

easily oxidizable substance, such as grape sugar, and an

alkali. Most acids decompose cuprous oxide, forming a

cupric salt and separating metallic copper ; but it is con-

verted into cuprous chloride by hydrochloric acid. A
number of cuprous salts exist, but they are extremely

unstable, and mostly absorb oxygen readily, becoming

converted into cupric salts. Both oxides of copper are

easily reduced by ignition with hydrogen or charcoal.

A black hydrated cupric sulphide is precipitated by
hydrogen sulphide even from strongly acid solutions of

cupric salts.

Cuprous hydride, CujH^, is deposited as a yellow

precipitate when a solution of cupric sulphate mixed with

hypophosphorous acid is heated to about 60° C; it soon

turns brown, and when heated to 70° C. suddenly decom-

poses, with evolution of hydrogen ; hydrochloricacid converts

it into cuprous chloride :

—

Cu,H„ -I- 2HC1 = CU2CI2 -I- 2H2

.

Silver is a white metal, inferior in malleablity only to

gold among the heavy metals ; it is harder than gold, and
softer than copper. It is the best-known conductor of heat

and electricity. It may be distilled by the aid of the

oxy-hydrogen flame. It is not oxidized by ordinary oxygen,

and is incapable of decomposing water, but like mercury it

is oxidized by ozone. Moderately diluted nitric acid

dissolves it readily, and it is dissolved by heated concen-

trated sulphuric acid; it also resembles copper and mercury
in its behaviour with hydrochloric acid, and mercury in its

behaviour with hydriodic acid. It unites with the

halogens at ordinary temperatures, and, like mercury, readily

combines with sulphur, and is precipitated by hydrogen
sulphide from strongly acid solutions of its salts as black

sulphide, Ag„S.

Silver forms two chlorides,—argentic chloride, AgCl,
which is white, and insoluble in water, but readily soluble

in ammonia, and a black argentous chloride, th6 composi-

tion of which is not known with certainty, but is probably
AgjClj. Corresponding bromides exist, but only the one
iodide, Agl, is known. Argentic chloride becomes violet-

coloured on exposure to light, apparently owing to the

foiTuation of the lower chloride ; the iodide doe^ not alter

in appearance, but acquires the property of attracting metal-

lic silver, and hence its employment in photography. The
subchloride is not changed by nitric acid, but is converted
by ammonia into metallic silver and argentic chloride.

A brown argentous hydroxide, Ag (OH), is precipitated

from solutions of argentic salts on the addition of an
alkali ; it is slightly soluble in water and its solution is

faintly alkaline ; it loses water at a temperature above 60°

C, and is converted into argentic oxide, AgO. Argentic
oxide is a brown powder ; it gives oflF a certain amount of

oxygen, even at 100° C, and also when exposed to sunshine;
it neutralizes the strongest acids, forming argentic solts such

as argentic nitrate, AgNOj. Argentic s\dpha(i;, AgjSO^, is

isomorphous with anhydrous sodium sulphate, and it also
.)—20

forms en alum, AgM^iSO^^, 2-1H20, which, however,

is extremely unstable.

Silver also forms a suboxide probably of the composition

Ag^Oo, and a peroxide of which the cemposition is

uncertain, but probably is expressed by the formula Ag202.

Both are extremely unstable ; the former is decomposed by
ammonia into metallic silver and argentic oxide, which

dissolves, and acids act upon it in a similar manner.

Argentic carbonate is insoluble in water, and decomposes

at 200 C°. into the oxide and carbon dioxide.

Metallic silver is slowly precipitated from solutions of its

salts by hydrogen at ordinary temperatures, so that it is a

less positive element than hydrogen.

Gold is a metal of rich yellow colour nearly as soft as

lead when
, in a pure state. It exhibits no tendency to

combine directly with oxygen, and is not dissolved by any
single acid, except selenic acid, but it readily combines with

the halogens, and therefore dissolves in a mixture of nitric

and hydrochloric acids, which liberates chlorine (p. 4CC).

Gold is reduced from its compounds with extreme

readiness, but varies in properties according to the nature

of the compound from which it is separated ; in fact, it

appears to exist in several allotropic modifications. Thtis,

according to Thomsen, when a solution of auric chloride is

reduced by sulphurous acid, the gold separates as a light-

coloured powder which readily cakes together, but from a

solution of auric bromide it separates as an extremely fine

dark-coloured powder which exhibits no tendency to

agglomerate ; a third modification, also finely pulverulent,

but lustrous, is obtained by reducing aurous bromide or

iodide with sulphurous acid. Thomsen finds that the con-

version of the second (Aua) and third (Au/S) of these

modifications into that obtained from -auric chloride (Au;
would involve development of heat, and of different

amounts in the two cases ; thus :

—

All/5 = Au + 4700 uuita of heat
Aua = Au + 3210 „ „

By the action of chlorine, reduced gold is con\ erteJ into

the chloride, AUoCl^; this is decomposed by water into

aurous chloride, AujC!,, and auric chloride, AuCI^ Auric

chloride is soluble in water, but aurous chloride is insoluble;

in contact with water, especially on warming, the latter

decomposes into metallic gold and auric chloride. Auric

chloride is readily converted into aurous chloride when
heated to 185° C. The gold bromides may be obtained

in a similar manner, and exhibit similar properties, but are

less stable. Aurous and auric iodides, AuoT; and Aul_p arc

both insoluble, and still less stable. The auric couip luidi*

combine with the haloid acids, and with the haloid com-

pounds of most other metals, forming crystalline so-called

double salts ; these double salts, however, may be r^'gardcd

as salts of the acids formed by the union of the Iialoid

acids with the auric halogen compounds ; the double

chloride of gold and potassium, for example, KCl.AuOlj, as

the potassium salt of the acid II.\uCl4.

On treating aurous chlor'do with a solution of potassium

hydroxide, a dark-green substance is obtained, which

is probably the corresponding liydroxide ; it dccomjjosc"!

spontaneously into metallic go!d and auric hydroxide. Auric

hydroxide, Au(0H)3, is precipitated by alkalies from a solu-

tion of auric chloride as a dark-brown powder, wliich i^

quickly reduced on exposure to light. A third gold Iiydrox-

idc, derived from the oxide Au^Oj, oiijicars also to ixiet.

The hydroxides of gold exhibit very feeble bosic pro-

perties ; in fact, the salts formed on dissolving anric

hydroxide in nitric and sulphuric acids arc so unstable that

they have not been isolated. Auric hydroxide, howtvci,

possesses marked acid properties, and is dissohtd by n

solution of iu)tassiuni hydroxide,— potH.-^sium aurate, a

Y — 67
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crystalliae salt of the composition KAuOj, SHjO, separating

from the solution on concentration. On digesting aurio

hydroxide with ammonia it h converted into the so-called

fulminating gold, which is obtained in the form of a
yellowiah-brown powder easily exploded by percussion or

heat ; it is somewhat uncertain what is the composition of

this body, but it is not improbable that it is represented

by the formula At (NHj)
|
^^g. .

The distinctions between copper, silver, and gold are

obviously very marked
;

yet they resemble each other in

many respects, the relation being especially evident when
the cuprous and aurous compounds are compared with the

argentic compounds. It is to be noted that their hydroxides

and many other of their compounds are acted on by
ammonia in a characteristic manner, both silver and gold

hydroxides being converted into highly explosive bodies

;

the nature of the 'products has not been ascertained with
certainty, but apparently they are allied in composition.

The ammoniacal derivatives of copper correspond in com-
position to those formed from nickel, a metal which in

many respects is allied to copper.

As in the magnesium group of metals, the positive

character diminishes with increase of atomic weight, but
to a much greater extent.

Silver is the only element of the group which exhibits

marked analogy with the metals of the alkalies,—being

conn'^oted with them by the isomorphisoi of its sulphate

with that of sodium, by the formation of an alum, by the

alkalinity gf its hydroxide, and by its colour. Thermo-
chemicsl investigation also indicates a marked analogy

between silver and the metals of the alkalies, the sulphates

of silver, sodium, and potassium dissolving in water with

absorption of heat, whereas nearly as much heat is developed

on dissolving copper sulphate as when the equivalent

amount of sulphuric acid is added to water, copper sulphate

resembling in this respect the sulphates of magnesium and
zinc ; thus :

—

AgjSOj , Aq = - 4,480 units of heat

KjS04,Aq = -6,880
Na5S04,Aq = -60
CnSOj.Aq = 16,300 „
ZnSO^ , Aq = 18,500
MgSOj , Aq = 20,800

The existence of double salts such as CuK^(S04)2,

6H2O, isomorphous with those derived from the sulphates

of magnesium and zinc, and the readiness with which basic

salts of copper are formed, are confirmatory of the con-

clusion that copper is allied to zinc and magnesium.

The results of the thermo-chemical investigation of

copper, silver, and gold are of considerable interest, as will

be evident from the following tables. To illustrate the

application of the values in these tables, it may be pointed

out that the stability of the oxides of copper and the

instability of silver oxide and of auric hydroxide are

explained by the fact that much heat is developed in the

formation of the oxides of copper from their elements,

whereas the formation of silver oxide would involve but a

slight development of heat, and the formation of auric

hydroxide would even involve a large expenditure of

energy. Then it will be noticed that, in the formation of

cuprous iodide, heat is developed to the extent of 32,520

units per molecule, and that the formation of an aqueous

solution of cupric iodide would involve the development of

only 10,410 units per molecule ; hence it follows that the

conversion of two molecules of cupric iodid? into a

molaoola of cuprous iodide and a molecule of iodine would

be attended by the development of no less than 32520 -

2 X 10ilO = 11700 units of heat This explains the fact that

a mixture of caprous iodide and iodine, and not cupric

iodide, is obtained on adding potassium iodide to a eolation

of cupric sulphate:

—

SCuSO, -f 4KI = Cn^l, -1- 12 -I- 2KJSO4.

Again, the superior affinity of auric bromide for hydrogen

bromide as compared with that of auric chloride for hydrogen

chloride is shown by the development of 7700 units of heat

in the formation of the compound AuBr^H, and of only 4530
units in the formation of the corresponding chlorine com-

pound AuCl^H ; and that the latter is almost completely

decomposed and converted into the former on treatment

with hydrobromic acid is evidenced by the development of

13,800 units of heat in the reaction, complete decomposition

requiring the development of 14,300 units.

ReacIIon.
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to the air it oridizes almost as readily aa the more positive

alkali metals, chiefly thallious oxide, TI2O, being formed
;

and when heated to redness and plunged into oxygen it

bums brilliantly with a pure green light, chiefly thaUic

oxide, TUOj, being produced.

Four chlorides of thallium have been described, viz.,

TlCl or TI2CI2, TUCl^, Tl^Clj, and TICI3 or TljClj; corre-

sponding bromides, and the two iodides. Til or Tlolo, and

T~T or Tljlj, have also been obtained. Thallious chloride,

TlC'l or TljCL, separates as a white precipitate scarcely

di: tinguishablo at first sight from silver chloride, on the

addition of hydrochloric acid to a solution of a thallious

salt ; but iu properties it more nearly resembles lead chlo-

ride, PbCl,,, being slightly soluble in boiling water, from

which it separates again on cooUng in crystals, and scarcely

more soluble in aqueous ammonia than in water. Thallium

sesquichloride, Tl^Clj, formed by melting thallious chloride

in a stream of chlorine, crystallizes in brilliant orange-yeUow

plates, moderately soluble without decomposition in water

slightly acidulated with hydrochloric acid. ThaUic chlo-

ride, TICI3 or TUClg, is formed on dissolving thallic oxide

in hydrochloric acid; it crystallizes from hydrochloric acid

in colourless prisms of the composition TICI3 , H„0 or

TloCl(j, 2H2O. Little is known of the chloride tljOlj, but

the corresponding bromide is obtained on adding thallious

bromide to a hot solution of thallic bromide, separating

from the hot liquid in yellow shining needles. Thallious

bromide is nearly insoluble in water, but thallic bromide is

very soluble and deliquescent ; the bromide TLjBr^ is de-

composed by water into thallious and thallic bromide and
the bromide Tl^Br^ , which crystaUizes in orange-red laminse.

This last compound is also decomposed by water, with

separation of thallious bromide. Thallious iodide. Til or

Tljlo, has a brilliant yellow colour, and is almost insoluble

in water, and scarcely more soluble in a solution of potas-

sium iodide; when heated it becomes scarlet, but its yellow

colour is restored by friction. It is therefore opposite in cha-

racter to mercuric iodide, Hglj, which is scarlet, but becomes

J eilow when heated, and is readily soluble in potassium iodide

solution, although insoluble in water. Thallic iodide is

an extremely unstable compound, and, like cupric iodide,

readily decomposes into iodine and thallious iodide.

Thallious oxide is almost black in colour ; like litharge,

PbO, the corresponding lead oxide, it fuses readily, and
the fused oxide is absorbed by boue-ash so that a silver

thallium alloy may bo cupelhd like a silver-lead alloy. It

dissolves readily in water, forming a colourless, powerfully

alkaline solution, greasy to the touch, of thallious hydroxide,

Tl(OH) or Tl2(0H)„. Tho latter compound may be ob-

tained in pale-yellow prismatic crystals ; it is reconverted into

the oxide by mere exposure over sulphuric acid in a vacuum
at the ordinary temperature. The solution of thallious

hydroxide has nearly all the properties characteristic of

sodium hydroxide ; but it has a slight tendency to absorb
oxygen. "

Thallic hydroxide, T1(0H)3 or Tl2(0H)„, separ-

ates aa a brown gelatinous precipitate on the addition of

alkalies to a solution of a thallic salt ; by heating to about
260° C. it is converted into thallic oxide, TljOj. This
oxide is a dark brown powder fusible with difficulty ; it is

reduced to the lower oxide at a red heat. It has much
lose marked basic properties than thallious oxide, but
dissolves readily in acids, forming thallic salts ; it is

insoluble in water. Thallious salts are not precipitated by
hydrogen sulphide in presence of strong acids, but the

thallium is completely precipitated as a brown sulphide

from solutions of tho salts of weak acids, such as thallious

acetate, and by alkaline sulpliides.

Thallious hydroxide readily absorbs carbon dioxide,

forming thallious Ciubonate, TLCO,,. Tlii.s salt crystallizes

iu prisms, and is soluble in about four times its weight of
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boiling water, forming an alkalina solution; it is fusible,

but decomposes when heated to dull redness. Thallioua

sulphate, TI2SO4, is isoraorphous with potassium sulphate
;

it also forms an alum, TL2Al2(S04)4, 24H2O, and double

salts such as Tl2Mg(S04)2, GHjO, isomorphous with the

corresponding potassium salts. A large number of thallious

salts, in fact, are isomorphous with the corresponding

sodium, potassium, and ammonium salts. Thallic sulphate,

T1„(S04)3, ^^fi> ^ decomposed even by cold water; it

forms an anhydrous double sulphate with potassium sulphate

quite different from the alums in composition, viz.,

Tl2(S04)3, 2K2SO4.
Lead is a bluish-white, extremely soft metal ; it fuses at

325° C. It is readOy dissolved by nitric acid, and is slowly

acted on when boiled with hydrochloric or dilute sulphuric

acid, hydrogen being evolved. Although it tarnishes in the

air, the oxidation is only superficial, but it readily absorbs

oxygen when heated. Its oxides are very easily reduced.

Only one stable chloride of lead, PbCU is known ; when,

however, the oxides Pb203 and Pb02 are dissolved in hydro-

chloric acid at a low temperature, solutions are formed which

apparently contaiii the corresponding chlorides Pb.,Clg and

PbCl4, as the oxides may be reprecipitatcd by alkalies, but

the slightest heat causes chlorine to be evolved. Lead

chloride is difiicultly soluble in water, from which it crystal-

lizes in delicate white needles. Lead iodide, Pbl2, crystal-

lizes in brilliant yellow plates sparingly soluble in water.

Lead forms a suboxide, Pb„0, a monoxide, PbO, a dioxide

or peroxide, PbO,, and a fourth oxide, Pb304, which may
be regarded as a 'compound of the monoxide and dioxide.

The suboxide is black ; like tho corresponding oxides of

mercury and silver, it furnishes the metal and a salt derived

from the monoxide on treatment with acids. The monoxide,

PbO, ordinarily known as litharge, is prepared on the large

scale by the oxidation of lead in air ; the pure oxide has a

lemon-yellow colour, and is insoluble in water ; it fuses at

a heat below redness, Tho corresponding hydroxide,

Pb(0H)2, is obtained on adding ammonia to a solution of

a lead salt such as lead nitrate, P^NOj),, as a white

amorphous precipitate, which absorbs carbon dioxide on

exposure to air ; it is converted into the oxide when heated

above 100° C. The oxide and hydroxide are readily acted

on by acids, and form stable salts ; but they are also soluble

in alkalies. Lead nitrate is easily soluble, but lead suli)hate

and carbonate are insoluble in water ; they may be obtained

in crystals isomorphous with those of tho corresponding

barium salts. The carbonate is readily decomposed when

heated, and on heating the svilphate with lead sulphids

metallic lead is obtained : PbS04 + PbS = 2Pb -1- 2S02'.

. Lead sesquioxide, Pb203, is little known; it has-

a

brown colour, and is converted into the monoxide and

oxygen when heated. Lead dioxide, PbOj, also has a

brown colour ; it may be obtained by passing chlorine into

water in which lead oxide is suspended. It unites directly

with sulphur dioxide, forming lead sulphate, sufficient heat

being developed to cause the mass to glow ; it is converted

into the monoxide when heated ; it is insoluble in most acids,

but is dissolved by acetic acid, and apparently converted

into a corresponding acetate ; by fusing it with potassium

hydrcxide, potassium plumbate is produced, which may be

obtained in crystals of the composition K.,rb03, 3n.,0.

By carefully heating lead monoxide to low redness in

air it is converted into the red oxide or miuium, the most

usual composition of which is represented by the formula

PbjOj. On treating this oxide with acids—nitric acid, for

example— it furnishes lead nitrate and lead, dioxide.

Lead is precipitated by hydrogen sulphide, aa a black

sulphide, even from strongly acid solutions of its salts

Although no stable chloride of lead exists containing mors

than two atoms of chlorine, a stablo tetracthyl derivative,
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Pb(C2H5)j, the existence of which affords conclusive evi-

dence that lead may function as a tetrad element, is obtained
bj the action of zinc ethyl on the chloride PbClj (2Pb,Cl.)
The hydroxide, PbrC„H5),.0H, is powerfully basic.

Compounds of thallium witli hydrocarbon radicles only
have not yet baen obtained; a thallium diethylchloride,
T1(C„H5).,C1, is known, however. It is a crystaUine body
of remarkable stability, and is readily converted into the
hydroxide, TljCsHJ^-OH, which is also crystalline and
very soluble in water ; the solution is strongly alkaline,

nevertheless the hydroxide does not exhibit the slightest

tendeacy to attract carbon dioxide, although it readily
forms salts with other acids.

The relation of thallium to lead will be sufficiently

evident from the above sketch of the properties of some of
the more important compounds of the two elements; it

will be noticed also that thallium has strong points of
resemblance with the metals of the alkalies, and that it is

in some respects related to mercury. Its relation to the
alkali metals is especially indicated by the extreme readi-

ness with which it is oxidized, by the properties of thallious

hydroxide, and by the isomorphism of many thallious

compounds with the corresponding potassium and sodium
compounds. Thermochemical investigation entirely con-
firms these conclusions, as will be evident from the follow-

ing tables, the heat of neutralization of thallium hydroxide
being equal to that of the hydroxides of potassium and
Bodium, but the affinity of thallium for oxygen being only
about equal to that of mercury and copper, and somewhat
less than that of lead. The heat of neutralization of thallic

hydroxide exceeds that of aluminic hydroxide.

/T1„0
TljO, H,0....

Tlj.O.H.O..
T1,0,H

S4 T\^.o,,3nfi..
- g Tl , CI.

.

Tl , Br .

T1,I....

Tl.O.KO,...
Tls,0,,SOj...,

Tl.O, H,Aq.
Tlj.O, Aq

Tlj.O.NAAq-
Tl,,0,S03Aq ..

Tl,Cl,Aq
Tl,a3, Aq
Tl,Br3,Aq
Tl.la.Aq

T1,0, 0,,3HjO
'niOH),0,H.O

'ri(OH)Aq,0

2Tl(0H)Aq , HjSO.Aq
Tl(OH)Aq, HNOjAq..

•n(OH)Aq„'HaAq ,

TlOsH, , 3HBrAq
Tl(OH')Aq , HCUq
Tl(OH)Aq, HBrAq....,
Tl(OH)Aq , HIAq.
Tl30,2HClAq
TljO, 2HBrAq
TljO,2HIAq
TljO,2HCl
Tl,0,2HBr
T1,0,2HI
T1,0, Aq
T10H,Aq
TINO3, Aq
Tl.SO^, Aq
Tia,Aq

Cnltaof
heat devel-

oped or

absorbed.

42,240

3,230

45,470

56,915
86,010
48,680
41,295

30,180

60,140

149,900

63,750
39,160

66,540

70,290

38, 4S0
89,000
66,180
10,550

43,770
20,270

23,425

31,130
13,690

13.760

30,570
23,860

27,510
81,610
44,640
61,940
60,140
79,280
91,820
98,560

- 3,080
- 3,155
- 9,970
- 8,CS0
-10,100

FormaUon of the salts from
tlia mecal, oxygen, and
gaseoQs nitric peroxide
or aalpbiU' dioxide.

Tlia Ba]ta are prodaeed from
the metai, oxygen, and
dUcte aqueQua Mlulloas
of the rr'i'j.

rTtialllons oxide and h>dr-

I oxide aiTe -converted into

thallic hydroxide by oxy-

l Ben and water.

(Oxidation of an aqaeons
\ Eolation.

(The chloride being retained

( In eolation.

The haloid Challloiu com-
ponnd being entirely

precipitated.

Reaction.
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nium hydroxide is converted into aluminium oxide or

alumina, AJjOj ; if it has been exposed only to a moderate

red heat the alumina is a soft, white, light powder like

magnesium oxide, and is soluble in acids; but after strong

ignition it becomes very hard and insoluble, or difficultly

soluble, in acids. Alumina occurs native as corundum in

crystals isomorphous with the corresponding oxides of chro-

mium and iron ; in the crystalline state it is the hardest sub-

stance known next to the diamond, and insoluble in all

acids, but like silica it is dissolved on fusion with alkalies.

The only reactions which, in the case of aluminium, have

been submitted to thermochemical investigation are

—

A1,.C1,
AljCl„. Aq
Alj.CHClAq
A!. ,0j, 3H.0
Ai;,0,,H,.'
A1„{0H),, GHClAq
aQOHJj, 3SO3.V,,

L'DiU of heat
develo;]cd.

321,870
153,690
239,640
338,800
S93,SS0
55,920
62,970

The resemblance of aluminium to boron, silicon, and

magnesium is most evident when the oxides and chlorides

are compared. Thus, their oxides are all bodies of great

stability, and, excepting magnesium oxide, possess marked
acid properties ; and their chlorides behave similarly when
added to water, boron and silicon chlorides being entirely

decomposed, and aluminium and magnesium chlorides at

least partially, the reaction in each case being attended by
the development of a very considerable amount of heat

;

thus, according as quantities are taken which are as the

molecular weights of the chlorides, or which contain the

same amount of chlorine, we have

—

SiCli,Aq = 81,640
BCl,,Aq = 79,200
A1,C!,, Aq = 153,690
MgCl,, Aq = 35,920

3 SiClj, Aq = 61,230
BCI3, Aq = 79,200

i AljClj, Aq = 76,845

li JlgCL, Aq = 53,780

It may bo remarked also that magnesium and aluminium
both form very soluble sulphates, which readily combine
with other sulphates.

Indium is easily reduced from its oxide by hydrogen,

and is precipitated from solutions of its salts by cadmium
and zinc. It is an extremely rare metal, and occurs always

associated with zinc. It is a soft, ductde, white metal,

destitute of crystalline structnre, much resembling lead

in appearance. It rapidly dissolves in concentrated

hydrochloric acid, slowly in dilute nitric and sulphuric

acids. It melts at 17C° C, but is much less volatile than
cadmium, and may be melted in the air without oxidizing;

at a bright red heat it barns with a violet flame form-

ing a yellow oxide, InjO,.

Indium chloride, In„Clu, sublimes without fusion at an
incipient white heat, condensing in soft white laminre.

Indium oxide, In^Oj, is not volatile even at a white heat

;

it is readily soluble in acids. It is stated that by heating

in a stream of hydrogen the oxides In-O^,, In^Oj, and InO.,

arc in succession formed from it, but their existence as

definite compounds has not been satisfactorily established.

Indium hydroxide separates as a white gelatinous precipitate

en the addition of ammonia to cold solutions of indie salts
;

it is soluUo in alkalies, and on ignition is converted into

the oxide ln,0|,. Indium sulphate forms with ammonium
sulphate a d"ouble sulphate Ino(NH^V.(SOJj,24H„0, iso-

morphous with the alums ; when heated only to 36° C,
however, this salt is converted into one containing only

4 molecules of water of crj'stallization.

On passing hydrogen sulphide into solutions of indium
a yellow precipitate is obtained, which is decomposed by

hydrochloric acid; no precipitate is produced when alumi-

nium salts are similarly treated, aluminium sulphide being

at once decomposed bv water and converted into tha

hydroxide.

Chromium—M.vnganese—Tkox—Cobalt—Xickel.

N.lii:c.
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Chloridei.

Cr.Cle

MnjCIs
Cr,a. Cr.Cle CrF,
MnjCl, MnjCIs MnCl. ? MnT,
FcjCl^ " "

Their chlorides, and, iu fact, their halogen compounds
generally, are all easily soluble ip water, with the exception

of sublimed chromic chloride, Cr„Clg, which is insoluble iu

cold, and is only slowly dissolved by boiling water; but
if the cold solution contains a minute quantity of cbromous
chloride, CrjClj, the chromic chloride dissolves immediately
with development of heat, forming a green solution identical

with that produced by dissolving chromic hydroxide in

hydrochloric acid; this effect Is, perhaps, due to the formation

in the first instance of an intermediate chloride, or

combination of the two chlorides, which is decomposable
by water. The chlorides which correspond in composi-
tion to ferrous chloride, Fe,Cl^, are all perfectly stable, and
volatilize without decomposition ; chromic and ferric

chlorides are also highly stable bodies, but the remaining
chlorides are exceedingly unstable. Chromium hexafluoride,

CrF,;, is a very volatile blood-red liquid which is decom-
posed by water.

Their oxides, with the exception of chromium trioxide

or chromic anhydride, Cr03, and hydroxides are all

insoluble in v/ater, but readily dissolve in acids. Chromic
oxide, CrjOj, is green, and chromium trioxide has a
magnificent scarlet colour. Ferric oxide, Fe203, has a-

reddish-brown colour ; the oxides of manganese are brownish
black ; and the oxides of nickel and cobalt are aU intensely

block like cupric oxide. Chromic and ferric oxides form
crystals isomorphous with those of alumiuic oxide, AljOj.

The affinity of chromium to oxygen is so great that

ohr-omous oxide, Cr^Oj, is apparently incapable of existing,

and it is difficult to obtain ferrous oxide, FcoO,, on account
of the readiness with which it is oxidized to ferric oxide,

Fe.,03. Ferric oxide, like chromic oxide, CrnO., is a body
of great stability, but unlike the latter it is converted into

a lower oxide, ferroso-ferric oxide, Fe^O^, on ignition.

The most stable oxide of manganese is the corresponding

oxide, Mn^O^ ; but manganous oxide, MnoOo, is less readily

oxidized thau ferrous oxide, and manganic oxide is less

stable thau ferric oxide ; manganese is the only metal of the

iron group which forms a dioxide, or, as it is usually

termed, a peroxide. Cobaltous oxide, COnO,, absorbs

oxygen when heated to dull redness in air, and is converted

into the oxide Co^O^, but when more strongly heated this

oxide is reconverted into cobaltous oxide, which is also

obtained on igniting cobaltio oxide, Co^Oj. JS'ickebus

oxide, Ni^p,,, exhibits no tendency to absorb oxygen, and

the higher oxide is very readily decomposed by heat. From
this it will be evident that the afiinity to oxygen diminishes

rapidly from chromium to nickel

Similar differences are noticeable between their hydroxides.

Thus, the tendency of chromous hydroxide, Cr„(0H)4, to

become converted into chromic hydroxide, Cr,(0H')5, is so

great that it decomposes water even at ordinary tempera-

tures with evolution of hydrogen : Cr„(OH)^ + 20Ho =
Cr2(0H)^-)- H,,. Ferrous hydroxide does not decompose

\rater in this manner, but iu presence of both air and water

it is quickly converted into ferric hydi'oxide : 2Fe.,(OH)4 +
40H. -1- O.J = 2Feo(OH)4 -I- SOH. ; manganous hydroxide

behavea similarly, but oxidizes much less rapidly ; cobaltous

hydroxide manifests .but little tendency to form the higher

hydroxide, and nickelous hydroxide is unaffected, when
placed in contact with air and water. The two last named
hydroxides, however, may be converted into the higher

hydroxides by treatment with a solution of sodium

by\)oohlorito.

Their hydroxides are without diiSculty converted into the
corresponding oxides, giving off water when very gently
heated ; the behaviour of chromous hydroxide is peculiar,

as, when ignited, it is converted into chromic oxide with
evolution of hydrogen: Cr2(OH)4 = Cr203-f OHj-fH;.
Many hydroxides are known intermediate in composition
between the oxides and the highest hydroxides,—such,

for cxa,mple, as are represented by the formulas Fe20(0H).,
and 'Fe^O.JiO'ii.)„, which obviously are intermediate in

composition between ferric oxide, FejOj, and ferric hydrox-
ide, Fe3(OH)5.

AVith the exception of chromium trioxide, the oxides and
hydroxides of the metals now under consideration all

exhibit marked basic properties ; but chromic hydroxide,
like aluminic hydroxide, also has feeble acid properties,

dissolving in solutions of the alkalies ; and cobaltous and
nickelous hydroxides, like cupric hydroxide, readily dissolve

in ammonia, the solution of the former being brownish-red,

and that of the latter blue. The oxides and hydroxides
which correspond in composition with ferrous oxide and
hydroxide furnish stable salts such as ferrous sulphate,

FejfSOj),. The chromous salts, however, are but httle

known; they form either red or blue solutions, which absorb
oxygen with avidity, and dissolve nitric oxide gas, forming
dark brown solutions. The ferrous salts form pale green

solutions, which slowly absorb oxygen, and readily dissolve

nitric oxide (p. 513). The manganous salts are of a pale

pink colour, and their solutions are scarcely altered In con-

tact with oxygen. Solutions of cobaltous salts have a rose-

red colour, unless they are very concentrated or mixed with

a strong acid, in which case they are blue. Nickelous salts

are green. The solutions of cobaltous and nickelous saltP,

are permanent in air.

A second series of chromium and iron salts correspond-

ing to the oxides Cr^Oj and FcjOg are readily obtained, as

they are of great stability. Solutions of chromic salts are

green or violet ; solutions of ferric salts are yellow. Chromic
salts such as chromic sulphate, Cr2(S04)3, for example, are

reduced to chromous salts by the action of the nascent

hydrogen produced when zinc is immersed in their solutions,

but they cannot be thus reduced by the aid of iron ; ferric

salts, however, are readily reduced to ferrous salts even by
feeble reducing agents such as hydrogen sulphide. Man-
ganic and cobaltic salts corresponding to the chromic and
ferric salts may be obtained, but they are extremely un-
stable, and nickelic salts appear to be incapable of existing,

so that, on treating the higher oxides and hydroxides of

manganese, itc, with acids, salts derived from manganous
oxide and its congeners are usually obtained. Thus, nickelic

oxide, NioOj , is converted by the action of sulphuric acid

into nickelous sulphate, with evolution of oxygen ; similarly,

when manganic oxide, MunOj, manganic peroxide, MnO„,
or cobaltic oxide, CojOj, is carefully dissolved in hydro-
chloric acid, solutions are obtained which apparently contain

the corresponding cMorides, Mn„Clu, MnCl^, and Co^Clg,

but these rapidly decompose v;ith evolution of chlorine,

leaving manganous chloride, MnjCl,, or cobaltous chloride

CojCl^. The oxides which correspond in composition to

ferroso-ferric oxide, Fe304, behave v/ith acids as if mixtures

of the two oxides. Salts corresponding to chromium tri-

oxide are not obtainable, for on treatment with sulphuric

acid it is converted into chromic sulphate, with evolution

of oxygen ; and by the action of hydrochloric acid it is con-

verted into chromic chloride, with evolution of chlorine.

Like all feebly positive metals, the metals of the iron group
form numerous basic salts, iron and chromium being espe-

cially characterized by the formation of basic chromic and
ferric salts ; a remarkable series of ferric and thromic
" mixed salts," such, for example, as ferric tetraceto-dini-

trate, T'e;(N03)„(C2H302)4, and chromic pentacetonitrate,
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Cr„(N03)(C2H302)5, Lave been ottained by, diasolviEg the

hydroxides in mixtures of two acids in various proportions.

Like alumJnic sulphate, chromic, ferric, and manganic

lulphates form double salts lifith the sulphates of the s.Lkali

metals, which correspond both in composition and crystalline

form with the alums. The chrome alums are almost as stable

as the true alams, but the iron alums are much leas stable,

and the manganese alums are so unstable that water decom-

poses them into their component salts. Ferrous, manganoas,

cobaltous, and nickelous sulphates form double Sulphates

with the sulphates of the alkali metals, corresponding in

composition and isomorphous with double sulphates such

as K2Zn(S04)2, 6HjO and K2Cu(SOi)2, eHjO.
The relation of chromium to sulphur and the allied

elements is indicated by the existence of the trioxide CrOj

;

this oxide, however, is not merely analogous in composition

to Bulphoric anhydride, but also resembles it in properties.

Thus, it dissolves readily in water, forming a strongly acid,

yel'ow solution of chromic acid, H2Cr04 ; and the salts of

this acid are not only analogous in composition to the cor-

responding sulphates, but are also isomorphous with them-
and are similar to them in many respects, the chromatea of

metals which form insoluble or diiEcultly soluble sulphates

being as a rule also insoluble or difficultly soluble. But
although the chromates are stable salts, chromic acid is not

known except in solution, chromic anhydride, CrOj, being

obtained when the solution is evaporated ; moreover, chromic

acid very readily parts with oxygen, and on this account is

a most valuable oxidizing agent. Acid salts of chromic

acid corresponding to the acid sulphates apparently cannot

exist, for when a solution of a chromate is rendered acid

the colour changes from pale yellow to orange-yellow, the

chromate being converted into an anhydrochromate or di-

chromate, which is formed from two molecules of the acid

chromate by the withdrawal of the elements of a molecule

of water ; thus —

CrO,(OK), „„,, _ Q f CrO^-OK
Cr02(0K), + "^^^ - "

t CrOj.OK
Potaraa

+ 2Ka + HjO.
Potasslain
chronist«.

lum
anhydrochromate.

The anhydrochromates are mostly orange-red, the cor-

responding chromates being yeUow ; they are very stable,

and unlike the anhydrosulpUates (p. 507), to which they

correspond in composition, dissolve in water Unchanged.
The relation of chromium to sulphur is also indicated by

the existence of en oxychloride, CrOjCl.,, corresponding to

sulphuric chloride (p. 605), SO^Crjj'it is a blood-red

coloured liquid, which is violently decomposed by water,

and boils at 118° C. The determination of the vapour
density of this compound shows chat it is correctly repre-

sented by the formula CrOoClj-
On fusing an oxide of manganese with potassium nitrate,

a deep green-coloured mass is formed, from which potassium
manganate, KjMnO,, may be separated in crystals

isomorphous with potassium sulphate. A concentrated
solution of this salt is decomposed merely by dilution, and
the solution cannot be boiled ; on adding an acid the
colour changes from green to purple-red, the manganate
being converted into permanganate :

—

4K2Mn04 -t- Oj + 20H, - ZK^Mnfi. + 4K0H
PobuiluDi Potacalum
mvigflnatfl. perniRiiitanKto.

The permanganates are much more stable than the man-
ganates, and their solutions may be boiled without their

decomposing ; but they readily part with oxygen, and are
therefore most powerful oxidizing agents
As the maoganatea and sulphates are isomorphous it is

probable that the two classes of compounds are analogous in

constitution, and from the iiuinncr in wliicli the inriiiagan-

ates £ire formed from the manganates it is probable that tliB

former contain at least two atoms of manganese in the mole-

cule, and that potassium permanganate, for example, is re-

presented bv the formula •.., .,_„'. But potassium
O.MnOjCOK)

permanganate is isomorphous with potassium perchlorate

and periodate ; it therefore appears probable that, rs

already pointed out (p. 497), the formula KjCljOg for the

former salt is preferable to the simpler formula KCIO^ , by
which it is usually represented. The isomorphism of

potassium permanganate with potassium perchlorate and
periodate is, however, chiefly of interest as an indication

that manganese is related to the halogens.

Iron is also capable of jrielding a compound analogous

to potassium manganate, but much less stable, termed
potassium ferrate, KjFeO,; it is produced by fusing an
oxide of iron with nitre. The solution has a cherry-red

colour, and on the addition of acids is at once decomposed
with evolution of oxygen. The most characteristic com-
pounds of iron, however, are the so-called ferrocyan ides and
ferricyanides. Potassium ferrooyanide, K3Fe2(CN)i2, is

produced on adding potassium cyanide to a solution of a

ferrous salt in sufficient amount to redissoLve the precipi-

tate which at first forms ; it crystallizes from the concen-

trated solution in beautiful yellow plates. The tendency

to form this salt is so great that metallic iron is rapidly

dissolved when heated with an aqueous solution of potas-

sium cyanide :
—

12KCN -1- 2Fe + 4HjO = KsFejCCN),^ + 4KH0 -I- 2Hj .

Not only is the presence of iron in this compound not

discoverable by the ordinary tests, but on treatment with

hydrochlorip acid it furnishes hydroferrocyanic acid,

HgFe2(CN),2, and is not, hke most double cyanides, decom-

posed with evolution of hydrocyanic acid. Potassium

ferricyanide, K5Fe2(CN),2, is produced by the action of

chlorine on the ferrocyanide : K5Fe2(CN),2 + Clj =
K|JFe2(CN)^J-^2KCl ; it crystallizes iu red prisms, and
Uke the ferrocyanide is an extremely stable compound.

Other ferro and ferri-cyanides may be prepared from the

potassium compoutds by double decomposition.

Cobalticyanides, such as KjCo2(CN),2, isomorphous with

the ferricyanides, are i-eadily obtained, and are equally

stable ; but the cobaltocyanides are very unstable. Chromi-
cyanides and mangano- and mangani-cyanides, isomorphor.s

with the corresponding iron compounds are also known,
but they are much less stable than the latter. Nickel

does not furnish compounds of this kind, but like copper

forms double cyanides, such as Ni(CN)2, 2KCN, which are

readily decomposed by acids with evolution of hydrocyanic

acid.

Nickel, although of the same atomic weight as cobalt,

it will be manifest, is po.'isessed of very different properties,

being in many respects much more nearly related to copper

than to cobalt, iron, &c. ; it is noteworthy that nickel and
copper are the only metils whose compounds form blue

solutions with ammonia. The relation of chromium, iron,

manganese, and cobalt to one another, and of the first two'

especially to aluminium, will bo sufficiently evident with-'

out further remark ; the relation of iron, cobalt, ^ud
nickel to the platinum metals will bo referred to Inter on.

Manganese and iron nro the only elemeivta cf this group
which have been submitted to thermochemical investigb-

tion. Many of the results arc of considerable interest;

thus, it will be noticed, on reference to the foUowiug

tables, that much more heat is developed in the formation

of manganoiia chloride, MnClj or Mn,Cl,, than in that of

the coi responding chloride of iron ; this is of intereet in

connection with and may perhapo serve to explain, the

great instability of the higher cliloriiles of nKinKanesp.
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ruthenium, rhodium, and palladium, and between OBnaium,

iridium, and platinum, is similar to that which obtains

between iron, cobalt, and nickel ; they are indeed very

closely related to these last elements,—the resemblance in

properties being greatest between iron, ruthenium, and

osmium ; between cobalt, rhodium, and iridium ; and

between nickel, palladium, aod platinum. Palladium and

platinum also manifest much analogy to silver and gold,

and ruthenium and osmium exhibit properties which con-

nect them with the elements molybdenum snd tungstsn.

They are white, or nearly white, hard metals, of high

specific gravity, osmium being the heaviest of the elements
;

they may be melted, but only at a very high temperature

with the aid of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe, with the

exception of osmium, which does not melt, but volatilizes,

palladium being more fusible, and rhodium, ruthenium,

and iridium- much less fusible, than platinum. Palladium

is soluble in concentrated nitric acid, and platinum in

nitrous acid, as well as in aqua-regia ; the remaining metals

are difficultly soluble or are insoluble in aqua-regia. They
are all attacked on fusion with alkalies and potassic

nitrate. Most of them possess in a high degree the

property to which allusion has already been made of con-

densing gases on their surfaces, especially when in a finely

divided state ; thus, finely divided platinum at ordinary

temperatures absorbs about 2-tO times its volume of hydro-

gen, and finely divided palladium at 200° C. absorbs nearly

700 times its volume of hydrogen. WTien heated in an

atmosphere of the gas platinum and palladium also oct'Iude

hydrogen when in a compact state. The latter metal, accord-

ing to Troost and Hautefeuille, forms a definite compound
with hydrogen of the composition PdjH, which is further

capable of absorbing hydrogen in considerable quantity

;

the density of the pure compound is 11 '06, that of the

melted metal from which it was prepared being 12, and,

therefore, if it be supposed that the elements unite without

condensation, that is to say, that the hydrogen has the

same density as it would have if solidified in the free state,

the density of solidified hydrogen is "62, or slightly higher

than that of lithium. Iron, cobalt, and nickel also possess

the property of occluding hydrogen, although only in a

alight degree.

The following chlorides and oxides of the platinum
metals are known :

—
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properties, dissolving in alkalies. Ehodium and iridium

are precipitated from eolutions of their salts by most
metals, but uot by silver or gold.

in many of their prop6rtie3 palladium and platinum more
nearly resemble silver and gold than the preceding metals,

just as nickel is more closely allied to copper than to cobalt

and iron. Palladium is superficially oxidized at a lower

temperature than silver, but its oxide is decomposed at a

red heat
;
platinum is not in the least affected when

heated in air or oxygen. The most stable compounds of

palladium are the palladious' compounds, a solution of

palladia chloride, PdCl^, being decomposed when heated,

with evolution of chlorine, PdjCl^ being produced ; the

most stable compounds Of platinum, however, are those

which correspond in cbmposition to platinic chloride.

Palladium, like silver, is stained by iodine, which is with-

out action on platinum, owing to the formation of paUadious
iodide, which is also obtained on adding potassium iodide

to a solution of a paUadious salt ; ifc is a black powder
insoluble in water but soluble in ammonia, and also, like

silver iodide, in a solution of potassium iodide. Both
platinous and platinic chlorides, like auric chloride, readily

unite with hydrochloric acid, forming cliloroplatinous and
chloroplatinic acids, HjPtCl^ and HjPtClj ; salts of these

acids are produced by the combination of platinous and
platinic chlorides with the chlorides of other metals.

PaUadious and palladic chlorides, and the corresponding

chlorides of the other platinum metals, as already pointed

out, form similar compounds, those which correspond in

composition being in all cases isomorphous. Although
platinum and palladium do not furnish compounds analog-

ous to the ferro- or ferri-cyanides, they form a distinct

series of very beautiful and highly stable salts termed platino-

cyanides and paUadiocyanides, which are analogous in com-
position to the chloroplatinites, and from which the corre-

sponding acids may be obtained by decomposing the silver

salts, for example, with hydrogen sulphide ; thus :

—

KjPtCl^ K„Pt(CN)^ K^PdfCN)^
Fotaaslom platlDochloHde. Potassium plattnocyiulide. Fotiissium palladlocysDide.

The paUadiocyanides are isomorphous with the corre-

sponding platinocyanides. These salts combine with the

halogens, forming compounds such as potassium platini-

oiuorocyanide, K2PtCl2(CN)^, which are analogous to the

chloroplatinates such as KgPtCI,;. A somewhat similar

series of bodies may be obtained from gold, e.y., potassium

auricyanide, KAu(CN)^, and potassium aurichlorocyanide,

KAuCl2(CN)2.
The oxides and hydroxides of platinum and palladium are

somewhat mora stable than the silver and gold compounds,
but are entirely decomposed on ignition ; they dissolve in

E.cids, but the resulting salts have little stability, althoiigh

they are considerably more stable than those of gold. Tie
hydroxides appear aU to possess acid properties, platinic

hydroxide dissolving readily in solutions of alkalies, form-

ing metaUic derivatives which may be obtained in crystals.

Pl-dtiiiio hydroxide, like auric hydroxide, is converted into

a fulminating compound by the action of ammonia.
Cobalt and the platinum metak are especially character-

ized by the readiness with which they enter into reaction

with ammonia, forming salts of cobalt and platinum bases,

which are often extremely complex in composition. Thus,
a .':olution of piatinous chloride in warm, moderately strong

ammonia, coriceiitratcd by evaporation, on cooling deposits

yellow crystals of platinodiammonium chloride, PtN'^H,2Cl2,

HjO ; by treating a sol.-.vion of this salt with silver sul-

phate it is converted into the sulphate PtN^H,0(804), from
which the corresponding hydroxide PtX^Hj5(0H)„ may be
procured by adding to the solution the equivalent quantity

of bariuir hydroxide. Platinodiammonium hydroxide may

be obtained in crystals ; it is a powerfuUy alkaline, caustic

substance, and, according to Thomsen, its heat of neutral-

ization is as great as that of the alkalies and the hydroxides

of barium, strontium, and calcium. When platinodiam-

monium hydroxide is heated as long as it gives off am-

monia and water, it is converted into platinoammonium

oxide PtNoHgO, from which salts such as platinoammonium

chloride, PtNoHgCU, may be prepared by the action of

acids; on passing chlorine into water in which the latter

is suspended it is converted into chloroplatiuoammonium

chloride, PtCljNoHeClj
The relation of these compounds to platinous chloride

and to one another may be expressed by the following for-

mulM :

—

Pta, PtENHjCUNHJ],
II II

VtClj Pt[NH.,Cl(NH,)]j
riatinoua Platinodiummoiilum
ciiloricie. chloiide.

Pt(NH3Cl)s

Pt(NH,Cl),
Platinoaminoniiim

chloride.

PtCKNHsCl),
I

PtCllNHaCI),
Chloi oplatinoani-
monium chlorklc

Similarly, when a solution of cobaltous chloride in

ammonia is exposed to the air, the liquid assumes first a

brown and then a red colour, and if the reddened liquid is

mixed with hydrochloric acid a brick-red precipitate is pro-

duced ; by recrystallizing this from hot water containing

hydrochloric acid it is obtained in beautiful ruby-red crys-

tals of the composition CogNiDHg^Cl^. The relation of this

compound, which is termed purpureocobaltic chloride, to

cobaltous and cobaltic chlorides may be expressed as

follows :

—

CoClj

II

CoCl,

Cobaltous
chloiide.

CoClj

CoCls

Cobaltic chloride.

Co
NH.Cl

^° 1 rS:H,Cl(NHJl,
,NH,C1(N.H,)1

Co
( NH3CI

Purpuieocobaltlc chloride.

Nickel and copper appear to form similar compounds,

but they are mostly very soluble and far less complex, these

elements having little or no tendency to function as hexads.

TlTAHItTM ZlEOONinM TlN.

Name.
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warm hydrochloric acid, which converts it into stannous

chloride, SdjCI^, but ia rapidly acted ou by moderately

concentrated aitric acid ; chlorine acts readily on the melted

metal, converting it into stannic chloride, SnClj. Two
chlorides of titanium are known, TijClg and TiClj, but

only one chloride of zirconium, ZrCl4. Titanium and tin

tetrachlorides are colourless liquids, which boil respectively

lit 135° and lio' C. ; their lower chlorides are solids, and
are powerful reducing agents. Zii-conium chloride is a

white, crystalline solid ; its vapour density corresponds with

the formula ZrCl^. When titanium and tin tetrachlorides

are mixed with a small quantity of water, much heat is

developed, and they dissolve, probably forming chlorhydrins

;

but a large quantity of water causes their conversion into

the corresponding hydroxides, which separate as white

gelatinous precipitates. Zirconium chloride is dissolved

i!V3n by a large quantity of water, but the hydroxide

Zr(OH)., separates as a gelatinous, bulky, white precipitate

on the addition of alkalies.

Titanium, zirconium, and tin tetrafluoriae unite with

metallic fluorides, forming crystalline salts whict correspond

in composition to the silcofiuorides or fluosilicates (p.

i)22), with which they are isomorphous; thus :

—

K,SiF,
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elements have a groat tendency to unite with nitrogen.

Vanadium dicliloridc crystallizes in apple-green coloured

plates, and vanadium trichloride forms peach-blossom

coloured tables ; vanadium tetrachloride is a reddish-brown

liquid, which boils at 154° C. An oxychlbride of vanadium,
VOCI3, corresponding to phosphorus oxychloride, POCI3,
is also known ; it is a yellow liquid, which boils at 120°

C. The vapour density of the tetrachloride, according to

Roscoe, corresponds with the formula VCI4, but as it is

resolved into the trichloride and free chlorine on boiling,

and even undergoes the same decomposition at ordinary

temperatures, it may be doubted whether the density

observed was really that of the tetrachloride, and not that

of a mixture of a lower chloride and chlorine, especially as

from the analogy which vanadium presents to chromium the

formula VjClg appears to be more probable than the

simpler formula.

The vanadium chlorides are dissolved and decomposed by
water, the tetrachloride forming a blue, the trichloride a
green, the dichloride a lavender-coloured, and the oxychloride

a yellow liquid ; the solution of the dichloride is a most
powerful reducing agent, and the solutions of the tri- and
tetra-chloride also exhibit reducing properties, owing to

the tendency of the dissolved compounds to combine with
oxgyen to form vanadic acid.

Vanadium pentoxide or vanadic anhydride, V2O5,
corresponds in composition and properties to phosphoric

anhydride ; it hag a brownish-red colour, and fuses at

a red heat ; it dissolves sparingly in water, forming a

yellow, strongly acid solution of vanadic acid. By the

••>mbination of vanadic anhydride with basic oxides in

vas'ous proportions salts corresponding to the three series

of photphates, as well as salts of a more complex character,
are obtained ; thus :

—

Sodium metiiphOTphate, NaPO, Sodium metavanadate, NaVO,
„ crthophosphatB, XajPOj ,, orthovanadate, NajVO,
„ pyrophosilate, Ha^ffi, ,, pyrovanadate, Na^VjO;

Isomorphism has been observed between several corre-

sponding phosphates and vanadates. The tetroxide and
trioxlde of vanadium also possess feeble acid properties and
unite with basic oxides. The vanadium oxides dissolve
m acids, mostly forming salts such as the sulphate
^2*-'2(S04),, in whicii the hydrogen of the acid is displaced
by the radicle VO ; the formation of salts of this kind is

characteristic of all ihe metalloids included in this group,
and apparently of the metalloids generally. A solution of

vanadium pentoxide in sulphuric acid, which is red, becomes
blue on treatment with sulphurous acid or hydrogen
sulphide, the salt of the pentoxide being reduced to a salt

of the tetroxide ; by the aid of magnesium the reduction
may be carried a stage further, and a salt of the trioxide is

formed, the solution becoming green; and if zinc, cadmium,
or sodium amalgam is emjiloyed, the solution finally

becomes lavender-coloured, and contains a salt of the
dioxide.

Arsenic trichloride, AsOlj, the only known chloride of

arsenic, is a heavy, colourless, oily liquid, which boils at
132° C. ; it is dissolved by water, probably as a chlorhydrin,
as its solution in the smallest possible quantity of water
deposits after some days crystals of the composition
AsCl(0H)2.
Antimony trichloride is a crystalline compound which

boils at 223° C; its vapour density corresponds with the
formula SbClj . Antimony pentachloride, SbCls, is a
heavy, yellowish liquid, which cannot be distilled without
decomposition. These chlorides are dissolved by hydro-
chloric acid or a small quantity of water, but a large

quantity of water converts the trichloride into an insoluble

oxychloride, SbOCl, and the pentachloride into a compound
which correspouds in composition to pyrophosphoric acid,

viz., HjSboO; . No oxychloride of arsenic or antimony
corresponding to phosphorus oxychloride is known, but a

crystalline antimony sulphochloride, SbSClj , exists.

Bismuth trichloride is a very fusible, volatile, delique-

scent, colourless compound ; its vapour density corresponds

with the formula BiClj ; water converts it into an insoluble

oxychloride, BiOCl ; when heated in hydrogen it furnishes

an unstable dichloride, BijCl^

.

Niobium pentachloride, NbClj, is a yellow, easily fusible,

crystalline substance, which boils at 240° C. ; niobium
oxychloride, NbOClj, is a white, infusible, but volatile,

crystalline compound. The formulae of these bodies have
been established by the determination of their vapour den-

sities ; both are decomposed "by water. The solution of

niobium chloride in hydrochloric acid becomes blue when a
plate of zinc is immersed in it. Tantalum pentachloride is

a yellow, fusible, crystalline substance, which boils at about
242° C. ; its vapour density corresponds with the formula
TaClj ; it is decomposed by water.

Both oxides of arsenic are white ; the trioxide sublimes

at about 200° C. without fusing ; the pentoxide, when
suddenly heated to redness, fuses and is decomposed into

the trioxide and oxygen. The vapour density of the tri

oxide corresponds with the formula AsX)^. Arsenic

trioxide is sparingly soluble in cold water, more readily in

hot water, and freely in hot hydrochloric acid ; the aque-

ous solution reddens litmus. The pentoxide is delique-

scent and easily soluble in water, forming a solution of

arsenic acid, H3ASO4; on evaporating the solution, however,
even at ordinary temperatures, crystals of an acid corre-

sponding in composition to pyrophosphoric acid, HjAs„Oj

,

are obtained, which is converted into the pentoxide when
heated at about 260° C. Arsenic acid furnishes a series of

salts analogous in composition to and isomorphous with the

corresponding phosphates. Arsenic trioxide is almost desti-

tute of basic properties, and the salts formed by its union
with basic oxides are not very stable, so that it differs

greatly from the corresponding oxide of phosphorus

;

thermochemical investigation confirms this conclusion.

Thus, on inspection of the following table, which shows
the amounts of heat which are developed on adding so-

dium hydroxide solution to solutions of the acids of phos-

phorus and arsenic, it will be evident that, whereas the

behaviour of arsenic acid is simUar to that- of phosphoric

acid, the behaviour of a solution of arsenic trioxide is

altogether different from that of a solution of phosphorus
trioxide (phosphorous acid), the molecule of arsenic trioxide

regarded as AsjOj, like boron oxide, evidently existing in

solution as a dibasic acid ; it is not kuown whether
the molecular composition of phosphorus trioxide is

correctly represented by the formula P2O3, and whether
therefore the difference between the phosphorus and
arsenic compounds is to be referred to the existence of a

diflference similar to that exhibited by the formulae PgOj and
As,0„.

NaOH.
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tLe formation of the arsenic compounds than in the forma-

tion of the corresponding phosphorus compounds :

—

ncactlon.
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of oxychloride'be present it is decomposed by water even

in the cold. Tungsten pentachloride crystallizes in black,

highly deliquescent needles ; it melts at 248° C, and
boils at 376° C, and its vapour density at 350° C. corre-

sponds with the forma'a WCl^. It has already been
pointed out'thafc the existence of pentachloridos of tungsten

and molybdenum, and of a vanadium tetrachloride, is

apparently anomalous ; at present, these chlorides, chlorine

dioxide, ClOo, nitrogen monoxide and dioxide, and,
perhaps, uranium pentachloride are the only instances

known to us in which apparently an odd nu jber of

affinities are disengaged (see p. 473).

Tungsten tetrachloride is a crystalline, greyish-brown

substance ; when strongly heated it decomposes into the

volatile pentachloride and the non-volatile dichloride,

which is a loose grey powder, destitute of crystalline struc-

ture. Tungsten also forms two oxychlorides, WOCI^ and
WOjCl, ; the former is obtained in beautiful ruby-red, and
the latter in yellow crystals. The formula of the monoxy-
chloride, WOCl^, has been established by determining its

vapour density.

Molybdenum trioxide has marked acid properties, but
the remaining oxides are feebly basic ; both oxides of

tungsten exhibit acid functions. Solutions of molybdous
salts corresponding to the oxide MooOj are almost black,

and solutions of molybdic salts corresponding to the oxide

MOoO^ are reddiah-yellow ; the molybdates are mostly
white. Molybdenum trioxide, M0O3, melts at a. red heat

to a dark yellow liquid, which on cooling forms a straw-

yellow mass, breaking up into crystalline scales ; it is

scarcely soluble in water, but dissolves in hydrochloric,

nitric, and sulphuric acids. Like silica and other feebly

acid oxides it combines with basic oxides in a large number
of different proportions, forming molybdates. Tungsten
trioxide, WO3, is a canary-yellow substance, insoluble in

water and in moat 'acids ; it melts at a high temperature,

and, like molybdenum trioxide, may be volatilized by
heat ; it dissolves in alkaline solutions, forming tungstates,

of vrhich a great variety may be obtained by the union of

tungsten trioxido with basic oxides in various proportions.

The tungstates are mostly colourless. When a hot solution

of an alkaline tungstate is mixed with an acid a yellow

precipitate of tnngstic acid, H2'W04, is obtained, which is

insoluble in water, and forms insoluble salts with all

metals, except the alkali metals ; but by decomposing
tungstates by the stronger acids at ordinary temperatures

a soluble variety of the acid, called metatungstic acid, is

produced, which forms soluble salts with nearly all metals.

Uranium.—The atomic weight of uic.nium has not yet

been ascertained, and its position among the elements is

therefore uncertain, especially as it does not exhibit marked
analogy to any other element. The generally itceived

atomic weight is 120, but Mendeljeff has proposed to

double this ; L. Meyer, however, considers tliat from the

high specific gravity of the metal it is more probable that

its atomic weight is 180, and that it occupies a position in

the series near to tungsten. A redetermination of the

equivalent of this element and an investigation of its

compounds are much required.

Uranium is like iron in colour ; it tarnishes when
exposed to the air, and in the pulverulent state takes fire

at a comparatively low temperature, and burns with great

brilliancy, forming a green oxide, UjOg ; it is dissolved

by hydrochloric acid, forming a green solution, which bns

powerful reducing properties. The highest oxide has the

composition UO, . Uranium forms a .volatile stable

tetrachloride, UCl^ , which crystallizes in dark-green

octahedi-a, and an unstable chloride regarded as the

pentachloride, UCl^; both are dissolved and decomposed by
water.

When uranium, or either of its oxides, is dissolved in

nitric acid, a solution of uranic nitrate b formed from
which the salt may be crystallized in beautiful yellow

prisms of the composition (UC^XNOj),, CH^O ; on the

addition of potassium hydroxide to a solution of uraniu

nitrate a yellow insoluble precipitate of potassium uranate

of the composition KoUjOy is produced. An oxychloride,

U02Ci2, corresponding to the nitrate, is obtained on pass-

ing chlorine over an ignited mixture of charcoal with au

oxide of uranium. In ail these formula, U = 240.

LiNTHANTTM CeEIUM ^DrDYMIUM—YTTRIUM

—

Erbium—Thorium.

Nfljnc.
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Two oxides of didymium correspondiag to the two oxicas

of cerium are known. The lower oxide, Di203, is white,

and in contact with water is slowly converted into the

hydroxide, Di2(0H)e ; didymium hydroxide- resembles

aluminium hydroxide in appearance, but has a pale rose

colour, and the salts formed by dissolving it in acids hr y-e

either a pure rose or violet colour. By gently heating the

oxido DijOj in air it is converted into the higher oxide

Di,0,, which has a dark brown colour ; it dissolves in

hydrochloric acid with evolution of chlorine, and in oxy-

acids with evolution of oxygen, forming the same salts as

are produced on dissolving the lower oxide.

Yttrium and erbium each form only one oxide, and like

lanthanum, cerium, and didymium only one corresponding

chloride. Yttrium oxide, YjOj, is white, and erbium

oxide, ErjOj, has a pale rose colour ; the former is readily

soluble in acids, even after ignition, but the latter dissolves

with great difficulty. The yttrium salts are colourless ;

but the salts of erbium have a beautiful rose colour, and

their solutions give an absorption spectrum, which is not

the case with yttrium salts. When erbium oxide is strongly

heated it glows with an intense green light, which in the

spectroscope exhibits a continuous spectrum intersected by

a number of bright bands corresponding in position to the

dark bands in the absorption spectrum of solutions of

erbium salts. Didymium oxide behaves similarly, and

solutions of didymium salts give an absorption spectrum

by which they are readily distinguished from erbium salts.

The chlorides, nitrates, and sulphates of the cerite and

gadoliuite metals are readily soluble in water, but their

tarbonates are insoluble ; the solutions of their salts all

possess a sweet astringent taste. The most conclusive

evidence that lanthanum, cerium, didymium, and yttrium

are closely allied to the alkaline earth metals is afforded

by thermochemical' investigation, the amounts of heat

developed on neutralizing their hydroxides being for

hydrochloric acid, according to Thomsen's experiments,

inferior only to that developed on neutralizing the hydr-

oxides of the alkali and alkaline earth metals, as shown by
tiie following examples :

—

Periodic Relations of the Elements.

Name of Hydroxide.
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affoids evidence confirmatory of the assumption that hy-

drogen has metallic properties.

We leave it to the reader to trace out the alteration in

properties which accompanies altersiion in atomic weight;

but we may point out as an instance that the power to

combine with other elements is subject to periodic varia-

tion ; thus, the composition of the highest chlorides and
oxides of the elements in the Cist and second horizontal

series in the above table is as follows :

—

Chlorides.

UC\ GCIj BCl, cell (?) NCI3 OCL ?

NaCl MgCl, Al.Clj SiClj TCI, SCl^ Clj

Oxides.

ri„0 GO n,03 CO5, N.O5 O3 1

Na^Oj MgO AIjO., SiOj TjO, SO3 CljOj

The chlorides and oxides of the elements of each of the
following horizontal series exhibit similar differences in

composition. With very few exceptions, only the ele-

ments which are included in the same vertical scries as

carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine form compounds
with hydrogen, the stability of which diminishes T/ith

increase of atomic weight; but the composition of these

hydrides is subject to periodic variation, as is shown by
the following list :

—

CH, NII3 on, PH
SiH, PH, SH, CIH

AsHa S'Hj BrH
SbHj TeHj ]H

The periodic character of the relation between the proper-

ties of the elements and their atomic weights is especially

evident in their physical properties, which are more readUy

Cvinpared than the so-called chemical properties, as they

admit of measurement, although, on account of our imper-

fect knowledge, comparison is at present possible only to

a very limited extent. One of the few physical properties

which has been determined for most of the elements is the

speciiic gravity in the solid state ; now, on comparing the

specific gravities of the various elements we find that they

do not increase progressively with increase of atomic

weight, but that they increase and diminish periodically.

Hence, as Lothar Meyer has shown, on taking the atomic

volumes, or quotients of the atomic weights of the elements

divided by their specific gravities in the solid state, as

aLscisscc, and the atomic weights as ordinates, a curve is

obtained which exhibits a series of maxima and minima,

viz., five maxima and five minima in the portion which

includes barium and the elements of lower atomic weight.

The most electro-positive elements, lithium, sodium, potas-

sium, rubidium, aud' csesium form the five maxima ; but

with increase of atomic weight the height to which the

curve rises also rapidly increases, namely, in the proportion

Li : Na : K : Rb : Cs = 1 2 : 24 : 46 : 57 : 79.

The remaining physical properties of the elements, so far

as they are known to us, appear to be subject to similar

periodic variation, but for a full discussion of the connec-

tion between the atomic weights of the elements and their

properties the reader is referred to L. Meyer's work, Die
modemeii Thcorieii der Chemie (Breslau).

The establishment of the periodic law may truly be said

to mark an era in chemical science, and we may anticipate

that its application and extension will be fraught with ths

caost
.
important consequences. It reminds us how im-

portant above all things is the correct determination of

the fundamental constants of our science—the atomic

weights of the elements, about which in many cases great

uncertainty prevails; it is much to be desired that this

may not long remain the case. It also affords the strongest

encouragement to the chemist to persevere in the search

for now elements. (h. e. a.)

ORGANIC CHEMISTR-?.

As has been already explained (p. 520) it was at one
time thought that certain chemical compounds were pro-
ducible only through the agency of living things, and the
name " organic chemistry" was in consequence conferred
upon this branch of the science. The progress of discovery
has, however, seryed to break down the barrier that was
supposed to exist between those and purely inorganic com-
pounds, since it has been found possible to build up artifi-

cially a very large number of compounds formerly regarded
as essentially organic. Nor must it be forgotten that many
living things elaborate compounds which can in no sense
be regarded as organic—such as the silica of grasses, the
carbonate of Calcium secreted by molluscs, &c., and the tri-

calcic phosphate forming the bones of the higher animals.

Although the number of elements entering into the

composition of organic compounds is comparatively small,'

yet these compounds far exceed inorganic bodies both in

number and complexity of composition. It is indeed the
vast and ever-increasii^g numbers of the organic compounds
that render it necessarj' to form a separate branch of the

science for their study, and not any real chemical difference

between the matter forming these and mineral compounds.

Definition and Character of Organic Compounds.—
Carbon is an invariable constituent of organic bodies, so

that this branch of the science is sometimes defined as
" the chemistry of the carbon compounds." The best

chemical definition of organic compounds, however, is that

proposed by Frankland, viz., "compounds the molecules

of which consist of one or more atoms of carbon directly

combined either with carbon, nitrogen, or hydrogen."

After carbon, the elements of most frequent occurrence

in organic compounds are hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen.

Sulphur, phosphorus, the halogens, silicon, boron, and the

metals are of comparatively rare occurrence. The number
of atoms entering into the composition of organic molecules

is often very great—far exceeding the atoms of the most
complex molecule of a mineral substance. Thus, stearin

contains 173 atoms, and albumin no less than 226.

Chemical bodies that are possessed of great complexity of

composition are generally di.stinguished by the facility with
which they split up under the influence of the physical

forces and chemical reagents ; thus organic compounds are

as a class characterized by their instability.

Ultimate Analysis of Organic Compounds.

Before the formula of an organic compound can be
determined, it is necessary to ascertain the amounts of its

several constituents—that is to say, to' make a quantitative

analysis of it. The elements carbon and hydrogen being

of paramount importance are generally first determined.

The method employed depends upon the fact that all

organic compounds undergo combustion when heated with

eai-.ily reducible oxidizing substances, their carbon being

oxidized to carbon dioxide and their hydrogen to water.

These two products of combustion being collected in suit-

able apparatus and weighed, the necessary data for calcu-

lating the amounts of carbon and hydrogen are obtained.

The following is a brief description of the process.

Determination of Carbon and Hydrogen.—A tube of

Bohemian hard "lass of about 10 or 14 millinietres internal

^''

Fig. ].—Combustion Tube.

o-a, pnre cnpric oxide; a-h. mixlnre of substance and CuO; 6-c,rln«iln(r8from
mixing wire; c-d, pure CuO; d~e, metaJlic copper; e-/. plug of asbestoa.

diameter^ after being scrupulously cleaned and dried, u
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drawn ofif in tlie blowpipe flame so as to leava a tailed

extremity of the form shown in figure 1. The open end of

the tube is then held in the flame of the blowpipe till the

sharp edge of the glass is rounded off. This tube, known
as the combustion tabe, is from 500 to 800 millimetres in

length, according as the substance contains littlo or much
carbon.

The substance generallyemployed to effect the combustion

of carbon compounds is cupric oxide (CuO), and as this

ozide is of a somewhat hygroscopic nature, it is necessary

to dry it thoroughly before use, and then exclude it carefully

from the air. Should these precautions not be observed,

the oxide absorbs water from the air, and when heated in

the combustion tube this water distils over and is weighed

•with that produced by the combustion of the substance.

It is therefore found convenient in practice to have another

^lass tube sealed at one end and closely corked at the

other for the reception of the cupric oxide. This tube is

of suflicient capacity to contain enough cupric oxide to fill

the combustion tube, and its diameter is such as to allow

it to be introduced into the open end of the combus-

tion tube.

The substance for analysis, after being finely powdered, is

dried in a water oven at 1 00° C. tQl it ceases to lose weight,

or, if decomposed by heat, in a vacuum over some water-

absorbing substance, such as strong sulphiario acid or

calcium chloride. When dry it is transferred to a small

stoppered bottle or corked tube, sealed at one end. and of

about 40 or 50 millimetres in length.

The apparatus for absorbing the carbon dioxide is a series

of light glass bulbs (figs. 2 and 3) containing a solution

of caustic potash (KHO) of sp. gr. 1-27, through which
the gases evolved during the combustion are obliged to

pass. It is customary to attach to one end of the potash
bulbs a small glass tube drawn to a point at its free end,

and containing a small piece of solid potash enclosed
between plugs of cotton wool. This appendage is for the
purpose of retaining any trace of carbon dioxide or mois-
ti're carried over from the bulbs by the escaping gases.

Fro. 2.—Liebig's Potash Bulbs. Fio. 8.—Geissler's Potash Bulbs.

The water formed by the combustion is collected in a
tube (fig. 4) filled with fragments of dried calcium chloride
or pumice stone wetted with strong sulphuric acid.

The combustion tube when charged
18 heated in a furnace which consists

essentially of a row of gas burners con
structed so as to burn a mixture of coal

gas and air, and thus obtain a non-
luminous but very hot flame. Two
forma of furnace are in common use in

laboratories. In Hofmann's furnace a
clay cylinder perforated by a largo number of very fine holes
ia fitted over the end of each gas burner, thus dividing the
escaping gas into a number of fine streams, and so ensuring
its perfect combustion. In Oriftin's furnace the burners are
constructed ou Bunscn's principle, that is, each burner is

perforated by holes at its lower end so that a mixture of
gaa and air escapes from its upper extremity. The com-
bustion tube is supported on a thin iron trough lined with
asb3sto6, the whole being enclosed by ungluzod tiles

Fio. 4.—Calcium
Chloride Tube.

The cupric oxide intended for use is first heated to red-

ness in a crucible, and transferred while still hot to its

tube, wherein it is allowed to cooL When sufficiently cooi

the cork is withdrawn, and enough cupric oxide poured

into the combustion tube to occupy about -|th of its length.

The tube or bottle containing the dried pulverized sub-

stance having been weighed, about half a gramme is then

introduced into the combustion tube, and a small quantity

of cupric oxide is poured down after it. The bottle being

again weighed gives the exact weight of the substance

employed. The substance in the combustion tube ia

thoroughly mixed with cupric oxide by stirring it about

with a long wire with corkscrew point.

Jlore cupric oxide is now added till the tube is filled

nearly to its open end, and a plug of freshly ignited

asbestos is finally introduced. The tube is then gently

tapped while in a horizontal position so as to cause a slight

subsidence of the contents, thus allowing a free passage for

gas throughout its whole length. The calcium chloride

tube is fitted into the open end of the combustion tube by

means of a tightly fitting cork or caoutchouc stopper, and

the potash apparatus is attached to tlie calcium chloride

tube by means of a short piece of caoutchouc tubing bound

tightly round with thin copper wire. Both the potash

bulbs and calcium chloride tube are carefully weighed

before being attached. The whole apparatus as arranged

for the combustion is shown in fig. 5 :

—

Fia. 5.—Apparatus arranged for a Combustion.

The front part of the tube is first heated to redness, and
the gas burners are then gradually turned on so as to causa

the slow combustion of the substance. Wlien no more
bubbles pass into the potash solution the gas burners are

turned out, the point of the tail of the combustion tube is

broken ofl', and dry air pa.ssed through the whole system to

sweep out the last traces of carbon dioxide and water
vapour lingering in the tube. In cases where great

accuracy is required it is desirable to sweep out the com-
bustion tubo first with a current of pure oxygen and then
with air. This ensures the complete oxidation of any traca

of carbon that may have escaped the first combustion.

When the operation is completed the potash bulbs and
calcium chloride tubo are allowed to cool down to the

atmospheric temperature and then again weighed. The
increase in weight gives the respective amounts of carbon

dioxide .ind water produced. Since carbon dioxide contains

in 1 1 parts by weight 3 of carbon (COj =12-f-2xlG = 44),

^ of the weight of the CO^ obtained is due to carbon.

Similarly ^ of the weight of the water found is due to

hydrogen (HjO = 2x1-1-16=18). It is customary to ex-

press the results in parts per cent. In practice the hydro-

gen usually comes out a littlo too high, and the carbon a
little too low.

Cupric oxide is sometimes replaced by lead chroroate

in coses where the substance is difficultly combustible, and
more particularly when the comi'ound contains chlorine,

bromine, or sulphur. In these latter ca.ses were cupric

oxido employed, cupric chloride or bromide would be
formed, and might Vokitilize over into the calcium chloride

tubo, thus unduly increasing its weight. Sulphur in

V. — Oq
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presence of cupric oside is oxidized to SO,, and this gas

if allowed to pass into the potash bulbs would be absorbed.

These sources of error are avoided by the employment of

lead chrotnate, because non-volatUe lead chloride or bro-

mide are formed, and sulphur is oxidized to SO3, which is

fixed as PbSO^. When substances rich in nitrogen are

burnt with cupric oxide, nitrogen dioxide is likely to be
formed, and this on meeting the air and potash in th&

bulbs is absorbed, and increases the weight of the CO.,

apparatus. To obviate this source of error it is necessary
when dealing with nitrogenous bodies to plug the end of

the combustion tube with a roll of fre.shly reduced copper
gauze. Thisbeing kept ab a bright red heat during the
entire operation decomposes the oxides of nitrogen, and
retaining the oxygen, allows only nitrogen to escape.^

When the substance to be analyzed is a liquid, a known
weight is sealed up in a small glass bulb (fig. 6).

After sealing and weighing (the

weight of the empty bulb having
been previously determijied) the
neck of the bulb is broken off, and ^"- 6-—Glass Bulb for the

the broken portion, together with 'u^fZ) °' "^"'^'

the bulb itself, introduced into the
combustion tube, which is afterwards filled up with cupric
oxide, &c., in the usual manner. In burning liquids the
anterior portion of the combustion tube is, as with solids,
first heated to redness

; the portion containing the bulb is
then gradually warmed so as to expel the liquid, which is
thus made to distil slowly over the red-hot cupric oxide
which effects its combustion.

The analysis of gaseous organic compounds is effected
in eudiometer^, or in special apparatus, of which several
forms have been devised. (See Bunsen's Gasometry, Sutton's
Volumetric Analysis, Thorxjo's Quantitative Analysis, he.)

Determinatimi of Nitrogen.—Two methods are in use
for determining this element. WUl and Varrentrapp's
method depends upon the fact that many nitrogenous
bodies when heated with caostic alkalies yield their^ nitro-

gen in the form of ammonia. A known weight of the
substance is intimately mixed with Eoda-lime,^ and then
heated in a combustion tube, the ammonia being absorbed
by dilute hydrochloric acid contained in a glass^apparatus
attached to the end of the tube. (See fi". 7.)

In conducting an operation of this kind some soda-lime
is first introduced

into the tube; the \A B
substance is then
mixed intimately

with more soda-

lime in a mortar,

and the mixture
transferred to the

tube;- the mortar
ia next rinsed out with more soda-lime, and the rinsings

are added to the contents of the tube, which is finally

filled up with pure soda-lime. When charged the tube is

tapped so as to secure a free passage for the escaping gas

^"Although the principles upon which the determiuation of carhbn
and hydrogen in organic bodies depends remain unaltered, the process
has received several modifications which it is unnecessary to describe
in detaiL Thus iu some laboratoi-ies, instead of the potash bulbs, a
tube filled with " soda-lime" is employed, and the substance, instead of

being mij:ed v.-ith the CuO in the tube, is placed in a small boat of

porcelain or platinum, and a slow stream of oxygen kept going during
the whole process. Other oxidi2ers have been also proposed instead of

cupric oxide, such as potassium perchlorate or a mixture of sulph-aric

acid and silver iodate, iu which latter process the carbon is determined
directly from the amount of CO2 produced, and the hydrogen indirectly

from the amount of oxygen consumed minus the quantity contained in

the CO,.
- Soda-lime is prepar&I by slaking quicklime -with a stroBg solution

of caustic Eoda,aiid t&ea hedting till thoroughly dry.

Via. 7—Determination of Nitrogen by Will
and Varrentrapp's method.

A B, combnetion tube; a b, aoda-lime ; be, mixture;
c d, rinslnga; d e, soda-lime ; tf /, asbeatoB plug; C,
acid bulbs.

(as in the combustion for the determination of C and H), and
after it is laid in the trough of the gas furnace, the acid

bulb iii attached to it by means of a tightly fitting cork.

The combustion is performed in precisely the same manner
as in the process of burning with cupric oxide ; when it is

completed the tail of the tube is broken off, and air

drawn through the apparatus so as to draw the last traces

of ammonia into the acid. ' If the substance contains

much nitrogen it is advisable to mix it with some com-

.

pound which gives off a large quantity of gas when heated

in the tube. Sugar or starch are convenient substances

for this purpose. This dilution of the ammonia prevents

its too rapid absorption by the acid, and thus diminishes

the risk of acid being drawn back into the hot tube.

Having by the above process obtained the nitrogen in

the form of ammonium chloride, its quantity is deter-

mined by precipitation as ammonio-platinic chloride,

(NH4)2PtClf,. the analysis being performed in the same
manner as in the quantitative determination of ammonium
by means of platinic chloride. In calculating the results

the requisite data are furnished by the facts that 223'2

parts of the double salt contain 14 of rutrogen, or 197 '5

parts of platinum correspond to 28 of nitrogen. Thus, if

w = weight of substance taken, W the weight of double

salt obtained, P the weight of platinum, and N the weight

, ., . >r Wxl4 Px28
. , lOON

,of nitrogen, we have N= ^^^ or ^^^ ; also —^ for

the percentage of nitrogen.

Instead of determining the ammonia gravimetrically it

may be absorbed by a known quantity of dilute sulphuric

acid of standard strength, and the amount of acid neutra-

lized determined by adding litmus, and then a standard

solution of soda till complete neutralization ia effected as in

ordinary acidimetrical determinations.

In cases where nitrogen-containing bodies do not yield

the whole of that element as ammonia on ignition with
soda-lime, Dumas's process is employed. This process

depends upon the fact that aU nitrogenous substances yield

their nitrogen in the free state when burnt with capric

oxide, and in presence of ignited metallic copper. The
method is thus carried out.

A combustion tube of suitable length is sealed off at one
end, and about 2 or 3 inches of hydrogen sodium carbonate

(NaHCOg) introduced, after which a small quantity of

cupric oxide is added. A known quantity of the sub-

stance, intimately mixed with cupric oxide, is next intro-

duced, and then a further quantity of pure cupric oxide,

the remainder of the tube being finally filled up with 3 or

4 inches of freshly reduced copper gauze plugging. No
special precautions need be taken to keep the cupric oxide

dry. A gas passage having been secured through the tube

in the usual manner, a delivery tube is tightly adapted

to the open end of the combustion tube.

The tube is placed in a gas furnace, and the end of the

delivery tube plunged beneath the surface of mercury con-

tained in a mercurial trough. The first proceeding is to

expel the air' from the apparatus. This is efiected by heating

a portion of the hydrogen sodium carbonate in the pos-

terior part of the combustion tube till a bubble of the gaa

received into caustic potash solution is wholly absorbed.

When the apparatus is entirely filled with carbon dioxide,

a graduated receiver containing about J of its volume of

caustic potash solution, the remainder being filled with

mercury, is inverted over the end of the delivery tube as in

ordinary cases of gas-receiving over the mercurial trough.

The combustion is then proceeded with in the usual

manner,—the anterior portion of the tube containing the

metallic copper being first heated to redness, and the heat

gradually carried back till the combustion is completed,

when more of the NaHCO^ in the posterior part is heated
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80 as to expel tte last traces of nitrogen. Tho COj pro-

duced by the combustion and from the NaHCOj being

absorbed by the potash solution, the graduated receiver

contains only the whole volume of pure nitrogen. The

receiver and its contents are accordingly transferred to a

vessel of waftr—the mercury and potash solution allowed

to be replaced by water, the receiver Is raised till the

pressure is equalized by the water being at the same level

both inside and outside, and the volume of gas is read off,

the temperature of the' air of the room and the height of

the barometer being at the same time noted.

If N = treight of nitrogen in grammes, t" the tempera-

ture of ths air, b the height of the barometer, e the tension

of aqueous vapour at the temperature t°, and V the volume

of nitrogen in cubic centimetres

—

.
0-0012562 ._^~' '(1-1- 000367^760

*

(00012562 being wt. of 1 c.c. of N at O'' C. aad 760

mm. bar.).

Delennination of the Halogen Elements, Sulphur, and
Phosphorus.—The halogens are sometimes determined as

silver salts, by burning a known weight of tho substance

with pure quicklime in a combustion tube, dissolving in

dilute nitric acid, and adding silver nitrate. Sulphur and
phosphorus may be determined by fusing a known quantity

of the substance with a mixture of potassium hydroxide

and nitrate in a silver dish. The sulphur is by this means
oxidized to sulphuric and tha phospnorus to phosphoric

acid, and, on dissolving ths fused mass and acidulating,

these acids can bo estimated.

By the method of Carius the halogens, sulphur, and
phosphorus can be determined, if necessary, in one opera-

tion. A known weight of the substance is sealed up in a

strong glass iabo v,-ith about 20 times its weight of nitric

acid (sp. gr. 1 'i), and the tube then heated for some hours

in an oil-bath to a temperature of 1 40° - 300° (X The sub-

stance is completely oxidized by this operation, the sulphur

and phosphorus being converted into their respective acids,

80 that their determination then becomes an operation of

inorganic analysis. If halogens are present, it is custo-

mary to add a few crystals of silver nitrate before sealing

op the tube. After the operation the haloid silver salt

is filtered oflP; the excess of silver is removed from tho fil-

trate by HCI, and HjS04 or H3PO4 is determined in tho

ordinary way.

Determination of Oxygen.—Although several processes

have been devised for the direct estimation of oxygon (by

Baumhauer, Maumen6, and Mitscherlich), they are seldom
employed in laboratories. This element is usually deter-

Bttined by " difference," i.e., by adding the percentages of the

other elements, and subtracting the result from 100.

FormulcB and Constitution of Organic Compounds.

Empirical Formulae.—Having by tho above methods of

analysis arrived at the percentage composition of a sub-

Btanco, the next step is to determine its formula. The
empirical formula is obtained by dividing each percentage

number by tho atomic weight of its respective element.

Thus, supposing an analysis of common alcohol gave the

following percentage numbers :

—

Cnrbon ....52 'IS

Hydrogen 13-06

Oxygon (by dilTcrcnoo) 34-70

100-0(J

INviding those by tho respective atomic weights

—

C=5^5 = 4-3
, H = l»j5« =.13-0

, = !i29.2.2
.

These numbers show that the atoms of C, H, and are

present m numocrs having the ratios 2:6:1, since by the

atomic theory the atoms of each element must exist in a
compound in integral numbers. The differences between
the integral and fractional numbers are justly assignable

to the unavoidable " experimental errors " of analysis.

Thus tho simplest formulp. that can be given to alcohol

from the foregoing analysis is CoH^O, and it is usual to

express the results in tho following manner :

—

TTHory CaHgO. Found.

C, =24 = 5217 C f,iM
H,= 6 = 13-04 n 1306
0=16=34-79 (by difference) 3(79

46 100-00 100-00

This imaginary example may serve to show that the

determination of empirical formulae cannot be made accord-

ing to any fixed set of rules. The errors of experiment are

seldom so small as in the supposed illustration, and iii cases

where those are large, and where tbo substance contains a
large number of atoms in its molecule, great difficulty is

often experienced.

Molecular Formulas.—The formulae obtained by the

method just described express simply the ratios existing

between the numbera of atoms in the molecule of a sub-

stance, without regard to the actual number of atoms in

such a molecule. Reasoning downwards from the law of

Avogadro, which has been explained in the foregoing por-

tions of this article, it will be seen that the volume of such

molecules as do not undergo dissociation when heated is

always equal to the volume of the molecule (2 parts by
weight) of hydrogen. To ascertain molecular foTmula,

therefore, all that is necessary is to determine the vapour-

density of the substance as referred to hydrogen. Thus
the analj'sis of benzene, a hydrocarbon obtained from
coal tar, leads to the formula CH, but there is no
evidence to show whether its molecular formula is CH,
CoH,, C3H3, C^Hj, C5H5, or C,H„. By experiment its

vapour density is found to be 39, so that its molecular

weight is 78. Dividing this number in the ratio C : H,
i.e., 12:1, wo obtain 72 : 6 as the actual ratio of the

weights of C and H existing in the molecule. Seventy-

two parts of C correspond to^ = 6 atoms, and 6 parts by
weight of hydrogen correspond to -^ = 6 atoms, so that the

molecular formula of benzene is C^Hj.
Again, with respect to alcohol. The vapour-density

(H=l) is 23, 80 that its molecular weight is 46. This

number, however, agrees with the molecular weight of a
substance having the formula C;HjO, since 12x2-f6
-f- 1 6 = 46 ; hence this formula must be assigned to alcohol,

end we hare an illustration of a case in which the empiri-

cal and molecular formulte are identicaL

Determination of Yapour^ensiiy.

In practice, tho vapour-density is determined by tha

methods of Dumas or Hofmann.

Dunms's Method.—In DumHs's proccsa tho weight cf a known
volume of vapour ia nacertaincd in tho following manner (see fig. 8).

A globular glass iksl:, na light as possible, with a neck fused into

it, ia first provided. The capacity of tho giobo may vary from ^
to ^ litre, according to the amount of substance to bo operated upon.
Tiic neck ia drawn out in the biow|)ipo Hame to a c&pillaiy termi-

nation of about one millimetro diameter, and then bent np so as to

project above tho siirfnco of tho liquid of the bath in wliich the
glotio is to bo immcncd. Tlio globe ia first weighed full of air—the
temperature and heiifht of tho barometer being noted.

By warming tbo glolie, and plunging the point of the neck into
some of tho liiiuid of whicli tho vapouT-denaitv ia to bo dotonriued,
a fewgmmmca of tho latter are introduced, "thoglobo and iXa con-
tents are then plunged into a bath of water, parafBD, or fusiblo

metal kept at a constant lemperaturo, at least 20* or 30* C abo-re

the boiling.]wint of tho aubstince. An soon as tho vapour ceases to

nish out of tlie capillary orifice of the neck, tho point is sealed
hermetically by tho Wowpipe dome, tho height of tie baromettr
and tho temperature of the Mlh beini observed.
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The globe, after being cleaned and allowed to cool, is again
weighed, the tempera-
ture and height of the

barometer being at the

same time observed.

The capacity of the

globe is measured by
breaking the point of

the neck under mercury,
when the metal rushes
in to supply the place of

the condensed vapour.

As the expulsion of air

by the escaping vapour
is seldom complete,
there usually remains a
bubble of residual air,

which must be alloTfed

for by running in a
known quantity of mer-
cury from a burette.

The total quantity of _
mercury is then poured '"• °'—Uamas's Vapour-density Apparatus,

out and its volume mea- A, glass nlobe, enpportca by wire claw; 6, project-
snred. The calculation 'nff portion of neck; B^ hiih; C, thermometer;

is made from these -data
"• e"-'"i™=r for healing bath,

by the following approximative method:

—

Let m = weight of globe + air at the temperature « of weighing
and height of barometer J

;

m'= weight of globe + vapour at the temperature «" of seal-
ing and height of barometer b'

;

V = capacity of globe in cubic centimetres
;

X = weight of V cubic centimetres of air at t and b.
Then m — A = weight of vacuous globe

;m'-{m- A) = weight of substance.
Let H = wt of V o.c. of hydrogen at f and b', then the vapour-

density {d) referred to hydrogen is

-(m-A)d=
H

When residual air (r) is found in the
globe, V— 7-= capacity of globe.

In very exact determinations cor-
rections must be made for (1) the
expansion of glass, (2) the difference
of temperature and pressure between
the first and second weighings of the
globe, and (3) the difference in den-
sity between the drop of fluid remain-
ing in the globe and the density of
mercury. For most chemical pur-
poses, however, the above-given ap-
proxim.ition formula is sufficiently
accurate.

i_ For high temperatures the globe is
immersed in the vapours of boiling
mercury, cadmium, or zinc, and the
apparatus is modified accordingly.
Oay-Lussac and Hofinann's Methods.—These methods have for their object

the measurement of the volume of
a known weight of vapour. Gay-
Lussae's method, being available only
for substances boiling below 100° C,
has been gradually replaced by Hof-
mann's modification (fig. 9).

A glass tube about 1 metre in length
and 20 mm. diameter, closed at one
end, is graduated and calibrated. The
tube being filled with mercury, and
inverted in a vessel of the same liquid,
is practically a barometer with an ex-
aggerated Torricellian vacuum. Sur-
rounding this tube is a wider tube,
through which the vapour of any
liquid boiling at a constant tempera-
ture can be passed, and thus the baro-
meter tube and its contents kept at
that temperature.
The substance of which the vapour-

density is to be determined is weighed
(about iV gram.) in a minute stoppered
bottle, and passed up into the Torricellian vacuum. According
to the boiling-point of the substance (which is, of course, much
lowered by the reduced pressure), the vapour of alcohol, water,
aniline, or amylio alcohol is passed through the space between the

Fio. 9. Hofmann's Vapour,
density Apparatus.

AA, ^aduated barometer tnbe
standing in funnel; A. height of
mercnry column; EB, outer
glasa cylinder enclosing baro-
meter tube; /. tube by which
hot vapour is inlrodtced ; f,

tube by which hot vapour and
overflow of mercury escape ; t

is connected with the flaslt of
billing liquid, and /' with a
condenser.

two tubes tin the temperattirc and volume of vapour remain con-
stant. The height of the mercury column, the temperature to which
the vapour is heated, and the height of the barometer in the room
being observed, all the necessary data are obtained.

Let m = weight of substance in grammas ;

V = volume (in c.c. ) occupied by vapour at temperature t ;

h = height of mercury in tube above mercur^in reservoir
;

b = height of barometer in roouL

Then b — h ~ pressure upon vapour,

liet li = weight of V c.c. of hydrogen at a pressure b— h fu>d

tiimperature t.

Then the vapour-density {d) referred to hydrogen is

For exact determinations at high temperatures the tension of mer-
cury vapour {e) at the temperature {t) must be allowed for, and the
pressure upon the vapour then becomes b~h— e.

In some case.? the substance of which the molecular

formula is to be determined does not admit of vaporization,

being decomposed by heat. With such substances, some
method other than the determination of the vapour-density

must consequently be resorted to. In the case of acid or

basic compounds, the problem admits of easy solution.

Thus, supposing we desired to determine the molecular

weight of acetic acid without having recourse to a vapour-

density determination. Having ascertained that the acid

contains one atom of hydrogen replaceable by metals, or,

in other words, that it is monobasic, the silver salt is pre-
pared, and the amount of silver determined. All the

necessary data are then obtained. Thus, supposing the

analysis to give 64'67 per cent, of metal, the molecular

weight of the salt, i.e., the weight containing one atom of

silver, will be given by the proportion

—

Whence
64-67 : 100 :: 108 :a;.

a:=lC7.

The weight of the " acid-radicle " is tterefore

167-108 = 59.

And as one atom of H is replaced by the Ag, the molecular

weight of the acid is 60.

The empirical formula; deduced from the ultimate

analysis would be CHjO = 30, so that the molecular

formula is 2(CH20) = C„Ilfi^.
With polybasic acids the problem is somewhat more

complex, but the solution is effected in a similar manner,

i.e., by estimating the metal in a normal salt. Silver salts

are employed when obtainable, as they are generally

anhydrous and easily purified by crystallization.

As a further illustration we now give an example of the determin-
ation of the molecular weight of a basic substance. Supposing aB
analysis of the base trietnylamine to have given the following
results :

—

Carbon 71-29

Hydrogen, 14-85

Nitrogen, 13-86

The base is monacid, forming a hydrochloride containing one mole
cule of HCl, and this hydrochloride forms a double platinum salt

containing tw(^ molecules of the hydrochloride to one molecule of
platinum ; 100 parts of the platinum salt left, on ignition, 32*14
parts of platinum, so that, to find out the amount of salt containing
one atom of platinum, we have

—

32-14 : 197-5 : : 100 : a
1= 614-5.

Putting X for the unknown molecular weight of the base, the mole-
cular wlight of the salt is

—

2HC1= 73-0

Pt = 197-5

a,= 142-0

2sj-h412-B
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It was shown by analysis that 197 '5 parts of platinum represented

614'6 parts of the double salt, so that

—

2a;+ 412-5 = 614'5

.-. a;=101 .

Making Tise of the percentage numbers given by ultimate analysis,

we have the following ob\*ious proportions for finding the weights

of the respective elements contained in this molecular weight ;

—

100 : 101 : : 71-29 : C
100 : 101 : : 1485 : H
100 : 101 : : 13-86 : N

flThonce = 720, H = H-9, N = 13-9, and the numbers of the

atoms are :

—

72-0
C =

12
=«,H =lf» = 14-9,N =^« = 0-,

By the atomic theory those numbers must he integral, so that the

numbers of atoms are 6, 15, and 1; and the molecular formula is

CeH„N.

Vfhen a base does not readily form double platinum salts,

tha molecular formula is deduced from the analysis of an

anhydrous normal salt. In the case of compounds which

are neither acid nor basic, and which do not admit of

vaporization, the molecular formula can only be indirectly

arrived at by considering the chemical transformations of

the compound and its relationship to known substances.

A. molecular formula obtained by this means implies that,

could the substance be vaporized, its molecular volume

would correspond to the molecular volume of hydrogen.

Rational, ConstHutioruil, or Structural Formulcs.—The
molecular formula of an organic compound simply expresses

the fact that the molecule of such compound contains so

many atoms of each of its constituent dements, and in the

earlier stages of the science chemists were contented with

such representation of their analytical results. As the

science developed, however, it soon became evident that

substances might have the same percentage composition, or

even the same molecular formula, and yet exhibit under

the influence of the same reagents totally distinct characters.

These facts, which will be more fully discussed in a sub-

sequent part of this article, led to the necessity of devising

some method b>y which organic formulae could be made to

represent the behaviour of the respective compounds under

the influence of decomposing agents—in other words, the

manner in which the compound was capable of splitting up
or of being resolved, and, as a necessary result, the converse

fact of representing the manner in which the elements of a

compound were grouped together. These rational, coiisti-

tutional, or structural formulae must be regarded solely

from a chemical point of view ; they are symbolic repre-

sentations of chemical facts, and in no way represent the

physical grouping of the atoms in space. They may be

most conveniently defined as artificial epitomes of the re-

actions of compounds, indicating that when decomposed the

compounds separate into such and such groups, and that

when it is possible to bring these groups or radicles

together, the compound can in most cases be built up or

synthesized.

Let us now, by way of illustration, proceed to consider

the method of arriving at the constitutional formula of

some typical compound.
The molecular formula of acotio acid, as previously

Bbown by its ultimate analysis and the determination of

silver in its silver salt, is

—

CjH^Oj.

Being a monobasic acid, one of its hydrogen atoms is

replaceable by metal.s. This fact is expressed, as in the

case of inorganic ecids, by the formula

—

H.CjHjO...

But this formula does not express the whole of the

decompositions possible to the acid ; the residue CjHjO.j

being 'capable of further subdivision, the formula may be

further developed. Thus, acetic acid may be formed by
the action of acetyl chloride upon water, according to the

reaction

—

CjHjO.a -f oHj = C2H302.n + hci .

Thus the radicle acetyl C2H3O is shown to enter into the

composition of acetic acid, and the formula therefore b&-

comes

—

H.O.C2H3O.

In confirmation of this formula several reactions ipight bo
mentioned in which the acetyl group is left unchanged,
while the hydroxyl, HO, is withdrawn and replaced by
other elements or radicles. For example

—

H.0.C2H3O + pa, = CjHjO.a + Hci + poa^
AcencMd.

chloride.
AceV "^monno-

„id. oxytiichlwiau.

GCH.O.CjHjO) + P2S5 = 5(H.S.C2H30) + Vf>^
^-"-''^- pfn3;a Th.«e..c.cld. ^^^^^

N-a.O.CjHjO + C2H30.a = C^HjO.CoHjO.O + NaCT.
Sodium acetate. Acetyl chloride. Acetic oxide. chloii^

Next with respect to acetyl itself. When acetic acid is

electrolyzed, hydrogen is evolved at the positive pole and
carbon dioxide and ethaije (CoH^) at the negative. Now,
ethane can be shown to be identical with di-methyl (CHj)^,

so that the radicle methyl is thus shown to exist in acetic

acid—a fact which receives confirmation from several re-

actions, two of which may be now considered.

When potassium cyanide acts upon methyl iodide, a
substance known as acetonitrile (CH3.CN) is produced

—

CH,I -1- KCN = CH3.CN + KI.
Methyl lodiJe. Potaaalum cyanide. Acetonitrilo. Potaaalum Iodide.

By heating acetonitrile with water or caustic potash solu-

tion, acetic acid and ammonia are formed, thus

—

AcetonltrUa Water.

= CH3.C0.0.H-fNH,.
Acetic acid. Ammonia.

When barium acetate is submitted to dry distillation,

it decomposes ia the manner shown by the following

equation :

—

Ba-Oj. (CH3.CO)2 = CO. (CHj)^ »• BaCOj

.

Barium acetate. Acloue. JJSnSe.

Thus the most developed formula of acetic acid ia

CHj.CO.O.H, or, as it is more conveniently expressed

—

iCH,
JCOOH.

The bracket signifies that the two carbon atoms are

directly united.

Graphic Formulce.—Graphic formulae having already

been explained (see p. 473), it is here only necessary to

ilhntrate their application to organic compounds. The
following are typical examples :

—

Name of Compound.

Acetic acid.

Rational FoniiQlc

t COOH

Qrapbia Formala.

H

H—C—

H

I

0=C—O—

H

Triethylamine.. N \ CjH,
H

( C^H^ H—C—

H

H—C—

H

H H
I

H HIII II
H—C—C N—C—C—

H

I I

H H U (H>
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Namo of Compoond.

Urea.

Batloual FormnlA. Giaptiic FonnnJa.

H O H
I II IN—C—

N

H H

Trimoll^ylmethane. C

HH " H
I I f

-C—C—C—

H

'H
CH3
CH3

H
I
H

H-C-H
I

H
Isomerism.—It has been mentioned that organic snb-

stances may have the same percentage composition and
molecular formula, and yet exhibit totally distinct chemical

and physical characters. To this phenomenon the general

term isomerism is applied, and the compounds are termed
isomerides, or are said to be isomeric. The diiferences

between isomeric bodies are well explained on the view
that such bodies possess different constitutions, or that their

elements are grouped in different ways. Constitutional

formulaa are thus absolutely indispensable for the repre-

sentation of isomerides. Aa will be seen subsequently,

there can be several kinds of isomerism, but we shall here
restrict the term to two classes of cases.

(1.) Isomerism proper or Physical Isomerism,.—In these

cases the substances are identical in their composition,

vapour-density, and chemical behaviour, but exhibit dif-

ferent physical properties. Thus there arc several hydro-
carbons known as terpen.es, having the formula Cj^Hj^,

which exist in the oils of turpentine, lemon, bergamot,
orange, &c., and which exhibit the sanre behaviour under
the influente of chemical reagents, differing only in their

odour and action upon polarized light. Again, the empiri-

cal formula C,,HgOg includes several organic acids (tartaric

acid being one of the number) which are physical isomerides

differing from one another only in their crystalline form
and action upon polarized light.

(2.) Chemical Isomerism.—In these cases the compounds
are identical in composition and in their molecular formulae,

but differ in physical properties and chemical behaviour in

certain reactions.

For instance, by taking one atom of hydrogen from the

hydrocarbon propane (C3Hg) we obtain the radicle propyl

(CjHy), and if we suppose one atom of hydrogen in marsh
gas or methane (CH^) to bo replaced by propyl, we get the

hydrocarbon cetrane or diethyl

—

'H

H
(H

Mcl hane.

of!

Now propyl can be written in two different ways, according

as the elements aro grouped differently; thus

—

(CH3CH2CH2)'

,

or

(CHCH3CH3)'.

The differences are still more strikingly shows by the ufi«

of graphic formulse

—

H H H
I I I

H—C—C—C-

I I I

H H fl
PiopyL

H H

H—G—C—C—

H

I I I

H H
PfieudopropyL

Distinguishing these radicles from each other by the namea
propyl and pseudopropyl, it is clear thatwe can have a tetraiw

containing propyl and another containing pseudopropyl

—

/-CH„CH„CH3 /'CHCH3CH3

C

Tctrane or piopyl-mcthanc Peeudopropyl methane.

Tiioso fomiulse can, of com-se, be written in a more con-

densed form ; tlias

—

Methyl-pscndopropyL
Tetrane or

propyl-methane.

CH(CH3)3 .

Trialethyl -mctliane.Tetrane or dicthyL

The graphic formulae help to show still more clearly that

the elements can be grouped only in two different ways

—

H

H—C—

H

IH—C—

H

IH—C—

H

IH—C—

H

I

H
Tetrane or diethyl.

H H H
I I I

H—C—C—C—

H

I

H

H—6—

H

i

H

Ti-iniet'Qyl-mcthane.

The fact thus shown possible by formulation is borne

out esperimsntaUy. Two tetranes actually exist,—oiie,

which from its mode of formation can be shown to be
propyl-methane or diethyl, halving a boiling point of 1° C,
the other, '/rhich can be shown to be pseudopropyl-metfiaue,

boiling at - 15° C.

The experimental confirmation does not, however, end
here. The same isomerism can be shown to exist among
all the -derivatives of these two propyls. Thus we have

—

KoQMAi' SeaiES.
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This Ibt might be considerably extended, but sufBcient

examples have been given £o illustrate the phenomena

under consideration.

Not only do these isomerides differ in physical pro-

perties, but they exhibit different and characteristic trans-

formations under the action of the same reagent, Thus,

normal propyl alcohol when oxidized yields propionic

acid •

—

H H H H H

.C_(!^C-0—H-fO,=H-C—C-C-0—H-f-OH,H—C-

H H H
Norm&l propyl alcohoL

H H
Propionic add.

Under the same circumstances psendopropyl alcohol yields

the substance known as acetone or dimothyl ketone :

—

H H

H—C—

H

H—C—

H

H—C—0-H-hO= C=0 -I- OH2

H—C—

H

I

H
Psendopropyl akohoL

H—C—

H

I

H
Acetone.

The distinguishing character of this class of isomers is

that the isomerides can be shown to belong to the same

series of coinpouads, or, according to Schorlemmer, " they

contain the same niunber of carbon atoms linked together."

Reactions that give rise to the formation of a compound
capable of existing in two isomeric modifications frequently

result in the production of both isomers, but the precise

conditions which regulate the relative quantities of the two

compounds are not yet known.
Certain relationships have been shown to exist between

tho physical and chemical properties of isomeric bodies,

although numerous exceptions render the exact expression

of these relationships an impossibility in the present state

of knowledge. Thus, as a rule, the boiling points of the

cocpounds of an isomeric series ara lower than those of

the normal series (sea preceding table)—or, more generally,

the boiling point 13 higher the more simple the constitution

of the substance.

Since different amounts of heat are concerned in the

production of isomeric bodies, it must be admitted that

such bodies are stored with different amounts of potential

energy. Adopting this viov^, some chemists have recently

sought an explanation of isomerism in the different amouiit?-

of potential energy thus contained in isomerides, and have
fhrown distrust upon tho "constitutional" theory. In
taking this view, however, the true position seems ravereed

—the fact that isomerides contain different stores of

potential energy by no means does away with the hypo-
thesis that they possess different constitutions. It seems,

on tho contrary, th.it tho difference of energy is accounted

for on the view that the bodies possess a difference of

constitution, since the contained energy rssidts from the

relative positions of the atoms or radicles with regard to

the intra-molecular chemical forces.

ifeiameriim.—Compounds having the same molecular

formula may result from tho combination of totally distinct

radicles, and exhibit in consequence not only a marked
difference of physical propertic.<<, but in almost all cases

diffarout chemical transformations under the influence of

the same reagent Such substances are said to bo Tnela-

merle. The subjoined examples illustrate this class of cases.

It is to be observed that, as with true isomeric compounds,
two metameric bodies are frequontlv Tivnlurr^d in the rimo
reaction. For instance, niuat of Uia methods given for

obtaining ethyl cyanide yield a mixture of this compoaD(2

with the isocyanide.

Empirical Formula, CgHgN.
CM, CH, CHj

N N N
/X /\ /\

C,H, H CH, Coq

H5C3

HE
Propylamine. Metliyl"^thylamine. Trimethylumine

Empirical Formula, C^H^O

.

H H O
I I II

-0—H H—C—C—C—0—H H3C—C—CHg
I I

H H
Ailyl alcohoL Propionic aldehyde. Acetone.

Empii-ical Formula, C3H5N

.

H^C—C^N H5C2—N=0
Ethyl"" cyanide or Ethyl isocyanide or

propionitrile. ethyl carbamine;

Polymerism.—Compounds having the same percentage

composition but different vapour-deasities are said to ba

polymeric; thus

—

Name of Compoand.
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units of atomicity into the molecule, Kjd if we suppose

these carbon atoms to be saturated by hydrogen, we shall

have an ascending series of hydrocarbons, each member of

which differs from the one beneath it by + CHj . Such

series are known aa .homologous scries.

examples :

—

The following are

CH„ Methane.
CjH,, Ethane.

CsHg, Propane.

CjH,„,Tetrane.

C,H,s,Pentane.

CH4O, Methyl alcohol.

CjHcO, Kthyl „
CjHsO, Propyl ,,

C.HiaO, Butyl

CsHijO, Amyl

Cfl.Oj,

o.H,„d„

Formic acid.

Acetic ,,

Propionic,,

Butyric ,,

Valeric ,,

C„H^+, C„H,„+,0 C„H,.0,

Isologous Series.—An inspection of the foregoing formute

wiU show that hydrocarbons of the general formula

C.Hj,^., are the only saturated compounds, i.e., the only

compounds in which the atom-fixing powers of the carbon

atoms are completely satisfied. If an odd number of

hydrogen atoms be withdrawn, a compound having a

certain odd number of unsatisfied units of atomicity {i.e.,

a " perissad " radicle) is the result, and such compounds

are incapable of existing in the free state. From this and
previous considerations it follows, that " all hydrocarbons

contain an even number of atoms of hydrogen," and

further, " that the sum of the atoms of monad and triad

elements contained in the molecule of a carbon compound
must also always be an even number " (Schorlemmer).

Compounds containing an even number of unsatisfied

units of atomicity, although non-saturated, are capable of

existing in the free state. Thus, commencing with the

saturated hydrocarbons of the C„H2„^.„ series, hydrogen

atoms can be withdrawn by pairs, giving rise to a descend-

ing series of hydrocarbons, each member of which differs

from the one below it by + H, . Such series are termed

isologo-us series. The following table shows at a glance the

relationship between homologous and isologous series, and
at the same time the system of nomenclature used:

—

[eolcgoua Series.jlsologoua Scries.
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Balta of the fatty body acetic acid, wlicn it is heated

with sulphuric acid, loses water and is transformed into

mesitylene or trimethylbenzene :

—

3CO(CH3)., - 3OH2 = CoH,(CH3)3

.

Acetone. Water. Tilii.ethylbenaene.

Families of Organic Compounds.—Most of the organic

compounds at present known can be referred to certain

families which we shall now proceed to enumerate.

I. Hydrocarbons.—These are the parent bodies from

which the remaining families are derived. Their arrange-

ment into homologous and isologous series has already

been discussed.

II. Alcohols.—Formed from hydrocarbons by the sub-

stitution of hydroxyl for hydrogen :

—

CH^ , CH3OH ; CjHs ,
C^H.OH

Methane. Metbyl alcohol. Ethane. Ethyl alcohol.

C,H8
Fropan^L

CgHjOH
Propyl alcohol.

c,h;'(oh),
Prupcnu ulcoUok

C,H/(OH),
Ethcne alcohol

CsHrCOH),.
Piopenyl alcohol.

ni. Haloid Ethers.—Formed from hydrocarbons by

the substitution of halogen elements for hydrogen :

—

C3H, ,
CjIIjCl , C3H,"Br, , CjH,"'!,.

Propane. Plopyl chloildc. Pi-openo Uibromlde. Proponyl ti'liodlde.

IV. Ethers.—Derived from alcohols by the substitution

of oxj'gen for hydroxyl ; thus, from

aH;'(OH).,
Ethoiio olcohuL

C3H,"'(OH)3
Piopcnyl alcohol.Ethyl alcohol.

we have

(c,H,)p . c,n;'o , (C3H5)o"'03
Ethyl oxide or ether Elhono oxldo. Propenyl oxide.

V. Sulphur, Selenium, and Tellurium Alcohols and

Ethers.—These compounds are the analogues of the

alcohols and ethers, oxygen being replaced by sulphur,

&c. The tbio-alcohols are known as mercaptans

:

—
CjHjOH , CjHjSH ,

an.SeH
,
{C„yi^)^

,
{CM^).^^;

Ethyl sulpliy- Ethyl Bflorlo-

Ethy] alcohoL diaio or hydruio or selenium
mercaptan. meixaptan.

Ethyl
sulphide.

Ethyl
teUui ido.

c,H/(OH), , c,n;'(sn), ; C3IV"(oh)3 , C3H5"'{sh)3.
£|hene alcohol. Ethene sulphydrate. Propenyl alcohol. Propenyl Butphydiate.

VI. Aldehydes.— Derived from hydrocarbons by the

rsplacemeut of hydrogen by the radio

CH, , CH3.COH ; c.,n„

(COH)':—

c,,n5.coH

.

Proploiiio alduhydc.Uutliuue. Acetic aldehyde. Etliani

VII. Ketones.—Derived from aldehydes by the replace-

ment of hydrogen in the COH group by monad hydro-

carbon radicles :

—

CH3.COH , CH3.CO.CH3
Acotlc alilohydo. Dlmcthyl-ketono.

; Ci,H(,.COII , C.Hj.CO.Cirj.
Propionic uhlohyde. Ethyl-nielliyl ketone.

VIII. Oryanic Acids.—These compounds may bo re-

garded as hydrocarbons in which hydrogeu is replaced by
carboxyl :

—

CH,,
Ikltthanc.

CH3.C00H
Acetic ncid.

cjr„
Elhuiic.

C,,H/.(COOII).

.

Succinic acid.

The organic acids may likewise be regarded as derived
from alcohols by the replacement of Hj by O ;

—

Cn3.CH2.OH
Ethyl alcohol.

Cj,n/(OH),.
EthoDuaK'olioir

CH3.c0.0H
AcvHo ucid.

CJI,0'(OH),,
tilytollio ntUL

C,,0/(0H)2
Oxulic ACllI.

relationship to the acids that the ethers bear to the alco-

hols ; thus, from

C2H/C20,{OH)2
Succiuic acid.

2(C6H5.CO.OH)
Benzoic ncid.

2(CH3.CO.OH)
Acetic acid.

we have

(CHj.CO),© ,. C2H/'.C„Oj.O , (C^Yi.^.CO)„0.
Acetic anhydfide. Succinic aniiydiide. Benzoic anliydrido

Corresponding thio-compounds are capable of existing :

—

(CH3.00)28 = thiacetic anhydride.

X. Acid Halidea.—Derived from acids by the substitu-

tion of halogen elements for hydroxyl. Those compounds

are thus most conveniently formulated as compounJa of

an oxygenated or acid radicle' with the halogens :

—

CoHjO.nO , C2H3O.CI , (CjH.O),!'" ;

Acetic acid. Acltyl chloride. Acetyl Iodide.

C,H,0/.Cl2
Sueclnyl cfilorida

XL Ethereal Salts or Compound Ethers.—Derived from

acids, organic or inorganic, by the substitution of a hydro-

carbon radicle for the hydrogen of the hydroxyl :—

NO2.OH
,

K02.0{C2H,)
;

Nitric acid. Ethyl nltin'to.

Corresponding tliio-acids are known thus :-

C„H.,O.OH CJIjO.Sn
Acetic acid. Tlllacetlc acid.

IX. Anhydrides.— Djrived from acida by the substitu-
tion of oxygen for hydroxyl, and iLus bearing the same

CjHj02''.(OH)2
Succinic acid.

S0,.(0H)2
SLilpftuilc acij"

P0.(0H)3
Phosphoric acid.

S02.0H.(OC2H,,)
Ethyl-hydiogeu sulphate.

PO.(OH)2(OC2H5)
llonethyl phoaphwle.

S02.(OC2H,)2 ;

Diethyl sulphate.

PO.(OC2H )3 ;

Tilothyl phOBphale.

CoH.O.OH
Acetic acid.

C2H30.(OC2HJ
Ethyl acetate

The thio-acids also form ethereal salts :

—

CHjO.SH
,

CjH.O.fSCjHj)
Thiacetic acid. Elhjl Uilncelate

XII. Organo-metallic Bodies.—Compounds of

carbon radicles with metals ;

—

hydro-

NaCjHs
Sodium ethlde.

Zn(C2H,)2

Zinc ethlde.

SnCC^HJ,
Staunic Gthldo.

SnI,2(C2Hj2.
Stannic lUlodo-

diethlde.

XIII. Amines or Compound Ammonias.—These com-

pounds are most conveniently regarded as derivatives of

ammonia and its hydrate, and of ammonium haloid salts,

hydrogen being replaced by hydrocarbon radicles :

—

ran.'

K N
C,H,
C0H3
c:h.

N
C.H5
C.H,
II

N,

Aimnonio. Ethylamlno.

N

H
H
H
It

Cl

N

C..H,

H
II

H
Cl

Trlothylaininc.

f C,H,

Ethyl-phcnyl-
amiuu.

H
H
H
H

Ethene diamine.

N-

I

.\n)!iionlum Etiiylanimonlum Tctrcthyl-nninio-
chluiiilo. chluilJe. nlum iodide.

CH,
^

I C"

Methyl carb-
an'ilnc.

N.
C2H,
C,H,
C.H,
OH

Toirclhyl-
unimonlum
hydrate.

These compounds may hkewiso be formulated as hydro-
carbon derivatives :

—

CH, , CH^CNIL) ; C.U, , C2H,(NH2) , C^H.^NH.,),;
Jlcthylnmino _.. , , _... ., ,

Methane, 01 ninldo- Ethano. Ethylamlno or Elhcno diamine or

tncthuno. Kiiiido-cthano. dlunitdo-cthane.

C„H(NH2)
Anildubuniene.

C„H/(NH2)2
Diamldohcnienc.

C,H3"(NH,V,.
Tilaniidobcnscno.

C„H„
Benrcnc.

The phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, and bismuth ana-
logues of ammouia yield derivatives corresponding to the
amines :

—

' The iinmos of all «cld rmlicloj, ]icri»sod iiul arliaJ (I'.f., odJ anJ
evcD), end in yl.
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(H
EtliyJpbosphlno.

I an,
Ti-lcthylphosplilu

f

Sb.

CI

rilethylblsmutlilne.
Tetrethylfltiboniiun

ctiluriilo.

CH3
As s' CH3

Dlroetliylaralne.

ran,
C,H,
CM,
C2H5

.1
Tetrclhylphosphoulum

iodlJe.

XIV. Amides.—Tliese compounds are analogous to the

amines, being derived from ammonia by the substitution

of acid radicles for hydrogen :

—

N -^H



, N'"
Cj-anldes.

;R' + 20H, = NH, +

aCO(ONHJ
Ammonium fonnate.

OSAHOGtS COMPOUNDS.] CHiliMibiK X

Other double cyanides do not decompose in this man-

ner by the action of mineral acids ; the heavy metal can-

not be detected by its ordinary reagents, and no HCy is

evolved. Thus the double cyanide of potassium and iron,

4KCy,FeCy2, when acted on by acids exchanges its potas-

sium for hydrogen, but the iron is not removed :—

K.FeCy. + 4HC1 = H.FeCy, + 4KCa.
PotasBlum forrocyanlle. HydroferTOcyuilc scld.

Thus the group FeCy, ia regarded as an acid radicle

(ferrocyarwgen), and a large number of its salts (feiTO-

ej/anides) are known. In the same manner we have

—

Femcyanides Mj'Fe.Cy,, =6M'Cy.Fe,Cy9

Cobaltocyanides. M/CoCy, =4M'Cy.CoCy,

Cobalticyanidea IVCojCy,, = 6M'Cy. CojCy,

Manganocyanidea M/MnCye =4M'Cy.MnCyj
Mangaaicyanides Mj'MnjCy,, = 6M'Cy..MDjCy5

ChromocyanideB Mj'CrCy, = 4M'Cy. CrCyj

Chromicyanides IVCrjCy,, =6M'Cy.CrjCy,

Platinocyanidos Mj'PtCy, =21I'Cy.PtCj'3

Palladiocyanldca Mj'PdCy^ =2M'Cy.PdCy,

Of these compounds the most importaai are the ferro-

cyanides and ferrioyanides of potassium.

Potassium ferrocyanide (known commonly as yellow

prussiaie of potash), is prepared on the large scale by

fusing refuse animal matter, such as horn parings, leather

scraps, (fee, with crude potassium, carbonate and iron

filings. This salt is also formed when a ferrous salt is

added to a solution of potassium cyanide

—

6KCy -1- FeSO< = K.FeCy^ + K^SO, .

Potassium ferrocyanide crystalli;!es in large pale yellow

crystals belonging to the quadratic system, and having the

composition K^FeCyg , SOHj. Solutions of ferric salts

produce in an aqueous solution of potassium ferrocyanide

a deep blue precipitate of ferric ferrocyanide or Prussian

blue

:

—
3K,FeCye + SFe^CSg = 2Fe2Cys.3FeCy2 ^ 12KCa

.

Pruselan bine.

Soluble ferrocyanides are thus a delicate test for the pre-

sence of ferric salts ; and conversely, ferric salts are used to

detect ferrocyanides, and also cyanides by the simultaneous

addition of a ferrous salt (Scheele's test for prussic acid).

Potassium ferricyanide (or red prusstaie of potash) is

prepared by passing chlorine into a solution of the ferro-

cyanide :

—

2K.,FeCy6 + Clj = K5Fe,Cy,2 -f 2Ka
FtTricj'anlde.

The ferricyanide forms large prismatic crystals of a dark

red colour soluble in water. Ferric salts give a brown
coloration with ferricyanides, while fsrrous salts give a

blue precipitate of TurnbuU's blue (Fe^Cyjo -I- Aq).

Nitropruasides are salts of the general formula

)>t2'Fe"C^5NO obtained by the action of nitric acid uoon
ferro- and fern-cyanides.

Cyanides of Hydrocarbon Radicles.—The compounds
formed by the union of cyanogen with hydrocarbon
radicles are of the utmost interest and importance on
account of their metameric modifications. Thus wo
have

—

CjH, , aH5.CN , C2H/.(CN)2.

On developing the graphic formulje of one of these

cyan{d(^ containing a monad radicle, taking for brevity

the siniple.st case, viz., CH3.CN, methyl cyanide, it will

be seen that two metamerides are possible (see also

p. 551):-
H H

H—C—N=C H—C—C^N

555

In the one compound the carbon of the radicle is in

combination with the nitrogen of the cyanogen. In the

other compound the same carbon atom is in combination

with the carbon of the cyanogen. Two such metameric

series are actually known, one (cyanides or nitriles) being

formulated as hydrocarbon derivatives, and the other

(isocyanides or carbamines) as ammonia derivatives or

amines (see p. 553); thus (representing the monad radicle

by K')-

o{r
Cyanide or

nitrile.

N

Ammonia.

"ir
leocyanlde or
Carbamlne.

In accordance with what has been previously said con-

cerning isomeric bodies (p. 551), these two series ex-

hibit different behaviour under the action of the same

reagent. For instance, the following equations show the

ultimate action of water on them :

—

R'
0"

HO
Add

^'{^;
leocjanldeB.

-20H,=n}H
Ir'

Amine. Formic add

1^
COOH

In accordance with these reactions cyanides or nitrilea

can be produced by the action of dehydrating agents on

the ammonium salts of the corresponding acids

—

= H.CN = (CH)"'N
Hydrogen cyanide. Formonltrilo.

CH3.C0(0NH,)
Aramonlnm acetate.

C2H5.CO(ONH,)
Ammonium proplonaW.

C.H5.C0(0NH,)
Ammonlnm benzoate.

20H2

20H,

- 20H2

- 20H2

= CH3.CN =
Methyl cyanide.

= C2H5.CN =
Propyl cyanide.

= C,Hj.CN =
Phenyl cyanide.

(C^H,)'"!!
AMtonllTile.

(CsHJ'-N
Propionltrile.

(CjHsV'N
BensonltTlle.

The action of water upon nitriles thus gives rise to the

formation of an acid containing the same number of carbon

atoms as the nitrile ; the radicle remaining unchanged, we

may consider that in these reactions cyanogen (CN) is

converted into carboxyl (COOH)

—

E'.CN + 2OH2 = NHj -^ E'.COOH

.

It has been further stated that both fhe nitriles and

organic acids can be formulated as hydrocarbon derivatives

—in the former the H of the radicle being replaced by

(CN)', and in the latter by (COOH)'. Starting then with

the cyanide of a hydrocarbon radicle, we get by the action

of water an acid containing one atom of carbon mora

than the hydrocarbon from which the acid is derived, and

in this manner acids can be built up from their parent

hydrocarbons, and the number of their contained aemi-

molecules of carboxyl increased ; thus

—

H.COOH
It mnnrtsd by the action o( water Into Formic add.

CH,.COOH

H.CN
Hydrogen cyanldo

CH3.CN
Methyt c>iuildo, »

c„h;'.(CN)2
Etheno cyanide. •

R-.(CN),

CH..CN.COOH
CyuiAcctIc acK. «

R'-H„.(CN),.(C00H)

The cyanides of the hydrocarbon radicles will be again

referred to when treating of tho haloid ethers, of which

bodies they may bo considered tho analogues. The

isocyanides will be treated of as amines.

CjH;'.(OOOH),
Succinic acid.

R-.(COOH).

CH,.(C00H),
Haloolc add.

R'-H„(C00H).h.
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I. Hydrocaebons.

Starting with the saturated compounds of the C.Hj.+j

ceries, the isologous series C.H„, , C,H„._2

C,H2»_32 are known.

First Series, C,^2«+2-

—

^arsh Gas or Paraffin Series.

The first member of the series is CH4 (marsh gas or

methane), and the homologues down to Cj5H3j (hexdecane)

have been obtained. The names and formulae will be given

later on.

General Properties.—The members of the series exhibit

a regular gradation in physical properties with each suc-

cessive addition of CH„ . Thus, the first four members are

gaseous at ordinary temperatures, while the succeeding

terms are liquids of increasing specific gravity and viscidity

as the series is ascended; those containing 20 or more
carbon atoms are solid crystalline bodies. The boiling-

point increases as the series is ascended, the diS'erence

between the boiling-points of the successive terms of the

normal series decreasing regularly by about 4° C. as far as

C-joHsG > after which there appears to be a constant differ-

ence of 19° C.

The paraffins are chemically distinguished for their in-

difi'erence, hence the name applied to the series {panini

affinis). Being saturated molecules, they are incapable of

uniting directly witb any other element or radicle. The
halogen elements produce by their action on paraffins

substitution derivatives (haloid ethers), in which the hydro-

gen of the hydrocarbon is replaced by the halogen.

CH, CHoCl, , CHCL CCl,;

^2^6 J
C2H5CI , CoH^Clj , C0H3CI3 , C^HjClj,

C^HCl, , C,CI„
(i:c., itc.

These compounds will be again referred to under the family

of the haloid ethers. Sulphuric acid is without action on

paraffins, and at ordinary temperatures they are scarcely

attacked by oxidizing agents ; but on heating with these

agents they are either entirely oxidized to CO., and 0H„,
or, in addition, to acids of the acetic (C„H„,^.]COOH) and

succinic [C„H2,,(C0'0H),] Series. Nitric acid exerts no
action in the cold, but the concentrated acid attacks the

higher members of the series when heated with them,

forming nitro-substitution compounds in which hydrogen

is replaced by nitryl (NO,), and, in some instances, acids

of the acetic and succinic series and nitrUes. The lower

members of the series are not acted on by nitric acid, but

their nitro-derivatives can be obtained by indirect methods,

the general method of preparation being the action of

sUver nitrite on the iodo-paraflin ;

—

C„Hi,„+iI + AgNOs = C.H2.+,(N02) + Agl

.

These nitro-paraffins are interesting as being metameric
with the corresponding ethereal salts of nitrous acid

;

8hus

—

STT
.-1TT

jj^ , is metameric ;rith methyl nitrite, j ,-„'

Nitroethane, C NO, ethyl nitrite,
j ^q'

Generally

—

C„H2„+, C„H2„.,
I are metameric with |

0=N=0 O—N=0
Kllr-o-paraCBns. Ethereal nitrites.

In accordance with the above formulation the two classes

of compounds are differently acted on by nascent hydrogen.

1
+m^ = 20'!i„+

I

NO2 " NH,,
Nltio-paiaffln. Amine, or amido-paruffln.

C.H. "•H

I

-f3H2 = OH., + NH3-
O—NO

E!hcr?a! nitrite.

OH
AinmoQi.'i. AJcohoL

The higher members of the series are resolved by pro-

lorged heating in sealed tubes into members lower in the

series and members of the isologous series, C.H,, (defines),

in accordance with the general equation

—

C.+,Ho(,+f ,+, = C,H;,+2 + C,Ho, .

Occurrence of Parafiins.— Sletliane, or marsh gas, is an

invariable prodvict of the decomposition of Org.mic matter

excluded from the air, and is thus produced at the bottom

of stagnant ponds, marshes, ire. This gas is the " fire-

damp " of coal mines ; :t is found in volcanic gases, and

the gas issuing from 'a mud volcano in the Crimea w
almost pure methane. The normal parafl[in3 are found in

coal formations and other bituminous strata. Thus, Ameri-

can petroleum contains a mixture of all the paraffins from

marsh gas to pentadecane (CjsHjj), or even higher mem-
bers. In boring for rock oil large quantities of methane

escape, and from the freshly drawn petroleum ethane and

propane are given off as gases at the ordinary temperature

of the air. On distilling off the liquid portion (known

commercially as " paraffin oil '') the higher members of the

series remain as white crystalline solids. Many paraffins

occur also in the oil obtained by the destructive distillation

of Boghead and cannel coal. Solid paraffins are likewise

formed in the destructive distillation of wood, coal, bitu-

minous shale, itc, and are found native. 3.3 fossil vxac,

ozokerite, haichetin, ic.

General Methods nf Foniiatioii 0/ ParaJJiiis.

1. By the action of nascent hydrogen upon haloid ethers of
C,.H.„+j radicles

—

C„H.„+jffrt -V H J = C„Hj„+j -f Hir« ;

{ffa being used to represent a halogen)

.

2. By the action of zinc and water upon the ioilidos of GnH|,.|^'

radicles

—

2C„H,„+iI + 2Zn + 20H, = Zn(HO)j -f Znlj -I- 2C„H,»-|-, .

3. By the action of water upon the orgairo-metalUc bodies of the
general formuki Zn(C„Hsn+i)j

—

Zn(C„Hi„+i)2 -^ 2OH2 = Zn(HO). + 2C,.H.„+,

.

4. By heating iodides of C„Ha..+i radicles with zinc

—

Zn -I- 2C„H2„+iI = Znlj -H Cj„Bi„+3

.

In tills reaction the p.ivafEn is, at the same tim?, resolved into a
louer member of the series containing half the number of carbon
atoms, and the corresponding isologue of the CnHgn seiies

—

5. By the action of sodium on the iodides of C^Han-f-i radicles

—

2C„H.„+,I + Xaj = ej„H,H.j + 2"al

.

6. By the electrolysis of the fatty acids of the series C,JI,,0,'

(see ascetic series)

—

2C„H.„0j = 2CO5 + C5„_.Hj«_, + H,

7. By heating the dry sodium salts of C„H2„.i.i. COOH and
C„H2„.(C00H).j acids with sodium hydroxide

—

CJI;„+i. COONa -f NaHO = NajCOj + CnHj.+j

C„Hj„(COONa)j -r 2NaH0 = 2NajC03 -f C„Hj„+5

.

8. By the dry distillation of acetates and butjTates several par-
affins are formed.

9. Almost all organic compounds yield paraffins when heated in
sealed tubes to a very high temperature with excess of strong
hydriodic acid.

10. jMany paraffins have been obtained by acting on a mixture of
the corresponding iodides and pthyl alcobol with copper-coated
zinc foil (Gladstone and Tribe's ** copper-zinc couple")

—

C„Hj„+J + C.P5.OH -H Zn - Znl(CsHjO) + C„Hj„.h! •

Formulation and Classification of Paraffins.—All the
members of the paraffin series can be regarded as methane,
in which one atom of hydrogen is replaced by C„H2.+i
radicles ; thus

—
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I90PABAPP1K8.

Isotetrane or trimethyi-me-
|

thane |

Isopentane or ethyl-dime-

thyl-methane

( Propyl-dimethyl-
methane

IsoTiex-

«"^3
1 Diethyl-methyl-

Isohept-

anea

methane'

.

Tetryl-dimcthyl- "»

methane j"

-j Triethyl-methane...

Propyl-ethyl-me-

,thyl-raethane^..,

Xsooctane or pentyl-dime-

thyl-methane

FonnulK.
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Many defines combine with sulphuric arid, forming
ethereal salts, which are converted by the action of water

into sulphuric acid and the corresponding alcohol :

—

C„H,„ + H,SO, = C„H,„+iHSO,

.

C»H2„+iEsd, + n{HO) = C„H2„+i.0H + H,SO,

.

General Methods of Formation.— 1. By heating the

C„H2„+,0H alcohols with dehydrating agents (HjSO^,
ZnClj, Ac

0«Hj„+iOH - OHj = C„H2„

.

2. By electrolyzing C„H2„(COOH)2 acids :—

CHo.CCOOH). = C„H,, + 2CO2 + Hj.

3. By heating N(C„H2„+])4HO amines :

—

N(C„H2„+,),H0 = N(C,.H2„+i)3 + C„H2,. 4- OHj

.

4. By the action of copper-coated zinc foil {Gladstone and
Tribe's " copper-zinc couple") on the corresponding

dibromides :

—

C.Hj^Brj + "1 = ZnBr, + C„H2„

Isomerism.—The isomerides of the define series have
licen less completely investigated than those of the paraf-

fins. The formula of the first member fethene) might be

written

—

CH2
!l

CH,

—CH,

-CH,

CH,

=CH
The first is probably the radicle in the free state, and the

second the radicle in combination with 01, Br, kc. The
third formula represents a compound unknown in the free

state, but known in combination. While the normal series

are known as etheno compounds, the isomeric series are

known as etliidene compounds.
Similarly there may be 4 propenes, 9 tetrenes, &c.

The following is a list of the C„H„, hydrocarbons known
£t the present time. An idea of the general physical pro-

perties will be obtained from the table.

Etoene Series
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thus furnishing a good illustration of physical isomerism

(see p. 550). They are generally clear, highly refractive

liquids, possessing characteristic odours, and easily poly-

merized by the action of heat, HjSOj, BF3, &c. Several

polymerides exist ready formed in oils of copaiba, cubebs,

&c. The terpenes are characterized by the extreme readi-

ness with which they undergo isomeric changes under the

influence of reagents. They act as unsaturated compounds
combining vrith at most four monad atoms. Thus, they
combine with HCl, forming such compounds as Cj^HuCl,
Cj0H[jC!2, and some terpenes can be made to combine with
water, forming such bodies as Cn|H2„02, C,|,HjgO, and
Co^IIgjO, which, in certain respects, resemble alcohols. The
best known terpsne is turpentine oil, which is obtained
from the resinous exudation of certain French and Ameri-
can spscits of Piniis and Abies.

Camphor (CjjHjjO} is an oxidized compound closely

alUed to the terpenes contained in the leaves of Laurus
Camphora.

The relationship of the terpenes to the group of aromatic
hydrocarbons is shown by the production of cymme
(CidHj,), a member of the CJi^_g of benzene series, from
turpentine oil and camphor, by the action of certain re-

agents.

Fifth Series, C^^_^.—Benzene or Aromatic Series.

The general characters of these hydrocarbons, as com-
pared with the preceding series, have been previously con-
sidered (p. 552).

Occurrence.—Small quantities of these hydrocarbons are
found in petroleum, but the chief source is the tar obtained
in the destructive distillation of coal for the manufacture
of coal-gas.

General Method of Synthetic Formation.—By heating a
mixture of a mono-iodated paraffin and a brominated ben-
zene hydrocarbon with sodium :

—

(C,.H2„+,I), -f C„H2,. _ ,5+.,Br„ + Naj, =

C„H2_<,+„,(C„H2,.«),. + (Nal)„ + (NaBr}„.

Formulation and Isomerism of Benzene and its Deriva-
tives.—Like the paraffins, the C„H,„_5 hydrocarbons form
a parent series giving rise to a vast number of derivatives,

and just as the higher paraffins can be regarded as formed
from methane by the substitution of C„H2„+, radicles for

H, 80 the homologues of benzene can be considered as
derived from this latter hydrocarbon by similar substitu-

tions. Thus

—

Benzene. Mbthyl benzene.
C,,H,C,H, = aH„

Ethyl bensene.

Propyl benzene.

The synthesis of benzene from ethine has already been
alluded to (p. 552). In accordance with this mode of for-

mation, the structural formula of benzene may be written

—

H H
\ /
C—

C

/' '\
E—C »C—

H

c=c

/ \
This formula, as will be seen on inspection, is in accord-
ance with the fact that benzene can act as a hexatomic
radicle, combining directly (though with difficulty) with 6

halogen atoms. Owing to the complex structure of the beu-
lene molecule an immense number of isomers are capable

of existing. A few of the most important cases may be
here elucidated.

Let us, in the first instance, suppose one atom of H
to be replaced by another element or radicle. Supposing
(as there is at present no reason for doubting) that all the

H and C atoms in the molecule have the same property,

it is obvious that there can be no isomer of a mono-substi-

tution derivative, and thus we know only one methyl ben-

zene, chlorobenzene, nitrobenzene, &c.

Passing on to the poly-substitution derivatives, we have
several possible causes of isomerism. Thus, the H atom
maybe replaced by one radicle, or more than one H atom may
be replaced by an equivalent number of radicles, furnishing

the same total number of C and H atoms. For instance

—

H H

C—

C

H—

C

C—

H

\ /

H H

C—

C

/ \H—

C

C—

H

\ /
c=c

DImethyl-benzono . i3 melamerlc with

H C^H,
Ethyl-benzene.

Similarly diethyl-benzene is isomeric with tetramethyl-

benzene, &c., &c. Another cause of isomerism is to be
found in the C„H2„+j or other radicles replacing the H in

the benzene molecule, since these radicals themselves admit
of isomeric modifications, as has already been seen when
the paraffin series were discussed. Thus, we may have

—

CeH^.C.H, and
Piopyl-benrene

CoH5.CH(CH3)2.
Peeudo-propyl-benzene.

With regard to substitution derivatives of the homologuea
of benzene, the H atoms may be replaced either in the

benzene molecule or in the radicle ; thus

—

Methyl-chiorobenzene or
monochlorotoluene

C^Hs . CH2CI
I Is mr tameric with

iCWoromethyl-benzeno
) (or benzyl chloride.

Another cause of isomerism depends on the relative posi-

tions of the replaced H atoms of the benzene molecule.

Thus, there can be only one of each mono-substitution

derivative, because it is immaterial which of the six H
atoms is replaced. Di-derivatives containing two atoms of

tha same element or radicle are capable of three isomeric

modifications, according as the replaced atoms are those

numbered in the graphic formula 1 2 or 1 3 or 1 4. All

other arrangements will be found on trial to be reducible to

these (X representing the substituted element or radicle)

—

Benzene. Ol-thc-dl-dei'ivfltive. Meta-fli-derlvative. Para-di-derivatlve.

CjHHHHHH CoXXHHHH CjXHXHHH C^XHHXHH
123466 1 3466 133466 23466
In like manner there can be three tri- or tetra-derivalives,

and only one penta- or hexa-derivative, when the H atoms
are replaced by the same element or radicle.

When the H atoms are replaced by three or more different

elements or radicles the possible number of isomerides is

greater than when replaced by the same number of similar

elements or radicles, because the arrangements of the
latter with regard to one another are then capable of

variation. Thus, there can be only three di-derivatives

containing two different elements or radicles XY, because
the reversal of their order does not affect the relative posi-

tions of X to Y. But when three H atoms are replaced by
XXY elements or radicles we may have, for every iso-

meride depending on the relative position of XXY to one
another and to the remaining H atoms, corresponding iso-

merides depending on the order XYX. The same reason-

ing applies to the higher derivatives.

The following is a list of the hydrocarbons of this sej-ie6>—

^
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ABOMATtO OK BEBZENE SERIM.

0,H,
CjH,

CoHio

C,H,j

CioHji •

Benzene
Methylbenzene or toluene

Etli;lben2ene «
iOrthoxylene

.

Metazylene .

Peraxylene .

Propylben^ene
Pseudopropylbenzene
Methyl-ethylbenaene

rr,. ^-i 11, \ Peeudocumene
Tnmethylbenzenea

j Mesitykne
Isobutylbenzene ..,

Methyl-propylbenzene
MetJiyl-pseudopropylbenzene or a cymen© ....

Dimethy1-etbyIbenzene
Diethylbenzene '.

Tetramethylbenzene or durene

Isoamylbenzene „

Methyl-diethylbenzene or diethyl-tolnene

Dimethy1-pseudopropylbenzene or lanreire —
Methyl-isoamylbenzene
Dimetliyl-isoaraylbenzcne

FDrmalx.

CpHg
C,Ha{CH3)

Q^b'^S^)
Co{CHs),H4
Cc{CH3)H(CH3)H,
C,(ClJ^)H,(CH3)H,

^8^0(^3117)
C<,H5.CH(CHX
C,H {CH,)(C H.)

Ce(CH8)H(CH,),H,
Ce(CH3)H(CH,)H(CH3)H

^e^ti-^i^ii^^z)^
C,H,(Ch3)(C,H,)
CeH,.CH3.CH(CH3),
CeHjtCHjyCjH.)
C,H,(C5H,),
C6H3(CH3)4
QHj.CjHjICH,),
C5H3(Ck3)(C,H„),
C.H3(CH3VCH(CH,),
C,HJCH,).C3H,(Cli;),....
CeH3(CH3),.C3H,(CIf3)3....

BoIHDg-polDtft

src.
iir
153°

no'-uv
137°-1S8°
139°

167°
151°
159°

166°

163°
169°-161°
178°-179°
176° -178°
183° -184°
178°- 179°

189° -191°
193°

178°
188°
213°

233°

other hydrocarbons compounded of benzene residues

and C,Hj„_,, A'c., radicles are known. Diproparg7jl, C^Hj
(b.p. 85° C. ), is a substance isomeric with benzene, having the

formula HC= C—(Caj^j—C= CH. The hydrocarbons

of the benzene series are all colourless liquids {durene is

solid), having peculiar and characteristic odours. By the

action of ozidazing agents aromatic hydrocarbons of the

general formula CjHj _«(C„H2„+i).are ultimately converted

into acids of the general form CuH|j_„(COOH)_. NiOr'ic

acid gives rise to the fornmtion of nitro-derivatives

C«Hj,_(j+„,(N02)„. Sulphuric acid (concentrated) forms

iulplwnic acids C„H2„_(5+.,(HS03).. The halogens pro-

duce substitution derivatives C„Hj„ _ (5+„)^a, , the parti-

cular metameric modification formed being often deter-

mined by the temperature at which the halogen is made to

acL Bemene, toluene, &c., are formed by heating their

corresponding acids with limo : C„H2«-7(COOID - COj "

The remaining series of hydrocarbons are as follows ;

—

Namcj.
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(CjjH,,) are noteworthy as forming a homologous series,

the successive terms of which differ by +C4H2. These
compounds present certain analogies in their chemical

behaviour, and are particularly characterized by their

giving rise to quinones when oxidized. In the formation

O—
of a quinone Hj is replaced by Oj CO' thus—

C^Hg + 30 = C,JI,0/ +
Naphthaleoo. XnphuioqulnoQO.

OH,

H
I

H—C G-H
I II

H—C C—

H

V
I

H
Benzene

The hydrocarbons, being the parent compounds of the
remaining organic bodies, have been treated in greater

detail than is necessary in the case of the other families.

n. Alcohols.

formulation and Classijication.—It has already been

H H

A A
/ \ X \H—C C C—

H

I " iH—C C C—

H

\ / \ /
C C
I I

H H
Naphthalene.

Pyrene (CjoHjo), although not a member of the series,

furnishes a quinone on oxidation. Benzene does not yield

a quinone by direct oxidation.

The relationship of the second and third members of

the series to benzeae will be seen from their graphic

formulffi :

—

H
I

C^\
H H—

C

C—

H

I I >l

C C 0—

H

/- \ \ /
H—C C C

H—c c—

e

% / \ ^
c

I I

H H
Anthracene.

pointed out that alcohols can be considered as derivatives of

hydrocarbons by the substitution of hydroxyl for hydrogen,
and, consequently, as compounds of hydroxyl with hydro-
carbon radicles (p. 553). Each series of hydrocarbons
can thus be supposed to give rise to a corresponding series

of alcohols :—

C,.H.„_..HO

C>.Hj,+, G,H,„
CHjn+i.HO (G.H„)"(HO),

CJIj„_,.HO (C„H"^)"(HO\
(C„H^i)"-(BO),

'^'

Alcohols containing 1, 2, » semi-molecules of hydroxyl
are said to be monohydric, dihydric, n-kydric. The dihy-
dric alcohols of the ethene series are termed glycols.

Alcohols derived from unsaturated hi'drocarbons act as
unsaturated compounds.

Series C„H2„+j . HO.—Some of these alcohols (derived
from paraffins) have been previously quoted in illustration

of homologous series (p. 652). The first member, methyl
alcohol (CH3HO), is termed carhinol, and the remaining
terms can be derived from this by the replacement of H
by C„H2„+i radicles. Thus,

—

CnHjn—

^

(C«H,^J"(HO),
CnHjfl—j.HO
(C„H,„_5)'(H0),

C„H^7.H0
C„H,:_e(HO),

Hetbyl aJcohol or
CarbmoL

C(CH3)H2HO
Ethyl ^cohol or
Methyl carhinoL

Propyl alcohol or
Ethyl carblnoL

Since the paraffins can be formulated as derivatives of
methane (see p. 556), and the present series of alcohols as
derivatives of paraffins, it follows that these alcohols can
be Ukewise regarded as methane derivatives :

—

It wiU be convenient to distinguish the carbon atom in
combination with hydroxyl as the " typical carbon atom."
The higher members of the series are susceptible of

several kinds of isomerism, which may now be con-
sidered. Passing over the first two members, which are
not capable of being formulated in more than one way, the
third member (propyl alcohol) may be written as

—

C.(CjHj . H, . HO
Ethyl carbtool.

C(CH3)2H.HO
Dimethyl carblnoL

Thus, the first kind of isomerism consists in the replace-
ment of one C,H,,+, radicle by two others, each containiiig

C(CH3)3.HO
Trlmethyl carblnoL

a smaller number of carbon atoms. The fourth member
of the series (tetiyl or butyl alcohol) may be written :

—

C.C3HJ.H2.HO C(CH3)(C2H5)H.HO
Propyl carbinol. Methyl-ethyl carblnoL

The next kind of isomerism, as exemplified by the third of

the above formulae, consists in the substitution of three

C„Hj„+j radicles for the three hydrogen atoms of carbinoL

Now, as carbinol contains but three replaceable hydrogen
atoms (not regarding the atom contained in the hydroxyl,
the replacement of which gives rise to a new class of com-
pounds), trimethyl carbinol is the type of a series of

alcohols, in which the number of C„H2„+, radicles com-
bined with the typical carbon atom is a maximum. The
isomeric alcohols of the present series can thus be con-

veniently classified under the three following groups :

—

1. Primary alcohols, in which the typical carbon
atom is combined with but one other carbon atom

—

C(C„H^i)H,.HO.
2. Secondary alcohols, in which the typical carbon

atom is combined with two other carbon atoms

—

C(C.H2,+i)2H.HO.

3. Tertiary alcohols, in which the typical carbon atom
is combined with three other carbon atoms

—

C(C„H^i)3.H0.
Another cause of isomerism among alcohols is to be

found in the constitution of the C„H2,+i radicles (see also

p. 550). Thus we may have

—

C.C3H,.H2.HO isomeric with
Propyl carbtnoL

C(CH3)(C^Hg)H.H0 „ C.CH3[CH,.CH(CH3)„]H.HO
Methyl batyl carblnoL Methyl Tsobntyl carblnoL

Each of the three above-named groups is thus capable of a
further division into two sub-groups, such as normai

C.CH(CH8),H2.HO
Psendopropyl carbtnoL
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frimary and iso-pcrimary, normal secondary and uo-

aecoudary, &c., kc. In the higher members a further

number of isomeric modifications become possible. Many
of these isomeric alcohols are known, but a large number
have yet to be discovered to complete the series. The
following is a list of the normal primary alcohols :

—

Names.
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(tc. ; the metameric alcoliols do not uadergo an analogous

reaction.

The homologues of phenol being di-derivatives of benzene

are susceptible of the isomeric modifications already pointed

(JUf (p. 560). Thus there are known

—

Mcthyl-benzeno
or Toluene.

C.(H0){CH3)HHHH
1 1 3 < 6 •

Ortlio-creBoL

Cs(H0)H(CH3)HHH19 3 t t 6

HetQ-cresoI.

C6(HO)HH(CH3)HH

Isomerism analogous to thaf exhibited by the derivatives

of benzene and its homologues likewise extends to all the

derivatives of phenol and its homologues.

The following is a brief list of the compounds of the

present series :

—

Benzj-l aleohol, CtHj.CH.HO
Xylyl afcohds, CjHj.CH^HO
Phenyl-propyl

alcohols CgHj.CHjHO

Cuminyl
alcohoh

Sycoceryl
alcohol

C,H„.CHaHO

C„H„.CH,HO

Fheuo} CsHj.HO
Cresols CjH^(CH3).H0

Xylenob.Phloiol.&c.CsHj.HO
Thymol, Carfacrol, C,oHi3.HO

The boiling-points of the alcohols are generally higher

than those of the metameric phenols.

Many of the compounds of the present series are trans-

parent oily liquids possessed of powerful odours ; others

are white crystalline solids. Of the phenols the best

known is phenol or carbolic acid, obtained from the acid

portions of coal-tar.

^erifiC.H,, _ p.HO comprises dnnamic alcohol, CgHj-HO,
and cfiolesierin, 0„5H^3.HO

.

Series C„H2„_)3.HO.—Only one member is known,
viz., naphthol, CmHj.HO.

.'^mes (C„H„„)"(HO).,, Glycols.—01 these dihydric alco-

hols the terms corresponding to the first six members of

the define series are known, and are named ethene glycol,

propene glycol, <fcc. The glycols are colourless, viscid

liquids, misciblS with water. They are generally prepared
by acting on di-haloid olefine compounds with silver

acetate : CH^^Br, + 2AgC2H302 = CJly.(C„'S,0^2 +
2AgBr The resulting acetate is then heated with potas-

sium hydroxide : C„Ho„(aH30j)2-)- 2KH0 = C„H„„(H0)2
-l-iKCjHjOo. The glycols are capable of existing in

isomeric forms similar to those of analogous olefine com-
pounds (see p. 559), but these isomers are at present but
imperfectly known. A series of compounds known as

polyethenic glycols are formed from ethene glycol by con-

densation, with elimination of water. Their general for-

mula is ji{C2H^(HO)2} - (« - 1)(0H2), where the highest
value of » is 6.

Series C„H2„_g(H0);, Dihydric Phenols.—The following
arc known :

—

P/Tocatechin [ortha-), Eesorcin {meta-), Hydroquinone'
ipf^ra.) CjHJHOlj

Sr.ligenia, Orcin, Guai.-icol C^HjlHO),
Xylene glycol, Creasol, Veratrol CjHjJHO),
Hydrothymoqoinone C,(|Hij(HC)),

Many of these compounds can be formed by suitable

reactions from benzene hydrocarbons, phenols, (tc; others

are found ready formed in lichens, or can be prepared
from substances of vegetable origin.

Series (C„H2„_,)"'(HO)3 comprises propenyl alcohol or

glycerin, €3115.(110)3, and amyl-glycerin, C5H5.(HO)3.
Glycerin can be formed synthetically, but is generally

' The quinoaes ar« also dosely related to ketones.

obtained from glyceridei, a group of ethereal salts com-

posed of glycerin and acids of the acetic and oleic series

(see p. 572), which exist ready formed in most animal and

vegetable oils and fats. Thus stearin (propenyl tristearatc),

a constituent of many natural fats, when acted upon by

super-heated steam, decomposes 83 shown in the equation

—

C3H,(C,3H3,02)3 + 3OH2 = C;E,(R0\ + SH.C^sHjjO,

.

Stearin- Glycerin. Stearic scld.

Large quantities of glycerin are obtained by this means.

Glycerin is a colourless, transparent, viscid liquid of a

sweetish taste, readily soluble in water, and boiling (under

50 mm. pressure) at 2 1 0° C. Pdyglycerins analogoos to the

polyethenic glycols are known.

Series (C„Hj„_9)"'(HO)3 .

—

Trihydric phenols comprising

the isomerides pyroyallie acid (or pyroqallol) and phloro-

glncin, CaH3(HO)3

.

Series (C„H2„_2)"(HO)^ .—Erylhrite, erythromannile or

phycite, CjH6(HO)4, and propyl-phyciie, C3H^(HO)4.

Series (C„U^_f,y{U.O)^.—Finite and (luercite,

C<iH,(H0)5.
Series {C„'B^^^^"(nO)^.—Maiuiite and dtilcite,

0^115(110)5 , two natural sugars.

Sugar, starch, gum, &c., are members of a group of

compounds termed carbohydrates-, which are closely allied

to the present series of alcohols. The names, classification,

and relationship of these bodies are shown in the following

table:

—

1

^ABBODTDB^TES.
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The substitution can in many cases be continued atom
by atom, till the whole of the hydrogen is roplacei

;

thus:

—

Methuie CII, Ethane C,n, Ponzcne C.ITs

Tctrachlomietliiiuc CClj Hexacbloicthjine CjCt« Hcxaclilorbtnzcno CaClg

The reactions are often accelerated and in some cases

remarkably modified by light or heat. The presence of

iodine, antimony, ic, frequently assists the action of chlo-

rine. Chlorine is more energetic than bromine, and the

action of iodine less energetic than that of bromine,—iodine,

in fact, does not act directly on the paraffins. By the direct

action of halogens on paraffins a mixture containing more
than' one derivative is generally obtained. Thus, when
chlorine and methane are mixed and exposed to diffused

Kght (explosion takes place in direct sunlight), the whole

series of derivatives CHsC^l , CH^Clj , CHCI3 , and CCl^

are formed.

Unsaturated hydrocarbons first of all combine djrectly

with a certain number of halogen atoms. In some case^
the number of halogen atoms thus taken up restores the

compound to the type of a saturated body:

—

C2H4 + Clo = C^H^Clj = ethene dichloride = dichlorothane.
£tbene.

In other cases the restoration is not to the type of a

saturated hydrocarbon :

—

C,oHs + 2C1, = CioHjClj, tetrachlorinated n-iphthnlene, corresponding

~C" [totypeC.H,,-,.

The mono-haloid derivatives of paraffins and some other

hydrocarbons are conveniently prepared by the action of

haloid acids on the corresponding alcohols :

—

CH3.HO + HCl = CH3CI + OH2
Methyl Mctbyl
alcolioL chlorljc.

C7H-.HO + HCl = CjH,.Cl -1- OHji
Benj!)I Benzyl
aJcohol. chloride

C,H8(nO)^ -h 11 HI = CjH^I -f- 51., -r 60Hj.
Mannlle.

, %~°''fJhcxyl Iodide.

Polyhydric alcohols may by these reactions have their

hydroxy! only partially replaced by halogens :—thus, by the

action of hydrochloric acid on glycerin there are produced
C3H5C1(H0)3 {cklorhydrin) and C3Hj,Cl2(HO) {Jichlor-

'uydrin).

The haloid phosphorus compounds act upon alcohols iu

a manner similar to that of the halogen acids :

—

3C2H5.HO + PBr, = SC.HjBr -l- PH3O
Ethyl alcohoL LUivl

bromiUe.

CjH,(HO), -f 2Pa5 = C.H.Cl, + 2POCI3 + 2HC1
Etliono

dlchtoiidc
Ethono glycol.

C3H,a2(HO) -^ PCI5 = CjH.Cls + POCI3 -I- HCl

.

Tilchlorhyilrin
Dk'lUorhyJi-liL or allyl

trichloi'lilo.

The haloid ethers are liable to the same isomeric modi-
fications as their parent hydrocarbons and derivatives.
The conditions which determine the production of any
particular modification cannot in all oases bo laid down
vrith precision. For instance, the di-haloid paraffin "deri-
vatives obtained from the paraffins are in some cases iden-
tical and in other cases isomeric with the corresponding
compounds produced by the direct union of halogens with
defines. Again, the higher members of tho paraffin series

when acted on by chlorine yield simultaneously two iso-

meric (primary and secondary) mono-chloriiiatod derivatives.
As a final example, when chlorine acts upon toluene in the
cold chloro-tolumea (CjH^Ci.CH,, CjHjClj.CH, , Ac.) are

' Tbo metamoric phcool, cnsol (p. £64), Jooa not ondeivo a similar
r«a£tioQ.

CjHj.CoH^I
NorDinl butyl

iCKliJc.

(CH.)(Cjr,)cni
r3cu<lobiityl iodUb.

formed, but when the action takes place with boiling toluene

the substitution takes i)laco in tlio methyl radii;lc, thus

forming hen:yl compoumls (C^,U5.CH.,C1 , Ac.)

Alcohols are reiiroduced fioiu their haloid others by tli?

action of KUO (sec p. 5G3), or by first converting the haloid

ether into an acetate of the radicle by ticatnieiil with silver

acetate, and then acting on the acetate withKllO. Tho
alcohols thus formed arc similar in isomeric constitution to

the haloid ethers fioni ,which they arc obtained. For
instance, (CHjX^CH.I (pseudopropyl iodide) when made
to undergo the reactions specified "is coiivcrtcil into

(CH3)„CH.H0 (pseudopropyl alcohol) (see also p. 0C3).

Isomeric haloid ethers arc thus named in accordance with the

radicle composing the alcohols from which they are obtained,

or to which they give rise on conversion into acetitcs and
treatment with KHO; thus, we have the following mono-

iodobutanes :

—

(CH3)2CH.CHJ
Isobutyl iodide.

C(CH3)3l.
Katabutyl iudido.

The same relations exist between the haloid ctlicrs and
their isomorides as between the paraffins and their isome-

rides. Thus, the boiling points and specific gravity .jf

the normal ethers are higher, and their chemical stability

is greater than that of tho isomerides.

By the action of nascent hydrogen many haloid ethers

are restored to the hydrocarbons from which tiifv arr

derived by an inverse substitution. Thus tetrachlor-

raethane (CCIj) when treated with sodium amalgam and
water is ultimately converted into methane (CH,), motto
ehiorbenzene (C^HjCl) into benzene, Ac. Tho iiction of

caustic alkalies upon mono-haloid ethers will be best illiis-

tiBted by the following examples:

—

Illltistmting formaliou c.f .th

.alcohol. (Sec also p. 563.!

Tin: iiict.atiic-iic nioiiochlu-

rophi'iiols do not iiiidi'ri;i>

ail nnnlogoiis reaction,

f lllusti-iitiii^ rL-<Inctioii of t

satui'.-itcd cutiijtontKl to a

lower isologiif, t.f., for-

niatioti of CH,., from
ty[ie C„H-,+^. A similar

chai>^ is somotimes cf-

ffCtfd by licat aluno.

Illustrating reduction of an
unsaturated compound to

a lower isologue, «.«., re-

duction of type Ci,H,„ to

The mono-haloid olefines Ctypified by monochlorcthene
in the last equation) are obtained by flie action of a caustic

alkali on di-haloid paraffins (see p. 558). These mono-haloid
olefines, like their parent olefines, are dyad radicles com-
bining with Ha., and H//<j . Their compounds with haloid
acids are under some conditions identical and under other
conditions isomeric with the corresponding compounds pro-

duced by the direct combination of tho define with two
halogen atoms.

Of the haloid ethers -derived from paipffins the best
known is trichloromethane or chloroform (CHCI3), a
colourless, transparent, sweet-tasting, and somewhat fra-

grant liquid boiling at 62°, largely used as an anaesthetic.

It can be prepared by ths direct action of chlorine on
methane, but it is usually obtained by the action of
bleaching-powdor on common alcohol. The corresponding
bromine and .iodine compounds, CHBrj and CHI, (bromo-
formand iodoform), and CH(NO;)- (nitroform), are-knowa

CyaniHicrivativts of Hydrocarbons.—Tho metamerism
exhibited by these compounds has been already referred to

(p. 555), and .since they resemble in many respects the haloid
ethers, their modes of preparation may be now touched upon.

(CII,),CHI + KHO = C3H5 -I-KU OH,
I'seuJopropjl

uxlMe.
PropcQc.

C,HsCl + KHO=C,H, + KCl + On
,
Mono- r.i,t«-
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The most general method of obtaining the cyanide3

(nitriles) in a state of purity is the dehydration of the

ammonium salts of acids containing the corresponding

hydrocarbon radicles (see also p. 656).

CeH5.CO(ONHJ - 2OH2
AntDioDluni beozoate.

C«H,.CN
Phenyl cyanide.

Most of the other processes yield a mixture of cyanides

and isocyanides :

—

CH3I + KCN = CH3.CN + KI
CH3I + AgCN

Methyl Iodide.

CH3.CN + AgP
Methyl cyanide.

In the first of these methods the cyanide predominates,

and in the second the isocyanide. By distilling a mix-

ture of potassium cyanide with an ethereo-metallic salt of

sulphuric or sulphurous acid, a mixture of cyanide and
isocyanide of the radicle contained in the ethereal salt is

obtained, the cyanide or nitrile being in excess :

—

CH3.KS0^ + KCN = CH3.CN + K2SO4
Potaaelam-metbyleulphate. Methyl cyanlda

CioHj.KSOj + KCN = CioH-.CN + K2S0a.
Potasahim naphthylBulphlta Naphthyl cyanide.

The cyanides or nitriles do not exhibit strongly marked
basic properties, nor are they oxidized by AgjO or HgO

.

They are not poisonous, and do not possess unpleasant

odours. Their boiling-points are generally higher than
those of the metameric isocyanides. The nitriles are sus-

ceptible of isomeric modifications depending on the iso-

merism of their contained hydrocarbon radicles.

rV. Ethers.

These compounds bear to the alcohols the same relations

that the metallic oxides bear to the hydroiides :

—

NaHO NajO Ca'(H0)2 Ca"0
CH3HO (CHj)^© C2H;'(H0)2 CjH/'O

Methyl alcohol. Uetbyl eUier. Ethene alcohol Ethene ether.

In accordance with this view, many ethers are formed
by dehydrating their corresponding alcohols by means of

strong sulphuric acid, zinc chloride, boron trioxide, &c. :

—

Methyl alcohol

2C7H7.HO OH,

(CH3)20
Metbyl ether.

= (C.Hj)20.
Benzyl ether.Benzyl alcohol.

Conversely, many ethers, by prolonged heating with water,

are retrausformed into their corresponding alcohols.

Oxygen being a diatomic element combines with two
n:6natomic radicles. When the two radicles are similar

the compound is termed a simple ether, when dissimilar a
compmmd ether. Thus, the ethers formulated above
(methyl and benzyl) are simple ethers ; while

CH3.O.C2H,
Methyl-ethyl ether

C,Hj,.0.CH3 C,H,.0.C3H,
Phenyl-allyl ether.Methyl-amyl ether.

are examples of compound ethers. Compound ethers con-
taining a C„Hj„+j and a C,Jl2m-7 radicle are termed anisols.

Ethers are liable to isomeric modifications dependent on
the isomerism of their contained radicles, and likewise to

metamerism depending on the presence of different radicles.

For example, .CjHj.O.C^H, {ethyl-hutyl ether) would be
metameric with (C3H7)j0 (propyl ethei-).

A general method of preparing ethers (simple and com-
pound) containing monatomic radicles is to act upon the
sodium derivative of the alcohol containing the one radicle
with the haloid ether containing the ether radicle. When
the alcohol and haloid ether contain the same radicles, the
result is a simple ether; when they contain different
radicles a compound ether is produced :

—

The cyanide thus formed unites with AgCN, forming the compound
CHj.eN

, AgCN , which, on treatment with KCN in.eicess, yields the
methyl isocyanide with the formation of KAg(CN).

.

CHj.NaO + CJHJI = (C2H5)20^NaI
Sodimn elhylato. Ethyl ether.

CjHj.NaO -I- CH3I CHjO.CoHj + NaT
Sodium' etbylate. Methyl-ethyl ether.

CeH^.NaO -I- CH3I = CH3.0.CeH5 + Nal
Sodium phenate. Methyl-phenyl ether.

The ethers derived from the phenols are prepared by

special methods. Ethers containing diatomic radicles are

obtained from the mono-haloid derivatives of the dihydric

alcohols (glycols) by the action of KHO :

—

CjH,Cl(H0) + KHO = CoH^O -1- KCl -1- OHj

.

Mouochlorhydrln. Ethene ether.

Compound ethers can be obtained from the sodium

derivatives of the glycols by the action of mono-haloid,

ethers :

—

C2H,(NaO)2 + 2CH3I = CjH,<ocH + ^Nal

Sodium ethcnnte. Ethene-dlmethyl ether.

The ethene series of ethers are more active in their

chemical behaviour than those containing C„H2„^.j radicles.

Ethers corresponding to the first seven normal primary

alcohols of the series C„H2„+i • HO are known. Of these

"sulphuric ether" i;* most frequently met with. It is the

oxide of ethyl (C2H5)20, and is prepared by allowing a

stream of ethyl alcohol to flow into a mixture of strong

sulphuric acid and alcohol kept at a constant temperature

of about 140° C. The following reactions occur:

—

CjHiiHO + HjSOj = C3H5.HSO, -t- OHj
AlcohoL Ethyl-hydrogen sulphate.

CjH^.HSO^ + C2H5HO = (C2H5)20 + HjSO^.
Ethyl-hydrogen aulphate. Ether.

As wiU be seen from these equations, a given quantity

of H2SO4 is theoretically capable of etherifying an un-

limited quantity of alcohol
;

practically, however, a limit is

reached. If a mixture of alcohols is employed at starting,

a compound ether is produced.

Ethyl ether is a colourless, mobile liquid, but very

slightly soluble in water, and possessing an agreeable

odour. It boils at 35° '5 C. By the action of chlorine it

yields substitution derivatives, CJH4CLO.C2H5,
(CjCyjO.

V. SuLPHUE, Selenium, and Teli-ctrium Alcohols
AND Ethers.

These compounds are the analogues of the alcohols and
ethers (see p. 553), and are in many cases prepared by
analogous methods. The following are typical reactions :

—

Preparation of Sulphur Alcohols.

C,H,C1 + KHS = CjH^CHS) -1- Ka
Ethyl chloride.

CjH^Cl; -1-

Ethene dichlorlde.

Etbyl hydroauJphlde.

2KHS = C2H,(HS)2 +
Ethene dihydroBoIphlde.

C3H5I -I- KHS = C3Hj(HS) + KI
Allyl Iodide. AUyl hydrosnlphldo.

C7H,C1 -I- KHS = (X^BS) + KCl
Benzyl chloride. Benzyl hydroaulpblde.

K(C2H5)SO< -I- KHS
PotaMiom ethyl-eoJpbate.

Ka

. C„H5(HS) + KjSO^
Ethyl fiydroaulphlde.

Preparation of Sulphur, <tc., Ethers.

2CIL,a + KjS = (CH3),S + 2KC1
Methyl chioride. Methyl sulphide,

2K(C2H5)SO, + KjSe = (C,R,),Se + 2K,S0.
Potaeaiom ethyl-eulphate. Diethyl eeleelde:

Diethyl teUuride is prepared by an analogous reaction,

K2Te being substituted for KjSe. Polysulphides, (C.^H5)2Sj,
(C2H^)2S3, can be obtained by employing alkaline poly-
sulphides in these reactions. Certain thio-alcohols can be
prepared from the corresponding alcohols by the actioa
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of phosphorus pentasulphide (SC^Hs-HO + P^Sj =

SCjHyHS + P2O5). The sulphur analogues of the phenols

and dihydric phenols are prepared by a special general

method. The sulphonic acid (see p. 561) of the corre-

sponding hydrocarbon is converted into a sulphonic chloride

by the action of PCI5 , and the sulphonic chloride is then

acted on by nascent hydrogen :

—

•

CeH5(S02a) + SHj = CbHs.HS + 2OH2 + HCI.
Benzene-Bulphonic chloride. Phenyl hydroeulphlde.

CeHJSO^Cl)^ + 6H2 = C5H4(HS)„ + iOH^ + 2HCI.
BenzeDe-dlsalphoDic Phenylene dlhydre-

chlortde. salptUde or thloresoreln.

The sodium derivatives of these thio-phenols yield com-

pound thio-ethers by the action of haloid ethers :

—

CeHj.NaS -1- CjHjI = CaHs.S.CjHj + Nal

.

Sodium thiophenate. Phenyl-etttyl sulphide.

Compounds intermediate between alcohols and thio-

alcohols are known :

—

C3H5(HO)2a + KHS = C3H5(HO)2(HS) + KCl

.

The compounds of this family are mobile or oily liquids

or crystalline solids. Most of them possess characteristic

and offensive odours. They are susceptible of the same
isomerism as their oxygen analogues. The thio-alcohols

combine energetically with alkali metals, and with certain

metallic oxides and salts, to form derivatives analogous to

the metallic alcohol derivatives,—hence the name mercap-

tans (corpus mercurio aptum) sometimes given to these

bodies. Certain lead mercaptides, when heated in the dry

state, yield the corresponding thio-ethers.

VL Aldehydes.

The relations between these compounds and the primary

alcohols are clearly brought out by the mode of formula-

tion adopted for these alcohob (p. 502). Thus :

—

CH, CI

CH3 C„H2„+i H CH, C„H,Zn-H C„H,S"+l

^Hj CHj
Methane. Ethane. Paraffins.

3H2OH CH,OH CH,0H COH
caiblndl. alcohol.

A'dehjdcj.Carblnol.

Benzene.
CeH^.CHoOH C^Hj.COH

Methyrbenrene. Benzyl alcohol. Benzoic aldehyde.

It will be seen from these formula; that aldehydes are

derived from alcohols by the elimination of Hj from the

group CHjOH, i.e., 2 hydrogen atoms are withdrawn from
the typical carbon atom, leaving the group (COH)' (com-

pare with definition previously given, p. 553) ; hence the

generic n.ime (alcohol dehydrogenatum). It is thus possible

for any alcohol to furnish an aldehyde, although great
numbers of these compounds have yet to be discovered to

complete the various series. The following formulae will

illustrate the derivation of aldehydes from polyhydric
alcohols :

—

CH, CH^OH COH

CHj CHjOH COH '^CHj *\COH
EthOM. Glycol.

Allehydo ^ Dlmolhyl- Aldohydo
(Rlyojal).

"en^eno.
beniono. (phthallc).

The aldehydes of monohydric alcohols are metamcric
with the oxides (ethers) of dyad radicles. Thus, ethyl
aldehyde, CHg.COH, is metamerio with ethene oxide
(CjH^)"© ; benzoic aldehyde would bo metameric with
methyl-phenylene oxide [CeH3(CH3)]"0 . The aldehydes
are liable also to the isomerism of their contained hydro-
carbon radicles, while aromatic aldehydes of dihydric
alcohols are susceptible of the isomerism incident to the
relative positions of the COH groups.
By the action of oxidizing agents aldehydes are con-

verted into acids containing the same number of carbon
atoms ; thas, R' being the monatomic radicle

R' R'

I
+0=1

COH COOH
Aldehyde. Acid.

Starting, therefore, from the parent hydrocarbons, the

primary alcohob are the first results of the introduction of

hydroiyl into the methyl group. The next step in oxida-

tion removes the two remaining hydrogen atoms from this

group with the formation of aldehydes, and the final result

of the oxidation is to convert COH into carboxyl COOH,
with the formation of acids. Aldehydes thus occupy a

position intermediate between alcohols and acids :

—

CH, CH, CH,

CH3
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Of the aldehydes of the aromatic series mention may be

made of benzoic aldeh^e, which can be obtained from

bitter-almond oil; cumic aldehyde, existing in oil of cumin;

salicylic aldehyde, which exists in the flowers of " meadow-

sweet ;" and cinnamic aldehyde, the chief constituent of

the oils of cassia and cinnamon. The aromatic aldehydes,

by the action of ammonia, are converted into hydramides

of the general formula (C„H2„_»CH)3"N2

VII. Ketones.

These compounds are derived from secondary alcohols,

in the same manner that aldehydes are derived from

primary alcohols :

—

(C„H2„+i)2CH.OH
Secondat^ alcohoh

H^ =
Ketone.

The ketones may thus be regarded as compounds of

C„H2„+j , &c., radicles with CO , or as aldehydes in which

the H of the COH group is replaced by such radicles.

The compounds of this family bear considerable resem-

blance to the aldehydes, but are distinguished by their

behaviour on oxidation, for whereas the aldehydes are

readily converted into acids containing the same number

of carbon atoms, the ketones are converted (with some

difficulty) into a mixture of two acids of the C„H2„^ j.COOH
series, each containing a smaller number of carbon atoms.

The law of the oxidation of ketones appears to be that the

less complex of the two liydrocarbon radicles remains

attached to the CO : thus

—

C0|S^ 4- 30 = CH3.OOOH + C,H,.COOH.

Methyl-pcntyl j^^^^^ ^^j Valeric add.
ketone.

Ketones are converted by the action of nascent hydiogen

into secondary alcohols (see p. 563).

The ketones are liable to isomeric modification depending

on the isomerism of their contained hydrocarbon radicles,
{pxr
„ ^ (methyl propyl ketone) is bo-

meric with CO I q^/qjj \
(methyl-pseudopropyl ketone).

Furthermore, there can be metamerism among ketones

owing to the presence of difi"erent radicles in the molecnle,

and every ketone is metameric with an aldehyde of the

same series. Thus, the foUowing are metameric :

—

C„H,
C0{gfi|, C0{-g C,H,,COH.

Methyl-butyl
ketone.

Ethyl-propyl
kctono.

to the

• Hexyl aldehyde

general formulaeKetones corresponding

C0(C„H,„ + i)2,C0{^"5-^'
+ ', and CO(C„H,„_,),

known, and are formed by various methods, of which the

foUowing are the most important :

—

1. By the oxidation of secondary alcohols (see beginning

of section).

2. By the action of sodium organo-metallic bodies onCO

:

2Na(C„H„„ + 1) -h CO = C0(C„H2„ + 1)2 + Na^.

3. By the action of zinc organo-metallic compounds on

acid chlorides (chlorides of acid radicles) ;

—

2C0(C„H„„ + i)Cl + Zn(C„H„„ + i),
= 200(C„H„„+i)„-t-

ZnClj

.

4. By the dry distillation of the Ca and Ba salts of

monobasic acids of the series C„H;„ + j.CO.,H,

C.H.,.;.COoH , &c.,—

Ca"0„(C„H,„ + ,.CO)„ = CO(C.H,„ + i)„ + CaCO,

Ba"0„(C„H;,.:.CO)., = C0(C„H2„_,)., + BaCOj.

By employing a mixture of the salts of acids belonging

to two difi'erent series, or of two different acids belonging

to the same series, ketones containing two different

radicles are obtained.

The ketones of the series C0(C„Hj„+,)2 and CO
| c'e^T

'

are, with few exceptions, mobile or oily colourless liqnids,

possessed of most characteristic and penetrating odours

;

those of the series CO(C„H2„_7)2 are crystalline solids.

Ketones containing methyl form with acid sulphites

white crystalline compounds, from which the ketone is

obtained unaltered on distillation with an alkalL The
best known ketone of the series CO(C„H2, + ])2 is dimethyl-

ketone or acetone, CX>{Cli^)2, , a limpid, inflammable liquid,

boiling at 55°'5 C, and readUy miscible with water. In

addition to the general modes of formation previously

given, this ketone can be obtained by the destructive dis-

tillation of citric acid, and also by distilling certain

carbohydrates with quicklime. Heated with ammonia,

acetone forms acetonine, a basic substance, ef the formula

(C3H5)"3N„. Of the aromatic ketones methyl-phenyl

ketone or acetophenone is interesting as furnishing,

by the action of fuming nitric acid, a nitro-derivative,

CO [ p^ /T^ri \ > which, when heated with soda-lime and
I

'-'6'i4\-'^ '-'2/
. . . , . ,

,

zinc dust, yields tnatgotm or tndigo-blue—

VTTL OEOAino Acids.

The relationship of the organic acids to the hydro-

carbons and to the alcohols has been previously pointed

out (pp. 553 and 567). A further development of thia

relationship, as bearing c the formation of acids from
polyhydric alcohols, is shown in the following examples :

—

CHj.OH CH-OH CO.OH
i I I

CH2.OH CO.OH CO.OH
Ethene glycol dycoUlc acid. Oxailc acid

In the formation of acids from alcohols, therefore (disre-

garding the intermediate formation of aldehydes), one
atom of oxygen is substituted for H, in the gronp CHjOH,
thus converting this group into carboxyl, COOH.' It has

been before mentioned that CH2OH is derived from
methyl by the substitution of HO for H, so that carboxyl

may be regarded as a methyl derivative, and a similar view
may be extended to cyanogen CN, where N'" may ba
regarded as replacing H3 . This connection between CN and
COOH is shown by the various reactions in which the one
radicle is converted into the other, but more particularly,

so far as the compounds now under consideration are con-

cerned, by the synthesis of organic acids from the corre-

sponding nitriles (p. 555). A few comparative formuhe
will serve to illustrate stUl further this important relation-

ship :-

CH,
I

CH3
Ethane, or

methyl methane.

CH3
I

CH,

CH3
I

CN
Methyl cyanide,
cyano-methane,
or acetomtrlle.

a CH..CN

CH.OH

H, CHyOH
Propenyl alcohol,

or glycerin.

^3

Propane.

CH.CN

Propenyl
trlcyanide.

CH3

CO.OH
Acetic acid.

GH2.C00H

CH.COOH
I

Tilcarballyltc

acid.

* " Organic hydrosides are converted into acids, not only by trans-

formation of the group CHjOH into COOH, hut also whea negative

elements or radicles accumuJate near an alcoholic hydroxyl."—Watto's
Diciionary of ChGrnistry, second supplement.
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Classificalion.—By inspecting the formulie given at the

commencement of the present section, it will be seen that

the number of times COOH occurs in an acid is dependent

on the number of times the group CH„.OH occurs in the

parent alcohol. Jsow, organic like mineral acids when

brought into contact with -metallic oxides or hydroxides,

give risi- to the formation of trdis, in which H, H,, H,
,

Ac, are replaced by M', M', or if", M', or M"', i-c,; but

the hjdrogen thus replaceable is found fo.be not that

which enters simply into the composition of HO, as with

mineral acids, but that which exists in the group COOH.
The basicity of an organic acid depends therefore on the

number of carboxyl groups it contains—acids containing

1 2, 3, n carboxyl groups being mono-, di-, tri-, n-baaic.

2/onohasic Acuh.

Series C.Hj.+i(C02H), Acelir or Falti/ Series.—These

acids are prepared— 1. By the oxidation of the correspond-

ing primary alcohols and aldehydes (pp. 5G3 and 5G7)

;

2. By the action of mineral acids or alkalies on the cyano-

derivatives of the paraffins obtained by the methods pre-

viously given (p. 56G ; see also p. 555) ; 3. By the action

of organo-sodium compounds on carbon dioxide :

—

C.H,.+,Xa -I- COj = C.H,.,,.COONa
Sodium salt.

Isomerism.—Just as the alcohols of the methyl aeries are

most conveniently formulated as derivatives of the first

term carbinol, so the present acids may be regarded as

derived from formic or ac«tic acids, the two first mcuibers

of the series :

—

H CHj CH,(CHJ C.H,,+, CHj(C.nj.^,>

60OH COOH COOH coon COOH
Acotlc or Prtipionlc or

Formic odd. melliyl-formlc nicthncctlc
AC]U. ncIU.

formic ftcld.

C'TT^-^,—acetic
ulU.

The first kind of isomerism which we have to consider is

that depending on the replacement of one C.H^j., radicle

by two or three otheri, each containing a smaller number
of carbon atoms. (Compare with isomerism of alcubols,

p. 5C2.) Thus we mny have the following isomerides : —
cnjcjt.)
I

60OH
rropacctic or

yuIctIc acid.

CH(CHj)(C.H,)

I

COOH
ilctll) l-oth«cctlc

acid.

CiCT!:)

COOH
Trlmolhftcctlc

icld.

manner as theAcids are thus classified in the 8.ini6

alcohols, into prijnary, secondary, and tertiary, according as

the carbon atom in combination with carboxyl is combined

with one, two, or three other carbon atoms.

Auother kind of isomerism is dependent on the isomerism

of the radicles replacing the H of the CH, of the ac«tic

acid ; thus

—

c(C3ir,)H..coon qcH(CH,yH, . coon
I'ropaccitc ncld. in l«omcric v-lUl rtoudoproi>cctlc acid.

Each of the three groups of adds is accordingly sub-

divided into normal and iso-acids. although the series arg

far from being complete.

The following is a list of the normal primary acids :

—

Kamct
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with water. Ketc/nes containing C,Jl5,+, radicles, when heated
with HCN, HCl, and water, produce acids of this group :

—

C0(CH3), + HCN + 20H, + HCl = C(CHj),. HO. CO.H + NH^Cl

.

Acbtone. Oxybutyilc acid.

3. Primary Olefins Acidi, C„Hy,
j
^q=q^^^—Produced by the

oxidation of glycols of the form CH,,
j QH^pg.

4. Secmdan, OUfinc Adds, CH.„
[

^Q'Q^"»''+>'*'^.-Prodnced

by the action of nascent hydrogen oo certain compounds formed by
the action of sodium on ethyl acetate, CH3.CO(C,HjO). (Seep. 573.)

The following is a list of the acids of the lactic series :

—

Carbonic acid' HO.CO5H
Glycollic CHj{H0).CO,H
Ethylidene lactic acid

]

pL'aCttc •• ;:
C.H,(HO).CO,H

Hydracrylic ,, )

Oxybutyrio acids C3H,(H0).C0jH
Oxyvaleric CjHjJHOj.COjH
Oxycaproio C5H,(,(H0).C0jH
Oxyheptylic acid C,H,5(HO).C05H
Oxydodecatylic ,, C„H:j(HO).CO.H

Ethylidene lactic acid is the first product of the butyric

fermentation of sugar ; ethylene and paralactic acids are

contained in the juice of flesh. Lactide and dilactic acid

(C3H^02 and C^Hj^Oj) are produced by the elimination of

water from one and two molecules of lactic acid by heat.

Series C„H,„_]O.COoH, Pyruvic 'Series.—These acids

may be regarded as derived from those of the lactic series

by the abstraction of Hj . The following are known :

—

Pyruvic or pytoracemic acid CjHjO.COjH
Epihydric „ CjHjO.COjH
Acetopropionic ,, CjH.O.COjH
Convolvulinoleio CijHjsO.COjH
Jalapinoleic CijHjjO.COjH
Ricinoleic ,, C.^HjjO.COjH

Series C„H2„4.jO,.CO.,H comprises glyoxijlic and glyceric

acids, CH30j.C0„H and" CjHjO^.CO.H.
Series C,^^^_yC0.2B., Acrylic Scries.—The acids known

in this series are the following :—
Acrylic acid CjHj.COjH
Crotonic and methacrylic acids CjHj.COjH
Angelic and methylcrOtOnic acids C^H-.COjH
Pyroterebic, hydrosorbic, and ethylcro-

tonic acids CjHj.CO.H
Moringic and cimicic acids Cj^Hjy.COjH
Hypogceic, gaidic, and physetoleic acids CijHjj.COjH
Oleic and el.aidic acids C1.Hj3.CO2H
Doeglic acid CijHjs.COJH
Rrassic and crucic acids CjiH^j.COjH

These acids are produced by the oxidation of the corre-

sponding aldehydes; and also by the dehydration' of

secondary lactic acids. They may be arranged in two iso-

meric series:

—

primari/ acids of the form CHR'.CO.iHjand
secondary anWs,CR'R'.COoH. These acids combine directly

with IIa„ , BHa, and are raised to the C„H,„^.;.CO,H tj-pe.

On fusion with KHO they yield potassium salts of two
fatty acids.

Series C„Hj„_3.C0.,H contains tetroleic (C3H3.CO2H),
sorhic (C5H-.CO2H), aud stearolic (CjvHjj.COjH) acids.

Series CnH^^.Y.COoH, Benzoic or Aromatic Series.—The
following are known :—

Benzoic acid CeHj.COjfl
Toluic acids CjH^.COjH
Xylic, hydrocinnamic, mesitylenic, ) p tj qq jj
and ethylbenzoic acids \

'" * *" *

Cumic and cumylic acids CgHjj.COjJT
Homocuraic acid. CkjHjj.COjH

These acids are prepared by the general methods of

oxidizing the corresponding alcohols and aldehydes, and by
the action of KHO en the cyanides of the C„H,„_- radicles.

Benzoic acid exists iugum-benzuin. from which it sublimes,

This acid (the hydroxy! derivative of formic acid) is unknovni in

the free state, and is dibasic.

I S T R Y [OKGANIC.

on heating, in white feathery crystals, having a fragrart

odour. By the action of CI, HNO3 , itc., these acids

yield substitution derivatives, such as CjHjCLCOoH
and CjHj(NO,).C02H, chlorobenzoic and nitrobenzoic

acids. The latter, by the action of nascent hydrogen, is con-

verted into C(;H^(NH„).C02H,amidobenzoic acid. Hippuric
acid, the potassium salt of which occurs in the urine of

many herbivorous animals, is benzamido-acetic acid—
CHoCNH.COCeHJ.COjH.

The aromatic acids can be arranged in two metameric seiies

corresponding to the benzylic alcohols and the phenols.

Series C„H2„.s(HO).C02H, Oxybenzoic Series.—1\iis
bears to the preceding series the same relationship as the
lactic to the fatty series :

—

and
C5H.(H0).C0,H

C,H,(HO).CO,H

C8Hs(H0).C0,H

Salicylic [ortho-), oxybenzoic {mcta-),

paraoxybenzoic acids

Anisic (or oxymethyl-benzoic), cresotic, and
mandelic (or forrao-benzoic) acids

Phloretic, hydrocoumaric, hydroparacou-
maric and phenyl-lactic acids

Thymotic and thymyl-carbonic acids C,|,H,.(HO).COjH

&ri'«'.sC„H2„_j(H0)2.C02H, Dioxybenzoic Series, contains

oxysalicylic, hypogallic, prolocaiechuic, and carbohydro
quinonic aoidi—CjH3(H0)2. COoH.

Allied to this series are piperic (Ci,H,jOj) and eugetic

(CiiH,.,OJ acids.

Series C„ll^_.^J(a.O)yCOM, GaUic Series.—Gallic acid,

C0H2(HO)3.CO3H, exists ready formed in many plants, such
as sumach, hellebore, &c. Tannins are the astringent

vegetable principles made use of in tanning. They all

contain some form of tannic acid, C2jH„20j7, a compound
resolved by the action of acids into gallic acid and glucose

(see p. 572). Gallic acid is generally prepared from the

gallotannic acid extracted from gall-nuts.

Series C,H.,„_g.COoH :

—

Cinnamie, atropic, and isatr»pie

acids. C,H-.C02H.
Series C„H,„_,j(H0).C0„H :

—

Coumaric and paracornno/

ric acids, C,Hji(H0).C02H:
Series C„H2„_jj.C02H :

—

Phenyl-propiolic acid.

Series C„H„,_j3.C0,H, comprising two naphthoic acids,

C,„H,.C02H."
Series C„H2„_,,(H0).C0jH, containing oxynaphthoic

acids, Cj(,H,(H"0).C02H.

Series C„H2,_i5(H0).C02H, containing bemilic acid,

C,3H,„(h6).C02H.

Series C„}i„„_^^COJl

:

—Anihracenecarbonic acid,

Cj^Hg.CO2H .

Dibasic Acids.

Series C„H2„(C02H)2,'Swccini<; Series.—The following are

known :

—

Oxalic acid (CO.Il).

Malonic acid ... CH.'(Cd.H),
Succinic acid ... C,H4(C6,H).,
Pyrotartaric acid C3'H(,(C0.H)j

Adipicacid C^Hj(CO;H).

Pimelic acid ...

Suberic acid ..

Ancljoic acid

Sebacic acid ..

Koccellicacid..

C.H.JCOjH),
CeH,.(CO.H),
C.H,,(C0.H),
c,h,„(co:h);
C,5H3.(C6„H),

These acids may be prepared by the general methods of

oxidizing the corresponding alcohols (glycols), and from

the cyanoolefine compounds, C„H„„(CN)., , by the usual

reactions. Oxalic acid (sodium salt) may be synthesized

by heating sodium in dry C0„, and is manufactured on the

large scale by fusing sawdust with caustic alkalies. This
acid, free or combined, is found in many plants,—hence the

name (from Oxalis, wood-sorrel). Succinic acid exists in

amber. Many of these acids are produced by oxidizing

various organic substances with nitric acid. The aoids of

the present series arc crystalline solids, forming, Ifke all
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dibasic acids, two series of sjlts, vottiiiJ and acid, of the

formnl* C.H^
{ ggg, and C^H^

{ gg^! • Isomer-

ides of many of' the acids are known. . Oxalates, may be

formed from cyanogen compounds (see p. 554).

SerUi C.Hj^i(HO)(C02H)2, Malk Series .—

Tartronic or orymaloiiic acid CHCH0)(C05H)j
Malic or oxysuccinic acid C5H3(HO)(COaH)a
Citramalic and glutanlo acids C,Hj(HO)(COrH),

Oiyadipic acid C4H7(H0)(C02H),

Oxyaaberio acid C,Hi,(HO)(CO,H),

Malic acid is found free or combined in the juice of most •

fruits.

Series C„H;„_2(HO)2(OOs.H)j, Tartaric Seriet.—'the fol-

lowing are known :

—

MesoxaUc acid (») qHOWCO^H),
Tartaric acid C,H5(HO)3(COjH),

Homo-, citfa-, and ita-tartaric acids... CsHjiHOJ.ICOjH)^
Dioxyadipio aaid...,. C,Hs(H0)5(CO„H),
Dioxysuberio C8Hj„{HO)3(COjH),

Tartaric, like malic and oxalic acids, is of frequent occur-

rence in the vegetable kingdom, beipg found free or com-

bined in the juice of many fruits. It is generally obtained

from arffol or tartar (crude acid potassium tartrate), which

is deposited from fermenting grape juice. It can be formed

by the action of Ag.,0 and water on dibromsuccinic acid,

C.,BL,Br,(C02H),. Five modifications of tartaric acid,

differing chiefly in their optical properties, are known, viz.,

dextrotartaric, levotartaric, racemic, mesotartaric, and meta-

tartaric acids. Normal and acid tartrates are known.

Tartar eTndic is potassio-antimonious tartrate ; the acid

potassium tartrate is known as cream of tartar.

Series C„H2„_2(C02H).„/'«mani<;SfnVi.—This consists of

fumaric and maleic acidi, C.2H2(C02H)2; cilracoiiic, itaconic,

and mesaconic acids, C3Hj(C02H)2.

Series C„H.,„_s(C02H);, Phihalic Series, comprises :—

Phthaiic(oriAo-), icophthaIic(m«te-),andtere-
j ^ jj .^.q g.

phthiUc (para-) acids j ' '^ ' ''

Uvitic or mesidic, lylidic, and isoxylidic acids C^HjfCO.H),
Cumidicacid CsHs(CO,H),

The phthalic acids are obtained by the oxidation of

many aromatic hydrocarbons and their derivatives. De-

rived from these acids are hydro-phthalic and hydrotere-

phthalic acids (CjHjOJ.

Trihasic Adds.

Meconic acid, C,HO(C02ir)3, is obtained from opium

;

tricarballylic acid,
.
C3H5(C02H)3, from tricycuopropane

(see p. 668).

Citric acid, C3H^(H0) (C02H)3, exists in many fruits,

and is generally obtained from lemon juice. It forms

colourless crystals readily soluble in water. Being a

tribasic acid, it forms with metals three classes of salts,

typified by M'CjH-Oj, Mj'CsH.jO,, Ma'C^UjO,, cfec.

Acoiiilic acid, C3H3(00,11)3, is derived from citric acid,

and is foimd also in monkshood (Aconitum Napcllus).

Trimellitic (para-), trimesic {meta-), and hemimellitic

(ortho-) acids, CaH3(COjH)3, are tricarboxyl derivatives of

benzene.

Tetrabasic and Hexahatie Acids.

The following tetracarboxyl benzene derivatives are

known :

—

pyromeltitic (jxira-), prehnilic (meta-), and mello-

phanic (ortho-) acids, C3H2(C02H)^.

The hexabasic acids known are mellitic acid, CJ^CO^^^,
and its derivative hydromelHtic acid, CjH,(COoH)^.

It is to bo remembered that the foregoing list is necos-

sarily brief. Many acids cf vegetable and animal origin, and

others derived from them by artificial methods, are known,

but their cousliluliou is i\i laauy cases still undecided.

IX. AXHYDBICES.

These compounds are the ethers of acid radicles (sea

p. 553), and may be prepared in many cases by analogona

reactions :

—

CHjO.Cl + CHjO.ONa = (CjH30)j0 + NaQ
Acetyl chlortde. Sodium acetau. Acetic anhjdrille.

CjHjO.a + C,H.0.0Na = CjHjO.O.C.HjO > NaCL
Acetyl chloride. Sodium butyraie. Aoeto-butyric ancydJlde.

Many anhydrides are obtained by heating the correspond-

ing acids :

—

(aH,0)"(H0)j - OH2 = (C,H,0)"0
Lactic Bcid. Lactic anhydride OactU*

(C8H,0„)"(H0)2 - OH, = (OeH,02)"0.
Phiallc acid. PiithaUc anhydride.

Anhydrides when acted on by water yield the -cofra-

sponding acids :

—

(C2H30)20 -h OHj = 2(C2H30)H0

C,H30.0.C,H,0 + OH2- (C2H50)H0 + (C,H,0)HO

.

Aceto-hulyric anhydride. Acetic add. Butyric add.

Compound anhydrides when distilled are resolved into

two simple anhydrides

—

aCH.O.O.aHjO = (C2H30)20 -^ (C,H,0)20.
AcetS-benzoic anhydride. Acetic anhydride. Beniolc anliydrida

Acetic anhydride is an oily liquid, boiling at 137°, and

having a pungent odour. By the action of PjSj it yields

thiacetic anhydride, (C„Ufi),S, and by BaO, acetic per-

oxide, (02^30)202. It combines directly with aldehydes.

X. ActD Haltdbs.

These may be regarded as the haloid ethers of acid

radicles. They can be prepared by the action of h&loid

phosphorus compounds on the acids containing the corrs-

sponding radicles

—

3(aH30)HO -H PCI, = 3C„H.0.C1 + PH,Og
AceUc acid. Acetyl chloride.

(C.n,04"(H0). -h 2Pa, - (C,H,0j,)"Cl2 + 2POCI, + 2HC1
Succinic acid. Succlnyl cElorido.

A similar reaction can be effected with the haloid sub-

Btitutipn compounds of the acids. Thus, CjHjClO.Cl,

CHCUO.CT, and CjCljO.Ci (mono-, di-, and tri-chloi-

acetyl chlorides) can be obtained by the action of PCI, on

mono-, di-, and tri-chloracetic acida.

The compounds of thb family must be distinguished

from the haloid salU of the acids which contain the halogen

atom in the place of the carboxyl hydrogen ; for inatanoe—

O O

HjC—c—

a

Acetyl chlorlda

H.c—c—oa
Chlorine acctata

The latter compound is a yellow liquid produced by the

action of acetic anhydride upon hypochlorous anhydrida :

(CjHjOj.O -1- CloO = 2C2H3O . oa . It is very nnstabli,

being decomposed by heat, Br, I, and most metals. The

corresponding iodine compound produced by the action of

iodine on the chlorine acetate is interesting as showing the

triad nature of the iodine atom—[(C2H30)0]3l'".

The acid halides are as a rule colourless liquids more or

less oily, and possessing characteristic odours. They are

decomposed by water :

—

C.HjO.a > OH, - (C^HjOHO -H HCl
Acetyl chlortda Acetic acid.

C-H.O.a -t- OH,
Tic

(CH,0)HO
b«niDlc odd.

HCl.
BoixxoyrcbIarld&

In some coses the whole of the Jjalogen is not removed

by the action of cold water :

—

(C,H,0)'C1, * OH, - (C,H,aO)HO + HOi.
Lact/I dKhuctd^ Oilurojiwiloiilo *M.
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Acetyl chloride, when made to act upon potassium
hydrosulphide, forms thiacetic acid

:

—
CoHjO.CI + KHS = (aH30)HS + KCl

.

• When it is mixed with acetic acid, and acted on by
sodium amalgam, the corresponding alcohol is produced;

—

3CH3.CO2H + {CH3.C0)C1 + 2Na2 = SCH^.CO^Na
Acetic add. Acetyl chloride. Sodlura acetate.

+ CH3.CH„(H0) + NaCl

.

Ethyl BloolioL

Some acid halides can be synthesized from hydrocarbons
by the action of carbonyl dichloride (phosgene gas)

—

CjH, + COCI2 = (CsH,0)"Cl2
Ethene. Paralactyl chlurlde.

CeHj + COCI2 = CjHjO.Cl + Ha.
Benzene. Benzoyl chloride,

XI. Ethereal Salts.

These compounds are derived from acids by the substi-

tution of hydrocarbon radicles for hydrogen, but it is only
the hydrogen entering into the compositiou of hydroxyl
that can be thus replaced. Thus, the number of ethereal

Baits that any acid can form depends upon the number of

times it contains HO ; in other words, an ?i-hydric acid

can form n ethereal salts. It has been previously men-
tioned that the basicity of an organic acid depends upon
the number of times it contains COOH, hence it follows
that monohydric acids must be monobasic, but »-hydric
acids may be 1, 2, 3, n-basic. For example, tartaric

acid is tetrahydric, but as only two of its hydrogen atoms
are replaceable by metals it is dibasic, and consequently
contains 2(C00H). But this acid being tetrahydric con-
tains 4(H0) , and has thus four hydrogen atoms replace-

able by radicles, giving rise to four ethereal salts :

—

Metallic 1 p „ .„„, f COOM' „ „ ,„„, f COOH
salts 1^=^2(20)2 1 (.QQjj, C2H2(HO)2|coOM'

Acid salt.Normal salt.

Ethereal

salts,

eal) p TT f R'O.i

i
C,H

COOR'
COOR'

HO.COOR' ,

HO.COOR' ^ !.H„{

rvf /HO.

HO.COOH
HO.COOR'

COOR'
COOR'

Ethereal salts are normal or acid according as the

carboxyl (basic) hydrogen is enijrely or partially renlaced

by radicles.

Every acid, inorganic and org;»nic, can give rise to the

iounation of ethereal salts, these bting in many cases pro-

duced by the direct action of the acid on the alcohol con-

taining the necessary radicle :

—

NO2HO + CjHjj.HO = N0.,(0C5.-t,j) + OH2
KUrIc acli Ainyl alcohol. Amyl nitratt

PO(HO), + C2H,.H0 = PO
{ jc,H ^0)+ ^Hj

'"r,5°''= EthyUlcohol >'-rif
CHj.COOH + CjHyHO = CH3.CO(OC2Hj) + OH,

Actitlc aclil Ethyl alcohol. Ethyl accta;«.

SOnj.COOH -I- C3H5"'(HO)3 = C3H5"'(O.COCH3)3 + SOH.
AcotiG acid.

Piopcnyl alcohol Tropeiiyl trUicetate

tglycejin). (ti-lacetin).

Other methods of preparing ethereal sal^s are exemplified

by the following reactions :

—

CjT] IISO^ + CH3.COOK = CH3.CO(OC5Hii) + KHSO,.
jGnjri hyiliogL-t Potassium , ,

Bllphulc. acolald *'^>' ""'»te.

C H I
^^'^^ + '''^ H HO - P H i

CO(OC,H,) ^„p,^^^^
\ COCl * —^H^.HO - C,H,

j cO(OC;h^) ^ "^^

"

Gucclnyi chlotldo. Eiliyl alcohol. Ethyl succinate.

[In practice this reaclion is effeeted by passing HCl gas
^to a mixture of the acid and alcohol.]

PO(AgO)3 + 3C,H,I = PO(OC,H5)3 + 3AgI
Triargcntlc Etliyl TrlothyT

phosphate. lodjilo. phosphate.

C2H5.K.SO, +
PotaBslam ethyl

Kulphalo.

CH,.K.CO, = C2H5.CH3.CO5
Potassium meihj

i

cai't)onate.

Methyl ethyl
cai'bonato.

K2S0,

Ethyl alcohol.

4aH,.H0
Ethyl ilcohol.

= E(0C2H,)3
Tiiethyl borate.

B(H0)3
Boi Ic acidi

4HC1

J.COOK -(-C2HJ. HO.
Potassium

j.,^j,, „^„^„,^

B2O3
Boric

anhydride.

SiCl, = SiCOCjHj),
Silicon TetreMiyl

toliachloi-ide. silicate.

Most ethereal salts are decomposed on heating with

water into an acid and an alcohol. The same reaction is

more speedily induced by caustic alkalies: —

CH3.C0(0C2H,) -1- KHO = CH,.

Ethyl aceute. ,^^,^^

The ethereal salts of nitrous acid are metameric with

nitro-derivatives of hydrocarbons ; thus

—

H5C2.0(NO)

.

is metameric with Ethyl niti-ite.

Ethyl nitrite is produced by the action of ethyl sulphuric

acid on potassium nitrite. Nitroethane is formed when
ethyl iodide acts on silver nitrite. By the action of nascent

hydrogen the difference in constitution between those two

compounds is well brought out :

—

C2H5.0(NO) + 3H2 = C2H5(OH) -I- KH3 + OH2
Ethyl nitilte.

....

+ 3H,

H5C2NO2
NUroelhane. '

C2H,.N02

AlcuboL

= C2H5.NH2-I-20H2.
Amldoethanu
(EthylainineJ.

Many ethereal salts exist ready formed in various animal

and vegetable substances. Thus, oil of wintergreen

{GauUheria procumbms) contaius methyl salicylate,

CgHj(H0).C0(0CH3). The ethereal salts of glycerin

(glycerides) have received special names:

—

CaHJHOWCjgHjjOj), Monolein.
C3H„(H0)(C,.U„0,;„ Diolein.

C3H,(C,sH3302)3, Triolein.

ClVioIein exists in animal fats and oHve
oil.)

Falmitins.

C3H5(HO)3(Ci„H3,03) , Monopal-
mitin.

C3H5(HO)(C,eH3,0j)j, Difalmi-
tln.

C3H5(C,(,H3,0,)3, Tripalmitin.

'(Tiipaliultln exists iQ palm oil and other

I
lals.)

Stearins.

C,Hj{HO)JC„H3bO.), Jloiiosteaiii

C3H5(HO)(C,8H350j3 , Distearin.

C3Hj(Cj8H3j03)3 , Tnstearin.

(Steai-lns occur in suet, tallow, and other fats.)

Glticosides are compounds existing in vegetables which
by the action of reagents or natural ferments are resolved

into glucose and some other compound. Thus amygdalin,

a crystalline substance from bitter almonds, <kc., when
decomposed by the action of sijnaptase or emulsin, a ferment

existing in the plant, is converted into glucose, benzoic

aMehyde, and hydrocyanic acid : C2qH2jNO]i -i- 2OH2 =
G-H5O + HON + 2CuHj20g . Among the more important
giucosides are :

—

Callotannic acid (CsjHjaOj,), from oak-galls, sumach, &c.

Salicin (Ci3H,80,), from bark and leaves of poplar and
willow.

.^sculin (CjiH^^O.g), from bark of horse -cheatuut, &o.
Olycyrrhizin (^jH^gOg), from liquorice root.

Quercilrin (^aallsoO,?), from bark of quercitron {Queracs

infccioria)

Phlorizin (CjiH._.,0,( . 2011.^), from root baik of apple,pear,

plum, and cherry.

JIany of the vegetable colouring matters employed in

dyeing are giucosides. Thus indican, from woad (/sati*

tinctoria), is a colourless substance decomposed by acids

into indigoblue and a glucose-like body (indiglucin) :

—

2C„H„K0,, -h 4OH2 = C,eH,„N„02 -1- 6C„H,<,0,.
Indican InJigu blue. Indlgludn.

Tli? innit valuable tinctorial ccustituent uf madder-root
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{Rvbia tinctoria) is alizarin (C^^Rfi^}, whicn exists in the

root as a glucoside {rubianic acid) (C^aHjgOu). When

heated with zinc dust alizarin yields aTUhracene {C,^S^f,),

and conversely, anthracene can be converted into aHzuna

by first oxidizing it to anthraqmnone (C^HjOj"), then by

treatment with Br or H^SO^ transforming the quinone

into dibromanthraquinone or anthraquinone-disulphonio

acid, and finally fusing either of these products with caustic

alkalies : C^HaBr^Oj" + 2KH0 - C14H3O, + 2KBr. Large

quantities of artificial alizarin are thus manufactured.

Vanillin (Ct|H803), the odorous principle of vanilla, has

also been obtained artificially from coniferin (CijHjjOg), a

glucoside obtained from the cambium of Coniferous trees.

This glucoside when heated with water and emulsin is

resolved into glucose and a crystalline substance (CiqHjjOJ

which on oxidation is converted into vanillin.

By the action of sodium on ethyl acetate there is pro-

duced among other compounds the sodium salt of an acid,

CjH,(,03 , which is of extreme interest on account of its

enabling the ascent of the series of ketones and fatty acids

to be effected. Thus :

—

of I cX(C„rf^+,)0, + 2KH0 = CH,. COCH,(d.Hj„+J

+

Ketones ( C,H, . HO + KjCO^

.

The ascent of the fatty acids is more simply explained

by considering the first products of the action of Na on

ethyl acetate to result from the replacement of the methyl
hydrogen by Na. Thus :

—

monofoSaLtate. Hew other^ali^

[ CHNa, „ f CH(C„H^+i)2 oVal
t CO(OC3H5)+ "^-"a^+i^ -

\ CO(OCjH,) * "^''^

Ethyl dIsodaoQtaEe. New ethereal saJt.

The liberation of the acid from the ethereal salt is

effected by the action of KHO, as previously explained.

XII.

—

Oeoano-metaluc Bodies.

The constitution of these compounds has been already

considered (p. 653) ; they have to be distinguished from

organic compounds containing metals, such as metallic salts

of organic acids. In organo-metallic bodies the metal is

directly combined with the hydrocarbon radicle, while in

organic compounds containing metals the metallic atom is

connected with the radicle through the medium of some
other element:

—

H. H» O O
II II II II

HjC—C—Zn—CHj HjO—C—O—Zn—O—C—CH3
zinc etbida Zinc acetate.

Organo-ztnc compounds are prepared by the action of

einc upon the iodides of C„H2„+j radicles :

—

2Zn + 2C„Hj„+iI = Zn(C.H2,+i)2 + Znlj

.

The operation is most rapidly conducted by digesting

the iodide with zinc foil coated with copper by previous

immersion in a weak solution of cupric suli)hate (dlad-

Btone and Tribe). Zinc elhide, the first of these compounds
obtained by Frankland, is a limpid, mobile liquid boiling

at 118° C, and spontaneously inflammable.

Organo-compounds of tin. lead, mercury, hitmuth,

arienic, and antimony have been prepared by the action

of the iodides and bromides of the corresponding radicles

on the potassium or sodium alloys of the metals :

—

HgNa, + CoHJ = HgfCjH,), + Nal
Sodlom amalgam. Etbyl loaide Mercuric cthido.

HgNa, + 2C„H5Br = Hg(C,H,)j + 2NoBr.
Sodium amalgRni. Phenyl bromlda Mercuric phcnldo.

Many organo-metallic bodies are derived from others by
simple replacement or by double decomposition :

—

SnCl, -i-

StAnnlc clilorlde.

2Zn(aHj)3
2I11C etbide. Stanmc etUido.

2ZnCl,

SHgCC^H,), -f AI2 = k\,{Q,B..X + 3Hg
Miirciu'lc etbide. Alumloic etliiUe.

' By tho action of n^oont hydrogen these compoutidg are convortod
luto etlmraal Malta of wcuinlarvoleflae aciila of the lactic aerlix (p. 670).

3Zn(aHJ, + Na, = 2[Na(C,H5) , Zn(C^Ti^).;\ + Zn

.

Ziiic etliide. Sodic xiDC ethide.

In the case of organo-compounds of monad metals pre-

pared by the direct action of the metal on some other body,

as in the last reaction, the original compound occnre

inseparably in the resulting compound.

The following is a list of the organo-metallic bodies :—

•

Potassic zinc methide K(CH.) , Zn(CHe),
Potassic zinc cthido KIC.Hb) ,

Zn(CjHj),

Sodic zinc ethide Na(C.H5) , Zn(C5H,),

Lithic zinc ethide LHCjH,), Zn(CjH.),

Lithic mercuric ethide ^(CjH,) , Hg(C,H5)»
iragneaium ethide Mg{C2H5)j

Zinc methide Zn(CH,),

Zinc ethide Zn(C.Hj),

Zinc propide Zn(C3H,),

Zinc amylide ZdCCjHuJj
Aluminium methide ALj(CHa)a

Alnminiiim ethide AljlCnHj),

Aluminiam propide AljICsH;)^

Glucinum propidc G(CaH.)j

Mercuric metliide '. HgC^H,),
Mercuric etliide Hg(CjHa)j

Mercuric propide HgiCjH,),

Meitnric amylide Hg(C5H„),
Mercuric phenide Hg(CjH(),

Mercuric tolylide Hg(C,H,),

Mercuric naphthide Hg(C,oH7),

Stannous ethide Sn,(CjH,)j

Distannic hexethide SnjtCjH,),

Stannic methide SnfCHs)^
Stannic ctliide Sn(CjH,)j

Stannic diethodimethide Sn(CjHj)j(CHj)g

Stannic phenyltrietliide Sn(CjH,)((JH3)j

Stannic iodotripropide Sn(CjH,),l

Plumbic ethide PMCjH,),

Not many isomerides of the above compounds have as

yet been obtained ; xin^ jiseudopropide and mercuric hemif-

Ude (isomeric with the tolylide) are known.

The extreme readiness with which the organo-metallic

bodies exchange their hydrocarbon radicles for more nega-

tive elements or radicles obviously renders them of parti-

cular value in organic synthesis.

The following are further important reactions :

—

1. Synthesis of fatty acids by the direct absorption ol

COj by organo-sodium compounds :

—

C02 + Na(C.H2„,i)={g"JJfJJi.

2. Displacement of halogens, oxygen, (HO) ,
(OC.Hj,+j),

<tc., by C,H2„+i radicles (see the preparation of Sn(C,Hj),

from SnC'I^ given above) :

—

f CO(OCjH,)^„ f C2H5 . „o„ ^ f C(Cjn,),OH

i CO OC H r^M CH "^^"^
\ CO(OC,H,).

+

{:

Etli/l oiafater Zinc elEldd! EU>y' dlothoxalittv

gS + CA-HO.
zinc hydi-oxldo. Alcohol.

Also, formation of paraffins by action of water on orgSLo

zinc bodies :

—

Zn(C,H2,^,). + 20H, - Zn(H0)2 + 2C.Hj,^,

.

Compounds intermediate between organo-metallic bodies

and haloid salts of the metals have been obtained, e.g.—
ng(CH,)I , Sn(CH,)X , Sn(C„BL)j;.

Mm carlo nothlodldo. Stunnlc dhnetbo-dllodlde. DlilarnTo tctreUKHdUodW^

Sn(C,H,)(C,H)CL.
taniric ethophn)yUdlcl)lonil&
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The action of slow oxidation upon the compounds of

this family is shown in the following examples :

—

Zn(CjHJj + O
zinc ethtde.

Zn(CjH5)(OC2H5)
Zinc elbo-ethy Late.

Zn(C,H), + O, = Zn(OC2H,)2.
Zinc etude. Zinc etbjlite.

Organo-boron cnmpounds containing boron directly com-
bined with hydrocarbon radicles have been obtained by the

aid of zinc methide and ethide :

—

2B(OC2H,)3 + 3Zn(CH3)3 = 2B(CH,),
Trietb yl borate. Zinc methWe. Boric met bWe.

+ 3Zn(OC2Hj,)2 •

Zinc ethylate.

Boric ethide has been prepared by an analogous reactioiL

Boric methide is a gas, and boric ethide a limpid liquid

;

both are spontaneously inflammable, burning in air with a

green-tinted flame. They combine with ammonia form-

ing compounds of the formula NHj , BR'j .

Organo-silicon compounds are bodies in which carbon is

replaced partially or entirely by silicon. Many of these are

formed by means of zinc methide and its homologues :

—

SiCl, -1- 2Zn(aH5)2 = Si(C2H5), + 2Zna,.
SUlclc cblorlde. Zinc ettilde. SJUcic ethida

A large number of theso compounds are now known.
Their analogy to the carbon compounds will be seen from
the following examples :

—

Si(CH3), C(CH3), SiHCOj CHCI3.
Silicic methide. Tetramethyl-methar.e. Silicon chloroform. Chloroform.

H.SiO(OH) CH3.SiO(OH) CjH^.SiOCOH)
Sillcoformic acid Siliconftcetlc aold. SUIconpropionlc arid.

H.CO(OH) CH3.C0(0H)
Formic acid. Acetic acid.

CoHj.COCOH).
Proplonk acid.

»{
Ammonia

(1 molecule).

N N, nJh,
(H,

Ammonia
(2 molecules).

Priniary
monamlno.

Secondary
monamine

TertiMT
monamlDe.

(
R'

(
R'

(
R-

NJ H, nJr', N-^R-
( Hj ( H ( H

N,
R"
R"
R'o

N,
R'
R'
R'

Primary
Aiiraine.

SecoDda)7 dlamioea.

R"(
R"

(
R"

(

N3JH3 N3JR3' N3J

Tertiary diamines.

R"
R"
H,

Pitmtry tJlamlne& Secondary triomine*.

i R- ( R" ( R"
nJRb' N,{R-' ifJ-BT'

(Bb' (R3' (R"

Xin. Amines.

It has been previously stated that amines are derivatives

ef ammonia or its hydrate and haloid salts (p. 553), hydro-

gen being partially or entirely replaced by hydrocarbon
radicles. Amines built on the type of NH3 may arise

from the replacement of hydrogen in NH5 , NjHj, or N3H5,
thus forming monamines, diamines, or triamines

:

—
:H fR' (H,

Similarly triamines are formed by replacement of Hj by R'".

Each of these groups of amines is further divisible into

primary, secondary, and tertiary, according as one-third,

two-thirds, or all the hydrogen of ammonia is replaced

by hydrocarbon radicles. For example :

—

R' ( R'

N-{H N-(R' N^R'
H (R'

Monamines containing CHjn+iJ'adtcto^^The following

are known :

—

Primary.

Methylaicine N(CH,)H5
Ethylamine N(C5H,)Hj
Propylamine NiCjHyJHj
Butylamine N(C4K9)H5
Amylamine N(C5H,j)Hj
Hexylamine ...^ ...N(Cjfl,,)Hj

Heptylamine NiCjHuJH,
Octylamine N(C8Hi7)Hj
Nonylamine ;N(C,Hi9)Hj

Diinethylamine N(CH5)jH

"So''.'?:!'
I

N(CH3)(C,H.)H

Diethylamine . . . N(C,H5),H
Dipiopylamine, NJCjH,),!!
Dibutylamine. . .N(C4H,)jH

Diamylamiae ...N(CjH,,)jH

TbitUrT trluninea.

Tertiary.

Trimethvlamine N(C,H),
Triethylamine N(CjHj),
Tripropylamine NICjH,),
Tributylamine NIC^H,),
Triamykmine NCCjHj,),

These amines are produced by the following methods;—

;

1. By heating the haloid compounds of CnH^n.^ radidlea

with a solution of ammonia in alcohol :

—

C„H,„J, + NH3 = N(C„H2„+,)H3l.
Iodide of radicle. R'-yl-ammonlum Iodide.

The resulting compound is formed on the type of the

salts of ammonia, and like these bodies is decomposed by
fixed alkalies :

—

•f OH2 -H KI

.

Amine.

At the same time, according to the proportion of the re-

agents, the temperature, itc, in the first reaction, more or less

of the secondary and tertiary monamines are produced :

—

+ 2NH3 = N(C„H^+,),H,I 4. NH.I
Secondary monamine

hydrlodlde.

3NH,

N(C„H,.,„+,)H3l + KHO = N(C„H,„^i)H2
E'-yl-ammonlum

Iodide.

3C,H2„+,I -1- N(C„H^+,)3HI
Tertiary monamlDe

bydiiodlde.

+ 2NHJ.

N(CH3)(aH,)H,I
Hetbyl-etbylammonlnm

Iodide.

Amines containing different radicles are obtained thus :

—

N(C,H,)H, + CH3I =
Etbylamlne. Metbyl iodide.

The secondary and tertiary amines are in all these 1

liberated by the action of KHO.
2. Cyanic and cyanuric acids (p. 551) form two classes

of ethereal salts analogous to the cyanides and isocyanides

(p. 555) ; thus

—

N^C—OR' 0=0=N—R'

Cyanate. Isocyanate.

Isocyanates are prepared by distilling ethereo-potassium

salts of H.^0, containing the necessary radicles with po-

tassium cyanate: R'KSO^ -1- C0".NK = CO".NR'-fKjSO^.
Isocyanurates are obtained by a similar reaction, substitut-

ing potassium cyaniirate for cyanate.

Both these classes of ethereal salts furnish prilBaty
amines on distillation with caustic alkali :

—

CO.NR' + 2KH0 = NR'Hj + KfiO^

.

3. Nitro-substitution derivatives of the paraffins are
reduced by nascent hydrogen, ammonium sulphide, <tc.,

with the formation of amines (see reduction of nitroethane

to ethylamine, p. 572).

With the exception of the methylamines (which are

gaseous), the amines of the present class are limpid liquids,

haWng powerful ammoniacal odours and highly basic pro-

perties, restoring the colour of red litmus, and uniting

with acids to form salts analogous to those of ammonium :

—

N(CH3)H„ -f HO = N(CH3)H3a
Mulbylamlne Habylammonlum

cblorlde.

NfCoHJj -i- HI = N(C,H,),ni
IMKIlyUaiilla. nietl.yUniraoottui.
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K(CH3)(aH5)H
Methyl-cthylamioe.

, N(CH3)3.
Trimethylamuie.

Like ammouium salts, these amines form yellow crystal-

line double salts when their hydrochlorides are mixed with

a solution of platinic chloride. The general formula of

these salts (A representing amine) is 2AHC1, PtCl^.

Tertiary amines unite directly with iodides of C„H„,+j

radicles, forming compounds of the type of haloid ammo-

nium salts :

—

X(C,H,)3 + CjHjI = N(C,H,),I

These conujounds do not again furnish the tertiary

amine on treatment with KHO, but on heating with Ag,0
and water bodies such as tetrethylammonium hydroxide,

N(C2H5)^HO, are produced. These bodies are highly

caustic bases analogous to ammonium hydroxide, but more

like the fixed alkalies in their general behaviour.

The amines of the present group are susceptible of

metamerism and isomerism. For example :

—

Metameric. . .N(C3Hj)H2
Prcpylarnlae.

Isemeric...N(C3H7)H, , N[CH(CH3)2lH2.
ProprlaiBtne

,
Paeudopropylamme.

By the action of nitrous acid primary amines are con

verted into nitrites, which are decomposed on heating, with

the formation of the corresponding alcohol :

—

N(C„H^+,)H;.HNOj = C.Ho^+j.HO + OHJ-^ N,

.

The alcohols produced by this reaction are isomeric and

not identical with those of the radicle from which the

amine is derived in cases where such isomerism is possible.

The action of nascent hydrogen on the nitriles gives rise

to the formation of amines :—

-

C.H2„+,.CN + 2H2 = N{CH,C,H,„+i)H2

.

The nitriles can be obtained from the alcohols by com-

bining the latter with sulphuric acid, converting the

sulpho-acid thus produced into a potassium salt, and dis-

tilling this with potassium cyanide (p. 566). By combining

all these reactions the homologous series of alcohols can be

ascended. To give an illustration ;

—

^fetkyl alcohol is

combined with sulphuric acid, and the resulting sulpho-

acid converted into potassium methylsulphate. This latter

salt is mixed with potassium cyanide and submitted to dry

distillation, when methyl cyanide (acetonitrile) is produced ;

this when acted on by nascent hydrogen is converted into

ethylamine, which by the action of nitrous acid is trans-

formed int<3 ethyl ahohol. By a similar series of reactions

ethyl alcohol can be converted into propylamine, which by
the action of HNOj is converted into pseudopropyl alcohol.

Itocyanides or Carhamines.—These compounda, meta-

meric with the cyanides of hydrocarbon radicles (p. 555),

may be regarded as formed on the type of ammonium
salts; thus (X' representing the acid radicle)

—

N'H.X' N'C'R'
Ammonlam aajta. Carb&mlne.

Most of the reactions made use of in preparing the

cyanides give rise to the simultaneous formation of iso-

cyanides (see p. 555); the latter bodies are in excess when
the iodides of the radicles are made to act upon silver

cyanide. Isocyanides are also obtained by heating primary

amines with chloroform and caustic potash :

—

NR'Il, + CHCT3 -I- 3KHO - N
I

^,', -f 3Ka -1- 30H,

.

This reaction affords a ready means of distinguishing

primary amines, as the isocyanides are at once detected,

even in the smallest traces, by their powerful and nauseous

odours. The earbamines reduce many metallic oxides

(mch as HgO , Ag„0 , <fcc) with the formation of cyanatcs

of the contained hydrocarbon radicles. They possess pro-

perties dorJdcdly more basic than their motamcrides, com-

bining energetically with acids to form salts. When
heated in sealed tubes the isocyanides are partially trans-

formed into the corresponding nitriles.

Monamities ccnlaining C,Hj,^_j radicles are represented

by allylamine, NCCjHjjH,.
Jfonaminea containing C„IL;_. radicles.—These bases

belong to two isomeric series corresponding to the alcohols

of the benzyl series and to the phenols. This relationship

is exemplified by the following formulje :

—

CeH,(JfH2).CH3 CeH5.CH„(NHj)
Toluldine. l«meric with Beczylfimlno

CeH3(NH ).(CH3)j CeH,.CH3.CHj^XHJ
Xylldlne Isomeric with Xylylomlne.

The following are the more important amines of the

present group :

—

PriTnary.

Phenylamine (aniline) CjHsCNH,)
Benzylamme CrHyiKH,)
Xylyiamine CjHj(NH,)
Cymylamine C,oH|,(NH5)
Toloidine C,H,(NH,).CH.
XyUdine CeHjfNH.MCH,),
Cnmidine C,H,(NH,).(CHJ,
Cymidine C,H(NHj).(CH,)»

Secondary.

Dibenzylaminc (C-H^jj^KH)

Dixylylamine (CgHjjjiNH)
Dic}-iDylamiDe tCioHi3)2{NH)
Diphenylamine (C.HjMNH)
Ethyl-phenylanmie (CjH.HC.H.XNH)
Methyl-phenylamine (C,H,)(CHj)(NH)

Ttrtiary.

Tribenzylamine (C,E.),'S

Trixylyiamine (CgH9)3N
Tricymylamine _.(C„H,5)3if

Triphenylamine (..(CjHjjjN

Dimethyl-phenylamino (CjHjJtCHPjN
Dimethyltolaidine (C,H^. CHj)(CH,),N
Dimethylxylidine rCeH3(CH3U(CH,),!I
Dimethvlcumidine. [CeH.(CH3),J(CHj),N
Dimethylcymidine ....[C,H(CH,),](CHj),N

The amines of the benzyl series are obtained by the

action of the chlorides of the corresponding radicles on

ammonia. Toluidine and its homologues are prepared by

reducing the nitro-derivatives of the corresponding hydro-

carbons by means of acetic acid and iron (ferrous acetate),

ammonium sulphide, itc :

—

C.H5(N0o) -l- 3SHj = C,Hj(NH2) -1- 20Hj + 3S.
NUrobeDEene. AmIdobeDzcoc (anUlae).

These latter amines, which may be regarded as amido-

benzene, in which 1, 2, 3, kc, H atoms are replaced by

R', K,' , R3' , &c, are susceptible of the isomeric modifica-

tion dependent on the relative positions of the replaced

H atoms. Thus we have

—

Cj(NHj)(CH3)HHHH

OltllOtolllllllDlt.

C,(NH2)n(CH3)HHH
1 3 s its
Ueutokildlna.

a(NH„)HH(CHj)HH
1 ' I 9 4 9 9

PirmtoIoJdlDe.

All these amines are basic colourless liqoids, more or

less oily, and possessing highly characteristic odours.

They combine with acids forming crystalline salts, which

are decomposed by caustic alkalies with the liberation of

the amine.

F/icnylaminc or aniline, the first member of the present

series of primary amines, may be regarded as the first

homologue of both the above isomeric series. It derives

its name from the indigo-plant (Indigofera Anil), as it wa.'

first obtained by distilling indigo with caustic potash.

Aniline is found in small quantities in co&l-tar oils, but is

manufactured on the large scale by reducing nitrobenzene

with iron and acetic acid. Aniline ia, when pure, a colour-
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less, oily liquid, having a peculiar oaour ; it boils at 182° C,
and solidities at - 8° C. The replacement of the phenylic

hydrogen by halogens gradually destroys the basic character

of aniline. Thus, chloraniline, C^H^C^NHj), and dichlor-

aniliae, C8H3Cl2(NH2), form crystalline salts with acids;

but trichloraniline, 01)112013(1^ H„), possesses uo basic

properties. By the action of the iodides of 0„H2„.j.,

radicles upon aniline, the amido-hydrogen can be replaced

by these radicles, giving rise to the formation of secondary

and tertiary mcuamines containing different radicles, such,

for example, as elhyl-aniline, {Cfi^){C.^^'i^'H., produced by
tlie action of OoH^I upon aniline, and subsequent treatment

with KHO ; 'ctlnjl-amt/l-aniline., (C4H5)(C2H5)(C5Hij)N;
formed by the action of OjHjjI upon ethyl-aniline, <kc.

These tertiary amines combine directiv with C^^n^^,
producing stable iodides

—

N{O,H,)(O.H2„+,)(C.H2.+0(C,H2,«)r,

which are not decomposed by KHO, but by the action of

AgoO and water are converted into alkaline hydroxides,

analogous to NH^HO. It will be seen that the iodides of

C.Hj^+i radicles can thus be employed to determine whether

the amine is primary, secondary, or tertiary. When anUiue

hydrochloride and methyl alcohol are heated together in a

sealed tube, the amido-hydrogen is partially or entirely re-

placed by methyl, giving rise to the formation of methyl and
dimethyl-aniline hydrochlorides When both atoms of

amido-hydrogen have been thus replaced, if the heating is

continued the phenylic hydrogen becomes replaced by
methyl giving rise to dimethyl-toluidine and its homologues.

This interesting intra-molecular substitution was discovered

by Hofmann. The nature of the transformation will be

seen from the following formulae :

—

N(C,H,)(CH3)(OH3) N[OeH,(CH )]{CH3)(CH3)
Dimethjlanilmc Dime thyltolciidine.

N[C,H3(CH3),](CH3yCH3i
OlnietliyUylidine.

(The last atom k,l fhenylic hydrogen does not appear to be

removed by this reaction.)

Nitrous acid pete upon aniline in a manner similar to its

action upon the CnHj^+j primary monamines, converting it

into the corresponding alcohol (phenol) :—

•

CjH3(NHJ + HNO, = C(iH,(HO) -l- OH, + N,

.

If the aniline is diluted with alcohol, however, intermediate

products are formed

—

2CeH5(NH2) -f' HNO3 - C,,H„N3 + 20Hj
Aniline. AroJiplicnj'lLllainliio.

C,„H„N3 + HNO, = 0,„H3N, + lOU^.
Atodiphenyldldmlne. Dlazo-dlpUeDyldijmlne.

If salts of aniline are employed, salts of these azo-derivatives

are produced.

Aniline combines with aldehydes with the elimination of

water, producing phenaldines

:

—
2OSH5NH, + OH3.COH - OH, - Oi^Hi.Nj .

Paraniline a polymeride of aniline, having the comoosition

CijH,^N2 , is known.
Allied to the present group of amines is napJdhalidine,

Ci(|H,(NH^, produced by the reduction of nitronaphtha-

lene.

Katural Alkaloids.—These compounds are organic bases

existing already formed in plants. With the exception of

piperidine(C^.^-^) and conine, which are secondary mona-

miHes, the alkaloids at present known are tertiary com-

pounds. The following are some of the more important

ef this group of amines :

From the bark of species of Cinchova,

Quinine C,i,H5,y.O, I Quinamine CjjHjeNjO,

Cinchonine Cj»H„N,0 1 Fijtins CaH„N.O

Moi-phine C,.H,,NOj
Codeine C.iH.iNOj
Narcotine... .C.;HljNO,
Tliebaino Cj^Hj^NOj
Papaveiinc CjoHjiNOj
Karceine C'^H^jNOj
Hydrocotaniiin;...C',,.HjjNOj

From Opium,

PseudomoriihincCi-HuNO,
Codaniine CjoH^NO^
Lanthopine CjjH.jNl),
Laudanine Cj^Hj^KO^
Meconidine CjjHjjKO^
Crj'ptopiue C^iH^jNOj
Protopine CjjHijNOj

Fro7n vanotis Plants,

Strychnine Cj,H;,N,Oj
j
From Nax VoBiica, St Ignatins'i

Brucine C.jH.„K,Oj
Nicotine cJjHI.N,
Conine CjH.jN
Sparlciwe... C^H^jN^
Atropine Cj.H^NOj
Aconitine C„Hj,NO,
Theobromine C^HgN^Oj

Caffeine and Tlieine.. CsHijNjO,

The constitution of the

bean, &e.

From tobacco.

From hemlock.
From broom.
From nightshade
From monkshood.
From cocoa seeds.

From te.i, colFco, Hex para-
guc7tsis, &c.

radicles contained in these

various bases has not hitherto been made clear. Among
the cinchona alkaloids—of which the valuable medicine

quinine is a member— -some interesting cases of physical

isomerism occur. Many bases have been obtained by the

action of reagents on the opium alkaloids. A base isomeric

with Conine has been prepared artificially by heating normal

butyl aldehyde with an alcoholic solution of ammonia so

as to produce dihvfyraldine : 2C3H,.COH -I-NH3- OHj
= OgH]jNO, and then submitting this latter substance to

dry distillation : OgHj-NO - 0112 = CgHj^N

.

Bases from various Sources,—The following are a few

bases of animal origin :

—

Creatine CjH.NjO,

Creatinine C4H7N5O

Guanine

-Xanthine...

Many bases

..CsHsNjO

.. C,H,N,0,

. c.n,N,o

have been obtained

From juice of raw flesh.

From creatine by the action of

strong acids.

From guano and nancrcatic juice

of mammalia.
From guanine and urinary car

culi.

From ilcsh of vertebrata.

by the destructive

These

Chinoline C„H.N •

distillation of organic matter containing nitrogen,

compounds are tertiary monamines:—

•

By distilling cinchona alkaloidi

"ft'ith caustic potash.

Pyrrol C^HsN From coal-tar and animal oil.

Others are derived from oil produced by the destructive

distillation of bones, itc, and coal-tar naphtha ^—
Pyridine C5H5N . Parfoline C,H,jN
Picoline C.H^N Coridine C„H|5N
I.utidine C,H,N Pubidine Ci,H„H
CoUidiue CJll„^' 1 Viiidine Ci-HuTT

Uydraniides (p. 568), when boiled with potash solution,

are converted imo basic compounds. Amarine, CoiHjjN,

,

is a substance formed in this manner from hydrobeuzamide.

Diamines are formed by reactions analogous to those

cmploved in the preparation of monamines :

—

C.Hj^Brj -1- 2NHs = N2(C.H„,)H,.2SBr
I' dlbromlde. R'^fiamlne dihydrobromida

As in the preparation of monamines, secondary diamiuo*

aie at the same time formed :

—

'2C„H2„Br., -1- iSB, = N2(0„H„,)2H2 . 2HBr -I- 2NH,Br.
p.' dlbromlde. Dl-R'-diainind dlhydrobromtde.

The action of KHO upon the primary diamine dihydro-

bromide is different from its action upon the corresponding

monamine compound, inasmuch as an oxide of the diamine

is formed :

—

K„(C„H,JH,Br„ + 2KH0 = N„(C„H^)HeO -i- 2KBr -1- OH,
^'"'"

w'I'ihI"''^'"'

"

E-'dlammoainm oxide

Jhe diamines corresponding to benzene and its homo-
lognes are produced by the reduction of the dinitro

dejrivatives of the respective hydrocarbons

—

5H,(N02)2 + GH2 = C.H.CNH.), -t- iOHj.
i^ioiLrobcasene. Pbcnj-kae diamine.
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Intermediate firodiicts ara sometimes formed

3ILC,H,(NO,), +
Dlcftrobeozeac

C6H,(KO,)(NH3)
NUi'itniiine.

20H0

The diamines Lave not been investigated with the

amount of detail that has been bestowed upon the mona-

mines. By the action of the iodides of C„H^4.] radicles

npon ethene and diethene diamines a large number of

bases have been obtained, in which the amnionic hydrogen

is more or less replaced by these radicles. Diamines form

two classes of salts, monacid and diacid.

Triamincs The following belong to this class :

—

Guanidine or catbotri.iinine L.-NsCH;
Me]nniline or c.Trbodiphenvl-triamine NjC.jHij
Triphcnyl-guanidine or caibotriphenyl-triamine NjC-iyHjg

Anilitie Colours. —A large number of the colours ob-

tained from aniline are triamines, and may be conveniently

referred to here, liosanilme (magenta or fuchsine) is the

base of a splendid red dye which serves as the starting

point of numerous other colours. It is prepared by oxi-

dizing a mixture of aniline and toluidine with arsenic

acid :—CjHjN + 2aH,N - 3H, = C,, H„X3 (Rosanlline).

Mauve is a purple dye produced by the oxidation of aniline

by means of sulphuric acid arid potassium dichroniate.

The base of this colour is manneine (CVgH^jN,), and it is

interesting as being the first of the aniline dyes practically

employed in the arts.

The numerous other dyes derived from benzene, phenol,

and naphthalene cannot be discussed here.

It has been recently observed by Dr Otto Witt that the

peculiar properties of organic colouring substances are in

most cases due to the combined presence of two groups or

radicles attached to a carbon nucleus. The one which is

the colour-producing group is termed the chromophore, the

other is a salt-forming group, i.e , a group which confers

upon a molecule either acidity or basicity. A substance

containing a chromophore does not become a colour until

the salt-forming group is introduced into the molecule
;

such potential colouring matters are therefore termed
chi'omoyens. The chromophoric group exercises its influ-

ence more powerfully in the salts of colouring substances.

The principal salt-forming groups combined with aromatic

nuclei are HO and NH^, so that most chromogens of this

class give rise to two colours according as one or other of

the foregoing radicles enters into their composition.

Phosphines, Arsities, Stibines, and liismulhinea.

These compounds are analogues of the amines, and
contain the above elements in place of nitrogen. Some of

the methods employed in their production are seen in the

following reactions :

—

2PH,I -f- 2aH5l-(-ZaO = 2P(C2lI,)H3l-(-OH„-i-Znl2
rho»fihomuin Ethyl Ethyl phoaphotllum

lodlJc lodlUo. lodldft

ZZn{C,H^\ + 2Paj
Zinc cthlde.

= 2P(C,H5), -1- SZnCl,
TriQthyl phosphlne.

AsNa, + 3C,HjT = As(C;HJj -h 3Nal
Sodium Ethyl Trlothyl

trtcnic ftlloy. lod(d«. antlne.

The corresponding tertiary stibincs and bismutbines are

produced by a similar reaction.

The compounds of the prcsen group are possessed of

great afllnity for oxygen, many of them taking firo spon-

taneously when exposed to the air. ArsenJimethyl or

cacodyl, As_,(CH3),, is a spontaneously inflammable liquid,

having a most repulsive odour, produced by the action of

methyl iodide on sodium arsenic alloy, or by distilling a

mixture of potassium acetate and arsciiious anhydride.
The analogy between these compounds and the auiinea ia

tttill further exemplified by theiollowing reactions:

—

P(aH,:
Tile:h>l phasphlDe. Jlelbyl iodide.

Trietliy!

r(aH,),(CHoi
Methyl-4iethvi phosohooium

loOlde.

2Sb(aH,),r + Ag,0 + OH. = 2Sb(C2H,),HO + 2A-T
T«:liefliyl Tclrelhyi bUbonium

stibnnmm Iodide. hydroxide.

P(C„H5),HI + KHO = P(C,H.)3 -^ KI -H OHj

.

etliy! iihospiionlum Tritthji
lodiJe. phusphlae

XrV. Amides.

The compounds of this class are most conveniently re-

garded as derived from acids by the substitution of NH,
for the HO contained in the carboxyl group. It will be

thus evident that monobasic acids can yield only one
amide—a monamide of the form R'CO(NH;). Polybasic

acids, on the other hand, can have their hydroxy! partially

or entirely replaced by amidogen, thus yielding normal
and acid amides. The latter are known as amic acids

:

—
JVoji Dibasic Adds.

D.,fCO(NH.,)
^

I CO{HO)
Acid amide
(Amic acid).

j,.fCO(NH,)
CO{NHj)

NntTnal dmido
(Olamide).

I CO(NH„)
'{ CO(HO)
(CO{HO)

From Tribask Acids.

fCOfNHo)
R"VCO(Nfi;)

(CO(HO)

CO(NH,)
C0(NH;)

,
co(nh;)

Acid antldes
(Amic acids).

Noi-mal amide
(Trianiide).

Amides are primary, secondary, or tertiary, according as

one-third, two-thirds, or all the hydrogen of the ammonia
is replaced by acid radicles (see p. 57-t).

Amides are produced—(1.) By distilling tuv normal

ammonium salts of the corresponding acids :

—

CH3.C0(0NH,) - OH, = CH3.CO(NH2)
Ammonium acetata

"
Acctamldc.

C2H,.[C0(0NH^)], - 2OH2 = C„H [C0(NH2)]j;
AmmonluiD succinate Succlnamlde.

(2.) Also by the action of ammonia on the acid haliiles :

—

CH3.COCI -1- 2NH3 = CH3.C0(NHj) + NU,C1.
Acetyl ctilOi-ide. Acelami<lc.

By the further action of the acid halide upon the

primary monamide secondary and tertiary nionamides arc

produced ;

—

CH3.COCI + CH3.CO(NH2) = (CH3 C0)5(NH) + HCl
Acetyl chloride Acetamido. " Diacctanildo.

(CH,.COUNH) -•- CH3.COCI = (CH3C0),N-(-HCl.
lilacetuTi^ldo Acetyl clilorkle. Tilaccramuic.

Diacetamide is also formed by the action of dry IICI

upon acetamide and triacetaniide by heating acctonitrilc

(methyl cyanide) with acetic anhydride.

The formation of amides containing dyad radicles is

exemplified by the equation

—

CjH,(COCl)2 + 4NHj = CjH..[C0(NHj)]j + 2NH,C1.
Sucdnyl chloiida Succlnaralde.

(3.) Amides are formed by the action of ammonia ou
the ethereal salts of the corresponding acids :

—

CH,.C0(0CjH5) + NH3 = CH,.CO(NH2) + aHj.HO
Ethyl acetate. Acetamide. Elhyl «lcuhot.

f CO(OaH,)
. 2NH - I

C°<^^'"=
-H "C H HO

t CO(OCjHj) + ''^"s j CO(.VH;)+ -UHj.tiu

Ethyl oaalata. Oxajtddc.
'

Ethyl ako*luL

f
C0(0C5Hj)

(c,hj"(uo)^ co(ocj^5)-^3nh,
( co(oc;h,)

ethyl cllnita

i CO(XH.)
= (C,QJ"(1I0) { COiNUJi-h SCHj.HO.

( CO(XH,).
Olremlilc. Ethyl iL-ohol.

V. - 7»
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All the known nmidea are wtite crystaHiiie solids, many
of them possessing both acid and basic properties. Billed

with acids or alkalies the.primary amides regenerate their

parent acids :

—

CHj.COrNHj) + HC1 + OH5 - CH,.COOH + NH^Q
Acetamiiie. Acetic acltL

CH3.CO(NKy + KHO = CH3.COOK + NH,.
AceUmlde. Potaulan) acefnte.

Distilled with P2O5 primary amides are converted into

niiriles

:

—
CH3.C0(NHi,) - OH2

Acet&mlde.

CeHjCOfNEo) - 0H„
fienzamlde.

CA(NH,)2
Oxamlde.

20H,

Amic acids are intermediate bet

their parent acids, from which they

mitting the acid ammonium salts to

f co(ONn,) _ „y
I COOH ^"2
Acid aminonluni

oxalate

CH3.CN
Acctunltrile.

CfiHj.CN
Beazonltrile.

(ON),.
Cyanogoo.

ween the amides and
are produced by sub-

dry distillation :

—

f CO(NH,)
t COOH
Oxamic acid.

f, jj I
CO(ONH,) ^„ ^ r H / CO(NEJ^'^*

\ COOH - OH2 = CjH,
I
(,QQjj

-J.

Acid ammonium
SDccLnate-

SDcc[Dani[c
acid.

Diamides of dibasic acids must be distinguished from
secondary monaniides containing dyad acid radicles. The
latter are termed imides. TLos,

—

CAJcSmf^'^ - 2OH, = [C,H,(CO)J"(NH)-.

SocclDUnlde,

amic acids have been obtained by

Acid aminonluin
FBcclD&t«.

Ethereal salts

various methods.

of

The following are a few examples :

—

'

lcO(0^,f{.)
CO"(NH,)(OC,HJ lC.H,y"(HO)|^0(^H^^.

Ethyl oxamaie. Ethyl carbamate. EUiyl cialamate.

{ CoSj^h" -^'"''ICO
-[NH(C,H,)1(H0)|<C,H,)" (OC.H,)

{

CO(Niy .

Ethyloxamic acid. 1 Phenylcaibamlc acid. ' AramoalDra fhenylmaiamate.

The salt? formulated above, containing the radicle in the
carboxyl group, are neutral; those in which the radicle
replaces amido-hydrogen are acid. The ammonium salt

of carbamic acid is formed by the direct action of carbon
dioxide on ammonia: CO2 + 2NH3 = CO"(ONH,)(NH,).
The neutral ethereal salts of carbamic acid are faiown as
uretlianet.

Alkalamides are compounds intermediate between amines
and amides, that is, containing both positive and negative
radicles. The following are examples :

—

CjH^O
C,H,0

( CjHjO ( CjHjO
N-^CjHj N^CjH.O N

{ H ( C,H,
N,

Elhyl
acetamide.

Ethyl
diacetamlde.

C^Hj
Pbenyl

dibei]2amlde.

(C,0,)'

Diethyl
oiaml-ie.

It has beei* previously mentioned that cyanic acid forms
two classes of compounds analogous to the nitriles and
carbaminea. Sulphocyamo acid forms tsro analogous
series,

_
The ethereal salts of the iso-series derived from

these acids can be formulated as alkalrmides :

W / CO' -M / CO" V, / CS" -- f CS"
C„H,3 I ^2'"6 I '-'0**&

Cyanic i\o\C Methyl iBocyanate. ?*_^j''.'_^°'^I!^°: "Phenyl Isosulpho-

op cafblm'dc^or metliyl carblnlide.
cyanate. or erhyl
•ulp hocorbtmlde

cyanato, or phenyl
saJpbocarbLnilde

^(7^; isoimlpJwcyanaie, K(CS)'(C3H5), is interesting as
being obtained from oil of mur.-tard.

Carhamidi and Urea C0(NHJ),.—These compounds

I are the neutral amides of carbonic acid. Uroa is the chief

solid constituent of human urine, and is interesting as

being the firsl organic compound synthesized (Wohler,

182w). It was first produced artificially by heating a

solution of ammonium cyanate: CNO(NH,) = CO(NH,)j.
Urea may also be obtained by the action of ammonia on

carbon oxydichloride : COCl.^ + 4NH3 = CO(NH2)2 +
2NHjCl ; by the action of ammonia on ethyl carbonate :

CO(OC„H5)2 + 2NH3 = CO(NH2)2 + 2C,H5.HO; and by
the action of heat on ammonium carbamate and carbonate •

2C0(NHj)(0NH,) = CO(NH„)2 + (NHJ2CO3, and

(NH,)2C03 - 20Hj = CO(NH2)2-
Urea crystallizes in long white 4-sided prisms, very

soluble in water and alcohol It combines with acids, form-

ing compounds like CO(NH„)2.HCl, CO(NH2),.HN03,
and with metallic oxides, forming such compounds aa

CO(NH2),2.2HgO . Heated with water to a very high

temperature, it decomposes into carbon dioxide and am-
monia : CO(NH2)2-^OH2 = CO,-^2NH3; by the action

of nitrous acid it is decomposed into carbon dioxide,

nitrogen, and water: CO(NH2)2 + N,03 = CO^-f SGHj-H
2Nj . Urea is also decomposed by chlorine with the for-

mation of cyanuric acid, &c. : 6CO(NH2)2 + SClj =
2H3C3N3O3 -I- 4NH,C1 -f Nj -f 2HC1

.

Urea combines with aldehydes, with the elimination of

water, giving rise to a series of compounds termed ureides.

By the action of heat on ammonium Bulphocyanate, sulpha-

urea, CS(NH2)2, is obtained.

Compound ureas are derived from nrea by the replace-

ment of amido hydrogen by hydrocarbon radicles. Some
of the methods employed in their production are Ebown
by the following equations :

—

HCNO + N(C2H5)Hj = C0|^^^^»^'^
Cyanic acid Ethylamlno. Ethyi-area.

HCNO -I- N(C2H5)2H = C0|^^*^»)»
Cyanic acid. Dtetbylamlne. Dletbyl'arM.

2N{C,H,)H2 -1- CS2 = CS{^£»^>>^ -hSH,.

Carbon
disiiiphlde

Dlphenyl
tnlpbo aje&

Uric Acid (C^N^H^Oj) is contained in human urine.

serpents' excrement, guano. Sic It is a dibasic acid yield-

ing a large number of derivatives by oxidation &c. It

has never been obtained artificially.

Unclassified Orgakic Compounds.

These are substances of which the formula have not
yet been satisfactorily determined, owing to their com-
plexity of composition and to the diBBculty of obtaining

them in a state of purity. The names and sources of some
of these compounds are given below.

Mucilage, abundant in linseed, mallow root, lie; allied

to starch and gum ; soluble in cold water.

Gum-tragacitnth, a kind of mucilage, insoluble in water,

bot becoming soft and gelatinous.

Pectin (C3.jH.,j03, ?), a transparent jelly contained in

most ripe fruits ; soluble in water, precipitated by alcohoL
It is probably allied to the carbohydrates (p. 564).

Resins, allied to the terpenes. Common resin {colophony),

from pine, coutains two acids, nbietic acid (Oj^H^O^) and
pinic acid (Gr^^^a'^^), the former crystalline, the latter

amorphous. Other well-known resins are lac, mastic,

copal, sandarac, dragon's blood, Ac. Amber is" probably >a
fossil resin.

Caoutchouc (India-rubber) and" gtUtOrp^rr/uf are the
hardened juices of species of Ficus, Euphorbia, Itonandr'a,
iic. These substances appear to consist of a 'mizturo of

terpenes (p. 559).
~
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Balsava are natural mixtures of resins with volatile

oils.

Bitumens result from the decay of vegetable matter out

of contact with the air. Pit-coal, lignite, onAjet are allied

to bitumen. Petroleum and rock-oil have been leferred to

as parafiBus (p. 556).

The remaining componnds we have to notice are of

animal origin.

Albuminoid Substances or Proleids.—These substances

contaia carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and small

quantities of sulphur (OS to 16 per ceut.). Scrum of

blood is an albuminous substance, soluble in water,

precipitated by alcohol, aTid coagulated by heating. Effj-

albumin La the chief constituent of white of egg ; it

differs from blood serum in being precipitated by ether.

Qlobidiii is present in blood serum, connective tissue, &.C.;

it ia insoluble in witer, soluble in dilute acids and alkalies.

Myoiin, allied to globulin, ezists in muscular tissue, and

mtellin in yolk of egg. Ci^ein is an alkaline albuminate

which occurs in milk, coagulable by certain anima' mem-
branes (such as rennet or stomach of calf), with the forma-

tion of cheese. Pihrin ia the proteid which causes the

clotting of blood ; it is an elastic substance of filamentous

ctructure, insoluble in water at ordinary temperatures.

Peptone} result from the action of gastric juice upon
albumiuous substances; they are soluble in water, and are

not cop.gulated by boiling.

ilcemoglobia (which, with the other substances to be

mectioned, is allied to the proteids) is the chief con-

stituent of the red corpuscles of the blood of vertebrate

g^aimAla • it can be obtained ia the crystalline form from

the blood of certain animals, and contains, in addition to

the usual elements composing proteids, about 0'4 per cent.

of iron. Hcematin results from the decomposition of

hsemoglobin.

Pepsin/! is the albuminooB constituent of gastric juice,

which converts proteids into peptone?.

Mucin (Mucus) is a secretion from the salivary glands,

and from all mucous membranes of the animal body.

Gelatin and Chondrin.—The first of these substances ia

produced by the action of boiling water on membranous
tissue, skin, tendons, and bones. Isinglass is nearly pure

gelatin from the swim-bladder of the sturgeon and other

fishes. Common size and glue are examples of impnro
gelatin. Gelatin is soluble in water and precipitated by
alcohol ; the aqueous solution is completely precipitated

by tannic acid (p. 570),. this last reaction being the basis

of the process of tanning. When hides are steeped in

an infusion of oak-bark or of other substances yielding

tannic acid, the gelatine of the hide by the action of the

tannin is converted into leather. Chondrin ia a gelatin-

ous substance, obtained from the cartilage of the joints

and ribs, which differs in some respects from gelatin.

Keratin is a name given to several substances left after

the 'complete exhaustion of horn, nails, feathers, hair, &c.,

by various solvents.

Protagon is a phosphoretted fatty substance, forming

the chief constituent of nerve tissue. Boiled with, baryta

water, it decomposes into stearic acid, glycerin, phos-

phoric acid, and other substances, among which is in-

cluded trimethyl-oxethyl-ammonium hydrate or neurine.

N(CH3)3(C2H,.HO)HO. (b. us.)
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580 CHEMNITZ
CHEMNITZ, a town of the kingdom of Saxony, in the

circle of Zwickau, 50 miles -W.S.W. of Dresden by rail, in

a beautiful plain at tbe foot of the Erzgebirge, watered by
the River Chemnitz, an affluent of the Mulde. It is the

first manufacturing town in the country, and in population

ranks nest to Dresden and Leipsic. Though in general well

built and ])ossessing a large' number of handsome edifices,

it has comparatively fe.w of special interest ; among the

most important are St. James's church, the ancient town-

house, tlie post office, tLo theatre, tbe new realschule, and
the exchange. It contains a Roman Catholic and five

Protestant churches, and has three civic schools, a
gymnasium, a royal industrial school, of great repute
throughout Saxony, a school of practical designing, and an
extensive Sunday school under tbe direction of the work-
Dian's union. It is the seat of several large administrative
offices, and a chamber of commerce and industry; and among
Jl3 societies are two scholastic associations, a merchants'
union, a scientific association, and an architectural and
artistic society. The cotton goods, and especially the
stockiogs, for which it is mainly celebrated, rival those of
England in quality and cheapness ; and it is also famous
for the manufacture of spinning-machinery. There are
nineteen distinct establishments for the weaving of woollen
and half-woollen cloth ; and 3400 hand-looms are engaged 1^

in the same trade. The stocking weaving is prosecuted by
sixty-three firms, partly in regular factories and partly by
the domestic system. The dye-works number thirty-three,

the print-works eight, the bleach-works six, and the
chemical works six. There are about eighty establishments
for engineering operations, one of which, founded about
1844 by Richard Hartmann, employs 4000 workmen, and
manufactures steam-engines of all descriptions, mininc and
boring apparatus, boilers, and a great variety of implements.
The export trade is, of course, very extensive

; and in 1871
the value of the goods despatched to America alone
amounted to $4,500,000. There is abundant railway

communication in all directions. The population in 1849
was 30,753; in 18C4, 54,875 5 and in 1871, 70,380. In
the last of these years it was found that, with the exception
of about 1800 Roman Catholics, 380 German Catliolics, 48
Jews, and a few dissenters, the people were all Protestants.

Chemnitz was originally a settlement of the Serbian
Wends, which received its first Christian Church from
Otto I. in 938. In the 12th centu,ry it obtained municipal
rights from Lothaire II., and from the 13th to the 17th
century it ranked as an imperial city. From its very
commencement its prosperity was due mainly to its manu-
facturing industry, the nucleus of which seems to have
been the linen-weaving of the Wends. To this were added
extensive bleaching and woollen cloth establishments, which
raised the town to great importance in the 15 th century.

In 1539 the Reformation was introduced, and 1546 saw
the dissolution of the great Benedictine monastery which
liad been founded in 1125 by Lothaire at Schloss Chemnitz,
about 2 miles north of the city. In the Thirty Years' War
the city was plundered by both Swedes and Imperialists,

and its trade was almost completely ruined. By the close

of the century, however, it began to recover, chiefly through
the introduction of cotton-weaving, which as early as 1739
employed 2000 looms. In 1775 the English quilt manu-
facture was commenced, and in 1799 the Arkwright
system of cotton-weaving. After the peace of Paris there

was .mother period of decay ; but a revival set in about
1834 when Saxony joined the customs union. The cotton

mr?(;u.'acture euff'ered considerably during the American
('ivil War, but by no means so severely aa in the English
towns.

CHEMNITZ, Martin (1522-1586), probably the ablest
Lutheran theologian of the period immediately succeedinc

that of Luther himself, was born at Treueubritzen in tha

mark of Brandenburg, on the 9th November 1522. His
father, though of noble rank, was in somewhat straitened

circum.stances, and Martin's education was frequently

interrupted owing to pecuniary difficulties. In his

fourteenth year he was sent to school at Wittenberg,

where ho had frequent opportunities of hearing Luther
preach. "He studied at the universities of Magdeburg
(1539-42), Frankfort-on-the-Oder (1543), and Wittenberg

(1545), devoting himself specially at the last of these,

under the advice of Melanchthon, to mathematics and
astrology. In 1547 he removed to Kiinigsberg, where he
was appointed in the following year rector of the cathedral

school, and two yeafs later (1550) librarian to Duke Albert

of Prussia, whose patronage he had gained through his

acquaintance with astrology. It was during his residence

in Kdnigsberg that Chemnitz first turned his attention

seriously to theology, and that he first had an opportunity,

in the celebrated controversy with Osiander on the doctrine

of justification by faith, of displaying the polemical ability

in which he was scarcely surpassed by the greatest of the

Reformers. Osiander, who assailed the forensic and objective

element in the Lutheran doctrine, was favoured by Duke
Albert, and, as the controversy increased in intensity,

Chemnitz judged it expedient to resign his post of librarian

and leave Kijnigsberg. In 1553 he returned to Wittenberg,

and immediately commenced to deliver lectures at the

university on the Loci Communes of Melanchthon. These
formed the basis of his Loci llieoloffici (Frankfort, 1591),
a work which furnishes orie of the best existing expositions

of the Lutheran theology, as formulated and modified by
Melanchthon. His audience was from the ^rst exceptionally

large, and a career of great influence seemed open to him
at the university, when he was induced to make another

change by accepting the office of pastor to the church in

Brunswick, to which he removed in ] 554. In this position

he spent the remainder of his life, though he received

numerous ofTers of important offices from various Protestant

princes of Germany. He was unusually active in the

duties of his charge, and he also took a leading part in the

theological controversies of the time, always representing

and defending strictly Lutheran views. In fact, it is in no

small degree to his personal influence, exerted as it was at

the critical period of its history, that the Lutheran Church
owed the purity of its doctrine and the compactness of its

organization. Against the Crypto-Calvinists he maintained

the Lutheran doctrine of the Lord's Supper in a treatise

Repetiiio sance doctrinoe de vera Prcesentia Corporis et

Sanguinis Domini in Coma Sacra (1560, translated into

German 1561). Against the Jesuits, on the other hand,

he wrote some works of great power, which probably did

a good deal to check the reaction from Lutheranism that

seemed to be setting in. Chief of these were the

Theologice Jesuitarvm prcecipua Capita (1562), a very

incisive attack on the principles of the order, and hia

Examen Concilii Tridentini, in four parts, published at

intervals (1565, 1566, 1572, and 1573). The latter ia

undoubtedly Chemnitz's greatest work. Roman Catholics

themselves have not been slow to acknowledge its ability,

and it may be questioned whether to this day anti-Tridentine

literature can show anything more thorough or more acute.

In conjunction with Murliii, Chemnitz compiled the Corpus

Doctrince Prtitenicum (1567), a doctrinal work, which at

once acquired great authority. Perhaps his chief service

to the organization of the church was rendered when, in

conjunction with Andrea and Selnecker, he induced the

Lutherans of Saxony and Swabia to adopt the Formula

Concordia', and so become one body. In the protracted

.jegotistions which led to this result his learning and tact

were of tbe greatest value.
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Chemnitz resigned office owing to infirm health in 1584, I

and died at Brunswick on the 8th April 1586. A. very

full account of his life by Schenkel is given in Herzog's

Real-Encyklopixdie.

CHENIER, Ande^-Maeib db (1762-1794), French

poet, was boru at Constantinople, where his father, Louis

de Ch^nier, author of several works on Oriental history,

was consul-general. Sent in infancy to France, he lived

till his ninth year at Carcassonne, under care of a paternal

aunt ; and in 1773, on his father's return, he was placed at

the Parisian College de Navarre. At si.xteen he was rhyming

from Sappho and reading the Greek authors. At twenty

(1782) ho obtained a sub-lieutenancy in the regiment of

Angouraois, then in garrison at Strasburg. Hfe left Paris,

and reported himself at headquarters. But military life

had DO charm for him, and neither the neighbourhood of

Brnnck, whose Analecta was one of his favourite books, nor

the classic tradition of the Alsatian capital, could bind him

to his calling; in si.^ months he threw up his commission

and returned to Paris. There he studied hard, and wrote

idylls (Le Mendiant, VAvengle, Le Jeiine Malade) ; he

sketched out plans of great poems ; he sat and talked with

Palissot, David, and Pindar-Lebrun. A serious illness

was induced by excess of work ; to complete his recovery

he set out, in company with the brothers Trudaine, towards

the end of 1784, for Switzerland, Italy, and the Archi-

pelago, la 1786 he returned to Paris, plunged into

study anew, and conceived the passion for Madame de

Bouncuil which inspired so many of the perfect elegiacs

afterwards to win regard and imitation from Hugo himself.

He" was live-and-twenty, and at heart a Greek. •The

Tdyllists and Anthologists were his masters. From their

styles did he compound his own ; and from them did he

learn the exquisite purity of form, the admirable restraint,

the chastened vigour of thought and diction, that render

him pre-eminent among modern poets. ' And with tho

iligics and Art WAimer, which are the purely subjective

fruit of this part of his life, he prepared the plans for other

and greater structures. In L' Indention, a completed poem,

he promulgated a noble theory of iesthetics , in the

Jlermia, an incomijarable fragment, he made himself the

Lucretius of his epoch; in Suzanne, which remains a mere

cnneDos, he purposed to deal in the style of Milton with a

biblical episode. A few only of his friends were admitted

to his feast of poesy ; and he continued for some time to

work and wait. But his family were anxiuii-s that he

should settle in life, and a secretaryship in the French

Legation at London was offered him. It cost him much
to .accept it, as his fine idyll La Liberti: remains to prove

;

but in the December of 1787 he left for England
His residence beyond sea was unhappy enough. The

duties of his place occupied him scarcely at all ; and
among English poets he cared only for Milton, the purely

intellectual quality of whoso verse seems to have been pecu-

liarly grateful to him. In 1790 ho resigned his post, and
returned to France. The Revolution was in full cuil ; and
Ch(;nicr, who worshipped liberty and loathed anarchy,

threw in his lot nC once with tho moderate party. Intro-

duced into tho brilliant " Societ(i do '89," he drew up for it

a manifesto of principles {^Avit attx Fiani;ai$ sur leitrt

Virilables Enwmin), which, moderate in substance and
aggressive in form, gained him tho honours of a translation

into Polish, together with a medal from King Stanislas, and
brought down upon him, through tho Hivotutioiis de

France el dc Brabant, the wrath of Camillo Dosmoulins.

In 1791 ho addressed to David the painter his Dilhyraml/e

tur le Jeu de Paume—one of tho most Pindaric of modern
odes ; he was defeated in his candidature for a seat in tlio

National Assembly; and in 1792 an invective against the

j.icobins, published in t'.iu Jouriuil de J'aris, involved hiiu

in a quarrel with his brother, Joseph Ch^nier, whom he
was afterwards to defend against the attacks of Barke.

This dispute was followed by his Archilochian iambics, Jyur

Us Suisses RevoUes du Regiment de Chuieauvieux. The
Tenth of August, in ruining the hopes of monarchy,

ended his chances of political success, and he resolved to

retire from the arena, and devote himself wholly to art.

The trial of Louis XVI. brought him, however, once more
to the front ; he assisted in preparing the defence, the

responsibility of which he offered to share with Malesherbes J

and he drew up an appeal to the people which was rejected

in favour of the letter afterwards printed in the MoniUur.

He was broken in health and spirits ; Paris was dangerous ;

he went to Rouen and to Versailles. At the latter place

he wrote the poems to "Fanny" and the A Versailles, so

highly praised and subtly analyzed by Sainte-Beuve.

But he had never ceased to oppose and to stigmatize the

action of the Jacobin section, and his mind was turned

toward the inevitable end. It came at last. At Passy

(Gth January 1794) his opposition to the arrest of a

Madame de Pastoret, with whom he was staying, led to

his own seizure and to his incarceration in the Saint-Lazare.

A durance of some months ensued ; he wrote for

Jlademoiselle de Coigny, duchess of Fleury, the beautiful

elegy, La Jettne Captive, and for the Convention the furious

iambics so often read and quoted. At the tribunal he

appeared with forty-four others ; thirty-eight were con-

demned to death. On the morrow (25th July 1794) with

Roucher the poet, Trenck, and the Counts de Montalembert

and de Cr^qui, Andre ChiSnier was taken to death. As
he descended the Conciergerie steps ho said to Roucher,
" Js nai rien fait pour la poslerite. Pourtant (striking

his forehead)^'aOTts quelque chose let." According to HenrL

de Latouche, Roucher and Ch(Snier, as the tumbrel rolled

scaffoldwards, repeated to each other tho first scene of the

Andromaque ; another account represents Roucher as

noisily valiant, while Chiinier was mute and thoughtfuL

Three days afterwards, in the same place, Robespierre and

his fellows were executed, and the Terror was at an end.

The poems of Andr^ Ch^nier, with tlie exception of tho

Dilhyramhe and the Ode to Charlotte Corday, both of which

saw light during his Ufe, remained unedited for five-and-

twenty years. A selection from his manuscripts was

published at last, with retouches, by Henri de Latouche,

the novelist and journalist. Tho moment was opportune
j

young France was in revolt against the bastard classicism

of the great century, and ChtSnicr became a force in modern

letters. Sainte-Beuve has compared his influence over

the poets of the romantic movement of tho second Renaiss-

ance—an influence that restrains and chastens— to that

of Ingres over its painters. His greatest excellence now
is one of form ; and this is said entirely without prejudice

as to his matter. His sympathy with Milton is a striking

fact in his intellectual character, and one that will help not

a little to a just appreciation of his poetical qualities. To
the English reader, conscious and mindful of tho rolling

majesty of tho Miltonic harmonies, tho verse of Chiinier,

always vigorous and declamatory, often splendid and stately,

sometimes passionate and lyrical, may seem ineffectual

enough. To his countrymen it is otherwise :
" Une fiite

de buia, «» archel d'or, une lyre d'ivoire," says Sainte-Beuve,

"lebeaii pur, en «» mot, I'oilil Andre Chenier."

Sec Sainte-Bouve, Critiguts et Portraits, tome ii. ; Tableau de la

po4sie franeaue ; Hi'cq do Fouqujirts, Documents nouvtixux sur

Atidrd Chinier ; CEuvrcs en jrrose d'Jndrf Chtnirr, Paris, 1840.

An edition of tliu poems in one volume forms pnrt of the Bibliotli^Do

C'hf\riM.*ntier: a second, in llirco volumes, was published by Beoq
de Fou'iuitres, 1862; a third, also in llircc volumes, is included in

L<'raerri''s vaUmblo s*.'ties of reprints. (\V. E. U.)

CHtXIER, MAnmJosErn de (1704-1811), poet and

dramr.liit, was a younger brother of AndriS Chiiuier, and.
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like him, was bora at Constantinople, reared at Carcassonne,

and educatec' at the College de Navarre. Entering the army

rtt seventeen, he left it soon afterwards ; and at twenty he

produced Azemire, a tragedy, which had a languid sort of

success. His next venture, ChajHes IX., which commenced

the renown of Tahna, excited an extraordinary enthusiasm

(17.89), and still keeps the stage. In 1791 appeared

Henri VIII. and Calas, with the performance of the first

of which the ThiiAtre do la Ripublique was solemnly

inaugurated; in 1792 he produced his Caitis Gracchus,

which was proscribed and burned at the instance of Albitte

for an anti-anarchical hemistich [Dcs lois et non du sang I);

and in 1793 his Timoleon, set in Jlehul's music, was also

proscribed. His brother's deaih on the scafi'old is supposed

to have diverted him from the theatre ; and only once

again, in 1804, with his unsuccessful Cyrus, did he attempt

the scene. Long a prominent member of the Jacobins'

Club, Joseph Ch^nier was one of the busiest of literary

politicians, one of the most prolific of political poets. He
was a member of the Convention and of the Council of

Five Hundred, over both of which he presided; he had a

seat in the Tribunate ; he belonged to the Committees of

public Instruction, of General Security, and of Public

Safety In 1801 ha vi'as one of the educational jury for

the Seine ; from 1803 to I80G ho was inspector-general

of public instruction. In 180G and 1807 he delivered a

course of lectures at the Athdncie on the language and

literature of France from the earliest years ; and in 1808,

at the emperor's request, he prepared his Tableau hia-

lorique de I'etai et du progris de la litteralure fran(;aise—
a work, reprinted so late as 1862, in which he shows to

great advantage, as a writer, as a critic, aff a man. He
died January 10, 1811. The list of his works is too long

for quotation ; a glance at them will indicate his industry

and the suppleness and strength of his talent. He wrote

hymns and national songs—among others, the famous

Chant du Depart ; odes

—

Sur la Mart de Mirabeau, Sur

VOlir/archie de Robespierre, Ac. ; tragedies, which never

reached the stage

—

Brutus et Cassi'is, Philippe Deux,

Tibire ; translations from Sophocles and Lessing, from

Gray and Horace, from Tacitus and Aristotle with elegies,

dithyrambics, and Ossianic rhapsodies. As a satirist he is

said to possess great merit—see La Calomme (1797) and

the ipttre <i Voltaire (1806)—though he sins from an

excess of severity, and is sometimes malignant and unjust.

Seo CEuvrea Computes du Joseph CMnier, 8 vole , Paris, 1823-

1828 ; Poixes, Paris (CharpcBtierl 1844 ; Chefs-<Ceeuvre dcsAutcurs

Tragiques, vol. u.

CHEOPS, the name of an Egyptian king Khufu, called

Cheops by Herodotus, Chembes by Diodorus, Souphia by

Manetho, and Saophis by Eratosthenes. He was the second

king of the fourth dynasty of Manetho, and the builder

of the Great Pyramid at Gizeh, 120 stadia distant from

Memphis and about 45 from the Nile. According to

Diodorus, each side was 7 plethra long, and the height 6

plethra; or according to Herodotus, each side of the base

was 8 plethra in extent, and the height the same. The
former sides are supposed to have baen each 764 feet long,

their present dimensions being about 746 feet, while the

actual present height is 450 feet, and the angle of the casing

stones 61° 50', according to the measurements of Perring.

This wonder of the ancient world, the sepulchre of the

monarch, was constructed at great expense and suffering,

100,000 mail, changed every three months, being employed

by forced labour ton years in constructing the causeway by

which the blocks of stone were transported from the Tourah

quarries, in the Arabian chain, to a quay on the banks of

the Nile, where they were transported by boat from the

other bank. Immense expense was entailed in the execu-

'ou of this costly sepulchre, and according to a popular but

improbable tradition, Cheops was compelled through want
of money to sacrifice the honour of his daughter to complete

the taalc. Other popular talcs, according to the gloss or

extract of Manetho, depicted him as impious towards thB

gods, closing the temples and stopping the worship, but

subsequently repenting, and writing a sacred book much
esteemed by the Egyptians. His name was supposed to

mean wealthy, or having much hair. The monumental in-

formation about Cheops does not confirm the Greek his-

torians ; on the contrary, it records the construction of

femples in honour of the gods, the repair of tlie shrine and

the gift of various figures of the temple of Isis and Athor

close to his own pyramid, and his construction or repairs of

the temple of the same goddess Athor, the Egyptian Venus,

at Denderah or Teutyris. The sacred book may have beeu

part of the Egyptian rituals, portions of which were attri-

buted to the early kings of Egypt, and a medical papyrus

records the discovery in his reign of a treatise on medicine

in a temple of a goddess at the town of Debmut. Cheops

carried on war at the Wady Magarah in the Peninsula of

Sinai in Arabia, and a rock tablet represents him having

conquered the hostile tribes in the presence of the god

Thoth, who had revealed the mines of the locality. Hia

oppression had so afflicted Egypt that the charges of

impiety had attached to his name , but the tombs of his

children reveal no change iti the established religion, and
his pyramid only differs from those of his predecessors and
immediate successor by its rather larger size and greater

beauty. His name Khufu, sometimes with the addition of

that of the god Khnum as Khnum-Khufu, has been found

on several monuments, and was found scrawled on the

stones from the quarries of Tourah or the Mons Troicua

employed in the so-called chambers of construction of the

Great Pyramid. There is no known monument with che

date of a regnal year of this monarch, so that it is ancertain

if he reigned the sixty-three years attributed to him by

Jfanetho, or the twenty-nine assigned by Eratosthenes.

It is just possible, from fragment 30 of the Papyrus of

Turin, that ho may have lived ninety-five years and reigned

the higher number, as generally recognized by Egyptologists.

The date of Cheops according to Lepsius is 3095-3032
B.C., but great difference of opinion, amounting to nearly

2000 years, exists as to the time of Menes, from whom
the lists separate hiin by the interval of 898 years. Priests

of the Apis and Mnevis bulls are mentioned in the tombs

of his period. (Herodotus, ii. 124, Diodorus, L 64 ; Da
Rougf?, Recherche.i, pp. 52, 54 , Mariette, Monuments de

Boulaq, pp. 207-209 , Birch, in Zeitschri/t f agyplische

Sjyrache, 1871, pp. 61-64; Duemichen, Bauurhunde,

pL xvi., o, b ; Lepsius, Denim., ii. 2 )

CHEPHREN, an Egyptian monarch, called in the

hieroglyphs Khafra, by Herodotus Chephren, by Diodorus

Cephren or Chabrias, by Manetho Souphis IL, and by

Eratosthenes Saophis II. He was, according to the legends,

the son or brother of Cheops, and acted in the same

tyrannical manner. Chephren built the second of the

great pyramids at Gizeh close to the Sphinx and the Great

Pyramid, and was said to be hated like his brother, his

mummy not buried in the sepulchre but torn to pieces, and

the sarcophagi emptied of their contents. The present

length of the base of this pyramid is 690 feet 9 inches, and

its perpendicular height 447 feet 6 inches, its angle 52"

20', but it is not built with the same care. The wife of

Chephren, named Merisankh, was pilestess of the god
Thoth, and Kheman another prince of the family, priest of

Thoth at Hermopolis There is no reason for believing in

the impiety of the nonarch, or any oppression more than

in the case of his predecessors and successor, all whose
tombs were pyramids. Chephren also built the small

tempia behind the great Sphinx, but does not appear
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amongst the monarcha recorded at the Wady Magarah.

The lists of Abydos interpose a king called Ra-tatet or

Tatefra, between Cheopa and Chephren, but his reign was

probably short and insignificant, and he may have been the

brotiier of Cheops. According to Herodotus, Chephren

reigned 50, according to Manetho 66, and r.ccording to

Eratosthenes 27 years, the longest time being probably

correet. Froai fragment 30 of the hieratic canon of Turia

it is probable that he lived 95 years, and his reign, accord-

ing to Lepsius, was from 3032-2966 B.C. A splendid

diorite statue of Chephren ia in the museum of Boulaq,

and others, broken and thrown long ago into the weU of the

temple near the Sphinx, supposed to have been destroyed

by popular hatred with the remains of the tombs of his

family in the Gizeh cemeteries, are the principal monuments
of his reign. It is just possible a bull Apis was buried in

his pyramid. (Herodotus, LL 127, 128; Diodorus, ii. 64;
Maspero, Fragment d'un commenlaire >ur le second, livre

'MHerodole, pp. 4-7 ; De Roug^, Recherches, pp. 52, 54,

62-64 ; Mariette, Lettre d, M. De Rottge, p. 7 ; Lepsius,

AuswafU., taf. iii).

CHEPSTOW, a market-town and river-port of England,

in the county of Monmouth, on the Wye, 2 miles from its

junction with the Severn, and 135 miles from London,

it occupies the slope of a hill on the western bank of the

river, and is environed by scenery of much beauty and
grandeur. The town ia generally well built, and the

streets are broad and clean. The church, originally the

conventual chapel of a Benedictine priory of Korman
erection, was restored to its former dimensions by the

rebuilding of the chancel and transepts in the beginning

of the present century. The western entrance and some
other parts are richly decorated, and the interior contains

many interesting monuments. The castle, founded in the

11th century by W. Fitz-Osborn, earl of Hereford, and
almost wholly rebuilt in the 13th, is still a magnificent

pile. It stands on the summit of a cliff which ia waahed
by the Wye, and occupies about 3 acres of ground. The
river is crossed by a fine iron bridge of five arches, erected

in 1816, which has a total length of 532 feet and a span
in the middle of 112 feet. There is free passage for

large vessels as far as the bridge; but bargea of from 18
to 30 tons can ascend as far as Hereford. From the

narrowness and depth of the channel the tide rises suddenly,
and to a great height, frequently above 60, and it is said

even to 70 feet, forming a dangerous bore. There are no
manufacturea, but the trade ia conaiderable. The exports

are timber, bark, iron, coal, cider, and millstonea. Popu-
lation in 1851, 4295, and in 1871, 3347.
CHEQUE. " A chock on a banker," says Mr Joatlce

Byles, " is in legal effect an inland bill of exchange drawn
on a banker payable to bearer on demand. A check ia

conaequently subject in general to the rules which regu-

late the rights and liabilities of parties to bills of exchange."
Commercial usage haa, however, imposed on cheques certain

qualities which do not attach to other bills of exjchange.

Before 1858 cheques wore not subject to the stamp
duties imposed on bills in general, if they complied with
the following conditions, viz., to have boon drawn on a
banker, to have specified truly the place of drawing
(which must have been within 75 miles from the banker's
place of business), to have been payable to bearer on de-

mand, not to have been post-dited, and not to have declared
payment to be made in bills or notes. Severe penalties

were imposed on persons making or receiving unstamped
cheques not falling under this exemption. In 1858 a stamp
duty of a penny wa.s imposed on all cheques, and the restric-

tions as to place of drawi.ig, postdating, ice, abolished.

Another restriction making cheques good for eums under
twenty ghillinga is also abolished.

Although a drawee of a bill ia not oaoally Liable tnereon
until acceptance, a banker having effects belonging to hia

cuatomer ia bound to pay hia cuatomer'a cheques within a
reasonable time. There ia what ia called an implied con-
tract that the banker ahould do so, and if it ia broken the
customer may recover damages. The rule aa to present-

ment of bills within a reasonable time {i.e., In general the
day after issue) applies to cheques, but a drawer is not
relieved by the holders negligence in presenting unless he
has been injured thereby, as for example by the failure of

the banker in the interval. The habit of crossing cheques
with the name of some banker is believed to have been
originally intended as a direction to drawees to pay only to

the bankers so named, but it was held at law that such
crossing amounted only to a direction to pay to some banker.
The words "and Co.," the name of the particular banker
being left out, have the same effect. Payment of a crossed

cheque, otherwise than through a banker waa at common
law evidence of negligence on the part of the draw ee, render-

ing him responsible to the drawer. The Act 19 and 20
Vict. c. 25 enacted that a cheque bearing across its face an
addition of the name of any banker or of the words " and
Company " should be payable only through aome banker.

Payment made otherwise than through a banker hitherto

indirectly and practically invalid was thus made directly

and aa a matter of law invalid. In the construction of this

statute it waa held by the Court of Common Pleaa, ia tlie

caae of Simmona v. Taylor (27 Law Journal, 45), that the

creasing was no part of the cheque and that its fraudulent

obliteration was no forgery of the cheque, and that the

payment, without negligence, of a cheque with the crossing

so obliterated was good aa against the drawer. This
decision led to the Act 21 and 22 Vict. c. 69, which madu
the crossing a part of the cheque and its fraudulent

obliteration a felony. A holder may cnisa an uncrossed
cheque, or prefix any banker's name to the words " and
Ca, " but if a particular banker is once named the cheq'ia

ia henceforth payable through him alone. When a crossing

haa been obliterated a wrong payment of the cheque in

consequence, if without fraud or negligence on the part of

the banker, shall not be questioned. In a recent case

(Smith V. Union Bank of London) the eifect of these

enactments waa explained by the Court of Appeal in a

manner which atartled the commercial community. Ia
that caae the plaintiff had crossed a cheque received by
him from a customer with the name of his own bankers.

The check waa stolen, and finally passed for full value to

who paid it into his bankers, and they in turn received

payment of it from the defendants. The court held that

the negotiability of the cheque waa not affected by statute,

that C had become the lawful holder, and that the plaintiff

had no action against the defendants. The consequence
of this decision waa the Act 39 and 40 Vict, c 81, which
provided that when a cheque beara acrosa ita face an
addition of the worda " and Company," or any abbre-

viation thereof, between two parallel tranaverae lines,

or of two parallel tranavorso lines simply, and either

with or without the words " not negotiable," that addi-

tion ahall bo deemed a crossing, and the cheque shall bo

deemed to be crossed generally. When a cheque beara

across its face an addition of the name of a banker,

cither with or without the words " not negotiable," that

addition shall bo doomed a crossing, and the cheque shall

be deemed to bo crossed specially, and to bo crossed to

that banker. When a cheque is uncrossed, the lawful

holder may cross it generally or specially ; when it ia

crossed generally, ho may cross it specially, aud whether

crossed generally or specially he may add the words " not

negotiable." WTien a cheque la crossod specially, l!;o

banker to whom it ia specially cro.wcd may again cross it
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specially to another banker as his agent for collection. If

a cheque is crosaed generally, the banker on whom it is

drawn shall not pay it otherwise than to a banker; if

crossed specially, not otherwise than to the banker specially

named in the crossing or his agent for collection. When
a cheque is crossed specially to more than one banker

(except when crossed to an agent for collection) the banker

on whom it is drawn shall refuse payment thereof. When
a crossed cheque has been paid, either to the special banker

in case of a special crossing, or to some banker in case of

a general crossing, the banker and (if the cheque has come
to the hands of the payee) the drawer shall be in the same

position as if the cheque bad be^n paid to and recovered

by the true owner thereof, A banker paying crossed

cheques otherwise than as authorized by this Act shall be

liable to the true owper for any loss he may sustain.

When a cheque is prresented for payment which does not

appear at the time to be crossed, or to have had a crossing

which has been obliterated, or to have been altered other-

wise than as authorized by the Act, a banker paying the

same in good faith and without negligence shall not be

liable by reason of the cheque having been crossed, obliter-

ated, or altered, or by reason of payment haying been

made otherwise than to some banker, or to the banker

named in the special crossing. If the crojsed cheque bears

the words " not negotiable," the person taking it takes and
can give no better title to it than the person had from
whom he took it.

A cheque is payment unless dishonoured ; but on the

qnestion whether a debt has been paid, it is not sufficient

to produce a cheque drawn by_ the debtor in favour of the

ci'editor, and paid by the banker, unless it can be shown to

have passed through the creditor's hands. AVhere a check

has been fraudulently altered, and a banker pays a larger

sum than that originally written, he must bear the loss,

and cannot charge his customer unless some act of his

facilitated the forgery. Where a cheque was filled up in

such a way as to make deception easv the customer was
held responsible for the loss.

A new description of draft on a banker is introduced by
the Act 16 and 17 Vict. c. 59, § 19.

CHER, a central department of France, embracing the

eastern part of the ancient province of Berry and part of

Bourbonnais, bounded N. by the department of Loire, W.
by Loir-et-Cher and Indre, S. by Allier and Creuse, and
E. by Ni^vre and Loire. It is situated between 46° 18'

and 47° 41' N. lat. and between V 50' and 3° 6' R long.,

and has an area of 2780 square miles. The surface of the

department in genera! is extremely level, the only elevated

districts being on the northern and north-western frontiers,

which are skirted by a range of low hills. The prin-

cipal rivers, besides, the Cher and its tributaries, are the

6rande Sauldre and Petite Sauldre on the N., but the

Loire and Allier, though not falling within the department,

drain the eastern districts, and are available for navigation.

The Cher itself becomes navigable when it receives the

Arnon and Yfevre, and the communications of the province

are greatly facilitated by the Canal du Berry, which
traverses it in all its length, the lateral canal of the Loire

which stretches from Digoin to Briare, and the canal of the

Sauldre. Except in the Sologne, a sandy and sterile

tract in the north-west, the soil is generally fertile, but

varies considerably in different localities. The most pro-

ductive region is that on the east, which belongs to the

vall^ of the Loire ; the central districts are tolerably

fertile but marshy, being often flooded by the Cher ; while

in the south and .south-west there is a considerable extent

of dry and fertile land. The department contains a com-
paratively large extent of pasturage, which has'given rise

to a considerable trade in horses, cattle, sheep, and wool

for the northern markets. Among the agricultural produc-

tions hemp' holds the first place ; but wine, fruits,

chestnuts, and truffles are also important articles of traffic.

Mines of iron and coal are wrought ; and marble, miOstones.

lithographic stones, manganese, gypsum, porcelain clay, and

peat are procured in different parts. The smelting of

iron-ore and the manufacture of steel and cutlery are carried

on to a considerable extent. The other manufactures are

of coarse, cloth and canvas, cotton and woollen gauze,

porcelain and toys. The department is divided into three

arroudissements, cognominal with the chief towns of

Bourges, Saint-Amand, and Sancerre, of which the first ia

the principal seat of administration. The total population

in 1851 was 261,892, and in 1872, 335,392.

CHERASCO, a town of Italy, in the province of Cuneo

and district of Mondovia, near the junction of the Stura

and the Tanaro, 30 miles south-east of Turin, with which it

is connected by railway. It is well built and is surrounded

by walls. A canal from the Stura supplies it with water.

The church of the Madonna del Popolo, which was com-

pleted in the 18th century, is worthy of notice; and there

are two large triumphal arches and some fine mansions of

the nobility. The principal manufacture is silk^ and there

is some trade in corp, wine, and truffles.

Cherasco {Clerascum^ or Gairascum) is only two miles from the

site of the old Roman town of PolUntia, where there are still remains

of a thfatre, an amphitheatre, a temple, and other buildings. In

the Middle Ages it was one of the strongest fortresses of Northern

Italy, and for a time it ranked as a free city. In 1631, it gave its

name to a treaty between Spain, France, and Rome, in regard to

the duchies of Montferrat and Mantua; and in 1633, to the peace

between France and Savoy. In 1801, its fortifications were dis-

mantled by the French. Fop. 8886.

CHERBOURG,- a naval station, fortified town, and

seaport of France, in the department of La Manche, on the

northern shore of the peninsula of Cotentin, at the mouth of

the small River Divette, in 49° 38' N. lat., 1°,3S' W. long.

It stands on a bay formed by Cape Levi on the E. and

Cape La Hogue on the W.,and is distant 75 miles from

the Isle of Wight, 41 miles W. by N. from St Lo, and 212

Plan of Cherbourg (4-2 miles N. to S., 5 '35 E. to W.)

in the same direction from Paris. The town in itself is

small and unimportant. Its houses are built of stone and

roofed with slate ; but the streets are narrow, and the only

public buildings of any interest are the tower (a repnant

of the old fortifications), the church of La Trinity, in front

of which is the colossal statue of Napoleon I. by Level;

the Chapelle de Notre Dame dn Vceu, formerly part of the

abbey founded by the Empress ifaudc in the 12th century;

the Hotel de Ville, which contains the Henry Museum
and the library ; the bathing establishments, opened in

1827 ; and the theatre. The tovra is supplied with water.
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from a. reservoir completed in 1874 at Chateau d'Eau,

about three quarters of a mile distant, and capable of con-

taining upwards of 500,000 gallons. Cherbourg derives

its chief importance from its naval and commercial

harbours, which are distant from each other about half a

mile. The former is cut out of the rock, and is capable of

accommodating fifty men-of-war of the largest size. The

depth of water at full tide is oO feet, at low tide 25 feet.

Connected with the harbour are the dry docks, the yards

where the largest ships m the Jfrench navy are constructed,

the magazines, the rope walks, and the various workshops

requisite for a naval arsenal of the first class. The works

are carefully guarded on every side by redoubts and

fortifications, and are commanded by batteries on the

surrounding hills so completely that the harbour of

Cherbourg may be pronounced one of the strongest in the

world. • The commercial harbour at the mouth of the

Divette communicates with the sea by a canal 650 feet in

length and 54 in width. It consists of two parts, an outer

harbour 262 yards long by 218 wide, and a basin 446

yards long and 138 wide, in which the depth of water

is 19 feet at low tide, and will be increased by the

"dredging operations commenced in 1874, Outside these

harbours is the triangular bay, which forms the roads of

Cherbourg. This bay is admirably sheltered bythe land

on every side but the north. To protect the shipping from

the violence of the north winds the great dijue, or break-

water, has been constructed. This immense work is 2j
miles in length; its breadth at the base is 262 feet, and at

the summit 101 feet. Its foundation was formed by massy

•wooden frames, which were sunk and filled with stones
;

and it is now protected from the waves by a parallel line

of large blocks weighing each 44 tons. Tha industrial

activity of Cherbourg is considerable, its principal pro-

ducts being cotton yam, refined sugar, soda, leather, and

chemicals. A lace factory gives employment to nearly

400 women. The chief articles of export are farm and

dairy produce, more especially potatoes, butter, and pigs
;

and the imports consist mainly of coal, iron, timber, and

cotton. The population in 1846 was 22,460; in 1872 it

amounted to 34,785.

Cherbourg is supposed by some investigatoi-a to occnpy the site

of the Roman station of Ccmallum, but nothing definite is knowri

about its orifjin. The name was long regarded as a corruption of

Vctsaris Jlurgus^ or Ceesar'a Borough, but there is at Icist as much
probability that it is the same as the English Scarborough. The
castle is mentioned in the 11th century, and the town certainly

existed in the 10th. William the Conqueror supplied it with a

hospital and a church; and Henry II on several occasions choso it

lis his residence. In 1295, it was pillaged by an English fleet from
Yarmouth; and in the 14th century it frcnucntly sutrorcd during
the inva-sions of Normandy. Captured by the English in 141S after

a four months* siege, it was rocovored by Charles VII. of France in

14.')'J. An attempt was made under Louis XIV. to construct a

military port; but the fortifications were dismantled in 1689, and
further damage was inflicted by the English in 1758 Louis XVI.
commenced the construction of the breakwater, and his plans were
afterwards carried out and extended by Napoleon I., who is said to

have declared that ho would renew at Cherbourg tbo wonders of

Egypt, and raise his pyramid in the sea. It was left, however, to

LiOUifl Philippe, and particularly to Napoleon 111., to complete his

designs; and their successful realization was celebrated in 1868, in

the presence of the Queen of England, against whose dominions they
had at one time been mainly directed. Between 1783 and the
clo90 of 1857, 66,862,000 francs had been expended on the woiks.

CHERIBON, or Sberibos, a seaport town on the north

coast of Java, capital of a residency of the same name, and
the seat of a Dutch governor, is situated at the head of a

wide bay 125 miles E.S.E of Batavia, in 6° 48' S. lat. and
108° 38' E. long. It was formerly a place of importance,
but it has never fully recovered from the effects of a dis-

astrous plague which visited the place ai the beginning of

Ihis century. The town and harbour are defended by a
fort called the Bcschermer or Protector which also serves

as a convict prison. A church, founded in 1842, u used

in common by Protestants and Roman Catholics ; the

Mussulman population has its mosque, and the Chinese

their khn-ting or temple. A school for European children

was opened in 1824, and a Government school in 1854.

The Chinese district is pretty populous ; but no estimate

exists of the actual number. At some distance from the

ton-n are the graves of the sultans, among whom the most

remarkable is Ibnu Mulana, who introduced the Mahometan

religion here in 1406. The district is very fertile, and

produces the finest colTee .raised in the island. Timber,

cotton, indigo, sugar, and pepper are exported in large

qtiantities. Total population of district in 1856, 769,331.

CHEROKEES, Cherokese, or, ip the form employed

by themselves, Tsaraghee, or Chelake, a tribe of North

American Indians, now settled in the Indian Territory,

where they occupy an area of 5960 square miles in the

north-east and a strip along the north of about 850Q.

Before their removal thither they possessed a large tract of

country now distributed among the States of Alabama,

Georgia, Mississippi, Tennessee, and the western part of

Florida. They were then distinguished into two great

divisions, the Ottare or Otari, who dwelt in the moun
tainous districts, and the Airate or Erati, who inhabited

the lower grounds ; and they were further divided into

seven clans, each of which prohibited intermarriage between

its Qwn members. They attached themselves to the English

in the disputes and contests which arose between the

European colonizers, formally recognized the English king

in 1730, and in 1755 ceded a part of their territory and

permitted the erection of English forts. Unfortunately

this amity was interrupted not long after ; but peace waa

again.restored in 1761. The tribe waa gradually advancing

in civilization when the Revolutionary \Var broke out, and

they sided with the Royalist party. This, of course, led to

their subjugation by the new republic, and they were forced

to surrender that part of their lands which lay to the south

of the Savannah and east of the Chattahoochee. Peace

was made in 1781, and in 1785 they recognized the

supremacy of the United States, and were established in

their possessions. The gradual advance of immigration

soon led to disputes with the settlers, and the Cherokecs

were treated with the most high-handed injustice by the

States, and more especially by Georgia, Exodus after

exodus took place ; a small part of the tribe desired a

complete removal to another district ; but the main body

was neither to be bribed nor frightened from their country.

An appeal was made to the United States Government; but

it lent a deaf car to their prayers, and in Congress voted

that a treaty concluded with a mi.scrablo minority should

be regarded as binding on the whole tribe, which about that

time numbered 27,000. A force of 2000 men was accord-

ingly sent under General Scott, which compelled them to

emigrate to their present position. After the settlement

various disagreements between the Eastern and Western

Cherokees continued for some time; but in 1839 a union

was effected. In the civil war of 1862 they all at first

sided with the South ; but before long a strong party joined

the North, and this led to a disastrous internecine struggle.

On the close of the contest they were confirmed in the

possession of their territory, but were forced to give a

portion of their lands to their emancipated slaves. Since

tlun they have peacefully advanced in prosperity and

civilization ; and under the influence of the Moravian,

Baptist, Methodist, and Congregational missions they have

been partially Christianized. In 1873 thoir numbers

amounted to 17,217: their private property w»s worth

$5,000,000 ; there were 63 schools attended by 18S4 pupil.i

;

89,200 acrea were under cultivation, and their stock

included 15,000 horses, 103,CO:: cattle, 3050 sheep, acd

V. - 74
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68,868 swine. They live in well-built villages, and main-

toin industrial habits.- Their territory is distributed into

eight districts ; and their chief town is Tahlequah, situated

in the south-east corner of the country. A newspaper is

published in the capital in English and Cherokee, and a

literature is being gradually formed. Their language con-

sists of two dialects,—a third, called Gidoowa, having been

lost. The syllabic alphabet invented in 1821 by George

Guess is the character employed.

CHEREY (Cerasus). As a cultivated fruit-tree the

cherry is generally supposed to be of Asiatic origin,

whence, according to Pliny, it was brought to Italy by
Lucullus after his defeat of Mithridates, king of Pohtus,

68 B.C. As with most plants which have been long and
extensively cultivated, it is a matter of difficulty, if not

an impossibility, to identify the parent stock of the numer-

ous cultivated varieties of cherry ; but they are gene-

rally referred to two species, Cerasns sylvestris, the wild

or corone cherry or gean-tree (the merisier of the French)

and G. vulgaris, the common cherry-tree (French cerisier).

The former species appears to be indigenous on the

Mediterranean coasts, and in Central Europe, including

the British Islands ; and it is probable that it is the latter

species or some of its valuable cultivated varieties which
was introduced by Lucullus.

The genus Cerasus includes trees of moderate size and
shrubs, having smooth serrate leaves, white flowers, and a

drupaceous fruit. They are natives of the temperate

regions of both hemisplieres ; and the cultivated varieties

ripen their fruit in Norway as far as 63° N. The geans

are generaUy distinguished from the common cherry by the

greater size of the trees, and the deeper colour and compa-

rative insipidity of the flesh in the ripe fruit, which adheres

firmly to the " nut " or kernel ; but among the very numerous
cultivated varieties specific distinctions shade away so that

the fruit cannot be ranged under these two heads. In the

Fruit Catalogue published by the Horticultural Society in

1842, eighty varieties are enumerated, and to these con-

siderable additions have since been made by cultivation

both in Europe and America. The leading varieties are

recognized as Bigarreaux, Dukes, Morellos, and Geans.

Several varieties are cultivated as ornamental trees and on

account of their flowers.

The cherry is a well flavoured sub-acid fruit, and is much
esteemed for dessert ; but it should be used cautiously, as,

especially if not quite ripe, it has a tendency to disorder

the bowels. Some of the varieties are particularly selected

for pies, tarts, (fee, and others for the preparation of pre-

serves, and for making cherry brandy. The fruit is also

very extensively employed in the preparation of the liqueurs

known as krrschwasser, ratafia, and maraschino. Kirsch-

v.'asser is made chiefly on the upper Rhine from the wild

black gean, and in the manufacture the entire fruit-flesh

and kernels are pulped up and allowed to ferment. By
distillation of the fermented pulp the liqueur is obtained

in a pure colourless condition. Ratafia is similarly manu-
factured, also by preference from a gean. Maraschino, a

highly valued liqueur, the best of which is produced at

Zara in Dalmatia, differs from these in being distilled from

a cherry called marasca, the pulp of which is mixed with

honey, honey or sugar being added to the distillate for sweet-

ening. It is also said that the flavour is heightened by
the use of the leaves of the perfumed cherry, Cerasns

Mahaleb.

The wood of the cherry tree is valued by cabinetmakers,

and that of the gean tree is largely used in the manufac-
ture of tobacco pipes. The American red cherry, Cerasus

teroiina, la much sought after, it being compact, fine-

grained, not liable to warp, and susceptible of receiving a

brilliant polish. The baik of this species is very highly

esteemed in America as a mild tonic and sedative medi-

cine, and is coming into use for the same purpose in Great

Britain. The kernels of the perfumed cherry, C. Mahals,
are used in confectionery, and for scenting toilet soap.

A gum exudes from the stem of cherry-trees similar in its

properties to gum arable.

CHERSO, an island of Illyria, included in the govern-

ment of Trieste, in the Gulf of Quarnero, connected with

the island of Osero by a bridge, and separated from the

mainland by the channel of Farissina. It is about 35

miles in length, with an area of 105 square miles, and

has about 7600 inhabitants. It is traversed by a range of

mountains, forming natural terraces on which v^nes and
olive trees flourish. The other parts of the island are

covered with bushes of laurel and mastic, but there are

scarcely any large trees. There is a scarcity of springs,

and the houses are generally furnished with cisterns for

rain water. The capital of the same name, on the western

side of the island, has a cathedral, several churches and

monasteries, and 4673 inhabitants. In the centre of the

island, at 40 Paris feet above the level of the sea, is an inter-

esting lake called the Vrana or Crow's Lake, which, accord-

ing to the hypothesis of Dr Lorenz of Fiume, is connected

with the island of Osero.

CHERSONESE, Chersonesus, or Cheeronesus (from

XEp<ros, mainland, and v^o-os, island), is a word equivalent

to peninsula. In ancient geography, the Chersonesus

Thracica, Chersonesus Taurica or Scythica, and Chersonesus

Cimbrica correspond respectively to the peninsula of the

Dardanelles, the Crimea, and Jutland ; and the Golden

Chersonese (^ ^pvaij xeppovria-txt) is usually identified with the

peninsula of Malacca. The Tauric Chersonese was further

distinguished as the Great, in contrast to the Heracleotie

or Little Chersonese at its south-western corner, where
the town of Sebastopol now stands.

CHERTSEY (in Saxon Ceortes Eye or Ccarta's Island), a-

market-town of England, on the south bank of the Thames,
in the county of Surrey, about 25 miles W.S.W. from

London by railway. It is connected with Middlesex by a

bridge of seven arches, built of Purbeck stone in 1785.

The parish church, rebuilt in 1808 at a cost of £12,000,
contains a tablet to Charles James Fox, who resided at St

Anne's Hill in the vicinity, and another to Lawrence
Tomson, a translator of the New Testament in the 17th

century. The principal educational establishments are sup-

ported by a foundation bequeathed in 1725 by the liberality

of Sir William Perkins ; and they afi'ord a free education

to upwards of 200 children. Hardly any remains are left

of the great Benedictine abbey, which was rebuilt by Edgar
in 963 on the site of an earlier monastery established by
Earconwald, bishop of London, in the 7th century. ', Its

buildings at one time included an area of 4 acres ; but they
fell into almost complete decay in the 1 7th century, and a
" fair house " was erected out of the ruins by Sir Nicholas
Carew of Beddington. The ground-plan can yet be traced;

the fish ponds are BtiU complete ; and carved stones,

coffins, and encaustic tiles of a peculiar manufacture are

frequently exhumed. Among the abbots the most famous
was John de Rutberwycke, who was appointed in 1307,
and continued, tiU his death in 1346, to carry on a great

system of alteration and extension, which almost made the

abbey a new building. The house in which the poet

Cowley spent the last years of his life is still extant, and
the chamber in which he died is preserved unaltered. The
town is the seat of a county court, and possesses a literary

institute and an agricultural society. Its principal trade is

in produce for the London markets. During the 7th cen-

tury Chertsey was the residence of the South Saxon kings.

Population of the parish in 1872, 7763; of the town,

-a'oout 3000
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CHERUBIM (plural of cherub) wore " celestial genii,"

ftud, in M. de Saulcy's opinion, little eUe can be positively-

affirmed {Histoire de Cart judaique, p. 24). Fresh light

has, however, recently been thrown upon them from the

cuneiform inscriptions, and we are no longer reduced to

admit that " le vaste champ des hypoth63e3 restera toujoura

ouvert." According to the Old Testament, the cherub

united the functions of bearer and guardian of deity; or

rather, perhaps, there was a divergence in the popular

beUefs on this subject. In Ps. xviiL 10, 2 Sam. xxiL 11

Yahweh (the so called Jehovah) is described as " riding upon

a cherub," and in the parallel Une as " swooping," the word

applied in I)cut. xxviii. 49 and elsewhere to the flight of

the eagle. Putting the two phrases together, we may
conclude that, according to one version of the myth—
whether fully believed in or not by the Psalmist need not

here be discussed—the cherub was either an eagle or a

quadruped with eagle's wings. This result would seem

to justify connecting the word with the Assyrian Icurubu,

a synonym of kurukku or karakku, the "circling" bird,

i.e., according to Friedrich Delitzsch, the vulture. On
the other hand, the prophet Ezekiel (xxviii. 13-16),

though agreeing with the Psalmist in mentioning but one

cherub, describes him as " walking in the midst of stones

of fire " {i.e., thunderbolts), and as extending his wings

over " the holy mountain of Elohim," in other words, as

the attendant and guard rather than as the bearer of deity.

And in the fuller account of Paradise in Genesis " the

cherubim " (i.e., the entire band of cherubs) are stationed
" with (or near) the blade of the turning sword" (this,

like the " tree of life, " has a Babylonian analogue, and is

a mySiic phrase meaning the lightning,—see references

below) " to guard the way to the tree of life" (Gen. iii. 24).

Now, according to a talismanio inscription copied by
Lenormant, kirubu is a synonym for the steer-god, whose
winged image filled the place of guardian at the entrance

of the Assyrian palaces. And in the fantastic description

of Ezekiel penned by the River Chebar, one of the four

faces of a cherub was that of an ox (Ezek. i. 10, after which
the corrupt passage in x. 14, must, in spite of Lenormant,
be corrected). We should, therefore, connect the word
cherub primarily with the Assyrian kirubu, but also, as

proposed above, with kuruhu. The two forms seem to

be co-ordinate and expressive of some quality common to

the king of birds and the colossal steer. Their etymology
is altogether uncertain, and possibly to be sought for (as

Mr Sayce has suggested) outside the sphere of Semitism.
Partial parallels to the cherubim in non Semitic mythologies
are not uncommon, but are mostly deceptive. The most
complete one is that of the winged ypvTre^ (a secondary form
of kerubim), who not only watched over the treasures of

the gods {cf. Herod, iv. 13, 116), but were also the bearers

of deity, if at least Plutarch and Eustatbius may be followed
in identifying the TCTpatrxeXijs oimto9 of jEsch. Prom.
395 with the griffin (see Hermann, ad toe.) Probably the
griffin was imagined under more than one form. This was
certainly the case with the Hebrew cherub, as appears not
only from the passages referred to above, but from the
inconsistencies of the single ^jrophet Ezekiel (cf. i. 6, xli.

18). The significance of the mythical cherubim has been
well pointed out bv C. P. Tiele. They are probably the
masses of clouds, which seem to guard the portals of the
sky, and on which the sun-god appears to issue forth at

break of day. This will account for the expressions used
of the cherubim both of the heavenly and of the earthly
'• habitation " of Yahweh, expressions taken up by the
Biblical writers from the folklore of their times.

For tho Assyrinn nnthorities, see Schrader, Jcnaer lAlttratur-
teitunq^ 18T4, p. ^18; Delitjscli (the younger), Aasyrisi-he Sludicn,
pp. 107, 108 ; Olid for the Babjloniivn lightuing-mytb, LtnormaDt,

Btrose, p. 138 ; Records of the Past, vol. iii. pp. 127-129. Comptn.
also Herder, JVcrke, vol. ixxiii. (Oeist der Ebralschen Focsie),

pp. 168-180; Ewald, AniiquUies of Israel, Eng. trausl., p. Mi;
Kiebm, in Theologischc Studim und Kritiken, 1871; Tide,
Vergclijkemlc gcschiederAs dcr oude godsdicnstcn, voL i. p. 866

;

and F. W, Farrar in Kitto's Cyclopxdia of Biblical Literature, art.

"Cherubim." (T. K. C.)

CHERUBINI, Maria. LuigiZenobio Carlo Si^LVATOSB
(1760-1842), one of the greatest musical composers of

modern times, was born at Florence, 14th September 1760.
His father was accompanyist (maestro al cembalo) at the

Pergola theatre, and himself guided the first musical
education of his son, whose talent began to evince itself at

a very early period. " I commenced learning music,"
Cherubini says of himself, "at six years, composition at

nine ; tho former I was taught by my father, the latter by
Bactholomew Felici and his son Alexander." Italian music
at that time was at a low ebb. The popular composers
of opera seria chiefly aimed at inventing pleasing tunes
and Jioriture for the vocal display of the singers ; the

dignity and grandeur of the old Italian school were all but
lost. To imbue himself with these great traditions of
the past was the chief aim of young Cherubini's ambition,

and for that purpose he went in 1777 to Bologna, where
for four years he studied under Joseph Sarti, a well-known
composer and theorist of the time, and himself the pupil

of the celebrated Padre Martini, one of the greatest con-

trapuntists Italy has produced. It was in this school that

Cherubini laid the foundation of that deep knowledge of

his art which gives to all his works tho impress of perfect

mastership. It was also under Sarti's guidance that he
made his first attempts at dramatic composition. They
were preceded, however, by a mass written at the age of

thirteen, and various other sacred compositions. Sarti

was the composer of numerous operas, amongst which
Le Nozze di Donina may bo mentioned as the most
successful one. It now became Cherubini's task to supply
the music for the minor characters in his master's dramatic

works, an excellent way of gaining versatility of style and
resource, turned to full account by the young composer.

His first independent work was called Quinto Fabio,

an ope7-a. seria, in three acts, first performed in 178<^ and
soon followed by Armida (1782), Adriajio 4ft Siria

(same year), and several other works of a similar kind.

At this time of his life his artistic individuality was forming
gradually; but as yet ho had not emerged from the purely

imitative stage of production. Absolute artistic value

these juvenile works do not possess, but they tended to

prepare Cherubini for greater things, and in the meantime
secured him a dignified position amongst contemporary
composers. In 1784 he was asked to write two works for the

Italian opera in London, one of which, iMjinta principessa,

was favourably received, while tho other, Giulio Sabino,

was "murdered" by the critics, to use tho emphatic ex-

pression of a contemporary witness. In 1786 he left

London, whither he had gone to be present at the pro-

duction of his operas, and went to Paris. After a short

stay in Italy he took up his permanent residence in the

latter city.

Cherubini may be cited as a striking instance of the amal-

gamating power inherent in the French type of national cul-

ture ; Spontini, Meyerbeer, and to some extent Gluck, sub-

mitted to the same spell. With the last-mentioned master

Cherubini shares the grand declamatory pathos, tho classic

dignity which characterizes the Augu.-'tan ago of French
tragedy. A work like Cherubini's Mulie is imbued with

the same elevation of pathos which in Corncillo's greatest

tragedies makes us forgot tho stilted affectations of his heroes

and heroines. Tho first opera composed by Cherubini

in Franco is called Dimophoon, words by Marmontol.

Its mc-rita were appreciated by connoisseurs, Init* it
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wta not a popular 3ucce83. This, however, was achieved

in the most brilliant manner by Cherubiui's next
opera, Lodoiska (1791), which opens the series of 'great

dramatic works belonging to the composer's second period.

The representative production of this period is Medie,
already alluded to. The miin characteristics of the com-
poser's stylo have also been briefly touched upon. From a
mere musical point of view a bold though always strictly

logical sequence of harmonies, a rich vein of melodious de-

velopments, and great briliiiincy and originality of instru-

mental elTects ought to be aJd^d.

By the production of Mew': (1797) the composer's re-

putfltioa was firmly esta'olished. All Paris was in rap-

turous admiration of his jenius, with one exception

—

Napoleon Bonaparte. The ytung victorious general aspired
to musical amateurship, and kved to speak authoritatively

on that as on most other subjects. But it was not in

Cherubini's character to bow to any man, however great, in

matters artistic. Cherubini's repealed remonstrancesagainst
Kapoleoa's exaggerated enthusiasn for Paesiello, Zingarelli,

and other ephemeral composers culminated in the blunt
repartee,—" Citoycn-gentiral, I perceive that you love only
that music whicli does not prevent you from thinking of

your politics." The emperor reiaembered the affront

offered to the citizen-general, and the appointment of

Imperial chapelmaster was giveL to Lesueur, in spite of

the Italian composer's superior meri's. But Cherubini does
not seem to have suffered much under this disappointment.
Two works replete with serencst joy owe their origin to the
period alluded to

—

Atiacrcon (1803) and Les deux Joumees
(1804). The last-mentioned work is Cherubini's master-
piece of comic opera. In it we admire tha grace and true

gaiete de cceur, which have made the comic opera of France
deservedly famous nmongst civilized nations. The libretto

of Lei deux Jou)-if:es, althongh clever and piquant, does
not offer many opportunities for musical expansion, the

action, as is usual in French comic opera, being to a great

extent carried on in spoken dialogue. But Cherubini has
succeeded in delineating with a few graphic touches the

import of his characters and situations. A peasant chorus
in the third act, a Savoyard's song, and the couplets of

Micheli the jovial water-carrier, are insurpaasable speci-

mens of their genre, equal in melodious beauty and grace
to anything that French composers have produced in these

forms of art. Cherubini, indeed, ranks with the greatest

masters of the French school,—with Gretry, Dalayrac,

Auber, and Boieldiou, all of whom he infinitely surpasses

as far as musical workmanship is concerned.

In 1805 Cherubini went to Vienna, in compliance with
nn invitation to compose an opera for the imperial theatre

of that city. Here his chances of success were once more
thwarted by his great antagonist Napoleon, who entered

Vienna at the head of the victorious French army, and for

a time interrupted all artistic enterprise. The personal

meeting of emperor and composer was again of anything
but a friendly kind. Soon after the performance of his

new work Fanisku (1806) at Vienna, Cherubini returned
to Paris, and for a long time kept an unbroken silence.

His chief occupation was his lessons at the Conservatoire,

besides which he filled up great part of the day by cutting

the hearts and diamonds of ordinary playing cards into all

kinds of fantastic figures and landscapes. The results of

his extraordinary ingenuity, carefully framed, covered the

walla of his study. An accidental circumstance at last

roused him from this morbid indolence. He was staying

at a country scat of the Prince de Chimay, where a new
churcli W.13 to be inaugurated. Timidly was an appeal

made to him for a reliijious composition to be performed on

the occasion, and in compliance with this request he wrote
i': a few weeks his great Mass in F. Thus at a time of

life when most artists rest on their laurels ho entered a

new field of creative labour—that of sacred music. Of
the works of Cherubini's third and perhaps his greatest

period only the most important can be mentioned here.

They are the Missa Solemnis in D, the coronation mass

written for the consecration of Charles X., and the two

requiems in C and D, the latter for male voices. Besides

these he wrote numerous smaller compositions for the service

of the Chapel Royal, most of which are still unpublished.

The most striking feature of Cherubini's sacred compositions

is their solemn grandeur of conception, combined with an

unequalled mastership of artistic treatment.

The Restoration of the Bourbons drew Cherubini from

his long seclusion. The royal family were eager to show
their favour to the opponent of Napoleon Bonaparte.

Cherubini was created composer and conductor to the

Chapel Royal, and in 1 821 obtained the permanent director-

ship of the Conservatoire. His days were prolonged beyond

the ordinary age of men, and alter having witnessed and
partly celebrated numberless revohitions in his adopted

country, the more than septuagenarian retained sufficient

vigour of mind to write one of his most charming operas

when Louis Philippe was king in France. It is called Ali

Baba, and was first performed in 183.3. To the list of his

dramatic compositions ought also to be added another

important opera, Les Abaicerrages, written in 1813, but

treated with undeserved neglect by the public. He also

wrote several pieces of chamber music, amongst which six

quartets for strings, and one quintet and six sonatas for the

pianoforte may be mentioned. A great number of his

compositions, moreover, remained in manuscript at his

death, March 15, 1842. Cherubini's external bearing was
frequently harsh and arrogant ; his prejudice against

Beethoven, both personally and artistically, is a deplorable

instance of his one-sidedness. But his more intimate

friends found him kind and faithful. His love of order

was carried to excess. All his music was carefully labelled

and distributed in pigeon-holes, and even his pocket-

handkerchiefs were numbered for consecutive use. To this

extreme carefulness we ewe a complete catalogue of his

owa compositions from 1773-1841, edited by M. Eottte

da Toulmon, under the title of Notice de» Manuseriti

autographes de la viusiq'ite composce par M. L. Z. C. S.

Cherubini. We also possess by him a valuable Cours d»

conlrepoint el de fugue, the letterpress of which is written

by his pupil the well-known composer HaMvy. An English

biography

—

Cherubini, Memoriala illustrative of hia Life

(Lend. 1874)—has been written by Mr E. Bellasis. An
interesting article containing personal reminiscences of

Cherubini by the German composer Ferdinand Hiller

appeared in Macmillan's Magazine in 1875. (f. h.
)

CHERUSCI, a tribe of ancient Germany, whose country

was boun.lcd on the E. by the Elbe and on the W. by the

Weser. In the time of Augustus the cruelty of Varus, who
commanded the Roman army on their frontier, drove them
into war, and they annihilated the legions sent against

them. In the 4th century they had become members of

the Frankish confederation.

CHESHIRE, a maritime county in the north-west of For Mjp
England, is bounded on the N. by the Mersey, which separ- ^'^o

ates it from Lancashire, on the N.E. by Yorkshire, on the ^"'^'

E. by Derbyshire and Staffordshire, on the S. by Shropshire

and Denbighshire, on the W. by Flintshire, and on the N.W.
by the Irish Sea. Its greatest length from east to west is

about 48 miles, and its greatest breadth from south ta

north about 33 miles. It possesses an area of 705,493
statute acres, or 1102 square miles; and its population in

1871 was 561,201 persons (males, 271,033; females,

290,168). Since tho first census in 1801, the population

has increased by 368,3% persons, or 191 per cent, and
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since 1851 the increase has amounted to 105,476 persons,

or 23 per cent, in twenty years.

The formation of the county is generally flat, with some

hills on the east on the Derbyshire and Yorkshire boundary,

which extend also to the Staffordshire side. There are

also lower hills near Chester and Flintshire, and at Alderley

Edge and Beeston insulated hilla standing up out of the

prevailing level. The principal geological formation is the

New Red Sandstone, which occupies nearly the whole of the

central and western part of the county. A small patch of

lias occurs in the south. The Coal Measures extend along

the eastern side on the borders of Stafl'ordshire and Derby-

shire, and also ate worked on the banks of the Dee below

Chester. The principal mineral produce is salt, which is

found as rock-salt in mines at Northwich, and is manu-

fact\ired there and at Winsford, Middlewich, Sandbach,

and Lawton, from the brine-springs overlying the rock-

ealt. Lead and copper are also found, though not in

great quantities. Copper was worked at Alderley Edge

at an early period, but the works were discontinued until

lately, when they have been recommenced.

The flora of the central plain of Cheshire, which repre-

sents its most characteristic vegetation, is intermediate

between that of the northern and southern counties of

Britain. The botany of the high-lands cast of Macclesfield

is nearly ericetal in its nature, akin to that of the West

Riding of Yorkshire, whilst in the west the botany of

Wirral shows more variety than that of the Midland

region, and is more southern in its character. The curious

system of marl-pits, and the frequent inland meres, each of

which has a vegetation of its own, render Mid Cheshire

pre-eminent among English counties for the development

of such species as Carex and Potamogeton. Tw-o rare

species may be cited to prove the strong admixture of

northern elements in the flora, viz., Arundo stricia at

Oakmere and Saxifraga Hirculus, now unfortunately

extinct, at Knutsford. As compared with one near or south

of London, a Cheshire arable field shows a lamentable

paucity of species. A botanist would only in a day's walk

mark l50 species of flowering, plants, as against 300 species

marked in the same time in Kent or Sussex.

The principal rivers in Cheshire are the Dee, which,

rising in the Welsh mountains, forms the boundary between

the county and Denbighshire and Flintshire, and ultimately,

having formed a wide navigable estuary below Chester,

falls into the Irish Sea ; the Mersey, which rises in the

Yorkshire hills, forms the county boundary along the whole

of its northern side, and having given the opportunity for

the formation of the ports of Liverpool, Birkenhead, and
Runcorn, also fall into the Irish Sea ; and the Weaver,

which, rising in the south-west of the county, traverses it

in a north-westerly course, and being joined by the

Dane at Northwich, empties itself into the Mersey at

Weston Point. By means of a series of locks, the Weaver
has boon made navigable for vessels of 200 tons as

far as Winsford, and thus furnishes a, means of transporta-

tion for the salt produced in the locality. The profits of

the navigation, which was originally undertaken by a few

Cheshire squires, belong to the county, and are paid over

annually to the relief of the county rates. At preseiit, in

consequence of a large outlay in further deepening and
improving the navigation, all payments to the county

treasury are suspended, but on an average of late years

from £16,000 to £20,000 has been paid over.

Distributed over the surface of the county are small lakes

or meres, and it seems to have been a point of honour for

the old houses of the gentrj' to have been built on their

banks. Combermere, Tatton, Rosthorne, Tabley, Dodding-

ton, Marbury, and Mere, with a host of smiUler waters,

are dotted over the county ; whilst nearly in every Geld

are old marl-pits, whence in former days the sole supply of

manure for the permanent pastures was obtained.

The climate is temperate and damp ; the soil is varied

and irregular, but a large proportion of it is a thin-skinned

clay. In only one spot of the county is the soil said to be

fertile enough to feed a bullock to the acre. The agriculture

of the county, which some twenty-five years ago was back-

ward and discreditable, has marvellously improved in the

last quarter of the century. The land, which was wet and

full of rushes, has been drained ; its fertility has been

increased by the periodical application of bone-dust ; tho

old crooked fences have been removed or straightened ; and

the farm-houses and buildings, which were insufficient for

the decent accommodation of man and beast, have been

replaced on many estates by modern structures well adapted

for their purposes. Dairy-farming is the description of

agriculture stUl principally pursued, and in March 1875

there were, according to the Board of Trade returns, 96,170

cows in the county, whose milk if all converted into cheese

would have yielded a produce of about 16,000 tons of

cheese. But though the tendency to make cheese in some

parts of the couuty still prevails, the influence 'of the larger

population gathered together round the purely agricultural

part of the county has greatly diminished tho production of

the staple article, whilst the competition of American cheese

has made the manufacture of all but the best qualities unpro-

fitable. Liverpool, Manchester, Stockport,- Macclesfield, the

cotton districts in the north-east of the county, and the Staf-

fordshire Potteries on the south-west, all demand a supply of

milk, meat, and garden produce, and the facilities of transit

afiforded by the railways have in many cases already

changed, and gradually in many more will change, the

character of Cheshire agriculture. Although in some cases

the Cheshire tenant-farmer is little more than a labourer

owning cows, working as hard as hia own labourers, and

with as little or less education, yet there are now a large

number of farms as well and skilfully cultivated and

producing as large produce to the acre (thanks to the

facilities of obtaining manure from the larger towns) as

any in the United Kingdom.
During the years 1865 and 1866 a mighty calamity

swept over this county. The cattle plague, which had in

1745 destroyed 30,000 head of cattle, appeared in the

second week of October 1865 on the southern border of the

county. Spreading itself there, and breaking out almost

simultaneously on the north-west, west, and cast, it had by

the 21st February 1866 destroyed 36,823 head of stock.

On that day an Act of Parliament was passed to authorize

slaughter and to give compensation, and in consequence

35,675 cattle were killed. A loan was granted from the

Treasury, on tho security of the county rate, of £270,000

to pay tne compensation for losses after tho 22d February,

which entails an annual charge on the county rates of

£14,583, 14s. lOd. until tho year 1896. Although by this

terrible loss many individuals were ruined, and for tha

time great distress was caused, yet on tho whole the agri-

culture of the district was benefited. Landlords discovered

that stringent clauses in their leases might safely be mo-

dified ; tenant-farmers became convinced that cheesemaking

was not the whole duty of the agriculturist, and the possi-

bility and even the necessity of new ways of farming, and

of the introduction of sheep or feeding-stock, became ap-

parent.

From the agricultural returns for 1876 (which, however,

are not complete) it appears that the average acreage do-

voted in Cheshire to com crops is exceptionally low, being

16.-2, while the average of all England is 31-2. The follow-

ing table shows the distribution of the acreage in the

county, and tho numbers of live etock in the years ^873

and 1875 :—
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Oats. WllMt. j^^'^L PoUto-Tl and
CflVrotl L. ""'''='

Eoani »c Mangolds. »-'"<'"• *<^ lotntlOD

1872.. 46,446 34,195 10,072 20,:-'n 10,001 2,501 64,709

1875. ..44,508 30,745 9,325 18,770 11,054 1,862 57,400
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CHESKEY, Chasles Ccenwallis (132G-1876), brevet-

colonel in the corps of Eoyal Engineers, bom 29th

September 1826, was the third son of Charles Cornwallis

Cheaney, captain on the retired list of the Bengal Artillery.

Educated at Tiverton grammar school and Mount Radford

school, Exeter, and afterwards at the Royal Military

Academy, Woolwich, he obtained his fixst commission as

second-lieutenant of engineers iu 1845, passing out of the

academy with distinction at the head of his term. His

early service was spent in the ordinary course of regimental

duty at home and abroad, and being stationed in New
23aland during the Crimean War, he lost the opportunity

of serving in the only considerable military operations in

Europe in which the present generation of British soldiers

has been engaged, while India, the great school of war

for the English army, was until lately closed to officers of

the Royal Artillery and Engineers. Among the various

reforms in our military system which followed from that

war was the impetus given to military education ; military

history was now for the first time introduced into the

coarse of instruction at our military colleges, and in 1858

Charles Chesney, who had brought himself under notice

by an essay on the subject, prepared under a sort of com-

petition invited by the authorities, was appointed professor

of military history at Sandhurst. In 1864 Captain Chesney

succeeded Colonel Hamley in the corresponding chair at

the Staff College. To the admirable teaching of these two

officers may be ascribed in groat measure the intelligent

appreciation of the relation of military history to the prac-

tical business of war now manifested throughout the com-

missioned ranks of the British army ; their published

writings have been received with great favour on the Con-

tinent and in America.

Chesney's first published work was an account of the

civil war in Virginia, which went through several editions
;

and although written in the heat of the struggle, and on

the partial information then available, it may still be read

with profit. But the work which attained the greatest

reputation was his Waterloo Lectures, prepared from the

notes of lectures orally delivered at the Staff College. Up
to this time the English literature on the Waterloo

campaign, although voluminous, was made up of personal

reminiscences of actors in the great scene, or of formal

records such as Siborne's accurate but tedious narrative,

useful materials for history rather than history itself

;

the French accounts have mainly taken the form of

fiction, the so-called history of Lamartine being as much
a work of fancy as the romance of Victor Hugo, while the

professedly sober pages of Thiers are not much more to be

relied on. In Chesney's lucid and vigorous account of the

momentous struggle, while it illustrates both the strategy

and tactics which culminated in the final catastrophe, the

ro istakes committed by Napoleon are laid bare, and for the

first time an English writer is found to point out that the

dispositions of the great duke were not wholly faultless.

Yet such criticism is in truth the sincerest praise, since to

those who, knowing anything of war, know that even the

highest combinations are at best a groping in partial dark-

ness, the capacity of a great leader will be more perfectly

appreciated by a right estimate of his mistakes than by a

biind attribution of infallibihty. And in the Waterloo

Lecturea the Prussians are for the first time credited by an
English pen with their proper share in the victory. On
this point there had hitherto been an English as well as a

Napoleonic legend. The Waterloo Lectures attracted much
attention abroad as well as at home ; on the appearance of

the French edition, published at Brussels, another account
of the campaign, written at the instance of the omperor
Na;Kjleon III., and quite in the spirit of the Nepolconic
legend, was published immediately afterwai-d.H in Paris in a

cover to correspond exactly with the Brussels edition, and

with the obvious intention that it should circulate in place

of the other,—a delicate test of the appreciation of the

original on the part of the French Government.

Chesney was for many years a constant cont ibutor to

the newspaper press and to periodic literature, devoting

himself for the most part to the critical treatment of

military operations, and professional subjects generally.

Some of his essays on military biography, contributed

mainly to the Edinburgh Review, were afterwards published

separately. His style is forcible, easy, and eminently clear,

his judgment Ljipartial and sagacious, and although his

mode of treating military operations may be open to the

criticism that it does not make sufficient allowance for the

moral element in war—the infirmities of troops and the

blunders of generals,—it may be said on the other hand

that the whole truth is never told about battles at the time,

and cannot be found out afterwards, and that in the long

run the less there is of the personal in history, and the

broader and more general the statement, the neater will the

historian come to describing what happened.

In 1868 Charles Chesney, who on promotion to field

rank had returned to regimental duty, was appointed a

member of the Royal Commission on Military Education

which sat during that and the following year, under the

presidency first of Earl de Grey and afterwards of Lord

Dufferin, and to whose recommendations are due the

improved organization of our military colleges, and the

development of military education throughout the principal

military stations of the British army. In 1871, imme-

diately after the conclusion of the Franco-German war, he

was sent on a special mission to France and Germany, and

furnished to the Government a series of valuable reports

on the different siege operations which had been carried

out during the war, including especially the two sieges of

Paris, and on the condition of the fortresses and military

condition and organization of the two powers. These

reports were published in a large volume, only a few copies

of which have been issued confidentially.

Never seeking regimental or staff preferment. Colonel

Chesney never obtained any, but he held at the time of his

death a quite unique. position in the army, altogether apart

from and above his actual place in it. Consulted by
oQicers of all grades on professional matters, his ready and

vigorous pen was often placed at the service of the Govern-

ment to illustrate and defend in the press the diiTerent

measures of reform lately adopted in military organization ;

while probably few have done more to raise the intellectual

standard of the English army and its estimation in that

respect among the more intelligent spirits of foreign armies.

Constantly engaged in literary pursuits, he was nevertheless

laborious and exemplary in the discharge of his public

duties, while managing also to devote a large part of his

time to charitable and religious offices. Ho was abstemi-

ous to a fault; and, overwork of both mind and body tell-

ing at last on a frail constitution, he died after a short

illness on the 19th March 1876, at the age of forty-nine

years, to the regret of the whole army, and of a very large

circle of friends both within and without the service, to

whom he had become endeared in a remarkable degree by
his generous, self-denying, and sympathetic disposition.

At the time of his death he was serving as Commanding
Royal Engineer of the London district

Colonel Chesney's princip&l works were:

—

A }{iUtcry Vic\o </
Recent Campaigns in Kir^inia and Maryland, 1803; Campaigns in

firoinia and Maryland, 2d edition, 1865; Tkt tniHarf Rfaaurca
t^ Prusna and France, and Rtetnt Chaiiftt <n thi Art </ War;
i'isayt by Charles Chtmetj and Binry JUsve, rvpabllshoa Jointly

from tlio EdiiAuriiS IUi-icv> 1870; llr'aterloa Ltdurti, 3d eJillon,

1874 ; Essays ir. Mol.rn \!:',itizrii Itiojrrpi.y, npriotod chleflr from
(h» Edinburgh Rsviev:, 1874. (Ql' C)
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CHESS, simply defined, is an intellectual pastime. It

recreates not so much by way of amusement properly so

termed, as by taking possession of the mental faculties and

diverting them from their accustomed grooves. The

cerebral organ, after being much occupied in business, or

greatly worried by cares, or in any way beset by painful

reflections, fiuds in the absorbing and abstracting properties

of chess that temporary relief which lighter pastimes will

not always afford. The reason of this is not far to seek.

Cares are caused by looking forward to or apprehending

things to come, and, as such, are neutralized by that fore-

sight which the conduct of a game of chess demands

Again, mental perturbations, however much varied, can but

be the employment of the imagining and reasoning facul-

ties in the digestion of the particular cause of annoyance or

pain ; but these same faculties are required, and their

exclusive exercise demanded, in providing for the emergen

cies of the intellectual combat, and in solving the ever

varying problems that arise in the course thereof It is

very commonly supposed that chess is a difficult game,

whether to acquire or practise This, however, is a mistake.

The moves may be learned in half an hour, and a week's

practice will evoke a sufficient amount of skill to afford

pleasure both to the learner and his tutor The intelligent

novice will soon be convinced that an ignorant manipulation

of the pieces does not conduce to success, and he will seek

for instruction in the right manner of opening the game

,

the various d(5buts are after all simple, and he will find no

difficulty in acquiring them one after the other. Six months

will suffice for this purpose if his understanding be not

enslaved by obstinacy, indolence, or self-esteem, and the

rest goes with his natural capacity A merely average in-

telligence is sufficient for a very fair amount of proficiency

and strength ; while intellect not much above the common

mean will suffice (assuming here natural aptitude) to lead

right up to the second class of players, viz., those to whom
the masters of the game can only concede the small odds

of " pawn and move." Those wishing to improve will find

it- very beneficial to play upon even terms with players

stronger than themselves ; for a persistence in taking odds,

besides having a discouraging and debilitating effect upon

the weaker player, takes the game out of its proper grooves,

and tends to produce positions not naturally arising in the

ordinary course of the game as developed from the recog

nized openings. In fact, the reception of odds incapacitates

a player from acquiring an insight into the principles of

the science of chess, and from comprehending the latent

meanings and conceptions upon which combinations and a

proper plan of warfare are founded ; while, upon the con-

trary, playing on even terms throws the combatant at once

upon his own judgment, and by causing him to study his,

opijonent's play, leads necessarily to a material improvement

in his own style.

To turn now to the elements of the game. The accom-

pun3nng diagrams represent chess boards, and it will be

perceived that they respectively consist of si.xty-four

checkered squares

In diagram 1 the chessmen are arranged as they should be

at the commencement of the battle, while diagram 2 shows

the denomination of the squares according to the English

and German systems of notation, to be explained hereafter.

Under diagram 1 are the names of the various " Pieces," for

so the superior officers are termed—each side, white and

black, having a king, a queen two rooks, two knights, and

two bishops. The eight common men in front are called

Pawns.

Moves or THE DIFFERENT Chessmen —Briefly described,

the powers of the various pieces and of the pawns are as

follows.

The king may move in any direction—forward, bacK-

ward, laterally, or diagonally ; bnt he can move only one

square at a time. Under>certaiu conditions he has one* in

WW¥WWWWW-Ll «^
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Rook. KDtgbt. bishop, Qqcob. ElDg. Bifibop. Enlglit. Kuok.

WHITE
DiAGBAM ].—Showing the arrangement of the pieces at the

coiunieucemeiit of a game.

the game a peculiar privilege called castling, which will bor

explained further on.

The queen moves in any straight or diagonal direction,

whether forward, backward, or laterally. There is no limit

to her range, except when her progress is stopped by any

piece or pawn. She is the most powerful piece on th9

board, for her action is a union of tliose of tl\e rootf and.

BLACK.

a h e d e f g li

QR B'QK'.S QB 8 ^QsJ K 8 KB 8 KK'S ,KR S

?ut3;2,>io>'9bj 2 "zyi\z-AVi 2,yy;2y>i

QRTQK'V QB,,7| Q7 i^K,?/ KB 7 KK'7^KR7

euD;£;Mt)eatD''e6''; cm ta»'e,MMc«>i

qR6 .qK'e''QB6/,C16; K6 -;KB6 KK'6KR6
7ati>,>iO 7at5j Vo |>yi '^aM,%»yjt'H>i

PR5 QK^5 QB5S qs '/i$5|kB 5 "kk's'kRS

saOs,><b sad^^bj 9» f^M;S;»M ;?;«>(

QR.SQK'ii'QB'^ gggif K-i ;KB Z.; KK'a KR4
5>ib 9jM0 99bj 9 )9 «/9 aM,9,>i>i gavi

ijRa^QK'a iflea] Q3 |k3;jkb3^3^kr3
1, ab i,Mb Lad '%'p\ l m f:Q>i< X,m>i |. y^

QR2 QK'2 QB2 ; Q2i K2 ikB2;K(^1<R2

QRSilj'QK'ggqB^rj Qs^ v><si] KBsq KK'jfji KRsi/

WHTTE.

DUCRA.M 2.—Showing English and German Methods of Notation.

bishop. At the commencement of the game the queen

always stands upon a square of her own colour.

The rooks move in straight lines—forward, backward, or

laterally ; they cannot move diagonally. Their range is, like

the queen's, unlimited.

The bishops move diagonally in any direction whether

backward or forward. They have an unlimited range,

with the same exception as before. It is evident that
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Diagram 3.

bisliops standing originally on differently coloured squaree

can never meet.

The knights have a mode of moving which it is not easy

to describe. Their range is not unlimited, like that of the

pieces just noticed, but is restricted in a particular way.

They move from, one corner of any rectangle of three

squares by two to the opposite corner ; thus, in diagram 3,

the white knight can move to the square

occupied by the black one and mce versa.

To illustrate the move further, suppose

that in diagram 2 a knight stands on the

square marked K4 counting from the white

Bide of the board ; that knight can move to

any of the foEowing squares, viz., to K B 2,

Q 2, K Kt 3, Q B 3, K Kt 5, Q B 5, K B

6, and Q 6. The squares which the knight

appears to pass over in moving may be occu-

pied by other pieces, but his move has no thing whatever

to do with those intervening squares. A knight may thus

vault over any piece or pawn, whether adverse or friendly;

the knights are the only pieces which possess this privi-

lege. It will be perceived that the locus of the knight,

unlike that of the bishop, changes colour at every move.

The king, queen, rooks, and bishops may capture any
foeman which stands anywhere within their respective

ranges ; and the knights can capture the adverse men
which stand upsn the squares to which they can leap. A
capture is effected by the piece which takes occupying the-

square of the piece which \a taken, the latter being then

removed from the board. The king cannot capture any

man which is protected by another man.

The motions and capturing powers of the pawns are as

follows : —Each pawn for his first move may advance

either one or two squares straight forward, but afterwards

one square only, and this whether upon starting he

exercised his privilege of moving two squares or not. A
pawn can never move backwards. He can only capture

diagonally,—that is to say, if any adverse piece or pawn
stand upon the first diagonal square, either to right or

left, such adverse piece or pawn can be captured and
removed from the board, the captor taking its place, but

a pawn cannot take any man standing directly in front of

it. In other words, a pawn moves straight forward except

when he captures, in which case he moves diagonally, and
for capturing purposes ho can only, even for his first move,
advance one square. When a pawn arrives at an eighth
square, viz., at the extreme limit of the board, he may be
promoted, that is to say, he may, at the option of his owner,
become a queen, rook, bishop, or knight ; and it matters

not how many queens or other pieces a player Jnay have
on the board at one time.

Check and Checkmate.—The king can never be

captured, but when any piece or pawn attacks him, ho is

said to be " in check," and the fact of his being so attacked

should be announced by the adverse player saying " check,"

whereupon the king must move from the square he

occupies, or bo screened from the check by the interposition

of one of his own men, or the attacking piece must be

captured. If, however, the king, being thus in chock,

cannot move to another square without being still in check,

and there is no piece or pawn which can be interposed, and
the checking piece or pawn cannot bo taken, then it is

" checkmate," whereupon the game terminates, the player

whoso king has been thus checkmated being the loser.

The position of the king when in chock being the same as

that of any piece when exposed to be captured, with the

only difference that the king cannot bo taken, it follows

that the pawn gives check just in the same way that ho

captures, viz., diagonally. One king cannot give check to

the other, nor can a king be moved into check-

5—22

Stalemate.—When the king is not in check, but his

owner has no move left save such as would place the k'mg

in check, this is " stalemate," and the game is drawn.

Castling.—This is a peculiar move permitted to the

king once in the game ; it is performed in combination

with either the king's rook or the queen's rook, and in

either case by the king being moved two squares laterally.,

while the rook is placed on the other side of him. But
the king cannot castle after having been moved, nor with

a rook that has moved, nor when any piece either white or"

black stands between him and the rook, nor if he is in

check, nor when he has to cross over a square commanded
by an adverse piece or pav?n ; the rook can, however, move
from or cross over such a square. It will be perceived

that after castling with the king's rook the latter will occupy

the K B square, while the king stands on the K Kt square,

and if with the queen's rook, the latter will occupy the

queen's square while the king stands on the Q B square.

"This move will easily be understood with the aid of dia-

gram 2.

Takino en Passant.—This is a privilege possessed by
any of the pawns under the following circumstances :^— If

a pawn, say of the white colour, stands upon a fifth square,

say upon K 5 counting from the white side, and a black

pawn in the supposed case moves to Q 4 or K B 4 counting

from the black side, the white pawn can take the black

pawn " en passant." For the purposes of such capture the

latter is dealt with as though he had only moved to Q 3 or

K B 3, and the white pawn taking him diagonally then

occupies the square the captured pawn would have readied

had he moved but one square.

Drawn Game.—This arises from a stalemate (noticed

above), or from either player not having sufficient forco

wherewith to effect checkmate, as when there are only two
kings loft on the board, or king and bishop against king,

or king and one or even two knights against king. The
same consequence follows from either player being able to

give perpetual check to the adverse king. There are also

cases in which one of the players can call upon the other

to give checkmate in fifty moves, the result of failure being

that the game is drawn. The right to make this requisi-

tion arises in various positions, to explain all of which

would take up much space ; it is sufficient to say that when
neither side has any pawns left on the board the player

with the inferior force may make the fifty moves caU.

Other Chess Teems.—A " minor piece" means either

a knight or bishop. " Gaining the exchange " signifies

giving a minor piece in exchange for a rook. A " passed

pawn " is one that has no adverse pawn either in front or

on either of the adjoining files. It may be as well to

explain that a "file" is simply a line of squares extending

vertically from one end of the board to the other. There-

are therefore eight files, and they are respectively named
after the pieces which occupy the first squares on either

side, as, e.g., the " king's file," which extends from one
king to the other, and so forth. An " open file " is one
on which no piece or pawn of either colour is standing.
" Gambit " is a word derived from the Italian gaTnbdto, a.

tripping up of the heels ; it is a term used to signify an

opening in which a pawTi is sacrificed to obtain an attack.

An " opening,'""or " debut," is a certain set method of com-

mencing the game ; there are regular and irregular openings.

A " check by discovery " is given when a player, by moving
one of his pieces, checks with another of them. " Double
check," OS its name imph'es, means attacking the king at

once with two pieces,—one of the pieces in this case giving

check by discovery.

Valub op the Piecbs.—The relative worth of the chess-

men cannot bo definitcfy stated on account of the increaec

or docreoao of their powers according to the positiou of the-

V. — :;
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game, but Btriking an average, and taking the pawn as the

unit, the following will be an estimate near enough for

practical purposea :—pawn 1, bishop 3'25, knight 325,
rook 5, queen 9 '50. Three minor pieces may more often

than not be advantageously exchanged for the queen. The
knight is generally stronger than the bishop in the end
game, but two bishops are usually stronger than two knights,

more especially in open positions.

Laws.—The laws of chess differ, although not very

materially, in different countries. Various steps have been
taken, but as yet without success, to secure the adoption of

a universally authoritative code. In competitions among
English players the particular laws to be observed are

specially agreed on,—the regulations most generally adopted
being those laid down at length in Staunton's Chess Praxis,

or the modification of the Praxis laws issued in the name
of the British Chess Association in 1862.-

The following rules may be here indicated. The board

must be so placed that each combatant has a white square

in his right hand corner. A player touching any of his

own men or those of his adversary (e-^ccept accidentally)

without previously saying "fadoube ," or " I adjust," or

words to that effect, may be compelled to move or capture

(as the case may be) the man so touched ; if this cannot be

done he must move his king, but if that be likewise im-

possible, there is then no penalty. If a player make a false

or illegal move or capture, he must, at the choice of his

opponent, and according to the case, move his own man
legally, capture the man legally, or move any other man
legally movable. In practice, the usual demand is that

the offender shall move his king. After four moves have

been made on each aide, any such illegality is waived, and
the game must be played out as it stands. Should the

king be left m check, all the moves subsequently made
must be retraced and the check replied to.

Modes op Notation.—The English and German
systems of notation (i.e., the manner of describing the

moves made in a game) are different. Accoiding to the

English method each player counts- from his own side of

the board, and the moves are denoted according to the

names of the files and the numbers of the squares. Thus
when a player for his first move advances the king's pawn
two squares, it is described as follows :

—" 1 P to K 4 ;" for

the pawn has moved to the fourth square of the king's file.

The following moves of the Giuoco Piano Opening, with

the aid of diagram 2, will enable the reader to understand

the principles of the British notation, wherein it may also

be observed that only the initials of the pieces are now
used;

—

White.

1. P to K 4

2. K Kt to K B 3
{i.e.. King's Knight to the

third square of the King's

Bishop's file.)

3. K B to Q B 4
(Ring's Bishop -to the fourth

square of the Queen's
Bisliop's file.)

4. P to Q B 3

(Pawn to the third square

of the Q B file.)

5. P to Q 4
(Pawn to the fourth square

of the Queen's file,)

C. P takes P
(Queen's Bishop's Pawn

" takes Pawn at the fifth

square of the adverse

Queen's file.)

Black

1. P to K 4

2. Q Kt to Q B 3
(i.e., Queen's Knight to the

third square of the Queen's

Bishop's file.)

3. K B to Q B 4

(same as White's third

move).

4. K Kt to K B 3
(same as White's second

move.)

5. P takes P
(King's Pawii takes \Vhite's

Queeu's Pawn.)

6. K B to Q Kt 5 (ch)

(King's Bishop to the fifth

square of the Queen's

Knight's file, giving check

to the White King.)

It is now usual to express the notation aa concisely as

"Dosaible ; thus, the third moves of White and Black would

be given as 3 B to B 4, because it is clear that only the

fourth square of the queen's bishop's file is intanded. In
like manner Wlite's fourth move would be described as

4 P to B 3, and Black's fourth move as 4 Kt to B 3.

Sometimes instead of the word " takes " a cross is used,

thus—6 P X P.

The German notation employs the alphabetical characters

a, b, c, d, e, /, y, and k, proceeding from left to right, and
the numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, running upwards,
these b'>ing always calculated from the White side of the

board (see diagram 2). Thus the White Queen's Rook's

square is al ; the Black Queen's Rook's square, aS ; the

White Queen's square is dl ; the Black Queen's square, dS;

the White King's square, el ; the Black King's square, c8,

and so with the other pieces and squares. The German
names of the pieces are as follows :—King, Kdnig, Queen,
Dame, Rook, Thurm; Bishop, Laufer; Knight, Springer;

Pawn, Bauer.

The initals only of the pieces are given, the pawns
(Bauern) being understood. The Germans use the follow-

ing signs in their notation, -viz. :—for " check " (t) ;
" check-

ra.ite"(|); "takes" (:); "castles on King's side " (0-0)

;

" castles on Queen's side " (0-0-0) ; for " best move " a

note of admiration (!); for "weak move" a note of inter-

rogation (?). The Giuoco Piano Opening moves just ren

dered in the English will now be given in the German nota-

tion, which will make the latter easily intelligible :

—

WiiiTE. Black.

1. e2-e4 1 e7-e5

2. S gl-f3 2. S b8-c6

3. Lfl-c4 3. Lf8-c5
4. c2-c3 4. Sg8-fG'
5. d2-d4 5. e5-d4:
6. c3-d4: 6. L c5-b4 +

Both in the English and German notations the moves

are often rendered in a tabular form, thus •— 1. =——gr-.
r to li. 4

1
""

"'e2-e4
„ „, the moves above the line being White's and

e7-e5 °

below the line Black's.

Illustrative Games.—There are various text-books

upon the beginnings and endings of games, to one or other

of which the learner should have recourse. Some of them
are mentioned further on ; but it would be invidious to

enter upon any comparison of merits, or to recommend any
work in particular. The following are given as indicative

illustrations of certain of the leading openings ; but,

necessarily, no attempt can be made here to impart detailed

instruction on this important branch of the game :

—

Giuoco Piano.

3

4.

5

6

7

8.

9.

10

11

WHiTr
PtoK 4

K Kt to B 3

B to B 4

P to B 3

P to Q 4

P takes P
B to Q 2

Q Kt takes B
P takes P
Q to Kt 3

Castles (K's side)

Black.

1. P to K 4

2. Q Kt to B 3

3. B to B 4

4. Kt to K B 3

5. P takes P
6. B to Kt 5 (ch)

7. B takes B(ch)

8. P to Q 4

9. K Kt takes P
10. Q Kt to K 2

11. Castles

WUITE
PtoK 4

K Kt to B 3

B to Kt 5

Even game.

Ruy Lopez.

Black.

1. P to K 4

2. Q Kt to B 3

3. P to Q R 3
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White.

7. Castles

8. P to K K 3

9. Kt to Q B 3

Blace.

7 Castles

8. P to K R 3

9. P to Q B 3

The game is about equal, though White has a somewhat

freer position.

The two following games are brilliaut specimens of the

style of those eminent players, Herr Andersseu and Mr
Paul Morphy. The manner in which White in the first

game forces the victory, though losing piece after piece,

scarcely finds a parallel in the records of chess strategy.
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Arabians, Araucanians, Castilians, Irish, and Welsh. Xot
content with upholding the claims of nations or races,

some have endeavoured to fix upon particular individuals

as the originators of the game ; and, amongst others, the

following have found supporters :—Japhet, Shem, King
fiolomon, the vrife of Ravan king of Ceylon, the philosopher

Xerxes, the Grecian prince Palamedes, Hermes, Aristotle,

the brothers Lydo and Tyrrhene, ^Semiramis, Zenobia,

Attains who died about 200 B.C., the mandarin Hansing,

the Brahman Sissa, and Shatrenscha, stated to be a

celebrated Persian astronomer. Many of these ascriptions

are of course fabulous, others rest upon little authority, and
some of them proceed from easily traceable errors, so where

the Roman games of Lucius Latruuculonim and Ludus
Calculorum, the Welsh recreation of Tawllun-dd, i.e.,

Phoblem No. 3.

By F. Healey.

(One of llic finit-prize set of the Bristol Toamcy, 1861

)

BLACK.

WHITE.

Wliito to play and mate in titree moves.

Problem No. 4.

'

By a Loyd.

(One of the secouJ-prize set of the Paris Tourney^ 1867.)

BLACK.

'^mm. '0//^y 'm/M 'mfim

/ i ,

/

WHITE.

"White to play and mate tn four moves

throw-board, and the aucicut Irish pastime of Tithcheall

are a.ssumed to be synonymous with chess ; wherdas, so far

as the Romans and Welsh are concerned, the contrary can'

be proved, while from what little is known of the Irish

game it appears not to have been a sedentary game at all,

but most likely an open-air recreation. The claims of the

Chinese were advocated in a letter addressed by Mr Eyles

Irwin in 1793 to the Earl Charlemont. This paper was

published in the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy,

and its purport was that chess, called in the Chinese tongue

chong-hi, which, according to Mr Irwin, means the "royal

game," was invented in the reign of Kao Tsu, otherwise

Lin Pang, then king, but afterwards emperor of Kiangnan,

by a mandarin named Hansing, who was in command of

an army invading the Shensi country, and who wanted to

Problem No. 5.

By Lieutenant S. A. Sorensen.

(One of the first-prize set of the British Chess Association Tourney,

1872, and also adjudged the best four-move problem of the Touraey.)

BLACK.

WHTTE.

White to play and mate In four movea."

Problem No. 5.

By Dr Conrad Bayer.

(One of the first-prize set of the British Chess Association Tourutv,

1862, and also adjudged the best problem in the Tourney.)

BLACC

iWi

White t<) play and mate In fivo-movea.
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amuse his soldiers when in winter quarters so that they

might no longer clamour to return home. According to the

narrative, this invasion of the Shensi country by Hansing
took place about 174 B.C. Captain Hiram Cox, in a com-

mentary upon the above letter, states that the game is

called by the Chinese choke-choo-hong ki, literally, " the

play of the science of war." (See also a paper published

by the Hon. Daines Barrington in the 9th voL of the

Archceologia.) Mr N. Bland, M.R.A.S., in his Persian

Chess (London, 1850), endeavours to prove that the

Persians were the inrentors of chess, and he maintains

that the game, after being born in Persia, found a home in

India, whence, after a series of ages, it was brought back
to its original birth-place. The view, however, which has
been most seriously put forward, and which has obtained

the most credence, is that which attributes the origin of

chess to the Hindus. Dr Hyde of Oxford, writing in 1694
(De Ludis Orientalibus), seems to have been the first to

propound this theory. He, however, laboured under two
somewhat serious disadvantages ; he appears to have been

ignorant of the game itself, and the treasures of ancient

Hindu knowledge contained in Sanskrit records were not

accessible in his time. About 1783-89 Sir William Jones

took up the mantle of Hyde, and in an essay published in

the 2d vol. of Asiatic Researches, argued that Hindustan

was the cradle of chess, the game having been known there

from time immemorial by the name of chaturanga, that is,

the four " angas," or members of an army which are said

in the Amarahosha to be elephants, horses, chariots, and
foot soldiers. As applicable to real armies, the term

chaturanga ia frequently used by the epic poets of India.

Sir William Jones was resident in Bengal, and was

president of the Asiatic Society of that province ; he

commenced the study of Sanskrit to assist him in his

judicial functions, and was the first who possessed real and

profound knowledge of that language ; he was, besides,

well acquainted with and fond of chess, so that altogether

he was more advantageously situated than Hyde for

forming an opinion upon the matter. His essay is

substantially a translation of and a commentary upon the

Rhau'ishya Purana, in which is given a description of a

four-handed game of chess played with dice. A pundit

named Rhadhakant informed him that this was mentioned

in the oldest law books, as also that it was invented by

the wife of Ravan, king of Lanka (Ceylon), in the second

age of the world, in order to amuse that monarch while

Rama was besieging his metropolis. This account claims

for chess an existence of 4000 or 5000 years. Sir William,

however, grounds his opinions as to the Hindu origin of

chess upon the testimony of the Persians, and not upon the

above manuscript ; while he considers the game described

therein to be more modern than the Persian game. Though

sure that the latter came from and was invented in India,

he yet, with commendable candour, admits that he could

not find any account of it in the classical writings of the

Brahmans. He lays it down that chess under the Sanskrit

name chaturanga was exported from India into Persia in

the 6th century of our era ; that by a natural corruption

the old Persians changed the name into chatrang, but their

country was soon afterwards taken possession of by the

Arabs, who had neither the initial nor final letter of the

word in their alphabet, wherefore, they altered it farther

into Shatranj, which name found its way presently into the

modern Persian, and ultimately into the dialects of India.

So far Sir William Jones ; but Captain Hiram Cox, in

a letter upon Burmese chess, written in 1799, and published

in the 7th vol. of Asiatic Researches, refers to the above,

essay, and considers the four-handed game described in the

above-mentioned Sanskrit manuscript to te the most

ancieut form of chess,—the Burme.se and Persian games

coming successively second and third in order of precedence.

Later on, viz., in the 1 1th and 24th vols, of the Archceologia.

Mr Francis Douce and Sir Frederick Madden expressed

themselves in favour of the views held by Hyde and his

followers.

This brings us to the issue of Professor Duncan Forbes's

History of Chess, in 1860, in which Captain Cox's views,

as founded upon Sir William Jones's Sanskrit manuscript

are upheld aud developed into an elaborate theory.

Professor Fcrbes holds that the four-handed game of

chaturanga described in the Bham^hya Puratia was the

primeval form of chess ; that it was invented by a people

whose language was Sanskrit {i.e., the Hindus) ; and that

it was known and practised in India from a time lost in

the depths of a remote antiquity, but, as he considers, for

a period the duration of which may have been from 3000
to 4000 years before the 6th century of the Christian era.

He endeavours to show, though certainly quite specula-

tively, for he adduces no proof, how the four armies

commanded by four kings in Sir William Jones's manuscript

became converted into two opposing armies, on which

conversion he says that two of the kings were reduced

to a subordinate position, and became " monitors " or
" counsellors," one standing by the side of the white and

the other of the black king, these counsellors being the

farzins from which we derive our queens. Among other

points he argues, apparently with justice, that chaturanga

was evidently the root of shatranj, for the latter word he
states is a mere exotic in the language of the inhabitants

of Persia, defying all the ingenuity of their grammarians
to make it their own.

Van der Linde, in his exhaustive work, Geschichte und
Litteratur des Schachspiels (Berlin, 1874), has much to say

of the origin theories, nearly all of which he treats as so

many myths. He agrees with those who consider that the

Persians received the game from the Hindus ; but the

elaborate chaturanga theories of Forbes receive but scant

mercy at the hands of the karned Dutch author. Van der

Linde argues that chaturanga is always used of an army,
and nerer of a game, by the old Indian poets ; that all

Sanskrit scholars are agreed that chess is mentioned in

none of the really ancient Hindu records ; that the Pvranas
generally, though formerly considered to be extremely

old, are held in the light of modern researches to reach no
further back in reality than the 10th century,—while,

moreover, the copies of the Bhawishya Pitrana which are

in the British Museum and Berlin Li'orary do not contain

the extract relied upon by Forbes, though it is to be found
in the Rnghunandana, which was translated by Weber in

1872, and is stated by Biihler to date from the 16th

century. The ultimate outcome of Van der Linde's studies

appears to be that chess certainly existed in Hindustan in

the 8th century, and that probably that country is the

land of its birth. While putting forth nothing as positive

which cannot be proved, he inclines to the idea that the

game originated among the Buddhists, whose religion was
prevalent in India from the 3d to the 9th century.

According to their ideas, war and the slaying of one's fellow-

man, for any purpose whatever, ia criminal, and the

punishment of the warrior in the next world will be much
worse than that of the simple murderer ; but they
ministered to the combative propensities of human nature
by inventing the bloodless warfare of chess as a harmless
imitation of and a substitution for the carnage of the

battle-field. Jn opposition to Forbes, therefore, and
agreeing with Sir William Jones, Van der Linde takes the

view that the four-handed game of the above-mentioned
manuscript is a comparatively modern adaptation of the

primal Hindu chess, and he altogether denies that there is

any proof of the game in whatever form having the antiquity
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attributed to it. Certaiulv, iuleraal evideuces seem to

contradict the view of Sir William Jones's manuscript being

a very ancient testimony ; for it mentions two great sages,

Vyasa aid Gotama, the former as teaching chaturanga to

Prince Yudhishthira, and the other as giving an opinion

upon certain principles of the game ; but this could not

well be, seeing that it was played with dice, and all games

of hazard were positively forbidden by Menu. It would

appear also that Indian manuscripts cannot be abs6lutely

relied on in evidence of the antiquity of their contents ; for

the climate has the efiFect of destroying such writings in a

period of 300 or 400 years. They must therefore be from

time to time re-copied, and in this way later interpolations

might easily creep jn.

Von der Lasa, who had, in an article prefixed to the

Ilandbuch in 1864, accepted Forbes's views, withdraws his

support in a review of the work just noticed, published in

the September and November numbers of the Deutsche

Schachzeilung, 1874, and expresses his adherence to the

opinions set forth by Van der Linde.

Altogether, therefore, we find the best authorities

agreeing that chess existed in India before it is kno-n-n to

have been played anywhere else,—a fact which naturally

leads them to fix npon that country as its probable birth-

place. In this supposition they are strengthened by the

names of the game and of some of the pieces. Shatranj,

as Forbes has well pointed out, is a foreign word among
the Persians and Arabians, whereas its natural derivation

from the term chaturanga will strike an ordinarily edncated

as well as a scholarly mind. Again, al-fil, the Arabic

name of the bishop, means the elephant, othenvise aleph-

hind, the Indian ox. As to how long chess has really

existed, unless we choose to rely upon evident myths and

old fables, we shall find no ground 'whatever for attributing

to it the great antiquity that some have maintained. Our
earliest authority is Masudi, an Arabic author who wrote

about 950 i.D. According to him, shatranj had existed

long before his time ; but the spirit of historic criticism

will not permit of our unreservedly accepting his testimony

in that regard. Say that he may speak not only for his

own generation but for a couple of centuries before, and

that will give an existence to chess of over a thousand

years, a respectable period of time enough, and one to be

satbfied with until a greater duration be proved.

CiTEss XN Early and Medlsval Times.—The dimness

which shrouds from view the origin of chess naturally

obscurea also its early history. All kinds of fables and

legends lie in the way of the inquirer, and obstruct his

progress, so that imtil a comparatively recent date a firm

historical foundation is not to be found. We have seen

that chess crossed over from India into Persia, and became
known in the latter country by the name of shatranj.

Some have understood that word to mean " the play of the

king ;
" but undoubtedly Sir William Jones's derivation

carries with it the most plausibility, if indeed his reasons

may not be said to amount to a demonstration of the

correctness of hLs view. But how and when the game was
introduced into Persia we have no means of knowing.

True, the Pcrsiaft poet Firdusi, in hia historical poem,

the Shahnama, gives an account of the introduction of

shatranj into Persia in the reign of Naushirawan (Chosroes),

to whom came ambassadors from the sovereign of Hind,

i.e., India, with a chess-board and men, asking him to

solve if he could the secrets of the game, and otherwise to

pay tribute. Naushirawan was the contemporary of

Justiniaq, and reigned in the 6tu century of our era.

Professor Forbes seems to think that this poem may ba

looked upon as substanti.illy an authentic history and
credited as such. This appcaiB, however, to be somewhat
daogsrooa, especially a? Firdusi lived some 460 years

after the supposed event took place Other Persian and

Arabian writers state that shatranj came into Persia from

India, and there appears, as we have seen, such a consensus

of opinion as may be considered to settle that part of the

question. We have then the game passing from the

Hindus to the Persians, thence to the Arabians after they

took possession of Persia in the 7th century, and from

whom directly or indirectly it came to various parts of

Europe, at a time which cannot be definitely fixed npon,

but which was either in or before the llth century. That

the source of the European game is Arabic is clearly enouglt

deducible, not merely from the words " check " and
" mate, " which are evidently from SItah mat, but also

from the names of some of the pieces, to be noticed further

on. There are various chess legends having reference tc

the 7th and 8th centuries, but these may bo passed by as

presenting no appearance of historical veritiy ; and equally

unworthy of credence appear the many Oriental and

Occidental romances which revolve around those two great

central figures, Harun al Rashid and Charlemagne. There

is no proof that either of them knew anj-thing of chcis, or,

so far as the latter is concerned, that it had been introduced

into Europe in his time. True, there is an account given

in Gustavus Selenus, taken from various old clironicles, as

to the son of Prince Okar or Otkar of Bavaria having been

killed by a blow on the temple struck by a son of Pepin

after a game of chesa ; and there is another well-known

tradition as to the magnificent chess-board and set of men

said to have been sent over as a present by the Empres.'i

Irene to Charlemagne. But both tales are not less

mythical than the romance which relates how the great

Prankish monarch lost his kingdom over a game of chess

to Guerin de Montglave ; for Van der Linde shows that

there was no Bavarian prince of the name of Okar or

Otkar at the period alluded to, and in an equally relentless

manner the sceptical Dutch writer breaks down tlao tradition

about Irene's chessmen. With respect to Harun al Rashid,

among the various stories told which connect him with

ches.s, there is one that at first sight may seem entitled to

some detTee of credit In the annals of the Slo-'Iems by

Abulfeda, there is given a copy of a letter etated to bo
" From Nicephorus, emperor of the Romans, to Harun, .

sovereign of the .irabs," which (using ProfcE^or Forbes's

translation) after the usual compliments, runs thus :

—

" The empress ^lrene) into whoso place I have succeeded,

looked npon you as a Rukh and herself as a mer^ Paion,

therefore she submitted to pay you a tribute more than

the double of which she ought to have exacted from you.

All this has been owing to female weakness and timidity.

Now, however, I insist that you, immediately on reading

this letter, repay to me all the sums of money you over

received from her. If you hesitate, the sword shall settle

our accounts." Harun'a reply, written on the back of the

Byzantine emperor's letter, was torse and to tha point It

ran thus:—" In the name of God the merciful and gracious.

From Harun, the commander of the faithful, to the Bomap

dog Nicephorus. I have read thino epistle, thou son of an

infidel mother; my answer to it thou shall sc:, not hear.'

Harun was as good as his word, for he marched immediately

as far as Heraclea, devastating the Roman territories with

fire and sword, and soon compelled Nicephorus to sue for

peace. Now the points which give authority to this

narrative and the alleged correspondenco aro that the

relations which they assume between Irene and Nirsphorus

on the one hand and the warlike caliph on the other are

confirmed by the history of tho«e times, while, also, the

Btraichtforward brevity of Harun's reply commends itseli

as what one mif.'ht expect fiom his soldier-like character.

Still, the fact ciu^t be remembered, that Abulfeda lived

about five oepturies after tht time to which ht r.'/cta
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Perhaps we may assume it to bo not imi)robabIe that the

correspondence is genuine ; but the words " rukh " and
" pawn " may have been substituted for other terms of

comparison originally made use of.

As to how chess was introduced into Western and

Central Europe nothing is really known. The Spaniards

very likely received it from their Moslem conquerors, the

Italians not improbably from the Byzantines, and in either

case it would pass northwards to France, going on thence

to Scandinavia and England. Some say that chess was

introduced into Europe at the time of the Crusades, the

theory being that the Christian warriors learned to play it

at Constantinople. This supposition is negatived by a

curious epistle of Cardinal Damianus, bishop of Ostia, to

Pope Alexander IL written about 1061 A.D., which,

assuming its authenticity, shows that chess was known in

Italy before the date of the first crusade. The cardinal,

as it seems, had imposed a penance upon a bishop whom
he had found diverting himself at chess ; and in his letter to

the Pope ho repeats the language he had held to the erring

prelate viz., " Was it right, I say, and consistent with thy

duty, to sport away thy evenings amidst the vanity of

chess, and defile the hand which offers up the body of the

Lord, the tongue that mediates between God and man,

with the pollution of a sacrilegious game 1 " Following

up the same idea the statutes of the church of Elna, in the

3d vol. of the Councils of Spain, say, " Clerks playing at

dice or chess shall be ipso facto excommunicated." Eudes
de Sully, bishop of Paris under Philip Augustus, is stated

in the Ordonn. des Rois de France, to have forbidden clerks

to play the game, and according to the EUt. Eccles. of

Fleury, St Lcuis king of France condemned to a fine all

who should pl?.y it. Ecclesiastical authorities, however,

seem to have differed among themselves upon the

question whether chess was or was not a lawful game
according to the canons, and Peirmo, De Prcelat. chap. 1,

holds that it was permissible for ecclesiastics to play

thereat. Among those who have taken an unfavourable

view of the game may be mentioned John Huss, who,
when in prison, deplored his having played at chess, where-

by he had lost time and risked being subject to violent

.passions. Among authentic records of the game may be

quoted the Alexiad of the Princess Anna Comnena, in

which she relates how her father, the Emperor Alexius,

used to divert his mind from the cares of state by playing at

chess with his relatives. This emptror died in 1118. Con-

coming chess in England there is the usual mingle-mangle

of the legendary and the possibly true. Snorre Sturleson

relates that as Canute was playing at chess with Earl

Ulfr, a quarrel arose, which resulted in the latter upsetting

the board, with the further consequence of his being mur-

dered in church a few days afterwards by Canute's orders.

Carlyle, in his recent work. The Early Kings of Norway,
repeats thb tale, but Tan der Linde treats it as a myth

;

and certainly the act imputed to the great minded Dane
seems altogether inconsistent with his character. The
Rarmsey Chronicle relates how Bishop Utheric, coming to

Canute at night upon urgent business, found the monarch

and his courtiers recreating themselves at dice and chess.

There is nothing intrinsically improbable in this last narra-

tive ; but Canute died about 1035, and the date therefore

is suspiciously early. Moreover, allowance must be made
for the ease with which chroniclers turned other games,

such as tables, <tc., into chess. William the Conqueror,

Henry I, John, and Edward L are variously stated to

have played at chess, but such assertions must be taken

quantum valeant. Not devoid of plausibility is the allega-

tion that the Court of Exchequer derives its name from
Eschiquier ; though whether, in support of the same

idea, viQ are to boUove, as is stated by an old writer, that

at the coronation of Richard I. in 1189, six carls and
barons carried a chess-board v.-ith the royal insignia to

represent the said court is another thing. According to

Edmonson's Heraldry, twenty-six English families bore

chess rooks in their coats of arms. Altogether, strewed

about the chronicles and writings of the Middle Ages are

many allusions to the game, but the subject cannot be

further elucidated here ; though a word or two about the

pieces and the changes they have undergone may be worth
adding.

The king seems always to have had the same move as at

present ; but it is said he could formerly be captured.

There seems no recorded proof, however, of his ever having

been subject to this liability in the real shatranj. His
castling privilege is a European invention ; in heu thereof

he formerly leaped two and even three squares, and also

to his Kt 2d, which would be a knight's move. Castling

datss no further back than the first half of the 16th

century. The queen has suffered curious changes in name,

sex, and power. In shatranj she was called farz or firz

(also farzan, farzin, and farzi), signifying a "counsellor,"
" minister," or "general" This was Latinized into farzia

or fercia. The French slightly altered the latter form into

fierce, fierge, and as some say, vierge, which, if true, might

explain her becoming a female. Another and much more
probable account has it that whereas a pawn on reaching

an eighth square became a farzin, and not formerly any
other piece, which promotion was of the same kind as at

draughts (in French, dames'), so she became a dame or queen

as in the latter game, and thence dama, donna, ic. There

are old Latin manuscripts in which the terms ferzia and

regina are used indifferently. The queen formerly moved
only one square diagonally, and was consequently the

weakest piece on the board. The immense power she now
possesses seems to have been conferred upon her so late as

about the middle of the 15th century, and there can be

little doubt that her investiture therewith arose analogically

through the similarity of the powers of promotion possessed

alike by the pawns and the common men in draughts. It

will be noticed that under the old system the queens could

never meet each other, for they operated on diagonals of

different colours. The bishop's scope of action was also

very hmited formerly ; he could only move two squares

diagonally, and had no power over the intermediate squares,

which he could leap over whether they were occupied or

not. One result of the peculiar motion of the bishops was
that they coidd never encounter each other even when
running on diagonals of the same colour. This limitation

of their powers prevailed in Europe until the 15th century.

This piece, according to Forbes, was called among the

Persians, pil, an elephant, but the Arabs, not having the

letter p in their alphabet, wrote it fil, or with their definite

article al-fil, whence alphilus, alfinus, alfiere, the latter

being the word used by the Italians ; while the French no
doubt get their fol and fou from the same source. The
pawns formerly could move only one square at starting

;

their powers in this respect were increased about the early

part of the 16th century. It was • customary for them on
arriving at an eighth square to be exchanged only for a
farzin (queen), and not any other piece ; therefore, the

plurality of queens is not, as some suppose, a new doctrine.

The rooks and knights appear to have always had the same
powers as at present As to the chess boards they were

formerly uncoloured, and it is not until the 13th century

that we hear of checkered boards being used in Europe.

Modern Histoey of Chess.—The remarkable, not to

say revolutionary, changes which, commencing about the

middle of the 15th century, transformed the mediasval

shatranj into our modem chess, took place most probably

first in France, and thence made their way into Spain,
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wjiere the new garao was called Axedrez de la Dama, being

also adopted by the Italiiiiis under the name of chess alia

rabiasa. This revolution of the ancient method of play is

eontempol-aneous with that tide of discovery which set in

shortly after the conquest of Constantinople, and culminated

in the introduction of typography, the discovery of America,

the enunciation of the Copernican theory, kc. The time

of the first important writer on modern chess, the Spaniard

Ruy Lopez de Segura (1561), is also the period when the

latest improvement, castling, was introduced, for his book

(Libra de la invencion liberal y arte del juejo del Axedrez),

though treating of it as already in use, also gives the old

mode of play, which consisted of a solitary leap of the

king. Shortly afterwards, the old shatranj disappears

altogether, the struggle for existence resulting as usual in

the victory of the stronger. Of Lopez it may bo said that

ha was the first who merits the name of chess analyst, as

he gives reasons for his different variations in the openings,

and for holding different opinions from his predecessor

Damiano. At this time flourished the flower of the

g[)anish and Italian schools of chess—-the former represented

by Lepez, Ceron, Santa Maria, Busnardo, and Avalos ; the

latter by Giovanni Leonardo da Cutri (il Puttino), and

Paolo Boi (il Syracusano). In the years 1562-1575,

both Italian masters visited Spain, and defeated their

Spanish autagonists, so that this period is rightly considered

as that when international chess tournaments first took

place. The following century yielded a great number of

chess writers, but scarcely any great pluj'ers ; and, in fact,

during the whole 17th century, we find but one worthy to

be mentioned, viz., tlie very ingenious Giacchino Greco (il

Calabreso), whoso recorded games abound in the most
beautiful, but often not very sound, combinations. The
middle of the 18th century inaugurates a new era in chess,

for now the compilations and reprints of very indifferent

writers were abandoned by the student and relegated to the

collections of bibliophilists. Instead we find real chess-

players and painstaking a,nalysts. The leading man of

this time was Francois Andrd Danican Philidor. lie was
born the 7th of September 1726 at Dreux, near Paris,

played chess very early, and was trained by the M. do

Kemur Sir do Legal, the then star of the Caf<5 de la Riigence,

which has boon the centre of French chess over since tho

commencement of the 18th century. In 1747 Philidor

visited England, and defeated tho Arabian player Phillip

Stamma by 8 games to 1 and 1 draw. In 1749 ho

published in London his Analyse des tldiccs, a book which

went through more editions and was raoro translated than

a score of other works upon the game. In fact it was tho

chess Koran. During more than half a century Philidor

travelled much iu England, Holland, and Germany; but
nnfortunately ho never went to Italy, tho only country

where ho could have found opponents of first-rale skill.

Italy was represented in Pliilidor's timo by a trio

renowned in tho history of cliosi ns forming tho Modcneao
school—Ercolo del Rio, LoUi, and Ponziani. Tho stylo

of these exports was loss sound tliaii that of Philidor, but

certainly a much finer and, in prihciple, a better one. It

may bo added that as an nnatyst the Frenchman was
in many points refuted by Krcolo del Rio, who wrote
tinder tho nnm de plume of tho Anonymous Modonoso.
Blindfold chess play, already exhibited in tho 11th

century by Arabian and Persian experts, was taken

np afresh by Philidor, who plnyod on many O^iferaions

throo games simultaneously without sight of board or men.
These exhibitions were given in London, which ho viaitod

every season from 1781 as the guest of tho Chess Club in

St James's Street ; and ho died in that city on tho 21th of

AnguHt 1795. As eminent players of this period must bo

msntiooed Count Ph. J. van Zuylon van Nyevelt (1743-

n- -22*

182G), and tho Gorman J. Allgaicr (17C3-1823), after

whom ia called a well-known brilliant variation of the

King's Gambit. Philidor's mantle was taken up by
Alexander Louis Honord Lebreton Deschapelles (1780—

1847), who possessed undoubtedly a great genius for the

game, and was its champion for many years, notwithstand-

ing that he lacked all knowledge of the tlieory. The only

player who is known to have fought Deschapelles not

unsuccessfully on eveu terms is the veteran John Cochrane.

The Frenchman generally decliued to play except at odda,

and he was ever ready to handicap himself liberally. He lost,

however, a match (1821) to W. Lewis, to whom he con-

ceded the pawn and move, the Englishman winning 1 and
drawing the 2 others. Deschapelles's greatest pupil, and
the strongest player France ever possessed, was Louis
Charles Mahd de Labourdonnais—born in 1797—who was
the leader of the French school from 1821 until his death

in December 1840. His most memorable achievement was
his contest with tho English champion, Alexander Mac-
donnell, in a series of matches which resulted in tho French
player winning in the proportion of 3 to 2 of all the

games played.

The English school of chess commenced about tho

beginning of the present century, and Sarratt was its first

leader. He flourished from 1808 to 1821, and was
followed by his great pupil W. Lewis, who, however,

e'<Aibited his skill in practical play for a short timo only,

and will be principally remembered for his writings, which
stamp him as a great and original chess analyst. His
literary career belongs to the period from 1818 to 1848,
and he died in 1869. A. Macdonnell has been already

mentioned; he was born in 1798 and died in 1835. H&
was a very ingenious and brilliant player, but lacked

soundness. To tho same period belongs also Captain
Evans, the inventor of tho celebrated Evans Gambit
(1828), who died at a very advanced ago in 1873 ; Perigal,

who participated in the correspondence matches against

Edinburgh and Paris ; George Walker, for thirty years

chess editor of Jktl't Life in London, who is still alivo

;

and John Cochrane, who has crossed swords with every

strong player from Deschapelles downwards, and is still in

constant play. In tho same period Germany possessed

but one player who was above the mediocrities of tho

timo,—J. Mendhcim, whose name is connected with

Berlin chess, in which city he resided from 1810 to 1836.

Tho fifth doconuium of tho 19th century is marked by the

fact that the chess sceptro departed from the French school,

atid was grasped by the English. After Labourdonnais's

death Fourni6 do Saint-Amant became tho leading player in

France; as such ho visited England in the early ))art of

1843, and contended successfully against tlie best English

players, including Howard Staunton ; but tho latter soon

took his revenge, for in November and December 1813
tho great match between Staunton and Saint-Amant took

place in Paris, tho English champion winning by 11 games
to 6 with 4 draws. During the succeeding eight years

Staunton maintained his reputatioii by defeating in

matches upon even terms Po|)ert, Horwitz, and Harrwita,

besides a number of strong amateurs to whom ho conccdod
largo odds. Ho had also two other matclies with Ilarrwitr,

ono at pawn and two moves, and tho other at pawn and
move—tho former being won by Staunton, and tho latter

lost by him. Staunton's services in tho cause of chess

literature aro adverted to below. That they were very

great, and that tho game in England owes much of its

present popularity to him is not to bo questioned, as nl«o

that for thirty years ho occupied a position in the English

chess world possessed by none of his contemporaries.

Staunton was defeated by Andorssen at tho Lomlor,

tournament in 1851. and from that timo his match-playing

Y — 76
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career concluded. He died suddenly on the 22d of June

187'!, at the age of sixty-four. Among the contemporaries

of Staunton, mention should certainly not be omitted of

Henry Thomas Buckle, author of the History of Civilization.

His remarkable powers as a chess-player were principally

exhibited in games played only for recreation at Simpson's

Chess divan, wherein he was successful over Kieseritzki,

and used to concede odds to strong players such as Barnes,

Bird, &c. He beat Anderssen in 1851—when the Breslau

player was at the height of his strength—in a series of ID

well-contested games played between them, by a majority

of one game, and he also about the same time defeated

Luwenthal in a match.

In the ten years 1 830-1 840 a new school arose in Berlin,

the seven leadei-s of which have been called the Pleiades.

These were Bledow (1795-1846), Bilguer (1815-1840),

Hanstein (1810-1850), Mayet (1810-1868), Schoru

(1802-1850), B. Horwitz, born in 1809 and now living in

London, and last, but not least, the eminent player and
chess author. Von Heydebrandt und der Lasa, at present

the imperial German ambassador at Copenhagen. As
belonging t-o the same period must be mentioned the three

Hungarian players,—Grimm, who died in Turkish Asia,

whither he had fled after the insurrection of 1848 ; Szen,

known by his successful combats with Labourdonnais (who
conceded the Pesth player pawn and two moves, but lost

II games out of 12), his competition in the 1851 tourney,

03 also his general play with the strongest adepts of his

time; and J. Loweuthal, lately deceased, whose career,

however, belongs more naturally to the period of later.

British chess. Among other proofs of the skill of these

1 [ungarians is the correspondence match in 1843-45 be-

tween Pesth and Paris, won by the former.

The first modern international chess tournament, held at

FiOndon in 1851, marks the commencement of the present

epoch, and was the forerunner of various similar contests

between strong players of different nationahties. This

tourney brought forward a player who, so far as beauty of

combination goes, stands even to the present moment with

out a rival, viz., A. Anderssen, born in Breslau the 6th of

July 1818. Before his appearance in England he had

defeated all his German antagonists, and at the above-

mentioned tournament he took the first prize, having

successively beaten L. Eieseritzki, Szen, Staunton, and Mr
Wyvill, M.P. Anderssen played the same year in the

tournament of the London Club, and again took first

honours. .In 1857 he competed in the Manchester tourney,

but lost in the last round to Lowenthal, who consequently

won the first prize, Anderssen having the secoud. In

December 1858 Anderssen was beaten by Morphy in a

match played at Paris, the score being 7 games to 2 and

2 drawn. In 1860 the indefatigable Breslau player again

visited Paris, and played successfully against J. Kolisch
;

and he also defeated the latter in 1861 in a set match

played at London by 4 games to 3. In the London tourna-

ment of 1862, Anderssen took the first prize; but in 1866
he lost a match to Steinitz, the winner's score being 8 to 6.

In 1869 Anderssen came out first in the North German
and Rhenish tournaments, and again in 1870 at the Baden-

Baden congress ; but in the spring of 1871 he lost a match
to Zukertort, score 5 to 2, and he took but the third prize

at the Vienna congress of 1873. Altogether he has shown
himself the most soldier-like of chess players, ever ready

for the fight, and never caring to rest upon his reputation.

Among those who may be reckoned as more or less owing
their training to him are the following eminent players :

—

D. Harrwitz, J. Dufresne, Max Lange, B. Suhle, P.

Hirschfeld, G. R. Neumann, E. Schallopp, S. Mieses, J.

H. Zukertort, and many others.

Paul Morphj', wlin beat Anderssen by such a decisive

majority of games, is considered by many competent judges,

and probably with truth, to have been the strongest chess

player that ever lived. His career was short but brilliant.

Born in New Orleans on the 22d of June 1837, he was

taught chess by his father when only ten years of age, and

in two years time became a strong player, able to contend

with success against his uncle Mr Ernest Morphy and Mr
Eugene Rousseau, both high-class experts. When not quite

thirteen he played three games with Lowenthal, and won
two of them, the other being drawn. -He was twenty years

of ago when he competed in the New York congress of 1857,.

where he won the first prize, having defeated C. H. Stanley,

L. Paulsen, and other strong American amateurs. ,In

1858 he visited Europe, and there met with a series of

triumphs. He arrived first in England, and there defeated

by large majorities Boden, Medley, ilongredien, Owen, Bird,

and others. He also, in a match played in London, beat

Lowenthal by 9 games to 3 and 2 drawn. In September

of the same year (1858) he played a match at Paris with

Harrwitz, whom he defeated by 5 to 2 and 1 drawn ; and
later on he obtained a victory over Anderssen as above stated.

During his stay in Europe he on two or three occasions

pUyed without sight of board or men and simultaneously

against eight strong players, each time with great success.

He returned to America in May 1859, and here his chess

career virtually finishes. He continued to play in his own
circle, hut with decreasing interest in the game, untd 1806,

when he totally abandoned its practice and has never played

since.

Wilhelm Steinitz, born at Prague in 1836, and for the

last fourteen years resident in London, took the sixth prize at

the London congress of 1862. Immediately afterwards he

defeated Blackburne in a match by 7 to 1 and 2 draws.

In 1866 he beat Anderssen in a match by 8 games to 6
;

and in 1S67 he took the third prize at the Paris tournament

In 1868 he carried off the first prize in the British Chess

Association handicap, in 1870 the second prize of the

Baden-Baden tournament, and in 1872 the first prize of

the London grand tourney. In ths last-mentioned year he
defeated Zukertort in a match by 7 games to 1 and 4 draws.

In 1873 he carried oflt the first prize at the Vienna congress
;

and in 1876 he defeated Blackburne, winning 7 games right

off. He has also won matches against Dubois, Mongredien,

Deacon, and Bird, and in 1872-4 he, in conjunction with

W. N. Potter, conducted and won a telegraphic correspon-

dence malch for London> against Vienna.

One of the special charactenstics of the present time
is the extraordinary power of playing blindfold chess

which we now so often see exhibited. In Philidor's age

it was considered an almost incredible wonder that he
should be able to play three simultaneous games without
seeing board or men, but Paulsen, Blackburne, and
Zukertort have often played 10 or 12 simultaneous blind-

fold games, while even as many as 14 and 15 have been so
played.

With the following summary of tournaments contested

during the last 25 years, the modern history of chess may
conclude :

1851.

1857.

1858.

1860.

1861.

1862.

1865.

1866.

1367.

London. 1 Anderssen, 2 Wyvill, 3 Williams, 4 Staunton, 5
Sze.'i, 6 Kennedy, 7 Horwitz, 8 Mucklow.

Manchester. 1 Lowenthal, 2 Anderssen.
New York. 1 llorpby, 2 L. Paulsen.
Birmingham. 1 Lowenthal, 2 Falkbeer.
Catnbritige. 1 Kolisch, 2 Stanley.
Bristol. 1 L. Paulsen, 2 Boden.
London. 1 Anderssen, 2 L. Paulsen, 3 Owen, 4 G. jlso

Donuell, 5 S. Dubois, 6 Steinitz.
Dublin. 1 Steinitz, 2 JlacDonnell.
Redcar. 1 De Vere.

English Championship Cup. De Vere.
Britisli Chess Association. 1 Steinitz, 2 Green.
Paris. 1 KoUsch, 2 Winawer, 3 Steinitz. 4 Nemnanit-
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1867. Dundee. 1 Neumann, 2 Steinitz, 3 De Vere and Mac-

Donnell.

1868. English Championship Cup. 1 BLnckburne, 2 De Terc.

1868. British Chess Association Handicap. 1 Steinitz, 2 Wiaker,

3 Blackbume.
1870. Baden-Baden. 1 Anderssen, 2 Steinitz, 3 Blackburne and

Neumann,
„ English Championship Cup. 1 Wiakcr, 2 Burn.

1870-71. City of London Handicap. 1 Potter, 2 De Vere.

1871-72. Do. lSteinitz,2 Keats (at odds).

1872. London. 1 Steinitz, 2 Blackburne, 3 Zukertort.

„ English Championship Cup. 1 Wisker (becoming per-

manent holder of the Cup), 2 De Vere.

1873. Vienna. 1 Steinitz, 2 Blackburne, 3 Anderssen, 4 Rosen-

thal.

187C. LoiSdon. 1 Blackbume, 2 Zukertort, 3 Potter.

LiTERATCRE OF THE GAME. The number of works that have

been written upon chess in various languages is very large ; and

only a fo-.v- of the principal books on this subject can be cursorily

alluded to here. Confining ourselves to those authors who have treated

of the practice and science of the game, we may begin with Jacobus

de Cessolis, otherwise Jacopo Dacciesole, whose main object, however,

though he gives the moves, &c., was to teach morals rather than

chess. He was a Dominican friar, and his treatise. Solatium Ludi

Scac^hcrum^ scilicet^ Lihellus de Maribics Rominum et Officiis

Nobilium, was written before the year 1200. It was afterwards

translated into French, and in the year 1474 Caxton, under the

title of The Oame and Plays of the Chcsse, printed an English ti-ans-

lation of the French version. It has been held by many that this

was the first book printed in England.

In 1490 we have Die Oottingcr Haiulschrift, a work containing

nine different openings and fifty problems. The author of this

manuscript is not known. It is supposed that both he and Lucena

were indebted to an earlier source, now unknowu- Then comes

Vicent, a Spanish writer, whose book bears date 1 495. This is pretty

wcU all we know about him, for only the titld page has been pre-

served, the rest of the work having been lost in the first Carlist

^\a^, forty years ago. Of Lucena, another Spanish author who
wrote in or about 1497, we are bettor informed. His treatise

{Rcpeticionde.1 Amores y Arte de Axedrcs) comprises various practi-

cal chess matters, including 150 positions, illustrated by 160 well

executed wood-cuts. Various of those positions are identical with

those in I>le Oottingcr Haiidschrift. Damiano's work is an un-

acknowledged reproduction of Lucena's. In the sixteenth century

worlds upon the game were written by Damiano (as just mentioned),

Kuy Lopez, and Horatio Gianutio della Mantia; in the seven-

teenth century by Salvio, Polerio, Gustavus Selenus, Carrera, Greco,

Fr. Antonio, and the authors of the TraiK de Laitsaune; in the

eighteenth century by Bertin, Starama, Ercole del Rio, Lolli, Corio,

Philidor, Ponziani, Stein, Van Nyevelt, Allgaier, and Peter Pratt

;

in the present century by J. F. W. Koch and C. F. Koc|>, Sarratt,

John Cochrane, Wm. Lewis, Silberschmidt, Ghulam Kaasim and

James Cochrane, George Walker, A. MacDonncll, Jaenisch, Petroff,

Von Bilguer, Von der Lasa, Staunton, Kline and Horwitz, Bledow,

Dubois, Kicseritzld, Max Langc, Lowenthal, Dufresne, Neumann,
Suhle, Zukertort, Preti, and others. The titles of several recent

works by English writers are quoted below.

English chess owes much to W. Lowis and George "Walker for

their multifarious literary labours in the early part of the present

century, the former being the best original analyst that England
has yet produced. But to Howard Staunton must be ascribed the

most important share in creating the popularity which the game
bos achiovod in this country. His victory over .St Amant in 1843,

ttod his successful career as a match player during the ensuing eight

years, tended in the first place to attract the popular attention,

while his works gave a style and a shape to the practice of the game
amongst his oountrymen such as contributed much towards laying

the basis of that high degree of excollonoo which now charaj^terisea

chcas playing in England. Staunton's first work, the Clicss Playcr^s

ffandhonfc, wofl published in 1847, and again (revised) in 1849. For

want of further adequate revision many of its variations aro now
out of date, while later additions and discoveries naturally find no
place therein ; but taking the Handbook as it was when issued, very

nigh praise must be bestowed upon the author for the good judg-

ment, ability, and painstaking labour evidenced in the compilation

of the work. H there be anything wanting in original analysis,

this is more than compensated for by the care, acumen, learning, and
research which enabled him to utilize and condense in a clear,

intelligible, and attractive "form all the stores of knowledge then

accessible. His other works are the CVm Playrr's Text /^\")i- and
The Che.'a Player's Companion (1840), the latter being a collection of

hi? own games, the Chats Praxvt (1860), and various smaller treatises.

As has been already stated, the laws of the game, oa laid dinvn in

the Praxis, form the basis of the rules adopted by the British Chess
Association in 1862, the main differences between the two oot'es

arising from a mitigation in the As-sociation lawn of some of tiiu

severe penalties laid down in the I'raxia, and the euaotincnt of

the "Dummy Pawn" rule, whereby a pawn on reaching an eight

square may, if the player chooses, remain a pawn. In 184U

Staunton established the Chess Player's Chronicle, which periodical

he continued to edit until 1853, while for four years—commencing

m 1865—he carried on the Chess World. Moreover, he was the

chess editor of the Illustrated London News during a period of

thirty years, viz., from 1844 till his death in 1874. The services

which he rendered to chess in thus poimlarizing the game and smc-

cessfuUy engrafting it upon our periodical literature have been

admitted in all quarters. In this respect also George Walker's

work in BelCs Life in London, of which publication he was the

chess editor for forty years, should not go without special acknow-

ledgment. To Staunton's works must now be added his posthu-

mous Chess Theory and Praeiiee, edited and prepared for the

press by R. B. Wormald, 1876.

Among Continental chess authorities Von Heydebrandt und der

Lasa (more usually known by his second title) stands pre-eminent.

The German Uandhuch, the famous volume with which his name is

inseparably associated, was commenced in 1843 by Von Bilguer,

who died before the first edition was completed. The second, third,

fourth, and fifth editions (the last published in 1874) were success-

ively edited and revised by Von dor Lasa, and the book now stands

a lasting monument of his genius and industry.

Of recent English works upon the openings the following may

be mentioned -.— The Book of Chess, by G. H. Selkirk, 1868; Key

to the Chess Ojxnings, by Thomas Long, 1871 ;
Positions in the Chess

Openings, by the same author, 1874; Chess Openings, by F. W.
Longman, 1874; Synopsis of ilie Chess Openings, by Wm. Cook,

1874 ; The Chess Player's Manual, by G. H. D. Gossip, 1875; and

The Chess Openings, by Robert B. Wormtild, 1876. 'There haz also

lately appeared a selection of games, compiled by H. E. Bird, under

the title of Chess Masterpieces, 1875 ; and Ukewise the following

collections of problems, viz., C7<«ss Problems, by J. Pierce, M.A.,

and W. T. Pierce, 1873; Supplement to Chess Problems, by the

same authors, 1874) and English Chess Problems, a selection of

chess problems by the best Kuglish composers living and lately

deceased, also put forth by the brothers Pierce, 1876.

Solutions of Problems at pages 696, 597-

PllOBLEM No. 1.

1. Q to Q Rsq 1. Anything
R or Kt mates accordingly

Pr.OBLKM No. 2.

B toKt 6

Q to K B 6 ^ch)

Q or B mates

Q to B 7 &c.

. Q takes P

Q takes P (ch)

R to K R sq

. Q to Q Kt sq

, Q mates accordingly

1, K to K 8
2. Any move.

If 1. K to Q 8

If 1. K toQ sq

in. Rto R 3, 01

Pkoblem No. 8.

1. B to K sq

U to K U 8

QtoR8
Q to K Kt 8

Q to Q 6

Q mates

R to K B 3

Ktto n6 (ch)

Q to Q 6 (ch)

B matea

Kt to n 6 (ch)

Q to Q 4 (ch)

B m.ites

2. Any move

PaoBU.M No. 4.

1. P to Kt 7

2. I* movies

C. K takes cither Pawn

PKom.E.\i No. 6.

1. Kt t.ikes R
2. K takes P
3 Kt takes Q

ir 1. Kt taKcs Kt or R to K n 2

2. K takes P (best"

3. K takes R

Pkoblem No. 6.

Kt from Kt « takca V 1. P takes P
Q to K 6 2. P Uk«s Q
Kt to B E (double ch) 3. K to Q 5 (beet)

Kt from K B 4 takes P fch) 4. K moves
Kt or B matea

If 1. Kt to B 6 (oh)

P takes Kt (ch) t:o.

If 1. Kt takes Kt (ch)

E takes lit (ch) ko.
iW N. P.)
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CHESTER, au ai- ieut city of England in West

Cheshire, the capital of the county, situated on the river Dee,

20 miles from the opeu sea, 16 miles S.E. of Liverpool, and

179 miles N.W. of London by raU. The city is divided into

four principal blocks by the four principal streets—North-

gate Street, Eastgate Street, Bridge Street, and Watergate

Street, which radiate at right angles from the Cross, and

terminate in the four gates. These four streets exhibit in

what are called " the Rows " a characteristic feature of the

city. Their origin is a mystery, and has given rise to

much controversy and speculation. In Eastgate Street,

Bridge, Street, and Watergate Street, the Rows exist on

each side of the street throughout the greater pai-t of their

length, and may be described as continuous galleries opeu

to the street, over and under which the liouses lining the

streets project, and v/hich are formed as it were out of the

front first-floor of the houses, approached by flights of steps

from the roadway. The Rows are flagged or boarded under

foot and ceiled above, thus forming a covered way, standing

Plan of Chester.

iu the same relation to the shops, which are at their back, as

the foot pavement does in other towns. In Northgate Street,

ou the other hand, the Row on the west side is formed as it

were out of the ground floor of the houses, having cellars

beneath, while on the east side the Row is formed at

the same elevation as in the other three principal streets.

Iu these streets are several examples of the old timbered
houses of the 17th century, and some good specimens of

modern imitations of them,—all combining to give a

picturesque and foreign character to the town. There is

also a chamber with stone groined root of the 14th century
in the basement of a house in Eastgate Street, and another
of a similar character in Wftteigite Street. A mortuary
chapel of the early part of the 13th century exists in the

basement of a house in Bridge Street.

Chester is the only city in England that still possesses

its wulls ]ier[ect in thcir-cutire circuit of two miles. The
gateways have all boeu rebuilt within the last hundred
VJiSr^,—the north and east gates on the site of the Romau

gates. The Grosveuor Bridge, a single span of stone 200
feet in length, the largest, save one over the Danube, it is

believed, in Europe, carries the road to Wrexham and
Shrewsbury over the Dee on the south-west, while the

old bridge of seven arches is interesting on account of its

antiquity and picturesque appearance. The city possesses

but few public buildings besides the cathedral and the.

churches. The castle, with the ex-

ception of " Caesar's Tower," and a

round tower with adjacent buildings

in the upper ward, was taken down
towards the end of the last century,

and replaced by a gateway, a bar-

racks, a county hall, a jail, and assize

courts,—all buildings of pure classic

architecture after the design of

Thomas Harrison, a local architect, '-'V Amis.

who was also the architect of the Qrosvenor Bridge, la

Northgate Street stands the town hall, a handsome stone

building of Continental-Gothic design, which replaced

the old Exchange, burnt down iu 18C2. The market-place,

a little to the south of it, was opened to the public in 1863.

Near the north-west angle of the city walls is the infirmary,

founded in 1761, capable of holding 100 beds, and furnished

with a fever ward iu a detached building to the east of it.

The savings-bank is a pretty Gothic structure in Grosvenor

Street, erected in 1853. The Grosvenor Hotel, rebuilt by
its owner, the late marquis of AVestminster, is a handsome
building near the east gate, the upper stories being timberett

in accordance with the style of the old houses iu the city.

Besides these may be mentioned the general post-ofiice,

designed after the Elizabethan style, the custom-house, the

free library, the music hall, and the training college.

Among the most interesting of the ancient houses are

Derby House, bearing the date 1691, Bishop Lloyd's

House, and God's Providence House in Watergate Street,

and the Bear and Billet in Lower Bridge Street ; the three

last bear dates in the 17th century. The Natural Science

Society, founded by Canon Kingsley, and the Archseologi-

cal Society have their lecture-rooms and museums at the

Old Albion in Lower Bridge Street.

Besides the Benedictine Abbey of St Werburgh, the

Franciscans, the Dominicans, and the Carmelites had
houses in Chester, and the sites of the first and last are

still commemorated in the names of Grey Friars ami
White Friars; St John's, without the walls, was a

collegiate church, with a dean, seven prebendaries, and
four vicars. Chester was for a time in the diocese of

Lichfield and Coventry, but in ] 075,

Peter, then bishop, restored the seat of

the see to Chester, and made St John's

his cathedral ; his successor, however,

removed the seat back to Coventry, and
in 1541 Henry VIII. erected Chester '

,

into an independent see, aud the abbey

church of St Werburgh into the cathedral

of the diocese. He richly endowed the

cathedral, and constituted in it a dean

and six prebendaries, now reduced to

four, who are styled canons. The
King's School for public education was

founded by the same patron, and in it the king provided

that 24 poor scholars should be taught free of charge.

The school has now, however, been remodelled, and placed

under a board of governors by the Endowed Schools Com-
missioners. Within the walls are the parish churches o^

St Oswald, founded about lOO.'i ; St Peter, founded before

the Conquest ; St Michael, probably founded before lllS
;

St Bridget, founded prior to 1224 ; the Holy and Undivided

Trinity, founded in or before the 12t]i century; St Mary,

Amis of Bishopric.
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founded probably in the 12th century ; St Martin, foundBd

priur to 12.")0; and St Olavc, founded prior to the 12th

century. The two last-named parishes are amalgamated

with St Bridget and St Michael respectively. In tbe suburbs

are St John's, St Paul in Boughton, Christ Church in

Newton, All Saints in Hoole, and St Thoma3. Among the

Nonconformist places of worship, which represent all the

principal denominations, may be mentioned the Unitarian

Chapel in Crook Lane, built originally by the followers of

Matthew Henry, one of the ejected ministers. For the recrea-

tion of the inhabitants provision is made by the New Gros-

venor Park, presented to the town in 18G7by the marquis

of Westminster, and the Roodee, a level tract at the base

of the city walls appropriated as a race course.

The original charter which the city received from Earl

Ranulph was confirmed, and the privileges extended, by

many subsequent charters granted by difl'erent sovereigns

and princes. Of these the most important were that of

Edward I., which granted the otRce of coroner, defined and

extended the jurisdiction of the courts of civil and criminal

jurisdiction, and granted freedom from toll, ic, to the

citizens throughout his dominions ; that of Edward, the

Black Prince, which defined and particularized the

boundaries of the city, giving it a circuit of 12 or 14 miles,

and granted jurisdiction of the river Dee to the mayor and

citizens from a spot then and still called "Iron Bridge"

above the city, to a point near Hoylake at the mouth of

the river
J
and lastly, the charter of Henry VIL, which

ordained that the corporation should consist of a mayor,

24 aldermen, and 40 common councilmen, to be elected

annually, created the office of recorder, regulated and gave

exclusive jurisdiction to the mayor's and sheriff's courts,

empowered the mayor to have his sword of state carried

(in the absence of the king and his heirs) before all others

with point upwards, and finally erected the city into a

county by itself with a separate commission of the peace.

The corporation thus constituted continued till the passing

of the Municipal Corporations Act, under which the govern-

ment of the city is now vested in the mayor, 10 aldermen,

and 30 councilmen. The recorder is now a barrister

appointed by the Crown. He is the judge of the local

courts, called the Portmote (originally the mayor's court),

the Pentice (originally held before the two sheriffs in a

building now puUed down, called the Pentice), and the

Passage Courts now fallen into disuse. He also presides at

the city court of quarter sessions, which now alone retains

a limited criminal jurisdiction, which once the city courts

possessed even to the infliction of capital punishment.

The population of the municipal (as distinguished from

the parliamentary) borough was, according to the census of

18G1, 31,110, and in 1871, 35,257 (10,910 males and

18,347 females). The area of the municipal borough is

3437 acres, and that of the parliamentary, which includes

parts of Hoolo, Saltney, Great Boughton, and Newtown,
3155 acres, containing a population in 1871 of 38,390, and
returning two members to parliament. The trade of the

town is nominally represented by 23 guilds. Within the

walls there is no extensive manufacture carried on, save

that of shoes and boots for exportation and the wholesale

home trade, and furniture and upholstery. In the suburbs

shot and white and sheet lead are very largely manufactured,

and flour of superior quality is produced. There are also

several iron foundries, and the more humble manufacture of

pipe-making has been carried on from a remote period. As
<x port there can be little doubt that Chester was at one
time of importance, but the silting up of the channel of the

Dee affected its commerce injuriously as early as Iho 15th
century, and now the shipping trade is inconsiderable.

The history of Clicstcr reaches back to very early timcvi. nigdcD
aacrihcs tho loundation of the town to a very rcmolo iicrioJ; but

the ^Velsh name by vhuh it was even in Hi"den's day and is still

kiiowu—Caerlleou Vawr or C'n<.-iIlcon ar Dytynlwy, wlutli uiuaiis

the "great camp or Etuliou of the legion on Dtjc,''—ponits to «

Roman origin. It ia the Ikca of the lioman Itineraries, and from

its position at the head of the then most important estuary on tins

part of the coast, and at a point where several Roman roads con-

verged, it must soon bave ris^n in prosperity and importance. The

dignity of a Roman co/ojim has been claimed for it by some ntitora, but

there is no certain evidence on which such a claim can be grounded.

The pick and spade, however, have revealed nunieixius proofs that

it was "no mean city." Among nnraerous altars from time to

time exhumed is one of rare occurrence with a Greek inscriptioD,

and dedicated by Hermogeues, a physician. Of the latest discoveries

the most remarkable waa made in pulling down the Feathers Hotel

on the east side of Bridge Street, when the remains of a fine basilica

were brought to light, having a row of seven Corinthian pillars on

either side once supporting its roof, and a series of apartments on

ita south side,—probably in connection with baths,—Hoorcd with

tesselated and herring-bone tile pavements, and warmed by an exten-

sive hypocanst, a portion of which is still to be seen nudcrneath

some adjoining houses.

The town was walled, and in fonn was rcetingnlar and equilateral

or nearly so, but was not co-exteusive with the present city. The
four principal streets followed generally the line of the present

streets running north and south and east and west, crossing each

other in the centre of the town. Tho southern wall of the town,

running from a point near the distance chair in the race-

course, past St Bridget's rectory eastwards, cut across t)io present

city, about the top of Lower Bridge Street, just below Sc Michael s

Church, and joined the wall on tho eastern side somewhere a littlo

to the north of what are now called "Tho Wishing Steps," and

there wrus probably a tower at each angle of tho wall. A Roman
arch, however, still existing and impinging npon the Keep or

"Ccesar's" Tower in the C.-itle, and also another arch (now removed),

incorporated mto tho walls near tho old bridge, and called " Tho

Ship Gate," attest the existence of some outwork overhanging the

river for the protection probably of the trajectus by which the

Roman roads to the south and west, emcrgnigfrom the town by the

southern gate, crossed at a point just below. The renowned XXlh
Legion was stationed here from an early period of the Roman occupa-

tion to as late as the third century.

After the departure of tho Romans, Chester appears to have

been possessed m turn by Britqns, Sax«ns, and Danes ; in 894 it

was found a deserted city by the Danes, who then took possession,

and were in turn stan'cd out by a besieging Saxon army. Earl

Ethelred restored it in 908,extending its walls so as to embrace the

castle. After the defeat of the Danes by Edmund in 942, Chester

for a time enjoyed comparative repose. Athelstan revived its mint

;

Edgar received homage of his vassals there ; and Harold's queen

found a homo there after tho battle of Hastings Xlercia had np to

this time been governed by its carL Beyond Chester lay the still hos-

tile Welsh, for the retluction of whom tlic place alTordcd an important

basis of operations, this led to the establishment after the Conqofst

of theNomian earldom of Chester, which waa first granted to Gher-

bod, a noble Fleming. After hira Hugh Lujms, the nephew of tho

Conqueror, was invested as earl of Chester, with sovereign or pala-

tinate authority over tho tract of country nciv^ represented by the

county of Cheshire, and tho coast-line of Flintshire, as far as

Rhuddlan, with Chester as tho seat of his Government In the

castle, built, or at least reconstructed by Earl Hugh, the earl

assembled his court or council ; and hero too sat tho cxcliequer

and other courts. Earl Hugh was the founder of the Benedictine

Abbey of St Werburgh, which ho richly endowed. It was dur-

ing the rule of these Norman carls that Chester received al

the hands of Earl Ranulph L its first charter, and took rank

as a city, but tho language of this charter indicates that Chester

already possenscd some municipal privileges. Under this charter

were established local courts of civil and criminal jurisdiction,

which were the ^erms of tho Portmote, Pentice, and Passage Courts.

On tho death ot EarlJohn in 1237, Henry HI. seized the earldom

and it has ever since, been an apanage of tho Crown. The county,

however, retained its palatinate character, and Chester still con-

tinned to be tho seat of its jurisdiction. Though no longer the

metropolis of an almost independent dominion, Chester still, as

tho capital of tho palatinate and tho key to North Walea, yet un-

subdued, ranked high among the cities of tho west of England, was
often honoured by royal visits, and was the object of attack and
ilefencc during the many civil wars. In 1256 she narrowly escaped

the fury of Llewelyn, who, wo aro told, carried fire and sword to

her very gates. Ivlwanl 1. visited tho city on several occasions ;

in 127G ho summoned Llewelyn to do him homage herv, and tba

next year ho marched through with a powerful army to Rhuddlan.

In 1300 his son Edward, tho first English Prince of Wales, hero

received the final submission of tho Welsh to the sorerrignty of

England. Hither Henry of Lancaster led his cjiptivc sovereign,

Richard II., from Flint Castle, and imprisoned liim in s tower

over the outer gateway of the Castle. In 14i9 queen Mar^ret
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visited tlie city, and Hemy the Vll., accompanied by his queen
and mother in 1494. In 1507, 1517, and 1550, Chester shared
with other places the visitation of the sweating sickness, which
carried off many of its inhabitants. It was also so severely scourged
by the plague, 1602 to 1605, that the city fairs were suspended, and
the court of exchequer removed to Tarvin, and the assizes to Nant-
wich. In 1647-48 this epidemic for the last time raged with a
terrible fatality; from June 22 to April 20 it is said that 2099
persons ^rished of the plague in the several city parishes. But of

all the events in the history of Chester, there is none so memorable
as the protracted siege which the city endured in its loyalty to
Charles 1. The king, having hoisted his standard at Nottingham,
arrived at Chester in the autumn of 1642, where he was enthusias*
tically received. The sacrifices made by the citizens for the royal
cause were great. In 1644, the pecuniary levies upon them amounted
to as much as £200 every fortnight. The siege began in July
1643, and in the autumn of 1645 the assailants, despairing of
taking it by assault, converted the siege into a blockade. In
1646-7 the citizens were in such extremities as to be in want of

the commonest necessaries of life. It was only after a tenth sum-
mons that, on February 3, 1646, they at last agreed to the articles of

surrender, by which the garrison were allowed to march out with
all the honours of war, the safety of the persons ajid property of
the citizens with liberty to trade was secured, and the sanctity of

the sacred edifices and their title deeds preserved. In 1659 Sir

George Booth and a large party of the citizens seized the garrison
for Charles II., then still an exile, but they were afterwards re-

pulsed in an action fought near "Winnington bridge, by Lambert,
the Parliamentary general. In 1660 the joy felt by the citizens ati

the Restoration, was expressed by the magnificent recention accorded
to the learned Dr Brian Walton, the new bishop of dhester, on his
coming to take possession of his see. The spirit of the inhabitants
evinced, however, a change in 1683, when the presence of the duke
of Monmouth was the cause of a tumultuous mob, who, after
committing other acts of violence, forced the cathedral doors,
destroyed mo.=:t of the painted glass, demolished the font, and did
other damage there. James II. visited the city in 1687, and his
successor, "V\ illiam III., in 1690. Coming to more modem times,
the city accorded a hearty and brilliant welcome to the Prince of

Wales on the 14th October 1869, when he honoured them with
his presence to open the new Town HalL (W. W. F.)

CHESTER, a city of the United States, in the county
of Delaware, Pennsylvania, om the right bank of the
Delaware River, 10 miles south-west of Philadelphia by the

railway to Vi'ilmington. It has five or aix churches, two
high schools, and a national hall, and carries on the
manufacture of cott.on and woollen goods, machinery, Mid
carriages. Founded by the Swedes in 1643 under the

name of Upland, it ranks as the oldest town in the State,

and was the seat of the provisional assembly held by Penn
in 1682. From that date till the formation of Delaware
county in 1789, it was, the chief town of the county of

Chester,—.a position now held by the city of West Chester.

Population in 1850, 1667; and in 1870, 9485.
CHESTERFIELD, a municipal borough and market-

town of England, in East Derbyshire, 12 miles south of

Sheffield by the Midland RaQway. It is situated on the
Rother and Hipper, and is the terminus of a canal extending
a distance of 46 miles to the Trent at Stockwith. It is

irregularly built, with narrow streets, but has a spacious

market-place. The church of All-Saints is a large and
elegant edifice of the ISth century, with a remarkable
twisted spire 230 feet high, which has given rise to con-

siderable discussion as to whether it was so constructed or

owes its deformity to the warping of the woodwork. There
are eight or nine dissenting churches, a free grammar
school, founded by Queen Elizabeth, and rebuilt in 1710
and 1845, a girls' industrial school established in 1819,
and various other educational institutions, a municipal
hall erected in 1849, a market-hall (which dates from
1855-7 and contains a corn-exchange), a town-library,

a mechanics' institute, a prison, assembly rooms, a hospital,

a theatre, and an institute of mining, civil, and mechanical
engineers. The manufactures include cotton, silk, earthen-
ware, machinery, and tobacco ; and there are coal, iron,

and lead mines in the vicinity. Races are held on Whit-
tington Common, about a mile from the town, in the
neighbourhood of the famous Revolution Hoaae. The

population of the municipal borough iu 1861 was 9836,

and in 1871 it was 11,427. Chesterfield was a Roman
station on the road from Derby to York, and its name
is partly of Roman origin. At the time'<of the Con-
quest it was of but little importance, but in the reign of

King John it received a charter of incorporation. In the

year 1266 the rebellious barons were defeated in the

neighbourhood by Henry, the nephew of Henry IIL In

164 2 the town was occupied by the forces of Sir John Gell,

and in 1643 by Sir Thomas Fairfax.

CHESTERFIELD, Philip Doemee Stanhope, Foiteth
Eabl of (1694-1773), the son of Philip Stanhope, the

third earl, and Elizabeth Savile, daughter of the marquis of

Halifax, was bom in London. Deprived at an early age of

his mother, the care of the little Lord Stanhope devolved

upon his grandmother, the marchioness of Halifax, a lady of

culture and connection, whose house was frequented by the

most distinguished Whigs of the epocK He soon began to

prove himself possessed of that systematic spirit of conduct

and effort which appeared so much in his life and
character. Divined by Rnvigny, earl of Galway, who
perceived in him a nascent aptitude for pleasure and politics

overlaid with a strong natural tendency to indolence, he
was advised by that nobleman, if he would become a man
of mark, to rise early ; he acquired the habit, and kept it.

His education, commenced under a private tutor, was con-

tinued (1712) at Trinity Hall, Cambridge; here he seems
to have read hard, and to have acquired a considerable

knowledge of ancient and modem languages. The great

orators of all times were a special object of study •^ith

him, and he describes his boyish pedantry pleasantly enough,
but by no means without a touch of self-satisfaction in the

memory. His university training was supplemented (1714)
by a Continental tour, untrammelled by a governor ; at the

Hague his ambition for the applause awarded to adventure

made a gamester of him, and at Paris he began, from the

same motive, that worship of the conventional Venus, the

serious inculcation of which has earned for him the largest

and most unenviable part of his reputation.

The death of Anne and the accession of George I. opened
up a career for him and brought him back to England.
His relative James Stanhope, the king's favourite minister,

procured for him the place of gentleman of the bedchamber
to the Prince of Wales. In 1716 he entered the House
of Commons as member for St Germans, and when the

impeachment of James, duke of Ormond (June 21, 1715),
came before the House, he used the occasion to put to

proof his old rhetorical studies. His maiden speech was
youthfully fluent and dogmatic ; but on its conclusion the

orator was reminded, with many compliments, by an
honourable member, that he wanted six weeks of his

majority, and consequently that he was amenable to a heavy
fine for speaking in the House. Lord Stanhope quitted the

Commons with a low bow, and started for the Continent.

From Paris he rendered the Government important service

by gathering and transmitting information respecting the

Jacobite plot ; and in 1716 he returned to England,
resumed his seat, and took frequent part in the debates.

In that year came tha quarrel between the king snd the
heir apparent. Stanhope, whose politic instinct obliged

him to worship the rising rather than the setting sun,

remained faithful to the prince, although the ministry made
several attempts to win him over. In 1723 a vote for

the Government got him the place of captain of the

yeomen of the guard ; his happy reply to his predecessipr.

Lord Townshend, is a fine example of spirituel urbanity,

and is valuable as indicating, among other examples, his

contempt for the money-jobbing system that obtained at

conit. In 1725, on the revival of the Bath, the red riband
was offered to him, but was declined.
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In 17i6 his father died, and Lord Stanhope became earl

of Chesterfield. He took his seat in the Upper House, and

his oratory, never effective in the Cojnmons by reason of

its want of foroe and excess of finish, at once became a

power. In 1727, on the accession of George IL, Chester-

field was sent to the Hague as ambassador. In this place

his tact and temper,hi3 dexterity and discrimination, enabled

him to do good service, and he was rewarded with

Walpole's friendship, a Garter, and the place of Lord High

Steward. In 1732 there was boijn to him, by a certain

Madame du Eouchet, the son, Philip Stanhope, for whose

advice and instruction were afterwards written the famous

Letters. In the same year, being Bomewliat broken in

health and fortune by his sojourn abroad, he resigned his

embassy and returned to England. A few months' rest

enabled him to resume his seat in the Lords, of which he

was one of the acknowledged leaders. He supported the

ministry, but his allegiance was not the blind fealty Walpule

exacted of his followers. The Excise Bill, the great

premier's favourite measure, w'as vehemently opposed by

him in the Lords, and by his three brothers in the Com-
mons. Walpale bent before the storm, and abandoned the

measure ; but Chesterfield was summarily dismissed from

liis Stewardship. For the next two years ho led the

oppo.sition in the Upper House, leaving no stone unturned

to effect the downfall of the man who had wronged him.

In 1742 Walpole fell, and Carteret reigned in his stead.

The new ministry, however, had not Chesterfield either in

its ranks or among its supporters. He remained in opposi-

tion, distinguishing himself by the courtly bitterness of his

attacks on George II , who learned to hate him violently.

In 1744 the king was compelled to abandon Carteret, and

the coalition or " Broad Bottom " party, led by Chester-

field and Pitt, came into office. In the troublous state

of European politics the earl's conduct and experience were

more useful abroad than at home, and he was sent to the

Hague as ambassador a second time. The success of his

mission was complete ; and on his return a few weeks after-

wards he received the lord-lieutenancy of Ireland, a place

ho had long coveted.

Short as it was, Chesterfield's Irish administration was

of great service to his country, and is unquestionably that

part of his political life which does him most honour. To
have conceived and carried out a policy whi«h, with certain

reservations, liurke himself might have originated and

owned is indeed no small title to regard. The earl showed

himself finely capable in practice as in theory, vigorous and

tolerant, a man to bo feared, and a leader to bo followed
;

he took the government entirely into his own hands, re-

pressed the jobbery traditional to the office, established

schools and manufactures, and at once conciliated and kept

in check the Orange and Popish factions. In 1746, how-

ever, ho had to exchange the lord-lieutenancy for the place

of Secretary of State. With a curious resjiect for tlioso

theories his familiarity with the secret social history of

Franro had caused him to entertain, he hoped and attempted

to retain a hold over the king through the influence of Lady
Yarmouth, though the futility of such means had already

jeon demonstrated to him by his relations with Queen
Caroline's " ma bonne Howard." The influcnco of New-
castle and Sandwich, however, was too strong for him ; ho

was thwarted and over-reached ; and in 1748, ho resigned

tho seals, and returned to curds and luB books with tlio

admirable composure which was ono of his most striking

characteristics.

The dukedom offered him by George II., whoso ill-will

his fine tact had overcome, was refused. Ho continued

for soma years to attend the Upper House, ond to take

I>art Id its proceedings. In 1751, seconded by Lord
Macclesfield, President of the Royal Society, and Bradley,

the eminent mathematician, he distinguished himself

greatly in the debates on the calendar, and succeeded in

making the new style a fact. Deafness, however, was

gradually anecting him, and ho withdrew little by little

from society and the practice of politics. In 1754 occurred

the famous dispute with Johnson over the dedication to the

English Dictionary. This quarrel (to which are owing the

doctor's noble letter and some half dozen of his roughest

mots, and the earl's clever portrait of the " intelligent

Hottentot "), with the neglect it assumed on Chester^.eld's-

part, has been fatal to his reputation as a man of heart.

During the twenty years of life that followed this episode,

Chesterfield wrote and read a great deal, but went little

into society. In 1768 died Philip Stanhope, the child of

so many hopes ; and the earl, who had no children by his

wife, Melusina von Schulemberg, illegitimate daughter of

George I., whom he married in 1733, adopted his godson

the heir to the title and estates. His famous jest (which

even Johnson allowed to have merit),
—" Tyrawley and I.

have been dead these two years, but we don't choose to

have it known "—is the best description possible of his

humour and condition during the latter part of this period

of decline. To the deafness was added blindness, but his

memory and his fine manners only left him with life ; his

last words (" Give Dayrolles a chair ") prove that he had

neither forgotten his friend nor tho way to receive him.

He died on the 24th of March 1773.

Chesterfield was selfish, calculating, ana contemptuous ;

he was not naturally generous, and he [iractised dissimula-

tion till it becarue part of his nature. In spite of his

brilliant talents, and of tho admirable training he received,

his life, on the whole, cannot be pronounced a success.

His anxiety and the pains he took to become an orator

have been already noticed, and Horace Walpole, who had
heard all the great orators, preferred a speech of Chester-

field's to any other; yet the earl's eloquence is not to be

compared with that of Pitt. Samuel Johnson, who was
not perhaps the best judge in the world, pronounced his

manners to have been " exquisitely elegant ;
" yet as a

courtier he was utterly worsted by Robert Walpole, whose
manners were anything but refined, and even by New-
castle. He desired to be known as a protector of lettere

and literary men ; and his want of heart or head over

the Dictionary dedication, though explained and excused

by Croker, none the less inspired the f.iir.ous change in a
famous line

—" Toil, envy, want, the fatron, or the jail.'*

His published writings have had with posterity a very indif-

ferent success ; his literary reputation rests on a volume of

letters never designed to appear in print. The son for whom
he worked so hard and thought so deeply failed especially

where his father had most desired ho should succeed, becom-

ing, not a fine gentleman, but a commonplace book-worm.

As a politician and statesman, Chesterfield's fame rests on his

short but brilliant administration of Ireland. As an author

ho stands or fulls by the Letters to hix Son, first published,

by Stanhope's widow in 1774. Tho Letters are brilliantir

written,—full of elegant wisdom, of keen wit, of admii-ablo

portrait-painting, of exquisite observation and deduction.

Against tho charge of an unduo insistence on the extornal

graces of manner Chesterfield has been adequately defended

by Lord Stanhope (History, iii. 34). Against the often iter-

ated accusation of immorality, it should be remembered that

tho Letters reflected tho morality of the age, and that their

author only systematized and reduced to writing the prin-

ciples of conduct by which, deliberately or unconsciously,

tho best und the worst of his contemporaries were governed.

Sco Chcoterfleld'H Miscfltancoua tl'orln, t.ondon, 1777-8, 2 vols.

4to; nnd Ixttcrt to his Son (edited !»)' Ixinl Mnhon), London, 184r>-

51, 6 vols. Sec a1«o Lonl Mnhon (Stanhope), Uistory c/ Eugta .1

from tlu Peace of Utrecht to ths reace of YtrsailUs.
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CHESTER-LE-STREET, a market-town of England in

the county of Durham, near the River Wear, six milea

north of Durham, on the North-Eastern Railway. The
principal building is the parish church of St Mary and
St Cuthbert, an interesting old Gothic structure, restored

iu 1862, with a tower 15G feet in height. There is a

union workhouse at the south end of the town, which con-

sists of two long parallel streets. Chester-le-Street is a

place of considerable antiquity ; under the name of

Guneceaslre, it was made the see of a bishop in 882, and
continued to be the head of the diocese till the Danish
invasion of 995. During that time the church was the

repository of the shrine of St Culhbert, which was then
removed to Durham. About a mile along the river is

Lumley Castle, the scat of the earl of Scarborough, and
about two miles to the northward lies Lambton Castle, the

residence of the carl of Durham, built in 1797 on the site

of the old House of Harraton. The iron manufacture is

prosecuted to a considerable extent, and about 4000 persons

are employed in the coal mines of the neighbourhood. In
1871 the popidation of the town was 2'100. and of the

township, 420.').

CHESTNUT. The Spanish or Sweet Chestnut, Casianea

vesca (natural order, CorylacecB), is a stately and magnificent

tree, native of the countries bordering on the Mediterranean,

but also ripening its fruit in sheltered situations as far

north as Scotland, It lives very long, attains a large size,

epveading its branches widely, and it has large lanceolate

serrate leaves, long pendulous male catkins, with fewer in-

conspicuous female flowers, the fruit being an echinate cap-

sule, containing from two to five nuts, of which seldom more
than three are mature. The largest known chestnut tree is

the famous Castagno di cento cavalli, or the chestnut of a

hundred horses, on the slopes of Mount Etna, a tree which

when measured nearly a hundred years ago, by Count
Borch, was found to have a circumference of 1 90 feet. By
many observers it has been maintained that this colossal

tree consisted of a fusion of several trunks ; but many
specimens not much smaller exist in the neighbourhood,

and by digging around it has beeu found that all the trunks

end inx)ne root. The wood of tho sweet chestnut is valued

by cabinet maker3 and coopers; and among European
timbers it w.is at one time esteemed second to the oak,

whioh it so closely resembles that in old wood-work the

two timbers are very diilicult to distinguish. Chestnuts

(the fruit of the tree) are extensively imported into Great

Britain, and roasted are much eaten as a delicacy. In

a raw state they have a sweet taste, but are difficult

of digestion. The trees are very abundant in the south

of Europe, and chestnuts bulk largely in the food re-

sources of the poor in Spain, Italy, Switzerland, and

Germany. In Italy the kernels are ground into meal, and
used for thickening soups, and even for bread-making. In

North America, the fruits of an allied species, C. americana,

are similarly eaten.

The Horse Chestnut, JEsculut ffippocastanum, is in no
way allied to the sweet chestnut except in name. It is a

strikingly beautiful tree, especially in spring, with its large

digitate leaves, and conspicuous spikes of white flowers.

A useful starch may be extracted from its kernels, but this

has not hitherto been practised on an economic basis. The
entire tree must be regardad as more ornamental than
Qseful.

CHEVIOT HILLS, a range extending a distance of

flbout 35 miles along the confines of England and Scotland,

mainly situated in Northumberland, but partly also in

Bolburgh. The western portion consists principally of

carboniferous strata, while the eastern is chiefly composed
of igneous rocks. They attain their greatest height, of

^684 feet, in Cheviot Peak, which lies eight miles south-

west of Wooler, in Northumberland ; ana next in elevation

is Carter Fell, which slightly exceeds 2000 feet. The
range is now chiefly famous for a valuable breed of sheep,

which find abundant pasture on its smooth declivities ; but
in earlier days it was the scene of many an episdd? of

border warfare, and its name is insenarablv associated

with tho ballad of Chevy Chale.

CHEZY, Antoinb L^naed (1773-1832), a French
orientalist, was born at Neuilly in 1773. He was intended
by his father for the profession of engineering ; but his

taste was for philology; and iu 1790 be sought and
obtained a post in the Oriental department of the national

library. About 1803 he commenced tho study of Sanskrit,

though he possessed neither grammar nor dictionary, and,

by means of great labour, he obtained so complete a
knowledge of the language that he composed in it verses

which are said to possess great elegance. He had besides

a considerable acquaintance with other Eastern languages

;

and his attainments place him in a high rank among
Orientalists. His merits were recognized by his appoint-

ment to the chair of Sanskrit in the CoUiSge de France, in

1803, and to the dignity of chevalier of the legion of

honour

Among other works he left

—

Exlrait du livre des ifcrvcillea de
la Nnture, par Mokavimcd ; Mcdjottin et Ziila, from the PeiBian

;

Yadjanadatta Ladha, and Sakainitala, from the Sotiskrit ; VAnlho-
lo(jie trctiquc d'Jviroxi; Qranimairc sariscriic; yocfthulahx sayis-

cril, pra<^il el fraiifais; Chrcstomalhie persannc- Chrcstomathic
sanscrUe

CHHATISGARH, a division or commissionersmp of

British India, under the jurisdittion of the chief-conimis-

sioner of the Central Provinces, comprising the districts of

Biipur, BiUspur, and Sambalpur, and seven small feudatory

states, between 16° 50' and 23° 10' N. lat, and between 80"

30' and 83° 15' E. long. It is bounded on the N. by Sohdgpuf
in the Rewah state and by the SirgujA and Udiipur states

of Chutii Nigpur; on the E. by the Oriesa tributary

states and the northern districts of Madras; on the S. by
the Bast4r state 'of the Central Provinces; and on the W.
by the districts of ChAndd, Bhdndiri, BilUghAt, Seoni, and
MandU. The area is 39,647 square miles ; the population
in 1872 was 3,289,043, residing in 16,054 villages or town-

ships, and in 726,190 houses. Classified according to reli-

gion there are 2,054,874 Hindus, or 62-48 per cent.

;

26,046 Muharamadans; 243 Buddhists and Jains; 451
Christians ; and of aboriginal tribes and persons of un.spe-

cified religion, 1,207,429, or 3672 per cent. Two great

rivers, the Nerbudda and Son, take their rise at the side of

the Amarkantak hill in the north-west corner of the divi-

sion, the former flowing nearly due west to the Bombay coast,

the latter ultimately falling into the Ganges in Lower
Bengal.

CHHINDWArA, a district of British India, in the Ner-
budda division of the Central Provinces, situated between
21° 25' and 22° 50' N lat., and between 78° 0' and 79°

30' E. long. It is bounded on the N. by the districts of

Hoshangibad and Narsinhpur, on the E. by Seoul, on the

S. by NAgpur, and on the W. by Betul, and contains an area

of 3852 square miles. The district has two distinct natural

subdivisions—the hill country above the slopes of the

SitpurA Mountains, called the BdUghiit, and a tract of

low land to the south called the Zerghit. The high table-

land of the B4Ugh4t lies for the most part upon the great

basaltic formation which stretches across the SitpurAs as

far east as Jabalpur. The country consists of a regular

succession of hills and fertile valleys, formed by the small

ranges which cross its surface east and west. 'The average
height of the uplands is 2500 feet, but there are many
points of greater elevation. The appearance of the Zerghilt

below the hills is generally open and undulating. The
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country is intei-soctetl by several streams, of which the

KanhiQ is the most coosiderable. Near the hills and

along the streams are strips and patches of jungle; the

villages are usually surrounded with picturesque groves of

tamarind, mango, and other shade-giving trees. The total

population of the district, as ascertained by the census of

1872, is 159,116 males and 156,979 females; total

316,095, classified as follows :—Hindus, 191,669; Muham-
madans, 9747; Buddhists and Jains, 574 ; Christians, 105 ;

" other denominations," consisting of aboriginal tribes,

114,000. The average density of the population is 80-72

per square mile. Three towns are returned as containing a

population of upwards of 5000, viz. : Chhiiidwdri, the

administrative head-quarters of the district, population

8626; Lodhikerd, population 5219; and Pandhurna,

population 5218. Important discoveries of coal have been

made here of late years ; it is estimated that the area under

which coal lies is over 250 square miles, some of the seams

being as much as 18 feet in thickness. The forests of

ChhindwAri are very extensive, and lie principally on the

southern slopes of the Sitpurds. The total revenue of

the district in 1873-74 amounted to £31,513, of which

X21,687, or 68'8 per cent., was derived from the land-tax.

For the protection of person and property, and administra-

tion of justice, the district contains G magisterial and 5

civil and revenue courts, together with a regular police of

361 men of all ranks, maintained at a cost of £5,037. The
cost of the district officials and police amounted to X 1 0,5 1 4.

Two charitable dispensaries are maintained for the relief of

the sick. In the hill country the climate is temperate and
healthy. In the cold season ice is frequently seen in the

small tanks at an elevation of about 2000 feet. Until

May the hot wind is little felt, while during the rains the

weather is cool and agreeable. The average annual rain-

fall amounts to 36 inches.

CihiindwarA, the principal town and administrative

head-quarters of the district of the same name, situated

on the banks of the Bodrf ndld. The site of the town is

2200 feet above eea level, and is surrounded by ranges

of low hills. The European station extends for nearly

fwo miles in length, and is well wooded. It is con-

sidered very healthy, and forms a resort for European
visitors from Ndgpur and Kimthl during the hot weather.

The conservancy arrangements are good, and the town is

clean and cheerful. The population of the town in 1872
was returned as follows :—Hindus, 6189 ; Jluhammadans,
1865 ; Buddhists and Jains, 152 ; Christians, 105 ;

others, 315 ; total, 8626.

CHIABRERA, Gabeiello (1552-1637), the Italian

Pindar, as ho is sometimes called, was of patrician descent,

and was born at Savona, a little town in the domain of the

Genoese republic, twenty-eight years after the birth of

Pionsard, with whom he has far more in common than with

the groat Greek whose echo ho sought to make himself.

As ho has told in the pleasant fragment of autobiography

prefixed to his works, in which, like Ctesar, he speaks of

himself in the third person, he was a posthumous child; ho
went to Pioino at the ago of nine years, under the care of

his uncle Giovanni. There ho read with a private tutor,

BuSfered severely from two fevers in succession, and was sent

at last, for the sake of society, to the Jesuits' College,

where he remained till his twentieth year, studying philo-

sophy, as ho says, " piu per trattenimento che per nppren-
dere,"—rather for occupation than for learning's sake.

Losing his uncle about this time, Cliiabrora returned to

Savona, "again to see his own and bo seen by them." In
a little while, however, ho returned to Home, and entered
tho household of a Cardinal Camerlingo, where ho remained
for Several years, frequenting tho society of Paulns Manutius
and of Spcronc Spcroni, the dramatist and critic of Tasao,

and attending the lectures and hearing the conversation of

Slureto. His revenge of an insult offered him obliged him

to betake himself once more to Savona, where, to amuse

himself, he read poetry, and particularly Greek. Tho

poets of his choice were Pindar and Anacreon, and these he

studied till it grew to be his ambition to reproduce in his

own tongue their rhythms and structures, and so to enrich

his country with a new form of verse,—in his own words,
" like his countryman, Columbus, to find a new world or

drown." His reputation was made at once ; but he seldom

quitted Savona, though often invited to do so, saving for

journeys of pleasure, in p-hich he greatly delighted, and for

occasional visits to the courts of princes, whither he was

often summoned, for his verse's sake, and in his capacity

as a dramatist. At the ripe age of fifty he took to himself

a wife, one Lelia Pavese, by whom he had no childrcu.

After a simple and blameless life, during which he produced

a vast quantity of verse—epic, tragic, pastoral, lyrical, and

satirical—he died in 1637, at the patriarchal age of eighty-

five. An epitaph was written for him in elegant Latin l*jr

Urban VIIL; but on his tombstone are graven two quaint

Italian hexameters of his own, in which the gazer is

warned from the poet's own example not to prefer Par-

nassus to Calvary.

A maker of odes in all their elaborate pomp of strophe

and antistrophe, a master of new and complex rhythms, a.

coiner of ambitious words and composite epithets, an em-

ployer of audacious transpositions and inversions, and tha

inventorof a new system of poetic diction,—it is not surpris-

ing that Chiabrera should have been compared with Kon-

sard. Both were destined to suffer eclipse as great and

sudden as had been their glory. Ronsard was succeeded

by Malherbe and by French literature, properly so-called ;

Chiabrera was the last of the great Italians, and aft«r him
literature languished tUl the second renaissance under Man-
zonL Chiabrera, however, was a man of merit, apart from

that of tho mere innovator. Setting aside his epics and

dramas (one of the latter received the honours of transla-

tion at the hands of Nicolas Chri5tien, a sort of scenic Du
Bartas), much of his work remains yet readable and plea-

sant. His grand Pindarics are dull, it is true, but some of

his Camonctte, like the anacreontics of Ronsard, are ex-

ceedingly elegant and graceful His autobiographical

sketch is also extremely interesting. Tho simple old poet,

with his adoration of Greek (when a thing pleased him
greatly he was wont to talk of it as " Greek Yerso "), his

delight in journeys and sight-seeing, his dislike for literary

talk save with intimates and equals, his vanities and

vengeances, his pride in tho memory of favours bestowed

on him by popes and princes, his " iufinila maraviylia"

over Virgil's versification and metaphor, his fondness for

masculine rhymes and blank verse, his quiet Christianity,

is a figure deserving perhaps of more study than is likely

to be bestowed on that " new world " of art which it was

his glory to fancy his own, by discovery and by conquest

Tho best editions of Chiabrera aro those of Rome, 1718, 3 vols.

Svo; of Venice, 1731, 4 vols. 8vo ; of Leghorn, 1781, 6 vols. 12mo;
and of Milan, 1807, 3 vols. Svo. These only contain his iyric

work ; all tho rest ho wroto has been long forgotten.

CHIARAMONTE, a town of Sicily, in tho province of

Syracuse, and 32 miles west from tho city of that nama
It is regularly built, with broad and straight streets. Tho
view from the Capuchin convent is ono of the finest ia

Sicily ; and there is a well-preserved castle. Tho environs

produce excellent wine. Population, 9300.

CHIjUlI, an ancient walled town of Italy, in the

province of Brescia, and 1 2 miles west of^ho city of that

name, near tho left bank of the Oglio. It h.is several

churches, a hospital, and o public library, and manu-

factures Bilk, cotton, aud leather. In 1701 it was tho sccuo

V. - 77
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of the victory of the Austriana under Prince Eugene over

the Spaniards and French. Population, 9479.

CHIAVARI, a maritime town of North Italy, in the

province of Genoa, and 21 miles E.S.E. of the town of

that name, on the Gulf of Rapallo, at the mouth of the

Sturla. It has a hospital, a railway station, and several

fine churches, the principal of which is that of the Madonna
del' Orto. The Genoa and Sarzano railway passes the

town. The inhabitants, numbering about 11,500, are

engaged in the manufacture of furniture, sQk twist, lace,

and linen, and in the anchovy fishery. The surrounding
hills are well cultivated, and slate and marble are quarried

in the neighbourhood.

CHIAVE>fNA, or Clafek, a small town of Italy, in the

province of Sondrio, in a deep valley on the right bank
of the Maira, and about seven miles from its entrance into

the Lake of Como. From its situation at the junction

of the great roads over the Spliigen and Septimer, between
Germany and Italy, it is a place of considerable trade,

especially in the wines of the Valtelline, and the pottery
manufactured in the vicinity. Its principal manufacture
is silk, and its beer is reckoned the best in Northern
Italy. Its most remarkable church is San Lorenzo, with
a, carved font of the 12th century ; and on a neighbouring
height are extensive ruins of an ancient castle. The town
was known to the Romans as Clavenna, and probably was
of some importance from its position. In the Middle Ages
it was an independent imperial countship, till it was at last

seized by the dukes of Milan, and bestowed on the Balbioni
family. For a long time it was an object of contest between
the bishops of Coire and the canton, of the Grisons ; and
at last it fell to the latter in 1512. Incorporated with the
Cisalpine republic in 1797, it passed in 18H toLombardy,
and thus in 1859 to the kingdom of Italy. Population.
3900.

CHICAGO, in Cook county. State of Illinois, is probably
the fourth city in size, and certainly thesecond in commercial
importance, in the United States of America. It is situated

on the west shore of Lake Michigan, 960 miles by rail from
New York. Dearborn Observatory, 3| miles S. and f
mile E. from the court-house, is in 41° 50' 1" N. lat. and
87° 34' 8" W. long. The surrounding country is prairie

land, with a loam soil, and a ridge running north and
south two miles or more west from the lake. The city is

at an elevation of nearly 600 feet above the sea level, but
only 1 4 feet above the lake. When it was originally settled,

the elevation above the lake was not more than 7 feet

;

the level was subsequently raised 7 feet, beginning about
the year 1855 ; the streets were filled in, and the
largest houses elevated by means of jack-screws, without
being vacated for purposes either of business or of

residence. The climate is healthful and invigorating, and
the city is kept singularly clear of aU' forms of malaria by
the prevailing wdnds. The average death-rate for several

years was 23'1 per thousand inhabitants, as compared with
25-3 in Philadelphia, 32-6 in New York, and 30-8 in

Boston. The area of the city comprises 23,000 acres, and
extends over seven miles north and south along the lake
shore, and 5 miles east and west ; there were 226,000
buUding lots of 25 by 125 feet in 1875. The streets

intersect each other at right angles. There is an inlet

called the Chicago River which runs f^om the lake nearly a
mUe west, then separates into two branches, one running
north-west, the other south-west, thus dividing the city into
three divisions, connected by more than 35 bridges, and
by two tunnels running under the bed of the river. This
river (" Chacaqua," Indian for thunder, and so called

after the Indian Thor, or thunder god) gave the city

its name. Originally it emptied into the lake, but a
remarkable piece of engineering caused it to change its

course, and, so to speak, run " up-hill." The Illinois and

Michigan canal, with which the main branch of the rivei

is connected, was so deepened as to draw the water out

from the lake ; the canal empties into the Illinois River,

1. wicker Park.
a. Dnlon Paik.

Plan of Chicago.

8. Court House.'

4. Univfirelty

and the Illinois River into the Mississippi River, so that the

water of Lake Michigan flows into the Gulf of Mexico.

The river has been so deepened that the largest vessela

may be towed into any of its branches, which are supplied

with docks and water-slips, affording a dockage capacity of

nearly 40 miles, more than 20 of which are already

in use. The population, including the residents of the

suburban towns (of which there are more than 50, com-

posed exclusively of familias of men doing business in

Chicago), exceeds 500,000 ; but the population of the city

proper, as ascertained at different dates since its organiza-

tion in the year 1837, is as follows :

—

Date of Census.
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foreign population in 1870, numbering 144,557 in all,

comprised 52,318 Germans, 39,988 Irish, 10,027 EngUsh,

4197 Scotch, 565 Welsh, 6374 Norwegians, 6154 Swedes,

1243 Danes, 1226 Swiss, 1418 French, and 9648 from the

British provinces in America.

Government and Finances.—^TheCityGovernmentconsists

of a mayor and common council of 36 members, elected

once every two years by a popular vote. There are 18

political districts called " wards," each of which elects two

members to the council. The council is vested with plenary

powers as to taxes, appropriations, contracts, (tc. ; but the

bonded debt is limited, by a provision in the constitution

of the State, to 5 per cent, on the taxable valuation of all

the property. The valuation of all property, personal and

real, for taxable purposes (rated at about one-half the

actual value) in 1875 was 8293,188,950; the tax-levy,

$5,123,905; the bonded debt, SI 3,456,000 ; the floating

debt, about §4,000,000, abundantly covered by im-

coUected taxes. Chicago is represented in the National

Congress of the United States by three members.

Trade and Commerce.—The amount of trade for 1875

was estimated at close upon 8657,000,000, made up as

follows:

—

Produce tiade , $232,328,000
Wholesale business 293,900,000

Manufactures 177,000,000

Total S703,228,000
Leas manufactures included in the

wholesale business 46,228,000

Total business $657,000,000
Total in 1874 639,000,000

This business was a growth from 820,000,000 in 1852,

since which time there has been a steady increase. The
value of the shipments from Chicago of the products of

the farm was stated as follows in the annual report for

1875 of the Board of Trade (an association meeting

daily, with a membership of 1922) :

—

Flour and grain equal to 72,309,194
bushels, estimated value $57,500,000

Livestock 56,600,000
Produce of cattle and hogs. '. 53,500,000
Produce of the dairy 5,700,000
Wool and hides 25,800,000
High wines and alcohol 11,300,000
Seeds and broom com 3,200,000
Sundry other commodities 1,700^000

Total $215,300,000
Corresponding estimate for 1873, 197,400,000

Corresponding estimate for 1873, 1^0,000,000

The lumber trade showed the receipt of 1,147,193,432
feet and 635,708,120 shingles. The value of the cattle,

hogs, sheep, and horses received at the Union Stock Yards
during that year was 8117,533,941. There is a growing
direct trade with Europe. The value of the importations

for 1875 was estimated at 810,000,000, meaning those

alone which came to Chicago without being stopped for

duty at any seaport city ; and the direct exportations

increased from 7213 tons in 1869 to 219,387 tons in 1875.

The total volume of produce pouring through the city was
estimated that year at 7,000,000 tons, or 700,000 car-loads,

if it had all come by rail ; or at the rate of 13| tons for

every minute in the year, including nights, Sundays, and
holidays. There are 1 8 grain elevators, with an aggregate

storage capacity of 14,650,000 bushels. These are vast

sfore-houses where the grain is elevated from cars and
ships, and disposed according to grades, then reloaded on
cars and ships, all the work being done by machinery.

The shipments of bread stuffs for 1835 wore 2,262,030
barrels flour, 23,183,683 bushels wheat, 26,409,420
bushel, corn, 10,230,208 bushels of oats. 1,834,117

bushels of barley, and 310,609 bushels of rye. There
was a total city consumption of 67,825,311 bushels of
grain. The shipments of provisions for that year nero
56,040 barrels of beef, 311,170 barreb of pork, 182,061-
tons of meat, 57,490 tons of lard, 3701 tons of tallow,

154,559 dressed hogs. The receipts of live stock during
that year were 920,843 cattle, 3,912,110 hogs, 418,948
sheep, and 11,329 horses,—a total of 5,251,901, exclud-
ing horses. The aggregate of the wholesale trade of tltit

year was estimated at 8293,900,000, being an increase of

7J per cent, over the previous year. The capital invested
in whole.sale houses (exclusive of that invested in other
cities, but connected with Chicago) was §63,200,000. Tlie

statistics of manufactures at that date were as follows :

—

Kumber of establishments 2,240
Number of employes 62,600
Wages paid $23,676,000
Capital employed 69,550,000
Value of products 177,000,000

The principal industries are hog-packing (the number of
hogs packed in 1875 being 2,069,200), beef-packing,

brewing and distilling, and the manufacture of iron and
steel, wood, brick, leather, chemicals, boots and shoes, and
cigars and tobacco. There is an annual industrial exhibition

held in a building especially erected for that purpose, 200
feet wide and 800 feet lung, which attracts exhibitoi'S for

one month from all parts of the north-west, and which
was visited in October 1875 by 276,000 persons. The
shipping of Chicago for 1875 was as follows :—number of

vessels arrived, 10,488, with a tonnage of 3,122,004;.
vessels cleared, 10,607, with a tonnage of 3,157,(^51.

There are eighteen trunk lines of railroads running from
Chicago, five to the cast, and the others west and south,

viz.—The Baltimore and Ohio , Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern

; Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne, and Chicago ; Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati, and St Louis ; Michigan Central ;

Chicago and Michigan ; Chicago and Alton ; Chicago,
Danville, and Vincennes ; Chicago and Iowa ; Chicago,

Rock Island, and Pacific ; Chicago and North-western

(comprising three trunk lines) ; Chicago and Pacific

;

Chicago, Alijwaukee, and St Paul ; Illinois Central
;

Western Union ; Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy. The
aggregate mileage of the railroads centring directly in

Chicago is nearly 1 0,000 miles, and 750 trains arrive and
depart daily ; but it is estimated that Chicago has an
uninterrupted connection with more than one-third of the

entire railroad mileage of the continent, which is more than

70,000 miles. A notable peculiarity of the Chicago railway

system is that it has been built almost entirely by capital

outside of Chicago, and was centred in that city because of
its superior advantages as the entrepot of tlie north-west.

The mails received in Chicago weigh 64,400 pounds daily.

The banking capital of Chicago at the latest reports was
as follows :—National banks (those organized under the

provisions of the United States law) 813,381,000; State

banks (organized under the State law) §7,165,000; private-

bankers, 83,885,000; total, $24,431,000. The annual

bank clearings for three consecutive years were as follows :

—1872, 8993,060,503; 1873, 81,047,027,828; 1874,

81,101,347,918.

The Fire of 1871.—The most notable event in the

history of Chicago was the destructive fire of 1871, the-

largest of modern times. The conflagration commenced
by the overturning of a lamp, in a district built up almost

exclusively of wood, about 9 o'clock in the evening of

Sunday, October 8, 1871 ; it continued through that night

and the greater part of the next day, lapping up greai.

blocks of houses, and growing by what it fed on. It was

finally checked by explosions of gunpowder in a hue of

houses on the south of the fire, and exhausted itself on the-
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north by burning all there was to ignite. The area burned

07or in each division of the city was as follows :—West

division (in which the fire originated), lO'l- acres ; south

division, 460 acres ;. north division, 1470 acres. The total

eroa burned was 2124 acres, or nearly 3J square mUes,

about 4 miles in length, and from 1 to IJ miles in width.

The season had been excessively dry; the rainfall in

Chicago for the summer had been only 28J per cent, of the

average. There vsas a strong south-west wind, made a very

sirocco by the heat, and taking irregular, fantastic, and

uncontrollable offshoots and eddies, which spread the fire in

all directions except west. The city fire department, though

large and efficient, had been exhausted by an unusually

extended fire the Saturday preceding, and the flames

outran even their earliest efforts. Wooden buildings were

scattered throughout the entire city, acting as brands to

spread the conflagration. These were the main conditions

of the fire. The total number of buildings destroyed was

17,450, and 98,860 people were rendered homeless ; of the

latter 250 perished in the flames or lost their lives from ex-

posure. Thousands, flying before the flames, sought refuge

in the lake, and remained standing in the water for hours as

the only means of preservation against the intense heat and

the shower of sparks and cinders. Among the buildings

destroyed were the custom-houses, post-office, court-house,

chamber of commerce, and nearly all the churches, railway

stations, hotels, banks, theatres, newspaper offices, and
buildings of a quasi-public character. It is estimated that

73 miles frontage of streets was burned over, most of which
had been improved with wood block pavements ; these were

partially destroyed. The total loss has been estimated at

1196,000,000,—of which $53,000,000 represented the

value of the buildings destroyed, $58,710,000 the personal

effects, and the remainder business stocks, produce, and

manufactures of every description. On the losses there was

an insurance of $88,634,122, of which about one-half was

recovered. A vast system of relief was organised, which

received the most generous aid from all parts of the world.

The money contributions from the various States and from

abroad were $4,996,782 ; of this England contributed

nearly $500,000. These funds, which were over and above

the contributions of food, clothing, and supplies, were

made to last, under the careful and honest administration

of a society of citizens, till the close of the year 1876. Out
of them temporary homes were provided for nearly 40,000

people ; barracks and shelter-houses were erected, workmen
were supplied with tools, and womenwith sewing-machines

;

the sick were cared for and the dead buried ; and the poorer

classes of Chicago were probably never so comfortable as

within two or three years after this fire. The work of

rebuilding the city was accomplished with marvellous

rapidity. Immediately after the fire the most sanguine

persons predicted that it would require at least ten years

to restore the buildings that had been destroyed. But
within three years the city was provided with buildings

equal in capacity, and of twofold value. The work was
begun before the cinders were cold, and the population

seemed to gain new ambition and new energy from the

disaster. The " fire limits" were extended so as to exclude

the erection of other than stone, brick, or iron buildings

within a large area, and subsequently this prohibition was
applied to the eutii'e city. The result has been to' make
New Chicago the most beautiful city in America in ita

business centres. Within the first year after the fire,

buildings had been erected or started covering a frontage

of 51,619 feet, and costing, when finished, $40,133,600.
That the work was not spasmodic is shown from the fact

that, in the year 1874, the frontage of new buildings was
33,065 feet, and the cost $5,785,441 ; and in 1875 the

frontage was 65,470 feet (about 10^ miles) and the cost

$9,778,080. The materials used were mostly brick, a pun,

white sandstone known as Athens (Illinois) marble, a grey

sandstone from Ohio and Michigan, and a brown sandstone

from Lake Superior. The business and population con-

tinued to increase in spite of the disaster,—indeed the ratio

of growth became larger. The solidity and permanence of

thb prosperity were confirmed during the American panic

of 1873, when the Chicago banks alone, among those of

all large cities, were not compelled to issue certificates of

deposit, but continued steadily to pay out current funds.

There were few mercantile failures, and the business of the

year following the panic still showed an increase. This

superior resistance to the general contraction has been

attributed to Chicago's position as the distributing point

of the breadatuffs and provisions of the great Korth-West.

The comparative value of Chicago real-estate is an interest-

ing illustration of ita rapid growtL An example case may
be cited of one piece of ground in an outlying district which

sold in 1868 for $50 an acre, and was resold in 1873 for

$1500 an acre. Land obtained 40 years ago from the

Government at $1-^ an acre, is now worth $10,000 an

acre. Business property which was sold in 1865 for $250
a front foot (with a depth of 125 feet), was resold in 1871

for $1500 a front foot. Another piece of property which

was valued at $3845 in 1866 was sold in 1872 for

$100,000. These instances are not exceptional, but

represent fairly the increase of values. The highest price

ever paid for business property in Chicago was $52^n7 P^
square foot, but the average value of first-class businesB

property is $25 per square foot. The aggregate transfers

of Chicago property in 1873 amounted to $78,427,391.

Education, Religion, Chariiiei, kc.—The pubUo school

system in Chicago is regarded as one of the most thorough

in the United States. In 1855 the first report of the

Board of Education showed the enrolment of 3000 pupils

;

the report of 1875 gave the number as 49,121. There

was then an annual expenditure of $827,502 to sustain

the schools ; there were 57 school buildings ; 700 teachers

were employed ; and the annual cost of tuition per pnpil

was $15^[^. Of the 102,555 persons in Chicago between

the ages of six and twenty-one, besides the 49,121 in the

public schools, there were 27,071 in private schools, and
15,947 at work. There were 33,547 neither at work nor

in school, but ordy 186 of all were found who could neither

read nor write. The graded system of study is used, and
the schools are classified as follows :—1 high school, course

of study four years ; 3 division high schools (one for each

division in the city), course of study two years ; 1 normal

school for the preparation especially of teachers ; the others

are grammar schoob and primary schools, the former em-

bracing the four highest grades, and the latter the four

lowest grades. The school year consists of ten months,
divided into three terms ; the hours of attendance in the

grammar and primary schools are 9 a.m. till noon, and 2 P.M.

till 4 P.M. The principal studies in the grammar schooU
are theory of arithmetic, problems in arithmetic, geography,

history of the United States, language, composition, reading,

spelling, penmanship ; drawing and music are also taught,

and the study of German is optional. The course of studies

in the high schools is that of the higher academies.

Corporal punishment was abandoned altogether about the

year 1865, and the reading of the Bible was discontinued

in 1875, in deference to the dogmatic differences among
the religious sects, the theory of the schools being free and
secular. Of other educational institutions, besides 82 or-

dinary private schools, there are a large number of " Kinder-

garten " schools, in imitation of the favourite German
system for elementary instruction. Among the higher

institutions is the university of Chicago, connected with

which is the Dearborn Observatory, which has a refracting
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telescope of 23 feet focal length and ISi inches aperture.

There are also the North-Western University (llethodist),

the Baptist Union Theological Seminary, Chicago Theo-

logical Seminary, St Ignatius College (Catholic), College

of Law, Chicago Musical College, and 7 medical colleges.

The principal charitable institutions are the Xursery and

Half-Orphan Asylum, Protestant Orphan Asylum, Reform

and Industrial School, Erring Women's Refuge, Foundlings'

Home, Good Samaritan Industrial Home, Home for the

Friendless, Old People's Home, Soldiers' Home, St Joseph's

Orphan Asylum (Catholic), Lutheran Orphan Asylum,

Washingtonian Home (temperance reform), aU liberally en-

dowed, and 10 hospitals. There are 83 benevolent and

other open societies, 49 masonic and other secret societies

(exclusive of industrial unions), 14 theatres and opera

houses, 84 newspapers (daily and weekly), 25 large hotels,

and numerous smaller and private hotels. There are 8

libraries open to the public, of which the Chicago Public

Library (established in 1872, and supported by taxation)

is the largest ; in 1875, three years after it was opened,

there were more than 40,000 volumes, and the aggregate

circulation of books during that year was 399,15G volumes,

the whole number of visitors 236,021, and the total issue of

periodicals 135,355. There are 238 houses of public wor-

ship in Chicago, including the mission churches. The
churches are divided among the different denominations

as follows :—Roman Catholic, 28 ; Baptist, 25 ; Presby-

terian, 24; Methodist, 22 ; Episcopal, 18 ; Lutheran,

18 ; Congregational, 15 ; Jewish, 8 ; Free Baptist, 2
;

Christian, 4 ; Dutch Reformed, 2 ; Reformed Episcopal,

3 ; Evangelical, II ; Coloured Methodist, 2 ; German
Methodist, 2 ; Scandinavian Methodist, 4 ; Swedeuborgian,

5 ; Unitarian, 4 ; Universalist, 4 ; miscellaneous and
mission, 37. The value of church property in Chicago

(exempt from taxation under the law) is estimated at

$12,000,000, of which §5,000,000 is owned by the Roman
Catholic Church.

JPublic Works, Paris, Streets, <tc.—Of the public

buildings destroyed by the fire, the custom-house and the

city hall were still in course of erection in 1876. The
National Government appropriated §4,000,000 for the former,

and the cost of the latter was estimated at $2,500,000.
Among the other public buildings are the county jail,

bridewell, the water-works, and a large number of engine-

houses and police-stations. The total cost of maintaining
and enlarging the public works in 1875 was 89,368,649,
the water system being self-sustaining. The water supply
of the city is drawn from two miles out in the lake. A
large structure of iron and heavy timber, loaded with
stone, and called a " crib," 93 feet in diameter, was located

at that distance from the shore. In the centre compartment
an iron cylinder is sunk 64 feet, of which 31 feet are

below the bottom of Uio lake, tho water being 33 feet deep.

Connected with it are two distinct tunnels leading to two
separate sets of pumping works. The tunnels are 66 feet

below the level of the shore, one with a diameter of 5, and
the other of 10 feet. The latter extends also three miles

under the city, so that tho two pumping works are removed
that distance, and along its lino are located 17 large subter-

ranean wells or cisterns for use in case of fires. The cost

of these tunnels was 81,500,000. Their capacity is

160,000,000 gallons ; the capacity of the pumping engines

is 80,000,000 gallons in 24 hours. Telegraphic communi-
cation is kept up constantly by cables between tho " crib

"

and pumping work.s. Tho water is always pure, cold, and
wholesome, and it may bo raised to a height of 155
feet for distribution. Tho consumption for 1875 was
1,449,825,000 gallon.s. There are over 3860 miles of

Water pipe, varying from 4 to 24 inches in diameter, 2607
public hydrants, and 2' 32 stopcocks. There are over

240 miles of sewers, which cost $4,23G,7C9, rad "09
miles of streets, of which 112 miles are paved; of the
latter 87 miles are ef the wooden block pavement. The
side walks of the city measure 725 miles j and there are
nearly 60 miles of horse-railways or tramways for intra-

mural transit. The park system of Chicago is one of the
most extensive in the world. Two parks are in t'ue south
division, one containing 372 acres, and the other 593
acres. The latter has a frontage on Lake I'lichigan of H
miles, and the two embrace 14 miles of interior drives, and
30 miles of walks. The larger of the two is to have a
series of interior lakes connected with Lake Michigan, and
protected by a pier several hundred feet long, so that they

may be reached by boats from the lake. The approaches
to these two parks are two roadways, each 2C0 feet wide,

known as Grand and Drexel Boulevards. The former may
be compared to the Rotten Row in Hyde Park, London

;

the latter is modelled after the Avenue I'lmpdratrice,

Paris, with a continuous stretch of floral ornamentation
in the centre. The west division parks, inside the city

limits, comprise Humboldt Park, 225 acres ; Central Park,

185 acres; and Douglas Park, 180 acres. The ornamen-
tation is varied and elaborate. Lincoln Park, within the

northern limits of the city, contains 230 acres, and has a

lake shore drive of several miles. All these parks are

connected by wide roadways, varying from 150 to 300
feet in width, and giving a continuous drive of 35 miles.

The parks are supplied with water from a number of

Artesian wells. Besides these principal parks, ihere are

the following public places in the different divisions of the

city.—Lake Park, 42 acres; Union Park, 11 acres;

Jetfei-son Park, 6 acres ; Washington Square, 2 acres

;

Union Square, 1 acre; Dearborn Park, 1 acre ; Ellis Park,

3 acres ; Vernon Park, 3 acres ; Wicker Park, 3 acres.

There are thus 1856 acres set aside by Chicago for public

grounds. (j. D. K.)

CHICHELY, or Chichele, Hemiy (1362-1443), an
English primate, was born at Higham Ferrers, in North-

amptonshire, in 13G2. After studying at Oxford, he was
sent on various embassies to the Papal and French courts

;

in 1409, he was representative of England in the Council

of Pisa, which deposed Gregory and Benedict, and elevated

Alexander V. to the papacy; and, in 1414, he became
archbishop of Canterbury. He was distinguished for his

zeal in the cause of the English Church, which he defended

against the pretension of the Pope to dispose of ecclesias-

tical preferments. He was also, on the other hand, a

determined opponent of WyclifTe. He spent much of his

wealth in the establishment of All Soul's College, Oxford,

and in adorning Canterbury Cathedral and Lambeth Palace.

CHICHESTER, a municipal and parliamentary borough,

episcopal city, and market-town of England, in Sussex,

situated at tho foot of a small

spur of the South Down Hills,

on the widest part of the

plain to which it gives name.

It is distant about 60 milc.i

S.W. from London, and II
'

N.E. from Portsmouth. Chi

Chester still retains its ancien*

walls, which have a circuit vi

about a mile and a half, and
probably follow the line of

the Roman fortifications. The
town is well-built, and con-

Arras of Chichester.

sists of four principal streets, which meet at right angles

at a central octagonal cross, fifty feet high, erected by
Bishop Story, and reputed to be one of tho finest structures

of the kind in Great Britain. Of the public buildings

the most remarkable are the cathedral, which is 407 feet in
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length aud 150 in breadth, and is note-worthy as having

double side-aisles, the church of St Paul—a modem
Gothic edifice, the guild-hall, the corn-exchange, the

market-house, the infirmary, and the museum of the

Cijichester Literary Society and Mechanics' Institute.

There is also a large cattle-market at the east of the city

capable of accommodating several thousand head of cattle.

It is one of the principal cattle-markets in the south of

England, and was erected in 1871 by the corporation of

the city at a cost of £15,000. In the cathedral are a

number of ancient and curious monuments, besides nine

by Flaxman, one of which is in memory of the poet Collins,

who was a native of the city, and is buried in the church

of St Andrew's. The diocese of Chichester includes the

whole county of Sussex except a few

parishes which are peculiars, and com-

prises nearly 300 benefices. The palace

of the bishop is in the city of Chichester.

There is a grammar-school, founded by
Bishop Story in 1497, and the blue-

coat school boards and educates about

30 boys. Chichester communicates with

the sea by means of a short canal. The
borough, which returns one member to

parliament, had a population of 9054
in 1871.

Chichester, as already mentioned, is
Aims of Bishop™,

undoubtedly built on an ancient Roman site, near a line of

road now known as the Stane Street ; and it is usually,

though hardly with absolute certainty, identified with

RegKUm, a town of the Belg» mentioned in the Itinerary

of Anton inc. A slab of grey Sussex marble, nov? preserved

at Goodwood, was discovered in 1713 on the site of the

present council chamber, bearing an inscription which has

given rise to an ingenious hypothesis, which represents

Chichester as the seat of the native king Cogidubnus, men-
tioned by Tacitus as possessing independent authority, and
this king as the father of the Claudia to whom reference

is made in the Second Epistlo to Timothy. The inscrip-

tion proves at least that the town was the abode of a

considerable body of craftsmen, and that they erected a

temple to Neptune and Minerva under the patronage of

a certain Pudens. With the conjectural restoration of a

few letters it reads as follows :—" iVeptuni et Minervsa

templum pro salute Aomus divinse ex auctoritate Tih. Claud.

Cogidubni r. leg. aug. in Brit. CoWegium fabror. et qui in eo

a sacrU sunt d. s. d. donante aream Pitdente Pudentini fiL"

lu the enrly Saxon period the town seems to have been

destroyed by MWa., and soon afterwards restored by Cissa,

whose memory is preserved in the modern name, equivalent

to Cissa's Caster, or Castrum. In 967 it was chosen by
King Edgar as the seat of a mint, and specimens of the

pennies are still extant. At the time of the Conquest it

had only 283 houses and a church ; but in 1083 the

bishopric was removed thither from Selsey, and a cathe-

dral was consecrated in 1108. This building having been

destroyed by fire, a new one was erected in the end of the

12th century by Bishops Ealph and Seffrid, and this may
be regarded as the basis of the present edifice. In 1213

the city was formally incorporated. During the civil war
it was captured from the Royalists by Sir William Waller,

whose soldiers did great damage to the cathedral. In
f.p{te of all attempts to preserve it, the tower and spire

c;ime to the ground iu 1861 ; but a restoration has since

been effected under the direction of Sir G. Gilbert Scott.

[resides the poet Collins, Chichester numbers among its

worthies Bishop Juxon, Hayley the friend of Cowper, and

three artists of the ISth century, generally known as the
' Three Smiths of Chichester." See Lower's Sussex, s.v.;

''Jiitirierh/ Emiew, vol. xcviL

CHICKASAWS, a tribe of North American Indians, now
settled in a reservation of 6840 square miles in the Indian

territory on the left bank of the Red River. According to

their own tradition and the evidence of philology, they are

closely coimected with the Creeks and Choctaws ; and
they believe that they emigrated along with these tribes

from the West, cros.sed the Mississippi, and settled in the

district that now forms the north-east part of the state of

that name. Here they were visited by De Soto in 1540.

From the first they showed a hostile spirit against the

French colonists, and frequently engaged with them in

actual conflict. With the English, on the other hand,

their relations were more satisfactory. In 1786 they made
a treaty with the United States ; and in 1793 they assisted

the Whites in their operations against the Creeks. In the

early years of the present century part of their territory

was ceded for certain annuities, and a portion of the tribe

migrated to Arkansas; and in 1832-34, the remainder,

amounting to about 3600, surrendered to the United States

the 6,442,400 acres of which they were stiU possessed,

and entered into a treaty with the Choctaws for incorpora-

tion with that tribe. In 1855, however, they effected a.

separation of this union, with which they had soon grown
dissatisfied ; and.by payment to the Choctaws of $150,000
obtained a complete right to their present territory. In

the civil war of 1861 they joined the Confederates and
suffered in consequence ; but their rights were restored by
the treaty of 1865. In 1866 they surrendered 7,000,000

acres ; and in 1873 they adopted their former slaves.

They possess a governor, a senate, and a house of represen-

tatives, and maintain 14 schools with about 500 pupils.

In 1873 they numbered about 6000, and had private

property to the value of 12,000,000.

CHICLANA, a town of Spain in the province of Cadiz,

1 3 miles south-east from that city, divided by the River

Tiro into the Bands and Lugor quarters. It contains the

residences of many of the Cadiz merchants, possesses baths

of great celebrity, and is a favourite resort of the lower

classes. In the neighbourhood is Medina Sidonia, sup-

posed by some to be the Phoenician Addon ; and about 5

miles south is the field of Barossa, where the Anglo-Spanish

army under Sir Thomas Graham (Lord Lynedoch) defeated

the French under Marshal Victor, March 5, 1811. Popu-

lation about 8600.

CHICOPEE, a town ofthe United States, in Hampden
county, Massachusetts, at the confluence of the Chicopee
river with the Connecticut, 95 miles by rail W.S.W. of

Boston. It comprises the villages of Cabotville and Chico-

pee Falls, and forms a flourishing manufacturing centre.

Among its principal establishments are seven cotton mills

with upwards of 114,000 spindles, the works of the Ames
Company (which are the chief source of small arms in the

United States), a woollen mill, two manufactories of

agricultural implements, and several foimdries. The town
dates from 1640, and till 1848 formed part of Springfield.

Population in 1870, 9607.

CHICORY. The Chicory or Succory plant, Cichorium
Iniyh^is (natural order. Composite), in its wild state is a

native of Great Britain, occurring most frequently in dry

chalky soils, and by road-sides. It has a long fleshy tap-

root, a rigid branching hairy stem rising to a height of

2 to 3 feet,—the leaves around the base being lobed and
toothed, not unlike those of the dandelion. The flower

beads are of a bright blue colour, few in number, and
measure nearly an inch and a half across. Chicory ie

cultivated much more extensively on the Continent—in

Holland, Belgium, France, and Germany,—than in Great
Britain ; and as a cultivated plant it has three distinct

applications. Its roots roasted and ground are used as a

substitute for, adulterant of, or addition to coffee ; both
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ioot/8 and leaves are employed as salads ; and the plant is

grown as a fodder or herbage crop which is greedily con-

Bumed by cattle. In Great Britain it is chiefly in its first

capacity, in connection with coffee, that chicoiy is

employed. A large proportion of the chicory root used for

this purpose is obtained from Belgium and other neigh-

bouring Continental countries ; but a considerable quantity

is now cultivated in England, chiefly in Yorkshire. For

the preparation of chicory the older stout white roots are

selected, and after washing they are sliced up into small

pieces and Mln-driod. In this condition the material is

sold to the chicory roaster, by whom it is roasted tiU it

assumes a deep brown colour ; afterwards when ground

it is in external characteristics very like coffee, but is

destitute of its pleasing aromatic odour. Ifeither does the

roasted chicory possess any trace of the alkaloid caffeine

which gives their peculiar virtues to coffee, tea, and other

diet drinks. The fact, however, that for a hundred years

it has been successfully used as a substitute for or

recognized addition to coffee, whUe in the meantime

innumerable other substances have been tried for the same
purpose and abandoned, indicates that it is agreeable or

beneficial to some constitutions. It gives the coffee addi-

tional colour, bitterness, and body, and may perhaps, as a

sedative, tonic, and diuretic, modify its stimulant and

irritating effects. It is at least in very extensive and

general use ; and in Belgium especially its infusion is

largely drunk as an independent beverage. The leaves

blanched form a favourite salad on the Continent, known
ill Paris as Barhe du Capucin. In Belgium the fresh roots

are boiled and eaten with butter, and throughout the

Continent the roots are stored for use as salads during

winter.

The Endive {Cichqfium Endima) is a closely allied plant,

cultivated on account of its leaves alone, which, when
blanched, constitute a valued salad, and are also some-

times cooked fresh. It was culti\ated and esteemed by
the anciiiUt Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans.
CHIERI, a town of Italy, in the province of Turin, and

eight miles south-east of the city of that name, with which
it is connected by a good carriage road. It stands on the

declivity of a hill, and is divided into two parts by a branch

of the Tepice. Among its numerous churches and con-

vents, mention may be made of Santa Maria della Scala,

which is one of the bjgest Gothic structures in Piedmont,

and occupies, it is said, the site of an ancient temple of

Minerva. The town also possesses a large number of

benevolei't and educational institutions and a theatre. It

ranks as one of the oldest manufacturing centres in

Europe, and still prosecutes the fabrication of silk, cotton,

and woollen goods. The population is about 12,000.

According to some investigators, Chiori is to bo identified

with the Roman city of Co-i-rea Polenlia ; but, b<^ this as it

may, it appears in history at an early period. In the 9th

and lOtli centuries it was subject to the bi.shop of Turin
;

in the 11th it became an independent republic ; and in

1155 it was compellecl by Barbarossa to recognize again

the episcopal authority. In the following centuries it went
through numerous vicissitudes of war and politics, but at

the same time developed its industrial activity. About
the middle, indeed, of the 15th century, no fewer than

100,000 pieces of cotton goods were annually manufactured.

In 1551 the town was laid waste by the French. By
Victor Emmanuel it was raised to the rrnk of a princedom

;

and Oibrario, the liistorian of North Italy, thought it

worth his while to devote two volumes to the preservation

of its annatf, Detle Storie di Chirri, Turin, 1827.

ClUETl, or CiviTA ni Cuieti, a town of Italy, capital

of the province of Abruzzo Oitorioro, situated on a hill

nfiRP the Pescara, about six miles from the Adriatic, and 10

east of Aquila, with which it will shortly have railway

communication. It is the seat of an archbishop and a

prefect, and has a fine cathedral, a gymnasium, a hospital,

several monastic buildings, and a handsome theatre.

There are numerous remains of the ancient Teale, of

which the most important are seven halls, probably belong-

ing to a bathing establishment, a large theatre, a gateway,
and several inscriptions referring to the Asinian family

;

while the churches of Sta Maria del Tricaglio and S.

Paolo are built respectively on the sites of the temples of

Hercules and Diana Trivia. The principal industries are

the manufacture of woollen and silk goods ; and there is a

trade in com, wine, oil, and the other productions of the

neighbourhood. Teate was the chief city of the Marrucini,

and under the Roman dominion continued to be a place of

considerable prosperity. It seems to have been the native

city of the Asinii and the VettiL After the fall of the

Roman empire it passed into the hands of the Goths and
the Lombards, was destroyed by Pepin, and was restored by
the Normans. In 1524 it gave its name to the order of

the Theatines founded by its bishop Gaetano. Popula-

tion, 23,000.

CHIHUAHUA, a city of Mexico, capital of the state of

the same name, lies in a beautiful valley opening towards

the north, and hemmed in on the other aides by arms of the

Sierra Madre, 4640 feet above the level of the sea, in 28°

38' N. lat. and 106° 30' W. long. The town is regularly

built, and the streets are wide and clean, with many
handsome and convenient houses, plentifully supplied with
water, which is brought to the town by an aqueduct three

miles in length. The grand square, three sides of which
are occupied by public edifices and stores, and the fourth

by the cathedral, an imposing building of the 18th century,

has its spacious area adorned with fountains, walks, and
benches, and with pillars cl white porphyry. The principal

buildings, besides the cathedral, are the mint, the prison,

which was formerly a Jesuit convent, the house of correc-

tion, two hospitals, and the military school. In the square

in front of the Jesuit chapel of San Felipe, is a simple

monument in memory of the three martyrs of Mexican
independence, Hidalgo, Allende, and Ilmenez, who T.'ere

shot on the spot by the Spaniards. The town was founded

in 1691, and in the 18th century was the seat of the

captain-general of the Inner Provinces. At the time of its

greatest prosperity it had about 70,000 inhabitants ; but

its present population does not exceed 14,000.

CHILDERS, Robert Cjesar (1838-1876), an eminent

Oriental scholar, was the son of the Rev. Charles Childers,

English chaplain at Nice. In 1860 he received an

appointment in the civil service of Ceylon, which he
retained until 1864, when he was compelled to return to

England owing to ill-health. He had acquired some know-

ledge of Pali during his residence in Ceylon, but it was not

until the autumn of 1868 that, under the advice of Dr
Rest, he gave himself to the scientific study of the language.

Entering at once on the task of preparing a Pfili dictionary,

he laboured at it with such extraordinary assiduity that ha
was able to publish the first volume in 1872, and the

second and concluding volume in 1875. The work is an
enduring monument of learning and zeal, and has been

gratefully acknowledged by a competent authority as " the

moat valuable contribution that lias yet been made to the

knowledge of Pali, and as the foundation of all future

study of that language." Mr Childers was a frequoui

contributor on subjoct.s connected with Buddhism to

scientific and literary pciiodicals. In 1872 he was
appointed sub-librarian at tliu India Office, and in tho

following year ho became the firat professor of Piili and
lUiddhist literature at University College, Lo"don. Ha
died at London on tho 25tli July, 1 870
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CHILI
a<« Plate /nHILI, or Chile, occupies a strip of land on the

XI. of vol. V^ wsstern side of South America, extending from 24° to

5G° 28' 50" S. lat., from the Bay of Mejillones to Cape

Horn, a distance of 2270 miles. On the E. it is bounded

by the Andes, on the \V. by the Pacific Ocean, and on the K.

by Bolivia. Its breadth varies from 40 to 200 miles, and its

area is computed at 218,925 square milfes, with a population

of 2,319,266. Between lat. 24° and 32° (comprehending

the provinces of Atacama, Coquimbo, and the northern

half of Aconcagua) the principal industry is mining; be-

tween lat. 32° and 38° (comprehending the southern half

of Aconcagua and the provinces of Valparaiso, Santiago,

Colchagua, Curic6, Talca, Maule, Nuble, Concepcion, and

part of Arauco) the staples are agricultural produce and

coal ; while the remaining part produces timber, potatoes,

and salted meat. The Andes extend in two parallel lines

throughout nearly the entire length of the country. Be-

tween these two ranges or " Cordilleras " is a table-land,

which attains its greatest breadth between lat. 33° and 40°,

and which narrows both towards the northern and southern

extremity, where the ramifications of both chains meet

and form a continuous undulating plain. Chili further

lays claim to the whole of Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego.
JMousuiai. Jfouniaiiis.—The Andes commence in the district called

the Colony of Magellan, where their general elevation is

lowest, the perpetual snow-line only 3000 feet, the highest

peak, Mount Stokes, 6400 feet, and the coast excessively

rough and broken and full of fiords of immense depth, fed

by glaciers descending from the high lands. Northwards,

towards lat. 41°, the coast becomes less indented, the range

more continuous and elevated, and the peaks higher,—such

as Minchinmadiva, 8000 feet, Corcobado Volcano 9158
feet, and Yanteles, 8030 feet. From lat. 41°, or from

the southern extremity of the province of Llanquihue,

commence the table-land and the parallel granitic belt that

skirts the Chilian coast, which together nowhere exceed

120 geographical miles in breadth from the sea to the

Andes. At this lat. the snow-line rises to SOOO feet, at

Valparaiso (33° S. lat.) to 12,780 feet, and at Coquimbo
(2C'° S. lat.) to 15,200 feet. The centre table-land is in

lat. 41° under 200 feet above the sea ; at Talca it rises to

350, at Raucagua to 1560, at Santiago to 1800 ; and it con-

tinues to increase in elevation as it extends northward.

The mean elevation of the Andes in Chili is 11,830 feet.

The culminating peak is the volcano of Aconcagua, in

the province of Aconcagua, which reaches the height of

2£,427 feet. The principal summits to the north of this

are Cima del Merccda-io, 22,302 feet, in lat. 32°, and
Cima del Cobre, 18,320 feet, in lat. 28° 30'. South of

Aconcagua, in the province of Santiago, are Juncal (19,495

feet), and the volcanoes of Tupungato (20,269), San Jose

(20,000 feet), and Maipu (17,664 feet). In Arauco is

the volcano of Villarica, 15,996 feet; in Talca, the great

truncate mountain called the Descabezado, 12,757 feet

;

in the province of Nuble, the volcano of Chilian, 9446

feet ; and in Llanquihue, the volcano of Osorno, 7396

feet. In the Chilian range there are 23 volcanoes,

of which only a few, such as the volcanoes of Osorno,

Villarica, Antuco, and San Jos^, are occasionally active.

There are many passes over the Andes from Chili to the

Argentine Republic ; but the western slope of the mountains

being steeper than the eastern, the ascent from Chili is

more laborious than from the Argentine Republic, into

which the mountains descend by a series of terraces, con-

sisting of Secondary strata terminating m the vast expanse

of Jlat couniry or " Pampas," occupied by the Tertiary

formations. The passes may be said to be open during

eight months of the year, but even at their best they can

never be traversed by vehicle*,—mules being the only

means of conveyance. "The highest of the passes, as well

as the most frequented, are those of Doiia Ana, 14,770

feet, and Colguen, 14,700 feet, in the province of Coquim-
bo; the Dehesa, 14,500 feet, east from Santiago and near

the volcano of Tupungato; the Patos, 13,965 feet, and
Uspallata, 13,125 feet, both in the province of Aconcagua ;

'

and the Planchon, 11,455 feet, in the province of Curic6.

The part of the Andes bordering the province of Atacama
may be crossed at numerous places at any period of the

year, as the range there is generally free from snow.^

Eartkquales.—Chili is subject to frequent earthquake : ...t*

shocks (temblores), which, without causing damage, occasion \^^^-

much alarm lest they should be followed by the earthquake

itself (terremoto). 'The occurrence of this terrible phenome-

non is not indicated by any particular state of the weather,

but it rarely happens during the night It is the common
belief that when shocks are frequent there is not much fear

of their being followed by an earthquake, and certainly

experience justifies that opinion. Though shocks are very

common, earthquakes are rare,—the same province being

the focus of one only about once in fifty years, though it

is calculated one in every tenth year makes itself felt in

some part of ChQi.

Earthquakes manifest themselves by a quick horizontal and some-
times rotatory vibration, and when the focus is near the sea it also is

agitated. The ground undulates, but very rarely bursts open ; and
even the most vtolent are over in a few seconds, though for some
time afterwards (at gradually lengthening intervals from twelve

hours) there is a succession of gradually^ lessening shocks. By
the eai'thquake of Febniary 1835 the Isle of Santk Maria was uplifted,

the southern end 8, the central part 9, and the northern end 10 feet

;

but both it and Concepcion subsided a few weeks afterwards, and
even lost part of their previous elevation. During this earth-

quake two great waves rolled over the town of Talcahuano ; the

deep sea, close in shore, was dry for a few niomentsi, and smoke
bluest from the surface of the water. During a very smart earth-

quake at Coquimbo, in November 1849, the sea retired about 150
yards, and then rolled back about 12 feet high. An Knglisli

ship, anchored in 7 fathoms water, in the neighbouring bay of
Herradura, nearly touched the bottom from the receding of the sea,

which afterwards rolled in like a bore, and the water continued to
ebb and ilow for an hour and a half after the shock.

Lakes.—In the southern part of Chili there are several Liie*

inland lakes abounding with fish, and frequented by
numerous varieties of aquatic birds. The largest of these

lakes is that of Llanquihue, situated in 41° 10' S. lat.,

197 feet above the sea, at the base of the volcano of

Osorno, which rises 7199 feet above its surface. Its shape

is triangular, its greatest length from north to south being

30 miles and greatest breadth 22 miles. The little river

MauUin is its sole outlet, and conveys its surplus water to

the Pacific, in lat. 41° 35'. In the neighbourhood are the

lakes Todos los Santos or Esmeralda, 18 miles long by 6
broad, and Rupanco, 24 miles long by 4 broad. Twelve
miles northward is Lake Ranco, 32 mUes long by 18
broad. In lat. 39° is Lake Villarica or Llauquen, measur-
ing 100 square miles. In the province of Concepcion is

Lake Guilletu^, measuring 50 square miles. Near Santiago,

is Lake Aculeo, occupying about 8500 acres. In all these

the water is fresh and pleasant to the taste ; but in the

small lakes situated near the coast, such as Eacalemu,
Cahuil, Vichuquen, and Bolleruca the water is brackish.

liivers.—The rivers, like the lakes, are much larger and
more numerous in the south than in the north of Chili

^ For the general description of the Andes, see vol. L p. /^70-673»

and the article A^fDZS, vol. ii. pf. 15-18.
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idineral

waters.

UUn^'s.

They are almost entirely fod by the molting of the snow on

the Andes, but are also liable to swelling from the tnnter

rains. A few are narigable for a short distance; but nearly

all yield immense service to agriculture by irrigation, carry-

ing, like the Kile, both substance and moisture to the other-

"wise barren plains. The largest river is the Biobio, which,

rising near the volcano of Aiituco, in lat. 38° 15', enters

the Pacific after a course of 220 miles, where it is 2 miles

broad. It is navigable for barges and small -steamers as

far as Nacimiento, 100 miles from the mouth.

The follovnng is a list of the principal rivers, with the

provinces through which they flow, and the lengths of their

courses :

—

Biohio

Aconci^Eua

Cauten, or Imperial
Maule
Cachapoal
ItaU
Jlataqtiito

Topo&Uma, or Rapel....

Buono
Voldivia, orCallacalla ..

Coquimbo
Cruce3
Maipu
C'opiapo

Huasco
Ligua
ToTtcn
Laja
Loncotoma
Limari
Mapocho
Vergara
Juncal
Taboledo

I

Provinces, I Leignei Falling inio

Concepcion
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population is urban, and two-thirds rural. Of the deaths

no less than 59 per cent, arc under seven years, 4 '8 from
seven to fifteen, 7'3 from fifteen to twenty-five, 15'3 from
twenty-five to fifty, and 11-4 from fifty to eighty. Out of

every million children born only 543,900 live to the age of

five yeara. One female child is born for every r05 male
children ; but the death rate is in precisely the opposite
proportion. The annual increase of the population is one
in every fifty-seven.

v. alth. Sanitary Condition.—The deaths, amounting to 55,897,
are distributed among the different months of the year as

follows :—January, 5333 ; February, 4398 ; March, 4228
;

April, 3937; May, 4423; June, 4213; July, 4613;
August, 4773; September, 4767 ; October, 4940; Novem-
ber, 4749 ; December, 5523. The rate is greatest (9-9

per cent.) in December, and least (7'1 per cent.) in April.

It will be seen that the three provinces, Chiloi, Llan-
quihue, and Valdivia, which are the wettest are also the
most salubrious. The healthiest period is just before the
rains set in, the least healthy during the heats of December
and January, when dysentery prevaib, owing perhaps to

a too free consumption of the water-melon. The mortality
of children under 7 years ranges from 47 per cent, in

some years to 60 per cent, in others of the whole number
of deaths; and four-fifths of the children whp die under 7
years of age belong to the poorest classes. The most fatal

diseases are gastric, typhoid, and typhus fevers ; and the
next, pulmonary complaints, dysentery, and syphilis. The
system of sewerage in Chili is generally bad, consisting of
partially open channels passing through the houses, some-
times with running water and at other times nearly dry.

Even Valparaiso is not well provided with drainage. Inter-

mittent fevers are unknown, and Asiatic cholera has not
yet passed the Andes.

Hisiory History.—The name Chili (or, in its Spanish form,
Chile) is supposed to be derived from Tchile, a word
belonging to the ancient language of Peru, signifying

"snow." The country first became known to Europeans
in the 16th century. It was then to a considerable extent
under the dominion of the Incas, but had been previously
inhabited by certain tribes of Indians, of whom the most
important and only warlike race were the Araucanians.

In the time of the Inca Yupanqui (1433), grandfather
of the monarch who occupied the throne of Peru on the
arrival of the Spaniards, and the tenth in succession from
'Manco Capac, the reputed founder of the Peruvian empire,
the first attempt was made by the Incas to extend their

dominion over the territory of ChilL Yupanqui, leading
his army across the desert of Atacama, and penetrating into
the southern regions of the country, made himself master
of a considerable portion of it. The permanent boundary
of the dominions of this prince is said by some writers to

have been determined by thu River Maule, 35° 30' S. ht.,

although it is more probable the River Kapel, 34° 10' S.

lat., constituted the extreme limits of the Peruvian empire
towards the south. The latter opinion is to some extent
supported by the fact, that the remains of an ancient
Peruvian fortress, apparently marking the frontier, are still

found upon the banks of the Rapel, while no such remains
are known to exist in any part of the country farther

south.

The Peruvian dominion in Chili ceased with the Inca
Atahualpa in 1533. The first Spanish invasion was led by
Diego de Almagro (1535 or 1536), who however met with
such determined resistance from the Araucanians that he
was compelled to retrace his steps. Undaunted by this

failure, Pizarro despatched another expedition, composed
of Spanish troops and Peruvian auxiliaries, under Don
Pedro de Valdivia, and was preparing to follow it in person
with a: laiiger fcno when he waa aaaaasinated in 1541.

Jfoanwhiio Valdivia entered Chili, and lighting his w.ny

onwards, encamped on the banks of the Mapocho, where he
founded the city of Santiago, the present capital of the
republic, and about eleven years afterwards the town of

Valdivia. At last, after twelve years' stay in Chili his life

and conquests were brought to an end in a desperate

engagement with the Araucanians, who for 180 years after-

wards continued to wage a sanguinary war with the

Spaniards, till 1722, when they consented to a treaty which
fixed the River Biobio as the boundary between them.
Spanish Chili, extending from the Biobio northward to

Atacama, was divided into thirteen provinces, under the
rule of a governor appointed by the viceroy of Peru. The
last of these governors was Mateo de Toro, 1810.

During the entire period of this connection between
Spaiu and Chili, the viceroys, governors, and all the other

Spanish officials of every grade regarded the inhabitants

only as a means of furthering their own aggiaiidizement,

which at length so exasperated the better educated classes

that they determined to throw off the hateful yoke on the

first favourable occasion. In 1810 this desired opportunity

at last presented itself, when Spain, overrun by the armies

of Trance, was no longer able to vindicate her own claims

to a national existence. In July of that year the Chilians

took the first step towards asserting their independence by
deposing the Spanish president, and putting in his place

(September 18, 1810) a committee of seven men, nomi-
nated by themselves, to whom were entrusted all the

executive powers. In April 1811 the first blood was spilt

in the cause of Chilian independence. A battalion of royal

troops, which had been drawn up in the great square of

Santiago, was attacked by a detachment of patriot grena-

diers, and routed with considerable loss on both sides. In
the same year (December 20) the government was vested

in a triumvirate, and Juan Jose Carrera was appointed

general-in-chief of the army about to be formed.

In 1813 a powerful army, under the command or

General Paroja, invaded Chili, but was twice defeated by
the republican troops under Carrera, The royalists, how-
ever, speedily received larger enforcements ; and after ^
severe contest. Chili was once more obliged to own the

sovereignty of Spain. For three years more the people

submitted (under the Spanish governors Osorio and Pont)

to the old system of tjTanny and misgovernment, till at

length the patriot refugees, having levied an army in La
Plata, and received the support of the Buenos Ayreans,

marched against the Spaniards, and completely defeated

them at Chacabuco in 1817
The patriots next proceeded to organize an elective

government, of which San Martin, the general of the army,
was nominated the supreme director. Their arrangements,

however, were not completed when they were attacked

once more by the royalists, and routed at the battle of

Cancharayada with great loss. Betrayed into a fatal

security by this success, the royalist troops neglected the

most ordinary military precautions, and being suddenly

attacked by the patriots in the plains of Maipu, were

defeated with great slaughter This victory Mcured the

independence of ChilL

The new Republic had no sooner vindicated for itself a

place among the nations of South America, than it resolved

to assist the neighbouring state of Peru in achieving a

similar independence, which object was at last effected

after a bloody war of six years' duration. No small share

of this success was due to the daring courage and con-

summate ability with which Lord Cochrane, under the most

trying circumstances, conducted the naval affairs. In

acknowledgment of these important services a well- executed

statue of him has been erected in Valparaiso. With 1817

commenced again the national government, under Cic
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directorship of General O'Higginn, who held it till 1823,

wheu he was compelled to resign in consequence of a

popular tumult. Fur a few weeks, a provisional triumvirate

discharged the duties of an executive government. General

Freire was next chosen director. During the period of

three years in which he held the reins of government, the

country was harassed by constant dissensions ; and for the

four years subsequent to his resignation it continued in a

Btate of disorder bordering upon anarchy. From 1826 to

1830 the government was administered by six difforeut

directors, in addition to a second provisional triumvirate.

In 1828, under the administration of General Pinto, a

constitution was promulgated, which had the effect of

temporarily reconciling political differences and calming

party spirit. In 1831, however, when General Prieto was

raised to the chief magistracy, a convention was called for

the purposo of revising this constitution. The result of its

deliberations was the present constitution of Chili, which

was promulgated on the 25th of May 1833. From that

time Chili has enjoyed remarkable prosperity, and its

governmout has been administered with such firmness and

regularity, that it occupies a high rank among nations, and

its funds stand well in the Stock Exchange.

After holding office for ten years, Prieto retired, and was

succeeded by General Bulnes, a distinguished officer of the

war of independence. Like his predecessor, he was

fortunate in finding in Manuel Montt an able and intelli-

gent prime minister, who was to him what Portales had

been to Prieto. In 1851 an insurrectionary movement
broke out, headed by General Urriola, who, during the

disturbances in Santiago in the Seniana Santa was acci-

dentally kdled. The same party then brought forward as

their candidate for the presidency General Jos(5 Maria de

]a Cruz in opposition to D. Manuel Montt, but the

latter was elected, and continued in oflice for two periods

81801 1861^. To him succeeded Josxi Joaquin Perez

1801-1871), who in 1871 was followed by Fedorico

Errazuriz, and ho in liis turn by Anibal Pinto in 187G.

The administration of recent presidents has beeu conducted

with firmness, wisdom, and prudence. They have been

ready to use their influence for the reform of abuses and

for the advancement of civil and religious liberty, and for

the promotion of every thing which could tend to increase

the prosperity of the country.

Jul -es.—The greater part of Chili, when Almagro invaded

it, was inhabited by the AraucaniaHs, who were, with

other Indians, partly exterminated, but more generally

absorbed into the Chilian nationality as at present existing.

A remnant of independent Araucanians still occupy a
province south of the Biobio; but they scarcely number
24,000, and are on the decrease. These Araucanians are

divided into tribes, whose chief, called a cacique, has from
two to six wives, or even more, according to his moans
of supporting them and their progeny. They cultivate

maize, rear herds of horses, sheop, and cattle, weave
coarse woollens, build comfortable cottages, binding the

beams together by tlio rope creeper Lardizabala hiternnta,

and from the reed Chusriuea Coleou make shafts for their

lances. They ncknowledgo a creator god called Pillan, and

some inferior divinities, such as Eponeman, the god of war,

Moilen, the god of good, and Guecubu, the god of evil.

They have neither temples nor priests, their worship con-

sisting of the sacrificing of Bonio animal under a tree

belonging to the Magnolia order, the Drymis rhiUnsis,

which is considered sacred by them. This tree wcs first

deacribod by Dr Winter, who accompanied Drake in his

expedition round Cape Horn in 1577. The Araucanians

believe also in sorcerers and enchantments, and that every

natural death, other than by old ago, is caused by the ovu

influence of some one, whose life the fricuda of the

deceased endeavour to take in expiation and revenge^

The Patagonians who inhabit the territory of Magellan,

and Tierra del Fuego, and who may number about 20,000,

are not given to polygamy. They worship one god called

Coche, and believe in the immortality of the soul. The
average height of fifty Patagonians taken at random lately

was found to be 6 feet 4| inches. The tallest was 6 feet 8^
inches, and the least G feet and | inch. The Chilians them-

selves hold the same position to Spain as the inhabitants of

the United States do towards England. Their instincts

and language are Spanish, modified by admixture and inter-

course with other nations. The conventionalities of social

life are much the same in Chili as in France, Belgium and
Catholic Germany ; and this remark applies to dress, living,

amusements, and propensities. Sunday is spent as a

holiday, and enlivened by festivals, balls, theatricals, and
concerts. Cricket and athletic sports are unknown, but

good horsemanship is common. The great extent of

seaboard not only induces large numbers of the inhabi-

tants to visit foreign lands (calculated to average 78,000),

but promotes the diffusion of the civilization of the most
highly cultivated nations over the whole of Chili. The
beautiful provinces of Valdivia and Llanquihue are colo-

nized by Germans and North Americans, who prepare

timber, meat, cheese, butter, beer, cider, and leather-

The university and the learned professions have ever

numbered among their distinguished members Polish,

French, German, and English men of science. The North
American colonists have beeu chiefly instrumental in the

construction of flour-mills, telegraphs, and railways. At
the commercial centres, such as Valparaiso, Concepcion,

Copiapo, Coquimbo, and Huasco, many of the leading

Chilian citizens are of English, French, and German de-

scent. There are in the country about 30,000 Europeans,

chiefly Germaus, French, and English.

Conslitulion.—By the constitution adopted on the 20th Constitn

of May 1833, the sovereignty is declared to reside in the ""'•

people ; but the exercise of its functions is delegated to

three distinct powers—the legislative, the executive, and
the judicial. The legislative power is committed to the Legislstivt

National Congress, which consists of the Chambers of <lep.irt.

Deputies and Senators. The Chamber of Deputies com- """t-

prises over 100 members, elected for a term of three

years, on the principle of equal electoral districts with

cumulative voting, and by a suffrage enjoyed by all citizens

who are of twenty-one years of ago if married, or twenty-

five if unmarried, and who are able to read and write, and

pay yearly taxes to a certain amount
The senate is composed of fewer members, chosen bySctite.

indirect election in each province for a term of nine years.

One-third of the house is renewed every three years.

The Chamber of Deputies and the Senate have concur- Chambers,

rent as well as separate functions. The former body alone

can impeach the higher ofticera of the state before tha

Senate. It originates all money bills, and '^jeasures relating

to the military force of the country. The Senate alcno has

the right of pronouncing judgment on public functionaries

impeached by the Chamber of Deputies; it confirms ecclesi-

astical nominations, and in certain cases gives or withholds

its consent to the Acta of the executive. In all other

proceedings of the legislature the concurrent voice of tho

two houses is necessary. Laws may originate with either

body, but require to be passed by both houses, sanctioned

by the president (after consultation with the Council of

State), and promulgated by the minister to whose depart-

ment the matter relates. The period during which the

Congress aits is limited to the three winter months ; but

the session may be prolonged by the president for fifty

days. On the day before the regular session closes, the

senators elect sevcD of their number to form the couserva-
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tive committee, wliicli replaces C'ougresa during its proro-

gation in the duty of observing the conduct of the execu-

tive.

Treadent. The executive power is committed to the president, with

a salary of £3000, as supreme chief of the nation. He is

chosen by indirect election, and holds office for a term of

five years, after expiry of which he is not eligible for re-

election until other five years have elapsed The president

concludes treaties, and declares peace or war; he appoints

and removes ministers, councillors, and clerks of depart-

ment, as well as diplomatic representatives, consuls, and
the administrative officers of provinces. He also inducts

the higher legal and judicial functionaries; but the nomi-
nation of these ofEcei's, as well as of ecclesiastical digni-

taries, must proceed from the Council of State. He
distributes the army and navy at will ; and when, with

the sanction of the Senate, he assumes the command of

the national troops in person, he has the exclusive bestowal

of naval and military commissions, though ordinarily

appointments of this nature must be approved by the

Senate.

The president is liable to impeachment for mal-

administration for a year after the expiry of his authority.

During that tkao be is not allowed to leave the country,

except with the permission of Congress. All the other

officers of Government are subject to the same law : but

in their case the time is more limited.

Cnuncil of The Council of State is composed of ministers in the
•State. exercise of their functions, a member of the courts of

justice, au ecclesiastical dignitary, a general or admiral, a

chief of the administration of finances, and one ex-minister

or diplomatic agent,— all named by the president, together

with six other councillors, named one-half by the Senate

and one-half by the Chamber of Deputies. The duties of

the Council of State are to advise and act as a check upon
the president.

•Exccutivs The goverumeat is conducted by five cabinet ministers,
depart- jjch with a salary of £1200. The Ministro del Interior
"""'^'

presides over the preparation of the national statistics,

over roads and railroads, public buildings, and hospitals

;

tho Ministro do Hacienda over the finance ; the Ministro

do Justicia, Culto, 6 Instruccion over the law and prisons,

the church, and education ; the Jfiniatro de Guerra over

the army and navy ; and the Ministro del Esterior over

foreign affairs and colonization. The president has no
power of enforcing obedience to orders relating to any one

of these departments until they have been confirmed by
the minister in charge. The ministers are entitled to

take part in all the debates of Congress ; but unless

holding at the same time the office of senator or of deputy,

thoy are not allowed to vote. Any of them may be

impeached by tho Chamber of Deputies for treason against

the laws of the state, or for the mal-administration of the

duties of his office. An action may be brought against

them even by private individuals who have suffered by any
of their acts if the Senate, to whom appeal must in the first

place bo made, decide that there is sufficient .ground for

complaint.

Local gc. Local Gove>-nmatL—Upon the executive depend directly

venunent. the administrative officials throughout the country. For
administrative purposes Chili is divided into fifteen pro-

vinces, each with subordinate departments, subdelegations,

and districts, and one settlement, viz., the provinces of

Atacama, Coquimbo, Valparaiso, Aconcagna, Santiago, Col-

chagua, Curic6, Talca, Maule, Nuble, Concepcion, Arauco,

Valdivia, Llanquihue, and Clulo^, and the settlement of

Magellan. The capital is Santiago, on the Mapocho. Each
of the provinces is governed by an intendant, who is

nominated by the president, and holds office for three years.

The departments are under governors, who hold office for

a similar term. Tae intendant generally acts as governor

in that department in which the capital of the pro'.n'nce is

situated, and is, at the same time, mayor of the municipal

corporation ; but the authority of this body is very limited,

as it cannot di.spose even of its local funds without the

permission of Government. The subdelegates are appointed

by the governors for a period of two years, as are also

the inspectors of districts. Both, these offices are com-
pulsory,—those who decline to serve being liable to fines.

The united revenue of the municipal corporations of

Chili amounts to about £500,000, of which about £80,000
is contributed by tho State, and the remainder derived from
local sources.

Tho procedure of the Chilian courts of justice is based JniLcic;

on the same fundamental principles as those which hold <*;p»rt-

among the Latin nations generally, and approximates ''^"'•

therefore to that of equity. Evidence is mostly taken by
depositions in writing. The suitor appears by a sworn
procurator or attorney, who must be conversant with the

technicalities of the law. In the higher courts, the aid of

an advocate is further obligatory. The advocate, who
combines the functions of the consulting lawyer with those

of the barrister, is only admitted to practice after taking a

university degree, and passing an examination by the

Supreme Court Trial by jury is unknown, except as

applied in a modified form to Ubel cases connected witk

the press. The whole law of Chili is being gradually

digested into codes,—the civil, penal, commercial, &c.

The supreme court, which sits at Santiago, takes cog-

nizance of criminal and civil causes alike. Its decisions

are final, and also bind the Government upon questions of

law submitted for the consideration of the bench. There
are three courts of intermediate appeal, sitdng in Santiago,

Serena, and Concepciou, whictj also have both criminal and
civil jurisdiction, and whose decisions are final in certain

cases.

In each department of every province there are one or

more salaried judges of letters (or judges learned in the

law), who divide among them the local jurisdiction,—the

criminal and civil sides being, in places of importance,

vested in different judges, each of whom, as a rule, sits

alone. Below these, again, are the judges of subdelega-

tions and of districts, of whom the latter can only decide

civil cases when the value at issue is below £10, and in

criminal causes can arrest the criminal and prepare evidence;

while the former decides civil suits np to £40 value, hears

appeals from the district judge, and takes cognizance of

minor criminal offences.

In places where access to a judge of letters is difficult,

an alcalde or local police magistrate retains a limited juris-

diction. With a view to reduce litigation, the law expressly

encourages reference to arbitration in various forms ; and
the duties of public prosecutor and public advocate are

performed by officials, who intervene before the higher

courts and the judges of letters in all cases which involve

public morality, or the interests of the State, of minors, of'

the incapable, of the absent, and of charitable trusts.

Military and ecclesiastical offences come u^ider the cog-,

nizance of special tribunals, but neither ecclesiastical nor

military persons are, as such, exempt from the jurisdiction

of the ordinary tribunals in respect of offences against the

law of the land. Certain speckil jurisdiction is reserved

to the Council of State and to the revenue courts ; and
under a treaty n-ith Great Britain, guaranteeing the mutual
right of search in suspected slave vessels, a mixed tri-

bunal decide.s, without appeal, as to the validity of cap-

ture.

The clerks and secretaries of the higher courts, and the

secretaries of the judges of letters, must be qualified

advocates, as also the notaries public, who are charged
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with drawing up and preserving Jegal instruments, some

among their number being particularly entrusted with the

registry of landed property, and of deeds of partnership,

hiving then the title of notary conservator. The registers

are open to public inspection.

IWligion. Religion.—The form of worship recognized by the con-

stitution is the Koman Catholic, yet Government tolerates

the public profession of others. For the purposes of

ecclesiastical administration. Chili is divided into four

dioceses—one archbishopric and 3 bishoprics—which are

subdivided into 144 parishes. The salary of the archbishop

is £1G00, of the bishops of Concepcion and Serena .£1200

each, and of Ancud £1000. The salaries of the curates

range from £20 per annum to £200. The mission

department is under the direction of Capuchin friars, and

consists of a prefect and sub-prefect, and a staff of 30

missionaries and several chaplains, stationed in the provinces

of Arauco, Valdivia, Llanquihue, and Magallanes. Their

labours among the adult Indians produced little fruit, but

in their schools they have been more successful. Wor-

ship, including salaries and repairs of churches, costs

Government annually XG3,425.

In Santiago there is one handsome Protestant church,

in Valparaiso three, and a chapel in Talca. Roman
Catholicism exists in a mild form among the educated

classes, but with a good deal of superstition among the

miners and peasantry [fniasoa and inquilinos). There is

only one great place of pilgrimage in Chili, and that is to

an image of the Virgin in the church of Andacollo, a small

\allage near Serena. Upwards of 20,000 persons visit it

annually, and the yearly festival is occasionally presided

over by the bishop of the province, when the imagff is

carried in procession round the square. The greatest

devotees are the miners.

buucat'^n Education.—The first educational establishments in rank

:iTe the University and the National Institute of Sa-itiago.

The university, which grants degrees in law and medicine,

lias 37 profesaors, besides numerous assistants, and is

attended by nearfy 700 students. It is governed by a

rector and a vice-rector, a secretary, and the five deacons'of

the faculties of humanity, mathematics, medicine, law, and
theology, who are also charged with the inspection of

education in all schools throughout the republic. Who-
ever has the necessary elementary koowledgo may attend

the classes without paying fees..

The preparatory section or " Institute," corresponding

with our high schools, is under the management of a rector,

a vice-rector, 48 masters, and several inspectors. It is

attended by about 1000 pupils, of whom only those pay
who lodge and board in the establishment, this costing £32
a year. The institute is endowed, with 40 exhibitions or

bursaries, 15 of which are divided equally among youths

from Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador.

Theso two establishments cost tho Government annually £25,000.
Lyceums, on tho same plan as the National Institute, arc established

in every provincial capital, 16 altogether, and are supported by
locol taxation, government grajitg, and fees from pupils. In these

institutions boarders pay an annual sum of £20, and day scholars

X2, 83. ; but many receive instruction pratuitousiy. Tho directly

Eractical branches of education receive the largest snore of attention,

ut the learned languages are not neglected. The lycoums of Talca,

Concepcion, and Servna posaeas the nrivilcge of gr&ntiDg degrees in

mathematics and chemistry
Government expends annually on tho lyceums in tho province

£35,000, and they are attended by 2'JOO pupils. Government
supports besides 810 schools throughout tho country, in which 62,220
children are taught the catechism, reading, writing, arithmetic, and
geography. Thase who choose may learn in addition tho histories of

Chili ouu America, sacred history, dmwing, music, and sewing.
There are also 480 private schools, witli 24,000 pupils, which differ

more in tho rank of the childrt-n than in tho subjects taught.
One in every 3*8 of the pcijulation in Santiago can n>aa, and 1 in

every 4 '4 can both read ana write—and tho proportion is nearly

the same in the provinces of Atocamo, Coquimbo, ValporaiM, Coa-

cepcion, and Chiloe ; while lu the entire population of the republic

one in 7 can read, and one in 8 can both read and write. Upon an

average 1 child for every 24'71 inhabitants goes to school In the

public schools each child costs Government an average cf 45'

shillings.

TahU lowing fhi numlcr of children educakd at the public arui-

private schools, and the proportion of pupils to inhabitants.
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Ujizvc} sidad, and of the Church, La Revista Catohca.

There are also German and English newspapers. The
national literature of Chili belongs chiefly to the belles

lettres class, tinged with French ideas. The scientific

writers are mostly foreigners or the descendants of

foreigners. On an average, three times more books are

imported from France than from England ; ten times

more than from Spain, or the United States, or Germany

;

and twenty-two times more than from Belgium.
Poat-offico Post-office.—The number of letters that passed through

the post-office in lfiJ4 was 6 millions; of newspapers,
pcriodic;)Js, and circulars, 7h millions; and of samples,

12,000, besides 336,000 official despatches.

Anny. Arnif and Navy.—The army of Chili, which in time of

war has exceeded 4500 men, was reduced in 1876 to

3500, consisting of 700 cavalry, 2000 infantry, and 800
artillery. This force is distributed on sentry duties und
upon the frontiers, but the real military strength of the
country is the National Guard.

The National Guard, also divided into cavalry, infantry,

and artillery, averaged 56,000 men from 1867 to 1871,
but in 1875 had become reduced to 22,000, the country
being at peace.

Wavy. The navy consists of two powerful ironclads, the
" Almirante Cochrane" and the "Valparaiso," constructed
iu England, each of 1000 horse-power, and of about 2000
metric tons measurement, besides three corvettes, a sloop,

and several transport vessels on active service, and two
corvettes allocated to the naval schools. All are steamers.

. The marine, force amounted in 1876 to 1600 men, includ-

ing sailors, engineers, officers, and 200 marines and artillery-

men
MinciaU. Mineral Prodtcdions.—Chili is rich in minerals. Among its

mctala nre ^old, silver, copper, lead, antimony, cobalt, zinc, nickel,
bismuth, iiou, molybdenum, and (luickailver, found in mines in»the
north irn division, while rich beds of coal occupy the southern divi-

sion, out only copper, silver, and coal are profitable to any extent.
The various ores are found in all the series of. roCks between
granite and trachyte, the Intter being sterile in Chili. The veins
cenerally run fro,m N. and N.W. to 3. and S.E. ; in some places,

however, their course is irregular, or they extend E. and W.
Oold, Tlie auriferous veins run nearly parallel to the imperfect cleavage

of the surrounding granite rocks. Copper ores, containing a small
quantity of gold, are generally associated with micaceous specular
iroji. Some mines are remarkable for the variety of minerals mixed
with the gold, such aa galena, blende, copper and ii'on pyrites, and
I>eroxide of iron. These substances are founddisseminated in quartz
Veins running nearly N. and S. Near lUapel are some very poor
gold mines, in the beds of the gypseous formation, in altered fel

snathic cLiy-slate, which alternate with purple porphyritic con-
glomornto.

Silver. The richest silver mines are found in Jurassic rocks of the Oohtic
formation in the province of Atacama. The richest districts are

Chaaaicillo, Trcs rmitas, Florida, and Caracoles, In ChaQarcillo
tlie upper part of the mines produce inimenso quantities of embolite,
while in those of Caracoles, on the frontier of Bolivia, the chloride
of silver is found in still greater quantities. And in general these are
the two kinds of silver ore met with most frequently in the upper
region of the veins ; while as the mines become deeper, the prevail-
ing ores are various kinds of pyrargyrite or red silver, polybasite,
and argoniite or the sulphuiet of silver. Native silver, in smaller
or 1.1 rgi-r masses, is generally found in the upper region, although
at Chduarcillo, from the vein San Juan, at 325 teet below the
surface, 800,000 ounces of metallic silver were extracted in a few
months. Gold is also fouud in Magellan.

Copper. Copjicr is more equally distributed than silver over the northern
proviiu'CH, and is mostly found in the lower granitic and mota-
morjihic schistose scries, where it is met with most abundantly as
pyiitcB, although other ores are also common, such aa bornite or
varifgfltcd copjier, the black oxide, maMcliite, and atacffmitc. Do-
mcykite, or arseuicnl copper, is found in the Calabozo mine, near
Coquiinbo : the hydrosilicate and oUvcnitp in the mine San Antonio,
near Copiupo ; the vanadiato of copper in cavities in an arsenio-

phosplinto of lead, along 4vith amoiphoua carl>onate of lead and
copper, in llina Grande or La MarqueBa, near Arqucros, Tliat
rure ore, the oxycliloride of copj^er, or atacamite, occurs at Hcmo-
linoa and Suuta Itoaa in vuins io granite. Tlio principal copper
mines arc in tlic provliicea of Atacama, Coqu'nubo, nn-l Aconcnpua,
•nd tb> nio3» imjwrtaut an? those of Sap Juau and durizai near

Copiapo, La Higuern, near Coquimbo, and Tamaya, about 40 miles
from tne coast, and 70 from Coquimbo, This last is a mountain
district about 3500 feet above the sea, which produces about ICO.OOO
cwta. a year of various kinds of sulphurets, of a produce from 9 to
64 per -cent. Tambillos, 10 leagues from Coquimbo, produces prin-
cipally poor liulphurets ; Runeral, near the river, entirely poor car-
bonatcn

; AudacoUo, carbonates, oxides, oxysulphurets, and nativi
copper ; I^a Higuora, black sulphurets and pyrites ; Herradura and
Huasco, carbonates and sulphurets of low produce. In the Cordil-
leras, above Huasco, are somejnines containing ores of copper, silver,
and lead combined together. Silver and copper mines are sold by
the "barra," or twenty-fourth part of the share of the mine.
The most common ores of cobalt are the arsenate and the sulph- Cobalt,

arsenate, containing from 19 to 22 per cent, of cobalt. The most im-
portant mine is the Veta Blanca of San Juan. At Tambiltos and
Huasco there are mines containing glance cobalt, and arsenate or
erythrine

; the former sort is frequently combined with nickel,
which has been found in considerable quantities in a mine m Lbo
Cordilleras above Copiapo.
The Bulphuret of zinc is found in various parts, as well as anti-

mony, lead, manganese, bismuth, mercury, and molybdena. Iron
ores of every description are very abundant ; amongst the most
peculiar are coquimbite, or white copperas, and copiapite, or yellow
copperas, much used by the inhabitants for dyeing and tanning,
in the manufacture of ink, and for other purposes.
Gypsum is found in immense beds, particularly in the province oi"

Santiago. The fine massive variety called alabaster is found at tho
Salto oe Agua, near to Santiago, of a quality nearly equal to that
of Italy. Lapis lazuU is found in the Cordilleras above tho province
of Coquimbo, but it is impossible to convey large slabs to the coast,

and the principal use of the small pieces is to make ultramarine
;

but as the artificial equals the native in brilliancy of colour and
permanency, it is not of much value. In the province of Atacama,
where it borders on Bolivia, are extensive deposits of the nitrate of

soda and the borate of lime and soda.

Of groat and increasing importance are the coal mines in southern Coal.

Chili, extending along the coast, from the province of Concepcion
in 36° 50' S. lat, to the Straits of Magellan, including some of the
islands of ChJloo. The richest and at the same time the oldest coal
mines are immediately south from the Biobio at Coronel, Lota, and
Lebu. These coal mines are worked on the same plan as thoso
in England with all the modem improvements and acceesarios.

Stpamers coal at tho pit's mouth, and a great deal of the ore that
used to be carried to England to be amelted is now sent to Coronel
and Lota. There are alio extensive works for amalgamating silver

and smelting ores in Copiapo, Chaliarcillo, Carrizal, and Guayacan.
Of the entire metal exports copper is 70 per cent, and silver 25.

The amount of coal produced annually is increasing so rapidly that

it will probably soon average from 2 to 3 millions of tons. The
average value of the minerals exported is above 46 per cent, of tho
value of the whole of the exports, while that of agricultinal pro-

ducts is about 44 per cent.

Vegetable Kingdom.—The Chilian flora contains 128 genera, fliora.

Twenty-two of the genera belonging to the continent oE Europe are

not indigenous to Chili, while, on the other hand, that country
posseses thirty-six genera not belonging to Europe.

Agricultiirc.—Till Chili had to compete with California aud Aug- AgriuiM-
tralia m the foreign mai'kets, the agricultural appliances were of ture.

that rude description introduced by the Spaniards. The plou'dis were
jointed sticks ; corn was trodden out by marcs or oxen, winnowed
by throwing it up against the wind, and ground in small primi-

tive mills. All this is now changed. The lai-gest and most
approved agricultural implements manufactured in the United
States and in England are now employed, while tho flour mills

in power and machinery rival the best iu Great Britain. Care is

also being taken to improve the breeds by the introduction of

horses, cattle, and sheep from England. About 82 per cent, of the

entire surface of Ohili is desert, mountain pasture, and forests, and
only about 18 per cent, arable land. There are in the country

30,000 estates ot various sizes, from many square miles to a few

acres. The most important agricultural product, both for homo
consumption and exportation, is wheats of which the average yield

over the whole country is 7 for 1, and the average annual quantity

from 1,305,000 to 1,380,000 quarters, of which about two-thirds are

exported in grain, flour, and biscuit. In the province of Santiago

the yield may bo estimated at 12 for 1. Ot barley the average

annual production is 200,000 quarters; and the yield in the pro-

vinces in which it is cultivated 16 for 1. Tho value of the annual

export averages £200,000. The rest is used as malt and food for

hoi-aes. Mad^c is grown in every part of Chili excepting in Chilo^

and the territory of Magellan, and yields 20 to 30 for one. In the

green stato it forma two of the principal national dishes, choclo3

and humitas, eaten by both rich and poor. But the most universal

national diah is supnlied by the kidney lean {Phascolus vulgaris)

both in the green ana the dry state. The average annual produce i3

106,000 quaiU-ra, and the yield 9 for 1, South from the ilaule, pca^

are moro cultivated than kidnoj beenfl. The average produce ia
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27,000 qnarters. The poiaio b indigenous to Ctili. The largest

quantity and the best are gro^-n in the rainy provinces of Chiloe and

Valdivja, where the yield varies from 10 to 40 for 1. The average

annual produce is 3,100,000 bushels in the whole of Chili. Of

walnuts the average annual produce is 48,000 bushels. Although

there are 14,560 hearing olive trees in the country, the extraction of

the oil from the berries is only beginning to receive due attention.

There ai-e 890,000 mulbfrry trees, but the breeding of silkwomia has

as yet not succeeded. The ijnifis number from eighteen to twenty

millions ; and really good imitations of port and claret are made,

although the great bmk goes to make a coarse brandy, a catelan-like

wine called mosto, and thegreat beverages of the poorer classes, called

chicha and chacoli. The most important plant for the fattening of

cattle is a licccrne, the Mcdicago sativa, which flourishes throughout

aU the warmer regions of Chili. It is sown in winter, 2\ bushels

to the cuadra, under a sprinkling of earth, is cut from three to four

times in. the year, and irrigated from five to ten times, according to

the nature of the soil, and yields of green food 49 tons the cuadra.

Cattle brought from the mountains, and oxen that have been work-

ing in carta and in the plough, are speedily fattened on it, while

cows fed on it yield rich milk and butter. The hills in the warm
regions of Chili are sparingly coveved with a short and wiry grass,

which, after one winter of abundant rain, lasts for two seasons,

even although the succeeding winter may have been dry.

The sterile plains and mountains produce the carob tree {Cera-

tonia) which, in defiance of a broiling sun, stretches out its spacious

limbs, covered with foliage, forming an agreeable retreat to the

weary traveller by day as well as by night ; the espino {Acacia

Cavenia) inferior to the carob tree in size, hardness, and durability

of its timber ; and the great torch thistle, whose long, smooth
spines are used by the country people for knitting-needles, and

whose interior woody substance, stripped of its fleshy bark, forms the

beams and rafters of the cottages of the peasantry in the northern

provinces. Timber is abundant in all the provinces S. of San-

tiago, but chiefly in Arauco, Valdivia, and Chiloe, which may be

termed the forest region of Chili. There are altogether above a

hundred different kindd of indigenous trees, of which not more than

thirteen ever shed their leaves. Several have been found Serviceable

in ship-building, but for purposes of house-carpentry none afford

an adequate substitute for pine. Ornamental woods are scarce,

and too soft for the use of cabinet-makers. The principal timber

trees are the roble or Chilian oak {Fagus obliqxia) which attains a

height of 100 feet, and as the timber retains its soundness in water,

it makes excellent stakes ; the lingue {Persea Lingue) 90 feet, which
furnishes the best wood for furniture, while the bark is of great

value in tanning; the peumo {Cryptoearya Peumus), the bark of

which is used in Valdivia for tanning,—the Germans exporting large

quantities of first class sole leather, of which the largest quantity

goes to England ; two species of cyprefls, both exceeding in height

tne loftiest tiees in England,— the timber,of a reddish hue, is used

for beams, doors, pillars, and ornamental flooring. The cypress

{Libocedrus chiUnsis) grows on the Andes of the middle provinces,

while tho Libocedrus tetragona is found on the southern Andes.
The quiilay tree {Qiiillaja Saponaria) grows north from the Biobio.

A. decoction of the bark is used for clearing the colours in dyeing and
cleansing articles of silk and woollen cloth, and as a wash for the
hair. The laurel {Laurctia aromatica) is a tall handsome tree,-

but its wood warps so much that it is suitable only for. the coarsest

work. The lurao {Myrtus Luvia) produces timber liker the Eng-
lish oak than tho Chilian oak. The Araucanian pine (Araucaria
imbricata) 160 feet, flourishes on the mountains S. from the Biobio.

WTien seen from a distance tho trees look like gigantic umbrellas. The
cone, which takes two years to ripen, contains from 50 to 100 oblong
nuts 2 inohes long, wliich, when cooked, form more delicate eating
than chestnuts. Under tho governorship of O'Higgins their trunks
were used for Bhip-masts ; but at present the expense of bringing
them to the coast prevents their being employed in this way. Tho
Chilian cedar or alerco {Fit-iroyti patagonica) is the largest and
most important tree in Chili. Tho wood is reddish, soft and durable,
and not liable to warp. The trunk is divided into pieces of 8 feet

long, and then split up into boards 6 or 7 inches broad, and about
hdf an inch thiclc, which ia, on account of tho straightncss of tho

fibre, very easily efTocted. An ordinary tree yields from 500 to 600
of these boards. Tho general height is from 160 to 180 feet. Yet
sorao specimens haVe Doen met with 800 feet high and 60 in

circumference, which yielded upwards of 5200 boards. Tho host

grow in Llonquihuo, Chilo^, ana Valdivia. Indeed, the luxuriance

of vegetation in these regions is as great as in the tropics. Tho
forests aro frequently quite imponotrablo on account of the creepers

and the '*quila," a rudely branched reed, which, however, aflbrda

a good food for the cattle. A creeper {Lardiuabala bitemata) is

used by the Arauoanians instead of ropes. In the samo districts

grows likowise tho coliguS or colcu (Chusguea Colcou), a bamboo-
liko reed, which attains a height of 30 feet, and furnishos tho snafts

of the lancoa of tho Araucanians and Pchucuchcs.
Fruit ia plentiful. Besidea the kinds already mentioued, in

Valdivia ttert ore Uthc npple orchanU, and further north poais,

cherries, and quinces. The strawberries of tho south of Chili

have long been famous, and are still unrivalled, especiallj those

of Tome.
Animals.—Tho most formidable animal in Chili is the puma. Zoology

On account of its ravages in tho farm-yard, it is frequently hunted
with dogs, or caught by the lasso. The guanaco roams about among
the lower regions of the Chilian Alps in herds numbering from 20

to iOO. The vicuna is more rare ; it inbabit.<) the Andes of the

province of Atacama. Tho huemul is found in tho territory of

Magellan, and in other districts the otter, wild cat, fox, and chin-

chilla. The horses of Chili are inferior in strength and height to

those of England, but greatly superior in point of endurance. The
mule is tho beast of burden, and will carry on an average a load

ef 355 lb. a distance of 20 or even 30 miles a day. The beef is

excellent ; meat is mostly cured by drying, making it into charqui..

In this manufacture several hundred head of cattle are killed, at a

time, the Qenh rapidly stripped otf the bones, cut into long thin

shredd, and then dried in the sun.

Birds.—Among the birds of Chili the most remarkable is the

condor, which is easily recognised by the white rufl" encircling ita

neck. As its wings on an average extend 8 or 9 feet, its ilight has

a very majestic appearance. Humboldt mentions having seeji one

flying at tho height of 22,000 feet above the level of the sea. They
scent an exposed carcase for a great distance, but seldom carry off

live prey. The turkey-buzzard is also common in the northern

districts ; whit6 eagles, hawks, and owls are more numerous in the

south. The only song-birds worthy of notice are,—the tenca, the

thi-ush, the tordo (a kind of blackbird), and the lloica {a kind of red-

breast) ; but none of these can rival the notes of our English

birds. The tenca is said to emulate the mocking-bird in imitative

power. The tapacnlo {Pteroptochus albicollis), a bird about the

same size as tho thrush, rarely flies, but runs about with great

agility, emitting an odd but cheerful note. The chingol, or sparrow,

has gayer plumage than his European representative. Besides

these, parroquets, flamingoes, partridges, and woodpeckers abound

in several localities, likewise the black-headod swan, and several

varieties of crane. Patagonia has an ostrich much hunted by the

Indians. Tho pelican, the penguin, and the shag inhabit the see

and the salt-water lake'5.

Fish.—Great varieties of fish aro found off the coast of Chili, ar.d

of these the pichihuen, which is caught chiefly in the Bay of Coquim-
bo, is regarded as a choice delicacy. There are small sweet oysters

off Chiloe ; huge mussels, barnacles, and fissurellse, off Concepcion;

and large clams off" Coquimbo ; besides sea-urchins, cockles, and

limpets, which are found along the whole coast.

Of the reptiles, which are all harmless, the most numerous are

lizards ; the snakes Vary from 12 to 30 inches in length. Scorpions

and large spiders are common, but not dangerous. Of beetles there

aro upwards of 4000 species not found in Europe. Chili is never

infested by the clouds of locusts wliich from time to -time devastate

the neighbouring plains of the Argentine Republic. Small ants

enter houses and attack provisions.

In 1844, J. P. Larrain made an unsuccessful attempt to intro- Bees.

duco bees; however, about two years afterwards be succeeded.

Since then they have multiplied so fast that there are now upwards

of 100,000 hives, producing on an average £50,000 worth of

honey and wax annually, of which by far the greatest part is

exported.

Manufactures.—The wealth of Chili consists in tho development of Msnufex
its groat and abundant resources, for which its scanty population is turca.

insufficient ; hence manufactures which require many skilled hands

and much cheap labour have as yet not prospered,—the cost of pro-

duction being too great. But such works as flour mills, smelting

works, tanneries, breweries, roporios, and soap works have long proved

successful. Wine-making is progress'ing rapidly. At Tome thero ia

a cloth mill, and at Valparaiso a large sugar refinery.

Numerous banks and insurance ana other companies are conducted,

on the principle of limited liability. Both Santiago and Valparaiso

aro in tnis way furnished with Btrcot tramways, and the plin has

of late been applied to mining.

Commcrc*;.—Tho commerce of Cliili bos vastly increased since the ExparU
time when the country loy torpid under the yoke of Spain, la

1855 the total value of the exports was under £4,000.000 ster*

ling, now it averoges £8,000,000. Tho imports wore in 1865 a

little above £3,500,000, now they average £7,000,500. The prin-

cipal exports ore copper in ban and ores, averaging £8,050,000 ;

silver in bars and ores, averaging £500,000 ; wheat, flour, and bii»-

cuits, averaging £1,507.000; barley, £300,000; hay of Lucerne {Mfdi-

cago satira), £51.000 ;
potatoes. £48,000 ; wolnnts, £40,000; butter

ond choeso, £20,600 ; eggs, £22,000 ; hides. £22,000.

Of tho imports 17 to 18 per cent, aro for nutritior, such as sugar. TmpoxxN
rice, and cattle ; 20 to 21 per cert, are necessaries of social life, ss

clothing, domestic utensils, crockery, drugs, mochincry, tools, books,

paper, &c. ; and 13 to 14 i>crccnt. aro orticlcn of lutur), euch as rich

carpets, satins, silks, and drapery, toys, cards, tobacco, pcrfomery,

musical instrtunonts, pictures, statues, jowellcrr, too, cofTcn, iin*!

yeibamat^. This ycrl», the dried lesvos of iheliejc pftraffuat/mMtM.
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13Uif«sed in an urn-shaped cup from which it is sucltcd up through
a small silver tube (bombilla).

fhe commercial intercourse of Chili is most extensive with Great
Britain. The value of the Chilian exports to England averages

annu£.:iy £3,700,000, and the imports from England £3,900,000.

The exports to France are about one-third of tliose to England,
and the imports from France about one-fifth of those from England.
Next follow Germany, Peru, the United States, Bolivia, Brazil, and
the Argentine Republic.

Chili exports and imports both by sea and by the passes in the
Cordillera* ilules do the land traffic, and formerly only sailing

vessels , the traffic by sea ; but steamers are now taking thoir

place. The value of the imports by land averages £198,000, and
the exports £23,000 ; and the value of the imports by sea averages

£9, 802, 000, and the exports £9, 700,000, which in both cases includes

goods in transit. Of the land imports the most valuable article

IS cattle, which are imported in largo herds into the provinces of

Coquimbo and Atacama from the Argentine Republic. The number
of vessels that leave the ports of Chili averages 5900, with about
4,019,000 tons; and 5950 enter the ports, with about 4,059,880
tons. Of the total amount three-eighths are English and about the

same Chilian, then follow the United States, French, German,
Peruvian, Belgian, Dutch, and Portuguese vessels. The merchant
navy of Chili in 1875 consisted of 28 steamers with 9880 metric

tons, and 59 sailing vessels with 12,554 metric tons. Many small
vessels, however, owned in Chili, have remained under the foreign

flags to which they were transferred for siifety during the last war
with Spain.

Revenue,—The annual income of Chili may be estimated at

£3,550,000, and the expenditure at sometimes a little less and some-
times a little more. The chief source of revenue is the custom-
house, which yields about half of the whole amount. Next in

importance are the railways, yielding about a quarter of the whole

;

and after these, the monopoly of tobacco and cards, the land tax,

trade licences, stamps, tolls, the mint, post-office, and telegraphs.

Expendi-
ture.

Expenditure.

The Ministry of the Interior, £1,018,750
The Ministry of the Exterior—

•

Section—Foreign Relations, £19,409
Section—Colonization, 31,071

The Ministry of Justice, Woi-ship, and Public
Instruction—

•

Section—Justice, £117,569
Section—Worship, 63,425
Section— Public Instruction, 235,156

50,480

Carry forward.

417,150

£1,486,380

nroughi forward,

Tbo Ministry of War

—

Section—The Army, . . £326,903
Section—The National Guard, 83,861
Section—The Navy, . . 234,703

The Ministry of the Exchequer (Hacienda),

£1.486,380

645,472
1.305,102

£3,437,014

lialioiial Debt. —The national debt amounts to about £10,000,000 N'ationaJ

sterling, of which about £2,000,000 is of internal and £8,000,000 Oeh:.

of externaf debt. The whole of the latter has been conti-actcd iu

England, and the bulk of it invested in existing railways and rail-

ways in construction, which yield both directly and indirectly ii

fair return. The wanton bombardniont of Val]iaraiso by tlu:

Spanish fleet (March 31, 1866) having suggested to the Chilians the
necessity of providing against such outrages, they have spent ;*.

great deal of money in the purchase of ironclads and in the construc-

tion of forts,—besides having had to rebuild tbo Ijondcd warehouses
destroyed at that time. A largo sum has also been spent on the
House of Congress, which is being built on an ambitious scale.

CK>mm\inication.— Chili ia connected with Europe by telegraidu

and the wires ramify over the ^^-eatcr part of the country,

Santiago and Valparaiso and all the most important towns south-

ward as far as Talcahuano, are connected by rail. In the northern j)ro-

vinces are alsoxailways, which facilitate the working of tiie mines.

On the 15th of October 1840, the first steamers of the Pacific

Steam Nangalion Company arrived at Valparaiso, the *'Peru^
(Captain Peacock) and the "Chili " (Captain Glover), both 700 tons.

At first they sailed merely between Valparaiso and Callao, calling

at the intermediate ports. In June 1846, the route was extended
by Panama and the Isthmus to Europe. On the 13th of May 18G3
the Company commenced their line between Liverpool ami Chili

by the Straits of Magellan, the first of their steamers which made
the voyage being the '* Pacific," 1174 tons.

JVeights, Measures, and Money.—The weights and measures Weights^
were formerly Spanish, but since January 1858 those of Franco are measaren
in force as the only legal ones. andmonft

In her monetary system Chili possesses the double standaid,

gold and silver, the coins being as follows :—Of gold, a ten-doll.ir

piece, weighing 15*253 grammes, and pieces of five and two dollars

in proportion ; of silver, a dollar piece of 25 grammes, and j)ieces

of fifty, twenty, ten, and five cents in proportion ; and also two-

cent pieces, and cent-pieces of a bronze containing zinc and nickel.

The gold and larger silver coins contain one-tenth of alloy ; tbo

smaller silver ones, which are of limited legal tender, are rather

less pure. The bronze tokens, the emission of which has been

limited to a value of about £20,000, replace the former coinage of

copper. There is no Government paper ; but some of the banks issae,

under due restrictions, notes payable iu coin. (C. B. B.—F W.)

CHILLAN, a town of Cliili, the capital of tlie province

of Nuble, in a depression in the fertile plain between the

river3 Nuble and Chilian, about 120 miles north-east of

Concepcion, in 35° 56' S. lat. and 71° 37' W. long. The
houses, with but few exceptions, consist of only a ground

floor built round a rectangular court, and are constructed of

sun-dried or baked bricka. The streets are about 22 yards

wide and have open drains in the middle. The importance

of the tovm consists in its being the centre of a largo

agricultural district of the greatest productiveness, which

has a valuable outlet for its grain and cattle by means of

the railway to Tom6. Hand-made lacs is produced on
designs which have become traditional in certain families.

The district is also celebrated for its mineral baths. Chil-

ian was originally founded by Kuiz de Gamboa in 1594,

but it has since been frequently destroyed and rebuilt.

In 1601 it was laid waste by the Moluche Indians, in

1657 by the Puelche Indians and an earthquake, by another
earthquake in 1751, and in 1797 by the overflow of the

River Nuble. This last catastrophe led the inhabitants to

remove their city to a place called La Horca, where it was
again levelled by the earthquake of 1835. Next year they
began to build on the present site the now prosperotis town,
which has a population of 20,000.
CHILLIANWALLA, a town of British India in the

Punjab, situated on. the left bank of the River Jhelum,

about 85 miles north-west of Lahore, in 32° 40' N. lat. and
73° 39' E. long. It is memorable as the scene of a

sanguinary battle fought there on the 13th January 1849,

between a British force commanded by Lord Gough and
the Sikh army under Shere Singh. The loss of the British

in killed and wounded amounted to 2269, of whom nearly

1000 were Europeans, while that of the Sikhs was
estimated at 4000. An obelisk erected at Chillianwalla by

the British Government preserves the names of the officers

and men who fell in the action.

CHILLICOTHE, a city of the United States, capital of

the county of Ross in Ohio, on the west bank of the River

Scioto, 45 miles south of Columbus. It is beautifully

situated in the midst of a rich agricultural district, and has

extensive communication by means of the Ohio and Erie

canal, and several railway lines. Its public buildings,

many of which are an ornament to the town, comprise a

largo court-house, which cost over §100,000, fourteen

churches, and thirty-sis public schools ; and among its

industrial establishments are carriage- factories, flonr

and paper mills, an iron foundry, and a manufactory of

agricultural implements. ChiUicothe was founded in 1 796

by immigrants from Virginia and Kentucky, and from 1800

to 1810 it was the capital of the State. Population iu

1870, 8920.

CHILLINGWORTH, William (1G02-1G44), a cele-
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Lrated divine and controversialist of the Qiurch of England,

was born at Oxford in October 1602. In June 1618 he

became a scholar of Trinity College, and after a course of

logic and philosophy he was admitted to the degree of

Master of Arts in 1623, and was made a fellow of Trinity

College in June 1628. In those days he industriously

cultivated the art of disputation, as was the fashion among
the young theologians of the university. He also excelled

ia mathematics, and gained some credit as a writer of

verses. The controversy between the Church of England

and that of Rome was the absorbing topic of the time, which

had g;iined a deeper interest in consequence of the marriage

of Charles with Henriette of France. Missionarios of the

Church of Rome were busy throughout the country. The

Jesuits made the universities their special point of attack;

and one, named Fisher, who had his sphere at Oxford,

succeeded in making a convert of young Chillingworth.

To secure his conquest, Fisher prevailed upon Chillingworth

to go to the Jesuit college at Douay. While he was there.

Laud, who was his godfather, and who then was bishop of

London, pressed him with arguments against the doctrine

and practice of the Church of Rome, which had the effect

of determining him to make an impartial inquiry into the

claims of the two churches. For this purpose he quitted

Douay in 1631 after a brief stay there, returned to England,

and at Oxford, of which Laud was chancellor, he devoted

his energies to a free inquiry into religion. On grounds of

Scripture and reason he at length declared for Protestantism,

and wrote in 1634, but did not publish, a confutation of

the motives which had led him over to Rome. This paper

was lost ; the other, on the same subject, was probably

written on some other occasion at the request of his friends.

His return to Protestantism was attended with some
scruples, which he e.xpressed in a letter to Dr Sheldon, arid

which probably gave rise to the report that he had turned

papist a second time, and then Protestant again. The
extreme sensitiveness of his theological conscience was
evinced by the grounds on which he refused a preferment

offered to him in 1635 by Sir Thomas Coventry, Lord
Keeper of the Great SeaL He was iu diflSculty about

subscribing the Thirty-nine Artie' ^i. As he informed Dr
Sheldon in a letter, he was fully i ^solved on two points

—

that to say the Fourth Commandment is a law of God
appertaining to Christians is false and unlawful, and that

the damning clauses in St Athanasiua's Creed are most false,

and in a high degree presumptuous and schismaticaL To
Bubscribe, therefore, he felt would be to " subscribe his own
damnation." At this time his principal work was far

towards completion. It was undertaken in defence of Dr
Christopher Potter, provost of Queen's College in Oxford,

who had for some time been carrying on a controversy with

a Jesuit known as Edward Knott, but whose real name was
Matthias Wilson.

Laud, now archbishop of Canterbury, was not a little

solicitous about Chillingworth's reply to Knott, and at his

request, as " the young man had given cause why a more
watchful eye should bo held over him and his writings," it

was examined by the vice-chancellor of Oxford, and two
professors of divinity, and published with their approbation

in 1637, with the title The Religion of Protestants a Safe
ICai/ lo Salvation, Tho work was well received, two
editions being published within less than five months; and
it called forth a, shower of pamphlets from tho opoosito

side. Ia tho preface Chillingworth expresses a totally

different view about subscription to the articles. " For
the Church of England," he there says, " I am persuaded
that tho constant doctrine of it is so pure and orthodox,

that whosoever believes it, and lives according to it,

undoubtedly he shall be saved, and that there is do error

in it which may necessitate or warrant any man to disturb

5—23

the peace or renounce the communion of it. This, in my
opinion, is all intended by subscription." His scruples

ha\-ing thus been happOy overcome, he was, in the following

year (1638), promoted to the chancellorship of the church

of Sarum, with the prebend of Brixworth in Northampton-
shire annexed to it. He was in the king's army at the

siege of Gloucester, and invented certain engines for

assaulting the town. Shortly afterwards he accompanied
Lord Hopton, general of the king's troops in the west, in

his march ; and being laid up with illness at Arundel
Castle, he was there taken prisoner by the Parliamentary

forces under Sir WiUiam Waller. As he was enable to go
to London with the garrison, he was conveyed to

Chichester, and died there in January IC44. His last

days were spent in controversy with a redoubtable preacher,

Francis Cheynell, about the dispute between the king and
the parliament.

Besides his principal work, Chillingworth wrote a number
of minor pieces of a controversial kind, and some of his

sermons have been preserved. In politics he was a zealous

Royalist, asserting that even the unjust and tyrannous

violence of princes may not be resisted, although it might
be avoided in terms of our Saviour's direction, " when they

persecute you in one city, flee into another." His writings

long enjoyed a high popularity. The Religion of Frotestants

is characterized by much fairness and acuteness of argument,

and was commended by Locke as a discipline of " perspicuity

and the way of right reasoning." The charge of Socinianism

was frequently brought against him, but, as TiUotson

thought, " for no other cause but his worthy and successful

attempts to make the Christian religion reasonable." Hia
creed, and the whole gist of his argument, is expressed in

a single sentence, which is not without significance even for

the present time,—"I am fully assured that God does not,

and therefore that men ought not to require any more of

any man than this, to believe the Scripture to be God's

word, to endeavour to find the true sense of it, and to live

according to it."

CHILMAREE (in Hindustani, Chalamari), a town of

British India, in the presidency of Bengal, about 35
miles south-east of Rungpur, on the right bank of tho

Brahmaputra. It is mainly remarkable as the seat of a
great religious and commercial festival, which brings

together no fewer that from 60,000 to 100,000 people.

CHILOE, an island off the coast of Chili, separated from
tho mainland on the N. by the narrow strait of Chacao,

and on the E. by the archipelago of tho Gulf of Ancud anil

Corcovado Bay. It is situated between 41° 45' and 43*

30' S. iat., and extends in length about 120 miles from JT.

to S. ; its greatest breadth is about 50 miles, and its total

area is estimated at 5200 square miles. The western or
seaward coast is for the most part steep, and in some places

rises to a height of 3000 feet ; the eastern con'.rasts with

it not only in its smaller clevavion but also in the extreme

irregularity of its outline. There are several lakes in the

southern portion of the island, of which the most extensive

bears the name of Lago de Cucao. The interior is moun-
tainous and but partially explored. The whole island is

divided into the five departments of Ancud or San Carlos,

Chacao, Dalcahue, Castro, and Chonchi. Ancud, the capita]

and tho bishop's scat, ia a rcgularly-bnilt town, with a

population of 7000. The total population of the province

amounted in 1875 to 61,536. In 1558 the islard and the

neighbouring archipelago were discovered by Garcia Jo
Jlcndoza, and not long afterwards were iakcn possession

of by Spain. On the expulsion of the Spanish forces from
the rest of ChUi in 1818 they settled in Chiloi! ; but in

\?."o the island likewise was abandoned, and since that

period it bos formed one of tho Chilian provinces. Tho
most valuable article of commerce is thr> timber of the

V. - 79
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Chilian cadar, the Fitzroya patagonica, which is exported

in small planks. The next article in importance is the

potato, which is indigenous, and which is produced in

annually increasing quantities aa land is cleared of forest.

Signs of coal-beds of considerable size and value have been

discovered in the island. See Chili.

CHILON, one of the seven sages of Greece, was a

Lacedemonian by birth His father's name was Damagetos,

and he appears to have flourished about the beginning of

the Cth century B.C. In 5f>& B c. he acted as ephor

eponymous, but little more is known of his life. He is

said to have died of joy on hearing that hia son had gained

a prize at the Olympic games. Diogenes Laertius tells us

that he composed elegies, but none of these are extant,

ilany of his apophthegms have been handed down. They
show much of the weight aud brevity that might be expected

in a Spartan, but are not so pointed and severe as those

of Bias. According to Chilon the great virtue of man
was prudence, or well grounded judgment as to future

events. (Diog. Laer., i. §§ 68-73; SluUach, Frag. Phil.

Grcec, i.).

CHILTERN HILLS, a range of chalk hUIs in England,

extending through part of Oxford, Buckingham, and
Bedford, and "attaining their highest elevation of 904 /eet

in the neighbourhood of Wendover. At one time the

Chilterns were thickly covered with a forest of beech, and
the western district of Bemwood was only cleared by
James I The depredations of the bandits, who found
shelter within their recesses, became at an early period so

alarming that a special ofSccr, known as the Steward of the

Chiltem Hundreds, was appointed for the protection of the

inhabitants of the neighbouring districts. The necessity

for such an appointment has disappeared long ago, but the

three hundreds 'of Stoke, Burnham, and Desborough in

Buckingham are stiU distinguished by the old name, and a

steward is still nominated by the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, with a salary of 203. and the fees of the office.

The sole importance of the sinecure consists in the fact that

its acceptance enables a member of the House of Commons

fo resign his seat, on the plea thai he holds a place of'

honour and profit under the Crown. This appropriation of
the post only dates from the middle of the 18th century,

and its intrinsic legality has been called in question ; but
the custom is now completely legitimated by a long line of

precedents. An application for the Stewardship of the

Chiltern Hnndreds was once refused, in 1842.

CHIMjERA, in Grecian fable, a monster resembling a
lion in the fore part, a goat in the middle, and a dragon
behind, and having three heads corresponding to the threo

parts of her body. Each mouth breathed forth fire, and
she committed great ravages throughout Caria and Lycia,

till she was overthrown by Bellerophon, mounted on the

winged horse Pegasus. Some have supposed that the

myth owed its origin to the volcanic mountain Chimaera,

in Lycia, where works have been found containing

representations of the lion. In modern art, the Chimaera
is usually represented as a lion, out of the back of which
grow the neck and head of a goat As a general term

chimaara signifies any fiction of the imagination made up of

incongruous elements, or, generally, any fantastic idea or

impracticable scheme of action.

CHIMAT, a town of Belgium, in the province of

Halnault, on the Eaublanche, or White Water, about 28
miles south of Charlerol It contains 3000 inhabitants,

and has ironworks, marble quarries, breweries, and potteries.

In 1470 it was raised to the rank of acountship by Charles

the Bold, and in 1486 was erected intp a principality in

favour of Charles of Croy. Since that date it has passed

in 1686 to the counts of Bossu, and in 1804 to the French
family of Eiquet de Caraman. In 1805 Prince Francis

Joseph Philippe married the daughter of the Spanish

minister Cabarrus, a woman of great wit and beauty, who
had been previously the wife of M. de Fontenay and of

Tallien, and had taken an active part in the overthrow of

Robespierre. Their son Joseph, bom in 1808, is the pre-

sent possessor of the title, and has held the office of Bel-

gian plenipotentiary.

CHIMPANZEE. See Ape, vol. ii. p. 149

CHINA
THE account of this great empire of Eastern Asia may

fitly commence with a brief notice, \st, of China as

known to the ancients (the laud of Since or Seres), and,

Hd, of China as known to mediasval Europe {Gatkay).

China as I'noztm to thf Ancients.

The spacious seat of ancient civilization which we call

China has loomed always so large to Western eyes, aud
has, in spite of the distance, subtended so large an angle

of vision, that, at eras far apart, we find it to have been

distinguished by different appellations, according as it was
reached by the southern sea-route, or by the northern land-

route traversing the longitude of Asia.

In the former aspect the name has nearly always been

some form of the name Sin, Chin, Since, China. In the

latter point of view the region in question was known to

the ancients as the land of the Seres, to the Middle Ages
as the empire of Cathay.

The name of Chin has been supposed (doubtfully) to be
derived from the dynasty of Thsin, which a little more
than two centuries before our era enjoyed a brief but
very vigorous existence, uniting all the Chinese provinces

under its authority, and extending its conquests far beyond
those limits to the south and the west.

The mention of th« Chinas in ancient Sanskrit litera-

ture, both in the laws of Manu and in the Mah^bh^rat, has
often been supposed to prove the application of the name

long before the predominance of the Thsin dynasty. But
the coupling of that name with the Daradas, still sui-viv-

ing as the people of Dardistan, on the Indus, suggests it

as more probable that those Chinas were a kindred race of

mountaineers, whose name as Shinas in fact b'kewise re-

mains applied to a branch of the Dard races. Whether
the Sinim of the prophet Isaiah should be interpreted of

the Chinese is probably not at present susceptible of any
decision ; by the context it appears certainly to indicate a

people of the extreme east or south.

The name probably came to Europe through the Arabs,

who made the China of the further east into Sin, and perhaps

sometimes into Thin. Hence the Thin of the author of the

Periplus of the Erythrcean Sea, who appears to be the first

extant writer to employ the name in this form {i.e.,

assuming Miiller's view that he belongs to the 1st century),

hence also the Since and Thinae of Claudius Ptolemy.

It has often indeed been denied that the Sinae of

Ptolemy really represented the Chinese. But if we com-

pare the statement of Marcianus of Heraclea (a mere con-

denser of Ptolemy), when he tells us that the " nations of

the Sin£e lie at the extremity of the habitable world, and
adjoin the eastern Terra Incognita," with that of Cosmas,
who says, in speaking of Tzinista, a name of which no one
can question the application to China, that " beyond this

there is neither habitation nor navigation,"—we cannot

doubt the same region to be meant by both. The fandi>
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mental error of PtcJomy's conception of the Indian Sea as

a closed basin rendered it impossible but that he should

misplace the Chinese coast. But considering that the

name of Sin has come down among the Arabs from time

immemorial as applied to the Chinese, considering that in

the work of Ptolemy this name certainly represented the

furthest known East, and considering how inaccurate are

Ptolemy's configurations and longitudes much nearer home,

it seems almost as reasonable to deny the Identity of his

India with ours as to deny that his Sinae were Chinese.

If we now turn to the Seres we find this name mentioned

by classic authors much more frequently and at an earlier

date , for the passages of Eratosthenes (in Strabo), formerly

supposed to speak of a parallel passing through Thince—
8ia @i.vu>v, are now known to read correctly hCKdrivhjv. The
name Seres indeed is familiar to the Latin poets of the

Augustan age, but always in a vague way, and usually

with a general reference to Central Asia and the further

East. We find, however, that the first endeavours to

assign more accurately the position of this people, which

are those of Mela and Pliny, gravitate distinctly towards

China in its northern aspect as the true idea involved.

Thus Mela describes the remotest east of Asia as occupied

by the three races (proceeding from south to north),

Indians, Seres, and Scyths; just as in a general way we
might say still that Eastern Asia is occupied by the Indies,

China, and Tartary.

Ptolemy Crst uses the names of Sera and Se^-ice, the

former for the chief city, the latter for the country of the

Seres, and £is usual defines their position with a precision

far beyond what his knowledge justified,—the necessary

result of his system. Yet even his definition of Series is

most consistent with the view that this name indicated the

Chinese empire in its northern aspect, for he carries it

eastward to the 180th degree of longitude, which is also,

according to his calculation, in a lower latitude the eastern

boundary of the Sin;o.

Ammianus Marcellinus devotes some paragraphs to a

description of the Seres and their country, one passage of

which is startling at first sight in its seeming allusion to

the Great Wall, and in this sense it has been rashly in-

terpreted by Lassen and by Reinaud. But Ammianus is

merely converting Ptolemy's dry tables into fine writing,

and speaks only of an encircling rampart of mountains
within which the spacious and happy valley of the Seres

lies. It is true that Ptolemy makes his Serice extend

westward to Imaus, i.e., to Pamir. But the Chinese

empire did so extend at that epoch, as it did twenty years

ago, and we find Lieut. John Wood in 1838 speaking of
" China " as lying immediately beyond Pamir, just as the

Arabs of the 8th century spoke of the country beyond the

Jaxartes as " Sin," and as Ptolemy spoke of " Serice " as

immediately beyond Imaus.

If we fuse into one the ancient notices of the Seres and
their country, omitting anomalous statements and manifest
fables, the result will be something like the following :

—

" The region of the Seres is a vast and populous country,

touching on the east the Ocean and the limits of the

habitable world, and extending west to Imaus and the con-

fines of Bactria. The people are civilized, mild, just, and
frugal, eschewing collisions with their neighbours, and
even shy of close intercourse, but not averse to dispose of

their own products, of which raw silk is the staple, but
which include also silk-stuffs, fine furs, and iron of remark-
able quality." That is manifestly a definition of the

Chinese.

That Greek and Roman knowledge of the true position

of 80 remote a nation should at best have been somewhat
hazy is nothing wonderful. And it is worthy of note that

the view entertained by the ancient Chinese of the Roman

empire and its inhabitants, under the name of Ta-tksin,

had some striking points of analogy to those views of the

Chinese which are indicated in the classical descriptions of

the Seres. There can be no mistaking the fact that in

this case also the great object was within the horizon of

vision, yet the details ascribed to it are often far from

being true characteristics, being only the accidents of its

outer borders.

China as blown to Medtwval Europe.

Cathay is the name by which the Chinese empire was

known to mediaeval Europe, and is in its original form

(Kitai) that by which China is still known in Russia, and

to most of the nations of Central Asia. West of Russia

the name has long ceased to be a geographical expression,

but it is associated with a remarkable phase in the history

of geography and commerce, of which we purpose undet

this head to give some account.

The name first became known to Europe in the 13th

century, when the vast conquests of Jenghiz and his house

drew a new and vivid attention to Asia, For some

three centuries previously the northern provinces of China

had been detached from indigenous rule, and subject to

northern conquerors. The first of these foreign dynasties

was of a race called Klntdn, issuing from the basin of the

Sungari River, and supposed (but doubttuUy) to have been

of the blood of the modern Tunguses. The rule of this

race endured for two centuries, and originated the applica-

tion of the name Khitdt or Khitdi to Northern China.

The dynasty itself, known in Chinese history as Liao, or

"Iron," disappeared from China 1123, but the name
remained attached to the territory which they had ruled.

The KhitAn were displaced by the Nyilche or ChArcke

race, akin to the modem Manchus who now rule China.

These reigned, under the title of Kin, or " Golden," till

Jenghiz and his Mongols invaded them in turn. In 1234

the conquest of the Kin empire was completed, and the

dynasty extinguished under Okkodai, the son and suc-

cessor of Jenghiz KhAn. Forty years later, in the reign

of Kublal, grandson and ablest successor of Jenghi«, the

Mongol rule was extended over Southern China (1276),

which till thou had remained under a native dynasty, the

Sung, holding its royal residence in a vast and splendid

city, now known as Hang-chow, but then as Ling-ngan,

or more commonly as King-sse, i.e., the Court. The
southern empire was usually called by the conquerors

Manizi (or as some of the old travellers write, Mangt), a

name which Western Asiatics seem to have identified with

Mdclun (from the Sanskrit Mahdchin), one of the names by

which China was known to the traders from Persian and

Arabian ports.

Tho conquests of Jenghiz and his successors had

spread not only over China and tho adjoining East, but

westward also over all Northern Asia, Persia, Armenia,

part of Asia Minor, and Russia, threatening to deluge

Christendom. Though the Mongol wave retired, as it

seemed almost by an immediate act of Providence, whei>

Europe lay at its feet, it had levelled or covered all poli-

tical barriers from the frontier of Poland to the i'ellow

Sea, and when Western Europe recovered from its alarm,

Asia lay open, as never before or since, to tho inspectioi.

of Christendom. Princes, envoys, priests,—half-missionary

half-envoy—visited the court of thegreat KhSnin Mongolia;

and besides these, the accidents of war, commerce, or

opportunity carried a variety of persons from varioua

classes of human life into tho depths of Asia. " Tis worthy

of tho grateful remembrance of all Christian people," says

an able missionary friar of the next ago (Ricold of Monto
Croce), " that JHSt at the time when God sent forth into

the Eustcru pirti of the world the Tartiirs to iiLiy and to
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be Blain, He also sent into th-i West his faithful and blessed

servants, Dominic and Francis, to enlighten, instruct, and
build up in the faith," Whatever on the whole may bo

thought of the world's debt to Dominic, it is to the two
mendicant orders, but especially to tlie Franciscans, that

we owe a vast amount of information about mediajval Asia,

and, among other things, tho first mention of Catka-i;.

Among tho many strangers who reached Mongolia were
(1245-47) John do Piano Carpini (see Carpini) and
(1253) William of Rubruk (Fiubruquis) in French Flanders,

both Franciscan friars of high intelligence, who happily
have left behind them reports of their observations.

Carpini, after mentioning the wars of Jenghiz against

tho Kitai, goes on to epcak of that people as follows :

—

" Now these Kitai are heathen men, and have a written

character of their ov/n. . . . They Ecem, indeed, to bo

kindly and polished folks enough. They have no beard,

and in character of countenance have a considerable resem-

blance to the Mongols " [are Mongoloid, as our ethnologists

would say], " but are not so broad in the face. They have a

peculiar language. Their bettors as craftsmen iu every art

practised by man are not to be found in the whole world.

Their country is very rich in corn, in wine, in gold and
silver, in silk, and in every kind of produce tending to tho

support of mankind." The notice of Rubruk, shrewder
and mote graphic, runs thus :

—" Further on is Great
Cathay, which I taho to be the country which was
anciently called tho Land of the Seres. For the best silk

stuffs are still got from them. . . . The sea lies bciween it

and India. Those Cathayans are little fe!lov?s, speaking
much through the nose, and, as is general with all those

Eastern people, their eyes are very narrow. They are

first-rate artists in every kind, and their physicians have a
thorough knovdedgo of tho virtues of herbs, and an
admirable skill in diagnosis by tho pulse. . . . The common
money of Cathay consists of pieces of cotton-paper, about
n palm in length and breadth, upon which certain lines are

printed, resembling the seal of Mangu Khdn. They do
their writing with a pencil, such as painters paint with,

and a single character of theirs comprehends several

letters, so as to form a whole word." Here we have not
only what is probrbly the first European notice of paper-
money, but a partial recognition of the peculiarity of

Chinese writing, and a perception that puts to shame the

perverse boggling of later critics ever the identity of these

Cathayans with the Seres of classic fame.

But thoug)\ these travellers saw Cathayans in the bazaars
of the Great Khan's camps, the first actual visitors of

Cathay itself were the Polo family (see Polo, Map.co), and
it is to the book of Marco's recollections mainly that
Cathay owed the growing familiarity of its name in Europe
during the 14th and ISth centuries. It is, however, a
great mistake to suppose, as has often been assumed, that

tho residence of tho Polos iu that country remained an
isolated fact. They were but the pioneers of a. very con-
siderable intercouite, which endured till the decay of the
Mongol dynasty in Cathay, i.e., for about half a centuiy.
We have no evidence that either in the 13th or 14th

century Cathayans, i.e., Chinese, ever reached Europe, but
it is possible that some did, at least, in the former cen-
tury. For, during tho campaigns of Hulaku in Persia
(125C-12G5), and the reigns of his successors, Chinese
engineers were employed on tho banks of the Tigris, and
Chine.se astrologers and physicians could be consulted at
Tabriz. JIany diplomatic communications passed between
the Hulakuid Ilkhans and the princes of Christendom.
The former, as the great Khan's liegemen, still recefved
from him their seals of state ; and two oT their letters

which survive in the archives of France exhibit the vermilion-
impreaaioiia of those seals in Chinese characters,—perhajia

affording the earliest specimen of that character wiiich

reached Western Europe.

Ju.st as the Polos were reaching their native city (1200),

after an absence of quarter of a century, the forerunner of a

now series of travellers was entering Southern China by
way of the Indian seas. This was John of Monte
Corvino, another Franciscan who, already some fifty years

of ago, was plunging single-handed into that great ocean of

Paganism to preach tho gospel according to his lights.

After years of uphill and solitary toil converts began to

multiply; coadjutors joined him. The Papal See became
cognizant of the harvest that was being reaped in the far

East. It made Friar John Archbishop in Cambaluc (or

Poking), with patriarchal authority, and s'-nt him batches

of suflragan bishops and preachers of his own order. T'ue

Roman Church spread ; churches and Minorite houses Sivcre

established at Cambaluc, at Zayton or Tswan-chow in

Fuh-keen, at Yang-chow, and elsewhere ; and the missions

flourished under the smile of the Great Khan, as tho

Jesuit missions did for a time under tho Manchu emperors

three centuries and a half later. Archbishop John was
followed to the grave, about 1328, by mourning multitudes

of Pagans and Christians alike. Several of the bishops and
friars who served under him have left letters or other

memoranda of their experience, en,, Andrew, bishop of

Zayton, John of Cora, afterwards archbishop of Sultania

in Persia, and Odoric of Pordenone, whoso fame as a pious

traveller won from the vox poptili at hia funeral a beatifi-

cation which the church was fain to seal. The only

ecclesiastical narrative regarding Cathay, of which wo are

aware, subsequent to the time of Archbishop John, is th^t

which has been gathered from the recollections of John de'

Marignolli, a Florentine Franciscan, who was sent by Pope
Benedict XII. with a mission to the Great Khan, in return

for one from that potentate which arrived at Avignon
from Cathay in 1338, and who spent four years (1342-4G)
at the court of Cambaluc as legate of the Holy See. These

recollections are found in a singular position, dispersed

incoherently over a chronicle o{ Bohemia which the

traveller wrote by order of the emperor Charles lY., whose
chaplain he was after his return.

But intercourse during the period in question was not

confined to ecclesiastical channels. Commerce also grew
up, and flourished for a time even along the vast lino that

stretches from Genoa and Florence to the marts of

ChS-keang and Fuh-keen. The record is very fragmentary

and imperfect, but many circumstances and incidental

notices show how frequently the remote East was reached

by European trade's in the first half of the 14th century,

—

a state of things which it is very difficult to realize when
wo see how all those regions, when reopened to knowledge
two centuries later, seemed to be discoveries as new as the

empires which, about the same time, Cortes and Pizarro

were conquering in the West.

This commercial intercourse probably commenced about
1310-1320. Monte Corvino, writing m 1305, says it was-

twelve years since he had heard any news from Europe

;

the only Western stranger who had arrived in all that

time being a certain Lombard chirurgeon (probably one of

the Patarini who got hard measure at homo in those days),

who had spread tho most incredible blasphemies about tho

Reman Curia and the order of St Francis. Yet even nt

his first entrance to Cathay Friar John had been accom
panied by one Master Peter of Lucolongo, whom he
describes as a faithful Christian man and a great merchant,

and who seems to have remained many years at Peking.

The letter of Andrew, bishop of Zayton (132G), quotes the

opinion of Genoese merchants at that port regarding a

question of t.'ichanges. Odoric, who was in Cr.thay about

1323-1327, refers for confirmation of the wonders which
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he related of the great city of Cansay {i.e., KiDg-sze, hod.

Hanj-chow), to the many perions whom he had ciet at

Venico since his return, who had themselves been wituesses

of those marvels. And John MarignoUi, some twenty

year3 later, found attached to one of the convents at

Zayton, in Fuh-kcen, s. fondaco or factory for the accom-

modation of the Christian merchants.

But by far the most distinct and notable evidence of

the importance and frequency of European trade v.ith

Cathay, of which silk and silk goods formed the staple,

is to be found in the commercial hand-book- (area 1340)

of Francesco Balduccl Pegolotti, a clerk and factor of the

great Florentine house of the Bardi, which was brought

to the ground about that time by its dealings with Edward
III. of England. This book, called by its author Lihro di

divisamenli di Paesi, is a sort of trade-guide, devoting

successive chapters to the various ports and markets of his.

time, detailing the nature of imports and exports at each,

the duties and exactions, tho local customs of business,

weights, measures, and money. Th« first two chapters of

this work contain instructions for the merchant proceeding

to Cathay ; and it is evident, from the terms used, that tlie

road thither was not unfrequently travelled by European

merchants, from whom Pegolotti had derived his informa-

tion. The route which he describes lay by A^oif, Astrakhan,

Khiva, Otrar (on the Jaxartes), AloiAlik (Gulja in Hi),

Kanchow (in Kansuh), and so to Hang-chow and Peking.

Particulars are given as to the silver ingots which formed

the currency of Tartary, and the paper-money of Cathay.

That tho ventures on this trade were not insignificant is

pi.iin from the example taken by the author to illustrate

the question of expenses on the journey, which is that of

a merchant investing in goods there to the amount of some
.£12,000 {i.e., in actual gold value, not as calculated by
any fanciful and fallacious equation of values).

. Of the same remarkable phase of history that we are

here considering wo have also a number of notices by
JIahometan writers. The establishment of the Mongol
dynasty in Persia, by which the Great Khan was acknow-
ledged as lord paramount, led (as we have already noticed

in part) to a good deal of intercourse. And some of the

Persian historians, writing at Tabriz, under the patronage

of the Mongol princes, have told us much about Cathay,

especially Rashiduddin, the great minister and historian of

tho dynasty (died 1318). Wo have also in the book of the

Moorish trivollor Ibn Batuta, who visited China about
1317—18, very many curious and in great part true notices,

though it is not possible to give credence to the whole of

this episode in his extensive travels.

About the timo of tho traveller first named the throne of tho
ilcgencrato descendants of Jenghiz began to totter to its fall, and wo
have no knowledge of any Frank visitor to Cathay in that age later

than M.irignolli ; missions and merchants ^liko disappear from tho
field. Wo hear, indeed, once and again of ecclesiastics despatched
from Avignon, but thoy go forth into the darkness, and are heard
of no mni-e. Islam, with all its jealousy and exclusiveness, had
recovered its grasp over Ceutral Asia ; the Nestorian Christianity
which once had prevailed so widely was vanishing, and tho now
rulers of China reverted to tho old national policy, and held the
foreigner .at arm's length. Night descended upon tho further East,

covering Cathay with those cities of which tho old travellers had
told such marvels, Cambaluc and Cansay, Znyton .and Chir:kal,an.

And when tho veil roso before the Portuguese and Spanish explorers
of tho ICth century, thoso names are heard no more, la their stead
we have CntNA, Peking, ITangchow, Chincheo, Canton, Not only
were the old names forgotten, but tho fact that thoso places had
over been known before was forgotten also. Gradually new
missionaries went forth from Rome—Jesuits and Dominicans now ;

now converts were made, and now vicariats constituted ; but tho
old Franciscan cJiurches, and tho Ncstorianism with which they
had battled, had alike been swallowed up in tho ocoaa of Pagan
indifTorenrn. In timo a wreck or two floated to the surface,—a MS.
Latin liible or a piece of Catholic sculpture ; and when tho intelli-

gent missionaries called Marco Polo to mind, and studied his story,

•ODo -and another became convinced that Cathay and China wcro one.

f5ut for a long timo all but a s.agacious fow continued to regard
Cathay as a region distinct from any of tho new-found Indies

;

whilst mapmakers, well on into thfi 17th century, continued to

represent it as a great country lying entirely to the north of China,
and stretching to the Arctic Sea.

It was Cathay, vrith its outlying island of Zipangu (Japan), that
Columbus sought to reach by sailing wcstv.-ard, penetrateu as he was
by his intense conviction of the smallness of the earth, and of tiio

vast extension of Asia eastward ; and to tho day of his death bo
was full of tho imagination of the proximity of tho domain of tho
Great Khan to the islands and coasts which ho had discovered.

And such imaginations are curiously embodied in some of the maps
of the early 16th century, which intermingle on the same coast-hno
tho nev/ discoveries from Labrador to Brazil with the provinces and
rivers of 3Iarco Polo's Cathay.

Cathay had been the aim of the first voyago of the Cabots in

149G, and it continued to be tho object of many adventurous
voyages by English and Hollandors to the N.W. and K.E. till far

on in the 16th century. At least ono memorable land-joumey also

was made by Englishmen, of which the exploration of a trade-route

to Cathay was a chief object,—that in wliich Anthony Jenkinson
and tho two Johnsons reached Bokhara by way of Russia in 151)3-

1559. The country of which thoy collected notices at that city was
Btill known to them only as Cathay, and its great capital only aa

Cambchcc.
Cathay as a supposed separate entity may be considered to come

to an end with tho journey of Benedict Goes, the lay-Jesuit. This
admirable person was, in 1603, despatched through Central Asia by
his superiors in India with tho specific object of determining whether
tho Cathay of old European writers, and of modem Mahometans,
was or was not a distinct region from that China of which parallel

marvels had now for some timo been recounted. Benedict, as one

of his brethem pronounced his epitaph, " seeking Cathay found)

Heaven."' He died at Sulichow, tlio frontier city of China, but not
before he had ascertained that China and Catbay were the same.|

After the publication of the narrative of his journey (in the'

Expcditio Christiana apud Sinas of Trigault, 1615) inexcusable

ignorance alone could continue to distinguish between them, and
though such, ignorance lingered many years longer, the result of his

exploration fitly brings this prefatory notice to a close. (K. Y.)

Genera! Description of China Jt'ropsr.

China, as tho name is at prezont used, embraces within

its boundaries the dependencies of Manchuria, Mon-
golia, and Tibet, in addition to China Proper. This vast

empire extends from 18° 30' to 53° 25' N. lat. and from
80° to 130° E, long. It is bounded on tho N. by Asiatic

Russia along a frontier extending nearly 3000 miles; on

the E. by those portions of the I'acifis Ocean which are

known in the north as the Sea of Japan, in tho centr.il

portion as the Yellow Sea, and in the south as the China

Sea ; on the S. and S.W. by the China Sea, Cochin Ch'ina,

and Burmah ; and on the W. by Kashmir and Eastern

Turkestan, which province has within tho last few years

been wrested from China by tho Ataligh Ghazee.

Tabic 0/ Provinces, mith Jrca and Poptihtion.

Chihli
Shan-tung ....

Shan-so
llo-nan

Kcang-soo
Gan-hwuy
Kcang-so
Che-keang
Fuh-keen
Hi>o-pih

Hoo-nan ...

Shen-se
Kan-suh
Szo-chuen

Kwang-tnng..
K^ang-so
Kwei-chow ,.

Yun-nnn
Shing-king ...

Total ,

Area In eqnora
ropiest Ion.*

63,949
65,104

53,203
6.1,404

45,000
48.461
7'2.174

30,000

63, .'80

70,450
84,000

67,400
80,683

?20,000
79,466
78,250
64.554

107,969
43.000

27,000,000
30,000,000

14, 00!, 210

23,037,171
37,3'!3,501

s-i.io.s.osa

lo.cno.ooj

21,000.000
H,77r,410
27,370,093
18,062,507
'0,000,000

15,193,125

35,000,000
•9,174,030

7,313,395
0,238,219

6,661,320

6,000,000

1,399,609 370,323,5*5
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The area of China Proper is not more than half that of

.ho whJe empire ; it extends aa far north only as 41° lat.,

and as far west as 98° long. It is about 1174 miles in

length, and its brca-lth isiibout 1355 miles. Its coast line

measures about 2500 miles ; its land frontier is described

as being 4400 miles in length, and its area is said to

contain 1,3119,609 square miles,

areni dclia Surface.—^One of the most noticeable features in the
|il«ia. surface of China is the immense delta plain in the north-

eastern portion of the empire, which, curving round the
mountainous districts of Slian-tuiig, extends for about 700
miles ic a southerly direction from the neighbourhood of

Pekinj, and varies from 150 to 600 miles in breadth.

Commencing in the prefecture of Yuny-ping Foo, in the
province of Ckih-li, its outer limit passes in a westerly
direction as far as Chan(j-ping Chow, north-west of Peking.
Thence runuing a south-south-westerly course it passes

westward of Ching-tmg Foo and ICirang-ping Foo till it

reaches the upper waters of the Ifei L'iver in f/ouan.
From this point it turns westward and crosses the Utcang-
ho, or Yellow River, in the prefecture of Iltcai-king.

Leaving this river it takes a course a little to the east of

south, and passing west of Joo-ning Foo, in the province of

Ilo-naii, it turns in a more easterly direction as far as

Leucliow Foo. From this prefecture an arm of the plain, in

which lies the Tsaou Lake, stretches southward from the
Uwai River to the Tang-tsse Keang, and trending eastward
occupies the region between the river and Hang-chow Bay.
To the north of this arm rises a hilly district, in the centre

of which stands Xanhng.
The boundary of the plain round the mountainous region

of Shan-tung begins at Lai<how Foo, and describes a

huge bow to the west and south, reaching westward to the
jirefectura of Tse-nan, and southward to the frontier of the

province of Keang-soo, which boundary it follows to the
sea. The greater part of this vast plain descends very
gently towards the eea, and is generally below the level of

the Yellow River,—hence the disastrous inundations which
80 often accompany the rise of the Hicang-ho. It is the

delta of the YeUow River, and also to Bomo extent of the

Tang-tsze Keang, and it is chiefly remarkable for its semi-
annular shape, within which it encloses the mountain
districts of the province of Shan-tung. Owing to the great

quantity of soil which is brought down by the waters of the
Yellow River, and to the absence of oceanic currents, this

delta is rapidly increasing and the adjoining seas are as

rapidly becoming shallower. As an instance, it is said that
the town of Pootai was 1 le west of the sea-shore, in the
year 220 B.C., aud in 1730 it was 140 le inland, thus giving
a yearly encroachment on the sea of about 100 feet.

Again, Seen-shinuy Kom on the Peiho was on the sea-shore
in 500 A.D., and it is cow about 18 miles inland.

ilounUh The rest of the empire may be described as being either

mountainous or hilly. Several ranges of high mountains,
in connection with the mountain system of Central Asia,

enter the. western provinces of the empire, and after

traversing the western and southern provinces in various

directions dwindle down to low hills as they approach the
sea-coast. In the eastern portion of Tibet the Kwan-lun
range throws off a number of branches, which spread first

of nil in a south-easterly direction, and eventually take a
north and souih course, partly in the provinces of S:e-chuen
ar.d Tun-nan, where they divide the beds of the rivers which
flow into Siam and Cochin-Chiua, as well as the principal
northern tributaries of the Tang-ts;e Keang. Another range,
known ,is the Tmig-nan, or Foo-new Shan, which appears to
be the eastern termination of the great Ktmn-hn range of
Central Asia, and which is said to have several snow-clad
peaks, cnteis China in I ho .loutern portion of tho province .

ot A'an-st(A and stretches in an easterly directiun across the

ranges.

province of Slien-se into that of llo-nan, whore it finally

disappears. This range separates the waters which enter

the Ilwang-ho, or Yellow River, through the Wei and the

Lo from those which flow into the Yang-Use Keang, through

the Kia-ling and the Han. Forming the northern frontier of

the province of S:e-chuen runs the Kew-lung or Po-mung
range, which entering China in 102° long, takes a general

course of east as far as 112° long., at about which point it

is lost sight of in the province of Hoo-pih. In the south

tho Nan-shan innges, some peaks of which are said to

reach above the snow-level, take their nse in Yun-nan, and
after spreading in a series of ranges over the south and

east portions of Kwang-se trend in an easterly direction,

covering the entire province of Kwang-tung. Then tur>iing

north-eastward, they occupy the whole area of the provinces

of Fuh-keen, Keang-se, Chl-keang, Hoo-nan, aud southern

Gan-hwuy, until they reach the Yang-tize Keang ; which
river, from the Tung-ting Lake to Chin-keang Foo, forms

their northern boundary. It is reckoned that this moun-
tain region occupies an area of about 300,000 square miles.

Besides these more important ranges there are the Lung
Mountains in Kaii-suh, the Ta-hang Mountains in SItan-se,

the Tae Mountains in Shan-tung, and many others, among
which may be mentioned the ranges which form the

northern frontier of Chth-li. It wUl thus be seen that

there is a general subsidence from the mountain districts

in the western portions of the empire to the central and
south-eastern provinces, where the mountains dwindle down
to hills, and where the snowy peaks and rugged sides of

the ranges in Yun-nan and Sze-chuen are exchanged for the

wooded tops and carefully-cultivated terraces of the

littoral provinces.

Rivers.—Tho rivers of China are very numerous, and, lUrert,

with the canals, form some of the most frequented high-

ways in the empire. The two largest are the Yang-tase

Keang and the Hicang-ho, or Yellow River, the latter of

which is less known to fame for its value in a com-
mercial sense, than by reason of the vast and destructive

floods v.-hich have from time to time caused it to inundate

the low-lying country on either side of its banks. Accord-

ing to Chinese geographers the Hteang-ho takes its rise in

the " Sea of Stars," on the eastern side of the Bayen-
Mountains, in the Mongolian province of Kokonor, where it

has gainedfor itself the name of Ah-urh-tan, or Golden River,

from the colour of its waters. For some miles it runs in

two streams, and when united takes at first a south-easterly

course. Xext trending in a north-easterly direction it

traverses the province of Kansuh and passes northwards

through the Great Wall until it reaches the rising ground
in the neighbourhood of the In-shan. Thence curving to

the south-east and south it re-enters China through the

Great Wall and continues its southerly course, forming the

boundary between the provinces of Shen-se and Shan-se as

far as Pung-ktcan. Here it makes a sharp bend and runs

nearly due east to Kai-fung Foo. In the neighbour-

hood of this city it enters on the great eastern plain of

China, and the alterations which have taken place in its

bed between this district and the sea has earned for it tho

well-deserved title of "the Sorrow of Han." According

to the Chinese records this portion of the river has changed

its course nine times during the last 2500 years, and has

emptied itself into the sea at as many different mouths, the

most northerly of which is represented as having oeen in

about 39° lat., or in the neighbourhood of the present

mouth of the Peiho, and the most southerly being that

whicli existed before the last change in 1851-53, in 34°

lat. The breaches that Trere made in the northern bank of

the river east of Kai-j'ung Foo during the floods of 1851,'

lt?52, and 1853 caused its wsters gradually to ovcJrflow the

low lying cuuutry to the north wards ; aud tliese, after .spreud-
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ing over a belt of country about 12 miles in width,

struck the bed of the Ta-tsiny River, and having

forced their way into that narrow, clean cut channel,

followed it to the eea. The result of this change has been

that the old course of the river is dry, and that the muddy
dun-coloured waters—hence the name Hwangho, or Yellow

l>River—after permanently flooding a large tract of country,

are now leading up to another grand ' catastrophe by

destroying the banks of the new channel which they have

found for themselves. Already the increased volume of

water has added another obstruction to those before exist-

ing to the navigation of the river by destroying a large

stone bridge of seven arches at Tee-hokeen, a town

situated 210 miles from the mouth, the ruins of which

have seriously impeded the course of tbo stream. But

the Hwang-ho is of little value fur navigating purposes.

At its mouth lies a bar having at its deepest part aboiit

from 7 to 9 feet of water only ; further up, about 3 miles

below Tse-hoheen, there is a shoal extending right across its

bed, at the deepest point of which there is about 1 1 feet

of water, while in the passage at the extremity of the

sunken bridge at Tse-hoheen there is a depth of only about

5 feet.

A far more valuaole river in every way is the Tang-isze

Keang, which takes its rise iu the Min Mountains of Tibet,

and after a course of 2900 mUes empties itself into the

Yellow Sea in about 31° lat. Tn common with most of

the large rivers of China, the Yang-tsze KeOiig is known
by various names in different parts of its course. From
its source in Tibet to Seu-ckow Foo in Sze-chuen, it bears

the name of Kin-sha Keang, or Biver of the Golden Sands.

From Seu-chow Foo to Tang-chow Foo in Keang-soo, its

volume has gained for it the title of Ta Keang, or the

Great River ; and from the ancient name of the district

through which it thence passes, it is known for the re-

mainder of its course as the Yang-tze Keang, or the Yang-
tze Riter. Chinese geographers state that it has two

j

ources, the more northerly of which gives birth to the

Kang-chuh ah-lin at a point about 1600 le to the south-

east of the source of the Yellow River ; and to the more
southerly one of the two the Ka-ko-to-moo-Uing ah-lin,

which rises on the south of the range, owes its existence.

Both these streams twist and turn eastward for upwards
of 200 le, when they unite and form one stream, which
flows in an easterly and afterwards southerly course until

it enters the Chinese province of Yun-nan at the Huang-
^hlng Pass, or Pass of Imperial Victory. It then turns

northward into the province of Sze-chuen, and thence after

receiving several important tributaries it takes an east-north-

easterly course, until passing into Hoo-pih it dips south-

wards to the boundary of Moo-nan in the neighbourhood of

the Tung-ting Lake, the waters of which contribute largely

to swell its volume. From this point it makes a curve

northwards as far as ffan-lcoio. receiving on the way the
waters of the Han Bivci: From Han-koio it bends its

course again southwards to the Po-yang Lake. Thence
through the province of Gan-hwuy it proceeds in a
north-easterly direction until it reaches Nanking, 200 miles

from ths sea. Here the influence of the tide begins to bo
felt, and beyond this point it gradually widens into the

great estuary by which it is connected with the ocean.

The basin area of the Yang-tsze Keang is reckoned to bo
about 548,000 square miles, and it is na\rigable for steamers

as far as I-chang, upwards of 1200 miles from its mouth.
Unlike the Yellow River, along the navigable portion of

the Yang-ttze Keang arc dotted many rich and populous
cities, among which the chief are Nanking, Gan-king,
Kew-keang, Han-kow, and I-chang. Beyond this last-

named city the navigation becomes impossible 'for any but
light native craft, by reason of the rapids which occur at
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frequent intervals in the deep mouutaiu gorges through
which the river runfi beteen Kwai-choic and I-chang.

Next in importance to the Yang-tsze Keang aa a water
highway ia the Yun-ko, or, as it ia generally knuwn iu

Europe, the Grand Canal. This magnificent artificial

river reaches from Hang<how Foo in the pro\-iuce of Che-
keang to Tien-isin in Chih-lij where it unites with tbo Peiho,

and thus may be said to extend to Tung-chow in the

neighbourhood of Peking, After leaving Ilang-choxo it

passes round the eastern border of the Tai-hoo, or Great
Lake, surrounding in its course the beautiful city of

Soo-ckov^ and then trends in a generally north-westerly

direction through the fertile districts of Keang-soo as far aa

Chin keang on the Yang-tsze Keang. !Mr Ney Elias, who in

1868 travelled along the Grand Canal from Chin keang to

the new course of the Yellow River, thus describes the

characteristics of this portion of its course :

—

The Grand- Canal between Chin-keang and Tsin-keanff-pu^ or in
other words, between the Yang-tsse and the old bed of the Yellow
River, ... is everywhere ia good repair, aud the adjacent country
well irrigated, and apparently in a thriving state, both as regards
cultivation, and, to judge by the aspect of the towns on and near its

banks, as regards trade also. After crosainff the old Yellow R]'ver»

however, a part of the canal somewhat less known is reached, and
the flourishing condition of the country is no longer noticeable ; on
ihe contrary, for a distance of about 150 miles, though the canal it-

self is in tolerably good working-order, the country in its vicinity

has an arid, sterile appearance, and is but thinly populated. There
are few t wns or villages, and some there are seem neither populous
nor busy, though they are not in rains, and bear but few traces of

the rebellion. . . , The canal, which at one time was so deep that at

many places the level of the water was above that of ths adjacent
country, is now everywliere considerably below it, rendering irriga-

tion at even a short distance from its banks, without mechanical
appliances, almost an impossibility ; even the dry bed of the Lcnrux

Lake is scarcely cultivated on account of its elevation above the
level of the canal, though it is only separated from it in some parts
by a bank of a few yards in width. It is true that this lake appears
never to have been more than a shallow flood lagoon, neverUieli-sa

it was some feet below the general level of the countiv. and wa« con-
nected with the canal by means of water-courses and sluice gates

;

and if this is difficult to irrigate how much more so mnst be the country
above and beyond it I This 150 miles being passed over, the Wat
SJian (sometimes called YU Shan) Lake is reached at a small village,

called Ban-chuang-cha. This is the most southern of a chain of
lakes or rather lagoons, which stretch from far to the south of i/lan-

chuajig-cha (I believe from ne<tr Su-chan-fu on the old Yellow River)

to within a few miles of Tse-ntng-chotc, and which constitute the
only important feeder of the Grand Canal to the southward. In
the summer they merge one into the other, and form a continuous
sheet of water, though very shallow in parts. In winter, when the
water is low, these shallow parts are mere morasses, which divide

the sheet into three or four separate lagoons. In former days the
canal ran in some places by the side of these lagoons, and in others

through portions of them, but being everywhere embanked on both
sides, it was only dependent upon them for its supply of water, the
canal itself forming an unobstructed means of communication
through the year. Of late years, however, this section of the canal

has been allowed to go to ruin, and those portions only are used
which run through the morasses existing in the dry season, the
lagoons themselves forming elsewhere the only channel for naviga-

tion. Near the northern limit of these lagoons stands the city of

Tse-ning-chcw, the first place of any importance on the canal north
of Tsin-kiang-pu ; it is said to be a place of considerable trade ia

ordinary times. . . . Still proceeding northward, a distance from
Tse-ntitg-c?iou} of about 26 miles, the summit level of the canal i«

reached near a small town called ^an JFaug. It is here that the
River If'tn. falls into the canal, a portion of its waters flowing to the

south, and the rest to the north, precisely as described by Staunton
and other writers. . . . About 30 miles lieyond J\>^an Wang we
come to the new Yellow River, the canal for that distance being
extremely narrow and shoUow—a mere ditch in fact, running be-

tween cmbankihenta large enough to confine a utrcam of infinitely

greater volume. The bsnks along nearly the whole of the Grand
Canal between the old and the new bed of the Yellow River, txcepting
those portions bordering on or traversing the lagoona, are surrounded
by earthen walls crenellatod after the fashion of city walls, behind
which are stockades at interrala of everj' few milea. All this work
has the appearance of being recently constructed, though in many
places it IS already being broken up by the countrj* people, to male*

room for cultivation, for they can ill afl'ori to lose that atrip of laud

immediately a<^acout to and irrigated by the canal, x The vilUgM
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alio make an attempt at ("itrtitictiilous, some of tliem being sur-

rounded by eartlieu or mud walls or moats; and, indeed, many soli-

tary farms bave some species of defenaivo worku round them, and in

most cases a small, square brick tower within. These towers are

rarely met with to the south of the province of Shan-Uing —they are

probably the ** water castles " meutior.ed by tbe historian of the

l>utcb Embassy.

On the west side of the canal, at the point where the

Yellow River now cuts across it, there is laid down in

Chinese maps of the last century a dry channel which is

described as being that of the old Yellow River. Leaving
this point the canal passes through a well-wooded and hilly

country west of Tuncz-jniiy Chow, through the city of Chanij-

kew Chin and to the east of Tjinrr-chayu/ Foo. At Lin-tsing-

Chow it is joined at right angles by the Wei Miver in the

midst of the city, and from thence crosses the frontier

into Chih-li, and passing to tho west of Tik Choiv and
Tsang CAoio joins the Peiho at Tien-tsin, after having re-

ceived the waters of the Ke-io River in the neighbour-

hood of Tsing Ileen. At Tien-isin the canal ends, and
the Peiko completes the communication to the vicinity of

Peking.

Another of the large rivers of China is the Ilan Keang,
which rises in the Po-mnng or Kew-lung mountains .to tho

north of the city of Ning-keang Chow in Shen-se. Taking a

generally easterly course from its source as far as Fan-ching,

it from that point takes a more southerly direction and
empties itself into the Yang-isze Keang at Han-Tcow, " the

mouth of the Han." This river has some noticeable pecu-

liarities. Not the Icrst of these is that it is very narrow
at its mouth (200 feet) and grows in width as the distance

from its mouth increases. Another marked feature is that

the summer high-water line is for a great part of its course,

from E-c'idng Heen to Han-hotv, above the level of its banks,

the result being that were it not for artificial barriers the

whole of the surrounding country would be under water

for a great part of the year. In the neighbourhood of

Seen-taou Chin the elevation of the plain above low-water is

110 more than 1 foot, and in summer the river rises about
26 feet above its lowest level. To protect themselves
against this inevitably recurring danger of inundations the
natives have here, as elsewhere, thrown up high embank-
ments on both sides of the river, but at a distance from
the natural banks of about 50 to 100 feet. This inter-

vening space is flooded every year, and by the action of the

water new layers of sand and soil are deposited every sum-
mer, thus strengthening the embankments from season to

eeason. In summer the river would be navigable for

steamers of moderate size as far as Laou-ho Kow, which is

situated 180 le above Fan-ching, but in winter it would
bo quite impossible to reach the latter place. The chief

trading places on the Han-lceang are Sha-yang Chin, Yo-
Kow, Sin-Koic; Scen-taou Chin, Fan-ching, and Laou-ho
Kow.

In the southern provinces the Se-heang, or Western River,

is the most considerable. This river takes its rise in the
prefecture of Kwang-nan Foo in Yun-nan, whence it reaches
the frontier of Kwang-se at a distance of about 90 le from
its source. Then trending in a north-easterly direction it

forms the boundary between the two provinces for about
150 le. From this point it takes a generally soath-eastcrly

course, passing the cities of Teen Chow, Fung-e Chow,
Shang-lin Heen, Lung-gan Heen, Yung-hang Chow, and
Nan-ning Foo to Yung-shun Heen. Here it makes a bend
to thei north-east, and cbntinues this general direction as

far as Sin-chow Foo, a distance of 800 le, where it meets
and joins the waters of the Keen Keang from the north.
Its course is then easterly, and after passing Woo-chow
Foo it crosses the frontier into Kwang-tung, and finally

empties itself into the China Sea in tL > neighbourhood of

Maoa.0. Like the Yang-tsze Keang this river is known by

various names in different parts of its course. From its

source to Nan-ning Foo in Kwang-se it is called the Se-yang

Keang, or River of the Western Ocean ; from Nan-ning

Foo to Sin-chow Foo it is known as the Yuh-lceang, or the

Bending River ; and over the remainder of its course it is

recognized by tho name of the Se-keang or Western

River. The Se-keang is navigable as far as Shaoii-king,

130 miles, for vessels not drawing more than 15 feet of

water, and steamers of a light draught might easily reach

Woo-chow Foo, in Kwang-se, which is situated 75 miles

further up. In winter the navigation for junks is difficult

above Woo-chow Foo, and it is said that rapids are met
with about 100 miles beyond that city.

The Peiho is a river of importance as being the high

water-way to Peking. Taking its rise in the Se-shan, or

AVe^tern Mountains, beyond Peking, it passes the city

of Tung-chow, the port of Peking, and Ticn-tsin, where it

m.cets the waters of the Yun-ho, and empties itself iuta the

Gulf of Pih-chih-li at the village of Takoo. The Peiho

is navigable for small steamers as far as Tien-tsin during

the greater part of the year, but throughout the wintei

months, that is to say, from the end of iS'ovember to the

beginning of March, it is frozen up.

Lakes.—Thoro are numerous lakes in the central provinces Lnie^

of China. Tiie largest of these is the Tung-ting Lake in

Hoo-nan, which, according to Chinese geographers, is

upwards of 800 le, or 266 miles, in circumference. In

native gazetteers its various portions are known under

distinct names ; thus it is said to include the Tsing-tsaou,

or Green Grass Lake ; the Vng, or Venerable Lake ; the

Chih-sha, or Red Sand Lake ; the Hwang-yih, or Imperial

Post-house I^ake ; the Gan-nan, or Peaceful Southern Lake

;

and the Ta-tung, or Great Deep Lake. In ancient times it

went by the name of the Kcw-keang Uoo, or Lake of tho

Nine Rivers, from the fact that nme rivei-s flowed into it.

During the winter and spring the water is so low that tha

shallow portions become islands, separated by rivers such

as the Seang and Yiien, and numberless streams ; but in

summer, owing to the rise in the waters of the Yang-tsze

Keafig, the whole basin of the lake is filled. The Poyang
Lake is also subject to a wide difference between high and
low water, but not quite to the same extent as the Tung-ting

Lake, and its landmarks are more distinctly defined. The
Tai Lake, in the neighbourhood of Soo-chow Foo, is also

celebrated for its size and the beauty of its surround-

ings. It is about 150 miles in circumference, and is dotted

over with islands, on which are built temples for the devotees

of religion, and summer-houses for the votaries of pleasure

from the rich and voluptuous cities of Hang-chow and Soo-

choio. The boundary lino between the provinces of Che-

keang and Keang-soo crosses its blue waters, and its shores

are divided among thirteen prefectures. Besides these

lalfes there are, among others, two in Yun-nan, the Teen-

che near Yun-nan Foo, which is 40 miles long and is con-

nected with the Yang-tsze Keang by the Poo-to Miver, and

the Urhhai to the east of the city of Ta-le.

Loess.—One of the most remarkable features in the physi- Lne««

cal geography of China is the existence of a vast region of

loess in the northern portion of the empire. This peculiar

formation covers the province of Chih-li (with the exception

of the alluvial plain), Shan-se, northern Shen-se, Kan-suh,

and northern Ho-nan, constituting altogether an area of

about 250,000 square miles. Loess is a solid but friable

earth of a brownish-yellow colour. It spreads alike over

high and low grounds, smoothing off the irregularities of

the surface, and is often to be found covering the sub-soU

to a depth of more than 1000 feet. It has a tendency to

vertical cleavage, and wherever a river cuts into it, tho

loess encloses it between perpendicular cliffs, in many
places 500 feet in height. These when washed by the
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water are speedily undermiued, and the loess breaks off iu

vertical sheets, which fall into the river and are carried

down by the stream. In this way have been deposited

the sediments which to a great extent constitute the great

plain, and render the Gulf of Pih-chih-li and the Yellow Sea

80 shallow. From an economical point of view the loess

ia invaluable to the natives of the north of China. In its

perpendicular cliffs which are removed from the action of

running water are dug out innumerable caves, in which a

large majority of the people inhabiting the loess region

dwell, while its surface yields abundant crops, requir-

ing no application of manure and but slight expendi-

ture of labour in preparation. Wherever it is found,

therefore, whether on the plain or at an elevatiorf of 7000

or 8000 feet, it is available for agricultural purposes.

The Chinese call it Hwang-too, or " Yellow Earth," aad it

has been suggested that the imperial title Ilwany-te,

" Yellow Emperor," or " Euler of the YeUow," has had
its origin in the fact that the emperor was lord of the

loess or the " Yellow Earth."

Provinces.—China Proper is divided into nineteen pro-

vinces,

—

Chih-li, Slian-tung, Shan-se, Ho-nan, Keang-sco,

Gan-hwuy, Keany-se, CKe-keang, Fuk-hcen, Uoo-pih, Hoo-
nan, Shen-se, Kan-suh, Sze-chuea, Kwang-iung, Kwang-se,

Kwei-chow, Yun-nan, and S/ung-%ing m Manchuria.

The metropolitan province of Chih-li, in which is situ-

ated Peking, the capital of the empire (see' Peking), con-

tains eleven prefectural cities, and iccapies an area of

58,949 square miles. By the latest census reports the

population was returned as 27,000,000. This province

forms part of the great delta plain spoken of above, with
the exception of the mountain ranges which define its

northern and western frontier. It is bounded on the E.

by the Gulf of Pih-chih4i and Shan-tung, and on the S.

\>y Shan-lung and Ho-nan. The proportion of Maho-
metans among the population is very large. In Peking
there are said to be as 'many as 20,000 Mahometan
families, and in Paou-ling Foo, the capital of the province,

there are about 1000 followers of the Prophet. The extremes
of heat and cold in Chih-li are very marked, as a glance at

the accompanying table of the temperature at Tien-tsin

during the year 1861, as chronicled by Dr Lamprey's self-

registering thermometer, will show.

1861.
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traversea the province ia a north-easterly direction to the

sea, there are no large rivers in Shan-iung. The most

considerable are the Wei, which flows into the Gulf of

Fih-ckik-li ; the Yih, which empties itself iutoalake lying

to the east of the Grand Caiial ; and the Ta-wan, which rises

at the southern foot of the Yih Mountains and terminates

its course in the Grand Canal. There are several lakes in

the province, notably the He-shanj Uoo and the Nan-
thang Hoo, both of which border on the Grand Canal in the

south-west. Ijarge quantities of foreign and southern goods

are consumed in the populous districts surrounding these

lakes, the waters of which afford means of export for the

cotton, silk, coal, grain, &.C., which are produced in the

fertile tracts lying in their neighbourhood. Speaking
generally the province is not a fertile one. Not being a

loess region, the mountains are unproductive, and yield

only brushwood and grass, while the plain to the north is

eo impregnated with salt that it is almost valueless,

especially near the sea, for agricultural purposes. The
valleys between the mountains and the plain to the south-

west are, however, extremely rich and fertile. The chief

wealth of Sluin-tung consists in its minerals, the principal

of which is coal. There are four large coal-fields and
several smaller ones now being worked in the province, the

most considerable of which lies in the valley of the Laou-

foo Eiver in the centre of the province. The coal and
coke from this district are conveyed by road to the city of

Le-tsing on the Yellow River, a distance of about 75
miles, from whence they are exported in all directions.

Another large field lies on the plain a little to the south

of Ylh-choxo Foo in the soutL A third field is in the

district of Wei Been to the north ; and a fourth in the

neighbourhood of Yih Heen in the south-west. Iron ore,

ironstone, gold, galena, lead, and copper are also found in

considerable quantities in many parts of the province. The
principal agricultural products are wheat, miUet, Indian

corn, pulse, rice, arrowroot, and many varieties of fruits

j
and vegetables. The castor-od plant is common, and
the wax tree grows plentifully in the neighbourhood of Lai-

yang in the east, giving rise to a considerable trade in the

wax produced by means of the wax insects. Unlike those

of their kind in Sze-chuen, the wax insects of Shan-tung
breed and become productive in the same districts. They are

placed upon the trees in the spring, and at the close of the

summer they void a peculiar substance which when
melted forms wax. In the autumn they are taken off the

trees, and are preserved within doors until the following

spring. Shan-tung abounds in good harbours, the most
noteworthy of which are Chefoo and Wci-hai-wei on the

north, and Shih-taou, Kin-kea-kow, and Ching-taou on the

south of the promontory. As being the native province of

both Confucius and Mencius, Shan-tung has acquired an
undying fame in the Chinese world of literature. Che-

foo, the Treaty Port of Shan-tung, is situated on the north-

eastern coast of the province. The value of the foreign

trade from th'j port amounted in 1874 to .£2,597,060,

Xl,882,144 of ^hich represented the imports, and £714,916
the exports.

Bhan^e. The province of Shan-se is bounded on the N. by Mon-
golia, on the E. by Chih-li, on the S. by Eo-nan, and
on the W. by Shen-se. It occupies an area of 53,268
square miles, and contains besides its capital, Tae-yuen Foo,

eight prefectnral cities. The population is returned as

being 14,004,210. The configuration of Shan-se is note-

worthy, forming, from its southern frontier to as far north

as .Ving-tDoo Foo—an area of about 30,000 square miles

—a plateau elevated from 5000 to 6000 feet above the

levsl of the sea, the whole of which is one vast coal-field,

rho northern and western hmits of the plateau are bounded
by high mountain ranges trending south-west and north-

east. Down the central line of the province Irom north to

south lies a curious series of deep depressions, all of which
are ancient lake basin-s. But though forming a series it is

plain that these lakes were not formerly connected with

each other, some being separated from those next adjoining

by high ridges, and being drained by different rivers and
in different directions. Shan-se is one of the most remark-

able coal and iron regions in the world, and Baron von
Richthofen gives it as his opinion that the world, at the

present rate of consumption of coal, could be suppUed for

thousands of years from Shan-se alone. The neighbourhood

of Tse-chow Foo in the south of the province abounds in

both coal and iron, and has probably, partly by reason of

its situation being n-ithin reach of the populous plain of

Hivai-hing Foo, of the Yellow River, of Taou-kotc Chin and
Sew-woo Heen (the shipping places for Tien-tsin and the

Grand Canal), and of llo-nan Foo, furnished more iron to

the Chinese than any other region of a similar extent in the

empire. The iron is of great purity and is easily fusible,

while the necessary means for manufacturing it, such as all

sorts of clay and sand for crucibles, moulds, <tc., and a
very superior anthracite coal, lie ready to hand. The coal

is of two kinds, bituminous and anthracite, and the line of

demarcation between the two is formed by the hills which
are the continuation of the Ho-shan range, the fields of

bituminous coal being on the west of these hills, and those

of anthracite on the east. In the neighbourhood of Ping-

ting Chow the extent of the coal-field is incalculable ; and
speaking of the whole plateau, Baron von Richthofen says,
" These extraordinary conditions, for which I know no
parallel on the globe, will eventually give rise to some
curious features in mining. It may be predicted that, it a
railway should ever be built from the plain to this region

—

and there is no other means of ever bringing to their du9
account its mineral resources—branches of it will be con-

structed within the body of one or other of these beds of

anthracite, which are among the thickest and most valuable

known anywhere, and continue for miles underneath the

hills west of the present coal-belt of Ping- ting Chow. Such
a tunnel would allow of putting the produce of the various

coal-beds immediately on railroad carts destined for distant

places." Salt is produced in the prefecture of Ping-yang
in the south of the province, both from a salt lake and from
the alluvial soU in the neighbourhood of the Fun River.

In agricultural products the province is poor, and as the

means of transport at present existing are rude and in-

sufficient, all kinds of food command unusually high
prices. Meat is a rare luxury, and salt fish, the usual

substitute for meat, is consumed only by the wealthier

classes. As a rule the people are poor, and in the moun-
tainous districts are subject to famine and starvation. The
only waggon road leading into and through Shan-se is

the great highway from Peking to Se-gan Foo, which
enters Shan-se west of Ching-ting Foo, and leaves the

province at the Tung-kwan at the great bend of the
Yellow River.

The province of Ho-nan is bounded on the N. partly Ho-oia.

by the YeUow River (which it crosses to the west of Bo-
nan Foo, forming an arm northwards between the pro-

vinces of Shan-se and Chih-ti), on the W. by Shen-se, on
the S. by Hoo-pih, and on the E. by Gan-hximy. It occupies

an area of 65,404 square miles, and contains nine pre-

fectural cities. Its capital is Ho-nan Foo. The prefecture

of Hwae-hing, north of the Yellow River, consists of a
fertile plain, " rendered park-like by numerous plantations

of trees and shrubs, among which thick bosquets of bamboo
contrast with the gloomy groves of cypress." All kinda
of cereals grow luxuriantly, and the general productiveness

of the district is indicated by the extreme denseness of the
population. The most noticeable feature in that portion
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of the province which is properly called Ho-nan, or

" south of the River," is the Foo-new S/ian range, which

runs east and west across this part of the province. As
the Ktcan-litn range, it forms an almost impassable barrier

betweeu Kokonor and Tibet, and in China it separates com-

pletely the northern from the central provinces. Coal is

found on the south of the Yellow River in the districts of

Ho-nan Foo, Lushan, and Joo Clww. The chief products of

the province are, however, agricultural, especially in the

valley of the Tang-ho and Pe-ho, which is an extensive and

densely populated plain running north and south from the

Foo-new Shan. Cotton is also grown extensively and forms

the principal article of export, and a considerable quantity of

wild silk is produced from the Foo-new Shan. Three roads

from the east and south unite at Ho-nan Foo, and one from

the west. The southern road leads to Joo Chow, where it

forks, one branch going to She-ke-chin, connecting the trade

from Faa-ching, Han-kow, and the Han River generally,

and the other to Chow-kea-kow near the city of Chin-chow

Foo, at the confluence of the three rivers which unite to form

the Sha-ho; the second road runs parallel with the Yellow

River to Kaifung Foo ; the third crosses the Yellow Kiver

at Mang-tsin Heen, and passes thence in a northeasterly

directiob to Hwac-king Foo, Sew-woo Heen, and Wei-hwuy

Foo, at which place it joins the high road from Peking to

Fan-ching ; and the western road follows the southern

bank of the Yellow River for 700 le to its great bend at

the fortified pass known as the Timg-kwan, where it unites

with the great waggon road leading through Shan-te from
Peking to Se-ngan Foo.

KeiLg-too. The province of Keatig soo is bounded on the N. by
Shan-lung, on the S. by Chi-keang, on the W. by Gan-
hifuy, and on the E. by the sea. It occupies an area of

45,000 square miles, and the population, which is larger

than that of any other province of China, is estimated at

37,843,501. Keang-300 forms part of the great plain of

Northern China. There are no mountains within its

limits, and but few hills. It is watered as no other

province in China is watered. The Grand Canal runs
through it from south to north ; the Yangisze Keang
crosses its southern portion from west to east ; it possesses

several lakes, of which the Tai-lioo is the most noteworthy,

and numberless streams connect the canal with the sea.

Its coast is studded with low islands and sand-banks, the

results of the deposits brought down by the Yellow River
during the different periods in which in the course of its

history it has flowed into the Yellow Sex Keang-soo is rich

in places of interest. Nanking," iXia Southern Capital,"

was the seat of the Chinese court until the commeuce-
ment of the 15th ceatury, and in modern times it has been
fi'jious as having been the headquarters of the Tai-ping
rebels from the year 1853, when they took the city by
assault, to 1864, when its garrison yielded to Col. Gordon's
"ever victorious army" (see Nanking), and Hang-chow Foo
and Soo-chow Foo on the Tai-hoo, are reckoned to bo the

most beautiful cities in China. "Above there is Paradise,

below are Soo and Hang," says the Chinese proverb. Of
late years also Shanghai has earned for itself a placelimong
the notabilities of tho province. Tea and silk are the

principal articles of commerce produced in Keang-soo, and
next in importance are cotton, sugar, and medicines. The
silk manufactured in the looms of Soo-chow is famous all

over the empire, as a proof of which it may bo mentioned
that, on the occasion of the marriage of tho late emperor
Tungche, large orders were received by the manufacturers
in that city for silken goods to be bestowed as imperial

presents and to bo converted into wedding garments. In
the mountains near Nanking, coal, plumbago, iron ore,

and marble are found. Shring?iai on iho Woo-sung lUver,

iMdChin-keang on the Yanglae Ktang, are the two Treaty

Ports in the province. According to the trade reports

for 1874, tho value of the goods exported from Shanghai

in that year amounted to 27,541,834 taeb, and that of

thosa imported to 89,636,343 taels. From Chin-keang

during the same period, £317,277 worth of merchandize

was exported, while the value of the imports amountea

to £3,527,006. In explanation of this latter figure th»

British vice-consul writes, " with the exception of opium,

the sale of which has steadily advanced since the opening

of the port (in 1861), all the principal articles of import

exhibit a decline."

The province of Gan-hieuy " Peace and Plenty," is Gan-liwai^

bounded on the N. by Ho-nan, on the E. by Keangtoo

and Chcktang, on the S. by Keang-se, and on the W. by
Hoo-pih and Ho-nan. It covers an area of 48,461 square

miles, and contains a population of 34,108,059 souls. Its

principal city is Gan-king on the Yang-tsze Keang, besides

which it numbers seven prefectural cities. The southern

half of the province, that portion south of the Yang-tsze

Keang, forms part of the Nan-skan, or hilly belt of the

south-eastern provinces, and produces, besides cotton and

iron ore, large quantities of green tea. Gan-hvmy is one

of the most productive provinces of China. Over the

whole of its southern portion tea is largely grown, notably

in the districts of HwHy-chow Foo, Tung-tew, Ta-lung, and

Woo-hoo. Speaking of this part Barou von Eichthofcn

says, "The exuberant fertility of the soil in the lower

portions of the province is not excelled by anything I have

seen in temperate climates. No expense has, therefore,

been spared in protecting the lowlands by embankments,

and introducing a perfect system of irrigation. Both

deserve the highest admiration. On the King Kiver I

have walked for miles through fields of hemp the stalks of

which were from 11 to 13 feet high. Cotton, too is raised

in large quantities." The Shun-gan Keang is the prin-

cipal river of the province, and is of great importance for

foreign commerce, supplying as it does direct water com-'

munication between some of the principal tea-growing dis-

tricts and the neighbourhood of Hang-choic.

The province of Keangse is bounded on the N. by K»»flg-g,

Hoo-pih and Gan-hwuy, on the S. by Kieang-tung, on tho

E. by Fuh-keen, and on the W. by lloonan. It extends

over an area of 72,176 square miles, and its population by

the last census was returned as being 19,000,000. It is

divided into fourteen prefectures, and the provincial

capital is Xan-chang Foo, a city situated on the Kca Keang,

about 35 miles from tho Po-yang Lake, into which the

river empties itself. The whole province is mountainous,

being traversed in a south-westerly and north-easterly

direction by the Nan-ihan ranges. Tho largest river is

tho Kea Keang, which rises in the mountains in the south

of the province and flows westward into tho Po-yang

Lake as mentioned above. During the summer t'.me it

has water of sufiicient dci)th for steamers of light draught

as far as Xan-chang, and it is navigable by native craft for^

a coi:siderablo distance beyond that city. Another river

of note is the Chang Keang, which has its Bourca in the

province of Gan-hwuy, and flows into tho Pn-yang Luke,

connecting in its course the TKoo-yi(f» district, from whence

come the celebrated " Moyune," green teas, and the city of

Kmg-tihchin, cslebratcd for its pottery, with Jaon-chou,

Foo on the lake. Tho black " Kaisow " teas are brought

from tho Ho-kow district, where they are grown, down

tho River A'm to Juyhnng on the lake, and the Stw-ha

connects by a navigable stream E-ning Chow, in the neigh-

bourhood of which city the best black teas of this part

of China are produced, with Woo-ching, the principal mart

of trade on the lake. The principal productions of tho

province are tea (of which 32,733,053 lb were exported

m 1674), China ware, grass cloth, hemp, paper, tobacco,,
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and tallow. Kew-keang, the Treaty Port of the province,

is situated on the Tang-tsze Keang, a short distance above

the junction of the Po-yang Lake with that river. Ac-

cording to the foreign trade returns for this port for the

year 1874, it appears that the vahie of the imports was
;£1, 179,895, 53., and that of the exports, .£2,976,503, 14s.

'f-ii-lieang. The province of ChSkeang is bounded on the N. by
the province of Keang-soo, on the E. by the sea, on the S.

by the province of Fuh-Tccen, and on the W. by the provinces

of Keang-se and Gan-hwuy. It occupies an area of about

36,000 square miles, and contains a population of

21,000,000. With the exception of a small portion of the

great delta plain, which extends across the frontier from
the province of Keang-soo, and in which are situated the

famous cities of Hoo Chow, Kea-hing, Hang-chow, Shaou-
hing, and Ning-po, the province forms a portion of the

Nanshan of south-eastern China, and is hilly throughout.

The Nan-shan ranges run through the centre of the province

from S.W. to N.E., and divide it into a northern portion,

the greater part of which is drained by the Tseen-iang-

heang, and a southern portion which is chiefly occupied by
the Ta-cke basin. The valleys enclosed between the moun-
tain ranges are numerous, fertile, and for the most part of

exquisite beauty. The hilly portion of the province
furnishes large supplies of te.i, and in the plain which
extends along the coast, north of Ningpo, a great quantity
of silk is raised. In minerals the province is poor. Coal
and iron are occasionally met with, and traces of copper ore

are to be found in places, but none of these minerals exist

in sufficiently large deposits to make mining remunerative.
The principal cities are Hang-choiv and the Treaty Port of

Ning-po. In the foreign trade returns for Ning-po for 1874
the value of the imports during the year is described as

having been X2,565,179, and that of the exports as

£2,337,948. Among the latter articles we find tea, silk,

cotton, dried cuttle fish, paper fans, straw hats, and
medicines occupying the most prominent positions. The
principal import was opium, the value of which alone

amounted to £1,129,668. Cotton piece goods, annexed
to which stands the next largest figure, were imported to

the value of X430,692. Opposite Ning-po, at a distance

of about 50 miles, lies the Island of Ghusan, the largest of

a group bearing that general name. This island is 21 miles

long, and is about 50 miles in circumference. It is very

mountainous, and is surrounded by numerous islands and
islets. On its south side stands the walled town of Ting-

hai, in front of which is the principal harbour. The
population is returned as being 50,000.

Pnl'-leen. Tlie province of Fnh-keen, or, as it used to be called,

Min, is bounded on the N. by the province of Che-keang,

on the S. by that of Kwaiig-tiing, on the W. by that of

Keang-se, and on the E. by the sea. It occupies an area of

53,480 square miles, and its population is estimated at

14,777,410. The provincial capital is Fuh-ckoto Foo, and
it is divided into eleven prefectures, besides that ruled over
by the prefect of the capital city. Fuh-keen is generally

mountainous, being overspread by the Nan-shan ranges,

which run a general course of N.E. and S.W. The
principal river is the Min, which is formed by the junction,

in the neighbourhood of the city of Yc7i-ping Foo, of three

rivers,—namely, the Kcen-ke, which takes its rise in the

mountains on the western frontier in the prefecture of

Keai-ning Foo, the Fuh-tnn Ke, tbe sonrce of which is

found in the district of Kwang-tsih in the north-west of

the province, and the Shaoii Ke, which rises in the moun-
tains in the western district of Ning-kwa. From Ycn-ping
Foo the river takes a somewhat south-easterly course, and
.ifter passing along the south face of the city of Fuh-choio
Foo, empties itself into the sea about 30 miles below that

town. Its upper course is narrow and rocky and abounds

in rapids, but as it approaches Fuh-chow Foo the channel

widens, and the current becomes slow and even. Its

depth is very irregular, and it is navigable only by
native boats of a small class. Two other rivers flow into

the sea near the island of Amoy, neither of which, however,

is navigable for any distance from their mouths owing to

the shallows and rapids with which they abound. The soil

of the province is, as its name, " Happy Establishment,"

indicates, very productive, and the scenery is of a rich and
varied character. Most of the hills are covered with

verdure, and the less rugged are laid out in terraces. The
principal products of the province are tea, of which the best

kind is that known as Bohea, which takes its name, by a

mispronunciation, from the 'Woo-e Mountains, in the prefec-

ture of Keenning Foo, where it is grown
;
grains of various

kinds, oranges, plantains, lichis, bamboo, ginger, gold, silver,

lead, tin, iron, salt (both marine and rock), deers' lioms,

beeswax, sugar, fish, birds' nests, medicine, paper, cloth,

timber, ic. Fvh-kecn boasts of two Treaty Ports, Fuh-
chow Foo and Amoy. The trade reports for 1874 show
that the value of goods imported in foreign vessels to

Fuh-chow Foo in that year amounted to XI,332,387, 1 Is. 8d.,

and that that of goods similarly exported amounted to

X4,397,320, 193. 4d. The chief articles of export from

Amoy are tea, sugar, and sugar candy ; of tea Xt,l 29,090
worth was exported during the year 1874.

The Island of Formosa, or Taiwan, "the Great Bay," Island (rf

as the Chinese call it, forms part of the province of Fuh- Formosa.

keen. Situated at a distance of about 80 or 90 miles from
the mainland, its highest mountains can be easily recog-

nized from the coast near Amoy. And so when Chinese

historians assert that its existence first became known to

their ancestors in the year 1480, they probably mean that

at that date emigrants from the mainland first gained a

footing in the island. At all events, when the Japanese

two centuries later attempted to establish a colony in the

island, they found there a Chinese population sufficiently

numerous to bo formidable. The island stretches from
lat. 21° 53' 30" to lat. 25" 33'. In shape it is long and
narrow. Its greatest width is about 70 miles, and it tapers

off to a fine point at its southern extremity. A back-

bone of mountains runs from north to south through almost

its entire length, leaving a plain on the western and
northern portions. These level districts are occupied by
Chinese settlers, while the mountains and their eastern

slopes to the sea are inhabited by native tribes. The
fertility of the plains has gained for Formosa the name of

the Granary of China. On every available piece of land

fields of rice and sugar are carefully cultivated, and recom-

pense the farmer by yielding him constant and abundant

crops. These alone, in addition to such products as jute,

grass cloth, fibre, rice paper, and ratan, would make the

island a valuable possession; but far more precious are the

sulphur and the camphor, which are obtained from the mines

and from the mountains of the island, and which are

claimed by the Government as Crown monopolies. When
taken from the mine the sulphur is boiled in iron boilers

until the slate-like mineral assumes a treacle-like con-

sistency. This is constantly stirred until every impurity

is separated from the sulphur, which is then ladled out

into wooden tubs shaped like sugar-loaves. In these it ia

left to cool, and the conical cake is freed from the tub by
the simple process of knocking out the bottom of the latter.

As the gigantic laurels from which the camphor is obtained

are found only in the mountains in the possession of the

natives, the acquisition of a constant supply is somewhat
difficult. In 1874, however, 14,3S0i cwts. of this com-

modity were exported from the ports of Tam-siiy and
Kelung. Petroleum also adds to the riches of the island.

The Treaty Ports in Formosa are Tai-wan Foo (including-
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Ta-kow) on the south-west coast, and Tam-suy (includ-

ing Kelimr/) on the north-west and north coast. The

foreign trade returns for Tai-toan Foo for 1874 show

that goods to the value of XI, 678,858 were imported

during the year, and that £1,840,016 was the value of the

exports during the same period. The Tam-sxiy returns

present much smaller totals; £304,243 represents the

value of the imports, and £203,428 that of the exports in

1874.

Hoo-pih. The province of Hoo-pik, "North of the Lakes," is

bounded on the N. by Ho-jian, on the E. by Gan-hivuy,

on the S. by Hoo-nan, and on tbe W. by Shen-se and &s-

chuen. It occupies an area of 70,450 square miles, and

contains a population of 27,370,098. The most important

city within its borders is the Treaty Port of Han-kow,

besides which it contains ten other prefectural cities. The

greater part of the province forms a plain, and its most

noticeable feature is the Han Hivei; which runs in a

south-easterly direction across the province from its north-

westerly corner to its junction with the Yang-isze Keang at

Han-Ttov}. The products of the Han valley are exclusively

agricultural, consisting of cotton, wheat, rape seed, tobacco,

and various kinds of beans. Vegetable tallow is also

exported in large quantities from this part of Hoo^ih.

Gold is found in the Han, but not in sufficient quantities

to make working it more than barely remunerative. It is

washed every winter from banks of coarse gravel, a little

above E-ching Hem, on which it is deposited by the river.

Every winter the supply i^ exhaixsted by the washers, and
every summer it is renewed by the river.. Baron von

Richthofen reckoned that the digger earned from 50 to

150 cash a day. Only one waggon road leads northwards

from Hoo-pih, and that is to Nan-yang Foo in Ho-nan, where
it forks, one branch going to Peking by way of Kai-fung

Foo, and the other into Shan-se by Ho-nan Foo. Accord-

ing to the Consular Trade Repoo-ts for 1874, the value of

the foreign trade at Han-koio during that year amounted
to £9,775,754, of which sum £4,388,113 represents

the value of the imports, and £5,387,641 that of the

exports,

'oo-non. The province of Hoo-^an, " South of the Lakes," is

bounded on the N. by Hoo-pih, on the E. by Eeang-se, on
the S. by Kwang-se and Kwang-tung, and on the W. by
ICwei-chow and Sze-chiien. It occtipies an area of 84,000
square miles, and its population is estimated at 18,652,507.

The provincial capital is Chang-sha Foo, in addition to

which it counts eight prefectural cities within its boundaries.

It is essentially a province of hills, the only plain of any
extent being that around the Tnng-ting Lake, but this

extends little beyond the area which in .summer forms part

of the lake. To the north of Hang-choxo Foo detached

groups of higher mountains than are found in the southern

portion of the province are met with. Among these is the

Hanj-shan, one of the Woo-yo, or five sacred mountains of

China, upon which the celebrated tablet of Yu was placed.

The principal rivers of the province are—(1.) The Seang-
keang, which takes its rise in the Nan-shan, and empties

itself into the Tung-ling Lake ; it is navigable for a great

distance from its mouth, and the area of its basin is 39,000
Bquare miles; (2.) The Tsze-keang, the basin of which
covers an area of 10,000 square miles, and which is full of

rapids, and navigable only for the smallest kinds of boats

;

and (3.) The Ynen-kcang, a large river, which has some of its

head-waters in the province of Kwci-chow, and which
empties itself into the Tung-ting Lake in the neighbourhood
of Chang-Wi Foo ;—its basin has an area of 34,300 square
wiles, 22,500 of which arc in the province of Hoo-nan, and
12,600 in that of Kwci-chow ; its navigation is difScult

and dangerous, and only small boats are able to pass
boyond Uang-kea, a mart situated about 500 le above

Changtih Foo; and (4.) The Ling-keang, which flows

from the tea district of Ho-fung Chow to the Tung-ting

Lake. Its basin covers an area of about 8000 square

miles, and it is navigable only in its lowest portion. The
principal places of commerce are— (1.) Seang-tang, on the

Seang-kmng, which is said to contain 1,000,000 inhabi-

tants, and to extend three miles long by five le deep ; (fi.)

Chang-sha Foo, the provincial capital on the same river

;

and (3.) Chang-tih Foo, on the Yuen-keang. The pro-

ducts of the province are tea (the best quality of which is

grown at Gan-hwa, and th« greatest quantity at Pin^-

keang), hemp, cotton, rice, paper, tobacco, tea-oil, and
coal. This last is by far the most important of the

mineral products of Hoo-nan. The whole of the south-

eastern portion of the province is one vast coal-field,

extending over an area of 21,700 square miles. This area

is divided into two nearly equal parts,—one, the Liiy

'River coal-fields, yielding anthracite, and the other the

Seang River coal-fields, jaelding bituminous coal. The
people are, as a rule, more generally prosperous than are

the inhabitants of the other provinces, and Baron vou
Richthofen, in the course of his journey through the pro-

vince, noticed with surprise tfie number of fine country seats

owned by rich men who had retired from business, which
were scattered over the rural districts. Almost all the

traffic is conveyed through Hoo-nan by water-ways, which
lead northward to Han-kow on the Yang-tsze Keang, and
Fan-ching on the Han River, eastward to Ftih-keen, south-

ward to Kiiiang-iung and Kwang-se, and westward to Sze-

ehnen. One of the leading features of the province is the

Tung-ting Lake, which has been already described.

The province of Shen-se is bounded on the N. by the ShenHi

Great Wall, on the W. by the province of Kan-suh, on the

S. by the province of Sze-chuen, and on the E. by Skan-se,

from which it .is separated by the Yellow River. It con-

tains an area of 67,400 square miles, and its population

ivas said to number upwards of 10,000,000 before the

outbreak of the late JIahometan rebelli6n. Segan Foo is

the provincial capital, and besides this there are seven
prefectural cities in the province. Shen-se is divided

into two parts by a barrier of mountains, cons'sting of the

Foo-new Shan and the Tsing-ling Shan, which runs acoss
the southern portion of the province from east to nest. To
the north of the mountains lie the basins of the Wei
River and of several other tributaries to the Huarg-ho.
The position of the Wei basin is peculiar. Cut off from
the rest of China on the east by the Yellow River, ard on
the south by the mountains, it yet forms the great channel

of communication with Central Asia. Its position, there-

fore, in a strategical point of view is at once apparent
Were it in the hands of an enemy the Chinese colonies in

Central Asia would be completely severed from the mother
country, and hence the eagerness which has been evinced

by the Government throughout all history to retain posses-

sion of the region. For upwards of 2000 years, with the

exception of intervals, from 1122 B.C. to 1127 A.D., the

city of Se-gan Foo, which lies in the basin, was the capitil

of the empire. Its walls enc'oso a square space of six

geographical miles each way, and, unlike most Chinese
cities, its fortifications arc kept in perfect repair. During
the late Mahometan rebellion it was closely invested for

two years by the rebels, who however failed to mpkc
themselves masters of it. From Se-gan Foo radiate a

number of roads going east, south, and west. The e.'ist

foad is the great Tung-hcan road, which forms tbe

principal means of communication between Peking and the

north-eastern provinces of the empire, and &e-ehuen,

Yun-nan, and Tibet. To the south, one road crosses tlio

mountains to Shang Chow, and on to the Tan River, an
aflluent of the Han River, and {•> thus connected w'tb tl^
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Em-sail

trade of tlie Tang-tszt Keang ; and auother leads to Uan-
ckung Foo and Sze-chuen. Leaving the west gate of the

city two roads lead to LarKhow Foo, from which town
commences the great high road into Central Asia by way of

Leang-ckow Foo, Kan-chow Foo and Suh-choiv to Uami, where
it forks into two branches, which follow respectiTely the

northern and southern foot of the 7'een-shan range, and
are known as the Teen-shan pih too and the Teen-shan nan
loo. It was along these roads that the fame of China first

reached Europe, and it was by the Teen-shan nan loo that

Marco Polo entered the empire. To defend this line of

communication the Great Wall was extended to beyond
Siih Chow, and the Kea-yu gate, which is the door of the
empire, was buUt. During the reign of Hea-woo Te of

the Han dynasty Chinese colonies and high roads lined

with fortified cities were established along this route, and
though at times the Government have lost possession of the
Ime beyond the Great Wall, it has always succeeded in

re-establishing its supremacy over it, and the earlier

emperors of the present dynasty established a firmer hold
over the Teen-shan pih loo and Hi than any of their pre-

decessors had beein able to acquire. Occupying a position,

then, at the confluence of the roads which connect north-

eastern China with its western and south-western portions,

Se-gan Foo is naturally a city of great commercial import-
ance. Producing no manufactures of its own, its trade

consists principally in the importation of silk from Chl-
keang and Sze-chuen, tea from Hoo-pih and Uoo-nan, and
Eug<ar from Sze-chuen, and in the exportation of these and
other articles of commerce to Kan-suh, Russia, and Central
Asia. Shen-se is purely an agricultural province, and
produces nothing for the foreign markets. Its principal

products are cotton, wheat, and opium, and these it

exchanges with the neighbouring provinces for coal, iron,

salt, he. But besides these, kaou-leang,, pulse, millet,

maiie, groundnut, barley, beans, pease, lucerne, and rape seed
are grown. The Wei basin is the greatest agricultural

country in the north-west. Being a loess region it-is unfit

for rice, but for the same reason it produces fine crops of
the kinds mentioned at a minimum expenditure of labour.

The Shen-se opium is much valued by smokers, and ranks
next to the Shan-se drug, which is second only to that pro-

duced in Kan-suh. Coal abounds in the noi~-iera part of

the province, but owing to difficulty of transit it is not
worked to any great extent The winters are cold, but
short, and though fruit trees abound and are most produc-
tive, no evergreen trees or shrubs aro to be met with
within the province.

The province of Kan-suh, which derives its name from
the first syllables of the names of the two cities ^an-chow
Foo and Suh-chow, is bounded on the N.E. by the Ordo
Mongol tribes and the Desert of Gobi, on the E. by
Shen-se, on the S. by Sze-chuen, on the S.W. by Kokonor
and the Desert of Gobi, and on the N.\Y. by Kobdo and
I!L

^
The boundary on the N. remains undefined, but the

province may be said to occupy the territory lying between
lat. 32' 30' and 40", and long. 10S° to 98° 20', and to
contain an area of about 86,6S3 square miles. The popu-
lation is estimated at 15,193,12.5. Kan-suh is for the
most part a howling wilde.-ness of sand and snow, but to
the east of the Yellow River the country is cultivated and
to some extent productive. The principal river is the
Yellow River, the course of which through the province
has already been described, and in the mountains to the
south' of Lan-chow Foo rises the Wei River, which traverses
Shen-se, and flows into the Yellow River at Tung-kwan.
The chief products of Kan-suh are cloth, horss hides, a kind
of curd like butter " which melra in the mouth," and is

known by the Mongols under the name of Wuta, musk,
plums, onions, dates swest melons, and medicines.

Sze<huen, " the Four Streams'," is the largest province S»<lio6i>

in China. It is bounded on the N. by Kokonor, Kan-suh,

and Shan-se, on the E. by Soo-piA and Hoo-nan, on the S.

by Kweirchow and Yun-nan, and on the W. by Tibet Ita

population is estimated at 35,000,000 ; it occupies an area

of 220,000 square miles, and contains fifteen prefectural

cities, inclusive of Ching-too Foo, the provincial capital.

The western portion of the province forms part of the

mountain-lands of Central Asia, and the eastern portion,

comprising about 100,000 square miles, is. with the excep-

tion of the plain on which the city of Ching-too Foo is

situated, emphatically a hilly region. The boundaries of

this hilly region may be described by lines drawn from
Lung-gan Foo to Kivei-chow Foo on the N., from Kwei-chow
Foo to Yung-ning Heen on the S.E., and from this latter

place to Lung gan Foo on the W. The ethnological and
commercial boundaries are clearly and sharply drawn by
these physical features. The mountain districts are poorly

cultivated, and are inhabited by " Ejin," or Barbarians,

who are distinguished under the tribal names of Se-fan,

Lo-lo, and Man-tsze, and whose allegiance to the Chinese
Government sits but lightly on them, while the eastern

portion is exclusively Chinese, and is one of the most
thriving and populous regions in the empire. Through the

southern portion of it runs the Yang-tsze Keang, which is

there navigable throughout the year, while it is traversed

by three large rivers, the Min-lceang, the To-heang, and the

Kea-ling Keang, all of which take their rise in the mountains
on its north-west border, and empty themselves into the

Yang-tsze Keang at Seu-chow Foo, Loo Chow, and Chung-
hing Foo respectively. The whole province is intersected

by numerous but difficult roads. The Ta-pih-loo, or great

north road, leads from Ching-too Foo to Peking. -Fioai the

same centre there branches out one to Chung-h'ng Foo. one
to Paou-ning Foo, and one to Ya-chow Foo, while another

road connects Chung-hing Foo with Kwei-chou) Foo on the

Yang-tsze Keang and beyond with F-chang Foo in Ejo-pih.

From Ya-chow Foo, again, start two important roads, one
leading into Tibet by way of Yung-king Heen, 7'sing-ke

Heen, Ta-tseen-loo, Le-tang, Pa-tang, and Tsiamdo, and the

other to Western Yun-nan via. Tsing-ke Heen, Ning-yuen Foo,

and Yen-yuen Heen to Ta-le Foo. From Ta-le Foo this

road continues through Momien to Bhamo in Burmah.
Another road connects Pa-tang and Le-keang Foo with

Ta-le Foo, and yet another crosses the southernmost corner

of the province connecting Tung-ckuen Foo in Yun-nan
with Ta-le Foo in the same province.

The products of Sze-chuen are varied and valuable, and,

uolike those of the northern provinces of China, are

eminently suitable for foreign export. First on the list

stands silk, and of this article of commerce a larger

quantity is produced in eastern Sie-chuen than in any other

province of the empire. | There are few districts in this

region in which silk is not produc2d, and though it is

somewhat inferior in quality to that produced in Che-keang

yet in strength and durability it is so far superior to it

that it is able to compete successfully with the fitter kind
in the market. Large quanfities are exported to Shcn-se,

S!ian-se, Kan-suh, Peking, Yun-nan, Tibet, Kwei-chow,
Kwang-se, Hoo-nan, and Hoo-pih, and lately it has begun
to figure in the Shanghai returns as an article of foreign

export The cultivation of the poppy is largely carried

on in the same portion of the province. The opium
produced is, however, of an inferior quality, and the

exportation therefore is limited to those provinces which
from exceptional circumstances are unable to procure the

better description of drug from elsewhere. WHte wax is

another of the most valuable articles of the Sze<h'jen

trade. It is made exclusively in the department of Kea-
ting Foo, the climate of which appears to favour the pro-
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pagatiou of the disease among the insects which is said by

the nativeB to be the cause of the plentiful secretion of was.

This belief is borne out by the fact, that in the districts

where the insects breed only a small quantity of wax is

produced, and experience has therefore taught the natives

the advantage of breeding the insects in one district and

producing the wax in another. The region of Keen-ckang

in the south of the province has been found most suitable

for breeding purposes, and it is there, therefore, on the in.'sect

trees, which are evergreens with large and pointed ovate

leaves, that the breeding processes are carried on. At the

end of April the producers start each with a load of the eggs

of the insects for the district of Kea-ting Foo, a journey

which on foot occupies about a fortnight. The road

between the two districts is very mountainous, and as

exposure to the h«at of the sun would hatch the eggs too

rapidly, the travellers journey only during the night. At
Kea-ting Foo they are eagerly bought up, and are at once

put upon the wax tree. Baron von Richthofen thus

describes the subsequent process :
—" 'When the egg balls

are procured they are folded up, six or seven together, in a

bag of palm leaf. These bags are suspended on the twigs

of the trees. This is all the human labour required. After

a few days the insects commence coming out. They
spread as a brownish film over the twigs, but do not touch
the leaves. The Chinese describe them as having neither

shape, nor head, nor eyes, nor feet. It is known that the

insect is a species of coccus. Gradually, while the insect

is growing, the surface of .the twigs becomes encrustated

with a white substance ; this is the wax. No care what-
ever is required. The insect has no enemy, and is not
even touched by ants. In the latter half of August the

twigs are cut off and boiled in water, when the wax rises

to the surface. It is then melted and poured into deep
pans. It cools down to a translucent and highly crystalline

substance. Ten taels weight of eggs produce from two to

three catties of wax." Tobacco is another article which
occupies a prominent place among the productions of

Sze-chuen. It is grown very generally throughout the
province, and is exported in large quantities to Se-fan,

Tibet, Yun^nan, Hoo-nan ; and the export to Han-kow
alone is estimated at 50,000 piculs annually. The best is

grown in the district of Pe Ueen ; the next quality is said

to come from Kin-lang Heen, and the third quality from
She-fang Ueen, all these districts being in the plain of

Ching-too Foo. The habit, which is unknown in other
provinces, of smoking the tobacco leaves rolled up in the
shape of cigars obtains largely in Sic-chuen. Salt is also

produced in Sze-chuen in large quantities from brine, which
is raised from woUs. Tsze-liu-tsing, in Tsse Chow, Woo-
tung-keaou, near Kea-ting Foo, Paou-ning Foo, and Tung-
thuen Foo, are the districts wiere the wells are most
abundant. The brine is raised from the well with long
bamboo tubes and bamboo ropes, and is then led to largo

pans for evaporation. In the district of Ts:e-liu-tsing

petroleum is struck at a depth of from 1 800 to 2000 feet,

and is used for evaporating the brine. Coal and iron are

found in many parts of the province, but the only coal

which is worked is of an inferior quality, and the iron is

smelted with wood alone. Sugar, tung oil, wheat, barley,

beans, rice, Indian com, potatoes, d-c, are among the other
products of Sze-chuen. From the list of exports and re-

exports from Ilan-koui in the Trade Returns for 1871,
Baron von Richthofen has made a list of the iiroximate

Talne of the exports of Ste-chuen in this direction.

PlcQln ViUno lu Tacla.

Szc-chuen Silk ...; 4,075 804,019
Safllower 4,837 294,796
Whito Wax 10,7CS 647,029

Otny forwkn). 1,836,843

PIcuIt.

lirouBlit forward,
Sze-clinen rhubarb 2,761
JIusk 14
S|>cIUr 1,913
CopptT 515
Wood-oa 290,441

Valoe iQTeela.

1,835,843
35,61S
68,629
7,433

21,658
1,525,(01

Total, Taels 3,784,882

Nmg-yuen Foo is the principal district from which the

copper is produced, as much as from 500 to 600 tons a year
being exported from this one prefecture. The mines are

owned by jirivate companies, who are bound by the terms
of their licence to sell the metal at a fixed price (8 taeU
per picul) to certain holders of a Government concession,

who on their part are bound to pay 2 taels per picul into

the provincial treasury.

The province of Kicang-tung is bounded on the N. by Kwang

Hoo-nan, Keang-se, and Fuh-keen, on the S. and E. by the '"°*

sea, and on the W. by Kwang-se. It contains an area of

79,456 square miles, and is divided into nine prefectures
;

and the population is estimated at about 19,174,030. Its

name, which signifies " East of Kwang," is derived,

according to Chinese writers, from the fact of its being to

the east of the old province of Hoo-kwang, in the same way
that Kwang-se derives its name from its position to the

west of Hoo-ku'ang. Kwang-iung extends for more than 600
miles from E. to W., and for about 420 from N. to S. It

may be described as a hiUy region, forming part as it does
of the Xa7t Shan ranges. These mountains, speaking
generally, trend in a north-east and south-westerly direc-

tion, and are divided by valieys of great fertility. The
principal rivers of the province are the Sekeang, which
has been already described ; the Pih-keang, or North
River, which rises in the mountains to the north of the
province, and after a southerly course joins the Sekeang
at Sanshwuy Heen ; the Tung-keang, or East River, which,
after flowing in a south-westerly direction from its source
in the north-east of the province, empties itself into the
estuary which separates the city of Canton from the sea ; and
the Han River, which runs a north and south course across
the eastern portion of the province, taking its rise in the
mountains on the western frontier of Fuh-keen, and
emptying itself into the China Sea in the neighbourhood
of Swatovi. Kwang-tmtg is one oif the most productive
provinces of the empire. Its mineral wealth is very con-
siderable, and the soil of the valleys and plains is extremely
fertOe. The principal article of export is silk, which is

produced in the district forming the river delta, extending
from Canton to Macao and having its apex at San-shwuy
Heen. The value of the silk and of silken manufactures^
especially textures which are annually exported froni
Canton in foreign bottoms, is estimated at about 14,000,000
dollars. Tea is also grown in many districts, and is

exported annually to the amount of about 3,000,000 dollars

;

cassia lignea, together with cassia buds and twigs (from the
sub-prefecture of Lo-ting, 150 miles east of Canton)^
matting, fire-crackers, sugar, and palm leaf fans which are
annually exported to the number of 4,000,000 oi 5,000,000
to Now York alone, are among the other prominent articles

of merchandize. Sugar is grown on the banks of almost
all the rivers, and 40 per cent, of the ground under cultiva-

tion in the districts of Pwan-yu, Tung-hmn, and Tsang-
ching, is occupied by sugar plantations. Out of the total
exports from Swatow during the year 1874, which amounted
in value to X4,3G7,739, sugar was put down as representing
£1,023,810. Three largo coal-fields exist in the province,
namely, the Shaou-chow Fm field in the north ; the Htca
Heen field distant about 30 miles from Canton ; and the
west coast field, in the south-west. The last is by far tbo
largeit of the three, and extends over the distrirts of Woo-
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ckueii, Teen-pih, Yamj-keang, Yang-chuen, Oan-pinff, Kae-

ping, Sin-king, Ho-shan, Sin-hwang and Sin-ning. The
coal from the two first named fields is of an inferior quality,

but that in the west coast field is of a more valuable kind.

Iron ore isfound in about twenty different districts, notably

in Tsing-yuen, Tsung-fa, Lung-mun, and Luk-fang. None,
liowever, is exported in its raw state, as all which is

produced is manufactured in the province, and principally

at Fal-shan, which has been called the Birmingham of

China. The Kwang-iung coast abounds with islands, the

largest of which is Hainan, which forms part of the prefec-

ture of Kcung-choio Foo. This island extends for about

100 miles from north to south, and the same distance from

east to west. The southern and eastern portions of Hainan
are mountaiaoos, but on the north there is a plain of some
extent. Gold is found in the central part ; and sugar, cocoa

nutSj betel nuts, birds' nests, and agar agar, or sea

vegetable, are among the other products of the island. By
the terms of the treaty Kcung-choiu Foo on the north

coast was to be a Treaty Port, and it is now about to be

opened to trade. In the province of Ewang-tung there

are two Treaty Ports, namely. Canton and Swalow. At
Canton the value of the exports carried in foreign vessels

during the year 1874 amounted to £4,672,128, and of

imports to £1,985,701. The value of the imports to

Swatoio during the same period was £3,317,297, and of

the exports £1,310,321.

Kwaiig-se. Ths province of Kwang-se is bounded on the N. by
Kwei-chow and Hoo-nan, on the E. by Kwang-tung, on the

S. by the Gulf of Tonquin and Cochin-china, and on the

W. by Yun-nan. It covers an area of 78,250 square miles,

and its population is estimated at 7,313,895. The

provincial capital is Kwei-ling Foo, or City of the Forest

of Cinnamon Trees, and there are besides ten prefectural

cities. In the south and east parts of the province the

surface is mountainous, but in the north the mountains are

exchanged for hills and plains. The principal rivers are

the Si-keang, the course of which has been described

above, and the Kwei-lceang, or Cinnamon Kiver, which takes

its rise in the district of Hing-gan, in the north of the

province, and in the neighbourhood of that of the Seang

River, which flows northward through Hoo-nan to the

Tung-ting Lake. The Kwei-keang, on the other hand, takes

a southerly course, and passes the cities of Kweirlin, Yang-

so Heen, Ping-lo Foo, duxou-ping Heen, and so finds its way

to Woo-cliow Foo, where it joins the waters of the Se-Keang.

Another considerable river is the Lexv-Keang, or Willow

Kiver, which rises in the mountains inhabited by the Meaou-

tsze, in the district of Yung-tsung, in Kwei-ckow. Leaving

its source it takes a south-easterly direction, and enters

Kicang-se, in the district of Hwae-yuen. After encircling

the city of that name, it flows south as far as Lew-ching

Heen, where it forms a junction with the Lung-keang, or

Dragon River. Adopting the trend of this last-named

stream, which has its head-waters in Yun-nan, the mingled

flow passes eastward, and further on in a south-easterly

direction, by Leio<h.ow Foo, Woo-seuen Heen, and Sin-chow

Foo, where it receives the waters of the Se-keang, and

thenceforth changes its name for that of its affluent,

fel-chow. The province of Kivei-choiv is bounded on the N. by Sze-

chuen, on the E. by Hoonan, on the S. by Kwang-se, and

on the W. by Yun-nan. It contains 64,554 square miles,

and has a population of about 5,288,219. Kwei-yang

Foo is the provincial capital, and besides this there are

eleven prefectural cities in the province. With the

exception of plains in the neighbourhood of Kwei-yang

Foo, Ta-ling Foo, and Tsuii-e Foo, in the central and

northern regions, the province may be described as moun-
tainous. But the very disturbed state in which it has been

for many years makes it difficult to gain much iniormation

about it. The mountain ranges in the south ^re largely

inhabited by Meaou-tsze, who are the original owners of

the soil, and who have been goaded into a state of rebellion

by the oppression to which they have been subjected by
the Chinese officiab. To this disturbing cause has been

added also another by the spread of the Mahometan
rebellion of Yun-nan into some of the south-western

districts of the province. The devastating effects of these

civil wars have been most disastrous to the trade and the

prosperity of Kwei-chow. The climate is by nature

unhealthy, the supply of running water being small, and
that of stagnant water, from which arises a very fatal

malaria, being considerable ; but it is at the present time

rendered still more dangerous by the number of corpses

which are left to putrefy in tbe fields. The agricultural

products of the province are very limited, and its chief

wealth lies in its minerals. Copper, silver, lead, and zinc are

found in considerable quantities, and as regards quick-

silver, Kwei-ckow is probably the richest country in

the world. It has been from of old the chief product of

the province, and the belt in which it occurs extends

through the whole province from south-west to north-east.

One of the principal mining districts is Kae Ckow, in the

prefecture of Kwei-yang Foo, and this district has the

advantage of being situated near Wang-ping Chow, from

which place it can be conveniently and cheaply shipped to

Hankow, Cinnabar, realgar, orpiment, and coal form the

rest of the mineral products of Kwei-chow, Wild silk is

another valuable article of export. It is chiefly manu-
factured in the prefecture of Tsun-e Foo, where three kinds

are produced. The first quality, the trade in which is

estimated at about 500,000 taelsa year, is chiefly exported

to Shen-se, Skan-se, and Peking, while some finds its way to

Seang-ian and so into Kwang-se. The inferior kinds are

locally consumed.

The province of Yun-no.n, " South of the Clouds," is

bounded on the N. by Sze-chnen, on the E, by ^t«fi-fAot»Tnn-nuii

and Kwang-se, on the S. by Eurmah and the Lao tribes,

and on the W. by Burmah and Tibet. It occupies an

area of 107,969 square miles, but though thus the second

largest province of the empire, its population is estimated

at only 5,561,320, and probably this number is at the

present time, in consequence of the long continuance and

violent extinction of the Panthay rebellion, excessive. The
greater part of the province may be said to consist of an

extensive plateau, containing numerous valley plains,

which is divided in the northern portion by mountain

ranges that enter at the north-west corner of the pro-

vince aud Separate the waters of the Kin-ska-keang, the

Meikon, and the Salwein, Besides Ynn-nan Foo, the

capital, the province contains twenty prefectural cities,

several of which

—

Tung-ckuen Foo, Yun-nan Foo, Ta-le

Foo, Yung-chang Foo, Tsoo-heung Foo, and Ling-gan Foo,

for example—are situated in the valley plains just spoken

of. The princii>al rivers are the Meikon, which traverses

the province from north to south on its way to the China

Sea through Anam ; the Sahvein, which runs a parallel

course through its western portion; the Kin-sha-keang,

which runs first in a south-east and then in an easterly

direction through the north of the province ; and the head-

waters of the Songka, which takes its rise in the south-

eastern part of the province. This last-named river forms

a navigable communication from Yun-nan to the Gulf of

Tong-king where it empties itself into the sea. The navi-

gation commences at Man-haou, a town only ten days'

journey from Yun-nan Foo, and it thus affords an easy

outlet for the mining districts of eastern and southern

Yun-nan, There are two large lakes in the provincR,

—one in the neighbourhood of Ta-le Foo. which is £-'=

miles in length by 6 miles in breadth, and the other.
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near Tun-nan Foo, which mcasurc3 irom "0 to 80 miles in

circumfereuee. Several important roads intersect th'e pro-

vince, the chief of which are— 1. The road from Tun-nan

Foo to Bhaino in Burmah vii Ta-le Foo (12 days), Tunr/-

yul Choio or ilomiai (8 days), and Manwync,—an easy road

as far as Ta-h Foo, but beyond this city the mountain ranges

spoken of above present obstacles of no little difficulty ; 2.

The road from Ta-le Foo northwards to Baianrj vil Le-lccanr;

Foo, which thus connects western Tun-nan with Tibet ; 3.

The road spoken of in the description of S:e-chuen, from Tale

Foo to Chiny-too Foo vii Nbiij-yuen Foo and Ta-cliow Foo ;

4. The road from Tun-nan Foo to Sfu-chmo Foo, via Ttiny-

chuen Foo and Chaoit-tunj Foo ; S. The road from the

same city to Vany-piny Chow, in Kwei-chow, vii Kwei-yang

Foo, and down the Tuen River to Chang-tlh Foo in Iloo-

nan ; and G. the ancient and important trade road to

Canton. This route connects Tun-nan Foo with Flh-se

Foo, in Kwaiiy-se, on the Canton west river, a laud journey

which occupies about twenty days. From this point the

river furnishes in quiet times an easy communication with

Canton, but of late, owing to the disturbed condition of

ICwany-se, this route has been little used. The agricultural

products of the province are fully sufficient to supply the

wants of the inhabitants, but its chief wealth lies in the

minerals with which it abounds. On this subject Baron

von Kichthofen says, " We are now in an extremely

remarkable region, which is highly worthy a detailed

examination, because a great variety and quality of metal-

liferous deposits are distributed throughout its extent.

The country so distinguished comprcliends nearly the

whole of Tuii-na)!, from Ta-htcaniiny in the north to Fo->irh

Foo in the south, and from the eastern boundary of the

province to Tdny-yuS Chow (Momien) in the west. Besides,

it extends across tho Tany-tsze, and comprises the whole

department of Ning-yuen Fso, till Tsiny-ke Ileen, a district

«f Ta-chow Foo ; and in the east, the district of Wei-niny

Chow in Kicci-chow. There are no positivo indications to

«how that tho metalliferous region extends beyond those

limits to tho south, west, and north, but this is different

as regards the direction to tho east, or rather north-east.

I have had several statements given me concerning the

occurrence of ores of copper and Bilvcr through a lar^o

portion of Kiccirchoio ; but as po mines are worked outside

of Wci-niny Choro, the statement cannot be considered as

proved. It is, however, a remarkable fact, that imme-
diately adjoining tho metalliferous region of Tun-nan to

tho north-east, commences a belt distinguished by the

occurrence of quicksilver and its ores. It extendi through

tho whole width of tho province of Kwei-chow, Quicksilver

is found only in this belt, and not in Tun-nan."

Silver and gold are among tho metals produced in

Tun-nan, but they are not known to exist in any large

quantities. Lead is of frequent occurrence in tho province,

and indeed tho area through which copper, silver, le.ad,

tin, and zinc are distributed in sufficient quantities to make
mining answer, comprises at least 80,000 square miles.

Tho ores ore generally of good quality, and are bo deposited

as to bo easy of extraction. Tea from Fo-urh Foo, in

southern Tun-nan, which is well known and appreciated

throughout the empire ; opium of an inferior quality
;

medicines in tho shape not only of herbs and roots, but also

of fossil shells, bones, teeth, and various products of tho

animal kingdom ; and precious stones, principally jado and
ruhics, are omong tho other exports from Tun-nan.

kii'iK*
^^° imperial province of Shiny-kiny, in eonthcrn

Manchuriii, is bounded on tho N. by Mongolia and Tei-tsi-

har ; on tho E. by tho nowly-acquircd Ku.'sian province

of Amoor, tho Son of Japan, and Corca ; on tho S. by
Corea, tho Yellow Sea, and tho Gulf of Lcaou-tung; and on

tho W. by Mongolia. It occuoica an area of 43,000 square

miles, and contains a population of G,000,000. Its capital

city is Moukden (41° 40' N. lat., 130° 30' E. long.) or, as it is

otherwise known, Shiny-kiny, " the Flourishing Capital,"

or Shin-yany ; and besides this it has one other prefectural

city, namely. Kin-chow Foo. The surface of the province
is divided between plain and mountain, the latter feature

largely predominating. A line drawn from Kiny-chow
Foo (41° 12' N. kt., 121° 10' E. long.) north-east to

Mo-ukden, and then south by west through Leaou-yang and
JTai-~hiny to Kai-choio and the sea, would define the level

country, tho rest of the province consisting of mountains
intersected with valleys. A largo portion of the plain being
tin alluvial deposit is extremely fertile, but in the neigh-

bourhood of the sea that saline exudation bo common in

the north of China renders futile all attempts at cultivation.

To tho north and east of this district run numerous
mountain ranges, for the most part in a north-and-southerly

direction. Tho climate of Shiny-kiny is marked by
extremes of heat and cold. In summer the temperature

varies from 70° to 90°, and in winter from 50° above to

10° below zero. Tho mountain scenery is extremely

picturesque, and the trees and shrubs are such as ara

common in England, tho mountain ash being the only

common English tree which is there conspicuous by its^

absence. The most important rivers are the Lcaou-ho and
tho Ta-yany-ho. Tho former takes its rise in ^Mongolia,

and after running an easterly course for about 400 miles,

turns in a south-westerly direction, and empties itself

into tho Gulf of Leaou-tuny, in the neighbourhood of Ting-

ts:e, lip to which town, 20 miles from the bar, the river is

navigable for large junks. Tho Ta-yany-ho rises in the

mountains to the south of tho plain, and empties itself into

the Yellow Sea, The principal roads through the province

are— 1st, Tho imperial highway from Peking, which passes

through the Great Wall at Shan-hai-hvan , along the shores

of the Gulf of Pih-chih-li to Moukden, and after leaving this

city divides into three branches—one going eastward to

Corca, another going by Kirin and Alckuku to San-siny,

the limit of the empire in this direction, while a third

diverges N. by W. to Fa-kwo-mun, thence through Mongolia

to Pe-tu-na, and then to Tei-tsi-har, Merycn, and the

Amoor ; 2d, A road from Ti>iy-ts:e southward to Kin-chow,

in the extremity of tho promontory oi Leaou-tuny ; and 3d,

a road from the same point in an easterly direction to

Funy-hteany-chiny and tho Gate of Corea. Tho Treaty

Port of tho province is Keiv-chicany, but owing to the

difficulty of reaching this town, the foreign settlement has

been established at Tiny-isze. During 1874 tho value of

goods imported into this port was 2,433,135 taels, and

that of exports was 1,753,543 tack The chief agricultural

products of Shiny-kiny are wheat, barley, millet, oats,

maize, cotton, indigo, and tobacco. Coal, iron, and gold

nro also found in considerable quantities in various localities,

but as yet they are very littlo worked.

Jlidory.

Far reaching as is the history of China, it yet fails to Elatorr,

giv3 us any account of tho origin of tho Chinese race. Its

fir.it page begins by describing tho nucleus of tho nation 03

a little horde of wanderers, roving omong the forests of

Shan-se, without houfoa, without clothing, without iiro to

dri'ss their victuals, and subsisting on tho spoiU of tho

chase, okcd out with roots and insects. Investigation,

however, has proved beyond doubt that thcco wanderers

were no indigenous sons of tho eoil, but wero stranjrcrs and

pilgrims from other lands. Some belicvo th-it their point

of departure was in tho region to tho eouth<ast of tho

Caspian Sea, and that, having crossed tho head watcra of

tho Orus, thoy mado their way eastward along tho

southern clonca of the Tcca-shaa But however this may
V. — Si
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be. It ij plain tint as they jonrnoyod they stnick on tho

northern coursD of tho Yellow River, and that they

followed ita stream, on the eastern bank, as it trended south

as far as Tung-kwan, and that then, turning with it duo

eastward, they established small colonies on the fertile

plains of the modern province of Shan-se. But though

those immigrants were for the moment wanderers they

brought with them habits of settled labour. Some traces

are discernible which might possibly be accepted as

evidences that the Chinese had at one time a tendency to

a nomadic rather than to an agricultural state of existence.

In the Book of Historical Documents the governors of the

province are called " pastors " and " herdsmen," and

Mencius speaks of princes generally as " pastors of men."

It is impossible also to overlook the identity of outline

between the Chinese house and the sweeping roof sup-

ported by poles of the Tatar tent ; and it is said that when
Jengiz Khan in his invasion of China took a city, his

Eoldiers immediately set about pulling down the four walls

of the houses, leaving the overhanging roofs supported by
the wooden columns,—by which process they converted them
into excellent tents for themselves and their horses. To
some extent it may be said, too, that the language coun-

tenances this belief, since many common words find their

expression in characters of which the hieroglyphics for

sheep and cattle form part. For instance, we find that

the character ^ , meaning truthfulness, uprightness, is

composed of the two parts, ^ and ^ , or " my sheep,"

thus apparently pointing to a time when the ownership of

flocks was a common cause of dispute ; the same is the case

also with the character ^, cJio, " right," which is made up

of Q, Tsze, "one's own," and ^, yanj, "sheep," and ^,
Tseanfj^ "to examine and judge clearly," which is com-

posed of "g", yen, " words," or to talk, and ^, " sheep,"

which would indicate that the first idea of a judicial

examination arose out of wranglings about sheep. But
notwithstanding these apparent evidences in favour of the

Chinese having b^en originally a nomadic rather than an

agriodtural people, it becomes abundantly evident from
the earliest records they possess that at all events, imme-
diately on their arrival in China, they settled down as

agriculturists. They cultivated grain for their sustenance,

anr. ilax, which they wove into garments. They knew
tho value of silk-worms and planted the mulberry tree ;

thoy developed trade, and established fairs at certain

centres in their districts. Neither were they destitute of

the elements of intellectual culture. They had some know-
ledge of nstromony, and in all probability they brought
with them an acquaintanceship with hieroglyphic writing

;

at all events, at a very early period, we hear of £ Tin
(1743-1710 E.C.), presenting a petition in writing to the

king, and there is no surer ground for the belief that knotted
cords were in use among them before writing was invented
than there is for the legend, that the forma of the charac-

ters were first suggested to Tsang-KeS by the marks on the

back of a tortoise.

The possession of these habits and acquirements gave
the immigrants a great advantage over the nations of the

land. As they advanced they found the country inhabited
by "fiery dogs" on the north, "great bowmen" in the
east, " the ungovernable vermin ° on the south, and tho
" mounted warriors " on the west. Differing in language,
as also in every other respect, from the invaders, these

tribes became their natural enemies, but they were unable
to stand against the "black-haired race." During the

first centuries after the establishment of a regular system
of goverrmient we hear of them now as common enemies
of the Chinese, and now as temporary allies of one or
another of the states into which the erowing kingdom was

divided. But by degrees they drop out of the history of

the empire. Step by step they were driven back into the

less inhabited parts ; whole tribes were transported, others

were annihUated, until but a small remnant was left.

These wanderers sought and found refuge from their

enemies in the mountainous regions of Kwei-chow and
Kwang-se, where their descendants, the Meaou-tsze, still

maintain themselves against the forces of China.

It was an ancient belief of Chinese writers that there had
existed a period of 2,207,000 and odd years between the

time when the powers of Heaven and Earth first united to

produce man as the possessor of the soil of China, and the

time of Confucius. This having been accepted as a fact, it

became necessary for the early historians to invent long

lines of dynastic rulers to fill up the gap between the

creation and the period with which the £ook of Historical

Documentt commences. Accordingly, we find a series of

ten epochs described as preceding the Chow dynasty. The
events connected with most of these are purely fabulous,

and it ia not until we come down to the eighth period

that we can trace any glimmer, however obscured, of

history. This, we are told, commenced with the reign

of Yew-chaou She (the Nest-having), who, if such a man
ever existed, was probably one of the first of those who, as

the immigrants increased and multiplied, was chosen to

direct their counsels and to lead their armies. This chief

induced them to settle within the bend of the Yellow
River, the site of the modem province of Shan-se, and
taught them to make huts of the boughs of trees. Under
the next chief, Suy-jin She (the Fire-producer), the grand
discovery of fire was effected by tie accidental friction of

two pieces of dry wood. He taught the people to look up
to Teen, the great creating, preserving, and destroying

power; and he invented a method of registering time and
events, by making certain knots on thongs or cords twisted

out- of the bark of trees. Next to him followed Yung-
ching She, and then Fuh-he, who separated the people into

classes or tribes, giving to each a particular name, dia

covered iron, appointed certain days to show their grati-

tude to heaven, by offering the first-fruits of the earth,

and invented the eight diagrams which serve as the founda-

tion of the Ylh-king. Fuh-he reigned 115 years, and his

tomb is shown at Chin-choo, in the province of Shen-se,

at this day. His successor, Chin-nnng, invented the

plough ; and from that moment the civib'zation of China
proceeded by rapid and progressive steps.

As the early history of every ancient people is more or

less vitiated by fable, we ought not to be more fastidions

or less indulgent towards the marvellous in that of China,
than we are towards Egyptian, Greek, or Roman history.

The main facts may be true, though the details are in-

correct ; and though the accidental discovery of fire mayi
not have happened under Suy-jin She, yet it probably was
first communicated by the friction of two sticks, which at

tliis day is a common method among almost all savages of

producing fire. Nor is it perhaps strictly correct that

Fuh-he made the accidental discovery of iron, by having
burnt a quantity of wood on a brown earth, any more than
that the Phoenicians discovered the mode of making glass

by burning green wood on sand
; yet it is not improbable

that some such processes first led to these discoveries. And
if it be objected against the history, that the reign of 115
years exceeds the usual period of human existence, this after

all is as nothing, when compared with the contemporaneous
ones recorded in biblical history. Thus, also, considerable

allowances are to be deducted from the scientific discoveries

of Chin-nung in botany, when we read of his having in

one day discovered no less than seventy different species

of plants that were of a poisonous nature, and seventy

others that were antidotes a^nst their baneful effects.
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Tlie next sovereign, H^vang-te, was i usurper; but

during bis reign the Chinese are stated to have made a

very rapid progress in the arts and conveniences of civilized

life : and to his lady, Se-Iing-she, is ascribed the honour
of having first observed the silk produced by the worms,
of having unravelled their cocoons, and of having worked
the fine filaments into a web of cloth. The tomb of Hwang-te
is also preserved to this day in the province of Shen-se.

But with the reign of Yaou (235G B.c.) we emerge to

some extent from the mist which hangs over the earlier

records of China. Hera Confucius takes up the strain,

and though his narrative will not bear criticism it yet

furnishes us with eome historical data. Thd character of

Yaou and his successor Shun have been the theme of

every writer on history from the time of Confucius down-
wards. So strong was the force of the examples they set

that virtue pervaded the land, crime was unknown, and the

nation increased in size and prosperity. During the reign

of Yaou the empire extended from 23° to 40° N. lat.,

and from the 0th degree of longitude west from Peking
to the 10th degree east. He established his capital at

Ke-choo in Shan-tung, and established marts and fairs

throughout the land. After his death he was succeeded

by shun, who for some years had shared with him the

responsibilities of government. It was during thb period

that the " Great " Yu was employed to drain olf the waters

of the flood which had visited the north of China in con-

sequence, probably, of one of the numerous changes in the

course of the Yellow River. This work he accomplished
after having expended nine years' labour upon it, and as a

reward for this and other services he was raised to the

throne on the death of Shun. After him succeeded a
number of rulers, each ouc less qualified to govern than the

last, until oue KeC (1818 B.C.) ascended the throne. In
this man were combined all the worst vices of kings. He
was licentious, cruel, faithless, and dissolute. From such
a one Heaven withdrew her protection. The people rose

against him, and having swept away all traces of him and
his bloody house, they proclaimed the commencement of a
new dynasty, to be called the Shang dynasty, and their

leader. Tang, they named the first emperor of the new line

(17CC B.C.). Aided by wise counsellors, this monarch
restored to the country souie of its former prosperity. But
the same fatality which attended the descendants of Yu
overtook also his successors. They became eelf-indulgent

and cffemiuate. They lost all hold on the afi'ections of their

people, so that when Chow, aided and abetted by his

consort Ta-ke, gave veut to passions of a more than usually

cruel and deb.ased nature, they revolted, and Woo-"Wang
ascended the throne as the first emperor of the Chow
dynasty. Woo-Wang was all that tradition represents the

founders of dynasties to have been He was brave,

talented, and virtuous, but he committed the mistake of

dividing his kingdom into seventy-two feudal states in
order that ho might beetow principalities on hia own
relations and the descendants of former emperors. The
fatal result of this subdivision soon became obvious.

Jealousies sprang up among the princes, internecine wars
raged unceasingly, and the allegiance of the feudatories to

the centraj authority became daily weakened. Nor were
the enemies of the empire confined to those within its

borders, for, during the reign of Muh Wang (030 ac.) wo
are told that the Tatars, of whom we now hear for the first

time, taking advantage of the confusion which reigned
within the limits of the empire, m.ado predatory incursions

into the states, and though thoy were invariably driven off,

yet from this time tliey remained a constant source of

danger aiid auuoyancc to th« Chinese. Such was the state

of the empire, distracted by internal wars and harassed by
the attacks uf a fureigu foe, when Confucius wus boru

(D51 B.C.), artd though the sage devoted his life to the

promulgation of virtue and the right principles of govern-

ment, little or no heed was at the time paid to his

remonst.-ances and exhortations, and he died (475 B.c.) in

retirement, a neglected and disappointed man. Neither did

the efforts of Laou-tsze, who was a few years senior to

Confucius, or of Mencius, who succeeded him after an
interval of 107 years, meet with any better success.

Disorder was rife throughout the land, and the authority

of the ceutial Government was on the wane.

Signs now began to appear foreshadowing the fall of the

dynasty. During the reign of Wei-leS Wang, the brazen

vessels upon which Yu had engraved the difTercni

provinces of the empire were observed to shake violently

and shortly afterwards a mountain fell across the stream
of the Yellow River causing a wide-spread inundation. As
the empire became weakened by internal dissensions so

much the more did the power of the neighbouring states

increase. Of these the most important was that of Thsin,

on the north-west, which, when it became evident that the

kingdom of Chow must faU to pieces, took a prominent
part in the wars undertaken by Tsoo on the south and Tsin
on the north for the coveted prize. But the struggle was
an unequal one. The superiority of Thsin in point of size,

and in the number of fighting-men at its command, carried

all before it, and in 255 B.c. Chaou-seang Wang, having
silenced his rivals, possessed hiriiself of the imperial states.

Thus fell the Chow dynasty, during the existence of which
the empire may have said to have been extended from the

33d to the 38th parallels of latitude, and from the lOGth to

the 119th degree of loDgitude, that is to say, it included

the southern portions of the province of Chih-b, Shan-sc, and
Shen-se, the northern portions of Ho-nan and Keang-soo.

and the western half of Shan-tung. The capital was fixed

at Chang-gan Heen in Shen-se. But though virtually

emperor, Chaou-seang Wang abstained from adopting the

imperial title, and he died in 251 B.C., leaving his sou

Heaon-wSn Wang to succeed him. Scarcely was this

sovereign seated on the throne when he was attacked with

a fatal illness, and after a reign of but three days ho
became "a guest in heaven," and Chang-seang Wang his

son reigned in his stead. The only title to fame possessed

by this monarch was that he was the father of one of the

greatest rulers China has ever had. As he was himself a

man of no mark, it was probably fortunate for the country
that he occupied the throne for only three years, and at the

end of that time (246 B.C.), he yielded up his earthly

honours to Che Hwang-te, " the first universal emperur."
This sovereign was but thirteen years of age when ho
ascended the throne, but young as he was he speedily

made his influence everywhere felt. He chose Heen-yang,
the modem Se-gan Foo, as his capital, and built there a

magnificent palace, which was the wonder and admiration

of his contemporaries. He constructed roads through the

empire, he formed canals and erected numerous and hand-

some public buildings. Having by these and other means
settled the internal affairs of his kingdom, he turned his

attention to the enemies beyond his frontier. Chief among
the.'5e were the Hcung-noo Tatars, whoso attacks had for

years kept the Chinese and neighbouring principalities iu

a state of disquiet. Against these foes ho marched with

an army of 300,000 men and completely routed them,
exterminating those in the neighbourhood of China, and
driving tlio rest into the mountains of Mongolia. Ho had
no sooner returned from this campaign than he was calK'.l

upon to face a formidable rebellion iu Ho-nan, which 1\m\

boon set on foot by the adherents of the feudal princes, all

of whom- ho liad dispo.'=-^cssed when he rocou.^tructcd the

empire on the monarchical principle. Against tlie!>c ixbuls

he woa as Hucctaoful an ho had bccu against the Uciuiguoiv
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and as soon as peace was restored lie marcliod southwards

to subdue tlie tribes on the south of the Nan-shan ranges,

that is to say the inhabitants of the modern provinces of

Fuh-keen, Kwang-tung, and Kwang-se. Having accom-

plished this vast undertaking, lie returned to his capital to

administer the empire he had won, the limits of which

T/ere as nearly as possible those of modern China proper.

One monument remains to the present day to bear

witness to his enterprising energy. Finding that the

northern states of Thsin, Chaou, and Yen were building

lines of fortification along their northern frontier for pro-

tection against the incursions of the Heung-noo, he con-

ceived the idea of building one gigantic wall, which was to

stretch across the whole northern limit of the huge empire

from the sea to the furthest western corner of the modern

province of Kan-suh. This work was begun under., his

immediate supervision in 214 B.C., but though it was

energetically proceeded with, he died before it was com-

pleted. Notwithstanding all that he had done for the

<;ountry he was very unpopular with the upper classes.

He was a reformer, and reformers were as distasteful to the

Chinamen of that time as to those of to-day, and schoolmen

and pedants were for ever holding up to the admiration of

the people the heroes of the feudal times and the advan-

tages of the system they administered. This doctrine was

full of danger to the state, and Che Hwang-te therefore

determined to break once and for all with the past. To
this end he ordered the destruction of all books having

reference to the past history of the empire. This decree

was almost universally carried out, and many scholars were

put to death for failing in obedience to it. The measure,

however, widened the breach between the emperor and
the upper classes, and when, on his death, in 210 B.C., his

son Urh-she Hwang-te ascended the throne, the wide-spread

discontent broke out into tumults. Taking advantage of

the confusion which thus arose, the princes who had been

dispossessed by Che Hwang-te again attempted to regain

the thrones they had lost. Unlike his father, Urh-she

Hwang-te was quite unable to grapple with troublous

times. He was a weak and debauched youth, and was
murdered after having offered a feeblo resistance to his

enemies. His son Tsze-yung thereupon surrendered him-

self to Lew Pang, one of the two generals, who at that

time were the loaders of the rebellion. Unfortunately,

however, he afterwards fell into the hands of Heang Yu,

the other chieftain, who was as llood-thirsty as Lew
Pang was merciful, and who instantly put him to death

along with all his family and associates. The rivalry

between these two chieftains broke out into opeu warfare

almost immediately after this event, on Heang Yu usurp-

ing to himself imperial honours. For five years war raged

between the two combatants, and at the end of that time

Lew Pang was left master of the field after a decisive

battle before Woo-keang, in which Heang Yu was slain.

Lew Pang was then proclaimed emperor (200 B.C.) under

the title of Kaou-te, and the new line was styled the Han
dynasty.

On ascending the throne Kaou-te established his capital

at Lo-yang in Ho-nan, and afterwards removed it to

Chang-gan in Shen-se. Having founded his right to

rebel on the oppressive natur'e of the laws promulgated by
Cho Hwang-te, he abolished the ordinances of Thsin, with
the exception of that referring to the destruction of the

books—for, like his great predecessor, he dreaded the

influence exercised by the Liternti—and he exchanged the

worship of the gods of the soil of Thsin for that of those

of Han, his native state. His successor, however, gave

every encouragement to literature, and appointed a com-
mission to restore as far as possible the texts which had
been destroyed by Che Hwang-te. , la this the commission

was very successful. It was discovered that in many cases

the law had been evaded, and nimierous books which had

ceased to have any corporeal being were found to exist on

the tablets of the memories of scholars. This new period

of literary activity added to the general prosperity of the

empire. There was peace within its borders;, and its

frontiers remained unchallenged, except occasionallj- by the

Heung-noo, who suffered many and severe defeats .-it the

hands of the Chinese generals. Thwarted,- therefore, in

their attacks on China, these incorrigible mar.auders turned

their attention to the kingdom of Yutche, which had

grown up in the western extremity of Shen-se, and after

much fighting drove their victims along the Tecn-shan

nan-loo to modern Western Tartary, that is to say, the

territory between Turkestan and the Caspian Sea. This

position of affairs suggested to the emperor the idea of

forming an offensive and defensive alliance with the Yu?-

che against the Heung-noo. AVith this object an ambas-

sador w-as sent to Western Tartary, who, after having

been twice imprisoned by the Heung-noo, returned with

no more beneficial result than that his embas.=iy was

the means of iutroducing silk into Europe. However,

in 121 B.C., the reigning emperor, Woo-te, sent an

expedition against the Heung-noo, and completely de-

feated them. The conquered people tendered their sub-

mission to the victors, and the Chinese established

colonies, built towns, and appointed governors in the

vanquished provinces. From this time the power of the

Heung-noo began to wane. Dissension broke out among
their different chieftains, and in 93 a.d. they were com-

pletely driven out of Eastern Asia, and the 3d century

witnessed their flight into the district north-east of the

Caspian Sea, now 6ccupied by the Kirghese, a broken and

impotent remnant. Few Chinese dynasties have lasted

much more than two centuries, and the first Han dynasty

was no exception to the rule. About the beginning of the

Christian era a notable rebel, one Wang Jiang, rose in

revolt against the infant successor of Ping-te (1 A.D.), and

in 9 A.D. proclaimed himself emperor. He, however, at

best only gained the suffrages of a portion of the nation,

and before long his oppressive acts estranged even these

supporters from him. In 23 a.d. Lew Sew headed a

formidable rising against him and completely defeated him.

He was destined, however, to die by the hands of his

foUov/ers. In a revolt of his remaining troops his head

was struck from his shoulders, and his body was torn in

pieces by his own soldiery.

His opponent, Lew Sew, was now proclaimed emperor

under the title of Kwang-woo-te, and in consequence of his

fixing on Lo-yang in Ho-nan as his capital, the line of

which he was the first emperor became known as the

Eastern Han dynasty. Within this period are embraced

some of the most remarkable events in the history of China?

During the reign of his successor TMing-te, C5 a.d.. Buddhism
was introduced from India into China, and about the samv

time the celebrated General Pan Chaou was sent on an

embassy to the king of Shen-shsn, a small state of

Turkestan, near the modern Pidjan. So successful was

he in his mission, that before long he added the states of

Shen-shen, Khoten, Kuch^, and Kashgar as apanages to

the Chinese crown. But in accordance w-ith precedent,

after a time the glory of the dynasty became dimmed.
Disturbances occurred in the provinces, and, in 173, a

virulent pestilence broke out which held possession of the

country for eleven years. A magical cure for this plague

was said to have been discovered by a Taouist priest named
Chang Keo, who made so good a use of his discovery that

in a single month he had gained a sufliciently large

following to enable him to gain possession of the northern

provinces of the empire. ^ He was, however, opposed and
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•lefeatej by Tsaou Tsacu, another aspirant to jmpenal
aonours, whoso son, Tsaou Pci, on the death of Heen-te

(220 A.D,), proclaimed himself emperor, adopting the title

of Wei as the appellation of his dynast}'. But at the same

time there were two other llichmonds in the field, Lew Pei

and Sun Kcuen, and the strength of these three adventurers

were so nearly equal that they agreed to diWde the empire

between them. Tsaou Pei, under the title of Wau-te, ruled

over tho kingdom of AYei (220), which occupied the whole

of the central and northern portion of China. Lew Pei

established tlic Rhuh Han dynasty in tho modern province

of Szo-chuen (221), and called himself Chaou-liie-te

;

and to Sun Keucn Khan fell the southern provinces

of tho empire, from the Yang-tsze Keang south-wards,

including the modern Touquin, which he formed into

tho kingdom of Woo with Kan-king for his capital, and
adopted for himself tho imperial stylo oi Ta-te (222

A.D.)

But China during the period of tho " Three Kingdoms "

was a house divided against itself. Piivalries, the seeds

of wliich had been sown at tho time of the partition

of territory, broke out more fiercely as soon as the

courts were established. Lew Pci, as a descendant of the

bouse of Han, looked upon himself as the rightful sovereign

lit tho whole empire, and ho despatched an army under

the command of the celebrated general Choo-ko Leang to

support his claims. This army was met by an opposing

force under the Wei commander Sze-ma E, of whom
Chinese historians say that " he led .-irmies like a god,"

and who, by adopting a Fabian policy, completely dis-

comfited his adversary. But the close of this campaign
brought no peace to the country. Wars became chronic,

and by degrees tho reins of power slipped out of the

hands of emperors into those of their generals. Foremost
among these were tho members of the Sze-ma family of Wei.

Sze-ma E left a son, Sze-ma Chaou, scarcely less distin-

guished than he was himself, and when Sze-ma Chaou was
fjathcrcd to his fathers his honours descended to Sze-ma
Yen, who, finding the county ripe for a change, deposed

the ruling sovereign of Wei, and [jroclaimed himself emperor
of China (2G5 a.d.) His dynasty he styled the Western
Tsin dynasty, and ho adopted for himself tho title of

Woo-tc. Tho most noticeable event in this reign was the

advent of tho ambassadors of tho Emperor Theodosius in

284. For some years the neighbouring states appear to

liavo transferred their allegi.inco from the House of Wei
to that of Tsin. But tho condition of China at this time
was such that no government could stand unless admin-
istered by an able and powerful chief. Woo-te's successors

failing to fulfil these conditions, tho country soon fell again

into disorder. Tho Houng-noo, oncour.agcd by the decad-

ence of the Chinese power, renewed incursions into the

empire at tho beginning of tho 4th century, and in the

confusion which followed on these attacks from without as

well as those that were distracting the country from within,

an adventurer named Lew Yuen established himself (in

611) as emperor, first at Ping-yang in Shan-se and after-

wards in Lo-yang and Chang-gan. The history of this

period is very chaotic. Numerous states sprung up into

existence, somo founded by the Heung-noo, and others by
the Seen-pe tribe, a Tungusic clan inhabiting a territory to

tho north of China, and who afterwards established tho

Leaou dynasty in China. Tho hand of every man was
against his neighbour. Nothing was lasting ; and in 419
tho Eastern Tsin dynasty, which had dragged on a

chequered existence for nearly a century, came to an end,

sod with it disappeared for close on two hundred years all

eemWance of united authority. The country became
divided into two parts, tho north and the south. In tho

north four families reigned successively, two of which

were of Scen-pe origin, viz., the Wei and the How Chow,
tho other two, the Pih Tse and the How Leang, being
Chinese. In the south five different houses supplied rulers,

who were all of Chinese descent.

This period of disorder was brought to a close by the

establishment of the Suydynasty (590). Among the oflicials

of the ephemeral dynasty of Chow was one Tang Keen,
who on his daughter becoming empress (578) was created
duke of Suy. Meanwhile, he waited for an opportunity to
overturn tho reigning house, and, as has so often happened
in the history of China, he had not long to wait. The
last of the house of Chin was as weak and profligate as
any of his predecessors. Him Yang Keen deposed and
immediately ascended the throno (590). The country,
weary of contention, was only too glad to acknowledge
his undivided authority ; and during the sixteen years of

his reign the internal afl^airs of China were comparatively

peaceably and prosperously administered. The emperor
instituted a new and improved code of laws, and showed
his respect for literature by adding 5000 volumes to the

10,000 which composed the imperial library. Abroad, his

policy was equaUy successful Ho defeated tho Tatars and
chastised tho Coreans, who were disposed to throw asido

his authority. The only scene of disorder was in his own
household. His sons were unruly and violent, and after

his death, in G04, his second son forced the heir to the

throne to strangle himself, and then instantly assumed the

imperial yellow. At first this usurper, Yang-te, gave him-
self up to every species of debauchery, but wearying of

sensual lusts, he was seized with a desire for conquest. Ho
sent expeditions against the Tatars, and regained somo of

the influence which had formerly belonged to China lu

Central Asia. He himself headed an expedition against tho

Ouigours at the same time that one of his generals annexed
the Lew Kew Island to the imperial crown. During hfs

reign the vohimes in the imperial library were increased lo

54,000, and he spent vast sums in erecting a magnificent

palace at Lo-yang, and in constructing unprofitable canals.

These and other extravagances laid so heavy a burden oa
the country that discontent began again to prevail, and on
the emperor's return from a successful expedition against

the Coreans, he found tho empire divided into rebellious

factions, lu the turmoil which followed General Le Yuen
rose to the surface, and on tho death of the emperor by
assassination this man set Kung-te, tho rightful heir, on

tho throne (CI 7) until such time as he should have matured

his schemes. In tho following year a dose of poison

vacated the throne, and Lo Yuen forthwith assumed the

imperial sceptre, and proclaimed himself as Tai-tsung the

first emperor of the Tang dynasty. At this time the Turks

were at tho height of their power in A.«ia, and Tai-tsuug

was glad to purchase their alliance with money as the

Emjicror Justinian had been in 558. But divbions

weakened tho power of this mighty horde, and Tai-tsung,

taking advantage of the opportunity, regained much of the

position in Central Asia which had formerly been held by

China. In 640, Hamil, Turfan, and the rest of tho Ouigour

territory were again included within the Chineso frontier,

and four military governorships were appointed in Central

Asia, viz., at Kuchd, Khoten, Kharastan, and Kashgar.

At the same time the frontier was eitcnded as far as

Eastern Persia and tho Caspian Sea, So great was now
the fame of China, that ambassadors from Nepaid, Magadha,

Persia, and Rome (G43) came to pay their court to the

Great Khan. Before this time, in C35, a Nestorian priest,

0-lo-pcen by name, arrived from Rome, who so ingratiated

himself with the emperor that ha built for him a church,

and appointed twenty pricst.i to perform tho cervices.

Subsequently, on tho death of Tai-tsung (G49), we tind the

Ktninge phcuomcnon of the imperial power ai:ized.upon by
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a woman in a country where women were regarded as

little else than slaves. On the accession of Kaou-tsung

((650) his wife, Woo How, gained supreme influence in the

management of affairs, and on the death of her husband in

683 she set aside his lawfxd successor, Chung-tsung, and

took possession of the throne. Nor was she unequal to the

office she had usurped. She governed the empire with

discretion, and her armies defeated the Tibetans, who had
latterly gained possession of Kuch^, Klioten, and Kashgar.

Thus she re-established the imperial government in the

west, and her generals proved themselves victorious over

the Khitan in the north-east. On her death, in 705,

Chung-tsung partially loft the obscurity in which he had

lived during his mother's reign. But his wife, desiring to

play a similar r6le to that enjoyed by her mother-in-law,

poisoned him and set his son, Juy-tsuug (710), on the

throne. Tliis monarch, who was weak and vicious, reigned

but three yeafs, and was succeeded by Yuen-tsung (713),

who was in some respects an enlightened and able prince.

He biisied himself with introducing reform into the

administration of the empire, and encouraged literature

and learning with wisdom and discretion. l)uring his

reign the king of Khokand applied to him for aid against

the Tibetans and Arabs, who were advancing to attack

him. Yuen-tsung promptly sent ah army to his succour,

and the aggressors were completely defeated. In a war
with tlie Khitans in the north-east he was not so success-

ful ; and in the disorder which arose in consequence of the

invasion of the northern provinces by these formidable

neighbours. General Gan Luh-shan, an officer of Turkish

descent, placed himself at the head of a revolt, and having

secured Tung-kwan on the Yellow Kiver, advanced on
Chang-gan. In this emergency the emperor fled, and
placed his son, Suh-tsung. on the throne (700). This

sovereign summoned to his aid the forces of the kings of

Khoteu and Khokand, of the state of Bokhara, of the

Ouigours, and of the Arabs,- and with these allies he com-
^iletely defeated Gan Luh-«han and suppressed the rebellion.

The promise held out by this energetic beginning of his

yeign, was not fulfilled by his later career. Ho fell under

the influence of the women and eunuchs of his harem, and

died unregretted in 762. During the following reigns the

Tibetans made constant incui-sions into the western pro-

vinces of the empire, and Tai-tsung (7C3-780), was com-

pelled to purchase the assistance of the Ouigours against

those intruders by giving a Chinese princess as wife to

the Klian. At this epoch the eunuchs of the palace

Ducceeded in gaining an unwonted degree of power, and

several of the subsequent emperors fell victims to their

plots.

The history of this and the foUovnng century is for the

most part a monotonous record of feeble Governments, low

j,nd vicious intrigues, oppressions, and rebellions. Almost

the only relief in the constant rounds of these scenes

towards the close of the Tang dynasty was the iconoclastic

jjolicy of Woo-tsung (841-847). Viewing the increase of

monasteries and ecclesiastical establishments as an evil, he

abolished all temples, closed the monasteries and nunneries,

and sent the inn^3tes back to their families. Foreign

priests were subjected to the same repressive legislation,

und Christians, Buddhists, and Magi were bidden to turn

their faces westward in the direction of the places from

ivhence they came. With his death terminated also this

policy. Buddhism again revived during the reign of the

Emperor E-tsung (860-874), who, having had the honour

«o discover a bono of Buddha, brought it to the capital in

groat state. By constant internal dissensions and outbreaks

tho empire became so weakened tliat the princo of Loang

found no difficulty in gaining possession of tho throne, and

in 907 he ans-imcd the imporiiJ ycUow w'lCu cho title of

Tai-tsoo, the first emperor of the later Leang dynasty.

Thus ended tho Tang dynasty, which is regarded as being

tho Golden Ago of literature.

Five dynasties, viz., the Later Leang, the Later Tang,
tho Later Tsin, tho Later Han, and the Later Chow fol-

lowed each other in quick succession between the years

907 and 960. But though the monarchs of these lines

nommally held sway over the empire, their real power
was confined to very narrow Umits. The disorders which
were rife during tho time when the Tang dynasty was
tottering to it« fall fostered tho development of indepen-

dent states, and so arose Leang in Ho-nan and Shan-tung,

Ke jn Shen-so, Hwai-nau in Keang-nan, Chow in Szo-

chuen and parts of Shcn-se and Hoo-kwang, Woo-yuB in

ChC-keang, Tsoo and King-nan in Hoo-kwang, Ling-nan

in Kwang-tung, and the Ouigours in Tangout

A partial end was made to this recognized disorganiza-

tion when, in 960, General Chaou Kwang-yin was pro-

claimed by acclamation of the army emperor in succession

to tho youthful Kung-te, who was compelled to vacatfi tho

throne to make way for his quondam lieutenant. Tho
circumstances of the time justified tho exchange. It

required a strong hand to weld together again the different

parts into which the empire had been divided, and to resist

tho attacks of tho Khitan Tatars, whoso rule at this period

extended over the wholo of Manchuria and Leaou-tung.

Against these aggressive neighbours Tai-tsoo nS Chaou
Kwang-yin directed his best efforts with varying success,

and he died in 976, while the war was still being waged.

His son Tai-tsung (976-097) entered on the campaign

with energy, but in tho end was compelled to conclude a

peace with the Khitans. His successor, Chin-tsung (997-

1022), descended a step lower in his dealings with them,

and agreed to pay them a tribute to induce them to abstain

from their incursions. Probably this tribute was not sent

regularly; at all events, under Jin-tsung (1023-1064), tho

Khitans again threatened to invade the empue, and were

only persuaded to forego their intention by tho emperor

promising to pay them an annual tribute of 200,000 taels

of silver, besides a great quantity of silken piece goods.

Neither was this arrangement long binding, and so formid-

able were the advances made by tho Tatars in the next

and following reign, that Hwuy-tsung (1101-1126) invited

the Neu-che Tatars to expel the Khitans from Leaou-tung.

Tlio call was readily responded to ; the service was effectu-

ally performed, but having once possessed themselves of the

country they declined to yield it to the Chinese, and the

result was that a stiU more aggressive neighbour was
established on tho north-eastern frontier of China. Without

delay the Neu-che or Kins, as they now styled themselves,

overran the provinces of Chih-li, Shen-se, Shan-se, and
Ho-nan, and during the leign of Kaou-tsung (1127-1163)

they advanced their conquests to the line of the Yang-tsze

Keang.

It was during this period that the Mongols began to

acquire power in Eastern Asia, and about the beginning

of the 12th century they invaded the noith-western frontier

of China and tho principality of Hea, which at that time

consisted of tho modern provinces of Shen-se and Kan-

suh. To purchase the good-wiU of these subjects of

Jenghiz Khan tho king of Hea agreed to pay them a tribute,

and gave a princess in marriage to their ruler. Hitherto

the Mongols had been vassals of the Kin Tatars, but the

rapid growth of their power indisposed them to remain

tributaries of any monarch, and in consequence of a dispute

with the F.mporor Wei-chaou Wang, Jenghiz Khan deter-

mined to invade the Kin province of Leaou-tung. In this

expedition ho wnq nirlnd by the followers of the Khitan
leader Y^ay-lu Tsoo-tsai, and in alUauco with this general

he captujcd Lcaou-yang tho capital city. After an unsuc-
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oeBsful invasioD of China in 1212, Jenghiz Khan rsnew-d

the attack in the following year and completely defeated

the Kins. In the confusion which followed the emperor

was murdered by his generab, and Seuen-tsung ascended

the throne. But the change of ruler brought no better

fortune to the Kin cause. Jenghiz Khan divided his armies

into four divisions, and m«de a general advance southwards.

With resistless force his soldiers swept over the provinces of

Ho-nan, Chih-li, and Shan-tung, destroying in their course

upwards of ninety cities, and spreading desolation every-

where. It was their boast that a horseman might ride

without stumbling over the sites where those cities had

stood. Panic-stricken by the danger which threatened

him, the emperor moved hia court to Kai-fung Foo, much
against the advice of his ministers, who foresaw the

disastrous effect this retreat would have on the fortunes of

Kin. And now, as foes advanced, friends fell off from the

tottering house. The state of Sung, which up to this time

had paid tribute, now declined to recognize Kin as its

feudal chief, and a short ''ime afterwards declared war

against its quondam ally. Meanwhile, in 1215, Yay-lu

Tsoo-tsai advanced into China by the Shan-hai Kwan, and

made himself master of Peking, which until then was one of

the few cities in Chih-li which remained to Kin. After this

victory his nobles wished him to proclaim himself emperor,

bnt he refused, being mindful of an oath which he had
ewom to Jenghiz Khan. In 1216 Tung-kwan, a pass

in the mountains between the frontier of Ho-nan and

Shen-se, which in the history of China has been the scene

of numerous dynastic battles, forming as it does the

only gateway between Eastern and Western China,

was taken by the invaders. Year after year the war
dragged on, the resistance offered by the Kins growing
weaker and weaker. In 1220 Tse-nan Foo the capital of

Shan-tung was taken, and five years later Jenghiz Khan
marched an army westward into Hea and completely con-

quered the forces of the king ; but it was not until the

year following the king's death that he took possession

of the principality. In the succeeding year Jenghiz Khan
himself was gathered to his fathers, and Ogdai his son

reigned in his stead.

Thus died at the age of 66 this great general, whose
armies had triumphed victoriously over the whole of Cen-
tral Asia, from the Caspian Sea and the Indus to Corea
and the Taug-tsze Keang. With his dying breath ho
adjured his son to complete the conquest of China, and
with a view to this, the crowning desire of his life, he
declined to nominate either of the two eldest sons who had
been born to hia Chinese wives as his heir, but choose
rather his third son Ogdai whose mother was a Tatar. On
hearing of the death of Jenghiz Khan the Kins sent an
embassy to his successor desiring peace, but Ogdai,
remembering the last injunctions of his father, told them
there would bo no peace for them until their dynasty should
bo overthrown. Up to this time the Mongols had been
without any code of laws. The old rule

" That thoy should take who havo the poirer,

Aod they should keep who can,*'

was the maxim on which they guided their mutual inter-

course, and the punishments due for offences were loft

entirely to the discretion of the officials before whom the

culprits were tried. The consLitency, however, which had
been given to the nation by the conquests of Jenghiz Khan
made it necessary to establish a recognized code of laws,

and one of the first acts of Ogdai was to form such a code.

With the help also of Yay lu Tsoo-tsai, he established

custom houses in Chih-li, Shantung, Sban-ee, and Leaou-
tung; and for this purpose divided those provinces into
ten departments. Meanwhile the war with the Kins was
carried i.n witli energy. In 1230 9c-gan Foo was taken,

and sixty importiint posts w '.re captured. Two ;,ear8 later

Too-le, brother of Ogdai, took Fung-tseang Foo and Han-
chung Foo, in the flight from which last-named place

100,000 persons are said to have perished. Following
the course of the Eiver Han in his victorious career thij

general destroyed 140 towns and fortresses, and defeatefl

the army of Kin at Mount San-fung.

In the following year the Mongol cause suffered a great
loss by the death of Too-le. This famous warrior lefft

behind him twelve sons, two of whom, Mangu, the firsts

born, and Knblai, the fourth son, were destined to sit in

succession on the throne of their uncle Ogdai. But their

time was not yet. First of all they had to win their spurs,

and well did they prove by their deeds their right to the

name of Mongol or " daring." In China, in Central Asia,

and on the banks of the Caspian they led their victorious

armies. But meanwhile, in 1232, the Mongols made an
alliance with the state of Sung, by which, on condition of

Sung helping to destroy Kin, Ho-nan was to be the property

of Sung for ever. The effect of this coalition soon became
apparent. Barely had the Kin emperor retreated from Kai-

fung Foo to Joo-ning Foo in Ho-nan when the former place

fell into the hands of the allies. Next fell Loyang, and the

victorious generals then marched on to besiege Joo-ning Foo.

The presence of the emperor gave energy to the defenders,

and they held out until every animal in the city had been
killed for food, until every old and useless person had suf-

fered death to lessen the number of hungry mouths, until

so many able-bodied men had fallen by the hand of the

enemy that the women manned the ramparts, and then

the allies stormed the walls. Once inside the town the

inhabitants, enfeebled by starvation, feU ready victims to

their swords. The emperor, like another Sardanapalus,

despairing now of success, burned himself to death in his

palace, that his body might not fall into the hands of his

enemies. For a few days the shadow of the imperial

crown rested on the head of his heir Changlin, but in a

tumult which broke out amongst his followers he lost his

life, and with him ended the "Golden" dynasty, which
from that time disappeared from the country's annals until

the Manchoo family now reigning came, nearly four cen-

turies later, to claim the throne as heirs of the defender

of Joo-ning Foo.

Although China was still by no means conquered, yet

the extinction of the Kin dynasty enabled Ogdai to send

an army of 300,000 men to ravage the country bordering

on the Caspian Sea. But so vast were the resources at his

command, that he was able to despatch at the same time a

force 600,000 strong into Sze-chuen to subdue the power
of Sung in that province. For, notwithstanding the treaty

which had been made between Ogdai and Sung, no sooner

were the spoils of Kin to be divided than fierce war broko

out again between them, in prosecuting which the Mongol
armies swept over the provinces of Hoo-kwang, Kcang-nan.

end Ho-nan, and were checked only when they reached the

walls of Loo-chow Foo in Gan-hwuy. Ogdai was not

destined to live to see hia sway acknowledged over the

whole empire. In 1241, he died at the age of fifty-six,

having reigned thirteen years, and was nominally suc-

ceeded by his grandson Cheliemen. But among the

numerous ladies who called Ogdai lord, was one named
ToUekona, who on the death of the emperor took posses-

sion of the throne, and after exercising rule for four years,

established her son Kwci-ycw, as Great Khan. But in 1248

his life woa cut short, and the nobles, disregarding the

claims of Cheliemen, proclaimed as emperor Mangu, tho

eldest son of Too-le. Under this monarch tho war ngninst

Sung was carried on with energy, and Kublai, outstripping

the bounds of Sung territory, made hia way into the pro-

vince of Yun-aao, whioh at that time was divided into a
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number of independent slates, and having attached them

to hi3 brother's crown he passed on into Tibet, Tonquin,

and Cochin-Chiiia, and from thence striking northwards

entered the province of Kwang-se. On the death of

Mangu in 1259 Kublai ascended the throne, and never in

the history of China was the nation more illustrious, nor

its power more widely felt, than under his sovereignty.

During the first twenty years of his reign Sung kept up a

resistance, gradually growing weaker and weaker, against

his authority; and it was not, therefore, until 1280 that

he assumed complete jurisdiction as emperor of China.

At this time his authority was acknowledged " from the

Frozen Sea, almost to the Straits of Malacca. With the

exception of Hindustan, Arabia, and the westernmost

parts of Asia, all the Mongol princes as far as the

Dnieper declared themselves his vassals, and brought

regularly their tribute." It was during this reign that

Marco Polo visited China, and he describes in glowing

colours tha virtues and glories of the " Great Khan."

But though his rule was characterized by discretion and

munificence, his Chinese subjects were uneasy under his

yoke. He undertook public works, he patronised Utera-

ture, and relieved the distress of the poor, but still they

never forgot that ho was an alien and a barbarian, and he -

died unregretted in 1294. His son had died during his

lifetime, and after some contention his grandson Timur
ascended the throne under the title of Yuen-ching.

After an uneventful reign this prince was gathered to

his fathers in 1307, and as he left no son, Woo-tsung,

a Mongol prince, reigned in his stead. To him, succeeded

Jin-tsung in 1311, who made himself conspicuous by
the honour he showed to the memory of Confucius,

and by d'stributing oSices more equally between Mongols

and Chinese than had hitherto been done. This act

of justice gave great satisfaction to the Chinese, and

his death ended a peaceful and prosperous reign

in 1320. Three years later,—three years of disorder,

—

his successor, Ying-tsung, was murdered by a band of con-

spirators. From this time the star of the Yuen dynasty

was in the descendant. Tai-ting-te, Ming-tsung, Wan-te,

and Shun-te foUowed one another on the throne in quick

succession. Each reign was more troublous than the last,

and in the person of Shun-te (1333-1368) were summed
up all the vices and faults of his predecessors. Outbreaks,

which up to his time had been local in their character,

assumed large and threatening proportions ; and finally this

descendant of Jenghiz Khan was compelled to fly from his

capital liefore Choo Yuen-chang, the son of a Chinese

labouring man. Deserted by his followers he sought refuge

in Ying-chang Foo, and there the last of the Yuen dynasty

died. So disunited had the empire become by constant

disturbances and rebellions, that Choo Yuen-chang met with

little opposition to his forces, more especially as his first care

on becoming possessed of a district was to suppress law-

lessness and to establish a settled government. In 1355
he crossed the Yang-tsze Keang and captured Nan-king, in

consequence of which success he proclaimed himself duke

of Woo, but as yet he carefully avoided adopting any of

the insignia of royalty. Even when he had taken the

capital and was the master of the empire thirteen years

later, he still professed to dislike the idea of assuming the

imperial title. His scruples, however, on this point were
overcome, and he solemnly declared himself emperor in

1 3GS. Once seated upon the throne, be ingratiated himself

with his subjects by his generous treatment of his enemies,

end by the regard he showed for the welfare of his people.

He carried his arms into Tatary, wherfl he subdued the last

semblance of Mongol power in that direction, and then

bent his steps towards Leaou-tung. Here the Mongols
defended themselves with the bravery of despair, but

nothing could resist the onslaught ci the victorious

Chinese, and the conquest of thb province left Hung-woo,
as the founder of the new or Ming, " Bright," dynasty

styled himself, without a foe in the empire. Beyond the

frontier of China he cultivated friendly relations with the

rulers of the neighbouring states. The king of Corea sent

an embassy to congratulate him on his accession, and the

sovereign of the Lew-cheW Islands sent his brothers and
sons to his court to be educated. As a quondam Buddhist
priest he naturally lent his countenance to that religion to

the exclusion of Taouism, whose priests had for centuries

earned the contempt of all but the most ignorant by their

pretended magical arts and their search after the philo-

sopher's stone. In 1398, and in the thirtieth year of his

reign, Hung-woo was gathered to his fathers, and Keen-wan
his grandson reigned in his stead. Aware that the

appointment of this youth—his father was dead—would
give offence to the young emperor's uncles, Hung-woo
dismissed them to their respective governments before

death closed his eyes. This, however, only delayed the

storm. The prince of Yen, his eldest surviving son, raised

the banner of rebellion in his principality as soon as the

news reached him of his nephew's accession, and after

gaining several victories over the armies of Keen-wan he
presented himself before the gates of Nanking, the capitaL

Treachery opened the gates to him, and the emperor having

fled in the disguise of a monk, the victorious prince clothed

himself in imperial yellow and took the title of Yung-lo

(1403). At home Yung-lo devoted himself to the

encouragement of literature and the fine arts, and, possibly

from a knowledge that Keen-wan was among the Buddhist
priests, he renewed the law prohibiting Buddhism. Abroad
he swept Cochin-China and Tonquin within the folds of

his empire and carried his arms into Tatary, where ho
made new conquests of waste regions, and erected a monu-
ment of his victories. Hb death took place in 1425, and
he was in that year succeeded by his son Hung-ke.

Hung-ke's reign was short and uneventful. He did that

which was right as far his knowledge went. He strove to

promote only such mandarins as had proved themselves to

be able and honest, and to further the welfare of the

people. During the reign of his successor, Seuen-tih

(1426-1436), the empire suffered the first loss of territory

since the commencement of the dynasty. Cochin-China

rebelled and gained her independence. But this was but

the beginning of troubles. The next emperor, Ching-tung

(1436) was defeated and taken prisoner by a Tatar chieftain,

a descendant of the Yuen family named Ye-seen, who had
invaded the northern provinces. With unusual clemency

the Tatar gave him his life, though he kept him a close

prisoner until the fortunes of war turned against him.

Having been completely defeated by a Chinese force from

Leaou-tung, Ye-seen liberated his captive, who returned to

his capital amidst the rejoicings of the people, again to

occupy the throne which during his imprisonment (1450-

1457) had been held by his brother King-te. The two
following reigns, those of Ching-hwa (1465-1488) and of

Hung-che (1488-1506) were quiet and peacefuL But their

successor Ching-tih (1506-1522) was called upon to face a

very formidable insurrection headed by the prince of Ning.

He was, however, victorious over the rebel, who lost

30,000 men in the engagement which put an end to his

hopes. The disorder into which the empire had been

thrown by this civil war encouraged the foreign enemies of

China. First of all from the dreaded north came a Tatar

army under Yen-ta in 1542, during the reign of Kea-tsing,

which laid waste the province of Shen-se, and even

threatened the capital, and a little later a Japanese fleet

appeared off the coast and carried fire and sword through

the littoral provinces. lU-blood had arisen between the
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two peoples before this, and a Japancso cjIo»iy had Lcsu

driven out of Ningpo by force and not without blocdshoJ

a few years previously. Kea-tsing was not cqiuil to Euch

emergencies, and his death, which took place in 10G7,

would have been an advantage to the empire, had hia son

been a more able prince. But the only weapon Lung-king

(15C7-1573) was able to wield against the Tatar Ycn-ta

was a bribe. He made him a prlnco of the empire, and

gave him certain commercial privileges, which were further

supplemented by the succeeding emperor V/'an-lclh (1573-

1620) by a grant of land in Shen-se. During the reign of

thii sovereign, in the year 1592, the Japanese successfully

invaded Corea, and Taikosama, the emperor ot Japan, was

on the point of proclaiming himself king of the peninsula,

when a large Chinese force answering to the invitation of

the king, appeared on the field and completely routed the

Japanese army, at the same time that the Chinese fleet cut

off their retreat by sea. In this extremity the Japanese

sued for peace, and sent an embassy to Peking to arrange

terms. But the peace was of short duration. In 1597

the Japanese again invaded Corea and defeated the Chinese

army which was sent against them, nor were they less

successful at sea. They destroyed the Chinese fleet and

ravaged the coast. Suddenly, however, vihon in the full

tide of conquest, they evacuated Corea, which again fell

under the direction of China. Four years later Ricci

arrived at the Chinese court ; and though at first the

emperor was inclined to send him out of the country, his

abilities gradually won for him the esteem of the sovereign

and his ministers, and he remained the scientific adviser

of the court until his death in 1610. About this time the

power which was destined to overthrow the !Ming dynasty

began to grow restless. The Manchoo Tatars, goaded into

war by the injustice they were constantly receiving at the

hands of the Chinese, led an array into China in 1616 and

completely defeated the force which was sent against them.

Three years later they were again victorious over the

Chinese, and they then gained possession of the province of

Leaou-tung. This final series of disasters was more than

the emperor could bear, and he died of a broken heart in

1620.

In the same year Teen-ning, the Manchoo sovereign,

having declared himself independent, and possessed him-

self of Leaou-tung, moved the court to San-koo, to the east

of Moukden, which, five years later, ho made his capital

Meanwhile Tai-chang, the son of W'an-lelh, ascended the

Chinese throne, but barely had he assumed the reins of

power when he fell ill. Acting on the advice of his doctors

he drank ot the liquor of immortality and died. The ne.\t

emperor Teen-ke, after a brief and troublous reign, followed

him to the grave in 1627, and to him succeeded Tsung-

ching, the last emperor of the Ming dynasty. In his reign

the storm-clouds, which had beeu collecting for some
years, burst over tho empire. In addition to the

threatened danger on tho north, robe! bands, enriched by

plunder, and grown bold by success, began to assume the

proportion of armies. They dominated over whole

districts and provinces and paralyzed tho imperial forces

by their energy and daring. Out of this seething mass

of insubordination two leaders showed themselves con-

spicuously. These were Lo Tszc-ching and Shang Ko-ho.

In order that there should be no dispute as to which should

be greatest, they decided to divide tho empire between

them, and to begin with it was agreed that Shang should

take possession of Sze-chuen and Hoo-kwang, and that Lo
should makq himself master of Ho-nan. Bent on this

miesioQ Lo besieged Kaifung Foo, tho capital of tho pro-

vince, and so long and closely did ho beleaguer it that in tho

cODsequeat famine human llesh was regularly sold iu tho

market. AS Icnsith an imperial force came to raise tho

r-icjc, with con:cqnencc3 aa fatal to tho irdiabitants as if

t!io rcbch had g.iincd tlio city ; for, fearful of meeting Le'a

army iu Uio field, they cut through the dykes of the Yellow

River, " China's Sorrov.-," and flooded the whole country

including tho city. Tho rebels escaped to the mountains,

but upv.-ards of 200,000 inhabitants perished in the flood,

and tlie city became a heap of ruins (1642). From Kai-

fuiir; Foo Lo marched against the other strongholds of Ho-
nan and Shcn-cc, and Vra3 co completely successful that he

determined to attack Poking. A treacherous eunuch

opsncd tho gates to him, on being informed of which the

cinncror committed suicide. When the news of this

disaster reached the general-commanding on the frontier

of Manchoo Tatary, he, in an unguarded moment, con-

cluded a peace with the Manchoos, and in\'ited them to

dispossess the rebel Le Tsze-ching. With ready acquies-

cence the Manchoos entered China, and after defeating a

rebel army sent against them, they marched towards

Peking. On hearing of tho approach of the invaders, Le
Tsze-ching, after having set firo to the imperial palace,

evacuated the city, but was overtaken, and his force was

completely routed. The object for which the Manchoos

had been introduced into the empire having now been

accomplialied, the Chinese wished them to retire, but, like

the Mongols, having once gained a footing in the empire,

they declared themselves unwilling to leave it, and having

taken possession of Peking they proclaimed the ninth son

of Teen-ning emperor of China under the title of Shun-che,

and adopted the name of Ta-tsing, or " Great pure," for the

dynasty (1644). Meanwhile the mandarins at Nanking

had chosen an imperial prince to ascend the throne. But

with aU the prestige of victory the Tatars bore down all

opposition, and at this most inopportune moment " a

claimant " to the throne, in the person of a pretended Eon

of tho last emperor, appeared at court. This additional

complication still further reduced the Chinese power of

acting. While this contention prevailed inside Nanking

the Tatar army appeared at the walls. But there was no

need for them to use force. The gates were thrown open,

and they took possession of the city without shedding

a drop of blooi FoDowing the conciliatory policy they

had everywhere pursued, tlicy confirmed the mandaiins

in their offices and granted a general amnesty to all who
would lay down their arms. As the Tatars entered

the city tho emperor left it, and after wanderiog about

for some days in great misery, he threw himself into the

Yang-tsze Keang and was drowned. Thus ended the Ming
dynasty, and the empire passed again under a foreign

yoke.

All accounts agree in stating that the Manchoo' con-

querors are descendants of a branch of the family which

gave the Kin dynasty to tho north of China ; and in lieu

of any authentic account of their early history, native

writers have thrown a cloud of fable over their origin.

These tell us that in remote ages three heaven-born virgins

dwelt beneath tho shadow of the Great White mountains,

and thtt while they were bathing in a lake whi :h reflected

in its bisom the snow-clad peaks which towered above it,

a magpie dropped a blood-red fruit on the clothes of tho

youngest. This the maiden instinctively devoured, and

forthwith conceived and bore a son, whoso name they called

Ai-sin Ohioro, which being interpreted is the " Golden

Family Stem," and which is tho family name of the

present emperors of China. WTien his mother had entered

the icy cave of tho dead, her son embarked on a little

boat end floated down tho River Hurka untU he reached

a dttrict occupied by three families who were at war with

eacb other. The personal appearance of tho supernatural

yoath EO impressed these warlike chiefs that they forget

their enmities nnd hailed him as their ruler. Tho town of

V. — 8j
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0-to-Ie (43' 35' N. lat. and 123° E. long.) was chosen as

his capital, and from that day his people waxed fat, and at

length, aa we have seen, kicked against their oppressors,

the Chinese.

This legend confirms the general belief that the original

seat of th() Manchoos was in the yalley of the Hurka, a river

which flows into the Sungari in about 46° 20' N. lat., and
129° 50' E. long. Under a succession of able and hardy
chiefs they added land to land and tribe to tribe, until, in

the 16th century, we find them able to cope with, and in a
position to demand favourable terms by treaty from, their

Chinese neighbours. As they became more powerful their

complaints became louder against acts of aggressive

oppression which they laid at the door of the Mings. But
who will say that the fault was all on one side ! Doubtless

the Mings tried to check their ambition by cruel reprisals

—

a mistaken policy common to oppressors who find them-
selves with waning powers in the presence of growing
discontent. Bat if we are to square the account, against

this must be put numerous Manchoo raids into Leaou-tung,

entailing loss of life and property on the subjects of China.

And the ready rapidity with which these Manchurian
horsemen swept round the corner of the Great Wall into

China proper on the fatal invitation of the Chinese general

shows that they were neither unwilling nor unaccustomed
to wander beyond their own frontiers.

But the accession to the throne of the Emperor Shun-
che did not by any means at first restore peace to the

country. In Keang-se, Fuh-keen, Kwang-tung, and Kwang-
86 the adherents of the Ming dynasty defended themselves
vigorously hut unsuccessfully against the invaders, while

the pirate Ching Che-tung, the father of the celebrated

Koxinga, kept up a predatory warfare against them on the

coast. On one occasion he was bought over to the Tatar
camp and accepted a princess as a reward for his conver-

sion, but he soon returned to his former allegiance, only,

Iiowever, once again to prove himself a turncoat. Find-
ing him too formidable as a foe the Tatars determined
again to gain his alliance. A generaPs command proved
too tempting a bait to the buccaneer to be refused. He
accepted the offer and went on shore to visit the Tatar
commander, who received him with aU civility. But when
the pirate wished to return to his ships he was poh'tely

urged to visit Peking. Once there he was thrown into

prison, where he died shortly afterwards. His son Koxinga,
warned by his father's example, determined to leave the
mainland and to seek an empire elsewhere. His choice fell

on Formosa, and having driven the Dutch out of the island,

he established himself as king and held possession of the
island until the reign of Kang-he, when he resigned in

favour of the Imperial Government. ^Meanwhile a piince
of the house of Ming was proclaimed emperor in Kwang-sc,
under the title of Yung-leTh. But the Tatars having
reduced the provinces of Fuh-keen and Keang-se, and
having taken Canton after a siege of eight months, marched
ag.iinst and so completely routed his followers that he was
compelled to fly to Pegu. There he remained for some
years untU, believing that his adherents in Yun-nan and
Kwei-chow were sufficiently numerous to justify his raising
his standard in those provinces, he crossed the frontier and
advanced to meet the imperial forces. On this as on the
former occasion, fortune declared against him. His army
was scattered to the four wi\ids, and he was taken prisoner
and strangled. Gradually opposition to the new regime
became weaker and weaker, and the shaved head with the
pig-tail—the symbol of Tatar sovereignty—became more
.and more uui-s-ersally adopted. In IG51 died Ama Wang,
the undo of Shuu-chc. who had acted as regent during his
nephew's minority, and the emperor then assumed the
goverumeut of the stale Little iji known of this monarch

He appeara to have taken a great interest in science, and
to have patronized Adam Schaal, a German Jesuit, who
was at that time resident at Peking. It was during his

reign (1656) that the first Russian embagsy arrived at the
capital, but as the envoy declined to kowtow before the
emperor he was sent back without having been admitted
to an audience. After an unquiet reign of seventeen years

Shuu-che was gathered to his fathers (1661), and Kang-he,
his son, reigned in his stead. This emperor was as

renowned as his father had been unknown. He was
indefatigable in administering the affairs of the empire, end
at the same time he devoted much of his time to literary

and scientific studies under the guidance of the Jesuits.

The dictionary of the Chinese language, published under
his superintendence, proves him to have been as great a

scholar as his conquests over Eleutha shows bim to have
been famous as a generaL During one of his hunting
expeditions to Mongolia he caught a fatal cold, and he died

in 1721 after a glorious reign of sixty years. Under his

rule Tibot was added to the empire, which extended from
the Siberian frontier to Cochin-China, and from the China
Sea to Turkestan. Almost the only national misfortune

that visited China while he sat upon the throne was an
earthquake at Peking, in which 400,000 people are said to

have perished.

Kang-he was succeeded by Yung-chmg, who, reaping the

benefits of his father's vigorous administration, enjoyed a

peaceable reign, though a short one. He died in 1735,
and Keen-lung his son reigned in his room. Ambitious
and warlike, this monarch despised the conciliatory

measures by which his father had maintained peace with
his neighbours. On but a slight provocation, he marched
an army into Ih, which he converted into a Chinese

province, and he afterwards added eastern Turkestan to

the far-reaching territories of China Twice he invaded

Eurmah, and once he penetrated into Cochin-China,
but in neither country were his arms successful He is

accused of great cruelty towards his subjects, which they

repaid by rebelling against him. During his reign it was
that the Mahometan standard was first raised in Kansuh.
But the Mussulmans were unable to stand against the

imperial troops ; their armies were dispersed ; ten thousand

of them were exiled ; and, effectually to prevent a renewal

of the outbreak for some years, an order was issued

that every Mahometan in Kansuh above the age of

fifteen should be put to death (1784). Amidst all the

political calls upon his time Keen-lung still found leisure

for study. He wrote incessantly, both poetry and prose,

and did much to promote the cause of literature by
collecting libraries and republishing works of value. His
campaigns furnished him with themes for his verses, and
in the Summer Palace was found a handsome manuscript

copy of a laudatory poem he composed on the occasion of

his war against the Gorkhas. This was one of the most
successful of his military undertakings. His generals

marched 70,000 men into Nepaul to within sixty miles of

the British frontiers, and having subjugated the Gorkhas
they received the submission of the Nepaulese, and acquired

an additional hold over Tibet (1792). In other directions

his arras were not so successful. We find no poem com-
memorating the campaign against the rebellious Fcrme-
sans, nor lament over the loss of 100,000 men in that

island, and the last few years of his reign were disturbed

by outbreaks among the Meaou-tsze or hill tribes, living in

the mountains in the provinces of Kwei-chow and Kwang-
se. In 1795, after a reign of sixty years. Keen-lung
abdicated in favour of his fifteenth son, who adopted the

title of Kea-king as the style of his reign. He only lived

three years in retirement, and died at the age of eighty-

eight in 1798.
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Dunng the reign of Keen-lung the relations of the East

India Company with his Government had been the reverse

of satisfactory. Ail kinds of unjust exactions were de-

manded from the merchants, and many acts of gross

injustice were committed on the persons of Englishmen.

So notorious, at length, did these matters become that the

British Government detemdned to send an embassy to the

court of Peking, arid Lord Macartney was chosen to repre-

sent George IIL on the occasion. On arriving at Jehol,

where the court then was, Lord ilacartney was received

most graciously by the emperor, and subsequently at

Yuen-ming-yuen- he was admitted into the imperial presence

and was treated with every courtesy. But the concessions

he sought for his countrymen were not accorded to him,

and in this sense, but in this sense only, his mission was a

failure.

Kea-king's reign, which extended over a period of five-

and-twenty years, was disturbed and disastrous. Li the

northern and western provinces, rebellion after rebellion

broke out, due in a great measure to the carelessness and

incompetency of the emperor, who was as obstinately self-

opinionated as he was unfit to rule, and the coasts were

infested with bands of pirates, whose number and organi-

zation enabled them for a long time to hold the imperial

fleet in check. But, fortunately for the Government, dis-

sensions broke out among the pirate chiefs, and, weakened
by internal fighting, they finally made their peace with the

mandarins and accepted posts under the emperor. Mean-
while the condition of the foreign merchants af Canton
had in no wise improved. The mandarins were as exact-

ing and as unjust as ever, and in order to set matters on
a better fooJing the British Government despatched a

second ambassador in the person of Lord Amherst to

Peking in 1816. On arriving at the mouth of the Peiho

he was received by imperial commissioners who conducted

him to Yuen-ming-yuen, taking every advantage on the way
of pointing ont to liim the necessity of his performing the

kowtow before the emperor if he wished to be allowed

to enter the imperial presence. This he declined to do, and
he was consequently dismissed from the palace on the same
day on which he arrived, and thus a new impetus was given

to mandarinic insolence.

Destitute of all royal qualities, a slave to his passions,

and the servant of caprice, the emperor Kea-king died in

the year 1820, after a reign of twenty-five years, leaving a

disturbed country and a disaffected people as a legacy to

his successor Taou-kwang.
Though possessed in his early years of considerable

energy Taou-kwang no sooner ascended the throne than he
turned hia powers, which should have been directed to

the pacification of the empire, to the pursuit of pleasure

and amusement. The reforms which his subjects had
been led by his first manifestoes to believe would be intro-

duced never seriously occupied his attention, and the

discontent which had been lulled by hope soon became
intensified by despair. In Formosa, Kwang-se, Ho-nan,
and other parts of the empire insurrections broke out,

which the imperial generals were quite unequal to suppress

by force, and the Triad Society, which had originated

daring the rei^ of Kang-he, again showed a formidable
front under his degenerate successor. Meanwhile the

hardships inflicted on the English merchants at Canton
became so unbearable, that when, in 1834, the monopoly,
of the East India Company ceased, the English Government
determined to send out a minister to superintend the foreign

trade at that port. Lord Napier was selected for the

office ; but so vexatious was the conduct of the Chinese
authorities, and so inadequately was he supported, that the

anxieties of his position brought on an attack of fever, from
which he died at Macao after but a few months' rosiUouce

in China. The chief cause of complaint adduced by the
mandarins was the introduction of opium by the merchants,

and for years they attempted by every means in their

power, by stopping aU foreign trade, by demands for the

prohibition of the traffic in the drug, and by vigilant pre-

ventive measures, to put a stop to its importation. At
length Captain Elliot, the superintendent of trade, in 1 839
agreed that aU the opium in the hands of Englishmen
should be given up to the native authorities, and he exacted

a pledge from the merchants that they would no longer

deal in the drug. On the 3d April, 20,263 chests of opium
were handed over to the mandarins and were by them
destroyed—a sufiicieut proof that they were in earnest in

their endeavours to suppress the traffic. This demand of

commissioner Lin was considered by the English Govern-
ment to amount to a casas belli, and in 1840 war was
declared. In the same year the fleet captured Chusan,
and in the following year the Bogue Forts feU, in con-

sequence of which operations the Chinese agreed to cede

Hong-Kong to the victors and to pay them an indemnity of

6,000,000 dollars. As soon as this news reached Peking, Ke
Shen, who had succeeded commissioner Lin, was dismissed

from his post and degraded, and Yih Shan, another Tatar,

was appointed in his room. But before the new com-
missioner reached his post, Canton had' fallen into the

hands of Sir Hugh Gough, and shortly afterwards Amoy,
Ningpo, Tinghai in Chusan, Chapoo, Shanghai, and Chin-

keang Foo shared the same fate, and a like evil would have
happened to Kanking had not the Imperial Government,

dreading the loss of the " Southern Capital," proposed

terms of peace. After much discussion. Sir Henry Pot-

tinger, who had succeeded Captain Elliot, eoncluded, in

1842, a treaty with the imperial commissioners, by which
the four additional ports of Amoy, Fuh-chow-Foo, Ningpo,

and Shanghai were declared open to foreign trade, and an

indemnity of 21,000,000 doDars was to be paid to the Eng-

lish. Nor was the remainder of the reign of Taou-kwang
more fortunate than its beginning; the empire was com-

pletely disorganized, reboliious outbreaks were of frequent

occurrence, and the iEperial armies were powerless to

oppose them. So complete was the demoralization of the

troops, that on one occasion the Meaou-tsze or hill tribes of

Kwang-se defeated an army of 30,000 men sent against

them by the viceroy of the two Kwangs. In 1850, while

these clouds were hanging gloomily over the land, Taou-

kwang "ascended on high," and Heen-fung, his son,

reigned in his stead.

A cry was now raised for the reforms which had baen

hoped for under Taou-kwang, but Heen-fung possessed in

an exaggerated form the selfish and tyrannical bature of

his father, together with a voluptuarj''s craving for every

kind of sensual pleasure, and he lived to reap as ha had
sown. For some time Kwang-se had been in a very

disturbed state, and when, on the accession of the now
emperor, the people found that no relief from the oppres-;

sion they endured was to be given them, they broke out

into open revolt and proclaimed a youth, who was said to

be the representative of the last emperor of the Ming
dynasty, aa emperor, under the title of Teen-tih or
" Heavenly Virtue." From Kwang-se the flames spread

into Hoo-pih and Hoo-nan, and then languished from

want of a leader and a definite political ciy. Just at the

moment, however, when there appeared to be a possibility

that, by force of arms and the persuasive influence of

money, the imperialists would re-establish their supre-

macy, a leader presented himself in Kwang-so, whoso

energy of character, combined with great politics} and
religious enthusiasm, speedily gnincd for hiro the sulVrages

of the discontented. This was Uung Sew-tseucn. Selling

on thu popular longing for tho riturn cf a Chinr.,o Jvijasty
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ho proclaimed liimsolf as sent by heaven to drive out the

Tatars, and to restore in his own person the succession to

COiina. At the same time having been converted to

{'hristianity, and professing to abhor the vices and sins of

the age, he called on all the virtuous of the land to

eMir[iate rulers who, both in their public laws and in their

priv;ite acts, were standing examples of all that was base

and vile in human nature. Crowds soon flocked to his

stand ud. Teeu-tih was deserted ; and, putting himself

at the head of his followers, Hung Sew-tseuen marched

northwards into Hoo-nan and Hoo-pih, overthrowing every

force which was sent to oppose him. The iirst city of

importance which fell into his hands was Woo-chang Foo
on the Yang-tsze-Koanq the capital of Hoo-pih. Situated

at the junction of the Han River with the Yang-tsze

Keang, this city was a point of great strategical importance.

But Hung Sew-tseuen was not incUned to rest upon his

laurels, knowing full well that he must be able to caU

Nanking his before there would be any chance that his

dreams of empira could be realized. Having made Woo-
chang secure", he therefore moved down the river, and after

taking Gan-king on his way he proceeded to the attack of

Nanking. So wide-spread was the disaffection at this

time throughout the country that, the city was ripe for

falling, and without much difficulty Hung Sew-tseuen in

1852 established himself within its walls, and proclaimed

the inauguration 'of the Tai-ping dynasty, of which he

nominated himself the first emperor under the title of Teen
Wang or "Heavenly king." For the next few years it

appeared as though he had nailed the flag of victory to his

staff. His armies penetrated victoriously as far north as

Tientsin and as far east as Chin-keang and Soochow, while

bands of sympathizers with his cause appeared in the

neighbourhood of Amoy. As if stiU further to aid and abet

hira in his schemes, England declared war against the

Tatar dynasty in 1857, in consequence of an outrage known
as the " Arrow " affair. In December of the same year

Canton was taken by an English force under Sir Michael

Seymour and General Straubenzee, and a still further blow

was struck against the prestige of the ruling Government

by the determination arrived at by Lord Elgin, who had

been sent out as special ambassador, to go to Peking and

communicate directly with the emperor. In May 1858

the Taku Forts were taken, and the way having thus

been cleared of obstacles. Lord Elgin went up the Peiho to

Tientsin en route for the capital At Tientsin, however, he

was met by the imperial commissicueif, who persuaded

him S3 far to alter his plans as to conclude a treaty with

them on the spot,^ which treaty it was agreed should be

ratified at Peking in the following year. When, however.

Sir Frederick Bruce, who had been in the meanwhile

appointed minister to the court of Peking, attempted to

pass Taku to carry out this part of the arrangement, the

vessels escorting him were fired on from the forts with

such precision and persistency that he was compelled to

return to Shanghai to await the arrival of a larger force than

that which he then had at his command. As soon as news

of this defeat reached England Lord Elgin was again sent

out with full powers, and accompanied by a large force

under the command of Sir Hope Grant. The French

likewise took part in the campaign, and on 1st August

18C0 the allies landed without meeting with any opposition

at Peh-tang, a village twelve miles north of Taku. A
few days later the forts at that place which had bid

defiance to Sir Frederick Bruce twelve months previously

were taken, and from thence the allies marched to Peking,

{"inding further resistance to be hopeless, the Chinese

opened negotiations, and as a guarantee of their good faith

surrendered the Anting gate of the capital to the allies.

On the 24th October the treaty of 1858 was ratified by

Prince King and Lord Elgin, and a convention was signed

under the terms of which the Chinese agreed to pay a war

indemnity of 8,000,000 tacls. The Emperor Heen-fung

did not live long to see the results cf his new relations

with the hated foreigner, but died in the summer of tho

following year, leaving the throne to his son Tung-che a
child of five years old.

The conclusion of peace with tho allies was the signal

for a renewal of the campaign against the Tai-pings,

and benefiting by the friendly feelings of the English

authorities engendered by the return of amicable relations,

the Chinese Government succeeded in enlisting Major

Goidon of the Koyal Engineers in their service. In a

surprisingly short space of time this officer formed the

troops, which had formerly been under the command of an

American named Ward, into a formidable army, and with-

out delay took the field agaiiist the rebels. From that day

the fortunes of the Tai pings declined. They lost city after

city, and, finally in July 1864, the imperialists, after an

interval of twelve years, once more gained possession of

Nanking. Teen Wang did not survive the capture of his

capital, and with him fell his cause. Those of his

followers who escaped the sword of the victors dispersed

throughout the country, and the Tai-pings ceased to be.

With the measure of peace which was then restored to

the country trade rapidly revived, and, with the exception

of the province of Yun-nan, where the Mahometan rebels

under Suleiman still kept the imperial forces at bay,

prosperity was everywhere re-awakened. Against these foes

the Government was careless to take any active measures,

until in 1372 Prince Hassan, the adopted son of Suleiman,

was sent '.-u a mission to England with the object of gain-

ing the recognition .of the Queen for his father's govern-

ment. This step at once aroused the susceptibilities of

the Imperial Government, and a large force was instantly

organized and despatched to the scene of the rebellion.

The war was now pushed on with vigour, and before the

year was out the JIahometan capital Ta-le Foo fell into the

hands of the imperialists, and the ''ollowers of Suleiman at

that place and throughout the povinee were mercilessly

exterminated. In the succeeding j''ebruary the Eegents

—

i.e., the dowager empresses, who hnd governed the country

since the death of Heen-fung—re.iigned their powers into

the hands of the emperor. This long-expected time was

seized upon by the foreign miuist srs to urge their right of

audience with the emperor, and or the 29th June 1873 the

privilege of gazing on the " sa ;red ^countenance " was

accorded to them. From that tine until his death from

smallpox on tho 12th of January 1875, Tung-che's name
fails to appear in connection with any public act of import-

ance.

The Emperor Tung-che having- died without issue, the

succession to the throne, for the first time in the annals

of the Tsing dynasty, passed out of the direct line, and a

cousin of the deceased emperor, a princeling, said to- be not

quite four years old, was chose a to reign in his room,

under the title of Kwang-seu or " Succession of Glory."

Thus is the country again doomed to suffer all the incon-

veniences of a long imperial minority, at a time, too, when
events seem to show that the livilization of China has

grown old, and is like to vanish away ; when the intro-

duction of new ideas and western modes of thought is
.

about to stretch the old bottle of Confucian tradition to its

fullest extent ; and when, therefore, the empire wiU sorely

need wisdom and strength at the head of affairs to guido

it safely through the critical tiiaes which lie before it in

the future.

The Imperial Family.—The present imperial family, Impmal

on gaining possession of the thione on the fall of the Ta- ft^ijly"

Ming, or " Great Bright " dynasty, assumed the dynastin
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title of Tr,-Tsing, oi " Great Pure," and tlie first emperor,

who was styled She-tsu-chang Hwang -te, adopted the title

of Shun-cha for his reign, which began in the year lGt4.

The legendary progenitor of these Manchoo rulc-ra was
Aisiii Gioro, whose name is said to point to the fact of

his having been related to the race of Keu-chih, or Kin,

i.e.. Gulden Tatars, who reigned in N'orthera China dur-

ing the 12th and 13th centuries. The present emperor,

whose reign is styled Kwang-sou or " Succe::ion of Glory,"

is the eighth from the founder of the dynasty, and is the

only ruler since the establishment of the lino who has not

succeeded as a direct descendant. Kang-he nGGl-1722>,
for instance, was the third son of Shun-che; Yung-ching
(17!J2-173.5) v/as the fourth son of ICang-he; Keen-lung

(173G-1795) wzz the fourth son of Yung-ching; Kea-king

(179G-1820) was tlie fifteenth son of Keen-lung; Taou-

Kv/ang (1821-1850) was tha second son of Kea-king;

Heen-fung {1651-18G1) was the fourth of the nine sons

who were born to the emperor Taou-kwang ; and Tung-
chc (1SG2-1875) v/as the only son of Hecn-fung. As by
Chinese law the heir must be younger than the individual

from whom he inherits, it became necessary when the

Emperor Tung-che "became a guest in Heaven," without

issue, in 1875, to select as his successor one of the sons of

one of his father's younger brothers, and the choice, v/hicli

was recorded in his will, fell upon the infant son of the

Prince of Chun, the seventh son of the Emperor Taou-kwang.
In order to prevent the confusion which would arise

among the priuccs of the imperial house were they each to

a.lopt an arbitrary name, the Emperor Kang-he decreed that

each of his twenty-four sons should have a personal name
consisting of two characters, the first of which should be

Yuny, and the second should bo compounded with the

dc'.crminativa she, ''to manifest," an arrangement which
would, as has been remarked, find an exact parallel in a

system by v/hich the sons in an English family might bo

eallod Louis Edicard, Louis Edmin, Louis Edwy, Louis
EJr/c.v. and so on. This dovica obtained also in the next
generation, all the princes of which had Iliin/; for their

first names, and the Emperor Keen-lung (173G-1795)
extended it into a system, and directed that tho succeed-

ing generations should take tho four charactsrs Tung,
Meen, Yik, and T:ne respectively, as tho first parts of their

names. Eiglit other characters, namely, F'u, Yn, Hen//,

ICi, Taou, K'ai, Tscnj, Ke, were subsequently added, thus
providing generic*names for twelve generations. With tho

present generation tho first four characters a-re exhausted,
ond the sons of tho present emperor, should ho have any,
will therefore bo Pti's. By tho ceremonial law of the
'Great Pure" dynasty, twelve degrees of rank are
distributed among tho princes of tho imperial house, and
aro as follows :— 1. Ho-shih Tsin Wang, prince of tho first

order; 2. To-lo ICeun Wang, princo of the second order;
3. Tolo Bsileh, princo of tho third order. 4. Koo-shan
Bjitszc, princo of tho fourth order ; 5 to 8. Kung, or duke
(with distinttivo designations); to 12. Tseang-keun,
general (with distinctive designations). The sons of

emperors usually receive patents of tho first or second order
on their reaching manhood, and on their sons is bestowed
tho titlo of Beiteh. A lieileh'i sons bccomo Beilsze ; a

Beitsze's sons become Kung, and so on.

Lanjxiaae and LiUralure.

Tho Ciiineso ianguago is tho chief among that small
class of languages which includes tho Tibetan Cochin-
Chinese, Burmese, Curcan, and Chinese, ard which is

usually described as monosyllabic. It is language in its

most arclraie form. Kvcry word is a root, and every ront i

is a word. It is without inflexion or oven ngglutinatmn ;

'

its "ubstantiT* aro indeclinable, and its verbs aro not to

bo conjugated; it is destitute of an alphabet, and finds
its expression on paper in thousands of distinct symbuls.

It is then a language of monosyllabic roots, which, as

regards the written character, has been checked in its

growth and crystallized in its most ancient form by tho
early occurrenco of a period of great literary activity, of

which the nation is proud, and to the productions of which
every Chinaman even of tho present day looks back as
containing the true standards of literary excellence.

But in treating of tho two branches into which Cliincsa
naturally divides itself, namely, the written medium or Writtaa
characters and the spoken medium or sounds, we propose langusj*

to begin with the former. And in following this course
we shall bo -doing no violence to the language, for it would
be quite possible to separata tho charactsrs from the sounds,
and to treat them as two languages, as indeed has already
been partly done in Japan, where the Chinese characters

were at ono time in general use as representing the phonetic
value of their Japanesa equivalents. Beginning at tho
other end, but with a similar ultimate result, various

members of the missionary body have published text-booko

and dictionaries in Romanized Chinese, that is to say, they
have avoided the use of tho characters by transcribing tho
sounds of the language in Koman letters. But since,

though tho characters are rich and copious to a degree, tho

sounds are out of all proportion poor, tliis last dismepiber-

ment presents tho Ianguago in a very denuded form, and
is at tho samo time attpndcd with difiiculties which only

the most sanguine can hope to see overcome. Tho neces-

sity of distinguishing between words having the same sound
can only bo met by the adoption of distinct diacritical

marks for each word ; and as one sound often represents

as many as a hundred words, such a system cannot but
bo attended with confusion.

Tho characters of the language form the medium which.

speaks to the eye, and may be described as the equivalents

of the written words of other languages ; but unlike these,

instead of being composed of letters of an alphabet, they
aro either symbols intended to represent images, or are

formed by a combination of lines, or of two or more such

symbols. All characters, say the Chinese lexicographers,

had their origin in single strokes, or in hieroglyphics, and
this, no doubt, is a correct view of tho case. Legends differ

as to v.'ho was the first inventor of writing in China. Ono
attributes tho invention to Fuh-ho (3200 B.C.), who is also

said to havo instituted marriage, and "to have introduced

the use of clothing, and who caused the knotted cords,

which had been up to that time in use, to be superseded

by characters founded on tlie shapes of his celebrated

diagrams. Another record states that Tsang Ke who lived

2700 B.C., was tho Cadmus of China. According to

received native accounts, Tcang Ke was a man of extra-

ordinary ability, and was acquainted with the art of writing

from his birtli. While wandering in tlio neighbourhood

of his houso At Yang-woo, ho one day met with a tortoise,

and observing its shell distinctly and beautifully spotted,

he tock it home, and thus formed tho idcA of representing

tho objects around him. Looking upwards ho carefully

observed the figures presented by the stars and tho

heavenly bodies ; ho then attentively considered the forms

of birds, and of mountains and rivers, kc, and from them
at length originated tho written character.

But however great tho uncertainly may bo as to who
invented tho first characters, wo may take it for grantc(*

that they wcro simply pictures of tho various objects ^li

sense which were present to tho eye of tho writer. Thus,

when he wished to express a mountain, he wrote, as did also

the ancient Egyptians, /^^ a symbol which is written »t

tho present day \\\; Q now written 0, served him to

signify " tho eyc/'ftcd so on. But such a written medium
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was naturally extremely limited, and by degrees, in some

instancss by the addition of strokes, and in others by a

combination of ono or more of these primary characters,

the written language has been formed as it is at the present

Different day. In tracing the growth of the later character? we are

classes of assisted by the native philologists, who have divided them
characters, j^j^ gj^. glasses.

The first they call Siajiy king, lit. characters represent-

ing the forms of the objects meant, or, as we should say,

hieroglyphics, such as those just mentioned, and about

600 more, as, for e.vample, O jih, " the sun," ^ ma, " a

horse," &.C.; and of these are composed, with a few excep-

tions, the 214 determiuative or radical characters, one of

which enters into the composition of every character in the

language.

The second class is called Chi sze, lit. characters indicat-

ing things, that is to say, characters intended to represent

ideas to the mind by the position of their parts. Thus the

'character tan, " dawn," in which the sun is represented

as appearing above the horizon, belongs to it, and also such

characters as _t s^"",''/. " above," and ~[* hea, " beneath,"

which are formed in the one case by placing a man above

the medium level, and in the other below it.

riie third class is made up of Uwuy i, lit. characters

combining ideas, or ideographics. This class is formed

by uniting two or more significant characters to give the

idea of a third. Of the time when these characters were

invented we know nothing ; but it is plain that their intro-

duction must have given a very extended scope to the

l.inguage, and they offer an interesting study, as, in many
instances, giving us an insight into the moral and social

conditions of those who framed them. For instance, if

we analyze the character fg sin, " sincere," we find that it

is formed by the combination of the characters A jin, " a

man," and "g yen, '' words," a collocation of ideas which

speaks well for the honourable truthfulness of the ancient

Chinese, and which, when the unfortunate failing in this

respect of their descendants is borne in mind, is decidedly

opposed to the Darwinian theory as applied to language.

The character ^ Hv>ang, "Emperor," is another belonging

to this class, which gives anything but a contemptible

notion of the moral standard of the people. This symbol

was originally written thus ^, and was composed of the

characters meaning " oneself " and " ruler ;
" the emperor

was therefore to be ruler of himself, or autocrat in the true

sense of the term; for how can a man, said the ancient sages,

rule others unless he first learn to be master of himself ?

Curiously enough, by the omission of a stroke, this

character has assumed its present corrupted form, which

consists of parts signifying " white " and " ruler," and this,

as was mentioned in a recent letter from the St Petersburg

correspondent of the Times, has been literally translated by

the Mongols into Tchagau Khan, and then' by the Russians

into Biely Tsar, or White Tsar, the name by which the

emperor of Russia is now known throughout all Asia

Another character in this class is Bfl ming, " brightness,"

which is composed of a combination of the sun and moon
to indicate brilliancy. Altogether, of these ideographics

there are said to be about 700 in the language, although

some writers have held that this class is a very much larger

one, and have justified their belief by analyses which, to

say the least, arc far-fetched. Gallery quotes a Jesuit

work, in which it is stated that the character |§ ekuen, " a

.ship," contains to the eye of faith—and we should imagine

to that eye alone—a reference to the Flood, since it consists

of^ chow," a. ship," f^ pd," eight," a.nd P iow,"amouth,"

plainly pointing, adds the writer, to Noah's ark with its

eight inhabitants ; and that ^ laii, " to covet and

.desire," bears traces of Eve's guilt in its,component parts,

which are ;^ ncit, "a woman," and /Jc muh, ''a tree," twice

repeated, illustrating the longing desire which overcame

our first parent when between the trees of life and of

good and evil.

The fourth class is the Chuen chuo, or characters which,

being inverted, either in form or sound, assume different

meanings. These number about 372, and are formed in

two ways,—either by some slight alteration of the character,

aa the turning of a stroke or of strokes to the left instead

of the right, as, for instance, the character for the hand

pointing to the left in this way "^ means " left," and when

turned thus ^ means " right
;
" or by changing the sound

of the character, and vrith the sound the meaning. Of

this kind are such characters as ij|, which when pronounced

yd means " music," and when W, ' delight," and ^, which

as i means " easy," and as yih means to " change."

The fifth class is the Chia chieh, lit. characters having

borrowed meanings, and consists of about 600 characters,

which are applied, as is indicated by the name of the

division, in a double sense, and hence have been called

metaphorical. As an illustration of this class, Chinese

writers adduce the character ^ shi, " an arrow," which,

from the straight course of an arrow, has come to signify

" direct," " right," " a word spoken to the point."

The sixth class, which is known as the Chieh siting, or

phonetic, embraces over 20,000 characters. The adoption

of these phonetics was the turning-point in the progress of

Chinese writing. As was the case with the Egyptians, the

Chinese found that, having exhausted their power of

invention in forming hieroglyphics and ideographics, a

further development of the characters was necessary ; and,

like the subjects of the Pharaohs, they adopted certain

characters to represent certain sounds. Aa to when, or byl

whom, this system was inaugurated, whether it was introj

duced from abroad, or whether it was the product of native

intelligence, history is silent ; but when it was once

decided on, the language rapidly increased and multiplied.

"A character," writes a well-known Chinese author, "is

not sterile ; once bound to another, it gives birth to a son

;

and if this be joined to another, a grandson is born, and so

on." The characters, then, which belong to the class called

phonetic are composed of two parts, namely, the primitive

or phonetic element, that is to say, one of the characters

which have been chosen to represent certain sounds, and

which gives the sound to the whole character, and one of

the 214 determinatives or radical chavacters of the languagej

One or more of these determinatives enter into the

composition of every character in Chinese, and as a very

large proportion of them are plainly hieroglyphics, they

may be said to be the foundation of the written language.

As might be expected from their nature as hieroglyphics,

they include the most remarkable objects of nature, such

as the sun, moon, a river, a mountain, fire, water, earth,"

wood, stone, ic. ; the chief parts of the human body, as

the head, the heart, the hand, the foot, the eye, the earj

Ac. ; the principal parts of a house, as the roof, the door,

he. ; domestic animals, such as the sheep, the cow, the

horse, the dog, itc. ; the primary relations of society, as

father, mother, son, daughter, itc.
;

qualities, such as great,

small, straight, crooked, high, low, long, &.C. ; and actions,

such as to see, to speak, to walk, to run, to stop, to enter,'

to follow, (fee. They are thus admirably adapted to form

generic terms, and this is the part they play in composition

with the primitives. For instance, into the composition

of every character signifying anything made of wood such

as a table, a chair, a club, <kc. , the determinative character

meaning " wood " is introduced, and it then serves much
the same purpose as do the word^ " mat " and " steam "in

the tomijounds L" malohcd " and " steamboat."
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The number of the primitivea has been variously

estimated. Dr Marshman gives them at 3867, Gallery at

about 1000, and later writers have reckoned them to be

from 1100 to 1200. Taking them even at the lowest of

these figures, it will readily be imagined how, by combina-

tion with the 214 determinatives, they may be made to

form the thirty and odd thousand distinct characters of the

language, since, of course, it would be possible by combining

each of the 1000 primitives with every one of the 214
determinatives, to form more than seven times that number
of characters.

To illustrate this system of formation, we will take the

primitive ^ ngo, " I," which by combination with 27
determinatives, produces as many derivatives having the

same phonetic value, in this way—combined with the

determinative ill
" a mountain," it becomes ^ ngo, " a

high mountain ;" with ^ neu, " a woman," ^ nt/o, " fair,"

"beautiful;" with f'\ isao, "grass," ^ ngo, "a certain

herb ; " vrith ^ ncaou, " a bird," J§ ngo, " a goose," and

«o on. From these examples it will be observed that the

determinatives play the part in some instances of adjec-

tives ; and in combination with their primitives they form

an exact parallel with many Egyptian and Assyrian

ideophonetics. The following example in Egyptian shows

precisely the same formation in the composition of the

characters, and in the respective value of their parts, as is

seen in the Chinese instance just referred to. ^^ Un

means in Egyptian "a tare ;" combined with this deter-

minative
I,
it becomes ' Un. " to open :" and with5^ ^_

this ^%^ ^5f £§ Un, " an hour." Speaking of Assyrian

hieroglyphics. Sir Henry Rawlinson says, " Certain classes

of words have a sign prefixed or suffixed to them, more

commonly the former, by which their general character is

indicated. The names of gods, of men, of cities, of tribes,

of wild animals, of domestic animals, of metals, of months,

of the points of the compass, and of dignities are thus

accompanied. The sign prefixed or suffixed may have

originally represented a word ; but when used in the way
here spoken of, it is believed that it was not sounded, but

served simply to indicate to the reader the sort of word

which was placed before it."

These words of Sir Henry Rawlinson may be illustrated

by the following examples, tj means in Assyrian

" wood," and is used as the determinative for things made

of wood. Thus in combination with the primitive jt
it becomes cTdl "a sceptre;" and when combined with the

primitive ^^T we have tY/ *». T
" ^ bow." Again, TT'^T

is used in the same way as the determinative for all

c^nivorouB animals. Thus, for instance, TJ>'-jTET is "a

Jog," and Jt~T*~^n "^ " * ^on." It will be seen that

both the Egyptian and Assyrian characters here quoted are

constructed on exactly the same principle as that to be
observed in the formation of the majority of Chines© charac-

ters, but it is noticeable that in Assyrian the primitives

do not retain in composition their ph.metic values, as they

generally do in Chinese, and as they often do in Egyptian.
» Marking, then, the forces of the two parts of the

characters, it is easy to imagine the way in which new
bharacters have from time to time been formed. Suppos-
ing, for instance, that a tree for which a Chinaman wishes

to give a name on paper is known to hiln colloquially as

ma. The coiner of the new character would then in the

first place chouse a common phonetic or primitive possessing

the sound ma ; very possibly he would take the hieroglyphic

pj ma "a' horse" and would combine with it tho deter-

minative -^ muh, meaning " wood." The new character
would then stand thus |_^, and might be understood to

signify " the ma tree ;" but, unless previously informed,
the reader would be left in complete ignorance as to the
sort of tree meant, as the parts of the character would only
supply the information that it was either a tree or something
made of wood, and that it was to be pronounced ma. This
is equally the case, speaking generally, with all the
characters. By a careful study of the phonetics it is

possible to arrive at the sounds or approximate sounds

—

for certain variations constantly occur—of the characters
of the language ; but the only hint at their meanings is to
be derived from the determinatives, which point only to the
general nature of the objects or actions signified.

As has already been said, the determinatives are 214 in
number, and these have been considered by many of the
native dictionary-makers to furnish convenient headings
under which to arrange the characters of the language.
Again, others have chosen to classify the characters
according to their final sounds. Both sj'stems havo their
advantages. By adopting the first, the headings are com-
paratively few, and the characters are, roughly speaking,
classified according to the generic meanings -they have in

common ; and the second gives constant practice to
students in remembering the tones and correct rhymino
pronunciation of the characters. But in both the phonetic
relatiouship between the primitives is entirely lost sight of.

And this is much to be regretted, since, as CaUery and
others have pointed out, the scientiBc way ot arranging the

characters would be by placing them under their primitives,

by which means the respective values of both the primi-

tives and determinatives would be brought out in prominent

relief. Only in two Chinese dictionaries that we have met
with have any attempts been made thus to arrange the

characters, and the older of these, on which the later

work was probably framed, owes the system on which it

is composed to the experience imported from Japan by

the co-compiler, who was a native of that country.

In the course of the above remarks a few instances Different

have been given of the original and modern forms of the ''y'«5 of

same characters, as, for example,^ and ,%. But, as may
readily be supposed, tho change from one to the other was

not made all at once, and Chinese books afi'ord instances

of six distinct styles of writing, varying in clearness from

the square character used in the books at the present day

to the Seal and Grass or cursive characters, which are

noted for their obscurity. These styles are described as

the Chuen shoo or "seal character," the Le shoo or

" official character," the Keae thoo or " model character,"

the Hing shno or "running character," the Tsaou thoo or

" grass character," and the Sung thoo or " Sung-dynasty

character," and may be illustrated by the following

example, in which the character !^ tsaou "herbs" is

shown written in all the six styles just specified :—seal

character f^ ; official character ff ; model character "$.
,

running character ^; grass character ^^ ; and Sung

character i^. But above and beyond these six stylos of

writing, Chinese penmen not unfrequently allow their ima-

ginations to run riot when engaged in fancifu| or ornamen-

tal pieces of caligraphy. An eitrnordinary specimen of

this quaint taste is to be seen in the Chinese Library of

the British Museum, where there is a copy of the pmperor

Keen-lung's poem on Moukden, printed both in Chinese

and Manchoo in 32 kinds of strangely fanciful characters.

We will now pass on to the sounds of the language ;
Spoken

and the first thing concerning them which st^es tho l»aS>"6'-«

student on becoming acquainted with his dictionary is

their extreme poverty as compared with tho ihoractcra.

Ther* are over 30,000 characters in the laoguago. and thMO
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aro represented to the car hy only 500 syllabic sounds.

No doubt the adoption of primitives as phonetics, us has

been already described, has contributed to this result, since

it provided fur the due expression of the syllables then

existing, but for no more. And thus, though it vastly

enriched the written language—one primitive producing as

many as 74 derivatives—it at once put a stop to all

increase in the number of the sounds. The difficulty then

arose as to the way in which 500 syllables were to be
niaile to represent in conversation the thousands of

characters in common use. And three methods have been
adopted to prevent the confusion which at first sight

would appear to be inevitable. These are

—

1. By combining with the word which it is desired should

be understood another, bearing a similar or supplementary
meaning, to distinguish it by pointing to its meaning from
other words bearing the same sound ; thus, for " to hear,"

it is usual to say in conversation J^§, ^ tin^ keen,— tiiicf

meaning " to hear," and heen " to see or perceive."

2. As regards noun substantives, by placing certain

classifying words between them and the numerals which
precede them. These classifiers bear some resemblance to

our expressions herd, head, fleet, troop, &c., and have a

certain reference to the nature of the substantives to

which they are attached. For example, the word J2 pa,
" to grasp with the hand," is used as a classifier to precede

anything which is held in the hand, such as a knife, a

spoon, a hatchet, etc. Instead of expressing, therefore, a

knife by yih taoti, which might either mean a knife, a

small boot, or a fringe, the classifier is introduced to show
which taou is meant, and a speaker would say t/ih pa taou,

literally " a grasped knife." lu like manner fa^ /ceen " a

p pace," is used as a classifier for houses and enclosures;

^^ kdn "a root," for trees, poles, clubs, (tc, and so on.

And thirdly, by dividing the words of the language

among eight tones. These tones partake of the nature of

musical intonations, and are divided by the Chinese into

two series, the upper and the lower, and are called by them
the upper even, the upper rising, the upper departing, the

upper entering, the lower even, the lower rising, the

lower departing, and the lower entering. To each character

is allotted its appropriate tone, which if wrongly rendered

is liable to give an entirely different meaning to the word
from that intended by the speaker. This possibility will

be understood when it is remembered that the thirty and
odd thousand characters find expression in about 500
sounds, thus giving an average of one sound to GO char-

acters, and these figures show that at best the system of

tones is but an incomplete solution of the difficulty, since,

wore this average of GO characters equally distributed

among the full eight tones, there would remain nearly eight

characters of each sound identical botli in sound and tone.

But as a matter of fact, only the four tones of the upper
series are iu general use, to which sometimes the first or

even tone of the lower series is added. The even tone is,

OS its name signifies, simply the ordinary tone of voice
;

the rising tone gives to the voice somewhat of the effect of

an interrogation ; the departing tone, of doubtful surprise
;

and the entering tone, of peremptory command. These
may easily be illustrated by repentiiii; our negative "Xo."
first in the ordinary tone of conversation, senndly as an
interrogation, thirdly as expressing doubtful sarprise, and
fourthly as a peremptory refusal:—thus I No — , 2 No. X,
3 No\, i No -. The difficulty of acquiring a knowledge
of the tones proper even to the characters in common use

13, as may be supposed, very great, and the only way to

master them is to learn them, as the children learn them,

from the lips of the natives themselves. No study of

books will give the required knowledge. The Chinese

leajQ them by ear alone, and if an educated man be asked

to give the tone of an isolated character, ho generally haa
to repeat a phrase in which the character occurs in order
that his lips may tell his ear the intonation proper to it.

It will be easily understood that the mistakes and diflS-

culties into which this intricate system drives Chinese-

speo-king foreigners are often inconvenient and sometimes
dangerous. Some years ago a petition on behalf of a
Chinese criminal was presented by a wealthy Chinese
merchant in person to the governor and council of Hong
Kong. A well-known Chinese scholar undertook to

interpret on the occasion, and the Chinaman began his

spaoch with a reference to our Kwai "^ Kwoh or " Honour-
able kingdom," as he designated England. Now the

syllable iicaj pronounced fomi/ means " devil," and used ia

combination with kwok is an abusive term not uncommonly
applied to any foreign country. Unfortunately the inter-

preter confused the two tones, and turning indignantly to

the governor, he reported that at the very outset the

petitioner had begun by speaking of England as "thp
devil kingdom." The just anger of the council knew no
bounds, and it was only after some minutes of wild con-

fusion that an explanation followed, which saved the

Chinaman from sharing the cell of the man for whom ha
was pleading. To a Chinaman such a mistake would bo

well-nigh impossible, for the tones form integral parts of

the words, and to the ear of a native the difference between
kioai in the ascending tone, and kwai in the descending

tone, would be as great as between kwai and kican.

There is only one other point in connection with the

sounds of the language to which reference need now be
made, and that is the system which has been adopted for

spelling, as it were, the various sound.s. For this purpose
3G characters which begin with the initial consonants of

the language have been chosen, and 38 which end with the

final sounds. In order, then, to indicate a desired sound,

the writer takes a character of the first series which begins

with the required initial, and a character of the second
series which ends with the required final. These are

placed together^ and the initial of the first and the final of

the second give the required sound. For instance, suppos-

ing a Chinaman were desirous of expressing that the sound
of a certain character was ting, he would write the two
characters '^ tang and $^ king, the first of which would
give the initial t, and the second the final ing. This
syllabic spelling, the initials of which are identical with

the initial Sanskrit consonants, was introduced by the

Buddhist missionaries in the 5th and 6th centuries, and
from the time of the appearance of the dictionary Yuh
pieu, which was published in the year 543, it has been
employed in every native dictionary of the language which
has since seen the light.

With a language of roots, which is devoid of infiexion Gratniiiit

or even of agglutination, in which a large number of words
each play the part, under varying circumstances, of sub
stantives, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs, it may at first

sight appear that grammar must be an impossibility. But
inasmuch as there are in Chinese, as there must be in every

language, cerl lin words which, to quote Dr Marshman,
"denote thirf i, and others which signify qualities, there

must be woras to express actions done, and these as done
by one or man}', already done, now doing, or intended to

be done ; they must also be described as done absolutely or

conditionally, as proper to be done, or peremptorily com-
manded. Further, the various circumstunces of the doer,

and of the subject of the action, must also be either plainly

expressed or tacitly understood ; hence the need of preposi-

tions. Connecting words, too, necessarily exist in every

language, as well as those which express the emotions of

the mind. Thus the principles of grammar must substan-

tially exist in every language." And though the absence
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:of all inflexion in Chinese places the grammar of the

language on a diffarent footing from that of the polysyllabic

languages, it ia yet distinctly defined by the position and

connection of the words of the sentence.

Since, when a language is spoken and understood only in

£he country of its birth or adoption, the study of the

grammar affecting it is, as far as the natives are concerned,

comparatively unimportant, we find that little attention

has been paid by the Chinese to tho grammar of t^ir

language. But practically the grammar, which, as has just

been stated, consists of rules for the construction of the

sentence, has for many centuries been enforced by example,

and by the censorship of the examiners at the competitive

fositionof examinations. If then we observe the connection of words
woritia which these authorities have preserved, we find that in

MiiUnces. eygjy Chinese sentence the subject comes first, then the

verb, which is followed by the complement direct and the

complement indirect, and further that, as is the case in

moat of the Turanian languages, every word which defines

Or modifies another invariably precedes it. For instance,

the adjective precedes the substantive, the adverb the verb,

iha genitive the word which governs it, and the preposition

the word governed by it.

The importance of exactly following these rules becomes

at once apparent when we remember that often one

and the same word is capable of being used as a sub-

stantive, an adjective, a verb, or an adverb. This

is the case also with some words in English. We use

tha word present, for example, as a substantive when
we talk of giving a present ; as an adjective when we say

llie present time ; and as a verb when we say, "I present

yon." Cut is another word which we make use of in the

same way. We say, " the ait of a sword,'' " cvt grass,'

.ind "to cut a man down."

A. nnmber of other instances of the same kind might

ba adduced, but taking a Chinese word, we may show
how, by varying its position in a sentence, it changes its

grammatical value. The character j(f kao has for its

meanings " to lova," "good," "excellent,'' "well," itc, and
possibly with the intention of Olustrating, as it were, these

msanings by representing the highest and purest form of

'natural affection, that which exists between a mother and
her child, the inventor of tho character has formed it of

two parts signifying respectively " a woman " and " a son."

If, then, wo meet with it in such a connection as this,

which is taken from the lips cf Confucius, ^ ^ ^ ^
i, ftfi Kwei lent chih chia rht kao, we recognize it at

oncB as a substantive, since, were it an adjective, it WDuki
be followed by a substantive ; were it a verb, it woiild be

followed by its complement, and also because it follows

a substantive ^ ^, to which is added ;j^, the sign of

the possessive case. The sentence should then be translated—Kwei keen, "to peep and see," hao, "tho excellence or the

goodness," cht, •'of," chih chia, " tho apartments." In the

eentoncc, also from Confucius, '40 ^ iT£ "^o" ^<'<' ^"o

sih, wo see by tho position of tho two Aaos that the first

must bo a verb, and that the second must be an adjec-

tive, since it is followed by a substantive with which it

forms the direct complement to the verb. The meaning of

the sentence then is Joo, "as [when]," hao^, "we love," liao

'ytih," excellent beauty." Again, in tho modern colloquial

'eipre-ssion iJuJt ^^ have an example of tho use of hao as

an adverb preceding a verb, and tho phrase is then in-

capable of being translated otherwise than as." well said,"

hao, " well," thxvu, " said."

The number of characters wjiich might Ue treated' as

^e have dealt with j|f is legion. Little has been said on tho

subject of this peculiarity of the language by native gram-

marians, who have not douo much more for tho science

5—24

of grammar than to divide tb6 characters into 51;? Sze

tsze or " dead words," as they call nouns
; \^^ IlwS

tsze, "living words," or verbs; and ]^^ IIsU tsze}

" empty words," or particles. It is worthy of remark that

in a great many instances the transition of a character

from one part of speech to another is marked by a change
of tone. This is the case with the character hao, of

which we have been speaking. When it stands for tho

adjective " good," it should be pronounced in the ascending

tone kao^; and when it becomes the verb "to love, it is

transferred to the departing tone hao'^. And in some
few cases the character suffers a change of sound as well.

^ shih, tho verb " to eat," is pronounced in the enter-

ing or abrupt tone; but it becomes s.'exinthe deijarting-

tone, when it plays the part of a substantive meaning
" food." In a lecture administered to the king of Leang,

Mencius, rebuking him, says, JqJ^i^A^ J^ow die shih.

Jin sze \ ,
" Your dogs and swine eat men's food." Hera

it will bo observed the first ^ must by the rules of
position be the verb shih "to eat," and by the same neces-

sity this same character at the end of the sentence must
be a substantive ; and the dictionaries tell us that, whea
this is the case, it is pronounced sze. But though it is true

that a vast number of characters can be made to serve a'

writer in a variety of capacities, yet each belongs mora'
particularly to some one part of speech, and many are

identified with that one alone. For instance, we find that

certain substantives which express things, such as cho "a
table," or e " a chair," remain fixed as substantives, and
that others, if they denote actions, are primarily verbs;

and if conditions, such as " honour '' or " riches," are in the

first instance adjectives.

As might bo expected from the nature of the language Gendefi

of which this interchangeability forms a part, Chinese

admits no variations of gender, and in this particular it

agrees with the Manchoo, >rongolian, Turkish, and Finnish

families of tongues, in which, as Dr Caldwell points out,

not only are all things which are destitute of reason and
life denoted by neuter nouns, but no nouns whatever, not
even nouns which denote human beings, are regarded in

themselves as being masculine or feminine. All nouns as

such are neuter, or rather are destitute of gender. " The
unimaginative Scythian reduced all things," adds the
doctor, " whether rational or irrational, animate or inani-

mate, to the same dead level, and regarded them all as

impersonal." But in every language there are certain

words the gender of which must necessarily be distin-

guished, and in common also with tho peoples just referred

to, to these the Chinese prefix words denc^ting sex. Thus
a son is spoken of as -51 -f nan tsze or " man-child," and a

daughter as ^^ ne.i ts:-; or "woman-child." In tho case

of animals other characters are used. ^ luny, " noble,"

"superior," is employed to denote the male and i^'mo'},

" mother," to indicate the female. Thus ^ ffj Itiny ma is

"a horse," and
-flf ,?^ moo ma is " a marc." Wkh birds

other characters are considered more appropriate. Thus, the

male is described as luny, "martial" or "brave," and the

female as tsze, " weak," or " inferior."

As regards number, Chinese is left in an equally Kun)h«|
indefinite condition. As a rule it is tho connection of the

words of tho sentence .which determines whether 3 noun is

in the singular or plural. Often, however, tho plural is

indicated by repeating tho noun, as A A J"> jin, " tho

men," or by tho presence of a numeral, as in the following

expression, takcu from the Confucian Analects, ^ -f ^ {ii
" Thu three disciples went out," Hero tho character jin,
" three," indicates that ttze is in the plural, althgugh it Las

no inherent mark of number. Another way of pluraliiing

a noun is by adding to it one cf ':crtaiu nord.i eiguiffing

V. _ Si
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'"all" or " many." The most common of these are ^ chun^,

,gg choo, ^ kcae, )\^ fan, and ^ tang. The first four have

for their meaning " all," and the last, tdng, means " a

class.'' Its use, like its meaning, is distinct from the

'others ; they precede the noun, tdng always follows it,

land forms with it a compoundsuch as " animal-class " for

animals, " man-clasS " for men. In colloquial Chinese the

character
fl'5

mun has been adopted as a sign of the plural,

but its use is almost entirely confined to the personal pro-

nouns. - Thus ^ wu means "I," and ^ff? "'<> "•"" "we."

feiso,^ The rules of position which 'Serve to fix the parts of

speech of the words of a sentence are allowed also in great

measure to regulate the cases of nouns and the moods and

tenses of verbs. But this is by no means always the

case. For example, the possessive case 13 marked by
certain particles of which mention will be made presently

;

and although European wrfters on Chinese grammar have

been in the habit of considering that when two substan-

tives come together, the first is to be taken as being in

the possessive case, thus in the sentence 5^ -5* iJ ^
Teen ttze hao he6, which we should translate as " the Son

of Heaven loves learning," teen, they would sgiy, is in the

possessive case,—it may be questioned whether such

expressions may not be more appropriately considered as

compound terms, in the same way, that we treat their

equivalents in Eiglish. For instance, we should neVer

consider such an expression as " the Chelsea-water-works"

to consist of a nominative and two possessive cases, as it

would be parsed by these grammarians, were it turned

word for word, ^s it might be, into Chinese. » And this

treatment becomes still more difficult of adoption when we
find, as is often the case in Chinese, a number of substan-

'•
lives strung together, all of which, with the exception of

the last, would then have to be considered as a succession

of possessive cases. If we take, for example, one of the

ordinary marks on porcelain made in Cl^ina, such as

;f;B31§^3^^ Ta ming Wan lelh tan neen che,

we should be told to consider Ta ming. Wan lelh, and
iieen, as possessive cases, and that the phrase should be

translated, " The manufacture of the third year of (the

reign) Wan-leTh of the Ta ming dynasty," instead of treating

,it as a compound expression on the " Chelsea-water-

works " principle, thus " The Ta-ming-dynasty-Wan-leih-

third-year-manufacture."

Besides, Chinese is by no raeans^ destitute' of case-

particles. In the literary and colloquial languages thb

possessive is expressed by suffixing re.spectively ^ che

and fi5| telk to the substantive. Thus these particles

answer exactly to the 's commonly used in English.

^ i 1© Teen che gin is " The favour of heaven,"

or, as we should as often say, " heaven's favour."

'%'^'k h^^M ^'"' ^" "«" i'» <«'f'^ ^o'" is "The dog
c.f that woman," or " That woman's dog." If we trace

back the case-particle ^ che to its earliest use, we find

that it .was originally a verb, and meant " to proceed to,"

and thus, as a sign of the possessive case, it implies th6

Bcnse of partition which is inherent in our " of '' and the

french de. In some instances, by its addition to certain

substantives, compound nouns of possession are formed
which are capable of being used as adjectives. " For

example, ^ lin is "gold," and ^ ^, is "of gold," or
" golden." It is used also to express relation, but not a5

frequently as its colloquial equivalent fi^j teih, which is

very commonly thus employed. Such expressions as

^^b^ ^'ean ping ieih.—ieih, "he who," hvan, '.'rules

over," ;)/nj, ''soldiers''—are in constant use.

With verbs of giving to and speaking to the dative case

is marked by p isitioii _ The person to whom a thing is

given immediately follows the verb, and the thing given

comes next. The sentence " The prince gave the officer

some money," is in accordance with the Chinese idiom,

which would not admit the more usual English form, " The
prince g^ve some money to the officer." The dative case,

with the sense of " for," is marked by the use of the

characters f^ tae, " to succeed," ^ te, " to put another

instead of," and @ wei, "to be"; thus fi;^^^ tae wo

seay ilwo, •' to write a letter /or me," ^^^65A SI '* """

teVi next, urh, "for my daughter," <fec.

The accusative case is as a rule marked by position. But
occasionally, as has been shown by M. Julien, the particles

& ', lA y. 'f' y") 2nd ^ hoc, are disassociated from
their usual signification, and are employed simply as signs

of this case.

The instrumental case is indicated by the character jy e,

"by," in the language of the books, and by f^ yt-ng, "to
use," in the colloquial. As an instance of the use of the

first, we may quote the following passage from Mencius :

—

HO-W^f S?^ -^'<"' ^""g « /«' ^ taou, "(A superior

man) cannot be entrapped hy that which is contrary to

right principles."

The ablative case, having the sense of " from," is marked

by the signs g tsze, and ^ yew, and in the colloquial by

^ tmng, as in the following examples:—^S^^Jlii^
Ttze sang min e lae,"From the birth of mankind until now;"

iJj "ift 5 JK JCT ^'^ Tang che yu Woo-ting, "Fmm Tang

until you arrive at 'Woo-ting;" 1& (3§ :)[;^ 3^T ^^ '««n^

Pih king lae leaou, " He has come from Peking."

The remarks which have been made on the gender,

number, and case of the substantives apply in like manner
to the adjectives, and we need only now refer therefore to t)tfk%'.i b?
the manner in which degrees of comparison are formed, compari-

The comparative is denoted either by certain particles ^^
meaning " more than," or " beyond," or in the colloquial

by forms of expression such as " This man compared with

that man is good," or again, " This man has not that man's

goodness." As signs of the superlative, words such as ^
tsuy, " excelling," ^ Tceih, " the highest point," or ^
shin, " exceeding " are employed.

In all Oriental languages the personal pronouns play a IVoHonnt

prominent part from their number and the variety of

equivalent terras, whether of self-depreciation or of com-

plimentary adulation, used to express them; and in Chinese

they derive additional importance from the fact that in the

absence of all verbal inflexion, they serve to indicate the

person, and in the spoken language the number of the

verb. woo. urh' and & ke, are the terms most

commonly used in classical writings to signify the first,

second, and third persons of the personal pronoun, of

which ^ wo, \^ ne, and ^ ta, are the common colloquial

equivalents. These latter have for their plural wo mun,
ne mun, ta mun. Quite separate and apart from these

and all their equivalents is the character ^ chin, which is

reserved especially for the emperor, and has been the tradi-

tional imperial " 'We " since the time of the three mythical

emperors to whose wisdom, energy, and foresight the

greatness of China is attributed by the native historians.

But not always does the emperor feel himself entitled to

use this inherited character. In times of national mis-

fortune he chooses to "believe that his own remissness is

the cause of the evils which have overtaken the country,

and then it is the custom for him to designate himself Kiva

jin, or " Deficient man." With his subjects the assump-

tion of a similar humble position is habitual, and among
acquaintances the place of " I" is nearly always taken by^

terms by which the speaker seeks to give a complimentary,

importance to the person addressed at the expense of Lis.
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own intellectual or social position. " The dullard," " the

little one," and " tte man of low degree," are terms most

frequently used in this sense, while nu Isai, or ''slave.'' is

the -self-assiuned epithet adopted by ministers when

add_ressing the eimperor. In like manner the speaker's

relations and personal belongings are spoken of as " the

little," "the mean," and " the cheap." The respect due to

age guides on the other hand the choice of expressions

'employed towards the person addressed, who, instead of

bein" called by the second per.son of the pronoun, hears

himself addressed as "Master," "Old Gentleman," or

" Senior." The holders of the lower offices, such as the

Heen or district magistrates, are addressed by law as Lao

{ye or " Old Fathers ;" as they rise, they become To, lao ye

'"Great Old Fathers;" and when they reach the higher

ranks, such as the governors of the provinces, they are called

Ta jin " Great Men." In the same spirit it is customary

to speak of the belongings of another as being " worship-

ful," "honourable," or, "august."

NunwTiU. History is vague as to the date when the Chinese

adopted the numerals they at present employ; but as

we find reference to them in the Boot of Zlistor?/, it is fair

to infer that they were in existence before the Gth century

B.C. They are 17 in number, and are these: — yih,

" one," ~ urh, " two," H *«». " three," s:e, " four,"

j5S. woo, "five," /\ luh, "six," -t f^elh, "seven," A
pa, " eight," jl keta, " nine," -f- shih, " ten," "g pih,

," a hundred," ^ isetn, "a thousand," ^ u-an, "ten

thousand," j^ i/ih, " one hundred thousand," :)^ chaou,

" a million," Tff Iceng, " ten millions," and J^ kai, " a

bundred millions." The last four are now very seldom

jsed, the rest are hourly employed. It will be seen that

there is no single numeral between ten and one hundred,

and the intervening numbers are therefore formed by skik

" ten " in combination, with the lower numerals. For

example, the numbers between ten and twenty are expressed

by shih "ten" with the addition of the number required.

Thus " thirteen " would be -p 3 '^^^^ *«"• The figures

between twenty and a hundred aA denoted by -f- shih,

" ten " preceded by the other numeral, and in this way

^-f* San shih would be "thirty."

lloaia and After the explanation given of the manner in which the

tansea. number, gender, and case of nouns are clearly expressed in

composition, it need not be a matter of surprise that by

position and the use of particles it is possible to give

expression to all the moods and tenses of the verb. Such

,a fact should not astonish us when it is recollected that,

as stated by Marshman, in the case of certain English

verbs, such as " to cut," position is found equal to the task

of forming 211 out of the 215 verbal variations which

such verbs undergo, and four only are formed by the addi-

tion of terminations to the original monosyllabic, namely

"cuttest," "cuts," " cutteth," and "cutting." As no

change, not even the lengthening of a line, or the addition

of a dot, can possibly be effected in a Chinese character

without entirely altering its meaning, position has to do

everything for the Chinese verb, and it accomplishes its

mission in two ways, cither by stating the time at which

the action has taken place, or is about to take place, or by

.prefixing or suffixing certain (yords which by their several

meanings supply like inforn^ation. For instance, in the

colloquial sentence in -^ fill ?i5 joo kin ta lai, jno kin,

" now," indicates that the action is present, and the three

characters are to be translated " he is coming." But if wo

were to exchange the joo kin for flj] ^ mintj nccn. " next

year," the verb liii will In? in the future tense, " next year

ho will come ;
" and if yet once again we say, shang j/«tf

Iw tai, shani) yui meaning' " last month," the verb will then

1)0 in tlio yaat tense, and the sentence will run, "last mouth

he came." But more frequently the present tense of the

verb is not accompanied with any word to denote the time

of the action, and indeed the only tense-particles employed

are those which serve to explain the past and future tenses.-

The characters ~f leaou, " to complete," and JS kit&, " to

pass over," are the commonest of those which are suffixed

to denote the first, and jjf tsean-j, " to take," and ^
y»ou, '' to want," are the most frequently used as prefixes

to mark the second. Thus, ta ken leaou, or ta ken hod'

would mean " he went," while la tseang km or ta yaou keu

would be " he will go."

In every language, as Marshman has pointed out, " it

will sometimes be found necessary to indicate or declare a

thing, to command an action to be performed, to express

it as desirable, obligatory, or possible, to represent it as

conditional, and to describe it in a general way," and

Chinese is no exception to this rule. In the case of the

active .and infinitive moods, position, which, as we have

already seen, has done so much for Chinese grammar, is

again equal to the occasion, but the imperative, the optative,

and the potential moods all, although not always, have their

distinctive signs.
'

The third person of the imperative mood, for instance,

is formed in modern Chinese by prefixing a verb meaning

cither " to give " or " to permit," and answers exactly to

our "let." I^Hl-i hen ta keu is "let him go," heu

meaning " to allow," " to permit." The optative mood is

formed by the addition of words meaning " to wish " or
•' to desire," and the potential by the addition of words

implying " power," "duty," or "doubt."

The above sketch, although necessarily brief, serves to

show that by carefully following the laws of Chinese

synta.t, it is possible to express in Chinese, as exactly as

in other .languages, all the parts of speech in all their

variety of number, gender, case, mood, tense, and person,

and therefore every shade of meaning which it is possible

to convey by word of mouth. The difficulties of acquiring a

knowledge of Chinese have hitherto shared that exaggeration

which surrounds the unknown. It is time that the language

was better understood, and at this period of the world's

history we cannot afford to lenvo unnoticed a language so

ancient as to dwarf into insignificance the antiquity of

western tongues, and one which is the solitarj' medium of

communication between 400,000,000 of our fellow-men

Having thus attempted to trace the growth of the Literature

written Chinese character from its first creation as a hiero-

glyphic to its final development in the more modern

ideophonetic form, and also the rules which govern the

position of these characters in a sentence, our object will

now be to show the use which Chinese authors have made

of the characters and of the grammar to which they arc

subservient It was obviously necessary to begin with

the language, before dealing with the literature, .since some

of the leading characteristics of the literature arc, as is the

ca.so in every tongue, plainly traceable to the structure of

the language. The words of a sentence are as a piece of

clay in tlio hand.s of a potter. It tboy bo soft and pliable,

that is to say, if they be capable of inflections and of

syntactical motion, they may bo moulded to express with

varying vigour and force the highest fancies and noblest

thoughts of an able writer in all the changing beauty of

poetic diction oi* of rhetorical eUxiucnce. But if on the

other hand they bo destitute of inflexion, and be crampe.l

by inexorable laws of position, which cannot for n moment bo

departed from, without a sacrifice of sense, the result must

bo that the literature of which they are the component parts

will imrtako to some extent of their hard unyielding nature.

If wo turn for a moment to the poetry of ancivnt Greece

and Rome, wo find that tome of the liiirst iffict.i have

boon produced by the power which the inflexional natunr
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of tlioso languages gave of transposing the position of

words in a sentence, so as to give vigour and grace to tlio

rliytlim. To prove the truth of this we have only to take

some striking passage, and compare it in the original with

a plain straightforward translation in prose. The idea is

the same in both, but how differently it appeals to the

imagination of the reader. The gem is there, but it has

lost the advantage of its setting. It must siow be judged by

the prosaic rule of its intrinsic value, with no softening sur-

roundings to add grace and brilliancy to its natural beauty.

But the effective weapon which was thus placed in the

hands of the poets and authors of ancient Greece and Roue
has been conipletuly denied to Chinese writers. As has

been e.xplainod, the language is absolutely without inflexion,

and tho gi-ammar consists so entirely of syntax, that no

word can be moved out of its determined position in a

sentence, without either changing its value or rendering it

meaningless. Thus the literature has lost much of the

variety and elegance which belongs by nature to that of tho

polysyllabic languages. And we might go beyond this

and say that tho lack of that pott er of expression which is

given by syntactical motion has been accompanied by a

blighting influence on the imaginations of Chinese authors.

Other causes, to which reference will presently bo made, are

also to some extent responsible for this result; but in our re-

view of tho various branches of Chinese literature, we shall

find that those which are most dependent for their successful

development on the powers of iuragination are those which

least repay attention, and that the more excellent are those

which contain simple narrations of facts, or consist of the

arguments of the philosopher or of the man of sciencs.

But notwithstanding this the Chinese are eminently a

literary, in tho sense of a reading, people. The system of

making competitive examinations the only royal road to

posts of honour and emolument, and tho law which throws

theso open to everybody who chooses to compete, have

caused a wid«r dili'usion of boolc learning among the

Chinese than is probably to bo found among any other

'people. As to tho date when the literature first took its

rise, it is impossible to speak with any certainty. Tho
vicissitudes which attended tho early manuscripts and

books which were collected by private individuals and in

the imperial libraries have been such aa to render the

preservation of any ancient record a matter of wonder.

Constant references are found in books to works which are

said to have existed at early dates, but of many of these

the titles are all that remain to us now.

One of tho earliest published works on which we can

lay our hands is the Booh of Changes, the first, and the

most revered, because tho least understood, of the nine

classics. This work finst saw the light within a prison's

walls. In the year 1150 B.C. its author Wun AVang was,

wo are told, imprisoned for a political offence, and sought

to whilo away the tedium of his confinement by tracing

out a system of general philosophy from the eight diagrams

and their Ci combinations invented by the Emperor Fu-he.

These diagrams have been likened to the mystical numbers
of Pythagoras, and the leading idea of Wan Wang's system

scorns to have been founded upon the Chinese notions of

tho creation of the world, according to v/hich all material

things proceed from two great male and female vivifying

elements, the Yin and the Yang, which in their turn owe
their existence to tlie Tai kei/i, or tho first great cause.

As Sir John Davis says, this " might, with no great impro-

pvioty, be styled a sexual system of tho universe. They,

that is to say tho Chinese, maintain that when from the

union of the Yang and the Yin all existences, both animate

and inanimate, had been produced, the sexual principle was
coiifeyed to and became inherent in all of them. Thus
toavcn, tho sun, day, &c., are considered of the male

gender ; earth, tho moon, night, Ac, of the female. This
notion pervades every department of knowledge in China.

It exists in their theories of anatomy and medicine, and
is constantly referred to on every subject. The chief

divinities worshipped by tho emperor as high priest of the

state religion are heaven and earth, which in this sense

appear to answer in some degree to the oipay<k and y>) iu

the cosmogony of tho Greeks."

The style and Matter of Wiin Wang's writings were,

however, so cramped and vague that Confucius among
others attempted the task of elucidating their dark places.

JIany years the sage spent in endeavours to make straight

that which was so crooked ; and the only result attained

has been to add some inexplicable chapters to an incom-
prehensible book. But the fact that it gave rise to a
system of divination saved it from sharing the fate which,

iu the year 221 B.C., befell all books except those on
medicine, divination, and husbandry, at tho hand of tho

Emperor Che Hwang-ti of tho Tsin dynasty. This monarch
ordered, for political reasons, the destruction of all the

books to be found within the empire, except those on the
subjects just mentioned. Fortunately, no monarch, how-
ever powerful, is able to carry out to the letter an order of

so inquisitorial a nature ; and the roofs of houses, the walla

of dwellings, and even the beds of rivers, became tho

receptacles of the literary treasures of the natjon until tho

tyranny was overpast. The works of Confucius, tho Book
of History, the Book of Odes, tho Sjyring and Aulumn
Annals, together with the Boole of Mites, and the Fmcr
Books by the disciples of the sage and of Mencius, were
all alike condemned to the flames. How all these wero
preserved we know not, but history tells us tliat, when in

after years efforts wero made to restore the Book of Ilistori/,

28 sections out of the 100 composing the entire work were
taken down from the lips of a blind man who had treasured

them in his memory. One other was recovered from a

young girl in the province of Honan. And these are all

which would probably have come down to us, had not a
complete copy been found secreted in tho wall of Con-
fucius's house, when it was pulled down in the year 140 E.p.

This Book of History takes us back to about the time of Book' of

Noah. It consists of a number of records of the Yu, Hea, Historyj

Shang, and Chow dynasties, embracing the period from
the middle of the 24th century B.C. to 721 B.C. These,

and a number of other MSS., attracted the attention of

Confucius when he was at the court of Chow, and selecting

those which he deemed of value, he compiled them in a'

work which he called the Shoo king or Book of History.

This work, as Mr Wells Williams says, " contains tho

seeds of all things that are valuable in the estimation of tho

Chinese ; it is at once the foundation of their political-

system, their history, and their religious rites, the basis of

their tactics, music, and astronomy." For the most part it

consists of conversations between the' kings and their

ministers, in which are traced out the same patriarchal

principles of government as guide the rulers of the empire

at the present day. " Virtue," said the minister Yih,

addressing the emperor, " is the basis of good government

;

and this consists first in procuring for the people the things'

necessary for their sustenance, such as water, fire, metals,
\

wood, and grain. The ruler must also think of rendering/

them virtuous, and of preserving them from whatever can

injure life and health. When you would caution them, use

gentle words, when you would correct, employ authority."
" Do not be ashamed of mistakes, and thus make them
crimes," was another piece of wholesome advice offered to

the emperor by his advisers, the effect of which is still

observable in the outspoken confessions of official incom-

petence which are daily to be met with iu the columns of

the Peking Gazette.
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As we snail have occasion at a subsequent stage to treat

at aomo length of the compilation which stands next on

the list of the classics,—the Booh of Odes,—we pass on

(to mention a work whose dicta have entered into the very

Boole o( marrow of Chinese life—namely the Le ke, or Book of
Piles. Jl'dis. This work is said to have been compiled by the

duke of Chow in the 12th century B.C., since which time it

has ever been the guide and rule by which Chinamen have

regulated all the actions and relations of their lives. No
eveiy-day ceremony is too insignificant to escape notice,

and no social and domestic duty is considered to be beyond

its scope. From the nature of its contents, therefore, it is

the work of all the classics which has left the most

palpable impression on the manners and customs of the

people. Its rules are minutely observed at the present day,

and one of the six governing boards at Peking—the

Board of Rites—is entirely concerned with seeing that its

precepts are carried out throughout the empire.

Speaking of this work, Gallery says with justice, " In

ceremonial is summed up the whole soul of the Chinese,

and to my mind the Booh of Riles is the most exact and
complete monograph that this nation can give of itself to

the rest of the world. Its affecClons, if it has any, are

satisfied by ceremonial ; its duties are fulfilled by means of

ceremonial. Its virtues and vices are recognized by cere-

monial; the natural relations of created beings are essen-

tially connected with ceremonial ; in a word, for it

ceremonial is man, the man moral, the man politic, and
the man religious, in their numberless relations with the

f.iniily, society, the state, morality, and religion."

Spring anJ Bat though each and all of the classics bear to some
Aatumii extent tho impress of Confucius, only one, the Chun Tsew,

or Spring antl Autumn Annals, was written by him. At
first sight, therefore, a more than usual interest attaches to

this book, which is not lessened by the statements made by
the sage himself, and by contemporary scholars concerning

it " The world," says Mencius, " was fallen into decay,

and right principles had dwindled away. Perverse dis-

courses and oppressive deeds were again waxen rife. Cases

were occurring of ministers who murdered their rulers, and
of sons who murdered their fathers. Confucius was afraid,

and made tho Chmi tsew." As soon as it appeared, we are

told that rebellious ministers quaked with fear and
undutiful sons were overcome with terror. " Its righteous

decisions," said Confucius himself, " I ventured to make."
The title also of the book, wo are told, was given it,

bccauso its commendations were life-giving like spring,

and its censures life-withering like autumn. Tho expectant

student might therefore bo excused for anticipating in its

pages an intellectual treat. Ho would look to have tho

history of the period dealt with treated as a sustained

narrative, interspersed with sage reflections and deep
analyses of the characters and circumstances of tho time.

Ho would expect to find praise and blame distributed with

a discriminating pen, and the foul crimes of regicide and
murder denounced in impassioned outbursts of indignation.

But bow different is the book when wo take it up ! In
the words of Dr Lcgge—" Instead of a history of events

woven artistically together, we find a congeries of the

briefest possible intimations of matters in which tho court

and state of Loo were more or less concerned, extending
over 242 years, without the slightest tincture of literary

ability in tho composition, or the slightest indication of

judicial opinion on tho part of tho writer. The paragraphs

are al>vays brief. Each orio is designed to commemorate
a fact; but whether that fact be a display of virtue calcu-

lated to command our admiration, or a deed Of itrocity

fitted to awaken ouf disgust, it can hardly be said that

there is anything in the language to convey to us tho

shadow of an idea of tho author's feeling about it. The

notices, for we cannot call them narratives, arc absolutely

unimpassioned. A base murder and a shining act of

heroism are chronicled just as the eclipses of the sun
are chronicled. So and so took place : that is alL No
details are given; no judgment is expressed."

The following extract from the annals of a year taken at

random will be sufficient to show that Dr Legge's remarks
are well founded. "1. In the 15th year in spring the
duke went to Tse. 2. A body of men from Tsoo invaded
Seu. 3. In the third month the duke had a meeting with
the marquis of Tse and others, when they made a covenant
in Mow-Kew, and then went on to Kwang. 4. Kung-sun
Gaou led a force and, with the great officers of the othei:

princes, endeavoured to relieve Seu. 5. In summer in tho
5th month the sun was eclipsed. 6. In autumn in the 7th
month an army of Tse and an army of Tsoo invaded Le.
7. In the 8th month there were locusts. 8. The duke's
daughter went to her home in Tsang. 9. On Ke-mao, the
last day'of the moon, the temple of £-pih was struck by
lightuihg. 10. In winter a body of men from Sung invaded,

Tsaou." And so on page after page.

Having thus reviewed the Five Classics, we will now The Four

briefly consider the Four Boohs which, together with those. ®'"''"-

just mentioned, make up the full complement of the Nine
Classics. The first three of them—the Ta-he6 or Great
Leaminj, the Chung-yung or the Doctrine of tlie Mean,
and Lun-yu or Confucian Analects—are all by the pupils

and followers of the sage; whUe the fourth, the Mdng-tsx,
or the Works of Mencius, is by a disciple of that philoso-

pher. All these, therefore, represent the views of Con
fucius, and if we ask what those views point to, we find

that they may be summed up in the admonition : "TValk
in the trodden paths." For as Confucius said of himself,

he came not to originate but to fulfil, and the primary
object of his teaching was to revive in a dissolute age the

purity, or supposed purity, of former generations; to quote
against the roues of his day the examples of the ancients,

whom he believed to have been scrupulous in fulfilling

the universal obligations existing between sovereign and
minister, between father and son, between husband and wife,

and between friend and friend. He taught that man was
a microcosm, and that by striving to improve himself by
acquiring knowledge, by purifying his thoughts, by rectify-

ing his heart, and by cultivating his person, he would theu
be able to regulate his family. When he could regulate

his family, he might then be able to govern a state ; and
when he could govern a state, he might then be trusted to

rule an empire. The empire was as one family ; and as it

was the part of the emperor to cherish and guard his people

as a father does a child, so it was the duty of tho people to

render willing and submissive obedience to their sovereign.

It is due to these political opinions that .Confucius has
become such an object of respect to both rulers and the

ruled. The former see hi his teaching a ready argument
for tho maintenance of their authority, and tho people,

believing that heaven has constituted for them rulers aixl

teachers, whoso duty it is to extend favour and maintain
tranquillity throughout tho empire, have at the same timo
learnt to hold that li'hcn the ruler ceases to bo a minister
of God for good, he firicits tho title by which ho holds the
throne. Confucius was ambitious, and was a courtier as

well as philosopher, and beyond this point ho avoided in

any shape or way indicating tho manner in which an,

oppressive ruler should bo induced to abdicate. No snch
consideration influenced his disciple Mencius, who, being
superior to tho orlinary ambitions of man, was superior
also to their common timidities, and who with much
boldness of utterance freely taught that tho people were tho
most imiwrtant clement in a nation, and tho sovereign woi,

tho lightest ; and ho did not scruple to admit the conclusion!
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that an iniquitous ruler should be dethroned, and, if cir-

cumstances required it, that he should be put to death.

The Confucian AnaUcls and the Works of Meucius differ

in their construction from the Great Learning and the

Doctrine of the Mean, both of which are continuous

treatises by individual authors ; whereas the two first

named are records of the sayings and doings of the two

i>ages, compiled from memory by their faithful disciples,

and somewliat resemble in construction; but at a vast

interval, the plan of the Gospel narrative.

We have dwelt at some lenpth on the classics, because,

since they are the sacred books of China, it is natural to

suppose that in them we may find the mainspring of the

Doctrine national literature. Unfortunately, to some extent this is

aud^style ol tjjg q^^s, and Confucius has much to answer for, both as

regards his teaching and the literary model he bequeathed

to his countrymen. Instead of encouraging his disciples to

think for themselves, to look into their oivu hearts, and to

acquire that personal knowledge that enables a man to

:!tand alone, he led them out both by precept and example

into the dreary waste of cold formalism, in which all

individuality is lost, and all force and originality of thinking

is crushed out. It may be said that, as far as his teachings

were concerned, he strove to suit his system to the capacity

of his audience ; and that he was successful in so doing

id proved by the fact that for twenty-tsvo centuries his

name has been revered and his precepts have been fol-

lowed by his countrymen of whatever rank aud station in

life.

As has oeen well observed by Wells Williams, " If

Confucius had transmitted to posterity such works as the

Iliad, the De Officiis, or tho Dialotjues of Flato, he would

no doubt have taken a higher rank among the commanding
intellects of the world ; but it may be reasonably doubted

whether his influence among his own oountiymen would
have been as good or as lasting. The variety and minute-

ness of his instructions for tho nurture and education of

children, the stress he lays upon filial duty, the detail of

etiquette and 'conduct he gives for the intercourse of all

classes and ranks in society, characterize his writings from
those of all philosophers in other countries, who, compari-

tively speaking, gave small thought to the education of tho

lyoung. The Four Books and the Five Classics would not,

as far as regards their intrinsic character in comparison

with other productions, be considered anything more than

curiosities in literature, for their antiquity and language,

were it not for the incomparable influence they have exerted

over so many millions of minds."

But no such apology can be offered for the example he
set them in the substance and style of his writings, And
we are forced to the conclusion that, though a man of great

force of character, he was yet strangely devoid of imagina-

tion, and that, in his blind admiration for the ancients, He
constrained himself to walk humbly and passively in tho

paths that had been traced by others. At all events he

has dune his countrymen an irreparable injury. The
iuflexiblu sterility of tho earliest apccimens of literature

mi^'lit p.is^ibly have been the characteristic of a particul.ar

phase in tho national miud, but Confucius helped to

perpetuate it throughout all generations. As might be

exixk;ted, in no class of tho literature is the effect thus

produeo'l more apparent than in the commentaries on the
classics. These works are to be numbered by thousands,

and, with some few exceptions, they are, as has been said

T)f the writings of the scribes at the time of our Lord, cold

in manner, second-hand and iterative in their very essence
;

with no freshness in them, no force, no fir© ; ser\'ile to all

authority, opposed to all independence ; never passing a

hair's-breadth beyond the carefully-watched boundary line

qf_preccdcnt ; full of boknced inference and orthodox

he-sitancy, and impossible literalism; elevating mere memory
above genius, and repetition above originality.

But whatever may be the shortcoming of Confucius as a
writer, tho respect he felt and iuculcated for letters gave
an impetus to literature. Following the c-Mmplo he set,

men began to compile the histories of the various states
;

and authors with a turn for more original composition

busied themselves with the production ol works on such,

arts and sciences, including medicine, mathematics, law,

and husbandry, as were known to them. It was just as

this new industry was beginning to flourish that the

Emperor Che IJwang-ti, to whom reference has already

been made, an able and ambitious prince, ascended the

throne. By a judicious mixture of force and dijilomacy,

he abolished tho feudal status, into which the empire had
up to his time been divided, and drew aU power aud
authority iuto his own hands.

Estimating the traditions of the past to be almost as

potent as Confucius had supposed, and for that very reason

deeming them as dangerous to the existence of his rule as

Confucius had considered them to be beneficial to the

empire, he determined to break with them once and for ever.

He therefore issued an order that all books should be burned, Wlolesale

except those containing records of his own reign ; that all <lestrttctic»

who dared to speak together about the Book of VJes or tho "' ^°^-

Hook of History (harmless subjects enough, one would
think) should bo put to death, and their bodies exposed in

the market-place ; that those who should make luenliou of

the past, so as to blame tho present, should bo put to

death along with their relatives ; and that any one possess-

ing a book after the lap.-^e of thirty days from the issuing

of the ordinance should bo branded and sent to labour ou
the Great Wall for four ycjrs. The publication of this

edict was followed shortly afterwards by an order for tho

execution of upwards of 4G0 sc-holars who had failed 1o

obey the mandate of the emperor.

Curiously enough it was during the reign of this Invput.rt-

uncompromising enemy t« literature that the brush-pencil °f ''rusli-

as at present used in China for writing purposes, was Jn.
po^fu =e.-.

-vented,— an invention which implies that about this tinio
'^

3. substitute was found for the bamboo tablets which had

ui> to that period served the purjioses of paper. At first
*

this new material was a kind of closely woven silk. But
this was soon found to be as unsuitable for general pur-

poses from its expense as the tablets had been from their

cnmbrousness; and shortly after the establishment of the

Han dynasty, when the decrees of Che Hwang-ti were re-

versed and every encouragement was given by the state

to men of letters, the Marquis Tsae "invented the manu-
facture of paper from the inner bark of trees, ends of hemp,
old rags, and fishing-nets." The increased facility thus

afforded for the multiplication of books was eagerly taken

advantage of; and from the Annals of the Han dynasty,

200 B.C. to 25 A.D., we learn that the imperial library of

that reigning house consisted of 3123 sections on the

classics, 2705 on philosophy, 1318 of poetry, 790 on

iiiib'tary affairs, 2528 on mathematics, and »Gy on medicine.

But at the end of tho second century an insurrection,

which brought tho Han dynasty to a close, gave another

check to the growing literary taste. "And though. the then

reigning emperor, in his flight from his capital at Lo-yang,

attempted to carry off the contents of the imperial library,

only half the books reached their destination at Chang-gan,

and the remnant was shortly after given to the flames by

the successful i evolutionists.

% Such as h.nd been the course of literature up to this time, Invention

so it continued until the close of the 6th century, when the "^ pru^ng-

art of printing, which became known in Europe nearly 900
years later, was invented in China. A well-known Chinese

Encvclopa-dia tells us tuat on the Sth day.uf the 12tb aonth.
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of the thirteenth year of the reign of W.ln-ti (593 a.d.),

it was ordained by a decree that the various texts in circu-

lation should be collected, and should be engraved on wood.

to be printed and published. Thus within a few years of

the time when St Augustine brought the enlightening

influences of Christianity to these Isles, the art of printing

—a civilizing agency second only to Christianity—was

made known in China. But at first comparatively little

use seems to have been made of the invention, for we are

told that though it made some way during the Tang (618-

907) and the iive following dynasties (907-960), it only

arrived at its full development under the Sung dynasty

(960-1127). It was during this last epoch that a further

improvement was made in the art by the introduction of

movable types, by a blacksmith named Pe Ching. This

inventor, writes M. Julien, used to take a paste of fine and
glutinous clay, and make of it regular plates of the thick-

ness of a piece of money, on which he engraved the

characters. For each character he made a type, which he

hardened at the fire. Ho then placed an iron plate on the

table, and covered it with a cement composed of resin,

wax, and lime. When he wanted to print, he took an
iron frame divided by perpendicular threads of the same
metal, and placing it on the iron plate, ranged his types in

it. The plate was then held near the fire, and when the

cement was sufficiently melted, a wooden board was pressed

tightly upon it, so as to render the surface of the typo

perfectly even. This method was neither convenient nor

expeditious, so says a Chinese writer, when only a few copifes

of a book were to be printed ; but when a large number
were required, it printed them off at a prodigious speed. .

Hiitorlia At this and at later periods the art of printing has been
jecords. turned to no better purpose in China than to the publica-

tion of the histories of the various dynasties. Debarred
both by the nature of the material at their command and
by a lack of original genius from indulging in the higher
branches of imaginative writing, Chinese authors have
devoted themselves with untiring energy and with very
considerable ability to the compilation of information con-

cerning the physical and political features of their own and
the neighbouring countries. Each dynasty has its official

chronicle of these subjects, and the celebrated collection of

twenty-one histories, which forms a well-nigh unbroken
record of the nation's annals, by contemporary authors,

from the 3d century B.C. down to the middle of the 17th
century, forms a notable monument of the indefatigable

industry of their authors. The edition of this huge work
which etanda on the shelves of the Chinese libray at the
British Museum is contained in sixty-six European-bound
volumes of folio size. In order to facilitate the process of

reference the diflerent histories of which it is composed,
though they vary considerably in extent, are all formed on
the same model. First in order come the Imperial Records,
which consist of the purely political events n-hich occurred
in. each reign ; then follow the Memoirs, including articles

on mathematical chronology, rites, music, jurisprudence,
political economy, state sacrifices, astronomy, elemental
influences, geography, literature, biographies, and records
of the neighbouring countries.

On all these subjects they contain a" vast amount of
valuable and varied information, much of which possesses

•onsiderable interest for European readers. * The position

which China, as a nation, has occupied and maintained
through so many centuries has been such as to render her
the natural depository of the annals of the kingdoms of

Central and Eastern Asia. With Burmah, Cochin-China,
Tibet, Japan, and Corea as her vassels, ivith n never-ceasing
relationship with the tribes of Central Asia, kept up as times
and circumstances changed, now as subjects, now as allies

and now as enemies, alor.o unchanging in hcr^ political

constitution amidst the recurring wrecks of neighbouring
states, she has had the means 4t her command of collecting

masses of ethnological information which are beyond th'e

reach of any other people. The movements of the tribes ija

Central Asia, to which her policy has largely contributed,
are all clearly traced in the dynastic annals ; and it wa^
with the view of placing the record of these within the
reach of European readers that a proposal was recently
made to translate, as a beginning, the history of the Han
dynasty.

Allied to these annals are the topographical works of Tcro
China, which for breadth of scope and for minuteness of 9^V^''<A

detail are scarcely to be equalled in the literature of any
"'"^•

other country. The most generally comprehensive of these
is the Ta Tsing yih tung cki, which forms a geography of
the empire, together with the Chinese districts of Mongolia
and Manchuria as existing since the accession of the
present dynasty. This work, which consists of 356 books,'

was published at Belong in the year 174i. In it each
province, each prefecture, each department, an4 ^h dis-

trict is separately dealt witli ; and all are severally' treated
of under the following twenty-four headings:— 1. A table

of the changes which the district to be described has
undergone during the successive dynasties from the Han
downwards ; 2. Maps ; 8. A list of the distances from
the various places to the chief towns of the department

;

i. Its astronomical bearings; 5. Its ancient geography;
6. Its geographical position and its notable localities ; 7.'

The manners and customs of the inhabitants ; 8. Its

fortified places; 9. Its colleges and schools; 10. The
census of the population; 11. The taxes on land; 12. Its

mountains and rivers; 13. Its antiquities; \'i. Its' means'
of defence; 15. Its bridges ; IC. Its dykes; 17. Its tombs
and monuments; 18. Its temples and ancestral halls; 19.'

Its Buddhist and Taouist temples; 20. Patriotic native
officials from the time of the Han dynasty downwards ; 21?
Celebrated men and things ; 22. Illustrious women ; 2??
Saints and immortals ; 2-1. The products of the soil,

r On this model distinct topograjjhies have also been comj
pUed, under official superintendence, of every province;
every prefecture, every department, and almost every
district. And not only this, but the water-ways of China;
as well as the rivers of JIanchuria, Mongolia, and Tibet;
have all been accurately surveyed and minutely described/

The narrow train of thought, however, into which the
system of Chinese education has comptessed the mind o(

the' people tends to develop in them a faculty for the,

observation of minute details rather than to foster the
power of taking a correct comprehensive view of any wide
subject. This peculiarity is observable in the class of

works just spoken of ; for while they are wonderfully accu-

rate as to details, their maps and general descriptions ar(

often vague and untrustworthy. But when we remember
how only recently the very important duty of causing sur-

veys to be made of the British Islands has been under-
taken by the Governinpnt, it becomes us rather to speak
with respect of the energy and wisdom shown by the Chinese
topographers, than to criticise too closely their shortcomings.
"., It would not be dealing fairly by Chinese literature were Ei ^doT
we to leave this part of our subject without referring to p« "»
the historical and literary encyclopaedias which form so
very notable a feature in every library throughout the
country. The best known of these compilations, and the
one which may be taken as a specimen of the class, is the
ITcln hcen lung iaou, by Jla Twan-lin. This work has
been more largely drawn upon by European authors than
has any other Chinese book of reference, andthoi^c who are

best acquainted with it are those who speak most highly in

its praise. " One canno' cea-ic to admire," sa\-s Hcmusati
" the depth of research which the author u as compelled til
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make in orJor to collect Lis nnterialj, tlio sagacily lie has

bIiowii in the arrangement of thei.i, and the clearness and
j>rccision A\!tli which he has jii Counted this multitude uf

objects) in cveiy light. It may lairly bo said that this

oxccllent wcrk la a library in itself, and that if Chinese

Jiteiature contained uothini; eUe, it would bo worth while

to laarn tho language in order to read it. One has only

to choose the subject one wishes to study, and one iinils all

the facts recorded and classified, all the sources of informa-

tion indicated, and all tho autl orities cited and discussed."

"It eloTatcs our opinion," says Wells Williams, "of a

nation whose literat.ire can boast of a work like this ex-

Libiting such patient investigation and candid comparison

of authorities, such varied research and just discrimination

of what is truly iiiiportant, and so extensive a mass of facts

and opinions upon every subject of historical interest."

In point of size and importai C3, however, this encyclo-

'paadia yields place to ono other, entitled Koo tin too shoo

tseih ching^ or A Cotn^ leic Colleciio.i of Anctent and Moclejii

Hooks. During the reign of the Euperor Kang-he (ICCl-
1721) it occurred to that monarch that, in view of tho

gradual alterations which were being introduced into tha

te.xts of works of interest and value, :t would be advisable

to rcpriat euch from tho old editions. lie therefore

appointed a commission, ai .1 diiccted them to reprint in

ono hugs collection all such woiks as thoy might deem
worthy of preservation. A complete sot of copper type was
cast for tho undertaking, and when tho comraisioners

brought their labours to a close, thoy weia able. to lay

before the emperor a verj ) alj able proof of their diligence

in tha shape of a compilation consisting of 6109 volumes.

The contents they divided under thirty-two heads, embrac-
ing works on every subject contained in the national

literature. Only a small edition was piinted off in the
first instance, and before long the Government, yielding to

tho necessities of a severe monetary crisis, ordered the

copper typo employed to print it to bo melted down for

cash. Thus only a few copies of the first edition are in

existence, and it is but rarely that one finds ita way into

the market. It so happens, however, that ono is now (1876)
for sale at Peking, and it is much to be hoped that this copy
of a work which is tho laigest in tho world, unique of its

kind, and incapable of reproduction, may, though at present

fate is adverse, find its way to tho shelves of some one of

the great libraries of the West
Space would fail were we even to refer to the immense

number of biographies and of works on the sciences, on
education, and on jurisprudence, which have from time to

time issued, and are still issuing, from the presses in China.

Nor need tho literature of the religious sects of China—the
Confucianists, the Buddhists, and tho Taouists—detain U3
long, since the works of Confucius have already been
noticed, and since the great bulk of Chinese Buddhist
literature is of Indian origin. It remains, therefore, for

Taouiat us to refer only to tho Taouist literature, which has its
'•erature. foundation in T/ie SAtra of Reason and of Virtue by Laou-

tszo, the founder of the sect. Like Confucius, of whom ho
was a contemporary, ho held office at the court of Chow

;

but being less ambitious than tha sage, he retired early

from his post, and we are told that as ho passed the frontier
on his way westward, whither wa knownot, he placed in tho
hands of tho officer in charge of tho frontier guard a small
volume, which embodied tho results of his meditations.
According to the interpretation put upon his system thus
expounded by the famous commentator Choo He, it would
appear to bear a strong analogy to those of the Quietists
and Manicheists. " Laou-tsze's scheme of philosophy," he
tells us, " cotisists in modesty, self-emptiness, in being void
of desires, quiet and free from exertion, in being self-empty,
retiring, and self-controlling in actual life." But beyond

this his great object seems to have been to elucidate and
develop his idea of tho relations between something which

he calls Taou and tho universe. To this Taou, Laou-tszo

refers all things as tho ultimate ideal unity of the universe.

All things originate from Taou, conform to Taou, and to

Taou they at last return Formless, it is the cause of form.

It is an eternal road ; .along it all beings and all things

walk ; but no being made it, for it is being itself, and yet

nothing. It is the path, and also the path-goers, and every-

thing and nothing, and the cause and effect of alL

This is a sufficiently mystical foundation to allow of any
superstructures, however wildly superstitious, to be based
upon it. And just as the religion of ancient Rome became
incrustod and overlaid by superstitious vanities gathered

from Egypt, and from wherever the Roman arms penetrated,

so the teachings of Laou-tsza have been debased and
disfigured in tho hands of later writers, who, casting aside

his profound speculations, busy themselves with the pursuit

of immortality, tho search after tho philosopher's stone, the

use of amulets, with the observance of fasts and sacrifices,

rituals and charms, and tho indefinite multiplication of

objects of worship

In China, as elsewhere, the first development of literary Poatrj.

talent is found in poetry. The songs and ballads which
form the Book of Odes, already spoken of, date back to a Book of

time long antecedent to the production of any works of Odea,

which wo have knowledge. In those early days, before

China was China, the then empire was divided into a
number of feudal states, all of which, however, acknow-
ledged fealty to tlie ruling sovereign, at whose court were
a number of music-masters and historiographers, whose
duty it was to collect and set to music the songs of the

people, and to preserve the historical records of tho empire.

In strict imitation of the surroundings of their liege lord

the feudatory jjrinces numbered among their retinues

officers of like position and professing similar functions.

At stated intervals these princes, accompanied by their

foUowings, were in tho habit of meeting the king at certain

recognized places to take orders for the future and to receive

credit or blame as tho case might be for their past conduct
On such occasions the music masters would carry with them
tho ballads and songs collected in their principalities, and
present them to their superior at the royal court. These
he would collect and classify, reminding one of Queen
Elizabeth's minister, who, according to tho Spectator,

"had all manner of books and ballads brought to him, of

what kind soever, and took great notice how much they
took with the people ; upon which ho would, and certainiy

might very well judge of their present dispositions, and of

the most proper way of applying them according to his

own purposes." Thus it happened, that at the time of

Confucius there existed an official collection of some 3000
Bongs. On these the sage set to work, and, in tho words
of the historian Bze-ma Tsoon, " he rejected those which
were only repetitions of others, and eelocted those which
would be serviceable for the inculcation of propriety and
righteousness." Such he arranged to the number of 311
under four heads, namely, "National Airs," the "Lesser"
and the " G reater Eulogies," and the " Song of Homage," and
gave tho title of She Icing, or Book of Odes, to the collection.

If we can imagine ourselves seated in the study of the
royal minister, searching with him into the ballads thus

laid before us for an indication of the temper and mind of

tho people among whom they had had their birth, we
should bo inclined to congratulate him on the easy task

entrusted to him of governing such a popul-tion. Through
most of them thero breathes a quiet calm and patriarchal

simplicity of thought and life. There are few sounds of

war, little tumult of the camp, but, on the contrary, a

spirit of peaceful repose of family love, and of religioas
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feeling. We have brought before the minds eye the

lowly cottage, where dwell a family united by the bonds

of affection and of duty. Their food is the produce of the

soil and the spoils of the chase. The highest ambition of

the men is to escel as archers and charioteers, and their

religious worship is the same as that which, untainted by
Buddhism or any other form of philosophical teaching, is

now practised at the imperial temples of heaven and earth,

by the emperor only as high priest. Their wives are

objects of affection and respect, and though in one song we
find the belief expressed that " a wise woman will ruin a

city," yet there seems to have been abundance of regard

for honest housewives who did their duty, who shared

the toil of their husbands, and enjoyed with them the

simple pleasures within their reach.

It is true that now and again we meet with traces of

scenes of revelry bordering on licentiousness; but their

idyllic surroundings, and the absence of all violence, deprive

the most dissolute descriptions of all vulgarity and coarse-

ness. More serious by far are the waOing complaints of

misrule and tyranny under which the subjects of certain

princes groan. But even here there are no signs of

insubordination or tumult ; the remedy which suggests

itself to a people patient and long-suffering to a degree

is to emigrate beyond the roach of the tyrant, not to rise

in rebellion against him. In the following lines, for

instance, the writer begs his friends to fly with him from
the oppression and misery prevailing in his native state,

which he likens to the north wind and thickly falling

snow :

—

" Cold blows tlie North wind
j

Thickly falls the snow.
Oh come all ye that love me,

Let 's join hands and go
Can we any longer stay,

Victims to this dire dismay T"

Foxes and crows were looked upon as creatures of evil

omen, and so, giving play to his imagination, he tells us
that the only variations noticeable in the monotony of the
present distress were these orognostics of future evil, in

these words :

—

"Nought red is seen but foxes.

Nor aaght else black but crows.
Oh come all ye that love me,

Let 's fly before our foes.

Can we any longer stay,

Victims to this dire dismay I

Though the style and diction of these songs are of the
Bimplest description, yet through some of them there runs
a rich vein of sentiment, and in forming a judgment on
them it is necessary to remember that they are not studied
poems, but simply what they profess to be, songs of the
people. Like all political ballads also, many of them refer
to contemporary events about which we know next to
nothing. Wo are therefore much in the hands of the
commentators, and they tell lis that the following song is

intended to depict a rural scene, in which an industrious
wife impresses on her husband the necessity of early rising,
nnd encourages him to make virtuous and respectable
Bcgtiaintances :

—

" 'Oct np, hosband, here 's the day I

' Not yet, wife, the dawn 'a still grey.
Oct up, air, and on the right
See the morning star shines bright.
Shake off slumber, and prepare
Ducks and geese to shoot and snare.

" 'All your darts and line may kill

1 will dres-1 for you with skill.

Thus, a blithesome hour wo '11 pass,
Brightened by a cheerful glo.'a

;

While your lute its aid imparta
To gratify and soothe our heart*.
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" ' On all whom yon may wish to know

I '11 girdle ornaments bestow
;

And girdle ornaments I '11 send
To any one who calls you friend ;

With hira whose love for you's abiding
My girdle ornaments dividing.'

*'

(The Book of Odes, pt. i. bk. viL Ode 8.)

One other we will quote, taken from the songs of homage,
or hymns which were sung either by or before the emperor
when he sacrificed as high priest to God. We are told
that this one was sung by King Seuen on the occasion of a
great drought in the 8tb century B.C. In it he expostulates
with God for bringing this misery upon him, and expresses'
his belief that he had a right to expect succour instead of
disaster from the Most High

" Brightly resplendent in the sky revolved
The milky way.

The monarch cried, Alas !

What crime is onrs, that Heaven thus sends on ua
Death and Disorder, that with blow on blow
Famine attacks us 1

Surely I have grudged
To God no victims ; all our store is spent
Of tokens. 'WTiy is it I am not heard •

Rages the drought. The hills are parched, and dry
The streams. The demon of the drought
Destroys like one who scatters fiery flames.
Terrified by the burning heat my heart,
lly mourning heart, seems all consumed with fire.

Tlie many dukes and ministers of the past
Pay me no heed.

O God ! from Thy great Heaven
Send me permission to withdraw myself
Into seclusion.

Fearful is the drought.
I hesitate, I dread to go away.
Why has the drought been sent upon my land ?
No cause for it know L Full early ros*
My prayers for a good year ; not late was I

In offring sacrifice unto the Lords
Of the four quarters and the land.

Afar ,

la the high Heaven God listens not. And vet
Surely a reverent man as I have been
To all intelligent Spirits should not be
The victim of their overwhelming wrath."

(TTieBook of Odes, pt. iii. bk. iii. Ode 4.)

Such is the poetry of the BooH: of Odes, and snch we
should have expected to find it, since the earliest specimens
of poetry in every land partake of a simple and reb'gious
nature, are crude in their measure, and are wanting in that
harmony which is begotten of study and cultivation. The
Chinese say of poetry that the Book of Odes may be likened
to its roots, that during the Han and Wei dynasties it
burst into foliage, and that during the Tang dynasty
(G20-007) it came into full bloom. Certainly the change Later
that came over it after the time of Confucius is very Po^OT
marked. Instead of the peaceful odes of his day, we find
pieces reflecting the unsettled condition of. political and
social affairs. Songs breathing fire and sword, mingled
with wild fancies, the offspring of Taouist teaching, havo
taken the place of the domestic ballads of the Book of Odes.
The simple monotheistic belief of the early Chinese is

exchanged for a superstitious faith in a host of gods and
goddesses, who haunt every hill, and dance in every glade.
As a specimen of the poetry of this period, we m.ay quota
the following " Lament of a Soldier on a Campaign," by
Sun Tszc-king, of the Wei dynasty :

—

" On lie hilly way blows the morning bi««ze ; the
Autumn shrubs are veiled in mist and rain.

The *holc city escorts us far on cur way, providing as
with rations for a thousand U.

Their very worst havo the three Fates done. Ah me :

hew can I be saved f There is nought more
bitter than an early death. Do not the Cods dc«irv>

to gain perpetual youth f

V. - 84
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As SoiTow and Happiness, co are Fortune and Misfortune
intermingled. Heaven and Earth are tlie

moulds in which we are lormed, and in them is

thera nothing which does not bear signifioance.

Far into the future looks the aage, early striving to

avert calamity. But who can examine his own
heart, scrutinize it by the light of heaven, regulate

it for his present life, and preserve it for the
old age which is to come ?

Longer grows the distance from wnat I have left

behind me : my trouble ^s greater than 1 can Dear,

With other poets this new phase of belief encouraged a

contempt for life, and an uncertainty of all beyond it ; and
these during the first two centuries gave vent to their

indifference in odes advocating the Epicurean philosophy,
" Let US eat and drink, for to-morrow we die." Eight
Bhort dynasties, times of confusion and disorder, followed

after the Han dynasties (206 B.C. to 221 a.d.) and then
came the Tang dynasty (620-907), a period which is

looked back upon as being the golden age of literature, as,

indeed, it was in every field which marks a nation's

greatness. It was during this epoch that imperial armies
occupied Bokhara and Samarcand, that the Buddhist
traveller Heuen-tsang made his way to India, and to

every spot rendered sacred by the presence of Buddha,
and that the softening influences of Christianity were
introduced by the Nestorians into the very heart of the
e:iipire. It was a time of prosperity and peace. Literature

flourished, and skill and art were employed to soften and
fidd harmony to the national poetry. The four syllables,

cf which nearly all the lines in the Book of Odes were
composed, were exchanged for five and seven. The sub-
jects also partook of the change. Le Tai-pih, the greatest

poet of his time, tuned his lyre to notes on the pleasures

oi wine and of beauty, which would have done honour to

Anacreon. Evening feasts amid the parterres of gardens
rich with the bloom of a thousand flowers furnished themes
upon which he and his imitators were never tired of dilating.

Such sonnets are sometimes pretty, and occasionally the
ideas they contain are striking ; but the disadrantages of

the language and of education weigh heavily upon their

authors, and they seldom rise beyond the level of the merest
mediocrity. The following is taken from the writings of

the poet just mentioned, and is translated lineatim e(

verhatim

:

—
A Solitary Carouse on a Day in Spring

" The east wind fans a gentle breeze.

The streams and trees glory in the brightness of the Sjricg,
The bright sun iUuminates the green shrubs.
And the falling flowers are scattered and fly away.
The solitary cloud retreats to the hollow bill,

The birds return to their leafy haunts.
Every heing has a refuge whither he may tiim,
1 alone have nothing to which to cling.

"

So, seated opposite the moon shining o'er the ciiff,

I drink and smg to the fragrant blossoms.

"

Of epic poetry the Chinese know nothing, and this need
Dot siirprise us when we remember how entirely that style
of writing was an importation from Greece into Western
Europo ; and Voltaire tells us that, when he was thinking
of publishing the Hmriade, he consulted a friend on the
subject, who recommended him to give up the undertaking,
" for," said he, " the French have not epic heads." Neither
have the Chinese. A sustained eS'ort of imagination is

difficult to them, and the strict laws of rhyme and metre
which hamper the poet would make a lengthened poem in
Chinese the work of a lifetime. It is probably due to this
cause that the literature shows no instance of real dramatic
poetry. Their dranas abound with short lyrical pieces,
which are introduced to break the monotony of the dialogue

;

bat dramas in verse are unknown, except in the case of
low plays written in vidgar rhythm. As, however, love
tor the drama is one of the most noticeable features of the

Chinese character, every encouragement has been given U
playwrights, and this branch of literature is therefore well

supplied both as regards matter and bulk. The most-

celebrated plays are contained in a collection entitled The
Hundred Plays of the Yuen Dyimsty, many of which have

been translated into European languages, and one of which,

the Orphan of Chaou, served as the groundwork of Voltaire's

tragedy, L'Orphelin de la Chine Their dramas are divided

in the playbooks into acts, generally four or five, but as

there is an absence of all scenery, and as the dresses are

never changed during the piece, the acting is as a rule

continuous throughout without break or interval. The
stage directions are given in their books as in ours, but

not with the same minuteness. " Enter " and " exit " are

expressed by " ascend " and " descend," and " aside," by
" turn the back aud eay." By the rules of the Chinese,

as was the case also in the Greek drama, only two players

are allowed to have possession of thatstage at any one time.

This, and the absence of all scenery, obhges the dramatists

to put in the mouths of the actors long pieces of spoken

narrative, much after the manner of the prologues in the

plays of Euripides, which appear tame and heavy to a
European spectator accustomed to have the plot and locality

explained by dialogue and scenery. The plots are for the

meet part simple and well sustained. The unities, though
sometimes observed, are more often disregarded, especially

that of place, the characters being frequently sent to different

parts of the country in the same act, and made to inform

the audience of their whereabouts by the simple expedient

of walking up and down the stage, and exclaiming, " Now
I am at such and such a place," or " at such and such a
house." The acting, generally speaking, is good. The
Chinese ai« actors by nature, and are no doubt a good deal

improved by their inherent cunning and want of sincerity,

which inake them quick of observation and fertile in

resource, and in every-day life enable them easily to catch

the tone of those with whom they associate, and on the

stage to assume the characters they wish to represent.

The theatre is in China, as it was in Greece, national

and religious. It is under the direct control of the law,

and is closed by imperial edict during all periods of public

mourning, while at the same time it plays a prominent part

at all the yearly religious festivals. In order to give some Abstract of

idea of the substance and plot of a Chinese drama, we will » play,

quote from Sir John Davis's China an abstract of a play,

which he has translated and published at fuU length, entitled

The Heir in Old Age. This piece serves, as is observed by
the translator, to illustrate the consequences which tho

Chinese attach to the due performance of the oblations at

the tombs of departed ancestors, and also the true relation

of the handmaid to the legitimate wife. The dramatis
personce are, he says, " made up entirely of the members of

a family in the middle class of life, consisting of a rich old

man, his wife, a handmaid, his nephew, his son-in-law, aaid

his daughter." The old man, having no son to console him
in his age, and to perform the obsequies at his tomb, had,

like the Jewish patriarch, taken a handmaid, whose preg-

nancy is announced at the opening of the play, in which
the old man commences with saying, " I am a man of

Tung-ping Foo," <tc. In order to obtain from Heaven a
son, instead of a daughter, he makes a sacrifice of sundry
debts due to him, by burning the bonds, and this pro-

pitiatory holocaust serves at the same time to quiet some
scruples of conscience as to the mode in which part- of hia

money had been acquired. Ho then delivers over his affairs

to his wife and his married daughter, dismissing his nephew
(a deceased brother's son) with a hundred pieces of silver

to seek his fortune, as he had been subjected at home to

the persecution of the wife. This done, the old man sets

out for his estate in tha country, recommending the mother
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of his expected son to the humane treatment of the family,

and -with the hope of receiving from them speedy congratu-

lations on the birth of a son.

The son-in-law now betrays to the daughter his disappoint-

ment at the expected birth, since, if it prove a girl, they

shall lose half the family property, and if a son, the whole.

His wife quiets him by a hint how easily the handmaid

may be got rid of, and the old man persuaded that she

had suddenly disappeared ; and shortly afterwards both

the son-in-law and the audience are left to infer that she

had actually contrived to make away with her. In the

mean time the old man v. aits the result in great anxiety ; his

family appear in succession to console him for the loss

of his hopes. In the bitterness of his disappointment,

he bursts into tears and expresses bis suspicions of foul

play. He then attributes his misfortunes to his former

thirst for gain, resolves to fast for seven days, and to bestow

alms publicly at a neighbouring temple, in the hope that

the object of his charity may treat him as a father.

Among the beggars at the temple his nephew appears in

the most hopeless state of poverty, being reduced to take

up his lodgings under the furnace of a pottery ; he is

insulted by the son-in-law, and reproached by the old wife,

but his uncle, moved with compassion, contrives to give

him a little money, and earnestly advises him to be

punctual in visiting the tombs of his family at the

approaching spring, assuring him that a due attention to

those sacred rites must ultimately lead to prosperity. It is

on the importance attached to the sepulchral ceremonies

that the whole drama is made to turn.

The nephew accordingly appears at the tombs, performs

his oblations as well as his poverty will admit, and invokes

the shades of his ancestors to grant him their protection.

Ho no sooner departs than the old man appears with his

wife, expressing their indignation that their own daughter

and son-in-law had neglected to come with the customary

offerings. They observe, from the appearances at the

sepulchre, that their nephew must have been there. The
scene at the tombs, and the reflections of the old man
thereon, have considerable interest ; he reasons with his

wife, and convinces her that the nephew is nearer in blood

and more worthy than the son-in-law ; she relents, and
expresses a wish to make him reparation ; he appears, and
a reconciliation takes place, and he is received back into

the family. The son in-law and daughter now enter with

a great bustle and a procession, to perform the ceremonies,

but are received with bitter reproaches for their tardy piety

and ingratitude, and forbidden to enter the doors again.

On the old man's birthday, however, they claim permis-

sion to pay their respects, when, to the boundless surprise

and joy of the father, his daughter presents him with the

long-lost handmaid and child, both of whom, it appears,

had been secreted by the daughter, unknown to her jealous

husband, who supposed they were otherwise disposed of.

The daughter is taken back, and the old man divides his

money in three e<}ual shares, between her, his nephew, and
his newly-found son,—the play concluding with expressions

of joy and gratitude that the venerable hero of the piece

Iiad obtained an " heir in his old age."

This play furnishes us with a very good typo of Chinese

piays in general. The incidents are true to life, but they

liavo no psychological interest about them. There is no
delineation of character in it, and there is nothing in the

plot to make it more appropriate for the groundwork of a

NoTili. play than for that of a novel. In the works of fiction we
are treated only to the same crude narration of facts,

without any just representation of nature. Exaggerated
sentiments, which always precede correct reasoning and
refined simplicity, fill the pages of their works of fiction,

rendering tbom favourites only with those who aro taught

to judge of them according to their own standard of taste.

Of the characters portrayed, we have to judge only from

actions attributed to them, which are strung together with

no connecting Knks, except those supplied by the iteration

of details, which are wearisome to a degree. Several novels

have been translated into English by Sir John Davis and

others ; but, from the causes I have described, few have

attracted any public interest. Some of their shorter tales,

being to a great extent purged of the cumbrous repetitions

common to larger works, are better fitted for translation,

and the novelty of many of the situations and incidents

serves to keep aUve the attention of the reader. Unfor-

tunately the tone of most Chinese novels is not such as to

afford any palliation for the dreariness of their contents.

If Chinese novelists are to believed, virtue m women and
honour in men are to be found only in a few rarely-gifted

individuals, and this has been so constantly insisted on,

that it appears to have become one of those beliefs which

have been the means of their own justification.

If then, having considered the past and present literature

of China, we cast a glance into the future, the prospect is

not ^couraging. Already every subject within the scope

of Chinese authors has been largely treated of and

infinitely elaborated. Every grain of wheat has long ago

been beaten out of it, and any further labour expended

upon it can but be as thrashing out of straw. The only

hope for the future of the literature is that afforded by the

importation of foreign knowledge and experience into tha

country. For many years these can only be introduced in

the shape of translations of books. But the time will come
when Chinese authors will think for themselves ; and when

that period arrives, they will learn to estimate their present

loudly-vaunted literature at its true valua

Government.

The government may be described as a patriarchal

despotism. The emperor is the father of his people, and

as a father is responsible for the trainmg and behaviour of

his children, receiving blame when they prove unworthy,

and reward when they show themselves to be virtuous ; so

is the people's welfare the emperor's first care, and their

preservation from all barm, both moral and physical, his

first duty. When the people become unruly the emperor

views their conduct as the result of his own negligence or

want of wisdom, and when peace prevails he accepts it aa

the consequence of his fatherly solicitude and care. Like a

father, also, he holds autocratic sway over his household,

—

the empire. In his hand lies the power of Ufe and death.

Whom he will he slays, and whom he will he keeps

alive. But there is a limit to his absolutism. The duties

attaching to the relations existing between emperor and

people are reciprocal ; and, while it is the duty of the

subject to render willing and submissive obedience to the

sovereign so long as his rule is just and beneficent, it is

also incumbent on him to resist his authority so soon as he

ceases to be a minister of God for good. This sacred right

of rebellion was distinctly taught by Confucius, and was

emphasized by Mencius, who went th6 length of asserting

that a ruler who, by the practice of injustice and oppression,

had forfeited his right to rule, should not only be dethroned,

but might, if circumstances required it, bo put to death.

All this carries us back to a very primitive state of

society— to one which probably existed among the Chinese

immigrants who first settled on the plains of China, and

which has been perpetuated down to the present day

unaltered and without interruption. That among th»

changing fates of empires this system should have been k>

accurately maintained in China through so many centuries

is a fact into the causes of which it is worth while to

inquire. Wo Cud it pictured in the records which make up
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the Book of HUtory, the earliest of which carry ua back to

the' time of Noah, and we find it enforced in the writings

of the great apostle of patriarchal institutions, Confucius,

and in all the other works which go to make up the nine

classics. The reverence with which these Scriptures are

viewed has been the principal means of perpetuating the

primitive form of Chinese imperialism. The contents of

their pages form the study of every schoolboy, and supply

the only themes at the competitive examinations through

which every one must pass who seeks an official career.

Thus the mind of the nation is constantly and almost

exclusively turned towards them, and their dogmas have

become part and parcel of the national training. The
isolation in which China, owing to her geographical and
political position, has been wrapt for so many centuries has

prevented the introduction of foreign opinions and litera-

ture, and the national mind has been so emasculated by the

constant contemplation of these ready-made models of

excellence, that neither from without nor from within has

there been any temptation to Chinamen, by the creation of

new ideas, on this or any other subject, to dissent from the

dicta of Confucius and his predecessors, and the result has

been that such as the government was in their time 'so it

is at the present day.

The whole theory of government is the embodiment of

parental and filial piety. As the people are the children of

the emperor, so is he the Teeii-tsta or the Son of Heaven; and
standing in this intermediary position, it pertains to him,

and to him alone, to mediate between his father. Heaven,

tmpeilal and his children, his subjects. His sacrifices and prayers
•acrtficea. to Heaven are conducted with great parade and ceremony.

The chief of these state observances is' the sacrifice at the

winter solstice, which is performed before sunrise on the

morning of the 21st of December at the altar of Heaven.
The form of this altar is peculiar. " It consists of a triple

circular terrace, 210 feet wide at the base, 150 in the

middle, and 90 at the top The emperor, with his

immediate suite, kneels in front of the tablet of Shang-tis

(The Supreme Being, or Heaven), and faces the north. The
platform is laid with marble stones, forming nine concentric

circles ; the inner circle consists of nine stones, cut so as

to fit with close edges round the central stone, which is a

perfect circle. Here the emperor kneels, and is surrounded

first by the circles of the terraces and their enclosing walls,

and then by the circle of the horizon. He then seems to

himself and to his court to be in the centre of the universe,

and turning to the north, assuming the attitude of a subject,

be acknowledges in prayer and by his position that he is

inferior to Heaven, and to Heaven alone. Round him on
the pavement are the nine circles of as many Heavens,

consisting of nine stones, then eighteen, then twenty-seven,

and so on in successive multiples of nine till the square of

nine, the favourite number of Chinese philosophy, is

reached in the outermost circle of eighty-one stones." On
this occasion, also, a bullock of two years old, and without
blemish, is offered as a whole-burntoffering in a green

porcelain furnace which stands close beside the altar.

But though occupying the lofty position described, the

power wielded by the emperor of China is circumscribed

by ceremonial laws and hampered by precedents. His
whole life is one continual round of ceremonial observances.

From the day on which he ascends the throne to the time

when he is carried to his tomb in the Eastern HiUs, his

hours and almost minutes have special duties appointed to

them by the Board of Rites. He never leaves his palace

except on state occasions, and every relaxation from the

cares of sovereignty must therefore be found within its

walls. It is thus that the temptations of harem life have
been the ruin of so many emperors, and it is rarely the

case that such sovereigns are to be met with as Kang-he

and Keen-lung, who reigned in the last two centuries, and
each of whom devoted the sixty years of his reign to the

high duties of his position and to the charms of literary

pursuits.

In all affairs of state the emperor is assisted in hisOoveir..,

deliberations by the Nny ko, or privy council, which, •"^"t

according to the regulations of the present dynasty, con-
•""""'•

sists of nine Manchoos and seven Chinamen ; and the ad-

ministrative departments are presided over by six boards,

namely, the Board of War, the Board of Punish-
ments, the Board of OUice, the Board of Ceremonies, tho

Board of Revenue, and the Board of Works. Besides
these there are the Board of Music and that of the Censors;

and this last, though an inferior office, exercises considerable

influence, since its officers, both in the capital and in the pro-

vinces, are encouraged to criticise freely the actions of the

mandarins and even of the emperor himself. Like many
of tho other branches of Government, this one has fallen a
victim to a great extent to the corruption which prevails

throughout all the departments, but it is still at ticies

instrumental in bringing to light ofBcial misdeeds; and only

lately a general in command of an army, acting against the

.Mahometan rebels in North-Western China, was degraded
and dismissed from his post for crimes with which ho was.

first charged by a censor.

The provincial governments are mainly self-governed. FrovinclaJ

Each province (in a few cases, two conjointly) is presided Kovcm-

over by a viceroy, who is supreme within his jurisdiction,
"'^'' °

and who has, in cases of emergency, the power of life and
death in his hands. Next to him comes the governor,

whose authority in all matters relating to the province ia

second only to that of the viceroy. After these two
officials the treasuier holds the highest rank. He con-

trols the finances of the whole province, receiving the

taxes and paying the salaries of the mandarins. The
judge, the salt commissioner, and the grain collector aro

the only other mandarins whose authority extends over

the whole province, the remaining officials being charf;ed

with tho government of the various divisions into which
the provinces are divided. The chief of them is the Taou-
tai, or intendant of circuit, who has a direct general

superintendence over all the afl"airs of tho circuit intrusted

to his charge. Each circuit is divided into a number of

prefectures and sub-prefectures which are administered by
prefects and sub-prefects, and these, again, are subdivided

into districts over each of which is placed a magistrate.

Subordinate to this last-named officer are a host of petty

officials, among whom the coroner is one of the most
important. Each province collects its own taxes, pays its

own expenses, and supports its own army and navy. Its

officials are held responsible for the preservation of pe^ce

within its borders, and are compelled to contribute a fixed

sum annually to the expenses of the Peking Government.
Mandarins of all classes are divided into nine ranks, each

distinguished by the button worn on the top of the cap.

These buttons follov thus in order of superiority—first and
highest, a plain red button ; second, a flowered red button

;

third, a transparent blue button ; fourth, an opaque blue

button ; fifth, an uncoloured glass button ; sixth, a white

glass button; seventh, a plain gilt button; eighth, a gilt

button, with flowers in relief; ninth, a gUt button, with
engraved flowers. These buttons are no indication of the

office held by their wearers, but simply of their rank. Tho
peacock's feather, again, which is worn in the hats, has

nothing to do with either the office or the rank of the

wearer, but is like the European orders, and is specially

granted to individuals as a reward for merit.

Theoretically the system of government in the provinces Official cor.

is excellent, but as a matter of fact it is corrupt to the ruptioo.

core. Several causes have tended tn liring about this
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disastrous state of things. In the first place, the mandarins,

even when they receive their salaries, which is by no means
always the case, are so wretchedly underpaid that the money
they receive from this source is barely sufficient to support

the staff which it is necessary for them to piaintain. A
district magistrate, for instance, is supposed to receive

about X275 per annum, a prefect about X685, and an

intendant of circuit about XI 035. The pay of the higher

officers varies in different parts of the empire. The salary

of the viceroy of the two provinces, Kwang-tung and

Kwang-se, is said to be about i9000 a year. The con-

sequence is that, as few mandarins have private means,

they are obliged to supplement their official incomes by

illegal exactions and bribes. And this evil is further

heightened by the regulation which forbids that a mandarin

should hold any office for more than three years. It

becomes the selfish interest, therefore, of every office-holder

to get as much out of the people within his jurisdiction as

he possibly can in that time. The instant he arrives at

his post it is customary for all the subordinate officials to

pay their respects to liim, on which occasion they are

expected to display their loyalty by offering presents of

more or less value according to the means at their com-

mand. No subaltern dare absent himself, being perfectly

aware that such an omission of duty would deprive him of

all hope of promotion, and would subject him on the

elightest pretence, or even without any pretence whatever,

to official persecution and ruin. Then, again, when a
suitoT comes with a legal cause to the Yamun, or mandarin's

office, he is obliged to fee the mandarin, and all the

subordinate officials, the secretary, the police, and the

doorkeeper, in proportion to his wealth, or otherwise his

chance of gaining a hearing would be very small indeed.

In a great many cases also the bribery goes bejfond the

preliminary fee. In an officialdom, where illegal exactions

are recognized, it would be impossible to suppose that the

stream of justice should be pure, and a limited acquaint-

ance with the practices of Chinese Yamuns is enough
to verify the common beb'ef that justice is bought and sold,

and that a suitor's chance of success is in proportion to his

wealth.

Afl may readily be imagined, this corruption in high

places has a most demoralizing effect on tho people

generally. Dishonesty prevails to a frightful extent, and
with it, of course, untruthfulness. The Chinese set little

or no value upon truth, and thus some slight excuse is

afforded for the use of torture in their courts of justice

;

for it is argued that whore tho value of an oath is not

understood, some other means must be resorted to to extract

evidence, and tho readiest means to hand is doubtless

ISrturfc torture. The kind most commonly inflicted is flogging.

The obdurate witness is laid flat on his face, and tho

executioner delivers his blows on the upper part of tho

thighs with tho concave side of a split bamboo, the sharp

edges of which mutilate tho sufferer terribly. Tho punish-

ment is continued until the man either supplies tho

evidence required or becomes insensible. Jfumberlcss

other forms of torture are occasionally resorted to, such as

tying the witness up to a beam by his thumbs and big

toes, squeezing his fingers between pieces of bamboo, Ac.

;

and these, of course, vary both in kind and severity,

according to tho disposition of the presiding mandarin.
Sovenunont Theoretically oVory safeguard is adopted to secure for the
iSkn. public sorvico only officers of enlightened and refined dispo-

sitions. Tho law ordains that every man who wishes to

obtain Oovernmont employment must qualify himself for

office by passing tho prescribed competitive examinations

;

and as there is, speaking generally, no hereditary nobility

nor .my class equivalent to Englbh country gentlemen,

office supplies tho only distinguishing rank in the empire.

The consequence is that it is sought after by all except

those who engage in trade. Thus the Government has
the cream of the natisnal talent at its disposal, and if

posts were only given to the foremost men at the examina-
tions as the law provides, no system could be better, and
when it has been carried out China has reaped the bcnefita

of it. Unfortunately, however, it has constantly happened
that when the Government has been embarrp.ssed by want
of money, offices have been put up for sale, and thus the
man who has the longest purse steps into the post of

honour ; and if, as must often happen, he should chance
to be cruel as well as uncultured, unjust as well as ignorant,

woe betide the people under him. One great defect in the

competitive system in China is that there is bo limit to the

number of candidates, nor to the age when they may go up
for examination, and the result is that, what with the sur-

plus victors and the unsuccessful aspirants who go on try-

ing year after year until they become grey-haired old men,
there exists a large non-producing class in the community
which acts as a dead weight on the national prosperity.

It is only natural to expect that in a country where the Punisli

torture of witnesses is permitted, the punishments inflicted menti.

on the guilty should exceed in cruelty, and this is eminently

the case in China. The Mongolian race is confessedly

obtuse-nerved and insensible to suffering, and no doubt
Chinese culprits do not suffer nearly as much as members
of more sensitive races would under similar treatment
But even granting this, the refined cruelties perpetrated by
Chinamen on Chinamen admit of no apology. Not long
since, for instance, at one of the Tftaty Ports, an offender

was placed in a cage, through the top of which his head
protruded, and which was just long enough to allow the

tips of his toes to touch the ground. In this position,

hanging as it were by his neck, with just enough support

from his feet to prevent his neck dislocating, the wretched
man remained for days, the object of the jeers and laughter

of the passers by, until starvation and exhaustion put an end
to his sufferings. As punishments for heinous offences

such cruelties would be sufficiently shocking, but the faot

that this and kindred tortures are not unfrequently inflicted

for very insignificant crimes, and sometimes even to gratify

the malice or the greed of the officiating mandarin, is

significant of a strangely callous indifference in the Chinese

nature to tho sufferings of others. For capital offences the

usual modes of inflicting the extreme penalty of tho law are

—in bad cases, such as parricides, " cutting to pieces," and
for less aggravated crimes either strangidation or decapita-

tion. The culprit who is condemned to be " cut to pieces"

is fastened to a cross, and while thus suspended cuts are

made by the executioner on the fleshy parts of the body,

and he is then beheaded. Strangulation is reserved foi

offenders of high rank, it being considered a privilege to

pass out of life with a whole body. When it has beoa

granted to a criminal thus to meet his end, a silken cord is

sent to him in prison. No explanatory message is con-

eidcred necessary, and he is left to consummate his own
doom. Sometimes, of course, the prisoner's nerve forsakes

him at tho supreme moment, as was the cose with a prince

of the blood, who iu 18G1 was presented with a silken cord

for treason. This imperial personage could not make up
his mind to be his own executioner, and. it became necessary

to call in tho jailers to carry out the sentence of the lav.

Decapitation in China is a very speedy death, and were it

not that popular sentiment regards it as a peculiarly dis-

graceful end, it would bo a very merciful one. Constant

practice makes the executioners wonderfully expert in tho

performance of their deadly office. No block or reating-

plaeo for tho head is used. Tho neck is simply outstretched

to its full length by tho aid of an assistant, and one blow

invariably leaves tho body headless.
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Bat side by side with all these horrors there is a vast

deal of quiet, happy, domestic life in China. It is not

every one who gets into the clutches of the mandarins and

their satellites, and as long as a man is loyal to the powers

that be, and is not over rich, he may expect to be left alone

in undisturbed enjoyment of the pleasures within his reach.

And in the ordering of a Chinese household there is much
that might be imitated with advantage by European

families. The duty of filial piety, which is the final object of

Chinese religious teaching, represents much more than the

ceremonial observances which outwardly mark its perform-

ance. The reverence with which children are taught to

regard their parents fosters the affection of which this

reverence is the outward and visible sign, and the peace of

each household is assured by the presence of a supreme

authority, against whose dicta there is no appeal Although

sons very generally remain under their fathers' roofs after

they are married and have themselves become fathers, yet

so impossible would it bo for a young Chinaman to rebel

against, or even to dispute with, his parent that difficulties

seldom arise from this close association of several genera-

tions. The patriarchal system of family life is dear to the

heart of every Chinaman, and when his time comes to die,

death loses to him half its terrors if he is assured that his

sons will be present at his tomb to perform the customary

rites and to offer the prescribed sacrifices. It is his belief

that the peace of his soul depends on the due celebration

of these posthumous observances, and if he has no son

present to officiate, to whom can he look for the perform-

ance of them ?

•fcrrii^ It is mainly due to this cause that early marriages are

ttjtoros. almost universal in China. Like the Jews of old, the

Chinese look npon the possession of children, especially of

sons, as the chief blessing of life, and consequently as soon

as a young man comes of age his parents cast about to find

a helpmate for him. The would-be bridegroom has very

little to say in the matter. Marriage is not the result of

acquaintanceship ripening into affection, as amongst

Western nations. The bridegroom rarely sees his betrothed

until she has become his wife. The preli'minaries are

entirely arranged by a professional " go-between " or

" match-maker," who makes it her duty to acquaint herself

with all the marriageable young people of both sexes in the

neighbourhood. When employed by the bridegroom's

friends she calls on the parents of some young lady who
she considers would make a suitable wife for the future

bridegroom, armed with a card on which are inscribed the

ancestral name, and the eight symbols which denote the

year, month, day, and hour of the birth of the suitor.

Should the lady's parents be inclined to accept the proposal

they consult a fortune-teller as to the future prospects of

Buch a union. If the answer be favourable a return card

is given to the go-between, and this in turn is submitted to

the scrutiny of a fortune-teller employed by the man's

parents. Should the oracles prophesy good concerning the

match the bridegroom prepares two large cards on which

are written the particulars of the engagement ; and on

the outer side of the one which he keeps is pasted a paper

dragon, and on the one which is sent to the lady, a

phoenix,— emblems of conjugal fidelity. Each card is

further sewn together with two pieces of red silk. Legend
traces the original of these silken cofds to the time of

the Tang dynasty (618-907). During that period, it

is said that a man named Hwuy Ko, while staying at the

town of Sung, saw one evening an old man reading a book
by the light of the moon, who addressed him thus :

" This

book is the register of the engagements of marriage for aU
places under heaven, and in my pockets I have red cords

with which I tie together the feet of those who ai^ destined

to become man and wife. When this cord has been tied,

though the parties are of unfriendly families, or of different

nations, their fates are fixed. Your future wife," said he,
" is the child of the old woman who sells vegetables in

yonder shop on the north." Upon hearing this Hwuy Ko
started off in search of the old woman, and found her

possessed of such a hideous little infant of about twelve

months old, that in despair he hired a man to kill tho

child. Years afterwards the prefect of a neighbouring

district gave Hwuy Ko in marriage a beautiful young lady
whom he affirmed to be his own daughter. Seeing that his

bride always wore an artificial flower over her eyebrow,
Hwuy Ko asked her the reason of her doing so. " I am
tho daughter," she replied, " of the prefect's brother who
died at Sung when I was an infant, leaving me to the care

of an old woman who sold vegetables. One day, when I

was out with her in the street a ruffian struck me on my
eyebrow, and made such a scar that I am obliged to wear
this flower to conceal it." On hearing this Hwuy* Ko
recognized the immutability of fate, and from that time

forward red silken cords have been entwined in the marriage
cards of every pair in China. Following the exchange of

cards, presents of more or less value according to the wealth

of the contracting parties pass between the two households,

and at last when the happy day has arrived, the bride, sur-

rounded by her friends, starts from her father's house in a
sedan chair for her future home. Half-way between the

two houses she is met by a party of the bridegroom's

followers, who escort her the rest of the way. In this

custom it is impossible not to see a survival of the primitive

custom of marriage by capture. At the present day, in some
parts of Central Asia, the bride rides off on horseback at

full gallop from the door of her father's house or tent,

followed by the bridegroom, who, after an exciting chase,

is allowed to come up with her, and she straightway

becomes his property. Among some of the Siberian

tribes, again, the bridegroom is obliged to hunt his bride

through the compartments of her father's tent, whUe old

women go through the farce of tripping him up and other-

wise hindering him in his pursuit. In more civilized China
there are fewer traces of the ancient capture, and the contest

has there become but a formal act of taking over the 'oride

on her way to the bridegroom's house. On alighting from
her sedan chair she is led with her head covered into the

room where her future husband awaits her. Without ex-

changing a word they sit down side by side, and each tries

to sit on a part of the dress of the other, it being considered

that the one who succeeds in so doing will rule in the house-

hold. After this silent trial of skill they adjourn to the

reception hall, where stands the famOy altar, and there they

worship Heaven, and Earth, and their ancestors. This done,

they drink a glass of wine tOgetlier, whea for-the first time

the bridegroom is allowed to see the face of his bride.

Here the marriage ceremony ends, and the guestja give

themselves up to feasting and rejoicing.

Like many other apparent paradoxes, the co-existence Infaaticiue

of infanticide with an universal desire for children among
the Chinese admits of a ready explanation. The
chief object of desire is the possession of sons, and in the

parts of the country where infanticMe exists—and this is

the case only in poverty-stricken households in certain dis-

tricts of certain provinces—female infants are the only
victims. In some parts of the province of Fuh-keen the

people make no attempt to conceal the existence of the

practice, and even go the length of defending it. What is

the good of rearing daughters, they say ; when they are

young they are only an expense, and when they reach an

age when they might be able to work for their own living,

they marry and leave us. But even the poorest people
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nourist and cherish their sons. Their labour soon becomes

remunerative, they support their parents in their old age,

and when these are gathered to their fathers they perform

the prescribed obserrances at their tombs,—offering

eacrifices at fixed periods to the souk of the departed, and

keeping the tombs in repair. Should anything interfere

with the repose of the dead, the living may expect to be

visited with misfortune ; and to allow the soul of a parent

to pass between its tomb and the households of the

descendants, the entrance to the grave must be kept

unimpeded. Curiously enough, the tombs, especially in

the south of China, are all made in the shape of an O.

This is probably an importation from the West.

Eeli^n. The principal religions of China are Buddhism, Taouism,

and Confucianism, to which must be added Mahometanism

in the northern and western provinces of the empire.

Buddhism was introduced from India during the 1st

century of the Christian era ; and thus coming at a time

when the national mind had been prepared by the teachings

of Confucius and the mysticisms of Laou-tsze for the recep-

tion of a religious system which should satisfy the require-

ments of its higher nature, the new faith spread rapidly

through the country, and at the present day numbers more

adherents than either of the other two leading religions.

Laou-tsze, who was the founder of the Taouist sect, was a

contemporary of Confucius. Like that sage also, he held

office at the court of Chow, but being disheartened at the

want of success attending his efforts to reform the manners of

the age, he retired into private life and devoted himself to

the composition of The SUtra of Reason and Virtue. In

this work he enunciated a scheme of philosophy which

bears a strong analogy to the doctrines of the Quietists and
Manichaeists, the leading point being the relation between

something which he calls Taou and the universe. The
philosophical bearing of his system was, however, soon lost

sight of and his profound speculations were exchanged for

the pursuit of immortality and the search after the philo-

eopher's stone by his followers. But while Buddhism and
Taouism find their adherents among the common people,

Confucianism is par excellence the religion of the learned.

The opinions and teachings of the sage are their constant

stndy ; and at stated periods they assemble in temples

devoted to his honour to worship at the shrine of the

"Throneless King." But the process of decay,which has been

going on for so many centuries in the distinctive features of

these creeds, has served so to obliterate the lines of

demarcation which originally separated them, that at the

present day the dogmas of Buddha and Laou-tsze and the

teachings of Confucius may, as far as the masses are con-

cerned, be treated as the foundations of a common faitL

kdaoation. Education is probably more widely spread among the
male population in China than in any other country. Being
the only high road to honour and emolument it is eagerly

sought after by all who are desirous of following an ofificial

career, while the universal respect for letters which has be-

come a national tradition encourages all of every degree to

gain at least a smattering of learning—except the women.
Very little trouble is taken with the education of girls. If

they are taught to be good needle-women and expert cooks,

if they learn to act modestly and to show due deference to

their Buperiors, little more is as a rule required of them.

But it is very different with the men. No one can hold

any Government office unless he has passed at least the first

of the three great literary competitive examinations, and
the whole education of boys is arranged with the object

of enabling them to pass successfully through these

ordeals. Unfortunately for the real education of the

aspirants to office, the only subject required of them
ts a knowledge of the Nine Classic;, and the result

IB that from childhood upwards the.'ie works are the only

text-books which are put into the hands of Chinese school-

boys. These they are taught to regard as the supreme
models of excellence, and any deviation either from the

opinions they contain or from the style in which they are

written, is looked upon as heretical. The result is that

there have grown up in China generation after generation

of men who have learned to elevate mere memory abovt

genius, and whose mental powers have been dwarfed by
servile imitation and by the paltry literalism of the schools.

Turning to the everj'-day customs and manners of tl'O

Chinese, it is passing strange to find how diametrically
E»«fy-"»|

J ii- .Li r v -.1^ T customs,
opposed they are to what we are famihar with. In a

country " where," as has been said by Wingrove Cook,
" the roses have no fragrance, and the women no petti-

coats ; where the labourer has no Sabbath, and the

magistrate no sense of honour ; where the needle points to

the south, and the sign of being puzzled is to scratch the

antipodes of the head ; where the place of honour is on
the left hand, and the seat of intellect is in the stomach ;

where to take off your hat is an insolent gesture, and to

wear white garments is to put yourself into mourning," it

would at first sight seem useless to seek for any point of

similarity with ourselves. But it is extremely probable,

for instance, that the choice of the left as the seat of

honour b in principle entirely at one with our custom of

considering the right hand as the place due to the most
highly-honoured guest, and that both are survivals of the

ancient and almost universal adoration of the sun. The
needle of the Chinese compass points towards the south,

and every house in China of any pretensions faces the same
way, as well as the state seats in all reception rooms. The
place on the left of the host, therefore, is that nearest to

the light-bringing, life-producing East, and hence its title

to honour ; and in the same way the opposite custom
among ourselves is susceptible of a like interpretation. In
daily life the Chinese are frugal, sober, and industrious.

Their wants are few, and they are easily satisfied. The
poorer classes live almost entirely on rice and vegetables,

to which they sometimes add small pieces of fish or meat.

Their clothes are of the cheapest kind, and they are so

accustomed to crowded apartments that house rent forma
an insignificant item in a Chinaman's expenditure. Thus
a Chinaman can live where a European would starve, and
it is on account of the advantages which ho thus possesses,

combined with sobriety and frugality, that ho is able to

underbid the American workmen in California, and the

English colonist in Australia, in almost every branch of

industry. The over-populated condition in which Chin.a

has been for so many centuries has had a powerful
influence in thus moulding the national character. Vast
aa China is, it cannot contain all those who call themselves

her sons and daughters, and in many cities a large section

of the inhabitants are driven to live in boats on the neigh-

bouring rivers and lakes. It would be very difficult to say
how the boat population provide food for themselves and
their families ; indeed, were it not for the extreme cheap-

ness of their ordinary daily-food, and for their sober habit?,

they could not do so. Spirits—they have no wine—appear
to have no great attraction to Chinamen. They drink them
occasionally, and sometimes to excess, but a reeling

Chinaman is rarely to be seen iu the streets. Drunkenness
is not a national vice, but, unfortunately, their abstincnca

does not extend to opium, a drug which seems to have a
greater attraction for them than for any other people on
the face of the earth. They take to it greedily, and when .

once the habit of smoking it becomes confirmed, the ^'^^

difficulty of relinquishing it is exceedingly groat. There

has, no doubt, been much exaggeration in what haa bceu

talked and written on this subject But on the testimony

uf Chiiiatuuu themsrivi-s the offccta uf opium amuking musf
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rvays.

be regarded aa injurioits to health and destructive to all

the better parts of man's nature. From the time of its

introduction into tho country, the Chinese Government
has opposed the traffic ; and on the occasion of the last

revision of the Treaty by Sir Rutherford Alcock, Prince

fKung and his colleagues made a vigorous stand against the

jClause which legalizes its importation. In this as in other

attempts they were unsuccessful, and it remains to be seen

whether the policy they appear now to be adopting of

encouraging the growth of native opium will extinguish

the import trade.

feh^rapKa Since the conclusion of the treaty in 18G0 numerous
ftiid attempts have been made to induce the^ Chinese Govern-

ment to permit the introduction of railways and telegraphs
^ into China, but to all such counsel the emperor's advisers

have turned a deaf ear. Not that they are ignorant of the

advantages to be derived from these weapons of progress,

but they consider that these advantages would be dearly

bought if the price to be paid is to be the admittance of

foreigners into the interior of the country, coupled with

the hold on the soil which these would acquire were they

allowed to construct lines of railway and telegraphs through

the provinces. It is difficult, however, even for so autocratic

a Government as that of China, to carry out such a curbing

policy, and in one or two instances lately, events have forced

an advance beyond the hard and fast line laid down by the

Peking mandarins. The first step in this directiou was
taken during the war in Formosa, when the viceroy of the

province of Fuh-keen ordered the construction of a line of

telegraph from Pagoda Island to his Yamuu at F-uh-chow

Foo. His action was disapproved by the Government,

and several attempts were made to frustrate the undertak-

ing, but, mainly through the influence of the lorergn

ministers, who insisted on the fulfilment of the contract
with the telegraph company, the line was finished. The
introduction of railways Is, however, considered to bo a
more serious matter, and though at several of the
arsenals tramways have for some time been employed,
no mandarin has, until quite lately, been bold enough to

sanction the use of a locomotive. Quite recently the idea

was originated of quietly buying up a strip of land between
Shanghai and Woo-sung, and of using it for the con-

struction of a railway. The local mandarins and the

Peking Government met the projected line with decided

opposition; but here again the arguments brought to bear

by the resident foreign ministers were sufficiently cogent
to induce it to withdraw all actively obstructive measures,
and the first railw;iy in China was opened to traffic

under the negative approval of the rulers of the soil.

Much importance has been attached to this introduction

of railways into China, and the crowded trains which daily

travel between the two termini are considered to point to

the probable speedy extension of railways throughout the

country. But the approval given to the Shanghai railway

is merely that of the people; and its completion has at

present only intensified the determination of the Govern-

ment to withstand the adoption of the iron road.

See China, by Sir John F. Davis, 2 vols. 1857, 8vo ; The
Middle KingdoMy by S. Wells Williams, 2 vols. 8vo ; History of
China, by Carl Guetzlaff, 2 vols. 8vo; The Social Life of Vie

C/n'?if5e, by Justus Boolittle, 2 vols. 8vo ; Letters to tlic SJianghai
CJiainber of Coymnercc, hy Ba.von vonKichthofen ; Travels in North
China, by A. Williamson, 2 vols. ; Geological Researches in China,
by Raphael Pumpelly ; The Treaty Ports of China, by W, F.
Mayers, &c. ; Tlie Chinese Classics, by James Legge, D.D.; Th9
ElcTiicnts of GluTicsc Grajumart by 7, llarshman. (R, K. DJ.
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CHINCHA ISLANDS, three small idands in the

Pacific Ocean, about 12 miles from the coast of Peru, op-

posite the town of Pisco, and 106 miles distant from Callao,

in 13° 38' S. lat. and 76° 28' W. long. The largest of

the group, known as the North Island or Isla del Norte is

only four-fifths of a mile in length, and about a third in

breadth; and their whole importance is duo to their im-

mense deposits of guano. They are of granitic formation,

and rise from the sea in precipitous cliffs, worn out into

countless caves and hoUows, which furnish convenient rest-

ing-places for the 6oa-fowl. Their highest points attain

an elevation of 113 feet, which was increased about 90

feet by the guano-bed. The name of the islands, and of

the town and valley of Chincha on the mainland, is derived

from an ancient Indian race which has left some interesting

relics of its sojourn. A stone idol and two water-pots of

grotesque construction were discovered under 62 feet of

guano ; and a number of wooden idols, two regal emblems,

and a curious stone slab have also been found. That these

must bo of very great antiquity is obvious ; but the rate

of increase in the guano deposits is too much a matter of

conjecture to furnish even an approximate date. Mr
George Peacock, of the Pacific Steam Navigation Company,

calculated the quantity of guano in tho islands in 1846 at

18,250,000 tons; and, according to the survey of the

Peruvian Government in 1853, they then still contained

12,376,100. The supply is now practically exhausted ; and

tho foreign export which had begun in 1841 was brought

to a close in 1872. Between 1853 and 1872, 8,000,000

tons were obtained from the North and Middle Islands.

The former was still visited by 35 Peruvian vessels in 1873,

and furnished 11,634 tons. Its population in 1874 was

only 105 persons, and the other islands were quite deserted;

whereas in 1868 the total population amounted to 6000,

who consisted partly of Peruvians, partly of Chmese coo-

lies, and partly of Peruvian convicts. In 1853-4 the

Chincha Islands were the chief object in the contest known
as the Guano War between President Echenique and General

Castilla; and in 1864 they were taken possession of by

the Spanish rear-admiral Pinzon in order to bring the Peru-

vian Government to apologize for its treatment of the im-

migrants from Biscay.

CHINCHEVV, or Chinchu, is the name usually given

in English charts to an ancient and famous port of China

in the province of Fuh-keen, of which the Chinese name is

Chwanchoiv-foo, or Tswanclww-foo (by French scholars

written Tlisiouan-cMou-fou). It stands in 24° 57' N. lat.

and 118° 35' E. long. It is described by Martini (in the

17lh century) as pleasantly situated on a tongue of land

between two branches of the river which forms the harbour,

and these so deep that tho largest (Chinese) ships could

come up to tho walls. The city, though now occasionally

visited by missionaries and others, is not one of the treaty-

ports, and modern information about it is not abundant.

But largo junks still come close to tho city. The walls

have a circuit of 7 or 8 miles, but embrace much vacant

ground. Tho chief exports are tea and sugar, tobacco,

china-waro, nankeens, &c. There are still to bo seen the

remains of a fine mosque, founded ky tho Arab Jrfcucrs

•sho -esortod thithsr. 7'no Engl;ch Presbyterian Mission

htaa had a chapel in tho city since about 1862. Beyond
tile northern branch of the river (which is several miles

jtvtn the city) there is a suburb called Loynng, which is

ttp^":oachcd by the most celebrated bridge in Cluna.

Chwanchow was in the Jliddle Ages the great port of

Western trade with China, and was known to tho Arabs and
to Europeans as Zaitiln or Zayton, the name under which
it appears in Abulfeda's Geography, and in tho Mongol
history of Roshiduddin, as well as in Ibn Batuta, Marco
Polo, and other medieval travellers (see China, p. 628).

Marco Polo calls it " one of the two greatest couituercial

havens in the world ;" Ibn Batuta, " the greatest seaport iu

the world."

Some argument has of late been alleged against tho

identity of Zayton with Chwanchow, and in favour of its

being rather Changchow (a great city 60 miles W.S.W. of

Chwanchow), or a port on the river of Changchow near

Amoy. It is possible that the name " Port of Zayton "

covered a good deal, and may have embraced the great

basin called Amoy Harbour, the chief part of which lies

within the Foo or department of Chwanchow; but there is

hardly room for doubt that the Zayton of Marco Polo aild

Abulfeda was the Chwanchow of the Chinese.

Ibn Batuta informs us that a rich silk texture made here

was called ZaMniya ; and there can be little doubt that

tliis is the real origin of our word Satin,—Zellani in

mediaeval Italian, Aceyiuni in Spanish.

With the question already indicated is connected a

singular ambiguity. The name CIdnchew is now applied

as we have defined ; but tho Chincheo or Chinchew of old

English books, and of the Spaniards and Portuguese to

this day, i.s, as Mr G. Phillips has lately pointsd out, not

Chwanchow but Changchow. The province of Fuh-keen is

often called Chincheo by tho Jesuits of the 16th and 17th
centuries. Changchow, and its dependencies seem to have

constituted the port of Fuh-keen with which Macao and
Manilla chiefly communicated at that period, and where the

Portuguese had at one time a factory ; and hence they seem
to have applied the same name to the port And tho province,

though Changchow has never been the official capital of

Fuh-keen. How English mariners and maps camo to transfer

the name to Chwanchow is obscure. (&CC Jowiial li. Gcog.

Soc, voL xliv.; Yule's Marco Polo, 2d cd., 1875, vol ii,

&c.) (n. Y.)

CHINCHILLA, a city of Spain, in the province of

Murcia, picturesquely situated on an abrupt hill ten miles

south-east of Albacete, in the immediate neighbourhood of

tho junction of the. railway lines from Cartagena and Valen-

cia to the capital It is surrounded by walls rebuilt in 1 837.

and defended by a citadel ; and in the principal church

there are reservoirs capable of furnishing tho city with water

for several months. Earthenware and crucibles, coarse linen,

'

and woollen cloths are manufactured. Population, 3500. (

CHINCHILLA (Cliinckida lanigera), a small ^lammal
belonging to the orderTi^orfcK^ia, inhabits the eastern slopes of

the Andes in Chili, Bolivia, and Peru, where it has a vertical

range of from 8000 to 1 2,000 feet. It is very similar in size

to the common squirrel, being about 1 inches long exclusive

of tho tail, and in tho form of its head it resembles a rabbit.

'

It is covered with a dense soft fur throe-fourths of an inch

long on the back, and upwards of an inch in length on the

sides, of a slate-grey colour, darkly mottled on the upper

surface, and of a dusky white beneath ; its ears ore long

and broad and thinly covered with hair. It lives in

burrows, and these subterranean dwellings undermine some
part.s of tho Chilian Andes to such an extent as to cause

considerable inconvenience and even danger to tnivoUers on
horseback. Chinchillas live in oonimumties, forming their

burrows among loose rocks, and coining out to feed only in

the cjirly morning and towards sunset. They feed chiefly

on roots and grasses, in search of which they often travel a

considerable distance from their homes ; and when eating

they sit on their haunches, holding their food in their fore

paws. The Indians in hunting them cin|iloy a weasel

(GalictU villata), which is trained to enter tho crevices of

tho rocks, where the chinchillas often lie concealed during

tho day in order to avoid tho sunshine, and drive them

out, when they are readily killed. Tho fur of this rodent

wa.s prized by tho ancient Peruvians, who made coverlets

and other articles with the skiu, and at tho present day

V. — 8s
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they are cx|iortecl in largo numbers to Europe—i3-J,000

ekins having been impuited into London during 1874

—

where they are made into mnffs, tippets, and trimmings for

ladies' dresses. That they have not under such circum-

stances become rare, if not altogether extinct, is doubtless

o\ving to their extraordinary fecundity, the female usually

producing five or six young twice a year. They are

exceedingly docile in disposition and cleanly in their

habits, and are thus well fitted for domestication, and in

this state, owing to the value of their furs, might no doubt
be profitablv reared.

CHINDWARA. See ChhixdwArI
CHINGLEPUT, the principal town and fortress of a

district of the same name, in the presidency of Madras, in

Briti.ih India, on the left bank of the Palar River, 36

miles S.S.^V. of Madras in 12° 41' N. lat. and 80° 2' E. long.

Chingleput was taken by the French in 1751, and was re-

taken in 1752by Clive. During the wars of the British with

Hydev AJi, it w.is one of the few strongholds which with-

stood his power, and afforded a secure refuge to the natives.

In 1780, after the defeat of Colonel Baillie, the army of

Sir Hector Munro sought protection under its walls. The
town is noted for its manufacture of pottery, and it carries

on a trade in rice. Population, 7500.

CHIN-HAE, or Ching-hai, a district town of China, in

the province of Che-keang, at the mouth of the Yung-keang

River, 12 miles N.E. of Kiiigpo, in 29° 58' N. lat. and 121°

45' E. long. It lies at the foot of a hill on a tongue of

land, and is partly protected from the sea on the N. by a

dike about three miles long, composed entirely of large

blocks of hewn granite. The wails are 20 feet high and 3

miles in circumference. The defences were formerly of

considerable strength, and included a well-built but now
dismantled citadel on a precipitous cliff, 250 feet high, at

the extremity of the tongue of land on which the town is

built. In the neighbourhood an engagement took place
between the English and Chinese in lS-11.

CHIN-KE.'VNG-rOO, a maritime city of China, in the

province of Keang-soo, at the junction of the Grand Canal
with the Yang-tsze Keang, 48 miles E.N.E. of Nanking. It

was formerly a prosperous and important city with a popu-
lation of about half a million, well defended by brick walls,

in many places 35 feet high, and regarded as the key of

the empire towards the sea. In 1842 it yielded to the

British forces after a desperate resistance. Since then,

however, it has not only suffered from the aberrations of

the river system of China, but it has also been laid waste by
the insurgents in 1853. It was recaptured by the imperial

forces in 1858, and has begun to recover its position.

CHLNON (in the iliddle Ages Castrum Caino), a town

of France, capital of an arrondissement in the department

otIndre-et-Loire, pleasantly situated on the right bank of

the Vienne, 28 miles S. W. of Tours. It has a tribunal of

primary instance, a communal college, a town house, and
some trade in grain, dried fruits, wine, and brandy. Here
Henry II. of England died in 1189 ; and on the rock above
the town there are extensive ruins of the castle where
Charles VII. of France resided after the occupation of Paris

by the English, and first gave audience to Joan of Arc. In
the castle-rock there are large quarries known as Les
Valains, from which buUding materials have been obtained

for ages. Rabelais was born in 1483 at the farm-house
of La Deviniere in the vicinity, and his house is shown
in the Rue de la Lamproie. Population in 1872, 6553.
CHINSURAH, a town of British India, situated on the

western bank of the Hooglily River, 24 miles above
Calcutta, and formerly the principal Dutch settlement in

Bengal. It was among the cessions on the continent of

India made by the king of the Xetherlands in 1S24 in

exchanse for the British possessions in the island of

Sumatra. The Dutch erected a factory here in 1G56, on s
clear and healthy spot of ground, much preferable to that

on which Calcutta is situated, and soon attracted a con-

siderable Dumber of natives to settle in the vicinity.

About thirty-five years after this they fell under the dis-

pleasure of one of the native potentates, who eequesti-ated

their property and prohibited their traflSc. In 1686 all

their factories were re-established, and their trade long
continued to flourish. In 1759, a British force under
Colonel Forde was attacked by the garrison of Chinsurah
on its march to Chandernagore. The action was short but
decisive, for in less than half an hour the Dutch were
entirely routed. In 1 795, when Holland became a province

of France, the British offered to retain Chinsurah for the

stadtholder, but the governor having declined to surrender,

the settlement was reduced by a detachment from the

military stations at Barrackpore, and was occupied by a

British garrison during the whole war. At the general

peace of 1814 it was restored to the Dutch. The town,

which extends for half a mile along the banks of the river,

is built neatly, and with great solidity of brick and mortar
j

and the houses are plastered with fine lime, and have flat

roofs and green Venetian windows. It is the seat of an
extensive military establishment which has been consider-

ably increased since 1858, and is now capable of accommo-
dating 5000 men. The hospital attached is on a large scale.

An important educational institution known as Hooghly
College is maintained by Government ; and there are a

number of schools in the town, several of which are carried

on by the missionaries of the Free Church of Scotland.

Population, about 14,000.

CHIOGGIA, or Chiozza, a town of Italy, in an island of

the same name in the Gulf of Venice, 15 miles south of

the city of that name. It is uaited to the mainland by a

bridge of 43 arches, protected at the further extremity by
Fort Malghera or Haynau ; and the port is likewise

defended by Forts Caraman and San Felice. The cathedral

of Longhera, founded in 1633, is its most remarkable

building ; the church of S. Andrea was of much gieater

antiquity, but it was restored in 1 734. From Chioggia to

Malamocco stretches the great sea-wall of the Jlurazzi,

which protects Venice from the inroads of the ocean.

Chioggia is the Roman Fossa Claudia, and began to bear

the name of Clugia in the 4th century. In 809 it was
destroyed by Pepin, and in 901 by the Slavonic invaders.

In 1100 it was chosen as his see by the bishop of

Malamocco. With the exception of the years from 1379
to 1381, when it was held by the Genoese, it continued

subject to Venice till the fall of the republic ; but in

spite of its proximity and political connection, it has

maintained to the present day some peculiarities of

language and custom. Population, 26,336.

CHIOS. See Scio.

CHIPPENHAM, a parliamentary and municipal borough
and market-town of England, in the county of Wiltshire,

30 miles N.N.W. of Salisburj-, and 94 aJles from London
by the Great Western Railway, in a valley on the left

bank of the Avon, which is here crossed by a handsome
stone bridge of 22 arches. It consists mainly of one well-

bijilt street more than half a mile in length, and has a

spacious Gothic church of considerable antiquity, a town-

hall, a market-house, and a literary institution. Formerly

the seat of an extensive broad-cloth manufacture, it is now
mainly an agricultural town, with flour-mills and tanneries,

and large cattle and cheese markets. The stone quarries

in the neighbourhood give employment to three or four

hundred workmen. The parliamentary borough, which in-

cludes the parishes of Chippenham, Hardenhuish, Langlcy-

Burrell, and Pewsham, and had in 1871 a population of

0875, returns ono member to Parliament ; up tUl ISC?
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it returned two. Cluppcnliam iz several times mentioned

in connection with the Danish invasion of the 9th cen-

tuiy. In the reign of Edward I. it sent representatives to

Parliament, but it did not receive its incorporation till

time of Queen Mary. Dr Thomas Scott, the author of the

Commentary on the Bible, and Lodovick Muggleton, the

founder of the Muggletonian sect, were natives of the town.

CHIPPEWAY INDIANS. See Gjibway.

CHIRON, in Greek mythology, a Centaur, the ao^ of

Chronos and Philyra, who dwelt in a grotto at the foot of

Mount Pelion, and who was famous as the wisest of his time,

as the founder of the healing art, and as the teacher of

most of the ancient heroes, including Hercules, Achilles,

jEsculapius, Ulysses, Castor and Pollux, yEneas, Theseus,

Meleager, and Nestor. Accidentally pierced by a poisoned

arrow shot by Hercules, he resigned his immortality to

Prometheus, and escaped the prolonged pain by death.

CHISWICK, a village of England, on the north bank of

the Thames, in Middlesex, Ah miles from Hyde Park

Comer, on a branch of the South-Western Railway. It

contains numerous fine villas, the principal of which is

Chiswick House, the residence of the duke of Devonshire,

where Fox died in 1806, and Canning in 1827. The
parish church is ancient, and in the churchyard is the

tomb of Hogarth. In the neighbourhood were formerly the

gardens of the Horticultural Society, and there are still

extensive market-gardens for the supply of the metropolis.

The Chiswick Press was founded here in 1811 by Charles

WJiittingham. The population of the parish and the im-

provement commissioners district, which are co-extensive,

was 6303 in 18.51, and in 1871, 8508.

CHITTAGONG, a district of British India, in the

division of the same name (which also comprises the dis-

tricts of NoAkhdli, Tipperah, Chittagong Hill Tracts, and
Independent Hill Tipperah), under the jurisdiction of the

lieutenant-governor of Bengal, lies between 20° 45' and
22° 59' N. lat., and 91° 30' and 92° 23' E. long. It is

bounded on the N. by Hill Tipperah and the Chittagong
Hill Tracts, E. by the Chittagong Hill Tracts and Ar.4kAn,

S. by Ar.ik,in, and W. by the Bay of Bengal. It consists

of a strip of low-lying land along the Bay of Bengal, about

166 miles in length, and of an average breadth of 50 miles.

A few unimportant ranges rise within the north-eastern

portion,—the highest hill being the sacred Sitdkund, 1155
feet high. Lofty mountains separate Chittagong district

from Upper Burmah. The principal rivers are the Karna-
phull, on which Chittagong town is situated, navigable by
sea-going ships and steamers as far as Chittagong port, and
by large trading boats for a considerable distance lugher up,

and the HdldA and the Sangu, which are also navigable by
large boats. Several creeks afford means of commum'ca-
tion with the interior. The wild animals are tigers, ele-

phants, rhinoceros, leopards, and deer. The area extends
to 2498 square miles, of which one-third is cultivated, or

capable of cultivation. The census of 1872 returns the

population at 1,127,402. According to religion, tho Hin-
dus numbered 301,138, or 20-7 percent. ; Muhammadans,
795,013, or 705 per cent. ; Buddhists, 30,149, or 2-7 per

cent. ; Christians, 1084 or 1 per cent. ; and persons of un-

specified religion, 18. The Christian popidation chiefly con-

sists of the half-caste descendants of the early Portuguuso
adventurers, or " Firinghis." Tho princii>al articles of trade

are rice, which is exported by sea ; cotton, brought down
ffiim tho hills for use in tho district ; Liverpool salt,

imported by sea ; bamboo and thatching grass for building

purposes; betel-nut, dried fish, petroleum from Burmah, tea,

|ioultry, and niipcellnncous articles of food. Revenue of

the district in 1870-71, £221,116; expenditure, X5G.0.30.
Tho police force in 1872 consisted of 436 men and officers

of the jejjulr.r police, C2 of l!ic municipal police, 2C18 of

the village watch, making a total strength of 314C officers

and men, costing £14,185. In 1872-73 the Education

Department had under its inspection 88 schools attended

by 3512 pupOs, and maintained at a total cost of X2168, 8s.

The climate of Chittagong is comparatively cool, owing
to the sea breeze which prevails during the day ; but for

the same reason, the atmosphere is very moist, with heavy
dews at night and fogs. The average annual temperature

is 77° Fahr.; the average rainfall for the 13 years ending

1872, 106.50 inches. Chittagong was ceded to the East

Indian Company by NawAb Mir Kdsim in 1760.

Chittagong Poet, or IsUmAbdd, the principal town of

the above district, is situated on the right bank of the

KarnaphuU River, in 22° 20' 65" N. lat. and 91° 62' 35'

E. long. The river is here navigable by ships of 20
feet draught, and the port has long been a place of con-

siderable maritime trade. In 1870-71, 215 vessels arrived

at the port, with a tonnage of 52,891 ; and 207 left, with

a tonnage of 51,587; total value of imports, £182,765;
ditto of exports, £276,019. Shipbuilding is carried on to

a considerable extent. The town is an agglomeration of

small villages, spread over an area of 9 square miles. In

1872, the population amounted to 20,604 souls, viz.—4687
Hindus, 15,051 Muhammadans, 122 Buddhists, and 744

Christians. The municipal income amounted in 1871 to

£2136, 12s., and the expenditure to £2381, 6s.

CHITTAGONG HILL TRACTS, a district on the east-

ern frontier of British India, in the Chittagong division, lies

between 21° 13' and 23° 47' N. lat., and 91 ° 46' and 92° 49'

E. long., and is bounded on the N. by the semi-independent

state of Tipperah, on the E. and S. by the district

of ArAkdn in British Burmah, and on the W. by the regula-

tion district of Chittagong. The general aspect of tho

country is very hilly, with deep ravines and prominent

clifis, covered with forests and gigantic creepers. Irregular

masses of jungle, low hills, watercourses, and swamps tiD

up the intervals between the chief ranges. The principal

hills with their heights are—BAsitdng, 2181 feet; Mrungi
Tang 1C50 feet; R.'ingrang-ddng, 2789 feet ; and Lurain

Tang, 2355 feet. The country is divided into four valleys

formed by the Phenl, Karnaphuli, Sangn, and MiLamuri

rivers. Navigation is, however, difficult, owing to the

rapidity and violence of their currents, their sharp turns,

and whirling eddies ; but tho hillman manage to float

down timber, bamboo, ratan, thatching grass, cotton,^ar/an

oil, chdlimtgrd oil, end a small quantity of wax and

ivory. Among the wild animals may be noticed elephants,

rhinoceros, bison, and many kinds of deer. The area

of tho district is 6882 square miles ; tho population in

1872 was 69,607 souls, or only 10 persons to the square

mile. These consist of Hindus, 598, or -8 per cent.
;

Muhammadans, 1378, or 20 per cent.; Buddhists,

47,875, cr 68-8 per cent. ; Christians, 31 ; and persons

of unspecified religion, 19,725, or 284 per cent Tho hill

tribes, who arc very primitive in their manners and customs,

include tho Khyoungthas (children of tho river), called also

the JumiA Maghs; Chakiuiis, Tippcrahs, Kuniis, Mnia,

Khyen^, Bangis, Pankhos, Lushdia or Kukis, and Sheudua.

KangAm.'ltf village is tho capital of the district The princi-

pal crops are rice, Indian corn, tobacco, and cotton, raised

every year from soil newly cleared from jungle. Two
European landholders have tea-plantations in the district

The Chittagong Hill Tracts were separated from the

Chittagong district in 1860, and until lately were subject

to the incursions of tho wild fril>e8 on their borders.

The revenue in 1870-71 was £3546, Us ; the expenditure,

£11,332, 12s. The police is a quasi-militarj' force, con-

sisting of 52 officers and 604 men, maintained in lt^72 at

a total cost of £13,424. This force now suffices to repoi

tho incursion?" of tlr border tribes.
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CHIUSA, or L.v CniusA, a town of Italy on tlio Pesio,

in the province of Cuneo, and about ten miles south-east of

the city of that name. It has a population of upwards of

6000, chieily engaged in the manufacture of silk and glass.

It is not to be confounded with a hamlet in the province

of Turin, which was named Chiusa (enclosure) from its

position near the fortified line erected by Desiderius of

Lombardy, in 774, to check the advance of Charlemagne.

CHIUSI, a town of Italy, in the Tuscan province of

Siena, situated on a hill, and not far from the Lake of

ChiusL It is a bishop's see, and has a large cathedral,

but is chiefly interesting for the Etruscan bronzes, mirrors,

vases, and funereal urns found in the vicinity, of which
its museums contain collections. Chiusi, the Clusium of

the Romans, was one of the twelve cities of the Etruscan
confederation, and was the headquarters of Porsena. After

the decay of the Roman power it sank in importance, and
in the Middle Ages malaria greatly reduced the number of

its inhabitants ; of late years, however, the prospects of

the place have greatly improved, in consequence of the

drainage of the marshes in the neighbourhood. Population,

6460.

CHIVASSO, a city of Italy, in the province of Turin,

at a railway junction, 15 miles north-east of the city of Turin.

Situated ou the left bank of the Po near the influx of the
Oreo, it was formerly considered the key of Piedmont ; but
its fortifications were dismantled by the French in 1804,
and it is now only enclosed by a single wall with two gates
leading to two suburbs. The front of the church of San
Pletro, a building of the 15th century, is decorated with
ornaments and entire statues in terra cotta, of great
elegance, but much defaced. Of the ancient palace of the
counts of Montferrat an octagonal tower still remains.

The principal trade of the town is in grain and wool ; and
its lampreys are in repute. On the opposite side of the
Po, and a few miles down the stream, are the ruins of the
Roman city of Industria. which were discovered in 1745.
Population, 7800.

CHLAMYDOPHORE {CMamydopJioriia truncatus), an
Edentate Mammal found at Mendoza, on the eastern slope

of the Cordilleras, where it is known as the Pickiciago, but
is so seldom seen as to be regarded with curiosity even by
the natives. Its total length is from 5 to 6 inches, and its

upper surface is covered with a flexible cuirass somewhat
resembling the external armature of the Armadilloes—its

ES-irest allies—but differing from the latter in being attached
only by the middle of the back and the top of the head,

the frontal bone of the skull being provided with two
prominent knobs for this purpose. The dorsal shield,

which contains 24 rows of square, cubical, or rhomboidal
plates of a leathery texture, makes, at its posterior edge, an
abrupt bend downwards, and is continued to the extremity
of the tail, thus forming a posterior shield for the protec-

tion of the creature's hindquarters while it is burrowing.
The sides of the back beneath the shield, the under part of

the body, and the limbs are covered with silky hair, of a
dirty white colour, longer and finer than that of the mole.
An examination of the Pichiciago skeleton proves it to be
in exceedingly aberrant member of the Armadillo family,
having structural affinities with other and widely different

iaammals. Thus it resembles the beaver in its flattened
paddle-like tail, the mole in its short strong legs and
powerful claws, the sloth in its teeth, and ruminants in

the form of the lower jaw. It also resembles the ornitho-
rhynchus and echidna—the lowest mammalian forms—in
points-wherein all three show affinity with birds ; while in
the form of the skull and pelvis it is unique among mammals
According to Dr Buckland it makes the nearest approach
of living Edentata to the gigantic extinct Megatherium. It
is a burrowing animal, living like the mole in the subter-

ranean galleries which it scoops out with its sharp,

powerful claws, assisted probably by the flattened tail,

which is supplied with strong muscles, and thus well

adapted for throwing out the earth which gradually

accumulates under the creature. Like the mole its ears

and ej'es are exceedingly small and almost hidden by the

long silky hair surrounding them. Another species has

recently been discovered in Bolivia somewhat larger than

the preceding, and differing from it in having the dorsal

shield attached aU over to the skin of the back.

CHLORAL, Trichloealdehyde, or Hydride of Tei-

CHLORACETYL, C2CI3OH Or CCI3.COH, a Eubstauce dis-

covered by Liebig in 1832, and further studied by Dumas
and Stadeler. It is a heavy, oily, and colourle-TS liquid, of

specific gravity 1'518 at 0° C, and boiling point 94°-4 C.

It has a greasy, somewhat bitter taste, and gives ofi" a vapour

at ordinary temperature which has a pungent odour and an
irritating efl"ect on the eyes. The word chloral is derived

from the first syllables of chlorine and alcohol, the names
of the substances employed for its preparation. Chloral

is soluble in alcohol and ether, in less than its own weight

of water, and in four times its weight of chloroform ; k
absorbs but is not acted upon by chlorine, and dissolves

bromine, iodine, phosphorus, and sulphur. Chloral deli-

quesces in the air, and, like aldehyde, is converted by
water into a hydrate, with evolution of heat ; it combines

also with ethylic alcohol and its homologues, and the

derived mercaptans. An ammoniacal solution of nitrata

of silver is reduced by chloral ; sulphites of the alkaliee

form with it crystalline compounds ; and nascent hydrogen,

by replacing its three atoms of chlorine, converts it into

aldehyde (Personne, Ann. Ch. Pharm., clvii. 113). By
means of phosphorus pentachloride, chlorine can be substi-

tuted for the oxygen of chloral, the body CC13.CC12H
being produced ; an analogous compound, CCl3.C(C5H5)^,
containing the radicle phenyl in the place of the oxygen,

is obtained by treating chloral with benzene and sulphuric

acid. With an alkali, chloral gives chloroform and a

formate of the base according to the reaction CCI3.COH
+ KHO = CCI3H + H.CO(OK) ; it is converted by oxidiz-

ing agents into trichloracetic acid CCl3.C0(0H) ; and forma

with cyanic acid the body C5H3Cl5N03 = (CCl3.C0H)5
'COHN. When kept for some days, as also when placed

in contact with sulphurig acid or a very small quantity

of water, chloral undergoes spontaneous change into the

polymeride metachloral, CgHjCljOj = (C2Cl30H)3, a white

porcelaneous body, slowly volatile in the air, insoluble

in water, alcohol, and ether, and reconverted into chloral

without melting at 180° C.

Chloral is prepared by passing dry chlorine into absolute

alcohol ; the latter must be cooled at first, but towards

the end of the operation has to be heated nearly to boiling.

The alcohol becomes converted finally into a syrupy fluid,

from which chloral is procured by treatment with sulphuric

acid. The action of chlorine upon alcohol is complex ;

—

first aldehyde, CH3.COH, is produced, which combines
with alcohol to form acetal, CH3.CH(OC2H5)2 ; this, acted

on by chlorine, yields trichloracetal, CC\JC'B.{OCfi^^,
which is converted by the hydrochloric acid present into

chloral alcoholate, CCI3.CH.OH.OC2H5, and monochlor-

ethane, C2H5CI. The latter body is also formed directly

from alcohol, in the process for the manufacture of chloral,

and combines with aldehyde, giving monochlorinated
ethylic ether, CH3CHCLOC2H5, which is converted by
chlorine into tetrachlorinated ether, CClj.CHCLOCjHj.
By the action of sulphuric acid, chloral alcoholate and
tetrachlorinated ether are resolved into alcohol and
chloral, and monochlorethane and chloral, respectively.

The crude chloral is distilled over lime, and is purified oy
further treatment with sulphuric acid, and by redistillation.
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A. mixture cf starch or sugar with manganese peroxide and

hydrochloric acid may be employed instead of alcohol and

chlorine for the manufacture of chloral (Stadeler, Ann.

Ch. Pharm., Ixi. 101-121). An isomer of chloral,

paracldoralide, is, made by passing excess of dry chlorine

into absolute methylic alcohol ; it is a colourless liquid,

insoluble in water, and boils at 182° C. (Cloez, Ann. Ch.

Pharm., iii. 180).

Chloral hydrate, C^dfi^.'E.f), or CCl3.CH(0H)j, the

compound formed by the union of water with chloral, occurs

in the form of oblique, often very short, rhombic prisms
;

an acicular form of crystals is considered by Paul to be

characteristic only of the alcoholate. The purest samples

of chloral hydrate present the appearance of ordinary alum

broken into fragments, are perfectly transparent, only

slightly odorous, free from powder, and dry to the touch,

and do not become white by exposure. Jacobsen gives the

melting point of pure chloral hydrate as 50° to 51°, the

boiling point as 99° C. It can be distilled unchanged at

120°C. ; but when heated with sulphuric acid it is converted

into anhydrous chloral and Moralide, C^,^fi^. When
mixed with water, chloral hydrate causes a considerable

degree of cold ; and, as with camphor, small fragments of

it placed on the surface of water exhibit gyratory move-

ments. An aqueous solution should bo neutral or nearly

so, and should give but a faint milkiness when boiled with

ailver nitrate. A drop or two of ammonia added to solu-

tions assists in their preservation. Chloral hydrate may
be detected in the presence of other substances by adding

an alkali and heating, when chloroform is evolved, which
may bo collected in a receiver ; this process can be
employed for the estimation of the commercial hydrate.

When ammonium sulphide is added to a solution of pure-

chloral hydrate, the liquid turns red, and then becomes
rapidly brown and thick ; the presence of oily impurities

in a solution is shown by the brown colour it acquires when
shaken up with concentrated sulphuric acid. Chloral

hydrate has the property of checking the decomposition of

a great number of albuminous substances, such as milk and
meat ; and a mixture of it with glycerine, according to

Personne, is suitable for the preservation of anatomical

preparations. When heated with concentrated glycerine to

a temperature of 110°-230°C., chloral hydrate yields

chloroform, CHCI3 , and formate of aJlyl, HCO(OC3H5) •

and by the action of nitric aci4and strong sunlight, at 195
C. it is transformed into trichloracetic acid, CCI3.COOH.
The effect of chloral hydrate upon fresh blood, like that of

formic acid, is to render it darker.

The breaking up of chloral hydrate, in the presence of

alkalies, with the production of chloroform and formates,

led Liebreich to the conjecture that a similar decomposition
might be produced in the blood ; and hence his introduction

of the drug, in 1809, as an anaesthetic and hypnotic
(Compt. rend., 1869, Ixix., 486). It has been supposed
that its physiological action may bo due to formic acid as

well as to chloroform set free in the blood, the effects of

the formic acid being attributed to the production from it

of carbon dioxide. Personne, however, has administered

sodium formate to dogs, without perceiving in them the

slightest ana3sthetic phenomena, or the abnormal formation

of carbon dioxide (Compt. rend., 1874, Ixxviii. 120). He
considers that chloroform is set free in the blood, bnt is

not eliminated as such, being converted into sodium chloride

and formate {ibid. 18C9, Ixii,, 983); the prolonged action

of chloral on the animal bconomy he explains on the

supposition that, chloroform being produced at the expense
of the alkali of the albumen of the blood, the latter, which
may be regarded as an amide, forms with the frichlorinatcd

aldehyde chloral a compound which, by the gradual action

of the blood, affords a continuous supply of chloroform.

Tanret, on the other hand, suggests that as chloral hydrate,

when made alkaline with caustic potash, yields in the

presence of the oxidizing agent potassium permanganate

the formate, chloride, and carbonate of potassium, together

with carbon monoxide, the alkalinity of the serum of the

blood may determine a similar decomposition of chloral

hydrate, the physiological effects of which may therefore be
ascribed to poisoning or deoxidation of arterial blood by
carbon monoxide (Compt. rend., Ixxix. 662; Journ.

Pharm. Chim. (4), xx. 355-357).

The first effect of a dose of chloral hydrate is to produce

a state cf congestion df the brain, as evidenced by the con-

dition of the retinal vessels ; after 5 or 10 minutes, con-

traction of the vessels is observed, the retina becomes of a
pale pink colour, and drowsiness ensues ; when this wears

off, the retinal and cerebral vessels resume their accustomed
size (Dr W. A. Hammond). In cases of death from chloral,

the cerebral vessels have been found much congested.

The effects of chloral hydrate vary with different

individuals; but, as a rule, a dose of 20 grains acts in a

healthy subject as a mild sedative of the sensory nervous

system, and produces, about half or three quartera of an
hour after it has been taken, a light, refreshing, and normal

sleep, without causing headache or disturbance of the

respiration and pulse.

Taken in large quantities chloral hydrate is a powerful

soporific ; it perceptibly lowers the temperature of the

body, and diminishes the frequency and force of the heart's

action, probably from paralysis of its intrinsic motor-

ganglia ; whilst the rate of respiration is lessened,

apparently through affection of the medulla oblongata. Ex-
cessive doses produce complete insensibility, and diminish,

and at last abolish reflex excitability
;
pallor, coldness of

the extremities, lividity, and muscular relaxation ensue ;

and death may result from cardiac syncope.

M Ori is the originator of a plan for perfonriing opera-

tions during atsesthesia produced by the intra-venous

injection of chloral hydrate. He shows (Compt. rend.,

1874, Ixxviii. 515, 651) that it may bo harmlessly injected,

and that when thus brought into immediate contact with

the blood, it effects complete anxsthesia of long duration,

and is a rapid and effectual remedy for tetanus. Chloral

hydrate sometimes fails to afford relief from suffering, and
when it does not induce sleep, may occasion excitement and
delirium. In some cases a dose has produced an eruption of

urticaria. It must be administered with caution to children,

and to patients having disease of the heart and of the

digestive tract, Certain affections of the bronchi, or hysteria.

It appears that chloral cannot be decomposed and thrown
off by a healthy body at a greater rate than from 6 to 7

grains an hour (Eichardson, Lancet, 1871, 1, 209); and a."*

the hmit of the dose that can be safely taken is-not afTcctcd

by the customary use of the drug, as in the case of opium,

but rather the reverse, its incautious employment in large

quantities, and the practise of habitually resorting to it to

gain relief from sleeplessness, from neuralgia, and from the

effects of alcoholic excess, have in not a few instances led

to fatal results. In consequence of this risk medical

practitioners now use it less extensively. The continued
use of chloral hydrate, too, is apt to cause a hyperxmic
condition of the skin, diffuse inflammatory erythema of the

face and chest, conjunctivitis, and interference with re-

spiration ; and may bring on deep melancholy, weakness
of will, and inability to sleep without the drug.

Chloral hydrate is of special value as a soporific where
opium is inadmissible, as in the cose of children, in uraemia,

and in some fevers. It is used in delirium tremens, rabies,

severe chorea, acute mania, and phthisis, as well as in

dyspnoea, pertussis, cholera, sea-sickness, conccr, chronic

rheumatism, and gastraigia, and in parturition andedampii^
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nnd in cases of tetanus it h empIoyoJ to produce muscular

relaxation. Its antagonism to strychnia was first pointed

out by Liebreich (Compt. rend., 1870, Ixx. 403). When
administered to rabbits it has been found to be a remedy

for poisonous doaas of strychnia (Bennett, Edi/i. Med.

Joiirn., 1870, xvi. 262); but Or^ has shown [Gaz. Medic,

de Paris, 1872, p. 401) that the hypodermic injection of

that drug is of no avail in the case of rabbits poisoned

with fatal doses of chloral hydrate. Numerous experi-

ments have led to the conclusions that " chloral hydrate

is more likely to save life after a fatal dose of strychnia,

than strychnia is to save life after a fatal dose of chloral

hydrate ;
" that after a dose of strychnine has produced

tetanic convulsions, these convulsions may be reduced in

force and frecjuency, and life may be saved, by means of

the influence of chloral hydrate ; but that though the

efiFects of a poisonous dose of the hydrate may be mitigated,

the coma produced by its action on the brain is not removed
by strychnia (Bennett, Report in Brit. Med. Jour., 1875,

1, 97; Ogilvie Will, Sdiu. Med. Jour., AprU 1875, 907).

Chloral hydrate modifies the action of a fatal dose of

extract of Calabar bean, but is of little service if given

some time after the latter. The effects of chloralism are

combated by provoking emesis, and by stimulating freely.

Among the vcrynumerous contributions to the history of chloral,

in addition to the above-given, may be mentioned the following :

—

Liebig, Ann. Ch. PJuidti., i. 189; Dumas, TraiUde Chimie, t. v.

599 ; Stadeler, Ann. Ch. Pharm., cv. 293, cvi. 253 ; Bouchut, Cmnpt.

i-'-nd., Ixix. 966, Bull, de Tiler., Ixxvii. 433 ; Sir J. Y. Simpson, Med.
Times, Jan. 1, 1870; Byasson and FoUet, Joum. de VAncU. ct de

PhijsioL, 1870, 570; Hofmann, Cmnjit. rend., 1870, Ixx. 906;
I'ereonne, ibid., bcxL 227 ; Paul, Pharm. Joum. and Trans. (3),

i. 621 ; II.'Hisemn?iu, Sckinidi's Jahrb., cli. 81 ; Jacobsep, quoted
h\ Journ. Chcm, Soc, ix- 257; Rokitansky, Stricker^s Jakrbuchcr
(iiL and iv. Heft), 1874. (F. H. B.)

CHLORINE, one of the chemical elements (symbol, CI),

discovered by S'cheele in 1774. It was long regarded as a

compound ; Scheele termed it dephlotfisticated muriatic acid,

and BerthoUet about 1785 gave it the name of oxygenized

muriatic acid, which Kirwan contracted info oxymnriatic

acid. In 1809 an abstract of a paper was published by
Gay-Lussac and Thcnard, in the 2d vol. of the Memoires
d'Arcueil, in which they demonstrated the possibility of

the absence of oxygen from oxymuriatic acid. The atten-

tion of Davy being drawn to the subject, ha in 1810 com-

nuinicatcd to the Royal Society a paper in which he showed
that there was no evidence in support of the opinion that

oxymuriatic acid contained oxygen ; and in a paper

published in the following year he comes to the conclusion

that oxymuriatic acid is an uncompounded substance, and
gives to it the name of chlorine, on account of the greenish

colour it possesses. Cldorine and its combinations with

other elements having been already treated of under the

headiug Chemistry, it will be necessary here only to give

some account of the more important commercial chlorine

compounds hydrochloric acid, bleaching powder, and
potassium chlorate, and of the methods of preparing tliem.

Hydrochloric Acid (HCl).—Practically, the whole of the

hydrochloric acid now employed in the manufacturing arts

is obtained as a collateral product in the celebrated soda

I
irocoss of Li'blanc. The first stage in that process consists

ill treating common salt with sulphuric acid in the salt-cake

roasting furnace, by which sodium sulphate and hydrochloric

acid arc formed :—2NaCl -f H.SO^ = Ka.SO^ -f 2HCL
Till the year 1SG3 the acid fumes given off in alkali

"works were allowed to escape freely into the atmosphere,

;iud bciug dissolved and brought down by every shower,

destroyed or seriously damaged vegetation for miles around
the works. In that year the Alkali Act was passed, by
wliicli manufacturers were obliged to condense not less

"JL^a 95 per cent, of the total amount of hydrochloric acid

evolved in tlicir establishments ; and since that time
great attention has been paid to the condensation, so that

now in many works practically no acid fumes escape. The
hydrochloric acid gas liberated in the roasting fumaco is

conveyed through a range of stoneware pipes, in connection

with which are various devices for cooling it in its passage.

It is then conducted into condensing towers—long wide
funnels packed with coke— through which a stream of water

is made to percolate from the top, an enormous surface

of moisture being thus presented to the acid fumes. The
solution of the gas in the water constitutes the hydrochloric

acid, muriatic acid, or spirit of salt of commerce. So
prepared, the acid always contains several impurities, such

as arsenious acid, ferric chloride, and sulphurous acid ; but

these do not interfere with its application to the prepara-

tion of bleaching powder, in which it is chiefly consumed.

Without any purification it is also employed for " souring "

in bleaching, and in tin and lead soldering.

Bleaching Povider, or Chloride of Lime.—The history of

the application of chlorine to bleaching purposes before the

introduction of the so-called chloride of lime will be found

under the article Bleachixg. Bleaching powder is made
by exposing pure slaked lime to an atmosphere of chlorine

till the lime will absorb no more of the gas. Many plane

for the preparation of the chlorine have been proposed, and
various important processes adopted, since the manufac-

ture of bleaching-powder was established by ilessrs

Tennant and Co. The original process was as foUows. A
mixture of native peroxide of manganese ground to a fine

powder, common salt, and sulphuric acid was put into a

large, nearly spherical, leaden vessel furnished at the top

with an air-tight UcL In this vessel an agitator was placed

by which its contents could be from time to time stirred

up. From the lid a lead pipe conveyed the liberated

chlorine into the chamber in which the lime to be saturated

was spread in a thin layer. The exterior of the leaden

vessel was cased with an iron covering, space for the

circulation of a current of steam between it and the

covering being left. Upon the charging of the still chlorine

was at first given off without heat ; but after some time a

current of steam was made to circulate around the still,

so as to maintain a sufficient temperature to disengage

all the chlorine. The materials used consisted of common
salt, manganese peroxide, and sulphuric acid, and the

resulting products were manganous sulphate, sodium sul-

phate, water, and chlorine:

—

MnO., -1- 2NaCl -1- 3H,S0j = MnSO^ + 2NaHS0^ -t-

2H„0-1-Cl2.

Through the development of Leblanc's weU-kno\vn soda process

large quantities of hydrochloric acid became available for the

manufacture of chlorine, in place, as formerly, of a mixture
of common salt and sulphuric acid ; and for many years hydro-
chloric acid alone has been used. Coarsely gi-ound manganese oxide

is placed within an oblong stone still, into which the necessary

charge of strong hydrochloric acid is admitted. Steam is then
allowed to circulate in the outer case of the still till the temperature
of the mixture is raised to about 180' Fahr. "WTien this point is

reached, steam at a pressure of 20 to 25 lb. is blown through the

charge at intervals for about six hours, after which the reaction is

complete—the whole occupj-ing about twenty-four hours. The
chemical changes that take place are expressed in the following

equation ;

—

MuO. -H 4HC1 = MiiCU -fSHjO -f Clj

Native Liuoxidc of manganese being an impure and variable com-
pound has to be used iu quantities proportionate to the ilnOj it

cont.^ins.

For each molecnle of chlorine obtained by the above reaction, it

will be observed that one of manganous cliloride is formed, a sub-

stance th.at was fonnerly run off as a waste product. Apart from the

nuisance thereby created, the drain on the supply of manganese ore

became serious, supplies diminished, and prices rose in proportion.

It became therefore an objei-t of much importance to obviate tlie

waste of mangauesc, aud this was soui,'lit in t^vo diti'cKnt directions
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EfTori9 in the first place were made to regenerate the manganese

•vrasie, so as render it continuoualy available for manufacturing pur-

poses ; and secondly, it waa frequently attempted to dispense alto-

gether with the use of manganese in the process.

The first really successful plan for the recovery and reoxidation

of manganese was devised by Mr Charles Dunlop, and was introduced

at Messrs Tennanfs works, at St RoUox, Glasgow, where it is stili

<1876) in operation. By Dimlop's process the residual still-liquor

is first treated with carbonate of lime to neutralize its free acid and

decompose the contained ferric chloride, wtich thus gives a pre-

cipitate, ferric oxide. The clear liquor obtained is a second time

mixed with carbonate of lime, then introduced into an enormous

iron' boiler, in which it boils at a pressure of four atmospheres for

about twelve houra. Under the influence of the heat applied the

manganese exchanges its chlorine for the carbonic acid of the car-

bonate of lime, and a hydrated manganese carbonate, suspended in

A solution of chloride of calcium, is produced, thus :

—

MnClj+ CaCOa +H2O ^ MnCO, . HjO + CaClg

.

The manganese carbonate is subsequently allowed to subside, and

the solution of chloride of calcium is washed out. The manganese
carbonate is drained till it becomes a white putty-like mass, when
it is pat in1;o shallow iron trays, and roasted in a furnace at a hea^

^adually increasing to 650" or 600" Fahr. Under the influence of

Sie heat the carbonic acid is driven off, and by degrees, from being

a white powder, the manganese compound darkens till on the' com-

pletion of the process it is a soot-like mass. Owing principally to

the expensive nature of the plant necessary, the Dunlop process

itever extended beyond St Rollox ; but It has satisfactorily main-
tained its position in that gigantic establiahment.

The method of artificially oxidizing manganese which is now
almost universally adopted, and has during the past few years quite

revolutionized the bleaching powder manufacture, is that invented

by Mr Walter Weldon. Uanganous chloride by treatment with

lime becomes changed into the lower oxide of manganese (MjjO), a

body which with great difficulty is raised to the higher sesquioxidc

(MuaOj), beyond which stage of oxidation no exposure to oxygen
raises it. But when treated with excess of lime the manganous
oxide rapidly unites with oxygen, and becomes transformed into the

peroxide (MnOg), which istl^e chemical compound available for the
preparation of chlorine. It was this fact which Mr "Weldon dis-

covered, and has turned to advantage in his process. The pheno-
menon he accounts for on the assumption that the sesquioxide

(MngOg) formed by the exposure of manganous oxide (MnO) to

oxygen is really a manganous manganite, or a combination of MnO
with MnOj, the former naving basic, the latter acid functions. The
lime added by Mr Weldon supplies a more powerful base, and
enables the whole of the manganese to attain to the condition of

peroxide, uniting as it does in such a manner with the lime as to

form a calcium manganite (CaMnOg). By employing a diminished

?
quantity of lime along with an increased current of air, it has been
ouiid possible to eflect the complete oxidation of the manganese,
an acia manganite (CaMnOg, HoMnOg) being probably formed.

In his treatment of the still-liquors Mr Weldon first neutralizes

the acid, &c., as is done in Mr Dunlop's process. The clear rose-

tinted liquor thereby obtained is passed into a vessel called the
oxidizer, at a temperature of about 140° Fahr. A pipe for convey-
ing a current of air passes down the centre of the vessel, terminating
near the bottom in a series of distributing pipes, and connected at

the other end with a blowing engine. The liquor being at, or brought
by injected steam to the proper temperature, then, according to ilr

Weldon {Soc. of Arts Lecture, May 1874), the injection of air is

commenced, and there is rapidly added, in the state of very fine

division, 1 '6 times the quantity of lime equivalent to the manganese
in the liquor. This converts the charge into a thin white mud,
which consists of solution of calcic chloride holding in suspension
manganous oxide, or MnO, and also holding partly in suspension
partly in solution six-tenths of an equivalent—reckoned on the
manganese present—of free limo. When a little of this white mud
is thrown on to a filter, tho clear filtrate is naturally found, owing
to the quantity of freo lime present, and to tho powerfully solvent
action upon lime of hot solution of calcic chloride, to possess a
strongly alkaline reaction. As tho injection of air goes on, tho mud
becomes gradually darker in colour, owing to tho white hydrated
MnO becoming converted into black MnO, by absorption of oxygen
from tho injected air, what wafl originally a thin white mud being
at length converted into a thin black: mud. During the progress of

this conversion of Iho originally white mud into a black mud, it is

found that tho alkalioo reaction of tho filtrate from tho mud
gradually diminishes in intensity, until at length it entirely dis-

appears ; and it is found, too, that when this alkaline reaction ceases,
the absorptioE. of oxygen from tho injected air cpasca also. When
this Btogo ia reached, which is at tlio end of two, three, four, or five

hoars, according to the relation between tho sizn of tho oxidizer and
the size of tho blowing-engine employed, a littlo more liquor ia run
hito tho oxidizer from then settlors above, tho injection of air is con-
tinued for a few minutes longer, and the churgo is then run off from

the oxidizer into one or other of a range of settlers placed below it. In
these it separates, in the course of a few hours, into rather more than
half perfectly clear solution of calcic chloride, and a little less than
half black mnd of rather more than twice the density of that which
left the oxidizer. The solution of calcic chloride is now decanted,
and the settled mud is then ready for use for the liberation of

chlorine from hydrochloric acid.

The now practically universal use of regeneratedmanganese oxide in

a state of fine division has considerably modified the older operations

for the manufacture of chlorine. Hydrochloric acid, according to

the plan at present in use, is first mn into the still, and the nian-

ganesemudis admitted graduallyto it in a carefully regulated stream.
Instead of the old oblong trough-like still, one much more capa-

cious, of pentagonal form, is generally employed. The details of

working vary in almost every establishment, but the following may
be taken as an example of ordinary practice. A charge of hydro-
chloric acid, equal to the amount yielded by about fid cwt. of common
salt, is led into the still, and to it is added from 14 to 15 cwt. of 70 per

cent, manganese. Finely slaked lime to the amount of 40 cwt, is

spread in a uniform layer on the floor of the chamber, and from
these quantities 70 or 71 cwt. of bleaching powder containing from
35 to 37 per cent, of available chlorine is obtained. The lime, after

receiving a first charge pf gas, is left 24 hours, when it is turned by
workmen. Another charge is then admitted, and on the expiry of

twenty -four hours more the bleaching powder is ready to be drawn
off and packed in barrels.

Of the many chlorine processeswithout manganese which have been

proposed, the only plan which has stood the test of wide j»ractical

application is that introduced in recent years by Mr H«iry Deacon,

of Widiies, in Lancashire. Doubtless his is a process which would
have been widely introduced but for the economy and satisfactory

nature of Mr Weldon's method. A process for liberating chlorine

from hydrochloric acid gas by exposing it with atmospheric air to a

high temperature was patented by Mr Robert Oxiandin 1845. Mr
Deacon discovered that in this process, when the air and gas are

brought into contact with sulphate of copper the hydrochloric acid

is decomposed much more completely and at a far lower temperature

than without that salt. In practice hot hydrochloric acid gas and
atmospheric air are passed over pieces of brick which have been dipped
in a solution of sulphate of copper and sulphate of soda, and dried.

Chlorine and water are produced by the decomposition, and some
traces of hydrochloric acid also pass undecomposed. The water and
acid are condensed, and the chlorine mixed with the residual

nitrogen of the air passes on to the absorbing chambers. As the

chlorine is greatly diluted by the nitrogen, the lime has to be

exposed in thin layers over a largo area, and Mr Deacon so arranges

his chambers that the mixed gases as they enter meet almost com-
pletely saturated lime, but as the chlorine becomes absorbed, less

Highly chlorinized lime is met, till at the end it is almost fresh

hydrate of lime over which they pass, Mr Deacon obtains from the

acid of 1500 cwt. of salt, with the expenditure of 50 tons of small

coal, upwards of 50 tons of 35 per cent, bleaching powder. The
process is in operation in his own manufactory at Widnes, and
in some Continental establishments Mr Deacon's plant was intro-

duced, but it has been practically abandoned.
Bleaching powder when fresh is & dry, white limc-liko powder

emitting a strong odour of hypochlorous acid. Commercial samples
vary considerably in. strength, but when newly made and of good
quality they should contaid from 35 to 37 per cent, of available

culorine. On exposure bleaching powder pails with its chlorine

with considerable rapidity, losing, according to some experimenters,

at tho rate of 0*63 per cent, per month. On the composition of

bleaching powder see Chemistkt, page 494.

Potassium Chlorate or Chlorate of Potash.—The preparation of

potassium chlorate is an example of tlie employment of chlorine on
an extensive scale, its function, according to the ordinary process

of manufacture, being to transform potassium chloride (KCi) into

fiotassium chlorate (KCIO3) by aupplying tho necesiiary oxygen from
ime. It is obtained by passing excess of chlorine into solution of

potassium chloride and milk of ume, according to the equation

KCl + 3CaO + 301, = 3CaCl, + KCIO,

.

The operation is. conducted in close leaden vessels, fittod with
agitators and heated with steam. On tho completion of tho above

reaction tho liquid is filtered and evaporated to near dryness, and
tho residue is again dissolved in hot water. Tho twoBalte—calcium
chloride and potassium chlorate—are then easily scparatedby crystal-

lizationj tho former, Wing exeecdingly aoluMo, ronmins in solution,

whilo tho latter deposits in tabular co'fltals, whiidi may bo purifiinl

by a slight washing. Tho salt is very largely used in tho manu-
facture of lucifer matches and various detonating compounds and in

pyrotechny. It is also employed in calico printing as an oxidixing

agent in the fixing of certain colours, and it ia a convenient source

of pure oxygen in laboratory work.

CHLOROFORM, TRicnLOROMExnANE. Tkrchlobidk

or FouMYL, or Diculokinatep Mktuylic Culobidi,
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CHCI3, is a substitution-product of marsb-gas, CH^, from

wbich it can be formed by the action of clilorine. It is a

clear, colourless, volatile liquid, which refracts Ught strongly,

with specific gravity of l'52o at 0' C, and vapour density

1'491. It boils at G0'16° C. (Regnault), and is not frozen

at a temperature of — 16° C. It has an agreeable ethereal

odour, a slightly acrid and intensely sweet taste, is miscible

in all proportions with alcohol, but is only slightly soluble

in water. Tbough not ordinarily inflammable, it burns

with a green flame when thrown upon hot coals, or if a

light be applied to a mixture of it with not less than about

30 per cent, of alcohol Chloroform may be employed as

a solvent for resin, camphor, gutta-percha, iodine, bromine,

and the alkaloids. It can be prepared in a great variety

of ways :—(1) By the action of alkalies on chloral (see

Culoeal)
; (2) by boiling trichloracetic acid, CCl3.C0(0H),

with aqueous solutions of the alkaUes ; (3) by the replace-

ment of an atom of chlorine in carbon tetrachloride, CCl^,

by nascent hydrogen
; (4) on the large scale for commercial

purposes by the action of bleaching powder on ethylio

alcohol and other carbon compounds. About 8 & of slaked

lime, and 80 lb of the strongest chloride of lime, and 22
gallons of water at a temperature of 80°-90° C. are

introduced into a leaden vessel or wooden cask, and
thoroughly mixed. Two lb of alcohol are then poured in

;

and if the heat evolved in the ensuing reaction is not

sufficient to distil over the chloroform, a current of steam is

passed into the vessel. The crude distillate is purified by
washing with water and agitation with sulphuric acid, and
by redistillation, finally, with a small quantity of slaked lime

and calcium chloride, by means of a water-bath. The chief

impurities to which chloroform is liable are ether, alcohol,

aldehyde, hydrochloric, hypochlorous, and sulphuric acids,

chloral, and heavy volatile oils. Pur^ chloroform does not

become opalescent in contact with water, and is not

coloured yellow or brown by sulphuric acid, or green by
chromic acid; with the former, it gradually evolves

hydrochloric acid. AVTien exposed to air and light, chloro-

form becomes decomposed, with the formation of chlorine,

hydrochloric acid, carbon tetrachloride, and other products.

The presence of chloroform can be detected by adding to

the liquid to be tested for it a monamine, such as aniline,

N(Ci;H5)H;, and an alcoholic solution of caustic potash,

when the characteristic odour of the carbamines is given

off at once, or on the application of heat.

The history of chloroform affords but one amongst
many instances of the importance of chemical research

even when no immediate practical advantages are apparently

to bo derived from its prosecution. Chloroform was dis-

covered in 1831 by Guthrie in America, and by Soubeiran in

France, and by the latter was described as ether lichlorique.

Liebig, who made the independent discovery of it in the

following year, regarded it as a trichloride of carbon
;

but in 1831 its true constitution was established by Dumas.
In March 18-17 Flourens submitted to the Academy of

Sciences at Paris a paper containing observations on the

anaesthetic powers of chloroform upon animals. In the

summer of that year " chloric ether," the active principle

of which is chloroform, was used at St Bartholomew's
Hospital by Mr- Lawrence instead of sulphuric ether for

the production of anaesthesia ; and in the succeeding
autumn Dr J. Y. Simpson of Edinburgh introduced the

employment of pure chloroform as an anfesthetic into

surgical practice. By its effect upon the iiervons system
chloroform causes a suspension of voluntary motion and of

sensation, whilst respiration and the action of the sympa-
thetic ganglia of the heart are still continued. It is more
active, occasions less bronchial irritation, and is easier of

application than ether, the use of which in British practice

it has to a very gi-eat extent superseded ; it possesses also

the advantage that its vapour is uninflammable. The
occurrence, however, from time to time, of deaths in con-
sequence of the use of chloroform, has led many practi-

tioners to recommend the employment of ether in its stead
;

but in the majority of instances fatal results may be
attributed to some fault in administration ; and in some
cases death has been thought to be attributable to the giving

of a less than customary quantity of chloroform, wliich,

paralyzing the cerebral hemispheres, but not the ganglia

of the base of the brain and the medulla. Las permitted
refle.x action of the vagus upon the heart through irritation

of a sensory nerve. In operations after which disturbance

of the abdomen must be avoided, ether is far preferable to

chloroform, on account of the sickness usual for some time
after the taking of the latter.

Snow, Ancusthetics ; Holmes, Syalem of Surgery, 2d ed.,

vol. V. 480 (1871).

CHOCOLATE is a preparation from the seeds of the
cocoa or cacao tree

(
Theobroma Cacao), used as food. The

term is corrupted from the Mexican name chocolatl, and
the preparation was in use in Central America before the

discovery of the Western Continent by Columbus. For the

history of the plant and other details see under Cocoa.
At the present day the general distinction between the

preparations known as chocolate and cocoa respectively is

that the former embraces the forms prepared as cakes or

stiff paste, while prepared cocoa is chiefly sold as a powder
or simply the ground nibs of the seed. Chocolate is pro-

pared usually from the finer varieties of cocoa seeds by lirst

roasting, and then shelling, or depriving the seeds of their

husks. They are then ground up to a very fine uniform
paste on a hot plate or bed, the heat of which, by melting

the fat, present in seeds to the extent of about 50 per cent,

keeps the paste in a fluid condition. To the ground seeds

a proportion of sugar, with sometimes arrowroot, and some
flavouring essence, most commonly either vanilla or

cinnamon, are added, and when thoroughly incorporated the

semi-fluid paste is cast into moulds. In addition to being

used as a diet -drink, a very large quantity of chocolate,

specially prepared under various forms for eating, is now
consumed as a 'sweetmeat, and it forms at once a nost
wholesome, nutritious, and palatable confection. The
French and Italians have long excelled in the manufacture

of chocolate ; but the varieties made by English manu-
facturers are also deservedly in high repute.

CHOCTAWS, or Chahtas, a North American trib»,

now settled in the Indian Territory along the noi-theru

banks of the Red River, where they possess about 10,450
square miles. When first known to Europeans they

occupied the district now forming the southern part of

Mississippi and the western part of Alabama. On the

settlement of Louisiana they formed an alliance with the

French, and assisted them against the Natchez and

Chickasaws ; but by degrees they entered into friendly

relations with the English, and at last, in 1786, recognized

the supremacy of the United States by the treaty of Hope-

well. Their emigration westward began about 1800, and
the last remains of their original territory were ceded in

1830. In their new settlements the Choctaws continued

to advance in prosperity till the outbreak of the civil war,

which considerably diminished the population and ruined

a large part of their property. They sided with the

Confederates, and their territory was occupied by Confeder-

ate troops ; and accordingly at the close of the war they

were regarded as having lost their rights. Part of their

land they were forced to surrender to the Government

;

their slaves were emancipated ; and provision was claimed

for them in the shape of either land or money. Since

then they have considerably recovered their position. lu

1873 they numbered 16,000, had 50,000 acres under,
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cultivation, and poEscssod private property to the value of

upwards of §4,700,000. Thgy are governed by a chief and

a national council of 40 members, according to a written

constitution, wbich dates in the main from 1838; and

thty possess a regular judicial sptem and employ trial by

jury. Missions are maintained amongst tbem by tlie

American Board of Commissioners-,' the Presbyterians, the

Methodists, and the Baptists. The Choctaw language has

been reduced to writing, and brought to some degree of

literary precision by the efforts of the missionaries, who

have produced ia the language the Bible, school-books, and

hymnals. A newspaper is published weekly in Choctaw

and English at Now Boggy ; and a grammar was composed

by the late Rev. C. Byington (Philadelphi.i, 1870).

ClIODOWIECKI, Daniel Nicol.\s (1726-1801),

a painter and engraver of Polish descent, was born at

Dantzig. Left an orphan at an early age, he devoted himself

to the practice of miniature painting, the elements of which

his father had taught him, as a means of support for hira-

ficlf and his mother. In 1743 he went to Berlin, where

fur somo time ho worked as clerk in an uncle's office,

practising art, however, in his leisure moments, and gaiuing

a sort of reputation as a painter of miniatures for snuli'-

box-es. TUo Berlin Academy, attracted by a Bnaali

engraving of his, entrusted to him the illustratiou of its

yearly almanac. After designing and engraving seveial

subjects from the story of the Seven Years' War.

Chodowiecki produced the famous History of the Life of

Jesus Christ, a set of admirably painted miniatures, which

made him at once so popular that he laid aside all occupa-

tions save these of painting and engraving. Few books

were published in Prussia for some yeara without plate or

vignette by Chodowiecki. It is nut surprising, therefore,

that the catalogue of his works (Berlin, 1814) should

include over 3000 items, of whicli, however, the picture of

Calas and his Family is the only one of any reputation.

The title of the German Hogarth, which he sometimes

obtained, was the efTect of an adniiration rather imaginative

than critical, and was disclaimed by, Chodowiecki himself.

The illustrator of Lavatcr, the painter of the Hunt the

Slipper in the Berlin Mubov.m, had indeed but one point in

common with the great Knglishman,— the practice of

representing actual life and manucrs. In this ho showed
skilful drawing and groujiing, and considerable e.\[lrc^sional

power, but no tendency whatever to the use of the grotesque.

CHOISEUL, Cks.ih, Due dp. (159S-1G75), commonly
known as Mahsiial du PLEssrs, was born at Paris in

1598. Ho commanded a regiment at the siege of riodiellc,

and defended Olcron and Hi against the English. He was
employed by Richelieu against the Spaniards, both as

general and envoy, and in both capacities he met with

runsidcrablo success. Ho was engaged under Jlazarin

in the war of tho Fronde against Turenne, whom ho
defeated at Rethel ; and ho was also concerned in 'he

negotiations of Louis XIV. with Charles II. of England.

He became duke in ICGo, and died in 1C75.

CHOISEUL, Claude A.ntoinu CABniF.L, Dl-c de
(17C0-1S38), was born in .Vugust 17C0. He was brought

up at Chanteloup, under the care of his relative, tho Duke
Etienno Fran(;oi3, who was childless. The outbreak of tho

Revolution found him a colonel of dragoons, and throughout

those troublous times ho was distinguished for bis devotion

to tho royal house. Ho mado a inemorablo attempt to

rescue Louis XVI. from tho hands of tho Revolutionists;

but the afTair was ill-managed ; tho royal party was re-

captured; a price was put upon Choiseul's head, and ho

had to Beck refuge in flight. His hopes, however, of assisting

the royal cause were not relinquished, and lie succeeded in

raising a regiment of hussars with which ho joined tho

cuyalist army. Ho was eventually taken prisoner, r.nJ

confined at Dunkirk. Having ts.capcd, and set sail for

India, he was wrecked on the French coa*t, and condemned

to death by the decree of tho Directory. Kevcrlhcless, he

was fortunate enough to escape with his life. 'Kapoleon

allov.ed him to return to France ; and at the Restoration

ho was called to the House of Peers Ijv Louis XVIII. At
the revolution of 1830 he was nominated a member of the

Provisional Government ; and ho afterwards received from

Louis Philippe the post of aide-de-camp to tho king and

governor of the Louvre. Ho died in I'aris in 1838.

CHOISEUL, ETiE.NXEFitANyoi*, Die DE (1719-17S.J).

a French statesman, was born on the 28th June 1719.

Under the name of Count do Staiuville, he entered tho

army, and rose to tho rank of lieutcnant-generah Having
contracted a wealthy marriage, and gained the friendship

of Jfadamo de Pompadour, tho mistress of Louis XV., ho

entered political life as envoy, first to Rome, and then ti>

A'ienna ; and in November 1758 ho was created Due de

Choiscul and peer of Fiauce, and appointed minister of

foreign affairs. His fii-st act was to sign a secret treaty of

alliance with JIaria Theresa of Austria, who had the

sympatliy and support of Jladauio do Pompadour. An
invasion of Great Britain was Choiseul's nc.'it project ; and

so eager was he to carry out this ill-f.ated scheme, that tho

French interests in America and the West Indies were

miserably neglected. Choiscul is also responsible for

allowing the possessions of France in India to bo lost with-

out adequate resistance, and for not interfering in time to

prevent the dismemberment of Puland.

The principal achievement of Choiseul's policy is kuown
as the " Family Compact," by which all the sovereigns

of the house of Bourbon, viz., the king.", of France, Spain,

and tho two Sicilies, wcro united in an offensive and

defensive alliance (17G1). Portugal also was afterwards

persuaded to join the confederation in war against England.

Great enthusiasm was awakened in Franco; and Choiscul,

having handed over to his cousin, Choiseul-Praslin, the

department of foreign affairs, devoted himself to the reor-

ganization of the army and luivy. But the plans of Pitt

proved successful, and, in Xoveinber 17G2, France was

obliged to cede to England, by the treaty of Fontaineblean,

Acadia, Canada, Cape Breton, and all the islands of Ihc

Saijit Lawrence, all Louisiana to the left' of the Jli.ssisaippi,

Ohio, the isles of Grenada and Minorca, ar.d a large pari

of her possessions in India.

Much more fortunate was his policy against the Jesuits.

It was partly duo to his influence that ihcy wero driven

out of Spain ; in 17G4 he effected their banishment from

France ; and ten years later he prevailed on Pope Clcoieut

XIV. to declare their order abolished.

Until the end of 1770 Choiscul continued to be foremost

among tho directors of French policy. But after the

death of Madame do Pompadour, tho intrigues of the Due

d'Aiguillon, tho Abb6 Tcrray, and Chancellor JIaupcou,

backed by tho influence of Madame du Barri, whose

friendship Choiseul had scornfully rejected, created an

estrangement between him and tho king, who banished

him to his estate at Chanteloup. His fall, however, only

increased his popularity, and on his departure the most dis-

tingui.shed of tho courtiers crowded round him to bid Lim

farewell. Tho four years of his retirement wero spent

chiefly in writing his autobiography, which was pub-,

lished nt Paris in 1790. He was recalled to Paris by

Louis XVI. in 1774, and died there in May 1785.'

Choiseul appears to have been a man of considerable, but

not first-rato ability; his disposition was haughty but

courteous ; and such was tho magnificence of his habits

that, notwithstanding his vast wealth, be died leaving

enormous debts. Sco his Autobiography and tlic i/*i

KJOiVis by Bcsenv'il and Duclos.
V h6
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CHOLERA (from x°^'i^ '^'"i "'^'-^ P'"'- '° flow). Two

distinct forms of disease are lucluded under this general

term, namely, Simple Cholera and Malignant Cholera.

Although essentially dili'erent both as to their causation

and their pathological relationships, these two diseases

may in individual cases present many symptoms of mutual
resemblance.

Simple Cholera (synonyms, Cholera Europeea, British

Choleio.^ Summer or Auhnniuxl Cholera) is the cholera of

ancient medical writers, as is apparent from the accurate

description of the disease given by Hippocrates, Celsus,

and Aratasus. Its occurreuce in an epidemic form was
noticed by various physicians in the 16th century, and an
admirable account of the disease was subsequently given

by Sydenham in describing an epidemic of cholera in

London in 1669-72.

The chief symptoms in well-marked cases are vomiting
and purging occurring either together or alternately. The
seizure is usually sudden and violent. The contents of the

stomach are first ejected, and this is followed by severe

retching and vomiting of thin fluid of bilious appearance
and bitter taste. The diarrhcea which accompanies or

succeeds the vomiting, and is likewise of bilious chara -ter,

is attended with severe griping abdominal pain, while

cramps affecting the legs or arms greatly intensify the

suffering. The effect upon the system is rapid and alarming,

a few hours of such an attack suflicing to reduce the

strongest person to a state of extreme prostration. The
surface of the body becomes cold, the pulse weak,' the

voice husky, and the whole symptoms may resemble in o

striking manner those of malignant cholera, to be sub-

sequently described. In unfavourable cases, particularly

where the disorder is epidemic, death may result within

forty-eight hours. Generally, however the attack is

arrested and recovery soon follows, although there may
remain for a considerable time a degree of irritability of the

alimentary canal, rendering necessary the utmost care in

regard to diet.

Attacks of this kind are of frequent occurrence in

summer and autumn in almost all countries. They appear
specially liable to occur when cold and damp alternate with
heat. Occasionally the disorder prevails so extensively as

to constitute an epidemic. The exciting causes of an attack

are in many cases errors in diet, particularly the use of

unripe fruit and new vegetables, and the excessive drinking
of cold liquids during perspiration. Outbreaks of this

disorder in a household or community can sometimes be
traced to the use of impure water, or to noxious emanations
from the sewers.

In the treatment, vomiting should be encouraged so long

as it shows the presence of undigested food, after which
opiates ought to be administered. Small opium pills, or

Dover's powder, or the aromatic powder of chalk with opium,
are likely to be retained in the stomach, and will generally

succeed in allaying the pain and diarrhoea, while ice and
effervescing drinks serve to quench the thirst and subdue
the sickness. In aggravated cases where medicines are

rejected, enemata of starch and laudanum, or the hypodermic
injection of morphia ought to be resorted to. Counterirrita-

tion by mustard or turpentine over the abdomen is always
of use, as is also friction with the hands where cramps are

present When sinking threatens, brandy and ammonia
will be called for. During convalescence the fond should
be in the form uf milk and farinaceous diet, or light soups
and all indigestible articles must be carefully avoided.

In the treatment of this disease as it affects young
children (Cholera Infantum), most reliance is to be placed
on- the administration of chalk and the use of starch

enemata. In their case opium in aoy form cannot be
safely employed.

.Malignant Cholera (synonyms. .l-i(ir Choura
Luliaii Cholera. Epidemic Cholera, Alijule Ch'-'tra) is pro
bably the most severe and fatal of all diseases This form
of diolera belongs originally to Asia, more particularly

to India, where, as well as in the Indian Archipelago, epi-

demics are known to have occurred at various times for

several centuries. It was not, however, till lbl7 thut

the attention of European physicians was specially directed

to the disease by the outbreak of a violent cpidoniic ot

cholera at Jessore in Eengal. This was followed by
its rapid spread over a large portion of British Indi;i,

where it caused immense destruction of life both among
natives and Europeans. During the next three years
cholera continued to rage all over India, as well as in Cey-
lon and others of the Indian islands. The disease now
began to spread over a wider extent than hitherto,

invading China on the east, and Persia on the west.

In 1823 it had extended into Asia Minor and Russia in

Asia, and it continued to advance steadily though slowly

westwards, while at the same time fresh epidemics were
appearing at intervals in India. From this period up till

1830 no great extension of cholera took place, but in the
latter year it reappeared in Persia and along the shores of

the Caspian Sea, and thence entered Kussia in Europe.
Despite the strictest sanitary precautions, the disease spread

rapidly through that whole empire, caaisitig great mortality

and exciting consternation everywhere. It ravaged the

northern and central parts of Europe, and spread onwards
to England, appearing in Sunderland in October 1831, and
in London in January 1832, during which year it continued

to prevail in most of the cities and largo towns of Great
Britain and Ireland, and its disastrous effects are still in

the recollection of many persons. The disease subsequently

extended into France, Spain, and Italy, and crossing the

Atlantic spread through North and Central America. It

had previously prevailed in Arabia, Turkey, Egypt, and tho
Nile district, and in 1835 it was general throughout North
Africa. Up till 1837 cholera continued to break out in

various parts of the Continent of Europe, after which this

epidemic disappeared, having thus within twenty years

visited a large portion of the world.

About the year 1841 another great epidemic of cbolera

appeared in India and China, and soon began to extend

in the direction traversed by the former, but involving a

still wider area. It entered Europe again in 1847, and
spread through Russia and Germany on to England, and
thence to France, whence it passed to America, and subse-

quently appeared in the West Indies. This epidemic

appears to have been even mor» deadly than the former,

especially as regards Great Britain and France. A third

great outbreak of cholera took place in the East in 1850,

entering Europe in 1853. During the two succeeding

years it prevailed extensively throughout the Continent,

and fell with severity on the armies engaged in the Crimean
War. Although widely prevalent in Great Britain and
Ireland it was less destructive than former epidemics. It

was specially severe throughout both North and South
America A fourth epidemic visited Europe again in

1865-66, but was on the whole less extensive and destruc-

tive than its predecessors. Cholera has since appeared in

the form of limited epidemics in various districts of Russia,

Turkey, and Western Asia, while it still continues to main-

tain its footing in India, where sudden outbreaks arc of

frequent occurrence, being often connected with the as-

sembling of crowds at native festivals.

A disease so widespread in its distnbution and deadly in

its effects has naturally engaged the attention of scientific

physicians in all countries. Investigations into the nature

of cholera and the conditions favouring its propagation hare

been extensively carried on in England, in Germany,
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und in India, not merely by those whose opportunities of

observing and treating the disease have been numerous, but

fa^ others specially undertaking such inquiries at the

suggestion of Governments or other. public authorities.

Although many conflicting views have been propounded on

the above-named points, the result of these investigations

has been the coUection. of an amount of information

suSloient fo form the basis of a rational theory of cholera,

and which may be expected yet to lead to the discovery

of means to counteract the spread of this pestilence.

The following points respecting the nature and mode of

propagation of cholera are generally admitted by the best

authorities :

—

1. That cholera is a specific disease depending upon the

action in the human system of a morbid material (whether

of the nature of a parasitic germ or a poisonous miasm

being still undetermined) which is originally generated in

certain parts of India, particularly in the delta of the

Ganges and the flat lands around Madras and Bombay
;

2. That this infective material is capable of spreading

from its centre of origin indefinitely, and thus cholera has

appeared in an epidemic form in almost all countries ; and

further that the disease may become acclimatized (endemic)

in some places

;

3. That when it spreads abroad the vehicle of its trans-

mission is the discharges from the bowels of persons already

affected ; and that from these the cholera-infecting matter

is exceedingly apt to be diffused through the air, to con-

taminate water, and to become attached to clothing, bed-

ding, furniture, &c., and in these various ways to find ready

entrance through the lungs or alimentary canal into the

bodies of healthy persons, where it is capable of developing

the disease in a more or less severe form according to the

quantity introduced

;

4. That cholera is thus in a certain sense contagious

;

5. That overcrowding and other insanitary conditions,

particularly the presence of decomposing organic matter,

afford the conditions favourable to the multiplication of the

cholera matter, and thus tend to spread the disease,

although of themselves incapable of originating it.

But even admitting these propositions, it is obvious that

they are insufficient to explain the intense tendency of

cholera to spread widely at some times more than others.

Without alluding to the various hypotheses which have been

advanced on this point, it seems probable, from the history

of the disease as exhibited both in Europe and in India,

that various factors may alone or together be concerned in

the rise and spread of epidemics of cholera. It is stated

that a high temperature favours the development of cholera,

and in general this appears to be the case, but it is by no
means invariable, as some of the most sovoro epidemics

raged with greatest fury in winter. That cholera might be

carried by the agency of winds from one country to another

must bo hold as a possibility, although no satisfactory

evidence exists upon the point. More probable are the

theories which assign to local conditions an important part

in the propagation of cholera. With regard to mere locality

it appears that the disease has been generally found to

prevail more extensively and with greater virulence in

low-lying districts than in elevated situations. In connec-

tion with this, the relation of the character of the soil to the

propagation of cholera has been elaborately investigated

by Professor Pettenkofer of Munich, whoso work in this

department has attained world-wide reputation, and who
ascribes a powerful influence in the diffusion of the disease

to the ground-water of a locality whore cholera is pre-

vailing,—shallow, porous soils affording, according to his

TJews, special facilities for the reception, proliferation, and
distribution of tho so-called cholein gorms. Further, the

obaervatioDs of Dr Snow, Dr FrankLmd, (vcd Mr Simon

in certain epidemics of cholera in London have conclusively

connected outbrealis of the disease in various districts with

the use of drinking-water contaminated with the discharges

from cholera patients. All investigations appear clearly lo

show that the prime factor, and that without which no other

conditions can take efl'ect, is the introduction into the local-

ity of the specific infecting matter, this being accomplished

in general by the arrival of infected persons, for cholera

epidemics, as is well known, spread mostly in the lines of

human intercourse and travel But further, in this as in

other acute infectious diseases, a special liability of indi-

viduals must be admitted, as is proved by the fact that

among persons living under precisely the same conditions

some will suffer whOe others escape, and likewise that

persons inhabiting cholera districts may come to enjoy an

immunity from attacks'of the disease. Among known pre-

disposing causes, the incautious employment of purgative

medicines, the use of unripe fruit, bad snd insufficient food,

intemperance, personal uncleanliness, overcrowding, and all

kinds of unfavourable 'hygienic surroundings play an im-

portant part during the course of any epidemic of cholera.

In describing the symptoms of cholera it is customary to

divide them into three stages, but it must be noted that

these do not always present themselves in so distinct a form

as to be capable of separate recognition. The first or pre-

monitory stage consists in the occurrence of diarrhoea. Fre-

quently of mild and painless character, and coming on after

some error in diet, this symptom is apt to be disregarded.

The discharges from the bowels are similar to those of ordin-

ary summer cholera, which the attack closely resembles.

There is, however, at first the absence of vomiting. This

diarrhoea generally lasts for two or three days, and then if

it does not gradually subside either may pass into the more
severe phenomena characteristic of the second stage of

cholera, or on the other hand may itself prove fataL

The second stage of cholera is termed the stage of col-

lapse or the algide or aaphyxial stage. As above mentioned,

tliis is often preceded by the premonitory diarrhoea, but not

unfrcquently the phenomena attendant upon this stage are

the first to manifest themselves. They come on often

suddenly in the night with diarrhoea of the most violent

character, the matters discharged being of whey-like appear-

ance, and commonly ternied tho " rice-water " evacuations.

They contain large quantities of disintegrated epithelium

from the mucous membrane of the intestines. The dis-

charge, which is at first unattended with pain, is soon

succeeded by copious vomiting of matters similar to those

passed from the bowels, accompanied with severe pain at

the pit of the stomach, and with intense thirst. The symp-

toms now advance with rapidity. Cramps of the legs,

feet, and muscles of the abdomen come on and occasion

great agony, while the signs of collapse make their appear-

ance. The surface of the body becomes cold and assumes

a blue or purple hiie, the skin is dry, sodden, and wrinkled,

indicating the intense draining away of the fluids of the

body, the features are pinched and the eyes deeply sunken,

tho pulse at the wrist is imperceptible, and the voice is

reduced to a hoarse whisper (the vox cholotica . There ia

complete suppression of the urine.

In this condition death often takes place in less than one

day, but in epidemics coses are frequently observed where

tho collapse is so sudden and complete as io prove fatal in

one or two hours even without any great amount of pre-

vious purging or vomiting. In most instances the mental

faculties are comparatively unaffected, nlthongh in llio lat^r

stages there is in general more or leas apathy.

Reaction, however, may take place, and this constitutea

tho third stage of cholera. It consists in tho arrest of the

alarming symptoms characterizing the second stage, and

the ,<;rudual but «vident improvement in the patient'* con-
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ditioa The piilse returns, the surface assumes a natural

hue, aud the bodily heat is restored. Befors long the

vomiting ceases, and although diarrhoea may continue for

a time, it is not of a very severe character and soon subsides

as do also the ci'amps. The urine may remain suppressed

for some time, and on returning is often found to be albu-

minous. Evgn in this stage, however, the danger is not

past, for relapses sometimes occur which speedOy prove fatal,

whEe again the reaction may be of imperfect character, and

there may succeed an exhausting fever (the so-called typhoid

stage of cholera) which may- greatly retard recovery, and

under which the patient may sink at a period even as late

as two or three weeks from the commencement of the illness.

Many other complications are apt to arise during the

progress of convalescence from cholera, such as diphtheritic

ond local inflammatory affections, all of which are attended

with grave danger.

When the attack of cholera is of milder character in all

its stages tHan that above described, it has been named
Cltoler--i(-e, but the term is an arbitrary one and the disease

La essentially cholera.

The bodies of persons dying of cholera are found to remain
long warm, and the temperature may even rise after death.

Peculiar muscular contractions have been observed to take

place after death, so that the position of the limbs may
become altered. The soft textures of the body are found
to be dry and hard, and the muscles of a dark brown appear-

ance. The blood is of dark colour and tarry consistence.

The upper portion of the small intestines is generaDy found
distended with the rice-water discharges, the mucous mem-
brane is swollen, and there is a remarkable loss of its

natural epithelium. The kidneys are usually in a state of

acute congestion.

With respect to the mortality from cholera no very
accurate estimate can bo formed, since during the prevalence

of the disease the milder cases are apt to escape notice, and
it is certain that some epidemics are of a more virulent

character than others. It is generally reckoned, however,

that about one-half the cases of fully developed cholera

prove fatal, death taking place in a large proportion of in-

stances in from twenty-four to forty-eight boUrs. It has

been noticed that in cholera epidemics the mortality is rela-

tively greater at the commencement of the outbreak. The
disease appears to be most fatal in children and aged
persons.

As illustrating the destructive effects of cholera, it may
uo mentioned that in the first epidemic in England and
Wales 52,547 deaths were reported to the Board of Health,

but this number was doubtless below the actual amount.
In the second epidemic (1S48-9) there were 55,181 deaths

from cholera inEngUud aloiio, beside328,-900frora diarrhoea.

The subscquijnt, epidemics in this country have been
much less fatal

The treatment of cholera embraces those sanitary measures
rcr^uisite to be adopted with the view of preventing as far

as possible the introduction of the disease into localities

previously unaffected, or of checking its spread when intro-

duced, as well as the special medical management of those

who have been attacked. These topics can be alluded to

only in general terms.

^Yhen cholera threatens to invade any place, however
favourably circumstanced as to its hygienic condition, in-

creased vigilance will be requisite on the part of those en-
trusted with the care of tho public hcaltL Where the
disease is hkely to bo imported by ships, quarantine regu-
lations will be necessary, and, where practicable, measures
of isolation should be adopted in the case of individuals or
companies of people coming from infected localities, more
especially if they have, or have recently had, any symptoms
of cholera m their own persons. It is certain that cholera

may be introduced into a comimftiity by one or more indi-

viduals who have themselves only sufTered from the first or

milder stage of the disease (cholera diarrhoea), since the

discharges from the bowels abound in the infective matter,

and where sanitary arrangements are deficient may readily

contaminate the water or air of a locality.

The utmost care will bs demanded, particularly in popu-
lous districts, in cleansing and disinfecting places where
accumulations of animal refuse are apt to occur. The
condition of the drinking water and of the wells in which
it is collected will a>ways require inspection, as will also the

quality of the food supplied, more especially to the poor.

Where suspicion attaches to the water, it should be hi>iled

before being used, and the sanje holds true of the milk.

The establishment of cholera hospitals, with a thoroughly

equipped staff of medical attendants and nurses, is one of

the first and most important steps to be taken in any threat-

ened epidemic, as affording opportunity for the removal

and isolation of those attacked at an early period, while

every facility should be given to the poorer classes of obtain

ing medical aid. Instructions should be issued by the

authorities v^arniug all persons against the use of unwhole-

some food, unripe fruit, and excesses of ej-ery kind, and
recommending early application for medical advice where
there is any tendency to diarrhoea. House to house visita-

tion by members of a sanitary staff will be of great service,

not merely in discovering cases of the disease, but in the

important work of disinfection, which should not be left

entirely to the inhabitants, but be done systematicaDy by
tlie authorities. The discharges from tholera patients

should be disinfected with such substances as carbolic acid

or sulphate of iron before removal, and special care be takea

that they ars not disposed of in places where they may con-

taminate drinking water. Every article of clothing whidi

has been in contact with a cholera patient should if possible

be burnt, while infected apartments should te thoroughly

disinfected with carbolic acid or by fumigation with snl-

pnur. The early burial of those dying from cholera is

obviously a matter Of urgent necessity.

The influence of fear in predisposing to attacks of cholera

hasbeen greatly exaggerated and is nowgenerally discredited.

But apart from such considerations there can be no doub
of the wisdom of those to whom it is practicable in remov-

ing from a place where cholera is raging.

With respect to the treatment of cholera, it may be
safely affirmed, that as to no disease has so much difference

of opinion prevailed or so many extravagant notions been
entertained regarding the value of remedies. There is

a want of agreement as to fundamental principles of treat-

ment ; for while astringents have been regarded by soma
as their sheet anchor, others have condemned them as

worse than useless, and rely on the elimination of the

matcries morhi by means of laxatives. Much evil has
been done by the manner in which various systems of

treatment have been eStoUed by over-sanguine practi-

tioners as possessing special curative value. Indeed i*

enumerate the different medicines which have been sug-

gested and employed for the treatment of this disease would
be a work of no little difficulty. It is sufficient to state

that no medicinal agent has yet beea found to be of infal-

lible efficacy in the treatment of cholera. Nevertheless,

much may be done, and many lives saved, by the timely

application of certain well-approved remedies. The various

stages of the disease demand special treatment. In the

earlier period of the attack for the. cholera-diarrhcea the use

of opium is of undoubted value. Given alone in small and
oft-repeated doses, or in combination with other astrin-

gents, saoh as catechu, tannin, bismuth, nitrate of silver,

or acetate of lead, it frequently succeeds in quelling this

symptom, aud thus arrestiig the disease at the ontsst.
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Strict confinement to bed and the administration of bland

drinka such as milk, barley-water, and beef-tea, along with

counter-irritation to the abdomen, will be found valuable

adjuvants to treatment. In the second stage of cholera

opium is of less value, and other remedies are called for.

The violent vomiting and purging and the intense thirst

may be relieved by iced effervescing drinks, while at the

same time endeavours should be made to maintain the heat

of the body by friction with stimulating liniments or

mustard to the surface, and by enveloping the body in

flannel and surrounding it with hot bottles. For the relief

of the cramps the inhalation of chloroform is recommended,

and probably chloral would be found of equal value.

Stimulants such as ammonia and brandy must be had

recourse to where these measures fail to establish reaction

and the patient threatens to sink. When reaction occurs

and the vomiting ceases, liquid food in small quantities

should be cautiously administered.

Jieport on Epidemic Cholera Morbus . . , in Bengal^ 1817, 1818,

1819, by J. Jameson, Calcutta, 1820 j Official Meports on Cholera,

by Dr3 Itussell and Bariy, London, 1832 ; Reaeardiea into the

Pathology and Treatment of Asiatic Cholera, by E. A. Parkes,

M-D., London, 1847 ; Report of the General Board of Health on the

Epidemic Clwlera, 1848-49, Loudon, 1850 ; Report on the Mortality

jr Cholera in England in 1848—49, by Dr W. Farr; Reports on
Epidemic Cholera, by Drs Baly and Gull, London, 1854 ; Untcr-

siichcn und Beobachtungeyi iiber die Verbreitungsart der Cholera, by
Dr Max Pettenkofer, Munich, 1855 ; Reports to the Privy Council
9n the two last Cholera Epidemics, by Mr J. Simon, London, 1856

;

Mode of Communicatiyig Cholera, by Dr J. Snow, 2d ed., London,
1866 ; Report on the Constantinople Cholera Conference in 1866, Cal-

cutta, 1868 ; Reports of Medical Officer of Privy Council from 1865
upwards; A Treatise on Asiatic Cholera, by C. Macnamara, London,
1870 ; Ziemaaen's Cyclopedia ofPractical Medicine, article ** Cholera,

"

by Prof. H. Lebert, Engl. Trans., London, 1875 ; A History of
Asiatic Cholera, by C. Macnamara, London, 1876, {J. 0. A.)

CHOLET, a town of France, in the south of the depart-

ment of Maine-et-Loire, on the right bank of the Moine.

It gives its name to an arrondissement, created in 1857.

It has a council of prud'hommes, and a tribunal of com-
merce ; its cattle market is good, and the manufacture
of cotton-yarn, calico, cambric, woollen stuffs, and leather

is considerable. The town owes the rise of its prosperity

to the settlement of weavers there by Colbert. It suffered

greatly in the Vendean war in 1793, insomuch that for

years afterwards it was almost without inhabitants. Popu-
lation (1872), 11,550.

CHOLULA, an ancient town of Mexico, situated on the

plateau of La Puebla between Vera Cruz and the city Of

Mexico. Although formerly a populous place, it now con-

tains little over GOOO inhabitants, mostly Indians, who are

engaged in agricultural pursuits. At the time of the
Spanish conquest Cholula—then known as Chololan—was
a town of great importance, consecrated to the worship of

the god Quetzalcoatl, who had here one of the noblest

temples in the country, built on the summit of a truncated
pyramid. This pyramid, which is IGO feet high, is now
the mo.st conspicuous feature in the place, and is surrounded
by a chapel dedicated to Our Lady de los Rcmedios. The
town was visited by Cortez in 1519 in his march to

Tenochtitlan, the city of Montezuma, and on that occasion

was given over to massacre and pillage, owing to a
gnspicion against the good faith of the inhabitants.

CHONS, an Egyptian deity called also Khons or

Khonsou, principally worshipped at Thebea as the great

eldest son of Amen lla and Mut, and identified with Aah
the moon. Ho h;i(l two names in tho Thobaid, his second
being Neforhotep ; as such ho is called the god of two
names. By tho Q reeks ho was called Chon, and considered

to bo a form of Hercules. Like Horia he ia represented

•i a youthful god, his form mummied, wearing the lock of

hair at tho right side of his head and a .skullcap surmonntcd
by the full and dichotomized lunar disk, or else hank-

headed, wearing the same. He holds a crook and whip
He was a celestial deity, and at a later time connected

with Thoth, and was said to have proceeded from Nu or Hai.

the celestial waters, or to be the same as Har or Horus
and Shu or Sos. The functions of Chons are exceedingly

limited ; he is said in the Ritual to overthrow the proud,

and to be mystically connected with the Phcenix. But the

most remarkable characters of Chons are those mentioned
on a tablet found on a temple in the S.W. quarter of

Karnak dedicated to the god, which had been repaired

or erected by Rameses III. of the 20th dynasty, said to be of

sandstone and basalt, the doors plated with goldandelectrum.

The temple of calcareous stone in the Karnak quarter

was dedicated to Chons in two characters, that of giving

oracles and of expelling evil, and the remarkable tablet

found there records the departure of the god in his ark

in the 16th year of the reign of Rameses XII. to tho land

of Bakhtan to expel a demon which had possessed the

daughter of the king of that country and sister of the

queen of Egypt. After effecting this miracle, and remaining

some time there, the god returned in his ark conducted by
priests in the 33d year of the same reign. Attached to

this temple were cynocephali, a species of ape supposed

to represent the moon and the living avatar or sacred

animal of the lunar gods, under the charge of a priest or

prophet. The worship of Chons appears to have been very

common at the Ptolemaic period, and figures of the god in

bronze and porcelain are not uncommon in collections. He
is an inferior deity of the Pantheon, and although in type

allied vrith Ptah, Osiris, and Horua, exercises none of the

attributes of these deities, his chief function being that of

the lunar gods; he represents the youngest as Ammon did

the oldest of the divine circle.

Jablonski, Panth. ^gypt., i. 185 ; Cl;ampollion, Panth. Ajypt.;

Wilkinson, Mann, and Oust., T. p. 132 ; De Eouge, Stile Egyj't.,

pp. 16-18.

CHOPIN', FKEDEEic-FEANpois (1810-1849), a cele-

brated composer and pianist, was born at Zelazowa-Wola,

near Warsaw, on February 8, 1810. His family was of

French origin, but in spite of this he has become the

greatest and the most national exponent of Slavonic or

more especially Polish nationality in music. In looking

through the list of his compositions, teeming with

mazurkas, valses, polonaises, and other forms of national

dance music, one could hardly suppose that here one of the

most melancholy natures has revealed itself. This seeming

paradox is solved by tho type of Chopin's nationality, a

nationality of which it has justly been said that its very

dances are sadness ijitensified. But notwithstanding this

strongly pronounced national typo of his compositions, his

music is always expressive of his individual feelings and

sufferings to a degree rarely met with in the annab of the

art. He is indeed tho lyrical composer par excellence of

tho modern school, and tho intensity of his expression finds

its equal in literature only in the songs of Heinrich Heine,

to whom Chopin has been justly compared. A sensation

of such high-strung passion cannot be prolonged. Hence
wo see that the shorter forms of music, tho ^tudc, the

nocturne, besides the national dances already alluded to,

are chosen by Chopin in preference. Even where he treat*

the larger forms of tho concerto or the sonata, this concen-

trated not to say pointed character of Chopin's stylo becomes

obvious. Tho more extended dimensions seem to encum-

ber the freedom of his movements. Tho concerto for piano-

forte with accompaniment of tho orchestra in E may be

instanced. Hero the adagio takes the form of a romancr,

and in the final roudo the rhythm of a Polish dance be-

comes recognisable while the instrumentation throughout \s

meagre and wanting in culour. Chopin is out of his element,

and evon tho beauty of his melodies and harmoniea oannnt
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«hoUy banish the impression of incongruity. Fortunately

Tie himself knew the limits of his power, and with very few
exceptions his works belong to that class of minor compo-
sitions of which he was an unrivalled master. Barring a

collection of Polish songs, two concertos, and a very small

number of concerted pieces of chamber music, almost all

his works are written for the pianoforte solo ; the symphony,
the oratorio, the opera he never attempted.

The outer life of Chopin was exceedingly simple and
almost totally wanting in incident of any kind. His first

musical education he received from a Polish musician of

the name of Ziwna, who is .said to have been a passionate

admirer of J. S. Bach. He also received a good general

education at one of the first colleges of Warsaw, where he
was supported by the Uberality of Prince Antoine Radziwill,

a generous protector of artistic talent and himself well

known as the composer of music to Goethe's Faust and
other works. His musical genius opened to Chopin the

best circles of Polish society; a society at that time
unrivalled in Europe for its ease of intercourse, the beauty
and grace of its women, and its liberal appreciation cf

artistic gifts. These early impressions of refined life were

of lasting influence on Chopin's development both as a man
and as an artist. He never was and never wished to be a
popular composer ; his works are full of the subtlest

touches of sentiment, they breathe indeed the perfume of

the salon, and it is the sign of highest power in Chopin
that his artistic nature could live in, and even derive new
vitality from this dangerous atmosphere. "While at college

he received thorough' instruction in the theory of his art

from Joseph Eisner, a learned musician and director of the

conservatoire at Warsaw. When in 1829 he left his native

town for Vienna, where his debut as a pianist took place,

he was in all respects a perfectly formed and developed

artist. This (feature again is characteristic of Chopin'^

work. There is in his compositions little of that gradual

progress which, for instance, in Beethoven necessitates a

classification of his works according to diflferent periods.

Chopin's individuality and his style were distinctly

pronounced in that first Don G-iovanni Fantasia which

excited the wondering enthusiasm of Robert Schumann.
The same mine of sentiment he worked ever after, but it

was one of unbounded wealth. His first appearance in

public seems to have been marked by considerable success.

A correspondent of the Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, at

that time the first organ of music in Germany, writing from

Vienna, November 1829, says that " M. Chopin has placed

himself in the first rank of pianists," and goes on to speak

in enthusiastic terms of " his delicacy of touch, his rare

mechanical dexterity, the melancholy tints of his nuances,

and t'ae splendid clearness of his phrasing." In 1831 he

left Vienna with the intention of visiting London ; but on

his way to England he reached Paris and settled there for

the rest of his life. Here again he soon became the

favourite and musical hero of society. His connection

with Madame Dudevant, better known by her literary

pseudonym of George Sand, is an important feature of

Chopin's life. When in 1837 his health began to fail,

George Sand went with him to JIajorca, and it was mainly
owing to her tender cara that the composer recovered his

health for a time. The last ten years of his life were a
continual struggle with the pulmonary disease X-o which he
succumbed October 17, 1819. The year before his death he
visited England, where he was received \vith enthusiasm by
his numeruus admirers. A distinguished English amateur
thus records his impressions of Chopin's style of pianoforte-

plajnng compared with those of other masters. " His
technical characteristics may bo broadly indicated as

uegation of bravura, absolute perfection of finger-play,

and of the hgatissimo touch, on which no other pianist has

ever so entirely leant, to the exclusion of that high relief

and point which the modern German school, after the
examples of Liszt and Thalberg, has so efifectively developed.
It is in these features that we must recognize that
Grundverschiedenheit (fundamental difference) which
according to Mendelssohn distinguished Chopin's playing
from that of these masters, and in no less degree from the
example and teaching of Moscheles Imagine a

delicate man of extreme refinement of mien and manner.
sitting at the piano and playing with no sway of the body
and scarcely any movement of the arms, ' depending
entirely upon his narrow feminine hands and slender

fingers. The wide arpeggios in the left hand, maintained

in a continuous stream of tone by the strict }egato and fine

aUd constant use of the dampsr-pedal, formed an harmonious
substructure for a wonderfully poetic cantabUe. His
delicate pianissimo, the ever-changing modifications of tone

and time (tempo rubato) were of indescribable effect. Evon
in energetic passages he scarcely ever exceeded an ordinary

mezzoforte. His playing as a whole was unique in its

kind, and no traditions of it can remain, for there is no
school of Chopin the pianist, for the obvious reason that

he could never be regarded as a public player, and his best

pupils were nearly all amateurs."

A detailed analysis of Chopin's single works would be impossible.

The foUowing is a list of the most important of his compositiona ?

—

Two concertos for pianoforte, with orchestra, in E minor (Op. 11)
and F minor (Op. 21) respectively ; trio for pianoforte and strings,

'in G minor {Op. 8) ; three sonatas for pianoforte solo (Op, 4, 35, 58)-;

one for pianoforte and violoncello (Op. Q5), G minor ; fifty-two

mazurkas, contained in the collections numbered Op. 6, 7, 17, 24,

SO, 33, 41, 50, 56, 59, 63, 67, 68 (Nos. 50-62 without number of

Op.) ; etudes (Op. 10, 25) ; nocturnes (Op. 9, 16, 27, 32, 37, 48,

55, 62, 72) ;
preludes (Op. 28, 45) ;

polonaises (Op. 3, 22, 26, 40, 44
53, 61, 71) ; valses (Op. 18, 34, 42, £4, 69, 70) ; besides numerous
variations, impromptus, and other miscellaneous compositions, also

settings of seventeen Polish national songs for one voice, with piano-

forte accompaniment. Franz Liszt has ^Titten a charming sketch of

Chopin's life and art {F. Chopin, par F. Liszt, Paris, 1851), and a very
appreciative though somewhat eccentric analysis of hiswork appeared
anonymously in 1842 {An Essay on the Works of Frederic Chopin,

London). A complete and excellent collection of ijhopin's pianoforte

works in 6 vols, has been edited by K. Klindworth. (F. H.

)

CHOREA, the scientific name of the disease popularly

known as St Vitus's Dance.

CHORLEY, a manufacturing town of North Lanca-

shire, England, is situated eight miles south-east of Preston

on the Kiver Yarrow and the Leeds Canal, and on

the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. The town, which

has a weekly market, is well built and is abundantly sup-

plied with water. It contains an old church in the Norman
style with some interesting monuments, and several dis-

senting chapels. A town-hall has been erected recently at

a cost of £30,000. Chorley is the seat of a considerable

manufacturing industry. Numerous mills have been erected

within and around the town for the manufacture of calico,

muslins, jacconets, and fancy goods, while several bleach-

fields and print works are in the immediate neighbourhood.

Railway-waggon building is extensively carried on. The
district contains a number of coal mines and stone quarries.

The area of the parish, which forms a local board district, is

3614 acres; the population in 1861 was 15,013, and in 1871

16,864, of whom 7910 were males and 8954 females.

CHORUS. See Deama and Music.
CHOSROES. See Khosru and Peksia.

CHOUANS (a Bas-Breton word signifying screech-owls),

the name applied to the royalist insurgents in the west of

France, at the time of the Revolution. It has been sug-

gested that the name arose from the cry they used when
approaching their nocturnal rendezvous ; but it is also

maintained that it was derived from a nickname applied

to their leader Jean Cottereau. Originally a contraband

manufacturer of salt, Cottereau bad been seized in a scuffle
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with the Government officers, and condemned to death,'

but his mother's entreaty gained his pardon from Louia

XVI., and he never forgot his benefactor. He then became

a soldier but deserted, and was imprisoned ; on his release

he settled down in a legal occupation, and joined the

national guard. On the outbreak of the Revolution he

gathered round him a band of royalist peasantry with

whom he retired to the wood of Misdon, where they

lived in huts and subterranean chambers. From Lower

Maine the insurrection soon spread to Brittany, and

throughout the west of France. In 1793 Cottereau joined

Laval with some 500 men ; and the band grew rapidly

and swelled into a considerable army, which assumed the

name of La Petite Vendue. Cottereau greatly distinguished

himself by his personal bravery and his mOitary ability.

But after the decisive defeats at Le Mans and Savenay,

he retired again to his old haunts in the wood of Misdon,

and resumed his old course of guerilla warfare. Misfortunes

here increased upon him, until through treachery he fell

into an ambuscade and was mortally wounded. He died

among his followers, July 28, 1794. Ignorant as he was,

ie appears to have been a man of no slight ability. His

gratitude was intense ; and his magnanimity was such

that he is said on several occasions to have spared those

•who had most deeply injured him. After the death of

Cottereau, the chief leaders of the Chouans were Georges

Cadoudal and a man who went by the name of Jambe
d'Argent. For several months the Choupns continued

their petty warfare, .which was disgraced by many acts of

ferocity and rapine ; in August 17y5 they dispersed. See
Duchemin-Descepeaux, Leltrez surla Chouannerie ; Seguin,

Histoire de la Chouannerie ; and Muret, Histoire des Gnerrea

de FOuesl.

CHKESTIEN, Floeent (1541-1596), a satirist and
Latin poet, was the son of Guillaume Chrestien, an eminent

French physician and writer on physiology, and was born

at Orleans. A pupU of Henri Estienne, the famous
Hellenist, and a zealous Calvinist, at an early age he

was appointed tutor to Henry of Navarre, afterwards

Henry IV., who made him his librarian. De Thou says of

Chrestien that he was an excellent man, a man of such an

enlightened and noble soul that he was incapable of writing

aught from a base and servile complaisance, but that it was
not safe to irritate his Calvinism, as if that were done he

hit hard and straight, trusting to reconciliation afterwards.

Florent Chrestien was the author of many good translations

from the Greek into Latin verse,—-amongst others, of

versions of the Hero and Leandrr attributed to Musseus,

of several plays, and of many epigrams from the Anthology,
all of which were enriched with excellent notes and com-
mentaries. In his translations into French, among which
are remarked those of Buchanan's Jephthes and of Oppian
De Venalione, he is not so happy, being rather to bo praised

for fidelity to his original than for excellence of style. He
wrvte in verse against Ronsard, and in prose against Pibrac,

the apologist of the Saint-Bartholomew ; but his principal

claim to a place among memorable satirists is as one of the

authors of the Satyre Menippee, the famous pasquinade in

the interest of hia old pupil, Henry IV., his share in

which, however, cannot now be exactly determined.

CHRESTIEN DE TROVES, the most eminent of the

early French writers of romance, was born at Troyes in

Champagne in the 11th century. Nothing whatever is

known of hia life ; but from the fact that several of his

works are dedicated to Philip of Alsace, count of Flanders,

it is conjectured that he was attached to the court of that

prince. He was much esteemed and highly prai.sed by his

contemporaries, and by the writers of the century following,

and not without reason, Ixing a master of style, and
\

piAsessiug in an eminent degree the qualities of invention

ana conduct, together with great purity and range o(

thought, and a remarkable knowledge of men and moiiners.

His books, therefor , apart from the interest attached to

them as specimens of the mediseval epic, and by leason of

their relation to the rest of the Arthurian litta'atuVe, aud in

spite of the difficulties r.nd crudities of the unformed lan-

guage in which they are written, are still readable, and are

rich in instructive det'^ils concerning the age that gave
them birth. Many romances are attributed to ChrestieD
des Troye3. Modern criticism has selected six only as

undoubtedly his. These are— (1) Tree et inidr, which
contains some seven thousand verses, and which has
supjJied the materials for one of the legends of Tenny-
son's Arthurian cycle

; (2) Cliges, or C'liget, a second
Round Table romance; ^3) Le Clievalier au Lion, containing
nearly seven thousand verses, an offshoot of the Arthurian
legend, if not absolutely forming part of it

; (4) Guillaume
d"Angleterre, a specimen of a more moderu style, containing
three thousand three hundred verses

; (5) Lc Chevalier de
la Chareite, a romance of nearly seven thousand verses,

written by Chrestien and continued by Godefroid de Laigny,
the hero of which is Lancelot du Lac; and (6) Perceeal

le Galloi$, a poem of twenty thousand verses, begun by
Chrestien and continued by Gautier de Denet and by
Menassier,—perhaps the earliest instance of that alliance of

the Holy Grail and Round Table legends which enjoye J such
an immense popularity in the Middle Ages- -translations

and imitations of which have appeared in English, French,
German, Spanish, Flemish, and Icelandic. Two other

romances are known to have been written by Chrestien,

—

Tristan, ou le Roi Hare et la Heine Tseult, and Lt
Chevalier de FEpee, but these are wholly lost ; and ha
is credited with the authorship of six songs and of several

Ovidian translations or imitations still unpublished.

CHRIST (Xpio-To?, the Anointed One), the official title

given in the New Testament to Jesus of Nazareth, equiva-

lent to the Hebrew ilessiah. See Jesus Christ.

CHRISTCHL'RCH, a parliamentary borongh of South
Hampshire, England, is situated at the confluence of tha

rivers .\von and Stour, H miles from the sea, 22 miles

S.W. of Southampton, aud 1 1 1 miles from London by raij.

Its history commences in Saxon times, when it was knowa
as Tweouaeteam, a name which continued till recently in
the form of Chnstchurch Twineham. The town, which i3'

nominally governed by a mayor, recorder, and co«ncillor»,

consists of 'two long irregular streets. It manufactures

chains for clocks and watches, and hosiery, while the'

salmon fishery employs some hands. It is, however, to ita

priory church that it owes its distinction. This building,

which is a conspicuous object at sea, belongs partly to the

Norman and ])arlly to the Perpendicular styles of architec-

ture, and IS one of the best specimens of its kind, measuring

31 1 feet long by )U4 broad. It was first established as an

Augustinian j.riory by Baldwin, carl of Devon, in the 12lh

century, and thereafter received successive grants from the

Crown. Within ruceut years the work of restoration ha.«

been carried ou to u considerable extent The church con-

tains u very tine mod screen of the 14th century, a chapel

of the 16th • century, built by Margaret, countess of

Salisbury, an altar tomb of the eamu ccntur) with effigies,

and many other objects of architectural interest. A monu-
ment has been erected in the Western towei to Shelley the

poet. Little remains of the old castle but an adjoining

ruin called the Norman House, which is supposed to date

from the time of Henry II. The population of the town

in 1871 was little over 2000, but the parliamentary,

borough, which extends to 22,330 ai^res and includes tha

greater part of Bournemouth and the pariah of Uolden-

!

hurst, contained 1&,41Q persona; it returns one member
to parliameut.
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CIIRISTCHUKCH, tlio capital of l!ic province ot

Canterbury, New Zealand, is situated in 43" 34' S. lat. and
172° 35' E. long., on both banks of the small river Avon,

about five miles from the sea. It is buHt upon the great

Canterbury plain, which here is a dead level, though the

monotony of the site has been much relieved by extensive

plantations of English and Australian trees. The town is

about a mile square, and the strect-s, which are wide and
well paved, cross one another for the most part at right

angles. Christchurch contains a number of handsome
public and private buildings, is lighted with gas, and is

amply supplied jvith water from numerous artesian wells.

It is the centre of the rapidly extending railway system of

the province, and is connected with its port, Lyttelton, by
a lino eight miles in length, which penetrates the hills

enclosing Port Cooper, on which Lyttelton stands, by means
of a tunnel a mile in length. The population of the fnunici-

pa!jty of Christchurch in March 1876 was officially estimated

at 10,750, and that of the electoral district at 13,000.

CIIRISTIANIA, the capital of Norway and of a stift of

the same name, is situated about SO miles from the sea, at

Environs of Chnstiaiii.T.

the Lead of the Christiania fiord, at the foot of the Egebcrg,

in a finely-wooded and picturesque neighbourhood, in 59° 54'

Jf. lat. and 10° 45' E. long. It is tlie seat of the king and

of the Storthing or Parliament, of the Hoicste-rot or final

court of appeal, and of the bishop of the stift. The new

town, or Christiania proper, was founded in 1G24 by-

Christian IV. ; the old town, Opslo, commenced in 1058
by King Harold Hjiardrada, formerly the capital, is now
only one of the suburbs of Christiania. The fortress of

Agershuus defends the fiord and the greater part of the
town ; it contains the regalia a^id national records, and
its ramparts afford an agreeable promenade. The streets

of Christiania are at right angles to one another, and arc

lighted by gas ; the houses, except in the suburbs, are of

brick or stone, and are mostly two-storied. Amongst the

buildings may be mentioned the royal palace, containing
some of Tidcmand's best pictures ; the cathedral, a brick

edifice in the shape of a Greek cross ; the university,

founded in 1811, opened in 1813, with a libiary of about
150,000 volumes ; the legislative haU ; the free museums

;

the obscrvatoi-y ; the naval, military, and art schools ; the
lunatic and two orphan asylums ; the pri;ion, near the Opslo
Kirke ; the railway station. Freemasons' Hall, Atlicna;um,

two theatres, and the large dining-hall or Darap-Kojlckcn.

The botanical gardens, about a mile from the town, contain

a largo collection of plants from Spitzbergen and Iceland.

The industrial establishments of Christiania and the circum-

jacent amt of Agerehuus include weaving and cotton-.spin-

ning factories, paper and saw-mills, soap and oil works,

distilleries, breweries, and tobacco manufactories. As a

place of commerce Christiania has surpassed Bergen, and i.n

now the first port of Norway ; by the extension of its rail-

way communications it has al.so become the chief emporium
for the inland produce of the country. Its exports ar&

wood, pitch, hides, sealskins, oil and linseed cake, fish-

manure, herrings, ancho^•ie3, stock-fish, and iron ; and it

imports wheat, salt, harJwai'O, wines, preserved fruits, anil

fancy goods. In 1871 the total value of the imports was
about £2,151,225 ; the vessels that entered the port in

1873 were 1787, of total tonnage 303,598, out of which

143 steamers and sai'.ing-ships were British. The customs

duties in 1873 amounted to £329,175. Christiania is in

steum communication with Gothenburg^ Copenhagen,

Liibeck, Hamburg, Amsterdam, London, and Hull, as

well as with various places on the fiord, and all the ports

of Norway. The town is healthy and has an excellent

supply of good water. In winter its average temperature

is 23° Fahr., in summer 59°'9, giving an average for the-

year of 41°"4. The harbour during three or four months

of the year is ice-locked, and .shii-is then lie at Drobak,,

about 18 miles south of the town. The population, which

in 1812 did not exceed 10,000, had in 1835 reached

21,757; and at the end of 1873 it was 72,725 or, with

that of the suburbs, about 83,000.

CHEISTIANITY
CilirjSTIANTTY is derived from the adjective ChnslirM,

J which is formed from the name X/iio-to's, the Anointed,

and means the religion introduced by Jesus Christ and

communicated by Him to His circle of followers.

Xb? i«o The Christian religion is the result of two factors,

ricten in neither of which can be omitted if a true description is to

^'.^" be given. On the one hand there is the objective element,
' " ^ which consists in the manifestation and revelation of God

to His people for the purpose of salvation ; and en the

other side there is the subjective element, which consists

in the appropriation of this manifestation and what it

i;nplio3 by man through faith. Both elements enter into

ind form the constituent elements of a new hfi'., which all

Christians share in common, and which is the essence of

Christip,uitj'. This common life of Jesus and His people

has many ways by which it can make itself seen and

known. Christians have from the beginning exercised no

small influence upon the ordinary' political and moral life

of the world. They have been able to effect changes in

generally received moral ideas and maxims. They have

altered the course and character of legislation. They have

introduced new opinions and beliefs. Tliey have formed
fellowships for worship, built places of meeting, held

councils and assemblies, and in many ways given evidence

of their presence and power in the world. But it must
always be remembered that Christianity is neither the

church simply, nor theology, nor Christian ethics. It is

more than all these put together. The common life of Jesus

and His people, which is the core of Christianity, manifests

itself in an outward visible organization for the purpose of

worship, which is commonly called the church (see

CiiUEcn). But this worship is not Christianity; stiU kss

are the various institutions an^ ceremonies according to

which worship is carried ou.
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Christianity cannot help powerfully affecting the whole

of the intellectual side of man's life. The spiritual events

on which it rests must have their rationale, and the spiritual

forces which course through it must have their rule, and

man must more or less comprehend them, and assimilate

them. The Christian cannot help having a very different

idea of Cud from that held by Aristotle or Plato. The

Christian regards sin as something which affects the whole

human race, while the pagan believes it to<be the mistake

or misfortune of individuals. Christianity canrtot help

remoulding the beliefs and opinions of mankind, but

theology and Christianity are two very different things.

The Christian is moved by moral impulses and guided by

moral principles v/hich are peculiar to himself. He cannot

look on marriage, for example, from either the purely

economic or the purely sensuous point of view. He cannot

help reorganizing the scheme of virtues, and giving to the

principle of love a pre-eminence which it has not in pagan

ethics. Christianity cannot help putting a new face on

morality, but Christian ethics and Christianity are still not

one and the same thing.

Christianity includes all thcso and much more besides.

It is nothing less than the whole round of human life in

fill its various departments in so far as it is related to and

illumined and dominated by the divine love revealed in

Jesus Christ. It is the presence of Jesus among His people

uud all that is implied in such a presence.

Christi- The close and inseparable connection between Jesus

atuty and Christ and Christianity, which is implied in the name, and
Clirist. which study only makes more and mora evident, produces

the inevitable consequence that our view of the nature and

characteristics of Christianity must depend on the answer

which we give to the question which Jesus himself put to

His disciples
—" Whom do ye say that I, the Son of man,

om t " There are different theories of Christianity, because

there are different theories of Christ, and in order to know
Low various conceptions of the nature of Christianity arise

it is necessary to be familiar with the various views which

men have held and hold about the nature and work of

Christ. For example, different theories of Christianity

arise when we ask what was the relation existing between

Jesus and what went before Ilim, what was the relation

in which Jesus .stood to HLs contemporaries and His im-

mediate followers, what is the connection which subsisted

between Jesus and the future. All these inquiries reveal

different theories about the nature and work of Christ,

which are reproduced in different theories of the essential

nature of Christianity, and enable men whoso opinions

ftnd principles are widely different to call themselves, to

their own satisfaction at least, Christians,

t'ho rola- Jesus Christ claimed to have a definite relation to the

lion of past history of that people among whom Ho was born. In

Ch'iati"'"^
His teaching Ho put himself at the end of the Old Testa-

luiHv to
nient, and declared that He came to fulfil the Law and the

wlmt wont Prophets. Christianity, therefore, however it bo explained,

tifoM. has a close connection with Judaism, and tho religion of

Jesus cannot bo considered without regard to tho religion

of Moses. This is now universally acknowledged, however
variously the relation between the two may bo explained.

Criticism finds an ample confirmation of the claims of

Christ in tho intimate connection in which His teaching,

life, and work stand to tho Old Testament and tho past lifo

of the inspired Hebrew people. Tho whole of tho Mosaic

dispensation, tho whole of the Jewish economy, with its

prophecy, priesthood, and king3hip,is recognized as summed
up in the person and work of Christ. The Old Testament,

which without Christ is but a collection of sacred books

written at different times and in various manners, is ro-

garded when looked at through Christ aa an harmonious

whole of anticipatory revelation. . Indeed, one of tho chief

6—25

differences which critical apologetic finds between the 01;!

Testament and other so-called sacred Looks is. that Christ is

at the end of tho Old Testament, and that no other scrip-

tures have such a conclusion. Hut all this implies that

Christianity is a development from Judaism, and th;;t oai

idea of the one will bo modified by oar conception of tho

other. Those who refuse to admit that Judaism is more

than one of the many natural rclisions of mankind cau

hardly admit the supernatural character of Christianity, or

regard it in any other lip;ht than as the outcome, pcrhapj

the highest outcome possible, of that side in man's nature

which has been called by some the religious faculty.

Those who attempt to derive Mo.saic inr.t.itutiuua from

Egypt, who seek the basis of Hebrew prophecy in epileptic

tendencies, and see nothing in the theocratic idea '.vhich

was not suggested by ordinary kingship, cannot have .Tiuch

diiBculty in analyzing Christianity into the natural develop-

ment of the reli/^ous sentiment aided by a somewhat

extravagant enthusiasm. Those, on the otlicr hund, who
find it impossible to accept the assumptioni", niid tu get

over the innumerable diflicultics attending tlio mituiuliat

theory Of the Old Testament and of the history of tho

Hebrew people, find in Christianity Eomcthiiig dilfircnt in

kind as well as in degree from all natural religions.

Modern criticism even of the negative kind often indirectly

supports the supernaturalist theory of the Old Testament

and of Christianity, for its fundamental maxim, that waters

cannot rise higher than their source, has proved the

impossibility of explaining away Old Testament institutions

and New Testament truths into merely the natural outconio

of the religious faculties of a peculiar peojOe. It has

proved that the Old Testament religion contains materials

which were not' got from tho intercourse of the Jews with

other nations, and which did not arise naturally from tho

geographical position or the ethnographical characteristics

of the Hebrew people. It has shown that the Old Testa-

ment religion was not a natural stream gathered from many
a smaller rill, but came forth gushing, like tlie water of

Hebrew history, from the Hock which contained it ; and

in doing so it has given its testimony to tLe altogether

unique and supernatural character of Christianity.

The relation of Jesus to His contemporaries, and of Ilis llio rela-

disciplcs and their writings to the founders of the various t'on "f

ethnic religions, is another point whence proceed various ^0^','^,°

views of tho nature of Christianity. The old deist view,
p(;,jij„

adopted and intensified by tho Encyclopedists, that Jcsiis

was a charlatan, that His disciples were partly cheats and

partly dupes, and that Christianity was founded in fraud

and perpetuated by deceit, lias to all intents and purposes

disappeared. But many believe tliat Christianity is only

one of the many religions which are all of them true

though none of them contain the whole truth. TLe

modern notion of evolution has been called in to enforce

this view, and Christianity is explained to be the mo.st

perfect development yet reached by the religious spirit of

mankind ; while the character of Jesus and tho New
Testament writings are explained on tho same principle.

On theories of this kind Christianity is the prcduction of

tho n.atural forces of tho period which gave birth to it, niid

contains notliing which cannot bo traced back to tho

circumstances of the lime, and tho conditions of humanity.

All such theories ciuiinionly rest on tlie general principle

tliat the supcrnalurnl is impossible, and tliat whatever

involves a miracle is i/'so/tii-to incredible, and llicn proceed

by means of some special piiiiciplo to explain tho prcscnco

of facts which seem to imply tho i-upcrnatural. (Sco

article Aroi.O(;i;Tics.) Thcso princi]ilc» arc used to explain

not so much the origin of ChriNtiimity it:>ulf as tlie origin

of tho Cliristutn writings of the New Testament, and the

producliou of the bchcmo of doctrine and muraU thcrcio

V - 6j
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contained. Perhaps the most ingenious of these theories

is that cluster which has been produced by the writers of

the Tiibingeu school, who have suggested the general

method which has been almost universally followed by

anti-supernaturaHst writers. The method is by an

ingenious negative criticism to separate between the original

elements of Christianity as these were present iu the mind

of Jesus and communicated by HLm to His disciples, and

those elements which were afterfrards added by more philo-

sophical adherents, and to explain how, out of the conflict

between the two opposite tendencies of Judaism and anti-

Judaism, the various and conflicting elements at last settled

into a somewhat harmonious whole. By this ingenious

method Jesus is reduced to the position of a Jewish rabbi,

not much more noticeable than some of his contemporaries,

and Christianity is not the religion of Jesus, but what grew

oat of that religion when it was subjected to the influences

of Roman civilization, Greek philosophy, and Eastern

theosophy. Such theories are unsupported by external,

cjid rest confessedly on internal evidence. The weakuess

of internal evidence when unsupported by external is

well-known, and in this case the internal evidence is any-

thing but strong. There ai'e many serious objections to be

taken to the Tiibingen hypotheses (see article Bible) merely

as hypotheses, and these
.
difficulties are so great that it is

almost evident the hypotheses would never-have been put

forward unless the anti-supernaturalist idea of Christianity

had been taken for granted at the outset. There can be

little doubt that if the supernatural be admitted these

various hypotheses, while they suggest some difficulties

•which have not yet been solved, will be found to be at

variance with the plain results both of external and inter-

nal evidence.

On the other hand those who believe in the supernatural

take a diff'erent view of the relation of Jesus to His con-

temporaries. He was no mere Jewish rabbi, but spake

as never man spake, and did what never man did. He
was the manifestation of God, and came to give by His

presence, person, and work, as well as by what He said,

the- full revelation- of God. He was while on earth the

centre of the world's history, to whom aU had looked

forward, to whom all look back. And Christianity is not

the simple product of the contemporary philosophical and

religious systems, but is the embodiiri^t of the unique

appearance and work of Christ.

Oiristi- Xhe re'ation in which Christianity stands to the future
anity oiul jg ^\^q ^ basis on which various views of its nature have
thelaturj.

]^^^y^ rested, according to the theory of the peculiar poVvers

of difi'usiou and propagation which it is supposed to possess.

Anti-supernaturalists consider Christianity to be merely a

moral force, acting through mere moral enl:ghtermient ; but

this has already been sufficiently dwelt upon. There are,

hoy.ever, what may be called two Christian views of the

modus propagandi of Christianity, which produce two of the

real nature of Chi'istianity itself. This difference of view

is best seen in the variety of answers given to the question

how Christianity subsisted after the departure of Christ,

and how it subsists now from age to age, a more or less

<;oiupact organic life in the world. The various answers

l^l\ en may be roughly placed in two classes as they lay

stress on the spiritual or the mechanical side of the process,

and enlarge on the spiritual or the mechanical influences at

work. Those who take what may be called the spiritual

view of Christianity hold that it was sustained after the

ascension of Christ by the mission and work of the Holy
Spirit, whose presence and influence enable it to go on

from age to age, spreading in the world and developing

according to the laws of its growth. .And they believe

that as the chief result of Christ's work consisted in a

;
Viange of moral relation between God and those for whom

Christ died, the spread and permanence of Christianity

is purely moral, and manifests itself mainly in a change of

wilt Of course all this takes place in special ways and by
appropriate means. These means are called the means of

grace, and are usually held to be the Word, Sacraments,

and Prayer ; but it is always to be understood that all such

means are secondary or subordinate, and that the primary

means of grace is the Holy Spirit, who works through

these subordinate means, but may and does work in other

ways. It is always understood that the operations of the

Spirit cannot be limited to special actions nor confined by
mechanical laws. On the other hand those who look at

Christianity from what may be called the mechanical point

of view are inclined to lay stress upon the means by which

the Spirit works. They do not ignore the mission of the

Holy Ghost nor His work, but are apt to say that He
works only in certain prescribed ways, and through one set

of means, and the tendency is to lay almost exclushre stresa

on one set of subordinate means—the Sacraments, and to

represent that the persistence and spread of Christianity

depend upon the constancy and correctness of sacra-

mental ceremonies.

These opposite views of the nature of Christianity

depend upon di3"erences of dogmatic conception which may
be briefly indicated. All through the one view, a change

in the relationship between God's will and man's will is

held to be the fundamental result which flows from the

work of Christ. All through the other view man's nature

rather than man's will is considered, and the result

of Christ's work is looked on rather as a process withia

human nature than as a change in moral relations between

man and God. In this way the progress of Christianity is

looked on as the gradual semi-physical impregnation of

human nature by the nature of Christ, a prolongation of the

Incarnation rather than a development of the consequences

of the finished work of Christ, to be produced by keeping

Christ incarnate in the sacrifice of the Mass and impregiiat-

ing mankind by means of Transubstantiation in the

Sacrament of the altar. The one view is. the view of

churches which have accepted the Eeformation, the other

is that of churches which have not.

These various conceptions of Christianity may be further ^^5. ^^^
illustrated by the views which are held by the partisans of the Bible,

each concerning the relations between Christianity and the

Bible. The Bible and Christianity cannot be separated,

but diSerent opinions may be and have been held aboufc

the relation in which the two stand to each other. On
the one hand naturalists, and those who take the

mechanical view of Christianity, are inclined to regard the

Bible chiefly as a compendium of abstract truths, which

may be condensed into dogmas and summarked in creeds
j

while these who take the spiritual view, of Christianity

regard the Bible as the medium which reveals God and

His gracious deaUngs personally to the believing reader or

hearer. To the one the Bible is a quarry of doctrines to

be rationally criticized or implicitly accepted when once

stamped as genuine by the church, to the other it is above

aU things a means of grace which the most ignorant can

use and profit by. To the naturalist the Bible has been

formed by the church, it is simply the natural production

of the minds of those who formed the old Jewish and the

early Christian communities, and grew to be what it is

without the aid of superhuman intervention. To those

who have adopted a mechanical view of Christianity the

Bible is also the product of the church, but of the super-

natural power in the church, and hss grown to be what it is

because it has been sanctioned by the church. To those who
take the spiritual view of the nature of Christianity, the

Bible, on the other hand, is and always has been the

formative power in the church and that round which the
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church gathers itself, for it is the presence of God speaking

to His people.

Both naturalists and those who hold a mechanical

theory of Christianity agree in holding that there is an

external sort of development in the Bible, and that the

church can go beyond the Bible, whereas those who hold

the spiritual view of Christianity deny both these positions.

Naturalists hold that one part of the Bible is beyond the

other, and since the Bible is simply the outcome of man's

religious thoughts and feelings in certain ages and places,

they believe that men now may give utterance to thoughts

and sentiments which in depth of feehng and insight may
surpass those contained in the Bible. The Tubingen
theologians, for example, believe that the New Testament
is a series of deposits of religious truth, in which the truths

taught by Jesus are supplemented by the teachings of His

disciples, by the lessons of Paul, and by the theories of

Christians educated in the philosophy of Greece ; while Dr
Newman considers that the church, in virtue of a super-

natural gift bestowed upon her, can add to the doctrines

contained' in the Bible according to certain well-defined

lines of development. On the other hand those who hold

the spiritual view of Christianity believe that the church

can never go beyond the Bible, and that progress in

Christian theology means greater insight into the manifesta-

tion of God in the Bible and greater power to interpret

the supernatural facts and forces made known therein.

The various theories differ also in the closeness of con-

nection which they think subsists between Christianity and
the Bible. The naturalist and those who put the church
above the Bible as the formative power in Christianity

both make the relation between Christianity and the Bible

a purely intellectual one, whereas those who hold by the

spiritual view make the Bible a means of grace and not

merely the quarry whence to hew theological dogmas. But
the naturalist agrees with spiritual Christians in maintain-

ing the authoritative character of the Bible, while the

mechanical Christian sets the Bible aside when it does not

agree with church tradition. With the naturalist, how-
ever, the Bible is authoritative because it is the only set of

documents which tell him about Christianity in its primitive

state. It is authoritative because it is the only witness to

the historical facta of Christianity, not because it is to be
a law to him. To the spiritual Christian, on the other

hand, the Bible is authoritative because it is a revelation of

those spiritual forces and a record of those spiritual events

on which Christianity still depends, and which teach him
the way of salvation.

To sum up, then, Christianity claims to be no mere social

revolution or natural step in tho march of human progress.

It is a religion whoso sources are not to bo found within
niP.n's nature but outside of it in the saving revelation of

God in Christ, and Jesus is thus tho author and giver of
an eternal life which spreads itself and is maintained, not
by mechanical contrivance, but by tho living Spirit of God
entering into human history, and building on the basis of

reconciliation a kingdom of God which is both human and
divine, and which comes and cornea again and again in

wave after wave of developing completion until tho will of

God in done on earth a-s in heaven.

Chri.stianity began its career in the Vorld at a time
lion of tho singxilarly propitious both politically, socially,and religiously
world for

fg,. t],g a(jvent of a now universal and spiritual religion.

Even apart from the entrance of Christianity the reign

of .Augustus over the whole Roman empire was an cpocii-

ii'king period. Never before had tho various races of

M inkind boen united under one univcr.ial empire which
pronjised to bo pern,;^nent. For the Roman power was
different from the governments of Asiatic adventurers nnfl

Greek warriors. Whore Home planted her foot wa« fated

Oefinitiou.

crepara-

trance of

Chriati-

uoity.

to remain Roman. The ancient Asiatic empires had been
for the most part the creation of victorious generals, and
had been kept in life only by a tolerably rapid succession

of dynasties ; their power seemed to depend on the character

of the individual ruler. And the empire of Alexander,
while more enduring, was not coherent. But from the

beginning of her conquests the spirit of Rome herself

seemed always to be greater than the vigour and ability of

her generals and rulers, and she alone of empires seemed
to be indifferent to the precarious stability of govern nent
ensured by regular dynastic succession. " The Romans
conquered like savages, but ruled like philosophic statesmen,

till, from the Euphrates to the Atlantic, from the shores

of Britain and the borders of the German forests to the
sands of the African desert, the whole Western world was
consolidated into one great commonwealth, united by bonds
of law and government, by facilities of communication and
commerce, and by the general dissemination of the Greek
and Latin languages." The world had a centre as it never
had before, and the golden threads of weU-estabUshed
government connected all the world with Rome. Roads
were made connecting Rome with the remotest countries,

and a system of posts established which provided for easy
communication with the capital. Military colonies carried

Roman usages and manners, civilization and privileges, to

the remotest corners of the empire. Magnificent cities

were built in such outlying dependencies as Britain, Gaul,

and Germany. The arts and civilization were gradually
extending their dominion and subjugating the most distant

and most desolate places. To all this Augustus added a
more perfectly devised centralization which made the
empire a more compact whole, so that any new influence

made its throbs felt from centre to extremities in a wonder-
fully short time. The world was made ready for the
furtherance of the spread of opinions as it had never been
before, and for becoming spell-bound by invisible spiritual

laws Uke those which Christian morality weaves around its

disciples. The time of Augustus, if it was the beginning of
the decline and fall of the Roman empire as a visible

earthly dominion, was also the beginning of its permanent
establishment on earth in a purely invisible way, when its

policy, statesmanship, and legislation were to pass into all

the nations of the earth and become part of their lives so

long as the world endured.

Socially, too, the world was wonderfully ripe for the

entrance and spread of a universal religion. Slavery it is

true flourished, and there were conquerors and conquered,
privileged and unprivileged classes. But tho beginning

had already been made of that lavish distribution of Roman
citizenship which laid the fouuilation of a common political

life throughout tho empir&
Tho religious character of the times was also marvellously

adapted for furthering the advance of Christianity. The
old national creeds were fast disappearing, and were being
submerged in the vast cosmopolitan religion of Rome. It

was the wise custom of conquering Rome to do nothing to

disturb the religions of tho peoples subdued by her armies,

and commonly tho principal deities of the conquered nations

were added to ther overcrowded pantheon of Rome. This

religious tolerance or indi£ference gradually bcg.iu to cat

the heart out of paganism, and all over the civilized world

the pagan creeds sat lightly on their worshippers. The
various deitios were looked on as intcrchangeab'.e manifesta-

tions of a supreme fate-power who reigned alone in the

invisible world, while in this visible earth the genius of

Rome seemed to be tho one object of worship. The »ld

national religions with their well-defined outliues and limits

were being gradually effaced, and men were longing for

.some religion which, while it had the universal character

u hich the times required, should have more individualityaod
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personal power in it tlian were supplied by the thoughts of

a supreme spiritual fate, or by the mere materialist concep-

tion of the genius of Rome. And all this bred a thirst for

information about sacred things which was Unknown in

earlier times. The claims of conflicting religions were

philosophically discussed, &nd amid all the gross materialism

of the period there were longings for some deeper, truer

religion than any they had known. These longings were

further stimulated by the gradual but almost universal

advance of new religious ideas coming from the far East,

which was then regarded as the cradle of science and
philosophy. la the Dth century before our era the vast

Buddhist movement had overspread aU the East from

Thibet to Ceylon, aud the Greek and Roman conquests

in Asia brought Europe within the intoxicating influence

of its subtle religious ideas. This strango Eastern

theosophy, which during the first four centuries of our era

is known by the name of Gnosticism, had a most powerful

influence on the old religions of the West, which seemed to

dissolve under its touch. Everywhere in the art and
literature of the period wa find its prevalence in the West
during the age of Augustus and his successors. It

insensibly undermined the beauteous sensuous mythology of

Greece and the harder sterner religion of Rome, and
substituted for them a religion in which, if fear was the

prevailing emotion, worshippers still felt that there was
more spirituality and greater claims to universality than

their old national religions could give. And thus the

gradual defacement of old religious outlines, the stimulation

of strange cravings to know the mysteries of nature and of

worship, and tho longing for rest in a uuivorsal religion of

deliverauco prepared tho world for the coming and spread

of the religion of Jesus Christ
The prob- The great problem Christianity had to faca and to solve

Chrifti- ^M one of no ordinary difficulty, and ono involving a
anity. number of side issues which greatly perplexed the early

church. The practical side of tho problem as it met tho

early Christians may bo put thus :—How could Christi-

anity, which was rooted in Judaism, bo at the same time

a religion equally open to Jew and Gentile; how could

the exclusiveuess of Judaism and tho utter want of exclu-

Biveness in Christianity bo reconciled with each other J And
the solution of this problem brought tho early Christians

into conflicts of a special kind with tho government and
philosophy of the times.

When Je3us prociaimed His mission, and when He sent

„, .

.

forth Hb disciples on preaching tours to make known
himself and His work, we find the phraso " kingdom of

heaven" perpetually occurring; aud it was this phraso and
what it suggested that brought the early Christians face to

face with tho great problem they had to solve. WTien

Jesus announced that the kingdom of God was at hand, His

message was quite intelligible to His Jewish audiences.

The phrase was sacred and familiar, and their thoughts

went back at once to tho old theocracy of Israel And
when after the death and ascension of our Lord, His Jewish

believers got a truer and deeper insight into the meaning
of the expression, still tho idea it conveyed bound
Christianity, with bands that could not be untied, to

Jjudaism, the Old Testament Scriptures, tho miraculous life

of the Jewish nation, and the ideal Israel long expected aud
long announced. Throughout the Old Testament Scriptures

we find three ideas conueeted with the thought of the

kirkgdom of God. It implied first and primarily the share

in tho inheritance in the laud which the Lord gave to His
people and to their children ; and then it implied security

in this possession, deliverance from Egypt and a succession

of enemies, and, lastly, the possession of an inward spring of

covenant life, which guaranteed them both salvation and
possessioa These three things were tho historical and

domoE
God

material basis on which rested the v.-hola Bpiritual ancE

prophetic superstructure of the ideal kingdom of God,

which lay enshrined in the heart of every devout Hebrew.

When our Lord by His preaching, by His life, death,

and rising again, and by His mission of the Holy Spirit,

gave new meanings to these thoughts. He only widened,

deepened, spiritualized, and gave personal point and ap-

plication to what the prophets and holy men of old had

already declared. And when He and His apostles guided

by His Spirit taught His early followers that His kingdom

of God meant possession of tlie spiritual blessings of God's

grace, and deliverance from sin, death, and Satan, and a

life of adopted sonship which guaranteed them in all these

blessings, devout Jews could feel that now they were only

learning what the prophets had taught, and they rejoiced

in the thoroughgoing oneness which existed between the

kingdom of God as proclaimed in the Old Testament and

tho kingdom of heaven which Jesus preached. But if it

was a sine qua non that Christianity should spring out of

the Old Testament Scriptures and bo identical in all

essentials with the Old Testament church, it was no less

necessary that it should bo now a religion for Gentiles as

well as Jews, and here the difficulty emerged. Could tho

old Jewish church be carried over into the Christian church

if all that outwardly distinguished it wore abolished ?

Could tho continuity bo preserved if tho ceremonies and

restrictions which made up tho visible life of the Old
Testament worship wero no longer to be observed ! Would
not tho Old Testament church be entirely destroyed and
the continuity between it and the New Testament church

be dono away with if the Old Testament ceremonial law

was abandoned ! So long as the members of the Christian

church were Jews only or Gentiles who had become
proselytes tho difficulty was not felt. The Christians had
not openly broken with Judaism, and were acknowledged

even ijy their Jewish opponents to be a Jewish sect,—

a

sect> everywhere spoken against it is true, but still a sect

just as tho Sadducees were a sect. But whenever Gentiles

who wero not proselytes became believers 'then a fierce

struggle arose between those who thought that tho con-

tinuity between tho Old Testament and Christianity could

not bo kept up unless it were visibly perpetuated in thoso

observances which distinguished the Jewish religion from

all others, and thoso who were contented with a continuity

which was more of tho spirit than of the letter and tho

form. Tho practical shape which the struggle at first

assumed was, whether Gentiles could be Christians without

first becoming proselytes, and whether Jewish Christians

mustccasa tobebelievers if they associated with Gentiles who
had not been circumcised, and had not rendered themselves

servants to tho law of Moses. To understand the difficulty

rightly it should bo remembered that when the difficulty

arose tho New Testament canon was not in existence, and
the church had to bo guided mainly by the Old Testament

Scriptures and tho memory of Jesus preserved by tho

apostles. In spite of what has been advanced by critics

of tho Tubingen school, it seems evident that the apostles

one and all in their letters to the church faithfully followed

out the solution which Christ's discourses gave. In these

discourses our Lord carefully distinguished between the per-

manent and tho temporary elements in the Old Testament

dispensation, and assumed that His office as Messiah gave

him full authority to abolish or alter the latter. He also

pointed out that tho permanent parts of tho Mosaic eco-

nomy were the various modes of expressing that love to God
and to man which He declared to be the sum of the law

and the prophets. These were unalterable, but any change

might be made in the subordinate and temporary elements,

if only this great principle was more fully aud better ex-

pressed by tho change. This leading thought Christ used
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as much to detect and cnndemn false developments of the

Mosaic economy {e.g., Pharisaism) as to test its true develop-

ment in Christianity. The apostles of Jesus carried out

the principles of their Master. There is not a trace in the

epistles of Peter, James, and John of the idea that salva-

tion and entrance into the kingdom of God could only be

obtained by those who were first Jews and then Christians.

There is no statement, for example, that Gentiles must be

circumcised before they can be baptized. On the contrary,

James speaks of the perfect law of liberty, and Peter

and John have expressions equally strong. Within the

writings of the apostolic circle everything goes to show

that the church was taught from the beginning that

Christianity was not to be confined within the limits of

natural or adopted Jewish nationality.

Theinfin- But when we turn to the Acts of the Apostles, and to
ence of

([jg epistles of Paul, especially to the Epistle to the

Galatians, we find that the apostolic solution of the diffi-

culty was not acceptable to the early Jewish Christians,

and was not accepted by many of them. We even find

that the practice of members of the apostolic circle was not

always in accordance with the principles which they had
enounced iu accordance with the guidance of the Holy
Spirit. There was a strong ultra-Jewish party in the

e.arly Christian church, which was able in some measure to

control the conduct of the apostles themselves. And this

was what was to be expected. Men who had been trained

in Judaism, where the connection between religion and poli-

tics was so very close, whose religious thoughts were always
expressed in outward ordinances, could scarcely avoid insist-

ing upon some visible connection between Judaism and
Christianity. They could not see that Christianity was
the completion of Judaism if the practices of the Jlosaic

economy were not kept up. Thus we find at least two
parties, a Judaizing and a Gentile party, in the early

church. At first the Jewish party was so strong as to

force a compromise upon the leaders of the Gentile church,

and require that every Gentile Christian should at least

become a proselyte of the gate by abstaining from things

offered to idols, from things strangled, from blood, and
from vopvua or a breach of the_ Old Testament regulation

about marriage ; and it is probable that Jewish Christians

were required to keep up all the practices of the Jewish
religion and more especially to fthare in the sacrificial

worship of the temple. Afterwards this Jewish party

grow weaker, and it became the universal belief in the

early church that Christians bom Jews did not need to

observe the ceremonial law of Moses or to share in the

temple-worship, and that Christians born Gentiles did not

require to show, by keeping certain Jewish regulation.s, that

they were believers in a creed which was a development of

Old Testament ideas. The capture of Jerusalem and the

destruction of the temple .separated the Christian Jews who
were of the sect of the Pharisees from their fellow Christians,

and the severe pei-secution of Jewish religion and rites

which followed the revolt under Ear Cochba sent most of

thorn over into the ranks of the Essenes, and thus the

Christian church was left in peace to reconcile its intimate

connection with Judaism with its abandonment of Jewish
ritual on the principles of Christian liberty. But in solving

the problem the early Christian church was scarcely true to

the principles of its Master. In order to defend more stren-

uously their separation from Judaism, it w-ns customary for

the fathers of the church to look at Christianity asF.upply-

ing in detail all that Judaism possessed, and this led them
almost as far from the fundamental principles of continuity

laid down by Christ as the old Judaizers had gone. They
required a new law to set over against the old law of

Moses, a new service to take the place of the temple service

©f the Old Testament, a new daily sacrifice, " the new law's

new oblation " instead of the sacrifices of Moses, a new ntnal
which after it had gradually grown complex enough was
found to correspond bit by bit with the ritual of Jerusalem,
and a new priesthood whose functions were to be not unlike
the duties of the sons of Aaron. In church traditions,

a ritual of worship, and a service of priests, thsy found the
proof of their relation to the religion of the Old Testament,
and forgetting the unseen continuity of sameness of spiritual

principle, found a consolation in a fancied similarity in
external routine of worship. Iu this way early Christianity

succeeded and failed iu realizing to herself the real con-

tinuity between the Old Testament and the New Testa-

ment kingdoms of God.

Eat if early Christianity found it difficult to reconcile Tho inOo.

the Xew Testament idea of the kingdom of God with the '"" "^

Old Testament conception, it was no less troubled when it
^°*-

camo to work out this New Testament thought on the
broad basis prepared for it by the existence and character

of the Roman empire. There were difficulties vrithout as

well as difficulties within. Christians are men with bodies

as well as souls, and Christian ideas tend to take sensible

shape, sometimes false and sometimes true. No sooner
had Christianity shaken off its Jewish thraldom .than it

seemed eager to betake itself to a new slavery—eager to lay

down the kingdom of God on lines already furnished by the

government of pagan Rome, or the creeds of pagan philo-

sophy. At all events wo can trace in early Christianity

the workings of tv.-o subtle influences, tho one of which
strove to reduce tho kingdom of God to a material and
earthly empire, while the other would have dissolved it into

a system of philosophy. The ecclesiastical empire of the

Middle Ages and the scholastic theology overthrown at the

Great Reformation were slowly built up by principles which
Christianity almost unconsciously assumed during her long
struggle with pagan Rome and with pagan philosophy.

The relation of Rome to Christianity was very peculiar.

Both aimed at world-wide dominion, and the one was the

very incarnation of polytheism, while the other forbade in

the sternest terms all idolatrous worship. Tho Christians,

while citizens of the great empire which ruled the world,

found the idolatry which they hated and denounced inter-

woven inextricably with the law of the land, possession of

property, social observances, and public ceremonies. And
Christianity had scarcely emerged from Palestine when it

found itself engaged in a hand to hand struggle with Uie

imperial power of Rome hei-self.

The uniform policy of Rome was to respect the laws and Roman
the religion of the conquered peoples who came under her trealmont

dominion. The Roman system of jurisprudence, it is true,
J^',

^v"*"

was extended to all parts of the empire, and capital offences

were generally tried according to Roman law before Roman
tribunals ; but, generally speaking, conquered nations lived

under their own laws and were allowed to practise their

own religions. By this wise policy Rome not only avoided

stirring up reUgious wars, but contrived to be the religious

and legal as well as political centre of all tho conquered

tribes. In one way only was the religion of tho conquered

interfered with, when tho worship of the emperor w.as forced

upon all his subjects. Whatever motives of policy urged
this haughty indifference to all creeds, and this easy tolera-

tion of every form of pagan faith, they wcro in reality

founded on an intense belief in tho eternity and almost

divinity of Rome itself. Rpmo bad remained for ages and
seemed likely to endure tho Eternal City, and when all other

feelings of reverence had fled, the heart of the genuine

Roman was full of cwo for tho majesty and might of

pcrenduring Rome. It was no mere servilo adulation which

led to the deification of the emperors. Tho emperor wos
God, and divine honours were paid to him because ho was
the visible symbol of imperial Rome making manifest its
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power and permanence. And it was a real feeling of wor-

ship that raised in every house the altar to the divus

imperator, and spread over the whole of the Roman empire,

jostling aside its myriad creeds, the one faith in Rome,
in its power, its eternity, and its mysterious strength.

It was in this way that paganism and Romo became almost

synonymous, and that Christianity and Rome were foes

from the first.

Rome never treated Christianity as other religions were

treated. Gibbon tells us that the Roipans were already

somewhat intolerant of Judaism and extended their intol-

erance to the new Jewish sect, somewhat more intractable

than their neighbours, which Christians were supposed to

be. He also shows that Christians who had neither temples

nOr synagogues were supposed to be atheists, and so

beyond the pale of toleration, and that the secret

assemblies of Christians were supposed to have a hostile

political meaning. But something more is required to

explain the uncompromising hostility of Rome, especially

when we find that latterly that hostility was strongest

under the greatest and noblest emperors. Since

Roman toleration was founded on public policy, there was

an end of it with regard to a religion which was of no

use in curbing a conquered people. The Christian religion

was nova and illicita ; it was not a national religion nor a

recognized faith, and was a new and unaccountable pheno-

menon which might be, and most probably was, fraught

with danger to the sacred state. We find, too, in many
of Rome's ablest statesmen a strange instinctive dread of

Christianity. They made inquiries about it and were

watchful of it, and yet could get no real insight into it.

They could not help noticing how in spite of edicts and

persecutions Christianity was rapidly increasing; they

saw how, with a daring which to them was simply

inexplicable, it was nothing loath to match itself against

the power of Rome. To the ears of these dark and jealous

emperors came tidings of Christianity copying the jurisdic

tion of Rome in its ecclesiastical divisions of the land, of

its success in the large towns in the empire, of its entrance

into the army. They saw, too, what Constantino was the

first to make use of, that Christianity act-ed in such a way,

upon the physical frame that Christian soldiers were

stronger and braver than their fellows, and man for man
and battalion for battalion were more ttan a match for

the pagans. Above all, they heard rumours of a new

kingdom which the Christians were to establish, . of con-

fidently expressed hopes that the kingdom would soon come,

and of openly asserted rp'^Iutions and prophecies that it

would be established -jO- the ruins of Rome itself. And,

on the side of tie Christians, TertuUian was ready to boast

that in a few years the Christian empire had more extensive

boundaries than the Roman, and that Christian soldiers

had penetrated and triumphed in regions where the Roman
arms wtre unknown or defied. Christian martyrs marching

to the arena confidently predicted the speedy overthrow

of one cruel paganism which sent them there. As the

struggle deepened, too, there entered a distinctly new
element on the Christian side, and the contest became
not merely one of the true religion against a false paganism
and a pagan and persecuting state; it became a battle

between two kingdoms. The Christian bishop and the
Roman governor were two rival authorities, viceroys in

two warring empires; and the saints would inherit the
earth, when the church ruled instead of Rome as the
mistress of the world. During the long struggle between
Rome and Christianity we see this subtle influence entering
into and withering the true spiritual conception of the
kingdom of God, until at last it is almost transforrhed into

an earthly empire. St Augustine has seized on and
represented this idea with .sublime dramatic puwer in his

Civitas Dei in peregrinatione per ta-ras, where the Civitas

Dei, or the church, is set over against the Civitas Tericna,

or state ; and where the kingdom of God, however grandly

pictured, is almost as material, earthly, and sensible as

the empire of pagan Rome. From this fatal influence have

come all the attempts to realize the universality and

catholicity of the church in a purely external or visible

way, and the failure to understand how Christianity may
be all-embracing without visibly covering and controlling

the earth.

In her contest with Rome Christianity succeeded in

realizing and giving expression to her claim to universal

dominion, but in Rome's overthrow she inflicted an almost

fatal wound on herself when she was unconsciously induced

to take the government of a pagan empire as her model for

the organization of a spiritual kingdom.

In the contest which Christianity had to maintain with Th^ infln.

pagan philosophy the early Christians were compelled to ~ w
work out another side of the great problem which con- lesophy.

fronted the early church—the relation of the Old Testament

to the New Testament kingdom of God. Philosophy when
engaged upon topics which belong to Christianity is always

easily distinguished by the way in which it puts its

questions. The question with philosophy, for example, is,

What is Sin ? How can its existence be explained J But
the Christian question is : How can I get rid of sin ! To
the philosopher sin is food for meditation, but to the

Christian it is something to be escaped from, Outeide

Christianity there were many schools of thinkers who
busied themselves with speculations about the origin and
nature of sin, death, God, judgment, holiness, and so

on, and there were many philosophers who were Quite

willing to take help from the Hebrew Scriptures in their

difficulties. It was always a matter of earnest endeavour

on the part of Christian theologians to make it clear that

Christianity was not a philosophy to be discussed but a life

to be lived ; but when they wero called, by the views of

some of the Gnostics, to explain their relation to the Old
Testament Scriptures and to the Kew Testament canon, we
fiud them unable to realize the fuU significance of the

problem. To the early Christians the Old Testament was
pre-eminently the scripture, it was in their possession before

'the New Testament, and the New Testament canon was
gradually formed as one after another of the writings which
compose it were found worthy of a place beside the Old
Testament Scriptures. Certain of the Gnostic sects made
use of the facts, statements, and truths contained iu the

Scriptures in their theories of creation and redemption, of

man, sin, and salvation ; and Christian theologians were
compelled to refute the Gnostics by setting forth over

against the false doctrines what they held to be the truths

concerning the matters taught. In this way and gradually

there grew up an intellectual system of Christian truth,

embodied in the creeds of the church and in the writings

of her theologians. The necessity was laid upon Christian

theologians to present Christianity intellectually in this

way and oppose a true to the false yiwi? ; but just as iu

her contest mth Judaism and Rome Christianity insensibly

adopted part of the error contended against, so here the

struggle against intellectual evil had the result of tending

to dissociate Christian life from the Holy Scriptures, and
of creating two kingdoms of God—one of life which was
to be lived on the lines of the old Roman empire, and one

of doctrine which was to be based on the foundations of

Greek philosophy. This latter tendency did not appear in

the church until the early Jewish element had almost died

out. To the Jew Judaism was an historical past which it

was not to the Gentile, who cculd with difficulty think of

the church of the Old Testament as a spiritual organization

into which he wa.s actually brought by rege:ieration. To
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the Jew the Mosaic Law and the Old Testament Scriptures

generally did not so much mean a series of commandments
or prescriptions as a mode of life. No doubt v/hen they

thought of the Old Testament their minds were fuU of laws

and commandments, but still the most prominent idea was
that their fathers had lived and had been enjoined to live

a particular mode of life. To the Jew the Old Testament

was the past covenant life of his fathers in which he
might share, and it showed him God much more as the

covenant God with whom Israel had lived in communion
than as a mere Lawgiver. But it was more difficult

for the Gentile to feel this. He could not easily feel

that the covenant life described in the Old Testament
was the life into which Christ had brought him, and
Le felt as much outside of it as the Jew felt within it.

And so to him the Old Testament was not so much
a haven of religious fellowship as a series of coiaraandments

which he might understand and at least could obey. When
tlie Gnostics drew false inferences from statements in the

Old Testament, and when the church theologians corrected

these in creeds, this forced making of creeds intensified the

tendency to look at the Bible—Old Testament and New
Testament—rather as a storehouse of theological weapons,

than as the medium of personal intercourse between a

covenant God and His peo|ile. One of the main
characteristics of the Biblical idea of the kingdom of God
was lost—the thought of personal intercourse with the King
(h'.ough His word realized in an act of personal trust, and
the idea of faith lost its sense of trust with personal com-
munion and took the character of assent to intellectual

truths. But as the life can nevar be fed upon abstract

truths and their comprehension, and must have some
support, Christian life became gradually divorced from any
relation to the V.'orJ, and became rooted on a system of

observances, of which the sacrament of the Supper became
the centre. The etlorts of the church to realize its relation

to the Scriptures were in tliis way partly successful, because

it recognised its duty to set forth the truth of God ; but
from the way taken the result was to displace Christianity

flora its position of rest upon the Old Testament church
:'.nd the Scriptures, aud to send it to its own machinery for

life and stroigth.

One other phase of early Christianity ought to be referred

to, as it illustrates another side of the same great problem
v.hich was presented for solution. Both in the Old
Testament and in the New Testament conceptions of the

kingdom of heaven the idea of a new life, or at least of a
separate consecrated life, is a conspicuous element. The
kingdom of God implies that those who are within the
kingdom live a life different from those without. In all

ages of Christianity this now and separate life has been an
object of speculation, and many various ideas of its true

nature have been promulgated. The very conception of a
life which is new is sufficient of itself to produce strange
conjectures respecting its nature, and in the epistles of St
Paul we find evidence that many of the Gentile Christians
were disposed to think of the new life of Christianity as

one entirely outside of the realm of ordinary moral law.

Tills lawless or immoral tcniLncy was sternly cheeked in

the Christian church, and only gained head in sects outside
of it ; but traces of the tendency were not infrequent.

The function of the Holy Spirit in the church was always
made a ground of conjecture concerning the real nature of

the new Christian life, and it was from mistaken views of

the character of the Spirit's influence and work that dis-

turbing pietist theories perplexed early Christianity. These
pietist theories gained distinctive form and acquired great
power in what has been called Jfontanism, and the church's
efforts to rid hcreclf of this incubus, while well intcntioucd,
IcJ to permanent results by no means satisfactory. One of

the chief characteristic; of this early pietism was the ides

that the a'oiding presence of the Holy Spirit rendered

possible a continuous rcvebition, and it was believed that

the prophetic gift was permanent in the Church. Thi
Moutanist prophets presumed to add to revelation, and to

overturn ecclesiastical laws and jurisdiction by means oi

infallible utterances disclosed to them. The practical effect

would have been to reduce the organization of Christianity

and the intercourse between Christians to a precarious

dependence upon the dictates of self-constituted prophets,

whose ideas of revelation resembled the heathen soothsayiug
much more closely than the Old TestameHt prophecy or

the New Testament inspiration, and this led the church to

adopt a severer discipline and more monarchical consti-

tution. But this must be afterwards referred to.

To sum up, then, early Christianity, in working out the
problem of its connection with Judaism and the Old
Testament Scriptures, achieved success in four great direc-

tions, but at the same time made four great mistakes. It

insisted rightly on the fact that in order to be a develop-

ment of Judaism Christians did not require to become
Jews first, but it erred in attempting to make Christianity

the exact counterpart and rival of Judaism. It insisteil

rightly that the kingdom of heaven was a kingdom to be
i^et up on earth and so all-embracing as to include the whole
earth within its boundaries, but it erred when it conceived

it to be a kingdom which in anj' way could bo compared with
the Roman empire, and when it began to translate spiritual

power and possession into physical and temporal doini

iiion. It insisted, rightly, that the church was the custodier

of ti-uth, but it erred when it made faith intellectual assent,

when it gave to the Bible an entirely intellectual aspect,

and laid the foundations for infallible creeds. It rightly

expelled from its midst a false pietist prophecy, which in

coui-se of time would have undermined alike scriptural and
ecclesiastical authority, but it erred .when it conferred on a

consecrated privileged caste the sole authority to interpret

scripture and regulate ecclesiastical discipline. These

attempts and failures in early Christianity have been so

often repealed that they may be looked upon as true and

false principles ot development inherent in it»

The history of the world presents no phenomenon so Early pw
striking as the rise and early progress of Christianity. ?"« of

Originating in a countiy not remarkable for any political, ':''".!"

commercial, or literary influence, emanating from One v.ho
'

occupied a humble sphere in the community amidst which

He appeared, and announced in the first instance by men
of mean extraction, of no literary culture, and not endowed
with any surpassing gifts of intellect,—it nevertheless spread

so rajjidly that in an incredibly short period of time it had

been difiused throughout the whole civilized world, and in

the fourth century of its e.xisteucc became the recognized

and estabh'shed religion of the Roman empire. When it is

remembered that this result was achieved not only without

the aid of any worldly influence, but in the face of the

keenest opposition on the part of all the learning, wealth,

wit, and power of the most enlightened and mightiest

nations of the earth, the conclusion is strongly forced upon

us that a power beyond that of man was concerned in its

success, and that its early aud unexampled trium)>hs alVord

an incontestable proof of its inherent truth and its diviuo

origin. Nor has the rapid advance of Christianity been

confined to its earlier years. "After a revolution of fourteen

or fifteen centuries that religion is still professed by the

nations of Europe, the most distinguished portion of human
kind iu art and learning as well n.<< in arms. By the

industry and zeal of Europeans, it has been widely

diffused to the most distant shores of Asia and Africa,

aud by means of their colonics has been firmly established

from Canada to Chili in a laud unknown to Iho aucienta.'*
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And when we turn to ths results of modern mir.eionary

snte'.'priao we find a success no less remarkable.

Cauroj c Historical critics Tvlio have no sympathy with, the super-
Its pro- natural elements in Christianity have attempted to account
^°^"

for this wonderful success by natural causes, and have

pointed out various circumstances which go far to account

for the rapidity of its spread. Sceptical critics of a past

gensration contented themselves with enumerating various

distinct causes combining to prcduce the effect, while

naturalist writers of our ovm day try rather to show that

Christianity was the natural outcome of the intellect

of tho ago which produced it. The great disadvantage

attaching to the one mode of criticism is that no parade of

causes or conditions of suecesa can ever get rid of the

supernatural character of Christianity, for it is always

impossible to shov/ that these are the only causes at work,

and the retort can be made that these causes are themselves

part of the supernatural plan for the introduction and
" furtherance of Christianity, while the other labours under

the necessity either of getting rid of the Christ of history

and putting in his place an elaborate poem—an attempt

not yet successful—or of reducing tho character and work
of Jesus to the level of those of Confucius, Buddha,

Mahomet, or other founder of a purely naturalist religion.

The celebrated five causes of Gibbon are perhaiis tho

best specimen of the one mode of argument, while the

elaborate theories of the Tiibingen school are certainly tho

most noteworthy instance of the other. Gibbon thinks

that the Christian faith obtained so remarakable a victory

over the established religions of the earth because it was
effectually favoured aud assisted by the five following

causes:-— 1. The inflexible, and if we may use the expression,

the intolerant zeal of the Christians, derived it is true from

tho Jewish religion, but purified from the narrow and

unsocial spirit, which instead of inviting had deterred the

Gentiles from embracing the law of Moses ; 2. The doctrine

of a future life improved by every additional circuuistanco

which could give weight and efficacy to that important

truth ; 3. The miraculous powers ascribed to the primitive

church ; 4. The pure and austere morals of the Christians
;

5. Tho union and discipline of the Christian republic,

which gradually formed an independent and increasing state

in the heart of the Roman empire. It does not need the

possession of an anti-Christian .spirit to admit that these

causes of Gibbon's may have hcljied greatly to spread

the Christian religion, and indeed tlie Christian critic has

to object not so much to this statement of causes as to the

covert insinuation which lurks in the historian's exposition

of their influence. For the question still remains to be put,

why was it that Christianity possessed so many character-

istics which made it adapted as no other religion was to

the needs and capacities of mankind. Stil! it ought to be
observed that when we turn to tho pages of the early

Christian Apologists, especially to the writings of those of

them who were converted to Christianity after having
spent many years as intelligent pagans, we find them almost

unanimous in declaring that they themselves were attracted

to Christianity chiefly by these three reasons ;— 1. The
sublimity and simplicity of the Christian doctrines of God,
sin, aud salvation ; 2. The noble purity of tho Christian

life, more especially of the life of a Christian woman ; and
3. The grandeur of the doctrine of creation contained in

the Old Testament Scriptures. The inefficiency of the

theories of modern critics who would explain the origin

and success of Christianity on purely naturalist grounds
has .already been discussed under the head of AroLOGETics.

'i'lie strong and deep influence which Christianity soon

began to have even over the lives and opiiuons of those

who were not Christians, is even a more striking testimony

to ita paramount claims than the rapidity of its spread.

The struggle cf Chrietianity with Rome has already been

alluded to, but oven before Home gave up the straggle in

despair, before the last persecution, and before tho triumph

under Ccnstantine, the influence of Christianity was

making itself felt morally, socially, and politically, while

its influence on intellect and science was no less remark-

able.

It is almost impossible for us to realize, how powerfully Pagan 1ib<

paganism acted upon the general morality of tho great "'orality.

peoples of antiquity and encouraged all manner of lawless-

ness and indecency. In the time of tho later republic

and of the early empire we have the spectacle of Eoman
law and philosophy powerless to restrain the brutal and

obscene passions of the people excited by tho influence of

the popular religion, even when they had ceased to regard

it as an intelligible creed. All paganisuj is at bottom a

worship of Nature in some form or other, and in all pagan

religions the deepest and most awe-inspiring attribute of

nature was its power of reproduction. The mystery of birth

and becoming was the deepest mystery of nature ; it lay at

the root of all thoughtful paganism and appeared in various

forms, some of a more innocent, others of a most debasing

type. To ancient pagan thinkers, as well as to modern men
of science, the key to the hidden secret of the origin aud

preservation of tho universe lay in the mystery of sex.

Two energies or agents, one an active and generative, tho

other a fem.iuine, passive, or susceptible one, were every-

where thought to combine for creative purpose, and heaven

and earth, sun and moon, day and night, were believed to

co-operate to the production of being. Upon some
such basis as this rested almost aU tho polytheistic,

worship of the old civilization, and to it may be traced

back, stage by stage, the separation of divinity into male and
female gods, the deiflcation of distinct powers of nature,

and the idealization of man's own faculties, desires, and

lusts, where every power of his understanding was embodied

as an object of adoration, and every impulse of bis will

became an incarnation of deity. But in each and every

form of polytheism we find the slime-track of the deification

of se.x ;
" there is not a single one of tho ancient religions

which has not consecrated by some ceremonial rite even the

grossest forms of sensual indulgence, while many of them
actually elevated prostitution into a solemn service of reli-

gion." The corrupting influence of paganism entered into

the very essence of the social life of the Roman at the time

when Christianity began its career. The thoughtful reader

of contemporary literature cannot fail to observe how day
by day the poison instilled itself into every nook and cranny

o'f the social life of the people. " It met him in every

incident of life, in business, in pleasure, in literature, in

politics, in arms, in the theatres, in the streets, in the baths,

at the games, in the decorations of his house, in the orna-

Dcnts and service of his table, in the very conditions of the

weather and the physical phenomena of nature. It is not

easy to call up as a reality the intending sinner addressing

to the deified vice which he contemplates a prayer for the

success of his design ; the adulteress imploring of Venus
the favours of her paramour; the harlot praying for an
increase of her sinful gains ; the pander begging the pro-

tection of the goddess on her shameful trade; the thief

praying to Hermes Uolios for aid in his enterprizes, or

ofi'ering up to him the first-fruits of his plunder'; young
maidens dedicating their girdles to Athene Apaturia ;

youtlis

entreating Hercules to expedite tho death of a rich uncle.

And yet these things and far worse than these meet us over

and over again in every writer who has left a picture of

Roman manners in the later republic and under the begin-

ning of the empire" (X'ci-tk Brit. Itev., -jol. 47). When we
turn to the writings of the early Cliristian Apologists we
find them exposing in a scathing way this whole state of
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tilings and contrasting it with that moriil law which is

written by nature on the heart of men ; and the pure lives

of the Christians in the midst of this sea of iniquity had a

wonderful eSect. Thera is no contrast more wonderful

tlian that which may be drawn between the grandeur of

Koman law and the debasement of the ordinary social life

of the Eoman people ; but Koman law was founded much

rho sc'-ial mors on economic than on moral foundations. But when
mfliznnse of Christianity entered into the Roman empire, and when it

f^f-^i- at last hud mads head against paganism, the imperial law
'"''^"

found an ally in Christian ethics which it had been without

during the reign of paganism, and discovered, too, a higher

sanction for its precepts than mere economic interests.

From the time of Constaotine onwards the influence of

Christianity on Roman law is remarkable, and always on

the side of morality in the highest sense of the term. We
find from llie Acts of the Apostles that the first organiza-

tion of Christians was for the better distribution of charity

to those in need of it, and one of the earliest results of the

political triumph of Christianity in the empire was the pro-

mulgation of laws ensuring the protection of the feeble and

the helpless. The nineteen years of civil war which pre-

ceded the final victory of Constantino had produced the

usual scenes of misery, and great numbers of orphan children

were thrown upon the world without protection. The influ-

ence of the celebrated Lactantius, to whoso care Ccnstantine

had committed the education of his son Crispus, was able to

secure the publication of a law declaring tiiat the emperor

was the father of all these children, and that the expense of

their upbringing was to be defrayed by the state. At the

eame time the exposure for sale of unfortunate children

was sternly forbidden, and those who so exposed them
were condemned to the amphitheatre. The condition of

slaves was also greatly ameliorated by the new spirit of

Christianity which Was then working in society. Slavery

was not abolished, but various laws were made restricting

the power of sla,ve-holders. The master was deprived

of the arbitrary power of life and death. It was ordained

that when royal estates were divided the families of slaves

of the soil were not to be separated. Kew laws breathing

a more Christian spirit regulated the relation of tho ee.'ces.

Divorce v/as made a much more difficult matter. Tho
laws against rape and seduction were made more severe,

and adultery became a capital otTcnco. The nameless crime,

which was tho disgrace of Greek and Homan civilization,

v/as made punishable by death. The making of eunuchs

was forbidden, and it was enacted that slaves who had
Buffered this mutilation might claim their freedom. But
tho silent revolution which Christianity wrought in social

morality cannot bo measured by legislation. It is to be

traced in a purer literature, a higher moral life, a better

public spirit, and, above all, in tho establishment of buildings

for tho reception of strangers {^cvCivci), alms-houses for the

poor (nTU)j(OTpo(^aa), hospitals and orphan-houses for tho

sick and the forsaken, and houses of refuge for the support

of helpless old men and women. All these were due to tho

church, and the bishops vied with each other in tho proper

exercise of a munificent charity. One of the most celebrated

of these establishments was the Basiliasof Basil of Coesarea,

where strangers were hospitably entertained, and medical

attendance and nursing were provided for those sick of

whatever disease. In the Basilias everything was on tho

mostmagnificent scale. The physicians of tho establishment

resided within tho walls, and workshops were provided for

all the artizans and labourers whoso services wore needed.

The presence of such institutions, and tho Christian charity

to which they bore witness, must have had a wonderfully

restorative influence on tho corru])t pagan society in which
thoy were set up. Law and religion became allied, not

opposing forces.

The political influence of Christianity is as marked as its

moral power, and had as great an eff'ect upon the paganism
into which it was thrown. It was Christianity which gave

to the world those two great factors in civil liberty,

—

c

consolidated public opinion and an eflficient system of repre-

sentative government. Gibbon has gone out of his way
to sneer at the passive resistance of the early Christians.,

and has lent the weight of his authority to tho idea that a
struggle for civil liberty is opposed to the whole tenets of

primitive Christianity ; but whatever the views of tha

Christians were on these points, it is plain that Christianity

put a new public life into the Roman empire which greatly

retarded its final fall. It has been frequently remarked
that Christianity did as much for Constantino as he did for

it, and the history of the time amply justifies the observatioD.

Whatever be the truth about the sincerity of his conversion,

it ia undoubted that he, from first to last, looked at tho

church from a political point of view, and made use of it

accordingly for his own political aggrandizement. Itshould

be remembered that the Roman empire hung badly together,

and that apart from the sentiment which may bo called

belief in the genius of Rome there was no common lifa

and no common nationality. There was no popular life,

such as we are accustomed to ia modern Europe. From t.ho

beginning the empire had been a military tyranny. The
emperor was imperator, and ruled because he commanded
the state as an army, and tho rule in the provinces waa
really military. It was imposed on the people from without

and did not spring from themselves. There was not even

that solidarity in it which an hereditary absolutism begets.

Of course such an empire had very little cohesion, and was
only kept together by the feeling of the genius of Eom»
and by the grand system of Roman law. But there was

within the empire a new corporate life, a new kingdom,

which 8ub.5isted in virtue of the life which was in it, held

together by the inward power of growth. When Constan-

tius and Constantine looked at the Christian church with

the eyes of statesmen, they saw before them a great self-

regulating organization which had a common life, a cohesion,

and a corporate character quite unlike anytjing else in tha

empire. It was impossible to touch the church anywhere

without the whole body being thrilled throughout from

end to end, so thoroughly was it one. If the emperor

could bring any influence to bear on the Christian organi-

zation, he might hope to move these hidden spiritual springs

of action which aro so much more pov/erful than anything

lying at the command of a mere military government. Tho
organization of Christianity was such that all over tho empire

and beyond it there was, without unduo centralh:3*ioD,

a confederation of local churches whoso government v.'a3

thoroughly democratic and based on tho principle of rcpre-

scntation by means of ofhce-bearers elected by tho people^

which produced a unity of sympathy and action. Besides

all this tho common life was kept up by cctivo sympathy

between tho various churches. If thcro v.as a famino in

Africa, the churches in Spain and Gaul cent grain. If

Christian Gauls had been carried off into captivity by tho

pagan Germans, tho wealthy African and Roman churches

sent money for their redemption. Tho military roads, tho

system of posts, tho relaj-s of chips which Rome kept up

to bring intelligence and produce from tho provinces, were

all used by tho church for tho purpcco of keeping up a

lively communication between all the various parts of the

Christian world. In this way Christianity witliin tha

empire was tho cno organization for creating, stimulating,

and guiding public opinion. It was that one part of tho

Roman empiro which, ccaltorcd over all its extent, had

common feelings and all thoso various common instincts

which go to make up a coramonwc.iltb. This was th«

force Uiat Coostaulino soufht to put bim:;cU at tho hood

V, — &8
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of,and because he succeeded he was the firstRoman emperor

who ruled with something like what we should call " public

opinion" at his back. Ihe victory of Constantine was the

first instance of the triumph of that mysterious popular

force which has givea organized freedom to the civilized

nations of Europe, and which is equally removed from the

civic freedom of the ancient democracy and from the mili-

tary tyranny of the great empires of antiquity. It is to

Christianity that modern Europe owes organized public

opinion and representative government.

Chiisti- Thesilent influence which Christianity hasexercised upon
aiiity ai.d the human intellect, and especially upon its scientific

science. researches, is too important to -be passed over. Anti-

Christian writers have combined to show the hostility

which they think exists between religion and science, and
have painted in glowing colours the hindrances which
Christianity places before the advance of scientific ideas

;

but such attempts resemble the eS^ortsof a man to kick down
the ladder which has enabled him to reach the elevation on
which he stands. Christianity did not create philosophy

nor science, and many of the earlier Christian theologians

denounced in no measured terms the philosophies of Greece

and Rome because of their connection with paganism, while

philosophy on its side was the last remnant of the old

pagan civilization which withstood the Christian conquest.

Sooa, however, philosophy and Christianity came to terms,

and in the writings of St Augustine we find the noblest

Platoniam allied with the loftiest Christian theology. The
science of paganism has never been on a par with its philo-

Eophical speculations, and whether we examine the ancient

c".vili^ations-of Greece and Rome which have passed away,

or those of India and China which remain^ wa seek in vain

Boioace and scientific knowledge in the modern sense of

the term. The truth seems to be that science requires to

buUd on a foundation supplied by Christianity, and which
paganism is unable to furnish, or at least has never yet

furnished. Science presupposes and rests on the idea of

the oneness and uniformity of the universe, and this idea

is, strictly speaking, a Christian conception. Aristotle, the

most scientific of the ancients, was unable to conceive the

/uniformity of nature or the totality of things in anything
flike the sense which these phrases have to modern thinkers.

His conceptions of matter and form, of potentiality and
actuality, and so on, implied a subtle duality which
effectually stood in the way of such a thought. The
uniformity of nature, the capacity of the ideal to realize

itself in actual things, was always apt to bo thwarted by an
inward stubbornness of matter which declined on occasions

to submit itself to law. It was this idea which stood in

the way of the modern thoughts of the uniformity of nature
and of the totality of things which are so essential to

sciecce. But such a stubborn, formless matter as pagan
philosophy and science delighted to speculate about was
quite foreign to Christian speculatioa and was opposed to

the deepest instincts of the Christian life—of trust in the
Father who is in Heaven. Chrbtianity did not propose to

itself the solution or even the statement of scientific

problems, but its yearning to get near God enabled it to
see deeper into the problem of the basis of science than the
v.holo of pagan thought had been able to do. The Christian
doctrine of creation and the Christian doctrine of provi-
dence furnish the foundations on which modern science rests.

The Christian doctrine of creation states the absolute
dependence of eU things on God. He made them out of
nothing ; and the religious nerve of the doctrine consists
in the feeling of absolute dependence on God which this
implies. We and all things have our birth and being from
God, and from nothing else. Practically God is all in all

to us, for on Him aU things depend for their origin, and
they depend on Him alone. The Christian doctrine of

providence presents the same thought in another form

The nerve of this doctrine is that God can and does mate
aJl things work together for the good of His people. Hero

again is the idea of the absolute dependence of all things

on God, not merely for their origin but also for their

existertco and endurance. In this way the thought of God
as the creator and preserver of all things gives a complete

unity to the universe which pagan thought never reached,

and gave that basis for the thought of the uniformity of

nature which science demands. It was long ere Christianity

could force this thought on the human intelligence, but

until it had permeated the whole round of man's intellectual

work it was vain to look for advances in science. It wa:>

the task of the scholastic theology and philosophy to kucad

into human thought Christian ideas, and among the rest

this idea of the unity and uniformity of nature. Anti-

Christian critics have spoken of the deadness and uselessness

of scholasticism, but its value for science and scientific in-

quiry can scarcely be over-estimated ; for it was scholasticism

which worked Christianity into every department of humao
and intellectual activity, and so leavened them with it, that

when its work was done, the intelligence of man was so

thoroughly saturated with the Christian view of nature that

it could never again forget it. When scholasticism ha(i

accomplished its task modern science sprang into being

dependent for its very foundation on that Christianity tc

which it is supposed to be so bitterly hostile.

The organization of Christianity belongs more properly to Thocons*

the description of the church, but it is impossible to pass f^'"°S
°^

the subject without any allusion. Christianity, which has
jj^j^ ^^^

'

been described to be a new life which takes an organic form rnunity.

and grows like other living things, cannot help taking to

itself an external form or organization which approaches

perfection in the proportion in which it is adapted to

e.xpress the life which it contains. On the one hand, the

external form of Christianity must not be confounded

with Christianity itself, and on the other it must ba
remembered that Christianity does, and must from its

very nature, embody itself in an external organization

And a two-fold danger arises from the neglect of thLi

principle, when on the one hand the machinery of

Chiistian worship and discipline is mistaken for Chris-

tianity itself, and when on the other it is mischievously

imagined that the purity of Christianity depends on the

realization of an impossible invisibility or absence of organi-

zation.

All the various modes of Christian organization or church

government profess to imitate the apostolic model, and to be
foundsd OQ and agreeable to the New Testament Scriptures,

and the comparative scantiness of information therein

supplied has led to violent controversies' upon the subject

into which we need not now enter. Many have supposed » sjuft-

with great probability that the New Testament contains sc
'^^

few positive instructions on this subject, because the

apostles did not invent a new organization for Christianity,

but simply took over from Judaism that organization for

worship and discipline which had no connection with the

temple service—the synagogue system—and that the early

Christian worship was simply a reproduction of the

synagogue service. We may at all events believe that the

early Christian organization, if not exactly the same, was

modelled upon that of the synagogue, and that the reasoii

why we have so few descriptions and instructions in th-

New Testament is that the apostles did not require to

describe what was so very well known to the Jewish

Christians who composed the apostolic church. At first

the' Christians seem to have shared in the common
worship of the Jews and to have engaged at the same
time in services which were peculiarly Christian (Acts ii

46), and in this way they appeared to be and were called,

-iem.
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•s sect (a'pco-is) of the Jens. They do uot seem to have

had any ecclesiastical organization distinctive enough to

separate tl;em from the Jews. Founding on these and

other facts Vitringa has derived the whole of the Christian

machinery of worship and discipline from the Jewish

synagogue. But this is going too far. Two influences, so

far as we can gather, seem to have combined to modify

the early state of matters which we see existing iu the tirst

chapters of the Acts of the Apostles, and these were the

hatred of the Jews and the entrance of Gentile Christians.

Tliese two circumstances led to the introduction of a new
church organization distinct from the Jewish and more

suited to the requirements of Christianity. This early

Christian organization, whose growth can be obscurely

traced in the New Testament, is characterized by two

special features. It- was evidently founded on and iu many
respects analogous to the Jewish religious community, and
the constitution was thoroughly democratic.

When Christianity arose, Palestine, and indeed the whole

of the civilized world where Jews had penetrated and

settled, was covered with a network of synagogues in cun-

Btant correspondence with each othei'. The synagogue

system v. as an organization for public worship, but also had

to do with the lives and conduct of the worshippers, and
possessed quasi-judicial functions. The worship of the

synagogue was not sacrificial, like that of the temple. It

was simply devotioual, consisting in prayer, praise, reading,

and preaching, and was regulated by a fixed liturgy. The
.synagogues were ruled by a variety of office-bearers. In
the first place, there was commonly a college of elders, with

the chief of the synagogue at their head. These elders had
a variety of names—almost all of the designations given

in the New Testament to the Christian ofhce-bearers are

>ised to denote these Jewish Z'Kenim. These elders were

the real rulers ; they had the power of excommunication,

and superintended the worship and charietes of the syna-

gogue. Besides these elders there was an officiating

minister who was the delegate of the cor gregation ; the

rules which Paul laid down to be observed in the choice

of a bishop almost exactly correspond to the conditions to

te satisfied in the election of the Sheliach. The lowest

class of office-bearers were the ordained servants or ministers

of the synagogue, who are sometimes called the young
men, and who like the Sheliaeh and the 2'Kenim were

ordained by laying on of hands. In this synagogue
Bystem, with its simple devotional worshi]), its office-bearers

to preserve discipline and encourage the exercise of charity,

the early Christians found an organization ready to hand
which they could at once take advantage of and either

adojrt or at least copy in important details.

Christittii All throughout the New Testament we are reminded
omco icui

jjj^j jj^g officebearers exist for the community and not the

community for the office-bearers, and this truth is enforced

with emphasis when the diversity of office in the Christian

church is made to depend upon diversity of gifts (Eph.

iy. I-IC), and upon the appreciation of those gifts by the

Christian, community testified to in the process of election.

We get these two primary ideas therefore about the

early Christian community, that possession of office meant
the possession of gifts suitable for the edification of the

community, and the recognition of this fact by the people.

In the New Testament the ordinary officebearers in the

Christian communuity have a variety of designations.

They are called jrpoVoTa/itVoi, rpto-/3iTtpoi, cViVkottoi,

«roi^cV«5, and r/yoiT/cvoi ; but all these names are used

evidently to express the same kind of officers, for they are

continually used interchangeably the one for the other.

In the earlier times of Christianity the service was probably

very simple, and the meetings wcie held in the houses of

the first converts or of the officers of the little Christian

community. !u an old liturgy we find a rubric enjoining
the deacons to order all mothers to take up their infants

at a peculiarly solemn part of the worship, which
shov.s us a picture of an early Christian assembly with
the babies crawling peac3fully over the floor during the
greater part of the service.

Many controversies liave arisen about the relation of

these office-bearers to the community on the one hand,
and to the apostles on the other. As the New Testament
writings do not give us more than passing allusions to the
mode iu which the government of the Christian community
was carried on, and describe it in action rather than give a
detailed accouut of the principles on which it was founded
and the way to apply them iu practice, we may be expected
to find there descriptions of the Christian organization at

various stages of early development. Some have believed,

not without great probability, that we have in the account
of the choice and consecration of the seven men (Acts vL
I-C) the beginning of the Christian organization on a
distinct and separate basis of its own, and that these seven
men were the first regularly chosen office-bearers in the
early Christian commuiiity. These seven men were chosen
to take charge of the charities of the small Christian com
nnmity, and it is not difficult to see now from this hoi?

they came to rule the community. We find no trace of a
distinct and separate election of elders or pastors ; and it is

worthy of note that the special service to which these men
were appointed, viz., to take charge of the poor, is the

work which we find the elders engaged in on the first

occasion on which they are mentioned (Acts xL 29-30).
Habitual almsgiving was regarded as a religious service of

no ordinary significance, and was specially enjoined on all

true believers, and the men appointed to take charge of

this umst have held a very high position in the church. It

is evident, besides, that the superintendi-'uce of the charities

involved a certain amount of d)sciplinary_ control, and so

the other duties of the office-bearers in the Christian church
naturally clustered around this one. The recipients of

charity were to be suitable persons (1 Thcss. v. 12-15,
1 Tim. V. 9-16) ; and we can easily see how gradually tha

benevolent oversight passed over into the rule of discipline,

until men originally elected to regulate the benevolence of

the community became the rulers of the church.

But whatever the earliest office-bearers were, and however
they were chosen, it seems evident that their special function

was to rule or to exercise discipline rather than to teach.

In the apostolic church there seem to have been two
kinds of teaching recognized, the apostolic announcement
of the evangel and the preaching of the word. The latter

was evidently at first open to all and sundry who had or

who thought that they had the gift, and the only restriction

placed upon indiscriminate exhortation was the command
forbidding women to speak in public. The gift of preaching

or exhortation was looked upon as a gift of the Spirit

independent of office ; and the earliest office-bearers were

men who ruled rather than men who taught. Open
preaching continued for a long time in the post-apostolio

church, and is distinctly recognized in the so-called Apos-

tolic Constitutions ; but there are evidences in the New
Testament that the practice had its inconveniences and
was discoum;;ed by the apostles. James warns heedless

preachers that they take great responsibility upon them,

and shall receive the greater condemnation (Jas, iii.

1), and Paul in several passages takes notice of the

irregularities and unedifying confusion attending tha

pnictice. Hence wo find the function of instniction -ot an

early period engrafted on that of rule, just as the function

of rule had grown out of that of oversight of the distribu-

tion of charity; and one of Vbe special qualifications of

elders of tho church was aptness to teach. . In the
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The

Epistles to Timothy we even find traces of a plan for

giving a special education and training to young men who

were set ajiart to prepare themselves for the office of elders

who were to teach. In the post-apostolic Church we find

ejiofher ofBce quite distinct from the eldership, the office

of deacon. The deacons in the post-apostolic church were

officers who waited upon the bishop, and many have thought

that the election of the seven men was really the election

not of elders but of deacons; but there seems no reason to

BU))pose this. The real warrant for the existence of the

diaconate consists in the fact that the office and duties of

the deacon correspond veiy nearly to those of the "ministers"

of the synagogue, and also in the many scattered references

in the New Testament to the existence of " young men "

(one of the technical terms for the synagogue deacons), who
waited upon the apostles. To sum up then, the officebearers

in the early Christian community were men selected by

the voice of the congregation, and confirmed by the apostles,

to administer the charities of the community; and to this

primitive function there was added soon after the duty of

oversight, leadership, or rule, and somewhat later the duty

of providing for the proper teaching of the people.

The relation of the apostles to these office-bearers and

apostles, to ^^^ Christian community is a problem not without diffi-

culties. Apostle primarily denotes one whd is sent on a

special mission, and in the Septuagint is used to translate

the Hebrew Shaluach, meaning one who has a special com-

mandment from God. The word was in common use among
the Jews to denote a special messenger and more especially

messengers sent on foreign missions. Thus the Jews Who
were sent from Palestine to stir up the foreign synagogues

against the Christians arc called apostles. All these ideas

help to show us what the Christian apostles were. It should

be remembered, however, that the term apostle is used in

its Christian sense in two ways at least, in a wider and in

a narrower sense. In the narrower and more strictly techni-

cal sense the apostles were the eleven whom Christ chose

to be special witnesses for Him because they had been with

Him from the beginning, together with Matthias, selected

by the apostles to fiU the place of Judas before the descent

of the Holy Spirit, or as some with more probability think,

Paul, who was selected for this place by Christ Himself.

On the other hand, many others are called apostles who did

not belong to this company,'—Barnabas, for ezample (Acts

j:iv. 14), Andronicus and Junias (Rom. xvi. 7), and others

(2 Cor. viii. 23 ; Phil. ii. 25). This vagueness in the New
Testament use of the term makes it somewhat difficult to

speak with anj'thing like precision of the relation in which

the apostles stood to the office-bearers and members of the

early Christian community. But one or two statements

enable us to see what were the functions of the apostles

strictly so called. It is said, for example, that Christians

"re built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets,

JC3U3 Christ Himself being the chief corner-stone (Eph. ii.

20), and the capacity of the apostles to act in this way as

a foundation is explained by passages which seem to say

that the qualifications for apostleship were—to have been

with the Lord from the beginning, to have seen and
recognized Christ after the resurrection, to have been

witnesses of the ascension, and to have been gifted

with peculiar spiritual gifts. And we may say generally,

that just as the prophets of the Old Testament were the

links between their own generation by their speech, and
between future generations by their writings, and the

Saviour that was to come, so the apostles were the links

between the first generation of Christians by their presence

and influence, and between all succeeding generations of

Christians by their writings, and the Saviour who had
come. They were to serve as the connection between the

(first generitioa of Christians and Jesus, and were to have

no successori but the writiiigs of the New Testsment cflnoni

which has taken their place and done their wxrk for all

succeeding generations.

The relation of the apostles, therefore, to the primitive

church was altogether unique, as indeed is iniplied in their

name ; and when they act or give official advice apart from
their apostolic office, which they did iu certain cases, they

do so as elders chosen to act along with the other elders '|

who did not possess apostolic gifts. If these views are

correct the autonomy of the early Christian communities
was complete during the lifetime of the apostles, and was
quite independent of the apostolic office and authority.

This thought has an important bearing on the history fliegrowth

of the growth of the Christian government. In the 5th oftliceple-

and 6th centuries we find that the government was episcopal, <^"P''"«''

and that the principles on which it rested were very different

from those which lay at the basis of the government of the

Christian community during the apostolic times. The
identity of the terms bishop and presbyter within the

apostolic church is now so universally admitted by scholars

that the sole question really is. When did bishops begin

to exist as separate and superior officers t and the dispute

becomes one of historical facts rather than dogmatic
theories. According to one account the episcopate became
the form of the government about the year 70 a.d., to meet
and supply in a legitimate way a want which, if not supplied,

might have caused the ruin of Christianity; and according

to another and more probable theory, the episcopate in the

strict sense of the word was not established until the 3d
or 4th century. It arose during a panic, and was really

a false development of the prim.itivo government, and
sanctioned neither by scripture nor by the necessities of the

times. Of course the discussion is very much mixed up.

with the question whether the apostolic office was or was
not a permanent one in the Christian church.

According to the one theory, the year 70 A.D. may be

taken as the turning point. In that year Jerusalem was
destroyed and the Jewish church of Jerusalem rudely

shaken, and by this time John only of the apostles re-

mained alive, and he had already left Jerusalem. It was
at this time, according to several scholars, that the episcopate^

arose to take the place of the apostolate and preserve the

church from breaking up into several small sects when no
longer governed by the apostles and not yet in full posses-

sion of the New Testament canon. Apart from the Lis

torical evidence to be urged in support of this theory, its

chief strength lies in the mere assumption that the presby-

terian rule of the apostolic church was unfit to carry on the

government when unsupported by the authority of the

apostles, and had to be supplemented by an episcopate.

When examined, the historical proofs for this state of affaira

are not very satisfactory. We certainly s.ion find men who
are called bishops distinct from the oth<-i elders, and ara

superior to them ; but the name and the duties which

belong to them appear to be not so much those which

pertain to a bishop in the episcopal sense of the term,'

but rather those wliich are performed by a minister or

preaching elder in the modern Presbyterian organiza-

tion. In the early church the first convert, the best'

speaker, he whom the apostle had made his friend during

his brief stay, would naturally Be elected to preside at the'

meetings of the college of the elders who ruled the afiairs

of the community, and to I'epresent it at conferences with

other communities, and would naturally be invested v.ith

the name which denoted special oversight. And the

extension of the church would naturally involve a- further

development of this process.,, Wher. one. " church ' be-

came too small, another was built, and a presbytec sent

from the first congregation to work there under the super-

intendence of his bishop, and so. on until .the minister or
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presiding elder of tlio earliest planted or molljer ciiurcli

bccame't'iio perr>etual president or overseer of varions depen-

dent congregtitions. Eiit this is very different- from the

theory which afterwards became dominant in the church,

and fails to account for the origin and almost universal

supremacy of episcopacy. Perhaps of all the accounts which

Lave been given of its origin, that which' connects it with

lloutanisni the disturbances enj^endered by Montanism is the most
and the sntisfactory. While the church was governed in the manner
tpiscovato.

,ii;^(,fii3y(j above, a wave of religious excitement passed over

it, connected doubtless in some way with the striking pheno-

mena of Montanism and the nev/ prophecy, and character-

ized by an overstrained zeal for enforcing discipline in all

cases of departure from a high standard of Christian life. It

vras the peculiar characteristic of Jlontanism to set forward

its prophets as successors of the apostles, having the same
gifts from the Holy Spirit, and sent on a similar message

of instruction to the Christian churdi. They uttered

prophecies which were deemed supplementary to the revel-

ation contained in the Old and New Testaments, and they

did not scruple to set aside the authority of the regularly

ordiined officials of the church in order to execute the

behests of a supposed spirit of prophecy. And thus the

Chiistiaa communities were everywhere burdened by the

presence of ignorant intolerant fanatics, who insisted that

all tlieir fellows should follow the dictates of their narrow

and ignorant conscience, and who backed up tliis unwar-

ranted interference with Christian liberty and responsibility

by claiming to bold the place and exercise the powers of

inspired successors • ^he apostles. It was at this juncture,

according to a not improbable theory, that Cyprian of

Carthage was able to popularize and gain acceptance for a
theory of Christian organization which had been slowly

growing up within the church, and which is now known as

Episcopacy. Cyprian, bishop of a church which more than

nny other had siiffercd from the consequences of Montanist

excesses, was the fouuder of a revolution of a kind which
Las been frequently repeated in the political worid.

llontanism and its after wave had influenced in an especial

%vay the minor clergy and the more fanatical laity. Cyprian,

like many a succeeding absolutist, seems to have subverted

tu8 aristocracy of a prcsbyterate infected with Montanism
by persuading the people to make common cause with the

bishop. He promised deliverance from arbitrary and
unclllcial successors of the apostles by boldly setting forth

the episcopate as the true successors of the apostles. He
transferred, in all sincerity; to the episcopate all the

powers and gifts laid claim to by the Montanist prophets,

and at the same time showed the people how easy the yoke
of a legitimate monarchy was when compared with the

lav;lcs3 rule of a mob of self-anointed tyrants. From
Cyprian's time onwards the whole constitution of the

church became changed, and the foundations of what
ultimately became Ultramontanism were laid. The epis-

copate claimed and exercised as part of its official duties all

tbosa gifts of rule and special inspiration which the

Montanist prophets had laid claim to. The bishops laid

claim to powers of rule over the Christian community
rot as chosen representatives of the Christian pooiile, but

U-. i!>e official representatives of the apostles.

Hiocomip- ^^' only remains to allude briefly to the corruptions of

lis of Christianity. It has been already stated that Christianity
''"^' had a fourfold conflict to maintain with Judaism, Home,

.:a....T,
Gnosticism, and an enthusiastic and sometimes immoral
pietism. It wc add to these pagan superstition, wc shall

h.ivo the chief heads of the opposition which Christianity

1 ad to encounter. After its triumph these sources of anti-

Ch]i=tian action still rcmaiecd to be contended ngainst,

end 1.: .-ame the chief springs of its corruption. The spirit

of Judaism, of Roman worldly policy, of pagan oupersti-

tion, of pagan philosophy, and of iipmorality entered into

Christianity and tejidcd to corrupt it.

One of the earliest causes of the corruption of Chris-

tianity was the attempt to translate the Christian kinj^dom
of God into a visible monarchy in which the saints

inherited the earth in a literal way. The Church was the

more tempted to enter into this course during the period

of the decay of the Roman empire, when c.ivil authority

became very weak and the real rulers were in many cases

the principal clergy of the place. The consciousness of

power inspired a desire for its insignia, and soon the bishop
and superior clergy adorned themselves in the official robes

of Home's municipal and provincial oflleers. This n'hole

tendency teceivc-d a great impulse during the period that

Rome was abandoned by her emperors, and when the chief

citizen in the imperial city was undoubtedly the Christian
bishop. How all this tended to corrupt Christianity is

very apparent. In the first place it generated the idea
that the Christian kingdom is a visible monarchy and that

its marks are such as can be seen; and it led Christians to

postpone everything to the earthly aggrandizement of the

church. It translated spiritual forces into mechanical and
physical equivalents. The veryterm spiritual, which belongs
to the afl'ections and emotions and thoug'uts and will, to the

whole inward life, was used to denote whatever belonged to

the church or the clergy. Land became spiritual when
it passed into the hands of the bishops ; men were spiritual

if they were servants of the church ; things were spiritual

if they were church property. There resulted, in short,

a gradual coarsening of ideas, and all that was most
inward, hidden, and sacred was forgotten in the strife for

worldly position and power and wealth. On the other

hand, this tendency worked a good deal deeper. Worldly
men who found their way into the ministry were tempted
to favour any kind of superstitious error that tended to

bring them profit and power. The people were often dis-

posed to fancy that the priests could serve God in (heir

stead, and that there were mysteries in religion which the

priests understood, but which the laity need not know any-

thing of and ought not to inquire into. Hence they were
ready to follow blindly the guidance of the priests in reli-

gious matters, just as a man trusts his legal concerns to Lis

lawyer, doing what he directs and not considering it neces-

sary himself to study law. Ambitious and worldly minded
rulers, too, are generally glad to make use of religion au an
instrument for securing the submission of the people to

tyrannical oppression, and for aiding their ambitious vicv.-g

when they seek to subdue their neighbours under the

pretext of propagating the true faith. Then again, this

idea tends to bread false views of Christian unity. It leads

men to think that they cannot be true Christians unless

they belong to one community which is visible and uni-

versal And this idea tends to kcepftip and intensify

other errors. For if a man is convinced that all Christiana

are bound to belong to some one community on earth, ha
will dread nothing so much as separation from that church,
whatever it may be, which he considers as having the best
claim to be that one cnnimunity.

JIany corruptions of Christianity have been either intro-

duced or favoured and kept up by moral corruption in the
members of a Christian Clnirch. For it belongs to the true
gospel to purify-and also to elevate the moral characlcrj
Hence there is a complete and constant opposition between
genuine Christiinity and nil the evil and base propensities

of man's nature. Every kind of depravity or moral defci t

therefore predisposes men cither to reject Christianity
altogether, or el.-.e to introduce or to accept tome erroneous
views of it. .\nd there i.^ no kind of religious corrujition

against which men are usually less on their guard. Thej
ore well aware, indeed that there is p dancer of mens
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tailing into sin in violation of the precepts of religion, but
Ihey are too apt to think that a man who has embraced a
true faith will therefore be made a good moral man. This
erroneous idea appears in its most extreme form in the views

of those who have been called Antinomians, and who have
appeared in all ages of the church from apostolic times
down to our own day. They appear to believe that who-
ever has faith is thereby lifted into a new life to whicn the

moral laws of the old life are iiiapplicable, and are there-

fore privileged to do without censure or danger what others

would be condemned for.

Nothing perhaps has tended more thoroughly to corrupt
Christianity than the introduction into it of superstitions

which are really pagan themselves, or have been suggested
by pagan practices. Paganism, unable to oppo.se Christianity

successfully, has done much to corrupt it, and in numberless
ways has made inroads upon its purity.

The corruptions which entered into Christianity from
Judaism have already been noticed, and the corrupting
effects of the reproduction of the symbolic temple worship
and the Jewish idea of priesthood need not be again referred

to. It only remains to speak of those corruptions which
have arisen from the contact of Christianity with pagan
philosophy. The special corruptions which have arisen
from this contact have been called heresies, and have been

of various kmds and degrees, but of these we neea not speak.
A more subtle influence, and one to be even more jealously
guarded against, is the transformation of Christianity itself

into an intellectual .system or philo.sophy, or the supposition
that it is the intellectual side of Christianity which is the
only one or the chief. The inevitable tendency of such an
impulse is to remove Christianity as a system to be
apprehended from the Christian people, and to reduce their

relation to it to a submissive assent to Christian doctrine

as that is manufactured for them by the dogmatic machinery
of the church. And thus, in place of that whole-hearted

trust which waits for personal illumination, there is on the
side of the people a blindfold assent, and on the other side

the claim to an infallible system of intellectual truth.

The continual and steady growth of Christianity, its

vigorous life in spite of various seasons of unavoidable ebb
and notwithstanding the presence of all these and other

sources of corruption, and its continual rejuvenescence, are

no ordinary proof of its divine origin as well as of its

sui>reme fitness for the position in the world which it

claims to oceui)y.

See the v.iiioii3 hand-books of church history, es)'Pci;illy those of
Gicselcr, Ke.inJer, and Dolliiiger ; Dean JlilDl.^n's Jlhtonj of
Christianity^ .nnd Hislorij of Latin Clrristianity ; Dolliiij^pr's jjrid'
ciilhum und Judcnthum; Eitschl's Entstchuni/ dcr AU-KathoJischcu
Kirche ; "RoXhu'sAnfang. d. Christl. Kirche. (T. il. L.)

CHPiISTIANSAND, a fortified seaport town of South
Norway, capital of a stift of the same name, on a fiord of

the Skagerrack, in 68° 8' N. lat. and 8° 3' E. long. The
town, which is surrounded on three sides by water, is

defended by the fort of Fredericksholm, at the mouth of a

deep and well sheltered harbour. The houses, mostly of

painted wood, are regularly built, and the streets are wide.

Christiansand has a fine cathedral, and a cathedral school
;

it is a naval station, and the seat of a bishop, and of a
Btiftsamtmand or governor of the province. The principal

branches of industry are tanning, tobacco-manufacture,

ship-building, dyeing, and brewing, and the exportation

of- timber, pitch, skins, copper and iron, fish, and lob-

ster's. The mackerel and salmon brought to the hacbour
are packed in ice on their arrival, and shipped mostly
to England. The number of fresh mackerel exported in

1874 was 897,110, value .£5-l4], inclusive of the expense
of ice and packing ; of sahnon, 200,131 lb, value £9273

;

of lobsters the number exported was 201,980. The number
of British ships in cargo and in ballast at Christiansand in

1873 was 203. The town was founded in 1641 by Chris-

tian IV., after whom it was named. In 1S07 it was held
for a time by the British. Population (1870), 11,468.

CHRISTIANSTAD, a town in the south of Sweden in
56° 2'N. lat. and 14° 9' E., long., the capital of the laen of

the same name, stands on a lake formed by the widening out
of the Helge River, in a swampy situation, about ten miles

from the shores of the Baltic. At the mouth of the river is

the village of Ahus, the port of Christianstad. The town of

Christianstad, which consists chiefly of wooden structures,

contains a fine church, a high school, and an arsenal, and
is the residence of the chief governor of the laen. The
manufactures are leather, woollen good.s, gloves, and
tobacco ; and there is some trade in corn. Christianstad
was founded and strongly fortified in 1614 by Christian
IV. of Denmark ; in 1658 it was ceded to Sweden at the
peace of Boskilde

; in 1G70 it was taken by Christian V.
;

but in 1G78 it was again acquired by Sweden. Here began
the revolution that was the means of establishing the power
of Gustavus III. in Sweden. Population, 6599.
- CHEISTIANSUXD, a seaport town on the west coast

of Norway, in the amt of Romsdal, 85 miles W.S.W. of

Trondhjem, in 03° 3' N. lat. and 7° 40' E. long. It is

built on three small islands, by which its harbour is enclo?ed.

The chief exports are wood, fish, and fish products. Till

1742 Christiansund was called Lille-Fosen. Population,

5709.

CHRISTINA (1626-1689), queen of Sweden, was the

second daughter of Gustavus Adolphus and Mary Eleanor
of Brandenburg. Disappointed in his hopes of male ofl-

spring, her great father reared her in virile fashion, and
left her, on his departure for Germany (1030), in the

hands of Axel Oxenstiern, the famous chancellor, and of

Johannes Sfatthis, his own almoner, who was to ground
her in sciences and in Latin and Greek.

The battle of Liitzen placed Christina on the throne in lier

sixth year. She was proclaimed queen without delay, but
the government was vested in a council of regency, com-
posed of the five chief dignitaries of the kingdom, with
Oxenstiern at their head. Placed under the care of her

aunt Catharine, the countess-palatine, the little queen made
rapid progress in the direction indicated by Gustavus. At
ten years old she dressed usually in boy's clothes, and was
wont to hunt and to go long journeys on foot and on
horseback ; and she found means, in the midst of these

occupations, to acquire several sciences and modern
languages, in addition to the classical tongues. In 163G
Oxenstiern returned from Germany, and again assumed the

direction of affairs ; and from him, her father's friend and
minister, Christina received the ablest lessons in state-craft

and the art of government that the age could furnish. At
sixteen, the confidence reposed in her was such, that she
was generally solicited to enter on the exercise of her

functions as queen regnant. This proposal she declined,

however, nor would she listen to any renewal of it till two
years later (1644), when the conduct of the state was
placed in her hands. For a time all went well. Tlie

members of the council of regency were confirmed in their

places ; the kingdom was flourishing within and without

;

the war with Denmark and Germany promised to bear

good fruits. Christina, however, had determined on
peace , in this she was opposed by Oxenstiern ; but
during the following year a treaty was signed with Den-,

mark exceedingly advantageou.s to Sweden. Germany woa
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not 30 easily dealt with ; Christina was compelled to form

?. secret couspiracy against her own ministers ;
and by

her eB'orts, ably seconded by those of Adler Salvius, a

young diplomatist to whom she had entrusted the affair,

the peace of Westphalia was concluded (1C18), and the

'"hirty Years' War was brought to an end.

The eyes of Europe wer« now fixed on the young quew.

Offers of alliance came to her from all quarters—from

Holland and Spain, from England and France. She

continued for some time to deserve the esteem with which

she was regarded, reforming abuses, filling the treasury, and

encouraging arts and commerce to the utmost in her power.

It was the general wish that she should marry, and many-

suitors were proposed. Christina excused herself in an

epigram ; and to rid herself of further importunities she

named her cousin Charles Gustavus her successor, present-

ing him in that capacity to the assembled estates in 1G49,

and in IGOO she solemnly took to herself the title of king.

At this time the change would seem to have come upon
Christina's conduct that was to determine bo much of her

subsequent career, induced apparently by the maxims of a

certain Bourdelot, a French physician in her employ. The
p'actice of a cynical epicureanism became her only occupa-

tion. The reign of favourites began ; and with it the

welfare of tho kingdom commenced to decline. Honours,

dignities, and treasure were lavished on the most worthless

of men ; and discontent grew rife everywhere beyond the

palace. Christina was alarmed, and had thoughts of

abdication (1651); but her designs were vigorously

opposed by Oxenstiern, and for a while she yielded to the

pressure brought to bear on her by the chancellor and his

party. The favourites (among whom were Whitelock,

Cromwcli's envoy, Pimentelli, the Spanish ambassador, and
Ch-.nut, the representative of Franco) were kept in the

background, and Bourdelot, the master cynic, was sent

out of Sweden. Christina encouraged the presence of

artists and men of science ; Descartes, an exile from his

native land, was received by her with great consideration
;

she made large purchases for the Swedish museums ; she

corresponded with Vossius and Salmasius, with Pufl'endorf

and Grolius, -svith Naude and Bochard ; she did her best to

rule and to be respectable. But she was weary of tho

roughness and coarseness of the land of her birth ; she

longed for freedom and change ; she was conscious, more-
over, of her own gradual degradation m the eyes of tho

subjects she despised. The conspiracy of McEseniu.s, the

chiefs of which perished on the scaffold, gave her an excuse

and the opportunity she had long desired. In ICDl the

estates were convoked at Upsala, and she resigned the

crown to her cousin Charles Gustavus.

She had reserved to herself her own independence, an
absolute authority over such of her subjects as should
accompany her, and tho revenues of Pomerania and
Mecklenburg, with those of several Swedish provinces.

Quitting tho habit of her sex, and taking the words Fata
viam invciiimt aa a device, she left her kingdom, traversed

Denmark and Germany, and established herself at Brussels.

Here she remained for nearly a year, signalizing her
sojourn by the private renunciation of Lutheranism, which
she afterwards solemnly and publicly abjured at Innsbruck.
From Innsbruck she wont to Italy. She entered Home
on horseback, was received, confirmed, and baptized Alex-
andra by Alexander VII., and was lodged in the Palazzo
Farnese, where she surrounded herself with artists and
amorists, with philosophers and scientific mountebanks.
In 1056, having quarrelled with some of the College
of Cardinals, she made her first trip to France, where
she had much success as a spectacle, called on the king
at Compitgnc, was lodged at Fontaincblean, and stayed
for some timo in Paris. She was most gracious with

the men of letters and science, but she outraged all the

women by her exprcisions of contempt for their sex and
themselves (which called forth many illiberal remarks
concerning her spare figure and humped shoulder), and
declared that Ninon de TEucIos was the only one of them
worth her regard. She also attempted to instil a few of

her own political theories into the bosom of Mazarin ; but
that subtle diplomatist resisted, and when in the foUowing
year, after a journey to Italy, she attempted to renew her
visit, he found means to have her detained at Fontaineble^u.

It was here that, after writing to Cromwell, who would
none of her, she caused her favourite Monaldeschi, in r.3-

venge for the betrayal of her secrets, to be put to death by
the captain of her guard. The public indignation was great,

and she was ordered to leave France. Leibnitz, however,
apologized for the crime, and she took no notice of her ex-

pulsion till 1608, consoling herself meanwhile with the
society of a kindred spirit, Madame de la S\ize. In that

year she returned to Kome ; and the Swedish revenuss
coming slowly in, Alexander allowed her a pension. In. 1660
Charles Gustavus died, and Christina returned to Sweden,
to claim the throne she had quitted so lightly and regretted

so bitterly. But the Swedes had lost their old reverence for

the daughter of Gustavus ; her new religion and her treat-

ment of Monaldeschi had made them waiy of her ; and she

was compelled to sign another and more binding deed of ab-

dication, and once more to retreat to Home. She reappeared
in Sweden some six years afterwards ; but the exercise

of her faith was denied her, and she withdrew to Hamburg,
where she begged in vain the empty crown of Poland, and
whence she made for Rome once more. In that city sho
lived for some twenty years, quarrelling, intriguing, and
collecting, corresponding with men of letters and founding
academies, active in the Molinist controversy and in tho

cause of the Venetians besieged by the Turks, consumed by
the desire of that political power which she had thrown away,
and endeavouring to assert her vanished influence to the last.

She died, with great composure, in 1669, and was buried,

under a sonorous epitaph, in St Peter's. Her magnificent

library was purchased by Alexander VIII., her collection

of antiques and part of her paintings by Odescalchi, a

nephew of tho Pope, and the remainder of her pictures by
the regent Orleans.

Christina left many MSS., which were collected and
publi.shed by Archenholtz, librarian to the landgrave of

Hesse Cassel, in his memoirs of her life, 4 vols. 4to, 1751.

Her life was also written by Jacques Lacombe, a trans-

lation of whose work, said to be superior to tho original,

appeared in London in 1776. See also D'Alembert.
Mimoires et Hi'/lcxions svr Christine, Heine de Suede.

CUllISTINE DE PISAN (1363-1431), though French
by education and renown, was of Italian stock, and was
born at Venice. When she was five years old, she went
to her father, a councillor of the Venetian Ecpublic, at

Paris, where ho held office as astrologer to Charles V.

Educated at that prince's court as completely as the age
would allow, at fifteen Christine married iStienne du Castel,

Charles's notary and secretary. After tho king's death, her

father lost his appointment, and died soon after of grief

and infirmity ; and Ias decease being presently followed

by that of her husband, she found herself at five and twenty
without a protector, and with three children depending on
her for bread. Tho vexations and discomforts attendant

on several suits at law determined her to have recourse to

letters as a means of livcliliood. Between 1399 and 1405,

as she herself declares, without reckoning minor pieces, she

composed some fifteen iniportant works. Neither fame nor

protection failed her. The earl of Salisbury, in Paris on tho

occasion of the marriage of Kicbard II. with Isaliolla I'f

Franco (1396), took her eldest son, and reared him aa Lis
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own; the boy, after Salisbury's death (1400), being received

and nurtured by Philip of Burgundy, ac whose soiicitation

Christine wrote Le Livre des Faiiz et bonnes Manrs du
Sair/e Hoy Charles. Henry IV. of England desired hsr to

make his court her home, and she received a like invitation

from Galeazzo Visconti tyrant of Milan. She preferred,

however, to sojourn in France, where she enjoyed the

favour of Charles VI., the dukes of Berry and Burgundy,

the prince of Quienne, and others. Of the circumstances

of her death nothing is known. A son of her's, how-
ever, Jean du Castel, is said to have attained distinction

as a poet under Charles VIL Christine de Pisan -srote

voluminously in prose and verse. Her works are by
no means devoid of merit, nor altogether without interest

< ven at the present time, though the language in which
they are written is crude and imperfect, and they sin

tDo often on the side of diffuseness. They are principally

c: a moral character, Christine seldom interfering in the

pclitical questions of her age save to clamour for peace and
unity. There is no complete edition of her works. One
of them, Le Livre des Faitz cPArmes et de Chevalerie, was
translated into English and printed by order of Henry VIL
CHRISTMAS DAY (French, Noel from Bicsnaialis;

German, Weihnachtsfest ; Old Eng. and Scand., TuU

;

Ang.-Sas., Geol), a festival of the Christian church, observed
on tha 25th of December, in memory of the birth cf Jesus

Christ. There is, however, a difficulty in accepting this

as the date of the Nativity, December being the height of

the rainy season in Judea, when neither flocks nor shepherds

could have been at night in the fields of Bethlehem.

The Christian communities which keep Christmas (as

the Eoman Catholic, Greek, Armenian, and indeed all

Episcopalian churches, and the Lutherans) would probably

agree in laying more stress on keeping a day in memory of

the Nativity, than on success in selection of the actual and
precise date of the event. Indeed in the parallel case it

does not appear that Good Friday and Easter loss anything

of their respective associations from their variableness in

different yeais. Although as regards Christmas an ingeni-

ous case on behalf of the month of October has been made
out from what is known concerning the course of Abia,

(Luke i. 5.) it does not seem possible to arrive at any cer-

tain conclusion. By the 6th century, however, whether
frora the influence of some tradition, or from the desire to

supplant heathen festivals of that period of the year, such
as the Salv.malia, the 25th of December had been generally

agreed upon. Augustine expressly mentions this date {De
Triu.iv. 5); and Chrysostom seems to speak of it as a
custom imported from the West within ten years. Before

that time it appears to have been kept conjointly with the

feast of the Epiphany on the Gth of January. It is gen-

erally considered to rank third among the festivals of the

church (Tii'srer and V/Tiitsuntida alone being placed above
it) and to have a joy peculiarly its own.

in ail civilized countries the annual recurrence of

Christmas has been celebrated with festivities of various

iiiiids. In none, hov;ever, was it more joyfully welcomed
than in England, where even still the " old honour" has
not altogether fled. In that country it was the custom on
Christmas eve, after the usual devotions were over, to light

large candles and throw on the hearth a huge log, called

the Yule Log or Christmas Block. At court, and in the
iionses of the wealthy, an officer, named the Lord of

Jlisrule, was appointed to superintend the revels ; and in

Scotland a similar' functionary used to be appointed under
the title of tbe Abbot of Unreason, till the year 1555, when
the office was abolished by Act of Parliament. The reign
cE the Lord of Misrule began on Al!-HaUow eve, and lasted
till Candlemas day. The favourite pastimes over which he
jjtesided were garnjug, music, conjuring, dipping for nuts

and apples, dancing, fool plough, hot cockles, blind-man's

buff, ic; and various Christian preachers (as, for instance,

St Bernard) have taken occasion to remonstrate with their

flocks for paying too great attention to the festive character

of the season, and too little to its more solemn aspects. The
favourite dishes for breakfast and supper at this season

were the boar's head with an apple or orange in the mouth,

and set off with rosemary, plum-pudding, and mince pies.

Th& houses and churches were decked with evergreens,

especially with mistleto, to which a traditionary sacredness

has attached since the days of the Druids.

As might be expected, this festival has been illustrated by
many fine and admirable outpourings of devotion in the way
of services, and of Christian oratory, hymnology, and art.

The services must besought in the liturgies and office-books

of different communities. Among preachers who have

dwelt with striking impressiveness on the ideas and associa-

tions of this sacred season may be specially named St Leo,

St Chrysostom, St Bernard, Matthias Faber, Bourdaloue,

Bishop Andrewes, Dr MiU, Dr Newman. Medigjval Latin

hymns may be found in Archbishop Trench's Sacred

Lo.tin Poeiry (London, 1849) and in Daniel's Thesaurus

Ilymnologicus. Many of these have been paraphrased

with great effect by German Lutherans, and of late

years, with considerable success, by English compilers of

hymn-books. Among the most popular original contribu-

tions to the English hymns of the season mast be men-
tioned thpse of Charles Wesley, Tate, BjTrom, Heber, and
Keble. The Nativity has been represented by a host of

great painters; and it is the inspiring theme of a large part

cf Handel's greatest triumph, the 3!essiah.

DiscTissions cf the questioDs concerning the actaal date of the
Nativity end other matters respecting Christmas may be found in

Tilleniotit, J-Tistoirc de VEglisc (tome i.) ; Martigny, L-idiimnaiTe des

A7ii\q:[i':^ Chrtf:c:'.n€S (Pai-is, 18C5) ; Caspari, Chronological and
O'cwn-.v':::-^!} litircjudion to the Life of Christ (Engh trans. 1876)

;

Wcrijcorth's Greek TatamcrJ, (1872); C-reswell, Dissertationt

(1840); Peanon, Minor Works, vol. ii. (184J|); Ellicott, Xerfuro
on {he Life of Christ (1851); Sinith and Cheetham, Lictionary

of Christian Antiquities (1876) ; A. liiscaaillan's Greek Testament
(1876.)

CHRISTOPHEE, Saint, according to the legend, was
a Christian martjr of the 3d century, and a native of

Palestine or of SjTia. Glorying in his gigantic strength

andstatura, he resolved to serve none who owned a
superior. His first master was more powerful than any
man, but it soon appeared that he was exceedingly afraid

of the dcril. The devil therefore became the master of the

future saint. But even he was found not to be superior to

fear ; for he trembled before the image of Christ. His
servant consequently deserted him, and, meeting a hermit
who told him cf the Saviour, was baptized, and undertook

as penance to carry Christian pilgrims over a bridgeless

stream.
.
At length a little child requested his aid, but

the burden proved more than the giant could support. The
child was Christ ; and thus is explained the name Chris-

topher (Christ-bearer). As a sign, Christopher's staff,

being planted, grew into a palm-tree covered with fruit and
foliage,—a miracle which effected the conversion of

thousands. In consequence, the prefect Dagnus seized him,
and after cruelly torturing him commanded him to be shot

with poisoned arrows. These, however, instead of harming
him, rebounded and wounded his persecutors. One entered

the eye o£ the prefect ; and in pity Christopher sacrificed

himself to save his enemy. He was decapitated, and his

blood healed the wound. The festival of St Christopher is

celebrated by the Eoman Catholic church on the 2^th July,

by the Greek church on the 9th Jiay. St Christopher was
invoked as a defence against pestilence, and in order to

frighten away the spirits who watch over hidden treasure.

CHRISTOPOULOUS, Athakasias (1772-1847), a
modern Greek poet, was the son of a Greek priest settled
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in Wallachia. He studied at Buda and Padua, and became
teacher of the children of the Wallachiaa prince Mouroiusi.

After the fall of that prince in 1311, he was employed by

Prince Caradja, who had been appointed hospodar of

Tvloldavia and \Vallachia, in drawing up a code of laws for

that country. On the removal of Caradja, ho retired into

private life and gave himself to literature. He wrote

drinking songs and love ditties which are very popular

among the Greeks. He is also the author of a tragedy,

of Parallda (a comparison of various systems of govern-

ment), of translations of Homer and Herodotus, and of

8omo philological works on the connection between ancient

and modern Greek.

CHROMIUM, one of the metallic chemical elements, so

called from the Greek yipCijia, colour, in allusion to.tho fine

colours of its compounds ; symbol Cr, atomic weight 52 "4.

It does not occur in the free state or very abundantly in

nature. It is a constituent of the minerals chrome iron-

stone, Cr^FeO^ ; chrome-ochre, Crfi^ ; ouvarovitc, or

chrome garnet, SijCaCrjO ,,,; crocoisite,.PbCrOi, in which
it was discovered by Vauquelin in 1797 ; of Vauquelinite,

a chroraate of lead and copper ; and of some iron-ores and
meteoric irons ; and it is the cause of the colour of green

serpentine, pyrope, and the emerald. The properties of

chromium vary uiuch according to the method of its pre-

pacition. By Wohler's process of reducing the sesquioxide

with zinc, it is obtained as a shining green powder, of specific

gravity C'81, which tarnishes in the air, and dissolves

in hydrochloric and warm dilute sulphuric acid, but is not
acted on by strong nitric acid; Deville, by intensely

igniting chromic oxide with sugar-charcoal in a lime
crucible, procured chromium of a bright steel-grey colour,

very hard, capable of a high polish, less fusible than
platinum, and of specific gravity C. Crystallized chromium
obtained by FWmy was unaffected by the strongest acids.

Chromium forms three series of* compounds :—the chro-

movs, typified by the chloride CrCl.., in which chromium
is a dyad ; the chromic or f!?S'2!ii'compounds, such as the
o-vido, Cr^Oj, and chromic chloride, CrjClj, in which the

racial plays the part of a tetrad, or pseudo-triad; and
cluromals compouiids, in which it is a hexad, exemplified by
the hc-cafluoride, CrF^, the oxychloridc, CrO,,Clo,the-anlty-
dride, CrO.y and potassium chroraate, KjCrO,. In the

hypothetical pcrchromic anhydride, CroOj,"chromiuni may
bo regarded as an octad.

Chiomous salts resemble the ferrous, in forming a darlc-

'. rov/n compound when nitric o.i;ido is added to their

.'olutions. The anhydrous protoxide, CrO, has not been
obtained; and tho hydrato 2CrO.II„0, precipitated of a
brown colour from solutions by potassium hydrate, is a
very unstable body. Tho dichlorido CrClj is a powerful
deoxidi^er ; it forms with water a blue soluliou, which
turns green on exposure to tho air.

Tho salts of the scsquioxide. or chromic salts, have
nn acid reaction. They are green, or from red to violet
in colour. Ammonia precipitates from solutions of the
violet salts a grey-blue hydrate, and from solutions of tho
green salts, a grey-groon hydrate,—tho former precipitate
giving o red, the latter a green solution with acids.

Potash or soda throws down from solutions of the violet
or groeu salts a bluish-green hydrato, soluble in excess
of tho precipitant, but reprecipitatcd ou boiling. Accord-
ing to Lowel there are four modifications cf tho hydrate
of chrome, two green, one violet-carmine, and a violet,
blue. Thu hydrato can bo economically made by boiling
two parts by weight of potassium chromate with one of
Bulphur ; tho presence of a little potash assists tho opera-
tion. Sesquioxido of chromium, Cr.Oj, occurs native in
urgiUaceous deposits. It may bo obtained in tho amorphous
etalo by tho ignition of tho hydrate, and cr>'stallizod by

decomposing potassium chromato with chlorine at a red

heat. It can be melted at a high temperature into a
greenish-black mass, and is with difficulty reduced by
charcoal at an intense heat. A mixture of nitric acid and
potassium chlorate converts it into chromic acid. The
ckromiUs are a chiss of bodies in which chromic oxide Cr.Oj
is united with protoxides, as in the compound CrjO^, and
in chrome ironstone, CrjFeOj. The latter, the most
abundant ore of chromium, contains besides iron and
chromium variableproportions ofmagnesium andaluminium,
and is isomorphous with magnetic iron ore, FOjO^, and
spinel, Mg/UjO^. It is a massive and compact, granular,

rarely crystallized, black-coloured mineral, of specific

gravity about 4-4, and hardness D'5. It occurs usually in

serpentine, and is found in the Shetland Isles, the depart-
ment of Var in France, Yolterra in Tuscany, SOesia,
Bohemia, Roraas in Norway, the Uials, near Baltimore in

tho United States, and in many other localities. In 18G9
the exports of chrome ore from Norway amounted to 210
tons. Chrome ironstone can be decomposed in the dry
way for analysis by fusion with potj^sium bisulphate, to

which sodium carbonate and then a little nitre qre subse-

quently added. Chromic cldoride, Cr^.Clj, can be obtained
either in the anJiydrous insoluble condition, or as the green
hydrated salt, soluble in water. Similar' compounds are

the fluoride, Cr^Fj, the bromide, CroBr,., and tho iodide,

Cr2T|;. The sesqiu'sulphates of chromium are the anhydrous
salt, Cr;(S04)3, tho hydrated salts with 5 and 15 molecules
of water, a basic sulphate, Cr.,03.2S03, and the chrome
alums, of the general cor.stitutioa Cr„M2'(S04)4, 24H„0,
isomorphous with common alum. Cei-tain oxides inter-

mediate between the sesquioxido and trioxide have been
termed cJiromaies of chromium.
The trioxide or anhydride of chromium, CrOj, com-

parable with sulphuric anhydride, SO3, can be prefircd
by tho action of strong sulphuric acid upon potassium
liichromato ; as the bquid cools, the anhydride separates

from it in crimson acicular crystals. It can also be
obtained by decomposing barium chromate with nitric acid.

Chromic anh3-drid6 deliquesces in air, and dissolves in

water, forming a solution which contains chromic acid

;

it is-a powerful oxidizer, and acts ^^o!ently on organic
substances, such as alcohol and ether, becoming reduced to

tho scsquioxide. Dry ammonia gas is converted by it into
nitrogen and aqueous vcpour. When peroxide of hydrogen,
HoOj, is added to a solution of chromium trioxide, an
unstable blue compound of probable constitution ViJZr.p^,

or pcrchromic acid, is formed, which dissolves in ether, and
is decomposed by potash and soda, but forms stable

compounds with ammonia, quinine, and other bodies.

Chromic acid, H.jCrO., has not been isolated, and hydrated

salts of tho tj-pe HM CrO^ are unknown. Tho chromatea

are a largo class of bodies, isomorphous with the sulphates.

They are bitter and poisonous salts, mostlj' of a yellow or

red colour, and except thoso of the alk;di metals, and of

calcium, strontium, and magnesium, are mure or less

insoluble in water. Most of the insoluble chromatcs are

basic Tho chromatcs of the alkali metals are the neutral

or normal yellow salts, M'jCrOi, or Jl'^CCrO,, and tho

oraiigcrod bichromates, or acid salts, M'^O.^CrO,. Potas-

siura trichromato, K..0.3CrO., represents a third scries of

chromatcs. "With salts of lead, bismuth, and bariu!>r, the

alkaline chromatcs give yellow precipitates ; with silvc?

salts, a purplish red; and with mon-urous salts, a brick-red

precipitate. Boiled with hj'Jrochlorio acid they givo a

green solution of sesquichlorido of chromium ; and with

sulphurous acid, or wth sulphuric acid and alcohol, sugar,

and other reducing agent?, they jHcld chrome alum. When
n chromato is heated with sulphuric acid and common salt,

vapours of oxyrhlnrideof chromium, or chlorochromic acid.!

V. — So
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are produced. Insoluble cbroraates fused with nitre yield

soluble yellow potassium chromato, KoCrO^. This salt is

prepared on a large scale by oxidiziug chrome-iron ore in a

furnace, in the presence of carbonate, sulphate, or chloride

of potassium, and chalk or lime. The red bichromate or

acid chromate of potassium, KJJr.fij, is made by acidifying

a solution of the neutral salt, or by Jacquelin's process,

m which chrome-iron ore is ignited with chalk to obtain

the neutral chromate of calcium ; this is then converted by
Sulphuric acid into calcium bichromate, which by double

decomposition with potassium carbonate yields the potas-

fiium bichromate. It melts at a red heat, and at a white

heat evolves oxygen, as also when warmed with sulphuric

acid. Heated with sulphur or charcoal it deflagrates.

The solution gives with sulphydric acid a precipitate of

mixed chromic oxide and sulphur. Ammonium bichromate

is decompused on the application of heat into nitrogen,

water, and chromic oxide. The oxides and salts of

chromium give, in both the inner and outer blowpipe

flames, a green bead with borax. Chromium unites with iron

and aluminium; and can be obtained combined with mercury

by treating a solution of a chromic salt with sodium
amalgam. Chromium is estimated gravimetrically in the

form of the sesquioxide, or of a lead or barium salt
;

volumetrically, by the oxidizing effect of a chromate

on oxalic acid, hydriodie acid, or potassium ferrocyanide.

The alloy termed chromeisen, containing about three parts

by weightof chromium to one of iron, is hard enoughto serve

for cutting glass. An extremely soft steel can be made by em-

ploying it instead of spiegeleisen in Siemens's steel process.

Chromium compounds are in request for a great diversity

of purposes. Free chromic acid and potassium bichromate

are used in calico-printing, and in bleaching tallow and
palm oil. The bichromate is also employed for the

volumetric estimation of ferrous salts, in the printing of

photographs, and in galvanic batteries ; it has even been

used with lead chromate for the adulteration of snuff. It

is itself sometimes adulterated with a mixture of sulphate

and chloride of sodium, coloured with a strong solution of

bichromate. Potassium bichromate in contact with the

skin produces dangerous ulcers, and internally it acts as a

violent poison. Fused lead chromate is of value in organic

chemistry as an oxidizer, and the unfused salt is the well-

known pigment chrome-yellov). Chrome-red is a basic lead

chromate, PboCrOj. Other pigments are the sesquioxide of

chromium, or chrome-green, used in glass-staining, porcelain-

painting, and in the printing of bank-notes ; Fannetier'

s

emerald green, a hydrate of the composition H^CrjOji
Leune and Castelhaz's green, another hydrate ; Giiignefs

pigment vert, a basic chromic borate ; and Plessy's green,

which is a phosphate of chromium. Casali (Gazsetta

Chimica Ilaliana, 1874) recommends for the preparation

Df an intense green pigment to calcine an intimate mixture

of 1 part of potassium bichromate and 3 parts of baked
gypsum ; the mass obtained is boiled with water, or

treated with hydrochloric acid. The pigment used to pro-

duce a pink colour on earthenware is made by heating to

redness a mixture of 30 parts of peroxide of tin, 10 of

chalk, and 1 of potassium chromate,—the product being

powdered and washed with hydrochloric acid. (f. h. b.)

CHRONICLES, Books of. In the Hebrew Canon the

Chronicles form a single book, entitled Q'P,'n '^S?, Events

of the Times. The full title would be D'D'n nm '-ISD, Book

of Events of the Times; and this again appears to have been
a designation commonly applied to special histories in the

more definite shape

—

Events of the Times of King David, or

the like (1 Chron. xxvii 24 ; Esth. x 2, &c.). The Greek
translators divided the long book into two, and adopted the

title IIapaA,«ird/icva, Things omitted \scil. in the other

Uiatorical books], Jerome, following the sense of the

Hebrew title, suggested the name of Chronicon instead of
Paralipomenon primus et secundus. Hence the English
Chronicles.

The book of Chronicles begins with Adam and ends
abruptly in the middle of Cyrus's decree of restoration.

The Continuation of the narrative is found in the book of

Ezra, which begins by repeating 2 Chron. xxxvi. 22, 23,
and filling up the fragment of the decree of Cyrus. A
closer examination of those pafts of Ezra and Nehemiah
which are not extracted word for word from earlier docu-

ments or original memoirs, leads to the conclusion that

Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah was originally one work, dis-

playing throughout the peculiarities of language and
thought of a single editor, who, however, cannot be Ezra
himself as tradition would have it. Thus the fragmentary
close of 2 Chronicles marks the disruption of a previously-

existing continuity,—due, presumably, to the fact that in

the gradual compilation of the Canon the necessity for

incorporating in the Holy Writings an account of the

establishment of the post-Exile theocracy was felt, before

it was thought desirable to supplement Samuel and Kings
by adding a second history of the period before the Exile.

Hence Chronicles is the last book of the Hebrew Bible,

following the book of Ezra-Nehemiah, which properly is

nothing else than the sequel of Chronicles.

While the original unity of this series of histories can
hardly be questioned, it will be more convenient in the

present article to deal with Chronicles alone, reserving the
relation of the several books for the article Ezra. AJfD

Nehemiah. The author used a different class of sources

for the history before and after the Exile ; and thus the

critical questions affecting the Chronicles are for the most
part quite distinct from those which meet us in the book
of Ezra. Besides, the identity of authorship in the two
histories cannot be conclusively demonstrated except by a
comparison of results drawn from a separate consideration

of each book.

Of the authorship of Chronicles we know only what
can be determined by internal evidence. The colour of the

language stamps the book as one of the latest in the Old
Testa;nent, but leads to no exact determination of date.

In 1 Chron. sxix. 7, which refers to the time of David,

a sum of money is reckoned by darics [E. V., drams'],

which certainly implies that the author wrote after this

Persian coin had been long current in Judea. But the
chief passage appealed to by critics to fix the date is

1 Chron. iii. 19, sqq., where the descendants of Zerubbabel

seem to be reckoned to six generations (so Ewald, Bertheau,

&c.). The passage is confused, and the Septuagint reads

it so as to give as many as eleven generations (so Zunz,

Noldeke) ; while on the other hand those who plead for

an early date are disposed to assume an interpolation or

corruption of the text, or to separate all that follows the

name of Jesaiah in ver. 21, from what precedes (Movers,

KeU). But it seems impossible by any fair treatment of

the text to obtain fewer than six generations, and this

result agrees with the probability that Hattu.sh, who, on the

interpretation which we prefer, belongs to the fourth gene-

ration from Zerubbabel, was a contemporary of Ezra (Ezra

viii. 2). Thus the Chronicler lived at least two generations

after Ezra. With this it accords very well that in

Nehemiah five generations of high priests are enumerated
from Joshua (xii. 10, sqq.), and that the last name is that

of Jaddua, who, as we know from Josephus, was a contem-

porary of Alexander the Great. That the chronicler wrote

after the fall of the Persian monarchy has been argued by
Ewald and others from the use of the title King of Persia

(1 Chron. xxxvi. 23). What seems to be certain and
important for a right estimate of the book is that thd

author lived a considerable time after Ezra, and stood
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entirely under tlie influence of the reKgious institutions of

the new theocracy. This standpoint determined the nature

of his interest in the early history of his people.

The true importance of Hebrew history had always

centred in the fact that this petty nation was the people of

Jehovah, the spiritual God. The tragic interest which

distinguishes the annals of Israel from the forgotten history

of Moab or Damascus lies wholly in that long contest

which finally vindicated the reality of spiritual things and

the supremacy of Jehovah's purpose, in the political ruin

of the nation which was the faithless depositary of these

sacred truths. After the Captivity it was impossible to

write the history of Israel's fortunes otherwise than in a

spirit of religious pragmatism. But within the limits of

the religious conception of the plan and purpose of the

Hebrew history more than one point of view might be taken

up. The book of Kings looks upon the history in the

spirit of the prophets—in that spirit which is still echoed

by Zechariah (L 5, 6) ;
" Your fathers, where are they 1

and the prophets, could they live for ever ? But my words

and my statutes, which I commanded my servants the

prophets, did they not overtake your fathers 1 so that

they turned and said. Like as Jehovah of hosts thought to

do unto us ... so hath he dealt with us." But long

before the Chronicler wrote the last spark of prophecy was
extinct. The New Jerus?,lem of Ezra was organized as a

municipality and a church, not as a nation. The centre

of religious life was uo longer the li^'ing prophetic word but

the ordinances of the Pentateuch and the liturgical service

of the sanctuary. The religious vocation of Israel was

no longer national but ecclesiastical or municipal, and
the historical continuity nf the nation was vividly realized

only within the walb of Jerusalem and the courts of the

Temple, in the solemn assembly and stately ceremonial of

a feast day. These influences naturally operated most
strongly on those who were oflicially attached to the

sanctuary. To a Levits, even more than to other Jews, the

history of Israel meant above all things the history of

Jerusalem, of the Temple, and of the Temple ordinances.

Now the author of Chronicles betrays on every page his

essentially Levitical habit of mind. It even seems possible

from a close attention to his destiiptions of sacred ordi-

nances to conclude that his special interests are those of a
common Levito rather than of a priest, and that of all

Levitical functions he is most partial to those of the

singers, a member of whose guild Ewald conjectures him to

liave been. To such a man the older delineation of thehistory

of Israel, especially in the books of Samuel and Kings, could
not tut appear to be deficient in some directions, while in

other respects its narrative seemed superfluous or open to

•nisunderstanding, as for example by recording, and that

without condemnation, things inconsistent with the Penta-

teuchal law. The history of the ordinances of worship holds
a very small place in the older record. Jerusalem and the
Temple have not that central place in the book of Kings
which they occupied in the minds of the Jewish community
after the Exile. Large sections of the old history are de-
voted to the religion and politics of the ten tribes, which are
altogether unintelligible and uninteresting when measured
by a strictly Levitical standard ; and in general the
wholo problems and struggles of the prophetic period turn
on points which had ceased to be cardinal in the life of the
New Jerusalem, which was no longer called to decide
between the claims of the Word of Jehovah and the
exigencies of political affairs and social customs, and which
could not comprehend that men absorbed in deeper spiritual

contests had no leisure for the niceties of Levitical legisla-

tion. Thus there seemed to be room for a new history,

which should confine itself to matters still interesting to

the theocracy of Zion, keeping Jerusalem and the Temple

in the foreground, and developing the divine pragmatism
of the history, not so much with reference to the prophetic

word as to the fixed legislation of the Pentateuch, so that

the whole narrative might be made to teach that the glory

of Israel Ues in the observance of the divine law and ritual.

For the sake of systematic completeness the author begins

with Adam, as is the custom with later Oriental writers.

But he had nothing to add to the Pentateuch, and the

period from Moses to David contained little that served his

purpose. He, therefore, contracts the early history iuto a
series of genealogies, which were doubtless by po means
the least interesting part of his work at a time when every

Israelite was concerned to prove the purity of his Hebrew
descent (cf. 'Ezra, ii. 59, 63). From the death of Saul the

history becomes fuller and runs parallel with the books of

Samuel and Kings. The limitations of the author's interest

in past times appear in the omission, among other particu-

lars, of David's reign in Hebron, of the disorders in his

family and the revolt of Absalom, of the circumstances of

Solomon's accession, and of many details as to tlie wisdom
and splendour of that sovereign, as well as of his fall into

idolatry. In the later history the ten tribes are quite

neglected, and political affairs in Judah receive attention,

not in proportion to their intrinsic importance, but according

as they serve to exemplify God's help to the obedient and
His chastisement of the rebellious. That the author is

always unwilling to speak of the misfortunes of good rulers

is not to be ascribed with some critics to a deUboratc sup-

pression of truth, but shows that the book was throughout

composed not in purely historical interests, but with a view

to inculcate a single practical lesson. The more important

additions which the Chronicler makes to the old narrative

consist partly of statistical lists (1 Chron. xii.), partly of

fuU details on points connected with the history of the

sanctuary and the great feasts or the archaeology of the

Levitical ministry (1 Chron. xiii., sv., xvL, xsiL-xxix.
;

2 Chron. xxix.-xxxi., ic), and partly of narratives of

victories and defeats, of sins and.punishment3, of obedience

and its reward, which could be made to point a plain

religious lesson in favour of faithful observance of the law

(2 Chron. xiii,, xiv. 9, sqq. ; xx., xxi. 11, sqg., ic). The
minor variations of Chronicles from the books of Samuel
and Kings are analogous in principle to the larger additions

and omissions, so that the whole work has a consistent

and well-marked character, presenting the history in quite

a different perspective from that of the old narrative.

Here, then, a critical question arises. Is the change of

perspective wholly due to a different selection of items from

authentic historical tradition ? May we assume that every-

fhing which is new in the Chronicles has been taken

exactly from older sources, or must we judge that the

standpoint of the author has not only governed the selec-

tion, but coloured the statement of historical facts ) Are
all his novelties new data, or are some of them inferences

of his own from the same data as lie before us in other

books of the Bible 1 To answer these questions we must firot

inquire what were the historical materials at his command.
The Chronicler makes frequent reference to earlier histories

which he cites by a great variety of names. That the

names " Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah," " Bfuk
of the Kings of Judah and Israel," " Book of the Kings of

Israel," and " Affairs of the Kings of Israel " (2 Chron.

xxxiii 18, ffeb.) refer to a jingle work is not disputed.

Lender one or other title this book is cited some ten tiinrs.

Whether it is identical with the Midrash [E.V., tlory] of

the book of the Kings (2 Chron. xxiv. 27) is not certain.

According to later usage the term Midrash would nie.in a

commentary on the book of the Kings. But it is perhaps

at plausible to suppose with Ewnld that tlic boi>k of tbo

Kings was itself called a Midr.ish or learned compilation.
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Tliat the work so ofton cited by the Chronicler is not

the Biblical book of the same name is manifest from what
is said of its contents. It must have been quite an exten-

sive work, for among other things it contained genealogical

statistics (1 Chron. ix. 1), and it incorporated certain older

prophetic writings—in particular, the debarim [words or
histoi-y] of Jeliu Lho son of Hanani (2 Chron. xx. 34, where
for " who is mentioned in " read " which was copied into ")

and the vision of Isaiah (2 Chron. x.'ixiL 32). Now it is

noticeable that where the Chronicler does not cite this com-
prehensive work at the close of a king's reign he generally

refers to some special authority which bears the name of a
jirophet (2 Chron. ix. 29 ; xii. 15, &c.). But the book of

the Kings and a special prophetic writing are not cited for

the same reign. It is therefore highly probable that in

other cases than those of Isaiah and Jehu the writings of

or about prophets which are cited in Chronicles were known
to the author only as parts of the great book of Kings.
Even 2 Chron. xxxiii. 18, 19, v/here the English version

departs from the received Hebrew text, but probably
expresses the correct reading,i seems rather to confirm than
to oppose this conclusion, which is now disputed by very
few scholars except in lie case of Isaiah's history of
Uzziah, 2 Chron. xxvi. 22.2 Ti^e general conclusion is that
it is very doubtful whether the chronicler used any his-

torical work now lost with the exception of the book of
Kings. Even his genealogical lists may have been wholly
derived from that work (1 Chron. ix. 1), though for these
he may also have had other materials at command.
Now we know that the two chief sources of the canonical

book oi Kings were entitled j4 raran^s [" events of the times "]

of the Kings of Israel and JudaA respectively. That the
last source of the Chronicles was not independent of these
works at once appears probable both from tlie nature of the
case and from the close and often verbal parallelism between
many sections of the two Biblical narratives. But while
the canonical book of Kings had separate sources for the
northern and southern kingdoms, the source of Chronicles
was a history of the two kingdoms combined, and so, no
doubt, was a more recent work in great measure extracted
from the older aniiais. Yet it contained also matter not
derived from these works, for it is pretty clear fronj 2
JCings xxi. 17 that the Annals of the Kings of Judah gave
no accouut of Manasseh's repentance, which, according to

3 Cliron. xxxiii. 18, 19, was narrated in the great book of
the Kings of Israel. It was formerly the opinion of
Bertheau, and is sfciU maintained by Keil, that the paral-
lelisms of Chronicles with Samuel and Kings are sufficiently

explained by the ultimate common source from which both
narratives drew. But most critics hold that the Chronicler
also drew directly from the canonical books of Samuel and
Kings as he unquestionably did from the Pentateuch. This
opinion is probable in itself, as the earlier books of the Old
Testament cannot have been unknown to the author ; and
perhaps the critical analysis of the canonical book of Kings
is already far enough advanced to enable us to say that in
Eomo of the parallel passages the Chronicler uses words which
were p.ot written in the annals but by the author of Kings
himself. In particular Chronicles agrees with Kings in those
short notes of the moral character of individual monarchs
which can hardly be ascribed to an earlier hand than that
of the final author of the latter book. It is, of course,
possible, as Bertheau points out, that the autlior of the
chief source of Chronicles already used our canonical book
of Kings

; and in general the connections of the successive
historical books which preceded the present canonical

» Otlicis, f,.Ilowing 11,0 Itassoretio text, find in vereo 19 an unkuOTO
prophet Choz.Hi. So E.V. uiaigin li.-is Hosai.

' ZiJckler aud lieil still dissent from tho current view. I

histories are sufficiently complex to make it very unwise to

indulge in positive assertions on a matter in \\hich so many
possibilities may be suggested. Those critics who have a

low opinion of the historical value of tho Chronicles, and

especially Graf, are ready to regard the earlier canonical

books as the chief source of the work, and to suppose that

tho author seldom had authority for his additions to Samuel

and Kings ; while Keil; on the other hand, is anxious to

prove that the earlier canonical histories were not used at

all, and so makes the most of the value of the special

sources open to the Chronicler. The truth probably Lies

between these two extremes.

The close and frequently verbal coincidence of the text

of so many passages of Clironicles and the earlier books

raises a presumption that in general the later author copied

his sources witlr great fidelity. In other cases diversities

of statement occur from which inferences unfavourable to

the Chronicler have often been drawn. It must, however,

be remembered that even copyists at that time were allowed

a degree of freedom which modern writers would not venture

to exercise, and that different recensions of the same book

—for example the extant Hebrew text of Samuel and that

which lay before the Greek translators—frequently varied

not ouiy in points of expression but in names and numbers,

in the addition or omission of details and explanatory

remarks, and even in larger matters. Of course such

variations must be more numerous and important in the

case of parallel narratives which are derived only in an

indirect way from the same original sources. If proper

weight is allowed to these considerations wo must agree

with Bertheau that " critics ought not to have charged our

autlior with intentional distortions of the narrative or with

inventing false statements; evidence to justify such charges

cannot be adduced." Full proof of the soundness of this

observation cannot bo given without a long discussion of

details. As an example it may suffice to take the tendency

to exaggerate which has been traced in the larger numbers
of Chronicles (1 Chron. xxi. 5 compared W'ith 2

Sam. xxiv. 9, 1 Chron. xxi. 25 compared with 2 Sam.
xxiv. 2'1, and so forth). It may fairly be said that such

larger numbers are in general characteristic of a later

record. But thsy prove little as to the idiosyncrasy of

the Chronicler, and cannot with any certainty be laid to hia

charge as an individual, when wo fjiid that in the Massorctic

text of 1 Sam. vi. 1 9 the original number 70 has increased

to 50,000. The tendency of numbers to grow in successive

transcriptions is one which criticism must always keep in

view, and which, doubtless, was at work before as weU as

after the time of the Chronicler.

Variations which can be distinctly connected with

demonstrable personal peculiarities of the writer or with

the specific object of his work belong to a diii'erent category.

But here also gi^at caution must be exercised. For
example, no part of the narrative has been more suspected

than the captivity and repentance of JIanasseh. It is

argued that the author's theory of Divine retribution made
it incredible to him that a wicked and unrepentant king

could eujoy the long reign granted to Manasseh. But it

is quite plain from 2 Chron. xxxiii. 18 that this narrative

existed in the sources which lay before the writer, and the

Assyrian inscriptions have shown that what is said of the

captivity of the Judsean king is in perfect accordance with

the state of affairs in the Assyrian empire at the time

(Schrader, Keilinschriften mid A. T., p. 238, sqq.).

In general, then, it seems safe to conclude with Ewald,

Bertheau, and other cautious critics that there is no founda-

tion for the accusation that the Chronicler invented history

in the interest of his parenetio and practical purposes. But
on the other hand it is not to be doubted that in shaping

his narrative he allowed himself the same freedoms as were
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taken by other anciont Listcrians, and even by early copyists,

and it is the business of iiistorical criticism to form a clear

conception of the nature and limits of these freedoms, with

a view to distinguish in individual passages between tho

facts derived by the Chronicler from his written Bcurces

and the literary additions, explanations, and influences

which are his own. In particular :

—

1. His explanations of verbal or material difficulties

must be critically considered. Thus even Keil admits an

error in 2 Chron. ss. 3G, 37, where the Tharshish-ships, that

ia ships fit for a long voyage, which Jehoshaphat built on the

Red Sea (1 Kings xxii. 48), are explained as ships voyaging

to Tartessus in Spain. Such criticism is especially necessary

where remarks are introduced tending to explain away the

differences in religious observances between early times and
the period of tlie Chronicler. Thus in 1 Chron. xxi. 28,

tiq., an explanation is given of the reasons which led David
to sacriBce on the threshing-floor of Oman instead of going

to the brazen altar at Gibeon. But it is certain that at

the time of David the principle of a sipgle altar was not

acl^nowledged, and therefore no explanation was required.

In 1 Kings JiL 3, 4, Gibeon appears only as the chief of

many high-places, and it is difficult to avoid the conclusion

that the Chronicler has simply inferred from the importance
of this sanctuary that it must have possessed a special

legitimation, which could only consist in the presence of

the old brazen altar.

2. A certain freedom of literary form was always allowed

to ancient historians, and need not perplex anyone v/ho docs

not apply a false standard to the narrative. To this head
belongs especially the introduction of speeches like that of

Abijah in 2 Chron. xiiL This speech ia no doubt a free

composition, aud would be so understood bj' the author's

contemporaries. By such literary devices the author ia

enabled to point a lesson without interrupting the thread of

his narrative by reflections of his own. Similar remarks
apply to tho Psalm in 1 Chron. xvi., which is made up of

extracts from Psalms cv., xcvi., cvL

3. A usage not peculiar to tho Chronicler among Old
Testament writers, and which must be carefully taken into

account by the historical critic, is that of giving statistical

information in a narrative form. This is the principle

which underlies many genealogical lists of the Bible, and
which alono e:iplains the variations between different

accounts of tho genealogy proceeding from a single

ancestor. Information as to tho subdiviiious of clans, tho

intermingling of populations, and the like, is thrown into

a gensalogical form. Thus the different sons of a father

often stand merely for tho branches of a family aa they

existed at some one time. Of course lists made out at

different times when the divisions of clans had varied
produce an apparent discrepancy in the names of the sons.

The union of two clans is expressed as marriage, or the
territory is the wife, and her several husbands are succes-

sive populations, and so forth." A different application of

the same principle soems to lie in the account of the
institutions of Levilical service which is introduced in

connection \vith the transference of the ark to Jcrusaio-n
by David. The author is not concerned to distingi;ish I'.e

gradual steps, by which the Levitical organization attain.jd

its fidl development. But he wishes to describe tho

system in its complete form, especially as regards the
service of the singers, and he does this under the reign of

David, who was the father of Hebrew psalmody, and the

restorer of the sanctuary of the ark.

This account of some of the leading points of tilw
which criticism of tho Chronicles has to take up makes no
pretence at completeness, but rnay suffice to indicate the

nature of the problems which arise in a detailed study of

the narrative, and to sliow that much is to bo learned from
the book not only in tho way of supplement to the earlier

history, but for the better understanding of the religious

spirit and ordinances of the theocracy aa it was after Ezra.

Lilcrnturc.—Slauy parts of the Chronicles offer a vei-y hard task
to the expositor, especially the genealogies, where to otlicr troubles
ia added the extreme corruption and many variations of tho proper
names in the vei-sions. Jerome already complains of tliia difticuity

in the Greek and Old Latin, and tells us what pains ho lumtolf
took to secure right readings with the aid of a learned Jew. Com-
mentators have rather shrunk from approaching the book. The
best exposition is tho very careful work of Bertheau (1st ed. 185*,
Eng. Trans. 1857, 2d cd. 1860). There are also commentaries by
Keil (Loipsio, 1870, Eng. Trans. 1872) and Zocklcr (in I.anfic a

Bibdwcrlc, 1874). Bertheau is cautiously critical, Keil conserva-
tive and apologetic, Zockler not quite so conservative. Valuable
contributions to the e.Ncgosis of the book arc to be found in Kwald's
Ilistorj of Israel. Kawlinson's notes in the Spctd-er's (Mnimcniaiij
are not very import.nnt. There is a large literature on is.ago;;ic

questions, and especially upon tho credibility of tho unrratives
peculiar to Chronicles. Besides tlie full discussions in book* of
0. T. introduction (especially Do Wette-SclirarUr, and Keil), tho
student must refer to tho very valuable discussion in tho introduc-
tory part of Ewald's histoiy, and to the reiiarato treatises of Jlovers,
KrUisc/te Untcrsuchungcn iibcr die BibUsche Clironik, Bonn, 1834,
(in answer to tho assaults of De Wotto and Oramberg), and Graf,
DU Gachiclittidien Bilchcr das A. T., Lcipsic, 18G6. Graf con-
cludes that the Chronicles have almost no value as a docunicntary
source for the ancient history ; but in private correspondence Willi
Bertheau he subsequently admitted that this statement is too strong
(sec the preface to Bertheau'a 2d edition). The older works are
enumerated by Caqizov, and in other books of introduction.
Lagarde's edition of the Targum, which is not in the Kabbinical
Bibles, deserves special mention (UagiograjJut Cluxldaire, Lcituic,

1875). (W. K S.)

CHEONOLOGY
CIIEOXOLOGY (from tho Greek xpovoXoy!a, computa-

tion of time) is the science which treats of time. Its

object is to arrange and exhibit the various events which
have occurred in tho history of tho world in the order of

their succession, and to ascertain the intervals of time
between them.

Tho preservation of any record, however rude,^cf the
lapse of time implies aorao knowledge of the celestial

motions, by which alono time can bo accurately measured,
and some advancement in tho arts of civilized life, which
could only be attained by tho accumulated experience Of

many generations. Before the invention of letters tho
memory of past transactions could not be preserved beyond
a few years with any tolerable degree of accuracy. Events
which greatly affected the physical condition of tho human
race, or were of a nature to make a deep impression on the

minda of the .rude inhabitants of tho earth, mi^ht be

vaguely transmitted through several ages by traditional

narrative ; but intervals of time, expressed by abstract

numbers, and these constantly varying besides, would soon
escape the memory. The invention of the art of writing
afforded tho means of substituting precise and permanent
records for vague and evanescent tradition ; but in the
infancy of tho world, mankind had learned neither to

estimate accurately tho duration of time, nor to refer par.s-

ing events to any fixed epoch. Writing was piuctiscd

many centuries before historians began to assign dates to

the events they narrated. Tho masterpieces of Herodotus
and Thucydidcs, while sotting forth, each in tho manner
suited to tho author's aim, events in tho order of their

succession, are stories without dates.

' O'l tlio nppliMllon of tliij (tylo of oxpir-ulon lo tlii> ci ni-iiojiof

of Clirnnlclcs, tho ru.iJcr ninjr consult Wcllli.iuci!!, /'•• OVii/,/iu cl

Familiit Judixit jva 1 Ghr. il. It. mttUrantur, UulUu^on, 18JU.
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For these reasons the history of the early ages of the

world is involved in almost impenetrable obscurity, and
chronology, comparatively speaking, is only of recent origin.

After political relations began to be established, the neces-

eity of preserving a register of passing seasons and years

would soon be felt, and the practice of recording important

transactions must have grown up as a necessary conse-

quence of social life. But of these early records a very small

portion only has escaped the ravages of time and barbarism.

The earliest written annals of the Greeks, Etruscans, and
Romans are irretrievably lost. The traditions of the Druids

perished with them. A Chinese emperor has the credit of

burning " the books" extant in his day (about 220 B.C.),

and of burying alive the scholars who were acquainted

with them. And a Spanish adventurer destroyed the picture

records which were found in the pueblo of Montezuma.
Of the more formal historical writings in which the first

ineffectual attempts were made in the direction of systematic

chronology we have no knowledge at first-hand. Of
Helleuicus, the Greek logographer, who appears to have

lived through the greater part of the 6th century B.C., and

who drew up a chronological list of the priestesses of Here

at Argos ; of Ephorus, who lived in the 4th century B.C.,

and is distinguished as the iirst Greek who attempted the

composition of a universal history ; and of Timseiis, who
in the following century wrote an elaborate history of

Sicily, ia which he set the example of using the Olympiads
as the basis of chronology, the works have perished, and
our meagre knowledge of their contents is derived only

from fragmentary citations in later wiiters. The saaie fate

has befallen the works of Berosus and Manetbo, Eratosthenes

and Apollodorus. Berosus, a priest of Belus living at

Babylon in the 3d century B.C., added to his historical

account of Babylonia a chronological list of its kings, which
he claimed to have compiled from genuine archives

preserved in the temple. Manetho, Irkeviise a priest, living

at Sebennytus in Lov/er Egypt in the 3d century B.C.,

wrote in Greek a history of Egypt, with an account of its

thirty dynasties of sovereigns, which he professed to have
drawn from genuine archives in the keeping of tie priests.

Of these works fragments only, more or less copious and
accurate, have been preserved. Eratosthenes, who in the

latter half of the 2d century B.C. was keeper of the famous
Alerandiian Library, not only made himself a great name
by his important work on geography, but by his treatise

entitled Chronographia, one of the first attempts to establish

an exact scheme of general chronology, earned for himself

the title of " father of chronology. " His method of pro-

cedure, hov.'ever, was usually conjectural ; and guess-work,

. however careful, acute, and plausible, is still guess-work and
not testimony. Apollodorus, an Athenian who flourished

in the middle of the 2d century B.C., wrote a metrical

chronicle of events, ranging from the supposed period of

the fall of Troy to his own day. These writers were
followed by other investigators and systematizers in the

same field, but their works are lost. Of the principal later

writers whose works are extant, and to whom we owe what
little knowledge we possess of the labours of their prede-

cessors, mention will be made hereafter.

The absence ox incompleteness of authentic records,

however, is uot the ouly source of obscurity and confusion

in the chronology of remote ages. There can be no exact

computation of time or placing of events without a fixed

point or epoch from which the reckoning takes its start. It

was long before this was apprehended. When it began
to be seen, various epochs were selected by various writers

;

and at first each small separate community had its own
epoch and method of time-reckoning. Thus in one city

the rccikoning was by succession oi kings, in another by
arclions or auaual magistrates, in a third by succession of

priests. It seema now surprising that vague counting by
generations should bo long have prevailed and satisfied the

wants of inquiring men, and that so simple, precise, and
seemingly obvious a plan as counting by years, the largest

natural division of time, did not occur to auv investigator

before Eratosthenes.

Precision, which was at first unattainable for want of an
epoch, was afterwards no less unattainable from the multi-

plicity, und sometimes the variation, of epochs. But by
a natural process the mischief was gradually and partially

remedied. The extension of intercourse between the various

small groups or societies of men, and still more their union
in larger groups, made a common epoch necessary, and led

to the adoption of such a starting point by each larger

group. These leading epochs continued in use for many
centuries. The task of the chronologer was thus simplified

and reduced to a study and comparison of dates in a few
leading systems.

The most important of these systems in what we call

ancient times were the Babylonian, the Greek, and the

Roman. The Jews had no general era, properly so called.

In the history of Babylonia, the fixed point from which
time was reckoned was the era of Nabonassar, 747 B.C.

Among the Greeks the reckoning was by Olympiads, the

point of departure being the year in which Corcebus was
victor in the Olympic Games, 776 B.C. The Roman
chronology started from the foundation of the city, the

year of which, however, was variously given by difi"erent

authors. The most generally adopted was that assigned

by Varro, 753 B.C. It is Noteworthy how nearly these

three great epochs approach each other,—all lying near the

middle of the 8th century B.C. But it is to be remembered
that the beginning of an era and its adoption aud use as

such are not the same thing, nor are they necessarily

synchronous. Of the three ancient eras above spoken of,

the earliest is that of the Olympiads, next thafc of the

foundation of Rome, and the latest the era of Nabonassar.
But in order of adoption aud actual usage the last is first.

It is believed to have been in use from the year of its

origin. It is not known when the Romans began to use

their era. TTie Olympiads were not in current use till

about the middle of the 3d century b.c, when Timseus, as

already mentioned, set the example of reckoning by them.

Of these and other ancient aud modern eras a full account
is given in the following pages.

Even after the adoption in Europe of the Christian era,

a great variety of methods of dating—national, provincial,

and ecclesiastical—grew up and prevailed for a long time
in different countries, thus renewing in modern times the
difficulties experienced in ancient times from diversities of

reckoning. An acquaintance with these various methods
is indispensable to the student of the charters, chronicles,

and legal instruments of the Middle Ages.

In reckoning years from any fixed epoch in constant

succession, the number denoting the years is necessarily

always on the increase. But rude nations and illiterate

people seldom attach any definite idea to large numbers.
Hence it has been a practice, very extensively followed, to

employ cycles or periods, consisting of a moderate number
of years, and to distinguish and reckon the years by their

number in the cycle. The Chinese and other nations of

Asia reckon, not only the years, but also the months and
days, by cycles of sixty. The Saros of the Chaldeans, the

Olympiad of the Greeks^ and the Roman Indiction are

instances of this mode of reckoning time. Several cycles

were formerly known in Europe ; but most of them were
invented for the purpose of adjusting the solar and lunar

divisions of time, and were rather employed in the

regulaiioQ of the calendar than as ciironological eras.

They are frequently, however, of very great ii^e in
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filing dates that have been otlierwise imperfectly ex-

pressed, and consequently form important elements of

chronology.

Chronology has shared with hiitory the fruits of the

novel researches and remarkable discoveries in the field of

antiquity which have especially distinguished the present

century. The memorabilia of early peoples and ages were

set down not only in written records but in monumental

inscriptions. The latter, graven on stone or metal, could

resist the touch of time and the hand of the barbarian

better than the former ; and although at various times

terrible havoc has been made among them, immense

numbers are in existence to this day. In Assyria, Egypt,

Persia, Greece, and Italy, the practice of monumental

inscription was very general These inscriptions have

attracted the attention of learned men from very remote

ages. But as contributions to history and chronology, they

have within the present century risen into new and surpris-

ing importance. By Qrotefend's decipherment of the

cuneiform characters, the language of the Babylonian and

Persian inscriptions, and by Young's decipherment of hiero-

glyphics, the language of the Egyptian monuments, two dis-

coveries made within a few years of each other, new fields of

vast extent and unknown richness have been opened to his-

torical explorers. These fields are now being diligently

worked by some of the greatest living scholars ; and from

granite block and fragile papyrus roll results are already

obtained of rare value and of rarer promise. The A-ssyrian

inscribed cyb'nderS; disinterred but thirty years ago, are

yielding up the secrets of a long-buried past, enlarging the

horizon of history, and even furnishing the means of giving

a precise chronology to periods where all was vague. The

publication of the Assyrian Canon by Sir Henry Rawlinson

in 1862, verified as it was by the subsequent discovery of

a record of a solar eclipse, must mark an epoch in chrono-

logical science. Egyptian researches and interpretations

have been of similar service, and have strongly tended, if

not to establish the complete accuracy, at least to indicate

the credibility, of ManethO's account of the Egyptian

dynasties. The period through which these dynasties

apparently reached was so vast, stretching so far beyond tho

traditionally accepted limits of man's existence on the

earth, that modern chronologers, when they grew critical,

could for a long time only shake their heads in profound

doubt over Manetho and ius vistas of shadowy kings. For
Egyptian chronology the discovery by Mariette, in 18 04,

of the Apis SielcB is one of the highest importance. A- flood

of light has been poured on some obscure pages of early

Persian history by the great cuneiform inscription of

Behistun, discovered in 1835 by Colonel Rawlinson, who
subsequently copied and tran.slated it,

In tho article Caxendak (q.v.), that part of chronology

has been already treated of wliicli relates to tho measure-

ment of time, and the princjpa! nietlioils explained with

sufficient detail that have been eiiijiloytd, or are still in

use, for adjusting the lunar months of the solar year, as

well as the intercalations necessary for regulating tho civil

year according to the celestial motions. In the' present

article it is our purpose to give an account (without

repeating what has been discussed in full in tho

article just named) of the different £ras and Periods

that have been employed by historians, and by the

different nations of the world, in recording tho succes-

sion of time and events, to fix the epochs at which the

eras respectively commenced, to ascertain tho form and
the initial day of the year made use of, and to establish

thoir correspondence with the years of tho Christian era.

These elements will enable us to convert, by a simple

arithmetical operation, any historical date, of which the

chronoloffinal characters are given according to any era

whatever, into tho corresponding date in our common are

of the Incarnation.

Julian Period.

Although the Julian Period (the invention of Joseph

Scaliger, in 1582) is not, properly speaking, a chronological

era, yet, on account of its affording considerable facilities

in the comparison of different eras with one another, and

in marking without ambiguity the years before Christ, it

is very generally employed by chronologers. It consists of

7980 Julian years; and the first year of tho Christian era

corresponded with the year 4714 of the Julian period.

(See vol. iv. p. 670.)

Olympiads.

The Olympic games, so famous in Greek history, were

celebrated once every four years, between the new and full

moon first following the summer solstice, on the small plain

named Olympia in Elis, which was bounded on one side by

the' River Alpheus, on another by the smaU tributary stream

the Cladeus, and on the other two sides by mountains.

The games lasted five days. Their origin, lost in the

dimness of remote antiquity, was invested by priestly

legends with a sacred character. They were said to have

been instituted by the IdiEan Heracles, to commemorate hia

victory over his four brothers in a foot race. According ta

a tradition, possibly more authentic, they were r&-estabhshed

by Iphitus, king of Elb, in concert with the Spartan

Lycurgus and Cleosthenes of Pisa. The practice was long

afterwards adopted of designating the Olympiad, or period

of four years, by the name of the victor in the contests of

the stadium, and of inscribing his name in the gj'mnasium

of Olympia. The iSrst who received this honour was

Coroibus. The games in which Coroebus was victor, and

which form the principal epoch of Greek history, were

celebrated about tho time of tho summer solstice 776 years

before the common era of tho Incarnation, in the 3938th

year of the Julian period, and twenty -three years, according

to the account of Varro, liefore the foundation of Piome.

Before the introduction of the Metouic cycle, the

Olympic year began sometimes with the full moon which

followed, at other times with that which preceded the Slim-

mer solstice, because the year sometimes contained 384

days instead of 354. But subsequently to its adoption, tho

year always commenced with tho eleventh day of the moon

which followed the solstice. In order to avoid troublesome

computations, which it would be necessary to recommence

for every year, and of which the results differ only by a

few days, chronologers generally regard tho 1st of July as

the commencement of the Olympic year. Some authors, how-

ever, among whom are Eusebius, Jerome, and the historian

Socrates, place its commencement at the 1st of September;

these, however, appear to have confouuded the Olympic

year with tho civil year of tho Greeks, or the era of the

Seleucid^.

It is material to observe, that as tho Olympic years and

periods begin with the 1st of July, tho first six months of a

year of our era correspond to ono Olympic year, and the

last six months to another. Thus, when it is said that tho

first year of tho Incarnation corresponds to the first of tho

195th Olympiad, we are to understand that it is only with

respect to tho last six months of that year that the

correspondence takes place. The first six months belonged

to tho fourth year of tho 194th Olympiad. In referring

dates expressed by Olympiads to our era, or the contrary,

we must thercforo distinguish two cases.

\st, When tho event in question happened between tho

1st of January and tho 1st of tho following July, the sum

of the Olympic year and of tho year before Christ is always

equal to 776. Tho year of tho era, therefore, will bo found

by subtracting the number of tho Olympic y.ar from 773.
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For exp.inp!i;, V.irro refers tlic foundation of riomo to the

21st of April of the third year of the sixth Olympiad, and

it is required to find the year before our era. Since five

Olympic periods have elapsed, the third year of the sixth

Olympiad is 5 N 4 + 3 = 23; therefore, subtracting 23
from 77C, we have 753, which is the year hefore Christ to

which the foundation of Rome is referred by Varro.

2c/, AVhen the event took place between the summer
solstice and the 1st of January following, the sum of the

Olympic year and of the year before Christ is equal to 777.

The difference therefore between 777 and the year in one

of the dates will give the year in the other date. Thus,

tho moon was eclipsed on the 27th of August, a little

before midnight, in the year 413 before our era ; and it is

required to find the corresponding j-ear in the Olympic era.

Subtract 413 from 777, the remainder is 364; and 3G4
divided by four gives 'J\ without a remainder; conse-

quently the eclipse happened in the fourth year of the

ninety-first Olympiad, which is the date to which it is

referred by Thucydides.

If the year is after Christ, and the event took place in

one of the first sis months of the Olympic year, that is to

say, between July and January, we must subtract 770
from the number of the Olympic year tb find the cor-

responding year of our era ; but if it took place in one of

the last six months of the Olympic year, or between

January and July, we must deduct 777. The computation

by Olympiads seldom occurs in historical records after the

middle of the Stli century of our era.

Tho names of the months were different in the different

Grecian states. The Attic months, of which we possess

the mbst certain knowledge, were named as follows :

—

Hccr.toinbKon. G.irLielion.

Jlctagcitnion. Anthestcrion.

jioediomion. Elaphebolioii.

PyancpsioB. Munychion.
JIajir.acterion Thargclion.

Pcseidcon. Scirophorion.

£ra of the Fottnduiion of Home.

After tho Olympiads, the era most frequently met with

in ancient history is that of the foundation of Rome, which

is the chronological epoch adopted by all the Roman
historians. There are various opinions respecting the year

of tlie foundation of Rome.
1 st, Fabius Pictor places this event in tho latter half of the

first year of the eighth Olympiad, which corresponds with

the 39G7th of the Julian period, and with the year 747 b:c.

2d, Polybius places it in tho second year of the seventh

Olympiad, corresponding with 3004 of the Julian period

and 750 b c.

3i/, 51. Rorcius Cato places it in the first year of tue

seventh Olympiad, that is, in 3903 of the Julian period,

and 751 B.C.

4lh, Vcrrius Flaccus places it in tho fourth year of the

sixth Olympiad, that is, in the year 39G2 of tho Julian

period, .nnd 752 B c.

5th, Tcrentius Varro places it in the third year of the

sixth Olympiad, that is, in the year 3901 of the Julian

period, and 753 B.C.

A knowledge of these diffei-ent computations is necessary,

in prder to reconcile the Roman historians with one another,

and even any one writer with himself. Livy in general

adheres to the epoch of Cato, though ho sometimes follov.'s

that of Fabius Pictor. Cicoio follows the account of

Varro, which is also in general adopted by Plir.y. Dionysius

of Ilalicarnassus follows Cato. Jlodern chronologers for

tho most part adopt the account of Vaixo, which is

supported by a passage in Ccnsorinus, wbere it is stated

that tho 991st year of Rome commenced with the festival

of tho Palilia, in tlip eousulshiji of Uljiius and Pontianus.

Now this consulship corresponded with the 23Slh year of

our era; therefore, deducting 238 from 991, we have 753

to denote the year before Christ. The Palilia commenced
on the 21.st of April ; and all the accounts agree in regard-

ing that day as the epoch of the foundation of Rome.

The Romans employed two sorts of years, the civil year,

which was used iu tho transaction of public and jirivatu

afl'airs, and the consular year, according to which the annals

of their history have been composed. The civil year com-

menced with tho calends of January, but this did not hold

a fixed place in the solar year till tho time of Julius Ca;Eur

(see vol. iv. p. CC6.) The installation of the consuls regu

lated the commencement of the consular year. The initial

day of the consulate was never fixed, at least before the

7th century of Rome, but varied with the different acci-

dents which in times of political commotion so frequently

occurred to accelerate or retard tho elections. Hence it

happens that a consular year, generally speaking, com-

prehends a part not only of two Juliau years, but also of

two civil years. The consulate is tho date employed by

the Latin historians generally, and by many of the Greeks,

down to tho Cth century of our era.

In the era of Rome the commencement of the year is

placed at the 21st of April; an event therefore which

happened in the mouths of January, February, March, or

during the first twenty days of April, in the year (fot

example) 500 of Rome, belongs to the civil year 501.

Before the time of the Decemvirs, however, February wa-i

the last month of the year. !Many authors confound tho

year of Rome with the civil year, supposing them both to

begin on the 1st of January. Others again confound both

the year of Some and the civil year with the Julian year,

which in fact became tbe civil year after tlie regulation of

the calendar by Julius Caesar. Through a like want of

attention, many writers also, particularly among "tic

moderns, have confounded tho Julian and Olympic ycass,

by making an entire Julian year correspond to an cnti;

;

Olympic year, as if both had commenced at the same

epoch. Much attention to tliese ^mrticulars b required in

tho comparison of ancient dates.

The Christian Era.

The Christian or vulgar era, called also the era of the

Incarnation, is now almost universally employed in

Christian countries, and is even used by some Eastern

nations. Its epoch or commencement is the 1st of Januaiy

in tho fourth year of the 194th Olympiad, the 753d from

the foundation of Rome, and the 4714th of the Juliau

period. It is usually supposed to begin with the year of

the birth of Christ, but there are various opinions with

regard to the year in which that event took place. This

epoch was introduced in Italy in the Gth century, by
Dionysius the Little, a Roman abbot, and began to be

used in Gaul in the Sth, though it was not generally

followed in that country till a century later. Frcun extant

charters it is knov.-n to have been in use in England before

the close of the Sth century. Before its adoption the usual

practice in Latin countries was to distinguish the years by
their number in the cycle of Indiction.

In the Christian era the years are simply distinguished

by the cardinal numbers ; those before Christ being

marked B.C. (Before Christ), or A.c. (Ante Christum), and

those after Christ a.d. (Anno Domini). This method of

reckoning time is more convenient than those which employ

cycles or periods of any length whatever; but it still fails

to satisfy in the simplest manner possible aU the conditions

that are necessary for registering the succession of events.

For, since the commencement of the era is placed at

an intermediate period of history, we are compelled ti>

resort to i double manner of reckoning, backward as well
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as^Iorward. Some ambiguity is also occasioned by the

want of uniformity iu the method of numbering the pre-

ceding years. Astronomers denote the year which preceded

the first of our era by 0, and the year previous to that by

1 B."c. ; but chronologers, in conformity with common
notions, call the year preceding the era 1 B.C., the previous

year 2 B.C., and so rfn. By reckoning in this manner,

there is an interruption in the regular succession of the

numbers ; and iu the years preceding the era, the leap

years, instead of falling on the fourth, eighth, twelfth, <Scc.,

fall, or ought to fall, on the first, fifth, ninth, &c
In the chronicles of the Jliddle Ages much uncertainty

frequently arises respecting dates on account of the

different epochs assumed -for the commencement of the

Christian year. Bionytius, the author of the era, adopted

the day of the Anmincialion, or the 25th of March, which

preceded the birth of Christ by nine months, as the com-

mencement of the first year of the era. This epoch there-

fore precedes that of the vulgar era by nine months and

seven days. This manner of dating was followed in some

of the Italian states, and continued to be used at Pisa even

down to the year 1745. It was also adopted in some of

the Papal bulls ; and there are proofs of its having been

employed in France about the middle of the 11th century.

Some chroniclers, who adhere to the day of the Annuncia-

tion as the commencement of the year, reckon from the

25th of March following our epoch, as the Florentines in

the 10th century. Gregory of Tours, and some writers of

the Gth and 7th centuries, make the year commence some-

times with the 1st of March, and sometimes with the 1st

of January. In France, under the third race of kings, it

was usual to begin the year with Easter ; and this practice

continued at least till the middle of the IGth century, for

an edict was issued by Charles IX. in the month of

January 1663, ordaining that the commencement of the

year should thenceforth be considered as taking place on

the 1st of January. An instance is given, in JSArt de

Verifier les Dates, of a date in which the year is reckoned

from the 18th of March ; but it is probable that this refers

to the astronomical year, and that the ISth of March was
taken for the day of the vernal equinox. In Germany,
about the 11th century, it was usual to commence the year

at Christmas ; and this practice also prevailed at Milan,

Home, and other Italian cities, in the 13th, lltb, and 15th

centuries.

In England, the practice of placing the beginning of tne

year at Christmas was introduced in the 7th century, and
traces of it are found even in the 13th. Gervase of

Canterbury, who lived in the 13th century, mentions that

almost all writers of his country agreed in regarding

Christmas day as the first of the year, because it forms, as

it were, the term at which the sun finishes and recommences
his annual course. In tho 12th century, however, the

<:ustora of beginning the civil year with the day of the

Annunciation, or tho SHth of March, began to prevail, and
continued to be generally followed from that time till the

reformation of the calend.ar in 1752. Tho historical year

has always been reckoned by English authors to begin with

the Ist of January. The liturgic year of tho Church of

England commences with the first Sunday of Advent.

A knowledge of the different epochs which have been
chosen for the commencement of tho year in different

countries is iudispenijably necessary to tho right interpreta-

tion of ancient chronicles, charters, and other documents in

which the dates often appear contradictory. AVo may cite an

example or two. It is well known that Charles the Great
was crowned emperor at Rome on Christmas doy in the

year 800, and th;it he died in the year 814, according to

our present manner of reckoning. But in the nnnals of

lletz and Muii,sac, the coronation is stated to hate taken

place in the year SOI, and his death in 813. In the first

case the annalist supposes the year to begin with Christmas,

and accordingly reckons tho 25th of December and all the

following days of that month to belong to 801, whereas in

the common reckoning they would be referred to the year
800. In the second case the year has been supposed to

begin with the 25th of March, or perhaps with Easter;

consequently the first three months of the year 814,"

reckoning from the 1st of January, would be referred to

the end of the year 813. The English Revolution is

popularly called the Revolution of 1688. Had the year
then begun, as it now does, with the 1st of January, it

.would have been the revolution of 1689, William and Mary
being received as king and queen in February in the year

16S9 ; but at that time the year was considered in England
as beginning ou the 25th of March. Another circums;2ac9

to which it is often necessary to pay attention in the com-
parison of dates, is the alteration of stylo which took

place on the adoption of the Gregorian Calendar (see vol.

iv. pp. 671 sqq.)

Era of the Creation of the World.

As the Greek and Roman methods of computing tims

were connected with certain pagan rites and observances,

which the Christians held in abhorrence, the latter begin
at an early period to imitate the Jews in reckoning their

ycai-s from the supposed period of the creation of the world.

The chronological elements on which both Jews and
Christians founded their computations for determining this

period were derived from the Old Testament narrativej,

which have been transmitted to us through three distinct

channels. These are tho Hebrew text of the Scriptures,

the Samaritan text, and tho Greek version known as the

Septuagint. In respect of chronology, the three accounts

are totally irreconcilable with each other; and no conclusive

reason can be given for preferring any one of them to

another. We have no concurrent testimony with which to

compare them ; nor b it even known which of them was
regarded as the most probable by tho Jews themselves,

when the books of the Old Testament were revised and
transcribed by Ezra. The ordinary rules of probability

cannot be applied to a state of things iu which the duration

of human life is represented as extsnding to nearly a

thousand years.

From computations founded on loose and conflicting

data it would be vain to look for knowledge or even

for concord of opinion. From the very nature of the case

discussion is hopeless labour. The subject is one to which

the saying Qyot horniacs iot tententice applies with almost

literal truth. Dcs Vignoles, in the preface to his C'lron-

oluyy of Sacred J/hlori/, asserts that he collected upw.irJs

of two hundred difl'erent calculations, the shortest of which

reckons only 3483 years between the creation of the vorld

and the commencement of tho vulgar era, and the longest

6984. The diflferenco amounts to thirty-five centuries.

It suffices, therefore, to point out that tho so-called era of

tho creation of tho world is a purely conventional and
arbitrary epoch ; that, practically, it means the year 4004

B.C.,— this being the date which, under the sanction of

Archbishop Usshcr's opinion, has won its way, among its

hundreds of competitors, into most general acceptance.

The reader who is desirous of more detailed information on

this subject may consult tho first volume of tho I'niiersal

Uistory, or L'AH de Verifier let Dates, avant J. C, p. 9.

Jewiih Tear and Eraa.

Before tho departure of tho Israelites from Egypt their

year commenced at the autumnal oiiuinox ; but in order

to solemnize tho memory of their deliverance, the month of

Niaan or Abib, in which that event took place, and which
V — 90
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falls about the time of the vernal equinox, was afterwards

regarded as the beginning of the ecclesiastical or legal year.

In civil affairs, and in the reguktion of the jubilees and

sabbatical years, the Jews still adhere to the ancient year,

which begins with the month Tisri. about the time of the

autumnal equinox. (On the regulation of the Jewish year,

see Toi. iv. p. 077.)

After their di.-spersion, the Jews were constrained to

have reco\irse to the astronomical rules and cycles of the

more enlightened heathen, in order that their religious

festivals might be observed on the same days in all the

countries through which they were scattered. For tins

purpose they adopted a cycle of eighty-four years, which is

mentioned by several of the ancient fathers of the church,

and which the early Christians borrowed from them for

the regulation of Easter. This cycle seems to be neither

more nor less than the Calip]iic period of seventy-six years,

with the addition of a Greek octaeteris, in order to disguise

its true source, and give it an appearance of originality.

In fact, the period of Calippus containing 27,759 days, and

the octaeteris 2922 days (see vol. iv. p. GSS), the sum, which

is 30,G81, is exactly the number of days in eighty-four

Julian years. But the addition was very far from being

an improvement on the work of Calippus ; for instead of a

difference of only five hours and fifty-three minutes between

the places of the sun and moon, which was the whole error

of the Calippio period, this difference, in the period of

eighty-four years, amounted to one day, six hours, and

forty-one minutes. Buccherius places the commencement

of this cycle in the year 162 B.C. ; Prideaux in the year

291 B.C. According to the account of Prideaux, the fifth

cycle must have commenced in the year 46 of our era
;

and it was in this year, according to St Prosperus, that

the Christians began to employ the Jewish cycle of eighty-

four years, which they foUowed, though not uniformly, for

the regulation of Easter, till the time of the Council of Nice.

Soon after the Nicene council, the Jews, in imitation of

the Christians^ abandoned the cycle of eighty-four years,

and adopted that of ileton, by which their lunisolar year

is regulated at the present day. This improvement was

first proposed by Rabbi Samuel, rector of the Jewish school

of Sora in Mesopotamia, and was finally accomplished in

the year 300 of our era by Rabbi Hillel, who introduced

that form of the year which the Jews at present follow,

and which, they say, is to endure tiU the coming of the

Messiah.

Till the loth century the Jews usually followed the era

of the Seleucidse or of Contracts. Since that time they

have generally employed a mundane era, and dated from

the creation of the world, which, according to their com-

putation, took place 3700 years and about three months
before the commencement of our era. Ko rule can be

given for determining with certainty the day on which

any given Jewish year begins, without entering into the

minutiiB of their irregular and complicited calendar. A
table comprising twelve cycles of Jewish years will be

found at pp. 678, 67U of vol iv.

Era of Constantinople.

This era, which is stiU used in the Greek Church, and
was followed by the Russians till the time of Peter the

Great, dates from the creation of the world. The Incarna-

tion falls in the year 5509, and corresponds, as in our era,

with the fourth year of the 194th Ol.vmpiad. The civil

year commences with the 1st of September; the ecclesiastical

year sometimes with the 21st of March, sometimes with

the 1st of Aprih It is not certain whether the year was
considered at Constantinople as beginning with September
fcefore the eepantiou of thi Eastern and Western empires.

A; iLt ?r,u;mencement of our era there had elapsed 5508

years and four months of the era of Constantinople.

Hence the first eight months of the Christian year 1 coincide

with the Constantinopolitan year 550'J, while the last

four months belong to the year 5510. In order, therefore,

to find the year of Christ corresponding to any given year

in the era of Constantinople, we have the foDon-ing rule :

—

If the event took place between the 1st of January and

the end of August, subtract 5508 from the given year

;

but if it happened between the 1st of September and the

end of the year, subtract 5509

Era of Alexandria.

The chronological computation of Julius Africanus was

adopted by the Chi-istians of Alexandria, who accordingly

reckoned 5500 years from the creation of Adam to the

birth of Christ. But in reducing Alexandrian dates to the

common era, it must be observed that Julius Africanus

placed the epoch of the Incarnation three years earlier than

it is placed m the usual reckoning, so that the initial day

of the Christian era fell in the year 5503 of the Alex-

andrian era. This correspondence, however, continued only

from the introduction of the era till the accession of

Diocletian, when an alteration was made by dropping ten

vears in the Alexandrian account. Diocletian ascended

the imperial throne in the year of Christ 284. According

to the Alexandrian computation, this was the year 5787

of the world, and 287 of the Incarnation ; but on this

occasion ten years were omitted, and that year was thence-

forth called the year 5777 of the world, and 277 of the

Incarnation. There are, consequently, two distinct eras of

Alexandria, the one being used before and the other after

the accession of Diocletian. It is not known for what

reason the alteration was made ; but it is conjectured that

it was for the purpose of causing a new rcYolution of. the

cycle of nineteen years (v.hich was introduced into the

ecclesiastical computation about this time by Anatolius,

bishop of Hierapolis) to commence with the first year of

the reign of Diocletian. la fact, 5777 being divided by-

19 leaves 1 for the year of the cycle. The Alexandrian

era continued to be followed by the Copts in the 15th

century, and is said to be still used in Abyssinia.

Dates expressed according to this era are reduced to the

common era by subtracting 5502, up to the Alexandrian

year 5786 inclusive, and after that year by subtracting'.

5492 ; but if the date belongs to one of the four last

months of the Christian year, we must subtract 5503 till

the year 57SG, and 5493 after that year.

Mundane Era of Antioch.

The chronological reckoning of Julius Africanus formed
also the basis of the era of Antioch, which was adopted by
the Christians of Syria, at the instance of Panodorus, an
Egyptian monk, who flourished about the beginning of the

4th century. Panodorus struck off ten years from the

account of Julius Africanus with regard to the years of the

world, and he placed the Incarnation throe years later,

referring it to the fourth year of the 194th Olympiad, as

in the common era. Hence the era of Antioch differed

from the original era of Alexandria by ten years ; but
after the alteration of the latter at the accession of

Diocletian, the two eras coincided. In reckoning from the
Incarnation, however, there is a difference of seven vears,

that epoch being placed, in the reformed era of Alexandria,

seven years later than in the mundane era of Antioch or in

the Christian era.

As the Syrian year began in autumn, the year of Christ

corresponding to any year in the mundane era of Antioch
is found by subtracting 5492 or 5493 according as the

event falls between January and September or from Sep-
tember to January.
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Era of Nahonassar.

This era is famous in astronomy, Iiaving been generally

followed by Hipparchus and Ptolemy. It is believed to

have been in use from the very time of its origin ; for the

observations of eclipses which were collected in Chaldea

by Callisthenes, the general of Alexander, and transmitted

by him to Aristotle, were for the greater part referred to

the commencement of the reign of Nabonassar, founder of

the kingdom of the Babylonians. It is the basis of the

famous Canon of Kings, also called Mathematical Canon,
preserved to us in the works of Ptolemy, which, before

the recent astonishing discoveries at Nineveh, was the sole

authentic monument of Assyrian and Babylonian history

known to us. The epoch from which it is reckoned is

precisely determined by numerous celestial phenomena
recorded by Ptolemy, and corresponds to Wednesday at

mid-day, the 26th of February of the year 747 before

Christ. The year was in all respects the same as the

ancient Egyptian year. On account of the difference in

the length of the Julian and Babylonian years, the con-

version of dates according to the era of Nabonassar into

years before Christ is attended with considerable trouble.

The surest way is to follow a comparative table. Fre-

quently the year cannot be fixed with certainty, unless we
know also the month and the day.

The Greeks of Alexandria formerly employed the era of

Nabonassar, with a year of 365 days ; but soon after the

reformation of the calendar by Julius Caesar, they adopted,

like other Roman provincials, the Julian intercalatioa

At this time the first of Thoth had receded to the 29th of

August. In the year 136 of our era, the first of Thoth
in the ancient Egyptian year corresponded with the 20th
of July, between whiph and the 29th of August there are

forty days. The adoption of the Julian year must therefore

have taken place about 160 years before the year 136 of

our era (the difference between the Egj'ptian and Julian

years being one day in four years), that is to say, about the

year 25 B.C. In fact, the first of Thoth corresponded with
the 29th of August in the Julian calendar, in the years 25,
2-t, 23. and 22 B.C.

£ra of the Seleucidce, or Macedonian Era.

The era of the Seleucidse dates from the time of the
occupation of Babylon by Seleucus Nicator, 311 years
before Christ, in the year of Rome 442, and twelve years
after the death of Alexander the Great. It was adopted
not only in the monarchy of the Seleucidte but in general
in all the Greek countries bordering on the Levant, was
followed by the Jews till the 1 5th century, and is said to

bo used by some Arabians even at the present day. By
the Jews it was called the Era of ContracU, because the
Syrian governors compelled them to make use of it in civil

contracts; the writers of the books of Maccabees call it the
Era of Kings. But notwithstanding its general prevalence
in the East for many centuries, authors using it differ much
with regard to their manner of expressing dates, in conse-

quence of the different epochs adopted for the commence-
ment of the year. Among the Syrian Greeks the year
began with the month Eiul, which corresponds to our
September. The Nestorians and Jacobites at the present
day suppose it to begin with the following month, or
October. The author of the first book of Maccabees
makes the era commence with the month Nisan, or April

;

and the author of the second book with the first Tishrin,

or October. Albategiii, a celebrated Arabian astronomer,
dates from the 1st of October. Some of the Arabian
writers, as Alfcrgani, date from the 1st of September.
At Tyre the year was counted from the 19th of our
October, at Gaza from the 28th of the same month, ond at

TamMcua from the Ternol equinox. Tbeso diacrcponcioa

MacedonJaA.
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of Carthage, and also that of Aries, are dated according to

this era. After the 9th century it became usual to join

with it in public acts the year of the Incarnation. It was

followed in Catalonia till the year 1 1 80, in the kingdom of

Araf;on till 1350, in Valencia till 1358, and in Castile till

1382. In Portugal it is said to have been in use so late as

the year' 1415, or 1422, though it would seem that after the

establishment of the Portuguese monarchy, no other era

was used in the public acts of that country than that of the

Incarnation. As the era of Spain commenced with the 1st

of January, and the months and days of the year are those

of the Julian calendar, any date b reduced to the common
era by subtracting thirty-eight from the number of the

year.

Era of Actium, and Era of Augustus.

This era was established to commemorate the battle of

Actium, which was fought on the 3d of September, in the

year 31 B.C., and in the 15th of the Julian era. By the

Romans the era of Actium was considered as commencing

on the 1st of January of the 16th of the Julian era, which

is the 30th B.C. The Egyptians, who used this era till the

time of Diocletian, dated its commencement from the

beginning of their month Thoth, or the 29th of August;

and the Eastern Greeks from the 2d ol September. By
the latter it was also called the era of Antioch, and it con-

tinued to be used tUl the 9th century. It must not be

confounded with the Caesarean era of Antioch, which began

seventeen years earlier. Many of the medals struck by the

city of Antioch in honour of Augustus are dated according

to this era.

Besides the era of Actium, there was also an Augustan

era, which commenced four years later, or 27 B.C., the year

in which Augustus prevailed on the senate and people of

Rome to decree him the title of Augustus, and to confirm

LLm in the supreme power of the empire.

Era of Diocletian, or Era of Martyrs.

It has been already stated that the Alexandrians, at the

Recession of the Emperor Diocletian, made an alteration in

their mundane era, by striking off ten years from their

reckoning. At the same time they established a new era,

which is stiU followed by the Abyssinians and Copts. It

commences with the 29th of August (the first day of the

Egyptian year) of the year 284 of our era, which was the

first of the reign of Diocletian. The denomination of Era
of Jfariyrs, subsequently given to it in commemoration
of the persecution of the Christians, would seem to imply

that its commencement ought to be referred to the year

303. of our era, for it was in that year that Diocletian

issued his famous edict ; but the practice of dating from
the accession of .Diocletian has prevailed. The ancient

Egyptian year consisted of 365 days ; but after the

introduction of the Julian calendar, the astronomers of

Alexandria adopted an intercalary year, and added six

additional days instead of five to the end of the last month
of every fourth year. The year thus became exactly

similar to the Julian year. The Eg)"ptian intercalary year,

however, does cot correspond to the Julian leap year, but
is the year immediately preceding ; and the intercalation

takes place at the fend of the year, or on the 29th of

August. Hence the first three years of the Egyptian
intercalary period commence on the 29th of our August,
and the fourth commences on the 30th of that month.
Before the end of that year the Julian intercalation takes
place, and the beginning of t^he following Egyptian year is

restored to the 29th of August. Hence to reduce a date
according to this era to our own reckoning, it is necessary,

for common years, to add 283 years and 240 <lays ; biTt it

the datw belongs to the first three months of the year

following the intercalation, or, which is the same thing, if

in the third year of the Julian cycle it falls between the

30th of August and the end of the year, we must add 2S3

years and 241 days. The Ethiopians do not reckon the

yeai-s from the beginning of the era in a consecutive series,

but employ a period of 532 years, after the expiration of

which they again begin with 1. This is the Dionysian or

Great Paschal Period, and is formed by the multiplication

of the numbers 28 and 19, that is, of the solar and lunar

cycles, into each other.

The following are the names of the Ethiopian or Abys-

sinian months, with the days on which they begin in the

Julian calendar, or old style :

—

Masoai-aia...29th August. Magatit 25tli Febmaiy.
Tikmith 2Sth September. Miazia 27tli March.

Hadar 28th October. Gimbot 26th April.

facsam 27th November. Sene....: 25th May,
Tir 27th December. Hamle 25th June.

Yacatit 26th January. Kahasse 25th July.

The additional or epagomenal days begin on the 24tii of

August. In intercalary years the first seven months com-

mence one day later. The Egyptian months, followed by

the modem Copts, agree with the above in every respect

excepting the names.

Indiction.

The cycle of Indiction, already explained at p. 670 of

vol iv., was very generally followed in the Koman empira

for some centuries before the adoption of the Christian era.

Three Indictions may be distingi&hed ; but they difi'er

only in regard to the commencement of the year.

1. The Constaniinopoliian Indiction, like the Greek

year, commenced with the month of September. This

was followed in the Eastern empire, and in some instances

also in France.

2. The Imperial or Constantinian Indiction is so called

because its establishment is attributed to Constantine.

This was also called the Ccesarean Indiction. It com-

mences on the 24th of September. It is not unfrequently

met with in the ancient chronicles of France and England.

3. The Roman or Pontifical Indiction began on the

25th of December or 1st of January, according as the

Christian year was held to commence on the one or other

of these days. It is often employed in papal bulls,

especially after the time of Gregory VII., and traces of

its use are found in early French authors.

Era of the Armenians.

The epoch of the Armenian era is that of the CouncU of

Tiben, in which the Armenians consummated their schism

from the Greek Church by condemning the acts of the

Council of Chalcedon ; and it corresponds to Tuesday, the

9 th of July of the year 552 of the Incarnation. In their

civil affairs the Armenians follow the ancient vague year

of the Egj'ptians ; but their ecclesiastical year, which

begins on the 11th of August, is regulated in the same
manner as the Julian year, every fourth year consisting

of 366 days, so that Easter and the other festivals are

retained at the same place in the seasons as well as in the

civii year. The Arnaenians also make use of the mundane
era of Constantinople, and sometimes conjoin both methods

of comoutation in the same documents. In their cor-

respondence and transactions with Europeans, they generally

follow the era of the Incarnation, and adopt the Julian

year.

To reduce the civU dates of the Armenians to the

Christian era, proceed as follows. Since the epoch is the

9th of July, there were 176 days from the beginning of

the Armenian era to the end of the year 552 of our era;

and since 552 was a leap year, the year 553 began a Julian

intercalary period. Multiply, therefore, the number of.
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Armenian years elapsed by 365 ; add the numoer of days

from the commencement of the current year to the given

date ; subtract 176 from the sum, and the remainder will

be the number of days from the 1st of January 553 to the

given date. This number of days being reduced to Julian

years, add the result to 552, and the sum gives the day in

the Julian year, or old style.

In the ecclesiastical reckoning the year begins on tne

nth of August. To reduce a date expressed in this

reckoning to the Julian date, add 651 years, and the days

elapsed from the 1st of January to the 10th of August,

both inclusive, of the year 552,—that is to say (since 552

b a leap year), 223 days. In leap years, one day must be

subtracted if the date faUs between the 1st of March and

10th of August.

The following are the Armenian ecclesiastical months

with their correspondence with those of the Julian

calendar :

—

1. Navazardi begins 11th Angnst.

2. Hon 10th September.

3. Sahomi 10th October.

4. Die Than 9th November.

6. Kagoths 9th December.

6. Aracz 8th January.

7. llalegi 7th Fcbniary.

8. Arcki 9th March.

9. Angi 8th ApriL
10. Maiiri 8th May-
11. Marcacz 7th June.

12. Herodiez 7th July.

To complete the year, five complementary days are added

in common years, and sis in leap years.

The Mahometan Era, or Era of ilie Hegira.

The era in use among the Turks, Arabs, and ether

Mahometan nations is that of the Hegira or Hejra, the

flight of the prophet from Mecca to Medina, 622 a.d. Its

commencement, however, does not, as is sometimes stated,

coincide wnth the very day of the flight, but precedes it by
fiixty-eight days. The prophet, after leaving Mecca, to

escape the pursuit of his enemies, the Koreishites, hid

himself with his friend Abubekr in a cave near Mecca, and

there lay for three days. The departure from the cave

aud setting out on the way to Medina is assigned to the

ninth day of the third mouth, Habia I.—corresponding to

the 22d of September of the year 622 a.d. The era begins

from the first day of the month of Moharram preceding the

flight, or first day of that Arabian year, which coincides

with Friday, July 16, 622 a.d. It is necessary to re-

member that by astronomers and by some historians the

era is assigned to the preceding day, July 15. It is stated

by D'Herbelot that the era of the Hegira was instituted by
Omar, the second caliph, in imitation of the Christian era

of the martyrs. (For details of the Mahometan year, names
and length of month.', and for the method of reduction of

Mahometan dates to Christian, see vol. iv. pp. 679-681).

Era of Yezdegird, or Persian or Gelalaan Era.

This era commences with the elevation of Yezdegird ITI.

to the throne of Persia, on the 16th of June in the year of

our era 632. Till the year 1079 the Persian year

resembled that of the ancient Egyptians, consisting of 3G3
days without intercalation ; but at that time the Persian

calendar was reformed by Gelal-ed-din Jlalek Shah, sultan

of Khorasan, and a method of intercalation adopted which,
though less convenient, is considerably more accurate than
the Julian. The intercalary period is 33 years,—one day
being added to the common year seven times successivfly
at the end of four years, and the eighth intercalation being
deferred till the end of the fifth year (see vol. iv. p. 667).
This era was at one period universally adopted in Persia,

and it still continues to be followed by the Parsees of

India. The months consist of thirty days each, and each
day is distinguished by a diiierent name. According to

Alfergajii, the names of the Persian months are as

follows :

—

Afrudin-meh.
Ardisascht-meh.
Cardi-meh.
Tir-meh

Merded-meh.
Schaharir-meh.
llahar-meh.
Abeu-meh.

Adar-meh.
Di-mch.
BcIieu-meK
Allirer-meh,

The five additional days Cin intercalary years sii) are
named Musieraca.

As it does not appear that the above-msntioned rule of
intercalation was ever regularly followed, it is impossible

to assign exactly the days on which the different years

begin. In some provinces of India the Parsees begin tho

year with September, in others they begin it with Octobef.

We have stated that the era began with the 16th June
632. But the vague year, which was followed tiU 1079,
anticipated the Julian year by one day every four years.

In 447 years the anticipation would amount to about 112
days, and the beginning of the year would in consequence

be thrown back to near the beginning of the Julian year

632. To the year of the Persian era, therefore, add 631,

and the sum will be the year of our era in which the

Persian year begins.

Chinese Chronology,

From the time of the Emperor Yaou, npwards of 2000
years B.C., the Chinese had two different years,—a civil

year, which was re'gulated by the moon, and an astro-

nomical year, which was solar. The civil year consisted

in general of twelve months or lunations, but occasionally

a thirteenth was added, in order to preserve its correspond-

ence with the solar year. Even at that early period the

Eoiar or astronomical year consisted of 365J days, like our

Julian year ; and it was arranged in the same manner, a
day being intercalated every fourth year.

According to the missionary Gaubil, the Cnmese divided

the day into 100 ke, each ke into 100 minutes, and each

minute into 100 seconds. This practice continued to pre-

vail till the 17th century, when, at the instance of the

Jesuit Schall, president of the tribunal of mathematics,

they adopted the European method of dividing the day
into twenty-four hours, each hour into sixty minutes, and
each minute into sixty seconds. The civil day commences

at midnight and ends at tho midnight following.

Since the accession of the emperors of tho Han dynasty,

206 B.C., the civil year of the Chinese has begun with the

first day of that moon in the course of which the sua

enters into tho sign of the zodiac which corresponds with

our sign Pisces. From the same period also, they havs

employed, in the adjustment of their solar and lunar years,

a period of nineteen years, twelve of which are common,
containing twelve lunations each, and the remaining seven

intercalary, containing thirteen lunations. It is not, hcn-

ever, precisely known how they distributed their months of

thirty and twenty-nine days, or, as they termed them, great

and small moons. This, with other matters appertaining

to the calendar, was probably left to be regulated fivm

time to time by tho mathematical tribunal

The Chinese divide the time of a complete revolution of

the sun with regard to the solstitial points into twelve equal

portions, each corresponding to thirty days, ten hnurs,

thirty minutes. Each of these periods, which is denomin-

ated a tscl, is subdivided into two equal portions called

chung-hi and tsie-k-i, tho chungki denoting the first half of

tho tscl, and the tsie-ki the latter half. Though the tsil ara

thus strictly portions of solar time, yet, what is remarkable,

though not |)uculiar to China, they give their name to

tho lunar mouths, each mouth or liinaliou Laving the
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name of the chung-li or sign at which the sun arrives

during that month. As the tseS is longer than a synodic

revolution of the moou, the sun cannot arrive twice at a

dnmg-lci during the same lunation ; and as there are only

twelve tscS, the year can contain only twelve months having

different names. It must happen sometimes that in the

course of a lunation the sun enters iyto no new sign ; in

this case the mouth is intercalary, and is called by the same

name as the jjreccding month.

For chronological purposes, the Chinese, in common
with some other nations of the east of Asia, employ cycles

of sixty, by means of which they reckon their days, moons,

and y€ars. The days are distributed in the calendar into

cycles of sixty, in the same manner as ours are distributed

into weeks, or cycles of seven. Each day of the cycle has

a particular name , and as it is a usual practice, in

mentioning dates, to give the name of the day along with

that of the moon and the year, this arrangement affords

great facilities in verifying the epochs of Chinese chronology.

The order of the days in the cycle is never interrupted by
any intercalation that may be necessary for adjusting the

months or years. The moons of the civil year are also

distinguished by their place in the cycle of sixty ; and as

the intercalary moons are not reckoned, for the reason

before stated, namely, that during one of these lunations

the sun enters into no new sign, there are only twelve

regular moons ia a year, so that the cycle is renewed every

five years. Thus the first moon of the year 1873 being the

iirst of a new cycle, the first moou of every sixth year,

reckoned backwards or forwards from that date, as 1SG8,

18G3, &c., or 1877, 1882, &c., will also commence a new
lunar cycle of sixty moons. In regard to the years, the

arrangement is exactly the same. Each has a distinct

number or name which marks its place in the cycle, and as

this is generally given in referring to dates, along with the

other chronological characters of the year, the ambiguity

which arises from following a fluctuating or uncertain epoch

is entirely obviated. The present cycle began in the year

18G4 of cur era ; the year 1876 is consequently the ISth

of tho current cycle.

The cycle of sixty is formed of two subordinate cycles or

series of characters one of ten and tho other of twelve,

which are joined together so as to afford sixty different

combinations. The names of the character in the cycle

of ten, which are called celestial signs, are

—

l.Kea; 2. Ylh ; 3. Ping ; 4. Ting; S. Woo
;

6. Ke; 7. Kaug ; 8. Sin; 9. Jin ; 10. Kwei

;

and in the series of 12, denominated terrestrial signs,

1. Tszo; 2. Chow; 3. Yin; 4. Maou ; 5. Shin; G. Sze;

7. Woo ; 8. Wo ; 9. Shin ; 10. Yew ; 11. Setih; 12. Hae.

The name of the first year, or of tho first day, in the

sexagenary cycle is formed by combining tho first words

in each of the above series ; the second is formed by com-
bining the second of each scries, and so on to the tenth.

For the next year the first word of the first series is com-
bined with the eleventh of the second, then the second of

the fu'st series with the twelfth of the second, after this

the third of tho first series with the first of the second, and
so on till the sixtieth combination, when the last of the first

series concurs with the last of the second. Thus Kea-tsze

is tho name of the first year, Ylh-Chow that of the second,

Kea-seuh that of the eleventh, Ylh-hae that of the twelfth,

?ing-tsze that of the thirteenth, and so on. The order of

proceeding is obvious.

In the Chinese history translated into the Tatar dialect

by order of the emperor Kang-he. who died in 1721,
the characters of the cycle begm to appear at the year 2357
B.C. From this it has been inferred that the Chinese
empire was established previous to that epoch ; but it is

o'cviously 80 easy to extend the cycles backwards indefinitely,

that tho inference can have very little weight. The
characters given to that year 2357 B.C. are KeS-shin, which
denote the 41st of the cycle. We must, therefore, suppose

the cycle to have begun 2397 B.C., or forty years before

the reign of Yaou. This is the epoch assumed by the authors

of L'Art de Verifier Ics Dates. The mathematical tribunal

has, however, from time immemorial counted the first

year of the first cycle from the eighty-first of Yaou. that is

to say, from the year 2277 B.C.

Since the year 163 B.C. the Chinese writers have adopted

the practice of dating the year from the accession of the

reigning emperor. An emperor, on succeeding to the

throne, gives a nAme to the years of his reign. He
ordains, for example, that they shall be called Ta-te. In
consequence of this edict, the following year is called the

first of Ta-te, and the succeeding years the second, third,

fourth, (tc, of Ta-te, and so on, till it pleases the same
emperor or his successor to ordain that the years shall be
called by some other appellation. The periods thus formed
are called by tho Chinese Nion-hao. According to this

method of dating the years a new era commences with

every reign ; and the year corresponding to a Cliinese date

can only be found when we have before us a catalogue of

tho Nien-hao, with their relation to the years of our era.

The Chinese chronology is discussed with ample detail

by Freret, in the Memoirs of the Academy of Inscriptions,

torn. xviiL ; and an abridgment of his memoir is given in

L'Ai-t de Verifier les Dates (tom. ii. p. 284, et seq. ; ed. in

4to, 1818), from which the preceding account is principally

taken.

Indian Chronology.

The method of dividing and reckoning time followed by
the various nations of India resembles in its general

features that of the Chinese, but is rendered still more
complex by the intermixture of JIahometau with Hindu
customs. Like the Chinese, the Hindus have a solar year,

which is generally followed in the transaction of publiq

business, especially since the introduction of European
power ; and they have also a lunar year, which regulates

their religious festivals, and which they follow "in their

domestic arrangements. Their solar year, or rather sidereal

year, is measured by the time in which the sun returns to

the same star, and is consequently longer than our astro-

nomical year, by the whole quantity of the precession of

the equinoxes. It is reckoned by the Hindus at 365 days,

G hours, 12 minutes, 30 seconds, and consequently exceeds

a Gregorian year by one day in sixty years. The Indian

zodiac is divided into twelve solar and twenty-eight lunar

signs ; and the year begins with the sun's arrival at the

first degree of the first sign. The mouth is the time the sun

takes to pass through one sign ; and as each sign contains

the same number of degrees, the months vary somewhat in

length, according as the sun is nearer the apogee or the

perigee. The longest month may contain 31 days, 14 hours,

39 minutes, and the shortest only 29 days, 8 hours, 21

minutes. The civil months, however, depend solely ou
tho moon ; though, with the same perversion of ingenuity

which we have already remarked with regard to the

Chinese, and of which it would be difficult to find an

example except in the east of Asia, they derive their names
from the solar signs of the zodiac. The first civil mouth
commences with the day after the full moon of that luna-

tion in the course of which the sun enters the first Hindu
sign, and so on with the others. When the sun enters

into no new sign during the course of a lunation, the month
is intercalary, and is called by the name of that which pre-

cedes or follows it, which some prefix to distinguish it from

the regular month. In some provinces of India, as in

Bengal, the civU month commeDcea with the day aiter the
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aew moon ; but in the upper or northern provinces, it

begins, as we have stated, with the day after the full moon,

^rom the manner in which they are reckoned, it is evident

that the Hindu months, both solar and lunar, neither con-

sist of an entire number of days, cor are regulated by any

cycle, but depend solely on the motion of the sun and

moon. The time of their commencement is diflerunt on

every different meridian ; and a Hindu has no means of

knowing beforehand on what day any month begins,

excepting by consulting his almanac. The civil day in all

parts of India begins at sunrise.

The Hindu eras have been the subject of much con-

troversy. According to the dreams of Indian mythology,

the duration of the world is limited to four yugs or ages,

three of which have already passed, and the fourth, which
is the hali-yug-, is the last and most deteriorated. It is

this only which has any reference to authentic chronology.

It forms the principal era of India, and comprehends

several others in common use, as the era of Vicramaditya,

the era of Salivahana, the Bengalee era, and the cycle of

sixty years.

The Kali-yug commenced in the year 3101 B.C. The
year is sidereal, and begins when the sun enters the first

sign of the Hindu zodiac, which at present happens about

the 1 1 th of April. Owing to the precession of the equinoxes

the beginning of the year advances in the seasons at the

rate of about one day in sixty years.

The Era of Vicramaditya is reckoned from the year 57
B.C., which corresponds to 3044 of the Kaliyug. This

era, the years of which are called Samvat, prevails chiefly

in the higher or northern provinces of India, and in

Guzerat. Its name is derived from that of a sovereign of

Malwa, who, by defeating Saka, king of Delhi, acquired

possession of the principal throne of India. Whether the

year from which it is reckoned was that of the accession or

death of this prince is uncertain. The years are reckoned

in the same manner as those of the Kali-yug ; and it may
be remarked of the Indian eras in general that, though

some of them profess to be counted from tho deaths of

their kings, or other historical events, they all commence
at tho time the sun reaches the same point in his annual

course through the zodiac.

The Era of Salivahana is the year 78 A.D., which

corresponds to 3179 of the Kali-yug, and 135 of the

Vicramaditya. The name is derived from Salivahan, who
is said to have reigned many years over the kingdom of

Narsinga, au(5 to have been a liberal encourager of the arts

and sciences. It is generally used in records or writings

of importance, but is most prevalent in the southern

provjnces of Hindustan. Tho years are called Saka.

The Fuslee Era, from the near coincideijce of its dates

with those of the Hegira, seems.to have been imposed on

the natives of India by their Mahometan conquerors. It

is principally used in revenue transactions, and is pretty

generally known over India. There are several eras of this

name ; but the most common is that which is reckoned

from the year 590 a.d. At Madras tho commencement of

the Fusleo year is fixed on the 1 'Jth of July. In Bengal it

begins in September, or with the full moon preceding the

autumnal equiriox.

The Bengalee Era is also supposed to be derived from

the Hegira ; but the year is measured by solar time, and
therefore differs entirely from the Mahometan year, which

is purely lunar. At tho present time tho Bengalee epoch

is about nine years later than tho Hegira,—the year 1245
of the Hegira having commenced in July 1829, and the

Bengalee year 1236 in April 1829. The sidereal year

exceeds the lunar year by 10 days 21 J hours nearly ; con-

sequently, by reckoning backwards, it will be found that

the dates of t.ho Bengalee era and ot the Hegira coincided

about the middle of the 16th centuiy. History is silent

on the subject ; but it seems probable, that though the

epoch of the Hegira was partially adopted in India, the
Hindus pertinaciously resisted all attempts to disturb their

ancient methods of reckoning the subdivisions of the

year.

Besides the Indian eras here enumerated, there are some
others which are less generally known, or which are

followed only in particular provinces. The cycle of sixty

years is also sometimes used, particularly in connection

with the era of Vicramaditya. According to the Bengal
account, the first cycle began 3185 years B.C.; and the year

187G of our era is consequently the twenty-first of the

eighty-fifth cycle. In the Telinga account the first cycle

began 3114 B.C.; and the year 1876 is the tenth of the

eighty-fourth cycle.

Fuller information regarding Indian chronology will be

found in Prinsep's Essays on Indian Antiquities (1858),
vol. ii., Warren's Eala Sankalita (1825), rjid Burnett's

Elements of South Indian Paleography (1874).

Principal Works on Chronology.

To meet the wants of those who may desire to entci

more fully iutc chrouological studies, we subjoin a list of

the leading works on the subject. In addition to the early

Greek writings already named, there are the forty books

(some fifteen only extant in their entirety) of universal

history compiled (about 8 B.C.) by Diodorus Siculus, and
arranged in the form of annals ; the Penlahiblos of Julius

Africanus (about 220-230 a.d.); the treatise of Censorinus

entitled De die natali, written 238 a.d. ; the Chronicon, in

two books, of Eusebius Pamphili, bishop of Caesarea

(about 325 A.D.), distinguished as the first book of a

purely chronological character which has come down to us

;

and three important works forming parts of the Corpus

Scriptorum Hislorice Ilyzantincc, namely, the Chrono-

grapkia of Georgius Syncellus (800 a.d.), the Chrono-

graphia of Johannes Malalas (9th century), and the

Chrotiicon Paschale.

Among the very numerous modern works on Chronology,

the most important are the following, which are arranged

in the order of their publication:

—

1583. tie Emcndatione Tcmporum, by Joseph Scaliger, in which
were laid the foundations of modem chronological science.

1603. Opus Chronologicum, by Scthus Calvisius.

1G27. De Doclrina Tcmporum, by Pclcvius (Denis Tctan), with

its continuation published in 1630, and an abridgment entitled

Jiationarium Tcmporum, in 1633-1634.

1650. Annates Vctcrisct Xovi Tcstamenti, by Archbishop Ussher,

whose dates have by Bomo means gained a place in the authorized

version of the Bible.

1C51. licgia Epitome Eistorice Sacra et Pro/ana, by Philippe

Labbc, of which a French version was also published.

1669. Institulionum Chronologiearum libri duo, by BishoD Beve-

ridge.

1672. Chrmicua Canon .lEjyptiuaa, Ebratais, et Grams, by Sii

John llar-iham.

1687. VAiilijuill da Temps rCtctblie et difendue, bv Paul Perron,

with its Defense, 1691.

1701. De Vetcribus Grtceorum Roman yrumqus Cyclis, by Henry
DodwcU.

1728. T!te ChronoUmj of Anctcnt Kingdoms amended, by Sii

Isa-ic Newton, remarkable aw an attempt to construct a system on

now bases, independent of tho Greek chronologtTS.

1738. Chronologic de I'hisloire sainte, by Alphonse drs Vignolles.

1744. Tableites chronologiques de Ihistoirc vnivcrscUe, by N.

Lenglct-Dufresnoy.

1760. Tho fint edition in one vol. 4to of L'Art de Vfrijier let

Data, which in its third edition (1818-1831) aprwared in 33 vols.

8vo., a colossal monument of tho Icaniing and labours of various

members of the Benedictine Congregation of Saint-Maur.

1752. Chronological Antiquities, by John Jackson.

1754. Chronology and History of the World, by John Bl»ir ;
nf»

edition, much enlarged, 1857.

1784. A Sj/sUm if Chronology, by Playfair.
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1799. EaruHmh der Gesdiichte der Slaaten da Alterthums bv
A- H. L. Heeicn.

1803. Ha lulbiLch der alien Gc^chichle^ Geographie^wnd ClircmologUt
by G. G. Uredow, with his Uislorisehe TabMcn.

180D-18H. New Analysis of Chronology, by William Bales.
1819. Annalcs Vetcrum Rcgnorum, by U. G. Zumpt.
1821. Tableaux hisloriques, chronoloaiques, el giographijues, by

Buret de Longchamps.
IS24-183I. ias/i Ucllenici, and 1845-1850, Fasti Romani, by H.

Fyiies Clinton. Epitomes of thes6 elaborato works were published,
1851-1853.

1825-1826. Randbuek der mallicmntischen und teehnischen Chrono-
logic, by Christian Ludwig Ideler: a-aihrn Lehrbuch der Vhroaoloaie.
1831. • " '

IE The Chronology of History, by Sir Harris Nicola.i.
18.>;„. Fasti Tcmporis Catholiei, by Edward Greswell ; and by

the same author, 1854, Origims Kalcndarix Ilalicx ; and 1862,
Origines Kalendarim Helkmiyv.

18G5. Fasti Sacri, a key to the chronology of the New Testament
by Thomas Lcwin.

. 1869. Mamuil of Ancient History, by G. Rawlinson.
1 872. Encyclopedia of Chronology, by B. B. Woodward and W

L. R. Cutes.

1875. Handbook of Rules and Tablesfor verifying dates with the
Christian Era, by E. A. Bond.

1876. The Assyrian Epoiiym Canon, by George Smith.

Chronological Table

Of the principal events of political and military histonj,
with notices of great men and famous books, and of the
most important inventions and discoveries, from the
eai-liest times to the close of the year 1675.

Chronological tables, however unattractive to minus
whose incliii.-itions or occupations do not lie in the direction
of them, are of much value and real interest for those
who have knowledge and occasion to make a right use of
them. To the historical student they not only serve as
a storehouse of individual facts with dates, but by the
orderly juxtaposition and sequence of these they indicate
relations. They are maps on which are delineated or
suggested the lines of the main currents iu the ocean of
human history. When the student, engaged on any
Epecial series of events, desires to find their place and
surroundings in world-history, he has but to turn to such
tables, and a glance or two will inform him.

In the preparation of the subjoined table great pains
have been taken to bring it as closely as possible into agree-
ment with the results of recent historical and chronological
determinations. Ereiits and dates of purely legendary
character, once accepted as historical facts with unques-
tioning acquiescence, have no place in it ; and the whole
hasbeen subjected to a searching examination and com-
parison with the best sources of information. The con-
flict of the authorities makes absolute certainty in many
cases unattainable. The reader will therefore remember
in usingthe table, that, as differences and authorities can-
not be given, the dates are necessarily in some cases ai>
pro,\imate or probable only.

_
2234. B.C. Alleged beginning of Chaldteaa astronomical observ-

tions sent by Callisthenes to Aristotle : the earliest extant is of
720 B.C.

2200 {circa). The Hia dynasty in China founded.
2000 {circa). Cuneiform wiiting probably in use (deciphered

by Grotefend, 1802 a.d.)
o c j \ i

m'^^'\ }'['"'f}'^^^" ?f chronology of Arundelian (Parian) marbles.
(Brought to England, 1627 A.D.)

1500 {circa). Date of the oldest papj-ri extant.
12^3. Else of Assyrian empire, ac>:ordiKg to Rawlmson.
11=0 icirca) Cyhnder inscription of Tiglath-Pileser, Mng of

Assyria (dpciphcrod, 1857 A. D.)
°

1100 {circa) The Cliow dynasty in China founded.
10o5. David kmg of Israel.

1012. Building' oY Solomon's Temple

fI^V"^'';^*?'''""'-'/^
Jerusalem by SUishank (SHshak), king of

'-S.'^pti m this penod. "

909 B.C. Commencement of Assyrian canon, which ter-
minates 040 B.C. (Discovered and cublished bv Kawlinson, 1862
A.D.)

900. Erection of North-West Palace of Nimroud, according
to Layard.

8S1 {V/. Legislation of Lycurgus at Sparta.
776. Olympiad of Ccroebus. The fii-st authentic date in Greek

history.

770. Invasion of Palestine by Pul, king of Assyria.
753. Foundation of Rome, ai-coiding to Varro.
747. Babylon independent under Kabonassar.
743-723. First Mcssenian war.
727. Religious reformation under hezekiah, king of Judah.
/21. Samaria taken by Sargon, king of Assyria. Overthrow of

toe kingdom of Isr:iel. Captivity of the ten tribes.

711 {circa). Invasion of Judah by Scnnaclionb.
6S5-GG8. Second Jlesseuian war, under Aristomenca
684. Archonship at Atliens made annual.
667-625. Reign of Assur-bani-j)al, king of Assyiia
659. Foundation of Byzantium by ilegariaiis.

640. Religious reformation under Josiah, knig of Judah.
632. Invasion of Assyria by Scyths
625 (60C f). Faa. of Nineveh Babylon iudepcndeut vmder

Nabopolassa
624. Legislation of Draco, arclion at Athens.
610. Battle of llegiddo. Death of Josiah.

598. Siege and capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, Secon
captivit)'.

594. Legislation of Solon, archon at Athens.
683. The Pytliian games begin to be clebrated every five

years.

585. Death of Penander, tyrant of Corinth forty years. Eclipse
of the sun, p.-cclictcd by Thales {!).

579. T}Te taken by Xebuchadnezzar.
669. Kebuchadnezzar's conquest of Egypt.
600. Pisistratus tyrant of Athens {died, 527).
559. Anacreon begins to he known (still living iu 529).
55C. Birth of Siniouides (died, 467).
554 (?). Conquest of Lydia and capture of Ci'cesus by Cyrus, king

of Persia

649. Death of Phalaiis tyrant of Agrigentum.
540-510 ((). Pythagoras flourished.

538. Babylon taken by Cjtus. The Jews soon after retura to
Judea.

530. Tlie Jews, under Zerubbabel, begin to rebuild the Temple.
53». Tlicspis first exhibits tragedy.
532. Polyorates tyrant of Sanios (put to death, 522}.
529. Dcatli of C'yrus. Accession of Cambyses.
525. Battle of Pelusium. Conquest of Egypt by Cambyser.

Birth of .Eschyhis (died, 450).

521-4S5. I'cign of Datiiis Hystaspis, king of Persia. Inscription
of P.chistua (translated by Ranlinson, 1316 A.D.)

620. Decree of Darius ib rebuilding the Temple at Jerusalem.
518. Rirtli of Pindar (died, 439).

510. Tlie Pisistratidx e.xpelled fiom Athens. Democratic Govern-
ment restored.

60S. Fii-st treaty between Rome and Carthage.
607, 50G. Conquest of Thrace, Pteoiiia, and Macedonia by Darius.
500. liiiruing of Sardis by the lonians and Athenians
497. Battle of Lake Regillus. First authentic date in Roman

history.

495. Birth of Sophocles (died, 406).
492. First Persian expedition, under Jlardonius, against Greece.
490. Second Persian expedition, under Datis and Artaphemes.

Victory of JliUiadcs at M.Tialhon.
485. Accession of Xerxes, king of Persia. Gelon, tyrant of

Syracuse.

484. Recovery of Egj-pt by tne Persians. Birth of Herodonis
(died, after 409)

4S3. Ostracism of Aristides the Just bv the Athenians.
4S1. Expedition of Xerxes to Greece.
480. BattleofTherniqiyl.-c,—fallof Leoniaas. Battle of Salamis,

^victory of Theniistoclcs. Occupation of Athens by Xerxes. First

Carthaginian invasion of Sicily. Defeat of Carthaginians by Gelon
at Himera. Birth of Euripides (died, 406).

480-450. Aimxagoras teaches pliilosophy at Athens.
479. Occupation of Athens by Jl.irdonius. Battles of Plat.-ea

and -Mycale. Siege of Sestos. Departiue of Xerxes from Greece.

477. Beginning of Athenian supremac).
471. Ostracism of Themistocles. Birth of Thucydides (died,

after 403 ?).

470. Victor)- of Cimon over the Persians at the^EurjTnedon.
469. Pericles begins to take part in public affairs at Athens.

_

468. Birth of SAcrates. Destruction of Jlyccnte by the Argivea.

466. Flight of Themistocles to Persia. Siege of Naxos. Battles

at the Euiymedon.
465. Death of Xerxe
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4C4B.C. KcToItofthe Helots at Sparta. Tliird (fourth!) llea-

BCiiian n-ar, which lasts ten years.
, , ,^

460. Kevolt of Egypt (suppressed, 455). Births of Uemocntus

and Hippocrates (both died, 357).

459. Gor.gias flourished.

458. Birth of Lvsias the orator (died, 378).

457. Battles of Tanagra. Return of the Jews under Ezra.

456. The long walls of Athens completed.

451. The first Deccmvirate at Rome. Laws of the Twelve Tables.

448. Tyranny of the second Decemv-irate. Secession of the Plebs.

Abdication of the Decemvirs. Cirrhaean (first Sacredl war about

tlie temple of Delplii.

J 47. Battle of Coronca.

445. Thirty years' truce between Athens and Sparta concluded.

444. Peiicles becomes supremo at Athens. Birth of Xenophon

aMut this time (died, 359).

413-433. The Rarthenou -at Athens bnilt by Phidias.

442. Kew constitution at Rome,—censors and militarv tribunes

api>ointed instead of consuls.

140-439. Siege and reduction of Samos by Pericles

436. Birth ol Isocratos (died, 338)

431. Peloponnosinn war began; lasting twenty -aevcn years. Poti-

drea besieged by Athenians (reduced, 429) Death of Pericles,

li.fliience of Cleon. Birth of Plato (died, 347)

430. The Plague at Athens

42S. Revolt of Jlytileno.

427. Reduction of llytilenc. First Athenian expedition to Sicily.

Firet comedy of Aristophanes exhibited. Siege of Plataa.

423. Alcibiades begins to act in public alTairs.

418. Battle of Mantinea.

415. Expedition to Sicily under Nicias -—Siege of Syracuse, 414 ;

eurrender of Nicias, 413.

412 First ti-oatic3 between Sparta and Persia. Constitution of

the Four Hundred at Athens. Intrigues of Alcibiades with the

Persuns.
409. Second invasion of Sicily by the Carthaginians.

407. Foundation of Rhodes.

406. Battle of Arginusre Condemnation of tlie ten genei-als.

Pionysius, tyrant of Syracuse ; reigns thirty -eight years.

4D5. Battle of iEgospotamL

404. Athens taken by LvsanJor. End of Poloponnesian -war.

Oovcrnmont of tlio Thirty ^Tyrants. Spartan supremacy. Death

of Alcibiades.

403. Restoration of democratic government at Athens by Thrasy-

buhls.

402. Birth of Phocion (died, 817).

401. Kxpcdition of Cyrus the younger. Battle of Cunixa. Death

of Cyrus. Retreat of the ten thousand Greeks.

401-384. Ctesias flouiishcd.

399. Prosecution and death of Socrates.

308. Campaign and peace of Dercyllid.as.

396. First campaign of Agcsilaus in Asia

394. Corinthian war begins.

893. The long walls of Athens restored.

392. Veil stormed by Camil'ius.

889 {circa). Birth of yEschines (died, 314).

387. Peace of Antalcidas. Greek cities in Asia subjected to

Pcraia. End of Corinthian war. Rome burnt by the Gauls.

384. Birth of Aristotle (died, 322).

382. Seizure of the Cadmea at Tliebes by Phoebidas. Olynthian

war (ends, 379). Birth of Demosthenes (died, 322).

380 {circa). Death of Aristophanes.

379. Recovery of the Cadmea by Pelopidas.

376. Victory of Chabrias over the Spartans in sea-fight ofT Naxos.

372. Pcaee between Athens and Sparta.

371. Victory of Epaminondas over the Spartans ot Louctra.

Foundation of Megalopolis.

370. Jason of Pherni assassinated.

307. Embassy of Pelopidas U Persia. Aristotle goes to Athens,

and remains with Plato twenty years.

364. Licinian laws pasicd at Rome. Institution of ptwtorship

and curulo oidileship. Plebeian consul elected, 363.

362. Battle of Mantinea,—victory and death of Epaminondas.

359. Philip, king of Macedonia.

358. Beginning of Social war. Sieges of Chios and Byzantium.

Ampliipolis taken by Philip.

357. Phocian (or Sacred) war begins. Delphi seized by Phocians.

Expedition of Dion to Sicily.

356. Birth of Alexander the Great. Tcmplo of Ephcsus burnt.

Expulsion of Dionysius from Syracuse by Dion.

355. End of Social war. Independence of Rhodes, Cos, Chios,

«nd Byzantium acknowledged by Athene.

352. Domoathencs delivers his first I'lnUppic.

349-347. Olynthian war. Olynthus taken by Philip.

346. Surronacr of Phocis to Philip. End of the Sacred war.

Philip admitted to Amphictyonic Council. Dionysiua rucovors Iho

tjranny.
..—21!

343 B.C. Conquest of Syracuse by Tinioleon. Expulsion ol

Dionysius. Embassy of Demosthenes with otliers to Philip.

342-341. Philip's expedition to Thrace

341. Birth of Epicurus (died, 270).

340. First Samnite war begins. Perinthiis and Byzantium I*-

sieged by Philip. Victory ot Timoleou over the Carthaginians ul

the Crimisus.

338. Philip, general of the Amphictyonic League. Battle of

Chn;ronoa. Greece subjugated.

337-335. The Latin war. Supremacy of Rome over Latium.

330. Murder of Philip. Accession of Alexander. Accession of

Darius Codomannus.
335. Alexander destroys Thebes ; is chosen generalissimo of llio

Greeks.

334. Battle of the Granicus.

333. Battle of Issus.

332. Siege and capture of Tyro. Conquest of Egypt Founda-

tion of Alexandria.

331. Battle of Arbola. Subjugation of Persia.

330. Murder of Darius.

327-325. Campaigns of Alexander in India. Voyage of Noarchus

f'om the Indus to the Euphrates.

323. Deatli of Alexander at Babylon. Second Samnite war , lasts

iwenty-one years.

321. First war among the "successors of Alexander. The
Romans surrender to the Samnites and pass under the yoke at the

Caudine Forks.

315. Thebes rebuilt by Cjissander

313. Samnite victory at Lautul®.

312. Battle of Gaza. Victory of Ptolemy and Rclencus over De-

metrius Poliorcetos. Pyrrhus, king of Eiiirus. The Ajipian way
and aqueducts constructed (?).

304. Siege of Rhodes by Demetrius.

301. Battle of Ipsus. Final division of Alexander's dominions.

300 (circa). Chandragupta (Sandracottua) reigus in India; lie

makes a treaty with Seleucus. Foundation of Autioch by Sclcucus.

299. Athens besieged and taken by Demetrius.

298-290. Third Samnite war.

295. Battle of Soiitinum.

287. Birth of Archimedes (died, 212).

286. The Hortensian law passed at Rome; phb.'scita declared

binding on the whole people.

284 {circa). Alexandrian library founded by Ptolemy Soter.

280. Achojan League established. Invasion of Italy by Pyrrhua.

Birth of Chrysippus (died, 207).

279. Irruption ol the Gauls into Greece. First plebeian censor «t

Rome.
274. Battle of Bencventum. Pyrrhus defeated,—leaves It«ly.

209. Silver money first coined at Rome
268. Berosua flourished.

265. Rome supreme over all Italy.

264. First Punic war be"ins. Chronology of Parian marbles rna.i.

260. First Roman fleet launched. Victory of Duilius olT Jlyln;.

260-230 {circa). Reign ot Asoka in India.

256. Victory of Regulus at Ecnorau.s. Invasion of Afrl<;n.

255. Defeat and capture of Regulus by Carthaginians. Evacuation

of Africa.

250 («'rco). Parthia becomes an independent kingdom undtr

Arsaces.

247. The Thsin dynasty in China founded.

241. Defeat of Carthaginians bv Catulus at the j£gates Insulcc

End of the first Punic war. Attains, kin" of Fcrgamus.

240. The plays of Livius Andronicus exhibited (the first) at Rome.

238. Data of the Decree of Canopus : tablet of San (discovered

by Lepsius, 1866 A.n.)

237. Conquo: t of Spain attempted by the Curthngimans. Seizure

of Sardinia and Corsica by the Romans.

235. The gate of Janus shut.

234. Birth of Cato Major (died, 149).

227. Cleomcnic war begins.

226. Reforms of Clcoracnes at Sparta.

225-220. The Gauls driven from Cisalpine Caul.

219. Siego of Saguntum by Hannibal. Beginning of second

Punic war.

218. March of Hannibal from Spain into lUly. Paraago of the

Pyrenees and the Alps. Battles of the Ticinus and the Trebia.

217. Hannibal'a passajjo of the Apennines. Bottle ot Jjike

Trasimcnus. Tlie two Scipios sent to Spain.

216. Battle of Cunns. Alliance of Hannibal with Philip 11. ol

Macedonia.
214-212. Siego and capture of Syracuse by Marecllns.

211. Defeat and death of the two Scipios in S|)nin. Capvia re-

covered by Koine. Conquest of Judea by Antiochus.

211-205. First Macedonian war.

207. Battle of the Metaurus ; HasdruKiI defeated ond slain by

the Romans. First gold coinage at Rome.
Sni. Suihio cofiducts the war in Africa. Siege of Ulica.

V. — 01
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202 B.C. Defeat of Hannibal at Zama.
201. Tieatj' of peace ; end of second Punic war.

200-197. Second Macedonian war.

193. Flamininua proclaims liberty to the Greeks.

197. Battle of Cynoscephclffi. Philip defeated by FlamiHinus.
192. Philopoemen prsetor of the Achiean League.
192-190. ^Var between the Romana and Antiochua the Great.

Battle of Magnesia.

188. The law3 and discipline of Lycurgus abolished by Philopoe-

men.
184. Death of Plautus.

179. Perseus king of Macedonia.
172-163. Third Macedonian var:—battle of Pydna, victory of

^milius Paulus over Perseus ; Macedonia made a Roman province.
142.

168. Jerusalem taken by Antiochus Epiphanes.
167. Revolt of Judns Maccabaeus. His occupation of Jerusalem

(except the citadel), 165.

166. First comedy of Terence performed at Rome.
160-145. Hipparchns flourishes.

159. Death of Terence.

149. Third Punic war begins.

149-133. Lusitanian war,—Viriathus commands the Lusitanians
,

fall of Nuroautia, 133.

146. Rome declares war Against the Achrean League. Carthage
taken and destroyed by Scipio, Coiinth hy Muramius. Province
of Africa constitutctL

138. Birth of Sulla (died, 78).

134-132. Servilo war in Sicily.

133,- Laws of Tiberius Gracchus passed at Rome. Gracchus
murdered. Kingdom of Pergamus bequeathed to Rome.

121. Reforms of Caius Gracchus, Gracchus murdered
116. Birth of Varro (died, 28).

113. The Cimbri and Teutones invade Gaul.
111-106. Jugurthine war, conducted by Metellus and Marius.
109-101. "War of Rome with the Cimbri and Teutones.
106. Birth of Pompey and of Cicero.

102. Victory of Mf.rius over the Teutones at Aoueb Sextite
(Aix).

101. VictoryofMariusovertheCimbrifttVercellje. Endofthewar.
100. Birth of C. Julius Ciesar.

95. Birth of Lucretius (died, 55).

fiO-83. The Social (Italian) war.
88. First Mithridatic war. Ci\Tl war of Marina and Snlln.

Sulla occupies Rome. 87. Marius retakes Rome. Proscription.
86. Dnath of Marina Athena stormed by Sulla. Birth of

Sallust (died, 34)
84. Sulla makes peace with Mithridiates.

83. "War with Marian party in Italy.

82. Victory at the Coliine Gate. Occupation of Rome. Dictator-
fillip. Proscription.

79. Retirement of Sulla (dies, 78).
79-72. Civil war of Sertorius in Spain ; and of Lepidus and

CfltuUis in Italy.

74-05. Third Mithridatic war :-'73-72. Victories of Lncullus.
73-71. Servile war in Italy. Spartacus defeated by Crassus.
70. Consulship of Ponipcynnd Crassus. Birth of Virgil (died, 19).
C9. Victory of Lucullus over Tigranes.
67. First appcar.ince of Cfesar. Pompey reduces the pirates.

66. Lucullus recalled. Pompey sent into Asia ; ends the war.
64. Pompey reduces Syria to a province :—Jerusalem taken, 63.
63. Birth of Augustus. Second conspiracy of Catiline. Orationa

of Cicero.

60. Pompey, Crasar, and Crassus form the first Triumvirate.
69. Birth of Livy {died, 17 a.d.)
58 The Gallic v;ar begins.

65, 54. Cresnr invades Britain. Crassus in the east; defeated
and killed by the Parthians, 53.

52-51. Cxsar'a war with Vercingetorix. Murder of Claudius by
Jlilo.

Bl. Subjugation of Gaul completed.
49. Civil war between C.-Bsar and Pompey. Pompey driven from

Italy. The Pompeians defeated in Spain. Cxsar dictator.
48. Battle of Pharsalia. Murder of Pompey in Egrot Cjesar

and Cleopatra,

47. Caesar dictator again. War iu Egypt Partial destruction
of the AlcAnndrian librEi7, Ctesar defeats Pharnaces at Zela

_
i6. African war. Battle of Thapsua Death of Cato. Reforma-

tion of the calendar bv Casar. His triumphs.
45. "War in Si^iin. Battle of Munua .— defcnt of tLi

Ca-tar Fafcr Patricv, Trnpcrator for life. Dictator.
44. Assassination of C.T?sar. Flight of Brutus and Cassius.

Antony master cf Rome. Corinth and Carthage rebuilt.
43. Battle of Mutina. Second triumvirate—C. Octavius M

Antony, M. Lepidus. Qcero put to death. Birth of Ovid (died.
18 A.D.) ^

he Pompeians.

42 B.C. Battles of Philippi. Deaths of Brutus and Cassius.

The triumvipi masters of the Roman world.

41. Meeting of Antony and Cleopatra at Tarsus.

40. Herod made king of the Jews.

36. Sextus Pompeius driven from Sicily (put to death, 35).

Lepidus deprived of power.

32. War between Octavius and Antony.
31. Battle of Actium. Establishment of the Roman empire.

30. Deaths of Antony and Cleopatra,

29. The Gate of Janus shut.

27. Caesar is made emperor for ten years and receives the title

A ugustus.

25. The Gate of Janus shut.

18. Imperial dignity reconferred
;
again, 8 B.C., 3, and 12 a.u.

17-7. Temple at Jerusalem rebuilt by Herod.
15. Victories of Drusns over the Rhsetl

12. Invasion of Germany by Dnisus.

11-9. Campaigns of Tiberius in Pjnnonia and Dalmatia.
4. Birth of Christ, according to Ussher's system. Death of

Herod.

4-6 A.D. Campaigns of Tiberius in Germany.
9. Destruction ot Varus and three legions by Germans under

Hermann (Arminius).

14. Death of Augustus. Accession of Tiberius.

14-16. Campaigns of Germanicus in Germany.
23. Influence of Sejanus.

25 or 26. Pontius Pilate, governor of Judea.

27. Tiberius retires to Capreae.

53. The Crucifixion, according to Eusebius ; 29, according to
Lactantius, Augustine, Origen, and other authorities.

37. Accession of Caligula, Birth of Josephus.

41. Claudius emperor.

43. Expedition of Claudius to Britain, Successes of Aulus Plan-

tius.

47. London founded by A, Plautius.

50. Defeat and capture of Caractecus. Taken prisoner to Rome.
54. Nero emperor.

01. Insurrection of tlie Britons under Roadicea. Victory o(

Suetonius Paulinus.

64. Rome on fire six days. Persecution of Christians.

05 (?J. Deaths of St Peter and St Paul. Death of Seneca.

dQ. Jewish war begins, conducted by Vespasian.

68. Galba emperor.

69. Otho, Vitellius, Vespasian, emperors.

70. Fall of Jerusalem, talcen by Titus.

71. The Gate of Janus closed. Triumph of Vespasian and Titos.

The philosophers expelled from Rome between 71-75.

78. Agricola commands in Britain.

79. Titus emperor. Herculanenm and Pompeii destroyed by
eruption of Vesuvius. Death of Pliny the Elder.

60. Advance of Agricola to the Tay.

81. Domitian emperor.

84. Agricola defeats the Caledonians, and sails rotind Britain.

86. Dacian war begins.

90. The philosophers again expelled from Rome.
95. Persecution of Christians. St John banished to Patznos.

96. Kerva emperor.

98. Trajan. Plutarch flourishes.

103-107. Subjugation of Dacia, &c,

114-117, Trajan's expedition to the East.

117, Hadrian emperor. Conquests of Trajan abandoned. The
Euphrates made the eastern frontier of the empire.

120, Hadrian visits Gaul and Britain. Hadrian's wall built,

121.

130. Birth of Galen (died, 200).

132-135. Second Jewish war,—Barchochebas leader of the Jews
138. Antoninus Pius emperor. The empire at peace.

1 39, Conquests of LoUius Urbicns in Britain. "Wall of Antoninus
(Graham's Dyke) built

161. Marcus Aureliua and Lucius Verus joint emperors.

163. Persecution of Christians.

166. Martyrdom of Polycarp.
167-178. AVer with the Marcomanni, Quadi, &c.

169. Death of Verus. M. Aurelius sole emperor.
150. Commodus.
183. Successes of Ulpius Marcellusin Britain. Commodus take.s

the name Britannicus, 184.

185. Birth of Origen (died, 253).
190-214. Tertullian flourished.

193. Pertinax emperor, murdered. Didius Julianus buys the
empire. His rivals, Pescennius Niger and Septimius Severus.

194. Severus emperor alone.

196. Capture of Byzantium after three years* siege by Severus.

197. Th'- Quartodeciraan controver»y,
198. Caracalla named Augitstus.
202. Persecution of Christiana
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208. Expedition of Scvems to Britain:—invaiion yf Caledonia,

209 ; his wall cotnpleW, 210.

211. Death of Severus at York^ Caracalla and Geta emperors.

Geta murdered, 212.

214. First contact of the "Romans with the Alamanni, German
tribes On the upper Rhine.

217. Macrinus emperor. 218. Elagabalus emperor.

222. Alexander Severus emperor.

226. Dissolution of Parthian empire. Foundation of the new
Persian monarchy (kingdom of the Sassanidte) Ly Ardshir

(Artaxerxes).

231. Persian war begins.

233. Triumph of Severus • murdered and Bucceeded by Maximin,

285.

236. Persecution of Christians.

238. The Gordiani, Pupienus and Balbinus (jointly), and Gor-

dianus III. emperors.

242. Gordianus defeats Sapor, king of Persia.

244. Gordianus murdered and succeeded by Philip the Arabian.

249, Decius emperor. 250. Hia edict for persecution of Chris-

tians published. First invasion of the empire by the Goths, Death
of Decius and his son in the campaign of 251.

251. Gallus emperor.

252. Pestilence begins, and lasts fifteen years.

253. Irruption of Goths and Btiitgundians into Mcesia and
Pannonia. .First appearance of the Franks in Gaul about this

time.

254. Valerian emperor. Hia son GaUienus associated with him.

Persecution of Christians.

258. Trapezus taken by Goths.

259. Sapor ravages Syria. Valerian taken prisoner.

260. Gallienus sole emperor. The Thirty Tyrants, between 260
and 268.

262. The Goths in Macedonia and Asia Minor. They destroy

the temple of Ephesus. Antindi taken by Sapor.

263. The Franks invade Gaul.

267, The Heruli invade Greece, and are repulsed by Dexippua
268. Claudius emperor. 269. He defeats the Goths in Mcesia.

270. Aurelian emperor. Victories over the Goths and the Ala-
manni.

272, Expedition of Aurelian to Palmyi-a.

273. Capture of Palmyra and of Queen Zenohia.

27fi. Tacitus emperor. 276. Probus umperor.

277. Prohus drives the Alamanni from Gaul.
282. Cams emperor. Expedition to the East.

284. Diocletian emperor. 286. Maximian joint emperof with
him. Revolt of Carausius in Britain.

'i89. Victory of Carausius over Maximian.
292, Constantiua and Galerius named C£esai"3, Division of tJie

empire.

296. Britain recovered by Constantiua.

297. Siege of Alexandria by Diocletian. Persian war.
298. CoDstantius defeats the Alamanni near Langres. Defeat of

Narses.

303. Persecution of Christiana by Diocletian.

305. Abdication of Diocletian an,d Maximian. Constantiua and
Galeriua emperors. Beginning of monasticism in Egypt under St
Antony.

806. Death of Constantiua at York. P-oclamation of Constantine
(the Great).

307. Revolt of Maxentius. Six emperors. { Elevation of Licinius.
311. Edict of Nicomedia to ttop the per8ec(;tion.

312. Defeat and 9eath of Maxentius.
313. Defeat and death of Maximian. Edict of* Milan, by Con-

Btantine and Licinius, for general religious toleration.

814. War butwucn the two emperors,
323. Constantine sole emperor.
324. Foundation of Coustautiiiople ; dedicated as capital of the

empire, S30 (or 334).

825, First General Council of the Church meets at Nicsea.
82G. Athnnasiua, patriarch of Alexandria. Controversy with Arius.
336. Death of Ariua.

337. Constantine il., Constant and Constantiua II. joint-
emperors. 338. Death of Eusebiua.

347. Synod of Sardica.

348. iJiaios bishop of tjie Goths (died, 388).
350-353. Revolt of Magnentius. Defeated by Condtantius.
857. Victory of Julian over the Alamanm at Argontoratum

(Straaburg).
'"

361. Julian emperor; his edict recalling the banished bishops
und granting general toloiiition publiahed, 362.

863. Persian war. Julian killed. JoWan emperor.
364. Vfllcntinian and Val-ns juint emperors. Final division of

the empire. --

367-369. Thcodosins in Britain ; aids against Picts and Scota.' /

870. The Saxonc land on coasts of Gaul.
-73. Death of Athanosius.

375. "War with the Quadi Gratiau emperor of the "West, with
Valentiuiaa 11. Invasion of the Huns.

376. Valens allows the Goths to settle in Thrace.
378. Constantinople threatened by Goths.
379. Theodosius the Great emperor of the East
381. Second General Council, held at Constantinople. Pagan

rites prohibited.

382. Alaric king of the Goths.

383. Revolt of Maximus in Britain.

390. Final suppression of Paganism. Ms^satre at Thessalonica,
Death of Gregory of Nazianzus.

393. Honorius emperor of the West.
394. Theodosius master of the whole Roman woild.

395. Death of Theodosius. Arcadrua emperor of the East. The
Huns invade the eastern provinces. Augustine made bishop oi

Hippo (died, 430), Alaric in Greece. Stilicho attains chief power
under Honorius.

396. The Britons ask aid of Honorius against Pic^ and Scots.
397. Deaths of Martin of Tours and Ambrose of Milan.
3;)8. Chrysostom bishop of Constantinople (died, 407).

400. Alaric ravages Italy.

403. Battle of Pollentia,—defeat of Alaric by Stilicho.

406. The Vandals, Alani, and Suevi invade Gaul.

408. Theodosius II. emperor of the East. Stilicho slain at

Ravenna.
409. The Vandals, Alani, and Suevi invade Spain.

410. Sack of Rome by Alaric. Death of Alaric. Pelagias begins
to preach about this time.

411. The Roman legionajecalled from Britain ; final withdrawal,
about 418.

414. Mania^e of Ataulphus, king of the Goths, to Placidip,

daughter of Theodosius the Great Perseci'tion of Christians in

Persia begins ; lasts thirty years.

420. Death of St Jerome.
423. Death of Honorius at Ravenna.
425. Administration of Aetius begins, lasting about thirt^' years.

428. Kestorius patriarch of Constantinople (banished, 435).

429. The Vandals under Genseric invade Africa. Death of Theo-
dore bishop of Mopsuestia.

431. Third General Council held at Epnesua.
433. Attila king of the Huus.
438. Theodosian Code published.

439. The Vandals surprise Carthage.

440. Leo I. (the Great) bishop of Rome.
442. Treaty of peace between A'alentinian and Genseric.?'Attila

in Thrace and Macedonia.
i4Q. Message of the Britons to Aetius for aid against the Saxons.

447. Attila ravages the Eastern empire. J'hcDdosius concludes

treaty with Attila.

449. The Robber-Council of Ephesus. " Lauding of the£ngli:»h

in Britain.

450. Dc'^th of Theodosius II.

451. Invasion of Gniil by Attila. Victory of Aetius at Chdlons.

Fourth General Council held at Chalcedon. Mouophysilo contro-

versy begins.

452. Invasion of Italy by Attila. Foundation of Venice

453. Death of Attila. Dissolution of his empire.

455. Sack of Rome by Genseric, Intercession of Leo.

457. Hengist founds Icingdom of Kent
461-467. Rule of Ricimer. Severus nominal emperor.
462-472. Conquests of the Visigoths in Spain and Gaul.

465. Great fire at Constantinople.

476. Romulus Augustiilua emperor of the West (banished, 476).

476. Odoacer, king of Italy. End of Western empire.

477. Death of Genseric, Landing cf ^lla and South Saxons in

Britain.

480. Earthquakes at Constantinople, lasted forty daya.

482. Clovia, king of the Franka. The Hmoticon of Zeno pub-

liahed.

486. Victory of Clovia over Syagriua at Soissons.

487. Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths, threatens Constantinople.

489-493. Conquest of Italy by Theodoric
491, Storming of Andcrida by ,£lla : kingdom of the South

SaxoAa established.

403. Odoacer slain. Theodoric king of Italy.

495, Landing of Cerdic and West Saxons in Britain.' _
496. Victory of Clovia over Alamanni at Tolbiac, His baptism.

500. Missions of the Nestorions began early inthis cenlwry,

602-505. Persian war. Sicgo and recovery of Armida."'

607. Victory of Clovia over the Visigotlis.

610. Paris mnde the seat of the Fmnkiah monarchy.
511. Dooth of Clovia. Partitu)n uf his kingdom.
526. Boetius put to death by Tlicodoric.

625-626. Antioch destroyed by fftrthqualic,

627. Justinian emperor. First cditiou of his Codo publiahed, 634.

636. Tho Benedictine Order founded.

620. Bcli^uu-ius c<-u<^ial uf thu Eaattin oiiiiicd; dcftali the Tcf*
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lian3 at Dara. Eilicta of Justinian against the pliilosoptiers,

heretics, and pagans.

'531. Chosrocs king of Persia. Plague Ijegins, which ravages the

smpire fifty j-ears.

532. The Pandects promulgated by Justinian. Sedition (the

ft'ika) at Constantinople, suppressed hy Belisarius.

533-534. Belisarius conquers Gilimer; end of Yand.al dominion

in Africa.

535-640. The Gothic war.

53*?. Belisarius takes Rome.
537-53S. Siege of iiome by Vitigcs.

639. Destruction of Milan by the Gotha. The Franks in Italy.

540. Eavenna taken by Belisarius. -Antioch taken and plundered

by Chosroes.

541. TotUa king of the Ostrogoths. Abolition of the consulate

by Justinian.

642. Earthquake and pkgue at Constantinople.

545. Home Desiegcd by Totila. Peace between Justinian and
Chosioes.

.

546. Rome taken by Totila (recovered by Belisarius, 547).

Controversy about the " Three Chapter^ " begins about this time.

547. Kingdom of Bemicia founded by Ida.

549. Rome again taken by Totila,

550. The empire invaded by Slaves and Huns.
551-2. Reform of the calendar by the Armenians ; their era

Cvcd. The silkworm introduced into Europe.

552. Death of Totila. Copqucst of Rome by Narses.

553. Fifth General Council held at Constantinople. Defeat and
death of Tfeias, last king of the Goths.

554. Defeat of the Franks and Alamanni by Karses,

556. Great earthquake at Constantinople.

558. Olotaire sole king of the Franks till liis death in 561.

Embassy of the Avars to Constantinople.

562. Peace for fifty years concluded between Justinian and
Chosroes.

565. Deaths of Belisarius and Justinian. Jastinns II. emporor.

Ethelbert king of Kent
566-567. The Lombards in alliance with the Avars destroy the

kingrlom of the Gepidce in I'annonia.

568-571. Conquest of Italy by the Lombards. Exarchate c'

Ravenna established.

570 or 571 . Birth of Mahomet.
572. War begins between the empire and Persia.

576. Tiberius defeats Chosroes at ilelitene.

579. Death of Chosroes.

586. Eecared, king of the Goths m Spain, converted to the

Catholic faith.

690. Gregory I., the Great, bishop of Rome.
591. Maurice emperor of the East restores Chosrocs II. to the

tlirone of Persia.

593. Kingdom of Norlhunibria founded by Ethelfrith.

697. Arrival o£ Augustine in England (died, 605).

699. Reform of church service by Gregory the Great.

602. Supremacy of the bishop of Rome acknowledged by Phocas,

emperor of the East Canterbury, scat of archbishopric.

604. See of London founded.

610. Mahomet begins to preach at Mecca. Heraclins enijieror

of fte East.

614. Damascus and Jcmsaleia taken by the Persians.

615. Death of St Columbau.
616. Invasion of E^ypt by Persians.

6^22. Flight of Mahomet from Mecca to Jledina (the Hcgira).

First of six expeditions of Hei-aclius against the Persians.

623. Battle of Beder, first victory of ilahomet.

626. Siege of Constantinople by Persians and Avars.

628. Death of Chosroes II. Treaty of peace between Heraclins

and Siroes.

629. Visit of Heraclins to Jerusalem.

632. Death of Mahomet. Abu-Bekr succeeds.

634. Victory of Khaled at Ajnadin. Capture of Damascus.

Omar third caliph. Aidan bishop of Lindisfarne.

636. Battles of Yermouk and Cadesia. Foundation of Bussorah.

637. Caliph Omar takes Jerus.alem. Mosque of Omar founded.

638. Conquest of Syria completed by Amrou.
539-640. Invasion of Egypt and capture of Alexandria. Edhcds

of HeracUus published and condemned by the bishop of Rome.
Monothelite controversy,

641. Death of Heraclius.

642. Thcodorus popo of Rome ; the first called " sovereign

po-itifr."

647. First invasion of Africa by the Saracens.

^iQ. Capture of Cj-prus.

651. Yezdegcrd, last Idng of Persia, killed by Turks. Death of

Aidan, bishop of Lindisfarne.

653 Conquest of Rhodes by Moa^-iyah ; the Colossus destroyed.

The Pope, Mnrtin I., goes to Constantinople and is imprisoned by
the emperor Constans II.

654. Siege of Constantinople by Moawiyah.
655. Penda, king of Mercia, defeated and killed by Oswy of

Northumbria. Conversion of Mercia.

658. The emperor Constans II. makes peace with Moawiyah.
663. Constans II. received by Pope Vitalian at Rome.
664. Council of Whitby. Cxdmon,. the great £nglish poet.

Wilfrid archbisliop of York.
667. Siege of Constantinople by Yezid.

668. Theodore archbishop of Cant^fbury,

670. Kairwan founded.

672. Siege of Constantinople by Sofien ben Aouf ; the attack'

repeatedye;irly for seven years ;
*' Greek fire

*' used.

678. Wilfrid driven from his see ;
preaches to the Frisians.

630. Sixth General Council held at Constantinople.

685. Justinian II. emperor of tl^e East.

687. Death of Cuthbert, bishop of Lindisfarne.

688. Ina king of Wessex, Pepin d'Heristal (mayor of the

palace) sole ruler of France (died, 714), Bulgarian war,

690, Death of Archbishop Theodore.

692-698. Carthage reduced, pillaged, and bnmt by Saracens,

697.. Doge of Venice first elected for life.

699 (690 ?). Death of Benedict Biscop.

709. Death of Wilfiid.

710. First invasion of Spain by the Saracens ; conquest by

Tarik ; fall of Eoderic, 711-713.

714. Cliarles Martel rules France as mayor of the palace. Toledo
taken by Tarik.

716. Leo the Isaurian emperor. Sicgo of Constantinople by
Saracens. The Bulgarians conclude a commercial treaty with

Theodosius III.

718. Mission of Boniface in Gennany.
719. Narbonne taken by Saracens.

721. Invasion of France by Saracens.

723. Conquest of Sardinia by Saracens.

726. Death of Ina king of Wessex. Fii-st edict of Leo III.

(The Iconoclast) against image-worship. Siege of ITicaui by the

Saracens.

728. R.avcnna taken by the Lombards (retaken by Eutychius, 729).

732. Battle of Tom's,—victory of Charks Martel over the
Saracens.

735. Death of the Venerable Bede.

740. Great earthquake at Constantinople 'n Thrace, and in

Bithvnia.

741. Death of Charles Martel.

744. Abbey of Fulda founded by Boniface.

746. Great earthquake in Syria. The placnc for tlucc years iu

Italy, Greece, and Asia Minor.

747. The plague at Constantinople.

750. The dynasty of the Ommiadcs (caliplis) overthrown ; llie

Abbasides succeed.

751. The Exarchate of Ravenna conquered by the Lombards
under Astolphus. End of the dominion of the Eastern cmperoi^s iu

Central Italy,

752. The Merovingian line ends with deposition of Childeric III,

Pe])in {Le Brcf), founder of Carlovingian line, is crowned at Soissona
by Boniface, Stephen II. pope of Rome,

754, Council of Constantinople condemns images, pictures, and
tlie crucifix, and proscribes the art of painting,

755, Grant of Exarchate of Ravenna and the Pentapolis to the
Pope, by Pepin, Beginning of the temporal power. Siege of Rom6
by Astolphus. Death of Boniface, apostle of Gennany.

/56. Cordova made seat of western caliphate by Abdelrahman 1.

757. Rout of the Bulgarians by the emperor Constantine V.
763. Fo'andation of Baghdad, seat of the caliphate. Winter of

763-764, the Bosphorus and the Euxine frozen,

766. The imperial fleet destroyed by storm on the Euxine,
768, Charles the Great (Charlemagne) and Carlouian kings of the

Franks, Cliarles alone, 772,

770, Charles marries the-danglitcr of Dcsiderius, last king of the
Lombards.

771, Charles repudiates his wife and marries Hildegarda.
774. Overthrow of the Lombard kingdom by Charles the Great.
778. His expedition to Spain ; battle of Roneesvalles.
780. Image.worship re-established by the empress Irene
782. Massacre of the Saxons by Charles.

785. Haroun Alraschid caliph of Baghdad.
787. Seventh General Council, second of Nica?3, re-establi.shes

image-worship. First landing of Northmen (Danes) in England.
794. Charles holds a great council at Frankfort.
797-S02. Irene sole empress.

SOO. Charles the Great crowned emperor of the Romans by Pope
I.*o ni. Extinction of supremacy of Byzantine emperors at Rome.
Egbert, king of the West Saxons.
801. "Death of Panlus Diaconns.

802. The Athanasian Creed authoritatively imposed by Charles.
803. Limits of the two empires settled by treaty between Charles

aud J> icephorus. Massacre of the Barmecides by tiaroiin Alrascliid.
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804. Death of Alcuin (born about 735).

809. Death of Haroun Alraschid.

814. Death of Charles the Great. LouU U DUmnairc emperor

)f the Romans and king of France.

81G-837. Eginhard, historian of Charles the Great, flourished.

816. Coronation of Louis and his wife Hermengarda by the Pope

it Uhcima.
822. Louis docs public penance at Diet of Attigny.

823. Conquest of Crete and foundation of Candia by Saracens.

Ebbo missionary to tho Northmen about this time.^

826. Anschar, apostle of tho North, begins teaclnng in Denmark.

827. Egbert overlord of all the English kingdoms. Collection

made of the capitularies of Charles the Great and Louis. The Alma-
r/cst of Ptolemy translated iuto Arabic by command of Caliph

Almamun.
831. Tho doctrine of transubstantiation maintained by Paschasius

Radbert. Controverted by Kabanus Maurus.

833. Louis does public penance at Soissons.

835. Festival of All Saints instituted about this time.

836. Ethelwulf king of Wessex.

840. Lothaire emperor. Charles H. (the Bald) king of Fmuce.
841. Rouen pillaged by Nortimen.
842. Piast cnoseu duke of Poland. Final establislimeut of

image worship by council of Constantinople.

843. The Picts subdued by Kenneth M'Alpin. Treaty of Verdun.

Division of dominions of Louis among his three sons.

845. Persecution of Paulicians by Empress Theodora. Paris

threatened by Northmen.
846, 847. Rome threatened by the Saracens.

849. Birth of Alfred the Great. Persecution of Gottaclialk by
Ilincmar.

850-870. Joannes Scotus Erigena flourished.

851. Great victoiy of Ethelwulf over the Northmen at Ockley.

855. Louis (of Bavaria) emperor.

857. Photius patriarch of Constantinople.

860. Foundation of kingdom of Navarre about this time.

862. Reputed foundation of Russian monarchy by Rurik. Photius
excommunicated by the Pope.

862-868. Preaching of Methodius and CyrilUisin Moravia.

865. First expedition of Russians to Conntantinople. South Italy

ravaged by Sarai;ens. The forged Decretals (Isidoriau) adopted by
Pope Nicholas L about this time.

867. Photius excommunicates the Pope. Basilius L emperor of

the East.

868. Photius deposed by council at Rome.
869-870. Eighth General Council, held at Constanliuoplo.

871. Alfred King of Wessex.
874. Norwegian settlement in Iceland.

875. Charles (the Bald) crowned emperor at Rome.
877. Louis II. (the Stammerer) king of Franco. Syracuse taken

by Saracens.

878. The Danes defeated by Alfred. Peace of AVedmore.
880. Methodius permitted by tlie Pope to celebrate divine service

iu the vernacular tongue (Slavonian).

881. Albategni begins his astronomical observations about this

time and continues tlicra till 918. Charles HI. (tho Fat) emperoi*

(deposed 887).

885. Tho Northmen under Rolf overrun Nenstria (settled there

by treaty with Charles the Simple, 912).

886. Siege of Paris by tho Northmen. Leo VI. (the Philosopher)
imperor of tho East.

891. Death of Photius in «xile.

894. Siege of Roino by Arnulph, king of Germany, who is

jrowned emperor, 896.

896, Exhumation of the body of Pone Formosus by order of
Stuplicn VI.; trial, condemnation, nnd uegradatiou of Formosus

;

Ills boily thrown into the Tiber ; the proceedings quashed by John
I.K., 898.

898. Charles (the Simple) king of Franco.
899. Louis IV. emperor,—last of the Carlovingiau line.

iK)0. Palermo sacked by Saracens.

901. Edward tho Elder king of Wessex.
904. Tlicssalonica taken by Saracens. Second expedition of

llu^iana to Constantinople.

807. End of tho Tang dynasty in China.
908. Thctidora mistress of Rome ; she ocoupic3 the castle of St

\ngclo.

909. Abu Obeidalb'Ii, first of tho Fiitiinito caliphs of Egypt.
910. Tho congregation of Cluny founded.
911. Conrnd, duke of Franconia, elected emperor.
913. Constantino VII. (Porphyrogenitiu) emj'eror of tho Fjist

916. Bcrengcr, king of Italy, crowned omporor by Popo John X.
917. Defeat of Byzantine army by Bulgarians at Achelons.
918. Henry the Fowler, duko of Saxony, elected king of Germany.
025. Athelstan king of tho West Saxons,
926 (c^TOi). Laws of I low el Dda sanctioned by Popo Anastosiua.
929. Mecca pillaged by tho Karmathiaus.

934. Victory of Henry tho Fowler over Hungarians at Mtrceburg.
936. Louis IV. {D'OiUremcr), king of France. Otto 1., ling d

GeiTnaoy.

937. Victory of Athelstan at Brunanburh.
940. Edmund king of "Wessex.
941. Third expedition of Russians to Constantinople.
943. Dunstan made abbot of Glastonbury, and chief minister in

Edmund.
946. Edred king of Wessex. First embassy of Liutprand U

Constantinople.

951. Otto I. proclaimed king of Italy ; Berenger driven a\v,ay.

954. Lothaire king of France,
955. Victory of Otto over Hungarians in Bavaria. Edwig king

of Wessex.
956. Banishment of Dunstan. Death of Hugh the Great, count

of Paris.

958. Edgar king of Jlercia ; crowned at Bath, 978, and rowed
by eight vassal kings on the Dee.

959. Dunstan archbishop of Canterbury. Italy ravaged bj
Berenger. Hugh Capet declared duko of France by Lothaire.

960. The Sung dynasty in China founded.
902. Otto I. crowned emperor of the Romans by Pope John XII.
963. Depositionof the Pope by Otto. Kicephorus Phocas emperui

of the East.

963-975. Eastern conquests of Kicephorus Phocas and Johr
Zimisces.

9e'4. Revolt at Rome,—return of John XII. Rome taken bj
Otto.

965. Second embassy of Liutprand to Constantinople ; his ini'

prisonment by Phocas.
967. JIagdeburg made scat of archbisliopric by Otto I,

969. John I. (Zimisces) eniiieror of the East.

970. Settlement of Paulicians at Pliilippopolis.

973. Otto II. emperor of the Romans.
974. Pope Benedict VI. strangled at Rome.
975. Edward the Ifaityr king of England (uiurdered, 979).

976. Basilius II. (Bulgaroktonos) emperor of the East,

979. Ethelred tho Unready king of England.
980 {circa). Birth of Aviocnua (died, 1036). Crescentius mastei

of Rome.
983. Otto III. king of Germany. Greenland colonized from

Iceland.

986. Louis V. (7« FainianI) king of Fiance,—last of the Car-
lovtngian line.

987. Hugh Cnpet, founder of Capctian line, king of France,
988. Death of Dunstan. The Gieek ritual introduced into Russia.
990 (rtVca). Inveutioii of the balance-clock attributed to Gerberl

(afterwards Pope Sylvester II.)

993. Earliest instance on record of canonization of a saint.

996. Robert tho Wise king of France. Otto HI. crowned em-
peror at Rome.

998. France laid under interdict. Crescentius besieged ia Rome
and put to death by Otto III.

999. Sylvester II. (Geibcrt) pope.

1000. The emperor Otto HI. makes a pilgrimage to tho tomb ol

St Adalbert at Gnesne, founds archbishopric of Gnesnr, and erect*

Poland into a kingdom for Duke Bolcsfas. The Pope, Sylvester

II., elects Hungary into a kingdom for Duko Stephen, apostlo o(

Hungary.
1001. First invasion of India by Mahnuul of Chazni. lusnrrcction

at Rome against Otto 111.

1002. Henry II. king of Germany. Massacre of the Danes in

England.
1003. John XVII. pope, threo months. John XVIII. pope (.ab-

dicates, 1009).

1009. Scrgius IV. popo.

1010. Conquest of Glior by Mahinud in fourth invasion of India.

1012. Benedict VIII. popo.

1013. Submission of all England to Sweyn, king of Denmark.
1014. Battle of Clontarf—defeat of Danes by Brian Boroiinlie.

Henry II. crowned emperor. .

1016. Edmund Ironside king of England. First appearance ol

tho Normans in Italy.

1017. Canute king of England. Bulgaria made a province of the

empire. Canouj taken by Alahinud.

1020. Death of Firduai, the Persian poet.

1024. Conrad II. emperor. John XI.X. (XX.) pope. Twelfth
expedition of Alahmud to India ; ciiptuiv of Somnauth.

1025 {firca). Invention of musical notation by Guido Arelino.

1027. Birth of William of Normandy, rilgrimage of Canute to

Rome.
1029. Foundation of Aversa by the Kormans.
1030. Death of Malimud of Gluijni.

1031. Hcnrv I. king of France. Fall of tho coliphale of Cordova.

1033. Beneilict IX. pope.

1035. Death of Sancho tho Oroat of NaTarre ; division of til

states, fouudalioa of the kingdoms of Castile and Arago:].
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1038. The Turkmans defeat the Ghaznividea and conquer Persia.

FoundatioQ of the Seljukian dynasty.

1039. Henry III. emperor. Macbeth murders Duncan, king of

Scots, and succeeds hitn. Conquest of Persia by Togrul Be^
loio~1043. Conquost of Apulia by the Normana.
1042. Edward the Confessor king of England- Restoration of

English line.

1043. Fourth expedition of Russians ngainst Constantinople.

1044. Silvester III. pope three months. Gregory VI. buys the

papacy.

1046. Council of Sutvi ; the consent of the emperor declared es-

aential to the election of th6 pojie ; the emperor deposes three popes,

appoints Clement II., and is cro.vned by liinu

1047. Victory of William of Kormandy over the baronage at Yal-

fes-dunes.

Id48. Bamasus 11. pope three weeks, said to be the first pope

crowned. Invasion of the Eastprn empire by the Seljukitm Turks.

1049. Leo IX. pope. Intrigues of Hildobrand at his election.

Ijcagoe of the pope and the two emperors against the Kormaus iu

Sicily.

1050. Condemnation of Berengar at councils of Rome and Ver-

celli. Hildebrand created cardinal.

1062. Viflit of William the Norman to England. Death of Earl

Godwine. The Pope and the emperor colebrata Chriatmaa at

Wonni.
1053. ITw Pope takcu piisonor by Robert Guiscard, at the battle

of CivitcUa (June 16), Open rupture of Greek and Latin cburclies.

1054. Macbeth defeated by Earl Siward at Dunsinane (slain,

1066). Michael Cerularius, patriarch of Constantinople, assumes

the title of Universal Patriarch. The Pope and the Patriarch ex

communicate each other.

1055. Victor 11. pope. Togrul Beg takes Baghdad, and rescues

the caliph from hjs eiicmies.

1056. Henry IV. ftmperor.

1057. Malcolm III. (Canmore) king of Scotland- Stephen IX.

pope.

1058. Nicholas II. pope. Peter Damiani created cardinal (died,

1072).

1059. Election of the Pope vested in the College of Cardinals by

bull of Nicholas II. Robert Goiscard made duko of Apulia aud
gonfaloniei-e of the church.

1060. Philip I. king of France.

1060-1090. Conquest of Sicily by the Normans under Count
Roffer.

1061. ^le.xanderll. pope. Honorius II. anti-pope.

1062. Lanfranc abbot of Caen.

1063. Death of Togrul Beg-

1066. Harold 11. king of England. His victory over Harold
Hardrada and Tostig at Stamford Bridge, Sept 25. Victory of

William the Noi-man at Senlac (Hastings), Oct. 14. Norman
conquest of England begins.

1063-71. Siege and capture of Bari by the Normans. End of

Byzantine dominion in Italy.

1070. Lanfranc archbishop of Canterbury.

1071. Alp Arslan, Seljuk sultan, defeats and takes prisoner thf

emperor Komnn'js IV. at Manzikert.

1072. Palermo taktn. by Robert Guiscard. Malek Shah sultan of

; r.rsia.

1073. Gregory YLl. (Hildebrand) pope.

1074-10S4. Connat.ot of Asia Minor by the Turks.

1075. Disputes about investitures begin.

1076. Jerusalem taken by the Turks. Earthquake ki England.

Matilda countess of Tuscany (the Great Countess). Henry IV.

deposes the Pope at Council of Worms. The Pope, at Council of

Pome, deposes Henry and absolves his subjects from allegiance,—the

first sentence of the kind. Henry is again excommunicated, 1078

and 1080.

1077. Submisb'on of the emperor to the Pope at Canossa. Lon-

don burnt. Secret gift of her states by Countess Matilda to the

Holy See.

1079. The New Forest formed by William the Conqueror, j^irth

of Abelard. Reform of the Calendar ordered by Malek Shah. ^

1080. The duchy of Swabia given to Frederick of HohenstaufTen

by the emperor Henry IV. Interdict laid on Poland, and title of

king suppressed by the Pope. Anti-pope Clement III. set up by the

cmjieror. Victory of the emperor over his rival Rudolf of Swabia.

1081. Capture and sack of Constantinople by Alexius Comnenus,
April 1. Alexius crowned emperor, April 2. Battle of Durazzo,

—

defeat of the emperor Alexius by Robert Guiscard.

10S2. Siege of Rome by the Emperor Henry begins ; the city

taken, 10S4.

1084. Gregory VII. besieged in Sant-Angelo by the emperor;

delivered, and Rome pillaged by Robert Guiscard. Carthusian order

founded by Brano.

10S5. Toledo taken from the Arabs by Alphonso VI. of Castile.

Death of Robert Guiscard. Death of Gregory VI I.

lOoG. Domesday Book completed. Victor 111. pope. The

Moors under Josef ben Taxfyn enter Spain to aid the Saracens.

Battle of Zalaca,—defeat of Alphonso VI.

1087. William II. (Rufus) king of England.

1088. Urban II. pope. The Almoravides predominant in Spain.

1089. Death of Lanfranc (born about 1005).

1091. Birui of St Bernard. Mantua taken by the emperor.

1092. Death of Sultan Malek S^^ah, and division of the Seljukian

empira Foundation of the order of Knights Hospitallers (loiights

of St John of Jerusalem, knights of Malta), about this time (?).

Roscclin found guilty of heresy at Council of Soissons.

1093. Anselm archbishop of Canterbury.

1095. Council of Clermont. Preaching of Peter the Hermit.
The first crusade proclaimed. Excommunication of Philip king of

France and his wife Bertrada by the Pope.

1097. Siego of Nicaa. Battle of Doryla^imi. Edessa taken by
crusaders and erected iato a principality. Westminster Hall built

about this time.

1098. Siege and capture of Antioch, which is made a principality

for Bohemond. The Cistercian order founded. Edgar king of

Scotland.

1099. Pascal II. pope. Siege and capture of Jerusalem by
crusaders. Godfrey of Bouillon elected king. Battle of Ascalon.

1100. William the Red siain in the New Forest. Henry I. king

of England. Woollen manufacture introduced in England by the

Flemings about this time. Knights of St John settled in England.

1101. Invasion of England by Robert duke of Normandy. Roger
II. (Guiscard), the Great, count of Sicily.

1102. Disputes between Henry I. and Archbishop Anselm about
investitures. The emperor excommunicated by Pope Pascal II.

Preaching of Peter Bmys against prevalent superstitions, for about
twenty years, probably between 1100 and 1130.

1105. Invasion of Normandy by Henry I. The emperor Henry
IV. dethroned by his son Henry V. ; excommunicated and deprived

of imperial diess.

1106. Henry V. emperor. Battle of Tinchebm ; Henry L of

England defeats and captures Robeit of Normandy, and conquers

the duchy.
1107. Alexander I. king of Scotland. Bohemond invades the

Eastern empire.

1108. Louis VL (le Qros) king of France. Treaty of peace be
twcen Alexins and Bohemond.

1109. Tripoli iu Syria taken by crusaders and erected into a

county.

1110. Marriage of Maud daughter of Henry I. to the emperor
Henry V. Trea^y between the emperor and the Pope respecting

investitures concluded at Milan.

11 n. The emperor arrests tho Pope; obtains a bull respecting

investitures ; releases the Pope, and is crowned by him at Rome.
The emperor received at Canossa by the Countess Matilda ; namca
her his vice-regent in Lombaixly.

1112. Council of Vicnne ; excommunicates the emperor.

1113. Bernard becomes a monk of Clteaux. Peace of Gisors.

1114. Thurstan, archbishop of York, refuses consecration from
archbishop of Canterbury.

1115. Bernard founds Clairvaux. Death of Matilda countess of

Tuscany.
1116. March of the emperor into Itily to take possession of states

of the countess. Council of the Lateran revokes the privilege of in-

vestitures conceded to the emperor.
1117-1120. Henry I. in Normandy. War with France and the

carls of Anjou aud Flanders.

1118. Order of Knights Templars founded. Gelasius 11. pope,
January 19. His seizure by the Frangipanij January 24. Appoint-
ment of anti-pope Gregory VIII. by theemperor. Jolm II. Comnenu.s
emperor of the East. Abelard teaches at Paris.

1119. Calixtus II. pope. Cistercian order re-constituted by
Stephen Harding.

1120. Wreck of the White Ship, and death of William, eon of
Henry I. Premonstratensian order founded by Sfc Norbert.

1121. Council of Soissons compels Abelard to burm his book on
the Trinity.

1122. Concordat of Worms. The dispute about investitures

settled by the emperor's renunciation. Abelard founds the Paraclete.
1123. Ninth General Council (first of the Lateran). Confirma-

tion of the settlement between the Pope and the emperor.
1124. The empero"r invades France, but retires before Louis VI.

Honorius II. pope. David I. king of Scotland.
1125. Lothaire II. king of Germany ; opposed by Conrad, duke

of Swabia, and Frederick, duke of Franconia.
1126. Visit of David of Scotland to Henry I.

1127. Roger, the great Count, recognized as duke of Apulia and
Calabria. He carries on war with the Pope and is excommunicated,
but obtains investiture the next year. Marriage of Geoffrey of
Anjou with Maud, daughter of Henry I.

1128. Death of William of Normandy, count of Flanders.
1129. Hom-y of Bloia made bishop of Winchester. Earthquake

in England.
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1130. Innocent IT. pope. Anaclotua 11. »nti-pope. Roger

II., count of Sicily, receives title of king fiom Anacletus, and

inakes Palermo his capital. Abbey-churoh of Cluny consecrated

by Innocent II. Conference between Innocent and Lothairo at

Li^ge
i
St Bernard present. Heloiso becomes abbess of the Para-

clete.
^^ e t

1131. Death of Baldwin II., king of Jerusalem; fulkof Anjoa,

liis eon-Inlaw, succeeds.
.

1133. Innocent II. re-established at Rome by Lothaire. Lothaire

crowned emperor by the Pope, who is again expelled by Anacletus.

Count Roger takes the title of king of Sicily.

J 134. Death of Alphonso I , king of Navarre and Aragon, and

separation of the kingdoms. Arnold of Brescia begins to preach

about this time.

1135. Death of Robert 11., duke of Normandy, in Cardiff Castle.

Stephen (of Blois) king of England.

1137. Louis VII. (le Jcu-ne) king of France, married to Eleanor

of Guienne before his accession. King Roger driven out of Italy by

Lothaije. Death of Lothaire. Pandects of Justinian discovered

at Amalfi. Birth of Saladin.

1138. Conrad III. emperor. Roger king of Sicily takes the Pope

prisoner, and compels him to confirm him in his kingdom. Death

of Anacletus, and end of the schism. David, king of Scotland,

invades England, and is defeated at the battle of the Standard

(Northallerton). Civil war in England between adherents of Stephen

and Maud.
1139. Portugal erected into a kingdom for Count Alphonso Hen-

riquez. Malachy, bishop of Connaught, visits Clairvaux and Rome

Tenth General Council (second of the Lateran) Arnold of Brescia

condemned and banished from Italy. Henry of Blois, bishop of

"Winchester, papal legate in England.

1140. Council of Sens, Bernard gets Abelard condemned. Abelard

appeals to the Pope. Feast of the Immaculate Conception of the

Virgin introduced.

1141. Interdict laid on France by Innocent II. King Stephen

taken prisoner by Robert o.f Gloucester at the battle of Lincoln

Maud received as " Lady of'England." Winchester burnt

1142. Maud besieged in Oxford by Stephen. Death of Abelard.

Henry the Lion duke of Saxony.

1 1 43. Manuel Comnenus emperor of the East. Celeatine XL pope.

On submission of Lowis VII. the interdict on France is raised.

1144. Lucius II pope ; he concludes a treaty with Roger of Sicily.

The primacy of the church of Toledo confirmed by the Pope.

1145. Maud withdraws from England. Conquests of Noureddin,

sultan of Aleppo. Eugenius III. pope.

1146. Secoml Crusade proclaimed by the Pope ;
preached by St

Bernard. Invasion of Greece by king Roger ;
Thebes and Corinth

plundered. Assembly at Vezelai , Louis VII. takes the cross.

Arnold of Brescia heads insurrection at Rome, and expels the Pope.

The Almohadea enter Spain.

1147. Suger, abbot of St Denis, appointed regent of France

The Crusaders, ledbyConrad and Louis VII., arrtvoat Constantinople.

St Bernard pleads in behalf of the Jewa Suppression of the Hen

ricians in Languedoc.

1148 The Crusaders reach Jerusalem, untucoesafully besiege

Damascus, and return to Europe
1149. Recovery of Corfu from Saracens by tho Emj)eror Manuel

1160. Compilation of cauon law completed by Gratian (begun

by Ivo of Chartres, 1114). Nourcddin conquers Edessa Peter

tho Lombard writes his Senlencta. Large silver terrestrial globe

made by Edrisi for Roger of Sicily about this time. Almanac first

published by Solomon Jarchi

1151. Death of Geoffrey of Anjou. Invasion of Hungary by

Manuel
;
peace, 1153.

1152. Btleanor of Guienne, divorced by Louis VII , marries Henry,

eon of Maud (Henry II. of England). Frederick I., Barbarossa,

emperor of the Romoca.
1168. Treaty between Stephen and Henry Malcolm IV. king

of Scotland. Anastasius IV pope. Death of St Bernard.

1164. Henry II. (Plantajjenot line) long of England. Death of

Eoger of Sicily. Noureddin take* Damoscus and makes it his

capital. Louis VII. marries Constance of Castilo. Invas.on of

lUly by Frederick Barbarossa. Adrian IV. (Nicholas Breakspearo)

tho only Englinh pope.

1155. Rome laid under interdict by the Pope. Diet at Koncnglia

Arnold of Brescia banished by the Romans, strangled and burnt by

order of the emperor. William I of Sicily cxcommunicatcl and

deprived of part of his kingdom by the Pope. Henry II. authorized

by the Pope to undertake the conquest of Ireland. Thomas Beoket

chancellor of England. Coronation of Frederick Barbarossa at

Rome. \ __
1156. William of Sicily makes peace with the Pope. Tho mar-

grovinte of Upper Austn:i_cr<!ctcd into a duchy. Death of Fctcr

tho Venerable, abbot of Clunv.

1157. Invation of Poland by the emperor. Tho bank of Venice

Instituted. Mttnlch fonndcU by Henry the Lion. Diet at

BMaofoo.

1153. Invasion of Lombardy by tho emperor. Siege of Milan.

Diet of RoncagUa. Henry II. visits Louis VII. at Paris.

1159. Expedition of Henry II. against Toulouse. War with

France. Alexander III. pope. Victor IV. anti-pope.

1160. Council of Pavia convoked by the emperor for recognition

of Victor. Excommunication of the emperor by Alexander. The

Albigenses begin to attract attention about this time. Condemna-

tion and branding of German heretics at Oxford.

1161. Peace between England and France. Pope Alexander II

L

received by the two kings.

1162. Destruction of Milan by the emperor Becket archbishop

of Canterbury ; he resigns the chancellorship. Gilbert Foliot

bishop of London.
1163. Hungarian war renewed by Manuel.

1164. The Constitutions of Clarendou subscribed. Council ol

Northampton. Flight of Becket. Bocket at Sens end at Pon-

tigny. Banishment of Becket's friends by Henry II. Third inva-

sion of Lombardy by the emperor. Pascal III. anti-pope.

1165. William I., the l.,ion, king of Scotland.

1166. Zeugmin stormed by Manuel. Becket at Vezelai ex-

>;ommunicate3 his enemies. Fourth invasion of Italy by th«

emperor. „ r t j
1167. War between Henry and Louis till 1169. The Lombard

League formed. The League defeats the emperor at Legnano.

1163. Calixtus III. anti-pope. Victojy of Manuel over Hunga-

rians at Zeugmin. End of the war. The Lombard League pot to

the ban by the emijeror.

1169. Meeting of Henry and Louis at Montmirail respecting

Beoket. Excommunication of Gilbert Foliot, bishop of London, by

Becket. Invasion of Ireland by Strongbow. Another meeting o(

Henry and Louis at St Denis.

1170. Formal reconciliation of Henry 11. and Archbishop Thomai

at Freteval. Assassination of the archbishop at Canterbury, Dec

29 Birth of St Dominic. Peter Waldo begins preaching at Lyons

about this time.

1171. Henry 11. invades Ireland, and is acknowledged king at

Councii of Cashel. Conquest of Egypt by Shiracouh and Saladin,

fenerals of Noureddin. End of the i"atimite caliphs. War betweaa

lanuel and tho Venetians till 1174.

1172. Absolution of Henry II. at Council of Avranches.

1173. Civil war stirred up by the king's sons in England and

Normandy. Saladin sultan of Egypt. Canonization of Archbishop

Thomas by Alexander III. ^,..
1174. Canonization of Bernard by Alexander II I. Fifth invasion

of Italy by the emperor. Siege of Alexandria. Henry 11. does

penance at the tomb of St Thomas of Canterbury, July 12.

William the Lion captured at Alnwick by Ranulph de Glanville,

July 12 ; he is released after doing homage to Henry for the king-

dom. Damascus taken by S.iladin.
, , , on.

1175. The bull of Adrian IV. promulgated in IrcLind. Ihe

Scottish prelates refuse canonical obedience to the archbishop of

York.
1176. Victory of the Milanese over Frederick at Lespiano (Corao).

Great Council at Northampton ; the six circuite of the judges estab-

lished The Carthusian order approved by the Pope.
J
ictorv oi

Kibdy Arslan, sultan of Iconium, over Manuel at Mynokephalon.

John of Salisbury bishop of Chartres.
. .

1177 Earl John named Lord of Ireland ; tha country partitioned

for completion of the conquest. Meeting of the Pope and the

emperor at Venice , absolution of the emperor. Saladin defeated

at Ramla by Renaud de Chatillon.
, n- v ••

1178 Reconciliation of Henry II and Louis VII The heretic*

of Toulouse excommunicated and banished by the legate. Innocent

III anti-pope
. • , r . \ ^ a

1)79 Eleventh Geni-ral Council (third of the Lateran). Cruaaae

against tho Albigenses sanctioned. Pilgrimage of Loms VII. to

the tomb of St '1 homas.

1180. Philip II , Augustus, king of France. Alexius 1 1., 1.0IC-

nenus, emperor of the East. Henry the L.on, duke of Bavaria,

deprived of all hia dominions at Diet of Wurzburg. Carthusian

monks m England.
, o .i j i ; i

1181 William tho Lion excommunicated, and bcotland Uiu

under interdict, by Alexander 111. Lucius III. pope. Fimtassin

of arms in England.
, „ % ,. mi. t

1182. Birth of St FrancLi. Edessa taken by Saladin. TheJcwi

banibhcd from Franco.

1183. Treaty of Constance between the emp:ror and the con-

federate towns of Italy, confirming their privileged. Amida and

Aleppo Ukcn by Saladin. .Andronicua I., Comnenus, emperor ol tJM

'll84. Reconciliation of the sons of Henty 11. at Council of Un

°li85. Urban HI. pope. Theasalonica Ukcn by tho Normana

iMao II., AnjjjluN emperor of the East. The cro^vI. of Jermalen

olVircd to Henry II. by the natriarch of J.T.tsaicDi and Iho gnuH

master of tho 'IV:nphirs, tnd r.-iu.-d.
., ,. , u ;.

1186. Ony of I.niignan. kiinj of Jenuw.ea:. Revolt of Mulg«n»
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Second Bulgarian kingjom fomiJed. jr.-,rriage of Henry kin? ofthe Romans, with Constance, heiress of SicUv
^' ^

ns7. Battle of Tiberias (Hattin),-yictory of Salaam over theChnst.ans. Capture of Jerusalem by Saladin. End of the latin

&T- «"2°'-^^i"-l»P^t^voionths. Clement III ThIJd

CHRONOLOGY
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on^hia return by Leopold, duke of Austria. UsurAtion of Ear^

1193. Richard before the Diet of HaOTenau Death of q»ln^;„Marriage of Philip Augustus with In.ei:^rga of DTnmark
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^
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Augustus with Agnes of lleranie1197. Chatccu Gaillnrd built by Richard I?

.ni
Innocent III. pope. Philip of Swabia (Hohenstauffen^

th7r„ch!t^^rsiS.'"'
"^'"' °«° »'Bruns.ick. ^RicSlS

of Vl,?'pfir ^Tf *V°' ^'^^'" ^°?'=""J ""'I I""nce by mediation

norted b^^Pl ,
''^ """^ ""^ ^"S'^^^. His nephew Arthur sup"

ir.lti ^{
I^'"I'P/"fpstus. Bohemia erected into a kinsdom

by the Pope^"""'
'' '" ^^""^ "^"'^ V^- *-- excommSted

time'^'lntodlfui^
°^

v'^'^l 'l^
^""' f°""'''='l ^'^"'^ ^^^^time. Interdict laid on France by Pope Innocent III. Marriarreof Louis of France to Blanche of Castile. Ki^a founded Strif!of Guelf and GhibcUine in Florence begins aboSt thTs £«; litamon writes his Chronicle of Britain (tSe Brut)

^

202' V°.Zlr^ ^T°'''; S^--"-
°f ^«^" of M^ranie.

mar n' trvit™""^'
?-'^"" ¥^^""' ™'">' °f Glanders. Walde-

riJp '. 1
^'^t°"°"s, king of Denmark. War between France

of slifi"?
• ^'"m °^ ^^^°' J°='^''™ ^bout this ti^e! Conines?

Maad.<T?ltl&y^c'riLtf™^^ -"^'^'^-^ ^-"^
^

fin^Ti u'""?*""
Of Constantinople by Crusaders. Inonisition

T iff
^ V^"'^ °^ ^'^"'"^ ^'^S^«^ (died, 12S0). BaldwinI. defeated and taken prisoner by the Bulgarians.

'

e';,n:?ol^KL"t°'^^''''''"°^'^^^»^^-
Hen,yofHain3Lati°;

«cain?t' thi" All.'llf'""'' °f"'
'".'r''^i'^'

''y ^""0'='^"' I"- Crusade

:^;"rt*ift;Vms:dirorPhih>'' '^ ""• °"° '^- -'-»-'^<'«^<i

by^rPo'r'Sit^c-tlfa-ttte.^^""" '°"° excommunicated

AHs"totie-s°"l7./i' f ^"'^ condemns, bums, and fortids reading of

sult.fif I
^^'.''•P''^^'"'- Alliance of the emperor Hemy with the

Khan
"°""" "«""'' ^''^°'^°^^- I'^^-^io'' of Chin^y Jenghll

E.i^il";i
*'"° '='=o™n>«nicated by the Pope, x'andulph legate in

1°1 1 Kin^ I , %i- ^"'^ ^ ""'" °^" the Moors.

Coronation ol

Con-

ffourth of the Lateran). Dominican order founded
Frederick II. at Aix-la-Chapellc.

a^Ir' ^VT"^ "I- pope. Henry IIL kinp of England,
nrmation of the Great Charter.

" ^ ^
1217. Fifth Crusade under Andrew, king of Huiman". Hubertde Burgh justiciary of England. Matthew Paris ei.tc« Benedieli

"
order at St Albans (died, 1259). Michael Scot, trlnslatr o4J.ltot e, bnng at Toledo. Peter of Courtenay emw-; oi the l^tOrder of Friar Preachers founded.

'"

ntJf *p'';''if'
by ordeal formally abolwned in England. Death ofOtto. Battle on the Jaxartes between Jenghiz Klfan and the Kharismians. Death of Simon de Montfort

^"an ana the Khar-

peror'oft?S^ *''^"' ''*' ^"^^'''- ^"^"^ <* '^«>"-*^»''y ''>^-

1221. Conquest of Khorassan and Persia by Jenghiz. Dominican

Antew n!"
^"'^'^ ^""' ""^'^ °f Hungarian liberties, signed by

1223. Louis VIII. kin^ of France.
1224. University of Naples founded by Emperor Frederick II

T/of 7'°'*
",'r^ fi^H" "> ^"''"^'=1^ about this time.

1226. Louis I\. (St Louis) king of France. The LombardLeagu_e renewed against Frederick 11^ Death of Francis

Deiti'of Je^lS K^ha^^-
^-"^""'^o-- Auuinas<died. 1274).

T
^!5^' ^"^l,

prasade under Frederick II. Death of StephenLangton archbishop of Canterbury. Canonisation of Francis byGregory L\. Baldwin II. emperor of the East ; John of Sn-l
,o?i n?"'/""^

guardian during minority, 1229 to 1237
1229._ Treaty between Sultan EI Kamel "and Frederick 11. Jeru-salem given up to the Christians. Council of Toulouse establis™3

tl;e Inquisition m Languedoc.
-""use ciiaoasi.cs

l-ll' '^ZtA°Vi'^' <(!-7"' ^y command-of Frederick 11.

"m? cL^^r'f^" V^-^r
''* 1°"= dtcrion'o'/thetlu'St ot:

ofi,it"co'droTrhaVe'ta"^T;"(^?egX'^^^°^' '^- ''"""^^"""

ofSefhTHlga^^"'"""^'''"^"'^™^''"- Canonization

1236. Invasion of Russia and sack of Moscow by Tatara.

238 IWrin. Ir ^-"^ of t"^? Komans. Battle of Cor" Kuova.

Ill tb. i iT^ 5 Simon de Montfort to Ekanor, sister of Henry111., the caridom of Leicester given to him •
.licjiij-

1239. Frederick H. makes his son Enzio king of Sardinia ^e^

rgdZo?^Sn?datu"nr " ''' ^-onie knights "'^MoJ^rh

of theChu^cl^. "A.^ii""?'"'' ^^'S
""2>-

,
^^^'i^^ck invades Stales

°n England '
'^"'°'' '""^ proclaimed. Carmelite monks

Waf/ema^"n ^'oT ^" ^T = i'^^t^fore consecration. Death ofwamemar II of Denmark. Enzio captures Genoese fleet will,

'"liT. V^;?TV''°;,
D'^-'l' of Empress IsabelL

'*' '""'

1242. Battle o TaiUebourg,-St Louis defeats Heniy IIL

Itif tZ"1' 17- PT- "^^^ ""'"'y t^o years' va^noy.

]TA' T^ 1^ 1*"'^''° '^' ^ope and the emperor.
1240. Thirteenth General Council (first of Lyons). Denositiorof the emperor by the Pope. Death of Alexanderof Hales^

^^1-46. Canonisation of Archbishop Edmund (Rich) ly Innocent

_
1243. Seventh Crusade under St Louis.m Spam. Siege of Parma.
1249. Alexander III. king of Scots.

University College, Oxford, founded.

.J^^'^j ^^ ^"'^ defeated and captured by the sultan of Effvnt •

released in a month. Conrad IV. emperor.^ His claim oppo^dtv'

i^r' S' 1 ''°"''"'^-
. V" i'^^'ntc-s becore i^Ltera of

ffied ^.r^t/'^'^'V ? ^>''y- College of the Sorbonno

TAl 11 r^ v^^
probably invented about this time,

nlet'ed
i'l*?»'o X. king of Castile. The Alphonsine Tables com-pieted. Enghsh laws introduced in Wales

1253. The Jews expelled from France

10^^
Alexander IV. pope. Birth of Marco Polo (died, 1324)

bv tb; t"'^?""""^
'."V^oduced in France. Konig^berg founded

Manfred.
^'^^^ Submission of the Two Sicilies to

emp'erL'^ftfEoman:'
^°"^™"' '""^ ^'">°"='' ^- "^ ^^"^ "™'

Kha^n
^'

ExtfLt^.^ '?T' "S
^^td^d by Tatars under Hulaku

n f j
„-'^''t">5''on of the caliphate (Abbasides). " Provisions c'"

of sL'uy.
^ ^ **" " ^^""^ P^U^tnent " Manfred cro°™ed kin^

1060' f^^!l''"''"'f.?'^°g"''- M«»fred excommunicated

of lisc'any^^
*^' Flagellanis in Italy. Manfred mastef

12fil. Uibaa IV. pope. Manfred again excomDiunicitei

Inquisition mtrodnced.

Death of Peter de Tinea.
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Capture of Constantinople by JlichaL-l Palxolo^is, EuJ of Latin
empire of the East.

1263. Battle of Largs,—defeat of Norwegians by Alexander lU.
of Scotland.

1264. Battle of Lewes,—Eaid Simon defcata Hcnr}'- IIL and tal:cs

liim prisoner.

! 1265. Clement IV. popo. Plepiities of the commons sit in the
parliament of England. Battle of Evesham,—defeat and death of
Karl Simon. Birtli of Danto (died, 1321). (?)Birth of DunsScotus
(died, 130S). Manfred, king of Sicily, defeated by Charles of Anjou

;

defeated again and killed by his rival, 12C6. Composition of gun-
powder known to Koger Bacon.

1206. ]logi-r Bacon sends his Opus Jtfajjis to Pope Clement IV".

-Sagarelli, IcadcT of the Apostolic Brethren, begins preaching in

Parma.
1267. Treaty of Viterbo, between the dethroned emperor Baldwin,

Charles of Anjou, and William prince of Acliaia.

1268. Edward of England takes the cross at Council of North-
ampton. Conradin defeated by Charles of Anjou at Tagliacozza
and beheaded at Naples."

1269. rr.igmatic Sanction, restricting the power of the Pope In

France, promulgated by St Louis.

1270. St Louis sots out for the crusade, and dies before Tunis,
riulip IIL, the Bold, king of France. Birth of William of Occam
about this time (died about 1350).

1271. Gregory X. pope, after two years' vacancy. Journey of
Marco Polo to the court of Kuhlui Khan.

1272. Edward I. king of England.
1273. Kudolph of JIapsburg emperor.

1274. Fourteenth General Council (second of Lyons); union of

Greek and lloman Churches ellected. New regulation of papal
^.lection.

1275 (circa). Arabic numcruk used in treatise on tlio Astrolabe
by Macha-Allah.

1276. Innocent V., Adrian V., nud John XX. (XXL) popes.
Birth of Giotto (died, 1337,

1277. Nicholas III. pope.

1279. Statute of Jlortmain jiasscd in England.
1280. Conquest of China by Moguls completed.
1281. JIarlin IV. po|>e. Treaty of Orvieto, between the Pope,

the king of Naples, and Veidce, for conquest of the Greek
cnpire.

1282. TliQ '* Sicilian Vespers,*'—mnssacre of the French in Sicily

;

end of Angevine rule. Andronicus 11. emperor of the East. Con-
ijiiest and settlement of Wales by Edward I. Formation of the
/uyder Zee by inundation of the sea. Union of Greek and Itoman
eluirehcs annulled by Andronicus !L

1233. Statute of Rhuddlan (Statute of "Wnles) enacted. Con-
^Jue9t of Prussia by Teutonic knights completed.

1284. Charles of Anjou defeated and captured by Koger de Loria,

grand admiral of Sicily.

1285. Ilouorius IV. pope. Philip IV.. the Bold, king of France.

Death of Charles of Anjou.
1286. ilai-garet of Norway queen of Scots ; a regency during her

minority. Sagarelli banished from Parma.
1288. Nicholas IV. poi>o.

1280. Marriage-treaty of Prince Edward of England and Margaret
nucen of Scots concluded. Dante present at battle of Canipal-
diuo.

1290. Expulfiion of Jews from England by Edward L Death of

Margaret of Norway on her way to Scotland. Edward I. ajipointed

arbitrator between Baliol and Bruce, competitors for the Scottish
crown, 129L * '

1291. Capture of Aero by Malck al Aschraf, miltan of Egypt.
Final loss of the Holy Land. Conference of Edward I. with
northern barons at Norliam. Beginnings of Swiss conf oration.

Seizure and imprisonment of Italian bankers in France.
1292. Adolpnusof Nassau emperor. John (Baliol) king of Scots.

Ho docs honingo to Edward I. at Newcastle, December 26.

1294. Celestine V. pope, after vacancy of more than two years;
nbdicatcfl. Boniface VII I. fjopc, December, Death of Kublai
Khan. Masoud II., last sultan of Iconium, defeated and slain by
the Moguls, and the sultanate divided.

1295. Final organization of English parliament. Return of
Marco Polo to Venice. Promi^las, duke of Poland, crowned king.

1296. Boniface VIIL publishes the bull Cl'-ricis laicos, January
;

republished, August 18. Philip issues an edict prohibiting cxporta-
tion of gold, fiilver, provisions, &0s, without consent of the Crown,
Aa^st 17. Boniface publishes a necond bull, fnrfabilis, Sep-
tombcr. Conquest of Scotland by Edward L; nurrendcr of Baliol

;

iuterrcgnum, 1296-1306, The Porsiau poet Saadi dies obout thia

tinio.

1297. Bottloof Stirling,—victory of Walloco. Stlx>uis cnnonizod
by |lonifaco VIIL The Great Charter confirmed by Edward L
Bonifaco publishes a bull against tlio Colonna family ; nfler their
reply ho passes sjuteuco of degvadatioD, oxcominunicatiun, and
cnnuBcatiuD.

f)—*Jt/-

1298. Deposition of the Emperor Adolphua, Albert I. enc-
eceds. Battle of Falkirk,—victory of Edward. Peace between
England and France. The Popo prcclainis a cruaade against the
Colon nas.

1209. Palestrina surrendered by the Colonnaa to Boniface.
Intervention of Boniface in affairs of Scotland by bull of June 27.

1300. Centennial Jubilee proclaimed by Pope Boniface VIIL;
lie assumes the motto Ecce duo gladii. Sagarelli burnt by the In-
quisition ot Parma. Siege of Caerlaverock by Edward I,

1301. Quarrel between Boniface VIIL and Philip the Fair
begins. Excommunication of Philip. Title of Prince of Wales
conferred on the sou of Edward I.

1302. The parliament of Lincoln replies to the Pope's bnlL
Philip burns tlie Pope's bull, January 2. States-General of France,
representative of the three estates, constituted by Philip IV., AprlL
"Battle of Spurs," the French defeated at Couitrai by the
Flemings, July, Philip issues an edict condemning the Inquisi-
tion, October.

1303. The emperor Albeit promulgates at Nuiemberg a Golden
Bull, July. The Pope arrested by William of Nogaret at Anagni,
September?; rescued by the people; dies at Home, October 11.
Ceisiou of Guicnne to Edward I, by Philip the Fair. Benedict XL
pope. The Catalan Grand Company, formed by Eoger di Flar,
arrives at Constantinople.

1304. Stirling taken by Edward L Submission of Scotland,
Birth of Petrarch (died, 1374). The bulls against France r«.

voked. Victory of Philip the Fair over the Flemings at Mons-cn-
Puelle.

1305. Clement V. pope. Tlie Knights Templars denounced.
Wallace put to death by Edward I., August 23.

1306. Murder of Comyn at Dumfries. Kobert Bruce crowned
king of Scotland. Rogor di Flor assassinated at Adriaiiople,

lu07. E.Kcommunication of Bruce by papal legate at parliament
of Carlisle. Edward 11. king of England. Era Dolcino, with
-Margarita, tortured and burnt at Vercelli. Arrest of KnighU
Templars in Franco and England. Battle of Apros,—victory ot the
Catalans over the Byzantine army.

1308. Assassination of the emperor by John of Austria. Henry
VI I. (of Luxembourg) succeeds him. Death of Duns Scotus.

1309. The Pope removes to Avignon. Pobcrt of Anjou crowned
king of Naples by the Pope. Sire de Joinville writes liis history of
Louis IX. Commission lor trial of the Templars opens at Paris,

August 7.

1310. Conquest of Rhodes by the knights of St John. Persecu-
tion of the memory of Boniface VIIL by Philip. Danto publishes
his De Monarchia about thia time. Fifty-four Templars burnt at
Paris,

1311-12. Fi'ftecuth General Council, held at Vicnnc, October to
November. Dissolution of order of Templars decreed. Condemna-
tion of the Beghards. Rescript of the emperor delining relations of
Swiss confederation to Austria and tho empire. University of
Orleans founded.

1313. Death of tho emperor Henry VI L, followed by interregnum.
Birth of Boccaccio (died, 1375). Canonization of Celestine V.
by Clement V. Death of Clement V. Stirling (^stle besieged by
Edward Bruce.

1314. Jacques de Molny, grand-master of tho Templars, burnt at
Paris. Frederick III. (duko of Austria) and Louis V. (IV.) (duko
of Bavaria), rival emjwroi-s. I^uis X. (Iliitin) king of France.
Battle of Bannockburn,—victory of Robert Bruco over Edward II.

June 24. Stirling Castle given up.

1315. Battle of Mor^rten,—victory of Swiss confederation over
Leopold, duko of Austria. Final defeat of the Catalan Grand Com-
pany.

1316. John XXII. pope. John I. king of Franco four days.

Philip V. king of France, Battle of Athenry,—victory of tlio English
over the Irish.

1317. Mfdialion of tho Popo between England and Scotland re-

jected by Bruce. Bruce oxcommuuicatcd and Scotland laid under
interdict.

1313. Edward Bruco defeated and killed nt Diindalk.

1320. Insurrection of tho jxiasantry (tho Pastourraux) in France,
Juno. Conference of Robert of Naples with the Popo at Avignon.
Tho Scottish parliament appeals to tho Poiw.

1321. Persecution of tho lepers in Frnnco. Robert of Naplci
declared vicar of Italy during abeyance of tho empire. *

)

1321-1323. Civil wars between rival cmiwrora of tho East,
Andronicus tho cMer otid tho younger.

1322. Charles IV. king of Franco. Battle of MUhlJorf,—Fredmck
duko of Austria defeated and captured by tho F.mporor Ix>uiii,

1323. Thirteen years' truce between England and Scotland. The
Floral Gnmefi instituted at Tou1oum\ Diet at Frankfort; imum
proclamation denying necoMity of Iho pope's connout to election of

ctniw^ror, and his rigJit to govern tho cmiiirc in a racATicy

1324. Tho Emiwror Louis excommunicated by llio Popr, March.
Jolin Wvciilfo Imrn about this timu (died, 1384). Biilh of WillUm
of Wykeham (divd, 1101^

V. _- 03
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1326. Cannon used by the Florentines; by Frenuh and EngUsh,
1338 and 1S39.

1327. Edward III. king of England. Edward II. deposed and
murdered. The emperor declares the Pope a heretic ; is crowned at

Milan, and again excommunicated.
1328. Philip yi. (house of Valois) king of "France. The em-

peror crowned at Rome, deposes the Pope, and gets Peter de

Corbifere elected (Nicholas v.) Death of Castruccio Castracaui,

head of republic of Lucca, Independence of Scotland recognized

by treaty of Northampton. Constantinople taken, and Andronicus
II. deposed by his grandson Andronicus III.

1329. David II. (Bruce) king of Scotland. Blockade of Kicaea

by Orkhan. Battle of Pelekanon,— first engagement between the
emperor of the East and the sultan of the Ottomans. Establishment
of the Ottoman Empire.

1330. Capitulation of Nicrea to Orkhan.
1332. Invasion of Scotland by Edward Baliolj assisted by

Edward III. of England.
1333. Battle of Halidon Hill,— victory of Edward III. over the

Scots. Oasiraiy III. the Great, king of Poland. Stephen Dushan
king of Servia.

1334. Benedict XII. pope.

1336. Birth of Timur (Tamerlane.) Philip of France visits

Avignon..

1337. Edward III. claims the crown of France. Plague of locusta

in Europe for three years,

1338. Embassy from Louis of Bavaria and the king of France to

the Pope to seek absolution of Louis ; absolution refused. Mission
of Barlaam from the EmperorAndronicus to Benedict XU. respecting

reunion of Greek and Latin churches. Allianx:e of Jacob van
Artevelde, captain of Ghent with Edward III. Meeting of the em-
peror and Edward III at Diet of Coblentz.

1339. Edward III. invades France from Flanders. Conquest of

Bithynia by the Turks completed.

1340. Battle of Sluys,— victory of Edward III. over the French
fleet. Siege of Tournay ; a truce concluded. Birth of Chaucer (?)

1341. First passage of the Turks into Europe. John V. (Palieo-

logus) emperor of the East. Regency of Anne of Savoy. Intrigues

of John Cantacuzenus. Dispute about the Light of Mount Thabor
begins. Petrarch crowned in the Capitol at Rome. Disputed suc-

cession in Britanny ; gives rise to civil war between John de Mont-
fort and Charles of Blois.

1342. Clement VI. pope.

1343. Death of Robert the Wise, king of Naples.

1344. The jubilee period reduced to fifty years by Clement VI.
War in Guienne. First English gold coinage (th6 florin). Dis-

covery of Madeira by Robert Macham, an Englishman. Battle of

Salado,—defeat of the Moors by Alphonso IV. of Portugal. Parlia-

ment of Paris organized by ordinance of Philip VI.
1345. Assassination of Jacob van Artevelde. Discoveiy of Canary

Islands by Genoese and Spanish sewnen. Servian empire established

by Stephen Dushan ; his code published, the oldest monument of

Servian language. Assassination of the Grand-duke Apokaukos at

Constantinople.
_

1346. Louis of Bavaria again deposed by the Pope. Charles IV.
(Count of Luxembourg) elected king bf the Romans. Victory of

Edward III. over the French at Crecy, August 26. David II. of

Scotland defeated and taken prisoner at Nevill's Cross, Durham,
October 17. Siege of Calais begun (taken by Edward III. 1347)".

Marriage of Orkhan, Bultan of the Ottomans,with Theodora, daughter
of Cantacuzenus.

1347. Invasion of Naples by Louis of Hungary, January. Flight
of Queen Joanna ; she sells Arignon to the Pope. Cola di Rienzi
tribune and liberator of Rome. University of Prague {Chrolinum)
founded by the emperor. Death of Louis of Bavaria, Truce be-

tween Enghind and France. John Cantacuzenus crowned emperor
of the East.

1348-1351. The Black Death prevails in Europe. Massacres of

lews on suspicion of poisoning the wells. AVar of the Genoese with
Cantacuzenus.

1349. The Statute of Labourers (Englaud) passed. Danphiny
anited to crown of France. Title of Dauphin given to the king's

eldest son. The Flagellants condemned by bull of Clement Vl.
1350. Older of the Garter instituted by Edward III. about

this time. John II. king of France ; Order of the Star insti-

tuted by him. Peter the Cruel, king of Castile. Reconstruction
>f "Windsor Castle begun ; completed, 1369. Second Jubilee at
Rome.

1351. Joanna restored with her husband Louis of Tarentum to
throne of Naples. Rienzi at Prague. Alliance of Venice with
Cantacuzenus.

1352. Victory of Genoese over Venetians and Greeks, and their
treaty with the Emperor Cantacuzcnns. Rienzi surrendered to the
pope. Imiocent VI. pope, December.

1353. Establishment of the Turks in Europe. First Statute of
Proeminiirc in England. Rienzi made senetor of Rome by Cardical
Mborno2.

1354. Naval Code published by Peter IV. of Aragon. Rienzi

slain in insurrection at Rome. Cantacuzenus dethroned, December.

1355. War between England and France renewed. Charles IV,
crowned at Rome. Assassination of Inez de Castro by Alphonso IV,
of Portugal. Treaty between John Palseologus I. and Innoceut VI,

Arabic numerals used by Petrarch,

1356. The Golden Bull of the empire published by Charles IV.

Battle of Poitiers,— Edward the Black Pnnce defeaCs and captures

John II. and his son, WycUfle publishes his Last Age of (he

Church.

1357. Ordinance for the estate of the land of Ireland issued.

Truce between England and France, Triumphal entry of th»
Black Prince into London. David II. returns to Scotland.

1358. Rising of the peasants (the Jacquerie) in France.

1360. Treaty of Bretigny,—renimciation by Edward III. of his

claim to the crown of France, to Normandy, Anjou, and Maine,
followed by liberation of King John. France ravaged by the Free

Companies. Amurath I. sultan of the Ottomans. Leo Pilatus at

Florence, the first teacher of Greek in Western Europe.

1361. Conquest of Roumania by Amurath I. Adjianople made
the seat of the sultpjia. The Janissaries established. Death of John.

Tauler (bom, 1290).

1362. Use of English in law pleadings directed bv Act of Parlia-

ment. Urban V. pope, October,

1363. Philip the Bold duke of Burgundy.
1364. Charles V. king of France. The coast of Guinea dis-

covered by French seamen about this time. Battle of Auray,

—

defeat and capture of BertrandDuguescUn by John Chandoa ; death
of Charles of Blois ; Brittany secured to John de Montfort, Uni-
versity of Cracow founded by Casimir the Great,

1365. Urban V, demands tribute of England. University of

Vienna founded by Duke Rudolph IV,

1366. The Black Prince defeats Henry of Trastamare at Najara,

and re-establishes Peter the OueL
1367-1371. William of Wykeham chancellor of England (again,

1389-1391). Foundarion of the Kremlin, 1367.

136S. L^niversity of Geneva founded. Ming dynasty founded in
China ; expulsion of the Moguls. Wycliffe's treatise De Domxmo
appears. Visit of the emperor to Rome.

1369. Renewal of war between France and England. John
Palseologus visits Urban V. at Rome, and joins the Latin com-
munion ; he is arrested for debt at Venice. Birth of John Huss (?).

Foundation of the Bastille.

1370. Timur sovereign of Tagatai. Limoges stormed by the
Black Prince.' Gregory XI. pope. Robert II., high steward (first

of the Stuart line), king of Scotland. Death of Casimir the Great.

Marriage of John of Gaunt with daughter of Peter the Cruel.

1372. Victory of Spanish fleet over the English off Rochelle
1373. March of John of Gaunt from Calais to Bordeaux.
1376. Death of the Black Prince. The •' Good Parliament" iu

England.
1377. Retnm of the Pope from Avignon to Rome. Wycliffe

cited before the bishop of London. The Pope publishes three bulls

against Wvcliffe. Richard II. king of England.
1378. Urban VI. pope. Clement Vll. anti-pope at Avignon.

The schism lasts forty years. Wenceslas (king of Bohemia)
emperor. Cession of Cherbourg to the English by the king of
Navarre. Appearance of Hallfiy s Ck)met,

1379. Wycliffe sends out his poor priests. The emperor John
V, imprisoned.

1380-1386. Conquest of Khorassan by Timur.
1380. Wycliffe's English New Testament completed. Death ol

Bertrand Duguesclin. Charles VI. king of France. Regency of

duke of Aniou, Joanna queen of Naples deprived by Urban VI.
Charles of Durazzo made king of Naples. Birth of Thomas a.

Kempis (died, 1471).

1381. Wycliffe's declaration against transubstantiation. Poll-

tax granted in England. Revolt of the peasimtry under Wat the
Tyler. Arrest of Lollard preachers ordered. "WycUffe'a opinions
condemned by sr^Tiod of London. An earthquake during the sjTiod.

The emperor John V. escapes from prison and becomes tributary to

Amurath I.

1382. Victory of the French over tha Flemings at Rosbecque,
1383. Xxpedition of Spenser bishop of Nonvich into Flanders.

Death of Queen Joanna of Naples,

1384. Wycliffe's English Bible completed about this time.

Death of Wycliffe, December 31. Philip the Bold becomes count
of Flanders.

1385. Urban VI. besieged in castle of Nocera (Luceria) by
Charles of Durazzo. He escapes to Genoa and puts five cardinals

to death for conspiracy. The Scots aided by the French invade
England. Richard IL takes and bums Edinburgh, Battle of

Aljubarotta,— \ictory of John I, of Portugal over John I. of

Castile.

13S6, Timur invades Persia. Rattle of Sempach,—Leopold of
Austria defeated by the Swiss, July 9, CauntHl of regency in

England, ui:dcr duke of Gloucester, Impeachment of the earl of
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Suffolk. " University of Heidelberg founded. The Jogellon dynasty

established in Poland.

1387. Treaty concluded betTrecn Amuratb I. and the Genoese

of Pera. The "barons ann against Richard II. and seiiie the Tower
of London. «

1388. Scottish invasion of England. Battle of Otterbum (August

18). Douglas killed and Per(?y (Hotspur) taken prisoner. Jubilee

period reduced to 83 yeana. Battle of Falkioping,—Margaret queen
of Norway, Denmark, and Sweden defeats and captures Albert of

Sweden.
13S9. Amurath I. defeats the Servians, Hungarians, and Bul-

garians at Kassova and is killed- Baja^et I. succeeds hinu Truce
between France and England. Richard II. takes the government
mto Ms own hands. Boniface IX. pope. Compact of Nnrem*
i'prg, between the emperor and German princes, against the Jews.

C.Tttle of Nafels,—victory of the Swiss over the Austrians, April 9.

1390. Statute passed for uniformity of weights and measures in

Enghind (Lanca-iini excepted). Constantinople unsuct-'os^fully

Usieged bv l^jazet. Third jubilee celebrated.

1391. Manuel II. emperor of the East (assoeiatt-d with his father

Binco 1375). Conquest of Asia Minor completed by Bajazet.

1393 {area). Gerson chancellor of the university of Paris.

1394. Four years truce between Enghtnd and Prance. Benedict

XIII. pope at Avignon. Richard II. htjds a parliament in Ireland.

Jews banished from France by Charles YII. ificolas de Clemangis
publishes his Dc Ruina Ecchsiee.

1395. Milan erected into a duchy for the Visconti by the Emperor
Wenceslas. J^ttle of Xicopolis,—victory of Bajazct over Sigis-

ruund of Hungary and the Christians, September 28. Invasion of

Russia by Timur.
139C. Marriage of Eichanl II. with Isabella of France. Truce

for 2u years.

1397. Murder of the duke of Gloucester at Calais. The regency

declared illegaL Union of C&lmar, between Sweden, Denmark
and Norway.

1398-1399. Invasion of India, and capture of Delhi, by Timur.
Anti-pope Benedict XIII. imprisoned in his jalace at Avignon by
Marshal Boucicaut. Boucicaut leads an army to the assistance of

Manuel II.

1399. Deposition of Richard II. Henry IV. (first of the house

of Lancaster) king of England. Order of Knights of the Bath
instituted- Alanuel sets oat to visit European Courts, December.

1400. Deposition of the emperor W'enceslans by the ple--'tor3 ;

election of Rupert, Count Palatine. John Husa ordained priest.

Revolt of Owen Glendower in Wales. Invasion of Scotland bv

Henry IV. Death of Chancer, Oct 25. Birth of Guttenborg
(died, 14C7).

1401. The statute of heretics {de hcercUcis eomburendis) passed in

England. "William Sautre, a Lollard, burnt.

1402. Sultan Bajazet defeated and taken prisoner by Timur at

Angoria ; Soliman L sultan. The Scots invade England, and are

defeated by Hotspur at Homildon HilL Return of Manuel to Con-
8tanttnopte.

1403. Death of Bajazet The French mako descents on "Wales

and the Isle of Wight. Benedict Xlll. escapes from imprisonment.
Revolt of the Percies. Battle of Shrewsbury,—Hotspur killed,

July 23.

1404. Death of Philip the Bold, duke of Burgundy. Innocent
TIL pope, succeeding Boniface. French descents on England.
Alliance of the king of France uith Glendower.

1405. Death of Timur. Revolt at Rome. Ladis1a<s king of

Naples, seizes Rome and exjwls Innocent VIL Revolt of Arch-
bishop Scrope. Birth of iEneas Svlnus fPoiw Piv.s IL)

1408. Jame3 I. kinc of Scots. Ho ii imprisoned in the Tower of

London. Return of Innocent to Rome. Gregory XII. pope.

1407. Assassination of Loui^ duke of Orle.ins, by Jolin, duke of

Burgundy, at Paris ; ori^u of the civil war between Burgundians
and Arraagnaci* Joho Risby, Lollard preacher, burnt in Scot-

land.

1 103. John Hus9 appeals to the Pope. Ladislas again enters

Rome. Benedict hr.lds a comioil at Perpignnn.
1409. The rival popes are deposed by Council of Pisa. Alexander

V. elected. Ladislas driven from Rome. University of Lcipsio

founded,

1410. Death of Alexander V. John XXIIL pope. John Hnra
cxcommnnicated. Sigismnnd, emperor of the Romans opiw-vd by
Joue, margrave of Moravia, who dies in a fow months. J.agi*Hon,

king of Poland, defeats Teutonic Knichti at TunnenlK-rg, July 15.

Wood-cuCTaving begiui* to bo practis:a about thia time.

1411. Husa again excommunicated. Ladi^lns defeated ; cruaado
rublished against him. Hcnr^ IV. sends troops to tho duke of
Burgundy. The univcrsitv ct St Andrews founded. Battle of

Harliw,—defeat of Donald, lord of tho Isles, by Earl of Mar,
July 24.

1412 Henry IV. conolndca a treaty with the Orleans party.
Rnss bums the Pope's bulk i^adislaa makes peace with tho roi>e.
Death of Margaret, queen of Norway, Sweden, and Dczunarlc

1413. Ladislas expels John XXIIL and plunders Rome,
Internew of John XXIIL and the emperor at LodL The Pope
convokes a council at Constance. Henry V. king of England. Sir
John Oldcastla condemned as a heretic ; escapes from the Tower,
Mohammed L sultan of the Ottomans.

1414. Death of Ladislas of Kaplea. Council of Constance (six-

teenth General Council), o^>ened. November 6. Persecution of Lol-
lards by Henry V.

'

1415. Abdication of John XXIIL He la arrested, deposed, and
imprisoned bv the counciL Abdication of Gre^^ry ill. Join
Buss burnt, July 6. Sie^e and capture of Harfleur by Henry V,
Battle of Agincourt, Octooer 25. Meeting of Benedict XI 1 1.' and
Sigidmund at Perpignan.

1416. Jerome of Prague burnt at Constance. Ceuta taken from
tlia Moors bv John I. king of Portugal, May 30. Sigismund visits
Franco and tngland.

1417. Benctiict XIII. deposed. Martin V. elected pore by
Council of Constance. Deatn of Cartlinal Robert Hallam, bishop
of Salisbury, at Constance. Invaftion of Normandy by Henry ^

.

Caen besiegc-d and taken. Gj-jfsies appear in Germany about this
time. Tho county of Savoy erected into a duchy.

1418. Mas-sacre of Armag-nacs ut Paiis by the BurgundiansL Sir
John Oldcastle hong in chains and burnt CouucU of Constance
closed, April 22. Prince Henry, the Navigator (l-orn, 1394), begins
to send out exploring expeditions.

1419. Madeira re-discovered by Portuguese. Death of the ei-
emporor Wencealaa John Ziska commander-in-chief of the
Husaites. Assassination of tho duko of Bur^^jndy at Moutereao.
Death of Albany, regent of Scotland.

1420. Treaty of Troyes. Heniy V. regent of France. Marriage
of Henry with princess Catherine of France. Hussite wars begin.
Crusade against HuRsites jiroclaimed by the Pope. Ziska takes
Pi-ague and defeat*! Sigismund. Tho Pojw receives at Florence an
embassy from Manuel Paheologus, emperor of the East; he enters
Rome.

1421. Henrj' V. holds a parliament at Rouen. Amurath 11.

sultan. Great inundation in Holland, tho **Biesbosch" formed.
1422. Henry VI. king of England and France. Charies VU.

crowned king of France. Regency of Bedford in France, of Glou-
cester in England. Siege of Constantinople by Amurath II.

1423. Council of Siena (transferred from Pavia) opened. Earliest

specimen of Block Book dated this year. University of Louvain
founded.

1424. James I. of Scotland lilt-rated by Henry VI., proclaimed
and crowned. Bedford defeats tho French and Scots at Verneuil.
Death of Benedict XIII. Election of auli-popo Clement VIIL
Council of Siena transferred to Basel. Dcatli of Ziska.

1425. John Palteologua 11. emperor of tho East; he concludes
treatv with Amurath 11. Statute for punishment of heretics and
and IxiUardii passed in Scotland.

1426. Rivalry of •Gloucester and Canliual Beaufort in England.
Defeat of the Germans bv Hu.^siicaat AQ!L<atz.

1423. Siege of Orleans by the English. Death of the Earl of
Salisbury. Lincoln College, Oxford, founded.

1429. Joan of Arc raises tho tiega and enters Orleans. Talbot
defeated at Patay. Clmrlfs VIL ero\nicd at RKelms. Terminatiou
of tho schi-sm in the jvijiacy bysbdication of Clement VIII. Order
of the Goldon Fleece instituted by Philip the Good, duke of Bur-
gundy. Death of Gerson.

1430. Capture of Joan of Arc Conquest of Tbcssalonica by
Amurath 11.

1431. JoanofAru burnt at Rouen (f) Henry VI. crowned at Paris.

Engenius IV. pope. Eighteenth General Council transferred from
Siena to Basel, op^-ncd July 23. Hussite invasion of Germany.
Fifth crusado against Hussites. Battle of Toaa,— victory of Hussite&.
Birth of Mantegiia (died, 150C).

1432. Tho Azorea taken possession of by Portuguese.
1433. Sigismund crowned at Rome by Uie Popo. Death of John

I. the Groat, king of Portugal.

1434. RcmS thy GchkI. duke of Anjou, Ruccceds his brother Louis
at king of >*apU-3 ; opposed bv .Mj'uonfO V. of Aragon. Death of
I^xdi-ilas of Ptiland, Ccsmo do" Medici supremo at Florence about
this time. Flight of Eugcnius from Home.

1435. Congress and Tr^'aty of Arra-s—abandonment of English
allianv-o bv the Duk« of Burgun'ly. DcitR of Bedford.

14.'^<3. l^aris rotaUeu bv tho French. Calais unsucccs.-ifully besieged
by the duke of Burgundy. Stalcs-Conend meet at Orleans. \V.ir

b<'twi---ti England acd Scotland,

ly^l. .b'i.u I'alaologUi tml.iri;% at Cunstantiuunlo in Iho Pope's
galleys for an interviow at Fcrrara. Murder of James I. king of

Scot^ ; Jamci 11. euccecda. DiMth of Sigismund. Birfh of Cardinal
Ximcnea. Ulugh Begh compiles hh Stor Tables, *

1438. AUkti IL emiHTor (duko of Austri.n, and k" - •- ^^
and of BohemtaV Council of Ferrara convoked by I '.d

opposition to Council of HoscI; ihi- emperor John I ,. . md
the Orcofc Patriarch prc*.'nt The Pojw deposed by thw Katlurj ot

Bam.>1, fiud the Uitcr excdiiimuAimtcd at Ferrara ; Aniadcits, daks
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of Savoy, elected pope (Felix V.) at Basel. Pragmatic Sanction
(the Palladium of France), limiting the power of the Pope in France,

established by Charles VII. liine years' truce made between
England and Scotland.

. 1439. Council of Ferrara transferred to Florence,—decree for

union of Greek and Koman churches signed, but rejected by the

Greeks. Doctrine of Purgatory adopted. Death of Albert II.

Cardinal BessarioD, *'re£torerof learning," settles in Italy. Alliance

of Zurich with Austria.

1440. Frederick IV. (III.) emperor. Invention of printin;^ with
movable types about thia time. Amadeus declared anti-pope,

heretic, &c. by Council of Florence. Belgrade unsuccessfully be-

sieged by Amurath II. Title of Viscount introduced in England.
Eton College founded. Oil painting perfected by Jan van Eyck
about thia time.

"1442. Abdication of Amurath IT. Naples taken by Alphonso of

Aragon, tlie kingdom lost by Rene of Anjou; union of Naples and
Sicily as llie Two Sicilies.

1443. Eugenius IV. forms a league against the Turks. Victory
of John Hunniades at Kunobitza, King's College, Cambridge,
founded by Henry V].

1444. Peace of ten yeai-s between Hungbry and the Turks con-
cluded at Szegedin. The treaty violated with the Pope's sanction
Victory of the Turks and death of Ladislaa and Cardinal Julian at

Varna. George Podiebrad seizfa the chief power in Hungary.
African slave trade begun by Portuguese. Pevolt of Albania under
Scanderbeg. Expedition of Charles VII. of France, at request of

the emperor, against the Swiss. The siege of Zurich raised. Second
abdication of Amurath II.

] 445. JIarrioge of Henry VI, \\ ith Margaret of Anjon.
1447. Deaths of the duke of Gloucester and Cardinal Beaufort.

Nicholns V. pope. End of the Visconti dynasty at Jlilnn :

Francisco Sforza claims the duchy. Foundation of the Vatican
Library by Nicholas V.

1448. Constantine XL, Palseologns, last emperor of the East
Anjou and ilaine surrendered to the French. Concordat between
tlie empire and the Pope. Birth of Lorenzo de' lledici.

1449. Abdication of Felix V., anti-pope. Normandy conquered
by the French. Queen's College, Cambridge, founded.

1450. Jubilee at Pome proclai-med by Nicholas V.; the period
again raised to 50 years. Francisco Sforza takes Milan and is pro-

claimed duke. Impeschment and death of the duke of Suffolk.

Insurrection of Jack Cade. Copper-plate engraving invented by
Haso Finiguerra about this time.

1451. Mohammed 11. sultan of the Ottomans. Conquest of

Gascony by the French ; Calais almie left to the English. Glasgow
University founded.

3 452. Murder of the Douglas by James 11. The duchies of

Modena and Eeggio erected by Frederick III. Coronation of

Frederick III. by the Pope at Pome (the last emperor crowned at

Pome). Birth of Savonarola. Birth of Leonardo da Vinci (died,

1519).

1453. Conspiracy of Stephen Porcaro at Pome. Siege of Con-
stantinople by the sultan Mohammed II. formed, Apiil 6 ; the
city taken by assav.lt, Slay 29. Death of Constantine,—end of

tlie Eastern empire. A ustra erected into an archduchy. Talbot
defeated nnd tilled at CastiUon, First treaty between France and
the Swiss.

1 454. The duke of York protector in England.
1455. Calixtns III. pope. The "ft'ars of the Poses begin with the

first battle of St Alban's, May 23. The earl of "Warwick captain of

Calais. Probable date of tbe Mazarine Bible, the earliest Drinted
book known.

1456. Mohammed II. besieges Belgrade and is cefeated by John
Hunniades, who dies soon after.

1457. Death of Ladisias the Posthumous, king of Hungary
and Bohemia. Peginald Pecock, bishop of Chichester, condemned
by archbishop of Canterbury and imprisoned.

1458. Matthias Corvinus elected king of Hungary, George Podie-
brad king of Bohemia. Pius II. (.£neas Sylvius Piccolomini) pope.
Magdalen College, Oxford, founded. Conquest of the Morea by
Mohammed II.

1459. Death of Poggio (horn 1381). University of Basel
founded'.

1460. Battle of Northampton, James III. king of Scots. The
duke of York defeated and killed at battle of "Wakefield. Cape
Verd discovered by Diogo Gomez. Death of Prince Henry, the
N.Tvigator. "* ^

14G1. Second battle of St Alban's. Edward IV. (house of York)
king of England. Battle of Towton. Louis XL king of France.
Conquest of Trebizond by ilohammed II.

^1462. Mohammed reduces "U'allachia. The emperor besieged
in Vienna, is delivered by George Podiebrad. Alliance of Louis
XL with the Swiss and the duke of Milan. Ivan III., the
Th.catening, grand duke of Russia.

> 1463. The university of Bourges founded by Louis XL Venetian
iiui Turkish war _ Alliance between Venice, Hungary, and the Pope.

Exconimunication of George Podiebrad. Trace of Hcsdin between
Louis XL and Edward IV.

1464. Formation of the Ligite du. hien public in France. Posts

rstablished by Louis XL P^ul II. pope. Death of Cosmo de'

Medici. Death of Cardinal Nirolaa-de Cusa. Fifteen years' truco

between England and Scotland. Battle of Hexham. Conquest of

Genoa by Sforza. ' ' "

1465. Civil war in France. Battle of Montlhery. Treaties of

Conllans and St iiaur. Podiebrad deprived of his kingdom by
Paul 11. . .

'^
1466. Noi-mandy reannexcd to the French crown. Imprisonment

of Henry VI. in the Tower. Treaty of Thorn. Second excommuni-
cation of Podiebrad. Birth of Colet (died, 1519).

1467. Death of Scanderbeg. Charles the Bold, duke of Burgundy.
Alliance between Edwaid IV. and Charles the Bold. Birth of

Erasmus (died, 1536). •* ^
1468. The States-General meet at Tours. Mamoge of Charles tho

Bold with Margaret of York. Treaty of Peronnc, l>etwecn Louis

and Charles. Louis held prisoner by Charles. Liege taken and
burnt by Charles. ^

1469. Marriage of James II. of Scotland with Margaret of

Denmark. The Orkney and Shetland Islands surrendered to

James. Order of St Michael instituted by Louis XL Lorenzo

de' Jledici head of the Florentine republic. Marringe of Ferdi-

nand of Arngon with Isabella of Castile. Birth of >Uch:avclli

(died. 1527).

1470. Ivan IIL conqtitrs Kas.in and NovgoroiL Flight of

AVarwick to France. Flight of Edward IV. to Bnrgifndy. Hcniy
VI. restored by Warwick. Conquest of Nogropont by Mohantnu-J
II. The jubilee period fixed at 25 yea' i.

1471. Petum of Edward. Battles jf Barnet and Tewkcfebury.

Deaths of Warwick and Henry YL Invasion of France by Charles

the Bold. Sixtus IV. pope. Death of Podiebrad. Birth of Wolsey
\died, 1530). Bii1h of Albert Durer (died, 152S). Archbishopric

of St Andrews erected.

1472. Charles the Bold buys GuclJerland and Zutphen. Guienne
annexed to the crown of France. Marriage of Ivan 111. with

Sophia, daughter of Constantine Pula^ologus. Birth of Copernicuf

(died, 1543).

1473. Birth of Chevalier Bayaitl (died, 1524).

1474. The Perpetual Alliance between Louis XL and the SwisJ

Confederation. Holstein ei-ected into a duchy. Ferdinand and
Isabella proclaimed sovereigns of Castile. Pival claim of Joanna
supported bv Alphonso V. of Portugal. Neuss besieged by Charles

tlie Bold, feirth of Ariosto (died, 1533).

1475. Invasion of Burgundy by the Swiss. The siege of Neuss
raised. Alliance of Edward IV. and Charles the Bold. Invasion

of France by Edward Peace of Pecquigny, University of Bor-

deaux founded. Biith of Michelangelo ^dipJ, 1564). JubUce al

Rome.
1476. Invasion of the Swiss Cantons by Charles. Victories oi

the Swiss at Granson, March 3, and Morat, Jurf 22. Mohammed 11.

ravages Moldavia and conquers the Crimea. Caxtpn sets np his

j)rinting presa at "Westminster, 1476 or 1477.

1477. Siegeof Nancy by Charles the Bold, whofjils in battle. His
daughter Maiy succeeds him. Marriage of Mar\- with Ma.ximilian

of Austria. Seizure " Burgundy by Louis. The "Grand Privi-

lege" granted to th^, Dutch by Mary. Mohammed II. conquers
Albania. Univci-sity of Tubingen founded. Biith of Titian (died,

1576). •
. - '

1478. Trial and death of the duke of Clarence. Conspiracy of

the Pazzi at Florence sanctioned by Sixtas IV. Lorenzo de' Medici
excommunicated by the Pope. Ivan III. defeats Ahmed, khan of

the Golden Hoi-de. Christian I. of Denmark founds the university

at Copenhagen and the order of the Elephant. University of

UpGala founded by Sten Sture.

14"9. Ferdinand, tho Catholic, becomes king of*Aragon. Battle

»f Guinegate. Peace of Olmutz between Matthias Corvinus and
the emperor. Ludovico il Moro takes possession of Milan. ,

14S0. The Smnish Inquisition established by Ferdinand and
Isabella. Birth of Sir Thomas ilore. Siege of Rhodes by
Mohammed II. Conquest of Otranto. "War breaks out between
England and Scotland. AUiancj of Lorenzo de' Medici with Ferdi-

nand of Naples. * '..

'"

1481. Bajazet IL sultan of the Ottomans. Provence annexed to

France. Beginning of the war between the Spaniards and the

Moors. Alhama surprised by Spaniards. Otranto recovered from
the Turks. First auio da fi in Spain, at Seville, by Torquemade.

1482. Death of Mary of Burgundy. Peace of Airaa. The duke
of Albany assumes the title of king of Scotland. Alliance of the

duke with Edward IV. ; siege of Berwick. Capture of Edinburgh b>

Albany and Glouce.ster. Cardinal Mendoza appointed archbishof
of Toledo. Birth of Guicciardini (died, 1540). Birth of CEcolam-
padius (died, 1531). -* .^

1483. Edward V. king of England murdered. ^Eichard III. king
of England. Charles VIII. king of France, regency of Anne of

Beaujeu. Lenguc of Italian states against Venice. The Venetians
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rxcoramunicated by Sixtus IV. Cirtli of Luthor (tlioJ, 15-lC).

Birth of Baber. Birth of Raphael (dicJ, 1520). Torquemada
inquisitor-general of Castile and Aragou,

**

1484. Birth of Zwingli. (died, 1531). Innocent VIII. pope.

14S5. Battle of Bosworth, Augast 22. Henry VII, (house of

Tudor) king of England. Capture of Vienna by Matthias Corvinus.

Birth of Scbastiano del Piombo (died, 1547).

1486. Kising of Lambert Simnel. Cape of Good Hope discovered

by Bartolomeo Diaz. Henry VII. marries Elizabeth of York.

1487. Defeat and capture of Simnel at battle of Stoke. Birth of

Miles Coverdale. Conquest of Austrian states by Matthias. De-

feat and capture of the Idiaa of Kasan by Ivan III. Zizim, brother

vf Bajazet II., kept prisoner by the Popo till 1495.

143S. James I v. King of Scotland. Disturbances in Flanders.

Imprisonment of ilasimilian at Bruges. Revolt of French princes.

Battle of St Aubin. Grand Swabiati League formed (dissolved,

1533). Birth of Andrea del Sarto (died, 1530).

1489. Treaty between Charles yill. and Maximilian. Mn.vi-

luilian recognized by the Flemish towns as regent. Marriage (by
rnxy) of iliiximilian to Anne of Brittany. Cyprus acquired by
'cnice. The Pope deposes Ferdinand of ifaples. Death of John

AVessel (born, 1420).

1490. The marriage of Maximilian annulled. Death of Matthias
Corvinus. Austria recoveretl by the emperor. Birth of Hugh
Latimer about this time.

1491. Treaty of Prcsburg between tho emperor and Ladislas of

Hungary. Marriage of Charles VIII. vilh Anue of Brittany.

Duchy of Brittany annexed to crown of France.

1492. Granada taken by Ferdinand V End of tne Moorish
dominion in Spain. The title of " Cuholic" conferred on Ferdinand
by tho Pope. Expulsion of Jews from Spain. Death of Lorenzo

de' Medici. Alexander VI. pope. Columbus sails on his lirst

voyage, August 3 ; lands on San Salvador, October 12. Variation

of the compass observed by Columbus. Invasion of France by
llent-y VU. Treaty o£ Etaplea. Appearance of " Perkiu "War-

bock in Ireland. Terrestrial Glolte (" World-Apple ") constructed

by .Martin Behaim.
1493. Birth of Paracolsu3 (died, 1541). Maximilian I. emperor.

Tivuty of Narbonno. Treaty of Senlis. Second voyage of Colum-
bus. Bull of Alexander VI., fixing *' line of demarcation " between
Spanish and Portuguese possessions.

1494. Expedition of Charles VIII. to Italy. Discovery of

Jamaica by Columbus. Savonarola restores popular government
in Florence. Negotiations between the Pope and the sultan.

I'oyning'a Law (Ireland) passed. Persecution of the Lollards of

Kyle.

1495. Dcatli of Cardinal Men Iozr. Treaty between tho Pope and
Charles VIII. Charles enters Naples. B.Utle of Fornora. Treaty

jf Vercelli. Naples re-entered by Ferdinand- II. *' Perkia \Var-

bock" invades England. Birth of Holbein (died, 1543).

149(J. Evacuation of Naples by tho French.
1497. Newfouudland discovered and the mainland of America

'cached by the Cabots. The Cape of Good Hope doubled by Vasco
li Gama. Kxcommunication of Savonarola. '*Perkia "Warbeck "

:;aptured. Birth of Meluuchthon (died, 1560). .

1493. Louis XII. king of Franco. Savonarola hunf* and burnt.

May 23. Third vovage of Columbus tho mainland of America
reached. Death of 'forqucraatb.

1499. Marriage of Louis XII. with Anno of Brittany. Conquest
sf tho Milanese by tho French. Tho mainland of America reached

by Ojeda and Amerigo Vesnucci Execution of " Perkin Warbeck."
Lepanto seized by tl;e Tui K"*.

1500. Birth of Charles the Fifth. Brazil discovered by Pinzon.
Triumphal entry of Ccesar Borgia into Rome. Insurrection against

tho French at JNIilan. Sforz.a betrayed by the Swiss at Novara.
Tho Aulic Council establislioL Germany divided into six circles

;

into ton in 1512. Birth of Bonvenuto Cellini (died, 1571).

1,101. Couriuest of Naples by Louii XII. and Ferdinand tte
Catholic ; tbey quarrel about partition of t!io kingdom ; war last:"

till 1504. Marri.igo of Arthur Tudor with Cathorino of Aragon.
E-Tpulsioa of the Moors from Spain. Columbus brought homo in

chains.

1502. Marriage of James IV. of Scotland with Margaret Tudor.
Fourth voyagu of Columbus. Treaty of peace between Turks and
Venetians. University of Wittenberg founded.

1503. Battle of Corignolo, The French driven from Naplc3by tho
Spaniards. Pius lU. pope ; on hia death. Juliu'j II. Borgia
driven from Rome. Birth of Robert Stephens (Estiennc) (died,

1659).

1504. Tho Spanish connuoat of Naples completed by the capture
of Gaota by Consalvo of Cordova, January 1. Treaty of Blois,

between Louis XII., Maximilian I., and Archduko Philin. Alliance
between Julius IL, Louis, and Maximilian. Death of Queen
Isabella. Baber becomes Icing of Cabul. Birth of Farmigiano
^died. 1540).

1505. Baber conquers Candahor. Christ'a College, Cambridge,
founded. Birth of Jolm Knox. Treaty of Blois bctwccD Louis

and Ferdinand. Marringc of Ferdinand with CcrmaJDO do Foix.

Colet dean of St Paul's.

1506. Concord of Salamanca, between Ferdinand and Philip kin;;

of Castile. Deatli of Columbus, ilay 20. Madagascar discovered

by Almeida. Birth of George Buchanan (died, 1532). First £ton«

of St Peter's at Rome laid, April 18.

1507. Margaret of Austria governess of the Netherlands. Re-

forms in the empire established at Diet of Constance.

1503. Unsuccessful expedition of Maximilian to Italy. The
League of Cambray formed between the Pope, the emperor, and the

king of France, against Venice, December 10. Birth of Alva.

1509. Henry VIII. king of England, April 22 ; his marriage with

Catherine of Aragon, June. "Wolsey alnionar to tho King. Con-
quest of Oran by Cardinal Ximenes. Excomrauuication of the

Venetians by Julius II, B.ittle of Agnadello. Pisa sold to Florence.

Capture of Padua by Venetians. Unsuccessful sie^ of Padua by

Maximilian. Birth of Oalviu (died, 1564.) Albuquerque, go-

vernor of the Indies.

1510. Reconciliation between the Popeand tho Venetians. Death
of Cardinal d' Amboise. Coniiuest of Cuba by Spaniards. Louis

XII. holds a national council at Tours. Luther visits Rome.
Goa stormed by Albuquerque. Portuguese settlement in the

itoluccas. University of Alcala founded by Ximenes.

1511. Capture of Mirandola by JuHus II. The Holy League
between tho Pope, Ferdinand, and Venice. League between

Ferdinand and Henry VIII. against France. Council of Pis-i.

Malacca taken by Albuauerque. Baber flC'iuires Bokluira and
Samarcand. - ^

^

1512. Selim I. sult-yi oi tho Ottomans. Siege ana sack or

Brescia by Gaston de Foix. B.ittlc of Ravenna, death of Gaston.

Death of Giorgiono (born, 1477). Nineteenth General Council

(tifth of the Lateran) opens May 3. League between James of Scot-

land and Louis XII. War between Engi.ind and Franco. Julius

II. excommunicates Louis and lays interdict on France. Tlie

Trinity House founded about this time. Conquest of Navarre and
incorporation with Castile. Birth of Tintoretto (di-id 159-i.^ Birth

of Vasari (died, 1571) .
'

. _ , .
_''\

1513. Leo X. elected pope, JIarcn 11 Battle of the Snnrs.'

Siege and capture of Tcroncnne by Henry VHI. Battle of FloJden,

James IV. defeated and killeil. Capture of Tournay. Christian

II. king of Denmark. Balboa, *' silent upon a peak in D.irien,"

first sees the Pacific Ocean, September 25. Persecution of Rcuchlin
by the Inquisition. Louis XII. makes peace with the Pope.

1514. Death of Anne of Brittany. Truce between Louis and
Ferdinand. Peace between England and France. Marriage oi

Louis with Mary of England, Oct. 9. Peace between England and
Scotland. "Wolsey made archbishop of York. ' "

,

1515. Francis I. king of France, January 1. ; regency of nia

mother Louisa. French invasion of Italy. Battle of^ Marignano.
Subjugation of tlw Milanese. Meeting of Louis X. and Francis I.

at Bologna, Concordat signed and the Pragmatic Sanction

abolisheX "Wolsey created cardinal and appointed chancellor.

Birth of Roger Ascham (died, 1563.) First part of the £pisiol(e

Obscurorum Vironun published 'second part, 1517). Death of

Botticelli (born, 1447). .]— _^l .

15ie Death of Ferdinand the Catholic, January 23. Cha-les I.

king of Spain. Regency of Ximenes. Treaty of Noyon, K*tween

Charles and Francis 1. Treaty of London,—league against France.

Peace of Brussels, between the emperor, Fi-ancis I., and the

Venetians, December 4. The " Perpetual Peace"^between France

and the Scots. Barbaross-i, . suU.'va of ^Igiers UoreV ^^tovia

published.
""

^ - ,
' ,

~

1517. Council of the I.ateran closed, M.arch 16. Salo of Indul-

gences authorized by Leo X. T(;t.-:cl in Gcrmanv. Luther's

Thcsc3 published, 0*-tobor 31 Death of Ximenes, November S.

Sovereignty of tho Mamelukes in Egvpt overthrown by Selira I.

Fomao d' Andrada visits China. BirtH of John Foxo (died, 1587.)

Death of Fra Bartolommeo (Baccio dcUa Porta) (bom, 1469).

Death of Francia (born about 1450).

1518. Wolsey made iwpal Icj^ate. Treaty Iwtwccn Francis I. and
Henry VIII. Lutlier i)eforo Cajetan at Diet of Augsburg. Luther

condemned by tlio Pone ; appeals to General Council.
,
Zwingli

preacher at cathedral of Zurich.

1519. Death of Maximilian I., January 12. Charles T. of ^prnn

elected emperor (Charles V.), Juno 23. Disputation of Luther ond

Dr Eck at Litnsic, Juno-July. Mexico taken by Cortei, November.
Magdalen Colleffo, Cambriilgo, founded.

1520. Visit ot Charles V. to England. Mcotlne of Hcnrv VIII.

and Francia L on tho Field of tho Cloth of Gold, June. Bull of

Loo X. against Luthor, June. Cortez leaves Mexico, -Jnly. Luther

burns tho bull, Dccomlior 10. Soliman II., tho Mogaificcnt. sultan

of the Ottomans, ila.isacre of Stockholm by Christian IL, Novem-
ber. Magellan enters tho Pacific Occ.in, Novemlvr 23.

1521. Luther excommunicated, Jonuar}* 3. Luthor at the Dirt

of Worm-*. April. Carried off to tho Wortburg. Execution of tb©

duke of liuckingham. Excommunication of Francis I. Trwity of

BnigcA Belgrade takcu by Solimau. Hiury VIM. write* n^nst
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C'ntTicr ond receives the title -of Defender of the Faith. , Gustavua

Vaaa administrator of Sweden. Siege and capture of Mexico by

Cortez, May to August. Milan recovered from the French. Deatn

of I/v) X., December 1. Ladrone and Philippine Islands discovered

by Magellan The Log mentioned. Melanchthon's Loci Communes
published.

1522. Adrian VI. pope, January.' The French defeated in Lorn-

bardy. Charles V. visits England Henry VIII. invades France.

Persecution of the iloors in Spain. Rhodes surrenders to Solim fin.

Bomb-aht-'Us used by Turka at this sieg© Escape of the Constable

de Bourbon from France. Death of Heuchlin (bom, 1455) First

voyage round the world made by a ship of ilagellan'a squadron.

Complutensian Polyglot Bible published.

1523. League of Constable do Bourbon* with the etoperor and
Henry VIII. Invasion of France. League of Rome Capture of

Jedburgh by earl of Surrey. Gustavaa Vnsa, king of Sweden.

Invasion of Italy by the French. Death of Ulrich von Hutten
(born, 1488). Clement VII, pope, November 19. Christian II. of

Denmark deposed ; Frederick I. elected king.

1624. Capture of Copenhagen by Frederick I. Rout of the

F^pncli and de.ith of Bayard at the Sesia. Peasant war in Germany
breaks out under Munzer. "Wolsey made legate for life. Invasion

of the Milanese by Francis I. Siege of Pavia. Lahore taken by
Baber. Luther's controversy with Carlstadt. Mikkelsen'a Danish
New Testament published. Birth of Palestrina (died, 1594).

Death of Perugino (born, 1446). Death of Signorelll (born about

1440).
' 1625. Battle of Pavia,—Francis I. taken prisoner by Imperiahsts,

February 24. Luther's marriage. League of Torgau. Treaty

between England and France. Munzer defeated at Frankenhausen,

and e.'iecuted. Deatli of Frederick the "Wiso of Saxony ; John the

Constant succeedfl him. Visitation of the monasteries undertaken
by "Wolsey. Heligious liberty establishetl in Denmark. The
Buccaneers begin their piracies in the "West Indies about this time.

Secularization of the territory of the Teutonic knights ; East

Prussia erected into a duchy for Albert of Brandenburg, the grand-

master. -^-Vfi^Cli

1526. Maniage of Charles V, with Isabella of Portugal, January.

Treaty of Madrid, January 14. Francis liberated, February.

League of Cognac between Francis, the Pope, Venice, and Henry
VIII., March. Battle of Paniput,—victory of Baber over Ibrahim

Lodi, April. Diet of Spires, June. Victory of Soliman over Hun-
^rians at Mohacz, August. Buda burnt. The Poj^a captured by
Cardinal Colonna, September. Pizarro and Almagro arrange

partition of Peru. Suxdish New Tcstainent published. Tyndale's

New Testament.
' 1527. The crown of Hungary disputed by John Zapolya and
Ferdinand of Bohemia. Rome taken and sacked by Imperialists,

the Pope taken prisoner. May. Death of Constable de Bouibon.

Treaty uetweeu the emporor and the Pope. New alliance between

England and France.- Application of Henry VIII. to the Pope to

cxamiliG into the lawfulness of his marriage. Capture of Genoa
and Pav'Ji by the Fn-nch. Discovery of the Bermudas by Juan
Bermudi'Z, and of New Guinea by the Portuguese. University of

Marburg founded.

152S. Coronation of Gustavus, January 12. England and France

declare war on the emperor. Patrick Hamilton burnt at Glasgow,

February. Campeg^io in England. Expulsion of the French from

Genoa by Andrea Doria, September. Latin Bible of Pagninus
published.

1529. The legatine court in England opened. Diet of Spires, at

whidi the name *' Protestants " is adopted. Peace of Cambray.

SoJiuian takes Buda and gets Zapolya crowned king of Hungary,
Sfpteuibcr. Lutheranism established in Sweden by Diet of Orebro.

Vienna besieged by Soliman. Conference of Marburg, October.

Fall of Wolsey. Conferences of the Pope and the emperor at

Bologn;^, November to Januaiy 1530. Death of Quintin ilatsys

(born; 1460).

1530. Coronation of Charles as king of Lombardy and emperor,

February. The marquisate of Mantua erected into a duchy, Jlarch.

M.ilta given by Charles V. to the knights of St John. Diet of

Aurisbaig opens, Jxino 13; closes Noveieber 13. Confession of

A'ur!Ahfi,:j. Maniagc of Fi-ancis i. with Eleanor of Austria, July 4.

Death of Wolscy, November 29. Death of Margaret, governess of

the Netherlands. Dcatli of Baber, December 20 ; Humayun
succceils. League of Smalkald formed, December 31.

1531. Innndiitiou in Holland. Earthquake at Lisbon, January.

ExpuUion of Gypsies from England. Death of Zwingli at the

battle of Cappel, October 31.
' 1632. Fii-st religions pc-acc ^j^cacc of Nuremberg) concluded, July.

Diet of Ratisbon. The Caroline Code passed. Court of Session

organised by James V. Private marriage of Henry VIII. with

Aune'Boleyn. Chiistian II. imprisoned. Florence erected into a

duchy for the Medici. Peru taken possession of by Pizarro and
Ahnagio. Duchy of Brittany reunited to the crown of France.

Mrtchiavelli's Del Principe published. BruccioU's Italian Bible.

Antwerp Exchange built, the liist of the kiad. -^

1533. Cranmcr archbiahop of Canterbury. "^ He pronounces
Henry's marriage With Catlierine null and void. His decision

reversed by the Pope. John Fryth burnt at Smithfield, Marriage
of Henry, duke ot Orleans, with Catherine de' Medici. Flight

of Calvin from Paris. Treaty between Francis L'and Barbarosea.

Birth of Montaigne (died, 1592).* Death of Lucas van Leyden
(bom, 1494).

1534. The papal power in England abrogated bj Act of -Parlia-

ment. The Act of Supremacy, Anabaptists besieged in ilonstet

by the prince-bishop. Execution of Elizabeth Barton, th© holy
maid of Kent. Pauf III. pope, October 13. Barbarossa seizes the
kingdom of Tunis. John of Leyden (Bockelsohu), head of Ana-
baptists at Munster. Society of Jesus founded by Loyola, Lainez,

and others. Death of the earl of Kildare in the Tower of London,
December. Muusters Latin Bible. Luther's Bible completed.

Death of Correggio

1535. Henry VIII. takes the title of Supreme Head of the Church
of England, January. Expedition of Charles V. to Tunis, defeat of

Barbarossa, captui-e of Tunis, June. Capture of ilnnsterand execu-

tion of John, June. Thomas Cromwell vicar-general of the king

in England. Visitation of the monasteries undertaken. Persecu-

tion of French Protestants. Execution of Fisher and More.

George AV'ishart begins preaching in Scotland. Milan taken

possession of by Charles V., October. Siege of Copenhagen by
Christian III., begun. Buenos Ayrcs founded by Pedro de Men-
doza. Calvin's Institutio Rdigionia Christianas published. Olive-

tan's French Bible. Coverdale's English Bible. Canada visited by
Jacques Cartier.

1 536. Death of Catherine of Aragon, January 8. Alliance between

Francis I. and Soliman, against Charles V. Overthrow of the

Geraldines in Ii-eland. Execution of Queen Anne (Boleyn), May
19, and marriage cf Henry VIII. with Jane Seymour, May 20.

Attainder of Reginald Pole for his book De Unitate Ecelesioslica.

Incorporation of Wales with England. Calvin goes to Geneva.
Dissolution of the lesser monasteries in England. Invasion of

France by Charles V., Jcly. Surrender of Copenhagen to Christian

III., July 29. Siege of Marseilles by Charles, August to December.
Lutheranism established in Denmark. Defeat of Imperialists by
Turks at Eszek, Novemlwr. Tyndale burnt at Vilvoord, Octobei

6. The bull Li Cana Domini i.'ublished by Paul III,

1537. Marriage of James V. with Madeleine of France^ January
1. Catholic insurrections in England. Campaign of the French

in the Netherlands, Death of Qneen Madeleine, July 7. Com-
mission of inquiry into the grievances of Ireland. Death of Queen
Jane, October. Eruption ot Etna, lasts a year.

153S. Calvin banished from Geneva,- April, Negotiations of

Charles V. iind Francis 1. at Nice, a truce for ten years signed,

June. The Holy League of Nuremberg formed, June. Marriage

of James V, of Scotland with Mary ot Lorraine, June. Use of

English Bible in churches enjoined, September. Parish registers

ordered to be kept in England, September. Execution of relatives

of Cardinal Polo ; imprisonment of his mother the Countess ol

Salisbury. Paul III. excommunicates and deposes Henry VIII.,

December, Severe edict of Francis I, against the Protestants.

David Beatoun created cardinal, December. The Great Bible pub-
lished.

1539. Treaty of Toledo, ** perpetual peace ** between Charles and
Francis, signed January 10. Dissolurion of the Spanish Cortes,

February. Revolt of Ghent. Dissolution of all monasteries in

Englanti, Statute of the Six Articles passed. Cardinal Beatoun
archbishop of St Andrews. Birth of Socinus (died, 1604). '

1540. Entry of Charles and Francis Into Paris, January 1.

Marriage of Heury VIII. with Anne of Cleves, January 6. Charlet

at Ghent,—execution of leading citi2ens, ancient liberties suppressed,

February. The Older of Knights of St John suppressed in England.

Execution of Tliomas Cromwell, July 28. Henry marries Cathe*

rine Howard, July 23. Appointment of a second secretary of stat«

in England. Disputation of Papist and Protestant doctors at

Worms, November. The Society of Jesus condirionally sanctioned

by Paul III. (unconditionally, 1543). The Louvre begun by Francis

I. The rupee first issued.

1541. Diet of Ratisbon. Execution of Countess of Salisbury.

Invasion of Hungary by Soliman. Occupation of Buda. Death o!

John Zapolya. Disastrous expedition of Charles V. to Algiers.

Calvin returns to Geneva. The Mississippi discovered by De Soto,

1542. The ecclesiastical ''Ordinances" adopted at Geneva,January 2.

Diet of Spires. Execution of Queen Catherine (Howard), February.

War between England and Scotland. War renewed between France

and the emperor. Paul III. convokes Council of Trent, May.
Siege of Perpignan, August to October. Battle of Solway Moss, Nov-
ember 25. ilary queen of Scots, December 14. ; Regency of Arran.

John Knox becomes a Protestant. Xavier sent to India. Mendez-
Pinto in Japan. Siccdish' Bible p'ublished. » - ' ~ ' ^ _.

1543. Alliance between Henry VIII. and the emperor, February.

Death of Coi>emicHs, May 24. ' Invasion of Hungary by Soliman ;

Grau taken, .\iigust, and large part of the kingdom conquored.

Marriafio of Heory yill. with Catherine Pa-r, July. Coasts of Itnij
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ravaged by Barbarossa. Attack on duchy of Jaliers, capture of

DiiieD by Charles V. Cardinal Beatoun chancellor of Scotland.

£nzinas'3 Spanish New Testament published. Tyndale's Bible pro-

scribed by English Parliament. The Copemican system o£ the

world published. May.
1544. The kingdom of Sweden declared hereditary in the house

«f Guftavus, January. Diet of Spires, opens February 20. Battle

of Cerisoles, April. Edinburgh and Leith burnt by the English,

May. Henry VIII. invades France, July ; Ukes Boulogne,

September. Peace of Crespi, September. Paul III. summons
the adjourned council for March 1545, November. Biith of Tasso

(died, 1595). University of Konigsberg founded.

1545. Extermination of the Taudois in Provence ordered by

Francis I., January. Battle of Ancrum Muir, February 17. Peter

du Breuil, Calvinist preacher, burnt at Toumay, February 19.

Diet of Worms, March. Parma and Piacenza erected into a dachy

by Paul III. for his son, Piero Luigi Famese. Council of Titnt

opened, December 13. Silver mines of Potosi discovered.

1546. Death of Luther, February 18. Assassination of Cardinal

Beatoun at St Andrews, May 28. Peace between England and

France, June. Tyndale'a and Coverdale'a New Testaments and

many English books proscribed by royal proclamation, July 8.

Anne Askew burnt in London, July 16. Stephen Dolet burnt at

Paris, August 3. The Smalkaldio War begins. Christ Church,

Oxford, and Trinity College, Cambridge, founded by Henry VIII.

Death of Giulio Romano. Birth of Tycho Brahe (died, 1601).

The King's Primer, first sketch of the Book of Common Prayer.

1547. Conspiracy of Fiesco at Genoa, January 2. The earl of

Surrey beheaded, January 19. Edward VI. king of England,

January 28
;
protectorate of Somerset. Council of Trent trans-

ferred to Bologna, March. Henry II. king of France, March 31.

Battle of Miihfberg,—defeat and capture of John Frederick, elector

of Saxony, by Charles V., April 24. Capitulation of Wittenberg

signed. May 19. The Protector invades Scotland, and defeats

the Scots at Pinkie, September 10. Visitation of churches in

England. Birth of Cervantes (died, 16161 University of Jena

founded.
1548. Sigismund II. king of Poland. Charles V. at Diet of

Augsburg publishes the Interim, May 16. Rise of Adiaphoristic

•controversy. Charles s edict of Reformation, June 14. Mary, queen

of Scots, is sent to France. The Netherlands, as the circle of

Burgundy, incorporated with the empire. Constance seized by
Imperialists and put under the ban, October 14, 15. Marriage of

Antoine de Bourbon with Jeanne d'Albret, October.

1549. Act of Uniformity passed in England. Lord Seymour
beheaded. War between England and France. Catholic risings in

England. Siege of Boulogne by the French begun. Auto-da-f^ at

Paris at the coronation of Catherine de' Sledici, June. Death of

Pope Paul III., November 10. Death of Paul Fagius, November
(bom 1504). Death of Margaret, queen of Navarre, December 21.

Mission of Xavier to Japan,—to 1551.

1550. Julius III. pope, February 8. Peace between England and
France and Scotland ; Boulogne surrendered, April. The new
liturgy first used at Dublin. Joan Bocher burnt, May 2. The
Spanish Imjuisition established in the Netherlands by Charles V.

;

his edict against the Protestants, April 29. Diet of Augsburg.
Death of the Imperial Chancellor Granvella, August 28: Siege of
Magdeburg by Maurice of Saxony begun, September. Camera
Obscnra invented by Baptista Porta. Rise of Protestantism in

England. Vasari's Lives of the Painters published.

1551. Death of Martin Bucer, February (bom, 1491). Council
meets again at Trent, May 1. War about duchy of Parma. Treaty
"between Henry II. of France and Maurice, October 5 ; ratified by
Henry, January 15, 1552. Capitulation of JIagdeburg, November 3.

Birth of William Camden (died, 1623). Robert Rocordo's Ortmnde of
Aries published. Teklucyan's Polish New TestarmrU. Castalio'a

Latin Bible.

1552. Act of Uniformity passed in England. Execution ofSomer-
set, January. War between Maurice and the emperor. Council
of Trent prorogued, April 28. Seizure of the three bishopries
Metz, Toul, and Verdun, by Henry II. Sicgo of Metz begun by
Charles V. Invasion of Hungarjr by Turks. Peace of Paf^sau,

August 12. Death of St Francis Xavier, December 2. Birth of
Father Paul (Pietro 8arpi> (died, 1623). Birth of Spenser
(died, 1599). Birth of Raleigh (died, 1618). Birth of Sir

Edward Coke (died, 1632).

1553. Siege of Metz abandoned, January. Mary queen of

England, July 6. Lady Jane Grey proclaimed, July 10. Battle of

Sievershauscn ; the elector Maurice killed, July 9. Servetus burnt
at Geneva, October 27. Death of Rabelais, (f) Archangel re(iched

by Richard Chancellor.

15i4. Wyatt's insurrection in Kent, January. John Knox escapes
to France, January. Execution of the Lady Jane, Febniary 12.

Marriage of Queen Mary with Philip of Spain, July. War con-
tinued between the emperor and the king of France. War of

Siena. Absolution of England by Car^linal Pole, November. Birth
of Sir Philip Sidney (died, 1588). Birth of Hooker (died, 1000).

1555. Diet of Angsbnig opens, Febraary. The Marian persecu-

tion begins. Marcellus II. pope, April 9, three weeks. Paul IV.

pope. May 23. The Pea^ of Beligion published; September 26
Abdication of sovereignty of the Netherlands by Charles in favour

of his son Philip, October. The Synergist Controversy begins.

1556. Akbar Mogul emperor, January. Charles resigns the

crown of Spain to Philip II. , January 16. Truce of Vaucelles between
the emperor and the king of France, February 5. Archbishop Cranmer
burnt, March 21. Cardinal Pole archbishop of Canterburyi March
22. Charles resigns the imperial crown to his brother Ferdinand
I, September 7. The Pope refuses to reoognize Ferdinand. Iiiva-

sion of Papal States by Alva. Ridley and Latimer burnt at Oxford,

October 16. Trinity College, Oxford, founded. Mercator's Projec-

tion invented. Beza*s Latin New Testament published.

1557. Charles V. retires to a monastery, February. First

ambassador from Russia arrives in England, February. Thu
Inqtiisition established in France, April 26. England declares

war on France, June. Battle of St. Quentin, August 10. The
town taken by Spaniards, August 27. Guise appointed lieutenant-

general of the kingdom, August. Peace between the Pope and
Philip II. September. St. John's CoUege, Oxford, founded.

1558. Calais taken by Guise, January 1-7. Ferdinand I. recog.

nized emperor, March 12. Marriage of Mary, queen of Scots, wiWi

the Dauphin, April 24. Battle of Gravelines, July 18. Death of

Charles v., September 21. Death of Cardinal PoJe, November 17.

Elizabeth queen of England. November 17.

1659. The Royal Supremacy restored in England, January. Peace

of Cateau-Cambresis, April 2. John Enox arrives in Scotland,

May 2. Marriage of Philip II. with Elizabeth of France, June.

English Book of Common Prayer first used, June. Francis II. king

of France, July 10. Philip II. returns to Spain, August. Margaret

of Austria regent of the Netherlands. First auto-da-fe of Protes-

tants at Valladolid. Pius IV. pope, December 26. Birth of Tilly.

Birth of Isaac Casaubon (died, 1614).

1560. Death of John Alasco, January (born, 1499). Treaty of

Berwick, January. Conspiracy of Amboise, February, March.

Edict of Romorantin, May. French evacuate Scotland, July. The
Reformation established 'oy Scots parliament, August 25. Duke
of Savoy makes war on the Vaudois, September. Prince of Cond^
arrested, November. Charles IX. king of France, December 5.

Regency seized by Catherine de' MedicL States-General meet at

Orieans, December 31. Birth of Anninius (died, 1609). West-
minster School founded.

1561. Birth of Bacon, January (died, 1626). Edict of Orleans,

January 31. Rebellion of Shane O'Neal in Ireland, spring. The
" Triumvirate," alliance against the Huguenots, Easter. Edict of July.

Return of Queen Mary to Scotland, August Colloquy of Poissy,

September 9 to October 9. The first observatory built at Cassel.

Leonard's Polish BibU published. Tobacco introduced into Europe.

1562. Edict of January (or of Toleration) in France. Apostasy

of the king of Navarre, January. Massacre of Vassy, May 1. War
between Catholics and Protestants in France begins. Slaughter of

Protestants at To.Ulouse, May. Queen Elizabeth concludes treaty

with Cond^, September 20. Havre occupied by the English,

September. Sicgo of Rouen begun by the king of Navarre,

September 18 ; taken, October 26. Death of Peter Martyr, November
12 (bom, 1500). Death of king of Navarre, November 17. Birth

of Lope de Vega, November (died, 1635). Battle of Dreux, Conds

taken prisoner, December 19. African slave trade begun by

Hawkins. Truce between the emperor and the sultan.

1663. Council of Trent re-opened, January 18. The Thirty-nine

Articles of Church of England settled by Convocation, January 29.

Assassination of duke of Guise, Febraary 18. Pacification bv Edict

of Amboise, March 19. France declares war on England, July 6.

Surrender of Havre, July 8. Charles IX. deckrcd of age, August

17. Council of Trent closed, December 4. Foxe's Book of Martyrs

published.

1664. Acts of Council of Trent confirmed by Pius IV. JanouySe.
Birth of Galileo, February IS (died 1612). Treaty of peace between

England and France, April 1. Birth of Shakspearc. Death of

CaU-in, May 27. Ma.\imilian II. emperor, July 25. Edict of

RoussiUon, August 6. Birth of Mariowe (died, 1693). Congre-

gation of the Oratory fonndcd at Rome.
1665. Siege of XlalU by Mustapha Pasha, May to September.

Marriage of Mary queen of Scots with Lord Damley, July 29.

Confederation of the Gucux founded in the Netherlands, November.

Death of Pius IV., December 9. Conferences between Catherine

do' Medici and Alva at Bayonne.
1566. Pius V. pope, January 7. The "Compromise" published

by the Leaguers in the Netherlands, January. The Orande Ordon-

nan(e de Moulins published, February. Murder of David Rixzio,

March 9. Revolt of the Netherlands begins. Invasion of Hungary

by Soliman. Death of Soliinan at Szigith, September 6. Selim If.

sultan. Severe decree of Philip II. against the Moor«, November 17

The Russia Company sanctioned by Act of Parliament.

1667. Murtler of Darnlcy, February 10, Marri.igo of Mary to

BothwcU, May 15. Shaoo O'Neal defeated. May ; assaMinatcd. Junel.
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Qtieen JIary cotiij)L-lli;d to rcsi^'n the crown to hor son, Jninca VI.,

July 24, Mary imprisoneil, Miiiniy rc-jent. Alva sunt as governor

io tlie Netherlands, August. Tlio Council of Blood organized.

War of ndigion renewed in France. Battle of St Denis, November
10. Death of Conslablo Muntinorcnci, November 12. llngby

School founded.

156S. Seizure and imprisonment- of Don Carlos by liis father,

Philip II., January. The Inquisition condemns the inhabitants of

the Ketlierlanda to death, February 16. ICdiet of Longjumeau. March
23. Kevolt of Moors in Spain, April. Cuttle of Langside, May 13.

Kli<^ht of Mary to England. Louis of Nassau defeats tho Spaniards

at Heyligerlee, May 23. Execution of Kginout and Horn, June 5.

Death of Don Carlos, July. Eric XIV. of Swedeu deposed,

September 30. The Englisli College at Douai founded. Party ot

'i.e PoUtiqucs formed in Franco. Birth of Campanella {died, 1039).
' 1569. Battle of Jarnac, Coud^ killed, Maich 13. Tuscany
cre'jted into a grand duchy, September 1. Coligny proscribed by
parliament of Paris, September 13. Battle of Moncoutour, October

B. Kevolt of Catliolic earls in England, Novembei. De Reyna'a
Spanish mile published.

1570. Assassination of the Regent Murray, January 23. Excom-
munication of Queen Elizabeth by Pius V., February 25. Invasion

of Cyprus by the Turks, July. Peace of St Germain, August 8.

Marriage of Charles J X. with Elizabeth of Austria, November 26.

Great lujndations m Holland. Conquest of Yemen by Selim 11.

Ascham's Sdiolcmasicr published.

1571. Severe laws against tlio Catholics in England. The
Regent Lennos killed, September 4- Regency of Mar. Holy
League against TiU'ks, formed by the Pope, the King of Spain, and
Venice. Victory of Don John of Austria over the Turks at

Lepanto, October 7. Universities of Oxford and Cambridge incor-

porated. Jesus College, Oxford, founded.
,_
Birth of Kepler^(dicd,

1630). Harrow School founded.

1572. Seizure of Briel by the Confederates,' spring. Gregory

XIIL pope, May 13. Execution of the duke of Norfolk, June 2.

Death of Jeanne d'Albret, June 10, "William of Orange declared

Stadtholder, July 15. Death of Sigisniund II. of Poland, July.

Marriage of Henry of Navarre and Margaret of Valois, August IS.

^Massacre of St Bartholomew, August 24 scq.; Coligny killed.' Death
of John Knox, November 24. Siege of Haarlem by Spaniards,

December 9. Conquest of Giizerat by Akbar (1672-74).

1573. Siege of La Rochello by duke of Anjou, February. Death
oFrDe I'Hopital, March 13. Duke of Anjou elected king of Poland,

May. Treaty with the Huguenots of Rochelle, &c., June 24. Edict
of toleration issued by Charles IX, July. Surrender of Haarlem,
JqI^ 13. Siege of Alkmaar by Spaniards, August ; raised, October

8. Siege of Leyden, October 31. Earl of Jlorton regent of Scotland,

November. Alva recalled, Requesens governor of tlie Netherlands,

December, Birth of Donne (died 1631). Birth of Inigo Jones,

(died, 1652). First English translation of Euclid published.

1574. Henry III. king of France, May 30. Expedition of

Sebastian king of Portivgal against the Moors in Africa. Siege of

Leyden raised, October 3. Amurath III. sultan, December. Birth

of Beti Jonson (died, 1637.)

1575. Stephen Bathorl, elected king of Poland, December.
Conquest of Bengal and Behar by Akbar. Birth of Guido (died,

1642). University of Leyden founded by Prince of Orange.

1676. The League, in France, organized, February. Death of

Requesens, JIarch 5. La Paix do Monsieur^ in favour of the

Huguenots, May 14. Rudolph 11. emperor, October 12. Sack
of Antwerp, November. Pacihoation of Ghent, November 8. Don
John, governor of the Netherlands, November. Henry IIL joins

the League, December. The plague at Milan. Frobisher'8 Strait

discovered. Birth of John Fletcher (died, 1625). Birth of

Robert Burton (died, 1639). The dipping needle invented by Robert

Norman.
1577. The Union of Brussels, January. The Perpetual Edict

published by Don John, March 12 ; conlirmed by Philip II., April

7. Peace of Bergerac (or Poitiers), September, Insurrection at

lihent, autumn. Deposition of Don John, December 7. New
Union of Brussels, December 10. Drake sails on voyage round
tiie world, December 13. Birth of Rubens (died. 1640).

1578. Treaty between Queen Elizabeth and the Dutch, January

7. Battle of Gemblours, January 31. Battle of Rymenants,
August 1. Sebastian of Portugal defeated and killed by the Moors,

at Alcazarqiiivir, August 4. Death of Don John, October 1.

Alexander Farnese, duke of Parma, governor of the Netherlands,

October. Lyly'a Eitpli<f4:s published. The English State Paper
Office founded. Order of the Holy Ghost instituted by Henry III.

of France. Birth of William Harvey (died, 1657).

1579. Union of Utrecht, basis of the Dutch Republic, proclaimed,
January 29. Treaty of Nerac, between Catherine de' Medici and the

king of Navarro, February 28. Treaty between the Walloon pro-

vinces and Farnese, May 17. Siege of Maestriclit by Spaniards,
March to June 29. A body of Spaniards invade Kerry, and occupy
Smerwick, July. Sociuus preaches in Poland. - Protestantism
proscribed in Austria

1530. Birth of Archbishop Usbher (died, 1656). William of

Orange jmt under the ban by Philip, June. 'Battle *of Alcantara,

August 25. Portugal annexed to Sjiain, and Philip proclaimed
king, Septemlxrr 2. Duke of Anjou made staxltliolder of the

Nelherlands, St.ptenibcr 19. .Massacre of Smerwick, November 11.

Return of Drake. Kevolt of the Desmonds in Ireland. Formula
of Concord published by the elector of Saxony. Rise of the Brown-
ists in England. Montaigne's Essais published.

J581. Execution of the Regent Morton, Juno. 3."^ Declaration of

Independence by the United Provinces, July 26. Siege of Cambrai
by Spaniards; raised by An|ou, August. Execution of Campiai',

December I. Birth of Domenichino (died, 1C41). Birth of Lord
Herbert of Cherburv (died- 1648V Turkey Qompany, of London^
'ucoiijoratcd

1582. Reformation of the Calendar (New Style) introduced by
Gregory XIII., February 24. The raidof Ruthven, August. Uui
versity of Edinburgh foundet^. Death of St Theresa.

1583. Attempt of Anjou to seize Antwcj-p, January 17. Birth of

Grotius (died, 1045). Birth of Wallenstein.

1584. Death of Anjou, June 10. Assassination of the Prince of

Orange, at Delft, July 10." His son Maurice elected stadtholdpi:.

Siege of Antwerp by the duke of Parma, July. Treaty between the

Ijcague and Philip 11., December. .Discovery and colonization of

Virginia. Emmanuel College, Cambridge, founded. Birth of

Selden (died, 1G54), Birth of Massinger (died, 1640).

, 1585. Sextns V. pope, April 24. Edict of Nemours, July 7.

Queen Elizabeth accepts protectorate of the Netherlands, July.

Barueveldt appointed advocate-general of Holland and West Fries,

land. Expedition of Drake against Spanish West Indies. Capitula-

tion of Antwerp, August 17. War of the three Henries, in France.

English army under Leicester sent to Netherlands, December. Abbas
the Great shah of Persia. Birth of Richelieu. I3irth of Beaumont
(died, 1016). Bii'th of Drummond of Hawthornden (died, 1641').

15S0. Babyngton's plot against Queen Elizaljeth, Septcmbe:.

Battle of Zutjfhen, September 22 ; Sir Philip Sidney wound'J
;

he dies, October?. Trial of Jfary, queen of Scots, October 11. Shakes-

peare in London. Camden's Britannia, published. The Escoiial

completed by Phrlip II.

1587. Mai-y, queen of Scots, beheaded, February 8. Expedition c-i

Drake to Cadiz, A]iril. Sluys cjipUuUtes to Spaniards, August 4.

German invasion of France, July.' Battle of Coutfas, October 20.

Davis's Straits discovci"ed.' Persecution of Christiana in Janau

(again 1590 and 1597).

1588. Guise enters Paris, May 9. Day of the Bani'caacs, May
12. The " Invincible Armada" sails from Lisbon, June 1

;

defeated end dispersed, July and August. Edict of Union between

the League and Henry 111., July 21. StatesvGeneral at Blois,

October 10. Assassination of Guise, December 23 ; of Cardinal

of Guise, December 24. Birth of Hobbea (died, ie>1Q):i'' Annali-s

Ecclcsiaslici of Baronius (1^88-1607). The Rialto, Venice, built.

Death of Paolo Veronese.

1589. Death of Catherine de' Medici, January 5. Mayenne, hMd
of the League, enters Paris, Februar}' 12, and is named lieutenant-

general of the kingdom. Alliance of Henry 111. with the Hu^e-
nots, April. Expedition of Drake and Norris to Portugal, Aprrl to

June. Siege of Paris by the two Henries, July. Assassination of

Henry 111., August 1. Henry IV. of Navarre king of France.

Battle of Arnues, September 21. Paris attacked by Henry IV.,

October 31 -November 1. James VI. of Scotland marries Anne
of Denmark, November 24. Patriarchate of Moscow established.

1590. Battle of Ivry, March 14. Breda recovered by Prince

Jfaurice. March. Siege of Paris by Henry IV. May 7 ; raised by

Parma, September 9. Urban VII. pope, September 15 ; thirteen

days. Gregory XIV. pope, December 5. Spenser's Faerie Queens

appears. J'ir-st treatise on Decimal Fractions, by Stevinus.

Sidney's ^rcarfm.

1591. Spanish garrison in Paris, February 12. Henry IV. con-

demned by the Pope, March 1.. Capture of Deventer and Zutphen

by Maurice, May, June. Innocerit X. pope, October 29; dies,

December 30. Siege of Rouen begun by Henry IV., November.

Aragonese liberties suppressed, November. Trinity College,

Dublin, incorporated, Earth(}uake8 in the Azores lasting twelve

days.
-r, ' T J 1

1592. Clement VIII. pope, January 20. Rouen relrevea by

Parma, April. Death of Parma, December 3. The Falkland Islands

sighted by Davies. Presbyterianism established in Scotland.

1593. Severe acts against Puritans and Popish recusants in

England, February-April. Dreux taken by Henry IV., June 18.

He abjures Protestantism, July 25. Gertruydenb(M-g taken by Prince

Maurice. Birth of Izaak Walton (died, 1683).

1594. CoronationofHenrylV.atChartres, February 27. Heenters

Paris, March 22. Submission of the Sorbonne, April. Rcducrion of

Groniugen by Prince Maurice, July 22. Brest taken from Spaniards

by French and English, November. Ex-pulsion of the Jesuits from

Paris, Dcceinbci- 29. Rebellion of Tj'iono in Ireland.- Hool;er"i

EcdesiasUciU Polity/ appears. _ Birth of Nicolas Poussio (d)ed,

1695).
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1595. Mcnamraed III. sultan, January 17. Henry IV. declares

war on Spain, January 17. Absolution of Henry IV. By the pope,

September 17. Cambray taken by Spaniards, October 2. Dutch
East India Company formed. Dutch Settlement in Java.

> 1596. Treaty of Folembrai betn-een Henry IV. and Mayenne,
January, puts an end to the League. Calais taken by Spaniards,

April 17. Peace of Teusin, between Russia and Sweden, May 18.

Alliance of England and France against Spain, May 24. Invasion

of Hungary and capture of Eriau by Mohammed 111., summer.
Capture of Cadiz by English and Dutch forces, June 21. Arch-

duke Ma-Kimilian defeated by Mohammed 111. at Keresztes, Octobei-

24-26. Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, founded. Ijirth of

Descartes (died, 1650). Spitzbergen reached by Barentz. ^ *
1597. Victoiy of Fiince Maurice over the Spaniards at Tumhout,

January 22. Amiens taken by Archduke Albert, March 12, and
retaken by Henry IV., September 15. Thermometer invented by

Galileo before this year. Bacon's Essays published.

1598. The Edict of Nantes, April 30. Peace ot Vervins between
Fiance and Spain, May 2. Philip III. king of Spain, Sept. 13.

. 1599. Divorce of Henry IV. Irom his queen Margaret, February.

Essex appointed lord-lieutenant of Ireland, March 12. The
Deccan tributary to Akbar. Imprisonment of Campanella
(1599-1629). Birth of Velazquez (died, 1660). Birth of Vandyck
(died, 1641). Sully appointed superintendent of finance to Henry
IV. Birth of Oliver Cromwell, April 25. Birth of Blake.

1600. Giordano Bruno burnt at Rome, February 17. Prince

Maurice defeats the Spaniards at Nieuport, July 2. Henry IV.

declares war on Savoy, August. Gowrie conspiracy in Scotland,

August 6. JIarriage of Henry IV. with 'Mary de' Medici,

December 9. The English East India Company chartered, December
31. Birth of Calderon (died, 1681). General symbols in algebra

introduced by Vieta. Zodiacal light seen by Tycho Brahe, "William

Gilbert's De Magncte published.

1601. Treaty of peace between France and Savoy, January 17.

Execution of the earl of Essex, February 25. Siege of Ostend
by Archduke Albert, July 4. Kiusale occupied by Spaniards,
September.

1602. Submission of TjTone. Execution of Marshal Biron at

Paris, July 29. Culture and manufacture of silk introduced into

France. Birth of Mazaiin. Hamlcl published.

1603. Queen Elizabeth dies, and is succeeded by James VI. of
Scotland as James I. of England, March 24. Union of the two
crowns. The Millenary Petition of the Puritans presented to the

king, April. Ahmed I. sultan, December. The Jesuits recalled

to France. Disputes of the Gomarists and Anninians in Holland.
Chapman's Iliads of Ho^rur published {Odyssey, 1614).

1604. Hampton Court Conferences between the prelates and the

Puritans, January 14-16. Treaty of peace between England and
Spain, August 18. Sunender of Ostend to Spinola, September 20.

James I. proclaimed King of Great Britain, France, and Ireland,

October 24. French settlement in Canada. Hookcx's Ecclesiastical

Polity completed.

1605. Paul V. pope. May 6. The "False Demetrius" crowned
cjar of Russia, summer. Death of Akbar, October 13. Jehangir
succeeds him. Gunpowder Plot ; aiTcst of Guy Fawkcs, Novemljer
5. Bacon's Advanr^ment of Learning published. Birth of Sir

Thomaa Browne (died, 1682). The first part of Don Quixote
published. The Afcrcitre de France, first French periodical, begun.

1606. Venice laid nnder interdict by the Pope, April 17. The
Jesuits expelled from Venice. Peace of Sitvatorok between the
emperor and the sultan, November 11. Patent for colonization

of Virginia granted. Birth of Pierre Corneille (died, 1684).
I 1607. The Spanish Jleet at Gibraltar destroyed by the Dutch,
April 25. Return of Halley's Comet observed by Kepler. Univer-
sity of Giessen founded.

1603. Hungary ceded by Rudolph II. to Archduke Matthias,
June 29. Trial of Arminius at the Hague. The telescope invented
in Holland. Birth of Clarendon (died, 1674). Birth of Milton
(die.l, 1674). Birth of Fuller (died, 1661). Reform of Port
Royal begun by Angelique Arnauld.

1009. Twelve years truce between Spain and the Netherlands,
March 29. The Protestant Union of German Princes formed. May
•4. Catholic League organized, July. Religious liberty for all sects
conceded by the emperor, July 12. Moscow taken by the Poles.
Siege of Smolensk© by the Poles, November. Two edicts of Philip
III. for expulsion of Moriscocs. The satellites of Jupiter discovered
by Simon Marius, December ; by Galileo, January 1610. Kepler's
I.,aw8 (the first and second) published. The Bank of Amsterdam
founded;

1610. Assassinationof Henry IV.byRavftillac,Mayl4. I.onisXIII.
king of Fiance ; regency of Mary do Medici. Charter for coloniza-
tion of Newfoundland, May. Hudson's Bay discovered. Wadhara
College, Oxford, founded. Phases of Vcnua discovered by Galileo.
Douay Bible published.

' 1611. Christian IV. of Denmark dcclarei war on Sweilen, April.
Matthias king of Bohemia, May 23. Surrender of Smolensko to

the Poles, July. Gustavus Adolphua king ot Sweden, November 9.

The plague at Constantinople. Plantation of Ulster. First crea-

tion of baronets in England. Sun-spots discovered by Fabricius
and Galileo. Congregation of the Oratory at Paris founded.
Birth of Fairfax. Birth of Turenne. Authorized Version of the
Bible published. The Charter House, London, incorporated.

1612. The Great Mogul authorizes English factories at Snrat,
Ahmedabad,* &c., Januaiy 11. Death of Emperor Rudolph II.,

January 20. Matthias elected, June 13. Death of Henry, prince
of Wales, November 6 (bom, 1693). Birth of Leighton (died, 1684).
Birth of Samuel Butler (died, 1680). The pendulum applied
to clock-work by Sanctorius.

1613. Marriage of Elector Palatine with Princess Elizabeth of
England, February. The Romanoff dynasty in Russia founded,
February. The New River, London, completed, Michaelmas. Birth
of La Rochefoucauld (died, 1680). Birth of Jeremy Taylor
(died, 1667). Birth of Montrose.

1614. Revolt of Conde terminated by Peace of Menehonld, May
15. Last meeting at Paris of States-General before the Revolu-
tion, September 27. Invention of Logarithms by Napier of Mer-
chiston (died, 1617). Birth of Henry More (died, 1687). Raleigh',8
History of the World published. University of Groningen
founded.

1615. Embassy of Sir Thomas Roe to the Great Mogul, January.
The Jews again expelled from Fi-ance, April. Death of Ai-abella
Stuart in the Tower, Septembe;- 27. Marriage of Louis XIII.
with Anne of Austria, and of Don Philip with Elizabeth of France,
November 25. Birth of Baxter (died, 1691).

1616. Death of Shakespeare, AprU 23 (O.S.). Death of Cervantes,
April 23. The Cautionary Towns in Holland delivered up to the
Dutch by James I., May 27. Cape Horn doubled by Le Maire and
Schouten. Baffin's Bay discovered. Circulation of the blood disco-
vered by Harvey about this time. Birth of John Owen (died,

1683).

1617. Peace of Stolbowa between Sweden and Russia, February.
Bacon appointed lord-keeper, March. Raleigh sails for Guiana,
March. ^lustapha I. sultan. Assassination of Marshal d'Ancre
at Paris, April 24. The queen-mother banished to Blois, May.
Ferdinand king of Bohemia, June. Execution of the wife of
Marshal d'Ancre, July 8. Birth of Cndworth (died, 1688).

1618. Othman II. sultan, February 26. Arrest of Grotius and
Bamoveldt by States-General, February. The " Book of Sports "

promulgated by James I. May 24. Archduke Ferdinand, king of
Hungary, July 1. Execution of Raleigh, October 29. The duko
of Lerina dismissed from olEce, October. Synod of Doit, November
13. Revolution in Bohemia ; beginning of Thirty Years' War.
Birth of Cowley (died, 1667). China invaded by Manchoos about
this time. Kepler's third Law announced. Congregation of Saint-
Manr formed in France.

1619. Vanini bunit as alheist at Toulouse, Febmaiy 19. Escape
of Mai-y de' Medici from Blois, February 19. Giotius imprisoned,
and Bamei-eldt beheaded. May. Dutch and English trade in the
East Indies regulated by treaty, July 17. Ferdinand deposed by
Stat/!3 of Bohemia, August 19 ; elected emperor, August 28.
Capture of Presburg by Bethlen Cabor, October 20. Frederick,
Elector Palatine, crowned king of Bohemia, October 25. Vienna
Iwsieged by Bethlen Gabor and the Bohemians,"" December.
Batavia built by the DutcL Birth of Prince Ruiicrt. Birth of
Colbert.

1620. Treaty of Ulm, July 3. Massacre of Protestants in tJie

Valtolline, July 19. Bethleu Cabor king of Hungary, July.
Invasion of the Palatinate by Spinola, autumn. The Pilgriiu
Fathers sail in the •' Mayflower" from Delft, September 6, and
land in New England, December 11. Victorj' of the Turks at Jasty
over Gratiani and the Poles, September 20. Battle of Prague,
—the elector Frederick defeated, November 8. B.icon a Novum
Organum, publisheil. Birth of John Evelyn, (died, 1706).

1621. (iregory XV. jwpe, February 9. Impeachment of Lord
Chancellor Bacon, March. Philip IV. king of Spain, March 31.
Grotius escapes from prison, March 21. I'he Protestant Union
dissolved, Alay. Riga taken by Gustavus Ailolphus, September 21.

The English Commons claim freedom of discussion, Decemltcr 19.
Death of Cardinal Bellarmiiie (born, 1542).

1622. Peace of Nikolsburg, between Bethlen Cabor and tlie

emperor, Hungary renounced by the former, January 7. Tlie
English parliament dissolved. February 9. Shah Abl«s fakes
Baghdad, May 1. Battle of Wimpfen, May 6, Othman II.

deposed and Muslapha restored, May 19. Siege of Beigen-op-Zoom
by Spinola, June to October. Heidelberg surrenders to Tilly, Sep-
tember 15-19. Richelieu created cardinal, Septembers. I'eaco of
Montpcllier, end of war with tlie Huguenots, October 19. Suircnder
of Mannheim to Tilly, November 1. The bishopric of Pari* raisnl
to archbishopric. Birtli of Moliere (died, 16731. Ctv.gr<j.itio dt
Projxtgnnda Fide instituted at Rome by Grogor>' XT.

1623. Journey of Prince Charles of England and the duke of
Buckingham to Madrid, March tn Octolier. The Valtelline occujiitd
by rapul troops. May. Urban VIII. pope, Aupist 6. Tilly dcfcals
Duke Chriatian of Brunswick at Sladtlohn, Au'giKt 9. The'Spanish
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marriage-trcatv broken off by England, December. Birth of Pascal

(died, 1GC2). 'Shakespeare's lyorks, the first folio, publislied.

1624. Monopolies di-rlared illegal in England, Febiuary. England

declares war ou Spain, March 10, Kioheheu becomes a member of

the Council, ApnI. Ti-eaty of Cq^mpi^gne between Eranco and

Holland, June 20. Th-j Valtelline seized by the French, November.

IVnibrokc CoUegp, Oxford, founded. Uarbadoa, first Euglish settle-

ment in West Indies. Uurton'8 Anatomy of Mdanchohj published.

Lord Herbert's Tradatus do Fcritak. Privilege of Sanctuary io

England abolished.

1625. Huguenot insurrection in France, January. Charles 1. king

-of England, March 27. Death of Maurice, prince of Orange, April

23. Clinrlcs I. marncs (by proxy) Henrietta of Fiance, May 11.

Hreda taken by Spiuola, June 5. English expedition against Cadiz.

Charles 1. dissolves the parliament, August 12. Grotius De Jure

BclH ac Pacts published.

162C. Inipeachniont of Buckingham, February. Treaty of Mod(;ou

between France and Spam, March 5. Minden taken by Tilly, June

9. Charles I. dissolves his second parliament, June 15. Edict of

Louis XI II, for demolition of castles In Fiance, July 31. Gottin^en

taken by Tilly, August 11. Battle of Lutter,—defeat of Christian

IV. of Denmark by Tilly, August 27. Birth of Madame de S6vign6

(died. 1696). Birth of Robert Hoyie (died, 1691).

1627. Siege of Rqchelle begun, summer. Expedition of Bucking-

ham to Isle of Ube, July-October. The Rudoiphine Tables com-
pleted by Kepler Birth of Bossuet {died, 1704).

1628. Cromwell sits for Huntingdon in third parliament, March.

Petition of Right presented to Charles J., May 23; passed, June 7

Laud bishop of London, July Assassination of Buckingham,
August 23 La Rochelle taken by Rrchelieu, October 28. Death

of Shah Abbas. December Siege of Stralsund by Wallenstein.

Birth of Bunyan (died, 1688). The Taj Mehal built.

1629. Campaign of Louis XfU. against duke of Savoy, January

to June. Edict of Restitution published by the emperor, March
6. Third parliament of Charles I. dissolved, March 10. Charter

granted to the Massachusetts Bay company, March. Peace between
England and France, April. PeacQ of Lubeck, betw-een the emperor

and the king of Denmark, May 22. Montauban reduced, August.

Richelieu first minister of state, November. Birth of Huyghens
(died, 1695).

1630. Richelieu invades Italy, February. Gustavus Adolphus
enters Germany, June. Mantua surprised by Imperialists, July 17.

Wallonstein deprived of his command, August. Death of Spinola,

September 25. Birth of Isaac Barrow (died, 1677). Birth of

Tillotson (died, 1694). The Slide Rule invented by Oughtred.

1631. TiL-aty of Bernwald, —alliance of France and Sweden against

the emperor, January 23. Magdeburg besieged by Tilly, March;
stormed and sacked. May 20- 22. Treaty of Chierasco concluded,

April 6. Gustavus concludes a treaty with Elector of Brandenburg,

June 11. Battle of Leipsic,—victory of Gustavus over Tilly, Sep-

tember 7. March of Gustavus to the Rhine, September to Christ-

mas. Mentz taken, December 13. Wallenstein recalled, December.
Great eruption of Vesuvius. Description of the Vernier published

bv the inventor. Transit of Mercury 6rst observed, by Gassendi.

Birth of Dryden (died, 1700).

1632. Lorraine subject to France by treaty of Vic, signed

-January 6. Passage of the Lech by the Swedes, Tilly wounded,
April, 5- Death of Tilly, April 6. Munich entered by Gustavus,
May 17. Nuremberg seized by Gustavus. Siege and capture of

Maestricht by PVince Frederick. Henry, August. Schomberg defeats

Montmorency at Castelnaudary, September 1. Execution of Mont-
morency, October 30. Battle of Liitzen, victory and death of

Gusta^njs, November 16. Christina queen -of Sweden. Regency
of Oxenstiern. Birth of John Locke (died, 1704). Birth of

Spinoza (died, 1677). Birth of Puffendorf (died, 1094). Birth of

Wren (died, 1723).

1633 Union of Heilbronn, April 9 Coronation of Charles L
in Scotland, June 18. Laud archbishop of Canterbury, August,
Nancy besieged and taken by and ultimately ceded to Louis XIII.,

September 20. The Book of Sports republished by Charles I.,

October. Ratisbou taken by Duke Bernhard, November. Prynne
6aed, pilloried, and imprisoned, for his Eistno mastyx. Galileo

condemned by the Inquisition.

1634. Lorraine annexed to France ; Parliament of Austrasia

established at Metz. Wallenstein assassinated, February 25. Urbain
Grandier burnt on charge of witchcraft, August 18. Battle of

Nordlingen,—victory of Imperialists over the Swedes, September 6.

Writ of ship-money issued by Charles I. Treaty between the French
and the Swedes, November. Siege of Heidelberg by Imperialists

;

raised by the French, December Order of the Sisters of Charity
founded by St Vincent de Paul. The Ammergau Passion Play insti-

tuted.

1635. Philippsburg taken by Imperialists, January. Alliance

between the French and the Dutch, February. Treves surprised by
Spaniards, and elector taken prisoner, March 26. France declares

cvar on Spam, May 10. Peace of Prague, between the emperor and
the elector of Saxony, May 30. The French Academy founded by

Richelieu. Articles of the Church of England adopted by Irisn

Church. The Jardin des Plantes, Paris, founded. Norwood
measures a degice of tlie meridian in England.

1636. John Hamndcn resists the imposition of shin-money.

Universitv 'of Utrecht founded. Birth of Boileau (died, 1711).

Harvard College, U.S., founded.

1037. Ferdinand III. emperor, Feb. 15. Trial of Hampden,
Juno 12. Prynne, Bastwick, and Burton condemned by Star

Chamber, June 14. Decree of Star Chamber for regulation of

printing, July 1. Book of Canons and Common Prayer issued for

Scotland ; disturbances on its introduction at Edin-burgh, July 23.

Descartos's Viscours de la MHhoda published. Death of Nicnolas

Fcrrar (born, 1593).

1638. The Solemn League and Covenant of the Scots published,

March 1. General Assembly at Glasgow abolishes Euiscoimcy,

Novembet, December. Siege and capture of Breisach by Bcrnliard,

December 17. Baghdad taken by the Turks, December 25C Cyrillua

Lucaris (patriarch of Constantinojdc) put to death. Birth ol

Malebianche (died, 1715). Chillingworth'a Religion of Protes-

tants published.

1639. The Scots take up arms, January. Lesley takes posses-

sion of Edinburgh Castle, March 23. Pacification of Ber^vick, June

18. Admiial Tromp defeats Spanish Fleet in the Downs, October

11-12 Birth of Racine (died, 1699). Transit of Venus first

observed by Horrox and Crabtree.

1610. The Short Pailiament of Charles I. meets, April 13;
dissolved, May 6. Revolt of Catalonia, June. Newcastle occu-

pied by Scots, August 27 Tunn invested by the French, May
;

RUireiiuers, September 24. Last sitting of High Commission Court,

October 22. The Long Parliament meets, November 3 Impeach-
ment of StralTord, November 11. Independence of Portugal recovered;

John duke of Braganza pvoclaimed king, December 1. Frederick

William, the "Great Elector' of Brandenburg, December 1. Treaty

between Franco and the Catalans, December 16. Jansenius pub-

lishes his Auijustimis. Peruvian bark introduced into Europe,
Micrometer invented by Gascoigne.

1641. Union of Catalonia with France, January 23. Ibrahim
I. sultan, February. Archbishoo Laud sent to the Tower, March
1. Trial of Straflbrd, March 22 ; he is beheaSed, May 1'2. Abolition

of the Star Chamber. Visit of Charles I. to Scotland, August to

November. Irish Rebellion, massacre of Protestants, October 23.

The Grand Remonstrance prrsented to Chailes I., December 1.

The terms "Roundheads'* and "Cavaliers" come into use. Malacca
taken by the Dutch. The Medifaiioncs of Descartes published.

1642. Attempted arrest of the five members ,by Charles I.,

Januaiy 4. Death of Mary de' Medici, July 8. Charles I. sets Tip

his standard at Nottingham, August 22. Perpignaii surrenders to

the French, September 9. Execution of Cinq-ilars for conspiracy,

September 12. Roussiilon taken possession of by France. Battle

of Leipsic,—victory of Swedes over Imperialists, October 13. Battle

of Edgehill, October 23. Oxford occupied by Charles I. , October 26.

Death of Richelieu, December 4. Mazarin first minister. New
Zealand and Van Diemen's Land discovered by Tasman. Calculat-

ing machine invented by Pascal. Birth of Newton (died, 1727).

1643. Louis XIV. king of France, May 14 ; regency of Anne
of Austria. Battle of Rocroi, May 19. Death of Hampden, Jane
24. The Assembly of Divines meets at "Westminster, July 1. Bristol

surrenders to Prince Rupert, July 27. Opening of Congress of

Munster, July. ThionviHe recovered by the French, August 10
Siege of Gloucester by Charles I., Angust-September. Battle ol

Newbury, death of Lord Falkland, September 20. The Covenant
taken by the House of Commons and Assembly of Divines, Sep-

tember 25. Philip IV. drives the French from Aragon, November.
The barometer invented by Torricelli. Birth of Bishop Burnet
(died, 1715). First volume of the Acta Sanctorum^ by Bollandus

and Henschen, published.

1644. The Swedes under Torstenson invade Denmark, Januarj-

1 6. The Scots enter England, January. Trial of Archbishop Laud,
March- November. Battle of Marston. Moor, July 2. Gravelinea

taken by the French, July 28. Battle of Freiburg, August 3-5.

Philippsburg besieged by the French ; taken, September 9.

Sack of Aberdeen by Montrose, September 13-16. Second battle

of Newbury, October 27. Christina assumes government of Sweden,
December 18. Conquest of China by the Manchoos. Milton's

Areopagitica published. Birth of William Penn (died, 1718).

1645. Archbishop Laud beheaded, January 10. Turenne defeated

by General Merci at Mariendal, May 5. Battle of Naseby, Jun&14.
Alexis czar of Russia, July 13. Peace between Sweden and Den-
mark, August 14. Bristol surrendered by Prince Rupert, Septem-
ber 10. Lesley defeats Montrose at Philiphaugh, September 13.

Capture of Treves by Turenne, November 9. Death of Olivarei

(bom, 1587).

1646. Charles I. surrenders to the Scots, May 5. Surrender of

Oxford to the Parliament, Jane 24. Dunkirk: taken by the French,

October 12. Birth of Leibnitz (died, 1716).

1647. Charles I. given up by the Scots to the Parliam^t,
Januaiy 30. Treaty of Ulm between France and Bavaria, Marol^
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Surrender of Harlech Castle, the last royal post, ilarch 30.

Charles I. seized at Holmby House, June 4. Masaniello heads

reyolt at Naples, July 7. Death of Prince Frederick Henry of

Orartge. Occupation of London by the army, August 6. Another

insm-rection at Naples, August 21. G«;orge Fox begins to preach.

1648.' Treaty of JIunster between Spain and the United Pro-

vinces, recognizing independence of the latter, January 30. Royalist

revolt in England, February.* Tortosa stormed by Marshal Schom-
berg, July 12.- Battle of Preston, August 17. Battle of Lens,—
victory of prince of Cond^ over Archduke Leopold. August 20

l^he war of the Fronde begins, August 27. Fairfax takes Colchester,

August 28. The Peace ot 'Westphalia ; close of the Thirty Years'

War, October 24. "Pride's Purge,'" December 6. The **Rump"
Parliament. The pressure of the atmosphere demonstrated oy

Pascal's experiment on the Puv de Ddme, September 19.

1649. Execution of Charles I., January 30. Blockade of Paria by

Conde, January. Charles IL proclaimed at Edinburgh, Febrnary

6. England declared a Commonwealth, May 19. Mooammed H .

Bnltan, July 28. Cromwell storms Drogheda, September 12, and
Wexfoid, October 9. Milton's Eil'onoklastes published.

1650. Rebellion of Montrose, January. Arrest of the princes of

Cond^, Conti, and Longueville, January 18. Execution of Montrose,

May 21, Victory of Cromwell over Lesley at Dunbar, September
3. Surrender of Edinburgh Castle, December. Battle of Rethel,

December 15. Cape Town founded by the Dutch. Milton's

Defensio PopuU ^nj/iVan) published. First permanent settlement

in Carolina. Birth of Marlborough.

1651. The States of Holland abolish office of stadtholder, January.

Cond6 and the other princes liberated, February. Mazarin in

exile, March. Catholic and Protestant leagues formed ia Germany,
spring. Charles invades England, August. Monk storms Dundee,
September 1. Victory of Cromwell over Charles at Worcester,

September 3. Flight of Charles to France, October. Navigation
Act passed by English Parliament, October 9. Capitulation of

Limerick to Ireton, October 27. Death of Ireton, November 26.

Great inundation in Holland from bui-sting of dyke. Birth of

Fenelon (died, 1715). Hobbes'e Leviathan published. Taylor's

ffobj Living and Hohj Dying.

1652. Return of JIazarin to power, January. Amnesty granted by
English Parliament, February 24. War between English and
Dutch begins, JIay. Irish Rebellion suppressed by Slay. Battle

of the Faubourg St Antoine, Paris, July 2. England declares war
on the Dutch, July 8. Maznrin again retires, August. Surrenderof
Dunkirk to Spaniards, September 18. Victory of Blako and Penn
over the Dutch, Septemoer 28. Catalonia reunited to Spain.
Victory of Van Tromp, November 28. The Liberum Veto fii-st

used in Poland.

1653. Return of Mazarin to power, Februarys. Victory of Blake
over Van Tromp off Portland, February 18, 19, 20. Expulsion of

"The Rump" by Cromwell, April 20. 15areboDes'a Parliament
meets, July 4- Blake destroys toe Dutch fleet at the Texel, July
31. Cromwell made Lord Protector, December 16. War between
Catholic and Protestant cantons of Switzerland. Walton's Complete
Angler published. John de Witt grand pensionary of Holland.

1654. Peace concluded between England and Hollaud, April 5.

Scotland declared incorporated with England, April 12. Coronation
of Louis XIV., June 7. Abdication ot Christina of Sweden, June
16. Turcnne relieves Arras, besieged by Spaniards, August 25.

Firstparliamentofthe Protector meets, September 4. The Cossacks
nnder protection of Ruasio. War between Russia and Poland,
which lasts thirteen years, begins, September. Madras made seat of

& presidency. Milton's Secmid Defence of the People of England
publisheil. Air-pump invented by Otto von Guericke.

1655. Cromwell dissolves the parliament, January 31. Alex-
ander VII. pope, April 7. Jamaica taken by Penn and Venables,
May. Cromwell assists the Vnudois, June. Invasion of Poland by
Charles X. of Sweden, July. Treaty of alliance between the
elector of Brandenburg and the Dutch, July 27. Surrender of

Warsaw to Charles X., August 30 ; of Cracow, October 8. Treaty
of alliance between England and France, October 24. Subjugation
of Prussia by Charles X., December. A satellita of Saturn
discovered by Huyghens. Fuller's Church ffistonj of Britain
published. The Journal des Savants begun.

1656. Alliance between Charles X. of Sweden and the Great
Elector, Juno 15. Surrender of Warsaw to Poles, Juno 21. Warsaw
recovered by Charles and the elector, July. Blako captures
Spanish trcaiuro fleet oflT Cadiz, September 9. Czar invades
Livonia and takes Dorpat, October 26. Treaty of Liebau between
Charles X. and the Great Elector, November 20. Pascal's Letircs

Provinciales published. Harrington's Oceana. Conquesta of the
Dutch in Ceylon. General Post-Office, London, established.

1657. AttL-mpt to assassinate Cromwell, January 19. Cromwell
concludes treaty with France, March 23. Denmark declares war
on Sweden, spring. Death of the Emperor Ferdinand III., April
2. Blako destroys the Spanish treasurw nhips at SanU Cniz, April
20. Cromwell declines the title of king, May 8. Treaty of Vchlau,
Sopt«mber 19. Mordyko taken by the Engliah and French, Sept-

ember 23. Walton's BihUa PolygloUa publiaLed.^ Reflecting
telescope constructed by Gregory. Birth of Fontenelle (died,

1757).

1658. Passage of Charles X. over the Little Belt on the ice, January
30-31

; over the Great Belt, February 5-10. Treaty of Roeskildsigned,
March 8. Battle of the Dunes, June 14. Dunkirk taken by Tur9nne,i
June 17, and delivered over to the English. Leopold I, emperor,
July 18. Charles X. renews war with Denmark, August. Aurung-
zebe dethrones and suceeeda his father Shah Jehan, August 20. Deaui
of Cromwell, September 3. Richard Cromwell named protector.'

Siege of Copenhagen by Charles X. begun, September. Surrenderof
Thorn to the Poles, December 21, Festival of the Sons of the Clergy
instituted.

1659. Retiremeut of Richard Cromwell, May 25.' First Conven-
tion of the Hague signed. May; second, July;, third, August,
Peace of the Pyrenees, betweenFrance andSpain, concluded, Novem-
ber 7. De Ruyter defeats the Swedes^near Nyeborg, November 14.

and takes Nyeborg.
IGCO. General Monk occupies London, February 3. Charles XI.

king of Sweden, February 13. Peace of Oliva, May 3. Charles II.

of England proclaimed. May 8. Entry of Charles into London,
May 29. Treaty of Copenhagen, June 6. Marriage of Lcuis XIV.
with the Infanta, June 9. The Royal Society of London founded.
Episcopacy restored in England. Navigation Act re-enacted. • The
crown of Denmark made hereditary. Taylor's Dudor Dubitantium
published. Birth of Sir Hans Sloane (died, 1753). Death of

St Vincent de Paul (bora, l.'i77).

1661. Exhumation of the bodies of OomweU, Bradshaw, aud
Ireton, January 30. Death of Mazarin, March 9. New charter
granted to East India Company, April 3. Savoy Conferences between
Episcopalian and Presbyterian divines, April 15 to July 25. Execu-
tion of the marquis of Argyll, May 27. Peace of Kardis, between
Russia and Sweden, July 1. Treat)' between Dutch and Portuguese
respecting Brazil, Au^st. Episcopacy restored in Scotland, Dec-
ember. The Corporation Act passed. Birth of Defoe (died, 1731).

1662. Act of Uniformity passed by English Parliament, May 19.

Licensing Act (books). Marriage of Charles 11. with Catheriiiu

of Braganza, May 20. Execution of Vane, June 14. Duke of

Ormofid viceroy of Ireland. Nonconformist clergy driven out of

the Church by Act of Uniformity, St Bartholomew's day, August
24. Dunkirk sold to Louis XIV., and given up, Npvember. Canal
of Languedoc projected by Riquet Birth of Bentley (died, 1742).

1663. Invasion of itungaiy by the Turks, spring. - Carolina
granted by Charles II. to Clarendon, Monk, and otlicrs. The
steam-engine suggested by Marquis of Worcester, in his Century of
Intentions. The Academy of Inscriptiong, Paris, founded- Guineas
first coined in England. Birth of Prince Eugene. First part of

Bi. tler*9 Hudibnts published (completed, 1678). I-ord Herbert's D»
Religione Gentilium.

1664. Treaty of Pisa between the Pope aud France, February 22.

Second war between the English and Dutch begins. Battle of St
Gottbard,— victory of MontecucuU over the Turk%August 1. Treaty
between the emperor and the Porte, August 10. The Conventicle
Act passed. The French East India Company established. The
Mahratta chief Sivajee attacks Surat. The Binomial Theory
di^overed by Newton. Palace of Versailles begun.

1C65. England declares war against the Dutch, February 22,

Battle of Solebay, June 3. Battle of Villaviciosa, June 17. Cnarles
II. king of Spain, The Great Plague in London. The Five-Mile
Act passed. The London Gazette established. John Sobieski grand
marshal of Poland.

1666. Louis XIV. declares war on England, January 16. Se.i-

fight between English and Dutch in the Downs, June 1-4. The
Dutch defeated off the North Foreland, July 25. Great Fire of
London, September 2-6. Tlie Covenanters defeated at the Pentland
Hills, November 28. Academy of Sciences, Paris, founded.

1667. Louis XJV. invades the Spanish Netherlands, May." Do
Ruyter sails up the Thames, June-July. Clement IX. pope, June
20. Peace of Breda, end of second Dutch war, July 21. Clarendon
dismissed by Charles 1 1., August 30. The "Cabal" ministr}' formed,
September. Impeacliment of Clarendon by the Commons, Novem-
ber. Paradise Lost published, Morland's calculating inachino
invented. Birth of Swift (died, 1745).

1668. Secret treaty between Louis XIV. and the emperor con-
cluded, January. The Triple Alliance between England and the
Netherlands, aftcnvaixls joined by Sweden, sgainst France, January
23, April 25. Peace between Spain and I*ortuga!, February 13.'

Conquest of Franche Comtii by Louis XIV., February, Peace of
Aix-ta-ChapcUo, May 2. Charles II, obtains pension from Louis
XIV. Island of Bombay granted by Charlca II. to East Indiji

Company. Birth of Bocrhaave (died, 1738).
1669. Eruption of Etna, March. Candiasurrcndcrcd to the Turks,-

September 18. Locke draws up constitution for CWolina:. Phos-
nhorus discovered by Brandt, Reflecting te1c»copo constructed by
Newton. Death of Itcmbrandt (Iwrn, 1C06),

1670. Clement X. pope, April 29. Seizure of Lorraine by Louii,
September. Sccood CoDVCQticlo Act p.-u3ed, Hudson's Bay Com*
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njiny incorporated. Treaty between France and England, respecting

Holland, December 31. Walton's Lives published. Spener begins

to hold his Collegia PictcUis (origin of Pietism). Spinoza'a Tract'

a^us thcolorfico-politicusTtMhMshcil.

1671. The island of St Thomas taken possession of by the Danes.

Treaty of alliance between Snain and the Dutch concluded, Decern-
ier. Paradise Jtegaiitecl and &:imson Afjonistea published.

1672. Public treaty between Franoe and England, February 12.

Declaration of Indulgence to Noucoufonnists issued by Charle3 II.,

March 15. England and France declare war on the Dutch, March-
April. Treaty of Stockholm between France and Sweden, April.

Conquest of Holland by Louis XIV., May-June. Battle of South-
wold Bay, May 23. The oIHce of stadtnoldcr restored ; William
of Orange appointed, July 8. Massacre of the brothers De Witt
at the Hague, August 20. Birth of Addison (died, 1719). Birtli

of Muratori (died, 1750).

1673. The Declaration of IndulOTuce withdrawn, Slay 8. Treaty

of peace between Franco and elector of Brandenbur";, Jaiio 16.

Maestricht taken by Louis, June 30. Alliance of the Dutch with
the emperor and the kin^ of Spain, August 30. Treves taken by
Vauban, September 8. Bonn taken by William of Orange, Novem-
ber 4-12. The French evacuate lloliand, winter. John Sobieski

defeats the Turks, November 10. Test Act passed

1674. Peace between England and Holland, February 9. John
Sobieski king of Poland, May 21. Keconqucst of Franche Comto by
Louis XIV., May -June. Iho Emperor Leopold declares war on
Fiance, June. The Palatinate ravaged by the French, June.

Revolt at Messina, summer. Conde defeats the prince of Oiango
at Senef, An"ust 11. Turenno doffats Imperialists at Entzheiin,

October 4. First French settlement in the East Indies (Poudi-

cherry). Birth of Isaac Watts (died, 174S).

1675. Battle of Tiirkheim, Turenno drives Imperialists out of

Alsace, January 5 Invasion of Brandenburg by Swedes, spring.

The elector defeats the Swedes nt Fehrbellin, Jane 23. Conferences

of Nimeguen open, July. Turenno killed at Sassbach, July 27.

Velocity of light discovered by Roomer. St Paul's Cathedral begun
by Wren (completed, 1710). Greenwich Observatory founded.

Flamsteed astronomer royal (died, 1719). Spiniual Guide of

Miguel Molinos published.

1676. Feodor U. (or III.) czar of Russia, February 8. Secret

treaty between Louis and Charles U. for annual pension signed,

February 17. Death of De Ruyter at Syracuse, April 29. Maestricht

invested by prince of Orange, July 8; the siege raised, August 27.

Innocent XI, pope, September 21. Difterential thermometer
invented by Sturm. Birth of Sir Robert Walpole (died, 1745V
Barclay's Apologij for the True Christian Divinity published.

' 1677. The Freuch defeat the prince of Orantrc at Cassel, April II.

Marriage of the prince with Mary, daughter of James, duko ot York.

Noveinber 4. The Society of Sons of the Cleigy incorporated.

Spinoza's Ethica published.

1678. Treaty of alliance between Charles II. and the Dntcn,

January 26. Another secret treaty between Charles and Louis

signed. May 17. Peace of Nimeguen, between France and Holland,

August 10. Accession of Spain, September 17. Invention of Popish

Plot by Titus Oates, August 13. First war between Russia and
Turkey begins (lasts till 1632). Revolt of Hungarians under Count
Tekeli. Polarization of ligiit observed by Huyghens. Fii-st part of

Bunyan's Pilgrim s Progress published (socond, 1684). Birth o'

Lord Bolingbroke (died, 1751).
i' 1679. Charles II. dissolves the parliament, January 24. Peace

between France and the emperor, February 5. Assassination of

Archbishop Sharp of St Andrews, May 3. Duke of Monmouth
Jefoats tlie Covenanters at Bothwell Bridge, June 22. Treaty of

St Germain-en-Layo, between France, Sweden, and the elector of

Brandenburg, June 29. Treaty of Fontainebleau between France

and Denmark, September 2. Treaty of Lunden between Denmark
and Sweden, September 26. Habeas Corpus vic^passed. The terms
'* Whig '' and " Tory '* come into use. Death of Cardinal do Retz

(born, 1614).

. 1630. Execution of Lord StifTord, December 29. The Swedish

crown made absolute. A great comet excites alarm in Europe.

1681. Pennsylvania granted to William Penn, March 4. Stras-

bnrg seized by Louis XIV., September 30. Shaftesbury imprisoned

on a charge of treason, July-November. Bossuet's Discours sur

fJIistoire (JiiivcrsclU publisiied. Dryden's Absalom and Achitoplicl

published (1631-2). Birth of Youn^ the poet (died, 1765)

10S2f. Ivan V. and Peter I. (the Great) joint sovereigns of

Russia, June 25. Bombardment of Algiers by the French, August
and September. Cltelsea Hosjiital founded.

1633. Death of Shaftesbury. January 21. Alliance of Warsaw
tctween the emperor and the kin^ of Poland, March 31. London
deprived of its charters by Charles II., June 12. The Ryehouse plot

discovered, June. Vienna besieged by the Turks under Kara Mus-

taph.a, -Inly 14* E>cecutiou of Lord William Russell, July 21. John
Sobiuski defeats the Turks and relieves Vienna, September 12. The

French invadii the Netherlands .-tnd take Courtray and Dixmuyde,

Noveralwr. Execution of Algernon Sidney, jJccembcr 7. Execution

of Kara Mustapna, December 25. The great frost of thirteen weeks
in England. Birth of Conyers MIddleton (died, 1750).

1654. Oudenai-de bombarded by the French, March. Genoa bom-
barded by the French, May, Luxembourg taken by Marshal Cr^q^ui,

June 4. The Holy League against the Turks formed. Persecution

of Huguenots; the dragonnades ordered by Louvois. Truce of

Ratisbon, Au^ustl5. Siamese embassy received by Louis. DilTeren-

tini calculus invented by Lt-ibnitf. Birth of Berkeley ^died, 1753).

1655. James II. king of England, February 6. Graham of

Claverhouse persecutes the Covenanters, spring. Insurrection of

Arg)'ll in Scotland, May. The doge of Genoa submits to Louis, at

Pans, May 15. InsurivL-tion of the duko of Monmoutli, Juno. Trial

and imprisonment of Baxter, June. Ejirl of Argyll exccuteil,

June 30. Battle of Sedgemoor, July 6. Monmouth beheaded, July
15. The '* BlooJy Assizes" of Judge Jeffreys, An^ust and Septem-
ber. Campaign of Imperialists against Turks in 11 ungarv. Revo-
cation of Edict of Nantes, October 22. Molinoa, founder of the

QuictisU, ari-csted, &iiA\\\a Spirit iial Git if^ecouiicmnQ^ by the luqui-
Bition. Birth of Handel (died, 1759).

1636. James II. dispenses with tlie Test Act League of Augs-
burg against France, July 9. Mass publicly celebrated at Oxford,
August. Capture of Buda by Imperialist^ September 2. Conquest*!

of Venetians in the Morca. School of Saiut-Cyr founded. Death
of MaimI>ourg (born, 1620J

16S7. Tyrcoiinel lord depnty of Ireland, January DL'clarations

of Indulgence by James II., February and April. Reception of

papal nuncio by James, Jul^-j 3. lUttle of Jtohacz, August 12.

Atnens surrendered to Venetians, September 29. The kingdom of

Hungary made hereditary in house of Austria, October. Suliiuan II I.

Bultan, Vbv.ember 9. M.izeppa hetmnn of tlie Cossacks. Newtoii'is

Principia publislu^L La Bruyere's Cantctircs. Diydcu'tt Tl-'

Hind and Ote Panther.
1C88. Dcclai-atiou of Indulgence by James II., April 25. Trial

of the Bcven bishops, June. liclgi-ade takcu by the Imjx'rialisis,

September 6 Louis declares war on the empire, Septciut>cr 24.

Avignon sciz'-d by the French, October. The pope cxcommuuicates
the parliament of Paris. L-inding of William, prince of Orange, at

Torbay, November 5. liouis declares war on the Netherlands, N'ov-

embcr 20. The English Revolution. Flight of James II., Decem-
ber 11. Birth of Po^ (died, 1744). Birth of Nadir Shah.
Bossuet's Histoirc dcs Variations dea t.gliscs ProtcMantcs publbhi^l.

1689. Meeting of Convention Parliament, January 22. Tlie

emperor declartrs war on France, Januaiy 24. Declaratiou of Right
accepted, and William and Mary di-clared king and queeu of Eiig-

an*!, Fcbrn.'iry 13 ; of Scotland, April 11, Landing ot James II. iti

IrcJand, JIareh. Louis declares war on Spain, Ajml 15. Episco-

pacy abolishcsl in Scotland, April. Firet Mutiny Act passed, April.

Siege of Londonderry by James, April 20 ; the town relieved, July
30. Alliance of the emperor with Dutch Republic, May 12 (the

•'Grand Alliance," joined by William III , December 30, and by
Spain, June 6, 1090). William declares war on France, May 17.

Toleration Act passed. May 24. Louis declares war on Englaml,
June 25. Battle of Killiekiunkie, death of Dundee, July27. Alex-
ander YUI. pope, October 6. Bill of Riglits passed, November 2.

Resignation of Ivan, Peter I. czar alone. Fort St David, Madras,
built. Bijth of Richardson, the novelist (died, 1761). Birth of

Montesijuicu (died, 1755). Transit instrument invented by Roomer.
Pompeii discovered.

161^0. Sea-fight off Beachy Head,—defeat of English and Dutch
fleet by the French, June 30. Battle of the Boyue, July 1. Battle
of Flcurus, Jnly 1. Limerick besieged by William 111., Angust 8-
30. Savoy joins the Grand Alliance, October 20. Locke's Essay
coiiccrning Iluinan Understanding published. Death of Robert
Barclay U^om 1648).

1691. Nonjuring biaheps deprived of their sees, February 1.

Ahmed II. sultan, June. Innocent XII. pojie, July 12. Batlh*

of Aghrim, July 12. Death of Louvois, July 16. Battle of

Salankemen, Mustapha Koprili defeated and killctl, August 19.

Siege of Limerick liy General Ginkell formed, Angust 25. Capitula-
tion and treaty of Limerick. October 3

1092. Marlborough dismissed, January ID. Massacre of Glencoc,
February 13. Battle of La Hogue, May 19. Namnr tnken by
Louis, June 6. Battle of Steinkuk, August 3. Birtlt of Bishop
Butler (died, 1752).

1693. Sea-fight off Cane St Vincent, English under Rooko de-

feated by Admiral Tonrville, June 29. Battle of Neerwinden (or

Linden), July 19. Pondicherry taken by the Dutch, September 5.

The Palatinate overrun by the French. Catinat defeats duke of
Savoy at Marsaglia, October 4. St Malo bombarded by the Englisli,

November 29. Quesnel's R'jflczions Morales published.
1694. Bombardment of Dieppe and Havre by the English, July;

of Dunkirk and Calais, Septcmlxr. Death of Archbishop Tiilotson,

November 22. Death of Queen Mary, December 2S. The Triennial

Act passed. The Bank of England incorporated. Tlio Dictionnain
dc VAcademic Pran<;aise published, Biith of Voltajre (died, 1778.*
L'niversitv of Halle founded.

1C95. I)cath of Marshal Lujkcmbourg, Janonry 4. Mustapha IL.
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fultan, January 27. Fenelon archbishop of Cambray. February.

bombardment of BnisseU by Marshal VUleroi, August. .Namur

taken by William III., Au^st 4 ; the citadel, September 1.

Severe laws against Roman Catholics passed by liish parliament,

lutumn. Cen5or>.hip of the press in England ceases. Impnsoa-

Bent of Madame Guyon. Death of Pierre Nicole (born, 1625).

1606. Assassination plot against AVilliam UI.. February 15.

fcdais bombarded by lienbow, Slarch. Death of John Sobieski,

fuDO 17. A2off taken by Czar Peter, July 2S. Treaty of peane

between France and Savoy, August 29. liayle's Dlcliomuiire kis^

Utrijue d critiq\ic published. Greenwich Hospital begun by Wtvn
finished, 1705). Asicnto treaty between Spain aud Poi-tugal.

iJjrth of Marshal Saxe.

1697. Charles XU. king of Sweden, April 16- Barcelona besieged

by the French ; taken, August 10. Battle of Zenta, victor>' of Prince

Kugene over the Turks, September 11. Peace of Ryswick, Septem--

icr 20. Czar Peter in England. St Poui's Cathedral opened, De-

^mbep 2 Dryden's translation of the ^neUl publisht^

1G98. First ** Partition Ti-eoty " between France, England, and

floUand, for partition of Spanish dominions on the death of

Charles II., October 11. Fort William, Calcutta, built Dariea

!>)mpany incorporated. Society for Promoting Christian Know-

f.lgo and Society for Propagation of the Gospel in Foit;ign Ports

founded. French settlement on the Mississippi. Birth of Jleta-

itasio (died, 1782). Birth of Bishop "Warburton {died, 1779).

1G99. Peace of Carlowitz, between the Porte and the emperor, the

king of Poland, and the republic of Venice, concluded, January 2f).

Death of the elector of Ilavaria, February. Frederick IV. king of

Denmark, August 25. Treaty of alliance between Czar Peter and

Augustus n. of Poland against Sweden, November 21. Dampier's

2xiK.-ditiou of discovery in the South Sena, 1699-1701, Fenelou's

Accrtturcs dc TtUmaque published.

1700. Second Partition Treaty signed, Mai-ch 13. Siege of

Copculiagen by Charles XII., August. IVace of Travendalil,

August 18. Czar Peter declares war on Sweden, September 1.

t'hirles JI. of Spain appoints the duko of Anjou his successor,

October 2. Philip V. (duke of Anjou), the first Bourbon king

of Spain, proclaimed at Fontainebicdu, Kovember 16 ; at iladrid,

November 24. Treaty of the Crown botwi-en the emf»cror and the

elector of Brandenburg, November 16. Clement XI. pojte, Novem-
ber 23. Battle of Narva, November 30. Birth of James Thomson,
Jdied. 174S). Birth of Zinzendorf (Jicd 1760).

1701. Frederick III., elector of Brandeuburg, king of Prussia,

January 18. Order of tho Black Engle founded, Januarj*. ilarl-

borougfi commander-in-chief in Holland, June 1. ^Var of the

Spanish eucccfwion begins, summer. Second Grand Alliance formed
K'tween tho emiwror, ^Villiam III., and the Dutch Republic,

Septemljcr 7. IVath of James II., September 16 ; hia non recog-

nised Xi?i king of England by Louis XIV. CouiUnd occupiud

by Cliaj-los XM. Birth of Boscowich (died, 1787).

1702. Art of Settlement (Hanoverian succewiion) piiwcd, FubruMry.

William III. died ; Anno qiiocn of Oi-e.it Britain, March B.

England dcclar«."* wnr against Franco and S|>aiii, May ><. Wnranw
laken by Charles XII., Jlay 24. Insuri-ection of the Camisards
Id the CuvcTinea, summer. Charles XII. defeats the Polos at Clisibow,

July 20, and enters Cracow. Cadiz atUcked by Enplish and Dutch,
August. Spanish flei-t at Vigo, destroyed by allies, October 12.

Buttio of Fiiodling^-n, October 14. Liepj taken by MarU»orougli,

October 23. Claronrlon's Uialory of th« Qratui Jlpltcllioii published.
Ilirtli hf JMiilin DaMriiige (died, 1751).

1703. Rntisbon w'iz«d by elector of Bavaria, Mnn-h. Battle of

Pultusk, May 1. Tlio Metlimn trenty concladed, Mny C. Bonn
l-iken by Marlborough, May IB. An-'hduke Charlcw tnkos title of

kin/» of S|viln, September 12. Ahmed III. f^iillnn, BepteTnl>or.

r.;ittle of llooliModt. Se]>teml>ur 20. Surrender of Thoni toTlmrlea
XII , Octolwr 15. Tho **Oitvit Storm" in England, Noverabor 26-
IVeomlwr 1. Kt Pftoi-sbuig foundud. Queen Anne's Bounty
"slablished. OMer of the Thiiitle irvived. Denth ^ Simiuel
iVpya (Iwrn, 1632). Birth of Jonathan Edwards (died, 17&8).

Birth of Jnlin Wesley (.Hod, 17ttl).

1704. Frederick AnmiHtua of Poland deponed, Febnmry ; Stanls-

laa Looriniiki elected king, July. Dorpat taken by Czar Puter,

July 13. Gibmltar taken by Admiml Hooke, ;Tuly 2J. Narva
lakon by Cznr Putcr, AnKU*A 0. Battle of Bhmhoim (or Hoclmtddt),
August 13. Newtou'd ^/y><*«iuibIi«lie<L Swift's Tale of a Tub.

1705. Invanion of Courlaiiu by Czar Pctor, February. Sitgo of

fiibmltar by French and SpanifUil* roi«u>d, and French ftqundrou
ilustroyed by Adminil lyake, March. Jow.<pli I. rmporor, M«y B.

lApodition of oarl of Putorborouph and Sir Claudewloy Bhovol to

Spuin, May. Battlo of CaMuiio, Angimt 16. Barcelona lnv«i»lrd

by English, Augn»«t ; surrendoni, OetoU'r 4. Invajiinn of Sileiiia

by Charios XII., S<'ptemlx.r 1. Mittaii tiknn by iVtur, September.
Peaoo botwoon Sweden and Poland. Novemlwr 18. Noweomeu'*
stcam-enaino patented. Compoiition of light discoviiredby Npwt«in.

Death of Siwner (born, 1635). Birth of Abraham Tuckor
.(died, 1774).

U06. Battle of Fraiutftdt, February 13. Turin tnToatod by tho

French, May. Marlborongh pains po.-isession of Brabant, May-
October. Battle of RamiUies, May 12. Madrid entered by Englul
and Portuguese, June 24. ^^i^^P recovers Madrid,, August 5

Eugene defeats the French before Turin, and raises the siege, Sep
tcmber 7. Inv.asion of Saxony by Charles XII., Septemlx-r 16

Peace of AltransUidt, between Charles XII. and Frederick Angus,

tus, who renounces the throne of Poland, September 24. Milar
entered by English and duke of Savoy, September 24. Birth <^

Franklin (di«l, 1790V Death of Bayle (Wm, 1647). TindaCi
Rights of Oic Christian C^iurch Asserted published (burnt by ordei

of ftouse of Commons, 1710).

1707. Act of Union passed by Scots parliament, January 16 ; bj

English parliament, March 6 ; comes into operatiou, May 1. DeatI:

of Aurungzebe, February 21. Battle of Alnmnza, April 14.

Invasion of France by Eugene and the duke of Savoy, June 3(»

Toulon attacked by the allies, .July 17. National flng of Giia)

Britain appointed, Jilly. Invasion of Kus-sia by Chailes XII.,

September. The kingdom of Naples subjugated by Imperialists,

September 30. Execution of Patkul, October 10. First iiailiiinu-nl

of Great Britain meets, October 23. Cajjture of Lerida by thi

French, November 11. Calcutta made the seat of a prewilency.

Acailemy of Sciences, Berlin, founded. Watts's Hi/mns -pwhWHhrA.

Birth of Linnreus (died, 1778). Birth of Buffoo (dicti, 17b8).

Birth of Fielding (died. 1754). Birth of Euler (died, 17S3).

1703. Attempted descent on Scotland by the Pretender James,
March. Suspension of Habeas Corpus Act, March-October. Cheni
and Bruges suirender to the Fivueh, July. Battle of Oudonaixie,

July 11. Sai-diuia surrenders to Sir John Leake, AngUbt. Pctci

defeats tho Swedes at l-iesna, September 28. Death of Primt
George of Denmark, October 28. Lille taken by the allies, Octo
ber ; the ritiid^jl burn'nders, December. Birth of Haller (died,

1777). Birth of Chatham (died, 1778).

1709. Alliance against Charles XII., Jane—October. Tournaj
taken by Marlborough and Eugene, June 30. Battle of Pultowa,

—the power of Sweden broken, July 8. Ch.irlcs XII. retires H
Bender. Frederick Augustus restorL-d to thione of Poland, July.

Battle of Malplaqnet, September 11, Siege of Slons by the allies,

September 25 ; surrender, October 20. Fin>t Barrier Treaty be

tween Great Britain and States-General of Holland, October 29.

Birth of JohN5wu (died, 1784).

1710. Port Royal buildings demolihhcd by d^-cree of I/^uis XIV.,
January. Trial of Dr Sacheverell, February-- Marvh. The Danrs
driven out of Sweden by Stenbock, Jlarvh 10. Conferences ol

Gertruydenbeig open, March ; close, July. Douay tikeu by the

allifs, June 26. BaUJo of Samgossa, Angust 20. Charles III.

enters Madrid, September £8, Tho sulinu declares war on tin

czar, November. Philip V. reatoi-ed, December. Conqnest o(

Carelia and Livonia. Tho South Sea Company founded. B«-rkeh'y*s

Principles of Jtfti'ian Kiiotcledge publi.shed. Leibnitz's 3'h4udic^

Matthew Henry's Krpos/tian of Vui Old and Knc Tcstumcnfs

Birth of Thomas Itcid (died, 1700). Birth of lVrgoh*i (died,

173a).

1711. Peter dpclares war against Turkey, January 25. (jiron.i

taken by the French, January 31. Death of the dauphin, April 14.

Death of tho Emi>eror JoBOnh, April IS. English expixlitior

sgTiinst Canada, May to October. Harley Lord High Treasurer.

May. Peter compelled to mako pcaco with the Turks July 21.

Marlborough takes Bouchain, August. Charles III. quits Spain,

Septomlx'r, aud is elected emperor (Cliarlcs VI.), October 12.

Marlborough deprived of all his offices Deceml>er. The Sperta/m

published (17n-in2 and 1714). Birth of Hume (died, 1776).

Birtli of KnuniU (died, 1794).

1712. Tho Duke of Onnorid appointed commander-in-chief ol

BritJHh forces Jaiinory 1. Conferences for pence opened at Ctrecht,

January 29. Quesnoy taken by Eiigrne, July 4. Suspension ol

urms between England bikI France, July 17. Siege of l.andn>cip»

by Imperialists; rniKit by the French, August 21. Philip V.

r>--nounoos his cinim to crowu of France, November. Birth of J. J

Kou«aeau (died, 1778).

1713. AUona burnt by General Stenboefc, January 9. Second
Barrier Treaty, January 30. Fivderlck William L king of Prumia,

February 26. The peaoo of Utreeht, Mareh 31. l*mgmatio Sano-

tion publifthed 1 tho L'ni|>emr, April 13. Stenbock surrcudcn U
the allies May 16. Clarendon rn'»s Oxfonl, ontablished. Hepou-

lonoum diHcovcn-il. Birth of Diderot (died, 17S4). Birth ol

Sterne (din.1, 1768). Birth of Lacni lie (died, 17C2).

1714. iVitLo of IbmtaJt Ivtwcco Franco aud the emperor,

Mnreh 6. Ororpo I. king of England, Augiiit 1. Morrinfto ol

Philip V. with EllinlH^th Fnme»e, Si'ptcmbor 16. Kacope of Charlci

XII. to Swdon, November. Birth of Vnttel (died, 1767).

Birth nf WhiU'fudd (died, 1770). Imperial Library*, St P«ter»-

burg, fuundod.

1716. Var renewi^l lii'twrcn S«*oden and Pruwiiis April. Im*
peBchment of Uotiiiubroke. Oxford, nnd Ommnd, Jutic. The Ri^t

Aet pAMK'tL, July 2<». l.ont« XV. king nf Fmnro, Seplcuibar 1.

Tho ^ffency ncx^ by duke of Orlrnus. JaeoMto Bebethon, Jaoi»i

III. proclaimed by ctui oi Mar at Ikaeuar, ScplcD'.bcr 6. UioiStr*
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of Walpole, from October 10. Battle of Shcriffmuir (Dunblane),

November 13. Battle of Preston, November 12-13. Ilird Barrier

Treaty between the emperor. Great Britain, and the States-General

of Holland, November 16. The Morea reconquered by Turks.

Treaty of commerce between Great Britain and Spain, December 15.

Siege of Stralsund begun, October ; it surrenders to the Prussians,

December 22. Oil Bias published. Pope's Homer's Iliad (1715-

1720). Birth at Condillao (died, 1780).

1716. Alliance between Great Britain and Holland, Pebruary 17.

Execltion of the Earl of Derwentwaterand Lord Kenmure, February
24. Charles XII. invades Norway, Starch. Surrender of Wismar
to Prussians, April 19. ITie Mississippi Scheme projected by Law,
JIay. The Septennial Act passed, ilay 7. Alliance between
Great Britain and the emperor. May 25. Turks defeated by
Eugene at Peterwardein, August 5. The Perpetual Peace pro-

claimed at "Warsaw, November 3. Sinking fund for extinction of

national debt established. Birth of Garrick (died, 1779).

Birth of Thomas Gray (died, 1771).

1717. Triple Alliance between France, England, and Holland,
January 4. Dismissal of AValpole, April 10. Visit of Czar Peter to

Paris, May. Treaty of Amsterdam between France, Russia, and
Prussia, August 4. Tuiks defeated by Eugene at Belgrade, August
16. Sardinia in\-adcd by Spaniards, August-October. Eruption
of Vesuvius, described by Berkeley. Birth of Horace Welpoio
(died, 1797). Birth of D'Alembert (died, 1783).

1718. Invasion of Sicily by Spaniards, July 1. Peace of Passaro-
Tvicz, July 21. Byng's expedition to the Mediterranean, summer.
The Quadruple Alliance between Great Britain, France, and the
emperor, Joined ,by Holland, August 2. Siege of Fredrikshall by
Charles XII., November. Death of Charles, December 11. England
declares war on Spain, December 27.

1719. Retreat of Swedes from Norway, January. France declares
war against Spain, January 10. E.xecution of Baron Gortz, March
13. Capitulation of Fontarabia to Marshal Berwick, June 18.
Capitulation of St Sebastian, August 19. Capture of Vigo by the
English, October 21. Treaty of Stockholm between Great Britain
and Sweden, November 20. Dismissal of Cardinal Alberoni,
December 5. Robinson Crusoe published. Montfaucon's AntiquiU
Expliqw^, 'Watty's Psahns of David.

1720. Accession of Spain to the Quadruple Alliance, January 26.

Duke of Savoy becomes King of Sardinia. Treaty between Denmark
and Sweden, June 12. Failure of the Mississippi Scheme, July.
Break-up of the South Sea Scheme, autumn. Birth of Charles
Edward Stuart, December 31. Birth of William Collins (died,

1766)..

1721. Second administration of Sir Robert Walpole begins,
April i. Innocent XIII. pope. May 8. Treaty of Nystadt,
between Sweden and Russia, September 10 ; cession of Livonia
and Ingria to Russia. Peter I. emperor of all the Russias, Novem
ber. The see of Vienna made an archbishopric. Birth of Aken
side (died, 1770). Birth of Robertson, historian (died, 1793),
Birth of Smollett (died, 1771).

17C2. Jacobite plot in England, May. Suspension of Habeas
Corpus Act, October. Bishop Atterbury sent to the Tower, August
Invasion of Pereia by Peter, summer. Conquest of Persia by the
Ghiljeis completed, October. Coronation of Louis XV., October 25.
Moravian settlement at Herrnhut founded by Count von Zinzendorf.

1723. Buda burnt, March 28. Death of Cardinal Dubois, August
10. Death of Regent Orleans, December 2. War between TuAey
and Persia, Treaty between Peter I. and Prince Thomas for
cession of several provinces. Academy of Sciences of St Peterabm-g
founded. Birth of Sir Joshua Reynolds (died, 1792). Birth of
Adam Smith (died, 1790). Birth of Blackstone (died, 1780).

1724. Abdication of Philip V. in favour of his eon Don Louis,
January 8. Coronation of Catherine, empresa of Russia, May 7.

Benedict XIII. pope. May 29. Treaty of peace between Russia and
Turkey, July 8. On death of Don Louis, Philip resumes the crown,
September 6. Eruption of HecU. Voltaire's Benriade published.
Ramus Eistoire d'AnqMerre, Swilt's Lh-apicr"s Letters, WoUaston's
Ecligion <-if Nature Delineated. Fahrenheit's thermometer invented.
Birth of Kant (died, 1804).

1725. Death of Peter the Great, February 8. Congress of Cambray
breaks up, April. Treaty of Vienna between the emperor
and Philip V. signed. April 30. The Hanover treaty between
England, France, and Prussia against the Vienna treaty, September
3. Marriage of Louis with Maria Leczinski, September 5. Order
of St Alexander Newsky founded. Vico's Scieiica Nuova published.
Flamsteed's Historia Ca-lrslis Britannica. Pope's Bomers Odyssey.
Birth of Cliye (died, 1774). Birth of Semler (died, 17«4).

1726. Allian6o between Russia and the empire, August 6. Earth-
quake at Palermo, Augiist 26. Travels of Gulliver published.
Thomson's Seasojis (1720-1730). Birth of John Howard (died,
1790). Birth of Christian Friediich Sohwarz (died, 1798). Death
of Kneller (born, 1648).

1727. Siege of Gibraltar by Spaniards, February. Peter II.
emperor of I'.ussia, May 27. Preliminaries of general peace signed
at Paris. May 31. George II. king of England, July 10 Gay's (

Beggar's Opera produced. Aberration of light discovered by Brad.
ley. First part of Lardner'a Credibility of the Gospel EUtory pub-
lished (completed, 1767). Birth of Gainsborough (died, 1788).

1723. Congress of Soisaons, June 14. Bebring a Strait discovered.

Rise of Methodism. Birth of Goldsmith (died, 1774). Birth of

John Hunter (died, 1793). Birth of Joseph Black (died, 1799).

Sect of Gla-ssites (Sandemanians) founded. The Dunciad published.

1729. Revolt of Corsica against the Genoese. Peace of Seville,

between Great Britain, France, and Spain, November 9. Accession

of Holland, November 21. Birth of Leasing (died 1781). Death
of Samuel Clarke (born, 1675). Death of Sir Richard Steele (bom,
1671).

1730. Aehraf of Persia defeated and killed by Konli Khan
(Nadir Shah), January ; Tamasp restored. Anne empress of Russia,

January 30. Clement XII. pope, July 12. Earthquake in China,
September ' 30. Christian vl. king of Denmark, October 13.

Mahmoud !. sultan, October 16. Birth of Burke (died, 1797).

Birth of Josiah Wedgwood (died, 1795). Birth of Suwaroff (died,

1800). Tindal's Ckristianitii as Old as the 'Creation published.

Calmet's Dictionnairc kistorique et critique de la Bible. **

1731. Second Treaty of Tienna, March 16. Accession of Spain,

July 22. Kouli Khan defeats Turks at Hamadan. The English
language ordered to be used in all courts of justice. Voltaire's

Lcttres philosophiques published (condemned to be burnt, 1734).

Birth of Cowper (died, 1800). Birth of ChurchiU (died, 1764)<

Birth of Henry Cavendish (died, 1810).

1732. Treaty between Empress Anne and Kouli Khan, January.
Pragmatic sanction guaranteed by Diet of the empire, January
11. Gran retaken by Spaniards, Julj'. Deposition of Shan
Tamasp by Kouli Khan, August. Berkeley's Minute Philosopher
published. Birth of Necker (died, 1804). Birth of Lalande (died,

1S07). Biith of Washington. Birth of Warren Hastings. Birth of

Haydn (died, 1809).

1733. Death of Frederick Augustus II. of Poland, Febmary 1 ;

Stanislas proclaimed king, September 12, supported by France and
Spain ; Frederick Augustus, elector of Saxony, elected, October 6,

supported by the emperdr, and by Russia. Louis XV. declares
war against the emperor, October 10. Capture of Kehl by Marshal
Berwick, October 19. Treaty of alliance between France, Spain
and Sardinia, October 26. Stanislas takes refuge at Dantzic.
Family compact between Philip 'V. and Louis XV., November.
Conquest of the Milanese by the French, November-January,. 1734.
Pope B Essay on Man published- Birth of Bishop Horaley (died,

1806). Birth of Priestley (died, 1804).

1734. Siege of Dantzic by Russians, March ; surrendered, July 9.

Treves taken by the French, May 8. Invasion of Naples by
Spaniards, May. Battle of Bitonto,—defeat of Imperialists, May 25.
Marshal Berwick killed before PhUippsburg, June 12. Death of
Marshal Villars, June 17. Imperialists defeated at Parma, June
29. Surrender of Philippsbnrg to French, July 18. Buttle of Guas-
talla,—Imperialists defeated, September 19. Concuiest of Naples
completed, November 24. Birth of Romney (died, 1802). Birth
of Mesraer (died, 1816). -'

1736. Don Carlos crowned king of the Two Sicilies (Charles
III.), July 3.. Preliminaries of peace between France and the
emperor signed at Vienna, October 3. The Syslema Nalura: of
Linnaua published. Expedition of French savants to Peru to
measure a de^e of the meridian (they return in 1743).

1736. Abdication of Stanislas, January 27. Marriage of Maria
Theresa of Austria with Francis of Lorraine, February 12. Kouli
Khan proclaimed king of Persia (Nadir Shah), FcbrMary26. Porteous
riots at Edinburgh, April 14 and September 7. Spain accedes to
treaty of peace, April 1 6. War between Russia and lurkey renewed,
April. Death of Prince Eugene, April 27. Azoff taken by the Rus-
sians, Julj 1. Treaty of peace between Nadir Shah and the Porte,
July. Tuscany occupied ty the Imperialists, December. Steam-
vessel patenteed by Hulls. Butler's Analogy published. Birth of
Home Tooke (died, 1812). Birth of Prince Potemkin (died, 1791).
Birth of Lagrange (died, 1S13). Birth of James Watt (died,
1819).-

1737. The emperor makes war on Turkty, July. Oczakoff taken
by Russians, July. Death of Queen Caroline of Englaud, Decem-
ber 1. University of Gottingen opened. Whiston's Joscphus pub-
lished. Birth of Gibbon (died, 1794). Birth of Charles Button
(died, 1823). Birth of Galvani (died, 1798).

1738. Candahar taken by Nadir Shah, March. Russian invasion
of the Crimea renewed. Orsova taken by Turks, August 8.

Alliance betwefu France and Sweden, November 10. Treaty of
Vienna between France and the emperor ; cession of Lorraine to
France, November IS. Nadir Shah declares war on the Great
Mogul, and seizes Ghazni, Cabul, and Peshawur. Handel's Israel
in Egypt produced. Birth of William Herschel (died, 1822).
Birth of Benjamin West (died, 1820). Hume's Treatise of Euman
Nature pubUshsd. Warbuiton's Diifine Legation of Moses (1738-
1741). Rollin's Eistoire Andenne completed. Solar microscope
invented by Lieberkiihn.

1739. The Great Mogul defeated and captured by Nadir Sh&h.
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Febniary. 9. Delhi entered, March 8. The Mogul restored and

m^a tributary, Aprii Subsidy treaty between Gi-eat Britain and

Denmark, March 25. Siege of Belgrade by Turks. Capture of

Choczim by Kussiana, August 29. Capture of Jaasy, September 14.

Peace of Belgrade between the empejor and the Porte, September

18. England declares war against Spain, October 30. Peace be-

tween Russia and the Porte, NoTember. Porto Bello taken bv

Admiral Vernon, November 22. Birth of Dumouriez (died,

1828). Foundling Hospital, London, established by Thomas Coram.

Whitefield begins open-air preaching.

1740. Frederick H., the Great, king of Prussia, May 31. Belgrade

restored to Turkey, June. Benedict XIV. pope, August 17. Death of

the Emperor Cherles VI. October 20. Under the Pragmatic

sanction his daughter Maria Theresa, succeeds as queen of Hungary

and Bohemia ; opposed by elector of Bavaria. Ivan VI. emperor

of Russia, October 29. Invasion of Bokhara and Kharismia by

Nadir Shah. Frederick II. invades Silesia, DeGp.mber 16. Birth

of Boswell (died, 1795).

1741. Battle of MoUwltz, victory of Frederick II. over Austrians,

April 10. Cai-tagena attacked by Admiral Vcmon, April 27. Treaty

of^ymphenburg between Spain and Bavaria, May. Alliance between

George II. and Maria Theresa, June 24. Coronation of Maria

Theresa as queen of Hungary, June 25. Elector of Bavaria invades

Austrian dominions, end of June. Sweden declares war on Russia,

July 24. Fred£rick II. takes Biealau, August 10. Lower Austeia

seized by elector of Bavaria, October. Capture of Neiss by Prussians,

October 31. Capture of Prague by Bavarians and allies, November
26. Revolution in Russia ; Ivan VI. deposed, December 6

;

Elizabeth Petrowna proclaimed empress, December 7. Spanish

troops sent to Italy, December. Stockholm Academy of Sciences,

founded. Middleton's Life of Cicero published. Birth of Lavater

(died, 1801). Death of Rollin (bom, 1661).

1742. Elector of Bavaria chosen emperor, as Charles VII.,

January 24. Fall of Walpole, February 1. Municli taken posses-

sion of by Austrians, February 13. Frederick II. invades Moravia
and Bohemia, March-April. France declares war against the queen
of Hungary, England, and Holland, July 8. Treaty of peace at

Berlin, July 28. Capitulation of Swedish army to Russians, Sep-

tember 4. Alliance oetween Great Britain, Prussia, and Holland
(Treaty of Westminster), November. Treaty of Moscow^ between
Great Britain and Russia, December 11. Retreat of French under
Belle- Isle from Prague to Ecra, December 15-26. Handel's Messiah
produced. Young's Night Thoughts (1742-1746). Fielding's

Joseph Andrews. Robins's New Principles of Ounixery. Hume's
Bttaya (1742-1762). Centigrade thermometer invented by Celsius.

Birth of BHicher (died, 1819).

1748. Death of Cardinal Fleury, January 29. Munich a^ain

taken by Austnana, June 12. Battle of Dettingen, June 27. Treaty

of Abo, between Ruaaia and Sweden, August 17. Broad Bottom
administration formed by Pelham, August. Ingulstadt taken by
Auatdani, September 12. Treaty of Worms, between Great Britain,

the queen of Hungary, and the king of Sardinia, September 23,

Secret treaty (second "Family Ck)mpaet ") between I'lance and
Spain, October 25. War between Nadir Shah and the Turks.
Mo«ul besieged, October. Academy of Sciences, Copenhagen, and
University of Eriangen, founded. Birth of Lavoisier (died,

1794). Birth of Paley (died, 1805). Birth of Coudorcet (died,

1794). Birth of Jefferson (died, 1826).

1744. Unsuccessful attempt of Charles Edward to make a descent
on England, February. Sea-fight between English and French
and Spanish fleets on Toulon, Fel>ruary 22. Louis XV. declnres
war against England, March 16; against queen of Hungarj', April 26.

Louis invades Flanders, May. Union of Frankfort, between tlie em-
peror, the king of Prussia, the elector Palatine, and the king of
Sweden, May 22. Secret treaty bcween Frederick II. and France,
June 6. Frederick II. invades Bohemia, (second Silesian war),
August. Capture of Prague by Frederick, September 16. Capture
of Munich by the French, October 16. Prague evacuatea by
Prussians, November 26. Anson's voyage round the world com-
pleted, June. Great eniption ofCotopaxi. FirHt Wcsleynn Con-
ference held. Akenside 8 Pleasures qf Imagination pnblishcii.

Eulcr'a Theoria Motuum. Birth of Marat. Birth of Herder
(died, 1803).

1745. Treaty of Warsaw, between the elector of Saxony, Great
Britain, the mioon of Hungaiy, and Statcn-General, January 8.

Death of Clmrlos VIL, January 20. Peace of Fuojwen, between the
elector of Bavaria and queen of Hungary, April 22. Treaty
between France, Spain, Naples, and the Genoese, Miiy 7. Battle of
Fontenoy, May 11. Capture of Cane Breton by the English, June
26. Jacobite rebellion ; Charles Edward lands in Scotland, July 23.

Secret treaty between Great Britain and Prussia, August 2P.

Francis L, grand duke of Tuscany, elected emperor, September
13. Jamea VIII. proclaimed at Edinburgh, September 17. Battle
of Prcstonpans, September 21. Carlisle taken by the Pretender,
November 15. Frederick II. invades Saxony, November. Derby
reached by the Pretender, December 4. Surrender of Drc8<l';u to
Frftdarick U., Decfiraber 18. Milan entered bv thn Spaninrrl^

December 19. CHiarles Edward retreats to Scotland, December 20.

Frederick concludes treaties of Dresden with Saxony, and Austriaj

December 25. Swedenborg'a De Cultu et Ainore Dei published.

Wahhab begins to propagate his doctrines. Birth of Yolta (died,

1826).

1746. Battle of Falkirk, Januarv 17. Brussels taken by Marshal
Saxe, February 20. Battle of Culloden, April 16 ; end of tlie re-

bellion. Antwerp taken by Marshal Saxe, May 19. Ferdinand VI.
king of Spain, July 9. Frederick V. king of Denmark, August 6

Execution of Lords Balmerino and Kilmarnock, August 18. Geuos
bombarded by English fleet, surrenders to Austrians, September G.

The French and Spaniards driven out of Italy, September. T^ladiai

capitulates to the French, September 19. Namur taken by the

French, September 19. Earthquake at Lima, October 28. Aus-
trians driven from Genoa, December 10. Frcdaician Coih pnbliiihed.

Handel's Judas Maccabccus produced. Hervey's Meditations^ Biilb
of Sir William Jones (died, 1794). Birth of Pestaloz;;i (died, 1846.|

1747. Lord Loval beheaded, April 9. Invasion of Brabant bv
the French, April. William of Nassau appointed stadtholder of

the Netherlands, May 4. Admii-al Anson defeats French fleet off

Finisterre, May 14. Commodore Fox captures French West India
fleet, June 16. Nadir Shah assassinated, June. Charles Edward
escapes to France, September. Bergen-op-Zoom taken by the French,
September 16. Admiral Hawke defeats French fleet off Belle Isle,

October 14. University of St Petersburg founded. Origin of the

Shakers about this time. Birth of Dr Parr (died, 1820). Birth
of Canova (died, 1822). Death of David Braincrd (born, 1718).

1748. Maestricht invested by the French, April 13 ; surrenders,

May 7. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, October 18. Centenai^ of Peace
of Westphalia celebrated at Hamburg, October 25. Invas^ion of
India by Afghans. Moutesfjuieu's J'Jsprit des Lois publifhed.
Kichardson's Clarissa Marlowe. Smollett's ^o(^n'ci- Random. Han-
dels (So^ojnon. produced. Birth of Jeremy Bentham (died, 1832).
Birth of J. L. David, painter (died, 1825).

1749. Flanders and Brabant evacuated by the French, January-
February. Cape Breton restored to France, June. Eruption of

Vesuvius, June-August Madras restored to the English, September.
War of succession in the Carnatic. Swcdenborg's ArcaTia Coehstu^

begun (completed, 1756). Middleton's Free Inquiry published.

Birth of Mirabeau. Birth of Alfieri (died, 1803). Birth of La-
place (died, 1827). Birth of Goethe (died, 1832). Birth of C.

J. Fox (died, 1806). Birth of Tippoo Saib (died, 1823). Birtli of
Jenner (died, 1823).

1750. Treaty of Madrid between Great Britain and Spain, October
6. Death of Marshal Saxe, November 30. Westminster Bridge
opened. Fielding's Tom Jones published. Johnson's Jiamitler,

1750-1752. Baumgarten's jSsthctiea.

1751. Death of Frederick, prince of Wales, March 20. Adolphus
Frederick king of Sweden, k\ni\ 6. Arcot taken by Clive, August
31. Publication "of Diderot's Encyclopidie begun (completed,
1765). Philosophia Botanica of Linnreus. Birth of lx?rd Eldon
(died, 1838). Birth of R. B. Sheridan (died, 1816). Birth ol Voss
(died, 1826). Society of Antiquaries of London incorporated.

1752. The New-Style adopted in Great Britain, January 1. C-on.-

quest of the Punjab by Afglians. Franklin proves identity of light-

ning and electricity. Birth of Legendre (died, 1833). Birth of J.

G. Eichhoru (died, 1827). Deatli of Whiston (born, 1007). Birth
of Madame D'Arblay (died, 1840), Birth of Blumenbach (died,

1840;.

1753. The British Museum founded. Wtaley's ffymns published.
Birth of Dugald Stewart (died, 1828). Birth of William Roscoe
(died, 1831). Birth of Carnot (died, 1823). Birth of Thomaa
Bewick (died, 1828).

1754. Othman III. sultan, December 18. Peace betwctn French
and English in India, December 26. New Marriage Act passed in
England. Earthquakes at Constantinople and Cairo, Condillac's
Traiti des Sensations published. Edwards's Inquiry into the Freedom
of the Will. First part of Hume's History of England (completed,
1761). Birth of Madumo Roland. Birth of Klcber (died, 1800).
Birth of Tall.-yiund (died. 18:^8). Birtli of Crabbe (died, 1832).
Society of Arts, London, founded.

1765. Benedict XIV. concludes concoixlat with Spain, January
11. General Braddock'a expedition against the French in Canada;
he is defeated and killed, July 9. Lisiion destroyed by earthquake,
Kovt-mber 1. University of Moscow founded. Eruption of Catlegia,
Iceland, lasts from October 1755 to August 1706. Johnson's Dic-
tionary published. Birth of Mnrie Antoinette. Birth of Flaxmau
(died, 1826). BLrth of Hahnemann (died, 1843). Death of

Moshcim (born, 1694).

1756. League of Austria, Russia, Saxony, and Sweden against
Prus.'iia. Ihx'oty of alliance between Franco and Austria, May 2.

England declares war against France, May 17. Admiial IJj-ng

defeated by French off Klhiorca, May 20. Capture of Cnhutta' by
Suraja Dowla, June 18. Prisoncrp ivnsh in the Black Holr. Capi-
luUtinn of Englinh gnnison in Minorca to the French. .Ume 28.

The Sevou Years' War begins with ^ivasioD of Saxony I>y Fn'dcrick
IK. Aua»stS7. Drc«leD entered and Saxon «rrbjvua«»iBoH 8eptMn.
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her 10. He defeats tbe Austrians at Luwositz, October 1. Capitul-

ation of Saxon army, October 15. William Pitt (Chatham)
secretary of state, December. Militia Bill passed in England,

December. Burke's Inquiry into the Origin of our Ideas on the Suh.

lime and Beautiful published. Birth of William Godwin (died,

18^.6). Birtli of Mozart (died, 1791).

1757. Calcutta retaken by the English, January 2. Treaty

between Great Britain and Prussia against France and Austria,

January 11. Chandernagore taken by English, March 1 4. Admiral
BjTig shot, March 14. The French enter Westphalia, the Prussians

Bohemia, April. Pitt dismissed from office, April. Battle of

Reichenberg, April 24. Battle of Prague ; Marshals Browne and
Schweria killed. May 6. Russians invade Prussia, June. Pitt

secretary of state again, with powers of prime minister, June. Battle

of Plassy,—victory of Clive over the Subahdar, June 23. Hesse-
Cassel occupied by French, July. Verden and Bremen occupied by
French, August. Minden taken by the French, August 3. Jilus-

tapha III. sultan, 0(:tober 29. Order of Maria Theresa founded.

Lacailles Funda^iienta Astronomice published. Carbonic acid de-

scribed by Black. Birth of Lafayette' (died, 1834). Birth of Sir

Samuel Romilly (died, 1818). Birth of Volney (died, 1820).

Birth of Baron von Stein (died, 1831). Birth of William Blake
(died, 1827).

1758. Prussia overmn by Russians, January. Prince Ferdinand
of Brunswick drives the French from Hanover, &:c., February-March,
and takes Minden, March 14. Subsidy treaty between Great
Britain and Prussia, April 11. Clement XIII. pope, July 6. Arcot
taken by the French, October 4. Battle of Hochkirchen,—Daun
defeats Frederick II., October 14. French besiege iladras, Decem-
ber 11-February 19, 1759. New treaty of alliance between France
and Austria, December 30. DoUond's achromatic object-glass in-

vented. Annnal Register begun by Dodsley. Swedeuborg'a New
Jerusalem published. Birth of Nelson.

1759. Surat taken by the English, March 2. Treaty between
Russia and Sweden for neutrality of the Baltic, March 9. Battle of

Minden, August 1. Chairles III. king of Spain, August 10. Ad-
miral Boscawen defeats French fleet in Bay of Lagos, August 18.

Expulsion of Jesuits from Portugal, September 3. Dresden taken by
Imperialists, September 5. Battle of Quebec ; deaths of Montcalm
and Wolfe, September 13. Admiral Hawke defeats Marshal Con-
flans in Quiberon Bay, Noveml>er 20. Marshal Daun captures

General Finck and his army at Maxen, November 21. Return of

Halley's comet. Births of Porson, Wilberforce, Pitt, Robespierre,

Danton, Schiller, Burns. Death of Maupertuis (born, 1G97).
Rasselas and first part of Tristram Shandy •p'^hWshedi.

1760. Capture of Arcot by the English, February 9. Battlfs of

Landshut, June 23 ; Corbach, July 10 ; Liegnitz, August 16. Eng-
lish conquest of Canada completed, September 8. Berlin occupied
by Russians, October 9-12. George III. kin^ of Great Britain,

October 25. Battleof Torgau,— Daun defeated, November 3. Eddy-
stone lighthouse completed by Smeaton. ^lacpherson's Ossian
published, 1760-63. Birth of Saint-Simon (died, 1825).

1761. Pondidherry taken by Coote, January 14. Dominica taken
by tbe English, June 6. ''Family Compact" between tbe kings
of France and Spain, August 15. Marriage of George III., Se]item-

ber 8. Resignation of Pitt, October 5. Colberg taken by Russians,

December 16. Bridgewater Canal completed by Brindley. Transit
of Venus. Death of William Law (born, 1686).

1762. England declares war On Spain, January 2. Peter HI.
emperor of Russia, January 5. Martinique taken by the English,
February 4. Frederick II. concludes peace with Russia, May 5.

Earl of Bute prime minister of England, May 29. Portugal invaded
by Spaniards, May. Peace of Hamburg between Frederick II. and
Sweden, May 22. Peter III. deposed, and succeeded by Catherine
II., July 9; put to death, July 19. Havana taken by earl

of Albemarle, August 13. The Spaniards driven out of Portugal,
autumn. Hyder Ali rajah of Mysore. Rousseau's Contrnt Social
and EmiJe published. Death of Anson (born, 1697). Births of

Fichte, Cobbett, and William Carey.

1763. Peace of P;iris, between Great Britain, France, Spain, and
Portugal, February 10. Peace of Hubertsburg, between Austria,

Prussia, and Saxony, February 15 ; end of the Seven Years' War.
George Grenville first lord of the treasury, April 8. Airest of John
Wilkes, April 30. Latent heat discovered by Black, 1759-63.
Birth of Jean Paul Rjchter (died, 1S25). '

1764. Wilkes e.xpi-iled the House of Commons, January 19.

AUi.ince between Kustsi;i and Prussia, April 11. Ivan VI. murdered,
.'ulyG. Stanislas Poniatowski elected king of Poland, September
7. Jesuit Order suppressed in France by Louis XV., November
26. Byron's voyrtge round the world begun. Lavdner's Trstimo7ues
to the Truth of tin Ckris'ian K^Uyion published. Death of Hof^arth
(bnrn, 1697).

176.^ Stamp Act passed by British parliament, Jl.iroh 22.
Opposition to it begun by Virginia, May. Lord Clive governor and
commander-in-rhicf at Calcutta, May. Rockingham administration
fornied, July 10. Joseph 11. euincror. August IS. Lady Hunting-
<lvj'3 Conuexion founded. Blackstone's Commfntarics published.

1766. Death of the Chevalier de St George (the old Pretender),

January 2. Christian VII. king of Denmark, January 14. Ameri-
can Stamp Act Xjpealed, March 18. Second Pitt administration,

August 2. WjJ between Hyder Ali and the Nizam of the Deccau
;

alliance of the English with the Nizam, November. Expedition of

Wallis and Carteret to the South Seas. Bougainville's voyage round
the world begun. Lessing's Laocoon published. Goldsmith's Vicar

of JVakejield. Birtlis of iladame de Stael, Dalton, W. H. Wol-
laston, and Malthus.

1767. Expulsion of Jesuits from Spain, March 31, Corsica

given up by Genoa to France, May 15. Alliance of Hyder Ali and
the Nizam against the English, September. Otaheite discovered

by Wallis and Carteret. Nautical Almaiuic first published. Births
of W. von Humboldt, A. W. Schlegel, and Maria Edgeworth.

1768. Wilkes elected M.P. for Middlesex, March ; riot caused
by hia imprisonment, May 10. General Ga^e arrives with British

troops at Boston, September 26. Lord Chatham resigns privy seal,

October 15. War between Russia and Turkey, October, Jesuits

expelled from Naples, Parma, and Malta. Cook's first voyage round
the world, 1768-71. The Royal Academy of Arts, London, founded.
Death of Nathaniel Lardner (born, 1684). Births of Schleier-

macher, Chateaubriaad, and General Hoche.
1769. The Letters of "Junius " begin to appear, January, Hyder

Ali ravages the Gametic, January. AVilkes again expelled the
Commons, February 2 ; re-elected for Middlesex, February 16.

Hyder Ali compels the English to enter into alliance with him, and
to restore their conquests, April. Clement XIV, pope. May 19.

Occupation of Corsica by the French, May. Sliakes}ieare Jubilee

at Sl:ratford-on-Avon, September 6-8. Moldavia and Wallachia
occupied by Russia, September. Watt's first patent for steam-engine,
Robertson's History of Charles V. published. Births of Napoleon
L, Wellington, Alexander von Humboldt, Marshal Ney, Cuvier,

Lord Castlereagh, Brunei (the elder), Sir Thomas Lawrence,
Mehemet Ali, Sir John Malcolm, and M.de Bourrienne.

1770. Resignation of Grafton; Lord North's administration formed,
January •28. The " Boston Massacre," March 5. The French
East India Company dissolved by Louis XV., April 8. Act for

repeal of certain colonial duties passed, April 12. liberation of

Wilkes, April 17. Marriage of the Dauphin Louis with Marie
Antoinette, May 16. Trial of Woodfall, printer of Junius^ June 13.

Austrians enter Poland, about midsummer. Turkish fleet defeated

by Russians ofl" Chios, July 5, and burnt in Chesmeh Bay, July 7.

General Komanzofl" defeats the Turks on, the Kaghul, August 1.

Prussian troops enter Poland, autumn. New South Wales dis-

covered by Cook. Goldsmith's Deserved Village published. Death
of Chatterton (boru, 1752). Births of Wordsworth, Hegel, John
Foster, George Canning, and Thorwaldsen.

1771. Parliament of Paris exiled by Louis XV., January 19.

Gustavus III. king of Sweden, February 13. Shah Alum II. enters

Delhi, December. Tlie Crimea seized by Russians. Death of

Smollett (bom, 1721). Births of Sydney Smith, lingard. Sir

Walter Scott, James Montgomery, Archduke Charles, and Murat.
First edition of Encyclopa:dia Britannica published.

1772. Warren Hastings governor of Bengal, April 13. Treaty
of 3t Petersburg for partition of Poland between Austria, Russia, and
Prussia, August 6. New constitution established in Sweden, August
21. Cook's second voyage round the world, 1772-74. Royal
Maniage Act passed. Death of Swedenborg (born, 1683). Birtlis

of Novalis, S. T. Coleridge, Fourier, and D. Ricardo.
1773. Ahmed IV. sultan, January 21. Ali Bey defeated and

captured by ilurad Bey, April 13 ; assassinated a few days later.

Constitution of East India Company changed, June. Society of

Jesus suppressed by Clement XIV., July 31. Diet of Poland con-
cludes cession with the partitioning powers, Septe«ber 18.

Rohilcund ravaged by Manrattas. Agitation in Boston, Mass.,
against the tea tax, December 16. Births of Jefi"rey, F. Schlegel,
Sismondi, and Thomas Young.

1774. Warren Hastings first governor-generaUof India, January.
Abdul Hamid sultan, January 21. Boston Port Bill passed, March
General Gage appointed governor of Massachusetts, April 2. Louis
XVI. king of France, May 10. General Court of Massachusetts
closed, Juno 17. Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji, between Russia
and Turkey, July 21. Congress opens at Philadelphia, September
5; closes October 26. Death of Pope Clement XIV., September
22. Parliaments of France re-established by Louis XVI., November
12. New Caledonia discovered by Cook. Oxygen discovered by
Priest.ey and by Scheele. Chesterfield's Letters published.
Goethe's Leiden dcs jungen JVcrtJier. The IVo^fenbiittelscJie Frag-
mentc. Births of Southey and Mezzofaati.

,

1775. Pius VI. pope, February 14. Battle of Lexington, Massa-
chusetts, April 19. Famine riots at Versailles, May. Washington
commander-in-chief of continental army, June 5. Battle of Bunker
Hill, June 17. Boston invested by Washington, July 2. Montreal
taken by General >Ionto;omer>', November 12. Code of Catherine
II. published. Lavater s PAysio^nomy. Births of Charles Lamb,
Turner, Jane Austen, and O'Connell.

1776. Evacuation of Boston by the English, March 17- Canada
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' evacuated by Americans, June IS, Declarntion of Independence of

the " United States,'" July 4. Commissioners of United States

8pnt to France, September. British troops enter Kew York, Sep-

tember 15. Keeker's administration (France), November, liattle

of Trenton, December 26. Cook's last voyage begun. First vol.

of Gibbon's Roman Empire published (completed, 1778). Smith's

irrnlth of Nations, liirth of Niebuhr.
1777. National flag of United States adopted, June 14. Kxe-

fution of Dr Dodil for forgery, June 27. Battle of Brandy^-ine,

September 21. General Howe takes Philadelphia, September 27.

Battle of Geminntown, October 4. Surrender of General Burgoyne

to General Gates, at Saratoga, October 16. Articles of Confedera-

tion of United States a^eed to, November 15. Suspension of

Habeas Corpus Act in Great Britain, December 11. Death of

Maximilian Joseph, elector of Bavaria, December 30, followed by
dispute as to succession. Howard's State of the Prisons published.

Births of Oersted, De la Motte-Fouqu(5, and Thomas Campbell.

1778. Independence of United States recognized by France,

January 16 ; treaty of amity signed, January 30. English ambas-

sador recallr-d from Paris, March 13. Death of Chatham, May 1).

France declares war against England, July 10. Savannah taken

by the English, Decemtxr 2S. Sandwich Islands and Owhyhee dis-

covered by Cook. Death of Voltaire. Births of Thomab Brown,
Sir Humphrey Davy, DeCandolle, and Gay-Lussac.

1779. Admiral Keppel tried by couit-martial and acrjnitted, Jan-

uary-February 11. Captain Cook (bom, 172S) killed in Owhybee,
February 14. Peace of Teschen, May 13, ends war of the Bavarian

Buccession. Spain declares war against Great Britain, June 16.

Alliance of Snain with United States, July 13. Fleets of France

and Spain in tne English Channel, August. Protestant Association

founded in Englaml. Johnson's Lives of the Poets published,

1779-81. The Olriey Bymns. Eirtlis of Moore, (Ehlenschliiger,

Oken, and Berzelius.

1780. Rodney defeats Spanish fleet off Cape St Vincent, January
16. Charleston surrenders to Sir H. Clinton, Afay 13. The Gordou
riots in London, June 2. Armed Neutrality between Russia,

Denmark, and Sweden, July 9 ainl August 1
;
joined by Statcs-

GeneraJ, December 24. Arcot taken by Hyder Ali, October 31.

Death of Maria Theresa, November 29. Vaccination suggested by
Jenner.

1781. The French invade Jersey, and are defeated, January 6.

Bombardment of Gibraltar by Spaniards, April 12 to November 26.

Conquest of Florida by Spaniards completed, May. Necker resigns,

May. The king of l'ru.ssia joins Armed Neutrality, May 8. Sir

F.yre Coote defeats Hyder All near Porto Novo, July 1. Yorktown
occupied by Lord Comwallis, August 1. Soa-fjght off the Dogger-
bank between English and Dutch, August 5. The emperor joins

Armed Neutrality, October 9. YA\ci of toleration issued by the cm-
jieror, October 13. Yorktown capitulates to Washington, October 19.

The Barrier Treaty dissolved, November. Uranus {Georgium Sidus)

discovered by Uerschel. Sunday Schools originated by RobcrtRaikos.
Births of H. F. Clinton, G. Stejihenson, and Sir F. Chantrey.

1782. Second Rockingham adminiHtration in oflice, March 27.

Victory of Rodney over French fleet off Dominica, April 12. Death
of Rockingham, July 1. Shelbumo administrotion, July 10.

The "Royal George'' sinks at Spitbead, August 29. Successful

defence of Gibraltar against the aliios by General Elliott. Prelimi-

naries of peace between England and the United States, November
30. Charleston evacuated by the English, December 14. Death
of Hyder Ali, December 7 ; Tippoo Saib succeeds him. Poyning's
Law (Ireland) repealed. Rousseau's Confessions published.

1783. Sovereignty of the Crimea sold to Cothorino II.,

January 20. Coalition ministry of Fox and North, April 2.

Definitive treaty of peace between England and United States

signed at Paris, September 3. Treaty of peace between Great
Britain, France, and Spain, Septembers. The Coalition ministry
ilismissed, December 13. Pitt apnointtd first lord of the treasuiy,

December 19. Washington resigns his commission, December
23. First oxporimcnU with J^fontgolficr's air balloon. Order of
St Patrick founded. Birth of Bolivar.

1784. Tippoo concludes peace with the English.—restitution of
connncflts agree<l to, Marc.. 11. Trttaty of peace betweon'England
and Hollrind, Juno 20. Pitt's India Bill pa.s«'d, August 13. Tiio

I'.oard of Control established. Death of Johnson, Decomber 13.

Bramah lock patented, llitford'a //«/ory of Greece^ vol. i., pub-
lished (completed. 1818).

1785. Resignotion of Warifn Hastingn, Fcbninry 8. Jnlm
Adams, first ambasaaJor of United Statos to England, i)reHcnted to

George III., Juno 1. Confoderation of Saxony, Brandenburg,
and Hanover, July 23. Treaty of Fontainoblenn between the
emperor and the Slatcs-Conornl, guarant*>od by France, signpil,

November 8. Expedition of Iji iViouso to South Seas, Royal Irish

AflAdeiny incorjioratcd iVath of (icneral Oglethoq)P (born, lOttfl).

1786. linneachmrnt of Warren Hastincn, Fobniary. Frcderiek
William II. Kingof Prusaia, August 17. Lord Cornwallia povcrnor*
pneral of ImUa, Si pt'>mbeT. Treaty of nnvitration'knd commerre
between Gmat Britain end rrance, September 20. Sobutopcd

founded. University of Bonn founded. Wesleyan Metlwdi^t
Missionary Society instituted. Burua's Poems published. Death
of Admiral Keppel (born, 1725).

1787. First Assembly of Notables meets at Versailles, Febmary
22 ; closes May 25.' The parliament of Paris exiled, August-Sep^
teinber. War between Russia and Turkey renewed, August. The
Prussians invade Holland, and restore the stadlholder, September.
Eruption of Etna, July to October. Society for suppression of the

slave-trade formed in London. Death of Gluck (born, 1712).

1788. First publication of 2'he Tinns, January 1. Death of

Prince Charles Edward, January 31. The emperor declares war
against Turkey, Februaiy 9. Trial of Wanen Hastings begins,

February 13. Turkish fleet defeated and destroyed, June 26.

Russia declares war against Sweden, July 11. Necker recalled,

August 24. Temporary insanity of George III. ; regency of

Prince of Wales, October to February 1789. Second Assembly
of the Notables, November 6-Deccmber 12. Oczakotf stormed by
Russians under Potemkin, December 17. Peual settlement at

Botany Bay. Drainage of the Pontine Marshes completed.

1789. Charies IV. king of Spain, January 17. Selim III.

sultan, April 7. Mutiny of the '"Bounty," April 28. Waahin^on
first president of United Slates, April 30. First French Revolution

;

opening of the States-General at Versailles, May 5. National

Assembly constituted, June 17, Fall of the Bastille, July 14.

Abolition of feudal privileges, August 4. Insurrection in the

Netherlands, September. Suwarolf defeats the Tuiks, September
22. Jacobin Club settles at Paris, about October. The Austrians
expelled from the Netherlands, December. Land settlement in

India begun. Herschel's great telescope completed. White '9

Aatural JJisforij of ScJborve published. Birth of Neander.

1790. Act of Union of Belgic United Provinces signwl at Bmsscla,

January 11. Treaty of alliance between Prussia and the Porte,.

January 31. Monastic vows abolished in France, Febmary 13.

JJeath of Joseph II., February 20. Defensive alliance between,

Prussia and Poland, March 29. Titles of honour abolished in

Franco, Jujie 20. Fs-deration Ftte of the Champs de Mars, Jnly 14.

Peace of Werela between Russia and Sweden, signed, August 14.

First issue of assignats iu France, September 9. Leopold 11.

elected emperor, September 30. Austrians enter Brus-sels, Decenv
ber 2. Convention between the emperor and mediating powers

;

end of the Belgian Republic, December 10. Ismail talcen by
Suwaioff, December 22. City of Washington founded. Burke's

Reflections on the French Revolution published.
1791. Death of John Wesley, Marcdi 2. death ofMirabcay, April

2. New Polish Constitution promulgated, MajS. Flight of Louis

XVI. from Paris, Juno 20 ; he is arrested at \ arennea and brought
back, June 21. Priestley riots at Birmingham, July 14. Declara-

tion of Pilnitz, August 27. Fij-st coalition (between Austria and
Prussia) formed, August 27. The constitution completed by
National Assembly, September 3 ; accepted by Louis, September
14. Meeting of National Legislative Assembly at Paris, October 1.

Death of Polcmkin, October 16. Representative government intTx>-

duced in Canada. Galvani's di.scovery of animal electricity pub-
lislied. D' Israeli's Curiosities of Literature published.

1792. Peace of Jaasy between Russia and Turkey, January 9.

Attack on Seringapatain by the English, February 6. Death oJtho

Emperor Leopold II., March 1. Girondist ministry at Paris,

March, Gustavus III. of Sweden assassinated by Ankarstrbm,

March 16 ; Gustavus IV. succeeds. Peace concluded between the

Engiisli and Tippoo ; cession of half of Alysore, March 19. The
blacks in St Domingo declared free, April 4. Louis XVI. declares

war against the king of Hungary, April 20. Invasion of the

National Assembly and tho Tuilenes by the mob, "procession of

the black breeches,* Juno 20, Francis II. elected cmneror, July 5.

Manifesto of duke of Brunswick, July 25. Death ot tho earl of

Guildford (Lord North), August 6. Attack on the Tuilcries ;

massacre of tho Swiss guardn, August 10. Louis find his family

imprisoned in the Temple, August 13. Invasion of Franco begins,

August 18. Tho "September Maasflcrts," at Paris, Seotembor

2-3. Opening of National Convention, September 21. Abolition

of royalty, September 21. Tho Republic proclaimed, September

22. *rho Revolutionary calendar adopted, September 22.^ French

occupation of Savoy, September. Battle of Jemapprft, November

6. Belgium overrun by tho French, NovcmlHT-Dcccmber. The
Scheldt oponed to all nations, November 22. Fox'b Libel Bill

passed. Baptist Missionary Society founded. Cos firet uwd for

lighting.

1793. Treaty between Russia and Pmsj.ia for nccond Partition of

Poland, January 4. Alien Bill passed in England, Janunrr 4.

Execution of Louis XVI.. January 21. Invasion of Holland by

Dumonrior, Febniarv. Washington prrsiiU-nt of United Statr*

(•wcond term), Marr)i 4. InMitrrction in \a V<'ndvr, .Vsrch 10.^

Revolutionary Tribunal rHtabliwhcd, March U. " Reign of Terror."

English arm'v wnt to Holland, March. Death of ChiefJustico

Mansfield. March 20 (l>orn, 1705). Fall of tho GirondiitJi, June

2. Asxa^inntion of Marat by Charlotte Conlay, July 13 ;
pxrco-

tion of Cbarlotlr, July 17. Levy en masse of the Krrnch ordtn^,

V. — 94
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August 23. Pondicherry taken by the Engliah, Augnst 23.

Toulon taken by Lord Hood, August 28. Lyons taken by
Kellermann, October 9, Execution of Marie Antoinette, October
16 ; of the Girondista, October 31. AVorship of reason introduced,

November 10. Toulon retaken,—Napoleon Bonaparte at the siege,

December 18, 19. The Noyades of Nantes, December. Society of

United Irishmen founded.

1794. Insurrection in Poland, Kosciuszko generalissimo, March.
Execution of Danton and his followesa, April 6. Habeas Corpus Act
suspended in England, May 23. Victory of Lord Howe over French
lleet, oflf Brest, June 1. Fite de VEire Suprime^ June 3. Battle of

Fleurus, June 26. Fall of Robespierre,—end of the Reign of Terror,

July 27. Corsica reduced by the English, August 4. Battle of Macie-

wice ; Kosciuszko wounded and captured, October 10. Trials of

Hardy, Home Tooke, and others, October-November. Battle of

Praga,—the Poles defeated by SuwarolT, November 4. Warsaw
entered by Russians, November 9. The English driven from
Holland, December. Chappe's telegraph invented. Godwin's
Caleb Williams published, t'aley's Evidences. Goethe's Wilhelm
MeisUrs Lchrjahre.

1795. Third partition of Poland arranged between Russia,

Austria, and Prussia, January 3. The French enter Amsterdam,
January 19. Abolition of the stadtholderate ; the Batavian

Republic established, February 24. Insurrection at Paris, April 1.

Peace of Basel between French Republic and the king of Prussia,

April 5. Acquittal of Warren Hastings, April 23. Insurrection

at Paris, May 20-21. Treaty of Basel between France and Spain,

July 22. The Directory established, August 22. Cape of Good Hope
taken by the English, September. Annexation of Belgium to France,

October 1. Last sitting of National Convention, October 26. King
Stanislas abdicates, November 25. Dutch settlements in Ceylon
taken by English. Institute of France and Ecole Polytcchnique

founded, Maynooth College, Ireland, founded.

1796. Irish Insurrection Act passed, March 10. Battle of Lodi,

May 10. Milan entered by Napoleon, May 15. Treaty between
French Republic and the king of Sardinia for cession of Nice,

Savoy, &c.. May 15. Bologna entered by Napoleon, June 18.

Alliance between France and. Spain, August 19. Spain declares

war against Great Britain, October 6. Suspension of Habeas
Corpus Act in Ireland, October 26. Battle of Areola, November
i5-l7. Paul emperor of Russia, Novemberl7. Cispadane Republic
founded, December. Attempt of General Hoche on Ireland, Dec-

ember 22-27. Hydraulic press patented by Bramah.
1797. Battle of Rivoli, January 14. Capitulation of Mantua to

Napoleon, February 1, 2. Admiral Jervis defeats Spanish fleet off

Cape St Vincent, February 14. John Adams president gL-United
States, March 4. Napoleon declares war on Venice, May 3 ; and
enters the city, May 16. Councils of Five Hundred andof the Ancients

established at Paris, May 20. Ligurian Republic established, June.

Cisalpine Republic, June 29. Death of Burke, July 9. Death of

Burns, July 21. Coup-d'etat of 18th Fructidor, September 4.

Admiral Duncan defeats Dutch fleet off Camperdown, October 11.

Treaty of Carapo Formic between France and Austria, October 17.

Frederick William III. king of Prussia, November 16. Congress of

Rastadt opens, December 9. Insurrection at Rome, December 27.

First issue of one-pound notes by Bank of England.
1798. Occupation of Rome by the French, February 10; a

republic proclaimed, February 15. Subjugation of Switzerland by
the Frencli, January-March. Helvetic Republic proclaiined, April

12. Annexation of Geneva to France, April 26. Rebellion in

Ireland breaks out, May 23. Malta taken by Napoleon, June 11.

French invasion of Egypt, July 1. Battle of the Pyramids, July

21. Battle of the Nile, August 1-2. General Humbert lands French
force at Killala, August ; surrenders to General Lake, September 8.

Rome occupied by Neapolitans, November 29. Abdication of king
of Sardinia, December 9. Alliance between Russia and the Porte,

December 23. Treaty between Great Britain and Russia, Decem-
ber 29. Income Tax proposed by Pitt, December. Jenner's Inquiry
('* Vaccination ") published. Lithography invented by Senefelder.

Haydn's Creation produced.

1799. Naples entered by the French, January. Capitulation of

Ehrenbreitbtein to the French, January 29. Invasion of Syria by
Napoleon, February. Massacre of Jaifa, March 7. Unsuccessful
siege of Acre by Napoleon, March 16-May 21. Invasion of Mysore
by the English, Mijirh. Congress of Rastadt closed, April 7.

Seringapatam stormed by the English under Baird ; Tippoo killed.

May 4. Second coafition against France formed, June 22.

Napoleon defeats Turks at Aboukir, July 25. Ferdinand IV. of
Naples restored, July 27. Russians enter Switzerland, August.
Death of Pius VI., August 29. Zurich entered by the French,
September 26. Retreat of Suwaroff from Switzerland, September 29.

Rome recovered from the French, September 30. Overthrow of the
Directory, ISth Bnimaire, November 9. Napoleon "First Consul,"
December 24. Death of Washington, December 14. Laplace's
M^caniquG Celeste published (completed, 1825).

1800. Piin VII. elected pope, March 14. Cession of Surat to
East India Company, May 13. Passage of the Great St Beinard by

Napoleon, May 17-20 Battle of Marengo, June 14.- Legislative

Union of Great Britain and Ireland by Act passed July 2. Malta
taken by English, September 5. Cession of Mysore to the

English, October 12. Battle of Hohenlinden, December 3. The
Voltaic pile invented. The Journal des D^bats founded.

1801. First imperial parliament of United Kingdom meets,

January 22. Resignation of Pitt, February 5. Addington first

lord of the treasury. Peace of Luneville, February 9. Thomas
Jefferson president of United States, March 4. Battle of Alexan-
dria ; Abercromby mortally wounded, March 21. Kingdom of

Etruria erected by Napoleon, March 21. Paul, emperor of Russia,

murdered, March 24 ; Alexander I. succeeds. Victory of Nelson
over Danish fleet at Copenhagen, April 2. Cairo surrenders to the
English, June 27. Concordat between Pius VII. and Napoleon,
July 15. Mecca taken and pillaged by Wahhabees. Evacuation of

Egypt by the French, September 2. Peace between Great Britain

and France, October 1 ; between Russia and France, October 8.

First Census of Great Britain taken. The asteroid Ceres discovered

by Piazzi. Block machmery invented by Brunei.

1802. French expedirion against St Domingo, February. Peace

of Amiens, March 27. Napoleon First Consul for life, August 3.

Rising of the Swiss under Aloys Reding, summer. Piedmont an-

nexed to France, September 11. The asteroid Pallas discovered by
Olbers. Edinburgh Review commenced, October.

1803. New constitution imposed on Switzerland by Napoleon's

"Act of Mediation," February 19. Cape of Good Hope restored to

the Dutch, February 21. Egypt evacuated by the English, March
17. Louisiana sold by Napoleon to United States, April 30. Eng-
land declares war against France, May 18. Hanover seized by the

French, June. Rising in Ireland under Emmett, July 23. Pre-

parations for French invasion of England, summer. War be-

tween the English and Sindia begins, August 3. General Lake
defeats Mahrattas near Dellii, and enters the city, September

1?. Battle of Asaaye, September 23. St Domingo proclaimed

independent, November 29. Treaty with Rajah of Berar, December
17 ; with Sindia, December 28. Atomic theory propounded bj

Dalton.

1804. Publication of the Code Civil {NapoUon), January. Duke
of Enghien shot by order of Napoleon, March 21. Surinam taken

by the English, April 29. Pitt prime minister the second time.

May 12. Napoleon "Emperor of the French," May 18. The Jesuit

readmitted to the Two Sicilies, July 30. Francis II. assumes title

of hereditary «mperor of Austria, August 11. War with Holkai
through this year and the next. Coronation of Napoleon I. and

Josephine by the Pope at Paris, December 2. Spain declares wai

against Great Britain, December 12. Asteroid Juno discovered by

Harding. British and Foreign Bible Society established. Savings

Banks originated. Schiller's Wilhelm Tc?^ published.

1S05.. Siege of Bhurtpore by the English, January. Jeff'erson

president of the United States (second term), March 4. Battle o\

Bhurtpore, April 2. Third coalition against France, April 11.

Death of Earl of Shelburne, May 2 (bom, 1737). Napoleon
crowned king of Italy'at Milan, May 26. Genoa and Ligurian Re-

public incorporated with France, June 3. Impeachment of Lord
Melville, June 26. Third coalition against France completed,

September 8. Capitulation of General Mack to Napoleon at Ulra,

October 17 and 19. Victory and death of Nelson at Trafalgar,

October 21. Vienna occupied by the French, November 13.

Russian and British forces land in Naples, November 20. Battle o)

Austerlitz, December 2. Treaty with. Holkar, cession of territory

to the English, December 24. Peace of Presburg, December 26*

British and Foreign School Society founded. Foster's Essays pub-
lished. Scott's Lay of the Last Minstrel,

1806. The electors of Bavaria and Wurtemberg take the title of

king, January 1. Cape of Good Hope retaken by the English,

January 8. Death of Pitt, January 28. Grenville and Fox admini-

stration, February. Admiral Duckworth destroys French squadron

off St Domingo, February 6. Prussia concludes treaty with Na-
poleon I., February 16 ; ratified March 9. Joseph Bonaparte made
king of the Two Sicilies, March 30. Trial of Lord Melville begins,

April 29 ; acquittal, June 12. Louis Napoleon Bonaparte made
king of Holland, June 6. Great Britain declares war against

Prussia, June 11. Battle of Maida, July 5. Mutiny of Sepoys at

Vellore, July 10. Confederation of the Rhine formed, July 12.

Dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire, August 6. Death of Fox,

September 13. Fourth coalition against France, October 6. Battles

of Jena and Auerstadt, October 14. Napoleon enters Berlift,

October 27. Flight of Frederick "William III., October. Napoleon &

Berlin decree declaring the British Isles in a state of blockade,

November 21. Occupation of Hamburg by the French, November.
AVar between Russia and Turkey begins, November 23. Elector of

Saxony assumes title of king, December 11. The Russians enter

Bucharest, December 27. Haileybury College founded.

1807. Battle of Eylau, February 7-8. Sir J. Duckworth forces

tlie passage of the Dardanelles, February 19. Abolition of the slate

trade in British empire by Act prissed March 25. The Portland

administration, April. Dantsio taken by tho French, May 26
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SiUtanSelim deposed tjrJanissaries, May 29; MustaphalV.succecas.

Napoleon defeats the Russians at Friedland, June 14. Conference

of the emperors Alexander and Napoleon near Tilsit, June 25.

Peace of Tflsit, July 7 and 9. Death of the Cardinal York, last of

the Stuarts, July 13. Jerome Bonaparte made king of Westphalia,

August 18. Bombardment of Copenhagen by English fleet, Sep-

tember 2-3 ; surrender of Danish fleet. Evacuation of Egypt by

British fbrces, September. French invasion of Portugal, Novem-
ber ; Lisbon entered, November 30. The Prince Regent and Royal

family of Portugal embark for Brazil, November 29. Kupture be-

tween Great Britain and Russia, November-December. French

troops enter Spain, December. The kingdom of Etruria seized by

Napoleon, December 10. Napoleon publishes the Milan decree,

December 18. The asteroid Vesta discovered by Olbera. Zoological

Society of London ipstituted. Hegel's Phdnomenologie (lea Oeisks

published. Jloore's Irish Melodies.

1808. Napoleon occupies Rome, February 2. A new nobility

created in France by Napoleon, March 11. Abdication of Charles

IV. of Spain in favour or Ferdinand, princ§ .of Asturias, March 19.

Murat enters Madrid, March 23. Insurrection at Madrid, May 2.

Treaty of Bayonno between Charles IV. and Napoleon, May 5.

-Abdication of Ferdinand, May 6. Joseph Bonapirrte made king of

Spain, June 6. Siege of Saragossa by tne French begun, June 15.

ifunit made king of Naples, July 16. Battle of Baylen, July 21.

Sir Arthur Wellesley lands in Spain, August 1. Siege of Saragossa

raised, Apgust 4. Battle of Vimeira,—Wellesley defeats the French,

August 21. Convention of Cintra. Conference of Aleaander and
Napoleon at Erfurt, September 27-Octoberl4. Mnstapha IV. deposed

and murdered, November 15 ; Mahmoud II. succeeds. Madrid
entered by Napoleon, December 4. Abolition of Spanish Inqui-

sition, December 4. Saragosia again bombarded by the French,

December 20. Retreat of Sir Jonn Moore begun, December 24.

Finland incorporated with Russia. Manby*8 apparatus for savijig

life in shipwreck invented. Scott'a MaTmion published.

1S09. Treaty of peace between Great Britain.and Turkey, January
6, Battle of "Coruiia ; death of Sir John Moore, January 1 6. Sara-

gossa stormed by the French, January 27. Conduct of the duke
of York investigated by parliament, January--March. War
between Russia and Turkey, February. The lines of Travancore
stormed by English, February 10-21. James Madison president

of United States, March 4. Gustavus IV. of Sweden deposed,

March 29 ; Charles XUI. succeeds. Oporto taken by Soult, March
29. Revolt of Tyrol under Hofer, April 8. Invasion of Bavaria by
Austi«ans, April 11. Passage of the Douro by Wellington ; occupation
of Oporto, May 12. Napoleon enters Vienna, May 13. States of

the Church annexed to France, May 17. Battle of Aspern, May
21-22. Charles XIII. king of Sweden, June 6. Napoleon excom-
municated by the Pope, June 10. Arrest of the Pope, July 5. Battle

of Wagram, July 6. Battle of Talavera, July 27-28. English ex-

pedition to Walcheren sails, July 28. Finland ceded to Russia,
August 7. Flushing taken by the English, August 16. Peace of
Vienna between France and Austria, October 14. Perceval admini-
atration formed, October. 30. Divorce of the Empress Josephine,
December 16. Evacuation of Walcheren by the English, December
23. The Quarterly Jievicw commenced (February).

1810. Guadaloupe and Amboyna taken by the English, February.
Marriage of Napoleon with Archduchcsa Maria Louisa, April 1.

Sir F. Burdett committed to the Tower, April 9. Silistria taken
by Russians, June 23. Holland annexed to France, July 10.

Mass^na takes Ciudad Rodrigo, July 12. Bernadotte chosen crown
prince of Sweden; August 21. Battle of Busaco, September 27.
Wellington's army witliin the lines of Torres Vedras, October 10,

Insanity of George III., November. Mauritius taken by English,
December 3. University of Berlin founded. Sect of Primitive
Methodists founded by Hugh Bourne. Madame do Stael's Di
I'Allcma/iM published. Hahnemann's Organon.

1811. Tortosa taken by Suchct, January 2. The Regency Bill
(Great Britain) passcyi, Fcbruaiy 5. Death of Maskelyne, February
9 (born, 1732). Massacre of the Mamelukes at Cairo by Mehcmct
Ali, March 1. Badajoz surrenders to the French, March 10. Battle
of Fuentcs d'Onore, May 4, 6. Battle of Albuera, Mav 10. Java
conquered by the English, August 20. Death of Bishop Percy,
September 80 (bom, 1728). Luddite riots at Nottingham begin,
November. Great comet visible for four months. Bell Rock light,
house built by Stevenson. National School Society founded.
Niebuhr's Mmische OesehiMe published.

1812. Wellington storms Ciudad Rodrigo, January 19 ; invests
Badiyoz, March 16 ; storms the town, April 6. New Spanish con-
stitution promulgated by the Cortes, March 13. Assassination of
Mr Pcrcoval, May 11. Peace of Bucharest between Russia and
Turkey,—the Pruth declared the bound.arj- of the two empires, M.iy
28. The Liveipool adminiutration formed, Juno 8. Tlio United
States declare waf against Groat Britain, Juno 18. Napoleon declares
war against Russia, .luno 22. Treaties of peace between Gn'at
Britain, Sweden, and I\u;«ia, July 18. Battle of SalamancA, July 22.
Madrid entered by WelUngton, August 12. Smolensko taken by
the Froooh, August 17. Cattle of Borodino (the Uoskwa). Sep-

tember 7. Ifoscow entered By TTapoleOB, th6 5ity tnrnt, Septem-
ber 14. Moscow evacuated by the French, October 19. BeU'e
steam -vessel sails on the Clyde. Iodine discovered. Coleridge's
Tlie Friend published. First two cantos of Childe Harold. Hegel's
Logik.

1813. Fourteen Luddites eiecnted at York, jannaiy 10. Con-
cordat between Napoleon I. and Pius VII., January 25. Abolition
of Spanish Inquisition by the Cortes, February 12. Fifth coalition

against France, March 1. James Madison president of "United
States (second term), March 4. Battle of Liitzen, May 2. Battle
of Bautzen, May 20-21. Hamburg seized by Davonst, May 30.

Capture of U.S. frigate "Chesapeake" by H.M.S. "Shannon,"
June 1. Battle of Vittoria, June 21. Battles of the Pyrenees,
July 25-30. Battles of Dresden, August 24, 25,' and 27. St Se-
bastian stormed by Wellington, August 31. Treaty of Tbplitz

;

alliance of Russia, Austria, and Prussia, September 9. Wellington
passes the Bidassoa, and invades France, October 7. Battle of

Leipsic, October 16, 18, 19. Neutrality of Switzerland proclaimed,

November 8. The French evacuate Germany, November 22. Wil-
liam, prince of Orange recalled, December 1. Electric light dis-

covered by Davy. Shelley's Queen 3fab publisked- Senthfly's Lift

of Kelson.

1814. Bolivar chief of republic of Venezuela, January 1, Ces-

sion of Norway to Sweden by treaty of Kiel, Janaary 14. Tins VII
dismissed from Fontaincbleau, January 22. Death of Fichte, Janu-
ary 27. Battle of Orthez, February 27. Treaty of Claiemoct,
March 1. Capitulation of Paris, March 31. Entry of the allied

sovereigns. Deposition of Napoleon by the senate, April 1. Battlo

of Toulouse, April 10. Abdication of Napoleon, April 11. Louis
XVI II. enters Paris (tho first Restoration), May 3. Napoleon
lands in Elba, May 4. Ferdinand VII. annuls tho constitution.

May 4 ; enters Madrid, May 14. The Pope enters Rome, May 24.

Peace of Paris, May 30. Invasion of Canada by Americans, July.

Annexation of Belgium to Holland agreed to, July 21. The In-

quisition re-established in Spain, July 21. Captnre and burning of

Washington by General Ross, August 24. Hanover erected into a

kingdcn, October 11. Congress of Vienna opens, November 3.

Peace of Ghent between Great Britain and United States, Decen bei

24. New Orleans attacked by Sir E. Pakenham^ Deceniber 27.

New Com Law passed in England. Order of Jesnita re-established

by Pius VII. Wordsworth's J'lcursttm publkhed. Scotf s ^awr-
Uy.

1815. Battle of New Orleans, January 8. Napoleon escapes

from Elba, February 26 ; lands at Cannes, March 1. The kingdom
of the Netherlands constituted ; William I. proclaimed king, Moroli

16. Napoleon reaches Paris, March 20. "The Hundred Daye."
Treaty of Vienna between Great Britain, Austria, Russia, and
Prussia, March 23. Murat begins war again.st Austria, March 28 ;

he is defeated at Tolenlino, May 2, 3 ; surrenders the kingdom of

Naples to Ferdinand IV., May 20. Napoleon's new constitution

accepted, June 1. German Confederation constituted by treaty of

Vienna, Juno 8. Territorial settlement of Europe by Congress of

Vienna, Juno 9. Battles of Ligny and Quatro Bras, June Ifi

Battle of Waterloo, Jiuie 18. Second abdication of Napoleon I.,

Juno 22. The allies enter Paris, July 7. Return of Louis XVIII
to Paris (second Restoration), July 8. Surrentjer of Napolei ii to

C.apt,ainMaitlandof HM.S. " Bellerophon," July 16. Formitioi of

the "Holy Alliance," September 26. Arrival of Nopolcou at 6t

Helena, October 16. Ionian Islands placed under protection of

Great Britain, November fi. Second Peace of Paris, Novciubcr 20.

Alarshal Ncy condemned to death by Chamber of Peers, Do -eml^r

6, and shot at Paris, December 7. The safety lamp invented by

Davy. Scott's Guy 3fannering publishei Wordsworth's IVh'te

Doe of Rrflslonf. North A mrrican Kcview begun.

1816. Morringo of Princess Chorlott/of England with Prineo

Leopold of Saxe-Coburg, May 2. Select Commitico on Education

appointed, Miiy 21. Death of Admiral Lord Hood, Juno 27

(born, 1724). Bombardment of Algiers by Admiral Lord Exmonth,
August 26. Death of Earl Stanhope, December 15 (bom, 1763).

Electric telegraph invented by Ronalds. University of War-i\i

founded. CuWer's liigne Animal published. Scott's AntUj\i(iry

and Old Mortality,

1817. James Monroe president o( United States, Morch 4. Sus-

pension of Habeas Corpus Act, Jfarch 4. Tho " Blanket Jleeting

'

at Mon^hcster dispersed by the Militarr, Mor<"h 11 Tho " Derby-
shire Insurrection," June 8, 9. Dissolution of Oio Sluhratta f'on-

federacy, Juno 13. Pius VII. condemns Bible Societies by bull of

Juno 29. Death of Curran, October M (bom, 1750). Death of

Kosciuszko, October 15. Pindarco war begins, October. DeiTth of

Princess Charlotte, November 6. Holkar defeated by the English

at bit-t^* of Mehndpnre, Detombcr 21. Woterloo Bndtjc, London,

0] copo invented by Brewster. Shelley's VJern/J

01- WooTv'aLalla Jtooth. BlactaooS i IdinburQh

IPlo. Xbrli !o peace with Holkar, January a. ReprnI

of Ha'wis Coi m Act, January 31. liomadotte (as

diaries XIV.) kiii,; vi .-ucdcn, February 0. Congiisj cf Aixla-
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CnapeUe orens, Fubruary U: closed, November 20. End of the

Pindaree war, May. Constitutional charter of Havana, May 25.

Marriafiea of duke of Clarence with Princess Adelaide of Saxc-Mein-

enaen and of duke of Kent with Princess Mary of Saxe-Coburg,

JJv 13 * Suicide of Sir Samuel Eomilly, November 2. Death of

Queen Charlotte of England, November 17. Evacuation of French

territory by the army of occupation, November 30. Subjugation

of the Wahhabees completed by Ibrahim Pasha. The stethoscope

invented by Laenuec. Scott's Heart of Uid-Lothian pubUshed.

Hallam's Europe durhig the Middle Jges. -

1819. Cession of Florida by Spain to United States, February 22.

Kotzebue assassinated at Mannheim, March 23. Birth of Prmcess

Victoria, May 24. Peel's Currency Act passed, June 23. Confess

of Carlsbad meets, August 1. Kadical Reform meetings at Manches-

ter dispersed by the yeomani-y (the "Peterloo" Massacre), August

16 The German Zollverein founded. Macadam's system of load-

making published.
' Electro-magnetism discoveied by Oersted.

Scott's Bride of Lammermcor and Jvanhoe.

1820. Death of the dnke of Kent, January 23,' George IV. king

of England, January 29. Ferdinand VII. swears to the constitution

MaroS 9. Expulsion of Jesuits from Russia, March 25. Death of

Gr.ittan, May li (born, 1746). Revolution in Naples, the insur.

rection of the Carbonari, July 2, Bill of pains and penalties

aoainst Queen Caiolino introduced in House of Lords, July 6

(Abandoned, November 10). Revolt of Alt Pasha of Joannina,

August-September. Revolution in Portugal, the Spanish constitu-

tioS proclaimed, September 15. Congress of Troppau meets,

October 20. Congress of Laybach meets, December 17. Astro-

nomical Society of London founded. Byron's Don Juan published.

Shelley's The Cenci. Foster's Essay on Popular Ignorance.

18''1 Revolutionary movements in Brazil, January. Death of

John Keats, February 24 (born, 1796). James Monroe president

of the United States (second term), Jfarch 4. Insurrection m
Greece March 6. • Abdication of Victor Emmannel 1. king of bar-

dinia, in favour of his brother Charles Felix, March 23. Naples

occupied by Austrian army, March 24. The Greek patriarch hung

at Constantinople, Api-U 21. The independence of Brazil pro.

claimed April 22. Death of Napoleon I. at St Heleha, May 5.

Congress of Laybach closed. May 6. Provisional govemnient csta-

blished in Greece, June 9. Return of John VI. to Lisbon, July.

Coronation of George IV., July 19. Death of Queen Carolme

August 7. George IV. visits Ireland, August 15-Scpteraber 15, and

Hanover, October. Republic of Liberia founded by Americans.

Scott's Kenilworth and The Pirate published.

r 1822 Declaration of independence by the Greeks, January 1.

All Pasha surrenders to the Turks, and is put to death, February 5.

Insurrection Act (Ireland) passed, and Habeas Corpus Act suspended

February 11. Massacre of Scio, April-May. Iturbide proclaimed

emperor of Mexico, May 22. Athens taken by the Creeks June

22 George IV. visits Scotland, August. Suicide of Lord Castle-

re^h, August 12. Congress of Verona, August 25-December 1 .

Dmi Pedro emperor of Brazil, October 12. Caledonian Canal com-

pleted. Calculating Machine invented by Babbage. Browns

Philosophy of the Human Mind published. Byron s fam.
_

1823. Abdication of Iturbide, March 20. Invasion of Spain by

the French, April 7 ; Madrid entered. May 23. John V I. of

Portu.'al abolishes' the constitution, June 6. Fervlin.ind Vll

declared incapable, and a regency appointed, June 11. Bombaid-

ment of Cadiz by the French begins, September 20 Death of 1 lus

VII AnTOst20. Leo XU. elected pope, September 28. Capitu-

lation of Cadiz, October 1. Great Britain sends consuls to Soutii

American States, October 30. British Anti-blavery Society founded.

Catholic Associotioi in Ireland. Mormonism onginated by Joseph

Smith. ' L.imb'3 Essaga of Elia published. V icfor Hitgo s Odes et

^"1824^'BoUvar dictator of Peru, February 10. Death of Eugene

fieauharnais, February 21 (born, 17S1). War w'lth Burmah,

March 5. Death of Lord Byron at Missolonghi, April 18. Rangoon

taken by the English, May 11. Iturbide arrested in Mexico and

shot, 'July 19. Singapore actiuircd by the English, August.

Charles X. king of France, September 16. rio%nslonal government

fonned in Greece, October 12. The Spaniards in Peru finally ce-

fc.ited at Av.achuco, December 9. Angerstein collection of pctuies

bought by Enelish Government as foundation of a National Galleiy.

wSiminsUr Meviao established. Godwin's History of the Common-

WC,.;/A published (1S24-1S2S).
, „ ., ,T.P1,t,

f IS'^D Treaty of commerce between Great Bntain and La Plata,

February 2. ExTedition of Ibrahim Pasha against the Greeks,

February "3. John Quincy Adams president of United States,

March 4. Great earthquake in Algiers, March 2-7. The Catholic

Association abolished by Act passed JIarch 9. Treaties of commerce

K>twFen Great Britain and Columbia, April 18, and between Great

Britain and Jlexico, April 29. Navarino taken by Ibrahim Pasha,

May IS: Tripolitza, June 23. Ports of Dutch East Indies opened

to ships of all nations. July 21. The independence of Brazil re-

comized by Portugal, September 7. Nicholas 1. emperor of Russi.i,

December 1. C«mmercial panic in England, December. The lime-

Ib'ht invented by Drummond- F'lrst voyage by steam from Eng-

land to India made. Coleridge's Ai^ls to 2Ufkctxon published.

'''T2I ^"a^Sent^S? ^X^t:^ Ayres begins, JanuV
Bhurnor^s" rmerb^Lord Combermere, Janua^m Caj.tula^^,on

of Caffao to Peruvian patriots, January 22;
«;»f"?.''?" "J^V™./

Smni-irds Treaty of navigat on between Great Bntain and f ranee,

Wary 26. iTeaty of peace between EngUsh and Burmese Feb-

ra^ 24 Death of John VL; Don Pedro, emperor of B.azil, be-

^^s king of Portugal, March 10. Death of Weber, June 5

R^r lion alid massacrlof the Janissaries at Constantinople June

15. Death of Adams and Jeflerson,
5=f

"Prf 'J''"'', o/„ \'"= ^^'^^.

States July 4. Don Miguel assumes title of king, July 4. Russia

dedLes wii against Persia, September 28. Insurrection m VoTX^x.

g:iOctoto6!^Deathof'i'aima,'octoberl9(born,1763).
Conyentio^^

between Great Britain and United States .espect.ng indemnities fo

damages duiing the war, November 13. Treaty between Great

BiSand B,Ll for suppression of slave trade, No.jember 23

Portugal appeals for aid to England, December 3. Death of ilax-

mai,°Dec'ember 9 (boVn. 1755). English «-' '° ^"'TX
December 25. Zoological Society of London founded. L™J»."

University founded. Menai Suspension Bndge opened. Disraeli 3

Vivian (rrev published. - ,. , t k i\^^t.
'

1827. v7A of Frederick, duke of -i ork, January
f

0«'».

1763?, Death of Mitford, February 8 (born, 1,44 .
,

i^^^*^ »«

i^staiozzi, February 17 (bom, 1746). banning administration

Ai.ril 12. National Guard of France disbanded by Charles X., April

20 Erection of kingdom of Greece by treaty of London, July 6.

Death of Canning, Au^gust 8. The Goderich admnnstration, An^st

1 1. Duke of Portland president of the council, A ugust 17. Death

of Ugo Foscolo, October 10 (bom, about l,/6). B»t"« «{

Navarino, October 26. Charles X, disso ves the Chamber o

Deputies, Novembers. Needle-gun invented by Drey e Omnibus

introduced at Paris. Overland route to India V'«i'<^^'^
J:^;^^

Christian Year published. Scott's Tales of a G,andfather.

A™ou"s Elementslf "Physics. Simrock's version of the Mhelungen.

^

'^828 Fall of the Villele ministry in France, January 4.
_

Kerfg-

nation of Lord Goderich, January 8 The Well.ngtt,n "dm.mstaton

in office January 25. Peace of Turkmanchay between Russia and

Persia, February 22. Russia declares ^^^^J'S^''"^'
^il 28* C

26. Last of the British troops leave Portugal, ApiU 28. Dou

Miguel assumes title of king. May 3. Occupation of Buchar st by

Russians, May 12. Passage of the Danube by Russians, June 8.

Election\f OConnell M. P. for Clare, July 5 ; he refuses to take he

oathr Silistria invested by Russians, July 23 /^ace cone ud d

Ltween Brazil and Buenos AjTcs, August 29 The French land mth^^

Morea, August 29. The Dai-danelles closed by the Porte, September

fs Evacuation of Greece by Ibrahim Pasha, October 4 _^an.a

taken by the Russians, OctoberU.
.
The M<>™

«y_^'=»f
''^ ^^

J.-f'^j
October 28. Siege of Silistria raised, November 10. Death oE

Urd Liverpool, December 4 (born, 1770). New Corn Law in

En^and pLl's'-Sliding Scale" established. Test Ac -d Corpora-

tion Act repealed. London University opened, .1^^i Alhcnmmn.

(literary iournal) established, ""
. , t 1 " „,;.l«r,v

'
1829 Death of Leo XII.,Febn,ary,10. Andrew Jackson presiden

of United States, March 4. Duel fo'ught between Wellington and

ear! of Winchelka, March 21. Pius VIU. elected pope,
ff^^^^-

Catliolic Emancipation Act passed, April 13. Capture o£ Lepanto

by the Greeks, May 9. Siege of SUistna resumed. May 17 ,
it sur-

rendei-o June 18. General Paskiewich takes Lrzeroum, July 9.

P n "of Polignac fii^tmiuister of Charles X.. August 8. Adnancple

fntered by Russians, August 20 Peace of A-inanople signed

Septembei- 14. Suttee declared illegal, December 14. Bossiui s

''tmTnd?plrntMVeecedeclaredbyAl,,edPowersFebr..^^^^

3; acknowledged by the Porte, Apnl 25 W>Uiam IV. king of

England, June 26. Surrender of Algiers to the French July 6

Charles X. issues the Six Ordinances July 26. P-"» ^e^l^^f '^
state of sie'-e July 27. Flight of Charles X. from Pans, July «
S^s Pfiirppe d^e of Orlfans, appointed lieutenant-general of the

kingdom July 31. Abdication of Charles X., August 2. Louis

PlK'procfaimed king of the French -Angnst 9. "^°- f
Brussels August 25. Insumction at Dresden, Septernber a.

D stu h^'ncls at Bcriin, Hamburg, and other German town^' Three

days lighting between Dutch and Belgians at Brussels S^ptemKr

19-21. Li^rpool and Manchester Railway opened 5^?*™°" ";

nd;pendence \i Belgium proclaimed, October 4 Antu-erp en m
by Belgians, October 27; the Dutch bombard the "'/• ""="''"

23. pfsignLtion of the Wellington ministir,
^f'^"'''" \^;,J^"

Grey ministry takes office, November 16 R"'"'"''?"/,'^^
"jTATh

November 29. Death of Pope Pius V IL, Novmber 30 Death

of Bolivar, December 17. Pnnce of PoUgnac. "°^^-^''" ™

Charles X convicted of high treason, and sentenced to >mpnson-

men for Ue December 21.° Independence of
f^^-- -"f^ ^t

bv Allied Powers, December 26. ^^t'-^^^l^"^ ^^')^^^!p^2.
IJ ,..er. Lvell's PriMiples of Geology publisheu. Tennyson . rarr^.
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1831. Adam Czirtoryski president of National Govcnimeiit of

Poland, January 30. Gregory XV'I. elected pope, I-'cbruary 2.

Insurrection at Modena, February 5 ; suppressed by Austrians,

Marcll 10. The Russians defeated by the Poles at Grochow, Feb-

ruary 20. Reform Bill introduced by Lord John Russell, ]\Iarch 1.

Revolution in Brazil ; abdication of the Emperor Pedro, April 7.

British parliament dissolved, April 23. Prince Leopold of Saxc-

Coburg elected king of Belgium, June 4. Death of Mrs Siddons,

June 8 (born, 1755). Reform Bill re-introduced, June 24.

Capture of the Portuguese fleet off Lisbon by French fleet, July 11.

New Lomlon Bridge opened, August 1. Cajiitulation of "Warsaw
to Russians, September 7. Coronation of "William I"V. and Queen
Adelaide, September 9. Reform Bill thrown out by House of Lorjs,

October 7. Ibrahim Pasha undertakes conquest of Syria, October.

Assassination of Count Capo d'Istria, October 9. Riots at Bristol,

October 29. Treaty of Loudon respecting Belgium, November 15.

First appearance of Asiatic cholera in England, November. General
Torrijosshotat Malaga, with fifty associates, iJecember 4. Reform
Bill introduced a third time, December 12. Negro insurrection in

Jamaica, December 22. Hereditary peerage abolished in France,

December 29. The British Association founded. "Victor Hugo's
Nilre Vame de Paris published.

1882. Occupation of Ancona by the French, Febniary 23. Poland
declared an integral part of Russian empire, February 26. Death
of Goethe, March 22. Resignation of English ministers, May 9.

Earl Grey returns to office. May 18. Death of Cuvier, May 13.

*J'he Reform Act p.a3sod, June 7. Acre taken by Ibrahim Pasha.

July 2. Revision of Swiss Federal Pact, July 17. Piince Otho of

Bavaria proclaimed king of Greece, August 30. Death of Sir "Walter

Scott, September 21. Ministry of Marshal Soult formed, October
11. Duchess of Berry imprisoned for sedition, November 7. Siege

of Antwerp begun by the French, November 13. Dissolution of

British parliament, December 3. Ibrahim Pasha defeats army of

the Sultan at Konieh, December 20. Surrender of Antwerp,
December 24. Heatbcoat's steam-plough patented. The Paris
Charivari started. The Penny Mat/azine and Chambers's Edinbnrijh
J'mrTwX l)egun. Eljenezer EUiott's Cam-Law Mhijines published.
iii'Orge Sand's Indiana.

1833. Tirst Reform parliament of United Kingdom opened,
January 29. King Otho lands at Nauplia, January 31. Mediation
of Franco between the Porte and Melremot Ali, February 21.

Andrew Jackson president (second term) of the United States,

March 4. Trial and dejSosition of Edward Irving for heresy, March
13. Coeriiion Bill for Ireland passed, April 2. Santa Anna presi-

dent of Mexican Republic, Apnl 18. Treaty of Kutayeh between
Egypt and the Porte, May 14. Death of Edmund Kean, May 15
(liorn 1787 f). Capture of Don Miguel's squadron by Admiral
Napier, July 5. Treaty of peace and alliance (of "UnkiarSkelessi")
between Russia and Turkey, July 8. Evacuation of Lisbon by
Miguelitos; Donna Maria proclaimed Queen, July 23. Death of
Wilberforce, July 29. Irish Church Temporalities Act passed,
August 14. Abolition of slavery in the British Colonies (from
August 1, 1834) by Act passed August .28. Death of Hannali
More, September 7 (born, 1745). Isabella II. queen of Spain,
September 29. Durham University opened. Artesian well opened
at Crenelle, 1833-1841. Carlylc's Sartor Jlcsartus piiblished.

Keble's Sermon on Kationnl Apostasy preached at Oxford (July).

Fenny Cyclopaedia begun (finished, 1843).

1834. Marshal Saldanha defeats the Miguclites at Santarcm,
February 18. Dcjith of Lafayette, May 20 (born, 1757), Capitu-
lation of Don Miguel, at Evora, May 26. Abolition of monasteries
in Portugal, May 28. Shah Soojah defeated by Dost Mahomed,
June 29. Resignation of Earl Grey and Lord Althoqi, July 9.

Lord Melbourne prime minister, July 1 4. Death of S. T. Coleridge,
July 25. Emancipation of slaves in British colonies, August 1.

I'ho Poor Law Act passed, Augirst 14. The Houses of Parliament
burnt, October 16. Tlie Melljourne ministry dissolved, November
15. Sir Robert Peel tirst lord of the treasury, December 8. First

parliamentary gront for education in England. Oxford Tractsfor the

Times begun. Ranke's Popes of Pome published, 1834-1838.
Lytlon's Last Days of Pompeii and Ricnzi, First volume of
Bancroft's History of tjit United States,

1838. Ferdinand I. emperor of Austria, March 2. Death of

Wilhelm von Humboldt, April 8 (born, 1767). Resignation of

the Peel ministry, April 8. Lord Llelbourno again first lord, April

18. Revolt of 'I'cxas og'ainat Mexico, July. The Foreign Enlrst-

nient Bill suspended in favour of the oueen of Spain, Juno 10.

Death of \Villinm Cobbett, Juno 18. Fij-at battalion of auxiliarv
Ifgion Bails for Spain, July 2. Municipal Corporations (England)
Reform Act j)asaed, September 9. Conference of the omiH^rors of

Russia and Austria and the king of Prussio at Toplitz, October.
Death of James Hogg, tho "Eltrick Shepherd," November 21

(twrn, 177'2). Independonco of Texas proclairaoil, December 2'2.

Revolver patented by Colt. Appearance of Halley'a Comet.
Strauss's Lehen Jesu published. De Tocquovillo's Dfrnocrntie en

^mH-iquf, Alorlo d'Aubign^'s Histoire de la Reformation^ vol. i.

1336. Death of Lord Stowill, January 24 (born, 1740). M.

Thiers first minister of Louis Philippe, Fcbruai7 22. Occupation
of Cracow by Russian and Austrian troops, February. Carlist
entrenchments near Hemaiii taken by the English Legion, May 5.
Death of Abb^ Sieyts, June 20 (bom, 1748). Revolution at
Madrid, flightoflsturitz, August 12. Resignation of M. Thiers ; M.
Mole named president of the council, M. Guizot minister of imblia
instruction, September 7. Revolution at Lisbon, September 9-10.
Attempt of Louis Napoleon Bonaparte to excite insurrection at
Strasburg, October 29. Death of Charles X. of France, November
6. Siege of Bilbao by.Carlists raised by Espartero and the Britisli,
December 24. Adelaide, S. Australia, founded. Tithe Commuta-
tion Act passed. Dissenters' Marriage Act.

1837. Death of Sir John Soane, January 20 (boi-n, 1753).
JIartin van Biuen president of United Status, Jiaich 4. Hcniani
taken by Espartero, May 1^. Irun stonncd by General Evans,
May 17. Victoria queen of England, June 20. The Carlists
defeated at Valencia, July 15. The imperial parliament dissolved,
July 17. Cholera rages on the continent, July-Angust. Don
Carlos defeats the royal troops near Hcrrera, August 24. Marshal
Saldanha and the duke of Terceira defeated, September 18. .The
French Chamber of Deputies dissolved, fifty new peers created,
October 4. Constantina in Algeria stormed by the French, October
13. The constitution of Hanover abrogated by royal ordinance,
November 1. Siege of Herat begun by Persians, November 22.
"Winter Palace, St Petersburg, burnt, December 29. Durham Uni-
versify incorporated. Punishment by the pillory abolished in
England. Father Matliew's temperance missions begun about this
time. Carlyle's French JUvqlution published. The Pickwick
PajKrs. Ingoldr.by Legends. Sara Coleridge's Phantasmion.

1838. Royal Exchange, London, burnt, January 10. Deatn of
Lord Eldon, January 13. Death of Talleyrand, .May 17. Espartero
defeats the Carlists, and takes Penacerrada, June 22. Coronation
of Queen Victoria, Juno 28. The independence of Peru proclaimed,
July 29. Tho siege of Herat raised, September 9. Resignation of
Lord Di:rliain, October 9. Death of Mrs Maclean (Lctitia E. Lan-
don), October 15 (born, 1802). Lima evacuated by Chilians,
November 10. End of the rebellion in Canada, about November
17. Chartist meetings declared illegal, December 12. Interna-
tional Copyright Act passed. Daguerreotype process discovered.
National Cjalleiy, London, openej. First voyage of "Great "NVestcfn"
across the Atlantic. London find Birmingham Railway opened.

1839. Occupation of, Aden by troops of East India Company,
January 20. The Anti-Corn-Law League formed, March 20.
Treaty of London respecting affairsof Holland and Belgium, April ID.
Occupation of Caudahar by Anglo-Indian army, April 26. Death
of Lord William Bentinek, June 17 (bom, 1774). Death of

Lady Hester Stanhope, in Syria, Juno 23 (born 1776). Total
defeat of Turki.sh araiy under Hafiz Pasha by Ibrahim Pasha, on
tho Euphrates, June 25. Abdul-Mcdjid sultan, July 1. Chartist
liot at Birmingham, July 15. Ghizni stormed by Sir John Kcane,
July 22. Shan Soojah rtstorcd to sovereignty of Cabul, August 7
Pasumgo of the Khyber Pass by Lieut. -Col. Wade, September 3. John
Williams, missipnary, murdered at Errompnga, November 20.
Christian VIII. king of Denmark, December 3. The Pope pro-
hibits the slave trade, December 3. Trial and conviction of John
Frost and other Chartists for'high treason, December 24-31.
Copyright in Designs Act passed. First English settlement in
New Zealand. Gold discovered in Australia- Committee of Privy
Council on Education appointed. Bailey's Festus published.

1840. Death of Madame D'Arblay, January 6 (liora, 1752).
Penny postage in Great Britain comes into operation, January 10.

JJarriago of Queen Victoria with Prince Albert of Soxe-Coburp.
FcbruorylO. Ministry of M. Thiers, March 1. Death of Faganini,
Jlay 27 (bom, 1784). Surrender of Carlist General Mortlla,
.May 28. Frederick William IV. king of Prussia, June 7. Insur-
rection in Syria against Mcliemet Ali, Juno 7. Blockade of Canton
by tho English, June 28 Capture of Chusan, July 6. Tt««ty of
London between tho sultan and Meheniet Ali, July 15; ratifled,

September 16. Death of Ottfriod Miiller, August! (born, ]7»7).
Attempt of Louis Napoleon lo extite insurrection at Boulogne; ha
is arrested, August 0. AKIication of king of Holland, October 7 ;

William 11. succeeds. Death of Lord Holland, Octolicr 22 (bom,
1773). Marshal Sonit ogain first minister, October 29. Dost
Mahomed surrenders to Sir W. Macnaghtco, Novomhor 2. Tho
remains of Nniioleon I. landed at Chtrbourj;, November 30, and
deposited in tho HOtcl des Invalidea, December 15. The p«r«l
nuncio expelled from Spain, December 29. Association for tho
RejK'al of Inn Union (Ireland) estabUihed. Irish Muniet)iAl Corpom-
tioiifl Rcfonn Act passed. Ozono otwrvcd by Schonbcm. Colc-

riilge's Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit published. Carlyle's

Heroes and ilero- Worship.
1841. Capture of tho Bogus Forts, Canton, by tho English,

January 7. Tho sultan concedes hcrrditary pAshalio of EgiT^t to

Mehrmet AH, January 27. Union of Upper and \jovtr Cansd*
prvK-hiimed, February' 10. General Hanison-prraidcnt of Unitrd
States, March 4. DifTrrenccs between tho .SnlUin and Mchcmet All

ArrsngeJ, March S. No. XC. of Oxfoixl "Tracla for the Timos".
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condernneti, March 15 Deathof PresitlcnrHainsoH, April 4; Vice-'

President John Tyler sticceeda. Attack on Canton and capitulation

of the Chinese authorities, May 24. • Russian campaign against

Circassians begins. May. Death of Wilkie, June 1, (born 1785).

Insurrection in Candia, June ; suppressed, August. Capture of

Anaoy, August 26. Resignation of Lord Melboxirne, August 30. The
feecond Peel administration formed. Birth of the Prince of "Wales,

November 9. Attack on the English at Cabul, Sir Alexander
Bumes and others murdered, Nov. 14. Death of Sir F. Chantrey,

November 25, (born, 17S1). Assassination of Sir W. Macnaghten
at Cabul, Desember 23. Copyhold Enfranchisement Act passed.

Mormon Temple at Nauvoo founded. Punch begun. Emerson's
Essays published.
I 1842. Retreat of the English from Cabul, January 6 ; they are mas-
aacred in tlie Khoord Cabiu Pass, to January 13. Lord EUenborough
governor-general of India, Februarj' 28. Death of Cherubini, March
10 (bom, 1760). The Afghans repulsed at Jellalabad by Sir R. Sale,

April 7. General Pollock forces the Khyber Pass, April 5-14 ; and
relieves Sale at Jellalabad, Apiil 16. New corn-law passed, April

29. Chartist procession in London, monster petition to parliament.

May 2. Great fire at Hamburg, ^lay 5-7. The English enter the

Vang-tsze-Keang, June 13-16. Shanghai entered, June 19. Defeat

and submission of the Boers of Natal, June 26. Treaty of commerce
bet\veen Belgium and France, July 16. Chin-Kcang-foo taken by
SirHughGough, July 21. The Maine boundary settled by "Ashbur-
ton Treaty" between Great Britain and United States, August 9.

Treaty of peace between Great Britain and China, August 26
(ratified, December 31). Tahiti taken possession of by the French,

September 8. Cabul re-entered by Pollock and Nott, September
15. Death of Chan n in g, October 2 (bom 1780). Cabul evacu-

ated by the English, October 12. Insurrection at Barcelona, Nov.
13 ; suppressed Dec. 3. Income and property tax imposed in Great
Britain. Steam hammer patented. The "Walhalla opened by
king of Bavaria. Lytton's Zanoni published'. Macaulay's Lays
of Ancient Rome. Ilhisf.ratcd London News begun.

1843. The stronghold of the Baluches taken by Sir C. Napier.

Januai-y. Battle of Meeanee, February 17. Occupation of Hy-
derabad, February 20. Disturbances in Wales (" Rebecca's

Daughters "), Feb. Appearance of a great comet, March. Death
of Southey, March 21. Disniption of the Church of Scotland

;

origination of the Free Church, May 18. Annexation of Natal to

Cape Colony, May. Sir C. Napier defeats Shere Mahomed and
ends the war, June. , Annexation of Sinde to British India.

Monster repeal meeting on the hill of Tara, August 15. Arrest

of O'Connell and other repealers, October 14. The queen of Spain

declared of age by the Cortes, November 8. Battle of Maharajpore
;—defeat of Mahrattas by Sir Hugh Gough, and battle of Punniar,

December 29. Occupation of Gwalior. Site of Nineveh dis-

covered by Botta. The Thames tunnel opned. Mill's Logic pub-
lished. JLicaulay's UssaT/s. Carlyle's Fast and Present.

1844. Death of Sir Francis Burdett, January 23 (born 1770).

Death of Lord Sidmouth, Febraary 15 (born 1757). Death
of Thonvaldsen, March 24 (bom 1770). Sir Henry Hardinge
governor-general of India, May 6. War between France and Marocco
begins. May 30. The iSlormou prophet, Joseph Smith, murdered,
June 27 ; Brigham Young appointed his successor. Bank of Eng-
land Charter Act passed, Jxily 19. Death of Joseph Bonaparte,

July 28 (bom 176S). Bombardment of Tangiers by Prince de

JoinvUle, August 6. 'Victory of the Frtnch over the Moors at

Isly, August 14. Capture of Mogador, August 15. Treaty of peace

between France and Marocco, September 6. The Codex Sinaiticus

discovered by Tischendorf.
'^ 1845. Death of Sydney Smith, February 22 (bom 1771). Admis-
sion of Iowa and Floiida as States of the Union, March 1,

James Knox Polk president of the United States, March 4.

Death of Thomas Hood, May 3 (bom 1798). Arctic expedi-

tion Under Sir John Franklin (his last) sails, May ^3. Mexico
leclares war against United States, June 4. Geneial Pelissier

sntTocates one of the Kabyle tribes in the cave of Dahra, June 20.

Mai,-nooth College incorporated and endowed, June 30. Death of

i^arl Grey, July 17 (boin, 1764). Death of Judge Story, September
10' (born 1779). "Squadron of French cavalry cut to pieces by
Abd-cl-ICader, September 16. Death of Earl Spencer 'Lord
.\Ithorp), '.October 1 (born 1782). Death of Elizabeth Fry,
October 12 (born 1780). Sir Hugh Gough defeats the Sikhs at

Moodkee, December IS. Sir Hugh Gou^h again defeats the

Sikhs at Ferozeshah, Dctembcr 21, 22. Pi^way mania and panic
in England. Failuie of potato crop in Great Britain and Ireland.

Gun-cotton invented. Lord Rosse's great telescope erected. Vestiges

of the Xatiwal ifiston/ of Creation publislied. Newman's Essay on
the Development of Christian Doctrine,

1846. The Siklis routed by Sir H. Smith at Aliwal, January 28.

Battle of Sobraon, Febmnry 10. Citadel of Lahore occupied by
Gou^h, Febmary22. Famine in Ireland. Treaty of Lahore, March
8. >j Narvacz driven from Spain, April 7. General Taylor defeats

the Mexicans at Palo Alto. May 8 ; again, at Resaca de Ja Palma,

May ^. ^Escape of Lows Napoleon from Ham, May 26. Death of

Pope Gregory XVL, June 1. -" Treaty^f "Washington tor settlement

of the Oregon boundary, June 15. Eloction'of Pope Pius IX., June
16. Suicide of B. R. Haydon; June 22 (bom 1786). Repeal oJ

English com laws by Act passed June 26. Resignation of th<

Peel ministry, June 29. First Russell administration formed, July 6.

Death of Louis Bonaparte, ex-king of Holland, July 25. Capture ol

Santa Fe by Americans, and annexation of New Mexico to United
States, August 23. Affair of the Spanish marriages, September.
Capture of Monterey, Mexico, by General Taylor, September 24.

The Spanish marriages (of the queen and the Infanta) celebrated

at Madrid, October 10. Cracow annexed to Austria, November 16.

Santa Anna president of Mexico, December 6. Constitutional

charter of New Zealand granted, December 29. The " Sender-

bund" foraaed by Catholic cantons of Switzerland. Evangelical

Alliance established. Discovery of the planet Neptune. Grote'g

History of Greece, vols. i. and ii. published (completed, 1856). \

1847. Frederick AVilliam IV. convokes a parliament at Berlin,

February 3. Mexicans defeated at Buena Vista, February 22, 23.

Vera Cruz capitulates to General Scott, March 28. Capture of the

Bogue Forts at Canton by the English, April 3. General Scott

enters Jalapa, April 19. Death of O'Connell, May 15 (born

1774). Death of Dr Chalmers, ]\[ay 31 (bom 1780). Death of

Sir John Franklin near Lancaster Sound, June 11. Earl of

Dalhousie governor-general of India, August 4. Expulsion of the

Jesuits decreed by Si\'iss Diet, September 3. Mexico bombarded by
General Scott, September 14, 15, and the city taken. Roman
Catholic hierarchy established in England, October. Death of

M-^udelssohn, November 4 (bom 1809). Army of the Sonderbund
defeated at Freiburg, November 13. Sonderbund dissolved. Sur-

render of Abd-el-Kader to the duke of Aumale, December 22.

Crime and Outrage Act in force in Ireland, December 23. Man-
chester erected into a bishopric. Salt Lake city founded by Mor-
mons. Jenny Lind in England. Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre
published. ,

1848. Disturbances at Blilan, Januaiy 3. Insurrection at

Messina, January 6. Frederick VII. king of Denmark, January
20. Gold discovered in California, January. Riots at Munich,
February D-12. Reform banquet at Paris prohibited, February 21.

Death of ex-president Jolm Quincy Adams, February 21. Martial
law proclaimed in Lombardy, Febraary 22. Street fighting in Paris,

February 23. Attack on the Tuileries, abdication of Louis Philippe,

February 24. The Republic proclaimed, Febniary 26. Insun-ee-

tion at Munich, March 4. Income-tax riots in London, many
arrests made, Miirch 6. Revolution at Vienna, flight of Prince
Mettemich, March 13, 14. Insurrection at Berlin, March }7.
Insurrection at Milan, flight of the viceroy, March 18. Abdication
of the King of Bavaria, March 21. ITie Spanish Cortes suspended
si7ie die, March 22. Charles Albert, king of Sardinia, invades
Lombardy, March 23. Revolt of Schleswig and Holstein, Jlarch
25. The Danes defeat the Holsteiuers and Prussians near Flensborg,
April 10. Chartist demonstration on Kennington Common, April
•10. Deposition of King Ferdinand by Sicilian parliament, April
13. The Pmssians take Scldesmg and Flensborg, April 22.

Abolirion of slavery in the French dominions decreed, April 27.*

National Assembly opened at Paris, May 4. Flight of the emperor
Ferdinand from Vienna, May 17. German "National Assembly"
meets at Frankfort, May 18. Treaty between Mexico and United
States for cession of California and New Mexico, ratified. May 19.

Prussian Constituent Assembly meets at Berlin, May 22. Insur-

rection renewed at Vienna, May 27. Charles Albert defeats Aoa-
ti-ians at Goito, May 29, 30. Insurrection at Prague, May 29. An-
nexation of Lombai'dy to Sardinia proclaimed, June 4. Battle of

Duppel, June 5, 6. Prince Louis Napoleon elected deputy to National
Assembly, June 12. SuiTender of Padua to Austrians, June 1 5. In-

surrection at Paris, June 23; suppressed by General Cavaignac, dic-

tator, June 24-26. The archbishop of Paris shot while mediating,

June 26. Death of Heinrich Zschokke, June 27 (born, 1770). Death
of Chateaubriand, July 4 (bora, 1768). Revolt of Slavonic and

Croatia, under Jellachich, July 9. Suspension of Habeas Corpus Act

in Ireland, July 24. Charles Albert defeated, July 27. Insurrec-

tion attempted in Ireland under O'Brien, July 29. The Sardininni

capitulate to Radetsky at Milan, August 4. Death of Berzelius

August 7 (bom, 1779). Return of the emperor to Vienna, August

12. Death of George Stephenson, August 12 (bora, 1781). Trial;

of the Chartists in London begin, August 25 ; end, September 30.

Sir Henry Smith routs the Dutch rebels at the Cape, August 29.

Ibraliim Pasha viceroy of Egypt, September 1. Bombardment and

capture of Medina by General Filangieri, September 2-7. Bom-
bardment of Mooltan by the English begun, September 12 ; siege

raised, Septe:3iber 22. Prince Louis Napoleon again elected dejiuty tc

National Assembly (for six departments), September 20. Death
of Lord George BentincV, September 21 (born, 1802). The Ban
Jellachich defeated near Buda by Hungarians, Septernher 29.

Insurrection at Vienna, October 6. ^ Flight of the emperor, Octa'LcT

7. Vienna assaulted by Prince "NVindischgratz, October 28 ;
taken,

November 1. Constitution of French Republic adopted, November

4. Repulse of Sikhs before MoolUn, November 7. ^General WrangeJ
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enters Berlin and expels Assembly, November 10. Death of Ibra-

him Pasha, November 10. Assassination of Count Rossi, first minis-

ter to Piua IX. at Rome, November 15. The Pojie accepts a demo-
ontic ministry. Flight of the Pope in disguise to Gaeta, November
2*. Death of Lord Melbourne, November 2* (bom, 1779). Abdi-

cation of emperor Ferdinand I. in favour of his nephew Francis

Joseph, December 2. The king of Prussia dissolves the Constituent

Assembly, and publishes a constitution, December 6. Provisional

government at Rome appointed by the Chambers, December 11.

Jellachich defeats Hungarians at Weisburg, December 18. Louis

Napoleon president of the French Republic, December 20. Defeat

of Hungarians by General Schlick at Kaschau, December 21 ; again,

at Szilcszb, December 28 ; and at Mohr, December 29. Thackeray's

Vanity Fair published. Lowell's Biglow Paperg. Mill's Potiiical

Sconomy. Mrs Gaskell's Mary Barton.

1849. Mooltan stormed by General 'Whish, January 2. Buda-
Pesth taken by Windischgratz, January 5. Lord Gough defeats

the Sikhs at Chillianwallah, January 13. Constituent Assembly
meets at Rome, February 6. Flight of grand duke of Tuscany,

provisional government at Florence, February 7. Republic pro-

claimed at Rome, Feb. 8. Lord Gough routs the Sikhs at Gujerat,

February 21. French and English ultimatum to the king of Naples,

February 26 ; accepted, March 4. Gold rush on California, spring.

General Taylor president of United States, March 4. Dissolution

of Austrian Diet, new constitution published, March 7. The
Sicilians reject the ultimatum of mediating powers, March 9.

Sardinia resume^ hostilities with Austria, March 12. Death of

Mezzofanti, March 15 (bom, 1774). Radetiky defeats the Sar-

dinians and takes possession of Mortara, March 21 ; defeats them at

Novara, March 28. Abdication of Chkrlea Albert in favour of his

son, Victor Emmanuel, March 24. Annexation of the Punjab to

Britiah India, March 29. The Grand Duke of Tuscany recalled,

April 12. The Danes defeated at Diippeler heights, April 13.

Independence of Hungary proclaimed ; Kossuth appointed governor,

April 14. The Germans enter Jutland, April 20. Sie^e of Komom
raised, and Buda-Pesth evacuated by Austrians, April. Alessan-

dria occupied by Austrians, April 24. Insurrection at Montreal,
April 25. Occupation of Civita Vecchia by French troops under
General Oudinot, April 26. Insurrection at Dresden, May 3 ; city

bombarded by Russians and Saxons, May 7; insurrection suppressed.

May 10. Leghorn taken by Austrians, May 12, 18 ; and Bologna,
May 16. Buda stormed by Gorgei, May 21. Death of Maria
Edgeworth, May 21 (bom, 1767). Siege of Rome by French begins,

June 3. Death of countess of Blessington, June 4 (bom, 1789).

Banioades and fighting in Paris, Juue 14. Death of ex-president
Polk, Jane 16. The Russians invade Hungary, June 17. <;apita-

lation of Aocona, June 18. Alessandria evacuated, June 19.

Defeat of Gorgei at Szered by the Russiana,June 21. The Prussians
defeat the Baden insurgents and enter Heidell^erg and Mannheim,
June 23. Carlsruhe occupied by Prussians, March 23. Death of

K. 0. Znmpt, Juue 26 (born, 1792). Surrender of Rome, entry of

the French, July 3. The Danes defeat the Germans besieging
Fredericia, ,Tuly 6. Bombardment of Pesth begun, July 11. Battle

of Waitzen, July 14-17. Restoration of the temporal power of the
Pope proclaimed, July 15. Hungarians defeated by Russians at

Schaasburg, July 31. Judgment in Court of Arches in " Gorham
Case," adverse to plaintiff, Au^. 2. Death of Mchemet Ali, August
2 (bom, 1769). Treaty of llilau between Austria and Sardinia,

August 6. Defeat of Hungarians by HH>Tiau at Temeswar, August 9.

Kossuth resigns governorship ; Oorjfei appointed dictator. Aug 11.

Surrender of Gorgei and the Hunganan army to the Russians, August
18. Surrender of 'Venice to Austrians, August 22. Hayti pro-
claimed an empire under Soulouque, August 26. Riot at Montreal,
September 15. The Porte refu.scs to give up Hungarian refugees
demanded by Persia and Austria, Sejitember 16. Surrender of
Komom to Austrians, September 28. Execution of Batthyany at
Pesth, Octobers. Death of E. A. Poe, October 7 (bora, 1811).
Death of Etty, November 13 (born, 1787). Death of the queen-
dowager Adelaide, December 2 (bom, 1792). Death of Sir M. I.

Brunei, December 12 (bom, 1 769). Cholera in Ixjndon. The Queen's
Colleges, Irelaud, and Encumbered Estates Court, opened. Dis-
covery of Lake N 'garni by Livingstone. Macaulay's History of
England, vols. i. and ii. published (completed, 1862). Lytton's
The Caxions. Notes and Queries begun.

1850. Blockade of the Pinean by Admiral Sir 'WilKam Parker,
January 18-March 1. Death of O.hlcnscld.-iger, January '20 (bora,

1779). Death of Francis Jeffrey, January 26 (bom, 1773.) Treaty
for German Union concluded bet-ween Austria, Bavaria, Saxony,
and 'Wurtombcrg, February 27. Judgiiieut in Oorham C««e
reversed by Judicial Conmiittoo of the I'rivy Council, March 8.

Party processions in Ireland prohibited by Act passed March 12.

North German parliament opened at Erfurt, March 20. Death
of J. 0. Calhoun, Match 31 (born, 1782). Death of Wordsworth,
April 24 (bom, 1770). Greek Government submita to English
demands, April 26, 26. Tenant Riglit agitation in Irehind,
summer. Death of Sir Robert Peel, July 2 (bora, 1788).
Feaoa between Denmark, Prussia, and the German Confutera-
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tion, July 2. Death of President Taylor, July 9 ; vice-preai.
dent Filmore succeeds him. Death of Neander, July 14 (txira,

1789). Cracow burnt, July 18. Victory of the Danes over the
Schleswig-Holsteincrs at Idsted, July 25. Death of Balzaf,
August 18 (bora, 1799). Death of Louis Philippe, August 26 (bora,
1773). Flight of elector of Hesse Cassel, September 13 ; he is

restored, December 27. Victory of the Danes at ilissunde, Septem-
ber 18. Pius IX. establishes Catholic hierarchy in England, Sep-
tember 24. Alliance between Austria, Bavaria, Saxony, and Wiir-
tcmberg, October 4. California admitted a State of the Union.
FiiBt submarine telegraph between England and France laid. Bri-
tannia Bridge, Menai Strait, opened. North-west Passage dis-
covered by M'Clure. 'Wordsworth's Prelvde published. Tennyson's
In Uemoriam. Dobell's The Roman. Carlylc's LaUtr I'ay Pam-
phieU. Thackeray's Pendmnis. Dickens's David Copperjield.
Wagner's Lohengrin produced-

1851. Death of J. J. Audubon, January 27 (bom, 1780.> Occu-
pation of Hamburg by Austrians, January 29. Occupation of Lii-

beck, February 4. Gold -digging commenced in AnstraL'a, Febraaiy.
Death of Oersted, March 9(bom, 1777). Instirrection at Lisbon under
Saldanha, April 10. The London Great Exhibition opened. May 1

(closed, October 11). Rebellion in South China, June. Evacuation
of Ciisael by Austro-Buvarian army begun, August 1. Death of J.

Fenimore Cooper, September 14 (bom, 1789). Reiura of Prince
Metteraich to Vienna, September28. Capitulation of Oribe at Monte
Video, October 7 ; the city entered by Urquiza, October 8. Death of
duchess of Angouleme, October 19. Death of Marshal Soult, Nov-
ember 26 (bom, 1765). Coup d'£tat at Paris, December 2, 3. Death
of Turner, December 19 (bom, 1776). Louia Napoleon elected
president of French Republic for ten years, December 20, 21 . Dii-
missal of Lord Palmerston from office, December 22. Eccleeiaatical

Titles Aasumption Act passed. Owena College, Manchester,
founded. Herbert Spencer's Social Siaiics published. Ruskin'a
Stonts of Venice (1851-1863). Carlyle's Life of John Sterling.

1852. New constitution published by Louis Napoleon, January 14.

The property of the Orleans family confiscated, January 22. Ur-
quiza defeats Rosaa, Februaiy 3, and occupies Buenos A)Tes, Feb-
ruary 4. Holatein evacuated by Austrians, P'ebruary. Resignation
of the Russell ministry, February 21. First Derby administratioa

formed, Febraary 27. Death of Thomaa Moore, Febmory 26 (bora,

1779). Death of Prince Schworzenberg, April 6 (bom, 1800).

Mortaban and Rangoon captured by the Englieh, April 5 and 14.

Treaty of London respecting Denmark and the auchiee. May 8. Pegu
taken by the English, June 4. Urquiza proviaional airector ot

Argentine Confederation, June 28. Death of Henry Clay, Juae 39
(bom, 1777). Prome taken by the English, July 9, afterwards cvMa-
ated ; retaken, November 21. Treaty rocogniaing the independence
of Paraguay, July 17. Deposition of Urquiza, September 10. Death
of the duke of 'Wellington, SepUmber 14 (born, 1769). Death o(

Daniel Webster, Octoter 24 (bora, 1782). Plebiscite in France aa

to re-eatablishment of the empire, November 21, 22. Louia Napo-
leon proclaimed emperor as Napoleon III., December 2. Reaigna-

tion of the Derby ministry, December 17. Anueiaiion of Pcgii to

British India, December 20. Coalition ministry under the earl of

Aberdeen, December 27. Representative constitution granted to

New Zealand. University of Sydney opened. Drainage of lake

of Haarlem, 1849-1852. DtuUehu IVcrterlmch of J. and 'W.

Grimm begun. Thackeray's Esmond published. Mrs Stowe*s

Uncle Tom a Cabin.

1853. Revolution in Mexico, January. Marria^ of Napoleon
III; to Eugenie de Mont^o, January 29. Termination of the Kaffir

war, February 22. General Pierce president of the United State*,

March 4. Nanking taken by the Tocpings, March 21. General

Santa Anna president of republic of Moxico, April 1. Death of

Ticck, April 28 (bora, 1773). Prince Menachikoff presents Ruasian

ultimatum to the Porte, May 5 ; leavoa Constantinople, May 21.

Russian araiy crosses the Pruth, July 2. Cholera breaks out ui

England, September 4. Shanghai taken by the Taepings, Septem-
ber7. Death of Arago, October 2 (bora, 1786). English and JPrench

fleets enter the Dardanelles, October 22. War between Russia and
the Porte begins, October 23. Russians enter Danuhian principali-

ties, November. Deatrootion of Turkish fleet at Sinopc by Admiial

NachimolT, November 30. Maurice's Theological Essays published.

Bitter's OeachiehU dcr Philosophie completed. Lytton a Jty Novel.

1854. French and English flectc enter the Black Sea, January 4.

Declaration of war against Russia by Fmnco, Man-h 27, by Eng-

land, March 28. Death of John 'W'ilson (Christopher North),

.\pril 3 (bom, 1786). Treaties of alliance between England and
France signed, April 10, and between Austria and I>uaaia, Apnl
20. Bombardment of OiicBsa by French and English floeta, April

22. Death of marquis of Anglcsoy, April '29 (bora, 1768). Death of

James Montgomery, April .fO (bom, 1(71). .SilLstria un»ucce»fully

besieged by Kunsions. Muy 17 to Juno 16. The allies land at Voma,

May 29. Treaty of Washington signed, June 7. Oiwniug o4

Cnstal Polsoe, Sydonhnm. Juno 10. Insurrection in Spain undet

O'bonnell, Juue 27. Baltic of Giurgcvo. July ij Bomarmnd
Uken by allies, Auguat 16. Death of Schellin«, Angnat 20 tedL
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1773). Occupation of Bucharest' by Aiiatri.ins, September 6.

Landing of tlie allies in tlie Crimea, September 14. Battle of tlio

Alma, September 20. Occupation of Balaklava by the allies, Sep-

tember 28. Bombardment of Sebaetopol begins, October 17.

Rittlf of Balaklava, October 25 ; of Inkerman, November B. Death

of Charles Kcmble, November 12 (bom, 177B). Death of Lockhart,

November 25 (born, 1794). Treaty of alliance between Austria,

England, and Franco, December 2. Dogma of the hnm.aculate Con-

ception promulgated at Rome, December 8. Lake dwellings dis-

covered in Swit.!erland. Armstrong gun made. Jlurchison'a

Siluria published. George Sand's Bistoire dc ma Vic.

X855. Sardinia joins the allies, January 26. The Palmcrston ad-

ministration in ottice, February 6. Death of the emperor Nicholas

of Russia, JIarch 2. Defeat of the Taepings at Canton, March 6.

Death of Charlotte Bronte, March 31 (born, 1816). Universal Ex-

hibition opened at Paris, May 15. Newspaper stamp abolished in

Great Britain, June 15. Death of Lord Raglan, June 28 (born,

1788). Death of Sir W. E. Parry, July 8 (born, 1790). Battle of

the Tehernaya, August 16. Concordat between Austria and the

Holy See, August 13. Storming of the Malakoff and Redan, Sep-

tembers ; southsideofSeba.stopolevacustedbythe Russians. Defeat

of the Russians before Kars, September 29. Death of Sir William

Molesworth, October 22 (born, 1810). Capitulation of Kars

to General Mouravieff, November 23. Visit of King Victor

Kmmanuel to Queen Victoria, November 30 to December 6. Death

of Samuel Rogers, December 18 (born, 17C2). Bessemer 's process

for manuf.actura of steel patented. Niag.ara Railway Suspension

Bridge completed. Milman's Latin Christianity published. Tenny-

son's i/ai«l Thackeray's The Newcomcs. Saturday Rcvicwhegxm.

1356. Vienna protocol as basis of peace witli Russia, signed,

February 1. Anne.iatioQ of Oudh to British Indi.i, Fehniary 7.

Death of Heine, February 17 (boru, 1800). Lord Canning

governor-general of India, February 29. Free State Legislature

in Kansas constituted, March 4. Treaty of Paris signed, March

30. Kansas refused admission into the Union, April 11. Death

of Sir William Hamilton, Jlay 6 (born, 1788). Death of Augustin

Thierry, May 21 (horn 1795). Evacuation of the Crimea by allies,

July 12. Death of Schumann, July 29 (born, 1310). Coronatioii

of the czar, Alexander II., September 7. Seizure of a " lorchl"

uudej British fl-ig by Chinese, October 8. Herat taken by Persians,

October 13. War proclaimed against Persia by governor-general of

India, November 1. Bombardment of Canton by British fleet,

November 3. Death of Paul Delaroche, November 4 (born, 1797).

Capture of the Bogue Forts, Canton, November 12, 13. Bushire

taken by British force, December 10. Death of Hugh Miller,

December 21 (born, 1802). Mrs Browning's Aurora Levjh pub-

lished. Finlay's History of Grcecr.. Froude's History of England,

vol. i. (completed, 1809). Max Miillor's Comparative Mythology.

1357. Assassination of the archbishop of Paris (Sibour), January

3. Mutinies of Sepoy regiments at Barr.ackpore, Berhampore,

and Lucknow, January-Jlay. General Outran! defeats Persians

at Khooshab, February 8. Treaty of peace with Persi-o, March

1. James Buchanan president of United States, ilarch 4. Abo-

lition of the Sound dues, March 14. Mutiny of Sepoys at

Mccrut, May 10,11. The mutineers at Delhi, May 11. Mutiny

at Lucknow, May 30. Mutineers under Nana Sahib repulsed at

Cawnpore by Sir llugh Wheeler, June 7. Death of Douglas Jerrold,

June 8 (born, 1803). Capitulation of Europeans at Cawnpore to

Xana Sahib, June 25. Massacre of women and children at Cawn-

pore, July 15. Death of Beranger, July 10 (born, 1780). General

llavelock enters Cawnpore, July 17. Deatli of Engine Sue, August

:i (born, 1804). Visit of Napoleon 111. and the empress to Queen

Victoria, August 8. Attempt to lay first Atlantic telegraph cable

fails, .\ugust 11. Death of Comte, September 5 (born, 1798).

Dcliu stormed by Generals Wilson and Nicholson, September

14-20. Kilief of Lucknow by General Havelock, September 25.

Meeting of Napoleon III. and Alexander II. at Stnttg^irt, Sep-

tember 25. The g:irrison of Lucknow rescued by Sir Colin Campbell,

November 22. Death of Sir Henry Havelock at Alumbagh, Nov-

ember 25 (born, 1795). Bombardment and capture of Canton

by English and French, December 28, 29. Civil war in Kansas,

end of°December. Social Science Association founded. Mont Cenis

tunnel begun. Tregolles' edition of the Oreck Testament, 1857-

1872. Livingstone's Missionary Travels published.

1853. Death of Marshal Radetzky, January 5 (bora 1766).

Orsini attempts to assassinate Napoleon III., January 14. Launch

of tho " Great Eastern," January 31. Resignation of Lord Palmcr-

ston, Fcbraary 20. The Derby ministry installed, February

27. The Livingstone expedition s,iils, March 10. Siege of Lucknow
begins, March 8; the town taken, M.arch 19-21. Minnesota ad-

mitted a State of tho Union, May 11. Capture of the Peiho

forts by English and French, May 19. Great eruption of Vesuvius

begins. May -21. Gwalior retaken by Sir Hugh Rose, and Sindia

reinstated, June 19. Treaty of Tientsin concluded, June 26.

Property qualification of members of parliament .abolished by Act

passed, Juno 28. Jews Relief Act passed, July 23. Visit of the

Queen and the Prince Consort to Napoleon 111. at Cherbourg,

August 4, 3. Death of George Combe, August 14 (bom, 1783).

Atlantic cable completed, and first message received, August 20.

The Danubian Principalities constituted, August 20. Commercial

treaty between Great Britain and Japan signed, August 26.

Govemmout of India transferred from the Company to the Crown,

September 1. Death of Robert Owen, November 17 (born about

1770). Trial of Count de Montalembert at Paris, November 25.

Donati'e comet discovered, June 2. Lake Victoria Nyanza dis-

covered by Spcke. First vol. of Buckle's Introdvclion to the History

of Civilization published (vol. ii., 1S61). Tennyson's Idylh oj

(AcA'in^ (first series). Cm\y\e\Frcdcriclc the ffrco/ (completed, 1865).

1859. Miramon president of Mexico, January 6. Death of Henry

Hallam, January 21 (born, 1778). Celebrotiou of centenary of the

birth of Burns, January 25. Death of W. H. Prescott, January

28 (born 1796). Oregon admitted a State of the Union, Feb-

ruary 12. Ultimatum of Austria, demanding disarmament of

Sardinia, April 23. Death of Dr Lardner, April 29 (bom, 1793).

Revolution at Florence, flight of the grand duke of Tuscany,

April 27. Declaration of war against Austria by Victor Emmanuel,

April 27. The Austrian army crosses the Ticino, April 29.

Declaration of war against Austria by Napoleon 111., May 3.

Death of Alexander von Humboldt, May 6 (born, 1769). Battle

of Montebello, May 20. Garibaldi occupies Como, May 27. Battle

of Magenta, June i. Death of David Cox, June 7 (born, 1783).

Entry of Napoleon and Victor Emmanuel into Milan, June 8,

Annexation of Lombardy to Sardinia proclaimed. Death of Prince

Mcttcrnioh, June 11 (bom, 1773). Resignation of the Derby

ministry, June 17. Palmerston ministry, June 20. Repulse of

French and English squadron on the Peiio, June 24, 26. Bottio

of Solferino, June 24. Volunteer movement in England, June.

Meeting of the Emperors Francis Joseph and Napoleon III. at

Villafranca, July 7. Treaty signed, July 11. Confiscation of

Church property in Mexico by Juarez, Jidy 13. Acts for estab-

lishment of reserve forces of seamen and soldiers paised, August

13. gchamyl captured by the Russians, August 26. Concordat

between Rome and Spain, August 26. Death of Leigh Hunt,

August 28 (born, 1734). Death of Isambard K. Bmnel, September

15 Oiorn, 1806). Death of Robert Stephenson, October 12 (bom,

1803). Negro insurrection nt Harper's Ferry, Virginia, under John

Brown, October 17 ; Brown hanged, December 2. Spain declares wai

against Marocco, October 22. Death of Ludwig Spohr, October 22

(born, 1784). Treaty of Zurich signed, November 10. Death of

Washington Irving, November 28. Sardinian constitution pro-

claimed, December 7. Death of De Quincey, December 8 (born,

1736). Death of Lord Macaulay, December 23 (born, 1800). The

Victoria Bridge, Montreal, opened. Lake N yassa explored
_
by

Livingstone. George Eliot's Adam Bede published. Darwin's

Origin of Species. Lwald's Qcschiehte des Volkes Israel completed.

Sir. W. Hamilton's Lecttires on Metaphysics (completed, 1861;.

Thackeray's Virginians. Cornhill Magazine established.

1800. General Prim defeats the Moors at Castillejoa, Janu-

ary 1. Count Cavour president of the council in new king-

dom of Italy, January 21. Treaty of commerce between Great

Britain and France signed at Paris, January 23. Tetuan taken

by O'Dounell, February 6. Death of Sir William Napier, Febru-

ary 12 (born, 1785). Ultimatum of Great Britain sent to Chinese

Government, March 8. Imsurrection In Sicily, March 15. Death

of Mrs Jameson, March 17 (bom, 1796). Annexation of Tuscanj

to Sardinia, JIarch 22. Cession of Savoy and Nice to France by

treaty of Turin, March 24. Treaty of peace between Spain and

Marocco, April 26. Death of Theodore Parker, May 10 (born,

1810). Japanese embassy received at Washington, ilay 14.

P.alermn entered by Garibaldi, May 27. Transfer of Savoy and

Nice to the French empire, 3une 14. First voyage of the " Great

Eastern" across the Atlantic, June 17 to 27. Battle of Melazzo,

June 20. Massacres of Maronites by the Druses in Syria, M.iy 21

and July 9. Prince of Wales sails for Canada and the United

States, July a. Insurrection at Naples, August 17. Capture of tho

Taku forts by the allied French and English forces, August 21.

Occupation of Tientsin, August 23. Garibaldi enters Naples,

September 8, and proclaims Victor Emmanuel, September 9. The

allies advance on Peking, September 9. Italian troops enter the

States of the Church, September 11. Death of Schopenhauer,

September 21 (born, 1737). Capitulation of Ancona to the Sar-

dinians, September 29. Garibaldi defeats the Neapolitans at the

Voltumo,'October 1. Summer palace of the emperor of China

sacked by the French, October 6. New constitution of Austrian

empire established by imperial diploma, October 20. Treaty of

peace signed at Peking, October 24. Death of the earl of

Dnndonald, October 30 (bom, 1 775). Annexation of the Two Sicilies

to Sardinia announced, November 3. Annexation of territory on

the Amur by Russia, November 14. Death of Baron Bunscn, Nov-

ember 28 (bora, 1791). Death of Dr Ferdinand Baur, Decem-

ber 2 (bom, 1792). Secession of South Carolina from the Union,

December 20. Annexation of the Marches, Umbria, Naplee, and

Sicily to dominions of Victor Emmanuel, December 26. Spectroin

analysis established by Bnnsen and KirchhofT. Discovery of oil-
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wella.in -Penngylvaiiia. The . " Wanior, " first British ironclnd

Bteamer launched. Essays aTid "He views { vnhiished. MiWe' On
idberty.

1861. William I. king of Ppussia,.January 2. Famine in North-

western provinces of India. Secession of Mississippi from the

Union, January 9 ; followed by that of Florida, Alabama, Georgia,

Louisiana, and Texas, January 10-February 1. Kansas admitted

a State of the Union, January 29. Cession of Mentone and

Roquebrune to France, February 2. Confederate States con-

atituted under presidency of Jefferson Davis, Febmary 4. Capture

of Gaeta by General Cialdini, February 13. First Italian parlia.

ment meets at Turin, February 18. New constitution of Austrian

empire decreed by patent, February 26. Dakota (U.S.) organised

as a territory, March 2. Emancipation of the serfs in Russia

decreed by the Czar, March 3. Abraham Lincoln president

of United States, March 4. Title of king of Italy conferred

on Victor Emmanuel, March 17. Annexation of SI Domingo to

Spain, March 18. Bombardment and capture of Fort Sumter,

Cliarleston, by Confederates, April 12, 13. Secession of Virginia,

April 17. Blockade of Southern ports, April 19- Secession of

Arkansas, May 6, of Tennessee, May 8, of N. Carolina, May 20.

Death of Count Cavour, June 6 (bom, 1810). Paper duty in Great

Britain abolished by Act passed June 12. Confederate States

recognized as belligerents by Great Britain and France, June 15

Death of Lord Campbell, June 23 (born, 1779). Abdul Aziz sultan

of the Ottomans, June 25. Death of Mrs Browning. June 29 (born,

1809). Juarez president of Mexico, June 30. Confederate congress

sits at Richmond, Va., July 20. First battle of Bull Run (Manassas),

July 21. Visit of Queen Victoria and the Prince Consort to

Ireland, August 21-29. Meeting of Napoleon III and the king
of Prussia at Compifegne, October 6. Seizure of Confederate

commissionerg on board the British steamer "Trent," Novem-
ber 8; they are surrendered, December 28. Death of Father
Lacordaire, November 22 (born, 1802). Italian ambassador leaves

Madrid, November 26. Jefferson Davis elected president of Confede-
rate States for six years, November 30. Death of the Prince Con-
sort, December 14, (born, 1819). Ningpo taken by the Taepings,

December 23. Principality of Rouuiania formed by union of

Moldavia and "Wallachia, December 23. Suspension of cash pay-
ments in Federal States, December 31. Post-Office Savings Banks
opened in England. Storm warnings begun by Fitzroy. Stanley's

Eastern Churrk published. Hymiis Ancient and Modern. Max
'iA-nWefsSoifnceofLanffXiage.

1862. Death of Biot, FebruaiT 3 (bom, 1774). Encounter
bfctv.-cen the ironclads "Memmac ' and "Monitor" in the James
Kivcr, M;(rch 9. Earl of Elgin governor-general of India, March
12. Japanese embassy received by Napoleon 111., April 13. France
declares war on Mexico, April 16. Surrender of New Orleans to

the Federals, April 24. Japanese embassy reaches England, April
30. Opening of International Exhibition, South Kensington,
May 1 (closed, November 1). Battle of Williamsburg, May 5.

Singpo taken by the allies. May 10. Death of Buckle, May
29 ^born 1822). Battles on the Chickahominy (before Rich-
mond), June 25 to July 1. Treaty of commerce between Groat
Britain and Belgium, July 23. Death of ex-preeidcnt Van
Burcn, July 24 (bom, 1782). The "Alabama' Confodcralo
corvette sails from Liverpool, July 29. Garibaldi occupies
Catania, August 20. Garibaldi defeated, wounded, and captured
at A.spromonte, August 29. Second battle of Bull Run, August
30. Confederates invade Maryland, Scnlcniber 5, 6. Confederates
defeated at South Mountain, September 14 ; and at Antietam,
September 1 7. Susnension of Habeas Corpus Act in United States,
September 24. Abdication of Otlio, king of Greece, October 24.

Death of Uhland, November 13 (born, 1787). Battle of Fredericks-
burg, December 13. Cotton Famine in Lancashire at its height in

Pecembor. Herbert Spencer's First Principles published. Helm-
holtz'a Die Lekre von den Tonempfindungen.

1863. President Lincoln proclaims the Confederate States to
bo in rebellion, and declares their slaves free, January 1. "Western
Virginia admitted a State of tlio Union, January 1. Death of
Horace Vcrnet, January 17 (born, 1789). Treaty of commerce
between Frunce and Italy, January 17. Ismnel Pasha vicotoy of
Egypt, January 18. Insurrection in Poland, under Langiewicz,
January 22; he is defeated, March 19. Rebellion of Maoris in Now
Zealand, January; they are defeated, Julv 17 and November 20.

Marriage of the Prince of Wales with the Princess Alexandra of
Denmark at Windsor, March 10. Prince William George of Den-
mark elected king of Greece^ March 18. Pucbin* taken by the
French, March 31. Death of Sir G. Cornewall Lewis, April 13
(bom, 1806). Battle of Chancelloravillo, General "Stonewall"
Jackson mortally wounded. May 2 (died. May 9). Puebla, Mexico,
entered by French under General Forcy, May 17. Vicksburg
attacked by General Grant, May 19 ; Burrcndered, July 4. Capture
of Herat by Mahomed Khan, May 26. Death of Dost Mabomrd,
June 9. General Forey enters the city of Mexico, Juno 10. lUttb s

of Gettysburg, July 1-3. Deatli of Mulrcady, July 7 (bom, 1780).

Surrender of Port Hudson to the Federals. July 8. . Knipiro of

Mexico proclaimed;' MaJtimilian, archduke of -Austria, elected

emperor, July 10. Abolition of the Scheldt dues, July 16.

Chattanooga occupied by Federals, September 10. Battle of

Chicamauga, September 19, 20. Death of Jacob Grimm, Sci)tember
20 (bora, 1785). DeathofArchbishop'\Vhately,October8 (bom, 1787).

Prince of Sondcrburg-Glucksburg proclaimed king of Denmark
as Christian IX., November 16, Prince Frederick of Augustenburg
claims the duchies of Pchleswig-Holstein, l>ioveniber 18. Battle of
Chattanooga, defeat of Confederates, November 24. First Fenian
Convention meets at Chicago, November 25. Death of Thnckemy,
December 24 (born, 1811). Colenso's Pentateuch critically cxamiiud
published. George Eliot's Pomola. Kenan's Vie dc Jisits.

1864. Sir John Liawrence viceroy of India, January 12. Ger-
man ultimatum presented to Denmark, January 16. Austro-Prns-
eian anny enters Holstein, Januarj' 21. Evacuation of the Danne-
wcrk, February 6. Visit of Garibaldi to England, April 3-27.

Seizure of Chincha Islands by Spain, April 14. Capture of Diippcl
by Prussians, April 18, Russian conquest of Circassia completed.
Death of Meyerbeer, May 2 (boni, 1794). Suspension of hostilities

in SclUeswig, May 12. Death of N. Hawthorne, May 19 (bom,
1804). Cession of Ionian Islands to Greece, May 28. Ajrival of
the emperor Maximilian in Mexico, May 29. Tlie "Alabama" sunk
by the " Kearsage,'* off Cherbourg, June 19. Hostilities resumed
in Denmark, June 26. Nanking taken from the Taepings, July 19 ;

end of the rebellion. Repeal of Fugitive Sbive Law, U.S., June 23.

Belfast Orange riots, August 8-16. Occui)ation of Atlanta by Fede-
rals, September 2. Evacuation of Rome by the French in two yeors

agreed to, September 15. Death of W. S. Landor, September 17
(born, 1775). Treaty of peace between Denmark, Prussia, and
Austria signed at Vienna, October 30 (ratified, November 16).

Nevada admitted a State of the Union, October 31. Death of

David Roberts, R.A., November 25 (bora, 1796). Savannah
occupied by General Sherman, December 21. Geneva Convention
for relief of the wounded in war originated. Dynamite introduced
by Nobel Tennyson's Enoch Arden published. '^e\\n\i\i\''s Apologia
pro Vita sua. Taine's Jfistvircde la Litleratvre Anglaise.

1865. Death of Proudhon, Januaiy 19 (born, 1809). Treaty of

peace between Spain and Peru, January 25. Occupation of Charles-

ton by General Gillmour, Febniary 17. The first telegram rcceivetl

in London direct from Kun-acbee, Jfarch 1. President Lincoln
enters upon second term of olhcl^, March 4. Death of Cobden,
April 2 (born, 1804). Richmond entered by General Grant, April

3. Surrender of General Lee, April 9. Ass.nssination of President
Lincoln, April 14 ; vice-president Andrew Johnson succeeds him,
April 15. Paraguay declares war on Argentine Confederation,

April 16. Alliance between Brazil, Uruguay, and Argentine Con-
fedcmtioD, May 1. Captiue of President Davis, ilay 10, and end
of American war. Italian soatofgovemment transferred to Florence,

Jlay 11. Death of Isaac Taylor, June 28 (born, 1786). Death of

Professor Aytoun, August 4 (bom, 1813). Death of Sir "William

J. Hooker, August 12 (born, 1785). Convention of Gastein, re-

specting Danish duchies, August 14. Navigation treaty between
Gieat Britain and Pmssia, August 16. Rinderpest in England,
July-October. Arrest of Fenian leaders in Ireland, September
15. Negro riots at Morant Bay, Jamaica, October 11. Deatli

of Lord Palmerston, October 18 (born, 1784). Earl Russell

fir:>t lord of the treasury, October 19.. Leopold 11. king of the
Belgians, December 10. Commercial treaty between Gi-cat Britain

and Austria, December 16. Slavery abolished in United States,

December 18. Death of Fredeiika Bremer, December 31 (born,

1S02). Lccky's liise and Influence of nationalism published.

Pneey's Eirenicon.

1866. Suspension of Habeas Corpus Act in Ireland, Fcbniary 17.

Death of DrWhewell, March 6 (born. 1794). Death of Kcble,

March 29 (born, 1792). Alliance between Pnissiaand Italy Mgncd,
March 27. Bombardment of Valparaiso by Spanish licet, Marcn 31.

Civil Rights Bill passed by U.S. Congress, April 12. Prince Charles

of HohenzoUern elected hospodar of Roumania, April 15. Suspen-
sion of Bank of Englaud Charter Act, May 11. Fenian raids into

Canada, May 31 ana June 7. Suspension of Habeas Corpus Act in

Canada, Juno 8. Prussia withdiaws from Gemianic Confederation,

June 14. Prussians enter Saxony and Hanover, June 15. Austria

declares war, Juno 17 ; Prussia, June 18 ; Italy, Juno 20. Italians

defeated at Custozza, June 24. Resignation of the Ruriell minisliy,

June 26. Surrenderof Hanoverian nnny, Juno 29. Prussians defeat

Austrians at S.idowa(Kuniggnitz), July 8. Austria cedes Venetia

to France, July 6. Tlio Derby ministry enter oflicc, July 6.

Occupation of Frankfort by Prussians, July 16. Battle of Lis-^n,

July 20. Preliminaries of peace signed at Nikolsburg, July 26.

Insurrection in Crete, August Treaty of peace between Austria ond
Prussia signed at Prague, August 23. Treaty of peace between

Austria and It.ily signed at N'iennn, October 3. North Gcnn.in

Confederation formed, August-October. Vcnetia united to Iti'v,'

November 4. Rome evacuated by the French, Dtcembcr 3-11.

Eccc Noma published. Swinburne a Poemx and Bnllnds.

1867. DeathofVictorCousin, January 14 (born, 17'.'2). Schlcswi«

HobtoLD iDcorporatcd with Prussia, Januaiy 24. llungnrian cou*

V - gs
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atltntioa restored, Febniary 7. First passage of a ship through
the Suez Canal, February 17. Feuian agitation in Ireland, Feb-
ruary-March. Nobraakii admitted a St.:ita of the Union, March 1.

Cession of Russian America to United States, March 13. Evacua-
tion of Mexico by the French, March 16. International Exhibition at

Parid opened, April 1 (closed, November 3). Dominion of Canada
constituted, March 29. Coronation of the emperor and empress of

Austna 03 king and queen of Hungary, at Pesth, June 8. The
Livingstone search expedition eaila from England, June. 9. The
omperor Maximilian of Mexico shot at Queretaro, June -19. Korth
German constitution promulgated, Juno 25. Sultan visita Paris,

June 30; Ix>ndon, July 12. New Reform Bill passed for England,
August 16 (for Scotland and Ireland, July 13, 1868). Death of

Faraday, August 25 (born, 1791). Prussian garrison withdrawn from
Luxembourg, September 8. First detachment of British expedition
against Abyssinia leaves Aden, September 28. Juarez re-elected

president of Mexico, October. GaribaUU occupies Monte Rotondo,
and thieatena Rome, October 26. French troops enter Rorafl.

October 30. Italian troops pass Roman frontier, October 30.

Garibaldi defeated at Montana, Novembers ; arrested, November 4.

Annexation of Cochin China to France. Chaucer Society established

in London. First vol of Freeman *a Norman Cotiquest published
(completed, 1870).

1868. Death of Brewster, February 10 (bom, 178L) Occupation
of Asuncion, Paraguay, by the allies, February 21. Resignation of

I^id Derby, February 25. Impeachment of President Johnson,

February 25. Magdala bombarded and taken by Sir R. Napier,

Kin" Theodore killed, April 13. Death of Marsha! xTarvaez,

AprU 23 (born, 1800). Death of Lord Brougham, May 7 (bom,
1770). Saraarcand occupied by Russians, May 14. Death of ex-

prcsidcnt Buchanan, June 1 (born, 1791). Prince Michael III.

of Servia assassinated at Belgrade, June 10 ; Milan Obrenovich
proclaimed prince, July 2. Humaita evacuated by Parag;iiayan3,

June 26. Cfabul recovered by Sliere Ali, August 14. Insurrection

in Spain, September 18. Death of Dean Milman, September 24

(bom, 1791.) Battlo of Alcolea, September 28. Queen Isabella

leaves Spain, September 30. General Prim received at Madrid,
October 7. Death of Rossini, November 13 (born, 1792). Roeig-

nation of Disraeli, December 2. The Gladstone ministry in office,

December 9. Paraguayan armj^ defeated and destroyed at Villeta,

December 11. Lord Mayo, governor-general of India, December 20.

1SG9. Death of Lamartine, February 28 (bora, 1792). General

Grant president of United States, March 4. Hudson's Bay
Territory ceded to the crown, April 9. Marshal Serrano regent

©f Spain, June 18. Irish Church Disestablishment Act passed,

July 26. Valencia seized by Republicans, October 11 ; stormed by
Government troops, October 16. Death of Sainte-Beuve, Oct 13

(bom, 1804). Death of the earl of Derby, October 23 (bora, 1799).

ForiDal opening of the Suez Canal, November 17. Pacific Railway

c*omplotea. Lecky's European Morals published.

1870T President Lopez, of Paraguay, defeated and killed

ftt battle of Aquidaban, March 1. Death of Charles Dickens,

•June 9 (bora, 18-12). Abdication of Isabella II. of Spain, June
25. Spanish erown offered to Prince Leopold of HonenzoUera-

SiffinanBgen, July 4. Proposal denounced by French Government,
Juiy 6. Infallibility of the Pope voted by the Vatican

Council, July 18. France declares war against Prussia, July

19. Abrogation of the concordat with Austria. July 30. The
Irish Land Act passed, August 1. Attack on Saarbriick by the

French, August 2. French defeated at Woerth and Speichem,

August 6. Elementary Education Act for England and Wales
passed, August 9. Fall of the Olllvier ministi-y in France, August

9 ; Count Palikao first minister. Defeat of French at Gravelotte,

August 18. Battle of Sedan, September 1. Surrender of Napoleon
to the king of Prussia ; capitulation of the French army,

September 2. Revolution at Pa,ri3. Republic proclaimed,

September 4. Flight of the empress. Italian troops enter Papd
territory, September 17. Paris invested by Germans, Septembei
Id. Rome occupied by Italian troops, September 20. Capi-

tulation of Strasburg, September 23. "V ersailles the head-

<inaii;era of king of Prassia, October 5. Rome and the Papal

States united to the kingdom of Italy, October 9. Orleans

taken by General Von der Tann, October 11. Death of General

R. E. Lee, October 13 (bora, 1808). Fall of Metz, October 28.

Communist insurrection at Paris, October 31. Russia throws off

obligations of treaty of 1853 respecting neutrality of the Black Sea,

October 31. Duke of Aosta elected ting of Spain, November 16.

Bavaria enters North German confederation, November 23. Death
of Alexandre Dumas, December 5 (bora, 1803). German empire
declared, December 10. Toura surrendered, but not occupied by Ger-

mans, December 21. Marshal Prim shot at Madrid, December 28;
died, 80. Mont CJenis tunnel completed.

1871. Le Mans occupied by Germans, January 12. King "William

of Prassia proclaimed emperor of Germany at Versailles, January
18. Battle of St Quentm, January 19. Bombardment of St.

Dcniabegiin, January 21. Capitulation of Paris, January 28. The
army of Bourbaki interaed in Switzerland, February 1. National

Assembly meets at Bordeaux, February 12. M. Thiers cnief of the
executive, February 17. Preliminaries of peace si;4ned, February 26

;

ratilied, March 1. Paris entered by Germans, March 1 ; evacuated,'
March 3. Communist revolution at Paris, March 18. National
Assembly meets at Versailles, March 20. The commune proclaimed
at Paris, March 28. Capture of Herat, by Yakoob Khan, sou of
Shcro Ali, May 6. Treaty of Washington, May 8 (ratified. May
24). Definitive treaty of peace between France and Germany,
May 10 (ratified. May 21). Trial of the Tichborae case m
Common Pleas begins. May 11; ends, March 6, 1872. Death
of Sir John Herschel, May 11 (born, 1792). Death of Auber,
May 13 (born, 1784). Paris entered by Versailles array, May 22,
The Tuilories, Louvre, Palais Royal, &c., burnt by communists.
May 24. Archbishop of Paris shot, May 24. End of insurrection.
May 28. Seat of Italian Government transferred to Rome, July
1. M. Thiers appointed president of the republic, "August 31.
Purchase system in British army abolished by Royal Warrant, July
20. Death erf Paul de Kock, August (bom, 1794). Formal opening
of Mont Cenis tunnel, September 17. Slave emancipation bill

passed by senate of Brazil, September 27. Chicago burnt,
October 8-10. Alabama Arbitration Commission meets at Geneva,
December 18 (award signed, September 14, 1872). British

Columbia incorporated with Dominion of Canada. Darwin's D'scchI

of Man published. George Eliot's ^^iddleviarch.

1872. Assassination of Lord Mayo in the Andaman Islands,

Febraary 8 (bora, 1822). Lord Northbrook viceroy of India,
Febraary 22. Death of Giuseppe Mazzini, March 10, (bom, 1805).
Dutch possesions on the Gold Coast transfeired to Great Britain,

April 6. Carlist insurrection in Spain, April 22. Great emption
of^ Vesuvius, April 24-May 1. Expulsion of Jesuits by Gennan
Reichstag, June 19. Death of President Juarez, July 18 (bom, 1809).
The Ballot Act passed by English parliament, July 18. , Extradition
treaty between Great Britain and Belgium concluded, July 31.

Japanese embassy arrives in England, August 17. Riots at Belfast,

August 16-22. Death of Dr Merle d'Aubigne, October 19 (bora,

1794). Public gaming tables, Baden-Baden, closed, October 31..

Commercial treaty between France and England, November 6.

Island of San Juan evacuated by British troops, according to award
of German Emperor, November 22.

1873. Death of Napoleon III. at Clhiselhurst, January 9. Death
of Lord Lytton, January 18 (bora, 1805). Abdication of King
Amadeus of Spain, February 11. Republican government adopted
by the Cortes. General Grant president of United States (second
term), March 4. International exhibition at Vienna opened,
May 1. Death of Dr Livingstone, in Central Africa, ilay 4, (born

1813). Death of John Stuart Mill, May 8 (bom, 1806). Resigna-
tion of M. Tliiers ; Marshal Macmahon president of the French
Republio, May 24. Autonomy of Egypt conceded by the sultan.

June 8. Kbiva taken by Russians, June 10. The Ashantees defeated

by the EnffuBh at Elmina, June 13. Visit of the shah of Persia

to England, June 18-July 5. First reception of foreign ministers

by emperor of China at Pekin, June 29. Communist rising in

Spain, July 10. Insurrection at Cartagena, July 14. Don Carlos
re-enters Spain, July 16. New treaty of commerce between
England and France signed, July 23. Payment of Alabama
indemnity by England, September 9. Evacuation of French
territory by Germans, September 16. Death of Sir Edwin Landseer,
October 1 (bom, 1802). Trial of Marshal Bazaine begins, October
6 ; he is sentenced, December 10. Encyclical letter of Pius IX.
against "Old Catholics,*' November 21. Dutch expedirion land*

at Atchin, November 28. Death of Agassiz, December 16 (born,

1807). Supreme Court of Judicature Act passed.

1874. Coup d'lltat at Madrid by General Pavio, January 8.

Marshal Serrano head of the new Government. Surrender of Carta-

gena, January 12. Capture of Coomassie by Sir G. Wolseley,

Febraary 4. Death of Strauss, Febraary 8, (bora 1808). Resig-

nation of the Gladstone ministry, February 17. M> Disraeli prime
minister, Febraary 18. The Tichborae claimant, after 188 days
trial, is found guilty of perjury, February 28. Death of Charles

Sumner, March 11 (bora, 1811). Visi't of the czar to England,

May 13-21. Death of Van de Weyer, May 23, (bora 1802).

Marshal Concha killed in engagement with Carlists near Estella,

June 28. Spain declared in a state of siege, July 19. Escape of

Marshal Bazaine from prison, August 9. Death of Guizot, Sep-

tember 12 (bom, 1787). Cession of Fiji Islands to England,
September 30.^ Death of Tischendorf, December 7 (born,- 181 6|.

Prince Alphonso proclaimed king of Spain^ December 30. TransJl

of Venus, December 9. Toughened glass invented. Supernatxt/ral

Religion published.

1875. Deposition o£ the Gaikwar of Baroda, April 23 Tl»e

Arctic expedition (*'Alert" and "Discovery") sails from Portsmoutt,

May 29. Great floods at Touloust June 24 ; and at Buda, June 26.

Citadel of Seo d'Urgel, last Carlist fortress in Catalonia, surrendered,

August 27. Occupation of Khokand by Russians, September 16.

Prince of Wales sets out on visit to India, October 11. Purchase

by England of Khedive's shares in Suez Canal announced, Novem-
ber 26. . Tennyson's Queen Mary published. .(W. L. R..C.r
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CHROXOMETER, a watch of special construction to

raeasuretime with great accuracy, chiefly used in determining

the longitude at sea. See Clocks and Watches.

CHRUDIM, a town in Bohemia, Austria, situated on

the Chrudimka, a tributary of the Elbe, about 63 miles

E.S.E. of Prague. It is the capital of a circle, and has a

district court-house. There are five churches in the town,

besides a monastery of the Capuchins, a high school, an

infirmary, and an alms-house. Calico-printing is carried

on to some extent. Population, 9400.

CHRYSIPPUS (c. 280-206 b.c), one of the greatest of

the Stoics, was born probably in 280 B.C., at Soli, in

Cdicia. Being robbed of his property, he visited Athens,

and attended the lectures, possibly of Zeno, and certainly

of Cleanthes. The latter he succeeded as recognized chief

of the schooL He is also said to have been instructed in

the doctrines of the Middle Academy by Arcesilaus and

Lacydes. Chiysippus was the author of a prodigious number

jjf works, which, though extremely prolix and disfigured by

great obscurity and carelessness of style and language, were

distinguished by extensive learning and considerable

acuteness. But nothing has come down to us except small

fragments, and from these it is diflicult to discover what

doctrines are originally due to Chrysippus. We know,

however, that he made considerable emendations on the

theory of Zeno and Cleanthes. With regard to the relation

of moral to physical science, he reversed their conclusion,

adoptingthe view, which from that timebecame characteristic

of Stoicism, that, as the sole aim of philosophy is to dis-

cover man's duty, ethics is the only science that is of real

importance in itself, while physics is to be regarded merely

as an aid to its study. He improved on the crude theory

of perception which had been held by his predecessors, who
compared the action of the object on the mind to that of

the seal on the wax, arguing that this would do away with

the possibility of the simultaneous perception of more than

one object, and denying that the mental modification re-

sembles the object. He also fi'naUy determined the Stoical

theory of the criterion of truth, which, according to him,

is irresistible conviction. Much attention was paid by

Chrysippus to formal logic. He held that the hypothetical

syllogism is the original type of syllogistic inference, and

he devoted the most elaborate study to its various forms.

He drew up a scheme of the categories,—making the highest

Substance (to {nroKiififvov) ; the next, Form, or essential

attribute ; the third, Variety, or that non-essential attribute

which is at the same time independent of all but the object

itself; the fourth. Variety of Relation, or that non-essential

attribute which depends on the relation of the object to

some other object. Chrysippus also gave some attention

to linguistic, and especially to grammatical investigations.

The explanation of the universe adopted by Chrysippus

is that of the rest of his school The real is the corporeal

;

man and the world are all that exists. In each there is

that which is inert, and also the informing soul or vivifying

fire. The soul of the universe is God, or Destiny. Each

human soul is part of the universal soul, in which, according

to the view originated by Chrysippus, the souls of all, except

the wi4e, are again swallowed up at death. The universe

is perfect So-called physical evil ia none. Moral evil

is the necessary complement of good, and is turned by

Providence into good. All is tlie result of perfect law.

Yet Chrysippus employed all his subtilty to establish the

freedom of the wilL Another inconsistency was bis reliance

on divination, which he strove to explain on a theory of

natural causation. The stories of the gods Chrysippus

regarded as symbolical myths; and of many of them he

attempted ingenious explanations.

In morals Chrysippus somewhat modified-' the extreme

thrnry of the earlier Stoics. ; He admitted between the (;ood

and the bad a third class of things—the iudinerent, and
even avowed that it is foolish not to desire health, and

riches, and honour. In practice a man of nnsuUied

purity, he felt bound to conclude, from the theory tliat the

lower animals live according to nature, that incest and
many other crimes, and acts so repulsive as the devouring

of the bodies of the dead, are natural, and therefore not to

be blamed.

See Diogenes Laertios; Plutarch, Di Stoicvrum lUpugTuintiis:

Petersen, Philosophim ChnjsippeiE Fundamenta (Altona, 1827)

;

Baguet, Commenlatio de Chrysippi vita, dtxUrina, el reliquiis

(Louvain, 1822) ; Hagedom, Moralia Ckrysippca (1685) ; Richter,

De Chrysippo Stoico fasiuoso (Leiosic, 1738); Zeller, Stoics, Epicu-

reans, and Sceptics

CHRTSOLORAS, Majjuel (c. 1355-1415), a learned

Greek who was instmmental in spreading Greek literature

in the West, was born at Constantinople, abcut 1355, of a

distinguished family, which had removsd with Constantins

to Byzantium. While still very young, he was sent by the

emperor John Palaeologus to implore the aid of the

Christian princes against the Turks. After several years

he returned to Constantinople ; but at the invitation of the

magistrates of Florence, about the year 1 395, he became pro-

fessor of the Greek language in that city, where he tauglit

three years. Having visited Milan and Pavia, and resiuL-d

for several years at Venice, he went to Rome upon the

invitation of Aretmo, who had been his disciple, and was

then secretary to Gregory XTT. In 1408 he was sent to

Paris on an important mission from Manuel Palaeologus,

the Greek emperor. In 1413 he was appointed by Pope

Martin V. on an embassy to the Emperor Sigismund, of

which the object was to fix a place for the assembling of a

general council. It was decided that the meeting should

take place at Constance ; and Chrysoloras was on his way

thither, having been chosen to represent the Greek church,

when he died suddenly on the loth of April 1415. Only

two of his works have been printed, viz., his EroUmata,

which was for some time the only grammar in use in the

West, and Epistolce III. de compaiatione veterU et notxe

Romas ; but many others exist in JIS.

CHRYSOSTOM, St John (Xpvo-o'o-ro/zos, golden-mouth-

ed), the most famous of the Greek fathers, was born of a

noble family at Antioch, the capital of Syria, most probably

about 347. At the school of Libanius the sophist he gave

early indications of his mental powers, and would have been

the successor of his heathen master, had he not been, to

use the expression of his teacher, stolen away to a life of

piety (like Augustine, Gregory of Nazianzus, and Theodoret),

by the influence of his pious mother Anthusa. Imme-

diately after his baptism by Mcletius, the bishop of

Antioch, he gave up all his forensic prospects, and buried

himself in an adjacent desert, where for six years he spent

a Cfe of ascetic self-denial and study. His infirmities,

however, compelled him to return to the world ; and thu

authority of Meletius gained his services to the church.

On his arrival he was ordained deacon in his thirty-fifth

year (381), and afterwards presbyter at Antioch. Ou the

death of Nectarius he was appointed archbishop of Con-

stantinople by Eutropiue, the favourite minister of the

Emperor Arcadius. He had, ten years before this, only

escaped promotion to the episcopate by a very questionable

stratagem,— which, however, he defends in hia instructive

and eloquent treatise De Sacerdotio. As a presbyter, he

won high reputation by his preaching at Antioch, more

especially by his homilies on Tlie Slalufs, a course of

sermons delivered when the citizens were justly alamicd at

the prospect of severe measures being taken aguiust them

by the Emperor Theodosius, whose statues had been

demolished in a rioL

On the archiopiscopal throne Chrysostom still pcraevcrcd

in the practice of monastic simplicity. ...The ample to-
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venues which hia predecessors bad consumed in pomp and
luxury he diligently applied to the establishment of

bospitala ; and the multitudes who were supported by his

charity preferred the eloquent dbcourses of their benefactor

to the amusements of the theatre or of the circus. His
homilies, which are still preserved, furnish ample apology

for the partiality of the people, exhibiting the free command
of an elegant and copious language, an inexhaustible fund
of metaphors and similitudes, giving variety and grace to

the most familiar topics, with an almost dramatic exposure
of the folly and turpitude of vice. His zeal as a bishop

and eloquence as a preacher, however, gained him enemies
both in the church and at the court. The ecclesiastics who
were parted at his command from the lay-sisters (whom they

kept ostensibly as servants), the thirteen bishops whom
he deposed for simony and licentiousuesa at a single

visitation, the idle monks who thronged the avenues to

the court and found themselves the public object of his

scorn —all conspired against the powerful author of their

wrongs. Tlieir resentment was inflamed by a powerful

party, embracing the magistrates, the ministers, the

favourite eunuchs, the ladies of the court, and Eudoiia the

empress herself, against whom the preacher thundered
daily from the pulpit of St Sophia. A favourable pretext

for gratifying their revenge was discovered in the shelter

which Chrysostom had given to four Nitrian monks, known
as the tall brothers, who, on being excommunicated by
their bishop, had fled to Constantinople ; and a ready tool

was found in Theophilus, bishop of the rival city of

Alexandria, who had driven them from their diocese, and
had long circulated in the East the charge of Origenism
against Chrysostom. By his instrumentality a synod waa
called to try or rather to coudemnthe archbishop; butfearing

the violence of the mob in the metropolis, who idolized him
for the fearlessness with which he exposed the vices of

their euperiors, it held its sessions in the suburb of Chal-

cedon, named the Oak, where Rufinus had erected a stately

church and monastery. A bishop and a deacon were sent

to accuse the archbishop, and presented to him a list of

charges, in which pride, inhospitality, and Origenism were

brought forward to procure the votes of those who hated
him for his austerity, or were prejudiced against him as a
suspected heretic. Four successive summonses were
signified to Chrysostom, but he indignantly refused to

appear until four of his notorious enemies were removed
from the council. Without entering into any examination

of the charges brought before them, the synod condemned
him on the ground of contumacy ; and, hinting that his

audacity merited the punishment of treason, called on the

emperor to ratify and enforce their decision. He was
immediately arrested and hurried to Nicasa in Bithynia.

As soon as the news of his banishment spread through the

city, the astonishment of the people was quickly exchanged
for a spirit of irresistible fury. la crowds they besieged

the palace, and had already begun to take vengeance on
the foreign monks and sailors who had come from Ch:ilcedon

to the metropolis, when, at the entreaty of Eudoxia, the

emperor consented to his recall. His return was graced

with all the pomp of a triumphal entry, but in two months
after he was again in exile. His Seiy zeal could not blind

him to the vices of the court ; and heedless of personal

danger he thundered against the profane honours that were
addressed almost within the precincts of St Sophia to the

statue of the empress. The haughty spirit of Eudoxia was
inflamed by the report of a discourse commencing with the

words,—"Herodias is again furious; Herodias again dances

;

she once more demands the head of John ; " and though
the report was false, it sealed the doom of the archbishop.

A. new cocncil was summoned, more numerous and more
subservient to the wishes of Theophilus ; and troops of

barbarians were quartered in the city to overawe the people.

Without examining it, the council confirmed the formei

sentence, and condemned him afresh for having resumed
his functions without their permission. He was hurried

away to the desolate town of Cucnsus, among the ridgea

of Mount Taurus, with a secret hope, perhaps, that he

might be a victim to the Isaurians on the march, or to the

more implacable fury of the monks. He arrived at his

destination in safety ; and the sympathies of the people,

which had roused them to flre the cathedral and senate-

house on the day of his exile, followed him to his obscure

retreat. His influence, however, became more powerfully

felt in the metropolis than before. In his solitude he had
ample leisure for forming schemes of missionary enterprise

;

and by his correspondence with the different churches, he
at once baffled his enemies, and gave greater energy to his

friends. This roused the emperor to visit him with a

severer punishment. An order was despatched for bis

instant removal to the extreme desert of Pityiis ; and bis

guards so faithfully obeyed their cruel instructions that,

before he reached the sea coast of the Euxine, he expired

at Comana in Pontus, in the sixtieth year of his age. His

exile gave rise to a schism in the church, and the Johannista

(as they were called) did not return to communion with the

archbishop of Constantinople till the relics of the saint

were, 30 years after, brought back to the Eastern metropohf

with great pomp, and the emperor publicly implored for

giveness from Heaven for the guilt of his ancestors. Tb«

festival of St Chrysostom is kept in the Greek Church
November 13, and in the Latin Church, Janjary 27.

In hiH genei-al teaching Chrysostom elevates the ascetic

element in religion, and in his homilies he inculcates the

need of personal acquaintance with the Scriptures, and

denouncM ignorance cf them as the source of all heresy. If

on one or two points, as for instance the invocation o/

sdnts, some germs of subsequent Eomaa teaching may be

discovered, there is a want of anything like the doctrine o(

indulgences or of compulsory private confession. Moreover,

in writing to Innocent, bishop of Rome, be addresses him
as a brother metropolitan, and sends the same letter to

Venerius, bishop of Milan, and Chromatius, bishop of

Aqnileia. His correspondence breathes a most Christian

Bpiiit, more especially in its tone of charity towards his

persecutors ; and his line of exegesis, if not acutely

metaphysical or mystical, is full of good sense and right

feeling.

His works are exceedingly volumino'us, and consist

chiefly of homilies, commentaries, smaller treatises, epistles,

and liturgies. Their excellence is powerfully shown in the

history of the times, for the illustration of which they aff'ord

highly valuable materials. The school of exegesis formed

by him, and especially illustrated by such works as hi?

commentaries on the Gospel of St Matthew, the Book of

Acts, the Epistle to the Romans, and other parts of the

New Testament, is sound, practical, and may (as Dr
Newman has justly remarked) almost be called " English."

It was subsequently adorned by the justly honoured names

of Theodoret, Theophylact, Euthymius, and Nicephorua.

The best edition is that of Bernard de Montfaucon in 13

vols, fol., 1718-1738, reproduced with some improvements

by the Abb6 Migne (Paris, 1863) ; but this edition is

greatly indebted to the one issued more than a century

earlier (I 612) by one of the foremost English scholars of

his age, Sir Henry Savile, provost of Eton College, from a

press established at Eton by himself. It is in eight

volumes, and is said to have cost its editor .£8000.

Hallam (Lit. o/ Europe, iii. 10, 11) caUs it " the first work
of learning, on a great scale, published in England."

Numerous MSS. still remain unedited. Some of the

homilies and commentaries are translated in the lAUary
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of ike Fathers, published at Oxford, end tho Greek text

Uaa been in part re-edited by a scholar who has shoivn

a very special aptitude for the work, the Rev. F. Field of

King's College, Cambridge. As authorities for the facts

of his life, the most valuable are the ecclesiastical histories

of Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret ; and amongst the

moderns, Erasmus, Cave, Lardner, and TiUemont, with the

more recent church history of Neander, and his monogram
on the Life and Times of Chrysostom, translated by J. C.

Stapleton. There has also appeared a valuable German
biography by Dr Fiirster ; and a narrative, full of interest

and told with life-like animation, has been given by the late

M. Amedte Thierry in the Revue des Deux Mondee, and

since republished (Paris, 1860) in one volume, entitled

Recits de I'Hisioire Romaine au cinquicme Sieclc. A. grace-

ful and interesting sketch of the concluding scenes of St

Chrysostom's life may be found in Dr Newman's Historical

Sketches (London, 1873), though that eminent writer seeiLs

not very favourable to the theology of the Antiochene

school, or even of Chrysostom himself. Valuable informa-

tion is given in Professor Bright's History of the Church
(Oxford, 1864), and in Canon Eobertson's History of the

Christian Church (voL ii., London, 1874). But the best

special contribution to English literature on the subject is

St Chrysostom: His Life and Times, by the Rev. W. R. W.
Stephens (London, 1872).

CHUB. See Angling. Vol. it p. 42.

CHUBB, Thomas (1679-1746), a well-known deistical

wriber, was the son of a maltster, Henry Chubb, and was

born in the village of East-Harnham, near Salisbury, on

the 29th September 1679. His father d=ed in 1688, and
left in poor circumstances a widow and four children, of

whom Thomas was the youngest. All of them were early

Bent to work ; and consequently the education which
Thomas received in his boyhood was of a most elementary

kind. In 1694 he was apprenticed to a glove-maker in

Salisbury ; but as the work was afterwards found to be

unsuitable for him on account of the weakness of his sight,

he entered the employment of a tallow chandler, and his

income for many years was derived partly from this source

and partly from glove-making. Through energy and per-

severance he succeeded in gaining a fair knowledge of mathe-

matics, geography, and some other subjects. Theology,

however, was what chiefly commanded the attention of

Chubb and his companions, among whom he seems to have

been the moving spirit. His intellectual activity, and tho

eagerness he always displayed to gain clear and distinct

views of any question that occupied him, marked him out

from tho first ; and his early habit of committing his

thoughts to writing gave him a clear and fluent stylo which

afterwards found much favour with thn public. He made
hb first appearance as an author in the Arian controversy,

on the side of Whiston. A dispute having arisen among
his friends aboutWhiston's argument in favour of the supre-

macy of tho one God and Father, Chubb was led to write

an essay which bore the title, The Sajrremacy of the Father

Asserted. This, passed round his friends in manuscript,

created eo favourable an impression that the author

ultimately submitted it to tho judgment of Whiston, who
jironouncedit well worthy of publication. After a few

emendations by Whiston, it was printed in 1715. A
number of tracts on various subjects followed, which wore

published in a collected form in 1730. Chubb was now
regarded as a literary phenomenon. Among other persons

of eminence, he attracted the attention of Sir Joseph

Jekyll, Master of the Rolls, in whoso house ho lived for

several years. The nature of his position there is not

precisely known ; but there aro stories told of his having

naited at table as a servant out of livery, and of tho

•inn.sement caused by his short stout figure standing as

steward at bis patron's sideboard. His love of independ-
ence and retirement drew him back to SaEshury, where by
the kindness of friends he was enabled to devote tl;e rest

of his days to his favourite studies. He died on the 8th
February 1746. His moral character was excellent, and
he is said to have continued a regular attendant on divine
worship in the parish church.

Cliubb wa3 tho author of a very largo nnnibcr of controTersial
tracts. His principal works dn—A Discourse Concerning reason
(1731), Tilt True Gospel of Jesus Christ (1739), and Posthumous
li^orks, 2 vols. (1748). The IKscourss Concerning Reason aims at
showing that reason is, or ought to bo, a snlficient guide in mattfra
of religion. After defining the t-erms of this proposition, he pro-
ceeds to argue that if man is accoantable to God for his actions, he
has a right to possess a power suiBcicnt to discover what he is

acconntaole for, andalso to discoversuch motives to right behavioor
as will counterbalance those temptations which are Dnavoidable in
the present constitution of things. It will not help the case to say
that man, as originally constituted, had such a power, but lost i'l

through Adam's fall ; since it matters not to mankind whether
Adam had originally such a power or not Men cannot justly be
held accountable if they lost in Adam that power. If the power
was only impaired through Adam's sin, and if every man will be
judged according to the ability he has, then reason is a eufficient
guide in matters of religion. Difficulties which unavoidably arise
from the constitution of things are only chargeable upon the author
of that constitution. If divine revelation was meant to supply the
defect of reason, then millions, whom that revelation baa never
reached, have been nniustly dealt with. The deficiency being
general, the revelation should have been given to the whole species.
The sufficiency of reason does not make revelation needless, as reason
may be neglected or abused, and revelation may be needed to bring
men back to a right use of reason in religion. True, reason could
not discover how divine justice is satisfied by the sufTerings and
death of Christ, and how the sinner is justified by faith in Him ; but
that is repugnant to reason, and can be no part of the gcnnine
revelation. One unjust action cannot satisfy justice for another.
Nor can sin, considered abstractedly from the sinner, bo the object
of favour or displeasure. Only what faith leads to, viz., repentance
and turning to God, is the true ground of God's mercy and Kindness
to men. This is most evident to reason when discovered, and must
therefore be discoverable by reason. If, as is allowed, reason is a
proper guide in matters of revelation, it should not be less so in

matters of religion, for the one seems to be as much within the
province of reason as the other. At the close Chubb disavows any
intention to injure divine revelation, or to servo tlie cause of
infidelity. The True Gospel oj Christ is characterized by Lechler,
in his Geschichte des engliscJttn Veisvius, as an essential moment
in tho historical development of deism. Its leading thought is that
Christianity is not doctrine, but life. Jesus requires us to regulate
our life according to the eternal and unchangeable law of action
which is based on the reason of things. If men, through violation

of this law, incur God's wrath, repentance and reformation an the
only means of obtaining God's favour and forgiveness. That these

truths may make a greater imjiression, the gospel d^'clares that God
has appointed a day ofjudgment and retribution. The law of nature
is thus tho essential content of the gospel. It is no historical

account of facts, as Christ's death, resurrection, &c, for it was
preached to the poor before these events occurred. Nor do the
private ojnnions of the evangelists and apostles form any pait of the
gospel. Like Tindal, Chubb comes to the conclusion that tlie true

gospel of Christ is identical with natural religion. The greater por-

tion of tho Fosthunwus Works is taken up with Tin A utKor't far*'
tcell to his Readers, in which he comes to a sceptical conclusion

regarding a particular providence, tho efficacy of prayer, and a

future state of existence, although he thinks that man's rcsponu-
bility affords somo probability of tho latter. Ho rejects tho ^wish
revelation, because it sullies God's moral character. Mahomet-
anism, ho thinks, could not have prevailed by the sword alone ;

"it must have prevailed to a very great degree before tho sword
could havo been drawn in ita favour." Ho believed there waa a

man Jesus, who collected a body of disciples, and laid a foundation
for a ni'w sect among tho Jen's. His objections against the
prophecies and miracles ore often far-fetched, and contaiu nothing
beyond whot had been urged by previous writers. It lends a

special interest to Chubb'a representation of primitive Christianity
that ho insists on tho fact that it wa.n a gospel for the poor.'

Thero is thus a domocratio tendcncv in tho view ho takes of tlie

gosjM}!. Ho represents tho rise ol deistical notiona among tho
artisan class.

CnUNAR, or CnxrNARanuR, a town and ancient fortress

of India, in tho district of Jlirzapur, in tho North West l*n)-

vinces, situatod on the south bank of tho Guugos. The fort
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occupies a conspicuous site on the summit of an abrupt rock

which commands the river, jg It was at one time a place of

great strength, and still contains a magazine, and is

fortified with batteries. In the old citadel on the height,

the remains of a Hindu palace with some interesting

carvings indicate the former importance of the place.

The town, which consists of one or two straggling streets,

contains a handsome English church. Chunar is first

mentioned in the iBth century, when in possession of Sing

Joanpore.' In 1530 it became the residence of Shere

Khan the Afghan, and forty-fiv-e years later was recovered

by the Emperor Akbar after sustaining a siege of six

months. It fell into the hands of the English under

General Carnac in 1763 after a prolonged resistance which

caused considerable loss to the assailants. A treaty with

the nabob of Oudh was signed here by Hastings on behalf

of the East India Company, in September 1781. -Popu-

lation, 11,000.

CHUND, or CHAND,orCHANDKA-BABDAi,a Hindu writer

belonging to the 12th century, was court-poet to the last

of the Hindu sovereigns of Delhi. His poem is an encyclo-

pedic work of immense size. It includes a history, and

especially an account of the exploits of the author and of

his master. It is still popular among the Rajputs. An
account of Chund, with some translations of his poem, is

given by Colonel Tod, in vol. i. of the Transactions of the

Uoyul Asiatic Society.

CHUPRAH, a town of India, in the province of Bebar,

Bengal, situated on tlie north bank of the Ganges, 35 miles

north-west of Patna. The town contains several mosques

and pagodas, and some churches. It extends nearly

a mile along the Ganges, and is not much above the level

of the river. A considerable trade is carried on by the

inhabitants in saltpetre, sugar, and cotton. The military

station is separate from the town. _ Population about

30,000.

CHUQUISACA, the capital of Bolivia, also known as

La Plata, Charcas, and Sucre. See Sucre.

CHUR, the capital of the Swiss canton of Orisons,

otherwise known by the Frenoh form of the name, Coire.

See Coire.

CHURCH. AU who call themselves Christians agree in

admitting that in the New Testament (and also, though in

a more shadowy and less distinct manner, in the Old
Testament) there is to be found frequent mention of a

corporate body known as the church,—sometimes spoken

of more fully as the Church of God, or the Church of

Christ. It is referred to by its divine Founder as about

to be built upon a rock (Matthew xvi. 18). In the book

of Acts it has become a living reality, including apostles,

elders, and laity,-—holding a council, and making decisions

upon most points of doctrine and of practice (Acts xvi. 4-22).

In the epistles it is spoken of in terms of great magnificence,

akin to the glowing language of prophecy. Christ, in His

glorified humanity, is recognized as its head ; it is in turn

His tody. His fulness, and His spouse.

The exact ideas involved in the word church, the

questions concerning its powers, its nature and essence

and modes of governance and continuance, its relation to

Holy Scripture, and its relation to the state—have all been

fruitful matters of controversy. Thes6 questions have

emerged in a marked manner during the controversy with

the Gnostics, the controversy with the Novatians and the

Donatists, and those arising out of the Reformation.

Hence among the writings of the fathere, bearing upon the

1! vture of the church, may be specially named those of St

Irenajus in opposition to the Gnostics, of St Cyprian
against the Novatians, and of St Augustine against the

Donatists. The relations of the church to the state became
subjects of discussion directly Constantine had made

Christiauity the religion of the empire. These relations

are illustrated by the history of Arianism, Donatism, and
Priscillianism, by the career of St Chrysostom, and by
the fierce conflicts of the Middle Ages between Guelfs and
Ghibellines—the former siding with the Pope, the latter

with the emperors. The contest between Philip the Fair

and Pope Boniface, and that of Philip Augustus of France

and John of England against Pope Innocent III. turned

upon the same great controversy, again and again renev/ed

during the Middle Ages. Some of the most striking

medieval illustrations of the conflict are to he found in the

life of Occam, and in the Divina Commedia of Dante.

The points in dispute have been keenly discussed by
modern historians ;—those of the 18th century, as Hume,
Henry, Mably, being strongly on the side of the state; those

of the 19th, as Guizot, Voigt, Michelet, Palgrave, Arnold,

Bridges, Mill, and even Macaulay, and, to some extent,

Milman, more or less emphatically advocating the cause of

the mediaeval church during at least a portion of the

struggle.

The Reformation in great measure turned upon both sets

of questions,—the relation of the church to the Scriptures

and its relation to the state. Consequently, they occupy
no small portion both of the controversial literature and of

the political history of the IGth and 17th centuries. On
the religious side they are illustrated by the lives and
writings of Martin Luther, Calvin, ilelanehthon, and the

Continental Reformers generally, as well by those of Knpx
and of Cranmer in Britain, and of their Roman Catholic

opponents, such as Ignatius Loyola, and in a later age by
Cardinal Bellarmine and by Hooker, by Andrewes and
others; and on the political side by such events as the Thirty

Years' War, the Spanish Armada, the Revolution of 1688.

The last two centuries have not vritnessed any distinctively

religious war. But these questions underlie the numerous
" concordats " drawn up between the Church of Rome and
various states in Europe and America, th^ entire history

of Gallicanism and Jansenism, the Tractarian controversy

commencing in England in 1833 A.D., and the contem-

porary discussion in Scotland, which ended in the Disruption

of 1843 and the formation of the powerful and energetic

body of Presbyterians, known as the Free Church. The
disestablishment of the Anglican Church in Ireland raised

cognate questions, and it is evident that disestablishment,

already a fact in the United States, in France, in Ireland,

and in some of the British colonies, may at any moment
become a question of no slight political importance.

Among more modern writers who have treated these

questions may be named Bishop AVarburton, De Maistre,

the Rev. Sir W. Palmer, Rothe, Klee, the Abbe Mignet,

Mr Gladstone, Dr Arnold, and many more, especially the

commentators on creeds and confessions, as Mbhler, Bishop
Burnet, Bishop Harold Browne.

It remains to mention a few of the more prominent
views and definitions prevalent among leading bodies of

Christians.

1. As regards the church triumphant there would
probably be little or no controversy. The great bulk of

Christians would acknowledge it as " the whole body of

the glorified, consisting of the holy angels and of the

spirits of the just made perfect who have been redeemed
by the merits (whether foreseen or actually wrought) of the

divine Head of the church, Jesus Christ, the Incarnate

Son of God."

2. But concerning the church on earth, definitions varjr

considerably. In the first place there emerges the impor-

tant question, whether it is a visible or an invisible body.

This is not the place to discuss which is the view set forth

in Holy Scripture,—that being of course the very point at

issue Tt must here suffice to say that the disciples^ of
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Calvin (followed herein by a very largo number, probably

the majority, of purely Protestant communities) maintain

that it is invisible; while the Lutherans, the Roman
Catholics, the Oriental Christians, and the great bulk of

the more famous Anglican divines (in accordance with the

Anglican formularies) maintain it to be visible. This latter

view is, it need hardly be said, the one all but universally

adopted by the fathers and the schoolmen. Iii one passage,

however, of his later writings, St Augustine employs an

expression at variance with his usual tone, and favourable

to the Calvinistic view, by calling the church " the society

of the predestined."

3. The relations considered to exist between the visible

church and Holy Scripture must necessarily be those of co-

ordination, or of sub-ordination on one side or the other

An impartial estimate of the Anglican formularies would

probably be found to support that view of co-ordinate

authority of Scripture and the church which is taken by

a large body of her divines, such as Bishops Pearson, Bull,

Kay, Dean Jackson, and others ; though many of her

adherents would undoubtedly incline, more or less com-

pletely, to that more Protestant view, which subordinates

the church to Scripture, a view held most strongly by those

bodies whose confessions of faith (as, e.g., the Westminster

Confession) seem to imply that the books of Scripture

attest themselves as divine. In the Church of Rome there

can be no question but that the church is placed above

Holy Scripture ; for though Scripture proofs of doctrine

are always, if possible, sought by her controversialists, and
referred to in her symbolical standards (as, for instance,

the Tridentine decrees), yet the traditions preserved in the

church are spoken of as to bo venerated not merely as com-

ments on the meaning of Scripture, but as deserving equal

honour and reverence with Scrii)ture (Decrct. Cone.

Trident., sessio iv.) On the other hand, the Anglican

formularies teach that Holy Scripture contains all things

necessary to salvation (Art. vi.), though the church is

described as the witness and keeper of Holy Writ and ns

having authority in controversies of faith (Art. xx.). The
•school of Anglicanism represented by Field, Hammond,
Pearson, Bull, and Bramhall regards a judgmentofthochurch
universal, such as that of the Council of Nice against Arius,

as "irrevocable, irrcformable, never to be altered." (See

Sir W. Palmer's Church of Christ, part iv. ch. iv.) The
Eiistern Church seems to place the relation of Holy Scripture

to itself in almost the same position as this school of

Anglicans, though it would perhaps lay somewhat stronger

stress on the insufficiency of Scripture 'without tho voice

of the teaching and interpreting church. It may bo
remarked that in this, as in other matters, belief has from
time to time been greatly influenced by tho course of

events. In the first age of Christianity, before tho canon
of the New Testament was formed, the church is almost
everything (as Reuss and others have observed), and the
Bible, which chiefly consisted of tho Old Testament, was
subordinate. By about 200 A. a, when tho gospels were
becoming bettor known, the relation between Scripture and
tho church aj>pear8 in patristic writings much more like

one of coordination. During the Middle Ages, as the
church's political power increased. Holy Scripture became
more and more subordinate, until wo find Dante complaining
of the way in which not merely creeds and fathers

but canon law and the decretals are studied instead
of the Gospel {Paradisn, ix. 133). The Reformatiou
necessarily caused a reaction, built, a.i it was so largely, on
now translations and on the circulation of tho Bible ; and
in the following century wo find the successors of tho
Reformers laying more stress upon what is commonly called

tho verbal inspiration of the Scripture aud its infallible

authority than had been done fur tho most jiart by the

fathers (except perhaps St. Augustine; or by the first

Reformers, Luther and Calvin, aud their contemporaries,

who never seem to have sanctioned the famous dictum of

Chillingworth, " Tho Bible, and the Bible only, is the

religion of Protestants." Of late years the difficulties

arising from science, philology, history, and criticism have

tended to modify this view of the supremacy of Scripture.

Not only in the unreformed communions and among Angli-

cans and Lutheran.?, but even in Calvinistic bodies, is this

effect perceived. Thus we find an eminent Presbyterian

divine, a minister of tho Scottish Establishment, writing as

early as 1848, "The living church is more than the dead

Bible, for it is the Bible and something more" (Life of Dr
Norman Macleod). Tho comment made by Kant on the

inconsistency of those Lutherans who virtually say "Go
to the Bible, but do not find anything there except what
we find" is well known {Streit der Facultaten).

i. Turning to tho constitution and government of the

chnrch, it is singular that in none of tho symbolical

utterances of the leading Christian communities is there

found such a definition of the church as would really

include aU that is bslievcd by those respective bodies.

Nor is it easy to supply the want by appeal to divines,

though many have striven to sot forth the " notes" of the

true church (see, e.g., IClee, Dogmalik, and many others).

Neither the Roman Catholic 'Tridentine decrees nor the

Westminster Confession supply any definition, and tho

one given in the nineteenth of the Articles of tho English

Church leaves the questions at issue between Rome and

the Reformers, between Episcopacy and Presbyterianism,

entirely open. For all would claim to represent that

" visible church of Christ " which is there described as

" a congregation of faithful men, in tho which the pure

word of God is preached, and the sacraments be duly

ministered according to Christ's ordinance in all those

things that of necessity are requisite to the same."

Concerning the question of government there are four

leading views. The first is, that no form of govemmei.t
was instituted by the divine Founder of the church or His
apostles, that there was originally no distinction between
clergy and laity, but that officers were in duo time appointed

as might happen in any human society, for the sake of

order and convenience. This view, which is probably that

of the majority of Protestants at the present time, has

found a thoughtful, devout, and highly gifted exponent ia

tho historian Neander; while the difficulties of reconciling

it with the New Testament are all set forth by two inde-

pendent translators of his work, the Rev. J. H. Rose and
Mr Morrison. A second view is, that a government was in

such wise instituted as rightly to claim a jus dirinum, that

this government resides in presbyters, and is handed down I

y

succession through tJie presbyterate. This view was mai'i-

tainod by many foreign adherents of the Reformatiou, ai.d

in England by Richard Cartwright, tho Puritan opponent
of Hooker, and an entire school of his doy. They appeal to

history, especially thot of tho Alexaudrian Church, and to

tho fathers, more csjiecially to St Jerome. The third view
resembles this in principle, but assigns the governance to

a superior order, that of tho bishops, and makes tho
succession pass through thera. Tho Anglican conimuDion
acts upon this view, re-ordaining all ministers not episcopally

ordained, but accepting Greek or Roman Catholic ordina-

tion ; and it has been defended by many of the writers of tho

High Church school, above named, to whom may bo added
Bishop Bilson, and the able Scottish controversialist Bishop
Sago in liis work against Gilbert Rula (See also Bishop
Cottorill's Genrsi» of the Church, and article Bisnor). Thi.i

school lays great etrcsa on tho decisions of tho ojcumenical
councils, of which it recognizes six or (according to Bishop
Andrcwes) scvgu before tho division of East and Wcet.
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.This 'view, though strongly supported by the Eastern

churches as well as by an historical and living school of

^Anglicans, is undoubtedly open to the difficulty, acknow^
lodged by Mr Gladstone and others, of making the ch'urch

SE a collective body remain silent for some thirteen centuries

and still unable to speak. There remains the fourth, the

'Roman Cathclic view, which subjects the entire episcopate

to the bishop of Rome, and makes full communion with
him of the essence of churchmanship. This view has been
supported ever since the Middle Ages with immense zeal

and learning by many able Catholic writers. Although
a strong case against it has been made out from the

f.a'ikers, especially the Eastern ones, and although the state

jof matters just before the Reformation was everywhere
one of gross abuses and much superstition, yet the good
'points of the Papacy have been fully recognized by Pro-
testants and Anglican writers, such as Guizot, Michelet,

Comte, Ranke, Sir James Stephen, Dr Arnold, Archbishop
Trench, and Bishop Harold Browne. Nevertheless, the
increasing development of the Papal claims has been
strongly resisted within the pale of that church by the
Jriusenists, by the Oallican divines such as Bossuet, and
by the entire body of the Port Royalists, including such
brilliant names as those of St Cyran, De Sacy, Arnauld, and
above all Pascal. All these display a Calvinistic elcmelit

in their teaching, and more or leas (as for instance Floury
in his famous Church History) modify the distinctively

Roman characteristics most opposed by Protestants, and they
place .a general council far above the Pope. In our own
day the counter-theory among Roman Catholics, of which
Do Maistre was a leading spokesman, has been seemingly
ratified by the Vatican Council and the Pope declared infalli-

,ble. This extreme step has provoked a schism among Roman
Catholics, and alienated some of their most eminent men.

' Of the diilerent views entertained concerning the relation

between church and state, it mast be enough to say here
that occasional collision seems almost unavoidable. For
where two independent societies lay claim to a common
gromnd, those claims, unless precisely defined, will some-
times militate. No state has yet been known to carry out
the theory of Locke, and confine its attention purely to the

preservation of life and property. But every state which
considers public morality to be within its sphere, and
legislaiea on such matters as marriage and education, muSt
of necessity occupy to some extent the same ground as

the various Christian communities which claim to be the

local church. (j. o c.)

•• CHURCH HISTORY. In this article we shall con-

sider (1) The Definition, (2) The Sources, (3) The
Method, and (4) The Literature of the subject

Considered as a department of universal knowledge,
church history forms a special section of the religious

history of mankind. It is an account of the growth and
the transactions of the religious community which is

marked out from others by its attachment to Christianity.

This definition already excludes from consideration a

region of inquiry important in itself, which is sometimes
regarded as forming an integral part of the subject.

Starting from that idea of the church which js represented

ctymologically by the undoubtedly false derivations of the

word from the German hiircn, to choose, or the Greek
Kvpiov oTkos, the (figurative) house of the Lord, various

writers have assumed the church to be that special section

of mankind who in any age have enjoyed the true revela-

tion of God as given by himself, and they have in conse-

quence regarded church history as bound to deal first with
the Old Testament church and then with the church of

the New Dispensation. This, however, involves an amount
of dogmatic prepossession to which history, sim[>ly as such,
cannot commit itself. Surveying the field of mere ob-

jective fact, history can single out, under the general
appelhition of the church, a great society whose origin caa
be distinctly traced up to the personal activity of Christ
who, for this society, forms a definite and wholly new
historical commencement. Whatever etymology we assign

to the word church under its various modifications of

hirche, kirk, kerk, cyrkiio, zerkow, itc,—whether we follow

the derivation suggested byWalafrid Straboin the 9th cen-

tury, and extensively held since, from to KvpmKov, the Lord's

house, as a term introduced by the Greek missionaries

into the language of the heathen tribes whom they con-

verted, or whether we adopt the not less probable conjee

ture of Lipsius, and ascribe its origin to " circ " or " cere"

(connected with the Latin circus), the local name for the

temple of Northern paganism, adopted by ancient and
mediwva! Christianity, in conformity with its principle of

accommodating itself as far as possible to the usages of

its proselytes—there can be no doubt that the community
and the movement, which, under some form of the nama
church among the Germanic races, and of the name ecclcsia,

such as iglise, chiesa, ic, among the Latin nations, suc-

ceeded in subjugating the Roman empire, along with

extensive regions beyond it on all sides, to a religion whose
personal centre is Christ, form a fresh phenomenon in the

history of mankind, as distinct" aiid individual in its

character as Hellenism, Hinduism, or iloliummedanisaj.

In the view of history proper, therefore, the history of

Judaism cannot be taken aa forming a part of the history
of the church.

For the same reason history cannot taKe action upon i

class of distinctions recognized by many who assume tba

functions of the church historian. Such writers, ado])ting

some strict and special definition of the church, confine

the work of church history to that section of professing

Christians whose condition satisfies the terms of their de-

finition, any other so-called division of Christendom
coming in for a share of attention only in the narrative of

the opposition encountered by the church. History, in the

proper sense, cannot undertake to decide questions of this

description. To say which among many competing
churches is the true church involves a dogmatic deliver

ance, which is beyond its province. It must do its worl;

in a more rough and general fashion. Under the namr
church it comprehends all organizations avowedly basing

themselves upon Christianity and recognizing Christ as in

some sense their head and leader. It undertakes t*

delineate the story of these in the aggregate ; and witl

regard to the distinctions between them, and their pre-

tensions to condemn and exclude eich other, it confines

itself to narrative, without attempting adjudication.

Another limitation has to be introduced into the defini-

tion oT church history, when regard is had to the exact point

of time at which it ought to begin. The church did not

come into full-formed existence in a moment. Regarded
as a community with more or less of an organization upon

a Christian basis, and conscious of itself and of its aim in

the history of the world, it was the result of the activity

of Christ and his more immediate apostles and followers'

The history of what they did in giving existence to thr

church, as such, is a different thing from the history of the

church when once existing in that character. The case

resembles the difference between embryology and biography

in the history of the individual. The precise point of

time at which the formative activity of the cliurch founders

issues in the actual church is probably to be determined

by the emergence of the consciousness of a common
Christian life and aim among the separate communities

origmally established by apostolic labour. • By some
writers this is placed as low as the destruction of Jct«-

salem, by other.' as high as the first rallying of ChrLii's
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'followers after his own disappearance from the world. In

any case church history is relieved of a large amount of

work with which it is sometimes burdened, but which

does not properly fall to its share.

What church history has to do within the limits thus

indicated wiU perhaps be best understood by considering

ka province as a department of scientific theology, and its

relations to the theological disciplines with which it

stands most closely ccanected, those, namely, of dogmatics

and the history of doctrine, Strictly speaking, the

kiatory of doctrine is part of the history of the church.-

To exhaust its task, a history of the chui-ch must embrace

at leastJive departmentsof inquiry and narrative,

—

one con-

nected with the external relations of the church to the

world at large and its political institutions, the remaining

/our treating of developments and relations internal to the

(Aurch itself. (1) The Peooress of the church must be

described, either positively, in respect of its advance, or

negatively, with reference to its retrogression, at any

given period. To exist at all, it must exist under one or

other of these conditions ; it must be either attaining or

missing, approaching or receding from, its rightful influence

OQ the social condition and political organization of man-

kind. (2) lu Constitution must be described. The
church exists as such, in virtue of its constitution. It is

not the church until it is to some extent organized, and
the giowth and forms of this organization must be recorded.

(3) The DocTRiKE of the church at the various points of

its development must be set forth. Doctrine is the full

aud finished expression of conviction, and since the

church owes its existence to certain convictions, some
religious, some moral, the history of doctrine occupies

the very central position of the church's history. (4)

Worship, under' one form or another, is an essential

development of church life, as well as one of the modes in

which it announces its existence, and calls for historical

recognition. (5) Life, as exhibited in the number and
character of the members of the church, completes the

division of the matter of its history. Doctrine and wor-

ship are directed to certain practical ends, either of making
proselytes to the church, or of perfecting the character of

those who already belong to it, and any such results must
be collected and presented both in their numerical and
their moral a.=pects.

Uut while the history of the church, in the strict and com-
prehensive sense, must treat fully these various classes of

activity, there is a narrower, if also a somewhat looser sense

in which it maybe taken, for ends of practical convenience.

We may distinguish between the organization and its life,

between the church and Christianity. On this view,

doctrine, worship, abd life fall to bo treated collectively

by the history of the Christian religion or in separate

histories, while the history of the church becomes a narrative

of the successes or defeats experienced in the world by the

Christian community and the varying forms of its constitu-

tional framework, with only such allusions to the internal

and religious side of its life as are necessary to explain its

constitutional changes and external fortunes. By this

division it becomes possible to treat both the inner and
the outer sides of the subject, each for itself, and therefore

more fully and vividly. In this way, since doctrine lies

at the foundation of worship and life, and even constitu-

tion, the history of doctrine becomes the key to the whole
history of the church, and the indispensable preliminary to

a scientific comprehension of it The life and action of

the church in the world are simply the expression of the

ideas by which it is governed ; and it is the business of the

historian of doctrine to record the vicissitudes and develop-

ments of these, whether ho writes in the interests of mere
Icnowlodgc and widi absolute impartiality, or, as is more

5—2"»

common, though less scientific, with a bias in favour of a

certain class of ideas, all divergences from which he
chronicles as errors. The difference between church
history read in the light of the history of doctrine and
apart from it is like the difiference which the phenomena
of health and disease present to minds that possess or that

want an acquaintance with the principles of physiology.

Church history, including or coordinate with history of

doctrine, stands in an important relation to dogmatics.

Dogmatics (which a'so contributes the formal as well as,

in part, the material element in Christian ethics) is charged

with the scientific statement and proof of whatever is held

to be the true doctrine. In the sphere of statement the

history of the church is necessary, both as introduction and
commentary. Doctrine is a growth, an evolution of part

after part, under the influence of special circumstances at

special times. The full meaning of doctrine caji therefore

often be understood only in the light of its antithesis, and
its relative importance as essential or accidental ascertained

only from the practical crisis which demanded its declara-

tion,— aids for which recourse mu^t be had to the history of

the church and its doctrine. As regards, therefore, the

scientific articulation, proportioning, and interpretation of

doctrine, church history stands in the position of an essen-

tial preliminary to dogmatics.

As regards actual church life, and any new expression

of it in worship, constitution, or propagandist effort, that

assumes to be based on scientific principle, the history of

the church is indispensable, not only for the extended view

of present circumstances that may be requisite, but also to

enable the church fully to know and judge its own mind.

The existing church consciousness is the product of all the

past, and cannot be fully understood and criticized except

in the light of its history.

2. The Sources of church history are either Monu-
mental or Documentary. Monumental sources yield

such intimations of past transactions as are to be found on

avowed monuments, memorial tablets, gravestones, churches,

and other public edifices or private dwellings, or upon

articles of antiquity, seals, crucifixes, furniture, vestments,

pictures, coins, weapons, ia Documentary sources, as

their name implies, include all manuscript or printed in-

formation, whether originals, copies, or oral traditions com-

mitted to record. In point of comparative value, the

documentary sources are, of course, the more important,

being, from the nature of the case, so immeasurably richer

in information. At the same time, within their own range,

monumental sources are often more valuable than docu-

mentary. Forgery has less chance of success in monu-

ments than in documents ; and certain classes of facts are

frequently commemorated on tbem which writers do not

think of recording. Dates and names and the like have

been fixed by inscriptions on coins, ifcc, where documents

have proved defective or wrong.

Documentary sources may be divided from the point of

view of their destination into (1) Public and (2) Private,

and from that of their autliorahip into (3) Direct and (4)

Indirect. Under the head of public docnments we have

all deliverances of an oflicial character, such .ns decrees of

councils, Papal bulls, civil legislation affecting the church,

rules of life for monastic institutions, liturgies, confessions

of faith, and even sermons, theological treatises, itc. Pri-

vate documents, ngain, consist of personal memoirs and

journals, letters, secret correspondence, and papers not

originally intended for the public eye. Then by direct

documentary sources are meant those in which wo have

the actu.il word of a writer or actor in any event lestifyiu<?

to the nature of tho opinion or transaction about which

information is desired. Indirect d'XumenUrj- soiirros are

those in whicli we obtain informa* on sbniit the opinions o[

V. — a6
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au author or the actions of any historical character, not from
statements of his own, but from the testimony of some one

else about him. Thus a letter of Coustantine would be a

direct document in reference to some purpose or performance

of his own, while it might be an indirect document in re-

ference to the history or opinions of Athanasius or Arius.

In collecting and sifting these sources so as to place all

and only the right materials available before the church
historian, recourse must be had to the sciences of antiqui-

ties, bibliography, and diplomatics. Antiquities, in its

various divisions of numismatics, ecclesiology, heraldry,

ttc, marshals all the relevant monumental testimony

and discriminates the spurious from the genuine; biblio-

graphy, taken in its widest sense, as the science which
enumerates, classifies, and values all that has been written

upon the various heads of human knowledge, states what
documentary material is likely to be available at the dif-

ferent stages of inquiry, and where it is to be found ; while

diplomatics, or the science of documents, defines the genu-
ineness, completeness, and general trustworthiness of the

material so indicated.

Besides these more immediate sources there are collateral

sources on which church history must draw in fulfilling its

task. These are mainly ecclesiastical philology, the general

history of Christendom, with ecclesiastical geography, sta-

tistics, and chronology. Ecclesiastical philology points to

acquaintance with those languages, more particularly Greek
and Latin, in which the chief part of the historical

materials is expressed, whether as original or translation.

The necessity of this is obvious. Besides this, some know-
ledge of the general history of Christendom is indispen-

sable to an understanding of the history of the church,
just as the special history of the church is essential to

a comprehension of general history. The events of the

church and of the world are so inextricably bound up to-

gether that the one are intelligible only in the light of the

other. Hence the history of policy, law, philosophy, litera-

ture, and art must be laid under contribution in construct-

ing a full history of the church. Clear treatment further

requires acquaintance with ecclesiastical geography and
statistics, the distribution of the world into Christian and
non-Christian sections, divisions by patriarchates, dioceses,

parishes, ic, and the physical characteristics and social

habits of different localities. And along with this, eccle-

siastical chronology, the correct arrangement of persons

and events, both in their contemporaneous appearance and
in their succession to others, is requisite to complete the

list of auxiliaries to church history.

3. After the Sources, the Method of dealing with them,

so as to produce history, falls to be considered. Method
here comprises two main divisions,—(1) Criticism and (2)

Construction. In the criticism of the materials two quali-

ties have to be called into exercise,—the judicial faculty

and historic insight. The judicial faculty has to determine
two questions,—first. How far are the sources to be relied

on 1 and second. If to be relied on, what do they really

say 1 The question how far the sources are to be relied

on depends on both the ability and the willingness of the

writer to tell the truth. As to his ability, we must con-

sider how far he was in a position to be aware of the facts,

and to what extent his judgment and penetration are to be
trusted in matters of fact. He may have been credulous,

or an incompetent or careless observer, or he may have
been so greatly biassed by party feeling or personal ani-

mosity as to be incapable of forming an impartial opinion.

Then, besides the writer's ability to tell the truth, there

must be considered further his willingness to tell it. A
writer may be perfectly able to tell the truth, if he liked.

But he may not like. He may have reasons or motives of

his own for withholding the truth, or even for substituting

untruth. In using his sources the historian must be able

to judge exactly how far they are in these respects to be
reiied on. Then supposing he has decided that they may
be relied on in a given degree, he must next be able to

take from them precisely the testimony as to past fact

which they convey, neither more nor less. Tliat is to say,

he must be impartial,—capable of holding the scales of

fairness evenly, of controlling his mind so as to prevent

any preferences of his own from weakening or distorting

the statement of fact derivable from his authorities, in

favour of his own opinions. The historic insight, which,

in addition to the judicial faculty, is essential to the thorough

criticism of the materials, is the power of fully compre-

hending the significance and connection of the facts yielded

by the sources, by realizing the point of view of the actors

or writers to w-hom the facts dealt with are due, aud deter-

mining their import as related t-o a general philosophy of

history, and embraces three forms of insight, which may
be called philosophic, psychologic, and Christian. Philo-

sophic insight implies, first of all, ability to enter into the

various forms of speculative thought, metaphysical, ethical,

or whatever else, that have appeared within the church's

history, and have in greater or less degree influenced its

movements. It implies further an ability to see the whole
recorded facts aud their connection under the light of the

philosophy of history ; but as this obviously cannot take

place until the facts in themselves have been completely

understood, this aspect of philosophic insight will come
into play only when the others have discharged their func-

tion. By psychologic insight is meant knowledge of human
nature affected by scientific observation of mind and its

operations. The facts of history are created by individuals,

and each of them may be interpreted as an exhibition of

the will and intellect, of the general subjective state of

some one man or body of men. This subjective state,

again, may be accounted for, in part at least, by the action

of certain preceding facts upon the mind of the man or

men in question, which facts again are to be explained as

a manifestation of the mind of some preceding man or men,

and so on. In short, history is the product of human
nature, affected by and dealing with certain external data,

natural or supernatural, furnished by God ; so that, to

understand it, there is needed the ability to place before

the imagination what human nature is at any point in or

between the moral extremes of goodness and wickedness,

and the intellectual extremes of wisdom and folly. By
Christian insight is meant special capacity for sympathizing

with the spirit and ideas of C-iristianity. What we have

in the history of the church is centrally the mind and
motive of Christ organizing itself in a living institution

that it may enter into conflict with the evil of the world,

and by persuasion subdue it to willing submission. To
comprehend the development of facts produced during the

activity of such an institution, there wo-ild seem to be

requisite at the very outset an understanding of the thought

and feeling that constitute its inner life ; that is to say,

there must be an intelligent sympathy with the spirit of

the New Testament, which, as the primitive record of the

action of Christ's spirit and career, is, were it on no other

ground, the authoritative exposition and medium of the

mind of Christ And not only must there be this acquaint-

ance with the ideas and spiritual impulses of the New
Testament, but there would appear to be also necessary

some experience of their power. If Christianity be not

merely a series of intellectual propositions, but a spiritual

force penetrating to the motives of-the soul, it can scarcely

be adequately comprehended by any one who has not known
what it is to yield in his innermost being to Christian in-

fluences. For whil« many of the greatest occurrences in

the history of the church have sprung from the spirit of
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evil, and are fully intelligible to the historian only in virtue

of his own experience of at least germinal evil, a vast num-.

bcr of other events are due to men who were in their degree

reproductions of Christ, animated by the BJngle desire to

bring about what they believed he would have sought had

he been in their circumstances, and ready to submit to any

sacrifices that might be demanded as the price of success.

To understand fully the genesisof transactions arising out

of such a spirit would seem possible only to those who
possess the key to their explanation in what is essentially

Christian experience.

The historical materials having been subjected to criti-

cism of the kind indicated, the way is open for the actual

construction of the history. Construction embraces ar-

rangement, proportion, and style. Under the head of

arrangement there falls to be considered how the material

of history is to be divided so as to give the most complete

and just conception of what has occurred within the time

to be dealt with. It is obvious that we cannot take in all

the events of so great a narrative at one view. We must

break it up into a succession of parts, and study each by

itself; and the question is on what principle should this

partition of time be made. In history the element of time

Las to bo considered iu two phases—succession and con-

temporaneousness. Biography properly records succession

alone. An individual can do only one thing at once

;

whereas a society like the church, consisting of a number
of individuals, can be doing a number of different things

at one and the same time. Proselytism, worship, the

development of sacred art, the formation of doctrine, the

activities of Christian life, may all be in progress simul-

taneously. Biography is a thread; history is a web, in

which time is broad as well as long. In dividing the

breadth or contemporaneous movement of the church, no

other classification is possible than th.it natural one, which

has already been mentioned, into some such categories as

progress, constitution, doctrine, worship, and life. But in

dividing history lengthwise, there may be a choice of prin

ciples, unless indeed it be denied that events hang together

by a causal nexus. The time was when such a denial

would have been maintained, when the history of the

church was regarded as determined by a series of special

interpositions of the Divine will, resulting in a succession

of events among which it was not given to human reason

to trace the sway of l.iw. That view of things, however,

has passed away, and for the modem mind, whatever may
be thought of the origin of the church, its history is a

sequence of cause and effect, in which the moving forces

and tendencies can be accounted for, and their operation

traced as the evolution of internal ideas dominating the

events of distinct periods, and shapiug them into orderly

processes. Hence arises th9 possibility of a natural and
an artificial division of history. Arbitrary periods such as

centuries or half centuries mny be chosen, and an acquaint-

ance with the events of onp of such sections acquired before

proceeding to those of its successor. This is the artificial

mode of division. It has no reference to the nature of the

progress made by the churcli as a growth which is deter-

inined by an inner formative thought. But a division in

harmony with this latter viowof things is possible. There are

for instance in the history of the church greater or smaller

crises continually occurring, for which the intermediate

events are preparations; or there Ls a certain ch.ir.act?r

stamped upon one era different from that which belongs o

another. The conversion of Constantine, or the sitting M
the Councils of Nice, Trent, or the Vatican, is an instance

of the one ; the prevalence of the ancient and patristic,

the media;val and scholastic, the modem and scientific

mode of thought is an instance of the other. Divisions of

the matter of church history according to such events or

characteristics are natural divisions ; they correspor.d with
the nature of the thing, and rise out of the subject itself,

instead of being imposed upon it from without, like the

division into centuries and half-centuries, which in many
cases may lead to a misconception of the meaning of his-

tory, cuttmg into the very middle of a development before

it has reached its climax, bo rendering both parts unintel-

ligible, or at all events misrepresenting both. The natural

division is thus much better adapted than the artificial to

impart a view of the subject as it exists in its real parts. If

a framework is to be taken to pieces, with a view to un-

derstand its structure, it ought to be separated at the joints,

not broken, as it were, across the bones. At the same
time, within the great natural periods, once their limits

and determining conditions are clearly understood, the

subdivision into more or less artificial periods of years

facilitates the taking up of all the requisite information as

we go along, very much as in a long journey, when once we
know the direction or destination of travel, it is necessary

to divide the intervening space into such arbitrary stages as

are suitable to our footsteps or other modes of progress.

Proportion has to be considered in the construction of

church history for two reasons,—one depending on the

relative prominence of different phases of church life at

different times, the other on the relation of church life to

its territorial or sectarian distribution. As regards the

first of these reasons, while the categories of progress, con-

stitution, doctrine, worship, and life furnish, in the order

of interdependence, a summary of headings under which

the movement of the church at any time may be exhaus-

tively described, it is obvious that \ihichever of these cate-

gories represents the main feature of the ecclesiastical con-

dition during any particular period should receive a
corresponding prominence and fulness of treatment in the

history of the period At one time the progress of the

church in the conquest of adverse religions may be the

most striking thing about it, at another it may be the for-

mation of doctrine, at another development of ritual, and
so on. To be a faithful reflex of the facts, history must
proportion its treatment to the ease, assigning the principal

place to the principal thing, and grouping the rest around

it. The other reason for observing proportion in historical

treatment lies in the territorial and sectarian distribution of

the church's life. Kational almost necessarily imply eccle-

siastical distinctions. The German, Swiss, French, English,

Scottish churches, &.C., have all separate domestic histories,

so that while one has been growing in one direction,

another may have been growing in a direction entirely dif-
•

ferent. Controversial differences have had the same result.

The Eastern and Western churches for example, ever since

the period of the final schism, have had in each case a self-

contained development. The same remark applies also to

Protestantism and Catholicism, in regard to that vast extent

of thought and action in which they are separated from

one another. This state of things compels many to spe-

cialize their work, and to pursue one national or sectional

stream of ecclesiastical movement to the end, before explor-

ing another ; but wherever church historj- on anytliing like

the universal scale is attempted, the writer must determine

where and how the vitality and force of the church are for

the time evolving tlicmselves most characteristically and

jnflucntially, and give to such localities or forms the cen-

tral position in his delineations. Thus in the earlier cen-

turies, the East, the conquest of oaganism and the rise of

theology may claim his chief attention ; in the Middle Age»,

lionio and the Papacy, or scho!ast'\ism ; in the Reformation

period Germany may seem the centre of Christendom; in

the modem period the disintegrating influence of philo-

sophy and hbtorical criticism may be regarded as dio

liiriing pheucmcnon, it
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With respect to style, apart from the general canons on the

matter derivable from the science of rhetoric, there are one

or two special contlitions dictated to the churoh historian

by the nature of his subject. He is engaged on a descrip-

tion of what is a lively and varied panorama of events

—

his model, therefore, should be the picture, not the inven-

tory. Ho is dealing with the progress of a divine idea

through the ages—ho is bound to leave a certain impres-

sion of majesty on the mind of his reader. He is handling

matters that concern all men, and that have moved the

profoundest and the most passionate natures to the very

depth of their being—his pages should be alive wth
genuine biographical interest and every relevant form of

human sympathy.

i. The hi 1/ of the Literature of the subject divides

itself naturall/ into three periods, which may be called the

Unscientific, the Transition, and the Scientific periods.

Speaking ruughly, the Unscientific period may be said to

have lasted until the Reformation, the Transition from the

Keformation to the time of Mosheim, and the Scientific

since then.

The Unscientific period of chnrch history Is marked by
the absence of impartiality, of thorough criticism, of natural

nrrangement, and of what, since the days of Polybius, has

beeu called the pragmatic method, i.e., the treatment of

historical phenomena with reference to their causes.

The idea of the subjection of history to law had not yet

emerged. The church especially was governed by arbitrary

divine interpositions, whose effects coidd not, in any degree,

bo calculated beforehand; and as the conception of general

councils as the organs of the Holy Spirit gained ground,

that of ecclesiastical events, and particularly doctrine, as

developments in the sequence of ordinary cause and effect

vanished more completely if that were possible. History

was simply a collection of incidents, often incredibly mar-
vellous, threaded by no connection except that of appear-

ing to intimate the favour of God for the Catholic Church,

and with no other arrangement than the arbitrary one of

years, or decades of years, or of the reigns of emperors or

popes. This was simply the- period of the collection of ma-
terials for subsequent scientific history to sift and work
into proper form. During the six fimt centuries the Greek
Church furnished almost all that was valuable in church

history, but after that it ceased to be productive, and Latin

writers took possession of the field. At the head of the

Greek School stands Eusebius, hishop of Cmsarea in the

earlier part of the 4th century, usually called the father

of church history, although that title strictly belongs to

Hogesippus, who about the middle of the 2d century wrote

certain ecclesiastical memorials, all of which have perished,

with the exception of a few fragments mostly preserved

by Eusebius himself. The history or chronicle of Euse-

bius, coming down to 32-t a.d., although impaired iu value

by the writer's avowed resolution to record only what
would reflect honour on the church, is rich in material,

the archives of the empire having been placed at his com-

mand by Constc-iitine, who held him in peculiar esteem.

The other Greek historians were simply continuators

of Eusebius. Socrates and Sozomon brought down the

narrative to 439, and Theodoret to 428. Of these Socrates

writes the best style, while Theodoret gives most new do-

cuments and inforiiiation, especially as to the East. Eva-

grius treated of affairs from 431 to 594, while Philostor-

gius, most of whose work is lost, wrote, in the Arian
interest, a history from the rise of Arianism to 423. The
only other Greek historians of any note are Eutychius of

Alexandria, about 940, who is chiefly valuable on the

relations of Mohammedanism and Christianity, and Nice-

phorus Callisti of Constantinople, about 1350, who, with

the assistance of the documents in the library of St Sophia.

wrote a church history to the end of the Cth century.

To these may be added, as completing the Greek sources,

the ecclesiastical allusions in the long line of Byzantino

c'vil historians from 000 to 1500.

Among the earlier Latin writers, Rufinus translated

Eusebius and added an indifferent continuation of his own
to the end of the 4th century. Sulpicius Severus, a
terse writer, sometimes called the Christian Salkist, wrote

a history from the creation to the year 400. Cassiodorus,

in the middle of the 4th century, first a Government official

of theOstro-Gothic empire, and latterly prior of a monastery,

caused a condensed translation of Socrates, Sozomen, and
Theodoret to be made, which continued to be authoritative

until the revival of* letters. From this time to the Reforma-

tion, a great amount of historical material was 2>roduced

both in the form of chronicles and of special and genera!

history. Among tho chroniclers may be mentioned the

venerable Bede, Regino,Otto of Freisingen,Hcrinannus Con-

tractus, Lambert of Aschaffenburg, Siegbert of Gemblour,

with such anonymous chronicles as that of llonto Casino,

the Great Belgian, the Saxon, itc, to which may bo added,

although it forms perhaps more of a general history, tho

Liber Pontijjcalis, or lives of the popes to 885, of uncer-

tain authorship. Of the writers of special histories are

worthy of mention—Gregory of Tours, tlie historian of tho

French Church during the Bth and Cth centuries, and
the father of French church history ; the venerable Bede,

the father of English church history, and its narrator to

tho middle of the 8th century ; Paul the deacon, who
did tho same oftico for the same period in the case of the

Lombards ; Adam of Bremen, the authority for Scan-

dinavian chnrch history from the 9th to the 11th cen-

tury; and Kranz, who died the year that witnessed the

outbreak of the Reformation, and who furnished sources

for the ecclesiastical history of Saxony and Westphalia.

Of histories of the universal church during this period may
be mentioned those of Haymo of H^lberstadt in 840,

embracing the four first centuries ; of Odericus Vitab's, from

the Christian era to the 12th century ; and of Bartholomew
of Lucca to the 14th; while the greatest work of pre-

Reformation times on the subject is the Summa HistorialU

of Antoninus of Florence, narrating events from the crea-

tion of the world to 1459. Aii these works, it must be
remembered, are full of legends and fables, and exhibit a

credulous spirit.

The Transition period in chnrch history may bo taken as

beginning with the Reformation. It was marked on all

sides by a more searching and comprehensive survey of tho

sources, and on some sides by an absence of tlie credulity,

which accepted tradition as genuine, and every act and
utterance of the dominant church as divinely guided. It

was, however, still for the most part devoid of the spirit

of impartiality and of tho idea of law as traceable in the

succession of events, and consequently recognized no great

and gradually evolved crises in history, naturally dividing it

into periods. It was an approach to the scientific, without

actually reaching it. It was stimidated and aided by the

same causes which assisted the Reformation itself. The
spirit of inquiry was abroad. Already, in the field of the

history of the church, Laurentius Valla had led the way in

the direction of true criticism by discrediting the legend

of the donation of Constantino, in which he had been fol-

lowed to a certain extent even by Antoninus. Tho rise of

humanism, consequent on the fall of Constantinople and
migration of Greek scholars to tho West, Jjad unlocked the'

store-house of material contained in that language, while

tho invention of printing, by bringing the sources under
the eye of an immensely enlarged and practically unlimited

circle of obsei-vers. increased proportionally tho chances of

unpledged criticism. It was the shock of tho Reformation
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itself, however, which gave the impetus lo ttie new movement
in the constrnction of church history. As Protestantism had

everywhere broken more or less completely with tradition,

it was for its interest to show that Catholicism had de-

jiarted from primitive purity, and that the history of the

church had been a steady course of declension, while

Catholicism was equally interested in proving the contrary.

This polemical animus, if it was prejudicial to impartiality

of investigation, added to its keenness and thoroughness;

and as the spirit of sectarianism developed, within Catholi-

cism, between Ultramontanism and Gallicanism, Jesuitism

and Jansenism, and, within Protestantism, between Luther-

anism and Philippism, Calvinism and Arminianism, Pres-

byterianism and Episcopacy, the zeal of each party to vin-

dicate for itself an exclusive apostolical pedigree, led to

an unflinching, if oue-sided, sifting of history, especially of

primitive antiquity. The way was led in this direction by
the Magdehvrg Centunes, so called from the place of first

publication in 1509. This was a work written by a staff

of Lutheran scholars, in the interest of their phase of Pro-

testantism, under the superintendence of Matthias Flacius,

and was, from its own point of view, a performance of

great ability and learning, continuing for a century to be

the store-house of general Protestant polemics. As its

name implies, it adopts the artificial division into centuries,

discussing the doctrine, heresies, councils, ceremonies,

church rulers, ikc, in each. The published portion stops

with the 13th century. The Centuries evoked on the

Catholic side, in 1588, the Ecclesiastical Annals of Caesar

Baronius, afterwards cardinal, bringing the history down
to the end of the 12th century; and this, with the con-

tinuations of Kaynaldus and others, and the critical com-
mentary of Pagi, forms, from its richness in documents that

would otherwise have remained inaccessible, a very valuable

contribution to general church history, although written

avowedly to present Catholicism in the most favourable

light. These great polemical histories led the way for a

train of successors on both sides. Kortholt, Spanheim,
Casaubon, and Basnage critici2ed with learning and vigour

the one sidedness of Baronius. On the Catholic side, a bril-

liant French school of church history arose, whose chief

ornaments were—jVlexander Natalis (Noel), whose history

(1676), valuable for its learned excursuses, though placed

in the Index on account of its Gallicanism, continues

under the corrective commentaries of Noncaglia and Mansi
to hold a deservedly high place even in Catholic esteem

;

Bossuet, whose Ilistory of the Variations of Protestantism

(1688) exhibits the dexterous controversialist not less than
his Discourse on Universal Ilistory, displays the philoso-

phical historian ; Fleury, who narrates, with a tinge of Gal-

licanism, the story of fourteen Christian centuries in a stylo

PS popular and flowing as Natalis, is crowded with cnidito

(lifoussion ; and Tillcmont, the Jansenist, who in his His-

lary of the Emperors (to Anastasius) (1690), and his Me-
moirs for the. Church History of tkesix first centuries (1693),
bus ransacked the whole field of available materials, and
presented, with much skill and fidelity, his narrative in

the exact words of his authorities. In the lucantimo a

school of history had developed itself in England, also in

answer to controversial wants, of which Jewel (Ajmluyy,

15C2), Pearson, (Vindicice, \(>12), Beveridge (Synoc'icoii,

1672), Cave (Primitive Christianity, Lives of the A/Mstlrs

a)iJ/'a^A«rj, 1672-77), and Bingham (^(iiii^iii'^Vj, 1708-22)
may be mentioned as leaders in the defence, on hintorical

grounds, of the position of the Anglican Church both

against Catholicism and Puritanism.

The Scientific period of church history may Do said to

commenco with the great work of Mosheim in 1755, based
on an earlier but inferior performance. Isolated attempts
had indeed been made before hia time to riso above the

heated polemical atmosphere or the Reformation struggle
and its results, into a region of calmer contemplation.
The celebrated Calixtus of Helmstadt had, during tha
earlier part of the 17th century, laboured hard to show that
the tendency to the multiplication of dogma characteristic

of his time is foreign to the genius of Christianity, whose
essence, in his view, may be reduced to a very few points
of faith; and Gottfried Arnold, sometime professor at
Giessen, had, in 1699, published his Imparlinl History of
th« Chvrch and the Heretics, the practical issue of which
was to show that the heretics were quite as often in the
right as the church ; but the only immediate result of
their efforts was to raise a violent storm of opposition and
abuse against themselves, proving that the time was not
ripe for applj-ing the maxim of audi alteram partem
to ecclesiastical questions. But by the middle of the

18th century, a different state of things had arisen.

The living fire had died out of theological and ecclesiastical

controversy, leaving behind only confused piles of dogma,
charred and cold, to which none thought of repairing for

heat. The speculations of Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz,

Wolf, (tc, had given the world something deeper to think
about than the disputes of ecclesiastics, and had engendered
that spirit of thorough inquiry after reality, which in the
theological sphere came to be called rationalism, and in

physics the inductive or Baconian method. In the latter

form it had exploded tha conception of continued arbitrary

supernatural interference in the course of events, and
established the belief in the reign of law, the statutes

against witchcraft having been abolished even in England
by 1736, a few years after the last execution there for that

imaginary crime.

Mosheim may be called the first fruits of this spirit in

the region of church history. His Institutes of Ecclesi-

astical History is constructed avowedly in the interests of

science and not of party, with the sole view of stating the
facts, fully and exactly as they occurred—ascertaining and
declaring the objective reality, independently of subjective

partialities or wishes. His fidelity to his principle is con-

spicuous, and his success in overturning many previous

misrepresentations arising from the neglect of it is un-
doubted. His conception of Christian history as a growth
under the law of cause and cfl"ect is also unmistakable,

although he leaves it to bo inferred, not so much from the

presence of anj' avowed pragmatic treatment in his pages,

as from the absence of evcrj-thing else. Although be
retains the artificial division into centuries out of deference

to custom, be acknowledges its objectionableness, and com-
bines with it a natural division " bounded by great revolu-

tions and changes in the state of the church." Mosheim has

had a train of successors on his own lino of investigation,

whose name is legion, and in whose hands the scientific

method has been steadily developed, and has yielded an in-

creasing harvest of results. Only a few can be mentioned.

Schrcickh, an ornament of the Gotlingen school of history,

second only to Jlosheim himself, whoso pupil ho was,

laboured for forty-one years (17CS-1S09) at a Universnl

History of the Church, and brought it down well through

the period of the Reformation, two supplementary
volumes by Tzschimer, not unworthy of their, place,

completing "the period. This work, in 45 volumes,

a huge monument of erudition, clearness, and fairness,

is still the quarry of compilers. Gioscler, improving on
the method of Tillcmont, which had nirc.idy been partially

followed by Schmidt and Danz, in 1824 began his I'ni-

x'rrsal History of the Church on tlio plan of exhibiting in

his text merely such nn outline of the results of his re-

searches as should, without discussion, present a rapid and

succinct view of the march and evolution of events, giving

in ampl» notes the evidence from the sources on which
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the statements in the text are based. As a means by which
a careful student may ra^jidly teat the value of historical

conclusions, Gieseler's work has no superior. A year

afterwards, Neander, inspired by Schleiermacher,aft2rwards

epitomized by Guericke, and popularized by Hagenbach,
issued the first instalment of his General History of tlie

Christian lielir/ion and Church, The distinguishing

characteristic of this great work is its emphatic recogni-

tion of the function of history to explain events from their

causes, as well as to state them in their objective reality.

Neander treats ecclesiastical institutions and events as the
necessary outgrowth and embodiment of the pecidiar con-

dition of Christian ideas and aims at the given time, and
his undoubted and profound sympathy with the essential

spirit and conception of Christianity, and capacity for

tracing these under various forms of manifestation, enable
him to throw a light upon the facts of the church's history,

and to account for them in ways that are always interest-

ing, sometimes even fascinatingly so, whatever opinion
may be ultimately taken of their critical accuracy.

Ranke, although his work has been confined to special

histories, has exercised a great influence on the course of

sciontific church history. In his History of tlie Popes
(1834-6), and especially in his German History of the

liffonnalion Pa-iod (1839-47), he has furnished a brilliant

exan>ple of the method in which ecclesiastical facts in all

their relations are to be investigated, arranged, and ex-

plained. But probably no writer of the century has left

a deeper impress on the method of studying and construct-

ing church history than F. C. Baur, who, from 1835 to

his death in I860, gave to the world a series of works
bearing on this subject, and culminating in his great

Church History, which, for wealth of erudition and variety

of genius, give him a unique position even in the land of

great scholars that claims his fame. Whatever may be
thought of his special conclusions, it is certain that since

his labours, the study of the history of Christianity,

especially during the earlier centuries, must be a far more
thorough and profound thing than ever it was before. He
may, as has been said of him, be too unwilling to admit tlie

possibility of an entirely new germ of spiritual force in the

inception of Christianity, he may be too much warped
by a Hegelian tendency to resolve all historical movements
iuto an alternation of antagonisms and conciliation, but
his vast mastery of details and marvellous power of

marehalling far-scattered facts in support of a startling and
unexpected theory have necessitated a new and more
poueti-ating scrutiny of early sources, which is far from
boing completed at this hour. Some of his results will

probably be found of permanent value, and it is certain

that in his conception and working out of the history of

dogma he has c'cplained the formation of general ideas in

theology, and their power in shaping the course of the
church's history, in a way that was needed to counter-

balance and supplement at once the objectivity of Gieseler

and the sentimentality of Neander.

In the Roman Catholic Church, of course, scientific

church history in the true sense is not to be expected

;

but there have boon movements towards it, and painstak-
ing contributions have been made, which may prove useful
in tlie hands of an unfettered writer. The great collectors

of the Acts of Councils, Labbi5, Hardouin, and above all,

Mansi, we owe to the Catholic Church. Sfolberg, Kater-
camp, Ritter, and Lochorer have written the history of
their church from separate points of view that are full of
interest, while the names of Mohler, Dijllinger, and Slont-
alembert do not need to be further characterized. The
manuals of Alzog and Krauz are of great value. Hefele's
History of Councils is a mine of thoroughly sifted informa-
tion.

Besides the powerful but one-sided ecclesiastical chap-

ters of Gibbon, the original researches of Routh and
Burton, and the splendid works of Milman on Christianity

and Latitt' Christianity, replete with critical sagacity,

graphic power, and philosophic insight. Great Britain has
not produced anything that deserves to be set beside the

Continental masterpieces. Jluch valuable material in the

form of historical monographs, biographies, and archaio-

logical issues by individuals and societies has been ]>ro-

duced both in England and Scotland, but nothing that

deserves the name of a great church history, whether
special or universal The tractarian movement has stimu-

lated a certain amount of antiquarian research, and Canon
Robertson of Canterbury has compiled a useful history of

the church to the period of the Reformation.

For the full bibliography of the subject, reference may be nifidc

to such manuals aa those of Hase and Kurtz, which have been
translated, and more particularly to the latest edition of Hagen-
bach's Encyktopadic «. Mcthodologic der Thcologischcn If^isscU'

sckaften, as also to the same author's article " Kirchengescluchte,"
in Herzog's IUal-E7icykloptidi€f and Hefele's in "VVetzer and Welte's
Lexicon, (R. W.)

CHURCHILL, Chaeles (1731-1764), the satiri.st, was
born in Westminster, where for many years his father held

tlie curacy and lectureship of St John's. At eight yaars

of age he was sent to Westminster School, where he
made no figure except by his irregularities. At nineteen

he applied for matriculation at Oxford, but was rejected.

He was afterwards admitted of Trinity College, Cambridge,
which he quitted immediately, and to which he never
returned. A Fleet marriage contracted about this time
obliged him to retire, first to his father's house, and after-

wards to Sunderland, where he began to study for the
church. In 175G he was ordained priest, and officiated in

his clerical capacity at Cadbury, in Somersetshire, and at

Rainhara, in Essex, at which latter place he was obliged to

eke out his living by teaching, On his father's death in

1758, Churchill succeeded to his curacy and lectureship,

and officiated for some time, employing his leisure in reading
the classics at a ladies' boarding school and with private

pupils. But his innate Bohemianism was too strong to

allow of such a quiet way of life for long together. He
gave himself over, in conjunction with Lloyd the poet, who
afterwards died in the Fleet, to every kind of loose living,

ran into debt, was pursued, and had a composition of five

shillings in the pound paid by the father of his boon com-
panion. Part of the experience gained during this period
he used in his first published poem. The Posdad (1761), a
reckless but amusing satire on the artists of the several

Loudon theatres, which was issued anonymously. The
success of this work was astonishing ; Churchill was not
backward in avowing its authorship ; and the same year
he avenged himself on its critics in The Apolof/y, a poem in

which he adopted the systematic and scurrilous personality

that was to make him, rich and famous. He was at this time
in his thirtieth year, and in the plenitude of his powers. His
conduct, which had scandalized his parishioners, drew down
the censure of his dean. The satirist at once resigned his

charges, discarded his cassock and bands, and appeared en

viveur: He separated from his wife, and apologized in the

Yioem of A'ir/ht (1762), which is a sufiiciently impudent piece

of irony ; and in the same year he published, at irregular

intervals, four books of Hudibrastic doggrel called The
Ghost, in which Samuel Johnson and his associates are

ridiculed with some point and much brutality. An acquaint-

ance with John Wilkes, which seems to have ripened

rapidly into friendship, gave occasion for two of Churchdl's
strongest eflForts, The Prophecy of Famine, a violent attack

on the Scottish influence and character, and The Epistle to

Hogarth,—the latter, which is said to have hastened the

great artist's death, being a reply to Hogarth's two carica-
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'tnres of Wilkes and his friend. In )763 appeared The

Conference, a second apology ; TU Duellists, three books

of 40036 octosyllabics, called forth by the duel between

Wilkes and Martin ; and The Author, a satire of more

general scope. These were followed in 17G4 by Gotham,

another piece of indiscriminate censure ; by The Candidate,

an attack on Lord Sandwich ; by Tlie Times, the last of

Churchill's successes ; and by The Farewell and Independ-

em:e, which are worth little except as proofs of their author's

decay. In tho October of the same year he accompanied

Humphrey Cotes to Boulogne, where Wilkea was then in

exile, and died there of fever in a few days. He left some

property, the proceeds of his writings, and bequeathed the

editorship of his poems, with the material for illustrations

and notes, to John Wilkes, who contrived to elude the

bequest.

Churchill was a literary bravo, a man who liked broils

and beating, and who was at tho same time not indifferent

to the rewards earned by the conflict. His satires are gene-

rally rough and loose in texture, disjointed in structure, and

insolent in tone. They are full of good metal, it is true,

but the ore lies heaped over vrith too much schist to repay

re.search. His extreme facility of composition is perhaps

a reason for this, as it is a reason why, writing from day

to day, he should have gained and kept the public favour.

Cowper praised him, but at best he was but an admirer

and imitator of Dryden.

See Cliurchill's Complete Works, London, 1774, 3 vols. The best

edition of the poema is that of Tooke, London, 1804, 2 vols., which

has been reprinted (1844) in the Aldine Poets.

CHURCHILL John, first duke of Marlborough. See

rtl A R.T ROHOTTOH

CHURCHYARD, Thomas (1520-1604), "the Nestor

of the Elizabethan heroes," was born at Shrewsbury in

1520, and was educated at Oxford. At seventeen he went

to court, where he roistered through such money as he had.

He then became attached to the earl of Surrey, applying

himself during his three or four years of seiTice to books,

music, and tho practice of poetry. He served his first

campaign in Flanders (1542-1544) against the French, and

his second (1547) in Scotland. He fought at Pinkie, but

was captured next year at St Monance, and did not return

to England till 1550. A tract called David Dicar's Dream,

written at this time, not only involved Churchyard in a

fierce quarrel with a contemporary scribbler, but brought

down on him the censure of the Privy Council ; he only

escaped the pillory through the interest of his patron, the

duke of Somerset. A third campaign took him to Ireland,

whence he returned in 1552. Having been unsuccessful

in a love suit, he once more betook himself to the Continent,

to serve his fourth campaign, at Metz and elsewhere,

under the great emperor. His absence extended over three

years. On his return ha began writing harder than ever,

dedicating two of his works to Queen Mary. The war
with France made him a lieutenant in the English army,

and at Guinea he acted as mediator between the besieged

and the besiegers. Ho next addressed a poetical appeal to

Elizabeth ; ho got nothing, however, but fair words, and
had to write his Tragedie of Lord Mowbray, a contribution

to the Mirrour for Mayislratet. He fought at the leaguer

ef Leith in 1560 ; hB again attempted fortune as a courtier

;

and he went off to Ireland, campaigning under Henry
Sidney. In 1566 he wandered to Antwerp, where ho

headed a great force of religious partizans; but he speedily

had to fly the country by reason, ho says, of his extreme

moderation. Next year he went back as one of Oxford's

agents, returning to England in 1569, when ho married.

In 1593, after another journey to Scotland, where he
witnessed Morton's execution, Elizabeth gave him a pension

;

and eleven years later, immediately after the publication of

his last work, the Blessed Balm to Search and Salve Sedition,

he died. Churchyard seems to have been an active, garru-

lous, and cheerful adventurer. Strype praises him as a good

soldier and poet and a man of honest principles. Of his

multifarious publications the Legend of Jane Sliore is most

highly esteemed, while the Worthinesse of Wales (1587) and

Churchyard's Chippes (1575) have been reprinted,—the

former in 1776, the latter, by Mr Chalmers, in 1817. See

D'Israoli, Calamities of Authors, and Minto, Characteristics

of English Poets.

CHUSAN, the principal island of a group situated off

the eastern coast of China, in 30° N. lat. and 122° E. long.,

and belonging to the province of Che-keang. It lies N.W.

and S.E., and has a circumference of 51 miles, the extreme

length being 20, the extreme breadth 10, and the minimum

breadth 6 miles. The island is beautifully diversifled with

hill and dale, and well watered with numerous small

streams, of which the most considerable is the Tungkeang,

falling into the harbour of Tinghae. Most of the surfaca

is capable of cultivation, and nineteen-twentieths of the

inhabitants are engaged in agriculture. Wherever it is

possible to rear rice every other product is neglected
;
yet

the quantity produced is not suflSciaut for the wants of the

inhabitants. Millet, wheat, sweet potatoes, yams, and tares

are also grown. The tea plant is found almost everywhere,

and the cotton plant is largely cultivated near the sea. The

capital, Tinghae, stands about half a mile from the southern

shore, and is surrounded by a waU nearly three miles in

circuit. The ditch outside the wall is interrupted on the

N.W. side by a spur from a neighbouring hill, which

projects into the town, and forms an easy access to an

attacking force. The town is traversed by canals, and the

harbour, which has from 4 to 8 fathoms water, is land-locked

by several islands. Temple (or Joss-house) Hill, which

commands the town and harbour, is 122 feet high close to

tho beach. The population of the town and suburbs of

Tinghae, which at the commencement of 1843 was about

27,500, had increased in 1846 to above 35,000. The

population of tho entire ishind is estimated at 250,000, of

which the capital contains about 40,000. Chusan has

but few manufactures ; the chief are coarse cotton stuffs

and agricultural implemants. There are salt works on tho

coast ; and the fisheries employ a number of the inhabitants.

In Tinghae a considerable- business is carried on in carving

and varnishing, and its silver wares are in high repute.

The principal exports are fish, coarse black tea, cotton,

vegetable tallow, sweet potatoes, aud some wheat, Chusan

was occupied by tho Japanese during the Ming dynasty,

and served as an important commercial entrepot. It was

taken by the British forces in 1840 and 1841, and retained

till 1846 as a guarantee for the fulfilment of the stipula-

tions of the treaty. It was also occupied by the English

in 1860. See plan in Jonr. of Royal Geogr. Soc., 1853.

CHUTIA or CHOTA NAGPUR, a division or com-

missionership of British India, under the lieutenant-

governor of Bengal, comprising the districts of Haz4rfb%h,

Lohirddgi, Mdnbhiim, and Sinhbhum, and the seven

tributary states which constitute the South-West Frontier

Agency, lies between 21° and 25° N. lat. and 82° and 87°

E. long. It is bounded on the N. by the province of

Behar, K by tho Bengal districts of BAnkurA and Midnapur,

S. by the Orissa Tributary States and tho Central Provinces,

and W. by the independent state of Rew4. Of ita area of

43,901 square miles a largo portion is occupied by hills

and jungle, and tho population is very sparse. The most

important peak, ParesnAth, with iU Jaiiia temples, has a

height of 4400 feet. The ChutiA NAgpur pl»teau isau

offshoot of tho great Vindliyan range, and its mean olovntlon

is upwards of 2000 feet above tho sea level. In tho W. it

rises to 3G00 feet, and to the E. aud S. iU luwer steppe.
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from 800 to 1000 feot in elevation, comprises a great

portion of tlie ^fanblulra and Siiihljliilia districij. The
wliolo is about 1-1, OOi) square miles in extent, and forms

tlio source of the L!ar.-ikh:ir, D.imodar, Kilsai, SubanrekhA,

U.iitaranf, Brdhiiianl, Kb, and other rivers. Sal forests

.-ibound. The principal jungle pro lucts are timber, various

Jdnds of medicinal fruits and herbs, lac, tasar silk, and
ma/iiid flowers, which are used as food by the wild tribes

and also distilled into a strong country liquor. Coal exists

in large quantities, but is at present only worked on a small

scale on the Hazaribdgh district. Formerly gold was
washed from the S(inds in the bed of the Subanrekhi Kiver,

but the operations are now almost wholly abandoned. Iron-

ores abound, together with good building stone. The popu-

lation ill 1872 was 3,825,571, residing in 25,766 villages

or townships and 752,287 houses. Of these the Hindus
numbered 2,567,292, or 67'1 per cent. ; Muhammadaus,
109,006, or 4'4 per cent. ; Christians, 15,798, or "4 per

t'ent.
;

persons of unspecified religion, 1,07;3,475, or 28'1

per cent. Theso last consist of nou-Aryan tribes who were

•driven from the plains by the Hindus and took refuge in

the mountain fastnesses of the ChutiA Niigpur~i)lateau.

The principal of them are Kols, 292,036 in number; SanU'ils,

2^20,096; LfrAons or DhAngars, 208,343; Mundis, 190,095;

and Bhumij, 128,289. These tribes v/ero formerly turbulent;

and a source of trouble to the Muhammadan governors of

Bengal and Behar ; but the introduction of British rule Las

secured peace and security, and the aboriginal races of

Chutii KAgpur are now peaceful and orderly subjects. Of
late years missionaries have worked hard among them, and
several thousands of the Kola and SantAls have accepted

the Christian faith. Only six towns contain upwards of

5000 inhabitants, viz., KAnchI, 12,086; HazAribAgh,

11,050; Ichak, 8999; Chatra, 8818; Purulia, 0596;
and RaghunAthpur, 5380. The principal agricultural pro-

ducts are rice, Indian corn, pulses, oil-seeds and potatoes.

A small quantity of tea is grown in HazArlbAgh and
LohArdAgA districts. Lac and tasar silkcloth are largely

manufactured.. The revenue of the British portion of

CUutiA NAgpur in 1870 was £101,651, the e.xpenditure

.£79,472. Of the total revenue the receipts from land

amounted td £23,698. The police of the British districts

consisted in 1872 of 1590 officers and men of the regular

force, maintained at a cost of £31,131 ; 172 officei-s and

men of tlie municipal police, costing £981 ; 15,104 men
of the village watch, costing £15L592 ; -the total strength

being 10,866 officers and men, and tlie total cost £49,705.
In 1872-73, the Educational Department inspected 571

schools attended by 15,871 pupils, and the total cost of

Government for the education of the people was £2371.
TTio climate of ChutiA NAgpur is dry and healthy.

CUUTIA(GH0TA)NAGPURTRIBUTARYSTATES.
These are seveu in number,—Sirguja, Udaipur, Jashpur,

Gangpur, BouAi, KoriA, and Chang BhakAr. At the decline

of the MarhattA power in the early part of this century

these estates came under British protection,, They are now
under the political superintendence of the commissioner of

ChutiA NAgpur, and the charge of them constitutes what is

known as the South-West Frontier Agency Before the

rise of the British power in India their chiefs exercise^

almost absolute sovereignty in their respective territories

The EAj.'.s now pay a light tribute to the British Govern-

ment, and are invested with magisterial authority to punish

offcndei's by fine not exceeding £5 or by imprisonment not

exceeding two years. The states are mountainous, thinly

cultivated, and inhabited for the most part by »vild aboriginal

tribes. They cover au area of 15,419 square miles, the

largest states being SirgujA and Gangpur. Their aggregate

population amounts to 405,980 souls, giving an average

of 26 persons to the square mile. No towns exist ic the

Trib\itary States, and only three villages contain more tbaa
1000 inhabitants. The following is a brief description of

each of the States :

—

(1.) Siigiij.l, tlio liiisest, iios botweou 22° 30' and 2-1° N. lat,
QU'l 82' 35 ajj'l Si° 10 ti. long. It ia bounJyd ou tho N. by the iu-

dc]>euJ'>«t blato of ilowa uiul the districU of Mirz.dpur anii

Loliarjf'"*'!, ou the E. by lliu di-stiiut of Ivolidrdagd, ou ilie S. bj
tho Bill ^jur distiict of tlio Coutral I'roviucus uud tli« »*»*c9 pt

IJdaipu.* and Jif^himr, and on tlie W. by tho etalo of lvoii.i.

it ia very hilly, wiUi clovatod tahb-land^ali'ordiMg goo*! it-tstunigi"),

aud cut up by uuiuerous raviuoa. Tho rivrm are tho Kaiihur, Iter,

Alulian, Son, aud Sautch, llio last being foruierly kiiowu us tho

Diamoud Kivor. Hot bpriiiga exist iu tho slato. Extensive ttil

forests cover a largo area, aifoi-diiig shelter to herds of \iild eW-
phauts, nutelopos, bisoua, bnUaloca, and many Sfjrts of deer, and
also to tigers, boars, aud other beasts of [uey. Tho area is C103
square inilea; tho population ia 1S72, 182,831 souls, residing ia

1295 villflgui aud 30,403 bouses :—claasllicd, according to religinu

—

lliudus 03,780, or 37"0 per cent ; iluhonnnadaus 1370, or 'S jkt

cout. ; aborigiuos of tho Dravidiau stock 73,250, of the KolnMon
stock 39,410, total 112,072, or 010 jior ceut. The prinripal agri-

cnltural pioducts aie lico, ludiau corn, aud other iuferior cereals,

pulses, oilseeds, aud cottoD ; tho aiticles of c-vport—clarilied butter,

graiu, oilseeds, lac, gums, juuglo silk cocoons (/«^<r), no. ; imports-
brass aud pewter vessels, piece goods, and ornaments, 'i'he places

of tiade eto Ijisriiinpur, tuo capital of the state, Prstapl'Ur, and
Jhiliuili. The total roveuno of tuo estates iuSirgujiiu posscsiiion of

tho dillercut uiembci^ of tho chiefs family is ±70o0
; tho reut^il if

the personal estate of tho Rai.o, £3000 ; tho e-xjwuditure ou adniiui^

tratioD, £212. A small body of police is maiutaiuod by tho K.ija,

and bo can at a shoit notice puthimsolf at the head of 1000 lighting

men. Sirguja pays a tribute of X189 to tho tiritish Coverumi^ut

(2.) Udainur lies botweeu 22° 3' and 22° 60' N lot , and 83° 6'

aud 83° 50 K. long., and is bounded ou the N. by tlio Alaiiipilt

plateau in Sirguja, ou tho £. by Jashpur, on tho S. by Ibii-

garh, and ou the AY. by BiMapnr in tho Central Provinces.

C'ouutjy hilly, dlversiGed with plaius, and jiOsbe^-iing ono of iha

most evtoubiTo coal fields iu Inoia. i^riucipal river, ^land. Area,

1051 square miles, of which 121 are cultivated, ropulaliou

—

27,70f -"iliudus, 7351 ; Mubammadana, 118 ; alorigiucs, 20,239.

Trineipal villages—lUbkob, tho capital, and Dorki. Exports

—

cottou, rosiuoua gums, oilseeds, lice, wild arro\\root, iron, aud a

small (juantity of gold, obtained by wasliiug. L'daipur camu ul-Ici-

the British protection iu 1817, and now pays an auuua] tributo of

£53
(3.) Jaslipur, tho most populous of tho states, lies between 22*

20' and 23" 16' N. lat, and 83° 80' aud 84° 30' of E. long., and
is bounded on tbo H . and E. by tho disLiict of L^jha.d.i^a, ou

the S. by tho states of Gangpur and Udaipur, and ou the W. by
tho state of Sirguja, Tho country is divided almost equally !ut»

high aud low laiKia. Tho on'y n\er of importance is the Eb, id

tho bed of which diamonds uto found, aud froui lime inimeniolial

its sauda havo been washed for gold. Jashpur iron, smelted by tlie

Kols, ia highly prized. Junglca of s^i/. foresta abound, harbouring

eli'pbants, bisoua, and other wild beasts. Juuglo products— lac,

silk-cocoons, aud beeswax, ^yllicb aro exported. Area, 1047 squart)

miles
;
population, 00,926 :—Hindus, 11,498 ; Muhammadana, 423;

aboiigines, 55,005. Principal villages— jaalipnr Uagar, iJio capital,

and SanoA. Agricultural products—rice, barley, Indian corn, aud
other inferior crops, jjulaes, oilseeds, hemp, liax, &c. Tbo Knj4

Ijossesses au income of about £2000, and j^vs tlirough the SirgujA

atato a tribute of £77, IDs. to the British uoverument. Jashpur
came under tho protection of tho Ijiitish Coveiniuent in 1818.

(4.) Gangpur extends from 21° 50" to 22° 30' H. lat., aud 85° 10'

to 85° 40* of E. long., and is bounded on tho N. by Lohdrdagi
district, R by tho Siuhbhum district, S. by Sambalpur and lUmi-g,

and W. by fidigarh in tho Cential Provinces. Tho country ia for

tho most part an undulating plain, broken by detached ranges of

hills, ono of which, tho Mabdvii-a range, posscssca a very reniarkablo

audimjxjsing appcorance, springing abruptly from tho plain in au
irregular wall of tilled and disrupted rock, with two Ilankijig peaks.

Tho rivers aro the Eb and tho Brdlimani, formed here by tho

union of the Sankh and the Kocl, both navigable by canoes. Tho
Eb was formerly famous on account of diamonds found in its bed,

and its sauds ai'o still explored for gold. Ono of tho largest coal

fields iu India extends into tho state. Jungle products—lac^

silk cocoons, catechu, and resin, which ore exported. Wild ani-

mals—bisons, batfalocs, tigers, panthers, leopards, hyenas, ivolvea,

jackals, wild dogs, and many sorts of deer. Area, 2484 snuare

uiilos
;
population, 73,037, viz., Hindus, 28,192 ; Mnhanunaaana,

231 ; aboiiginos, 45,214. Principal village, Suadi, the residence of

tho K.ija. The soil is exceedingly fertile, yielding sugar cano,

tobacco, rice, and other cereals, pulses, oilseeds, and cotton. Th©
chief enjoya a revenue of about £200, out of which he pays £50 es

tribute to the British Govemmeut, the coimeotion of wliich wifiii

the state dates troui lau'J,
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(5.) Bond! extends from 20° 10' to 21° 10" N. lat., and from 84°

iO'.to 85° 25' E. long., and is bounded on the N. by the Gangpur

Btate and the Sinhbhum district, on the E. by the state of

Keunjhar in OrisSB, and on the S. and \V. by tho state of

Bimra in the Central Provinces. It is for the most part covered

i\-ita a mass of uninhabited hills, except the central part, througli

-which the Brahmani river passes, forming a fine fertile valley along

its course. Principal heights— Mankamachi, 3639 feet- B.-iddiu-

garh, 3525 ; Kamratar, 3490 ; Cheliataka, 3308 ; and Kondadhar,

3000. Products—almost the same as Gangpur. Area, 1297 square

miles; population, 24,832, viz., Hindus, 10,416; Muhammadans,
32 ; and aborigines, 14,384. The chief enjoys an income of about

£600, and he pays an annual tribute of £20 to the British Govern-

ment In 1803 the British Government entered into treaty rela-

tions with Bonai.

(6.) Koria lies between 22° 58' and 23° 49' N. lat., and 82°

«nd 82° 59' E. long., and is bounded on the N. by the Ki^wa

state, E. by Sirguja, S. by BUaspur district of the Central

Provinces, and on the W. by Chang Bhakar. Country extremely

liilly ; highest point, 3370 feet. Rivers—Heshto or Hasdo, Gopath,

and other minor streams which feed either the Son on the N. or

the JIalianuddy on the S. Jungle and agricultural products

—

«ame as the other states. Mineral product—iron. Tigers commit
great havoc in the villages, and wild animals abound. , Area, 1631

square miles
;
population, 21,127, viz., Hindus, 10,807 ; Muham-

madans, 140; aborigines, 10,160. Principal village—Sonhat, the

residence of the Raja, which contains a mud fort. The Raja enjoys

an income of about £700, and pays a tribute of £40 to the British

<}ovemment. The relations of the British Government with this

state commenced in 1818.

(7.) Chang Bhakir state protrudes like a spur into tho Rewi
territory, which bounds it to the N., W., and S., tho eastern

gide being bounded by the state of Koria, of which it was
formerly a fief. The natural scenery of the country consists of

hills, ravines, and plateaus, covered with forests of sdl, with small

villages at distant intervals in the jungle. Herds of ^vild elephants

commit sad havoc on the crops, which has caused the desertion of

several villages. Area, 906 square miles ;
population, 8919, viz.,

2728 Hindus, 34 Muhammadans, and 6157 aborigines. The chief

has an income of about £300. and pays a tribute of £38,
12s. (W. W. H.)

CEIUTTERPDR, a city of British India, in the province

of Bundelcuud, 180 miles S.E. of Agra, and liO S.W.

of Allahabad. It was established by the Eajah Chutter

Sal, the founder of the ehort-lived independence of Bundel-

cund, and the resolute opponent of the Mogul empire in

the 17th century. Situated but a short distance from the

diamond mines of Pannah, and forming an important entre-

pot in the trade between the Deccan and Benares, it soon

grew into a very flourishing city. It is still a thriving

place, but it maintains its prosperity less by its transit trade

than by its manufactures, of which the most important are

paper and coarse cutlery. It is irregularly built, and con-

tains but few buildings of individual interest. The palace

is a modern structure of hybrid character, combining the

features of an Italian villa with those of a Rajput castle.

There wais formerly a political agent of the British Govern-

ment in the city, but he has been transferred to Nowgong.
The territory of which the town is the capital contains

an area of 1240 square miles, with a population of from
200,000 to 300,000. The revenue is stated at not more
than twenty lacs of rupees per annum. As tho Rajah Per-

taub Singh had no male issue, the territory on his decease

would have lapsed to the paramount power; but in acknow-
ledgment of hia fidelity and the beneficial results of his

administration, the British Government recognized a suc-

cessor in the peison of his grand-nephew Juggut Singh.

CIEBER, or Cibert, Caius Gabriel (1630-1700;,
sculptor, was bom at Flensburg in Denmark. He was tho

son of the king's cabinetmaker, and was sent to Rome at

the royal charge while yet a youth. Nothing further is

known of his earlier life, save that he camo to England
during the Protectorate, or during the first years of the

Restoration. By his second wife, Jliss CoUey of Glaiston,

a son was bom to him afterwards to be known as Colley

Gibber. Besides the famous statues of Melancholy and
Raving MadnessC'greatCibber's brazen brainless brothers"),

-once in old Bethleham Hospital and now at South Kensing-

ton, Gibber produced the bas-reliefs round the Monument
on TUh Street Hill. The several Kings of England and
the Sir Thomas Gresham executed by him for the Royal Ex-

change were destroyed with the building itself in 1838.

Gibber was long employed by William fourth earl of Devon-

shire, and many fine specimens of bis work are to be seen

at Chatsworth. Under that nobleman he took up arms in

1683 for William of Orange, and was appointed in return

carver to the king's closet. He died rich, and, according

to Horace Walpole, built the Danish church in London,
where he lies buried beside his second wife, to whom he
erected a monment.
GIBBER, CoiiEY (1C71-1757), actor, dramatist, and

laureate, was the eldest son of Caius Gibber, and was born

in London. Sent in 1682 to the free school at Grantham, he
distinguished himself by passing through all its grades, from
lowest to highest, and by producing au " Oration " on the

death of Charles II.—whom he had seeu feeding his ducks

in the park—and an "Ode" on the accession of James IL,

with whom he had sat at worship in Whitehall ChapeL
He was removed in 1687 on the chance of election into

Winchester College. Caius Gibber, however, had not then

presented that institution with his statue of WUliam of

Wykeham, and his son's claim was ignored. The boy went

to London, and amused himself with the theatre, for which

he had a passion. It was presently decided, on his own
recommendation, that he should not return to school, but

that he should go straight to Cambridge, for certain colleges

in which university the sculptor was then executing com-

missions; meantime ho was invited to Chatsworth, tho

seat of his father's patron. On his way thither, the Revolu-

tion broke out, and father and son met at Nottingham,

where Colley Gibber was received, at the instance and in tho

place of Gains Gibber, into Devonshire's company of volun-

teers. He served in the bloodless campaign that resulted

in the coronation of the Prince of Orange, and on its con-

clusion, at his father's request, presented a Latin petition

to the earl—afterwards duke—imploring his interest and

protection. By that nobleman's desire the young man
returned to London, and ere long his craze for things histri-

onic enrolled him in Betterton's grand company of actors.

After playing " full three quarters of a year " without salary,

as was then the custom of all apprentice actors, he began

to be paid ten shillings a week. His rendering of the litt'.o

part of the chaplain in Otway"* Orphan procured him a

rise of five shillings; and a subsequent impersonation, on

an emergency, and at the author's request, of Lord Touch-

wood in tho Double Dealer, advanced him, on Congrevc's

recommendation, to a pound a week. On this ho contrived

to live with his wife and family, and to produce a play

—

Love's Last Shift. Of this comedy, highly praised by

Southern and Dorset, Congreve said that it " had only a

great many things that were like wit in it;" Vanhrugh

lionourcd it by writing his excellent lielaj^c as a sequel.

In 1G07 Gibber was included by Collier among the repre-

hensible in the famous SUmi View. In 1704 ho brought

out, for himself and Mrs Oldficld, his best play, the Careless

Husband, the most striking scene in which is said to have

been suggested by an epiiode in tho life of the notorious

Mrs Brett (better known as the Countess >racclcsfield) to

whom tho MS. had keen submitted. In 1711, wilh Collier,

Wilks, and Dogget, bo became a patentee of Drury Lane

theatre, where, in 1712, Addison's O/to was produced under

his management. In 1715, on tho occasion of^ the RcM-
lion. Gibber adapted tho iVoiyiiror from Molicrc's Tarlyfe .•

the play, a mere piiec Je circonsUitiee, ran eighteen nights,'

and tlic author received from George L, to whom jt wna

dedicated, a present of two hundred guineas. In 172C )in

pleaded tho cause of the patentees oyjinsl Sir RichorJ Steele

(who had sucqoedcd Collier as manager of Drury Lane} U-

y. — 97
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fore Jekyll, Master of the Rolls, and won his case. In 1 730
Mrs Oldfleld died, and her loss was followed in 1731 by
that of Wilka; Cibber, who had been named laureate on
the death of Eusden, sold his share in the theatre, and
retired from the stage, and only appeared thereafter on rare

occasions. In 1742 occurred th» quarrel with Pope, which
resulted in the exclusion of Theobald and the elevation of

Cibber as the hero of the Dunciad. At seventy-four he
appeared on the stage for the last time as Panulph in his

own poor tragedy of Papal Tyranny. His conversation (of

whicli Johnson said that "taking from it all that he ought
not to have said, he was a poor creature ") was agreeable

to the last, and he died as full of worldly honours as of
years.

Gibber's reputation has suflfered greatly from the acrid
censure of Pope and the rough scorn of Johnson.
There can be no doubt that he was by no means an
unamiable character, and that he was deficient neither in

wit, sense, tact, nor feeling. The little passages of dramatic
criticism and reflection scattered through his Apology, while
they prove his extreme perspicuity and excellence of experi-

ence, are perhaps the most delicate and subtle of their

kind in the literature of his time ; while the fact that his

version of Richard III. should have kept the stage for a
century is of itself no mean proof that his scenic sagacity
and instinct were remarkable. As a dramatist, he has neither
the broad humour and strong comic vein of Vanbrugh, nor
the fine English and the masterfulness of Congreve, nor
the frolicsome gaiety and airy fancy of Farquhar. His
characters are flat; his plots are neither natural nor well
conducted; his dialogue is often flippant. He attempted,
moreover, to extract a highly moral end from his sympathetic
studies of social weakness and impurity, and the result (par-

ticularly in his continuation of Vanbrugh's imfinished Jour-
ney to London) is not happy. His Odes, the subject of
several of Johnson's keenest pleasantries, are wretched. His
best work is the Apology for his Life, a book which the same
critic declared to be a standing proof that any man might do
well who was able and willing to keep to his own ground.

See An Apologyfar Ow Life of Colley Cibber, Comedian (London,
1822) ; Cibber, Dramatic IVorks (London, 1777, B vols.) ; BosweU,
Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. ; and Isaac D'kraeli, Quarrels of
A lUhors.

CICACOLE, a town of British India, in the presidency
of Madras and district of Ganjam, about 58 miles N.E. of
the town of Vizagapatam, on the left bank of the River
Nagawalli or Naglandi, a few miles from its mouth. It is

an irregular mud-built place, but possesses several mosques
and bazaars of some importance. Its principal manu-
factures are cotton goods and excellent muslins. There is

a military cantonment a short distance from the now
dismantled fort, and a small English church occupies the
corner of the parade ground. A school where English is

taught is supported by the London Missionary Society.
The town formerly gave its name to one of the five

Northern Circars. Its population is about 12,800.
CICERO, Mabc0s Tullius, born at Arpinum (Arpino)

on the northern border of the Volscian territory, 3d January
647 A.U.C., 106 B.C. Hb family was of equestrian rank, and
his father, though living in retirement, was intimate with
some of the public men of the day. The orator Crassus took
an early interest in the young M. Cicero and his brother
Quintus, and directed their education. As an orator, a
statesman, and a man of letters ilarcus became the most
consummate specimen of the Roman character under the
influence of Hellenic culture. He was first placed under
the tuition of the Greek poet Archias, a teacher at Rome,
with whom he read the poets and orators of Greece, com-
posed in the Greek language, and also wrote Latin verse.
This literary training he combined with study under the

two Scaivolas, the augur and the pontifcx, and from these

Roman masters ho imbibed the spirit of the national law
.and ritual His aim was to prepare himself by liberal as

well as technical training for the career of an advocate;

but the Roman institutions required him to serve in the

field also, and he took part in the campaign of Sulla against

the Italian confederates in the year 87. Returning to the

city ho betook himself once more to the pursuits most con-

genial to him, and attended on the teaching of Philo the

chief of the Academics, of Diodotus the Stoic, and of Molo
a philosopher of Rhodes. Many teachers had been diiven

at that moment from the schools of Greece by the invasion

of Mithridates. Cicero, at the age of twenty-six, pleaded

a civil cause in the speech pro Quinctio (81 B.C.), and again

in a criminal action against Roscius Amerinus in the

following year. After these efforts, which brought him
some distinction, he suddenly withdrew to Athens, on the

plea of weak health, but probably to avoid the displeasure-

of the dictator Sulla. Here he studied under Molo and
others, with a special view to the practice of declamation,

and the management of his physical powers in a profession

which made severe demands upon them. He travelled

also through the Roman province of Asia, and stored up a
vast amount of information in a mind singularly acquisitive

and endowed with extraordinary facility of arrangement
and expression, but with comparatively little fertility of

invention or breadth and strength of character. Cicero

was from the first an imitator and an adapter rather than
an original thinker He was throughout a follower rather

than a leader in action as well as in speculation. His
mental training disposed him specially to admire past models

or cling to existing institutions, and he was always too

easily subjected to the influence of characters stronger than

his own. His position, indeed, as a new man, or a strug-

gling candidate for political honours which neither his birth

nor his means could naturally command, made it necegsary

for him to attach himself to the leaders of party ; but his

versatile talents soon rendered him a valuable adherent,,

and it speaks well for the times in which his lot was cast,

amidst the deep corruption which pervaded them, that his

honest and enlightened patriotism was on the whole

appreciated and rewarded.

It was from policy, but partly also from his own kindly

feelings, that the young orator, on resuming his profession,

preferred to distinguish himself in defence rather than in

attack. This course impressed the good-natured public in his

favour. Moreover, the class from which the judices wer»
taken, conscious that the position of defendants in a^

criminal suit might at any time be its own, was often

glad of an excuse for screening public delinquents. It may
be said that even the impeachment of Verres was rather a
defence of the injured Sicilians than a hostile attack upon-

an individual, who was allowed to withdraw quietly fronL

the city. Cicero's triumph in this famous cause (70 B.C.)

raised him to the pinnacle of reputation. He had already

attained the qusestorship (77 B.C.). He succeeded to the

sedileship in 69, and became prsetor in C8, a year memor-
able in his career for the passing of the Maniliau law, which

he warmly supported, by wldch Pompeius was constituted

commander against Mithridates with extraordinary powers,

in the place of LucuUus. Pompeius was at this period

accepted by the oligarchy as their leader, though not with-

out reluctance and distrust. Cicero gladly attached himself

to their cause, and flattered himself with the hope of recon-

ciling the senate with the knights by a more liberal and
genial policy. Meanwhile he hoped, by favour of the

dominant party, to attain the consulship. He found him-

self a candidate for that magistracy along with Catiline,

a man of ruined character and already under suspicion of

plotting against the state. Nevertheless he did not hesitate
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to combine with him in his canvass, and to undertake his

defence on a charge of malversation. Cicero obtained the

consulship ; Catiline was defeated, and thereupon betook

himself to treasonable machinations. It was the business of

his late ally to ti-ack these intrigues and defeat them. The
vigour and courage with which Cicero conducted himself at

this crisis won for him by popular acclamation the title of

"Father of his Country," (63 RC.) But the nobles ill

requited the service he had done them. They now felt

themselves secure in their ascendency. They affronted

Pompeius, they made light of Cicero, and allowed him to

bn treated contumelionsly by a tribune, who, under pretence

that he had condemned citizens unheard, forbade him to

make the usual declaration of the services he had performed

in his consulship. Cicero, in laying down his office, was

only permitted to exclaim—" I swear that I have saved the

state." Caisar, at the head of the popular party, counte-

nanced this affront ; while Pompeius, perhaps a little

jealous of the rising statesman, on his return from the East

vouchsafed him no cordial support The real weakness of

his position was made painfully manifest to him. He
would not consent, however, to remove to a distance, and

declining to sue for the government of a province, devoted

himself for a time mainly to literary pursuits, composing

among other things a poem on the glories of his own con-

sulship. Meanwhile the enemies he had made became
mora emboldened. Clodius, a worthless demagogue,

assailed him with a formal charge for putting citizens to

death summarily without appeal to the people. In vain

did he assume the garb of mourning, and traverse the

streets as a suppliant The magnates stood coldly aloof,

and the factions arrayed against him did not scruple to

menace his scanty defenders with violence. Cicero was
obliged to seek safety in flight, and withdrew to Thessa-

lonica. Clodius obtained a decree of the people for his

banishment 400 miles from the city, and the destruction of

his -house on the Palatine, the site to be devoted to the

erection of a temple of Liberty (58 B.C.)

Pompeius and Ciesar had suffered Cicero to undergo this

humiliation for their own purposes, but they were not

disposed to submit to the arrogance of the upstart Clodius,

who was now making himself generally obnoxious. In the

following year they let it be understood that the persecu-

tion should cease. The partizans of Clodius raised tumults

in the city, but they wcra speedily put down, and a resolu-

tion for the exile's recall was carried in the assembly of

the people. Cicero had betrayed much weakness under

banishment. The exultatioir with which he triumphed on

his return was hardly more dignified. The senate, however,

complimented him, by coming forth to meet him, and the

state undertook the restoration of his mansion. The armed
opposition of Clodius was met by a counter demonstration on
the part of Milo, a no less turbulent instrument of the

oligarchy. But Cicero now felt himself powerless in the

presence of chiefs of armies and leaders of factions. He
attached himself more closely to Pompeius, and devoted his

eloquence to the defence of his patron's creatures, while he
courted more and more the pursuit of literature in retire-

ment The attainment of a seat in the cnllego of augurs
on the death of Crassus (53 B.c) placed him in a position

of dignity well suited to the taste of a constitutional

antiquarian. But Caisar, though now absent in Gaul, was
rapidly becoming a great power in the state, and Cicero

did not fail to pay court to him also, proposing to celebrate

his British wars in an epic poem. The death of Clodius

(52 B.C.), whoso slayer, Milo, ho defended, relieved him
from the apprehensions ho had never yet shaken off. He
accepti'd, though not without reluctance, the lot which
assigned him the government of Cilicia for the year

following, i His conduct in this post seems to have been

highly meritorions. He checked the corruption cl his

officials while he preserved his own purity, and distasteful

as warlike affairs were to his ttudious and quiet temper,

he did not shrink from leading his troops against the

restless mountaineers. His vanity induced hmj to pretend

to a triumph for his success in these trifling operations ; but
in those degenerate days greater victories than his would
have failed to secure such an honour, unless backed by the

influence of the leaders of party, and neither Pompeius nor

C^sar was disposed to indulge him.

Thecivil war between these two rivals was now immineut.

Cicero naturally threw himself into the ranks of the sena-

torial or conservative party, which was blindly following

the lead of Pompeius ; but he was coldly received by the

oiolent men who ruled it, to whom his old-fashioned patriot- •

ism was utterly distasteful. Reluctantly and with much
misgiving he quitted Italy in the train of the senate and cou-

eented to set up a shadow of the commonwealth on a foreign

shore ; while Caesar attached to himself m the city, as dic-

tator and consul, both the substance and the forms of cou-

stitutional power. After the disaster of Pharsalia and the

rout of the senatorial forces, Cicero quickly threw aside his

arms and returned to Italy, where Caesar had left Antonius

in command. He was soon relieved from apprehensions

for his own safety by kind assurances from the victor, and
while CaBsar was occupied in Egypt, Africa, and Spain, he
vrithdrew altogether from publiclife. With his wife Terentia

he had never lived happily , but ha now took the step of

repudiating her, which according to the ideas of the times

caused no unfavourable remark, nor was it made matter of

reflection upon him that be straightway married again his

own ward Publilia, wealthy as well as beautiful Theyoung
bride seems, however, to have contributed nothing to his

domestic happiness, and her, too, he soon repudiated for

the satisfaction she had seemed to evince at the death of

his much-loved daughter Tullia. During this period,

however, he abstained from making advances to Caesar, and
did himself honour by composing a panegyric upon Cato,

to which Caesar condescended to make an ill-tempered reply.

But the conqueror's clemency to Marcoilus at last won his

beart, and now, after the death of Pompeius, Cato, and

Scipio, with all the other chiefs of his party, ho could not

refrain from declaring warmly in favour of the now ruler.

C.esar felt the compliment, and repaid it by sparing at his

instance the life of Ligarius. The conduct of Cicero at this

critical moment was undoubtedly the most truly politic.

Other republicans, such as Brutus and Caseius, who. had
espoused the senatorial cause with feverish zeal or a'kigry fac-

tiousness, did not scruple to give their actual support to

the now government, and to accept office under it, while they

secretly chafed against it and threw themselves into a con-

spiracy against the life of their master. The difference

between their spirit and that of Cicero is marked by the fact

that in a plot which numbered, it was said, as many a»

eighty men of public note, Cicero himself was not included

The covert assassins darod not consult with men of truo

honour. When the deed was done, indeed, Cicero might
fairly take part with its perpetrators in the name of the

free state which in his eanguino view might still he

restored. When, however, tho liberators, as they called

themselves, repaired to the provinces to strengthen their party

against tho Cajsarians, Cicero declined to undertake active

sornce. Ho remained in Italy, and employed himself in

guiding, as he thought, tho conduct of tho young Octavius,

tho nephew and heir of the dictator. This crafty dissembler

promised well, and Cicero cscpectod to bo able to use him
OS a convenient opponent to Antonius.^ It must bo con-

fessed that tho veteran stattsman was himself playing a p^.rt,

and diisembling with tho youth whom ho meant eventually

to get rid of. It was a game on both sides, and Octavius
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Tvon il. Ho looked en wiih Eatisfaction Trkile Cicero

•excited the passions of the citizens agaiust Antouius in the

Bcrics of orations to which he gave the name of Philippics,

while ho armed the consuls Hirtius and Pansa to overthrow

liim. The orator, now advanced in years, showed at thia

crisis all the vigour with which he had encountered Catiline

twenty years earlier. To him the people entrusted the

government of the city, and while aJl the forces of the

republic were concentrated under various leaders on the

Cisalpine, he might fancy himself for a moment the real

controller of affairs. But after the deaths of Hirtius and
I'ansa in the battles before Mutina, and the discomfiture of

llio republicans under Dccimus Brutus, Octavius, Anto-
,uius, and Lepidns formed a compact, and assumed to bo

a triumvirate, or a board of throe special officers for the

icjulation of the commonwealth. Their arrival at Rome
W.13 followed by bloody proscriptions of their public and
private cneuiics. Antonius demanded tho head of Cicero,

and Octavius yielded it. Tho orator fled, together with his

brother, but ho could not endure to abandon Italy, and
after sorao weeks' delay, which seems td show that tlae pur-

suit was not keen, lie was overtaken at the door of his

Turmian villa and his throat cut by tho bravo Popilius.

llis head and hands were cut off and scut to Rome, whoro
jVnlonius caused them to be affi.xed to tho rostra, and
I'ulvia, tho widow of Clodius and tho wife of Antonius,
pierced with her needle tho tongue which had declaimed
aLj'ainst both her husbands. Cicero perished at the close

iif the year 43, at tho ago of sixty-three. Octavius, in

his later years, as tho Emperor Augustus, could coolly say
of tho great statesman and patriot to whose murder he
Imd consented, " lie was a good citizen, who really loved
his country." Tlie saying was indeed well deserved, but
it should have come from purer lips.

Cicoro was indeed not only a good citizen, but a good
mail ; he loved not his country only but mankind in

goueral ; ho loved them not merely from a kindly nature,

but from reflection and self-discipline. As a specimen of

tlic highest oidturo of tlie ancient world both moral and
intellectual ho must ever stand pre-eminent. Ho was a
wiser if not a more sincere patriot than Cato ; his private

virtues were subjected to a severer test than those of M.
Aurelius. His intellectual superiority is sufficiently attested

^>y tho important place ho attained, in the face of many
<llsadvantagns, in the conduct of public affairs. But a large

portion of his multifarious writings still remains, and
-constitutes an enduring monument to his fame, which has
boon recognized through all ages. Tho great bulk of these

works may bo conveniently classed as (1) political, (2)
philosophical, (3) personal. The first division comprises
a coUccticn of lifty-si.'w speeches professing to have been
delivered in tho forum or the curia, though some of them
certainly, a? for instance that for Milo and tho greater
number of the Philippics, wore written for publication but
not actually delivered. Tho genuineness of that for

Marcollus, iiudof the four which refer to tho orator's return
from exile, hx? been much questioned. Besides the
s|iecchc3 tlnmselves, Cicero produced several treatises on
tho subject of oratoiy, which as part of tho Rom.an training
ior public life may bo regarded as political Of these tho
principal are the do Oratore, the Orator, and the Brutus.
Tho origin of the strictly technical treatises de Invcntione
and Jihctoi-ict-Kui is involved in much perplexity. To this
division belong still more strictly the important works
(ie Lcpihus and de Uepuhlica, which contain valuablo
references to the events of early Roman history. To our
.scconddivision belongthe famous treatises on philosophy,
from which we derive all our knowledge of the Greek
Byslcms which succeeded to the schools of FhUo and
Ariel ntle.and in which it became tho fashion to affect an

interest at Rome. Of these the Academica, the Tusculan/F,

the dc Fiiiibu.% and others which have been lost were
devoted to speculative questions ; the de Diviiiatione and
de Naiura Dcorum refer more strictly to theological tradi-

tions ; while tho book dc OJIciis is an elaborate treatise on
moral obligations. Tho smaller works, de Scnectiite, de
Amicitia, de Consolatione, and probably tho lost essay dc

Gloria, may also bo ranged mote or Ics.-? definitely under
tho head of practical philosophy. Tho third division

embraces Cicero's letters in two series, the one those to his

friend Atticus, the other (ad famillarcs) to his correspon-

dents generally. To these may bo added a collection of

letters addressed to his brother Quintus. These together

give an account of tho writer's life almost from day vo day
;

they are the most valuable of his works for the historical

information they afford us, as well as for the insiglit they
give us into the character not of tho writer only but of

many of tho leading pci-sonages of the day. In both these

respects they stand unique among the remains of antiquity,

and few men of historical note even iu recent times Lave
been so fuUy presented to us in their correspondence as

Cicero, whose life acquires thereby its transcendent interest

for all students of human nature. It may be added that

the great philosopher and orator amused himself further

with more than one ambitious flight in poetry. His verses

on his consuLihip attracted some attention from his country-

men, and a specimen of them has come down to us. He madu
also a Latin translation of the astronomical poem of Aratus,

and proposed at least, as has been above mentioned, to

execute an epic on the invasion of Britain by CaDsar.

The latest critical and complete cJitiou of Cicero's works is that
of J.CasuarOrcllius, piintcd at Zurich (1828-I83S). The text, accom-
panied uy a full apparatus of vaiious reading, is followed by a
collection of tiio ancient scholiasts, an elaborate Oaomasticon, and
other valuablo supplements. This edition is comprised in eight,
but may bo more conveniently bound in twelve Largo octavo
volumes. (C. M.)

CICOGNARA, Leopoldo, Coi>nt (17C7-1834), archro-

ologist and writer on art, was a native of Ferrara. At
an early age he evinced strong predilections for tho sub»

jects on which he was to become so high an authority.

Mathematical and physical ecience diverted him a while
;

but his bent was decided, and not even the notice of suck
men as Spallanzanj and Scarpa could make a savant of

him. A residence of some years at Rome, devoted to paint-

ing and the study of the antiquities and galleries of the

Eternal City, was followed by a.visit to Naples and Sicily,

and by the publication, at Palermo, of his first work, a poein

of no merit. The island explored, ho betook himself t*

Florence, Jlilan, Bologna, and Venice, acquiring a complete

and perfect knowledge of these and other cities from the

point of view of an archaeologist and connoisseur. In 1795
he took up llis abode at Modcna, and was for twelve years

engaged in politics, becoming a member of the legislative

body, a councillor of state, and minister plenipotentiary of

the Cisalpine Republic at Turin. Napoleon decorated hiim

with the Iron Crown ; and in 180S ho was made president

of the Academy of the Fine Arts at Venice, a post in whick
he did good work for a number of years. In 1808 appcaroi

his treatise Del Bella Jlarjiojiameiiti, dedicated in glowing
terms to Napoleon. This was followed (1813-1818) by
his maynuvi opus, the Storia della Scuttura dal suo Risor-

rjimento in Italia al Sccolo di Kapoleone, in tho comp.osition

of which he had been encouraged antj advised by Giordan*
and Schlegel, while tho great emperor to whom it was dedi-

cated had assisted the publication pecuniarily,—an example
which the Bourbons did not follow. This book, designed

to complete the works of Winckelmanu and D'Agincourk,

was the result of many years of meditation and comparison
;

it is illustrated with 180 plates in outlines, and if imperfect,

is yet of great value. In 1814, on tho fall of Napoleon,
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Cicognara was patronized by Francis L of Austria, and pub-

lished (1815-1830), under the auspices of that sovereign,

his Fahb-i-iche piu cospicue di Venecia, two superb folios,

containing some 150 plates. Charged by the Venetians

with the presentation of their gifts to the Empress Caroline

at Vienna, Cicognara added to the offering an illustrated

catalogue of the objects it comprised ; this book, Omaggio

delle Provincie Veneie alia Macstd, di Carolina Augusta,

printed for private circulation at the author's own expense,

has since become of great value to the bibliophilist. Re-

duced to poverty by these splendid editorial speculations,

Cicognara contrived to alienate the imperial favour by his

political opinions. He left Venice for Rome ; his library

was sent to market; and in 1821 he published at Fisa a

catalogue raisonne, rich in bibliographical lore, of this fine

collection, the result of thirty years of loving labour, which

in 1824: was purchased en bloc by Pope Leo XIL, and

added to tha Vatican library. The other works of Cicognara

are—the Mcmorie Storiche d^ Litterati ed Artisti Ferraresi,

1811; the Vite d^ piii insigni Pittori e Scvltori Ferraresi,

MS.; the Memarie spettanti alia Storia della Calcografia,

1831; and a large number of dissertations on painting,

sculpture, engraving, and other kindred subjects. (See

Papoli, in No. 1 1 of the Exile, a print written and pub-

lished by Italian refugees).

Cicognara's reputation is principally founded on \aa Storia

della Scultura. This is a valuable book, but it is disfigured

and weakened by the enthusiasm that led the author to

sacrifice almost all the lights of modern sculpture to the

reputation of his friend Canova, to whom the seventh part

of the book is devoted. His work as president of the

Academy at Venice was also exceUeut ; to him are attri-

buted the increase in number of the professore, the improve-

mentin the courses of study, the institution of prizes, and the

foundation of a gallery for the reception of Venetian pictures.

CID, The, Rodeioo Diaz de Bitae, the favourite

hero of Spain, and the most prominent figure in her litera-

ture, has a name so obscured by myth and fable as scarcely

to belong to history. So extravagant are the deeds as-

cribed to him, and so marvellous the attributes with whicli

ho has been clothed by the fond idolatry of his countrj--

men, that by some he has been classed with tho Amadiscs

and the Orlandos whose exploits he emulated. The Jesuit

Masdcu stoutly denies that ho had any real existence, and

this heresy has not wanted followers oven in Spain. Tho
truth of the matter, however, has been expressed by Cer-

vantes, through the mouth of the Canon in Don Quixote:
" There is no doubt there was such a man as the Cid, but

much doubt whether he achieved what is attributed to

him." Tho recent researches of Professor Dozy, of Ley-

don, have amply confirmed this opinion. There is a Cid

of history and a Cid of romance, diiTering very materially

in character, but each filling a large space in tlie annals of

his country, and exerting a singular influence in tho de-

velopment of tho national genius.

The Cid of history, though falling short of tho poetical

ideal which the patriotism of his countrymen has for 700
years cherished, is still tho foremost man of tho heroical

period of Spain—the greatest warrior produced out of tho

long struggle between Christian and Moslem, and tho per-

fect tyiie of tho Spanish Goth of tho 12th century. Rod-
rigo Diaz, called do Eivar, from tho place of his birth,

better known by tlio title given him by tho Arabs as tlio Cid
{El Scid, tho lord), and El Campcador, tho champion fmr
excellence, was of a noble family, one of whose members in a

formor generation had been elected judge of Castile. The
date of liis birth cannot be fixed with aiiy certainty, but it

wait probably between 1030 and 1010. As Rodrigo Diaz

de Bivar he is fn-st mentioned in a cliarter of Fernando L
of tho year 1064. The legends which speak of Iho Cid as

accompanying this monarch in his expeditions to France

and Italy must be rejected as purely apocryphal Fer-

nando, a great and wise prince under whom the tide of

Moslem conquest was first effectually stemmed, on his

deathbed, in 1065, divided his territories among his five

children. Castile was left to his eldest son Sancho, Leon

to Alphonso, Galicia to Garcia, Zamora and Toro to his

two daughter^ Urraca and Elvira. The extinction of the

Western Caliphate and the dispersion of the once noble

heritage of the Ommiades into numerous petty independent

states, had taken place some thirty years previously, so

that Castilian and Moslem were once again upon equal

terms, the country being almost equally divided between

them. On both sides was civil war, urged as fiercely as-

that against the common enemy, in which the parties

sought allies indiscriminately among Christians and Ma-
hometans. No condition of affairs could be more favour-

ble to the genius of the Cid. He rose to great distinc-

ation in the war between Sancho of Castile and Sancbo

of Navarre, in which he won his name of Campcador, by

slaying the enemy's champion in single combat In the

quarrel between Sancho and his brother Alphonso, Rodrigo

Diaz espoused the cause of the former, and it was he who
suggested the perfidious stratagem by which Sancho

eventually obtained the victory and possession of Leon.

Sancho having been slain in 1072, while engaged in the

siege of Zamora, Alphonso was taken from his prison and.

raised to the vacant throne. One of the most striking of

the passages in the Cid's legendary history is that wherein

he is represented as forcing the now king to swear that is

had no part in his brother's death ; but there was causra

enough without this for Alphonso's animosity against tV.o

man who had helped to despoil him of his patrimony. For

a time the Cid, already renowned throughout Spain for his

prowess in war, was even advanced by the king's favour

and pntrusted with high commissions of state. In 1074

the Cid was wedded to Ximena, daughter of the count of

Oviedo, and granddaughter, by the mother's side, of Alphonso

V. The original deed of the marriage-contract is still

c-xtant. Some time afterwards tho Cid was sent on an em-

bassy to collect tribute from Motamid, the king of Seville,

whom he found engaged in a war with Abdallah, tho king

of Granada. On Abdallah's side were many Castilian

knights, among them Count Garcia Ordonez, a prince of

the blocd, whom the Cid endeavoured vainly to persuade

of the disloyalty of opposing their master's ally. In the

battle which ensued under tho walla of Seville, Abdallah

and his auxiliaries were routed with great slaughter, the

Cid returning to Burgos with many prisoners and a rich

booty. There fresh proofs of his prowess only served to

kindle against him tlie rancour of his enemies and the

jealousy of tho king. Garcia Ordonez accused him to Al-

phonso of keeping back part of tho tribute received from

Seville, and the king took advantago of tho Cid's absence

on a raid against tho Moors to banish him from Castile

Henceforth Rodrigo Diaz began to live that heroic-pica-

rcsquo hfo which has made him famous, sometimes fighting

under the Christian banner, sometimes under Moorish, but

always for his own hand. At the head of n band of 300

free lances ho offered his services first to the count of

Barcelona ; then, failing him, to Moctadir, tho Arab king

of Saragossa, of tho race of tho Beni Houd. Under

Jfoctadir, and his successors Moutamin and Mostain, the

Cid remained for nearly eight years, fighting their batlKs

against Mahometan and Christian, when not cnpiged

upon his own, and being admitted almost to a share of

their royal authority. Ho made more than one attempt to

bo reconciled with Alphonso, but his overtures being re-

jected, ho turned his arms against the cncniica of the Bcni

Uoud, extending thair domioioos at the expense of tho
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Christian states of Aragon and Barcelona, and harrying

even the border lands of CastOe. Among the enterprizea

of the Cid the most famous was that against Valencia,

then the richest and most flourishing city of the Peninsula,

and an object of cupidity to both Christian and Moslem.

The Cid appeared before the place at the head of an army
of 7000 men, for the greater part Mahometans. In vain did

the Valencians implore succour from the emir of Cordova,

and from their co-religionists in other parts of the Penin-

sula. In defiance of an army which marched to the relief

of the beleaguered city under Yussuf the Almoravide, the

Cid took Valencia after a siege of nine months, on the

15th of June 1094—the richest prize which up to that

time had been recovered from the Moors. The condi-

tions of the surrender were all violated—the cadi Ibn

Djahhafif burnt alive, a vast number of the citizens who had

escaped death by famine slaughtered, and the possessions

divided among the Campeador's companions. In other

respects the Cid appears to have used his victory mildly,

ruling his kingdom, which now embraced nearly the whole

of Valencia and Murcia, for four years with vigour and

justice. At length the Almoravides, whom he had several

times beaten, marched against him in great force, inflict-

ing a crushing defeat at Cuen9a upon the Cid's army,

under his favourite lieutenant, Alvar Fanez. The blow
was a fatal one to the aged and war-worn Campeador, who
died of anger and grief in July 1099. His widow main-
tained Valencia for three years longer against the Moors,

but was at last compelled to evacuate the city, taking with

her the body of the Cid to be buried in the monastery of

San Pedro at Cardeiia, in the neighbourhood of Burgos.

Here, in the centre of a small chapel, surrounded by his

chief companions in arms, by Alvar Faiiez Minaya, Pero

Bermudez, Martin Antolinez, and Pelaez the Asturian,

rest, after frequent disturbances from friend and foe,

the bones of the mighty wafrior, the truest of Spanish

heroes, the embodiment of all the national virtues and
most of the national vices. Philip IL tried to get him
canonized, but Rome objected, and not without reason.

Whatever were his qualities as a fighter, the Cid was but
indifferent material out of which to make a saint,—a man
who battled against Christian and against Moslem with

equal zeal, who burnt churches and mosques with equal

zest, who ravaged, plundered, and slew as much for a
livelihood as for any patriotic or religious purpose, and was
in truth almost as much of a Mussulman as a Christian in

bis habits and his character. His true place in history

is that of the greatest of the guerrilleros—the perfect type

of that sort of warrior in which, from the days of Sertorius

to those of El Empecinado, the soil of Spain has been

most productive.

The Cid of romance, the Cid of a thousand battles,

legends, and dramas, the Cid as apotheosized in literature,

the Cid invoked by good Spaniards in every national

crisis, whose name is a perpetual and ever-present inspira-

tion to Spanish patriotism, is a very different character from
the historical Rodrigo Diaz—the freebooter, the rebel, the

consorter with the infidels and the enemies of Spain. He
is the Perfect Cue, the Born in a Happy Hour, fHy Cid,"

the invincible, the magnanimous, the all-powerfah He is

the type of knightly virtue, the mirror of patriotic duty, the

flower of aU Christian grace. He is Roland and Bayard
in one. In the popular literature of Spain he holds a

place such as has no parallel in other countries. From an
almost contemporary period he has been the subject oi

song ; and he who was chanted by wandering minstrels

in the 12th century has survived to be hymned in revo-

lutionary odes of the 19th. In a barbarous Latin poem,
written in celebration of the conquest of Almeria by Al-

ijhouso VII. iu the j-ear 1147, we have the bard testifying

to the supereminence of the Cid among his couL.t^)

heroes :

—

" Ipse Rodericns Mio Cid semper vocattis,

De quo a tatur quod ab hostibus baud superatus.

Qui domuit Maiu-os, comites domuit quoque nostros."

Within a hundred years of his death the Cid had become

the centre of a whole system of myths. The Poema del

Cid, written in the latter half of the 12th century, has

scarcely any trace of a historical character. Already the

Cid had reached his apotheosis, and Castilian loyalty could

not consent to degrade him when banished by his sove-

reign :

—

" Dios, que baen rasealo si oriese baen se&orl

"

cry the weeping citizens of Btu'gos, as they speed the exUe

on his way.

The Poem of the Cid is but a fragment of 3744 lines,

written in a barbarous style, in rugged assonant rhymes, and

a rude Alexandrine measure, but it glows with the pure fire

of poetry, and is full of a noble simplicity and a true epical

grandeur, invaluable as a living picture of the age. The
ballads relating to the Cid, of which nearly two hundred
ere extant, are greatly inferior in merit, though some of

them are not unworthy to be ranked with the best in t|iis

kind. Duran believes the greater part of them to have

been written in. the 16th century. A few betray, not

more by the antiquity of their language than by their

natural and simple tone, traces of an earlier age and a freer

national life. They all take great liberties with history,

thus belying the opinion of Sancho Panza that " the

ballads are too old to tell lies." Such of them as are not

genuine relics of the 12th century are either poetical

versions of the leading episodes in the hero's life as con-

tained in the Chronicle, that Chronicle itself having been

doubtless composed out of stiU earlier legends as sung by

the wandering jnglares, or pure inventions of a later time,

owing their inspiration to the romances of chivalry. Ih

these last the baUad-mongers, not to let their native hero

be outdone bythe Amadises, the Esplandians, and the Felix-

martes, engage him in the most extravagant adventures

—

making war upon the king of France and upon the

emperor, receiving embassies from the Soldan of Persia,

bearding the Pope at Rome, and performing other feats not

mentioned even in the Poem or the Chronicle. The last

and the worst of the Cid ballads are those which betray

by their frigid conceits and feeble mimicry of the antique

the false taste and essentially unheroic spirit of the age of

Philip 11 As for the innumerable other poems, drama.«,

and tales which have been founded on the legend of the

Cid, from the days of Guillen de Castro and Diamante to

those of Quintana and Trueba, they serve merely to prove

the abiding popularity of the national hero in his native

land.

The chief sources from which the story of the Cid is to be
gathered are, first, the Latin chronicle discovered by Risco in the
convent of San Isidro at Leon, proved by intemal evidence to have
been writtAB before 1258 ; the Crcmica General, composed by Al-

phonso X. iu the second half of the 13th century, partly {so far aa

relates to the Cid) from the above, partly from contemporary
Arabic histories, and partly from tradition ; the Cronica del Cid,
first published in 1512, by Juan de Velorado, abbot of the monas-
tery of San Pedro at Cardeiia, which is a compilation from the last,

interlarded with new fictions due to the piety of the compiler
;

lastly, various Arabic manuscripts, some of contemporary date,

which are ex.amined and their claims weighed in the second volume
of Professor Dozy's Eistoriede la liiterature de tEspcLgne au moyen
Age. Huber, Muller, and Ferdinand Wolf are among the leading
authorities in the history and literature of the Cid. M. Damas
Hinard has published the poem, with a literal French translation

and notes, and John Hookham Frere has rendered it into English
with extraordinary spirit and fidelity. The largest coUectioa of
the Cid ballads is that of Duran, in the Jimnanccro General, in

two volumes, forming part of Eivadeneyra's Bibliotcea de Autorot
Eapaiiolei. \H. K W.)
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CIDER, an alcoholic beverage obtained by tlie ferment-

ation of the juice of apples. The manufacture is chiefly

carried on by the cultivators of the fruit, and it has been

conducted from very remote times in Hereford, Worcester,

Gloucester, Somerset, and Devonshire in England, and in

Normandy in France. Cider is also largely prepared and

consumed in Upper Austria, Wurtemberg, in the distrists

©f the Maine and the Moselle, and in Holland ; and it

is besides a common beverage in the New England and

Western States of America. In the south-west of England

the most esteemed varieties of apple cultivated for cider-

making are tue Koyal Wilding, the Foxwhelp, White

Normandy Beeeh, Yellow Styre, Handsome Mandy, and

Skyrme's Kernel. For a superior quality of cider the large

well matured apples of several varieties are selected, and

are ground up to a fine pulp either in an old-fashioned cider

mill, or in one of several newer machines which have been

introduced for pulping the fruit. The old form of mill

consists of a circular trough around which a huge heavy

stone wheel or runner, weighing about a ton, is drawn by

a horse. Into the trough a charge of apples, to the amount

of from 8 to 10 bushels, is thrown, and the mill is kept in

motion till the whole mass is reduced to a fins uniform pulp,

which is technically called " the cheese. " The old-fashioned

mills are now generally superseded by modern inventions,

of which Coleman's cider press may be taken as the type.

It consists of two pairs of rollers mounted in a strong

wooden frame. The first and upper pair are of hard wood,

studded with iron teeth or knives, set immediately under

a hopper into which the fruit is fed. In passing between

the first pair the fruit is sliced into small pieces which fall

between the second pair of rollers, placed immediately

below. These consist of heavy cylinders of stone set quite

close so that the opposing surfaces press against each other,

and the sliced apples in passing between them are bruised

to a fine pulp which is received into a trough placed directly

under. The pulp or cheese is, or ought to be, laid aside

for at least a night to allow fermentation to set in before

the juico is expressed. By this means the aromatic oil

contained in the seeds is extracted, communicating its

aroma to the mass, and a richer, fuller-flavoured beverage

is the result. The cheese is placed in hair-cloths in a strong

framed box for expressing the juice, an operation which

must be gently and carefully performed, so that the liquid

may be obtained as pure and clear as possible. The juico

ought to have a specific gravity of from 107 to 1 08, and

should contain 10 or 11 per cent, of sugar and OG to 07
per cent, of malic acid. The liquor is strained and placed

for fermenting either in large vats or in separate casks. In

the fermentation which ensues an abundant sediment is

thrown to the bottom and a scum rises to the surface. In

a week or ten days this action should leave the liquid clear

and bright if the fermentation has continued steady and

moderate. The liquid is then racked off into casks, as free

as possible from scum and sediment, and excluded from

atmospheric influence to stop the further action of the fer-

ment. If in the early part of the following spring it is

found to be still clear, nothing further is required except

to cask it up for the market ; but should it have become

thick and ropy it must bo " fined " either by means of is-

inglass or with stowed and mashed apples. It is frequently

found necessary, in order eS'ectually to stop fermentation,

to expose the liquor to the influence of sulphurous acid gas,

which is done by burning a sulphur tipped stick inside a

cask half filled with cider, and shaking the cask so as to

make the liquor absorb the acid gas. Such " matched "

cider is readily detected by connoisseurs. The artificial

colouring of cider, when practised, is done either with liurnt

sugar, the juice of red boot, logwood, or cochineal ; and in

Oermany a flavour is sometimes commuoicatod to the bever-

age with elder flowers, cinnamon, cloves, or other aromatics.

The following analysis of a pint of common cider such as

is supplied to agricultural labourers in Somersetshire is by

Dr Yoelcker :

—

Water . .. 8292-41 grs.

Akohol 367-69

Grape Sugar _ .. 31-67

Gum and extractive matter 45-05

Albuminous compoondM ... , .... .. 1'94

Malic Acid 44-88

Aah 18-38

8802 00 giB

Cider is very prone to undergo acetous fermentation, and

develop a rough, sharp, vinegary taste ; and in that condi-

tion its consumption readily causes diarrhoea and colic.

Roughness may be much reduced by treatment with vari-

ous compounds prepared for the purpose which contain

lime, or by the addition of a quantity of hops boiled with

treacle or honey to the acetified cider. When sound it is

a wholesome, agreeable, and refreshing stimulant beverage.

In Germany a spirit, apple brandy, is distiUed from cider.
(

CIENFUEQOS, Nicasio Alvakez de (1762-1809),

poet and publicist, was born at iladrid. He studied with

distinction at Salamanca, where he sat at the feet of the

poet Melendez Valdez. The year 1778 saw the first of his

poems published, and the attention of his countrymen was

immediately attracted. He was appointed editor of the

Government organs, the Gacela and Mcrcurio, and an

article on Napoleon published in the former drew down on

him the heavy hand of Murat. Cienfuegos was condemned

to death ; he refused submission, and would assuredly

have been executed buj; for the prayers of his friends. At

their instance the sentence was commuted into one of de-

portation into Franco. Worn out with grief and fatigue,

ho died at Orthez in the following year. His verses are

imitated from these of Melendez Valdez ; they are by

no means deficient in science or passion, but they are too

often disfigured by a spurious sentimentality and by an

aflectation of the flimsy philosophy of the age. He was

blamed for an unsparing use at once of archaisms and

of novelties, which some regarded with approval, but

others denounced him as a traitor to the glorious traditionn

of Castilian art, and as bent on Frenchifying the noble

Castilian idiom. His plays

—

Pilaco, 2oraida, La Condeta

de CasUlla, and Idovieneo, four tragedies on the pseudo-

classic French model, and Las Hermanas Gcnerosas, a

comedy—have been long forgotten both in the closet and

on the stage. See Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature,

vol. iiL ; and Cienfuegps, Ohra) Foeticas, 2 vols., Madrid,

1816.

CIGAB, aform in which tobacco is prepared for smoking

without the use of a pipe. Cigars consist of certain portions

of small and broken loaf tobacco rolled together in tie form

of a short stick or rod tapering to a point at one end called

the curl or twist, and firmly wrapped round with one or

two wrappings of whole leaf tobacco. The manufacture

of cigars is conducted by hand-labour, and the various

operations are performed with grcot dexterity. The selected

leaves to bo used for wrapping are first damped and stripped

or freed from the midrib, by which each leaf is lorn into

two halves. These aro smoothed out and pressed to remove

any creaaos, and with a sharp knife the workman cuts each

into the proper shape to form a wrapper. On each

wrapper so prepared a sufllcicnt quantity of small and

broken leaf is placed, and itia whole is then wrapped up in

the form of a cigar. An external wrapper of fine uniform

leaf is added and secured in a peculiar kind of knot at th«

smaller end. The thick end is trimmed by placing the

cigar in a gauge aud cutting it to a definite aiio. Afl«a:

finishing the cigars are dried on trays oiUicr by^xpaeuro.ta
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Ihj sun or in artificial heat, and when thoroughly dry they

are packed in boxes for sale. Clierools differ only in form

from ordinary cigars, sloping gradually from the thick to

the thin end, which instead of finishing in a point, is cut

aud trimmed the same as the thick end. Cigarettes are

small cigars, sometimes consisting of fine cut tobacco

wrapped up in thin paper or inserted in straw tubes.

Cigars are sold under an immense variety of names, derived

cither from the country of their manufacture, from the kind

of tobacco used, or from the fancy of the manufacturer. The
finest cigars are obtained from Havana in Cuba, and in

them the thick ends are left untrimmed by the knife ; but

although this is characteristic it is obviously no test of

genuineness. Cheroots come principally from Manilla in

the Philippine Islands. See Tobacco.
CIGNANI, Caelo (1628-1719), was born at Bologna,

where he studied under Battista Cairo, and afterwards

under Albani. Though an intimate friend of the latter,

and his most renowned disciple, Cignani was yet strongly

and deeply influenced by the genius of Correggio, as a

comparison of his drawing and of his manner of treating

light and shadow with that of the painter of Parma will

prove. His greatest work, moreover, the Assumption
round the cupola of the church of the Madonna della

Fuoca al Forli, which occupied him some twenty years,

and is in some respects one of the grandest and most
remarkable works of art of the 17 th century, is obviously

inspired from the more renowned fresco of Antonio Leti

in the cupola of the catl^araliof Parma. Cignani had
some of the defects of his iD5.sters ; his elaborate finish, his

audacious artificiality in the use of colour and in composi-

tion, mark the disciple of Albani ; but he imparted to

his work a more intellectual character than either of his

njode.12, and is not without other remarkable merits of his

own. In private character Cignani was eminently amiable,

unassuming, and generous. His success, however, made
him many enemies ; and the envy of some of these is said

to have impelled them to deface certain of his works. He
accepted none of the honours ofi'ered him by the duke of

Parma and other princes, but lived and died an artist.

On his removal to Forli, where he died, the school he had
founded at Bologna was fain in some sort to follow its

master. His most famous pictures, in addition to the

Assumption already cited, are—the Entry of Paul III.

into Bologna ; the Francois I. Touching for King's

Evil ; a Power of Love, painted under a fine ceiling by
Agostino Carracci, on the walls of a room in the ducal

palace at Parma; an Adam and Eve ; a Temptation of Joseph,

in the Florentine Palazzo Arnoldi ; and a Sampson, in the

Bolognese Palazzo Zambeccari.

CIGOLI, or CivoLi, Luigi Caedi da (1559-1613),
painter, architect, and poet, was born at Cigoli in Tuscany.
Educated under AUori and Santo di Titi, ho formed a pe-

culiar style by the study at Florence of Alichelangelo,

Correggio, Andrea dal Sarto, and Pontormo. Assimilating

more of the second of these masters than of all the others,

he laboured for some years with sliccess ; but the attacks

of his enemies, and intense application to the production
of a wax model of certain anatomical preparations, induced
an alienation of mind which afi'ected him for three years.

At the end of this period, he visited Lombardy, whence ha
returned to Florence. There he painted an Ecce Homo, in

competition with Passignaui and Caravaggio, which gained
the prize. This work was afterwards taken by Bonaparte
to the Louvre, and was restored to Florence in 1815. His
other pictures of importance are—a St Peter Healing the
Lame Man, in the church of St Peter's at Rome ; a
Conversion of St Paul, in that of San Paolo fuori le Mura,
aud a Story of Psyche, in fresco, at the Villa Borghese, in

the same city ; a Martyrdom of Stephen, which earned him

the name of the Florentine Correggio, a Venus and Satyr,

and a Sacrifice of Isaac, at Florence ; and a Stigmata of

St Francis, at Foligno. Cigoli, who wa,s made a knight of

Malta at the request of Pope Paul III., was a good and
solid draughtsman and the possessor of a rich and har-

monious palette. He died, it is said, of grief at the failure

of his last fresco (in the Eoman church of Santa Maria
Maggiore), which is rendered ridiculous by an abuse of

perspective.

CILICIA, one of the most important provinces in the ^'^ ^'''

ancient division of Asia Minor, partly represented by the
*°

modern province of Adana. It comprised a large part of

the southern coast of that country, extending from
Pamphylia on the W. to Mount Amanus and the froatiera

of Syria on the E. Throughout this extent it was bounded
by the central ridge of Mount Taurus on the N. and by
the Mediterranean on the S., so that its form was long and
narrow, having a length in a direct line of nearly 270
English miles, while its breadth hardly anywhere exceed.*

68 miles. It is divided by nature into two portions of a
very different character ;—the westernmost, known in

ancient times as CUicia Trachea or Tracheotis (the modern
Itsch Hi), the Eugged Cilicia, a weU-dcserved epithet, oa

almost the whole region is occupied by a rugged mountain
tract, formed by the branches and offshoots of Mount
Taurus, which descend for the most part quite to the sea,

while the interior is furrowed by deep and narrow valleys,

leaving but scanty spaces fit for cultivation ; the eastern-

most, on the contrary, called Cilicia Pedias, or " of tho

Plains," presenting a broad expanse of level alluvial plains

round which the lofty chain ot Mount Taurus sweeps in a
semicircle, forming a great mountain barrier that encloses

it like a wall on the north and east, and separates it from
the extensive upland plains of Lycaonia and Cappadocia.

Towards the west the limit between Cilicia and Pamphylia
was an arbitrary one ; the first place that is assigned by
Strabo to Cilicia being Coracesium, a remarkable fortress

on a projecting rocky headland, now called Alaja. The
whole of this rugged mountain district indeed abounds in

such projecting headlands, wiih small sheltered coves or

harbours beneath them,—a character that has peculiarly

fitted it, both in ancient and in modern times, for affording

shelter to pirates. At the same time the difficulty of com-
munication with the interior has prevented any of the towns
on the coast from rising into important centres of trade.

Notwithstanding these disadvantages there were in ancient

times a considerable number of towns surrounding the

coasts of Cilicia Trachea ; among which may be mentioned
(proceeding from W. to E.) Selinus, afterwards called

Trajanopolis ; Anemurium, near the promontory of the

same name, which is the southernmost point of Asia Minor

;

Celenderis, still called Kelenderi, and used as a place of

passage to the Island of Cyprus, though now a poor decayed
village; and Seleucia, termed for distinction's sake Seleucia

ad Calycadnum, from its position at the mouth of the river

of that name. The Calycadnus, now known as the Gok
Su, or " Blue River," is indeed the only river of any
importance in Cilicia Trachea, which it traverses nearly

through its whole length, rising but a short distance from
the sea, and flowing through a very winding valley, but
with a general direction from W. to E. The only town.'i

in the interior of this western part of Cilicia—Mont, which
occupies the site of Claudiopolis, and Ermenek (Germani-

copolis)—are situated in the valley of the Calycadnus, but
they are places of little importance. The whole of thii

mountain tract is still covered with extensive forests, which
in ancient times supplied timber for the navies of tho

Egyptian aud Syrian kings, but are now almost entirely

neglected.

The small river Lamus still called Lamas Su was con-
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"siilered by ancient geograpbors as constituting tlio limit

bt-twecu the two different provinces of Cilicia. From that

point the luountaina begin to recede from the coast, and

leave a narrow strip of alluvial plain between them and the

sea, which, beyond Soli to the east, opens out into the broad

level expanse that gave name to Cilicia Pedias. The
-whole of this extensive plain, spreading out in some parts

to more than 30 miles in width, is composed of alluvial

dep-.-aits brought down by the rivers that intersect it. It

^Ul:, consequently a soil of great natural fertility, and would

b< capable of the richest cultivation ; but it is for the

most part a desolate uncultivated tract, in which the

towns of Tarsus and Adana, with their surrounding

gardens and fruit-trees, appear like oases in the midst of a

desert. The surrounding plains are the abode in winter

<il numerous hordes of 'J'urcomana and Kurds, who wander

over them freely with their flocks and herds ; while in

summer they are rendered pestilential by the noxious

miasmata produced by the marshes formed by the rivers

that flow tlirough then, so that at this season they are

almost wholly uninhabited.

' The plains 5f eastern Cilicia are traversed by three con-

siderable rivers. Of these the Cydnus, which flows by
Tarsus, though much the most celebrated in ancient times,

13 the least considerable. It is formed by the junction of

three streams, all of which rise on the southern slope of

the Bulghardagli, as the portion of Mount Taurus imme-
<lialely north of Tarsus is called ; and it has consequently

but a short course from thence to the sea. But it is a deep

and rapid stream, and was celebrated iu anticjuity for the

coolness and clearness of its waters, a bath in which
aearly cost Alexander the Great his life. The other two
rivers, the Sarus and Pyramus, now known as the Sihuu

and Jihun, are much more important. Both of those take

their rise in the upland plains of Cappadocia, beyond the

range of Mount Taurus, through which they force their

way to the Cilician plains below. On arriving in these

they spread out into stagnant pools and marshes, through

which the main streams are continually changing their

courses, and cutting out for themselves new channels.

These changes have caused much confusion in reconciling

the accounts given by ancient writers with the present

geography of the country. It appears certain that in

aucient times the Sarus joined the Pyramus near its

mouth, and both together fell into the sea immediately to

the west of the small rocky headland called Karatasch

Burun, near the site of the ancient city of Mallus ; but

.'it the present day the Sihun holds a separate course from

Adana towards the south-west, flowing into the sea within

a few miles of the mouth of the Cydnus, while the

Jihun, as it approaches the sea, takes a sudden turn to the

east, and flows into the Gulf of Scandcroon, between the

site of Mallus and that of the ancient Agaj, now known as

Aias.

Imperfectly as the plains of this part of Cilicia are

•cultivated, they i)roduco cotton, wheat, barley, tobacco,

and sesame in suflicient quantities to show of what they

would bo capable if properly drained and tilled ; while

the ppirdens around the towns of Tarsus and Adana arc

planted with palms, orange-trees, figs, and other fruit

trees, which flourish with the utmost luxuriance. The
olimato in summer is intensely hot ; and the plains at

that season are b\irnt up and parched ; but the abundant

means of irrigation at hand, if properly utilized, would

effectually remedy that disadvantage. These extensive

(ilains are frequented by numbers of gazelles ond jerboas,

as weU as bustards, francolins, and other game. Bufl'aloea

ilso abound in the marshy tracts near the sea. In the

ranges of Mount Taur\is leopards, for which the jirovince was

noted in tlio time of Cicero, are still found not unfrequcntly.

Besides Tarsus and Adana, which retain their ancient

names as well as sites, there were in ancient times several

other important cities in the eastern portion of Cilicia.

Among these Soli (afterwards called Pompeiopolis, from
.its having been repeopled and rebuilt by Pompey the Great)

was situated at the western extremity of the great jilain, a
lev/ miles west of Mcrsina, the modern port of Tarsus

;

while Mallus occupied the promontory now called Karatasch
Burun, at its eastern extremity. In the interior were
Mopsuestia (now Missis) on the Biver Pyramus, and
Anazarbus^(still called Ain Zarba) higher up tlie valley of

the same river, which, under the Roman and Byzantine

empires, became one of the most flourishing cities of

Cilicia. In modern times Adana, which is the capital of

the pashalic or vilayet that comprises all Cilicia, is much
the most important town in the province, and is estimated

to contain 18,000 inhabitants, while Tarsus docs not

possess more than 7000 or 8000.

ilersina, the port of Tarsus, thongh still but a small

place, is gradually becoming the seat of a considerable trade,

being the only outlet for the productions of the interior.

Cilicia is bounded on the cast (as already stated) by
Jlount Amanus, one of the most considerable of tho

brandies or offshoots of Mount Taurus. But tho range to

which this name was given by ancient geographers is in

fact a double one, which forks into two branches about
midway between Marasch and the sea, and sends down two
arms,—the one in a ."^outh-west direction, ending in tho

Cilician plain before reaching the .sea ; tlie other running

nearly due south till it curves round the Gulf of Scandcroon,

and ends in the lofty mountain promontory of lias cl

Khanzin, the Eossicus Scopulus of Ptolemy. Betw-ecn

these two ranges lies the deep bay or inlet called in ancient

times the Gulf of Issus, and now known as the Gulf of

Scandcroon, from the seaport of that name ; this is abo\'«

GO miles long and about 20 miles wide at its entrance. On
its shores were situated in ancient times the towns of Aigx
(now Aias) on the western side, and Issus, Myriandru.s

and Ehosus on the eastern ; but after the foundation of

Alexandria on ih? same side of the gulf, these last towns
sank into comparative insignificance. Alexandria still

survives under the name of Alexandretta, or Iskcnderun

(commonly corrupted into Scandcroon) as it is called by
the Turks, and is a place of considerable trade.

The southern branch of Mount Amanus unquestionably

constitutes the natural limit of Cilicia, and hence Strabo

correctly assigns all the towns north of the promontory of

Rhosus to Cilicia, 'and those on tlie other side of it ti>

Pieria in Syria. But for political purijoses tho limit was

fixed at a point some miles north of Alexandria, where there

was a fortified pass callud tho Syrian Gates. The name of

Pylai Syria; or Syrian Gates was also given, however, to tho

mountain pa.ss across tho range of Alount Amanus, now
known as tho Pass of Beilan, which has in all ages formed

tho direct route from Asia Minor into Syria. It was to itj

command of these passes, as well as that called tho Cilician

Gates on the north, leading directly across the chain o(

Mount TauniR, that Cilicia owed much of its importance in

a military ond political point of view.

History.—Though tho boundaries of Cilicia, as above

defined, were generally recognized in ancient times, t)io

people of that name appears to have been in early days

much more widely spread, and occupied a ci^nsidcrable

extent of country north of Mount Taurus, as well as in the

mountain regions extending tow-ards Armenia. Thus

Herodotus cxtenda tho name of Cilicia to tho Euphralos,

and must have comprised a large portion of Cnppadocu

under tliat appellation. There can be no ilfubt tli.if. tho

Cilicians, n.t well as tho Cappadocian.i, were of Semitic or

Aramaic descent, oud belonged to the .«ainc stock as tho

V _ 93
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Syriaas, from whom, however, they were from a vciy early

period politically separate. Cilicia appears as an indepen-

dent kingdom under a monarch named Syennesis, in the

time of Alyattes, king of Lydia, CIO B.C. (Herod., i. 74),

and even after it passed under the Persian empire it con-

tinued to be governed by its own kings, all of whom appear

to have boruo the name, or rather appellation, of Syennesis,

From its position Cilicia attracted much attention during
the expedition of the younger Cyrus (401 B.C.), as well as

in that of Alexander, whose first great victory over the
Persian king was fought at Issus, in the narrow pass between
Mount Amanus and the sea (333 B.C.)

Cih'cia now passed under the Macedonian rule, and was
subject to the Seleucidan kings of Syria. But owing to

the feeble and unsettled character of the government under
the later monarchs of that dynasty, the western portion of

the country, or Cilicia Trachea, became the stronghold of

numerous pirates, who carried their depredations to such an
extent as to compel the Komans to wage regular war upon
them. It was not till 66 B.C. that they were finally subdued
by Ponipey, and Cilicia was regularly constituted as a

Eoman province, which, however, comprised, in addition to

Cilicia properly so called, Pamphylia, Pisidia, Isauria,

Lycaonia, and a large part of Phrygia. This was the extent

of the province when it was governed by Cicero as proconsul

(51-50 B.C.), who obtained some successes against the

mountain tribes of Mount Amanus, of which he was im-

moderately proud.

Under the Eoman empire Cilicia was again reduced to

its natural limits, but did not receive its final constitution

as a province till the time of Vespasian. It retainsd its

condition as such under the Eoman and Byzantine empires
till it fell, with the rest of Asia Minor, under the Seljukian
Turks in the 11th century. After the break-up of the

Turkish monarchy CUicia was seized by the Armenians,
who from the mountain districts of Mount Amanus and
Taurus gradually made themselves masters of the whole
country, of which they retained possession, notwithstanding
frequent struggles with the Lusignans—the lords of the

neighbouring island of Cyprus— till both were expelled by
the Ottoman Turks in the 1 5th century. From that period

Cilicia has continued to form part of the Turkish empire,

with the exception of the brief interval from 1833 to 1840,
during which it was annezsd to his dominions by Mehemet
Ali, viceroy of Egypt ; but after the defeat of that ruler by
the allied powers he was compelled to evacuate Cilicia,

which was reunited as before with the Ottoman empire.

The ancient geography o! Cilicia is well described bv Strabo (bk.
xiv. cli. 5). Its coasts were first visited and were described in detail
by C^.ptnin Beaufort in his Karamania, Svo, iMnA., 1S18. A more
conijilete examination of the whole country was made by 11. Lang-
lois in 1S52-5S ( royagc dans la Ciliciil et dans Ics Montagiica du
Taunts, Svo. Paris. ISCl). (E. H. B.)

CIMABUE, GiovANjfi (1240 to about 1302), painter,
was born in Florence of a creditable family, which seems
to have borne the name of Gualtieri, as well as that of

Ciraabue (Bullhead). He took to the arts of design by
natural inclination, and sought the society of men of learn-

ing and accomplishment. Vasari, the historian of Italian

painting, zealous for his own native stale of Florence, has
left us the generally current account of Cimabue, which later

researches have to a great extent invalidated. We cannot
now accept his assertion that art, extinct in Italy, was re-

vived solely by Cimabue, after he had received some training
from Grecian artists invited by the Florentine Government
to paint the chapel of the Gondi in the church of S. Maria
Novella

; for native Italian art was not then a nidlity, and
this church was only begun when Cimabue was already
forty years old. Even Lanzi's qualifying statement that
Grecian artists, although they did not paint the chapel of
the Gondi. did execiite rude decorations in a chapel below

the ciisliug church, and may thus have inspirited Cimabue,

makes little difference in tUe main facts. What we find

as the general upshot is that some Italian painters preceded

Cimabue— particulaily Guido of Siena and Giunta of

Pisa ; that he worked on much the same principle as-

they, and to a like re.sult ; but that he was nevertheless

the most advanced master of his time, and, by his own works,

and the training which he imparted to his mighty pupil

Giotto, he left the art far more formed and more capable

of growth than he found it. The undoubted admiration

of his contemporaries would alone demonstrate the conspi-

cuous position which he held, and deserved to hold.

For the chapel of the Eucellai in S. Maria Novella he painted

in tempera a colossal Madonna and Child with Angels,

the largest altarpiece produced up to that date ; before its

removal from the studio it was vieited with admiration

by Charles of Anjon, with a host of eminent men and gentle

ladies, and it was carried to the church in a festive proces-

sion of the people and trumpeters. Cimabue was at this

time living in the Borgo Allegri, then outside the walls of

Florence ; the legend that the name Allegri (Joyous) waj
bestowed on the locality in consequence of this striking,

popular display is more attractive than accurate, for the

name existed already. Of this celebrated picture, one of

the great landmarks of modern and s.acred art, some details-

may be here given, which we condense from the Uietory

of Painting in Italy by Messrs Crowe and Cavalcaselle.

" The A'irgin in a red tunic and blue mantle, with her feet

resting on an open-worked stool, is sitting on a chair hung
with a white draperj- flowered in gold and blue, and carried

by six angels kneehng in threes above each other. A. deli-

cately engraved nimbus surrounds her head, and that of the

infant Saviour on her lap, who is dressed in a white tunic.

and purple mantle shot with gold. A dark-coloured frame

surrounds the gabled square of the picture, delicately traced

with an ornament interrupted at intervals by thirty medal-

lions on gold ground, each of which contains the half-figure

of a saint. In the face of the Madonna is a soft and melan-

choly expression ; in the form of the infant, a certaia

freshness, animation, and natural proportion ; in the group,

affection—but too rare at this jieriod. There is sentiment in

the attitudes of the angels, energetic mien in some prophets,

comparative clearness and soft harmony in the colours.

A certain loss of balance is caused by the overweight of

the head in the Virgin as compared with the slightness

of her frame. The features are the old ones of the 13th

century ; only softened, as regards the expression of the

eye, by an exaggeration of elliptical form in the iris, and
closeness of the curves of the lids. In the angels, the

absence of all true notions of composition may be considered

striking; yet their movements are more natural and pleas-

ing than hitherto. One indeed, to the spectator's right ol

the Virgin, combines more tender reverence in its glance

that any that had yet been produced. Cimabue gave tc

the flesh-tints a clear and carefully fused colour, and im-

parted to the forms some of the rotundity which they had
lost. With him vanished the sharp contrasts of hard lights,

half-tones, and shadows." In a general way, it may be said

that Cimabue showed himself forcible in his paintings, as

especially in heads of aged or strongly characterized men ;

and, if the then existing development of art had allowed of

this, he might have had it in him to express the beautiful

as well. He, according to Vasari, was the first painter

who wrote words upon his paintings,—as, for instance,

round the head of Christ in a picture of the Crucifixion.

the words addressed to Mary, I/ulier ecce Jilins inns.

Other paintings still extant by this master are the follow-

ing :—In the Academy of Arts in Florence, a Madonna
and Child, with eight angels, and some prophets in niches,—
better than the Rucellai picture in composition and study
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of nature, but more archaic in type, aud the colour now

spoiled (this work was painted for the Badia of S. Trinita,

Florence) ; in the ISi^ational Gallery, London, a Madonna

and Child with Angels, which came from the Ugo Baldi col-

lection, and had probably once been in the church of S.

Croce, Florence; in the Louvre, a Madonna and Child,

with twenty-six medallions in the frame, originally in the

church of S. Francesco, Pisa. In the lower church of the

Basilica of S. Francesco at Assisi, Cimabue, succeeding

Giunta da Pisa, probably adorned the south transept,

—

painting a colossal Virgin and Child between four Angels,

above the altar of the Conception, and a large figure of St

Francis. In the upper church, north transept, he has the

Saviour Enthroned and some Angels ; and, on the central

ceiling of the transept, the Four Evangelists with Angels.

Many other works in both the lower and the upper church

have been ascribed to Cimabue, but with very scanty

evidence; even the above-named can be assigned to him only

as matter of probability. Numerous others which he

indisputably did paint have perished,—for instance, a series

(earlier in date than the Rucellai picture) in the Carmine

church at Padua, which were destroyed by a fire.

From Assisi Cimabue returned to Florence. In the

closing years of his life he was appointed capomaestro of

the mosaips of the Cathedral of Pisa, and was afterwards,

hardly a year before his death, joined with Arnolfo di Lapo
as architect for the Cathedral of Florence. In Pisa he exe-

cuted a Majesty in the apse,—Christ in glory between the

Virgin and John the Evangelist, a mosaic now much
damaged, which stamps him as the leading artist of his time

in that material This was probably the last work that he

produced.

The debt which art owes to Cimabue is not limited

to his own performances. He was the master of Giotto,

whom he found a shepherd boy of ten, in the pastures of

Vespignano, drawing with a coal on a slate the figure of a

lamb. Cimabue took him to Florence, aud instructed him
in the art ; and after his death Giotto occupied a house
which had belonged to his master 5n the Via del Cocomero.
Another painter witlj whom Cimabue is said to have been
intimate was Gaddo Gaddi.

It had always been supposed that the bodily semblance
of Cimabue is preserved to us in a portrait-figure by Simon
Memmi painted in the Cappella degli Spagnuoli, in S.

Maria Novella,—a thin hooded face in profile, with small
beard, reddish and pointed. This is now extremely dubious.
Simone Martini of Siena (commonly called Memmi) was
born in 1288, and would therefore have been about nineteen
years of age when Cimabue died ; it is not certain that he
painted the work in question, or that the figure represents

Cimabue. The Florentine master is spoken of by a nearly
contemporary commentator on Dante (the so-called Anonimo,
who wrote about 1334) as arrogante e disdegnoso ; so
" arrogant and passionate " that, if any one, or if he himself,

found a fault in any work of his, however cherished till

then, ho would abandon it in disgust. This, however, to a
modern mind, looks more like an aspiring and fastidious

desire for perfection than any such form of " arrogance
and passion " as blemishes a man's character. Giovanni
'Cimabue was buried in the cathedral of Florence, S.

Maria del Fiore, with an epitaph written by one of the
Nini :

—

" Crcdidit ut Cimabo3 picturse contra toDcre
Sic teuuit vivens ; Ban<stonot astra poU.

Here we recognize distinctly the suggeation of the first

clause in the famous triplet of Dante :

" Credotte Cimabue nclla pintnra
Tencr lo compo ; ed ora na Giotto il grido,

Si cho lafoma di colui s'oscum." (W. M. R.

)

CIMAROSA, DoMBNico (1749-1801), anitalian musical

composer, was bom at Aversa, in the kingdom of Naples.

His parents were poor but anxious to give their son a good
education ; and after removing to Naples they sent him to

a free school connected with one of the monasteries of that

city. The organist of the monastery. Padre Polcano, was
struck with the boy's inteUect, and voluntarily instructed

him in the elements of music, as also in the ancient and
modem literature of his country. To the influence of the

same worthy monk Cimarosa owed a free scholarship at

the musical institute of Santa Maria di Loreto, where
he remained for eleven years, studying chiefly the great

masters of the old Italian school Piccini, Sacchini,

and other musicians of repute are mentioned amongst
his teachers. At the age of twenty-three Cimarosa entered

the lists as a composer with a comic opera called Ze
Stravagaiae del Conte, first performed at the theatre de'

Fiorentini at Naples in 1772. The work met witl

approval, and was followed in the same year by Le Pazne di

atellidama e di Zoroqsiro, a farce full of humour anc

eccentricity. This work also was successful, and the fame

of the young composer began to spread all over Italy.

In 1774 he was invited to Eome to write an opera for th«

stagione of that year ; and he there produced another comic

opera called Vltaliana in Londra,

The next thirteen years of Ciniarosa's life are not marked
by any event worth mentioning. He wrote a number of

operas for the various theatres of Italy, residing temporarily

in Eome, in Naples, or wherever else his vocation as a con-

ductor of his works happened to call him. From 1784-1787
he lived at Florence, writing exclusively for the theatre of

that city. The productions of this period of his life are

very numerous, consisting of operas, both comic and serious,

cantatas, and various sacred compositions. The following

works may be mentioned amongst many others :

—

Caio

Mario; the three Biblical operas, Assalone,LaGinditta, and
II Sacn/icio d'Abramo ; also 11 Convito di Pietra ; and
La Ballerina Amante, a pretty comic opera first performed

at Venice with enomrous success. None of these works
have survived, and their individual merits hardly give us

cause to regret their loss. Excessive productiveness of this

kind cannot but become mechanical. But this is no fault

of Cimarosa's. The enormous demand of the Italian stags

has become fatal to the genius of some of the most gifted

composers of that country both in the last and in the present

century. Looking at Cimarosa's works collectively, it

may be said that tliey represent a style of considerable

individuality and a perfect mastership of dramatic effect,

so far at least as the vocal part is concemed. Cimarosa's

orchestra, like that of most Italian composers, is somewhat

meagre, but here also the comparatively primitive stage of

orchestration at the time he wrote ought to bo taken into

account. Cimarosa seldom succeeds in the highest walks

of his art. His comic operas are infinitely superior to

those in which a tragic subject compelled him to attempt

dramatic pathos. As far as grace and melodious charm
are concerned, Cimarosa w.is surpassed by none of his con-

temporaries, not even by Paesiello, with whom ho shared

for a long time the leadership of the Italian school.

In 1787 Cimarosa went to St Petersburg by invitation

of the Empress Catherine II. At her court ho remained

four years and wrote an enormous number of compositions,

mostly of tlie nature of piicd d'occation. Of most of

these not even the names ore on record. In 1792

Cimarosa left St Petersburg, the northern climate of

Russia proving hurtful to the native of Italy. By in-

vitation of the Emperor Lcoi)oId II. ho went to Vicuna,

ond it was there that ho produced tho masterpiece on

which his claim to immortality must mainly rest. II

Matrimonio Se^rtio ro/iks amongst the highest achiovomente
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•of liglit (iperatic music. la Italy it is surpassed by
Eossuii's Ilcrbieri alone. After the lapse of more tlmii

eighty years it eviuccs its vitality at theatres and concert

halls wherever the whole opera or detached pieces are

heard. Its humour is founded on human nature itself, and
is therefore independent of local and temporal conditions.

1793 Cimarosa returned to Naples where 7'he Sfcrct

Marriags and other works were received with great

applause. Amongst the works belonging to his last stay

ill Naples, the charming opera Le Astuzie Feminili may be
mentioned. This period of his life is said to have been
embittered by the intrigues of envious and hostile persons,

amongst whom one is sorry to meet with Pacsiello his old

rival. During the occupation of Naples by the troops of

the French Republic, Cimarosa joined the liberal party, and
on the return of the Bourbons, was like many of his

political friends condemned to death. By the intercession of

influential admirers his sentence was commuted into banish-

ment, and the composer left Naples with the intention of

returning to St Petersburg. But his health was broken,

and after much suffering ha died at Venice in 1801 of

inflammation of the intestines. The nature of his disease

led to the rumour of his having been poisoned by his

enemies, which, however, a formal inquest proved to be
unfounded. He worked till the last moment of his life,

and one of his operas, Artemuia, remained unfinished at

his death. (p. h.)

CIMBRI, or CxMCRlANs (Greek, Kl/i/Spoi), an ancient

nation of unknown aflinity, which was one of the most
formidablo enemies of the Roman power, and has proved
one of the most difficult subjects for the historical investi-

gator. About 113 B.C., in company with the Teutones,
they defeated the consul Papirius Carbo near Noreia in

Styria; and in 109 B.C. they routed another army under
the consul Silanus. By the latter success they opened
their way to Gallia Narbonensis ; and in 105 B.C. they
began to threaten the Konian territory itself. They were
joined by the Gauls from all quartera ; and the Roman
army sent against them under Ctcpio and Manlius was
almost exterminated. Only ten men with two geuerils
are said to have escaped ; and, in accordance with a vow
which they had made before tho battle, the conquerors
destroyed all tho spoil. The gold and silver they flung
into the Ilhono ; they drowned the hoxses, and put all the
prisoners to death. Tho Romans were thrown into con-

sternation ; but a new army was raised with all expedition,

and the command was bestowed on "Marius, who at that
time enjoyed a high reputation on account of his victories

in Africa. The Cimbri were approaching over the eastern
Alps, and tho Teutones and the other allies over the
western. He first attacked and defeated the latter divbiou
at Aquae Sextiaj, and then returned to face the Cimbri,
who had meanwhile seen the backs of the soldiers of
CatiJlns and Sylla. The vast host attacked the Romans
with the utmost fury in the Campi Raudii near Vercells
(101 B.C.); but, unaccustomed to the heats of Italy, they
soon began to yield and were easily overcome. They had
put it out of their owu power to fly ; for, that they might
tho better keep their ranks, they had, like true barbarians,
tied themselves together. It is said that 120,000 were
killed on the field of battle and 60,000 were taken
prisoners. The people of the Italian districts known as tho
Sette Communi in Vicenza and the Tredeci Communi in
Verona have a belief that they are descended from the
remnants of the Cimbrian army, but it is much more
probable that they are the posterity of German settlers
introduced by the bishops of Trent. Be this at it may, it
is certain that after the victory of Marius the Cimbri were
no longer -'."iuch importance as antagonists of Rome.

/V70 great questions have claimed tlie attention of the

historian in regard to this people; but to neither of theiH

has anything like a definite answer been obtained. The
first has to do with their local habitation, and the second

with their ethnographical connection. Ca;sar, Sallust,

Cicero, and Diodorus Siculus seem to have regarded them

as Gauls, and assigu them a position within tho Gallic area

;

whereas Strabo, Velleius Paterculus, and Tacitus treat

them as Germans and locate them beyond tho Rhine. Tha
modern district of Jutland was familiarly known as the

Cimbrio Chei-sonese, and mention is made in the J\fon.

Ancyranum of an emoassy from tho Cimbrians of that

peninsula to Augustus. Beyond this our ancient authorities

do not carry us, and modern discussion has done little

but maintain a continual oscillation of opinion. That they

were closely connected with the Teutones is evident, and
that tho Teutones at least were Germanic was for a time

regarded as certain ; but more elaborate investigation shows

that even this is open to dispute, and can afford no Bupjxirt

as an argument. The ancient identification of the people

with tho Cimmcrii and the modern identification. with the

Cymry are well-nigh exploded.and probably owe their origin

to mere similarity of names.

See Cellarius De Cimhris el Tculonihus ; Job. von Jliillcr,

Sdlum Cimbricum, 1776 ; Schiern, De Cimbrorwn Origins ct

Mi'jrationibtis^ 1842 ; Latham, Appendix to edition of ike Oerma^na
of Tacitus ; and a paper read by Canou Kawllnson beforo tho

Anthropological Institute, May 1876,

CIMMERII, or CLmmorians, a nomadic people of anti-

quity who dwelt near the Palus Maeotis or Sea of Azoff, in

the Tauric Chersonese or Crimea, and in the Asiatio

Sarraatia or the country of the lower Volga. They are

said to have desolated Asia Minor prior to the time of

Homer ; and in their second invasion they penetrated as

far westward as iEolis and Ionia, captured Sardis tho

capital of Lydia in the reign of Ardys, and continued in

possession till they were driven out of Asia by Alyattea,

the grandson of that sovereign. The fears of the lonians

are commemorated in the elegiac fragments of Callinus.

The name Cimmcrii is also given to a mythical people,

represented by Homer as inhabiting a remote region of mist

and darkness, but localized by later writers near Lake
Avernus, or in tho Tauric Chersonesus, or in Spain. Their

country was fabled to be so gloomy, that the expression
" Cimmerian darkness " became proverbial ; and Homer,
according to Plutarch, drew his images of hell and Pluto

from the dismal region they inhabited.

CIMON, an Athenian statesman, was the son of Miltiadea.

His father died in disgrace, leaving the fine which had been

imposed on him unpaid. After a time it was paid by
Cimon, who, according to one account, also took his place

in prison. Dbtinguished by military ability, by a gentle

and agreeable temper, and by the most open-handed

liberaUty, Cimon gradually rose to the front rank among his

contemporaries. His victorious attacks on the Persians,

his ostracism, his request for leave to fight at Tanagra,

and his recall on the motion of his rival Pericles are matters

of history. (See Greece.) He died while besieging

Citium, 449 B.C.

CINCHONA, the generic name of a number of tress

belonging to the Natural Order B-Khiacccn, but which,

with a few allied genera, have been by some authorities

established as a distinct order under the name Cinchonaccae.

Botanically the genus includes trees of varying size, some
reaching an altitude of 80 feet and upwards, with ever-

green leaves and deciduous stipules. The flowers are

arranged in panicles, white or pinkish in colour, with a

pleasant odour, the calyx being 5-toothed superior, and

the corolla tubular, 5 lobed, and fringed at the margin.

Tho stamens are 5, almost concealed by the tubular corolla,

and the ovary terminates in a fleshy disk. The fruit is
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an ovoid ,or sub-cylindrical capsule, splitting from tlie

base, and held together at the apax. The numerous seeds

are fiat and winged all round. According to the enumera-

tion of Bentbam and Hooker, 36 species have been

distinguished, but of these not more than about a

dozen have been economically utilized. The plants are

nativesof the western mountainous regions of South America,

their geographical range extending from 10° N. to 22° S.

lat. ; and they flourish generally at an elevation of from

6000 to 8000 feet above sea level, although some have been

noted growing as high up as 11,000 feet, and others have

been found down to 2C00 feet.

The trees are valued solely on account of their bark,

which as cinchona bark, Jesuits' bark, or Peruvian bark is,

and long has been, the source of the most valuable tonic

and febrifuge medicines that have ever been discovered.

The earliest well-authenticated instance of the medicinal

use of cinchona bark is found in the year 1G38, when the

eountess of ChinChon, the wife of the governor of Peru,

was cured of an attack of fever by its administration. Tho
medicine was recommended in her case by the corregidor

ofLoxa, who was himself said to have practically exjiericnced

its supreme virtues eight years earlier. The na.mo Cinchona

is due to the connection of the countess of Chinchon with the

introduction of the remedy ; and it is argued by Mr Mark-
ham and others that therefore the term should be written

Chincluma. A knowledge of the virtues of the bark was
disseminated throughout Europe by members of the Jesuit

brotherhood, whence it also became generally known as

Jesuits' bark. According to another account, tliis name
aiose from its value having been first discovered to a Jesuit

missionary who, when prostrate with fever, was cured by
the administration of the bark by a South American Indian.

The procuring of the bark in tho dense forests of New
Granada, Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia is a work of great toil

aud hardship to tlie Indian Cascarilleros or Cascadores

engaged in the pursuit. The trees grow isolated or in small

clumps which have to bo searched out by tho experienced

Cascarillero, who laboriously cuts his way through the

dense forest to the spot where he discovers a tree. Having
freed tho stem from adhering parasites and twining plants,

he proceeds, by beating and cutting oblong pieces, to detach

the stem bark as far as is within his Teach. The tree is

thenfelled, andthe entire bark of stem and branches secured.

The bark of tho enialler branches, as it dries, curls up,

forming " quills, " tho thicker masses from the stems con-

stituting tl;o " fiat" bark of commerce. Tho drying, pack-

ing, and transport of tho bark are all operations ofalaborious

description conducted under most disadvantaggous condi-

tions.

The enormous medicinal consumption of these barks, and

'ho wasteful and reckless manner of procuring them in

America long ago, caused serious and well-grounded appre-

hension that the native forests would quickly become
exhausted. The attention of European communities was
early directed to the necessity of securing steady and
permanent supplies by introducing tho more valuable species

into localities likely to bo favourable to their cultivation.

The first actual attempt to rear plants was made in Algeria

in 1819 ; but the effort was not successful. In 1854 tho

Dutch Oovcrnment seriously undertook tho task of intro-

ducing tho trees into tho island of Java, and an expedition

for that purpo!:o was fitted out on an adequate scale.

Several h.uidreds of young trees were obtained, of wliich

a small proportion was successfully landed and planted in

Java ; and as the result of great attention the cultivation

of cinchona plmtations in that island is now highly prosper-

ous and pniniising. The desirability of introducing cin-

chonas into the East Indies was urged in a memorial ad-

dressed to tho East India Company between 1836 and

1842 by Sir Robert Christison and backed by Dr Foibes
Pvoyle ; but no active step was taken till 1»52, when, again
on the motiun of Dr Royle, some efforts to obtain plants
ft-eremade through consular agents. In the endthequestion
was seriously taken up, and Mr Clements li.. Markham was
appointed to head an expedition to obtain young trees from
South America and convey them to India. In 18C0
under Mr ilarkhara's superintendence a first consignment
of plants was shipped from Islay in Peru, an<l planTed in a

favourable situation in the Neilgherry Hilln. For several

years subsequently additional supplies of plants of various

species were obtained from dificrent regions of Soulh
America, and some were also procured from tho Dutch
plantations in Java. Now tho culture has spread over a

wide area in Southern India, in Ceylon, on the slopes of the

Himalayas, and in British Burmah; and recently plantations

which already present a promising appearance have been
established in Mauritius. Exclusive of private enterprise,

the trees in the Government plantations in India now
amountto several millions, and in theNeilgherryplantationa

they have attained a height of from 20 to 30 feet. The
species introduced in the East are principally Cinchona
oflicinalis, C. Calisaya, C. snccirubra, C. pitayensis, and C.
I'ahudiana, some agreeing with certain soils and climates

better than others, while the yield of alkaloids and tho

relative proportions of the different alkaloids differ in each

species.

In the original memorial above alluded to, presented to

the East India Board by Sir K. Christison, he, according to

a communication to the Edinburgh Botanical Society

(Trans., vol. xL p. 1 11), pointed out that " the transplanta-

tion, if, successful, would become remunerative. For

although it would be a very arduous undertaking were the

bark to be collected only by cutting down large trec.i,

which do not attain suflicient growth in less than twenty

or twenty-five years, being tho only American method, tho

case would bo pery different were it shown that bark could

be profitably taken from trees very much younger, and

without either destroying or even injuring them. Now,
I had asceriaiucd," continues Sir.Eobert, "by chemical

analysis that—contrary to the analysis of some French

chemists—sulphate of quinia was to bo obtained from fine

quills of yellow bark taken from twigs two or three years

old in as largo proportion as from tho large flat bark from

the trunks and great branches. Consequently, as it

appeared, from the facility with which tho trees grew in

their native forests by suckers from tho old roots, when
tlio trunks are properly cut down, that young twigs might

safely be cut from them at an early period, it.followed that

the collection of cinchona bark might bo conducted in fho

same way as that of cinnamon bark at Colombo, whero

only twigs of one or two years' growth are cut for tho

purpose, and without injuring tho trees. .... This

doctrine has proved true, so true that it has been found

suitable in India even to treat the cinchona plants like

osier beds ia England, by cutting them down altogether

when young, thus using only twigs for tho bark, and

trusting to suckers for renewing the growth of tho plants ;

and that tho result has been the introduction of fine bark

from India in such bulk as to have been suld by auction

in the London market only nine years after the first

cinchona plants were transplanted to India." Mr. W, O.

M'lvor, to whom tho success of Indian plantations is

largely due, introduced o system of mossing tho pl.int*.

which consists in wrapping tho growing stems in a l.iy. r

of damp moss, whereby tho yield of alkaloid is increasrii,

and the growth of renewed bark promoted. It ha-s been

pointed out by Dr De Vrij, and tho obscr\-ation i« con-

firmed by Mr D. Howard, that renewed bark contains tho

alkaloiJrf riOt only in diflcrcttt proportion,) frcm the
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original baik, but that it even develops prtnciples altogetlier

absent in tlie natural bark.

The officinal barks of the British Pharmacopoeia are

three in number ;—(1) the pale or Loxa bark {cortex

cinchoncs pallida;) yielded by Cinchona officinalis; (2)

the yellow, royal, or Calisaya bark (cortex cinchonaflavoe),

the produce of C. Calisaya; and (3) red bark (cortex

cinchoncs rubra) derived from C. succirubra. These are the

sources of the tinctures, extracts, and other preparations of

pharmacy, while, in common with several others, they also

yield the alkaloids which now constitute the chief form in

which the active principles of the barks are administered

in medicine. Among the other barks used as sources of

quinine, &c., the principal are—the ashy crown bark, C.

macrocalyx ; Carthagena bark, G. lanceolata ; Columbian

bark, G. lancifolia ; Pitayo bark, C. pitayensis ; grey or

Lima bark, C. micrantha, G. nitida, and G. peruviana.

Leaving out of view certain alkaloids unimportant as

yet in a commercial view, and found very sparingly in

particular barks, the four primary alkaloids yielded by
cinchona barks are quinine, quinidine, cinchonine, and
cinchonidine. Certain b,;condiry alkaloids are developed

by chemical treatment of these primary principles, and an
amorphous substance precipitated from the mother liquors

of the quinine manufactured under the name of quinoidine

is in considerable medicinal use. Much confusion has

arisen in the terminology of the alkaloids by the application

of the same name to chemically distinct principles, and
by the converse description of the same alkaloids or products

under different names. It is found that different barks

derived from the same species vary greatly in richness in

alkaloids, and that equally great fluctuations occur in the

relative proportions of the various principles they yield.

When a comparison is instituted among the barks of

different species the variations are of course even more
marked,—some barks having been found to yield as high as

13 per cent, of alkaloids, while in others not a trace has

been obtained. Certain barks, however, are. known as a
rule to contain quinine in largest proportion, and in others

cinchonine is the most abundant principle. Generally

quinine is the most constant and abundant constituent,

after which cinchonine, then cinchonidine, while quinidine

is the rarest both in proportion and in frequency of occur-

rence of the principal alkaloids.

The preparation of cinchona bark most extensively

employed in medicine is the alkaloid quinine in the form
of a sulphate. As the barks frcrtn which it is extracted

contain besides propo.tions of one or other of the principal

alkaloids above enumerated, a demand for any of them
might be supplied without interfering with the production

of quinine, and as they also have been proved to be potent

febrifuges their non-utilization is a regrettable waste.

From the record of an extensive series of experiments
instituted by the Indian Government it is demonstrated
that quinidine is even more active than quinine, and it

forms the principal constituent of a variety of calisaya

bark in extensive cultiviitiou in Java. Cinchonidine is

only a little less powerful in its febrifugal effect than
quinine, and it is abundantly formed by the red bark
cultivated in British India. Cinchonine, although the least

potent, is an abundant principle, and still a highly valuable

and eCBcicut remedial agent. (j. pa.)

CINCHSTNATI, an important city of the United States,

situated in the S.W. part of Ohio, on the N. bank of the

Oliio River, in 3D° 6' N. lat. and 81° 2G W. long. It is the

capital of Hamilton county, and in size is the lirst city in

the State, while, according to the Federal census of 1870,
it is the eighth in the L^uitBd States. It was tirst settled

in 1788 by persons frum New Jersey, and is said to have
bceu ii;imeJ in honour of the Ciuciuuati Society of officers

of the Revolutionary war. It was incorporated as a city

in 181 -t, and soon acquired a commercial importance
which has steadily increased. In 1800 Cincinnati con-

tained but 750 inhabitants. The population amounted
to 9G02 in 1820, 46,338 in 1840, 115,436 in 1850,
161,044 in 1860, and 216,239 in 1870. Of the total

population in 1870, 79,613 were foreigners, including

49,448 born in Germany, 18,624 in Ireland, 352G in

England, and 2093 in France. The city is chiefly built

upon two terraces or plateaus, the first 60 and the second
112 feet above the river. Beyond these rises an amphi-
theatre of hills from 400 to 450 feet high, from which
may be obtained a magnificent view of the valley of the

Ohio and the surrounding country. On the opposite bank
of the river, in the State of Kentucky, are Covington,

which had 24,505 inhabitants in 1870, and Newport,
which had 15,087. Communication between these citiea

and Cincinnati is afforded by two- bridges and three steam
ferries. The wire suspension bridge, which is 1057 feet

long between the towers (or, including the approaches,

2252 feet), with a height of 100 feet above low water, was
completed in 1867 at a cost of nearly $2,000,000. It has

a double waggon road, and two ways for pedestrians.

Further up the river is a wrought iron railroad bridge

built upon piers; besides a railway track, it has waggon
and foot ways. Cincinnati covers an area of 24 square

miles, extending along the river about 10 miles, with an
average width of 3 miles. The most important part of

the city, however, is comprised within a distance of 2 J
miles along the river. The corporate limits have been
much extended in recent years by the annexation of

numerous villages, the most important being Columbia,
Walnut Hills, Mount Auburn, and Cumminsville. In

these, which still retain their former names, are seen the

most costly residences and villas, with ornamental grounds
embracing from 5 to 80 acres each. The city is also noted

for the beauty of its suburbs and its surrounding scenery.

The streets, which generally cross one another at right

angles, are usually from H to 2i miles long, and from 50
to 100 feet wide. Many of them are lined with trees.

Brick is chiefly used for buildings, with a greyish buff

freestone for fronts. Business buildings are usually fiv^

and often six stories high. Cincinnati is well supplied

with public parks, the largest of which, Eden, is situated

on a hill in the eastssrn part of the city, and contains 216
acres. In Burnet Woods, recently purchased, there are 170
acres, mostly forest, on the hOl north of the city. Centrally

situated in the city are Washington, Lincoln, Hopkins,
and the City parks, which together contain about 25
acres. One of the most attractive objects in the city is

the Tyler Davidson Wonze fountain which was nnveiled in

1871. It was presented to the city by Mr Henry Probasco,

a wealthy citizen, who named it after the late Mr Tyler

Davidson, the originator of the proposal. Its cost was
nearly $200,000. The design embraces fifteen bronze

figures, all cast at Munich, the chief one representing a

female with outstretched arms, from whose fingers the

water falls in fine sprav This is the surmounting figure,

and reaches a height of 40 feet above the ground. Among
the most notable buildings is that of the Federal Govern-

ment, built of sawed freestone in the Roman Corinthian

style, with a porch of sis columns ; it is three stories high,

with a length of 150 feet and a width of 80 feet The
county court-house, in the same style of architecture, is

175 feet square and three stories high, and has a porch

with six Corinthian stone columns. The brick buddings
for the city offices are 205 feet long and 52 feet wide."

The city workhouse, 3^ miles from the heart of the city, is

a brick structure, 515 feet long and 55 feet wide, erected

at a cost, including 26 acres of laud, of $650,000. It
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Las room for 700 prisoners. The Cincinnati hospital,

comprising eight buildings arranged around a central

court and connected by corridors, occupies a square of 4

acres. It cost more than 81,000,000, and vrill accom-

modate 700 patients. The Masonic Temple, built in the

Byzantine style, 195 feet long and 100 feet wide, is four

stories high, and has two towers 140 feet, and a spire IbO

feet high. Other noticeable structures are Pike's Opera

Hodse, 170 by 134 feet, and five stories high, the Public

Library, St Xavier's College, the Wesleyan Female CoUege,

and the Hughes High School. The most imposing church

edifices are St Peter's Roman Catholic Cathedral, built in

pore Grecian style, 200 by 80 feet, with a stone spire rising

to a height of 224 feet ; St Paul's Church (ifcthcKlist),

with a spire 200 feet high; the First Presbyterian Church,
with an immense tower surmounted by a spire 270 feet

high ; St John's Episcopal Church ; and two large and
attractive Hebrew temples.

Cincinnati is one of the most important commercial and
manufacturing centres of the West The §ii raUroniU

entering the city are used by twelve companies, and besides

these two lines terminate at Covington on the opposite

side of the river. About 300 passenger and freight trains

arrive and leave daily on these roads. For their use are

four depots near the river in different parts of the city. Com-
raunicatioQ with difiFereut parts of the city and with the

suburbs is afforded by fourteen lines of street railroad, with

about 50 miles of track, and by numerous lines of omni-

buses and stages. The top of the adjacent hills is reached

by an inclined steam passenger-railway. The position of

the city on the Ohio River gives it water communication

with the extensive river system of the Mississippi valley

;

while it is connected with Lake Erie by the Miami Canal,

whose northern terminus is at Toledo, Ohio. The Miami

is connected by a branch with the Wabash and Erie Canal,

the largest in the United States (467 miles), which ex-

tends from Toledo to Evansville, Indiana, on the Ohio

river. The average yearly number of steamers and barges

running between Cincinnati and other ports during the ten

years ending with August 1875 was 338 ; the yearly number

of arrivals of steamers during this period was 2713, and of

departures 26''0. The large stoamora of the Mississippi

river are enabled to reach Cincinnati by means of the

canal around the falls of the Ohio at Louisville, Kentucky,

which was opened in 1872. About three fourths of the

commerce of the city is by railroad and canal, and the

remainder by river transportation. The extent of the

entire commerce is indicated by the value of imports, which

during the ten years ending in 1875 averaged $314,528,009

Rjear, and of expor'j, which averaged §201.230,000.

CinciimatL

Cincinnati is one of those interior ports to which, under

the Act of Congress passed in 1870, foreign merchandize

inay be transported without appraisement and pajrment of

duties at the port of first arrival The value of such

imports to this city during the year ending June 30, 1875,

was 3506,989. The total value of the products of manu-

facturing industry has increased from $40,995,002 in 1860

to $127,459,021 in 1870 and $144,207,371 in 1874. The
details for the last-mentioned years arc as follows :

—

Industrie".
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Boat building was furmoi'ly a prominent industry, but

ii. has recently declined. Prior to 1833 Cincinnati was
the chief centre in the United States for the slaughtering

of s^vine and the packing of pork. Since that year this

supremacy has been helc\ by Chicago, Cincinnati taking

the second rank. There are more than seventy establish-

ments in the latter city employed in this industry. The
United Railroads Stock-yards for the reception of live pigs

occupy about CO acres. During tho winter season of

1874-75 there were slaughtered 500,104- hogs, weighing
ill the aggregate 155,804,120 ft., and valued at 810,897,584.
The production included 44,232 barrels of pork, and
L'S,400,157 tt) of lard. During the year ending August 31,

1875, pork and bacon valued at §12,045,538 were ex-

ported from the city; the imports amounted to 82,580,493.
The excess of exports of lard over imports was §2,781,091.
After this important industry the brewing of lager beer ranks

next, the bnnvers here turning out about 15,000,000

gallons annually. Distillation is also carried on to a
very considerable extent. The city contains five national

banks with a capital of S4,f''tO.OOO, and seventeen private

banks with a capital of ^ i, ''0,000. The leading com-
mercial organization is tha Chamber of Commerce and
Merchants' Exchange, whrch has about 1200 members and
holds daily sessions. The Board of Trade has about

900 members, chiefly manufacturers. There are also a

mechanics' institute, cotton exchange, and pork packers'

association. An industrial exhibition has been held in

the autumn of each year since 1871, and has attracted

large numbers of visitors to the city. The buildings are

centrally situated, and occupy 3\ acres of ground.

The city is divided into 25 wards, and is governed by a

mayor, who is elected by the people for two years, and re-

ceives an annual salary of 84000, a board of 25 aldermen,

and a board of 50 councilmen, who are also elected by the

people. It has a paid fire department under the control

of five commissioners appointed by the mayor, and a police

force under the control of the mayor and four commis-
sioners. The efficiency of these departments is promoted
by extensive fire-alarm and police telegraphic lines. The
city is supplied with water obtained by pumping from the

Ohio river by means of three immense reservoirs, two of

whicli, with a capacity of 100,000,000 gallons each, are in

Kden Park. Beside the usual municipal and county
courts, the United States circuit and district courts for

the southern district of Ohio are held in the city.

Cincinnati has a large number and variety of well-

organized charitable institutions. The Cincinnati hospital

is supported by taxation, and affords free treatment to all

unable to jxiy for it ; the city infirmar)-, besides supporting
pauper inmates, affords relief to outdoor poor ; the Good
Samaritan and St Mary's hospitals are private institutions,

under the supervision of Pioman Catholic sistei's ; the
.Tewish hospital is maintained by perstms of that faith.

The Longview asylum for the insane, built at Carthage,
10 miles from the city, at a cost, including 110 acres of

land, of 81,000,000, ranks among the first institutions of

the kind in the United States. It belong-s to Hamilton
county, whose population consists chiefly of the inhabit-

ants of Cincinnati
; patients are, however, sent here by

the State, which contributes to its support. The average
daily number of inmates in 1874 was 582, nearly all of

whom were maintained free of charge. Besides the city

orphan asylum, which has accommodation for 300 chil-

dren, and is supported by private charity, and the German
Protestant asylum, with a capacity for about 100, two
largo asylums are maintained by the Roman Catholics ami
by the coloured people. There are also several institutioiis

for indigent and friendless women. The house of refuge
end tliB city worthousc are maintained by the city for

the confinement of persons convicted of minor offences j

children are sent to the former, and adulta to the latter.

The public schools are under the control of a superiu-

tendent and a board of 50 elected members, and comprise

3 high, 5 intermediate, and 30 district schools, including

those for coloured pupils. There are also a normal school

for females and evening schools. In 1874 there were 52'.>

teachers and 28,949 pupils enrolled, with an average daily

attendance of 21,480. German is a prominent study in tlic

public schools, and music and drawing are taught. The
Woodword and the Hughes high schools have long been
known for their excellence. Besides the above, there are a

large number of Roman Catholic parochial schools. The
university of Cincinnati, recently founded by means of a

bequest made by Charles il'Micken, is designed to afford

advanced and technical instruction free of charge. A
school of design has been in operation since ISGO. Be
sides the Cincinnati Wesleyan College for females (Metho-
dist-Episcopal), St Xavier College (Roman Catholic), and
Jtount St Mary's of the West, the city has 1 law, G medi-

cal, and 2 theological schools, 4 commercial colleges, and
2 schools of nmsic. One of the theological schools is

connected with Mount St Mary's of the West, the other is

the widely-known Lane Theological Seminary (Presby-

terian), foundid in 1829. It occupies a site of 7 acres ou
Walnut Hills, and has 5 professors and a library of 12,000

volumes. Throe of the medical schools aro classified as

regular, one as pharmaceutic, one as homoeopathic, and one
as dental. The oldest is the medical college of Ohio, which
was opened in 1819, and now has 10 instructors; the

Cincinnati college of medicine and surgery was opened tii

1821, and has 14 instructors; the Miami medical college,

opened in 1852, has 12 instructors ; and the Pulte medical

college, opened in 1872, has 14. There are 11 public

libraries in the city, the largest being the free public

library, which has 81,000 bound volumes and 5500 pam-
phlets, and the young men's mercantile with nearly

40,000 volumes. The public library occupies one of the

best library buildings in the country. The most important

literary associations are the natural history and the his-

torical and philosophical societies. There are published

in the city 70 newspapers and periodicals,—9 appearing

daily, 1 twice a-week, 33 weekly, 3 fortnightly, 21

nionthlj-, and 3 quarterly. Of these 3 daily, 9 weekly,

1 fortnightly, and 2 monthly are published in Gennau.
The city contains 100 churches, the largest denominations

being the Roman Catholic, which has 32 churches and 13

chapels, the Methodist with 26 churches, the Presbyteriaa

with 22, the Baptist with 14, and the Protestant Episcopal

with 11. (e. s. DR.)

CI^X'I^r^fATUS, the hero of one of the early Rom.in

legends, was born about 519 B.C. According to the storj',

he was ruined by the fine which was imposed on Lis sou

Cixso for the murder of a plebeian during the commotion!

caused by the introduction of a bill by Terentilius Arsa.

This measure, which proposed the creation of a codo of

written laws applicable to plebeian and patrician alike, was

also strongly opiiosed by Cincinnatus himself. Cincinnatits is,

in fact, the type of the ancient patrician agriculturist. Twice

he was called from the pilough to the dictatorship of Rome.
Ou the first occasion his task was to save the army from

the .(Equians and Volscians, who had forced it into a posi

tion of imminent danger ; and ho is said to have raised

an army and defeated the enemy within a single day

(458). On his return he summoned Volscius, the accuser of

his son, to tako his trial on a charge of perjury ; but

Volscius fled from the city. On the second occasion (439)

he was appointed by the patricians, in order to crush

Spurius Marlins, who had spent his wealth in relieving the

wretched debtors, and vho was consequently accused of
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desiring popularity tliat he might sei^e the supreme

authority. Melius, refusing to appear before the dictator,

was killed by Ahala, the roaster of the horse.

CINEAS, a Thessalian, the chief adviser of Pyrrhns,

king of Epirus. The most famous event of his life was

the visit which he made to Home for the purpose of con-

cluding the war, after the defeat of the Homacs by Pyrrhus

at Heraclea (280 B.C.) He performed the feat of learning

in one day the name of every man of importance in the

city, and displayed be.^ides the most marvellous tact and

eloquence ; but the effects of his persuasion being destroyed

through tiie patriotic vehemence of the venerable Appius

Claudius Csecos, he returned to his master with the report

that Rome was a temple, and its seuate an assembly of

kings. Cineas also served as an ambassador in Sicily. He
is perhaps the Cineas referred to by Cicero as the author

of a work De Re Militari.

CINNA, Lucius Cornelius, a Roman patrician, con-

spicuous in the contest between ilarius and Sulla. After

serving in the war with the ilarsi as pretorian legate, he

was elected consul in 87 B.C. Breaking the oath he had

sworn to SuUa that he would not attempt any revolution

in the state, Cinna allied himself with Marius, raised an

army of Italians, and took possession of the city. Soon

after his triumphant entry and the massacre of the friends

of Sulla, by which he had satisfied his vengeance, Marius

died. L. Valerius Flaccus became Cinna's colleague, and
on the murder of Flaccus, Cn. Papirius Carbo. In 8-i,

however, Cinna, who was still consul, was forced to

advance against Sulla ; but while embarking his troops he

was killed in a mutiny. See Roman History.

CINNABAR, the /tiwa/Sapis of Theophrastus, is the native

sulphide of mercury, and the only commercial source of

that metal and its compounds. It crystallizes in the

rhombohedral form, in which condition it is sometimes

found ; but generally it occurs in fibrous or amorphous

masses bedded in slate rocks and shales, and more rarely

in veins in granitic or porphyritic rocks. In hardness it

is intermediate between gypsum and calcspar ; its specific

gravity is 8'998, and its colour %arie3 from a fine bright

'red to a reddish-brown and leaden-grey hue. It possesses

the same composition as the ordinary vermilion of com-

merce for which it may, when pure and fine in colour,

eoraetimea be used after simple levigation, although the

greater part of that brilliant pigment is artificially prepared.

Pure cinnabar should contain SG21 per cent, of mercury,

combined with 13-79 of sulphur ; but in its native state

the ore is frequently contaminated with oxide of iron, clay,

and bituminous matter. The principal European localities

for cinnabar are at Idria in Carniola, and at Almaden in

Spain, whence the British demand is mainly supplied. It

is also extensively worked at New Almaden and several

other localities in California, in the southern part of Peru,

and in Borneo', Japan, and China. See Vermilion.
CINNAMON is the inner bark of Cinnamomttm Zeylani-

fum, a small evergreen tree belonging to the Natural Order
Lauraceoe. The leaves are large ovate-oblong in shape,

and the flowers, which are arranged in panicles, have a
greenish colour and a rather disagreeable odour. Cinnamon
has been known from the most remote antiquity, and it was
so highly prized among ancient nations that in very small

quantities it was regarded as a present fit for monarchs and
other great potentates It is mentioned in Exod. xxx. 23,

where Moses is commanded to use both sweet cinnamon
(Kinnamon and cassia. It is likewise alluded to by
Herodotus under the name xtn'a/tu/iot', and it is frequently

mentioned by many other classical writers. It is now
almost exclusively a product of Ceylon, but the origin of

the plant and the derivation of its name aro matters of

coasiderable doubt %nd dispute. The Arab traders, by
B—2S

whom the tr&do in this and either Oriental spices was con-

ducted in ancient times, surrounded the history and produc-

tion of these precious and lucrative products with grotesque

tales of mystery. It is contended by some that cinnamon
Has originally obtained from the promontory of Gardafui

(the regio cirniamomi/era of classical geographers), while

others lean to the opim'on that it was brought from
China, whence the chief portion of the closely ^alli6d cassia

bark is still derived. Although as the produce of Ceylon,

cinnamon did not come prominently into the market till

the settlement of the Portuguese in the island, it is the

opinion of the best authorities that the tree yielding it is

indigenous, and certainly no other situation and climate

have yet been found where the trees flourish so well and
yield a bark so fine and so delicately aromatic.

The cinnamon gardens are confined to a strip of country

in the neighbourhood of Colombo. When the trade was
at its best, five of th'j principal gardens measured from 15
to 20 miles in circujnference, but now the area of cultiva-

tion is very much restricted, and plants which were at

one time tended with the greatest care, and guarded with
inhuman jealousy, are choked with the natural profusion

of jungle vegetation. The bark is taken from shoots of

eighteen months or two years growth, in which time they
attain a length of from 6 to 10 feet, and a thickness of

from J to 2 inches. The plants are managed on the coppice

system, and only four or five shoots are allowed to grow
up from each stool. The shoots are cut down twice a year

after the rains, and the bark is detached in lengths of about

a foot. After lying in bundles as taken from the shoots

for about a day, each separate piece is carefully scraped to

remove the outer and middle layers of the bark, and the

remaining portion is thereby often reduced to the thickness

of one-hundredth part of an inch. The pieces are then

made up into composite quills by placing the smaller pieces

inside the larger, and thus the cinnamon is often formed
into straight firm rods of from 3 to 4 feet in length. After

drying in the sun the bark is ready to make up into bundles

for exportation.

Cinnamon of an inferior quality is grown in Southern

India at Tellicherry and Tinnevelly ; and in Java the cul-

tivation was introduced by the Dutch about the year 1825.

The plant has also been grown in the colony of French
Guiana, and in other localities. The produce of none of

these places, however, approaches in quality to the cinna-

mon of Ceylon, whence also the largest proportion of the

entire consumption is supplied. Nearly the whole quan-

tity prepared in Ceylon is brought to the British market
The value of Ceylon cinnamon submitted to the English

Board of Trade, was in 1874 more than 2s. 2d. per lb,

that from other localities being estimated at about lOd.

Ceylon cinnamon of fine quality is a very thin smooth
bark, with a light-yellowish brown colour, a highly fragrant

odour, and a peculiarly sweet, warm, and pleasing aromatic

taste. Its peculiar flavour is duo to an aromatic oil which

it contains to the extent of from 0'5 to 1 per cent. The
essential oil of cinnamon, as an article of commerce, is pre-

pared chiefly in Ceylon, where the coarser pieces of bark

aro used for its extraction. These are roughly powdered

and macerated in sea water for two days, when the whole

is quickly distilled. The oil is of o golden-yellow colour,

with the peculiar odour of cinnamon and a very hot aromatic

taste. It consists essentially of cinnamic aldehyde or the

hydride of cinnamyl, and by the absorption of oxygen as

it becomes old it darkens in colour and develops resinous

compounds with cinnamic acid.

Cinnamon is principally employed in cookery as a con-

diment and flavouring material, being largely used in the

preparation of some kinds of chocolate and liqueurs. lo

medicine it acts as an aromatic stimulant and cordial ; but
V. -99
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it is chiefly prescribed for improving tlie flavour of bitter

sabatanccs and to correct the griping action o£ purgatives.

Being a much more costly spice than cassia, that compara-

tively harsh-flavoured substance is frequently substituted

for or added to cinnamon. The two barks when whole are

easily enough distinguished, and their microscopical char-

acters are also quite distinct. When powdered bark is

treated with tincture ot iodine, little effect is visible in the

case of pure cinnamon ; but with cassia a deep-blue tint

is produced, the intensity of the coloration depending on

the proportion of the cassia.

OINO DA PISTOIA (I270-133G), a poet and jurist,

whose full name was Guittoncino de' Sinibuldi, was

born in Pistoia, of a noble family. He studied law at

Bologna under Dinus and Franciscus Accursius, and in 1307

is understood to have been assessor of civil causes in his

native city. In that year, however, Pistoia was disturbed

by the Guelf and Ghibelline feud. The Ghibellines who
had for some time been the stronger party, being worsted

by the Quelfs, Cino, a prominent member of the former

faction, had to quit his office and the city of his birth.

Pitecchio, a stronghold on the frontiers of Lombardy, was

yet in the hands of Filippo Vergiolesi, chief of the Pistoian

Ghibellines ; Selvaggia, his daughter, was beloved by Cino

(who was probably already the husband of Margherita

degli Unghi) ; and to Pitecchio did the lawyer-poet betake

himself. It is uncertain how long he remained at the for-

tress ; it is certain, however, that he was not with the

Vergiolesi at th 3 time of Selvaggia's death, which happened

three years afterwards (1310), at the Monte della Sarabuca,

in the Appenines, whither the Ghibellines had been com-

pelled to shift their camp. He visited his mistress's grave

en his way to Rome, after some time spent in travel in

France and elsewhere, and to this visit is owing his finest

Bonnet. At Rome Cino held office under Louis of Savoy,

sent thither by the Ghibelline leader Henry of Luxembourg,
who was crowned emperor of the Romans in 1312. In

1313, however, the emperor died, and the Ghibellines lost

their last hope. Cino appears to have thrown up his party,

and to have returned to Pistoia. Thereafter he devoted

himself to law and letters. After filling several high judi-

cial offices, a doctor of civil law of Bologna in his forty-

fourth year, he lectured and taught from the professor's

chair at the universities of Treviso, Siena, Florence, and
Perugia in succession ; his reputation and success were
great, his judicial experience enabling him to travel out of

the routine of the schools. In literature he continued in

some sort the tradition of Dante during the interval dividing

tiat great poet from his successor Petrarca. The latter,

tesides celebrating Cino in an obituary sonnet, has coupled

him and his Selvaggia with Dante and Beatrice in the

fourth capitolo of his Trionn d'Amore.

Cino, the master of Bartolus, and of Joannes Andreee the

celebrated canonist, was long famed as a jurist. His com-
mentary on the statutes of Pistoia, written within two years,

is said to have great merit ; while that on the code {Lectura

Cino Pistoia super Codice, Pavia, 1483, Lyons, 1526) is

considered by Savigny to exhibit more practical intelligence

and more originality of thought than are found in any
commentary on Roman law since the time of Accursius.

As a poet he also distinguished himself greatly. He was
the friend and correspondent of Dante's later years, and
possibly of his earlier also, and was certainly, with Guido
Caralcanti and Durante da Maiano, one of these who re-

plied to the famous sonnet A ciascun' alma prtsa e genttl

core of the Vita Nuova. The great Florentine in the trea-

tise De Vidgari Eloquio refers to him as one of " those who
have most sweetly and subtly written poems in modern
Italian," but his works, printed at Rome in 1559, do not alto-

gether justify the praise bestowed on them by his illustrious

friend. Strained and rhetorical as many of his outcries

are, however, Cino is not without moments of true passion

and fine natural eloquence. Of these qualities the sonnet

in memory of Selvaggia, lofui in sidl'alto e in sul beato

nwnte, and the canzone to Dante, AvegnacM di omaggio

piii per tempo, are interesting examples.

The text-book for English readers is Mr D. G. Rosjetti's Early

Italian Poets, wherein will be found not only a mfmoir of Cino da.

Pistoia (pp. 206-211), but also (pp. 381-395) some admirably trans-

lated specimens of his verse,—the whole wrought into significant

connection with that friendsliip of Cino's, which is perhaps the

most interesting fact about him. See also Ciamoi, Fita « Pocsie

di Messer Cino da Pistoia, Pisa, 1813.

CINQ-MARS, Henri Coiffier de Ruz4, Marquis de

(1620-1642), French courtier, was born in 1620. At the

age of eighteen he was introduced to the court by Richelieu,

who had been the patron of his father, and who intended

him to fill the post of favourite to the king, Louis XIII.

The design succeeded well, and Cinq-Mars became grand

master of the wardrobe, and grand master of the horse. He
developed into a gallant courtier, won the affection of the

princess of Mantua, and claimed a seat in the royal council.

But Richelieu opposed his ambition, and refused to counte-

nance his pretensions. Cinq-Mars, therefore, in revenge,

entered into the conspiracy against him, of which the duka

of Orleans was nominal head. Unfortunately aid had been

sought from Spain ; and using this treason as an argument,

Richelieu persuaded the weak and fickle king first to forbid

Cinq-Mars to enter his presence, and then to permit hia

execution (1642).

CINQUE PORTS. The Cinque Ports, or Five Ports,

13 the name of an ancient jurisdiction in the south of

England, which is still maintained with considerable modi-

fications and diminished authority. As the name implies,

the original members of the body were only five in number
—Hastings, Romney, Hythe, Dover, and Sandwich ; but

to these were afterwards added the " Ancient Towns " of

Winchelsea and Rye with the same privileges, and a good
many other places, both corporate and non-corporate, which,

with the title of Limb or Member,held a subordinate position.

To Hastings were attached the corporate members of

Pevensey and Seaford, and the non-corporate members of

Bulverheeth, Petit Iham, Hidney, Beaksbourne, and
Grange ; to Romney, Lydd, and Old Romney, Dengemarsh,
and Oswardstone; to Dover, Folkstone and Feversham, and
Margate, St John's, Goresend, Burchington Wood, St Peter's,

Kingsdowne, and Ringwold ; to Sandwich, Fordwich, and
Deale, Walmer, Ramsgate, Stoner, Sarr, and Brightlinfesea.

The jurisdiction thus extends along the coast from Seiford

in Sussex to Burghington near Margate in Kent ; and^
also includes a number of inland districts, at a considerable

distance from the ports with which they are connected.

The non-Incorporated members are within the municipal

jurisdiction of the ports to which they are attached ; but

the corporate members are as free within their own
liberties as the individual ports themselves. The incor-

poration of the Cinque Ports had its origin in the necessity

for some means of defence along the southern seaboard ot

England, and in the lack of any regular navy. Up to the

reign of Henry VII. they had to furnish the Crown with
nearly all the ships and men that were needful for the

state ; and for a long time after they were required to give

large assistance to the permanent fleet. The oldest charter

now on record is one belonging to the 6th year of Edward
I.; and it refers to previous documents of the time of

Edward the Confessor and William the Conqueror. In
return for their services the ports enjoyed extensive

privileges. From the Conquest or even earlier they had,

besides various lesser rights,— (1) Exemption from tax and
tallage ; (2) Soo and sac, or full cognizance of all criminal

and civil cases within their Ubertiea ; (3) Toll and theaoi.
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or tlie right of receiving toll and of holding serfs
; (4)

Bloodwith and fledwith, or the right to punish shedders of

blood and those who were seized in an attempt to escape

from justice
; (5) Pillory and tumbrell; (6) Ingfangtheof

and outfangtheof, or power to imprison and execute felons
;

(7) JIundbriech, or authority to erect banks or dykes on

any man's land as a defence against the sea
; (8) Waives

and strays, or the right to appropriate lost property or

cattle not claimed within a year and a day
; (9) The right

to seize all flotsom, jetsom, or witsom, or in other words,

whatever of value was cast ashore by the sea; (10) The
piivilege of being a guild with power to impose taxes for

the common weal; and (11) The right of assembling in

portmote or parliament at Shepway or Shepway Cross, a

few miles west of Hythe—the parliament being empowered
to make bye-laws for the Cinque Ports, to regulate the

Yarmouth fishery, to hear appeals from the local courts,

and to give decision in all cases of treason, sedition, illegal

coining, or concealment of treasure trove. The ordinary

business of the ports is conducted in two courts known
respectively as the Court of Brotherhood and the Court of

Brotherhood and Guestling,—the former being composed of

the mayors of the seven principal towns and a number of

jurats and freemen from each, and the latter including in

addition the mayors, bailiffs, and other representatives of

the corporate members. The Court of Brotherhood was
formerly called the Brotheryeeld, Brodall, or BrodhuU

;

and the name Guestling seems to owe its origin to the fact

that the officials of the " members " were at first in the

position of invited guests. The highest office in connection
with the Cinque Poi-ts is that of the Lord Warden, who also

^.cts as governor of Dover Castle, and has a maritime
jurisdiction as admiral of the ports. His power was
formerly of great extent, and he held a court of chancery
at Dover in tho old parish church of St James. He still

presides in the court of Shepway, and appoints the justices

of peace for the liberties of the Cinque Ports.

See Samuel .leake. Charters of the Cinque Ports, London,
small foUo, 1728 ; Philipott's Villare Cantianum ; the

First Report on Municipal Corporatimis in 1835; and the

Census of England and Wales, 1871, vol. i.

CINTRA, a town of Portugal in the province of

Estremadura, 14 miles north-west of Lisbon, with about
4500 inhabitants. It stands at the foot of a rocky moun-
tain of an altitude varying from 1800 to 3000 feet, and
Is remarkable for the picturesque beauty of its situa-

tion and the salubrity of its climate, which render it a
favourite resort of the wealthier inhabitants of Lisbon.

On one of the adjacent summits stands the Penha Castle,

erected by King Ferdinand of Coburg on the site of tho
former convent of the Hieronymites ; and on another ara

the ruins of a Moorish castle. There is also an ancient

royal palace described as a medley of Moorish and Christian

architecture, and long famous as the summer residence of

the court ; and in the neighbourhood is the "Cork Convent"
of Santa Cruz, which derives its name from the lining of

its cells, and owes its origin to JoiSo de Castro, the

celebrated viceroy of tho Indies, whose heart is still

preserved in the chapel of Penha Verde, near the villa in

which he resided after lus return. The convention by
which the French were allowed to leave Portugal without
molestation was signed at Cintra, August, 22, 1808.

CIPHER. See CRYPTooRAPny.
CIPRIANI, OiovANNi Battista (1727-1785), painter

and draughtsman, was of Pistoian descent, but was born
at Florence, where ho studied design and colour under
Heckford and Gabbiaui After painting several pictures

at Pistoia and elsewhere, Cipriani, who had contracted a
friendship with Bortolozzi, the omineut engraver, quitted

Florence for London. There ho worked for tho duko of

Richmond and other noblemen and gentlemen, repaired the
Rubens ceiling in Whitehall Chapel, and the Verrio frescoes

at Windsor, and decorated in part the Royal Academy
library. His drawings, which are better than his paintings,

engraved by Bartolozzi and his pupils, achieved a wide
popularity, and were bought up eagerly all over Eai-ope

;

but his reputation is nowadays somewhat faded.

CIRCAR is an Indian term applied to the component
parts of a Subah or province, each of which is administered
by a deputy-governor. In English it is principally employed
in the name of the Northern Circars, used to designate a
now obsolete division of the JIadras presidency, which
consisted of a najrow slip of territory lying along the
western side of the Bay of Bengal from 15° 40' to 20° 17'

N. lat. These Northern Circars were five in number,
Cicacole, Rajamundry, Ellore, Condapilly, and Guutoor,
and their total area was about 30,000 square miles. The
district corresponds in the main to that now occupied by
the modern divisions of Guntoor, Masulipatam, R.<yamun-
dry, Vizagapatam, and Guujam. It was first invaded by
the Mahometans in 1471; in 1541 they conquered Conda-
pilly, and nine years later they extended their conquests
over all Guntoor and the districts of Masulipatam. But
the invaders appear to have acquired only an imperfect

possession of the country, as it was again wrested from
the Hindu princes of Orissa about the year 1571, during
the reign of Ibrahim Kutub, shah of Hyderabad or

Golcondah. In 1GS7 the Circars were added, along with the
empire of Hyderabad, to the extensive empire of Aurnng-
zebe. Salabut Jung, the son of Nizam ul Mulk, who was
indebted for his elevation to the throne to the French East
India Company, granted them in return for their services

the district of Condavir or Guntoor, and soon afterwards

the other Circars. In 1759, by the conquest of the fortress

of Masulipatam, the dominion of the maritime provinces

on both sides, from the River Gondegama to the Chilca

Lake, was necessarily transferred from the French to the

British. But the latter left them under the administration

of the Nizam, with the exception of the town and fortress

of Masulipatam, which were retained by the English East
India Company. In 1765 Lord CUve obtained from the

Mogul a grant of four of the Circars, which in the following

year was confirmed by a treaty entered into with Nizam
Ali, who had by this time superseded Salabut Jung in his

authority. The remaining Circar of Guntoor devolved to

the East India Company in 1788.

CIRCASSIA. Tho name of Circassia is commonly given

to the whole of the north-western portion of the Caucasus,

including tho district between the mountain range and the

Black Sea, and extending to the north of the central ridgo

as far as the River Kuban. In this sense tho term is still

in use as a geographical appellation, though the Circassians,

as a nation, may bo regarded as extinct. Tho region thus

defined may be considered as extending from the neighbour-

hood of Anapa on the Black Sea to the frontiers of Jlingrclia,

and having a seaboard of about 280 English miles.

Throughout this extent the country is almost wholly

mountainous,—the great range of tho Caucasus, which

begins in tho neighbourhood of Anapa at a moderate eleva-

tion, rising gradually as it extends towards tho south-cast,

till it culminates in the lofty summit of Mount Elbruz, at

an elevation of 18,526 feet. The strip of land between

tho dividing ridgo or watershed of these moiuitains and

tho sea, a tract varying from twenty to forty miles in width,

is extremely rugged, traversed by successive offshoots of

the mountains, extending quite down to tho sea, and covered

for the most part with extensive forests. Tho slopes on

the northern side of the Caucosua are more gentle, and hero

the valleys oflTonl abundant pasturage, but hardly any portiot

of Circdssio, properly so called, is a level or open country.

.
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The Tclierkesse3 or Circassians, who gave name to this

region, of which they were until lately the sole inhabitants,

are a pecuUar race, differing from the other tribes of the

Caucasus in origin and language. They designate them-
selves by the name of Adighe, that of Tcherkesses being a

term of Russian origin. By their long-continued struggles

with the power of Russia, during a period of nearly forty

years, they attracted the attention of the other nations of

Europe in a high degree, and were at the same time an
object of interest to the student of the history of civilization,

from the strange mixture which their customs exhibited of

cliivalrous sentiment with savage customs. For this reason

it may be still worth while to give a brief summary of their

national characteristics and manners, though these must
now be regarded as in great measure things of the past.

In the patriarchal simplicity of their manners, the mental
qualities with which they were endowed, the beauty of

form and regularity of feature by which they were distin-

guished, they surpassed most of the other tribes of the

Caucasus. At the same time they were remarkable for

their warlike and intrepid character, their independence,

their hospitality to strangers, and that lore of country which
they manifested in their determined resistance to an almost

overwhelming power during the period of a long and desolat-

ing war. The government under which they lived was a

peculiar form of the feudal system. The free Circassians

were divided into three distinct ranks, the princes or pschi,

the nobles or uorh (Tartar iisden), and the peasants or

holcotl. Like the inhabitants of the other regions of the

Caucasus, tliey were also divided into numerous families,

tribes, or clans, some of which were very powerful, and
carried on war against each other with great animosity.

The slaves, of whom a large proportion were prisoners of

war, were generally employed in the cultivation of the

soil, or in the domestic service of some of the principal

chiefs.

The will of the people was acknowledged as the supreme
source of authority ; and every free Circassian had a right

to express his opinion in those assemblies of his tribe in

which the questions of peace and war, almost the only

subjects which engaged their attention, were brought under

deliberation. The princes and nobles, the leaders of the

people in war and their rulers in peace, were only the

administrators of a power which was delegated to them.

As they had no written laws, the administration of justice

was regulated solely by custom and tradition, and in those

tribes professing Mahometanism by the precepts of the

Koran. The most aged and respected inhabitants of the

various aoids or villages frequently sat in judgment, and
their decisions were received without a murmur by the

contending parties. The Circassian princes and nobles

were professedly Mahometans ; but in their religious

services many of the ceremonies of their former heathen

and Christian worship were still preserved. A great part

of the people had remained faithful to the worship of their

ancient gods,—Shible, the god of thunder, cf war, and of

justice, Tleps, the god of tire, and Seosseres, the god of

water and of winds. Although the Circassians are said to

have possessed minds capable of the highest cultivation,

the arts and sciences, with the exceptiDn of poetry and
music, were completely neglected. They possessed no
written language. The wisdom of their sages, the know-
ledge they had acquired, and the memory of their warlike

deeds were preserved in verses, n-hich were repeated from

juouth to mouth and descended from father to son.

The education of the young Circassian was confined to

riding, fencing, shooting, hunting, and such exercises as

were .calculated to strengthen his frame, and prepare him
for a life of active warfare. The only intellectual duty of

the atalik, or instructor with whom the young men lived

until they had completed their education, was that of

teaching them to express their thoughts shortly, quickly,

andappropriately. One of their marriage ceremonies was
very strange. The young man who had been approved by
the parents, and had paid the stipulated price in money,
horses, oxen, or sheep, for his bride, was expected to coma
with his friends fully armed, and to carry her off by force

from her father's house. Every free Circassian had
unlimited right over the lives of his wife and children.

Although polygamy was allowed by the laws of the Koran,

the custom of the country forbade it, and the Circassiaia

were generally faithful to the marriage bond. The respect

for superior age was carried to such an extent, that tha

young brother used to rise from his scat when the elder

entered an apartment, and was silent when he spoke. Like
all the other inhabitants of the Caucasus, the Circassians

were distinguished for two very opposite qualities, the

most generous hospitality, and implacable vindictiveness.

Hospitality to the stranger was considered one of the most
sacred duties. Whatever were his rank in life, all the

members of the family rose to receive him ou his entrance,

and conduct him to the principal seat in the apartment.

The host was considered responsible with his own life for

the security of his guest, upon whom, even although his

deadliest enemy, he would inflict no injury while under the

protection of his roof. The chief who had received a
stranger was also bound to grant him an escort of horse to

conduct him in safety on his journey, and confide him to

the protection of those nobles with whom he might be on
friendly terms. The law of vengeance was no less binding

on the Circassian. The individual who had slain any
member of a family was pursued with implacable vengeance

by the relatives, until his crime was expiated by death.

The murderer might, indeed, secure his safety by the

payment of a certain sum of money, or by carrying off

from the house of his enemy a newly-born child, bringing

it up as his own, and restoring it when its education was
finished. In either case, the family of the slain individual

might discontinue the pursuit of vengeance without any
stain upon its honour. The man closely foDowed by his

enemy, who, on reaching the dwelling of a woman, had
merely touched her hand, was safe from all other pursuit

so long as he remained under the protection of her roof.

The opinions of the Circassians regarding theft resembled

those of the ancient Spartans. The commission of the crime

was not considered so disgraceful as its discovery ; and the

punishment of being compelled publicly to restore the stolen

property to its original possessor, amid the derision of hi.s

tribe, was much dreaded by the Circassian who would glory

in a successful theft. The greatest stain upon the Circassian

character was the custom of selling their children, the

Circassian father being always willing to part with his

daughters, many of whom were bought by Turkish

merchants for the harems of Eastern monarchs. But no
degradation was implied in this transaction, and the young
women themselves were generally willing partners in it.

Herds of cattle and sheep constituted the chief riches cf

the inhabitants. The princes and nobles, from whom the

members of the various tribes held the land which they

cultivated, were the proprietors of the soil The Circassians

carried on little or no commerce, and the state of perpetual

warfare in which they lived prevented them from cultivate

ing any of the arts of peace.

The early history of Circassia is exceedingly obscure

This part of the coasts of the Black Sea was inhabited in

ancient times only by wild and barbarous tribes, whoso
names are very differently given by ancient writers. No
Greek colonies were planted within the limits of Circassia

proper, though the Greeks carried on an extensive trade

with the nations of the interior at Dioscurias, near Sukhnm
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Kaleh. In tlie 12th and 13th centuries the princes of

Georgia were buccessful in reducing Circassia into the

condition of a province ; and are said to have also been

the first to introduce Christianity into the country—

a

religion which they continued to profess (in name at least)

till the 18th century, when they were converted to Islamisra

liy the teaching of a fanatical devotee named Mansur. The

common people, however, retain to a great extent their

pagan customs and beliefs. After they had succeeded in

throwing off the Georgian yoke, the Circassians passed for

a time under the rule of the Tartar khans cf the Crimea,

from whom they emancipated themselves, with the

assistance of Ivan I., czar of Eussia. But the Eussian

aionarchs do not appear to have regarded their conqviest

,13 a matter of much importance, until the time of Peter

ihe Great. That powerful monarch, perceiving how much
the possession of the Caucasus would contribute to his

political and commercial influence in Western and Central

Asia, made an unsuccessful attempt to reduce it permanently

under his dominion. Catherine II. pursued a similar line

of policy. Georgia having been harassed by the successive

invasions of the Persians and Turks, the prince of that

country at last threw himself under the protection of the

Russians, and became tributary to their power. The River

Kouban being afterwards fixed as the southern boundary

of the Muscovite empire, the Russians became ambitious of

extending their dominion uninterruptedly to the extreme

limits of Georgia. In the wars which now took place

between the Russians and the Turks, the latter used every

exertion, by exciting the fanatical feelings of the Cir-

cassians against the infidels, to induce them to harass the

Russians by frequent incursions into their territory. After

various vicissitudes of fortune, the Turks were worsted,

and compelled by the treaty of Adrianople in 1829 to cede

a considerable portion of their territory to the czar.

Assuming a right of political sovereignty which they had

never possessed, they included Circassia in this cession.

The Circassians, refusing to acknowledge the right of the

sultan (whom they had never recognized as their sovereign,

though acknowledging him as head of their religion) thus

to dispose of their country, were now exposed to tho

hostility of tho Russians, who determined to become

I'lastcrs of tho territory on the coasts of tho Black Sea,

and indeed of tho whole Caucasian region, by force of arms.

This was tho origin of that remorseless war which was

carried on with so much animosity down to a very recent

period, and cost the Russians an incredible amount of blood

and treasure.

A brief outline of the leading events which characterized

this long protracted struggle will be found in the article

Caucasus. After the Circassians were finally reduced to

submission, the inhabitants of the eea-coast, rather than

submit to the regulations imposed by the Russian Govern-

ment, determined to quit their country, and emigrate in a

mass to Turkey. Not less than half a million of people

carried out this resolution, and were settled in ditfercnt

parts of the Turkish empire,—the greater part of them in

Asia Minor, but some also in the mountain country on

the borders of Bulgaria and Servia. Since that period the

whole' tract along tho soa-coast from Ana[>a to Sukhum
Kaleh, which was that best known as Circassia, has been

almost entirely destitute of inhabitants. But tho northern

slopes of the Caucasus, and the valleys descending towards

tho Kuban, are still occupied by tribes of Circassian race
;

and the Kabardans, a kindred tribe, b\it of losa warlike

character, extending eastwards to beyond tho Terek, have

long settled down quietly in the condition of Ru.saian

subjects. (k. II. II.)

CIRCE, in classical mythology, tho daughter of Sol and

Torse, or of Hyperion and Aiiropo, or, according to Bomo,

of JEetes, king of Colchis (w\ioni others call her brother),

was a famous sorceress. Having murdered her husband,

the prince of Colchis, she was txpelled by her subjects, and

placed by her father on the solitary island of .'E;ea,. on the

coast of Italy. Here she was found by Ulysses and his

companions; the latter she chiuged into swme, but the

hero, protected oy the herb violy which he had received

from Mercury, not only forced her to restore them, but

also gained her love. For a year he relinquished himself to

her endearments ; but at length he aroused himself, and
after descending at her advice to the lower world, to

consult the prophet Tiresias as to the fate which awaited

him, he left her. The metamorphoses by Circe of Scylla

and of Picus. king of the Ausouians, are celebrated by

Ovid.

CIBCEII, a town of ancient Italy, in Latium, at the

foot (i Mens Circeius, or Capo Circello; a short distajice

from the sea, and 10 or 12 miles along tho coast from

Terracina. It was originally colonized by the Romans in

the reign of Tarquin tho Proud, who deemed the position

favourable for commerce and for repressing ^he inroads of

the Volsci. From its foundation till the date of the Latin

War, 340 B.C., it seems at one time to have been subject to

the Romans, at another to have espoused the cause of the

Volsci, and sometimes to have been iudeper.dent of both

powers. After the Latin War it was recolonized by the

Romans ; but it continued gradually to decline till the

emperors Tiberius and Domitian, attracted to it by the

pleasantness of its situation and the excellence of its

oysters, erected villas in the neighbourhood. Its ruins are

still distinctly visible on the Monte della Cittadeiia, and

consist of walls and gateways built of polygonal blocks.

CIRCUIT, a law term, signifying the periodical progress

of a legal tribunal for the sake of carrying out the adminis

tration of the law in the several provinces of a country. It

has long been applied to the journey or progress which the

judges have been in the habit of making twice every year,

through the several counties of England, to hold courts and

administer justice, where recourse could not be had to the

king's court at Westminster. The country, including

Wales, is now, by Order in Council (under the Judicature

Act, 1875), dated 5th February 187G, divided into seven

circuits, viz., the Northern, North-Eastern, Midland. South-

Eastcrn, Oxford, Western, North Wales, and South Wales

Circuits. Counsel are not expected to practice on a cinniit

other than that to which they have attached themselves,

unless they receive a special retainer. This and similu'

regulations are enforced by the discipline of the circuit bai

mess only. In Scotland the judges of tho supremo criminal

court, or High Court of Justiciary, form also three separata

circuit courts, consisting of two judges each ; and tho

country, with the exception of tho Lothians, is divided into

corresponding districts, called the Northern, Western, and

Southern Circuits. In cvrtain burghs of each circuit two

courts are held in the year, in spring and autumn, called

Circuit Courts. One more is held at Glasgow during tho

Christmas recess. Ireland is divided into tho Norlh-East

and tho North-West Circuits, tho Homo Circuit, and ihoso

of Leinstor, Connaught, and Munster.

CIRCUMCISION. Tho importanco of this rito is so

largely duo to its quasi-sacramental character in Judaism,

that any inquiry into its history and meaning must be

prefaced by a reference to tho Old Testament.

I. There are throe distinct narratives in the sacrod litera-

ture of tho Jews which cbim to bo considered. It is related

in Gen. xvii. that when Abram tho Hebivw was ninety-nine

years of age, ho bccamo a party on behalf of himaitlf and

bis descendants to a covenant with bin God. Of (his

covenant tho sign and condition was circumcision, which

was directed to bo porformcd (j peculiarity of Judaism) on
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the eighiii aay after t'ne ciild's birtL Is this account, we
may ask, based on a historical tradition t If so, the

fircumrision of the Israelites is entirely unconnected with

that of other nations unless indeed other nations have
borrowed theirs from the Israelites. This has actually

been maintained in the case of the Egyptians by Arch-

deacon Hardwicke, but tlie theory is not only improbable in

itself, considering the imitative character of the Israelites,

and their low reputation in Egypt (Gen. xlvL 34), but
contrary to the evidence of the Egyptian monuments (see

below). If, as has been supposed by some, the docu-

ment to which Uen. xvii. belongs is of post-captivity

origin, this would put it out of court as a witness to

the popular tradition of the Hebrews. But there is

another narrative, apparently of a more archaic com-
plexion, which leads to a directly opposite historical result.

We read in Exod. iv. 2.5, 20, that when Moses was
returning from Midian to Egypt, he was in danger of his

life, owing to the neglect of the rite of circumcision in his

family. " And Zipporah," his Midiauitish wife, " took a

sharp stone, and cut off the foreskin of her son, and cast it

at his feet, and said. Surely a khalhan (Auth. Vers

,

' husband ') of blood art thou to me ; so he (sc, the

offended deity) desisted from him. At that time she said,

A khathnn of blood, with reference to the circumcision."

The meaning of this story can still be discerned. Khathaii,

or khutan, meant originally not " husband " (as Auth.
Vers, of Exodus), nor " son-in-law " (as in ordinary Arabic),

but " a newly-admitted member of the family." This
appears from the sense of Arab, khatana, " to provide a

wedding-feast," and khnlana, " to give or receive a daughter
in m;irriagp. " So that in the sense of the old Hebrew tra-

dition, "a k/:'Jl/iaii of blood" meant "one who has become
a klutlhaii, nut by marriage, but by circumcision," a mean-
ing which is still further confirmed by the derived sense of

Ara.\>. kJinlana " tocirciimcise,"circumcision being performed
in Arabia at the age of puberty. To sum up :—an Arabian
woman plays tlie chief part in the story, and her words are

only explicable from the Arabic ; it is also far from im-

probable that Yahwch (or .Jehovah) was himself first made
known to the Jews in Arabia (comp. Judg. v. 4, Hab. iii.

3) ;
putting all which together, we obtain a strong case

for the hypothesis of the Arabian origin of Jewish cir

cumcision.

The third narrative is Josh. v. 2-9, where Joshua is said

to have circumcised the children of Israel a second time

with " knives of stone," and to have thus "rolled away the

reproach of Egypt from off them." It is not unnatural that

this shoidd have been used by some to confirm the view of

an Egyptian origin of circumcision, among others by Dr
Ebers, who refers to the additional words in the Septuagint,

Josh. xxiv. 31, " There they buried with him the

stone knives with which he had circumcised the children

of Israel in GilgaL" liut, first, with regard to this singular

statement of the Alexandrine version, it must henceforth

be abandoned by all scholars. It is simply an unscientific

attem|it to account for the existence near Joshua's supposed
tomb of flint instruments, such as those discovered by M.
Gucirin on this very site. It need hardly be added that the

Hint instruments discovered by the French snran? were really

prehistoric ; they consist not only of knives, but of saws,

which would hardly have been available for the purpose
ascribed to Joshua (see Burton and Drake's Unexplored
Hiji-ia, iL 295-300). And, secondly. Bishop Colenso has

shown some reason for the sus)iicion that verses 2 to 8 (not

verse 9) are later additions to the narrative, in which case

the " reproach of Egypt" means, not the state of uncircumci-

sion, but the contempt of the Egyptians so forcibly expressed

in Exod. xxxii. 12, Xum. xiv. 13-lG. .\3 for the " knives

of stone" (comp. Josh. xiiv. 31, Sept), on which Ebers

has laid some stress, Bucii implements are not distinctive!;

Egyptian, if they were even employed at all by the Egyp.
tians for the purpose of circumcision. It is true that

Herodotus (ii. 104, comp. Diod. Sic, L 28) asserts the

Egyptian origin of circumcision to have been admitted in

Palestine, but he is probably only right bo far as the

Phcenicians or Canuanites are concerned.

II. We may now proceed to consider circumcision from
an ethnographical point of view. It was not a specially

Semitic rite, being only known to the Bouthern and
western Semites, who probably derived it directly or

indirectly from the Egyptians, if not from some entirely

non-Semitic source. Though not referred to in the Koran,
it was a primitive Arabian custom to circumcise youths at

their entrance on puberty (i.e., between their tenth and
fifteenth year), as appears not only from Gen. ivii. 25,

Jos. Antiq., L 12, 2, but from the express statement of

Ibn-al-.4thir (quoted by Pococke, S/^cimea His/. Aralnim-f

p. 319), which is confirmed by a remarkable passage in tit.

life of the old Arabian poet Dhfl-1-isba (Zeitschr. f. J.

Kunde del Morgeidandee, iii. 230). From Arabia it w,'-

carried by the preachers of Islam to Persia, India, aud
Turkey ; from Arabia, too, as we have seen, it prouablv

came in remote times to the Israelites. The circumcL-ims

of the Phcenicians or Canaanites has been disputed, but i>-

attested by Herodotus (ii. 104), and is confirmed by the

story in Geu. xxxiv., as also by the fact that the term oi

contempt, "the uncircumcised," is reserved io the Olu
Testament for the Philistines. The rite seems, however
to have fallen into disuse in later times in Phoenicia as

well as in Egypt (Dr Ebers refers to the uncircumcised

figures on the stele of Pianchi, comp. also Herod. I.e., Joa.

Aniiq., viil 10, 3, Contr. Ap. i. 22, ajid perhaps Ezek.

xxxii. 24, 30), which may partly accouut for ita 1 eing

afterwards regarded as distinctive of the Jews. The
Egypjtians, too, were circumcised, and that prior to the

immigration of the Hebrews (Wilkinson), as appears from

the representations on the very earliest monumenta The
most striking of these is the scene on a bas-relief discoveieJ

in the temple of Chunsu at Karnak, a drawing of which i.-»

given by JI. Chabas and Dr Ebera. The subjects of tUt-

operation are apparently the two children of Kama^es II,

the founder of the temple. Their age, says Dr Ebi r ,

must be between six and ten, which agrees with the pie'it.iit

custom in Egypt, where, as Mr Lane tells us, circutidsi'ii

is generally performed in the fifth or sixth yeir, thouf,li

often postponed by peasants to the twelfth, thirtCLUth, or

even fourteenth year {Modern Egyptian!, L 71). It tins

often been asserted that only the priests underwent iLc

operation, but there is no earlier evidence for this than

that of Origen (ed. Lommatzsch, iv. 138), in whose time

it is quite possible that the Egyptians, like the later Jews,

sought to evade a peculiarity which exposed theni to

ridicule and contempt.

But the rite of circumcision is known among nations

which cannot be suspected of communication with Egypt.

Similar causes produce similar effects all the world over.

It was in use in some form among the ancient civilized

peoples of Central America, though this is better attested

of the Nahua branch (including the Aztecs) than of the

Maya (Bancroft, Native Races, vol iiu). It is still kept

up among the Teamas and Manaos on the Amazon ; also

among three distinct races in th^ South Seas, among most
of the tribes of Australia, among the Papuans, the Xew
Caledonians, and the inhabitants of the New Hebrides. It

is widel}- spread m Africa, especially among the Kaffir

tribes. Among the Bechuanas the boys who are circum-
cised together form a sort of society, for which among
other reasons, Waitz conjectures that the Bechuanas com-
municated the rite to the other Kaffirs. Prichard {Pkytical
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Ilislory of Mankind, ii. 287) rigUtly dismisses tlie idea

that the Kaffirs borrowed the rite from Mahoinclau nations,

though the progress of Islam will help to account for its

prevalence in othnr parts of Africa.

III. Very different views were held in antiquity as to

the meaning of the rite of circumcision. There was a myth
common to Egypt and Phoenicia, though not of very ancient

date iu its extant Egyptian form, which seems to bring

circumcision into connection with the Sun-god. In the

Book of the Dead, chap, xvii., we read of "the blood which

proceeded from the limb of the god Ra, when he wished to

cut himself," which the late Vicomte de Rougi5 interpreted,

with much plausibility, of circumcision (A'cmw archeologique,

nouv. sdrie, i. 244). And in a fragment of the Philonian

Sanchoniathon (Fragmenia Historicorum Grcecorum, ed.

Miiller, iii. 568, 669), we find a similar tale of El cir-

cumcising his father Uranos, or, according to another

version, himself, and the blood flowing into the springs and
rivers. Space forbids us to discuss the bearings of this

myth. Herodotus (ii. 37) ascribes the Egyptian custom

to the motive of cleanliness (KaSapio'T7;Tos t'vcKa). This is

also one of the four causes reported on the authority of

tradition by Philo the Jew (Opera, ed. Mangey, ii. 210),

the three others being the avoidance of carbuncle, the

symbolizing of purity of heart, and the attainment of a

numerous oflfspring. Mere cleanliness, however, seems

hardly an adequate motive for the practice. Sanitary

reasons seem much more probable, judging from the

well-ascertained physical advantages of circumcision to

the Jewish race. But even this is not a complete

explanation. AVhy was the practice adopted by some
nations ami not by others 1 The most scientific theory is

that which refers it to a religious instinct common to all

nations, though not always expressing itself in the same
way, and this seems even to be at least obscurely indicated

by the tradition of the Israelities. The prophet Jeremiah

(ix. 25, 26), too, puts it in the same class with cutting off

the hair (comp. Ilerod. iii. 8), which, like other bodily

mutilations, has been shown to be of the nature of a

representative sacrifice (Tylor'a Primitive Culture, ii. 363,

364). The principle of substitution was familiar to all

ancient nations, and not lea.st to the Israelites. Witness
the story of Gen. xxii., the paschal lamb, and the redemption

of the first-born by an otTering (Exod. xiii. 11-16), and
compare the singular phrase ascribed to Saul in 1 Sam.
itviii. 25. On this principle circumcision was an economical

recognition of the divine ownership of human life, a part of

the body being sacrificed to preserve the remainder. But
it was more than this ; otherwise it would scarcely have
asserted its claim to existence among the Jews, when all

other mutilations were strictly forbidden as heathenish

(Lev. xix. 27, xxi. 5). It can scarcely bo doubled that it

was a sacrifice to the awful power upon whom the fruit of

the womb depended, and having once fixed itself in the

minds of the people, neither priest nor prophet could

eradicate it. All that those could do was to spiritualize it into

a symbol of devotion to a high religious ideal (corap. Jer.

iv. 4; Dout. x. IG; Jcr. ix. 25).

In conclusion, wo must briefly refer to an analogous

rite, of which women are in many countries the subjects.

It is said to consist in mutilation of the clitoris, which is

sometimes connected with the degrading practice of infibu-

lation. It was prevalent in the time of Strabo (pp. 771,

824) in Arabia and in Egypt, and, as Mr Lano attest!), is

still native to those regions (^fodan Eyi/plians, i. 73,

Arabic Lexicon, s. v. "hafada"). Carsten Niebuhr hcnrd

that it was practised on both shores of the Persian Gulf,

and at Baghdad (Description da CArabie, p. 70). It ap-

pears iu soma parts of West Africa, e.g., Dahomey, but is said

to be still more common in the eastern part of thit coutineat.

Sec F. C. Baur, Tahiiiqer Zcitsclmfl, 1832, Heft 1 ; KWIJ,
Antiquities of Israel, Eng. Trans., pp. S9-97 ; Biidingcr, " Eg\-pt-

ische Einwirkungen auf Ilebraischo Culte," in Berichte of Vienna
Academy ; Sir Gardner 'Wilkinson, Ancient £gy}>t, vol. v. p. 318

;

Chabas, Revue archiologique, n. s., vol. iii. pp. 298-300 ; Ebera,

Egyptcn nnd die BUclier Mosis, vol. i. pp. 278-284; G. Grey,

Traveh in Australia, vol. ii. p. 343 ; Waitz, Anthropologie dcr

Naturvolkcr, vol. ii. pp. Ill, 390 ; Peschel, Viilkcrkunde : Burton,

"Notes connected with the Dahomaus," in Memoirs of the Aiitkro-

poloqical Society," 1863-64. (T. K. C.)

CIRCUS, in Roman Antiquity, was a building for the

exhibition of horse and chariot racing. It consisted of

tiers of seats running parallel with the sides of the course,

and forming a crescent round one of the ends. The other

end was straight and at right angles to the course, so that

the plan of the whole had nearly the form of an ellipse cut

in half at its vertical axis. Along the transverse axis ran a

fence [spina) separating the return course from the starting

one. The straight end had no seats, but was occupied by

the stalls (carceres) where the chariots and horses were held

in readiness. This end constituted also the front of the

building with the main entrance. At each end of the cour-se

were conical pillars (mctcs) to mark its limits.

The oldest building of this kind in Rome waa the CiRCU3

Maximus, in the valley between the Palatine and Aventina

hills, where previous to any permanent structure races ap-

pear to have been held beside the altar of the god Consus.

The first building is assigned to Tarquin the younger, but

for a long time little seems to have been done to complete

its accommodation, since it is not till 329 B.C. that we hear

of stalls being erected for the chariots and horses. It was

not in f,ict till under the empire that the circus became a

conspicuous public resort. Ciesar enlarged it to some extent,

and also made a canal 10 feet broad between the lowest

tier of seats and the course as a precaution for the spec-

tators' safety when exhibitions of fighting with wild beasts,

such as were afterwards confined to the amphitheatre, took

place. When these exhibitions were removed, and the canal

{enripus) was no longer necessary, Nero filled it up. Augus-
tus is said to have placed an obelisk between the metaa

or goals, and to have built a new puhijiar, or state box

;

but if this is taken in connection with the fact that the

circus had been partially destroyed by fire iu 31 B.C., it

may be supposed that besides this he had restored it

altogether. Only the lower tiers of seats were of stone, the

others being of wood, and this, from the liability to fire, may
account for the frequent restorations to which itwassubject;

it would also explain the falling of the seats by which a
crowd of people were killed in the time of Antoninus Pius.

In the reign of Claudius, ajiparently after a fire, the car-

ceres of stone (tufa) were replaced by marble, and the mctio

of wood by bronze gilt. Under Domitian, again, after a
fire, the circus was rebuilt and the carceres increased to 12

instead of 8 as before. The work was finished by Trajan.

The number of people it could seat is given at 150,000 and
at 250,000, the latter being supposed to be the more cor-

rect. This was the only public spectacle at which men and
women were not assigned to separate places. The lower

seats were reserved for persous of rank ; the slate box, tug-

geslus or etibiculiim, was midway in the range of seats. The
principal object of attraction apart from the racing must
have been the spina or low wall which ran down the middls

of the course, with its obelisks, images, and ornamental

shrines. On it also were seven figures of dolphins and
seven wal objects, one of which wb.s taken down at every

round made in a race, so that spectators might see readily

how the contest proceeded. The chariot race consisted of

seven rounds of the course. The chariol« started nbriMU't,

but iu an oblique lino, so that the outer chariot might b9

compensated for the wider circle it had to make at tlio

other cud. Such a race was called a minus, and as many
ne 34 of Iheso would luka place in a day. The compclilun
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wore di£ferent colours, originally wliite and red (alhata and

russala) ; afterwards the colours green (prasina) and blue

'(veneta) were added, and further, under Bomitian, gold and
purple, but these last two were not long retained. To pro-

vide the horses and large staff of attendants, it was necessary

to apply to rich capitalists and owners of studs, and ffom

this there grew up in time four select companies (Jactiones)

of circus purveyors which were identified with the four

colours, and with which those who organized the races

had to contract for the proper supply of horses and men.
The drivers, who were mostly slaves, were sometimes held in

high repute for their skill. The horses most valued were
those of Sicily, Spain, and Cappadocia. Chariots with two
horses {bigce) or four (quadriga:) were most common,
but sometimes also tiiey had three (trigai) and exceptionally

more than four horses. Qccasionally t'here was combined
with the chariots a race of riders [desultores), each rider

having two horses and leaping from one to the other during
the race. At certain of the races the proceedings were
opened by a pompa or procession in which images of the

gods and of the imperial family deified were conveyed in

cars drawn by horses, mules, or elephants, attended by the

colleges of priests, and led by the presiding magistrate

seated in a chariot in the dress and with the insignia of a

triumphator. The procession passed from the capitol along

the forum, and on to the circus, where it was received by
the people standing and clapping their hands. The pre-

siding magistrate gave the signal for the. races by throwing
a white flag (mappa) on to the course. Next in importance

to the Circus Maximus in Rome was the Cikcus Flaminius,
erected 221 B.C., in the censorship of C. Flaminius, from
whom it may have taken its name ; or the name may have

been derived from Prata Flaminia, where it Was situated, and
where also were held plebeian meetings. The only games
that are positively known to have been celebrated in this

circus were the Zudi Taurii and Plebeii. There is no
mention of it after the 1st century. Its ruins were
identified in the 16th century at S. Caterina de Funari and
the Palazzo Mattel A third circus in Rome was erected

by Caligula in the gardens of Agrippina, and was known
as the Circus Neronis, from the notoriety which it obtained

through the Circensian pleasures of Nero. A fourth was
constructed by Maxentius outside the Porta Appia near the

tomb of Caecilia Metella, where its ruins are still, and now
afford the only instance from which an idea of the ancient

circi in Rome can be obtained. It was traced to Caracalla,

till the discovery of an inscription showed it to be the work
of Maxentius. Old topographers speak of six circi, but
two of these appear to be imaginary, the Circus Florae

and the Circus Salustii. There remain then the four

described above,—C. Maximus, Flaminius, Neronis, and
Maxentii.

Circus races were held in connection with the following

public festivals, and generally on the last day of the festival

if it extended over more than one day:—(1) The Cnnmalia,
August 21, December 15; (2) Eqtdvia, February 27, March
34; (V) Ludi Eomani, September 4-19; (4) Ludi Ple-

heii, November 4-17; (5) Cerealia, April 12-19; (6)
Ludi Apollinares, July 13; (7) Ludi Megalenses, April

4-10; (8) Floralia, April 28-May 3. (a. s. m.)

CIRJilNCESTEK, or Cicester, a parliamentary borough
and market-town of England, in the county of Gloucester,

16 miles south-east of the town of that name, and 88
miles by road and 95 by the Great Western Railway from
London. It returns one member to Parliament, and is a
polling-place for East Gloucestershire. Not being incor-

porated, it is governed by two high constables and 14
wardsmen, elected annually. Cirencester waS created a
93parate hundred by a charter granted in the reign of
Hanry IV. The town, which is situated on the River

Arms of Cirencester.

Churn, and is in connection with a branch of the Thames
and Severu Canal, has four principal streets, and contains a

free grammar-school, alms-houses, a

savings bank, a museum, a public lib-

rary, breweries, and a carpet factory.

The church is a fine structure of the

10th century, with an embattled
tower 134 feet high, a fine decorated

porch, and several ktcral chapels.

The Royal Agricultural College,

which adjoins Oakley Park, the seat

of Lord Bathurst, is about a mile and
a half from the town. Itis a handsome
edifice, with a frontage of 190 feet, facing North Wiltshire.

Its buildings include a chapel, a dining hall, a library,

a lecture theatre, laboratories, class-rooms, private studies

and dormitories for the students, apartments for resident

professors, and servants' offices ; also a museum containing

a collection of anatomical and pathological preparations, and
mineralogical, botanical, and geological specimen.s. The
college farm comprises 500 acres, 450 of which are arable

;

and on it are the well-appointed farm -buildings and the
veterinary hospital Besides agriculture, the course of

instruction at the college includes chemistry, natural and
mechanical philosophy, natural hLstory, mensuration,
surveying, and drawing, and other subjects of practical

importance to the farmer, proficiency in which is tested by
means of sessional examinations. There is some manufac-
ture of carpets, woollen cloths, and curriers' knives, but the
industries of Cirencester are chiefly agricultural. It has
now a chamber for the promotion of agriculture, aud tha
market is accounted one of the best for live-stock in the
west of England. In 1871 the population of the borough,
which, including the parish of Stratton, has an area of 5985
acres, amounted to 7C81 ; that of the parish was 7079.

Cirencester occupies the site of Corinum, Corinium, or Duro-
cornovium, the capital of the Dobuni, and an important military
station of the Romans, situated at the junction of the Fosse-way
with the Ermin and Icknield streets. In 577 it was taken by
Ceawlin, king of Wessex, and in 878 by the Danes ; and it was
the seat of a council held by Canute about the year 1020. An
abbey for Black Canons, relics of which still exist, was founded here
by Henry I. in 1117. The town wa3 garrisoned for the Parliament
at the commcDcement of the Civil War, and was taken by Rupert in
1642 ; but in 1643 it was finally surrendered to Cromwell's forces.

Numerous Roman antiquities have from time to time been discovei-ed
at Cirencester, and remains of the ancient walls, two miles in cir.

cuit, and of a Roman ampitheatre are still to be seen there. ^See
All the Year Round, No. 494, Oct. 10, 1863.

CIRILLO, DoMENico (1734-1799), physician and
patriot, was born at Grugno in the kingdom of Naples.

Elected while yet a young man to the botanical chair left

vacant by the death of Pedillo, CiriUo went some years
afterwards to England, where he was made member of the
Royal Society, and to France, where he became the friend

of Buffon, Diderot, D'Alembert, and others of like mark.
On his return to Naples he was appointed successively to

the chairs of practical and theoretical medicine. He wrote
voluminously and well on scientific subjects; and he secured

an extensive medical practice. The entry into Naples of

the French under Championnet, and the proclamation of

the Parthenopeian Republic (1799), brought to a conclusion
his life of laborious and thoughtful benevolence. CiriUo
was chosen a representative of the people ; he then became
a member of the Legislative Commission, and was elected

its president. On the abandonment by the French of the

young republic (June 1799), cardinal-general Buffo and the

army of Ferdinand of Bourbon returned to Naples, and the
republicans withdrew, ill-armed and inadequately pro-

visioned, to the forts. After a short siege, in which an
English squadron under Captain Foote bore a prominent
part, they surrendered, on honourable terms. Life_ and
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liberty were guaranteed them by the signatures of Euffo, of

Foote, and of Micherouxa, the Russian minister. But the

arrival of Nelson changed the complexion of affairs ; he

refused to ratify the capitulation. Secure under the British

flag, too, Ferdinand and Caroline of Austria showed them-

selves eager for revenge. The patriots were arrested ; and

Cirillo, who had tended the queen more than once, and
whose skill had been employed on behalf of the English

admiral himself, was thrown into prison with the others. A
court was formed to try the captives, and Cirillo was brought

before them. Neither his age, nor his fair life and fame,

nor his heroic speech and bearing, availed with them, and

he was condemned to death. Nelson attempted to save

him, and Ferdinand consented to forego his vengeance if

the republican would a.sk for mercy. He refused, and was

hanged. Cirilk), whose favourite study was botany, and
who was recognized as an entomologist by Linnjeus, left

many books, in Latin and Italian, all of them treating of

medical and scientific subjects, and all of little value

BOW save as indications of the writer's fine qualities as

a man of science and humanitarian. Exception must,

however, be made in favour of the Viilk Morali dell'

Asino, a pleasant philosophical opuscule remarkable fur its

double charm of sense and style.

CIRTA, an ancient city of Numidia, in Africa, in the

country of the Massyli. It was regarded by the Romans
as the strongest position in Numidia, and was made by
them the conveiging point of all their great military roads

in that country. By the early emperors it was allowed

to fall into decay, but was afterwards restored by Con-

etantine, from whom it took its modern name. See Cox-

STANTINE.

CIS-SUTLEJ STATES. This term has for many
years been obsolete, as inapplicable to modern territorial

arrangements. It came into use in 1S09, when the Sikh

chiefs south of the Sutlej (Satlaj) passed under British

protection, and was generally applied to the country south

of the Sutlej and north of the Delhi territory, bounded on

the E. by the Himilayas, and on the W. by SoisA District.

Prior to 184G, the greater part of this territory was inde-

pendent, the chiefs being subject merely to control from a

political officer stationed at AmbAli, and styled the agent

of the governor-general for the Cis-Sutlej States. After

the first Sikh war the full administration of the territory

became vested in the officer already mentioned. Tn 1849

occurred the annexation of the Punjab, when the Cis-Sutlej

States Commissionership, comprising the districts of

Ambdld, Ferozpur, Ludhidn.i, Than(!sw.'lr, and Simla, was
incorporated with the new province. The name continued

to be applied to this division until 1862, when, owing to

Ferozpur having been transferred to the Lahore, and a part

of Thandswir to the Delhi Division, it ceased to be appro-

priate. Since then, the tract remaining has been known as

the AmbdlA or Umballa Division. Those of old CisSutlej

States which still retain their independence are GatiAl.'i,

Jhino, NAbhil, Maler KotiA, and Faridkot.

CISTERCIANS, a religious order of the rule of St Bene-

dict, founded in 1098, by St Robert abbot of Molesme.

It was 80 named from its original convent in the forest of

Citeaux (Cistercium), about H miles north-cast of Beaune.

This order became so powerful that it governed almost all

Europe both in temporal and spiritual concerns, and through

the exertions of St Bernard of Clairvaux had incrca.scd so

rapidly in power, that within a century from its foundation

it embraced 800 rich abhcys in different cimntrics of Europe.

Theabbeysof La Fcrt<!>, I'ontigny, Clairvaux, and Morinuuid

were offshoots of that of Citeaux, and produced in the r

turn a great number of separate communities, all which

continued under the superintendence of the abbey of Citeaux.

The abbey of Morimond alone possessed 700 benefices
;

and its supremacy was acknowledged by the military orders

of Calatrava, Alcantara, and Montesa in Spain, and by those

of Christ and of Avis in Portugal But the most famous
of aU the communities of this order was that of Clairvaux,

founded in 1115 by St Bernard (see Beenaed). Towards
the end of the 12th century, however, the immense wealth

of Citeaux began to operate unfavourably on its discipline,

and led the way to great corruptions. Jean de la Bairiere,

abbot of Notre-Dame des Feuillants, near Toulouse, suc-

ceeded in 1577 in effecting a reform, which gave rise to

the Fneillants in France, and likewise to the Reformed
Bernardines in Italy. But of all the reforms among the

Cistercians, the most celebrated was that effected by the

abbot of La Trappe in 1664.

Dependent on the abbey of Citeaux there were about
1800 monasteries and an equal number of nunneries. This

ancient abbey was the burial-place of all the dukes of

Burgundy of the original line, with the exception of the

first two, who died before its foundation.

The Cistercians were involved in the general fate of the

religious orders during the period of the French Revolution

of l7S9, and were reduced to a few convents in Spain,

Poland, Austria, and the Saxon part of Upper Lufatia.

The habit of the order is a white robe oi cassock,

with a black scapulary and a woollen girdle. The nuns
wear a white tunic and a black scapulary and girdle.

The order began by exercising more austerity than either

the Benedictines of that period (the 11th century) or the

Cluniac monks who had emerged from the Benedictine order

two centuries earlier. This austerity was exhibited, not

only in the rude and scanty fare of the brethren (limited

during a great part of the year to one meal a day) and in

the great amount of silence imposed, but likewise in the

dress, the sacred vestments, and the church furniture of

the order. The Cluniac monks not only possessed fine

churches, but were also in the habit of adorning them
with pictures, jewelled crosses, and other elaborate decora-

tions, while their vestments and chalices were in keeping

with this splendour. Indeed one of their first men, St

Hugh, a contemporary of St Bernard, strongly maintained

the principle that nothing could be too rich and costly

for the divine service. But St Stephen Harding, the

English monk, who, though only the second abbot,

was the virtual creator of Cistercian rule and discipline, im-

pressed on the Cistercian mind a different principle, and
trained up St Bernard in it. Their chasubles were to bo

only of knen, the chalice not of gold but of silver gilt,

and even the white robe of the order was less voluminous

in its folds than that of the Cluniac brethren. In one

respect, however, the sense of beauty seems to have been

allowed to operate. Although the material was to bo

coarse, yet the form of a vestment might be carefully looked

to ; and this taste for beauty of form led in due time

to great advances in the architecture of their buildings.

This difference between the Cistercians and the Chiniatic

occasioned considerable rivalr)' and even bitterness of senti-

ment,—the Cistercians being in danger of something like

Pharisaic pride in contrasting their own severer rule with tlio

comparative luxury of their neighbours the Cluniacs, who
apparently afforded some ground for the charge of relaxa-

tion of discipline, especially in the 12th century after the

death of St Hugh.

In the matter of government, the Cistcrciin nrtlcr (as

constituted by St Stephen Iln'ding nl n general chapter

lield ill 1 1 19) differed both from the Benedictine and from

the Cluniac constitutions. According to the rule of St

Benedict each monastery was to bean independent monarchy

under ita own abbot ; although in extraordinary cases

neighbouring monostcrics of the order might interfere in

the election of an abbot. This indciicndcnco Lad not bccD

V. — loo
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found to work well, and the Cluniac rule made each

daughter monastery to be subject to Cluny, and to receive

its prior from his appointment. Such subordination tended

to greater regularity of discipline, and greatly increased the

power of the order, especially when abbeys were assailed

by laymen or unduly harassed by bishops. The abbot of

Cluny became a veritable prince with 314 monasteries sub-

ject to him, and with the right of coining money, which

was accepted as readily as that of the king of France. But

its concentration of power in a single hand involved the

ri.sk attendant upon all such despotisms ; and the Abbot

Pontius, who had succeeded St Hugh about 1109 seems

to have endangered the entire system by an extravagance

which loaded Cluny with debt, and by his ambition in

claiming the title of Abbot of Abbots, and in endeavouring

to sway the oldest Benedictine house itself, the famous

abbey of Monte Casino. St Stephen Harding framed a

constitution for the Cistercians which aimed at combining

the excellencies without the defects of the two' systems.

Although iu his rule the abbot of Citeaux was to be recog-

nized as the Pater Unioerxalis Ordinis, yet a system of

reciprocal visitation was to be carried on, and the four

earliest houses which derived their origin from Citeaux

—

La Fert(5, Pontigny, Clairvaux, and Morimond—governed

the abbeys v.'hich had respectively sprung from them.

The four abbots of these eldest daughters of Citeaux might

even in an extreme case, with the consent of a general

chapter, depose the head of the order, the abbot of Citeaux.

This constitution, known as the Chart of Charity, exercised

much influence upon other orders, and in some degree upon
that of Cluny. But it gave rise to a claim which (though

not intended by its author, and denounced by its greatest

abimnus, St Bernard) was successfully urged in after years

by the Cistercian, as well as by other orders, viz., an

exemption from episcopal superintendence.

With respect to intellectual culture and influence, the

Cistercian order cannot claim a place in the front rank

among the monastic bodies. Devoted to worship, to

penance, to contemplation, and to culture of the soil, the

order did not, like some others, admit the relaxation of

scholastic disputations. No doubt it received learned

men into its fold. It is also true that St Stephen Harding,

with some of his brethren, undertook a revision of the

Bible, that copies of many valuable works were made by
the brethren (though, with less ornamentation than the

illuminated MSS. of some other orders), and that St

Bernard was soUcitous to furnish all the monasteries

founded by himself with good libraries. Nevertheless,

as an order, the Cistercians have not achieved such triumphs

of learning as the Benedictines, the Dominicans, or the

Jesuits.

But no order springing out from the Benedictine proved
so popular as the Cistercian. During the 11th century its

houses were multiplied in every direction. It touched
both ends of the social scale. St Bernard and the thirty

novices who joined with him were all of noble birth ; many
similar accessions were made from time to time, and in the
12th century we read of fifteen young German princes

entering the order. But a place was also found for the

poor and uneducated. Such as could not be choir brethren,
might be lay brethren and till the fields ; and the contrast

between a labourer of this sort, partaking of the dignity of
a great and powerful community, and the neighbouring
husbandman, the surf of some feudal lord, was in the eyes
of many all ia favour of the monk. It may have tended
towards that emancipation of the labourers so largely
effected by the monastic orders and celebrated in a well-

known sonnet by Wordsworth.
The order seems to have especially thriven in England.

From Wnverley in Surrey, the earliest Cistercian settle

ment in the country, they spread over Britain, especially

by the rivers of Yorkshire, and extended into Scotland.

The overthrow of the Cistercian houses at the time of

the Reformation is a part of general monastic history.

While some of the dissolutions were unjust, and the exe-

cution of abbots mere judicial murders, the luxury of the

great Yorkshire houses seems quite undeniable, and per-

haps their overthrow may, on the whole, be thought to

favour the dictum of Mr Carlyle,—that nothing is crushed

from without, until it is ripe to perish from within.

For authorities see the articles already referred to. Seo also

Manriquez, Aniialcs CUtercienses, 4 vols, folio, Lyons, 1642,

and the various biographies of St Bernard by Alban Butler,

Keander, De Katisbou, Morrison, and others ; and The Ci.'i-

tercian Saints of England^ especially St Stephen Sordin<f,

edited by John Henry Newman, London, 1844. Dean llilman

cautions his readers against the love of legend displayed in these

biographies, but praises "their research and e.^quisite charm of

style," Lat. Christianity, bk. viii. chap. 4. See also Cheniel,

Dictiomiaire Sistorique, JParia, 1855 ; and for the artistic elements,

80 far aa regards paintings, Mrs Jamieson's Legends of the

Monastic Orders, London, 1850 ; also Cosmo Innes's Scotland ;in

the Middle Ages, Edinburgh, 1860 ; Bccords of the Moyiastcry of

Kinloss, by John Stuart, LL. D., Edinburgh, 1872 ; and an article

"Cistercian Abbeys in Yorkshire" in. Fraser^s Magazine for Sep-

tember 1876. (J. G. C.)

CITEAUX, or Cisteaux, a village in France, in the

department of Cote d'Or, about 7 miles east of the town

of Nuits, and 12 from Dijon. It is celebrated for the

great abbey founded by Robert de Molesme in 1098, which

became the head-quarters of the Cistercian order (see

last article). The buildings are now occupied as a refor-

matory for juvenile criminals ; and in the neighbourhood

is an extensive agricultural college.

CITHyERON, or as it is now called from its pine forests,

Elatea, a famous mountain, or rather mountain range, in

the south of Bceotia, separating that state from Megaris and
Attica. It was greatly celebrated in Grecian mythology,

and is frequently mentioned by the great poets of Greece,

especially by Sophocles. It was on Cithaaron that Action
was changed into a stag, that Pentheus was torn to pieces

by the Bacchantes whose orgies he had been watching,

and that the infant Qidipus was exposed. This mountain,

too, was the scene of the mystic rites of Dionysus ; and the

festival of the Daedala in honour of Juno was celebrated

on its summit. The carriage road from Athens to Thebes
crosses the range by a picturesque defile which has at one

time been guarded on the Attic side by a strong fortress,

the ruins of which are known as Ghyphtokastro or Gipsy
Castle.

CITRIC ACID, or Oxttsicarbaxltlio Acid, CgHgO^
or C3H^(OH)(CO.OH)3, a tetrahydrie tribasic acid, first

prepared in the sohd state by Scheele, in 1784, from the

juice of lemons, in which it exists- in large quantity. It is

present also in orahges, citrons, Surrauts, gooseberries, and
many other fruits, and in several bulbs and tubers. It is

made on a large scale from hme or lemon juice, chiefly in

the months of November and December. The juice is

fermented for some time to free it from mucilage, then

boiled and filtered, and neutralized with powdered chalk

and a little milk of lime ; the precipitate of calcium citrate

so obtained is decomposed with dilute sulphuric acid, and
the resulting solution of citric acid is separated by filtration,

evaporated to remove calcium sulphate, and concentrated.

The concentration is beat efi'ected in vacuum pans. The
acid is thus procured in colourless rhombic prisms of the

composition C5H3O7 -1- HjO. Cr)'stals of a different form
are deposited from a strong boiling solution of the acid.

About 20 gallons of lemon juice should yield about 10 Iti

of crystallized citric acid. The acid may also be prepared

from the juice of unripe gooseberries. Calcium citrate for

exportation in the place of lemon juice must be manu-
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iactureu w-ita care to avoid au excess of chalk or lime,

which would precipitate constituents of the juice that cause

the fermentation of the citrate and the jjroduction of calcium

acetate and butyrate.

Citric acid has an agreeable sour taste. It is soluble in

Jths of its weight of cold, and in half its weight of boiling

water, and dissolves in alcohol, but not in ether. At 130°

C. it melts, and on the continued application of heat boils,

giving off its water of crystallization. At 175° C, it is

resolved into water and aconitic acid, C^HjO,;, a substance

found in Hquisetum fluviaiile, monkshood, and other

plants. A higher temperature decomposes this body into

carbonic anhydride and itaconic acid, C5H5O,, which, again,

by the expulsion of a molecule of water, yields citraconic

anhydride, CjHjOj. Citric acid digested at a temperature

below 40° C. with concentrated sulphuric acid gives off

carbonic oxide. With fused potash it forms potassium

oxalate and acetate. It is a strong acid, and dissolved in

water decomposes the carbonates and attacks iron and zinc.

CStric acid, in common with other tribasic acids, evolves

about three times the amount of heat disengaged by acetic

acid when quantities of these two bodies in the proportion

of their molecular weights are saturated with soda,—one

molecule of the tribasic being equivalent to three of the

monobasic acid.

The citrates are a numerous class of salts, the most
soluble of which are those with alkaline bases ; the alkaline

earthy citrates are insoluble. Citric acid, being tribasic,

forms either acid monometallic, acid diraetaUic, or neutral

trimetallic salts ; thns, mono-, di-, and tri-potassic and
sodic citrates are known. In a few salts a fourth atom of

hydrogen is replaced by a metal, and citric acid is therefore

considered by some chemists to be tetrabasic. Citric acid

gives with excess of lime-water a slight precipitate of calcium

citrate ; a further precipitate is produced by boiling, but it

is redissolved as the liquid cools. Solution of citric acid

may be approximately titrated by means of baryta-water
And litmus.

The impurities occasionally present in citric acid are salts

i)f potassium and sodium, traces of iron, lead, and copper
lenved from the vessels used for its evaporation and
crystallization, and free sulphuric, tartaric, and even oxalic

acid. Tartaric acid, which is sometimes present in large

'juantities as an adulterant in commercial citric acid, may
le detected in the presence of the latter, by the production

"f a precipitate of acid potassium tartrate when potassium
"acetate is added to a cold solution of the sample of

scid to be tested. Another mode of separating the two
acids is to convert them into calcium salts, which are then
treated with a perfectly neutral solution of cupric chloride,

soluble cupric citrate and calcium chloride being formed,
while cupric tartrate remains undissolved. Citric is

furthermore distinguished from tartaric acid by the fact

that an ammonia solution of silver tartrate produces a
brilliant silver mirror when boiled, whereas citric of silver

is reduced only after prolonged ebulUtioa
Citric acid is used in calico- printing, also in the preparation

of effervescing draughts, and occasionally as a refrigerant

and antiscorbutic, instead of fresh lemon juice, to which,
however, it is therapeutically inferior. In the form of lime
juice it has long been known as an antidote for scurvy, and
several of the citrates are much employed as medicines.

CITRON, a species of Citrus (C. medica, Risso), belong-

ing to the Natural Order AurarUiaceae, which furnishes

also the orange, lime, and shnddock. The citron-tree is an
evergreen growing to u height of about 8 feet ; it has
long, pendent and, in the wild varictit. , spiny branches,
pale-green, oblong, and sub serrate leaves, and flowers

purple without and white within. The fruit is ovate or

«blong, protuberant at the tip, and from 5 to 6 iuchea

long, with a rough, furrowed, adherent rind, the inner

portion of which is thick, white, and fleshy, the outer,

thin, greenish-yellow, and very fragrant. The pulp is

sub-acid and edible, and its seeds are bitter. There are

many varieties of the fruit, some of them of great weight
and size. The Madras citron has the form of an oblate

sphere ; and in the " fingered citron " of China, the lobes

are separated into finger-like di^osions.

Gallesio and De Candolle consider citrons and lemons to

be distinct species ; but the former authority states that

seed produced by lemon-trees growing amongst citron-trees

gave varieties which were intermediate between the two
species ; and by some botanists citrons, lemons, and oranges
are held to be all varieties of the wild Citrus medial.

According to Dr G. Birdwood, however, the orange and
lemon are both natives of Upper India, the former being
derivedfrom the wild Ciiru$ Aurantiumoi Gurhwal,Sikkim,
and Khasia, and the lemon, lime, and profcably citron also,

from the wild' Cilrus Limonum of the valleys of Sikkim
and Kumaou, of which the Citrus medica was the first

cultivated variety {Athenaeum, No. 2544, July 29, 1876,

The citron-tree thrives in the open air in China, Persia,

the West Indies, Madeira, Sicily, Corsica, and the warmer
parts of Spain and Italy ; and in conservatories it is often

to be seen in more northerly regions. It was described by
Theophrastus as growing in Media; it appears, however, not

to be indigenous to Persia, but to have been introduced

into that countiy and other lands from North India, where
it was found growing wild by Dr Royle. It was early

known to the ancients, and the fruit was held in great

esteem by them ; but they seem to have been acquainted

with no other member of the Aurantiacece, the introduction

of orangesand lemonsinto thecoimtriesof the Mediterranean
being due to the Arabs, between the 10th and 15th centu-

ries. Josephus tells us that " the law of the Jews required,

that at the feast of tabernacles every one should have
branches of palm-tree and citron-tree " {Antiq., xiiL 13,

5); and the Hebrew word tappuach, rendered "apples"
and "apple-tree" in Cant. ii. 3, 5, Prov. xiv. 11, ic,
probably signifies the citron-tree and its fruit. Oribasius

in the 4ih century describes the fruit, accurately distin-

guishing the three parts of it. About the 3d century the

tree was introduced into Italy ; and, as Gallesio informs
us, it was much grov,-n at Salerno in the 11th century.

In China, citrons are placed in apartments to make them
fragrant. The rind of the citron yields two perfumes, oiV of

cedra and 01/ of citron, isomeric with oil of turpentine ; and
when preserved it is much esteemed as a sweetmeat.

Oribosii Sardiani Coli^ctorum Medieinalium Liori XVII,, 1. i.

c. 64 (Ds citrio) GaUeaio, TraiU cni Citrut (1811); D«rwin, Ani-
mals and Plants undtr Domestication, vol. L pp. 334-6 (1866);
Brandis, Forat Flora of North- }¥"at and Central India, p. 61
(1874).

CITTA BELLA PIEVE, a town of Italy, in the province

of Umbria and district of Orvieto, about six miles from the

station or Chiusi on the railway between Siena and Rome.
It wa6 the birthplace of Pietro Perugino, and still preserves

some of his finest works. Of these several are to be found
in the cathedral, and his fresco of the adoration of the Magi
adorns the oratory of the Disciplinati. Population, 0500.

CirrA. DI CASTELLO, a town of Italy, pleasantly

situated on the left bank of the Tiber, in the province of

Perugia, 25 miles N. by W. from the town of that name.
It has a cathedral, dedicated to St Floridus and dating from
1503, a large number of interesting churches with valuable

paintings, a communal paUce of the 13th century, an cpis

copal palace remodelled since 1789, and no fewer than four

mansions belongmg to the Vitolli family, who governed Iht

toWo iu the 16tb century, and were aainf: the first ui
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patronizo the youtlifol Raphael. The city for a long time

numbered several works of this artist among its most pre-

cious possessions ; but they have all been removed except

two of minor importance. Citti di Castello occupies the

site of the ancient Tiferuum Tiberinum, which was chiefly

famous for its connection with the younger Pliny, who had

a villa in the neighbourhood. The older city was destroyed

by Totila, but numerous inscriptions have been discovered

which prove its identity. Population, 6090.

CITTI VECCHU, or CiTTi NoTABiLE, a fortified city

of Malta, situated about six miles west of Valetta, on high

ground which affords a view of a large part of the island.

It is the seat of a bishop, and contains an episcopal seminary

and a handsome modern cathedral, which b said by tradi-

tion to occupy the site of the house of the governor Publius,

who welcomed the apostle Paul. In the rock beneath the

city there are some remarkable catacombs; and a grotto,

reputed to have given shelter to the apostle, is pointed out

below the church of S. Paolo. About two miles from the

town is the residence of the English governor, known as

the palace of St Antonio ; and at a like distance in another

direction is the aucient palace of the grand-masters of the

order of St John, with an extensive public garden called

II Boschetto. Cittia Vecchia was called Medina, or the

City, by the Arabs, and it probably represents the town

of Melita, which is mentioned by all the ancient geo-

graphers. It continued to be the capital of the island till

the rise of Valetta ia the IGth century. Population about

7000.

CITY. This word, derived througa the French cite

from the Latin civilas, is used in England with consider-

able laxity as little more than a synonym for town ; while

at the same time there is a kind of traditional feeling of

dignity connected with it. It was maintained by Cuke
and Blackstone that a city is a town incorporate which is

or has been the see of a bishop ; and this opinion has been
very generally adopted since. It does not correspond, how-
ever, with actual English usage ; for Westminster, on the

one hand, is called a city though it has no corporation
;

and Thetford, Sherbourne, and Dorchester are never so

designated though they are regularly incorporated and were

once episcopal sees. It is true, indeed, that the actual

sees in the country all have a formal right to the title, and
that Westminster is the only place without a bishop that

has the same claim. In the United States, where the

ecclesiastical distinction does not exist, the application of

the term depends on the kind and extent of the municipal

privileges possessed by the corporations, and charters are

given raising from the rank of town to that of city. This

use of the word is much more in keeping with its deriva-

tion, which leads the mind back to the idea of the social

life and corporate action of a body of freemen ; and it also

agrees better with such classical English phrases as " a free

city," an imperial city. Both in France and in England
the word is popularly used to distinguish the older and
central nucleus of some of the larger towns such as London
and Paris. The history of the rise of cities and towns has

been given in the article Borough.
CIUDAD BOLIVAR. See Angostura.
CIUDAD RE.iL, the chief town formerly of La ilancha,

and now of the province of Ciudad Real, in Spain, 97
miles south from Madrid, on a plain between the Jabalon
and Guadiana. It was built and fortified by Alphonso the

Wise in 12G4, to check the progress of the Moors; and
portions of the walls and towers remain. It bas several

fine churches, and a large hospital, founded by Cardinal
Lorenzana. It is one of the least commercial cf ti;c larger

towns of Spain, deriving most of its trade from agriculture

and an annual fair which is of -jreat importance for the

"iale of asses and mules. Pooulation, 9000.

CIUDAD REAL, the chief town of the state of Chiapas

in Mexico, otherwise known as San Cheistobai (g. v.)

CIUDAD KODRIGO, a town of Spain, on the Agueda,

in the province of. Salamanca, near the frontier of Portugal.

It is fortified, and has some good public buildings, including

a cathedral (built in 1190), several churches and convent^:,

an arena for bull-fights, and. an episcopal seminary. In

the principal square are three Roman columns brought from

the ancient Malabriga; and remains of a Roman aqueduct

are also extant. A bridge connects the city with the

suburbs, which are surrounded by a fertile and well-culti-

vated district. There are manufactures of woollen stuffs,

leather, and linen; and the soap is celebrated in Spain as

Jabon de Piedra. During the Peninsular war the town

was taken by Marshal Massina in 1810, and in 1812 by
the duke of Wellington, who received from the Cortes the

title of duke of Ciudad Rodrigo. Population, 5700.

CIUDADEL.^, a city, formerly the capital of Minorca,

at the head of a deep and narrow bay on its west copst,

25 miles north-west of Mahon. It is surrounded by v;alls,

and has a fine Gothic church. Population upwards of 5000.

CIVET ( TiVfrro), a genus of Carnivorous Mammals form-

ing with the genet and ichneumon the family Yiverridce,

and characterized by the possession of a deep pouch

situated in the neighbourhood of the genital organs (divided

into two sacs each about the size of an almond), into

which the substance known oa civet is poured from the

glandular follicles secreting it. This fatty substance is at

first semifluid and of a yellow colour, but afterwards

acquires the consistency of pomade and becomes darker.

It has a strong musky odour, exceedingly disagreeable to

those unaccustomed to it, but " when properly diluted and
combined with other scents it produces a very pleasing

effect, and possesses a much more floral fragrance than

musk, indeed it would be impossible to imitate some
flowers without it " (Rimmel's Art of Perfumery). There
are three species of civet-producing Viverridae. The Civet

(
Vlmrra civetta) is a native of North Africa and extends

as far south and west as Fernando Po. It is from 2 to 3

feet in length, exclusive of tlie tail, which is half tho

length of the body, and stands from 10 to 12 inches high.

It is covered with long hair, that on the middle line of tlie

back being longest and capable of being raised or depressed

at will, of a dark-grey colour, with numerous transverse

black bands and spots. It is chiefly nocturnal, and is by
preference carnivorous, feeding on birds and the smaller

q^nadrupeds, in pursuit of which it climbs trees, but it is

said also to eat fruits, roots, and other vegetable matters.

In a state of captivity it is never completely tamed, and is

only thus kept for the sake of the civet, which is obtained

in largest quantity from the male, especially when he is in

good condition and i^ subjected to irritation. It is scraped

from the pouch with a small spoon usually twice a week.

The Zibeta {Viverra !ibet!ia)h a widely distributed species

extending from Arabia to Malabar, and throughout several

of the larger islands of the Indian Archipelago. It is

smaller than the civet, and wants the dorsal crest. In the

wild state it is exceedingly ferocious, doing great damage
among poultry, and frequently making off with the young
of the swine and sheep. " To the rapacity of the wolf,"

says Captain Williamson, " it joins the agility of the cat

and the cunning of the fox." When hunted it makes a

determined resistance, and emits a scent so strong as even
to sicken the dogs, who nevertheless are exceedingly fond
of the sport, and cannot be got to piirsue any other game
while the stench of the zibeth is in their nostrils. In
confinement, however, it becomes comparatively tame, and
civet is obtained from it in considerable quantity. In
preparing this for the market it is usually spread out on
the leaves of the pepper nlant in order to free it from the
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taira that have become detached from the pouch. The
Rasse ( Vioerra rasse) is the fiercest and most carni vorou3

of its kind, and remains untamed in confinement. It is a

native of Java, where it is found not unfrequently in

forests at a moderate elevation above the sea level. It is

almost 3 feet long including the tail, and is prettily marked

with dark longitudinal stripes, and with spots which have

a distinctly linear arrangement. Its perfume, which is

extracted in the same way as in the two preceding species,

is highly valued and much used by the Javanese, who,

according to Dt Horsficld, apply it to their dresses, and by

means of various unguents and mi.xtures of flowers to their

persons. British imports of civet are chiefly from the

Indian Archipelago, and when pure it is worth about £2
per ounce. It is frequently adulterated with butter or

lard. Fossil remains of extinct civets are found in the

Miocene strata of Europe.

CIVIDALE, or more precisely Cividale del Feiuli, a

town of Italy, in the province of Udine, and about ten

miles east of the city of that name, on the right bank of the

Katisone, over which there is a bridge 250 feet in length.

It has an interesting collegiate church founded in 700, an

antiquarian biuseum, and a military training college. The
archives of the "duonio" contain various manuscripts of

value, among which may be mentioned a 0th century copy

of the translation of the Gospels by St Jerome, and the

prayer-book of St Gertrude which dates from the 11th

century. Cividale is generally supposed to occupy the site

of the ancient Foi-nm Julii, a town of the Carni, which
r we to the rank of a Roman colony, became the capital of

Venetia after the destruction of Aquileia in 402, was made
the seat of a duchy under the Lombards, and thus gave its

name to the province of Friuli. Many ancient remains

have been brought to light from time to time, including

vase.i, bas-reliefs, inscriptions, a temple, and another largo

building with mosaic floors. In 1874 the tomb of the

Lombard duke Gisulfo was discovered. Pa"'lu3 Diaconus
was born at Forum Julii in the 8th century; and the

*ctress Ristori is a native" of Cividale. Po])ulation, 8200.

CIVIL LAW. This phrase, and its Latin equivalent Jim
civile, have been used in a great variety of meanings. Jus
civile was sometimes used to distinguish that portion of the

Roman law which was the proper or ancient law of the city

or state of Rome from the jus gentium, or the law common
to all the nations comprising the Roman world, which was
incorporated with the former through the cgency of the

prcetorian edicts. This historical distinction remained as a

permanent principle of division in the body of the Roman
law. One of the first propositions of the Institutes of

Justinian is the following :
—" Jusautem civile vol gentium

ita dividitur. Omnes popuU qui legibus et moribus
reguntur partim suo proprio, partim comniuni omnium
hominum juro utuntur; nam quod quisquo populus ipsi sibi

jus constituit, id ipsius civitatis proprium est, vocaturquo
jus civile quasi jus proprium ipsius civltatis. Quod vero

naturalis ratio inter omnea hbminca constituit, id apud omnes
oerieque custoditur, vocaturquo jus gentium quasi quo jure

omnos gontes utuntur." The jtis t/cntixim of this passage is

ebewhero identified with jus nainrale, so that the distinc-

tion comes to bo one between civil law and natural or

c'.ivine law. The municipal or private law of a state is

Bometimes described aa civil law in distinction to public or

international law. Again the municipal law of a state

may bo divided into civil law and criminal law. The
phrase, however, is applied par excellence to the system of

law created by the genius of the Roman people, ancl handed
down by them to the nations of the modern world. The
civil law in' this sense would bo distinguished from the

local or national law of modern states. In England recent

changes have reduced the number of courts in which the

principles of the civil law are recognized, but we are still

accustomed to say that the civil law has a certain limited

application, and that the race of civilians or civil lawyers

is not quite extinct. The civil law in this sense is further

to be distinguished from that adaptation of its principles

to ecclesiastical purposes which is known as the canon law.

See Roman Law.
CIVITA CASTIILLAXA, a town of Italy, in the

province of Rome, 17 miles E.S.E. of Viterbo, situated on
a volcanic plateau surrounded on all sides but one by deep
ravines which send down their streamlets to the Tiber.

The road from Borjrhetto crosses the gorge by a magnificent

bridge erected in 1712 by Cardinal Imperiali. The town
b a bishop's see, and has a cathedral dating from 1210,
with beautiful mosaics and an interesting crypt adorned
by an altar-piece of the 14th century. The citadel, which
was founded by Alexander VI. and completed by Leo X.,

is used for the incarceration of state prisoners. In the neigh-

bourhood are the remains of the ancient city of Falerium
Veins, well known in connection with the story of CamQlus
and the schoolmactcr

;
portions of the ancient walls, gate-

ways, and sepulchres are still to be seen at the edge of the

ravine. About four miles to the west are the much more
extensive ruins of I'alerii Kovi, now known as Sta Maria
di Falleri. They present some of the most remarkable

specimens of ancient military architecture now in existence,

consisting of walls nearly perfect, a large number of square

lowers in good preservation, and several finely-arched gate-

ways. In the internal area the most important buildings

are a Roman theatre erected on Etruscan foundations, and a

Lombard church of the 12th century (the Abbadia di Sta

Maria). The population of Civita Castellana is about 4000.

CIVITA DI PEKNE, an episcopal town of Italy, at the

head of a district in the province of Abruzzo Ultcriore I.,

1 9 miles west of Rescara. Under the name of Pinna it

was the chief city of the Vestini, and is celebrated in the

history of the Social war for its obstinate resistance to the

Roman army by which it was besieged. It has still some
remains of ancient buildings, and numerous inscriptions

that attest its importance, and it is noted for the manu-
facture of artificial flowers. Population, 9800.

CIVITA VECCHIA, a maritime city and port of the

Roman territory, which gives its name to a " delegation,"

or province. It is the beat and almost the only jiort on

the coast of the former territories of the church, and is about

24 miles to the west of Rome. The city occupies the site

of the ancient Cenlum Cdla; so called from a palncc which

the Emperor Trajan built there. That place, which after

Trajan liad by means of an aqueduct brought good water

thither from the mountain of Tolfo, acquired considerable

importance as the natural port of Rome. Totila besieged

it ; Narses recovered it ; but it was utterly destroyed in 812
by the Saracens, who were then ravaging all that coast.

The inhabitants fled to the neighbouring mountains, but

when Pope Leo IV. had overcome and driven away the

Saracens, they retiu-ned to the old site, rebuilt the town,

and called it Civita Vccchia. The articles exported from

Civita Vecchia are timber, sulphur, wool and silk, skin.-i,

decorative marbles, and onchovies. The imports consist

of wines, forged iron, salt provisions, ttock-fijh, linen,

woollen, and cotton cloths, silks, coffee, sugar, ond
general colonial produce. The port enjoyed under the Pojws
commercial freedom and iundry ppcciol jirivilcges. liut

its commerce declined in recent times almost to lero.

Some llttlo life is imported to the place from its being a

station for steamers on their way from Genoa ond Leghorn
to N(i|ilts, Olid from the residence of consuls of all Dations.

lint the city, which apart from its lirritory hns only tH3
inhabilnnts, is a cqualid-looking place. .On the land (ide

it is protected by forliCcutions nr.co of consiJcrollo inip< ru
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aQce. The principal of these is the castle erected by the

architect V^angallo for Pope Julius 11., after a design

attributed to Michelangelo, and by others to Bramante.

In the immediate vicinity of this castle are the arsenal

and the bagno or establishment for convicts.

CLACKilAXXAN, a county of Scotland, on the north
bank of the River Forth, situated between 56° 5' and
56° 14' N. lat, and 3° 33' and 3° 56' W. long., is bounded
on the S.W. by the Forth, W. by Stirlingshire, X. and
X-W. by Perthshire and a detached portion of Stirling, E.

by Fife, and N.E. by a detached portion of Perth. It

is the smallest county in the United Kingdom, is irregular

in form, and occupies an area of -tTA square miles, or 30,477
acres. The surface of the county is varied in its character.

An elevated ridge rises on the west, and, running through
the middle of the county, spreads itself gradually till it

reaches the eastern boundary, sfa'rting the alluvial or carse

lands in the valleys of the Forth and of the Devon. Still

further to the north, the Ochil Hills (the highest of which
is Bencleuch, 2363 feet, above Tillicoultry) form a very

picturesque landscape, having their generally verdant sur-

face broken by bold projecting rocks and deeply indented
ravines. The range forms a great igneous mound, develop-

ing itself in amygdaloid felspar and porphyry, and occa-

sionally in pentagonal columns of basaltic greenstone. It

is used almost entirely for sheep farming.

The only streams worthy of notice which traverse the

county are the Devon and the Black or South Devon. The
former, remarkable in the upper parts of its course for its

romantic scenery, runs through the county near the base

of the Oohils, and falls into the Forth at the village of

Ca.mbus. The Black Devon flows westward in a direction

nearly parallel to the Devon, and falls into the Forth near

Clackmannan. It supplies motive power to numbers of

mills and coal engines ; and its whole course is over coal

strata. The Forth is navigable as far as it forms the

boundary of this county, and ships of 500 tons burden can

run up as far as Alloa.

The soils of the arable land of Clackmannanshire are in

general productive and well cultivated ; though the

greater part of the elevated range which is interposed

between the carse lands on the Forth and the vale of

Devon at the base of the Ochils on the north consists of

inferior soils, often incumbent on an impervious clay. All

the crops commonly raised in Scotland grow luxuriantly

on both sides of this tract, which also contains within itself

a considerable proportion of valuable soil According to

the agricultural returns for 1875 the area of land under

cultivation in Clackmannan is considerably above the

average for Scotland, and the average under corn is 7 per

cent, above the average of other counties. In minerals

the county is rich. Iron-ore (haematite), copper, silver,

lead, cobalt, and arsenic have all been discovered in

small quantity in the Ochils, between Airthry and Dollar.

Iron-stone is wrought to a considerable extent for the

Devon iron-works, near Clackmannan. It is found either

in beds, or in oblate balls imbedded in slaty clay, and

yields from twenty-five to thirty per cent, of iron. Coal

has been wrought for upwards of two hundred years in

this county. A considerable proportion of the quantity

obtained is shipped at Alloa for foreign ports. It is all

bituminous or common coal of a good quality ; no smithy or

caking coal has yet been discovered. In 1871 there were

2137 persons engaged in coal mining and its adjuncts.

The strata which compose the coal-field are varieties of

sand-stone, shale, fire-clay, and argillaceous ironstone. The
great coal-field of Scotland, which passes in a diagonal line

from the mouths of the Forth and Tay to the Irish Sea,

is bounded by the Ochils ; no coal has been fnuiid to the

north of them, except at Brora, iu Sutherlandshire.

There is a considerable manufacturing industry in the

county. Woollens are made extensively at Tillicoultry

;

and at other parts distilling, brewing, coopering, tanning,

glass-blowing, and ship-building are carried on. In 1871

there were 4952 persons engaged in connection with the

woollen manufacture or more than a fifth of the whole

population.

Among the antiqnities of Clackmannan may be mentioned
the ruins of Castle Campbell, an old seat of the Argj'll

family, occupying a singularly wild and almost inaccessible

situation, above the village of Dollar. It was burned by
ifontrose in 1644. The tower of Alloa, built prior to the

year 1300, the residence of tli« Erskines, eark of Mar, now
belonging to the representative of that noble family, is in

good preservation. The tower of Clackmannan was long

the seat of a lineal descendant of li»e Bruce family after

the failure of the male line.

According to the parliamentary return for 1873 Clack-

mannan county was divided among 1227 proprietors, the

average size of the properties amounting to 24i acres (that

of all Scotland being 143), while the averagfc value of the

land was £3, 4s. 6d. per acre (that of Scotland being XI).

TTiere were in the same year 1137 properties of le.'s than i

acre, 52 of 1 and under 10 acres, 20 of 10 and under 100,

and 5 above 2000—the largest amounting to 616f acres,

the property of the earl of Kellie.

Clackmannanshire sends a memoer to Parliament con-

junctly with the county of Kinross and certain adjoining

parishes. By the Reform Bill, the parishes of Culross and

TuUiaUan, formerly comprehended in the county of Perth,

-Alva, formerly belonging to Stirling, and the Perthshire

portion of Logic were included in the parliamentary group.

The population of the coimty in 1861 was 21,450, and
in 1871, 23,747, consisting of 11,555 males and 12,192

females. The principal towns are—Alloa, population

9000; Tillicoultry, 3700 ; Dollar, 2100 ; and Clackmannan,
1300.

CLATRAULT, or Claibaut, ALEXis-CLAtrDE (1713-

1765), a French mathematician, was bom on May 7,1713,

at Paris, where his father was a teacher of mathematics.

Under his father's tuition he made so rapid progress in

mathematical studies, that in his thirteenth year he reaj

before the French Academy an account of the properties

of four curves which he had then discovered. WTien only

sixteen, he finished his treatise on Curves of Double

Curvature, which, on its publication two years later,

procured his admission into the Academy of Sciences,

although even then he was below the legal age. In 1736,

together with his friend Maupertuis, he took part in the

famous expedition to Lapland, which was undertaken for

the purpose of estimating a degree of the meridian, and
on his return he published his treatise Sur la figure de

la terre. In his work on this subject he promulgated his

theorem in regard to the variation of gravity, which has

been corrected by Sir G. Airy. He obtained an ingenicos

approximate solution of the problem of the three bodies; in

1 750 he gaimed the prize of the St Petersburg Academy for

his treatise on the Lunar Theory ; and in 1 759 he calculated

the perihelion of Bailey's comet. Clairault died at Paris,

May 17, 1765.

CL.\MECY, a town of France at the head of an arron-

di.ssement, in the department of Xievre, at the confluence

of the Yonne and Beuvron, 38 miles X.N.E. of Nevers.

It has some remains of its ancient castle, and of the massive

walls by which it was formerly surrounded, several Gothic

churches, and a handsome modern chateau. There are

manufactures of woollen cloths, earthenwares, paper, and
leather, and a considerable trade in wood and charcoal,

principallv with Paris, bv means of the Vonile. Population

in 1872, 4717.
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CLAN. The Goidelic word eland or claim (in Welsh,

plant) signifies seed, and in a general sense children,

descendants. In the latter sense it was used as one of

many terms to designate groups of kindred in the tribal

Byscem of government which existed in Ireland and the

Highlands of Scotland. Through the latter country the

word passed into the English language, first in the special

sense of the Highland clan, afterwards as a general name
for a tribe or group of kinsmen. The results of inquiries

into the tenure of land in different countries and the

ancient laws and institutions of Aryan nations, and the

publication of various Celtic documents, particularly the

ancient laws of Ireland and Wales, have thrown much
light on th? constitution of the clan system, and given to

it a wider and more important interest than it had hitherto

possessed.

Before the use of surnames and elaborate written gene-

alogies, a tribe in its definite sense was called a tuath, a

word of wide affinities, from a root <«, to grow, to mul-

tiply, existing in all European languages. When the tribal

system began to be broken up by conquest and by the rise

of towns and of territorial government, the use of a common
enrnarae furnished a now bond for keeping up a connec-

tion between kindred. The head of a tribe or smaller

group of kindred selected some ancestor and called himself

his Ua, grandson, or as it has been anglicized 0\ e.g., Ua
Conchobair (O' Conor), Ua Suilleahhain (O' Sulb'van).

All his kindred adopted the same name, the chief using no

fore-name however. The usual mode of distinguishing a

person before the introduction of surnames was to name
his father and grandfather, e.g., Owen, son of Donal, son

of Dermot. This naturally led some to form their surnames

with ^fac, son, instead of Ua, grandson, e.<i., Mac Car-

thaigh, son of Carthach (Mac Carthy), Mac Ruaidki-i, son

(if Rory (Macrory). Both methods have been followed in

Ireland, but in Scotland Mac came to be exclusively used.

The adoption of such genealogical surnames fostered the

notion that all who bore the same surname were kinsmen,

and hence the genealogical term claim, which properly

means the descendants of some progenitor, gradually

became synonymous with tuath, tribe. Like all purely

genealogical terms, clann may bo used in the limited sense

of a particular tribe governed by a chief, or in that of

many tribes claiming descent from a common ancestor. In

the latter sense it was synonyiuous with sil, siol, seed, e.g.,

Siol Alpine, a great clan which included the smaller clans

of the Macgregors, Grants, Mackinnons, Macnabs, Macphies,

Macquarries, and Macaulays.

The clan system in the most archaic form of which we
have any definite ififormation can bo best studied in the

Irish tuath, or tribe. This consisted of two classes ;—(1)

tribesmen, and (2) a miscellaneous class of slaves, criminals,

strangers, and their descendants. The first class included

tribesmen by blood in the male line, including all illegiti-

mate children acknowledged by their fathers, and tribesmen

by adoption or sons of tribeswomen by strangers, fostcrsons,

men who had done some signal service to the tribe, and

lastly the descendants of the second class after a certain

number of generations. Each tua/h had a chief called a

ri/;, king, a word cognate with the Gaulish rigs or -ri-r, tho

Latin reg-a or rex, and the Old Norso rihir. The tribes-

men formed a number of communities, each of which, like

tho tribe itself, consisted of a head, ccann fine, his kinsmen,

slaves, and other retainers. This was the fine, or sept.

Each of these occupied o certain part of tho tribe-land, tho

arable part being cultivated under a system of co-tillage,

the pasture land co-grazed according to certain customs,

and tho wood, bog, and mountains forming tho marchland

of tho sept being the unrestricted common land of tho

sept. Tho sept was in fact a village community liko tho

Russian mir, or rather like the German gemeinde and
Swiss almend, which Sir H. S. Elaine, M. de Laveleye, and
others have shown to have preceded in every European
country the existing order of things as respects ownership

of land.

What the sept was to the tribe, the homestead -was to

the sept. The head of a homestead was an aire, a repre-

sentative freeman capable of acting as a witness, com-
purgator, and bail. These were very important functions,

especially when it is borne in mind that the tribal home-
stead was the home of many of the kinsfolk of the head of

the family as well as of his own children. The descent of

property being according to a gavel-kind custom, it con-

stantly happened that when an aire died the share of bis

property which each member of hie immediate family was
entitled to receive was not sufficient to qjialify him to be an
aire. In this case the family did not divide the inheritance,

but remained together as "a joint and undivided family,"

one of the members being elected chief of the family or

household, and in this capacity enjoyed tho rights and
privileges of an aire. .Sir H. S. Maine has directed

attention to this kind of family as an important feature of

the early institutions of all Aryan nations. Beside the

"joint and undivided family" there was another kind of

family which we might call " the joint family." This was
a partnership composed of three or four members of a sept

whose individual wealth was not sufficient to qualify each

of them to be an aire, but whose joint wealth qualified one

of the co-partners as head of the joint family to be one.

So long as there was abundance of land each family grazed

its cattle upon the tribe-land without restriction ; unequal

increase of wealth and growth of population naturally led

to its limitation, each head of a homestead ieing entitled

to graze an amount of stock in proportion to his wealth,

the size of his homestead, and his acquired po.^ition. The
arable land was no doubt applotted annually at first;

gradually, however, some of the richer families of the

tribe succeeded in evading this exchange of allotments

and converting part of the common land into an

estate in sevralty. Septs were at first colonies of the

tribe which settled on the march-land : afterwards the

conversion of part of the common land into an estate

in sevralty enabled the family that acquired it to be-

come the parent of a new sept, The same process might,

however, take place within a sept without dividing it ; in

other words, several members of the sept might hold part

of the land of the sept as separate estate. The possession

of land in sevralty introduced an important distinction into

tho tribal system—it created an aristocracy. An aire whose

family held the same land for three generations was called

afiaith, or lord, of which rank there were several grades

according to their wealth in land and chattels. The aires

whoso wealth consisted in cattle only were called b6-airet,

or cow-aiVc«, of whom there were also several grades,

depending on their wealth in stock. A\Tien a bu-aire had
twice the wealth of the lowest class of fiaith he might

enclose part of tho land adjoining his house as a lawn
;

this was the first step towards his becoming afiaith. The
relations which subsisted between tho fiaiths and tho b6-

aii-c.i formed tho most curious part of tho Celtic tribal

system, and throw a flood of light on tho origin of the

feudal system. Every tribesman without exception owed
ccihinne to tho rig, or chief, that is, ho was bound to becbmo
his ccile, or vassal. This consisted in paying tho rig a

tribute in kind, for which the eeite wa-s entitled to receive s
proportionate amount of btock without having to give aiiy

bond for their return, giving him service, e.g., in building

his dun, or stronghold, reaping his harvest, keeping hi.s

roads clean and in repair, killing wolves, and especially

service in the field, and doing him homage three timci
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while scatoil evory timo he made his return of tribute.

Paying the " calpo " to the. Highland chiefs represented

this kind of vassalage, a colpdack or heifer being in many
cases the amount of food-rent paid by a free or saer coile.

A tribesman might, however, if ho pleased, pay a higher

rent on receiving more stock together with certain other

chattels for which no rent was chargeable. In this case he

entered into a contract, and was thore.fore a bond or daer

ceile. No one need have accepted stock on those terms,

nor could he do so without the consent of his sept, and he

might free himself at any time from his obligation by

returning what lie had received, and the rent due thereon.

What every one was bound to do to his rvj, or chief, ho

might do voluntarily to the Jlailh of his sept, to any flailh

of the tribe, or even to one of another tribe. He might

also become a bond ceile. In either case he might renounce

his ceilesliip by returning a greater or lesser amount of

stock than what he had received according to the circum-

stances under which he terminated his vassalage. In cases

of disputed succession to the chiefship of a tribe the rival

claimants were always anxious to get as many as possible

to become their vassals. Hence the anxiety of minor

chieftains, in later times in the Highlands of Scotland, to

induce the clansmen to pay the "calpe" where there

happened to bo a doubt as to who was entitled to bo chief.

The effect of the custom of gavel-kind was to equalize

the wealth of each and leave no one wealthy enough to be

chief. The "joint and undivided family," and the forma-

tion of "joint families," or gilds, was one way of obviating

this result; another way was the custom of tanistry. The
headship of the tribe was practically confined to the mem-
bers of one family ; this was also the case with the head-

ship of a sept. Sometimes a son succeeded his father, but

the rule was that the eldest and most capable member of

the geiljlue, that is the relatives of the actual chief to the

fifth degree,! -jyas selected during his lifetime to be his suc-

cessor,—generally the eldest surviving brother or son of the

preceding chief. The man selected as successor to a chief

of a tribe, or chieftain of a sept, was called the tanist, and

sliould be " the most experienced, the most noble, the most

wealthy, the wisest, the most learned, the most truly popular,

tlio most powerful to oppose, the most steadfast to sue for

profits and [be sued] for losses." In addition to these

qualities he should be free from personal blemishes and

deformities, and of fit ago to lead his tribe or ."sept, as the

case may be, to battle." So far as selecting the man of

the geihine who wiis supposed to possess all those qualities,

the office of chief of a tribe or chieftain of a sept was

elective, but as tho (/cilfiae was represented by four persons

together with the chief or chieftain, the election was prac-

tically confined to one of the four. In order to support

the dignity of the chief or chieftain a certain portion of

the tribe or sept land was attached as an apanage to the

office; this land, with the dims, or fortified residences upon

it, went to the successor, but a chief's own property might

bo gavelled. Tliis cnstom of tanistry applied at first

probably to the selection of the successors of a nij, but

was gradually so extende 1 that even a lo-a're had a tanist.

A sept might have only one /f/pV/t, or lord, connected

with it, or might have several. It sometimes Iiappened,

however, that a sept might be so broken and reduced as

n )t to have even one man qualified to rank as a faith.

The rank of a. faith depended upon the number of his ceiles,

^ It is right to iiviitiou that the pxplanattoii liere ijiven of gciljitic is

ilifTcrent from tll.nt given in tlie intioililctioii to the thivd volume of the

A»cij}it L^iwiof Irclanit.wMWXx lias been followed by Sir H. S. Maine

in his account of it iu his F.arlii History of Instilvtiom. .nnd which the

present writer believes to be encncons.

^ It should also be mentioned th^it illegitimacy was not a bar. The

l-.sue of " haudfast " marriages in 'Scotland wer? elisiblo to bo chiefs,

and evtju sometimes chiimcil under feudal law.

that is, upon his wealth. The Jlailh of a sept, and tlie

highest when there was more than one, was ceann fine, or

head of the sept, or as he was jisually called in Scotland,

the chieftain. He was also called theJlaith geiljirie, or head
of the geilfine, that is, the kinsmen to the fifth degree from
among whom should be chosen the tanist, and who accord-

ing to the custom of gavel-kind were the immediate heirs

who received the personal property and were answerable

for the liabilities of the sept. The Jlaiihs of the different

Bejits were the vassals of the rig, or chief of the tribe, and

performed certain functions which were no doubt at first

individual, but in time became the hereditary right of the

sept. One of those was the office of maer, or steward of

the chief's rents, &c.;^ and another that of aire iuisi, lead-

ing aire, or taoisech, a word cognate with the Latin diic-s or

dux, and Anglo-Saxon here-toy, leader of the "here," or

army. The taoisech was leader of the tribe in battle ; in

later times the terra seems to have been extended to several

offices of rank. The cadet of a Highland clan was always

called the taoisech, which has been translated captain; after

the conquest of Wales the same term, tywysatig, was used

for a ruling prince. Slavery was very common in Ireland

and Scotland ; in the former slaves constituted a common
element in the stipends or gifts which the higher kinga

gave their vassal suh-rcgnli. Female slaves, who were
employed in the houses of chiefs and fiaiths in grinding

meal with the hand-mill or quern, and in other domestic

work, must have been very common, for the unit or stand-

ard for estimating the wealth of a ho-aire, blood-fines, &c.,

was called a cumhal, the value of which was three cows,

but which literally meant a female slave. The descendants

of those slaves, prisoners of war, forfeited hostages, re-

fugees from other tribes, broken tribesmen, &c., gathered
round tho residence of the rig and Jlaiihs, or squatted upon
their march-lands, forming a motley band of retainer*

which made a considerable element in the population, and
one of the chief sources of the wealth of chiefs and Jlait/is.

The other principal source of their income was the food-

rent paid by ceiles, and especially by tho daer or bond
ceiles, who were hence called biathaclis, from hiad, food.

K Jlaith, but not a rig, might, if he liked, go to the house
of his ceile and consume his food-rent in the house of tho
latter.

Under tho influence of feudal ideas ana the growth of

the modern views as to ownership of land, the chiefs and
other lords of clans claimed in modern times the right of

bestowing the tribe-land as furcrec, instead of stock, and
receiving rent not for cattle and other chattels as in former
times, but proportionate to the extent of land given to

them. The tnrcrec-land seems to have been at first given

upon the same terms as tiii-crec-stock, but gradually a
system of short leases grew up ; sometimes, too, it was
given on mortgage. In the Highlands of Scotland ceiles

who received t)ircree-\a.nd were called " taksmen." On the
death of the chief or lord, his successor either bestowed the
land upon the same person or gave it to some other relative.

In this way in each generation new families came into

possession of land, and others sank into the mass of mere

• This ofilce is of considerable importance in couneetion with early
Scottish history. In the Irish annals the riy, or chief of a great tribo

Onor iiuUliS, such as of Uoss, Sloray, Marr, Buchan, &c, is called a
vwr Timer, or great viaer. Sometimes the same person is called king
alsn in these .annals. Thus Fbidlacc, or Finlay, son of Ruadhri, the
father of Shakespeare's Macbeth, is called king of Moray in ih& Annals
of Ulster, and vwr maer in the Annals of Tifjhernach. The term is

never found in Scottish clnrtei-s. but it occurs in the Book of the Abbey
of Doir in Buchan, now iu the library of the Uuivei-sity of Cani-
bridK. The Scotie kiugs and their successors obviously regarded the
chiela of the great tribes in questibn merely as their viaers, while their
tribesmen only knew them as kings. From these •' mor-maerships,"
which corresponded with the ancieut nor tuatka, came most, if not,
all, the ancieut Scottish earldoms.
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<tribe3tlicn. Sometime? a " taksman " succeeded in acquir-

ing his land in perpetuity, by gift, marriage, or purchase,

or even by tlie "strong laand." The universal prevalence

of exchangeable allotments, or the rundale system, shows

that down to even comparatively modern times some of the

laud was still recognized as the property of the tribe, and
was cultivated iu village communities.

The chief governed the clau by the aid of a council called

the sahaid (sah, a prop), but tlio chief exercised much
power, especially over the misccUanons body of non-tribes-

men who lived on his own estate. This power seems to

Lave extended to life and death. Several of the Jlait/is,

' perhaps, all heads of septs, also possessed somewhat exten-

sive powers of the same kind.

The Celtic dress, at least in the Jfiddle Ages, consisted

of a kind of shirt reaching to a little below the knees called

a leiiii, a jacket called an inar, and a garment called a brat,

consisting of a single piece of cloth. This was apparently

the garb of the aires, who apiicur to have been further dis-

tinguished by the number of colours in their dress, for

we are told that while a slave had clothes of one colour, a

rii/ tiiril/tn, or chief of a tribe, had five, and an ollamh and
a suiicrior king, 'ix. The breeches was also known, and
cloaks with a cowl or hood, which buttoned up tight in

front. The li-jiii is the modern kilt, and the Iral the

plaid, so that the dic.ss of the Irish and Welsh in former
times was the snmo as that of the Scottish Ilighlander.

]!y the abolition of the heritable jurisdiction of the

Highland chiefs, and the general disarmaniont of the tlans

by the Acts passed in 1747 after the rebellion of 1745, the

clan system wan practically broken ni>, though its influence

still lingers in the more remote districts. An Act was also

imssed in 1747 forbidding the use of the Highland garb;'

but the injustice and ini|)oliry of such a law being generally

felt it was afterwards repcMlcd.
_

(w. K. s.)

CLAl'AllKDE, JiCAX Lolis PiExii Axtoine JiDou.vnn,

(1832-1S7U), an eminent naturalist, was born at Geneva,
April 24, 1832, and belonged to an ancient family of tliat

city. His father was pastor of the parish of Chancy, and

Kdouard's early years were spent in that village. After a

distinguisheil course at the classical college, tho gymnnsium,
and the academy of his native city, ho repaired in 1852 to

tlie university of llcrlin, and Iherc devoted himself with

Rolf-sacrificingnrilour to the study of medicine and the natu-

ral sciences and the ariniisitinn of the Ccrmanic languages

4if Xortheni I'uroiiC. The direction of his investigations was

greatly aU'ecteil by .T. Midler aiul lOhrenbcrg, the former of

whom was at that period engaged in his important researches

about the Ixhinodcrms. In 18.")0 he accompanied Midler

to Norway, and lljcre spcn' tivo juonths on a desolate reef

that ho Uiiglit obtain saiisfactury (rbservations. The
latter part of his stay at Herlin ho devoted, along with

T.acliniann, to the study of the Infusoria and lihizopnds
;

and their united labours resulted in an important publica-

tion which at onco gave them rank among the chief

zoologists of the day. In lSo7 he obtained the degree of

doctor, and soon after ho was chosen professor of com-

parative anatomy in the academy of Geneva. Hero he

continued to teach with ever growing accei)tance ; and ho

even became a favourite of the general public through his

popular lectures. In 18.)9 lio visited England, and, in

' TliQ rotlnwiii;; o.itli wan .uliiiiiiiitcrcd at Fort William and ollie/

(ilarcs ill 17-17 ninl 1743 :
—

*' I, [namr], ilo nwt-.ir, at I filiall nimwcr to CtcA tit tlio prcnt day ol

Jiiil^nicnt, tli.it I havo not, nor hball liave, In my powoulon nny pun,

Hword, pitlol, or nny arm wli.itKocvrr, and tliat 1 never iiw tartan,

pL-kld, or any pirt of tlio irKtlilniid garli ; and if I do ^o, nmy I l>e rnrncd

in my luidrrt.ilonp-*, family, mid projiorty,— nmy I never we my \\ ife and

rliildron, fiitlier, mollicr. or relation*,—may 1 Iw killwl in Imtllo n^ a

cowanl, and lio witliniit rliristian hiirial in a ptraiijio land, far from tlio

Bravo of mv fnrefatliep, and kiudrcd ; may all tlda couio acrou nii; \i

I break my o.ith
"

^^^^

company with Dr Carpenter, took a voyage to the Hebrides

;

and in 18C3 he spent some months in the Bay of Biscay.

On the appearance of Darwin's work on the Origin nj

Species, he adopted his theories and published a valuable

series of articles on the subject in the lievue Germanique,

18G1. His enormous activity T^ight seem to indicate

vigorous health ; but he was a martyr from the year 1854
to a painful affection of the heart, which caused excessive

palpitations, frequently accompanied by spitting of blood.

During 1865 and 1866 he was quite incapable of work, and
he determined to pass the winter of 18G6-7 in Kaplcs. The
change of climate produced some amelioration, and the

patient's indomitable energy was attested by two elaborate

volumes on the Annelidas of the Gidf. He again visited

Naples with advantage in 1868 ; but in 1870, instead of

recovering as before, he grew worse, dropsy set in, and

on the 31st of May he died at Siena on his way home.

Modest and retiring, he was at the same time generous,

hospitable, and helpful ; and in spite of his physical

weakness, ho displayed remarkable spirit in the political

disturbances of Geneva. A certain bluntness of expression

sometimes made him fail of courtesy in debate, and he could

be pitilessly severe in his criticism w here he thought severity

was deserved ; but he was at the same time strikingly

free from uncharitableness, jealousy, or resentment. His

library was bequeathed to his native city. See the notice

of his life by Henri de Saussuro in the 42d vol. of the

Archives lies Sciences physiques ei )iafwrf//f» (Biblioth^ue

Univ. et IJcvue Suisse), Geneve, 1871.

Besides the works already incntioncd Iiis chief contnbutlona

to science are:
—" Ucber ActiiionhrysKicliliornii," in Muller'a^rcft.

fiir Anatomic, 1855; " Sur In llieoric de la formation de I'Qiluf," in

ylrch. /lea Sci., lSi>5; "Anatomic und Entwickelunga f^schichte der

Neriiin.T fluviatilis," in Miillei's Arch., 1857; vaiious papers in

regard to binocular vision ii( the Arcli. dcs Sci., ISSS and 1S59 ;

"Ziir Jlorpbologio der ZiisauimenKCsetrfen Augen bci den Artliropo-

den" in Zcilsch. fiir IVisscnsch. Xooi., 1860 ; Pucherchcj anat. stir

Is Oli'jochllcs, Gen., 1862; llcch. sur Titolxilion tUs Araign/es,

1802, wliich obtained tlio cold medal of the Utrecht Society of Arts

and .Sciences ; Scolxiclit. iiOcr Anat. und Eniwickelmgsgcsch. }Vir-

Iclloscr TIticrcan dcrKUstcdcr Kormandic, 1863; " De lamyopie,"

in Arcli. dcs Sci., 1868; "Stndicn an Akariden," in Zcilsch. fiir

ll'iss. Zoo!., 1868; and " Histologisclie Untersncli. iibcr den

l.'i ;,'en\vuim (Lunibricus tcrrcstris)" in do., 1868. He left in MSS.
Jicc/u-rchcs sue la structure dcs AuncUdcs stdcntaircs.

CLAPPERTON, Hucn (1788-1827), an African

traveller, was born in 1788 at Annan, Dumfriesshire,

where his father was a surgeon. In his youth ho gained

some knowledge of practical mathematics and navigation
;

and while still very young he was aj^prcnticed on board a

vessel which traded between Liverpool and North America.

After having made several voyages across the Atlantic, he

was impressed for the navy, iu which, having a little

iufluencc and much intelligence and physical vigour, he

soon rose to the rank of midshipman. He acted as drill

sergeant in tho "Asia," the flagship of Yice-Admiral

Cochrane, and was promoted to the rank of lieutenant, and

to the command of a schooner on the Canadian lakes. In

the year 1817, when the flotilla on the lakes was dismantled,

he returned to his native country on half-pay.

In 1820 Clapperton removed to Edinburgh, where ho

contracted an intimacy with Dr Oudncy, who first awoke

his interest in tho cause in which both were destined to

perish. After tho return of Captain Lyon, the British

Government having determined on equipping o second

I 'expedition for tho ]>urpo.so of exploring Northern Africa,

'TJr Oudney was npiiointcd to proceed to Bomu as consul,

and Clapperton and Colonel Dcnhani were added to tho

party. From Triptili, early in 1822, they set out south-

ward to Murzuk, and from this jwint Clnpi>crton and

Oudncy travelled westward into the country of tho Tuarickn,

as far as Ghraat, 11° E. long. On tho 1 7th Kcbniary

1S23 they reached Kouka the capital of Bomu, where they

V — loi
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were well received by the sultau ; and after remaining here

till the 14th December they again set out for the purpose

of exploring the course of the Niger. They arrived in

safety at Murmur, where Oudney breathed his last in the

arms of his companion. Clapperton, however, penetrated

alone as far as Sackatu, 13" N. lat. and 6i° E. long.,

where he was obliged to stop, though the Niger wa3 only

five days' journey to the west. Worn out with travel he

returned to Kouka, where he again met Denham. The

two travellers then set out for Tripoli, and thence proceeded

to England, vhere they arrived on June 1, 1825. An
account of the travels of Denham, Clapperton, and Oudney
was published under the title of The Narrative of Travels

and Discoveries in Northern and Central Africa hi the years

1822-24.

Immediately after his return Clapperton was raised to

tlie rank of commander, and sent out with another expedi-

tion to Africa. He set sail in August 1825, in company

with Captain Pearce, Mr Dickson, Dr Morrison, and Eichard

Lander, who acted as his servant. On this occasion he

landed at Badagry in the Bight of Benin, and immediately

commenced his journey into the interior, along with

Lander, Captain Pearce, and Dr Morrison. The last two

soon fell victims to the hardships of the journey ; but in

January 1826 Clapperton reached Katunga, the capital of

Yariba, and soon afterwards crossed the Niger at Broussa,

the spot where Mungo Park met his untimely fate. In

July he arrived at Kano, a city which he had previously

visited. Here he left his servant with the baggage, and
proceeded alone to Saokatu, intending to proceed to

Timbuctu. The sultan, however, detained him, and being

seized v?ith dysentery he died at Sackatu on the 13th April

1827. Hi* Journal was published by Lander, who also

wrote a work entitled Records of Captain Clappertou's last

Kxpediticm to Africa, which appeared in 1830, in 2 vols.

12mo.
CLARE, a maritime county in the south-west of Ireland,

in the province of Munster, bounded N.W. by the Atlantic,

S. by the estuary of the Shannon, S.E. and N.E. by Limerick,

Tipperary, Lough Dearg, and Galway, having an area of

1293 cqnare miles, or 827,994 acres.

Although the surface of the county is hiUy, and in some
parts even mountainous, it howhere rises to a great eleva-

tion. Much of the western baronies of Moyarta and

Ibrickau is composed of bog land. Bogs are frequent also

in the mountainous districts elsewhere, except in the lime-

stone barony of Burren, the inhabitants of some parts of

which supply themselves with turf from the opposite shores

of Counemara. Generally speaking, the eastern parts of

the county are mountainous, vrith tracts of rich pasture

land interspersed ; the west abounds with bog ; and the north

is rocky and best adapted for grazing sheep. In the

southern part, along the banks of the Fergus and Shannon,
are the bands of rich low grounds called corcasses, of

various breadth, indenting the land in a great variety of

shapes. They are composed of deep rich loam, and are

distinguished as the black corcasses, adapted for tillage,

and the blue, used more advantageously as meadow land.

The coast is in general rocky, and occasionally bold and
precipitous in the extreme, as may be observed at the

picturesque cliffs of Muher within a few miles of Ennistymon
and Lisdoouvarna, which rise perpendicularly at O'Brien's

tower to an elevation of 580 feet. The coast of Clare is

indented with several bays, the chief of which are Ballyvaghan,

Liscanuor, and Malbay ; but from Black Head to Loop
Head, that is, along the entire western boundary of the

county formed by the Atlantic, there is no safe harbour except

Liscanuor Bay. The county possesses only one large river,

the Fergus ; but nearly 100 miles of its boundary-line are

v/ashed by the River Stiannoa, whieb, &ftei iklmost dividing

Ireland from north to south, and dispensing its bouctica to

the adjoining counties of Eoscommon, Leitrim, Longford,

Westmeath, Galway, King's County, Kerry, Tipperary, and
Limerick, enters the Atlantic Ocean between this county

and Kerry. The numerous bays and creeks on both sides

of this noble river render its navigation safe in every wind
;

but the passage to and from Limerick is often tedious, and
the port of Kilrush has from that cause gained in import-

ance. The River Fergus is navigable from the Shannon to

the town of Clare, which is the terminating point of its

natural navigation, and the port of all the central districts

of the county. A railway traverses Clare county via

Ennis, connecting Limerick with Athenry and Galway.
There are upwards of one hundred lakes and tarns in the

county, of which the largest are Loughs O'Grady, Graneg,

Tedane, Inchiquin, Inniscronan, and ClorJea ; but they are

more remarkable for picturesque beauty than size or utility,

with the exception of the extensive and navigable Lough
Derg, formed by the River Shannon between this county

and Tipperary.

Although metals and minerals have been found in.

many places throughout the county, they do not often

show themselves in sufficient abundance to induce the appli-

cation of capital for their extraction. The principal metals

are lead, iron, and nianganese. Lead mines were recently

worked at Kilbricken in the barony of Bunratty (about six

miles from Ennis), and at Annaglough. The Milltown

lead mine in the barony of TuUa is probably one of the

oldest mines in Ireland, and at one time, if the extent of

the ancient excavations may be taken as a guide, there must
have been a very rich deposit. The richest lead mine
worked in recent times is that of Ballyhickey, abouttwo mOes
from Kilbricken. Copper pyrites occurs in several parts of

Burren, but- in small quantity. Coal exists at Labasheeda on
the right bank of the Shannon, but. the seams are thin.

Limestone occupies all the central and northern parts of

the county in a tract bounded on the S. by the Shannon,
on the E. by a line running parallel with the Ougarnee
River to Scariff Bay, on the N. by the mountain of Talla

and the confines of Galway, on the W. by Galway Bay and
a line including KiHenora, Corofin, and Ennis, and meeting

the Shannon at the mouth of the Fergus. Within half a

mile of the Milltown lead mine are immense natural vaulted

passages of limestone, through which the River Ardsullas

winds a singular course. The lower limestone of the

eastern portion of the county has been found to contain

several very large deposits of argentiferous galena. Flags,

easily quarried, are procured near Kilrush, and thinner

flags near Ennistymon. Slates are quarried in several

places, the best being those of Broadford and Killaloe,

which are nearly equal to the finest procured in Wales.

A species of very fine black marble is obtained near Ennis

;

it takes a high polish, and is free from the white spots with

which the black Kilkenny marble is marked.

The mineral springs, which are found iu many places,

are chiefly chalybeate. That of Lisdoouvarna, about eight

miles from Ennistymon, has long been celebrated for its

medicinal qualities. There are chalybeate springs of less

note at Scool, Colneen, Kilkishen, Burren, Kilcoran,

Broadford, Lahinch, Kilkee, Kilrush, Killadysart, and Cas-

sino, near Jliltown Malbay. Springs called by the peopl9

"holy" or "blessed" wells, generally mineral waters, are

common ; but the belief in their power of performing cures

in inveterate maladies is nearly extinct.

The Atlantic Ocean and the estuary of the Shannon
afford many situations admirably adapted for summer
bathing-places. Among the best frequented of these locali-

ties are Burren, MUtown Malbay, with one of the best

beaches on the western coast, Lahinch, about two miles

from EuuistymoD, and near the interesting cliffs of Moher^
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which has a magnificent beach, on Liscannor Bay, and

fcnrma a delightful summer residence, Kilkee, perhaps the

most fashionable watering-place on the western coast of

Ireland, and Kilrush on the Shannon estuary.

The soil and surface of the county is in general better

adapted for grazing than for tillage. Agriculture is

in a backward state, there not being a fifth part of

its area under cultivation. In 1870 the acreage of the

county under crops amounted to 147,662 acres, and in

1875 little advance had been made. The number of acres

under the principal crops in these two years stood as

follows :—
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towers are to be found in various stages of preservation

—

at Drumcliffe,- Dysei't, Kilnby, aud Inniscaltra. The
cathedral of the diocese of Killaloe, at the town of that

name, is a plain massive building originally erected in

1160 ; and near it are the ruins of the mausoleum of Brian

Boroihme. Cromlechs are found, chiefly in the limestone

rocky district of Burren, though there are some in other

baronies. That at Ballygannor is formed of a stone 40
feet long and 10 broad. The celebrated tomb of Conan,

on Mount Callan, is still extant.

CLARE, JoH.v (1793-1864), commonly known as " the

Northamptonshire Peasant Poet," was the son of a farm
labourer, and was born at Helpstone, near Peterborough,

on 13th July 1793. At the age of seven he was taken from
school to tend sheep and geese ; five years after he wrought
cu a farm, paying with his own meagre savings for the edu-

cation he received in the evening. He endeavoured to enter

a lawyer's office but faile.d, studied algebra, and fell in love,

became a pot-boy in a public-house, and subsequently was
apprenticed to a gardqper, from which employment he ran

away. Among the neighbours his manners aud habits

made an unfavourable impression. He enlisted in the

militia, tried camp life witl> gipsies, and wrought as a lime

burner in 1817, but the following year he was obliged to

accept parish relief. In 1820 appeared his Poems Descrip-

tive ofRural Life aud Scenery, which were very indulgently

received, and the year following his Village Minstrel and
other Poems were published. He was greatly patronized

;

fame, with many curious visitors, broke the tenor of his life,

and dangerous habits were formed. From subscriptions he
became possessed of £45 annually, a sum fur beyond what
lie had ever earned, but new wants made his income insuf-

ficient, and in 1823 he was nearly penniless. His next

volume, the Shepherd's Calendar, 1827, met with little

success, which was not increased by his hawking it himself.
' As ho wrought again on the fields his health improved ; but
farm operations being unsuccessful he was " as dull as a fog

in November," and became seriously unwelL Although a

noble patron presented him with a new cottage and a piece

of ground, Clare was full of anguish to leave the " old

lioine of homes." The removal to Northborough was his

culminating period, and gradually his mind gave way. His
last and best work, the Rural Mtise, published in 1835,
was noticed by " Christopher North " alone. Bursts of

insanity followed, of which ho had for som.e time shown
symptoms; and in July 1837 he was kept in confinement,

and was subsequently lodged in Northampton General
Lunatic Asylmu, where he died Jlay 20, 1864. The
neglect of friends and relatives to visit him, together with
the uon-success of his later poems, preyed heavily upon his

mind. In the asylum he penned his most thrilKng poem,
beginning—" I am ! yet what I am who cares or knows !

"

In its exceeding sadness of thought there is sublime feeling,

—a strain of divine music in the wail of woe,—and the

poet longed to

*' Sleep as 1 in childhood sweetly slept

Full ot hijli thoughts, unborn. So let me he,
Tlie grass bcloiv, above the vaulted slcy."

Chiro was one cf our most uneducated poets, and sung
from the fulness of his heart ; he is one of England's
sweetest singers of nature, whose thoughts " gild life's

brambles with a flower," and whose songs were gathered
from the fields. Many of his sonnets, which display great
tiower of word-painting, are sweet as " sunshine in summer
dream." His ballads aud love-songs are wild flowei-s

strewn at will, which " art and fashion fling as weeds away,"
.\n<\'h.\i Eternilti of Xatnre, s.ni First Lone's Recollections

•display deftness of touch, pastoral beauty, and genuine
podic ability. All his love and genius were showered on
ioiuitifying the rural scenes and humble incidents of his

surroundings. His poems, drawn with a delicate hand, are

those of a keen observer, but they greatly want that vigour

which is essential to popularity ; in his own words, •' the

tide of fashion is a stream too strong for pastoral brooks that

gently flow and sing."

See the Life of John Clare by Frederick Martin, 1865, and Life

and Remains of John Clare, by J. L. Cherry, 1873, the latter o(

which, though not so complete, contains some of the poet's asylum
verses and proso fragments.

CLAEENDON, Edwaied Hyde, flrst Eakl of (ICOO-

1(574)', historian and statesman, born at Dinton in

Wiltshire, on the 18th February 1609, was the third sou

of Henry Hyde, a gentleman belonging to an ancient

Cheshire family. The profession first chosen for him was

the church ; and consequently, after being educated at

home by the vicar of the parish up to the age of thirteen,

he was sent to Magdalen College, Oxford. But his eldest

brother having died jfoung, the death of his second

brother in 1625 left him heir to his father's estate ; and the

law being now considered a more appropriate profession,

he was entered at the Jliddle Temple by his uncle.

Sir Nicholas Hyde, then treasurer of that society. At the

oge of twenty ho married a daughter of Sir George Aylifie ;

but in six months he was left a widower ; and three years

later he took as his second wife a daughter of Sir Thomas
Aylesbury, Master of Requests.

While yet a yonng man Hyda had the happiness, as he
boasts in his autobiography, of being admitted into the

most brilliant literary society of his time. Among poets

he knew Ben Jonson, Waller, and Carew ; he was ac-

quainted with Selden, and with nearly every other scholar

of eminence in his day; and he had a rare opportunity of

acquiring, from the conversation of the subtle and impartial

Chillingworth and the outspoken but liberal-minded

Hales, a breadth of sympathy which unhappily his natural

temper and the rough pressure of the times combined to

prevent him from ever displaying. The brilliant, tender-

hearted Falkland also was his most intimate friend. And,
fortunately for his professional advancement, besides

possessing considerable family influence, he enjoyed the

favour of Laud, who, as commissioner of the treasury,

regularly consulted him in regard to mercantile afi'airs.

When, therefore, in April 1640, Hyde took his seat in

the Short Parliament as representative of Wootton-Basset,

he was already known as a lawyer of mark. During its

session of barely three weeks, he made himself prominent
as a zealous supporter of the popular party ; and his maiden
speech consisted of a vigorous attack upon the Earl

Marshal's Court, which had become notorious for the savage

manner in which it resented the least affront ofl'ered to a
man of rank.

In the Long Parliament (m which ne sat as member foi

Saltash) his zeal for reform was at first in no degree

diminished. He effected the final overthrow of the Earl

Marshal's Court. He sat as chairman of the committee
which collected evidence against the Councils of York and
of the Marshes, and of the committee which was appointed
to consider the advisability of remodelling the government
of the church. He went entirely with the popular party

in their condemnation of ship-money ; and it was largely

through the earnest speech which Hyde delivered against him
that Lord Keeper Finch was driven into exile. 'When,
however. Episcopacy was threatened, and it became apparent

that the popular leaders were not to be satisfied with
merely temporary reform, but were resolved on gaining a

permanent triumph, Hyde, in perfect accordance with both
his religious and his political principles, went over to the
royalist party. He uttered an open and determined protest

against the_ Grand Remonstrance, and drew up an answer
to it which was adopted and published by the king, and
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which procured for him the offer of the post of solicitor-

general. This ho declined ; but he complied with the

request that he would watch over his Majesty's interests in

the House of Commons, in conjunction with Falkland and

Colepepper. The king's deepest policy, however, was not

disclosed to him, and there is no reason to doubt that the

arrest of the five members surprised him as much as he

professes. After the retreat of Charles from London, Hyde
remained for some weeks in his seat in the Commons,
maintaining constant but secret communication with the

court ; but in May, having been summoned by the king,

and being besides alarmed for his own safety, he fled to

York. In March 1643 he was made chancellor of the ex-

chequer. He was also chosen one of the royal commis-

sioners at Uxbridge, and was employed in many other

matters of importance; and tba most persuasive and

dignified of the state papers on the royalist side are from

his pen.

In 1645, after the final ruin of the king's cause at Nascby,

Hyde was appointed, with Lord Capel, Lord Hopton, and
Sir John Colepepper, to watch over the safety of the prince

of Wales. In the spring of the next year they were com-

pelled to take refuge in Scilly, whence, after six weeks'

stay, they passed to Jersey. Soon the prince was called

by his mother to Paris, against the will of the council,

none of whom accompanied him except Colepepper. Hyde
resided at Jersey for nearly two years, solacing himself

by studying the Psalms and recording the meditations

which tbey suggested, and also by composing the first

four books of his greatest work, the History oftJm Rtbellion.

In April 1648 he drew up an answer to the ordinance which
had been issued by the parliament declaring the king guilty

of the civil war, and forbidding all future addresses to him.

At length, in May, his attendance was required by the

prince, who about this time assumed the command of the

seventeen ships which had gone over to his side ; but

various accidents, of which the most serious was his capture

by privateers, prevented him from meeting Charles till

August, when he found him at DunkirL
In the agreement with the Covenanters and in the Scot-

tish expedition of 1649 Hyde had no share, as he was then

absent with Lord Cottington on a fruitless embassy to Spain.

The two years which he passed there were not unpleasantly

spent ; for he -was free from all serious cares, and had little

to do but study Spanish etiquette and write his Animad-
vertions on t/ie Supremacy of the Pope. In 1651, the slights

offered by the Spanish ministers having been crowned by

a request that he would leave the country, he rejoined

Charles at Paris. During the nine weary years which had
to elapse before the Restoration ho was not the least un-

fortunate of the exiles. It was no easy matter to fulfil the

duty which his office imposed upon him of supplying the

wants of his careless master ; and his family and himself

were often scarcely able to. procure the necessaries of life.

Besides, he was far from popular. His attachment to the

English church, admitting of compromise with no other

sect, brought upon him the aversion alike of the Pres-

byterians and of the queen and the Papists. Charles,

however, was wise enough to appreciate his disinterested

fidelity. He was recognized os chief adviser of the king,

a-id all state papers were drawn up by him ; ho conducted
the correspondence with the English Royalists ; and, in

1658, the dignity of lord chancellor was conferred upon him.

On the Restoration, Hyde retained his posts /)f lord

chancellor and chancellor of the exchequer, and at once

assumed the direction of the Government What the

Episcopalian Royaliists now required was not so much a

'.eadcr to stimnlatc. as a guide to control. Their fervour

and their etrcngth were more than sufficient to

replace the king firmly on the throne, and to raise

the church to a loftier position than it had ever before
attained. The parliament hastened to restore to the
Crown the command of the militia, to repeal the Triennial

Act, and to vote a revenue of £1,200,000. The Corpor-
ation Act, the Act of Uniformity, and the Five Mile Act
avenged the church on her enemies, and forced all but the
most determined of the clergy into her ranks. Thousands
showed as much enthusiasm for monarchy as Hyde himself,
and he was no longer the most Episcopalian of Episco-
palians. To some extent, if not to as great an extent a'
was to bo desired, he has the credit of having restrained
his party from too insolent a triumph. Desirous as he vai
of the re-establishment of the full royal prerogative, he had
no wish to see it transgress the limits which he believed V.>

be assigned to it by the constitution, for which he cherished

the true lawyer's reverence. Strongly as he held that ali

were guUty who had in any way countenanced the govern-

ment of CromweU, he was statesman enough to see that it

was necessary to carry out the Declaration of Breda by
pressing the Acts of Oblivion and Indemnity on the

reluctant parliament. On the other hand, w,th regard to

the triumph of the church over dissent, if he was somewhat
plarmed at its completeness, his fear arose from no pity for

the dissenters. His opinion of them, and of the policy

which ought to be observed towards them, is emphatically

stated in his Life (vol. iL p. 121) ;
—" Their faction is thtir

religion ; nor are those combinations ever entered into upon
real and sijbstantial motives of conscience, how erroneous

soever, but consist of many glutinous materials of will,

and humour, and foUy, and knavery, and ambition, and
malice, which make men cling inseparably together, till

they have satisfaction in all their pretences, or till they are

absolutely broken and subdued, which may always be more
reasonably done than the other."

But, notwithstanding his exaggerated reverence for the

sovereign, his passionate attachment to the church, and his

real worth, Hyde rapidly became the most unpopular man
in the kingdom. The settlement of landed properly which
had been made by the Act of Indemnity deeply offended

hundreds of the cavaliers ; for, while it restored all they

had lost to those who, like Hyde himself, had both escaped

the necessity of selling their land and refused to bow to

the government of Cromwell, it did nothing for those who
had sold their property, even though tbcy had ruined

themselves to support the cnuso of the king. By the

people, who had no means of judging for what he was
responsible and of what he was innocent, ho was blamed

for every misfortune. The sale of Dunkirk was the chief

crime with which they charged him ; but there is no

reason to disbelieve his own declaration that he was at

first opposed to the scheme, while it must be allowed that

there is force in his excuses that the fortress was

expensi\T! to maintain, that the money offered for it was

sorely needed, and that its worth to England was by no

moans great. Still its surrender was a great political

mistake ; it displayed to the popular eye in far too

striking a light the difference between the government

of Clarendon and the government of Cromwell. Ho
was also held responsible for the marriage of the king with

the childless and Catholic princess of Portugal, and ho was

even accused of having selected her in order that his own

descendants might inherit the throne. And, though his

worst political weakness—his allowing Charles to accept the

bribes of France—was not then mode known,- it wa'i tho

general belief that his splendid mansion in Hccadilly had

been erected with foreign gold. Of all dissonters. Catholic

and Protestant, his bitter dislike had made determined

enemies ; and his repellent hauteur, his somewhat conceited

austerity, offended tho courtiers, and aroused their derision.

All thoBO enemies, however, ho could afford to scorn bo long
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as he retained the regard ot the king, who, to do him justice,

was unusually mindful of his debts to Hyde. In 1661 the

chancellor, on the disclosure of the marriage of his daughter

to the duke of York, was created Baron Hyde of Hindon, and

shortly aftei !arl of Clarendon, at the same time receiving

a gift of £20,000 ; he had already refused the offer of a

garter and 10,000 acres. Two years later the attempt to

impeach him, made by the earl of Bristol, resulted in a

miserable failure, and the accuser sought safety in

flight. But in 1667 a second impeachment found him
powerless to resist. His dignified censoriousness must
always have been disagreeable to the king, who was also

annoyed by his strenuous opposition to every scheme for

tolerating the Catholics ; and when Clarendon ventured to

thwart his plans and interfere with his pleasures, annoyance
was turned into hatred. Charles, liaring become enamoured
of Miss Fanny Stewart, resolved to marry her, and therefore

determined to effect a divorce from the queen. This scheme,

which threatened to exclude his descendants from the throne.

Clarendon was bold enough to oppose ; and it was in-

sinuated by his enemies that the marriage of Miss Stewart

to the duke of Richmond, which put an end to the project,

had been brought about partly by his contrivance. Mis-

fortunes now pressed thick upon him. About the middle
of 1667 his wife died ; and a few days after the duke of

York was sent to him with a message requesting him to

resign the chancellorship. This he could not be persuaded
to do ; he so far forgot his dignity as to plead personally

with his master to be allowed to retain his office ; and he also

addressed to him a humble letter, in which he denied that

hi) had been in any way concerned with Miss Stewart's

marriage, and declared that he had no acquaintance with

either herself or her husband. But his humiliation was in

viiia ; and on the 30th of August Secretary ^orrice was
sent to take from him the great seal. On the 6th November
the Commons drew up seventeen articles of impeachment
against him. It would not have been easy to convict

him of high treason. Several of the charges were exag-

gerated, and one or two were altogether false ; there were

some, however, sufficiently serious. The chief articles

were :—that he had sought to govern by means of a standing

army, and without parliament ; that he had confined

prisoners uncondemned in places where they could not

appeal to the law ; that he had sold Dunkirk ; that he had
made a sale of offices, and obtained money by means of his

position in various illegal ways ; that he had introduced

arbitrary government into the colonies ; and that he had
deceived the king with regard to foreign affairs, and had
betrayed his plans to the enemy. It was, however, a

general charge of high treason, without specified grounds,

which was presented to the Lords, and this they refused to

accept. Nevertheless it became plain even to Clarendon
himself that he was deserted, and that his cause was hope-

less. On the 29th November 1667 he left England for

»ver, after addressing a vindication of his conduct to the

Lords, which, being communicated to the Commons, was
voted seditious, and burned by the hangman. A bill of

attainder was brought in against hira, but the Lords rejected

it ; and the matter was Cnally compromised by the passing
of an Act which condemned him to perpetual banishment,
unless he should appear for trial within six weeks.

Meanwhile, sick in body and in mind, he had landed in

Franc3 ; but, before reaching Roueu, he was stopped, and
informed that he could not bo allowed to remain in the
country. After several refusals, however, permission to

stay was granted ; and he was conducted to Avignon by a
Freuch officer. At Esreux an incident occurred which
shows the bitterness of the feeling with which he was
regarded by his countrymen. A party of English sailors

vho happened to be working in the towru on hearing of

his arrival, broke into his bed-room, burst open his trunks,

attacked and wounded him with their swords, and were

only prevented from murdering him by the arrival of a body

of French troops. From Avignon he passed to Montpellier

;

and the rest of his life was spent chiefly in this town and
in Rouen. His time was thenceforth passed in the quiet

pursuit of literature. He resumed his Meditations on the

Psalms, concluded his Histori/ of the Rehelion, and wrote

his Life, A Short View of the State of Irelmd , most of his

Essays, and his Survey of Hobhes's Leviathan. Twice

he humbly appealed to Charles that ho might be

allowed to die in his native land ; but not even a reply

was vouchsafed, and it was at Roueii that he expired on
the 9th December 1674.

The character of Clarendon is well-marked. In the court

of Charles II. he was almost the only man who lived

chastely, drank moderately, and swore not at all. Three

principles guided his life. The first, from which he never

swerved, was a passionate attachment to the religion and
polity of the Church of England. The second, to which he

was faithful on the whole, though with some declensions,

was the determination to maintain what he regarded as the

true and ideal English constitution. The third, which he

more than once nobly sacrificed to the other two, was a

desire for personal advancement. In political practice he

sadly wanted both insight and tact, and, though he could

plead most cleverly and affectingly in a state paper, he

was too apt, when confronted by opposition in Parliament,

to lose his temper. He was, however, ready in debate;

he could speak well ; and for business he was admirably

adapted. In political theory he was intensely conserva-

tive : no royalist squire who had never seen the king

but in moments of dignified ceremony could have cherished

a deeper reverence for him than did this courtier, who
had watched his every act of crime and selfishness.

Cold and haughty as he was towards his ecpials, at least

in the end of his life, in his bearing towards the royel

family, he sometimes appeared to abjnre every feel-

ing of manly independence. On two occasions this was
miserably exemplified. He was too proud to allow his

own wife to visit any woman of disreputable character,

whatever her position
;

yet, at the command of his master,

he was base enough to urge the queen to admit her

husband's favourite mistress as one of her ladies in waiting.

And there is another scene in which we cannot help

regarding hira with still deeper scorn. In his Life he
calmly tells us the story. About the time of the Restora-

tion the duke of York had fallen in love with his eldest

daughter, Anne Hyde, and before their intimacy had been

discovered had given her a written promise of marriage.

Of this Clarendon professes to have been completely

ignorant ; and when the afi'air could no longer be con-

cealed, he tells us he was the last to be informed of it.

Nor is this surprising if his own account of the manner in

which he received the news is to be credited in the least.

He broke into "a very immoderate passion." He would
turn his daughter from his house. He hoped she was the

duke's mistress, and not his wife, for then he could refuse

to harbour her. He would have her sent to the Tower;
he would have an Act passed to execute her ; nay, he
would be the first to propose such an Act. " Whoever
knew the man," he adds, " will know that he said all this

very heartily." Modern historians are perhap? too kind in

doubting him. Soon after he told the king that he " so

much abominated " the thought of his daughter's becoming
the wife of the prince, that he " had much rather see her
dead, with all the infamy that is due to her presumption."
He even informed the duke himself—when an infamous
conspiracy was hatched against her honour, and Sir Charles
Berkley swore that she had granted him favours incon-
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eistent with her duty to her husband—tnat since she had

deceived himself ie could not answer for her fidelity to

any other man. The conclusion of the affair displays a

depth of meanness which could not have been credited on

any other testimony than his own. In fear of death Mary
of Orange confessed that the accusation was false, and

Berkley admitted his perjury ; but in Clarendon's breast

there does not appear to have been kindled a spark of the

burning indignation which an honourable stranger could

not have repressed ; Berkley himself had only to ask

forgiveness. It is possible that this humiUating story

—

this basest display of the " besotted loyalty " of the time,

is altogether true. Much of it is beyond denial ; and if

we hold that in the rest Clarendon was merely acting a

part, we miserably save a very small portion of his man-
iiness at the expense of aU his sincerity.

It is in literature that Clarendon's name best deserves

to be remembered. His Mssay^ (which are chiefly didactic)

ftud his Survey of Eobbes's Leviallum scarcely rise above

the commonplace, but his History of (he Rebellion and his

Life of Edward, Earl of Clarendon have a high and per-

manent value. That ho was a historian of wide grasp and
deep insight cannot be maintained ; his works are pro-

fessedly pleadings on behalf of the Episcopalian Royalists

and himself ; but, though it would be too much to allege

that his accuracy is never warped by his purpose, we may
in general accept his statements of fact as correct. It is.

however, as works of hterary art that his histories have at-

tained to the position they hold. They charm us by their

calm and never-failing grace, by their quiet humour, by
their general tone of lofty dignity, but perhaps most of all

by the exquisite portraits which they contain. It is true

he cannot penetrate to the innermost recesses of men's souls,

and let us read the motives of their lives; but he can in-

troduce them to us, as it were, in society, can let us observe

their career, watch their humours, and listen to their talk.

Clarendon's stylo, too, though extremely loose and often

amusingly ungraramatical, has many beauties. Hia sentences

are of extraordinary length, and usually contain numerous
involved parentheses ; but while these qualities threaten

obscurity, obscurity is always avoided ; and they have the

merit of enabling the writer to produce a slow, stately,

graceful music, of which the short seintence is altogether

incapable. (t. m. w.)

CLARENDON, George William Frederick Villikks,

FOURTH Eael of, diplomatist and statesman, was bom in

London 12th January 1800, and died 27th Juno 1870. He
was the eldest son of the Honourable George Villiers, brother

of the third earl of Clarendon (second creation), by Theresa,

only daughterof the first Lord Boringdon, and granddaughter

of the first Lord Grantham. The earldom of the Lord
Chancellor Clarendon became extinct in 17S6 hy the death

of the fourth earl, his last male descendant. Jane Hyde,
countess of Essex, the sister of that nobleman (who died

in 1724), left two daughters ; of these the eldest. Lady
Chailotte, became heiress of the Hyde family. She married

Thomas Villiers, second son of the second carl of Jersey,

whoserved with distinction as English minister in Germany,
and in 1776 the earldom of Clarendon was revived in his

favour. Theconnection with the Hyde family wasthoroforo

in the female line and somewhat remote. But a portion of

the pictures and plate of the groat ch'aucollor was pre-

served to this branch of tbo family, and remains at the

Grove, thoir family seat at Hertfordshire, to this day.

Young George Villiers, the subject of this notice, entered

upon life under circumstances which gave small promise of

the brilliancy of his future career. He was well born ; he

was heir presumptive to an earldom ; and his mother was

a woman of great energy, admirable good souse, and high

feeling. But the means of his family wore contracted
;

his education was desultory and incomplete ; he had not

the advantages of a truining either at a public school or

in the House of Commons. He went up to Cambridge at

the early age of sixteen, and entered St John's College on

the 29th June 1816. In 1820, as the eldest son of an

earl's brother with royal descent, he was enabled to take his

M.A, degree under the statutes of the university then in

force ; and in the same year he was appointed attache to

the British embassy at Kt Petersburg, where he remained

three years, and acquired that practical knowledge of the

business of diplomacy which was of so much use to him in

after-life. Ho had received from nature a singularly hand-

some person, a polished and engaging address, a ready

command of languages, and a remarkable power of com-

position.

Upon his return to England in 1823, Mr Villiers was appointed
to a commissionership of customs, an office Which he retained for

about ten years. Part of this time was apent in Ireland in the

work of .fosing the revenue boards of England and Ireland into

those of the Uiiited Kingdom. It was the period of the liveliest

excitement that preceded Catholic Emancipation, and the young
English official incurred tho censure of the 'Tory Goverunient of the

day for haring presumed to cultivate the acquaintance of the most
accomplished of^the Catholic leaders. These official duties trained

Mr Villiers in tho business of civil administration, and lilcewiso

enabled him to acquire some useful experience of the Irish character.

In 1831 he was despatched to France to negotiate a commercial
treaty, which, however, led to no result.

Tho time was come which was to open to him a wider and more
congenial field of action in the politics of Europe. On the 16th of

August 1833 Mr Villiere was appointed minister at the court of

Spain. Ferdinand VII. died within a month of his arrival at

JIadrid, and the infant queen Isabella, then in the thiiJ year of

her age, was f^laced by the old Spanish law of female inheril:.nce on

her contested throne. Don Carlos, the late king's brother, claimed

the crown by virtue of the Salic law of the House of Bourbon which
Ferdinand had renounced before the birth of his daughter. Isabella

II. and her mother Christina, tho queen regent, became the

representatives of constitutional monarchy, Don Carlos of

Catholic absolutism. The conflict which had divided the despotic

andtheconstitutional powers of Europe since the French Revolution

of 1830 broke out into civil war in Spain, and by the Quadruple

Treaty, signed on Apiil "2, 1834, France and England pledged

themselves to the defence of the constitutional thrones'of Spain and
Portugal. For six years Mr Villiers continued to give the most
active and intelligent support to the Liberal Government of Spain.

He was accused, tbough unjustly, of Iiaving favoured the revolution

of La Granja, which drove Christina, the queen mother, out of the

kingdom, and raised Espartero to the regency. He undoubtedly

supported the chiefs of the Liberal party, suoh as Olozaga and
Espnrtero against tho intrigues of the French Court ; but the object

of the British Government was to establish the throne of Isabella

on a truly national and liberal basis and to avert those compli-

cations, dictated by foreign influence, which eventually proved so

fatal to that princess. Spain never forgot what she owed in thoao

years to the youthful and energctio minister of Great Britain, and

lie, on his part, rct;iined a cordial interest in her welfortj. He re-

ceived the Grand Cross of tho Bath in 1638 in aeknowledgmcnt of

his services, and succeeded, on tho death of his uncle, to the title of

eorl of Clarendon j in tlio following year, having left Madrid, he

married Katharine, eldest daughter of Jamoa Walter, first earl of

Vemlam.
In January 1810 ho entered Lord Melbourne's administration as

Lord Privy Seal, and from tho death of Lord Holland in the autumn
of that year. Lord Clarendon olso held tho oflico of Chancellor of

the Duchy of Lancaster until tho disaolution of tho ministry in

1811. In this copacity he made his first appearance in j»rliamont,

ami although ho always regrotl«d tho want of a jirovioua training

in the House of Commons, he was from the first listened to by tho

House of Pecra as a speaker well qualified to aasist tho dcliberationa

of [jarliameut on questions of foreign nollcy. But on these quofltions

ho was not heartily united with tbo apirit that then animate<l

tho Foreign Oflicc. Deeply conduced tnat Iho maintenance of a

cordial untlen*landing with France waa tho most tiwntial condition

of pence and of a lilwral policy in Eurtipe, ho rvluctantly concurrtd

in tho measures proponed by Lord Palmen«ton for tho expulsion of

the pasha of Egy]it from Syria ; ho strenuously advocated, with Lortl

Holland, a moro conciliatory policy towarUi Franco ; and ho w»^

only Tvstrained from sending id hia resignation by the dialike he

felt to break up a cabinet he hail ao rccontiv joined. Ixird

Palmorslon's policy (as is ahown by his own puMinhod Iett*n) wa^

constantly governed by tlte belief Ihnt Franco must b« rp^ranled by

England as a rival and an enemy, with whom war waa, aooner or
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liiter, inevitabl6. Lord ClitronSon, on the contrary, regarded France
a-s a rival, but a friend ; he relied on the good sense and common
interests of the two nations to maintain amicable relations ; and be
succeeded in drawing closer for a period of thirty years, fi-om 1840
to 1870, the ties which still happily remain unbroken between them.
That was his great object, and the proudest result of his political life

;

and the dilhcalties he had to encounter were at times a^ great on
his own side of the Channel as on the other.

The interval of Sir Robert Peel's great administration (1841-18JC)
was to the leaders of the "Whig party a period of repose ; but Lord
Clarendon took the warmest interest in tiie progressive triumph of

the principles of free trade and in the ultimate repeal of

the corn-laws, of which his brother, Hr Charles Telham Villiers,

had been tlie earliest, the most constant, and the most able advo-
cate. For this reason, upon the foiniation of Lord John Russell's

iirst administration, Lord Clarendon accepted the office of Pre-

sident of the Board of Trade. Twice in his career the GoveiAor-
Generalship of India was oITered him, and once the Governor-
Generalship of Canada ;— these he refused from reluctance to

withdraw from the politics of Europe. But in 1847 a sense of duty
compelled him to take a far more laborious and uncongenial appoint-
ment. The desire of the cabinet w.os to abolish tlie Lord
Lieutenancy of Ireland, and Lord Clarendon was prevailed upon
to accept tliat oftice, with a view to transform it ere long into an liisli

Secretaryship of State. But he had not been many months in

Dublin before he acknowledged that tlie difficulties then existing in

Ireland could only be met by the most vigilant and energetio

authority, exercised on the spot. The crisis was one of extraor^lin-

al^ peril. Agrarian crimes of horrible atrocity had increased three-

fold. The Catholic clergy were openly disalfected. This was the

second year of a famine wiiich had desolated Ireland. The popula-
tion, decimated by starvation and disease, lived upon the poor-rate

and the alms of England, and extraordinary measures were required
to regulate the bounty of tlie Government and the nation. In 1848
the French Revolution let loose fresh elements of discord, which
culminated in an abortive insunection, and for a lengthened period
Ireland was a prey to more than her wonted symptoms of disaQection
and disorder. During those five years Lord Clarendon held the
reins of the vice-regal government ; a task more entirely repugnant
to his own predilections and more certain to be repaid with un-
merited obloquy could not have been imposed upon iiim. But he
bore up against that flood of hostile passions and dilhcnlties with
unshaken firmness. He fed the starving ; he subdued the factious

;

he crushed the rebellious. lie left behind him permanent marks of

improvement in the legislation of Ireland ; and he jiraetised, as far

as possible, the broadest toleration of races and of creeds. If any
name is associated in Ireland with the recollection of a government
at once firm, far-sighted, and liberal, it should be that of Lord
Clarendon. His services were expi'essly acknowledged by her

Majesty in the Speech to both llonsos of Parliament from the

throne, on September 5, 1848,—this being the first time that any
oivil services obtained that honour ; and he was made a Knight of

the Garter (retaining also the Grand Cross of the Bath by special

order of ^er Majesty) on the 23d Jlnich 1849. Looking back to

that period, after an interval of more than twenty years, it must be

acknowledged that from this crisis dates the regeneration of Ireland.

The population, reduced iu numbers, has never ceased to advance
in prosperity ; wages have risen ; the land has been freed from
secular incumbrances ; crime has diminished ; and treason itself has
never recovered the crushing defeat of Smith O'Brien and ileagher.

Lord Clarendon had a largo share in promoting these results ; but
he hailed with no common satisfaction the change of Government
which released him from those arduous duties in 1852,

Upon the formation of tiro coalition ministry between
the Wkigg and the Peelites, in 1803, under Lord Aberdeen,
the premier placed, Tvithout hesitation, the foreign office

in the hands of Lord Clarendon ; but incredulous himself

of the peril of war, which was already casting its dark
shadow over the East, Lord Aberdeen sought rather tocheck
than to stiravilate the decisions which might possibly have
arrested tho course of hostilities. It can hardly now be
doubted that tho hesitation which appeared to mark tho

successive steps of the Western allies encouraged the czar to

more daring aggressions; and Lord Clarendon confessed, in

an expression which was never forgotten, that wo " drifted"

into war, which a more prompt defiance and an open alliance

between the Western powers and tho Porte might have
arrested. But tho war once begun Lord Clarendon con-

tinually urged the prosecution of it with the greatest energy.

He Employed every means in his power to stimulate and
assist the war departments, and above all he maintained
tho closest relations with our French allies, on whose co-

operation everything depended. The Emperor Nicholas

had speculated on the impo.ssibiIity of the sustained joint

action of France and England in council and in the licld.

It was mainly by Lord Clarendon at Whitehall and by

Lord liaglan before Sebastopo! that such a combination

was .rendered practicable, and did e^'entually triumph over

the enemy. The diplomatic conduct of such an alliance

for three years between two great nations jealous of their

military honour and fighting for no separate political

advantage, tried by excessive hardships and at moments on
the verge of defeat, waa certainly one of the most arduous

duties ever performed by a minister. Ko one will ever

know all the labour it cost ; but the result was due in the

main to the confidence with which Lord Clarendon had
inspired the emperor of the French, and to the afl'ection

and regard of the empress, whom he had known in Spain

from her childhood.

In 18i3G Lord Clarenaon took his seat at the Congress,

of Paris convoked for the restoration of peace, as first

British Plenipotentiary, invested with full powers. It

was the first time since the appearance of Lord Castleroagli

at Vienna that a secretary of state for foreign affairs hail

been present in person at a congress on tho Continent.

Lord Clarendon's first care was to obtain the admis.sion of

Italy to the council chamber as a belligerent power,

and to raise the barrier which still excluded Prussia as a

neutral one. But in the general anxiety of all the power*

to terminate the war there was no small danger that the

objects for which it had been undertaken would be

abandoned or forgotten. It is due, wc may say, en-

tirely to the firmness of Lord Clarendon that the principio

of the neutralization of the Black Sea was preserved, that

the Piussian attempt to trick the allies out of the ccssiiin ia

Bessarabia was defeated, and that the results of tUo war
were for a time secured.' The Congress was eager to tuiii

to other subjects, and perhajis the most important result of

its deliberations was tho celebrated Declaration of the

Maritime Powers, which abolished privateering, defined the

right of blockade, and limited tho right of capture to

enemy's property in enemy's ships. Lord Clarendon has

been accused of an abandonment of what aro termed the

belligerent rights of this country, which were undoubtedly,

based on the old maritime laws of Europe. But he actcdl

in strict conformity with tho views of the British cabinet,

and the British cabinet adopted those views because it waa
satisfied that it was not for the benefit of the country to

adhere to practices which exposed the vast mercantile

interests of Britain to depredation, even by tho cruisers

of a secondary maritime power, and which, if vigorously

enforced against neutrals, could not fail to embroil her

with every maritime state in the world. The experi-

ence of irSO, when tho armed neutrality of the North

reacted so fatally on the .American war, is the most con-

clusive demonstration of the fatal results of such a system

of policy ; and the more enlightened views of the present

day have shown that a commercial belligerent nation would

lose far more than she would gain by the suppression of the

neutral trade, even if such a suppression were possible.

Upon the reconstitution of the 'Wbig administration in

' The Crimean War and the peace of 1856 h.ad results highly bene-

ficial to the politics of Europe, They rescued Turkey from (he inimical

grasp of Russia, and gave to the Ottoman empire twenty years of

peace and security, which might, under abler rulers, have restored it to

real independence and prosperity. They overthrew the preponderance

which the Emperor Nicholas had asserted in Europe ; they cementetl

the alliance of France and England ; and they led the way to the sub-

sequent changes which followed in Italy and Germany. These were all

objects which Lord Clarendon had at heart, and although no minister

can hope to have a permanent influence on the course of human affaire,

the events of the last twenty-five years have not been unindiicnced by

his libera] and conciliatory view-s.
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1859, Lord JuLii Kus3cll made it a condition of Lis accept-

ance of ofBce under Lord Palmerston that the Foreign De-
partment Bliould be placed iu his own hands, which implied

that Lord Clarendon should be excluded from office, as it

would have been inconsistent alike with his dignity and
his tastes to fill any other post in the Government. The
•consequence was that from 1859 till 1B64 Lord Clarendon

remained out of office, and the critical relations arising out

of the civil war in the United States were left to the

guidance of Earl Iiussell. But he re-entered the cabinet

in May 18G4 as Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster;

and upon the death of Lord Palmerston iu 18G&, Lord
Iiussell again became prime minister, when Lord Clarendon

returned to the Foreign Office, which was again conlided

to him fur the third time upon the formation of ilr Glad-

stone's aduiinibtration in 18G8. To the lat.t moment of his

existence, Lord Clarendon continued to devote every faculty

of his mind and every inbtant of his life to the public service;

and he expired surrounded by the boxes and pajiers of his

office on the 27th June 1870, A\ithin a few days of that

great catastrophe which was about to change the face of

Europe, and which he, if any body, might possilily have

retarded or averted. Ilia death called forth expressions

of the deeiicat sympathy and regret from all the courts

and statesmen of both hemispheres; and these manifcsta-

fiona of more than official sorrow were collected and laid

before parliament by order of the Queen. This is not

the place to enlarge on the charm of Lord Clarendon's

personal demeanour, or on the playfulness and grace ho
threw over the conduct of great atl'airs. ^,\o must content

ourselves with a brief record of what he did in public life.

But no man owed more to the influence of a generous,

unselfish, and liberal disposition. If he had rivals he
uever ceased to treat them with the consideration and con-

fidence of friends, and he cared but little for the ordinary
prices of ambition in comparison with the advancement of

the great cause of peace and progress in the world.

A notice of I/irJ Clarendon, I'V a fiicndly hand, was printed in

Frascfs ilafjazine for August 1870, from which we Lavo borrowed
Konic details. No other biop-aphy of this eminent and accomplislicil
8tatusma.i ha.s been published. (H. R.

)

CLAEI, Giovanni CakloJI ARIA, chapel-master at Pistoia,

was born at Pisa in 1CG9. The time of his death is un-

known. Uo was the most celebrated pupil of Colonna,
chapel-master of S. Petronio, at Bologna. The works by
which Clari distinguished himself pre-eminently are his vocal

duets and trios, with a continued bass, published iu 1720.

In these beautiful and learned compositions the tonal res-

ponses and modulations are iu the modern stylo. An edi-

tion of these duets and trios, with a pianoforte accompani-
ment, was published at Paris in 1823, by Jlirccki, a Polish

musician, and a pupil of Chcrubini. In such esteem were
these compositions held by Chcrubi»i, that, in the course

of his studies, ho repeatedly transcribed them with Lis

own h.and, as models of excellonco. Clari composed one
opera, // Savio Ddiraute, and for tho church a SlaUtl

and four other works.

CLARINET. See OnoR.
CLARK, Sir James (178S-18"0), an English physician,

was born at Cnllcn, in Banffshire. He was educated at

tho grammar-school of Fordyce, and at tho univoi-sities of

Aberdeen and Edinbnr^;h, at the former of wLicL lie took

tlio degree of JI.A., at tho latter that of M.D. Uo served

for six yeai-8 ai a surgeon in the navy ; ho then spent Bomo
time in travelling on tho Continent, in order to investigate

tho effects of tho ndncral waters and tho climate of various

places commonly recommended to invalids ; and for eight

years ho w:is settled nt Rome. In 1821 Lo was chosen phy-
sician to Prince I^ixipold of Sa.\e Coburg, and two yearn

after ho commcucud to practise in Loudou as pLybiciau to

the St George's Parochial Infirmary. He was elected a

fellow of the Royal Society in 1832; in 1835 ho \\as

appointed physician to tho Duchess of Kent and the

Princess Victoria, and on tho acccs-'.iou of tho latter to the

throne ho became physician iu ordinary to tho Queen.

On the foundation of the univeisity of London, he was

made a member of its senate ; and ho belonged to many

medical societies both at Lome and abroad. Iu 1838 Lo

v.us created baronet. Sir James Clark made a special

study of sanatory science, and Le was also regarded as an

autLority on diseases of the lungs. He publisLed

—

J/eJical

Aoles ; The Saiiatiie Tiijhieuce a/ Climate, containing valu-

able meteorological tables; A I'lealise on I'ubnoiiaiy Coh

siiiiijjtir/u cnid J:iro/u!oiis Disiase ; and Clinical Jtislruclioii.

CLAliK, TuoMAs{1801-18G7),adiblinguishedchemisl,

was born at Ayr, on the 31st Jlarch 1801. His father vas

captain of a merchant vessel, and his mother began the

Ayrshire nccdlenork. He was educated at the Ayr

Academy, a school of great efficiency and repute. In 181C

ho entered the counting-house of Charles Macintosh it Co.,

the inventors of the waterproof cloth, but soon obtained

tho more congenial situation of chemist in Tenuant's cLcmi-

cal works at St Rollox. In 182C he was appointed lecturer

on chemistry to the Glasgow mechanics' iustitution, where

he propounded advanced views on the atomic theory and

the theory of salts. The same year Le published his first

papers, containing his discovery of the pyrophospate of

soda, which was a turning-point in chemical history.

Becoming a medical student in the university of Glasgow,

he took the degree of M.D. in 1831. He was for several

years apothecaiy to tho Glasgow infirmary, and published

several important papers on pharmacy. In 1832 he pub-

lished in the Wcdntiuster JUvicw an elaborate inquiry into

the existing system of weights and measures. In 1S33 he

obtained by competition the chair of chemistry in JIarischal

College, Aberdeen. About the same time Le matured two

important practical researches relating to the construction of

hydrometers and the means of detecting arsenic. In 1835

he published a piaper on tho " Application of the Hot-Blast,"

explaining the principle of its efficacy. In 183G appeared

his letter to Jlitscherlich on tho Oxygen Salts. Clark's

name became most generally known in connection with Lis

water tests and his process for softening Lard (cLalk) waters.

These came out in 1811. Tho tests Lave been in use ever

since ; and tho softening process intended for the London

waters, but not as yet adopted by any of the London com-

panies, has been very successfully carried out in several

places. In 1844 Lis health gave way uuder mental strain,

and he ceased to bo able to lecture to Lis class. Being

removed also from his laboratory, he did little more che-

mical work, except directing Lis a.'<sistant in perfecting Lis

water teats. His active mind, however, could not rest, and

ho took up several inquiries, the k.-it of all, which occupied

what strength ho had for nearly twenty years bsforo Lis

deatL, beingtbo Listorical origin of tLo Gospels. Proceeding

from ono stage to another, he finally concentrated his ener-

gies on an attempt to settle the true readings of the Greek

text of the three first Gospels. His mode of proceeding

displayed the peculior sagacity and tact shown in his scien-

tific inventions, and Lis results Lad reached a form admit-

ting of publication at tho time of Lis death. Tho work

would Lavo been very valuable in connection with tLo re-

vision of tho Bible, and it is to bo regretted that his surviv-

ing relatives did not see fit fopublish it. Clark took leading

part in all tho discussions relating to the improvement of

tho university of Aberdeen. Ho was nn admirable lecturer,

but unfortunately Lis teaching career was short. Ho died

at Gla.«gnw on the 27tli Novcinber 18C7.

CLARKi:, An\.M (.-.• 1700-1832), a We.'.Ieyan divinc.dis-

tiiiguislicd for hid varied learning, was born at Moybcg, in

V. — 1 01
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the north of Ireland ill l"60orl7G2. After receiving a y6ry

limited education he was apprenticed toa linen manufacturer,

but, finding the employment uncongenial, he soon abandoned
it, and devoted himself to study. His parents belonged to a

Methodist congregatioaunder the pastoral charge of Breedon,

one of Wesley's earliest associates iu the Methodist move-

ment, by whose advice young Clarke was sent to the school

founded by Wesley at Kingswood, near Bristol. In 1782
he entered on the duties of the ministry, being appointed

by Wesley to the Bradford (Wiltshire) circuit. His popu-

larity as a preacher was very great, and his influence in the

denomination is indicated by the fact that he was three

times chosen to be president of the Conference. He served

twice on the London circuit, the second period being

extended considerably longer than the rule allowed, at the

special requ»st of the British and Foreign Bible Society,

who had employed him in the preparation of their Arabic

Bible. He had found time during his itinerancy for diligent

study of Hebrew and other Oriental languages, undertaken
chiefly with the view of qualifying himself for the great

work of his life, his Commentary on the Holy Scriptures,

the first volume of which appeared in 1810, and the

eighth and last in 1826. It is a work of much learning

and ability, and it still possesses some value, though it is

in great part superseded by the results of later scholarship.

Dr Clarke's other literary works were very numerous. In
1802 he published a Bibliographical Dictionary in six vol-

umes, to which he afterwards added a supplement. He
was selected by the Records Commission to edit Rymer's
Fcedera, a task for which he was not well qualified, and
which he did not complete. He also wrote Memoirs of the

Wesley Family (1823), and edited a large number of reli-

gious works. He died of cholera in London on the 16th
August 1832. His Miscellaneous Works have been pub-
lished in a collected form in 13 vols., and a Life by
J. B.B. Clarke appeared in 1833.

CLARKE, Edwaed Daniel (1769-1822),LL.D., an
English traveller, was born at Willingdon, Susse.^:, June 5,

1769. In 1786 he obtained the office of chapel clerk at Jesus

College, Cambridge, but the loss of his father at this time
involved him in many difficulties. In 1790 he took his

degree, and soon after became private tutor to the Honour-
able Henry Tufton, nephew of the duke of Dorset. In
1792 he obtained an engagement to travel with Lord
Berwick through Germany, Sw'itzerland, and Italy. After

crossing the Alps, and visiting a few of the principal cities

of Italy, including Rome, he repaired to Naples, where he
remained nearly two years. Having returned to England
in the summer of 1794, he became tutor i-n several distin-

guished families. In 1799 he set out with a Mr Cripps,

on a tour through the Continent of Europe, commenc-
ing with Norway and Sweden, whence they proceeded
through Russia and the Crimea to Constantinople, Rhodes,
and afterwards to Egypt and Palestine. After the capitula-

tion of Alexandria, Clarte was of considerable use in

securing for England the statues, sarcophagi, maps, manu-
scripts, &c., which had been collected by the French savans.

Greece was the country next visited From Athens the
travellers proceeded by land to Constantinople, and after

a short stay in that city, directed their course hdmew.-xrds

through Rumelia, Austria, Germany, and France. Clarke,
who had now obtained considerable reputation, took up
liis residence at Cambridge, and there he continued chiefly

to reside till the day of his death. He received the
degree of LL.D. Shortly after his return, on account of the
valuable donations, including a colossal statue of the
Eleusinian Ceres, which he had made to the imiversity.

He was also presented to the college living of Harlton,
to which, four years later, his father-in-law added that
of Yaldham. Towards the end of 1808 Clarke was

appointed to the professorship of mineralogy, then first

instituted. Nor was his perseverance as a traveller other-

wise unrewarded. The MSS. which he had collected in

the course of his travels were sold to the Bodleian Library

for £1000 ; and by the publication of his travels he
realized altogether a clear profit of. X6595. Besides

lecturing on mineralogy and discharging his clerical duties,

Dr Clarke eagerly prosecuted the study of chemistry, and

made several' discoveries, principally by means of the gas

blowpipe, which he had brought to a high degree of per-

fection. His health gave way under too ardent study;

and after a short illpess he expired at London, March
9, 1822. In all the relations of life Dr Clarke was a most

amiable man ; and his enthusiasm was united -with a great

capacity for enduring long-continued exertion, both mental

and physical. The following is a list of his principal

works :

—

Testimony of Authors respecting the Colossal Statue of Ceres in

the Public Library, Cambridge, 8vo, 1801-3; The Tomb of
Alexander, a Dissertation on the Sarcophagus brought from Alex-

andria, and now in the BrUish Museum, 4to, 1805 ; A Methodical
Distribution of the Mineral Kingdoin, fol., 1807 ; A Description of
the Greek Marbles brought from the Shores of the Euxine, Archi-
pelago, and Mediterranean, and deposited in the University Library^
Cambridae, 8vo, 1809 ; Travelsin various Countries ofEurope, Asia,

and Africa, 4to, 1810-1819.

CLARKE, De Samuel (1675-1739), a'celebrated Eng-
lish philosopher and divine, waa the son of Edward Clarke^

alderman of Norwich, who had represented that city ia

parliament for several years. He was born October 11,

1675; and having finished his education at the free school of

Norwich in 1691, removed thence to Caius College,

Cambridge, where his uncommon abilities soon began to-

display themselves. Though the philosophy of Descartes

was at that time the reigning system at the university, yet

Clarke easily mastered the new system of Newton, and
contributed greatly to the spread of the Newtonian phUo-

sophy by publishing an excellent translation of Rohault's^

Physics with notes, which he finished before he was twenty-

two years of age. The system of Bohault was founded
entirely upon Cai-tesian principles, and was previously

known only through the medium of a rude Latin version.

Clarke not only gave a new translation, but added to it-

such notes as were calculated to lead students insensibly to

other and truer notions of science. " The success,'" says-

Bishop Hoadley, " answered exceedingly well to his hopes ;.

and he may justly be styled a great benefactor to the

university iu this attempt." It continued to be used as a
text-book in the university till supplanted by the treatises

of Newton,' which it had been designed to introduce.

Whiston relates that, in 1697, he met young Clarke (at that

time chaplain to Moore, bishop of Norwich), then wholly
unknown to him, at a coffee-house in that city, where they

entered into conversation about the Cartesian philosopliy-

particularly Rohauit's Physics, which Clarke's tutor, as he
tells us, had put him upon translating. " The result of this,

conversation was," says Whiston, " that I was greatly

surprised that so young a man as Clarke then was should

know so much of those sublime discoveries, which were

.then almost a secret to all but to a few particular mathe-

maticians. Nor do I remember," continues he, "above
one or two at the moat, whom I had then met with, that

seemed to know so much of that philosophy as Clarke."

This translation of Rohault was first printed in 1697, Rvp.

There have been four editions of it : the last and best is

that of 1718, which has the following title:

—

Jardbi

Rohalilli Physica. Latine veriit, reccnmit, et vherioribus

jam Annotationihus, ex Ulnslrissimi Isaaci Newioni Phila-

sopkia maximam partem haustis, amplificavii et wnavit S.

Clarke, S.P.T. Accedunt etiam in hoc quaria ediiionc rtoviF

aliquot tabulce ccri incises et An"Otatioiics muUnm siitU
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avctce. It was translated into English by Dr John Clarke,

dean of Sarum, and published in two vols. 8vo.

Clarke afterwards turned his thoughts to divinity, and
iu order to qualify himself for the sacred office, devoted

himself to the study of Scripture in the original, and of the

primitive Christian writers. Having taken holy orders, he

became! chaplain to Moore, bishop of Norwich, who was
ever afterwards his constant friend and patron. In 1699
he published two treatises,—one entitled Three Practical

Essays on Baptism, Confirmation, and Repentance, and
the other, Some Reflections on, that part of a book called

Amyntor, or a Defence of Hilton's Life, which relates to tJie

Writings of the Primitive Fathers, and the Canon of the

Nfw Testament. In 1701 he published A Paraphrase
upon the Gospel of St Matthew, which was followed, in

1702, by the Paraphrases upon the Gospels of St Mark
and St Luke, and soon afterwards by a third volume upon

St John. They were subsequently printed together in two
volumes 8vo, and have since passed through several

editions. He intended to have treated iu the same manner
the remaining books of the New Testament, but something
accidentally interrupted the execution of his design.

Meanwhile Bishop Moore gave him the rectory of

Drayton, near Norwich, and procured him a parish in the

city. In 1704 ho was appointed to the Boyle lectureship,

and chose for his subject the Being and Attributes of God.
Having been appointed to the same oflSce in the folio B'ing

year, he chose for his subject the Evidences of Natural
and Revealed Religion. These lectures were first printed

in two distinct volumes, but were afterwards collected

together, and published under the general title of A
Discourse concerning the Being and Attributes of God, the

Obligations of Natural Religion, and the Truth and
Certainty of the Christian Revelation, in opposition to

Hobbes, Spinoza, the author of the Oracles of Reason, and
other Deniers of Natural and Revealed Religion.

In 1 706 he wrote a refutation of some po.sitions which had
been maintained by Dr Dodwell on the immortality of the

soul, and this drew him into controversy with Collins.

He also at this time wrote a translation of Newton's Optics,

for which the author presented him with .£500. In the

same year also, through the influence of Bishop Moore,

he obtained the rectory of St Bonnet's, Paul's Wbarf,

London ; and he soon afterwards appeared at the court of

Queeu Anne, who appointed him one of her chaplains in

ordinary, and afterwards, in 1709, presented him to the

rectory of St James's, Westminster. On his elevation to

this latter office, ho took the degree of doctor in divinity,

dgfending as his thesis the two propositions :
—" 1. Nullum

fidei Christianm dogma, in Sacris Scripturis traditum, est

recta rationi disecntaneum , no article of the Christain faith,

delivered in the Holy Scriptures, is disagreeable to right

reason, and 2. Sineactionum humanarum libertate nulla potest

esse rtligio, without the liberty of human actions, there

can be no religion. During the same year, at the request

of the author, he revised and corrected Whiston's English
translation of the Apostolical Constitutions.

In 1712 he published a carefully punctuated and
annotated editfon »{ Cresar'a Commentaries, adorned with

elegant engravings. It 'was printed in folio, 1712, and
afterwards in 8vo, 1720, and dedicated to the duko of

Marlborough. During tho same year he published his

celebrated treatise on The Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity.

It is divided into throe parts. Tho first contains a col-

lection and exegesis of all the texts in tho New Testament

relating to the doctrine of the Trinity ; in tho second tho

doctrine is set forth at largo, and explained in jjarticular

and distinct propo.sitions ; and in tho third the priucijial

passages in the liturgy of tlie Church of England relating

to tho doctrine of the Trinity are considored. VVhiston

informs us that, some time before the publication of this-

book, a message was sent to him from Lord Godolphin and
other ministers of Queen Anne, importing " that the affair*

of the public were with diiSculty then kept in the hands
of those that were for Hberty ; that it was therefore an
unseasonable time for the publication of a book that would
make a great noise and disturbance ; and that therefore

they desired him to forbear till a fitter opportimity should
offer itself,"—a message that Clarke of course entirely dis-

regarded. The ministers were right in their conjectures ;

and the work not only provoked a great number of replies,

but occasioned a formal complaint from the Lower House
of Convocation. Clarke, in reply, drew up an apologetic

preface, and afterwards gave several explanations, which
satisfied the Upper House ; and on his pledging himself
that hb future conduct would occasion no trouble, the
matter dropped.

In 1715 and 1716 he had a discussion with Leibnitr
relative to the principles of natural philosophy and
religion, which was at length cut short by the death
of his antagonist. A collection of the papers which passed
between them was published in 1717. In 1719 he was
presented by Lord Lechmere to the mastership of Wigston's
hospital iu Leicester. Iu 1724 he published seventeen

sermons, eleven of which had not before been printed. In
1727, upon the death of Sir Isaac Newton, he was offered

by the court the place of Master of the Mint, worth on an
average from £1200 to £1500 a year. This secular pre-

ferment, however, he absolutely refused,—a circumstance

which Whiston regards as " one of the most glorious

actions -of his life, and affording undeniable conviction that

he was in earnest in his religion." In 1728 was published

"A Letter from Dr Clarke to Benjamin Hoadley, F.R.S.,

occasioned by the controversy relating to the Proportion

of Velocity and Force iu Bodies in Motion," printed in

the Philosophical Transactions. In 1729 he published the

first twelve books of Homer's Hiad. This edition was
printed in quarto, and dedicated to the duke of Cumberland.
" The translation of Homer, who was Clarke's favourite

author," says Bishop Hoadley, " with his corrections, may
now be styled accurate ; and his notes, as far as they go,

are indeed a treasury of grammatical and critical knowledge.

Ho was called to his task by royal command, and ho has

performed it in such a manner as to bo worthy of the

young prince for whom it was laboured." The year of its

publication was the last of Clarke's life. Hitherto, though
not robust, he had always enjoyed a firm state of health

;

but on the morning of Sunday, 11th May 1729, when
going out to preach before tho judges at Sergeant's Inn,

he was seized with a sudden illness, which caused his

death on the Saturday morning following. He died, May
17, 1729, in the 64th year of his age.

Soon after his death were published, from his origink)

manuscripts, by his brother Dr John Clarke, dean of

Sarum, An Expotiiion of the Church Catechistn, and ten

volumes of sermons, in 8vo. His Exposition is composed

of tho lectures which he read every Thursday morning,

for some months in the year, at St James's church. In tho

latter part of his life ho revised them with great care, and
left them completely prepared for the press. Three years

after his death appeared also tho last twelve bc>oke of tho

riiad, published iu 4lo by bis son Mr Samuel Clarke, tho

first three of these books and part of tho fourth having, as

ho states, been revised and annotated by his father.

Clarke was of a cheerful and even playful d i.«poeit ion.

An intimate friend relatos that happening to call for hiui ho

found him ewimining upon stable. At another time, when
Clarke and several other men of ability and learning were

indulging iu diversion, on looking out at the window ho

saw a grave blockhead approaching the huuse ; upon which
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he cried out, " Boys, boys, bo wise ; here comes a fooL"
This turn of his mind is confirmed by Dr Warton, who, in

his observations upon the line ot Mr Pope,
" Dntliought-of frailtiea cheat m in the wise,"

Bays, " Who could imagine that Locke was fond of romances

;

that Newton -once studied astrology ; that Dr Clarke
valued himself on his agility, and frequently amused him-
self in a private room of his house in leaping over the
tables and chairs ; and that our author himself was a great
epicure f

[Clarke, although in no department a genius of the fii^t

order, was a man of great general ability. He was eminent
as a theologian, a mathematician, a metaphysician, and
a philologist. His chief strength lay in hb logical
power. He was so disciplined and skilful a reasoner as
to be able to contend on equal terms even with a Butler
or a Leibnitz. Few have defended so well so many good
causes. The materialism of Hobbes, the pantheism of

Spinoza, the empiricism of Locke, the determinism of

Leibnitz, CoUins's necessitarianism, Dod well's denial of the
natural immortality of the soul, rationalistic attacks on
Christianity, aud the selfish morality of the sensationalists,

—

all found in him a formidable opponent, possessed of great
strength of mind, extraordinary dialectic skill, and a
thorough conviction of the importance and truth of the
principles which he advocated.

His fame as a theologian and philosopher rests to a large

extent on his demonstration of the existence of God and
his theory of the foundation of rectitude. The former is

not, as it is often described, a purely a priori argument, nor
is it presented as such by its author. It starts from a fact,

and it often explicitly appeals to facts. The intelligence,

for example, of the self-existe.nce and original cause of all

things—the main question between theists and atheists—is

admitted to be " not easily proved a priori," but argued to

be " demonstrably proved a posteriori from the variety and
degrees-of perfection in things, and the order of causes and
effects, from the intelligence that created beings are con-

fessedly endowed with, and from the beauty, order, and
final purpose of things." The propositions maintained in

the argument are—" 1. That something has existed from
eternity ; 2. That there has existed from eternity some one
Immutable and independent being ; 3. That that immutable
and independent being, which has existed from eternity,

without any external cause of its existence, must be self-

oxistent, that is, necessarily existing ; 4. What the substance

or essence of that being, which b self-existent or necessarily

existing, b, we have no idea, neither b it at all possible

for us to comprehend it ; 5. That though the substance or

essence of the self-axbtent being b itself absolutely incom-

j/rehensible to us, yet many of the essential attributes of

his nature are strictly demonstrable, as well as hb exbtence,

and, in the first place, that he must be of necessity eternal

;

G. That the self-exbtent being must of necessity be infinite

and omnipresent, 7. Must be but one, 8. Must, be an
intelligent being, 9. Must be not a necessary agent, but a

being indued with liberty and choice, 10. Must of

necessity have infinite power, 11. Must be infinitely wbe,
and 12. Must of necessity be a being of infinite goodness,

justice, and truth, and all other moral perfections, such as

become the supreme governor and judge of the world."

In order to establbh his sixth propositiort, Dr Clarke

contends that time and space, eternity and immensity, are

not substances but attributes,—the attributes of a self-

existent being. Edmund Law, Dugald Stewart, Lord
Brougham, and many other writers, have, in consequence,

represented Clarke as arguing from tha existence of time

and space to the exbtence of Deity. This is a serious

mbtaie. The existence of an ironuitablo, independent,

and necessary being is supposed to be proved before

any reference b made to the nature of time and space.

Clarke has been generally supposed to have derived thj

opinion that time and space are attributes of an infinita

immaterial and spiritual being from the Scholium Generate,

first published in the second edition of Newton's Principia

(1714). The truth b that hb work on the Being and
Attributes of God appeared nine years before that Scholium.
The view propounded by Clarke may have been derived
from the Midrash, the Kabbalah, Philo, Henry More, or

Cudworth, but not from NewtoiL It b a view difficult to

prove, and probably few will acknowledge that Clarke has
conclusively proved it.

His theory as to the nature, foundation, and obligation

of virtue b to the following effect Things differ from
one another in their natures. They necessarily, therefore,

stand in different relations- to one another. From these

different relations of things there must arbe an agreement
or disagreement of some things to others, a fitness or

unfitness of the application of diff'erent things one to

another. Thus there b a fitness or suitableness of certain

acts in certain circumstances to certain persons and an
unsuitableness ot others founded on the nature of things

and persons, apart from aU positive appointment whatso-
ever. It b only imperfection or perversion of intelligence

which can make the relations of things, and the fitness and
unfitness involved in them, appear to be other than what
they are. The fundamental truths of morals are absolutely
and in themselves what they seem, no less than the trutaa

of geometry. The obligation to virtue b involved in the
very recognition of the moral relations which arbe out of

the necessary and eternal differences of things. It is

impossible for us to apprehend them otherwbe than as laws
of reason which ought to guide our actions. Prior to all

consideration of the divine wQl or law there b obligation
;

and God, although under no necessity to create, must,
having resolved to create, have respect to certain propor-

tions, abstractly of eternal necessity, and, having resolved

to act, must determine His will according to eternal reason.

His own law to himself b the law which He has given to

every rational being, and which He has sanctioned by
rewards and punishments. These are a secondary source
of obligation.

This theory has been mbnnderstood and misrepresented
in various waya. Jouffroy, Am^d^e Jacques, Sir James
Mackintosh, Dr Thomas Brown, <tc., criticbe it on tho
assumption that Clarke made virtue consbt in conformity
to the rfelations of things universally, although the whole
tenor of hb arguiqpnt shows him to have had in view only

conformity to such relations as belong to the sphere of moral
agency. We may admit, however, that he might have pro-

fitably insbted more on the fact that the relations and
fitnesses spoken of are those which afford a reason and rule of

action to the will. In this respect the doctrine of the dbtin-
gubhed German philosopher Herbart, which, while resolving

morality into relations, lays stress on the fact that thesj

relations are relations of will, may be regarded as an
improvement of that of Clarke. It b erroneous to represent

Clarke as confounding mathematical and pioral relafions,

as overlooking that the relations involved in morality mnst
be dbtinct from those involved in mere truth, or as meaning
by the " fitness " which b constitutive of morality the

adaptation of means and ends. In reality, he simply states

an analogy between mathematical and moral truths, assigns

to moral principles the distinctive peculbrity of being
related to the will, and being liable to be set aside,-and
denotes by fitness the accordance of things with a standard
by which they can be judged.

When Clarke's doct-rine, that rectitude b a conformity to

certain relations, has been accurately understood, it cannot
fail to be obvious that although it must be vindicated from
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many of the objections which have been urged against it,

no one can justly regard it aa' more than the mere starting-

point of a theory. It must be followed up by a great

amount of research before it can approximate to what a

theory ehould be. But there is no reason why it should

not be followed up by research in various directions, nor

why it should not be made much more precise and definite

than it has yet been. The relations involved in morality

may be compared with those involved in pure science, in

utility both personal and general, and in beauty, and ought

to be for it is only thus that what is distinctive of them
can be brought clearly and completely out More, perhaps,

than any other theory on the nature of virtue, the theory

of relations suggests and implies the necessity of a minute

scientific inquiry into how truth, beauty, utility, and good-

ness are connected and distinguished. By Socrates and
Wollaston truth and goodness, by Plato, Shaftesbury, aud
Herbart beauty and goodness, and by the selfish school and
the utilitarian school of moralists, utility and goodness, have

been, if not identified, too nearly so, while there have been
held errors as great although directly contrary to these,

separating unnaturally goodness from truth, or from beauty,

or from utility ; and it lies directly in the way of those

who adopt the theory of relations to institute an investiga-

tion into the whole subject of the connection of truth,

beauty, utility, and goodness, so thorough and comprehen-
sive as to show what is true and what erroneous in all these

views, and what are the resemblances and differences, the

identities and distinctions, in the things themselves.

As to the biography of Clarke see the Life by Bishop Hoadley,
and Whiston's Historical Memoirs. ' As to hij philosophical, ethical,

and theological tenets, there may be consulted Bishop Law's Inquiry
into the Ideas of Space, Time, <tc., several works of JDr John Bilguy
(referred to in article Balgut), Dugald Stewart's Dissertation,

Sir James Mackintosh's Dissertation, Lord Brougham's Discourse on
Natural Theology, Dr 'Eurton's Natural Theology, Wardlaw's
Christian Ethics, Dr Chalmers's Natural Theology, and Hunt's Be-
ligious Thought ' in England, passirji, but particularly in vol. ii.

447-157, and vol. iii. 20-29 and 109-115, &c. The most elaborate

essay on his philosophy as a whole is, perhaps, that by Prof. Zim-
mermann in the DcnJcschriJtcn d. k. Akademie dcr Wisscnschaftcn,

I'hil.-IIist. Classe, Bd. lis., Vienna, 1870. It treats of English
rationalism before Clarke, his life, the general character of his philo-

sophy,- his criticism of materialism, his defence of natural religion,

his discussion with Leibnitz, and his moral philosophy. (R. F.)]

CLARKSON, Thomas (1760-184G), was born on the

28th March 1760, at Wisbeaoh, in Cambridgeshire, where
his father was head-master of the free grammar school.

He was educated at St Paul's School and at St John's

College, Cambridge. Having taken the first place among
the middle bachelors as Latin essayist, he succeeded in 1 785

in gaining a similar honour among the senior bachelors.

The subject appointed by the vice-chancellor, Dr Peckhard,

was one in which he was himself deeply interested

—

Anne
liceat invUos in serviiutem dare 1 (Is it fight to make men
slaves against their will !) In preparing for this essay

Clarkson consulted a number of works on African' slavery,

of which the chief was Benezet's llUiorical Surivp of

New Guinea ; and the atrocities of which he read aflected

him so deeply that he determined to devote all his energies

to effect the abolition of the slave trade, and gave up his

intention of entering the church. His first measure was to

publish, with additions, an English translation of his prize-

essay (Juno 1786). He then commenced to search in all

quarters for information concerning slavery. He soon

discovered that the cause had already been taken up to

some extent 'by others, most of whom belonged to the

Society of Friends, and omong the chief of whom wore

William Dillwyn, Joseph Wood, and Oronvillo Shorp.

With the aid of these gentlemen, a committee of twelve

was formed in May 1787 to do all that was possible to

effect the abolition of the slave trade. Meanwhile Chtrkbon

had also gained the sympathy of Wilbertorce, Whitbrcrwl,'

Sturge, and several other men of influence. Travelling

from port to port, he now commenced to collect a large

mass of evidence; and much of it was embodied iU; his

Summary View of ihe Slave Trade, and the Probable
Consequences of its Abolition, which, with a number of other

anti-slavery tracts, was published by the committee. Pitt,

Grenville, Fox, and Burke looked favourably on the

movement; in May 1788 Pitt introduced a parllamontarj"

discussion on the subject, and Sir W. Dolben brought
forward a bill providing that the number of slaves carried

in a vessel should be proportional to its tennage. A
number of Liverpool and Bristol merchants obtained per-

mission from the House to be heard by council against the

bill, but on the 18th June it passed the Commons. Soon
after Clarkson published an £ssat/ on the Impolicy of Ote

Slave Trade; and for two months he was continuously

engaged in travelling that he might meet men who were
personally acquainted with the facts of the trade. From
their lips he collected a con.siderable amount of evidence ;

but only nine could be prevailed upon to promise to appear

before the privy council Meanwhile other witnesses had
been obtained by Wilberforce and the committee, and on
the 12th May 1789 the former led a debate on the subject

in the House of Commons, in which he was seconded by
Burke and supported by Pitt and Fox. It was now the

beginning of the French Revolution, and in the hope that

he might arouse the French to sweep away slavery with

other abuses, Clarkson crossed to Paris, where ho re

mained six months. He found Necker head of the Govern-
ment, and obtained from him some sympathy but little

help. Mirabeau, however, with his assistance, prepared a

speech against slavery, to be delivered before the National

Assembly, and the Marquis de la Fayette entered enthusi-

astically into his views. During this visit Clarkson also

met a deputation of negroes from St Domingo, who had
come to France to present a petition to the National

Assembly, desiring to be placed on an equal footing with

the whites; but the storm of the Revolution permitted no
substantial success to be achieved. Scon after his return

home he engaged in a search, the apparent hopelessness of

which finely displays his unshrinking laboriousness and his

passionate enthusiasm. Ho desired to find some one who
had himself witnessed the capture of the negroes in Africa

;

and a friend having met by chance a man-of-war's-man who
had done so, Clarkson, though ignorant both of the uaine

and of the residence of the sailor, at once set out in search

of him, and after many disappointments actually dis-

covered him. His last tour was undertaken in order to

form anti-slavery committees in nil the principal towiis^

At length, in the autumn of 1794, his health, which liaci

long been impaired by his uninterrupted exertions, gave

way, and he was obliged to cease active work. He di.i

not, however, entirely give up the cause. At the sugges-

tion of Wilberforce and others, ho occupied his timo in

writing a History of the Abolition of the Slave Trade,

which appeared iu 1808. In 1818 ho had an interview at

Paris with the emperor of Russia, to whom he presented

an address against the negro slave trade. He again visited

the emperor during tho conference of the European
monarchs which was held at Aix-la-Chapelle, and, through

liim, the address was also presented to the emperor of

Austria and the king of Prussia. In 1623, the slave trade

having been abolished in 1807, the Anti-Slovery .Society

was formed, and Clarkson was one of its vice-presidents. H c

was for some timo blind from cataract; hut several yean
before his death his sight was restored. He died »t the

age of eightysii. at his patrimonial house. Plavford Hall,

Suffolk.

Besides the works already mcntioDcd, be publiUii>
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ihe Portraiture of Quakerism (1806), Memoirs of Wil-

liam Penn, (1813), Researches, Anledilnvian, Patriarehal,

•and Historical (1836), intended as a history of the inter-

ference of Providence for man's epiritual good, and Stric-

tures on several of the remarks concerning himself made in

the Life of WilberfoYce, in which his claim as originator of

the anti-slavery movement is denied. See his Memoirs
by Thomas Ebnea and Thomas Taylor.

CLAUBERG, John (1622-1665), one of the most
noted of the immediate followers of Descartes, was born at

Solingen, in Prussia, in the year 1622. After travelling in

France and England, he came to Leyden, where he studied

philosophy under the Cartesian John Eay. He became
professor of philosophy at Herboru, and afterwards at

Duisburg, and was one of the earliest teachers of the

new doctrines in Germany. Clauberg is justly celebrated

as an exact and methodical commentator on his master's

writings ; but he was no mere commentator, and his specu-

lations anticipate in a marked degree the subsequent course

of thought in the Cartesian school. His theory of the

conn-jction between the soul and the body is hardly to

be distinguished from that afterwards advanced by Male-

branche; while his view of the relation which God holds

to his creatures is a distinct foreshadowing of the pantheism
of Spinoza. All creatures exist only through the continuous
creative energy of the Divine Being, and are no more
independent of his will than are our thoughts independent
of us,—or rather less, for there are thoughts which force

themselves upon us whether we will or not. Clauberg
diefl at Duisburg in 1665. His chief works are— De con-

junctione animce et corporis humani scriptum ; E.cerdtatioties

centum de cognitio^ie Dei et nosiri ; Logica vetus et nova
;

Iiiitiatio philosopld, sew Duhitalio Cartesiana, He also

"wrote a commentary on Descartes's Meditations. A com-
plete edition of his works in two vols, was published at

Amsterdam in 1691.

CLAUDE, Jean, (1619-1687), a famous French Protes-

tant preacher and controversialist, was bom at Sauvetat
•near Agen, where his father was a Protestant minister.

He held for eight years the office of professor of theolog}-

in the Protestant college of Nimes ; but in 1661, having
opposed a suggestion which was made at a provincial

synod for reuniting Catholics and Protestants, he was
forbidden to preach in Lower Languedoc. On visiting

Paris in order to appeal against this command, he became
engaged in a controversy with Bossuet and Arnauld con-
cerning the Eucharist. In 1662 he obtained a post at

Moutauban similar to that which he had lost ; but after four
years he was removed from it also. He next became
pastor in Paris, where he continued his controversy with
Bossuet. On the revocation of the Edict of Nantes he fled

to Holland, and received a pension from the Prince of

Orange. He continued to preach occasionally at the
Hague till his death.

His pvinciiml works ore the Repoiise anx deux Iraites intitulis
L'l rcriiClniti de la Foi dc TEgliss Cnthoiiquc touchant VEucharistk
(1G65> ; Rfnonscan Jin-e de P. Kovct sur l'£i{charistie{166S); Diffuse
i'-" la liif-M-matiOn, on r^ponse aiix prejugis Itgitimcs de Xtcole
(liw^) : PItiintea d-3 Fro*csfints crucU'mcnt opprinUs dans le

lii'iiailmc de France (16S6:; CEiivrcs posthumcs (Amsterdam, 16S8),
oontainiiii; the Traits de la Composition d'ltil Sermon, which was
translati'il into English in IT'S. See biographies by Niceron and
Laderize.

CLAUDE OF LoKKAisE, or Claude Gel^e (1 600-1 682),
the celebrated landscape-painter, was born of very poor
parents at the village of Chamagne in Lorraine. When it

was discovered that he made no progress at school, he was
apprenticed, it is commonly said, to a pastry-cook, but this

is extremely dubious. At the age of twelve, being left an
orphan, he went to live at Freiburg with an elder bfother,

Jean QeUe, a wood-carver of moderate merit, and under

him he designed arabesques and foliage. He aftcrw.i.rda

rambled to Rome to seek a .livelihood ; but from hia

clowuishness and ignorance of the language, he failed to

obtain permanent employment. He next went to Naples,
to study landscape painting under Godfrey Waals, a painter

of much repute. With him he remained two years ; then ho
returned to Rome, and was domesticated until April 1625
with another landscape-painter, Augustin Tassi, who hired

him to grind hia colours and to do all the household
drudgery. His master, hoping to make Claude serviceable in

some of his greatest works, advanced him in the rules of

perspective and the elements of design. Under his tuition

the mind of Claude began to expand, and he devoted him-
self to artistic study with great eagerness. He exerted his

utmost industry to .explore the true principles of painting

by an incessant examination of nature ; and for this purpose
he made his studies in the open fields, where he very

frequently remained from sunrise till sunset, watching the

effect of the shifting light upon the landscape. He
generally sketched whatever he thought beautiful ot

striking, marking every tinge of light with a similar colour
j

from these sketches he perfected his landscapes. Leaving
Tassi, he made a tour in Italy, France, and a part of

Germany, including his native Lorraine, suffering numerous
misadventures by the way. Karl Dervent, painter to the

duke of Lorraine, kept him as assistant for a year ; and he
painted at Nancy the architectural subjects on the ceiling

of the Carmelite church. He did not, however, relish this

employment, and in 1627 returned to Rome. Here,
painting two landscapes for Cardinal Bentivoglio, he earned
the protection of Pope Urban VIIL and rapidly rose into

celebrity.

Claude \\8as not only acquainted with the facts, but also

with the laws, of nature ; and Sandrart relates that he used
to explain, as they walked together through the fields, the

causes of the different appearances of the same landscape
at different hours of the day, from the reflections or refrac-

tions of light, or from the morning and evening dews or

vapours, with all the precision of a natural philosopher.

He elaborated his pictures with great care ; and if any
performance fell short of his ideal, he altered, erased, and
repainted it several times over.

His skies are aerial and full of lustre, and every object

harmoniously illumined. His distances and colouring are

delicate, and his tints have a sweetness and variety till then
unexampled. He frequently gave an uncommmon tender-

ness to his tinished trees by glazing. His figures, however,
are very indifferent ; but he was so conscious of his

deficiency in this respect, that he usually engaged other
artists to paint them for him, among whom were Curtois
and Filippo Lauri. Indeed, he was wont to say that he
sold his landscapes and gave away his figures. In order
to avoid a repetition of the same subject, and also to detec-t

the very numerous spurious copies of his works, he made
tinted outline drawings (in six paper books prepared for this
purpose) of all those pictures which were transmitted to
different countries; and on the back of each drawing he
wrote the name of the purchaser. These books he named
Libri di Vei-itcl. This valuable^ work has been engraved
and published, and has always been highly esteemed by
students of the art of landscape. Claude died at Rome at

the age of eighty-two, on the 21st of November 1682,
leaving his wealth, which was considerable, between his

only surviving relatives, a nephew and niece. Many choice

specimens of his genius may be seen in the National Gallery,

and in the Louvre ; the landscapes in the Altieri audColonna
Palaces in Rome are also of especial celebrity. He himself
regarded a landscape which he painted in the Villa Madama,
being a cento of various views with great abundance and
variety of leafage, and a composition of Esther and
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Ahasnerus, as his finest works ; the former he refused to sell,

ralthough Clemeot IX. offered to cover its surface with gold

pieces. He etched a series of twenty-eight landscapes, fine

impressions of which are greatly prized. FuU of amenity,

and deeply sensitive to the graces of nature, Claude has

long been deemed the prince of landscape painters, and

indeed he must always be accounted a prime leader in that

form of art, and in his day a great enlarger and refiner of

its province. Within the last century, however, he has been

vastly exceeded—in grasp, power, knowledge, subtlety,

variety, and general mastery of all kinds—by many
painters, one in one quality and another in another ; in

proof we need only name Turner, whose range, in com-

parison with Claude's, was as that of a continent to a

canton, or a mountain to a hillock.

Claude was a man of amiable and simple character, very

kind to his pupils, a patient and unwearied worker; in his

own sphere of study, his mind was stored (as we have

seen) with observation and knowledge, but he continued

an unlettered man till bis death. (w. M. E.)

CLAUDET, Antoine FEANgois (1797-1867), an emi-

nent photographer, was born at Lyons. Shortly after the

publication of Daguerre's results (1839), Claudet, by the

addition of bromide and chloride of iodine to the iodide of

silver employed by the former discoverer, greatly acceler-

ated the process of production. This, with the use of

iodide of gold in fixing the image, may be said to have

completed the invention. In 1848 Ciaudet produced the

photographometer, an instrument designed to measure the

intensity of photogenic rays; and in 1849 he brought out

the focimeter for securing a perfect focus in photographic

portraiture. In 1850 he received a medal from the Society

of Arts and Manufactures for a machine to cut glass of any

curvature of surface. This was followed in 1851, 1855,

and 1862 by the medals awarded by the French and

English universal exhibitions for eminence in and discoveries

connected with his profession, and in 1853 by his election

into the Royal Society. In 1858 he produced the st«reo-

monoscope, in reply to a challenge from Sir David Brewster.

Claudet, who was photographer in ordinary to Her Majesty,

was also a decore of the Legion of Honour, and had

received tokens of admiration and regard from Louis

Philippe and the Czar Nicholas.

CLAUDIAXUS, Claudius, the gifted poet who shed

lustra on the last decrepid era of Eoman literature, was,

as we learn from himself (Epist. 1), an Egyptian by birth,

and probably a native of Alexandria. It may be con-

jectured from his name that he was of Boman extraction,

and it is hardly possible that he should have acquired such

mastery over the Latin language if it had not been familiar

to hira from his boyhood. We have, however, his own
iiuthority for the assertion that his first poetical composi-

tions wor« in Greek, and that ho had written nothing in

Latin before 395 a.d. In that year he appears to have

come to Rome, and made his debut as a Latin poet by a

panegyric on the consulship of Olybrius and Probinus, the

first brothers not belonging to the imperial family who had

ever simultaneously filled the office of consul. This piece

proved the precursor of the series of panegyrical poems
which compose the bulk of his writings. In 396 appeared

the encomium on the third consulship of the Emperor
Honorius, and the epic on the downfall of Rufinus, the

unworthy minister of Arcadius at Constantinople. This

revolution was principally effected by the contrivance of

Stilicho, the great general and minister of Honorius.

Claudian's poem appears to have obtained his patronage,

or rather perhaps that of his wife Serena, by whose in-

terposition the ]X)et was within a year or two enabled

V) contract a wcilthy marriage in Africa (Epist. 2). Pre-

nonp. to tj-' event he had produced (398) liis panegyric

on the fourth consulship of Honorius, his epithalamium

on the marriage of Honorius to Stilicho's daughter, Maria,

and his poem on the Gildonic war, celebrating the repres-

sion of a revolt in Africa. To these succeeded his piece

on the consulship of Mallius Theodorus (399), the un-

finished or mutUated invective against the Byzantine

prime minister Eutropius, in the same year, the epics on
Stilicho's first consulship and on his repulse of Alaric

(400 and 403), and the panegjn-ic on the sixth con-

sulship of Honorius (404). From this time all trace of

Claudian is lost, and he is generally supposed to havfc

perished with his patron Stilicho in 408. It may, how-

ever, be plausibly conjectured that he must have died in

404, as he could hardly otherwise have omitted to celebrate

the greatest of Stilicho's achievements, the destruction of

the barbarian host led by Eadagaisus in the following year.

Nor, on the other hand, is ground wanting for the surmise

that he may have survived Stilicho, as in the dedication

to the second book of his epic on the Rape of Proserpine,

he speaks of his disuse of poetry in terms hardly reconcil-

able with the fertility which, as we have seen, he displayed

during his patron's lifetime. From the manner in which

Augustine alludes to him in his De Civitate Dei, it may be

inferred that he was no longer living at the date of the

composition of that work, between 415 and 428.

We have already enumerated Claudian's chief poems, to

which only remain to be added a number of short descrip-

tive pieces and epigrams, his lively Fesceunines on th?

emperor's marriage, his panegyric on Serena, and the

Gigantomachia, a fragment of an unfinished epic. Several

poems expressing Christian sentiments are undoubtedly

spurious. There can be no question of his paganism,

which, however, neither prevented his celebrating Christian

rulers and magistrates nor his enjoying the distinction of a

court laureate. We have his own authority for Ixis having

been honoured by a bronze statue in the forum, although

the inscription on the pedestal which Pomponius La;tus

professed to have discovered in the 15th century is almost

certainly spurious.

Claudian's position in literature is nnique. It is suffi-

ciently remarkable that, after nearly three centuries of

torpor, the Latin muse should have experienced any
revival in the age of Honorius, nothing less than amazing

that this revival should have been the work of a foreigner,

most surprising of all that a just and enduring celebrity

should have been gained by official panegyrics on the

generally uninteresting transactions of an inglorious epoch.

The first of these particulars bespeaks Claudian's taste,

rising superior to the prevailing barbarism, the second his

command of language, the third his rhetorical skill. Ae
remarked by Gibbon, "he wiis endowed with the rare and
precious talent of raising the meanest, of adorning the

roost barren, and of diversifying the most similar topics."

This gift is especially displayed in his poem on the down-
fall of Rufinus, where the punishment of n public male-

factor is exalted to the dignity of nh epical subject by the

magnificence of diction and the ostentation of pnpemntiiral

machinery. The noble exordium, in which the fate of

Rufinus is propounded as the vindication of divine justice,

]>laccs the subject at once on a dignified level ; and the

council of the infernal powers has atlordcd a hint to Tasso,

and through him to Milton. The inevitable monotony of

the panegyrics on Honorius is relieved by just and brilliant

cxpatiation on the duties of a sovereign. In his celebration

of Stilicho's victories Claudian found a subject more worthy

of his powers, and some passages, such as the descriptioa

of the Hight of Alaric, and of Stilicho's arrival at Rome
and the felicitous i>araUeI between his triumphs and those

of Marius, rank ninong the brightest oniamcntii of Latio

pootrj*. Claudian's panegjric, however lavish and r»-
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gardless of veracity, is in general far less offensive than
usual in his age, a circumstance attributable partly to his

more refined taste and partly to the genuine merit of his

patron Stilicho. He is a valuable authority for the history

of his times, and is rarely to be convicted of serious inaccu-

racy in his facts, whatever may be thought of the colour-

ing he chooses to impart to them. As correctly observed
by his latest critic, Mr Hodgkin, he was animated by true

patriotic feeling, in the shape of a reverence for Eome as

the source and symbol of law, order, and civilization.

Outside the sphere of actual life he is less successful; his

Rape of Proserpine, though the beauties ^f detail are as
great as usual, betrays his deficiency in the creative power
requisite for dealing with a purely ideal subject. This
denotes the rhetorician rather than the poet, and in general
it may be said that his especial gifts of vivid natural
description and of copious illustration, derived from
extensive but not cumbrous erudition, are fully as appro-
priate to eloqueuce as to poetry. lu the general cast of his
mind and character of his writings, and especially in his

faculty for bestowing enduring interest upon occasional
themes, we may fitly compare him with Dryden, remember-
ing that while Dryden exulted in the energy of a vigorous
and fast-developing knguage, Claudian was cramped by an
artificial diction, confined to the literary class.

Claudian's works must have been carefully edited in his
own time, for his epigrams include several short pieces
evidently prepared for insertion in or rejected from poems
of greater compass. The edilio princeps was printed at

Vicenza in 1482 ; the best subsequent editions are those
by Gesuer (1759), Burmann (I7C0), and Jeep (1872).
There is a complete English translation of little merit, by
Abraham Hawkins (London, 1817), and a version of the
Rape^ of Proserpine, by Dean Howard. Some excellent
criticism on Claudian wiU be found in Professor Ramsay's
article in Smith's Classical Dictionary, and in two lectures
by Mr Thomas Hodgkin (N"ewcastle, 1875). (r. g.)
CLAUDIUS, Appius Cecus, a Roman patrician and

author of the 4th century B.a In 312 B.c. he was elected
censor without having passed through the office of consul.
His censorship was remarkable for the actual or attempted
achievement of several great constitutional changes. He
filled vacancies in the senate with men of low birth ; and
when his list was rejected, and C. Plautius, his colleague,

resigned, Le continued, in defiance of custom, to hold the

oflSce alone. He also retained it for five years, despite the
.(Emdian law, which limited the duration of its tenure to a
year and a half. He transferred the charge of the public
worship of Hercules in the Forum Boarium from the hands
of the Politian gens to that of public slaves. He distributed

the libertini among all the tnbes ; and ho further invaded
the exclusive rights of the patricians by directing his

secretary Cneius Flavins (whom, though a freedman, he
made a senator) to publish the Icr/is actiones and the list

of dies fasti (or days on which legal business could be
transacted). And lastly, he gained enduring fame by the
construction of a road and an aqueduct, which—a thing
unheard of before—he called by his own name. In the
year after his resignation of the censorship (307) he was
elected consul In 298 he was made mterres ; and in

296, as consul, he led the army in Samnium, and the armies
of the two consuls gained a victory over the Etruscans and
Samnites ; but he never triumphed, nor does his military
career appear to have been at all distinguished. Nest
year he was prietor, and he was once dictator. To tha

Ogulnian law admitting the plebeians to the offices of

augur and pontitex he was strongly opposed ; and his

advocacy of the cause of the democracy seems to have ended
with his censorship. His ambition and his pride of- race

trere, however, accompanied by a passionate love of Eoms.

He was already blind and tottering with age when Cineas,'

the minister of Pyrrhus visited him, but so vigorously did
he oppose every concession that all the eloquence of Cineas
was in vain, and the Romans forgot past misfortunes"iii

the inspiration of his patriotism. The story of his blindness,

however, may bo merely a method of accounting for his

cognomen.

Appius Claudius Cscus is also remarkable as the first

of the Roman writers, both in verse and prose, of

whom we know anything. Ho wrote a poem which is

mentioned by Cicero, but of which the remaining fragments
are of the smallest, and a legal work entitled De
Usurpationibus. Itis very likely also that he wascoucerned
in the drawing up of the Leyis Actiones published by
Flavins. His Sentaitice, which include the famous dictum
" Every one is the architect of his own fortunes," were
read by Pantetius, but are now lost.

CLAUDIUS, Appius Cr.a.ssus, was, according to Livy,
a patrician nofiorious for his pride and cruelty and his

bitter hatred of the plebeians. Twice -they refused to

fight under him, and, fleeing before their enemies, brought
upon him defeat and disgrace. He retaliated by decimating
the army. At length they effected his banishment, but ha
quickly returned, and again became consul. In the same
year (451 B. c.) he was made one of the decemviri who had
been appointed to draw up a code of written laws, and bo

carefully did he act during his first year of office that he
was the only one of the ten who was re-elected. Wtk
Claudius at their head, the new decemviri appear to hava
resolved on retaining permanent autbority^but an outburst
of popular feeling suddenly crushed -their power.
Enamoured of the beautiful daughter of the plebeiau

centurion Virginius, Claudius attempted to seize her by an
abuse of justice. One of his clients, Marcus Claudius,

swore that she was the child of a slave belonging to him,
and that she had been stolen by the childless wife of tho
centurion.' Virginius was summoned from the army, but
a private message was sent at the same time instructing

the general to detain him. The first messenger was more
speedy than th* second, and on the day of trial Virginius

was present to expose the conspiracy. Still judgment was
given according to the evidence of Marcus, and Claudius
commanded Virginia to be given up to him. There was
but one way of escape, and in despair, her father seized a.

knife from a neighbouring stall and plunged it in her
side. The popular passion was deeply stirred. Virginius,

with Icilius, the betrothed lover of his daughter, and
Xamitorius, her uncle, hunied to arouse the army

,

Horatius and Valerius put themselves at the head of the

people. The decemviri were overthrown ; and Appius
Claudius died in prison, either by his own hand or by that

of the executioner. Jlommsen rejects the view given as

above by Livy, and is inclined to hold that Claudius, as

decemvir, was the pretended champion of the plebs, and
that the revolution which ruined him was a return of tho

people to tke rule of the patricians, who are represented by
Horatius and Valerius. See appendix to vol L of his

History of Eome.
CLAUDIUS, or Tiberius Claudius Drusus Nero

Germamccs (10 B.C.—54 A.D.),-the first Roman emperot
of the name, born at Lugdunum (Lyons;, in 10 B.C., was tht

son of Drusus and Antonia, and grandson cf Livia, the wife

of Augustus. Paralyzed and lame, and unable to speak

with distinctness, he was an object of scorn even to his

mother ; and the natural diffidence and "timidity of his

character were increased by neglect and insult, till he was
regarded as little better than _an imbecUe. His time was
spent chiefly in the' society of servants, and devoted to the

industrious pursuit of literature"; and until his accession he
took no real part in public affairs, though Caligiihi honoured
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hitn Willi tlia dignity cf consul. His first wife «-a.o Pl.-iutia

Urgulanilla, whuin he divorced because he eusppcted her of

designs against his life ; his second, .^lia Petina, was also

divorced; and his third was the infamous Valeria Messalina,

In 41 A.D., on the murder of Caligula, Claudius was seized

by the praetorians, and declared emperor. As soon as he

gained resolution to assuine the authority of his office, he

proclaimed an amnesty for all except Ch.-erea, the assassin

of his predecessor, and one or two others. The account,

however, of bis painstaking government, his laborious

personal administration of justice, his conquest of Britain,

bis extension of the J«s honorum to the Gauls, his conslruc-

tion of the Claudian aqueduct and the harbour of Ostia, are

matters of history (see Roman History). The cruelties

of his reign appear to have been due to the facility of

character which placed him completely under the influence

of bis favourite freedmen, of whom the most conspicuous

were Narcissus, Pallas, and Polybius, and of his wife, the

vicious and shameless Jlessalina, whom be fondly loved

and honoured. At length, according to the account of

Tacitus, Messalina went through the ceremony of marriage

mth one of her lovers, and urged by hor former confederate

Narcissus, the emperor allowed her to be seized, and

Narcissus put her to death. Suetonius throws a some-

what different light on the story, making it rather more

probable, for he tells us that there was a rumour that the

emperor desired and assisted in the marriage, because he

had been warned by a soothsayer that the husband of

Messalina was about to fall into misfortune. The next

and fourth wife of Claudius was his niece Agrippina, a

woman as criminal as any of her predecessors. She pre-

vailed upon him to set aside his own son Britannicus in

favour of Nero, her son by a former marriage ; and in 54

A.D., that she might place the act beyond recall, she put

the emperor to death by means of poison.

Encouraged by Livy, as Suetonius asserts, and assisted

by the freedmen who attended him, Claudius produced a

history of Rome, commencing with the battle of Actium

(31 B.C.), in 41 books, a defence of Cicero against Asinius

Pollio, memoirs of his own life, and, in Greek, a history of

Carthage and a history of Etruria ; but none of bis writ-

ings have come down to us. He introduced three new
letters into the Latin alphabet—the digamma, the i^, and

another not now known ; but they appear to have boon

dropped at his death.

The principal authority for the life and times of Claudius

is the Annals of Tacitus, in whose high-coloured pictures

there is much that gives rise to a suspicion of exaggera-

tion. Suetonius and Dion Cassiusareevenless trustworthy.

CLAUDIUS, Makcus Aukelius, Gotiiicus, the second

of the Roman emperors of the name of Claudius, was born

in lUyria or Dardania in the first half of the 3d century.

On account of liis military ability he was placed iii

command of an army by Dccius ; and Valerian appointed

him general ou the Illyrian frontier, and rulor of the pro-

vinces ot the lower Danube. During the reign of Gallionus,

be was called to Italy in order to crush Aureolus; and, on

the death of the emperor (2G8 a.d. ) bo was chosen na his

successor, in accordance, it wossaid, with bis express desire.

He enjoyed groat popularity, and, as far as we can now
judge, he appears to have been a man of considerable ability

and strength of character. The account of bis reign belongs

to the history of Rome.
CLAUDIUS, Matthias (1713-1815), a German poet,

olborwiso known by the nomdf plume of Asmus, wn« born

in 1743 at Rheinfold, near Lubcck, and studied at Jena.

With the exception of a ehcrt fimo in 177G and 1777,
when ho held the ofBco i)f superior commissioner or Obcr-
landcommissar at Darmstndl. bo spent bis life in the little

town of Wondflbcck, ucar Hcmb'ir^ fjr wbici h*' had

5—3?

conceived so strong an Hftachmeul that he would not accept

any appointment which required him to settle elsewhere.

Here he earned his first literary reputation by the publica-

tion, from 1770 to 1775, of a weekly periodical called the

Wandsbecker Boie or Wandsheck Messenger, in which he

gave t9 the world a large number of prose essays and poems
of various kinds. They were written in very pure and einiple

German, and appealed to the popular taste ; in many there

was a vein of extravagant humour or even burlesque, while

others were full of quiet meditation and solemn fentiment.

In his later days, perhaps through the influence of

Klopstock, with whom he had formed an intimate acquaint'

ance, Claudius became strongly pictistic, and the graver

side of his nature was alone permitted to display itself.

Instead of firing the German heart with a h'luintcemlitJ,

or shaking the German sides with a ]V£nn Jemand etne Jicise

thut, be translated the works cf Saint Martin and Fiinelon.

At the same time, be thought it no harm to publish a com-

plete collection of his writings, under the whimsical title

of Asmus omttia sua secum portajts, odrr Sdntmfl/che Werh
des Wandsbecker liuthen, 8 vols. 1774-181 2. His biography

has been written by Herbst (Gotha, 1857); and EJilde has

given us Claudius nnd Htbel (Berlin, 1SG4). '

CLAVIJO, Ruy Gonzalez de, a Spanish traveller rf

the 15th century, whoso narrative is the first important

one of its kind contributed to Spanish literature. He was

a native of Madrid, and belonged to a family of some an-

tiquity and position. On the return of the ambassadors

Solomayor and Palazuelos from the East, Henry III. deter-

mined to send another embassy to the court of Timur,

who had just risen to power, and for this purpose be

selected Clavijo, Gomez de Salazar, and a master of theo-

logy named Fray Alonzo Paez de Santa Maria. They sailed

from Seville in May 1403, touched at the Balearic Isles,

Gaeta, and Rhodes, spent some time at Constantinople,

sailed along the southern coast of the Black Sea to Trebi-

zond, and proceeded inland, probably by Etcliimazin,Tabrecz,

Tehran, and Mcshud, to Samarcand, where they were wcU
received by the conqueror. Their return was safely accom-

plished, and they landed in Spain in 1 406. Clarijo proceed-

ed nt once to the court, at that time in Alcala de fienarcs,

and served as chamberlain till the king's death in the follow-

ing year ; bo then returned to Madrid, and lived there in

opulence till bis own death in Apiil 1412. He was buried

in the chapel of the monastery of San Francisco, which ho

bad rebuilt at great expense. His itinerary was first

published in 1582 at Seville, by Argoto de Molina, with

the title ot Uistoria del graa Tamorlon e itinerario y
enarracion del viage y relacion de la emlxtJrada que Rvy
Gonzalez de Clavijo U hi:o,—the editor apjwnding " a

short discourse," for the better intelligence of his author.

Another edition was brought out at .Madrid in 17S2, by

Antonio de Sancba
;
Qnd from this an English trunslatioq

was prepared by Clements Markharo, ond publitbod by tho

Hokluyt Society in 1860. The identification of a great

number of the places mentioned by Clavyo is a matter of

considerable difficulty, and bos given riso t*) some disrussiou

(see Khanikof's list in Grogra/ihieal Mayaiine. 1874). A

short account of bis life is given by Alvarez y Bacna in the

Uijos de Madrid, vol. ix.

CLAY, He.nby (1777-1852), a celebrated Amerioen

politician, born near Richmond, in Virginia, on the 12lh

April 1777, was the son of a Baptist minister, who died

when Henry wos only five years old. His youth'wos con-

sequently spent in some hardship, ond for a time be worked

on n form ; but at the ago of fifteen ho obtained a siliuliun

in the office of tho clerk of the Court of Chancery. Having

gained somo influontiol friends, be began in 179(5 to stud?

law under Robert Bro»ko, tho attornoj-gcnenil. It 1 < 97

ha wos admitted to the bar, and in the end of thai yroT be

V — loj
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conuneaccd to practise in Lexington. His great power of

influencing a jury soon brought him a flourishing practice

;

and having taken a prominent part in the discussions as to

the constitution which was drawn up for the State of

Kentucky, he waa in 1803 chosen member of the Legisla-

ture of that State. Three years later he became for a few
months member of the Senate of the United States. In
the next year ho again took his seat in the Legislature of

Kentucky, of which in 1808 he was appointed speaker.

It was during this session that he challenged a fellow-

member, who had attacked him warmly in debate. The
meeting took place ; two shots were fired, and both parties

were slightly wounded. In 1811 he became at once
member for the first time and speaker of the House of

Congress, and he subsequently held the latter position four

tmies. All his energies were now devoted to bringing

about a declaration of war with Great Britain, and main-

taining the contest with all the vigour possible. At the

end of the war (1814) he was appointed one of the com-
missioners who was sent to Ghent to conclude the treaty of

peace, and it was he who caused the erasure of the clause

allowing Great Britain to navigate the Mississippi. During
his visit to Europe he spent two months at Paris, enjoying

the society of which Mme. de Stael was the queen. On
his return to America he was again made speaker of Con-
gress. In 1824 he allowed himself to be nominated for the

office of president ; but the election did not give to any one
the required majority, and the decision between the tliree

who had obtained the greatest number of votes had to be
made by Congress. Clay, who had been fourth on the list,

gave his support to Quincy Adams, whence arose his second

duel, that with John Randolph, in which neither was hurt.

Under Adams Clay accepted the post of secretary of stata

In 1832 he was again candidate for the presidency, and
again unsuccessfully; and in 1844 ho was nominated for

the third time with a similar result He now retired from
public life ; but in 1848 he was again called into the

Senate; and in 1850 he carried a bill, which sought to

avert the great battle on the slavery questiorL In 1851,
however, the weakness of his health prevented him from
taking any part in public life ; and on the 29th July of the

next year he died. On receiving the news of his death
Congress adjourned ; next day orations in his praise were
delivered in both houses; and the day of his funeral was
observed in New York and in aU the chief towns of the
State to which he belonged.

Henry Clay commenced his political career in 1799 by
attempting to persuade the State of Kentucky to introduce
into its new constitution a provision for the gradual aboli-
tion of slavery. He never, however, made any attempt to
free the whole country from the system, and the effect

of much of his policy was to maintain it. His name is

connected with the " Missouri Compromise," which, while
providing that slavery should never be established in any
State formed in the future from the lands lying to the
north of lat. 36° 30', yet permitted Missouri to enter the
Union as a slave-holding State. His bill of 1850, nick-
named the "omnibus bill," had for its result the admission
of California into tho Union on the basis of the consti-
tution of 1849 which rejected slavery, while yet the newly
acquired territories of Utah and New Mexico were left

open to its introduction. A most important feature of
Clay's pohcy was the desire to free America from European
control, which led him to advocate, in some of his most
powerful speeches, the recognition of the independence
of the South American republics which had revolted
from Spain. The part he took in the war with England
has been already noticed. His action with regard to the
tariff was not imiform ; in 1832 he proposed to reduce
grsdually a large number of duties, but afterwards he

I

more than once sought to make it more protective.

Though first opposed to the establishment of a national

bank, he subsequently spoke vigorously in its favour. Fo;

some time he was president of the Colonization Society.

See the edition of his speeches and writings, with a life

by Calvin Coltou (1857 and 1864).

CLAZOMENjE, now Kelisman, a town of Ionia, and a

member of the Ionian Dodecapolis, or Confederation of

Twelve Cities, on the Gulf of Smyrna, about 20 miles from
that city in a south-west direction. It stood originally on
the isthmus connecting the mainland with the peninsula on
which were Erythra; and other towns of note ; but the

inhabitants, alarmed by the encroachments of the Persians,

abandoned tho continent and removed to one of the small

islands of the bay, and there established their city in

security. This island was connected with the mainland
by Alexander the Great by means of a pier, the remains of

which are still visible. Though Clazomen<B was not in

existence before the arrival of the lonians in Asia, its

original founders were only partly lonians, the great pro-

portion being Phliasians and Cleonaeans. It remained for

some time subject to the Athenians, but about the middle
of the Peloponnesian war it revolted. After a brief resist-

ance, however, it again acknowledged the Athenian
supremacy, and repelled tho Lacedemonians when they
attempted to gain possession of tho town. Under tho

Romans Clazomenco was included in the province of Asia,

and enjoyed an immunity from taxation. The site of the

city can still be made out, in the neighbourhood of Vourla,

but nearly every portion of its ruins has been removed.
Anaxagoras the philosopher was born in Clazomenae, 499
ao.

CLEANTHES, a Stoic philosopher, bom at Asaos m
Asia Minor, about 300 B.C., was originally a boxer. He
first listened to tho lectures of Crates the Cynic, and thea

to those of Zeno, the Stoic, supporting himself meanwhile
by working all night as water-carrier to a gardener. His
apparent idleness aroused suspicion, and he was summoned
before the Areopagus ; but when his story became known
the court offered him a present of ten minie, which he
refused to accept. His power of patient endurance, or

perhaps his slowness, earned him the title of the Ass
;

but such was the esteem awakened by his high moral
qualities that, on tho death of Zeno in 263, he became the

leader of the school He still, however, continued to

support himself as before by the labour of his own hands.

Among his pupils were his successor, Chrysippus, and
Antigonus, king of Macedon, from whom he accepted 2000
minas. The story of his deSth, which took place about 220
or 225 B.C., is thus related. Being troubled by an ulcer,

he had been directed to fast for a short time, but when
that time had expired, he stiU refused to eat on the ground

that he was now half-way on tho road to death, and need

not take the trouble of twice performing the joufney.

Cleanthcs produced very little that was original, though he wrote

Eome fifty works, of which fragments havo come dovm. to us. The
principal is tho large portion of the Hymn to Jupiter which has

Deen preserved in Stobsus. He regarded the sun as the abode of

God, the intelligent providence, or (io accordance with Stoical

materialism) the vivifying fire or ffither of the universe. Virtue,

he taught, is life according to nature ; but pleasure is not according

to nature. He also originated a new theory as to the individual

existence of the human soul ; for he held that the degree of its

vitality after de.ath depends upon the degree of its vitality in this

life. The principal fragments of Cleanthes's works are contained

in Diogenes Laertius and Stobieus ; some may be found in Cicero

and Seneca. See Zeller, Stoics, Ejpicureans, and Sceptics ; and
Ritter, Geschichte der Philosophie.

CLEARCHUS, a Spartan general of the 5th century B.C.

After serving in the Hellespont and at the battle of Cyzicus,

he became harmost of Byzantium ; but, during his absence,

the town was surrendered, and he was consequently
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punished by a fine. He continued, however, to be employed

ill luattsra of importance ; but at length, after being sent

into Thraco to protect the Greek colonies, he was recalled

by the Jiphors. He refused to obey, and made himself

master of Byzantium. Being driven thence, he visited the

court of Cyrus, for whom he levied a little army of Greek

mercenaries, which ho led on the famous Expedition of the

Ten Thousand. He was the only one of the Greeks who
was acquainted with the real intention of Cyrus ; and it

•was not till they had proceeded too far to retire with safety

that ho made known the object for which they had been

collected. Ho commanded a division of his countrymen in

the battle of Cunaxa (401 B.C.) ; and he led them on their

difficult return journey till, being treacherously seized by

Tissapherncs, he was sent to the court of Artaxerxes,

where he was put to death.

CLEMENS ALEXANDRINUS. The little we know
of Clemens Alexandrinus is mainly derived from his own
works. The earliest writer after himself who gives us any

information with regard to him is Eusebius. The only

points on which his works now extant inform us are his

date and his instructors. In the Stromala, while attempting

to show that the Jewish Scriptures were older than any

writings of the Greeks, he invariably brings down his dates

to the death of Commodus, a circumstance which at once

suggests that ho wrote in the reign of the Emperor Severus,

from 193 to 211 a.d. (see S(rom.,\\\>. i. cap. xxL 140, p. 403,

Potter's edition). The passage in regard to his teachers

is corrupt, and the sense is therefore doubtful (Strom., lib.

i. cap. L 11, p. 322, P.)

"This trcatice," lie savs, tpealiing of tho S/rowata, •'Jias not liecn

contii veil for mere dUiilaj*, but incinorandn oro treasured up in it

for my old ago to lie a remedy for for^etfulness, — an imace, truly,

and an outline of thoso clear and }iviii/^ discoursea, and those men
tnily blessed and uoteMorthy 1 was privileged to bear. One of these

was in Gieece, the Ionian, the other T\'a3 in Magr.a Gra-cia ; the one
of them was from Coilo Syria, tlio other from Kgypt ; but tliere were

others in tho Kjist, one of whom belonged to tho Assyrians, but
tlio other was in Palestine, originally a Jew. Tho last of those

whom 1 mot woa fiist in power. On failing in with him I found
icfit, having traciied him while ho lay concealed in Kgypt. Ho
uas in tiulh the Sicilian bee, and, plucking tho flowers of tho

proidietic and apostolic meadow, ho produced a wonderfully pure
Knowledge in tho souls of tho lititcncra."

Some have supposed that in this passage seven teachers

are named, others that there are only five, and various con-

jectures have been hazarded as to what persons were meant.

The only one about whom conjecture h-as any basis for

speculating is the last, for Eusebius states {Hist. Eccl., v.

1 1 ) that Clonicnt made mciitiun of Pantainus as his teacher

in tho J[;fpott/poscs. The reference in this passage is plainly

to one whom he might well designate as his teacher.

To tho information which Clement here supplies subsc-

<iucnt writers add little. By Eusebius and I'hotius ho is

called Titus Flaviua Clemens, and "the Alexandrian" is

added to his name. Kpiphanius tells us that come said

Clement was an Alexandrian, others that ho was an
Athenian (Ila'r., xixil G), and a modern writer imagined
tliat ho reconciled this di.icordanco by tho supposition that

ho was born at Athena, but brought up at Alcx.andria.

We know nothing of his conversion except that ho passed

from heathenism to Christianity. This is expressly stated

by Eusebius (Prap. Kmngrl., lib. ii. cap. 2), though it is

likely that Eusebius had no ollur authority than tho works
(if Clement. These works, however, warrant tlio iiifL-rence.

Tlicy show a singularly minute aciiuaint.dico with tlio

ceremonies of pagan religion, and there arc indications that

fMemciit himself had been initiated in some of the

mysteries (Prntrrpt., cap. ii. sec. It, p. 13, P.). There is

no means of determining the date of his conversion. Ho
ntlainod tho position of presbyter in tho church of

Alexandria (Eus., Hist. Ecd.. vi. 11, nnd Jerome. Dc Vir.

III., 38), and became the successor of Panfsnus in the

catechetical school of that place. Among his pupils were

Origcn (Eus., Hist. Med., vi. 7) and Alexander, birhop

of Jerusalem (Eus., Hist. Eccl., vi. 14). How long he
continued in Alexandria, and when and where he died, are

all matters of pure conjecture. The only further notice of

Clement that wo have in history is in a letter written

in 211 by Alexander, bishop of Jerusalem, to the

Antiochians, and preserved by Eusebius {Hist. Eccl., vi.

II). The words are as follows:—"This letter I sent

through Clement the blessed presbyter, a man virtuous and
tried, whom ye know and will come to know completely,

who being here by the providence and guidance of the

Kuler of all strengthened and increased the church of the

Lord." A statement of Eusebius in regard to tho per-

secution of Severus in 202 {Hist. Eccl., vL 3) would
render it likely that Clement left Alexandria on that

occasion. It is conjectured that ho went to his old pupil

Alexander, who was at that time bishop of Flaviada in Cap-
padocia, and that when his pupil was raised to the see of

Jerusalem Clement followed him there. The letter implies

that he was known to the Antiochions, and that it was
likely he would be still better known. Some have con-

jectured that he returned to Alexandria, but there is not

the shadow of evidence for such conjecture.

Eusebius and Jerome give us lista of the woiks uhich Clempnt
left behind liim. riioiius has also described porno of them. Tliey
arc as follows :— 1. ir^lis "EXAtji-oi Adyoj i vpoTptirriKis, A Hortatory
Address to the Greeks 2, 6 vatiayw-tit. The Tutor, in threo
books. 3. 2Tptt?/ioTe?s, or Patch-icork, in eight books. 4. tU i

<[ta^6^tvoi vKoviTtos, Who 13 tfie Jiich Man that is Saved I B. Eight
books of "fvoTwtiiTtii, Adimbrations or Outlines. 6. On thi Pass-
over. 7. Viseourses ov Fasting. 8. On Stavder. 9. Exhortation to

Patience, or to the Kewty Paptized. ]0. The jrorip /nKKrjfftaaTiKit,

llie Jtulc of the Church, or to those tcho Jitduize, a work dedicated
to Alexander, bishop of Jerusalem.

Of these, the first four have come down to us complete, orncirly
complete. Tho first three form a scries. The Hortatory Address
to tlie Greeks is an appeal to tliem to give up the worsliip of their

gods, and to dcvoto themselvca to iJio worship of tiie one living

and true God. Clement exhibits the absurdity and immorality ol

tho stories told with regard to the pagan deities, the cruelties per-
petrated in their worship, and tho utter usolcssness of bowing down
before images made by hands. IIo at tho same tlmo shows tho
Greeks that their own greatest pliilosophcrs and poets recognizoti

tho unity of tho divine lieing, and had caught glimpses of the truo

nature of God, but that fuller light had been thrown on this subject
by tho Hebrew prophets. Ho replies to tho objection that it was
not right to abandon the customs of tlicir forcfathcra, and points
tliem to Christ os their only safe guide to God.
Tho PccdogoQus is divided into three books. In the first

Clement discusses tJlo necessity for and the tnio nature of tho
ricdagogufl, and shows how Christ as the Logos acted ns IVdagogus,
and still acts. In the second and third books CU'incnt enters into

particulars, and oxjduins how llie Christian following tho Logos or

lleason ought to behave in tlio various circumstances of life—in

eating, drinking, furnishing a house, in dress, in the rclotiona of

social life, in tJio caro of tho body, and similar concerns, and con-
cludes with a general dcsciiption of tho life of a Christian. Ap-
pended to tho Pardagoefue aro two hymns, which are, in all

piol.al>iIily, tho production of Clement, though eoroo have con-
jectured tliat tlicy were portions of the church service of that time.

Stromata, or ratlicr ^trptafiarits, aro coverlets made out of
miscellaneous jiieccs of cloth. Tho title is used by Clement to

desi''nate a miscellaneous collection of materiRJa, and Clement's
work is uiu^uestionably of this nature. It is impossible lo give ft

brief account of its varied contents. Sometimes ho discusses diron-
ology, sometimes philosophy, sometimes poetr\*, eiltcring into tho
most minute critical and clironological details; but one object
runs through oil, and this is to show what the true Cliristian Gnostia
is, and what is his relation to philosophy. Ihc work was in oight
liooks. Tho first seven cro complete, 'j'ho eighth now extant is

really an incomplete treatise on logic. Soino critics lisvo rejectc.l

this hook OS spurious, since its matter is so dilTerent from that o(

tho rest. Otlii-ra, however, have hold to its genuineness, becanso
in a ratch-worU or Hook of Miscellanies tho differcneo of snbjsct is

no sound objection, and breauso Photioa seems to hsvo regaided
our present eighth book as genuine (rhot.,coil. 111. p. S9b, Itekker).

The trcatiwj fi'ho is tht Itich Jtfan that is Saved,* it sii ndminblo
cxnosilinn of t)io uarralive contained in St Clark's Gospel, x.

17-^1. It was in all ptobabilily preached. ^
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Tho ITypotyposcs liavo not come down to us. Cassioaorus trans-

latril tliem into Latin, freely altering to suit his own ideas of

orthodoxy. Both Euscbiua and Photius describe the work. It was a

short commentary on all the books of Scripture, including some of

the apocryphal works, such as the Epistle of Barnabas and the Reve-

lation of Peter. Photius speaks in strong language of the impiety of

some opinions in the book (Bibl., cod. 109, p. 80a, Bekker), but his

statements are such as to prove conidusively that he must have had

a corrupt copy, or reatl very carelessly, or grossly misunderstood

Clement. Notes in Latin on the first epistle of Peter, the epistle

of Jude, and the first two of John have como down to us; but

whether they are the translation of Cassiodorus, or indeed a trans-

lation of Clement's work at all, is a matter of dispute.

The treatise on the Passover was occasioned by a work of Mellto

on the aamo subject Two fragments of this treatise were given

by Petavius, and are contained in the modern editions.

We know nothing of the work called The Ecclesiastical Canon

from any external testimony Clement himself often mentions the

iKKKnataiTTiKhs Kaviaf, and defines it as the agreement and harmony
of the law and the prophets with the covenant delivered at the

appearance of Christ {Strom., Yi. cap. xv. 125, p. 803, P.). No doubt

this was the subject of the treatise. Jcromo and Photius call the

work Ecclesiastical Canons, but this sectns to be a mistake.

Of the other treatises mentioned by Eusebius and Jerome nothing

13 known. A fl-agment of Clement, quoted by Antonius Melissa,

is most probably taken from the treatise on slander.

Besides the treatises mentioned by Eusebius, fragments of treatises

on Providenoe and the Soul have been preserved, ilention is also

made of a work by Clement on the Prophet Amos, and another on
Definitions.

In addition to these Clement often speaks of his intention to

write on certain subjects, bnt it may well be doubted whetlier in

most cases, if not all, he intended to devote separate treatises to

them. Some have found an allusiqn to the treatise on the Soul

already mentioned. The other subjects are Marriage {yaniKh^ A070 j).

Continence, the Duties of Bishops, Presbyters, Deacons, and Widows,

Prophecy, the Soul, the Transmigration of the Soul and the Devil,

Angels, the Origin of the World, First Principles and the Divinity' of

the Logos, Allegorical Interpretation of Statements made with regard

to God's anger and similar affections, the Unity of the Church, and
the Resurrection

Two worka are incorporated in the editions of Clement which are

not mentioned by himself or any ancient writer. They are <it riv
6(o5(jToy KaX T^s i.vaTo\iKr]S Ka\ov^i(vr}i ZiSaffKa\ias Karck rovs

OvaXevTivov XP^^'^"^ ^TrtTofial, and (K ri;/ irpo<pijTiff«i' ^KKoyat.

The first, if it is the work of Clement, must be a book merely of

excerpts, for it contains many opinions which Clement opposed.

Mention is made of Pantsnus in the second, and some have thought

it more worthy of him than tho first. Others have regarded it as a

work similar to tho first, and derived from Theodorus.

Clement occupies a profoundly interesting position in the

history of Christianity. He is the first to bring all the

culture of the Greeks and all the speculations of the

Christian heretics to bear on the exposition of Christian

truth. He does not attain to a systematic exhibition of

Christian doctrine, but he paves tho way for it, and lays the

first stones of the foundation. In some respects Justin

anticipated him. He also was well acquainted with Greek

philosophy, and took a genial view of it ; but he was not

nearly so widely read as Clement. The list of Greek

authors whom Clement has quoted occupies upwards of

fourteen of the quarto pages in Fabricius'a BiUiotheca

Graeca. Ho is at home alike in the epic and the lyric, the

tragic and the comic poets, and his knowledge of the prose

writers is very extensive. Ha made a special study of the

philosophers. Equally minute is his knowledge of the

systems of the Christian heretics. And in all cases it is

plain that he not merely read but thought deeply on the

questions which the civilization of the Greeks and the

various writings of poets, philosophers, and heretics raised.

He pondered on all he read that he might gain a clearer

insight into the truth. But it was in the Scriptures that

he found his greatest delight. He believed them to contain

the revelation of God's wisdom to men. He quotes all

the books of the Old Testament except Ruth and the Song

of Solomon, and amongst the sacred writings of the Old

Testament he^evideutly included the Book of Tobias, the

Wisdom of Solomon, and Ecclesiasticus. He is equally

full in his quotations from the New Testament, for he

quotes from all the books except the epistle to Philemon,

the second epistle of St Peter, and the epistle of St James,

and he quotes from the pastor of Hermas, and the epistles

of Clemens Romanus and of Barnabas, as inspired. Ha
appeals also to many of the lost Gospels, such as those of

the Hebrews, of the Egyptians, and of Matthias.

Notwithstanding this adequate knowledge of Scripture,

the modern theologian is disappointed to find very little of

what he deems characteristically Christian. In fact Clement

regarded Christianity as a philosophy. The ancient philo-

sophers sought through their philosophy to attain to a

nobler and holier life, and this also was tho aim of Chris-

tianity. The difference between the two, in Clement's

judgment, was that the Greek philosophers had ordy

glimpses of the truth, that they attained only to fragmeuts

of the truth, while Christianity revealed in Christ the

absolute and perfect truth. All the stages of the world's

history were therefore preparations leading up to this full

revelation, and God's care was not confined to the Hebrews

alone. The worship of the heavenly bodies, for instance,

was given to man at an early stage that he might rise from

a contemplation of these sublime objects to the worship of

the Creator. Greek philosophy in particular was the pre-

paration of the Greeks for Christ. It was the schoolmaster

or pedagogue to lead them to Christ. Plato was Moses

atticizing. Clement varies in his statement how Plato

got his wisdom or his fragments of the Reason. Sometimes

he thinks that they came direct from God, like all good

things, but he is also fond of maintaining that many of

Plato's best thoughts were borrowed from tho Hebrew
prophets ; and he makes the same statement in regard to

the wisdom of the other philosophers. But however this

may be, Christ was the end to which all that was true in

philosophies pointed. Christ himself was tho Logos, the

Reason. God the- Father was ineffable. The Sou aloue

can manifest Him fully. He is the Reason that pervades

the universe, that brings out all goodness, that guides all

good men. It was through possessing somewhat of this

Reason that the philosophers attained to any truth and

goodness ; but in Christians He dwells more fully and

guides them through all the perplexities of life. It is easy

to see that this doctrine in regard to Christ may be miscon-

strued. It Jesus were the Reason, thus visible in all good-

ness, how could there be a real difference between Him and
the Father, or how could He really become incarnate ?

Photius, probably on a careless reading of Clement, argued

that he could not have believed in a real incarnation. But
the words of Clement are quite precise and their meaning

indisputable, He believed in a personal God different from

the universe. He believed in a personal Son of God who
was the Reason and Wisdom of God ; and he believed that

this Son of God really became incarnate. The object of

His incarnation and death was to free man from his sins,

to lead him into the path of wisdom, and thus in the end

elevate him to the position of a god. But man's salvation

was to be gradual. It began with faith, passed from that

to love, and ended in full and complete knowledge.

There could be no faith without knowledge. But the

knowledge ia imperfect, and the Christian was to do many
things in simple obedience without knowing the reason.

But he has to move upwards continually until he at length

does nothing that is evil, aud he knows fully the reason

and object of what he does. He thus becomes the true

Gnostic, but he can become the true Gnostic only by con-

templation and by the practice of what is right. He has
to free himself from the power of passion. He has to give

up all thoughts of pleasure. He must prefer goodness in

the midst of torture to evil with unlimited pleasure. He
has to resist the temptations of the body, keeping it under
strict control, and with the eye of the soul undimmed by
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covporeal waits atid impulses, contemplate God ihs supreme

good, and live a life accordiug to reason. lu other words,

he must strive after likeness to God as He reveals himself

in his Reason or in Christ. Clement thus looks entirely

at the enlightened moral elevation to' which Christianity

raises man. He believed that Christ instructed men before

He came into the world, and he therefore viewed heathenism

with kindly eye. He was also favourable to the pursuit of

all kinds of knowledge. All enlightenment tended to lead

up to the truths of Christianity, and hence knowledge of

every kind not evil was its handmaid. Clement had at

the same time a strong belief in evolution or development.

Thft world went through various stages in preparation for

Cbriitianity. The man goes through various stages before

he can reach Christian perfection. And Clement conceived

that this development took place not merely in this life,

but in the future through successive grades. The Jew and
the heathen had the gospel preached to them in the world

below by Christ and His apostles, and Christians Viill have

to pass through processes of purification and trial after

death before they reach perfect knowledge and perfect

bliss.

The beliefs of Clement have caused considerable difference

of opinion among modern scholars. He sought the truth

from whatever quarter he could get it, believing, that all

that is good comes from God, wherever it be found. He
belongs, therefore, to no school of philosophers. Some
have insisted that he was an eclectic. Daehne has tried to

show that he was Neo-Platonic, and Reinkens has main-

tained that he was essentially Aristotelian. His mode of

viewing Christianity does not fit into any classification. It

is the result of the period in which he lived, of his wide cul-

ture and the simplicity and noble purity of his character

It is needless to say that his books well deserve study
;

but the study is not smoothed by beauty of style. Clement
despised ornament. He wished to avoid everything that

might seem to deceive. He thought also that it was quite

possible to throw pearls before swine, and that care should

b? taken to prevent this by digressions and difiicultics

which only the earnest student would encounter. He is

singularly simple in his character. In discussing marriage

he refuses to use any but the plainest language. A
euphemism is with him a falsehood. But he is temperate

in his opinions ; and the practical advices in the seoond and
third books of the Poedagngue are remarkably sound and
moderate. Ho is not always very critical, and he is

passionately fond of allegorical interpretation • but these

were the faults of his age.

All early writers speak of Clement m the highest terms

of laudation, and he certainly ought to have been a saint

m any Church that reveres saints. But Clement is not a

saint in the Roman Church. He was a saint up till the

time of Benedict XIV., who read Photius on Clement,

believed him, and struck the Alexandrian's name out of the

calendar. The Pope was unquestionably wrong ; and
many Roman Catholic writers, though they yield a practical

obedience, have adduced good reason why the decision of

the Pope should be reversed (Cognat, p. 451).

The "rtitions of Clement's works ore by (1) Petnu Victonus,

1550; (2) Sjlliurg, 1692; (3) Heinsius, lfll6 ; (4) Fronto Ducains,
1029, 1641, 1688 ; (5) Potter, Lomlon, 1715 (this was hy fnr the
Xw^i edition, nnJ haj* formed llie basis of subscnuent editions ; it

waa reprinted ftt Venice. 1757, and in Gal)aD(h*s SiliwUuca, in

Obertliiir, and in Jligiie's t'«r.«i« Patrvlogia Grcua); (6) Klotz,

l.eip<,ic, 1331
; (7) W. liindorf, Oxford, 1869. There ore wjarato

editions of Quia ditti talvctur by Ghi&lar, Combcfisius, Fell, lltig,

Scfinar, and Lindner.

The writings that discuss Oement are veiy numerous. Notice
is talien of him by erelesia.sti. al h'-.ti->itrin3, an<! by the historiansof

Cliristian Ii*.er.ituro, ai:ioni,Mviioni I.utii;>er, IVnnaueder, and Konto.
gon* J deserve speeiil lucntioti. There are nionr^i.ijdis on Clement
and his doctriuc by j. and F. TiibbccUoviua, Bielcke, Outrikc,

H ofste ic de root, Daehne, Lentzen, Edukens, Renter, Laemmer,
Diipcrrou, Cognat, Lipsius, Midler, and Freppel, by iliss Com-
wallLs ill her Small Books on Great Subjects, No. vii., and by Bishop
Kavc. Clement's works have been translated in Clark's Ante-Niccne
Christian Library, by the Rev. W. Wilson. (J. D.)

CLEMENT, the name borne by fourteen Popes.

Clement I. (Clemens Romanus). See Apostolic
Fathees, vol. ii. p. 195.

Clement II. (Suidger, a Saxon, bishop of Bamberg) was
chancellor to the Emperor Henry III., to whom he waa
indebted for his elevation to the P,apacy upon the abdication

of Gregory VI. (December 1046). His short pontificate

was only signalized by the convocation of a council in

which decrees were enacted against simony. He died in

October 1047, and was interred at Bamberg.
Cleme:;t IIL (Paulino Scolari, bishop of Prieneste) was

elected Pope in December 1187, and died in March 1191.

He succeeded shortly after his accession in allaying the
.

discords which had prevailed for half a century between

the Popes and the citizens of Rome, in virtue of an agree-

ment by which the latter were allowed to elect their

magistrates, while the nomination of the governor of the

city remained in the hands of the Pope. He incited

Henrj' IL of England and Philip Augustus to undertake

the third crusade, and introduced several minor reforms in

ecclesiastical matters.

Clement IV, (Gui Foulqaes, archbishop of Xarbonnc)
was elected Pope in February 1265, Before taking orders

he had been successively a soldier and a lawyer, and in the

latter capacity had acted as secretary to Louis IX. of France,

to whose influence he was chiefly indebted for his elevation.

At this time the Holy See was engaged in a conflict with

Manfred, the usurper of Naples ; and Clement, whose elec-

tion had taken place in his absence, was compelled to repair

to Italy *in di.'guise. He immediately took steps to ally

himself with Charles of Anjou, the French pretender to the

Neapolitan throne, who marched into Naples, and having

defeated and slain Manfred in the great battle of Benevento,

established himself firmly in the kingdom. Clement is

said to have disapproved of the cruelties committed by
Charles, and there seems no foundation for the charge of

his having advised the latter to execute the unfortunate

Conradin, the last of the church's hereditary antagonists

of the house of Hohenstaufen, His privatfc character

was unexceptionable, and he is especially commended for

his indisposition to promote and enrich his own relatives.

He also did himself great honour by his encouragement

and protection of Roger Bacon, He died in November
1268, and was buried at Viterbo, where ho had resided

throughout his pontificate,

Clement V. (Bertrand de Goth, archbishop of Bordeaux)

is memorable in history for his suppression of the order of

the Templars, and as the Pope who removed the seat

of the Roman see to Avignon. He was elected in Juno

1303, after a year's interregnum occasioned by the disputes

between the French and Italian cardinals, who were nearly

equally balanced in the conclave. According to Vill.ani ho

had bound himself to subserviency towards the French

monarch by a formal agreement previous to his elevation
;

however this may be, it is unquestionable th.it ho conducted

himself throughout his pontificate as the mere tool of that

monarch. His first act was to create nine French cardinals.

The removal of the scat of the Papacy to Avignon (130S)

might seem palliated by the factious and tumultuary con-

dition of Rome at the period, hut it proved the precursor of

a long " Babylonish captivity," in IVtrarcb'B phrase, and

marks the point from which the decay of the strictly

Catholic conception of the Pope ns uuivcn>al bL-shop is to

bo dated. The guilt or innocence of the Templars is cue

of the most difT.cult of historical probli'ms, the diBcusfion

of which belongs, however, to the history of the o.Jc-'..
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Clement may have acted conscientiously in his suppression

of an order which had heretofore been regarded as a main
bulwark of Christianity, but there can be little doubt that

his principal motive was complaisance towards the king of

France, or that the latter was mainly actuated by jealousy

and cupidity. Clement's pontificate was also disastrous

for Italy. The Emperor Henry VII. entered the country,

established the Yisconti in Milan, and was crowned by
•Clement's legates in Rome, but was unable to maintain

himself there, and died suddenly, leaving great part of Italy

in a condition of complete anarchy. The dissensions of

the Roman barons reached their height, and the Lateran

palace was destroyed in a conflagration. Other remarkable

incidents of Clement's reign are his sanguinary repres-

sion of the heresy of Fra Dolcino in Lombardy and his

promulgation of the Clementine Constitutions in 1313. He
died, leaving an inauspicious character for nepotism,

avarice, and cunning, in April 1314. He was the first

Pope who assumed the triple crown.

Clement VI. (Pierre Roger, archbishop of Eouen), the

fourth of the Avignon popes, was elected in May 1342.

Like his immediate predecessors, he was devoted to

France, and he further evinced his French sympathies

by refusing a solemn invitation to return to Rome, and by
purchasing the sovereignty of Avignon from Joanna,

<]ueen of Naples, for 80,000 crowns. The money was
never paid, but Clement may have deemed that he gave

the queen a full equivalent by absolving her from the

murder of her husband. The other chief incidents of his

pontificate were his disputes with Edward IIL of England
on account of the latter's encroachments on ecclesiastical

jurisdiction, his excommunication of the Emperor Louis of

Bavaria, his negotiations for reunion with the Eastern

Church, and the commencement of Rionzi'a agitation at

Rome. He died in December 1352, leaving the reputation

of " a fine gentleman, a prince munificent to profusion, a

patron of the arts and learning, but no saint" (Gregor-

ovius ; see also Gibbon, chap. CG).

Clement VII. (Giulio de' Medici), the mdst Unfortunate

of the Popes, was the son of Giuliano de' Medici, assassinated

in the conspiracy of the Pazzi, and consequently nephew of

Lorenzo the Magnificent and cousin of Pope Leo X. Upon
the latter's accession to the Papacy, Giulio became his

principal minister and confidant, especially in the mainten-

ance of the Medici interest at Florence. At Leo's death,

Cardinal Medici, though unable to gain the Papacy for

himself or his ally Farnese, took a leading part in

determining the unexpected election of Adrian VI., to

whom he succeeded in the next conclave (November
1?23). He brought to the Papal throne a high rejinta-

tion for political ability, and possessed in fact all the

accomplishments of a wily diplomatist, but the circum-

stances of the times required a man of far dilierent mould.

His worldliness and lack of insight into the tendencies of

his age disqualified him from comprehending the great

religious movement which then convulsed the church

;

while his timidity and indecision no less disabled him from

following a consistent policy in secular afi'airs. At first

attached to the imperial interest, he was terrified by the

overwhelming success of the emperor in the battle of Pavia

intojoining the other Italian princes in a league with France.

This policy in itsfelt was sound and patriotic, but Clement's

zeal soon cooled ; by his want of foresight and unseasonable

economy he laid himself open to an attack from the turbu-

lent Roman barons which obliged him to invoke the media-

tion of the emperor. When this danger seemed over ho

veered back to his former engagements, and ended by
drawing down upon himself the host of the imperiaUst

general, the Constable Bourbon, who, compelled to sr'.tisfy

Ids clamorous mercenaries by pillage, embraced the

opportunity of leading them against Rome. Tne city was
assaulted and sacked on May 6, 1527, and Clement, who
had displayed no more resolution in his military than in his

political conduct, was shortly afterwards obliged to surrender

himself together with the castle of St Angelo, where he had
taken refuge. After six months' captivity he was released

upon very onerous conditions, and for some years subse-

quently foDowed a policy of subserviency to the emperor,
endeavourijig on the one hand to induce bim to act with
severity against the Lutherans in Germany, and on the

other to elude his demands for a general council. One
momentous consequence of this dependence on Charles V.
was the breach with England occasioned by Clement's
refusal, justifiable in point of principle, but dictated by no
higher motive than his fear of offending the emperor, to

sanction Henry VIII.'s divorce from Catherine of Aragon.
Towards the end of his reign Clement once more gave
indications of a leaning towards a French alliance, which
was prevented by his death in September 1534. As a man
he possessed few virtues and few vices ; as a pontiff he did
nothing to disgrace the church and nothing to restore its

lustre ; his adroitness and dexterity as a statesman were
counteracted by his suspicion and irresolution ; his

administration affords a proof that at eventful crises of the
vorld's history mediocrity of character is more disastrous

than mediocrity of talent.

Clement VIII. (Ippolito Aldobrandini) was elected in

January 1592. The most remarkable event of his reign

was the reconciliation to the church of Henry IV. of France
after long negotiations carried on with great dexterity by
Cardinal D'Ossat. Europe is principally indebted to this

Pope for the peace of Vervins (1598), which put an end to

thB long contest between France and Spain. Clement also

annexed Ferrara to the States of the Church upon the

failure of the line of Este, the last addition of importance to

the Pope's temporal dominions. The execution of Giordano
Bruno, February 17, 1600, is a blot upon an otherwise

exemplary pontificate. Clement was an able ruler and a
sagacious statesman, the general object of whose policy was
to free the Papacy from its undue dependence upon Spain.

The conferences to determine the questions of grace and
free will, controverted between the Jesuits and Dominicans,
were commenced under him, but he wisely abstained from
pronouncing a decision. He died in March 1 005, leaving

a high character for prudence, munificence, and capacity for

business. His reign is especially distinguished by the

number and beauty of his medals.

Clement IX. (Giulio Rospigliosi) was elected Pope in

June 1667. Nothing remarkable occurred under his short

administration beyond the temporary adjustment of the
disputes between the Roman see and those prelates of the
Galilean church who had refused to join in condemning the

writings of Jansenius. He died in December 1669.
Clement X. (Emilio Altieri) was elected in April 1670,

at the age of eighty. His years and infirmities led him to

devolve the charge of the government upon his nephew.
Cardinal Altieri, whose interference with the privileges of

ambassadors occasioned disputes in which the Pope was
obliged to jdeld. Little else of importance occurred during
his reign, which terminated in July 1 676.

Clement XI. (Giovanni Francesco Albani) was elevated

to the pontificate in Novemiier 1700, and died m March
1721. The most memorable transaction of his adminis-
tration was the publication in 1713 of the bull Unigeniius,

which so greatly disturbed the peace of the Galilean church.

By this famous document 101 propositions extracted from
the works of Quesnel were condemned as heretical, and as

identical witli propositions already condemned in the

—rilings of Jansenius. The resistance of many French
ecclesiasiics and the refusal of the French parliaments -V
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register the bull led to controversies extending through the

greater part of the 18th century. Another important

decision of this Pope's was that by which the Jesuit

missionaries were forbidden to take a part in idolatrous

worship, and to accommodate Christian language to pagan

ideas under plea of conciliating the heathen. The political

troubles of the time greatly embarrassed Clement's relations

with the leading Catholic powers, and the moral prestige of

the Holy See suffered much from his compulsory recognitioQ

of the Archduke Charles of Austria as king of Spain.

His private character was irreproachable ; he was also an

accomplished scholar, and a patron of letters and science.

Clement XII. (Lorenzo Corsini) was Pope from July

1730 to February 1740. His first act was the trial and
condemnation of Cardinal Coscia, guilty of malversation

under his predecessor. Nothing else of importance occurred

under his administration, during the greater part of which,

according to some historians, he was afflicted with blindness.

He was the first pontiflf who condemned the Freemasons.

Clement XIII. (Carlo Rezzonico, bishop of Padua) was
elected in July 1758. Notwithstanding the meekness and
affability of his character, his pontificate was disturbed by
perpetual contentions respecting the investiture of Parma,
and subsequently by the demands of France, Spain, and
Portugal for the suppression of the Jesuits. Clement
warmly espoused the cause of the order in an apostolical

brief issued in 17C5. The pressure put upon him by the

Catholic powers, however, was so strong that he seemed
about to give way, when, having convoked a consistory to

receive his decision, he died suddenly, February 3, 1769,
not without siispicion of poison. '

Clement XIV. (Giovanni Vincenzo Antonio Ganganelli),

the best and most calumniated of the popes, was born in

1705, and was originally a Franciscan monk. Having
acquired a great reputation as a preacher, he became the

friend and confidant of Popo Benedict XIV., and was
created a cardinal by ids successer. He was elected Pope
on May 19, 1709, after a conclave extremely agitated by
the intrigues and pretensions of the Catholic sovereigns,

who were resolved to exclude every candidate favourable

to the Jesuits. Theiner has satisfactorily vindicated

Ganganelli from the charge of having given a formal
pledge on this subject. He may probably have leant to

the views of the Catholic powers, but if so his motive was
widely different from the aubsen'ience which had induced
his predecessor Clement V. to gratify Philip the Fair by
the suppression of the Templars. The breach between the
temporal and the spiritual authorities had become threaten-

ing, and the guiding principle of Clement's policy was
undoubtedly the reconciliation of the European sovereigns,

whose alienation threatened to produce the results which
wo have seen accomplished in our 6wn times. By yielding

the Papal pretensions to Parma, he obtained the restitution

of Avignon and Benevento, and in general he succeeded in

placing the relations of the spiritual and the temporal
authorities on a satisfactory footing. Whether from scruple

or policy ho proceeded with great circum-spection in the

suppression of tho Jesuits, the decree to thus effect not

being framed until November 1772, and not signed until

July in tho following year. This memorable measure, which
takes rank in history as the most remarkable,' perhaps tho

only really substantial, concession ever made by a Pope to

the spirit of his ago, has covered Clcmcul's memory with

obloquy in his own communion. There cannot bo any
'reasonable doubt of tho integrity of his conduct, and the

only question is whether ho acted from a conviction of tho

pernicious character of the Society of Jesus, or merely frmn

a sense of expediency. Id cither case his action wa.'t

abundantly jusviGed, r.nd to allege that though beneficial

( tho world it was d.Hrin)cnt;:l to the church is merely to

in.5i3t that the interests of the Pnpsc^ are net the interests

of mankind. His work was haru!y accoaplished ere
Clement, whose natural constitution was exceedingly
vigorous, fell into a languishing sickness, generally and
plausibly attributed to poison. No conclusive evidence
of this, however, has been produced ; and it is biit just to

remark that poison would more probably have been
adminrstered before the obnoxious measure had been taken
than when it was already beyond recall Clement expired
on September 22, 1774, execrated by the Ullramontano
party, but regretted by his subjects for his excellent

temporal administration. No Pope has better merited
the iitle of a virtuous man, or has given a more perfect

e.xample of integrity, unselfishness, and aversion to
nepotism. Notwithstanding his moiiastic education, he
approved himself a statesman, a scholar, an amateur of

physical science, and an accomplished man of the world.

As Leo X. indicates the manner in which the Papacy
might have been reconciled with the Renaissance had the
Reformation never taken place, so GanganeUi exemplifies
tho type of Pope which the modern world might have
learned to accept if the movement towards free thought
could, as Voltaire wished, have been confined to the
aristocracy of intellect. In both cases the requisite

condition was unattainable ; neither in the 16th nor in the
18th century has it been practicable to set bounds to the
spirit of inquiry otherwise than by fire and sword, and
Ganganelli's successors have been driven into assuming a
position analogous to that of Paul IV. and Pius V. in the

age of the Reformation. The estrangement between the

secular and the spiritual authority which Ganganelli strove

to avert is now irreparable, and his pontificate remains an
exceptional episode in tho general history of the Papacy,
and a proof how little tho logical sequence of events can
be modified by the virtues and abilities of an individual.

The history of Clement's administration has been written

in a spirit of the most violent detraction by Cretincau-

Joly, and perhaps too unreservedly in the opposite spirit

by Father Theiner, the custodian of the archives of the

Vatican. Theiner calls attention to the disappearance oE

many documents which have apparently been abstracted

by Clement's enemies. Ganganelli's familiar correspondence
has been frequently reprinted and is much admired for its

elegance and urbanity. (e. o.)

CLEJIENT, Fran90I3(1714-1793-), a French historian,

was born at Br6zi, near Dijon, and was educated at the

Jesuit College at Dijon. At tho age of seventeen he
entered the society of the Benedictines at Saint Maur, and
worked with such intense application that at the Egc of

twenty-five he was obliged to take a protracted rest. He
now resided in Paris, where he wrote tho 1 1th and 12th

vols, of tho nistoire lilleraire de la France. Cliimcnt also

revised the Art de vSrificr Ics dates (1783-92). The king
appointed him on tho committee which was engaged in

publishing maps, acts, and other documents connected with

French history, and the Academy of Subscriptions chose

him OS a member. Ho was engaged in preparing another

edition of the Art de wvificr la dates, which was to include

the period beforothe Christian cm, when ho died suddenly

of apopler-y at the age of sixty-nine. (The work was
afterwards brought down from 1770 to 1827 by D»
Courccllcs and D'Urban.)

CIJ:MENTI, Muzio (1762-1832), an Italian pianist

and composer, was born at Rome in 1752. His father, a
jeweller, encouraged his son's musical talent, which was
evinced at a very early age. Buroni and Cordicolli wort

his first mo-sters, n!id at the ago of nine dementi's theoretical

and practical etudiee bad odvancod to fuch a degree that

he wa.« able to coropclo succesufnlly for the position of

organist at a church. He coiilinuod his coutr-ipuntal e(udii«
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Doder Carpini, and nt tlio ago of fourteen wrote a mass

wL^ch was performed in public and excited univjrsal admira-

tion. About this time Keckford, the author of Yathek, per-

suaded dementi to follow him to England, where the young

composer lived in retirement at one of the country seats of

his protector in Dorsetshire up to 1770. In that year he

first appeared in London, where hi.^ success both as a com-

jioser and pianist was rapid and brilliant. In 1-777 he wai

for some time employed as conductor of the Italian opera,

bdt ho soon afterwards left London for Paris. Here al.so his

concerts were crowded by enthusiastic audiences, and the

same success accompanied Cloinenti on an artistic tour to

Southern Germany and Austria which he undertook about

1780. At Vienna ho was received with high honour by

the Emperor'Joseph II., iu whose presence he met Mozart,

and sustained a kind of musical duel vni'W him. His

technical skill proved to be equal if not superior to that of

his great rival, who on the other hand infinitely surpassed

him by the passionate beauty of his rendering. Such

eeems to have been the opinion of most of the witnesses of

this remarkable meeting, and it is confirmed to some extent

by the two musicians themselves. Apropos of the connec-

tion of these great men the fact may be mentioned that one

of the finest of dementi's sonatas, that in B flat, shows an

esactly identical opening theme with Mozart's overture to

the Flauto llayico, also that at the concert given by the

Philharmonic Society in commemoration of dementi's death,

the German composer's liecordare was the chief item of the

programme. Soon after his meeting with Mozart, dementi
returned to London, where he continued for the next twelve

-ears his lucrative occupations of fashionable teacher and

Dorformerat the concerts of the aristocracy. Healso started

i pianoforte manufacturing firm of his own, and the

commercial shrewdness characteristic of his nation greatly

contributed to the lasting success of the business. Amongst
his pupils on the pianoforte during this period may be

mentioned John Field, the composer of the celebrated

yoclurnes. In his compauy Clementi paid, in 1804, a

prolonged visit to the largo cities of the Continent, including

Paris, 'N'ieuua, St Petersburg, and Berlin. At the Prussian

capital he made a prolonged stay, and there counted

Meyerbeer among his pupils. He also revisited his owu
country after an absence of more than thirty years. In

1810 Clementi returned to London, but refused to play

again in public, devoting the remainder of his life to

composition. Several symphonies belong to this time,

und were played with much success at contemporary

( oucerts, but none of them seem to have been published.

Lis intellectual and musical faculties remained unimpaired

Mil to his death, which took place at Evesham, Worcester-

Ehiro, March 9, 1S32. Clementi has been called the
' father of pianoforte playing." and it cannot be denied

that the modern style of execution owes a great deal to

his teaching and example. His tecli:uqiie is described as

all but unequalled at his time, and remarkabl'e even

according to our present advanced notions. Moscheles, a

pianist of a very different school, gives a vivid description

of the effect produced by dementi's playing. At a dinner

given iu his honour iu 1828 the composer was induced

to play once more to a larger audience. " Smart,- Cramer
(another of dementi's pupils), and I," Moscheles writes in

his diary, " conducted him to the piano. Every one's

expectation is raised to the utmost pitch, for Clementi

has not been heard for years. He improvises on a theme
of Handel and carncs us all away to the highest euthusLasm.

His eyes shine with the fire of youth, those of his hearers

grow humid. .... dementi's playing in his youth was

marked by a most beautiful Icpato, a supple touch in lively

passages, and a most unfailing tecluiirjite. The reni.aius of

luese qi\alitie3 could still be discovered and admired, but

the most charmhig things were the turns of his improvisa-

tion full of youthful genius." Amongst his compositions

the most remarkable are CO sonatas for pianoforte, and

the great collection of Etudes called Gradus ad Pai-nassvin.

As a work of instruction combining absolute artistic beauty

with the highest usefulness for the purposes of teaching

and self-practice the Gradus remains unrivalled.

CLEOBULUS, one of the Seven Sages, was son of

Evagoras, and a native of Lindus, which town he ruled,

though whether as monarch or as head o/ a republic is

uncertain. He was distinguished for his strength and his

handsome person, for the wisdom of his sayings, the

Jieuteness of his riddles, and the beauty of his lyric poetry.

Diogenes Laertius quotes a letter in which Cleobulus invites

Solon to take refuge with him against Pisistratus ; and

this would imply that he was alivo in 500 B.C. He is said

to have held advanced views as to female education, and

he was the father of the wise Cleobuline, whose riddles

were not less famous than his own.

CLEOMENES (KAto/tcVr^s), the name of three kings of

Sparta, the ICth, 25th, and 31st of the Agid line. The
second of these does not call for particular notice.

Cleomenes I. succeeded as one of the two joint kings

about 519 B.O. He led a Spartan force to Athens in 510

to aid the AlcmoBouids and their followers in the expulsion

of Hippias. He was called in subsequently to support the

oligarchical party there, headed by Isagoras, against the

party of Clisthenes. He forcibly expelled from t'ue city,

on a technical charge of pollution, no less than 7000

families, and established an entirely new constitution,

transferring the government from the old senate to 300 of

the oligarchical party. Eventually, however, he and his

small force were blockaded by their opponents in the

Acropolis, and forced to capitulate and to quit the city.

Oq his return home ho at once raised a force of Spartans

and allies in order to avenge his failure, and to establish a

despotism at Athens in the person of Isagoras. But v.-hen

the ex[)edition had reached Eleusis on its march, not only

some of the subject-allies but also hIsbrother-kingDemaratus

(of the Proclid junior branch) refused to proceed further,

and he had to return without effecting his object. When
the Ionian colonies revolted from Persia, in 500, their

leader Aristagoras came to seek aid from Sparta.

Cleomenes was at first inclined to entertain the tempting

offers of Asiatic conquest which the Ionian, in his eagerness

to secure the alliance, laid before him. But when
Aristagoras, in reply to his questions, was forced to confess

that Susa, the Persian capital, was no less than three

months' journey inland from the sea, the king was startled,

and bade his visitor quit Sparta before sunset. The
Ionian then tried to bribe him ; and as his offers mounted
higher and higher, his little daughter Gorgo, some eight or

nine years old (afterwards the wife of Leonidas) said,

" Father, go away, or the stranger will corrupt you."

Such at least is the story told by Herodotus, though Grote

doubts its authenticity.

During a local war between Sparta and Argos, Cleomenes

by a stratagem defeated the Argive forces near Tiryns.

Those who escaped from the battle took refuge in a

consecrated grove, which was set on fire by order of

Cleomenes, and no less than COOO men, the flower of the

Argive citizens, are said either to have been killed in tha

battle, or to have perished in the flames,—a loss from

which Argos was very long in recovering. For some

reason he did not pursue his victory, but returned at

once to Sparta, to the great dissatisfaction of his owu
people. One legend relates that the city of Argos was

successfully defended against him by its women.
When Darius (491) sent heralds to demand the sub-

mission of all the Greeks, and the inhabitants of /Egina
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had consented to c'we tlie tributary " cp^rtli and water,"

Cleomenes proceeded to the island to punish its treachery

to th^ national cause. His fellow-king Demaratus, wiio

was ahvaj's jealous of him, privately encouraged the jEgine-

tans in their resistance, and the feud between the two

became so bitter, that Cleomenes brought up an old charge

of illegitimacy against his colleague, and succeeded in

driving him into exile. Retributive fate very soon overtook

himself; he was convicted of having procured the deposi-

tion of Demaratus by tampering with the priestess of the

Delphian oracle, and had to retire for safety into Thessaly,

and thence into Arcadia. There he endeavoured to raise

war against his countrymen, who in their alarm were weak
enough to recall I'.im. His renewed reign was not long.

He soon after showed symptoms of madness, attacldng

violently with his staff those who came to him for audience.

Some attributed this derangement to a habit of hard drinking

which had grown upon him ; others saw in it the just

punishment of his impiety, both in his intrigues with the

oracle at Delphi, and in the burning of the sacred grove at

Argos and the massacre of those who had taken sanstuary

there. At length he had to bo placed in close confinement,

when he persuaded the slave who had charge of him to

bring him a knife, with which he deliberately slashed him-

self to pieces.

Cleomemes in. the last of the Agid line, succeeded

240 B.C.,—a king of strong and determined character,

who ^pished to restore at Sparta the old constitution and
discipline of Lycurgns, and to destroy the Achjean League.

He met Aristomachu.s, the " captain " of the League, with

a force of 5000 men against 25,000 at Palantium, but
the A^cha^ans. even with this advantage, declined ths

engagement. The next year he defeated them in a great

battle at the foot of Mount Lycreum. He found active

opponents at Sparta in the Ephors, whose anomalous
authority he held to have been gradually usurped in

derogation of the royal prerogative, affecting dangerously

the independence of the kings, and which it was therefore

his great object to crush. He succeeded in this at last by
an unscrupulous covp cVitat, surrounding the hall in which
the Ephors were feasting with a body of armed mercenaries,

and slaughtering thorn on the spot. He met with no resist-

ance from the panic-stricken citizens, and at once proceeded

to inaugurate his new constitution, abolishing the Ephorate
entirely, restoring the old prerogatives of the kings, and
amongst other reforms making a re-distribution of lands,

and extending the franchi.se.

He had still to contend with the Ach.'ean League for the

supremacy of Greece. In the war which ensued he was
finally defeated by Antigonus of Macedonia, who had
become virtually the master of the League, in the battle

<jf Sellasia (222), when the death-blow was given to the

independence of Sparta. Cleomenca took refuge in Egypt
with Ptolemy Euorgetes, who received him kindly. But
the succeeding Ptolemy neglected and even imprisoned him.

He escaped and attempted to head an insurrection against

the kin?, failing in which, he committed suicide.

CLEON (KAcW). one of those popular leaders who rose

to great temporary influence at Athens during the Pelopon-

ncsian War, and especially alter the death of Pericles. Ho
was emphatically a man of the people, sprung from their

own ranks, his father Clea-'nctus having been a tanner or

leather-dresser. Ho possessed oonsiderablo ability and was
a powerful pnblie speaker, though coarao and violent in

manner and Innguagc. At first ho seems to have formed
one of the largo party at Alliens who protested against tho

]iolicy of the war, and on that ground became a bitter op-

ponent of Pericles. But his views must afterwards have
changed, since wo find him rcpealciUy urging active warlilce

fiica:^uru3 iii oppuaitiuu to the peace parly of which ^l'iciu3
j

and others were the representatives. He was at the height

of his political influence when in 427 c-. the revolted

citizens of Mitylene, after a long siege, submitted to the

Athenian forces, and the question of their punishment^ was

discussed in a public assembly. Cleon proposed and
carried, though agiiinst strong opposition, the terrible

decree that all the males who were able to bear arms

(Grote estimates them at as many as COOO) should be put

to death, and the women and children sold for slaves.

However, in a second assembly held next day, the decree

was rescinded in spite of Cleon's remonstrances. A vessel

hastily despatched was barely in time to stay its execution.

Even as it was, a thousand of those who were considered

the ringleaders of the revolt were put to death. But it

was perhaps fortunate for Cleou's future influence with tlie

Athenian commons tliat he had not to bear the odium of a

cruelty which they might have bitterly repented. He was
hated at all times by the aristocracy of Athens, and on one

occasion they succeeded in convicting him of something

like extortion of money from certain of the islanders

who were subject to the Athenian rule. In 425, the

seventh year of the war, he achieved his greatest military

and political triumpL The Athenians had succeeded in

cutting off from their ships and supplies a strong detach-

ment of Lacedaemonian infantry, and blockading them in

the small island of Sphacteria, off Pj'los (the modem
Navarino). At first it seemed that they must speedily

surrender; Cleon persuaded the Athenians to dictate, as

the price of their release, hard coaditions of peace, which

the Laccdaerionians rejected. Time wore on, and the

Lacedcemonia IS still held out, while the blockade was
maintained with gieat difficulty and hardship. Then Cleon

came forward, and publicly declared that if he were general,

he would undertake to bring the men who were on the

island prisoners to Athens, dead or alive, within twenty

days. Nicias, who at that time held the comniaud-in-chief,

anxious probably to discredit a political opponent, offered

to take him at his word, and make over to him the command
at Pylos. Cleon's own party were loud in their encourage-

ments; and willingly or unwillingly, after obtaining a

strong reinforcement of troops, and getting Demosthenes,

an able general then employed on the station, joined with

him in tlio command, he set out for the scene of operations.

Tlie historian Thucydides calls his boast " insane," but

admits that he fullilled it. Within the days named ho

landed on the island of Sphacteria, compelled the

Lacediemonian force there, after great loss, to surrender at

discretion, and brought 300 prisoners to Athens. It is

very probable that much of the credit was due to the skilfol

dispositions of Demosthenes, his colleague in command of

tlie forces ; but nevertheless, the man who dared and
succeeded where others had so long failed must have had a

well-grounded confidence in his own energy and resources.

Ho did not long enjoy his new glories. Two years after-

wards he was sent to act against Brasidas, the Laced.-cmoniau

commander in Thrace, and to attempt tho rcconquest of

Amphipolis. At lii-st ho was successful ; he took Torono,

and made an advance upon Amphipolis ; but a sudden

sully of Brasidas from the town utterly muled tho Atlioniaii

forces, and Cleon fell there with half his men. Brasidas

was at tho same time mortally wounded.

M'e have to judge of tho character and conduct of Cleon

almost entirely from tho history of Thucydides and tho

safiric comedies of Aristophanes. But the historian, even

i( his judgment wero not warped by the fact asserted by
some writers, that CIron had been instrumental in procuring

his disgrace and boniehmcnt whilst holding a military

command, had at any rate eiroiig oligaicliical prejudice^,

and reir.irdcd him an n restless and daiificroiis agitator.

If we niijjht trust tho picture given of him by ,\ri.st.ipLancs

V. — 104
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in his comedy of TTie Knt^jhti, he is tha Bnscmpulous and
shifty demagogue, always by lies and cajolery pandering

to the worst passions of his master, the populace, filching

from other men their glory, and resisting all the efforts of

the peace party for his own selfish ends. But, besides the

general mark which all public characters presented to the

licence of the satirist, he had in this case his own private

grudge against Cleon, who had laid a complaint before the

Athenian senate that in his comedy called The Babylonians
he had held up to ridicule the policy and institutions of

his country before the eyes of foreigners, and this in the

midst of a great national war. With all his real faults, it

is likely that Cleon has had less than justice dona to him in

such portraits of him as have come down to us, (w.l. c.)

CLEOPATRA (KAfojrarpa), the name of several Egyp-
tian princesses of the house of the Ptolemies. The best

known was the daughter of Ptolemy Anletes, born 69 b.c.

Her father left her, at the age of seventeen, heir to his king-

dom jointly with her younger brother Ptolemy, whose wife,

in accordance with Egyptian custom, she was to become.

A few years afterwards her brother, or rather her guar-

dians, deprived her of all ro^al authority. She withdrew
into Syria, and there made preparation to recover her
rights by force of arms. It was at this juncture that

Julius C^sar followed Pompey into Egypt, resolved to

settle there, if possible, the existing dispute as to the throne.

The personal fascinations of Cleopatra, which she was not
slow in bringing to bear upon him, soon won him entirely

to her side ; and as Ptolemy and his advisers still retusea

to admit her to a share in the kingdom, Caesar undertook
& war on her behalf, in which Ptolemy lost his life, and she
was replaced on the throne in conjunction with a younger
brother, to whom she was also contracted in marriage.

Her relations with Caesar were matter of public notoriety,

and soon after his return to Eome she joined him there, in

company with her boy-husband (of whom, however, she
soon rid herself by poison), but living openly with her
Koman lover, somewhat to the scandal of his fellow citizens.

After Caesar's assassination, aware of her unpopularity, she
returned at once to her native country. But subsequently,
during the civil troubles at Rome, she took the part of

Antony, on whom she is said to have already made some
impression in her earlier years, when he was campaigning
in Egypt. When he was in Cilicia, she made a purpose
journey to visit him, sailing up the Cydnus in a gorge-
ecsly-decked galley, arrayed in all the attractive splendour
which Eastern magnificence could bring in aid of her personal
cLarms. Antony became from that time forth her infatuated
BiEve, followed lier to Egypt, and lived with her there fo'r

some time in the most profuse and wanton luxury. They
called themselves " Osiris " and " Isis," and claimed to be
regarded as divinities. His marriage with Octavia broke
this connection for a while, but it was soon renewed, and
Cleopatra assisted him in his future campaigns both with
money and supplies. This infatuation of his rival with a
personage already so unpopular at Rome as Cleopatra, was
taken advantage of by Octavianus Caesar (Augustus), who
declared war against her personally. In the famous sea-
fight at Actium, between the fleets of Octavianus and
Antony, Cleopatra, who had accompanied him into action
with an EgjTJtian squadron, took to flight while the issue
was yet doubtful, and though hotly pursued by the enemy
succeeded in escaping to Alexandria, where she was soon
joined by her devoted lover. When the cause of Antony
was irretrievably ruined, and all her attempts to strengthen
herself against the Roman conqueror by meaas of foreign
alliances had failed, she made overtures of submission.
Octavianus suggested to her, as a way to his 'favour, the
assassination of his enemy Antony: She seems to have
entertained the base proposal,—enticing him to join her in

-CLE
a mausoleum which she had built, in order that " they
might die together," and where he "fulfilled his part of th»
compact by committing suicide, in the belief that she had
already done so. The charms which had succeeded so easily

with Julius and with Antony failed to move the younger
Ca;sar, though he at once granted her an interview; and
rather than submit to be carried by him as a prisoner to

Rome, she put an end to her life—by applying an asp to

her bosom, according to the common version of the story

—

in the thirty-ninth year of her age. With her .ended the
dynasty of the Ptolemies in Egypt. Besides her remark-
able charms of person, she had very considerable abilities,

and unusual literary tastes. She is said to have been able

to converse in seven langujiges. She had three children by
Antony, and, as some say, a son, called Caesarion, by Juliu&

Caesar. (w. L. c)
CLEPSYDRA (from kXc'tttcii', to steal, and vSoip, water),

the chronometer of the Greeks and Romans, which measured
time by the flow of water. In its simplest form it was.

a short-necked globe of known capacity, pierced at the

bottom with several small holes, through which the water
placed in it escaped or stole away. The instrument was
employed to set a limit to the speeches in courts of justice,

hence the phrases aquam dare, to give the advocates

speaking time, and aquam perdere, to waste time ; it was
also very generally used instead of the sun-dial. Its

defects were—first, that the flow of water varied with the

temperature and pressure of the air, and secondly, that the

rate of flow became less as the vessel emptied itself. The
latter was remedied by keeping the level of the water in

the clepsydra uniform, the volume of that discharged being
noted. In the clepsydra or hydraulic clock of Ctesibius of

Alexandria, made about 135 B.C., the movement of water-

wheels caused the gradual rise of a little figure, which
pointed out the hours on an index attached to the machine.

The rate of the flow of water through an orifice being

proportional to the square of the vertical distance of its

upper surface from the orifice, a clepsydra of simple

construction can be formed by making in the bottom of a

glass cylinder an opening through which its contents can

escape in twelve hours, and graduating the vessel into 144

( = 12^) equal parts. A mark made at division 121 ( = 11^)

from the bottom indicates the quantity of water remaining

at the end of the first hour, and in like manner the squares

of 10, 9, 8, and the lower numbers give the divisions to

which the level of the water descends at the end of the

second, third, fourth, and succeeding hours.

CLERC, Le. See Lecleec.

CLERGY, a collective term signifying the body of

" clerks," that is, in English, men in holy orders. Cleriats,

however, has, both itself and its equivalents in the

languages of the Catholic countries of the Continent a

wider ecclesiastical signification ; while in England &
use of the word, originSUy abusive, but now so entirely

accepted as to constitute a proper secondary meaning of

the term, compiises in the class of persons signified by it

all those employed in duties the discharge of which

demands the acquirements of reading and writing, which

were originally supposed to be the exclusive qualifica*'on

of the clergy.

The word is derived from the Greek icX^pos, which signi-

fies a lot ; but the authorities are by no means agreed in

which sense the root is connected with the sense of the

derivative, some conceiving that the original idea was that

the clergy received the service of God as their lot or portion

;

others that they were the portion of the Lord ; and others

again, with, as Bingham {Orig. Eccl, lib. L cap. 5, sec. 9)

seems to think, more reason, maintain that the word has

reference to the choosing by lot, as was the case in early

agei:, of those to whnm public offices were to be entrusted
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In the primitive times of the church the term canon was

used as synonymous with clerk, from the names of all

the persons in the service of any church having *een in-

scribed on a roll or Kavwv, whence they were termed canonici,

a fact which shows that the practice of the Roman Catholic

Church in modern times of including all persons of all

ranks in the service of the church, ordained or unordained,

iu the term clerks, or clergy, is at least in conformity with

the practice of -antiquity. The Roman hierarchy now
reckons four grades of clerks :— 1st, those who are merely

tonsured as a sign of the ecclesiastical destination, but have

received no orders of any kind ; 2d, those who have received

any of the four minor orders, as hosliarii, readers, exor-

cists, or acolytes; 3d, those who have received orders as

subdeacons, deacons, or priests ; 4th, those who have been

consecrated to bishoprics, archbishoprics, or otlier of the

higher diguities of the church. Monks, whether eremitic

or coenobite, have not at any time formed as such any part

of the body of the clergy. But it would seem that in the

earliest ages of the church they were not deemed even

eligible to the priesthood, inasmuch as it is said that St

Siricius, who became Pope in the year 38i, first permitted

them to receive priests' orders. And we read in the epistles

of St Ambrose that monks began to be ordained priests to-

wards the end of the 4th century,—St Athanasius uaving

been the first who ordained monks to the church of Alex-

andria, in which course he was imitated in the West by St

Enaebius, bishop of Vercelli.

At a very early period the church began to find the

neciessityof taking measures to stem the evil arising from the
numbers of persons who embraced an ecclesiastical career

from improper motives, and often without any intention of

performing any of the duties of it. Of course the same
evil has vexed the church in every age. From the first

moment in which she became rich, worldly men were, and
have alway been, found eager to share her riches without

sharing her work. But in the early times, even while she

was poor, the state of society was such that many unworthy
motives operated to induce men who neither had nor

fancied themselves to have any call to the priesthood, to

seek its immunities. Not only was an ecclesiastical career

the only one which offered to the studious or the lazy man
any hopes of a tranquil life, and to the unwarlike immunity
from the necessity of fighting, but it offered very solid and
vahiable privileges in the shape of specialities of jurisdiction

both in civil and criminal causes, and in exemption from
taxes. There is a very early decree of a congregation of

bishops, ordering that no more persons shall bo ordained
than are needed for the service of each church. And the

germ of a politico-economical idea may be observed in the

reason given for the prohibition, which one would hardly

have expected to find at that period, and which both eccle-

Biastical and civil rulers altogether lost sight of at a later

time. Clerks, it was decreed, should not be unnecessarily

multiplied to the prejudice of the poorer laity. Casuists of

a later age have ijronounced it *o be sinful to receive first

orders, without tlio intention of proceeding to take full

orders. Gregory the Great likens those who entered the

ecclesiastical state merely for the sake of a benefice to the

crowds who followed the Saviour only because He multi-

plied the miraculous loaves. The Council of Trent also at

its twenty-fourth sitting, chap. 4, directs the refusal of

ordination to those who may with probability be sup-

posed to desire it for other than godly reasons.

Soldiers, slaves, comedians, tax-gatherers, those ^ho had
been married twice, and all persons exercising a mean and
servile occupation could not bo ordained. To which
classes Bingham, particularizing more accurately, adds

(Oriff. Eccl., lib. 4):
—" No stranger from another diocese,

juiloas by letters dismissory ; no one who lias performed

public penance; no homicide.adulterer, or who had in

time of persecution denied the faith ; no usurer ; no one
who had mutilated any of his members ; no one who had
been baptized only by a medical attendant, or by a heretic,

or whose baptism was in any wise irregular ; no one belong-
ing to any guild of artificers ; no legal official of the Roman
court ; no guardian of a ward, as long as that ofiSce lasted

;

none who had ever suffered from insanity or diabolic

possession ; to which certain other canonical impediments
might be added."

Bingham (Orig., lib. 2. cap. 6. sec. 4) says that in some
churches the clergy lived in common, lloroni says (article

"Clero," Did. Eccles.) that in the 4th and following centuries

it is certain that almost everywhere the clergy adopted the
practice of living in common. The first assertion seems to

be somewhat too narrow in its scope, the second too wide.

It is certain that the practice was more common than seems
to be indicated by the phrase, " in some churches ;

" but
the instance which Moroni gives in support of his assertion

seems to show that the practice was far from universaL

We read in a chronicle of the church of Augsburg, that in

the time of Constantine, when a church was dedicated to St

Afra, " clerks were established there living in common,
according to the apostolic rule." Of the church of Rino-
cotura in Mauritania, Sozomeu tells ns that the clerks there

had " their dwelling, their table, all things, in short, in

common." The venerable Bede says that Gregory I.

ordered that the sam.e rule should be observed in England.
Eusebius, bishop of Vercelli, is praised by St Ambrose
for restoring the practice in question in his church.

Leo IX. ordered that cloisters should be established in

connection with the churches in order that the clergy

might live in common. Hence divers churches were
anciently called monasteries, and in a history of- the

church of Besan^on it is stated " that nothing is more
common in ancient writings than to find any church called

a monastery."

The immunities enjoyed by clerks of course differed

largely at different times and in different countries, the

extent of them having been gradually curtailed from a

period a little earlier than the close of the Middle Ages.

They consisted mainly in exemption from public burdens,

both as regarded person and pocket, and in immunity from
lay jurisdiction. This last enormous privilege, which
became one of the main and most efficient instruments of

the subjection of Europe to clerical tyranny, extended to

matters both civil and criminal ; though, as Bingham
shows, it did not (always and everywhere) prevail in cases

of heinous crime. The reader will find the whole subject

lucidly set forth in the 0th book of Jjingham's work.

This diversity of jurisdiction, and subjection of the

clergy only to the sentences of judges bribed by their tspr^

de corps to judge leniently, led to the adoption of a scale of

punishments for the offences of clerks avowedly much
lighter than that which was inflicted for the same crimes

on laymen. This part of the subject will be found fully

elucidated in the I st chapter of Bingham's 17th book ; in the

remaining chapter of which the penal portion of the canon

law as regarding clerks is succinctly tre.it cd. (t. x. t.)

Clergy, benefit of, an obsolete but once very

important feature in the English criminal law. It was a

reUc of the claim of exemption from the ftuthority of the

common law tribunals on the part of the clergy, and

marked the extent to which the demand was acceded to in

England. The conclusion of the protracted conflict was

that the common law courts abandoned the extreme punish-

ment of death assigned to some offences, when the person

convicted wna a elfricut, in holy orders, and the church

was obliged to accept the compromise and lot a secondary

punishment be iullictcd. Fur the more atrocious crime*
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the partial exemption was not obtained, and hence oSences

came to be divided into clergyable and unclergyable.

According to the common practice in England of working

out modern improvements through antiquated forms, this

exemption was made the means of modifying the severity

of the criminal law. It became the practice for every

convict to.claim and be allowed the benefit of clergy ; and
when it was the intention by statute to make a crime really

punishable with death, it was awarded " without tenefit

of clergy." A full account of the origin and progress of

the system will be found in the 2Sth chapter of the fourth

book of Blackstone's CommentarUs. The benefit of clergy

in cases of felony was abolished in the modifications of

the criminal law by Sir Robert Peel in 1827 (8 Geo. IV.
c. 28).

CLERMONT, or Clermont Fereand, a city of France,

formerly the chief town of Basse Auvergne, and now of the

department of Puy-de-D6me, is situated on a hill composed
chiefly of volcanic tufa, in the fertile district of Limagne,
and surrounded on the S. and W. by a line of mountains,

of which the Puy-de-D»me is the culminating point. It

lies in 45° 46' N. lat and 3° 5' E. long., and is 220 mOes
S. by E. from Paris. Since 1633 it is composed of the

tv/o towns of Clermont and Mount Ferrand, connected by
e fine avenue of walnut trees and willows, two miles in

length. The streets are generally HI laid out, narrow, and
crooked ; and the houses are built of dull, grey lava, which
lad a gloomy effect until the fashion was introduced of cover-

ing them with white-wash. It has several handsome squares

ornamented with fountains, and is well supplied with water

brought by subterranean conduits from Royat, a league

distant. The principal public building is the cathedral, a

Gothic edifice of the 13th century, and though still

tnfinished its interior is considered one of ths finest existing

specimens of Gothic architecture. The church of Notre-

Dame-du-Port is curiously decorated externally with mosaic
work and bas-reliefs, and is very ancient—parts of it dating

trom 870. Clermout has also a university-academy, a royal

college, a botanic garden, a public library of 30,000 vols.

(?mong which are several ancient MSS. of great value),

museums of natural history and antiquities, two hospitals,

and a theatre. The manufactures are woollen and linen

goods, silk stockings, paper, cutlery, and jewellery. Being
the entrepot for the produce of the surrounding depart-

ments, the town carries on a considerable trade in hemp, Has,

corn, wine, cheese, wool, hides, and cattle. In the suburb
of St A '.lyre, to the north-w»st of the city, is a remark-
able calcareous spring, the copious deposits of which
have formed a curious natural bridge over a small stream.

The population of Clermont in the end of the 18th

century was about 16,000 ; in 1851, 30,566 ; and in 1872,

32,963.

Clenr.ont (i.e., Clams Mons or. Clarimontium) is identified with
the ancient AHgustonemetum, the chief town of the AiTemi, and
it still preserves some remains of the Roman period. The present

name occurs as early as the 8th century, but was at first applied to

the castle alone. Discing the disintegration of the Roman empire
Clermont suffered as much perhaps from capture and pillage as any
city in the country ; but it preserved its municipal liberties down
to the Middle .^ges, and, even after it was incorporated in the
domain of its bishops, maintained the rights of its communal
chr.rter. It was the seat of no fewer than seven ecclesiastical councils,

held rcsyeotively in the years 535, 549, 687, 1095, 1110, 1124, and
1130 ; end of these the council of 1095 is for ever memorable as that
in which Pope Urban II. first formally organized the great ciiisadc.

In the national wars of the IDth and the civil wars of the 16th
century the town had its full participation ; and in 16S5 it acquired
a terrible notoriety by the trial and execution of a number of robber
chieftains who had inffsted the neighbouring district. The pro-
csedinga lasted six months, and the episode is still known as Jcs

&rGr.Js Joiirs de Chrmmt. Before the great Revolution the town
pos3?te;d eeveiBl monastic est.^bhshments, of which the most impor-
tant was the abbey of Saint AUyre, founded, it is said, by St
AustraiuonioB, the apostla of Auvergae, and the abbey of St

Andi'i-, where the counts of Clermont were interred. Among the
great mea whom the to^\-n has produced are Gregory of Tours,
Pascal, and Moutlosier.

CLERMONT EN DEAUVOISIS, frequently but by
mistake called Clermont s\jr Oise, a town of Trance, at

the head of an arrondissement in the department of Oise,

is situated about 36 miles by rail to the north of Paris,

near a small tributary of the Oise, caUed the Breche. The
town-hall and the church of St Samson date from the 13th
century, and the hill on which the town is built is sur-

mounted by an old castle partly of the 10th or Uth,
now transformed into a penitentiary capable of accom-
modating upwards of 1000 female prisoners. The principal

industries are the manufacture of cotton goods and stained

paper. Clermont was an important post in the Middle
Ages. It was frequently taken and retaken in the wars of

the English, and in 1437 it was surrendered to them as a

ransom for the great national leader La Hire. In 1569 it

was sold to the duke of Brunswick by Charles IX., and
about thirty years later it was resold by the duchess of

Brunswick to the duke of Lorraine. In 1595 it was
captured by Henry IV., and in 1615 it was held by Cond^.

Cassini the astronomer was a native of the town. Popula-

tion in 1872, 5774.

CLERMONT-L'HERAULT, or Clermont de LoDivE,
a town of France, in the department of H^rault, and about

ten miles by rad south of Lodeve, is built on the slope of

a hill which is crowned by an ancient castle and skirted by
the Ydromiel, a tributary of the Ergue or Lergue. It owes
its importance to its woollen manufacture, which was intro-

duced in 1678; and it also produces vinegar and vitriol,

has quarries of building-stone, plaster, and lime, and deals in

brandy, oil, cattle, and wool. Population in 1872, 5487.

CLE\\ELAND, a city and lake-port, and the capital of

Cuyahoga county, in the State of Ohio, situated at the

mouth of Cuyahoga River, on the S. shore of Lake Erie, in

41° 30' N. lat. and 81° 47' W. long. Next to Cincinnati,

it is the largest and most important city in the State. It

was foiuided in 1796, and named in honour of General

Moses Cleveland of Connecticut, who then had charge of the

surveying of this region. It was an important point in

the war of 1812, and was incorporated as a village in 1814
and as a citv in 1836. Its population was 1075 in 1830,

6071 in 1840, 17,034 in 1850, 43,417 in 1860, and
92,829 in 1870. The number of inhabitants in 1876 is

estimated at 140,000. Of the total population in 1870,

38,815 were foreigners — including 15,856 born in

Germany, 9964 in, Ireland, 4008 in England, 2634 in.

British America, and 2155 in Austria. The city is built

on both sides of the river, which is here crossed by several

bridges, and chiefly on a plain from 50 to 100 feet above
the lake, of which a magnificent view is thus obtained. Tho
streets are regularly laid out, and are generally from 80
to 100 feet wide. Many of them are lined with trees,

chiefly maple, whence Cleveland is known as the " Forest

City.'' Monumental Park, near the centre of the city,

contains 10 acres divided into four squares by the exten-

sion of Ontario and Superior Streets. Besides a fountain

and other attractive objects, the park contains a statue of

Commodore Perry, erected in 1860, in commemorarion of

his victory on Lake Erie in 1813. It is of Italian marble,

is 8 feet high, and stands upon a granite pedestal 12 feet

high. The most noteworthy buildings are that of the

United States (containing the post-office, the custom-house,

and the federal courts), the city hall, the county court-house,

the house of correction and workhouse, the city infirmary,

the Cleveland medical college. Case Hall, and the two high-

school buildings. The Union Railway depot, an immense
structure of stone near the lake shore, is one of the largest

of tha kicd in the Uaitsd Statee, Cleveland has import-
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ant commercial advantages. Five railways pass through

or terminate in the city,—including the Lake Shore and
Michigan Southern, a grand trunk line between the east

and the west ; a division of the Atlantic and Great West-

ern, a leading channel of communication between the east

and the south-west ; and the Cleveland, Columbus, Cincin-

nati, and Indianapolis, a direct line to Cincinnati and the

south. Other lines afford communication with the exten-

sive coal and petroleum regions of Pennsylvania. Cleve-

land is the northern terminus of the Ohio Canal, which

extends southwards to Portsmouth on the Ohio River. For

the accommodation of the lake commerce, a capacious har-

bour has been formed at the mouth of Cuyahoga Eiver by
extending two piers, 200 feet apart, 1200 feet into the

lake. The city has an extensive trade in copper and iron

ore shipped from the Lake Superior mining region, and
in coal, petroleum, wool, and lumber, received by railroad,

canal, and lake transportation. In 1873 the number of

vessels entered in the coast-wise trade was 323S, having

an aggregate tonnage of 1,053,232 tons ; 3204 vessels of

1,048,196 tons cleared. The foreign commerce, which is

exclusively with Canada, is considerable,—the imports

amounting in 1874 to §449,118, and the domestic exports

to $1,426,990; 316 vessels of 64,213 tons entered in this

trade, and 325 of 55,152 tons cleared. The total number
of vessels registered, enrolled, and licensed in this district

was 466, of 86,519 tons. Twenty vessels of 11,242 tons

were built during the year. About §20,000,000 of capital

is invested in manufactures, the most important industries

being those of iron and the production of refined petroleum.

There are also several pork-packing establishments and

breweries. The city contains sixnationalbanks with a capital

of $4,550,000, and two savings banks. The government of

the city is vested in a mayor and a common council of two

members from each of the eighteen wards. These officers

are elected by the people. The city has an efficient

police, a paid fire department, a board of public improve-

ments, and a board of health. Besides the usual county

and municipal courts, the United States circuit and district

courts for the northern district of Ohio are held here.

The city is supplied with water obtained from the lake by
meaus of a tunnel IJ mile long, and forced into a large

reservoir on high ground in the western part of the city. The
streets are well paved, are lighted with gas, and are supplied

with sewers. The reformatory and charitable institutions

are numerous and varied. The house of correction and
workhouse is for the confinement of persons convicted of

minor offences. The city infirmary, connected with which
are a farm and a house of refuge for the care and instruction

of children, besides maintaining its inmates, affords relief

to outdoor poor. The city hospital is supported by
money received from those patients who are able to pay and
from private charity. The charity hospital is maintained
partly by contributions and partly by revenue from paying
patients; connected with it is a lying-in hospital. There
ero aUo a homoeopathic hospital founded by the Cleveland
homoeopathic college, a foundling hospital, and a United
States marine hospital, which is supported by appropria-

tions made by Congress and by a tax on sailors. The
Cleveland Protestant orphan asylum has an endowment
fund of about S50,000, from the interest of which, and
by private contributions, it is maintained. St Vincent's

orphan asylum for males, and St Mary's orphan asylum
for females, are Roman Catholic institutions, accommodating
about 150 inmates each An orphan asylum is also main-

tained by the Jewa Among other benevolent institutions

are the homo for the aged poor, the home for working

women under the management of the women's charitnblo

association, and the Bethel homo for destitute sniliirs.

The children'd aid society, since its organiration in 1857,

has secured homes for nearly 1500 children, besides ex-

tending aid to more than 5000. There are three industrial

schools, maintained partly by the^ city, and partly by
benevolent citizens, for the benefit of destitute children.

The total debt of the city in 1875 was $7,397,500; and
the property taxed for city purposes was valued at

$73,210,144. The public schools in 1874 comprised 18
primar}', 17 grammar, and 3 high schools, in which were
enrolled, including those in the evening schools, 19,021
pupils, with an average daily attendance of 12,085. The
total number of teachers was 261. The expenditure for

the public schools during the year amounted to $382,921.
Besides the above, tliere were enrolled in private and
parochial schools 8808 pupils. Clevcl.ind has no col)(?ga

or university, but there are several cxcell<Jht seminaries,

academies, and private schools for the advanced education

of both sexes. Professional instruction is afforded by
the Cleveland medical college, the homoeopathic hospital

college, and the medical department of the university of

Vi'ooster (each having about fifteen professors), the Ohio
State and union law school, and St Mary's theological

seminary (Roman Catholic). The Cleveland library

association has about 11,000 volumes, the public library,

supported by taxation, about 20,000, and the law library

about 2000. The Bethel free reading-rooms are open to

the public, and the western reserve hi.storical society has
a valuable collection of books. There are published in the

city 51 newspapers and periodicals; of these 6 appear
daily, 4 thrice a week, 18 weekly, 2 fortnightly, 1 1 monthly,
and 1 every two months. Of thc.«e 7 are [lublislicd in the

German language, and 1 in the Bohemian. Cleveland
Las about 100 churches, the following being the largest

denominations: — the Methodist-Ejiiscopal 18, Roman
Catholic 15, Protestant Episcopal 11, Baptist 9, Presby-

terian 8, and Congregational 4 churches.

CLEVELAND, John- (1613-1C58), a poet and satirist,

was born at Loughborough. He was educated at Hinckley
school, whence he repaired to Cambridge, becoming in 1634
a fellow of St John's, and being appointed college-tutor

and reader in rhetoric. The Latinity and oratorical ability

displayed by him in the exercise of the latter function were
warmly praised by Fuller, who also commends the " lofty

fancy" of his verse. He was the most distinguished and
the earliest of loyal satirists. Joining the Cavaliers at

Oxford, he was warmly received by the king; and having
lost his fellowship and his college places, he was named
judge-advocate in thegarri.son at Newark. The captain in

command at that fortress, however, deprived him (16-(6)

of this office, and he was fain to wander thruugh the

country depending on the alms of Royalists for bread.

Arrested at Norwich, as one " whose great abilities rendered

him able to do the greater disscr\ice," ho was held in

durance of some months at Yarmouth, but was released at

last by Cromwell (who seems to have behaved admirably
towards the strolling libeller), and went to London, where
he resided till his death, in the enjoyment of much
consideration from bis party. Cleveland, who was more
highly esteemed than Milton by his contcmiioraries, was
exceedingly popular. His serious poetry is pcrh.ips the

most extravagantly conceited in the language ; his satires

are more deserving, the best being the Prtilinn to tht

Lortl-Protfcior for the Scots PtUl. See Nichols, Ilisluiy

of Lricf.^frthire, and Cievelantrs Worls, London, 1C87
CLEVES (in German Ktr.v};), a town of Prussia, for-

merly the capital of the duchy of its own name, and now
the chief town of a circle in the government of I>us.seUorf,

40 miles X.W. of DiisscUlorf and 12 E. of Nimogucn. It

is a neatly built town in the Dutch style, situated tn the

dei-livitiis of tlirco hills known as Kirchbcrg, .Schlo.vibcrg,

and lleidcbcrg, io a fertile diiitrict near tlio frooticrs o(
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Holland, and about two miles from the Rhine, with which

it has been connected since 1848 by a canal The old

castle of Schwaneuburg (formerly the residence of the

dukes of Cleves, and the birthplace of Anne of Cleves,

one of the wives of Henry VIIL) has a massive tower

180 feet high, which was built in 1439 on the traditional

site of Csesar's Tower and commands an extensive view.

Cleves has two Koman Catholic and three Protestant

churches, a synagogue, a gymnasium, a house of correction,

and a zoological garden. The collegiate church dates

from 1345, and contains a number of fine ducal monu-
ments, among which the first place is held by that of Adolf

VI. of the 14th century. The chief manufactures are

linens, cottons, silks, woollens, and tobacco. To the south

and west of the city a large district is laid out as a park ;

in the southern part, known as the Old Park, there is a
statue to the memory of the founder, John Maurice of

Nassau-Siegen, who 'governed the town from 1650 to

1679, and in the western part there are mineral wells

with a pump-room and bathing establishment, which date

from about 1848. The town was the seat of the counts

of Cleves as early as the 11th century, but it did not

receive its incorporation till 1242. It was raised, with

the surrounding district on both sides of the Rhine,

to the rank of a duchy by the Emperor Sigismund in

1417. On the death of Duke William in 1609, without

issue, his inheritance, which also included Jiilich and Berg,

became the object of a violent contest between no fewer

than six competitors; and it was not till 1614 that the

dispute was settled by the treaty of Xanten, which assigned

the duchy of Cle^'es to Sigismund, elector of Brandenburg,

who had married a niece of the late duke. In 1805 it

was ceded by Prussia to France ; and in 1806 it was made
a grand-duchy by Napoleon and bestowed on Murat. In
1815 it was restored to Prussia. The population of the

town in 1871 was 9038.
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ONTARIO.

Districts.

Cardwell
Carleton. . .

Cornwall and Stormont
Dundas
Durham , East
Durham, West.
Elgin, East
Elgin. West
Essex. North
Essex. .South
Froutenac
Glengarry
GrenvlUe, South
Gray, East
Grey, North
Grey, South
Haltlimand
Hal ton
Hamilton
Hastings, East
Hastings, North
Hastings, West
Huron, East ---

Huron, South
Huron, West
Kent
Kingston
Lambton, East
Lanil)ton, West
Lanark, North
Lanark, South
Leeds and GrenvlUe, North.
Leeds. South
Lennox
Lincoln and Niagara..
Loudon
Middlesex, East
Middlesex, North
Middlesex, South
Middlesex, West
Monck '

Muskoka and Parry Sound..
Ni|iissiTig
Norfolk, North
Norfolk, South
Northumberland, East
Northumberland, West
Ontario, North
Ontario, South
Ontario, West
Ottawa, City
Oxford, North
Oxford, South
Peel
Perth, North
Perth, South
Peterborough, East
Peterborough, West
Prescott
Prince Edward
Renfrew, North
Renfrew, South
Rifssell
Slmcoe, East
Simcoe, North
Simcoe, Sovith
Toronto, Center
Toronto, East .

Toronto, West
Victoria. North
Victoria, .South
Waterloo, North
Waterloo, South
Welland
Wellington, Center
Wellington, North
Welllnglon, South. ..

Weutworth, North
Wentworth, South
York, East
York, North
York, West

1881.

PRINCE EDWARD I.SLAND.

King's. .

Prince .

Queen's.

1891.

16.770



398 CAXAJOHARIE— CAPE CHARLES
CANAJOHAKIE, a village of Xew York, situated

on tiie south bank of tlie Mohawk, opposite Pala-

tine bridge, 55 miles west of Albany. It is the
seat of an academy, and contains manufactories
of oapfir bags, malt, and lumber.
CAiN'AL DOVER, a village of Ohio, situated on

the Tuscarawas River, about a hundred miles
north of Marietta. It contains manufactories of

iron, flour, and leather.
CANASrOTA, a village of New York, about 30

miles west of Utica. It is the seat of an academy
and of a high school, and contains nianufaciories
of cutlery, astronomical instruments, and salt.

Mineral springs occur within the town.
C.^^NBY, EowARD RicH.^^RD Sprigg, soldier, born

in Kentucky in 1817, killed in Siskiyou county,
Cal., April 11, 1873. He graduated in the class of

1839 from the U. S. Military School. He served
with distinction in the Mexican war, as well as the
war of the rebellion, receiving the full rank of

brigadier-general in 1866. During the winter of

187:3-73 he was engaged in making terms with the
Modocs, and was treacherously shot while con-
ferring with them regarding a treaty of peace.
CANISTEO, a village of New York, situated on

the Canisteo River, 55 miles west of Elniira. It

contains manufactories of flour, leather, chairs and
lumber, and is the seat of an academy.
CANNELTON, a village of Indiana, county-seat

of Perry county, situated on the Ohio River, 70

miles above Evansville. It is an important coaling
station for steamboats, and manufactures cotton
goods, flour, pottery, chairs, paper, lumber and
drain-tiles.

CANOX CITY, a village of Colorado, county-seat
of Fremont county, situated in a rich mining dis-

trict, below the Grand Caiion of the Arkansas. It

is the seat of an academy, and of the Colorado pen-
itentiary. It is a favorite health resort, having
several medicinal springs. The surrounding coun-
try is rich in copper, silver, coal, iron, marble,
limestone and oil.

CANTON, a city of Ohio, and county-seat of

Stark county (see Britannica, Vol. V, p. 39). Can-
ton is the seat of extensive manufactories, includ-
ing the works of the Wrought Iron Bridge Com-
pany, and Agricultural Machine Works. It is sit-

uated in a rich agricultural district, which furnishes
wheat, corn and oats for export. Coal is also an
article of export. Its population has increased from
12,258 in 18S0 to 26,327 in 1890.

CANTON, a city of Illinois, about 25 miles west
of Peoria. It contains important coal mines, an
extensive meat-packing establishment, and impor-
tant manufactories of iron, agricultural implements,
wagon • and cigars.

CANTON, a town of IMassachusetts, situated on
the Neponset River, fourteen miles south of Eos-
ton. Within the township are extensive manu-
factories of machinery, sewing silk and cotton and
woolen goods. Population in 1890, 4,538.

CANTON. Missouri, the county-seat of Lewis
county, an Important shipping station for the sur-
rounding country, being conveniently situated on a
railroad and on the Mississippi River. Christian
University is here located.
CANTON, a manufacturing town, county-seat of

St. Lawrence county, N. Y., situated on Grass River
and on the Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg Rail-
road. Canton Academy and the St. Lawrence Uni-
versity are two of the institutions here located.
CANTON, a town of South Dakota, county-seat of

Lincoln county, situated on the Sioux River, about
seventy rciles north of Sioux City. It is the seat of
Normanna College. It has water-power, and exten-
sive manufactories. Population in 1890, 1,642.

CANTON, a post village in Bradford county. Pa.,
located on the railroad and having in 1890 a popula-
tion of 1,393; township, 1,835.

CANTON, in geography, a division of territory,

constituting a separate government or state, as in
Switzerland. In France a canton is a subdivision
of an arrondissement.
CANTON'S PHOSPHORUS, or Pyrophorus, is

obtained by heating in a close vessel three parts
oyster-shells and one part sublimed sulphur, w hen
the sulphuret of calcium is formed, wiiich takes
fire when exposed to or thrown into the air.

CANTU, Ces.^re, an Italian author, born at
Brivio in 1807, educated at Sondrio, where he was
appointed professor of belles-lettres. Having been
imprisoned in 1833 for the offense of expressing
liberal tendencies in a historical work on Lom-
bardy, he spent his leisure hours in describing the
sorrows of a prisoner in the form of an historical
romance, Margheriia Puslerla. His great work,
Storia Viiirersnle (35 vols., 183(5-42), has been fol-

lowed by many others on history and literature,

as well as by some of a lighter character.
CANUN, a Turkish musical instrument, strung

with gut-strings. It is thrummed with the fingers,

on which are thimbles of tortoise-shell pointed with
pieces of cocoa-nut, forming plectra for striking
the strings.
CANVAS-BACK DUCK (Fidigula laUisneria),

a North American duck highly esteemed for the
delicacy of its flesh. See Pochakd, Britannica,
Vol. XIX, p. 252.

CAP. in ship-building, a strong, thick block ol

wood fixed near the top of the mast. It has a hole
to receive the upper end of the lower mast, and an-
other to receive the lower end of the topmast with
eyebolts to aid in hoisting the topmast. There is

also a cap of smaller size at the paint of junction
between the topmast and the top-gallant-mast.
When made of iron, the cap is called a " crance."
CAPACITY, Legal, the power to alter one's

rights or duties by the exercise of free-will, ol

responsibility to punishment for one's acts. Civil
capacity depends on age and mental condition.
But civil incapacity is often imposed as a putiish-

ment on persons of full age and undoubted mental
capacity. Convicts and persons attainted are placed
under a general civil incapacity, and partial in-

capacities are also imposed as punishments. The
disabilities attaching to married women have been
largely removed by recent legislation both in

Great Britain and in the United States. For sup-
posed political reasons aliens were for a long time
debarred from ordinary civil rights, and they are
still properly excluded from political rights until
they are naturalized and adopt the obligations of
a citizen. Different tests of capacity are applied to
differenttransactions,asincontractsand testaments.

CAP-A-PIE, a term applied, in the military lan-
guage of the Middle Ages, to a knight or soldier
armed from head to foot, with armor for defense
and weapons for attack.
CAPARISONED, dressed in caparisons. A war-

horse completely furnished for the field is said to
be caparisoned.
CAPE ANN, the eastern point of Essex county,

Mass. Valuable quarries of syenite are here
opened on a rocky headland. On Thatcher's Is-

land, the most northern limit of Massachusetts
Bay, are two stone light-houses.
CAPE CANAVERAL, a point of land on the east-

ern coast of Florida, on which there is a tall light-

house for Tvarning seamen off the dangerous
shoals that surround the cape.
CAPE CHARLES, the southern point of the

" Eastern Shore " peninsula which separates the
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Atlantic from Chesapeake Bay. Near the cape, on
.Smith's Island, is alight-house.
(.JAPE COD, properly a narrow peninsula of

Massachusetts, in form somewhat like the letter L.

It is 65 miles in length, and forms the southeast
boundary of Cape Cod Bay. The northern ex-

tremity is marked by a revolving light, 155 feet

above the sea.

CAPE ELIZABETH, a summer resort of Maine
and a suburb of Portland. It has a State reform
school, important manufactories and a dry-dock.
CAPE FAREWELL, the most southern point of

Greenland.
CAPE FEAR, the southern point of Smith's Is-

land, North Carolina, on the Atlantic Ocean.
CAPE FEAR RIVER, a river formed by the

jimction of the Haw and Deep Rivers at Haywood,
Chatham county, N. C. It flows southeast, and
enters the Atlantic near Cape Fear. Including its

branches it has a length of 200 miles, 120 of which
are navigable.
CAPE FLATTERY, the most westerly point of

the United States outside Alaska. It is situated
on the northwestern coast of Washington.
CAPE FLORIDA, the south point of Key Bis-

cayne, 330 miles southeast of St. Augustine.
CAPE FOULWEATKER, or Yaquin.v He.\d, the

western point of Oregon, in TuUamook county. It

has a brick light-house.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, a city of Girardeau county,

Mo. It has a normal school, a female academy and
St. Vincent's College. It exports cotton, and among
its manufactures are plows and mineral paints.
CAPE HATTERAS, the eastern point of North

Carolina. It is a long, low, sandy bank separated
from the main land by Pamlico Sound. Naviga-
tion along the coast is very dangerous, and a light-

house 190 feet high has here been erected.
CAPE HENLOPEN, the point of land on the

east coast of Delaware, at the entrance to Dela-
ware Bay, opposite Cape May. It has a stono
light-house.
CAPE HENRY, a cape opposite Cape Charles, at

the entrance to Chesai)eako Bay, in Virginia. It

has a light-house.
CAPE HORN, a dangerous, rocky, dismal island,

the extreme southern point of America.
CAPEL, Thomas John, Monsignoke, an eminent

English Roman Catholic prelate, born at Bromji-
ton in IS.Sti. He is the founder of several educa-
tional and ecclesiastical institutions. He lectured
in the United States in 1883.

'

CAPfj LA HAGUE, a promontory of France,
forming the northwest extremity of the peninsula
of Coteiitin in the department of Manche. It juts
into the English Channel opposite the Island of
Alderney.
CAPE LA HOGUE, often confounded with Cape

la Hague, and situated on (he east side of the same
peninsula. Here the French were defeated by the
unilod English and Dutch fleets in 1()!)2.

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE (Cape Colony). See
Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 41-50. The latest official

returns up to 1S91 give the area of the whole
colony as 2I3,(>3() square miles, with a jwpulation of
1,250,000. The capital, Ca])e Town, has a population
of()0,000; Port Elizabeth, the chief commercial port,
has 18.000; (irahanistown, t he capital of the east-
ern province, 10,000; Kiinberly, the seat of the
diamond trade, 25,000. Whites niiniln'r about a
third of the entire population, and the greater
number of tiieni areol Dutch descent . The number
of registered electors in ISOO wa8 73,01(>. The right
of suffrage is limited to occupiers of property wurtli
$260, or ieceiving.'f250 salary, or if 125 salary with
board and lodging. There is a university at Cape

Town (Royal Charter, 1877), and there are a large
number of state-aided elementary schools, besides
private and religious institutions. For defense
there is a force of Cape Mounted Rifles, 769 ; Volun-
teers, 4,000; and every able-bodied man between IS
and 50 is liable to be called out for military service.
There are 1,093 miles of railway in operation, which
is government property. There are 8,981 miles
of telegraph wires in operation. About 84,000,000
acres are in occupation, of which 600,000 are under
cultivation. Vinevards occupy 20,000 acres, pro-
ducing 4,500,000 gallons of wine, and 1,000,000 gal-
lons of brandy. Ostrichs number 25,000 ; sheep, 11,-

000,000 ; cattle, 1,112,000; goats, 3,000,000. The wheat
crop of 1890 amounted to about 1,700,000 bushels;
other grain 3,000,000 bushels, tobacco 3,000,000
pounds, aloes 340,000 pounds, and dried fruit 2,500,-

000 jjounds. Cotton and rice are grown in limited
quantities. The principal exports are wool. Angora
hair, ostrich feathers, sheep and goat-skins, dia-
monds, wines, spirits, copper ore and aloes. The
exports of wool in 181)0 amounted to !f7,903,045, and
diamonds over .$20,000,000. The colony has been
gradually enlarged by annexations, the latest of
which are Griqualand West, annexed in 1880; the
various Transkeian territories, 1875-87 ; and Wal-
fisch Bay, 1884.

CAPELIN, or Caplin (Mallotiis villosus), the only
species of a genus belonging to the salmon family,
and nearly related to the smelt (see Britannica,
Vol. XXI, pp. 221-224). It is one of the smallest
members of^the family, lives on the sea-bottom of
the northern coast of the Atlantic, comes to the
surface to spawn, and furnishes one of the most im-
portant parts of the cod's food in northern regions.

Vast shoals occur periodically off Newfoundland.
The capelin is much used as bait in ll.e cod fishery;

it is eaten fresh in Iceland, and is sometimes im-
ported in dried form into Great Britain. Its flavor

is pleasant, and suggests afKnity with herring.

CAPELLA, a bright star of the first magnitude,
on the left phouldcr of the northern constellation of

Auriga, in front of the Great Bear, nearly in a line

with the two northernmost of the seven stars form-
ing Charles' Wain.
CAPE LOOKOUT, the southeast extremity of

the islands adjacent to Carteret county, N. C. Its

light-house is 150 feet high.
CAPE MAY, a famous watering place of New

Jersey, on an island in the Atlantic, 81 miles by
rail from Philade'.jihia, with which it has daily

communication by steamboats during the summer.
CAPE JIENDOCINO, a lofty headland, the most

western point of California. It has a light-house 428

feet high.
OAPEN, Naiiu.m, author and publisher, born in

Canton, Mass., April 1, 1804, died in Dorchester in

1886. He edited the "Massachusetts State Record"
from 1847 to 1851, wrote for the press, published the

Uepuhlicof the United UtatiK, and, at the time of hia

death, had a Uislonj of Drnuicnicn nearly com-
pleted. He was amongthe first to urge the i>as-

sago of an international copyright bill. The census
board at Washington sjirang from a letter of his

published by the United Slates Senate. The sys-

tem of coll(>cting letters from street iKixes origi-

nated with him while postmaster of Boston (1857-

1861).

CAPE NORTH, the most northerly jKiint of

Europe, on the Magerii Island, north of Norway.
C.VPE OK ti(lOI> IIOI'K. a loflv promontory, the

soiilhern extremity of Africa. It rises l.tHKMi'et

above sea level, niid terminates the range of Table

Mountains. It was discovered by Hartliolomcw
Diaz in 1486, and first doubled by \ asoo de Gama
in 1497.
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CAPE PRINCE OF WALES, a point in Alaska

on Bering Strait, opposite East Cape in Asia. It is

the most westerly point of America.
CAPE KACE, the southeastern point of New-

foundland, extending into the Atlantic. It is a
dangerous point on account of the dense fogs there
prevalent. A light-house 180 feet high has here been
built, and all vessels sailing between Great Britain

and the northeastern part of North America are

taxed for its maintenance.
CAPE RIVER, or Rio de Segovia (properly

Vatinks, or Wanx), a large river of Nicaragua,
which, after a generally northeast course of about
300 miles, empties into the Carribbean Sea. It is

navigable for a considerable distance from the sea,

but the upper part of its course is obstructed by
cataracts and shallows.
CAPE SABLE, the southernmost point of

Florida.
CAPE SAN LUCAS, the southern extremity of

Lower California.
CAPE ST. ROQUE, a promontory of Bn-xz;!. the

most eastern in America, with the exception of

Cape St. Augustine.
CAPE ST. VINCENT, the southwestern extrem-

ity of Portugal. Near this point the Spanish fleet

was defeated by the British navy in 1797.

CAPE TRAFALGAR, a headland of Spain, be-
tween Cadiz and Gibraltar, on the Atlantic coast.

Near this cape a famous battle was fought, Oct. 21,

1805, between the English and the French and
Spanish fleets, in which the English were victorious,
but suffered the loss of their commander. Lord
Nelson.
CAPE VERD, the most westerly headland in

Africa, projecting into the Atlantic Ocean between
the rivers Gambia and Senegal, in latitude 14° 43'

north, and longitude 17° 34' west. It was discovered
by the Portuguese about 1445, and is said to have
derived its name from a group of gigantic baobab
trees which adorns its summit.
CAPE VINCENT, a summer resort of New York,

situated on the St. Lawrence River, opposite Kings-
ton, Ont. Shingles and flour are here manufactured.
The place is a port of entry.
CAPIAS. See Britannica, Vol. XXIV, pp. 695-96.

CAPILLAIRE, a syrup prepared by adding sugar
and orange-flower water to an infusion of the
Maidenhair fern, and formerly used as a pectoral
in chronic catarrhs ; any syrup flavored with orange-
flower.
CAPITA, Distribution per, a familiar expression

in the law relating to wills and succession. It

means that where the persons claiming under a
will consist of, for example, three families of grand-
children, the estate or fund is divided equally
among all the grandchildren (whatever the size of

the family), and not equally among the three fami-
lies. The opposite principle of division, namely,
among families, is called distribution per stirpes.

.Testators frequently fail to make their meaning
clear on this point.
CAPITAL. See Britannica, Vol. V, p. 71-73.

CAPITAL: in fortification, an imaginary line
dividing a defense work into two similar and
equal parts.
CAPITAL, in geography, is the principal city or

lown of a country, w-here the legislature meets and
the chief legal courts are held.
CAPITAL ACCOUNT, a name given to what

concerns the capital stick of a railway or other
public company. In authorizing a railway com-
pany, Parliament, Congress, or State legislatures
give powei to raise so much money by shares, and
80 much by borrowing. This money forms the cap-
ital of the company, and constitutes the capital 'ic-

count. On this fund the directors of the company
make drafts to pay for the land, and all the works
connected with the line, as also rails, locomotives,
carriages, and in short everything involved in per-
fecting the railway up to the point of working.
After the railway is opened all working expenses
and renewals of line and plant should be charged
to revenue account, but extensions of the line and
additional plant should be charged to capital ac-
count. The same principle applies to all joint-
stock companies. It is of the utmost importance
that these two accounts be kept quite distinct.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT (Lat.,pfc/ia capitalis),&

penalty relating to the head, affecting the head, or
life, as without the head there can be no life ; hence
involving the forfeiture of life. All the more
serious offenses against society, and frequently
very trivial ones, were, in many parts of the world,
punishable with death until comparatively recent
times. As a penalty for murder it has prevailed
from the earliest ages in all parts of tfie world.
In the primitive state of the social organization, at
least in the earliest condition of which we have
any record, retaliation (lex talionis) was the com-
mon method of punishment. The right of individ-
ual revenge not only existed in the savage state of

mankind, but also has been recognized and toler-

ated for many ages, even after laws had been en-
acted for the restraint of crime; and not only this,

but with very many nations the rule of retaliation
became established and recognized in a very large
degree. It provided following not only the ancient
savage procedure, but also the Mosaic permission,
that the punishment should be the same in kind as
the crime. Under the Hebrew law it was enacted
that punishment should invariably be "an eye for

an eye; a tooth for a tooth; a life for a life," and
any person belonging to the family of the slain had
the legal privilege of pursuing the murderer and
taking the customary vengeance. The methods
permitted by law for producing death were four

:

the sword, strangling, fire and stoning. Lest pun-
ishment might be too precipitate, or improperly
administered, the criminal, especially if he were
able to present the plea of justifiable killing, might
flee and endeavor to reach one of the established
"cities of refuge," where he would at least be tem-
porarily safe.

The Hebrew polity being theocratic, many
offenses were punished capitally as violations of

the national faith. Among them are to be partic-
ularly noted—desecration of the Sabbath ; blas-
phemy, idolatry, witchcraft, cursing, offerings to
Moloch ; disobedience^to parents ; murder, adultery

;

incest and kidnaping a free person. The "avenger
of blood" was a person having such a right of car-
rying out private vengeance that he superseded
any public officer who might otherwise have au-
thority in the premises.
The Hebrews undoubtedly adopted this custom

from the Egyptians; for when Moses fled the coun-
try after he liad killed an Egyptian and buried
him in the sands to avoid detection, he was after
forty years informed that those who sought his life

were dead ; hence there was no fear in his return-
ing to the land where his people dwelt.
In Greece, under the rule of Draco, a system of

laws was prescribed which fixed death for certain
offenses, some of them extremely trivial—as steal-

ing from a dwelling-house an amount equivalent
to about $10 of American' money. Draco claimed
that those guilty of such a crime deserved death.
The greater crimes could not be visited by any
severer punishment, and therefore above a certain
limit, of which the above cited instance is a speci-

men, death was invariably the penalty. The crimes
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ordinarily punished by death, or for which death
was prescribed by law, were sacrilege ; disrespect

for the popular faith ; the non-observance of estab-

lished religious rites ; treason ; murder, or attempt

to murder ; and incendiarism. Socrates was ac-

cused of spreading disbelief in tlie national relig-

ion, and notwithstanding his eminence as a teach-

er and a scholar, the ordinary administration of

justice demanded his death, and he was condemned
to drinli poison. Such infamous results of basely

conceived laws had a necessary reaction. Modifi-

cations were inaugurated, and the Athenian code
became eventually very mild.

Among the principal methods of capital punisli-

ment crucifixion occupies a prominent place.

This peculiar mode is traditionally ascribed to

Semiramis, and was practiced by the Egyptians,
the Carthaginians, the Persians, the Assyrians,

Scythians, Indians, Greeks, Macedonians, ancient
Germans, and Romans. Whether it was practiced

by the ancient .lews or Hebrews is a matter of

dispute.
In .Japan, the criminal, especially if he be high in

rank, is condemned to take his own life in the pres-

ence of officials, by the method known as hari-

kari—a peculiar kind of disemboweling process

;

while in China the victim is usually beheaded.
In the Twelve Tallies of ancient Home, into which

the decemvirs condensed the laws, there was very
great severity, the statutes going so far as to ijro-

nounoe the penalty of death against writers of

libels, etc. The execution of the laws in all their

rigor was only prevented by the laws previously
passed during the consulate of Valerius Poplicola,

and known as the Valerian laws. Crucifixion, one
of the popular methods of punislunent in the nation
in all parts of the Empire, was aliolished by Con-
stantine in the latter part of his reign.

In ancient Germany private retaliation was per-

mitted, and continued long after the country be-

came a part of the Roman ICmpire. In the greater
part of modern (lermany beheading is the mode of

execution adopted. In Austria hanging is the
'legal method.

Among the Anglo-Saxons associations were often
formed by men of the same class for nmtual pro-

tection, and any member of the society was
pledged to pursue a murderer until the full com-
pletion of the h-.r Uitionis.

In the liistory of England the benefit of clergy
was for a long time denied )iy statutory enactment
to those condemned to death—until, indeed, a com-
paratively recent time. Blackstone enumerates
160 different offenses Incurring the death penalty
without benefit of clergy, four-tiflhs of which had
been prescribed during the reigns of the first three
Georges; but the terrible list was gradually re-

duced to two—treason and murder. In England,
Scotland and Ireland, until within a generation or
BO, the rack, the gibbet, decapitation, quartering,
disemboweling and burning were practiced. Hap-
pily, all but the gibbet have been al)olished, or
nave gone into disuse owing to the advancement of

civili/.ation.

It Is to be noted that in France the guillotine is

still usi'd, and In Spain the garrote, which Is un-
doubtedly the (juickest ai\d most complete method
where capital punislinicnl is required.
The crimes which at various periods have been

punishable by death in the I'nited Stales are
treason, murdi-r, arson, piracy, robbery of the iniiil

with jeopardy to the life of the person In charge
thereof, rescuing a person convicted of a capital

offense when on the way to execution, burning a
vessel of war, or destroying a vi-ssel owned bv I'ri-

vate parties. Treason and murder are punisliable

1—ati

with death in most of the States. Rape, arson and
robbery when attended with special villainy are
included. Witliin the United States so-called
"witches" were punished by burning at the stake,
and this at a period .so recent as to produce in the
reader a thrill of horror. The stake has been abol-
ished, and hanging remains as cai)ital penalty,
only in some of the States. In William Penn's
code of laws for Pennsylvania, capital punislinient
was prescribed for two crimes only—treason and
murder. Since that time some of the States have
abolished capital punishment, and substituted in-

stead imprisonment for life. In >.'ew York in 1888,

the condemnation to hanging was superseded by
condemnation to "electrocution," or death by elec-

tricity.

In the armies of the world, desertion, conviction
as a spy, and the act of secretly communicating in-

telligence to the enemy are all regarded as capital
offenses, and punishable by either being shot or
hanged—the latter being regarded as the more
disgraceful mode of execution.

In many of the navies of the world the culprit, if

he be an officer, is shot ; if a common seaman he is

usually hanged at the yard-arm.
The tendency in the present century has been to

limit capital punishment to the greatest crimes
only ; and the more intelligent the nations become
under the influence of Christian civilization, the
more prevalent becomes the opinion that it W'ould

be well to abolish the death penalty altogether.

One great argument in favor of this is that in all

ages, our own not excepted, many persons have
suffered the death penalty who were afterward
found to have been wholly innocent of the crimes
imputed to them.
CAPNOMANCY, a divination by smoke practiced

by the ancient Greeks. They threw grains of jas-

mine or uoppy on the burning coals, and watched
the motions, and density of the smoke that rose from
them, or they watched the smoke of sacrifices. If

the smoke was thin and ascended in a right line,

the augury was good. It was also believed that tlie

inhalation of the smoke gave the priests prophetic

powers.
(JAPP.VGH BROWN, a bituminous earth, which

yields pigments of various shades of brown. The
coloring matters are oxide of manganese and iron.

The cappagh browns are transparent and perma-
nent. The name is derived from Cappagh in

Ireland.
CAPPARIDEyE, a natural order of exogenous

plants, allied to Cnicij'ci-x, and including about 350

known species, mostly natives of tropical and sub-

tropical countries. Many of the species possess

stimulant properties, wliile some are poisonous, line

of the most interesting plants of the order Is the

Sin'iik,& bush or small tree of Africa, tlie small

berries of which have a iiungent taste like pepper.

When dried they constitute an im[)ortant Ingre-

dient in the food'of the natives, and the roots wl.en

burned vield considerable salt.

C'.Vl'I'Kb, a village of Switzerland in the canton

of Zurich. 10 mile.s southwest of the city of that

name. Here the reformer Zwingli was killed In a

conflict with troops of the Roman Catholic cantons,

in 10:11. See Britannlca, Vol. XXIV, p. 8S3.

CAPRIC(,;iO, in art. a term a|qilied to a picture

or other work which designedly violates the ordi-

nary rules of conipiisitlon. l"oli]\Ied ornaments, with

cupids or other figures appearing in them in situa-

tions not strictly natural, are caprlccios. In nuisic

raprirrio is a free composition, not conforming to

rule as to form or figure. Localelli. at the begin-

ning of the 1.8th century, coninosed capriccios for

the violin. The most celebrated capriccio of mod-
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ern times is Mendelssohn's B minor capriccio for

pianoforte and orchestra.
CAPKlCOliNUS, the Goal, .a. southern constella-

tion and the tenth sign of the zodiac. It is usually
represented as liaving the fore-part of a goat, but
the liinder-part of a fish. The ancients regarded it

as the harbinger of good fortune, and as marking
the southern tropic or winter solstice, wherefore
they called it the " Southern Gate of the Sun."
CAPRlDiE, a term used by some naturalists to

denote the sheep and goat family, but by others to

include antelopes, their persistent horns being
regarded as the great distinction between them and
the Cervidvc, or deer family.
CAPRIFICATION, a practice of great antiquity,

still followed in some localities, of hanging tlie

branches of the so-called " goat-fig " or caprificus in

the cultivated trees, for the purpose of effecting

the fertilization of the edible fig. The goat-fJg has
male flowers, producing pollen, and female flowers,

which tlie eggs of a parasitic insect, Blastopharja

grossorum, turn into galls. The edible Sg-tree has
normal female flowers, which are not adapted to

become galls. Hence, when the male and insect-

containing female flowers of the wild-fig are hung
on the edible fig-tree, the gall-insect escaping from
the orifice covers itself with pollen, and flying to

the normal female fig-flowers fertilizes them, caus-
ing the production of the proper figs.

CAPRIFOLIAC.'E, a natural order of exogenous
plants, consisting of shrubs and herbaceous plants,

which have opposite leaves without stipules, and
flowers disposed in corymbs, in heads or in whorls.
The fruit is generally a berry. The order is very
nearly related to Cinchonace.r. More than 200 spe-

cies are known, chiefly natives of the temperate
and colder regions of the Northern hemisphere. To
this order belong the honeysuckle, elder, snow-
berry, etc.

CAPRIMULGID.E, a family of birds of the order
In^essores and tribe Flssirostres, nenrly allied to the
Hirimdin^da;, or swallow tribe. They are insectivo-

rous, have very long wings, short legs, and toes
united at the base Ijy a membrane. The family in-

cludes the whip-poor-will and night-hawk of Amer-
ica, and many other species widely distributed over
the globe.
CAPSALI, a seaport town of the Ionian Islands,

capital of Cerigo, built upon a narrow ridge termi-
nating in a precipitous rock near the south end of

the island. It has an excellent harbor. Popula-
tion, 5,000.

CAPSICINE, an alkaloid, the active principle in

capsicum or cayenne pepper, from which it is ob-

tained. It is a thick liquid of a reddish color, and
possesses strong acrid properties.

CAPSULE, in medicine, a word given by French
anatomists to parts which bear no analogy to one
another. Strictly speaking, a capsule is a small
casing, envelope, covering, etc., thin and mem-
branous; a membrane or ligament inclosing some
part or organ, as in a bag or sac : a sacular invest-
ment, as the capsule of the kidney ; the capsule of

the crystalline lens of the eye ; tlie capsule of the
joint of the hip. The capsule of the kidney is a
smooth, fibrous membrane, closely investing the
kidney and forming its outer coat ; the capsule of

the lens is a transparent, elastic, brittle, and struct-
ureless membrane inclosing the lens of the eye;
the "external capsule" is a layer of white nervous
substance between the claui^tnim and the pulamen
of the brain ; the "internal capsule" is a layer of

nerve-fibers passing upward from the eruro cerebri

to the cartel between the caudate irucletis and the
optic thalamus on the one side, and the lentindar
nucleui on the other. The word has also been ex-

tensively used for a small gelatinous case or en-
velope, in which nauseous medicines are wont to be
inclosed, to aid in their being swallowed. Certain
medicines are so offensive to the taste, and conse-
quently so apt to sicken the stomach, that it is

highly desirable to administer them in such a way
as to prevent their contact with the tongue and
palate. This object is fully accomplished by the
use of capstilen. They are made principally of gela-
tin, and of such thickness that before the nauseat-
ing medicine can be dissolved it is swallowed, and
its unpleasant taste avoided. In botany a capsule
is a dry syncarpous fruit, opening either by valves,
as in the rhododendron, or by pores near the sum-
mit, as seen in the poppy and snap dragon.
CAPTAIN (MiMTARY), originally ahead or leader,

irrespective of the number of men under him, but
now the commander of a company, whether of in-

fantry, cavalry, or artillery. In the German army,
where the infantry companies consist of 250 men
each, the captain is a mounted officer; in the
British and United States armies he marches on
foot with his men, who look to him for everything,
both in barracks and in the field. In cavalry regi-
ments the captain also deals individually with his
men when in barracks, but in the field he works
under the leader of the squadron of which his
troop forms half. The badge of rank in the British
army is two stars on each shoulder-strap; in the
United States army, two bars.
CAPTION : in law, the formal title of an indict-

ment or a deposition, which shows the authority
under which it is executed, and such other particu-
lars as are necessary to render it legal and valid.

Prior to 1837 caption was the name given in Scot-
land to the formal warrant to apprehend a debtor
or other defaulting obligant, which was given in
the bill chamber after letters of horning had been
executed.
CAPTURE. See Contr.\b.\nd, Britannica, Vol.

VI, pp. 320-322.

CAPUCHIN MONKEY, a name given to several
species of the genus Cebus, oi South American mon-
keys, which have the head covered with short hair,
so disposed as to resemlile the cowl of a capuchin,
the face being almost naked, or only covered with
a little down.
CAPUCHINS. See Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 79, 80.

CAPUDAN-PASHA, the High Admiral of Tur-
key. He has the entire command of the navy, and
the management of all naval affairs. The port of
Pera, contiguous to tlie arsenal, the Turkish island
in the archipelago, and a number of seaports and
maritime districts are under him, even in their
civil administration.
CAPULETS and Montagues, the English spell-

ing of the names of the Cappelletti and Montecchi,
two noble families of Northern Italy, according to
tradition of Verona, chiefly memorable from their
connection with the legend on which Shakespeare
has founded his tragedy of Borneo and Juliet. They
lioth belonged to the Ghibelline faction, as we see
from a reference in canto VI of Dante's Purgatorio.
The first publication in which the essential inci-

dents of Shakespeare's play appear is a novel by
Luigi da Porto, printed at Venice in 1535. There
is evidence that an English play founded on the
same incidents appeared soon after, and that be-
fore Shakespeare's time the story was so well
known in England that it had supplied subjects for
tapestries.
CAPUT MORTUUM VITRIOLI, the name given

by the alchemists to the red powder which re-

mains in the retorts when green vitriol or the sul-
phate of iron is calcined.
CAPYBAKA. See Britannica, Vol. V, p. 80.
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CARACARA EAGLE, a genus of birds of prey,
natives of America, regarded as a connecting link
between eagles and vultures; agreeing with the
former in their strong hooked bill and claws, and
with the latter in their naked face and propensity
to prey on carrion.
CARACCA, La, a village of Andalusia, Spain, one

of the chief naval arsenals of the kingdom, situ-

ated four miles southeast of Cadiz. It has been com-
pletely detached from the main land by artificial

means ; it is defended by four forts, and is alto-

gether very complete as an arsenal. See Cadiz,
Britannica, Vol. IV, p. 6l'7.

CARABID-E, a tribe of beetles, .or coleopterous in-

sects, of the section Pentamera. See Coleopteea,
Britannica, Vol. VI, p. 129
CARACCIOLl, i^ia-NCE Franxesco (1748-99),

born in 1752 of a noble Neapolitan family. He had
risen to the supreme command of King Ferdi-
nand's navy, when, in December, 179S, hefted with
him before the French from Naples to Palermo.
Learning, however of the intended confiscation of

the estates of aU absentees, he obtained permis-
sion to return to Naples, where he entered the ser-

vice of the " Parthenopeian Republic," and was
placed at the head of its marine. For two months
he ably directed the operations of the revolution-
ists, and not until their cause seemed hopeless,
though before the capitulation, did he quit the
capital. He was captured in peasant disguise, and
June 29, 1799, was brought on board Nelson's flag-

ship, tried by a court-martial of Neapolitan officers,

and hanged from the yard-arm of a Neapolitan
frigate.

CARADOC SANDSTONE, and Bala Beds, a divi-

sion of tlie Lower Silurian system developed in

Shropshire, England. They consist of sandstones,
grits, and slates, with occasional beds of limestone.
See Britannica, Vol. X, p. 332, for a full account
of the numerous fossils obtained from this forma-
tion.

CARAFFA, the name of an ancient and famous
Neapolitan family, to whicli several cardinals and
Pope Paul IV belonged. C'."rlo Caraffa, nephew
of Paul IV, was born in 1.017, fought in the Nether-
lands, joined the Knights of JIalta, and was made
cardinal liy his uncle. Paul suh.scquently ban-
ished tlie cardinal and his brothers from Rome for
extortion, and in 1501 Pope Pius IV caused him to
be put to death.
CAIi.VGLIO, a town of the Sardinian states in

the province of Coni, six miles west of the city of

that name. It is situated on the Grana, and has
manufactories of silk. Population, 7,000.

CARAMBOLA, or Cokomandel, Gooseberry, the
fruit of Arerrhoa Caroinholn, a small East Indian ev-
ergreen tree, belonging to the natural order Oxalida-
ceiv. It resembles the acid fruit of A. Bilimbi, and
is often cultivated.
C.\KAMEL, the name api)licd to the dark brown

and nearly tasteless suljstance produced on the
application of heat to sugar. It is likewise formed
during the roasting of all materials containing
sugar, such as copfee, malt, etc., and is one cause of
the <lark color of porter and infusions of cofTee.
CARAMN.VSS.\, a river in the sulvpresidency of

Bengal. After a course of 150 miles it enters the
Ganges about 60 miles from its mouth. It is

crossed by a stone liridge, which has three wide
arches, and which forms part of I he grand road from
Calcutta lo Delhi. It is subject to floods, and has
been known to rise 25 feet in one night.

CAR.VN.V KKSIN, a resinous substance of the
tropical parts of America. Its projiert ies and uses
resemble those of lacainahac. It is entirely solu-

ble in alcohol, and melts at a slight heat.

CARANJA, an island four miles long and two
miles broad, on the east side of I he harbor of Bom-
bay, separated from the main land by i narrow
channel. The island is comparatively level and
fertile.

CARAPA, a genus of plants of the natural order
Meliacere, found in tropical America and in Af-
rica. C. Gnianensis is a fine large tree, whose wood,
called carapa-wood, or crab-wood, is used for mak-
ing furniture, and also for the spars of ships; its
bark is a febrifuge, and its seeds yield a lamp-oil,
called carap-oil, or crab-oil. The African species,
C. TouJvucouna, yields an oil called coondi, kundah,
or tallicoona, which is used V^y the natives for an-
ointing their bodies, its bitterness protecting them
from the bites of insects. The oil of the South
American carapa is sometimes used for the same
purpose. See Britannica, Vol. XVII. p. 746.
CARAPACE, the dorsal shield or buckler of che-

lonian reptiles (tortoises and turtles), and of crabs,
lobsters, etc.

CARAT, a term applied by goldsmiths and as-
sayers to the 24th part of a troy pound, ounce, or
any other weight, as a means of stating tlie pro-
portion of pure gold contained in any alloy of
gold with other metals. Thus, pure gold being
considered as 24 carats fine, gold containing two
parts of alloy is called 22 carats fine, or 22-carat
gold. The carat used in this sense has, therefore,
no absolute weight ; it merely denotes a ratio. The
gold used by jewelers is seldom over 18 carats fine,
except in wedding-rings, the standard fineness of
which is 22 carats. The so-called gold used for
jewels, watch-cases, etc., varies from eight or nine
to 18 carats fine. The jewelry carat, used as a unit
for weighing diamonds and other precious stones,
is quite different. It has a fixed weight, equal
to 3 l-ti troy grains, and is divided into" quarters,
or "carat grains," eighths, sixteenths, etc. These
carat grains are thus less than troy grains, and
therefore the jeweler has to keep a separate set of
diamond weights. This weight was fixed in 1877
by a syndicate of Amsterdam, London, and Paris
jewelers at 205 milligrams, and is known as the
Amsterdam or diamotxl cuiat.

CARAVAGGIO, a town of Lombardy, Italy, about
24 miles from Jlilan. Population, 5,S,S0. " Three
famous painters were born here—Fermo Stella,
Pollidoro Caldara (see Britannica,Vol. V.p. .'i."), and
Michel Aiigelo Amerighi (see Rritannica, Vol. V,
p. 82). In the neighborhood is a sanctuary of the
Sladonna, built from designs of Pellegrini.
CARBAZOTIC, Ciiuv.soi.epic, or Pickic Acid, a

substance of great importance in dyeing. It is a
combination of nitric or sulphuric acid with car-
bolic acid. See Britannica, \o\. V, p. 85.

CARBIDES, formerly termed carburets, the
compounds of carbon with the various metals. The
carbides of iron are the most important, and it is

to the addition of carbon, in one way or another,
that we are indebted for the valuable properties of
cast-iron and steel.

CARBINE, a light kind of musket, named prol>-

ably from the carabins (see next article). The
American carbine has a barrel 22 inches in

length, and weighs ",'..> pounds. It is simple in

construction, and has a great range.
C.VUBINKERS, soldiers armed with carbines,

and said to have derived (heir designation from
the Arabs, among whom the Cnrnliivii were liglit

horseiniMi. slatiiined at outposts to harass the en-
emy, defend narrow pa.s.sages, etc.

CAKBOIIVUKOGEN.^. a term applied to a se-

ries of eompounils belonging to organic chemist ry,

which are c<unposi'd of carbon and hydrogen in

such proportions that the various members of the
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group differ from one another in definite and regu-
lar numbers of atoms of carbon and hydrogen.
CARBON, a village of Wyoming, about SO miles

northwest of Laramie. It is the trade center of a

rich mining district, and is almost exclusively en-

gaged in business tributary to the mining inter-

ests of the surroundine country.
CARIiONADO, or Black I)i.\mond, an amor-

phous variety of carbon, brown or black in color,

found in Brazil in connection with pure diamonds,
and extensively used in diamond drills.

CARBONATED or Acidulous W.\ters. See
yl-iRATED Waters, Britannica, Vol. I, p. 184.

CARBONDALE, a city and railroad junction of

Jackson county, 111. The Southern Illinois Nor-
mal University is located here. The trade of the
city is principally in building-stone, tobacco, cot-

ton, lumber and farm products.
CARBONDALE, a city and railroad junction of

Osage county, Kan. Coal is mined here.
CARBONDALE, a city of Pennsylvania, on the

Lackawanna River, 16 miles north- northeast of

Scranton, and on the Delaware and Hudson Rail-

road, at the south terminus of the Jefiferson ranch
Railroad. Here are extensive anthracite coal mine
owned by the Delaware and Hudson Canal Com-
panv. The population of the city was. in 1880, 7,714;

in 1S90, 10.826. See Britannica, Vol. V, p. 89.

CARBONIC OXID, or Oxide. See Carbon, Ox-
ides OP, Britannica, Vol. V, p. 87.

CARBURETED HYDROGEN, a term in chem-
istry applied to several compounds of carbon and
hydrogen. Thus light carbureted or monocarbu-
reted hydrogen is the gaseous compound popu-
larly known as marsh gas and fire-damp, and is

the principal constituent of coal-gas. Heavy car-
bureted or bi-carbureted hydrogen is otherwise
known as olefiant gas.
CARCANET, a jeweled chain or necklace. Ven-

ice was famous for the manufacture of carcanets
in the 15th century.
CARCANO, GiULio, born in Milan, Italy, in 1812,

was brought to public notice in 1835 by his novel,
Ida della Torre. He was banished in 1849 ; but on
the establishment of national independence he was
appointed inspector of schools, and has since held
several important offices under the government.
He is a poet and novelist of much merit. One of

his principal works is a very faithful translation
into Italian of the dramatic writings of Shakes-
peare.
CARCASS, in military pyrotechny, a hollow case

of iron, filled with combustibles. It is fired from a
mortar. Its chief use is to ignite the enemy's build-

ings, and to give sufficient light to aim the shot and
shells. Carcasses were first used by one of the
princely ecclesiastics, the Bishop of Munster, when
he fought against the Duke of Luxembourg at
Groll, in 1672.

CARCHEMISH, an ancient city on the Upper
Euphrates, northeast of the modern Aleppo. It was
long the northern capital of the Hittites, and a city

of great importance. It has been identified by
George Smith with Jerablus or Jerabis.
CARDBOARD, a stiff compact pasteboard made

by pasting together several layers of paper, accord-
ing to the thickness and quality required. Bristol-

board, used by artists, is made entirely of white
paper ; ordinary cardboard of fine white paper out-
side, with one or more sheets of coarse cartridge
paper between.
CARDIA, the upper orifice of the stomach, called,

on account of its vicinity to the heart, by the same
Greek name, cardia. and probably hardly distin-

guished from it in the early times of Greek medi-
cine.

CARDIAC JNIEDICINES, stomachic and stimu-
lating remedies ; cordials, so called from their
action on the heart through the stomach.
CARDIFF, a village of New York, situated on

Onondaga Creek, chiefly notable for being the place
of the pretended discovery of the "Cardifif Giant,"
a statue carved in Chicago from a block of Iowa
gypsum, and then buried at Cardiff. AVhen dug
up it was exhibited as a petrified giant.
CARDIGAN BAY, a semi-circular bend of St.

George's Channel, on the west coast of Wales, 54
miles wide from north to south, and 35 miles long,
with a sweep of coast of 130 miles. Almost all the
harbors on the coast are obstructed by bars. A
great part of Cardigan Bay is said to have been
once dry land, protected, as Holland now is, by
dikes and dams, and containing 16 towns. The land
is said to have been submerged about a. d. 520.

CARDINAL BIRD, also called cardinal grosbeak,
and Virginia nightingale, one of the finest songbirds
of America, belonging to the family Fringillidsc. The
general color of the male is red, the head being
vermilion, and only a small portion of the plumage
around the base of the bill being black. The feath-
ers of the crown are long, and erected into a coni-

cal crest, like a red cap. The cardinal bird abounds
in Texas, Florida and the Southern States generally,
migrating northwards in the spring as far as Mas-
sachusetts. Its loud, clear, sweet and varied song
is to be heard chiefly in the morning and evening.
CARDINIA, a gsenus of fossil conchiferre, contain-

ing 85 species, which extend from the Silurian to

the Inferior Oolite. They have an oval or oblong
shell, attenuated posteriorly, and marked with lines
of growth, and an external ligament. They occur
abundantly in valuable layers of clay-ironstone
called " mussel-bands."
CARDINAL \aRTUES, in ancient philosophy,

the virtues of justice, prudence, temperance, and
fortitude; so called -because the whole of human
virtue was supposed to hinge or turn upon them.
The cardinal virtues were regarded by the Church
as the moral, in distinction from the theological
virtues, faith, hope, and charity.
CARDINGTON, a village of Ohio, on the Olen-

tangy River, 40 miles north of Columbus. It con-
tains manufactories of flour and woolens.
CARDITIS, or inflammation of the heart, a form of

disease of very rare occurrence if the term be lim-
ited in its application to cases of true acute inflam-
mation of the muscular structure of the heart
itself. Carditis, however, was formerly understood
in a wider sense, so as to include certain forms of
disease of the external and internal lining mem-
brane of the heart. See Britannica, Vol. XI, p. 554.

CARDOON, a vegetable. See Britannica.Vol. XII,
p. 280.

CARDUCCI, GiosuE, generally regarded by his

countrymen as the foremost of contemporary Ital-

ian poets, was born in 1S36 at Val di Castello, near
Pietrasanta, in the province of Pisa. His youth was
spent in study, and at the age of 25 he was appoint-
ed to a professorship in the University of Pisa, from
which he was transferred in 1860 to a chair in the
University of Bologna. He has been throughout
his life a stanch Republican, and in 1867 was for a
short time suspended from his professorship for hav-
ing signed an address to the patriot Mazzini. In
1876 he was returned to the Italian parliament as
member for Lugo di Romagna. His earliest poems,
JuvenUia and Levia Gravia, contrast strongly with
his later works. Signs of a transition in sentiment
and in style appeared in the Decennalia, vfhich dealt

mainly with political events of the years 1860-70.

The change became complete in the Nuove Poesie. in

which he gave expression to the most advanced
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political views. These poems are remarkable for

the sustained power and dignity of the language
and the frequent nobility of the thought. The Odi

Barbare, written in meters borrowed from Horace,
are very popular with Italians ; but to foreign critics

Carducci seems in tliese pieces to have erred in the

rejection of rhyme.
CARDWELL, Edward, Viscount, English states-

man, born in Liverpool, July 24, 1813, died Feb. 15,

1880. He was educated at Oxford, where he became
professor of Ancient History. He was elected to

Parliament in 1842 as a member of the party known
as Peelites, and was president of the board of trade
from 1852 to 1855. In 1855 he was returned to Par-

liament for Oxford. He became secretary for Ire-

land in 1859, and secretary of state for the colonies

in April, 1864, but resigned with his colleagues in

June, 1866. In December, 1868, he entered the cabi-

net of Gladstone as secretary of state for war, and
while occupying this position introduced important
reforms in the army. Cardwell was raised to the
peerage in 1874.

CARE, or C.\RLE SrxD.\Y,the Sunday before Palm
Sunday, said to be so called because it was the prac-

tice in many places to eat gray peas, called carlings,

which were steeped all night In water, and fried the
next day in butter. This practice apparently had its

more immediate origin in the custom of the Roman
Catholic church of eating hallowed beans at tliis

time. The beans are described in some religious

books as symbolical of confession, and their steep-

ing before use of meditation. It appears to have
been adopted from a heathen custom.
CAREENING, the operation of lieaving down a

ship on one side, in order to expose the other side

for cleaning by the process of breaming. In sea-

phrase, a vessel is said to " careen " when she leans
over very much through press of sail.

CAREME, M.VKIA, Antonin, French cook and
author, born in 1784 In Paris, died there in 183.S. He
wrote Les Dejeuners de I'Empereur Napoleon, La
Cuisine Fran(;aise, and other works connected with
his craft. As Talleyrand's cook he played an im-
portant part at the Congress of Vienna.
CARET, a mark (a) used in writing, indicating

that something has been omitted, and interlined.

Derived from the Latin eareo, " I am wanting."
CAREX, a genus of plants of the natural order

Ci//jcrac('<r, commonly known as sedges, of which the

species are very numerous. They are all of a grassy
or rush-like appearance, and have some value in

the economy of Nature as forhiing the principal part
of vegetation of swamps, which they assist In con-

verting into fertile ground.
CAREY, Henry Charles, leading political econ-

omist of America, son of Mathew Carey, born in

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 15, 1793, died there Oct.

13, 1879. At the age of 21 he became a

f)artner in his father's business, and later was
lead of the publishing house. He was the orlg-

Inat lof the system of trade sales between book
dealer^. In 1835 he retired from business, and de-

voted himself to scholarly |)ursuits. Ho was the
founder ot a school of political economy. At first

he was a free-trader, but he came to believe protec-
tion the best present policy for the government.
His first work was The Prineiples of I'oilticnl Ecoti-

omi/. He afterwards wrote T7ic f'redit !^>islem of
France, Grenl lirlliiiti, tinil the United Stales; The Past,

the Present ami the Future; Prinri/iles nfSoeialSeienre;
Letters on International Copiirieiht ; The Waij to Outdo
Enqland Without Finhting Her; Miseeltaneous Winks;
and The Uniti/ of Law. See Britannica, Vol. XIX,
pp. 3S4, 385.

CAREY, Matiiew, publisher, born in Irelanil..Ian.

28, 1760, died in Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 16, 18.39. He

was well educated, and selected as his life-work the
printing and book selling business. Among his first

pamphlets was an inflammatory address to Irish
Catholics, which obliged him to flee to Paris to
escape trouble. Here he made the acquaintance of
Benjamin Franklin. He returned after a year to
Ireland, where he established the " Volunteer's
Journal," a newspaper very bold in tone, which
became a political power. In 1784 an attack on
Parliament brought on a suit for libel, and he was
imprisoned. He sailed to the United States after
Iiis liberation, and within two months had started
a newspaper, "The Pennsylvania Herald;" in this
first appeared accurate reports of legislative delib-
erations. For six years he published "The Ameri-
can Museum." The yellow fever epidemic of 1793
sliowed him to be a plillaiittiropist, and afterwards
he wrote a history of the epidemic. He founded the
Hibernian Society, and assisted in the formation of

the first American Sunday-school Society. He pub-
lished in 1814 the Olive Branch, or Faults on Both
Sides, Federal and Democratic, a work designed to
conciliate the different factions in the L'nited States
which disagreed on the subject of the war of 1812.

He issued in 1820 the New Olive Brunch, and two
years later appeared his well-known work, Essays
on Political Econom;/, v/hich was followed by a series
of tracts advocating the protective system as neces-
sary for the good of all classes.

C.^^REY, a village of Ohio, 16 miles southwest of
Tiffin. It contains manufactories of lumber and
iron.

CARIACOU, or Virginian Deer, a species of
deer found in all parts of North America. It is oJ
variable color, liglit reddish brown in spring, slaty

blue in autumn and dull brown In winter. The
horns of the adult male are of moderate size, bent
strongly backward and then suddenly forward, so
as to bring their tips nearly above the nose. The
fawn is profusely decked with white spots arranged
in lines.

CARIBBEE BARK, or Piton Bark, the bark of
E.ioslemma Carilr.enm, a small tree of the AVest Indies
and of Mexico, belonging to the natural order Cin-
chonacen: It is one of the barks sometimes sub-
stituted for the cinchona barks.
CARINARIA, a remarkable genus of gasteropo-

dous mollusks, of the order called Heteropoda or
Nucleolrranchiala, having a tliin shell, in form some-
what like that of a limpet. The shells of some of

the species have been denominated Venus's Slip-

per. Tlie body is gelatinous, and so transparent
that much of its interior organization can be seen.

The species are all marine. See Britannica, Vol.

XVI, p. 'ibi.

CARISSA, a genus of plants of the natural order
Apoci/nacex. Carissa Carandas is a thorny shrub,
much used for fences in India. The fruit, called

carandas, is a berry about the size of a small plum,
and is used for tarts and jireserves.

CAULKN, Emilia StuMim- Flvoare, a well-

known SAvedish novelist, born at Stronistad, Aug. 8,

1807, died at Onfiln, Dalecarlia, in 1883. Her tirst

novel. Waldeuiar Klein, appeared in 1838. She was
then a widow, having been married in 1827 to RI.

Flygare. In 1841, she was again married to J. G.

Carli'n,a lawyer and a poet. Her literary product-

iveness was remarkable; many of her works have
l)een translated into Knglish, Irench ami (ierinan,

and largely circulated both in Europe and .\mer-

ica.

CARLETOX, Sir Girv, Ix)rd Dorchester, a British

soldier, born in Strabane, Ireland, Sept. 3. 1724. died

at Maidenhead, England, Nov. 10. lK(t8. lie fought
gallantly at Loulsburg, tjueboc. Belle Isle and
Havana. From 1772 to 1775 he governed Quebec.
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He led the expedition which invaded New York
in 1776 and in 1781, was appointe<i commander-in-
chief of the British army in place of Sir Henry
Clinton.
CARLETON, Thomas, brother of the preceding,

and also a soldier, born in 1736, died in Ramsgate,
England, Feb. 2, 1817. He served in Wolfe's regi-

ment in 1755, was appointed quartermaster of the
army in Canada, was with his brother in the naval
conflict with Benedict Arnold on Lake Champlain,
was appointed lieutenant-governor of New Bruns-
wick, and in 1784 governor and commander-in-chief
of Nova Scotia and Canada. He remained in Amer-
ica 19 years; for 14 years after his return to Eng-
land he retained those offices, the administration
being carried on by his deputies. He was ad-
vanced in military rank, and in 1S03 lie was made a
general in the British army.
CARLETON, Will, author, born in Hudson,

Mich., Oct. 21, 1845. He graduated at Hillsdale in

1869, visited Europe in 1878 and in 1885, and is well
known by his ballads of rural life. He has lectured
in England, Canada and some parts of the United
States. His collections of published poems are
entitled : Farm Ballads; Farm Legends; Young Folks'

Centennial Rhymes; Farm Festivals and City Bal-
lads.

CARLINE THISTLE (Carfma), a genus of plants
of the natural order Composils:. The name is said
to be derived from a legend, that an angel showed
the root of one of the species to Charlemagne as
a remedy for a plague. This species, C. acaulis,

grows on hills and mountains in the middle lati-

tudes of Europe. It has a very short stem and
very large heads of flowers.

CARLINGS, in ship-building, small beams laid
fore and aft, and resting upon the main or deck
beams. These, with other pieces called " ledges,"
laid at right angles to them, form a framework by
which the deck is supported.
CARLINVILLE, a city in Illinois, the county-

seat of Jlacoupin county. Blackburn University is

here located, and there is also a theological semi-
nary. Coal is found here. Population, 1890, 3,293.

CARLISLE. JoFiN Griffin, an American states-
man, born in Campbell county, Ky., Sept. 5, 1835;
taught scliool in the county, and afterwards at
Covington; was admitted to the bar in 1858, and
was a member of the House of Representatives
from 1859 to 1851. He was elected to the State
Senate in 186i3, and reelected in 1SG9 ; he was also
a delegate at large from Kentucky to the National
Democratic Convention in 1833. He resigned his

seat in the Senate in June, 1871, and was the same
year elected lieutenant-governor, serving until
September, 1875. The year following he was alter-

nate presidential elector for the State at large.

He was a member of consecutive Congresses from
the 45th to the 51st, both inclusive, and was Speaker
in the 48th, 49th and 50th Congresses. In 1890 he
was elected to the United States Senate as a Dem-
ocrat, to fill the unexpired term of James B. Beck,
deceased, taking his seat May 26, of the same year.
His service will end March 3, 1895.

CARLISLE SPRINGS, a village of Pennsylva-
nia, tour miles north of Carlisle. It is noted for
its mineral spring, and is a favorite summer resort.
Population of Carlisle, 1890, 7,620. See Britannica.
CARLISTS, the name given to the supporters of

the Spanish pretender, Don Maria Isador Carlos de
Bourbon. See Sp.^in, Britannica, Vol. XXII, pp.
345, 346.

CARLSON, Frederick, born in Upland, Sweden,
in 1811. In early life he traveled extensively,
studying in different universities, and in 1837 be-
came tutor to the prince royal. He has held

many offices under tlie government. His literary

fame rests upon his historical works, the chief of

which is ,1 Histori/ of .Sweden.

CARLUDOVIC'A PALMATA, the screw pine, a
small tro|)ical tree of the order Pandaiiaces:, found
in South America. From its leaves are plaited the
best quality of Panama hats. Each hat is made
from a single leaf, and has no joints.

CAKLYLE, a village in Illinois, county-seat of
Clinton county, on the Kaskaskia River, about 50
miles east of St. Louis. It contains important
manufactories of iron, wagons and plows, and it

is seat of a seminary for young ladies.

CARLYLE, Ale.xaxder, Scottish Presbyterian
ecclesiastic, born Jan. 26, 1722, at Prestonpans,
East Lothian (of which parish his father was min-
ister), died at Inveresk, Aug. 25, 1805. He was ed-
ucated at the Universities of Edinburgh, Glasgow
and Leyden, and in 1748 was ordained minister
of Inveresk. With Robertson, the historian, he
helped to lead the moderate party in the church of
Scotland, and enjoyed in succession the highest
honors of his connection, being sent to London as
the accredited agent of his church, appointed mod-
erator of the General Assembly and dean of the
chapel-royal. Carlyle was a man of imposing pres-
ence, and of a singularly genial, sagacious and
liberal nature. Throughout his long life-time he
enjoyed the intimate friendship of—some of the
most notable men of his time, as Hume, Adam
Smith, Smollett and John Home. His Autobiog-
raphy, a charming picture of the social habits of
a bygone age, was published in 1860, edited and
completed by the Scotch historian, John Hill Bur-
ton.

CARLYLE, Thojias (1795-1881), a British essay-
ist and historian, born at Ecclefechan, a small
market town, of Dumfriesshire, Scotland, Dec. 4,

1795. He was the second son of James Carlyle,
stonemason, a man of great physical and moral
strength, Avho, though in humble circumstances,
was able to give his sons an excellent Scottish ed-
ucation. Thomas received his elementary instruc-
tion from his father and mother. His home-teach-
ing was supplemented by attendance at the Eccle-
fechan school, whence he proceeded in 1805 to
Annan Academy, and in 1809 entered Edinburgh
University. Except in geometry, his college curric-
ulum was not remarkable, and even in the mathe-
matical class he took no prize. In 1813 he began a
fitful preparation for the ministry, which, how-
ever, was soon abandoned.
In 1814 Carlyle became mathematical master of

Annan Academy, in 1816 assistant teacher at Kirk-
caldy, and two years later removed to Edinburgh,
where he engaged in private teaching. An intro-
duction to Dr. Brewster led to his writing articles
for the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, and subsequently
to his translating Legendre's Elements of Geometry.
At the beginning of the session of 1819 he enrolled
in the class of Scots Law ; but he found law as
uncongenial a study as divinity. In 1822, while en-
gaged as a private tutor, he arranged to write a
Life of Schiller for the "London Marjazine," and a
translation of the Wilhehn Meister of Goethe for an
Edinburgh publisher.
In 1824 Carlyle paid his first visit to London,

where he remained some months, superintending
the ijublication in book form of his Life of Schiller.

At this time he made the acquaintance of Cole-
ridge, Thomas Campbell, Cunningham, Procter
and other eminent literary men. In the spring of
1825 he removed to a farm near Mainhill, which he
had leased, his brother attending to the farming
while he himself translated German romances. His
marriage with Miss Welsh took place in 1826, and
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they at once settled in Edinburgh. Here Carlyle
completed four volumes of translations, which were
published under the title of German Romances, and
became a contributor to the "Edinburgh Review."

In 1828 the Carlyles removed to Mrs. Carlyle's

property of Craigenputtock, and there they lived

for about six years. During this period Carlyle
subsisted by writing for a number of reviews. He
also wrote a iy('.s/o/7/ of German Literature, the best
parts of which were subsequently published in the
form of essays, and in 1833-34 there appeared by in-

stalments, in " Fraser's JIagazine," Sartor liesartus,

his most characteristic work. Carlyle's quiet life at
Craigenputtock was varied by occasional visits to

Edinburgh, and by a residence of six months in

London, during which time he made the ac-

quaintance of John Stuart Mill and John Ster-

ling.

In 1834 Carlyle resolved to try his fortune in Lon-
don, and in the summer of that year established
himself in the house at Chelsea in which he lived
till the day of his death. Here he settled down to

the writing of his French Revolution, which ap-
peared in 1837. During the years 1837-40 he
lectured to considerable yet select audiences, and
his yearly earnings from these lectures maintained
him and his wife till the French Revolution not only
established his reputation as a literary genius of
the highest order, but placed him beyond the pos-
sibility of want. In 1838 appeared Sartor RcKarttis

in book-form, and the first edition of his Miscel-
lanies. In 1845 he published CromirelVs Letters and
Speeches, perhaps the most successful of all his

works, inasmuch as it completely revolutionized
the public estimate of its subject. In 1851 he pub-
lished a biography of his friend John Sterling.
From this time Carlyle gave himself up entirely to
his largest work, the History of Friedrich the Second,
Called Frede^rich the Great, the first two volumes of
wliich were published in 1858, and which was con-
cluded in 18t)5.

In November, 1865, Carlyle was elected Lord
Rector of Edinburgh University, and in the follow-
ing April the ceremony of his installation took
place amid extraordinary demonstrations of en-
thusiasm. A few days later news reached him in

Dumfries of the death of Mrs. Carlyle. His grief
developed into remorse when he discovered from
certain of her letters and her journal that, during a
period of their married life, his unconscious want of
consideration for her had caused her much misery.
It has also been demonstrated by the Letters and
Memorials of Jane Welsh Carlijle that at one time
they were somewhat estranged. These Memorials
are of note as proving Jlrs. Carlyle to have been one
of the keenest critics, most brilliant letter-writers
and most accomplished women of her time. Car-
lyle wrote no important work after his wife's death.
In 1874 he was olTered and accepted the Prussian
Order of Merit in recognition of his having written
the life of Frederick the Great, who founded the
order. In the same year Disraeli olTered him the
Grand (Jross of the Hath (with the alternative of a
baronetcyj and a pension, but he declined both,
lie died at his house in Chelsea, Feb. 5, ISSl. A
burial in Wi'stminster Abbey was offered, but, in
accordance with his own wish, he was laid in

the churchyard of Ecclefechan beside his kin-
dred.
Of Carlyle's position in literature it may be said

without risk of contradiction, that, for good or evil,

he exerted a gre.'iter inllnence on Uritish literature
during the middle of I he lOt h century, and, t li rough
that literature, on t lie ethical, religions, anil polit-

ical beliefs of his lime, than any of his contempo-
raries.

CARMAGNOLE, the name of a popular song and
dance which was notorious as the accompaniment
of many excesses in the French Revolution. It be-
came popular in the South of France, where it was
possibly named after Carmagnola in Italy. Fashion
soon adopted the word, which was next applied to
a sort of jacket worn as a symbol of patriotism.
With the Reign of Terror both the song and jacket,
associated with so many dismal recollections, disap-
peared.
CARMEL, a village of New York, county-seat of

Putnam county, 55 miles north of New York city. It
is the seat of Drew Seminary for Young Ladies.
CARMEL, Knights of the Order of Our Lady of

Mount, instituted by Henry IV of France. The
order consisted of 100 gentlemen, all French, who
were to attend the king in his wars, and had con-
siderable revenues assigned to them. The order
was confirmed by bull by Pope Paul V, in I(i07. The
great master was created by the king putting about
his neck a tawny ribbon, suspending a cross of gold,
with thecloakof theorder, and granting him power
to raise 100 knights. None were admitted but those
who had four descents of nobility, both by father
and mother.
CARMEN, Sylva, the pseudonym of Elizabeth,

Queen of Roumania, born Dec. 29, 1843, the daughter
of Prince Herman of Wied Neuwied and Maria of
Nassau, and married King (then Prince) Charles of
Roumania in 1869. Since the death of her only
child, in 1874, she has devoted much time to litera-

ture. TW'O poems, printed privately at Leipzig in

1880, were followed by Sttirme (Bonn, 1881), Leidens
Frdenganr/ (Berlin, 1882) ; translated into English as
Pilgrim Sorrow, by Helen Zimmern, 1884), Jehciah
(Leipzig, 1882), .Em Gehet (Berlin, ISS2), Penseesd'une
Reinc (Paris, 1882), and I'elesch-Marchen (Leipzig,
1883). During the war of 1877-78 she endeared her-
self to her people by her devotion to the wounded
soldiers, and since that time has interested herself
in establishing and fostering the national women's
industries.
CARMI, a city of Illinois, county-seat of White

county, situated at the head of navigation on the
Little Wabash, about 100 miles nortlieast of Cairo.

It contains a number of flour-mills and manufacto-
ries of woolens and iron.

CARJIINATIVES, medicines to relieve flatu-

lence and pain in the bowels, such as cardamoms,
peppermint, ginger, and other stimulating aro-

matics. ..

CARMOE, OR K.\RMOK, an island of Norway, at

the entrance of the Bukke Fiord, in the North Sea,

20 miles northwest of Stavanger. It has a popula-
tion of (),400, who are principally engaged in the

fisheries and in cattle-rearing. •

CARXAHUBA PALM, orC.vkn.ub.\ PALM.a very
beautiful species of jialm, a native of Brazil. It

attains a height of 20 to 40 feet, and its timber is

used in Brazil for a great variety of purposes. The
fruit is black, and about the size of an olive. It is

sweet, and is eaten raw and also prepared in various

v.ays. Scales of wax cover the under side of the

leaves, and drop olT when the fallen and withered

leaves are shaken. Being collected in this way, the

wax is melted into masses, and forms an important
article of commerce. See Wax, Britannica, Vol.

XXIV, p. 459.

CARNAH I A. the name given by Cuvier to the flesh-

eaters, or third ordiT of ninmmals. Cuvier at first

included the marsupial quadrupetls in this order,

but afterwards, recognizing more fully the great

importance of the characteristic from which they

derive their name, constituted them into a distinct

order; the remaining ('(irmir/d being divided into

Cheiroptera, Inieclivora, and Carnivora.
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CARNARVON, Henry Howard Molyneux Her-

bert, Earl of (1831-90), born in 1831, died Jan.
88, 1890. He was educated at Oxford, and succeeded
his father as fourth earl in 1849. He entered the
Upper House as a Conservative, and in 1866 ac-

cepted from Lord Derljj' the ofSce of colonial sec-
retary, but resigned in 1867. On Disraeli's return
to power in 1874, Lord Carnarvon resumed office as
colonial secretary—once more, however, to resign
in January, 1878, in consequence of the dispatch of
the British fleet to the Dardanelles. During the
brief Conservative administration of 1885-86 he
was Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, and his negotia-
tions with Mr. Parnell gave rise, two years later, to
considerable controversy. He was author of Tlie

Druses of Mount Lebanon (1860); Brmlniseences of
Athens and ihe 3forea (1869) ; and translations of the
Agamemnon (1879), and the Odyssey (1886).
CARNATIONS, flesh-tints in painting. The art

of producing the real color of flesh, from the rarity
with which it is acquired by artists, would seem to
be one of the most difficult branches of coloring.
CARNATION, in botany, a double-flowering va-

riety of the clove pink. It is a native of the south
of Europe, and in its wild state is single-flowering,
and of a lilac-purple color.

CARNEGIE, Andrew, manufacturer, born in
Dunfermline, Scotland, Nov. 25, 18.35. His father
was a weaver, who, in the hope of bettering his
family, came to the United States, where the son
found employment at Pittsburgh, Pa., in tending a
small stationary engine. Dissatisfied with this, the
boy became telegrapher for the Atlantic and Ohio
Company. While in the employ of the superintend-
ent of the telegraph lines he met the inventor of
the sleeping-car, Mr. 'WoodrufF, and, seeing the
value of the invention, engaged in the enterprise
of getting it into use. This venture laid the foun-
dation for his immense fortune. He became super-
intendent of the Pittsburgh division of the Penn-
sylvania railroad; was at one time a member of
an oil syndicate which realized $1,000,000 annually
in cash dividends; established, in company with
others, a rolling-mill, and in the extension of this
last-mentioned enterprise Mr. Carnegie has become
the controller of the largest system of iron and
steel-works in the world. He has owned and con-
trolled 18 English newspapers. Mr. Carnegie fre-
quently writes on the labor question, and is the
author of An American Four-in-Hand in Britain;
Round the World; Triumphant Democracy: or. Fifty
Years' March of the Republic. Besides carrying on
immense business enterprises, Mr. Carnegie has
established generous charities. His native country
has been remembered in the gift of .$250,000 for a
free library in Edinburgh, and in the erection (1879)
of extensive swimming baths and the gift of .f40,000
to establish a free library for the use of the citizens
of Dunfermline. Bellevue Hospital,in New York city
has been endowed with $.50,000 for a Carnegie lab-
oratory; Pittsburgh, Pa., has received .$500,000 for
a free library, while Allegheny City has been given
half that amount for a music hall and library. Mr.
Carnegie has established free libraries for the use
of his employes at several places.
CARNIFE FERRY, the place in Nicholas county,

W. Va., where a fierce battle was fought between
the Federals and Confederates, Sept. 10, 1861.
CARNOCHAN, John' Murray, surgeon, bom in

Savannah, Ga., July 4, 1817, died in New York city,
Oct. 28, 1887. He was educated in the University of
Edinburgh, and was fitted for the medical profes-
sion by studying with Dr. Valentine Mott, of New
York, and by attending lectures in London, Paris,
and Edinburgh. He became an eminent surgeon,
and, being possessed of great skill and steady nerves.

he performed many remarkable and delicate surgi-

cal operations. For many years he was professor
in the New York Medical'College.
CARNOT, Lazare Hippolyte, a son of the cele-

brated French statesman and mathematician, born
at St. Omer in 1801, died in 1888. He was a radi-

cal republican of much note. His principal lite-

rary works were memoirs of his father, and an able
work on fiaint-Simonism.
CARNOT, Marie-Francois Sadi, son of Lazare

Hippolyte, born at Limoges in 1837. He became a
leader of the strict republicans; was a member of

the National Assembly in 187] ; of the Chamber of

Deputies in 1876; and was successively secretary of

the Chamber, under secretary and minister of pul>
lie works, and minister of finance. He became
president of France in 1887.

CARO, Elme Marie, French philosopher, born
at Poitiers, March 4, 1826, died July 13, 1887. He
studied at the Ecole Normale, of Paris, at Anders,
and Douai ; in 1857 became a lecturer at the Ecole
Normale, and, ten years later, professor at the
Sorbonne. In 1876 he was elected to the French
Academy. Caro's Wednesday . lectures at the
Sorbonne were exceedingly popular. His chief
works are: Le Mysticisme au XVIII Siecle (1852-54);
L'Idee de Dieu et ses nouveaux Critiques (1864); Le
Materialisme et la Science (1868) ; Le Pessimisme au
XIX SiMc 087S) ; La Philosophie ,de Goethe {2d ed.

1880) ; George Sand in Les Grands Ecrivains Fran^ais,
and Melanges et Portraits (1888).

CAROL-TREE. See Locust-Tree, Britannica,
Vol. XIV, p. 767. See also Vol. Ill, p. 460, and Vol.
V, p. 623.

CARPACCIO, Vittore (1450-1522), a painter of

the early Venetian school, born in Istria about
1450. In 1490-95 he painted nine subjects from
the life of St. Ursula, which are now preserved in
the Accademia of Venice. About 1494' he executed
another work now in the same collection. The Pat-
riarch of Grado Casting Out a Devil, which possesses
much antiquarian interest, from its accurately
detailed view of the Rialto. His next great series
of works was the nine subjects from the lives of

the Saviour, and Saints Jerome, George, Tryphonius,
(1502-08), painted for the school of San Giorgio de
Schiavoni, and still preserved there. In 1510 he
executed the Presentation in the Tenrple, now in the
Accademia, which is usually regarded as his mas-
terpiece. His latest dated works, at Pirano and
Pozzale, are inscribed 1519 ; and he is believed to

have died about 1522.

CARPEL, in botany, a simple pistil or one of the
several parts of a compound pistil. See Britan-
nica, Vol. IV, p. 141.

CARPENTER, Mary, an English philanthro-
pist, born at Exeter, April 3, 1807, died June 14.

1877. Trained as a teacher, she took an active part
in the movement for the reformation of neglected
children, and besides advocating their cause in her
writings, she founded a ragged school at Bristol in
1846, and several reformatories, one of which, the
Red Lodge Reformatory, she superintended. She
promoted the Industrial Schools Act of 18.57, and
some of her proposals were adopted in the amended
acts of 1861 and 1866. In the prosecution of her
philanthropic labors she visited India four times,
had an interview with the Queen in 1868 in connec-
tion with her work, and in 1870 instituted the
National Indian Association, whose iournal she
edited. She attended at Darmstadt a congress on
women's work, as a guest of the Princess Alice, and
visited America in 1873. Her plan of day-feeding
industrial schools in connection with school boards
was adopted in 1876. Besides her reformatory
writings she published Our Convicts (1864), Tlie Last
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Days of the Rajah Rammohuu i?oi/ (1866) ,
and .Six

Months in India.
CARPENTER, Matthew Hale, Senator, born in

Moretown, Vt., Dec, 22, 1824, died in Washington,
D. C, Feb. 24, 1881. He studied military science at

West Point for two years, then went to Vermont,
where he read law with Paul Dillingham, who
afterwards became governor. 3Ir. Carpenter was
in the office of Rufus Choatein 1847, but the follow-

ing year he removed to Beloit, Wisconsin. He was
engaged in the qito u-arraiUo proceedings against
Gov. William A. Barstow, of Wisconsin, and was
the successful lawyer in vindicating the govern-
ment reconstruction acts of 1867, in the McCardle
case of 1868, when Jerenjiah S. Black was opposing
counsel. This was a test case, and the most impor-
tant ever tried up to that time before the V. S.

Supreme Court. From 1869 to 1881 he served in

the U. S. Senate with the exception of one term.
Senator Carpenter was a war Democrat, but in the
particular tenets of- his political faith disagreed
with many of his party. He opposed the fugitive

slave law, advocated emancipation, and the enfran-
chisement of the slaves, and believed that the State
and government should control railroads and other
semi-public organizations.
CARPENTER, Philip Pearsall, naturalist, born

in Bristol, England, Nov. 4, 1819, died in Montreal,
Can., May 24, 1877. Educated in Edinburgh Uni-
versity and the Manchester new college, he became
a Unitarian minister and held several pastorates,
becoming widely known for his benevolence. For
years he studied conchology and became an author-
ity on this subject, lie catalogued the Mazatlan
shells of the British Museum and arranged collec-

• tions of shells for the Smithsonian and other Amer-
ican institutions. lie i)resented valuable collec-

tions of shells to the British Museum and toMcGill
University.
CARPENTER, William Benjamin, C. B., an

English pliysiologist (1813-85), eldest brother of

Mary Carpenter, born at Exeter, Oct. 29, 1813, died
Nov. 19, 1885. He was educated at Bristol, passed
some time in the West Indies, and afterwards
studied medicine at Bristol, London, and Edin-
burgh. His graduation thesis (1839) on the nerv-
ous system of invertebrate animals prepared the
way for his Principles of General and Comparative
Phjisiology, one of the earliest works giving a gen-
eral view of the science of life. Removing to Lon-
don in 1844, he was appointed FuUerian Professor
of Physiology at the Royal Institution, lecturer or
professor at the London Hospital and University
College (1840), examiner at the University of Lon-
don, and its registrar (1836). He also edited (1847-
52), ihe British and Foreign Mcdico-Chirurgical lie-

vieii) and a Popular .Cyclopa'dia of Science. On his
retirement in 1879 he received the distinction of

C. B. While vice-president of the Royal Society he
secured government aid in the investigations in

marine zoology.
Carpenter and his colleagues made three voyages

to the North Atlantic and Mediterranean. He made
valuable researches on the Foraminifera; on the
Kdzooii Canadensr; on feathor-stars and crinoids.
His deep-sea explorations led him to advocate the
doctrine of vertical (.cean circulation sustained by
opposition of temperature only, independent of and
distinct from the horizontal currents produced by
winds. See Atlantic, Britannica, Vol. Ill, pp.
22-24.

Carpenter received medals from the Royal and
Geological Societies, and was corresponding mem-
ber of the Institute of France (1873). The more
important of his writings are: Principles of Human
Physiology (7th ed., 1869) ; Principles of Mental Physi-

ology; Animal Physiology; Manual of Physiology;
Zoology and In.itincls of Animals; Microscope and its

Revelations (5th ed., 1875) ; Introduction to the ,Sludy

of the Foraminifera; Physiology of Temperance
(1870) ; Mesmerism and Spiritualism (1877).
CARPENTER BEE, a name given to the differ-

ent species of hymenopterous insects of the genus
Xylocopa, so called because they excavate their
nests in wood. In general appearance they re-
semble common bumble-bees. A. violacea, a very
large bee with deep violet wings, is found in South-
ern and Middle Europe ; the species are numerous
in Asia, Africa, and America. They usually con-
struct their nests in partially decayed wood, cut-
ting out a hole a foot or more in length, which they
divide into a number of chambers by partitions of
glued saw-dust, the roof of each chamber as it is

made forming the floor of the one above. In each
of these cells an egg is deposited w ith a store of
honey and pollen.

CARPENTER, Ship's, an officer of a ship whose
duty it is to attend to necessary repairs of hull,

masts and spars. During battle he watches for

shot-holes, and is prepared with plugs to stop them
up. He makes a daily return to the senior-lieuten-
ant of each day's work, and is expected to be
always able to report as to the ship's qualities.

He is assisted by a carpenter's mate, and a carpen-
ter's crew.
CARPET-BAGGER, a term applied after the

American civil war of 1861-65 to political adven-
turers from the Northern States, who, taking advan-
tage of the disorganized state of affairs in the
South, tried to gain control of the public offices

and to exert an influence over negro voters for

their own selfish ends. The term implied that they
had no property in the district save the contents of

their carpet-bags.
CARPET-MAKING, See Britannica, Vol. V, pp.

127-31.

CARPING, a town of Italy in the province of

Foggia, twenty-two miles northeast of San Savero.
Population, about 6,000.

(3ARP0LITES, a generic term applied to fossil

fruits. One hundred species of such fruits have
been described, seventy of which belong to the Car-
boniferous system.
CARR, Eugene A., soldier, born in Erie county,

N. Y., March 20, 1830. Iti 1850 he graduated at the

U. S. Military Academy, and up to 1861 was en-
gaged in expeditions against the Western Indians.
I)uring the civil war he served under Hunter. Hal-
leck, and Curtis; fighting in Arkansas, Missouri,

Mississippi, and being jiresent at the battles of

Wilson's Creek, Pea Ridge, ^icksburg, Port Gibson,
Champion Hill, JOdwards' Station, Black River
Bridge, Little Rock, Clarendon and Camden. .Vt

the close of the war he was brevetted major-gen-
eral U. S. A., and since that time has been on fron-

tier duty, where he was engaged against the

Apache Indians.
C.\RR. .losni'H B., soldier, born in .Mbany, N. Y.,

August 16, 1828. In 1849 he entered the militia,

and on the outbreak of the civil war his regiment
was the first to encamp in the State of Virginia.

In 1862 he was made brigadier-general of volun-

teers. He was present at the battles of Malvern
Hill, Fredericksburg, t'hancellnrsville, and Gettys-
burg, and during the latter pari of the war served

on the defenses of .lames River. F>ir meritorious

service he was promoted to the rank of major-gen-
eral. Ho was mustered out of service at the close

of the war, and became a manufacturer of chain-

cable. He was Secretary of Stale in New York
in '.881 and is.'v!, and was "the Republican candidate
for lieulenunt-governor in 1880.
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CARR, Sir Robert, born in Northumberland, Eng-

land, died in Bristol, June 1,1667. He was one of

the royal commissioners of New England appointed
by Charles II in 1664. The colonists resisted the
interference of the commissioners, and at New
Amsterdam the Dutch settlers fought the English
fleet. The commissioners conquered the Dutch
and re-named the town, calling it New York, in

honor of the Duke of York. Fort Orange surren-
dered to Sir Robert and his associates, and was given
the name of Albany. The Swedes and Dutch along
the Delaware River were forced to acknowledge the
English authority, but the commissioners had some
trouble with the people of Boston. In Casco,
Maine, the inhabitants received the royal repre-
sentatives very kindly, and a new government was
instituted, which acknowledged the authority of
the commission. Having accomplished his mis-
sion Sir Robert returned to England, and died the
day after his arrival.

CARRERA, Jose Miguel, a Chilian soldier, born
In Santiago.de Chili, July 19, 1782, died in Men-
doza, Argentine Republic, Sept. 1, 1815. He was
educated in Madrid, fought the French, and came
to Chili upon hearing of the revolution, and became
sufficiently popular with the chiefs to depose Rosas
and to assume the government. He was pro-
claimed dictator and general July 19, 1812. By
acts of severity he managed to keep control of the
government till Nov. 27, 1813, when he was deposed.
The following year he raised a rebellion, but the
Spaniards routed him. and he fled to Mendoza. In
1815 he tell into the hands of his enemies and was
executed.
CARRERA, Rafael, president of Guatemala,

born in the city of Guatemala in 1814, died April
14, 1865. He was of Indian and negro descent, and
began life as a drummer boy and herder in 1829.
When Guatemala revolted in 18o9 Carrera com-
manded 6,000 Indian mountaineers in the war which
followed. He grew in favor with the aristocratic
and clerical party, and was able to reinstate as
ruler Rivera Paz, and soon became commander-
in-chief of the army. Morazun, who had been
president, was forced to abandon Guatemala, with
the army which had supported him, and Carrera
became president on March 21, 1847. He ruled for
a year, then resigned and went to Mexico. Wars
called him home, and, after-defeating the enemies of
Guatemala, he was reelected president in October,
1851. In 1854 he was chosen president for life.

Carrera opposed the plan for a confederation of
the Central American States. He was an ignorant
man, the foe of order and civilization. He admin-
istered the government with considerable se-
verity.

CARRIAGE. See Britannica, Vol. V. pp. 134-37.
CAURICAL, or Karical, a French port within

the limits of Tanjore, a distr ct of the presidency
of Madras. Tlie town a d territory contain 63
square miles, and about 50,000 inliabitants.
CARRICK, the southern division of Ayrshire.

The Prince of AVales is Earl of Carrick.
CARRICK-ON-SHANNON, the capital of Coun'.y

Leitrim, Ireland, on t^e Shannon, 98 miles north-
west of Dublin by rail.

CARRICK'S FORD, a place in West Virginia, on
the Cheat River, in George Tucker county, where
the Confederates under Gen. Garnett were routed
from their position by General Grant'., forces. Yhe
en, -agement took place July 13, 1861 . General Gar-
nj" was killed.

CARRIER. See Britannica. Vol. V, pp. 138-39.
CARRIER, Common, one who, for hire, under-

takes the conveyance of goods or passengers. Hee
Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 138-39. There is an im-

portant distinction between a common carrier and a
private carrier. A common carrier is bound by law
to serve the public generally without favoritism or
discrimination, and is held responsible for the safe
delivery of all property delivered to his care. Rail-
way companies, steamboat lines, express companies,
and other carriers have endeavored to escape or
limit this liability by incorporating in the bill of
lading a contract to the effect that in case of loss or
damage to property in transit the carrier should
not be liable beyond a certain sum. But the
American courts have held that, in so far as this
provision seeks to avoid liability for injury resulting
from the negligence of the carrier or its employes,
it is against public policy, and therefore void. It
seems, therefore, well settled that in case of dam-
age occasioned by negligence the carrier must re-
spond for all losses sustained. On the other hand,
the law exempts the carrier from liability for in-
jury occasioned by the "act of God," or by such
agencies as human foresight and prudence cannot
successfully guard against. Deception or misrepre-
sentations by the owner of the goods, as under-
valuation, etc, will also avoid or limit the carrier's
liability.

CARRIER PIGEON, a variety of domestic pigeon
trained to convey written messages from one
place to another. See Dove, Britannica, Vol. VII,
pp. 379-80.

CARRIERE,MoRTZ, German philosophical writer,
born at Griedel, in Hesse. March 5, 1817, studied at
Giessen, Gottingen and Berlin, and in 1853 became
professor of philosophy at Munich. He is one of
the founders of the modern school of thought
which endeavors to reconcile Deism and Pantheism.
His important work, Die Kunst im Zusammenhang

.

der Kulturentv'ickelur.g nnd die Ideale der Metischheit
(5 vols., 1863-74), was so popular that a third edition
was commenced in 1876. He has also published Die
Sittliche Wetlord II img (1877), a thoughtful mono-
graph on Cromwell, and works on ^Esthetics.
CARRINGTON, He.nrv Beebk, soldier, born in

AVallingford. Conn., March 2, 1824. In 1845 he grad-
uated from Yale, taught for three following years in
Irving Institute, N. Y. then studied law at New
Haven and again engaged in teaching, being an in-
structor in the Ladies' Collegiate Institute of New
Haven. He removed to Columbus, Ohio, prac-
ticed law, engaged in the anti-slavery movement,
and helped organize the State militia. AMien
President Lincoln it-sued the first call for troops,
Carrington, who was adjutant-general of the State,
placed nine regiments of militia in western Virginia
During the war he was for most of the time engaged
in raising and drilling troops, and lie was promoted
brigadier-general of volunteers. He was mus-
tered out of this service in 1,865, and until 187C
served on military expeditions in Nebraska, Mon-
tana and Colorado, and became instructor of mili-
tary science in Wabash College. The rest of his
life has been given to literary pursuits. Among
his publications are: Russia as a Nation; American
Classics; or, Incidents of Revolutioiiary Suffering;
Crisii Thoughts; Ali-sa-ra-ka, Land of Massacre (re-
iRting the adventures of his wife on the plains);
Baltic Maps and Charts of the American Revolution;
and Battles of the Bilde.

CARRION-CROW, or Black Vulture, of Amer-
ica, a native of the southern part of the United
States. It feeds entirely on carrion. The name is

also applied to the common crow of Europe, which
sometimes feeds on carrion.
CARRION-FLOWER, a name which has been

given to the flowers of many species of Stapelia. on
account of their odor, which resembles that of
putrid meat. The species are natives of the Cape
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of Good Hope. The flowers are large and often

beautiful.
CARROLL, Ch.^rlbs, of Carrolllon, born in An-

napolis, Md., Sept. 20, 1737, died in Baltimore, Nov.
14, 1832. He was a descendant of powerful and
royal families of Ireland. He was educated at the
Roman Catholic schools of France and studied law
in London. Returning to the United States in

1764, he took an active' part in the politics of his

native State ; was elected to the Continental Con-
gress in 1775, and the following year his name was
afli.xedto the Declaration of Independence—signed
as Charles Carroll, of CarroUton, because a relative

bore the same name, and whatever responsibility

was attached to the act he was willing to bear.

Afterwards he served in the Jlaryland Senate, and
in 1788 was the first Senator from Maryland to sit

in the National Congress under the Constitution of

the United States. From 1791-93 he was again in

the United States Senate, and he subsequently
served in the State Senate until 1801. He Avas the
last surviving Signer of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence.
CARROLL, John, Roman Catholic archbishop,

born in Upper Jlarlborough, Jfd., in 1735, died in

Georgetown, D. C, in 1817. He was a cousin of

Charles Carroll, of CarroUton ; was educated at
Roman Catholic schools in France, became a Jesuit
priest, and engaged in the struggle of the people
of his faith for religious toleration in America. He
was the first bishop of his denomination in the
United States, and in his official capacity did much
for the upbuilding of colleges and other schools. He
founded Georgetown College ; helped establish
St. John's College at Annapolis; laid the foundation
of the Baltimore cathedral in 1806, and was created
archbishop in 1808. He was the intimate friend of
Benjamin Franklin, and officiated in 1803 at the
marriage of Prince Jerome Bonaparte with Miss
Elizabeth Patterson, of Baltimore.
CARROLL, S.VMUEL Sprioc, soldier, born in

AVashington, D. C, Sept. 21, 1832. In 1856 ho grad-
uated at the United States Military Academy. Dur-
ing the civil war he was engaged in tlie battles
of Cedar Mountain, the Rapidan, Fredericksburg,
Chancellorsville, Gettysburg, the Wilderness and
Spottsylvania, where ho was severely wounded, lie
was brevetted brigadier-general U. S. A., in 1865,
and in 1869 was retired from the army as major-
general.
CARBOLLTON, a city of Illinois, county-seat of

Greene county, .34 miles north of Alton. It con-
tains manufactories of iron, machinery, carriages
and flour.

CAUUOLLTON, a village of Kentucky, county-
seat of Carroll county, situated on the Ohio
River, at tlie mouth of the Kentucky. It is the seat
of a seminary, and contains manufactories of cotton
goods, woolen goods and (lour.

(,;AUR0LLT()\VN, county-seat of Carroll county,
Mo. It contains flour mills and a woolen factory,
and has a school building which cost )i'4d,000. It is

the seat of a Homan Catholic convent.
C.\RllON.Vl)K, a short iron gun, long superseded,

named after the Carton Iron Works, of Scotland,
where it was first made. It is lighter than ordi-
nary guns, and has a chamber for powder like
mortars.
CARROT. See Britannica, Vol. I, p. 3«f>, and Vol.

XII. p. 280.

C.XKUOIISKL, a species of knightly exercise
which was very common in the courts of Europe.
It was an imitation of the tournament, and for a
time seems to have supplied Its place. The name
is now applied to a revohing contrivance also
called a " merry-go-round."

CARRUTHERS, William A., novelist, born in
Virginia about 1800, died in Savannah, Ga., about
18.50. He was educated for the medical profession,
but became famous as a writer of sketches and
historical romances. Among his published works
were: The Cavaliers of Virginia: or, Tlie Recluse of
Jamestouin; The Kentuckian in 2\'ew York; The
Knights of the Horse-Shoe: a Traditionary Tale of the
Cocked Hat Gentrif in the Old Domi)iion; and A Life
of Dr. Caldwell. He ahso published an account of a
perilous ascent of the Virginia Natural Bridge.
CARSE, a term applied in Scotland to low lands

adjoining rivers. In Stirlingshire it is restricted
to the level alluvial soils, which are only a few feet
above the River Forth. In Perthshire it applies to
the whole of the slightly undulating lands to the
north of the Tay, which form the carse of Gowrie.
Carse soils usually consist of argillaceous deposits,
which produce crops of great luxuriance.
CARSON, CniusTornER (" Kit Carson "), soldier,

born in Madison county, Ky., Dec. 24, 18Wi, died at
Fort Lynn, Colo., May" 23, 1868. His boyhood was
spent in what was then the wilderness of Jlissouri,
and at the age of seventeen he joined a hunting
])arty, and commenced a roving life on the plains.
He served as guide for Gen, John C. Fremont in his
explorations; became familiar with more Indian
tribes than any man since his time, and could
speak their language equally as well as his own

;

assisted in making treaties between the United
States and the Indians; served the Government in
New Slexico, Colorado and the Indian Territory
during the Jlexican and civil wars, and for his con-
duct in the latter was brevetted brigadier-general.
CARSON CITY, a city of Nevada, capital of the

State and county-seat of Ornisby county. It is

beautifully situated in the midst of grand and pic-

turesque scenery on a plateau at tlie base of the
Sierra Nevadas, about 15 miles south of Virginia
City. It contains a United States branch mint,
railroad shops and offices, various manufactories,
and several mills for extracting gold and silver,

which are found in the vicinity. Carson City was
founded in 1858; its incorporation dates from 1876.

Its schools are noted for their excellence.
CARSON RIVER, a streani of Nevada, 150 miles

long. It rises in the Sierra Nevada Mountains,
and flows northeast into Carson Lake, a body of

water 15 miles long, which has no outlet.

CARSTENS, AsMus J.\con, an eminent German
artist, born near Schleswig in 1754, died at Rome in

1798. In 17G2 he went to Copenhagen, where in

1769, he produced his Baldur's Death and .l^iliis and
ilysses. He subsequently went to Berlin, where
his great com posit ion, the Fall of the A not Is. with 200
figures, gained for him an appointment as professor
in an academy, while his decoration of a saloon in the
Dorville Palace obtained for him an introduction
to the king and a pension. He also visited Rome,
and devoted himself to the study of the works of

Michel Angelo and Raphael. His \'islt if the Anio-
uaiits to the Centaur Chiron was distinguished by
purity of style, beauty of forms, and line distribu-

tion of light.

CARTE-BL.VNCHE, a paper authenticated with
a signature and intrusted to some one to be filled

up as he may think best. Thus, in 1649, Charles II

tried to save his father's life by sending from The
Hague to the Parliament a sigiu-d carle-lihinche to

be tilled ill) >vitli any terms, which would be ac-

cepted as the price <if his safely. The term is used
figuratively of unrestricted power to act or decide
in a particular manner.
CARTEL, during the time of war. nii ngreenient

between I lie belligerents for an exchnni:e of jiris-

oners. Sometimes the name is given to a shii) com-
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missioned to convey the exchanged prisoners or to

carry messages to the enemy. A ship when thus
employed must carry no cargo, ammunition, or im-
plement of war, except one gun for signals.

CARTER, Petes;, publisher and brother of

Bobert, born in Earlston, Berwickshire, Scotland,
July 19, 1825. In 1832 he came to the United
States with his parents ; received a common school
education, and in 1848 was admitted as partner in

the publishing house of Robert Carter and Brothers.
He has been connected with temperance, chari-

table and Sunday-school work, and has written a
book concerning his travels in Scotland, and also

story books I'or children.
CARTER, Robert, publisher, born near Abbotts-

ford, Berwickshire, Scotland, Nov. 2, 1807, died in

New York city, Dec. 28, 1889. His father was a
weaver by trade, and the son had little opportunity
for gratifying his love of study, being compelled to
help in supporting the family. By diligently im-
proving his opportunities, however, the lad ac-

quired some education, and at the age of fifteen

opened a night school in his father's cottage. He
entered the University of Edinburgh, and made
rapid progress, but in 1831 came to America, where
his first occupation was school teaching in the city

of New York. Here Hon. Schuyler Colfax was one
of his pupils in Latin and Greek. In 183-t he be-
came a book-seller, and in 1848 took into partnership
his brothers Walter and Peter, and the present
firm name, Robert Carter & Brothers, was adopted.
Mr. Carter made it a rule to publish books that
would do good, not only such as would sell readily.

He was a Presbyterian in religious belief, and fre-

quently a delegate to the Synod and the General
Assembly.
CARTER, Robert, editor, born in Albany, N. Y.,

Feb. 5, 1819, died in Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 15, 1879.

His education was obtained at the common schools
and at a Jesuit college of Chambly, Canada. In
1841 he started, in company with James Russell
Lowell, a magazine called " The Pioneer." Although
the corps of writers was an unusually fine one, the
venture was not a success, and but three numbers
were issued. In 1847 he was a private secretary to

the historian Prescott, and after the latter's death
wrote an elaborate article concerning his habits
and character. In 1851 he became editor of the Bos-
ton "Commonwealth," the organ of the Free-soil
party. In 1855 Mr. Carter was one of the editors
of the Boston " Telegraph ;" the following year he
edited the "Atlas ;" from 1857-59 he was Wash-
ington correspondent for the New York " Tribune ;"

from 1864-09 he edited the Rochester "Democrat;"
and from 1870w3 he edited "Appleton's Journal."
>Ir. Carter wrote important articles in the first edi-

tion of the Aiiii'ricau Cyclopedia; the articles on
"Egypt," " Hindostan" and the history of the United
States were written by him. He assisted in the re-

vision of this cyclop;edia. Mr. Carter traveled in

Europe for his health; -wrote A Summer Cruise on
the Coast of New England, and at the time of his
death left an incomplete volume of memoirs.
CARTER, S.\5iUEL Powii,\T.\N, naval officer and

soldier, born in Elizabethtown, Carter county,
lenn., Aug. 6, 1819. He studied at Princeton;
served as midshipman in the navy ; was promoted
and assigned to the Oliio; was engaged off the
Mexican coast during the Mexican war; was a
member of the expedition which captured the bar-
rier forts, near Canton, China (1856); was ap-
pointed instructor in seamanship at Annapolis the
following year, and when the war broke out was
transferred to the AVar Department for a time, and
assigned to the task of organizing troops in Eastern
Tennessee. He was assigned to active duty after-

wards, and while in the iield was present at Zolli-

coffer's repulse at Wild Cat, Ky. ; fought at Cum-
berland Gap; led the cavalry expedition which de-
stroyed nearly 100 miles of railroad track in Ten
nessee; assisted at the siege of Knoxville; and held
various commands up to 1866, when he wa^ mus-
tered out of service, having been brevetted major-
general in the preceding year. Returning to the
navy he commanded at the Annapolis Academy
from 1869-72, and received several promotions,
being commissioned commodore in 1878. He re-

tired from the service three years later, and was
made rear-admiral in 1882. He died in 1891.

CARTERET, Philip, English navigator, sailed as
lieutenant in Byron's voyage, and commanded the
second vessel in Wallis's expedition to tlie South-
ern hemisphere (August, 1766). In the following
April, while clearing the Strait of Magellan, Car-
teret's vessel was separated from the others by a
hurricane, and he proceeded alone, discovering
Pitcairn, Gloucester and a number of other small
islands. He explored the strait between New
Britain and New Zealand, and drew a map of the
western coast of Celebes. He returned round the
Cape of Good Hope to England March 20, 1769. His
long voyage added much to the geographical
knowledge of his time. He retired from active
service in 1794 with the rank of rear-admiral, and
died at Southampton, July 21, 1796.

CARTERSVILLE, a town of Georgia, county-
seat of Bartow county. Gold and copper are found
in the vicinity. It is a shipping point for pig-iron
and cotton.
CARTESIAN DEVIL DIVER, or Bottle Imp,

a philosophical toy, consisting of a small hollow
figure, usually in the fancied form of a demon, with
a hole near the top. This figure, filled partly with
air and partly with water, floats in a tall glass Ves-
sel nearly full of water, and covered with an air-

tight piece of bladder or India-rubber. AVhen this

cover is pressed down, the air beneath is com-
pressed, and water enters the floating figure until

the air within is brought to an equal degree of

compression. In consequence the figure sinks, not
rising again till the pressure is removed.
CARTHAGE, a town of Illinois, county-seat of

Hancock county, fifteen miles ea«t of Keokuk. It

is the seat of a Lutheran college and of a high
school.
CARTHAGE, Cape, a headland of North Africa,

projecting into the !ilediterranean. Traces of the
ancient city of Carthage are found on it to the
north of the Tunis lagoon.
CARTHAGE, a city and railroad center, and

county-seat of Jasper county, 3Io. It is located on
Spring River in the midst of a rich lead-bearing
section ; has factories, schools, parks and a public
library. In 1861 a battle was fought here on the
morning of July 5, between the Confederate forces
and General Siegel's army.
CARTHAGE, a railroad junction of Jefferson

county, N. Y., on the Black River. Its extensive
water-power is utilized in forges, foundries and
manufactories, where leather, nails, furniture and
machinery are made.
CARTHAGO, a ruined city of Central America,

situated on a river of the same name. Down to

1841 it was the capital of Costa Rica, but being in

that year destroyed by an earthquake, it was sup-
planted by San Jos^. The volcano of the same name,
doubtless connected with its overthrow, serves as
a landmark to mariners.
CARTHAMINE, a dye obtained by a chemical

process from safflower in crystals, which are in-

soluble in water and slightly soluble in alcohol or
ether. When newly precipitated, it immediately
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attaches itself to cotton or silk, dyeing it a beauti-
ful red, which is changed to yellow on ths addition
of alkalies, and may be returned to red again on
being treated with acids.

CARTIER, Sir George Etiexne, Bart., a Cana-
dian statesman, born in St. Antoine, Quebec, Sept.

6, 1814, died in England, May 20, 187;;. He was a
lawyer wlio took an active part in the politics of

Canada. He participated in the Lower Canada
rebellion of 1837, and eleven years later was elected
member of parliament. In 1857 he was attorney-
general for Lower Canada, in which office he ef-

fected many reforms; he was a member the same
year of JIacdonald's reorganized cabinet, and of

the Cartier-Macdonald ministry the following
year. He was the leader of the French Canadian
Conservatives in parliament.
CARTOUCH, a name once given to a wooden

case containing 200 to 300 musket-balls, and eight
or ten one-pound cannon balls, fired from a mortar
or howitzer. The cartridge-box carried by the
soldiers used to be called a cartouch in England,
and still is in France.
CARTOUCHE, an oval or oblong figure on which

the hieroglyphic characters and names of the
Egyptian kings were sculptured. Cartouche is

also used to signify a tablet either for ornament or
to receive an inscription, so formed as to r^'semble
a sheet of pap^r or parchment with the edges and
ends rolled up. Cartouches are often seen on
tombs.
CARTWRIGHT, Peter, clergyman, born in Am-

herst county, Va., Sept. 1, 178.5, died near Pleasant
Plains, Sangamon county, 111., Sept. 2.5, 1872. His
youth was spent in Logan county, Ky., then a re-

gion devoid of schools, cluirches and newspapers.
Here he grew up a wild, reckless boy, but at the age
of sixteen was converted, joined the Jlelhodist
Episcopal Cliurch, was ordained to the ministry
in 1803, and three years later became an elder.
He became a powerful, and fearless preacher, noted
for his eccentricities. A fund of ready wit added
to his popularity. He was elected to the legisla-

ture of Illinois, and in 184ii was the Democratic can-
didate who opposed Abraham Lincoln in the con-
test for a seat in the U. S. Senate. He published
several pamphlets, his Conlrovenij With the Devil
being tlie most famous.
CARTWRIGHT, Sir Richard John, Canadian

statesman, born in Kingston, Dec. 4, 18.35. Enter-
ing parliament in 1863 as a Conservative, he became
in 1870 a leader of the Liberals. He lias introduced
many reform motions in parliament, those bearing
on the question of finance being tlie most im-
portant.
CARUCATE, formerly such an amount of land

as one team of eight oxen could cultivate in a sea-
son. The quantity varied, averaging about one
hundred acres.
CARUS, Julius Victor, a German zoologist, born

at Leipsig, Aug. 25, 1823. He studied medicine
and suraery at I.ioipsig, subsequently at 'Wiirzburg
and Freil)urg, and in 1849 wont to Oxford as keeper
of the Jluseuni of Comparative Anatomy. In 1851
he returned to Leipsig, and in 18.53 was there
placed in the chair of Comparative Anatomy.
Carus lectured at Edinburgh tor W'yville Tlmmson
during liis absence on the (.'liaUenijir expedition.
His writings, numerous and valuable, consist
chiefly of monographs devoted to particular de-
partments of zoi>logy ; the more general books are

:

System der Thierhchen Moriihulogie (1853); Ilaudhuch
der Xoologie (18t)3); Oeachirhle derXuologic (1872);
and I'rodromiin Faumr ifedilerrannr (1884).

CARVER, John, governor of Plymoulh colony,
born in England about 1590, died in I'lynioutli,

Mass., April, 1621. He was a member ol the Puri-
tan company at Leyden, and was an agent sent to
secure permission from the Virginia company to
found a colony in America. Carver came over in
the lUai/jlower, was elected governor by the Pil-
grims while the ship was in the harbor of Province-
town, and was reelected in March, 1621, but died
suddenly the following month. He ruled over the
colony with much discretion.
GARY, Alice, author, born near Cincinnati, O.,

April 20, 1820, died in New York city, Feb. 12, 1871.
Her youth was spent where the opportunities for
education and culture were very limited. At the
age of 18 she began to write prose and verse for the
press, and her work met with acceptance. In 1.852
she removed to New York city, where she attained
literary eminence. Among her published works
are: Cloveruook Papers; Hague: a Stoni of To-day;
The Clovernook Children; Lyra, and Other Poems;
Married, Not Mated; Pictures of Country Life; Lyrics
and Hymns; The Bishop's Son; The Lover's Diary;
and Snoxo-Berries.
GARY, Annie Louise, singer, born in Wayne,

Kennebec county. Me., Oct. 22, 1842. She graduated
at the Female Seminary in Gorham, Me., in 1862,
and in 1866 went to Italy for the purpose of having
her voice trained by Giovanni Corsi, of Milan.
She made her debut in Italian opera in Copenhagen,
and for the nest few months sang in the principal
European cities. In 1869, liaviiig "further improved
her voice by study at Baden-Baden and Paris, she
came to America and sang in Steinway Hall, New
Y'ork. For 12 years she sang in America with the
exception of two winters (1875-76 and 1876-77)
spent in Russia. In 1882 Jliss Gary married Mr.
Raymond, of New York, and retired from the
stage.
GARY, PncEBE, author, sister of Alice Gary, born

near Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 24. 1S24, died in New-
port, R. I., July 31, 1871. Her life and her literary
work were closely connected with her sister's.

She began to write poetry at the age of 17, one of
her first poems being the hymn so widely known,
commencing: "One sweetly solemn thouglit." As
mistress of the New York home she liad less leisure
for writing than her sister, and she attempted but
little prose. The Poems of Alice and Phoebe Cary are
mostly the work of Alice. Phoebe's lines are more
buoyant and clieerful in tone than are her sister's.

Her published works are: Poems and Parodies; Poems
of Faith, Hope and Lore; and a number of the
hymns published by Rev. Dr. Deems, in Hymns for
All Christians. Mary Clemmer Ames Hudson, an
intimate friend of the sisters, published a memorial
of them.
CARY, Lott, negro slave, born in Charles City

county, Va., in 1780, died in Monrovia, Africa, Nov.
8, 1828. He educated himself, displayed remark-
able business ability as shijiping clerk in a Hidi-
mond tobacco warehouse, purchased liis freeium
and that of his two children and emigrated to
Monrovia, where he became a useful and prominent
member of the colony, which he served as nliysi-

cian, counselor and pastor. An accidental ex-
plosion c.'iused his death.
C.\RY, S.\MUEL Fknton, Congressman, born in

Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 18, 1814, graduated at the
Miami University in 18,35, and the Cincinnati law-
school ir 1837, served as Indeiiondenf KepnMic:ui
in Congress from 1S67 to 1869, and was the Repuli-
llcan wii J voted against tlie Impeaoliment of Presi-

dent Jo.inson. In 1876 Peter Cooper and Senator
Gary were the candidates on the National Green-
back ticket.

C.\RY.\Tir>ES. n name given to feinuli' ligiires

in Greek architecture wlien applied instead of
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columns to support an entablature. See Britan-
nica, Vol. II. pp. 407, 461.

CARYOCAK, a genus of large trees of the nat-

ural order Ternstrcemiacex, natives of the tropical

parts of America. It yields a good timber for ship-

building, and produces the delicious nuts called
bnllernuls. Its flowers are large and of a purplish-

red color. The fruit is a sort of drupe, the fleshy

part of which consists of a butter-like substance,
whicli is used in cookery instead of butter.
CARYOPHYLLACE.E, a natural order of exog-

enous plants, containing upwards of 1,000 known
species, mostly herbaceous, distributed all over the
world. Most of them are inconspicuous weeds, but
many produce beautiful flowers, and are found a
favorite in many gardens, as the pink, carnations,
sweet-Williams, etc. A few contain saponine, and
afford a substitute for soap.
C-iEYOPSIS, in botany, a fruit in which the seed

and pericarp are so incorporated as to be insepar-
able and even undistinguishable. The grain of

the fruit of grasses, as wheat, barley, rye, maize,
etc., is a carvopsis.
CASABIAXGA, Louis (1755-98), a French naval

officer, born at Bastia about 1755, sat in the Na-
tional Convention of 1792, and in 1798 was captain
of the flagship L'Orient in the expedition to Egypt.
He was mortally wounded at the battle of the Nile,

Aug. 1, 179S; the ship caught fire; his ten-year-old
son would not leave him, and both perished in the
final explosion.
CASAJIASSIMA, a town of Italy, in the province

of Bari, 14 miles southeast of the city of that name.
It has a convent and two abbeys, and the vicinity
produces wine and almonds. Population, 5,600.

CASANOVA, Fban-cis, a celebrated paiuter of

battle-scenes and landscapes, born of Venetian
parents in London in 1732, died at Briel in 1805.

He was educated in Italy and took up his abode in
Dresden. He afterwards went to Vienna, and painted
fortheEmpressCatharine her victory overtheTurks.
C.i.SAREEP, or C.\ssiripe, a sauce or condiment

made from tlie juice of the bitter cassava or ma-
nioc root. It is in highest esteem in Guiana, where
it is employed to flavor almost every dish. It is

the basis of the favorite West Indian dish called
pepperhot. See Britannica, Vol. V, p. 1S2.

CASCARILLA, a name given in South America
to many different kinds of bitter medicinal barks
which form articles of commerce.
CASCO BAY, a body of water, 20 miles long, in-

closing about three hundred islamls. The city of
Portland, ile., is at the western end of the bay.
CASE, Augustus Ludlow, rear-admiral U. S. N.,

born in Newburg, N. Y., Feb. 3, 1S13, entered the
navy as midshipman in 1828, was promoted through
the several grades until 1872, when he was made
rear-admiral, and in 1875 was placed on the retired
list. He served during the ^lexican war, the civil

war, and in 1865 was appointed fleet captain of the
EuL'opean squadron. In 1874 the combined Euro-
pean, North Atlantic, and South Atlantic squad-
rons, which at the time of the I'irginius diffi-

culties were grouped in the harbor of Key West,
were under his command.
CASEMATE, originally a loopholed gallery exca-

vated in a bastion, through which artillery could
fire upon an enemy who had gained possession of
the ditch. As defense from shells became more im-
portant, the term was subsequently applied to a
bomb-proof vault in a fortress for the security of
the defenders, without direct reference to the an-
noyance of the enemy.
CASERNE, a barrack or building for the accom-

modation of the soldiers forming the garrison of a
fortified town or post.

CASEY, Ly.m.vn R , an American statesman of
North Dakota, was born in York, N. Y., in 1837,
and wlien young removed to Michigan, where he
was in the hardware business for many years. He
retired from business, traveled and studied for five

years, and settled in Dakota in 1882. He is secre-
tary and general manager of the Casey-Carrington
Land Company, chairman of the North Dakota
Committee on Irrigation, and has held no public
office except that of commissioner of Foster county.
Elected to the United States Senate as a Republi-
can, Nov. 21, 1889, under the provisions of the act
of Congress admitting North Dakota and other
States into the Union, he took his seat Dec. 2, 1889.
His term of service will expire March 3, 1893.

CASE Y,SiL.\s (1807-82), American soldier, bom
at Greenwich, R. I., July 12, 1807, graduated at
West Point in 1826, served on the frontier in the
Florida war, in the war with Mexico and in the
civil war. He drilled volunteers at the national
capital, fought at Fair Oaks, and presided over the
board which examined officers for colored troops.
At the close of the war he was brevetted major-
general L'. S. A., and was retired from the service
in 1868. He was the author of a book on Military
Tactics.
CASEY, SiL.\s, Jr., commander XJ. S. N., born in

Rhode Island, Sept. 11, 1841, graduated at tlie Naval
Academy in 1860, and rose successively to the posi-
tions of lieutenant, lieutenant-commander, and in

1874 commander. He took part in the first attack
on Fort Sumter and in other engagements in

Charleston harbor. In 1886 he commanded the re-

ceiving ship IMle.
CASHIERING, a punishment for officers in the

army and navy. It is more severe than dismissal
from service, inasmuch as it disqualifies from en-
tering the public service in any capacity, while
dismissal does not.

CASIA,or Poet's Casia, a South European shrub,
Osijris alba, of the natural order Santatace^, having
small wliite flowers and red drupes. It has been
much admired for its modest beauty. The name is

varied in spelling from Cassia, a name to which
this plant is in no respect entitled.
CASINO (a little house), a place for social re-

unions. The name is usually applied to a place
where musical or dancing soirees are held, contain-
ing conversation room, billiard room, refreshment
room, etc.

CASOLI, a town of Italy, in the province of

Chieti, situated on a hill 17 miles south of the city
of Chieti. Population, about 6,000.

CASPARI, Karl Paul, a Norwegian exegete and
church historian, born at Dessau in 1814, became
professor of theology at Christiania in 1857. His
Arabic grammar (4th ed., 1875) is in high repute,
and his contributions to the study of the Old Tes-
tament include works on Obadiah, Isaiah, Micah
and Daniel. Besides his Kirchenhistorische Anekdota
(1883), he published at Christiania Quellen zur Ge-
schichte des Taufsymbols und der Glaubensregel (2

vols., 186(5-69), extensions of which appeared in 1875
and 1879.

CASSANDRA, a peninsula in the province of
Roumelia, European Turkey, situated between the
Gulfs of Salonica and Cassandra. The ancient
name of this headland was Pallene. Grain of a
superior quality is raised here, and silk-worms are
extensively reared ; wool, honey and wax are also
produced.
CASSATION, Court of. In the law of France, the

act of annulling the decision of a court or judicial
tribunal is called cassation ; and the function of

cassation, as regards the judgments of all the other
courts, is assigned to a special tribunal called the
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court of cassation, which may thus be regarded, in

a certain sense, as the last and highest court of

France.
CASSELL, John, founder of the English publish-

ing firm of Cassell & Co., the son of a Manchester
innkeeper, born Jan. 23, 1817, died April 2, ISfiS.

He had no early educational advantages, but fitted

himself for his later work by careful self-culture
while employed as an apprentice joiner. He went to

London in 1836, where he was for some time estab-
lished as a tea and coffee merchant. Turning his

attention to literary work, he issued his "Work-
ing Plan's Friend " "(1750) ; "Illustrated Exhibitor"
(1851); Popular Edncalor (1852), the most popular of

all his works, which in a revised form is still on sale

;

and "Family Paper" (1853). In 1859 he entered into
partnership with Messrs. Petter & Galpin, and before
his death he shared in the prosperity of one of the
largest publishing houses of modern times.
CASSELL, Paul, a German autlior and divine,

born in Silesia in 1827. He was a Jew, but became
a Christian in 1855, while engaged in literary work
at Erfurt. He became a member of the Prussian
parliament in 1866, but soon renounced politics for
theology. His writings are mostly historical and
Biblical.

CASSELTOX, a thriving town of North Dakota,
situated in the fertile wheat producing valley of
the Red River of the North, about 25 miles west of
Fargo.

CASSICAN, a bird of the genus Cassicns, allied
to the starling and more closely to the hangnests.
They are all American birds of gregarious liabits,

feeding on fruit and insects and exhibiting sur-
prising skill in the construction of their pouch-like
nests.

CASSIDARIA, a genus of gastropod mollusks,
family CassklK. The shell is roughly oval, with a
wide mouth, a fairly long siphon canal, and with-
out a closing lid. There are six modern Mnditor-
ranoan species, and five times as many extinct in

the Upper Chalk and Tertiary strata.
CASSIDY, William, journalist, born in Albany,

N. Y., Aug. 12, 18!5, died there .Ian. 23, 1S73. ito
was a graduate of Union College in 18.31; studied
law and was admitted to the bar, and in 1840-42
was State Librarian. In 1843 he became editor of
the Albany "Atlas," a Democratic daily. In 1856
the "Atlas" and "Argus" were consolidated, and he
became editor.

In 1805 the paper was called the "Argus." Mr.
Cassidy from 1868 till 1873 was secretary of the
Democratic State committee, and framed the cele-
brated anti-slavery plank which suffered defeat at
the convention at Herkimer. In 1872 Governor
Hoffman appointed him as one of a committee of 16
to revise the constitution.
CASSIOPELA., a beautiful constellation of the

Northern hemisphere, supposed to repr(>sent the
wife of Cepheus sitting in a chair with a branch in
her hand. In 1572 there appeared in this constella-
tion a new star, wliicth was l>rightor th.-ui Venus.
The star gradually diminished in luster, and in
March, 1574, it disappeared.
CASSIQUIAKK. a river of Venezuela, South

America. It is about 100 yards in breadth, which
cradually increases imtil at its union witli the Rio
Negro it attains a width of 600 yards. Hy means of
this singular river water connnunication Is estab-
lished through the Amazon, Orinoco, and their
ftflluents, between the interior of Hrazil and the
Caracas in Venezuela..
(!ASSIS, a Fren<'li liquor pre])ared from black

eurranls.

C.\SSIUS, Pimi'i.K <)i-, a ooloring subslanic of
very ancient use, wliich is prejiared by adding a

mixed solution of protochloride and bichloride of
tin gradually to a solution of chloride of gold, when
a more or less abundant precipitate of double stan-
nate of gold and tin is thrown down. Purple of
cassius is employed by the potter to communicate
a rich purple or rose tint to fine china, and it also
imparts the red color to Bohemian ylaas.
CASSOCK, a long, loose coat, worn by the Episco-

pal and Catholic clergy. It has a single upright
collar, and reaches to the feet. Its comnuni color is

t)lack for all orders of the clergy. In th(> Anglican
church, on state occasions, the bishops frequently
wear purple. In the Roman Catholic church cas-
socks vary in color according to the dignity of the
wearer, priests wearing black, bishops purple, car-
dinals scarlet, and the pope white.
CASSOPOLIS, a village of ;\Iichigan, county-seat

of Cass county. It contains manufactories of lum-
ber, iron, sash, blinds, and furniture.
CAST, (Jasting Line, in angling, a gut-line on

which artificial flies are fastened. It is made up of
several lengths of gut, knotted together, from two
to four yards long. The flics are attached at inter-
vals of about two feet, and the line with its flies is

called a cast.

CASTANET, a musical instrument of percussion
in form of two hollow nut-shells, which are bound
together by a band, slung over the thumb and
struck by the fingers to produce a thrilling sound in
keeping with the rhythm of the music. Castanets
were introduced into Spain by the floors, where
they retain the name of castanulas, from their
resemblance to the form of the chestnut. They are
now widely introduced among other nalions,"with
some variations in form, and are used in the ballot
and in the opera.
CASTEGGIO, a town of Piedmont, Northern

Italy, live miles northeast of \'oghera. It was an
important military position as early as the times
of the Gallic and Punic wars. Some Roman antiqui-
ties still remain, and numerous curious inscriptions
and coins have been found. Population, 3,200.
CASTi;i.AR, P>Mi].i(),an eminent Spanish states-

man and orator, born in 1832. He joined the revolu-
tionary Republicans in 18(i8, and, l)eing condemned
to death, fled to France. On the abdication of King
Amadeo he became minister for foreign affairs, and
afterwards President of the Cortes, and President
of the Republic in 1873. Since the restoration of
monarchy ho has devoted himself more to literary
pursuits than to politics.

CASTELLAJIONTE, a town of Northern Italy,
in the province of Turin, 10 miles southwest of
Ivrea. It has an old castle, manufactories of earth-
enware, and a trade in the agricultural produce of
the district. Population, 5,660.

CASTELL.\N, or Ciiatklaix, a name given dur-
ing the Jliddle Ages to the keeper of a castle, or
burg.

CASTELLANA, a town of Italy, in the province
of Bari. 25 miles southeast of the city of that name.
Population. 0,700.

CASTKLLANETA, a town of South Italy, in (ho
province of I^ecce. It has several convents and a
cathedral. Cotton is grown in the district. Popu-
lation. 7,600.

CASTELLAZZCa town of North Italy, about five

miles southwest of Alessandria. Population, 6.50I).

CASTRLLF.OM':, a town of Loinbardy. North
Italy, situated near the Oglio. It is .--urroundiMl tiy

old walls, anil has a population of about (>,(HMi.

CVSTIOI.l.K). SniAsTiKS. a I'rencli tlu'ologian,

born at llauphine in 1515. .Vbout 1540 he was invit-

ed to (icni'va by Calvin, ami appointed Humanity
Pr<>fessor, liut having the misfortune afterwards In

differ from the Kefurmer in religious opinion, hii
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^as banished from the city, and went to Basel,
where he spent the rest of his life in extreme pov-
erty. Among his various writings may be men-
tioned De. H:crfticis, etc., a treatise which argues
against the right of the magistrate to punish heret-
ical opinions ; a Latin version of the Old and New
Testaments ; and a posthumous work, in dialogue,
on predestination, election, free-will and faith.

CASTELNUOVO, a seaport town of Dalmatia,
Austria, situated near the western entrance of the
Gulf of Cattaro. It is surrounded by walls, and
defended by two forts and a citadel. It has manu-
factories of brass, and a trade in the produce of the'
district, which is fertile. Population, 7,000.

CASTIGLIOXE, Lake of, a lagoon of Tuscany,
in the province of Siena. It lies to the north of
Grosseto, and has a length of about 10 miles, with a
breadth of one to three miles. Receiving the waters
of the Bruna and other rivers, it discharges its

waters by a short canal into the Mediterranean.
CASTILLA, R.\mox, a Peruvian soldier, born in

Tarapacii, Aug. .30, 1797, died in Tiviliche, May 25,
1867. He was brigadier-general of the army of Peru
in 1834 ; was engaged in several insurrections ; over-
threw the government of Vivanco, and became pres-
ident of Peru from 1845 to 1851 ; overcame his suc-
cessor and ruled from 1854 to 1862, during which
period he abolished slavery and other abuses, but
allowed corruption, and after laying down his
authority in 1862 was in 1867, the year of his death,
again engaged in insurrection against the Peruvian
ruler.

CASTILLIOX, a town of France in the depart-
ment of Gironde, situated on the right bank of the
Dordogne, 26 miles east of Bordeaux. It has manu-
factories of cotton and woolen yarns, nails and cord-
age. Population, about 4,000.
CASTIXE. a town of Maine, situated on the east

side of Penobscot Bay, at the mouth of the Penob-
scot River. It is a port of entry, has an excellent
harbor, and is chiefly engaged in ship-building and
in the manufacture of cordage, brick and furniture.
It is the seat of a State normal school.
CASTING-VOTE, the decisive vote of a presid-

ing otBcer, when the votes cast by the members of
the assembly or house are equally divided. All
the officers of a deliberative body are ordinarily
members of the assembly, and as such are entitled
to participate in the proceedings. The presiding
officer does not usually engage in the debate, and
votes only when the assembly is equally divided.
In some legislative bodies, the presiding officer is

not a member; as, for example, in the Senate of
the United States ; the Senate of New York, and
in some other States. The Speaker of the House
of Representatives is a member of that body; but
the presiding officer of the Senate is not a member
of the Senate. The Constitution specially pro-
vides that the Vice-President of the United States
shall be President of the Senate, but shall have no
vote unless the members are equally divided. The
same rule is held with reference to the Speaker of
the British House of Commons. Neither of these
presiding officers are members of the body over
which they preside, yet each one holds under the
Constitution the casting-vote when there is a tie.

If the presiding officer be a member of the body,
he may give the casting vote, although he has, by
already voting as a member created the tie. Under
British parliamentary usage, the governor, in the
time of Hastings, had only one vote in council, and
in case of an equal division a casting vote, thus
seeming to grant him under the exception a double
vote.
CASTLE, Frederick Albert, physician, born in

Fabius, N. Y., April 29, 1842. He studied at the

Albany Medical College, made a good record as
surgeon in the navy, graduated from Bellevue Hos-
pital Medical College in 1866, settled in New York
city, where he is known as a lecturer on the ciis-

eases of women and children, the author of med-
ical papers, and the editor of the "American
Druggist."
CASTLEFORD, a town in the West Riding o'-'

Yorkshire, on the Aire, 10 miles southeast of Leeds.
It was formerly a Roman station, and is now the
seat of extensive glass-works, manufacturing' espe-
cially large quantities of bottles. Population, 10,o30.

CASTLEMAINE, a town of Victoria, 77 miles
northwest of Melbourne by rail. The gold diggings
here were among the first discovered in Australia-
Population, 5,787.

CASTLE ROCK, a town of Colorado, county-sea.,
of Douglas county, situated near the famous castle
rock, about 30 miles south of Denver. The chief
industries are dairying and cattle raising.
CASTLES, in heraldry, are often given as

charges in the shieldsof persons who have reduced,
or been the first to mount, the walls of a castle in
an assault.
CASTLETON, a village of Rutland county, Vt.,

on Castleton River. A railroad passes through the
place. There is here a State normal school, and
also manufactories of marbelized slate and agri-

cultural implements.
CASTOREUM, a substance secreted in two

glandular sacs in the beaver, and at one time held
in the highest repute in medicine, but now chiefly
used bv perfumers.
CASTRAMETATION, the art of encamping ; and

a camp is the result of that art.

CASTRI, a village of modern Greece, in tne gov-
ernment of Phocis, situated on the south declivity
of Mount Parnassus, and worthy of notice, as oc-
cupying a portion of the site of the ancient Delphi.
The famous Castalian spring, now called the
Fountain of St. John, is situated between 200 and
: 00 yards to the east of the village.
CASTRO, Jc.vN, the assumed name of a Cuban

poet, who was born near JIatanzas in 1790, of slave
parents, but learned to read and write, and devel-
oped marked poetical genius. Some gentlemen
purchased his freedom and assisted him in publish-
ing his poems. He published an autobiography,
which vividly portrays slave-life in Cuba. The
finest of his poems, which are in Spanish, is enti-

tled TJie Clock That Gains.
CASTRO, a seaport town of Asiatic Turkey, cap-

ital of the island of Mitylene, situated on the east
coast, about 55 miles northwest of Smyrna. It is

surrounded with walls and defended by a castle.
Population, 6,500.

CASTUERA, a town of Estremadura, Spain, 68
miles southeast of Badajoz. It is situated on the
right bank of the Guadalefra, and has manufacto-
ries of brick, earthenware, etc., and a trade in agri-
cultural products. Population, 5,690.

CASUAL POOR, persons temporarily relieved
without being admitted to the roll of permanent
paupers.
CASUARINA, a genus of trees of the natural

order Amentacew, and of the sub-order Casuarinex.
The trees are almost exclusively Australian, hav-
ing a very peculiar appearance, their branches
being long, slender, wiry, drooping and green,
jointed with very small scale-like sheaths instead of
leaves. They resemble arborescent Equisetacex.
Some of the trees are large and produce timber of
excellent quality, often called heef-irood from its

resemblance in color to raw beef.
CASUS BELLI, or a cause of war, the reason al-

leged by one power for going to war with another.
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It is found impossible to reduce these causes or

reasons to anj' definite code, because an ambitious
or aggressive power has no difficulty in making a
reason to declare to others without acknowledg-
ing the real ground.
CASWELL, Alexis, educator, born in Taunton,

Mass., Jan. 29, 1799, died in Providence, K. I., Jan.

S, 1877. He was at the head of the class which grad-

uated at Brown University in 1822. The following

year he became an instructor in Columbian Uni-
versity, remaining four years, and then becoming
pastor of a Baptist church in Halifax, N. S., having
pursued theological studies during his teaching. He
tauglit for a year in Waterville College, was called

iu 1828 to the First Baptist church of Providence,
R. I., and about this time was called to the chair of

Mathematics and Xatural Philosophy at Brown
University. This he occupied for 35 years, resign-

ing in 1863, but was chosen to serve as president of
the University five years later, and held this posi-

tion four years. He founded the alumni associa-

tion, was connected with Xewton theological insti-

tution, president of the Baptist Missionary Union
for two years, a trustee and for two years the
president of the Rhode Island Hospital, and con-
nected with various other literary and scientific

associations.
CASWELL, RicnAKD, soldier, born in Maryland,

Aug. 3, 1729, died in Fayetteville, N. C, Xov. 20,

1789. He was a member of the legal profession

;

was in the colonial assembly from 1754 to 1771 ; a
delegate to Congress (1774-75); governor of North
Carolina from 1777 to 1779; and was engaged in

the war of the Revolution, reaching the rank of

major-general. He became comptroller-general in

1782, governor from 1784 to 1786, Senator in 1789,

and member and presiding officer of the convention
which ratified the Federal Constitution in 1789.

CAT, on shipboard, a name for many of the ropes
or lines employed. A cat-fall is a rope for heaving
•up the anchor from the water's level to the bow; it

works through cat-blocks, and is connected with the
cat-head. Ctd-Iiarpings are small ropes for tighten-
ing the shrouds.
CAT, or C.\t-Castle, in the military engineering

of the Middle Ages, a kind of movable tower to
cover the sappers as they advanced to a besieged

Elace. The garrison sometimes poured down
urning pitch and boiling oil from the walls ui)on

the cat.

CATABROSA, a genus of grasses formerly in-

cluded in .lira. Catabroaa afjuattca grows in very
moist situations, and is only cultivated in irri-

gated meadows or on the banks of rivers subject to

be overflowed by high tides. Its foliage is peculi-

arly sweet and much relished by cattle. Its foli-

age and seeds also afford much food to water-fowl
and to some kinds of fish, particularly carp. Its
leaves often float, and its stalks seldom rise more
than .1 foot or 15 inclies above the surface of the
water. It abounds throughout Europe and in the
torrid regions of South .Vmerica.
CATACLYSMAL ACTIOX, a term applied by

geologists to the effects of certain deluges, or
other sudden and violent physical action of great
extent, supposed to have swept over certain coun-
tries. In tliis way th(\v account for various phe-
nomen.i whicli cannot lie attributed to the gradmil
action of ice or that of moderate currents.
CIATAKAIA'O, or CAT.vrAHjrn, a temporary

structure of carpentry, intended to represent a
tomb or cenotaph, and adorneil with sculpture and
painting. It was employeil in funeral ceremonies.
The most magnificent catafalco ever made was
that used at the interment of Michel Angelo at
Florence.

1—27

CATAI.ANI, Angelica (1780-1,849), a highly cel-
ebrated Italian singer, born at Sinigaglia in 17,S0,

and educated in the convent of St. Lucien, near
Rome. She made her first public appearance at
Venice in her 16th year, and experienced a succes-
sion of triumphs in every country in Europe for
more than 30 years. In 18,30 she i)urchased a villa
in Florence, where she gave free instructions to
girls who had a talent for singing. In 1849 she re-
paired with her two daughters to Paris, where she
died of cholera on the 13th of June.
CATALAUNIAX, the ancient name of the wide

plain surrounding Chalons-sur-Marne, in the old
province of Champagne, France, celebrated as the
field of battle where tlie West Goths and the
forces under the Roman general Act ins gained a
victory over Attila. a. d. 451. A wild tradition
tells that three days after the fight the ghosts of

the fallen myriads appeared on the plain, and re-

newed the conflict.

CATALDO, Sax, a town of Sicily, in the province
of Caltanisetta, five miles west of the town of that
name. There are productive sulphur mines in its

vicinity. Population, 10,000,

CATALPA, a genus of hardy trees, order Bignonia-
cex, of which two species, C. hitjiionioides and C. .'ipeci-

o.-ia, are natives of the United States, and are com-
mon in cultivation as ornamental trees. The ca-

talpa has large simple leaves, terminal panicles of

showy flowers, and long pods with winged seeds.
Its wood is light and soft, but exceedingly durable,
and is used for fence-posts, railway sleepers, etc.

C. longisKima of the West Indies yields excellent
timber known as French oak, and the bark is a
source of tannin. The Japanese catalpas are small
and unimportant.
CATALYSIS, a term applied in chemical physics

to a force supposed to be exerted by one substance
upon a second, whereby the latter is subjected to
change or decomposition, while the former, or act-

ing substance, remains comparatively unaltered,
and does not combine with it.

CATAMARAN is a raft formed of three planks
lashed together, the middle one serving as a keel,

and the other two for the sides. These simple ves-

sels are used by the natives of Madras to maintain
communication between sliips and the shore, ordi-

nary boats being rendered unsafe by the surf. By
the adoption of a similar construction on a larger

scale, some of the catamarans are made large and
strong enough to carry goods, and even artillery.

Catamarans are also used along the sea shore of

tlie West Indies, and on the coasts of South Amer-
ica.

CATAPL.VS^L an application to diseased or pain-

ful parts, for the purpose of promoting suppuration,
relieving pain, and stimulating or soothing the skin

according to circumstances. A cataplasm may be
composed of any moist pulpy substance of suffi-

cient consistence to retain the water without soak-

ing through the thin nnislin covering in which it is

wrapped. The flaxseed iioultice is the most easily

made, and is the most satisfactory of all soothing
applications.

t;.\T.\Hl{HIX.\, a division of quadrumanous
mammals, including those old-world monkeys and
apes wliicli have the nostrils close together and
turned downward. Tills section includes the Kar-

bary ape, gorilla, chimpanzee, oraiig. etc.

I'AT.XS.xrtJUA. a railroad town o( l-ehigh county.

Pa., situated on the Lehigh River. It contains

blast-furnaces, rolling-mills, machine-shops and
manufactories of fire-tirick and railroad cars.

(',\T.\Wn.\, or (iHKAT Catawha. a river of North
Carolina, 250 miles In length. It rises in Mcl'owell

county. Ilows eastward, enters South Carolina at
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Rocky Mount, below which place it is called the
Wateree River.
CATCH FLY, a common name of several plants

of the natural order Caryophyllacew, which, being
clammy in consequence of a peculiar exudation on
the calyx, on the joints of the stem, etc., often

prove fatal to insects settling upon them.
OATCHPOLE, in England, a sheriff's officer

or bailiff, whose duty it is to make arrests. In
various places a long pole was in use for catching
or holding criminals by the neck, having at the
end of it an iron collar with a V-shaped opening,
occasionally armed with spikes on the inside.

CATE, WiLi.nM H., of Jonesborough, Ark., a law-
yer and planter, born in Rutherford county, Tenn.,
Nov. 11, 1839. He graduated from the University
at Knoxville, Tenn., in 1857 ; was a teacher in the
West and South, and served in the Confederate
army during tlie war of the liebellion. He settled
at .Jonesborough, Ark., in 1865, and entered the pro-
fession of law in 186(5. In politics he was a Demo-
crat, and was elected a member of the State legis-

latures of 1871 and 187.>. He was prosecuting at-

torney of the second circuit in 1878, and elected
judge of that circuit in 1884. He was declared
elected a Democratic Representative from the
First Congressional District of Arkansas to the 51st
Congress, but the House of Representatives decided
that he was not entitled to the seat. He was
elected from the same district to the 52d Congress
in 1890.

CATENIPORA, or Halysites, a genus of fossil

lamelliferous corals peculiar to Paheozoic strata.

The cells are terminal and oval, arranged like a
loose net-work of chains, hence called " chain coral."

Vertical anastomosing lamelte united the cells to-

gether, and formed a hemispherical polypidom,
sometimes of great size.

CATEKINA, Sant.\, a town of Sicily in the prov-
ince of Caltanisetta, situated on a hill near the
river Salso. It has manufactories of fine earthen-
ware, and in the neighborhood are found jaspers
and agates. Population, about 6,000.

CATESBY, Mark, naturalist, born about 1679, in

London, died tliere Dec. 23, 1749. He traveled in

North America from 1710 to 1719, and from 1722 to
1726, and published Natural Histort/ of Carolina,
Flordia and the Bahama Inlands (2 vols., 1731-43)

;

Hortus Bratanno-Americanus; and a work on the
fishes, reptiles and insects of the Isle of Providence.
CATESBY Robert (1573-1605), a Northampton-

shire Catholic, born in 1573, of good fortune and
lineage, being sixth in descent from Richard Ill's

Catesby, who was hanged three days after Bos-
worth. Robert, however, had suffered much as a
recusant both by fines and imprisonment, when in

1604 he engaged in the gunpowder plot. He was
killed in the defense of Holbeache House, Nov. 8,

1605.

CATHA, a genus of plants belonging to the
natural order CelaMrar.eie, chiefly natives of Africa.
('. cdulis, the I:hat or kafta of the Arabs, is a shrub
highly valued by them, as its leaves and twigs are
used in the preparation of a beverage possessing
properties analogous to those of tea and coffee.
CATHARTICS, a name originally for all medi-

cines supposed to purify the system from the mat-
ter of disease, which was generally presumed by
the ancients to exist in all cases of fever and acute
diseases and to require to be separated or thrown
off by the different excretions of the body. The
principal cathartics are aloes, colocynth, rhubarb,
scammony, jalap, senna, epsom and other salts.

CATHARTID.E. See Vulture, Britannica, Vol.
XXIV, pp. 301,302. See also under Birds, Britan-
nica, Vol. Ill, pp. 699-778.

CATHARTINE.or Bitter of Senna, the essential
principle in senna, which possesses laxative or
purgative properties. It can be isolated as a yel-

lowish-red uncrystallizable solid, which is deliques-
cent, soluble in water and alcohol, but insoluble in

ether. It has a very bitter nauseous taste, and a
characteristic odor.
CATHCART,WiLLiAM Schaw, first Earl Cathcart,

a British general and diplomatist, son of the ninth
Baron Cathcart of Cathcart, Renfrewshire, born
Sept. 17, 1755, died June 17, 1843. He was educated
at Eton and Glasgow, and admitted an advocate in

1773. He entered the army in 1774, took a promi-
nent part in the American war, and fought with
distinction in Flanders and North Germany. In
1803 he was made commander-in-chief in Ireland.
In 1807 he commanded the land forces cooperating
with the fleet in the attack on Copenhagen, and
for his services was made a British peer, with the
title of viscount, and received a vote of thanks from
both Houses of Parliament. In 1814 he was raised
to the rank of earl.

CATIIELINEAU, Jacques, general of the army
in La Vendee in the west of France. He was born at
Pin-en-5Iauges in 1759, died at St. Florent in 1793.

Horrified at the atrocities and despotic acts of the
Convention, he placed himself in opposition to it

and soon collected around him a body of loyal peas-
antry, whom he led against and defeated the Re-
publicans in several conflicts. After the victory of

Saumur he was appointed commander-in-chief. He
died from the effect of a wound received while
making an attack upon Nantes.
CATl-IETER,a name applied to a tubular instru-

ment introduced through the urethra into the blad-
der to draw off the urine when its discharge is ar-
rested by disease or accident, and also to those
used for injecting air or fluids into the Eustachian
tube. The Eustachian catheter is generally made
of metal or vulcanite, six or seven inches in length
with the last inch or less slightly curved. It is in-

troduced into the Eustachian tube along the floor
of tlie nose, and air or fluid, as may be necessary,
forced alonf; it by an India-nibber bag, which can
be attached to it.

CATHOLICOS, the title of the patriarchs or
chief ecclesiastics in the hierarchy of the Armenian
church.
CATKIN, in botany, a spike of numerous small

unisexual flowers, destitute of calyx and corolla, and
furnished with scale-like bracts instead. Examples
are found in the willow, oak, alder, birch, etc.

CATLETTSBUIiG, the county seat of Boyd
county, Ky., located at a railroad junction on the
Ohio River, at the mouth of the Big Sandy. A State
normal school is located here, and the town has a
large lumber trade and several manufactories.
CATMINT, or Catnip (Ncpcta cafaria), a plant of

the natural order Labiatx, widely diffused through-
out Europe, Asia and North America. It has erect
stems, two or three feet high, dense whorls of many
whitish flowers, and stalked heart-shaped, velvety
leaves, whitish and downy beneath, and its fra-

grance is very attractive to cats.
CATOPTRJCS, that division of geometrical optics

which treats of the phenomena of light incident
upon the surfaces of bodies,and reflected therefrom.
CATOPROMANCY, a divination practiced by

the ancients. It was generally believed that the
healthy a])pearance of a sick person's face in a mir-
ror under water betokened recovery, while a
ghastly look indicated certain death. A more mod-
ern superstition attached to the looking-glass is

that ill-luck will result from the breaking of one.
CATRON, John, jurist, born in Wythe county,

Va., in 1778, died in. Nashville. Tenn., May 30, 1865.
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He practiced law in Tennessee ; served under Gen.
Jackson in the war of 1812; was elected State at-

torney ; chosen a Supreme Court judge, and was
chief justice from 1830 to 1836. In 1S37 he became
associate justice of the United States Supreme
Court, retaining the office up to his death. Judge
Catron was a Democrat, a fervent Unionist, and for

his opinions on secession was for a time compelled
to leave the State.
CATSKILL, a village of New York, county-seat

of Greene county, situated on the right bank of the
Hudson, 35 miles below Albany. It is the seat of

an academy, and contains a variety of manufac-
tories, including woolen goods and paiier. In the
vicinity are a number of stone-yards and large ice-

houses.

CATTELL, Alexander Gilmore, Senator, born
in Salem, N. J., Feb. 12, 1816. He was elected to
the legislature in 1840 ; to the United States Senate
in 1866 ; served for two years as a civil service com-
missioner, being on the first commission ever ap-
pointed; was financial agent to London for the
government (1873-74); and was engaged in im-
portant financial transactions.
CATTELL, William Cassidv, educator, born in

Salem, N. J., Aug. 30, 1827. He graduated at
Princeton College and Theological Seminary, be-
came professor of Latin and fireek in Lafayette
College in 1860, and for three years was pastor of

the Pine Street Presbyterian Church at Harris-
burg, Pa. In 1863 he became president of Lafay-
ette College, in which capacity he made extensive
improvements. He was a director of Princeton
Theological Seminary, and at the present time
(1891) is corresponding secretary of t!ie Presbyte-
rian Board of Slinisterial Relief.
CAUB, a town of Nassau, North Germany, on tiie

right bank of the Rhine, 21 miles northwest of
Weisbaden. It has underground slate quarries. It
is celebrated as the place where Blucher crossed
the Kliine with his army in 1814.

CAUCIION, Joseph Edward, Canadian author,
born in St. Rochs, Quebec, Dec. 31, 1816, died in
Whitewood, Northwest Territory, Feb. 23, 1885. He
founded in 1843 " Le Journal de Qu<''boc," wliicli he
conducted until his death. From 1844 till 1867 he
represented the county of Montmorency in the
Canadian assembly. Under the I\[acNab-Tach6
administration ho held for two years the office of
commissioner to the crown, and was at the same
time member of the Executive Council. During the
Cartier-Macdonald regime Mr. Cauchon was com-
missioner of public works. He was speaker of the
Senate from 1867 to 1S72; president of the Privy
Councilor Canada from 1875 to 1877, and minister of
inland revenue till 1877, at which time he became
governor of I\[anituba.

'

CAUCIIY, AiKUKTi.v Louis, mathetpatician, born
in Paris, Aug. 21, 178'J, died May 23, 1857. He pub-
lished in 1815 a Mcmoirc sur la 'llicorie dcs Ondr.i,

which was afterv.ards made the basis of tlie un-
dulatory tlieory of light. Between 1820 and 1830 lie

wrote several important treatises. From 1848 to
1852 he was professor of astronomy at Paris, Init re-
fused the oath of allc'giance to N^apoleon III, and
8ubse(|uenlly lived in rclirement.
CAUl)A-(iALLIA GRIT, the lowest sul)-division

of tlie Devonian system of North America. The
name (literally, "cock's tail") is derived from the
feathery forms of a common fossil, supposed to be
a seaweed.
CAUDEBEC-LES-ELREUF, a town of France

in the department Scini'-Inferieure, 12 miles soulli

of Rouen. It has manufactories of cloth. I'opida-
tion, 10,700. (Jaudelii'f is also the name of a town
in the same department, situated on the right bank

of the Seine, 26 miles east of Havre. It manufact-
ures cotton, sail-cloth, leather, and soap. Popula-
tion, 2,100.

CAULAINCOURT, Armand Augustix Loois de,
Duke of Vicenza, a French statesman, born at
Caulaincourt in 1772, died at Paris in 1827. He en-
tered the army at the age of 15, rapidly attained
promotion, and as colonel of a regiment of car-
bineers distinguished himself in the campaign
of 1800. He was made a general of division
in 1805, and shortly after created Duke of Vi-
cenza. In 1807 he was appointed ambassador
at St. Petersburg. Disputes having arisen between
Alexander and Napoleon, Caulaincourt endeavored
to restore amity and prevent war; but his proposals
being rejected, he resigned his post in 181], and ac-
cepted an appointment in the army of Spain. He
was made minister for foreign affairs, and in
this capacity attended the congress at Chalillon
in 1814.

CAULOPTEEIS, a generic name for the stems of
fossil tree-ferns found in the Carboniferous and
Triassic measures. Tliey are hollow and covered
with markings similar to the leaf-scars on recent
tree-ferns.

CAURA, a considerable river of Venezuela in
Guyana. It rises among the Sierras of the southern
frontier, and flows northwest to the Orinoco.
Lengtii, about 150 miles.
CAUS, (JAULX, OR CAULS, Salomon de, French

engineer, born at Dieppe in 1576, died in Paris, June
6, 1626. He spent the greater part of his life in

England and Germany. He was in the service of
the Prince of Wales in 1612, and of the elector
palatine at Heidelberg from 1614 to 1620. Re-
turning to France in 1623, he became engineer and
architect to the king. His Raisnns dcs J'urrr.t Mcm-
id/ito, etc., published at Frankfort in 1615, contained
a description of an apparatus for forcing up water
by a steam fountain, differing only in one detail
from that of Delia Porta. There is no reason to

suppose that the apparatus was ever constructed;
but, on the strength of the description, Arago has
claimed for De Cans the invention of the steam-
engine.
CAUSATION, the act of causing or producing;

the act or agency by which an effect is produced.

CAUSE CliLJiBRE, a convenient French term
for a specially interesting and important legal trial,

criminal or civil, such as the Douglas cause
(1760-71), the Drcd Scott case in the United States
(1856), the Tichborne case (1871-74). There is a
great French collection of (.'ausrs Cilibres et hilcres-

sanles (22 vols., 1737-45), by Gayot de Pitaval, with
modern continuations.
C.VUSERIE, a name applied to a somewhat short

and informal essay on any subject in a newspa|>er
or magazine. More familiar in mannerand sligiiler

in structure tlian the formal essay as usually un-
derstood, it is an excellent medium for a writer
wliose personality interests the reader as much as
the value of his thoughts. The name owes its lit-

erary currency mainly to the famous Camerirs du
Ltindi of Saint c-Houve.
CAUSTIC, in medicine and in chemistry, the

term anplietl to sucli substances as exert a corrod-

ing or disintegrating action on tlu- skin and tlesh.

Lunar caustic is nitrate of silver, and common
caustic is potash. When used as a caustic in miKli-

cine, the substance is fused and cast into moulds,
wliich yield the caustic in small sticks the thick-

ness of an ordinary lead i)eiicil.

CAUTKKETS. li fashionable French watering-
place in the department of llaules-Pyrcnees. situ-

ated 3,250 feet above sea-li'vel in I hi' valley of

the Laverdan, 42 miles miles southeast of I'au. The
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permanent population is less than 2,000 ; but it is

annually swelled in summer by 15,000 to 20,000 visi-

tors, for whose accommodation numerous sumptu-
ous hotels and bathing establishments have been
built. It is a good center and guide-station for

ascents among the Pyrenees. The sulphur springs,

twenty-five in number, have been known from
Roman times, though their modern reputation
dates from the 16th century, when Margaret, sister

of Francis I, held her literary court and wrote
much of her Il/plameron at Cauterets.
CAUTERY, in medicine, a term used of any sub-

stance which bums the tissues. The actua! cautery
is an instrument with a head or blade of steel, iron

or platinum, which is heated in a fire or spirit-lamp.

In the tln'nno-cauleni (or Paquelin's cautery, from
its inventor), the head or blade is made of hollow
platinum, so arranged that a flame of benzole can be
kept burning in its interior. The galmno-cautery
consists essentially of a platinum wire, which can
be heated to any required degree by passing a

strong galvanic current through it.

CAUTIOJi, in the law of Scotland, an obligation
undertaken by a second party, whereby he binds
himself, failing the primary obligant, to fulfill his

obligation, whether it be of a pecuniarj' nature or
otherwise. Cautionary obligations are thus essen-

tially of an accessory nature, and cannot subsist

apart from the principal obligation. Cautionary
obligations are generally gratuitous, being for the

most part undertaken from motives of friendship

;

but it is by no means uncommon for them to be en-
tered into in consideration of a premium paid by
the person guaranteed or by those interested in his

fortunes. .Judicial caution, in the law of Scotland,
is of two kinds—for appearance, and for payment.
If a creditor makes oath before a magistrate that
he believes his debtor to be meditating flight, he
may obtain a warrant for his apprehension ; and
should he succeed in proving the alleged intention
to flee, he may compel him to find caution to abide
the judgment of a court. The cautioner, or surety,

undertakes that the defender shall appear to an-
swer any action that may be brought within six

months. There is also a form of judicial caution
called judicatum solri, given in cases of general
loosing of arrestment of ships, in which the surety
becomes liable for the whole debt.
CAUVKRIPURAM, a town of the district of

Coimbatoor in the presidency of Madras, on the
right bank of the Cauvery. It takes its name from
the neighboring gorge of 30 miles in length, through
the Eastern Ghauts, along which the Cauvery finds

a passage.
CAVA DEL TIRRENI, a town of Italy, situated

in p valley, five and one-half miles northwest of

Salerno by rail. It has manufactories of silk, wool-
ens, cotton and linen. Population, 6,339. About a
mile distant is the Benedictine monastery of the
Trinity, celebrated for its archives.
CAVALCASELLE, Giova.nwi Battist.\, Italian

art writer, born at Legnago, Jan. 22, 1820, early
visited the art-centers of Italy, and in 1846 went to
Germany, where he met J. A. Crowe, with whom he
returned to Italy. Banished for his share in the
revolution of 1848, he accompanied Crowe to Lon-
don, where their first joint work, Early Flemish
Painters (1867; 3d edition, 1879), was published.
Cavalcaselle returned to Italy in 1858, and in 1861
commenced with Crowe the History of Painting in

Itah/ (London, five volumes, 1864-71). Other joint

works are Titian (1876) and Raphael (1883). Caval-
caselle is head of the art department in the minis-
try of Public Instruction at Rome.
CAVALIER, in fortification, is a defense work

constructed on the terre-plein or level ground of the

bastion. Its uses are to command any rising ground
held by the eneniv within cannon shot.

CAVALIER, a horseman ; a knight. In 1641 the

term "cavaliers" was applied to the Partisans of

Charles I of England, in opposition to the Round-
heads, or friends of the Parliament; and from a
term of reproach it came later to be adopted as a
title of honor, until, after 1679, it was superseded
by " Tory."
CAVALLER-MAGGIORE.a townof North Italy,

in the province of Cuneo, 24 miles northeast of

Coni. Population, 5,300.

CAVALRY. See Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 261-63.

CAVATIXA, a short form of operatic air, of a
soft character, differing from the ordinary aria in

consisting only in one part. The term is applied,

however, to airs of any kind.
CAVEAT, a formal warning, entered in the

books of a court or a public office, that no step
shall be taken in a particular matter without
notice to the person lodging the caveat, so that he
may appear and object. Thus caveats are fre-

quently entered at the Patent Ofiice to prevent the
unopposed granting of letters-patent.

Cave spring, a ralU-oad village of Floyd coun-
ty, Ga. It has a large cave and a mineral spring,

has a State asylum for deaf-mutes, and the Harn
School for young men.
CAVY. See Britannica, Vol. V, p. 277.

CAAVDOR, a village in Nairnshire, Scotland, five

and one-half miles southwest of Nairn. Cawdor
Castle, near by, is the seat of theEarl of Cawdor. It

was founded in 1454, but is one of the three places
which tradition has assigned as the scene of King
Duncan's murder by ^lacbeth in 1040.

CAWK, a popular name for a massive variety of

the mineral called Heavy Spar, or Sulpihate of Baryta.
CAWKER CITY, a thriving town of Mitchell

county, Kan., at the junction of two branches of

Solomon River. It has a flour-mill, newspaper
office, a high school, and United States land office.

CAXAMARQUILLA, a tow n in North Peru, prov-
ince of Pataz, situated on the east bank of the
JIaranon. Population, 8,000.

CAY^ES, or Aix-C.\yes, a seaport of Hayti, on
the southwest coast, 95 miles southwest of Port-au-
Prince. Population, 8,000.

CAYLEY, AiiTHi'R, English mathematician, born
at Surrey in 1821. He was educated at King's Col-
lege, London, and Trinity College, Cambridge, and
graduated as senior wrangler, and first Smith's
prizeman in 1842. Called ^o the bar at Lincoln's
Inn in 1849, he was for a time established in busi-

ness as a conveyancer. In 1863 he was elected first

Sadlerian Professor of Pure Mathematics at Cam-
bridge, and in 1875 was elected to a fellowship of

Trinity College ; was President of the Royal Astro-
nomical Society (1872-73), and of the British Asso-
ciation at its -Southport meeting in 1883, where his

address on the ultimate possibilities of mathemat-
ics attracted much attention. In 1882 he gave a
course of mathematical lectures at the Johns Hop-
kins University, Baltimore, and in the same year
received the (5opley medal of the Royal Society.

He has received honorary degrees from Oxford,
Dublin, and Leyden. His cliief book is an Elemen-
tary Treatise on Elliptic Functions {IS76) ; a 10-vol-

urne edition of his'mathematical papers was begun
in 1889.

CAYUGA, a village of New York, situated on
the eastern shore of Cayuga Lake, which is here
crossed by a railroad bridge about a mile long.
CAY'UGA LAKE, a beautiful small sheet of water,

which separates Cayuga and Seneca counties, N. Y.
It is 38 miles long, from one to three miles wide, its

greatest depth being .500 feet.
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CAYUGAS. See Indians, Amekican, in these
Revisions and Additions.
CAZENOVIA, an educational village of Madison

county, N. Y., situated on a small lake 18 miles
southwest of Syracuse. It has some manufactories,
and is tlie seat of Central New York Conference
Seminary.
CEBALLOS, Jose, Mexican soldier, born in the

city of Durango, March 15, 1830. He commanded a
regiment in the national army of Mexico during
the administration of President Juarez, and was
appointed brigadier-general ; waged war on the
bandit Losada ; deposed, according to military or-

ders, Camarena, governor of Jalisco, and then ruled
over that State. When General Diaz became Mexi-
can president, Ceballos plotted against him, but
afterwards became one of his strong adherents, and
returned to Mexico, where he was restored to rank,
given the highest office after that of president—the
governorship of the federal district—and chosen as
senator. He manifested great enmity toward the
newspapers, and several journalists have suffered
imprisonment through his orders.
CECROPIA, a genus of Artocarpacex C. pcltala,

the trumpet-tree of the West Indies and South
America; has a hollow stem and branches, exhibit-
ing merely membranous partitions at the nodes.
The branches, these partitions being removed, are
made into water-pipes and wind instruments. The
wood is very light and is used to make floats for

nets, and by the Indians in kindling iires by fric-

tion against a harder piece of wood. The bast yields
a cordage fiber, and the outer bark is astringent

;

the fruit resembles a raspberry, the buds furnish a
potherb, and the juice hardens into caoutchouc.
CEDAR, Bastard Bakbadoes (Cedrela odorata),

a tree of the natural order Cedrelacex, a native of
the tropical parts of America ; it is often upward
of 80 feet higli, with a trunk remarkable for its

thickness. The wood has an agreeable fragrance,
and bein^ light and soft it is used for canoos and
shingles. In France it is used in making black lead
pencils. True Barbadoes cedar is Juniper barba-
densis, and is of much less importance.
CEDAR-BERGEN, a mountain range in Cape

Colony, stretching north and south on the east side
of Olifant River Valley, in Clanwilliam division.
The name is from the plantations of Cai)e cedar
lWiddriii(jlonia junipcroidcs), which are now, how-
ever, being fast destroyed. This is the only locality
where this species is found.
CEDAR BIRD. See Britanuica, Vol. XXIV, p.

461.

CEDAR CREEK, a river of Virginia, which gives
name to a battle fought Oct. 19, 1884, between the
Federals under Sheridan and the Confederates
under I'arly.

t!EDAR FALLS, a city of Iowa, situated on the
Cedar llivor, ICO miles west of Dubuque. It is the
seat of a State normal school, and contains a num-
ber of mills and various other manufacturing in-
dustries.
CEDAR KEYS, a seaport of Levy county, Fla.

It is on the Gulf of ilexico, and its harbor is form-
ed by several small islands, on one of which stands
a liglit-liouse. The town has an ice factory, a largo
trade in lumber, oysters and pencil-wood, and has
A very healthful climate.
CED.VR MOUNT.MN, a battlefield situated in

Culpepjier county, Va. The action took place Aug.
9, 18(>L', lielwe(>n theConfederate !in<l Federal forces.
It resulted in a severe defeat to the I'nion army.
CEDAR RAPIDS, a city of Iowa, on the Cedar

River, 7i) miles southwest of Duliuiiue, at I li(> junc-
tion of thi! Chicago and Northwestern and the Bur-
lington, Cedar Rapids and Northern railroads. It ia

also the terminus of the Dubuque and Southwestern
R. R. The Coe Collegiate Institute is situated here,
and the city contains in addition a high school and
numerous graded public schools. The rapid current
of the river at this point provides ample water-
power for flour mills and various manufactories of
machinery, carriages, and agricultural implements.
Population in 1880, 10,104; 1890, 17,997.
CEDAR SPRINGS, a village of South Carolina,

about ninety miles northwest of Columbia. It is

the seat of the State institution for the deaf, dumb
and blind.

CEDILLA (Sp.,FT. cMUle, It. zedif/lin; from zeta,
the Greek name for r, because it has taken the
place of z in such words as Uczou, modern le(:on ),

a mark placed under the letter c (thus f ), especially
in French and Portuguese, where it is desired to
give c the sound of .<t before the vowels a, o, u.

CEDRELACEyE, a natural order of exogenous
plants, chiefly distinguished by the winged seeds,
numerous in each cell of the fruit, which is a cap-
sule. Most of the trees are valuable for their
timber. To this order belong mahogany, satin-
wood, toon, etc.

CEGLIE, a town in Southern Italy, 21 miles
northeast of Taranto. It has a trade in grain, oil

and fruit. Population, 13,865.

CELAKOVSKY, Franz Ladislacs, Bohemian
poet, and professor of Slav Philosophy, born in
Strakonitz, March 7, 1790, died at Prague, Aug. 5,

1852. His principal works are Kclioes of Jtussian
ai>d Bohemian Folk-simgs (Iti'^S—10), and a cycle of

love-songs and didactic and political poems (1840'

He also translated the works of Herder, Goetht.,
and Scott.

CELAYA, a town in the Mexican State of Guan-
ajuato, situated on the Rio Laja, about 150 miles by
rail northwest of the City of ^Mexico. It has sev-
eral tine plazas, handsome churches, and manufac-
tories of cotton and woolen clothes and saddlery.
CELINA, the county-seat of Mercer co»inty,

Ohio, situated at a railroad junction on the north-
west bank of the Great Reservoir. It has several
churches, banks and two planing-mills.
CELLS. See Bacteria, in these Revisions and

Additions.
CELLULOID, or Parkesine, a substance consist-

ing chiefly of a dried solution of gun-cotton (pyrox-
ylin). A variety of it can be made with pyroxylin
and camphor. It resembles ivory, horn, tortoise-

shell, and hardened India-rubber. The pyroxylin
is prepared by treating cellulose from such veg-
etable materials as cotton, rags, paper-maker's
half-stuff, or paper itself, with a mixture of one
part of strong nitric acid and four parts of strong
sulphuric acid. The distillate obtained by distilling

wood naphtha with chloride of lime is used as a
solvent for the jiyroxylin. When the excess of

solvent is removed from the pyroxylin, it is mixed
with a considerable quantity of castor oil or cotton-
seed oil, and made into a paste between heated roll-

ers. For a hard compound, the quantity of oil

sliould be less Ihan the pyroxylin. In a plastic

condition celluloid can be spread on textile falirics,

or it may be made as hard as ivory, for which it is

largely used as a substitute. Billiard balls, piano
keys, and combs are made of it. It can Ik? colored
to represent amber, tortoise-shell, or malachite. In
imitation of red coral it has been a great deal used
for jewelry.
t'ELLI'LOSE, primarily, the essential constit-

uent of (he framework or wall membrane of all

plant cells. It is a secretion from the contaiiu'd
)irotnplasm, but in the advancing growth of the
plant the walls become incrusted with resin, coloring
matter, etc. It composes the cells of wood as wax
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composes the cells of a honey-comb. It is changed
to glucose by long boiling with dilute sulphuric

acid. A substance resembling parchment is read-

ily obtained by treating unsized paper with cold

sulphuric acid. Cellulose is also said to exist in

the tunics of Ascidia, and in other invertebrates.

It is insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, dilute alki-

lies, and dilute acids. It is remarkable for its in-

solubility, being dissolvable, so far as at present
known, only by an ammoniacal solution of oxide of

copper, from which it may be again precipitated.

It may be bleached by the action of chlorine water.
Skeleton leaves, so often made in phantom bou-
quets, consist of nearly pure cellulose. They are
usually prepared either (a) by boiling the leaves in

a dilute solution of caustic soda, and bleaching
by an immersion in a solution of hypochlorite of

lime; or (b) by suspending the leaves in a
mixture of nitric acid and chlorate of potassa for

several days. It is isomerous with starch in its

composition, and allied to starch, sugar, and inulin.

Cotton, and bleached flax, as well as hemp, are
nearly pure cellulose. "With age it becomes largely
transformed into lignin, suberin, or mucilage. In
some filter paper, notalsly the Swedish, it is in al-

most a chemically pure state. Sugar and gum are
nearly allied to it in composition. When pure it is

fibrous or spongy, white, translucent and often
silky. Under the microscope the fibrous varieties

appear like spun glass. It is tough and extremely,
elastic, with a specific gravity of 1.5.

By dipping paper, or cotton, or linen fabrics in a
copper ammonia solution of cellulose, and then
passing the sheets between rolls, they are rendered
water-proof. Several layers of such sheets of cloth
or fiber pressed together form an artificial wood of

enormous strength. A plastic mass of this mate-
rial can be readily prepared suitable for the manu-
facture of water-pipes, gas-piijes, hats, clothing,

boats, etc.

Cellulose, by reason of its peculiar properties, is

being largely introduced into ship-building, as it is

specially adai^ted for resisting blows, concussions,
or perforations either above or below the water-
line. Its component parts are cai-bon, hydrogen,
and oxygen, and its scientific formula is given as

Cj RH30O15.
The material used for ship protection is usually

made from the ground fiber of the cocoa nut with a
small percentage of original fibers. It is extremely
light, and has the property of rapidly swelling when
wet. A cubic foot weighs about seven and a half

to eight pounds. It is practically free from danger
of fire, burning very slowly, and with great difficul-

ty when compressed. In France exi^erimenis have
been made by firing a ten-inch shot through a
matress of cellulose ; but the fibers came together
and swelled so rapidly that only three and a half
gallons per minute of water passed tlirough the
aperture, and in a short time the aperture was
closed entirely. Cellulose was first used in ship-
building in 1884, but so rapidly did it obtain favor
that in 1890 the French had introduced it into the
construction of some forty vessels of their navy, and
in the same year its use was ordered as a means of

protection in the construction of ships in Russia,
Holland, Japan, and Greece as well as in the Amer-
ican navy. Its cost is about one dollar a cubic
foot, or approaching $350 a ton.
CELT, the name by which certain weapons or

implements of early inhabitants of Western Eu-
rope are known among archaeologists. Celts are
either of stone or bronze.
CEMETERY. See Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 328-32.

CENOTAPH, a monument which does not con-
tain the remains of the deceased. Cenotaphs were

originally erected for those whose bones could not
be found. Latterly, the name was applied to tombs
built by a man during his life-time, for himself and
members of his family,
CENSER, a vase or other sacred vessel used for

burning perfumes. Censers were much used in the
Hebrew service of theTemple. The censer,called also

a thurihlc, is used in the Roman Catholic church at

mass, vespers, and other offices. It is suspended
by chains which are held in the band, and is tossed
in the air, so as to throw the smoke of the incense
in all directions.

CENSUS. See Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 334-40.

CENT, the one hundredth part of a dollar. The
Dutch cent is a copper coin. In the United States
it is a coin of copper or copper and nickel, and is

nearly equal to an English half-penny.
CENTAUREA, a genus of plants of the natural

order Compositre, sub-order Ct/naracen; containing
numerous species of annual and perennial herba-
ceous plants, chiefly natives of temperate and cold
regions. The corn-blue-bottle (C. cyanns), common
in flower gardens, has flowers variously modified
by cultivation. The generic name has its origin in

an ancient legend concerning the cure of a centaur
by one of these species.

CENTAURUS, the Centaur, a constellation in

the Southern hemisphere, represented by a form
half man and half horse. The stars in this constel-

lation are 37 in number. See Britannica, Vol. II,

p. 817.

CENTAURY, a genus of plants with pink or rose-

colored flowers, of the natural order Gentianex,
chiefly natives of the temperate parts of Europe
and Asia. The American centaury (Sabbatia angu-
hiris) is extensively distributed throughout the
United States and Canada.
CENTENARY, consisting of a hundred (Latin

centum); a period of a hundred years, a term now
us ally employed to signify a commemoration of

nn event, as the birth of a great man ; as, the cen-
i nary of Burns's birth, celebrated in 1859; the
bi-centenary of Pope in 1888; the centenary of •

American Independence in 1876.

CENTERING, the framework upon which an
arch, or vault of stone, brick, or iron is supported
during its construction. The simplest form of cen-
tering is that used by masons and bricklayers for

the arches of common windows and doors. This is

merely a deal-board of the required shape, upon
whose curved edge the bricks or stones of the arch
are supported until they are keyed in. In building
bridges or other structures where arches of great
span are to be constructed, the centering is usually
made of framed timbers, or timbers and iron com-
bined.
CENTNER, in metallurgy, a weight of 100

lbs. ; the pound is divided into thirty-two parts, or
half-ounces, the half-ounce into two quarters, and
each of these into two drams. In many European
countries centner is a common name for a hundred-
weight, but the centner of Germany, Austria, Swe-
den, Denmark, and Switzerland is now fixed at 50
kilos, or 110.23 pounds avoirdupois. The cental (100
pounds) of the United States and Great Britain is

often called centner.
CENTOFANI, Silvestro, an eminent Italian

writer, born near Pisa in 1794, died in 1880. He
wrote several valuable works on philosophy and
literarv historv.

CENTRAL CITY, the county-seat of Gilpin coun-
ty, Colo., situated on a railroad among the Rocky
Mountains. It has a fine school, and its prosperity
is due to the gold mines in the vicinity.
CENTRAL FALLS, a village of Rhode Island,

situated on the Blackstone River, about five miles

^
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north of Providence. It contains a variety of im-

portant manufacturing and other industries.

CENTRALIA, a city and railroad junction of

Marion county, Illinois. The Illinois Central 11. R.

Company has its machine shops here ; there are

also various manufactories. The fair grounds of

Southern Illinois are located at Centralia.
CENTRALIZATION, a term which has come into

general use for expressing a tendency to adminis-
ter by the central government matters which would
otherwise be under local management. The cen-

tralizing tendency has been a feature in most of

the grea . states recorded in history. The Roman
Empire w; s one of the most remarkable instances
of centralization the world has ever seen.

CENTRAL FORCES, forces whose action is to

cause a moving body to tend towards a fixed point
called the center of force. By Newton's first law
of motion, we know that every body continues in

its state of rest or of uniform motion in a straight

line except in so far as it is compelled by forces to

change that state. From this we learn that, if the
Bpeed of a body changes, or if the line of motion bo
not straight, whether the speed be unaltered or

not, some force must be acting. In the latter case
the forces acting are called central forces.

CENTER OF GYRATION, the point at which, if

the whole mass of a body rotating round an axis or

point of suspension were collected, a given force

applied would produce the same angular velocity as

it would if applied at the same point to the body
itself.

CENTER OF MAGNITUDE, or Figure, the point
on which plane figures and curved surfaces would
balance themselves, supposing their areas to have
weight.
CIONTER OF PERCUSSION. If a body receive

a blow which makes it begin to rotate about a fixed

axis without causing any pressure on the axis, tlie

point in which the direction of the blow intersects

the plane in which the fixed axis and the center of

inertia lie is called the center of percussion. It is

easily proven to be the same as the center of oscil-

lation.

CENTER OF POPULATION. See Populatio.v,
in these Revisions and Additions.
CENTER OF PRESSURE of any surface im-

mersed in a fluid is the point in which the resultant
of the pressures of the fluid on the several points

meets the surface. When the bottom of a vessel
containing fluid, or when a plane immersed in fluid,

is horizontal, the pressure on every point of it is

the same, being that due to the weight of I ho col-

umn of fluid standing above the bottom or i)lane.

CENTREVILLE, a city and railroad junction,
also the county-seat of Appanoose county, Iowa.
It has several manufactories, and a handsome
court-house ; a stratum of fine coal underlies the
town.
CENTREVILLE, a railroad town and the county-

scat of Queen Anne Co., Md. It has a foundry, a fine

academy, and is situated in a peach-growing seel ion.

CENTRIFUGAL and CENTRIPETAL are terms
used in botany to designate two dilTerent kinds
of leaf development or inflorescence, the former
term being applied when the development pro-

ceeds from the apex toward the base of the axis or
leaf, and the latter when it is from the base u|)-

wards towards the apex.
CEIMIAI.OPTERA, a genus of cartilaginous

fishes of the Ray family, the type of the subfainily
Crplialiipliiid.r. .Vmong this genus is tlio devil-fish

of the .'\merican sens.

CEI'IIKUS, a northern constellation contninlnp
36 stars, the brightest being of the third magni-
tude.

CERAMBYX, a genus of coleopterous insects,

included among those which, on account of the

length of their antennae, are usually known as long-

horned beetles. To this tribe belong the musk-
beetle, remarkable for its strong and agreeable
odor.
CERAMIACE^IC, a sub-order oi Alga;, consisting of

seaweeds of a rose or purplish color. Many of them
are delicate and beautiful. A considerable number
furnish an agreeable article of food, as Irish moss,

and possibly tlie ediltle birds' nests of the East are

made of them.
CERAMIC, a term used to designate the depart-

ment of plastic art which comprises all objects

made of clay, such as vases, cups, bassi-relievi, and
the like. See Pottery, Britannica, Vol. XIX, p.

600.

CERASTES, or IIonNEo Viper, a genus of ser-

pents of the family Viperidx, natives of Africa and
India, having a scale above each eyelid developed
into a spine or horn of considerable length. The
tail is distinct from the body. Cerastes vulgaris of

Northern Africa is a species which was known to the

ancients, and is very venomous.
CERATE, a compound of wax with other oily

and medicinal substances, in such proportions as to

have the consistence of an ointment. Simple cerate

is made by melting together equal parts of white
wax and olive-oil.

CERATITES, a genus of Amm<mit!d:c, peculiar to,

and characteristic of, the Trias, distinguished from
the other members of the family by having the

lobes of the sutures serrated, while the intervening

curves directed toward the aperture are simple.

CERCARIA, a name formerly given to a sup-

posed genus of Enloziia, but now generally known
to be the young of trcmalode worms. These crea-

tures consist of an oval body with a thread-like

tail, and swim about with great activity, but ex-

hibit a strong instinctive propensity to penetrate

into the soft bodies of insect larvin', by means of

a spine-like weapon projecting from their head.

Within the body which it enters, the cercaria loses

all its spines, becomes encysted, and awaits its

passive migration into an animal of higher kind,

there to become a trematode worm.
CERCEL^E, or Receuei.ei: : in heraldry, a cross,

circling or curling at the ends, like a ram's horn.

CERCOCEBUS, a genus of monkeys, natives of

Asia and Africa, of the family CipiopilliecKS. They
have large cheek-pouches, large callosities, and
long tails. Some of the species of this genus are

remarkable for their suppleness and agility.

CERDOCYON, a genus of CVuoV/.r, apparently in-

termediate between dogs and foxes, natives of

South America. Their aspect is tlioroughly vul-

pine, as are also their manners. Some of them add

to the dispositions of ordinary foxes a singular

propensity to steal and secrete brilliant and gaudy
objects. Some are natives of the coldest parts of

South America, and have a rich fur.

CERE.V, a town of North Italy, about nineteen

miles soul heast of Verona. Ponulation. H.iKW.

CEREALS, seeds, or any other grains used as

food. The principal cereals are wheat, rye, oats,

corn, buckwheat, rice. etc. See those topics in tlie

several vohiines of this work.
CEREBR ATH)N, l'x( onsciois, a principle of

net ion of the brain exnoiinded by Dr. Carpenter in

the fourth edition of liis lliiimin I'hiisiiilngii. pub-

lished In IS.")."?. The doctrine is the same as that of

'•latent thought," previously expounded In lectures

by Sir \V. Ilaiiillton. The doctrine of unconscious

cerebration as stated by Carpenter, Lnycock, and

others liolds that as there can be no doubt that

molecular changes in the cerebrum acconi|)any all
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our conscious mental processes, so similar changes
may go on in tlio cerebrum without any conscious-

ness on our part until the complete mental result

is presented. It is based on the every-day experi-

ence that after one has been vainly trying to re-

call some name or incident, it will suddenly flash

into the mind when one is thinking of some en-
tirely different subject. According to Carpenter
the cerebrum put in action by our consciousness
has gone on working automatically but uncon-
sciously, until the processes accompanying the
mental operation of remembering the name or in-

cident have been completed.
CEREBRINE, or Cerebric Acid, an organic

acid of very complex composition, found in the
liver, blood and nerves, but especially in the brain
of animals.
CEREMONIES, Master op the; specifically, an

officer of the royal household of England, who re-

ceives ambassadors and dignitaries. The name
came to be used for the supreme authority on eti-

quette at public assemblies at Bath and elsewhere,
and is now popularly applied to any person who
regulates the forms to be observed by the company
on a pulilio occasion.
CEREMONY, almost any act, when performed

in a regular, orderly, and formal manner, and
when viewed not with reference to its object, but
to the mode of its performance.
CEREOPSIS, a genus of birds of the family Anu-

tidic, to which the New Holland goose belongs.
They are natives of Australia, and are so named
from the remarkable size of their cere.

CERES, a planetoid discovered by Piazzi at Pa-
lermo, Sicily, on the first day of the present century.
It is the first discovered, and its magnitude is less

than that of the moon. It presents the appearance
of a star between the seventh and eighth magni-
tudes. See Britannica, Vol, II, p. 806.

CERITHIUM, a genus and the type of a family,
Cerithiadse, of gasteropodous mollusca of the order
Pectinibranchiata. The species are very numerous.
Some are found in lakes and rivers, some in tem-
perate climates, but most of them are tropical, and
abound particularly in swamps.
CEROSTROTUM, or Cestrotum, a species of en-

caustic painting upon horn or ivory, the lines of
the design being burned in with the cestrum, or
burning needle, and wax introduced in the furrows
thus made.
CERRO GORDO, a plateau in Mexico, the most

easterly on the route from Vera Cruz to the capital.

Here April 18, 1847, the United States troops to-

tally defeated the Mexicans.
CERRO LARGO, a department in the northeast

of Uruguay, well watered, with large savannas
and extensive forests. Area, 5,735 square miles

;

population, 36,000, chiefly engaged in cattle-raising.

Capital, Cerro Largo, or Melo. Population, 5,000.

CERTHIAD.E, a family of birds, placed in the
Insessores and tribe Tenuirostres.' They live usually
on the trunks and branches of trees, feeding on in-

sects. The wall-creepers, and some others forming
the genus Certhia are regarded as exhibiting the
type of the family.
CERTIFICATE, in the law of England and of

the United States, a written statement by a person
having a puljlic or official status concerning some
matter within his knowledge and authority. In
the United States, the word is commonly applied
to any formal statement made by a public servant
in the execution of his duty, as by a collector of

taxes, a postmaster, etc.

CERTIFICATION, in the law of Scotland, the
judicial assurance given to a party of the course to
be followed by the judge in case he disobeys the

will of a summons, or other writ or order of the
court.
CERTIORARI, the writ by which causes are re-

moved from inferior courts of record into the
higher or appellate court. Such removal is either
before or after judgment in the inferior court. In
the United States, certiorari is generally provided
for by statute ; but where no such provision is made,
or no other mode of review of the proceedings of
an inferior court has been provided by statute, any
superior court exercising common-law jurisdiction
has an inherent right to issue this writ.
CERTOSA DI PAVIA, La, one of the most cele-

brated monasteries, situated in the neighborhood
of Pavia. It was founded in 1396 by Giovanni
Galeazzo Visconti, first Duke of Milan, to appease
his conscience for the murder of his uncle. The
cliurch is a splendid structure in the form of a
Latin cross.

CERUMEN, a wax-like substance secreted by
certain plands lying in the external auditory canal,
or the passage that leads from the external opening
of the ear to the membrane of the tympanum. It
acts as a lubricant. It possesses a peculiarly bit-
ter taste, which is supposed to prevent insects from
entering the auditory canal. It is popularly known
as ear-wax.
CERVERA, a town of Spain, in the province of

Barcelona, 28 miles east of the city of Lerida. It has
manufactories of linen, woolen and cotton fabrics.
Population, 5,300.

CEEVIN MONT, a mountain of the Pennine
Alps, about 40 miles northeast of Mont Blanc.
Above an unbroken glacier line, 11,000 feet high, it

rises in an inaccessible obelisk of rock, more than
3,000 feet higher. The total elevation of the moun-
tain is 14,863 feet. The Col of Mont Cervin, used
as a passage for horses and mules, has an elevation
of 10,938 feet.

CERVINARA, a town of Italy, in the province of
Principato Ultra, V2 miles northwest of Avellino.
It has a trade in the produce of the district. Pop-
ulation, 6,328.

CESNOLA, LuiGi Palma di, archfeologist, born
near Turin, Italy, July 29, 1832. He served in the
Sardinian army in 1849, in the Crimean war, and
on the Union side in the American civil war, at-
taining the rank of colonel. He was afterwards
appointed United States consul to Cyprus, where
he made extensive collections of antiquities. These
became the property of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art (New York city) in 1873. On his return from
Cyprus Col. Cesnola was appointed director of the
museum. He has written a work entitled Re-
searches and Discoveries in Cyprus.
CESSIO BONORUM, a process which the law of

Scotland borrowed from that of Rome, and which
also appears in most of the continental systems.
On mailing a surrender of his estate to his credit-
ors, the debtor was granted a judicial protection
from imprisonment in respect of all debts then due
by him.
CESTIUS, Pyramid op, a Roman monument of

the Augustan age, situated close to the Porta San
Paolo, partly within the walls of Aurelian. It is in
the immediate vicinity of the cemetery where
Protestants dying in Rome are buried. The pyra-
mid is 125 feet high, 100 feet in width at the base,
and the walls are 25 feet thick.
CESTRUM, the style or spatula used by the an-

cients in encaustic painting in wax and ivory.
CESTUS, a girdle worn by Greek and Roman

women. The cestus of Venus was decorated with
beautiful representations, and everything that could
awaken love. Cestus, or more correctly aestiis, is

also the name given to a sort of boxing-glove worn
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by the Greek and Roman pugilists. It was at lirst

a mere leathern thong or bandage to strengthen

the fist ; but afterwards it was covered with knots

and nails, and loaded with lead and iron, to in-

crease the force of the blow.
CETEOSAURUS, or Cetiosaurus, a genus of

large dinosaurian reptiles belonging to the Jurassic

system. The species attained a length of 60 or 60

feet, and were probably not less than 10 feet in

height and of a bulk in proportion. They appear to

have frequented the marshes and river-sides of the

period, and to have been vegetable-feeders.

CETEWAYO, or Cetshw.wo. See under Zulu-
LAXD, Britannica, Vol. XXIV, pp. 827-29.

CETOTOLITES, a name given to fossil cetacean
teeth and ear-bones, which occur in great abund-
ance in the red crag of Suffolk, a member of tlie

Pleiocene period. Superphosphate manures have
been manufactured from it on an extensive scale.

CETRARO, a town of Italy in the province of

Cosenza, situated on the Mediterranean. It has
anchovy fisheries. Population, about 3,000.

CEYLON. See Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 359-70.

The latest official returns (1891) give the area as

25,365 square miles; population, 2,850,000. The
capital, Colombo, has a population of 120,000.- Un-
til recently the chief production for export has
been coffee ; but now more attention is paid to tea,

cinchona, cocoanut and other palms. There are
182 miles of railway in operation. The total public

revenue for 1889 was 15,299,877 rupees, and the total

expenditures 14,906,281 rs. On January 1,1890, the
public debt of the colony amounted to $11,048,635.

This debt was incurred entirely for public works,
including 182 miles of railway, the Colombo break-
water, and the Colombo water-works. There are
under cultivation 1,944,215 acres, of which 715,647

are devoted to rice and other grains; 71,554 to

coffee ; 207,413 to tea ; 056,766 to cocoanut palms

;

39,486 to Palmyra palms; 30,083 to cinchona; 17,433

to tobacco ; 37,331 to cinnamon ; and 716,000 un-
der pasture. The live-stock of the island in 1889
included 5,891 horses, 1,037,216 cattle, 116,202 goats,
and 75,375 sheep. Plumbago is a valuable mining
product, and in 1889 there were 753 plumbago mines.
The declared value of the imports during 1889 was
60,695,135 rs.; and of the exports, 4(>,924,505 rs.

CEZIJMBRA, a town of Portugal, in the province
of Estremadura, on a bay of the Atlantic, about 18

miles south of Lisbon. It has active fisheries. Pop-
ulation, 5,000.

CHABAS, Francois, French Egyptologist, born
Jan. 2, 1817, at Brian<;on, died at Versailles, May 17,

1882. At first engaged in commerce, he found time
to become a linguist; but it was not until 1851 that
he devoted liiinself to the study of hieroglyphics. The
first results of his studies appeared in 1856, followed
by a series of invaluable books and papers on two
important periods of ancient Egyptian history—tlie

conquest of the country by the Hyksos, and the
time of their expulsion. Among the more im-
portant of his many books arc : Lfs Pasteurs en

Ajyple (IS08); Ilistoirc (if la XIX Diptastie el Spe-

cialemenl des Temps de VE.rode (1873), and Eludes sur

VAnliquili IliMorique d' Apres les Sources Egiiptiennea

(2d ed., 1873). From 1873 to 1877 he edited "L'ligypt-
ologie."
CHACONNE, an old dance, probably of Spanish

or Moorish origin. The movement is slow, and the
music a series of variations on a ground bass of

eight bars' length.
CHAD, St., born in Xorthumbria; l)ecame a pupil

of St. AifliUi, spent |)art of his youth in Ireland, and
in 066 became bishop of York. J)oul)t having been
cast on the validity of his consecration, he with-

drew in 669, but was immediately made bishop of
Mercia, fixing the see at Lichfield. He died in 672,
after a life eminent for humility and sanctity.
CHADBOURNE, Paul Ansel, educator, born in

North Berwick, Me., Oct. 21, 1823, died in New York
city, Feb. 23,1883. He graduated at Williams College
in 1848, and studied theology. He subsequently en-
gaged in teaching, and was tutor at Williams in 1851.
In 1863 he was licensed to preach, and in the same
year was called to the chair of Chemistry and Bot-
any at Williams; and when chosen to a similar
chair in Boudoin, he performed the duties of both
positions, and held two professorships in medical
schools at the same time. He lectured at several
colleges and institutes, and conducted scientific ex-
peditions of Williams students to Newfoundland in
1855, to Florida in 1857, to Northern Europe and Ice-
land in 1859, and to Greenland in 1861. In 1857 he
became president of the State Agricultural College
of Massachusetts, and from 1867 to 1870 was presi-
dent of Wisconsin University. In 1872 he was
chosen president of Williams College, and the fol-

lowing year he again became president of the
Massachusetts Agricultural College. He was a re-
markable business man, took considerable part in
politics, and was the author of several works, among
which are : Natural Theology; Instincl in Man and
Animals; and Hope of the Riqhteoua. He edited
" Public Service of the State of Now York."
CHADWICK, Edwix, K. C. B., a social reformer,

born at Manchester, Eng., Jan. 24, 1801, died July
5, 1890. He studied law, and was called to the bar
in 1830. He early devoted his attention to ques-
tions of social, sanitary and political science, and
was by Lord Grey's government appointed an as-
sistant commissioner to inquire into the operation
of the i)oor-laws. His report, published in 1833,
commanded great attention, and laid the founda-
tion of the later systems of government inspection.
His report on interments in towns (1843) laid the
foundation of later legislation on the subject. He
took great interest in promoting competitive ex-
aminations for government offices, and in almost
all questions of social economy, and was an active
member of the Social Science Association.
CHADWICK, JouN White, clergyman, born in

Marblehead, :Mass., Oct. 19, 1840. He graduated in

1864 from the Harvard Divinity School, was chosen
to the pastorate of the Second Unitarian church, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., and became widely known for the
radical doctrines jireached by liim, and his articles
contributed to Unitarian periodicals. In the list of

his published works are: Life of N. A. Staples; A
Book of Poems; Tlie Bible of To-day; The Man Jesus;
and A Diirituj Faith.

CH-ICTODOX, a typical genus of a family of bony
fishes, known as scjuamipennes. They are tropical
fishes, abounding near coral reefs and are beauti-
fully colored. About seventy species are found in
the tropical Atlantic and Indo-Pacific waters. It

has one dorsal fin and a moderately long snout,
which in some species is u.'iod to draw animals from
their crevices. It often gets false credit for catch-
ing insects by spouting water. The archer-fish is an
allied genus.
CHAFER, a common name for beetles or cole-

opterous insects, which, either in the perfect or
larval state, are destructive to plants, particularly
those which devour the wood, bark or roots of

trees. The word chafer is seldom used alone, but
generally with some prefix, as rose-chafer, bark-
chafer, etc.

CHAFFEE, Jt:iioME Bi'NTV, Senator, born in Niag-
ara county, N.Y., .\pril 17, 1825, (lied in Salem Centre
Westchester county, N. Y., March 9, [."vSri. He lived

iu New York State for about twenty years, removal
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to Michigan, to St. Joseph, Mo., and .in 1859 became
one of the first settlers in Denver, Colo. Mining
ventures brought him wealth, and he was promi-

nent in organizing the territory. lie represented

it in Congress in 1876, and when it attained state-

hood he sat for it in the United States Senate. He
was an Independent Republican, and chairman of

the Republican national committee in 1884.

CHAGNY, an imiwrtant railway junction and
commercial center in the French department of

Saone-et-Loire, on the Canal-du-Centre, 32 miles
south of Dijon. As the key of the roads to the Loire
district, it has been strongly fortified. Population,

4,291.

CHAGRIN FALLS, a village of Cuyahoga county,
Ohio, on the Chagrin River. It has iron foundries,

and various mills, where water-power is applied. It

has good flagstone quarries.
CHAI^f, in surveying, a measure 22 yards long,

composed of 100 iron links.

CHAIX-MAIL, or Cu-mn-Akmok, an armor much
used in the 12th and 13th centuries. It consisted of

hammered iron links connected into the form of a
garment. Such armor was much more flexible and
convenient to the wearer than one formed of steel

or brass plates, but was less fitted to bear the thrust
of the lance.
CHAIN-SHOT, destructive missiles formerly

used in naval vv-arfare. They consisted of two balls

connected by a piece of chain eight or ten inches in

length, and were flred collectively from the gun.
The chain enabled the balls to catch and destroy
objects which otherwise might have escaped.
CHAINS, on shipboard, strong iron links or

plates bolted at the lower end to the ship-timbers,

and having a block or dcad-ryc at the upper end.
Their purpose is to fasten down the shrouds tightly.

CHAIRS. See Furniture, Britannica, Vol. IX,
pp. 849-50.

CHALAZA, in botany, a membrane which unites
the nucleus and integuments at the base of an
ovule. It is traversed by vessels which supply
nourishment to the ovule. The cords which bind
the yolk-bag of an egg to the lining membrane at

the two ends of the shell, and keep it near the
middle as it floats in the albumen, are also called

chalazsc.

CHALCEDONY, a variety of quartz which con-
stitutes the principal part of many agates, and is

generally translucent. It is much used in jewelry
and ornaments of all sorts. It occurs in old lavas
and trap-rocks, and is found in all parts of the
world where these exist. See Britannica, Vol. I, p.

277 ; Vol. XVI, p. 3S9
; Vol. XVII, p. 776.

CHALCEDONYX, a name given to agates formed
of cacholong, or a white opaque chalcedony, alter-

nating with a grayish translucent chalcedony.
CHALCHIHUITL, the Indian name of a bluish-

green stone, taken from a quarry near Santa F6,
and by some regarded as a species of turquoise,

by others identified with jade. It was valued
above gold by the ancient Mexicans, who fashioned
it into beads and ornaments.
CHALCIDID^E, a small family c" short-tongued

lizards, natives of tropical America. See Britannica,
Vol. XIV, p. 73.3.

CHALCOGRAPHY, a pedantic term used to sig-

nify engraving on copper.
CHALDER, an old Scotch dry measure contain-

ing nearly 12 quarters Winchester measure, or 16
bolls.

CHALDRON, a measure formerly used in Eng-
land for selling coal. It contained 36 heaped
oushels.
CHALET, the French-Swiss name for the wooden

hut of the Swiss herdsmen on the mountains. The

term is also extended to Swiss dwelling-houses gen-
erally, and to picturesque and ornate villas built in

imitation of them.
CHALEUlt BAY, an inlet of the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, Canada, having Quebec on the north
and New iJrunsvvick on the south. It measures 90
miles from east to west, is everywhere deep and well
sheltered, and is much frequented for its mackerel
fisheries.

CHALICE, an ancient name for an ordinary
drinking-cup, but now only applied to the cup in

which the wine of the holy sacrament is adminis-
tered. Chalices are commonly made of silver, but
it is not unusual for them to be of gold, or gilt and
jeweled.
CHALKING THE DOOR, a mode of warning

tenants to remove from burghal tenements, long
known and still in use in Scotland. A burgh-officer,

in presence of witnesses, chalks the most patent
door forty days before Whitsunday, having made
out an execution of "chalking," which must be sub-
scribed by himself and two witnesses. The execu-
tion of chalking is a warrant under which decree of

removal will be pronounced by the burgh court, in

virtue of which the tenant may be ejected on the
expiration of a charge of six days.
CHALKY ISLAND, in New Zealand, near the

south extremity of Middle Island. It takes its

name from being composed of a mass of white lime-
stone.
CHALYBjEUS, a genus of birds remarkable for

the brilliancy of their plumage. They are natives
of New Guinea.
CHALYBEATE WATERS, waters which contain

a considerable proportion of iron in solution.

CHAJI, the pseudonym assumed by the carica-

turist Am6dee de J\o6 (1819-79), born at Paris in

1819. He studied art under Delaroche, and soon ac-

quired a great reputation as a skillful and witty
delineator of the humorous side of Parisian life. In
1834 he began his famous connection with the
"Charivari," in which paper and in the "Journal
des Pelerinages " he continued to delight his fel-

low-citizens until close upon his death in 1879.

CHAIMA, a genus of bivalve mollusks, found only
in the seas of warm climates. The shell is gen-
erally thick, and is foliated with leaf-like projec-

tions.

CHAMyEROPS, a genus of palms with fan-shaped
leaves, less exclusively tropical than palms in

general. Its leaves are employed for various useful
purposes, as for thatching, hats, cordage, chair-bot-

toms, brooms, pasteboard, paper, etc. See Britan-
nica, Vol. XVIII, pp. 189-90.

CHAMALARI, a peak of the Himalayas, 23,944

feet high, between Thibet and Bhutan, 140 miles east
of Mount Everest.
CHAMBERLAIN, a thriving city of South Da-

kota, county-seat of Brul6 county, situated on the
left bank of the Missouri River, in the midst of a
fertile and well-settled district. It is an important
center of trade and transportation.
CHAMBERLAIN, Daniel Henry, a governor of

South Carolina, born in West Brookfleld, Mass.,
June 23, 1835; graduated at Yale in 1862, and the
Harvard law-school in 1863. The following year as
lieutenant of a ^lassachusetts colored regiment he
entered the army, serving in several of the Southern
States. He engaged in cotton-planting in South
Carolina after the war; was appointed delegate to

the constitutional convention of 1868, and elected
attorney-general of the State. In 1874 the Repub-
licans elected him to the office of governor, and in

1876 he was reelected, but the result was opposed
and questioned by the friends of the defeated can-
didate, Wade Hampton, and after holding office for
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fcuree months Gov. Chamberlain resigned and
went to New York city, where he resumed his legal

work.
CHAMBKRLAIN, the Right Hon. Joseph, :M.

P., born in London in July, 1836, and educated at

University College. He joined the iirm of Xettle-
fold, screw-makers of Birmingham, and for many
j-ears devoted himself almost entirely to business.

Elected mayor of Birmingham in 1873, reelected in

1874 and again in 1875, his term of office was re-

markable for the expeditious dispatch of corporate
business. About this period his name was brought
prominently before the public by several articles

written by him for the "Fortnightly Heview," in

which he expressed very advanced political and edu-
cational views. In 1876 Mr. Chamberlain was elected
M. P. for Birmingham without opposition, and from
that date his career is to be traced in Parliament
and on the public platform. On the return of the Lib-
erals to power in 1880 he was appointed president
of the Board of Trade, with a seat in the cabinet.
His influence as a political leader increased rapidly
outside the House, and on his exit from office in

188-5 he was elected for the western division of

Birmingham, and held the office of president of the
Local Government Board until his divergence of

views on the Irish policy of Mr. Gladstone caused
his resignation (March, ISSii). He was subse-
quently appointed British commissioner to the
Conference at AVashingtou for tlie settlement of

the fishery disputes between Canada and the
United States. He revisited the United States on
the occasion of his marriage with Jliss Endicott
(Nov. 15, 1888). His speech in the House of Com-
mons in February, 1890, on free education was the
subject of much comment.
CHAMBERLAIN, Joshua L-Vwrexce, soldier and

educator, born in Brewer, Me., Sept. 8, 1S2S. He
graduated at Bowdoin in 1852, and at Bangor theo-
logical seminary three years later. From 185G to

1805 he held professorships in Bowdoin College with
the exception of the time of the civil war, during
which he served gallantly, being several times
wounded, and was brevetted major-general. He was
elected governor of Maine in I.siiii, and served till

1871, being then chosen president of Bowdoin Col-
lege ; this office he held till 1883. In 1876 he was
elected major-general of the State wiilitia.

CHAMBERS, Ch.\ri,es Julius, author, born at
Bellefontaine, Ohio, Nov. 21, 1850, graduated at
Cornell in 1870; became special correspondent in

the West Indies, Europe, Canada and the United
States for the "New York Herald," eijuipiied a
canoe expedition to Lake Itasca in ]S72,andin 1875
simulated insanity, and was incarcerated for seve-
ral weeks in an insane asylum for the jnirpose of

ascertaining how such people are treated. He is a
contributor to current literature, and has published
A Mail World; On a Manjiii; and Lovers Four and
Maidi'iiit Firr,
CHAMBERS, Tai.hot Wilson, Reformed Dutch

clergyman, born in Carlisle, Feb. 25, ]81!i,graduatcd
at Rutgers in 1834 and studied theology. I>eing

licensed to preacli in 1S38, and ordained to tlii' pas-
torate of the 2d Reformed Uiitcli church in Somer-
ville, N. J. In 1.H50 lie became pastor of the Colle-

giate Dutch church of New York city. He was on
tliH American committee which revised the Old
Testament.
CHA.Ml'.KRS, William, LL.D. (ISO(Vs:{), piib-

lislier, born .\pril lii, 1800, at Peebles. He received
a fair elementary education, but owing to his fath-

er's misfortune his schooling terminated with his

13th year. The family migrated to Ediiibiifgli in

1813, and nexl year William was a|)prenliceri to

a book-seller. When his live years were up he

started business in a humble way for himself. Be-
tween 1S25 and 1830 he wrote the Booh oj Scollui"!,
and in conjunction with his brother Robert a Gaz-
etteer of Scotland. His experience gained as a
book-seller and printer resulted in the founding of
"Chambers's Edinburgh Journal" in 1S32. This
was about six weeks in advance of the " Penny
Magazine," and may be considered the pioneer of
that class of cheap and popular periodicals, of a-

wholesome kind now so generally ailTused. At the
end of the 14th number he united with his brother
Robert in founding the business of William and
Robert Chambers, in which they were associated
in writing, editing, printing and publishing. W. &
R. Chambers issued a series of works designed for

popular instruction, including, besides the " Jour-
nal,"/n/o?-7Ha(jo»/oc Hie People, two volumes; the
"Educational Course" series; Cyclopa'dia of English
Literature, two vols. ; Miscellanij oJ Useful and Enter-
taininij TraetK, 20 vols. ; Papers for the People, 12
vols.; Siud the Encyelopxdia, 10 vols. (1859-68; new
edition, 1S88-92.)
In 1859 William founded and endowed an institu-

tion in his native town for purposes of social im-
provement. Twice elected Lord Provost of Edin-
burgh he occupied that office for four years, during
which he promoted several important public acts,

including one for the improvement of the older part;

of the city, which has resulted in a great diminution
of the death-rate. He also carried out at his own cost
a thorough restoration of St. Giles's Cathedral. He
died May 20, 1883. having shortly before received
the offer of a baronetcy., llewas made LL.D. of Ed-
inburgh in 1872. A statue has been erected to his

memory in Edinburgh. Besides many contribu-
tions to the "Journal," he was author and editor of

various volumes, and wrote the l'ou(/i.s' Companion
and Counsellor. Ailie Gilroij, Stories ofRemarkable Per~
sons, and Historical Sketch of St. Giles's Cathedral.

CHAMBERS, private rooms attached to most of
the courts in which the judges and chief clerks

transact a large amount of judicial business. Coun-
sel attend in chambers only in important mat-
ters.

CHAMBERSBURG, a town of New Jersey, a sub-
urb of Trenton. It is the seat of an academy, a
hosjiital, and a convent.
CHAMBERSBURG, a town of Pennsylvania,

county-seat of Franklin county, situated on the
east bank of the Conecocheague Creek, about 50
miles west of Harrisburg. It is the seat of Wilson
College, and of a great variety of manufacturing
industries.
CHAMBERTIN, a famous red Burgundy wine

obtained from a vineyard in the French depart-
ment of Cote-d'Or, seven miles south of Dijon. It

ranks among the chief red wines of the world.
(JIIAMBORD, Hexui CoMTE de, born in Paris in

1820, died 1883. See Britannica, Vol. IX, p. ti20.

CHAMBRE ARDENTE (fiery chamber), a name
given at different times in France to an extraordi-

nary court of justice, probably on account of the
severity of the punishments which it awarded, the
most common being that of death by fire. In 1535

Francis I established an inquisitorial tribunal

and a chambre ardente. Both were intended for

the extirpation of heresy. The former searched
out cases of heresy and instructed the processes,

while the latter both pronounced and executed the

final judgment.
CIIAMKT-EON, a southern constellation within

the antarctic i)olar circle, containing nine stars.

CIlAMI'ERlNti, in architecture, an nngli- which
is slightly pared off is said to be chninfered,

t'hnmfers' in <?othic architecture have freijuently

ornaineutal terminations of various kinds.
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CHA?.10ND, St., a town of France, in the depart-
ment of Loire. It is well built, has extensive man-
ufactories of ribbons and stay-laces; also several
silk mills, numerous iron furnaces and foundries.
Population, 13,482.

CHA-MOI^EKIL, a lake of Ladakh, or Middle
Thibet. It lies at a height of 15,000 feet above the
sea, on the plateau bet^veen the upper waters of the
Sutlej and of the Indus, girt by mountains which
rise 5,000 feet above its own level.

CHAMPAC, or Cii.vmpak, an Indian tree, Michelia
champaca. natural order Maynoliarj'ic, possessing
great beauty botli of foliage and flowers, and held in
high esteem by Brahmans and Buddhists. It is

planted about their temples, and images of Buddha
are made of its wood. Its beautiful yellow flowers
and their sweet perfume are much celebrated in
the poetry of the Hindoos. The timber of this and
•other species is useful and fragrant, and the bark
and root are employed in native medicine.
CHAMPAIGN, a city and railroad center of Cham-

paign county. 111.. 128 miles south-west of Chicago,
in the midst of a rich agricultural region. It has
a pretty park of 10 acres, and a young ladies' semi-
nary. Pod. in 1890: city, 5,839; township, 6,619.
CHAMPARTY, or Champerty (a Norman-

French word, derived from champipars): in law,
a bargain wherel)y the one party is to assist the
other in recovering property, and is to share in the
proceeds. All such bargains are illegal, and there-
fore null and void. More particularly, an agree-
ment to advance funds or supply evidence or pro-
fessional assistance, for rejnuneration contingent
on success, and proportional to, or to be paid out of,

property recovered, is illegal ; so is a purchase by
s.n attorney from his client of the subject-matter o'f

a pending suit ; so is every such purchase if the
real object is only to enable the purchaser to main-
tain the suit. A man may, however, lawfully sell

evidence, and may lawfully purchase an interest in
property, though adverse claims exist which make
litigation necessary for realizing that interest.
CHAMPFLEURY, the assumed name of Jules

Fleury-Husson, French author, born at Laon, Sept.
10, 1821. In a number of early pieces for the thea-
ter, as well as later romances, he has achieved
some distinction as a realistic writer. Works of
greater value, however, are those on the history of
caricature, of literature, and of art, from 1825 to 1840,
and his BihJioqraphie Ceramique (1882).
CHAMPION. In the judicial combats of the

Middle Ages women, children, priests and aged per-
sons were allowed to appear in the lists by a repre-
sentative, and such hired combatant was called a
champion (see Britannica, Vol. XVII, p. 820). In
the age of chivalry, it signified a knight who
entered the lists on behalf of any one incapable of
self-defense. In England the crown had its cham-
pion, who, mounted on horse back and armed to
the teeth, challenged, at every coronation at AVest-
minster, all who should deny the king to be the
lawful sovereign.
CHAMPION HILLS, Hinds county, Miss., the

scene of a severe conflict between General Grant's
army and the Confederates under General Pember-
ton. It was fought May 16, 1863, and is sometimes
called the battle of Baker's Creek.
CHAMPLAIN. in American geology, a term orig-

inally applied to a portion of the Paleozoic series
of the State of New York, and subsequently given
liy Professor Dana to the period succeeding the
glacial. The Champlain period is to some ex-
tent equivalent to the Post-glacial period of English
geologists.
CHAMPLAIN, Lake, a narrow body of water 125

miles long, which forms part of the'boundary be-

tween the States of New York and Vermont. It
extends from Whitehall, N. Y., to Canada. Two
important battles were waged upon this lake be-
tween the British and American forces. The
dates of the battles are Oct. 13, 1776, and Sept. 11,
1814.

CHAMPLIN, James Tift, educator, born in
Colchester, Conn., June 9, 1811, died in Portland,
Me., March 15, ISS2. He graduated with the first

honor in the class of 1834 at Brown University,
taught there for three years, was pastor of a I3ap-
tist church in Portland, Me., from 1838 to 1841 ; was
called to a professorship of Waterville (now Colby
University), and became president there in 1857,
serving till 1873. He edited Demosthenes on the
Croirn; Dcmostlienes's Select Orations; uEschincs on the
Crov;n; and published educational works, such as
the Text-book of Intellectual Philosophi/; Fii-st Princi-
ples of Ethics, and Constitution of the United States
with Brief Comments.
CHAMPLIN, Joiix Desison, author, born in

Stonington, Conn., Jan. 29, 1834, graduated at Yale
In 1856, studied law, and went into practice in New
York city. He was connected with the Bridgeport
"Standard" and "The Sentinel," after which he
wrote for periodicals, and in 1873 edited J'or's 3/(s-
sion to Russia. Two years later he was associate
editor in the revision of the American Cyclopiedia.
Mr. Champlin wrote many instructive reference
books for young people, and a description of a coach-
ing trip in England with Andrew Carnegie in Chron-
icle of the Coacli, and is editor of Scribner's art
cyolopfedias.
CHAMPLIN, Stephen, naval officer, born in

South Kingston, R. I., Nov. 17, 1789, died in Buffalo,
N. Y., Feb. 20, 1870. When 16 years of age he went
to sea, and at 23 years of age engaged in the naval
operations of the war of 1812. He commanded suc-
cessively the ships Scorpion, the prize ships Queen
Charlotte and Detroit, the Tigre.is, the schooner Por-
cupine, the receiving ship Fulton, and the Michigan.
In 1855 he was placed on the retired list, and in
1862 promoted to the rank of commodore. He
was the last survivor of the battle of Lake Erie.
CHAMPNEY, James Wells, artist, born in Bos-

ton, Mass., July 16, 1S43, served for a short time as
volunteer in the 45th Mass. regiment. He taught
drawing, and has spent several seasons in Europe
studying art. his first teacher being Edouard Frere,
of Paris. He is a member of the American Water-
color Society, and an associate member of the Na-
tional Academy. His paintings include: Which is

Umpire f Indian Summer; Boarding-School Green-
Room; He Lores Me; Griselda; and Song Without
Words. His wife, Lizzie Williams (born in Ohio in
1850), is a clever writer, and the author of charming
books. Besides the " Vassar Girl " series, she has
written In the Skii-Garden; All Around a Palette,

and Sebia's Tangled Web. Her husband has illus-
trated many of her books.
CHANAK-KALESSI, a town of Anatolia, sit-

uated on the Dardanelles, about 28 miles southwest
of Gallipoli. It derives its name from its manufact-
ures of crockery.
CHANCE, in its original and strict meaning, that

which determines the cause of events in the ab-
sence of the law, ordinary causation, or providence.
Strictly speaking, it is an idea which few would
now be disposed to admit as corresponding to any-
thing which really exists ; the religious mind ex-
cluding it as inconsistent with the belief in the
Divine government, and the philosophical mind re-

jecting it as inconsistent with a recognition of uni-
versal laws of causation. As a word, however, it

has always been, and always will be, popularly ",c-

cepted, and its use ij correct so far as we overlook,
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or choose for the moment to throw out of view, the
inore universal connection of events and regard
them as their emergence, on a superficial view, ap-

pears to be determined. It is clear that chance,
being only legitimate as an expression in popular
parlance, is a term which is too indefinite to admit
of any kind of measurement.
CHANCEL, the space in the church that is in-

closed and railed off from the choir. The chancel
was, and still is in some churches, separated from
the nave by a screen of lattice-work, so as to pre-

vent general access thereto.
ClIANCELLORSVILLE, a village of Virginia,

near the south bank of the Rappahannock, about
10 miles west of Fredericksburg. It was the .scene

of a severe battle fought May 2 and 3, 1863, in which
the Union forces under General Hooker were de-

feated by the Confederates under General Robert
E. Lee.
CHANCERY. See Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 389-90.

CHANDAUSI, a town of the North-West Prov-
inces of India, 27 miles south of Moradabad. Pop-
ulation, 27.-521.

CHANDERI, a town of Central India, 10.5 miles
soutli of Gwalior. It is now an insignificant place;
hut its fort and many ruined buildings attest its

strength and splendor in former times, when it is

said to have contained 14,000 stone houses, 384
markets, 3(50 caravansaries and 12,000 mosques.
CHANDLER, CiiAni.Es FuEnEnicic, chemist, born

in Lancaster, Mass., Dec. 6, 1836. He pursued sci-

entific studies at Harvard and at foreign universi-
ties, and on his return to America was for seven
years professor of chemistry in Union College. He
was then employed in the organization of the Co-
lumbia Scliool of Klines in New York city. Since
that time he has heen connected with the college,

holding the chair of chemistry in that institution
and in the New York College of Pharmacy. He has
also been chemist to the Metropolitan board of

health, and in 1873 was appointed president. In
the College of Physicians and Surgeons he was, in

1876, appointed professor of chemistry and medical
jurisprudence. As ofiicer of the board of health
Mr. Chandler has given attention to the subject of
food adulteration, has compelled the location of

slaughter-houses to be along a narrow area on the
river side, and has obtained the passage of the Ten-
ement-house act, which provides that th(> plans for

such buildings be submitted to the health board.
Aside from tlie reformatory work which he has ac-

complished for New York city he has analyzed the
waters of several springs, has lectured frequently,
and has investigated the water supply of Albany,
New York and other cities. He is a member of

several scientific societies, both at home and in

Europe. Reports of his investigations have lieen

published, many of them appearing in the " Amer-
ican Chemist," a periodical established in 1870 by
himself and his brother, William Henry Chandler.
The latter is a wi'll-known chemist, and has been
professor of this science at Columbia School of

Mines (180S-71), and at Lehigh University. He
was a juror at the United States centennial exhi-
bition of 1H76, and at the Paris exhibition two years
later.

(ULVNOLKR, .rosKPii Riim.kv, philanthropist and
diplomat, born in Kingston, Mass., .Vug. 25. 1702,

died in Phihidelphia, Pa.,.Tuly 10, ISSO. Eorsevi'ral
years he liiught a siicc(>ssful school in Philadelphia,
and was connected with the "United Slates Ga-
zette," which afterward became the "Nortli .\mor-
ican." I'rom IHtil to IS.'il hi' was a member of

Congress, represent iiig the Whig party. In bSW he
was sent l)y President liuchanan as minister to

the Two Sicilies. He published au English gram-

mar and many addresses. He was interested in

the subject of prison reform.
CHANDLER, Zacihriaii, Senator, born in I'ed-

ford, N. H., Dec. 10, 1813, died in Chicago, 111., Nov.
I, 1879. He received a common school education
and went to Detroit, in 1833, where he established
himself in the dry-goods business. His energy
brought success, while the same spirit in political

matters soon made him prominent as a Whig and
an active supporter of the " under-ground railroad,"
of which Detroit was a terminus. In 18.51 he was
elected mayor of the city, and the following year
was an unsuccessful candidate for the office of
governor. In 1857 he succeeded Gen. Lewis Cass in
the U. S. Senate, and remained in this official body
till his death, with the intermission of the years
between 1875 and 1879. Senator Chandler took an
active part in debates of Congress, opposing the ad-
mission of Kansas under the Lecompton constitu-
tion, advocating the war in defense of the Union,
and insisting that the short term of enlistment for

the volunteers first called for was a mistake; he
also favored a sweeping confiscation bill, the stern
measures of which would deter wavering persons
from taking arms against the Government. In
1874 President Grant offered him the position of

Secretary of the Interior, which ofiice he held till

the election of Grant's successor. He was chair-
man of the Republican national committee in 1868
and in 1876.

CHANDORE, a town and fort in the district of

Ahmednuggar, presidency of Bombay. The town
is a flourishing place, with a population of 7,000.

CHANDOS, the name of an English family de-
scended from a follower of William the Conqueror,
the last representative in the direct male line being
Sir John Chandos (died 1428), whose sister married
Giles Brydges. Their descendant. Sir .John Brydges,
was lieutenant of the Tower under Queen -Mary, and
was created Baron Chandos in 1.554. .lames Brydges
(1673-1744), eighth Lord Chandos, sat in Parliament
for Hereford from 1(>98 to 1714. and was created
Duke of Chandos in 1719. In 1796 the title passed
by marriage to the family of Grenville, the present
dukes of Buckingham and Chandos.
CH.\NG AND KN(i, Siamese twins, born in Ban-

gaseau, Siam, April 15, 1811, died near Mount Airy.
N. C, Jan. 17, 1874. Their bodies were joined by a

fleshy band near the waist, and on this account
they were exhibited by P. T. Barnum for many
years as monstrosities. They earned nearly $80,000

by exhibitions, and retired to North Carolina, where
they became farmers. They married sisters, by
whom they had cliildren—Chang six, Eng five.

CH.\NG.\IINIEK, NienoLAs' A.nne TnKODti.E
(1793-1877), a French general, born in 17!l3. He
received his education at the military school of

Saint-Cyr. In ]s30hewentas lieutenant to Algeria,
and after the proclamation of the Republic in 1848

he was appointed governor-general. Returning to
Paris, he was appointed commander-in-chief of the
garrison of Paris and of the National (iuard. .Vs a
member of the Legislative Assembly he opposed
the Bonapartisls. and in ]Sv,\ he was arrested and
sent to the fortress of Ham. lie live<i in exile till

the Franco-Prussi.'in war, when he offered his ser-

vices to Louis .Napol«-on, and was made a generaL
In 1871 he returned to I'ranci", and died in 1877.

CH.\N<i-CI!()\V, a city of China, in the province
of Kiang-su, about 50 miles southeast of Nanking.
l'opulation.:i60.0(Hl.

(')I.\NGF,I,1 NG. It was at one time a popular
su|<ersl ition that beautiful and charming infants

were taken from their cradli's by fairies, who left in-

stead stupid, ugly ones. The children so left wero
called c/iu»(;('/ifiy«. As it was supposed that fairies
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had no power to change children that had been
christened, infants were carefully watched till that

ceremony had been performed.
CHANG-SHA-FOO, a city of China, capital of

the province of Hoo-nan on the Heng-Kiang, 50

miles south of its embouchure in Lake Tong-Ting-
Hoo.
CHAjSTK-SHELL (Tsjanka), the popular name

of the shell of several species of Turhinella, a genus
of gasteropod mollusks, natives of the East In-

dian Seas. These shells are obtained chiefly on the
coasts of the south of India and Ceylon, and form
a considerable article of trade to Calcutta.
CHANNEL, English, that arm of the Atlantic

Ocean which divides England from France, gradu-
ally narrowing to the Strait of Dover. The great-
est river which falls into it is the Seine. It forms
bays both on the English and the French coast,

those on the French coast being the largest.

CHANNINCt, W.vlter, physician, brother of Rev.
William Ellery Channing, born in Newport, E. I.,

April 15, 178(3, died in Boston, Mass., July 27, 1876.

He studied at Harvard, but on account of a " rebel-

lion " in 1807 did not graduate. He pursued the
study of medicine in Boston, Philadelphia, Edin-
burgh, and London. In 1812 he began to practice in

Boston, and from 1815 to 1854 occupied the chair of

obstetrics and medical jurisprudence at Harvard.
For nearly 20 years he was i)hysician in the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital. He has published poems,
books of travel, and medical works.
CHANNING, WiLLi.vM Ellery, Jr., author, a son

of Dr. Walter Channing, and nephew of William E.
Clianning, Sr., born in Boston, Mass., June 10, 1818,

and studied at Harvard, but did not graduate ; lived

in a log hut in Illinois, removed to Cincinnati, where
he was connected with the " Gazette," then came to

Massacliusetts, married Margaret Fuller's sister,

and settled in Concord. He lias published volumes
of poetry and of prose, and has been on the staff

of the New York " Tribune," and also of the New
Bedford " Mercury."
CHANNING, William Henry, Unitarian clergy-

man and orator, son of Francis Dana Channing,
and nephew of AVilliam Ellery Channing, born
in Boston, May 25, 1810, died in London, Dec. 23,

1884. He graduated at Harvard in 1829, and at the
Divinity School four years later. He held pastorates
in Cincinnati, Boston, Kochester, and New York.
As a platform speaker it is said he has never been
surpassed. He was interested in Fourierism and
other schemes for social reorganization. He wrote
a memoir of his uncle, and was cliief editor of the
memoirs of Margaret Fuller Ossoli. The last years
of his life were spent in England, and his eldest
daughter is the wife of the poet Edwin Arnold.
CHANTILLY, a small village of Fairfax county,

Va., 20 miles west of Washington, where during a
severe thunder-storm a fierce battle took place
between General Pope's forces and the Confed-
erates commanded by " Stonewall " .lackson. It

was fought Sept. 1,1862, and Generals Phil. Kearney
and I. I. Stevens were both killed.

CHANTRY, a term applied alike to endowments
or benefices, to provide for the chanting of masses
and to the chapels in which the chanting takes
jilace. A chapel attached to a church, in which
services for prayer, church meetings, etc., are held,
is also called a chantry.
CHANZY, AxToixE Eugene Alfred (1823-83),

French general, born at Nouart (Ardennes), March
18, 1823, entered the artillery as a private, received
a commission in the Zouaves in 1841, and served al-

most uninterruptedly in Africa till 1870. He was
elected to the National Assembly, and narrowly
escaped being shot by the Communists in 1871. In

1873-79 he was governor-general of Algeria. Chosen
a life Senator in 1875, he was put forward for the
presidency in 187'J. He was ambassador at St.
Peters))nrg from 1879 to 1881, and afterwards com-
manded the 6th army corps at Chalons, where he
died Jan. 4, 1883.

CHAOS, in the ancient cosmogonies, that vacant
infinite space out of which sprang all things that
exist. Ovid represented it as that confused, shape-
less mass out of which the universe was formed into-

a koiftnox, or harmonious order.

CHAOS, or Bird Islands, the name given to sev-
eral rocky islets situated at the entrance of Algoa
Bay, South Africa.
CHAOU-CHOW-FOO, a city of China, and capi-

tal of a department of the same name in the prov-
ince of Kwang-tung.
CHAOU-KING-FOO, a city and capital of a de-

partment of tlie same name, in the province of
Kwang-tung.
CHAPALA, the largest lake in Mexico, with an

area of about 1,300 square miles. It is an expansion
of the Rio Grande de Santiago. Chapala lies on
the table land of Jalisco, and contains numerous
islands.

CHAP-BOOKS, tracts of a homely kind, which at
one time formed the only popular literature of
Great Britain and the American colonies. They
were of a miscellaneous kind, including theological
tracts, lives of heroes, martyrs, wonderful person-
ages, fortune- telling, interpretations of dreams,
stories of ghosts, witches, histories in verse, songs,
ballads, etc. They were sold by chapmen, of
peddlers—hence the designation.
CHAPEL, a word derived from copa, which origi-

nally signified a case, or chest, in which were con-
tained the relics of a saint, and afterwards the place
where the chest was kept. The term now signifies

a building erected for the purpose of public wor-
ship, but not possessing the full privilege and char-
acteristics of a church.
CHAPELLE, La, the name of several places in

France, the most important of which forms a
northern suburb of Paris. Chemicals, salt, starch,
liqueurs, etc., are manufactured. Population, 33,-

436.

CHAPERON, a hood or cape worn by Knights of
the Garter when in full dress. A person who acts
as a guide and protector to a lady at public places
is called a chaperon, probably from this particular
piece of dress having been used on such occasions.
The name was also applied to devices which were
placed on the heads of horses at pompous funerals.
CHAPIN, Edwin Hubbell, Universalist clergy-

man, born in Union Village, Washington county,
N. Y., Dec. 29, 1814, died in New York city, Dec.
27, 1880. He graduated at Bennington Seminary,
Vt., studied law in Troy, N. Y., edited ''The Maga-
zine and Advocate " in Utica, and studied for the
ministry, being ordained in 1837. He preached
afterwards at Richmond, Va., for tliree years ; at
Charlestown, Mass., for six years ; at Boston, where
he was the colleague of Hosea Ballon, and in 1848
became pastor of the Fourth Universalist church of

New York city. Dr. Chapin was considered a pow-
erful orator, and his services on public occasions
were in great demand. In 1850 he was a delegate
to the peace congress at Frankfort-on-the-Main. In
1872 he l)ecame editor of tlie " Christian Leader."
Among his puljlications are : Hours of C'ommnnion;
Moral Aspi'cts of City Life; True Manliness; Humanity
in the City; and A Crown of Tliorns: a Token for the

Suffering. The last mentioned was the most popu-
lar of his works.
CHAPLAIN, originally an ecclesiastic who ac-

companied an army and carried the relics of the
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patron saint. It now signifies a clergyman em-
ployed to otiiciate at court, in the household of a
nobleman or bishop, in prisons, with troops, for a
legislative body, and on board ship. An army chap-
lain is a clergyman especially commissioned to do
duty with troops. Chaplains are sent with the
troops, and in peace are allotted to the various mili-

tary stations. Their duties are to conduct divine
service in camp or barracks, officiate at burials,

baptisms, and churchings, visit the hospital and
barrack-rooms, give religious instruction in the
schools, and generally treat the soldiers and their

families as their parishioners. In the United States
army regimental chaplains and post-chaplains may
be of any of the regular denominations. They
mostly have the rank of captain. In the navy
every large ship in commission has a chaplain, who
performs divine service at stated times on ship-

board, visits the sick sailors, and assists in main-
taining moral discipline among the crew.
CHAPLEAU, Joseph Adolphe, Canadian states-

man, born in Ste. Therese-de-Blainville, Terrebonne,
Quebec, Nov. 9, 1840. He was admitted to the bar
of Lower Canada in 1861, and soon made a brilliant

reputation in the criminal courts. In 1867 he rep-
resented his county in the first legislature of the
province of Quebec. He became Queen's counsel in

1873, held the office of solicitor-general in Mr. Oui-
met's cabinet, and two years later (1875) was cham-
pion speaker of the Conservatives, winning such
success that he was called into the De Boueherville
Ministry as provincial secretary and registrar.

In 1878 Mr. Chapleau was elected leader of the
party, and the following year became premier of

Quebec and minister of agriculture and public
works. He was invited to enter tlie Dominion cabi-

net, but for political reasons did not do so until the
invitation was renewed in 1882, when he became
member of the Privy Council and Secretary of State
of Canada. The following month, August, he was
elected to the House of Commons by his county. Mr.
Chapleau is the finest orator among the French-
Caiuidians, is leader of the party which opposes the
ultrainontanes, or Castors, has been professor of

criminal jurisprudence, and is professor of inter-

nal ional law in the Montreal section of Laval Uni-
versity.
CllAPLET, a garland or head-band of leaves and

flowers. In heraldry a chaplet is always composed
of four ro.ses, the other parts l)eing leaves.
CHAPMAN, a trader, but popularly applied in a

more limited sense to a dealer in small articles, who
travels as a peddler or attends markets. Our
familiar rhap, " a fellow," is an abbreviation of the
name, which is derived from Anglo-Saxon cedp,
" trade!"
(JUAPONE, IIf.stkr, Mrs., English authoress,

was born at Twywell, Northamptonshire, Oct. 27,

1727, died at Iliidley, Dec. 25, 1801. She wrote a
short romance in her tenth year, and after her
mother's deatli her attention was divided between
household duties and tlie study of Frencli, Italian,
Latin, music and drawing. She wrote for the
" Uambler." " Adventurer," and " (ienllenian's Mag-
azine," and soon became known to a large literary
circle; but she is now chiefly remembered by her
Lellrni<in i)ic Impritvimi iil of the ,V//i(/ ,1772), which
went through many editions.
CH.M'PAQUA, a small village of Westchester

county, N. Y., on the Harlem railroad, where Horace
Greeley liad his summer Imme. Here is a good
boarding school under llie control of the Society of
Friends.
CH.VPPKD H.VNDS.a form of intlamnintion of the

skin of the back of the hands, characterized bv ali-

Jiornial dryness and roughness. It is caused l«y e.\-

posure to cold and moisture or strong soap, and can
generally be prevented or cured by carefully dry-
ing the hands after washing, and applying lemon
juice or vinegar, with perhaps glycerine, or vase-
line.

CHAPPELL, William, F. S. A., English author
and publisher, was born Nov. 20, 1809, died in Lon-
don, Aug. 20, 1888. He spent the greater part of his
life in London, where he was for some years a mem-
ber of a great music publishing house. His first

work of importance was A CoUertion of Xntional
English Airs (2 vols., 1838-10). This work ulti-
mately grew into the greater and entirely rewritten
work. Popular Mn.ilr of the Olden Time (2 vols., 185.5-

59). The first volume forms a complete collection
of English airs, so far as known, down to the reign
of Charles I ; the second is rather a selection, con-
taining, however, all the more interesting or im-
portant airs of later date. Mr. Chappell took a
principal part in the foundation in 1840 of the Mu-
sical Antiquarian Society, and the Percy Society,
and edited some of Dowland's songs for the former
and several rare collections for the latter. He
published papers in the Archteologia, contributed
valuable notes to Hales and Furnivall's reprint of
the Percii Folio MS. ( 1867-t)S), and annotated the first

three volumes of the Ballad Society edition of The
Roxhurghe Ballads. Mr. Cliappell published in 1874
the first volume of a Ilistonj of Mu.^ie.

CHAPRA, a town of Bengal, situated on the
Gogra, near its confluence with the Ganges. It
is capital of the district of Saran. Population, 51,-

670.

CHAPTER-HOUSE. See Britannica, Vol. II, p.
462.

CHAPULTEPEC, a rock two miles southwest of

the City of Mexico, rising to a height of 150 feet,

and crowned by a castle which was erected by the
Spanish viceroy in 1785 on the site of the palace of
Jlontezuma.
CHAKACE.'E, aquatic plants, nearly allied to the

Alr/x, and consisting of slender-jointed stems. They
grow in stagnant waters, both fresh and salt, are
always submerged, and often completely conceal
muddy bottoms.
CHARACTER, that which is engraven on an ob-

ject, either physically, by action of another external
object or objects, or morally, by the passions, the
affections, by good or evil fortune, and by what we
designate generally as "circumstances." In art.

the expression of character either in animate or
inanimate objects, is, after correct delineation, the
most important matter to be attended to.

CHARADRIAD.E, a large family of birds, of the
order Grallatorcf, and tril>e Pressirostres. Besides
the plovers, the family includes the lapwings,
oyster-catchers, sanderlings, etc.

CHAUBON ROUGE, or Rkd CiiAncoAL. a variety
of charcoal obtained by subjecting wood to the ac-

tion of healed air from furnaces, or of steam, which
has been raised to a temperature of 572° F.

CIIAIH'OAL BLACKS are made both from ani-

mal and vi>getable substances. Those which are
derived from vegetablesulistiinces, when mixed with
white, are usually of a blue tint.

CHAUENTE, a river in the west of France. This
river gives its name to two departments, both
remarkable for the productiveness of there vine-

yards.
CHARGE, in heraldry, a term given to the fig-

ures represented on a shield, and one thus adorned
is said to be charged.
ClIA KGK. in military warfare, a sudden and

impetuous attack on tlie enemy.
CII.\K(tE. in military pyrolechny.sutlicient com-

I
bust ibie material (or one firing or discharge. It is
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also applicable to all kinds of firings, fireworks and
explosions.
CHARGE, the exposition of the law made by the

judge to the jury, in which he comments on the
evidence and instructs the jury as to the application
of the law to the facts.

CHARGE D'AFFAIRES, a fourth-class diplomatic
agent, accredited, not to the sovereign, but to the
department for foreign affairs; he also holds his
credentials only from the minister.
CHARGER, a name sometimes given to a war-

horse accustomed to the din of battles, and reliable
under circumstances of confusion and danger. See
Britannica. Vol. XII, p. 191.

CHARITIES, in law, are grants or devises for
the benefit of the poor or friendless, for public in-

stitutions, or for education or religious culture.
CHARITON, a city and the county-seat of Lucas

county, Iowa, situated on the Chariton River and
the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad.
CHARITY, Sisters of, nuns who are devoted to

the temporal and spiritual care of the poor and the
sick.

CHARIVARI, a French term used to designate
a wild tumult, and uproar produced by the beating
of pans, kettles, dishes, mingled with hissing, whis-
tling, etc., for the purpose of expressing a general
dislike to the person against whom the mock sere-
nade is directed.
CHARLATAN, a quack-doctor, or empiric, or in

fact any one who makes loud pretensions to knowl-
edge or skill which he does not possess.
CHARLES, Ei.iz.vEETH Ruxdle, writer of sev-

eral well-known historical novels, born about 1S26.
Among her most popular works are the Clirunicles

of the Schonbcrg-Cotla Family and the Diary of
Kitty Trevylyan.
CHARLES CITY, a railroad junction and the

county-seat of Floyd county, Iowa, on the Cedar
River. It has various manufactories, among which
is one for furniture.
CHARLES'S WAIN, the constellation of Ursa

Major, also popularly known as " the plow, " and
" the dipper."
CHARLESTON, a city and county-seat of Coles

county, 111., 48 miles west of Terre Haute. It has an
infirmary and a medical college. Pop., 4,135.

CHARLESTON, a city of South Carolina, and
countv-seat of Charleston county (see Britannica,
Vol. V, p. 428-29). The trade of the city for the
year 1889 amounted to $80,000,000, an increase of

$4,000,000, over that of the previous year. The im-
ports for 1889 were .$683,232 and exports .fl3,S07,-

673. Manufacturing industries numbered 360, with
$9,000,000 capital, producing $13,742,879. The phos-
phate industry is the chief, the trade in phos-
phate fertilizers alone amounting to $5,494,6.50, as
against $2,612,660 in 1887. The supply of water is

obtained from three artesian wells, the third and
largest of which was completed in 1889. The daily
supply is 2,000,000 gallons. Public schools and li-

braries have advanced with the population and
wealth of the city, and a new post office and cus-
tom house have been added to the public buildings.
Population in ISSO, 49,984; in 1890, 54,592.

CHARLESTON, or Kaxawh.\ Court-House, the
capital of AVest Virginia, and the county seat of
Kanawha county, situated on the Elk and Kana-
wha Rivers. A large amount of manufacturing
and shipping is done in this city. Ice, furniture,
doors, blinds, wagons and iron fences are made;
there are dry docks and ship-building yards, many
fine public buildings, water, gas, and electric-light
works. Great quantities of salt are daily manu-
factured. In 1869 this city was the State'capital;

in 1875 Wheeling became the capital: in 1885

Charleston was again made the capital. Popula-
tion in 1890, 2;287 ; township, 4,524.

CHARLES I'OWN, a manufacturing town of Sul-
livan county, N. H., on the Connecticut River, fifty

miles west of Concord. It has manufactories of
boots, shoes, and lumber.
CHARLESTOWN, a railroad town and the

county-seat of Jefferson county, W. Va. It is near
Harper's Ferry. John Brown was tried and exe-
cuted at Charlestown, Dec. 2, 1859.

CHARLOIS, a village of the Netherlands, situ-
ated on the Maas, about two miles southwest of
Rotterdam. It is memorable on account of a terri-
ble accident which occurred here in 1512. A relig-
ious procession, crossing the ice in defiance of
magisterial prohibition, was precipitated into the
Maas, and 8,000 lives were lost.

CHARLOTTE, a railroad city and county-seat of
Eaton county, Mich. Lumber and flour are here
manufactured. Population in 1890, 3,867.

. CHARLOTTE, a city and county-seat of :\Ieck-

lenburg county, N. C, situated on Sugar Creek, 110
miles north of Columbia, the capital of S. C. It is

an important station of the Atlanta and Richmond
Air-line Railroad, and terminus of the Charlotte,
Columbia and Augusta, and the Atlantic, Tennessee
and Ohio Railroads. The court-house is a substan-
tial and commodious structure. The Biddle (Pres-
byterian; L^niversity was organized here in 1867
In 1838 a branch mint was established in Charlotte
for the coinage of gold found in the vicinity. The
principal manufactories are of carriages, machin-
ery, cotton goods, agricultural implements, to-

bacco, and iron castings. Population in 1880, 7,094!

in 1890, 11,-555.

CHARLOTTE AMALIE, a town of the island of

St. Thomas, the seat of government of the Dan-
ish West Indies. It has an excellent harbor, and
an extensive trade. Population, 13.000.

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Virginia. See Britan-
nica, Vol. V, p. 430. Population in 1890, 5,591.

CHARM, a form of words, generally in verse,
supposed to possess some supernatural power, of a
hurtful, a healing, or a protective kind.
CHARNEL HOUSE. See Vol. II, p. 462.

CHARNOCK, Stepuex, born in London, Eng-
land, in 162S. died in 1680. He was a Puritan di-

vine. His principal literary work was a Treatise
on the Attributes of God.
CHARON. See Britannica, Vol. V,p. 430. In the

folklore of modern Greece, Charon still survives as
a kind of shadowy representative of death and a
mysterious under-world.
CHART, a marine or hydrographical map exhib-

iting a portion of a sea or other water, with the
islands, coast of contiguous land, surroundings, cur-
rents, etc.

CHARTE, a charter or system of constitutional
law, embodied in a single document. The first

such charter in France is known as the Grande
Charte, or the Charter of King John (1355).

But the constitution to which the term charte is

most frequently applied is that in which Louis
XVIII solemnly acknowledged the rights of the
nation on his restoration in 1814. This charte has
ever since been considered the fundamental law
of constitutional monarchy when that form of

government has existed in France.
CHARTER. See Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 431-33.

CHARTER-HOUSE, a charitable hospital, chap-
el, and celebrated public school in London, founded
in 1611 by Sir Thomas Sutton. It had been originally

a Carthusian monastery. See Britannica, Vol. I

p. 20; Vol. XIV, p. 835.

CHARTER PARTY. See Britannica, Vol. V, p,

43a,
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CHAETI'LARY, or Cartulary, a collection of

charters. As soon as a body, ecclesiastical or secu-
lar, possessed a considerable number of charters
they were classified and copied into a book or roll,

called a chartulary ; the officer in the ancient
Latin Church who had charge of the records was
also called a cartulary.
CHARTERS TOWERS, a mining township of

Northeast Queensland. Australia, situated on the
northern spurs of the Towers ^fountain, 820 miles
northwest of Brisbane. It dates from the gold dis-

covery here of 1871-72, and was incorporated in

1877. It has railway connection with Townsville
on the coast. Population of town, 3,313; with dis-

trict, 7.310.

CHASE, in a gun. the name given to the greater
portion oi the lengtli betiveen the muzzle and the
trunnions.
CHASE. Philander, P. E. bishop, born in Cor-

nish, X. H., Doc. 14, 1775, died at Jubilee College, 111.,

Sept. 20, 1S52. He graduated in 1795 at Dartmouth
College, and three years later was ordained priest

of the Protestant Episcopal chui-ch. He held rec-
torates in Xew Orleans, La., and in Hartford, Conn.,
and in 1817 undercook missionary work in Ohio,
where for a time he preached for three churches
and took charge of the Worthiugton Academy.
He twice visited England, obtained funds for

educational works and therewith erected Kenyon
College, Gambler Theological Seminary, and Jubi-
lee College—the latter in Illinois. In 1819 Mr.
Chase was consecrated bishop of Ohio and in 1835
bishop of Illinois. Two volumes of Reminiscences
and two works concerning Kenyon College are
among his publications.
CHASE, Pliny Eaule, scientist, born at Worces-

ter, Mass.. Aug. 18, 1820, died Dec. 17, 1886. He
graduated at Harvard in 1839, taught in Philadel-
phia, engaged in mercantile pursuits, but employed
his leisure in scientific and philosophical pursuits.

In 1871 he became professor of logic and philosophy
in Haverford College, and furtlier pursued his

investigations in the fields of electricity, gravity,
magnetism and kindred forces. His scientific

papers were widely published, and he received tlie

Magellanic gold medal of the American Philosophi-
cal Society in 18C4.

CHASE, Salmon Portland, statesman and ju-

rist, born in Cornish, N. H., Jan. 13. 1808, died in

New York city, .May 7, 1873. His father was Itha-
mas Chase, and the stock to which he belonged was
prolific in eminent men. When the boy was eight
years old the family removed to Keene, N. II., and
soon after the father died. .An uncle who was
bishop of Ohji) in 1820 offered the boy a home, and
educational advantages in the academy of which
the uncle was principal. Here he spent three
years, and in 1824 entered Dartmouth College,
graduating in 1820. He then went to Washington.
I). C, opened a classical school for boys, and mean-
time studied law under William Wirt. After re-
ceiving his license to practice he went (1S:W) to
Cincinnati, where he opened a law otiice, and while
waiting fur clients edited tlie Slrilidi's of O/i/o witli

notes; this drew public attention, and in 18,34 he
was appointed solicitor of the V. S. bank in that
city. He very soon connected liimself with the
anti-slavery parly, and defended so many fugitive
slaves that Kentuckians called him the "attorney-
general for runaway negroes."

Mr. Chase defended Van /andt, who was charged
with harboring fugitive slaves. "Slavery is sec-
tional, freedom is national," was the maxim of this

jurist, and he felt call(>d by providence to devote
nis time and means |i> the uplniilding of the partv
of constitutional freedom. Mr. Chase became ul-

timately a founder of the Republican party. In
the Liberal and Free-Soil conventions from 1841-
48. he was the leading spirit, and allied himself
with whatever party would at the time further his
aims. The Democrats in 1849 elected him to the
U. S. Senate, and here he distinguished himself-by
his firm stand against slavery.
In 1850, seeing the attitude of the Democratic

party on the slavery question Mr. Chase left it,

and in 1855 was elected by rhe Whigs governor of
Ohio; two years later he was reelected. At the
Republican national convention which nominated.
Mr. Lincoln, he was a prominent candidate for
the presidency. In 1861 he was again in the Sen-
ate, but President Lincoln called him to the cabi-
net as Secretary of the Treasury. In this office his
duties were not arduous; the Government credit
was below par; the treasury was empty, and in
this state of finances a war must be carried on.
Secretary Chase negotiated a loan for $8,000,000,
recommended confiscation of property belonging
to those in rebellion, increase of duties, and a na-
tional currency with a system of national banking
associations. Treasury notes, " greenbacks.' were
issued, and served to tide the government over the
financial crisis.

The secretaryship was resigned by !Mr. Chase
in 1864, and a few months later the President
nominated him as chief justice of the United
States, and it was in this capacity that he pre-
sided at the impeachment of President Johnson in
1868. In 1864 his name had been brought forward
as Republican nominee for the presidency, and in

1868 the Democratic party named him for the
honor; but he did not command a large following
at the convention.
CHASE, Samcel, Signer of the Declaration of

Independence, born in Somerset county, Md.. April
17. 1741, died June 19. 1811. He was a lawyer by
profession, an ardent patriot, a member of the
Continental Congress from 1774 to 1778, and was
one of a committee sent by Congress to urge Can-
ada to unite with the colonies in resistance to
England. After the war he was the agent sent
to recover from the bank of England money de-
posited there by Americans before the war. In
1788 he became member of the Maryland conven-
tion which adopted the Federal Constitution, and
three years later chief justice of the General Court
of Maryland. On the occasion of a riot in 1794 he
ordered the arrest of two rioters and assisted in

taking them to jail. For this act John Randolph
secured his impeachment five years after, when
he was an associate justice of the V. S. Su-
preme Court. The Senate acquitted him of the
charge.
CHASE, Thomas, educator, brother of Pliny

Earle Chase, scientist, born in Worcester, Mass.,

June 16, 1827; graduated at Harvard in ls4S.tBiisht

in the institution from 1850 to 18.53. studied abroad;
in 1855 became jirofessor at Haverford Colh-ge,

near Philadelphia, and its president in 1875. He
was one of the American revisers of the New Testa-

ment. He has edited and published works on the
classics.

CHASIDIM. After the Rabylnnish captivity,

the Jews, with regard to their observance of the
law of Moses, were divided into two classes— <Viri.«i-

illm and ZntUkim. When the (ireat Synngotfuo
was commissioned by the Persian governineni to

draw up a code of civil and religious laws for the

emigrant Jews, several innnvations were nuide on
the Mosaic law. Those who aci-epted these innova-

tions were styled Chasidim, while those who re-

jected them were styled Zadikim. See As.siueaNS,

Britanniua. Vol. II. p. 7211.
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CHASING, the art of working raised or half-

raised figures in gold, silver, bronze or other metal
(see Britannica, Vol. VIII, p. 189). The art was
known at a very early period, as may be inferred

from the shield of Achilles, the ark of Cypselus,
and other productions of this kind.
CHASKA, the county-seat of Carver county,

JMinn., on the left bank of the Minnesota River,
thirty-two miles southwest of St. Paul. The Min-
nesota and St. Louis Railroad here forms a junc-
tion with the Hastings and Dakota Railroad, while
on the opposite side of the river is the Chicago,
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railroad.
CHASLES, Michel, a French mathematician,

born at Epernon in 1793, died in 1S80. His princi-

pal worlcs are a. Hislori/ of Anlhmetic, and treatises
on Iliqlwr Geometni and on Conic Sections.

CHASLES, PniLAKETE (1798-187.3), a French
writer, born at Mainvilliers, near Chartres, Oct. 8,

1798. Early imbued with Rousseau's ideas by his

father, he was apprenticed at fifteen to a .Jacobin
feook-seller, with whom he was sent to jail after the
4:estoration. Released by Chateaubriand's influ-

•ence he went to England, where he found employ-
ment in a book-seller's shop, and during his seven
years' residence laid the foundation of his large
knowledge of English literature. After his return
to France he contributed reviews of English books
to the Revue Encyclophliqiie . In 1824 he published
Discours sur Jacques Auguste de Thou, and in 1828
Tableau de la Lanr/ue et Litterature Franraise, 1500-
IGIO. In 18.37 Chasles became librarian of the
Bibliotheque Mazarin, and in 1841 profes.sor of

Northern Languages at the C'ollege de France,
which chair he filled until his death at Venice,
July 18, 1873.

CHASSE, music composed in imitation of the
chase, and produced chiefly by horns, occasionally
combined ,wifli other wind instruments.
CHASSE, D.vviD Hendrick, Barox, a Dutch sol-

dier, born in Thiel, in the Netherlands, in 1765,

died in 1S49. He began his military career at ten
years of age. At sixteen he was lieutenant, and
in 1787 became captain. He entered the French
service, and for his fondness for bayonet charges
Napoleon gave him the name of " General Bayonet."
Louis Bonaparte made him a baron in 1809, and in

1815 he fought at the head of the Dutch forces
against his old comrades, the French. As governor
of Antwerp he defended the citadel bravely for

three weeks against the Belgians and French.
He died in 1849.

CHASSEPOT, Antoine Alphonse, a French in-

ventor, born March 4, 1833. He was an employe in

the Paris arsenal of St. Thomas, where he became
an official in 1858, and in 1863 brought before the
government the model of his rifle, adopted three
years afterwards.
CHASSEURS, a name give to some light troops

in several of the European armies. In 1815, bat-
talions of chasseurs were enrolled in the French
army. The name is now generally applied to one
of a body of light troops designed for rapid move-
ments.
CHASSEURS DE VINCENNES, one of the

names given to a famous corps in the French army.
In 1835, when certain improvements had been made
in the French rifle, the Duke of Orleans ordered
the formation of a company of riflemen, armed
with new rifles. They proved so efficient that in
1838 a whole battalion was organized, which was
called the Chasseurs de ]'incennes.

CHASTELLUX, Francois Jean, Marquis de, a
French author, born in Paris in 17.34, died there
Oct. 28, 1788. He served during the American Rev-
olution under Rochambeau, securing the friend-

ship of Washinglun and Jefferson. He wrote
Travels in Amerii-a, and an Essay on Public Happi-
ness, a work which denounced Christianity.
CHASUBLE, the uppermost garment worn by

Roman Catholic priests, when robed for the cele-
bration of the mass. See Britannica, Vol. VI, p. 462.

CHAT, a genus of birds of the thrush family.
There are many species, chie^y African. The yel-
low-breasted chat of the United States is remark-
able for the volubility and mimicry of its song.
See Wheatear Britannica, Vol. XXIV, p. 537.

CHATEAU, a castle or a fortress in France. A
manor house ; a gentleman's country-seat ; also a
royal residence ; as, the chdteau of the Louvre. The
distinctive French term for a fortified castle of the.
Middle Ages is chdteau-fort.

CHATEAU-GONTIER, a town in the French
department of Mayenne, situated on the Mayenne,
180 miles southwest of Paris by rail. It has linen
and woolen manufactures. Population, 7,334.

CHATELAINE, the wife of the chatelain or cas-
tellan ; the mistress of a castle or chateau. Also a
chain worn by the castellan, depending from the
girdle, to which the keys of the castle were at-
tached. From this use of the term we have the ap-
plication to a modern device consisting of an orna-
mental liook or clasp, worn by a lady at her waist,
and having a chain attached for a watch, keys,
trinkets, etc. Also applied to the trinkets them-
selves, and used adjectively, as chdtelctine watch,
belt, etc.

CHATHAM, a town and county-seat of Kent
county, Ontario, on the Thames River, and the
Great AVestern Railroad, 45 miles east of Detroit.
Mich. It manufactures machinery and woolen
goods, and has a large trade in lumber, potash,
tobacco, soap, etc.

CHATHAil, a town of Barnstable county, Mass.,
on the Atlantic, at the southeastern point of Cape
Cod. It is a summer resort, has good schools and
two light-houses.
CHATHAM VILLAGE, CinTn.^M Four Corners,

a thriving village of Columbia county, N. Y. It
has cotton and pajier-mills, l)last furnaces and ma-
chine shops. It is a junction for the Boston and
Albany, the New York and Harlem, and the Har-
lem Extension Railroads.
GHATI, a small leopard-like cat {Felis milis),

found in South America.
CHATTAHOOCHEE, a river of Georgia, about

500 miles long, and navigable for small boats for
325 miles. It rises in the Blue Ridge, in the north-
east part of the State, flows south, forming the
boundary between Georgia and Alabama, and
unites with Flint River to form the Appalachicola.
CHATTEL, every species of property, movable or

immovable, which is less than a freehold. Real chat-
tels are interests which are annexed to or concern
real estate ; as, a lease for years of land. Personal
chattels are properly things movable, which may
be carried about l>y the owner ; such as animals,
household stuff, money, corn, jewels, furniture,
garments and everything else that can be put in
motion and transferred from one place to another.
Chattels, whether real or personal, are treated as
personal property in every respect, and in case of
the death of the owner, usually belong to the ex-
ecutor or administrator and not to the heir at law.
CHATTANOOGA, a city of Tennessee, and coun-

ty-seat of Hamilton county, located near the south-
ern boundary of the State, on the south bank of
the Tennessee River, at the mouth of a valley
formed by Mission Ridge on the east and Lookout
Mountain on the west. Although it received a city
charter in 1851 its population in 1860 was only 2,.54o.

The civil war wiped out the commerce and Indus-
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tries of the little city, and it became a great depot
of war supplies. The surrounding hills, valleys

and plains were camps, and hospitals and tents
• filled the town. But with the close of the war came
a remarkable growth. In 1899 the city contained
300 manufacturing establishments; several large

hotels ; street railways, both horse and electric

;

gas and electric lights, water-works, large jobbing
nouses, and elegant private residences. Chatta-
nooga has nine trunk lines of railway. The L'nited

States government has expended $4,000,000 in re-

moving obstructions from the Tennessee River, and
the river traffic is immense. A new bridge of steel

and iron, built by the county at a cost of $22-5,000,

now spans the river at this point, and is free for

carriages and foot passengers. The city is sup-
plied with water taken from the river above the
city, pumped through 63 miles of mains, with a ca-
pacity of 20,000,000 gallons daily. Tlie Grant Memo-
rial University (Methodist) is located here, and in-

cludes a classical school, medical school, law school,

theological school, and the preparatory depart-
ments. Other educational institutions are the
Notre Dame de Lourdes, in charge of the Domini-
can Sisters, numerous public schools, and a com-
mercial college. The great bend of the river,

sweeping around the city, gives 11 miles of deep
water front, and supplies ujiusual transportation
facilities for the manufacturing and commercial
establishments. Iron ore abounds in the vicinity,

and ;W0 tons of iron are produced daily by the
Bmelting and puddling works in the city. Popula-
tion in ISSO, 12,879; in 1890, 29,11.3.

CHATTEL JIORTGAGE, a mortgage on per-
sonal pro|)erty.

CHATTERER, a popular name applied to the
birds of the family Awpdidw, of the order Inxessores

and tribe DenliroMrex. They are found chiefly in

the warmer regions. Some of them possess powers
of song almost equal to those of the nightingale.
See W.\.xwiNG, Britannica. Vol. XXIY, p. 460.

CHAUDFONTAINE, a village situated in the
valley of the Yesdre, a few miles from Li^'ge, in

Belgium. Population, about 1,000.

CHAXTMOXOT, Piekhr .Toskph M.vrie, a Jesuit
missionary, born near Chatillon-sur-Seino, France,
in Kill, died near Quebec, Feb. 21, 1{)93. He labored
among the Canadian Indians, and wrote a gram-
mar of the Huron language.
CHAUNCEY, Isaac, commodore U. S. N., born

at Black Rock. Conn., Feb. 20, 1772, died in Wash-
ington, 1). C, Jan. 27, 1S40. At an early age he went
to sea, and before he had completed his twentieth
year he commanded a ship in the merchant service
which belonged to John Jacob Astor. When the
navy was organized in 1798, Chauiicey was ap-
pointed lieutenant and rose to be captain in 180().

In the war with Tripoli he served with gallantry.
During the war of 1812 Capt. Chauncey commanded
on the lakes, superintended the building of a Meet,

cooperated in the capture of York (Toronto), and
put to flight the British fleet in York bay. After
the war he commanded the l?rooklyn navy-yard,
negotiated a treaty with .\lgiers while commiind-
ing the Mediterranean snuadron, and at the time
of his death was president of the Board of Navy
Commiasionera at Washington.
CHAUN'CY, (^iiAKi.Ks, educator, bnrn in Yardle-

bury, Hertfordshire, England, in 1592, died in Iii72.

He graduated at ('ainbridge in Kil.S, and afterwards
taunht Hebrew and (irei'k there. He became a
clergynum, but so strung were his I'uritan convic-
tions that he was ciinliiiually in trouble with the
higher church autlinrities. In li>3.H he found in

New England the liberty of conscience denied in
|

Old England. The church of .Scilunte called him
|

to be its pastor, and here he remained for 12 years,
at the end of which time he made ready to return
to England to his old congregation of Ware ; but
Harvard College was just then without a president,
and he accepted the oliice which was offered, serv-
ing acceptably up to the time of his death. He was
the second president of Harvard, and held the
office for 18 years.
CHAUSSES, in the armor of theSIiddle Ages, de-

fense pieces for the legs. Some were made of
padded and quilted cloth and some of riveted
plates.

CHAUTAUQUA, an unique summer retort in
Chautauqua county, X. Y., on eJhautauqua lake.
It was formerly called Fair Point, and was a favor-
ite place for Methodist camp-meetings, but in 1874
the grounds were purchased by the (L'hautauqua
Sunday-school Assembly. Many lots have been
purchased, upon which neat cottages have been
erected ; there are also numerous boarding-houses
and hotels, and large pavilions for religious services
and instruction. Each year, during July and Au-
gust, summer schools of language and art are held
there, popular lecturers being secured to address
the large classes. Crowds of people annually
throng the Chautauqua grounds. Sunday-school
and temperance work, as well as Bible study, re-
ceive attention. The "Chautauqua Idea" has be-
come popular, and there are branch "Chautauqua
Assemblies" in many of the States and in Canada.
CHAUTAUQUA LAKE, in Chautauqua county,

X. Y., a picturesque sheet of water, 18 miles long
and three miles in breadth at its widest i)oint. It
is the highest navigable water in the United States,
Ijeing 726 feet higher than Lake Erie. Steamers
sail between IMayville and the flourishing town of
Jamestown, which lies at the opi)osite end of the
lake. The Indian name means "bag tied in the
middle," and refers to the fancied shape of the
lake.

CHAUTAUQUA LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC
CIRCLE, an incorporated institution for study
and instruction, suggested and largely promoted,
by Hon. Lewis Miller, of Akron, Ohio. It was or-
ganized in 1878, at (Chautauqua, N. Y.. with Lewis
^Miller as President of the Association, and Rev.
John H. Vincent, D. D., LL. D. (now a bishop of
the Methodist Episcopal Church) as chancellor of
the faculty. The jjurpose of the Circle is to pro-
mote habits of reading and study in Nature, art,

science, and in secular and sacred literature, in
connection with the routine of daily life; to give
college graduates a review of the college course}
to secure for those whose educational advantages
have been limited the college student's general
outlook ujjon the world and life, and to develop the
habit of close, connected, persistent thinking.

It endeavors to encourage individual study in
lines and bj* text-books which shall be indicated ; by
local circles for mutual help and encouragement in
such studies; by summer courses of lectures and
"students' sessions" at Chautauqua, and by written
rejwrts of each year's work.
Any jierson may join the circle upon payment of

the annual membership fee, which is fifty cents.
No entrance examination is necessary. Persons
may enter for one year, but the full course is four
years, after which the graduate receives a diploma.
The course of studies is directed from the center
of the (.'ircle, and may be nursued at home and in

the local circles. .Utenaance at the summer
meetings at Chautauqua, N. Y., is urged, but is not
iinperat ive. The meeting of 1890 began July f> and
clnsed .\ugu8t 25.

There are over fifty Chautauqua .assemblies in

the United States, Canada, (treat Britain. Japan,
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India, South America, Australasia, and South
Africa, witli a membership of lialf a mihion persons.

All are modeled in organization and methods upon
the original Chautauqua Assembly, but are inde-

pendent in management. Dr. .Jesse L. Hurlbut is

Principal of the Faculty at Chautauqua, and A. M.
Martin, of Pittsburgh, is Secretary. The general
secretarial office is in Buffalo, N. Y., with ^liss K.
P*. Kimball in charge.
CHAUVEAU, Pierre Joseph Olivier, a Cana-

dian statesman, born in Quebec, 3Iay 30, I.S20.

Educated at the seminary of Quebec, he afterwards
studied law and was admitted to the bar in 1841,

and three years later entered political life as a re-

form member for the county of Quebec. In 1851

he was solicitor- general for Lower Canada; in

1853 provincial secretary and member of the execu-
tive council ; he was superintendent of education
for his native city in 1855; and, after the confeder-
ation was elected to the Dominion House of Com-
mons and the Quebec House of Assembly. He held
the office of premier from 1867 to 1873, was speaker
of the Senate in (1873-74), became president of

Quebec harbor commission in 187(3, and sheriff of

Montreal in 1877. ]Mr. Chauveau has done much
for tlie educational cause, and his writings in prose
and poetry have been received with favor.

CHAUVENET, William, an American mathema-
tician, born at Milford, Pa., in 1S'20, died in 1870.

He was one of the founders of the United States
Kaval Academy. He wrote many valuable works
on mathematics, and originated numerous improve-
ments in mathematical methods.
CHAY ROOT, CiioY.\, or S.^^yan, a perennial

herbaceous plant of the natural order Cinchovacese,
a native of India and Mexico. It is cultivated for

the sake of its orange-colored roots, whose bark af-

fords a beautiful red dye.
CHAYENPUR, a fortified town of Nepaul, in the

north of India. It is the chief town of a district

which yields rice, wheat, cotton, butter, timber,
spices, sugar, tobacco and pearls.

CHAZARS, a people of the Finnish stock known
in the seventh century on tiie shores of the Caspian

;

in the ninth century their kingdom occupied the
southeast of Russia from the Caspian and the
Volga to the Dnieper. They were singularly tol-

•erant of all religions ; a large part of the nation
adopted the Jewish faith from Jews who fled from
the persecutions of Emperor Leo, and Cyril con-
verted many to Christianity in the ninth century.
The power of the Chazars was ultimately broken
in the 12th century by the Byzantine emperors
and the Russians.
CHAZY EPOCH, the name given by American

geologists to that division of Silurian time during
which the Chazy limestone of New York, Canada,
«tc., was formed.
CHEATHAM, Benjamin E., a soldier, born in

Davidson county, Tenn., Oct. 20, 1820, died at Nash-
-ville, Tenn., Sept. 4, lSS(i. He achieved distinction
as a captain and colonel of volunteers during the
war between Mexico and the United States, at the
conclusion of which he became major-general of

the Tennessee militia. He pursued the occupation
•of farmer till 1861, at which time, under a call from
the Governor of Tennessee, he enlisted in the mili-

tary service of the State, was appointed a brigadier-
general, and was soon afterward transferred with his

command to the military service of the Confederate
States,in which he continued till the close of the war,
rising sviccessively to the grades of major and lieu-

tenant-general. He distinguished himself at the
battleof Belmont in 1861, and commanded a division
•in Gen. Bragg's army in his campaign into Ken-
tucky in 1862. He participated in the battles of

Perryville, Stone Kiver. Chickamauga Missionary
Ridge, Resaca, Marietta, in the battles near At-
lanta, in the battle of Jonesboro, Ga., Franklin and
Nashville, Tenn., in which he commanded an army
corps as lieutenant-general, and also in the battle
of Bentonville, N. C, soon after which he surren-
dered to the Federal forces with that portion of the
Confederate army commanded by Gen. Joseph E.
Johnston. At the conclusion of the war between
the States he returned to the vocation of agricul-
ture.

In 1872 he was nominated by the Democratic State
convention to represent the State at large in the
United State Congress ; but Andrew Johnson be-
coming an independent candidate for the same
office the Democratic vote was thus divided be-
tween him and Cheatham, and the contest resulted
in the election of Horace Maynard, the Republican
candidate.
He was subsequently appointed superintendent of

State prisons, in which capacity he served four
years. In 1885 he was appointed by President
Cleveland postmaster at Nashville, Tenn., and died
in the incumbency of that office. He was noted for

his sound practical judgment, great personal cour-
age, and firm fealty to his friends. He was one of

the most popular and successful commanders in

that portion of the Confederate forces known as the
"Army of Tennessee," which was first commanded
by Gen. Albert Sidney Johnston and successively by
Gens. Beauregard, Bragg, Joseph E. Johnston and
J. B. Hood.
CHEBOYGAN, the county-seat of Cheboygan

county, ]\Iich., on a river of the same name and on
Lake Huron. It has saw, planing and grist-mills

;

also a large grain trade. Population in 1890, 6,235.
CHECK, a fabric whose pattern consists of rec-

tangular spaces like a chessboard.
CHECK, or Cheque. See Britannica, Vol. V, pp.

583-84.

CHECKY, in heraldry, when the field or any
charge is composed of small squares of different
tincture, generally metal and color, it is said to be
cheeky.
CHEDDAR, a village in Somersetshire, two miles

southeast of Axbridge, England, celebrated for the
product ion of the Cheddarcheeses. Population, 2,200.

CHEESE-HOPPER the larviu of Tyrophagarasei;
a small dipterous fly of the family Muscidcs, the
same to which the house-fly, blow-fly, etc., belong.
It lays its eggs in the crevices of cheese, the des-
tined food of its larvje, and is, therefore, a special
pest of dairies.

CHEEVER, George B.\rrell, clergyman and
author, born in Ilallovvell, Me., April 17, 1S07, died
at Englewood, N. J., Oct. 1, 1890. He was a grad-
uate of Bowdoin in 1825, of Andover seminary in

1830, and became pastor of a Congregational church
in Boston. He was an active controversialist, writ-
ing against Unitarianism in ADcfense of the Orthodoxy
of Ciuhrorth, against intemperance in an allegory en-
titled Inquire at Deacon Gile's JJistUlery, and against
slavery, the operation of railroads on Sunday, the
banishment of the Bible from public schools, and
other questions of popular interest. His tract on
temperance produced great excitement, and he was
tried for libel and imprisoned. He traveled in

Europe, and while there contributed letters to the
"New York Observer;" on a second trip he was
corresponding editor of the " New York Evan-
gelist." In 1839 he became pastor of Allen street
Presbyterian church in New York city, and from 1846
to 1870 had charge of the Church o"f the Puritans,
which was organized for him. He was the writer of
manybooksonreligious, social and literary topics, his

best work being Lectwes on the Pilgrim's Progress."
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CIIEIROLEPIS, a genus of fossil ganoid fish pe-
tsuliar to the Devonian measures, in which eight
species have been found. Tiiey had minute scales
and greatly developed pectoral and ventral fins.

C!HEIROMANUY, or Pai.mistky, a form of divi-

nation that professes to read the destiny of an in-

dividual by the lineaments of the hand.
CHEIROTHEKIUM, a name given to the ani-

mal which j)rodaced the peculiar hand-like impres-
sions on the Triassic rocks in England and Ger-
many.
CHEIRONECTES, a genus of marsupial quad-

rupeds, differing from the opossum chiefly in having
webbed feet and aquatic habits. It is sometimes
known as yapock from the South American river of

that name. It is common in many rivers of Brazil
and Guiana.
CHE-KEANG, a maritime province of China.

See Britannica, Vol. V, p. 636.

CIIELICERyE, the biting organs forming the first

pair of appendages in spiders, scorpions and other
arachnida, and answering the same purpose as the
mandibles of insects.

CHELIUS, M,\xiMiLi.\N, born at Mannheim,
Germany, in 1794, died in 1876. He was a physician
and surgeon of distinguished ability. His Hand-
book of Surgery is a standard work, and has been
translated into many languages.
CHEI^MSFORI), Fhedeiuc Thesiger, Baros,

born in London in ]79i, died Oct. 5, 1878. He was
a midshipman in the navy, but stuflied law, and
was called to the bar in 1818 ; was made solicitor-

general in 1844, attorney-general in 1845 and 1852,

and lord chancellor, with the title of Lord Chelms-
ford, in 1858 and in 1866.

(MIELMSFORI), Frederick Augustus Tiiesigek,
second Baron, born in 1827, entered the rifle brig-

ade in 1844, became major in the Grenadier Guards
in 1855, and served through the Crimean war, the
Indian mutiny,and the Abyssinian campaign of 1868.

lie was adjutant-general in Bengal (1869-74), and
commanded the forces in the Kaffir war of 1878 and
in the Zulu war of 1879, having resigned the gov-
ernorship of Cape Colony. Appointed lieutenant-

feneral in 1882, ho was made lieutenant of the
ower of London in 1884.

CllELONIA, an order of reptiles including
the various forms of tortoise and turtle (see Bri-

tannica, Vol. XXIII, p. 455). Their distinctive char-

acteristic is the more or less complete inclosure of

the body by a dorsal and a ventral shield, of which
the former is in part due to a modification of the
vertebral spines and of the ribs. Within these
shields the head, limbs and tail can be more or less

retracted. The absence of teeth is also charac-
teristic. The Chelonia include marine, fresh-

water, and terrestrial forms. The known living
species number about 260, the majority occurring
in warm countries; they are represented by numer-
ous fossil forms from the Upper Jurassic on-
wards.
CHELSEA, a city of Massachusetts. For its his-

toric description, see Britannica, Vol. V, p. 458. The
manufactories of the city are many and important,
the chief being an elastic-rubber factory, chemical
works, factories for making sewing machines, brass-

ware, linseed oil, safes, woolen goods, brushes and
tools. Poi)ulation in 1S90, 27,909.

CHELSEA HOSPITAL, an asylum for old and
disabled soldiers of the British army. The founda-
tion stone was laid by Charles II in 1682, and the
building, designed by Wren, was opened in 1692.

The funds for its lands and buildings, and for many
years the maintenance of its inmates, were derived
chiefly by deductions from the pay of the troops
themselves.
CHELYUSKIN, C.^pe, formerly Xorth-East

Cape, and sometimes called Cape Severo, the most
northerly point of Asia, on a peninsula of the same
name. It is a low promontory, divided into two
parts by a small bay; the latitude of the western
part is 77° 36' 37" north, that of the eastern 77° 41'

north. It is named after a Russian officer who led

an ex])edition tluis far in 1742; it was not revisited

till 1878, when Nordenskjold, in the Vega, spent the
19th and 20th of August here.

CHEMIC, the common name given to bleaching
powder by those engaged in chemical works.
CHEMKJAL AFFINITY, the name applied to

that peculiar force which causes elementary atoms,
or groups of atoms, to unite; or to the force by
which the substances constituting a compound are
held together.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS. See Britannica, Vol.

V, pp. 459-579. See also Britannica, Vol. I, pp. "95,

796.

CIIK.MISTRY, Recent Discoveries in. (For
feneral article on Chemistry, see Britannica, ^'ol.

', |)p. 4.');>-579.) In recent years no less than thirty-
one new elementary bodies have been discovered
and announced to the learned world. Some have
been buried as the result of scientific investigation,
and concerning some of the survivors much is yet
to be h^arned. The extreme rarity of the minerals
in which the new elements have been detected ; the
excessively small percentages of the new ingredi-
ents, and the extraordinary diflicultieg attending
their separation from known substances, combine
to render tin? investigations laborious, i)rotracted
and costly. The oxtriMue value, however, of some
of the discoveries has caused an intense interest in

the learned world, and chemists in every civilized

nation havi^ vied with one another to accomplish
new and important results. The following is a list

emliracing some of the ?nore important substances
and coiiipoiinds.and new uses i)f old substances and
old compounds discovered

:

Amiminii'M. or AU'MINI'M. a while motnl, the base of
aluniliiH. In uutiirc nliimlnluin in not (ouud In n acimrato or
metiil lie statu. Uwa» (onnerly very rarv and cost of mucb

as gold, but asi n iisult nf reucnt discoveries the price hos
been Rreiitlv reduced. Until very late years it wa.s Imported
from (Jreeii'laud, beiuB obtained from the mineral cr.vollte.

a double lluorlde of nlumiulum and sodium. Its chemical
symbol l.s At. and atomic weight 27. To .Sir H. Davy Is

awarded the honor of Its discovery, aUhouKh it Is claimed by
some that Wiihlor is entitled to the credit. As a mineral It

Is remarkably light, being but about one-third the weight of

iron. Recent Investigations have verlHed the fact that In

combination with oxygen It forms the common earth alumina
(.Vl2()i). the most atjundant of the earths as diffused over the
globe In the shape of clays, loams, and similar sulistanccs. It

has also lieen discovered that It enters largely Into the compo-
sition of a great number of minerals, principal among which
arc the feldspars, from whose dccomposllion are the many
forms of clay (kaolin, etc.) ; also a large number of silicates, as
tbeandalnslie.cyanlte.niirolllc. topaz, etc. In Its various com-
pounds It is estlnuited that It forms fully one-twelfth of the
crust of the earth, and on account of Its abundance. Its light-

ness of weight, freedom from tarnish, ease In working, and
Its iion-pol.sonons iiindlties, every effort is being made to re-

duce the cost of Us production. It has heretofore been used,
to a limited extent, by Itself, and In alloys hi many articles

where great strength and extreme lightness were both re-

unlred.
An alloy of nine parts of copper to one of aluminium rc-

semliles golil in luster anil color, and Is much used In the
maniifactiire of cheap Jewelry, ornamental work, ami for vari-

ous lnd\isirlal purposes. Three per cent, of sliver mixed
with aluminium gives the alloy the color and brllllniu-y of

]>nre silver, and while silver Is tarnished by siilnhureted hy-

drogou, the alloy rcmaiun uucUaugcd. Au alloy luudc of
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gold, silver, copper, and for soft solder a little zinc is used
in soldLTing bronze. While it can enter largely into the me-
chanic arts, it ciLUUot be used for cooking utensils, because
it dissolves easily in organic acids in the presence of chlo-
rides. It has proved especially valuable in the manufacture
of fine wire lace, certain surgical instruments, suture uire,
dental plates, etc., and on account of its remarkable strength
aluminium-brass has been selected by the government of the
United States as the best material for the propeller blades of
the war vessels in course of constructiou. It has also been
found especially valuable for gun metal.
As an evidence of the remarkable advance that has been

made in its production, as ^vell as in lessening its price, it is

officially stated that in 1885 the price of the metal was quoted
at from' 75 cts. to $1.2o per Troy ounce. In that year works
were established in Cleveland, Ohio, and Lockport, N. Y.,
where its manufacture wa<- entered upon with so successful
a result that its cost was -educed to prices varying from $3
to $4.50 per pound. In 1890, by reason of two chemical dis-
coveries, it was found that the pure metal could be extracted
from common clay, and, it is claimed, can be produced for
less than $200 a ton—a price less than that of copper. As a
gauge of its lightness, it may be stated that a cubic foot of
silver weighs four times as much, and a cubic foot of iron
three tinges as much as a cubic foot of aluminium,
and, with its extreme ductility and its tensile strengh
of 25,000 to 30,000 pouuds per square inch, it is destined to oc-
cupyA highly important position in the arts. See Britaunica,
Vol. I, p. 647.

Antipyeine.—An oxygenated alkaloid. As found in com-
merce it is an artificial organic base, in the form of a white
crystalline powder, or in scales, remarkable for its ready
solubility in water. It is produced by the action of phenyl-
hydrazin on acetic ether, and the subsequent methylatiouof
the product. Its composition corresponds to the formula
C10H12N2O, and its constitution may be indicated by the
designation of Dimethylphenyloxypyrazol or by Dimethyl-
phenylpyrazolon; this constitution, according to the elabo-
rate researches of its discoverer. Dr. Ludwig Kuorr, of Ger-
many U!590), is seen in the formula grouped as follows:

CO-H
CfiHsN^ NO

CH3 -CH3

Its most characteristic reactions are those it gives with
perchloride of iron and nitrate of soda: the former produces
a deep reddish-brown color in the neutral solution, the latter
an intense emerald green tint in the slightly acidulated solu-
tion. It p;ives au intense red coloration with chloride of
iron. It is an extremely eftieacious agent for the reduction
of the morbid temperature in uearly^all cases of febrile dis-
order, such as typhus, pneumonia, pulmonary phthisis,
pleurisy, acute rheumatic gout and articular rheumatism,
erysipelas, puerperal fever, scarlatina, inflammations, etc.
It effects with high fever a reduction of temperature from
three and a half to five and a half degrees without uui>leasaut
after-effects. It is given in doses of tifteeu and thirty grains,
and is dissolved in water or wine before each administra-
tion. The duration of the effect lasts from seven to twenty
hours.
Amidogen.—A hypothetical radical, with the formula NHo.

It is a clear and very mobile liquid, boiling at 87^ C. The
vapor, absorbing moisture and forming minute drops of the
liquid hydrate, produces a white cloud in theair. Brought
in contact with water, it dissolves with evolution of great
heat. It attacks the skin in the most painful manner and
rapidly destroys cork and caoutchouc.
Bacterial Fermentation.—It has been discovered that

certain alkaloids which act as violent poisons are the im-
mediate result or accompaniment of bacterial fermentation.
Brieger in 1887 isolated au alkaloid, to which he gave the
name tf:tanine, from the liouid used for cultivating a bacillus
which has been supposed to cause tetanus traumaticus in
animals. It remains to be determined whether the alkaloid
is a secretion or other product of the life of the bacillus—in
which case the bacillus would be the primary cause, and the
tetanine the secondary or immediate cause of disease—or
whether it is a direct result of chemical action in the culti-
vating liquid.
Bran as Food.—It has been recently proclaimed (I88fi) by

Aim^ Gerard, as the result of his investigations of the alimen-
tary value of the several tissues of which the wheat grain is
composed, that while a considerable proportion of the seed
coats is digestible in man, the proportion of nutriment is very
small, and the quality of the bread is greatlv impaired by the
presence of these substances. From an economical stand-
point, tiour mixed with its full complement of bran is not
desirable for human food, as the bran can be more profitably
utilized as cattle feed.
Bromide of Ethyl.-A new antesthetic, claimed to be far

superior to ether or chloroform. It is highlv indorsed by
members of the medical profession for the reason that it does
not influence the circulation, except sometimes to produce
a slight increase in the rapidity of the heart's action, and in
arterial pressure. Respiration is but little affected by it,
and there is but little, if any. nausea or vomiting. It vapor-
izes readily and produces no irritation in the respiratory
passages, and there is far less tendency on the part of the

patient to struggle, as is frequently the case when ether or
chloroform is administered. Complete auiestbesia is accom-
plished in about one-third the time experienced in the use of
ether and chloroform, and the recovery is much more rapid,
two minutes being enough for its completion. The vapor is
not inflammable, hence no danger attends its use in the
presence of artificial lights.
Bromine, as a chemical element, has received an immense

impetus and is manufactured on a large scale from the
mother-liquors obtained at Stassfurt in working the salts of
potassium and magnesium. Immense quantities are also
produced from similar liquors obtained in salt boiling in
West Virginia. Ohio and Pennsylvania. Bromine is now be-
ing extensively used as a substitute for iodine alcoholic com-
pounds in the "manufacture of coal-tar dyes, and also to some
extent in the production of various artificial dye stuffs.
On account of its volatile nature, it is now generally
shipped in a solid or liquid form, as bromide of iron or
of ethyl.
Cholesterin, C2 6H4 40.afatty substance, originally found

in gall-stones, but now known to be present m the yolk of
egg, the blood corpuscles, milk, and other animal fluids, as
well as in peas, barley, rye. etc. It is soluble in alcahol
and ether, and separates from its solutions in glistening
nacreous scales.
Cellulose.—A substance especially abundant in Nature. It

composes the cells of wood, as wax composes the cells of a
honey-comb. It is the essential of the primary wall membrane
of the cells, isomerous with starch in its composition, and
allied to starch, sugar and inulin. Cotton and bleached flax,
as well as hemp, are nearly pure cellulose. In some filter
paper it has been produced almost absolutely pure. It is re-
markable for its insolubility, being dissolvable only by an
ammoniacal solution of copper. It has recentlv been brought
into use in ship-building, as it is specially adapted for pro-
tection against blows, concussions, or perforations, either
above or below the water-line. Its component parts are car-
bon, hydrogen, and oxygen, in the proportions in which they
exist in the cellular tissues of all plants, woods included.
The material as prepared for ship-building is usually made
of the ground fiber of the cocoa-nut, with a small percentage
of the original fibers. It is extremely light, and has the
property 01 rapidly swelling when wet. ' A cubic foot of it. as
ordinarily x>repared. weighs but seven and a half to eight
pounds. It is practically free from danger of fire, burning
very slowly and with great difficulty when compressed. The
French made experiments with it by firing a 10-inch shot
through a cellulose matress. The fibers came together so
rapidly that only about three and a half gallons of water per
minute passed through the aperture, and it soon closed en-
tirely. Its use was begun in 1884, and up to 1890 it had been
put into about forty vessels of the French navy, and into a
number of the Russian, Dutch, Japanese, and Greek navies. In
1890 its use was ordered in the construction of the vessels of
the American navy. The cost as prepared for use is about
$350 a ton. or about one dollar a cubic loot.
Cocaine.—A vegetable alkaloid ( C 1 7H 2 1 NO4 ) obtained from

the leaves of the coca {or cuca, for which see Britaunica. Vol.
VI, pp. 6S4. ijs.'ji. a small shrub growing in the mountains of
Peru and Bolivia, but cultivated, after its wonderful proper-
ties became known, in other parts of South America. The
principal source of the drug as a commercial product, at the
present day. is the province of Yungas. in Bolivia. The
leaves from which the drug is obtained are green, about two
inches long; the blossoms white, and the berries red. The
annual product is estimated at 40,000.000 pounds. The leaves,
when macerated and treated with pure wine, produce one of
the finest stimulants ever tried by persons exhausted bv ex-
cessive mental work, or emotional excitemeut. Many at-
tempts have been made in time past by chemists to extract
the medicinal and chemical properties" of the plant ; but no
success was actually reached until within late years, when
an alkaloid was isolated which proved a thorough local
an;esthetic, and to which was given the name cocaine. The
drug of commerce forms colorless transparent prisms, is
odorless, and has a bitter taste. It is only sparingly soluble
in water, but freely soluble in ether, and is used as a local
ansesthetic. As such it has proved especially valuable in
operations on the more delicate organs of the body, as the
eye, etc. Two percentage of cocaine added to ordinary cacao
butter-pencils converts the latter into a remedv which gives
almost instant relief to a chafed or irritated sk'in. to insect
bites, etc. In 1889 cocaine was made artificially from
benzoil-ecgonine. by introducing into it the methyl group.
Whether the new production possesses special therapeutic
properties has not been ascertained, at least not announced.
The history of cocaine is a short one. but its strength as a

drug and a poison places it in the front rank of drugs as the
most deadly. So benign is its influence that few who begin
its use suspect its power until the '* cocaine habit " is formed,
and the victim is rapidly becoming a wreck. Its distinctive
feature is due to hyperremiaof the nerve centers: but as the
effect is transient, reaction sets in with ever increasing-
power until the habit is fully formed and the victim is in the
clutches of a terrible adversary with very little chance of
hope for safety. As a stimulant it is justlv regarded as far
more powerful, rapid, and baneful in its "effects than any
known drug.
Beginning with 1SS5, when crude cocaine was first made in

Peru, vast quantities were sent to the United States and to
Europe. The advantages of exporting the crude alkaloid.
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rather than the leaves proved many and important The
principal source of supply for the United states is by the

^CoRBSios"oFFRriT CANS.-Acetic. tartaric, and citric

acid~ dissolve more tin and lead (in some cases nearly, if not

quite as much) from sheets of pure metal than from alloys

This has been especially noticed in the corrosion of fruit

cans and tin-foil bv the acids of the fruit inclosed in them.

The action is verv rapid; hence a can once opened should be

emptied into glass or earthenware immediately. The solder

of the tin cans contains a large amount qt lead and vegetable

acid^ act on this as well as on the pure tin ol the plate, the re-

sult^ proving often very deleterious. In an experiment on

tin cans that had been emptied, it was found that acetic acid

dissolved 0.4178 grams of tin, and 0.0117 grams of lead;

tartaric acid dissolved l.WSO grams of tm, and 0.08,o

grams of lead; and citric acid, 0.682.S grams ot tin, and

0l.>59 grams of lead. In two weeks' time the tin was com-

pletelv eaten oH as far as the acids reached The use of tin-

foil for wrapping the so-called Neufchatcl and other soft

cheese is regarded as reprehensible by chemists, so large a

proportion of what is called tin-foil containing a large ad-

mixture of lead, sometimes as much as lO to 80 per cent.

This is readily dissolved by the acids m the cheese, and the

lead is thereby received into the system.
• , ,

Cholesteris.—A substance ( C 2 .-, H4 4O I crystallizing :n leaf-

lets, with a mother-of-pearl luster and a fatty feel. It occurs

in the blood and brain, in the yolks of eggs, and in the seeds

of buds and plants. It has also been found as a lat occur-

rlne in the feathers of birds, and is present m considerable

proportions in wool. It was, until 1887, regarded as of no value

when occurring in feathers and wool, except as a combus-

tible Liehrichhas experimented with it and produced an

-extremely pliant, soft mass, absorbable by the skin, and

capable of being readily incorporated with various medica-

ments It Is now being manufactured commercially, and

has come into general demand as a basis for salves ana

""cyanon!—A white powder which has a greenish-graytint,

and which, on the application of heat of about 400^ t..

In Its explosion there is proaucea a cousmeiauie quantity of

soot and carbon, while the mercury is thrown out to a cpn-

sidcrahle distance, so that cvanon may be said to combine

the qualities of both gunpowder and shot.
. • „ i„

Decipicm —a new element discovered by Delafontaine in

1878 Its oxide (DpO) has a molecular weight of 122. The
nitrate gives an absorption spectrum of three bands in the

DivMONDS, Artificial.—First produced In 1880 by Prof.

Hannav of Scotland, who heated lithium in a mixture of

highlv" rectified bone-oil and paraflJne-spirit for lourteen

hours', and then allowed it to cool slowly. On opening the

tube in which It had been enclosed and allowing the gas to

escape, he found adhering in its upper part a hard, smooth

mass which had to be removed with a chisel. In pulverizing

the mass transparent cn'stals of carbon, or diamonds, were

found Their puritv was tested by burning a portion in

oxvgenwith results indicating that their composition was

97 80 per cent, carbon. The remainder was found to be nitro-

gen, present In a chemical combination.
Drying Oils.—When linseed oil is oxidized, it undergoes

verv marked changes in its physical properties: the color

becomes darker, the oil more viscid, and there is an increase

in weight, sometimes equaling eight per cent. The drvingoi

the oills due to its oxidation. Some carbon and hydrogen

are also driven oil. These changes likewise occur during the

process of •'boiling." .Vccordlng to Cloetz (1890), the carhcjn

and hydrogen eliminated do not all pass off as carbonic acid

and water, but partly ns an Irritating vapor resembling ac-

' Economical Heating Gas.—Steam passed over coke or

charcoal at a red heat causes o dissociation of the elements ot

the watery vapor. The hyiirogen being set free, and the oxv
gen forming compounds with the carbon, an intense heat is

iencrnted. The mechanical apparatus for producing this

effect is a hollow cylindrical body of wrought-iron termi-

nated below by a cast-iron bottom having a hole In its cen-

ter, and below this a second cylinder. In this lower cylinder

the firegrate is lo.lged, the blast pipe open ng Into it below

the fire grate. In the upper cylinder there Is a coil of thick

wrought-lron pipe with the ends of the coll turned outward

at right angles, and passing gas-tight through the body of

the generator. Various other mechanical features complete

the heater. When a fire Is lighted In the Interior of the

machine and water driven through the coil, the water

reaches boiling point very quickly. The steam act-umulal-

Ing In the upper part of the coll becomes super-Iuatecl, an<i

escaping bv t\ie small pipe with considerable force, carries

with It by Induction a stream of air, thus suPidyiiig in<-

requlslte oxygen for supjiortlng combustion. The steam Is

decomposed In Its passage oyer the incandescent coal, form-

ing oxygen, carbon monoxlile. and carbon anhydride, ine

toB produced is essentially a non-illumlnatlng gas. It burns

with a reddlshbluc llame'wlih neither smoke, soot nnr de-

posit of any klinl. the sole i.rndnct being water and

carbonic an'bydrlde. In the city of London It Is made
In consiileriilile qimntllles nl about one-quarter the cost ol

ordinary lllumlnallng gas. The problem appears to hiive

been sofyed bv .loshna KIdd, an Kngllsh Inventor, about the

TearlS78. Anovular name given to the machine is "The

"riKo?orE':J^.i-A°n;w%hotographicdeyelppenadescr^^^^^
of which was first given bv Prof. Liveing in 1889. It gne= in

greate?detfiil the more delicate features of the negative and

Slso improves the tone of the product The name ij a manu-

factured one. for the salt consists of the sodium salt of am-

ido P uaphthol - P sulphuric acid. , . , , . „,„„
Ery-theoge.n, a compound of carbon bi-sulphurct, uniting

directly with a metal without the intervention oi oxygen, or

any similar body. Experiments have resulted '» Pro'in^ng

a new pigment (
porsaelion I , and a new explosive (cyanon)

EXPLolio.NS from Oil LAMPS.-Owmg to the great number

of accidents which have occurred since the advent of petro-

leum into common use, the attention of.chemists has been

directed to a study of the causes, resulting in many impor-

tant discoveries, among which may be euumcra ed
.

(a) "a
lamp whose reservoir is only partly full be earned or moved
rapiSly from one place to another, a m'^""'e °f

^Sf°'^„^?.^
air may escape, and, becoming ignited by the flame, sud-

denly explode (6) A sudden cooling of the lamp, by its ex-

posure to a draught, or by being forcibly blown upon for its

extinguishment, may give an inrush of air which wiU in-

cre^f^he explokve prVrties. (c) peglass may h^^^^^^

by sudden cooling, and permit small quantities (Df oil to es

cipe, but enough to produce an e5:{''osiye mixture. There

are t yo distinct tests for oil: («) ttc flashing test, arid (6)

Vhe burning test. The flashing test is by far the more im-

portant, as it is the inflammable vapor, evolved at atmos-

bheric temperature; that causes most of the accidents. The

K?ntog ^Fnt is the lowest point at which ^ takes fire and

the two points are quite inciependent of each other, bince

crude naphtha is worth but two or three cents a gallon,

"ml refiLd petroleum oil sells for 13 to » eents; «.d as

great competition exists among refiners, there is a strong in-

lucement to turn the heavier portions of "]« n^P^lia into

the kerosene tank, so as to get a kercjsene P"ce 'or he adul-

terated mixture. The mixture is highly dangerous. \ery

minv variaHons of the mixture of naphtha, an^benzine, and

pet?6leum, have been indulged in, I^rocesses have been pat-

ented, and patent rights and territory have been sold to the

uninitiated; secretprocessesforrendering gasoline, naphtha

Lnd benzin.; non-explosive, have been adverused and sold

"Uquid gas." "aurora oil," "petroline,' -saieU gas, puro-

linl/' "black diamond," ••septoline.""anchoroil?' "sunl gbt

non-explosive burning fluid.^' and a dozen more truth-sound-

ing names have been put before the pubhe. but in .e^eryJn-

stinee there has been proved by chemical analysis an ele-

ment of dinger which dlmands the strictest legislation No

roots nor gtims, nor barks, nor salts, when turned indls-

c?°mina°elf
™

to Ihe benzine will prevent its explosive

'"explosive a Xew.-A powder discovered by Prof. Reynolds

in 1878 It cou^ifts of t^?o -ibstancis that can t>e kept apart

without risk, and mixed as required, to form a blasting or

explosive agent. The ingredients are chlorate of potassium,

75^Darts- sulphurea.KpSrts. The compound is white pow-

de?, which can be ignited at a lower temperature than gnu-

Ttowder and leaves less residuum. . .

'^
FUSEL-OIL IN BUANPY, MEASUREMENT OF.-Marquardt m

18*J described to the scientific world a new method for the

ouantitative detenunation of fusel-oil in branfl\. ueei

tracted the oi with chloroform, and oxUlized the product

wfthbi(?l romate ol potash, then distilled, and treated with

b^r urn carboii^^e the chloroform and the excess of barium

car"ona?e 'v°"c reuioved, and the baryta and banum chlo-

ride determined by means of nitric acid "he quantity 01

amylic alcohol or fusel-oil was calculated from ' >e ba-Tta

GLASS-MAKING, IMPROVEMENTS IN.-^(^ great has bcin^ho

Bdvnnce in procuring purer materials, that the coareer

green glassware fonne?ly In use is beconiing a th ng of the

nasi a colorless glass taking its place. The glass-pots for-

S>MntJaVe flug dispetised wlthbys,^h ^^^^^^^

in the furnaces that the preparation of the glass is en. .puitu

u c hearth itself, where, in three separate cor

are ace" mplished the fusing, the "fining," and
.

;

of it to the proper consistence for working. I

been brought more and more into use, and yer%

have become familiar. Toughening processes ai

stantiv Invented or discovered resulting lu a

largely liu-re.used strength, and capaclt> for x»

great mechanical stress and violent blows. Opt

made of marvelous size and clearness ;
tclc^cop.

Inches and mori' In diameter havlu :

That of the Lick Observatory has an •

Tllehinan's sand-blast for etching n;

graving mlnn-- bcmlcal torrania

-^M'^'k ~i„ - «'"" """'.•of Iho

thick syrup made inun
being applied to the sol;

In ,-l>.-inlstr-. . 'li,' (riii

s) ,- 1
1- "ii''i>

'

,

'1 nearly •
1 as '^'•":.'^','

-

:

I

varies with
been well coi.

,

Is, when new.
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Glucose oeeui-.s abundautlT in sweet fri.ita fh^^i , i-

turning the plane of polarizatiSi -^S" he
'

ffT'
'^'^ '^"^ ^°™

sugar. Bees stS?f S away fmchan^ert''lV'i
"""kiag cane-

abundantly proven thit °n its ehp™,v.'i7''=
''"' '•' ^''^ •'e<-'°

Identical wilh the uSal sugars of^ntf/„n??'')?''"°°' l'-
*»

are universally accepted as ^S»ome' """^ ''''°"==^' ''^^''^'^

maci^\mder^thedTro?ttoL?[he'D°4iS

wnd grasses are le.^'JmTrlti'^rth.:^^ tS^''? flliv^^tel s^onf'"'^"

S£&^^^^r^n^^£SsiSSS
H^T.^'n 1f7oLb™"i?Tatlr"h''^ ^^' '-'\^ - f°™"I- of

the tongue. It is
"
n™x^ren ely stron^'^J^^- sensation on

iiE!SSSl?lliSIS^^^''^^^^ofc

ment proper, the ]?athfr2 bntfV ""t^ '^'°'*
''''S

^^'^ *"'
necess/ty.' During the ermentat"on the milk'T..''"*''"'"^

<"

much changed. At a given stflipthof^,.\ becomes very
kephir-graiSs are removed and dried in th»"*"'"*'''i''°<'«'

or
are ready for another service !n

m the sun when they
grains gave-

ser-sice. An analysis of the dried

effectually protects iron from olidaUoiffn any for™
^""""^^

turbations are propagated iinrfertL'^'^ species of per-

m this way as lisht th. fr.V;i , L \- can be measured
unity: ^ ^ '

"^'' '°'''' radiation being taken aa

Candle
Petroleum lamp: ::::;:;:: ^-SfG:)3 light .. 0.00315

Oil lamp.. 0,00317

Incandescent electric 'lamp n'S"^Arc lamp ' "O"

are being energeticany'prosecSted 1"«='^«°>°S these ray3

luminous or non-luminous flames is due ?^ ff"
"^^

'S V'''*'''''property of separating the carton as s.ch (mV'.J}}'^'\°7-''a flame IS smoked only on the lowlr side fh»
Afodheldin

to the gas-stream, (c) A body held fn «' n
^^''•'* opposed

even when it is in a state ofTnftin. f^^?^^ ^^ smoked
can be actually seen in the flanil when' il ' ^^^'S Pai-"cle3
against a second flame or\n"gn ted surface",'!,'^''

'° ','-''?^
aggregating together to form viable masses /.iTi PY""=^^ous portion of a flame is nnf vi^„ »? ^^- <'^' The lumin-
thau the layer of smoke of the ^7J/?f?P,'"'™'-°o more so
above a flame fed wUh turpentiS? n"'pi°'''' ^''H''^

"^^'^^

questionably owe their lumTnositvfn HIP"'^'^^ ^''^"^^ ""-
particles give a shadow wiS ?uni ilh? ^. .Presence of solid
carbon flames; while uminonsfl„??„;P'^"'^''''='yi'^ «*o ''ydro-

^Tul'iS'oJsTJlf
"•'

rT''>'S°^^^^ "' ''"''"^

wuKirg?ass^«^;^ el;^ a^ fu?od°^s't^'tfL^Z'^" '^ '"'°?'^'»
hve to twenty per cent ofm^ssnfSn=<= jJl®

Proportion of
tion has been July p d'dled or milld 'if

'^"-'' "^"^ ™mposl.
different articles by the 01?^,™*^*^' " '^ converted into
material is still warm and Xie^f processes While the
powder, which becomesreaffi ivVn^^'

'" „"P!:,'?'^'<''i, ^"* the

Water
Fats 11.21

Soluble peptone 'subs'tanc'e's'.';.'. ,„ qIProteids soluble iu ammonia :! K
33.11

JtoaT/SlS/e'^S^^ellSSJ'^ll!?''" *1 microscope an
actiyenartof the ?y,'r-1,™/"/' From^thY'^,"!-

'''^ '^"^ °?^Ithat the fermentationof the milk is entire V i'
'^™°'='',"'«^

"
MpiSrills^r^ >Ja^-. r « '^bl^!/,,^^-- ?«- - fresh

of'X^"tiso^fo^s-\fl.^l;fS'°wnT'''°'^•^ ^"'S'" *« !>"">

^rS-ie",JStl£^£§S|^S?? ^^™""^"-

m&^S°s^nI?sS I cSK^^ri'i^'i^S^o;:?
lyater. and forSs salts with ^f,H^'°°'' '",*1^ "alcohol and
coverer was Dr. Fr^ner, of Prague

""""^ ""^ ^°''^- '^'^'^ ''i^"

frl^nltTnTnielrri^^l^ M Voi/™I?^^„ f°r Protecting
ing either by bath or brush thl=r;.f„ ^J

consists m coat-
iron, with a composition of horn fpnf?„°i ''•''"'.'" ^^rought-
ind spirits of tur'pen 2e When dried ?h;°^"!^°.* ^"PP-^r,
^rough afuraaee, heated from 500 "to 7nn?

p^'"' is passed
the thickness of the articles under frp^t^lf •' a^corcfing to
them to a cherry-red heat "t'^r treatment, so as to bring
metallic pigment takes place "and enferinl' ,?

^"-"""^ "^ «^«
Iron, gives a dark coating, whiT^^vlf/"'?^ "^f

pores of the
;i-^c. the action of the atmosphere ^ase?^?''']'''

"^^^
S'^'^

re-
1
apors. The cost of the procc-s^ wWct is ?n,''°^' 'i°<'

°'^"
'^e place of painting and varni'hin? '? intended to take
^at per square foot. 'Anothe? p^i^^c'esfi^v/nl^brBowil'in^

,

po^^der7whichbecomesr™?l Jvin^n'
'" ^Pri?kled with the

of the article by pressure and^ the p^'"'?"='? '°^o ">« surface

nosityoriridesSITs'refiSfly'pr'odSced'"' ^''''' "' ^'''^'

^^^^iZ^^S^^^^^^y^ous sulphate of the
It is compSsed^of looselj- adhering vl?y'^riah p'?^? i'°

'^
rombic prisms, which frpniientiifii

'."able, thick ortho-
pyramid, with k slightly g/tomerin^^T'?''''' i-1

'runeated
solution effervesces with sodium ^frh"'"*;''- ^^S aqueous
blue litmus Paper Its hardnet^?-

carbonate, and reddens
cific gravity Is 2 107

'^•^'^"^ess is Irom .7.j to 1, and its spe-

Au^riM^i^r^It^^f!^,;;j!^":jr5 by Eedtenbacher, of
to percussion and frictton Tnd^lrntt.hi''

PO^^d", insensible

but made to Produ^re^ff^^irc^^^p" ;-b1eT'i?r?h"o^s?°Jtt
MlLKOPTHE EgTPTIAV Rl'PPjTn !;•..„

mg from 5.1.5 to 7.35 The siie^ir ^Jm^^ Percentage- vary-
hitherto undescribed vari^t^^dTApw^ "f

appeared to be a
found to be of large? amou"nfHfyn'',^^??°"'"'^"gar'«'as

pSs:^c!^,^^?{^&BS'r'"^ ^^•'- ^-^
butyfic acid: whereas in co,Wsm^fift\^

muchcaproic acid as
acid is only doubIeThat°on it'vric acid' "ihe mi^k''il'oP'°^'=tamed citric acid

"".vui. ulju. ine milk also con-

thaTaTej;rwing^6r4Sr#od'^v'e™1vp'^''"'^^ ",
^""^^ '«^""«1

ernchemists the nioi,, i,?^i^^a'''P'a,nt. Among many mod-
discov^ed Ihat the temperu?e of bo,^i^ '"'• \'' " 'il^

'"^«''

Florence, eo'tttn^^e^^d^oTca^n^TrtalSly^'b"'! l^Jc?ei t'^^ii^
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oil by the test of a one per cent, solution of nitrate of sil ler

in absolute alcohol. The test was applied to asaniple oi pure
olive oil. and a sample iu equal quantity of the doubtful oil.

The pure oil was not alTeetod, but the mixed oil begau to

darken to a tint depending on the amount of the adulterant
present.
Oleomakgakine.—The first manufacture of oleomargarine

lu the United States was by Paraf in 1873, and for a year or
two the sales were light, the product not being as good as
that made under Mcge's method in Paris. Experiments
toward improvement were begun by Dr. Mott, of New York,
with excellent results. These were followed by others, es-

peciallv by Mr. G. Harding, most of which were satisfactory.
A new ludustry was thereby created, and factories for lis

production we're built in several .States, some of them with
a capacity for producing .^0,000 i)Ounds of the material daily.
In order "to make this quantity r22,000 pounds of fat were re-
quired. A careful analysis shows from what it appears its

constituents are:

Water 11.203

Butter solids S8.797

100.

While the constituents of cream butler are:
Water ..11.9U3
Butter solids .88.032

100.

Oleomargarine has, uiuler the microscope, identically the
same appearance as butter nuule from cream, but has less of
the volatile fats in it, and keei-is sweet for a much longer
period than dairy butter. In 1.SX2 very strict laws were en-
acted by the State of New York in reference to the manufac-
ture and sale of the article : and the exam[)le set by her was
generally followed by other States. One important require-
ment of 'the law is that every package of oleonuirgarine sold
shall be invariably marked ** Oleomargarine," and a penalty
Is provided for its breach. In 1884 the nuuiufacture was
carried on on an enormous scale. Three factories in the
State of New York alone turnetl out not less tiiau 4,500 tons.
Grave fears have frorj time to time been expressed that ani-
mal parasites, or discuses might be Introduced into tlie

human system i)y this substitute for butter, but analysis lias
failed to discover them ; and, as the aim of the manufacturers
is to produce a sweet and merchantable article, it would be
against their interests to use poor materirtis. It may be
said in truth that the discovery and invention of MC'gc, with
the improvements whicli have since been made, have revolu-
tionized the treatment of beef-fat, which was formerly
converted into tallow. Large quantities of the inapufactured
product are aminally shipped to England aufloMier European
countries, where it is put on the market as hiitlryinc, or suhic.
In some factories lard, as well as cotton-seed oil, is used as a
substitute for oleomargarine iu inakiug artificial butter.
Oleomargarine and lard are also used in making cheese from
skimmed milk.
OXALOMOI.VBDIC ACID.—A solid, crystallizing iu largo mono-

clinic prisms. It is nearly insoluble in strong nitric acid,
but the crystals dissolve In water, yielding a colorless and
strongly acid liquid. The crystals when dry are ufTected
neither by sunshine nor dark. When moist and exposed to
the sun's rays, they quickly become blue. If a piece of paper
be immersed In the solution drieii in the dark and expo.sed
behind a photographic negative, a sharp print in blue is
readily obtained by exposure to tlie sunlight, but the color
will instantly dlsapjiear in contact with water. If, however,
the paper with its blue markings be exposed to a gentle
heat for a few minutes, tlu^ blue changes to black, and the
characters are no longer <lestroyed by water.
OxYOEN.Soi.iDiKicATioN or.—This Was announced iu 1880

as having been accomplished by Prof. Dewar. He allowed
oxygen to expand in a partial vacuum, when an absorption
of heat look place. The conllned oxygen became like snow,
and had a temperature of 20ir (;. (SOO'' !•".) below the freezing
point of water.
Ozo.VE, f^iyUKFACTION OF.—ThIs Was accomplished by MM.

Hautefeiillle and Cliapplns lu 1880. In perrorming their ex-
periment they ozonized oxygen to a greater extent than had
ever before been done, by iiassing a silent electric discharge
tbrougb It at a low temperature. The oxygen was then con-
ducted Into the caiplllary tube of a Calllctet's apparatus at a
temperature of—2.S'. After a few strokes of the pump the gas
In the lubiMu'came of an azure blue. The jiressure was in-
creased iiiitll under!).') atmospheres it became of a dark indi-
go blue. The pressure was suddenly removed, when the mist
whiidi Indicates liquefaction was formed In the tube. The
stability of a mixture of oxygen and ozone, rich In ozone,
appears to be chlefiy dependent on the temperature, iizoue
iB much more euslly llquefie<l than oxvgeli, the latter r,' |iin-
Ing the pressure of :iUO atmospheres at a temperature of— l".i .

Pai'aine- .\ new digestive agent, derived from the iuie.' i.f

the common papaw tree (I'lirim imiiniin). The inllky Jnici' Is

slightly bitli'r and styiilc, and free from tartness. '

It Hows
from incisions nuule lu the bark and the green fruits, ami Is
bottled and si'iit to market, either nnre or with the addilliin
of ten to twelve pin- cent, of alcohol to prevent terinentatlon.
The most lm|iortaiil properly ol napatne, ami iiiu' which puts
11 in the rank of tlie most powerful <IIgestlve ferincuts. Is its
action on mi!ids. onu part will digest and Iriinsform Into

solul)Ie ite]ttone from 2.')0 to 300 parts of meat. Its solubility
in different thuds allows it to be used in a great many phar-
maceutical forms, and l)eing a vegetable juice it can be i>re-
served more readily than animal ferments. When dry it can
be kept indefinitely. Attention was first called to its pecul-
iar properties by M. Wurtz before the Frencli Academy of
Sciences in 1881.

I'AI'Eit Manufacture.—Owing to the immense demand for
paper, and the inability to secure a supply from rags, esparto*
etc., much attention has of late years been given to its pro-
duction from wood, tlie supply of which is practically inex-
h.austible. Various processes liave been patented' in the
United States and Canada. Their result can behest summed
uj) as follows: Wood or straw is cut in pieces, macerated with
milk of lime, transferred to a digester after twenty-four
hours, and saturated willi sulphurous acid, witli the simulta-
neous application of a pressure of five atmospheres, for one
or two hours. Washings with water and further pressure is
given, with treatment of tliree per cent, calcium chloride
and one-half per cent, aluminum suli)hate. The pulp begins
to resemble cotton in aiqtcarance. and is employed for manu-
facturing the finer grades of paper at once." Pine, birch»
beech, and hickory are stated as producing tiie finest "linen"
paper stock. Pulp mills arc abundant in many of the North-
ern and Western States, whence the pulp is siiipped to other
mills for final disposition.
Pim.MPUiM.—.\n oxide discovered by M. Dclafontaine, and

described by him in 1878. The eartli of^the metal philliiiia is
yellow, like terbia, but its equivalent is lo^ver. Philliijlum
crystallizes withgreat facilitv either by cooling or bv sponta-
neous evaporation, in small, brilliant, rhomboidal prisma.
In the spectroscope the concentrated solution of phillipium
^ives In the indigo blue a magnificent alisorption band, very
intense and rather broad, with well-defined eilges.
Photography, Colored, has received a great deal of atteu-

tion—but see under Piiotoorai'hy, Improvements in.
PONS.ELION.—A scarlet powder of very brilliant tint. It

rivals gold itself in resisting the elTects of atmospheric
influences, and like gold is only attacked by aiiua regta and
those fluids which generate chlorine. Nor does sulpnureted
liydrogen have any effect upon it, or any of the hydrosul-
].>nates, so that as apaint it Is practically imperishable. It
was first described in 1878. Its composition as given seems
to consist of:

Mercury 1 atoin=:202
Sulphur 3atoms= 48^

Carbon 1 atom^ 6
Hydrogen 1 atom= 1

Thus making iis atomic eiiuivalent equal 277

Purifying Water.— .\ method of purifying water was
adopted in 1880 at the Royal .Vquarium In London with most
satisfactory results. The method of procedure is as foilows:
Receive the water in a "softening cistern." and expose it to a
jet of lime-water. This coagulates tlie clay that is held in
suspension, and causes the impurities to be deposited at the
bottom. The water is afterward passed into a filter with a
large surface, so arranged that it can be cleaned i»y mechanism
In a few minutes. The cleansing usually takes place once a
day. The filtering capacity is from 8tl to' 100 gallons of pure
water an hour from each scniare foot of filter surface. The
health of the occupants of the tanks \\as greatly improved as
a result. The system immediately became popular, and was
put into extensive use.
Pyriiune.—A colorless liquid, derived from coal tar. Its

symbol is CfiHsX. Ithas a pungent odor, and Its special use
is In allaying asthmatic paroxysms, iu accomplishing which
Ithas proved extremely valuable.
Rare Earths.—Investigations of the spectra of various

rare earths have led scientists to declare that there are ele-
ments whose existeuee Is only revealed by the spectrum
lines, and which still remain to' lie separated.' Most valuable
researches have been ma<le liy European physicists, and
most Interesting results are lieing constantly announced.
Kuberine.—.\ new coloring matter extfacled from the

A^aricu-t reicr, a poisonous fungus, and first described by
Dr. Phlpson In 18.82. It possesses interesting optical and
chemical qualities. In color It is alieautlful rose-red, and
when seen by transmitted light presents a very vivid blue
fluorescence." In its spectrum it gives two witio ami dark
absorption bands In the green. It Is soluble in water and
alcohol, in solutions that arc rose-red by traTiRiiiission, and
i>lue by reflection.
SA.M.utiiM.— .\ new metal found In samarsklte, the inoleon-
welght of whose oxide is less than 117. II

covered by M. Iielafoiitalne lu 1878, but not verified until liy
lar weight of whose oxide is less than 117. II was fir t dis-
covered bv M. iJelafouti
M. l.ecoii In 1.881. It is

tlescrlbed by Marlgnac.
M. l.ecoii In I.S8I. It is reganied as lileutlcal with the

|

SCANDHM.-.^ nieial discovered In I879by Nllsnii In erbm,
which up to that lime had been consliloreii as tV,. ' ' n
single metal, erbium. It occurs only In inlnut' ,
ami forms hut one oxl<l<', scaiulla (S02O2 t : It ; y
white, light. Infusible powder. The strongest a^ .1- :i in k it

with dllllcultv. Its specific gravity Is :t.8, and Its nioinio
weight l.'..PJ,

SPKcruoscopK. A Ni:w.- V ''•'• ' ' «--- > i-.-..,*^

based (111 till' Hnnseii an<i '
s

Us power that spectrum 1 u

Iwo colors whose wave-U-iiKiti-- ,.ni. , ,-i,,, ,'.--.—.,--.•, ...in.
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Sdlphlbea.—A body discovered by Prof. Reynolds, and
Obtained principally from the waste products of gas manu-
facture. It is a compound, and with three times its weight of

chlorate of potassium, it forms an explosive more powerful
and much cleaner than gunpowder.
Temper.^tl'RE of Flames.—By some very skillful experi-

ments made by Rosetti in lf>7.s with his ingenious calori-
meter, investigating the temperature of different Hames. he
is enabled to present to the scieutilic world the result of his
investigations in the following table:

Locatelli lamp 920° C.
Stearine candle 9«P C.
Petroleum lamp, with chimney 1.03(P C.
Petroleum lamp without chimney

Illuminating part 920' C.
Sooty envelope 7S0' C.

Alcohol lamp 1.170 to 1.180° C.
Bunsen burner 1.360' C.

Theophylline.—A new base discovered in tea. It forms a
well crystallized series of salts with the mineral acids, aud
with platinum, gold and mercury chlorides. It also j^ields

with silver nit»u,te a silver substitution compound, which Is

readily soluble in nitric acid.
Tyrotoxicon.—A poisonous substance found by Prof.

Vaughn in certain kinds of cheese. From an alcoholic ex-
tract a residue was collected, which, like the aqueous extract,
produced the symptoms of poisoning. The poison was sepa-
rated by spontaneous evaporation in needle-shaped crystals,
having a penetrating, old-cheesy odor, like that some-
times observed in poisonous sausages. When the crystals
were allow'ed to stand exposed to the air at ordinary temper-
ature, thev decomposed with the formation of an organic
acid. Tvrotoxicon is soluble in water, alcohol, chloroform
«nd ether. A few drops of an aqueous solution of the crystals
placed upon the tongue produced the symptoms character-
istic of poisonous cheese: dryness of "the throat, nausea,
vomiting and diarrhcea. The specimens of cheese secured
ior analysis gave, when freshly cut, various drops of a
slightly opalescent fluid, which reddened litmus instantly
and intensely.
Wool, Silk and Cotton, Determining their Respective

Amounts in Tissues.—Four portions of cloth are taken, of

equal weight. One is put aside, and the other three boiled
in hydrochloride acid for the removal of the dyes aud
Wfc'jhting materials. One of these boiled pieces is laid aside,

^nd^tne other two expo-:ed in a boiling solution of basic zinc
chloride for the removal of the silk. One of these latter is

laid aside, and the other boiled in soda-lye. All four are
then heated in distilled water, and after 24 hours weighed.
The difference between the first and second represents the
dressing: that between the second and third gives the silk;

that between the third and fourth, the vegetable fiber pres-
ent ; the remainder is wool.
Ytterbium.—A new element described by Marignac in 1878

as found in gadolite. The atomic weight of 181 was provision-
ally adopted, but in l.sso it was changed and declared to be
173^01.

New processes are being constantly developed

;

new minerals discovered ; new compounds pro-

duced. The instances given in the foregoing list

are but specimens of the immense progress made
in the past decadj. Chemical science is constantly

developing, and in every direction. The immensity
of the field makes it practically limitless, and the

iascinations of the study are calling into rank the

best mental power and learning in all the civilized

countries. For additional information, see the
topics severally as given in these volumes.
CKEMITYPE, the name given to the art of pro-

ducing on a metal plate by a chemical process and
engraving in relief.

CHEilNITZIA, a genus of gasteropodous mol-
lusca. There are many recent species scattered all

over the world. Xo less than ISO have been de-
scribed, occurring throughout all the divisions of the
fossiliferous strata from the Lower Silurian up-
wards.
CHEMULPO, a town on the west coast of Corea,

25 miles by road southwest of the capital, Soul. It is

one of the three treaty ports opened in 1S83 to for-

eign commerce, the volume of which has since

steadily advanced in spite of the drawbacks result-

ing from the great difference between high and low
water here (33 feet), and the want of wharves.
Since 1885 it has been connected by telegraph with
Tientsin.
CHEMUNG PERIOD, the name given by Ameri-

can geologists to one of the principal divisions of

Devonian time.

CHENAB, one of the five rivers which give name
to the Punjab. It rises in the Kashmir range of
the Himalayas, winds through the gorges of Jammu,
and enters British territory in the Sialkot district.
Its length is 755 miles.
CHENANGO RIVER, a river which rises in

Oneida county, N. Y., flows southwest and enters
the Susquehanna at Binghamton. It is 90 miles
in length.
CHENEY, Theseus Apoleon, historian, born in

Leon, Cattaraugus county, N. Y., March 16, 1830,
died in Starkey, N. Y., Aug. 2, 1878. He was edu-
cated at Oberlin,and spent most of his life in study-
ing and writing the history of Southern New York.
To him belongs the honor of having suggested, in a
speech at Conewango, N. Y., Aug. 20, 1854, the name
" Republican " for the party then being formed.
CHENILLE ( French, '• caterpillar "

), a thick
velvety cord of silk or wool, used in ornamental
sewing and manufactured trimmings. Also a pop-
ular name for Dasya elegans, a beautiful species of
marine algre, having long cylindrical fronds, closely
fringed with fine red filaments.
CHENONCEAUX, a famous French chateau,

standing partly on an island in the Cher, partly on
a bridge spanning the river, near a station 20 miles
southeast of Tours. It was commenced in 1524 by
Chancellor Thomas Bohier, continued by Diana of

Poitiers, and completed by Catherine de' Medici,
who richlyembellished the building,and surrounded
it with a beautiful park. It passed to the Cond^s,
and afterwards to Madame Dupin, who was here
visited by Montesquieu, Bolingbroke, Voltaire,
Rousseau, Buffon and others. The castle is in ex-
cellent preservation, and posseses a fine chapel, a
theater, and memorials of its former occupants in

furniture, personal relics, and a collection of por-
traits.

CHENOPODIACEJEE, or Sai.solace.e, a natural
order of exogenous' plants, mostly herbaceous or
half shrubby. There are about five hundred species,

of which the beet and spinach are among the best
known and most useful. Some of the species con-
tain large quantities of alkaline salts. Some pos-
sess aromatic and medicinal qualities.

CHENOPODIUM, a genus of plants of the nat-
ural order Chenopodiaces:. It includes various com-
mon weeds, such as goosefoot, pigweed, etc., which
are eaten as greens when young. It is widely dis-

tributed in temperate regions. C. anthehninticum,
the u-ormsecd of the United States, has a strong
and somewhat aromatic odor, and a reputation as
a vermifuge.
CHER, a French river, flowing 200 miles north-

ward and north-westward till it falls into the
Loire below Tours. It is navigable from Vierzon.
CHERA'W, a railroad junction in Chesterfield

county, S. C, at the head of navigation on the
Pedee River. This place was made a depot of sup'
plies by the Confederates during the late war, but
was captured by General Sherman's troops, March
3, 1865.

CHERBOULIEZjVicTOK, an eminent French nov-
elist, born at Geneva in 1829. Besides numerous
popular works of fiction, he has published many
volumes on literary and art criticism, and on politics.

CHERIMOYER, or Cuirimoya, a deliciously fla-

vored fruit of Brazil and Peru. It belongs to the
same genus as the custard-apple. Externally it is

greenish, covered with small knobs and scales, the
skin rather thick and tough. Internally it is white
and juicy. The eatable part it soft like a custard,
and forms almost the entire mass of fruit.

CHEROKEE, the county-seat of Cherokee coun-
ty, Iowa, situated on a railroad and the Little
Sioux River.
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CHEKOKEE INDIANS. See Vol. V, pp. 585-86.

See also Indi.^ns, Amehican, in these Revisions and
Additions.
CHERRY. See Britannica, Vol. V, p. 586.

CHERRY VALLEY, a village on a railroad in

Otsego county, N. Y. On Oct. 11, 1778, nearly
all the inhabitants were massacred by Indians and
Tories, and the buildings were all burned.
CHERT, or Hornstone, a variety of quartz, al-

ways massive, and having a kind of granular ap-
pearance and structure. It is common in moun-
tain limestone, oolite, and green-sand formations

;

sometimes forms rocks, and often contains petri-

factions. It passes into common quartz and chal-

cedony, also into flint and flinty slate. See Britan-
nica, Vol. X, p. 239 ; Vol. XVI, p. 389.

CHERVIL ( Anthriscus Cerefolium ), a plant
of the natural order Umbellifera:, cultivated as a
potherb, and used in the same manner as parsley.

It is a native of Europe.
CHESAPEAKE BAY, in Maryland and Virginia,

and dividing the former State into two parts. It is

the largest inlet on the Atlantic coast of the United
States, being 200 miles long, and from 4 to 40 broad.
Its entrance, 12 miles wide, has on the north Cape
Charles and on the south Cape Henry, both pro-
montories being in Virginia. The bay has numer-
ous arms, which receive many navigable rivers,

such as the Susquehanna on the north, the Potomac,
Rappahannock and York on the west, and the
James on the southwest. This network of gulfs
and estuaries, with its noble feeders, affords depth
of water for ships of any burden.
CHESELDEN, William, an English surgeon and

anatomist, born at Somerby, near Melton-Mobray,
in l<'iSS,died at Bath, April 10, 1752. Having in 1711 es-

tablished himself in London as a lecturer on anato-
my, he was next year elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society. He was afterwards appointed surgeon to St.

Thomas's, St. George's, and Westminster hospitals,
whore he acquired great reputation in 1727, espe-
cially by his "lateral operation for the stone." In
172S he operated on a young man born blind,
and the successful result of the operation did much
to develop the theory of vision.
CHESNEY, Fra.vcis Rawdon, the explorer of the

Euphrates, born at Annalong, in County Down, Ire-

land, in 1789, died Jan. 30, 1872. He was gazetted
to tlie Royal Artillery in 1805. In 1829 he inspected
the route for a Suez canal, which he proved to be
practicable.
CHES.S, or CuEAT, the liromii.t nrraliuns, a trouble-

some graminaceous weed, which infests wheat-fields.
There is an erroneous vulgar notion that wheat
itself is often transmuted into chess.
CIIE.ST, or TiioKA.v, in anatomy, the part of the

body which lies beneatli the neck and aliove the
abdomen, constituting the upjjermost of the two
divisions of the trunk, or tliat which contains the
heart and lungs. Tlie chest is somewhat coni-
cal in form. Its sides are rounded, hut in front and
beliind they are flattened. Tlio apex or upper end
iS truncated, sloping downwards and forwards. Of
small size, it permits of the passage of the gullet,
windpipe, certain large veins and nerves from the
neck into the chesl.and of certain large arteries
out of the chest. The liroad or lower end of tlie

cone slopes downwards, and is shut in l)ylhe dia-
phragm—a large muscular partition, which projects
upwards from the lower ribs, being convex towards
the chest and concave towards the abdomen. In
respiratiiui the diaphragm (l<>scends by its own mus-
cular ('ontraction, while at the same time the ribs

are drawn upwards and outwards by the inlercostal
muscles. The si ruci ores forming the walls of the
-chest are: (1; The backbone or spinal column; (2)

twelve pairs of ribs; (3) the sternum or breastbone;
(4) the diaphragm ; and (5) the intercostal muscles.
The contents qf the chest are the heart, the great
arteries and veins, the lungs, the trachea, or wind-
pipe, the bronchi, or branches of the trachea lead-
ing to the lungs, the cESophagus or gullet, and the
thoracic duct, or general terminus of the lymphatic
system of vessels, by which the chyle and lymph
are discharged into the blood.
CHEST, Military, a technical name for the

money and negotiable securities carried with an
army, and intended to defray the current expenses.
CHESTER, a coal-shipping city and county-seat

of Randolph county. 111., situated on the Missis-
sippi River. It has a grain elevator, and flour and
rolling mills.

CHESTER, a city of Pennsylvania, on the Dela-
ware River, about 15 miles below Philadelphia (see
Britannica, Vol. V, p. 606). The town was settled by
the Swedes in 1643, and called Upland. It was in-

corporated in 1866. Ship-building is its chief in-
dustry, several thousand men being employed in
the ship-yards. Population in 1880, 14,997 ; in 1890,
20,167.

CHESTER, a manufacturing town of AVindsor
county, Vt., on a railroad. It has an academy, and
produces leather, furniture, lumber, boots and shoes.
CHESTER, Joseph Lemuel, antiquarian, born

in Norwich, Conn., April 30, 1821, died in London,
England, May 28, 1882. He was a writer for the
Philadelphia press, and in 18.58 went to England
and made researches in the genealogies of the early
settlers of New England. Mr. Chester published,
with notes, an abstract of the Westminster .Vbbey
registers, and collected much valuable family
history.
CHESTERFIELD INLET, a narrow gulf pene-

trating to the westward from the northwest of
Hudson Bay, its extreme dimensions being 250 and
25 miles.
CIIESTERTOWN. a railroad and seaport town,

county-seat of Kent county, Md. It is on the west
bank of the Chester River. Washington College is

here.
CHESTNUT. See Britannica, Vol. V, p. 608.

CHETOPA, a railroad center of Labette county,
Kan., near the line of Indian Territory, situated on
the Neosho River. The city has many mills, where
flour and castor-oil are made. There are also
schools, stock-yards, and also a foundry.
CHEVALIER, an lionorary title given formerly

to younger sons of French noble families. Brought
up in comparative luxury and having very little

money, they became frequently aristocratic para-
sites. The title was given by their partisans to the
old and also to the young pretender.
CHEVALIER, Mkiiki, a French political econo-

mist, l)orn in Limoges, .Ian. 13, 18(H), died Nov. 28,

1879. In 1828 he edited the "Globe," and four years
later was sent by Thiers to examine the canals and
railroads of the United States. He was an advo-
cate of free trade, a professor of political economy
in the College of France, in 1S41 chief engineer of

mines, and in 18(>0 became a Senator. He wrote
several books about America.
CHEVERUS, Jean Lons Annk Maodki.einb

Lefkiivri: de, Roman Catholic prelate and philan-

thropist, born in Mayenne, France, Jan. 28, 17i>S,

died in Bordeaux. July 19, \x:W. He went to Bos-
ton in 1796, having sutTered persecution in I'ranee,

became famed for eloipieiice and also for his phi-

lanthroiiy during a yellow fever epidemic. In
1803 hi" founded the Cluirch of the Holy Cross; in

1810 became the lirsl bisho)) of J?oslnn,and founded
the Ursuline convent al Chnrlestown. Returning
to I'ranee on account of ill health he was conse-
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crated archbishop of Bordeaux in 1826, and cardi-

nal nine years later.

CHEVES, Langdon, statesman, born at Rocky
River, S. C, Sept. 17, 1776, died in Columbia, S. C,
June 25, 1857. He was a lawyer, and became emi-

nent in his profession ; served in Congress from
1811 to 1816; was Speaker of the House during one
session, and in 1810 became judge of the superior

court of South Carolina. While in Congress he
voted against rechartering the United States Bank,
but in 1819 he was elected its president, liolding

this position for three years. In 1822 Mr. Cheves
became commissioner of claims under the Ghent
treaty.
CHEVEREUL, Michel Eugene, a French chem-

ist, born at Angers, Aug. 31, 1786, died in 1889. He
lectured at the College Charlemagne, and was ap-

pointed special professor of chemistry in charge
of the dyeing department at the Gobelins. In 1826

he took his seat in the Academy of Sciences, and in

1830 became director of the Museum of Natural
History. One of his earliest discoveries was that

of margarine, oleine, and stearine in oils and fats.

His studies in fatty bodies and his theory of saponi-
fication have opened up vast industries. Between
the years 1828 and 1864 Chevreul studied colors,

publishing important memoirs from time to time.

CHEVRON, in heraldry, one of the honorable
ordinaries, representing the couples or rafters of a
house, and supposed to betoken the accomplish-
ment of some memorable work, or the completion
of some business of imjiortance.
CHEVRON, in architecture, a molding in the

form of a succession of chevrons, otherwise called

zigzag molding. In general it is characteristic of

Norman architecture.
CHEVRONS are bands or stripes of braid, meet-

ing at an angle on the coat sleeves of non-commis-
sioned officers. The number of stripes indicating
the rank of the bearer.
CHEYENNE, a city and the capital of the State

of AVyoming, and county-seat of Laramie county,
located in the southeastern part of the State, on
Crow Creek, and on the eastern slope of Laramie
Mountain, at an altitude of 6,041 feet above sea

level. It was founded in 1867, and because of its

rapid growth has been called the"JlagicCity of the
Plains." It is an important railroad center, being
on the Union Pacific, the Denver Pacific, the Chey-
enne and Burlington, and the Cheyenne and North-
ern Railroads. The railroad shops of the Union Pa-
cific Railroad, which are located here, are built of

brick and stone, and cost between $4,000,000 and
$5,000,000. The State capitol, which covers nearly
three acres of ground, is built of native sandstone,
and cost $300,000. Public, private, and denomina-
tional schools and a public library provide ample
educational facilities. Cheyenne owed its first set-

tlement to the discovery of gold in the Black Hills,

but its present prosperity is largely due to the
growth and profits of the cattle trade. Population
in ISSO, 3,456; in 1890, 11,698.

CHEYENNE INDIANS, a warlike branch of the
Algonquin stock, originally on the Red River of

the North, later on the Cheyenne River in Wyo-

ming, and as far south as the Arkansas. They ara
now partially settled in Indian Territory.
CHEYNE, (lEtiHGE, an eminent Scottish physi-

cian, born in Al)erdeenshire in 1671, died at Bath
in 1743. In 1700. after taking the degree of M. D.,
he repaired to London, where he practiced in win-
ter, and in Bath in summer. In 1702 be published
A New Theory of Fevers, and a work On Fluxions,
which procured him admission into the Royal So-
ciety. Among his other works a.re: Philosophical
PriiicipUs of Natural Religion; Essay on Health and
Lonij Life, etc.

CHEYNE, Tiio.M.\s Kelly, English clergyman
and Biblical critic, born in London, Sept. 18, 1841,

and edifcated at Merchant Taylors' school and
Worcester College, Oxford. He was rector of
Tendring in Essex from 1881 to 1885, when he was
appointed Oriel professor of the Interpretation of
Holy Scripture at Oxford and Canon of Rochester.
He was a member of the Old Testament Revision
Company, and has contributed many articles on
Biblical questions to the magazines and reviews.
A critic of ripe scholarship and remarkable clear-
ness in exposition, he has done much to advance
Biblical science. His chief books are : Tlie Prophe-
cies of Isaiah (1880 ; 3d ed., 1885) ; Exposition of Jere-

miah and Lamentations (1883); and Tlie Book of
Psalms, or Praises of Israel (1888).

CHIABRERA, G.\bbiello, an Italian poet, born
at Savona, June 8, 1552. died Oct. 14, 1637. An en-
thusiastic student of Greek, he conceived a great
admiration of Pindar, and strove not unsuccessfully
to imitate him. He wrote several epics, bucolics,
and dramatic poems.
CHIANA (in ancient times, Clanis), a river in

Tuscany, formed by several streams from the Apen-
nines, and falling into the Arno a few miles below
Arezzo. Along with another river of the same
name it waters the level Val di Chiana.
CHIANTI, an Italian mountain-range in the

province of Siena, clothed with olive and mulberry
trees and vines. The mountain gives name to an
excellent red wine grown here.
CIIIAPA, or CnL\p.\s, a State in the southeast of

Mexico, lying to the southwest of Yucatan. The
highlands have an agreeable climate, but the low-
lands are hot and sickly.

CHIAROS CURO, a kind of painting in which
the effects of light and shade are produced without
colors—for example, painting in black and white
or by diflerent shades of a single color, such as
brown.
CHICA, a red substance, valuable as a dye-stuff,

obtained by boiling the leaves of a species of Big-
nonia, a native of the banks of the Cassiquiare and
the Orinoco. It is used in the United States to
produce red and orange shades on cotton and wool.
CHICA, or M.\izE Beek, a fermented liquor made

from maize or Indian corn. It is much used in
some parts of South America.
CHICACOLE, a town of the district of Ganjam,

in the Madras province, on the Languliya River,
567 miles northeast of Madras by the Grand Trunk
Road. It has a reputation for muslins. Population,
16,355.
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CHICAGO
CHICAGO, the chief city of Illinois, and the sec-

ond in population and importance in the United
States, is situated on the southwest shore of Lake
Michigan and about 715 miles in a direct line from
New York. The city is surrounded by a level prai-

rie of rich soil in all directions from the shores of

the lake. The early settlers found the location of

the future metropolis but seven feet above the lake,

and at this level built a large city, so rapidly did

population increase after the first survey and sale

of lots. But within the first quarter of a century it

was discovered that proper drainage was impossi-

ble, and the citizens solved the problem by raising

the grade of the city seven feet, being forced in

some instances to lift large brick and stone build-

ings by jack-screws. The old Tremont House, then

the leading hotel of the city, was so raised without
interfering with the convenience of its guests. The
original settlement was made at the mouth of a

small river or estuary, which was known to the In-

dians under different names, called variously
" Chacaqua," " Eschikagow " and" Checagow." This
river, from which the city takes its name, formerly
flowed into the lake ; but the necessities of a grow-
ing population led to the engineering feat of chang-
ing its course, and it now empties into the Illinois

and Michigan canal. In 1889 there was created a
Chicago sanitary district for the purpose of ex-
tending the work, and making such a channel as

would form a navigable stream connecting Chicago
with the Mississippi River. The influence of the
lake is felt in making the climate of Chicago singu-
larly healthful. In the spring the water of the lake
is Cold, and through the summer tempers the heat,

while in winter it prevents very low temperature.
The average death rate is smaller than in any other
large city in the country. The streets mainly in-

tersect each other at right angles. The river di-

vides the city into three general divisions, known
as North, South and West.

Chicago became an Incorporated city March 4, 18.37. com-
prising then au area of 10.70 square miles. Since tliat time
there nave -been twelve additions, and it embraces in 1891 an
area of 181.70 square miles. The first United States census
was taken in Chicago in 18-10, and showed a population of
4,497. In 18.')0 it was 16,859. In 1800 It was 100,200. In 1870

300,005. In 1880 503,185. In 1889 there were added large sec-
tions which had been practically within the city, and the
population was given in the United States census as 1,098,.570.

The school census, however, showed a population of 1,208,009,
which Is believed to have been nearer the truth. Chicago
has grown In area from 18:io to date, as follows:

Date.

February 11, 18.35, original town
March 4, 18;!7, there was added
February 10, 1817, there was added
February 12, 1.M.W, there was added
February 13, 1803, there was added
February 2?, l.soi, there was adued
May 10, 1887, there was added
November and December 5, 1887, there

was added.
July 29, 1889, there was added.
April 10, 1890, villaee of (inno added...
1890, South Englewood added
1890, Washington Heights
1890, West Roselnnd

Square Miles.
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^Chicago, with an endowment fund sufficient to insure ex-
ceptional advantages in all departments.
Summary of ri'ceipts and expenditures in districts by re-

ports of township treasurers for Iws9-l5>y0:
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Is carried. Conservatories are maintained at each, and in
the seasons the prardens are filled with beautiful tlora.

The park system was laid out with the view of having each
of the larger ones connected by means of boulevards sur-
rounding the city. These are not entirely completed, but
there are many miles of smooth drives in the system. Tlie

approaches to" the South parks are deemed the finest road-
^vavs on the continent. Tliey are each 200 feet wide, and are
called " Grand " and " Drexel " boulevards. The latter has in
summer a continual stretch of tioral decorations along the
center, and is rapidly being lined with beautiful residences.
Though these parks have entailed a large expenditure, in
value they greatly exceed the eutire bonded indebtedness of
the municipality. There has recently been inaugurated an
addition to what is known as the Lake Shore Drive, one of
the boulevards connecting the park system, in the building
of the Sheridan road. This is to extend from the northern
end of the Lake Shore Drive northward along the shore of
Lake Michigan to Fort Sheridan, about 2.5 miles north of
Chicago.
Libraries.—Chicago is rapidly becoming; rich in its libra-

ries. Aside from its private collections, there are many open
to the public, well-filled and being steadily increased, under
the supervision of competent librarians. Among the most
important of these are : The Public. Library^ containing some-
thing over 1.50,000 volumes, and circulating more books than
any other library in the country : The Newberry, which is now
in temporary quarters jieuding the erection of the building
Erovided for in the founder's will. This new building is to
ave a capacity for I.OOO.OUO books. It is to be located on

what has long been known as the **Ogden Block," on which
stood the only building left on the north side by the fire of
1871. It is to be a reference library, circulating no books. It
is free to the public, and even in its temporary quarters are
facilities for the use of the books already gathered. It was
founded by the late Walter L. Newberry, one of the early set-
tlers who profited largely hy the rise in land values as the
city grew in population; The John Crerar library, to which
the late John Crerar left an endowment of $2,000,000; the Chi-
cago Atheneeum library, at l.s to 20 Van Buren street; the Ar-
mour Mission ; Chicago branch of the I. T. &M. Society, at26
College Place; Chicago Historical Society; Hyde Park Lv
ceum; Illinois Tract Society; Pullman; Union Catholic;
Western New Church; Wheeler; Ravenswood.
Police and Fire Departments.—The jjolice department is

under the control of the mayor, under whose appointment it

is conducted by a superintendent; a secretary, with rank of
lieutenant; a chief clerk, with rank of captain; five inspec-
tors commanding as many divisions. There are 35 stations,
including the central station at the City Hall. There are W
captains of precincts; M lieutenants; 50 patrol sergeants and
74 desk sergeants, the total force numbering, officers and men,
1,870. There are also 20 matrons employed at the principal
stations for the care of females and cliildren w'hen arrested.
Amount appropriated for maintenance in 1890 was for sal-

aries, $2,244,170.25; for new buildings and sites, $60,800; for
supplies, $180.00<l; total, .$2,190,970.25. Estimated cost for 1891,
for salaries. $2,77S,07:i; for new sites and buildings, $122,900;
miscellaneous supjdies, $190,000.
The Patrol wagon system had its origin in Chicago, and is

here worked to perfection. The wagons with a full comple-
ment of oflicers may be called from the conveniently located
boxes or from any telephone station. The response is sur-
prisingly quick at any hour of the day or night. There are
also two regular aml>ulances, whicii act in connection with
the patrol wagons of the force. The Policemen's Benevolent
Fund pays large sums annually to widows and tor sick ben-
efits and funeral expenses. The fund was established and is
maintained by a percentage of certain municipal revenues
by gale of lost and stolen property unclaimed, and by lines
imposed upon the members. This fund receives two per
centum of all moneys received for licenses for saloons and
dramshops; 75 per cent, of dog tax; 2.5 per cent, of licenses
from pawnshops and seconcl-hand dealers and junk dealers:
all the moneys received as fines for carrying concealed weap-
ons, and .50 per cent, on all costs collected for the violation
of city ordinances.
Of its lire department Chicago Isjustly proud, it being ad-

mittedly the best in the country. 'There are I.OIXI miles ofwire
in the fire alarm system, and 791 boxes; 02 engine companies,
of which three are marine companies, having fire-boats for
service along the waterfront. There are also 21 hook and
ladder companies, and nine hose companies. The depart-
ment has one water tower, 90 apparatus stations, an exten-
sive repair shop. :!i',7 horses. Notwithstanding the large in-
crease In the territorial limits of the city the proportion of
losses for 1890 showed « favorable balance over that of the
year before. The head.|UMtcrs are In the Citv Hail. The
organization Is as follows: Kirc marshal and chief of brigade;
assistant fire marsluil and department inspector; assistant
Arc marshal and dipartment secretary; lire Inspector; 13
chiefs of battalion. Kach engine and hiiso companv is com-
manded by a caj. lain an<lllentenant. The tolal force Is 911,
and the expenditures for the year 1890 were $1.278.."«7.ll.
The fireman's pension fund receives from the city one per

cent, of all moneys received from licenses, and the firemen
are retired on half pay after continuous service of 20 years.
The firemen hjivc also tt benevolent society for the caro of
widows and orphans.
ViADiTTS AND Hiti iMiKs.—ChlcBgo River being navigable,

and dividing the cltv into three oarts. a larse number o(

bridges have been necessary. More than 40 tK)w span the
river, in addition to which 'are two tunnels under its bed,
and one more in process of construction. Nearlv all the
bridges are of new and improved construction, built of steel
and turned by machinery driven by steam. One of these
bridges, the Adams street, presents the novel feature of being
reversible while the east end is two feet three inches lower
than the west end, the turn-table track being laid at a grade
of 1 to 115. The two tunnels now operated are under the
river at La Salle and Washington streets, and are both used
by the cable system of street railwavs.
Railroads enter the city at or near grade, and this has re-

quired the construction of viaducts, of which :i5 have been
built—one extending from Clark street to Wabash avenue
costing upwards of $309,000.
Electric Lighting.—Chicago has undertaken the task of

lighting its streets by electricity by means of a plant owned
and operated by the municipality. The experiment has Ijcen
regarded with much interest, and the reports of the superin-
tendent give ground for belief in its final success. Since the
commencement of the work there has been expended for
construction and maintenance $.550,877.72, which includes
the erection of four powerhouses and two for experimental
stations, which latter have been abandoned. The superin-
tendent shows in his last report (Dec, 1S90J the following as
relative figures of cost

:

Cost of 900 2,000 C. P. arc lights, $83 $74,700.00
Cost of 3,621 C. P. gas lights, $20 72.420 00
Total candle power 900 2,000 C. P. arc lights 1,8(KI,0(kj.oo

Total candle power :J.«21 gas lights, 20 C. P 72.420.00
Cost per caudle power for arc lights .04

Cost per candle power for gas light 1.00

The system owned by the city now comprises

—

Power stations 4
125 horse power high speed engines 13
300 horse power Corliss engine 1

100 liorse power tubular boilers, heaters, pumps, etc..

.

6
125 horse power tubular boilers, heaters, pumps, etc. .

.

15
Double carbon lamps 1.929
Lamp posts and hoods 929
60 light high tension dynamos 3
00 light low tension dynamos 4
:J5 light high tension dynamos 11
.35 light low tension dynamos 6
.30 light low tension dynamos 14
Miles of electric liglit cable 169
Number of feet of underground conduit '.

. .

.

12,109-
Nnmber of feet of iron pipe laid nndergroimd 500,614
Number of manholes 24ft
Number of handholes 125

Estimated Expense for Mai.nte.nance of Existing Lights
AND Proposed E.xtensions of Electric Light System.

Maintenance of 1,128 arc lights, $83 $93,624.00
Lamps, dynamos, hoo<ls, posts, switches, ]iower, la-

bor, iron pijje, cable, to add 196 lamps to District
No. 1, increasing it to .500 light plant 71,736.00^

Lamps, dynamos, hbods, posts, switches, power, la-
bor, iron idpe, cable, to add 179 lamps to District
No. 4, increasing it to 4(H1 light plant 65,514.00

Lamps, dynamos, hoods, posts, switches, power,
labor, iron pipe, cable, to add 204 lamps to Dis-
trict No. 0, increasing it to .500 light plant 74,664.00-

Lamps, dynamos, hoods, posts, switches, power,
labor, iron ))ipe, cable, to add 192 lamps to Dis-
trict No. 8, increasing It to:»0 light plant 70,272 00

Total $,'i7J.sio.OO

Water Supply.—Chicago draws its water supply from
Lake Michigan. The average temperature of the lake water
as taken at one of the cribs during the year 18VK) was ; Janu-
ary, 32.0; February, 32.0; March, ;i5.4; April, 43.3; May. .51.9;

June, 54.9; July, 65.9; August, 00.2; October, 50.6; November,
il.O; December, 37.5.

At the pumping works near the lake are the main pumps
which draw the water from a well at the inshore end of a
tunnel reaching out to a " crib " two miles from shore. This
crib is an Iron structure nine feet In diameter and extending
down 31 feet below the bottom of the lake, and connecting
with two tunnels leading to separate pumping works on
shore. Water is admitted into the crib from the surface,
regulated by a gate. The first tunnel constructed from this

point is five feet in diameter, and leads to the Chicago avenue
pumping works, where there are four double and two single
engines, giving a dallv average of 50.0<ii).(«i<i gallons under a.

head of about 10.5 fee"t. The second tunnel Is seven feet in

diameter, and extends under the lake ami city to the West
Side pumidug works, when- there are four pumping engines
with a dallv capacltv of nbiint OI.IKXI.OIKI gal Ions, under a head
of 106 feet. Still another tunnel Is In process of construction
to Increase the water supply In proportion to the linTeuse tif

population. Water from this source will he avaliiible in-fore

the ciosi" of the vear 1892, and in season for the rush of people
to the city the follow-lng vt-itr.

There ore several centra"! uiimping works. The first Is near
the Inkc at the southern eua of the Lake Shore Drive. West
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side works are at the corner of Blue Island avenue and
Twenty-second street. Central pumping station on West
Harrison street between Desplaiues and Halsted streets.

Cost of W.iter Works.—The Total cost of the Chicago
Water svstem is as follows:

Cost up to May 6, 1801, when the works were trans-

ferred from the Board of Water Commissioners
to the Board of Public Works

E.XPENDITURES SiSCE 1861.

$1,0^20,10Q.21

•Cost of water pipe laid (including labor) $7,812,132.37

•Cost of North pumping works 918,.573.14

-Cost of West pumping works 890,849.37

-Cost of first lake tunnel 464,866.37

Cost of second lake tunnel 415,709.36

Cost of lake crib protection 119,431.63

Cost of new lake tunnel '232,466.19

Cost of land tunnel to west ptimping works &J2.912.6S

Cost of new land tunnel 2ol,8'94.:i8

Cost of lake tuuuel crib 70,319.10

Costof lake shore inlet 42,871.17

•Cost of new lake shore inlet 84,474.17

Cost of water works shop •2o..551.73

Cost of water works stock 29,31,s.uu

Cost of water reservoir fence 1.702.S7

Cost of addition to stable 1,019.48

Cost of real estate for sites of new pumping
works 206,972.35

Cost on account of Ceutral pumping works 235,159.11

Cost on account of South Side pumping works. .

.

141,743.'16

<;ost on account of new lake cnb 192,202.65

Cost on account of breakwater 28,181.93

Total cost of the water works to Dec. 31, 1889. .$13,767,502.67

Amount expended in 1890 I.^iW.OOO.OO

Total cost to Dec. 31, 1890 $14 ,977 ,.562.67

The water suppiv of the Hyde Park and Lake districts, re-

cently added to the city, is takeu through a five-foot tunnel
nearly a mile ioug and is pumped through the district by two
12,000,'000 horizontal aud one 6,000,000 vertical Gaskill engines

;

one horizontal 3,OOO.iXiO Knowles engine, two 3,0«0.000 Cope
.and Maxwell engines, and one high-duty engine. The plant
Is located at the foot of Osth street, near the South Shore sta-

tion of the South Chicago branch of the Illinois Ceutral Rail-

road. In the Lake View district, at the northern extremity of

thecity, the water is drawn through a'24-inch pipe and an 18-

inch pipe, and is pumped by one 12,000,000 Gaskill engine,
one 5,000,000 Worthington low-duty engine, aud one 3,000,000

Vergennes geared engine. .\ new lake tunnel for this district

is in process of construction. When completed it will be six
feet in diameter aud two miles long.
Street C.\r Lines.—For the old horse cars there have been

-sub-^tituted in the three divisions of the city the cable system
of transportation. On the South Side the lines run from
Lake street, the northern limit, to Hyde Park, something
over six miles. The property of this company has grown
within the last IS years from less than '25 miles of track to

over 150, aud from 60 cars to 1,'2.50. Its revenue has increased
from $000.(100 to nearly $:3,.5OO,OO0 a year. During the period
named there has not been a single strike on the line, nor
trouble between employers and employed. During the year
1890 this road carried 08,734,909 passengers, for which it re-

ceived $3,4:!0,74S. Afterpaying all expenses and interest, the
net earnings were equal to 18.37 per cent, of the capital. The
growth of this company will be understood by the fact that
the increase of the daily earuings for the year 1.S90 over 1.889

was over $1,500. The company operates horse cars on some
portions of the line. The cost of operating a car per mile
by cable was 9.0.50 cents : the same by horses, 21.985 cents. The
net earnings of the road have been as follows; In 1S80, $019,-

253: 1.'!>.S7, $0.80,^2.59: lli-W, $08:J,:i38; 1889, 845,:M9; 1890, $1,139,097.

During 1890 the equipment of the road was increased by the
-addition of 100 open cars. The present equipment consists of
2*22 " grip " cars and 1,0-28 passenger cars.
On the North Side the cable system is of more recent con-

struction, and its operation is attended with more difficulty
because of the necessity of crossing the Chicago River
through the tunnel. The earnings of the companv in 1890
were .$1,972,172. Net earnings, $868,899. Increase over 1889,
$o31,ii5:i. These lines are being rapidly extended northward
to the limits of the city in that direction. The same com-
pany has recently opened a cable system ou the West Side. Its
gros's receipts in' this section were $3,663,:>S1 : operating ex-
penses, $2,202,007; net income, $1,460,613. Dividends on the
stock were about 7 per cent. The cost of carrying passengers
was 2.93 cents each, which was a decrease of .04 cents for the
year. It is stated that the average cost of running a horse
car a mile in this city has been IS cents. By cable the
cost is much less. Each of the companies named operate
lines of street cars drawn by horses, but all are intending to
substitute the cable system wherever practicable.
Ste.\m Railways,—Chicago is the greatest railway center

in the world. It is the common saying that all roads lead to
Chicago, and this has been the necessity of railroad con-
struction in the West and Northwest. Thefollowing lines of
Tailway now have their termini in Chicago: Atchison, To-

peka and Santa Fi?; Baltimore and Ohio; Chicago and Erie;
Chicago aud Alton; Chicago and Eastern Illinois; Chicago
and Grand Trunk; Chicago and Northern Pacific; Chicago
aud Northwestern; Chicago, Burlington and tiuincy; Chi-
cago, Milwaukee aud St. Paul ; Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific ; Chicago, St. Louis and Pittsburgh ; Chicago, St. Paul and
Kansas Citv; Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis
(The •• Big Four ") ; Illinois Central ; Lake Shore and Michi
gan Southern; Louisville, New .\lbany and Chicago (The Mo-
non Route) ; Michigan Central; Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne and
Chicago; Waba.sh.
Trace and Commerce.—The increase in the trade of Chi-

cago has been equal to its growth in population. The follow-
ing are the figures given by careful statisticians for the
"Chicago Tribune " for the years named

:

Year.
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The valuation of the stock was j;-23I,344,879 for the year, and
tor the years siuee l»(iii to Issa the sum of J3,2U7,a»l,448.

The Lumber Trade.—Chicago is the lumber mart of the

West, Hud probably the largest market in the country. The
•city sales for issiij amounting to upwards of 2.U5U.(iuu,uuu feet,

of which only about »oO,UOU,000 was used outside of Chi-

cago.

Board of Trade.—Chicago's Board of Trade Is known
throughout the commercial world. Something of the spec-

ulation on this board may be gleaned from the following

figures from its annual reports, showing the monthly clear-

ings and totals

:

DI.STRICTS ON THE SEABOARD.

Date.

January . .

.

February .

,

March
April
May
June
July
August
September.
•October

—

November
December..

Totals

12,090,090.00
2,M3,10a.75
2,814,018.00
8,7I)2,00,).75

10,017,; i:it).25

6,429,27(1.25

7,902,114.50
13,651.411.25

9,939,287.50
6,470,8.51.25

9,4.S9,013.75

6,699,830.00

J86.630, 158.25

$8,677,

6,991,

6,078,

6,56-1,

4,584,

3,472,

3,779,

3,262,

3,9:B,

3,.517,

2,424,

2,174,

,053.00

,(X)1.2o

,a57.00

,766.75

,9oo.00

,982.-50

,494.83

,478.75

,817.50

,875.07

,917.42

,781.25

.(55,463,080.32

Total balances last year were $28,190,093.56, against $18,763,-

093.56 i II 18S9. and $:50,1.53,a>5.15 for 188S. The clearings last year
were more than $31,uou,0UU greater than in 1889.

Lake Co.mmerce.—The statement of the clearances from
this inland harbor is hardlv to be believed when compared
with tho.se of seaport towns. The following table shows the
growth of Chicago's lake commerce since the year 1,S8:J,

being the arrivols and clearances of vessels and their ton-

nage ;
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Brick, stone, etc.
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Miscellaneous

Toy and bicycle factories
Sign-makers
Bruslics (not brm.)
Brooms
Featbor-dusters
Show-cases
Glass
Corks
Paper boxes
Sails, awnings, etc
Sbinyards
Perfumer

Totals, 1890
Totals, 1889

No. Capital.

$450,000
120,uuu
27.'),OUU

JU.UOO
7-2,UUO
70,000

100,000

10(J,000

170,000
400,000
300,000
170,000

$3,277,000
3,310,000

Workers, Product.

1,000
41.1

3oO
250
2.50

130
200
90

800
a50
200
200

4,235
3,920

.•iil,:;oo,ooo

715,000
(j.j0,000

250,000
3.50,000

300,000
200,000
175,000
800,000

1,.500,000
:»0,000
050,000

.$7,140,000

0,000,000

The wages paid approximate $2,0.53,000 against $1,000,900 for
1889.

Ba.n'kin'g I.nterests.—Chicago banks rank high in the
financial world. The capital of the national banks of this
citv in 1890 was $10,100,OIKI, and their surplus and profits

t
10,313.119. The bank clearings for 1890 were $4,093,145,904,
eing nearly ten times the amount in 1800,

Book Publishing.—Chicago is rapidly becoming a book
pnbli.shin^ center. In bound books the production has ex-
coodo'l 8,.:)00,000 copies, and of books in paper covers nearly
8,')nu,tioi). A. heavy proportion of this product was shipped to
Kastcrn markets. One bindery has a daily capacity of 15,000
volumes.

Chicago Pcstoffice.—The Chicago postotRce has eleven
carrier stations and 23 sul>-postal stations at different parts
of the city. The force em])loyed consists of about 650 regular
carriers. 200 substitutes. ('..s7 regular clerks and 00 substitutes,
making a total of nearly l,0iiO emi)loyes. The revenue of the
oflice has increasetl from $1,9.30,363 in 188.5 to .$3,126,810 in 1890.
Tke disbursements b.ave increased during the same period'
f ram $736,800 to $1,131,474. It is estimated that in 1895 the
revenues will rcacli upwards of $5,0(y).000. This is based
upon the rate of increase in New York; but if the expecta-
tions regarding the influence of the world's fair and the
growth of the city shall be realized, the increase will be
much greater.

Jobbing and Wholesale Business.—The following aro
the tigures of this trade for the years named:

Dry goods and carpets
Groceries
Lumber
Manufactured iron
Clothing
Boots and shoes
Drugs and chemicals
Crockery and glassware
Hats and caps
Millinery
Tobacco and cigars
Fresh and salt Ush, oysters, salmon.
Oils-
Dried fruits
Building materials
Furs
Carriages
Pianos, organs, musicalinstrnmeuts.
Music books and sheet music
Books, stationery and wall paper
Paper
Paper stock
Pig iron
Coal
Hardware and cutlery
Wooden and willow ware
Liquors
Jewelry, watches and diamonds
Leather and findings
Pig lead and copper
Iron ore
Miscellaneous

Totals $496,856,000

$93,7;iO,000

56,700,000
30,900,000
15,580,000
21,500,000
25,900,000
7,100,000
5,500.000
7,000,000
7,000,000

10,8.50,000

5,400,000
4,000.000
4,.3l)ll,IJ()0

4,llis,01)0

1,500,000

1,850,000

7,200,000
575,000

22,000,000
25,500,000
5,000,000

20,035.000
25,075,000
17/i00,000
3,162,000

13,800,0!,0

211,41,0,(00

2,520,000
5,(i06,000

4,000,000
5,085,000

1889.

$87.61)0,000

51,000,000
80,000,000
15,530,000
21,50(1,000

23,000,000
6,800flOO
5,100,0(10

6,000,000
6,000,000
0,690,000
5,140,000
4,000,000
3„tOO,000
3,650,000
500,000

1,040,000

6.625,000
520,000

20,700,000
25,000,000
5,.i00,000

16,200,000
2:^,250,000

15,.500J)00

2,875,000

11,500J»0
17.00(1,000

2.400,000
3,760,000
2,000,000

5JJ85/KX1

$445,165,000

Do. in 1.S88 437.500.000

Do. in 1887 449,IXKI.0(X)

Do. in l.«86 40-^.000.000

Do. in 1885 380,000,000

The increase of $38,335,000 from 1889 is 8>4 per cent.

Grain Storage Capacitv.—The following table shows the

regular grain warehouses of the city of Chicago:

GRAIN WAREHOUSES.

Name of Elevator.
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CHICAGO TJNIVER.SITY, a new educational

institution located on a site embracing about twen-
ty-four acres fronting on Midway Plaisance, Chi-
cago. By its charter granted in 1889 two-thirds of

its trustees including its president must be mem-
bers of the "Regular" Baptist Church. The financial
resources of the institution thus far reported em-
braces the following : A subscription of $],(;00,000by
•John D. Eockafeller, of New York, a general suli-

scription of $600,00(1; and an interest in the legacy
of the late AV. B. Ogden of Chicago, now estimated
at about lfcOO,000, and which may prove to be a
sum much larger. A part of this site was the gift
of jMarshal Field, one of Chicago's chief merchants,
and the remainder of the site was purchased at a
cost of $282,500. At this writing .Jan. 1892, plans
are matured for the immediate prectif)n of three
of the edifices designed for the us-e of the Univer-
sity. A dormitory to cost $100.(100; a recitation
hall to cost $150,000; and a building to cost $100,000
for the theological seminary—these buildings to be
ready for use Oct. 1, 1892. The first general exam-
inations of students preparatory to admission are
to take place in June, 1892. The plan of the pro-
jectors of the institution includes the purpose of
keeping open doors for students during the whole
of each year, and in order to do this successfully
the school year is divided into four equal terms,
but the students will not be required to attend
more than three terms in any one year.
CHICKAHOMINY, a river of Virginia, which

flows witliin five miles of Richmond, and enters the
James, after a southeasterly course of 90 miles.
CHICKAMAIIGA, a tributary of the Tennessee

River, rising in Georgia, and flowing northwest
into Tennessee, in which State the Confederate
General Bragg defeated Rosecrans in a battle
fought on the banks of the stream, Sept. 19 and 20,
1S()3.

CHICKASAW INDIANS. See Britannica. Vol.
V, p. 614. See also Indians, American, in these
Revisions and Additions.
CHICKERING, Jonas, piano manufacturer, born

in New Ipswich, N. II., April 5, 1797, died in Boston,
Mass., Dec. 8, 1853. He was the son of a black-
smith, began business life as a cabinet-maker, and
became noted for the number and excellence of the
pianos which he manufactured. His factory in
Boston grew to be very extensive. JMr. Chickering
patented many improvements in pianos and was
noted for his business enterprise, jjublic spirit and
benevolence. After his death the business passed
into the hands of his three sons; the eldest,
Thomas Edward (born in Boston, Oct. 22, 1824, died
there Feb. 14, 1871), succeeded his father as head
of the firm, and distinguished himself in the civil
war. Charles Frank, second son (born in Boston,
Jan. 20, 1827, died in New York city, March 23,
1891), after receiving his education entered his
father's factory. He represented his father at the
World's Fair in London in 1851, and made many
improvements in the manufacture of pianos.
CHICO, a town of California, former county-

seat of Butte county, situated on Chico Creek,
ninety-five miles north of Sacramento. It is the
trade-center of a fertile district, and an important
shipping-point for lumber. It is the seat of an
academy, and contains a variety of manufacto-
ries.

CHICOPEE,a cityof Massachusetts (seeBritan-
nica. Vol. V, p. 614). Among the principal industries
are the cotton mills of the Dwight Company, with
a capital of $2,000,000. The Chicopee River kflfords
ample water power for the numerous mills and
manufactories. There is a convent of the Sacred
Heart, a high school, and several churches, and

national and savings banks. Population in 1880,.

11,516; in 1S90. 14,007.

CHICKOKY. See Britannica, Vol. V,pp. 614,615.
CHIEF, in lieraldry, an lionorable ordinary

formed by a horizontal line, and occupying the
upper part of the escutcheon. Any object borne
in the upper or chief part of the shield is said to be
in chief, though the chief be not divided off from
the rest of the field as a separate portion.
CHIEMSEE, a lake of Upper Bavaria, the larg-

est in the country. It lies about forty-two miles
southeast of Munich. It is twelve miles in length
and nine miles in breadth, and is situated at an
elevation of more than 1,500 feet above the sea.
CHIFF-CHAFF (Sylvia hippolais), a small spe-

cies of warbler, of very wide distribution. Its gen-
eral color is brown; the under parts lighter. Its
song consists merely of a frequent repetition of
two notes resembling the syllables chiff-chaff'.

CHIGNECTO BAY, an inlet at the head of the
Bay of Fundy, in British North America. It sepa-
rates Nova Scotia from New Brunswick, is thirty
miles long and eight broad, and has an istlinuis-

only fourteen miles in width between it and North-
umberland Strait, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
CHIGNON (Fr., originally the "nape of the neck"),

a general term for a woman's hair when gathered,
up into a roll on the back of the head and neck.
The term is more particularly applied to sucli a
roll when the hair is arranged over a pad, or com-
bined with false hair to make it very large.
CHIHUAHUA, the largest State of Mexico,

bounded on the north and northeast by New Jlex-
ico and Texas ; has an area of 83,746 square miles,
and a population of about 226,000. In the east is

the Bolson dt; Mapima, a vast desert of sand and
alkali plains ; in the south and west the surface is

mountainous, and there are numerous rivers. The
State is better adapted for stock-raising than for
agriculture ; the fertile districts are mainly con-
fined to the valleys and river-courses. Cotton is

grown in the south. The silver mines were for
centuries among the richest in Mexico, and though
many are now abandoned mining is still the chief
industry. The State is traversed by the ilexican
Central Railway. The capital, Chihuahua, 225
miles south of El Paso by rail, rises like an oasis
in the desert, among roses and orange-groves. It
is well built, and is the center of considerable trade
with Texas. Founded in 1691; population, 12,116.
CHILBLAINS, localized inflammations of the skin

which occur in cold weather, and affect the hands
and feet, more rarely the ears or nose. They are
at first bright red, but as they disappear assume a
purplish tinge. Sometimes they break and give
rise to ulcers, which are slow to heal. They occur
most frequently in young people, affect women
more often than men, and are generally associated
with weak health and a sluggish circulation. They
are often extremely irritable and painful, espe-
cially when the affected part has been chilled and
is quickly warmed again.
CHILD, Lydia Maria, author, born in Medford,

Mass., Feb. 11, 1802, died in Wayland, Mass.. Oct.
20, 1880. She was the daughter of Richard Francis,
and the wife of David L. Child, journalist. At the
age of seventeen she wrote her first novel, and five
years afterward became editor of the "Juvenile
Miscellany." The following year she married. Wil-
liam Lloyd Garrison interested Mr. and Mrs. Child
in the subject of slavery, and soon after Mrs.
Child began to write on the question. For her
action in befriending so unpopular a cause she
was for a time socially ostracized. From 1840 to
1843 she edited the " National Anti-Slavery Stand-
ard " in New York city, and the following year
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assisted her husband to edit the paper. When
John Brown was a prisoner at Harper's Ferry, slie

sent a letter offering her services as nurse.

Mr. Brown declined, but, asked her aid for his fam-

ily, and she responded to the request. Mrs. Child

v/as the author of many books, among which were:
The History of Women; Letters from yen: York; Fact

and Fiction; Looking Toward hunset; and Tlie Prog-

ress of Religious Ideas.

CHILD, SiK Josi.\ir (1630-99), an eminent
London merchant, and w'riter on commerce and
political economy. His principal work is entitled.

Brief Observations Concerning Trade and the Inter-

ests of Monet/, published in 1690.

CHILDERMAS, or Holy Innocents' D.\y, ob-

served in the Roman Catholic and Anglican
churches on the 28tli of December, to commemo-
rate the slaughter of the children by order of Herod.
CHILDERS, Hugh, an English statesman, born

in London in 1827. He went to Australia about
1850, and was a member of the government until

1857. He became a lord of the admiralty in 1864;

chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster in 1872; sec-

retary of war in 1880; chancellor of the exchequer
in 1882 ; and home secretary in 1886.

CHILDREN, Society for the Prevention op
Cruelty to, a society organized in the city of New
York in 1874 by Henry Berg and his associates,

and chartered under the laws of the State of New
York. Its purpose is specially stated in its name.
Up to Jan. 1, 1891, tlie society had investigated
53,784 complaints, involving 161,936 children ; 18,480

cases wore prosecuted, resulting in 17,477 convic-

tions, and the relief of 28,950 children. The pres-

ent cliief ofiicers (1891) are: Eldridge T. Gerry,
president and counsel; Courtland V. Anable,
attorney ; and E. F. Jenkins, secretary and super-
intendent; with vice-presidents, and a board of

fourteen additional directors. There were in 1891

about 300 other similar societies in the world, of

which there were in the United States ninety-si.x,

all organized since the parent society in New York
was founded.
CIIILDS, George W., an American publisher

and pliilanthro[)ist, Inirn at Baltimore in 1829. lie

became a partner in a puldishing house in Pliila-

delpliia in 1849; and in lS(i4 lie bought the "Public
Ledger" of that city, with which his name has been
since identified.

CHILI, or Chile (Republica de Chile). See
Britannica, Vol. Y, pp. 616-24. For the purposes
of local government the republic is now divided
into provinces, jjresided over by intendants; and
the provinces into de])artmonts, with gobernadores
as chief ollicers. According to the rearrangement
of 1887 there are twenty-three provinces, subdivid-
ed into sixty-eight departments and one territory.
The Senate, of thirty-seven members, is elected
by the provinces for six years ; the chamber, of

109 members, by the departments for three years,
by electors possessing a small property qualifica-

tion. The latest census, that of Nov. 20, 1885, gives
the area of the republic as 293,1(70. and the popu-
lation as 2,065,926. The estimated i)opulation in

1890 was 2,715.400, including about 50,000 American
Indians and Auricranians. The capital is Santiago,
with a population of 236,412. The revenu? of the
republic for 1889 was 46.li0(i,000 pesos, and the ex-
pendilnrcs 5.'{,000,fKIO pesos. The imports for 1889
amounted to 65,090,01.'! |i., and the exports to

66,963,101) p. The public debt ..f t^iili Jan. 1, 1S89,

was 93,iil7,955 p. Tobacco-growing and the )>roduc-

tion f)f raw silk have been attempted of late years,

but only with indifTerenl success. About 1 ,."ii I0,0(X>

of the population are engaged in agriculture.
Chill produces annually about 21,000,000 bushels of

wheat ; 24,000,000 gallons of wine ; 40,000,000 tons
of copper; 335,000 lbs. of silver; 1.000 lbs. of gold;
and 10,000,000 tons of coal. A large amount of cap-
ital is also employed in the nitrate industry, the
production of nitrate in 1888 amounting to 800,000
tons. Bj' an act passed in 1887 the army is limited
to 5,885 men. Besides this regular army there is

a national guard, composed of citizens, numbering
48,530 men.
The Chilian navy consisted in 1890 of two iron-

clads, each of 2.033 tons; a monitor of 1,130 tons;
two corvettes of 1,101 tons; one corvette of 1.075

tons; two gun-boats of 660 and 775 tons; a cruiser
of 3,000 tons ; another of 465 tons; 10 torpedo-boats
of from 40 to 400 horse-power. At this writing
(1891) two cruisers of 2,080 tons each are building
in France, and two torpedo-boats are building in

England. There is a good naval college in Valpa-
raiso. The expenses of tlie national armami-nt
are paid out of the revenue from nitrate.

In 1890 there were published in Chili 400 daily,

weekly, monthly or intermittent periodicals. The
presidential term of office is for five years ; and
the president cannot be reelected until after an
interval of one term. For the last six terms he
has practically named his own successor—a fact
which caused great criticism, and created a power-
ful party against the administration. Early in 1891,

large number, including a majority of the naval
forces, began an insurrection for the overthrow of
the government, and it has gone forward constantly
increasing in strength until this writing (April 1,

1891), at which date there seems little promise for

the survival of the governmental administration.
CHILI SALTPETER, a commercial name ap-

jilied to the nitrate of soda.
CHILLICOTHE, a city of Missouri, county-seat

of Livingston county, about seventy-five miles east
of St. Joseph. It is the chief town of the Grand
River Valley, and has manufactories of ma-
chinery, lumber, and flour, and is the seat of an
academy.
CHILLICOTHE, a city of Ohio, and county-seat

of Ross county (see Britannica, Vol. V, p. 624).

The Ohio Canal, and the Marietta and Cincinnati,,

and Seiota Valley Railroads pass through the city.

The court-house is a fine stone edifice. There is

also a high school, public library, and numerous
manufactories of carriages, paper, machinery and
farming implements. Population in 1880, U'),i'38;in

1890. 11,256.

CHILLON, a celebrated castle and fortress of

Switzerland, in the canton of Vaud. It is situated

on the east end of Uie Lake of Geneva. on an isolat-

ed rock, almost entirely surrounded by deep water,
and is connected with the shore by a wooden
liridge. The castle is said to have been built in 1238,

by Amadeus IV of Savoy. It long served as a state

prison, but is now used as a magazine for military

stores.
CHIMBORAZO. "Mountain of Snow," a conical

peak of the Andes, in Ecuador, 20.517 feet above
the sea. The first successful attempt to reach the
summit was in 18S0, when Whvinper twice made
the ascent. See r.ritannica. Vol. VII. p. 645.

(UlIMESE, a bishop's upper robe, to which the

lawn-sleeves are attached. That of .\nglican bish-

ops is of black satin, that of English Roman Catho-

lics is of jiurple silk,

CHIMNEY. Si'c Pritannica, Vol. IV, p. 4tMl.

CH1N.\. the great empire of Eastern Asia. For
its history, topography, |)roduct Ions, government,
and religion, see Britannica. Vol. V. pp. (52tV-72.

The area in 1S91 was reported as 4.I79.551* square

miles, and the nopulalicn as 4(t4.1.'<<UiOO. iiicUiding

dependencies; tlie population of China proper waa
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estimated at 383,000,000, and the number of square
miles at 1,297,999. Tlie reigning emperor, Tsait-ien,

born in 1871, who succeeded to the throne Jan. 22,

1875, at the death of Tung-chi, rules under the

style of Kwangsu, and is the ninth emperor of the
Manchu dynasty. The late emperor, dying sudden-
ly in the eighteenth year of his age, did not desig-

nate a successor, and it was in consequence of ar-

rangements directed by the empress dowager that
the infant son of Prince Ch'un was made the nomi-
nal occupant of the throne. There were two dow-
ager empresses concerned in the arrangements

—

the eastern and the western. Tlie western still

lives, and has lately withdrawn from power. Hav-
ing become of age the young emperor nominally
assumed government in 1887, but did not assume
full control until February, 1889, when the other
empress dowager withdrew. He was married Feb.
26, 1889.

No official reports are made of the receipts and
expenditures of the government. The annual aver-
age estimates, however, place the amount at about
$125,000,000, the income being derived from taxes
on land, grain, salt, and customs duties. The ex-
penditure of the government is mainly for the army.
China had no foreign debt until the beginning of

1875, when it contracted a debt of about $3,000,000,

secured by the customs revenue. Since that date
it has increased the debt as follows : In 1878, about
$8,000,000 ; in 1884, about $7,000,000 ; in 1886, about
$12,000,000 ; and in 1887, about $1,250,000. The total
external debt was estimated on Jan. 1, 1891, at
$20,000,000.

Its army statistics in 1891 were reported as fol-

lows: (1) The Eight Banners, including Manchus,
Mongols, and Chinese reached a total of 323,800.

Of these 100,000 are supposed to be reviewed by the
emperor at Peking once a year. (2) The Ying Ping
or national army, having 6,459 officers and 650,000

privates. The pay of the infantry is from $1 to $2
per month, and the cavalry receive about $5 per
month, out of which each man must feed his horse,

and replace it if the one originally supplied by the
government is not forthcoming. China has lately

acquired a considerable navy, the ships of which
are of an advanced type.
In the eighteen provinces there are now 8,000

offices for post-carts, and scattered over the whole
of the Chinese territories are 2,040 offices for run-
ners. There are also numerous private postal
couriers.

CHINESE EXCLUSION QUESTION. The
United States Treasury Department in the annual
report to Congress, Dec. 10, 1S91, took a decided
stand on the question of the law excluding the
Chinese from the United States. Complications
have been caused by the enactment of a law amend-
atory of the orig'inal law, and the enactment of

another law, which, if operative, would repeal
both the earlier acts. The first law was passed in

1882 and amended in 1884, while the last act was
approved in 1888 and was virtually to repeal the
others. Judge Field of the United States Supreme
Court in May, 1891, defined what the Treasury De-
partment regards as the only authority for the
Chinaman to enter the United States, He said
that the only admissable evidence was the certifi-

cate prescribed by the Act of 1882, as amended by
the Act of 1884, and he ignored entirely the Act of

1888. The Attorney-General is thought to regard
this latter act as inoperative, since its provisions
were made dependent upon the ratification of a
treaty with China, a diplomatic action not yet
taken. Five Federal Judges have included the Act
of 1888 in their decisions, and liy virtue of its pro-
•visiona have reman'^ed prisoners to Canada instead

of to China.. The action taken was the result of an
appeal provided for only in this last act. The lan-

guage of the law is to the effect that where the
Chinese are found here unlawfully they shall "be
returned to the country whence they came," and
these Judges held that "the country whence they
came" was Canada.
The Treasury Department officers think that if

any evidence is required to show the intention of

Congress it is to be found in the appropriation bill

providing tlie means for enforcing the Exclusion
Acts, in which bill a certain amount is set aside for

the payment of the salaries of officers to be employed
to enforce the act "and to defray the expense of re-

turning to China, persons of that nationality found
in this country unlawfully. There are questions of

construction regarding this exclusion law coming
up continually and the Secretary has made a. de-
cision in one of the most important of the many
which have been presented to the Department.
The Collector of Customs at Burlington, Vt.,

raised the point whether the Chinese should be in-

spected at the first stations t4iis side of the Canad-
ian line where the railroads stop, or whether
measures should be taken to prevent the actual
crossing of the line. The matter is of great inter-

est to the Grand Trunk and Canadian Pacific Rail-
ways, and the representatives of these roads also

wrote to tlie Department for some decision as to

the liability of the roads in the transportation of

Chinese seeking admission into the United States.

It appears that the Federal officials had suggested
to the agents of these roads that their respective
companies were violating the Chinese Exclusion
law when they conveyed to points in the United
States persons of that race who were not lawfully
entitled to enter its territory. Acting Secretary
Spaulding, in his letter to the Collector at Burling-
ton, says:

The act approved July 4, 1884, provides in Section 11 that
"any person who shall knowingly bring into or cause to be
brought into the United States by land, or who shall aid or
abet the same, or aid or abet the landing in the United States
from any vessel, of any Chinese person not lawfully entitled
to enter the United States, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor, and shall, on conviction thereof, be fined in the sum
not exceeding $1,000, and imprisoned for a term not exceed-
ing one year." Under the provisions of this section, all per-
sons concerned in the unlawful importation of Chinese by
railroad or by other means are clearly amenable to the pen-
a ties therein prescribed, and it is suggested that you so ad-
vise the proper officials of all railroad companies whose
lines enter your collection district from Canada. Hereafter
you will report to the District Attorney for his official action
auy instance where Chinese persons are brought by rail into
yoiir district who are not furnished with the certificates re-

quired by Section 6 of the act, together with the names of the
names of the railway oflicials responsible for their transpor-
tation.

In reply to the Collector's intimation that the
necessary inspection of persons and papers cannot
be made before arrival at the first port of entry
Mr. Spaulding says:

The law is mandatory and prohibits the entrance into the
United States of Chinese not legally entitled to the privilege
The inspection of trains for the purpose indicated must,
therefore, be made at the border, and you should instruct
your officers accompanying the trains to" make inspection in
such manner as not to interfere unnecessarily with the rail-

way schedules.

CHIPPEWA FALLS, a flourishing city and rail-

road junction of Wisconsin. It is located on Chip-
pewa River, and is the county-seat of Chippewa
county. The city has water, gas, and electric

light works. Here are several mills, and lumber
is extensively manufactured.
CHIRRA POONJEE, a town in the northeast of

India. It stands on the Cossya hills, at the height
of 4,200 feet above the sea. The vicinity abounds
in mines of coal and iron.
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CHIRIQUI, a division of the department of Pan-
ama, Colombia ; area, fi,500 square miles

;
popula-

tion, 48,000. Also a lagoon 90 miles long and 50 in

width, with a depth ot water for the largest ships
on the north coast of Central America, and a river

flowing towards the north, the latitude and longi-

tude of its mouth being 9° N., and 82° 30' E.
CHISELHURST, a village in Kent, 11 miles south-

east of London. Sir Nicholas Bacon was a native
of Chiselhurst. Camden Park estate (now Ijuilt

over) was the residence of Camden, the antiquary.
Napoleon III died at Camden Place in 1873 ; his re-

mains and those ot the Prince Imperial were re-

moved to Farnborough in January, 1888. There
are here an orphanage and a governesses' benevo-
lent institution.

CHITALDRUG, the chief town of the district of

the same name, in Mysore, India, situated 126
miles northwest of Bangalore. It has manufactories
of coarse blankets and cotton cloth. The military
cantonments have been abandoned on account of

their unhealthfulness. Population, 4,271. The dis-

trict of Chitaldrug is the least populous in the
Mysore states, and is remarkable for its low, rainfall

and arid, stony soil. Area, 4,871 square miles; pop-
ulation, 37(3,310.

CHITIN, an organic substance which forms most
of the hard parts of crustaceans and insects. It is

an amorphous, white substance, containing nitro-

fen, but free from sulphur. It is unaffected by
igestive ferments, by water, hot or cold, by alcohol

or ether. It may, however, be dissolved by strong
mineral acids (hydrochloric or sulphuric), and pre-
pared from the cleaned exoskeleton of a lobster,
or preferably from the pen of a squid. Chemically
it is regarded as a derivative of carbohydrates.
CHITON, a family of gasteropodous mollusks of

the order Cyclohrancliialc, sub-order PoJtjplacophora.
The shell is composed of eight narrow, calcareous
pieces, overlapping one another in a row along the
back, and strongly attached to the mantle, which
is remarkably fleshy and fibrous. There are over
2(X) known species, found all over the world, adher-
ing to rock-like limpets.
CHITTAGONG WOOD, a name somewhat vague-

ly used by cabinet-makers ; usually the wood of
Chickrassia tahulnrix, a tree of the order IJfdrela-

cex, a native of the mountainous countries to the
east of Bengal. It is often beautifully veined and
mottled.
CHITTOR, a fortified town of India, in the dis-

trict of Odeypoor, or Mewar. The fortress occupies
the summit of an isolated rock nearly 6,000 yards in
length and 1,200 in breadth.
CHITTOK, a town of India, in the district of

Arcot, about 80 miles west of Madras, on the right
bank ot the Puni, about 1.100 feet above the sea.
CHIV'AliKY. a social arrangement of mediieval

life in Cliristian Europe, of which knighthood
formed a central feature. It included everything
relating to marl ial accomplishments and the rela-
tion between vassal and lord, then the chief bond
of society. With regard to tlio position of the fe-
male sex and doincstic life, it developed sentiments
and manners which hail a powerful and salutary
elTect on modern society, although it is true that
the high ideal standard of mnrals which it culti-
vated was not always lully exemplified in the lives
of those who were trained under its Influence.
Though closely connected with feudalism its germ
has been traced to a much earlier age.

In Knglish law. chivalry is used to mean t lu> tenure
of lands liy knight's service, which might be gen-
eral or special, according as the tenant was bound
to perforin military service generally or some par-
ticular service

The Court of Cliii-nhy was a military court, estab-
lished by Edward III, of which the earl marshal
and the lord high constable were judges. It tried
military ofTenses and decided questions of personal
honor, questions as to coat-armor, and the like ; it

sat for the last time in 1737.
CHIZEROTS AND BURINS form one of those

peculiar races in France that live isolated in the
midst of the rest of the population, and are despised
and hated by their neighbors. They are found in
the arrondissement of Bourg-en-Bresse,in the de-
partment of Ain, and the communes of Sermoyer,
Arbigny, Boz and Ozan belong to them. Accord-
ing to tradition they are descended from the Sara-
cens. Although industrious and prosperous, they
are held in the utmost contempt and detestation by
their peasant neighbors, who are themselves often
indolent and destitute. They are looked upon as
covetous and malicious, and scarcely would the
daughter of a small farmer or well-to-do day laborer
become the wife of one of them, so that they most-
ly marry among themselves. From time immemo-
rial they have been field-laborers, cattle-dealers,
butchers, and the like.

CHLORANTHACE-E, a small group of aromatic
and stimulant plants, chiefly tropical, allied to the
peppers. ChJoranthuK iuconxpirvus is the Chu-lan of
the Chinese, who use it for perfuming teas.
CHLORIMETRY, the process of estimating the

proportion of "available chlorine" in bleaching
powder, which may vary from 20 to 40 per cent.
The term arailnble applies only to that portion of
the chlorine which is easily liberated, and which
takes part in the bleaching process.
CHLORITE, or Ripidolite, an abundant min-

eral, consisting of silica, alumina, magnesia and
protoxide of iron, in somewhat variable propor-
tions. It is of a green color (see Britannica. Vol.
XVI, p. 413), and occurs now and again crystal-
lized in minute hexagonal plates, or in aggregates
of small leaflets, either singly or disposed in radial
groups, which are scattered over the joint-sur-
faces of certain rocks, or may occur in a thin in-

crustation upon other minerals. It is rather soft,

and is easilv broken or scratched- with a knife.
CIILORITE-SCIIIST. agreen schistose rock, in

which chlorite is al)undant in foliated plates, usu-
ally Ijlended with minute grains of (juartz, and
often with feldspar, mica, talc, or magnetite.
CIILORITIC MARL, a thin bed of white or pale-

yellow marl, sometimes indurated, containing
dark-green glauconitic grains, phosphatic nodules,
and iron pyrites. It belongs to the Cretaceous sys-
tem, coining between the Upper Greensand and
Chalk Marl.
C II LOHOSIS, a peculiar form ofana?miaor blood-

lessness. common in young women, and connected
with the disorders incident to the critical period of
life. It has been called the uncn sicknc.is, from the
peculiar dingy greenish-yellow hue of the com-
plexion ; the green color, however, is not always
present. The disease is attended with very great
debility, and often with breatlilessness, palpitation
and other distressing or even alarming symptoms.
In a few cases it is associated with imperfect de-
velopment of the larger arteries, and is then incur-
able ; but in the vast majority of cases it yields
readily to treatment unless complicated with some
other disease.
CHO.VTE, RrFfs, advocate and orator, born in

Essex, Mass., Oct. 1, 17!Ht, died in Halifax. X. S.,

•July 13, 18.59. He graduated at Darlmouth in

1819, was tutor in the college during the following
year, studied law at Canibridi,'e. and afterwards in

the ollice of William Wirt in Washington, who llieti

held the ollice of attorney-general. Returning to
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• Salem he was elected to Congress in 1S30, where he
remained until 1834, at which time he resigned and
went to Boston. In 1841 Daniel Webster was called

to the cabinet of President Harrison, and Mr.
•Choate was elected to his place in the "United

States Senate. Here he made several brilliant

speeches, among which were those on the Oregon
boundary, the tariff, and the proposed annexation
of Texas. Resigning his seat, Mr. Choate returned
to his legal business in Boston. After AVebster, he
was considered the leader of the Massachusetts
bar. Mr. Choate died while he w-as on his way to
Europe for the benefit of his healtli. A musical
voice, winning personality, learning, good judgment
and a quaint humor were among the elements of

his popularity.
CHOCTAW INDIANS. See Britannica, Vol. V,

pp. 680-81. See also Ixdi.vns, American, in these
Revisions and Additions.
CHOKK-CHERRY, a name given to certain

nearly allied species of cherry, natives of North
America, having small fruit in racemes like the
bird-cherry or cherry-laurel, from which latter,

however, they are easily distinguished by their de-
ciduous leaves. The fruit is at first rather agree-
able, but afterwards astringent in the mouth.
CHOKE-DAMP, also called after-damp or foul-

damp, the carbonic acid gas given off by coal which
accumulates in coal mines, and may suffocate
those exposed to it. It is distinguislied from Jii-e-

damp, the marsh-gas or light carbureted hydrogen
which causes the explosions.
CHOKING, in its slighter forms, a very familiar

occurrence, resulting from a morsel of food or other
solid, or even a drop of liquid, passing into the
larynx or upper opening of the wind-pipe, instead
of the gullet. It is generally caused by a breath
being suddenly drawn in coughing, laughing, etc.,

while food or fluid is in the mouth. Sometimes a
larger mass is drawn into the opening of the wind-
pipe, completely blocking it. and arresting respi-

ration altogether. This condition is one of extreme
danger ; the sufferer becomes purple in the face,

and if not at onee relieved will speedily die of suf-

focation.
In cattle the causes fall under two heads : (1 ) those

that depend on the material swallowed; and (2)

those that depend on the animal swallowing. Under
the first head we find sharp-pointed oljjects wliich
become fixed into or entangled in the membrane
lining the throat and gullet ; solid masses too large
to pass on to the stomach ; dry farinaceous mate-
rials which clog in the passage. The second class of

•causes consists in inflammation of the throat, or
irritation of the organs of deglutition; constric-
tions of the passage; ulceration of the oesophagus,
•which is apt to follow choking, and is the cause of

a relapse ; lastly., without any disease of the degluti-
tory organs an animal may be choked by eating
too greedily, and imperfectly masticating or sali-

vating its food.

CHOLERA. See Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 682-84.
CHONOS ARCHIPELAGO. See Britannica, Vol.

XVIII, p. 352.

CHOPIN, an old English liquid measure equal
to half a pint. The Scotch chappin was nearly an
English quart. The German schoppen is a pint.
CHOPIN, Frederic Fk.\n(;ois. See Britannica,

Vol. V, pp. 685-86.

CHOPINE (Spanish, chapin), a high clog or pat-
ten formerly worn by women under the shoe, the
height being regulated in accordance with the rank
of the wearer. It was of Oriental origin, having
been introduced into Venice from Turkey, and
thence into England during the reign of Elizabeth.
Some chopines were half a yard high, resem-

bling a short stilt ; they were covered with leather,
many of them being "decorated with painting or
gilding. The term came later to be applied to the
shoe and clog combined.
CHORALE. Tliough the name is occasionally

applied to the psalm and hymn tunes of similar
character used in the Protestant churches of

France and Britain, it most properly belongs to

the melodies sung to the metrical hymns of the
German Reformed church, and introduced by
Luther, by whom and his friend AValther the first

collection of importance was produced in 1524, and
entitled the Enchiridion. The settings were in four,

five or six parts, the melody, as with all the old
choral hymns and psalms, being given to tlie tenor.
They possess in common a solemn, dignified and
devotional character. In Germany they are now
usually sung very slowly and heavily in unison
with organ accompaniment.
CHORAL SERVICE, the musical service of the

Church of England, celebrated by a full comple-
ment of clergymen, lay clerks, and choristers, when
all those parts of the service are sung or intoned as
ordered in the rubrics.

CHORD. The chord of an arc is a straight line

joining its two extremities ; or a chord in a circle,

ellipse, parabola, etc., is a straight line joining
any two points in a curve.
CHORLEY, Henry Fothergill, musical critic,

born at Blackley Hurst, England, Dee. 15, 1808,

died Feb. 16. 1872. He was educated in Liverpool,
and in 1833 became a member of the staff of the
"Athenamm," and soon after assumed charge of the
musical department, from which he retired in 1868.

He contributed also many literary reviews. Chor-
ley was author of three acted dramas, and' some
graceful verse, but his chief works are Music and
Mannerf: in France and German;/ (1841), and Thirty
Years' Musical Recollections (1862).

CHOSE IN ACTION (Fr., chose, " a thing "), one
of the two great classes of what the law calls chat-
tels-personal. The one class is " choses in posses-
sion," such as goods, household furniture, cattle,

etc. ; the other class is "choses in action," such as
the right to sue for a debt, a legacy, damages, etc.

The old common-law rule was that, except in the
case of negotiable instruments, contracts could not
be assigned so that the assignee might sue in his

own name ; but the assignee must bring his action
in the name of the assignor or cedent, so that the
assignee was always exposed to every defense
which might have been stated against the original
debtor under the contract. Now, every legal chose
in action is absolutely assignable if express notice
in writing be given to the debtor, and in some
States a chose in action may not only be assigned,
but the assignee may bring suit for possession in
his own name ; while in others the name of the as-

signor is used as plaintiff in the action to the use
of the assignee. Courts of law generally follow the
rules of equity in this respect.
CHOUTEAU, AuGUSTE, pioneer, born in New

Orleans, La., in 1739, died in St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 24,

1829. His brother Pierre was born in New Orleans ia

1749, died in St. Louis, July 9, 1849. The young men
made a trip northward from their native city in

1763, reaching Ste. Genevieve, Mo., and afterwards
they ascended the river some sixty miles and
founded a trading station on the present site of
the city of St. Louis.
CHRESTOMATHY, a name for books of selec-

tions from foreign languages, usually provided with
glossary and notes for the use of learners.
CHRETIEN DE TROYES,anold French poet, of

whose life nothing more is known than that he
lived in the second half of the 12th century, and was
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a favorite poet at the court of Mary, daughter of

Louis VII. ' He worlted up the legends of the
Hound Table into numerous spirited poems, which
had a wide literary influence, and were translated

by the German minnesingers. Wolfram von Eschen-
bach, Gottfried of Slrasburg, and others.

CHRIS JVI, the name given to the oil consecrated
on Holy Thursday, in the Roman Catholic and
Greek churches, by the bishop, and used in baptism,
confirmation, ordination, and extreme unction.

There are two kinds of chrism—the one, a mixture
of oil and balsam, is used in Iniptism, confirmation,

and orders ; the other, which is merely plain oil, is

used in extreme unction.
CIIKISOME, the name of the white linen cloth

laid by the priest on the child in Roman (Jatholic

baptism to signify its innocence. By olden usage
it was generally presented by the mother as an of-

fering to the churcli. but if the child died before
the mother was "churched" again it was used as a
eliroud. By a common aliuse of words, chrisome
came to mean the child itself, being first applied

in the old bills of mortality to denote such chil-

dren as died within the month of birth.

CHRISTADELPHIANS, a small religious body
which arose in the United States about the middle
of the 19th century. Tlie Christadelphians (or
" Brethren of Christ") claim to represent the true
faith and practice of Apostolic times, as re-

vived l)y Dr. John Thomas, of Brooklyn, N. Y., the
leading advocate of their views, who was born in

England in 180.5 and died in 1871. They deny the ex-
istence of a personal devil, and the immortality of

the soul, believing in "conditional immortality," to

be bestowed upon the faithful of all ages when
Christ returns. They insist on the plenary inspi-

ration of tlie Bible, the real death of Christ as a
sacrifice for sin, his resurrection and ascension, and
look for his relurn to the earth to reign on tlie

throne of David ovi^r llie converted and restored
twelve tribes of Israel and all nations. They believe
that death is a state of entire unconsciousness, ter-

minated by a corporeal resurrection for those who
have become related to (Jhrist through faith and
obedience, or are responsible for his rejection. Those
accepted after the judgment reign forever witli

Christ over tlie nations; those rejected die the sec-

ond death. Communities of Christadelphians exist
in the principal towns of Great Britain, Ireland and
the United States.
CII RISTENING, a term often used as equivalent

to baptism.
(;IIKISTIAN ALLIANCE, a religious association

organized in 18K7, with its headquarters at ti!l2

Eighth .Avenue, New York city. It was founded by
Kov. A. 15. Simpson, who. at this writing (1S!)1 ), has
been its president from the date of its organization.
Its membership, as described by its founder, "con-
sists of all professing ('hristians who suliscribe to

its principles, and enroll their names." Its objects
are stated to be "wide difTusion of the tiospel in

its fullness, the promotion of a deeper and higher
Christian life, and th(> work of evangelization, es-

pecially among the neglected classes, by highway
missions and any oilier practical methods," The
organization is saiil lo be rapidly extending, espe-
cially throughout the United States and Canada.
,\u\iliary to the parent Alliance, is tlie "Interna-
(ional Missionary .\lliance," with a missionary
training school located at (i'.KI Eighth .Vvenue, New
York cily. Kev. A. 15. Simpson is also correspond-
ing secretary of tlu^ iMissionary Alliance. .\t the
ojiening of the year I8!)0, the secretary reported
liaviiig I'stablislied L','1 missionaries in India, China,
Japan, liayli ami Congo l*'ree Stale. In New York
city special work is done for fallen girls by menus

of "the Door of Hope," a branch "home" opened by
the Alliance.
CHRISTIAN 11 (1481-1559), king of Denmark, Nor-

way and Sweden, born at Nyborg, in the island of
Funen,in 1481, and mounted the throne of Norway
and Denmark in 151.3. In 1.5L'Uhe overthrew at Bo-
gesund the brave regent of Sweden, Sten Sture the
younger, and thereafter was crowned king. But his
ferocious passions, and especially his treacherous
massacre in the Stockholm "blood bath" of the
foremost men in Sw-eden, roused such a spirit of op-
position in that country that he was speedily driven
out by the young national leader, Gustavus Vasa,
himself the son of one of the victims. Assisted by
Charles V, Christian landed in Norway in 1531, but
at the battle of Aggerhuus next year was totally
defeated, and spent his remaining years in impris-
onment at Sonderburg and Kallundborg, where
he died in 1559. See Britannica, Vol. XXII, p.
747.

CHRISTIAN IV, king of Denmark and Norway,
and duke of Sleswick-IIolstein, born at Krederiks-
borg, in Zealand, in 1577, died at Copenhagen, Keb.
28, 1648. He was elected successor to the throne in
1588. He assumed the government of the duchy in
1593, and of the kingdom in 1596. He labored earn-
estly for the improvement of his country, and his
legislative and financial reforms, together with his
love and patronage of the arts and sciences, gained
for him the affection of his people.
CHRISTIAN (X)MMISSION, an organization

formed at the call of the Young Men's Christian
Association in New York city, Nov. 14, 18()1, for the
purpose of looking after the spiritual and temporal
welfare. of the volunteer soldiers in the I'nion army.
George H.Stuart, a well-known Christian merchant
of Philadelphia, was [iresident of the organization
throughout the war; and thousands of the ministers
and most active laymen of the churches of the
North gave their personal services in connection
with the humane work of the Commission upon the
field of battle, on the march, in camp, and in the
hospital.
CHRISTIAN C()NNEt;TION, or Union, an Amer-

ican religious denomination which originated about
the beginning of this century in North Carolina,
Vermont, Kentucky and Tennessee, on the basis of
the Bible as the sole authoritative rule of faith and
practice, with open fellowshiii to all Christians of

whatever creed, persona! piety being the only test

of qualification for membership.
CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE, Society for Pro-

MOTiNo, one of the great religious associations con-
nected with the Church of England, and the oldest
of them all. It was founded in 1698, although it

did not receive its present name till 17(11, and had
for its t)lijects : "(1) To jiromote and encourage the
erection of charity schools in all parts of England
and Wales; (2) todisjierse. both at home and ai>road
Bibles and tracts of religion ; and, in general, to ad-
vance the honor of (>od and the good of mankind
by promoting Christian knowledge both at home
and in oilier parts of I lie world by llieliest methods
that should otTer." These obji'cts it has never
ci'ased to pursue, chietly directing its elTorts to the
British dominions. The I'roteslant missionaries
who labored in the south of India in the 18th cen-
tury were supported cliielly bv this society, and it

is now fully eimageil in supplving to the mission
field thronijhoiil tlie world neeilful religious lilera-

ttire in the vernacular.
CHRISTIAN SCIENt^E. n system of religion

founded by Kev. Mary Baker (ilover Eddy, presi-

dent of the Massachusetts Metaphysical College in

Boston, Mass., and chartered in IS.sl. The founder
claims that as early as 1860 she discovered ineta-
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physical healing emanating from the Divine Mind,
and named it Christian Science ; tiiat the Principle
thereof is Divine and Apodictical, governing all

;

that all real Being is the Divine Mind and Idea ; that

the Science of Divine Mind demonstrates that Life,

Truth, and Love are all-powerful and ever present

;

that the opposite of Truth, named Error, is the
false supposition of a false sense ; that Mind governs
all, not partially but supremely, and that the
Mind's control over man is a demonstrable science

;

that it is capable of healing sickness and sin, and
so destroying the foundations of death. The plat-

form adopted by the society claims God as Su-
preme Being, the only Life, Substance, and Soul,
the only Intelligence of the Universe, including
Man ; that neither God nor the perfect man can be
discerned by the human senses ; that the individu-
ality of Spirit is unknown; that God is a Trinity
consisting of a Trinity in Unity, Life, Truth, and
Love; the same in essence, though multiform in

office ; God the Father, Jesus the Type of Sonsliip,
Divine Science, or the Holy Comforter—these three
expressing the threefold essential nature of the
Infinite ; that Jesus the Christ was a mediator be-
tween humanity and Spirit ; that he voiced Truth

;

that God is all-inclusive, and is reflected by every-
thing real and eternal ; that the word Christ is not
properly a synonym for Jesus, though commonly
soused; that it expresses God's spiritual, eternal
idea, being synonymous with Messiah ; that Jesus
was a corporeal, or bodily existence, but the Christ
was incorporeal, and the dual pei-sonality continued
until the Master's Ascension ; that then the human,
the corporeal concept, or Jesus, disappeared, while
the invisible, the spiritual idea, or the Christ con-
tinued to exist in the eternal order of Divine Sci-

ence, taking away the sins of the world, as the
Christ has always done, even befoi-e the human
Jesus was incarnate to mortal eyes; that Spirit is

infinite ; that there is but one Spirit, because there
can be but one Infinite, and therefore but one God

;

that there is no evil in Spirit, because SiJirit is God

;

that Soul and Spirit are one ; that God is Soul

;

and Soul is not corporeal, but a Divine Principle

;

that sin, sickness, and mortality are inharmo-
nious, the opposite of Mind, and contradictions
of reality ; that Mind is Divine, the only Ego, and
the Ego is deathless and limitless: that the Di-
vine Ego or individuality is all-inclusive Being,
that Being is God ; that God is personal, and that
in its scientific sense, but not in any anthropo-
morphic sense ; that the Science is demonstra-
bly true, for it heals the sick and sinful as no
other system can ; that, rightly understood, it

leads to eternal harmony, and brings to light the
eternal and true God, and man as made in His
likeness ; that the basis of all health, sinlessness,
and immortality is the great fact that God is the
only Mind ; that sin, sickness, and death are error,
and to conquer error is to deny its verity ; that to
get rid of sin through science, is to divest sin of

any supposed mind or reality, and never to admit
that sin can have intelligence or power, pain or
pleasure.
The " tenets" or " creed" of the Society, and its

church, which is called " the Church of Christ ( Sci-
entist )," is as follows

:

" First.—As adherents of Truth, we take the Scrip-
tures for our Guide to Life.
" Second.—We acknowledge one Father, Son and

Holy Ghost—one God, the brotherhood of man,
and Divine Science—and the forgiveness of sin,

which is the destruction of sin; and the atonement
of Christ, which is the efficacy of Truth and Love

;

and the way of salvation marked out by Jesus,
which is healing the sick, casting out devils (evils),

and raising the dead—uplifting a dead faith into
Life and Love."
CHRISTIAXSFELD, a settlement of Moravian

brothers in Northern Sleswick, founded in 1772.
Population, 700.

CHRISTISOX, Sir Robert, D. C. L., LL.D., Scot-
tish physician and toxicologist, born at Edin-
burgh, July 18, 1797, died January 23, 1882. In 1S19
he proceeded to London and Paris, and in the
French capital studied toxicology under the cele-
brated Orfila. He was in 1822 appointed professor
of Medical Jurisprudence in the University of
Edinburgh, and in 1832 was promoted to the chair
of Materia Medica, which he occupied till JS77,
when he retired. He was appointed physiciaii-in-
ordinary to the Queen in 1848; president of the
Edinburgh Royal Society (1868-73); and created a
baronet in 1871. Besides contributing papers on
various subjects to medical journals, Christison
wrote a Tnatisi- on Poisons (1829); Biographical
Sketch of Eduard Turner, 31. B. {1837) ; a treatise
on. Granular Degeneration of Hie Kidneys (1839) ; and
T)ie Dispensatory: a Commentary on the Pharmaco-
pceias of Great Britain (1842).
CHRISTOPHE, Henri (1767-1820), king of Hayti,

the Pacific, lat. 1° 57' north, long. 157° 27' west.
It has good anchorage, and is the headquarters of

an American guano company. Another Christmas
Island, annexed to Britain in 1888, lies about 250
miles southwest of Java. It is 6 miles long by 4 broad,
composed of coral masses piled up on a volcanic
substratum, and is partially covered with luxuriant
vegetation. There is a third Christmas Island in
the Bras D'Or, Cape Breton.
CHRISTOPHE, Henri, 1767-1820, king of Hayti,

born a slave on the island of Granada, Oct. 6, 1767.

He joined the black insurgents against the French
in 1790, and, from his gigantic stature, energy and
courage, soon became a leader among them, and
was appointed brigadier-general. In 1802 he gal-
lantly defended Cape Hayti against the French.
In 1807 he was appointed president of Hayti. In
1811 he was proclaimed king of Hayti, by the name
of Henri I, and ruled with vigor; but his avarice
and cruelty led to an insurrection, and, deserted by
his body-guard and all his nobles, he shot himself,
Oct. 8, ISiO. See Britannica, Vol. XI, p. 545.

CHRISTOPHER, a saint of the Roman Catholic
and Greek churches. According to the oldest form
of the legend, he is said to have lived in Syria, and
suffered martyrdom under the Emperor Decius
(249-251). He is reported to have been 12 feet
high, and of prodigious strength. In the pride of
his strength he would serve only the mightiest
upon earth. After being some time in the service of
a king and seeing his master's dread of the devil,
he gave himself to be the devil's servant. One day,
however, he saw the devil trembling before an
image of Christ, and he resolved thenceforth to
serve Christ only. For his penance he undertook
to carry pilgrims across a broad unhridged stream.
One day Christ came to him in the form of a child
to be carried over, but the burden grew ever heavier
and heavier, until it was almost too much for him
to reach the farther shore. " Marvel not Christo-
pher," said the child, •' for with me thou hast borne
the sins of all the world." In painting and sculp-
ture the saint is usually represented with the in-

fant Christ upon his shoulders, leaning on a
great staff, and straining every nerve to support
his weight. The Greek church celebrates his fes-

tival on the 9th of May, the Roman Catholic on
the 25th of Julv.
CHRIST'S HOSPITAL. Newgate Street, London,

founded on the site of the Grey friar's ^lonastery by
Edward VI, June 26, 1553, as a hospital for orphans.
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Children are admitted between eight and len years
of age, and discharged between fifteen and sixteen,

according to their school position, excepting the

"Grecians" (i.e., the highest class of scholars in

the hospital), of whom five are sent annually on
various scholarships to the Universities of Oxford
and Cambridge. Altogether about 1,180 boys and
90 girls are now upon the foundation. The governors
are the patrons of several churches, chiefly in

Surrey and Essex. Most of the building perished

in the great fire of 1666, but it was soon rebuilt

under the superintendence of Sir Christopher
Wren. In the course of time the new hospital fell

into decay, and in 1825 a third structure was erected

by Mr. Shaw. The great hall of the hospital is a

magnificent room, second only to that of Westmin-
ster. Christ's hospital is essentially a classical in-

stitution, Latin and Greek being the basis of edu-
cation ; but, to satisfy the wants arising from the
changed condition of society, the modern languages,
drawing, science, etc., are also taught.
CHRISTY, Edwi.v P., born in 1816, died in New

York city. May 21, 1862. The original " Christy's

Minstrels" were organized by him in Buffalo, in

1842, and as manager of the troupe in America
and London he amassed a fortune. He died insane.

CHROMATIC, in music, a term applied to notes

in melodic progression which are raised or lowered
by accidentals, without changing the key of the
passage, and also to chords in which such notes
occur. The chromatic scale is one proceeding by
semitones ^lone.
CHROMATIC, in optics, tliat part of the science

which deals with the colors of light and of bodies.
CHROMATOPHORES, pigment cells containing

pigment granules of various colors. It is by con-
traction and expansion of these cells that chame-
leons and cuttle fishes are enabled to change color

rapidly.
CHROMATYPE, a photographic picture, in which

the paper employed has been sensitized by some of

the salts of chromium.
CHRONICLE, a history in which events are

treated in order of time. Jlostof our older histories

were called chronicles, such as the .S'a.ron Chronirle,

Holinshed's Chronicle, Bsiker'a Chronicle. The name
is also given to two historical books ot the Old Tes-
tament.
CHRONICLES, Books of. See Britannica, Vol.

V, pp. 70(>-9.

CHRONOGRAM, or Ciironoorapii, a whimsical
device ot the later Romans, by whicli a date is given
by selecting certain letters among those which
form an inscription, and printing them larger than
the others. The principle will be understood from
the following example, made from the name of

George Villiers, first Duke of Buckingham :

oeokgIVs DVX nVCKl.NT.A.MI.E.

The date MDCXVVVllI (1628) is that of the year
in which the duke was murdered by Felton at
Portsmouth. Another well-known example con-
veys the date in the inscription upon a medal struck
by Guslavus Adolplius in 1632:

CiiuIstVs DVX; ergo trIVMpiiVs.
CHRONOGRAPH ("time marker" or "recorder").

an instrument to note, within a certain fraction of

a second, the instant when a particular event oc-
curs. The most recent are electrical, now in-

dispensable to astronomers, since the transit of a
star can, by touching a stud, be noted to within

Tjjth of a second of time. The typical form of the
clironograph is a cylinder wliicfi revolves once a
minute, and carries on its surface a sheet of paper
divided all round into equal parts, mdicating frac-

tions of a second, if , lor example, the cylinder is

thirty inches round, it is evident that very minute
sub-divisions of time are attainable. A valualjle ap-

plication of the chronograph is for determining the
longitude—e. g., in trigonometrical surveys. Thus
two observers note simultaneously the transit of a
star, say at Washington and Indianapolis (and that
without any reference to right ascension or declina-
tion), and having telegrapli as well as clironograph
determine very easily the difference of time with an
accuracy never dreamed of formerly.
CHRONOSGOPE, an instrument contrived by

Sir Charles Wlieatstone to measure the duration of

certain short-lived luminous phenomena, such as
tlie velocity of light, or the electric spark, of which
the eye itself can be no judge, owing to the persist-

ence of impressions on the eye after the cause of

sensation has ceased. The phenomenon is oliserved

by reflection in a mirror in such rapid motion that

the image of the luminous object would appear to

describe a circular arc the length of which must be
a measure of the duration of the light.

CHRYSALIS, or Chrvs.m.id, a term originally

applied to the golden-colored, resting stages in the
life-history of many butterflies, but sometimes ex-

tended to all forms of pupie or nymphs—that is. to

the second stages in the history of insects which
undergo complete metamorphosis. It is the stage
which results from tlie fasting quiescence of the
generally active and voracious larv.i? or caterpillar,

and also, of course, the stage which after one
or rarely two months awakens into the winged in-

sect or imago.
CHRYSANTHEMUM (Or., "gold flower"), age-

nus of plants of the natural oraer Componitse, sub-
order Corymhiferiv, having a liemisplierical or nearly
flat involucre, with imbricated scales, which are
membranous at the margin, a naked receptacle,

the florets of the disc tubular and hermaphrodite,
those of the ray strap-shaped and female, the fruit

destitute of pappus. The species of this genus are
annuals, perennials, or shrubby, and all have leafy

CHRYSELEPHANTINE, the art of making stat-

ues jointly of gold and ivory, extensively practiced

among the Greeks. It developed out of the art of

wood-carving, the draperies of the wooden fig-

ures being gilded for ornament, while the faces,

hands, etc., were painted white. Then the uncov-
ered parts of tlie body came to be made of marble,
producing acrolitlis. and ultimately ivory was used,

with gilding or gold-plating. The bulk of the figure

continued to be made of wood, or wood and clay;

thin gold plates were fastened over the parts in-

tended to represent clothing, while on the fleshy

parts small plates of ivory were skillfully laid.

CHRYSIS, " golden-wasp," a genus of hyiiienop-

terous insects, type of a family Chri/.iitl.r. Their
systematic position is not far from that of the true

wasps. They delight in sunshine and may he seen

poised in Ilic air— llie motion of their wings being

so rapid as to render the body alone of the insect

visible.

CniRYSOBALANTTS, a genus ot trees and shrubs,

natives of tropical and siil)tropical .\merioa and
Africa, of which there are probably only two species.

The cocoa-plum, <\ Iraco, of tropical America, pro-

duces an edilile fruit.

CHRYSOBERYL, a gem almost as hard as sap-

phire, and the finer specimens of which are very

beautiful, particularly those which exhibit an opa-

lescent play of light. It is of green color, inclining

to yellow, "semi-transparent, anil has double re-

fraction. It occurs .".ryslallized in six-sided prisms;

often in macles, or twin crystals. It is found oc-

casionally in granite, but more Ireqiieiitly in gneisa

and niicii-schlst. See Britannica, Vol. XVI, p. SSft.
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It is composed of alumina, glucina, and small pro-

portions of ferric oxide, titanic acid, and sesquiox-

ide of chromium—the alumina being about 80 per
cent, of the whole. The chrysoberylof the ancients
was a different mineral, probably the Chrysoprase,
of the moderns.
CHRYSOLITE, a mineral composed of silica,

magnesia, and protoxide of iron ; of a tine yellow-
ish-green color, with vitreous luster; transparent,
and having double refraction ; in hardness, about
equal to quartz; and with conchoidal fracture (see
Britannica, Vol. XVI, p. 410). It often crystallizes

in four-sided or six-sided prisms, variously modi-
fied. Olivine, or common chrysolite, is an impor-
tant rock-forming mineral. It is dark yellowish-
green in color, and occurs generally in somewhat
rounded grains or corroded crystals in some igne-
ous rocks, such as tlie basalts.

CHRYSOTYPE, a photographic process, the re-

sult being produced mainly by a solution of chloride
of gold.
CHUCK-AVILL'S-WIDOW, a bird found in the

southern parts of the United States, so called from
its note, which is repeated like that of the whip-
poorwill, and which resembles the syllables of its

name very distinctly articulated. The bird is of

the family Caprimulgidoc.
CHUDLEIGH,CAPE,on the north coast of Labra-

dor, at the entrance of Hudson Strait, 60° 12' N.
lat., 65=^ 25' AV. long.
CHUFFUCK, S.\MUEL"\y.. inventor, born in Ver-

mont in 1800, died in Utica, N. Y., June 2S, 1875. In
1845 he engaged in the manufacture of telegraph
instruments in Utica, and is said to have made tlie

first one. The " pony " sounder and circuit-closer

attachment to the key were his inventions. He was
also a collector of rare coins.

CHUMBUL, a river of Central India, rising in

the Vindhyan Mountains, at a height of 2,010 feet

above the sea, and entering the Jumna after a gen-
erally northeast course of 650 miles.
CHUNA^I, the Indian name for a very fine kind

of quicklime made from calcined shells or from
very pure limestone, and used for chewing with
betel, and for plaster.

CHRONOLOGICAL OUTLINE of Historical
Events. See Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 709-54.

1876.—Colorado admitted intc the Union. March 11, Queen
Victoria proclaimed Empress of India, May 1. Centennial
exhibition opened at Philadelphia. May 10. Sioux Indian
massacre of Federal troops, June 25. French decree of am-
nesty for Communists, June 28. Centenary of American
Independence, July i.

1877.—United States electoral commission appointed, Jan-
uary 30. Rutherford B. Hayes declared elected, March 2;
inaugurated, March o. First Turkish parliament, March 19.

Great railroad strike in the United States, July 18-30. Trial
of Russian Nihilists began October 31.

1S78.—Paris International Exhibition opened, May 1. Af-
tempted assassination of the Emperor of Germany, June 2.

Berlin treaty signed, June 13. Yellow fever niged in the
Southern States, September and October. United States paid
the Fisheries award under protest, November 23. Gold sells
at par in Wall street, December 17.

1879.—United States resumes specie payment, January 1.

Zulus defeat English in South Africa, January 12. McMahon
resigns the presidency of the French Republic: Jules Grcvy
succeeds. January 30. Bill admitting women to practice in
the Supreme Court passes Senate. February 7. Jcannctte
sails from San Francisco for North Pole. Jnlv 9.

1880.—Winter Palace nt St. Petersburg blown up by dyna-
mite. February 17. Work of tunneling Mont St. Gothard
completed. February 29. Prince Bismarck resigns. April 17.

International Fishery Exhibition at Berlin, April 10. Inter-
national Exhibitiou at Brussels, June 1. Mount Vesuvius
railway opened. June G. French Republic expels Jesuits,
June 20. Cologne cathedral {commenced in 12*28) completed,
August 14. International Exhibition at Melbourne, October.
1881.—Chilians take Lima, January 17. James A. Garfield

inaugurated President of the United States, March 4 Alex-
ander 11 of Russia assassinated March 13. Attempted assas-
sination of Garfield. July 2. Garfield died September 19.

Vice-President Chester A. Arthur inaugurated 21st President
of the United States September 22. Cotton exhibition

opened at Atlanta, October 2.5. Jeannetic survivors lieard
from, December 20.

J8H2,—Guiteau found guilty. January 25. Attempted assas-
sination of Queen Victoria'by Roderick McLane, March 7.

Assassination in Dublin of Lord Cavendish and Burke, May 3.

Guiteau hung June 30. Alexandria bombarded by British
fleet, Ju!y U. Great floods in Germany, Novt-mber 27. Tran-
sit of Venus, December (J. Arabi Pasha exiled, December 13.

1883.—Great floods in Rhine Valley, January 2. Great erup-
tion of Mount .'Etna, March2;:!. Phcenix Park murderers exe-
cuted at Dublin. May-June. Brooklyn Bridge opened. May 24.

Coronation of Alexander III of Russia, May 27. Great cholera
mortality in Cairo. Egypt, July 19. Great strike of teleg-
raphers in the United 'states, July 19-August 18. United
States Arctic relief steamer Protf'uf crushed in Smith'a
Sound, July 2;i. French begin hostilities in Anam, August
17. Death of Count de Chambord, IBourbon claimant. August
24. Volcanic eruption devastates Java, destroying 50,000 lives,
August 22-2i;. O'Dounell, assassin of Cary, the informer,
reached London for trial, September 20. Rediscovery of
comet of 1812. September 22. Hurricane at Nassau N. P.'dOO
vessels destroyed), September 25. Army of Egypt annihi-
lated by El Mahdi, November :3-5.

1884.—England assumes protectorate over Egypt, January 7.

Destructive hurricane in Great Britain and Ireland, January
23. Baker Pasha suffers severe defeat in Soudan, February
24. Tornado crosses Georgia, Tennessee, Missouri, Missis-
sippi. Illluois and Indiana, February 20. Jeannette explorers
reach New York, February 22. General Graham defeats
Egyptian rebels at Teb, February 20. Dynamite explosions
in London. March 1-15. French capture Bacninh, March 14.

English troops recalled from Egypt, March 31. Steamship
Dant'rl Str in maJi wTecked olf Ualii&x (121 lives lost), April 4.

Two thousand Soudanese massacred by Arabs at Shendy,April
16. Steamer State oj Florida collides with bark Poncum in
mid-Atlantic, sinking both vessels (100 persons drowned),
April 18. Severe earthquake in Eastern England. April 22.

The Bear, the advance ship of the second Greely relief expe-
dition, sails from New York, April 24. The Tftftis, second
ship of the expedition, sails May 1. Financial panic in New
Y'ork (several banks suspending), May V2-1G. Petroleum dis-
covered near Quetta, India, June 15. Steamships Gijoti &ud
Laxhnm collide near Corunna, sinking V>oth (130 lives lost),
July 21. British ministrv ratify the annexation of New
Guinea by Australian Confederation, July 31. Great Britain
determines to rescue Gen. Gordon at Khartum. September
1. Hurricane devastates Y'okohama and Tokio, September
15. British government liberate "Tichborue claimants"
October 20. New Guinea formally annexed to Great Britain,
November G. Congo conference meets in Berlin, November
15. Earthquakes lu Malaga, Spain, destroy villages, drown-
ing 2,000 persons, December 2:>-3].

188."^.—English in Egypt defeat Mahdi's troops near Metem-
ueh, January 17. Khartum captured by Mahdi and Gen.
Gordon killed, January 20. War opens between Nicaragua
and Guatemala, March 11. Half-breed insurrection under
Louis Riel. N. W, Territory, March 27-28. French reverses ia
Tonquin. March 30-ApriI 0. Peace signed in Central Amer-
ica, April 15. King Leopold of Belgium assumes title "Sov-
ereign of the Congo." April 28. Riel captured, MavlB. Revised
Old Testament published. May 22. El Mahdi dies of small-
pox, June 16. Lord Salisbury forms a new cabinet, June 18,

Two thousand lives lost by "Cashmere earthquake, June 1*-

20. Great strike of car conductors and drivers in Chicago,
June and July. Niagara State Park thrown or>en to public,
July l.")-17. Death of Gen, Grant, July 23. Cholera ravages
in Spain (5.0(X) dying daily). August 15-25, Puritan outsails
Grnestn, August 14. Eastern Roumelia annexed by Bulgaria,
September 19. Hell Gate blown up by dynamite, October 10.

Hurricane in Labrador destroys hundreds of lives. October
27. Vice-President Thomas A. Hendricks, of United States,
and King Alpbonso XII of Spain die. November 25. Jules
Grevy reelected President of France, December 28.

1886.-Mr. Gladstone forms a new cabinet. February 2.

Great street-car strike In New York and Brooklyn. March
3-5. Fighting between Anarchists and police in Chicago.
May 4. Tornadoes and floods devastate central portion of
United States, May 11-15. Great eruption of Mount Mtua^
May 16. President Cleveland married, June 2. Orange
election riots in Dublin, July 6. Gladstone defeated by
Conservatives and Unionists, July 20. Prince Alexander ab-
dicates throne of Bulgaria. Aiigust 20; reseated on the
throne, September 1; but finally abdicates. September 5.

Statue of Liberty on Bedloe's Is"land un-\ eiled. October 28.

Valuable discoveries of gold in Australia announced,Novem-
ber 2;i. Freycinet cabinet resigns in France, December 3,

M. Goblet forms new French ministry. December 9.

1887.—Queen Victoria's Jubilee Year opens, January 1.

Stanley starts on his expedition to relieve Emin Bey, Jan-
uary 18. German elections result in favor of Bismarck, Feb-
ruary 14-20. Emperor William of Germany celebrates 90th
birthday, March 22. British government" introduces new
coercion bill for Ireland, Marcli 28. The Goblet ministry of
France resigns. May 17. Crlti'^ and Britannic collide (several
lives lost). May 19. M. Rouvier forms French ministry. May
28. Cyprus ceded by Turkey to England. June 1. Queen
Victoria's jubilee celebrated in London, June 19-25. King
Kalakaua m Hawaii deposed, July. Irish coercion bill
passed, July 1. Dr. McGlynn excommunicated bv the Pope.
July 8. Prince Ferdinaud accepts throne of Bulgaria. Au-
gust 15. Exhibitiou opened at Atlanta, Ga., October 10. Great
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Are at Han-Kow, Chiim (1,000 lives lost). October 17 A II-

Sace between Austriu, Germany, aud Italy prolonged lor live

Stars, Oetober 2.J. Four of tbe Chicago auarel.ists buuy

Jjovemberll. French preaident Urevy resmns, Isovember

SiMSadl-Carnot elected President o? the French Kepub-

llc, December 2. iiaracra, Cuba, devastated by a t'dal wave

December 22. Powder explosion at Amoy, Chma (bUO lives

'°?^.-'i^re''^.eoXII's Jubilee begins In Rome, January 1

Frightful blizzard in Western States, January l.i-14. The

F sler es Convention signed in Washington, February 10

Emperor William of (iermany died, March K. Great bUz/.ard

(u Eastern States, March 11. 'Disastrous Hoods m Germany
and Hungary, March 111. Great earthquakes in Chma. April

|j "rani Caspian Railroad opened to Samarcand, May 2<,

Emperor Frederick II of Germany dies, Juue 15. President

»la/ of Mexico rec'lected, July 14. Yellow fever appears at

JaJksonviHe, Flori.la, and became epidemic, August lf>

Lord Sackvllle, British Minister at Washington dismissed

by I'reskient Cleveland, October :». K"^''}?.'^
,.d"nf"'«.'„ ,h

Cook Islands, November 20. Jacksonville Board o Health

raises quarantine, December 4. Panama Canal Co. fails,

December 14. British troops rout the Arabs at ^ualtim, De-

ceiuber 20. Portuguese blockade Ea-stern coast of Africa,

"iS^ir-Oklahoma bill, making a new territory in the

United States, passes Congress, February 1. »r?"«n t,ham-

bers dissolve Panama Canal Co., February 4. Great eartli-

qnakc shocks in South America, March 4. Great hurricane

fii Sa.uoau waters, wrecking six men-of-war, March ai Cen-

tennial Anniversary of the founding of the United States

Government celebrated in New York, April 29, .». and May 1

Conemau?h Valley Hood. May 30. Sainoau Treaty signed in

Berlin, Jilne 14. Gen. Hip9lyte chosen President of Hayti,

October 17. Brazil proclaimed a republic. November 15.

Stanley arrives at Zanzibar with Kmin Bey. December b.

IHijO-lNew Extradition Treaty between United States and

Great Britain, ratified l)y United Stales Senate, Bebruary 18.

Congress selects Chicago ttssiteof the World's Fair, February

iS4 Sevnoid All brother of the late Sultan of Zanzibar, suc-

ceeds to the throne, February i:!. New Peruvian cabiuet

formed, February i:i. battle between M n-anga assisted by Eu-

ropeans, and King Kalema, for tlirone of Uganda, Africa, re-

ported February 11—annihllatiivi forces af tlie latter. German
elections result in enormous gains for Socialist party, febru-

arv'ao Battle lietweeii French and Kingof Dahomey s troops at

Kotoiiou. Senegal, repulsing the latter, February 24 German
victory In Africa, under wissmaiin, January 4. Dr. 1 alacio

elected president of Venezuela, March 7. Treaty of Com-
merce between Geruiauy and Austria, signed at Constantmo-

le, August 2(i. Tokay. Hungaiy. destroyed by hre I l.oou lami-

..es made homeless). August 2.;. Keneshma, Russia, nearly

destroyed by fire. August 28. Mine explosion at Boryslav,

Russia (»0 deaths). August 28. Treaty of Peace between

Sun Salvador and Guiiteinaia. August 2H. Triple Alliance

Treaty, between Germany. Austria, aud Italy, extended to

l»'i7, .-ieptember 13. Elections in Brazil result in favor of the

government, Soptemtier i:i. Disastrous Hoods in Chinn

(4,IKK),.100 Chinese made homeless), September 17. lurkisii

man-of-war. lirlmimu!. founders at sea (TJAI jiersousdrowned),

Septemlier 11). Moorish reliels defeated by Sultan's forces at

Alt Shokhman. Sei.lember '2.-.. Comiress adjourned. October

1 The McKlulev Tariff Hill signed by the President, Octo-

ber 2 Centennial celeljratlon of the intioduction of cotton

manufacture in United Stales, held at I'awtucket, R. 1., Sep-

tember 23 to October ». Treaty between Germany and Zan-

ilbar signed, Octor.er 5. Mormon Conference at Salt Lake

City sustained Preslilent's aclion declaring the abolition of

DOlvgnmy, October B. United States Supreme Court Justice

Samuel F. Miller died. October i:i. Serious election dis-

orders In Swiss canton of Ti(-ino, Octol)er -27. -28. Elections

In Brazil sustain the new government by large majorities,

October Elections held In United states resulted In largo

alnshy Democrats, November 4. British protectorate over

;auzll>ar i.roclalined, November 7. King William IH, of

Holland, died, and was succeeded by his daughter, 10 years

Old. November-2:f. Congress reassembled. December 1. Sioux

Indian war breaks out, December I.''). A new congressional

apportionment bill luised on the census of 1800, uiussed the

House, December 17 Henry B. Brown, of Michigan, ap-

Jointed Justice of United Stales Supremo Court, lu place of

iiBtlce Miller, deceaseil, December 2:i.

I)(yi —liermun govejuinent takes ixissesslon of territory on
const of Zanzlluir, .lauuary 1. tieii. .Miles takes cominaiid of

troops at seal of Sioux Inillun War. January 2. In Caroline

lalaiids over UiKi foreigners killeil aud houses of missionaries

destroyed at I'oumtl, January 7. Dllllcultles with sinux In-

diana adjusted. .January l.'i. Chill Insunecllou breaks out.

and ports of Valpiiralso aud other Imporiant towns block-

adoil In the rebels, Jiinuarv 15. George Hancrcft. the his-

torian, ilii's In Washington, lanuary 17. Briizlllan ministry

resigned, Junllarv '22. lion. Wllliaiii Wlndoin, Secretary of

the Trcasurv. died sidilenlv In New York city Jaiiiwiry '.li.

At Oporto. T'oriugal, garrlsi.il mutinied against government,

but were suppressed. January ."!l. Spanish elections under

new universal suffrage law favorable to gt vernment Kel>-

riiarvJ Italian mliilstrv under signor Cr.spi reslgneil. sue

ecoded by a new cabinet, headed by Rndinl, Fi'bruary 11.

Swiss •iiverninent gives notice of teriiii nating commercial

treatv with Italv. February lo. Adiiilnd D. D. Porter dies In

Washington, February \i. Egyptian nilulstry realgued, *eb-

r,

I

ruarv 13. Gen. Sherman dies, February 14. Spanish force

repulsed in Caroline Islands, February 17. American Loan
aud Trust Company suspends, February 18. Dr. Alexander
Winchell, of Michigan University dies, February 19. Dillon

and O'Brien transferred to Galway Jail. February 19. Dis-

establishment in Wales rejected by English Parliament h\ a
vote of •2.a lo 202. February 20. Osman Digma's forces de-

feated by Egyjit. February 21. Disastrous floods in Arizona,
February '22. Admiral Alvarez, Commander of the Spanish
navy, dies, February 22. Empress Frederick visits Paris,

February 22. Great floods along tlie Ohio river, February 23.

Norwegian cabinet resigns February Zi. Brazilian Assem-
bly adopts the proposed constitution, February 24. Women's
Triennial Council at Washington, D. C, February 25.

United Slates Congress passes agricultural appropriation
bill, February 25. Gen. da Fouseca elected president of

Brazil, February '25. Woman's National Suffrage Association

meets in Washington, February 20. New York MerchanU

§resent
testimonial of appreciation to Secretary Blaine,

'ebruary 27. (ireat floods at Yuma, Arizona, February -Zl.

Roumanian minister resigns, February 27. Empress Fred-
erick leaves Paris, February 27. New cabiuet elected at

Honolulu, B'cbruarv 28. United States Congress passes sub-
sidy bill; also postoffice bill, March 2. Free tights between
Irish factions in Ireland, March 3. United States Congress
adjourns, March 4. The Czechs victorious in Bohemia,
March 5. Canadian elections carried by Conservatives by
reduced majorities. March 5. Financial panic in Buenos
Ayros, March C. German victory in Zanzibar, March 6.

United Stales Secretary of War decides to enlist 2.000 Indians

as soldiers, March 7. "King Alexander I, of Servia, ofllcially

proclaimed king, March 7. Parnell collection delegates start

for America, March 8. Bishop Paddock, of P. E. diocese ol

Massachusetts, dies March 9. Severe blizzard prevails In

England, March 9. Heaviest snow-storm of century in Great
Britain, March U. Canadian Parliament announced to

meet April '29, March II. French garrison in Tonquin over-

come by natives, March 12. Italians arrested for killing

chief Hennessey, after acquittal by jury, are assassinated In

New Orleans, March 14. Judge John R. Brady, of New York
Supreme Court, dies March 16. British steamer Hoiburgh
Caxtle sinks In collision off Scilly Islands, '22 men drowned,
Maich 1«. Prince Jerome Napoleon dies at Rome, March 17.

First telephonic communication between Loudon and Paris,

March 17. Tiii|ioo Tib, famous African chief, stricken with
paralysis, March 18. Gen. Joseph E. Johnston, ex-Confed-
erate general, dies March 21. Insurgents make great progress

in Chili, March 22. New Y'ork legislature refuses to submit
prohibition amendment lo the vole of the people by a parly

vote of (i2 to 4.5, March 2."!. Queen Victoria visits Grasso,

France. March '23. Governor of Belanona, Madagascar, and
his brother executed for the massacre of '278 jiersons, March
•21 Protocols exchanged delimiting the British and Italian

boundaries in Africa. March '24. Minnesota State Prison

burned (loss ^900,000), .March 25. England and Spain accept
Invitation to participate lu World's Fair, Marcli '25. New
York legislature laisses Zoological Garden and Bronx Bo-

tanical Bill, Maich -M. New Hampshire Houre kills local

option license bill, March 2(i. Bulgarian Minister of Finance
Bhol in solia, March '27. Russian troops rei orted massing on
the Austrian and German frontiers, Marcli 2s. Dr. Howard
Crosby dies in New York city, March 29. Irish factions in

collision at Sllgo, Ireland, ^larch '29. Belgian police arrest

three anarchists with 500 lbs. of dynamite in their ).osse»-

slon, March '29. Phlneas Taylor Baruum dies at Bridgeport,

Conn., April 7.

CHUliCH. See Britaiinica, Vol. V, pp. 76M50.

CHUUCII, PiiAKCELLi 8, r.aptist clergyman, born

in Seneca, N. v., Aug. 11, IbOl, died in rarrytown,

N. Y., June 5, lS8(i. He graduated in ISlM at .Madi-

son University (now Colgate), and after ln-in)!;

ordained to the ministry, held pastorates in I'rov-

idence, K. I., New Orleans, La., Boston and else-

where. In IWH ho was editor of the "New York
Chronicle," and from 1S(>5 to 1KS(5 one of the pro-

prietors of the "Examiner." He was editorially

coiinecied with the "Watchman and Ketlectur.

'

In IS-K) Dr. Church was a delegate to the evangel-

ical alliance meeting in London. He piit.lished

many sermons, addresses and religious ImiuUs, and
he was connected with the founding of Kochester

Universilv.
ClllMUMI, FnKi>i-.uic Edwin, painter, born in

Hartford, Conn., May 4. l.S'.'tl, became a pupil of

Thomas Cole at Gatskill, N. Y., and o|MMied a stiulio

in New York city in IMi). In South Amerieii. the

West Indies, Mexico. Kuro|>e and the Holy l.uiid,

he has rollecled artistic material, but i» best

known by his picture of the I'dlh of ,Y/.i.<7<ini, as

seen froi'ii the llanadian side. Among his other

paiiitingsare: 7'/ic Hi-nrt i>l Ihi- Aml<:i; Snnrhr on Ml.

Dinnl; Jcntsatcm; The Par'llicnon; and TIk Monottrry
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CHURCH, RiCHAKD William, born in ISIO, died
Dec. 9, 1890. He spent a great part of hi.s youth in

Italy and elsewhere on the Continent; took a (Irst-

class at Oxford in 1836, and soon after was elected
to a Fellowship at Oriel. From 1853 he held the
rectory of AVhatley, near Frome. In 1854 he pub-
lished Essags and l{evii'v;s, and therebj' took rank
almost at once as one of the most graceful and
scholarly writers of the day. His University ser-

mons (1876-78), in a volume entitled Human Life
and Its Conditions (1878), the series of St. Paul's
and Oxford sermons in Tlie Gifts of Cirili:atlon

(1880), and tlie five St. Paul's sermons forming The
Discipline of the Christian Cliararter (1885), are pro-
found contributions to religious thought. Other
works are his Life of St. Anselm (1871), an amplifi-
cation of two essays in his first volume; T7ie Begin-
ning of the Middle Ages (1877), an introduction to
the series of Epochs of Modern History; Dante;
An Essay; Spenser (1879), and Bacon (1879), two of
the best books in the series of English Men of
Letters.

CHURCH, Sanford Elias, jurist, born in Mil-
ford, Otsego county, N. Y., April 18, 1815, died in
Albion, N. Y., May 14, 1880. He became a lawyer
and settled in Albion, whence he was called to the
assembly in 1842. He was district-attorney (1840-

47); lieutenant-governor from 1851 to 1855; comp-
troller of the State (1868-69), and member of the
State constitutional convention in 1867. In 1870 he
was electedchief justice of the court of appeals of

the State of New York and held the oflice until his

death. lie was an influential politician of the
Democratic party, and was respected for h:s up-
rightness and conservatism.
CHURCH-ALE, an ale brewed especially for use

at church festivals; also a church festival at which
this ale was served. These festivals were convivial
meetings, usually held on Easter Sunday or during
Whitsuntide. Two persons were chosen before-
hand to preside over the feast and divide the
victuals and drink voluntarily contributed by the
parishioners. Sometimes the drink which had been
brewed from malt given by the parishioners was
sold about Whitsunday for the payment of church
expenses. The church-ale was one of the old Eng-
lish institutions denounced by the Puritans.
CHURCHILL, Loud Randolph Henry Spencer,

an English statesman, third son of the seventh
duke of Malborough, born Feb. 13, 1849, and
educated at Eton and Merton College, Oxford.
Lord Randolph entered Parliament in 1874; but it

was not until after the general election of 1880 that
he became prominent in politics, when he appeared
as the leader of a band of Conservatives known as
the " Fourth Party." Though a Conservative by
tradition, he had a mind of his own, and in the
period of Conservative depression that followed
Disraeli's death he was frequently in collision with
the nominal leaders of his party on questions of

party organization and tlie conduct of the Op-
position; but his vigorous attacks on Mr. Glad-
stone's policy, both foreign and domestic, were of
unquestionable value to the Conservative cause

;

and upon Mr. Gladstone's defeat (1885) Lord Ran-
dolph was rewarded with the Secretaryship for
India in Lord Salisbury's first ministry. From
July to December, 1886, he was Chancellor of the
Exchequer and leader of the House of Commons, a
position which he soon relinquished. His attacks
on the spending departments thenceforward were
most incisive ; but on most other points he spoke
and voted steadily on the Conservative side. Lord
Randolph Churchill is brilliant, versatile, erratic,
and, though now (1891) in comparative retirement,
no one can predict his future. His wife. Lady

Randolph Churchill, of American birth, daughter
of Leonard Jerome, has given most valuable assist-
ance to her husband in his electoral contests, and ia

a prominent member of tlio Primrose League.
CHURCHILL RIVER, of Canada, rises between

the north branch of the Saskatchewan and the
Athabasca, under 55° north latitude, and flows gen-
erally northeast through a series of lakes, first as
the Beaver, then as the Jlissinnippi, and finally as
the Churchill or English River, to Hudson Bay,
which it enters near Fcrt Churchill, after a course
of nearly 1,C00 miles. It is extensively navigated
by canoes which are conveyed by portage past the
largest of the many rapids.
CHURCHING OF WOJIEN, a religious usage,

prevailing in the Christian church from an early-

period, of women, on their recovery after child-
bearing, going to church to give thanks. It ap-
pears to have been borrowed from the Jewish law
(Leo XII, 6), and the earliest express mention of it

is in the pseudo-Nicene Arabic canons.
CHURCH OF GOD. See Religious Denomina-

TioNs IN TUB United States, in these Revisions and
Additions.
CHURCH-RATES, in England, a tax or assess-

ment laid on the parishioners and occupiers of land
within a parish, by a majority of their own body in
vestry assembled, for the purpose of upholding and
repairing the fabric of the church and the belfry,
the bells, seats and ornaments the churchyard
fence and the expenses (other than those of main-
taining the minister) incident to the celebration of
divine service.
CHURNS, machines used for the production of

butter from cream or from whole milk. By agita-
tion tlie butter globules are thrown against each
other, until, after a period which varies in length
with the quality of the butter-fat, the temperature
and the condition of " ripeness," or incipient acidity
of the cream. Churns are of great variety in form
and dimensions, from the ladies' glass hand-churn,
producing a few ounces of butter at a time, to one
driven by water, steam or horse-power and churn-
ing the whole milk of a dairy at one operation.
CHUTNEY, an East Indian condiment, very

largely used in India, and to a considerable extent
in Britain. Indian Chutney is a compound of
mangoes, chillies or capsicum and lime-juice, with
some portion of other native fruits, such as tama-
rinds, etc., the flavor being heightened by garlic.
CIALDINI, Enrico, Italian soldier, born at Cas-

telvetro, Modena, Aug. 10, 1811. He studied at
Parma, but by his share in the abortive insur-
rection of 18;W was forced to escape to France. In
1835, passing over to the Spanish service, he fought
against the Carlists, and was made colonel. When
Charles Albert headed the Italian rising in 1848
he hurried to Italy, and in the struggle which en-
sued fell into the hands of the Austrians. On his
release he was employed by the Sardinian govern-
ment, and fought in the brief campaign of 1849. In
the (Crimea he commanded a division of the Sar-
dinian contingent. Created Duke of Gaeta, and
for a few months governor of Naples, he had to act
against Garibaldi in the second Sicilian expedition
(1862). In 1864 he became a senator, and in the
war of 1866 occupied Venice. In 1876 he was sent
as ambassador to Paris, but retired in 1881, and re-

ceived the' post of one of the two generals of the
army. He died in 1891.
CIBRARIO, LuiGi, an Italian historian, born in

Turin in 1802, died in 1870. He was minister of

public instruction in 18-52, and minister of foreign
affairs in 1855. He wrote important works on the
history of Turin, and of the monarchy of Savoy, and
on the political economy of the Middle Ages.
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CICADA, a large genus of hemipterous insects.

typical of the sub-order Homoptera, with uniform
wings. They are well known for the noise made
by the males, and for the "manna" or sap
which their incisions cause to exude from trees.

Specially abundant in warm countries, some
eighteen species of cicada occur in the vine-bear-
ing regions of Europe. Some large Soutli Ameri-
can species are said to chirp " loud enough to be
heard at the distance of a mile." Tlie noise is

caused by the vibrations of membranes at the
openings of two respiratory tubes (trachese) on tlie

last joint of the thorax, and the volume of sound is

increased by two complex resonating cavities a lit-

tle farther back. The apparatus is rudimentary in

the females. C. seplemdeciin is the North American
"seventeen years' locust," or " harvest fly," said to

occur in special abundance every seventeen years,
though they probably appear in some parts of the
country every year. The males of the species per-
form the act of reproduction and soon die. probably
taking no nourishment in the perfect state. The
females deposit about 000 eggs in the twigs of trees,

and die immediately after. The larvie drop and
bore their way into the ground, where they are
supposed to remain for seventeen years, sucking
the juices of the roots of trees and plants. When
the pupic emerge, the ground sometimes seems
honeycombed by their numbers. The family to
which cicadas t>elong is often known as that of
the stridulent insects, and includes about five

hundred sjKicies. An even larger closely allied
family is that of the Cicadelluhv, including the
common cuckoo spit. The name cicada has some-
times been ap[)lied to another hemipterous insect,
a conmion bug named Halticus pallicornw, or C.
aplern of Linnteus.
CICATRIZATION (Lat, c»ca<n.r, "a scar"), the

process of healing or skinning over of an ulcer or
broken surface in the skin or in a mucous mem-
brane, by which a fibrous material of a dense re-

sisting character, covered by a protecting layer of
epithelium, is substituted for the lost texture.
The new tissue in such a case is called the cica-
trix, and usually resembles to a considerable ex-
tent the structure which it replaces ; it is, how-
ever, less elastic, and from its shrinking in volume
may produce an appearance of puckering.
CICKHONE (from Cicero, "the orator," or

"speaker"), a name given by the Italians to the
guides who show travelers the antiquities of the
country; hence, in general application, a guide;
one who explains interesting features or curi-
osities.

CICINDELLA, a genus of beetles in the section
Pentaiiicra, and type of a family with some 300
species. They are very active, and occur abund-
antly on sandy places.
CICISBEO, a i)rofessed gallant who waits with

fantastic devotion upon a married lady. In tlie

higher ranks of Italian society, it was at one time
considered unfashionable for the husband to asso-
ciate with his wile anywhere except in his own
house

; and in society, or at public jilaces of amuse-
ment, the wife was accompanied by her cicisbeo.
Cn)ARIS, a genus of sea urchins, and type of a

family (Ciihiriil.T) with very long spines. The most
of the members of the family are fossil forms, but
over a score of living species are known.
CIEZA, a town of Spain, L'ti miles northwest of

Murcia. Population, 10,01(1.

CIGAR. See Hrilannica, Vol. V, pp. 775-7(5.

CILIA, "eyelashes," hair-like lashes borne by
cells. They are mobile imxlilicalions of the living
matter of the cell, and exhibit alternate bonding
and straightening. In many eases normal, patho-

logical and artificial cilia may sink down into less
motile amuiboid processes.
CIMARRON, a beautiful interior village of New

Mexico, former county-seat of Colfax county, situ-
ated near a range of lofty mountains, about 65 miles
south of El Moro.
CINCHONA. See Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 780-82.
CINCINNATI, a city of Ohio, county-seat of

Hamilton county, and the metropolis of the State
(see Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 782-84). The city is
specially noteworthy for the elegance of its private
residences and public edifices. Among the latter
are the county court-house, the post-office and
United States government building; the Cincinnati
Hospital, Pike's Opera House, Chamber of Com-
merce building. Masonic Temple, Art School and
Museum of Art, and numerous beautiful church
edifices and charitable institutions. The frequency
with which expositions have been held in Cincin-
nati during the last twenty years has given it the
title of the Exposition City of the West. The most
important of tiiese was the Centennial Exposition,
held in 1888 to celebrate the one hundredth anni-
versary of several important events, among tnem
the settlement of Ohio. The exposition opei.cd on
.luly 4, and continued for one hundred days. The
buildings for the various exhibits covered about
twentj--three acres of ground. The central posi-
tion of Cincinnati in relation to extensive produc-
ing regions and to leading channels of commerce,
renders it one of the most important commercial
cities of the Slississippi Valley. Its manufactures
are of a widely diversified character, the more im-
portant being iron and leather goods. The popula-
tion, which in 1880 was 255,708, has increased to 29G,-

309 in 1S90.

CINCINNATI GROUP, in American geology, an
important group of rocks, belonging to the Lower
Silurian series, particularly well develoiied near
Cincinnati. The rocks of this series are rich in
fossil remains, and some of the shales contain a
large proportion of bituminous matter. Also called
Hudson Hirer Group.
CINCINNATI, (Jkder of the, a society in the

United States of North America, established by the
olfioers of the Revolutionary .\rniy in 17S;3, "to per-
IKJtuate their friendship, and to raise a fund for re-

lieving the widows and orphans of those who had
fallen during the war." It was so named because
it included patriots, who, in many instances, had,
like Cincinnatus, loft rural affairs to serve their
country, and were resolved to return to their citi-

zenship and its peaceful pursuits. The badge of
the society consists of a bald eagle of gold suspended
by a dark-blue ribbon with white borders, symboliz-
ing the union of France and America. On the
breast of the eagle there is a figure of Cincinnatus
receiving the military ensigns from the senators,
in the background his cottage; near it a plow and
instruments of husbandry, and round (he whole are
the words, Omnia rcliijuit xfrrare ntnptdilirain. As
this distinction was made hereditary, it was at-

tacked as opposed to republican equality, and at
a meeting held in Philadelphia in 17St several
changes were made in the constitution of the so-

ciety, the right of succession being made con-
ditioniilon approval in each case by the society.
After 1S04 the branches in several of the States
were abolished. There are still, however, several
State societies.

CINDKR-liKl), a name given by the quarrynien
to a stratum of llie Middle Purbeck series of the
.Turassic system, almost entirely composi-d of the
looselv aggregated shells of a small ovsIit.

CINNAMIC ACID, Con,Cll=('llV(K >II. .-xists

in the free state in the balsams of Tolii and
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Peru, in liquid storax, and in gum benzoin. Cin-
naniic acid forms colorless crystals readily soluble
in alcohol, ether, and boiling water, but sparingly
soluble in cold water. It is not of any importance
in the arts, and is chiefly interesting as being the
acid corresponding to oil of cinnamon. Although
isomeric with oil of cassia, it has a slightly different
flavor. Both of these oils are employed in medi-
cine as aromatic stimulants, but chiefly as pleas-
ant adjuncts to disguise the taste of nauseous
drugs.
CINQUE, chief of the Mendi Africans, born at

Caw-Mendi, about 1800. In 1839 this chief and a
large company of his tribe were stolen from Africa
and shipped to Havana, Cuba, being there pur-
chased by Montes and Ruiz. The Africans were
transferred to another ship, and were on their way
to a southern port of Cuba when Cinque organized
a revolt, overcame the crew and put them and the
passengers on shore, then directed the two Span-
iards to take them to Africa. By night the vessel
was steered northward and finally arrived at Mon-
tauk Point, L. I. The Africans were put ashore at
Farmington, Conn., and benevolent people institu-

ted a trial for their release. The case was tried in

the U. S. district court of the State, and after pro-
longed investigations the Africans were declared
born free, and not amenable to punishment for

the revolt on board ship. They were returned to
their native land at public expense, and a mission
was there established which is still maintained.
CINQUEFOIL, a common bearing in heraldry,

representing a iiower with five petals borne full-

faced and without a stalk. If pierced—that is, per-
forated in the center—it should be so blazoned.
Cinquefoil in architecture is an ornamental folia-

tion in five compartments, used in the tracery
of windows, panelings, and the like. The cinque-
foil is often represented in a circular form, the
spaces between points or cusps representing the
five leaves.
CIOTAT, L.\, a town in the French department

of Bouches-du-Rhone, on a bay in the Jlediterra-
nean, twenty-three miles southeast of Marseilles.
It has a commodious harbor, the extensive work-
shops of the Mi^ssageries Maritimi-s Company, and a
great coral fishery. Population, 8,901.

CIRC^EA, a small and widely distributed genus
of Onagraceous herbs. C. lutetiana, frequent in

shady situations, bears the name of Enchanter's
Nightshade, and in Germany of Hexenkraut
(Witches' Herb).
CIRCASSIANS, a name given in its wider sense

to all tne formerly independent tribes of the Cau-
casus ; in a narrower sense it denotes the tribes
inhabiting the northwestern wing of the Cauca-
sus, with a government half patriarchal and
feudal, and half constitutional. In 1S58-65. rather
than submit to Russian government, nearly the
whole nation of fifteen tribes, to the number of

nearly half a million persons, left their country for

the Turkish possessions in Asia Minor, or the moun-
tainous parts of Bulgaria, carrying with them their
insubordinate spirit and marauding habits, which
added to the horrors of the Bulgarian massacres
of 1876-77. The Circassian nobles are principally
Mohammedans, while the great mass of the people
profess a corrupt Christianity, which shows strange
survivals of earlier heathenism in its sacrifices and
sacred trees, joined to the celebration of Easter,
the sign of the Cross, and processions with lights.

The Circassians are proverbially handsome, and
for generation? their daughters have adorned the
harems of the wealthy Turks. They are also
strong, active, brave and temperate. They are
chiefly known through their long struggles to

maintain their independence against the aggres-
sion of Russia.
CIRCLE, M.\Gic, a space in which sorcerers

were wont to protect themselves from the fury of
the evil spirits they had raised. This circle was
usually described at midnight in certain conditions
of moon and weather, on a piece of ground about
nine feet square. Inside the outer circle was
another somewhat less, in the center of which the
sorcerer had his seat. The spaces between the
circles, as well as between the parallel lines which
inclosed the larger one, were filled " with all the
holy names of God," and a variety of other charac-
ters supposed to l)e potent against the powers of evil.

CIRCLEVILLE. a flourishing railroad city and
county-seat of Pickaway county, Ohio. It is on the
Scioto River and Ohio Canal. The city is built on
ancient earthworks, which are in the form of a cir-

cle and a square. Pork-packing and broom-making
are two leading industrins. Pop. in ISOO. 6,556.

CIRCULAR NOTES, bank-notes issued by for-

eign bankers for the special use of travelers, cor-
responding to the letters of credit issued by
American bankers.
CIRCULAR NUMBERS, numbers whose powers

end in the same figure as the numbers them-
selves : as those ending in 0, 1, 5, 6.

CIRCULATION. See under PHYSioLOGy, Bri-
tannica. Vol. XIX, pp. 8-64.

CIRCUMCISION.Feastof, a festival in honor of

Christ's circumcision, observed on Jan. 1st in the
Roman church since about a. d. 487, and in the
Anglican since 1549.

CIRCUMFERENCE, or Periphery, the curve
which incloses a circle, ellipse, oval, cardioid, or
other plane figure. In figures bounded by straight
lines, as the triangle, square, and polygon, the
term periinetrr is employed to designate the sum of
all the bounding lines taken together.
CIRCUMNAVIGATION, the term usually ap-

plied to the act of sailing round the n^orld. its liter-

al meaning being simply "a sailing round."
CIRCUMVALLATION, Lines of, the chain of

works surrounding an army engaged in besieging a
fortress, facing outward towards the country so as
to guard against all attempts at relief by a field

army. Redoubts, either isolated or connected by a
line of parapet, were much used for this purpose in

the sieges of the ancient and Middle Ages.
CIRCUS. See Britannica, Vols. V, p. 791 ; X, p. 65;

XX,p. 829. The modern circus is chiefly an exhibition
of feats of horsemanship and acrobatic displays,
often combined with a menagerie, or collection of

wild beasts. Astley was the most famous of Eng-
lish circus-managers; the Paris hippodrome is

justly celebrated; but probably the most impor-
tant circus ever organized is that of Earnum and
Bailey's "Greatest Show on Earth," which includes
a whole army of performers, "mid-air artists," and
male and female equestrians.
CIRRIPEDIA, or Cierhipedi.\, a degenerated

sub-class of Crustacea, including the numerous
forms of barnacles and acorn-shells. Cirrhopoda
was a form of the nane once commonly in use.
CIRRHOSIS: in pathology, a chronic inflamma-

tion of the liver, so called tiecause of the yellow ap-
pearance of the organ when in this condition. The
term is sometimes applied tea similar affection of
other organs.
CIRRiHUS, Cirrus, or Tendril : in botany, a

leaf altered into a slender spiral, which by twisting
around such objects as it comes in contact with at-
taches the plant to them, and enables it to climb.
The term is also employed in zoology to designate
any curled filament, and has been applied to the
curiously modified feet of the Cirripedia.
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CIRTA. the capital of ancient Numidia, now
Constantiue.
CIS, a Latin preposition meaning "on tliis side;"

it is often prefixed to names of rivers and moun-
tains; as Cisalpine, " on this side of the Alps."

CI.SALPIXE REPUBLIC. After the battle of

Lodi, in 1796, Bonaparte organized two states, one
on the south of the Po, the Cispadane Republic,
and one on the north, the Transpadane. In 1797

these two were united into one under the title of

the Cisalpine Republic, which embraced Lombardy,
Mantua, Bergamo, Brescia, Cremona, Verona, and
Eovigo, the ducliy of Modena, the principalities of

Massa and Cararra, and the three legations of Bo-
logna, Ferrara, and the Romagna. The republic
was dissolved for a time in 1799 by the victories of

the Russians and Aastrians, but was restored by
Bonaparte after the victory of Marengo, with some
modifications of constitution and increase of terri-

tory. In 1802 it took the name of the Italian Re-
public, and chose Bonaparte for its president. In
1805 a deputation from the republic conferred on

the Emperor Napoleon the title of King of Italy,
after which it formed the kingdom of Italy till

1814.

CISTERN. See Britannica. Vol. IV, p. 503; VoL
XXI, pp. 71-t el Ket/.

CIST US, or HocK-RosE, a genus of exogenous
plants giving its name to the natural order Ci»-
tacfsc, which contains about 200 known species,
chiefly natives of tlie South of Europe and the
North of Africa. Some of them are beautiful ever-
green shrubs. From Villus Creticu-t, Cistiig Indani-
ferua, and other species, ijum lailnnum is obtained.
CITADEL, a fort of four or five bastions in or

near a town. It serves two purposes : it enables the
garrison of a town to keep the inhabitants in sub-
jection ; and in case of a siege, it forms a place of
retreat for the defenders.
CITATION, the act of calling a party into court

to answer to an action, to give evidence, or to per-
form some other judicial act.

CITHARA, an ancient instrument closely resem-
bling the guitar See Britannica, Vol. XV, p. 114.

CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES. The fol-

lowing is a list of the cities of the United States
having a population of 10,000 or over in 1890, as
shown by the census of that year

:

Akron, Ohio 27,702
Albany. N.Y 93,r,23

Alexandria. Va 11.318
Allegheny, Pa 1(M,%7
Allentown, Pa 2o,183
Alpena. Mich u;£LS
Alton, 111 10,181

Altoona, Pa 30.2C9
Amsterdam, N. Y n:JM
Anderson, Ind 10,759

Apple ton. Wis ll.Sij
Ashevllle, N. C 10,133
AtchUon, Kan 11.222
Atlanta, Ga a">,ol4

Atlantic City, N. J 13,033
Auburn, Me 11,223
Auburn, N. Y 25,857
Augusta, Ga 33,150
Augusta, Me 10,521
Aurora, III 19,031
Austin, Tex 15,:H4
Baltimore, Md 433,517
Bangor, Mc 19,090
Baton Rouge, La 10,:J97

Battle € reek, Mich 13,090
Bay City, Mich 27,SJG
Bayonne, N. J 18,5%
Beatrice. Neb 13,921
Belleville. HI 15,350
Beverly. Mass 10,821
Blddeford Me 1 1,118
BInghamtou. N. Y 35,093
Blrmiiighaui, Ala 20,211
B loom I ugton, 1 1

1

22,212
Busluu. Mass l^SvlT"
Bradlurd. Pa 10,178
BrldKtpori, Conn 48,S5fi

Bridgelon, N. J 11,171
Brockton, Mass 27,291
Brooklittven, N. Y 12,572
Brook I inc. Mass 12,103
Broo k I V n . N . Y 801.377
Buffalo. N. Y a>l.l57
Bu rl i riKtuu, Iowa 22,52»
Burl! ligton, Vt H..VW
Butli- City. .Mont 10,701
Cal ro. Ill 10.011
Cam 1 • r idge , M aas 70.028
Caniilell. .N.J 5S.271
Canton, Ohio 2(;;!27

Carbundnle, Pa 10..S26

Cednr Uaplds, Iowa 17.997
Charleston . .S. C M..''i!>2

Ch a r Io 1 1 (• . N . C 1 1 ..Vvl

Chat tanooKu. Tcnn 29.1 13
Che I si'a, M ass W.wifl
Chestir. Pa 'JO.lC?

Cheyen nc. Wyo II .ti9:l

Chloago. Ill l,CniH,ft7ti

OtUcopee, Mass 14,0M

1—30

ChlUIcothe, OhlQ 11»56
Cincinnati, Ohio 296309
Cleveland. Ohio 261.548
Clinton, Iowa 13.629
Clinton, Mass 10.424
Cohoes, X. Y 22.432
Columbia, Pa 10.597
Columbia, S. C 14.508
Columbus. Ga 18.650
Columbus Ohio 90.i»8
Concord. N. H 17,0(M
Counci 1 Bluffs, Iowa 21.3S8
Covington, Kv 37 .375
Cumberland, Md 10,030
Dallas. Texas S8,140
Daubury. ("onn 19.885
Danville. Ill 11.528
Danvll Ic. Va 10585
Davenport, Iowa 25.161
Dayton, Ohio 68.868
Decatur, 111 16.811
Dunison, Texas 10.959
Denver, Col 126.186

Des Moines, Iowa 50.067
Octroi t, Mich 2fti.669

Dover, N.H 12.790
Dubuque, Iowa 30.147
Duluth. Minn .S2.725

East Liverpool, Ohio 10.917
Kaston . Pa 14 .185

East Portland, Oregon 10.481

East St. Louis, 111 15.156
EauClaire, Wis 17.438
El;i u . Ill 17,429

Elizabeth. X.J 87.683
Elkhart. Ind 11 ,'{70

Elmlra. X. Y 28.070

El Paso, Texas 10„<»
Erie, Pa 39.699
Evnnsvillo, Ind 50.i'.74

Everett, Mass 11,068

Fall lUver. Moss 74,398
Fhullay. Ohio 18,674

Kltchburg. Mass 22.037
Flushing. X. Y 19.136

Fond du Lac. Wis lUMJ
Fort .Scott. Kan UJSSl
Fort Smith. Ark 11.291

Fort Wavne, Ind 35,'U9

Fort Worth, Texas '. 30.745

Freeport , 111 10.159

Galestiurg. Ill V<Mi
Galveston. Texas 29.118

G loucesiir. Mb.'m *l.i«l

Glovcrsvllle. N, Y 1.1.796

Grond Kaplds. Mich 64.147

Greenwich. Conn 10.120

Hagerstown. Md 114^
Hamilton. Ohio 17,519

llttUMllml. Mo 12..HI6

Harrlsbiirg, Pa 40.I6*

Hartford. Conn W.lSi
lla-tlne-. Xeb 1S.7»»

llav.-rhlll. Mau 87,40*

Hazleton. Pa nj<l8
Vulona.Uont ISXM
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Hempstead. N. Y 2.',517

Hobokeu, N. J JS.SfjO

Ilolvoke, Moss 35,637

Horiiellsville, N. Y 10,94*

Houston, Texas '27.411

Hudson, N.Y 10,027

Huntington, W. Va 1U,082

Hvde Park, Mass 10,19S

Indinuapolis. Ind 107,44o

Irontou, Ohio 10,922

Ishpcmius, Mich 11,184

Ithaoii. iN. Y 11.5o7

Jaeksou, Tenn 10,022

Jackson Citv, Mich 20.779

Jacksonville. Fla 17,160

Jacksonville, 111 12.3ft7

Jamaica, N.Y 13,646

Jamestown, N.Y Li-gSl

Jaufsville, Wis 10,631

Jeffersonville, Ind 11.274

Jersey City, N.J 163,987

Johnstown, Pa 21.129

Joliet.Ill ,...: 27,407

Kalamar'.oo. Mich 17.8.i7

Kansa.s CM tv, Kan 38.170

Kansas Citv, Mo 132,416

Keokuk, Iowa 14.075

Kev West. Fla IS.O-W

K i ugston . N . Y 21,181

Kuo.xville, Tenn 22,447

La Crosse, Wis 25.053

La Favette, Ind 16,407

Lancaster, Pa 32,0<)0

Lansing. Mich 12.6;i0

Lausinghn rg, N.Y' 15.02:5

Laredo. Texas ' 11,313

Law rence, JIass 44,6')4

Leadville.Colo 11.159

Leavenworth, Kan 2n,2.")0

Lehauon. Pa 14.737

Lewiston,Me 21,668

Le.xintrtou, Ky 22A55
Lima, Ohio 15,970

Lincoln, Neb 55.491

Little Rock, Ark 22,496

Lockport, N. Y 16.003

Logansport, Ind 3.3,798

Long Island Citv, N.Y .... 30,396

Los .\ugeies. Cal -W.sai

Louisville, Ky 161.065

Lowell, Mass 77.696

Lvnchburg, Va 19-779

Lvnu, Mass 55,727

M'c Keesport, Pa 20.711

Macon, lia 22,698

M.-idison, Wis 13,392

Mahonev. Pa 11.291

Maldeu,"Mass 23.021

Manchester, N. H 44,126

Mauls tee. M ich 12.799

Mansfield, Ohio 13.542

Marlborough. Mass 13,805

Marinette, Wis 11.513

Massillon. Ohio ' 10.068

Medford, Mass 11.079

Memphis. Tenn 64,586

Menominee, Mich 10,606

Merideu, Conn 21,230

Meridian. Miss 10.889

Michigan Citv. Ind 10.704

Middletown, "N. Y 11,918

Milwaukee. Wis 204.1.30

Miimeapolis, Minn 164.738

Mobile, Ala 31,.S22

Molinclll 11,995

Mon tgomerv, Ala 21,790

Mnucie, Ind. .! ll.:^59

Muscatine, Iowa 11,432

Muskegon, Mich 22.668

Nauticoke, Pa 10,037

Nashua. N. H '.
. .

.

19,311

Nashville, Tenn 76,:»9
Nebraska Citv, Neb 11,472

New Albany, "Ind .». 21.000
Newark, N. J 181,518
Newark. Ohio 14,369

New Bedford, Mass 40.7.3:5

New Brighton, N. Y 16.400

New Britain, Conn 19,010

New Brunswick. N.J 13,459
Newburgh, N . Y 23.263
Newburvport. Mass 13.9i7

New Castle. Pa 11..581

New Haven, Conn 85,981

New London, Conn 13,759
New Orleans, La 241,995
Newport, Ky 24,938
Newport, R. 1 19.449

Newton, Mass 24,379
Newton, N.Y 17,537

New Yoik. N.Y i.51i,50l

Norfolk, Va 35,454
Norristown, Pa 19,750
North .\dams. Mass 16,074
Northami)tou. Mass 14,990
Norwalk, Conn 17,739
Norwich, Conn 16,192
Oakland. Cal 48,590
Ogden , U tah 14,919
Ogdensburgh, N. Y.. 11.677
Oil Citv, Pa 10.943
Omaha, Neb 139326
Orauge, N. J 18.774
Oshkosh, Wis 22,752
Oswego, N.Y 21.826
Ottumwa. Iowa 13,996
Oyster Bav. N. Y 1.3,788

Paducah. Kv 1.3,024

Passaic, N. J i:i.027

Paterson .N.J 78.:>58

Pawtucket. R. 1 27.502
PeabCKlv. Mass 10.158
Peekskill, N. Y 10.026
Pensacola. Fla 11,751
Peoria, 111 40,758
Petersburgh, Va 2S.:317

Philadelphia. Pa 1.044..S94

Pittsburgli . Pa 2:'.s,473

Pittsfield, Mass 17.281
Pittstou. Pa 10.295
PlaiuHeld. N. J 11,250
Port Huron, Mich 13..519

Portland. Me :;6,608

Portland. Oreson 47.294
Portsmouth, Ohio 12.:'.S7

Portsmouth. Va 12.:345

Pottstown. Pa 13.201
Pottsvil le. Pa 14.194
Poughkeepsie. N.Y 22.8:56

Providence. R. I ; 1.32.099

Pueblo. Cal 28,128
Qui ncy . 1 1 1 31,478
Quincy, Mass 16.72.3

Racine. Wis 21.022
Raleigh. N. C 12,798
Reading. Pa '. 58.926
Richmond. Ind 16,849
Richmond, Va R0,(«8
Rochester, N.Y l;«.:;27

Rockford. HI 2:i..5«9

Rock Island, III 1:5,5%
Home, N . Y 14,980
Sacramento. Cal 2(t.272

Saginaw. Mich 46.169
St. Joseph. Mo 52.811
St. Louis. Mo 450,245
St. Paul, M inn i:>5,156

Salem. Mass 30,801
Salt Lake Citv. Utah •15,t>25

San Antonio, Texas 88.681
San Diego. Cal 16.153
Sanduskv, Ohio 19,2:54

San Franciscf^. Cal : 297.990
SanJose.Cal 18.027
Saratoga Springs. N.Y 13.124
Savannah, Wa 41.762
Schenectady. N. Y - r.i.&57

Scran ton. Pa 8:5,4,50

Seattle, Wash 4:;.914

Sedalia. Mo 13.994
Shamokiu, Pa 14.:5:59

Sheboygan, Wis 16.:541

Shenandoah. Pa 1:5,445

Sioux Citv, Iowa ;57,862

Sioux Falls, S. D 10.154
Somervilie. Mass 40,152
South Bend. Ind 21.786
South Bethlehem, Pa 10,:586

Spokane Falls. Wash ; 19,917
Springfield. Ill 24,853
Sprineficltl, Mass 44.179
Springfield, Mo , 21.842
Springfield, 32.135
Stamford, Conn 15.685
Steubenville. Ohio 13,:563

Stillwater, Minn ll,2:-!9

Stockton, Cal 14,:576

Syracuse. N.Y 87J577
Tacoma, Wash 35,858
Tauu ton. Mass 25,448
Terre Haute, Ind 30,287
Tiffin. Ohio 10.978
Toledo, Ohio 82,652
Topeka. Kan

, 31J509
Trenton, N.J 58.488
Trov, N. Y 60,605
Utica, N. Y 44,001
Vicksburg.Miss . 1:5,298

Waco. Texas 13.067

\\altham . Mass 18,707
Washington. D. C 228,160
AVaterbury , Conn 28,591
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Watertown, N. Y W.'33

West BayCity.Mlch 12.910

WestTrov, N.Y 12.912

Wevtnouth. Mass 10.1*b

Wheeling W. Va ^.to?

Wichita. Kan ^.'.-^
WilkesBarre, Pa £.1^
WUliamsport, Pa 2; -107

Wilmington, Del 01.4J7

Wilmington. N. C 20,013

Windham, Conn 10.02o

Winona. Minn 1.S.208

Woburn, Mass 1:^.499

Woonsocket, R. I '. 20.7j9

Worcester, Mass .' SLGjo
Yoiikers, N.Y 31.94.3

York. Pa 20,819

Youngstown, Ohio :«,r.i9

Zanesville, Ohio 21J17

CITIZEN (Fr., citoyen; Lat., om-), a term applied

either specifically to a dweller in a town, or to any
one who is either born in the country or has become
legally naturalized in it. From tlie point of view
of American constitutional law, a citizen being a
member of the political community to which he be-

longs, every person born in the United States and
subject to its jurisdiction (except untaxed Indians)

falls within the definition. An alien may become a

citizen by being naturalized under the acts of Con-
gress. A citizen of the United States residing in

any State of the Union is a citizen of that State.

There being a government in each of the several

States, as well as a government of the United
States, a person may be, and usually is, at the same
time a citizen of both, but his rights as a citizen

under one of these governments differ legally from
those under the other. On the other hand, a per-

son may be a citizen of the United States and not

be a citizen of any particular State, having his

residence in one of the Territories, or not having a
fixed residence in any State. Citizenship is not
confined to those who have a riglit to vote, as mi-
nors and women are usually citizens without those
rights.

In Franceduring the Revolution, the word citizen

was .idopted by the Republicans as the most ap-
propriate term to express the principle of liherte,

erjnliti: cl fraternile. It took the place of Monxieur.

Every Frenchman became citoyen in relation to
other Frenchmen, the highest in official station

being so addressed by the lowest. The usage grad-
ually died out after the assumption of imperial
power bv Napoleon.
CITIZENSHIP IN THE UNITED STATES em-

braces tl)e following persons: (1) All individuals
liorn in the United States and not subject to any
foreign power (except untaxed Indians). This in-

cludes all children of alien parents other than
those of foreign official representatives. (2) All
children born elsewhere to fathers who were at the
time of their birth citizens resident at some time
in the United States. (.3) Ail naturalized persons.
(4) Women, though not born in the United States,
nor naturalized (if not incapable of naturalization)
who are married to citizens. (5) All Indi.Tiis born
within the United States, who have withdrawn
from tribal relations, and who are enrolled as tax-
payers, or who have accepted lands in severalty
under the Congressional act of 1S70.

A person may be a citizen of the United States
without being a citizen of a particular State, nnd
lire versa. The two citizenships are quite distinct
in law. For citizenship in the States severally, see
Natiraliz.vtion op Alikns.
A naturalized citizen is one of foreign birth who

has become a citizen by adoption or naturalization.
The conditions under and the manner in which an
alien may be admitted to citizenship in tin- United
States are prescribed by sections 21(15-74 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States. They 8ul>-

stantially include the following: The alien must
declare upon oath Ijefore a circuit or district court
of tlie United States, or a district or supreme court
of the Territories, or a court of record of any of the
States having common-law jurisdiction, and a seal

and clerk, two years at least prior to his admission,
that it is his intention, fcoii(i _/«/«, to become a citi-

zen of the United States, and to renounce forever
all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign prince or
state, and particularly to the one of which he may
at the time be subject. He must also declare on
oath before one of the courts named "that he will

support the Constitution of the United States, and
that he absolutely and entirely renounces and ab-
jures all allegiance and fidelity to every foreign
prince, potentate, state or sovereignty, and partic-

ularly by name to the prince, potentate, state or
sovereignty, of which he was before a citizen or
subject," which proceedings must be recorded by
the clerk of tlie court.

If it shall appear to the satisfaction of the court
to which the alien has applied that the applicant
has resided within the United States, continuously,
for five years, and that during that time "he has
behaved as a man of good moral character, at-

tached to the principles of the Constitution of the
United States, and well disposed to the good order
and happiness of the same," he will be admitted to

citizenship. If the applicant has borne any hered-
itary title or order of nobility he must make an ex-
press renunciation of it at the time of his applica-

tion. Any alien twenty-one years old and upwards,
who has been in the armies of the United States
and has been honorably discharged therefrom, may
become a citizen on his petition without any pre-

vious declaration of his inten'ion, provided that he
shall have resided in tlie United States at least one
year previous to his applic:.tion, and is of good
nioral character. Any alien under the age of

twenty-one years, wlio has resided in the United
States free years next preceding his arriving at

that age, and who has continued to reside therein
to the time he may make application to be ad-

mitted a citizen thereof, may, after he arrives at

the age of twenty-one years, and after lie has re-

sided five years within the United States, includ-

ing the three years of his minority, be admitted a
citizen ; but he must make a declaration on oath
and prove to the satisfaction of the court that for

two years next preceding it has been his ho7ia fide

intention to become a citizen. The children of

persons who now are or have been citizens of the

United States are, though born out of the limita

and jurisdiction of the United States, considered aa

citizens thereof. The naturalization of Chinese ia

expressly prohibited by section 14, chapter 126,

Laws of ].<5.'<2.

CITK0N-W0OD,or Citri-s-wood, the most highly

prized woo<l of Roman antiquity, derived from
liiulii orieritalis, or from CallitriK quadritalrif, allied

coniferous trees, natives of Africa and the Orient,

It is a very beautiful wood, believed by the Turks
to be imperishable, and much used by them for

floors and ceilings of mosques.
CITRUS, a genus of the n:itural order Aiirnntin-

ri:r, trees and shrubs of tropical, subtropical and
warm temperate Asia, but many of them now culti-

vatea in all similar climates for their fruit. To it

belong the orange, citron, lemon, lime, berganiot,

shaddock, etc.

CITRt^SMA, a genus of frees of the natural order
,V'*Ni»iiVirc.T, of whicji the leaves nlxmnd in an oil

resembling oil of citron. They are natives of the
tnipieal parts of South .\niericn.

CITTADKUl.A, a town of Northern Itnly. U
miles northeast of Vicenia, situated on the Bren-
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tella. It has manufactories of paper and woolen.
Population, 8,505.

CITY (Fr., cite; Lat., civitas), an important town.
In the United States a city is an incorporated
town, usually governed by a mayor, aldermen
and common council. In some States 10,000 inhab-
itants are requisite to the formation of a city gov-
ernment, while in the new States a less number is

required, some having incorporated cities of fewer
than 3,000 inhabitants. In several of the Western
States cities are organized under a general law by
which they are designated, according to the num-
ber of inhabitants, as cities of the first, second and
third class. The term city, as used in Great Bri-
tain, is generally applied to all towns which are in-
corporated, and which either are or have been sees
of bishops. In the case of towns which have grown
greatly beyond their original diinensions it is not
unusual to give the name of city to the space which
they originally occupied—thus, we speak of the
city of London in contradistinction to the metrop-
olis, la cm of Paris, and similarly of other places.
CITY OF REFUGE. The Jewish law set apart

six cities, three on each side of the Jordan, as cities
of refuge for the murderer. These cities were Bu-
zer, Ranioth, and Golan on the east, and Hebron,
Sheohem, and Kadesh on the west.
CITY POINT, a port of entry situated at the

confluence of the James and Appomattox Rivers, in
Prince George county, Va. This place was made a
supply depot by General Grant in his assaults on
Petersburg and Richmond.
CIUDAD RODRIGO. a fortified town of Spain, 17

miles from the Portuguese frontier, and 56 south-
west of Salamanca by rail, on a steep hill above the
river Agueda, which is here crossed by a fine
bridge. It is a poor, dirty town, chiefly of interest
for its sieges during the Peninsular War.
CIVICS (Lat., ciuis, a citizen), a new word di-

rectly derived from the adjective civic, and intro-
duced by Henry Randall Waite, Ph.D., F. A. S. A.,
who defined it as follows: "The body of knowl-
edge or science which devotes itself to the consid-
eration of citizenship relations, including the recip-
rocal relations of government and citizenship."
Civics seeks to properly coordinate, as parts of an
integral science, the essential truths with which
the citizen must be familiar in order to the best
use of his powers and privileges. It includes (1)
Ethics: defined by E. Benjamin Andrews, D.D.,
LL.D, of the Faculty of the Institute as " The Doc-
trine of Duties in Society ;" in other words, the
study and setting forth of the conditions of human
character which are essential to the welfare of the
citizen, society and government. As right charac-
ter is the natural source of right action, the sci-
ence of civics first concerns itself with the facts
which underlie and account for these essential
characteristics of the good citizen. That the citi-

zen may be qualified to act the part of an intelli-
gent juror in all affairs submitted to the decision
of the suffrage, it is essential that he be adequately
informed as to other facts in Civics as follows:
(2) Civil Polity—Governmental methods and ma-
chinery; suffrage rights and obligations; the qual-
ifications and duties of public officials ; executive,
legislative, and judicial affairs, and all other mat-
ters having relation to the orderly and proper ad-
ministration of government. (3) Law—The prin-
ciples and facts of the law in applications most
directly involving the interests of society, and
especially of the citizen and the government. (4)
Economics—The principles or laws which explain
or control the production, distribution and owner-
ship of that which constitutes, or is technically
called wealth; the facts relating to the develop-

ment of natural resources, to manufactures, and
to internal and foreign commerce; questions of
supply and demand, labor and capital ; and mat-
ters of like character, considered with reference to
their effects upon the citizen, and in their relations
to government. (5) Hislonj—Collateral facts illus-

trative of tendencies and results, growing out of
given conditions, considered in connection with
Ethics, Civil Politics, Law and Economics. Civics
offers an opportunity for the exact differentiation
of facts hitlierto confused, as within the scope of
two or more of the sciences which it includes, and
for corresponding exactness in deductions. It dif-
fers from what is called social science in general,
or sociology, in confining itself to the considera-
tion of sociological facts in their bearings on affairs
of citizenship and government.
CIVICS, American Institute op, a National Edu-

cational Institution, with a charter from the
United States Government. Founded in 1885, by
the late Chief Justice Morrison R. Waite andjustice
William Strong, of the U. S. Supreme Court ; Noah
Porter, late President of Yale University; John
Bigelow, Mellen Chamberlain, Theodore W. Dwight,
John Jay, Ex-Governor Hugh S. Thompson, of
South Carolina; General H. B. Carrington, U. 8.

A.; W. E. Sheldon, the late Dr. Alexander Winch-
ell, Henry Randall Waite, Ph.D., General William
Preston Johnston, of Louisiana; General Joseph
R. Hawley, W. H. Du Puy, LL.D., Bishop J. H. Vin-
cent, and other distinguished citizens. Assuming
that the voter is a trustee charged with sacred re-
sponsibilities, the Institute aims to secure such at-
tention to the facts of Civics on the part of all

citizens as shall surround the suffrage with the
safeguards which grow out of a proper sense of ob-
ligations, integrity of purpose, and an adequate de-

free of intelligence as to affairs in issue. The
nstitute is controlled by 33 Trustees, and has aux-

iliaries styled "Councils" in every State and Terri-
tory. The immediate direction of its affairs is

intrusted to a President and Faculty now number-
ing 12 members. It has departments of work as
follows: 1st, in connection with Common Schools;
2nd, Colleges and Professional Schools, A. B. Wood-
ford, Ph.D., secretary; 3d, the Press, L. A.
Maynard, secretary ; 4th, Popular Work. Its
Faculty has corresponding members in 152 colleges.
Its Press Department, with the aid of leading
newspapers, reaches more than a million readers
weekly; its corps of lecturers, scattered through-
out the land, numbers 45 distinguished speakers
and writers. In connection with its Department of

Popular Work, aided by Rev. J. M. Whiten, Ph.D.,
it seeks to promote its purposes through the co-
operation of pulpit orators by suitable addresses
on stated occasions intended to exalt the standard
of citizenship. The Business Educators' Associa-
tion of America, representing Business Schools
with an attendance of more than 50.000 youth, has
made itself an auxiliary of the Institute, with the
purpose of carrying instructions in Civics into all

business schools. The President of the Institute is

Dr. H. R. Waite, and its offices are in New York
citv.

CIVIL DAMAGE ACTS, the name given to
measures passed in several of the United States
giving to persons who have sustained injury, in

person or property or means of support, by any in-

toxicated pe'^'on, in consequence of such intoxica-
tion, the right of action against the person who
sold or gave away the liquor which caused such in-

toxication.
CIVIL DEATH, a term applied to one who is sep-

arated from civil society, or from the enjoyment of

civil rights. In the United States one "who has
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been convicted of a felony and sentenced to im-
prisonment for life is said to be civilly dead.
CIVILIAN, a person wliose pursuits are civil,

that is, neither niilitary nor naval; or one who is

skilled in the civil law.

CIVIL RIGHTS, a term applied to the privileges

which are accorded to every citizen by virtue of

his citizenship, without regard to race, color, or

previous condition of servitude. The condition of

the colored race in the United States after the

abolition of slavery led to the adoption of ihe 14th

and 15th amendments to the Constitution, by
which it is provided that "no State shall make or
enforce any law which sliall abridge the privileges

or immunities of citizens of the United States;"
and that the "right of citizens of the United States

to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the

United States, or by any State, on account of race,

color, or previous condition of servitude." The
words "privileges and immunities" have been held
to mean such as are of a general nature, as secu-

rity to life and liberty, the right to acquire prop-
erty, to have access to courts of justice, and free-

dom to pursue and obtain happiness and safety,

with such restrictions as are necessary to the public
good. Whatever guaranties States accord to their

own citizens upon tliese points must be extended
to the citizens ofoliier States. The effect of the
15th amendment to the Constitution in respect of

many questions of right in the several States has
not been settled by the courts, but the object of

that amendment is well understood. It abrogates
alt State legislation or Constitutional provision
creating distinctions among citizens of the United
States based upon race and color, and prevents the
introduction of such distinctions either by the
action of the State or by the General Government.
CIVIL RIGHTS ACT, an act of the United States

Congress, passed in 1875, forbidding the cxcluKion
of any person from the enjoyment of inns, public
conveyances, theaters, etc., on account of race or
color.

CIVIL RIGHTS BILL, an act passed in 1866 by
the United States Congress conferring citizenship
upon all persons born in the United States, not
subjects of other jrowers, "of every race and color,

and without regard to any previous condition of

servitude."
CIVIL SERVICE AND CIVIL SERVICE RE-

FORM. Civil Service is the executive brunch
of the public service, as distinguished from the
military and tlie naval. Under enlightened forms
of government it is separated into three branches:
Legislative, .Judicial, and the Executive.
The I..egislative branch is essentially representa-

tive, and this function of legislators makes their

views and interests an important part of the proper
test of fitness for tlie places tliey seek. Cut very
different considerations should prevail in the selec-

tion of clerks and other subordinates, for the reason
that secretaries, clerks, copyists, messengers, etc.,

are in no sense representative. They owe no duty
to memliers of one p.'irty that tliey do not owe
eijually to the other. Tlieir political views should
uikIit no circumstances enter into their work.
The .ludicial branch of the Government is not

represent 111 ive. To make it so in any sense is a
yrostitution of judicial functions and a calamity,
ust ice should be administered alike to everyone,

at all times and places, without party fear or favor.

In the Executive di-piirlnieMt of the United States
there are more than KKt.lMMI (lersons occupying re-

sponsible clerical posit inns !il)ove the grade of la-

borers; there ari' nearly Mi.lHM) post niasters. with
tens of lliuusaiiils of siilMirdin.'iles. and in all I lie de-

partments otlicial life is graded from the central

authority down to the porters and doorkeepers.
With rare exceptions they are doing work the suc-
cess and the ulilily of which depend upon its being
done wholly on business principles, without any bias
of party views. Vet .so great was the effort made
by parties struggling for power to fill these places
with their favorites for the^ake of their patronage
that gross abuses were practiced.
The same difficulties exist in a monarchical as in a

republican form of goveriinient. Great Britain dis-
covered the abuses fifty years ago, and required an
examination of applicants. The first ones were
called pass examinations, but rapidly grew into
compi'tilive examinations. The British precedent
was the basis of an act, passed by the United States
Congress in 1853, by which such examinations were
made the basis of an appointment to any place m
the four great classes of clerkships in Washington.
These examinations were the first practical steps
toward what is designated as Civil Service Reform.
For more than thirty years Great Britain enforced
competitive examinations for the selection of her
administrative officials in British India. They
proved successful, and in 1870 were insisted upon in

the administration of the Home Government.
In 1872 and 1874 President Grant enforced the

system in the departments at Washington. He ap-
pointed a Civil Servict? Commission to attend to
the matter, and the result was that a superior men-
tal power began to be felt in the executive part of

the national work. The hostility of many members
of Congress, who wanted their favorites in official

positions, was encountered, and for a time was par-
tially successful. Competitive examinations were,
however, reestablished by President Hayes at the
postoffice and custom-house in New York city,

and continued there by Presidents Garfield and
Arthur. In 1883 Congress passed an act containing
stringent provisions for the suppression of political

assessments, and also provided for a complete sys-

tem of competitive examinations. Since July, 1883,

these rules have been enforced not only in the na-

tional departments, but in various State and mu-
nicipal governments.
CIVIL SERVICE RULES. President Grant in

1S72 appointed a " commission " to " devise rules
and regulations" for admission to, and continuance
in, the civil service of the I'nited States. The com-
mission prepared and reported such rules, based
upon competitive examinations, and the Govern-
ment officers began at once to carry them out to

some extent. But the political pressure brought to

bear upon many of the Senators and Members of

Congress by their constituents for place and pro-

motion was such that the progress made in the pro-

posed reform was much less rapid than had been
expected. In 1S70 President Hayes renewed the
efforts of President Grant, and "the reform waa
specially observed in the New York postoflice and
some other large postolhces. Since that date con-
siderable progress has been made, and the system
of competil ive examinations has been extended not
only to the Federal offices but also to the civil ser-

vice in several of the States and chief cities.

The act of Congress prescribing rules and the
oxient of their application was passed in 18S;<. It

provides for the appointment by the President of

three "Civil Service Commissioners," with a chief

Examiner, a .Secretary, and other employt'^s, and
makes it the duty of "the Commission to aid the

Pri'sident in preparing rules for carrying Ihe now
a<'t into effect ; to maki> regulations for examina-

1 linns, and for office ri'cords and repurls, .ind to pro-

! vide also for Ihe enfurceineiil of the ai-t. The
I

headquarters of the Commission is in Washington,
1

II. t'. The act prescribes that the ruh's shall apply
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to the Executive Departments at Washington ; the

Department of Labor and the Civil Service Commis-
sion ; the Customs districts in which there are

fifty or more employes, eleven in number; the

postoffices in which there are fifty or more em-
ploye's, now forty-six ; and the Railway Mail Ser-

vice—including, altogether, about thirty-two thou-

sand places.

The Classified Departmental Service embraces all places In

the departments at VVashiugton, excepting messengers, labor-

ers, worlimen, and watchmen (not iucTludiug any person
designated as a sliilled laborer or workman), and no person
so employed can, without examination under tlie rules, be

assisned to clerical duty, aud also excepting those appointed
by the President, by and with the advice aud consent of the
Senate. The Classified Customs Service embraces the cus-

toms districts where the oflicials are as many as fifty, includ-
ing the places giving ij'MV a year, aud all those giving a larger

salary where the appointee is not subject to confirmation by
the Senate. The Classified Postal Service embraces the post-
offlces where the officials are as many as fifty, including all

places above the grade of a laborer.
For places in the Classified Service, where technical addi-

tioual qualifications are needed, special examinations are

held. In the Departmental Service they are held for the
State Department, the Pension, Patent and Signal offices.

Geological and Coast Surveys, and other oflices.

Applicants for examination must be citizens of the United
States of the proper age. No person habitually using intoxi-

cating liquors can be appointed. No discriminatiou is made
on account of sex, color, or political or religions ovjiuions.
The limitations of age are; For the Departmental Service,
not under twenty years ; in the Customs Service, not under
twenty-one years, except clerks or messengers, who must not
be under twenty years; in the Postal Service, not under
eighteen years, except messengers, stampers, and other junior
assistants, who must uot be under sixteen or over forty-five
years, and carriers, who must not be under twcuty-one or
over forty; and in the Railway Mail Service not under
eighteen or over thirty-five years. The age limitations do
not apply to any jjerson honorably discharged from the mili-
tary or naval service of the Unitc'd States by reason of disa-
bility resulting from wouuds or sickness incurred in the line
of duty. Such persons are preferred under ^ 17.>1 R. S.
Every one seeking to be examined must first file au appli-

cation "blank. The blank for the Departmental or Railway
Mail Service should be requested directly of the Civil Service
Commission, at Washington. The blank for the Customs or
Postal Service must be requested in writing by the persons
desiring examination of the Customs or Postal 'Board of Ex-
aminers at the office where service is sought. These pajjers
should be returned to the officers from whom they emanated.
The applicants to enter tlie services designated arc exam-

ined as to their relative capacity and fitness. The clerk ex-
amination is used only in tlie Customs and Departmental
Services for clerkships of $l,00tj aud U].\vard, requiring no
peculiar information or skill. It is limited to the following
subjects; First, orthography, peumanshii), and copying:
second, arithmetic—fundamental rules, fractions, and per-
centage; third, interest, discount, and elementsof book-keep-
ing and of accounts; fourth, elements of the Lnglish lan-
guage, letter-writing, and the proper construction of sen-
tences ; lif th. elements of the geography, history, and govern-
ment of the United States. For places in which a lower de-
gree of education sutfices. as for employes iu postofTiccs and
those below the grade of clerks in cnstom-lrouscs and iu
the departments at Washington, the Commission limits the
examination to less than these five suljjccts, omitting the
third and parts of the fourtli aud fifth subjects; and this is

known as the copyist examination. No one is certified for
appoiutment whose standing upon a just grading in the clerk
or copyist examination is less than 70 per centum of com-
plete proficiency, except that applicants claiming military or
naval preference under § 17o4 R. S. need obtain hXit sixty-five.
The law also prescribes competitve examinations to test

'he fitness of persons iu the service, tor promotion therein.
Persons passing au examination arc graded and registered.

The Commission gives a certificate to the person stating
whether he passed or failed to pass.
When there is a vacancy to be filled the appointing officer

applies to the Commission or proper examining boarcl. and it
reports to him the names of the three peroons graded high-
est on the proper register of those in his branch of the ser-
vice and remaining eligible, and from the said three a se-
lection must be made.
Every appoiutment is made for a probationary period of

six months, at the end of which time, if the conduct and ca-
pacity of the person appointed have been found satisfactory,
the api>oiutment is made absolute.
The following are excei>ted from examination for appoint-

ment: Confidential clerks of heads of departments or oflSces,
cashi*^rs of collectors and postmasters, superintendents of
money-order divisions iu postoflices, custodians of money
for whose fidelity another officer is under bond, disbursing
olficers who give bonds, persons in the secret service, dep-
uty collectors and superintendents and chiefs of divisions
or bureaus, and a few others.

CIVITA SAN-ANGELO, a town of South Italy

in the province of Teramo, near the Adriatic. It

has a population of 6,578, and a trade in grain, wine
and oil.

CIVITELLA DEL TRONTO, a town of South
Italy in the province of Teramo, situated on a rock
crowned by a castle. Population, 7,227.

CLAFLIN, HoK.'icE Bi.ngham, merchant, born in

Milford, Mass., Dec. 18, 1811, died in Fordham, N.
Y., Nov. 14, 1885. He entered business life as
clerk in his father's store, and in 1831 he formed a
partnership with his brother and his brother-in-law,
and succeeded to his father's business. A dry-goods
store in Worcester was their next venture, and as
it was successful Mr. Claflin came to New York
city in 1843, and entered upon what proved to be a
remarkably successful business career. The busi-
ness of the house in whicli he held the chief inter-

est during the last twenty years of Mr. Claflin's

life exceeded that of any other similar house in the
world. Mr. Claflin was an influential member of
Henry Ward Beecher's church, a liberal contributor
to Brooklyn's charities, and the benefactor of many
young men who were in need of credit or money.
He was a Republican until the election of 1884, and
a vigorous opponent of slavery.
CLAIBORNE, or Cl.wborne, William, colonist,

born in Westmoreland, England, about 15S9, died
in Virginia about 1676. He was appointed secre-
tary of state for the dominion of Virginia by
Charles I, in 1626, and in 1642 treasurer for life.

His rights and claims were disputed by Lord Balti-
more, and he finally gave up the struggle in support
of them. He discovered Kent Island in 1631, and
owned a large tract of land upon which Annapolis
was built. Claiborne has been misunderstood by
historians, but recent investigation has shown that
he was the victim of court favoritism and injustice.

By his friends he was called " the champion of Vir-
ginia," while others denounced him as the "evil
genius of Maryland."
CLAIBORNE, AVilliam C. C, an American

statesman, born in Vi)-ginia in 1775, died in 1817.

He represented Tennessee in the National Congress
in 1797, and was appointed governor of the Missis-
sippi Territory in 1802, and of Louisiana Territory
in 1804; lie was governor of theStateof Louisiana
from 1812 to 1816.

CLAIBORNE GROUP, a name given in America
to certain beds of clay, lignite, shelly sands, and
mtirly limestone which occur in the vicinity of Clai-
borne, Alabama, and are believed to belong to the
Eocene system.
CLAIRAC, a town of France, in the department

of Lot-et-Garonne, situated on the Lot. It has flour

and paper mills, and consideralile trade in white
wines, and prunes. Population, 2,423.

CLAIRAUT, Alexis Claude, a mathematician,
born at Paris, May 13, 1713, died there ^Ir.y 17,1765.
He early exhibited a remarkable aptitude for

mathematics, and at eighteen years of age was ad-
mitted into the Academy of Sciences. He wrote a
number of scientific papers, but his fame rests
principally upon his Thcorie dc la Firjurc dc la Terre

(1743), in which he promulgated the theorem that
the variation of gravity on the surface of the earth,
regarded as an elliptic spheroid, was aKogcther in-

dependent of the law of density; on his explanation
of the motion of the lunar apogee, and on his com-
putation of tlie time of the return of Ilallcy's comet.
CLAIRVAUX, a village in the department of

Aube, 10 miles above Bar-sur-Aube, on the left

bank of the river. Its celelira ted abbey was founded
in 1115 by St. Bernard. It is now transformed into

a great prison or house of detention. Population.
1,950.
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CLAIRVOYANCE. See Britannica, Vol. XXII,
pp. 404-7.

CLAM, the popular name of various genera of

bivalve mollusks, of which the principal are the
common hard-shell clam—the Indian qualiaug—of

the Atlantic coast of the United States; the long
or soft-shelled clam, known in England as the
cob ; the fresh-water clam, which is properly a
mussel; and the edible giant clam of tlie South
Sea and the Pacific, which bears the largest and
most beautiful of bivalve shells.

CL.\N-XA-G.\E;L, The, a secret organization
founded in Dublin in 1869. Its avowed purjjose was
to keep alive the Irish national spirit, and to aid in

the liberation of Ireland from English rule; also to

secure a republican form of government for the
Irish nation. Membership was confined exclusively
to Irishmen, and all proceedings were guarded with
the greatest secrecy, the members being bound by
oaths, and protected l)y passwords and signs of

recognition. At a later period of its existence it

was also known as the United Brotherhood. Ameri-
can headquarters were established in Chicago and
Philadelphia, with branches in all the principal
American cities. An enormous following was se-

cured. Each branch or section in the United
States was known by a given number. Particular
care was taken as to tlie character of those ad-
mitted to membership. Each member had his

individual number, and on it a password was
framed. Each candidate was required to swear
that he entertained no mental reservations,
and that he was not bound by any previous
oath to expose anything relative to the order.
A sword was used in the ceremony of initi-

ation to signify that force only could accom-
plish the society's aim. A cipher was used by the
simpL; daviceof v/riting the alphabetical letter next
succeeding the real one re(|uired, thus: " Fohmboe"
was bv the initiated readily translated into " Eng-
land;" "Ce" meant " Bd," an abbreviation for
" Brotherhood." Each cauilidate solemnly pledged
himself, under penalty of death, to keep the name
and everything coniocted with the organization
Strictly secret from all not entitled to know the
secrets, and also faithfully to preserve the funds of

the society for tlie cause of a prospective Irish rev-
olution. Tlie oath was as follows: "I (name in

full) do solemnly swear, in the presence of Al-
mighty God, that I will hibor while life is 1 3fl me
to establish and defend a republican f< rm <,f gov-
ernment in .1 s f rn b o e ; tliat I will keep strictly

secret the name and everything connected with the
Ce from all not entitled to know such secrets;
th It I will obey and comply with the constitution
an I laws of the C e, and that I will faithfully pre-
serve the funds of the C e for the cause of .1 s j t i

-evolution alone, as specified in the constitution;
that I will deem it my .special duty and Mii.';sion to
promote and foster sentiments of union, brotlierly

love and natioiality among tlie .1 s j t i ii f o ; that
I take this oliligalion without any nuiital rcscrva-
tio'i, holding the same forever binding upon me,
and that any violation thereof, or (lesertion of

any duty to the brotherhood is infamoup. and
merits the severest punishment. So help me
God"
Very litfl? was known by the American public

about the <;i:iii-na-(ta<l until the summer of l!')f;0.

In M:iv of that year, Dr. Philip N. C'ronin, a physi-
cian of high professiiiMal and social standing in the
city of C'hicago, suffered a violent and mysteriinis
death. It was found by certain members of the
order that he had in his possession evidence that
would convict (!lan-na-(;ael olllcials of the misap-
propriation of large funds belonging to the society.

The parties writhed under the consciousness of
guilt, and the fear of exposure drove them wild. It
was determined to get rid of Dr. Cronin. A secret
meeting was held, and a vote to " remove " him
passed. He was enticed from his home on the plea
that his jirofessional services were needed by a
person seriously ill. (2uick to resiiond to such a
call, he went to his death. 'While bending over his
supposed patient, the blow was struck. His muti-
lated remains were discovered in a sewer basin in
the outskirts of the city. In the investigation which
followed the society was unearthed, its methods
disclosed, four of its members convicted of the
murder, three of whom were sent to prison for life,

while the fourth was sentenced to imprisonment
for three years.
CLANVv'ILLIAM, a division of the Western Prov-

inces, north of Cape Town, South Africa, embracing
within its area the rich valley of Olifant River
West, with a large stretch of mountain and " kar-
roo" on each side. Chief village, Clanwilliam, on
Jan Dissels River.
CLAP, Tiio.M.vs (1703-67), Congregational min-

ister, and from 17.39 to 1705 president of Vale Col-
lege. He was born in Scituate, Mass., in 1703,
graduated at Harvard in 1722, and preached at
Windham, Mass., fron 172(5 to 1739. His learning
and other qualities eminently fitted him for the po-
sition of president of the College, and he made im-
portant improvements in its various departments:
he drew up a new code of laws, which were adopted
by the trustees, and a new charter which was
granted by the legislature; but his religious views
led to his resignation in 17()5, and he died in New
Haven, Conn., in 1707. Tl onias Clap, his great-
grandfather, came toNew England in l(i30 and set-
tled in Scituate, JIass., in 1040.

CLAQUE (Fr.. ckn/uer, "to clap the hands," or" ap-
plaud"), the name given to an institution for secur-
ing the success of a public performance or produc-
tion, by bestowing upon it preconcerted ajiplause,
thus giving the impression that it is favorably re-
ceived. The cla(iue is of great antiquity, but first

became a regularly organized and paid body during
the time of the great Napoleon, in the famous
struggle between Mademoiselle Georges and Made-
moiselle Ducliesnois at the Th^'uter Kranvais.
The performances of the claque are directed by a
leader, who arranges the points at which applause,
I nughter or tears are to be forthcoming, and each
claqiKHir has a special role allotted to him. Thug,
in various parts of the theater are placed rieurt,

those who laugh at the comic sallies; }ilriireurs,

those who weep at pathetic passages; bisucum, who
call his or cncori; and so on; while all occasionally
join in hand-clapping and applause.
CL.\UE ISL.VND, an island of Ireland, belonging

to the county of Mayo, situated in the Atlantic at
the e:itr;ince of Clew Bay.
CLAUK.MOXT.a mansion at Esher, Surrey, Eng.,

M miles southwest of London, built in 1708 bv Lord
Clive at an expense of £100,000, and now tlie pri-

vate jiroperly of Queen Victoria.
CLAUEMONT, a manufacturing town of Sulli-

van county, N. H., 4S miles northwest of Concord.
There are cotton, woolen and paper mills; also a
water-wheel manufactory. The town has a large
library and a high school.

CL.\Ui:.\(,'E, an I'nglish ducal title, first con-
ferred in i:!02 on Lionel, second son of Edward ill

and Phillippa.
CLARENt^EUX, or Clarkncikilt, the first of the

two provincial Kings-of-.\rms, in England, whose
jurisdiction of CInreiiceux extends to all England
south of the Trent, that of Norroy comprehending
the portion north of that river.

g
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CLARENDON, a small town of Rutland county,

Vt., much visited by invalids on account of its

mineral springs, the waters of which are efficacious

in skin diseases and kidney complaints.
CLARENDON, Constitutions of, a series of

ordinances, sixteen in number, made by a council
of the nobility and prelates held at the hunting
lodge of Clarendon in 11(>4, whereby King Heniy
II checked the power of the Church, and greatly
narrowed the total exemption which the clergy
had claimed from the jurisdiction of the secular
magistrate. They defined the limit of the patron-
age as well as of the jurisdiction of the Pope in

England, and provided that the Crown should be
entitled to interfere in the election to all vacant
offices and dignities in the Church. See England,
Britannica,Vol. VIII, p. 372; also Vol. I, p. 32.

CLARE, St., born in 1193, of a noble family of
Assisi, in 1212 retired to the Portiuncula of St.

Francis, and in the same year founded the order of

Franciscan nuns, which spread rapidly through
Europe. She died Aug. 11, 12.53. Two years after-

wards she was canonized by Alexander IV ; her
festival falls on August 12.

CLARETIE, Jules, real name Arsene Arn.aud,
French author, born at Limoges, Dec. 3, 1840.

While still a school boy in Paris, he published a
novel and became a contributor to the Parisian
journals. His short story, Pierrilh (1863), was
praised by George Sand ; and the novels Mademoi-
selle Cachemire (1865), and Vu. Assays in, renamed
later Robert Burat (1866), were atonce popular. He
became one of the most important art and dramatic
critics and political writers on the Paris press.

During the Franco-German war he acquired the
materials for a series of bright and vigorous anti-
German books of an historical character, compris-
ing Histoire de la Revolution de 1S70-71 (new ed., 5
vols. 1875-76); Les Prussiens chez Eiix (1ST2) ; and
Cinq Ans apres I'Alsace et la Lorraine depnis VAn-
nexion (1876). He distinguished himself by his con-
duct during the siege of Paris. His more impor-
tant later novels are: Madeleine Berlin (1868); Le
Train IT (1877) ; Monsieur le Ministre (1881) ; and Le
Prince Zikili. (1884). He gained a firm footing on
the stage through his pictures of the Revolution,
Les Miiscadins (1874) ;ie Reqimenl de Champagne
(1877), and Les Mirabeau (1878); and in 1885 he
succeeded M. Perin as director of the Th^dter
Francjais. An English translation of his Life of
Camille Desmoulins was published in 1876.

CLARIFCATIOX. the process of clearing a fluid

from a turbid condition. Natural waters contain-
ing much organic matter are clarified by the addi-
tion of a little alum, which is precipitated with the
organic matter, and the water then becomes
healthy and refreshing. An addition of cold water
to hot coffee, etc., causes a deposit to be thi'own
down, which clears the solution.
CLARINDA, a city at a railroad junction and

the county-seat of Page county, Iowa. It is 62
miles southeast of Council Bluffs, and situated on
the Nodaway River, and has a woolen factory and
a flour mill.

CLARION, the county-seat of Clarion county,
Pa. The village is in the oil region, and the pros-
perity of the place is much increased thereby.
Clarion Seminary is here.
CLARK, Abraham, one of the Signers of the

Declaration of Independence, born in Elizabeth-
town, N. J., Feb. 15, 1726, died in Rahway, Sept. 15,

1794. By profession he was a surveyor and con-
veyancer and earned the title of " poor man's
counselor." He was elected to the Continental
Congress, serving from 1776 to 1783, with the ex-
ception of 1779, and he had a jilace in the New Jer-

sey legislature from 1782 to 1787. and from 1787 to
1788 was again in the Continental Congress. Mr.
Clark has been called the "Father of the Paper
Currency." From 1791 till his death he held a seat
in the United States Congress.
CLARK, Alvan, optician, born in Ashfield, Mass.,

March 8, 1804, died in Cambridge, Mass., Aug. 19,

1887. He was a farmer's son and became an en-
graver for calico ])rint-works (1827-36), then a por-
trait painter, and ultimately became famous as a
manufacturer of telescopes.
CLARK, Alvan Graham, astronomer, born at

Fall River, Mass., July 10, 1832. He has discovered
double stars, was a member of the expeditions which
went to Spain to observe the total eclipse of 1870,
and to Wyoming eight years later. Mr. Clark has
invented several improvements in telescopes, and
assisted in the completion of several famous lenses,
among which are the Chicago refractor, the 30-inch
for the Imperial Observatory at St. Petersburg, and
the 36-inch refractor for the Lick Observatory in
California, 1887.

CLARK, Daniel, Senator, born at Stralham,
Rockingham county, N. II., Oct. 24, 1809. He grad-
uated at Dartmoutli, 1834, studied law, was a mem-
ber of the assembly five years, served in the United
States Senate from 1857 to 1866, and afterward held
other government offices. The resolution expelling
from the Senate the Southern Senators who had
left their seats on the secession of their States was
offered by Senator Clark in 1861. President John-
son appointed him United States Judge for the
New Hampshire district.

CLARK, Davis Wasgatt, D. D., Methodist Epis-
copal bishop, born at Mount Desert, Me., Feb. 12,

1812, died in Cincinnati, O., May 23, 1871. He grad-
uated at Wesleyan University in 1836; taught for

seven years in Amenia Seminary, N. Y. ; edited the
"Ladies' Repository " from 1853 to 1864, when he
was made a bishop. He afterwards labored in
California, Oregon, and in the region south of the
Ohio River. He was the author of Elements of Alge-
bra; Mental Discij)line; Life and Times of Bishop Hed-
dinq, and Man All Immortal.
Clark, George Rogers, an American general,

born near Monticello, Albemarle county, Va., Nov.
19, 1752, died near Louisville, Ky., Feb. 18, 1818.

In early life he was a surveyor and farmer, but he
became distinguished as a leader of frontiersmen
against the Indians and the British. All of the
fertile region northwest of the Ohio River was
wrested from the British by the valor of this sol-

dier, yet he died in poverty. The State of Virginia
sent him a sword after he had become old and poor,
but he broke it in pieces, exclaiming, " When Vir-
ginia needed a sword, I gave her one. She sends
me now a toy. I want bread !

"

CLARK, Horace Francis, LL. D., railroad presi-
dent and statesman, born in Southburv, Conn.,
Nov. 29, 1815, died in New York city, June 19, 1873.

After graduating at Williams in 1833, Mr. Clark
became a lawyer and won the reputation of being
the hardest worker in the profession in New York
city. He was twice elected to Congress (185(5-61)

on the Democrat ticket. In 1857 he became con-
nected with the New York and Harlem Railroad as
director, and afterward was president or director
of a number of important roads. He was a mana-
ger of the Western Union Telegraph Company

;

president of the New York Union Trust Company

;

a successful operator in Wall street ; and was one
of the politicians who in 1871 broke the power of
the Tweed ring. Com. Vanderbilt was the father-
in-law of Mr. Clark.
CfyARK, Jonas, patriot clergyman, born in

Newton, Mass., Dec. 25, 1730, died in Lexington,
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Mass., Nov. 15, 1805. After graduating at Harvard,
1752, he became pastor of a church in Lexington,
where he spent his life. Edward Everett said of

Mr. Clark that he " rendered services second to no
other, in enlightening and animating the popular
mind on the great question at issue in Revolution-

ary times." John Hancock and Samuel Adams
were at the house of Mr. Clark on tlie night of

April 18, 1775, when Paul Revere took his famous
ride, and warned them, among others, of the danger
at hand. These two men asked Mr. Clark if his

people would figlit. "I have trained them for this

very hour ; they would fight, and, if need be. die

too under the shadow of the house of God," he re-

plied. The first blood of the Revolution was shed
near his house, April 19, 1775, and when he saw the

dead heroes he exclaimed, " From this day will be
dated the liberty of the world!"
CLARK, L.AB.vx, Methodist EpiscoDal clergyman,

born in Haverhill, N. H., July 19, 1778, died in Mid-
dletown. Conn., Nov. 28, 1868. He was an itinerant

preacher, and labored for half a century in Canada,
New York and New England. The missionary so-

ciety of the Methodist church was organized in

consequence of a motion offered by Mr. Clark in

1819. He was one of the founders of Wesleyan
University at Middletown in 1831, and president of

its board of trustees until his death.
CLARK, Lewis G.vvloud, author, born in Otisco,

Onondaga county, N. Y., in 1810, died at Piermont,
on the Hudson, Nov. 3. 187.3. From 1834 to 1859 he ed-
ited the " Knickerbocker Magazine " and increased
its popularity by writing the " Editor's Department,"
and contributing pleasant humorous stories to its

columns. Among the contributors to the magazine
wore many famous people, and these persons col-

lected their contributed articles, illustrated them
with tlieir portraits, and had them published in The
Knickerbocker GaUeni, devoting the proceeds of the
book to purchase a residence for Mr. Clark at Pier-
mont on the Hudson. This genial author num-
bered among his friends Charles Dickens.
CLARK, Wilms Gayi.ori), twin brother of the

preceding, died in Philadelphia, June 12, 1841. He
was editorially connected with the " New York ]Mir-

ror," "Columbian Star," and tlie Philadelphia "Ga-
zette," and wrote poetry and humorous sketches.
The Sjiirit of Life was his longest poem. A volume
entitled Literanj /icma?«.s, containing his contrilm-
tions to the" Knickerbocker Magazine," was issued
by his brother.
CLARK --

born
From 1852 to 1S.")4 he was State senator, and
during his first term of service there were consirf'-

datcd the various railroads that now form the Nf^'

York Central. To .Mr. Clark's influence is du» l''e

provision which limits passenger fares to two ci'iils

a mile. He was a temperance and iiiii/-«l i\(>ry

man, and elected to bo governor by thr ocibi mn of

several parties, some of wliieh called /hcmselves
" Repul)lican ;" lie was therefore the tiplt i^fate can-

didate elected on that ticket (1851).
CL.ARK, Tiio.-iAs M.\iuii, Prole^nt Episcopal

bishop, born at Nov.buryport, .^laf*- •'"'>' "• '812.

He graduated at Yale, 1831, sljnied theology at

Princeton, and became a Presb/Prlan pastor in his

native town. Aftewards he b^ame an PIpiscopnl

clergyman, lield rectorates / Phihulelphia, Hart-
ford and twice in I'.oston/'n lf*"'4 he was conse-

crated second bisliop of I!l/I'' Island. Pishop Clark
has published sermons, a/(l resses, V.-cn/ rr.i In Yontifi

McJi ini Ihe rnrnuititin nf/l""''icler; The J'lficieiit Sini-

rfnw-.sVAor./ Teiicher- na^ J'ritiiery Trvths'of Helinlon.

CLAUK. SiK AndiA, F.R. S., Scottish physician,

born at AlHrdeen,/'i--t. 28, 1820, and educated at

IS 1/1 ULIIIJI .

iARK, Myron- Holley, governor of New York, /

in Naples, Ontario county, N. Y., Oct. 23, isua /

Aberdeen and Edinburgh. After an exceptionally
brilliant career as a student of medicine in the lat-

ter city, he became assistant to Dr. Hughes Ben-
net and Dr. Robert Knox the anatomist, and after-
wards had charge for four years of the pathological
department at the Haslar Naval Hospital. He
subsequently settled in London, where he has ac-
quired a high reputation for skill. He is presi-
dent of the Royal College of Physicians, and con-
sulting i)hysiciau to the London Hospital. Dr.
Clark is the author of numerous essays, lectures
and reviews, and has for some time been Mr. Glad-
stone's medical attendant. He was created a baro-
net in 1Gij3. •

CLARK. Wn,Li.\M Geoege, English scholar and
author, born in March, 1821, died at York, Nov. 6,

1878. He was educated at Scdbergh and Shrews-
bury. He entered Trinity College, Cambridge, in

1840, and in 1844 was elected Fellow of his college,
where he resided until 1873. He acted long as

a tutor, and was public orator in the Univcreity
from 1857 to 1869. Ordained in 1853, he redgned
his orders in 1869, publishing his reasons in The
Present Dangers of the Cliiircli <f England. Clark
edited the first series of Cambridge Esiays (1855),

and long acted as one of the editors of the " Journal
of Philology." Other works were Ws edition of

George Brimley's Essays (1858), and Lectures on the

Middle Ages and the Rcriva! of Learning (1872). His
greatest work was the fanious Cambridge Shake-
speare (9 vols., 1803-66).

CLARK, William Smith, educator, born in Ash-
field, Mnss., July 31, 182(1, died in Amherst, March 9,

1886. He graduated at Amherst and afterwards

held professorships of chemistry and botany in that

college. During the war cf 1861-65 he served, and
two years after its close, he became president of

the agricultural college of Jlassachusetts. In 1876

he went to Jajian, pursuing botanical studies and
introducing into the T'nited States new shade trees

and seeds of foreign plants which proved of value.

He was twice elected to tlie State legislature. As
an author Prof. Clark contributed many papers on
botiinv and chemistry.

CTj.VRKE. CiiAin.KS (1787-1877), and Mary Vic-

toria Co«'''i""' English authors. Charles was born

at Knfiehl, .Middlesex, Dec. 15, 1787, and early nn-

bibad a pjii*^""! for the theater. After his fathers
(Igath, in 1820, he became a book-seller in Loudon,
and soon afterwards partner as music publisher
ir/th Alfred Novello, whose sister (born 1809) he
married in July, 1828. The next year Mrs. Cowden
Clarke began her famous Concordance to Shake-
sprare's Plags, published, after sixteen years' toil, in
1845. In is:! t ('larke began a twenty years' course
of public lectures on Shakespeare and other dram-
atists and poets, which brought him much celeb-
rity and profit. In 18.59 he published Carmina Jfi-

?ioro, a volume of original verse, and in 1863 he
edited the poems of George Herbert. The joint
productions of the pair were an edition of Shake-
speare's works with annot.itioiis (lS60),/.'fr(7/cf/iC)iii

of Writers (1878), and the valuable f-'liakrspcare Key
(1879). In 185() tliey went to live nt Nice, but re-

moved in ].«('>! to Genoa, where Charles died, Jlr.rch

13, 1877. Mrs. Clarke p.lone wrote several novels,

volumes of verse, and other works. Cf these the
lifst known rre f'e Cirlhond rf ShakcFprcrc's Hero-
ines (]f^^1),nu(\ ]\'nrld-vnied 11 omen (1£57).

CLAKKK, llvpE, JOnglish financier and philolo-

gist, born in London in 1815, was employed in Eng-
land as ft civil enrineer in the improvcnier.t of

Iloreeambe P.ay, and next in the promotion cf tele-

graph jind railway service in I'pper India. In I.'<6S

lie founded the Council of IVreirrii Pondlu-'lders,

whoso affairs ho administered for some years, and
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he has done much to promote tlie Anthropological
Institute and the Press Fund. His writings include
books on niytiiology and comparative pliilologj',

especially on the native American languages and
their supposed connection with those of tlie Old
World ; and a number of pamphlets on railways,

foreign loans, banking, etc.

CLAKKE, James Freeman (1810-88), clergyman,
born in Hanover, N. H., April 4, 1810. After
graduating at Harvard in 1829, and at Cam-
bridge divinity school in 1833, he held a pas-
torate in Louisville, Ky., for seven years, and
then returned to Boston, where, in 1841, he es-

tablished tlie Unitariai; Church, known as the
Church of the Disciples. The worship of his

church combined some of the forms of the Protest-
ant Episcopal Church, the silent prayer of the
Friends, and the extempore prayer of the Congre-
gationalists. Dr. Clarke was for several years an
overseer of Harvard University and a lecturer and
professor. His acquaintance with Margaret Fuller
enabled him to prepare, with the assistance of

William H. Channing and R. W. Emerson, a volume
of memoirs. A large number of works were pub-
lished by him and include the following:
Eleven WceH in Europe,• Chrixlian Doctrine of For-
givenexst of Sin; f>rrvice Book; Orthodo.ri/: its Truths
and Errors; Self-Culture; Everyday Religion; and
Vexed Questions.

CLARKE, John, physician, born in Suffolk, Eng-
land, Oct. 8,1601), died in Newport, R. I., April 20,

1676. He emigrated to Boston in 1637, and desiring
more religious freedom than the colony afforded,
he with others settled in Rliode Island, then called
Aquidneck, in 1638. He is supposed to have drawn
up the code of laws which governed the colony.
For several terms he was elected to the general
assembly of the State, and it is said that he was tl.e

first to show " in an actual governmeni, that the
best safeguard of personal rignts is Christian law."
He has been called the " Father of Rliode Island,"
and also the " Father of American Baptists."
CLARKE, John Si.eei'er, comedian, born in

Baltimore, Md., 1835, studied for the law, but aban-
doned it and went upon the stage in his native city.

He made a success as a low comedian, and acted in
Philadelphia, New York city, Boston and London.
His home is now in England, although he was
warmly received by the American public, who con-

sidered him almost equal to the comedian Burton.
CLARKE, M.\Rv B.\v.\rd, author, born in Raleigh,

N. C, about 1830. Her father was Thomas P. Dever-
eux, and she married Col. William J. Clarke. She
has lived in Texas, Cuba and North Carolina.
Among her writings are: Reminiscences of Cuba;
Mosses from a Rolling Stone; or, Idle Moments of a
Busy Womayi; Battle of Manassas; and Rebel Sock.

Besides writing prose and poetry Mrs. Clarke has
translated Victor Hugo's Marguerite, or Tiro Lores.

CLARKE, McDonald, the "Mad Poet," born in

Bath, Me., June 18, 1798, died in New York city,

March 5, 1842. He was an eccentric character, about
whose life little was known till he came to New
York city in 1819. He was the author of the oft-

quoted lines

:

"Night drew her sable curtain down
And pinned it with a star."

Among his publications were the following
books: A Review of the Eve of Eternity, ayid other

Poems; Tlie Elixir of Moonshine , by the Mad Poet;
The Belles of Broadway ; Death in Disguise; and A
Cross and a Coronet.
CLARKE, Rebecca Sophia, author, born in Nor-

ridgewock, Me., Feb. 22, 1833. She has written
stories for young people ; among her best are Little

Prudy Stories; Flaxis Frizzle Stories; Dotty Dimple
Stories; and Qainnehasset Girls. Her pen-name is
" Sophie May."
CLARKE RIVER, or Flathead River, a stream

which drains a part of Montana, Idaho and Wash-
ington. It rises iti the Rocky Jlountains, flows
northwest and finally reaches the Columbia River.
Gold is found near its source.
CLARKSBURG, the county-seat of Harrison

county, W. Va., situated at the place where the Elk
and West Fork Rivers unite with the Jlononga-
hela. It has Hour, woolen and saw-mills, electric
lights, gas and water-works, two academies, fine

public buildings, and in the vicinity of the town
coke and coal are found.
CLARKSVILLE, the county-seat of Montgomery

county, Tenn., 50 miles northwest of Nashville, on the
Cumberland River. Tobacco is manufactured in

large quantities. Iron mines are near the town.
It is the seat of the Southwestern Presbyterian
University. Population in 1890,7,924.
CLARKSVILLE, the oldest town of Northern

Texas and the county-seat of Red River county.
It has various schools and churches, and is the cen-
ter of a very fertile region.
CLARY (Salvia sclarea), a plant of the same

genus with sage, a native of the South of Europe.
Its flowers are used for making a fermented wine,
esteemed for its flavor.

CLASSICS. The term classici was originally ap-
plied to those citizens of Rome that belonged to
the first and most influential of the six classes into
which Sorvius Tullius divided the population. As
early as the second century after Christ it was ap-
plied figuratively to writers of the highest rank,
and this mode of designation has since been gener-
ally adopted both in iterature and art. As the great
productions of writers and artists of antiquity
liave continued to be looked upon by moderns as
models of perfection the word classics has come to

designate, in a narrower sense, the best writers of

Greece and Rome.
CLASTIC ROCKS (Greek Klastos, "broken"),

rocks composed of fragmental materials. The term
includes all rocks of a secondary or derivative
origin, as conglomerate, sandstone, shale, etc.,

which have been formed out of the remains of pre-
viously existing rocks. Besides the large class of

sand and gravel rocks, it also embraces many rocks
of organic origin, such as certain limestones, com-
posed of the debris of shells, corals, etc. ; coals,

made up of the remains of plants ; some ironstones,
consisting in whole or in part of organic debris,
fragmenrai volcanic rocks, such as tuff and ag-
glomerate, come also into the same division.
CLAUDE, St., a town of France in the depart-

ment of Jura, at the confluence of the Bienne and
and Tacon Rivers. It has manufactories of cotton,
paper, nmsical boxes, toys, and fancy articles of
horn, boiu., ivory, etc. Population, 6,632.
CLAUSEN, Henrik, a Dutch divine and states-

man, born in Laaland in 1793, died in 1877. He
became professor of theology at Copenhagen in
1820; was choson a deputy of the states in 1840,
and became a member of the cabinet in 1848. His
writings were chiefly on church history and bibli-
cal exegesis.
CLAUSEWITZ, Karl von, Prussian general,

born at Burg, June 1, i780, died of cholera at Bres-
lau, Nov. 16, 1831. He served with distinction in
several campaigns in the Prussian and in the Rus-
sian service, in 1815 becan,e chief of the Prussian
army corps, and was ultimatelv director of the
army school, and inspector of artillery. His writ-
ings prepared the way for a complete revolution in
the theory of war. Of his works the best known
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are his great book on war, T'om Krieg (3 vols. 4th
edition, ISHO), and his life of Scharnhorst.
CLAUSIUS, EuDOLPH, born in 1822; became

professor at the Polytechnic Institution of Zurich in

1855, at the University of Wiirzburg in 1867, and at
the University of Bonn in 1869. His calculations
based upon the dynamical theory of heat, by which
he shows the necessity of a Creator and the possi-

bility of miracles, have won for him much distinc-

tion among scholars.
CLAVAGELLA, or Club-Shell, a genus of la-

mellibranchiate mollusks of the same family with
Agperigitlum. These mollusks inhabit holes which
they excavate for themselves in rocks or in masses
of coral.
CLAVARIA, a genus of fungi, order Hymenomy-

cetes, family Clavariei, in which the spore-bearing
tissue is produced over all parts of the surface.

The species are numerous, some of them simple and
club-shaped, some branched. C. botnjtis, a species
common in oak and beech woods, especially in
Germany, is gathered when young and used as
food. Other species, notably C. flava, coralloides,

aurea and/ormo.so, are used in the same way.
CLAVICLE, an important part of the pectoral

girdle of vertebrates, perhaps most familiarly known
in the collar-bone of man and in the "merry thought"
of birds. It is well developed in those mammals in

which the fore-leg or arm is used very strongly and
freely, but is poorly developed or absent in many
cases, as in Carnivores and Ungulates. In most
flying birds it is strong, and often fused to the
breast-bone. It is a paired bone superadded from
the skin as an auxiliary to scapula and coracoid.
Its position is ventral and anterior to the coracoid,
and it is often associated with an interclavicle. See
Anatomy, Britannica, Vol. I, p. S2»i.

CLAVICOKNES, a great family of coleopterous
insects, of the section Pentainera. Most of the bee-
tles of this family feed on animal substance, and
many of them find their appropriate food in sub-
stances undergoing decay. See Britannica, Vol.
VI, p. 131.

CLAVIJEKO, Fr.\ncisco H.vvif.r (1721-87) Mex-,
ican historian, born at Vera Cruz in 1721 ; entered
the order of the Jesuits in 1748, and became a
teacher of rhetoric and philosophy. On the sup-
pression of the Jesuits in Spanish America in 1767,
Clavijero retired to Italy, whore he died at Bologna
in 1787. lie wrote in Italian a History of Mexico, an
impartial and valuable work, of which an English
translation by C. Cullen was published in 1787.
CLAXTON, Kate, actress, born in New York

city in 1848, grand-daughter of Rev. Spencer II.

Cone, an actor at one period of his life, and daugh-
ter of a colonel of the Gist New York regiment dur-
ing the civil war. She made her dramatic tU,l)ut

a8"Lotta"in Chicago, but created noenthusiasm
till she appeared as " jMathilde " in Led Axlroy, 1873

;

in this she was a success, and she added to her repu-
tation by acting "Louise" in The Tieo Orphan:!.
While acting this part in Brooklyn, N. Y., the dis-

astrous theater fire occurred, Dec. 5, 1.S7»), and sliort-

ly afterwards a hotel in St. Louis, wliere the actress
was staying, was burned. On both occasions she
displayed great coolness and bravery. In 1876 she
married a fellow-actor, (Charles Stephenson.
(!LAY, a term applied to I hose kinds of earth or

soil which, when moisi, have a notable degree of
tenacity and plasticity. The clays appear to owe
their origin to the decomposition of various rocks,
and to consist chiefly of a'utninic silicate, along
with other ingredients, which vary in cliiiracter

with tlie nature of the parent rock iriim the degra-
dation of which they are derived. Thus, common
clay is a mixture of kaolin or China clay (which is a

hydrated clay), and the fine powder of some fel-
spathic mineral, which is anhydrous and not de-
composed. The commoner varieties of clay and
clay-rocks are ; China clay, or kaolin

;
pipeclay, very-

like kaolin, but containing a larger percentage of
silica; potter's clay, not so pure as the preceding;
sculptor's clay or modeling clay, a fine potter's clay,
sometimes mixed with fine sand

; plastilina, a pot-
ter's clay from Italy, supposed to be composed of
oil, glycerine, resin and powdered clay ; brick-clay,
an admixture of clay and sand with some' ferrugin-
ous matter; fire-clay, containing little or no lime,
alkaline earth or iron ; shale, a laminated clay-
rock; clay-slate, an indurated cleaved clay-rock;
loam, a non-plastic mixture»of clay and sand ; marl,
a clay containing much calcareous matter.
CLAY, Cassius Marcellus, politician, born in

Madison county, Ky., Oct. 19, 1810.
While studying in Yale College, from which he

graduated in 1832, he heard William Lloyd Garri-
son speak, and this influenced him to become an ab-
olitionist, although his parents were slave-holders.
Entering the legal profession on his return to Ken-
tucky, he attained prominence and was elected in
1835 to the legislature. In 1837 and in 1840 he was
sent to that official body ; the improvements in the
common schools and in the jury system of Kentucky
are due to Mr. Clay's eS'orts. Mr. Clay was the
supporter of Henry Clay for the presidency, the
opposer of the annexation of Texas, and in 1845 the
editor of an anti-slavery paper, " The True Ameri-
can," and was continually involved in quarrels. He
served and was taken prisoner in the >Iexican war,
and aided in the election of President Taylor. He
labored for the election of Fremont in 1856, and
Lincoln in 181)0. The following year he was sent as
minister to Russia, but returned to America in 1862,
being made major-general of volunteers. Refusing
to serve so long as slavery was recognized, Mr.
Clay left the Union army and went again to Russia,
remaining as minister from 186;} to 1869.

After the war he supported the revolutionary
movement in Cuba in 1870; he gave political sup-
port to Horace Greeley in 1872, to Samuel J.Tilden
in 1876, and, although a Democrat, advocated the
election of Mr. Blaine in 1884. For killing a negro,
Perry White, in 1877, Mr. Clay was tried, but ac-
quitted, the jury bringing in a verdict of "justifia-
ble homicide," as the man,a discharged servant, had
threatened his life.

CLAY CENTRE, a town of Kansas, county-seat
of Clay county, situated on the Republican River
about 125 miles west of Leavenwortli. It contains
a variety of manufactories, and is an important
center of trade.
CLAY CROSS, a town in Derbyshire, England,

i}.2 miles south of Chesterfield, the center of a coal
and iron district. Population, 6,879.

CL.VY, Henry. See Britannica, Vol. V, pp. 817-
18.

CLAYJIORE, the old Celtic one-handed, two-
edged longsword. The name is now inaccurately
given to the basket-hilted sword of the ollicers of
Highland regiments.
CL.WTON, a village of JefTerson covinty, N. Y.,

on the St. Lawrence River at the western end oi

the region of The Thousand Islands. It is a rail-

road terminus, a summer resort, and a place where
ships and skifTs are built.

CL.VYTON, John .Minm.ETON. a jurist, born in

Pagsborough, Sussex county, Del., July 24. 1796,

died in Dover, Del., Nov. 9, 1856. He graduated at
Yale in 1815; liecame a lawyer; was elected to the
legislature in 1824 ; elected to the V . S. Senate in 1829
and 18,35; was ."Secretary of Slate under President
Taylor, and served in the U. S. Senate from 1846 to
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1849, and from 1851 to 1856. He acquired a reputation
for oratory while in tlie Senate ; liis best efl'orts be-
ing the speeches on the Foote resolution, in whicli
he discussed nullification, the argument favoring
the paying of French spoliation claims, and his de-
fense of the Clayton-Bulwer treaty (negotiated by
him while Secretary of State), and President Tay-
lor's administration.
CLAYTON-BULWEE TREATY. See Britannica,

Vol. VI, p. 782.

CLEARANCE, in the mercantile marine, a per-
mission from the custom-house officers for the de-
parture of a ship from a port, denoting that all the
formalities have been observed, and all dues, etc.,

paid. If a foreign vessel, she must also be cer-
tified by the consul of the nation to which she be-
longs.
CLEAR, Cape, a headland of Clear Island, the

most southerly point of Ireland, with a light-house
and telegraph station.
CLEARFIELD, the county-seat of Clearfield

county, Pa., on a raiload and the west branch of
the Susquehanna. It has lumber manufactories, a
foundry, machine shops, a public park and an acad-
emy.
CLEARING-HOUSE. See Britannica, Vol. Ill,

pp. 328-29.

CLEARING-HOUSE CERTIFICATES, certain
•evidences of value, or of credit, taking the place of
money for the time being, and especially used by
the Clearing-House Association of Banks. It is one
•of the developments in banking procedure, whereby
the clearing-house combination or association of
banks constituting the clearing house is pledged
to maintain the credit of every member of the as-
sociation. Its beneficial effects will be readily
comprehended by stating that if a bank is threat-
ened with a run on its funds, and cannot convert
its securities into ready cash to meet the contin-
gency without heavy loss, owing either to the tem-
porary or other depreciation in the value of the se-
curities, or the inability at the moment to convert
them into cash because of a possible stringency of
the money market, the other banks in or of the
association come to the rescue, by the issuance
of certificates from the clearing house, which
certificates are good at any bank in the association
for their face value, and have the immediate effect
of restoring confidence in the minds of depositors.
For example, suppose, in the event of a " run " on a
tiven bank, the demand for a million and a half of
ollars is made ; it would require three tons of gold

coin to meet it, involving an immense expense as
well as risk ; whereas, under the system of clearing-
house certificates there is a guaranty given that a
sum sufficient to satisfy all demands has been de-
posited, subject to the return on demand, and the
entire body composing the Clearing-Ilouse Associ-
ation is pledged to maintain the integrity of the
certificate.

The totals of the general proof being daily trans-
ferred to the ledger, reference to this is alone ne-
cessary to ascertain the dealings of each individual
bank, day by day, month by month, and year by
year, since it became a member of the association.
There is a constant check upon irregularities, as all

the banks are under the scrutinizing eye of the
clearing house. Each one of the body fully real-
izes how greatly expulsion would jeopardize its

credit. This latter feature has done much to pre-
vent the undue extension of loans which would in-
evitably produce weakness and possible disaster.
The system originated with Mr. F. W. Edmonds,
formerly cashier of the Mechanics' Bank, New
York city. He planned the issue of clearing-house
certificates in 1852, and paved the way for the

smooth and successful business management sud-
sequently developed in the banking world.
CLEARING-NUT (Sirychnos potatorum), a small

tree, a native of India, whose seeds are much used
for clearing water. A seed rubbed around the in-

side of a vessel of muddy water causes the impuri-
ties to settle rapidly.
CLEAR LAKE, a sheet of water in Lake county,

Cal. It is 24 miles long and from two to six miles
broad, and is much frequented by hunters and tour-
ists, on account of the various kinds of game which
frequent its sliores and the fish in its waters.
CLEATS, in ship-building, pieces of wood fasten-

ed to various parts of the vessel, and having holes
or recesses for fastening ropes. There are several
kinds applied to various purposes.
CLEAVAGE, or Slaty Cleavage, the property

possessed by many crystallized minerals of breaking
easily into thin plates. Cleavage is the result of an
operation which is subsequent to, and entirely
independent of the original stratification of the
rocks.
CLEBURNE, a village and town of Johnson

county, Texas; about 50 miles southwest of Dallas,
and 155 miles north of Austin. It had a population
of 1,855 in 1880, and of 3,278 in ]8!l0.

CLEBURNE, Patrick Ronayne, a soldier, born
in Cork county, Ireland, March 17, 1828, killed in
the battle of Franklin, Tenn., Nov. 30, 18G4. He
early discovered a predilection for the profession
of arms, and enlisted in the 41st regiment of in-

fantry in the English army. After several years
in the military service, he came to the United
States and located at Helena, Ark., where he
adopted the profession of law, in which he was suc-
ceeding at the commencement of the civil war in

1861, He enlisted in the Confederate army as a
private; contrived the capture of the United States
arsenal in Arkansas in March, 1801, and was soon
afterward promoted from the rank of captain to
that of colonel. He was promoted to the grade of

brigadier-general in March, 1862. At the battle of

Shiloh he commanded a brigade in the third army
corps, and signalized himself for courage and sa-

gacity. He was made major-general in December,
1862, and commanded a division of the right wing
of the Confederete army at the battles of Stone
River and Chickamauga. He distinguished him-
self in covering the retreat of Gen. Bragg's army
after the battle of Mission Ridge in November,
1863, and was commended by the Confederate Con-
gress for his heroic and successful defense of

Ringgold Gap. He was a division commander under
Gen. Joseph E. Johnston during his famous cam-
paign in North Georgia, and distinguished himself
in a number of its various battles. He commanded
a corps at the battle of Jonesboro, Ga., also at
Franklin, Tenn., where he was killed in storming
the second line of the Federal works.
CLEF, a musical character placed on the staff,

by which the names of the notes are fixed. There
are three clefs ; namely, the G.the C and the F clef.

CLEG, a name given to some insects of the dip-
terous family Tahariidx. The females are extreme-
ly troublesome to horses and cattle.

CLEMATIS, a genus of plants of the natural
order lianunnilacex, mostly herbaceous climbers.
There are many species, natives of the temperate
climates. C. viorna, cylindrica, and virginiana, or
virgin's-bower, with white flowers, are the best
known species in the United States. There are
many forms in cultivation, with large flowers of

various colors, mostly varieties or hybrids that
have been obtained from C. vitirfUa of Europe, C.

luuuginosa of China, and the Japanese species, C.
azurea and C.Jlorida.
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CLEMENCEAU, Eugene, a French statesman,
born at Mouilleron-en-Pared, in 1841. He early
obtained distinction as a physician in Paris, wliere

he was elected mayor of the 18th arrondissement in

1870, and member of the National Assembly in 1871.

He became a member of the Chamber of Deputies
in 1876, and was one of the committee of IS who di-

rected the resistance against the anti-Parliamen-
tary party. He is proprietor of " La Justice," an
important Paris journal. He is noted as being one
of the mofst expert swordsmen in France.
CLEMENS, .jERE>ii-\ir, statesman, born in Hunts-

ville, Ala., Dec. 28, 1814, died there May 21, 1865.

After graduating at the State University he be-
came a lawyer; was appointed United States mar-
shal for Northern Alabama, and elected to the leg-

islature in 1839, 1840, 1841 and 1843. He was con-
nected with the army in 1842, when he went to

Texas as lieutenant-colonel of volunteers, and in

1847-48 was an officer in the infantry. From
1849 to 1853 he was in the United States Senate, and
in 1859 became editor, at Memphis, of the "Eagle
and Enquirer." Popular feeling influenced him,
and he became a secessionist, but in 1864 he declared
for the Union cause. He was the author of several
novels, some of which dealt with American history.

Just previous to his death he was at work on a his-

tory of the war.
CLEMENS, S.iMUEL L.\nghorne, an American

humorist, born at Florida, Mo., Nov. 30, 1835. He
is best known by his nom-de-plume, " Mark Twain,"
which had been the pen-name of Capt. Isaiah
Sellers, who, previous to 1863, furnished river news
to the " New Orleans Picayune," and which was
derived from the call of the leadsman on the Mis-
sissippi River boat when he sounds two fathoms.
Mr. Clemens's education was chiefly obtained in the
printing office, he being apprenticed to a printer
at the age of thirteen, and he worked at the trade
In St. Louis, Cincinnati, and New York, and in

1851 became river pilot on the Mississippi. He
followed mining and newspaper work in Nevada
and California; made a trip to the Hawaiian
Islands in 1866; lectured in California and Ne-
vada ; made a tour through Europe, Egypt and
the Holy Land; and since 1870 has lived at Hart-
ford, Conn., employing his time in writing books or
delivering lectures. He estalilished in 1884 the
publishing liouse of C.L. Webster & Co., in New York
city, and this firm brought out Gen. U. S. Grant's
Memoirs. Among Mr. Clemens's most popular books
are: Thi; Innocents Abroad; Roughing It; Adventures
of Tom SoAvyer; The I'rinee inid the Pauper; and A
Yankee at the Court of King Arthur.
CLEMMEIi, M.\RY, author, born in Utica, N. Y.,

in 1839, died in Washington, D. C, Aug. 18, 1884.
This was the maiden name of Mrs. Edmund Hud-
son ; but as she wrote for many years under the name
Clemmer, slie was best known by it. Her first lit-

erary work was for the " Springfield Re|)ublicari,"
and she afterwards gained reputation by the
"Woman's Letter from Washington," which for
years regularly appeared in the " New York Inde-
pendent." She was the friend of Alice and Phiebe
Gary, and wrote their biographies. Monographs
on Margaret Fuller, George Eliot, Charles Sumner,
Longfellow, and Kmerson were from her pen. She
was the author of Victoria; Eirene; His Two Wives;
Ten Years in Wasliinfjtiin; and a volume of poems.
She was married l<> Rev. Hiiiiicl .\mes, liut was di-

vorced, and married Mr. Ihidsim in 1H83.

CLEOMEDES, a Greek writer on astronomy.
Nothing is known regarding his life, nor the period
when he flourished. Mis treutisn is entitled The
Circular Tlieorii of Die Ileavenlji liodies, and is re-
markable as containing several truths of modern

science—such as the spherical shape ot the earth,
the revolution of the moon about its axis, etc.
Cleomedes's treatise was first printed in Latin in
1498, and the last edition in German in 18:?2.

CLERC,L.\URENT, educator, born in La Balme,
near Lyons, France, Dec. 26, 1785, died in Hartford,
Conn., July 18, 1869. When only a year old he fell

into the fire, and was so injured that he lost the
sense of smell and hearing. Several years later
Abbe Sicard took the lad and gave him so good an
education that he became a teacher. Kev. Dr.
Gallaudet persuaded him to come to America, and
found an institution for the instruction of the deaf
and dumb. Tliis lie did, and in 181 7 such a school was
opened at Hartford, and JI. Clerc devoted the rest
of his life to this work.
CLERK, John, of Eldin, writer on naval tactics,

born in 1728, died May 10, 1812. He prospered as
an Edinburgh merchant, and by 1773 purchased
the small estate of Eldin at Lasswade, where he
devoted himself to etching, to geology, and to
studying deeply both the theory and practice of
naval tactics. On April 12, 1782, his manceuvei
for breaking the enemy's line was tried, and a de-
cisive victory was gained over the French.
CLERK, John (1757-1832), son of the naval

writer, was raised to the Scottish bench in 1823.

when he assumed the judicial title of Lord Eldin.
CLERK, I'.vKisH, an official in the Church of

England, who leads the responses in the congrega-
tion, and assists in the services of public worship,
at funerals, etc.

CLERMONT-DE-LODEVE, a town in the de-
partment of H^rault, 23 miles northwest of Mont-
pelier. It has extensive manufactories of woolen
cloth. Population, 5,685.

CLERUS, a genus of insects of the order Chop-
tcra, section Pentamera, and of the great family
Serricornes (see Britannica, Vol. VI, p. 132).

There are about 20 species of this genus in the
Lhiited States. Their larva? feed on the larvse of

different kinds of bee.

CLEVELAND, a wild mountainous district, with
some picturesque fertile valleys, forming the east
part of the North Riding of Yorkshire, England.
In the south the hills rise 1,300 to 1,850 feet. An
extraordinary change has been wrought in the as-

pect of the country by a rich discovery of ironstone
in the Cleveland hills; since 1851 lonely hamlets
have become populous towns. The ironstone is

chiefly an argillaceous carbonate, inferior in qual-
ity to the ironstone of the coal-measures.
CLEVELAND, a city of Ohio (.see Britannica,

Vol. V, p. 828). The population of the city has in-

creased from 160,146 in 18S0 to 261.546"in 1890,

and its growth in business and wealth has
been corresixindingly rapid. There were in 1890

2,500 manufacturing establishments, employing
40.000 persons, with an annual prciduclion of $85,-

000,000. The city contains eight shii>-yards. two of

them of immense pro|iortions, constructing iron

and steel vessels. A harbor of refuge, construoto*!

by the United States Government and costing
nearly $2,000,tKK1, was completed during the last

decade, and the great viaduct extendinK from the

lake on the east side to the top of the hill on the
west side, costing $2,22r),(KX), was conipleted a little

earlier. The iiublic library contains 50,(KX) vol-

umes.
CLEVEI.,AND, a railroad junction and the

county-seat of Bradley county, Tenn. It is an ed-

ucational town and contains an academy, a female
institute, and the largest southi-rn female college.

CLEVEL.\NI), Cu.Mfi.Ks Dk.xtkh. educator. Iwirn

in Salem, Mass., Dec. .3, I8()2, died in Philadelphia,

Pa., .Vug. 18, 18(i9. Graduating at Darmouth in
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1827, he became a teacher of Latin and Greek in

Dickinson College, and afterwards in the New York
University, and in a young ladies' school in

Pliiladelphia. He was appointed consul to Cardiff,

Wales (1861-67). Prof. Cleveland was the author

of several works on English, American, and clas-

sical literature, text-books and song-books for

schools, and prepared a concordance to Milton's

poems,
CLEVELAND, Grover, the twenty-second Pres-

ident of the United States, born in Caldwell, Essex
county, N. J., March 18, 1837. He was christened

Stephen Grover, in honor of Rev. Stephen Grover,
pastor of the Presbyterian church at Caldwell, but
the first name was omitted in his early life. "When
four years old his parents removed to Fayetteville,

N. Y., where Grover received an academic educa-
tion, and afterwards became a clerk in a country
store. At the age of 17 he became an assistant

teaclier in the New York Institution for the Blind
in New York city. In 1855 he went to Buffalo and
assisted his uncle, Lewis F. Allen, in the compila-
tion of the American Herd Bool; a.ud in August of

that year entered the law office of Rogers, Bowen
& Rogers, in Buffalo, as a student-at-law. He was
admitted to the bar in 1859, and in 1863 was ap-

pointed assistant district attorney of Erie county,

a position which he retained for three years. In
1865 he was the Democratic candidate for district

attorney, but was defeated. He then became a

law partner of Isaac V. Vanderpool in Buffalo, and
four years later a member of the law firm of Lau-
ning, Cleveland & Folsom. In 1870 he was elected

sheriff of Erie county, and at the close of his term
of office formed the law firm of Bass, Cleveland &
Bissell, which subsequently became the firm of

Cleveland & Bissell, Mr. Bass having retired on
account of failing health. In 1881 Mr. Cleveland
was elected mayor of the city of Buffalo on the
Democratic ticket, and by his tearless use of the
veto prerogative soon became known as the "veto
mayor." In 1882 he received the Democratic nom-
ination for governor of the State of New York, and
was elected by a plurality of 192,854 over the Re-
publican nominee, Charles J. Folger. July 11,

1884, the Democratic national convention nomi-
nated him for the Presidency of the L^nited States,

he receiving 683 votes out of a total of 820. James
G. Blaine was the Republican candidate, and the
canvass which followed was remarkable more for the
discussion of the personal characters and qualifica-

tions of the respective candidates than for the dis-

cussion of political issues. In the election which
followed Mr. Cleveland received a majority of 37

in the electoral college and a majority in the
popular vote of 23,005 out of a total of 10,067,610.

His administration of the Presidential office was
marked by the same unprecedented use of the veto
power which had characterized his administration
of the gubernatorial office. June 2, 1886, President
Cleveland married, in the White House, Frances
Folsom, daughter of his former law partner. With
the exception of Mrs. Madison, Mrs. Cleveland was
the youngest of the many mistresses of the White
House, havmg been born in Buffalo, N. Y., in 1864.

In 1888 Mr. Cleveland was renominated for the
Presidency by the Democratic nationalconvention,
but was defeated by the Republican candidate,
Benjamin Harrison. Since his retirement from the
Presidential office, Mr. Cleveland has resumed in

New York city the practice of law.
CLEVELAND, Rose Eliz.\beth, sister of Grover

Cleveland, born in Fayetteville, N. Y., in 1846, ed-
ucated at Houghton Seminary, Clinton, and be-
came a teacher in that institution, and somewhat
later assumed charge of the Collegiate institution

at Lafayette, Jnd. She has lectured before several
schools on historical subjects, and has written a
book entitled Geurge Eliot's Poetry and Other Stud-
ies; and a novel entitled Tlie Long Run. For a
short time she was editor of " Literary Life," a
Chicago magazine.
CLEW, or Clue, a name given to the lower

corner of square sails, and the aftermost lower
corner of stay-sails.

CLEW BAY, an inlet of the Atlantic, on the west
coast of Mayo county, Ireland. Old Red Sand Stone,
Carboniferous limestone, and Cambrian strata form
the shores of the bay. The upper part of the bay
contains an archipelago of 300 fertile and culti-

vated islets.

CLICHE, the impression made by a die in melted
tins, or other fusible metal. It is the proof of a die-
sinker's work, by which he judges of the effect, and
ascertains the stage of progress reached before the
die is hardened. The same term is applied by the
French to stereotype casts from woodcuts.
CLICK-BEETLE, the popular name given to

many species of coleopterous insects of the family
Elater-idsc. They are so called from springing into
the air with an audible click, when placed on the
back. The American species are very numerous,
and in the imago state feed on vegetables. See
Britannica, Vol. VI, p. 132.

CLIENT, a term in universal use in the United
States and England to designate the person who
employs an attorney, counselor, or other member
of the legal fraternity, either to conduct a case or
to give legal advice.
CLIDASTES, a remarkable genus of snake-like

reptiles found in the cretaceous formation ol North
America. They have an additional articulation of

the vertebra\ About 12 species have been described.
CLIFFORD, WiLLi.vM Kikgdox (1845-79), an Eng-

lish mathematician. In 1S70 he accompanied the
English expedition to the iMediterranean to ob-
serve the solar eclipse, and in 1871 became profes-

sor of applied mathematics at University College,
London. On account of failing liealth he spent
the summer of 1876 in Spain and Algiers, and in

1878 was again compelled to seek rest in Madeira,
where he died the following year.
CLIFF DWELLINGS. See Britannica, under

Meteor.\, Vol. XVI, p. 114; and L\Di.\xs, Americ.\n.
Vol. XII, pp. 822-33, and in these Revisions and
Additions.
CLIFTON SPRINGS, a health resort of Ontario

county, N. Y. It has large sulphur springs and a
building devoted to invalids, called the Clifton
Springs Sanitarium.
CLIFFORD, X.\TH.\x, jurist, born in Rumney,

N. H., Aug. 18, 1803, died in Cornish, Me., July 25,

1881. He adopted the legal profession, was in the
State legislature from 1830 to 1834, was attorney-
general for the State from 1834 to 1838, and subse-
quently served two terms in Congress. In 1846 he
was called to President Polk's cabinet as attorney-
general, and in this capacity he made important
treaties with ^Mexico. California was anne.^ied to

the United States according to the terms of one of

these treaties. In 1858 he became associate justice

of the Supreme Court, and in 1877 it was his duty
as senior associate judge to preside over the

electoral commission of that year ; and although
Judge Clifford believed Mr. Tilden elected, he con-
ducted the proceedings impartially, and the court

declared for the election of Jlr. Hayes.
CLIFTON, a town of Ontario, and a port of

entry, situated on the Niagara River, two miles be-

low the Falls. The river is here crossed by the great
railroad suspension bridge, and the view of the

Falls from the town is magnificent.
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